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Title 3— ProcUtmation 6520 of December 23, 1992 

The President National Good Teen Day, 1993 

By the President of the United States of America 

A Proclamation 

The passage between childhood and adulthood constitutes one of the most 
eventful stages of our life’s journey. The teen years are as challenging as 
they are exciting, and at a time when young Americans are facing more 
serious pressures than ever before—from substance abuse and violence to 
sexual promiscuity and dropping out of school—it is fitting that we set 
aside this day to reaffirm the imique, God-given potential of every teenager. 

Today millions of American teenagers are setting examples for others by 
demonstrating love and respect for their parents, by meeting their responsibil¬ 
ities at home and in school, by participating in their places of worship, 
and by showing consideration and concern for their classmates and neighbors. 
They are also enjoying the rewards of voluntary service to others, Uiereby 
contributing to our communities and Nation as Points of Light. These teens 
are making the most of their talents and opportunities and, through their 
determination and hard work, are building the foundation for a bright future. 

It is vital that we recognize and reinforce good behavior among teens and 
instill in every child a positive sense of responsibility, self-control, and 
self-worth. The pursuit of freedom and independence is characteristic of 
adolescence. Yet, while most adolescents demand increasing autonomy, they 
also continue to need and seek their parents’ reassurance, guidance, and 
support. For teenagers who are struggling to cope with the many physical 
and emotional changes of adolescence, as well as the external pressures 
that weigh so heavily on yoimg people today, such encouragement and 
guidance are essential. We must provide our teens with opportunity and 
hope, with firm yet loving moral guidance and discipline, and—most impor¬ 
tant—with clear, consistent examples of personal responsibility and virtue. 

No child is destined to become a "bad teen.’’ Through loving, responsible 
parenting and through the support of schools, churches, and communities 
that set high standards of character and conduct for people of all ages, 
we can help every young American to recognize and attain his or her 
fullest potential. On this occasion, let us resolve to do exactly that. 

The Congress, by House Joint Resolution 409, has designated January 16, 
1993, as "National Good Teen Day’’ and has authorized and requested the 
President to issue a proclamation in observance of this day. 
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NOW, THEREFORE, I, GEORGE BUSH, President of the United States of 
America, do hereby proclcdm January 16, 1993, as National Good Teen 
Day. I invite all Americans to observe this day with appropriate programs 
and activities in honor of America’s teenaged citizens. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand this twenty-third 
day of December, in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and ninety- 
two, and of the Independence of the United States of America the two 
hundred and seventeenth. 

IFR Doc. 93-343 

Filed 1-4-93: 4:31 pm) 

Billing code 3195-01-M 
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Presidential Documents 

Proclamation 6521 of January 4, 1993 

National Sanctity of Human Life Day, 1993 

By the President of the United States of America 

A Proclamation 

Americans have demonstrated their commitment 4o the belief “that all men 
are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain 
unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of 
Happiness.” TMs tradition of generosity and reverence for hummi life stands 
in marked contrast with the prevalence of abortion in America today— 
some 1.5 million children lost each year; more than 4,000 each day. This 
is shocking evidence of just how far we have strayed from our Nation’s 
most cherished values and beliefs. Thus we pause on this National Sanctity 
of Human Life Day to call attention to the tragedy of abortion and to 
recognize the many individuals who are working to restore respect for human 
life in our Nation. 

Advances in science and technology have offered us tremendous new insight 
on life in the womb: parents can now hear their unborn child’s heartbeat 
as early as 8 weeks of age; physicians can monitor the baby’s development 
using high-resolution sonography; and they may even diagnose and treat 
abnormalities before birth. How terribly ironic it is that, at one hospital 
or clinic, an unborn child may be carefully treated as a patient, while 
at another facility—perhaps just a few blocks away—another innocent child 
may become a victim of alrartion. 

Recognizing the tragedy of abortion and the feelings of desperation that 
lead some women to make such a painful, devastating choice, concerned 
individuals throughout the United States are working to help women choose 
life for their unborn children. On this occasion we recognize the many 
generous Americans who—with nothing to gain for themselves—reach out 
to women in need through crisis pregnancy centers, residential facilities, 
mentoring programs, and a host of other support services. We also recognize 
the many social services professionals, attorneys, and counselors who assist 
in promoting the adoption option, and we salute each of the courageous 
women who make this unselfish choice for their children. Such works 
of generosity and compassion are saving lives and, yes, slowly but surely 
turning hearts—one woman, one couple, one community at a time. 

The struggle to overcome abortion in the United States—to educate individ¬ 
uals about life in the womb, to restore reverence for the miracle of creation, 
and to expand alternatives for women in need—is far from ended. While 
the struggle may be a long and diffrcult one, many Americans know that 
it is a cause from which we cannot retreat. And because it is a cause 
that appeals ditectly to the conscience of the Nation—a Nation that has, 
time and again, demonstrated its capacity to rediscover its highest ideals, 
ideals rooted in our belief in the God-given rights and dignity of every 
human being—it is a cause that cannot fail. 
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NOW, THEREFORE, I, GEORGE BUSH, President of the United States of 
America, by virtue of the authority vested in me by the Constitution and 
laws of the United States, do hereby proclaim Sunday, January 17, 1993, 
as National Sanctity of Human Life Day. I call on all Americans to reflect 
on the sanctity of human life in all its stages and to gather in homes 
and places of worship to give thanks for the gift of life and to reaffirm 
our commitment to respect the life and dignity of every human being. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand this fourth day 
of January, in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and ninety-three, 
and of the Independence of the United States of America the two hundred 
and seventeenth. 

(FR Doc. 93-344 

Filed 1-4-93; 4:32 pm] 

Billing code 3195-01-M 
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This section of the FEDERAL REGISTER 
contains regulatory documents having general 
applicability and legal effect most of which 
are keyed to and codified in the Code of 
Federal Regulations, which Is published under 
SO titles pursuant to 44 U.S.C. 1510. 

The Code of Federal Regulations Is sold by 
the Superinterxient of D^uments. Prices of 
new books are listed in the first FEDERAL 
REGISTER issue of each week. 

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

immigration and Naturalization Service 

8CFR Part 100 

[INS No. 1511-92] 

RIN1115-AC95 

Statement of Organization; Name 
Change for Border Patrol Stations In 
Sector Number 2 

AGENCY: Immigration and Naturalization 
Service, Justice. 
ACTION: Final rule. 

SUMMARY: This final rule amends 8 CFR 
100.4 by revising the names of stations 
located in Border Patrol sector 
headquarter's number 2 from "Malone. 
New York” to "Burke, New York”, from 
"Rouses Point, New York” to 
"Champlain, New York”, and from 
"Derby Line, Vermont” to "Newport, 
Vermont”. These changes are necessary 
to show the actual city in which these 
Border Patrol stations are physically 
located. 
EFFECTIVE DATE: January 6,1993. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT; 

Marion E. Moody, Assistant Chief Patrol 
Agent, Border Patrol, Immigration and 
Naturalization Service. 4251 Street, 
NW., room 7227, Washington, DC 
20536, telephone (202) 514-1109. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 8 CFR 
100.4 is being amended to change the 
names of three Border Patrol stations 
located in sector headquarters number 2 
from "Malone, New York” to "Burke, 
New York”, from "Rouses Point, New 
York” to "Champlain, New York”, and 
from "Derby Line, Vermont” to 
"Newport, Vermont”, to show the actual 
city in which these Border Patrol 
stations are located. 

The Service’s implementation of this 
rule as a final rule is based upon 5 
U.S.C. 553 (b)(A) as it is a rule of agency 
organization. 'The immediate 

implementation of this final rule is 
based upon the "good cause” exception 
found at 5 U.S.C. 553 (d) in that the 
usual notice provisions are unnecessary 
because the rule will benefit the public 
by showing the actual city in which 
these Border Patrol stations are 
physically located. 

In accordance with 5 U.S.C. 605(b), 
the Commissioner of the Immigration 
and Naturalization Service certifies that 
this rule does not have a significant 
adverse economic impact on a 
substantial number of small entities. 
This rule is not considered to be a major 
rule within the meaning of section 1(b) 
of E.0.12291, nor does this rule have 
Federalism implications warranting the 
preparation of a Federalism Assessment 
in accordance with E.0.12612. 

List of Subjects in 8 CFR Part 100 

Authority delegation (Government 
agencies). Organization and functions 
(Government agencies). 

Accordingly, part 100 of chapter I of 
title 8 of the Code of Federal 
Regulations is amended as follows: 

PART 100—STATEMENT OF 
ORGANIZATION 

1. The authority citation for part 100 
continues to read as follows: 

Authority: 8 U.S.C. 1103; 8 CFR part 2. 

§100.4 [Amended] 

. 2. In § 100.4, paragraph (d) is 
amended by revising the border patrol 
station names in Sector No. 2: 

a. From "Derby Line, VT” to read: 
"Newport, VT”; 

b. From "Malone, NY” to read: 
"Burke, NY”; and 

c. From "Rouses Point, NY” to read: 
"Champlain, NY”. 

Dated: December 21,1992. 

Gene McNary, 

Commissioner, Immigration and 
Naturalization Service. 
(FR Doc. 93-108 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 

BtLUNG CODE 4410-10-11 

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM 

12 CFR Part 225 

[Regulation Y; Docket No. R-0755] 

Review Criteria for Bank Holding 
Company Appiicationa 

AGENCY: Board of Governors of the 
Federal Reserve System. 
ACTION: Final rule. 

SUMMARY: The Board is amending its 
Regulation Y to implement certain 
regulatory improvements contained in 
sections 202(d) and 210 of the Federal 
Deposit Insurance Corporation 
Improvement Act of 1991 (FDICIA). The 
final rule specifies additional factors 
that the Federal Reserve System must 
consider in acting on applications by 
bank holding companies to acquire 
banks under section 3 of the Bank 
Holding Company Act. The intended 
effect of the amendment is to conform 
the Board’s regulations to the statutory 
changes. 
EFFECTIVE DATE: February 4,1993. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Scott G. Alvarez, Associate General 
Counsel (202-452-3583), or Brian E.J. 
Lam, Attorney (202-452-2067), Legal 
Division: or Sidney M. Sussan, Assistant 
Director (202-452-2638), Division of 
Banking Suftervision and Regulation, 
Board of Governors of the Federal 
Reserve System. For the hearing 
impaired only. Telecommunications 
Device for the Deaf (TDD), Dorothea 
Thompson (202-452-3544), Board of 
Governors of the Federal Reserve 
System, 20th and C Street, NW., 
Washington, DC 20551. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The Board 
is adopting a final rule that revises its 
Regulation Y to include new 
supervisory factors that FDICIA requires 
the Board to consider in reviewing and 
acting on applications by bank holding 
companies to acquire banks under 
section 3 of the Bank Holding Company 
Act (BHC Act). These changes are 
required by sections 202(d) and 210 of 
FDIQA, Public Law 102-242,105 Stat. 
2237, 2290, 2298. On April 15,1992, the 
Board adopted an interim rule that 
implemented sections 202(d) and 210 of 
FDICIA, and requested public comment 
on the revision to Regulation Y. 57 FR 
13002, April 15,1992. The public 
comment period expired on June 15, 
1992. 
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Section 202(d] of FDICIA provides 
that the Board must disapprove an 
application under section 3 of the BHC 
Act if; 

(1) The bank holding company fails to 
provide the Board with adequate 
assurances that it will make available to 
the Board such information on its 
operations or activities, and the 
operations or activities of any affiliates, 
as the Board deems appropriate to 
determine and enforce compliance with 
BHC Act; or 

(2) In the case of an application 
involving a foreign bank, the foreign 
bank is not subject to comprehensive 
supervision or regulation on a 
consolidated basis by the appropriate 
authorities in the ba^’s home cotmtry. 
Public Uw 102-242,105 Stat. 2237, 
2290. Section 210 of FDICIA also 
provides that the Board’s consideration 
of the mana^rial resources of a bank 
holding company or bank shall include 
consideration of the competence, 
experience and integrity of the officers, 
directors and principal shareholders of 
the bank holding company or bank. 
Public Law 102-242,105 Stat. 2237, 
2298. 

The Board is adopting a final rule 
substantially as proposed. The final rule 
adopts the statutory language contained 
in sections 202(d) and 210 of FDICIA, 
specifying that, in deciding applications 
under section 3 of the BHC Act, the 
Board will consider the competence, 
experience, and integrity of ffie officers, 
directors, and principal shareholders of 
the applicant, and of the banks and bank 
holding companies concerned, their 
record of compliance with applicable 
laws and regulations, and the record of 
the applicant and its affiliates of 
fulfilling any commitments to, and any 
conditions imposed by. the Board in 
connection with prior applications.* In 
addition, the final rule adopts a 
definition of "principal shareholder." ^ 

’ The Board’s ragulations cunrwitly provide that, 
in considering af^licatioos under section 3 of the 
BHC Act, die Bo^ will consider the records of the 
applicant, its subsidiaries, any bonks related to the 
applicant through common ownership or 
management, and the hank or banks to be acquired, 
of compijring with applicable lanrs and regulations, 
and their record of hilfilling any commitments to, 
and any conditions imposed by, the Board in 
connection with prior applications. See 12 CFR 
225.13(b)(2). TbsM provisions will remain 
unchanged in the final rule. 

^Regulation Y curroitly includes a definition of 
“principal shareholder" tliat is used in determining 
the Board's presumption of control of a financial 
institution or banking organization, and in the 
Board's Capital Adequacy Guidelines. In order to 
avoid confusion and to maintain consistency 
between the statutory language of FDICIA and the 
implementing provisiaiu of Regulation Y, the Board 
has redesignat^ the current term “principal 
sharcliolder’’ as “controlling shareholder", and has 
added a new definition of the term “principal 

The Board will also consider whether 
the applicant has provided the Board 
with adequatq^issurances that it will 
make available such information on its 
operations or activities, and the 
operations or activities of any affiliate of 
the applicant, that the Board deems 
appropriate to determine and enforce 
compUauce with the BHC Act and other 
applicable federal banking statutes, and 
any regulations thereimder. Moreover, 
in the case of an application involving 
a foreign banking organization, the 
Board will consider whethw the 
organization is subject to 
comprehensive supervision or 
regulation on a consolidated basis by 
the appropriate authorities in the 
organization’s home country. 

The final rule is being adopted in 
conjunction with the Board’s 
implementation of the Foreign Bank 
Supervision Enhancement Act of 1991 
(FBSEA). subtitle A of title n of FDICIA, 
which dumged the authority of the 
Board under the International Banking 
Act of 1978. FBSEA provided the Bo^ 
with new authority to approve the 
establishment of U.S. offices by a 
foreign bank, and to regulate and 
supervise the operations of a foreign 
bank with U.S. offices. 

The Board anticipates that the final 
rule will not impose any significant 
additional burdens cm domestic banking 
organizations or financial institutions 
beirausa the Board currently seeks, and 
has generally been able to obtain, fiom 
domestic applicants ii of the 
information needed to considm* section 
3 applications. The Board is not 
proposing to seek any additional types 
or quantities of information from 
domestic applicants by virtue of the 

shareholder" that applies strictly to the standards 
the Board must review under the FDICIA 
amendments to the BHC Act Thus, in the final rule,. 
the term "controlling shareholder" means any 
person that owns or controls, directly or indirectly, 
25 percent or more of any class of voting securities 
of a bank or other company. Corresponding changes 
have been made in the Bo^'s regulations 
regarding presumptions of control, and in the 
Bo^’s ^pital Adequacy Guidelines. The term 
“princifial shareholder" has been redefined for 
purposes of implementing the FDIQA provisions to 
mean any person that owns or controls, directly or 
indirectly, 10 pwcent or more of any class of voting 
securities of a bank or other company, or any 
person that the Board determines has the power to 
exercise, directly or indirectly, a controlling 
influence over the management or polidas of a bank 
or other company. The Board believes that the 
managerial qualities of all major shareholders (i.e.. 
shareholders controlling 10 percent or more of any 
class of voting securities) should be considered in 
appropriate situations. This is the level of 
ownership at which shareholder review is 
conducted under the Change in Bank Control Act, 
12 U.S.C. 1617(j). As discussed in the preamble, the 
Board will consider the actual or anticipated role 
of a principal shareholder in the management of a 
bank in evaluating the competence, experience and 
integrity of that individual. 

final rule. The final rule ensures that the 
Board is able to obtain firom all 
applicants, especially foreign applicants 
operating in jurisdictions that limit or 
prohibit the disclosure of financial 
information outside of the jurisdiction, 
the same type of information that the 
Board now seeks and typically obtains 
from domestic applicants. 

Conunents 

In response to its request, the Board 
received four comments. Two 
commenters, a Federal Reserve Bank 
and a banking organization, favor the 
adoption of the interim rule as a final 
rule. Another commenter, a foreign 
bank, supports the goal of strengthmiing 
the applications process under the BHC 
Act, and agrees that the competence, 
experience and integrity of the officers 
and directors of banks and bank holding 
companies should be considered, as 
required by section 210 of FDICIA. This 
commenter, however, suggests that the 
Board should not consider the 
competence and experience of 
shareholders where such shareholders 
are passive investors that do not 
anticipate any significant involvement 
in the management of the bank or the 
bank holding company. 

Section 210 expressly provides that 
the Board’s consideration of the 
managerial resources of a bank or bank 
holding company include consideration 
of the competence, experience, and 
integrity of the officers, directors, and 
principal shareholders of the company 
or bank. Thus, the text of section 210 
directs the Board to consider all three 
managerial factors with respect to all 
three groups of individuals. 

However, the Board believes that the 
statutory language does not prevent the 
Board from considering the extent of the 
role a principal shareholder may play in 
the management of a bank or a bank 
holding company when evaluating the 
competence or experience of the 
shareholder. An underlying purpose of 
section 210 is to permit the Beard to 
consider the abilities of the principal 
shareholders of banks and bank holding 
companies in appropriate situations, 
including situations where a principal 
shareholder has or could have a 
significant effect on the financial and 
managerial resources, fiiture prospects, 
or safety and soundness of a bank or 
bank holding company. Thus, the Board 
could consider whether a shareholder 
proposes to be a passive investor in 
weighing the shareholder’s banking 
experience and competence. 

The final commenter, a banking 
association, suggests that, in reviewing 
applications submitted by domestic 
bank holding companies, the Board not 
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require domestic applicants to provide 
information on their respective 
operations and activities, and the 
operations and activities of their 
afniiates. This commenter asserts that 
the text and placement of section 202(d) 
of FDICIA, its legislative history, and 
other legal and practical considerations 
all support exempting domestic banks 
and bank holding companies from this 
retirement. 

The Board has considered these 
comments and concluded that domestic 
bank holding companies should not be 
exempted from the requirement that, 
when submitting section 3 applications, 
they provide the Board with adequate 
assurances that they will make available 
appropriate information to the Board. 
By its express terms, section 202(d) 
requires the Board to disapprove any 
application by ony bank holding 
company under section 3 of the BHC 
Act if the company fails to provide 
adequate assurances that the company 
will make available to the Board such 
information on the operations or 
activities of the company or any affiliate 
of the company. In drafting section 
202(d), Congress expressly limited the 
application of certain other provisions 
of that section to foreign banks, without 
imposing a similar limitation on the 
“availability of information” provision. 
Moreover, the legislative history of 
section 202(d) expressly indicates that 
this requirement is applicable to 
domestic bank holding companies.^ 
Thus, in light of the statutory language 
and the legislative history of section 
202(d), the Board has concluded that the 
availability of information provision 
should apply to domestic bank holding 
companies. 

[Sjection 202(d) amends the BHC Act 
to permit the Board to disapprove any 
application to acquire a U.S. bank 
unless the Board is given adequate 
assurances that it will have access to 
information on the operations or 
activities of a company or companies, or 
any affiliates, making application to 
acquire a U.S. bank that the Board 
deems necessary to fulfill the 
requirements of the [International 
Banking Act), the BHC Act, or the 
[Financial Institutions Supiervisory Act 
of 1966). This requirement applies to 
applications by both foreign banking 
organizations and domestic bank 
holding companies. 

H.R. Rep. No. 157,102nd Cong., 1st 
Sess. 159 (1991) (emphasis added): see 
also Section-By-Section Analysis Of S. 
543 As Reported By The Senate Banking 
Committee, reprinted in 138 Cong. Rec. 

^ For example, the Report of the House Committee 
on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs states: 

2059, 2094 (February 21,1992) (noting 
that the availability of information 
provision “applies to applications by 
both foreign bmking organizations and 
domestic bank holding companies"). 

The Board does not believe, however, 
that the final rule will impose a 
significant additional burden on 
domestic applicants because the Board 
currently seeks and typically is able to 
obtain from such applicants all of the 
information needed to consider section 
3 applications. The Board does not 
expect or propose, following adoption of 
this final rule, to seek additional types 
or quantities of information from 
domestic applicants than the Board 
currently seeks from these applicants. 

The commenter also suggests that the 
Board should require domestic banks 
and bank holding companies to provide 
information on an affiliate only if the 
affiliate either transacts business with 
the bank that goes beyond ordinary 
deposit or loan services, or exposes the 
bank to substantial risk. Based on the 
express language and legislative history 
of section 202(d), which both refer to 
"any affiliates” of the applicant, the 
Board also has concluded that 
applicants should provide the necessary 
assurances with regard to all affiliates, 
not just affiliates that transact business 
with a bank that goes beyond ordinary 
deposit or loan services or that exposes 
a bank to substantial risk. 

However, under section 202(d) and 
the final rule, the Board retains 
discretion to determine on a case-by¬ 
case basis the extent that assurances are 
needed for affiliates under common 
control of individuals. The Board does 
not believe that, in light of the language 
and purpose of section 202(d) of 
FDICLA, it is appropriate to provide a 
general regulatory exemption for all or 
most companies affiliated through 
individual owners. 

Finally, the commenter urges the 
Board not to require banks, l^nk 
holding companies and their affiliates to 
provide information that is deemed to 
be privileged or confidential under 
applicable federal or state laws. No such 
exception appears to have been 
contemplated by section 202(d). The 
Board believes that, in certain 
circumstances, it may be appropriate for 
the Board to request, and for applicants 
to provide, information which may be 
deemed privileged or confidential. The 
Board can and will, however, afford this 
information confidential treatment as 
provided in the Freedom of Information 
Act. Accordingly, the Board believes 
that it is not appropriate to adopt a 
regulatory provision limiting the 
Board’s ability to request or obtain 

relevant confidential or privileged 
information. 

For all of the foregoing reasons, the 
Board has conclude that the 
availability of information provision of 
the interim rule should remain 
unchanged in the final rule. 

Regulatory Flexibility Act 

Pursuant to section 605(b) of the 
Regulatory Flexibility Act, ffie Board 
hereby certifies that the final rule will 
not have a significant impact on a 
substantial number of small entities. 

The final rule imposes the minimum 
burdens necessary to implement the 
provisions of sections 202(d) and 210 of 
FDICIA for all banks and bank holding 
companies subject to the regulation, 
regardless of size. The regulation 
specifies additional factors which the 
Board must consider in acting on 
applications by bank holding companies 
to acquire banks under section 3 of the 
BHC Act. The final rule does not impose 
any additional regular recordkeeping, 
reporting or other similar requirements 
on banks. 

List of Subjects in 12 CFR Part 225 

Administrative practice and 
procedure. Banks, Banking, Federal 
Reserve System, Holding companies. 
Reporting and recordkeeping 
requirements. Securities. 

For the reasons set forth in the 
preamble, and pursuant to the Board’s 
authority under section 5(b) of the Bank 
Holding Company Act of 1956,12 
U.S.C. 1844(b), the Board amends part 
225 of Chapter II of Title 12 of the Code 
of Federal Regulations as follows: 

PART 225—BANK HOLDING 
COMPANIES AND CHANGE IN BANK 
CONTROL 

1. Section 225.2 is amended by 
revising the text of paragraph (k) as 
follows: 

§225.2 Definitions. 
* • « « • 

(k)(l) Controlling shareholder means a 
person that owns or controls, directly or 
indirectly. 25 percent or more of any 
class of voting securities of a bank or 
other company. 

(2) Principal shareholder means a 
person that owns or controls, directly or 
indirectly, 10 percent or more of any 
class of voting securities of a bank or 
other company, or any person that the 
Board determines has the power, 
directly or indirectly, to exercise a 
controlling influence over the 
management or policies of a bank or 
other company. 
« * • • • 
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2. S«ction 225.13 is amended by 
revising paragraphs (a) and (b)(2) to read 
as follows: 

S225.13 Factors cofMiclefiad in acting on 
bank applications. 

(a) Prohibited anticompetitive 
transactions. As specified in section 3(c) 
of the BHC Act, the Board may not 
approve any application under this 
subpnt if: 

(1) The transaction would result in a 
monopoly or would fiirther any 
combination or conspiracy to 
monopolize, or to attempt to 
monopolize, the business of banking in 
any p^ of the United States: 

(2) The effect of the transaction may 
be s^standelly to lessen competition in 
any section of the country, tend to 
create a monopoly, or in any other 
manner be in restraint of trade, unless 
the Board finds that the transaction’s 
anticompetitive effects are clearly 
outweighed by its probable effect in 
meeting the convenience and needs of 
the community; 

(3) The applicant has foiled to provide 
the Board with adequate assurances that 
it will make available such information 
on its operations or activities, and the 
operations or activities of any affiliate of 
the applicant, that the Board deems 
appropriate to determine and enforce 
compliance with the BHC Act and other. 
applicable fedoral banking statutes, and 
any regulations thmounder; or 

(4) In the case of an application 
involving a foreign bank, the foreign 
bank is not subject to comprehensive 
supervision or regulation on a 
consolid^d basis by the appropriate 
authorities in its home country, as 
provided in § 211.24(c)(l)(ii) of the 
Board’s Regulation K (12 CFR 
211.24(cHlMii)). 

(b) * * * 
(2) Managerial Resources. The 

competence, experience, and integrity of 
the officers, directors, and principal 
shareholders of the applicant, its 
subsidiaries, and the banks and baidc 
holding companies concerned; their 
record of compliance with laiws and 
regulations; and the record of the 
applicant and its affiliates of fulfilling 
any commitments to, and any 
conditions imposed by, the Board in 
connection with prior applications. 
• • • • * 

3. Section 225.31 is amended by 
revising paragraph (d)(2)(ii) to read as 
follows: 

§225,31 Control proceedings. 

(d)* * * 
(2)* * * 
(ii) Shores controlled by company and 

associated individuals. A company that. 

together with its management officials 
or controlling shareholders (including 
members of toe immediate families of 
either as defined in 12 CFR 206.2(k)). 
owns, controls, or holds with power to 
vote 25 percent or more of the 
outstanding shares of any class of voting 
securities of a bank or other company 
controls toe bank or other company, if 
the first company owns, controls, or 
holds with power to vote more than 5 
percent of the outstanding toares of any 
class of voting securities of the bank or 
other company. 
***** 

4. Appendix B is amended by revising 
footnote 1 to read as follows: 

Appendix B to Part 225—Capital 
Adequacy Guidelines for Bank Holding 
Companies and Slate Idember Banka: 
Leverage Measure 
***** 

^ The guidelines will apply to bank holding 
companies with less than $150 million in 
consolidated assets on a bank-only basis 
unless: 

(1) The bolding company or any nonbank 
subsidiary is engaged directly or indirectly in 
any nonbank activity involving significant 
leverage or 

(2) The holding company or any nonbank 
subsidiary has outstanding significant debt 
held by the general public. held by the 
general public is defined to mean debt held 
by parties other than financial institutions, 
officers, directors, and controlling 
shareholders of the banking organization m 
their related interests. 
***** 

By order of the Board of Governors of the 
Federal Re^rve System, December 29,1992. 
WilUamW.WUes, 
Secretary of the Board. 
IFR Doc 92-<32 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am] 
BILUNO CODE S21S-01-f 

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 

Office of Thrift Supervision 

12 CFR Part 567 

[No. 92-539] 

RIN1550-AA50 

Valuation and Regulatory Capiid 
Treabnmt ot Foreclosed Assets 

AGENCY: Office of Thrift Supervision, 
Treasury. 
ACTION: Final rule. 

summary: *rhe Office of Thrift 
Supervision (OTS) is revising its policy 
guidance to require savings associations 
to use fair value rather than net 
realizable value (NRV) for valuing 
foreclosed assets subs^uent to 
acquisition. The OTS is also amending 

its capital regulation to place all assets 
previously assigned to toe 200 percent 
risk-weight category, including 
foreclosed assets, into the 100 percent 
risk-weight category. The accounting 
change will make the accounting 
treatment of foreclosed assets consistent 
with generally accepted accounting 
principles as applied by the other 
Federd banking agencies. The capital 
rule change will make the capital 
treatment of certain items, including 
foreclosed assets, consistent with the 
new accounting treatment and with toe 
treatment accorded these assets by the 
other Federal banking agencies. 
EFFECTIVE DATE: December 31,1992. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Robert J. Fishman, Program Manager. 
(202) 906-5672, Dieidra G. Kvartunas, 
Program Analyst, (202) 906-7933, 
Timothy ). Slier. Deputy Chief 
Accountant (202) 906-5699, Policy: 
Catherine A. Shepard. Senior Attorney, 
Regulations and Le^slation Division, 
Office of Chief Counsel (202) 906-7275; 
Office of Thrift Supervision, 1700 G 
Street, NW., Washington, DC 20552. 

SUPPLEMENTARY MFORMATION: 

I. Background and Summary of 
Proposal 

On October 7,1992, the OTS 
published a proposal to modify its 
classification, valuation, and regulatory 
capital treatment of troubled, collateral- 
dependent loans and foreclosed assets.* 
The OTS proposed three new policies: 

(a) The use of fair value instead of net 
realizable value for the valuation of 
troubled, collateral-dependent loans and 
foreclosed assets: 

(b) A requirement to use charge-offs 
instead of specific valuation allowances 
(SVAs) for amounts classified ‘Toss"; 
and 

(c) The removal of the 200 percent 
risk-weight category, and the 
reassignment of items formerly in that 
category to the 100 percent ri^-weight 
category for capital purposes.^ 

The purposes of the proposal were to 
conform OTS’s accounting treatment for 
troubled, collateral-dependent loans and 
foreclosed assets with that of the other 
Federal banking agencies and to amend 
its capital regulations to be consistent 
with the change in valuation 

' 57 FR 46,098 (Oct 7.1992). 
^ Three types of assets are currantly placed io the 

200 percent risk-weight category under the OTS's 
risk-based capital rule: (1) Repossessed (or 
foreclosed) assets; (2) assets that are more than 90 
days past due (except 1-4 family remdantial real 
estate that is more than 90 days past due, udiich is 
placed in the 100 percent risk-weight category); and 
(3) equity investments that OTS determines to have 
the same risk characteristic s as real estate owned. 
12 CFR 567.6(a)(lKv). 
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methodology. The OTS intended that 
the proposed changes in valuation 
methodology would be reflected in 
agenf:y guidance such ag a Thrift 
Bulletin or instructions to the Thrift 
Financial Report. The requirement that 
charge-ofls be used instead of SVAs and 
the removal of the 200 percent risk- 
weight category were to be 
accomplished through amendment of 
the agency’s regulations. 

II. Summary of Comments 

The OTS received thirty-one comment 
letters on its proposal. Commenters 
included twenty-three savings 
associations, five financial institution 
trade associations, a bank holding 
company with a savings bank 
subsidiary, an accoimting trade 
association, and an individual. As 
discussed in Section in below, today’s 
final action addresses only the 
accounting treatment for foreclosed 
assets and the accompanying 
amendment to the capital rule. 
Comments addressing the use of fair 
value for troubled, collateral-dependent 
loans will be summarized and discussed 
when the agency issues its final 
guidance on that issue. Similarly, 
comments addressing the use of charge- 
offs instead of SVAs will be summarized 
and discussed in any final regulation on 
that issue. 

Only ten commenters addressed 
whether the OTS should revise its 
guidance on foreclosed assets to require 
savings associations to value such assets 
at their fair value. All ten conunenters 
supported the proposed change. Twenty 
of the commenters discussed the OTS’s 
proposal to amend the risk-based capital 
rules by eliminating the 200 percent 
risk-weight category and placing 
foreclosed assets in the 100 percent risk- 
weight category. In light of the proposed 
changes in valuation for these assets, all 
twenty commenters supported this 
portion of the proposal without 
modification. 

III. Description of Final Guidance and 
Regulation 

The OTS has decided to finalize only 
part of its October proposal. First, the 
OTS is requiring that, as of December 
31,1992, savings associations use fair 
value for the valuation of all foreclosed 
assets. Second, today’s final rule 
removes the 200 percent risk-weight 
category and reassigns all assets in that 
category to the 100 percent risk-weight 
category. The OTS is postponing to a 
later date final action on the application 
of fair value to troubled collateral- 
dependent loans and on revising its 
regulations on the use of charge-offs 
instead of SVAs. Final guidance will 

address both troubled collateral- 
dependent loans and foreclosed assets.^ 

A. Foreclosed Assets 

The OTS is revising its policy on 
foreclosed assets, including repossessed 
real estate. Under the new policy, after 
foreclosure, foreclosed assets must be 
carried at the lower of cost or fair 
value. * based on the presumption that 
such assets are held for sale. The cost of 
such assets at the time of foreclosure is 
the fair value of the assets foreclosed. 
This policy also applies to in-substance 
foreclosures. 

This policy accords with the 
Statement of Position (SOP) 92-3, 
“Accounting for Foreclosed Assets, ’ 
issued by the American Institute of 
Certified Public Accountants. Under the 
SOP. there is a rebuttable presumption 
that foreclosed assets are held for sale. 
The SOP recommends that foreclosed 
assets held for sale be carried at the 
lower of: (a) Fair value minus estimated 
costs to sell, or (b) cost. While the SOP 
mandates the use of foir value for 
foreclosed assets in annual financial 
statements for periods ending on or after 
December 15,1992, all savings 
associations, regardless of when their 
fiscal years end. must use the fair value 
method in all regulatory reports 
prepared for periods ending on or after 
December 31,1992. 

B. Removal of200 Percent Risk-Weight 
Category 

The OTS is also amending its risk- 
based capital rule, 12 CFR 567.6{a)(l)(v), 
to lower from 200 |>ercent to 100 
percent the risk-weight on all assets 
currently assigned to the 200 percent 
category. This amendment is consistent 
with the fair value accounting treatment 
adopted today. When the capital rules 
were promulgated in 1989, repossessed 
assets were assigned a 200 ptercent risk- 
weight because a savings association 
could carry such assets at the lower of 
cost or NRV.* Since the OTS is today 
eliminating the use of NRV in favor of 
fair value, it is appropriate to remove 
foreclosed assets from the 200 percent 
risk-weight category. Accordingly, 
foreclosed assets will be assigned a risk- 
weight of 100 percent. 

^ The Financial Accmmting Standards Board 
(FASB) has issued an exposure draft on accounting 
for impaired loans. “Proposed Statement of 
Financial Accounting Standards: Accounting by 
Creditors for Impairment of a Loan”, File Reference 
No. It6-B, June 30,1992. The OTS will address 
any Rnal FASB action on this issue when it issues 
final guidance of the regulation of trouUed, 
collateral-dependent loans. 

* Fair value is to include a reduction for the 
seller’s disposition costs. 

* See 54 FR 48845,48853 (Nov. 8.1989). 

(he OTS's current capital rule also 
places all loans that are 90 days or more 
past due in the 200 percent risk-weight 
category except for 1 to 4 family 
residential mortgages, which are in the 
100 percent risk-weight category. This 
risk-weighting treatment was intended 
to minimize any disincentive under the 
capital rules for thrifts to foreclose on 
properties. In recognition of the change 
in the risk-weight category for 
foreclosed assets, the OTS is also 
revising its capital rule to place loans 90 
days or more past due in the 100 
percent risk-weight category.* 

C. Effective Date 

Both of the actions taken today—the 
risk-weighting change to the OTS’s 
capital regulations and the revision to 
OTS guiduice on the valuation of 
foreclosed assets—are eflective as of 
December 31,1992. Regulatory reports 
prepared for periods ending on or after 
Dethmber 31,1992, must, accordingly, 
reflect both changes. Neither of these 
actions is subject to the delayed 
eflective date provision of the 
Administrative Procedure Act (APA). 

The APA permits a regulation that 
relieves a restriction to b%ome eflective 
without a 30-day delay in its eflective 
date. 5 U.S.C. 553(dKl). The placement 
of assets formerly in the 2(X) percent 
risk-weight category into the 100 
percent category falls within this 
exception. Accordingly, its effective 
date will not be delayed. 

The OTS’s revisions to its policy 
governing the valuation of foreclosed 
assets are subject to the APA provision 
authorizing interpretive rules and 
statements of policy to become eflective 
without delay. 5 U.S.C 553(d)(2). In 
addition, the OTS finds that good cause 
exists for its guidance on the valuation 
of foreclosed assets to take immediate 
effect,’^ SOP 92-3, “Accounting for 
Foreclosed Assets,” must be applied by 
savings associations in preparing their 
annual financial statements for periods 
ending on or after December 15,1992. 
The majority of, but not all, savings 
associations have calendar year-end 
fiscal years and, thus, will 1^ required 
by GAAP to follow this SOP in 

” Given its (tocuion to lower the ri5k-%reight for 
the first two types of assets currently placed in the 
200 percent category, that is. repossessed (or 
foreclosed) assets and assets more than 90 days past 
due, OTS has concluded that it is inappropriate to 
retain a 200 percent risk-weighting for the third 
type of asset—equity investments with the same 
risk characteristics as REO. If REO is risk-weighted 
at 100 percent, then assets having similar risk 
characteristics should carry the same risk-weighL 
Since no other assets are itdi-weighted at 200 
percent, it is appropriate to remove that risk- 
weighting category. 

r See 5 U.S.G 553(dX3) (an agency may dispense 
with a delay in eflective date for "good cause”). 
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preparing their December 31,1992 
Hnancial statements. An immediate 
effective date for the implementation of 
the fair value policy will cause the 
regulatory reports filed with the OTS by 
all savings as.sociations to be consistent 
both with GAAP and with the treatment 
of these assets by the other federal 
uanking regulatory agencies. A lack of 
uniformity would impede OTS’s 
supervision of savings associations. 

IV. Executive Order 12291 

The OTS has determined that this 
regulation does not constitute a "major 
rule” and. therefore, the preparation of 
a regulatory impact analysis is not 
required, the impact on affected savings 
associations that results firom the more 
stringent valuation methodology 
required for foreclosed assets will be 
substantially offset by removal of the 
200 percent risk-weight category. 

V. Regulatory Flexibility Analysis 

Pursuant to section 605(b) of the 
Regulatory Flexibility Act, it is certified 
that this regulation will not have a' ' 
significant impact on a substantial 
number of small savings associations. 
Any impact on small associations that 
results from the more stringent 
valuation methodology required for 
foreclosed assets will be substantially 
ofiset by removal of the 200 percent 
risk-weight category. Any impact on 
small savings associations will, 
accordingly, not be significant. 

List of Subjects in 12 CFR Part 567 

Capital, Reporting and recordkeeping 
requirements. Savings associations. 

Accordingly, the Office of Thrift 
Supervision hereby amends part 567, 
chapter V, title 12, Code of Federal 
Regulations as set forth below. 

SUBCHAPTER D—REGULATIONS 
APPLICABLE TO ALL SAVINGS 
ASSOCIATIONS 

PART 567—CAPITAL 

1. The authority citation for part 567 
continues to read as follows: 

Authority: 12 U.S.C 1462,1462a, 1463, 
1464,1476a. 

2. Section 567.6 is amended by 
revising the section heading; by 
removing the period located at the end 
of paragraph (a)(l)(iv)(Q) and by adding 
in lieu thereof a semicolon; by adding 
new paragraphs (a)(l)(iv){R) and 
(a)(l)(iv)(S); and by removing and 
reserving paragraph (a)(l)(v) to read as 
follows; 

§ 567.6 Riak-baaed capital credit riak- 
weight catagoriea. 

(a) Risk-weighted Assets* * * 

(1) On-balance Sheet Assets: * • * 
(iv) 100 percent Risk Weight (Category 

4}.* * * 
(R) All repossessed assets or assets 

that are more than 90 days past due; and 
(S) Equity investments that the Office 

determines have the same risk 
characteristics as foreclosed real estate 
by the savings association. 
• « • * * 

Dated: December 28,1992. 
By the Office of Thrift Supervision. 

)ohn F. Robinson, 
Acting Director. 
IFR Doc. 92-31948 Filed 12-31-92; 11:42 
ami 
BtLUNG CODE 6720-01-M 

RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION 

12 CFR Part 1616 

RIN 3205-AA14 

Privacy Act Regulations 

AGENCY: Resolution Trust Corporation. 
ACTION: Final rule. 

SUMMARY: The Resolutio;i Trust 
Corporation (RTC or Corporation) is 
adopting a rule for the processing of 
requests for access to or amendment of 
records, other than the records of the 
RTC Inspector General, pursuant to the 
Privacy Act of 1974 (5 U.S.C. 552a). An 
interim rule with request for comments 
was published on September 22,1992 
(57 FR 43607). 
EFFECTIVE DATES: This final rule is 
effective December 21,1992. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Richard White, Privacy Act Program 
Officer, Office of the Secretary, FOIA/ 
PA Branch, (703) 908-6137. (TTiis is not 
a toll-free number.) 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: This rule 
governs release of all Corporate records, 
with the exception of the Office of 
Inspector General of the RTC, pursuant 
to the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended. 
This rule sets forth the procedures to be 
used in requesting records fi-om the 
RTC. appealing the decision to deny, in 
whole or in part, access to Corporate 
records, the procedures for contesting 
the content of Corporate records, and 
the identification of systems of records 
that are exempt fi'cm the access, 
amendment, and disclosure accounting 
provisions of the Privacy Act. It also 
establishes a fee schedule for the 
duplication of Corporate records, and 
establishes a minimum amount under 
which fees will not be charged. No 
comments from members of the public 
were received. Appendix A of the rule 
has been amended to reflect the most 

current addresses of RTC field office 
locations. 

List of Subjects m 12 CFR Part 1616 

Privacy. 
Accordingly, the interim rule adding 

part 1616 to title 12, chapter XVI, of the 
Code of Federal Regulations is amended 

' and adopted as a final rule to read as 
follows: 

PART 1616—PRIVACY ACT 
REGULATIONS 

Sec. 
1616.1 Purpose and scope. 
1616.2 Definitions. 
1616.3 Procedures for requests pertaining to 

individual records in a system of 
records. 

1616.4 Times, places and requirements for 
identification of individuals making 
requests. 

1616.5 Disclosure of requested information 
to individuals. 

1616.6 Special procedures for medical 
records. 

1616.7 Requests for amendment of records. 
1616.8 Agency reviews of requests for 

amendment of records. 
1616.9 Appeals of adverse initial agency 

determinations of access or amendment 
of records and Statements of 
Disagreement. 

1616.10 Preservation of records. 
1616.11 Disclosure of a record to a person 

other than the individual to whom the 
record pertains. 

1616.12 Fees. 
1616.13 Penalties. 
1616.14 Exemptions. 

Appendix A—RTC Field Offices 

Authority: 5 U.S.C. 552a. 

§ 1616.1 Purpose and scope. 

This part sets forth the basic policies 
of the Resolution Tnist Corporation 
(RTC or Corporation), with the 
exception of the Office of Inspector 
General of the RTC, that implement the 
provisions of the Privacy Act of 1974 (5 
U.S.C. 552a) regarding the protection of 
the privacy of individuals on whom the 
Corporation maintains information 
which is retrieved by reference to an 
individual’s name or an identifying 
particular assigned to the individual. 
This part also sets forth the procedures 
by which an individual may seek access 
under the Privacy Act to records 
pertaining to hiin/her, may request 
amendment of such records, or may 
seek an accounting of disclosures of 
such records maintained by the 
Corporation. 

S 1616.2 Definitions. 

For the purposes of this part; 
(a) Corporation means the Resolution 

Trust Corporation operating in its 
Corporate capacity. 
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(b) Individual means a natural person 
who is either a citizen of the United 
States of America or an alien lawfully 
admitted for permanent residence. 

(c) Maintain includes maintain, 
collect, use, disseminate, or control. 

(d) Becoi^ means any item, collection 
or grouping of information about an 
individual that is maintained by the 
RTC in its Corporate capacity and 
contains his/her name, or an identifying 
number, symbol, or other identifying 
particular assigned to the individual. 

(e) System ^records means a group 
of any records under the control of the 
Corporation horn which information is 
retrieved by the name of the individual 
or some identifying number, symbol or 
other identifying particular assigned to 
the individual. 

(f) Designated system of records 
means a system of records which has 
been listed and summarized in the 
Federal Register pursuant to the 
requirements of 5 U.S.C. 552a(e). 

(g) Routine use means, with respect to 
disclosure of a record, the use of such 
record for a purpose which is 
compatible with the purpose for which 
it was created. 

(h) Amend and amendment mean any 
correction of. addition to or deletion 
from a record. 

(i) System manager means the agency 
ofHcial responsible for a designate 
system of records, as denominated in 
the Federal Register publication of 
"Systems of Records Maintained by the 
Resolution Trust Corporation.” 

§ 1616.3 Procedures for requests 
pertaining to individual records in s system 
of records. 

(a) Any present or former employee of 
the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation (FDIC) who is working for 
or has worked for the RTC and who is 
seeking access to his/her official 
personnel folder or other U.S. Office of 
Personnel Management government- 
wide personnel-type record, including 
compensation, training, medical 
information, time and attendance and 
performance, maintained by the RTC in 
Corporation offices should submit his/ 
her request in such a manner as 
prescribed by the U.S. Office of 
Personnel Management in part 297 of its 
rules and regulaAons (5 CFR 297.101 
through 297.501). Such requests should 
be submitted to the Office of the 
Secretary, RTC, FOIA/PA Branch, 
International Place, 1735 North Lynn 
Street, Rosslyn, VA 22209. An FDIC 
employee who is presently working for 
the RTC may also gain access to higher 
unofficial personnel folder, and other 
personnel-type record, by visiting, 
ji.her in person or with an authorized 

representative, the RTC Corporate office 
in which the foldw is maintained. 

(b) Written requests by individuals for 
access to records pertaining to them, 
other than official personnel folders, 
and maintained within one of the 
Corporation’s designated system of 
records should be submitt^ to the 
Office of the Secretary, FOIA/PA 
Branch. RTC, International Place. 1735 
North Lynn Street. Rosslyn, VA 22209. 
Each such request should contain a 
reasonable description of the record(s) 
sought, identify the system or systems 
in which such records may be 
contained, and any additional 
identifying information, as specified in 
the Cwporation’s Federal Register 
"Notice of Systems of Records” for that 
particular system, copies of which are 
available upon request from the FOIA/ 
PA Branch. Office of the Secretary. 

§ 1616.4 Times, places and requirements 
for identification of individuals making 
requests. 

(a) Individuals may request access to 
records pertaining to themselves as 
provided in § 1616.3 by submitting a 
written request by mail or in person to 
the office in which the records are 
maintained or the Office of the 
Secretary, FOIA/PA Branch, RTC. 
International Place, 1735 North Lynn 
Street, Rosslyn, VA 22209. Before access 
to records is granted, pursuant to this 
part, reasonable identification, as 
specified in § 1616.4(b), of the person 
making the request is required to ensure 
that information is given and records are 
disclosed only to the proper individual. 

(b) Employees appearing in person at 
RTC offices seeking access to or 
amendment of personnel records 
pertaining to themselves shall present 
two forms of reasonable identification, 
such as employment identification 
cards, driver’s licenses, passports, or 
credit cards. One piece of identification 
shall contain the individual’s 
photograph and signature. 

(c) Individuals submitting written 
requests seeking access to or 
amendment cf records pertaining to 
themselves shall include copies of two 
forms of identification which contain 
the signatures of the individuals. Except 
for records that must be publicly 
disclosed pursuant to the Freedom of 
Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552), where 
the Corporation determines it to be 
necessary for the individual’s 
protection, a certification of a duly 
commissioned notary public, of any 
state or territory, attesting to the 
requesting individual’s identity may be 
required before a wriUen request 
seeking access to or amendment of a 
record will be honored. Identification. 

as described in this section, will be 
required of any individuals visiting RTC 
offices to inspect records after 
submission of written requests. 

11616.5 Disclosure of rsqusstsd 
information to individuals. 

(a) Except to the extent that 
Corporation records in a system of 
records pertaining to an individual: 

(1) Are exempt fi‘om disclosure tmder 
§ 1616.14, or 

(2) May require special procedures for 
medical records tmder § 1616.6, or 

(3) Were compiled in reasonable 
anticipation of a civil action or 
proce^ing, the Corporation will make 
such records available upon request for 
purposes of inspection and copying by 
the individual about whom the 
information is maintained or, upon the 
individual’s request and written 
authorization, by another person of the 
individual’s own choosing (after proper 
identity verification as provided in 
§ 1616.4). 

(b) The Secretary, or designee, will 
acknowledge receipt of a request 
submitted under this rule within ten 
(10) working days, and notify, in 
writing, the individual making a 
request, whenever practicable within 
ten business days following receipt of 
the request, whether any specified, 
designated system of records 
maintained by the Corporation contains 
a record pertaining to the individual. 
Where such a record does exist, the 
Secretary, or designee, with the advice 
of the System Manager, will inform the 
individual of the decision whether to 
grant or deny, in whole or in part, the 
request for access. In the event existing 
records are determined not to be 
disclosable, the notification will inform 
the individual of the reason(s) for which 
disclosure will not be made and will 
provide a description of the individual’s 
right to appeal the denial, as more fully 
set forth in § 1616.9. 

(c) Individuals will be granted access 
to records disclosable under this part 
1616 as soon as is practicable. The 
Secretary, or designee, will give written 
notification of a reasonable period 
within which individuals may inspect 
disclosable records pertaining to 
themselves at the Office of the Secretary 
(FOIA/PA Branch) or the appropriate 
Headquarters, or field offices during 
normal business hours. Alternatively, 
the Corporation may mail copies of 
requested records to the individual. 
Fees for copying such records will be 
assessed as provided in § 1616.12. 
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$1616.6 Special proceduTM for medical 
records. 

Medical records in a system of records 
shall be disclosed on request to 
individuals to whom they pertain, 
except, if in the Judgment of the 
Corporation, the transmission of the 
meaical information directly to the 
requesting individual could have an 
adverse e^ect upon such individual. In 
the event medical information is 
withheld from a requesting individual 
because of any possible adverse effect 
such information may have upon the 
individual, the Corporation shall 
transmit such information to a licensed 
medical doctor named by the requesting 
individual. 

11616.7 Raquastt for amandmant of 
racorda. 

The Corptoration will maintain all 
records it uses in making any 
determination about any individual 
with such accuracy, relevance, 
timeliness, and completeness as is 
reasonably necessary to assure fairness 
to the individual in the determination. 
An individual may request that the 
Corporation amend any pmrtion of a 
record pertaining to that individual 
which the Corporation maintains in a 
designated system of records. Such a 
request should be submitted in writing 
to the Office of the Secretary. FOIA/PA 
Branch. RTC, International Place, 1735 
North Lynn Street, Rosslyn, VA 22209, 
and should contain the individual’s 
reason for requesting the amendment 
and a description of the record 
(including the name of the appropriate 
designated system of records) sufficient 
to enable the Corporation to identify the 
particular record or portion thereof with 
respoct to which amendment is sought. 
If an individual has a copy of the record 
he/she wishes to have amended, it 
should be attached to the request for 
amendment and the spiecific portion of 
the record sought to be amended should 
be clearly identified. The individual 
making the request may be required to 
provide the information spociHed in 
§ 1616.4 to piermit verification of the 
identify of the individual making the 
request for amendment. 

11616J Agency ravlawa of raqueats for 
amendment of recorde. 

(a) Requests by individuals for the 
amendment of records will be 
acknowledged by the Secretary, or 
designee, within ten (10) business days 
following receipt of such requests and 
referred to the System Manager of the 
system of records in which the record is 
contained for an analysis of the request 
to amend. Promptly thereafter, the 
Secretary, or designee, with the advice 

of the System Manager, will notify the 
individual of the decision to grant or 
deny the request to amend. If the 
request to amend is granted in whole or 
in part, the Secretary, or designee, will 
effect the appropriate amendment. 

(b) If the Secretary, or designee, 
denies a request to amend a record, the 
notification of such denial shall contain 
the reason(s) for the denial, a 
description of the individual’s right to 
appeal the denial as more fully set forth 
in § 1616.9, and the address of the 
Corporation officer to whom the app>eal 
should be sent. 

$1616.9 Appeals of adverse initlat agency 
determinations of access or amendmerrt of 
records snd Statements of Disagreement 

(a) For RTC records contained within 
a system of records, the initial denial of 
an individual’s request for access to or 
amendment of a record pertaining to 
him/her may be appealed to the RTC’s 
General Counsel within 30 business 
days following receipt of notification of 
the denial. Such app)eals should be 
mailed to the Office of the Secretary. 
FOIA/PA Branch, RTC, International 
Place, 1735 North Lynn Street. Rosslyn, 
VA 22209, and contain all the 
information specified for requests for 
access in $ 1616.3 or for initial requests 
to amend in § 1616.7, as well as any 
other additional information the 
individual deems relevant for the 
consideration by the General Counsel, 
or designee, of the app>eal. Both the 
envelope and the app>eal letter should 
have written on them "Privacy Act 
Appeal." The app)eal letter should also 
enclose a copy of the initial denial 
letter. 

(b) The General Counsel, or designee, 
will normally make a final 
determination with resp)ect to an appeal 
made under this part within 30 business 
days following receipt of the app)eal by 
the Office of the Secretary. The General 
Counsel, or designee may, however, 
extend this 30-day time period for good 
cause shown. When such an extension 
is required, the individual making the 
app>eal will be notified of the reason for 
the extension and the expected date 
upon which a final decision will be/ 
given. 

(c) If the General Counsel, or 
designee, affirms the initial denial of a 
request for access or amendment, he/she 
will inform the individual afrected by 
the decision, the reason (s) therefore and 
the right of judicial review of the 
decision. With resp>ect to a decision to 
sustain the initial refusal to amend a 
record, the General Counsel, or 
designee, will also inform the 
individual of the right to submit a 

Statement of Disagreement vmder 
paragraph (d) of this section. 

(d) Up>on receipt of a determination to 
affirm the initial denial of a request to 
amend a record, the individual may 
submit to the Corporation a concise 
statement (Statement of Disagreement) 
setting forth his or reasons for 
disagreeing with the Corporation's 
determination not to amend. Such a 
Statement of Disagreement will be 
attached to the record which was the 
subject of the request to amend. The 
General Counsel, or designee may, if 
deemed appropriate, prepare a concise 
statement (Statement of Explanation) of 
the reason(s) why the requested 
amendment was not made. Any RTC 
Statement of Explanation will be 
included in the system of records in ffie 
same manner as the Statement of 
Disagreement. A copy of the Statement 
of Explanation and the notation of the 
dispute as marked on the original record 
will be provided to the individual who 
requested an amendment of the record. 

(e) When a record has been amended 
or when a Statement of Disagreement 
has been filed, the Secretary, or 
designee, will provide all prior 
recipients of the affected record, whose 
identities may be determined pursuant 
to the disclosure accountings required 
by the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a{c)) or 
any other accounting previously made, 
a copy of the amended or corrected 
record or the Statement of 
Disagreement. Any disclosure of 
disputed information occurring after a 
Statement of Disagreement has been 
filed will clearly identify the specific 
information disputed and be 
accompanied by a copy of the Statement 
of Disagreement and a copy of any RTC 
Statement of Explanation. 

$ 1616.10 Preaervatfon of racorda. 

The Corporation will preserve all 
correspondence relating to the written 
requests it receives under this part, and 
all records processed pursuant to such 
requests, in accordance with the records 
retention provisions of General Records 
Schedule 14. Informational Services 
Records. Under no circumstances will 
records be destroyed while they are 
subject to a pending request for access, 
amendment, appeal, or lawsuit pursuant 
to the Privacy Act. 

$1616.11 Olaclosura of a record to a 
paraon other than the liKilvidual to whom 
the record pertalna. 

(a) Except as provided in paragraph 
(b) of this section, the Corporation will 
not disclose any record contained in a 
designated system of records to any 
person or agency except without the 
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prior written consent of the individual 
to whom the record pertains. 

(b) The restrictions on disclosure in 
paragraph (a) of this section do not 
apply to any disclosures: 

Cl) To those officers and employees of 
the Corporation who have a need for the 
record in the performance of their 
duties; 

(2) Required under the Freedom of 
Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552); 

(3) For a routine use, as defined in 
§ 1616.2(g), listed with respect to a 
designated system of records and 
described in the Federal Register notice 
of the system; 

(4) To the Bureau of the Census for 
purposes of planning or carrying out a 
census or survey or related activity 
pursuant to the provisions of title 13 of 
the United States Code; 

(5) To a recipient who has provided 
the Corporation with advance adequate 
written assurance that the record will be 
used solely as a statistical research or 
reporting record, and the record is to be 
transfer!^ in a form that is not 
individually identifiable; 

(6) To the National Archives and 
Records Administration as a record 
which has sufficient historical or other 
value to warrant its continued 
preservation by the United States 
Government, or for evaluation by the 
Archivist of the United States, or 
designee, to determine whether the 
record has such value; 

(7) To another agency or to an 
instrumentality of any governmental 
jurisdiction within or under the control 
of the United States for a civil or 
criminal law enforcement activity if the 
activity is authorized by law, and if the 
head of the agency or instrumentality 
has made a written request to the 
Corporation specifying the particular 
portion desir^ and the law 
enforcement activity for which the 
record is sought; 

(8) To a |)erson pursuant to a showing 
of compelling circumstances affecting 
the health or safety of an individual if, 
upon such disclosure, notification is 
transmitted to the last known address of 
the individual to whom the record 
pertains; 

(9) To either House of Congress, or. to 
the extent of matter within its 
jurisdiction, any committee or 
subcommittee thereof, any joint 
committee of Congress or subcommittee 
of any such joint committee; 

(10) To the Comptroller General, or 
any of his/her authorized 
representatives, in the course of the 
performance of the duties of the General 
Accounting Office; 

(11) Pursuant to the order of a court 
of competent jurisdiction: or 

f 1616.14 Exemptions. (12) To a consumer reporting agency 
in accordance with 31 U.S.C 3711(f) 

(c) Any Statement of Disagreement 
with the Corporation’s determination 
not to amend a record, filed with the 
Corporation by an individual pursuant 
to § 1616.9(d) will be included in the 
disclosure of the record under authority 
of paragraph (b) of this section. The 
Corporation may, in its discretion, also 
include a copy of the Corporation’s 
Statement of Explanation. 

(d) The Corporation, with respect to 
each system of records under its control 
shall: 

(1) Except for disclosures made under 
paragraphs (b)(1) or (b)(2) of this 
section, keep an accurate accounting of: 

(1) The date, nature, and purpose of 
each disclosure of a record to any 
person or to another agency made under 
paragraph (b) of this section; and 

(ii) The name and address of the 
person or agency to whom the 
disclosure is made; and 

(2) Retain the accounting made under 
paragraph (d)(1) of this section for at 
least five years or the life of the record, 
whichever is longer, after the disclosure 
for which the accounting is made: 

(3) Except for disclosures made under 
paragraph (b)(7) of this section, make 
the accounting made under paragraph 
(d)(1) of this section available to the 
individual named in the record at his/ 
her request: and 

(4) Inform any person or other agency 
about any correction or Statement of 
Dispute made by an individual in 
accordance with § 1616.9(d), of any 
record that has been disclosed to the 
person or agency if an accounting of the 
disclosure was made. 

§1616.12 Fees. 
The Corporation, upon a request for 

records disclosable pursuant to the 
Privacy Act of 1974 (5 U.S.C. 552a), 
shall charge a fee of $0.20 per page for 
duplicating, except as follows: 

(a) If the Corporation determines that 
it can grant access to a record only by 
providing a copy of the record, no fee 
will be charged for providing the first 
copy of the record or any portion 
thereof; and 

(b) Whenever the aggregate fees 
computed under this section do not 
exceed $25.00 for any one request, the 
fee will be deemed waived by the 
Corporation. 

§1616.13 Penalties. 

Any person who knowingly and 
willfully requests or obtains any record 
concerning an individual from the RTC 
under false pretenses shall be guilty of 
a misdemeanor and fined not more than 
$5,000. 

The following information is exempt 
from disclosure: (a) Investigatory 
material compiled for law enforcement 
purposes is exempt from §§ 1616.3 
through 1616.9 and § 1616.11(d)(3), 
Provided, however, that if any 
individual is denied any right, privilege, 
or benefit to which he/she would 
otherwise be entitled under Federal law, 
or for which he/she would otherwise be 
eligible, as a result of the maintenance 
of such material, such material shall be 
disclosed to such individual, except to 
the extent that the disclosure of such 
material would reveal the identity of a 
source who furnished information to the 
Government under an express promise 
that the identity of the source would be 
held in confidence; 

(b) Investigatory material compiled 
solely for the purpose of determining 
suitability, eligibility, or qualifications 
for Corporation employment to the 
extent that disclosure of such materia) 
would reveal the identity of a source 
who furnished information to the 
(Corporation under an express promise 
that the identity of the source would be 
held in confidence, is exempt frum 
§§ 1616.3 through 1616.9 and 
§ 1616.11(d)(3); and 

(c) Testing or examination materia) 
used solely to determine or assess 
individual qualifications for 
appointment or promotion in the 
(Corporation’s service, the disclosure of 
which would compromise the 
objectivity or fairness of the testing, 
evaluation, or examination process is 
exempt from §§ 1616.3 through 1616.9 
and § 1616.11(d)(3). 

1. Atlanta Office. 100 (Colony Square, 
Atlanta, GA 30361; 

2. Kansas City Office, 4900 Main Street, 
Kansas City, MO 64112; 

3. Dallas Office, 3500 Maple Avenue, 
Dallas..TX 75219; 

4. Denver Office. 1225 17th Street, Denver, 
CO 80202, 

5. Ckista Mesa Office, 4000 MacArthur 
Boulevard, Newport Beach, CA 92660; 

6. Valley Forge Office, 1000 Adams 
Avenue, Norristown, PA 19403. 

By order of the Chief Executive Officer. 

Dated at Washington, D.C, this 30th day of 
December, 1992. 

Resolution Trust Corporation 

William J. Tricarico, 

Assistant Secretary. 
(FR Doc. 93-100 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 ami 

BILUNG CODE «71«-01-«l 

^ Appendix A—^RTC Field Offices 
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

Federal AvIaMon Administration 

14CFRPart39 

pocket No. S2-Nli-235-AD; Amendment 
39-«4S9; AOe»-01-05] 

Airworthiness Directivae; Boeing 
Model 747 Series Airpienee 

AGENCY: Federal Aviation 
Administration, DOT. 
ACTION: Final rule; request for 

comments. 

SUMMARY: Tliis amradinent supersedes 
two existing airworthiness directives 
(AD), applicable to certain Boeing 
Model 747 series airplanes, that 
currently require repetitive inspections 
to detect cracks in forward and aft bottle 
bore fuse pins in the diagonal braces of 
the inboani engine struts, and 
replacement of credied pins. Those 
AD's also provided for installation of 
forward 15-5 steel hue pins or aft 
bulkhead fuse pins as o^ional 
terminating actions for the repetitive 
inspectkms. Ihis amendmmt adds 
repkitive inspecticms of forward and aft 
bottle bora fim pins in the outboard 
engine strut, and aft bulkhead fuse pins 
in the inboard and outboard engine 
struts. This AD also provides optional 
terminating action for certain repetitive 
inspections and adds airplanes to the 
appliaA)ility statement of the AD. This 
amendment is prompted by numerous 
reports of cradu ana corrosion in 
certain fuse pins in the diagonal braces 
of the inboa^ and outiward engine 
struts. The actions spedfied in this AD 
are intended to prevent failure of the 
engine aippmt structure and the 
inability of the strut to carry required 
engine operational loads. 
DATES: Effective February 5,1993. 

The incorporation by reference of 
certain publications listed in the 
regulations is approved by the Director 
of the Federal Register as of February 5, 
1993. 

Comments for inclusion in the Rules 
Docket must be received on or before 
March 8,1993. 
ADDRESSES: Submit comments in 
triplicate to the Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA), Transport 
Airplane Directorate, ANM-103, 
Attention: Rules Dodcet No. 92-NM- 
235-AD, 1601 Lind Avenue, SW., 
Renton, Washin^on 98055-4056. 

The service information referenced in 
this AD may be obtained from Boeing 
Commercial Airplane Group, P.O. Box 
3707, Seattle, Washington 98124-2207. 
This information may be examined at 
the FAA, Transport Airplane 

Directorate, 1601 Lind Avonie, SW., 
Renton, Washington; or at the Office of 
the Fedoral Register, 800 North Capitol 
Street, NW., suite 700, Washington, DC 
FOR FURTHER INFORMA'HON CONTACT: Mr. 
Tim Beckman, Aerospace Engineer, 
Seattle Aircraft CertiftcaticHi Office, 
Airframe Branch, ANM-120S, FAA, 
Transport Airplane Directorate, 1601 
Lind Avenue, SW., Renton, Washington 
98055-4056; telephone (206) 227-2776; 
fax (206) 227-1181. 
SUPPLBMENTARY INFORMATION: On August 
5,1981, the FAA issued AD 79-22-03 
R3, Amendment 39-4176 (46 FR 38343, 
July 27,1981), applicable to certain 
Model 747 series airplanes, to require: 

1. Repetitive visual inspections at 
intervals of 350 landings, or ultrasonic 
inspections at intervals of 1,200 
landings, to detect cracks and corrosion 
in forward bottle bore fuse pins in the 
diagonal braces of the inboard engine 
struts, and replacement of cracked pins; 
and 

2. Application of corrosion preventive 
compound, and removal of any 
corrosion found. 

That action also provided for 
installation of forward 15-5 steel fuse 
pins as an optional terminating action 
for the requirements of that AD. That 
actim was prompted by a report of a 
completely fractured forward bottle bore 
fuse pin. The actions required by that 
AD are intended to prevent failure of the 
forward bottle bore fuse pins in the 
diagonal braces of the inlxMird engine 
struts. 

Since the issuance of AD 79-22-03 
R3, the FAA has received a total of 39 
reports of cracking and two reports of 
complete ftactures of forward bottle 
bore fuse pins. Boeing’s analysis of 
several cracked forward bottle bore fuse 
pins indicates that cracking initiated at 
a sharp, circumferential machining 
groove in the fuse pin bore internal 
recess and was propagated by fotigue. 
The FAA notes that the same forward 
bottle bore fuse pin design is used on 
both inboard and outboard struts. In 
addition, these fuse pins operate in 
similar loads environments. Therefore, 
the FAA concludes that forward bottle 
bore fuse pins on the outboard struts, as 
well as the inboard struts, are subject to 
the same fatigue cracking. 

One of the cracks discussed 
previously was found in a forward 
bottle bore fuse pin on an airplane that 
had accumulated only 192 landings 
since its last visual inspection. Critical 
crack length in these fuse pins is short; 
therefore, cracks cannot be detected 
using visual techniques before the pins 
would become fractured. Consequently, 
the FAA has determined that the ofition 

of performing visual inspectioos that is 
spedfied in ^ existing AD must be 
deleted, and repetitive ultrasonic 
inspections of these pins must be 
required. 

On January 9,1984, the FAA issued 
AD 83-24-65, Amendment 39-4775 (48 
FR 54476, De^mber 5,1983), 
applicable to certain Model 747 series 
airplanes, to require repetitive visual 
inspections at intervals of 350 landings, 
or ultrasonic inspections at intervals of 
1,200 landings, to detect cracks in aft 
bottle bore fuse pins in the diagonal 
braces of the inboard engine struts, and 
replacement of cracked pins. That AD 
also provided for installation of aft 
bulkhead fuse pins as an opticmal 
terminating action for the r^ietitive 
inspections. That AD was prompted by 
two reports of cradced aft ^tle bore 
fuse pins. The actions required by that 
AD are intended to prevent failure of the 
aft bottle bore fuse pins in the diagonal 
braces of the inboa^ engine struts. 

Since the issuance of AD 83-24-05, 
the FAA has received additional reports 
of cracks in aft fuse pins on tiie inboard 
and outboard engine struts. Ihese 
reports involve both bottle btxre and 
bulkhead fuse pins. Additionally, the 
FAA has received four reports cif 
completely fractured aft bulkhead fuse 
pins. 

Since cracks have been found on aft 
bulkhead fuse pins, as well as on aft 
bottle bore fuse pins, the FAA has 
determined that the installation of 
bulkhead ftise pins does not provide 
terminating action for the repetitive 
inspecticMi requirements of AD 63-24- 
05. In addition, the FAA concludes that 
aft bulkhead fuse pins must be 
inspected to detect cracks and 
corrosion. Further, for reasons 
explained previously regarding AD 79- 
22-03 R3, both forward and aft bottle 
bore fuse pins must be inspected using 
ultrasonic, rather than visual, 
techniques. The applicability statement 
of this AD is expanded to include those 
airplanes equipped with bulkhead fuse 
pins. Additionally, since cracks in aft 
bottle bore fuse pins located in the 
outboard engine strut have been 
reported, inspections of both inboard 
and outboard struts are included in this 
AD. 

The FAA has also determined that the 
repetitive ultrasonic inspection interval 
of 1,200 landings that is specified 
currently in both existing AD’s must be 
reduced to 1,000 landings. This finding 
is based on an evaluation of additional 
crack growth data supplied by the 
manufacturer. 

Cracks in these fuse pins could result 
in failure of the engine support structure 
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and the inability of the strut to carry 
retired engine operational loads. 

The FAA nas reviewed and approved 
Boeing Alert Service Bulletin 747- 
54A2153, dated December 23,1992, that 
describes procedures for repetitive 
inspections to detect cracks and 
corrosion in the forward and aft bottle 
bore fuse pins and the aft bulkhead fiise 
pins in the inboard and outboard engine 
struts; and replacement, if necessary. 
The service bulletin also describes 
procedures for installing a forward 15- 
5 steel fuse pin, which, if accomplished, 
eliminates the need for the repetitive 
inspections of the forward bottle bore 
fuse pins. 

Since an unsafe condition has been 
identified that is likely to exist or 
develop on other airplanes of this same 
type design, this AD supersedes AD 79- 
22-03 R3 and AD 83-24-05 to require 
repetitive inspections to detect cracks 
and corrosion in (1) forward and aft 
bottle bore fuse pins, and (2) aft 
bulkhead fuse pins in the diagonal 
braces of the inboard and outboard 
engine struts; and replacement of pins, 
if necessary. This AD also provides 
terminating action for the repetitive 
inspections of forward bottle bore fuse 
pins in the diagonal braces of the 
inboard and outboard engine struts. The 
actions are required to be accomplished 
in accordance with the service bulletin 
described previously. 

Since a situation exists that requires 
the immediate adoption of this 
regulation, it is found that notice and 
opportunity for prior public comment 
hereon are impracticable, and that good 
cause exists for making this amendment 
effective in less than 30 days. 

Comments Invited 

Although this action is in the form of 
a final rule that involves requirements 
affecting flight safety and, thus, was not 
preceded by notice and an opportunity 
for public comment, comments are 
invited on this rule. Interested persons 
are invited to comment on this rule by 
submitting such written data, views, or 
arguments as they may desire. 
Communications shall identify the 
Rules Docket number and be submitted 
in triplicate to the address specified 
under the caption “ADDRESSES.” All 
communications received on or before 
the closing date for comments will be 
considered, and this rule may be 
amended in light of the comments 
received. Factual information that 
supports the commenter’s ideas and 
suggestions is extremely helpful in 
evaluating the effectiveness of the AD 
action and determining whether 
additional rulemaking action would be 
needed. 

Comments are specifically invited on 
the overall regulatory, economic, 
environmentd, and energy aspects of 
the rule that might suggest a need to 
modify the rule. All comments 
submitted will be available, both before 
and after the closing date for comments, 
in the Rules Docket for examination by 
interested persons. A report that 
summarizes each FAA-public contact 
concerned with the substance of this AD 
will be filed in the Rules Docket. 

Commenters wishing the FAA to 
acknowledge receipt of their comments 
submitted in response to this notice 
must submit a self-addressed, stamped 
postcard on which the following 
statement is made: "Comments to 
Docket Number 92-NM-235-AD.” The 
postcard will be date stamped and 
returned to the commenter. 

The regulations adopted herein will 
not have substantial direct effects on the 
States, on the relationship between the 
national government and the States, or 
on the distribution of poww and 
responsibilities among the various 
levels of government. Therefore, in 
accordance with Executive Order 12612, 
it is determined that this final rule does 
not have sufficient federalism 
implications to warrant the preparation 
of a Federalism Assessment. 

The FAA has determined that this 
regulation is an emergency regulation 
and tliat it is not consider^ to be major 
under Executive Order 12291. It is 
impracticable for the agency to follow 
the procedures of Order 12291 with 
respect to this rule since the rule must 
be issued immediately to correct an 
unsafe condition in aircraft. It has been 
determined further that this action 
involves an emergency regulation under 
DOT Regulatory Policies and Procedures 
(44 FR11034, February 26,1979). If it 
is determined that this emergency 
regulation otherwise would be 
significant under DOT Regulatory 
Policies and Procedures, a final 
regulatory evaluation will be prepared 
and placed in the Rules Docket. A copy 
of it. if filed, may be obtained from the 
Rules Docket at the location provided 
under the caption “ADDRESSES." 

List of Subjects in 14 CFR Part 39 

Air transportation. Aircraft, Aviation 
safety. Incorporation by reference, 
Safety. 

Adoption of the Amendment 

Accordingly, pursuant to the 
authority delegated to me by the 
Administrator, the Federal Aviation 
Administration amends 14 CFR part 39 
of the Federal Aviation Regulations as 
follows; 

PART 3»-AIRWORTHINESS 
DIRECTIVES 

1. Hie authority citation for part 39 
continues to read as follows: 

Authority: 49 U.S.C App. 1354(a). 1421 
and 1423; 49 U.S.C. 106(g); and 14 CFR 
11.89. 

i 39.13 lAmendad] 

2. Section 39.13 is amended by 
removing amendment 39-4178 (46 FR 
38343, July 27.1981) and amendment 
39-4775 (48 FR 54476, December 5, 
1983), and by adding a new 
airworthiness directive (AD), 
amendment 39-8459, to read as follows: 

93-01-05 Booing: Amendment 39-8459. 
Docket 92^M-235-AD. Supersedes AD 
79-22-03 R3, Amendment 39-4176; and 
AD 83-24-^)5, Amendment 39-4775. 

Applicability: All Model 747 series 
airplanes, certificated in any eatery. 

Compliance: Required as indicated, unless 
accomplished previously. 

To prevent failure of the engine support 
structure and the inability of the strut to 
carry required engine operational loads, 
accomplish the following: 

(a) For all Model 747 ^es airplanes, 
except )T9D-70-equipped airplanes; Inspect 
the forward bottle bore fuse pins in the rear 
diagonal brace of the inboard nacelle struts 

, in accordance with paragraph (a)(1) or (a)(2) 
of this AD. 

(1) Within 100 landings after August 5, 
1981 (the effective date of AD 79-22-03 R3, 
Amendment 39-4176), unless accomplished 
already within the last 250 landings, but not 
to exceed 1,200 landings from the previous 
inspection: Remove the retainer bolt and end 
caps frum the fuse pins, part numbers 
65B94182-3,69B904010-1, -3, -4, -600, and 
69B89612-3, and perform a visual inspection 
of the fuse pins to detect cracks in the 
machined shear section, in accordance with 
Boeing Service Bulletin 747-54-2066, dated 
November 7,1979; Revision 1, dated October 
10,1980; or Revision 2, dated July 16,1982. 
Repeat that inspection thereafter at intervals 
not to exceed 350 landings until the 
inspection required by paragraph (e) of this 
AD is accomplished. 

(2) Within 100 landings after August 5, 
1981 (the effective date of AD 79-22-03 R3, 
Amendment 39-4176), unless accomplished 
already within the last 1,100 landings, but 
not to exceed 1,200 landings from the 
previous inspection: Remove the retainer bolt 
and end caps frum the fuse pins, part 
numbers 65B94182-3,69B904010-1, -3, -4, 
-600, and 69B89612-3, and perform an 
ultrasonic inspection of the fuse pins to 
detect cracks in the machined shear section, 
in accordance with Boeing Service Bulletin 
747-54-2066, dated November 7,1979; 
Revision 1, dated October 10,1980; or 
Revision 2, dated July 16,1982. Repeat that 
inspection thereafter at intervals not to 
exceed 1,200 landings until the inspection 
required by paragraph (e) of this AD is 
accomplish^. 

(b) After the effective date of this AD, 
perform the repetitive inspections required 
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by paragraph (a) of this AD only in 
accordance with the ultrasonic inspection 
method referenced in paragraph (a) of this 
AD. 

(c) For Model 747 series airplanes listed in 
Boeing Service Bulletin 747-54-2101, dated 
April 11.1983: Prior to the accunnilation of 
5,000 landings, or within 350 landings after 
January 9,1984 (the effective date of AO 83- 
24-05, Amendment 39-4775), whichever 
occurs later, perform a visual or an ultrasonic 
inspection far cracks in the eft bottle bore 
fuse pin bore in recessed sheer plane areas, 
in accordance with Boeing Service Bulletin 
747-54-2101, dated April 11.1983; or 
Revision 1. dated June 1.1984. Repeat that 
inspection thereafter at intovals not to 
exceed 350 landings (if the previous 
inspection was visual) or 1,200 landings (if 
the previoas inspection was ultrasonic) until 
the inspection required by paragraph (ft of 
this AD is accomplnbed. 

(d) After the effective date of this AD. 
perform the repetitive inspections required 
by paragraph (b) of this AD only in 
accordance with the ultrasonic inspection 
method referenced in paragraph (b). 

(e) For diagonal brara fc^ard bottle bore 
fuse pins: Perform an ultrasonic inspection to 
detect cracks and a detailed visual inspetlion 
to detect corrosion in the forward bottle bore 
fuse pins located in the diagonal braces on 
the inboard and outboard engine struts from 
each end of the pin. in accordance with 
Boeing Alert Service Bulletin 747-54 A21 S3, 
dated December 23,1992, at the time 
specifted in paragraph (eKl) of this AD. 
Accmnplishment of this iupection 
terminates the repetitive inspection 
requirements of paragraph (^ of this AO. 
Thereafter, repeat these insp^ions at 
intervals not to exceed IXKn landings. 

(1) Inspect all Migine positions at the later 
of the times specified in paragraphs (e)(l)(i) 
and (eXlXii) of this AD: 

(1) Prior to the accumulation of 3,000 
landings after the effective date of this AO, 
or within 3 jrears since pin installation, 
whidiever occurs first, or 

(u) Within 90 days sdter the effective date 
of this AO. 

Note: This AO does not require that these 
inspections be perfonaed on farwaid 15-5 
sted fuse piru or forward H-11 steel bolts in 
the diagonal brace. 

(2) If any crack or corroston is found as a 
result of tte inspections required by 
paragraph (e) of this AO, luior to further 
flight, replace the cradiM or corroded pin 

with a forward 15-5 steel fuse pin, in 
accordance with Boeing Alert Service 
Bulletin 747-54A2153. dated DecembM’ 23. 
1992. Installation of a forward 15-5 steel frise 
pin constitutes terminating action for the 
repetitive inspections required by paragraph 
(e) of this AD. 

(f) For diagonal bra<» aft bottle bore fuse 
.pins and aft Imlkhead fuse pins: Perform an 
ultrasonic inspedion to detect cracks, and a 
detailed visual inflection to detect corrosion, 
in the aft bottle bore and aft bulkhead fuse 
pins in the diagonal brace on the inboard and 
outboard engine struts from each end of the 
pin, in accmdance with Boeing Alert Service 
Bulletin 747-S4A2153, dated December 23, 
1992, at the time specified in paragraph (0(1) 
of this AD. Accomplishment of thU 
inspection terminates the repetitive 
inspection requirements of paragraph (c) of 
this AD. 

(1) Inspect all engine positions at Uie later 
of the times specify in paragraphs (0(3 )(i) 
and (0(l)(ii) of this AD: 

(1) Mor to the accumulation of 3,000 
ladings after the effective date of this AD. 
or witfon 3 years since pin installation, 
whichever occurs first, or 

(ii) Within 90 days after the effective date 
of this AD. 

(2) If any crack is found as a result of the 
inspections required by paragraph (0 of this 
AD, priOT to further flight, replace the 
cracked pin with an aft bulkhead fiise pin, in 
accordance with Boeing Alert Service 
Bulletin 747-54A2153. dated December 23. ’ 
1992. Thereafter, accomplish the initial 
inspection required by paragraph (0 of this 
AD on the newly installed aft bullhead fose 
pin. 

(3) If any corrosion is found as a result of 
the inspections required by pnagraph (f) ot 
this AD, prior to further flight, accompli^ 
para^pn (0(3Mi) or {f)(3Kii) of this AD, as 
applicable. 

(i) If corrosion is found in any aft bottle 
bore fuse pin: Replace with an aft bulkhead 
fuse pin, in accordance with Boeing Alert 
Service Bulletin 747-54A21S3, dated 
December 23.1992. 

(ii) If corrosion is found in any aft 
bulkhead fuse pin: Accomplish paragr^h 
(n(3MiiMA). (f)(3)(ii)(B). or (f)(3MiiMC) of this 
AD, as applicable. 

(A) If the amount of corroded material that 
must be removed exceeds the limit specified 
in Figure 3 of the service bulletin, replace the 
corroded fuse pin with an aft buikhe^ fuse 
pin. in accordance with the service bulletin. 
Thereafter, accomplish the initial inspection 

required by paragraph (f) of this AD on the 
newly-ins^led aft bulked fuse pin. 

(B) K the amount of corroded material that 
must be removed is more than light, and 
equal to or less than the limit specified in 
Figure 8 of the service bulletin, rework the 
corroded fuse pin, or replace the corroded 
fuse pin with an aft bulkhead fuse pin, in 
accordance with the service bulletin. "Li^t” 
corrosion is characterized by discoloration or 
pitting to a depth of not more than 0.001-inch 
maximum. This type of corrosion can be 
removed normally by light hand sanding. A 
fuse pm that has bem reworked in 
accordance with Figure 8 of the service 
bulletin must be re^aced with an aft 
bulkhead fiise pin prior to the accumuletkm 
of 3,000 landings on the pin, or 3 years since 
the pin was reworked and reinstalled, 
whichever occurs first 

(C) If the conosMui is li^t remove the 
corroded material from the fuse pin in 
accordance with the service bulletin. 
Thereafter, accomplish the repetitive 
inspections requii^ by paragraph (f)(4) of 
this AD. 

(4) Repeat the inspections required by 
paragraph (f) of this AD at the intervals 
specified in paragraph (fK4Mi) or (f)(4)(ii) of 
this AD, as applicafaie: 

(i) For aft bottle bore fiise pins: Repeat at 
intervals not to exceed 1,000 landings. 

(ii) For aft huikhaed fuse pins: Repeat at 
intervals not to exceed 2,000 landings. 

(g) An alternative method of compliance or 
adjustment of the compliance time that 
prides an acceptable level of safety may be 
used if approved by the Manager, Smttle 
Aircraft Certification Office (AGO). PAA, 
Transport Airplane Dfrectorate. C^ierators 
shall submit their requests through an 
appropriate FAA Principal Maintenance 
inspe^or, who may add comments and then 
setto it to the Manager. Seattle ACO. 

Nete: Infannation cooceniing the existence 
of approved altwaative m^hods of 
compliance with this AD, if any, may be 
obtained from the Seattle ACO. 

(h) Special flif^t permits may be issued in 
accofdanoe with FAR 21.197 and 21.199 to 
operate the airplane to a kication where the 
requirements of this AD can be 
accomplished. 

(i) The inspections, replacement, and 
repair shall done in accordance with the 
following Boeing service bulletins, as 
applicable, which contain the specified 
effective pages: 

Sae4oa txiMtn wfoicncsd end date Page No. Revision level shonwi on 
page Dale ahown on paga 

747-54-2008, NovMtMr 7, 1«7B . 1_V November 7.1979. 
October 10.1980. 
Juty 16.1982. 
October 10,1980 
Iforl 11.1983. 
JUM 1.1964. 
Oacembar 23.1962. 

747-54-2086, riavlalon 1. Octotwr H). 1980...... 1-97. 
747-64-2U86. RevWon i. Mf 16. 19M........ 1-17. 20, 27.... 

747-54-2101. /fodl 11,1963 . . ...... 
18-19, 21-16_ 
1-27 .. .... _ Ofi^rial_ ._. 

747-64-2101, niiMlaian 1, June 1, 1BA4 .. 1-23___ 
747-64A2153LOacembar2a. 1992 -.. ... . ... l-.5« Original ...- . 

This inoorporatfoa by reference was and 1 CFR part 51. Copies may be obtained 2207. Copies may be inflected at the FAA. 
approved by the Director of the Federal from Boeing Commercial Airplane Group, Transport Airplaiae Directenta, 1801 Lind 
Register in acoordanoe with 5 U.S.C. 552(a) P.O. Box 3707, Seattle, Washington 98124- Avenue, SW.. Renton, Washington; or at the 
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Office of the Federal Register, 800 North 
Capitol Street, NW., suite 700, Washington, 
DC. 

(j) This amendment becomes elective on 
February 5,1993. 

Issued in Renton, Washington, on 
December 24,1992. 

James V. Devany, 

Acting Manager, Transport Airplane 
Directorate, Aircraft C^fication Service. 
|FR Doc. 93-175 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am] 

BIOJNQ coot 4ei0-1»-U 

14 CFR Part 39 

[Docket No. 92-NM-234-AO; Amencbnanl 
39-8458; AO 93-01-04] 

Airworthineas Diractivaa; Boeing 
Model 747 Series Airpianee 

AGENCY: Federal Aviation 
Administration, DOT. 
ACTION: Final rule; request for 
comments. 

SUMMARY: This amendment supersedes 
an existing airworthiness directive (AD), 
applicable to certain Boeing Model 747 
series airplanes, that currently requires 
repetitive ultrasonic inspections to 
detect cracks in the inboard and 
outboard midspar fitting lugs or spring 
beam aft lugs of each strut, and 
replacement of midspar fittings or 
spring beams, if necessary. This 
amendment reduces certain inspection 
intervals^ removes the optional 
terminating action for repetitive 
inspections of the lugs, and adds 
airplanes to the applicability of the AD. 
This amendment is prompt^ by seven 
reports of fatigue cracking on lugs and 
numerous reports of lug bushing 
migration. The actions specified in this 
AD are intended to prevent failure of the 
engine support structure and the 
inability of the strut to carry required 
engine support loads. 
OATES: Effective February 5,1993. 

The incorporation by reference of 
certain publications listed in the 
regulations is approved by the Director 
of the Federal Register as of February 5, 
1993. 

Comments for inclusion in the Rules 
Docket must be received on or before 
March 8,1993. 
ADDRESSES: Submit comments in 
triplicate to the Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA), Transport 
Airplane Directorate, ANM-103, 
Attention: Rules IDocket No. 92-NM- 
234-AD, 1601 Lind Avenue, SW., 
Renton, Washin^on 98055-4056. 

The service information referenced in 
this AD may be obtained from Boeing 
Commercial Airplane Group, P.O. Box 
3707, Seattle, Washington 98124-2207. 

This information may be examined at 
the FAA, Transport Airplane 
Directorate, 1601 Lind Avenue, SW., 
Renton, Washington; or at the Office of 
the Federal Register, 800 North Capitol 
Street, NW., suite 700, Washington, DC 
FOR FURTHER MFORMATION CONTACT: Mr. 
Tim Backman, Aerospace Engineer, 
Seattle Aircraft Certificatimi Office, 
Airfirame Branch, ANM-120S, FAA, 
Transport Airplane Directorate, 1601 
Lind Avenue, SW., Renton. Washington 
98055-4056; telephone (206) 227-2776; 
fax (206) 227-1181. 
SUPPLEMENTARY MFORMATION: On 
October 10,1985, the FAA issued AD 
85-22-07, Amendment 39-5153 (50 FR 
42146, October 18,1985), to require 
repetitive ultrasonic inspections to 
detect cracks in the inboard and 
outboard midspar fitting lugs or spring 
beam aft lugs of each strut, and 
replacement of midspar fittings or 
spring beams, if necessary. That action 
was prompted by a report of the failure 
of both lugs on the inboard midspar 
fitting of an inboard strut on a Boeing 
Model 747 series airplane that had 
accumulated approximately 44,000 
flight hours and 11,300 landings. The 
actions required by that AD are 
intended to prevent failure of the strut 
midspar fitting lugs or spring beam aft 
lugs. 

Since the issuance of that AD, the 
FAA has received seven reports of 
fatigue cracking on lugs. One of these 
reports involved a failed lug that was 
found on the inboard midspar fitting of 
an inboard strut on a Model 747 series 
airplane that had accumulated 1,724 
landings since its last ultrasonic 
inspection accomplished in accordance 
with AD 85-22-07. The FAA concludes 
that the repetitive inspection interval 
must be reduced from the currently 
required 3,000 landings to 1,000 
landings in order to adequately address 
cracking of the midspar fitting lugs. 

Although the operational loads 
environment of the spring beam aft lugs 
is similar to that of the midspar fitting 
lugs, there have been no reports of 
cracks in the spring beam aft lugs. 
Therefore, the FAA concludes that the 
existing inspection interval of 3,000 
landings is adequate to address cracking 
of these spring beam aft lugs. 

Two types of bushings are installed 
currently on Model 747 series airplanes; 
(1) Press-fit bushings, and (2) roller- 
swaged, shrink-fitted bushings. 
Recently, the FAA has received 
numerous reports of migration of press- 
fit and roller-swaged, shrink-fitted 
bushings. The FAA has determined that 
migration of the bushings could result 
in moisture ingression and subsequent 

corrosion of the lugs. Operator reports 
indicate that lug cnKddng initiated from 
corrosion pits. Cracking of the lugs, if 
not detected and corrected, could result 
in failure of the en^ne support structure 
and the inability of the strut to carry 
retired enmne support loads. 

the FAA nas reviewed and approved 
Boeing Alert Service Bulletin 747- 
54A2152, dated December 23,1992, 
which describes procedures for 
repetitive ultrasonic inspections to 
detect cracks on the inboard and 
outboard midspar fitting lugs or spring 
beam aft lugs of each strut, and 
replacement of midspar fittings or 
spring beams, if necessary. The service 
bulletin also describes repetitive 
detailed visual inspections of the 
inboard and outboard struts to detect 
bushing migration and corrosion, and 
repair, if necessary. 

In light of the recent reports discussed 
previously, the FAA has determined 
that the initial and repetitive inspection 
intervals for ultrasonic inspections of 
the midspar fitting lugs, as specified 
currently in AD 85-22-07, must be 
reduced. 

That AD also specifies that 
installation of roller-swaged, shrink- 
fitted bushings constitutes terminating 
action for repetitive ultrasonic 
inspections of the lugs. However, since 
reports of the migration of roller- 
swaged, shrink-fitted bushings have 
been received, the FAA has determined 
that a detailed visual inspection to 
detect migration of these bushings is 
necessary. 

Roller-swaged, shrink-fitted bushings 
that have migrated are susceptible to the 
addressed unsafe condition and are 
subject to the requirements of this AD. 
Therefore, those airplanes equipped 
with roller-swaged, shrink-fitted 
bushings are included in the 
applicability statement of this AD. 

dince an unsafe condition has been 
identified that is likely to exist or 
develop on other airplanes of this same 
type design, this AD supersedes AD 85- 
22-07 to require repetitive ultrasonic 
inspections to detect cracks on the 
inboard and outboard midspar fitting 
lugs or spring beam aft lugs of each 
strut, and replacement of midspar 
fittings or spring beams, if necessary. 
This AD also requires repetitive detailed 
visual insjtections of the inboard and 
outboard struts to detect bushing 
migration and corrosion, and repair, if 
necessary. 

Currently, the FAA is conducting a 
review of the wing-to-strut attachment 
structure on Boeing Model 747 series 
airplanes and may consider further 
rulemaking as additional data hecomes 
available. 
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Since a situation exists that requires 
the immediate adoption of this 
regulation, it is found that notice and 
opportunity for prior public comment 
hereon are impracticaole, and that good 
cause exists for making this amendment 
effective in less than 30 days. 

Comments Invited 

Although this action is in the form of 
a final rule that involves requirements 
aHecting flight safety and, thus, was not 
preceded by notice and an opportunity 
for public comment, comments are 
invited on this rule. Interested persons 
are invited to comment on this rule by 
submitting such written data, views, or 
arguments as they may desire. 
Communications shall identify the 
Rules Docket number and be submitted 
in triplicate to the address specified 
under the caption ‘'ADDRESSES." All 
communications received on or before 
the closing date for comments will be 
considered, and this rule may be 
amended in light of the comments 
received. Factual information that 
supports the commenter’s ideas and 
suggestions is extremely helpful in 
evaluating the effectiveness of the AD 
action and determining whether 
additional rulemaking action would be 
needed. 

Comments are specifically invited on 
the overall regulatory, economic, 
environmental, and energy aspects of 
the rule that might suggest a need to 
modify the rule. All comments 
submitted will be available, both before 
and after the closing date for comments, 
in the Rules Docket for examination by 
interested persons. A report that 
summarizes each FAA*public contact 
concerned with the substance of this AD 
will be filed in the Rules Docket. 

Commenters wishing the FAA to 
acknowledge receipt of their comments 
submitted in response to this notice 
must submit a self-addressed, stamped 
postcard on which the following 
statement is made: "Comments to 
Docket Number 92-NM-234-AD.” The 
postcard will be date stamped and 
returned to the commenter. 

The regulations adopted herein will 
not have substantial direct effects on the 
States, on the relationship between the 
national government and the States, or 
on the distribution of power and 
responsibilities among the various 
levels of government. Therefore, in 
accordance with Executive Order 12612, 
it is determined that this final rule does 
not have sufiicient federalism 
implications to warrant the preparation 
of a Federalism Assessment. 

The FAA has determined that this 
regulation is an emergency regulation 
and that it is not considered to be major 

under Executive Order 12291. It is 
impracticable for the agency to follow 
the procedures of Order 12291 with 
respect to this rule since the rule must 
be issued immediately to correct an 
unsafe condition in aircraft. It has been 
determined further that this action 
involves an emergency regulation under 
EXDT Regulatory Policies and Procedures 
(44 FR 11034, February 26.1979). If it 
is determined that this emergency 
regulation otherwise would be 
significant under DOT Regulatory 
Policies and Procedures, a final 
regulatory evaluation will be prepared 
and placed in the Rules Docket. A copy 
of it. if filed, may be obtained from the 
Rules Docket at the location provided 
under the caption "ADDRESSES." 

List of Subjects in 14 CFR Part 39 

Air transportation. Aircraft, Aviation 
safety. Incorporation by reference. 
Safety. 

Adoption of the Amendment 

Accordingly, pursuant to the 
authority delegated to me by the 
Administrator, the Federal Aviation 
Administration amends 14 CFR part 39 
of the Federal Aviation Regulations as 
follows: 

PART AIRWORTHINESS 
DIRECTIVES 

1. The authority citation for part 39 
continues to read as follows: 

Authority: 49 U.S.C App. 1354(a). 1421 
and 1423; 49 U.S.C. 1(}6(^; and 14 CFR 
11.89. 

§39.13 [Amended] 
2. Section 39.13 is amended by 

removing amendment 39-5153 (50 FR 
42146, October 10,1985), and by adding 
a new airworthiness directive (AD), 
amendment 39-8458, to read as follows: 

93-01-04 Boeing: Amendment 39-8458. 
Docket 92-NM-234-AD. Supersedes AD 
85-22-07, Amendment 39-5153. 

Applicability: Al\ Model 747 series 
airplanes, certificated in any category. 

Compliance: Required as indicated, unless 
accomplished previously. 

Note: Paragraph (a) of this AD restates the 
inspection requirements of AD 85-22-07, 
Amendment 39-5153. As allowed by the 
phrase, "unless accomplished previously,” if 
the initial inspection requirements of AD 85- 
22-07 have bran accomplished previously, 
paragraph (a) of this AD does not require the 
initial inspection to be repeated. 

To prevent failure of the engine support 
structure and the inability of the strut to 
carry required engine support loads, 
accomplish the following; 

(a) For Model 747 series airplanes listed in 
Boeing Service Bulletin 747-54-2100, dated 
June 20,1983: Perform an ultrasonic 
inspection of the inboard and outboard 

midspar fitting lugs or spring beam aft lugs 
of each strut for cracks, in accordance with 
Boeing Service Bulletin 747-54-2100, dated 
June 20,1983; Revision 1, dated August 25, 
1988; Revision 2, dated July 20,1989; (O' 
Revision 3, dated November 16,1989; at the 
time specified in paragraph (a)(1). (a)(2), 
(a)(3), or (a)(4) of this AD. Repeat that 
inspection thereafter at intervals not to 
exceed 3,000 landings until the inspection 
required by paragraph (b) of this AD is ' 
accomplish^. 

(1) For airplanes that have accumulated 
less than 30,000 flight hours as of November 
24,1985 (the eflective date of AD 85-22-07, 
Amendment 39-5153), inspect within 18 
months after Novembw 24,1985, or prior to 
the accrunulation of 25,000 flight hours, 
whichever occurs later. 

(2) For airplanes that have accumulated 
30,000 or more flight hours, but less than 
40,000 flight hours, as of November 24,1985 
(the effective date of AD 85-22-07, 
Amendment 39-5153), inspect within 12 
months after November 24,1985. 

(3) For airplanes that have accumulated 
40,000 or more flight hours as of November 
24,1985 (the eflective date of AD 85-22-07, 
Amendment 39-5153), inspect within 6 
months after NovembOT 24,1985. 

(4) For airplanes on which the midspar 
fitting or its lug bushings have been replaced, 
or on which the spring beam or its aft lug 
bushings have been replaced, inspect those 
lugs within 18 months after November 24, 
1985 (the eflective date of AD 85-22-07, 
Amendment 39-5153), or within 25,000 
flight hours after Such replacement, 
whichever occurs later. 

(b) For airplanes equipped with midspar 
fittings with press-fit bushings; and for 
airplanes equipped with spring beam lugs 
with press-fit bushings, as list^ in Boeing 
Alert Service Bulletin 747-54A2152, dated 
December 23,1992: Perform an ultrasonic 
inspection of the midspar fitting lugs or 
spring beam aft lugs of each strut for cracks, 
and a detailed visual inspection for corrosion 
of the lugs and bushing migration, in 
accordance with Boeing Alert Service 
Bulletin 747-54A2i 52. dated December 23. 
1992, at the applicable times specified in 
paragraphs (b)(1) and (b)(2) of this AD. 
Accomplishment of this inspection 
tenninates the repetitive inspection 
requirement of paragraph (a) of this AD. 

(1) Inspect inboard engine positions 2 and 
3 at the later of the times specified in 
paragraph (b)(1)(i) or (bKl)(ii) of this AD: 

(1) Prior to the accumulation of 5,000 
landings on the midspar fitting lugs or spring 
beam, or within 5 years since installation, 
whichever occurs first. Or 

(ii) Within 60 days after the eflective data 
of this AD. 

(2) Inspect outboard engine positions 1 and 
4 at the later of the times specified in 
paragraph (b)(2)(i) or (b)(2)(ii) of this AD: 

(i) Prior to the accumulation of 5,000 
landings on the midspar fitting lugs or spring 
beam, or within 5 years since installation, 
whichever occurs first. Or 

(ii) Within 90 days after the eflective date 
of this AD. 

(c) For airplanes having midspar fittings or 
spring beam lugs delivered with roller- 
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swaged, shrink-fitted bushings, as listed in 
Boeing Alert Service Bulletin 747-54A2152. 
dated December 23,1992, or installed in 
accordance with Boeing Service Bulletin 
747-54-2100, dated June 20,1983; Revision 
1, dated August 25,1988; Revision 2, dated 
July 20,1989; or R^sion 3, dated November 
16,1989: Peifmm a detailed visual 
inspection of the midspar fitting lugs m 
spring beam aft lugs of eadi strut for 
corrosion of the lugs and bushing migration, 
in accordance with Boeing Alert Service 
Bulletin 747-54A2152, dated December 23, 
1992, at the later of the times specified in 
paragraphs (c)(1) and (cM2) of mis AD. 

(1) Prior to the accumulation of 5,000 
landings on the midspar fitting lugs or spring 
beam, or within 5 years since installation, 
whichever occurs first. Or 

(2) Within 90 days after the effective date 
of this AD. 

(d) If any migrated bushing is found as a 
result of the inspection of lugs with roller- 
swaged, shrink-fitted bushings required by 
paragraph (c) of this AD, prior to further 
flight, perform an ultrasonic inspection of the 
midspar fitting lugs or spring b«un aft lugs 
for awdcs, in acct^ance with Boeing Alert 
Ser\’ice Bulletin 747-54A2152, dated 
December 23,1992. 

(e) If any crack is found in the lugs as a 
result of any inspection required by 

paragraph (b), (c), or (d) of this AD, prior to 
further flight, replace the affected midspar 
fitting or spring beam in accordance with 
Boeing Service Bulletin 747-54-2100, dated 
June 20,1983; Revision 1, dated August 25, 
1988; Revision 2, dated July 20,1989; w 
Revision 3, dated November 16,1989. 

(f) If any migrated bushing is found as a 
result of any inspection required by 
paragraph (b) or (c) of this AD, prior to 
further flight, re-s^ the bushi^ in 
accordance with Boeing Alert S^ice 
Bulletin 747-54A2152, dated December 23, 
1992. Prior to the accumulation of 1,000 
additional landings after detecting the 
migrated bushing, re-worir the fitting in 
accordance with Figure 5 of the service 
bulletin. 

(g) If any corrosion is found as a result of 
any inspe^ion required by paragraph (b) or 
(c) of this AD, prior to fiutl^ flight, remove 
the corrosion in accordance with Boeing 
Alert Service Bulletin 747-54A2152, dated 
December 23,1992. 

(h) Repeat the inspections required by 
paragraphs (b) and (c) of this AD at the 
applicable time specified in paragraph (hHl) 
or (h)(2) of this AD. 

(1) For midspar fitting lugs, as listed in 
Boeing Alert sWvice Bulletin 747-S4A2152, 
dated December 23,1992: At intervals not to 
exceed 1,000 landings. Or 

(2) For spring beam aft lugs, as listed in 
Boeing Alert Swvice Bulletin 747-54A2152, 
dated December 23,1992: At intervals not to 
exceed 3,000 landings. 

(i) An alternative method of compliance or 
adjustment of the compliance time that 
provides an acceptable level of safety may be 
used if approved by the Manager, SMttle 
Aircraft Certification Office (ACX)), FAA, 
Transport Airplane Directorate. Operators 
shall submit their requests through an 
appn^riate FAA PrinciiMl Mainteiumce 
Inspector, who may add comments and then 
send it to the Manager, Seattle AGO. 

Note: Information concerning the existence 
of approved alternative methods of 
compliance with this AD, if any, rruy be 
obtained from the Seattle AGO. 

(j) Special flight permits may be issued in 
aco^ance with FAR 21.197 and 21.199 to 
operate the airplane to a location where the 
requirements of this AD can be 
accomplished. 

(k) liie inspections, replacement, and 
repair shall be done in accordance with the 
following Boeing service bulletins, as 
applicable, which contain the specified 
effective pages: 

Service txiNettn referenced and date Page No. Revision level thorn on 
page Date sho«vn on page 

747-54-7100, .iuna 70, Iflfta . 1-153 . Original.. June 2a 1983. 
August 25.1988 
June 20,1983. 

747-54-2100, Revisioti 1, August 25. 1988 ... 1-8, 8-9, 24, 27. 33, 70 . 
7. 10-23, 25-26, 28-32, 

1 .r. 
Original.. 

747-54-7100, RAvisinn 7, .luly 70, IQftfl 
34-69, 71-153. 

1-6,8-11, 16,21 _ 
24, 27. 33. 70 _ 

July 20,1989. 
August 25.1988. 
June 20,1983. 

1 .. 
7. 12-15, 17-2a 22-23. Original__ 

747-54-7100, RAvIsinn S, NrMAmhAr Ifi, Iflftn 

25-26, 28-32, 34-69, 
71-153. 

1-6. 8-11,16, 26-27, 32 
71 

1 

November 16,1989. 
July 20,1969. 
August 25,1968. 
June 20,1983. 

24, 33, 70.-. 1 . 
7. 12-15, 17-20, 22-23, Original... 

747-54A7157, nArAmhAr 7.?, 1007 

25. 28-31, 34-69, 71- 
153. 

1-4Q . Original. December 23,1992. 

This incorporation by reference was 
approved by the Director of the Federal 
Register in accordance with 5 U.S.C 552(a) 
and 1 CFR part 51. Copies may be obtained 
from Boeing Commercial Airplane Group, 
P.O. Box 3707, Seattle, Washington 98124- 
2207. Copies may be inspected at the FAA, 
Transport Airplane Directorate, 1601 Lind 
Avenue, SW., Renton, Washirigton; or at the 
Office of the Federal Register, 800 North 
Capitol Street, NW., suite 700, Washington, 
DC. 

(1) This amendment becomes effective on 
February 5,1993. 

Issued in Renton, Washington, on 
December 24,1992. 

James V. Devany, 

Acting Manager, Transport Airplane 
Directorate, Aircraft Certification Service. 
IFR Doc. 93-176 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am] 

BtLUNQ CODE 4810-13-0 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

Bureau of Export Administration 

15 CFR Parts 771,773,774,776,779, 
and 785 

[Docket No. 921082-2282] 

Exports to Afghanistan; Sjseciai 
Country Policies 

AGENCY: Bureau of Export 
Administration, Commerce. 

ACTION: Final rule. 

SUMMARY: On June 3,1980, the 
Department of Commerce annoimced 
that in response to the Soviet invasion 
of A^hanistan, applications for licenses 
to export to Afghanistan were being 
reviewed on the assumption that 

commodities and technical data sent to 
that country would be available to the 
U.S.S.R. (45 FR 37415). Validated 
licensing requirements for A^anistan 
were therefore made virtually identical 
to those in force for the U.S.S.R. 
However, since that time the Soviet 
military withdrew from Afghanistan, 
and the Department of State has 
determined that there is no longer a 
need for this special treatment of 
Afghanistan. The Bureau of Export 
Administration is therefore amending 
the Export Administration Regulations 
(EAR) to correctly reflect this change in 
policy. 

EFFECTIVE DATE: This rule is effective on 
January 6,1993. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
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David Schlechty, Foreign Policy Branch, 
Office of Technology and Policy 
Analysis, Bureau of Export 
Administration, Telephone: (202) 482- 
4252. 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

Rulemaking Requirements 

1. This rule is consistent with 
Executive Orders 12291 and 12661. 

2. This rule involves collections of 
information subject to the Paperwork 
Reduction Act of 1980 (44 U.S.C. 3501 
et seq.). These collections have been 
approved by the OHice of Management 
and Budget under control numl^rs 
0694-0005 and 0694-0010. This rule 
may slightly increase the number of 
export license applications. 

3. This rule does not contain policies 
with Federalism implications suHicient 
to warrant preparation of a Federalism 
assessment under Executive Order 
12612. 

4. Because a notice of proposed 
rulemaking and an opportunity for 
public comment are not required to be 
given for this rule by section 553 of the 
Administrative Procedure Act (5 U.S.C. 
553) or by any other law, uirder section 
3(a) of the Regulatory Flexibility Act (5 
U.S.C 603(a) and 604(a)) no initial or 
final Regulatory Flexibility Analysis has 
to be or will be prepared. 

5. The provisions of the 
Administrative Procedure Act (5 U.S.C. 
553) requiring notice of proposed 
rulemaking, the opportunity for public 
participation, and a delay in effective 
date, are inapplicable berause this 
regulation involves a military or foreign 
aBairs function of the United States. No 
other law requires that a notice of 
proposed rulemaking and an 
opportunity for public comment be 
given for this rule. 

Therefore, this regulation is issued in 
final form. Although there is no formal 
comment period, public comments on 
this regulation are welcome on a 
continuing basis. Comments should be 
submitted to Nancy Crowe, Office of 
Technology and Policy Analysis, Bureau 
of Export Administration, Department of 
Commerce, room 4054,14th Street and 
Pennsylvania Ave., NW., Washington, 
DC 20230. 

List of Subjects 

15 CFR Parts 771, 773, 774. 776 

Exports, Reporting and recordkeeping 
requirements. 

15 CFR Part 779 

Computer technology. Exports. 
Reporting and recordkeeping 
requirements. Science and technology. 

15 CFR Part 785 

Exports. 

PARTS 771,773,774,776,779, and 
785—(AMENDED] 

Accordingly, parts 771, 773, 774, 776, 
779, and 785 of the Export 
Administration Regulations (15 CFR 
parts 730-799) are amended as follows: 

1. The authority citation for 15 CFR 
parts 771 and 774 continues to read as 
follows: 

Authority: Public Law 90-351, 82 Stat. 197 
(18 U.S.C 2510 et seq.), as amended; sec. 
101, Public Law 93-153,87 Stat. 576 (30 
U.S.C 185), as amended; sec. 103, Public 
Law 94-163,89 Stat. 877 (42 U.S.C 6212), 
as amended; secs. 201 and 201(ll)(e), Public 
Law 94-258, 90 Stat. 309 (10 U.S.C 7420 and 
7430(e)), as amended; Public Law 95-223,91 
Stat. 1626 (50 U.S.C 1701 et seq ). Public 
Law 95-242, 92 Stat. 120 (22 U.S.C 3201 et 
seq. and 42 U.S.C 2139a); sec. 208, Public 
Law 95-372, 92 Stat. 668 (43 U.S.C 1354); 
Public Law 96-72, 93 Stat. 503 (50 U.S.C 
App. 2401 et seq.), as amended; sec. 125, 
Public Law 99-64,99 Stat. 156 (46 U.S.C 
466c); E.0.11912 of April 13,1976 (41 FR 
15825, April 15,1976); E.0.12002 of July 7, 
1977 (42 FR 35623, July 7,1977), as 
amended; E.0.12058 of May 11,1978 (43 FR 
20947, May 16,1978); E.0.12214 of May 2, 
1980 (45 FR 29783, May 6,1980); E.0.12730 
of September 30,1990 (55 FR 40373, October 
2,1990), as continued by Notice of 
September 25,1992 (57 FR 44649, September 
28.1992) ; and E.0.12735 of November 16, 
1990 (55 FR 48587, November 20,1990), as 
continued by Notice of November 14,1991 
(56 FR 58171, November 15,1991). 

2. The authority citation for 15 CFR 
parts 773, 779 and 785 continues to read 
as follows: 

Authority: Public Law 90-351, 82 Stat 197 
(18 U.S.C 2510 et seq.), as amended; Public 
Law 95-223,91 Stat. 1626 (50 U.S.C 1701 et 
seq ); Public Law 95-242, 92 Stat. 120 (22 
U.S.C 3201 et seq. and 42 U.S.C 2139a); 
Public Law 96-72, 93 Stat. 503 (50 U.S.C 
App. 2401 et seq.), as amended; E.0.12002 
of July 7,1977 (42 FR 35623, July 7,1977), 
as amended; E.0.12058 of May 11,1978 (43 
FR 20947, May 16,1978); E.0.12214 of May 
2,1980 (45 FR 29783, May 6,198Q); E.O. 
12730 of September 30,1990 (55 FR 40373, 
October 2,1990), as continued by Notice of 
September 25,1992 (57 FR 44649, September 
2.1992) ; and E.0.12735 of November 16, 
1990 (55 FR 48587, November 20,1990), as 
continued by Notice of November 14,1991 
(56 FR 58171, November 15,1991). 

3. The authority citation for 15 CFR 
part 776 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Public Law 90-351, 82 Stat. 197 
(18 U.S.C 2510 et seq.), as amended; Public 
Law 95-223,91 Stat 1626 (50 U.S.C 1701 et 
seq.); Public Law 95-242, 92 Stat. 120 (22 
U.S.C 3201 et seq. and 42 U.S.C 2139a), 
Public Law 96-72,93 Stat. 503 (50 U.S.C 
App. 2401 et seq.), as amended; sec. 125, 
Public Law 99-64,99 Stat. 156 (46 U.S.C 

466c); E.0.12002 of July 7,1977 (42 FR 
35623, July 7,1977), as amended; E.0.12058 
of May 11,1978 (43 FR 20947, May 16,1978); 
E.0.12214 of May 2,1980 (45 FR 29783, May 
6,1980); E.O. 12730 of September 30,1990 
(55 FR 40373, October 2,1990), as continued 
by Notice of ^ptember 25,1992 (57 FR 
44649, September 28,1992); and E.0.12735 
of November 16,1990 (55 48587, 
November 20,1990), as continued by Notice 
of November 14.1991 (56 FR 58171, 
November 15,1991). 

4. The term “Afghanistan" is removed 
from the following places; 

Sec. 
773.7(d)(2)(ii) heading and introductory text 
773.7(d)(2)(ii)(A) 
773.7(d)(2)(ii)(C) 
773.7{h)(l)(ii) 
773.7(i) heading and introductory text 
773.7(i)(2) 
773.7(i){6) 
773.7(k) introductory text 
773.7(k) concluding text 

5. The phrase “Afghanistan," is 
removed horn the following places: 

771.23(b) 
773.3(a)(l)(ii) 
773.3(d)(3)(iii)(D) 
776.8(b)(l)(ii) 
776.8(b)(1)(iii) 
776.10(a)(1) 

6. The phrase “or A^anistan" is 
removed from the following places: 

^3.7(i)(l) 
774.5(a) 
779.4(f)(l)(i) 
779.4(0(l)(iii) 
779.4(f)(2)(i) 
779.4(f)(2)(iii) 
779.5{e){l)(vii) 

7. The phrase “Afghanistan, Iran, 
and" is revised to read “Iran and" in the 
following places: 

Sec. 
773.7(d)(1) introductory text 
773.7(d)(2)(i) (tliree references] 
773.7(d)(2)(ii) introductory text 
773.7(d)(3) introductory text (two references] 
773.7(h)(l)(ii) 

PART 773—(AMENDED] 

8. Section 773.3 is amended by 
removing the phrase ", Afghanistan" 
from paragraph (e)(l)(ix)(I). 

§773.7 [Amended] 
9. Section 773.7 is amended; 
a. By removing the phrase 

“Afghanistan and" from paragraph (c)(2) 
heading and text (two references); 

b. By removing the phrase “, and 
Afghanistan" from paragraph (d)(1). 
introductory text; 

c. By removing the phrase “and 
Afghanistan" fr*om paragraph from 
footnote no. 2 to paragraph (h)(l)(i); and 

d. By removing the phrase “, or to 
A^hanistan" from paragraph (i)(4). 
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S773.8 [Amended] 

10. Section 773.8 is amended by 
removing the phrase “or Afghanistan,” 
from paragraph (a)(2). introductory text. 

§773.6 [Amended] 

11. Section 773.8 is amended by 
removing the phrase “, Afghanistan” 
horn paragraph (c)(1). 

PART 779-4AMENDED] 

12. Section 779.5 is amended: 
a. By revising the phrase “the People’s 

Republic of China, or Afghanistan” in 
paragraph (e)(2) the first place it appears 
to read “or the People’s Republic of 
China”; and 

b. By removing the phrase “, or 
Afghanistan” fiom the end of the first 
sentence in paragraph (e)(2). 

PART 785—[AMENDED] 

13. Section 785.4 is amended: 
a. By removing paragraph (f); and 
b. By redesignating paragraph (g) as 

paragraph (f). 

Dated: December 31.1992. 
James M. LeMunyon, 
Acting Assistant Secrefaiy for Export 
Administration. 
|FR Doc. 93-161 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am] 
BILUNQ CODE 3610-OT-M 

15 CFR Parts 771 and 777 

[Docket No. 910480-2266] 

Western Red Cedar 

AGENCY: Bureau of Export 
Administration, (Commerce. 
ACTION: Final rule. 

SUMMARY: 'The Bureau of Export 
Administration (BXA) is amending the 
Export Administration Regulations 
(EAR) by adding a new General License 
CLOG, which authorizes exports of 
unprocessed western red cedar, and by 
revising the short supply provisions of 
the EAR to remove the individual 
validated licensing requirements for 
exports of unprocessed western red 
cedar harvested from: Federal, State, 
and other public lands in Alaska, lands 
held in trust by any Federal or State 
official or agency for a recognized 
Indian tribe, or private lands. In 
addition, this rule amends the short 
supply provisions of the EAR by 
revising the licensing procedmes and 
recordkeeping requirements for exports 
of unprocessed western red cedar. 

Unprocessed western red cedar 
harvested from Federal or State lands 
(except lands in the State of Alaska and 
lands held in trust for recognized Indian 
tribes by Federal or State agencies) 

continues to require a validated license. 
Applications to export unprocessed 
western red cedar harvested finm these 
public lands will be reviewed with a 
presumption of denial. 

This rule also revises the definition of 
processed western red cedar to exclude 
any individual piece of western red 
cedar having a cross section that 
exceeds 2,000 square centimeters (310 
square inches), regardless of grade. 

BXA expects the new General License 
GLCX^ to eliminate individual validated 
licensing for approximately $78 million 
of annual exports. 
EFFECTIVE DATE: This rule is effective 
January 6,1993. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Bernard Kritzer, Office of Foreign 
Availability (OFA), Bureau of Import 
Administration, Telephone: (202) 482- 
0074. 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

Background 

The Department of Commerce 
administers export controls, under 
section 7(i) of the Export Administration 
Act' (EAA), as amended, on western 
red cedar. Section 777.7 of the Export 
Administration Regulations (EAR) 
formerly required an individual 
validated license to export all 
unprocessed western red cedar (WRC) 
timber, with a presumption of denial for 
WRC timber harvested horn public 
lands located outside the state of 
Alaska. This final rule amends the EAR; 

(1) By revising § 777.7 to remove the 
individual validated licensing 
requirements for exports of unprocessed 
'jvestem red cedar harvested from 
private lands, Indian lands, or Federal, 
State, and other public lands in Alaska: 

(2) By adding § 771.7, which 
authorizes exports of this unprocessed 
western red cedar under a new General 
License GLOG; and 

(3) By revising, in § 777.7, certain 
licensing procedures and recordkeeping 
requirements for exports of unprocessed 
red cedar. 

These changes are consistent with 
those contained in the proposed rule on 
western red cedar that BXA published 
in the Federal Register on June 3,1991 
(56 FR 25054), 

Exports of unprocessed western red 
cedar harvested from Federal and State 
lands (except lands in the State of 
Alaska and lands held in trust for 

’ Although the Export Administration Act of 1979 
(EAA), as amended, expired on September 30,1990, 
the President invoked the International Emergency 
Economic Powers Act and continued in effect, to 
the extent permitted by law, the provisions of the 
EAA and the Export Administration Regulations in 
Executive Order 12730 of September 30.1990. 

recognized Indian tribes by Federal or 
State agencies) continue to require a 
validated license. A presumption of 
denial exists for such timber if it was 
harvested under harvest contracts 
entered into after September 30,1979. 

This rule also revises the definition of 
processed western red cedar. 
Previously, the licensing requirements 
of S 777.7 did not apply to \^C timber 
that had been processed into lumber of 
American Lumber Standfirds, Grades of 
Number 3 or better, or Pacific Lumber 
Inspection Bureau of Export R*List 
Grades of Number 3 dimension common 
or better. This rule revises the definition 
of processed western red cedar in 
§ 777.7 to limit the maximum cross 
section for any individual piece of 
western red cedar that may be exported 
as processed lumber to 2,000 square 
centimeters (310 square inches), 
re^rdless of grade. 

This clarification conforms with the 
comments submitted by the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture’s Forest 
Service Pacific Northwest Region 
(Forest Service) on the June 3,1991, 
proposed rule. ’Ihe Forest Service 
comments, which were the only 
comments received on the proposed 
rule, supported the establishment of a 
limit, based on product size (2,000 
square centimeter or 310 square inch 
cross section), to distinguish between 
processed and unprocessed western red 
cedar, but indicated that the proposed 
rule was unclear as to whether the 310 
square-inch cross section limitation 
applied to “Number 3 Common or 
Better” lumber as a single grade, or 
“Number 3 Common” and all higher (or 
better) grades of lumber. The Forest 
Service suggested that the size 
limitation apply to any piece of timber, 
regardless of grade. BXA agrees with 
this interpretation and believes that it is 
consistent with the intent of the statute 
to restrict the maximum size, with or 
without wane, that can be considered to 
be processed western red cedar lumber 
and, therefor, not subject to the 
licensing requirements described in 
§777.7. 

Rulemaking Requirements 

1. This rule is consistent with 
Executive Orders 12291 and 12661. 

2. This rule involves a collection of 
information subject to the requirements 
of the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 
(44 U.S.C. 3501 et •feq.]. This collection 
has been approved by the Office of 
Management and Budget under control 
number 0694-0005. This rule also 
contains a collection of information that 
has been approv^ by OMB under 
control number 0694-0025 and new 
recordkeeping requirements for 
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exporters using the General License 
GLOG that have been approved by OMB 
under control number 0694-0065. 
PubKc burden hours for these 
information collection and 
recordkeeping requirements is estimated 
to average 30 minutes for the collection 
of information under 0694-0025 and 1 
hour for the new recorc&eeping 
requirement 0694-0065. This includes 
the time for reviewing instructions, 
searching existing data sources, 
gathering and maintaining the data 
needed, and completing and reviewing 
the collection of information. Send 
comments regarding these burden 
estimates or any other aspect of the data 
requirements, including suggestions for 
reducing these burdens, to the Office of 
Security and Managmnent Support. 
Bureau of Export Administration. U.S. 
Department of Commerce, Washington, 
DC 20230; and to the Office of 
Information and Regulatory Affairs, 
Olfice of Managem«it and Budget, 
Washington, DC 20503 (ATTN: 
Paperwork Reduction Project—0694- 
0025 and/or 0694-0065). 

3. This rule does not contain policies 
with Federalism implications sufiicient 
to warrant preparation of a Federalism 
assessment under Elxecutive Order 
12612. 

4. The General Counsel of the 
Department of Commerce has certified 
to the Chief Counsel for Advocacy of the 
Small Business Administration that this 
rule will not have a significant 
economic impact on a substantial 
number of small entities. The 
establishment of General License GLOG 
is expected to result in the export 
licensing decontrol of approximately 
$75 million to $80 milKon (extrapolated 
from 1989 (fota) of unprocessed western 
red cedar harvested fi^m private lands 
and Indian lands, as wed as Federal, 
Slate, and other public lands in Alaska. 
This amount represents approximately 
one to one and one-half percent of die 
$6 billkm dollar value of United States 
exports of forest products during 1990. 
As a result, no initial or final Regulatory 
Flexibility Analysis has to be or will be 
prepared. 

5. The provisions of the 
Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. 
553, requiring notice of proposed 
rulemaking and the opportunity for 
public partidpation have been satisfied 
because this rule was issued in 
proposed form and comments were 
considered in the development of this 
final rule. Moreover, because diis rule 
relieves certain licensing burdens on 
exporters, there is good cause for 
making it effective immediately. 

Although there is no formal comment 
period, public comments on this 

regulation are welcome on a continuing 
basis. Comments should be submitled to 
Willard Fisher. Office of Technology 
and Policy An^ysis. Bureau of Export 
Administration. Department of 
Commerce, P.O. Box 273. Washingtcm, 
DC 20044. 

List of Sttbiects 

IS CFR Part 771 

Exports, RepiKtiDg and recor^eeping 
re<purements. 

15 CFR Part 777 

Administrative practice and 
procedure. Exports, Forest and forest 
products. Petroleum, Reporting and 
recordkeeping requirements. 

Accordingly, pmrts 771 «md 777 of the 
Export Administration Regulations (15 
CFR parts 730-799) are amended as 
follows: 

1. The authority citation for 15 CFR 
part 771 is revised to read as follows; 

Authority: Pub. L 90-351,82 Slat. 197 (18 
U.S.C 2S1Q et seq.), as areanded; see lOl. 
Pub. L. 93-153.87 StaL 576 (30 U.SiI 185). 
as amended; see 103, Pub. L. 04—163.89 
Stat. 877 (42 U.S.C. 6212), as amended; secs. 
201 and 201(llHe>. Pub. L §4-258,90 Stat 
309 (10U.S.a 7420 and 7430(e)l. as 
amended; Pub. L. 9S-223.91 Stat. 1828 (50 
U.S.C 1701 etseq.)r. Pub. L. 95-242, 92 Slat. 
120 (22 U.S.C 3201 seg. nd 42 U.S.C 
2139a); sac. 208, Puh L. 95-372,92 Stat 668 
(43 U.SXL 1354); Pub. L. 96-72,93 StaC 503 
(50 U.S.C App. 2401 et seq.). as amended; 
see 125, Pub. L 99-64,99 Stat 156 (46 
U.S.C. 466c); E.0.11912 of April 13.1976 (41 
FR15825, April 15,1976); KO. 12002 of July 
7,1977 (47 FR 35623. |uly 7,1977), as 
amended; E.a 12068 of May 11,1978 (43 FR 
20947, May 16.1978; E.Q. 12214 of M^ 2. 
1980 (45 FR 29783. May 6.1980); E.a 12730 
of September 30^ 1980 (55 FR 40373, October 
2.1990). as continued ^ Notice of 
September 25,1992 (57 FR 44649, September 
28.1992); and E.0.12735 of Novembm 16, 
1990 (55 FR 48587, November 20,1990), as 
continued by Notice of November 14,1991 
(56 FR 58171, November 15,1991). 

2. The authority citation for 15 CFR 
part 777 is revised to read as follows: 

Authority: Pub. 90-351,82 Stat. 197 (18 
U.S.C. 2510 et seq.), as amended; sec. 101, 
Pub. L 93-153.87 Stat. 576 (30 U.S.C. 185), 
as amended; sec. 103, Pub. L 94-163.89 
Stat 877 (42 U.S.C. 6212), as amended, secs. 
201 and 201(llKe), Pub. L. 94-258,90 Stat. 
309 (10 U.S.C 7420 and 7430(e)), as 
amended; Pub. L. 95-223, 91 Stat. 1626 (50 
U.S.C 1701 etseq.f. Pub. L 95-242,92 Stat. 
120 (22 U.S.C 3201 et seq. and 42 U.S-Q 
2139a); sec. 206. Pub. L. 96-372.92 StaL 668 
(43 U.S.C. 1354); Pub. L 96-72, 93 Stat. 503 
(50 U.S.C. App. 2401 et seq.), as amended; 
E.a 11912 of April 13,1976 (41 FR 15825. 
April IS. 1976): E.0.12002 oC)uiy 7.1977 
(42 FR 35623, July 7,1977), as amended; E.O. 
12058 of May 11,1978 (43 FR 26947. May 
16,1978); E.0.12214 of May 2,1960 (45 FR 

29783, May 6,1980); E.a 12730of 
September 30,1990 (55 FR 40373. October 2, 
1990), as continued by Notice of &ptember 
25,1992 (57 FR 44649, September 28,1992); 
aadE.0.12735 of Novemmr 16,1990(551% 
48587, November 20,1990). as continued by 
Notice of November 14,1991 (56 FR 56171, 
November IS. 1991). 

PART 771—{AMENDED] 

3. Section 771.7 (formerly reserved) is 
added to read as follows: 

1771.7 GanwalLlMnMQLOQ; 
Unprocessed wsstam red cedar ticitber 
harvested from public iands in Ataaka, 
privata lenda, and fodlan lands. 

(a) Scope. A General License GLOG is 
established, subject to the provisions of 
this section (including the 
recordkeeping requirements described 
in paragraph (b)}, aulhcvizing the export 
of unprocessed westtem rad cedar timber 
harvested firom Federal, State and other 
public lands in Aiadca, all private kmds, 
and lands held ht trust for recognized 
Indian tribes by Federal or State 
agencies. 

(b) Recordkeepiag requirements. 
Exporters who use General License 
GLOG must obtain and retain on file the 
documents described In paragiaphs 
(b)(1) and (b)(2) of this section. These 
documents must be maintained in 
accordance with the recordkeeping 
requirements of § 787.13 of dris 
subchapter. 

(1) A statement by the exporter (or 
other appropriate docmneiitation) 
indicating that the unprocessed western 
red cedar timber expcried under GLOG 
was not harvested hon Slate or Federal 
lands outside the State of Alaska, and 
did not become available for export 
through substitution of commodities so 
harvested os produced. If the exporter 
did not harvest or produce the timber, 
the records or statement must identify 
the harvests or producer and must be 
accompanied an idantical statement 
fiooB t^ harvester os prodAicer, any 
intermediate party os puties held title 
to the timber between htfvesting and 
purchase, the exporter must also ol^in 
such a statement, or equivaleirt 
documentation, firom Um intermediate 
party or parties and retain U on file. The 
exporter shall retain this documentatien 
in the files k» the period prescribed in 
§ 787.13(e). 

(2) A certificate of in^)ectioD issued 
by a third party log scaling and jading 
organization, approved by the United 
States Forest Senrice, that: 

(i) Specifies the quantity in cubic 
meters or board feet, scribnex rule, of 
unprocessed western red cedar timber to 
be exported; and 

(ii) Lists each type of brand, tag, and/ 
or paint marking that appears on any log 
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or unprocessed lumber in the export 
shipment or,ialtematively, on the logs 
horn which the unprocessed timber was 
produced. 

Note: See $ 777.7 for the dehnition of 
unprocessed red cedar. 

PART 777—{AMENDED] 

4. Section 777.7 is revised to read as 
follows: 

§777.7 Unprocessed western red cedar. 

(a) General The export of 
unprocessed western red cedar timber, 
as deRned in paragraph (b) of this 
section, from the United States to any 
destination, including Canada, is 
prohibited, except pursuant to a 
validated license issued by the Office of 
Export Licensing, imless the timber was 
harvested firom public lands in the State 
of Alaska, private lands, or Indian lands, 
and otherwise meets the requirements 
for export under General License CLOG 
(see § 771.7 of this subchapter). 

(b) Licensing policy. (1) The Office of 
Export Licensing will generally deny 
applications for individual validated 
licenses to export improcessed western 
red cedar harvested ^m Federal or 
State lands under harvest contracts 
entered into after September 30,1979. 

(2) The Office of Eixport Licensing will 
consider, on a case-by-case basis, 
applications for individual validated 
licenses to export unprocessed western 
red cedar harvested hx)m Federal or 
State lands under harvest contracts 
entered into prior to October 1,1979. 

(c) Definitions. When used in this 
section, the following terms have the 
meaning indicated: 

(1) Unprocessed western red cedar 
means western red cedar (thuja plicata) 
timber, logs, cants, flitches, and 
processed lumber containing wane on 
one or more sides, as defined in ECCN 
1C68D, that has not been processed into: 

(1) Lumber of American Lumber 
Standards Grades of Number 3 
dimension or better, or Pacific Lumber 
Inspection Bureau Export R-List Grades 
of Number 3 common or better grades, 
'with a maximum cross section of 2,000 
square centimeters (310 square inches) 
for any individual piece of processed 
western red cedar (WRC) being 
exported, regardless of grade; 

(ii) Chips, pulp, and pulp products; 
(iii) Veneer and plywood; 
(iv) Poles, posts, or pilings cut or 

treated with preservative for use as such 
and not intended to be further 
processed; and 

(v) Shakes and shingles. 
(2) Federal and State lands means 

Federal and State lands, excluding lands 
in the State of Alaska and lands held in 

trust by any Federal or State official or 
agency for a recognized Indian tribe or 
for any member of such tribe. 

(3) Contract harvester means any 
person who, on October 1,1979, had an 
outstanding contractual commitment to 
harvest western red cedar timber fixtm 
State and Federal lands and who can 
show by previous business practice or 
other means that the contractual 
commitment was made with the intent 
of exporting or selling for export in 
unprocessed form all or part of the 
commodities to be harvested. 

(4) Producer means any person 
engaged in a process that transforms an 
unprocessed western red cedar 
commodity (e.g., western red cedar 
timber) into another unprocessed 
western red cedar commodity (e.g., 
cants) primarily through a saw mill. 

(d) Application for export license. (1) 
Applicants to export unprocessed 
western red cedar must submit a 
properly completed Form BXA-622P, 
Application for Export License, other 
documents as may be required by the 
Office of Export Licensing, and a signed 
statement from an authorized 
representative of the exporter, reading 
as follows: 

I.- 

(Name) 

(Title) 

of - 
(Exporter) 

Hereby Certify that to the best of my 
knowledge and belief the 

(Quantity) 

(cubic meters or board feet scribner) of 
unprocessed western red cedar timber that 

(Exporter) 

prop>oses to export was not harvested from 
State or Federal lands under contracts 
entered into after October 1,1979. 

(Signature) 

- (Date) 

(2) For Items 6 and 7 on Form BXA- 
622P, "Various" may be entered when 
there is more that one purchaser or 
ultimate consignee. 

(e) Supporting documentation. For 
each Form BXA-622P submitted, and 
for each export shipment made under 
the authority of a validated export 
license, the exporter must assemble and 
retain for the period prescribed in 
§ 787,13(e) of this subchapter, and 

produce or make available for 
inspection as provided in § 787.13(f), 
the following: 

(1) A sign^ 8tatement(s) by the 
harvester or producer, and each 
subsequent party having held title to the 
commodities, that the commodities in 
question were harvested under a 
contract to harvest unprocessed western 
red cedar firom State or Federal lands, 
entered into before October 1,1979; and 

(2) A copy of the Shipper’s Export 
Declaration. 

(f) Shipping tolerance. A shipping 
tolerance of 5 percent in cubic ket or 
board feet scribner is allowed on the 
unshipped balance of a commodity 
listed on an individual validated 
license. This tolerance applies only to 
the final quantity remaining unshipped 
on a license against which more than 
one shipment is made and not to the 
original quantity authorized by such 
license. (See § 786.7 of this subchapter.) 

(g) Communications. Questions 
concerning applications to export 
unprocess^ western red cedar under 
this section, and the specific 
documentation requirements, should be 
directed to the Bureau of Export 
Administration at the addre» provided 
in § 772.1(e) of this subchapter. 

Dated; December 30,1992. 
lames M. DeMunytm, 
Acting Assistant Secretary for Export 
Administration. 
IFR Doc. 93-231 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 

BILLMO CODE 361fr-OT-M 

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY 

Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission 

18CFR Part 2 

[Docket No. FA88-62-001] 

Order Denying Interlocutory Appeal 
and Amending Policy Statement 
Concerning Disclosure of Documents 
and information Obtained in Staff 
Audits 

Issued December 28,1992. 

AGENCY: Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission. DOE. 
ACTION: Final rule; policy statement. 

SUMMARY: The Federal Energy 
Regulator/Commission (Commission) is 
amending its regulations which 
authorized disclosure of information in 
cases under the Natural Gas Act 
scheduled for formal hearing if the 
information is relevant to the case. The 
Commission is extending the provisions 
of those regulations to Commission 
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proceedings under the Federal Power 
Act and under the hitmtate Ckxnniatce 
Act as it applies to the regiilatioD of oil 
pipelines. The Coamussion fouad that 
the authorizaticm of die releaas of 
information specified in a prior policy 
statement for natural gaa proceedings 
and the underlyiiig latiaDale are equally 
applicable in other Commission 
proceedings. 

EFFECTIVE DATE; This final rule is 
effective December 28,1992. 

FOR FURTHER INFORIIATION CONTACT; 

Kasha Qaglov Office of General Counsel, 
Federal Energy Regulatory Coimaisskm, 
825 North Capitol St.. NE.^ Washington, 
DC 20426. Teleidione: (202) 208-2165. 

SUPPLEMBfTARV WFORMATION: b> 

addition to publishing die full text of 
this document in the Federal Register, 
the Commission also provides all 
interested persona so (^ipoitunity to 
inspect or copy the contents of this 
document during normal business hours 
in the Commission's PuMic Reference 
Room, room 3104,941 North Capitol St., 
NE., Washington, DC 20426. 

The Commission bsoance Posting 
System (QPS), an electronic bulletin 
boerd service, provides access to the 
texts of formal documents issued by the 
Commission. OPS is available at no 
charge to the user and may be acoessad 
using a personal computer with a 
modem by dialing (202) 206-1397. To 
access QPS, set your coramunicatkms 
software to use 300,1200 or 2400 baud, 
full duplex, no parity, 8 date bits, and 
1 stop bit. The full text of this final rule 
will be availabla on QPS for 30 daya 
from the date of issuance. The complete 
text on diskette in WordPerfect fcsmat 
may also be purchased from tho 
Commission’s copy contractor, LaDom 
Systems Corporation, also locirted in 
room 3104, 941 North Capitol St., NE., 
Washington, DC 20426. 

I. Back^uund 

On November 16.1992. Wiaconsiu 
Electric Power Company (Company) 
filed an interlocutory appeal of the 
presiding judge's denial of a motion to 
permit appeal rendered on November 9. 
1992. On November 23,1992, the 
Chairman, as the Motions 
Commissioner, determined, pursuant to 
Rule 715 of the Commission’s Rules of 
Practice and Procedure. 18 CFR 385.715. 
that extraordinary circuastaiicas existed 
which made prompt Coimnission 
review of the contested rulings 
necessary to prevent deCiimant to ike 
public interest or irreparable harm to 
any person, warranting referral to the 
Coiiuniseion of the Company’s 
interlocutmy appeak 

A. The Case 

On February 4,1992, the Chief 
Accountant issued an audit Nport under 
delegated authority summarizing the 
results of an audit performed by tho 
Office of Chief Accountant’s Division of 
Audits. Wisconsin Electric Power 
Company. 58 FERC 162,121 (1992). Tho 
Chief Accountant noted the Company’s 
disagreement with one item included in 
the report, regarding the accounting and 
fuel adjustment clause billings for coal 
mine reclamation costs. 56 FEUC at 
63,350,63,357-60. In response to • 
request from the Chief Accountant 
regarding dispositioa of the question, 
the Con^iaRy initially advised the 
Commission that it consented to the 
shortened procedures provided under 
section 41.3 of the Coramissum's 
regulations. 16 CFR 41.3. Accordinj^. 
on March 30.1992, the Commissioa 
issued an Order Instituting Proceedings 
under part 41 of the Commission’s 
Regula^ns.. Wisconsin Electric Powm 
Company. 56 FERC 161.332 (1992). On 
April 22.1992, the Company fifed a 
motion for fennination oi the shorteaed 

roceduras undw part 41 and far a 
earing under part 385. Accordingiy. on 

May 14,1992, the Commission set the 
accounting issue for evidentiary 
hearing. VVisconsin Electric Power 
Company. 59 FERC 161.184 (1992). On 
August 19,1992, the Commission issued 
an order expanding the scope of the 
hearing to hichide prudence issues. 
Wisconsin Electric Power Company, 60 
FERC 161.181 (1992). 

1. The Legal Opinions at fesue 

In October 1990, at the request of 
audit staff, the Company provided a 
copy of four opinions rendered by its in* 
house and outside fegal counsel 
concerning the coal mine reclamation 
costs dispute. In a letter to the audit 
staff dated October 25,1990, the 
Company asserted that the opinions 
involved factual and legal analy^by its 
attorneys and so constituted privile^^ 
working papers and attorney-client 
communications. Nonetheless, “in order 
to resolve the issue,’* the Company 
provided the opinions to audit staff, “on 
the condition that the opinions be kept 
confidential, not reproduced, and 
returned to the Company when (the) 
audit is closed.’* The Compmiy 
requested jmvilegad and confidential 
treatment of the documents mder 18 
CFR 388.112.* 

' S«ctU» SaetlZ pnmdw llkat a party submiMiig 
a doaiinwU to lha Camaiinion way wyaaC 
pnvilega4 tteatmaot by rlaimWig tbat aU ar part at 
the infonnaltoQ U exempt bom Freedom of 
InfonnalioR Act (POIAt reqninnnenU and shoald be 
withheld from pohMc diicl^ie. 

When trial staff advised die Company 
that it proposed to use die /ifecuments in 
evidence and under seal, the Company 
asserted that trial staff had no ri^ to 
use the documests.’ 

2. The Presiding Judge’s Orders 

On September 29,1993, trial staff 
filed a motion requesting a conference 
to resolve the status of the four 
opinions. Trial staff argued that the 
Company’s vohuatary disdosaie of the 
documents to the auiffit staff waived any 
attorney-client at work product 
privilege that aright af^ly to tho 
documents. On October 9.1983, the 
Company fifed an answer (^posing hial 
staffs recpiast to use tho privileged 
docummts. atguiug that tho Cosopony 
waived neither the attorney-client nor 
work product privilege ana tlul tho 
(focuments should not be used to the 
trial staff’s prudence evidmica. 

At e prehearing conference cm 
October 15.1992, the pieskfing 
granted the relief requested to the trial 
staff’s motion. The judge adopted what 
he called the “maforky view’’ that, once 
the dociunenta were voluntarily 
disclosed, the privilege is weiv^ even 
if the third-party agrees not to disctose 
the information to anyone elsa. The 
judge cited as support cases fiora. the 
District of Cof umbia and Third Circuits: 
Pemuaa Corporation v. United States, 
665 F.2d 1214 pXLCir. 1961] (Permian) 
and Westinghouse Electric Corporation 
V. Repi;d)lic of the PbiUppines, 951 F.2d 
1414 (3d Or. 1991) (Westmg/iotise). f>- 
20. Zl. The ju(^ considered the 
rejected the Circuit’s itouted 
waiver analysis relied upon hy the 
Company; Diversified Industries, b%c.«. 
Meredith, 572 F.2d 596 (8th Cir. 1977) 
(Diversified). Tl. 21.* 

The judge declined to follow 
Diversified for two reasons. First, to the 
case at bar. there was no a^emnent on 
the part of trial staff to keep tho 
information confidentiaL The Conqiany 
merely requested confidential treatment 
pursuant to section 368.112, which does 
not insure a document’s confidential^. 
Tr. 21. The fudge added that, although 
section 388.11Z provides that the 
Commission win place materials it 
receives under e request for privuegiad 

‘TheCompany afao obferted ta an intarvado*’* 
discovary raquaUs Making dia legaf optnioDS. 

‘fat Divenified, dw company Tohmtarity 
aurrendaMd prtwiTognd taUariai W SMSapnAjea 
anS ffnchangn CooMniaHaw jSBC^ ThaeonU 
concluded that ooty a MmiM waiaat of lha 
altornay-climi privilege had occiufod. reasoning 
that to hold otherwiM may have the eRecfof 
thwarting the devekipteg pMcedooedlcsrpofatioiu 
to employ fatSepandant aiitafdo cnnneal la 
investigate and odviM them in osdar Ur pntaci 
sttxAh^den, potantiafstoddiotders and customers 
Diversdied. 572 r.2t}a»mY. 
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treatment in a noQ-{Hiblic file, it also 
provides that this is not a determinaticm 
on any claim or privilege and that the 
“Commission retains the right to make 
determinations with regard to any claim 
or privilege, and the discretion to 
release infmmation as necessary to carry 
out its Jurisdictional responsibilities.” 
Id., discussing and quoting 18 CFR 
388.112. 

Second, the judge followed the 
Permian and Westinghouse line of cases 
which specifically reject Diversified’s 
"limited” or "selective” waiver theory. 
Tr. 22. The judge noted that, the 
Permian court rejected Diversified’s 
selective waiver because it has little to 
do with the purpose of the attorney- 
client privilege, and because voluntary 
cooperation with government 
investigations does not improve the 
attorney-client relationship. Permian, 
665 F. 2d at 1220-21. Tr. 22. The judge 
found that, once the attorney-client 
privilege is waived, it is waived for all 
purposes. As a Permian, the Company 
may not pick and choose as to the issues 
to which the privilege still attaches. Id. 

The presiding judge also rejected the 
Company’s argument that section 3Ql(b) 
of the F^eral Power Act (FPA), 16 
U.S.C. § 825(b) (1988), prohibits release 
of the documents. The judge explained 
that section 301(b) provid^ that 
informaticHi received by staff in the 
course of an audit shall be kept 
confidential unless ordered to be 
disclosed by a Commission or court 
order. Tr. 22-23. The judge reasoned 
that the Commission’s two hearing 
orders in this case are sufficient to 
satisfy the requirements of section 
301(b) and to authorize the use of the 
documents received by audit staff in 
this investigation; Tr. 22-24, 26, The 
judge relied on the Federal Power 
Commission decision in Availability of 
Information Acquired By Staff 
Investigation, Order No. 509-A, 52 FPC 
389 (1974), involving a statement of 
policy that the Commission was not 
going to assume a case-by-case 
determination of when information 
garnered 1^ staff in various 
investigations should be released, but 
was authorizing as a matter of policy 
that the information can be released and 
not kept confidential. The judge ncrted 
that, while this statement of policy was 
issued under the National Gas Act, in 
adopting this statement of polic:y the 
Commission has relied on the legislative 
history of s^tion 301(b) of the Federal 
Power Act. Tr. 23-24. 

The judge added that he was willing 
to proceed with use of the information 
pursuant to a protective otdet, but 
would retain his right to re-examine the 
question of whether the informaticm 

should be protected once he had viewed 
the documents. TR 24-25. 

On October 30.1992; the Company 
filed a motion to permit an interlocutory 
appeal to the Commission. fircMU the 
presiding judge’s rulings, under 18 CFR 
385.715, On November 5,1992 trial staff 
filed an answer opposing the Company’s 
motion. On November 9.1992. the 
presiding judge issued an order which 
denied the Company’s motion. The 
judge stated that, based cm the 
applicable case law and the rationale in 
his October 15,1992 ruling, the 
Company had not demonstrated the 
extraordhiary circumstances which 
would warrant prompt Commission 
review, 

B. The Company's Interlocutory Appeal 

In its November 16,1992 
interlocutory appeal, the Company 
objected to the judge’s interlocutory 
rulings that; (1) The Company has 
waiv^ the attoroey-dient and work 
product privileges attached to legal 
opinions by providing them to audit 
staff under an express claim of privilege 
and on the condition that they be given 
confidential treatment; and (2) the 
Commission’s hearing orders implicitly 
authorize the release of the opinions 
under section 301(b) of the FPA, which 
prohibits a Commission employee from 
divulging information required in an 
audit except as directed by the 
Commission or a court. The Company 
claims that the first ruling would 
discourage utilities from providing ^ 
privileged documents to Uie audit staff 
in audits. According to the Company, 
the second ruling would violate the 
prohibition against disclosure; the 
documents cannot be released absent a 
Commission order without violating 
section 301(b). 

With respect to the claim of privilege, 
the Company argues that there is well- 
reasoned precedent for a “limited 
waiver” theory under which disclosure 
of privileged documents to an agency 
for one purpose does not result in a 
waiver for other purposes, citing 
Diversified. The Conipany claims that 
Diversified applies here because legal 
opinions were disclosed to audit staff in 
a confidential audit and the presiding 
judge ruled that the confidential 
disclosure entitled trial staff and an 
intervener access to documents cm the 
separate prudence issue. The Company 
argues that requiring such disclosure 
here would thwart ^1 disclosure in 
audits. The Company also argues that 
the “unlimited waiver” theory adopted 
by the D.C Circuit was adopted without 
intending to deprive an agency of the 
power to adopt a “limited waiver” 
approach, citing In Re Sealed Case, 676 

F.2d 793 (D.C. Or. 1982). The Cmnpany 
believes that the Commission is fiee to 
adopt a “limited waiver” policy as best 
serving full disclosure in audits. 

With regard to the claim t^t section 
301(b) protects the cxmfidentiality of 
information obtained by the audit staff, 
the Company criticizes the judge’s 
finding mat the hearing orders in this 
procec^ng may be construed as lifting 
the requirement that the documents be 
kept confidential. The Company notes 
that the judge's finding was based on 
Order No. 509-A, whi^ is a statement 
of policy under the Natural Gas Act. The 
Company contraids that there is no 
comparable statmnent of policy cinder 
the ^A. In addition, the Company 
argues that Order Na 509-A (hd not 
provide that hearing orders implicitly 
authorize the release of documents. 
Consequently, the n«»ssary legal 
authorization for release of the 
documents at issue here is missing. 

II. Discussion 

There are essentially two issues to be 
resolved in this proceeding; First, 
whether the Company waived the 
attorney-client and work product 
privileges for all purposes when it 
voluntarily disclosed certain documoits 
to the audit staffi and second, whether 
the Commission’s hearing orders 
authorized the release of the documents 
under section 301(b) of the FPA. 

A. Waiver of Attomey-jClient and Work 
Product Privileges 

As an initial matter, the Commission 
notes that the Company requests 
privileged treatment of the documents 
under section 388.112 of the 
Commission’s regulations, but argues 
that the staff would violate attorney- 
client and woik product privileges by 
releasing these documents. Section 
388.112 has nothing to do with attorney- 
client communications or woik product 
Rather, it provides procedures under 
which a party may request that a 
document be exempt from FOIA 
requirements and be withheld from 
public disclosure. As noted above, and 
discussed further infra, the presiding 
judge agreed to use the documents 
under a protective order, which would 
be consistent vritb section 388.112. 
However, that provision also allows 
protected information to be released, 
subject to certain notice and comment 
procedures. 

In addition, staff has. to this point, 
kept the documents confidraitiaL Tr. 
26-30. Trial staff has proposed a 
procedure that would ensure that the 
documents would be provided to the 
decisionmaker and at the same time 
would protect any rights that the 
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Company may have under FOIA. Trial 
staff would o^r the documents in 
evidence in this proceeding by filing a 
sealed copy of trial staff’s testimony 
with the presiding judge and placing 
only a redacted copy in the public files. 
Other parties to the case would be 
granted access to the sealed portion of 
staff’s testimony if they executed a 
protective agreement preventing public 
disclosure. The Commission finds this aosal reasonable and in compliance 

the Company’s request for 
privileged treatment under § 388.112. 
We will leave to the presiding judge’s 
sound discretion whether the 
documents should later be released or 
made public, pursuant to the 
retirements in § 388.112. 

The Commission believes that the 
Company’s appeal raises various issues 
reganding the Ckimmission’s policy 
regarding attorney-client 
communications and work product that 
should be addressed and clarified. 

As noted above, there are two schools 
of thought regarding voluntary 
disclosure and subsequent waiver. One 
school, following Diversified, recognizes 
the "limited” or “selective” waiver 
theory under which disclosure of 
privileged documents for one purpose 
does not result in waiver for other 
purposes. ’The other school, following 
Permian and Westinghouse, recognizes 
the “unlimited” waiver theory that, 
once the attorney-client or work product 
privilege is voluntarily waived for any 
purpose, it is waived for all purposes. 
The Commission believes that the 
presiding judge ruled correctly in 
following the “unlimited” waiver theory 
in this proceeding and rejecting the 
“selective” waiver theory. In this regard, 
the Commission specifically adopts the 
presiding judge’s rationale from the 
October 15,1992 prehearing conference, 
discussed above, in support of the 
unlimited waiver theory. 

The Commission believes that the 
better approach is to reject creating a 
special exception to the waiver doctrine 
for the purpose of encouraging 
voluntary disclosure to government 
agencies. Westinghouse, 951 F.2d at 
1424.* The Commission disagrees that 
adopting the theory of unlimited waiver 
will discourage utilities from providing 
the audit staff with confidential 

'TheCompany's request that the documents be 
l»pt conndential under section 368.112 of the 
Commission's regulations does not reinstate the 
Company's waived privilege Westinghouse. 651 
F.2d at 1427 In Westinghouse. the Department of 
fiistice (DOI) had apparently agreed not to disclose 
the information and SEC regulations provided tha> 
the SEC would maintain confidentiality U 
Nonetheless, llu court found that voluntarv 
disclosures to the SEC and the DOI suit waived the 
atiomey-ctieni privilege hi 

information. The imlimited waiver rule 
does not affect a utility’s right to protect 
legitimate attorney-client 
commimications and work product. The 
utility may still assert the privileges, 
even in audits. However, once the 
utility has opted to surrender the 
privileges b^use the utility believes it 
to be in its interest to do so, the utility 
cannot reassert the privileges at a later 
date when it believes it better to conceal 
what it earlier revealed. Additionally, 
we have not seen natural gas companies 
refuse to provide confidential data to 
staff as a result of the statement of 
policy announced in Order No. 509-A, 
making information acquired by staff 
investigation available in contested 
cases. 

The Commission also believes that the 
Company’s voluntary disclosure waived 
the work product privilege that may 
apply to these docummits. In contrast to 
the attorney-client privilege, the work 
product privilege exists not to protect a 
confidential relationship, but rather to 
promote the adversary system by 
safeguarding the fruits of an attorney’s 
trial preparation from the discovery 
attempts of an opponent. Permian, 665 
F.2d at 1219, citing United States v. 
AT&T, 642 F.2d 1285,1299 (D.C. Cir. 
1980). Hence, the work product 
privilege is not automatically waived by 
any disclosure to a third party, /d.® 

The D.C. Circuit has identified three 
factors that lead to a waiver of work 
product privilege: ® (1) “the party 
claiming the privilege seeks to use it in 
a way that is not consistent with the 
purpose of the privilege,” citing In Re 
Sealed Case, 676 F.2d at 818; (2) the 
party had no reasonable basis for 
believing that the disclosed materials 
would be kept confidential by the 
agency: and (3) waiver of the privilege 
would not trench on any policy inherent 
in the privilege. In Re Subpoena Duces 
Tecum, 738 F.2d at 1372. 

Concerning the first factor, the court 
reasoned that fairness and consistency 
require that the party not be allowed to 
gain substantial advantages resulting 
fiDm voluntary disclosure of work 

* See also In Re Sealed Case, 676 F.2d at 809; In 
Ke Subpoena Duces Tecum, 738 F.2d 1367,1371 
(D.C Cir 1984); and Westinghouse, 951 F.2d at 
1426 

* in Westinghouse, the court stated: “Most courts 
hold that to waive the protection of the work- 
produc* doctrine, the disclosure must miable an 
adversary to gain access to the 
•nfoimalion (and) the purpose of the work- 
product doctrine requires |lhe court] to distinguish 
between disclosure to adversaries and disclosures 
■0 non-adversaries." Westinghouse, 951 F.2d at 
t428 iemphasis added). When, as is the case here, 
the company is the target of an investigation 
conducted by the agency, the courts have found that 
the agency is the company's adversary. Id. 
Subimeno Duces Tecum. 738 F.2d at 1372 

product to one adversary—^in that case, 
SEC—^while being able to maintain 
another advantage in protecting the 
same work product fi-om other 
adversaries. In Re Subpoena Duces 
Tecum, 738 F.2d at 1372, citing In Re 
Sealed Case, 676 F.2d at 818-21. The 
court added that, in that instance, it was 
imreasonable not to anticipate litigation 
with other adversaries at the time of 
disclosure to the SEC. Id. Here, the 
Company disclosed the documents to 
gain advantage with the audit staff and 
then asserted work product privilege for 
those documents in a later trial-type 
evidentiary hearing that resulted from 
that investigation. The Company cannot 
be allowed to disclose the documents 
selectively within the Commission. 

With regard to the second factor, 
concerning confidentiality, the court 
found no common interest between the 
company and the regulatory agency in 
that case, and declined to find in the 
SEC’s procedures any proper 
expectations of confidentiality that the 
company claimed. In Re Subpoena 
Duces Tecum, 738 F.2d at 1372-74. 
Similarly, the Company’s request for 
confidentiality under FOIA and the 
Commission’s FOIA regulations, given 
the circumstances of its disclosure, does 
not justify the expectation of 
confidentiality that the D.C. Circuit 
found necessary to maintain the 
privilege. The ^mpany could have no 
reasonable expectations that its 
disclosure in an attempt to influence the 
audit staff could be limited so as to 
preclude disclosure to the parties, trial 
staff and presiding judge (and ultimately 
the Commission) later in the same case.^ 

With regard to the third factor, as to 
policy concerns, the court believed 
there was no policy inherent in the 
work product privilege that required a 
special exception for the SEC’s 
voluntary disclosure program or similar 
governmental projects. The court stated 
that the privilege does not protect 
against the manipulation of selecting a 
particular opponent for selective 
disclosure, most probably for the 
discloser’s own benefit. ID Re Subpoena 
Duces Tecum, 738 F.2d at 1374—75, 
Here also there is no policy inherent in 
the work product privilege which calls 
for a special waiver exemption. The 
Company “voluntarily and deliberately 
made disclosures to” the Commission 
“undoubtedly in the hope and 
expec^tation of receiving a benefit 
* • Id. at 1375. While such 
disclosure is certainly not improper, it 
is inconsistent with a later as.sertlon of 
a work product privilege. 

^ Cf. infra note 12. 
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The Company would also £ul the 
Third Circuit’s test in Westinghouse. 
Under the Third Circuit’s standard, a 
party vdio discloses documents 
protected by the woric prodiict doctrine 
may continue to assert the doctrine’s 
protection only %^en the disclosure 
furthers the doctrine’s underlying goal. 
Westinghouse, 951 F.2d at 1429. 
Acccffding to ^e court: 

When a pcffty discloses protected materials 
to a government agency investigating 
allegations against it, H uses thw materials 
to forestall prosecution (if the charges are 
unfounded) or to obtain lenient treatment (in 
the case of vreh-foanded aUegatiou). These 
objsctives. however latioaai. are foreign to 
the objectives underlying the work-product 
doctrine. 

Id. Like Westinghouse, the Company 
disclosed the documents to the 
Commis^cm’s audit staff ‘*to resolve the 
issue.” Again, this objective is certainly 
not improper, but it is inconsistent with 
the objectives underlying the work 
product privilege.* 

In summary, the Commission believes 
that the Company waived both the 
attorney-client and the wosk ixrodud 
privileges in this proceeding. The 
Company provide the documents in 
this case **in order to resolve the issue.” 
However, the evidentiary hearing that 
the Commission orderea is likewise for 
the precise purpose of resolving the 
issue. 'The question here is whether, 
having provided the documents to audit 
staff eany in the proceeding to help 
resolve the issue, the Company may 
later in the proceeding assert a privilege 
with regard to those documents. The 
answer is no.* 

We also note that our position 
regarding discloeuTes of privileged 
materials here is consistent with our 
prior rulings: • disclosure of privileged 
matnial waives the privities as to that 
material: once it is disdos^, the 
confulentiaUty is breached.** 

B. Release of Documents Under Section 
301(b) of the FPA 

The second issue in this proceeding 
pertains to whether the two hearing 
orders issued by the Commission—one 
to initiate the audit investigation and 

“The Third Circuit specifically lejecled the 
argument that the work product privilege was not 
waived because the company rattKiiud>h evpecWd 
the agendae to keep the dociimanta confMieBtiaL 
Westinghouse, 951 F.2d at 1430. 

"Contrary to the Company's suggestion, ordering 
an evidentiary hearing does not m^e this a 
different proceeding. 

’"SeeConsolidated Gas Supply Corporation, 16 
FERC T 61.234 at 61,502 (1981) (citing and quoting 
from Pennkin approvingly). Accord, Tenneco, Inc., 
ei al. Opinion No. 41, 7 FERC 161,258 at 61.541- 
42 (1979). See also Pennzoil Louisiana and Texas 
Offshore Co., Inc., et o/.. 3 FERC 161.133 at 61,382 
« 61.396 n.l (1966). 

the Other to initiate the prudence 

inquiry—suthcvity staffs rdease of the 

documents pursuant to section 301(b) of 
the FPA. 

Under section 301(b), 

No member, officer, or employee d the 
Commission shall divulge any or 
informatton which may come to his 
knowledge during the course of exasnination- 
of books or other accounts, as hereinbefore 
provided, except insofar as be may be 
directed by the Commission or by a oouit. 

The Company argues that this {nrovision 
protects ^ fxmfidentiahty of any 
information whidi the audit staff 
uncovers, unless the Commission or a 
court requires that it be divulged. As 
noted above, the presiding judge found 
that the two hearing mden issued in 
this case are sudden! to rmnove the 
requiremoits that the documents be 
kept conAdential. Tr. 23. The judge 
based his finding (hi Oder No. 509-A, 
announcing a statement frf policy under 
the Natural Gas Act.** Order No. 509— 
A provides that the Natural Gas Act’s 
se^on 8(b} restraint on disdosing 
information—the counterpart of the 
Federal Power Act’s section 301(b)—did 
not prohibit the Commission’s blanket 
authorization of disclosure of 
informaticm in cases scheduled fm 
formal hearings if the information is 
relevant to the case, order No. 509-A 
cites the l^islative history of section 
301(b) as the basis for a blanket 
authorization to disclose information. 
52 FPC at 391. The presiding judge 
reasoned that becaure the Conunission 
in Order No. S09-A found that secticm 
8(b) of the Natural Gas Act originated in 
the legislative history of section 301(b), 
the statement of policy in Order No. 
509-A r^arding gas proceedings may 
also be applied to electric proceedings. 
He concluded that the Commission’s 
issuance of the turo orders in this 
proceeding authorizes use of the 
documents in this proceeding and their 
release from the ccmfidential status they 
may previously have had. and thus, 
satisfies section 301(b). TV. 24. 

In Order No. 5Q9-A, while the 
Commissimi dted the legislative history 
of section 301(b) as basis for its blanket 

’’This policy was oodifiorf la ISCFR 2.72, wUcli 
provides that: Punuant to the Coouaission's 
authority under the Naturd Gas Act, partkutarfy 
siibsaction (N of tectkiii 8 thereof, npen leqneet by 
a party to dw prooeadiags. or as re«|aiied ia 
conjiinctioa with Iha prysantotioa id a Coaaaission 
staff caaa or ttaTa crnas-ovaaiinafimi of aay odwr 
presenlatioa tharain, ail relevaal iaionnalion 
acquired by Contmissioa staff, inchtding 
workpapers pursuant to aay staff iavestigatioo 
conducted ttnder soctioas 8,10. or 14 of the Natural 
Gas Act shall, without further order of the 
Comatiaaion. ba firaa from the restraints of mid 
subsectiea (b| of sectioa • regarding fae (hvuigence 
of Information, wtfluaapact to aay mat tar heroaHar 
sal for formal hearing. 

authorization under the Natural Gas 
Act, the Commission did not 
specifically extend that statement of 
policy to proceedings under the FPA. 
However, the Commission believes that 
the authorization of the release ctf 
information specified in Order No. 509- 
A for natural gas {miceediugs and the 
underlying rationale are equally 
applicable in other Commission 
proceedings, i.e., in jKOceedings undm* 
the FPA. and should be applied in this 
case.** Thus, section 301(b)’3 restraint 
on disclosing information does not 
prohibit the Commission’s authorization 
of disclosure of infonnation in cases, 
sudi as this, wbidi are set for formal 
hearing if the infmmation is relevant to 
the case. Rather, section 301(b) merely 
provides that infonnation cannot be 
released without cuthorizatimi. 

We believe that hearing orders, such 
as the hearing orders in this proceeding, 
should be read to authorize the release 
of infonnation obtained during the 
course of an audit, such as the 
documents in question, in those cases 
set for formal bearing.** Howevw. to the 
extent that an additimial order under 
the FPA is necessary, this order 
authorizes the release of the informatum 
at issue in this proceeding. 

In additkm, to avmd any future 
misunderstandings, this order 
specifically extends the polkry 
statement in Order No. 509-A to 
jurisdicticmal proceedings under the 
FPA. as well as to proceedings under 
the Interstate Commerce Act M it 
applies to the regulation of oil pipelines. 
Thus, we will amend 18 CFR 2.7^ as set 
forth below. This revised statement of - 
policy is effiBctive December 28,1992. 

The Company's interiocutory appeal 
is hereby deni^, as discussed in the 
body of this order, 

List of Subjects ta 18 CFR Part 2 

Administrative practice and 
procedure, Electric power, Natural gas. 
Pipelines. Reporting and recordkeeping 
requirements. 

In consideration of the foregoing, the 
Ckimmission is amending piait 2, ^apter 
I, title 18, (Dode of Federal Regulations, 
as set forth below. 

’2 See 52 FPC at 390, 391-92; Availability of 
Informalion Acquired by Staff hiveetigation. Order 
No. 509. 51 FPC 1439,1490-40, arderoM loh’q, 
Order No. 509-A. 52 FPC 389 (1974). Accord, 7 
FERC at 61.541-42 6 01,549 R.51; 5 FERC at 01.302. 

” See 51 FPC at 1440; 52 FPC at 391-92. Accord, 
7 FERC at 61,541-42 6 61.549 0.51:3 FERC at 
ai^az. 

The Commission Orders: 
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By the Commission. 
Lois D. Cashell. 
Secretory. 

PART 2—GENERAL POUCY AND 
INTERPRETATIONS 

1. The authority citation for part 2 
continues to read as follows: 

Authority: 15 U.S.C 717-717w. 3301- 
3432; 16 U.S.C 792-825r. 2601-2545; 42 
U.S.C 4321-4361, 7101-7352. 

2. Section 2.72 is redesignated as 
section 2.1b and is revised to read as 
follows: 

i2.1b Availability In contested case* of 
information acquired by staff investigation. 

Pursuant to the Commission’s 
authority under the Natural Gas Act, 
particularly subsection (b) of section 8 
thereof, under the Federal Power Act. 
particularly subsection (b) of section 
301 thereof, and under the Interstate 
Commerce Apt as it applies to regulation 
of oil pipelines, particularly subsection 
(7)(f) of section 20 thereof, upon request 
by a party to the proceedings, or as 
required in conjunction with the 
presentation of a Commission staff case 
or sta^s cross-examination of any other 
presentation therein, all relevant 
information acquired by Commission 
staff, including workpapers pursuant to 
any staff investigation conducted under 
sections 8,10, or 14 of the Natural Gas 
Act. sections 301, 304 or 307 of the 
Federal Power Act. and sections 12 and 
20 of the Interstate Commerce Act as it 
applies to regulation of oil pipelines 
shall, without further order of the 
Commission, be free from the restraints 
of said subsection (b) of section 8 of the 
Natural Gas Act. subsection (b) of 
section 301 of the Federal Power Act. 
and subsection (7)(f) of section 20 of the 
Interstate Commerce Act as it applies to 
regulation of oil pipelines regarding the 
divulgence of information with respect 
to any matter hereafter set for formal 
hearing. 

IFR Doc. 93-111 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 
BILLING CODE t717-41-M 

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND' 
HUMAN SERVICES 

Forvt Bnd Drug Administration 

21CFHPart5 

Delegations of Authority and 
Organization; Counterfeit Drugs 
Enforcement Activities 

AGENCY: Food and Drug Administration. 
HHS. 
ACTION: Final rule. 

SUMMARY: The Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) is amending the 
regulations for delegations of authority 
relating to enforcement activities 
concerning counterfeit drugs. The 
amendment clarifies the authority of 
FDA criminal investigators and the 
description of the official credentials 
issued to them. 
EFFECTIVE DATE: January 6,1993. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Ellen Rawlings, Division of Management 
Systems and Policy (HFA-340), Food 
and Drug Administration, 5600 Fishers 
Lane. Rockville. MD 20857, 301-443- 
4976. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: In a May 
24,1991, Federal Register notice (56 FR 
23788), FDA amend^ the regulations 
for delegations of authority for § 5.35 
Enforcement activities (21 CFR 5.35). 
FDA added to the authorities delegated 
to officers and employees of FDA-issued 
official credentials by delegating 
authority to criminal investigators to 
conduct certain activities under section 
702(e)(1) through (e)(5) of the Federal 
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (the act), 
as amend^ (21 U.S.C. 372(e)(1) through 
(e)(5)). This amendment clarifies the 
authority of the criminal investigators to 
perform other functions under the act, 
or any other law. as the Commissioner 
of Food and Drugs may prescribe. This 
amendment also clarifies the 
description of the official credentials, 
consisting of a two part Form FDA- 
200D, Special Authority for Criminal 
Investigations, issued to the criminal 
investigators. 

List f>f Subjects in 21 CFR Part 5 

Authority delegations (Government 
agencies), Im'ports, Organization and 
functions (Government agencies). 

Therefore, under the Federal Food. 
Drug, and Cosmetic Act and under 
authority delegated to the Commissioner 
of Food and Drugs, 21 CFR part 5 is 
amended as follows: 

PART 5—DELEGATIONS OF 
AUTHORITY AND ORGANIZATION 

1. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 5 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: 5 U.S.C, 504, 552, App. 2; 7 
U.S.C 138a. 2271; 15 U.S.C 638,1261-1282, 
3701-371 la: secs. 2-12 of the Fair Packaging 
and Labeling Act (15 U.S.C 1451-1461); 21 
U.S.C 41-50, 61-63,141-149, 467f, 679(b). 
801-886,1031-1309; secs. 201-903 of the 
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (21 
U.S.C 321-394): 35 U.S.C 156; secs. 301, 
302, 303, 307, 310, 311, 351, 352, 361, 362, 
1701-1706, 2101 of the Public Health Service 
Act (42 U.S.C. 241, 242, 242a, 2421, 242n, 
243, 262, 263, 264, 265, 300u-300u-5. 
300aa-l); 42 U.S.C 1395y, 3246b, 4332, 

4831(a), 10007-10008; E.0.11490.11921, 
and 12591. 

2. Section 5.35 is amended by revising 
the introductory text of paragraph (b), 
by redesignating paragraphs (b)(1) 
through (b)(5) as (b)(l)(i) tbrou^ 
(b)(l)(v), by adding new paragraphs 
(b)(1) introductory text and (b)(2), and 
by revising paragraph (c)(3) to read as 
follows: 

§ 5.35 Enforcement activities. 

(a) * * * 

(b) Any officer or employee of the 
Food and Drug Administration who has 
been designated by the Gonunissioner to 
conduct examinations, investigations, or 
inspections under the act relating to. 
counterfeit drugs and issued the Food 
and Drug Administration Official 
Credential consisting of Form FDA- 
2(X)D, Special Authority for Criminal 
Investigators, is authorized to do the 
following: 

(1) As set forth under section 702(e)(1) 
through (e)(5) of the act: 
***** 

(2) Perform such other functions 
under the act, or any other law, as the 
Commissioner of Fof)d and Drugs may 
prescribe. 

(c) • * * 

(3) Form FDA-200D, entitled “Special 
Authority for Criminal Investigators,” is 
in two parts and bears the holder’s 
name, a color photograph, the signature 
of the holder, his or her special 
authority under 21 U.S.C. 334 and 372 
and other duties as assigned by the 
Commissioner, an identification 
number, the Commissioner’s or his 
designee’s signature, the names of the 
Department of Health and Human 
Services, the Public Health Service, and 
the Food and Drug Administration. Part 
1 of the form is superimposed with the 
symbol FDA with blue imprint, and part 
2 is superimposed with the FDA 
criminal investigator’s badge with blue 
imprint. 

Dated; December 30,1992. 

William K. Hubbard, 

Acting Deputy Commissioner for Policy. 

(FR Doc. 93-244 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 

BILLING CODE 4160-01-r 
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Substance Abuse and Mental Health 
Services Administration 

Food and Drug Administration 

21 CFR Part 291 

[Dociwt No. 88N-0444] 

Methadone in Maintenance Treatment 
of Narcotic Addicts; Joint Revision of 
Conditions for Use; Interim 
Maintenance Treatment; Human 
Immunodeficiency Virus Disease 
Counseiing 

AGENCIES: Food and Drug 
Administration and Substance Abuse 
and Mental Health Services 
Administration, HHS. ' 
ACTION: Final rule. 

SUMMARY: The Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) and the 
Substance Abuse and Mental Health 
Services Administration (SAMHSA) 
formerly the Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and 
Mental Health Administration 
(ADAMHA) are revising the conditions 
for the use of methadone in the 
maintenance treatment of narcotic 
addicts. The final rule allows, 
contingent on FDA and State approval, 
public and nonprofit private narcotic 
treatment programs to provide interim 
maintenance treatment to patients 
awaiting placement in comprehensive 
maintenance treatment and to require 
all narcotic treatment programs to 
provide counseling on preventing 
exposure to. and the transmission of, 
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) 
disease. 
EFFECTIVE DATE: January 6.1993. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Thomas C. Kuchenberg, Center for Drug 
Evaluation and Resear^ (HFD-362), 
Food and Drug Administration, 7500 
Standish PI., Rockville, MD 20855, 301- 
295-8046. 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

I. Background 

A. Summary of the Proposal 

In the Federal Register of March 2, 
1989 (54 FR 8973) (corrected in the 
Federal Register of March 27,1989 (57 
FR 12531)), FDA and the National 
Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) jointly 
published a proposed regulation to 
revise the conditions for the use of 
methadone in the maintenance 
treatment of narcotic addicts. The 
proposal would allow narcotic 
treatment programs to provide interim 
maintenance treatihent to patients 
awaiting placement ih comprehensive 
maintenance treatment and require such 
programs to provide counseling on 

avoidance and transmission of HIV 
disease. Prompted by the HIV epidemic 
in the intravenous (TV) drug abuser 
population and evidence that 
methadone treatment is an efi'ective 
method of limiting the transmission of 
mV among this population, the 
proposal was intended to allow narcotic 
treatment programs greater flexibility in 
admitting narcotic addicts into 
treatment. The proposal specifically 
solicited comments on several 
unresolved issues that are important to 
the successful implementaticm of 
interim maintenance treatment. Those 
issues included: (1) The elements of a 
policy for transferring patients from 
interim maintenance treatment to 
comprehensive maintenance treatment, 
(2) the question of requiring mandatory 
HIV testing in methadone treatment 
programs, (3) the utility of requiring 
random urine testing of interimcare 
patients, (4) the question of allowing 
"stand alone” interim maintenance 
clinics, and (5) other limitations 
(allowable number of interim patients, 
ratio of interim patients to 
comprehensive patients) on the interim 
maintenance treatment modality. 

In the Federal Register of April 6, 
1989 (54 FR 13897), FDA and NIDA 
extended the comment period on the 
proposal until May 3.1989. This action 
was based on several requests for 
extension of the comment period. 

B. Administrative Record 

FDA and NIDA received over 80 
comments on the proposal. These 
comments represented many interests— 
members of (ingress; Federal, State, 
and local government authorities; 
narcotic treatment programs and 
counseling services; professional 
associations representing 
administrators, physicians, and 
treatment programs; and national 
organizations for HIV prevention and 
treatment research. Comments on the 
proposed interim maintenance 
provisions revealed large diflerences of 
opinion both on the desirability of 
adopting the interim maintenance 
provisions and on a number of related 
issues as well. Some comments were 
concerned with the possible detrimental 
effect proposed interim maintenance 
treatment would have on 
comprehensive maintenance treatment. 
Other comments questioned the 
existence of an extensive, nationwide, 
or regional waiting list problem 
associated with methadone maintenance 
programs. Because of these diflering 
views and in light of comments urging 
that an expert meeting be convened to 
addressed the complex issues posed by 
the proposal, the agencies Concluded 

that it was necessary to solicit 
additional information before making a 
final decision. Therefore, FDA and 
NIDA jointly published a notice in the 
Federal Register of December 4.1989 
(54 FR 50226), announcing a public 
hearing to be convened on February 28. 
1990, to obtain further public comment 
and factual information on the 
unresolved issues. The December 4, 
1989, notice specifically sought 
comments on the likely success of the 
interim maintenance treatment 
approach to decrease the spread of HIV 
infection among FV drug abusers. In 
addition, the agencies sought help in 
assessing the extent to which demand 
for methadone maintenance treatment 
exceeds current treatment resources, • 
and the likely impact that interim 
maintenance treatment would have in 
shortening the waiting lists for entry 
into methadone treatment programs. 
Finally, the agencies sought help in 
developing standards for interim 
maintenance treatment should interim 
maintenance rules be adopted. 

At the February 28,1990, public 
hearing, 28 individuals representing 20 
organizations made oral presentations 
on these and related issues before a 
panel composed of representatives firom 
FDA, NIDA, and other Public Health 
Service organizations. A transcript of 
the hearing and additional written 
information were placed in the 
administrative record. 

FDA and NIDA evaluated the data, 
evidence, and testimony submitted as 

art of the February 28,1990, public 
earing, together with the written 

comments submitted in response to the 
March 2,1989, proposed rule. Several 
comments stressed the potential 
importance of interim maintenance in 
checking the spread of AIDS. 
Representatives of an interim program, 
operating under a § 291.505(d)(ll) 
exemption (21 CFR 291.505(d)(ll)). 
indicated that they had witnessed a 
substantial decline in high risk heroin 
use among those participating in the 
program. While submissions indicated 
some regional shortages of methadone 
treatment capacity, the administrative 
record does not disclose significant 
national shortages in the availability of 
methadone maintenance treatment slots. 
Several comments noted that the 
exemption process currently provided 
for in- § 291.505(d)(ll). and described in 
the preamble of tlm public hearing 
notice that was published Decem^r 4, 

1989 (54 FR 50226 at 50227), would 
provide for treatment modifications 
similar to the proposed interim 
maintenance approach. The comments 
suggested that this exemption process 
could be applied on a case-by-case basis 
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to relieve regional or State 
overcrowding. 

Extensive information was presented 
in the administrative record regarding 
the current “poly-drug abuse” profile of 
IV narcotic addicts and the concomitant 
need to focus counseling and other 
rehabilitative services available in 
comprehensive maintenance treatment 
on narcotic addicts with multiple 
addictions entering treatment. Many 
comments contended that the resources 
and funding that participating 
methadone treatment programs would 
have to provide to offer the proposed 
interim maintenance treatment would 
be at the expense of the current 
comprehensive maintenance treatment 
and would Uierefore diminish the role 
of comprehensive narcotic treatment 
programs in reducing IV drug abuse. In 
light of this c6ncem, a considerable 
number of comments concluded that 
interim maintenance would fail to 
decrease the incidence of IV drug abuse 
and the transmission of HIV disease 
nationwide. 

In addition, the agencies have also 
considered reports regarding the 
effectiveness of drug abuse treatment 
prepared in 1990 by the General 
Acraunting Office (GAO) and the Office 
of Technology Assessment (OTA). The 
GAO report concluded that its research 
findings did not support the 
effectiveness of proposed interim 
maintenance in reducing IV drug use 
and in reducing the corresponding risk 
of Acquired Immunodeficiency 
Syndrome (AIDS). The OTA report 
stated that interim methadone 
maintenance programs may be more 
appropriate for certain geographical 
areas, such as those with large numbers 
of IV drug users and long waiting lists. 

C. ADAMHA Reorganization Act 

On July 10,1992, the ADAMHA 
Reorganization Act (the Act) became 
law (Pub. L. 102-321). Pursuant to the 
reorganization provisions of Title I of 
the Act, ADAfdHA has been 
restructured to transfer its substance 
abuse and mental health research 
institutes, including NIDA, to the 
National Institutes of Health and to 
establish SAMHSA to administer 
substance abuse and mental health 
prevention and treatment services 
programs. Thus, unless specifically 
provided otherwise by tlie Act, all . 
service-related functions formerly 
exercised by ADAMHA or its entities, 
including NIDA, have been transferred 
to SAMHSA. The reorganization 
provisions under Title I of the Act were 
effective on October 1,1992. 

The Act amended the PHS Act and 
requires the Secretary of Health and 

Human Services (the Secretary), after 
consultation with the National 
Commission or Acquired 
Immunodeficiency Syndrome 
(NCAIDS), to issue a final rule 
establishing interim maintenance 
treatment regulations and the conditions 
for public and nonprofit private 
programs to obtain authorization from 
the Secretary to provide such treatment. 
Section 1976(b)(1) of the PHS Act, as 
amended by section 202 of the 
ADAMHA Reorganization Act, provides 
that interim maintenance treatment 
regulations do not need to be 
promulgated if the Secretary finds that 
one or more of three conditions exist. 
These conditions are that; 

(1) “The preponderance of scientific 
research indicates that the risk of 
transmission of HIV disease pursuant to 
the intravenous abuse of drugs is 
minimal;” (2) “the preponderance of 
scientific research indicates that the 
medically supervised dispensing of 
methadone is not an effective method of 
reducing the extent of dependence on 
heroin and other morphine-like drugs;” 
or (3) “the preponderance of available 
data indicates that, of treatment 
programs that dispense methadone as 
part of comprehensive treatment, a 
substantial majority admit all 
individuals seeking services to the 
programs not later than 14 days after the 
individuals seek admission to the 
programs.” Further, section 1976(b)(2) 
of the PHS Act requires the Secretary to 
consult with NCAIDS to determine one 
or more of those conditions have been 
met. 

With the concurrence of NCAIDS, the 
Secretary has determined that none of 
these conditions has been met. First, the 
Secretary has determined that the 
preponderance of scientific research 
indicates that IV abuse of drugs is, in 
fact, a primary pathway for HIV disease 
transmission and as such constitutes a 
major public health problem. Second, 
the Secretary has determined that the 
preponderance of scientific research 
indicates that the medically supervised 
dispensing of methadone continues to 
be an effective method of reducing 
dependence on heroin and other 
morphine-like drugs. 

Finally, the Secretary has determined 
that the preponderance of available data 
does not indicate that, of treatment 
programs that dispense methadone as 
part of comprehensive treatment, a 
substantial majority admit all 
individuals seeking services to tlie 
programs not later than 14 days after the 
individuals seek admission to the 
programs. Because waiting lists are 
currently not an accurate measure of the 
number of individuals seeking treatment 

services or in need of treatment services, 
the Secretary does not believe that the 
available data could support a finding of 
inapplicability for this condition. 
Therefore, the Secretary, after 
consultation with NCAIDS, has 
determined that the conditions for the 
use of methadone should be revised to 
allow public and nonprofit private 
narcotic treatment programs to provide 
interim maintenance treatment to 
patients awaiting placement in 
comprehensive maintenance treatment. 
Further, to provide HIV disease 
counseling to all individuals seeking 
treatment, the Secretary has decided the 
methadone regulations should be 
revised in § 291.505(d)(4)(l)(C) to 
require all narcotic treatment programs 
offering maintenance and detoxification 
treatment to provide counseling to each 
patient on exposure to, and the 
transmission of. HIV disease. 

Current narcotic treatment regulations 
require a tuberculin skin test to be 
included in each patient’s initial 
medical evaluation. In view of the 
recent increase in tuberculosis cases, the 
agencies emphasize the importance of 
the tuberculin skin test required under 
§ 291.505(d)(3) as part of the medical 
evaluation given each patient at the time 
of admission. Programs are also 
encouraged to periodically retest 
patients who had negative tuberculin 
skin tests on admission. In addition, the 
agencies encourage programs to 
routinely perform tuberculin skin tests 
for all program personnel at the start of 
employment and all current employees 
who have not recently received a 
tuberculin skin test. Programs are 
encouraged to periodically retest all 
program employees with negative skin 
tests. Programs are encouraged to 
maintain records on the tuberculin skin 
testing results of both patients and staff. 
All tuberculin skin tests should be 
administered intradermally using the 
Mantoux technique, or, when available, 
a procedure of equal or better 
sensitivity.. 

Any patient or staff member with a 
positive skin test or clinical evidence of 
possible tuberculosis disease needs a 
prompt medical evaluation and 
appropriate treatment. 

Methadone treatment programs 
should report all patients 9r staff who 
have tuberculosis disease to State and 
local health departments. 

II. Interim Maintenance Treatment 

Section 1976(c)(1) of the PHS Act 
requires the Secretary, after consultation 
with NCAIDS, to issue regulations 
containing the conditions for public and 
nonprofit private narcotic treatment 
programs to obtain authorization from 
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the Secretary and the chief public health 
officer of the State to provide interim 
maintenance treatment. Such conditions 
shall include conditions for preventing 
the unauthorized use of methadone. In 
addition, the Secretary expects that the 
State public health officer will consult 
with the State Alcohol and Drug Abuse 
Director. Section 1976(c)(4) of the PHS 
Act also requires the Secretary to issue 
a final rule providing for interim 
maintenance treatment not later than 
180 days after enactment. If a final rule 
is not promulgated by that time, the 
proposed rule of March 2,1989, and the 
mandated provisions of the Act will 
take effect as a final rule. Therefore, 
under section 1976(c)(4) of the PHS Act, 
FDA and SAMHSA are promulgating 
this final rule that is based on the 
proposed rule of March 2,1989, and 
mandated provisions of the PHS Act. 

Provisions of the ADAMHA 
Reorganization Act other than those 
requiring interim maintenance 
treatment, such as the substance abuse 
block grant provisions, also affect 
interim maintenance treatment. 
Consistent with the PHS Act, the 
interim maintenance treatment 
provisions proposed in 1989 are being 
finalized with changes to incorporate all 
of the requirements of the Act. These are 
as follows: First. § 291.505(b)(l)(v) the 
applicability of interim maintenance 
treatment regulations is limited to 
public and nonprofit private narcotic 
treatment programs that are approved in 
accordance with § 291.505(c). Secondly, 
§ 291.505(d)(7) provides that a public or 
nonprofit private narcotic treatment 
program may place a patient, otherwise 
eligible for admission to comprehensive 
maintenance treatment, in interim 
maintenance only if the program is 
unable to place the patient in 
comprehensive treatment in a public or 
nonprofit private program within a 
reasonable geographic area within 14 
days of seeking admission. Thirdly, 
§ 291.505(b)(2)(vi) provides that a public 
or nonprofit private narcotic treatment 
program, to provide interim 
maintenance treatment, must obtain 
authorization from FDA and the chief 
public health officer of the State. Before 
such authorization is granted by FDA, 
the program must provide FDA with 
written certification from the chief 
public health officer of the State that he 
or she does not object to interim 
maintenance treatment in the State and 
that interim maintenance treatment 
programs will not reduce the capacity or 
fiscal support of comprehensive 
maintenance treatment programs to 
admit individuals (relative to the date 
on which such officer so certifies). The 

Secretary expects that the States will 
ensure that interim maintenance 
programs are given appropriate 
guidance in order to assure that, before 
admitting a patient, comprehensive 
treatment in a public or nonprofit 
private program was not available to the 
patient within a reasonable geographic 
area. The Secretary also expects that, as 
part of the certification process, a State’s 
chief public health officer will consult 
with the State agency charged with 
oversight of substance abuse programs 
utilizing methadone. If a State certifies 
interim maintenance treatment the Slate 
must establish appropriate and 
reasonable criteria to ensure that interim 
care is provided in a manner consistent 
with Federal law and that no individual 
continues in such a program for more 
than a total of 120 days for a 12-month 
period. 

Fourth, consistent with section 1923 
of the PHS Act, a State must make 
comprehensive treatment available to 
any individual who requests and is in 
need of treatment for intravenous drug 
abuse within 120 days of the date of 
such request. Thus, patients may only 
be admitted to, and treated with, interim 
maintenance for a period up to and 
including 120 days per 12-monlh 
period. After 120 days, patients must be 
transferred to a comprehensive program 
if they are still in need of treatment. The 
program must notify the State health 
officer both when interim treatment 
begins and before the 120-day period 
expires and document these 
notifications. 

Fifth, § 291.505(d)(7) provides that 
consistent with section 1927(a) of the 
PHS Act, a State must ensure that 
programs within the State providing 
interim maintenance services give 
preference in admission to interim care 
and transfer to comprehensive care to 
pregnant women who seek or are 
referred to and would benefit from such 
services. The Department of Health and 
Human Services (DHHS) will monitor 
closely interim maintenance treatment 
programs. 

The final regulation does not require 
programs to maintain a specific 
counselor to patient ratio. However, 
programs are required to provide a 
number of services (e.g., referrals to 
such services as medical services, 
prenatal care, HIV counseling). 
Accordingly, programs should assure 
that sufficient counseling staff is 
available to provide these services. In 
addition, programs should assure that 
counseling staff is available to respond 
to patient emergency situations. 

The Secretary advises that, in 
addition to the initial drug screening, 
interim programs should perform a 

minimum of two additional drug 
screenings. The Secretary recommends 
that programs perform more frequent 
tests to assist in assessing patient needs 
and priorities for transfer to 
comprehensive programs. 

III. HIV Disease Counseling 

Section 1976(c)(2) of the PHS Act 
requires that the Secretary not authorize 
the provision of interim maintenance 
unless the public and nonprofit private 
program provides patients with 
counseling on preventing exposure to, 
and the transmission of, HIV disease. 
Additionally, the March 2,1989, interi.m 
maintenance treatment proposal 
included a provision requiring all 
narcotic treatment programs offering 
maintenance or detoxification treatment 
to provide counsejing on avoiding the 
transmission of HIV disease. This 
requirement was uniformly supported 
by received comments. Therefore, FDA 
and SAMHSA, in § 291.505(d)(4)(i)(C) 
are also finalizing that portion of the 
March 2,1989, proposal requiring all 
narcotic treatment programs to provide 
counseling to each patient on 
preventing exposure to, and 
transmission of, HIV disease. This 
counseling shall be provided upon 
entrance to all types of maintenance and 
detoxification treatment. Counseling 
should be repeated as necessary. 

Although HIV testing is not required 
by this regulation, HIV testing is an 
important element in reducing the risk 
of HIV tran.smission. Accordingly, the 
agencies believe that HIV testing must 
be made accessible to patients who 
request it. If a program does not provide 
HIV testing on site, then the program 
shall counsel patients on other 
opportunities where availability of 
testing is assured through agreements 
with HIV testing facilities to make HIV 
testing accessible to patients who 
request it. 

The final rule also amends the 
narcotic treatment regulations in 
§ 291.505(a)(10) to include a definition 
for the term "HIV disea.se’’ as defined 
under section 1976(d)(2) of the PHS Act 
and a conforming amendment in 
§ 291.505(d)(8)(i)(F) to include a 
requirement inadvertently omitted from 
the March 2,1989, proposal requiring 
HIV disease counseling in the 
provisions for short-term detoxification. 

IV. Environmental Impact 

FDA has determined under 21 CFR 
25.24(a)(8) that this action is of a type 
that does not individually or 
cumulatively have a significant effect on 
the human environment. Therefore, 
neither an environmental assessment 
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nor an environmental impact statement 
is required. 

V. Economic Impact 

FDA and SAMHSA have examined 
the regulatory impact and regulatory 
flexibility implications of the final rule 
in accordance with Executive Order 
12291 and the Regulatory Flexibility Act 
(Pub. L. 96-354). The final rule will 
allow methadone treatment programs to 
provide minimum service (interim) 
maintenance treatment to patients 
awaiting placement in comprehensive 
treatment. This will allow narcotic 
addicts into treatment more quickly, 
thereby decreasing the incidence of 
intravenous drug abuse and the 
transmission of HIV. The agencies find 
that the final rule is not a major rule 
inasmuch as these revisions will not 
result in any significant increase in cost 
to narcotic treatment programs or to 
State and local authorities. In fact, this 
final rule will allow maintenance 
treatment of narcotic drug addicts at a 
lower cost per patient. In addition, the 
final rule establishes a provision 
requiring treatment programs to provide 
counseling on preventing exposure to. 
and the transmission of, HIV disea.se for 
each patient seeking admission and 
readmission to a treatment program. 

The agencies estimated the costs of 
providing HIV disease counseling for a 
range of patients because of varying 
estimates of the census of patients under 
treatment nationally. The GAO report. 
“Methadone Maintenance” (March 
1990), and SAMHSA estimate 100,000 
patients are under treatment nationally, 
while other experts offered a higher 
estimate of 350,000 patients. In response 
to the proposed rule, one comment 
suggested an incremental cost of 80 
cents per patient per day, but did not 
present information on the components 
of this cost. 

For its cost analysis, the agencies have 
assumed that counselors earn $13 per 
hour and that patients on average would 
receive 1 hour of counseling. Based on 
these assumptions, the annual cost of 
providing HlV-disease counseling 
would be between $1,300,000 ($13/hour 
X 100,000 patients) and $4,550,000 ($13/ 
hour X 350,000 patients). This cost 
estimate assumes that no narcotic 
treatment programs currently offer HIV- 
disease counseling. How’ever, because 
some narcotic treatment programs 
currently already provide disease 
counseling, the actual costs will be less 
than the agencies’ estimates. The 
requirements for referrals for other 
services already exist for providers of 
comprehensive services: thus, minimum 
incremental costs will be incurred in the 
prevision of these referrals. In areas 

where there is a shortage of drug 
treatment slots, interim methadone 
maintenance provides a bridge to 
comprehensive treatment, thus reducing 
both HIV transmission and continued 
use of opiates. Even if interim 
methadone maintenance changes the 
behavior of only a few addicts, the 
potential savings horn reducing the 
spread of HIV and reducing illicit drug 
use by facilitating entrance to a proven 
treatment modality, thereby reducing 
illicit drug use. are substantial. 

For these reasons, therefore, the 
agencies have determined that this rule 
is not a major rule as defined in 
Executive order 12291. Further, FDA 
and SAMHSA certify that the rule will 
not have a significant impact on a 
substantial number of small entities as 
defined by the Regulatory Flexibility 
Act. 

VI. Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 

The final rule contains information 
collections which are subject to review 
by the Office of Management and 
Budget (OMB) under the paperwork 
reduction Act of 1980. The title, 
description, and respondent description 
of the information collection are shown 
below with an estimate of the annual 
reporting and recordkeeping burden. 
Included in the estimate is the time for 
reviewing instructions, searching 
existing data sources, gathering and 
maintaining the data needed, and 
completing and reviewing the collection 
of information. 

Title: Methadone, HIV Disease 
Counseling, Transfer Priority Criteria 
Evaluation Notation. 

Description: FDA and SAMHSA are 
requiring this notation to ensure that a 
record exists of the transfer criteria 
evaluation, which is designed to help 
prevent interim maintenance treatment 
from becoming a long-term treatment 
modality for any patient. 

Description of Respondents: State or 
local governments, businesses, or other 
organizations: nonprofit institutions. 
Estimated Annual Reporting and 
Recordkeeping Burden: 

Section 291.505(d)(7). 
Annual number of respondents: 20. 
Annual hequency: 200. 
Average burden per response; 5 minutes. 
Annual burden hours: 333. 

The agencies received no public 
comments on the estimated public 
reporting burden, and it remains the 
same as that contained in the proposed 
rule. 

VII. Eflective Date 

This final rule is effective on January 
6.1993. The ADAMHA Reorganization 
Act requires that a final rule be effective 

not later than 180 days after its 
enactment (by January 6,1993) or the 
proposed rule issued on March 2,1989 
(54 FR 8973) is deemed to take effect. 
The final rule also relieves a restriction, 
in that it will provide conditions for 
interim maintenance treatment to 
patients awaiting placement in 
comprehensive maintenance treatment 
programs. Therefore, the agencies find 
that the final rule is within the 
exemption to the Administrative 
Procedure Act (5 U.S.C. 553d) so that it 
can be made effective in less than 30 
days. 

List of Subjects in 21 CFR Part 291 

Health professions. Methadone, 
Reporting and recordkeeping 
requirements. 

Therefore, under the Comprehensive 
Drug Abuse Prevention and Control Act 
of 1970, the Narcotic Addict Treatment 
Act of 1974, and applicable delegations 
of authority thereunder, and under 
authority delegated to the Commissioner 
of Food and Drugs, 21 CFR part 291 is 
amended as follows: 

PART 291—DRUGS USED FOR 
TREATMENT OF NARCOTIC ADDICTS 

1, The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 291 is revised to read as follows: 

Authority: Secs. 505, 701 of the Federal 
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (21 U.S.C. 355, 
371); 21 U.S.C. 823, secs. 301(d), 548,1976 
of the Public Health Service Act (42 U.S.C. 
241(d), 290ee-3, 300y-ll); 42 U.S.C. 257a. 

2. Section 291.505 is amended by 
inserting the word “comprehensive” 
before the word “maintenance” 
everywhere it appears in paragraphs 
(d)(l)(i). (d)(l)(iii). (d)(l)(iv). (d)(2)(i), 
(d)(3)(v)(D). (d)(4)(i)(B)2). (d)(5)(ii). 
(d)(6)(iv)(B)(6). (d)(6)(v)(A)(l) and 
(d)(6)(v)(A)(J). (d){6)(v)(C). (d)(8)(i) 
introductory text and (d)(8)(i)(E), 
(d)(9)(i) introductory text and 
(d)(9)(i)(F). and by revising paragraph 
(a) (2), by adding paragraphs (a)(10), 
(b) (l)(v), (b)(2)(vi). (d)(4)(i)(C). and 
(d)(7), and by revising paragraph 
(d)(8)(i){F) to read as follows; 

§ 291.505 Conditions for the use of 
narcotic drugs: appropriate methods of 
professional practice for medical treatment 
of the narcotic addiction of various classes 
of narcotic addicts under section 4 of the 
Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and 
Control Act of 1970. 

(a) * * * 
(2) Maintenance treatment means the 

dispensing of a narcotic drug, at 
relatively stable dosage levels, in the 
treatment of an individual for 
dependence on heroin or other 
morphine-like drug. There are two types 
of maintenance treatment: 
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comprehcaisive maintenance treatment 
and interim maintenance treatment. 

(1) Comprehenisve maintenance 
treatment is maintenance treatment 
proxnded in conjunction with a 
comprehensive range of appropriate 
medical and rehabilitative services. 

(ii) Interim maintenance treatment is 
maintenance treatment provided in 
conjunction with appropriate medical 
services while a patient is awaiting 
transfer to comprehensive maintenance 
treatment. 
« * * * * 

(10) The term HIV disease means 
infection with the etiologic agent for 
acquired immunodeficiency syndrome. 
« « * * * 

(b)* * * 
(D* * * 

(v) Interim maintenance treatment. A 
public or nonprofit private narcotic 
treatment program may provide interim 
maintenance treatment only if the 
program also provides comprehensive 
maintenance treatment to which interim 
maintenance treatment patients may be 
transferred. 

(2) * * * 
(vi) Interim maintenance treatment 

program approval. Before a public or 
nonprofit private narcotic treatment 
program may provide interim 
maintenance treatment, the program 
must receive approval of both the Food 
and Drug Administration and the chief 
public health officer of the State. Before 
such approval is granted, the program 
must provide the Food and Dnig 
Administration with certification from 
the chief public health officer of the 
Stale that: 

(A) Such officer does not object to the 
authorization of programs providing 
interim maintenance treatment in the 
State ajid that programs seeking such 
authorization are unable to place 
patients in a public or nonprofit private 
comprehensive treatment program 
within a reasonable geographic area 
within 14 days of the time patients seek 
admission to such programs; 

(B) The authorization of programs 
providing interim maintenance 
treatment in the State will not reduce 
the capacity of comprehensive programs 
in the State to admit individuals to 
these programs (relative to the date on 
which such officer so certifies); 

(C) The State guarantees that 
individuals enrolled in interim 
maintenance treatment will be 
transferred to comprehensive programs 
not later than 120 days, as provided by 
section 1923 of the Public Health 
Service Act (the PHS Act) and 
applicable regulations; and 

(D) Requests for authorization should 
be submitted to the address specified in 
§291.505(k). 
« * * • * 

(d)* * * (4). * . 
(i)* * * 
(C) Counseling on HIV disease. A 

narcotic treatment program shall 
provide counseling on preventing 
exposure to, and the transmission of, 
HIV disease for each patient admitted or 
readmitted to maintenance or 
detoxification treatment. Although HIV 
testing is not required, an interim 
program shall inform patients cf the 
availability of HIV testing. The program 
sponsor shall also ensure that HIV 
testing is accessible to patients who 
request such testing either on site or by 
the programs entering into agreements 
with HIV testing facilities to make HIV 
testing accessible to those patients who 
request it. 
* * ' « « « 

(7) Minimum standards Jar interim 
maintenance treatment. The person(s) 
responsible for a program may place an 
individual, who is eligible for admission 
to comprehensive maintenance 
treatment, in interim maintenance 
treatment if the individual cannot be 
placed in a public or nonprofit private 
comprehensive program within a 
reasonable geographic area and within 
14 days of the individual’s application 
for admission. An initial and at least 
two other urine screens shall be taken 
from interim patients during the 
maximum of 120 days permitted for 
such treatment. A program shall 
establish and follow reasonable criteria 
for establishing priorities for 
transferring patients from interim 
maintenance to comprehensive 
maintenance treatment These transfer 
criteria shall be in writing and available 
for inspection and shall include, at a 
minimum, a preference for pregnant 
women in admitting patients to interim 
maintenance and in tran.sferring patients 
from interim maintenance to 
comprehensive maintenance treatment. 
Interim maintenance shall be provided 
in a manner cxmsistent with all 
applicable Federal and State laws 
including sections 1923 (mandatory 
transfer) and 1927(a] (pregnant patients) 
of the PHS Act. The program shall 
notify the State health officer when a 
patient begins interim treatment, when 
a patient leaves interim treatment, and 
before the date of mandatory transfer to 
a comprehensive program, and shall 
docun^ent such notifications. Programs 
in States not in compliance with 
provisions of this regulation risk loss of 
authorization for interim maintenance. 

All requirements for comprehensive 
maintenance treatment apply to interim 
maintenance treatment with the 
following excepticHis: 

(i) The narcotic drug is required to be 
administered daily under observation; 

(ii) Take-home medication is not 
allowed; 

(iii) The initial treatment plan and 
periodic treatment plan evaluation are 
not required; 

(iv) A primary counselor is not 
required to be assigned to a patient; 

(v) Interim maintenance cannot be 
provided for longer than 120 days in 
any 12 month-jwriod; and 

(vi) The requirements and exceptions 
in paragraphs (b)(2}(iii) (as apply to 
rehabilitative services), in paragraphs 
(b)(3}(iv}(B) and (dK4}(i)(A) (as apply to 
rehabilitative servicesIL and in 
paragraphs (d)(4)(ii)(E), (d)(4)(ii)(F), 
(d)(4)(iv), (d)(6)(iv). (d)(6)(v). (d)(€)(vi), 
and (d)(6)(vii) of this section do not 
apply. 
* * • * « 

(8) * • * 

(i) * • • 
(F) The requirements of paragraph 

(d)(4) of this sectioif, except paragraphs 
(d)(4)(i)(C). (d)(4)(ii)(A) through 
(d)(4)(ii)(D|, and (d)(4)(iii) of this 
section, do not apply to short-term 
detoxification treatment 
* * » * * 

Elaine Johnson, 
Acting Administrator, Substance Abuse and 
Mental Health Services Administration. 

David A. Kessler, 
Commissioner of Food and Drugs 

Doted: January 4,1993. 

Louis W. Sullivan, 
Secretory of Health and Human Services. 
[FR D<k:. 93-266 Filed 1-4-93; 12.33 pm] 
BILLING CODE 4160-17-M 

Food and Drug Administration 

21 CFR Part 522 

implantation or Injectable Dosage 
Form New Animal Drugs; Diazepam 
Injection 

AGENCY: Food and Drug Administration. 
HHS. 
ACTION: Final rule. 

SUMMARY: The Food and Drug 
Admini.stration (FDA) is amending the 
animal drug regulations to reflect 
approval of a new animal drug 
application (NADA) filed by Hoffmann- 
La Roche Inc. The NADA provides for 
the use of diazepam injection as a 
preaneslhetic agent to reduce the 
amount of barluturate required for sitort 
duration ane.sthesia in dogs. 
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EFFECTIVE DATE: January 6.1993. 

FOR FURTHER MFORMATION CONTACT: 

Marcia K. Larkins, Center for Veterinar>' 
Medicine (HFV-112), Food and Drug 
Administration, 7500 Standish PI., 
Rockville, MD 20855, 301-295-8614. 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: Ho^ann- 

La Roche, Inc., Nutley, NJ 07110, filed 
NADA 140-848 which provides for 
intravenous use of Veteeze® (diazepam) 
injection for dogs as a preanesthetic 
agent to reduce the amount of 
barbiturate required for short duration 
anesthesia. The NADA is approved as of 
December 17,1992, and the regulations 
are amended by adding new § 522.575 
(21 CFR 522.575) to reflect the approval. 
The basis of approval is discuss^ in the 
fieedom of information summary. 

In accordance with the freedom of 
information provisions of part 20 (21 
CFR part 20) and § 514.11(e)(2)(ii) (21 
CFR 514.1 l(e)(2)(ii)), a summary of 
safety and effectiveness data and 
information submitted to support 
approval of this application may be seen 
in the Dockets Management Branch 
(HFA-305), Food and Drug 
Administration, rm. 1-23.12420 
Parklawn Dr., Rockville, MD 20857, 
between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m., Monday 
through Friday. 

Under section 512(c)(2)(F)(i) of the 
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act 
(21 U.S.C. 360b(c)(2)(F)(i)), this 
approval qualifies for 5 years of 
marketing exclusivity b^inning 
December 17.1992. because no active 
ingredient (including any ester or salt 
thereof) has been approved previously 
in any other NADA. 

The agency has carefully considered 
the potential environmental effects of 
this action. FDA has concluded that the 
action will not have a significant impact 
on the human environment, and that an 
environmental impact statement is not 
required. The agency’s finding of no 
significant impact and the evidence 
supporting that finding, contained in an 
environmental assessment, may be seen 
in the Dockets Management Branch 
(address above) between 9 a.m. and 4 
p.m., Monday through Friday. 

List of Subjects in 21 CFR Part 522 

Animal drugs. 

Therefore, under the Federal Food, 
Drug, and Cosmetic Act and under 
authority delegated to the Commissioner 
of Food and Drugs and redelegated to 
the Center for Veterinary Medicine. 21 
CFR part 522 is amended as follows: 

PART 522-fMPLANTATION OR 
INJECTABLE DOSAGE FORM NEW 
ANIMAL DRUGS 

1. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 522 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Sec. 512 of the Federal Food, 
Drug, and Cosmetic Act (21 U.S.C. 360b). 

2. New § 522.575 is added to read as 
follows: 

§522.575 Diazepam injection. 

(a) Specification. Each milliliter of 
sterile solution contains 5 milligrams df 
diazepam. 

(b) Sponsor. See 000004 in 
§ 510.600(c) of this chapter. 

(c) Conditions of use. Dogs—(1) 
Indications for use. As a preanesthetic 
agent to reduce the amount of 
barbiturate required for short duration 
anesthesia. 

(2) Dosage. Intravenously, 0.2 
milligram per kilogram of body weight 
3-5 minutes before anesthesia is to be 
induced using a short acting barbiturate. 

(3) Limitations. Not for use in dogs 
with known sensitivity to 
benzodiazepines. Safety in animals 
intended for breeding and pregnant 
animals has not been established. 
Federal law restricts this drug to use by 
or on the order of a licensed 
veterinarian. 

Dated: December 17.1992. 
Gerald B. Guest, 
Director, Center for Veterinary Medicine 

(FR Doc. 93-99 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 ami 

81LUNC CODE 4160-01-F 

21 CFR Part 526 

Intramammary Dosage Forms; 
Penicillin G Procaine in Oil 

AGENCY: Food and Drug Administration. 
HHS. 
ACTION: Final rule. 

SUMMARY: The Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) is amending the 
animal drug regulations to remove that 
portion reflecting approval of new 
animal drug application (NADA) held 
by Boehringer Ingeiheim Animal Health, 
Inc., for procaine penicillin G for 
treatment of bovine mastitis. In a notice 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register, FDA is withdrawing 
approval of the NADA. 
EFFECTIVE DATE: January 19.1993. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Mohammad I. Sharar, Center for 
Veterinary Medicine (HFV-216), Food 
and Drug Administration, 7500 Standish 
PI.. Rockville. MD 20855, 301-295-' 
8749. 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: IlTa notice 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. FDA is withdrawing 
approval of NADA 65-466 held by 
Boehringer Ingeiheim Animal Health, 
Inc., 2621 North Belt Hwy., St. Joseph, 
MO 64506, for procaine penicillin G 
bovine mastitis treatment. This final 
rule removes 21 CFR 526.1696a(f) to 
reflect the withdrawal of approval of the 
NADA. 

List of Subjects in 21 CFR Part 526 

Animal drugs. 
Therefore, under the Federal Food. 

Drug, and Cosmetic Act and under 
authority delegated to the Commissioner 
of Food and Drugs and redelegated to 
the Center for Veterinary Medicine, 21 
CFR part 526 is amended as follows: 

PART 526—INTRAMAMMARY DOSAGE 
FORMS 

1. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 526 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Sec. 512 of the Federal Food, 
Drug, and Cosmetic Act (21 U.S.C. 360b). 

§ 526.1656a [Amended] 

2. Section 526.1696a Penicillin G 
procaine in oil is amended by removing 
paragraph (f). 

Dated: December 16,1992. 
Gerald B. Guest, 
Director, Center for Veterinary Metiicine. 

|FK Doc. 93-95 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 ami 
BILUNG CODE 4160-01-F 

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
AGENCY 

40 CFR Part 271 

IFRL-4552-5] 

Minnesota: Schedule of Compliance 
for Modification of Minnesota’s 
Hazardous Waste Program 

AGENCY: Environmental Protection 
Agency. 
ACTION: Notice of Minnesota’s 
Compliance Schedule to adopt program 
modifications. 

SUMMARY: On September 26.1986, U.S. 
EPA promulgated amendments to the 
deadlines for State program 
modifications and published 
requirements for States to be placed on 
a compliance schedule to adopt 
necessary program modifications. U.S. 
EPA is today publishing a compliance 
schedule for Minnesota to modify its 
program, in accordance with § 271.21(g) 
to adopt Federal program modifications. 
EFFECTIVE DATE: January 1.1993. 
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Christine Klemme, Minnesota 
Regulatory Specialist, Office of RCRA, , 
U,S. EPA, Region V, 77 W. Jackson. 
HRM-7J, Chicago, Illinois 60604, (312) 
886-3715, (FTS (312) 886-3715). 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

A. Background 

Final authorization to implement the 
Federal hazardous waste program 
within the State is granted by U.S. EPA 
if the Agency finds that the State 
program: (1) Is “equivalent” to the 
Federal program, (2) is "consistent” 
with the Federal program and other 
State programs, and (3) provides for 
adequate enforcement (section 3006(b), 
42 U.S.C. 6926(b)). U.S. EPA regulations 
for final authorization appear at 40 CFR 
271.1-271.25. In order to retain 
authorization, a State must revise its 
program to adopt new Federal 
requirements by the cluster deadlines 
and procedures specified in 40 CFR 
271.21. See 51 FR 33712. September 22. 
1986, for a complete discussion of these 
procedures and deadlines. 

B. Minnesota 

Minnesota received final ^ ^ 
authorization of its base hazardous 
waste program on February 11,1985 
(see 49 FR 226). The State received 
authorization for program revisions 
effective on September 18,1987, June 
23,1989, August 14,1990, August 23, 
1991, and Mav 18,1992. Today U.S. 
EPA is publishing a compliance 
schedule for Minnesota to complete a 
program revision on two Federal 
regulations, the Burning of Hazardous 
Waste in Industrial Furnaces (56 FR 
7134, February 21,1991), and. the 
Petroleum Refinery Primary and 
Secondary Oil/Water/Solicis Separation 
Sludge Listing (55 FR 46354, November 
2,1990). The adoption deadline under 
40 CFR 271.21 for these Federal 
regulations was July 1.1992. Minnesota 
has been granted a six-month extension 
to address these rules. 

Minnesota has determined that, due 
to resource constraints, a one year delay 
to address these rules is necessary. On 
September 23.1992, a letter from the 
State was received requesting an 
extension. Therefore, U.S. EPA is 
granting a one year extension of time 
until January 1,1994. to address these 
two rules. 

Authority 

This notice is issued under authority 
of sections 2002(a), 3006. and 7004(b) of 
the Solid Waste Disposal Act, as 
amended by the RCRA of 1976. as 
amended. 42 U.S.C. 6912(a), 6926, and 
6974(b). 

Dated: December 17,1992. 

David A. Ullrich, 

Acting Regional Administrator. 

(FR Doc. 93-195 Filed 1-5-93, 8:45 am] 

BiLUNO cooe eeeo-se-M 

FEDERAL EMERGENCY 
MANAGEMENT AGENCY 

44 CFR Part 64 

[Docket No. FEMA-7559] 

Suspension of Community EItgfbttIty 

AGENCY: Federal Insurance 
Administration, FEMA. 
ACTION: Final rule. 

SUMMARY: This rule identifies 
commimities, where the sale of flood 
insurance has been authorized under 
the National Flood Insurance Program 
(NFIP), that are suspended on the 
effective dates listed within this rule 
because of noncomplianca with the 
floodplain management requirements of 
the program. If FEMA receives 
documentation that the community has 
adopted the required floodplain 
management measures prior to the 
effective suspension date given in this- 
rule, the suspension will 1m withdrawn 
by publication in the Federal Register. 
EFFECTIVE DATES: The effective date of 
each community’s suspension is the 
third date (“Susp.”) listed in the fourth 
column of the following tables. 
ADDRESSES: If you wish to determine 
whether a particular community was 
suspended on the suspension date, 
contact the appropriate FEMA R^ional 
Office or the NFIP servicing contractor. 
FOR FVimtER MPORMATION CONTACT: 

Frank H. Thomas, Assistant 
Administrator, Office of Loss Reduction, 
Federal Insurance Administration. 500 
C Street, SW.. room 417, Washington, 
DC 20472, (202) 646-2717. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The 
National Flood Insurance Program 
(NFIP), enables property owners to 
purdmse flood insurance which is 
generally not otherwise available. In 
return, communities agree to adopt and 
administer local floodplain management 
aimed at protecting lives and new 
construction from future flooding. 
Section 1315 of the National Flood 
Insurance Act of 1966, as amended, 42 
U.S.C 4022. prohibits flood insurance 
coverage as authorized under the 
Nation^ Flood Insurance Program, 42 
U.S.C. 4001 et seq., unless an 
appropriate public body adopts 
adequate floodplain management 
measures with effective enforcement 
measures. The communities listed in 

this document no longer meet that 
statutory requirement for compliance 
with program regulations, 44 CFR Part 
59 et seq. Accordingly, the communities 
will be suspended mi the effective date 
in the fomth column. As of that date, 
flood insurance will no longer be 
available in die community. However, 
some of these communities may adopt 
and submit the remiired docummitatioa 
of legally enfrxceable floodplain 
management measures after this rule is 
published but prior to the actual 
suspension date. These communities 
will not be suspended and will continue 
their eligibility for the sale of insurance. 
A notice with^wing the suspension of 
the commimities will be published in 
the Federal Register. 

In addition, the Federal Emergency 
Management Agmicy has identified the 
special flood hazard areas in these 
communities by publishing a Flood 
Insurance Rate Map (FIRM). The date of 
the FIRM if one has been published, is 
indicated in the fifth column of the 
table. No direct Federal financial 
assistance (except assistance pursuant to 
the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief 
and Emergency Assistance Act not in 
connection with a flood) may legally be 
provided for construction or acquisition 
of buildings in the identified sp^al 
flood hazard area of communities not 
participating in the NFIP and identified 
for more than a year, on the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency’s 
initial flood insurance map of the 
community as having flood-prone areas 
(section 202(a) of the Flood Disaster 
Protection Act of 1973,42 U.S.C 
4106(a), as amended). This prohibition 
against certain types of Federal 
assistance becomes effective for the 
communities listed on the date shown 
in the last column. 

The Administrator finds that notice 
and public comment under 5 U.S.C 
SS3(b) are impracticable and 
unnecessary because cxunmunities listed 
in this final rule have been adequately 
notified. 

Each community receives a 6-moBth, 
90-day, and 30-day notification 
addressed to the C^ef Executive Officer 
that the community will be suspended 
unless the required floodplain 
management meesuree are met prior to 
the effective suspension date. Since 
these notifications have been made, this 
final rule may take effect within len 
than 30 days. 

National Environmental Policy Act 

This rule is categorically excluded 
from the requirements of 44 CFR part 
10, Environmental Consideration. No 
environmental impact assessment has 
been prepared. 
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Regulatory Flexibility Act 

The Federal Insurance Administrator 
has determined that this rule is exempt 
from the requirements of the Regulatory 
Flexibility Act because the National 
Flood Insurance Act of 1968, as 
amended, 42 U.S.C. 4022, prohibits 
flood insurance coverage unless an 
appropriate public body adopts 
adequate floodplain management 
measures with effective enforcement 
measures. The communities listed no 
longer comply with the statutory 
requirements, and. after the effective 
date, flood insurance will no longer be 
available in the communities unless 
they take remedial action. 

Regulatory Impact Analysis 

This rule is not a major rule under 
Executive Order 12291, Federal 

Regulation, February 17,1981, 3 CFR. 
1981 Comp., p. 127. No regulatory 
impact analysis has been prepared. 

Paperwork Reduction Act 

This rule does not involve any 
collection of information for purposes of 
the Paperwork Reduction Act. 44 U.S.C. 
3501 et seq. 

Executive Order 12612, Federalism 

This rule involves no policies that 
have federalism implications under 
Executive Order 12612, Federalism. 
October 26.1987, 3 CFR. 1987 Comp., 
p. 252. 

Executive Order 12778, Civil Justice 
Reform 

This rule meets the applicable 
standards of section 2(b)(2) of Executive 

Order 12778, October 25,1991, 56 FR 
55195, 3 CFR. 1991 Comp., p. 309 

List of Subjects in 44 CFR Part 64 

Flood insurance. Floodplains. 

Accordingly, 44 CFR part 64 is 
amended as follows: 

PART 64—[AMENDED] 

1. The authority citation for Part 64 
continues to read as follows: 

Authority: 42 U.S.C. 4001 et seq.; 
Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1978, 3 CFR. 
1978 Comp., p. 329: E.O. 12127, 44 FR 19367. 
3 CFR. 1979 Comp., p. 376. 

§64.6 [Amended] 

2. The tables published under the 
authority § 64.6 are amended as follows: 

‘ State and Location Community 
No 

Effective date of authohzatlon/cancellation of sale 
of flood Insurance In community 

Current effective map 
date 

Suspenelons 

Region HI 

Virginia: * 

Cknchport. town of Sccrtt County. 510143 Mar. 11. 1974, Emerg: Sept. 29, 1978, Reg: Jan, 
6.1993. susp. 

Sept. 29.1978 . 

Region H 

New Jersey: 
Stow Creek, township of CumOeiland County 340174 July 1, 1975, Emerg: June 15. 1979. Reg, Jan. 

20.1993. Susp. 
Jan, 20.1993 . 

New York: 
Busti. town of Chautauqua County. 361106 Aug. 8. 1975, Emerg: Mar. 18. 1980, Reg: Jan. 

20,1993, Susp. 
Jan. 20. 1993 . 

Elizabethtown, town of Essex County. 361388 Apr. 30. 1976, Emerg: July 20, 1984, Reg: Jan. 
20. 1993. Susp. 

Jan. 20.1993 . . 

Morristown, town of St. Lawferx» County . 

Region HI 

West Virginia. 

360706 July, 30. 1980. Emerg: Aug. 6. 1982. Reg: Jan. 
20. 1993. Susp. 

Aug 6. 1982. 

. 

Ranson. city of Jefferson County. 540068 Apr. 2. 1975, Emerg: June 15. 1979, Reg: Jan. 
20. 1993. Susp. 

Jan. 20. 1993 . 

Date certain Fed¬ 
eral assistance 
no lor^r avail¬ 
able In special 
flood hazard 

areas 

Jan. 6.1993 

Jan. 20. 1993 . 

Do 

Do 

Do 

Do 

Cod* lor rM<]tr>g lounfi column Em*rQ —Emergency: Reg —Regular. Susp —Susoension. 

(Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance No 
83 100. “Flood Insurance.") 

Issued: December 30.1992. 

C.M. “Bud” Schauerte. 

Administrator, Federal Insurance 
A dministration. 
(FR Doc. 93-188 Filed 1-5-93: 8:45 am| 

BILUNO CODE CZia-M-M 

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

Office of the Secretary 

49 CFR Part 1 

[OST Docket No. 1; Arndt. 1-2S2] 

Organization and Delegation of Powers 
and Duties; Delegation of Authority to 
the, Federal Highway Administrator r 

AGENCY: Office of the Secretary, EKDT. 

action; Final rule. ^ " 

SUMMARY: This document delegates to 
the Federal Highway Administrator the 
authority vested in the Secretary of 

Transportation by section 601 of the 
Pipeline Safety Act of 1992, Public Law^ 
102-508, concerning the construction of 
the Page Avenue Extension Project in St. 
Charles and St. Louis Counties, 
Missouri. The purpose of this 
rulemaking is to amend 49 CFR part 1 
to reflect this delegation. 

EFFECTIVE DATE: January 6.1993. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

John Kraybill, Office of the Chief 
Counsel, Federal Highway 
Administration, 400 Seventh Street, 
SW., Washington, IX 20590 (202) 366- 
1367, or Steve Farbman, Office of the 
Assistant General Counsel for 
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Regulations and Enforcement, U.S. 
Department of Transportation. 400 
Seventh Street, SW., Washington, DC 
20590 (202)366-9306. 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The 
Secretary has determined that the 
authority vested in the Secretary by 
section 601 of the Pipeline Safety Act of 
1992, Pub. L. 102-508, concerning the 
authority to waive the requirements of 
section 138 of title 23, United States 
Code, and section 303 of title 49, United 
States Code, and other authority relating 
to construction of the Page Avenue 
Extension Project in the State of 
Missouri should be delegated to the 
Federal Highway Administrator. Since 
this rule relates to Departmental 
management, organization, procedure, 
and practice, notice and comment on it 
are unnecessary and it may be made 
effective in fewer than 30 days after 
publication in the Federal Register. 

List of Subjects in 49 CFR Part 1 

Authority delegations (government 
agencies). Organizations and functions 
(government agencies). 

PART 1—[AMENDED] 

In consideration of the foregoing, part 
1 of title 49, Code of Federal 
Regulations, is amended as follows: 

1. The authority citation for 49 CFR 
part 1 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: 49 U.S.C. 322. 

2. Section 1.48 is amended by adding 
a new paragraph (jj), and the 
introductory text of the section is 
reprinted for the convenience of the 
reader, to read as follows: 

§ 1.48 Delegations to Federal Highway 
Administrator. 

The Federal Highway Administrator 
is delegated authority to— 
* « * * « 

(jj) Carry out the functions vested in 
thevSecretary of Transportation by 
section 601 of the Pipeline Safety Act of 
1992, Pubhc Law 102-508, relating to 
construction of the Page Avenue 
Extension Project in Missouri. 

Issued on: December 30,1992. 

Andrew H. Card, )r.. 
Secretary. 
IFR Doc. 93-224 Filed. l-S;-93:. 8:45 am) 

BH.UNG CODE 4ei0-«2-M 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration 

50 CFR Part 672 

[Docket No. 921240-2340] 

RIN 0648-AE90 

Groundfish of the Gulf of Alaska 

AGENCY: National Marine Fisheries 
Service (NMFS), NOAA, Commerce. 
ACTION: Final rule. 

SUMMARY: NMFS announces a final rule 
to remove a provision from the 
regulations acting to define "pelagic 
trawl gear" for purposes of the time/area 
closures authorized by Amendment 18 
to the Fishery Management Plan for 
Groundfish of the Gulf of Alaska (FMP). 
Amendment 18 expires on December 3l, 
1992. New time/area closure authority is 
provided by Amendment 26 to the F)^, 
which uses the definition of "pelagic 
trawl gear" appearing in 50 672.2. 
EFFECTIVE DATE: Effective January 1. 

1993. 
ADDRESSES: Copies of the environmental 
assessment/re^atory impact review 
(EA/RIR) may be obtained from the 
North Pacific Fishery Management 
Council, P.O. Box 103136, Anchorage, 
AK 99510 (telephone 907-271-2809). 
FOR FURTHER MFORMATION CONTACT: 

Susan J. Salveson, Fisheries 
Management Division, Alaska Region, 
NMFS, 907-586-7230. 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

Background 

The domestic and foreign groundfish 
fisheries in the exclusive economic zone 
(EEZ) of the Gulf of Alaska (GOA) are 
managed by the Secretary of Commerce 
(Secretary) in accordance with the FMP. 
The FMP was prepared by the North 
Pacific Fishery Management Council 
(Council) under the Magnuson Fishery 
Conservation and Management Act 
(Magnuson Act). The FI^ is 
implemented by regulationsappearing 
at 50 CFR part 611 for the foreign 
fishery and at 50 CFR part 672 for the 
U.S. fishery. General regulations that 
also pertain to U.S. fisheries appear at 
SO Cni part 620. 

Amendment 18 to the FMP, which 
expires December 31,1992, authorizes 
time/area closmres around Kodiak 
Island, paragraph (d) of 50 CFR 672.24 
implraients that authority. 

A notice of proposed Tulemaking was 
published in me Federal Register on' 
October 15,1992 (57 FR 47321) that 
invited comment on the continuation of 
time/area closures aroimd Kodiak Island 

to protect sensitive king and Tanner 
crab habitat areas fixim on-bottom trawl 
operations as recommended by the 
Council imder Amendment 26 to &e 
FMP. The intent of that notice was to 
propose to implement the time/area 
closure authority of Amendment 26 by 
maintaining, without change paragraphs 
(d) (1) and (2) of 50 CFR 672.24 and 
removing paragraphs (d) (3) and (4), 
which act to define pelagic trawl gear 
for the sole purpose of time/area 
closmes aumoiized by Amendment 18. 
Paragraphs (d) (3) and (4) require that 
each person vising pels^c trawl gear in 
the Kodiak Island time/area closures 
maintain a working net-sonde device on 
the trawl, retain all net-sonde recordings 
on board the vessel, and maintain 
contact between the footrope and the 
seabed 10 percent or less of the period 
of any tow as indicated by the net-sonde 
device. Amendment 26 provides 
authority for time/area closures but uses 
the definition of pelagic trawl gear 
appearing in § 672.2. This defi^tion 
aennes pelagic trawl gear based on gear 
configuration rather than net-sonde 
device recordings (56 FR 2700, January 
24,1991). Unfortunately, because of a 
drafting error, the proposed ^endatory 
language failed to propose r^oval of. 
paragraphs (d) (3) and (4). 

Response to Comments 

Two letters of comment were received 
during the comment period. Comments 
are summarized and responded to 
below. 

Comment 1: Regulations 
implementing Amendment 26 and its 
predecessor, Amendment 18, exemplify 
a wise approach to the conservation of 
the crab resource without unnecessarily 
impacting commercial fishing 
operations. 

Response: NMFS notes this comment. 
Comment 2: NMFS invited comment 

on the enforcement concerns about 
aerial monitoring of the time/area 
closures to non-pelagic trawl gear when 
pelagic trawl gear could still be 
deployed in the closed areas. These 
concerns are unfounded in the Gulf of 
Alaska (GOA). Pollock is the only 
pelagic trawl fishery in the GOA. All 
other grovmdfish trawl fisheries are 
prosecuted with non-pelagic trawl guar. 
Additionally, all non-pek^c groundfish 
fisheries are restricted by a single 
halibut bycatch limit that is apportioned 
into seasonal allowances. When a 
seasonal allowance is reached, the GOA 
is closed to directed fishing for 
groundfish by vessels using trawl gear, 
except that fishing for pollock with 
pelade traWl gear may continue when 
directed fishing for pollock is open. The 

' only time pelade and non-pela^c trawl 
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gear operations simultaneously occur in 
the GOA is when directed fisheries for 
pollock and other groundfish are both 
open. The trawl fleet normally fishes for 
pollock at the beginning of each 
quarterly reporting period when 
quarterly apportionments of the annual 
pollock quota become available. 
Quarterly apportionments are harvested 
within a short time period and the trawl 
fleet typically shifts to other groundfish 
species during the remainder of the 
quarter. Therefore, monitoring of the 
nompelagic trawl gear closures around 
Kodiak Island may only be complicated 
during the seasonal openings of the 
pollock fishery. NMFS enforcement 
need not resort to aerial monitoring in 
this case, but could simply confirm a 
vessel’s participation in the p>elagic 
trawl pollock fishery by checking 
observer reports, landings documents, 
or vessel logbooks. 

Besponse: NMFS concurs that 
enforcement of the Kodiak Island 
closures to trawl gear other than pelagic 
trawl gear is possible. However, aerial 
surveillance of areas closed to specified 
gear types is the most eflective and least 
costly and intrusive means to monitor 
such closures. NMFS may pursue an 
FMP amendment in the i^ture that 
would prohibit the deployment of all 
trawl gear in the Kodiak Island time/ 
area closures implemented under 
Amendment 26. 

Comment 3: Fisheries enforcement 
would be enhanced if the time/area 
closures implemented under 
Amendment 26 applied to all trawl 
operations. Allowing only pelagic trawls 
in the closed areas renders aerial 
enforcement ineffective. As a result, 
enforcement of these closures will 
continue to require air/sea coordination 
to board and verify whether pelagic or 
non-pelagic trawl gear activity is 
occurring. The U.S. Coast Guard does 
not object to the regulations 
implementing Amendment 26 because 
they continue current practices and 
minimize impacts on pelagic trawl 
fisheries in the Kodiak Island area. 

Besponse: NMFS notes this comment. 
Also, see response to Comment 2. 

Final Rule 

For the reasons set forth above, the 
final rule maintains paragraphs (d) (1) 
and (2) of 50 CFR 672.24 but removes 
paragraphs (d) (3) and (4). 

Gassification 

The Assistant Administrator fot 
Fisheries, NOAA (Assistant 
Administrator), has determined that this 
action is necessary for conservation and 
management otthe ^oundfish fishery in 
the Gulf of Alaska and that it is 

consistent with the Magnuson Act and 
other applicable laws. 

This final rule deletes a more 
restrictive definition for a gear 
exemption ft-om regulatory time/euea 
closures around Kodiak Island. As a 
substantive rule that relieves a 
restriction, under 5 U.S.C. 553(d)(1) it 
can and is being made effective without 
a 30-day delay in effective date. 

'The Council prepared an EA for this 
rule and the Assistant Administrator 
concluded that no significant impact on 
the environment would result from its 
implementation. 'The public may obtain 
a copy of the EA (see ADDRESSES). 

The Assistant Administrator 
determined that this rule is not a major 
rule requiring a regulatory impact 
analysis under E.0.12291. This 
determination is based on the 
socioeconomic impact discussed in the 
EA/RIR prepared by the Council. 

NMFS has determined that this rule 
will be implemented in a manner that 
is consistent to the maximum extent 
practicable with the approved coastal 
zone management program of the State 
of Alaska. This determination has been 
submitted for review by the responsible 
State agency under section 307 of the 
Coastal Zone Management Act. The 
State agency declined to comment on 
the consistency determination within 
the statutory time period and 
consistency is inferred. 

This rule does not contain policies 
with federalism implications sufficient 
to warrant preparation of a federalism 
assessment under E.0.12612, and does 
not contain a collection-of-information 
requirement for the purposes of the 
Paperwork Reduction Act. 

List of Subjects in 50 CFR Part 672 

Fisheries, Reporting and 
recordkeeping requirements. 

Dated: December 30,1992. 

Samuel W. McKeen, 

Acting Assistant Administrator for Fisheries, 
National Marine Fisheries Service. ^ 

For the reasons set out in the 
preamble, 50 CFR part 672 is amended 
as follows: 

PART 672—GROUNDFISH OF THE 
GULF OF ALASKA 

1. The authority citation for 50 CFR 
part 672 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: 16 U.S.C. 1801 et seq. 

% 672.24 [Amended] 

2. In § 672.24, paragraphs (d)(3) and 
(d)(4) are removed. 

IFR Due 9.3-209 Filed 1-6-93: 6:45 ami 

aiLIJNO COOk 3S«fr^22-« 

50 CFR Parts 672 and 675 

[Docket No. 920531-2221] 

Groundfish of the Gulf of Alaska; 
Groundfish Fishery of the Bering Sea 
and Aleutian Islands Area 

AGENCY: National Marine Fisheries 
Service (NMFS), NOAA, Commerce. 
ACTION: Pacific halibut and red king crab 
bycatch rate standards; request for 
comments. 

SUMMARY: NMFS announces Pacific 
halibut and red king crab bycatch rate 
standards for the first half of 1993. 
Publication of these bycatch rate 
standards and the schedule for the 1993 
fishing months is necessary for purposes 
of the vessel incentive program. This 
action is necessary to implement the 
bycatch rate standards under this 
program that must be met by individual 
trawl vessel operators who participate 
in the groundfish fisheries. The intent of 
this action is to reduce prohibited 
species bycatch rates and promote 
conservation of groundfish and other 
fishery resources. 
DATES: Effective 12:01 a.m., Alaska local 
time (A.l.t.), January 20,1993, through 
12 midnight, A.l.t., June 30,1993. 

Comments on this action must be 
received at the following address no 
later than 4:30 p.m., A.l.t., January 19, 

1993. 

ADDRESSES: Comments should be 
mailed to Ronald J. Berg, Chief, 
Fisheries Management Division, NMFS, 
P,0. Box 21668, Juneau, Alaska 99802- 
1668, Attn: Lori Gravel, or be delivered 
to 9109 Mendenhall Mall Road, Federal 
Building Annex, Suite 6, Juneau, 
Alaska. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Susan J. Salveson, Fisheries 
Management Division, Alaska Region, 
NMFS, 907-586-7228. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The 
domestic and foreign groundfish 
fisheries in the exclusive economic zone 
of the Bering Sea and Aleutian Islands 
Area (BSAI) and Gulf of Alaska (GOA) 
are managed by the Secretary of 
Commerce (Secretary) according to the 
Fishery Management Plan (FMP) for the 
Groundfish Fishery of the BSAI and the 
FMP for Groundfish of the GOA. The 
FMPs were prepared by the North 
Pacific Fishery Management Council 
(Council) under the authority of the 
Magnuson Fishery Conservation and 
Management Act (Magnuson Act). The 
FMPs are implemented by regulations 
for the foreign fishery at 50 CTR part 
611 and for the U.S. fishery at 50 CFR 
parts 672 and 675. General regulations 
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that also pertain to the U.S. fishery 
appear at 50 CFR part 620. 

Regulations at §§ 672.26 and 675.26 
implement a vessel incentive program to 
reduce halibut and red king crab 
bycatch rates in the groundfish trawl 
fisheries. The vessel incentive program 
vv'as expanded to include all GOA and 
BSAI groundfish trawl fisheries under a 
final rule effective January 20,1993 (57 
FR 43926, September 23,1992). Under 
the expanded incentive program, 
operators of trawl vessels must comply 
with Pacific halibut bycatch rate 
standards specified for the BSAI and 
GOA midwater pollock and "other 
trawl” fisheries, and the BSAI yellowfin 
sole and "bottom pollock” fisheries. 
Vessel operators must also comply with 
red king crab bycatch standards 
specified for the BSAI yellowfin sole 
and “other trawl” fisheries in Bycatch 
Limitation Zone 1 (defined at §675.2). 
The fisheries included under the 
incentive program are defined in 
regulations at §§ 672.26(b) and 
675.26(b). 

Regulations at §§ 672.26(c) and 
675.26(c) require that halibut and red 
king crab bycatch rate standards for 
each fishery monitored under the 
incentive program be published in the 
Federal Register. Any vessel operator 
whose monthly bycatch rate exceeds the 
bycatch rate standard is in violation of 
the regulations implementing the 
incentive program. The standards are in 
effect for specified seasons within the 6- 
month periods of January 1 through 
June 30, and July 1 through December 
31. Given that the amended vessel 
incentive program becomes effective 
January 20,1993, and the GOA and 
BSAI fisheries are closed to trawling 
until that date (§§ 672.23(e) and 
675.23(d), respectively), NMFS is 
implementing bycatch rate standards for 
the first half of 1993 effective from 
January 20,1993, through June 30,1993. 

At its December 8-13,1992 meeting, 
the Council reviewed updated analyses 
comparing 1991 and 1992 bycatch rates 
experienced by vessels participating in 
the fisheries under the incentive 
program. Based on this and other 
information presented below, the 
Council recommended halibut and red 
king crab bycatch rate standards for the 
first half of 1993. These standards are 
set forth in Table 1. As required by 
§§ 672.26(c) and 675.26(c), the Council’s 
recommended bycatch rate standards for 
January through June are based on the 
following information: 

(A) Previous years’ average observed 
bycatch rates; 

(B) Immediately preceding season’s 
average observed bycatch rates; 

(C) The bycatch allowances and 
associated fishery closures specified 
under §§ 672.20(f) and 675.21; 

(D) Anticipated groundfish harvests; 
(E) Anticipated seasonal distribution 

of fishing effort for groundfish; and 
(F) Other information and criteria 

deemed relevant by the Regional 
Director. 

Bycatch Rate Standards for Pacific 
Halibut 

The Council’s Pacific halibut bycatch 
rate standards for the BSAI and GOA 
trawl fisheries are based largely on 
anticipated seasonal fishing effort for 
groundfish species and historic halibut 
bycatch rates observed in specified 
trawl fisheries. Council deliberations on 
seasonal bycatch rate standards - 
recognized that the 1993 trawl fisheries 
do not start until January 20 and that the 
BSAI yellowfin sole fishery is further 
delayed until May 1 under regulations 
at § 675.23(c). 

The recommended halibut bycatch 
rate standards for the BSAI yellowfin 
sole, "bottom pollock,” and “other 
trawl” fisheries approximate the average 
rates observed on trawl vessels, 
participating in these fisheries during 
the past 2 years. 

Tne halibut bycatch rate standard 
recommended for the BSAI and GOA 
midwater pollock fisheries (1 kilogram 
(kg) halibut/metric ton (mt) of 
groundfish) is higher than the bycatch 
rates normally experienced by vessels 
participating in these fisheries. The 
recommended standard is intended to 
encourage vessel operators to maintain 
off-bottom trawl operations during their 
participation in the midwater pollock 
fisheries. Vessel operators/owners who 
exceed the halibut bycatch rate standard 
are subject to prosecution under the 
incentive program. 

The recommended standard for the 
BSAI “bottom pollock” fishery during 
the first quarter of 1993 (7.5 kg halibut/ 
mt of groundfish) is set at a level that 
approximates the average halibut 
bycatch rate experienced by vessels 
participating in the “bottom pollock” 
fishery during the first quarter of 1992 
(7.58 leg halibut/mt of groundfish. The 
recommended bycatch rate standard for 
the first quarter of 1993 is higher than 
the standard recommended for the 
second quarter (5.0 kg halibut/mt of 
groundfish). The Council anticipates 
that fishing effort for pollock by the 
inshore and offshore components will 
occur during the first quarter of 1993 
and that directed fishing allowances 
specified for the pollock “A” season 
will be reached before the end of the 
"A” season (April 15). Directed fishing 
for pollock by vessels participating in 

the inshore and offshore component 
fisheries is prohibited from the end of 
the pollock “A” season until the 
beginning of the pollock “B” season 
(June 1). During its December meeting, 
the Council took action to delay the 
opening of the pollock “B” season until 
August 15. If the Secretary approves the 
“B” season delay, it could be 
implemented in 1993. Vessels fishing 
under the Community Development 
Quota (CDQ) program (50 CFR § 675 27) 
could participate in a directed fishery 
for pollock between the “A” and “B” 
seasons, subject to other provisions 
governing the groundfish fisheries. 

The 5.0 kg halibut/mt of groundfish 
bycatch rate standard recommended by 
the Council for the second quarter of 
1993 approximates the average halibut 
bycatch rate experienced by vessels 
participating in the “bottom pollock” 
fishery during the second quarter of 
1992 (4.3 kg halibut/mt of groundfish). 
This bycatch rate standard is intended 
to accommodate any CDQ fishery that 
may occur after the first quarter of 1993. 
This standard also would apply to the 
inshore and offshore pollock fisheries 
during the month of June should the 
Secretary not approve the Council’s 
proposed delay of the pollock “B” 
season. 

The Council recommended a 50 Kg 
halibut/mt of groundfish bycatch rate 
standard for the GOA “other trawl” 
fishery. This standard is unchanged 
from 1992 and is based on Council 
intent to simplify the GOA incentive 
program by specifying a single bycatch 
rate standard for the fisheries under the 
incentive program, yet maintain the 
Council’s objective of reducing halibut 
bycatch rates in the GOA trawl fisheries. 
Observer data collected from the 1991 
GOA trawl fisheries (excluding the 
midwater pollock fishery) show first 
and second quarter halibut bycatch rates 
of 24 and 66 kg halibut/mt of 
groundfish, respectively. First and 
second quarter rates from 1992 were 
lower at 20 and 22 kg/mt of groundfish, 
respectively. In spite of the apparent 
reduction in average bycatch rates from 
1991 to 1992, the Council determined 
that a halibut bycatch rate standard of 
50 kg halibut/mt of groundfish would 
continue to provide an incentive to 
vessel operators to reduce halibut 
bycatch rates while participating in the 
GOA trawl fi.sheries. 

Bycatch Rate Standard for Red King 
Crab 

The Council’s recommended red king 
crab bycatch rate standard for the 
yellowfin sole and “other trawl” 
fisheries in Zone 1 of the Bering Sea 
subarea is 2.5 crab/mt of groundfish 
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during the first half of 1993. This 
standard is the same as that 
recommended for 1992. 

Little fishing effort for flatfish 
occurred in Zone 1 during 1991 because 
commercial concentrations of yellowfin 
sole normally occ\ir north of this area by 
the time the fishuy opens May 1. As 
such, limited observer data exist for the 
1991 and 1992 ^llowfin sole fishery in 
Zone 1. These data indicate average 
quarterly red king crab bycatch rates 
l^tween 1.3 and 1.4 crab/mt of 
groundfish. During this same period, 
vessels participating in the “other 
trawl” fishery e]q>erienced average red 
king crab bycatch rates ranging between 
0.8 and 1.7 crab/mt of groundfish. 
During 1991 and 1992, some fishermen 
experienced relatively high bycatch 
rates of halibut north of ^ne 1 and 
expressed a desire to explore fishing 
grounds in Zone 1 that may have lower 
halibut bycatch rates. Fishermen were 
reluctant to fish in Zone 1, however, 
because of possibly exceeding the red 
king crab bycatch rate standard. The 
total bycat(± of red king crab by vessels 
participating in the 1992 trawl fisheries 
is estimated at 111,325 crab, or about 56 
percent of the 200,000 crab bycatch 
limit established for the trawl fisheries 
in Zone 1. Recognizing that the red king 
crab bycatch lin^t will restrict bycatch 
amounts to specified levels, the Council 
maintained the 2.5 red king crab/mt of 
groundfish bycatch rate standard to 
support those fishermen who actively 
pursue alternative fishing grounds in an 
attempt to reduce halibut bycatch rates. 

The Regional Director has determined 
that Council recommendations for 
bycatch rate standards are appropriately 
based on the information and 
considerations necessary for such 
determinations under §§ 672.26(c) and 
675.26(c). Therefore, the Regional 
Director concurs in the Council’s 
determinations and recommendations 
for halibut and red king crab bycatch 
rate standards for the fimt half of 1993 
as set forth in Table 1. These bycatch 
rate standards may be revised and 
published in the Federal Register when 
deemed appropriate by the Regional 
Director pending his consideration of 

the information set forth at §§ 672.26(c) 
and 675.26(c). 

Fishing Months 

As required in regulations at 
§§672.26(a)(2)(iii) and 675.26(a)(2)(iii), 
the 1993 fishing months are specified as 
the following periods for purposes of 
calculating vessel bycatch rates under 
the incentive program; 

Month 1: January 1 through January 30; 
Month 2: January 31 through February 27; 
Month 3; February 28 through April 3; 
Month 4: April 4 through May l; 
Month 5: May 2 through May 29; 
Month 6; May 30 through July 3; , 
Month 7: July 4 through July 31; 
Month 8: August 1 through August 28; 
Month 9; August 29 through October 2; 
Month 10: October 3 through October 30; 
Month 11: October 31 through November 27; 

and 
Month 12: November 28 through December 

31. 

Classification 

This action is taken under 50 CFR 
672.26 and 675.26 and complies with 
E.O. 12291. 

Information upon which the 
recommended bycatch rate standards 
are based was not available prior to the 
Council’s December 1992 meeting. 
These standards must be effective by the 
start of the 1993 trawl season on January 
20, to avoid a lapse in vessel 
accountability under the vessel 
incentive program. Without this 
accountability, prohibited species 
bycatch rates could increase in the 
groundfish trawl fisheries, prohibited 
species bycatch allowances could be 
reached sooner, specified groundfish 
trawl fisheries could be closed 
prematurely, and owners and operators 
of groundfish trawl vessels could incur 
additional foregone revenues. Therefore, 
the Assistant Administrator for 
Fisheries, NOAA, finds for good cause 
that it is impractical and contrary to the 
public interest to extend prior notice 
and comment on this notice beyond the 
start of the 1993 trawl season, or to 
delay its effective date. 

List of Sid}}flct8 in 90 CFR Parts 672 and 
675 

Fisheries, Reporting and 
recordkeeping requirements. 

Audiority: 16 U.S.C. 1801 ef seq. 

Dated December 31,1992. 

Richard H. Schaefer, 

Director of Office of Fisheries Conservation 
and Management, National Marine Fisheries 
Service. 

Table 1.—Bycatch Rate Standards, 
BY Fishery and Quarter, for the 
First Half of 1993 for Purposes 
OF THE Vessel Incentive Program 
JN THE BSAI AND GOA. 

Fishery and quarter 
1993 

bycatch 
standard 

Halibut bycatch as ka of hallbut/mt of allocated 
groundfish catch 

BSAI Midwater pollock: 
Qt 1 . 1.0 
Qt2. 1.0 

BSAI Bottom pollock: 
Ot 1 . 7.5 
Of? . 5.0 

BSAI Yellowfin sole: 
Qt 1 . 5.0 
Qt 2. 5.0 

BSAI Other trawl; i i 
Qt1 . 30.0 
Qt2. 30.0 

GOA Mldwater pollock: 
Qt 1 . 1.0 
Qt 2. 1.0 

GOA Other trawl: 
Qt 1 ... 50.0 
Of 9 .. 50.0 

Zone 1 red king crab bycatch rates (number of crab/ 
mt of allocated groundfish) 

BSAI Yellowfin sole; 
• 

Qt 1. 2.5 
Qt2. 2.5 

BSAI Other trawl: 
Qt 1 . 2.5 
Qt 2... 2.5 

IFR Doc. 92-31956 Filed 12-31-92; 2:59 pm) 

BILUNG CODE 361fr-a2-M 
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Proposed Rules Fedaral Kegnter 

VoL 58. No. 3 

Wednesday, January 6. 1993 

This section of the FEDERAL REGISTER 
contains noticee to the public of the proposed 
issuance of rules and repulations. The 
purpose cA these notices is to give interested 
persons an opportunity to participate in the 
nie rrtaking prior to the adoption of the ftnai 
rules. 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

Farmers Home Administration 

7 CFR Part 1944 

RIN 067S-AB16 

Section 502 Rural Housing Loan 
Policies, Procedures, and 
Authorizations 

AGENCY: Farmers Home Administration. 
USDA. 
ACTION: Proposed rule. 

SUMMARY: The Farmers Home 
Administration (FmHA) proposes to 
amend its Single Family Rural Housing 
loan making regulation. The following 
actions are taken: The dehnition of 
income is being revised pursuant to the 
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 
1990, Public l^w 101-508, which 
excludes “any earned income tax credit 
to the extent it exceeds tax liability” 
from being counted in the annual 
income; The interests of individual 
Indians in trust or restricted lands and 
payments made hrom the Agent Orange 
Settlement Fund or any other exempted 
Federal statutes cannot be used for the 
purposes of determining eligibility for 
an FmHA loan, nor can they be 
gt^sidered in determining the amount 
of interest credit assistance for which a 
borrower is eligible; Exclusion horn the 
definition of annual income of pay of a 
member of the Armed Forces stationed 
in the Operation Desert Storm Combat 
Zone; FmHA will no longer post the 
selected Rural Housing applicants’ 
names on the FmHA County Office’s 
bulletin Imards; FmHA will require 
applicants/borrowers to submit Federal 
income tax returns as part of a 
completed loan application; and the 
interest credit regulation is updated and 
discrepancies with previously 
published regulations are removed. 
DATES: Comments must be received on 
or before March 5,1993. 
ADDRESSES: Submit written comments, 
in duplicate, to the Office of the Chief, 
Regulations Analysis and Control 

Branch, Farmers Home Administration, 
U.S. Department of Agriculture, room 
6348, South Agriculture Building, 14th 
and Independence SW., Washington, DC 
20250. All written comments will be 
available for public inspection during 
regular working hours at the above 
address. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Gloria L. Denson, Loan Specialist, 
Farmers Home Administration, USDA, 
room 5334-^, South Agriculhue 
Building, 14th and Independence SW., 
Washington, DC 20250, Telephone (202) 
720-1487. 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

Classification 

These actions have been reviewed 
under USDA procedures established in 
IDepartmental Regulation 1512-1 which 
implements Executive Order 12291, and 
has been determined to be a nonmajor 
because there is no substantial change 
from practices under existing rules that 
would have an annual effect on the 
economy of $100 million or more. There 
is no major increase in cost or prices for 
consumers, individual industries. 
Federal, State, or local Government 
agencies, or geographic regions, or 
significant adverse efiects on 
competition, employment, productivity, 
innovation, or in the ability of United 
States based enterprises to compete with 
foreign-based enterprises in domestic or 
export markets. These actions are not 
expected to substantially affect budget 
outlay or afiect more than one Agency 
or to be controversial. The net result is 
expected to provide better service to 
rural residents. < 

Environmental Impact Statement 

This document has been reviewed in 
accordance with 7 CFR part 1940, 
subpart G. Environmental Program. It is 
the determination of FmHA that the 
proposed action does not constitute a 
major Federal action significantly 
affecting the quality of the human 
environment and in accordance with the 
National Policy Act of 1949, Public Law 
91-90, an Environmental Impact 
Statement is not required. 

Intergovernmental Consultatimi 

For the reason set forth in the final 
rule related notice to 7 CFR part 3015, 
subpart V, 48 FR 29115, June 24,1983, 
this program/activity is excluded from 
the scope of Executive Order 12372 

which requires intergovernmental 
consultation with State and local 
officials. 

Program Affocted 

This program is listed in the catalog 
of Federal Assistance under 10.410, 
Low-Income Housing Loans. 

Regulatwy Flexibility Act 

This final rule has been reviewed 
with respect to the Regulatory 
Flexibility Act (5 U.S.C. 601-612). The 
undersigned has determined that this 
action will not have a significant 
economic impact on a substantial 
number of small entities since this 
rulemaking action does not involve a 
new or expanded program. 

Background/Discussion 

FmHA’s existing regulations require 
any earned income tax credit to the 
extent it exceeds income tax liability to 
be included in the applicant/bonower’s 
annual income. The Omnibus Budget 
Reconciliation Act of 1990, Public Law 
101-508, excluded the earned income 
tax credit refund from being considered 
as income for purposes of FmHA 
housing programs. This exclusion was 
effective January 1,1991. Therefore, the 
current regulations are being amended 
to exclude this requirement from the 
annual income definition. 

FmHA is revising its regulations 
defining income for housing programs 
to clarify that the interests of individual 
Indians in trust or restricted lands shall 
not be considered a resource in 
determining eligibility for assistance. 
This change is consistent with 25 U.S.C. 
1408. 

Revisions are being made to FmHA 
regulations to exclude payments from 
the Agent Orange Settlement Fund or 
any other fund established pursuant to 
the settlement in the In re Agent Orange 
product liability litigation as means or 
resources for purposes of determining 
eligibility for an FmHA housing loan or 
interest credit. These changes are 
required by Public Law 101-201. 

Section 501(b)(5) of the Housing Act 
of 1949 provides that for the purposes 
of the Housing Act of 1949 the “terms 
‘income* and ‘adjusted income’ have the 
meanings given by sections 3(b)(4) and 
3(b)(5), respectively, of the United 
States Housing Act of 1937.” Section 
3(bl(4) of the United States Housing Act 
of 1937, 42 U.S.C 1437a(bM4), provides 
that the “term income’ means income 
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from all sources of each member of the 
household, as determined in accordance 
with criteria prescribed by the Secretary 
of (of HUD), in consultation with the 
Secretary of Agriculture, except that any 
amounts not actually received by the 
family may not be considered as income 
under this paragraph." On January 29, 
1991, the HUD Assistant Secretary for 
Public and Assisted Housing issued 
Notice H 91-11 which, among other 
things, waives HUD regulations which 
required annual income to include "all 
regular pay, special pay and allowances 
of a member of the Armed Forces.” 
Thus, for the duration of Operation 
Desert Storm HUD’s definition of annual 
income does not include military pay of 
military personnel stationed in the 
combat zone as defined in Presidential 
Executive Order 12744 (January 21, 
1991). This revision in the definition of 
annual income is added to the FmHA 
definition of income for housing 
programs. 

Current regulations require the 
County Supervisor to post on the 
County Office bulletin board after each 
selection period a list of the names of 
those applicants who have been selected 
and notified of the processing of their 
application. Based on recent Supreme 
Court decisions under the Freedom of 
Information Act (FOIA), FmHA is 
deleting this public posting 
requirement. 

Current FmHA regulations do not 
require the County Supervisor to have 
the applicants submit, during the 
application process, audited and/or 
certified financial statements and 
income tax returns. The regulations are 
being revised to require the FmHA 
County Supervisu • to review the Single 
Family Housing applicants’ audited 
and/or certihed financial statements 
and/or most recent Federal income tax 
returns as a part of the application 
process. 

In an earlier rule change, FmHA 
implemented a provision of the Housing 
and Community Development Act of 
1987 that provided for borrowers 
receiving interest credit assistance to 
continue their interest credit subsidies 
even though their incomes exceeded the 
moderate income level. To eliminate 
inconsistencies, the Agency proposes to 
revise the limitation on new interest 
credits for existing loans to allow 
borrowers with income not exceeding 
moderate to receive interest credit. In 
the past, a borrower had to have a low 
income to initially receive interest 
credit, although interest credit could 
continue to the borrower when the 
adjusted family income exceeded the 
moderate income limit. The change will 
allow existing borrowers who have 
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moderate incomes to qualify to receive 
interest credit. 

A change in the effective period of the 
Interest Credit Agreement is proposed in 
situations where the borrower is 
unemployed. Currently, the Interest 
Credit Agreement is processed for 12 
months based on the borrower’s present 
verified income. When a borrower 
receives unemployment income, there is 
potential for confusion about how to 
estimate the borrower's income for the 
next 12 months. The Agency proposes 
to extend the Interest Credit Agreement 
only for the known period of 
unemployment benefits or six months. 
The borrower’s income will be reviewed 
prior to the end of this period and the 
interest credit agreement revised 
accordingly. 

A change is being made to ensure that 
the Agency handies a reduction in 
income consistently between the 
servicing regulations (7 CFR part 1951 
subpart G) and the credit regulations. 
Currently, married borrowers must be 
separated for a period of at least six 
months before additional interest credit 
assistance can be considered. An 
income reduction of at least 30 percent 
within three months of the anniversary 
date was not considered for additional 
interest credit assistance until the 
anniversary date. FmHA servicing 
regulations permit an account to be 
accelerated when it is three monthly 
payments delinquent provided the 
account has been serviced. Thus it was 
possible to accelerate a borrower’s 
account before reaching the prescribed 
eligibility for additional interest credit 
assistance. Revisions have been made to 
correct this problem and to allow 
consideration of interest credit benefits 
at the end of three months instead of six 
months. In addition, borrowers may 
qualify for a reduction in payments at 
any time, provided the verified change 
in income results in a payment 
reduction of at least 15 percent. 

The Agency proposes to remove the 
provision for cancelling interest credit 
benefits to a family who has improved 
its property beyond what is considered 
to be modest for the area. This provision 
was untenable because the lack of 
interest credit would make many of 
these families unable to afford the costs 
of home ownership. 

The Agency proposes to add a District 
Director review of a representative 
sample of interest credit agreements in 
each County Office. The incomes 
reported on these agreements will be 
verified with the State Employment 
Agency, or similar agency, to ensure 
that all family income has been counted. 

1993 / Proposed Rules 

Paperwork Reduction Act 

The collection of information 
requirements contained in this 
regulation have been submitted to the 
Office of Management and Budget for 
review under section 3504(h) of the 
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980. 
Public reporting burden for this 
collection of information is estimated to 
vary from 15 minutes to 1.5 hours per 
response, with an average of 30 minutes 
per response including time for 
reviewing instructions, searching 
existing data sources, gathering and 
maintaining the data needed, and 
completing and reviewing the collection 
of information. Send comments 
regarding this burden estimate or any 
other aspect of this collection of 
information, including suggestions for 
reducing this burden, 404—W, 
Washington, DC 20250; and to the 
Office of Management and Budget, 
Attention; Desk Officer for the Farmers 
Home Administration, Washington, DC 
20503. 

Civil Justice Reform 

The proposed regulation has been 
reviewed in light of Executive Order 
(EO) 12778 and meets the applicable 
standards provided in section 2(a) and 
(2)(b)(2) of that Order. Provisions within 
this part which are inconsistent with 
state law are controlling. All 
administrative remedies pursuant to 7 
CFR part 1900 subpart B must be 
exhausted prior to filing suit. 

Regulatqry Reform: Less Burdensome 
or More Efficient Alternatives 

The Department of Agriculture is 
committed to carrying out its statutory 
and regulatory mandates in a manner 
that best serves the public interest. 
Therefore, where legal discretion 
permits, the Department actively seeks 
to promulgate regulations that promote'^'' 
economic growth, create jobs, are 
minimally burdensome and are easy for 
the public to understand, use or comply 
with. In short, the Department is 
committed to issuing regulations that 
maximize net benefits to society and 
minimize costs imposed by those 
regulations. This principle is articulated 
in President Bush’s January 28,1992 
memorandum to agency heads, and in 
Executive Orders 12291 and 12498. The 
Department applies this principle to the 
full extent possible, consistent with law. 

The Department has developed and 
reviewed this regulatory proposal in 
accordance with these principles. 
Nonetheless, the Department believes 
that public input from all interested 
persons can be invaluable to ensuring 
that the final regulatory product is 
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minimally burdensome and maximally 
efficient. Therefore, the Department 
specifically seeks comments and 
suggestions from the public regarding 
any less burdensome or more efficient 
alternative that would accomplish the 
purposes described in the proposal. 
Comments suggesting less burdensome 
or more efficient alternatives should be 
addressed to the agency as provided in 
this Notice. 

List of Sub)ect8 in 7 CFR Part 1944 

Home improvement. Loan programs— 
Housing and community development. 
Low and moderate income housing— 
Rental, Mobile homes. Mortgages, 
Subsidies. 

Therefore, as proposed, part 1944, 
chapter XVlh, title 7, Code of Federal 
Regulations, is amended as follows: 

PART 1944~440USING 

1. The authority citation for part 1944 
continues to read as follows: 

Authority; 42 U.S.C. 1480; 5 U.S.C. 301; 7 
CFR 2.23 and 2.70. 

Subpart A—Section 502 Rural Housing 
Loan Policies, Procedures, and 
Authorizations 

2. Section 1944.5 is amended by 
removing paragraph (d)(8) and 
redesignating current paragraphs (d)(9), 
(10), and (11), as paragraphs (d)(8), (9). 
and (10), respectively; and by revising 
paragraphs (e)(8), (e)(12), and (e)(17) to 
read as follows: 

§ 1944.5 Annual income. 
***** 

(e) * * * 
(8) The hazard duty pay to a service 

person applicant/borrower or spouse 
away from home and exposed to hostile 
fire. The imminent danger duty pay to 
a service person applicant/borrower or 
spouse away from home and exposed to 
hostile fire. Amounts of imminent 
danger pay for Military personnel 
stationed in the Combat Zone are 
excluded from annual income effective 
August 2,1990. Any military pay 
received by persons serving in the 
Combat Zone received on or after 
January 17,1991 is excluded from 
annual income. The Combat Zone, as 
defined by the Presidential Executive . 
Order 12744 dated January 21,1991, 
consists of the Persian Gulf, the Red 
Sea, the Gulf of Oman, that portion of 
the Arabian Sea that lies north of 10 
degrees north latitude and west of 68 
degrees east longitude, the Gulf of Aden, 
the total land areas of Iraq, Kuwait, 
Saudi Arabia. Oman, Bahrain, Qatar, 
and the United Arab Emirates. 
Immediately upon notification by the 

family or based on information from a 
knowledgeable source that a member of 
the household is or was serving in the 
Combat Zone, the County Supervisor 
shall redetermine the homehold income 
retroactive to January 17,1991, and 
adjust the borrower’s interest credit 
accordingly. 
***** 

(12) Any earned income tax credit to 
the extent it exceeds income tax liability 
will not be counted as part of annual 
income, but will remain part of the 
applicant’s income for purposes of 
repayment ability. 
***** 

(17) Payments received from the 
Agent Orange Settlement Fxmd, income 
from interests of individual Indians in 
trust or restricted land, and any funds 
which a Federal statute specifies must 
not be used as the basis for denying or 
reducing Federal financial assistance or 
benefits to which the recipient would 
otherwise be entitled. 

3. Section 1944.26 is amended by 
removing paragraph (c) (2) and 
redesignating para^aphs (c) (3), (4), and 
(5) as (c) (2), and (3) and (4), 
respectively; and by adding a paragraph 
(a) (7) to read as follows: 

§1994.26 Application processing. 
***** 

(a) * * * 
(7) The applicant must submit a 

certified financial statement and/or a 
copy of the applicant’s most recently 
filed Federal income return as part of 
the completed loan application. The 
applicant will be advised of this 
requirement during the application 
interview. 
***** 

4. Section 1944.34 is revised to read 
as follows: 

§ 1944.34 Intarsst crsdH. 

(a) General It is the policy of FmHA 
to grant interest credit on loans to 
qualified borrowers to assist them in 
obtaining and retaining decent, safe, and 
sanitary dwellings and related facilities. 
When FmHA contracts out servicing, all 
actions assigned to the County 
Supervisor may be performed by the 
contractor, except approval or 
cancellation of interest credit. 

(b) Definition.—(1) Annual payment 
borrowers. Borrowers who signed 
promissory notes providing for annual 
payments, including borrowers 
converted to monthly payments through 
the use of Form 1951-34, Direct Plan 
Change. 

(2) Monthly payment borrowers. 
Borrowers who signed promissory notes 
providing for monthly payments. 

(3) Review period. The review period 
for an annual payment borrower will be 
the months of October and November. 
The review period for a monthly 
payment borrower will be the second 
and third months prior to the scheduled 
expiration date of the borrower‘s current 
Interest Credit Agreement. 

(4) Real estate taxes. Real estate taxes 
for interest credit purposes means the 
amount of real estate taxes and 
assessments that will actually be due 
and payable on the dwelling and the 
dwelling site during the interest credit 
period, reduced by the amount of any 
tax exemption available to the borrower, 
regardless of whether such exemption is 
actually claimed. Tax exemptions may 
include such things as homestead 
exemptions, special exemptions for low- 
incoroe families, senior citizens, 
veterans, and others. 

(c) Approval authority. Those FmHA 
officials who are authorized to approve 
Section 502 loans are also authorized to 
approve the Interest Credit Agreement. 

(d) Amount of interest creait. (1) 
Loans other than FmHA loans qualified 
to be considered in the interest credit 
calculation include only those loans 
made for authorized Se^on 502 RH 
purposes and which are a lien against 
the FmHA seexuity by virtue of a prior 
mortgage. Except as provided in 
paragraph (d)(2) of this section, the 
amoimt of interest credit granted will be 
tlie lesser of: 

(1) The difference between 20 percent 
of the borrower’s adjusted annual 
income and the sum of the aimual 
installments due at the note interest rate 
on qualified loans plus the cost of real 
estate taxes and insurance, or 

(ii) The difference betwem the annual 
installment due on the FmHA 
promissory notes eligible for interest 
credit and the amount the borrower 
would pay if the loan(s) was amortized 
at an interest rate of 1 percent. 

(2) For repair and rehabilitation loans 
which meet the requirements of 
paragraph (f)(6) of this section, interest 
credit will be granted in an amount to 
achieve the following effective interest 
rates: 

(i) For borrowers whose adjusted 
annual income is not more than $5,000, 
interest credit will be calculated using 
the amortization factor for 1 percent. 

(ii) For borrowers whose adjusted 
annual income is more than $5,000 but 
not more than $7,000, interest credit 
will be calculated using the 
amortization factor for 2 percent. 

(iii) For borrowers whose adjusted 
annual income is more than $7,000 but 
not more than $10,000, interest credit 
will be calculated using the 
amortization factor for 3 percent. 
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(3) Borrowers qualifying for interest 
cr^it assistance under both paragraphs 
(d) (1) and (2) of this section will be 
granted only the one type of interest 
credit assistance that is most beneficial 
to them. Interest credit on initial and 
subsequent loans will always be the 
same fype. There is no provision for 
switching from one type of interest 
credit to the other. 

(e) Recapture. At the applicant 
interview, FmHA will advise all Section 
502 RH applicants that interest credit is 
subject to recapture. 

(fj Eligibility. To be eligible for 
interest credit, a brnrower must qualify 
for a Section 502 loan, must personally 
occupy the dwelling, and must meet the 
following additional requirements: 

(1) Initial loans including credit sales. 
Interest credit may be granted at loan 
closiM if: 

(1) The borrower’s adjusted annual 
income at time of loan approval did not 
exceed the applicable low-income limit 
in Exhibit C of this subpart. (Available 
in any FmHA office). 

(ii) The borrower's net family assets 
do not exceed $7,500, (maximum as 
defined in § 1944.2(n) of this subpart) 
(net family assets of $10,000 will be 
allowed for an eldwly family as defined 
in $ 1944.2(d) of this subpart) unless an 
exception is authorized. The calculation 
of net family assets will exclude the 
value of the dwelling and a minimum 
adequate dwelling site, cash on hand 
which will be us^ to reduce the 
amotmt of the loan, and household 
goods and personal automobile(s) and 
the debts against them. 

(iii) The term of the loan will be 
determined in accordance with 
§ 1944.25 of this subpart. Interest credit 
will not be granted on loans with a term 
of less than 25 years, except as provided 
in paragraphs (f) (4) and (6) of this 
section. 

(iv) The loan was approved on or after 
August 1,1968, and 

(v) The amount of interest credit will 
be $5 or more per month or $60 or more 
annually. 

(2) Subsequent loans. Interest credit 
may be granted on subsequent loans 
which meet the requirements of 
paragraph (f)(1) of this section. If 
interest credit is presently being granted 
on the initial loan and the borrower’s 
adjusted income does not exceed the 
m^erate-income limit, it may also be 
panted on the subsequent loan if the 
term of the subsequent loan is 25 years 
or more. 

(3) Assumptions. Interest credit may 
be granted to a boirower assiuning a IW 
loan prpyided the assuming party(ies) 
oualifiM according to paragraph (f)(1) of 
tiiis secticm. 

(4) Reamortization. Interest credit 
may be granted on loans made as low- 
and moderate-income loans after 
reamortization: 

(i) If the loan was eligible for interest 
cr^it prior to reamortization, interest 
credit may continue to be granted 
regardless of the remaining 
reamortization period. 

(ii) If the loan was not eligible for 
interest credit prior to reainortization, 
the reamortized term of the loan must be 
25 or more years and all other 
conditions of paragraph (f)(1) of this 
section must be met. 

(5) Existing loans. Interest credit may 
be granted at any time after loan closing 
if: 

(i) the requirements of parapaphs 
(f)(1) (ii). (iii). and (v) of this section are 
met; 

(ii) the loan was approved as a "low 
or moderate" Section 502 loan on or 
after August 1,1968; 

(iii) the borrower’s adjusted annual 
income does not exceed the moderate 
income limit in Exhibit C of this subpart 
(available in any FmHA Office). 

(iv) Due to a change in circumstances, 
the borrower requests interest credit, or 
FmHA determines that interest credit is 
needed to enable the borrower to repay 
the loan. In the case of co-borrowers, 
when one co-borrower has left the 
dwelling due to domestic discord, 
interest credit based on the remaining 
co-borrower’s income may be extended 
to the remaining co-borrower if: 

(A) the remaining co-borrower is 
occupying the dwelling, owns a legal 
interest in the property, and is liable for 
the debt; 

(B) legal papers have been filed with 
the appropriate court to commence 
divorce or legal separation proceedings, 
or one co-borrower has not been living 
in the dwelling for at least three mon^. 
Interest credit will not be granted if 
separation is due only to work 
assignment or military order; and 

(C) The remaining co-borrower is 
informed and agrees that should the co¬ 
borrower return to live in the dwelling, 
that co-borrower’s income will then be 
counted toward annual income and 
interest credit may be reduced or 
cancelled. 

(6) Repair and rehabilitation loans. 
Interest credit may be granted on 
Section 502 RH loans made to repair or 
rehabilitate a dwelling already owned 
by the applicant provided the following 
conditions are met: 

(i) *1116 initial interest will be granted 
at the time of loan closing and the loan 
%vill be secured by a real estate 
mortgage: 

(ii) The dwelling is, or will be, 
occupied by an eligible borrower after 
the loan is made; 

(iii) The amount of the loan will not 
exceed $10,000, or be amortized for not 
more than 25 years; 

(iv) The applicant’s adjusted annual 
income does not exceed $10,000; 

(v) The repairs will be made to bring 
a substandard dwelling up to the 
standards outlined in Section 1944.16(j); 
and 

(vi) The net family asset requirements 
in paragraph (f)(l)(ii) of this section are 
met. 

(g) Processing interest credit—(1) 
General. The amoimt of interest credit 
for which a borrower may be eligible 
will be determined by use of Form 
FmHA 1944-6 or Form 1944-A6, 
"Interest Credit Agreement," as outlined 
in paragraph (d) of this section. 

U) Determination of Income. The 
County Supervisor is responsible for 
determining the borrower’s annual and 
adjusted annual income as defined in 
§ 1944.2, paragraphs (b) and (c) 
respectively, of tffis subpart. A borrower 
interview will be conducted in all cases 
for granting initial interest credit. Form 
FmHA 1910-5 will be used to verify the 
earning from employment of all persons 
whose income is induded in "Aimual 
Income." 

(ii) Effective period. Interest Credit 
Agreements on loans made to monthly 
payment borrowers will be for a 12- 
mcmth period. For annual payment 
borrowers and annual converted to 
monthly borrowers, the agreements will 
be in effect until January 1 after the 
effective date. Fmr an unemployed 

^ borrower receiving unemployment 
benefits, the agreement will be effective 
for the period during which the 
borrower will receive unemployment 
benefits, or if the period if imknown, no 
longer than 6 months. The expiration 
date will be established by FmHA. 

(iii) Partial year interest credit. For an 
annual payment borrower with an 
initial installment less than a regular 
installment, and who will receive less 
than a full year of interest credit 
assistance, the interest credit granted 
will be pro rata pOHion calculated on 
the number of months left in the current 
calendar year, induding the month in 
which the loan is dosed. 

(iv) Advance from the RKF. The 
repayment sdiMule for advances made 
from the Rural Housing Insurance Fund 
will be computed at the Interest rate 
shown on the promissory note. 

(v) Preparauon of the transaction 
record. For borroMrers receiving interest 
credit in Western Padfic Territoiv field 
officescthe foUoMdikg changes wiU be 
shown on Form' 451-26. T^saction ^ 
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Record, when prepared by the Finance 
Office: 

(A) /nteresf rate field. The interest rate 
field of the form will continue to show 
the interest rate on the note. The 
Finance Office will compute the 
effective interest rate charged the 
borrower based on the amount of 
interest credit granted. The computed 
rate, rounded to the nearest Vb of a 
percent, will be shown as a footnote on 
the form as "Interest Rate reduced to 
_%.’* Subsequent transactions will 
be applied to the loan by the Finance 
Office at the reduced interest rate until 
such time as renewal, change, or 
cancellation occurs. 

(B) Daily interest accrual field. The 
daily interest accrual will be shown at 
the reduced interest rate and the interest 
will accrue at the same interest rate 
until such time as the interest credit is 
renewed, changed, or cancelled. 

(C) Application of credit field. The 
initial transaction record form will not 
have an entry in the "Application of 
Credit" field. The Interest Credit 
Transaction Code for this method of 
processing interest credit will be 4 Z. 

(D) Payment status field. The payment 
status field will not reflect the dollar 
amount of the interest credit granted- No 
entry will be made for monthly payment 
borrowers. 

(E) Minimum amount due by date 
show field. For annual pmyment 
borrowers, the amount of the 
installment, reduced by the amount of 
interest credit granted, will be shown. 
For monthly payment borrowers the 
word “monthly” will be entered in the 
space provided. 

(2) Initial and subsequent loans—(i) 
County Office action. The County 
Supervisor will: 

(A) Determine the borrower’s adjusted 
annual income and document the 
calculations in the case file running 
record. 

(B) Enter on Form FmHA 1940-1 the 
adjusted annual income, the estimated 
real estate taxes that will become due 
and payable during the first and second 
years of the agreement, and the amount 
of the annual property insurance 
premium for the dwelling. 

(C) For initial loans approved with 
interest credit and closed under the 
multiple advance feature of the loan 
disbursement system outlined in 
Subpart A of Part 1902 of this Chapter, 
further review of the borrower’s 
financial status is not required unless 
the Interest Credit Agreement will be 
approved more than 90 days after the 
last "Verification of Employment" or 
there is evidence which indicates the 
borrower’s financial status has changed 
significantly. If prior to the approval of 

the Interest Credit Agreement, the 
County Supervisor finds that the 
adjusted income has increased, interest 
cr^it will be granted on the basis of the 
borrower’s new circumstances. 

(D) Complete a corrected Interest 
Credit Agreement when the loan is 
closed or at the amortization effective 
date if the borrower’s circumstances 
have changed do that the amount of 
interest credit would be increased or 
decreased by at least $5 monthly or $60 
annually. 

(3) Reamortization, credit sales and 
transfers. Interest credit to a borrower 
whose loan(s) is being reamortized, or a 
borrower who assumes an RH loan ot 
purchases property from inventory will 
be calculated by the County Office on 
Form FmHA 1944-6. 

(4) Existing loans. Interest credit 
granted in accordant^ with paragraph 
(f)(5) of this section can be processed at 
any time in the same manner as interest 
cr^it on initial loans, except that the 
County Office will complete Form 
FmHA 1944-6 and calculate the amount 
of interest credit assistance the borrower 
will receive. 

(h) Interest credit modification—(1) 
Before expiration. When approving a 
change in interest credit assistemce 
before the expiration of a current 
Interest Credit Agreement in accordance 
with paragraph (i)(3) of this section, 
FmHA will interview the borrower and 
determine the borrower’s adjusted 

‘ annual income. 
(2) Correction of Interest Credit 

Agreement. When an error by a FmHA 
employee results in granting at least $5 
per month ($60 ]>er year) less interest 
credit than the Imrrower was eligible to 
receive, a corrected agreement will be 
prepared. The efiective date of the 
corrected agreement will be the same as 
the agreement in error. Payments made 
under the previous agreement will be 
reapplied according to the terms of the 
new Interest Credit Agreement. 

(3) Interest credit renewal. Pursuant to 
delegations of procurement authority 
included in FmHA Instruction 2024-A 
(available in any FmHA Office), FmHA 
is authorized to enter into contracts for 
the processing of interest credit 
renewals. Contractors will not be given 
the authority to approve or disapprove 
Interest Credit Agreements. 

(i) Borrower responsibility. The 
interest credit renewal packages are 
issued annually to determine the 
borrower’s eligibility for interest credit 
assistance and to verify the earnings or 
incomes of all persons whose incomes 
are included in the annual income. 
Upon receipt of the package, the 
borrower’s responsibility will to give 
one copy of the Verification of 

Employment (Form FmHA 1910-5) to 
the employer or employers of each, 
member of the household who has 
income to be considered. An envelope 
will be provided each employer to 
facilitate the mailing of the form directly 
to the County Office or to the contractor, 
if applicable. The borrower will also 
complete Part n of the interest form, 
sign the original form and bring the 
original and all copies to the FmHA or 
the interest credit contractor. Postage for 
these envelopes will be provided as set 
forth in § 1944.26(a)(5) of this subpart. 

(ii) County Office actions. The County 
Supervisor, or designee will: 

(A) One month prior to the interest 
cr^it agreement expiration date. 
Transaction Code (’T/C) iC will befxime 
available for a borrower and the coimty 
office will access the workfile to enter 
the required renewal information using 
Transaction Code T/C IC. Interest Credit 
Workfile. via the Automated 
Discrepancy Processing System (ADPS). 
At this time, the County Office may 
input the necessary data which will be 
updated to the borrower’s account on 
the expiration date. The county office 
should not attempt to change Ae 
process code, this will be taken care of 
systemically. 

(B) Conduct an interview with the 
borrower to review the information on 
Forms FmHA 1944-A6 and FmHA 
1910-5 for completeness and accuracy. 
The interview should, when possible, be 
face to face contact. After discussing the 
interest credit renewal with the 
borrower, a typewriter should be used to 
complete actions in and V on the Form 
FmHA 1944-A6. All amounts should be 
rounded in accordance with the Forms 
Manual Insert and shown in dollars 
only. 

(C) Determine the adjusted annual 
income and document the calculations 
in the case file running record. After 
completion and verification of the 
information on Form FmHA 1944-A6, 
retain the original in the County Office 
for use in processing the renewal to the 
IC workfile and as part of the borrower’s 
official record. Return the last copy to 
the borrower. Do not return Form 1944- 
A6, Interest Credit Agreement, for 
monthly borrowers to the Finance 
Office. 

(D) If the borrower is no longer 
eligible for interest credit, notify the 
borrower by using Exhibit B 1 to 7 CFR 
part 1900, subpart B, The letter must 
notify the borrower of the right to 
appeal as outlined in 7 CFR p^ 1900, 
subpart B. A new Form FmHA 440-9 . 
will be obtained when needed. 

(E) Efiective with the processing of 
interest renewal information to the 
workfile, annotate on the Form 1944-A6 ‘ 
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and Ihe list the aaine of the employee 
entering the data, date infcrnnation 
entered, and relaied AOPS bkidc 
number of T/C iC FraHA Instruction 
2033-A. Exhibit C, provides the 
program records retentkm requirements 
for source/input documents processed 
to ADPS via the Field office terminal 
system. 

(iii) Finance Office actions. The 
Finance Office will updete automated 
monthly interest credtt rmewals daily, 
based upon the effective dale. Direct 
payment coupons vriil be mailed in time 
to ensure that borrowers are provided 
their new payment padoat in sufficient 
time to nudm their next payment as 
scheduled. 

(iv) Processing Intarest credit renewals 
not received during the interview 
period, interest cr^t agreements not 
updated via Um Interest Credit Woiicfile 
will automatically be canceled as of the 
expiration date. To ensure continued 
interest oedit, it is imperetive that 
renewals are proceesed to the workfile 
before the a^eement effective date. 

(v) Renewals not updated before the 
expiration date. If a renewal was not 
updated before die expiration date, 
perform the fonowing: 

(A) Access and verify that the renewal 
record for die applioUe borrower's case 
nundier is not on the Automated 
Discrepan(7 Processing System (AIB*S) 
recap and resequence screen. 

(B) If die miewal is mi the ADPS, 
enter die renewal infmmaticxi. 

(C) If the renewal is not cm the ADPS. 
verify that die borrower's interest credit 
has caiK»ledhy viewing the 
related on-liiie history Infminadon. 

(D) if intarest credit wm canceled, 
verify dial there is no later acUvity 
(transactions) that has processed and 
process the renewal through tha held 
officx teiminal system. 

(E) Ifkter activity has pioc:essad. 
manuscnript and route the renewal 
transaction to the Finance Office 
servicing team. 

(i) Eli^ilky review. The eligibility 
reviews of borrowers currenUy receiving 
interest credits are based cm verified 
earnings at incximes of aU persons 
whose incomes are included in the 
annual income. The eligibility of those 
borrowers will be reviewed as follows: 

(1) Annual review. The eligibility of 
borrowers will be reviewed annually 
during the review periocL 

(i) If the value or the borrower's net 
family assets Increases above the 
applicable eligibility limit, intarest 
cT^it win be renewed nnleas the 
increase is sufficient to enable the 
borrower to graduate to anodMr eourae 
of credit 

(ii) Interest credit will not be renewed 
if the amount of interest caedit for 
which the bonower qualifies is less dian 
$5 monthly or 380 annually. 

(2) Renewal not completed during the 
review period. When borrower’s 
renewal Interest Credit Agreement is not 
completed during the review poriod, it 
will be processed in acoordance with 
§ 1944.34(hM3Xv)- 

(3) Change in borrower’s 
circumstances. FmHA is not responsible 
for monitoring whether a borrower's 
income, family saza. real estate taxes, or 
insurance costs have dianged after an 
Interest Credit Agreement is approved. 
If, however, it becomes known thtf the 
boiTower’s drcumstances have changed 
significmtly, PknHA will take action in 
accordance with the following: 

(i) Incraaaed ediusted income oiRside 
the regular review period. If FmHA 
determines that the borrower's ad|usted 
income has increased to the levd where 
the interest credit is less ffian $5 
monthly or $80 anmially, the interest 
credit will be cuioelled effective the 
date FmHA becomes aware of ffie 
situation. The borrower will be notified 
in aaoordanoe with pwagraph (1) of tilts 
section. 

(ii) Decreased adjusted incmne. 
Changes in interest credit will not be 
made unless the borrower's payment 
would be reduced by at loast 15 percent 

(iii) FmHA will not cxMint any laiUtary 
pay received by persons serving in tha 
Combat Zone. If such income wm 
counted, tits FmHA County Supervisars 
should process • revised interest credit 
agreement if not counting such pay 
would result in a change in ^ amount 
of interest credit. Alter tha County 
Supenriaor becooiM ovMM that a 
borrower hM ontorod aotiva ntititary 
duty after the loan is doted, the 
servicing of tire accouift should he 
bandied under $ 1951.317 ai SehpesX G 
of Part 1951 of this chapter. 

(j) Unauthonsed interest credM. When 
it te determined that a borrower Yum 
received interest credit to which be/she 
was not entitled (uneirthorized interest 
credit), the ceae will be serviced 
accarding to Subpart M of Part 1951 of 
this chapter. 

(k) Cancellation of Interest credit 
agreements—(1) Reasons far 
cancellation. An existing Intarest Credit 
Agreemeirt will be cancelled whenever. 

(i) Tha bonower doM not physically 
occupy the dwelhng m his/her primary 
residrace. Nursing homes and 
spedalixed care ft^iitiM are considered 
full time rasidenoM. TIm following may 
be indicators of non-oocupaiicir: 

(A) The borrower does not pinysicaUy 
occupy ffie property more than naif of 
the year 

(B) Tbe borrower's children are 
enrolled in a day school that is not 
considered within commuting distance 
of the dwelling 

(C) The borrower’s primary source of 
year round employment is not within 
commutin^istanoe of the dwelling 
and/or 

(D) The borrower routinely stays at 
another residence. 

(ii) The borrower rents, leases, sells or 
conveys the title to the property. 

(iii) The borrower has receiv^ 
improper interest credit as outlined in 
subpart M of part 1951 of this chapter 
and a correct^ Interest Credit 
Agreement will not be submitted. 

(iv) The borrower hasnn increase in 
income as mitiined in § 1994.34(i)(3)(i) 
and is no longer eligible for interest 
credit. 

(v) The security property is acquired 
by FmHA. 

(vi) The borrower provides ftaudulent 
or materially inaccurate financial 
informatimi in connection with an 
interest credit appUcation/reaewaL 

(2) Effective date of canceJlrdion. The 
efie^ve date of cancellation if tiie 
borrower has never occupied the 
property will be the date of loan closing. 
The effective date of cancellation for 
paragraphs (k)(l) (i), (iO. (iii). (iv) and 
(vi) of lint secticm will be the date on 
which the earliest action occurs whidi 
causes the canoeUation. If the data 
cannot be determined, the date on 
which FmHA became aware of the 
situation will be used. The effedive date 
of cancellation for paragraph (kXlMv) of 
this section will be the date the property 
is acquired by FmHA. When an account 
has bMn accelerated and one of the 
conditions outlined in paragraph (kXl) 
of this aectioa eidsts. the Interest Credit 
Agreement will rara^ in effoct untU M 
expires. No inteMt credit renewals will 
be processed on accounts that are under 
acceleratian. If foredosura action is 
dismissed, withdrawn or tarntinatee 
without of the property or payment 
of tile loen in foil, a renovral agTeement 
will be prepmed wiffi an effoclivt data 
as of the expiration of the previous 
agreement. 

(1) Applicant or borrower notkx of 
right to appeal. All applicants or 
borrowera who request snd are denied 
interest credit or whose i^erest credits 
are reduced, cancelled, or not renewed, 
will be notified their appeal lii^s. tf 
a decision is not appealahiB. sudi as 
decisions based on verified income, or 
clear and objective statutory or 
regulatory requiimnaiits, this apfdicant 
or boTTOwar will receive review ri^tts. 

5. Exhibdt D of Subpart A is sniaDdad 
by redesignating paragraphs 5 tiiroag^ 
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21 as 6 through 22 and adding a new 
paragraph 5 to read as follows: 

Exhibit D—Rural Housing Applicant 
Interview 

5. Review of Federal Tax Returns and/or 
Audited or Certified Financial Statements: 
The County Supervisor will review the 
applicant/borrower’s most recently filed 
Federal income tax return and/or certified 
financial statement as part of the completed 
loan application during the application 
processing/interview. 
• • • • • 

Dated: November 24,1992. 
La Verne Amman, 
Administrator, Farmers Home 
Administration. 

(FR Doc. 93-20 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 
BILLMG CODE M10-e7-«l 

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM 

12 CFR Part 211 

[Regulation K; Docket No. R-0793] 

International Banking Operations 

agency: Board of Governors of the 
Federal Reserve System. 
ACTION: Proposed rule. 

SUMMARY: The Board is proposing an 
amendment to part 211 of its regulations 
concerning the permissible activities of 
state-licensed branches and agencies of 
foreign banks. Section 202(a) of the 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
Improvement Act of 1991 provides that 
after December 19,1992, a state-licensed 
branch or agency of a foreign bank may 
not engage in any activity that is not 
permissible for a federal branch of a 
foreign bank unless the Board has 
determined that the activity is 
consistent with sound banking practice, 
and in the case of an insured branch, the 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
(FDIC) has determined that the activity 
would pose no significant risk to the 
deposit insurance fund. This proposed 
amendment to Regulation K sets forth 
the application procedures that state- 
licensed branches and agencies of 
foreign banks will be required to follow 
in order to request the Board’s 
permission to engage in or continue to 
engage in an activity that is not 
permissible for a federal branch of a 
foreign bank and the requirements of 
divestiture and cessation plans. Insured 
branches are also required to seek the 
approval of the FDIC to engage in or to 
continue to engage in such an activity. 
DATES: Comments must be received by 
March 5,1993. 
ADDRESSES: Comments, which should 
refer to Docket No, R-0793. may be 

mailed to the Board of Governors of the 
Federal Reserve System, 20th Street and 
Constitution Avenue, NW., Washington, 
DC 20551, to the attention of Mr. 
William W. Wiles, Secretary. Comments 
addressed to the attention to Mr. Wiles 
may be delivered to the Board's 
mailroom between the 8:45 am and 5:15 
pm, and to the security control room 
outside of those hours. Both the 
mailroom and the seciuity control room 
are accessible from the courtyard 
entrance on 20th Street between 
Constitution Avenue and C Street, NW. 
Comments may be inspected in room B- 
1122 between 9 am and 5 pm, except as 
provided in § 261.8 of the Board’s Rules 
Regarding the Availability of 
Information, 12 CFR 261.8. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Kathleen M. O’Day, Associate General 
Counsel (202/452-3786), Ann E. 
Misback, Senior Attorney (202/452- 
3788), Margaret E. Miniter, Attorney 
(202/452-3900), John W. Rogers, 
Attorney (202/452-2798), L^al 
Division; Michael G. Martinson, 
Assistant Director (202/452-3640), 
Division of Banking Supervision and 
Regulation, Board of Governors of the 
Federal Reserve System. For the hearing 
impaired only. Telecommunication 
Device for the Deaf (TDD), Dorothea 
Thompson (202/452-3544), Board of 
Governors of the Federal Reserve 
System, 20th and C Street, NW., 
Washington, DC 20551. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: Section 
202 of the Act amended section 7 of the 
IBA by adding several new subsections 
conc.eming the establishment and 
termination of foreign bank branches in 
the United States. New subsection 7(h) 
of the IBA provides that after December 
19,1992, a state branch or state agency 
may not engage in any type of activity 
that is not permissible for a federal 
branch unless the Federal Reserve Board 
has determined that such activity is 
consistent with sound banking practice: 
and. in the case of an insured branch, 
the FDIC has determined that the 
activity would pose no significant risk 
to the deposit insurance fund. 12 U.S.C. 
3105(h)(1). 

In order to implement this provision, 
the Board is proposing to amend 
Regulation K (12 CFR part 211) 
concerning international banking 
operations by adding a new section to 
Subpart B entitled "Applications by 
State-Licensed Branches and Agencies 
to Conduct Activities Not Permissible 
for Federal Branches.” This proposed 
new section provides that a foreign bank 
operating a state-licensed branch or 
agency in the United States, which 
desires to engage in or continue to 

engage in an activity that is not 
permissible for a federal branch, 
pursuant to statute, regulation or order 
or interpretation issued by the 
Comptroller of the Currency (CXXZ), 
shall file an application for permission 
to conduct or to continue conducting 
such activity with the Board. 

Contents of Application 

Section 211.29(b) of the proposed 
regulation provides that the application 
shall be in letter form and shall contain 
certain information, including among 
other things, a description of the activity 
in which the branch or agency desires 
to engage or in which it is already 
engaged, the foreign bank’s financial 
condition, the assets and liabilities of 
the branch or agency, the projected 
effect of the proposed activity on the 
financial condition of the foreign bimk 
and the branch or agency, and in the 
case of an application by a state- 
licensed insured branch, a statement of 
why the proposed activity will pose no 
significant risk to the deposit insurance 
fund. 

In view of the fact that section 202(h) 
of the Act became effective on December 
19,1992, a foreign bank with a state 
branch or agency that currently is 
conducting an activity that is 
determined to be impermissible for a 
federal branch will not be able to obtain 
the Board’s permission to continue the 
activity prior to that efiective date. In 
such cases, the Board may permit any 
such branch or agency to continue to 
conduct the activity in question (at 
existing levels) until su(^ time as the 
Board acts on its application. The Board 
expects any foreign bank engaged in an 
imp>ermissible activity in a state- 
licensed branch or agency to file the 
required application promptly. 

The Board and the TOIC nave 
consulted concerning the type of 
information that each agency will need 
in order to make an informed judgment, 
and have agreed on a common list of 
information in order that applicants will 
need to prepare only one application 
which, in the case of insured branches, 
may be submitted to both agencies. It is 
contemplated that the Board and the 
FDIC will review such applications 
simultaneously. Moreover, the Board 
and the FDIC have attempted to balance 
their need for information on which to 
base their decisions with the cost to the 
applicant of gathering, organizing and 
Submitting an application. 

The Board is particularly interested in 
receiving comments concerning the 
amount and type of information 
requested pursuant to § 211.29(b) of the 
proposed regulation. Comment is also 
requested on whether there are certain 
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classes of activities that, evm thou^ 
not permitted for federal branches, 
nonkheiess are ooiasistent with sound 
banking practices, and whether a more 
limited prior written notioe rather than 
a letter application could be utilized in 
connection with these types of 
activities. With respect to the activities 
described in the preceding sentence, 
commenters are requested to describe 
the activity in detail and to explain vdiy 
its conduct by a state-licensed branch or 
agency would be consistent with sound 
banking practice^ 

In addition, the Board requests 
comment concerning whether the 
conduct by a state-licensed branch or 
agency of activities permitted by the 
OCX2 pursuant to informal 
interpretation, opinion or advice rather 
than by formal interpretation or opinion 
should require the filing of an 
application. In this regard, the Board 
will initiate consultations with the CXX 
on any questions of wh^her a particnilar 
activity is or is not permissible for a 
federal branch. The Board also seeks 
comment on potential coordination 
between applications to the Board and 
the FDIC as a way to make this process 
as efficient as possible. 

Finally, the Board requests comment 
on whether an application should be 
required when a foreign bank wishes to 
convert a federally-licensed branch or 
agency to a state-licensed branch or 
agency. When the Board approved the 
final amendments to Regulation 1C 
(xmceming establishment of branches 
and agencies, the Board decided that an 
application would not be required when 
a foreign bank wished to convert from 
a state license to a federal license, 
because it would be converting from a 
less restrictive to a more restrictive 
regime. In light of the statutory 
provision limiting state office powers to 
those of a federal branch unle^ the 
Board and, in the case of an insured 
branch, the FDIC approve the activities, 
the Board is requesting comment on 
whether it is necessary to require an 
application when a foreign bank seeks 
to convert from a federal to a state 
license. 

Standards to be Examined 

Section 211.29(c) sets forth the 
standards that the Board will examine 
in order to determine whether a 
particular practice in consistent with 
sound banking pradica These factors 
are: 

(1) What types of risks, if any, the 
activity poses to the foreign banking 
organization; 

(2) If the activity poses any such rides, 
the magnitude of each ride; and 

(3) If a risk is 9ot de minimis, the 
act\Ml or proposed procedures to control 
and minimize such risk. 

Each of these factors shall be evaluated 
in light of the financial condition of the 
foreign bank in general and the branch 
or agency in particular and the volume 
of the proposed activity. The Board may 
also determine that a particular activity, 
after consideration of the above factors 
and subject to any conditions or limits 
imposed by the Board, may be 
conducted by any state-licensed branch 
or agency without further application to 
the Board. 

DhrestMore or Cessatkm 

In the event that a state branch or 
agency is required to cease conducting 
an activity pursuant to the proposed 
regulation, § 211.29(e) of the proposed 
regulation sets forth the guidelines that 
must be followed to dive^ or cease the 
impermissible activity. Generally, this 
section provides that the state branch or 
agency shall submit a written plan of 
divestiture or cessation within 60 days 
of 

(1) Being notified by the Board or the 
FDIC that an application to continue to 
conduct the activity has been denied; 

(2) The effective date of the regulation 
in the event that the foreign bank elects 
not to apply for permission to continue 
to conduct the activity; and 

(3) Any change in statute, regulation, 
order or OCC interpretation that renders 
the activity impermissible. 

Divestiture or cessation shall be 
completed within one year, or sooner if 
the Board so directs. 1^ Board requests 
comment on whether this period of time 
should be longer or shorter. 

Application Not Required in Certain 
Instances. 

The Board has determined that an 
application under this section normally 
shall not be required where an activity 
is permissible to a federal branch, but 
the OOC imposes a quantitative 
restriction on the conduct of such 
activity by the federal branch. As 
described in further detail above, the 
Board is requesting comment mi 
whether there are any other classes of 
activities for which more limited prim 
notice would suffice. 

Regulatory Flexibility Act 

Pursuant to section 605(b) of the 
Regulatory Flexibility Act (l^b. L. 96- 
354, 5 U.S.C 601 ^ seq.), it is certified 
that the proposed rule would not have 
a significant impact on a substantial 
number of small entities. 

List of Subjects in 12 CFR Part 211 

Exports, Federal Reserve System. 
Foreign banking. Holding companies. 
Investments, Reporting and 
recordkeeping requirements. 

For the reasons outlined rfiovc, the 
Board is proposing to amend 12 CFR 
part 211 as set forth below: 

PART 211—INTERNATIONAL 
BANKING OPERATIONS 

1. The authority citation for part 211 
continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Federal Reserve Act (12 
U.S.C. 221 et seq.); Bank Holding 
Company Act of 1956, as amen<^ (12 
U.S.C. 1841 et seq.); the Intemationai 
Banking Act of 1978, (Pub. L. 95-369; 92 
Stat. 607; 12 U.S.C. 3101 etseq.); the 
Bank'Export Services Act (Title 11, Pub. 
L. 97-290, 96 Stat. 1235); the 
Intemationai Lending Supervision Act 
(Title IX, Pub. L. 96181, 97 Stat. 1153, 
12 U.S.C. 3901 et seq.); and the Export 
Trading Company Act Amendments of 
1988 (Title HL Pub. L. 100-418.102 Stat 
1384 (1988)). 

2. Part 211 is amended by revising § 
211.29 to subpart B to read as follows: 

§ 21129 Applications by atata^lcenaed 
branches and agencies to conduct activitias 
not permissible lor tederal branches. 

(a) Scope. Any state-licensed branch 
or agency that desires to engage in or 
continue to engage, after Decembw 19. 
1992, in any type of activity that is not 
permissible for a federal brandi, 
pursuant to statute, regulation or order 
or interpretation issued by the 
Comptroller, shall ffle a prior written 
application for permission to conduct 
such activity with the Board pursuant to 
this section. 

(b) Content of application. An 
application submitted pursuant to 
paragraph (a) of this section shall be in 
letter form and shall contain the 
following information: 

(1) A brief description of the activity, 
including the manner in which it will 
be conducted and an estimate of the 
expected dollar value; 

(2) A discussion by management of its 
analysis regarding the impact of the 
proposed activity on the applicant's 
earnings, capital adequacy, and g^ne^a) 
condition, and on the bailee sheet, 
earnings and condition of the branch or 
agency, including a copy, if available, of 
any feasibility study, management plan, 
financial projections, business plan, or 
similar document concerning the 
conduct of the activity; 

(3) A current statement of the 
applicant’s assets, liabilities, and 
capital: 
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(4) A current statement of die assets 
and liabilities of the branch or agency; 

(5) A copy of applicant’s most recent 
audited financial statements; 

(6) A resolution by the applicant’s 
board of directcurs or, if a resolution is 
not required pursuant to the applicant’s 
organizational documents, evidence of 
approval by senior management, 
authorizing the conduct of such activity 
and the filing of this application; 

(7) In the case of an insured branch, 
a statement by the applicant of whether 
or not it is in compliance with §§ 346.19 
and 346.20, Pledge of Assets and Asset 
Maintenance, respectively, of 12 CFR 
part 346; 

(8) In the case of an insured branch, 
a statement by the applicant that it has 
complied with all requirements of the 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
concerning applications to conduct the 
activity in question and the status of 
such application, including a copy of 
the FDIC’s disposition of such 
application, if applicable; 

(9) In the case of an insured branch, 
a statement of why the activity will pose 
no significant risk to the deposit 
insurance fund; and 

(10) Any other information that the 
Reserve Bank deems appropriate. 

(c) Factors to be conside^ in 
determination. 

(1) The Board may consider the 
following factors in order to determine 
whether a proposed activity is 
consistent with sound banking practice: 

(1) The types of risks, if any, tne 
activity poses to the foreign banking 
organization; 

(11) If the activity poses any such risks, 
the magnitude of each risk; and 

(iii) If a risk is not de minimis, the 
actual or proposed procedures to control 
and minimize such risk. 

(2) Each of the factors set forth in 
paragraph (c)(1) of this section, shall be 
evaluated in light of the financial 
condition of the foreign bank in general 
and the branch or agency in particular 
and the volume of the activity. 

(d) Application procedures. 
Applications pursuant to this section 
shall be filed with the responsible 
Reserve Bank for the foreign bank. An 
application shall not be deemed 
complete until it contains all the 
information requested by the Reserve 
Bank and has been accepted. Approval 
'of such an application may be 
conditioned on the applicant’s 
agreement to conduct the activity 
subject to specific conditions or 
limitations. 

(e) Diivstiture or Cessation. 
(1) In the event that an applicant’s 

application for permission to continue 
to conduct an activity is not approved 

by the Board or the FDIC, the applicant 
shall submit a detailed written plan of 
divestiture or cessation of the a^vity to 
the responsible Reserve Bank within 60 
days of the disapproval. The divestiture 
or cessation plan shall describe in detail 
the manner in which the applicant will 
divest itself of or cease the activity in 
question and shall include a projected 
timetable describing how long the 
divestiture or cessation is expected to 
take. Divestitures or cessation shall be 
complete within one year from the date 
of the disapproval, or within such 
shorter period of time as the Board shall 
direct. 

(2) In the event that a foreign bank 
operating a state branch or agency 
chooses not to apply to the Board for 
permission to continue to conduct an 
activity that is not permissible for a 
federal branch or which is rendered 
im{>ermissible due to a subsequent 
change in statute, regulation, order or 
interpretation, the foreign bank shall 
submit a written plan of divestiture or 
cessation, in conformance with § 
211.29(d)(1) of this part, within 60 days 
of the effective date of this rule or of 
such change in statute, regulation, order 
or interpretation, respectively. 

By order of the Board of Governors of the 
Federal Reserve System, E)ecember 30,1992. 

William W.WUes, 

Secretary of the Board. 
[FR Doc. 93-163 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 

BtUJNG CODE S210-01-F 

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

Federal Aviation Administration 

14 CFR Part 39 

[Docket No. 92-NM-21S-AO] 

Airworthiness Directives; Airbus 
Industrie Model A320 Series Airplanes 

AGENCY: Federal Aviation 
Administration, DOT. 
ACTION: Notice of proposed rulemaking 
(NPRM)._ 

SUMMARY: This document proposes the 
adoption of a new airworthiness 
directive (AD) that is applicable to 
certain Airbus Model A320 series 
airplanes. This proposal would require 
modification of the inner rear spar web. 
This proposal is prompted by reports 
that cracking was found in the inner 
rear spar w^ during fatigue testing. The 
actions specified by the proposed AD 
are intended to prevent fatigue cracking, 
which may lead to reduced structural 
integrity of the main landing gear. 
DATES: Comments must be received by 
March 2,1993. 

ADDRESSES: Submit conunents in 
triplicate to the Federal Aviation 
Administratimi (FAA), Transport 
Airplane Directorate, ANM-103, 
Attention: Rules Docket No. 92-NM- 
215-Ad, 1601 Lind Avenue, SW., 
Renton, Washington 98055-4056. 
Comments may be inspected at this 
location between 9 a.m. and 3 p.m., 
Monday through Friday, except Federal 
holidays. 

The service informatirm referenced in 
the proposed rule may be obtained firom 
Airbus Industrie, Airbus Supptvt 
Division, Avenue Didier Daurat, 31700 
Blagnac, France. This information may 
be examined at the FAA, Transport 
Airplane Directorate, 1601 Lind 
Avenue, SW., Renton, Washington. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Greg Holt, Aerospace Engineer, 
Standardization Branch, ANM-113, 
FAA, Transport Airplane Directorate. 
1601 Lind Avenue, SW., Renton, 
Washington 98055-4056; telephone 
(206) 227-2140; fox (206) 227-1320. 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

Conunents Invited 

Interested persons are invited to 
participate in the making of the 
proposed rule by submitting such 
written data, views, or arguments as 
they may desire. Communications shall 
identify the Rules Docket number and 
be submitted in triplicate to the address 
specified above. All communications 
received on or before the closing date 
for comments, specified above, will be 
considered before taking action on the 
proposed rule. The proposals contained 
in this notice may be changed in light 
of the comments received. 

Comments are specifically invited on 
the overall regulatory, economic, 
environmental, and energy aspects of 
the proposed rule. All comments 
submitted will be available, both before 
and after the closing date for comments, 
in the Rules Docket for examination by 
interested persons. A report 
summarizing each FAA-public contact 
concerned with the substance of this 
proposal will be filed in the Rules 
Docket. 

Commenters wishing the FAA to 
acknowledge receipt of their comments 
submitted in response to this notice 
must submit a self-addressed, stamped 
postcard on which the following 
statement is made: “Comments to 
Docket Number 92-NM-215-AD.’’ The 
postcard will be date stamped and 
returned to the commenter. 

Availability of NPRMs 

Any person may obtain a copy of this 
NPRM by submitting a request to the 
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FAA, Transport Airplane Directorate, 
ANM-103, Attention: Rules Docket No. 
92-NM-215-AD, 1601 Lind Avenue, 
SVV., Renton, Washington 98055-4056. 

Discussion 

The Direction Generate de I’Aviation 
Qvile (DGAC), which is the 
airworthiness authority for France, 
recently notified the FAA that an unsafe 
condition may exist on Airbus Model 
A320 series airplanes. The DGAC 
advises that during fatigue testing, 
cracking was found in the inner rear 
spar adjacent to 10 bolt holes. Cracking 
adjacent to two of the holes was located 
at rib 5 of the main landing gear (MLG) 
support. Cracking adjacent to the other 
eight holes was located at the anchorage 
of the MLG actuating cylinder. This 
cracking occurred at 64,120 simulated 
flights. Fatigue cracking, if not detected 
and corrected, could result in reduced 
structural integrity of the main landing 
gear. 

Airbus Industrie has issued Service 
Bulletin A320-57-1004, Revision 1. 
dated September 24,1992, which 
describes procedures for modification of 
the inner rear spar web. This 
modification consists of cold working 
the 10 bolt holes in which cracking was 
found during fatigue testing of an 
Airbus Model A320 series airplane. The 
French DGAC classified this service 
bulletin as mandatory and issued 
Airworthiness Directive 92-202-031 (B), 
dated September 30.1992, in order to 
assure the continued airworthiness of 
these airplanes in France. 

This airplane model is manufactured 
in France and is type certificated for 
operation in the United States under the 
provisions of § 21.29 of the Federal 
Aviation Regulations and the applicable 
bilateral airworthiness agreement, 
pursuant to this bilateral airworthiness 
agreement, the French DGAC has kept 
the FAA informed of the situation 
described above. The FAA has 
examined the findings of the French 
DGAC, reviewed all available 
information, and determined that AD 
action is necessary for products of this 
type design that are certificated for 
operation in the United States. 

Since an unsafe condition has been 
identified that is likely to exist or 
develop on other airplanes of the same 
type design registered in the United 
States, the proposed AD would require 
modification of the inner rear spar web. 
The actions would be required to be 
accomplished in accordance with the 
service bulletin described previously. 

Currently, no airplanes of U.S. 
registry would be affected by this AD. 
However, should one of the affected 
airplanes be imported and placed on the 

U.S. register, it would take 
approximately 60 work hours per 
airplane to accomplish the required 
actions, and the average labor cost 
would be $55 per work hour. Based on 
these figures, the total cost impact of the 
proposed AD on U.S. operators is 
estimated to be $3,300 per airplane. 

The regulations proposed herein 
would not have substantial direct effects 
on the States, on the relationship 
between the national government and 
the States, or on the distribution of 
power and responsibilities among the 
various levels of government. Therefore, 
in accordance with Executive Order 
12612, it is determined that this 
proposal would not have sufficient 
federalism implications to warrant the 
preparation of a Federalism Assessment. 

For the reasons discussed above, I 
certify that this proposed regulation (1) 
is not a “major rule” under Executive 
Order 12291; (2) is not a "significant 
rule” under the DOT Regulatory Policies 
and Procedures (44 FR 11034, February 
26,1979); and (3) if promulgated will 
not have a significant economic impact, 
positive or negative, on a substantial 
number of small entities under the 
criteria of the Regulatory Flexibility Act. 
A copy of the draft regulatory evaluation 
prepared for this action is contained in 
the Rules Docket. A copy of it may be 
obtained by contacting the Rules Docket 
at the location provided under the 
caption “ADDRESSES.” 

List of Subjects in 14 CFR Part 39 

Air transportation. Aircraft, Aviation 
safety. Safety. 

The Proposed Amendment 

Accordingly, pursuant to the 
authority delegated to me by the 
Administrator, the Federal Aviation 
Administration proposes to amend 14 
CFR Part 39 of the Federal Aviation 
Regulations as follows: 

PART 39—AIRWORTHINESS 
DIRECTIVES 

1. The authority citation for part 39 
continues to read as follows: 

Authority: 49 U.S.C. App. 1354(a), 1421 
and 1423; 49 U.S.C. 106(g): and 14 CFR 
11.89. 

§39.13-^ [Amended] 
2. Section 39.13 is amended by 

adding trie following new airworthiness 
directive: 

Airbus Industrie: Docket 92-NM-215-AD. 
Applicability: Model A320 series airplanes, 

manufacturer’s serial numbers (MSN) 003 
through 008, inclusive; MSN’s 018 through 
021, inclusive; certificated in any category. 

Compliance: Required as indicated, unless 
accomplished previously. 

To prevent fatigue cracking, which may 
lead to reduced structtiral integrity of the 
main landing gear, accomplish the following: 

(a) Prior to the accumulation of 12,000 
landings, or within 500 landings after the 
effective date of this AD, whichever occurs 
later, modify the inner rear spar web in 
accordaiice with Airbus Industrie Service 
Bulletin A320-57-1004, Revision 1, dated 
September 24,1992. 

(b) An alternative method of compliance or 
adjustment of the compliance time that 
provides an acceptable level of safety may be 
used if approved by the Manager, 
Standardization Branch, ANM-113. 
Operators shall submit their requests through 
an appropriate FAA Principal Maintenance 
Inspector, who may add comments and the 
sent it to the Manager, Standardization 
Branch. 

Note: Information concerning the existence 
of approved alternative methods of 
compliance with this AD, if any, may be 
obtained from the Standardization Branch. 

(c) Special flight permits may be issued in 
accordance with FAR 21.197 and 21.199 to 
operate the airplane to a location where the 
requirements of this AD can be 
accomplished. 

Issued in Renton, Washington, on 
December 29,1992. 
David Hmiel, 

Acting Manager. 
|FR Doc. 93-92 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 
BILLING CODE 4910-13-M 

Office of the Secretary 

14 CFR Part 300 

[Docket 4352, Notice No. 92-36] 

RIN 2105-AB89 

Rules of Conduct In DOT Proceedings 

AGENCY: Department of Transportation, 
Office of the Secretary. 
ACTION: Notice of proposed rulemaking. 

SUMMARY: The Department of 
Transpmlation is proposing 
amendments to its procedural 
regulations to permit Department staff to 
communicate informally with 
applicants and any objectors or other 
commenters in the initial investigation 
stage of air carrier initial certificate 
application and continuing fitness cases 
(collectively referred to as "fitness 
cases”) where the issues are limited 
solely to fitness and/or U.S. citizenship. 
Under this proposal, once either a show 
cause order or an order instituting a 
formal proceeding is issued, the 
Department’s current ex parte 
restrictions would apply. In several 
fitness proceedings, processing of those 
cases has been delayed unnecessarily or 
made more difficult because of the 
Department’s inability under the current 
procedural regulations to discuss 
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informally aspects of the cases, in oral 
or written communications, with either 
the applicant carrier or objecting parties 
or other commenters. The propos^ 
amendment would give the Department 
an added degree of flexibility in seeking 
information from all interested parties 
and would decrease the burden on 
applicants as well as objectors and other 
comments. However, it would still 
provide those parties a fair and 
complete opportunity to be heard and 
ensure an adequate record for the 
proceeding. 
DATES: Comments must be submitted on 
or before February 22,1993. Comments 
received after this date will be 
considered to the extent practicable. If 
adopted as a final rule, these 
amendments would take effect 30 days 
after publication of the final rule in the 
Federal Register. 
ADDRESSES: Comments should refer to 
Docket 48582, and be submitted to; 
Docket Section (C-55), room 4107, 
Department of Transportation, 400 
Seventh Street, SW., Washington, DC 
20590. The Docket Section is open from 
9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through 
Friday, except holidays. 
FOR FURTHER iNFORMATiON CONTACT: 

Patricia T. Szrom, Chief, Air Carrier 
Fitness Division (P-56), Office of the 
Secretary, Department of 
Transportation, 400 Seventh Street, 
SW.. Washington, DC 20590, (202) 366- 
9721. 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATtON: 

Comments Invited 

Interested persons are invited to 
participate in this rulemaking 
proceeding by submitting such written 
data, views, or arguments as they may 
desire. Comments that provide the 
factual basis supporting the views and 
suggestions presented are particularly 
helpful in developing reasoned 
regulatory decisions. Communications 
should identify the regulatory docket 
number and be submitted in duplicate 
to the address listed above. Commenters 
wishing the Department to acknowledge 
receipt of their comments must submit 
with those comments a self-addressed 
stamped postcard on which the 
following statement is made: 
"Comments on Docket 48582." The 
postcard will be date/time stamped and 
returned to the commenter. All 
communications received on or before 
the specified closing date will be 
considered by the Assistant Secretary 
for Policy and International Affairs 
before taking action on any further 
rulemaking. Also, this proposal may be 
changed in light of comments received. 
All comments submitted will be 

available for examination in Docket 
48528. A report summarizing each 
substantive public contact with DOT 
personnel concerned with this 
rulemaking will be filed in the docket. 

Background 

Under section 401(a) of the Federal 
Aviation Act (the Act), a Cerifficate of 
Public Convenience and Necessity 
(certificate) must be obtained from the 
Department of Transportation (the 
Department) before an air carrier may 
engage in any air transportation 
operations (49 U.S.C. app. 1371(a)).* 
Section 418 of the Act contains a similar 
certification requirement for air carriers 
proposing to engage in domestic all¬ 
cargo air service (49 U.S.C. app. 1388). 
Following an investigation, if the 
Department finds that an applicant for 
authority under section 401 or 418 is a 
U.S. citizen that is “fit, willing, and 
able" to engage in air transportation 
operations and comply with the Act and 
the Department’s regulations, a 
certificate is issued. The Department’s 
“fitness" requirement is a continuing 
one for carriers: that is, once a carrier is 
found fit initially, it must remain fit in 
order to continue to hold its authority 
section 401(r) of the Act, 49 U.S.C. app. 
1371(r)). 

Carriers that apply for fitness 
determinations must comply with the 
Department’s regulations concerning 
specific and general requirements for 
certificate applications (14 CFR part 
201), including providing supporting 
data (14 CFR part 204). The 
Department’s regulations allow any 
person to file an answer in support of 
or in opposition to the application 
within 28 days.of the filing date of the 
application (14 CFR 302.1720(d)). If the 
application is opposed, the 
liepartment’s regulations concerning 
prohibited communications come into 
play. 

Part 300 of the Department s aviation 
economic regulations establishes the 
terms and conditions governing the 
rules of conduct for Department 
proceedings under Chapter n of Title 14 
of the Code of Federal Regulations (14 
CFR part 300). Among other provisions, 
part 300 generally prohibits oral or 
written communications relevant to the 
merits of a public proceeding between 
any concerned Department employee 
and any interested person outside the 
Department until after the Department’s 

’ The Department has the authority under section 
416(b) of the Act (49 U.S.C. 1386(b)) to exempt 
carriers firom the certification requirement %«dien 
doing so would be consistent with the public 
interest For example, under 14 CFR 298.11, air taxi 
operators are exempt from the certification 
requirement. 

final disposition of the proceeding (the 
ex parte rule) (14 CFR 300.2). For 
purposes of the Department’s review of 
the fitness of applicants for certificate 
authority or its consideration of 
docketed petitions for review of an air 
carrier’s continuing fitness, the ex parte 
rules are triggered by the filing in the 
docket of an idmtifiable written 
opposition to the initiating document 
(14 CFR 300.2(bK4)). 

The Department’s ex parte rules in 
fitness cases are more restrictive than 
the ex parte requirements established by 
the Administrative Procedure Act, 5 
U.S.C 557(d). Those requirements cover 
only proceedings for which a formal 
hearing is required by statute. Since 
section 401 of the Act gives us the 
discretion to determine whether an oral 
evidentiary hearing should be held in 
fitness cases, the Administrative 
Procedure Act’s ex parte requirements 
do not apply to applications for 
certificate authority. 

Proposed Rules 

As described above, the ex parte 
rules, with a limited exception,^ require 
that once a written opposition to an 
application for certificate authority is 
fil^ all substantive communications 
between the Department and either the 
applicant or the opposing party or other 
commenters be made through 
documents that are filed in the docket 
and distributed to all the parties. In 
practice, the Department has found that 
the ex parte provisions of part 300 often 
unnecessarily delay the processing of 
fitness cases or make the processing 
unduly difficult. 

The Department believes that 
application of the ex parte rules to all 
stages of fitness cases is often counter¬ 
productive. Many complex issues 
relating to the application and the 
objections to the application could more 
readily be resolved through informal 
investigative-type discussions with the 
applicant, the objectors, or any other 
interested parties. However, that 
informal type of inquiry is prohibited by 
the current rules. 

Instead, the Department’s staff must 
go through the burdensome task of 
putting all of its questions in writing, 
filing them in the docket, and serving 
them on all parties. ’The applicant must 
likewise respond in writing through the 
docket, with copies to all parties. Often 
responses to staff questions need 
clarification or spawn further inquiries. 
Moreover, questions asked by the 
Department's staff of the applicant may 

^‘Tbe exception concern* document* placed in 
the correspondence *action of the docket per 14 
CFR 300.3. 
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themselves require clarification before a 
proper response can be made. As a 
result, often matters that could be 
cleared up in minutes by telephone or 
in a meeting can drag on for days or 
weeks solely due to the tedious 
procedures of on-the-record 
communications reouired imder the 
current rules. Overall, the process is 
often cumb«some and time-consuming. 

Carrier applicants are not the only 
persons who suffer as a result. For 
example, the Department’s staff cannot 
under present ex parte rules ask simple 
questions of an objector in an effort to 
verify the facts contained in the filing 
objecting to the application without a 
similarly unwieldy and protracted 
written procedure.; 

The fact-finding nature of the initial 
phase of fitness cases lends itself to an 
informal, rather than a formal, on-the- 
record investigative procedure. The Act 
requires that the Department find an 
applicant “fit. willing, and able.” In 
fitness cases where the issues are 
limited to determinations of fitness and/ 
or U.S. citizenship, the Act does not 
require that the Department choose the 
be^ applicant; there are no comparative 
rights at issue.^ The Department 
believes that for fitness cases where the 
issues are thus limited, the intensive 
fact-finding required in the initial phase 
of those cases is best adiieved by 
unobstructed lines of communication 
between the Department, the applicant, 
and other interested persons. 

The Department continues to believe 
that the ex parte restrictions are 
appropriate once a show cause order or 
an order instituting a formal proceeding 
is issued to ensure due process for all 
applicants and infcHmed, on-the-record 
decisionmaking. Therefore, the 
Department would retain the benefits 
offered by the ex parte restrictions 
where they are most appropriate to on- 
the-record decisionmaking: after 
issuance of a show cause order or other 
order instituting a formal proceeding. 
Moreover, the Department’s orders 
ruling on the merits of a certificate 
application will set forth the factual 
b^s for the Department’s tentative and 
final conclusions on the applicant’s 
fitness and citizenship, if t^ 
Department uses show-cause procedures 
for considering the application. Parties 
will therefore imow what information is 
being relied upon by the Department in 
its analysis and will have an 
opportunity to comment on the findings 

-'&! caaM wrhar* conparaiiva righu an at iatua. 
such as arfaara tha antborily toughi Indudas a 
market or aiarkats tvhara aotiy la UmitaS bjr a 
bilateral agraenMot and than am competing 
propoaats. the euirani aa parte rulaa would 
conlinua to apply. 

of fact. If the Department determines to 
hold an oral evidentiary hearing on an 
application, the Department’s ultimate 
decision will be based on the record 
developed in the formal hearing 
proceeding. As a result, the proposed 
rule will not deny any party ability to 
participate fully and fairly in a fitness 
proceeding. 

In line with the action proposed here, 
where expedition and an unfettered 
ability to gather information is in the 
public interest, part 300 already 
provides for several exceptions to the 
prohibition against substantive ex parte 
commimications (14 CFR 300.2(c)). For 
example, part 300 permits 
commimications made in the course of 
an investigation to determine whether 
formal enforcement action should be 
taken (14 CFR 300.2(c)(3)). The initial 
review phase of a fitness case is very 
similar to an investigation conducted to 
determine whether reasonable cause 
exists to institute a formal enforcement 
proceeding, with the issuance of a show 
cause order in a fitness proceeding the 
equivalent of the issuance of a Notice of 
Enforcement Proceeding and filing of an 
accompanying formal complaint in the 
enforcement context.* 

Accordingly, the Department 
proposes to amend section 300.2, 
Prohibited communications, by adding 
paragraph (c)(10) that would create an 
exception to the prohibition of ex porte 
communications made in the course of 
docketed cases where the issues are 
limited to determinations of fitness and/ 
or U.S. citizenship, prior to the issuance 
of a show cause order or an order 
instituting a formal proceeding. Once 
either type of order is issued. Uie ex 
parte communications prohibitions 
would apply. This proposal would 
facilitate the collection of information 
needed for consideration of cases, 
minimize the time and resources 
necessary for parties to process cases, 
yet continue to ensure procedural 
fairness for all parties. 

Executive Order 12291 (Federal 
Regulation) and DOT Regulatory 
Policies and Procedures 

The Department has analyzed the 
economic and other effects of this 
proposal and has determined that they 
are neither “major” within the meaning 
of Executive Order 12291 nor 
"significant” within the meaning of the 
Department’s regulatory policies and 
procedures. The Department has also 
determined that the economic effects of 
the proposed amendments are so 

*lnd«ad. oarUin contlDuing fitnaw prac^Mdingt 
■wy ba Bora akla to anforcanMDl invanigaHona 
than to initial B tn«a procaadings. 

minimal that a full regulatoi^ evaluation 
is not required. If these amendments are 
adopted, fitness application costs to 
carriers and costs to opposing parties 
should be slightly lower due to the less 
formal procedures that would replace 
the current procedures. 

Regulatory Flexibility Act 

In accordance with the Regulatory 
Flexibility Act, the Department has 
evaluated the effects of this proposed 
action on small entities. Bas^ upon this 
evaluation, the Department certifies that 
the proposed amendments would not 
have a significant economic impact on 
a substantial number of unall entities. 
As stated above, the Department 
believes that the propo^ amendments 
would create a slight economic benefit 
for parties in fitness cases. 

Executive Order 12612 (Federalism) 

This proposed rule has been analyzed 
in accordance with the principles and 
criteria contained in Executive Order 
12612. ’The Department has determined 
that the propo^ rule does not have 
sufficient federalism implications to 
warrant the preparation of a Federalism 
Assessment. This proposed rule would 
not have a substantial direct effect on 
the States, on the relationship between 
the national government and the States, 
or on the distribution of power and 
responsibilities among the various 
levels of government. 

Naitonal Environmental Policy Act 

The Department has also analyzed 
this proposed rule for the purpose of the 
National Environmental Policy Act. The 
Department has determined that the 
proposed rule would not have any 
significant impact on the quality of the 
human environment. 

List of Subjects in 14 CFR Pari 300 

Administration practice and 
procedure. Conflict of interests. Rules of 
conduct. Prohibited communications. 

For the reasons set out in the 
Supplementary Information, title 14, 
chapter II of the Code of Federal 
Regulations is proposed to be amended 
as follows: 

PART 30(P-{AMENDED] 

1. The authority citation for part 300 
would continue to read as follows: 

Authority: 49 U.S.C 1324,1371-1389, 
1471,1473,1481,1482, and 1487,18 U.S.C 
20(b)(c): 49 U.S.C. Subtitle 1. 

2. Secticm 300.2 would bo amended 
by adding new paragraph (cKlO) to read 
as follows: 
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§300.2 Prohibited communications. 
***** 

(c) * * * 

(10) Docketed proceedings involving 
determinations of fitness and/or U.S. 
citizenship only, for that portion of the 
proceeding that precedes the issuance of 
a show cause order or an order 
instituting a formal proceeding. 
• • • • • 

Issued in Washington, DC, on December 
30,1992. 

Jefibrey N. Shane, 

Assistant Secretary for Policy and 
International Affairs. 

IFR Doc. 93-225 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 

BiLUNO CODE 4ei»-«2-M 

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY 

Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission 

18 CFR Parts 35 and 290 

[Docket No. RM85-17-000) 

Regulation of Electiicity Sales>for- 
Resale and Transmission Service 

Issued December 28,1992 

AGENCY: Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission, DOE. 
ACTION: Order Terminating Docket. 

SUMMARY: The Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission (Commission) is 
terminating this proceeding because the 
Notices of Inquiry accomplished their 
purpose by generating public comments 
on the Commission’s pricing and other 
regulatory policies, and because the 
information collected has since been 
overtaken by events. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Lawrence R. Greenfield, Deputy 
Assistant General Counsel, Office of the 
General Counsel, Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission, 825 N. Capitol 
St., NE., Washington, E)C 20426, 
Telephone: (202) 208-0415. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: In 
addition to publishing the full text of 
this document in the Federal Register, 
the Commission also provides all 
interested persons an opportunity to 
inspect or copy the contents of this 
document during normal business hours 
in room 3308, 941 North Capitol Street. 
NE., Washington, E)C 20426. 

The Commission Issuance Posting 
System (QPS), an electronic bulletin 
board service, provides access to the 
texts of formal documents issued by the 
Commission. CIPS is available at no 
charge to the user and may be accessed 
using a personal computer with a 
modem by dialing (202) 208-1397. To 

access QPS, set your communications 
software to use 300,1200 or 2400 baud, 
full duplex, no parity, 8 data bits, and 
1 stop bit. The ^11 text of this document 
will be available on CIPS for 10 days 
fi-om the date of issuance. The complete 
text on diskette in WordPerfect format 
may also be purchased fiom the 
Commission’s copy contractor. La Dom 
Systems Corporation, also located in 
room 3308,941 North Capitol Street, 
NE., Washington, E)C 20426. 

Order Terminating Docket 

On May 30.1985 and June 28,1985, 
the Commission issued two Notices of 
Inquiry in this proceeding to evaluate its 
then-present policies toward wholesale 
electricity transactions and transmission 
service* and to evaluate whether those 
policies promoted or impeded efficiency 
in electricity markets and whether there 
were alternatives or possible revisions 
that would further promote efficiency in 
the electric utility industry.* For the 
reasons given below, we are terminating 
this docket. 

Background 

As noted, in mid-1985, the 
Commission issued two Notices of 
Inquiry in a "broad inquiry into the 
regulation of electric utilities selling in 
wholesale markets.’’^ 

In the first Notice of Inquiry, the 
Commission addressed its regulation of 
coordination transactions and 
transmission service. With respect to 
such coordination transactions, the 
Commission reviewed its pricing 
policies, summarizing its then-current 
policies and asking commenters to 
address both those policies as well as 
possible alternatives.^ With respect to 
transmission service, the Commission 
reviewed both pricing and availability, 
again summarizing its then-current 
policies and asking commenters to 
address those policies and possible 
alternatives.^ 

In the second Notice of Inquiry, the 
Commission addressed its regulation of 
requirements service. The Commission 
reviewed its then-current pricing 
practices and possible alternatives, as 
well as questions concerning the 
allocation of risk, and asked 
commenters to address these matters.® 

’ Regulation of Electricity Sales-for-Resale and 
Transmission Service, Notice of Inquiry, 50 FR 
23445 dune 4.1965), IV FERC Stats, k Regs. 
135,516 (1985) (AfOf/): Regulation of Electricity 
Sales-for-Resale and Transmission Service, Notice 
of Inquiry, 50 FR 27604 (July 5,1985), IV FERC 
Stats. A Regs. 135,519 (1985) (NO/ff). 

2 NOIII. IV FERC Stats, k Regs, at 35,637. 
^NOII, IV FERC Stats, k Regs, at 35,628-33. 
*Id. at 35.633-35. 
» NOI II, IV FERC Stats, k Regs, at 35,637-53. 

Comments were filed as to both 
Notices of Inquiry by a broad cross- 
section of those involved in the electric 
utility industry—^Federal and state 
governmental bodies (including the 
United States Department of Energy and 
various state commissions), electric 
utilities, customers dhd customer 
groups, and consultants and other 
persons active in the industry. In 
addition, the Commission held public 
conferences at which the matters raised 
by the Commission and commented 
upon by the various commenters were 
discussed. 

Discussion 

The Commission issued the two 
Notices of Inquiry, solicited comments, 
and held public conferences to learn 
whether the various segments of the 
electric utility industry—including 
utilities, customers, and regulations— 
believed the Commission’s pricing and 
other regulatory policies were 
promoting or impeding efficiency, and 
what alternatives or cl^ges mi^t 
better promote efficiency.* Having 
received comments and having held the 
public conferences, that purpose was 
accomplished. 

Moreover, much has changed since 
1985. The Energy Policy Act of 1992, 
Public Law No. 102-486,106 Stat. 2776 
(1992), has been enacted. That Act. inter 
alia, provides for a new category of 
power producers, exempt wholesale 
generators or EWGs, which are exempt 
horn regulation by the Securities and 
Exchange Commission under the Public 
Utility Holding Company Act of 1935, 
15 U.S.C. 79a et seq. (1988). That Act 
also expands the Commission’s ability 
to order transmission. Additionally, the 
Commission itself has. for example, 
accepted non-cost-based, market-based 
rates for service,'' and has permitted 
public utilities to price their power and 
energy to respond to competitive 
pressures.® 

In sum, the information sought by the 
Commission in its NOI’s, and provided 

See Pacific Gas k Electric Company, 38 FERC 
161,242 at 61,781 (1987) (NOI's were issued **to 
gather information to be used to evaluate 
(Commission's) policies toward wholesale 
electricity transactions and transmission service”). 

^ E.g., Commonwealth Atlantic Limited 
Partnership, 54 FERC $61,288 (1991): 
Commonwealth Atlantic Limited Partnership, 51 
FERC 161,368 (1990); Public Service Company of 
Indiana. Inc., Opinion No. 349, 51 FERC 161,367, 
order on reh’g sub nom. PSI Energy, Inc., Opinion 
No. 349-A. 52 FERC 161,260, clarified, 53 FERC 
161,131 (1990), appeal dismissed sub nom. 
Nortbem Indiana PuUic Service Ckrmpanyv. FEHC, 
954 FJd 736 (D.C. Or. 1992). 

*E.g., Public Service Company of Oklahoma, 54 
FERC 161,021 (1991); Oklahoma Gas A Electric 
Company,S4 FERC 161,212, nb’g denied, 55 FERC 
161,142 (1992). 
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in the comments and public 
conferences, served to educate the 
Commission. In many respects, 
however, that information has been 
overtaken by events and is now, quite 
simply, stale. Accordingly, as a matter 
of “administrative hou^eeping”, the 
Commission will terminate the docket.” 

The Commission Orders: 

Docket No. RM85-17-000 is hereby 
terminated. 

By the Commission. 
Lois D. Cashell, 
Secretojy. 
IFR Doc. 92-110 Filed 1-5-92; 8:45 am] 
aajJNQ CODE S717-01-M 

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND 
HUMAN SERVICES 

Food and Drug Admintotralion 

21 CFR Part 135 

{0ociialNo.88P-0251] 

Frozen Dasaarta: Ramoval of 
Standards of Mantity for lea Milk and 
Goat’s MHk lea MiHt; Amandmant of 
Standards of Idantity for lea Cream and 
Frozen Custard and Goat’s MUk lea 
Cream 

AGENCY: Food end Drug Administration, 
HHS. 
ACTKM: Proposed rule. 

SUMMARV: The Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) is proposing: (1) 
To remove the standard of ioentity for 
ice milk, and (2) to amend the standard 
of identity for ira cream and frozen 
custard to provide for the use of safe 
and suitable sweeteners and to allow for 
the use of ridm milk that may be 
ccHicentrated, andfrtmi vdiKm part or all 
of the lactose has been removed by a 
safe and suitable procedure, in the food. 
To ensure consistency with the removal 

* As to cn agsocy's ctnuiderablo discration not to 
initialoo roliuHng aed its diacretioa not to 
promulgata a final r^a aflar a notica of pet^xMod 
rulwnating has baoi isanad, see, a^.. Western 
Pueis-UUsois, Inc. v. nc.an FJd 102S. 1027, 
1031 (7tb Or. laask William Natural Gas 
Company v. FERC, 072 F.2d 43a. 443-M. 450 (DXL 
Cir. loae): Arkansas Posssr A Light Coaspany «. 
ICC. 725 F.2d 716.723 (D.C Ck. 1984); Professional 
Drivers Council v. Bureau of Motor Carrier Sah/ty, 
706 F.2d 1216.1220-21 (D.C Or. 1963). 

These decisions involve situatiaQS diOerent than 
the facts hern—i.#.. decisians not to instituta 
rulemaking prooaedings at all or not to promulgata 
final rules after notices of psoposed rulemaking, m 
compared to terminating a proceeding involving a 
notice of inquiry. Hoevevar, the deference aoooriM 
to administrative agencies in the fonasr 
circumstancm (attd aspedally the considarafale 
deference accorded if the agency's dadsion is not 
to instituta rulamkaing procaedings) is no leu 
appropriate here. 

of the standard of identity for ice milk 
and the proposed changes in the 
standard of identity for ice cream and 
frozen custard, FDA is also proposing to 
remove the standard of identic for 
goat’s milk ice milk and to make 
comparable changes in the standard of 
identity for goat’s milk ice cream which 
cross-references the standard of identity 
for ice cream and frozen custard. FDA 
tentatively finds that these actions will 
promote honesty and fair dealing in the 
interest of consumers. 
DATES: Comments by March 8,1993. 
FDA proposes that any final rule that 
may issue based on fiiis pix^osal, unless 
stayed by the filing of proper objections, 
become efiective 1 year following the 
date of publication of the final rule in 
the Federal Register. 
ADDRESSES: Written comments to the 
Dockets Management Branch (HFA- 
305), Food and Drug Administration, 
rm. 1-23,12420 Parklawn Dr., 
Rockville, MD 20857. 
FOR FURTHER MFORMATIM CONTACT: 

Margaret E Cole, Center for Food Safety 
and Applied Nutrition (HFF-414), Pood 
and Drug Administration, 200 C ^ SW., 
Washington. DC 20204, 202-205-4745. 
SUPPLEMENTARY ttFORMATION: 

I. Background 

A. The 1991 Advance Notice of 
Proposed Rulemaking 

In the Federal Register of January 22, 
1991 (56 FR 2149), FDA announced, in 
an advance notice ofproposed 
rulemaking (ANPRM), that petitions had 
been filed in Dodeet No. 88P-0251 by 
the International Ice Cream Association 
(nCA). 888 16th St. NW., Wadiington, 
DC 20006, a trade association 
representing manufecturers and 
distributors of ice cream and other 
frozen desserts (petitimi dated February 
23,1990, and amended Mardi 29.1990); 
Public Voice for Food and Health Policy 
(Public Voice). 1001 Connecticut Ave. 
NW.. Suite 522, Washington, DC 20036, 
a national nonprofit consumer research, 
education, anci advocacy organization 
(petition dated Mardi 30,1990); The 
Calorie Control Coundl (the Coundl), 
5775 Peachtree-Dunwoody Rd., Atlanta. 
GA 30342, an international assodation 
of manufacturers of low calorie and diet 
foods and beverages, including 
manufecturers of a variety of sweeteners 
and other low calorie in^edients 
(petition dated March 5,1990); and 
Kraft General Foods (K(^, 1880 JFK 
Blvd., Philadelphia, PA 19103, a 
manufacturer and ^stributor of a broad 
range of food products within the 
United States (petition dated October 
16.1989, and submitted mi March 14, 

1990). The petitioners requested that the 
agency: (1) Amend the standard of_ 
identity for ice milk (§ 135.120 (21 CFR 
135.120)) to change the name of the food 
from “ice milk” to ’’reduced fet ice 
cream;” (2) establish new standards of 
identity for "lowfet ice cream” and 
’’nonfat ice cream;” (3) provide for the 
use of any safe and suitable sweeteners 
in the new or revised standards for 
’’reduced fet,” ’’lowfet,” and ’’nonfat” 
ice cream pr^ucts; and (4) amend the 
standard of identity for ice cream 
(135.110 (21 CFR 135.110)) to provide 
for the use of any safe and suitable 
sweeteners. Interested persons were 
given until March 25,1991, to comment. 

In the ANPRM, FDA spe^cally 
requested comments on whether the 
suggested names ’’reduced fet ice 
cream,” “lowfet ice cream,” and “nonfat 
ice cream” would be misleading to 
consumers. The agency also requested 
data and information concerning the 
need for, and appropriateness ol such 
new or revised standards, as weU as on 
a number of factors including, but not 
limited to: 

(1) The minimum weight per gallon 
requirement; 

(2) The minimum total nonfet milk 
solids requirement; 

(3) The milkfat content requiremoats; 
(4) The use of “nonfat” on a product 

that may contain up to 0.5 pmt»nt 
milkfat; 

is) The use of “lowfet” (m a product 
th^ may contain 2 percent milkfet; 

(6) Whether the lunitations on fet 
content should apply to the milkfet 
content of the ba^ mix or to the total 
fat content of the product induding the 
fet contributed by diaracterizing 
flavoring ingredients (e.g., milk 
chocolate, butterscotch, and nuts) that 
may be added to the bade ice cream 
mix; 

(7) Nutritional equivalency, i.e., 
whether these products should contain 
added vitamins and minerals; 

(8) The suitability of, need for, and 
conditions of use of any safe and 
suitable svreeteners, including 
alternative sweeteners such as saccharin 
and aspartame; 

(9) The need to amend the goat’s milk 
ice cream and goat’s milk ice milk 
standards of idmtity (S§ 135.115 and 

;713S.125 (21 CFR 135.115 and 135.125)) 
to be consistent with any dianges made 
in the ice cream and ice milk standards 
of identity (§§135.110 and 135.120); 

(10) Alternative ways of addresdng 
the underlying issue raised the 
petitiems, i.e., providing for lower fat ice 
cream products under ^ name “ice 
cream;” 

(11) The ahemative language, 
sugge^ed by FDA, to des^be the 
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permitted optional sweeteners as “any 
sweetener that has been affirmed as 
generally recognized as safe (GRAS) or 
approved as a food additive for this use 
by the FDA” instead of the phrase “any 
safe and suitable sweeteners.” as 
suggested by the petitioners; and 

(12) The impact on small businesses 
if proposals, as suggested by the 
petitioners, were ^opted. 

B. The 1991 Proposals 

On November 8.1990. the President 
signed into law the Nutrition Labeling 
and Education Act of 1990 (1990 
amendments) (Pub. L. 101-535). Section 
3(b)(1)(A) of the 1990 amendments (21 
U.S.C. 343) requires FDA to issue 
regulations that define claims 
characterizing the level of any nutrient 
that is of a type required to be declared 
in nutrition labeling. Specifically, the 
1990 amendments direct FDA to 
promulgate regulations prescribing the 
use of the terms “free.” “low.” “light” 
or "lite.” “reduced.” “less,” and “high" 
to characterize the level of these 
nutrients, unless the Secretary of Health 
and Human Services finds that the use 
of any such term would be misleading 
(section 3(b)(l)(A)(iii) of the 1990 
amendments). 

In its implementation of the 1990 
amendments. FDA published a number 
of food labeling proposals in the 
November 27,1991, Federal Register. In 
one document entitled “Food Labeling: 
Nutrient Content Claims, General 
Principles. Petitions, Definition of 
Terms” (56 FR 60421), FDA proposed to 
establish regulations that define specific 
nutrient content claims including the 
terms “low,” “fiee,” “reduced,” "light” 
or “lite,” “source,” and “high.” Further, 
in the November 27,1991, document 
the agency proposed to provide for 
comparative claims that use the terms 
“less,” “fewer,”and “more.” In another 
document entitled “Food Labeling: 
Definitions of Nutrient Content Claims 
for the Fat, Fatty Acid, and Cholesterol 
Content of Food” (56 FR 60478), FDA 
proposed to establish definitions for fat, 
flatty acid, and cholesterol claims as well 
as requirements for the proper use of 
such terms as “reduced fat,” “lowfat,” 
and “nonfat” on food labels. 

In the November 27,1991, Federal 
Register. FDA also published a proposal 
entitled “Food Standards: Requirements 
for Substitute Foods Named by Use of 
a Nutrient Content Claim and a 
Standardized Term” (hereinafter 
referred to as the general standard 
proposal) (56 FR 60512). In that 
document, FDA proposed to amend the 
general provisions for food standards to 
prescribe a general definition and 
standard of identity for foods named by 

use of a nutrient content claim defined 
in part 101 (21CFR part 101) (such as 
“fat free,” “low calorie,” and “light”) in 
conjunction with a traditional 
standardized name (e.g., “reduced fat 
ice cream”). 

After consulting with Public Voice 
and KGF about the course of action that 
should be taken in light of the general 
standard proposal (56 FR 60512), IICA, 
in a letter dated January 15,1992, 
amended its petitions of February 23, 
1990, and March 29,1990. IICA’s 
amended petition withdrew its February 
23,1990, petition as it related to the 
establishment of standards of identity 
for “reduced fat ice cream,” “lowfat ice 
cream.” and “nonfat ice cream” and 
requested that the standard of identity 
for ice milk be removed. Subsequently, 
in a letter dated March 12.1992, KGF 
withdrew its petition to establish a new 
standard of identity for nonfat ice 
cream. Shortly thereafter, on April 10, 
1992, Public Voice withdrew its 
petition. Both KGF and Public Voice 
supported nCA’s request that the 
standard of identity for ice milk be 
removed. KGF also supported IICA’s 
petition for the use of safe and suitable 
sweeteners. Public Voice stated that it 
neither supported nor opposed IICA’s 
recommendation on this issue. 

C. The 1992 Final Rules 

Elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register. FDA is publishing two related 
final rules to implement section 
3(b)(1)(A) of the 1990 amendments. 
They are: (1) “Food Labeling: Nutrient 
Content Claims, General Principles, 
Petitions, Definitions of Terms” 
(hereinafter referred to as the nutrient 
content claims final rule); and (2) “Food 
Standards: Requirements for Foods 
Named by Use of a Nutrient Content 
Claim and a Standardized Term” 
(hereinafter referred to as the general 
standard final rule). 

In the nutrient content claims final 
rule, FDA is establishing in part 101 
definitions for nutrient content claims 
together with general principles and 
procedures governing their use. Nutrient 
content claims for the fat content of 
foods are defined in new § 101.62 and 
include: "nonfat” (new § 101.62(b)(1)), 
“lowfat” (new § 101.62(b)(2)), and 
“reduced fat” (new § 101.62(b)(4)). The 
term “light” (or “lite”) is defined in new 
§101.56. 

In the general standard final rule, 
FDA is establishing a general definition 
and standard of identity in new § 130.10 
for modified versions of standardized 
foods. Specifically, the new general 
standard final rule, in new § 130.10, 
permits the use of FDA-defined nutrient 
content claims for fat content, such as 

“reduced fat,” “lowfat,” and “nonfat,” 
in conjimction with the names of 
traditional standardized foods in parts 
131 through 169 (21 CFR parts 131 
through 169) in naming these new foods 
that have been specially formulated to 
reduce the level of fat in the product in 
new § 130.10(a). For example, the 
general standard final rule establishes 
conditions whereby the terms “reduced 
fat,” “lowfat,” and “nonfat” can be used 
with the standardized term “ice cream” 
for foods that resemble and substitute 
for ice cream but contain less milkfat 
than regular ice cream. 

Under the general standard final rule, 
the modified version of the traditional 
product must not be nutritionally 
inferior to the traditional food that it 
resembles and for which it is intended 
to substitute (new § 130.10(b)). In 
addition, the food must possess similar 
performance properties and 
organoleptic characteristics (new 
§ 130.10(c)), and it must be prepared 
from the same ingredients as the 
traditional standardized food, except 
that safe and suitable ingredients to 
improve texture, add flavor, add 
sweetness, prevent syneresis, extend 
shelf life, or improve appearance are 
allowed (new § 130.10(d)(1)). Further, to 
replace fat and calories, appropriate fat 
analogs and water may be added to 
modified versions of the traditional 
standardized foods defined in parts 131 
through 169 (new § 130.10(d)(5)). 
Ingredients not provided for by the 
standard of identity, and ingr^ients 
used in excess of those provided for by 
the standard e.g., water to replace fat, 
must be identified as such in the 
ingredient statement (new ^ 
§ 130.10(f)(2)). 

Thus, terms such as “reduced fat,” 
“lowfat,” and “nonfat” can be used in 
conjunction with the name “ice cream” 
as long as their use complies with new 
§ 130.10 and is not false or misleading 
to consumers, and as long as the 
modified version does not purport to be 
a food to which another standard of 
identity applies. For example, without 
the changes proposed below, a reduced 
fat ice cream product that complies with 
the existing standard of identity for ice 
milk must be labeled as “ice milk.” 

II. Frozen Desserts—^Legal Authority 

Section 8 of the 1990 amendments 
removes food standards from the 
coverage of section 701(e) of the Federal 
Food. Drug, and Cosmetic Act (the act) 
(21 U.S.C. 371(e)) except for: 

* * • any action for the amendment or 
repeal of any definition and standard of 
identity under section 401 of the act for any 
dairy products (including products regulated 
under parts 131,133, and 135 of title 21, 
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Code of Federal Regulations) or maple sirup 
(regulated under § 168.140 of title 21, Code 
of Federal Regulations). 

In this document, FDA is proposing to 
remove (i.e., repeal) the standaids of 
identity for ice milk (§ 135.120) and 
goat's milk ice milk (§ 135.125) and to 
amend the standards of identity for ice 
cream (§ 135.110 (21 CFR 135.110)) and 
goat’s milk ice cream (§ 135.115 (21 CFR 
135.115)). Because these proposed 
actions are to remove and to amend 
standards for dairy products, they are 
subject to the formal rulemaking 
procedures of section 701(e) of the act. 
Section 701(e) of the act, unlike the 
informal niiemaking procedures of 
section 70jfa) of the act, requires that 
the agency hold a formal evidentiary 
hearing if objections that raise issues of 
material fact are filed in response to 
final rules to establish, amend, or 
remove a food standard. 

HI. IICA’s and the Council’s Statement 
of Grounds and Review of Comments 

A. IICA’s and the Council’s Statement of 
Grounds 

FDA summarized in the ANPRM the 
statements of grounds submitted by 
IICA and the Council in support of their 
suggested changes concerning safe and 
suitable sweeteners. In that ANPRM, 
FDA noted that the petitioners had 
argued that permitting the use of safe 
and suitable sweeteners in frozen 
desserts would help consumers to meet 
national nutritional goals and would 
ultimately enhance the public health by 
increasing the availability in the 
marketplace of ice cream products low 
in calories and sugars. Further, the 
agency noted that the petitioners had 
a.cserted that the provision concerning 
safe and suitable sweeteners would 
create consistency in the naming of new 
ice cream products and would provide 
label information about sweeteners to 
consumers. 

B. Summary of Comments 

FDA received and reviewed 65 letters, 
each containing one or more comments, 
from consumers, the food industry, 
academia, trade associations, and 
consumer organizations in response to 
the ANPRhf on the standards for ice 
cream and ice milk and the need to 
establi^ standards for reduced fat, 
lowfat, and nonfat ice creams. The 
comments generally supported the 
petitioners’ requests as published in the 
ANPRM. 

Some comments addressed issues 
unrelated to the establishment of 
standards of identity for “reduced fat ice 
cream," "lowfat ice cream," and “nonfat 
ice cream.” However, many comments 
specifically addressed the need to 

establish such standards. With regard to 
the need to establi^ such standards, 
FDA received one or more comments 
addressing each of the following issues: 

(1) Percentage declaration of milkfat 
content; 

(2) Minimum weight per gallon; 
(3) Total solids requirement for lowfat 

and nonfat ice cream; 
(4) Establishment of 5 percent milkfat, 

as compared to 7 percent milkfat, as the 
maximum milkfat content of reduced fat 
ice cream; 

(5) Maximum fat level in nonfat ice 
cream and the contribution of high fat 
flavoring ingredients; 

(6) Nutritional equivalency; 
(7) Declaration of the fat content to 

include flavoring ingredients; and 
(8) "Reduced rat” labeling on 

products with a 50 percent reduction in 
fat. 

The agency believes that the new 
requirements that it has established in 
the general standard final rule in new 
§ 130.10 for modified foods named by 
use of a nutrient content claim and a 
standardized term (e.g., reduced fat ice 
cream) eliminate the need for individual 
standards of identity for these lower fat 
ice cream products. Moreover, in that 
document, FDA responds to many of the 
comments on the need for such 
standards. For example, among other 
issues, the preamble to the general 
standard final rule addresses the issues 
of minimum weight per gallon, the total 
solids requirement, the definition of 
“reduced fat ice cream,” the definition 
of "nonfat ice cream,” and nutritional 
equivalency. Therefore, in light of: (1) 
New § 130.10 in the general standard 
final rule; and (2) the petitioners' 
concurrence that individual standards 
are no longer necessary, as evidenced by 
the withdrawal of their petitions for 
establishing such individual standards, 
FDA believes that further regulatory 
action to establish standards for reduced 
fat, lowfat, and nonfat ice cream 
products is unnecessary. Therefore, 
FDA has fully addressed the comments 
relating to this issue, and there is no 
need to address them any further. 

The agency will describe the relevant 
comments as they relate to the removal 
of the ice milk standard and to the 
amendment of the ice creeun standard in 
the discussion of the proposed 
regulation that follows. 

rV. The Proposal 

A. Ice Milk 

Comments received by the ager>cy in 
response to the ANPRM did not 
specifically address the issue of 
removing the standard of identity for ice 
milk. However, the amended petitions 

from nCA, Public Voice, and KGF 
supported the removal of the ice milk 
standard so as to provide for lower fat 
ice cream products such as “reduced fat 
ice cream.” 

If FDA removes the “ice milk” 
standard, then under the general 
standard final rule, manufacturers will 
be free to label as “reduced fat ice 
cream” those firozen desserts that meet 
the agency’s definition of “reduced fat” 
in new § 101.62(a)(4) of the nutrient 
content claim final rule and that comply 
with the definition and standard of 
identity for ice cream in § 135.110 
except for those deviations firom that 
standard that are provided for in hew 
§ 130.10 of the general standard final 
rule. The agency is defining “reduced 
fat” to mean a total fat content at least 
25 percent less than the total fat content 
of an appropriate reference food (new 
§ 101.62(b)(4)). Many products that now 
bear the name “ice milk” on their labels 
could, without reformulation, be 
redesignated as “reduced fat ice cream” 
under the general standard of identity 
(new § 130.10) if the ice milk standard 
is removed. 

However, reduced fat ice cream must 
also contain less than the minimum 10 
percent milkfat provided for in 
traditional standardized ice cream in 
accordance with § 135.110(a)(2). Frozen 
dessert products that meet the standard 
for ice cream (i.e., that contain a 
minimum of 10 percent milkfat or a 
minimum of 8 percent milkfat in 
products where bulky flavors are used) 
must be labeled as ice cream. Thus, a 
manufacturer that reduces the fat level 
in the company’s “super premium” 
product (e.g., vanilla ice cream with a 
milkfat content of 14 percent) by 25 
percent would not be able to designate 
the product as “reduced fat ice cream.” 
In this instance, because the product 
would contain a level of milkfat that is 
consistent with the minimum milkfat 
level for ice cream in § 135.110(a)(2), the 
product would still be ice cream and 
would have to be named accordingly. 
However, the product could bear on its 
label a truthful statement explaining 
that the product contains 25 percent less 
fat than the company’s “su{>er 
premium” product. 

Moreover, Public Voice mentioned in 
its petition that the use of the name "ice 
milk” reduces the marketability of a 
food that is similar to ice cream but that 
contains less fat. Thus, redesignation of 
“the product as "reduced fat ice cream” 
may improve the marketability of the 
product and consequently may promote 
its consumption in place of full fat ice 
cream. Replacement of regular full fat 
ice cream in the diet with a lower fat 
version of ice cream will help 
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consumers to achieve one of the 
recommended national nutriticmal goals 
(i.e., to reduce dietary fot levels). 

Therefore, the agency is proposing to 
remove the standard of identity for ice 
milk in § 135.120. 

B. Safe and Suitable Sweeteners 

In their petitions, nCA and the 
Council requested that FDA provide for 
the use of any safe and suitable 
sweeteners in ice cream products. In the 
ANPRM, the agency asked whether the 
language in the current standards that 
requires that all ingredients used in the 
food be “safe and suitable” should be 
expanded to provide for the use of "any 
safe and suitable sweeteners." FDA 
notes that the standard of identity in 
§ 135.110 now provides only for the use 
of safe and suitable nutritive 
carbohydrate sweeteners in ice cream. 
Further, to ensure that the use of 
sweeteners that have not been 
determined by FDA to be safe is 
prohibited in these foods, the agency 
suggested that the permitted option^ 
sweeteners be described in the 
standards as “any sweetener that has 
been affirmed as GRAS or approved as 
a food additive for this use by the FDA." 

The ma)ority of the comments 
addressing this issue supported the use 
of alternative sweeteners (i.e., 
sweeteners other than nutritive 
carbohydrate sweeteners), such as 
aspartame and saccharin, in new food 
products because the use of these 
sweeteners would increase the 
availability of lower calorie frozen 
desserts. Many of these comments also 
approved of the language, suggested by 
FDA, that the sweeteners used in the ice 
cream products be either “affirmed as 
GRAS or approved for this use by FDA" 
instead of the usual “safe and suitable" 
language. Several persons maintained 
that this language would ensure that the 
sweeteners used would be safe for this 
use. Other comments believed that 
either statement is acceptable. 

A few comments, however, were 
concerned that the proposed FDA 
language would create a mandatory 
safety evaluation system for all optional 
sweeteners in ice cream products 
irrespective of their possible GRAS 
status. The comments contended that 
such a requirement would be an 
inappropriate use of food standards and 
would use standards as a vehicle for 
circumventing the safety review 
procedures established by the act. A 
trade association was concerned that the 
FDA suggested language was a return to 
the pre-1974 practice of defining 
acceptable ingredients for each food 
standard. 

A comment from the Council stated 
that FDA’s concern about the use of 
unapproved food additives is fiilly 
addressed by the use of the term “safe 
and suitable," which the agency already 
has defined in § 130.3(d)(21 CFR 
130.3(d). The comment pointed out that 
the purpose of FDA’s codification of the 
definition of “safe and sriitable" was to 
avoid repeating the same definition in 
each incfividu^ standard. Die comment 
concluded that a change in the “safe 
and suitable" language of the standards 
is not necessary. 

Although the “safe and suitable" 
language does not directly dte GRAS 
substances, the agency at^owledges 
that this language includes them 
because safe and suitable ingredients 
include substances that are not 
unapproved food additives. The agency 
acknowledges that the suggested 
alternative FDA language could be 
interpreted as eliminating from use in 
ice cream products certain sweetening 
ingredients whose use is not specifically 
provided for in current FDA regulations. 
The agency also notes that the general 
provisions for food standards in 
§ 130.3(c) stren^en the safety 
requirements of § 130.3(d). These 
general provisions provide that no 
provisions of food standards may be 
construed as in any way affecting the 
concurrent applicability of the general 
provisions of &e act and the regulations 
thereunder relating to adulteration and 
misbranding. Thus. § 130.3(c) of the 
general provisions for food standsuds 
reinforces the requirement that 
sweetening additives must be safe and 
in compliance vnth sections 201(s) and 
409 of the act (21 U.S.C 321(s) and 348). 
Therefore, FDA has decided to use the 
safe and suitable language in describing 
the sweetening ingredients permitted in 
ice cream products in this proposal. 

However, this tentative oecision 
should not be construed as agency 
concurrence with independent GRAS 
determinations. The agency points out 
that it cannot agree that a sweetener is 
GRAS for some intended use in a food 
until it has reviewed all pertinent data 
on the ingredient and made a 
determination that it is safe for such 
use. FDA cautions that, without 
appropriate authorization, companies or 
individuals who make a GRAS 
determination on an ingredient take the 
risk that the agency will disagree with 
them and take regulatory action against 
the use of the substance. 

One comment stated that the agency 
should reject the petition to add a 
provision to permit the use of “any safe 
and suitable sweeteners" in these 
products. It expressed the opinion that 
more information is needed on the long¬ 

term safety of some alternative 
sweeteners that may be used in foods. 

FDA advises that any safe and 
suitable sweetener, whether GRAS or an 
approved food additive, presumably is 
viewed as safe for its intended use by 
experts, qualified by scientific training 
and experience, to evaluate the safety of 
such substances. In addition, traditional 
sweeteners, such as honey which has 
been used for many years for this 
purpose, were not intended to be 
excluded from use in ice cream 
products by the suggested language that 
referred to the GRAS status of the 
sweetener (§ 170.30(d) 21 CFR 
170.30(d)). ’Therefore, as discussed 
above, FDA is proposing to provide in 
§ 135.110(a)(1) for the use of both 
nutritive and nonnutritive safe and 
suitable sweeteners in the standards set 
forth below. 

FDA points out that another option is 
to retain the provision in $ 135.110(a)(1) 
that requires the use of “nutritive 
carbohydrate sweeteners" as mandatory 
ingredients in ice cream and to allow ice 
cream products containing alternative 
sweeteners to be subject to the general 
standard of identity in new § 130.10, as 
has been done with other standardized 
foods. FDA notes, however, that new § 
130.10(d)(4) of the general standard 
final rule requires mat an ingredient 
that is specifically required by the 
standard (e.g., nutritive carbohydrate 
sweetener in ice cream) must be present 
in the product in a significant amoimt 
(i.e., at least that amount that is required 
to achieve the technical effect of that 
ingredient in the food). Thus, this 
option would prevent manufacturers 
from replacing all of the nutritive 
carbohydrate sweetener in such a 
product with one or more alternative 
sweeteners unless they called the 
product by a name other than the 
standardized name of the food. 

The agency is requesting comments 
on the need for, and appropriateness of, 
the proposed change in § 135.110(a)(1) 
and proposed $ 135.110(e)(7) with 
respect to the use of “safe and suitable 
sweeteners" in ice cream products as 
opposed to the general provision of new 
§130.10. 

One comment requested that the 
standards for ice cream products require 
that the artificial sweeteners used in 
these foods be declared on the principal 
display panel. 

IDA recognizes that some consiuners 
want to avoid frozen dessert products 
that contain the alternative sweeteners 
for which the standard of identity for ice 
cream does not now provide. In § 102.5 
(21 CFR 102.5), FDA has established 
general principles for establishing 
common or usual names for 
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nonstandardized foods when the 
presence of a characterizing ingredient 
or component of an ingredient in such 
foods has a material bearing on 
consumer acceptance. However, there 
are no similar requirements for 
standardized foods unless specifically 
provided for in the standard of identity 
for a given food. FDA believes that ice 
cream made in compliance with 
§ 135.110, but that is sweetened with an 
alternative sweetener, is a distinctly 
different product than that sweetened 
with a nutritive carbohydrate sweetener 
as the standard for this food now 
permits and accordingly should be 
clearly distinguished from the 
traditional food. Therefore, FDA 
tentatively concludes that it is necessary 
to inform consumers of this fact in 
sections 201(n) and 403(a} (21 U.S.C. 
343) of the act. Under new § 130.10 in 
the general standard final rule, a 
product containing an alternative 
sweetener would be distinguished from 
the traditional product by naming the 
product using such nutrient content 
claims as “reduced sugar*’ defined in 
new § 101.60(c)(4) or “reduced calorie” 
defined in new § 101.60(b)(4), provided 
that the requirements for the use of 
these terms on the food label are 
otherwise met. 

FDA also notes that foods that are 
sweetened with one or more artificial 
sweeteners, whether nutritive or 
nonnutritive, are foods for special 
dietary use under § 105.3(a)(2) (21 CFR 
105.3(a)(2). Therefore, they must be 
labeled to comply with the requirements 
of § 105.66 (21 CFR 105.66). A final rule 
revising § 105.66 to conform with the 
requirements of the 1990 amendments is 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. In accordance with 
new § 105.66, the food may be labeled 
with terms such as “diet,” “dietetic,” 
“artificially sweetened,” or “sweetened 
with nonnutritive sweetener” only if the 
claim is not false or misleading to 
consumers, and the food is lal^led “low 
calorie” or “reduced calorie” or bears 
another comparative caloric claim. 

Therefore, to distinguish standardized 
ice cream products sweetened with 
alternative sweeteners (i.e., sweeteners 
other than nutritive carbohydrate 
sweeteners) from products sweetened 
with traditional sweeteners (i.e., 
nutritive carbohydrate sweeteners), FDA 
is proposing to add a requirement in the 
ice cream standard in proposed 
§ 135.110(e)(7), and in the goat’s milk 
ice cream standard in proposed 
§ 135.115(c)(2), that the presence of 
such alternative sweeteners be declared 
by their common or usual name on the 
principal display panel of the label as 
part of the statement of identity in 

letters of no less than one-half the size 
of the type used in the product name 
(e.g., “ice cream”) but no smaller than 
one-sixteenth of an inch. 

FDA is also providing in these 
proposed provisions that, as discussed 
above, ice cream products sweetened 
with such sweeteners must comply with 
the applicable provisions of new 
§ 105.66. Thus, in addition to having to 
declare the presence of alternative 
sweeteners as a part of their statements 
of identity, such products will have to 
be labeled as “low calorie” or “reduced 
calorie” or bear another comparative 
caloric claim in compliance with part 
101. The agency notes that modified ice 
cream products made in conformity 
with the provisions of new § 130.10 in 
the general standard final rule will also 
have to comply with the labeling 
requirements for sweeteners if they are 
finalized as in proposed § 135.110(e)(7). 
New § 130.10(e) requires that the name 
of a modified version of a standardized 
food that complies with the general 
standard in new § 130.10 is the 
appropriate expressed nutrient content 
claim e.g., “reduced fat” and the 
applicable standardized term e.g., “ice 
cream sweetened with aspartame.” The 
agency specifically requests comments 
on the need to declare alternative 
sweeteners in ice cream as discussed 
above. 

C. Skim Milk with Part or All of the 
Lactose Removed by Alternate 
Technologies 

One comment stated that recently 
developed technologies will piermit 
increases in the amount of milk protein 
used in ice cream and related products 
without the quality problems normally 
associated with lactose in the dairy 
ingredients. To address the use of 
ultrafiltration and other lactose- 
reduction technologies, the comment 
requested that FDA revise § 135.110(b) 
to replace the phrase “skim milk that 
has been concentrated and from which 
part of the lactose has been removed by 
crystallization” with “skim milk (that) 
may be concentrated and from which 
part of the lactose has been removed by 
crystallization, ultrafiltration, or other 
approved technologies.” 

FDA tentatively finds that it would be 
appropriate for the standard to permit 
addition of concentrated skim milk from 
which part of the lactose has been 
remov^ by ultrafiltration. The agency 
believes that it should also provide for 
the removal of part or all of the lactose 
by any safe and suitable procedure. 
These actions will give manufacturers 
the opportunity to use state-of-the-art 
processing technologies. However, 
manufacturers must ensure that the 

nutritional quality of the resulting food 
is not detrimentally affected. 
Accordingly, FDA is amending the ice 
cream standard in proposed § 135.110(b) 
to provide for the addition of skim milk 
that may be concentrated, and from 
which part or all of the lactose has been 
removed by a safe and suitable 
procedure, in the food. This approach 
will minimize the need to revise the 
standard should other acceptable 
procedures be developed for lactose 
reduction or removal at a later date. 

D. Goat's Milk Ice Cream and Goat's 
Milk Ice Milk 

In the ANPRM, FDA asked whether 
the goat’s milk ice cream and goat’s milk 
ice milk standards of identity in 
§§ 135.115 and 135.125 should be 
amended to achieve consistency with 
any changes in the ice cream and ice 
milk standards of identity §§ 135.110 
and 135.120. The goat’s milk ice cream 
and goat’s milk ice milk standards of 
identity cross-reference the ice cream 
and ice milk standards of identity with 
respect to the use of optional 
ingredients excluding caseinates, weight 
per gallon, weight of total food solids, 
and labeling requirements. 

FDA received one comment from a 
consumer advocacy organization in 
support of changes in the goat’s milk ice 
cream and goat’s milk ice milk 
standards. The comment stated that, in 
the interest of consistency and for the 
same basic reasons given in the 
petitions, corresponding changes in the 
standards of identity for goat’s milk ice 
cream and goat’s milk ice milk should 
be proposed. 

FDA agrees with this comment. The 
agency believes that the suggested 
actions relating to the standards for 
goat’s milk ice milk and goat’s milk ice 
cream will foster uniformity in the 
labeling of ice cream products. In 
addition, making changes in the 
standard for goat’s milk ice cream in 
§ 135.115 will permit this product to be 
formulated similarly to ice cream in 
§ 135.110. Accordingly, the agency is 
proposing to remove the standard for 
goat's milk ice milk and to make 
changes in the standard for goat’s milk 
ice cream similar to the proposed 
changes in the standard for ice cream 
and frozen custard, as discussed above. 

E. Additional Comments 

FDA received several comments on 
the use of “any safe and suitable dairy 
ingredient;” the use of safe and suitable 
milk-derived protein ingredients other 
than caseinates; the use of vegetable 
proteins; and the use of fat substitutes, 
such as microparticulated protein, in ice 
cream products. As discussed below. 
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FDA finds that the issues raised by these 
comments are appropriate for agency 
consideration. However, as a resource 
matter, given the demands of the formal 
rulemaldng process. FDA concludes that 
it is not appropriate for the agency at 
this time to institute formal rulemaking 
procedures on most of these matters. 

One comment requested that FDA 
revise § 135.110(b) to provide for "any 
safe and suitable dairy ingredient." It 
stated that the listing of optional dairy 
ingredients by name or by the process 
by which they are derived effectively 
prohibits the use of some new or novel 
materials (e.g., concentrated skim milk 
with the lactose removed by a process 
other than crystallization). 

In view of the wide range of optional 
dairy ingredients listed by name or by 
the process by which they are derived 
in § 135.110(b) of the standard for ice 
cream, FDA requests comments on 
whether the s]>ecific names should be 
deleted from § 135.110(b), and whether 
the standard should be amended to. 
provide for the use of any safe and 
suitable dairy ingredients, as suggested 
by the comment. If a comment supports 
use of a collective term such as “dairy 
ingredient," the agency asks that the 
comment provide a definition of the 
term so as to facilitate proper 
interpretation of the regulation. 

One comment su^ested that FDA 
provide for safe an^uitable milk- 
derived protein ingredients other than 
caseinates where the milk solids content 
minimums required by the standard for 
ice cream in § 135.110 are otherwise 
met. The comment stated that these 
"other milk protein ingredients" 
include milk protein hydrolysates 
(enzyme-modified milk protein) and 
milk protein isolates (caseinates and 
whey protein co-isolates). The comment 
maintained that the use of milk proteins 
other than caseinates contributes to 
aeration of frozen lowfat dairy desserts, 
thereby improving the body and texture 
of these products, and that their use will 
not reduce the nutritional value of 
standardized dairy products. It further 
stated that these ingredients are safe and 
suitable for use in other 
nonstandardized foods such as fi'ozen 
yogurt, coffee whiteners, infant 
formulas, fortified cereals, and medical 
foods. The comment requested that the 
standards proposed in the ANPRM be 
amended by replacing the optional 
caseinates with the term “safe and 
suitable milk-derived proteins." 

FDA acknowledges that milk protein 
hydrolysates are GRAS and are now 
used in many foods. These hydrolysates 
vary in the degree of hydrolysis that 
they have undergone depending on the 
manufacturing process They also vary in 

their functional characteristics 
depending on their intended use. 
However, before the agency extends the 
category of milk-derived protein 
components that may be used in these 
foods, it would like additional 
information on the nature of and need 
for these ingredients in ice cream, the 
proposed levels of use, and their 
suitability in performing technical 
functions in the food, such as aeration, 
as suggested by the comment, as well as 
information on any possible adverse 
effects of their use. If the comments on 
this issue adequately support the need 
for such ingredients, FDA will consider 
providing for their use in the final 
regulation that results irom this 
proposal. 

One comment suggested that the 
standards provide for the addition of 
vegetable proteins in addition to milk- 
derived protein sources. It maintained 
that vegetable proteins could provide 
consumers and manufacturers with new 
nutritional, economic, and quality 
advantages in these products. 

FDA aoes not agree that the standards 
for ice cream products should provide 
for the addition of vegetable proteins. 
Ice cream and ice milk products are 
traditionally considered to be dairy 
products, and, as such, neither vegetable 
proteins nor vegetable fats or oils are 
considered to be suitable ingredients of 
these foods. When vegetable proteins or 
vegetable fats or oils are used in frozen 
dessert products resembling ice cream, 
FDA considers these foods to be 
nonstandardized substitute foods 
provided that they are nutritionally 
equivalent to ice cream or ice milk. As 
such, these products should bear a 
common or usual name that is not 
misleading. 

For example, coffee whiteners 
containing ingredients of vegetable 
origin do not purport to be cream or dry 
cream products. Rather, they are 
products that bear their own common or 
usual name. In a like manner, the 
agency believes that frozen dessert 
products, made in the semblance of ice 
cream and containing vegetable proteins 
or vegetable fats or oils, must be 
properly identified under their own 
common or usual name. Therefore, FDA 
is not providing for vegetable proteins 
in the proposed amendment of the 
standard of identity for ice cream set 
forth below. However, the agency notes 
that nonrhilk-derived protein-containing 
ingredients may be included in frozen 
dessert products labeled as “mellorine” 
in § 135.130 (21 CFR 135.130). 

One comment from an ingredient 
supplier asked whether fat substitutes, 
such as microparticulated protein, could 
be used in ice cream products. The 

comment stated that microparticulated 
protein, prepared from egg white and 
skim milk (or, alternatively, from whey 
protein concentrate), is used in products 
complying with the nCA proposed 
standards. 

A comment from a consumer stated 
that fat substitutes do not belong in 
traditional ice cream products covered 
by standards of identity. The comment 
stated that these ingredients should be 
used only in the "frozen desserts” 
category. The comment contended that 
the preservation of tradition overrides 
governmental, medical, and consumer 
interests in reducing fat intake and 
providing alternative, healthful 
products. 

FDA does not agree with the 
consumer comment in its entirety. FDA 
notes that § 135.110(a) provides for the 
use of “safe and suitable nonmilk- 
derived ingredients.” In the Federal 
Register of April 12,1977 (42 FR 
19127), in an amendment of the 
■standard for ice cream that provided for 
"safe and suitable nonmilk derived 
ingredients,” the agency stated that it 
deems as unsuitable those ingredients 
that change the basic character of the 
food or that do not perform an 
appropriate function in the food. In this 
regard, the use of fat substitutes to 
replace milkfat in ice cream is suitable 
if the minimum compositional levels for 
milkfat and nonfat milk solids for ice 
cream in § 135.110(a)(2) are met, and if 
the fat substitutes are made firom 
ingredients permitted by the standard of 
identity for ice cream. IDA believes that 
this approach is reasonable in order to 
give consumers the option to purchase 
products that simulate the 
characteristics of traditional ice cream 
but that contain less fat. 

F. Summary of Proposal 

On the basis of the information 
mentioned above, FDA is proposing to 
remove the standard of identity for ice 
milk (§ 135.120) and to make several 
requested changes in the standard of 
identity for ice cream. The requested 
changes in the ice cream standard deal 
with provisions for: (1) The use of safe 
and suitable sweeteners; and (2) the use 
of skim milk that may be concentrated, 
and from which part or all of the lactose 
has been removed by a safe and suitable 
procedure, in the food. 

FDA considers it reasonable to 
propose to remove the standard of 
identity for ice milk because this action 
will allow for the use of the "reduced 
fat” nutrient content claim in ' 
conjunction with the name "ice cream.” 
Such use will be consistent with the use 
of the terms "lowfat” and “nonfat” on 
ice cream products made in compliance 
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with new § 130.10. Until the ice milk 
standard has been removed, hozen 
desserts that have a milkfat content 
between 2 and 7 percent and that 
otherwise comply with the standard in 
§ 135.120 cannot be called “reduced fat 
ice cream.” 

FDA also considers it reasonable to 
amend the standard of identity for ice 
cream to provide for the use of safe and 
suitable sweeteners, including 
alternative sw'eeteners such as 
aspartame or saccharin; and to allow for 
the use of skim milk that may be 
concentrated, and from which part or all 
of the lactose has been removed by any 
safe and suitable procedure, in ice 
cream. FDA tentatively finds that these 
changes will permit manufacturers to 
develop nutritious, wholesome fiozen 
dessert products containing alternative 
sweeteners or sweetening systems. The 
proposed amendment of the ice cream 
standard will increase flexibility and 
give manufacturers the latitude to 
develop new, innovative products in 
response to consumer interest in and 
desire for lower calorie dairy products. 

The goat’s milk ice cream (§ 135.115) 
and goat’s milk ice milk (§ 135.125) 
standards of identity cross-reference the 
ice cream and ice milk standards of 
identity. Thus. FDA considers it 
appropriate to propose comparable 
changes in the goat’s milk ice cream and 
goat’s milk ice milk standards to reflect 
the proposed changes in the ice cream 
and ice milk standards. Therefore, the 
agency is also proposing to remove the 
goat’s milk ice milk standard and to 
amend the goat’s milk ice cream 
standard with respect to the use of 
sweeteners and with respect to the use 
of skim milk with part or all of the 
lactose removed by any safe and 
suitable procedure as discussed above 
for the cross-referenced ice cream 
standard. 

FDA is also making certain minor 
editorial changes in ^e standards of 
identity for ice cream and goat’s milk 
ice cream for clarity. 

FDA believes that these actions are 
necessary to ensure the integrity of these 
foods, to minimize any con^sion 
regarding the types of acceptable 
ingredients that may be us^ in the 
fo^s, and to promote honesty and fair 
dealing in the interest of consumers. 

V. Economic Impact 

FDA has examined the economic 
implications of the proposed rule to 
remove the standards of identity for ice 
milk and goat’s milk ice milk and to 
amend the standards of identity for ice 
cream and goat’s milk ice cream in part 
135 as required by Executive Order 
12291 and the Regulatory Flexibility 

Act. Executive Order 12291 compels 
Federal agencies to use cost-benefit 
analysis as a component of 
decisionmaking. 'The Regulatory 
Flexibility Act requires regulatory relief 
for small businesses where feasible. 
Because no marginal costs are expected 
to be incurred to comply with this 
proposed regulation, the agency finds 
that this proposed rule is not a major 
rule as defined by Executive Order 
12291. In accordance with the 
Regulatory Flexibility Act Pub. L. 96- 
354, FDA has also determined that this 
proposed rule will not have a significant 
adverse impact on a substantial number 
of small businesses. 

FDA has tentatively determined that, 
because the effect of the actions that the 
agency is proposing is to permit 
increased flexibility in the processing of 
frozen desserts and because a reasonable 
amount of time will be provided to use 
existing supplies of labels, the proposed 
actions will not result in a significant 
impact on a substantial number of small 
entities. FDA has not received any 
information or comments on the 
ANPRM that would cause it to reach a 
different determination. 

FDA considered several options in 
arriving at this proposal. One option 
considered was to take no action. Under 
this option, manufacturers of ice cream 
products would be limited in the types 
of skim milk ingredients that may be 
used in ice cream products. Thus, 
consumers’ choices would also be 
limited. In addition, removal of the 
standard of identity for ice milk will 
provide for more informative labeling of 
the lower fat ice cream products and 
help consumers to achieve 
recommended nutritional goals. 

Another option considered was to 
remove the ice cream standard and 
goat’s milk ice cream standard, as well 
as the standards for ice milk and goat’s 
milk ice milk, and allow manufacturers 
to use any combination of types and 
levels of ingredients in these foods. 
While this option would appear to 
provide flexibility in the selection of 
ingredients, it would not be in the best 
interest of consumers or manufacturers. 
In the absence of Federal standards for 
these foods, the states could establish 
standards with different requirements 
which could hinder interstate 
commerce. Uniform standards protect 
consumers horn unfair trade practices 
and also enable manufacturers to 

. compete in an equitable manner. 
Under the selected option set forth 

below, i.e., removing the standard of 
identity for ice milk and amending the 
standard of identity for ice cream, as 
requested by the petitioners, as well as 
removing the goat’s milk ice milk 

standard and amending the goat’s milk 
ice cream standard that cross-references 
the ice cream standard, manufacturers 
will be able to provide consumers with 
ice cream products that reflect the 
traditional food and that are labeled in 
a uniform manner. In addition, the 
removal of the ice milk standard will 
provide manufacturers with increased 
flexibility to use names more acceptable 
to the public in designating ice cream 
products that contain reduced levels of 
calories and fat. 

If FDA adopts this proposal, firms that 
produce ice milk products will have to 
revise their labels. Some firms may also 
wish to reformulate their ice milk 
products so as to be able to take 
advantage of the increased flexibility in 
product formulation provided for under 
new § 130.10. However, FDA believes 
that any additional costs for label 
changes will be offset by the increased 
consumer recognition of the benefits of 
the resulting reduced calorie and 
reduced fat ice cream products. FDA 
will also allow an appropriate period of 
time (1 year) for manufacturers to use 
up labels so as not to cause a hardship 
on manufacturers of ice milk products. 
The proposed amendments to the ice 
cream and goat’s milk ice cream 
standards will also allow the use of 
additional optional ingredients. The 
agency does not anticipate that there 
will be any increased cost from these 
changes because there is no requirement 
that these new optional ingredients be 
used in ice cream products. 

Therefore, FDA finds that marginal 
costs if any, will be small for the 
proposed amendment because FDA is 
providing sufficient time for most ice 
cream manufacturers to incorporate 
label changes into normal label stock 
reordering. Therefore, in accordance 
with section 605(b) of the Regulatory 
Flexibility Act, FI)A has also 
determined that this proposed rule will 
not have a significant adverse impact on 
a substantial number of small 
businesses. 

VI. Environmental Impact 

The agency has determined under 21 
CFR 25.24(b)(1) that this action is of a 
type that does not individually or 
cumulatively have a significant effect on 
the human environment. Therefore, 
neither an environmental assessment 
nor an environmental impact statement 
is required. 

VII. Effective Date 

FDA proposes that any final rule that 
may issue based on this proposal, unless 
stayed by the filing of proper objections, 
become efiective 1 year following the 
date publication of the final rule in the 
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Federal Register. Because of the formal 
rulemaking procedures that apply to the 
amendment and removal of standards 
for products regulated under part 135, 
the agency notes that the effective date 
for any final rule that may issue fi-om 
this proposal may not coincide with the 
effective date for the food labeling final 
rules that were issued in response to the 
1990 amendments and that are 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. Except as to any 
provisions that may be stayed by the 
filing of proper objections, compliance 
with any final rule that may issue based 
on this proposal (including any required 
labeling changes) may begin 
immediately upon publication of such a 
final rule in the Federal Register. Notice 
of the filing of objections or lack thereof 
will be published in the Federal 
Register. 

VIII. References 

The following information has been 
placed on file in the Dockets 
Management Branch (address above) 
and may be seen by interested persons 
between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m., Monday 
through Friday. 

1. U.S. Department of Agriculture and U.S. 
Department of Health and Human Services, 
"Nutrition and Your Health, Dietary 
Guidelines for Americans,” 2d ed., 
Washington, DC, 1985. 

2. U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services, "The Surgeon General’s Report on 
Nutrition and Health." DHHS (PHS) 
Publication No. 88-50210, Washin^on, DC, 
U.S. Goverranent Printing Office, GPO Stock 
No. 017-001-00465-1,1988. 

3. Committee on Technological Options to 
Improve Nutritional Attributes of Animal 
Products, Board of Agriculture, National 
Research Council, "Designing Foods: Animal 
Product Options in the Marketplace," 
National Academy Press, Washington, DC, 
1988. 

IX. Comments 

Interested persons may, on or before 
March 8,1993, submit to the Dockets 
Management Branch (address above) 
written comments regarding this 
proposal. Two copies of any comments 
are to be submitted, except that 
individuals may submit one copy. 
Comments are to be identified with the 
docket number found in brackets in the 
heading of this document. Received 
comments may be seen in the office 
above between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m., 
Monday through Friday. 

List of Subjects in 21 CFR Part 135 

Food grades and standards. Food 
labeling, Frozen foods. Ice cream. 

Therefore, under the Federal Food, 
Drug, and Cosmetic Act and under 
authority delegated to the Commissioner 
of Food and Drugs and redelegated to 

the Director, Center for Food Safety and 
Applied Nutrition, it is proposed that 21 
C^ part 135 be amended as follows: 

PART 135—FROZEN DESSERTS 

1. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 135 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Secs. 201,401,403,409, 701, 
706 of the Federal Food, Drug, and Gmmetic 
Act (21 U.S.C. 321, 341, 343, 348, 371, 376). 

2. Section 135.110 is amended by 
revising paragraphs (a)(1) and (b), and 
by adding paragraph (e)(7) to read as 
follows: 

§ 135.110 lc« cream and frozen custard. 

(a) Description. (1) Ice cream is a food 
produced by freezing, while stirring, a 
pasteurized mix consisting of one or 
more of the optional dafry ingredients 
specified in paragraph (b) of this 
section, and may contain one or more of 
the optional caseinates specified in 
pmagraph (c) of this section subject to 
the conditions hereinafter set forth, and 
other safe and suitable nonmilk-dmved 
ingredients; and excluding other food 
fats, except such as are natural 
components of flavoring ingredients 
used or are added in incidental amounts 
to accomplish specific functions. Ice 
cream is sweetened with safe and 
suitable sweeteners and may or may not 
be characterized by the addition of 
flavoring ingredients. 
« * * * * 

(b) Optional dairy ingredients. The 
optional dairy ingredients referred to in 
paragraph (a) of this section are: Cream; 
dried cream; plastic cream (sometimes 
known as concentrated milkfat); butter; 
butter oil; milk; concentrated milk; 
evaporated milk; sweetened condensed 
milk; superheated condensed milk; 
dried milk; skim milk; concentrated 
skim milk; evaporated skim milk; 
condensed skim milk; superheated 
condensed skim milk; sweetened 
condensed skim milk; sweetened 
condensed part-skim milk; nonfat dry 
milk; sweet cream buttermilk; 
condensed sweet cream buttermilk; 
dried sweet cream buttermilk; skim 
milk, that may be concentrated, and 
from which part or all of the lactose has 
been removed by a safe and suitable 
procedure; skim milk in concentrated or 
dried form that has been modified by 
treating the concentrated skim milk 
with calcium hydroxide and disodium 
phosphate; and whey and those 
modified whey products (e.g., reduced 
lactose whey, reduced minerals whey, 
and whey protein concentrate) that have 
been determined by FDA to be generally 
recognized as safe (GRAS) for use in this 
type of food. Water may be added, or 
water may be evaporated from the mix. 

The sweet cream buttermilk and the 
concentrated sweet cream buttermilk or 
dried sweet cream buttermilk, when 
adjusted vdth water to a total solids 
content of 8.5 percent, has a titratable 
acidity of not more than 0.17 percent, 
calculated as lactic acid. The term 
“milk” as used in this section means 
cow’s milk. Any whey and modified 
whey products used contribute, singly 
or in combination, not more than 25 
percent by weight of the total nonfat 
milk solids content of the finished food. 
The modified skim milk, when adjusted 
with water to a total solids content of 9 
percent, is substantially free of lactic 
acid as determined by titration with 
O.lNNaOH, and it has a pH value in the 
range of 8.0 to 8.3. 
***** 

(e) * * * 
(7) When safe and suitable sweeteners 

other than nutritive carbohydrate 
sweeteners are used in the f^ood, their 
presence shall be declared by their 
common or usual name on the principal 
display panel of the label as part of the 
statement of identity in letters that shall 
be no less than one-half the size of the 
type used in the term “ice cream” but 
in any case no smaller than one- 
sixteenth of an inch. Further, the use of 
such sweeteners in the food shall 
comply with the requirements of 
§ 105.66 of this chapter. 
***** 

3. Section 135.115 is amended by 
revising paragraph (a), by redesignating 
the text of paragraph (c) as paragraph 
(c)(1). and by adding new paragraph 
(c)(2) to read as follows: 

§ 135.115 Goat’s milk ica cream. 

(a) Description. Goat’s milk ice cream 
is the food prepared in the same manner 
prescribed in § 135.110 for ice cream, 
and complies with all the provisions of 
§ 135.110, except that the only optional 
dairy ingredients that may be used are 
those in paragraph (b) of this section: 
caseinates may not be used; and 
paragraphs (e)(1) and (f) of § 135.110 
shall not apply. 
***** 

(c) * * * 
(2) When safe and suitable sweeteners 

other than nutritive carbohydrate 
sweeteners are used in the food, their 
presence shall be declared by their 
common or usual name on the principal 
display panel of the label as part of the 
statement of identity in letters that shall 
be no less than one-half the size of the 
type used in the term “goat’s milk ice 
cream” but in any case no smaller than 
one-sixteenth of an inch. Further, the 
use of such sweeteners in the food shall 
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comply with the requiremmts of 
§ 105.66 of this chapter. 
• • * • • 

i13S.120 [Removed] 

4. Section 135.120 Ice milk is 
removed horn subpart B. 

f135.125 [Removed] 

5. Section 135.125 Goat’s milk ice 
milk is removed from subpart B. 

Dated: October 23,1902. 

Fred R. Shank, 

Director, Center for Food Safety and Applied 
Nutrition. 
[FR Doc 92-31529 Filed 12-28-92; 8:45 
a.m.] 
BtUMO cooe 41MMI1-F 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

Patent and Trademark Office 

37 CFR Part 1 

[Docket No. 921118-2318] 

RIN 0651-AA63 

Patent Interference Practice Burden of 
Proof 

AGENCY: Patent and Trademark Office, 
Commerce. 
ACTION: Notice of proposed rulemaking. 

SUMMARY: The Patent and Trademark 
Office (PTO) proposes to amend its rules 
of practice in patent interference cases. 
As a result of issues arising in some 
recent cases, it is apparent that parties 
in interference cases would be helped if 
the interference rules explicitly stated 
which party has the burden of proof 
when a motion is filed. There is also 
some confusion with respect to the 
nature of the evidence that should be 
submitted with a preliminary motion, 
particularly when testimony is needed 
to support or oppose the preliminary 
motion. PTO proposes to specify that a 
party filing a motion has the burden of 
proof. PTO also proposes to more 
clearly specify the nature of expert 
witness and factual witness-evidence 
that must accompany a preliminary 
motion. Finally, PTO proposes to add a 
definition of an interlocutory order, as 
contrasted with a final decision, in 
order to clarify the meaning of an 
interlocutory order. 
DATES: Comments must be submitted on 
or before March 8,1993. A public 
hearing will not be held. 
ADDRESSES: Address written comments 
to Box 8, Commissioner of Patents and 
Trademarks, Washington, DC 20231, 
marked to the attention of Fred E. 

McKelvey, Solicitor. Written comments 
will be available for public inspection in 
suite 918, on the 9th floor of Costal 
Park n, located at 2121 Crystal Drive, 
Arlington, Virginia. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Fred 
E. McKelvey by telephone at (703) 305- 
9035 or by mail marked to his attention 
and addressed to Box 8, Commissioner 
of Patents and Trademarks, Washington, 
DC 20231. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: Hie PTO 
conducts interference proceedings to 
determine who, as between two or more 
applicants for patent or one or more 
applicants and one or more patentees, is 
the first inventor of a patentable 
invention. In the course of interference 
proceedings, the Board of Patent 
Appeals and Interferences enters two 
kinds of decisions, interlocutory orders 
and final decisions. There has been 
some confusion as to what orders are 
interlocutory orders. The PTO is 
proposing to add subsection (q) to 37 
CFR 1.601 to define an interlocutory 
order and to contrast interlocutory 
orders with the final decision. The 
presumption of correctness of an 
interlocutory order, which is presently 
in 37 CFR 1.655(a), is propos^ to be 
moved to proposed new subsection 
1.601(q), and to be deleted from 
§ 1.655(a). The definition of 
interlocutory order would include the 
decision represented by the notice 
declaring the interference. 

Under the interference rules, a party 
in an interference is authorized to file 
motions, including preliminary motions 
(37 CFR 1.633), motions to correct 
inventorship (37 CFR 1.634) and 
miscellaneous motions (37 CFR 1.635). 
When necessary, a preliminary motion 
should be accompanied by evidence (37 
CFR 1.639). Recently there has been 
confusion as to who has the burden of 
proof when a motion is filed. For 
example, when transmitting papers to 
the Board for declaration of an 
interference, the Primary Examiner 
determines in the first instance the 
extent, if any, to which a party is 
entitled to the filing date of an earlier 
domestic or foreign application. 37 CFR 
1.609(b)(4). The interference is then 
declared by an examiner-in-chief and an 
indication is given that a party has been 
accorded the benefit of the filing date of 
an earlier application. 37 CFR 
1.611(c)(5). An opponent, however, is 
authorized to challenge the initial 
decision of the Primary Examiner and 
the examiner-in-chief to accord benefit. 
The challenge is made through a 
preliminary motion. 37 CFR 1.633(g). It 
is the pro’s position that the party 
filing the motion bears the burden of 

proof to show that its opponent should 
not have been accorded die benefit of 
the filing date of an earlier application. 
If adopted, the proposed rules would 
make explicit in 37 CFR 1.637(a) that a 
party filing a motion has the burden of 
proving why it is entitled to the relief 
sought in the motion. 

Another difficulty in interference 
cases has been compliance with 37 CFR 
1.639 with respect to evidence that must 
accompany a preliminary motion. In 
1990, a decision was entered in 
Hanagan v. Kimura, 16 USPQ2d 1791, 
1794 (Comm’r Pat. 1990), that provided 
the following guidance: 

To the extent it may prove useful, the 
following guidance is provided. When expert 
testimony is needed in support of, or in 
opposition to, a preliminary motion, a party 
should: 

(1) Identify the person whom it expects to 
call as an expert; 

(2) State the field in which the person is 
alleged to be an expert; and 

(3) State in a declaration signed by the 
person 

(a) the subject matter on which the person 
is expected to testify, 

(b) the facts and opinions to which the 
person is expected to testify, and 

(c) a siunmary of the grounds and basis for 
each opinion. 

If a person is to be called as a fact witness, 
a declaration by that person stating the facts 
should be filed. 

If the other party is to be called, or if 
evidence in the possession of the other party 
is necessary, an explanation of the evidence 
sought, what it will show, and why it is 
needed must be supplied. 

When inter partes tests are to be 
performed, a description of the tests stating 
what they will show must be presented. 

The nature of the showing under S 1.639(c) 
will vary from case to case. 

Nothing in the rule change being 
proposed would alter the need to supply 
evidence in support of, or in opposition 
to, a preliminary motion. The rules 
being proposed would codify the 
Hanagan guidelines. Subsection (c) of 
§ 1.639 is proposed to be amended to 
refer to “additional evidence in the form 
of testimony” so as to distinguish the 
evidence in the form of testimony” so as 
to distinguish the evidence needed 
under subsection (c) from tliat which 
may be submitted under subsections (a) 
and (b). 

Proposed subsection (d) to 37 CFR 
1.639 would specify the nature of 
evidence that must be submitted when 
an opinion of an expert is needed. The 
statement which would be required 
under proposed subsection (d) would be 
essentially the same as discovery 
required under Rule 26(b}(4)(A)(i) of the 
Federal Rules of Civil Procedures. 

Proposed subsection (e) would specify 
the nature of evidence that must be 
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submitted when a statement of a fact 
witness is to be relied upon. 

Proposed subsection (f) would specify 
the nature of a showing which should 
be made when a statement of an 
opponent is needed or evidence in 
possession of an opponent is needed. 

Proposed subsection (g) would specify 
the nature of evidence that must be 
supplied if inter partes tests are to be 
conducted. 

The party filing the preliminary 
motion would be expected to supply all 
necessary evidence with the preliminary 
motion. Likewise, a party opposing a 
preliminary motion should supply with 
the opposition all needed evidence in 
support of the opposition. Normally, if 
a party cannot obtain all necessary 
evidence to support or oppose a 
preliminary motion, and can show good 
cause, the party should seek an 
extension of time to file or oppose the 
preliminary motion. In an unusual 
situation, the guidance may not apply in 
the case of a party opposing a 
preliminary motion. In a recent 
interference, an examiner-in-chief 
deferred to final hearing consideration 
of a preliminary motion which had been 
accompanied by considerable evidence. 
The opponent had requested leave to 
take testimony. Based on the amount of 
evidence submitted with the 
preliminary motion, it was the 
examiner-in-chiefs view that it would 
have been manifestly unfair to require 
the opponent to have prepared a fiill 
case in opposition to the preliminary 
motion in the 20-day period set for 
filing oppositions. As noted by the 
examiner-in-chief in the instance 
mentioned above, more leeway as to the 
evidence, and when it is supplied, can 
properly be granted to a party opposing 
a preliminary motion than a party filing 
a preliminary motion. The party filing 
the preliminary motion knows what 
must be proved. A party opposing the 
preliminary motion may or may not 
have time to fully respond with 
evidence accompanying an opposition. 
If an examiner-in-chief finds in a 
particular case that a party, during the 
time allowed for filing an opposition to 
a preliminary motion, could not 
reasonably have fully marshalled its 
evidence for presentation along with the 
opposition to a preliminary motion, a 
testimony period may be set. 
Alternatively, the examiner-in-chief, sua 
sponte or on motion of the opponent, 
may grant an extension of time to gather 
and supply the evidence. The action to 
be taken is a matter within the 
discretion of the examiner-in-chief. 

Present 37 CFR 1.655(a) is proposed 
to be amended by deleting the last 
sentence, which would be moved to and 

be included in the proposed definition 
of interlocutory order in proposed 
subsection 1.601(q). The burden of 
showing error in entry of an 
interlocutory order is on the party 
challenging the order. If the order 
involved a procedural matter, the 
challenger must show that an examiner- 
in-chief or a panel abused discretion in 
entering the order. If the order involved 
a non-procedural matter (i.e., granting a 
motion for judgment based on 
unpatentability), the challenger must 
show legal error. 

In some instances, two or more 
interlocutory orders may involve the 
same issue. For example, a notice 
declaring an interference may accord a 
party benefit of an earlier application. A 
preliminary motion may result in the 
party being denied benefit. When there 
are two or more interlocutory orders 
involving the same issue, the latest 
interlocutory order is presumed to be 
correct in further proceedings in the 
interference. 

Other Considerations 

The proposed rule changes are in 
conformity with the requirements of the 
Regulatory Flexibility Act (5 U.S.C. 601 
et seq.). Executive Orders 12291 and 
12612 and the Paperwork Reduction Act 
of 1980, 44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq. 

The General Counsel of the 
Department of Commerce has certified 
to the Chief Counsel for Advocacy, 
Small Business Administration, that 
these proposed rule changes will not 
have a significant economic impact on 
a substantial number of small entities 
(Regulatory Flexibility Act, 5 U.S.C. 
605(b)). The principal impact of these 
proposed changes would be to clarify 
procedure in patent interference and 
thereby eliminate any ambiguity which 
might exist in current rules. 

The Office has determined that this 
proposed rule change is not a major rule 
under Executive Order 12291. The 
annual effect on the economy will be 
less than $100 million. There will be no 
major increase in costs or prices for 
consumers; individuals; industries; 
Federal, state or local government 
agencies; or geographic regions. There 
will be no significant effects on 
competition, employment, investment, 
productivity, innovation, or on the 
ability of United States-based 
enterprises to compete with foreign- 
based enterprises in domestic or export 
markets. 

The Office has also determined that 
this notice has no Federalism 
implications affecting the relationship 
between the National Government and 
the States as outlined in Executive 
Order 12612. 

The rule change will not impose a 
burden under the Paperwork Reduction 
Act of 1980,44 U.S.C 3501 et seq., 
since no recordkeeping or reporting 
requirements within the coverage of the 
Act are placed upon the public. 

List of Subjects in 37 CFR Part 1 

Administrative practice and 
procedure, Coiurts, Inventions and 
patents. 

PART 1—RULES OF PRACTICE IN 
PATENT CASES 

For the reasons set out in the 
preamble, it is proposed to amend 37 
CFR part 1 wherein removals are 
indicated by brackets (( ]) and 
additions by arrows (^ 4): 

1. The authority citation for 37 CFR 
part 1 would continue to read as 
follows: 

Authority: 35 U.S.C. 6, unless otherwise 
noted. 

2. Section 1.601 is proposed to be 
amended by adding paragraph (q) to 
read as follows: 

§ 1.601 Scope of rules, definitions. 
***** 

^(q) A final decision is a decision 
awarding judgment as to all counts. An 
interlocutory order is any other action 
taken by an examiner-in-chief or a panel 
of the Board in an interference, 
including the notice declaring an 
interference. All interlocutory orders 
shall be presumed to have been correct 
and the burden of showing error or an 
abuse of discretion shall be on the party 
attacking the order. When two or more 
interlocutory orders involve the same 
issue, the last entered order shall be 
presumed to have been correct.! 

3. Section 1.637 is proposed to be 
amended by revising paragraph (a) to 
read as follows: 

§ 1.637 Content of motions. 

(a) !A party filing a motion has the 
burden of proof to show that it is 
entitled to the relief sought in the 
motion.! Every motion shall include (1) 
a statement of the material facts in 
support of the motion, and (3) a full 
statement of the reasons why the relief 
requested should be granted. 
***** 

4. Section 1.639 is proposed to be 
amended by revising paragraph (c) and 
by adding paragraphs (d) through (g) as 
follows: 

S 1.639 Evidence in support of motion, 
opposition, or reply. 
***** 

(c) When a party believes that 
!additional evidence in the form of! 
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testimony is necessary to support or 
oppose a preliminary motion under 
§ 1.633 or a motion to correct 
inventorship under $ 1.634, the party 
shall describe the nature of any 
proposed testimony |in the manner 
specihed in subsections (d) through (g) 
of this section^ If the examiner-in-chief 
finds that testimony is needed to decide 
the motion, the examiner-in-chief may 
grant appropriate interlocutory relief 
and enter an order authorizing the 
taking of testimony and deferring a 
decision on the motion to final hearing. 

^d) When the testimony is needed in 
support of or opposition to a 
preliminary motion is expert testimony, 
the moving party or opponent should: 

(1) Identify the person whom it 
expects to call as an expert; 

(2) State the field in which the person 
is alleged to be an expert; and 

(3) State; 

(i) The subject matter on which the 
person is expected to testify; 

(ii) The facts and opinions to which 
the person is expected to testify; and 

(iii) A summary of the grounds and 
basis for each opinion. 

(e) If a fact witness is to be relied 
upon, state the facts to which the 
witness will testify. 

(f) If the opponent is to be called, or 
if evidence in the possession of the 
opponent is necessary, explain the 
evidence sought, what it will show, and 
why it is needed. 

(g) When inter partes tests are to be 
performed, describe the tests stating 
what they will be expected to show.4 

5. Section 1.655 is proposed to be 
amended by removing the last sentence 
of paragraph (a) as follows: 

§ 1.655 Matters considered in rendering a 
final decision. 

(a) In rendering a final decision, the 
Board may consider any properly raised 
issue including (1) priority of invention, 
(2) derivation by an opponent firom a 
party who filed a preliminary statement 
under § 1.625, (3) patentability of the 
invention, (4) admissibility of evidence, 
(5) any interlocutory matter deferred to 
final hearing, and (6) any other matter 
necessary to resolve the interference. 
The Board may also consider whether 
any interlocutory order was erroneous 
or an abuse of discretion. (All 
interlocutory orders shall be presumed 
to have been correct and the burden of 
showing manifest error or an abuse of 
discretion shall be on the party 
attacking the order.) 
• • * • • 

Dated: December 30,1992. 

Edward E. Kubasiewicz, 

Assistant Commissioner for Patents. 
[FR Doc. 93-210 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 

BILUNQ CODE SSIO-IS-M 

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS 
COMMISSION 

47 CFR Part 43 

[CC Docket No. 92-296; FCC 92-537] 

Simplification of the Depreciation 
Prescription Process 

AGENCY: Federal Communications 
Commission. 
ACTION: Proposed rule. 

SUMMARY: The Federal Communications 
Commission (the Commission) has 
adopted a Notice of Proposed 
Rulemaking (Notice) proposing to 
simplify its depreciation prescription 
process. In a continuing effort to reduce 
unnecessary regulatory burdens and 
their associated costs, the Commission 
seeks comment on proposals that would 
simplify procedures and reduce 
associated costs in the depreciation 
prescription process. 
DATES: Comments must be filed on or 
before March 10,1993 and reply 
comments must be filed on or before 
April 13, 1993. 
ADDRESSES: Federal Communications 
Commission, 1919 M St., NW., 
Washington, DC 20554. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Sonja}. Rifken or Fatina K. Franklin, 
Common Carrier Bureau, Accounting 
and Audits Division, (202) 632-7500. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: This iS a 
summary of the Commission’s Notice of 
Proposed Rulemaking in Simplification 
of the Depreciation Prescription Process. 
CC Docket No. 92-296, FCC 92-537, 
adopted December 10,1992 and 
released December 29.1992. The full 
text of this Commission decision is - 
available for inspection and copying 
during normal business hours in the 
FCC Dockets Branch (room 230), 1919 M 
St., NW., Washington, DC. The ^11 text 
will be published in the FCC Record 
and may also be purchased from the 
Commission’s copy contractor. 
Downtown Copy Center, (202) 452- 
1422,1990 M Street. NW.. suite 640. 
Washington, DC 20036. 

Summary 

1. In this Notice of Proposed 
Rulemaking (Notice), we continue our 
efforts to reduce unnecessary regulatory 
burdens and their associated costs by 
undertaking simplification of our 

depreciation prescription process. 
Under our current depreciation 
prescription process, we prescribe 
depreciation rates by plant account for 
individual carriers. In this Notice, we 
seek comment on proposals that would 
simplify procedures and reduce 
associated costs in our depreciation 
prescription process. 

2. This Commission determines 
depreciation rates by using a formula. 
This formula contains two parameters 
which must be estimated: future net 
salvage (FNS) and average remaining 
life (ARL). Once the parameters are 
determined, a depreciation rate is 
computed. The carriers then apply the 
depreciation rate to the average plant 
account balance to calculate ^e 
depreciation expense for that account. 
'The ultimate purpose of continually 
estimating depreciation rates is to 
develop rates, using the most current 
information, that most accurately 
allocate plant costs to expense at a rate 
representative of the actual 
consumption of the plant. 

3. Because the basic factors 
composing the ARL, projection life and 
survivor curve, as well as the FNS, are 
estimates, they are the subject of 
detailed analyses. Carriers submit 
detailed studies to prove the merit of 
their estimates, as required by our rules. 
A typical carrier submits studies 
totalling approximately 600 pages and 
averaging 20-25 pages of analysis per 
account. It is this part of the 
depreciation process we seek to simplify 
in this Notice. 

4. In this Notice, we propose four 
options for simplifying the 
determination of depreciation expense: 
the basic factor range option, the range 
of rates option, the depreciation 
schedule option, and the price cap 
carrier option. *1110 first proposal, the 
basic factor range option, would 
simplify tlie depreciation process by 
establishing ranges for the basic factors 
that determine the parameters used in 
the depreciation rate formula; the FNS, 
and the projection life and survivor 
curve (the basic factors that determine 
the ARL). ’This would eliminate the 
need for carriers to submit detailed 
studies in support of their proposed 
factors. Under this proposal, we would 
continue to prescribe depreciation rates 
using the current depreciation rate 
formula. Carriers would then apply the 
rates to their plant account balances to 
determine their depreciation expense. 

5. The second proposal, the range of 
rates options, would simplify the 
depreciation process by establishing 
ranges for depreciation rates. Under this 
option, we would no longer focus on the 
basic factors used to derive the 
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parameters for the depreciation rate 
formula, and more importantly, we 
would not use the depreciation rate 
formula to derive depreciation rates. 
However, carriers would continue to 
apply depreciation rates to their plant 
accoimt balances to determine their 
depreciation expense. 

6. The third proposal, the 
depreciation schedule option, would 
simplify the depreciation process by 
establishing a depreciation schedule for 
each plant accoimt. Essentially, the 
schedule would be based upon a 
Commission-specified service life, 
retirement pattern, and salvage value for 
a particular account. Carriers would 
then apply the schedule to their 
investment by vintage. 

7. The final proposal would affect 
only price cap carriers. The price cap 
carrier option would simplii^ the 
depreciation process by allowing price 
cap carriers to file depreciation rates 
with no supporting data, but continuing 
Commission prescription of 
depreciation rates. I^ice cap carriers 
would file their proposed depreciation 
rates, and the Commission would issue 
a Public Notice seeking comment on the 
proposed rates. The Commission would 
then prescribe depreciation rates based 
on the price cap carriers’ proposals and 
the comments submitted thereon. 

8. The current depreciation process, 
and the four simplification options we 
seek comment on. include net salvage as 
a part of the depreciation process. In 
furtherance of simplification, we seek 
comment on whether we should, 
independent of those options, change 
our approach to salvage and not 
consider it in the depreciation process. 
This simplification option would 
require carriers to remove salvage fium 
their depreciation process and require 
them to book the cost of removal and 
salvage as current period charges and 
credits. In addressing this proposal, 
commenters should quantify the effects 
this change would have on carriers’ 
income statement and the 
administrative costs savings associated 
with the change. Also, we ask whether 
this changed treatment of salvage would 
be contrtiry to Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles (GAAP). 

9. We certify that the Regulatory 
Flexibility Act of 1980 does not apply 
to this rulemaking proceeding bemuse if 
the proposed rule amendments are 
promulgated, there will not be a 
significant economic impact on a 
substantial number of small business 
entities, as defined by Section 601(3) of 
the Regulatory Flexibility Act. 5 U.S.C. 
603(a). Because of the nature of local 
exchange and access service, the 
Commission has concluded that small 

telephone companies are dominant in 
their fields of operation and therefore 
are not ’’small entities” as defined by 
that act. The Secretary shall send a copy 
of this Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 
including the certification, to the Chief 
Counsel for Advocacy of the Small 
Business Administration in accordance 
with section 603(a) of that act 

10. Accordingly, it is ordered that, 
pursuant to sections 1,4(i), 4(j), 220, 
and 403 of the Communications Act of 
1934, as amended. 47 U.S.C. 151,154(i), 
154(j), 220(b), and 403, notice is hereby 
given of proposed amendments to 
§ 43.43 of the Commission’s Rules, 47 
CFR 43.43 as described in this Notice of 
Proposed Rulemaking. 

List of Subjects in 47 CFR Part 43 

Communications common carriers. 
Reporting and recordkeeping 
requirements, Telephone. 

Federal Communications Commission. 
Donna R. Searcy, 

Secretary. 
(FR Doc. 93-104 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 
BILUNO COOC S7ia-«1-« 

INTERSTATE COMMERCE 
COMMISSION 

49 CFR Part 1007 

[Ex Parte No. 514(B)] 

Privacy Act: New System of Records— 
Exemption; Office of Inspector General 
Complaint and Investigative Files 

AGENCY: Interstate Commerce 
Commission. 
ACTION: Proposed rule. 

SUMMARY: The Commission (ICC) 
proposes here to exempt a new system 
of records due to the law enforcement 
nature of those records. That system of 
records which the Commission today 
proposed to establish in another 
proceeding under the Privacy Act of 
1974, as amended (5 U.S.C. 552a), will 
consist of the complaint and 
investigatory files of the ICC’s Office of 
Inspector General (OIG). This proposed 
rule amendment is required in order to 
invoke the relevant exemptions. By 
relieving the OIG of certain restrictions, 
the exemption will help ensure that the 
OIG may efficiently and effectively 
perform investigations and other 
authorized duties and activities. 
DATES: Comments are due February 5, 
1993. 
ADDRESSES: An original and two copies 
of comments, referring to Ex Parte No. 
514(B), should be submitted to: Office of 
the Sectary, Case Control Branidi, 

Interstate Commerce Commission, 
Washingtoii, DC 20423. 
FOR FURTHER MFORMATION CONTACT: S. 
Arnold Smith, Freedom of Information/ 
Privacy Officer, (202) 927-6317 (TDD 
for hearing impaired: (202) 927-5721). 
SUPPLEMENTARY MFORMATION: In the 
notice section of today’s Federal 
Register, the ICC is publishing a notice 
proposing to establish a new system of 
records, ’’Office of Inspector (]ieneral 
Complaint and Investigative Files,” 
under the Privacy Act. as amended, 5 
U.S.C. 552a. The following proposed 
amendment of ICC Rule 49 CFR 1007.12 
is necessary to exempt the new system 
of records firom certain provisions of the 
Act. These provisions require, among 
other things, that the ICC provide notice 
when collecting information, account 
for certain disclosures, permit 
individuals access to their records, and 
allow them to request that the records 
be amended. These provisions would 
interfere with the conduct of OIG 
investigations if applied to the OIG’s 
maintenance of the proposed system of 
records. 

Accordingly, the ICC proposes to 
exempt the system of records under 
sections (j)(2) and (k)(2) of the Privacy 
Act. Section (j)(2), 5 U.S.C. 552a(j)(2). 
exempts a system of records maintained 
by ’’the agency or component thereof 
which performs as its principal function 
any activity pertaining to enforcement 
of criminal laws * * *’• Section (k)(2), 
5 U.S.C 552a(k)(2), exempts a system of 
records consisting of ’’investigatory 
materials compile for law enforcement 
purposes,” where such materials are not 
within the scope of the (j)(2) exemption 
pertaining to criminal law enforcement. 

Where applicable, section (j)(2) may 
be invoked to exempt a system of 
records ficm any Privacy Act provision 
except: 5 U.S.C. 552(b) (conditions of 
disclosure); (c) (1) and (2) (accounting ol 
disclosures and retention of accounting, 
respectively); (e)(4) (A) through (F) 
(system notice requirements); (e) (6), (7), 
(9), (10), and (11) (certain agency 
requirements relating to system 
maintenance); and (i) (criminal 
penalties). Section (k)(2) may be 
invoked to exempt a system of records 
from 5 U.S.C. 552(c)(3) (making 
accounting of disclosures available to 
the subject individual); (d) (access to 
record); (e)(1) (G), (H) and (I) (notice of 
certain procedures); and (f) 
(promulgation of certain Privacy Act 
rules). 

The proposed system of records 
consists of information covered by the 
(j)(2) and (k)(2) exemptions. The OIG 
complaint and investigatory files are 
maintained pursuant to official 
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investigatory and law enforcement 
functions of the I(3C’s OIG under the 
authority of the Inspector General Act 
Amendments of 1968, Public Law 100- 
504,102 Stat. 251 (amending 5 U.S.C. 
App. 3 (1978)). Furthermore, the OIG 
constitutes an ICC component that 
performs as one of its principal 
functions activities pertaining to the 
enforcement of criminal laws. See 5 
U.S.C. 552a(j)(2). Information covered 
under the (j)(2) exemption includes, but 
is not limited to, information compiled 
for the purpose of identifying criminal 
offenders and alleged offenders and 
consisting of identifying data and 
notations of arrests, and the nature and 
disposition of criminal charges, ' 
sentencing, confinement, release, and 
parole and probation status; information 
compiled for the purpose of a criminal 
investigation, including reports of 
informants and investigators, that is 
associated with an identifiable 
individual; or reports of enforcement of 
the criminal laws from arrest or 
indictment through release from 
supervision. Information contained in 
OIG complaint and investigative files 
under the (k)(2) exemption relates to 
non-criminal law enforcement matters, 
such as information pertaining to the 
investigation of civil, administrative, or 
regulatory violations and similar 
wrongdoing. 

Access by subject individuals, among 
others, to this system of records, 
including the names of persons or 
agencies to whom the information has 
l^n transmitted, would substantially 
compromise the effectiveness of OIG 
investigations. Knowledge of such 
investigations could enable suspects to 
take action to prevent detection of 
unlawful activities, conceal or destroy 
evidence, or escape prosecution. 
Disclosure of this information could 
lead to the intimidation of, or harm to, 
informants, witnesses, and their families 
and could jeopardize the safety and 
well-being of investigative and related 
personnel and their families. The 
imposition of certain restrictions on tlie 
manner in which investigative 
information is collected, verified, or 
retained would significantly impede the 
effectiveness of OIG investigatory 
activities and. in addition, could 
preclude the apprehension and 
successful prosecution or discipline of 
persons engaged in fraud or other illegal 
activity. 

For these reasons, the ICC proposes to 
exempt the proposed system of records 
containing ue OIG complaint and 
investigative files under exemptions 
(j)(2) and (k)(2) of the Privacy Act by 
amending 490 CFR 1007.12. Under this 
rule, the ICC specifies its system of 

records that are exempt fixtm the Privacy 
Act. 

This proposed rule amendment will 
become effective 30 days after its final 
publication in the Federal Register. 
This date may be postponed if the 
Director of the Office of Management 
and Budget (OMB) declines, in whole or 
part, the ICC*s request to waive the 60- 
day period prescribed by OMB for 
advance notice to OMB and Congress. 
See OMB Circular No. A-130, App. 1 at 
4b.(c)(4). 

Regulatory Flexibility Certification 

Pursuant to the Regulatory Flexibility 
Act (RFA), 5 U.S.C. 605(b), the 
Commission certifies that the proposed 
amendment to its regulations, if 
adopted, would not have a significant 
economic impact on a substantial 
number of small entities within the 
meaning of the RFA. The purpose of 
that amendment, which is proposed 
pursuant to the Privacy Act, is solely to 
exempt from disclosure certain files of 
the ICC’s OIG that would be kept in a 
new system of records within ffie ICC. 
The proposed amendment imposes no 
new regulatory requirements either 
directly or indirectly on anyone, 
including small entities. Moreover, 
because ffie Privacy Act applies only to 
"individuals." and the RFA defines 
"small entities" as having the same 
meaning as ‘small business’, ‘small 
organization’ and ‘small government 
jurisdiction’ as defined in section 
601(3), (4) and (5) respectively, the 
"individuals" who may be affected by 
the new rule do not appear to come 
within the meaning of "small entity" as 
defined by the RFA. 

Energy and Environment 
Considerations 

We preliminarily conclude that this 
action will not significantly affect either 
the quality of the human environment 
or the conservation of energy resources. 

List of Subjects in 49 CFR Part 1007 

Administrative practice and 
procedure. Privacy. 

Decided; December 31.1992. 

By the Commission, Chairman Phiibin, 
Vice Chairman McDonald, Commissioners 
Sinunons and Phillips. 

Sidney L. Strickland, )r., 

Secretary. 

For the reasons set forth in the 
preamble, title 49. chapter X. part 1007 
of the Code of Federal Regulations is 
proposed to be amended as follows: 

PART 1007—RECORDS CONTAINING 
INFORMATION ABOUT INDIVIDUALS 

1. ’The authority citation for part 1007 
continues to read as follows: 

Authority: 5 U.S.C. 552, 553, and 559. 

2. Section 1007.12 is proposed to be 
amended by adding a new paragraph (c) 
as follows: 

§ 1007.12 Exemption*. 
***** 

(c) Complaints and investigatory 
materials compiled by the Commission’s 
Office of Inspector General are exempt 
from the provisions of 5 U.S.C. 552a and 
the regulations in this part, pursuant to 
5 U.S.C. 552a(j)(2), except subsections 
(b), (c)(1) and (2). (e)(4) (A) through (F). 
(e)(6), (7), (9), (10). and (11) and (i) to 
the extent that the system of records 
pertains to the enforcement of criminal 
laws. Complaint and investigatory 
materials compiled by the Commission’s 
Office of Inspector General for law 
enforcement purposes also are exempt 
from the provisions of 5 U.S.C. 5552a 
and the regulations of this part, 
pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(k)(2), except 
subsections (c)(3), (d), (e)(1), (e)(4)(G), 
(H). (I).and(f). 

(FR Doc. 93-250 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 
BILLING CODE 7036-01-M 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration 

50 CFR Part 672 

[Docket No. 921226-2326] 

Groundfish of the Gulf of Alaska 

agency: National Marine Fisheries 
Service (NMFS), NOAA, Commerce. 
ACTION: Proposed rule; request for 

comments. 

SUMMARY: NMFS proposes to delay the 
opening of the second quarter for 
pollock fishing in the Combined 
Western and (Antral Regulatory Areas 
(W/C) of the Gulf of Alaska (GOA) from 
the b^inning of the second quarterly 
reporting period (around April 1) imtil 
the first day of the weekly reporting 
period closest to Jime 1. This action is 
necessary to increase revenues from the 
GOA pollock harvest by avoiding a 
second quarter directed fishery at a time 
when pollock have recently spawned 
and flesh yield is low. Additionally, 
NMFS anticipates this action would 
reduce discards of undersized pollock, 
and of incidental bycatch amounts of 
Chinook salmon in the pollock fishery. 
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By increasing the value of the pollock 
harvest, this action would foster 
economic growth. This action is 
intended to promote the goals and 
objectives of the North Pacific Fishery 
Management Council (Council) with 
respect to groundfish management off 
Alaska. 
DATES: Comments must be received at 
the following address no later than 4:30 
p.m., Alaska local time, February 5, 
1993. 
ADDRESSES: Comments may be sent to 
Ronald J. Berg, Chief, Fisheries 
Management Division, Alaska Region, 
NMFS, Box 21668, Juneau. AK 99802, 
Attention: Lori Gravel. Copies of the 
environmental assessment/regulatory 
impact review/initial regulatory 
flexibility analysis (EA/RIR/IRFA) 
prepared for the proposed action may be 
obtained from the same address. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Jessica A. Gharrett, Fisheries 
Management Division, (907) 586-7229. 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

Background 

The domestic and foreign groimdfish 
fisheries in the exclusive economic zone 
of the GOA are managed by the 
Secretary of Commerce (Secretary) 
under the Fishery Management Plan for 
Groundfish of the GOA (FMP). The FMP 
was prepared by the Council under the 
Magnuson Fishery Conservation and 
Management Act (Magnuson Act) and is 
implemented by regulations for the 
foreign fishery at 50 CFR Part 611 and 
for the U.S. fishery at 50 CFR part 672. 
General regulations that also pertain to 
the U.S. fishery appear at 50 CFR part 
620. 

Under regulations at §672.20(a)(2)(iv), 
the total allowable catch (TAG) for 
pollock in the W/C GOA is apportioned 
among statistical areas Shumagin (61), 
Chirikof (62), and Kodiak 63 in 
proportion to known distribution of the 
pollock biomass. Each apportionment is 
divided equally into the four quarterly 
reporting periods of the fishing year. 
Under § 672.2, a "quarterly reporting 
period” means one of four successive 3- 
month periods during a calendar year. 
Under §672.20(c)(l)(ii)(A), directed 
fishing for pollock in the W/C GOA will 
commence on dates that coincide with 
anticipated quarterly reporting periods 
for 1993. Pollock fishing quarters in the 
W/C GOA for 1993 commence on the 
first day of each of the four quarterly 
reporting periods: January 1, March 29, 
June 28, and October 4. 

At its September 22-27,1992, 
meeting, the Council considered an 
industry proposal to delay the opening 
of the second quarter pollock fishery in 

the W/C GOA from the first day of the 
second quarterly reporting period until 
the first day of ^e weekly reporting 
period nearest June 1. Under § 672.2, a 
"weekly reporting period” means from 
0001 hours Monday morning until 2400 
hours the following Simday night, 
Alaska local time. For the 1993 fishing 
year, this date falls on May 31. For the 
reason given below, the Council fovmd 
the industry proposal would provide 
economic l^nefits to pollock harvesters 
and processors and recommended that 
NMFS prepare a proposed rule delaying 
the opening of the second quarter 
pollo^ fishery in the W/C GOA. 
Pending approval by NMFS, this action 
would be implemented prior to the start 
of the second 1993 W/C GOA pollock 
quarter, currently scheduled for March 
29. 

The most recent year in which a W/ 
C GOA directed pollock fishery 
occurred in April was 1990; in 1991 and 
1992, the opening of the second quarter 
was delayed until June. In 1991, the 
second quarter directed pollock fishery 
commence on June 13. lliis change was 
the result of a delay in approval of the 
pollock harvest specification to 
complete additional analyses and a 
Section 7 consultation for Steller sea 
lions under the Endangered Species Act 
(ESA) (56 FR 28112, June 19.1991). In 
1992, the opening of the second quarter 
was delayed until June 1, under an 
emergency rule (57 FR 11272, April 2, 
1992). This emergency rule was 
intended to prevent preemption of the 
inshore component by the offshore 
component until allocations of pollock 
under a final rule implementing 
Amendment 23 to the FMP were 
effective (57 FR 23321, June 3,1992). 
Adoption of this proposed rule would 
maintain the second quarter pollock 
fishing and processing seasons as they 
occurred in 1993 and 1992. 

The allocation of pollock into quarters 
and among several areas has resulted in 
small quarterly pollock allowances for 
pollock. Because the domestic 
groundfish industry has more than 
adequate capacity to harvest and 
process the pollock TAG in the W/C 
GOA, the resultant directed fishery is of 
short duration; the number of days 
directed fishing for pollock was open 
during the second quarter in 1992 was: 
2 days for area 61; 16 days for area 62; 
and 11 days for area 63. This proposed 
delay is not anticipated to alter effort, 
and would not be likely to change the 
length of the directed fishery. The 
opening of the second quarter directed 
fishery for pollock would be displaced 
by approximately 2 months, from the 
bi^inning of April to the beginning of 
June. The opening of the third pollock 

quarter in the W/C GOA would not be 
altered by this proposed rule. 

The allocation of the W/C GOA 
pollock TAC to 3 areas will ensure that 
the harvest remains distributed 
spatially. Harvesters may be able to fish 
closer to ports and make shorter trips if 
searching time to avoid encounters with 
young and undersized pollock is 
reduced, and if pollock ate not as 
dispersed as they are in early spring just 
after spawning. 

If the opening of the second quarter 
pollock fishery is delayed, the same 
individuals would likely participate in 
the harvesting and processing of GOA 
pollock as in 1992, including some 
processors in close proximity to the 
Bering Sea and Aleutian Islands Area 
(BSAI) who also participate in BSAI 

ollock fisheries. GOA pollock 
arvesters and processors who 

participate both in the pollock fishery 
and in June salmon fisheries may not be 
able to participate fully in the second 
quarter fishery if the opening is delayed 
until June. Participation would depend 
on the starting dates of the salmon 
fisheries. In 1992, operators of more 
than 300 vessels held Federal 
groundfish permits for trawl gear in the 
GOA. While this number of vessels is 
considered substantial, this regulatory 
measure would only afreet the portion 
of the fleet that participates in the 
second quarter pollock fishing season, 
processors who intend to participate in 
fisheries for pollock as well as other 
species in the second quarter may 
experience labor and/or equipment 
conflicts. These costs, or the extent to 
which pollock fishing would be 
foregone, are not quantifiable at this 
time. Although some processing 
operations may incur additional labor 
costs, most operators would realize net 
benefits resulting from increased yields. 

Delaying the opening of the second 
quarter pollock fishery could result in a 
fishery that is conducted with pelagic, 
rather than with non*pelagic, t,rawl gear, 
although no additional costs to the 
industry are anticipated. Under 
§ 672.20(f), an annual halibut bycatch 
limit is specified for trawl gear. When 
the limit, or seasonal apportionment 
thereof, is reached, all GOA groundfish 
trawl fisheries are closed with the 
exception of trawling for pollock with 
pelagic trawl gear. Delay of the opening 
of the second quarter pollock fishery to 
around June 1 would increase the 
likelihood that a seasonable trawl 
bycatch allowance is taken in other 
trawl fisheries prior to the start of the 
second quarter pollock fishery. This 
situation occurred in the past 2 years 
and, because trawl closures typically 
occur in other seasons as well, many 
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pollock fishermen have acquired pelagic 
trawl gear. Therefore, any additional 
costs to harvesters to purchase pelagic 
nets under the proposed rule are 
expected to be minimal. 

NMFS anticipates that under this 
proposed action, pollock fishery 
conducted with pelagic trawl gear 
would accrue negligible amounts of 
additional halibut bycatch. Any savings 
in halibut bycatch experienced by the 
pollock fishery because of a prohibition 
on the use of non-pelagic trawl gear may 
support additional catches of other 
groundfish species during the second 
quarter and result in a higher overall 
groundfish harvest. 

NMFS also anticipates that a delayed 
opening of the second quarter pollock 
fishery could result in a substantial 
decrease in the bycatch rates of chinook 
salmon. Data fi'om 1991 and 1992 
indicate that bycatch rates (number of 
salmon/metric ton (mt) of groundfish) in 
the pelagic trawl pollock fishery are 
significantly lower in June than at tlie 
end of the first quarter (0.02 and 0.20. 
respectively). In contract, bycatch rates 
for salmon other than chinook salmon 
and for herring may be higher. Bycatch 
rates of crabs in June are very low and 
would likely not be different from 
earlier in the quarter. 

The proposed delay of the second 
quarter opening is anticipated to 
increase the first wholesale value of the 
pollock harvest during the second 
quarter by allowing harvest when 
recovery of flesh is higher, and to result 
in potentially higher value products, 
such as larger fillets and higher grades 
of surimi. Because the amount of 
pollock harvest would not be altered 
under the proposed season delay, an 
estimate of the increased value is 
dependent on improved yields, product 
mix. and wholesale prices. Information 
on product recovery rates indicates that 
the increase in flesh yield between 
pollock harvested in April, when fish 
have recently spawned, and June, is 
about 3 percent for fillets, and 4 percent 
for surimi. Based on 1991 first 
wholesale values, the value increase 
would likely be between $2.6 million 
and $3.6 million for 1993. In addition to 
increased product value, harvesters and 
processors also would benefit from 
decreased fishing, sorting, processing, 
and storage time, and from decreased 
disposal of unsuitable fish. 

NMFS preliminarily concurs with the 
CounciFs recommendation and 
proposes to delay the opening of the 
second quarter pollock fishery until the 
first day of the weekly reporting period 
nearest June 1. 

Classification 

The Assistant Administrator for 
Fisheries. NOAA (Assistant 
Administrator), has initially determined 
that this rule is necessary for the 
conservation and management of the 
groundfish fishery off Alaska and that it 
is consistent with the Magnuson Act 
and other applicable law. 

NMFS prepeued an EA for this 
proposed rule that discusses the impact 
on ^e environment as a result of this 
rule. The public may obtain a copy of 
the EA from the Regional Director (see 
ADDRESSES). 

The Assistant Administrator 
determined that this proposed rule is 
not a “major rule” requiring a regulatory 
impact analysis under Executive Order 
12291. This determination is based on 
the socioeconomic impacts discussed in 
the EA/RIR/IRFA prepared by the 
NMFS. This proposed rule, if adopted, 
is not likely to result in an annual effect 
on the economy of $100 million or 
more: a major increase in costs or prices 
for consumers, individual industries. 
Federal. State, or local government 
agencies, or geographic regions; or a 
significant adverse eflect on 
competition, employment, investment, 
productivity, innovation, or the ability 
of U.S.-bas^ enterprises to compete 
with foreign-based enterprises in 
domestic or export markets. 

NMFS prepared an IRFA that 
concludes that this proposed rule, if 
adopted, would have significant effects 
on small entities. In 1992, operators of 
over 300 vessels were issued permits to 
fish for GOA groundfish with trawl gear. 
While this number of vessels is 
considered substantial, this regulatory 
measure would affect only the portion 
of the fleet that participates in the 
second quarter pollock fishing season. 
In addition. 14 processors processed 
pollock during the second quarter 
pollock fishing of 1992. The proposed 
action to delay the opening of the 
second quarter pollock fishery in the W/ 
C GOA is superior to the status quo 
alternative, because economic benefits 
will be gained by allowing harvest of 
pollock when flesh recovery is 
improved in June as opposed to April. 
Based on 1991 first wholesale prices, 
the value increase under the proposed 
rule is estimated to be between $2.6 and 
$3.6 million for 1993. Additionally, 
costs to harvesters and processors may 
be lower due to decreased time required 
for fishing, sorting, processing, and 
product storage. The bycatch and 
disc.ard of young and undersized 
pollock, and of chinook salmon, are 
likely to be lower. Conservation of 
groundfish and salmon resources would 

be improved to the extent that these 
bycatch rates would be reduced. A copy 
of this analysis is available from the 
Regional Director (see ADDRESSES). 

This rule does not include a 
collection-of-information requirement 
subject to the Paperwork Reduction Act. 

Pursuant to the requirements of the 
ESA, the Regional Director has 
determined that this action is not likely 
to adversely affect any endangered or 
threatened species or critical habitat 
within NMFS' jurisdiction, 

NFMS has determined that this rule 
will be implemented in a manner that 
is consistent to the maximum extent 
practicable with the approved coastal 
management program of the State of 
Alaska. This determination has been 
submitted for review by the responsible 
State agency under Section 307 of the 
Coastal Zone Management Act. 

This proposed rule does not contain 
policies with federalism implications 
sufficient to warrant preparation of a 
Federalism Assessment under E.O. 
12612. 

List of Subjects in 50 CFR Part 672 

Fisheries, Reporting and 
recordkeeping requirements. 

Dated: December 30,1992. 
Samuel W. McKeen, 

Acting Assistant Administrator for Fisheries, 
National Marine Fisheries Sert’ice. 

For the reasons set out in the 
preamble. 50 CFR part 672 is proposed 
to be amended as follows: 

PART 672~GROUNDFISH OF THE 
GULF OF ALASKA 

1. The authority citation for 50 CFR 
part 672 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: 16 U.S.C. 1801 et seq. 

2. In § 672.23. paragraph (a) is revised 
and a new paragraph (f) is added to read 
as follows: 

§672.23 Soasons. 
(a) Fishing for groundfish in the 

regulatory areas and districts of the Gulf 
of Alaska is authorized from 00:01 a.m., 
Alaska local time (A.l.t), January 1, 
through 12 midnight, A.l.t., December 
31, subject to the other provisions of 
this part, except as provided in 
paragraphs (c) through (f) of this section 
***** 

(0 Directed fishing for pollock in the 
Western and Central Regulatory Areas ot 
the Gulf of Alaska is authorized from 12 
noon, A.l.t., on the first day of each 
quarterly reporting period through the 
end of that quarterly reporting period, 
subject to other provisions of this part, 
except that directed fishing for pollock 
during the second quarterly reporting 
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period is authorized from 12 noon, 
A.l.t., on the first day of the weekly 
reporting period closest to Jime 1, 
through the end of the second quarterly 

reporting period, subject to other 
provisions of this part. 

[FR Doc. 93-13S Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am] 

mujNQ cooc 3610-aa-M 
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

Office of the Secretary 

Meat Import Limitations; First 
Quarterly Estimate 

Public Law 88-482, enacted August 
22,1964, as amended by Public Law 96- 
177, Public Law 100-418, and Public 
Law 100-449 (hereinafter referred to as 
the "Act”), provides for limiting the 
quantity of fresh, chilled, or frozen meat 
of bovine, sheep except lamb, and goats; 
and processed meat of beef or veal 
(Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the 
United States subheadings 0201.10.00, 
0201.20.20, 0201.20.40, 0201.20.60, 
0201.30.20, 0201.30.40, 0201.30.60, 
0202.10.00, 0202.20.20, 0202.20.40, 
0202.20.60, 0202.30.20, 0202.30.40, 
0202.30.60, 0204.21.00, 0204.22.40, 
0204.23.40, 0204.41.00, 0204.42.40, 
0204.43.40, and 0204.50.00), which may 
be imported, other than products of 
Canada, into the United States in any 
calendar year. Such limitations are to be 
imposed when the Secretary of 
Agriculture estimates that imports of 
articles, other than products of Canada, 
provided for in Harmonized Tariff 
Schedule of the United States 
subheadings 0201.10.00, 0201.20.40, 
0201.20.60, 0201.30.40, 0201.30.60, 
0202.10.00, 0202.20.40, 0202.20.60, 
0202.30.40, 0202.30.60, 0204.21.00, 
0204.22.40, 0204.23.40, 0204.41.00, 
0204.42.40, 0204.43.40, and 
0204.50.00), (hereinafter referred to as 
"meat articles”), in the absence of 
limitations under the Act during such 
calendar year, would equal or exceed 
110 percent of the estimated aggregate 
quantity of meat articles prescribed for 
calendar year 1993 by section 2(c) as 
adjusted under section 2(d) of the Act. 

In accordance with the requirements 
of the Act, I have made the following 
estimates: 

1. The estimated aggregate quantity of 
meat articles prescribed by section 2(c) 
as adjusted by section 2(d) of the Act for 

calendar year 1993 is 1,144.7 million 
pounds. 

2. The first quarterly estimate of the 
aggregate quantity of meat articles 
which would, in the absence of 
limitations imder the Act, be imported 
during calendar year 1993 is 1,259.1 
million poimds. 

Done at Washington, DC this 31st day of 
December, 1992. 

Edward Madigan, 

Secretary of Agriculture. 
(FR Doc. 93-213 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 

BILLING COD£ 3410-10-M 

COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS 

Maine State Advisory Committee; 
Public Meetings 

Notice is hereby given, pursuant to 
the provisions of the Rules and 
Regulations of the U.S. Commission on 
Civil Rights, that a meeting of the Maine 
State Advisory Committee will be 
convened at 2 p.m. and adjourn at 5 
p.m. on Thursday, January 21,1993, in 
suite 212, Civic Center Comfort Inn, 282 
Civic Center Drive, Augusta, ME 04330. 
The purpose of the meeting is (1) to 
update Committee members and the 
public on the Commission; (2) to 
provide an orientation for new 
Committee members; and (3) to plan 
future activities. 

Persons desiring additional 
information, or planning a presentation 
to the Committee, should contact Grayce 
E. Studley (207-563-3610) or John I. 
Binkley, Director, ERO (202-376-7533), 
or TDD (202-376-8116). Hearing 
impaired persons who will attend the 
meeting and require the services of a 
sign lemguage interpreter should contact 
the regional office at least (5) working 
days before the scheduled date of the 
meeting. 

The meeting will be conducted 
pursuant to the provisions of the rules 
and regulations of the Commission. 

Dated at Washington, DC, December 22, 
1992. 

Carol-Lee Hurley, 

Chief, Regional Programs Coordination Unit. 
(FR Doc. 93-190 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 

BILUNQ CODE 6335-01-M 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

Foreign-Trade Zones Board 

[Order No. 619] 

Expansion of Foreign-Trade Zone 162; 
New Haven, Connecticut 

Pursuant to its authority under the 
Foreign-Trade Zones (FTZ) Act of Jvme 
18,1934, as amended (19 U.S.C. 81a- 
81u) (the Act), and the FTZ Board 
Regulations (15 CFR part 400), the FTZ 
Board (the Board) adopts the following 
Resolution and Order; 

Whereas, an application from the 
Greater New Haven Chamber of 
Commerce, grantee of Foreign-Trade 
Zone No. 162, for authority to relocate 
its general-purpose zone to a larger site 
at the Port of New Haven, New Haven, 
Connecticut, within the New Haven 
Customs port of entry, was filed by the 
Board on October 31,1991, and notice 
inviting public comment was given in 
the Federal Register on November 15, 
1991 (Docket 70-91, 56 FR 58030); 

Whereas, an examiners committee has 
investigated the application in 
accordance with the Board’s regulations 
and recommends approval; 

Whereas, the expansion is necessary 
to improve and expand zone services in 
the New Haven area; and. 

Whereas, the Board has found that the 
requirements of the Act and the Board’s 
regulations are satisfied, and that 
approval is in the public interest; 

Now, therefore, the Board hereby 
orders; 

That the grantee is authorized to 
relocate and expand its zone in 
accordance with the application filed on 
October 31,1991, subject to the Act and 
the Board’s regulations (as revised, 56 
FR 50790-50808,10-8-91), including 
section 400.28. 

Signed at Washington, DC, this 29th day of 
December, 1992. 

Alan M. Dunn, 

Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Import 
Administration, Chairman, Committee of 
Alternatives, Foreign-Trade Zones Board. 

John J. Da Ponte, Jr., 

Executive Secretary. 
(FR Doc. 93-232 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 

BILLING CODE 3810-OS-M 
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[Order No. 623] 

Expansion of Foreign-Trade Zone 101; 
Clinton County, Ohio 

Pursuant to its authority under the 
Foreign-Trade Zones (FTZ) Act of June 
18,1934, as amended (19 U.S.C. 81a- 
81u) (the Act), and the FTZ Board 
Regulations (15 CFR part 400), the FTZ 
Board (the Board) adopts the following 
Resolution and Order: 

Whereas, an application from the 
Airborne FTZ, Inc., grantee of Foreign- 
Trade Zone No. 101, for authority to 
expand its general-purpose zone at the 
Airborne Commerce Park in Clinton 
County, Ohio, adjacent to the Dayton 
Customs port of entry, was filed by the 
Board on April 27,1992, and notice 
inviting public comment was given in 
the Federal Register on May 7,1992 
(Docket 13-92, 57 FR 19597); 

Whereas, an examiners committee has 
investigated the application in 
accordance with the Board’s regulations 
and recommends approval; 

Whereas, the expansion is necessary 
to improve and expand zone services in 
the Clinton County area; and, 

Whereas, the Board has found that the 
requirements of the Act and the Board’s 
regulations are satisfied, and that 
approval is in the public interest; 

Now, therefore, the Board hereby 
orders: 

That the grantee is authorized to 
expand its zone in accordance with the 
application filed on April 27,1992, 
subject to the Act and the Board’s 
regulations (as revised, 56 FR 50790- 
50808, 10-8-91), including § 400.28. 

Signed at Washington, DC. this 29th day of 
December, 1992. 
Alan M. Dimn, 
Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Import 
Administration, Chairman, Committee of 
Alternates, Foreign-Trade Zones Board. 
John J. Da Ponte, Jr., 
Executive Secretary. 
(FR Doc. 93-234 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 
BILUNG CODE 351(M}S-M 

[Order No. 621] 

Resolution and Order Approving the 
Application of the Port of Portland 
(Oregon) for Special-Purpose Subzone 
Status for Export Activity Tofle U.S.A., 
Inc. (Stainless Steel Tubing) Tualatin, 
OR 

Proceedings of the Foreign-Trade 
Zones Board, Washington, D.C. 

Resolution and Order 

Pursuant to the authority under the 
Foreign-Trade Zones Act of June 18, 
1934, as amended (19 U.S.C. 81a-81u), 

the Foreign-Trade Zones Board (the 
Board) adopts the following Resolution 
and Order: 

The Board, having considered the 
matter, hereby orders: 

After consideration of the application of 
the Port of Portland, grantee of Foreign-Trade 
Zone 45, filed with the Foreign-Trade Zones 
(FTZ) Board (the Board) on November 6, 
1991, requesting special-purpose subzone 
status for export activity at the stainless steel 
tubing plant of Tofle U.S.A., Inc., in Tualatin, 
Oregon, adjacent to the Portland Customs 
port of entry, the Board, finding that the 
requirements of the Foreign-Trade Zones Act 
and the Board’s regulations are satisfied, and 
that the proposal is in the public interest, 
approves the application. 

The approval is subject to the FTZ Act and 
the FTZ Board’s regulations (as revised, 56 
FR 50790-50808,10-8-91), including 
Section 400.28. The Secretary of Commerce, 
as Chairman and Executive O^icer of the 
Board, is hereby authorized to issue a grant 
of authority and appropriate Board Order. 

Whereas, by an Act of Congress approved 
June 18,1934, an Act, “To provide for the 
establishment * * * of foreign-trade zones in 
ports of entry of the United States, to 
expedite and encourage foreign commerce, 
and for other purposes,’’ as amended (19 
U.S.C. 81a-81u) (the Act), the Foreign-Trade 
Zones Board (the Board) is authorized to 
grant to corporations the privilege of 
establishing foreign-trade zones in or 
adjacent to U.S. Customs ports of entry; 

Whereas, the Board’s regulations (15 CFR 
part 400) provide for the establishment of 
special-purpose subzones when existing zone 
facilities cannot serve the specific use 
involved; 

Whereas, an application from the Port of 
Portland (Oregon), grantee of Foreign-Trade 
Zone 45, for authority to establish a special- 
purpose subzone for export activity at the 
stainless steel tubing plant of Tofle U.S.A., 
Inc., located in Tualatin, Oregon, was filed by 
the Board on November 6,1991, and notice 
was given in the Federal Register on 
November 27,1992 inviting public comment 
(FTZ Docket 75-91, 56 FR 60087); and. 

Whereas, the Board has found that the 
requirements of the Act and the Board’s 
regulations are satisfied and that the proposal 
is in the public interest; 

Now, Therefore, the Board hereby 
authorizes the establishment of a subzone 
(Subzone 45E) for export activity at the 
stainless steel tubing plant of Tofle U.S. A., 
Inc., in Tualatin, Oregon, at the location 
described in the application, subject to the 
FTZ Act and the Board’s regulations (as 
revised, 56 FR 50790-50808.10-8-91), 
including Section 400.28. 

Signed at Washington, DC, this 29th day of 
December, 1992, pxirsuant to Order of the 
Board. 
AlanM. Dunn, 

Assistant Secrefaiy of Commerce for Import 
Administration, Chairman, Committee of 
Alternates Foreign-Trade Zones Board. 
John ). Da Ponte, Jr., 

Executive Secretary. 
[FR Doc. 93-233 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 amj 
BtLUNQ CODE 3610-OS-M 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration 

Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management 
Council; Revision to Public Meeting 
Agenda 

AGENCY: National Marine Fisheries 
Service, NOAA, Commerce. 

A notice of, and the agenda for, public 
meetings of the Gulf of Mexico Fishery 
Management Council and its 
Committees were published in the 
Federal Register at 57 FR 61050-61051 
on December 23,1992. Recent actions 
require a revision to the prior notice as 
noted below. All other information 
originally published on December 23, 
1992, remains unchanged. 
REVISION: Committees: The Budget, Law 
Enforcement, Habitat and Shrimp 
Committees will meet on January 18, 
1993, from 11 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: Wayne 
E. Swingle, Gulf of Mexico Fishery 
Management Council, 5401 West 
Kennedy Boulevard, Suite 331, Tampa, 
FL; telephone: (813) 228-2815. 

Dated; December 30,1992. 

Richard H. Schaefer, 
Director, Office of Fisheries Conservation and 
Management, National Marine Fisheries 
Service. 
[FR Doc. 93-136 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 
BILUNG CODE 3510-22-M 

COMMITTEE FOR THE 
IMPLEMENTATION OF TEXTILE 
AGREEMENTS 

Announcing 1993 Agreement Limits for 
Certain Cotton, Wool, Man-Made Fiber, 
Silk Blend and Other Vegetable Fiber 
Textiles and Textile Products 
Produced or Manufactured in Hong 
Kong 

December 30,1992. 
AGENCY: Committee for the 
Implementation of Textile Agreements 
(OTA). 
ACTION: Notice. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Anne Novak, International Trade 
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Spscialist. Office of Textiles and 
Apparel, U.S. Department of Commerce. 
(202) 482-4212. 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 
Authority: Executive Order 116S1 of March 

3,1972, as amended; section 204 of the 
Agricultural Act of 1956, as amended (7 
U.S.C. 1854). 

The Bilateral Textile Agreement of 
August 4,1986, as amended and 
extended, and Memoranda of 
Understanding (MOUs) dated July 29, 
1992, August 18,1992 and November 
23,1992 between the Governments of 
the United States and Hong Kong 
establishes limits for the period January 
1,1993 through December 31,1993. A 
complete list of the limits is published 
below. 

A copy of the current bilateral 
agreement is available from the Textiles 
Division, Bureau of Economic and 
Business AfMrs, U.S. Department of 
State, (202) 647-3889. 

A description of the textile and 
apparel categories in terms of HTS 
numbers is available in the 
CORRELATION: Textile and Apparel 
Categories with the Harmonized Tariff 
Schedule of the United States (see 
Federal Register notice 57 FR 54976, 
published on November 23,1992). 

Category Twelve-month Hmlt 

(aroupl 
200-229, 300-326, 212,057.104 square meters 

360-369,400- equivalent 
414, 464-469, 
600-629 and 
665-670, as a 
group. 

Sublevels in Group 1 
200 . 288.725 MMgrams. 
219.. 33,488,449 square meters. 
218/225/317/326 . 62,654,035 square meters 

of which not mote than 
3,450,739 square meters 
ehal be in Category 
218(1)—yam dyed fabric 
other than denkn and 
Jacquard'. 

226/313 .. 60,071,085 square meters. 
314 . 16,200,451 square meters. 
315 . 8,009,558 square meters. 
369(1) • (shoptowels) 658,223 Mtograms. 
604 . 196,190 Mlograms. 
611 . 5,279,905 square meters. 
617_ 3^331,250 square meters. 

Group il 
237.239,330-359, 771.903,427 square meters 

431-459. 630-659 equivalen 
and 843/844(1), 
es a group. 

Sublevels in Group II 
237 . 968,395 dozen. 
239 . 4,439,251 Mlograms. 
331 .. 3,766,184 dozen pairs. 
333/334 .. 259,205 dozen. 
335 _ 312A33 dozen. 
336 . 187,035 dozen. 
338/339‘(shirts and 2,658,990 dozen. 

blouses other than 
tank iop6 and 
tope, krK). 

338/339(1)‘(tank 1.997.712 dozea 
tops and knit tops). 

Category 

340 .. 

342 ... 
345 . 
347/340 _ 

350 _ 

352 . 
359(1)‘(coveralls, 

overalls and 
jumpsuits). 

359(2)'(outer vasts) 
433 .. 
434 _ 
435 _ 
436 ___ 
438 .- 
442 ... 
443 ... 
443/444«43«44/ 

843/844(1} (made- 
to-measure suits). 

444 .. 
445/446 ... 
447/448 .. 

633/634/635 _ 

636 _ 
638/639 . 
640 ___ 
641 . 
642 .-. 
644 _ 
645/646 _ 
647 ___ 
648 _ 

649 ___ 
650 _ 
651 _ 
652 .-. 
659(1) •(coveralls, 

overalls and 
jumpsuits). 

659(2)'‘(swimsuits) 
Group 111 

831-842, 843/ 
044 (excluding 
made-to-measure 
suits), and 847- 
859, as a group. 

Sublevels In Group III 
835 _ 
836 . 
840 . 
042 . 
047 . 

Limits not In a group 
845(1)" (sweaters 

made In Hong 
Kong). 

Twelve-month Hrott 

2,546,264 dozen. 
2.577,404 dozen. 
461,971 dozen 
394,291 dozen 
6,086,317 dozen ol which 

not mote 8tan 24195,454 
dozen shall be in Cat¬ 
egory 347; not more than 
4,612,442 dozwi Shan be 
in Category 348; not 
more than 8,066417 
dozen shaM be In Cat¬ 
egories 347-W/348-W* 
Ol which not more than 
4,612,442 dozen shall be 
in Category 348-W. 

119,067 dozen. 
1,088,580 dozen 
5,695471 dozen 
514,982 Mlograms. 

1473429 kilograms. 
9490 dozen 
9,758 dozen. 
70400 dozen 
91,170 dozen 
748,772 dozen. 
80,628 dozen. 
57,523 numbers. 
51,462 numbers. 

36,508 numbers. 
1,237,621 dozen 
62,240 dozen. 
537,473 dozen pairs. 
1,162,665 dozen of which 

not more than 434.862 
dozen shall be in Cat¬ 
egories 633/634 and not 
mote than 892,796 
dozen shall be In Cat¬ 
egory 635. 

251,718 dozen 
4,463,894 dozen. 
801,977 dozen 
771,342 dozen. 
200,176 dozen. 
36,455 numbers. 
1483.443 dozen 
447,106 dozen 
976455 dozen of which not 

more than 976,355 
dozen ehal be in Cat¬ 
egory 648-tW«. 

666,364 dozen. 
142,351 dozen 
272.605 dozen 
4,144,252 dozen. 
569,190 Mlograms. 

227416 Ulogtams. 

43,071,306 square meters 
ecjuivaisnL 

101,129 dozen 
136,342 dozen 
600,714 dozen 
224,421 dozen 
322,604 dozen 

1,100,777 dozen. 

Category Twelve-month limH 

845(2) '•(sweaters 
assembled In 
Hong Kong from 
knl-to-shape com¬ 
ponent parts krdt- 
tod elsewhere). 

2.634,842 dozen. 

846(1)'•(sweaters 
msdsin Hong 
Kong). 

178,006 dozea 

846(2)'‘(sweaters 
assembled in 
Hong Kong from 
knk-to-sha^ com¬ 
ponent paM Min¬ 
ted aisewhere). | 

426.927 dozea 

'Catogoty 214(1): Th* Oowmnwnt at Hong Kong wS 
oonlinuo to vioa ttioM producu m 218. 

'Categrxy 389(1): only HTS numbor 6307.10.2005. 
‘CategoriM 33ar33e: M HTS numben eMOaft 

6ioe.io.{»ia. 6109.10.0023. 8ioe.io.oo6a eioaiaooes. 
6114.20.0005 and S114jn.0010. 

*Calagariaa 336/339(1): ony HTS numbert 6109.10.0016. 
6109.10.0^. 6109.100060. 6109.10.0065, 811420.0005 
and 81142a0010. 

•Category 347-W: only HTS numbers 6203.10.102a 
6203.19.4020, 620322.3020. 6203.22.3030, 6203.424005, 
8203.42.4010. 6203.4240151. 8203.424025, 6203.424035, 
6203.42.4045, 6203.42.4050. 6203.42.4060 6203.423020 
6210.40.2035. 6211.20.1520, 621120.3010 and 
6211220040: Catagny 346 W: only HTS numbais 
6204.12.0030, 6204.19.3030, 620422.3040, 62042 23050, 
6204.29.4034, 6204222000. 6204.624005, 6204.824010, 
6204.62402a 6204.62403a 6204.62.404a 6204.624050, 
6204.62.4055. 6204.62.4065. 6204.69.3010, 6204.69.9010. 
e2KX50.2035. 62112ai55a 6211.20.e0ia 6211220030 
and 6217.90.005a 

•Category 3S9(i): only HTS numbers 6103.422021 
6103.4a30M. 6104.621020. ei04.e660ia 6114.20.0048. 
6114.20.0052, 6203.42Z0ia 6203.42.2090, 8204.62.20ia 
6211.3200ia 6211.32.0085 and 6211.420010. 

'Category 359(2): only HTS numbers ei03.19.203a 
6103.19.4^, 6104.12.0040, 6104.19.2040. 6110.20.1022, 
6110.20.1024. 6110.20.203a 611020.2031 S1iae0.004< 
6110.90.0046. 6201.92.2010. 6202.922020, 6203.19.1030, 
6203.19.4030 6204.12.0040 6204.192040 621122.0070 
and 6211.42.0070. 

•Category 64e-W: only HTS numbers 6204.23.0040 
6204.23.004. 6204282020. 6204292021 820429.4036, 
6204.632000 6204.632000 6204.632510, 6204.63.3530, 
6204.63.3532. 6204.63.3540. 6204.68.2510, 6204.69.2530. 
6204.692540 6204.ee.2S6a 6204.692030 6204.69.9030. 
6210.50.1031 e21120.15S. 621120.6030. 6211.43.0040 
and 6217202060 

■Category 656(1): nnly HTS numbers 610323.0051 
6103.43.!^. 6103.432021 6103.492000. 6103.49.3031 
6104.611020. 6104.611030. 6104.68.1000, 6104.092014, 
6114.30.3044, 6114.30.3054. 6203.43.2010, 6203.43.2090, 
6203.4110ia 620140.1090. 6204.63.1510, 620429.1010, 
6210.10.4011 6211.33.0010, 6211.33.0017 and 
6211.43.0010. 

”> Category 659(2): only HTS numbers 611221.0010, 
611221.0^. 6112.41.0010. 6112.41.0020. 6112.41.0030, 
6111412041 621t.1t.l0ia 6211.11.1021 6211.12.1010 
and 6211.111020. 

"Categoiy 645(1): only HTS numbers 6103.202074. 
6104.29.2079, 6110200024. 6110.902042 and 
6117.90.0021. 

'■Category 645(2): only HTS numbers 6103192079, 
6104.20.^77, 6110.90.0^ and 6110.90.0040. 

'•Category 846(1): only HTS numbers 6103292061 
6104.29^71 6110.80.0021 6110.902036 «1d 
6117.90.0011 

'•Category 646(2): only HTS numbers 8101292061 
6104.29.2073, 6110.90.0016 and 6110.90.0036. 

The Committee for the 
Implementation of Textile Agreements 
has determined that these actions fall 
within the foreign affmrs exception of 
the rulemaking provisions of 5 U.S.C. 
553(aKl). 
Donald R. Foote, 

Acting Chairman. Committee for the 
Implementation of Textile A^eements. 
(FR Doc. 93-162 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am] 

BILLING CODE 3610-OR-f 
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

GENERAL SERVICES 
ADMINISTRATION 

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND 
SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
[0MB Control No. 9000-0101] 

Clearance Request Regarding Drug- 
Free Workplace 

AGENCIES: Department of Defense (DOD), 
General Services Administration (GSA). 
and National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration (NASA). 
action: Notice of request for an 
extension to an existing OMB clearance 
(9000-0101). 

SUMMARY: Under the provisions of the 
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 (44 
U.S.C. 35), the Federal Acquisition 
Regulation (FAR) Secretariat has 
submitted to the Office of Management 
and Budget (OMB) a request to review 
and approve an extension of a currently 
approved information collection 
requirement concerning Drug-Free 
Workplace. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Edward Loeb, Office of Federal 
Acquisition Policy, GSA (202) 501- 
4547. 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

A. Purpose 

Public Law 100-690, the Drug-Free 
Workplace Act of 1988, mandates that: 
(1) Government contract employees 
notify their employer of any criminal 
drug statute conviction for a violation 
occurring in the workplace: and (2) 
Government contractors, after receiving 
notice of such conviction, must notify 
the Government contracting officer. 
These requirements are effective as of 
March 18,1989. 

The information provided to the 
Government will be used to determine 
contractor compliance with the 
statutory requirements to maintain a 
drug-firee workplace. 

B. Annual Reporting Burden 

The annual reporting burden is 
estimated as follows: Respondents, 600; 
responses per respondent, 1; total 
annual responses, 600; preparation 
hours per response, .17; and total 
response burden hours, 102. 

C Annual Recordkeeping Burden 

The annual recordkeeping burden is 
estimated as follows: Recor^eepers, 
600; hours per recordkeeper, .5; and 
total recordkeeping burden hours, 300. 
OBTAIMNG COPIES OF PROPOSALS: 

Requester may obtain copies of OMB 

applications or fustificatians from the 
General Services Administration, FAR 
Secretariat (VRS), room 4037, 
Washington, DC 20405, telephone (202) 
501-4755. Please cite OMB Control No. 
9000-0101, Drug-Free Workplace, in all 
correspondence. 

Dated: December 28,1992. 
Beverly Fayson, 
FAR SecntariaL 
(FR Doc 93-101 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am] 
BMJJNQ coos asa»-3«« 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

GENERAL SERVICES 
ADMINISTRATION 

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND 
SPACE ADMINISTRATION 

(OMB Control No. 9000-0106] 

Clearance Request Regarding 
Bankruptcy 

AGENCIES: Department of Defense (DOD), 
General Services Administration (GSA), 
and National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration (NASA). 
ACTION: Notice of request for an 
extension to an existing C^B clearance 
(9000-0108). 

SUMMARY: Under the provisions of the 
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 (44 
U.S.C 35), the Federal Acquisition 
Regulation (FAR) Secretariat has 
submitted to the Office of Management 
and Budget (OMB) a request to review 
and approve an extension of a currently 
approved information collection 
requirement concerning bankruptcy. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT. 

Edward Loeb, Office of Federal 
Acquisition Policy, GSA, (202) 501- 
4547. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

A. Purpose 

Under statute, contractors may enter 
into bankruptcy which may have a 
significant impact on the contractor’s 
ability to perform its Government 
contract. The Government often does 
not receive adequate and timely notice 
of this event. The subject contract clause 
requires contractors to notify the 
contracting officer within five days after 
the contractor enters into bankruptcy. 

B. Annual Reporting Burden 

The annual reporting burden is 
estimated as follows; Respondents, 
1,000', responses per respondent, 1; total 
annual responses, 1,000', preparation 
hours per response, V, and total 
response burden hours, 1,000, 

C Annual Recordkeeping Burden 

The annual recordkeeping burden is 
estimated as follows: Recordkeepers, 
1,000', hours per rec(»dkeeper, ,25', and 
total recordkMping burden hours, 250. 
OBTAMMQ COPIES OP PROPOSALS*. 

Requester may obtain copies of OMB 
applications or justifications from the 
General Services Administration, FAR 
Secretariat (VRS). room 4037, 
Washington, DC 20405, telephone (202) 
501-4755. Please cite OMB Control No. 
9000-0108, Bankruptcy, in all 
correspondence. 

Dated; December 28,1992. 
Beverly Faysmi, 

FAR Secretariat 
(FR Doc. 93-102 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am] 
esjjMO COOK mo a< u 

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY 

Energy Information Adminlatration 

Agency Information Collectiona Under 
Review by the Office of Management 
and Bud^ 

AGENCY: Energy Information 
Administration, DOE. 

ACTION: Notice of request submitted for 
review by the Office of Management and 
Budget. 

SUMMARY: ’The Energy Information 
Administration (EIA) has submitted the 
energy information collection(s) listed at 
the end of this notice to the Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) for 
review under provisions of the 
Paperwork Reduction Act (Public Law 
96-511, 44 U.S.C. 3501 etseq.). The 
listing does not include collections of 
information contained in new or revised 
regulations which are to be submitted 
imder section 3504(h) of the Paperworic 
Reduction Act, nor management and 
procurement assistance requirements 
collected by the Department of Energy 
(DOE). 

Each entry contains the following 
information: (1) The sponsor of the 
collection (a DOE componenL which 
term includes the Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission); (2) Collection 
numberfs); (3) Current OMB docket 
number (if applicable); (4) Collection 
title: (5) Type of request, e.g., new, 
revision, extension, or rein^tement; (6) 
Frequency of collection; (7) Respcmse 
obligation, i.e., mandatory, voluntary, or 
required to obtain or retafo benefit; (8) 
Aftected public (9) An estimate of the 
number of respondents per report 
period; (10) An estimate of the number 
of responses per respondent annually; 
(11) An estimate of the average hours 
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per response: (12) The estimated total 
annual respondent burden; and (13) A 
brief abstract describing the proposed 
collection and the respondents. 
DATES; Comments must be filed by 
February 5,1993. If you anticipate that 
you will be submitting comments but 
find it difficult to do so within the time 
allowed by this notice, you should 
advise the OMB DOE Desk Officer listed 
below of your intention to do so, as soon 
as possible. The Desk Officer may be 
telephoned at (202) 395-3084. (Also, 
please notify the EIA contact listed 
below.) 
ADDRESSES: Address comments to the 
Department of Energy Desk Officer, 
Office of Information and Regulatory 
Affairs, Office of Management and 
Budget, 726 Jackson Place NW., 
Washington, DC 20503. (Comments 
should also be addressed to the Office 
of Statistical Standards at the address 
below.) 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND COPIES OF 

RELEVANT MATERIALS CONTACT: Jay 
Casselberry, Office of Statistical 
Standards (EI-73), Forrestal Building, 
U.S. Department of Energy, Washington, 
DC 20585. Mr. Casselberry may be 
telephoned at (202) 254-5348. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The 
energy information collection submitted 
to OMB for review was: 

1. Energy Information Administration 
2. EIA-1, 3, 3A, 4, 5, 5A, 6, 7A, and 20 
3.1905-0167 
4. Coal Program Package 
5. Revision 
6. Quarterly, Annually, Other (Standby) 
7. Mandatory 
8. Businesses or other for-proht 
9. 6,133 respondents 
10. 2.06 responses per respondent 
11.1.53 hours per response 
12.19,390 hours 
13. The coal surveys collect data on coal 

production, consumption, stock 
prices, imports and exports. Data are 
published in various EIA 
publications. Respondents are 
manufacturing plants, producers of 
coke, purchasers and distributors of 
coal, coal mining operators, and coal¬ 
consuming electric utilities. 

Authority: Sec. 5(a), S(b), 13(b), and 52, 
Public Law 93-275, Federal Energy 
Administration Act of 1974,15 U.S.C. 764(a), 
764(b), 772(b), and 790a. 

Issued in Washington DC, December 30, 
1992. 

Yvonne M. Bishop, 

Director, Statistical Standards. Energy 
Information Administration. 

[FR Doc. 93-205 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am] 

BIUJNG CODE M60-01-M 

Agency Information Collactiona Under 
Review by the Office of Management 
and Budget 

AGENCY: Energy Information 
Administration. 
ACTION: Notice of request submitted for 
review by the Office of Management and 
Budget. 

SUMMARY: The Energy Information 
Administration (EIA) has submitted the 
energy information collection(s) listed at 
the end of this notice to the Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) for 
review under provisions of the 
Paperwork Reduction Act (Pub. L No. 
96-511, 44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq.). The 
listing does not include collections of 
information contained in new or revised 
regulations which are to be submitted 
under section 3504(h) of the Paperwork 
Reduction Act, nor management and 
procurement assistance requirements 
collected by the Department of Energy 
(DOE). 

Each entry contains the following 
information: (1) The sponsor of the 
collection (a DOE component which 
term includes the Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission (FERC)); (2) 
Collection number(s); (3) Current OMB 
docket number (if applicable); (4) 
(Collection title; (5) Type of request, e.g., 
new, revision, extension, or 
reinstatement; (6) Frequency of 
collection: (7) Response obligation, i.e., 
mandatory, voluntary, or required to 
obtain or retain benefit; (8) Afiected 
public; (9) An estimate of the number of 
respondents per report period; (10) An 
estimate of the number of responses per 
respondent annually; (11) An estimate 
of the average hours per response; (12) 
The estimated total annual respondent 
burden; and (13) A brief abstract 
describing the proposed collection and 
the respondents. 
DATES: Comments must be filed by 
February 5,1993. If you anticipate that 
you will be submitting comments but 
find it difficult to do so within the time 
allowed by this notice, you should 
advise the OMB DOE Di^k Officer listed 
below of your intention to do so, as soon 
as possible. The Desk Officer may be 
telephoned at (202) 395-3084. (Also, 
please notify the EIA contact listed 
below.) 
ADDRESSES: Address comments to the 
Department of Energy Desk Officer, 
Office of Information and Regulatory 
Affairs, Office of Management and 
Budget, 726 Jackson Place NW.. 
Washington, DC 20503. ((Comments 
should also be addressed to the Office 
of Statistical Standards at the address 
below.) 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND COPIES OF 

RELEVANT MATERIALS CONTACT: Jay 
(Casselberry, Office of Statistic^ 
Standards, (EI-73), Forrestal Building, 
U.S. Department of Energy, Washington, 
DC 20585. Mr. (Casselberry may be 
telephoned at (202) 254-5348. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The 
energy information collection submitted 
to OMB for review was: 
1. Energy Information Administration 
2. EIA-800-804,807, 810-814, 816-818, 

819M. 819A, 820, 822A/D, and 825 
3.1905-0165 
4. Petroleum Supply Reporting System 

Surveys 
5. Revision 
6. On occasion. Weekly, Monthly, 

Annually, and Triennially 
7. Mandatory 
8. Businesses or other for-profit 
9. 5,350 respondents 
10.10.305 responses per respondent 
11.1.145 hours per response 
12. 63,134 hoiirs 
13. The Petroleum Supply Reporting 

System collects information needed 
for determining the supply and 
disposition of crude petroleum, 
petroleum products, and natural gas 
liquids. These data are published by 
the EIA. Respondents are producers of 
oxygenates, operators of petroleum 
refining facilities, blending plants, 
bulk terminals, crude oil and product 
pipelines, natural gas plant facilities, 
tanker and barge operators, and oil 
importers. 
Authority: Sec. 5(a), 5(b), 13(b), and 52, 

Public Law 93-275, Federd Energy 
Administration Act of 1974,15 U.S.C. 764(a). 
764(b), 772(b), and 790a. 

Issued in Washington, DC, Dec. 30,1992. 

Yvonne M. Bishop, 

Director, Statistical Standards, Energy 
Information Administration. 

[FR Doc. 93-203 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am] 

BIUJNa CODE MSO-OI-M 

Agency Information Collections Under 
Review by the Office of Management 
and Budget 

AGENCY: Energy Information 
Administration, DOE. 
ACTION: Notice of request submitted for 
review by the Office of Management and 
Budget. 

SUMMARY: The Energy Information 
Administration (EIA) has submitted the 
energy information collection(s) listed at 
the end. of this notice to the Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) for 
review under provisions of the 
Paperwork Reduction Act (Pub. L. No. 
96-511,44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq.). The 
listing does not include collections of 
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information contained in new or revised 
regulations which are to be submitted 
under section 3504(h) of the Paperwork 
Reduction Act, nor management and 
procurement assistance requirements 
collected by the Department of Energy 
(DOE). 

Each entry contains the following 
information: (1) The sponsor of the 
collection (a DOE comp<ment, which 
term includes the Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission); (2) Collection 
number(s); (3) Current 0MB docket 
number (if applicable); (4) Collection 
title; (5) Type of request, e.g., new, 
revision, extension, or reinstatement; (6) 
Frequency of collection; (7) Response 
obligation, i.e., mandatory, voluntary, or 
required to obtain or retain benefit; (8) 
Affected public; (9) An estimate of the 
number of respondents per report 
period; (10) An estimate of the number 
of responses per respondent annually; 
(11) An estimate of the average hours 
per response; (12) The estimated total 
annual respondent burden; and (13) A 
brief abstract describing the proposed 
collection and the respondents. 
DATES: Comments must be filed by 
February 5,1993. If you anticipate that 
you will be submitting comments but 
find it difficult to do so within the time 
allowed by this notice, you should 
advise the OMB DOE Desk Officer listed 
below of your intention to do so, as soon 
as possible. The Desk Officer may be 
telephoned at (202) 395-3084. (Also, 
please notify the EIA contact listed 
below.) 
ADDRESSES: Address comments to the 
Department of Energy Desk Officer, 
Office of Information and Regulatory 
Affairs, Office of Management and 
Budget, 726 Jackson Place NW., 
Washington, DC 20503. (Comments 
should also be addressed to the Office 
of Statistical Standards at the address 
below. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND COF1ES OF 

RELEVANT MATERIALS CONTACT: Jay 
Casselberry, Office of Statistical 
Standards, (EI-73), Forrestal Building, 
U.S. Department of Energy, Washington, 
DC 20585. Mr. Casselberry may be 
telephoned at (202) 254-5348. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The 
energy information collection submitted 
to OMB for review was: 
1. Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission 
2. FERC-520 
3.1902-0083 
4. Application for Authority to Hold 

Interlocking Directorate Position 
5. Extension 
6. On occasion 
7. Mandatory 
8. Businesses or other 

9. 25 respondents 
10.1 response per respondent 
11. 51.8 hours per response 
12.1,298 hours 
13. Hie Federal Power Act requires each 

perstm that desires to hold public 
utility interlocking directorate 
positions to submit an application to 
the FERC for authority to do so. The 
supporting information describes the 
interlocking positions the applicant 
seeks to hold, the applicant’s financial 
interest, other officers and nature of 
the business relationships among the 
firms. 

Authority: Sec. 5(a), 5(b), 13(b), and 52. 
Public Law 93-275, Federd Energy 
Administration Act of 1974,15 U.S.C 764(a), 
764(b), 772(b), and 790a. 

Issued in Washington, DC, December 30, 
1992. 

Yvonne M. Bishop, 

Director, Statistical Standards, Energy 
Information Administration. 
[FR Doc. 93-204 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am] 

BILUNQ CODE SSSO-OI-M 

Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission 

[Docket Noe. EC93-6-000, et aL] 

Cincinnati Gas & Electric Co. and PSI 
Energy, Inc., et al.; Electric Rate, Small 
Power Production, and hiterlocking 
Directorate RHngs 

Take notice that the following filings 
have been made with the Commission: 

1. Cincinnati Gas & Electric Co. and PSI 
Energy, Inc. 

[Docket No. EC93-6-000] 

December 28,1992. 

Take notice that on December 23, 
1992, Cincinnati Gas & Electric Co. 
("CG^”), on behalf of itself (and its 
subsidiaries. Union Light. Heat and 
Power Co. and Miami Power Corp.) and 
PSI Energy, Inc. (together, "Applicants”) 
filed, pursuant to section 203 of the 
Federal Power Act and Part 33 of the 
Commission’s regulations, a Joint 
Application requesting authorization to 
merge and reorganize Applicants’ utility 
operations and to dispose of Applicants’ 
jurisdictional facilities. 

Pursuant to an Agreement and Plan to 
Reorganization, PSI Resources Inc., PSI 
Energy and CG&E will merge into a new 
corporation, CINergy, and PSI Energy 
and CG&E will operate as separate 
utility divisions of CINergy. ’The 
subsidiaries of CG&E and PSI Resources 
(excluding PSI Energy, but including 
PSI Energy’s subsidiaries) will become 
subsidiaries of CINergy. 'Uie merger will 
be effected through an exchange of 

stod:, %vith PSI Resources and CG8£ 
shareholders exchanging their shares for 
shares in CINergy. 

Applicants have submitted the direct 
testimony of eleven witnesses who 
provide, inter alia, a descripticm of the 
merger and the projected bmefits for 
ratepayers and shareholders and an 
analysis of the efiects of the mergw on 
competition in the relevant maifosts. 
Applicants also have submitted a pro 
forma open access transmission tariff for 
Applicants’ integrated system, which 
provides a range of services for a single 
rate. 

Applicants have requested that the 
Commission expedite consideration of 
the Joint Application and approve it 
without an evidentiary hearing. 

Comment date: January 27,1993, in 
accordance with StandaM Paragraph E 
at the end of this notice. 

December 30,1992. 

Take notice that on November 23. 
1992, Northern States Power Company 
tendered for filing its compliance filing 
in response to a Commission letter order 
dated October 23,1992. 

Comment date: January 8,1993, in 
accordance with Standanl Paragraph E 
at the end of this notice. 

December 30.1992. 

Take notice that on December 15, 
1992, Odgen Martin Systems of San 
Bernardino, Inc. (Ogden-San 
Bernardino) tender^ ^r filing a Notice 
of Termination of Rate Schedule FERC 
No. 1 of Ogden Martin Systems of San 
Bernardino, Inc. with the Federal 
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC 
or the Commission). 

On September 23,1987, the 
Commission accepted for filing an 
electric power purchase agreement 
between Ogden-San Bernardino and 
Southern California Edison Company 
for the sale of capacity and energy from 
a proposed 42.5 MW solid waste, 
biomass-fueled small power production 
facility (the Facility) and designated the 
agreement as Rate Schedule FTRC No. 1. 
Due to the decision of San Bernardino 
County, California, to not proceed with 
the construction of the Facility, Ogden- 
San Bernardino will not sell capacity 
and energy to Southern California 
Edison Company pursuant to Rate 
Schedule FERC No. 1 and, accordingly, 
seeks to terminate Rata Schedule FERC 
No.l. 

2. Northern States Power Co. 

[Docket No. ER92-551-001] 

3. Ogden Martin Systems of San 
Bernardino, Inc. 

[Docket No. ER93-281-0001 
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Comment date: January 13,1993, in 
accordance with Standard Paragraph E 
at the end of this notice. ' 

4. Entergy Power, Inc. 

[Docket Nos. ER92-611-000: ER92-664-000: 
ER92-843-000 and ER93-45-000] 

December 30,1992. 

Take notice that on December 17, 
1992, Entergy Power, Inc. submitted an 
amendment to its rate schedule filings 
originally submitted in the above 
do^ets on June 3,1992, June 26.1992, 
August 14.1992, September 18,1992, 
and October 27,1992. 

The amendment responds to a 
deficiency letter horn the Director of the 
Division of Applications dated 
November 17,1992 and issued in the 
above referenced proceedings. 

Comment date: January 13,1993, in 
accordance with Standard Paragraph E 
at the end of this notice. 

5. Gulf States Utilities Co. 

(Docket No. ER93-292-000] 

December 30,1992. 

Take notice that, ptu^uant to section 
205 of the Federal Power Act and part 
35 of the Commission’s regulations. Gulf 
States Utilities Company (Gulf States), 
on December 22,1992, tendered for 
filing rate schedule changes with 
respect to Gulf States’ provision of 
wholesale and transmission service to 
Sam Rayburn Dam Electric Cooperative, 
Inc. (SRDE) and Sam Rayburn 
Municipal Power Agency (SRMA), and 
an initial Power Interconnection 
Agreement between Gulf States and the 
Vinton Public Power Authority (VPPA). 
Gulf States states that its filing amends 
the Power Interconnection Agreement 
and the Power Supply Agreement 
among Gulf StatesV^RDE, and SRMA to 
account for the sale of SRMA’s interest 
in the jointly-owned Nelson 6 
generating station to VPPA. 

Gulf States requests a waiver of the 
prior notice requirements of the Federal 
Power Act and the Commission’s 
regulations to allow an effective date for 
its filings of December 18,1992. 

Copies of the filing were served upon 
SRDE. SRMA, VPPA, the Public Utility 
Commission of Texas, and the Louisiana 
Public Service Commission. 

Comment date; January 13,1993, in 
accordance with Standard Paragraph E 
at the end of this notice. 

6. Florida Power Corp. 

(Docket No. ER93-299-000I 

December 30,1992. 

Take notice that Florida Power 
Corporation (Florida Power), on 
December 24,1992, tendered for filing 
a wholesale rate change in its full 

requirements, partial requirements and 
transmission rates. The amount of the 
rate change, either an increase or a 
decrease, depends on the rates to which 
the current ones are compared. If 
compared to the presently efiective 
rates, the filed rates accomplish a rate 
decrease in the amount of $8.2 million 
or 5.6% on a 1993 calendar-year basis. 
If the rates filed herein are compared to 
the rates negotiated in settlement of 
Florida Power’s last filing. 
(Consolidated Docket Nos. ER92-436- 
000 and EL92-29-000). an increase of 
$8.4 million per year or 6.8% on a 1993 
calendar-year basis results. 

Florida Power requests that the rate 
change be permitted to become efiective 
on February 22.1993, and that it be 
made effective without suspension if the 
compliance rates are in efiect or be 
suspended for the minimum one-day 
period if the settlement rates are in 
efiect. Florida Power states that it has 
served copies of its filing on the afiected 
customers and the Florida Public 
Service Commission. 

Comment date: January 13,1993, in 
accordance with Standaiti Paragraph E 
at the end of this notice. 

7. Public Service Company of New 
Mexico 

(Docket No. ER93-300-000] 

December 30,1992. 

Take notice that on December 28, 
1992, Public Service Company of New 
Mexico (PNM) tendered for filing a 
Notice of Termination of the 
Interconnection Agreement (PNM Rate 
Schedule FPC No. 8 and supplements 
thereto) between PNM and The Western 
Colorado Power Company (WCP), as 
subsequently assigned to WCP’s 
successor, Colorado-Ute Electric 
Association (CUEA) and since CUEA’s 
bankruptcy to Public Service Company 
of Colorado (PSCo) and Tri-State 
Generation and Transmission 
Association, Inc. (Tri-State). 

PNM requests that the Commission’s 
notice requirements be waived to permit 
the Interconnection Agreement to be 
terminated efiective upon the contract 
termination date of November 13,1992. 

Copies of the filing have been served 
upon PSCo. Tri-State and the New 
Mexico Public Service Commission. 

Comment date: January 13,1993, in 
accordance with Standa^ Paragraph E 
at the end of this notice. 

8. Idaho Power Co. 

(Docket No. ER93-89-000] 

December 30,1992. 

Take notice that on December 22, 
1992, Idaho Power Company (IPC) 
tendered for filing an amendment to its 

filing of its Agreement for the Sale and 
Purchase of Firm Energy dated August 
31,1992 with Oregon Trail Electric 
Consumers Cooperative, Inc. 

IPC has requested waiver of the notice 
provisions § 35.3 of the Commission’s 
regulations in order to permit the 
Agreement to become efiective on 
January 1.1993, as requested in the 
original filing of this Agreement. 

Comment date: January 13.1993, in 
accordance with Standard Paragraph E 
at the end of this notice. 

9. G. Alex Bernhardt 

IDocket No. ID-2541-OOll 

December 30,1992. 

Take notice that on December 24, 
1992, G. Alex Bernhardt (Applicant) 
tendered for filing a supplemental 
application under section 305(b) of the 
Federal Power Act to hold the following 
positions; 
Director Duke Power Company 
Director First Union Corporation 

Comment date: January 13,1993, in 
accordance with Standa^ Paragraph E 
at the end of this notice. 

10. Entergy Power Development Corp. 

(Docket No. EG93-9-000] 

December 30,1992. 

Take notice that on December 23, 
1992, Entergy Power Development 
Corporation (Entergy Development) 
filed an application under section 32 of 
the Public Utility Holding Company Act 
of 1935, as amended by section 711 of 
the Energy Policy Act of 1992, seeking 
a determination by the Commission that 
Entergy Development is an exempt 
wholesale generator. Entergy 
Development owns an interest in a 250 
MW electric generating facility located 
in Richmond, Virginia. 

Comment date: January 19,1993, in 
accordance with Standa^ Paragraph E 
at the end of this notice. 

11. Long Island Lighting Co. 

(Docket No. ER93-298-000] 

December 30,1992. 

Take notice that on December 24. 
1992, Long Island Lighting Company 
(LILCO) tendered for filing an 
Agreement between LILCO and the 
Sufiolk County Electrical Agency 
(SCEA) dated November 12,1992, for 
the delivery of certain New York Power 
Authority power and energy to eligible 
customers within LILCO’s service 
territory in Sufiolk County, New York, 
together with a supplement thereto 
which consists of a Letter Agreement 
between LILCO and the New York 
Power Authority (NYPA) dated October 
29,1992. LILCO has requested a waiver 
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so that this filing can become effective 
on January 1.1993. 

Notice is further given that upon 
acceptance for filing or approvd of the 
instant filing, LILC^FERC Rate 
Schedule No. 42, including Supplement 
Nos. 1 and 2, and those portions of 
LILCO-FERC Rate Schedule No. 40 that 
govern delivery of NYPA economic 
development power to SCEA’s 
economic development customers are 
hereby cancelled. 

LILCO states that this filing has been 
served upon the New York State Public 
Service Commission, NYPA, and SCEA. 

Comment date: January 13,1993, in 
accordance with Standard Paragraph E 
at the end of this notice. 

12. Richmond Power Enterprise, L.P. 

IDocket No. EG93-7-000] 

December 30.1992. 

Take notice that on December 23, 
1992, Richmond Power Enterprise, L.P. 
(Richmond Power) filed an application 
under Section 32 of the Public Utility 
Holding Company Act of 1935, as 
amended by section 711 of the Energy 
Policy Act of 1992, seeking a 
determination by the Commission that 
Richmond Power is an exempt 
wholesale generator. Richmond Power 
owns and operates a 250 MW electric 
generating facility located in Richmond, 
Virginia. 

Comment date; January 19,1993, in 
accordance with Standard Paragraph E 
at the end of this notice. 

13. Entergy Richmond Power Corp. 

IDcKket No. EG93-8-000) 

December 30,1992. 

Take notice that on December 23, 
1992, Entergy Richmond Power 
Corporation (Entergy Richmond) filed 
an application under section 32 of the 
Public Utility Holding Company Act of 
1935, as amended by section 711 of the 
Energy Policy Act of 1992, seeking a 
determination by the Commission that 
Entergy Richmond is an exempt 
wholesale generator. Entergy Wchmond 
owns an interest in a 250 MW electric 
generating facility located in Richmond. 
Virginia. 

Comment date: January 19,1993, in 
accordance with Standard Paragraph E 
at the end of this notice. 

14. Northeast Utilities Service Co. 

IDocket No. ER93-297-0001 

December 30,1992. 

Take notice that on December 23, 
i992. Northeast Utilities Service 
Company (NUSCO) on behalf of The 
Connecticut Light and Power Company 
(CL&^). Western Massachusetts Electric 
Company (WMECO), and Public Service 

Company of New Hampshire (PSNH) 
tendered for filing a Capacity, 
Transmission and Energy Service 
Agreement between Cl^ and Green 
Mountain Power Corporation (GMP), a 
Bulk Power Service Agreement between 
CL&P and Bozrah Light and Power 
Company and a Firm Transmission 
Service Agreement Between CL&P, 
WMECO, and PSNH and GMP. 

NUSCO requests that the Commission 
waive its standard notice periods and 
filing regulations to the extent necessary 
to permit the rate schedule change to 
become effective as early as January 1, 
1993, but no later than February 1,1993. 

NUSCO states that copies of this rate 
schedule have been mailed or delivered 
to each of the parties. 

NUSCO furtner states that the filing is 
in accordance with section 35 of the 
Commission’s regulations. 

Comment date: January 13,1993, in 
accordance with Standard Paragraph E 
at the end of this notice. 

15. Green Mountain Power Corp. 

IDocket No. ER93-296-000) 

December 30,1992. 

Take notice that on December 23, 
1992, Green Movmtain Power 
Corporation (GMP) tendered for filing a 
Notice of Cancellation of Power Sales 
Agreement between GMP and Bozrah 
Light and Power Company (Bozrah) 
(GMP Rate Schedule FERC No. 104). 

GMP states that the Notice of 
Cancellation is part of a comprehensive 
arrangement under which Bozrah will 
discontinue the purchase of its bulk 
power requirements fi'om GMP and 
commence the purchase of its bulk 
power requirements from The 
Connecticut Light and Power Company. 
GMP has requested the Commission to 
waive any applicable requirements in 
order to make each of the agreements 
included in this arrangement effective 
on January 1,1993. 

Comment date; January 13,1993, in 
accordance with Standard Paragraph E 
at the end of this notice. 

Standard Paragraphs 

E. Any person desiring to be heard or 
to protest said filing should file a 
motion to intervene or protest with the 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, 
825 North Capitol Street, NE., 
Washington, DC 20426, in accordance 
with Rules 211 and 214 of the 
Commission’s Rules of Practice and 
Procedure (18 CFR 385.211 and 
385.214). All such motions or protests 
should be filed on or before the 
comment date. Protests will be 
considered by the Commission in 
determining the appropriate action to be 
taken, but will not serve to make 

protestants parties to the proceeding. 
Any person wishing to b^ome a party 
must file a motion to intervene. Copies 
of this filing are on file with the 
Commission and are available for public 
inspection. 
Lois D. Cashell, 
Secrefaiy. 

IFR Doc. 93-230 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 

BiuMo CODE srir-ei-ai 

[Baavar City Canyon, Plant No. 2 Projact, 
FERC No. 1858-002) 

Beawr City Corp.; Availability of 
Environmantal Asaeaamant 

December 30,1992. 

In accordance with the National 
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 and 
the Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission’s (Commission’s) 
regulations, 18 CFR part 380 (Order No. 
486, 52 FR 47897), the Office of 
Hydropower Licensing together with the 
USDA Forest Service (FS) have 
reviewed the application for new minor 
license for the existing Beaver City 
Canyon Plant No. 2 Hydroelectric 
Project, located on the Beaver River, in 
Beaver County, near Beaver, Utah, and 
have prepared a joint environmental 
assessment (EA) for the relicense 
proposal. In the EA, the FS and the 
Commission staff analyze the potential 
environmental impacts of the project 
and conclude that approval of the 
project, with appropriate environmental 
measures, would not constitute a major 
federal action significantly affecting the 
quality of the human environment. 

Copies of the EA are available for 
review in the Public Reference Branch, 
room 3104, of the Commission’s offices 
at 941 North Capitol Street, NW., 
Washington, DC 20426. 
Lois D. Cashell, 
Secretary. 
IFR Doc. 93-217 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am] 

WUJNQ CODE f717-01-M 

[Docket Nos. CP93-108-000, et el.) 

Texas Eastern Transmission Corp., et 
at.; Natural Gas Certificate Filings 

Take notice that the following fiUngs 
have been made with the Commission: 

1. Texas Eastern Transmission 
Corporation 

IDocket No. CP93-108-000] 

December 28,1992. 

Take notice that on December 14, 
1992, Texas Eastern Transmission 
Corporation (Texas Eastern), 5400 
Westheimer Court, Houston, Texas 
77056-5310 filed in Docket No. CP93- 
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108-000 an application pursuant to 
section 7(c) of the Natural Gas Act for 
a certificate of public convenience and 
necessity authorizing it to provide a 
new incremental firm transportation 
service pursuant to Rate Schedule FTS- 
11 and to construct and operate the 
associated incremental facilities 
required to perform the proposed 
transportation service, all as more fully 
set forth in the application which is on 
file with the Commission and open to 
public inspection. 

Texas Eastern requests authorization 
to construct, install, own and operate 
the following facilities required to 
provide the proposed transportation 
service: 

(a) 3.0 miles of 30-inch diameter 
pipeline in Warren County, Ohio; 

(b) 1.4 miles of 36-inch diameter 
pipeline in Monroe County, Ohio; 

(c) 0.96 mile of 36-inch diameter 
pipeline loop in Greene County, 
Pennsylvania; 

(d) Replace approximately 1.07 miles 
of 24-in^ diameter pipeline with 36- 
inch diameter pipeline at the 
Uniontown Compressor Station 
discharge in Somerset County, 
Pennsylvania; 

(e) Replace approximately 1.00 mile 
of 24-inch diameter pipeline with 36- 
inch diameter pipeline at the Bedford 
Compressor Station discharge in Fulton 
Coimty, Pennsylvania; and 

(f) Replace approximately 1.21 miles 
of 20-inch diameter pipeline with 36- 
inch diameter pipeline at the discharge 
of Eagle Compressor Station in Bucks 
County, Pennsylvania. 

Texas Eastern indicates that the 
pipposed facilities would be used to 
render firm incremental transportation 
service for Staten Island Cogeneration 
Corporation (Staten Island) firom the 
existing point of interconnection 
between Texas Eastern and ANR 
Pipeline Company (ANR) Hear Lebanon, 
Ohio to an existing point of 
interconnection between the facilities of 
Texas Eastern and the Brooklyn Union 
Gas Company (BUG) at Goethals Bridge, 
New York. Texas Eastern proposes to 
transport and make delivery of up to 
11,600 Dth equivalent of natural gas per 
day to Staten Island. 

Texas Eastern states that the estimated 
total capital cost of the proposed 
facilities is $14,598,000. Texas Eastern 
indicates that the proposed facilities 
will be financed initially by Texas 
Eastern with funds on hand, borrowing 
imder Texas Eastern’s revolving credit 
arrangements or short-term financing. 

Comment date: January 19,1993, in 
accordance with StandaM Paragraph F 
at the end of this notice. 

2. Arkla Energy Resources a division of 
Arkla, Inc. 

(Docket No. CP93-128-0001 

December 29,1992. 

Take notice that on December 22, 
1992, Arkla Energy Resources, a 
division of Arkla, Inc., (AER), P.O. Box 
21734, Shreveport, Louisiana 71151, 
filed in Docket No. CP93-128-000 a 
request piumiant to §§ 157.205,157.211 
and 157.212 of the Commission’s 
Regulations imder the Natural Gas Act 
(18 CFR 157.205,157.211,157.212) for 
authorization to construct and operate 
certain facilities under AER’s blanket 
certificate issued in Docket No. CP82- 
384-000, et ai, pursuant to section 7 of 
the Natural Gas Act, all as more fully set 
forth in the request that is on file with 
the Commission and open to public 
inspection. 

AER proposes to: 
(1) Construct and operate two new 

sales taps and related facilities in Coal 
County, Oklahoma, for delivery of 
natural gas to Arkansas Louisiana Gas 
Company (ALG) for resale to two 
domestic customers, Stephen J. Burge, 
and Frank Whitt. It is projected that 
each customer would use approximately 
1 Mcf on a peak day and 85 Mcf 
annually. AER states that each of the tap 
facilities would cost approximately 
$1,389. 

(2) Operate an existing 1-inch tap on 
AER’s Line OT-23 in Sebastian County, 
Arkansas, for delivery of natiual gas for 
resale to ALG’s domestic customer, 
'Thomas Goodin, who is projected to use 
1 Mcf on a peak day and 85 Mcf 
annually. AER states that this customer 
would manifold onto an existing tap 
installed for right-of-way grantor Terrell 
Jones in 1974. 

AER states that the facilities would be 
financed with internally generated 
capital. 

Comment date: February 12,1993, in 
accordance with Standard Paragraph G 
at the end of this notice. 

3. Northern Natural Gas Company 

(Docket No. CP93-88-0001 

December 29.1992. 

Take notice that on December 3,1992, 
Northern Natural Gas Company 
(Northern), 1111 South 103rd Street, 
Omaha, Nebraska 68124-1000, filed in 
Docket No, CP93-88-000 an application 
pursuant to section 7(b) of the Natural 
Gas Act for permission and approval to 
abandon six individually certificated 
transportation and exchange agreements 
between Northern and EL Paso Natural 
Gas Company (EL Paso), all as more 
fully set forth in the application which 
is on file with the Commission and open 
to public inspection. 

Specifically, Northern proposes to 
abandon its Rate Schedtiles T-1, T-3, 
T-25, X-21, X-58 and X-68 contained 
in its FERC Gas Tariff, Original Volume 
No. 2. Northern indicates &at proper 
notice was given by Northern and El 
Paso for the termination of the service 
under these agreements are no longer 
required and the abandonment 
requested will not impact the remaining 
service of Northern of EL Paso. Finally, 
Northern states that EL Paso has 
received authorization firom the 
Commission to abandon the certificates 
issued to EL Paso for two of these 
agreements and is filing in a separate 
application to abandon its certificates 
issued for the remaining four 
agreements. 

Comment dote; January 19,1993, in 
accordance with Standard Paragraph F 
at the end of this notice. 

4. Panhandle Eastern Pipe Line Co. 

(Docket No. CP93-110-^X)0l 

December 30,1992. 

Take notice that on December 14, 
1992, Panhandle Eastern Pipe Line 
Company (Panhandle), P.O. Box 1642, 
Houston, "Texas 77251-1642, filed in 
Docket No. CP93-110-000 a request 
under Section 7(b) of the Commission’s 
Regulations imder the Natural Gas Act 
for a certificate permitting and 
approving abandonment of sales service 
provided to the City of Hazelton, Kansas 
(Hazelton), an existing jurisdictional 
customer imder Panhandle’s Rate 
Schedule SSS-3, all as more folly set 
forth in the request which is on file with 
the Commission and open to public 
inspection. 

Panhandle states that it is requesting 
authorization to abandon firm sales 
service provided to Hazelton under Rate 
Schedule SSS-3, effective January 1, 
1993, as a result of Hazelton’s election 
to terminate its firm sales service with 
Panhandle effective January 1,1993. 
Panhandle states that Hazelton will 
convert to firm transportation service 
provided under Panhandle’s Rate 
Schedule SCT effective January 1,1993. 
No facilities are propos^ to be 
abandoned herein. 

Comment date: January 21,1993, in 
accordance with StandaM Paragraph F 
at the end of this notice. 

5. Panhandle Eastern Pipe Line Co. 

(Docket No. CP93-115-0001 

December 30,1992. 

Take notice that on December 17. 
1992, panhandle Eastern Pipe Line 
Company (Panhandle). P.O. Box 1642, 
Houston, Texas 77251-1642, filed in 
Docket No. CP93-115-000 a request 
under section 7(b) of the Commission’s 
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Regulations imder the Natural Gas Act 
for a certificate permitting and 
approving abandonment of sales 
services provided to Associated Natural 
Gas Company (Associated), under 
Panhandle’s Rate Schedules SSS-2 to be 
effective January 1,1993, all as more 
fully set forth in the request which is on 
file with the Commission and open to 
public inspection. 

Panhandle states it is requesting 
authorization to abandon firm sales 
service provided to Associated imder 
Rate Schedule SSS-2. effective January 
1,1993, as a result of Associated’s 
election to terminate its firm sales 
service with Panhandle efiective 
January 1,1993. Panhandles states that 
Associated will convert to firm 
transportation service provided under 
Panhandle’s Rate Schedule SCT 
effective January 1,1993. No facilities 
are proposed to be abandoned herein. 

Comment date; January 21,1993, in 
accordsuice with Standard Paragraph F 
at the end of this notice. 

6. Panhandle Eastern Pipe Line Co. 

(Docket No. CP93-112-000] 

December 30,1992. 

Take notice that on December 15, 
1992, Panhandle Eastern Pipe Line 
Company (Panhandle). P.O, Box 1642, 
Houston, Texas 77251-1642, filed in 
Docket No. CP93-112-000 a request 
under section 7(b) of the Commission’s 
Regulations under the Natural Gas Act 
for a certificate permitting and 
approving abandonment of 
transportation and sales services 
provided to Kansas-Nebraska Natural 
Gas Company (KN), under Panhandle’s 
Rate Schedules T-41, T-61, and TT-1 to 
be efiective October 31,1992, all as 
more fully set forth in the request w'hich 
is on file with the Commission and open 
to public inspection. 

Panhandle states that by letters dated 
October 19,1992, Panhandle and KN 
have mutually agreed to terminate Rate 
Schedules TT-1, T-41 and T-61 
effective October 31,1992. Panhandle 
further states that the existing 
interconnections with KN will continue 
to be available for open access 
transportation service. No facilities are 
proposed to be abandoned herein. 

Comment date: January 21,1993, in 
accordance with Standard Paragraph F 
at the end of this notice. 

7. United Gas Pipe Line Co. 

(Docket No. CP93-131-000] 

December 30,1992. 

Take notice that on December 2,1992, 
United Gas Pipe Line Company 
(United). P.O. Box 1478, Houston, Texas 
77251-1478, filed a request with the 

Commission in Docket No. CP93-131- 
000 pursuant to § 157.205 of the 
Commission’s Regulations under the 
Natural Gas Act (NGA) for authorization 
of facilities previously constructed 
under section 311(a) of the Natural Gas 
Policy Act (NGPA) and § 284.3(c) of the 
Commission’s regulations, under 
United’s blanket certificate issued in 
Docket No. CP88-6-000, all as more 
fully set forth in the request which is 
open to public inspection. 

United states that the proposed 
facilities will enable United to provide 
transportation services under its blanket 
transportation certificate through all of 
its facilities to all current and potential 
shippers. United also states that it has 
sufficient capacity to provide the 
proposed service without detriment to 
its other existing customers. 

Comment date: February 16,1993, in 
accordance with Standard Paragraph G 
at the end of this notice. 

Standard Paragraphs 

F. Any person desiring to be heard or 
make any protest with reference to stud 
file with the Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission, 825 North Capitol Street, 
N.E., Washington. DC 20426, a motion 
to intervene or a protest in accordance 
with the requirements of the 
Commission’s Rules of Practice and 
Procedure (18 CFR 385.211 and 
385.214) and the Regulations under the 
Natural Gas Act (18 CFR 157.10). All 
protests filed vrith the Commission will 
be considered by it in determining the 
appropriate action to be taken but will 
not serve to make the protestants parties 
to the proceeding. Any person wishing 
to become a party to a proceeding or to 
participate as a party in any hearing 
therein must file a motion to intervene 
in accordance with the Commission’s 
Rules. 

Take further notice that, pursuant to 
the authority contained in and subject to 
jurisdiction conferred upon the Federal 
Energy Regulatory Commission by 
sections 7 and 15 of the Natural Gas Act 
and the Commission’s Rules of Practice 
and Procedure, a hearing will be held 
without further notice before the 
Commission or its designee on this 
filing if no motion to intervene is filed 
within the time required herein, if the 
Commission on its own review of the 
matter finds that a grant of the 
certificate is required by the public 
convenience and necessity. If a motion 
for leave to intervene is timely filed, or 
if the Commission on its own motion 
believes that a formal hearing is 
required, further notice of such hearing 
will be duly given. 

Under the procedure herein provided 
for, unless otherwise advised, it will be 

unnecessary for the applicant to appear 
or be represented at the hearing. 

G. Any person or the Commission’s 
stafi may, within 45 days after the 
issuance of the instant notice by the 
Commission, file pursuant to Rule 214 
of the Commission’s Procedural Rides 
(18 CFR 385.214) a motion to intervene 
or notice of intervention and pursuant 
to § 157.205 of the Regulations imder 
the Natural Gas Act (18 CFR 157.205) a 
protest to the request If no protest is 
filed within the time allowed therefore, 
the proposed activity shall be deemed to 
be authorized effective the day after the 
time allowed for filing a protest. If a 
protest is filed and not withdrawn 
within 30 days after the time allowed 
for filing a protest, the instant request 
shall be treated as an application for 
authorization pursuant to section 7 of 
the Natural G{^ Act. 
Lois D. Csshell, 

Secrefaiy. 
(FR Doc. 93-229 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am] 

BIUINQ CODE sri7-01-«l 

[Docket Nos. TA93-1-20-000 and TM93-B- 
20-000] 

Algonquin Gas Transmission Co.; 
Notice of Proposed Changes in FERC 
Gas Tariff 

December 30,1992. 

Take notice that Algonquin Gas 
Transmission Company (“Algonquin”) 
on Elecember 23,1992, tendered for 
filing proposed changes in its FERC Gas 
Tariff, Third Revised Volume No. 1, as 
set forth in the revised tariff sheets: 

Proposed to be effective February 1.1993 
6 Rev Sheet No. 63 

Proposed to be effective March 1,1993 
2 Rev 16 Rev Sheet No. 21 
2 Rev 16 Rev Sheet No. 22 
2 Rev 16 Rev Sheet No. 25 
2 Rev 16 Rev Sheet No. 26 
2 Rev 16 Rev Sheet No. 27 
2 Rev 16 Rev Sheet No. 28 
2 Rev 16 Rev Sheet No. 29 

Algonquin states that the revised tariff 
Sheet Nos. 21 through 29, listed above, 
cu'e being filed as part of Algonquin’s 
regularly scheduled Annual Purchased 
Gas Adjustment (“PGA”) and 
Transportation Cost Adjustment 
(“TCA”) to reflect the standby service 
costs to be charged by Texas Eastern 
Transmission Corporation (“Texas 
Eastern”), Transportation and 
Compression by Others’ Costs (“T&C 
Costs”) from Texas Eastern and 
Transcontinental Gas Pipe Line 
Corporation and purchased gas costs to 
be charged by its various suppliers. 

Algonquin states that the effect of the 
change in rates in the listed sheets is to 
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decrease the demand charges by $0.4400 
per MMBtu and to decrease the 
commodity charges by $0.4373 per 
MMBtu imder all of Algonquin’s firm 
sales rate schedules from those rates 
contained in Algonquin’s last quarterly 
PGA and TCA filing, made October 29, 
1992 in Docket Nos. TQ93-2-20-001 
and TM93-5-20-000 and revised 
December 9.1992 per Commission 
Letter Order of November 24,1992. 

Algonquin states that the proposed 
efiective date for the listed tariff sheets 
is March 1,1993 with the exception of 
6 Rev Sheet No. 63. 

Algonquin further states that it is 
filing Sheet No. 63 to concurrently track 
the ^ange made by Texas Eastern in the 
imderlying rates. Pursuant to section 
4.2(c) of Rate Schedule ATAP, the 
proposed effective date of Sheet No. 63 
is February 1,1993 to coincide with the 
effective date of Texas Eastnu’s filing. 
The effect of the revision in rates in ^te 
Schedule ATAP is to decrease the 
demand rate by $0.7600 per MMBtu and 
decrease the maximum commodity rates 
by $0.0241 per MMBtu. 

Any person desiring to be heard or to 
protest said filing should file a motion 
to intervene or protest with the Federal 
Energy Regulatory Commission. 825 
North Capitol Street, NE.. Washington, 
DC 20426, in accordance with sections 
385.214 and 385.211 of the 
Commission’s Rules and Regulations. 
All such motions or protests should be 
filed on or before January 15,1993. 
Protests will be conside^ by the 
Commission in determining &e 
appropriate action to be taken but will 
not serve to make protestants parties to 
the proceeding. Any person wishing to 
become a party must file a motion to 
intervene. Copies of this filing are on 
file with the Commission and are 
available for public inspection in the 
Public Reference Room. 
Lois D. Cashell, 
Secretory. 
(FR Doc 93-221 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am] 

BNJJNQ CODE S717-01-M 

[Docket Na RP93-53-000] 

Carnegie Natural Gas Co.; Petition for 
Temporary Waiver of Regulations and 
Tariff, and for Expedited Action 

December 30,1992. 

Take notice that on December 23. 
1992, Carnegie Natural Gas Company 
(Carnegie) filed a petition for waiver of 
§ 154.305(i) (1) (iii) of the Commission’s 
regulations and Section 23.9 of the 
General Terms and Conditions of 
Carnegie’s FERC Gas Tariff to permit 
Carnegie to-retain the balance in the 

refund subaccount of its Account No. 
191 until such time as the Account No. 
191 settlement proposal filed in 
Carnegie’s restructuring proceeding in 
Docket No. RS92-30-000 becomes 
subject to a final Commission order. 

Carnegie requests that the 
Commission g^snt temporary waiver of 
the requirement that it disburse to its 
customers within 90 days, or before 
January 30.1993, the demand portion of 
the refimd received by Carnegie from 
Texas Eastern Transmission ^rporation 
(Texas Eastern) on October 30,1992. 
Carnegie states that waiver is requested 
only ^ the limited period pending the 
outcome of the issues in Docket No. 
RS92-30-000 concerning the treatment 
upon restructuring of Carnegie’s 
remaining unrecovered gas costs. 

Carnegie states that copies of the 
filing have been served upon all affected 
customers of Carnegie and interested 
state commissions. 

Any person desiring to be heard or to 
protest said filing should file a motion 
to intervene or protest with the Federal 
Energy Regulatory Commission, 825 
North Capitol Street, NE., Washington, 
DC 20426, in accordance with 18 CFR 
385.214 and 385.211 of the 
Commission’s Rules and Regulations. 
All such motions or protests should be 
filed on or before January 7,1993. 
Protests will be considered by the 
Commission in determining the 
appropriate action to be taken, but will 
not serve to make protestants parties to 
the proceeding. Any person wishing to 
become a party must file a motion to 
intervene. Copies of this filing are on 
file with the Commission and are 
available for public inspection in the 
public reference room. 
Lois D. Cashell, 
Secrefaiy. 

(FR Doc. 93-216 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am] 

BSJJNQ CODE snr-oi-M 

[Docket No. TM93-8-4-000] 

Granite State Gas Transmission, Inc.; 
Notice of Proposed Changes in Rates 

December 30.1992. 

Take notice that on December 28. 
1992, Granite State Gas Transmission, 
Inc. ((kanite State), 300 Friberg 
Parkway, Westborough, Massi^usetts 
01581 filed Sixth Revised Sheet No. 24 
in its FERC Gas Tariff, Second Revised 
Volume No. 1, proposing changes in 
rates for effectiveness on January 28, 
1993. 

According to Qranite State, its filing is 
submitted to passthrough to its 
customers the take-or-pay buydown and 
buyout costs directly billed to Granite 

State by Tennessee Gas Pipeline 
Company (Tennessee). 

Granite State states that, on December 
1,1992, Tennessee filed revised tariff 
sheets to recover additional transition 
costs in Docket Nos. RP93-37-000 and 
TM93-2-9-000. According to Granite 
State, its tariff sheet reflects the changes 
in Tennessee’s allocation of take-or-pay 
costs to Granite State and also complies 
with the requirements of the 
reallocaticm of costs to small customers 
pursuant to Order No. 528-A. 

According to Ckanite State the 
proposed rate changes are applicable to 
its jurisdictional sales services rendered 
to Bay State Gas Company and Northern 
Utilities, Inc. and to a sale to a direct 
customer. Pease Air Force Base. Granite 
State further states that copies of its 
filing were served upon its customers 
and the regulatory commissions of the 
States of Maine, New Hampshire and 
Massachusetts. 

Any person desiring to be heard or to 
make any protest with reference to said 
filing should file a motion to intervene 
or protest with the Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission. 825 North 
Capitol Street, NE., Washington, DC 
20426 in accordance with Rules 211 and 
214 of the Commission’s Rules of 
Practice and Procedure (18 CFR 385.211 
and 385.214). All such motions or 
protests should be filed on or before 
January 7,1993. Protests will bo 
considered by the Commission in 
determining the appropriate action to be 
taken, but will not serve to make 
protestants parties to the proceeding. 
Any person wishing to bc^me a party 
to the proceeding or to participate as a 
party in any hearing therein must file a 
motion to intervene in accordance with 
the Commission’s Rules. Copies of this 
filing are on file with the Commission 
and are available for public inspection. 

Lois D. Cashell, 

Secretary. 
(FR Doc 93-218 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 

MUJNO CODE STIT-OI-M 

[Docket No. TM93-7-4-000] 

Granite State Gas Transmission, Inc.; 
Notice of Proposed Changes in Rates 

December 3C, 1992. 

Take notice that on December 28, 
1992, Granite State Gas Transmission, 
Inc. (Granite State) 300 Friberg Parkway, 
Westborough, Massachusetts 01581 
tendered f(» filing the revised tarifr 
sheets listed below in its FERC Gas 
Tariff, Second Revised Volume No. 1, 
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containing changes in rates for 
effectiveness on December 1,1992: 

Eighteenth Revised Sheet No. 25 
Second Revised Sheet No. 66 

According to Granite State, it provides 
storage services for Bay State Gas 
Company and Northern Utilities, Inc., 
under its Rate Schedule S-1 with 
storage capacity provided in a fadUty 
operated by Penn-York Energy 
Corporation (Penn-York) pursuant to 
Penn-York’s Rate Schedule SS-1. 

Granite State further states that Penn- 
York filed proposed changes in its rates 
for storage service imder fete Schedule 
SS-1 in Docket No. RP92-161-000 
which were suspended until December 
1,1992. According to Granite State, 
Penn-York moved its suspended rate 
changes into effect on December 1, 
1992. 

Granite State states that its filing 
tracks in its fete Schedule S-1 the 
revised rates made effective on 
December 1,1992 by the motion filed by 
Penn-York in Docket No. RP92-161- 
000, 

Granite State states that copies of its 
filing were served on its storage service 
customers, Bay StateX^as Company and 
Northern Utilities, Inc. and also on the 
regulatory commissions of the states of 
Maine, Massachusetts and New 
Hampshire. 

Any person desiring to be heard or to 
protest said filing should file a motion 
to intervene or protest with the Federal 
Energy Regulatory Commission, 825 
North Capitol Street, NE., Washington, 
DC 20426, in accordance with sections 
211 and 214 of the Commission’s Rules 
of Practice and Procedure (18 CFR 
385.211 and 385.214). All such motions 
or protests should be filed on or before 
January 7,1993. Protests will be 
considered by the Commission in 
determining the appropriate action to be 
taken, but will not serve to make 
protestants parties to the proceeding. 
Any person wishing to broome a party 
must file a motion to intervene. Copies 
of this filing are on file with the 
Commission and are available for pubUc 
inspection. 
Lois D. Cashell, 
Secretary. 
(FR Doc. 93-222 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 
BILUNG CODE 

[Project No. 1855-006] 

New England Power Co.; Notice 
Dismissing Complaint 

December 29,1992. 
New England Power Company is the 

licensee for the Bellows Falls Project 
No. 1855, located on the Connecticut 

River in Cheshire and Sullivan 
Counties, New Hampshire, and in 
Windham and Windsor Coimties, 
Vermont.* Horace A. and Betty B. 
Bezanson, and their daughter Marcia S. 
Calloway (collectively, Ae Bezansons), 
own property within the project 
boundary over which New England 
Power has flowage rights,* On December 
28,1989, the Bezansons filed a 
complaint * alleging that New England 
Power * intended to convey certain 
property rights with respect to land 
within the project boundary and 
adjacent to the Bezansons’ to facilitate 
the construction of a wood chip storage 
and transfer facility adjacent to the 
Bezanson’s property. The wood chip 
facility was to 1m developed by 
Woodland Fiber, Inc. on land owned by 
Cersosimo Lumber Company over 
which New England Power has flowage 
rights. 

On October 7,1992, the Director, 
Division of Project Compliance and 
Administration (Director), sent a status 
request letter to the parties. The letter 
noted that during its preliminary 
investigation of the complaint the 
Commission staff had received informal 
indications that Woodland Fiber, Inc. 
may no longer be planning to construct 
the contemplated wood chip storage and 
transfer facility, such that the complaint 
may be moot. The letter asked the 
parties to advise the Commission of the 
current status of the matter, including 
any recommendations the parties mi^t 
have with respect to future proceedings 
on the complaint. 

Both parties responded to the 
Director’s letter.® Marcia Calloway, on 
behalf of the Bezansons, responded first, 
indicating that she is “not privy to the 
plans’’ of either Woodland Fiber, Inc. or 
Cersosimo Lumber Company, and is 
“therefore unable to tell you the exact 
status of their intention * * Her 
letter refers to a recent application by 
Cersosimo for an access right-of-way 

> 8 FERC 161.122 (1979). 
2 The Bellows Falls Project includes a 2,804-acra 

reservoir that extends afifroxinurtely 26 miles 
upstream from the project’s dam. The project 
boundaryincludes land along the sho^ine that 
New England Power needs for the operation and 
maintenance of the project. New England Power has 
title in fee to only a smidl portion of this land, and 
has flowage easements over the rest. 

^ Notice of the complaint was published in the 
Federal Register (55 FR 19979, May 14,1990). 

* The complaint was Bled against New England 
Ponver Service Company, an ^liate of New 
England Power Company, which is the licensee. 
New England Power filed an answer on frine 13, 
1990. 

*See letter from Marcia S. Calloway, dated 
October 14 and filed October 19,1992, and letter 
from Mark E. Slade, attorney for New England 
Power, dated November 6 and filed November 9. 
1992, both addressed to the Commission’s 
Secretary. 

permit, from which “complainants can 
only assume that the Woodland Fiber 
project is still viable.’’ Accordingly, 
“complainants request the Commission 
to ctmsider this matter as open and 
continue the proceeding pending 
definite withdrawal of the Woodland 
Fiber, Inc. wood chip storage and 
transfer facility project.’’ 

New England Power contends, in its 
response to the Director, that the 
complaint has been rendered moot and 
should therefore be dismissed. New 
England Power’s response includes a 
letter to New England Power® from 
Ramsey, McLaren, the firm that had 
been retained by Woodland Fiber, Inc. 
to secure the permits and appiov^ 
necessary for the construction of the 
wood chip facility. That letter describes 
the current status of the proposed wood 
chip facility as follows: 

3. In May 1991 the property owner 
advised Woodland FiW that no further 
land lease extensions would be granted 
and that the purchase option had to be 
exercised if Woodland Fiber wanted to 
continue with its permit and approval 
process. Woodland Fiber did not 
exercise the piuchase option. 

4. The state Land Use Permit 
application was terminated at that time 
and the local site plan and zoning 
approvals subsequently expired due to 
an absence of activity within the 
statutory time periodL 

5. To the best of our knowledge. 
Woodland Fiber has no intention of 
resuming any activities necessary for the 
establishment of a wood fiber storage 
and transfer facility at this site and we 
have therefore closed the file. [Emphasis 
in original.] 

New England sent a copy of its 
response to Marcia Calloway. No 
response to New England Power’s letter 
was filed. 

Based on the above-described 
correspondence in the record, there 
appears to be no present plans to 
construct and operate the proposed 
wood chip storage and transfer facility. 
Inasmuch as the complaint was 
predicated on the development of that 
facility, the complaint does not present 
a current controversy. Thmefore, the 
complaint is dismissed, but without 
prejudice to refiling in the event that the 
proposal to construct the wood diip 
facility is revived. 

This notice constitutes final agency 
action. Requests for rehearing by the 
Commission may be filed within 30 

‘See lettar frtMd Hal). Wilkiiu to Xiarii Slada, 
dated November 4,1992. 
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days of the issuance of this notice, 
pursuant to 18 CFR 385.713. 
Lois D. Cashell, 
Secretary. 
[FR Doc. 93-109 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 ami 

BNJJNG CODE t717-01-M 

[Docket No. RP93-52-000] 

Northern Natural Gas Co.; Notice of 
Proposed Changes in FERC Gas Tariff 

December 30,1992. 

Take notice that Northern Natural Gas 
Company (Northern) on December 23, 
1992, tendered for filing to become part 
of Northern’s FERC Gas Tariff, the 
following tariff sheets, proposed to 
become effective January 1,1993: 

Fourth Revised Volume No. 1 

Third Revised Sheet No. 56 
Third Revised Sheet No. 57 
Third Revised Sheet No. 58 
Substitute Third Revised Sheet No. 56 
Substitute Third Revised Sheet No. 57 
Substitute Third Revised Sheet No. 58 

Original Volume No. 2 

One Hundred Twenty-Third Revised Sheet 
No. 1C 

Substitute 123 Revised Sheet No. 1C 

Northern states that the filing of the 
revised tariff sheets reflects notice to 
Northern’s customers of the potential 
shifting of costs from the IGIC to the 
PGA. The Northern Distributor Group 
has challenged the inclusion of certain 
Pre-July 1991 costs in the IGIC and 
alleged that those costs should be more 
appropriately recovered through the 
PGA. Piusuant to this filing. Northern’s 
Reconciliation Adjustment would 
increase $.057 to $.118. Northern states 
that it would defer collection of the 
$.057 increase pending resolution of the 
Northern Distributor Group’s protest of 
Northern’s IGIC Reconciliation Report 
filed April 30,1992. Northern requests, 
at a minimum, that the Commission find 
the filing constitutes sufficient legal 
notice to the customers that if the Pre- 
July 1991 IGIC costs are to be recovered 
in the PGA. then the Reconciliation 
Adjustment will be modified 
accordingly. 

Any person desiring to be heard or to 
protest said filing should file a motion 
to intervene or protest with the Federal 
Energy Regulatory Commission, 825 
North Capitol Street, NE., Washington, 
DC 20426, in accordance with Rules 214 
and 211 of the Commission’s Rules of 
Practice and Procedure (18 CFR 385.214 
and 385.211). All such petitions or 
protests must be filed on or before 
January 7,1993. Protests will be 
considered by the Commission in 
determining the appropriate action to be 

taken, but will not serve to make 
protestants parties to the proceeding. 
Any person wishing to bea)me a party 
must file a petition to intervene. Copies 
of this filing are on file with the 
Commission and are available for public 
inspection. 
Lois D. Cashell, 
Secretary. 
(FR Doc. 93-220 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am] 

eauNG CODE trir-oi-M 

[Docket No. RP93-51-4)00] 

Northwest Pipeline Corp.; Petition for 
Limited Waiver of Tariff Provisions 

December 30,1992. 

Take notice that on December 21, 
1992, Northwest Pipeline Corporation 
(Nor^west) petitions the Commission 
for a limited waiver of the Commission’s 
first-come, first-served policy as 
reflected in Section 1 of Northwest’s 
TF-1 Rate Schedule and in the Priority 
Date provisions of section 12 of First 
Revised Volume 1-A of Northwest’s 
FERC approved tariff, in order to allow 
the permanent assignment of firm 
transportation capacity presently held 
by Kern River Gas Supply Corporation 
(KRGS) to KRGS’ producer-suppliers 
who have entered into “buy/sell” 
agreements with KRGS. 

Northwest seeks waiver of the 
Commission’s first-come, first-served 
policy in order to implement 
replacement firm transportation 
agreements with Petro-Canada, Salmon, 
OkMI. and WRI, who will each succeed 
to a portion of KRGS’ interests under the 
Transportation Agreement pursuant to 
proposed assignments. 

Northwest states that by providing 
firm transportation service directly to 
Salmon, Petro-Canada, CHMI, and WRI 
instead of indirectly through KRGS. 
simply eliminates IGIGS as an 
unnecessary conduit in these suppliers 
securing transportation services on the 
Northwest system. 

Northwest requests that the 
Commission grant any necessary 
waivers of the Commission’s first-come, 
first-served policy and Northwest’s 
applicable tariff provisions to permit 
IGIGS’ permanent assignment of its firm 
capacity on Northwest to Salmon. Petro- 
Canada, CHMI, and WRI. 

Any person desiring to be heard or to 
protest said filing should file a motion 
to intervene or protest with the Federal 
Energy Regulatory Commission, 825 
North Capitol Street, NE.. Washington, 
DC 20426, in accordance with 18 CFR 
385.214 and 385.211 of the 
Commission’s Rules and Regulations. 
All such motions or protests should be 

filed on or-before January 7,1993. 
Protests will be considered by the 
Commission in determining the 
appropriate action to be taken, but will 
not serve to make protestants parties to 
the proceeding. Any person wishing to 
become a party must file a motion to 
intervene. Copies of this filing are on 
file with the Commission and are 
available for public inspection in the 
public reference room. 
Lois D. Cashell, 
Secretary. 
[FR Doc. 93-215 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am] 

WUJNG CODE 6717-01-41 

(Docket No. RP8»-137-010] 

Northwest Pipeline Corp.; Notice of 
Compliance Hling 

December 30,1992. 

Take notice that on December 8,1992, 
Northwest Pipeline Corporation 
(Northwest) made a filing to comply 
with Ordering Paragraph (B) of Federal 
Energy Regulatory Qimmission order 
issued September 24,1992, in the above 
docket. Northwest provided justification 
of Order No. 500/§28 recovery of a 
certain amount associated with 
transportation discounts included in 
five of Northwest’s take-or-pay buyout/ 
buydown settlements. 

Any person desiring to protest said 
filing should file a protest ivith the 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, 
825 North Capitol Street, NE.. 
Washington, DC 20426, in accordance 
with Rule 211 of the Commission’s 
Rules of Practice and Procedure 18 CFR 
385.211. All such protests should be 
filed on or before January 7.1993. 
Protests will be considered by the 
Commission in determining the 
appropriate action to be taken, but will 
not serve to make protestants parties to 
the proceeding. Copies of this filing are 
on file with the Commission and are 
available for public inspection. 
Lois D. Cashell, 
Secretary. 
(FR Doc. 93-219 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am] 

BILUNO COOE S717-01-M 

(Docket No. RP92-120-000] 

Panhandle Eaatem Pipe Line Co.; 
Informal Settlement Conference 

December 30,1992. 

Take notice that an informal 
settlement conference will be convened 
in this proceeding on Wednesday, 
January 13,1993, at 10 a.m. The 
conference will be held at the offices of 
the Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission, 810 First Street, NE.. 
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Washington, DC, for the purpose of 
exploring the possible settleinent of all 
issues raised in the above-referenced 
docket. 

Any party, as defined in 18 CFR 
385.102(c) or any participant, as defined 
in 18 CFlt 385.102(b) is invit^ to 
attend. Persons wishing to become a 
party must move to intervene and 
receive intervener status pursuant to the 
Commission’s regulations, 18 CFR 
385.214. 

For additional information, contact 
Carmen Gastilo at (202) 208-2182 or 
Joanne Leveque at (202) 208-5705. 
Lois D. Cashell, 

Secrefaiy. 

IFR Doc. 93-214 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am] 

BILUNQ CODE STir-OI-M 

[Docket No. RP93-23-001] 

Transcontinental Gas Pipe Une Corp.; 
Notice of Proposed Change In FERC 
Gas Tariff 

December 30,1992. 

Take notice that Transcontinental Gas 
Pipe Line Corporation (TC^L) on 
December 21,1992, tendered for filing 
a certain tariff sheets to Third Revised 
Volrime No. 1 of its FERC Gas Tariff 
(Tariff). The proposed effective date of 
the revised tariff sheets is December 13, 
1992. 

On November 12,1992, TGPL filed 
Third Revised Sheet No. 62 to the Tariff 
to permit TGPL to discount its 
Commodity Producer Settlement 
Payment (PSP) charge for quantities of 
gas received and redelivered by TQ’L in 
its Rate Zones 1,2 or 3 \mder its Rate 
Schedules IT and FT. By order issued 
on December 11,1992 in the referenced 
proceeding (Order), the Commission 
accepted and suspended effective 
December 13,1992 Third Revised Sheet 
No. 62 subject to refund and subject to 
modifications and conditions. 

Specifically, the Order required TGPL 
to file tariff sheets including language 
permitting TGPL to discount all of its 
take-or-pay commodity siucharges, 
including those for transportation in 
Zones 4, 5 and 6, in a non- 
discriminatory manner. The Ofder 
further required TGPL’s filing to include 
the appropriate rate sheets reflecting 
maximum and minimum rates for all of 
TGPL’s take-or-pay smeharges not 
already filed. TGPL states that the 
purpose of the instant filing is to 
comply with the Order. 

Any person desiring to protest said 
filing should file a protest with the 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, 
825 North Capitol Street, NE., 
Washington, DC 20426, in accordance 

with Rule 211 of the Commission's_ 
Rules of Practice and Procedure 18 CFR 
385.211. All simh protests should be 
filed on or before January 7,1993. 
Protests will be considered by the 
Commission in determining dre 
appropriate action to be taken, but will 
not serve to make protestants parties to 
the proceeding. Copies of diis filing are 
on file with the Commission and are 
available for public inspection. 
Lois D. CasheU, 

Secretary. 

IFR Doc 93-223 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am] 

aaxaio code stit-oi-m 

Office of Fossil Energy 

[FE Dodwt Na 92-1S9-NG] 

CenWest Gas Supply Inc.; 
Order Granting Blanket Authorization 
To Import and Export Natural Gas 
From and to Canada 

AGENCY: Office of Fossil Energy, DOE. 
ACTION: Notice of order. 

SUMMARY: The Office of Fossil Energy of 
the Department of Energy gives notice 
that it has issued an order granting 
CanWest Gas Supply U.S.A., Inc. 
blanket authorization to import and/or 
export a cumulative maximum of 400 
Bcf of natural gas from and to Canada 
over a two-year term beginning on the 
date of the first import or export after 
February 28,1993. 

A copy of this order is available for 
inspection and copying in the Office of 
Fuels Programs Docket Room, 3F-056, 
Forrestal Building, 1000 Independence 
Avenue, SW., Washington, DC 20585, 
(202) 586-9478. The docket room is 
open between the hours of 8 a.m. and 
4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, 
except Federal holidays. 

Issued in Washington, DC, December 29. 
1992. 

Charles F. Vacek, 

Deputy Assistant Secretary for Fuels 
Programs, Office of Fossil Energy. 
IFR Doc. 93-202 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am] 

BteUNO CODE e4SO-01-M 

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
AGENCY 

[FRL-4552-7] 

Agency Infonnation Collection 
Activities Under 0MB Review 

AGENCY: Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA). 
ACTION: Notice. 

SUMMARY: In compliance with the 
Paperwork Reduction Act (44 U.S.C. 

3501 et seq.}, this notice announces that 
the Information Collection Request (K31) 
abstracted below has been forwarded to 
the Office of Management and Budget 
(OMB) for review and comment The 
ICR describes the nature of the 
informatiem collection and its expected 
cost and burden. 
DATES: Comments must be submitted on 
or before February 5,1993. For further 
information, or to obtain a copy of this 
ICR, contact Sandy Farmer at ^A (202) 
206-2740. 

SUPPLEMENTARY MFORMATION: 

Office of Pesticides and Toxic 
Substances 

Title: Section 12(b) Notification of 
Chemical Exports (EPA ICR No.; 
0795.07; OMB No.: 2070-0030). This is 
a reinstatement of a previously 
approved collection. 

Abstract: Under section 12(b)(2) of ffie 
Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA), 
those who export or intend to export 
federally regulated chemical substances 
(or mixtures) must notify the EPA 
Administrator annually of the export or 
intent to export. EPA will then notify 
the government of the importing 
country of the Agency’s action 
concerning the regulated chemicaL 
Respondents submit to EPA one annual 
notice per chemical, or list of chemicals, 
for each country to which they are 
intending to export. A notice consists o£ 
the name and the address of the 
exporter, the name (or list) of the 
chemical(s) to be exported, the country 
of import, the date of export, and the 
citation of the TSCA section (4.5.6. or 
7) requiring the chemicals to be 
reviewed for export. 

Burden Statement: The estimated 
public reporting burden for this 
collection of information is 38 hours per 
respondent annually. On average a 
respondent will prepare 74 export 
notices each requiring 0.5 hour. This 
estimate includes the time to read the 
instructions, gather existing 
information, prepare the chemical lists 
and submit the annual notice. 

Respondents: Exporters of TSCA 12(b) 
chemicals. 

Estimated No. of Respondents: 162. 
Estimated No. of Responses per 

Respondent: 74. 
Estimated Total Annual Burden on 

Respondents: 6,162 hours. 
Frequency of Collection: Annually 

and on occasion. 
Send comments regarding the burden 

estimate, or any other aspect of the 
information collection, including 
suggestions for reducing the burden to: 
Sandy Fanner, U.S. Environmental 

Protection Agency, Information Policy 
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Branch (PM 223Y). 401 M Street. SW, 
Washington, DC 20460. 

and 
Matthew Mitchell, Office of 

Management and Budget, Office of 
Information and Regulatory Affairs, 
725 17th Street, NW., Washington. DC 
20503. 

Dated: December 30,1992. 
Paul Lapsley, 
Director, HeguJatory Management Division. 

IFR Doc 93-197 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 ami 
MUJNO CODE 6S60-60-M 

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS 
COMMISSION 

Public Information Collection 
Requirements Submitted to Office of 
Management and Budget for Review 

December 28.1992. 
The Federal Commimications 

Commission has submitted the 
following information collection 
requirements to OMB for review and 
clearance under the Paperwork 
Reduction Act of 1980 (44 U.S.C. 3507). 

Copies of these submissions may be 
purchased horn the Commission’s copy 
contractor. Downtown Copy Center, 
1990 M Street. NW., suite 640, 
Washington. DC 20036, (202) 452-1422. 
For further information on these 
submissions contact )udy Boley, Federal 
Communications Commission, (202) 
632-7513. Persons wishing to comment 
on these information collections should 
contact Jonas Neihardt, Office of 
Management and Budget, room 3235 
NEOB, Washington, DC 20503, (202) 
395-4814. 

OMB Number: 3060-0054. 
Title: Application for Exemption From 

Ship Station Requirements 
Form Number: FCC Form 820 
Action: Revision of a currently approved 

collection 
Respondents: Individuals or households 

and business or other for-profit 
(including small businesses) 

Frequency of Response: On occasion 
reporting 

Estimated Annual Burden: 200 
responses; 1.166 hours average 
burden per response; 233 hours total 
annual burden 

Needs and Uses: Applicants are 
required to complete FCC Form 820 to 
apply for exemption from radio 
provisions of statute, treaty, or 
international agreement. I^e forms is 
being revised to remove data elements 
that are no longer necessary and to re¬ 
word and reformat questions to 
simplify completion of the form. 

OMB Number: 3060-0184. 
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Title: Section 73.1740, Minimum 
Operating Schedule 

Action: Extension of a currently 
approved collection 

Respondents: Businesses or other for- 
profit (including small businesses) 

Frequency of Response: On occasion 
reporting 

Estimated Annual Burden: 330 
responses; 0.5 hours average burden 
per response; 165 hours total annual 
burden 

Needs and Uses: Section 73.1740 
requires licensees of commercial 
broadcast stations to notify the FCC in 
Washington. DC when events beyond 
their control make it impossible to 
continue operation or to adhere to the 
required operating schedules set forth 
in this section. In addition, the FCC 
must be notified when normal 
operation is resumed. No further 
authority is needed for limited 
operation or discontinued operation 
for a period not exceeding 30 days. 
Should events beyond the licensees 
control make it impossible for 
compliance within the required 30- 
day time period, an informal written 
request shall be submitted to the FCC 
requesting the amount of additional 
time that the licensee deems 
necessary. The data are used by FCC 
staff to authorized temporarily a 
limited operation or a discontinuance 
of operation. 

Federal Communications Commission. 
Donna R. Searcy, 
Secretary. 
[FR Doc. 93-103 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am] 
BtUMQ CODE tril-OI-M 

FEDERAL EMERGENCY 
MANAGEMENT AGENCY 

[FEMA-966-OR] 

Florida; Amendment to Notice of a 
Major Disaater Declaration 

AGENCY: Federal Emergency 
Management Agency (FEMA). 

ACTION: Notice. 

SUMMARY: This notice amends the notice 
of a major disaster for the State of 
Florida (FEMA-966-DR), dated October 
8.1992, and related determinations. 

EFFECTIVE DATE: November 23,1992. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Pauline C. Campbell, Disaster 
Assistance Programs, Federal 
Emergency Management Agency, 
Washington, DC 20472, (202) 646-3606. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: Notice is 
hereby given that the incident period for 
this disaster is closed effective October 
4.1992. 

(Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance No. 
83.516, Disaster Assistance.) 
Grant C Peterson, ^ 
Associate Director, State and Local Programs 
and Support. 
(FR Doc. 93-185 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 ami 
ULUNO CODE f71S-02-M 

[FEMA-97S-DR1 

Massachusetts; Amendment to Notice 
of a Major Disaster Declaration 

AGENCY: Federal Emergency 
Management Agency (FEMA). 

ACTION: Notice. 

summary: This notice amends the notice 
of a major disaster for the State of 
Massachusetts (FEMA-975-DR), dated 
December 21,1992, and related 
determinations. 

EFFECTIVE DATE: December 23,1992. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Pauline C. Campbell, Disaster 
Assistance Programs, Federal 
Emergency Management Agency, 
Washington, DC 20472. (202) 646-3606. 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The notice 
of a major disaster for the State of 
Massachusetts, dated December 21. 
1992, is hereby amended to include the 
following areas among those areas 
determined to have been adversely 
affected by the catastrophe declared a 
major disaster by the President in his 
declaration of December 21,1992: 

The counties of Duke, Nantucket, Norfolk, 
and Worcester for Public Assistance. 
(Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance No. 
83.516, Disaster Assistance.) 
Grant C Peterson, 
Associate Director, State and Local Programs 
and Support. 
(FR Doc. 93-184 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 
BILUNQ CODE S71»-02-M 

[FEMA-973-OR] 

New Jersey; Amendment to Notice of 
a Major Disaster Declaration 

AGENCY: Federal Emergency 
Management Agency (FEMA). 

ACTION: Notice. 

SUMMARY: This notice amends the notice 
of a major disaster for the State of New 
Jersey (FEMA-973-DR), dated 
December 18,1992, and related 
determinations. 

EFFECTIVE DATE: December 22,1992. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT* 

Pauline C. Campbell, Disaster 
Assistance Programs. Federal 
Emergency Management Agency, 
Washington. DC 20472, (202) 646-36U6. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The notice 
of a major disaster for the State of New 
Jersey, dated E)ecember 18,1992, is 
hereby amended to include the 
following areas among those areas 
determined to have been adversely 
cdfected by the catastrophe declared a 
major disaster by the President in his 
declaration of December 18,1992; 

The counties of Essex, Hudson, Middlesex, 
Somerset, and Union for Individual 
Assistance and Public Assistance. 
(Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance No. 
83.516, Disaster Assistance.) 
Grant C Peterson, 

Associate Director, State and Local Programs 
and Support. 
IFR Doc. 93-186 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am] 
BILUNG CODE C7ia-02-M 

[FEMA-973-OR] 

New Jersey; Amendment to Notice of 
a Major Disaster Declaration 

AGENCY: Federal Emergency 
Management Agency (FEMA). 
ACTION: Notice. 

SUMMARY: This notice amends the notice 
of a major disaster for the State of New 
Jersey (FEMA-973-DR), dated 
December 18,1992, and related 
determinations. 
EFFECnvE DATE: December 18,1992. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Pauline C. Campbell, Disaster 
Assistance Programs, Federal 
Emergency Management Agency, 
Washington, DC 20472, (202) 646-3606. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The notice 
of a major disaster for the State of New 
Jersey, dated December 18,1992, is 
hereby amended to include the 
following areas among those areas 
determined to have been adversely 
ejected by the catastrophe declared a 
major disaster by the President in his 
declaration of December 18,1992: 

The counties of Bergen, Cape May, and 
Cumberland for Individual Assistance and 
Public Assistance. 
(Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance No. 
83.516, Disaster Assistance.) 
Grant C. Peterson, 

Associate Director, State and Local Programs 
and Support. 
(FR Doc. 93-187 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am] 
B4LUNG CODE 671S~03-M 

[FEMA-974-DR] 

New York; Amendment to Notice of a 
Major Disaster Deciaration 

agency: Federal Emergency 
Management Agency (FEMA). 

ACTION: Notice. 

SUMMARY: This notice amends the notice 
of a major disaster for the State of New 
York (FEMA-974-DR), dated December 
21,1992, end related determinations. 
EFFECTIVE DATE: December 21,1992. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Pauline C. Campbell, Disaster 
Assistance Programs, Federal 
Emergency Management Agency, 
Washington, DC 20472, (202) 646-3606. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The notice 
of a major disaster for the State of New 
York, dated December 21,1992, is 
hereby amended to include the 
following areas among those areas 
determined to have been adversely 
effected by the catastrophe declared a 
major disaster by the President in his 
declaration of D^ember 21,1992: 

The counties of Rockland and Westchester 
for Individual Assistance and Public 
Assistance. 
(Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance No. 
83.516, Disaster Assistance.) 
Grant C Peterson, 

Associate Director, State and Local Programs 
and Support. 
(FR Doc. 93-183 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am] 
BtLUNO CODE l71S-0a-M 

FEDERAL HNANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 
EXAMINATION COUNCIL 

Appraisal Subcommittee; Interim Order 
Granting Commonwealth of the 
Northern Mariana Islands Emergency 
Temporary Waiver Relief and Request 
for Comments 

(Docket No. AS92-5] 

AGENCY: Appraisal Subcommittee, 
Federal Financial Institutions 
Examination Council. 
ACTION: Interim order granting 
Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana 
Islands (‘‘CNMI") emergency temporary 
waiver relief from State appraiser 
certification and licensure requirements 
and request for comments. 

SUMMARY: The Appraisal Subcommittee 
("ASC”) of the Federal Financial 
Institutions Examination Council 
(“FFIEC"), with the FFlEC’s approval, is 
issuing an interim Order granting CNMI 
emergency temporary waiver relief 
under section 1119(b)' of title XI of the 
Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery, 
and Enforcement Act of 1989 
("FIRREA”), as amended.* This interim 

’ 12 U.S.C 3348(b). 
3 Public Uw 101-73,103 Stat 163 (1989), as 

amended by Public Law 102-233,105 Stat. 1761. 
1792 (1991). Public Uw 102-242,105 Stat 2330. 
2386 (1991), Public Uw 102-550.106 Stat 3672 

relief will run firom January 1,1993, 
until the effective date of the ASC’s final 
Order on this matter. The ASC also is 
soliciting comments from interested 
members of the public regarding CNMI’s 
temporary waiver request. 
DATES: Elective date of interim Order is 
January 1,1993. Written comments on 
this Notice must be submitted on or 
before the close of business on February 
5.1993. 
ADDRESSES: Copies of the request for 
temporary waiver relief and supporting 
documentation are available for public 
inspection at: Appraisal Subcommittee, 
2100 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW., suite 
200, Washington, DC 20037. Written 
comments may be mailed to the 
Appraisal Subcommittee at this 
location, and those comments also will 
be made available for public inspection. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Edwin W. Baker, Executive Director, or 
Marc L. Weinberg, General Counsel, at 
(202) 634-6520, Appraisal 
Subcommittee, 2100 Pennsylvania 
Avenue, NW., suite 200, Washington. 
DC 20037. 

After December 31,1992, all federally 
regulated financial institutions must use 
State licensed or certified appraisers, as 
appropriate, in federally related 
transactions.* Thus, ea^ State should 
have in place at that time its entire 
regulatory scheme for certifying, 
licensing and supervising real estate 
appraisers. 

Section 1119(b) of title XI provides 
the ASC and the States with a degree of 
flexibility in dealing with extraordinary 
circumstances that may occur at any 
time at December 31st. This Section 
enables the ASC to waive, on a 
temporary basis and with the FFlEC’s 
approval,* any State certification or 
licensing requirement on a written 
finding that: (1) "There is a scarcity of 
certified or licensed appraisers to 
perform appraisals in coimection with 
federally related transactions”; and (2) 
that the scarcity is "leading to 
significant delays in the performance of 
such appraisals.” Either a State in 
compliance with title XI or the ASC can 
make a written "scarcity/delay” finding, 
A State, however, cannot grant or deny 
a waiver under section 1119(b); that 
authority belongs only to the ASC. 

(1992). and Public Law 102-485,106 Stat. 2771 
(1992). 

*Sae Section 1119(a) of title XL 12 U.S.C. 3348(a). 
* On Decembw 30,1992, the Chairman of the 

FFIEC has approved this action pursuant to 
authority delegated by the Council. 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

I. Background 
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Congress intended that the ASC exercise 
this waiver authority “cautiously.” ® 
Temporary waivers terminate when the 
ASC “determines that such * * * 
delays have been eliminated.” 

In April 1992, the ASC adopted rules 
governing the handling of temporary 
waiver requests.® In orfer for a waiver 
request to be received by the ASC for 
processing, ASC Rule 1102.2 requires a 
State appraiser regulatory agency to 
include in its request; 

(a) * * * a written, duly authorized 
determination by the * * * Agency 
that there is a scarcity of State licensed 
or State certified appraisers leading to 
significant delays in obtaining 
appraisals in federally related 
transactions; 

(b) The requirement or requirements 
of State law from which relief is being 
sou^t; 

{cj A description of all significant 
problems currently being encountered 
in efforts to comply with title XI; 

(d) The nature of the scarcity of 
certified or licensed appraisers 
(including supporting documentation); 

(e) The extent of the delays 
anticipated or experienced in obtaining 
the services of certified or licensed 
appraisers (including supporting 
documentation); 

(f) The reasons why the requester 
believes that the requirement or 
requirements are causing the scarcity of 
certified or licensed appraisers and the 
service delays; and 

(g) A specific plan for expeditiously 
alleviating the scarcity and the service 
delays. 

Rule 1102.4 requires the ASC to 
publish a notice promptly in the 
Federal Register respecting the received 
roquest which must “contain a concise 
general statement of the nature and 
basis for the action and (must) give 
interested persons 30 calendar days 
from its publication in which to submit 
written data, views and arguments.” 
The ASC then, under Rule 1102.5, must 
"either grant or deny a waiver in whole, 
in part, and upon specified terms and 
conditions” within “45 calendar days of 
the date of publication of the notice 
* * * in the Federal Register.” The 
ASC retains significant flexibility in the 
case of an emergency. If the ASC 
determines that an emergency exists, 
“the ASC may issue an interim approval 
Order simultaneously with its action” 

* House Comm, on Banking, Finance and Urban 
AfCairt, Report Together With Additional, 
Supplemental, Minority, Individual, and Dissenting 
Views, Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery, and 
Enforcement Act of 1989, H.R. Rep. No. 101-54 Part 
1, lOlst Cong., 1st Sess., at 482-83. 

■ 12 CFR part 1102, subpart A (57 FR 10979 (April 
1,1992)). 

publishing the Rule 1102.4 notice in the 
Federal Register. 

n. CNMI’s Request 

On December 21,1992, the ASC 
received a letter dated December 16, 
1992, from Lorenzo I. De Leon Guerrero, 
the Governor of CNMI. The letter 
requested a one-year waiver, i.e., from 
January 1 throu^ December 31,1993, 
from the requirement to use certified or 
licensed real estate appraisers within 
CNMI. CNMI stated that, while it has 
made “substantial, documented 
progress.” it continues “to encounter 
significant problems in [its] efforts to 
comply with Title XI” and has “a 
serious shortage of [certified or licensed] 
appraisers.” 

More specifically, CNMI stated that 
only four appraisers in CNMI 
“theoretically qualify for appraisal 
work” and that, “[d]espite good faith 
efforts * * *, we still can’t qualify the 
people we have available. In practice, 
we have only one person who might be 
able to meet Title XI requirements. This 
person must complete required 
courses.” However, no appraisal 
education providers are situated on 
CNMI, and the closest educational 
provider is on the island of Guam, 120 
miles south by air. C]NMI concluded that 
“[e]ducation is our dilemma. It relates 
directly to our present scarcity of 
appraisers.” 

CNMI further represented that this 
scarcity of appraisers causes “inordinate 
delays in connection with federally 
related transactions. Six retail banks 
operate in CNMI.* * * Many people 
seek federally guaranteed home loans. 
Business loan applications are brisk. We 
have significant appraiser business and 
presently no local qualified appraisers 
to serve it.” CNMI concedes that 
appraisers who are licensed or certified 
in Guam are willing to come to CNMI 
to perform appraisals. The use of such 
appraisers, however, “means delay” and 
“significant and burdensome costs to 
loan a^licants.” 

CNMI noted that it has a specific plan 
for resolving the scarcity and delays. A 
one-year waiver will “allow our local 
appraisers time to finish the required 
appraisal courses. At least one of our 
local appraisers has started the course 
work, presently only available on 
Guam.” C]NMI also is “working on 
getting the qualified Guam instructors to 
come to the CNMI to teach appraisal 
courses.” In sum, CNMI promised to 
“work hard to make the plan a success.” 

III. Finding of an Emergency Under 
Rule 1102.5 

On the basis of the foregoing 
representations of CNMI’s Governor, the 

ASC finds that an emergency exists in 
CNMI. Absent emergency interim relief, 
CNMTs appraisers who have not been 
licensed or certified would be unable to 
perform appraisals in connection with 
federally related transactions for 
federally regulated lenders during the 
period of January 1,1993, imtil the time 
that the ASC makes a final 
determination respecting CNMI’s 
temporary waiver request under Rule 
1102.5. Those lenders would be forced 
to fly into CNMI State certified or 
licensed appraisers from elsewhere, e.g., 
Guam, Hawaii or the United States 
mainland. In the worst case, such 
appraisers would not be available and 
real estate loans in federally related 
transactions could not be made in 
compliance with federal law. And, in 
the best case, significant delays and 
additional costs would likely result. 

IV. Order 

On the basis of the foregoing and with 
the concurrence of the FFIEC, the ASC 
finds that an emergency exists in CNMI 
under section 1119(b) of title XI and 12 
CFR part 1102, subpart A, thereunder, 
and orders temporary interim waiver 
relief imder those provisions for C^NMI 
for the period beginning on January 1, 
1993, through the date on which the 
ASC will make a final determination 
respecting CNMI’s temporary waiver 
request, not to exceed February 22, 
1993. Tlius, during the time that this 
Order is effective within CNMI, the 
federally regulated lenders specified in 
section 1120 of Title XI ^ may use 
appraisers who are not licensed or 
certified so long as appraisals are 
performed in a manner that is consistent 
with the appraisal regulations, 
requirements, guidelines and standards 
of the appropriate federal financial 
institution regulatory agency." By the 
Appraisal Subcommittee of the Federal 
Financial Institutions Examination 
Council. 

Dated: December 3U, 

Fred D. Finke, 

Chairman. 
[FR Doc. 93-182 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am] 

BiLUNO cooe e210-01-M 

»12 U.S.C 3349. 
■These agencies are the Board of Governors of the 

Federal Reserve System ('TRS’3, the Federal 
Deposit Insurance Ck>rpotation (“FDIC”), the Office 
of the Comptroller of the Currency ("CXX"). the 
Office of T^lt Supervision (“OTS”), and the 
National Oedit Uition Administration (‘‘NCUA’’). 
See section 1122(6) of title XI, 12 U.S.C. 3350(6). 
Their appraisal regulations can be found at 12 CFR: 
part 225, subpart G (FRS); part 323 (FDIC): part 34 
(OCC); part 564 (OTS); and part 722 (NCUA). 
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FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM 

Barnett Merger Corp., et al.; 
Acquisitions of Companies Engaged in 
Permissible Nonbanking Activities 

The organizations listed in this notice 
have applied \mder § 225.23(a)(2) or (f) 
of the Board's Regulation Y (12 CFR 
225.23(a)(2) or (f)) for the Board’s 
approval under section 4(c)(8) of the 
Ba^ Holding Company Act (12 U.S.C. 
1843(c)(8)) and § 225.21(a) of Regulation 
Y (12 225.21(a)) to acquire or 
control voting securities or assets of a 
company engaged in a nonbanking 
activity that is listed in § 225.25 of 
Regulation Y as closely related to 
banking and permissible for hank 
holding companies. Unless otherwise 
noted, such activities will he conducted 
throu^out the United States. 

Each application is available for 
immediate inspection at the Federal 
Reserve Bank indicated. Once the 
application has been accepted for 
processing, it will also be available for 
inspection at the offices of the Board of 
Governors. Interested persons may 
express their wews in writing on the 
question whether consummation of the 
proposal can "reasonably be expected to 
produce benefits to the public, such as 
greater convenience, increased 
competition, or gains in efficiency, that 
outweigh possible adverse effects, such 
as undue concentration of resources, 
decreased or unfair competition, 
conflicts of interests, or unsound 
banking practices.” Any request for a 
hearing on this question must be 
accompanied by a statement of the 
reasons a written presentation would 
not suffice in lieu of a hearing, 
identifying specifically any questions of 
fact that are in dispute, summarizing the 
evidence that would be presented at a 
hearing, and indicating how the party 
commenting would be aggrieved by 
approval of the proposal. 

Unless otherwise noted, comments 
regarding each of these applications 
must be received at the Reserve Bank 
indicated for the application or the 
offices of the Board of Governors not 
later than January 26,1993. 

A. Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta 
(Zane R. Kelley, Vice President) 104 
Marietta Street, N.W., Atlanta, Georgia 
30303; 

1. Barnett Merger Corp., Jacksonville, 
Florida: to acquire Barnett Banks Trust 
Company, N.A., Jacksonville, Florida, 
and ffiereby engage in trust company 
functions pursuant to § 225.25(b)(3) of 
the Board’s Regulation Y. 

2. Main Street Banks Incorporated, 
Covington, Georgia; to acquire First 
Federal Savings Bank of Georgia, and 

thereby engage in operating a savings 
association pursuant to § 225.25(b)(9) of 
the Board’s Regulation Y. 

B. Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis 
(Randall C. Sumner, Vice President) 411 
Locust Street, St. Louis, Missouri 63166: 

1, Union Planters Corporation, 
Memphis, Tennessee: to acquire First 
Federal Savings Bank of Maryville, 
Maryville, Tennessee, and thereby 
engage in operating a savings 
association pursuant to § 225.25(h)(9); 
and in the sale of credit life, accident, 
and health insurance as principal, agent, 
or broker, directly related to the 
extensions of credit by First Federal and 
limited to assuring the repayment of the 
outstanding balance due on the 
extension of credit in the event of the 
death, disability, or involuntary 
unemployment of the debt pursuant to 
§ 225.25(b)(8)(i) of the Board’s 
Regulation Y. 

Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve 
System, December 30,1992. 
Jennifer J. Johnson, 

Associate Secretary of the Board. 
(FR Doc. 93-164 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 
BILUNO CODE ttlO-OI-F 

Robert H. and Norma J. Garwood, et 
al.; Change In Bank Control Noticaa; 
Acquialtlona of Sharea of Banka or 
Bank Holding ComjMinlea 

The notificants listed below have 
applied under the Change in Bank 
Control Act (12 U.S.C. 1817(j)) and § 
225.41 of the Board’s Regulation Y (12 
CFR 225.41) to acquire a bank or bank 
holding company. The factors that are 
considered in acting on the notices are 
set forth in paragraph 7 of the Act (12 
U.S.C. 1817(j)(7)). 

The notices are available for 
immediate inspection at the Federal 
Reserve Bank indicated. Once the 
notices have been accepted for 
processing, they will also be available 
for inspection at the offices of the Board 
of Governors. Interested persons may 
express their views in writing to the 
Reserve Bank indicated for that notice 
or to the offices of the Board of 
Governors. Comments must be received 
not later than January 20,1993. 

A. Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas 
City (John E. Yorke, Senior Vice 
President) 925 Grand Avenue, Kansas 
City, Missouri 64198: 

1, Bobert H. and Norma J. Garwood, 
Miami, Oklahoma; to acquire 100 
percent of the voting shares of Nine 
Tribes Bancshares, Inc., Quapaw, 
Oklahoma, and thereby indirectly 
acquire The Bank of Quapaw, Quapaw, 
Oklahoma. 

2. Dr. James M. Plate, Kimball, 
Nebraska: to acquire an additional 26.49 
percent of the voting shares of Banner 
County Ban Corporation, Harrisburg, 
Nebraska, for a total of 36.42 percent 
and thereby indirectly acquire Banner 
County Bank, Harrisburg, Nebraska. 

3. Donald L Sturm, Omaha, Nebraska; 
to acquire up to 100 percent of the 
voting shares of Banx of Laramie, 
Laramie, Wyoming. 

Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve 
System, December 30,1992. 
Jennifer J. Johnson, 
Associate Secrefojy of the Board. 
(FR Doc. 93-165 Filed 1-5-93; 8.45 ami 
BILUNO CODE SSUMII-f 

Merchants New York Bancorp, Inc., et 
al.; Formations of; Acquisitions by; 
and Mergers of Bank Holding 
Companies 

The companies listed in this notice 
have applied for the Board’s approval 
under section 3 of the Bank Holding 
Company Act (12 U.S.C. 1842) and § 
225.14 of the Board’s Regulation Y (12 
CFR 225.14) to become a bank holding 
company or to acquire a bank or hank 
holding company. The factors that are 
considered in acting on the applications 
are set forth in section 3(c) of the Act 
(12 U.S.C. 1842(c)). 

Each application is available for 
immediate inspection at the Federal 
Reserve Bank indicated. Once the 
application has been accepted for 
processing, it will also be available for 
inspection at the offices of the Board of 
Governors. Interested persons may 
express their views in writing to ffie 
Reserve Bank or to the offices of the 
Board of Governors. Any comment on 
an application that requests a hearing 
must include a statement of why a 
written presentation would not suffice 
in lieu of a hearing, identifying 
specifically any questions of fact that 
are in dispute and summarizing the 
evidence that would be presented at a 
hearing. 

Unless otherwise noted, comments 
regarding each of these applications 
must be received not later than January 
26,1993. 

A. Federal Reserve Bank of New 
York (William L. Rutledge, Vice 
President) 33 Liberty Street, New York, 
New York 10045: 

1. Merchants New York Bancorp, Inc., 
New York, New York; to become a bank 
holding company by acqxiiring 100 
percent of the voting shares of The 
Merchants Bank of New York, New 
York. 

B. Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta 
(Zane R. Kelley, Vice President) 104 
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Marietta Street, N.W., Atlanta, Georgia 
30303: 

l.FG-M Bancorporation, 
Birmingham, Alabama; to become a 
bank holding company by acquiring 100 
percent of the voting shares of The 
Farmers & Merchants Bank, Centre, 
Alabama. 

C Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago 
(David S. Epstein, Vice President) 230 
South LaSalle Street, Chicago, Illinois 
60690: 

1. Minowa Bancshares. Inc., E)ecorah, 
Iowa; to acquire 100 percent of the 
voting shares of Minnesota Bank, 
National Association, Caledonia, 
Minnesota. 

D. Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis 
(Randall C. Sumner, Vice President) 411 
Locust Street. St. Louis, Missouri 63166: 

1. Citizens Financial Corporation and 
Citizens Financial Corporation 
Employee Stock Ownership Plan, 
Belzoni, Mississippi; to acquire 100 
percent of the voting shares of Flora 
Financial Corporation. Flora. 
Mississippi, and thereby indirectly 
acquire Bank of Flora, Flora, 
Mississippi. 

2. West Tennessee Financial 
Corporation, Selmer, Tennessee; to 
become a bank holding company by 
acquiring 100 percent of the voting 
shares of Community Bank of West 
Teimessee, Selmer, Termessee, through 
the conversion of the existing savings 
association. First Federal Savings Bank 
of West Tennessee, Selmer, Teimessee. 

E. Federal Reserve Bank (^DallaS'(W. 
Arthur Tribble, Vice President) 400 
South Akard Street, Dallas, Texas 
75222: 

1. LNB Financial Corporation, Austin, 
Texas; to become a bank holding 
company by acquiring 100 percent of 
the voting shares of Finandal- 
Delaware, Inc., Wilmington. Delaware, 
and thereby indirectly acquire Liberty 
National Bank. Austin, Texas. In 
coimection with this application, LNB 
Finandal-Delaware, Inc., Wilmington, 
Delaware, has applied to become a bank 
holding company by acquiring 100 
percent of the voting shares of Liberty 
National Bank. Austin, Texas. 

F. Federal Reserve Bank of San 
Francisco (Keimeth R. Burning, 
Diredor, Bank Holding Company) 101 
Market Street, San Francisco, California 
94105: 

1. American Marine Bank Employee 
Stock Ownership Plan, Bainbridge 
Island, Washin^on; to become a bank 
holding company by acquiring 48.58 
percent of the voting shares of American 
Marine Bank, Winslow, Washington. 

Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve 
System, December 30,1992. 

Jennifer ). Johnson, 

Associate Secretary of the Board.^ 
(FR Doc. 93-166 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 ami 

BNJJNQ CODE e210-«1-f 

U.S. Trust Corporation, at al.; Notice of 
Applications to Engage de novo in 
Permissible Nonbanking Activitiee 

The companies listed in this notice 
have filed an application imder 
§ 225.23(a)(1) of the Board’s Regulation 
Y (12 CFR 225.23(a)(1)) for the Board’s 
approval vmder section 4(c)(8) of the 
Bank Holding Company Act (12 U.S.C. 
1843(c)(8)) and § 225.21(a) of Regulation 
Y (12 CFR 225.21(a)) to commence or to 
engage de novo, either diredly or 
through a subsidiary, in a nonbanking 
adivity that is listed in § 225.25 of 
Regulation Y as closely related to 
banking and permissible for bank 
holding companies. Unless otherwise 
noted, such adivities will be conduded 
throu^out the United States. 

Each application is available for 
immediate inspection at the Federal 
Reserve Bank indicated. Once the 
application has been accepted for 
processing, it will also be available for 
inspection at the offices of the Board of 
Governors. Interested persons may 
express their views in writing on the 
question whether consummation of the 
proposal can "reasonably be expeded to 
produce benefits to the public, such as 
greater convenience, increased 
competition, or gains in effidency, that 
outweigh possible adverse effects, such 
as undue concentration of resoiuces, 
decreased or unfair competition, 
conflids of interests, or imsound 
banking practices.’’ Any request for a 
hearing on this question must be 
accompanied by a statement of the 
reasons a written presentation would 
not suffice in lieu of a hearing, 
identifying spedfically any questions of 
fad that are in dispute, summarizing the 
evidence that would be presented at a 
hearing, and indicating how the party 
commenting would be aggrieved by 
approval of the proposal. 

Unless otherwise noted, comments 
regarding the applications must be 
received at the Reserve Bank indicated 
or the offices of the Board of Governors 
not later than January 20,1993. 

A. Federal Reserve Bank of New 
Yoric (William L Rutledge, Vice 
President) 33 Liberty Street, New York, 
New York 10045: 

1. U.S. Trust Corporation, New York, 
New York; to engage de novo through its 
subsidiary, U.S. Trust Company of 
Connedicut, Stamford, Connecticut, in 

trust company activities, induding 
activities of a fidudary, investment 
advisory, agency and custodial nature 
pursuant to §§ 225.25(b)(3) and (b)(4) of 
the Board’s Regulation Y. 

B. Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas 
(W. Arthur Tribble, Vice President) 400 
South Akard Street, Dallas, Texas 
75222: 

1. Victoria Bankshares, Inc., Vidoria, 
Texas; to engage de novo through its 
subsidiary, Vidoria Securities 
Corporation, Vidoria, Texas, in full 
service brokerage activities and advisory 
services pursuant to §§ 225.25(b)(4) and 
(b)(15) of the Board’s Regudation Y. 

Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve 
System, December 30,1992. 

Jennifer J. JdinKm, 

Associate Secretary of the Board. 
[FR Doc. 93-167 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am] 

BILUNO CODE t210-01-f 

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION 

[DM 9254] 

Alliant Techsystems Inc.; Proposed 
Consent Agreement With Analysis To 
Aid Public Comment 

AGENCY: Federal Trade Commission. 
ACTION: Proposed consent agreement. 

SUMMARY: In settlement of alleged 
violations of federal law prohibiting 
imfair acts and practices and unfair 
methods of competition, this consent 
agreement, accepted subjed to final 
Commission approval, would require, 
among other tl^gs, a Miimesota-based 
defense systems contrador that provides 
ammunition, for a 10-year period, to 
obtain Commission approval before: 
acquiring the assets or stock of any 
company engaged in systems 
contracting for certain tank or 
lightweight ammunition; or selling or 
transferring Alliant’s stock or assets to a 
company engaged in systems 
contracting for certain types of 
ammunition. In addition, the 
respondent would be required to 
terminate its proposed acquisition of 
Olin. 
DATES: Comments must be received on 
or before March 8.1993. 
ADDRESSES: Comments should be 
direded to: FTC/Office of the Secretary, 
room 159,6th St. and Pa. Ave., NW., 
Washington. DC 20580. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Laura Wilkinson, FTC/S-2308, 
Washington, DC 20580. (202) 326-2830. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: Pursuant 
to section 6(f) of the Federal Trade 
Commission Ad, 38 Stat. 721,15 U.S.C. 
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46 and § 3.25(f) of the Commission’s 
Rules of Practice (16 CFR 3.25(f)), notice 
is hereby given that the following 
consent agreement containing a consent 
order to cease and desist, having been 
filed with and accepted, subject to final 
approval, by the Commission, has been 
placed on the public record for a period 
of sixty (60) days. Public comment is 
invited. Such comments or views will 
be considered by the Commission and 
will be available for inspection and 
copying at its principal office in 
accordance with § 4.9(b)(6)(ii) of the 
Commission’s Rules of Practice (16 CFR 
4.9(b)(6)(ii)). 

Agreement Containing Consent Order 

In the matter of Alliant Techsystems 
Inc., a corporation. 

The agreement herein, by and 
between Alliant Techsystems Inc. 
(“Alliant”), a corporation, by its duly 
authorized officer and its attorney, and 
coxmsel for the Federal Trade 
Commission (“the Commission”), is 
entered into in accordance with the 
Commission’s Rule governing consent 
order procedures. In accordance 
therewith the parties hereby agree that: 

1. Alliant is a corporation organized, 
existing and doing business under the 
laws of the State of Delaware, with its 
office and principal place of business 
located at 5901 Lincoln Drive, Edina, 
Minnesota 55436. 

2. Alliant has been served with a copy 
of the complaint issued by the Federal 
Trade Commission charging it with 
violations of section 7 of the Clayton 
Act, as amended, and section 5 of the 
Federal Trade Commission Act, as 
amended. Alliant denies said charges. 

3. Alliant admits all the jurisdictional 
facts set forth in the Commission’s 
complaint in this proceeding. 

4. Alliant waives: 
a. Any further procedural steps; 
b. The requirement that the 

Commission’s decision contain a 
statement of findings of fact and 
conclusions of law; 

c. All rights to seek judicial review or 
otherwise challenge or contest the 
validity of the Order entered pursuant to 
this agreement; and, 

d. All rights imder the Equal Access 
to Juatice Act. 

5. This agreement shall not become 
part of the public record unless and 
until it is accepted by the Commission. 
If this agreement is accepted by the 
Commission, it will be placed on the 
public record for a period of sixty (60) 
days and information in respect thereto 
publicly released. The Commission 
thereafter may either withdraw its 
acceptance of this agreement and so 
notify Alliant, in which event it will 

take such action as it may consider 
appropriate, or issue and serve its 
decision, in disposition of the 
proceeding. 

6. Tliis agreement is for settlement 
purposes only and does not constitute 
an admission by Alliant that the law has 
been violated as alleged in the 
complaint issued by the Commission. 

7. This agreement contemplates that, 
if it is accepted by the Commission, and 
if such acceptance is not subsequently 
withdrawn by the Commission pursuant 
to the provisions of § 3.25(f) of the 
Commission’s Rules, the Commission 
may. without further notice to Alliant, 
1) issue its decision containing the 
following Order in disposition of the 
proceeding, and 2) make information 
public wiffi respect thereto. When so 
entered, this Order shall have the same 
force and efiiect, and may be altered, 
modified or set aside in the same 
manner and within the same time 
provided by statute for other orders. 
This Order shall become final upon 
service. Delivery by the U.S. Postal 
Service of the decision containing the 
agreed to Order to Alliant’s address as 
stated in this agreement shall constitute 
service. Alliant waives any right it may 
have to any other manner of service. 
The complaint may be used in 
construing the terms of this Order, and 
no agreement, understanding, 
representation or interpretation not 
contained in the Order or this agreement 
may be used to vary or contradict the 
terms of the Order. 

8. Alliant has read the complaint and 
Order contemplated hereby. Alliant 
understands that it may be liable for 
civil penalties in the amoimt provided 
by law for each violation of the Order 
after it becomes final. 

Order 

/. 
For purposes of this Order, the 

following definitions shall apply: 
“Alliant” means Alliant Techsystems 

Inc., as well as its directors, officers, 
employees, representatives, agents, 
parents, divisions, subsidiaries, 
successors, and assigns, as well as the 
directors, officers, employees and agents 
of its parents, divisions and 
subsidiaries, successors, and assigns. 

“Olin” means Olin Corporation, as 
well as its directors, officers, employees, 
representatives, agents, parents, 
divisions, subsidiaries, successors, and 
assigns, as well as the directors, officers, 
employees and agents of its parents, 
divisions and subsidiaries, successors, 
and assigns. 

“Systems contractor for 30mm 
lightweight ammunition or 120mm tank 

ammunition” means any company that 
supplies or has supplied completed 
rounds of 30mm li^tweight 
ammunition or completed rotmds of 
120mm tank ammunition to any 
customer in the United States, including 
but not limited to the United States 
Army, or that is developing completed 
roimds of 30mm lightwei^t 
ammunition or completed rounds of 
120mm tank ammunition for any 
customer in the United States, including 
but not limited to the United States 
Army. 

If. 

It is ordered That, for a period 
commencing on the date this Order 
becomes final and continuing for ten 
(10) years, Alliant shall not. without the 
prior approval of the Commission, 
directly or indirectly, through 
subsidiaries or otherwise, acquire: (1) 
Any interest in the whole or any part of 
the stock, share capital, or equity of any 
systems contractor for 33mm 
lightweight ammunition or 120mm tank 
ammunition; or (2) any assets of a 
systems contractor for 30mm 
lightweight ammunition or 120mm tank 
ammunition. Provided, however, that 
this Paragraph n shall not apply to the 
acquisition of products or services in 
the ordinary course of business. 

lU. 
It is further ordered That, for a period 

commencing on the date this Order 
becomes final and continuing for ten 
(10) years, Alliant shall not, without the 
prior approval of the Commission, 
directly or indirectly, through 
subsidiaries or otherwise, sell or 
otherwise transfer to any systems 
contractor for 30mm li^tweight 
ammunition or 120mm tank 
ammunition: (1) Any interest in or any 
part of the stodc, share capital, or equity 
of Alliant, or (2) any assets used for or 
previously used for (and still suitable 
for use for) systems contracting of 30mm 
lightweight ammunition or 120mm tank 
ammunition. Provided, however, that 
this Paragraph in shall not apply to the 
sale of products or services in the 
ordinary course of business. 

IV. 

It is further ordered That, for a period 
commencing on the date this Order 
becomes final and continuing for ten 
(10) years, Alliant shall notify the 
Commission at least thirty (30) days 
prior to any proposed change in the 
corporation that may affect compliance 
obligations arising out of the Order, 
such as dissolution, assignment or sale 
resulting in the emergence of a 
successor corporation, the creation or 
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dissolution of any subsidiary engaged as 
systems contractor for 30mm 
lightweight ammunition or 120mm tank 
ammunition, or any other change that 
may affect compliance obligations 
arising out of the Order. 

V. 

It is further ordered That, unless 
Alliant has already done so. it will, not 
later than fourteen (14) days after this 
Order becomes final: (1) Terminate any 
agreement that provides for or 
contemplates the acquisition of. or 
exchange of stock for. Olin's Ordnance 
Division and/or its Physics International 
Subsidiary, including but not limited to 
the transaction agreement signed on or 
about August 4,1992; (2) return or 
destroy all dociunents containing or 
recording confidential information 
provided to Alliant by Olin in 
connection with acquisition 
negotiations or agreements; and (3) 
recover from Olin or have Olin destroy 
all documents containing or recording 
confidential information provided by 
Olin by Alliant in connection with 
acquisition negotiations or agreements. 
Nothing herein contained shall relieve 
Alliant from any obligation of 
confidentiality imposed by agreement 
among Alliant and Olin. 

VI. 

It is further ordered That Alliant shall, 
within sixty (60) days after the date this 
Order becomes final, file with the 
Commission a report, in writing, setting 
forth in detail the manner and form in 
which it has complied with this Order. 
Within one year after the Order becomes 
final, and annually for the next nine 
years. Alliant shall submit to the 
Commission a verified written report 
setting forth in detail the manner and 
form In which it intends to comply, is 
complying, or has complied with the 
Order. 

Analysis of Proposed Consent Order To 
Aid ^blic Comment 

The Federal Trade Commission 
(‘'Commission”) has accepted 
provisionally an agreement containing a 
proposed consent order from Alliant 
Techsystems Inc. (“Alliant”), 
concerning Alliant’s proposed 
acquisition of Olin Corporation’s 
(“Olin”) Ordnance Division and Physics 
International Company. Olin is Alliant’s 
only competitor in systems contracting 
for 120mm tank ammimition and 30 mm 
lightweight ammunition in the United 
States, l^e proposed order requires 
Alliant to seek prior approval for certain 
mergers or acquisitions for a period of 
ten (10) years. 

The proposed consent order has been 
placed on the public record for sixty 
(60) days for reception of comments by 
interested persons. Comments received 
during this period will become part of 
the public record. After sixty (60) days, 
the Commission will again review the 
agreement and the comments received 
and will decide whether it should 
withdraw from the agreement or make 
final the agreement’s proposed order. 

On or aTOut August 4.1992, Alliant 
and Olin simed a definitive agreement 
under whicm Olin would exchange its 
Ordnance Division and Physics 
International subsidiary for 
approximately 2.82 million shares of 
newly issued Alliant common stock 
plus Alliant’s assumption of $65 million 
of Olin debt. On November 6,1992, the 
Federal Trade Commission filed a 
preliminary injunction action against 
Alliant in the United States District 
Court for the District of Columbia to 
enjoin the proposed acquisition. The 
Commission won a preliminary 
injunction on November 18,1992; the 
district court’s supplemental opinion 
supporting the injunction was issued on 
November 23,1992. The court found 
that the merger would preclude the 
Army from conducting a competitive 
bid for an upcoming multiyear contract, 
and that the anticompetitive effects of 
the mei;ger were not counterbalanced by 
competing efficiency and other 
considerations alleged by defendants. 
FTC V. Alliant Techsystems Inc., Civ. 
Action No. 92-2499-LFO, 
Supplemental Memorandum at 6-7,21- 
22, 25-28 (November 23.1992). 

On December 7,1992, the 
Commission issued an administrative 
complaint against Alliant which alleges 
that Alliant’s proposed acquisition of 
Olin violates section 5 of the Federal 
Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 45, as 
amended, and that, if consummated, 
such acquisition would violate section 7 
of the Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C. 18, as 
amended, and section 5 of the Federal 
Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 45, as 
amended. ’The complaint alleges that 
both Alliant and Olin are competitors in 
systems contracting for 120mm tank 
ammunition and 30mm lightweight 
ammunition in the United States. The 
complaint alleges that these markets are 
highly concentrated and that entry into 
the markets is difficult or unlikely. The 
complaint alleges that the efiect of the 
proposed acquisition may be 
substantially to lessen competition or 
tend to create a monopoly in the 
relevant markets in the United States. 

The first paragraph of the proposed 
order defines the terms “Alliant,” 
“Olin” and “system contractor for 
30mm lightweight ammimition or 

120mm tank ammimition” as used in 
the order. Paragraph II bans Alliant from 
acquiring, dire^y or indirectly, without 
the prior approval of the Fede^ Trade 
Commission, any stock or assets of any 
company engaged in systems 
contracting for 30mm lightweight or 
120mm tank ammunition in the United 
States. Paragraph in bans Alliant finm 
selling or transferring its stock or assets 
to a company engaged in systems 
contracting for 30mm lightweight or 
120mm tank ammunition without the 
prior approval of the Federal Trade 
Commission. 'These bans last for a 
period of ten (10) years firom the date 
the order becomes final. 

Paragraph IV of the proposed order 
requires that Alliant notify the 
Commission at least thirty (30) days 
prior to any proposed change in the 
corporation, su(± as dissolution, 
assignment or sale resulting in the 
emergence of a successor corporation, 
the creation or dissolution of any 
subsidiary engaged in systems 
contracting for 30mm lightweight or 
120mm tank ammunition in the United 
States, or any other change that may 
affect compliance obligations arising out 
of the Order. 

Paragraph V of the proposed order 
requires that within fourteen (14) days 
after the order becomes final. Alliant 
must terminate its proposed acquisition 
of Olin. Additionally, Alliant must 
return or destroy any documents 
containing confidential information 
obtained ^m Olin and recover or have 
Olin destroy any confidential 
documents Alliant supplied to Olin. 

Paragraph VI of the proposed order 
requires Alliant to file with the 
Commission, within sixty (60) days after 
service of the order, a report, in writing, 
setting for in detail the manner and form 
in which it has complied with this 
order. Alliant is also required to file 
with the Commission annual reports 
detailing its compliance with the order. 

The agreement is for settlement 
purposes only and does not constitute 
an admission by Alliant that the law has 
been violated as alleged in the 
complaint issued by the Commission. 

The purpose of this analysis is to 
facilitate public comment on the 
proposed order, and it is not intended 
to constitute an official interpretation of 
the agreement and proposed order or to 
modify in any way their terms. 
Benjamin I. Berman, 

Acting Secretary. 
(FR Doc. 93-115 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 
BttXINQ CODE tTSO-OI-M 
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[DoelcMC-3406] 

American Psychological Association; 
Prohibited Trade Practices, and 
Affirmative Corrective Actions 

AGENCY: Federal Trade Commission. 

ACTION: Consent order. 

SUMMARY: In settlement of alleged 
violations of federal law prohibiting 
unfair acts and practices and imfoir 
methods of competition, this consent 
order prohibits, among other things, a 
Washington, DC association from 
restricting the dissemination of truthfril, 
non-deoeptive information by its 
members. In addition, the respondent is 
prohibited from banning payments by 
psychologists to patient-referral 
services. Finally, the respondent must 
cease its affiliation with any state, 
regional or other psychological 
association that imposes similar 
restrictions. 

DATES: Complaint and Order issued 
December 16,1992.' 

FOR FURTHER ^FORMATION CONTACT: 

Elizabeth R. Hilder, FTC/S-3115, 
Washington, DC 20580. (202) 326-2545. 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: On 
Tuesday, October 6,1992, there was 
published in the Federal Register, 57 FR 
46028, a proposed consent agreement 
with analysis In the Matter of American 
Psychological Association, for the 
purpose of soliciting public conunent. 
Interested parties were given sixty (60) 
days in which to submit comments, 
suggestions or objections regarding the 
proposed form of the order. 

No comments having been received, 
the Commission has ordered the 
issuance of the complaint in the form 
contemplated by the agreement, made 
its jurisdictionei findings and entered 
an order to cease and desist, as set forth 
in the proposed consent agreement, in 
disposition of this proceeding. 

(Sec. 6. 38 Stat 721; 15 U.S.C 46. Interprets 

or applies sec. S, 38 Stat 719, as amended; 

15 U.S.C 45) 

Benjamin I. Berman, 

Acting Secretary, 
[FR Doc 93-112 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am] 

Muma CODE «rse-M-M 

> CopiM of the Complaint and the Decision and 
Order and the separate statement of Commissioner 
Mary L. Azcnenap, concurring in part and 
dissenting in part are availaM ftcm the 
Commission's Ptdriic Befctmee Branch, H-130,6di 
Street a Fannsyhania Avaime, NW., Washington. 
DC20SM. ■ 

[File No. 902 3145] 

CC PoNmi Company, at ti.; Propoaad 
Consent Agraement With Analyala To 
Aid Public Comment 

AGENCY: Federal Trade Commission. 
ACTION: Proposed consent agreement. 

SUMMARY: In settlement of alleged 
violations of Federal lew prohibiting 
unfair acts and practices and unfair 
methods of competition, this consent 
agreement, accepted subject to final 
Commission approval, would prohibit, 
among other things, a Phoenix-based 
firm, and its owners, from making false 
claims about the effect consumption of 
their bee pollen products has in regard 
to allergies, aging, impotence, sexual 
disfunction, weight loss and antibiotic 
treatment, and require that they have 
scientific evidence to support any other 
health-benefit claims they make about 
any food or other product for human 
consumption, in the future. In addition, 
the respondents would be prohibited 
from producing or distributing any 
advertisement that is represented to be 
something other than a paid ad, and 
required to prominently disclose in all 
future infomercials they create that the 
programs are paid ads. Finally, the 
respondents would be required to pay 
$200,000 as disgorgement of profits. 
DATES: Comments must be received on 
or before Mardi 8,1993. 
ADDRESSES: Comments should be 
directed to: FTC/Office of the Secretary, 
room 159,6th St. and Pa. Ave., NW., 
Washington, DC 20580. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Brinley Williams, Cleveland Regional 
Office, Federal Trade Commission, 668 
Euclid Aven\ie, Suite 520-A, Cleveland, 
OH 44114, (216) 522-4210. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: Pursuant 
to section 6(f) of the Federal Trade 
Commission Act, 38 Stat. 721,15 U.S.C 
46 and § 2.34 of the Commission's Rules 
of Practice (16 GFR 2.34), notice is 
hereby given that the follovring consent 
agreement containing a consent order to 
cease and desist, having been filed with 
and accepted, subject to final approval, 
by the Commission, has been placed on 
the public record a period of sixty 
(60) days. Public comment is invited. 
Su^ comments or views will be 
considered fav the Commission and will 
be available wt inspection and copying 
at its principal office in accordance with 
§ 4.9(bK6KiO of the Commission's Rules 
of Practice (16 CFR 4.9(bK6Kii)). 

Agreement^Contafaiing Consent Order - 
.-To Geaaa and Desist 

- The Fedend Trade Commission . - 
having initiated an investigation of . 

certain acts and practices of C C Pollen 
Company, a corporation, and Bruce R. 
Brown, C^l M. Brown, and Royden 
Brown, individually and as officers of 
said corporation, hminaftw sometimes 
referred to as proposed respondents, 
and it now appearing that proposed 
respondents are willing to enter into an 
agreement containing an Order to Cease 
and Desist from the use of the acts or 
practices being investigated. 

It is hereby agreed by and between 
proposed respondents and their attorney 
and covmsel for the Federal TrsKle 
Commission that: 

1. Proposed respondents C C Pollen 
Company, a corporation, and Bruce R. 
Brown, Carol M. BroMm, and Royden 
Brown, individiially and as officers of 
said corporation, have an office or 
principal place of business located at 
3627 l^st Indian School Road, Suite 
209, Phoenix, Arizona 85018. 

2. Proposed resprmdents admit all the 
jurisdictional facts set forth in the draft 
Compliant here attadied. 

3. tfroposed respondent waive: 
(a) Any further procediual steps; 
(b) The requiremmit that the 

Commission’s Decision contain a 
statement of findings of fact and 
conclusions of law; 

(c) All rights to seek judicial review 
or otherwise to challenge or contest the 
validity of the Order entered pursuant to 
this Agreement; and 

(d) All claims under the Equal Access 
to Justice Act. 

4. This Agreement shall not become 
part of the public record of the 
proceeding imless and \mtil it is 
accepted ^ the Commission. If this 
Agreement is accepted by the 
Commission, it, together with the draft 
Complaint contemplated thereby, will 
be placed on the public record for a 
period of sixty (60) days and 
information with respect thereto 
publicly released. The Commission 
thereafter may either withdraw its 
acceptance of this Agreement and so 
notify proposed respondents, in which 
event it will take such action as it may 
consider appropriate, or issue and serve 
its Compl^t (in such form as the 
drcumrtances may require) and 
Decision, in dispo^tion of the 
proceeding 

5. This Agreement is for settlement 
purposes only and does not constitute 
an admission by proposed respondents 
of facts other than jurisdictional facts, or 
of violations of law as alle^ in the 
draft Complaint here attached. 

6. This Agreement contemplates that, 
if it b accepted by the Commbsion, and 
if sudi acceptance b not subsequently 
wfdidrawn by the Commission pursuant 
to the provisions of ^ 2.34 of die 
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G)mmission*s Rules, the Commission 
may, without further notice to proposed 
respondents, (1) issue its Complaint 
correspoading in form and substance 
ivith the draft Complaint and its 
Decision containing the following Order 
to Cease and Desist in disposition of the 
proceeding, and (2) make information 
public wiA respect thereto. When so 
entered, the Order to Cease and Desist 
shall have the same force and effect cmd 
may be altered, modified, or set aside in 
the same manner and within the same 
time provided by statute for other 
orders. The Order shall become final 
upon service. Delivery by the United 
States Postal Service of the Complaint 
and Decision containing the agreed-to 
Order to proposed respondents’ address 
as stated in this Agreement shall 
constitute service. Proposed 
respondents waive any right they may 
have to any other manner of service. 
The Complaint attached thereto may be 
used in construing the terms of the 
Order. No agreement, understanding, 
representation, or interpretation not 
contained in the Order or the Agreement 
may be used to vary or contradict the 
terms of the Order. 

7. Proposed respondents have read 
the proposed Complaint and Order 
contemplated hereby. They understand 
that once the Order has been issued, 
they will be required to file one or more 
compliance reports showing that they 
have fully complied with the Order. 
Proposed respondents further 
understand that they may be liable for 
civil penalties in the amount provided 
by law for each violation of the Order 
after it becomes final. 

Order 

The following definition shall apply 
throughout this Order. 

Bee pollen product means any product(s) 
intended for human consumption or use 
consisting in whole or in part of bee pollen, 
bee propolis, and/or royal jelly in any form. 

I 
ft is Ordered That respondents CC Pollen 

Company, a corporation, and Bruce R. 
Brown. Carol M. Brown, and Royden Brown, 
individually and as ofiicers of said 
corporation, their successors and assigns, and 
their officers, agents, representatives and 
employees, directly or through any 
partnership, corporation, subsidiary, division 
or other device in connection with the 
advertising, packaging, labeling, promotion, 
offering for ^e, sale or distribution of any 
product or service in or affecting commerce, 
as "commerce” is defined in the Federal 
Trade Commission Act, do forthwith cease 
and desist from creating, producing, selling 
or disseminating; 

(A) Any advertisement that misrepresents, 
directly or by implication, that is not a paid 
"dvertisement; and 

(B) Any commercial or other video 
advertisement fifteen (15) minutes in length 
or longer, or intended to fill a broadcasting 
or cablecasting time slot of fifteen (IS) 
minutes in lengthlonger, that does not 
display visually, in a clear and prominent 
manner and for a length of time sufficient for 
an ordinary consumer to read, within the first 
thirty (30) seconds of the conunercial and 
immediately before each presentation of 
ordering instructions for the product or 
service, the following disclosure: 

The program you are watching is a paid 
advertisement for (the product or service]. 

Provided that, for the purposes of this 
provision, the oral or visual presentation of 
a telephone number or address for viewers to 
contact to place an order for the product or 
service shall be deemed a presentation of 
ordering instructions so as to require the 
display of the disclosure provided herein. 

ftovided further That should the Federal 
Trade Commission adopt a trade regulation 
rule requiring different disclosures or a 
different frequency of making such 
disclosures than that required by subpart 
1(B), above, compliance with such trade 
regulation rule shall be deemed compliance 
with subpart I(B}. 

n 
ft is further ordered That respondents C C 

Pollen Company, a corporation, and Bruce R. 
Brown. Carol M. Brown, and Royden Brown, 
individually and as officers of said 
corporation, their successors and assigns, and 
their officers agents, representatives and 
employees, directly or through any 
partnership, corporation, subsidiary, division 
or other device. In connection with the 
advertising, offering for sale, sale or 
distribution of any bee pollen product in or 
affecting commerce, as "commerce” is 
defined in the Federal Trade Commission 
Act, do forthwith cease and desist from 
representing, directly or by implication, that: 

(A) Consumption of any been pollen 
pr^uct cannot or will not result in an 
allergic reaction; 

(B) Consumption of any bee pollen product 
will permanently alleviate all pollen allergy 
symptoms; 

(C) Consumption of any bee pollen product 
slows or prevents or reverse the aging 
process; 

(D) Consumption of any bee pollen product 
can cure, or prevent, or alleviate impotence 
and/or sexu^ dysfunction; 

(E) Consumption of any been pollen 
product can cause weight loss; 

(F) Any bee pollen product is an effective 
antibiotic for human use. 

Provided, however, That use of any 
statement approved by the United States 
Food and Drag Administration ("FDA”) for 
inclusion on the above label of the product 
will be deemed not to violate this part when 
its use is consistent with the FDA approval. 

m 
ft is further ordered That respondents C C 

Pollen Company, a corporation, and Bruce R. 
Brown, Carol M. Brown, and Royden BroWn, 
individually and as officers of said 
corporation, their successors and assigns, and 
their officers, agents, representatives and 
employees, directly or through any 

partnership, corporation, subsidiary, division 
or other de>dce, in connection with the 
advertising, oaring for sale, sale or 
distribution of any product or service for 
human consumption or use, in or affecting 
commerce, as "commerce” is defined in the 
Federal Trade Commission Act, do forthwith 
cease and desist from representing, directly 
or by implication, that any such product or 
service will have any effect on the user’s 
health or physical condition tmless, at the 
time of making such representation, 
respondents possess and rely upon 
competent and reliable scientific evidence 
that substantiates the representation. For 
pvirposes of this Order, "competent and 
reliable scientific evidence” shall mean tests, 
analyses, research, studies or other evidence 
based on the expertise of professionals in the 
relevant area that have been conducted and 
evaluated in an objective manner by persons 
qualified to do so, using procediues generally 
accepted by others in the profession to yield 
accurate and reliable results. 

IV 

ft is further ordered That respondents, their 
successors and assigns, shall pay Two 
Hundred Thousand Dollars ($200,000) to the 
United States Treasury as disgorgement 

.Such payment shall be by two cashier’s 
checks or certified checks made payable to 
the Treasurer of the United States, the first 
such check, in the amount of One Hundred 
Thousand Dollars ($100,000), to be tendered 
within five (5) days of the date of service of 
this Order, and the second, also in the 
amoimt of One Hundred Thousand Dollars 
($100,000), to be tendered no later than one 
year to the day after this Agreement becomes 
final. Respondents shall provide security for 
the second payment in a manner agreed to by 
the parties before provisional acceptance of 
this Order by the Federal Trade Commission. 
In the event of any default in payment, which 
default continues for more than ten (10) days 
beyond the due date of payment, respondents 
shall also pay interest as computed under 28 
U.S.C 1961, which shall accrue on the 
unpaid balance from the date of default until 
the date the balance is folly paid. 

V 
ft is further ordered That for a period of 

three (3) years from the date that a 
representation covered by this Order is last 
disseminated, respondents shall maintain 
and upon request make available to the 
Fedei^ Trade Commission for inspection 
and copying; 

(A) All materials that were relied upon by 
respondents in disseminating any 
representation covered by this Order; and 

(B) All reports, tests, studies, surveys, 
demonstrations or other evidence in any 
respondent’s possession or control that 
contradict, qualify or call into question such 
representation or the basis upon which 
respondents relied for such representation, 
including complaints from consumers. 

VI 
ft is further ordered That respondent CC 

Pollen Company shall; 
(A) Within thirty (30) days after service of 

this Order, provide a copy of this Order to 
each of respondent’s ciurent principals. 
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officers, directors and managers, and provide 
a complete copy of Parts I tl^ugh III of this 
Order to all personnel, agents and 
representatives having advertising or policy 
responsibility with respect to the subject 
matter of this Order, and to^each employee 
of CC Pollen Company who is engaged in the 
sale of CC Pollen products; and 

(B) For a period of seven (7) years from the 
date of entry of this Order, provide a copy 
of this Order to each of respondent’s 
principals, officers, directors and managers, 
and provide a complete copy of Parts I 
through HI of this Order to all personnel, 
agents and representatives having advertising 
or policy responsibility with respect to the 
subject matter of this Order, and to each 
employee of CC Pollen Company who is 
engaged in the sale of CC Pollen products, 
within three (3) days after the person 
assumes his or her position. 

VII 

It is further ordered That respondent CC 
Pollen Company shall notify the Commission 
at least thirty (30) days prior to the effective 
date of any proposed change in the corporate 
respondent such as dissolution, assignment 
or sale resulting in the emergence of a 
successor corporation, the creation or 
dissolution of subsidiaries, or any other 
change in the corporation which may affect 
compliance obligations arising out of this 
Order. 

VIII 

It is further ordered That respondents 
Bruce R. Brown, Carol M. Brown, and 
Royden Brown shall, for a period of seven (7) 
years from the date of entry of this Order, 
notify the Federal Trade Commission within 
thirty (30) days of the discontinuance of his 
or her present business or employment and 
of his or her affiliation with any new 
business or employment. Each notice of 
affiliation with any new business or 
employment shall include the respondent’s 
new business address and telephone number, 
current home address, and a statement 
describing the nahire of the business or 
employment and his or her duties and 
responsibilities. 

. IX 

It is further ordered That respondents 
shall, for at least three (3) years after service 
of this Order, maintain and make available to 
the Federal Trade Commission upon request, 
for inspection and copying, complete records 
regarding respondents’ compliance with this 
Order. 

X 

It is further ordered That respondents 
shall, within sixty (60) days after service of 
this Order, and at such other times as the 
Federal Trade Commission may require, file 
with the Commission a report, in writing, 
setting forth in detail the manner and form 
in which they have complied with this 
Order. 

Analysis of Proposed Consent Order To 
Aid Public Comment 

The Federal Trade Commission has 
accepted, subject to final approval, an 
agreement to a proposed Consent Order 

from C C Pollen Company and its 
principals, Royden Brown. Bruce Brown 
and C^l Brown. 

The proposed Consent Order has been 
placed on the public record for sixty 
(60) days for receipt of comments by 
interested persons. Comments received 
during this period will become part of 
the public record. After sixty (60) days, 
the Commission will again review the 
agreement and the comments received 
and will decide whether it should 
withdraw from the agreement and take 
other appropriate action, or make final 
the proposed Order contained in the 
agreement. 

This matter concerns two program- 
length television advertisements for C C 
Pollen’s bee pollen products, TV 
Insiders and The Search for the 
Fountain of Youth, as well as C C 
Pollen’s print advertisements for these 
products. 

The Complaint alleges that C C Pollen 
Company engaged in deceptive 
advertising in violation of section 5 of 
the Federal Trade Commission Act by 
falsely claiming that the television 
advertisements were not paid-for 
advertisements but rather were 
independent and objective documentary 
or news pro-ams. 

The Com^aint also alleges that C C 
Pollen violated sections 5 and 12 of the 
FTC Act by making false and 
unsubstantiated claims that 
consumption of any bee pollen product 
cannot result in an allergic reaction; that 
consumption of C C Pollen Company’s 
bee pollen products will permanently 
alleviate all of the consumer’s pollen 
allergy symptoms; that consumption of 
bee pollen products slows or prevents or 
reverses the aging process; that 
consumption of 1^ pollen products can 
cure, or prevent, or alleviate impotence 
and/or sexual dysfunction; that 
consumption of bee pollen products 
causes weight loss; and that bee pollen 
projects, such as those advertised by C 
C Pollen Company, are an effective 
antibiotic for human use. 

The Complaint further alleges that C 
C Pollen falsely implied that it had a 
reasonable basis for each of these 
claims. According to the Complaint, C C 
Pollen did not have a reasonable basis 
for making these claims. 

The Consent Order contains 
provisions designed to prevent future 
misrepresentations concerning the 
nature of C C Pollen’s program-length 
advertisements. Paragraph I of the Order 
prohibits C C Pollen and the three 
named officers of the company fit)m 
misrepresenting that any advertisement 
is an independent program, and not an 
advertisement. Paragraph I also provides 
that any television advertisement 15 

minutes or more in length must contain 
a clear and prominent visual message 
which states that the program is a paid 
advertisement The disclosure must be 
made at the beginning of the 
advertisement and prior to any ordering 
instructions. 

Paragraph n of the Order prohibits 
respondents from claiming that 
consumption of any bee pollen product 
cannot or will not result in an allergic 
reaction; that consvunption of any )^ 
pollen product will permanently 
alleviate all pollen allergy symptoms; 
that consumption of any bee pollen 
product slows or prevents or reverses 
the aging process; that consumption of 
any l^e pollen product can cure, or 
prevent, or alleviate impotence and/or 
sexual dysfunction; that consumption of 
any bee pollen product can cause 
weight loss; and that any bee pollen 

roduct is an efiective antibiotic for 
uman use. 
Paragraph IB requires substantiation 

consisting of competent and reliable 
scientific evidence for all future claims 
concerning any product for human use 
or consumption having any effect on the 
user’s health or physi^ condition. 

Paragraph IV requires the respondents 
to pay to ffie United States Treasury 
Two Hundred-Thousand Dollars 
($200,000) as disgorgement, with 
$100,000 to be paid within five days of 
the date of service of the Order and the 
remaining $100,000 to be paid within 
one year after the Order b^omes final. 

The remainder of the Order contains 
standard record-retention and 
notification provisions. 

The purpose of this analysis is to 
facilitate public comment on the 
proposed Order. It is not intended to 
constitute an official interpretation of 
the agreement and proposed Order or to 
modify in any way their terms. 
Benjamin I. Berman, 
Acting Secretary. 

[FR Doc. 93-119 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 
BUJJNO CODE STSO-OI-M 

[File No. 922 3155] 

Alan V. Phan, d/bfa Harcourt 
Companiea; Propoaad Conaent 
Agreamant With Analyaia To Aid 
Public Commant 

AGENCY: Federal Trade Commission. 
ACTION: Proposed consent agreement 

SUtHlARY: In settlement of allied 
violations of federal law prohibiting 
unfair acts and practices and unfair 
methods of competition, this consent 
agreement, accepted subject to final 
C^imnission approval, would prohibit. 
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among other things, a California 
marketer of "Jazz cigarettes", a non- 
tobacco product, from representing that 
smoking such products poses no health 
risk, that smol^g such products does 
not pose any of the health risks 
associated with smoking cigarettes, and 
that the smoke contains no tar. In 
addition, the respondent would be 
prohibited from making any 
representations about the comparative 
or absolute health or safety attributes, 
benefits or risks of any cigarette or 
smoking product, unless it is 
substantiated by reliable scientific 
evidence. 
DATES: Comments must be received on 
or before March 8,1993. 
ADDRESSES: Comments should be 
directed to: FTC/Office of the Secretary, 
room 159,6th St. and Pa. Ave., NW., 
Washington, DC 20580. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Jeffrey Klurfeld or Kerry O'Brien, San 
Francisco Regional Office, Federal 
Trade Commission, 901 Maricet St., 
Suite 570, San Francisco, CA 94103. 
(415) 744-7920. 
SUPPLEMENTARY MF0RMAT10N: Pursuant 
to section 6(f) of the Federal Trade 
Commission Act, 38 Stat. 721,15 U.S.C. 
46 and § 2.34 of the Commission's Rules 
of Practice (16 CFR 2.34), notice is 
hereby given that the following consent 
agreement containing a consent order to 
cease and desist, having been filed with 
and accepted, subject to final approval, 
by the Commission, has been placed on 
the public record for a period of sixty 
(60) days. Public comment is invited. 
Such comments or views will be 
considered by the Commission and will 
be available for inspection and copying 
at its principal office in accordance with 
§ 4.9(b)(6)(ii) of the Commission's Rules 
of Practice (16 CFR 4.9(b)(6)(ii)). 

Agreement Containing Consent Order 
To Cease and Desist 

In the Matter of Alan V. Phan, a/k/a Alan 
V. Pasqualle, an individual trading and doing 
business as Harcourt Companies. 

The Federal Trade Commission 
having initiated an investigation of 
certain acts and practices of Alan V. 
Phan, an individual trading and doing 
business as Harcourt Companies 
(“proposed respondent"), and it is now 
appearing that proposed respondent is 
willing to enter into an agreement 
containing an order to cease and desist 
firom the acts and practices being 
investigated. 

It is hereby agreed By and between 
Alan V. Phan and counsel for the 
Federal Trade Commission that: 

1. Proposed respondent Alan V. Phan 
is the owner of Harcourt Ccmipanies, a 

California sole proprietorship. His 
principal office and place of business is 
located at 10915 Bloomfield Avenue, 
Los Alamitos, CA 90720. 

2. Proposed respondent admits all the 
jurisidictional facts set forth in the draft 
complaint here attached. 

3. Proposed respondent waives: 
a. Any further procedural steps; 
b. The requirement that the 

Commission's decision contain a 
statement of findings of fact and 
conclusions of law; 

c. All rights to seek judicial review or 
otherwise to challenge or contest the 
validity of the order entered pursuant to 
this agreement: mid 

d. Ail claims under the Equal Access 
to Justice Act, 5 U.S.C 504. 

4. This agreement shall not become 
part of the public record of the 
proceeding unless and until it is 
accepted by the Commission. If this 
agreement is accepted by the 
Commission, it, together with the draft 
of complaint contemplated thereby, will 
be pla(^ on the public record for a 
period of sixty (60) days and 
information in respect thereto publicly 
released. The Commission thereafter 
may either withdraw its acceptance of 
this agreement and so notify the 
proposed respondent, in which event it 
will take such action as it may consider 
appropriate, or issue and serve its 
complaint (in such form as the 
circumstances may require) and 
decision, in disposition of the 
proceeding. 

5. This agreement is for settlement 
purposes only and does not constitute 
an admission by proposed respondent of 
facts, other than jurisdictional facts, or 
of violations of law as alleged in the 
draft of complaint here attached. 

6. This agreement contemplates that, 
if it is accepted by the Commission, and 
if such acceptance is not subsequently 
withdrawn by the Commission pursuant 
to the provisions of § 2.34 of the 
Commission's Rules, the Commission 
may. without further notice to proposed 
respondent, (a) issue its complaint 
corresponding in form and substance 
with the draft of complaint here 
attached and its decision containing the 
following order to cease and desist in 
disposition of the proceeding and (b) 
make information public in respect 
thereto. When so entered, the order to 
cease and desist shall have the same 
force and effect and may be altered, 
modified or set aside in the same 
manner and within the same time 
provided by statute for other orders. The 
order shall become final upon service. 
Delivery by the U.S. Postal Service of 
the complaint and decision containing 
the agre^-to order to proposed 

respmident's address as stated in this 
agreement shall constitute service. 
Exposed respondent waives any ri^t 
he may have to any other manner of 
service. The complaint may be used in 
construing the terms of the order, and 
no agreement, understanding, 
representation, or interpretation not 
contained in the order or the agreement 
may be used to vary or contradict the 
terms of the order. 

7. Proposed respondmit has read the 
proposed complaiat and order 
contemplated hereby. Proposed 
respondent understands t^t once the 
order has been issued, he will be 
required to file one or more compliance 
reports showing that he has fully 
complied with the order. Proposed 
respondent further imderstands that he 
may be liable for dvil penalties in the 
amount provided by law for each 
violation of the order after it l^omes 
final. 

Order 

/. 
It is ordered That respondent Alan V. 

Phan, an individual trading and doing 
business as Harcourt Companies, and 
his successors and assigns, in 
connection with the manufacturing, 
labelling, advertising, promotion, 
offering for sale, sale, or distribution of 
Jazz or any product containing 
substantially similar ingredients, in or 
affecting commerce, as “commerce” is 
defined in the Federal Trade 
Commission Act, do forthwith cease and 
desist from representing, in any manner, 
directly or by implication, that: 

A. Smoking such product poses no 
health risk for the user. 

B. Smoking such product does not 
pose any of the health risks associated 
with smoking tobacco cigarettes. 

C. Such product’s smoke contains no 
“tar.” 

It is further ordered That respondent 
Alan V. Phan, an individual trading and 
doing business as Harcourt Companies, 
and his successors and assigns, in 
connection with the manufacturing, 
labelling, advertising, promotion, 
offering for sale, sale, or distribution of 
any smoking product, in or affecting 
commerce, as “commerce” is defined In 
the Federal Trade Commission Act. do 
forthwith cease and desist from making 
any misrepresentation, in any manner, 
directly qr by implication, regarding the 
display of health warnings reqviired by 
the Federal Qgarette Latraling and 
Advertising Act. 

Ill 

It is further ordered That respondent 
Alan V. I%an, an individual trading and 
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doing business as Harcourt Companies, 
and his successors and assigns, in 
connection with the manufacturing, 
labelling, advertising, promotion, 
offering for sale, sale, or distribution of 
any cigarette, as defined in 15 U.S.C. 
1332, or any other smoking product, in 
or affecting commerce, as “commerce” 
is defined in the Federal Trade 
Commission Act, do forthwith cease and 
desist from representing, in any manner, 
directly or by implication, the 
comparative or absolute health or safety 
attributes, benefits, or risks associated 
with smoking such product, tmless such 
representation is true and, at the time of 
making such representation, respondent 
possesses and relies upon competent 
and reliable scientific evidence that 
substantiates the representation. For 
purposes of this Order, "competent and 
reliable scientific evidence” shall mean 
tests, analyses, research, studies or other 
evidence based on the expertise of 
professionals in the relevant area, that 
has been conducted and evaluated in an 
objective manner by persons qualified to 
do so, using procedures generally 
accepted in the profession to yield 
accurate and reliable results. 

IV. 

It is further ordered That respondent 
Alan V. Phan, an individual trading and 
doing business as Harcourt Companies, 
and his successors and assigns, in 
connection with the manufacturing, 
labelling, advertising, promotion, 
offering for sale, sale, or distribution of 
any product in or affecting commerce, 
as “commerce” is defined in the Federal 
Trade Commission Act, do forthwith 
cease and desist from representing, in 
any manner, directly or by implication, 
that using such product is effective in 
aiding people to quit smoking tobacco 
products, unless, at the time of making 
such representation, respondent 
possesses and relies upon competent 
and reliable scientific evidence that 
substantiates the representation. 

V. 

It is further ordered That respondent 
shall: 

A. Within thirty (30) days from the 
date of service of this Order, distribute 
a copy of the Complaint and Order to 
each past or present distributor of Jazz. 

B. Distribute a copy of the Complaint 
and Order to each new distributor of 
Jazz within thirty (30) days of the date 
that individual or entity becomes a 
distributor; 

C. Distribute a copy of the Complaint 
and Order to each fiiture purchaser of 
Jazz, or any other transferee, who 
acquires, with or without valuable 

consideration, more than thirty (30) 
cartons of Jazz. 

D. For ten (10) years from the date of 
service of this Order, distribute a copy 
of the Complaint and Order to each 
managerial, employee of respondent, and 
to each salesperson of respondent’s 
products, whether they are independent 
sales agents of employees of respondent. 

E. Within ten (10) days from the date 
of service of this Order, distribute a 
copy of the Complaint and Order to any 
individual or entity who is involved in 
the preparation and placement of 
advertisements or promotional 
materials, or communicates with 
customers or prospective customers 
regarding the efficacy or safety of any 
product covered by this Order. 

VI. 

It is further ordered That for five (5) 
years after the last date of dissemination 
of any representation covered by this 
Order, respondent, or his successors and 
assigns, shall maintain and upon 
request make available to the Federal 
Trade Commission for inspection and 
copying: 

A. All materials that were relied upon 
in disseminating such representation; 
and 

B. All test, reports, studies, surveys, 
demonstrations or other evidence in his 
pdssession or control that contradict, 
qualify, or call into question such 
representation, or the basis relied upon 
for such representation, including 
complaints from consumers. 

VII. 

It is further ordered That respondent 
shall, for a period of ten (10) years after 
the date of service of this Order upon 
him, promptly notify the Commission, 
in writing, of his discontinuance of his 
present business or employment and of 
his affiliation with a new business or 
employment. For each such new 
affiliation, the notice shall include the 
name and address of the new^business 
or employment, a statement of the 
nature of the new business or 
employment, and a description of 
respondent’s duties and responsibilities 
in connection with the new business or 
employment. 

VIII. 

It is further ordered That respondent 
shall, within sixty (60) days from the 
date of service of this Order upon them, 
and at such other times as the 
Commission may require, file with the 
Commission a report, in writing, setting 
forth in detail the manner and form in 
which they have complied with this 
Order. 

Analysis of Proposed Consent Order to 
Aid I^blic Comment 

The Federal Trade Commission has 
accepted an agreement, subject to final 
approval, to a proposed consent order 
^m respondent Alan V. Phan, an 
individual trading and doing business 
as Harcovirt Companies. 

The proposed consent order has been 
placed on the public record for sixty 
(60) days for reception of comments by 
interested persons. Comments received 
during this period will become part of 
the public record. After sixty (60) days, 
the Commission will again review the 
agreement and the comments received 
and will decide whether it should 
withdraw from the agreement and take 
other appropriate action or make final 
the agreement’s proposed order. 

'This matter concerns the advertising 
of “Jazz Cigarettes” (“Jazz”), a 
nontobacco product. Because Jazz does 
not contain tobacco, it is not a 
“cigarette,” as that term is defined in 
the Federal Cigarette Labeling and 
Advertising Act, 15 U.S.C. 1332. The 
Commission’s complaint charges that 
respondent’s advertising contained false 
and unsubstantiated representations 
concerning the health risks associated 
with smoking Jazz, and Jazz’s efficacy in 
helping people to quit smoking tobacco 
products. 

Specifically, the complaint alleges 
that respondent falsely represent^ that: 
(1) Smoking Jazz poses no health risk for 
the user; (2) smoldng Jazz does not pose 
any of the health risks associated with 
smoking tobacco cigarettes; (3) Jazz 
smoke contains no tar; and (4) Jazz 
packages do not display the Surgeon 
General’s health W6miings because 
smoking Jazz does not pose the health 
and safety risks that have been 
associated with smoking tobacco 
cigarettes. 'The complaint also alleges 
that respondent lacked substantiation 
for his claim that smoking Jazz is 
effective in aiding people to quit 
smoking tobacco products. 

The proposed consent order contains 
provisions designed to remedy the 
violations charged and to prevent the 
respondent from engaging in similar 
acts and practices in the friture. 

Part I of the proposed order prohibits 
respondent from representing that (1) 
smoking Jazz poses no health risk for 
the user; (2) smoking Jazz does not pose 
any of the health risks associated with 
smoking tobacco cigarettes; and (3) 
Jazz’s smoke contains no tar. Part I of 
the proposed order also covers these 
representations when made about a 
product that contains substantially 
similar ingredients as those contained ir 
Jazz. 
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Part n of the proposed order prohibits 
respondent from making any 
misrepresentation regarding the display 
of health warnings required by the 
Federal Cigarettes Labeling and 
Advertising Act on any smoking 
product. 

As fencing-in relief. Part ni of the 
proposed order provides that if 
respondent represents that comparative 
or absolute health or safety attributes, 
benefits, or risks associated with 
smoking any cigarette or any other 
smoking product, the representation 
must be true and respondent must 
possess competent and reliable 
scientific evidence that substantiates the 
representation. 

Part IV of the proposed order provides 
that if respondent represents that a 
product helps people to quit smoking 
tobacco products, respondent must 
possess competent and reliable 
scientific evidence that substantiates the 
representation. 

The proposed order also requires 
respondent to maintain materials relied 
upon to substantiate claims covered by 
the order, to distribute copies of the 
order to past, present and future 
distributors of Jazz, to distribute copies 
of the order to certain future purchasers 
of Jazz, to notify the Commission of 
certain changes in respondent’s 
business or employment, and to file one 
or more reports detailing compliance 
with the order. 

The purpose of this analysis is to 
facilitate public comment on the 
proposed order. It is not intended to 
constitute an official interpretation of 
the agreement and proposed order or to 
modify in any way their terms. 
BenjaBun L Berman, 
Acting Secretaiy. 
IFR Doc. 93-114 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 
BiUJNQ CODE tTSO-ei-N 

[Docket No. 9247] 

Phone Program*, bic.; Prohibited 
Trade Practices, and Affirmative 
Corrective Actions 

AGENCY: Federal Trade Commission. 
ACTION: Consent order. 

SUMMARY: In settlement of alleged 
violations of federal law prohibiting 
unfair acts and practices and unfair 
methods of competition, this consent 
order prohibits, among othor things, a 
New Yorii corptnatitm from 
misrepresenting the ease with which a 
premium is obtainable and the content 
of any telephone information service 
message to children aged twelve and 
under. In addition, the respondent is 

required to include a clear statement at 
the beginning of each children’s 
message giving the child a chance to 
hand up without charge, and is required 
to provide a means for parents to 
prevent, or not be charged for, 
unauthorized calls by their children. 
DATES: Complaint issued May 7,1991. 
order issued December 10,1992.* 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Richard Cleland, FTC/S-4002, 
Washington, DC 20580. (202) 326-3088. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: On 
Tuesday, September 29,1992, there was 
published in the Federal Register, 57 FR 
44744, a proposed consent agreement 
with analysis In the Matter of Phone 
Programs, Inc., for the purpose of 
soliciting public comment. Interested 
parties were given sixty (60) days in 
which to submit comments, suggestions 
or objections regarding the proposed 
form of the order 

No conunents having been received, 
the Commission has ordered the 
issuance of the complaint in the form 
contemplated by the agreement, made 
its jurisffictional findings and entered 
an order to cease and desist, as set forth 
in the proposed consent agreement, in 
disposition of this proceeding. 

(Sec. 6, 38 Stat. 721; 15 U.S.C 46. InterpreU 
or applies sec. 5.38 Stat. 719, as amended; 
15 U.S.C. 45) 
Benjamin I. Berman, 
Acting Secretary. 
(FR Doc. 93-113 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 
BILUNG CODE f7S4-01-M 

[File No. 931 0023] 

S.C. Johnson A Son, Inc.; Proposed 
Consent Agreement with Analysis To 
Aid Public Comment 

AGENCY: Federal Trade Commission. 
ACTION: Proposed Consent Agreement. 

SUMMARY: In settlement of alleged 
violations of federal law prohibiting 
unfair acts and practices and unfair 
methods of competition, this consent 
agreement, accepted subject to final 
Commission approval, would require, 
among other things, a Wisconsin-based 
manufacturer of home care products to 
divest its assets used in the production, 
manufacture and sale of continuous 
action and aerosol air fieshener 
products and furniture care products, in 
order to acquire certain assets of the 
Drackett Company, a subsidiary of 
Bristol-Myers Squibb Company. In 
addition, for a 10-year period, Johnson 

* Copies of the Complaint and the Decision and 
Order are arailiMe fr«>m the Commission’s Public 
Refwence Brmicii. H-130, SBi Street A Pennsylvasiia 
Avenue, NW.. Washingtcm, DC 20580. 

must obtain Commission approval 
before acquiring any interest in any air 
fieshener or fu^ture care product 
manufacturer or distributor. 
DATES: Comments must be received on 
or before March 8,1993. 
ADDRESSES: Comments should be 
directed to: FTC/Office of the Secretary,' 
room 159, 6th St. and Pa. Ave., NW., 
Washington, DC 20580. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Steven A. Newborn, FTC/S-2308, 
Washington. DC 20580. (202) 326-2682. 
SUPPLEMENTARY ^FORMATION: Pursuant 
to section 6(f) of the Federal Trade 
Commission Act. 38 Stat. 721,15 U.S.C 
46 and Section 2.34 of the Commission’s 
Rules of Practice (16 CFR 2.34), notice 
is hereby given that the following 
Ccmsent agreement containing a consent 
order to cease and desist, having been 
filed with and accepted, subject to final 
approval, by the Commission, has been 
placed on the public record for a period 
of sixty (60) days. Public comment is 
invited. Such comments or views will 
be considered by the Commission and 
will be available for inspection and 
copying at its principal office in 
accordance with § 4.9(b)(6)(ii) of the_ 
Commission’s Rules of Practice (16 CFR 
4.9(b)(6)(u)). 

Agreement Containing Consent Order 

In the matter of S.C. Johnson & Son, 
Inc. a corporation. 

The Federal Trade Commission 
(“Commission”) having initiated an 
investigation of the proposed 
acquisition by S.C. Johnson & Son, Inc. 
(“Johnson”), a corporation, of all the 
voting securities of The Drackett 
Company (“Drackett”), from Bristol- 
Myers Squibb Company (“BMS”), a 
corporation, and certain assets of BMS 
relating to I^ckett’s international 
business, and it now appearing that 
Johnson, hereinafter sometimes referred 
to as “proposed respondent”, is willing 
to enter into an Agreement Containing 
Consent Order (“Agreement”) to divest 
certain assets, to cease and desist from 
certain acts, and to provide for certain 
other relief. 

It is Hereby Agreed by and between 
Johnson, by its duly authorized officers 
and its attorneys, and counsel for the 
Commission t^t: 

1. Proposed respondent Johnson is a 
corporation organized, existing, and 
doing business under and by virtue of 
the laws of the State of Wisconsin, with 
its office and principal place of business 
located at 1525 Howe Street, Racine. 
Wisccmsin 53403-5011. 

2. BMS is a corpcnetion, organized, 
existing, and doing business under and 
by virtue of the laws of the State of 
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Delaware, with its office and principal 
place of business located at 34S Park 
Avenue. New Yoric, New York 10154- 
0037. 

3. Drackett is a corporation, 
organized, existing, and doing business 
under and by virtue of the laws of the 
State of Delaware, with its office and 
principal place of business located at 
201 East Fo\irth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio 
45202. 

4. Proposed respondent admits all the 
jurisdictional facts set forth in the draft 
of compiaint here attached. 

5. Proposed respondent waives: 
(a) Any further procedural steps; 
(b) The requirement that the 

Commission’s decision contain a 
statement of findings of fact and 
conclusions of law; 

(c) All rights to seek judicial review 
or otherwise to challenge or contest the 
validity of the order entered pursuant to 
this Agreement; and 

(d) Any claim tuider the Equal Access 
to Justice Act. 

6. This Agreement shall not become 
part of the public record of the 
proceedings imless and until it is 
accepted by the Commission. If this 
Agreement is accepted by the 
Commission it, together with the draft of 
complaint contemplated thereby, will be 
placed on the public record for a period 
of sixty (60) days and information in 
respect thereto publicly released. The 
Commission thereafter may either 
withdraw its acceptance of this 
Agreement and so notify the proposed 
respondent, in which event it will take 
su(^ action as it may consider 
appropriate, or issue and serve its 
complaint (in such form as the 
circumstances may require) and 
decision, in disposition of the 
proceeding. 

7. This Agreement is for settlement 
purposes only and does not constitute 
an admission by proposed respondent 
that the law has been violated as alleged 
in the draft of complaint here attached. 

8. This Agreement contemplates that, 
if it is accepted by the Commission, and 
if such acceptance is not subsequently 
withdrawn by the Commission pursuant 
to the provisions of Section 2.34 of the 
Commission’s Rules, the Commission 
may, without further notice to proposed 
respondent, (1) issue its complaint 
corresponding in form and substance 
with the draft of complaint here 
attached and its decision containing the 
following order to divest and cease and 
desist, and for other relief in disposition 
of the proceeding, and (2) make 
information public with respect thereto. 
When so entered, the order shall have 
the same force and effect and may be 
altered, modified, or set aside in the 

same manner and within the same time 
provided by statute for other orders. 'The 
order shall become final upon service. 
Delivery by the United States Postal 
Service of the complaint and decision 
containing the agreed-to order to 
proposed respondent’s address as stated 
in this Agreement shall constitute 
service. Proposed respondent waives 
any right it may have to any other 
manner of service. The complaint may 
be used in construing the terms of the 
order, and no agreement, understanding, 
representation, or interpretation not 
contained in the Agreement or the order 
may be used to vary or contradict the 
terms of the order. 

9. Proposed respondent has read the 
proposed complaint and order 
contemplated hereby. Johnson 
imderstands that once the ordef has 
been issued, it will be required to file 
one or more compliance reports 
showing it has fully complied with the 
order. Proposed respondent further 
understands that it may be liable for 
civil penalties in the amoimt provided 
by law for each violation of the order 
after it becomes final. 

Order 

I. 

As used in this order, the following 
definitions shall apply: 

A. “Johnson” means S.C. Johnson & 
Son, Inc., its predecessors, successors 
and assigns, divisions, subsidiaries, 
affiliates, companies, groups, 
partnerships and joint ventures that S.C. 
Johnson & Son, Inc. controls, directly or 
indirectly, and their directors, officers, 
employees, agents and representatives, 
and their respective successors and 
assigns. 

B. "BMS” means Bristol-Myers 
Squibb Company, its predecessors, 
successors and assigns, divisions, 
subsidiaries, affiliates, companies, 
groups, partnerships and joint ventures 
ffiat Bristol-Myers Squibb Company 
controls, directly or indirectly, and their 
directors, officers, employees, agents 
and representatives, and their respective 
successors and assigns. 

C. “Drackett” means The Drackett 
Company, its predecessors, successors 
and assigns, divisions, subsidiaries, 
affiliates, companies, groups, 
partnerships and joint ventures that The 
Druckett Company controls, directly or 
indirectly, the their directors, officers, 
employees, agents and representatives, 
and their respective successors and 
assigns. 

D. “Acquisition” means the 
acquisition by Johnson fi'om BMS of all 
the voting securities of Drackett, a 
wholly-owned subsidiary of BMS, and 

certain assets of BMS relating to 
Drackett’s international business. 

E. “Air freshener products” means 
products designed to combat and 
eliminate offensive odors in the home 
that are applied by aerosol spray, or in 
liquid, solid, wick or other forms and 
that are distributed to consumers 
primarily through grocery, drug, and 
mass merchandise stores. 

F. “Furniture care products” means 
household polishes and dusting aids 
desired to clean, shine, and protect 
furniture and other household surfaces, 
which are applied by aerosol spray or in 
cream, paste, liquid and other forms and 
that are distributed to consumers 
primarily through grocery, drug, and 
mass merchandise stores. 

G. “Renuzit Assets” means all of 
Drackett’s rights, title and interest in 
and to: 

(1) Air freshener products, including, 
but not limited to. the brands and 
trademarks “Renuzit”, “Renuzit 
Adjustable”, “Renuzit Roommate”, 
“Renuzit Freshell”, “Renuzit Fragrance 
Jar”, “Renuzit Aerosol”, and “Renuzit 
Fresh ’n Dry”; 

(2) Furniture care products, including, 
but not limited to, the brands and 
trademarks “Endust” and “Behold”, but 
excluding the brand and trademark “Jr. 
Muscle” outside the United States; and 

(3) All of Drackett’s assets and 
businesses associated with the 
development, production, distribution, 
and sale for resale of air fireshener 
products and furniture care products 
and as further delineated in the 
subparagraphs of Schedule A, attached 
hereto and made a part hereofi 

n. 
It is ordered That: 
A. Johnson shall divest, absolutely 

and in good faith, vrithin twelve (12) 
months of the date this order becomes 
final, the Renuzit Assets; provided, 
however, Johnson is not required to 
divest any of the Renu2d[t Assets 
identified in Schedule A, Part 2. if such 
assets are not needed by the acquirer or 
acquirers (“acquirer(s)”) in connection 
with the development, production, 
distribution, and sale for resale of air 
freshener products or furniture care 
product's. 

B. Johnson shall divest the Renuzit 
Assets only to an acquirer or acquirers 
(“acquirer(s)”) that receive the prior 
approval of the Commission, and only 
in a manner that receives the prior 
approval of the Commission. The 
purpose of the divestiture of the Renuzit 
Assets is to ensure the continuation of 
the assets as an ongoing, viable 
enterprise engaged in the same 
businesses in which the Renuzit Assets 
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presently are employed, and to remedy 
the lessening of competition resulting 
from the proposed Acquisition as 
alleged in the Commission’s complaint. 

C. At the time of divestiture, Johnson 
shall make available to the acquirer(s) 
such Johnson personnel, assistance and 
training as the acquirer(s) might 
reasonably need to traiisfer Drackett 
technology and know-how included in 
the Renuzit Assets, and shall continue 
providing such personnel, assistance 
and training at Johnson’s cost for a 
period of time (not to exceed six (6) 
months) sufficient to satisfy the 
acquirerfs)’management that its 
personnel are appropriately trained in 
the technology and Imow-how. At the 
time of divestiture, Johnson shall also 
divest any additional, incidental assets 
of Drackett and make any further 
arrangements for administrative services 
within the first six (6) months after 
divestiture that may be reasonably 
necessary to assure the viability and 
competitiveness of the Renurdt Assets. 

D. Johnson shall ensure that 
substantially the same services that 
BMS agreed to provide Johnson 
pursuant to the Acquisition Agreement 
dated October 26,1992, between 
Johnson and BMS covering Johnson’s 
acquisition of Drackett (“Acquisition 
Agreement’’), shall be provided to the 
acquirer(s), upon the acquirer’s request 
and on the same terms as such services 
are provided to Johnson, during the 
period that BMS has agreed to provide 
Johnson such services pursuant to the 
Acquisition Agreement. 

E. Johnson will provide and ensure 
that BMS also provides reasonable 
cooperation and assistance to the 
acquireifs) in obtaining approvals for 
the transfer of all registrations, leases, 
licenses, certifications, permits, or 
similar documents relating to the 
Renuzit Assets. 

F. Johnson shall comply with all 
terms of the Agreement to Hold 
Separate, attached hereto and made a 
part hereof. The Agreement to Hold 
Separate shall continue in effect until 
such time as Johnson has divested the 
Renuzit Assets or until such other time 
as the Agreement to Hold Separate 
provides. 

G. Johnson shall take such actions as 
are necessary to maintain the viability 
and marketability of the Renuzit Assets 
and to prevent the destruction, removal, 
wasting, deterioration or impairment of 
any of the Renuzit Assets except in the 
ordinary course of business and except 
for ordinary wear and tear that does not 
affect the viability and marketability of 
the Renuzit Assets. 
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It is further ordered That: 
A. It Johnson has not divested, 

absolutely and in good faith and with 
the Commission’s prior approval, the 
Renuzit Assets wiffiin twelve (12) 
months of the date this order Incomes 
final, Johnson shall consent to the 
appointment by the Commission of a 
trustee to divest the Renuzit Assets. In 
the event the Commission or the 
Attorney General brings an action 
pursuant to section 5(1) of the Federal 
Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. 45(1), 
or any other statute enforced by the 
Commission, Johnson shall consent to 
the appointment of a trustee in such 
action. Neither the appointment of a 
trustee nor a decision not to appoint a 
trustee imder this Paragraph snail 
preclude ttie Commission or the 
Attorney General from seeking civil 
penalties or any other relief available to 
it, including a court-appointed trustee, 
pursuant to section 5(1) of the Federal 
Trade Commission Act, or any other 
statute enforced by the Commission, for 
any failure by Johnson to comply with 
this order. 

B. If a trustee is appointed by the 
Commission or a court pursuant to 
Paragraph III.A. of this order, Johnson 
shall consent to the following terms and 
conditions regarding the trustee’s 
power, duties, authorities, and 
responsibilities: 

1. The Commission shall select the 
trustee, subject to the consent of 
Johnson, which consent shall not be 
unreasonably withheld. The trustee 
shall be a person with experience and 
expertise in acquisitions and 
divestitures. 

2. The trustee shall, subject to the 
prior approval of the Commission, have 
the exclusive power and authority to 
divest the Renuzit Assets, and in 
addition, after a period of six (6) 
months, to divest the trademark 
“Vanish” along with the Renuzit Assets, 
together with any additional, incidental 
assets of Johnson, including those 
relating to the “Vanish” trademark, and 
make any further arrangements for 
administrative services that may be 
reasonably necessary to assure the 
viability and competitiveness of the 
Renuzit Assets and the “Vanish” 
trademark. 

3. The trustee shall have twelve (12) 
months from the date the Commission 
approves the trust agreement described 
in Paragraph B.8. to accomplish the 
divestiture. If, however, at the end of the 
twelve-month period, the trustee has 
submitted a plan of divestiture or 
believes that divestiture can be 
accomplished within a reasonable time. 
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the divestiture period may be extended 
by the Commission or by the court (in 
the case of a court-appointed trustee). 
Provided, however, the Commission 
may only extend the divestiture period 
two (2) times. 

4. 'The trustee shall have full and 
complete access to the personnel, books, 
records, and facilities related to the 
Renuzit Assets, or any other relevant 
information, as the trustee may 
reasonably request. Johnson shall 
develop such financial or other 
information as such trustee may 
reasonably request and shall cooperate 
with any reasonable request of the 
trustee. Johnson shall take no action to 
interfere with or impede the trustee’s 
accomplishment of the divestiture. Any 
delays in divestiture caused by Johnson 
shall extend the time for divestiture 
under this Paragraph in an amount 
equal to the delay, as determined by the 
Commission or the court for a court- 
appointed trustee. 

5. Subject to Johnson’s absolute and 
unconditional obligation to divest at no 
minimum price and the purpose of the 
divestiture as stated in Paragraph n.B. of 
this order, the trustee shall use his or 
her best efiorts to negotiate the most 
favorable price and terms available with 
each acquirer for the divestiture. The 
divestiture shall be made in the manner 
set out in Paragraph II; provided, 
however, if the trustee receives bona 
fide offers from more than one acquirer, 
and if the Commission determines to 
approve more than one such acquirer, 
the trustee shall divest to the acquirer(s) 
selected by Johnson fi-om among those 
approved by the Commission. 

6. The trustee shall serve, without 
bond or other security, at the cost and 
expense of Johnson, on such reasonable 
and customary terms and conditions as 
the Commission or a court may set. The 
trustee shall have authority to employ, 
at the cost and expense of Johnson, such 
consultants, accountants, attorneys, 
investment bankers, business brokers, 
appraisers, and other representatives 
and assistants as are reasonably 
necessary to carry out the trustee’s 
duties and responsibilities. The trustee 
shall account for all monies derived 
from the sale and all expenses incurred. 
After approval by the Commission and, 
in the case of a court-appointed trustee, 
by the court, of the account of the 
trustee, including fees for his or her 
services, all remaining monies shall be 
paid at the direction of Johnson and the 
trustee’s power shall be terminated. The 
trustee’s compensation shall be based at 
least in significant part on a commission 
arrangement contingent on the trustee’s 
divesting ffie Renuzit Assets. 
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7. Johnson shall indemnify the trustee 
and hold the trustee harmless against 
any losses, claims, damages, liabilities, 
or expenses arising out of, or in 
connection with, ^ performance of the 
trusteeship, including all reasonable 
fees of counsel and other expenses 
incurred in connection with the 
preparation for, or defense of any claim, 
whether or not resulting in any Uahility, 
except to the extent that such liabilities, 
claims, or expenses result from 
misfeasance, negligence, willful or 
wanton acts, or bad faith by the trustee. 

8. Within thirty (30) days after 
appointment of the trustee, and subject 
to the prior approval of the Commission 
and, in the case of a court-appointed 
trustee, of the court, Johnson shall 
execute a trust agreement that transfers 
to the trustee all rights and powers 
necessary to permit the trustee to effect 
the divestiture required by this order. 

9. If the trustee ceases to act mr fails 
to act diligently, a substitute trustee 
shall be appointed in the same manner 
as provided in Paragraph III.A. of this 
order. 

10. The Commission or, in the case of 
a court-appointed trustee, the court, 
may on its own initiative or at the 
request of the trustee issue such 
additional orders or directions as may 
be necessary or appropriate to 
accomplish the divestiture required by 
this order. 

11. The trustee shall have no 
obligation or authority to operate or 
maintain either the Renuzit Assets or 
those assets associated with the 
“Vanish" trademaric. 

12. The trustee shall report in writing 
to Johnson and to the Commission every 
thirty (30) days concerning the trustee’s 
efforts to accomplish divestiture. 

IV. 

It is farther ordered That Johnson 
shall maintain the viability and 
marketability of the “Vanish" trademark 
together with any additional, incidental 
assets of Johnson relating to the 
“Vanish" trademaric, and shall not sell, 
transfer, encumber (other than in the 
normal course of business), or otherwise 
impair their marketability or viability, 
pending divestiture without the prior 
approv^ of the Conunission. 

V. 

It is further ordered That, within sixty 
(60) days after the date this order 
becomes final and every sixty (60) days 
thereafrer until Johnson has mlly 
complied with the provisions of 
Paragraphs n and in of this order, 
Johnson shall submit to tha Commission 
a verifiad written report setting feith in 
detail the mannar end lonn in which it 

intends to comply, is complying, or has 
complied with those provisicms. 
Johnson shall include in its compliance 
reports, among other things that are 
required from time to time, a frill 
description of all substantive contacts or 
negotiations for the divestiture, 
including the identity of all parties 
contacted. Johnson also shall include in 
its compliance reports copies of all 
written communications to and from 
such parties, ail internal memoranda, 
and all reports and recommendations 
concerning divestiture. 

VI. 

It is further ordered That, for a ten 
(10) year period commencing rm the 
date this order becomes final, Johnson 
shall cease and desist from acquiring, 
without the prior approval of me 
Federal Trade Commission, directly or 
indirectly, through subsidiaries, 
partnersMps or otherwise. 

(1) Any equity or other interest in, or 
the whole or any part of the stock or 
share capital of, any person or business ' 
that is engaged in the development, 
production, distribution, and sale for 
resale of air freshener products or 
furniture care products in the United 
States; provid^, however, that 
individual employees of Johnson and 
each pension, benefit or welfare plan or 
trust controlled by Johnson may acquire, 
for investment purposes only, an 
interest of not more than two (2) percent 
of the stock or share capital of such 
person or business; 

(2) Any equity or other interest in, or 
the whole or any part of the stock or 
share capital of, any person or business 
that owns or licenses a brand or 
trademark used in connection with the 
sale of air freshener products or 
furniture care products in the United 
States; provide, however, that 
individual mnployees of Johnson and 
each pension, benefit or welfare plan or 
trust controlled by Johnson may acquire, 
for investment purposes only, an 
interest of not more than two (2) percent 
of the stock or share capital of such 
person or business; or 

(3) Any assets used or previously used 
(and still suitable for use) in the 
manufacture or productim of air 
freshener products or fruniture care 
products; provided, however, that 
Johnson may, in the ordinary course of 
business, make purchases of used 
equipment suitwle for manufacturing 
air freshener products md/ot furniture 
care products totallix^ not more than $1 
million per year. 
One (Ijyear^om the date this order 

.^becomes final and annually thereafter 
t forztina (9) years an the anniversary 

date of this order, Johnson shall file 
with the Secr^ary of the Federal Trade 
Commissicm a verified written report of 
its compliance urith this Paragraph. 

vn. 
It is further ordered That, for the 

pmposes of detmnining or securing 
compliance with this oMer, and subject 
to any legally recognized privilege, 
upcm written request and on reasonable 
notice to Johnson, Jc^mson shall permit 
any duly authorized representatives of 
the Cotrunission: 

A. Access, during office hours and in 
the presence of counsel, to inspect and 
copy all books, ledgers, accounts, 
correspondence, memoranda and other 
records and documents in the 
possession or under the control of 
Johnson relating to any matters 
contained in this consent order; and 

B. Upon five (5) days notice to 
Johnson, and without restraint or 
interference from Johnson, to interview 
officers or employees of Johnson, who 
may have counsel present, regarding 
such matters. 

vra. 
It is further ordered That Johnson 

shall notify the (Commission at least 
thirty (30) days prior to any change that 
may affect compliance oblations 
arising out of the order, including hut 
not limited to. any change in Johnson 
such as dissolution, assignment, or sale 
resulting in the emergency of a 
successor, the creation or dissolution of 
subsidiaries, or any other change. 

Schedule A 

Johnson shall divest all of the Renuzit 
Assets pursuant to the terms of this 
order. The assocsated assets identified 
in Paragraph I.G.(3) of this order shall 
indude all assets, properties, business 
and goodwill, tangible and intangible, 
utilized by Dradcett in the development, 
producticm, distribution and sale of air 
freshener products and furniture care 
products, induding, without limitation, 
the following: 

Parti 

(1) All customer lists, vendor lists, 
catak^, sales promotion titerature, 
advertising materials, marketing 
information, product development 
infonnation, research materials, 
technical information, management 
infionnation systems, actilware, 
inventions, trade sacnts, tecdmology, 
know'^how, qwdficiAioiis, designs, 
drawings, processaa and quality control 
data; 

(2) bitelfoctual propwty rights, 
patmtsand patent ep{dioationa and the 
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formulas, copyrights, trademarks and 
trade names, service marks: 

(3) All rights, title and interest in and 
to the contracts entered in the ordinary 
course of business with customers 
(together with associated bid and 
performance bonds), suppliers, sales 
representatives, brokers and 
distributors, agents, inventors, product 
testing and la^ratory research 
institutions, providers of electronic data 
exchange services, personal property 
lessors, personal property lessees, 
licensors, licensees, consignors and 
consignees; 

(4) All rights under warranties and 
guarantees, express or implied; 

(5) Ail b^ks, records, files, financial 
statements and supporting documents; 

(6) All items of prepaid expense. 

Part 2 

(1) The Franklin, Kentucky plant, all 
machinery, fixtrires, equipment, 
vehicles, furniture, tools and all other 
tangible personal property; 

(2) Inventory; 
(3) Accounts and notes receivable; 
(4) All Environmental Protection 

Agency and all other federal and state 
regulatory agency registrations and 
applications, and all documents related 
thereto; and 

(5) All rights, title and interest in and 
to owned or leased real property, 
together with appurtenances, licenses 
and permits. 

Analysis of Proposed Consent Order To 
Aid ^blic Comment 

The Federal Trade Commission 
(“Commission”) has accepted 
provisionally a proposed Consent Order 
and Agreement to Hold Separate from 
S.C. Johnson & Son, Inc, (“SCJ”), 

The proposed Consent Order has been 
placed on the public record for sixty 
(60) days for reception of comments by 
interested persons. Comments received 
during this period will become part of 
the public record. After sixty (60) days, 
the Commission will again review the 
agreement and the comments received 
and will decide whether it should 
withdraw from the agreement or make 
final the agreement’s proposed order. 

On Oct(^r 26,1992, entered into 
an agreement with Bristol-Myers Squibb 
Company (“BMS”) to buy all of the 
voting securities of the Drackett 
Company (“Drackett”), a wholly-owned 
subsidiary of BMS, and certain assets of 
BMS relating to Drackett’s international 
business. The proposed complaint 
alleges that the proposed acquisition, if 
consummated, would constitute a 
violation of section 7 of the Clayton Act. 
as amended. IS U.S.C. 18 and section 5 
of the FTC Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C. 

45 in the markets for the manufacturer 
and sale of air freshener products and 
furniture care products in the United 
States. 

The proposed Consent Order provides 
that SCJ shall divest all of the assets 
relating to Drackett’s air freshener 
products and furniture care products 
businesses (the “Renuzit Assets”) 
within twelve (12) months of the Order 
becoming final. If the divestiture is not 
completed within twelve (12) months, 
the Commission will appoint a trustee 
to complete the divestiture. If the 
Renuzit Assets are not divested by the 
trustee after an additional six (6) 
months, the proposed Order provides 
that all of the assets relating to 
Drackett’s toilet bowl cleaning products 
the “Vanish Assets”, shall also be 
divested with the Renuzit Assets. 

The Hold Separate Agreement 
pro%'ides that pending divestiture, the 
Renuzit Assets shall be operated 
independently of SCJ. Under the 
provisions of the proposed Order, SCJ is 
'also required to provide the 
Commission with a report of its 
compliance with the divestitiua 
provisions of the Order within sixty (60) 
days following the date this Order 
becomes final, and every sixty (60) days 
thereafter imtil SQ has completely 
divested the Renuzit Assets. The 
proposed Order will also require SCJ to 
cease and desist for ten (10) years from 
acquiring, without Federal Trade 
Commission approval, any interest in 
assets suitable for the manufacture, sale, 
or distribution of air freshener products 
or furniture care products in the United 
States. SCJ will also be required to file 
with the Commission annual reports of 
its compliance with the Order. 

The purpose of this analysis is to 
facilitate public comment on the 
proposed Order, and it is not intended 
to constitute an official interpretation of 
the agreement and proposed Order or to 
modify in any way their terms. 
Benjamin I. Berman, 
Acting Secretary. 
(FR Doc. 93-117 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 
WLUNQ CODE ITSO-OI-M 

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND 
HUMAN SERVICES 

Food and Drug Administration 

[Docket No. 92N-0448] 

Boehringer Ingaihaim Animal Health, 
Inc., Withdrawal of Approval of NADA 

AGENCY: Food and Drug Administration, 
HHS. 
ACTION: Notice. 

SUMMARY: The Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) is withdrawing 
approval of a new animal drug 
application (NADA) held by Boehringer 
Ingelheim Animal Health, Inc. The 
NADA provides for the use of True 
Antibiotic 10 Lactating Cow Mastitis 
Treatment (procaine penicillin G). The 
firm requested the withdrawal of 
approval. In a final rule published 
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register, FDA is amending the 
regulations by removing the entry that 
reflects the approval. 
EFFECTIVE DATE: January 19,1993. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Mohammad I. Sharar, Center for 
Veterinary Medicine (HFV-216), Food 
and Drug Administration, 7500 Standish 
PI., Rockville, MD 20855, 301-295- 
8749. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

Boehringer Ingelheim Animal Health. 
Inc., 2621 No^ Belt Highway, St. 
Joseph. MO 64506, is the sponsor of 
NADA 65-466 which provides for the 
use of True Antibiotic 10 Lactating Cow 
Mastitis Treatment. In its letter dated 
August 10.1992, the sponsor requested 
the withdrawal of approval of the 
NADA. 

Therefore, under authority delegated 
to the Commissioner of Food and Drugs 
(21 CFR 5.10) and redelegated to the 
Center for Veterinary Medicine (21 CFR 
5.84), and in accordance with § 514.115 
Withdrawal of approval of applications 
(21 CFR 514.115), notice is given that 
approval of NADA 65-466 and all 
supplements and amendments thereto is 
hereby withdrawn, effective January 19, 
1993. 

In a final rule published elsewhere in 
this issue of the Federal Register, IDA 
is amending 21 CFR 526.1696a(f) to 
reflect the withdrawal of approval of 
this NADA. 

Dated: December 16,1992. 
Gerald B. Guest, 
Director, Center for Veterinary Medicine. 
(FR Doc. 93-94 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 
BiLUNG CODE 41SO-01-F 

[Docket Noe. 91N-0429 and 91 P-0325] 

Alpha Therapeutic Corp.; Revocation 
of U.S. License No. 744-071 

AGENCY: Food and Drug Administration, 
HHS. 
ACTION: Notice. 

SUMMARY: ’The Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) is announcing the 
revocation of the establishment license 
(U.S. License No. 744-071) and the 
product license issued to Alpha 
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Therapeutic Corp. (doing business as 
Alpha Plasma Center) for the 
manufacture of Source Plasma. Alpha 
Therapeutic Corp. has multiple Centers 
at various locations under its licenses. 
Only the Alpha Plasma Center in 
Odessa, TX. is affected by this 
revocation. A notice of opportimity for 
a hearing (NOOH) on a proposal to 
revoke the licenses was published in the 
Federal Register of January 21.1992 (57 
FR 2281). Ota February 14,1992, Alpha 
Therapeutic Corp. requested a hearing. 
On March 20.1992, Alpha Therapeutic 
Corp. withdrew its request for a hearing. 
On March 20,1992, Alpha Therapeutic 
Corp. also withdrew a petition (Docket 
No. 91P-0325) reouesting 
reconsideration of FDA’s decision to 
institute proceedings for the revocation 
of U.S. License No. 744-071. 
DATES: The revocation of the above 
establishment and product license is 
eiffective on January 6,1993. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

JoAnn M. Minor, Center for Biologies 
Evaluation and Research (HFB-132), 
Food and Drug Administration, 8800 
Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MD 20892, 
301-295-8188. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: FDA is 
revoking the establishment license (U.S. 
License No. 744-071) and the product 
license issued to Alpha Therapeutic 
Corp., doing business as Alpha Plasma 
Center, located at 2100 Andrews Hwy., 
Odessa, TX 79761, for the manufacture 
of Source Plasma. Other locations under 
the Alpha Therapeutic Corp. license are 
not affected by this revocation. 

By letter dated April 26,1991, FDA 
advised Alpha Therapeutic Corp. that 
FDA intended to initiate proce^ings to 
revoke the licenses. In the Federal 
Register of January 21,1992 (57 FR 
2281), FDA published a NOOH on the 
proposed revocation of the licenses 
pursuant to 21 CFR 12.21(b), as 
provided in 21 CFR 601.5(b). As 
described in the NOOH, the grounds for 
the proposed license revocation 
included the following: (1) The results 
of the most recent FDA inspections of 
Alpha Plasma Center in February 1991, 
(2) the results of an FDA investigation 
of Alpha Plasma Center conducted 

concurrently with the February 1991 
inspections. (3) a determination by FDA 
that the deviations documented during 
the February 1991 inspections and 
investigation of Alpha Plasma Center 
showed significant and continued 
noncompliance with the applicable 
Federal regulations and the provisions 
of the establishment’s license, and (4) a 
determination by FDA that the 
violations at the Alpha Plasma Center 
were significant ana willful. FDA noted 
that documentation in support of the 
proposed revocations haa ^n placed 
on file for public examination with 
Dockets Management Branch (HFA- 
305), Food and Drug Administration, 
rm. 1-23,12420 Parklawn Dr.. 
Rockville, MD 20857. 

The NOOH provided 30 days for 
Alpha Therapeutic Corp. to submit any 
written request for a hearing, as 
specified in 21 CFR 12.21(b], and 60 
days to submit any written data 
justifying a hearing. The NOOH further 
provided 60 days ror other interested 
persons to submit written comments on 
the proposed revocations. FDA advised 
Alpha 'Therapeutic Corp., by telephone, 
that the NOOH had been published, and 
forwarded a copy of the NOOH to Alpha 
Therapeutic Corp., by facsimile 
transmission, on February 3,1992. 

Alpha Therapeutic Corp. responded 
to the NOOH by letter dated February 
14,1992. The letter requested a hearing 
concerning the proposal to revoke the 
establishment and the product licenses 
issued for the Alpha Plasma Center 
location. The letter also stated that data 
justifying a hearing would be submitted 
by March 23,1992. By letter dated 
March 20,1992, the firm informed FDA 
that after further consideration, and in 
light of the financial impact. Alpha 
Therapeutics Corp. was withdrawing its 
request for a hearing. By a separate letter 
dated March 20,1992, Alpha 
Therapeutic Corp. also withdrew a 
petition (Docket No. 91N-0325) that 
requested reconsideration of FDA’s 
decision to institute proceedings for the 
revocation of U.S. License No. 744-071. 

No other written comments on the 
proposed revocations were received 
within the prescribed 60 days specified 
in the N(X)H. Accordingly, under 21 

CFR 12.38(a)(1). 601.7,601.8, and the 
Public Health ^rvice Act (sec 351 (42 
U.S.C 262)), and under authority 
delegated to the Commissioner of Food 
and Drugs (21 CFR 5.10) and 
redelegated to the Director and Deputy 
Director, Center for Biologies Evaltiation 
and Research (21 CFR 5.67(d)), the 
establishment license (U.S. License No. 
744-071) and the product license issued 
to Alpha Therapeutic Corp. for the 
manufacture of Source Pliwma are 
revoked, effective January 6.1993. 

Dated: December 15.1992. 
Kathryn C Zoon, 

Director, Center for Biolopcs Evaluation and 
Research. 

[FR Doc 93-96 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am] 
BIUJNO CODE 41M-01-F 

[Docket No. 92N-0S01] 

Lyphomed, et ai.; Withdrawal of 
Approval of 30 Abbraviatad Naw Drug 
Appiicationa 

AGENCY: Food and Drug Administration, 
HHS. 
ACTION: Notice. 

SUMMARY: The Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) is withdrawing 
approval of 30 abbreviated new drug 
applications (ANDA’s). ’Tbe holders of 
the ANDA’s notified the agency in 
writing that the drug products were no 
longer marketed and requested that the 
approval of the applications be 
withdrawn. 
EFFECTIVE DATE: February 5,1993. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Lola 
E. Batson, Center for Drug Evaluation 
and Research (HFD-360), Food and 
Drug Administration. 7500 Standish PL, 
Rockville, MD 20855, 301-295-8038. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The 
holders of the ANDA’s listed in the table 
in this document have informed FDA 
that these drug products ar»no longer 
marketed and have requested that ^A 
withdraw approval of the applications. 
The applicants have also, by their 
request, waived their opportunity for a 
hearing. 

ANDANo. Drug Applicani 

/'0-522 . Aminocaproic Add Injection, USP, 250 milligrams (mg)/mlllillters (mL) .. Lyphomed, 2045 North ComeN Ave., Melrose Park, IL 60160-1002. 
/0-652 . Methyidopate Hydrocblorlde Inject, USP, 50 mg^f)L. Do. 
70-661 . Naloxone Hydrochloride Injection, USP, 0.02 mg/mL... Do. 
83-136 Niacin Tablets, Sfxi mg. Solar Pharmaceutical Co., Inc., 33 Ralph Ave., P.O. Box 30, Coplague, 

NY 11726^30. 
■83-150 . Propoxyphene Hydrochloride Capsules, 65 mg. Do. 
83-172 . ButabarbUal Sodium Tablets, 15 mg. Do. 
83-204 . Promethazine Hydrochiotide Tablets, 25 mg.. Do. 
fn-AVi Phentemilne HydnwihInfMa TabMs. a mg . Do. 
83-645 ..... Butabarbital Sodum Tablets, 100 mg...... Do. 
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ANOANo. Onig AppHcam 

83-646 .». ButabaiMM Sodium Tablets, 30 mg ---- Do. 
83-797 ..... Diphsniiydrafnine Hydrochlortde ciswules, 25 and 50 mg-- Oa 
84-911 . CNorpraimarina Hydrochkxtde 1n|ort>on, 25 mg/mL ..... Lyphomed, 2045 North ComeR Ava., Melrose Park, N. 60160-1002. 

Bolar Pharmaceutical Co., Inc., 33 FMph Ave., P.O. Box 30, Oopiague, 
NY 11726-0030. 

84-964 SuSasalazine Tabl^ 500 mg ..!.~..... 

85-485 _ Chlorolhlazide Tabieli, 250 mg ......... Eon Labe Manufacturing, Inc., 227-15 NorSi ConduK Ave., Laursitoa NY 
11413. 

86-761 Udocalna Hydrochloride lr|eclion, 1 percent and 2 percent.. Lyphomed, 2045 North Cornell Ave., Melrose Paric, IL 80180-1002. 
Do. 88-290 .„. Nandroione Decanoale ln]acllon, U^.—. 

88-317 Nandrolone Oecanoats iniection, USP. — Do. 
89-143 Methylprednlaolone Sodhim Suodnats for Injection, USP, 40 mg^mi_ Do. 
89-144 Methyiprednlsolona Sodkim Suodnate for Injection, USP, 125 mg/tnl_ Do. 
89-187 ..... 
89-189 ..... 

MethylprBdnisolone Sodhjm Suodnate for Injection, USP, 500 mg/5 mL .-. 
Mothytpredniaolone Sodhim Suodnate for Injection, USP, 1,000 mg/10 mL 

Do. 
Do. 

89-194 . Cyclophosphamide for Ir^ection, USP, 100 mg/vlal. Do. 
89-195 . Cydophosphamide lor Irijeclion, USP, 200 mg/vial--- _ -. Do. 
89-196 ..... Cyclophosphamide for Injection, USP, 500 mg/vlal...... Da 
69-263 Methotraxale Sodium lnjec8on, USP, 25 mg/mL___ Da 
89-322 Methotrexate Sodlgm Injection, USP, 25 mg/mt_ . ... Da 
89-323 Methotrexate Sodium tr^ectlnn USP, 9 s n^j/tnL ,.. Do. 
89-373 Caidum SkicapMa Injadlon, IlJ5$P, io mg Calolum/fi ml . Da 
89-415 ..... Procainamide Hydrochloride Injaclion, U^, 100 mg^ -__ Da 
89-416 . Procainamide Hydrochloride Injection, USP, 500 m^mL. . Da 

Therefore, under section 505(e) of the 
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act 
(21 U.S.C. 35S(e)), and under authority 
delegated to the Director, Center for 
Drug Evaluation and Research (21CFR 
5.82), approval of the ANDA's listed 
above, and all amendments and 
supplements thereto, is hereby 
withdrawn, effective February 5,1993. 

Dated: December 16,1992. 

CariCPeck, 
Director, Center for Drug Evaluation and 
Reeearch. 
(FR Doc 93-174 Filed 1-5-93; 6:45 am] 

BNJJNQ CODE 

[Docket No. 91E-0491] 

Determination of Reguiatoiy Review 
Period for Purposes ai Patent 
Extension; Pravachol®; Correction 

AGENCY: Food and Drug Administration. 
HHS. 
ACnON: Notice; correction. 

SUMMARY: The Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) is correcting the 
notice of its determination of the 
regulatory review period for purposes of 
patent term extension for Pravatmol® 
(pravastatin sodium) that appeared in 
the Federal Register of Ma^ 10,1992 
(57 FR 8461). Tlie notice incorretkly 
identified the applicant for patent term 
extension as ‘‘E. R. Squibb k Sons. Inc." 
The notice should have identified the 
applicant as "Sank]ro Co.. Ltd." In 
addition, the notice incorrectly stated: 
"(T]he applicable regulatory review 
period for Pravachol® is 2,189 days. Of 
this time, 1,040 days occurred during 
the testing phase of the regulatory 
review p^od, while 1,149 days 
occurred during the approval phase." 

The notice should have stated: "{T]he 
applicable regulatory review period fm 
FYavachol® is 2,191 days. Of this time, 
1,187 days occurred during the testing 
phase of the regulatory review period, 
v^le 1,004 days occiured during the 
approval phase." A correction to the 
March 10.1992, notice was published in 
the Feder^ Register of April 24,1992 
(57 FR 15090): the latter notice 
contained errors and should be 
disregarded. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATK)N CONTACT: John 
S. Ensign, Office of Health A%irs 
(HFY-20), Food and Drug 
Administration. 5600 Fishers Lane, 
Rockville. MD 20857, 301-443-1382. 

1. In FR Doc. 92-5596, appearing on 
page 6461 in the Federal Registw of 
Tuesday, March 10,1992, the following 
corrections are made: 

On page 8462, in the first column, 
under the caption "SUPPLEMENTARY 
INFORMATION:", in the third complete 
paragraph, in line 14, "E. R. Squibb ft 
Sons, Inc." is corrected to read “Sankyo 
Co., Ltd.": on the same page, in the 
second colunm, in the first complete 
paragraph, in line 3, "2,189" is 
correct^ to read “2,191"; in line 4. 
"1,040” is corrected to read “1,187"; 
and in line 6, "1,149" b corrected to 
read “1,004”. 

Dated: December 17.1992. 

Stiiarl L. Nightingale, 

Associate Commissioner for Health Affairs. 
[FR Doc. 93-97 Filed l-S-93; 8:45 am] 

MUSM CODE 41SS-01-F 

Advisory Committee; Notice of Meeting 

agency: Food and Drug Administration, 
HHS. 

ACTION: Notice. 

SUMMARY: This notice annotmces a 

forthcoming meeting of a public 
advisory committee of the Food and 
Drug Administration (FDA). This notice 
also summarizes the procedures for the 
meeting and methods by which 
interested persons may participate in 
open public hearings before FDA's 
advisory committees. 
MEETING: The following advisory 
committee meeting is announce; 

Vaccines and Related Biological 
Products Advisory Committee 

Date, time, and place. January 26, 
1993,8:30 a.m.. Conference rms. D and 
E. Pa^awn Bl^., 5600 Fishers Lane, 
Rockville, MD. 

Type of meeting and contact person. 
Open public hearing, 6:30 a.m. to 9:30 
a.m.. imless public participation does 
not last that long; open committee 
discussion, 9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Jack 
Gertzog, Center for Biologies Evaluation 
and Research (HFB-5), Food and Drug 
Administration, 5800 Fishers Lane, 
Rockville. MD 20857, 301-295-8226. 

General function of the committee. 
The committee reviews and evaluates 
data on the safety and effectiveness of 
vaccines intend^ fox use in the 
diagnosis, prevention, or treatment of 
human diseases. 

Agenda—Open public hecuing. 
Interested persons may present data, 
information, or views, orally or in 
writing, on issues pending before the 
committee. Those desiring to make 
formal presentations should notify the 
contact person before January 20,1993, 
and submit a brief statement of the 
general nature of the evidence or 
arguments they wish to presoit, the 
names and addresses of proposed 
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participants, and an indication of the 
approximate time required to mdce their 
comments. 

Open committee discussion. The 
committee will discuss: (1) The 
influenza virus vaccine formulation for 
the 1993 throu^ 1994 influenza season. 
(2) a live oral cmolera vaccine (Swiss 
Serum and Vaccine Institute), and (3) 
the reorganization of the Center for 
Biologies Evaluation and Research. 

FDA public advisory committee 
meetings may have as many as four 
separable portions: (1) An open public 
hearing. (2) an open committee 
discussion, (3) a closed presentation of 
data, and (4) a closed committee 
deliberation. Every advisory committee 
meeting shall have an open public 
hearing portion. Whether or not it also 
includes any of the other three portions 
will depend upon the specific meeting 
involved. There are no closed portions 
for the meetings announced in this 
notice. The dates and times reserved for 
the open portions of each committee 
meeting are listed above. 

The open public hearing portion of 
each meeting shall be at least 1 hour 
long unless public participation does 
not last that long. It is emphasized, 
however, that tlie 1 hour time limit for 
an open public hearing represents a 
minimum rather than a maximum time 
for public participation, and an open 
public hearing may last for whatever 
longer period the committee 
chairperson determines will facilitate 
the committee’s work. 

Public hearings are subject to FDA’s 
guideline (subpart C of 21 CFR part 10) 
concerning the policy and procedures 
for electronic media coverage of FDA’s 
public administrative proceedings, 
including hearings before public 
advisory committees imder 21 CFR part 
14. Under 21 CFR 10.205, 
representatives of the electronic media 
may be permitted, subject to certain 
limitations, to videotape, film, or 
otherwise record FDA’s public 
administrative proceedings, including 
presentations by participants. 

Meetings of advisory committees shall 
be conducted, insofar as is practical, in 
accordance with the agenda published 
in this Federal Register notice. Changes 
in the agenda will be announced at the 
beginning of the open portion of a 
meeting. 

Any interested person who wishes to 
be assured of the right to make an oral 
presentation at the open public hearing 
portion of a meeting shall inform the 
contact person listed above, either orally 
or in writing, prior to the meeting. Any 
person attending the hearing who does 
not in advance of the meeting request an 
opportunity to speak will be allowed to 

make an oral presentation at the 
hearing’s conclusion, if time permits, at 
the chairperson’s discretion. 

The agenda, the questions to be 
addressed by the committee, and a 
current list of committee members will 
be available at the meeting location on 
the day of the meeting. 

TYanscripts of the open portion of the 
meeting will be availaole from the 
Freedom of Information Office (HFI-35), 
Food and Drug Administration, rm. 
12A-16.5600 Fishers Lane, Rodiville, 
MD 20857, approximately 15 working 
days after the meeting, at a cost of 10 
cents per page. The transcript may be 
viewed at the Dockets Management 
Branch (HFA-305), Food and Drug 
Administration, rm. 1-23,12420 
Parklawn Dr., Rockville, MD 20857, 
approximately 15 working days after the 
meeting, between the hours of 9 a.m. 
and 4 p.m., Monday through Friday. 
Summary minutes of the open portion 
of the meeting will be available from the 
Freedom of Information Office (address 
above) beginning approximately 90 days 
after the meeting. 

This notice is issued under section 
10(a)(1) and (2) of the Federal Advisory 
Committee Act (5 U.S.C. app. 2), and 
FDA’s regulations (21 CFR part 14) on 
advisory committees. 

Dated: December 21,1992. 

Jane E. Henney, 

Deputy Commissioner for Operations. 
(FR Doc. 93-98 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 

BiLUNG cooe 41SO-01-f 

Indian Health Service 

National Environmental Policy Act; 
Categorical Exclusions 

AGENCY: Indian Health Service (IHS), 
HHS. 
ACTION: List of IHS program actions that 
are categorically excluded from the 
requirement to conduct further 
evaluation under the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). 

summary: This notice provides a list of 
classes of IHS actions that normally do 
not have a significant impact on the 
environment and, therefore, do not 
require environmental impact 
statements (EIS) or environmental 
assessments (EA) imder Council on 
Environmental C^ality (CEQ) 
regulations (40 CFR parts 1500-1508J or 
Department of Health and Human 
Services (HHS) procedures (HHS 
General Administration Manual Part 
30). All actions involving construction 
are reviewed to determine if 
extraordinary or exceptional 
circumstances exist that prevent the 

69 

action from meeting the criteria 
established for this listing. 
EFFECTIVE DATE: January 6.1993. 
FOR FURTHER MFCmiATION CONTACT: 

Director, Division of Environmental 
Health (DEH), Office of Environmental 
Health and Engineering (OEHE), IHS, 
Public Health Service ^HS), HHS, room 
5A-39, Parklawn Building, 5600 Fishers 
Lane, Rockville, Maryland 20857; or 
telephone (301) 443-1043. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

Regulations of the CEQ at 40 CFR parts 
1500-1508 require Federal agencies to 
adopt procedures to supplement and 
implement their regulations. The HKS, 
by giving notice in the Federal Register 
(45 FR 76519), has adopted such 
procediues and included them in the 
HHS General Administration Manual 
Part 30. ’The CEQ approved the HHS 
procedures on OctoW 2,1980. 
Paragraphs 1507.3 and 1508.4 of the 
CEQ regulations provide for the 
definition of categories of actions that 
do not individually or cumulatively 
have a significant eflect on the human 
environment and therefore, do not 
require the preparation of an EIS or an 
EA. Paragraph 30-29-40 of the HHS 
General Administration Manual 
establishes categories of exclusion for 
Departmental actions and provides for 
the listing of actions by Operating 
Divisions writhin the l5epartment. The 
IHS, as an agency of the PHS, hereby 
gives notice of its listing of actions 
which normally can be categorically 
excluded from further environmental 
review. 

If a proposed action belongs to an 
excluded category but one or more 
extraordinary or exceptional 
circumstances (as defined in Part K) 
apply, then an EA must be prepared for 
the purpose of determining whether an 
EIS is warranted. 

The IHS provides comprehensive 
health care services to more than 1 
million American Indians and Alaska 
Natives. The goal of the IHS program is 
to raise the health status of American 
Indians and Alaska Natives to the 
highest level possible. In carrying out 
this goal, the program has three main 
objectives: (1) To deliver the highest 
quality health services possible; (2) to 
assist tribes and native corporations to 
develop their capacity to manage health 
programs; and (3) to serve as an 
advocate for American Indians and 
Alaska Natives in health related matters. 

’The IHS program is carried out 
through a health services delivery 
system, designed to provide a broad mix 
of preventive, curative, rehabilitative, 

* and environmental services. The type of 
health services delivery system 
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employed varies from Area to Area. 
Population, health indices, and facilities 
and services available from sources 
other than the IHS are evaluated to 
determine the methods IHS iises to 
provide services. 

The IHS program consists of two 
major systems: (1) A Federal health care 
delivery system, administered by 
Federal employees, and (2) a tribal 
health delivery system, administered by 
tribes and tribal groups under grants, 
contracts or cooperative agreements. 
The categorical exclusions apply to IHS 
program actions whether carried out 
directly by the MS, or funded or 
otherwise sponsored by the MS. The 
MS contracts, grants, and coomrative 
agreements are actions defined in NEPA 
and are subject to the MS review 
procedures established to ensure NEPA 
compliance, including provisions 
covering extraordinary and exceptional 
circumstances. The N^A compliance 
for the tribal health care delivery system 
is ensured through MS administrative 
procedures for contracts, grants, and 
cocraerative agreements. 

Tne selection of MS program actions 
to list as categorical exclusions has been 
determined, in part, by agency 
experience in complying with NEPA, 
during the past 10 years. Actions 
requi^ to provide health care services 
will not have significant impact on the 
environment except when exceptional 
or extraordinary circumstances exist 
The MS has categorically excluded 
these actions, since enactment of NEPA; 
however, actions involving construction 
normally have required completion of 
an environmental review/assessment 

The MS administers programs for the 
construction of domestic sanitation 
facilities (water, wastewater, and solid 
waste) for Indian homes and 
communities, construction of new or 
replacement health care facilities and 
staff quarters, and renovations to 
existing health care facilities and 
quarters units. 

Environmental reviews/assessments 
of construction projects undertaken 
during the past 10 years have concluded 
that an EIS was not required for any of 
them. Approximately 2,300 sanitation 
facilities construction projects and 
fewer than 60 health care facilities/staff 
quarters construction projects have been 
approved during this time. 

Ilie type of program and procedures 
employed to administer the 
construction of sanitation facilities for 
Indian homes and communities, and the 
consistent determinations that these 
projects do not have a significant impact 
on the environment, are the basis for the 
decision to list most sanitation facilities 
projects are categorically excluded. 

Factors considered in making this 
determination include: 

1. Projects are undmlaken to improve 
health and/or environment 

2. Projects are untaken at the request 
and with approval of the tribal 
governing body, which provides for 
discussion and evaluation of the project 
and its impacts. 

3. Projects are normally constructed 
on tribally owned or individually 
owned tribal land within reservation 
boundaries. 

4. Projects are constructed to comply 
with all current applicable 
environmental regulaticms and plans 
and specifications are submittea to State 
and Federal agencies as necessary for 
review and comment 

5. Projects are constructed to provide 
utilities (water, sewer, solid waste) 
either for existing American Indian or 
Alaska Native homes or for new homes 
constructed with Federal, tribal, State or 
other resources. New homes are 
constructed at sites and locations 
approved by the Tribal Governing 
Board. Utilities are not provided for 
futiire development or undeveloped 
parcels, and capacity provided is 
limited to that routinely provided by 
standard engineering practice for the 
current design population. 

6. The MS projects fall into the 
category of minor construction projects 
based on cost. During the last 10 years, 
85 of the 2,300 projects exceeded $1 
million, and the average estimated cost 
was $250,000. 

7. Standard MS procedures require 
documentation of an environmental 
review of each construction project to 
identify any exceptional or 
extraoriinary circumstances and to 
ensure compliance with all 
environmental laws, regulations, and 
executive orders; e.g., those concerning 
floodplains, wetlands, endangered 
species, etc. This review is required 
ea^ in the project plaiming process. 

The categorical exclusion for 
construction of health care facilities and 
staff quarters has been limited to 
renovation or new construction at 
existing health care delivery sites, and 
construction or development of 
relatively small facilities at new 
locations. The procedures noted in item 
7 above for sanitation facilities 
construction projects also apply to all 
health care fa^lity and staff quarters 
construction projects. Most health care 
facility and staff quarters renovation 
projects can be classified as minor 
construction projects based on cost 
Fewer than 200 maj<» renovation 
projects have been undertaken and only 
a few were funded at a level exceeding 
$1 million. 

Categorical Exclusions 

A. Health Services 

Direct delivery of medical, dental, 
nursing, and other related health 
services; e.g., patient care/counseling 
administer^ firom hospitals, health 
centers, health stations, satellite clinics, 
and in private homes by MS staff or 
contract providers to authorized 
recipients. 

B. Research 

Research activities that are consistent 
with the mission of MS including: (a) 
Biological and behavioral studies 
conducted in laboratories, clinics, and 
the field; (b) studies on the development 
and delivery of prevention and 
treatment services and their 
administration and financing; and (c) 
evaluations of prevention and treatment 

C. Pesticides 

Application of pesticides which are 
not classified for restricted use under 
provisions of the Federal Insecticide, 
Fungicide and Rodenticide Act when 
used for routine pest control purposes. 

D. Contracts, Grants, and Cooperative 
Agreements 

Contracts, grants, and cooperative 
agreements and continuations, 
supplements, extensions, and 
amendments of these documents for MS 
programs or actions that are 
categorically excluded. (Includes Self- 
Determination Act contracts. Contract 
Health Care contracts, etc.) 

E. Technical Assistance 

Action involving the provision of 
technical assistance to American Indian 
and Alaska Native tribes and groups, 
other Federal agencies. State and local 
governments, and non-profit 
organizations are excluded. These 
actions include but are not limited to: 

1. The provision of technical 
assistance to American Indian and 
Alaska Native tribes and groups for the 
purpose of developing management 
capabilities needed to enable evmitual 
tribal assumption of health program 
operation; 

2. The provision of technical 
assistance to American Indian and 
Alaska Native tribes and groups for the 
purpose of developing capabilities in 
the areas of epidemiology, disease 
reduction, injury prevention. 
environmenUd improvement, and the 
operation and maintenance of sanitation 
^duties; and 

3. The assignmmit of MS persminel to 
agendes/oiguiizations for t^ purpose 
of providing tedmical eiqmrtise (e.g.. 
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investigation, diagnosis, consultation, 
counseling) in he^th programs. 

F. Management and Administrative 
Support 

Routine management and 
administrative support actions. 

G. Training, Education, and Manpower 
Development 

The award of training grants, 
scholarships, and the provision of other 
types of training and ^ucational 
assistance are excluded. These actions 
include: 

1. Support for development of 
professional and paraprofessional health 
competencies: 

2. Support for development of 
American Indian and Alaskan Natives 
health management capabilities; 

3. Support for development of tribal 
and commvmity capabilities in the areas 
of environmental improvement, disease 
reduction, injury control, and operation 
and maintenance of sanitation facilities; 

4. Support for training and education 
of IHS personnel necessary for the 
efficient accomplishment of the IHS 
program; and 

5. Educational activities including 
development of disease prevention and 
treatment and presentation of such 
material to American Indian and 
Alaskan Natives. 

H. Statistics, Data Processing, and 
Information Gathering 

Actions associated with statistics and 
information collection and 
dissemination are excluded. These 
actions typically involve: 

1. Collection of demographic or 
morbidity data and analysis for program 
management and budget justification 
purposes: 

2. Epidemiologic studies; 
3. Environmental svirveillance 

activities (e.g., sample collection, 
analysis, and monitoring of air, food, 
water, and wastewater) to determine 
quality as a basis for ensuring necessary 
corrective action; 

4. Engineering studies and 
investigations including soil boring and 
test well drilling to gather data for the 
purpose of determining engineering 
feasibility and to permit facility desim; 

5. Updating existing data ba^s and 
data processing; 

6. ranting and distributing reports: 
and 

7. Developing new/redesignating 
existing data systems to meet specific 
program needs. 

I. Indian flealth Service Owned and 
Leased Facilities 

Actions related to the IHS owned and 
leased facilities, or actions funded by 

IHS at tribally owned (or leased) and 
managed fecilities as listed below, are 
excluded: 

1. Maintenance and day-tonlay 
operation of the physical plant and 
repairs to plant and equipment, or 
replacement-in-kind of utilities and 
building components: 

2. Acquisition of equipment, provided 
all requirements for permits, 
registrations, and licenses are met, and 
provided the equipment involves use of 
generally accepted technology; 

3. Building alteration or renovation 
that does not substantially change the 
function or general appearance of 
existing buildings; 

4. Construction or lease of new 
facilities (including portable facilities 
and trailers) where such lease or 
construction: 

(a) Is at the site of an existing health 
care facility and the facility capacity is 
not substantially increased, 

(b) Is for buil^ngs of less than 12,000 
square feet of useable space when less 
than five acres of surfece land area are 
involved at a new site, or 

when less £an five acres of surfece land 
area are involved at a new site; 

5. Facility planning and design 
including fimding of such acti^dties; 

6. Acquisition of space by lease, use 
agreement, transfer, gift or similar 
arrangement for which: 

(a) The intended use of the space is 
consistent with the functional design of 
the building, and 

(b) The acquisition is consistent with 
an applicable master plan, if such plan 
exists; 

7. The acquisition, sale, release, 
abandonment, closure or transfer of real 
property, provided the action; 

(a) Is consistent with any applicable 
master plan, if such a plan exists, 

(b) Conforms to local zoning and land 
use ordinances, if such ordinances exist, 

(c) Is consistent with the functional 
design of the facility, 

(d) Would not violate applicable 
Federal, State, or local environmental 
protection or historic preservation laws, 
and 

(e) Satisfies the requirements of 
applicable compr^ensive 
Environmental Response, 
Compensation, and Liability Act 
(CERCLA) section 120 (h) provisions. 

/. Construction of Sanitation Facilities 

Actions associated with construction 
of sanitation facilities to serve Indian . 
homes and commimities, except that the 
following actions are not excluded: 

(1) Construction of a sanitary landfill 
at a new solid waste disposal site, and 

(2) Construction of a new wastewater 
treatment fecility %vith direct discharge 
of treated sewage to surfece waters. 

K. Extraordinary or Exceptional 
Circumstances 

Under extraordinary circumstances, 
the normally excluded actions described 
above may ^ve a significant 
environmental effect; such actions are 
not categorically excluded. Actions that 
can be dharacterized by, or may cause 
any of, the conditions described below 
are examples of actions that are not 
cate^rically excluded: 

1. ^ose with potential to change the 
existing environment where such 
change violates directives or other 
controls that are imposed by any 
governmental body having jurisdiction, 
for the jpurpose of protecting or othei> 
wise affecting that environment: 

2. Those vath potential or real threat 
of violation, or continued violation, of 
an applicable Federal, State, or local law 
or requirement imposed for protection 
of the environment or to ensure public 
health and safety; 

3. Those likely to cause controversy 
with respect to the types or extent of the 
resulting environmental effects where 
such controversy is based on pertinent 
and substantial issues: 

4. Those involving the iise of 
technology where the possible effects 
are highly uncertain or involve unique 
or unlmown risks and where such 
technoloOT has not been assessed 
previously for environmental imp^; 

5. Those which have adverse effects 
on unique geographic characteristics 
(e.g., historic, archeological, or cultural 
resources, park recreation or refuge 
lands, wilderness areas, wild or scenic 
rivers, sole or principal drinking water 
aquifers, prime farmlands, wetlands, 
floodplains, coastal management zones 
or ecological or critical areas including 
those listed on the Department of 
Interiors National Register of National 
Landmarks); 

6. Those which establish a precedent 
for future action or represent a decision 
in principle about future actions with 
potentially significant environmental 
effects; 

7. Those which have adverse effects 
on properties listed or eligible for listing 
on the National Register of Historic 
Places; 

8. Those which have adverse effects 
on species listed by the Federal 
Government as endangered or 
Threatened Species, or which have 
adverse effects on any designated 
critical habitat for these sp^es; 

9. Those which require assessment in 
accordance %vith Exeoitive Ordm 11988 
(Floodplain Management), or Executive 
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Order 11990 (Protection of Wetlands), or 
the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act; 
and 

10. Those which involve the use, 
transfer, or lease of real property which 
has been determined, after investigation 
in accordance with the provisions of 
CERCLA 120 (h), to have been used as 
a storage fedlity for hazardous waste for 
more than 1 year; and 

11. Construction projects which are 
significantly greater in scope or size 
than normally experienced for a 
particular category of action. 

Dated: December 29,1992. 

Michel E. Lincoln, 
Depu ty Director. 
IFR Doc. 93-173 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 

BILUNQ COO£ 4160-1S-M 

National Institutes of Health 

John E. Fogarty International Center 
for Advanced Study In the Health 
Sciences; Meeting of the Fogarty 
International Center Advisory Board 

Pursuant to Public Law 92-463, 
notice is hereby given of the twenty- 
third meeting of the Fogarty 
International Center (FIC) Advisory 
Board, February 9,1993, in the Lawton 
Chiles International House (Building 
16), at the National Institutes of Health. 

liie meeting will be open to the 
public from 8:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. The 
morning agenda will include a report by 
the Director, FIC; a report of the meeting 
of the NIH Director's Advisory 
Committee; and a status report on FIC’s 
loM-range planning. 

The afternoon agenda will be a report 
on a minority scientists international 
training initiative and a report on 
emerging infections. 

In accordance with the provisions of 
sections 552b(c)(4) and 552b(c)(6), title 
5, U.S.C. and section 10(d) of iKiblic 
Law 92-463, the meeting will be closed 
to the public from 2:30 p.m. to 
adjournment for the review of 
applications for International Research 
Fellowships, Senior International 
Fellowships, Fogarty International 
Research Q)llaboration Awards, AIDS 
International Research Training 
Program, nominations for Scholars-in- 
Residence award, and proposals for 
Scholars Conferences. 

Myra Halem, Committee Management 
Assistant, Fogarty International Center, 
Building 31, room B2C08, National 
Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland 
20892 (301-496-1491), will provide a 
summary of the meeting and a roster of 
the committee members upon request. 

Dr. Coralie Farlee, Assistant Dir^or 
for International Legislation and 

Advisory Activities, Fogarty 
International Center (Executive 
Secretary), Building 31, Room B2C08, 
telephone 301-496-1491, vdll provide 
substantive program information. 

Catalog of Federal Domestic 
Assistance Program No. 93.154, Special 
International Postdoctoral Resear^ 
Program in Acquired Immunodeficiency 
Syndrome and No. 93.989, Senior 
International Awards program. 

Dated: December 23,1992. 

Susan K. Feldman, 
Committee Management Officer, NIH. 
[FR Doc. 93-142 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 ami 

MLUNO CODE 4140-01-4I 

Notice of Meeting of the National 
Advisory Council for Human Genome 
Research 

Pursuant to Public Law 92—463, 
notice is hereby given of the meeting of 
the National Advisory Council for 
Human Genome Research, National 
Center for Human Genome Research, 
January 24 and 25,1993, in Chevy 
Chase I & n. Embassy Suites Hotel, 
Chevy Chase Pavilion, 4300 Military 
Road, NW., Wisconsin at Western 
Avenue, Washington, DC. 

This meeting will be open to the 
public on January 25,1993, from 8:30 
a.m. to 10 a.m. to discuss administrative 
details or other issues relating to 
committee activities. Attendance by the 
public will be limited to space available. 

In accordance with the provisions set 
forth in sections 552b(c)(4) and 
552b(c)(6), title 5, U.S.C. and section 
10(d) of Public Law 92-463, the meeting 
will be closed to the public on January 
24 frt)m 7 p.m. to recess and on January 
25,1993, from 10 a.m. to adjournment, 
for the review, discussion and 
evaluation of individual grant 
applications. The applications and the 
discussions could reveal confidential 
trade secrets or commercial property 
such as patentable material, and 
personal information concerning 
individuals associated with 
applications, the disclosure of which 
would constitute a clearly unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy. 

Dr. Elke Jordan, Deputy Director, 
National Center for Human Genome 
Research, National Institutes of Health, 
Building 38A, room 605, Bethesda, 
Maryland 20892, (301) 496-0844, will 
furnish the meeting agenda, rosters of 
Committee members and consultants, 
and substantive program information 
upon request. 

(Catalogue of Federal Domestic Assistance 
Program No. 93.172, Human Genome 
Research.) 

Dated: December 23,1992. 

Susan K. Feldman, 

Committee Management Officer, NIH. 
[FR Doc 93-150 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am] 

MUJNO CODE 4140-01-M 

National Cancer Inatituta; Meeting of 
the Cancer Blology<4mmunology 
Contracta Review Committee 
(Subcommitteea B&D) 

Pxirsuant to Public Law 92—463, 
notice is hereby given of a meeting of 
Subcommittees B&D, of the Cancer 
Biology-Immunology Contracts Review 
Committee, National Cancer Institute, 
National Institutes of Health, January 
15,1993, at the Executive Plaza North 
Building, in Conference Room "G", 
6130 Executive Boulevard, Bethesda, 
Maryland 20892. 

This meeting will be open to the 
public on January 15 from 8:30 a.m. to 
9:30 a.m. to discuss administrative 
details. Attendance by the public will be 
limited to space available. 

In accordance with provisions set 
forth in sections 552b(c)(4) and 
552b(c)(6), title 5, U.S.C. and section 
10(d) of Public Law 92-463, the meeting 
will be closed to the public on January 
15 from 9:30 a.m. to adjournment for the 
review, discussion, and evaluation of 
individual contract proposals. These 
proposals and the discussions could 
reveal confidential trade secrets or 
commercial property such as patentable 
material and personal information 
concerning individuals associated with 
the proposals, disclosure of which 
would constitute a cle€u:ly unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy. 

The Committee Management Officer, 
National Cancer Institute, Building 31, 
room 10A06, National Institutes of 
Health, Bethesda, Maryland 20892, Tel. 
301/496-5708, will provide summaries 
of the meeting and rosters of committee 
members upon request. 

Dr. Lalita D. Palekar, Scientific 
Review Administrator, Cancer Biology- 
Immunology Contracts Review 
Subcommittee Ci 5333 Westbard 
Avenue, room 805, Bethesda, Maryland 
20892, Tel. 301/496-7575, will furnish 
substantive program information. 

(Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance 
Program Numbers: 93.393, Cancer Cause and 

Prevention Research; 93.394, Cancer 

Detection and Diagnosis Research; 93.395, 

Cancer Treatment Research; 93.396, Cancer 

Biology Research; 93.397, Cancer Centers 

Support; 37.398, Cancer Research Manpower 

93.399, Cancer Control.) 
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Dated: December 24,1992. 
Susan K. Feldman, 
Ckfmmittee Management Officer, NIH. 
[FR Doc. 93-152 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am] 
BIUJNQ CODE 4140-01-M 

National Center for Nursing Research; 
Meeting: National Advisory Council for 
Nursing Research and its 
Subcommittees 

Pursuant to Public Law 92-463, 
notice is hereby given of the meetings of 
the National Advisory Coimcil for 
Nursing Research, National Center for 
Nursing Research; and its 
Subcommittees, February 1-3,1993, 
Building 31C, Conference Room 6, 
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, 
Maryland 20892. 

Meetings of the full Council and its 
Subcommittees will be held at times 
and places listed below. Attendance by 
the public will be limited to space 
available. 

The full Coimcil will meet in open 
session on February 2, horn 8:30 a.m. to 
4 p.m. and on February 3, from 
approximately 11 a.m. to adjournment. 
Agenda items will include the NCNR 
Director’s Report, Molecular Biology 
Task Force and Interface for the 
Biological Studies Plan with NIH 
Strategic Plan, National Nursing 
Reseat Agenda Phase n Priorities, and 
Report on the Division of Extramural 
Proems. 

Tne Planning Subcommittee will meet 
in open session February 1, in Building 
31B, NCNR Conference Room (5B-03), 
from 12 noon to 2:30 p.m. to discuss 
long-term and strategic planning and 
policy issues. 

The Nursing Resources and Heelth 
Policy Subcommittee will meet in open 
session February 1, in Building 3lC, 
Conference Room 6, from 12 noon to 2 
p.m. to discuss nursing resources and 
health policy as they relate to nursing 
science and the achievement of quality 
and effective outcomes in patient care. 

The Communications Subcommittee 
will meet in open session February 1, in 
Building 3lC, Conference Room 6, from 
2:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. to discuss goals 
and strategies for enhancing 
communications with specific 
audiences. 

The National Nursing Research 
Agenda Subcommittee will meet in 
open session February 1, in Building 
31B, NCNR Conference Room (5B-03), 
from 9 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. to discuss the 
National Nursing Research Agenda in 
general and the Priority Expert Panels in 
particular. 

In accordance with the provisions set 
forth in sections S52b(c)(4) and 

552b(c)(6), title S, U.S. Code and section 
10(d)) of Public Law 92-463, the 
meeting of the Research Subcommittee 
will be closed to the public on February 
1, from 2:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m., and the 
meeting of the full Council on February 
3, from 8:30 a.m. to approximately 11 
a.m. for the review, discussion, and 
evaluation of individual grant 
applications. The applications and the 
discussions could reveal confidential 
trade secrets or commercial property 
such as patentable material, and 
personal information concerning 
individuals associated with the 
applications, the disclosure of which 
would constitute a clearly unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy. 

Dr. Ethel Jackson, Executive 
Secretary, National Advisory Council 
for Nursing Research, National Institutes 
of Health, Building 31, room 5B2S, 
Bethesda, Maryland 20892, (301) 496- 
0472, will provide a summary of the 
meeting, roster of committee members, 
and substantive program information 
upon request. 

(Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance 
Program No. 93.361, Nursing Research, 
National Institutes of Health.) 

Dated: December 23.1992. 
Susan K. Feldman, 
Committee f^anagement Officer, NIH. 
(FR Doc. 93-141 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am] 
BILUNO CODE 4140-01-41 

National Eye Institute; Meeting of the 
National Advisory Eye Council 

Pursuant to Public Law 92-463, 
notice is hereby given of the meeting of 
the National Advisory Eye Council 
(NAEC) on February 4 and 5,1993, in 
Building 31C, Conference Room 6, 
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, 
Maiyland. 

The NAEC meeting will be open to 
the public from 8:30 a.m. until 
approximately 11:30 a.m. on Thursday. 
February 4,1993. Following opening 
remarks by the Director, NEI, there will 
be presentations by the stafr of the 
Institute and discussions concerning 
Institute programs and policies. 
Attendance by the public at the open 
sessions will be limited to space 
available. 

In accordance with provisions set 
forth in sections 552b(c)(4) and 
552b(c)(6], title 5, U.S.C. and section 
10(d) of Public Law 92-463, the meeting 
of the NAEC will be closed to the public 
from approximately 11:30 a.m. on 
Thursday, February 4 until adjournment 
on Friday, February 5 for the review, 
discussion, and evaluation of individual 
grant applications. These applications 
and the discussions could reveal 

confidential trade secrets or commercial 
property such as patentable material, 
and personal information concerning 
individuals assodated with the 
applications, the disclosure of which 
would constitute a clearly unwarranted 
invasion ofjrarsonal privacy. 

Ms. Lois iMNinno, Committee 
Management Officer, National Eye 
Institute, Building 31, room 6A04, 
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda. 
Maryland 20892, (301) 496-9110, will 
proidde a summary of the meeting, 
roster of committee members, and 
substantive program information upon 
request. 

(Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance 
Programs, Nos. 93.867, Retinal and Choroidal 
Disease Research; 93.868, Anterior Segment 
Diseases Research; and 93.871, Strabimus, 
Amblyopia and Visual Processing; National 
Institutes of Health.) 

Dated; December 23,1992. 
Susan K. Feldman, 
Committee Management Officer, NIH. 
[FR Doc. 93-143 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am] 
BILUNO COOS 4140-01-M 

National Heart, Lung, and Blood 
Institute; Heart, Lung, and Blood 
Special Emphaais Panela Meeting 

Pursuant to Public Law 92-463, 
notice is hereby given of the meetings of 
the following Heart, Lung, and Blood 
Special Emphasis Panels. 

These meetings will be closed in 
accordance with the provisions set forth 
in sec. S52b(c)(4) and 552b(c)(6), title 5, 
U.S.C. and sec. 10(d) of Public Law 92- 
463, for the review, discussion and 
evaluation of individual grant 
applications, contract proposals, and/or 
cooperative agreements. These 
applications and/or proposals and the 
discussions could reveal confidential 
trade secrets or commercial property 
such as patentable material, and 
personal information concerning 
individuals associated with the 
applications and/or proposals, the 
disclosure of which would constitute a 
clearly unwarranted invasion of 
personal privacy. 

Name of Panel: NHLBI SEP on The 
Framingh^ Study: Physical Examination, 
Testing and Surveillance. 

Scientific Review Administrator: Dr. C. 
James Scheirer. 

Telephone Number: 301-496-7363. 
Dates of Meeting: January 4-5,1993. 
Place of Meeting: Newton Marriott Hotel, 

Newton, Massachusetts. 
Time of Meeting: 7:30 p.nL 
Reason for Closure: To review contract 

proposals. 
Name of Panel: NHLBI SEP review for 

Predictors of Perioperative Cardiac Morbidity 
(Telephone Conference Call) 
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Scientific Review Administrator: Dr. David 
Monsees. 

Telephone Number: 301-496-7361. 
Dates of Meeting: January 6,1993. 
Place of Meeting: 5333 Westbard Avenue, 

room 550, Bethesda, MD 20892. 
Time of Meeting: 2 p.m. (e.s.t.) 
Reason for Closure: To review grant 

applications. 

(Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance 
Program Nos. 93.837, Heart and Vascular 
Diseases Research; 93.838, Lung Diseases 
Research; and 93.839, Blood Diseases and 
Resources Research, National Institutes of 
Health.) 

Dated: December 23,1992.. 

Susan K. Feldman, 

Committee Management Officer, NIH. 
(FR Doc. 93-145 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 

BiUJNG CODE 4140-01-M 

National Heart, Lung, and Blood 
Institute; Meeting Heart, Lung, and 
Blood Special Emphasis Panel 

Pursuant to Public Law 92—463, 
notice is hereby given of the meeting of 
the following Heart, Lung, and Blood 
Special Emphasis Panel. 

The meeting will be closed in 
accordance with the provisions set forth 
in sec. 552b(c)(4) and 552b(c)(6), Title 5, 
U.S.C. and sec. 10(d) of Public Law 92- 
463, for the review, discussion and 
evaluation of individual grant 
application, contract proposals, and/or 
cooperative agreements. These 
applications and/or proposals and the 
discussions could reveal confidential 
trade secrets or commercial property 
such as patentable material, and 
personal information concerning 
individuals associated with the 
applications and/or proposals, the 
disclosure of which would constitute a 
clearly unwarranted invasion of 
personal privacy. 

Name of Panel: NHLBI SEP on Production 
Characterization of Adenovirus Vector for 
Cystic Fibrosis Gene Therapy (Telephone 
Conference Call) 

Dates of Meeting: January 19,1993. 
Time of Meeting: 2 p.m. 
Place of Meeting: 5333 Westbard Avenue, 

room 5A10. 
Agenda: To review and evaluate contract 

proposals. 
Contact Person: Dr. Dennis Lang, Scientific 

Review Administrator, 5333 Westbard 
Avenue, room 5A10, Bethesda, Maryland 
20892, (301) 496-5965. 

(Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance 
Program Nos. 93.837, Heart and Vascular 
Diseases Research; 93.838, Lung Diseases 
Research; and 93.839, Blood Diseases and 
Resources Research, National Institutes of 
Health.) 

Dated: December 23,1992. 
Susan K. Feldman, 
Committee Management Officer, NIH. 
(FR Doc. 93-146 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am] 
BILUNO CODE 4140-01-41 

National Heart, Lung, and Blood 
Institute; Meeting 

Pursuant to Public Law 92-463, 
notice is hereby given of the meeting of 
the following Heart, Lung, and Blood 
Special Emphasis Panel. 

The meeting will be closed in 
accordance with the provisions set forth 
in sec. 552b(c)(4) and 552b(c)(6), title 5, 
U.S.C. and sec. 10(d) of Public Law 92- 
463, for the review, discussion and 
evaluation of individual grant 
applications, contract proposals, and/or 
cooperative agreements. These 
applications and/or proposal and the 
discussions could reveal confidential 
trade secrets or commercial property 
such as patentable material, ^d 
personal information concerning 
individuals associated with the 
applications and/or proposals, the 
disclosure of which would constitute a 
clearly unwarranted invasion of 
personal privacy. 

Name of Panel: NHLBI SEP on die Review 
of Program Project Grant Applications. 

Date o/Meeting; January 5,1993 
Time of Meeting: 8 a.m. 
Place of Meeting: Holiday Inn Chevy 

Chase, Chevy Chase, Maryland. 
Agenda: To review grant applications. 
Contact Person: Dr. Louis M. Ouellette, 

(301)496-7915. 
(Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance 
Program Nos. 93.837, Heart and Vascular 
Diseases Research; 93.838, Lung Diseases 
Research; and 93.839, Blood Diseases and 
Resources Research, National Institutes of 
Health.) 

Dated: December 22,1992. 
Susan K. Feldman, 
Committee Management Officer, NIH. 
(FR Doc. 93-151 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am] 
BILUNQ CODE 4140-01-M 

National Institute of Environmental 
Health Services; Notice of Meeting of 
National Advisory Environmental 
Health Sciences Council 

Pursuant to Public Law 92-463, 
notice is hereby given of the meeting of 
the National Advisory Environmental 
Health Services Coimdl, January 25-26, 
1993, at the National Institute of 
Environmental Health Services, 
Building 101 Conference Room, South 
Campus, Research Triangle Park, North 
Carolina. This meeting will be open to 
the public on January 25 from 9 a.m. to 
approximately 2 p.m. and 8:30 a.m. to 

10 a.m. on January 26 for the report of 
the Director, NIEHS, and for discussion 
of the NIEHS budget, program policies 
and issues, recent legislation, and other 
items of interest. Attendance by the 
public will be limited to space available. 

In accordance with the provisions set 
forth in sections 552b(c)(4) and 
552b(c)(6), title 5, U.S.C. section 10(d) of 
Public Law 92-463, the meeting will be 
closed to the public on January 25, from 
approximately 2 p.in. to 5 p.m. and on 
January 26 from 10 a.m. to adjournment, 
for the review, discussion and 
evaluation of individual grant 
applications. 

These applications and the 
discussions could reveal confidential 
trade secrets or commercial property 
such as patentable material, and 
personal information concerning 
individuals associated with the 
applications, the disclosure of which 
would constitute a clearly unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy. 

Winona Herrell, Committee 
Management Officer, NIEHS, Bldg. 31, 
Rm. B1C02, NIH, Bethesda, Md. 20892 
(301) 496-3511, will provide summaries 
of the meeting and rosters of covmcil 
members. Dr. Anne Sassaman, Director, 
Division of Extramural Research and 
Training, NIEHS, P.O. Box 12233, 
Research Triangle Park, North Carolina 
27709, (919) 541-7723, will furnish 
substantive program information. 
(Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance 
Program Nos 93.113, Biological Response to 
Environmental Agents; 93.114, Applied 
Toxicological Research and Testing; 93.115, 
Biometry and Risk Estimation; 93.894, 
Resource and Manpower Development, 
National Institutes of Health) 

Dated: December 23,1992. 
Susan K. Feldman, 
Committee Management Officer, NIH. 
(FR Doc. 93-149 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 
BILUNQ CODE 4410-01-M 

National Inatitute of General Medical 
Sciencea; Notices of Meeting of the 
National Advisory General Medical 
Sciences Council 

Pursuant to Public Law 92-463, 
notice is hereby given of the meeting of 
the National Advisory General Medical 
Sciences Council, National Institute of 
General Medical Sciences, National 
Institutes of Health, on February 1-2, 
1993, Building 1, Wilson Hall, Bethesda, 
Maryland. 

This meeting will be open to the 
public on February 1, firom 8:30 a.m. to 
11 a.m. for opening remarks; report of 
the Director, NIGMS; and other business 
of the Coundl. Attendance by the public 
will be limited to space available. 
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In accordance with provisions set 
forth in sections 552b(c)(4) and 
552b(c)(6), title 5, U.S.C. and section 
10(d) of Public Law 92-463, the meeting 
will be closed to the public on February 
1 from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m., and on 
February 2 from 8:30 a.m. until 
adjournment, for the review, discussion, 
and evaluation of individual grant 
applications. The discussions of these 
applications could reveal confidential 
trade secrets or commercial property 
such as patentable material, and 
personal information concerning 
individuals associated with the 
applications, disclosure of which would 
constitute a clearly unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy. 

Mrs. Ann Dieffenbach, Public 
Information Officer, National Institute of 
General Medical Sciences, National 
Institutes of Health, Building 31, room 
4A52, Bethesda, Maryland 20892, 
Telephone: 301-496-7301 will provide 
a summary of the meeting and a roster 
of council members. Dr. W. Sue Shafer, 
Executive Secretary, NAGMS Council, 
National Institutes of Health, Westwood 
Building, room 938, Bethesda, Maryland 
20892. Telephone: 301-496-7061 will 
provide substantive program 
information upon request. 
(Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance 
Program Nos. 93.821, Biophysics and 
Physiological Sciences; 93.859, 
Pharmacological Sciences; 93.862, Genetics 
Research; 93.863, Cellular and Molecular 
Basis of Disease Research; 93.880, Minority 
Access Research Careers (MARC); and 
93.375. Minority Biomedical Research 
Support [MBRS]). 

Dated: December 23,1992. 
Susan K. Feldman, 
Committee Management Officer, NIH. 
(FR Doc. 93-148 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 
BItUNG CODE 414(MI1-M 

National Institute of Mental Health; 
Advisory Committee Meeting 

Pursuant to Public Law 92-463, 
notice is hereby given of the meeting of 
an advisory committee of the National 
Institute of Mental Health for January 
1993. 

The meeting will be closed to the 
public as indicated below in accordance 
with the provisions set forth in secs. 
552b(c)(4) and 552b(c)(6), title 5, U.S.C. 
and sec. 10(d) of Public Law 92-463, for 
the review, discussion and evaluation of 
individual grant applications. These 
applications and the discussions could 
reveal confidential tradcTsecrets or 
commercial property such as patentable 
material, and personal information 
concerning individuals associated with 
the applications, the disclosure of 

which would constitute a clearly 
imwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy. 

Ms. Joanna L. Kieffer, Committee 
Management Officer, National Institute 
of Mental Health, Parklawn Building, 
room 9-105, 5600 Fishers Lane, 
Rockville, MD 20857, Area Code (301) 
443-4333, will provide a summary of 
the meeting and a roster of committee 
members. 

Other information pertaining to the 
meeting may be obtained fiom the 
contact indicated. 

Committee Name: Neuroscience 
Subcommittee, Mental Health Special 
Projects Review Committee. 

Meeting Dote; January 10-12,1993. 
Place: Hyatt Hotel, 4290 El Camino Real, 

Palo Alto, CA 94306. 
Open: January 10, 8-9 a.m. 
Closed: January 10,9 a.m., to adjournment 

on January 12. 
Contact: Helen D. Craig, room 9C-18, 

Parklawn Building, Telephone (301) 443- 
3857. 

(Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance 
Program Numbers 93.126, Small Business 
Innovation Research; 93.176, ADAMHA 
Small Instrumentation Program Grants; 
93.242. Mental Health Research Grants; 
93.281, Mental Research Scientist 
Development Award and Research Scientist 
Development Award for Clinicians; 93.282, 
Mental Health Research Service Awards for 
Research Training; and 93.921, ADAMHA 
Science Education Partnership Award.) 

Dated: December 23,1992. 
Susan K. Feldman, 
Committee Management Officer, NIH. 
(FR Doc. 93-144 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 

BILUNG CODE 414&-01-M 

National Institute of Mental Health; 
Meetings 

Pursuant to Public Law 92-463, 
notice is hereby given of the meetings of 
the National Advisory Mental Health 
Council and the review committees of 
the National Institute of Mental Health 
for February 1993. 

These meetings will be open to the 
public as indicated below for the 
discussion of NIMH policy issues and 
will include current administrative, 
legislative, and program developments. 

All meetings will be closed to the 
public as indicated below in accordance 
with the provisions set forth in sections 
552b(c)(4) and 552b(c)(6), title 5, U.S.C. 
and section 10(d) of Public Law 92-463, 
for the review, discussion and 
evaluation of individual grant 
applications. These applications and the 
discussions could reveal confidential 
trade secrets or commercial property 
such as patentable material, and 
personal information concerning 

individuals associated with the 
applications, the disclosure of which 
would constitute a clearly unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy. 

Ms. Joanna L. Kiemr, Committee 
Management Officer, National Institute 
of Mental Health, Parklawn Building, 
room 9-105, 5600 Fisher Lane, 
Rockville, MD 20857, Area Code 301, 
443-4333, will provide a summary of 
the meeting and a roster of committee 
members. 

Other information pertaining to the 
meetings may be obtained from the 
contact person indicated. 

Committee Name: Mental Disorders of 
Aging Review Committee. 

Contact: Pyllis L. Zusman, room 9C-02, 
Parklawn Building, Telephone: 301-443- 
1340. 

Meeting Date: February 3-5,1993. 
Place: Chevy Chase Holiday Inn, 5520 

Wisconsin Avenue, Chevy Chase, MD 20815. 
Open: February 3,1993,9 a.m.-lO a.m. 
C/osed; February 3,1993,10 a.m.-5 p.m., 

February 4,1993,9 a.m.-5 p.m., February 5, 
1993,9 a.m.-adjoumment 

Committee Name: Neuropharmacology and 
Neurochemistry Review Conunittee. 

Contact: William H. Radcliff, room 9C-18, 
Parklawn Building, Telephone: 301-443- 
3857, 

Meeting Date: February 4-5,1993. 
Place: Bethesda Holiday Inn, 8120 

Wisconsin Avenue, Bethesda, MD 20814. 
Open; February 4,1993, 8:30 a.m.-9:30 

a.m. 
Closed: February 4,1993,9:30 a.m.-5 p.m., 

February 5,1993,8:30 a.m.-adjoumment. 
Committee Name: Perception and 

Cognition Review Conunittee. 
Contact: Debra D. Woods, room 9C-23^ 

Parklawn Building, Telephone: 301-443- 
1177. 

Meeting Date: February 4-6,1993. 
Place: Dupont Plaza Hotel. 1500 New 

Hampshire Avenue, NW., Washington, DC 
20036. 

Open: February 4,1993,9 a.m.-10 a.m. 
Closed: February 4,1993,10 a.m.-5 p.m.. 

February 5,1993, 9 a.m.-5 p.m., February 6, 
1993,9 a.m.-adjoumment. 

Committee Name: National Advisory 
Mental Health Coimcil. 

Contact: Carolyn Strete, Ph.D., room 9-105, 
Parklawn Building, Telephone: 301,443- 
3367. 

Meeting Date: February 8-9,1993. 
Place: February 8—Conference Rooms D 

and E, Parklawn Building, 5600 Fishers Lane, 
Rockville, MD 20857. 

February 9—^Wilson Hall, Building 1, 
National Institutes of Health, 9000 Rockville 
Pike, Bethesda, MD 20892. 

Open: February 9,8:30 a.m. to 
adjournment. 

Closed: February 8,8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Committee Name: Behavioral Neuroscience 

Review Committee. 
Contact: William H. Radcliffe, room 9C-18, 

Parklawn Building, Telephone: 301,443- 
3857. 

Meeting Date: February 11-12,1993, 
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Place: Chevy Chase Holiday Inn, 5520 
Wisconsin Avenue, Chevy Chase, MD 20815. 

Open: February 11,1993, 8:30 a.m.-9:30 
a.m. 

Closed: February 11,1993, 9:30 aJii.-5 
p.m., February 12,1993, 8:30 a.m.- 
adjoumment. 

Committee Name: Social and Group 
Processes Review Committee. 

Contact: Bernice R. Cherry, room 9C-15, 
Parklawn Building, Telephone; 301,443- 
6470. 

Meeting Date: February 11-13,1993. 
Place: Marriott Residence Inn, 7335 

Wisconsin Avenue, Bethesda, MD 20814. 
Open: February 11,1993, 9 a.m.-10 a.m. 
Closed: February 11,1993,10 a.m.-5 p.m., 

Februrary 12,1993,9 a.m.-5 p.m., February 
13.1993, 9 a.m.-adjoumment. 

Committee Name: Qinical 
Psychopathology Review Committee. 

Contact: Doris Lee-Robb, Room 9C-08, 
ParklaMm Building, Telephone: 301,443- 
1340. 

Meeting Date: February 17-19,1993. 
Place: Embassy Suites Hotel, 4300 Military 

Road, NW., Washington, DC 20015. 
Open; February 17,1993, 9 a.m.-10 a.m. 
Closed: February 17,1993,10 a.m.-5 p.m., 

Frinuary 18,1993,9 a.m.-5 pjn., February 
19.1993, 9 ajn.-adjoumment 

Committee Name; Health Behavior and 
Prevention Review Committee. 

Contact: Monica F. Woodfork, room 9C-05, 
Parklawn Building, Telephone: 301,443- 
4843. 

Meeting Date: February 17-19,1993. 
Place: Chevy Chase Holiday Inn, 5520 

Wisconsin Avenue, Chevy Chase, MD 20815. 
Open: February 17,1993, 8:30 a.m.-9:30 

a.m. 
Closed: February 17,1993,9:30 ajn.-5 

p.m., February 18,1993,8:30 a.trL-5 pjXL, 
February 19,1993,8:30 a.m.-adjoumment 

Cbirunittee Name: ClirKial Neuroscience 
Review Committee. 

Contact; Maurine L. Eister, room 9C-18, 
Parklawn Building., Telephone: 301,443- 
3936. 

Meeting Date: February 17-19,1993. 
Place: Marriott Residoice Inn. 7335 

Wisconsin Avenue, Bethesda, MD 20814. 
Open: February 17,1993,9 aJXL-lO ajn. 
Closed: February 17,1993.10 a.trL-5 p.m., 

February 18.1993.9 ajn.-5 pjxL. February 
19,1993,9 a.m.-adjoumment 

Committee Name: Violence and Traumatic 
Stress Review Committee. 

Contact: Phyllis D. Artis, room 9C-15, 
Parklawn Building. Telephone: 301,443- 
6470. 

Meeting Date: February 17-19,1993. 
Place-The River Irm Itm, 924 2Sth Street, 

NW., Washington. DC 20037. 
Open: February 17.1993,8:30 ajn.-9:30 

a.rtL 
Closed: February 17.1993.9:30 aJiL-5 

p.m., February 18,1993,8:30 a.m.-5 pjSL, 
Felsuaiy 19.1993.8:30 a.m.-«dioarmnent 

CoBunittee Name: Molecular. Cellular, and 
Developmental Neurobiology Raview 
Committee. ^ 

Contact: Shiriey H.Jt4altz. zoom 9C-18. ... 
Padda%vn Building, Telephmie; 301 ,-443- - 
3857. 

Meeting Date: February 18-19,1993. 
Place: Crowne Plaza Holiday Inn, 1750 

Rockville Pike, Rockville, MD 20852. 
Open: Felmi^ 18,1993,8 a.m.-9 a.m. 
Closed: February 18,1993,9 a.iiL-5 p.m., 

February 19,1993,9 a.m.-ad|oumment 

Committee Name: Cognitive Functional 
Neuroscience Review Committee. 

Contact: Shirley H. Maltz. room 9C-18, 
Parklawn Building, Telephone: 301,443- 
3936. 

Meeting Date: February 18-20,1993. 
Place: Hyatt Regency Bethesda, Oire 

Bethesda Metro Center, Bethesda, MD 20814. 
Open: February 18,1993,9 a.m.-10 ajn. 
Closed: February 18,1993,10 a.irL-5 p.m., 

February 19,1993,9 a.rrL-5 p.m., February 
20,1993, 9 a.m.-adjoumment. 

Committee Name: Mental Health Small 
Business Research Review Committee. 

Contact: Wm. Gregory Zimmerman, 9C-14, 
Parklawn Building, Telephone: 301,443- 
1367. 

Meeting Date: February 22-23,1993. 
Place: Washington Marriott Hotel, 1221 

22nd Street, NW., Washington, DC 20037. 
Open: FeWary 22,1993, 9 a.m.-10 a.m. 
Closed: February 22,1993,10 a.m.-5 pjn., 

February 23,1993,9 a.m.-adioiinunent 
Committee Nome; Child Psychopathology 

and Treatment Review Qunmittee. 
Contact: Tammye M. Cross, room 9C-14, 

Parklawn Building, Telephone: 301,443- 
1367. 

Meeting Date: February 24-26,1993. 
Place: Omni Georgetown Hotel, 2121 P 

Street, NW., Washington, DC 20037. 
Open: February 24,1993,9 ajn.-10 ajn. 
Closed: February 24,1993,10 am.-5 pjn., 

February 25,1993, 9 a.m.-5 p.m., February 
26,1993,9 a.m.-adioumment. 

Committee Name: Services Research 
Review Ccnnmittee. 

Contact: Wm. Gregory Zimmerman, room 
9C-14, Parklawn Building, Telephone: 301, 
443-1367. 

Meeting Date: February 24-26,1993. 
P/oce: Washington Marriott, 1221 22nd 

Street, NW., Washington, DC 20037. 
Open: February 24,1993,9 a.iiL-10 am. 
Closed: Febru^ 24,1993,10 ajn.-5 pjn., 

February 25,1993,9 ajn.-5 p.nL, Frtmuny 
26,1993,9 ajn.-ad)Ouminent 

Committee Name: Emotion and Persoirality 
Review Coiiunittee. 

Contact. Sheri L. Schwartzback, room 9C- 
05, PaHclawn Building, Telephone: 301,443- 
4843. 

Meeting Dote: February 25-26,1993. 
P/oce: Georgetown Holiday Inn, 2101 

Wisconsin Avenue, NW., Washington, DC 
20007. 

Ppen: February 25,1993.8:30 ajiL-9 aon. 
Qosed: Febru^ 25.1993.9 ajiL-5 pjn., 

Febsuary 26.1993,8:30 ajiL-adjoununent 
Committee Name: Cbild/Adolesoent Risk 

Qosed: February 25,1993,10 a.m.-5 p.m., 
February 26,1993,9 anL-5 p.m., February 
27,1993,9 am.-adioumment. 
(Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance 
Program Numbers 93.126, Small Business 
Innovation Research: 93.176, ADAMHA 
Small Instrumentation Program Grants; 
93.242, Mental Health Research Grants; 
93.281, Mental Research Scientist 
Development Award and Research Scientist 
Development Award for Clinicians; 93.282, 
Mental Health Research Service Awards for 
Research Training; and 93.921, ADAMHA 
Science Education Partnership Award.) 

Dated: December 23,1992. 
Susan K. Feldman, 
Committee Management Officer, NIH. 
IFR Doc. 93-147 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 
BILUNQ CODE 4140-01-M 

National institute of Neurologicai 
Disorders and Stroke; Meeting 

Pursuant to Public Law 92-463, 
notice is hereby given of meetings of 
committees of the National Institute of 
Neurolt^ical Disorders and Stroke 
(NINDS). These meetings will be open 
to the public to discuss program 
planning, program accompUshments 
and special reports or other issues 
relating to committee business as 
indicated in the notice. 

The Ck)imcil meeting will be open to 
the public on February 4,1993, as listed 
below. The agenda indudes a report by 
the Director, NINDS, and a report by the 
Director, Division of Intramural 
Research, NINDS. Attendance by the 
public will be limited to space available. 

These meetings will be closed to the 
public as indicated below in accordance 
with the provisions set forth in sections 
552b(c)(4) and 552b(cM6). title 5, U.S.C. 
and sections 10(d) of Public Law 92- 
463, for the review, discussion and 
evaluation of individual grant 
applications. These applications and 
discussions could reveal confidential 
trade secrets or commerdal property 
such as patentable material, and 
personal information concerning 
individuals assodated with the 
applications, the disdosure of which 
would constitute a clearly unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy. 

Summaries of meetings, rosters of 
committee members, and other 
information pertaining to the meetings 
can be obtained from the Executive 
Secretary or the Sdentific Review 
Administrator indicated. and PreventioD Review Committee. 

Contact: Michele D. Camptwll, room 9C- Name of Committee: The Planning 
23, Parklawn Building, Telephone: 301.443- Subrommittee of the National Advisory 
1177. * Neurological Disorders and Stroke Council. 
-Meetir^Aito: February 25-27.1993. . - Dote: February 3.1993. 

. P/oce: ktesiott Resided fam. 7335 —P/oce: National hwtitutes of Health, 
Wisconsin Avenue. Bethai da. MD10ai4. BuihBng33,<3oniKaiioaRoom8A28,900B 

<]|pen:Fefafuiiry2S.1993.^ajn.-^«jn. ~ ^ RockvUtortha, Betbaida. MD 20892. 
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Open: 1 p.m.-3 p.m. 
Closed: 3 p.m.-recess. 

Name of Committee: National Advisory 
Neurological Disorders and Stroke Council. 

Dates: Febniary 4-5,1993. 
Place: National Institutes of Health, 

Shannon Building—^Wilson Hall, Bethesda, 
MD 20892. 

Open: February 4, 9 a.m.-l p.m. 
Closed: February 4,1 p.m.-recess, 

February 5, 8;30 a.m.-adjoumment. 
Executive Secretary: Constance W. Atwell, 

Ph.D. Special Assistant for Extramural 
Activities, NINDS, National Institutes of 
Health Bethesda, MD 20892, Telephone; 
(301) 496-9248. 

Name of Committee. Neurological 
Disorders Program Project Review A 
Committee. 

Dates: February 13-15,1993. 
Place: Pier 66 Resort and Marina, 2301 S.E. 

17th Causeway, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33316. 
Open: February 13, 7:30 p.m.-8 p.m. 
Closed. February 13, 8 p.m.-recess, 

February 14, 8:30 a.m.-recess, February 15, 
8:30 a.m-adjourrunent. 

Scientific Review Administrator: Dr. 
Katherine Woodbury, Federal Building, room 
9C-14, National Institutes of Health, 
Bethesda. MD 20892, Telephone: (301) 496- 
9223. 

Name of Committee: Training Grant and 
Career Development Review Committee. 

Dotes; February 22-23,1993. 
Place: Holiday Inn Chevy Chase, 5520 

Wisconsin Avenue, Chevy Chase, MD 20815. 
Open: February 22, 8:30 a.m.-9 a.m. 
Closed. February 22, 9 a.m.-recess, 

February 23, 8 a.m.-adjoumment. 
Scientific Review Administrator: Dr. 

Herbert Yellin, Federal Building, room 9C- 
10, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, 
MD 20892, Telephone: (301) 496-9223. 

Name of Committee: Neurological 
Disorders Program Project Review B 
Committee. 

Dates. February 25-27,1993. 
Place: Holiday Inn Bethesda, 8120 

Wisconsin Avenue, Bethesda, MD 20814. 
Open February 25, 7 p.m.-7:30 p.m. 
Closed: February 25, 7:30 p.m.-recess, 

February 26, 8:30 a.m.-recess, February 27. 
8:30 a.m.-adjoumment. 

Scientific Review Administrator: Dr. Paul 
Sheehy, Federal Building, room 9C-14, 
National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD 
20892, Telephone: (301) 496-9223. 

(Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance 
Program No. 93.853, Clinical Research 
Related to Neurological Disorders; No. 
93.854, Biological Basis Research in the 
Neurosciences). 

Dated: December 23.1992. 

Si^san K. Feldman, 

Committee Management Officer, NIH. 
(FR Doc. 93-137 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 

BILUNG CODE 4140-01-M 

National Institute on Deafness and 
Other Communication Disorders; 
Meetings of the National Deafness and 
Other Communication Disorders 
Advisory Council and its Research 
Subcommittee 

Pursuant to Public Law 92—463, 
notice is hereby given of the meetings of 
the National Deafness and Other 
Commtinication Disorders Advisory ^ 
Council and its Training Subcommittee 
and Research Subcommittee on^anuary 
27-29,1993, at the National Institutes of 
Health. 9000 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, 
Maryland. The meeting of the full 
Council will be held in Conference 
Room 6. Building 3lC, and those of the 
subcommittees in Conference Room 7, 
Building 3lC. 

The meeting of the Training 
Subcommittee will be open to the 
public on January 27 from 12:30 pm to 
adjournment at approximately 2:30 pm. 
The meeting of the Research 
Subcommittee will be open to the 
public on January 27 from 2:30 pm until 
3:30 pm for the discussion of policy 
issues. The meeting of the full Council 
will be open to the public on January 28 
from 8:30 am until recess for a report 
from the Institute Director and 
discussion of extramural policies and 
procedures at the National Institutes of 
Health and the National Institute cn 
Deafness and Other Communication 
Disorders and on January 29 from 8:30 
am to approximately 9 a.m. for a report 
on extramural programs of the Division 
of Communication Sciences and 
Disorders. 

In accordance with the provisions set 
forth in section 552b(c)(4) and 
552b(c)(6), title 5, U.S.C. and section 
10(d) of Public Law 92-463, the meeting 
of the Research Subcommittee on 
January 27 will be closed to the public 
from 3:30 p.m. to adjournment. The 
meeting of the full Council will be 
closed to the public on January 29 from 
9 a.m. until adjournment. The closed 
portions of the meetings will be for the 
review, discussion, and evaluation of 
individual grant applications. The 
applications and the discussions could 
reveal confidential trade secrets or 
commercial property such as patentable 
material, and personal information 
concerning individuals associated with 
the applications, the disclosure of 
which would constitute a clearly 
unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy. 

Further information concerning the 
Council and Subcommittee meetings 
may be obtained from Dr. John C. 
Dalton. Executive Secretary, National 
Deafness and Other (Communication 
Disorders Advisory Council, National 

Institute on Deafriess and Other 
Communication Disorders, Executive 
Plaza South, room 400B, National 
Institutes of Health. Bethesda, Maryland 
20892, 301-496-8693. A summary of 
the meetings and rosters of the members 
may also be obtained from his office. 

(Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance 
Program No. 93.173 Biological Research 
Related to Deafness and Other 
Communicative Disorders) 

Dated; December 3,1992. 
Susan K. Feldman, 
Committee Management Officer. NIH. 
IFR Doc. 93-140 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 ami 
BILUNQ CODE 4140-01-M 

National Library of Medicine; Meetings 
of the Board of Regents and 
Subcommittees 

Pursuant to Public Law 92-463. 
notice is hereby given of the meeting of 
the Board of Regents of the National 
Library of Medicine on February 11-12, 
1993, in the Board Room of the National 
Library of Medicine, 8600 Rockville 
Pike, Bethesda, Maryland. The 
Subcommittee will meet on February 10 
as follows: 

The Extramural Programs 
Subcommittee, 5th-floor Conference 
Room, Building 38A, 2 to approximately 
3:30 p.m., and the Planning 
Subcommittee in Conference Room B, 
Building 38. 4 to approximately 5 p.m. 
The Extramural Programs Subcommittee 
will be closed to the public. 

The meeting of the Board will be open 
to the public from 3 to approximately 4 
p.m. on February 11 and from 9 a.m. to 
adjournment on February 12 for 
administrative reports and program 
discussions. Attendance will be limited 
to space available. 

In accordance with provisions set 
forth in sections 552b(c](4), 552b(c)(6). 
title 5. U.S.C. and section 10(d) of 
Public Law 92-463, the entire meeting 
of the Extramural Programs 
Subcommittee on February 10 will be 
closed to the public, and the regular 
Board meeting on February 11 will be 
closed from approximately 4 to 
adjournment for the review, discussion, 
and evaluation of individual grant 
applications. These applications and the 
discussion could reveal confidential 
trade secrets or commercial property, 
such as patentable material, and 
personal information concerning 
individuals associated with the 
applications, the disclosme of which 
would constitute a clearly unwarranted 
invasion of personal privacy. 

Mr. Robert B. Mehnert, Chief, Office 
of Inquiries and Publications 
Management. National Library of 
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Medicine, 8600 Rockville Pike, 
Bethesda, Maryland 20894, Telephone 
Numben 301-496-6308, will furnish a 
summary of the meeting, rosters of 
Board members, and other information 
pertaining to the meeting. 

(Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance 
Program No. 93.879—^Medical Library 
Assistance, National Institutes of Health.) 

Dated: December 23,1992. 

Susan K. Feldman, 

Committee Management Officer, SIH. 
(FR Doc. 93-138 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 ami 

BILUNG CODE 4140-<)1-M 

Prospective Grant of Exclusive Patent 
License 

AGENCY: National Institutes of Health, 
Public Health Service, DHHS. 
ACTION: Notice. 

SUMMARY: This is notice in accordance 
with 15 U.S.C. 209(c)(1) and 37 CFR 
404.7(a)(l)(i) that the National Institutes 
of Health (NIH), Department of Health 
end Human Services, is contemplating 
the grant of an exclusive license in a 
limited field of use to practice the 
inventions embodies in U.S. Patent 
Application 07/010,424 (now U.S. 
Patent Application 07/445,131), entitled 
"Vector for Recombinant Poxvirus 
Expressing Rabies Virus Glycoprotein,” 
and U.S. Patent Application 07/198,213 
(now U.S. Patent Application 07/ 
829,597), entitled “Raccoon Poxvirus As 
e Gene Expression and Vaccine Vector 
for Genes of Rabies and Other 
Organisms” to Fort Dodge Laboratories 
Inc. having a place of business at Fort 
Dodge, Iowa. The patent rights in these 
inventions have been assigned to the 
United States of America. 

The prospective exclusive license will 
be for the field of veterinary biologicals. 
It will be royalty-bearing and will 
comply with the terms and conditions 
of 35 U.S.C. 209 and 37 CFR 404.7. The 
prospective exclusive license may be 
granted unless, within sixty days from 
the date of this published Notice, NIH 
receives written evidence and argument 
that establishes that the grant of the 
license would not be consistent with the 
requirements of 35 U.S.C. 209 and 37 
CFR 404.7. 

These inventions relate to a novel 
plasmid containing a recombinant 
infectious vaccinia poxvirus for use in 
the production of rabies vaccine and 
production of rabies virus glycoprotein 
antigen, antibody, and related reagents. 
Tbe inventions also relate to a 
recombinant vector containing raccoon 
poxvirus as a method for inducing 
protective immunity against rabies virus 
and other organisms. 

The availability of U.S. Patent 
Application 07/010,424, for licensing 
was published in the April 30,1987 
edition of the Federal Register. The 
availability of U.S. Patent Application 
07/198,213 for licensing was published 
in the June 28,1988 edition of the 
Federal Register. Requests for a copy of 
the above identified patent applications, 
inquiries, comments and other materials 
relating to the contemplated license 
should be directed to: Mr. Mark 
Hankins, J.D., Office of Technology 
Transfer, National Institutes of Health, 
Box OTT, Bethesda, Maryland 20892 
(telephone: (301) 496-7735; FAX; (301) 
402-0220). Properly filed competing 
applications for a license filed in 
response to this notice will be treated as 
objections to the grant of the 
contemplated license. Only written 
comments and/or applications for a 
license which are received by the NIH 
Office of Technology Transfer within 
sixty (60) days of this notice will be 
considered. 

Dated: December 23,1992. 

Reid G. Adler, 

Director, Office of Technology Transfer 
(FR Doc. 93-153 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am] 

BILLING CODE 4140-01-M 

Public Health Service 

Treasury, Postal Service and General 
Government Appropriations Act of 
1992; Delegation of Authority 

Notice is hereby given that in 
furtherance of the delegation of 
authority of November 19,1992, by the 
Secretary of Health and Human Services 
to the Assistant Secretary for Health, I 
have delegated to Director, Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention, with 
authority to redelegate, all the 
authorities vested in the Assistant 
Secretary for Health under section 633 
of the Treasury, Postal Service and 
General Government Act of 1992, Public 
Law 102-141, as amended hereafter. 
This delegation excludes the authority 
to promulgate regulations and to submit 
reports to Congress. 

This delegation became effective upon 
date of signature. In addition, I have 
affirmed and ratified any actions taken 
by the Director, Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention or his 
subordinates which, in effect, involved 
the exercise of the authorities delegated 
herein prior to the effective date of the 
delegation. 

Dated: December 22,1992. 

James O. Mason, 

Assistant Secretary for Health, 
(FR Doc. 93-93 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am] 

BILLING CODE 4ieO-18-M 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

Bureau of Indian Affairs 

Education Facilities Construction 
Priority List as of FY1993 

December 31,1992. 

AGENCY: Bureau of Indian Affairs, 
Interior. 
ACTION: Notice. 

SUMMARY: The Bureau of Indian Affairs 
(BIA) is publishing an Education 
Facilities Construction Policy List as of 
FY 1993. Publication of the Priority List 
in the Federal Register is required by 
statute. The Priority List includes those 
projects that were on the New School 
Construction Priority List for FY 1992 
along with additions that have been 
made to the list. This Priority List is 
being published "as of FY 1993.” 
Construction funding is not currently 
available for all of the Education 
Facilities Construction projects listed on 
the Priority List. As appropriations 
become available. Education Facilities 
Construction projects will be funded for 
construction in the order in which they 
are ranked. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: VV. 
"Buck” Martin, Director, Office of 
Construction Management, Department 
of the Interior, Mail Stop 2417 MIB, 
1849 C Street, NW., Washington, DC 
20240, telephone number (202) 208- 
3403. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The BIA is 
publishing the Priority List of Education 
Facilities Construction projects to 
satisfy 25 U.S.C. 2005(c) that provides: 
"At the time any budget request for 
school construction is presented, the 
Secretary shall publish in the Federal 
Register and submit with the budget 
request the crurent list of all school 
construction priorities.” 

The current priority ranking process 
is in accordance with the "Construction 
of School Facilities for Indian Children; 
School Construction Applications and 
Procedures” that were published in the 
Federal Register on May 22,1979, at 44 
FR 29864. Amended criteria to be used 
in the priority ranking of new school 
construction projects were published in 
the Federal Register on April 14,1988, 
at 53 FR 12470. 

On October 19,1990, at 55 FR 42497, 
a notice was published that contained 
the "New School Construction Priority 
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List for FY1992.” The notice 
established a deadline of December 15, 
1990, for filing applications to be 
considered for the FY 1993 priority 
ranking fist. 

The Conference Report for the Fiscal 
Year 1992 Interior and Related Agencies 
Appropriation Act, House Report No. 
256,102d Cong., 1st Sess., p. 46 (1991) 
(Conference Report) froze the “New 
School Construction Priority List for FY 
1992. ” Under the current procedures, 
the priority list published each year has 
been a proposed list and subject to the 
availability of appropriated funds. Not 
all projects listed received construction 
funding. Those projects not funded had 
to file a new or updated application the 
next year to be considered for priority 
ranking. Applications were evaluated 
and a new list was prepared each year. 

Congress provided funding for 
planning and design “for the top ten 
schools contained on the fiscal year 
(1992] priority list, to the extent that 
funds are available.” Schools not 
funded for planning and design in FY 
1992 would be funded for planning and 
desim in FY 1993. 

“(Sjtarting at the top of the fiscal year 
1992 list and including Pyramid LaW,” 
construction funding was to be made 
available after completion of the 
necessary validations, planning and 
design. It was recognized by Congress 
that appropriations for FY 1992 were 
insufficient to provide construction 
funding for the ten schools listed on the 
New School construction Priority List of 
FY 1992 plus Pyramid Lake. The 
Conference Report stated that additional 
funds would be provided to complete 
these projects in FY 1993 and outyears. 

The Conference Report further 
directed the Department "to review 
applications and prepare a new school 
construction priority list for fiscal year 
1993, with these schools eligible for 
planning and design and construction 
funding, subject to budget constraints in 
fiscal year 1993 and beyond, in addition 
to any remaining fiscal year 1992 
schools." 

The Department published a notice in 
the Federal Register on December 6, 
1991, at 56 FR 64185, that new 
applications and/or additional, 
supplemental materials in support of 
existing new school applications on file 
could be submitted for consideration for 
priority ranking in FY 1993. The notice 
established a deadline of January 31, 
1992, for filing new or updated 
applications. 

The applications submitted for 
inclusion on the FY 1993 list have been 
evaluated and priority ranked. Five (5) 
schools have b^n selected for inclusion 
on the new school priority list for FY 

1993. Because Congress has created a 
continuous multi-year priority ranking 
list for new school construction, it is 
misleading to refer to the list as the 
priority list for FY 1993. Although some 
planning and design funding is 
available, construction funding has not 
been appropriated. Construction 
funding will not become available imtil 
funding has been provided for all the 
ten (10) schools on the New School 
Construction Priority List for FY 1992 
plus the Congressional add-on. Pyramid 
Lake. 

To prevent any confusion or 
misunderstanding, the Department is 
consolidating the FY 1992 and FY 1993 
new school construction priority lists 
into one continuous multi-year list. For 
reference purposes, the list set out 
below is entitled; “Education Facilities 
Construction Priority List as of FY 
1993.” The list contains: The ten (10) 
new schools which were included on 
the “New School Construction Priority 
List for FY 1992,” Nos. 1 through 10; 
plus Pyramid Lake, which was added by 
Congress, No. 11; and, the five (5) 
schools priority ranked for FY 1993, 
Nos. 12 through 16. 

The priority ranking process under 
current procedures has been subject to 
criticism, primarily because of the 
uncertainty of the process, by Indian 
tribes and Indian organizations, as well 
as Congress. A decision had been made 
by the Department, prior to the FY 1992 
Interior Appropriations Act, to 
promulgate regulations to govern the 
priority ranking process. * 

The Conference Report acknowledged 
the actions and directed the Department 
to continue efforts to revise the priority 
ranking process for new school 
construction. The Conference Report 
stated that emphasis should be given to 
tribal consultation and to improving the 
objectivity of the ranking process, to 
providing continuity to the priority 
ranking list and to providing procedures 
for handling emergency needs. 

Tribal consultation meetings were 
held on a draft of a proposed 
rulemaking document in December 1991 
and a proposed rule adding a new Part 
294 Education Facilities Construction to 
title 25 of the Code of Federal 
Regulations should be published in the 
Federal Register in the near future. 

Because of the current efforts to 
promulgate regulations and the action 
by Congress to create a continuous 
multi-year priority list, the Dep>artment 
does not intend to call for the filing of 
applications for new school 
construction under the currmii process, 
again. However, once the regulations are 
published as a final rule and are in 

effect, the Department will provide for 
the filing of applications. 

As the regulations are currently 
drafted, not only will a notice be 
published in the Federal Register, but 
also mailed directly to all federally- 
recognized tribes and BIA-funded 
schools, whether BIA-operated, 
contract, or grant. The notice will advise 
individuals of the relevant procedures 
to be followed as well as the deadline 
for filing applications. Publication of a 
final rule is not anticipated until the 
end of 1993. Schools listed on the 
“Education Facilities Construction 
Priority List of FY 1993” will not have 
to reapply, hut will be retained, in 
order, on the list. School construction 
projects priority ranked under Ihe 
regidations will be added at the end of 
any schools remaining from the 
Education Facilities Construction 
Priority List as of FY 1993. 

The “Education Facilities 
Construction Priority List as of FY 
1993” is as follows: 

Education Facilities Construction 
Priority List as of FY 1993 

1. Pinon Commvmity School Dorm 
2. Eastern Cheyenne River Consolidated 

School 
3. Rock Point Community School 
4. Many Farms High School 
5. Tucker Day School 
6. Shoshone-Bannock/Fort Hall School 
7. Standing Pine Day School 
8. Chief L^hi School Complex 
9. Seba Delkai Boarding School 
10. Sac and Fox Settlement School 
11. Pyramid Lake 
12. Shiprock Alternative School 
13. Tul^ City Boarding School 
14. Fond du Lac Ojibway School 
15. Second Mesa Day School 
16. Zia Day School 
Eddie F. Brown, 
Assistant Secretory—Indian Affairs. 

[FR Doc. 93-192 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 
BtLUNG CODE 431O-0S-M 

National Park Service 

Completion of inventory of Native 
American Human Remains From 
Hawaii in the Possession of the 
Peabody & Essex Museum 

AGENCY: National Park Service, Interior. 
ACTION: Notice. 

Notice is hereby given in accordance 
with provisions of the Native American 
Graves Protection and Repartriation Act, 
25 U.S.C. 3003(d), of the completion of 
the inventory of human remains firom 
Hawaii in the possession of the Peabody 
& Essex Museum. Representatives of 
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culturally affiliated Native Hawaiian 
organizations are advised that these 
human remains will be retained by the 
museum \mtil February 5,1993, after 
whidi they may be repatriated to the 
culturally affiliated group. 

The detailed inventory and 
assessment of these human remains has 
been made by the Peabody & Essex 
Museum curatorial staff, specialists in 
physical anthropology and prehistoric 
archeology firom the Bernice Pauahi 
Bishop Museum, Honolulu, HI, and 
representatives of Hui Malama I Na 
Kupuna ‘O Hawai'i Nei, a nonprofit, 
Native Hawaiian organization 
incorporated under the laws of the State 
of Hawaii and recognized imder 25 
U.S.C. 3001 (6) to provide guidance and 
expertise in decisions dealing with 
Native Hawaiian cultural issues, 
particularly burial issues. 

The human remains consist of a 
cranium collected by Charles Derby in 
the Sandwich (now Hawaiian) Islands 
in the 19th Century. The cranium was 
accessioned by the Essex Institute prior 
to 1867 and catalogued as Hawaiian. 
Osteological documentation revealed a 
“rocker jaw” and upper palate typical of 
Pol)mesian individuals. The crania is 
believed to be of Hawaiian cultural 
affiliation based on this morphology and 
collection history. 

Based on the above mentioned 
information, officials of the Peabody & 
Essex Musemn have determined 
pursuant to 25 U.S.C. 3001 (2) that there 
is a relationship of shared group 
identity which can be reasonably traced 
between these remains and present-day 
Native Hawaiian organizations. 

This notice has been sent to officials 
of Hui Malama I Na Kupuna ‘O Hawai'i 
Nei and the Office of Hawaiian Affairs. 
Representatives of any other Native 
Hawaiian organization which believes 
itself to be culturally affiliated with 
these human remains should contact 
John R. Grimes, Curator of Archeology, 
Peabody & Essex Museum, East India 
Square, Salem MA 01970, (508) 745- 
1876, before February 5,1993. 

Dated: December 31,1992. 

Francis P. McManamon, 

Departmental Ck>nsulting Archeologist Chief, 
Archeological Assistance Division. 
|FR Doc 93-139 Filed 1-5-93: 8:45 am| 

eiLUNO cooe ssio-ro-M 

INTERSTATE COMMERCE 
COMMISSION 

[Ex Parte No. 514 (A)] 

Privacy Act: Establishment of a 
System of Records; Office of inspector 
General Complaint and investigative 
Files 

agency: Interstate Commerce 
Commission. 
ACTION: Notice of proposed new system 
of records and request for comments. 

SUMMARY: The Commission (ICC) is 
establishing a new system of records 
under the ^vacy Act of 1974, as 
amended (5 U.S.C. 552a), Pub. L. 93- 
579, to consist of the complaint and 
investigatory file of the IOC’s Office of 
Inspector General (OIG). The new 
system of records facilitates the OIG’s 
ability to collect, maintain, use and 
disclose information pertaining to 
individuals, thus helping to ensure that 
the OIG may efficiently and effectively 
perform its investigations and other 
authorized duties and activities. 
DATES: Comments are due February 5, 
1993. 
ADDRESSES: An original and two copies 
of comments referring to Ex Parte No. 
514 (A) should be submitted to: Office 
of the Secretary, Case Control Branch, 
room 1324, Interstate Commerce 
Commission, Washington, DC 20423. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

S. Arnold Smith, Freedom of 
Information/Privacy Officer (202) 927- 
6317. (TDD fo*r hearing impaired; (202) 
927-5721. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: As 
required by 5 U.S.C. 552a(e)(4), the ICC 
is notifying the public of the 
establishment of a new system of 
records in its OIG (32-20-0015). This 
system is being established as part of the 
formal creation of an OIG within the ICC 
under the authority of the 1988 
amendments to the Inspector General 
Act of 1978. See Pub. L. No. 100-504, 
102 Stat.251 (amending 5 U.S.C. App. 3 
1978)). Among the OIG’s statutory 
duties are the prevention and detection 
of fiBud, waste, and abuse relating to the 
ICC’s programs and operations through 
the conduct of audits and investigations 
and the preparation of reports to the 
ICC’s Chairman and to Congress. 

The system of records being 
established consists of complaint and 
investigatory files compiled and 
maintained by the OIG. Due to the law 
enforcement nature of these records, the 
proposed system may be exempted by 
the ICC from certain provisions of the 
Privacy Act including disclosure to 
individuals who are the subject of a 

record in the system. See 5 U.S.C. 
552a(j)(2) and (k)(2). 'The exemption of 
the system is the subject of a companion 
notice of proposed rulemaking to amend 
ICC Rule 49 CFR 1007.12. That notice is 
published in the proposed rule section 
of today’s Federal Register. Pursuant to 
5 U.S.C. 552a(o) and 0MB Circular No. 
A-130, the ICC has submitted its report 
on the proposed establishment of this 
system of records to both Houses of 
Congress and to OMB. 

Unless changes are made in response 
to comments received firom the public, 
this action will become effective 30 days 
after final publication of the proposed 
amendment to ICC Rule 49 cHl 
1007.12. The effective date may be 
extended if the Director of the Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) 
declines, in whole or in part, the ICC’s 
request to waive the 60 day period 
prescribed by OMB for advance notice 
to it and Congress. See OMB Circular 
No. A-130, App.l at section 4b.(c)(4). 

Accordingly, the ICC proposes to 
establish the following system of 
records. 

32-20-0015 

SYSTEM NAME: 

OIG Complaint and Investigative 
Files. 

SYSTEM LOCATION: 

OIG, ICC. Room 2121, Washington, 
DC 20423. 

CATEGORIES OF INOIVIOUALS COVERED BY THE 

SYSTEM: 

Individuals involved in complaints 
reported to and investigations 
conducted by the OIG relating to the 
programs and operations of the ICC. 

CATEGORIES OF RECORDS IN THE SYSTEM: 

Files containing information relevant 
to complaints and investigations. Files 
include all relevant correspondence, 
internal staff memoranda, copies of all 
subpoenas issued, affidavits, witness 
statements, transcripts of testimony and 
accompanying exhibits, working papers 
of the staff, and any other reports, 
documents, and records. These records 
are used as a basis for the issuance of 
subpoenas, suitability determinations, 
and civil, criminal, and administrative 
actions. 

AUTHORITY FOR MAINTENANCE OF THE SYSTEM: 

The authority for maintenance of the 
system is found under the Inspector 
General Act Amendments of 1988, 
Public Uw 100-504,102 Stat. 251 
(amending 5 U.S.C. App. 3 (1978)). 
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ROUTINE USES OF RECORDS UAIKTAINEO IN THE 

SYSTEM, mCLUOINQ CATEGORIES OF USERS ANO 

THE PURPOSES OF SUCH USES: 

In addition to the disclosures 
generally permitted under 5 U.S.C. 
552a(b), these records or information in 
these records may specifically be 
disclosed pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 
552a(b)(3) as follows, provided that no 
routine use specified herein shall be 
construed to limit or waive any other 
routine use specified herein: 

(1) To other agencies, offices, 
establishments, and authorities, whether 
federal, state, local, foreign, or self- 
regulatory (including, but not limited to, 
organizations such as professional 
associations or licensing boards), 
authorized or with the responsibility to 
investigate, litigate, prosecute, enforce, 
or implement a statute, rule, regulation, 
or order, where the record or 
information, by itself or in connection 
with other records or information: 

(a) Indicates a violation or potential 
violation of law, whether criminal, civil, 
administrative, or regulatory in nature, 
and whether arising % general statute 
or particular program statute, or by 
regulation, rule, or order issued 
pursuant thereto, or 

(b) Indicates a violation or potential 
violation of a professional, licensing, or 
similar regulation, rule or order, or 
otherwise reflects on the qualifications 
or fitness of an individual who is 
licensed or seeking to be licensed; 

(2) To any source, private or 
governmental, to the extent necessary to 
secure from such source information 
relevant to and sought in furtherance of 
a legitimate investigation or audit; 

(3) To agencies, offices, or 
establishments of the executive, 
legislative, or judicial branches of the 
federal or state government: 

(a) Where such agency, office, or 
establishment has an interest in the 
individual for employment purposes, 
including a security clearance or 
determination as to access to classified 
information, and needs to evaluate the 
individual’s qualifications, suitability, 
or loyalty to the United States 
Government, or 

(b) Where an agency, office, or 
establishment conducts an investigation 
of the individual for purposes of 
granting a security clearance, or making 
a determination of qualifications, 
suitability, or loyalty to the United 

, States Government or access to 
classified information or restricted 
areas, or 

(c) Where the records or information 
in those records are relevant and 
necessary to a decision with regard to 
the hiring or retention of an employee 

or disciplinary or other administrative 
action concerning the employee, or 

(d) Where disclosure is requested in 
connection with the award of a contract 
or other determination relating to a 
government procurement, or the 
issuance of a license, grant, or other 
benefit by the requesting agency, to the 
extent that the record is relevant and 
necessary to the requesting agency’s 
decision on the matter, including but 
not limited to, disclosure to any Federal 
agency responsible for considering 
suspension or debarment action where 
such record would be germane to a 
determination of the propriety or 
necessity of such action, or disclosure to 
the United States General Accoimting 
Office, the General Services 
Administration Board of Contract 
Appeals, or any other Federal contract 
board of appeals in cases relating to an 
agency procurement: 

(4) To the Office of Personnel 
Management, the Office of Government 
Ethics, the Merit Systems Protection 
Board, the Office of Special Counsel, the 
Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission, or the Federal Labor 
Relations Authority or its General 
Counsel, of records or portions thereof 
relevant and necessary to carry out their 
authorized functions, such as. but not 
limited to, rendering advice requested 
by the OIG, investigations of alleged or 
prohibited personnel practices 
(including unfair labor or 
discriminatory practices), appeals before 
official agencies, offices, panels or 
boards, and authorized studies or 
reviews of civil service or merit systems 
or affirmative action programs: 

(5) To independent auditors or other 
private firms with which the OIG has 
contracted to carry out an independent 
audit or investigation, or to analyze, 
collate, aggregate or otherwise refine 
data collected in the system of records, 
subject to the requirement that such 
contractors shall maintain Privacy Act 
safeguards with respect to such records; 

(6J To any authorized component of 
tlie ICC, the Department of Justice, or 
other law enforcement authority, and for 
disclosure by such parties: 

(a) To the extent relevant and 
necessary in connection with litigation 
in proceedings before a court or other 
adjudicative body, where (i) the United 
States is a party to or has an interest in 
the litigation, including where the ICC, 
or an ICC component, or an ICC official 
or employee in his or her ofiicial 
capacity, or an individual ICC official or 
employee whom the Department of 
Justice has agreed to represent, is or may 
likely become a party, and (ii) the 
ligation is likely to affect the agency or 
any component thereof, or 

(b) For purposes of obtaining advice, 
including advice concerning the 
accessibility of a record or information 
imder the Privacy Act or the Freedom of 
Information Act; 

(7) To the National Archives and 
Record Administration for records 
management inspections conducted 
under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and - 
2096; 

(8) To a Congressional office from the 
record of a subject individual in 
response to an inquiry fiom the 
Congressional office made at the request 
of the individual, hut only to the extent 
that the record would be legally 
accessible to that individual; 

(9) To any direct recipient of federal 
funds, such as a contractor, where such 
record reflects serious inadequacies 
with a recipient’s personnel and 
disclosure of the record is for purpose 
of permitting a recipient to take 
corrective action beneficial to the 
Government; 

(10) To debt collection contractors for 
the purposes of collecting debts owed to 
the Government, as authorized under 
the Debt Collection Act of 1982,31 
U.S.C. 3718, and subject to applicable 
Privacy Act safeguards; 

(11) To a grand jury pursuant either 
to a federal or state grand jury subpoena, 
or to a prosecution request that such 
record be released for the purposes of its 
introduction to a grand jury where 
subpoena or request has been 
specifically approved by a court; 

(12) To Obffl for the piuposes of 
obtaining advice regarding ICC 
obligations under the Privacy Act; or 

(13) To the Secretary of the ICC for 
purpose of placing any ex parte 
communication, which has not already 
been reported to the Secretary pursuant 
to 49 CFR 1102.2(e), in the 
correspondence section of the 
appropriate public docket. 

POUCIES AND PRACTICES FOR STORING, 

RETRIEVING, ACCESSING, RETAINING, ANO 

DISPOSING OF RECORDS IN THE SYSTEM: 

storage: 

The OIG files consist of paper records 
maintained in binders or folders, and on 
automated data storage devices. Files 
are secured at all times. 

retrievabiuty: 

Indexed on disk by case number. 
Paper records are filed numerically by 
case number. At this time, records are 
not cross-indexed by name and/or by 
subject but are expected to be retrieved 
in this fashion in the near future. 

ACCESS control: 

Access to the records is limited to 
authorized staff in OIG and to other 
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authorized officials or employees of ICC 
on a need-to-know basis as determined 
by the OIG. All records are kept in 
limited access areas during duty hours 
and in locked files at all other times. 

RETENTION AND DISPOSAL: 

To be retained for an unlimited period 
of time. 

SYSTEM MANAGER AND ADDRESS; 

Inspector General,,OIG, ICC, room 
2121, Washington, DC 20423. 

NOTIFICATION PROCEDURE: 

See 49 CFR Part 1007. 

RECORD ACCESS PROCEDURE: 

Same as above. 

CONTESTING RECORD PROCEDURE: 

Same as above. 

RECORD SOURCE CATEGORIES: 

Information in these records is 
obtained bom all individuals and 
entities who may assist OIG in 
evaluating complaints and conducting 
investigations authorized by Pub. L. 
100-504. 

SYSTEMS EXEMPTED FROM CERTAIN PROVISIONS 

OF THE act: 

This system is exempted from 5 
U.S.C. 552a, except subsections (b), 
{c)(l) and (2), (e)(4)(A) throu^ (F), 
(e)(6). (7). (9). (10), and (11) and (i), 
under 552a(j)(2) to the extent the system 
of records pertains to the enforcement of 
criminal laws; and is exempted from 5 
U.S.C. 552a(c)(3), (d). (e)(1). (e)(4)(G), 
(H). (I). and (f) under 5 U.S.C. 
552a(k)(2). to the extent the system of 
records consists of investigatory 
materials compiled for law enforcement 
purposes, other than that material 
within the scope of the exemption at 5 
U.S.C. 552a(j)(2). 

5 U.S.C. App. 3 (1978) prohibits 
disclosure by the OIG of ffie identity of 
any employee, without the consent of 
the employee, who submits a complaint 
or provides information concerning the 
possible existence of an activity 
constituting a violation of law, rules or 
regulations, or mismanagement, gross 
waste of funds, abuse of authority, or a 
substantial and specific danger to the 
public health or safety. 

Decided: December 21.1992. 
By the Commission, S. Arnold Smith, 

Fre^om of Information/Privacy Officer. 
Sidney L. Strickland, Jr., 

Secrefofy. 
[FR Doc. 93-251 Filed 1-5-93:8:45 am] 
BHXma CODE 703S-ei-«l 

[Finance Docket No. 32189] 

The Broe Cos., Inc.; Continuance In 
Control Exemption; Central Kansas 
Railway, Inc. 

AGENCY: Interstate Commerce 
Commission. 
ACTION: Notice of exemption. 

SUMMARY: The Commission, tmder 49 
U.S.C. 10505, exempts The Broe 
Companies, Inc. bom the regulatory 
requirements of 49 U.S.C. 11343, et seq., 
for its continuance in control of Central 
Kansas Railway, Inc. (CKR) once CKR 
becomes a rail carrier.* 
DATES: This exemption is elective on 
December 31,1992. Petitions to reopen 
must be filed by January 26,1993. 
ADDRESSES: Send pleadings referring to 
Finance Docket No. 32189 to: (1) Office 
of the Secretary, Case Control Branch, 
Interstate Commerce Commission, 
Washington, DC 20423. 

(2) Petitioners’ representatives: Louis 
E. Gitomer, Suite 210, 919 18th Street, 
NW., Washington, DC 20006. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Richard B. Felder, (202) 927-5610. 
[TDD for hearing impaired: (202) 927- 

5721). 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: Additional 
information is contained in the 
Commission’s decision. To purchase a 
copy of the full decision, write to, call, 
or pick up in person bom: Dynamic 
Concepts, Inc., room 2229, Interstate 
Commerce Commission Building, 
Washington, DC 20423. Telephone: 
(202) 289-4357/4359. [Assistance for 
the hearing impaired is available 
through TDD services (202) 927-5721). 

Decided: December 23,1992. 
By the Commission, Chairman Philbin, 

Vice Chairman McDonald, Commissioners 
Simmons and Phillips. 
Sidney L. Strickland, Jr., 

Secretary. 
|FR Doc. 93-179 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 
BILLING CODE 703S-01-M 

[Docket No. AB-3 (Sub-No. 104X] 

Missouri Pacific Railroad Co., 
Abandonment Exemption; in 
Muskogee, McIntosh and Haskell 
Counties, OK 

AGENCY: Interstate Commerce 
Commission. 
ACTION: Notice of exemption. 

* CKR is acquiring approximately 890 miles of 
railroad from The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe 
Railway Company. See Finance Docket No. 32190, 
Central Kansas R^lway, Inc.—Acquisition and 
Operation Exemption-Certain Lines of The 
Atchison. Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Company 
(notice of exemption filed December 10,1992). 

SUMMARY: The Commission exempts 
bom the prior approval requirements of 
49 U.S.C. 10903-10904 the 
Abandonment by Missouri Pacific 
Raiboad Company of 43.0 miles of its 
Midland Valley Branch between 
Shopton and Kerr McGee, OK, subject to 
standard labor protective conditions, 
environmental and historic preservation 
conditions, and a public use condition. 
In addition, interim bail use has been 
approved. 
DATES: Provided no formal expression of 
intent to file an offer of financial 
assistance has been received, this 
exemption will be effective on February 
5,1993. Formal expressions of intent to 
file an offer * of financial assistance 
under 49 CFR 1152.27(c)(2) must be 
filed by January 16,1993; petitions to 
stay must be filed by January 19,1993; 
and petitions to reopen must be filed by 
February 1,1993. 
ADDRESSES: Send pleadings referring to 
Docket No. AB-3 (Sub-No. 104X) to; 
(1) Office of the Secretary, Ose Conbol 

Branch, Interstate Commerce 
Commission, Washington, DC 20423, 
and 

(2) Pebtioner’s representabves: Joseph 
D. Anthofer, Jeanna L. Regier, 1416 
Dodge Street, #830, Omaha, 68179. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Richard B. Felder (202) 927-5610, [TDD 
for hearing impaired: (202) 927-5721). 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: AddiUonal 
information is contained in the 
(Commission's decision. To purchase a 
copy of the full decision, write to, call, 
or pick up in person bom: Dynamic 
Concepts, Inc., Room 2229, Interstate 
Commerce Commission Building, 
Washington, DC 20423. Telephone: 
(202) 289-4357/4359. [Assistance for 
the hearing impaired is available 
through TDD services (202) 927-5271.) 

Decided: December 29,1992. 
By the Commission, Chairman Philbin, 

Vice Chairman McDonald, Commissioners 
Simmons and Phillips. 
Sidney L. Strickland, Jr., 

Secretory. 
[FR Doc. 93-277 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 
BILUNQ CODE 703S-01-M 

[Docket No. AB-12 (Sub-No. 148X] 

Southern Pacific Transportation 
Company—Abandonment Exemption— 
in Tyler, Jasper, and Angelina 
Counties, TX 

Southern Pacific Transportabon 
Company (SP) has filed a nobce of 
exemption imder 49 CFR part 1152 

' See Exempt, of Hail Abandonment—(^ers of 
Finan. Assist., 41.C.C.2d 184 (1987). 
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Subpart F—^Exempt Abandonments to 
abandon a 32.05-mile portion of its 
Rockland Branch rail line in Tyler, 
Jasper, and Angelina Counties, TX, 
between milepost 76.85, at or near the 
Hillister rail station, and milepost 
108.90, at or near the Dolan rail station. 

SP has certified that; (1) No local 
traffic has moved over the line for at 
least 2 years; (2) any overhead traffic has 
been rerouted over other lines; and (3) 
no formal complaint filed by a user of 
rail service on the line (or a State or 
local government entity acting on behalf 
of such user) regarding cessation of 
service over the line either is pending 
with the Commission or any U.S. 
District Court or has been decided in 
favor of a complainant within the 2-year 
period. SP also has been certified that it 
has complied with the requirements at 
49 CFR 1152.50(d)(1) (notice to 
government agencies), 49 CFR 1105.12 
(newspaper publication), 49 CFR 
1105.7, and 49 CFR 1105.8. 

As a condition to this exemption, any 
employee affected by the abandonment 
shall be protected under Oregon Short 
Line R. Co.—^Abandonment—^shen, 
360 I.C.C. 91 (1979). To address whether 
this condition adequately protects 
affected employees, a petition for partial 
revocation under 49 U.S.C. 10505(d) 
must be filed. 

Provided no formal expression of 
intent to file an offer of financial 
assistance (OFA) has been received, this 
exemption will be effective on February 
6,1993, unless stayed pending 
reconsideration. Petitions to stay that do 
not involve environmental issues,' 
formal expressions of intent to file an 
OFA under 49 CFR 1152.27(c)(2),2 and 
trail use/rail banking statements imder 
49 CFR 1152.29 must be filed by January 
19,1993.3 Petitions to reopen or 
requests for public use conditions under 
49 CFR 1152.28 must be filed by January 
27,1993 with: Office of the Secretary, 
Case Control Branch, Interstate 
Commerce Commission, Washington, 
ex: 20423. 

A copy of any petition filed with the 
Commission should be sent to 

’ A stay will be routinely issued by the 
Commission in these proceedings where an 
informed decision on environmental issues 
(whether raised by a party or by the Section of 
Energy and Environment in its independent 
investigation) cannot be made prior to the effective 
date of the notice of exemption. See Exemption of 
Out-of-Service Rail Lines, 5 I.C.C.2d 377 (1989). 
Any entity seeking a stay involving environmental 
concerns is encouraged to file its request as soon 
as possible to permit this Commission to review 
and act on the request before the effective date of 
this exemption. 

* See Exempt of Rail Abandonment—Offers of 
Finan. Assist, 4 LCC.2d 164 (1987). 

^The Commission will accept late-hied trail use 
statements so long as it retains jurisdiction to do so. 

applicant’s representative: Gary A. 
Laakso, Southern Pacific Building, One 
Market Plaza, room 846, San Francisco, 
CA 94105. 

If the notice of exemption contains 
false or misleading information, use of 
the exemption is void ab initio. 

Applicant has filed an environmental 
report which addresses the 
abandonment’s effects, if any, on the 
environmental or historic resources. 

The Section of Energy and 
Environment (SEE) will issue an 
environmental assessment (EA) by 
January 12,1993. Interested persons 
may obtain a copy of the EA from SEE 
by writing to it (Room 3219, Interstate 
Commerce Commission Building. 
Washington, DC 20423) or by calling 
Elaine Kaiser, (3iief, SEE, at (202) 927- 
6248. Comments on environmental and 
historic preservation matters must be 
filed within 15 days after the EA 
becomes available to the public. 

Environmental, historic preservation, 
public use, or trail use/rail banking 
conditions will be imposed, where 
appropriate, in a subsequent decision. 

Decided: December 28,1992. 

By the Commission, Julia M. Farr, .Acting 
Director, Office of Proceedings. 

Sidney L. Strickland, )r.. 

Secretary. 

IFR Doc. 93-178 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 

BIUJNG CODE 703S-01-M 

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

Drug Enforcement Administration 

importer of Controlled Substances; 
Registration 

By Notice dated November 16,1992, 
and published in the Federal Register 
on November 23,1992, (57 FR 55000), 
North Pacific Trading Company, 1505 
SE Gideon Street, Portland, Oregon 
97202, made application to the Drug 
Enforcement Administration to be 
registered as an importer of Marihuana 
(7370), a basic class of controlled 
substance listed in Schedule I. 

No comments or objections have been 
received. Therefore, pursuant to section 
1008(a) of the Controlled Substances 
Import and Export Act and in 
accordance with-title 21 Code of Federal 
Regulations § 1311.42, the above firm is 
granted registration as a importer of the 
basic class of controlled substance listed 
above. 

Dated; December 29,1992. 
Gene R. Haislip, 
Deputy Assistant Administrator, Office of 
Diversion Control. Drug Enforcement 
Administration. 
IFR Doc. 93-236 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 
MUJNG CODE 4410-0»-H 

Importation of Controlled Substances; 
Application 

Pursuant to section 1008 of the 
(Controlled Substances Import and 
Export Act (21 U.S.C. 958(i)), the 
Attorney General shall, prior to issuing 
a registration under this section to a 
bulk manufacturer of a controlled 
substance in Schedule I or n and prior 
to issuing a regulation under section 
1002(a) authorizing the importation of 
such a substance, provide 
manufacturers holding registrations for 
the bulk manufacture of the substance 
an opportunity for a hearing. 

Therefore, in accordance with 1311.42 
of title 21. Code of Federal Regulations 
(CFR). notice is hereby given that on 
December 3,1992, Research 
Biochemicals Inc., One Strathmore 
Road, Natick, Massachusetts 01760, 
made a wrritten request to the Drug 
Enforcement Administration to be 
registered as an importer of Morphine 
(9300) a basic class of controlled 
substance in Schedule n. The firm plans 
to import 2 grams of morphine-6 
glucuronide for research purposes. 

Any manufacturer homing, or 
applying for, registration as a bulk 
manufacturer of this basic class of 
controlled substance may file written 
comments on or objections to the 
application described above and may, at 
the same time, file a wrritten request for 
a hearing on such application in 
accordance with 21 (3FR 1301.54 in 
such form as prescribed by 21 CTR 
1316.47. 

Any such comments, objections, or 
requests for a hearing may be addressed 
to the Deputy Assistant Administrator. 
Office of Diversion Control, Drug 
Enforcement Administration, United 
States Department of Justice, 
Washington. DC 20537, Attention: DEA 
Federal Register Representative (CC31), 
and must be filed no later than February 
5.1993. 

This procedure is to be conducted 
simultaneously writh and independent 
of the procedures described in 21 CFR 
1311.42(b), (c), (d), (e), and (f). As noted 
in a previous notice at 40 FR 43745-46 
(September 23,1975), all applicants for 
registration to import a basic class of 
any controlled substance in Schedule I 
or II are and will continue to be required 
to demonstrate td the Deputy Assistant 
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Administrator of the Drug Enforcement 
Administration that the requirements 
for such registration pursuant to 21 
U.S.C. 958(a). 21 U.S-Q 823(a). and 21 
CFR 1311.42(a), (b), (c), (d), (e), and (f) 
are satisfied. 

Dated: December 28,1992. 

Gene R. HaisUp, 

Deputy Assistant Admiaistrator, Office of 
Diversion Control, Drug Enforcement 
Administration. 
(FR Doc. 93-235 Filed 1-5-93; 6:45 am] 

BILLING CODE 44ie-«a-M 

Manufacturer of Controlled 
Substances; Registration 

By notice dated November 16,1992, 
and published in the Federal Register 
on November 23,1992, (57 FR 55002), 
Toxi-Lab, Inc., 2 Goodyear, Irvine, 
California 92718, made application to 
the Drug Enforcement Administration to 
be registered as a bulk manufacturer of 
the basic classes of controlled 
substances listed below; 

Diug 

PhencycSdhB (7471) ____ H 
1*Piperk1irK)cyclohaxanecart>onitf1le II 

(8603). 
Benzoyleogonine (9180). H 

No comments or objections have been 
received. Therefore, pursuant to section 
303 of the Comprehensive Drug Abuse 
Prevention and Control Act of 1970 and 
title 21, Code of Federal Regulations 
§ 1301.54(e), the Deputy Assistant 
Administrator hereby c^ers that the 
application for registration submitted by 
the above finn for registration as a bulk 
manufacturer of the basic classes of 
controlled substances listed above is 
granted. 

Dated: December 29,1992. 

Gene R. HaisHp, 

Deputy Assistant Administrator, Office of 
Diversion Control, Drug Enforcement 
Administration. 

IFR Doc. 93-238 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 

BNJJNQ CODE 4410-0a-M 

Manufacturer of Controlled 
Subetances; Registration 

By Notice dated November 16,1992, 
and published in the Federd Register 
on November 23,1992, (57 FR 52002). 
Upjohn Company. 7171 Portage Road. . 
Kalamazoo, Michigan 49001. made 
application to tibe Drug Enforcement 
Administration to be registered as a 
bulk manufacturer of 2.5* 
DimedmaqwmjAetamine (7386). a basic 
class of controUad substance Usled in 
SchednleL 

No comments or objections have been 
received. Therefore, pmsuant to section 
303 of the Comprehensive Drug Abuse 
Prevention and Control Act of 1970 and 
title 21, Code of Federal Regulations 
§ 1301.54(e), the Deputy Assistant 
Administrator hereby orders that the 
application for registration submitted by 
the above firm for registration as a bulk 
manufacturer of the basic class of 
controlled substance listed above is 
granted. 

Dated: December 29,1992. 

Gene R. Haislip, 

Deputy Assistant Administrator, Office of 
Diversion Control, Drug Enforcement 
Administration. 
(FR Doc. 93-237 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 ami 

BILLMG CODE 

Office of Justice Programs 

Office for Victims of Crime; FY 1993 
Assistance to Victims of Federal Crime 
in Indian Country Discretionary Grant 
Program Application Kit 

AGENCY: Office of Justice Programs. 
Office for Victims of Clime, ^J. 

ACTION: Public announcement of the 
availability of the FY 1993 Assistance to 
Victims of Federal Crime in Indian 
Country Discretionary Grant Program 
Application Kit for first-time applicants. 

SUMMARY: The Office for Victims of 
Crime (OVC) is publishing this Notice of 
availability of the FY 1993 Discretionary 
Grant Application Kit for the State 
agencies appointed by the Governors in 
Alabama, Colorado. Iowa, Louisiana, 
Mississippi, Nebraska, North Carolina, 
and Texas. 

DATES: Applications must be submitted 
to the Office for Victims of Crime by the 
due date indicated in the Application 
Kit. 

ADDRESSES: Applications should be 
addressed to the Office for Victims of 
Crime, Federal Crime Victims Division, 
room 1386,633 Indiana Avenue. NW., 
Washington. DC 20531. To obtain a 
copy of the Application Kit, call (202) 
616-3579. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Toni 
Thomas, Program Specialist, at the 
above address. Telephone: (202) 514- 
6444. 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

Avdiorfty 

Tha action is aufiioiized \mder Sec. 
1404(cXt)(B) ofThe Victims ofOfaiiaAct of 
1964 (TOGA), as amended, 42 U.S.C. 
10603(c)(1)(B). 

Background 

In 1988 OVC initiated a program of 
making grants to State victim assistance 
programs for the purpose of awarding 
subgrants to Indian tribes or tribal 
organizations. This has resulted in the 
expansion of victim assistance programs 
in tribal communities in 15 different 
States. These States are working with 
Indian tribes to enhance the network of 
services developed by using a 
combination of Federal, State and tribal 
funds. OVC now plans to extend this 
successful program so that other tribes 
in areas of Federal jurisdiction can work 
with State victim assistance programs to 
establish victim assistance services in 
their communities. 

On November 4.1992, the Office for 
Victims of Crime, published a Notice in 
the Federal Roister, 57 FR 52639, 
announcing the FY 1993 
Comprehensive Discretionary Pro^m 
Plan. That publicatimi announced the 
availability of $250,000 to eligible States 
for Assistance to Victims of Federal 
Crime in Indian Country. The 
Assistance to Victims of Federal Crime 
in Indian Country Discretionary Grant 
Application Kit, announced herein, 
expands upon information provided in 
the program plan and defines specific 
application requirements and deadlines. 
Brenda G. Meister, 
Acting Director, Office far Victims of Qime. 
(FR Doc. 93-91 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 ami 

BILLING CODE 441B-1S-M 

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 

Office of the Secretary 

Glaee Ceiling Commieeion; Open 
Meeting 

SUMMARY: Pursuant to title n of the Civil 
Rights Act of 1991 (Pub. L. 102-166) 
and section 9 of the Federal Advisory 
Committee Act (FACA) (Pub. L. 92—462, 
5 U.S.C. app. n) a Notice of 
Establishment of the Glass Ceiling 
Commission was published in the 
Federal Register on March 30,1992 (57 
FR 10776). Pursuant to secrion 10(a) of 
FACA, this is to announce a meeting of 
the Commission which is to take place 
on Monday, January 25,1993. 

The purpose of the Commission is to, 
among other thtngs, focus greater 
attention on the impoitBooce of 
eliminating artifid^ barriers to the 
advancement of miaorities and women 
to management and cfodsiao making 
positions in business. The Conunission 
has the practicBl fodc of; 

(a) Conductmg basic mseaidi into tha 
. pradiC8e, polkawand mannar in which 
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management and decision making 
positions in business etre filled; 

(b) Conducting comparative research 
of businesses and industries in which 
minorities and women are promoted to 
management and decision making 
positions, and businesses and industries 
in which minorities and women are not 
promoted to such positions; and 

(c) Recommending measures designed 
to enhance opportunities for and the 
elimination of artificial barriers to the 
advancement of minorities and women 
to management and decision making 
positions. 
TIME AND PLACE; The meeting will be 
held on Monday, January 25,1993 from 
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the U.S. Department 
of Labor, 200 Constitution Avenue, 
NW., room C-2313, Washington, I)C. 
AGENDA: The agenda for the meeting is 
as follows: 

(a) Introduction of Commission 
Member j; 

(b) Discussion of procedures to be 
followed in conducting Commission 
business; 

(c) Discussion of Commission 
objectives including, to the extent 
practicable, a delineation of specific 
tasks and projected time frames for 
achieving such objectives; and 

(d) Ancillary considerations attendant 
to ongoing Commission activities. 
PUBLIC PARTICIPATTON: The meeting will 
be open to the public. Seating will be 
available to the public on a first-come, 
first-served basis. Seats will be reserved 
for the media. Handicapped individuals 
should contact the Commission if 
special accommodations are needed. 
Individuals or organizations wishing to 
submit written statements should send 
thirty (30) copies to Mrs. Elizabeth 
Leonard. Executive Director, Glass 
Ceiling Commission, U.S. Department of 
l^bor, 200 Constitution Avenue, NW., 
room S-2018. Washington, DC 20210. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT; 

Mrs. Elizabeth Leonard, Executive 

Director. Glass Ceiling Commission, 
U.S. Department of Labor. 200 
Constitution Avenue, NW., room S- 
2018, Washington, DC 20210, (202) 219- 
8271. 

Signed at Washington, DC this 30th day of 
December, 1992. 
Lynn Martin, 

Secretary of Labor. 
[FR Doc. 93-160 FUed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 
BILUNG CODE 4510-23-M 

Employment and Training 
Administration 

Lally Manufacturing Corp.; Adams, 
New York, New York Mill, NY and Port 
Leyden, NY; Dismissal of Application 
for Reconsideration 

Pursuant to 29 CFR 90.18 an 
application for administrative 
reconsideration was filed with the 
Director of the Office of Trade 
Adjustment Assistance for workers at 
Lally Manufacturing Corporation, 
Adams, New York, New York Mill, New 
York and Port Leyden, New York. The 
review indicated that the application 
contained no new substantial 
information which would bear 
importantly on the Department’s 
determination. Therefore, dismissal of 
the application was issued. 

TA-VV-27.816, TA-W-27.817. TA-W- 
27,818; Lally Manufacturing 
Corporation, Adams, New York, New 
York Mill, New York and Port Leyden, 
New York (December 30,1992) 

Signed at Washington, DC this 30th day of 
December. 1992. 

Marvin M. Fooks, 
Director. Office of Trade Adjustment 
Assistance. 
|FR Doc. 93-159 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 ami 
BILUNC CODE UlO-XMi 

Investigations Regarding Certifications 
of Eligibility To Apply for Worker 
Adjustment Assistance 

Petitions have been filed with the 
Secretary of Labor imder section 221(a) 
of the Trade Act of 1974 (“the Act”) and 
are identified in the Appendix to this 
notice. Upon receipt of these petitions, 
the Director of the Office of Trade 
Adjustment Assistance, Employment 
and Training Administration, has 
instituted investigations pursuant to 
section 211(a) of the Act. 

The purpose of each of the 
investigations is to determine whether 
the workers are eligible to apply for 
adjustment assistance under title n, 
chapter 2. of the Act. The investigations 
will further relate, as appropriate, to the 
determination of the date on which total 
or partial separations began or 
threatened to begin and the subdivision 
of the firm involved. 

The petitioners or any other persons 
showing a substantial interest in the 
subject matter of the investigations may 
request a public hearing, provided such 
request is filed in writing with the 
Director, Office of Trade Adjustment 
Assistance, at the address shown below, 
not later than January 18,1993. 

Interested persons are invited to 
submit written comments regarding the 
subject matter of the investigations to 
the Director, Office of Trade Adjustment 
Assistance, at the address shown below, 
not later than January 18,1993. 

The petitions filed in this case are 
available for inspection at the Office of 
the Director, Office of Trade Adjustment 
Assistance. Employment and Training 
Administration, U.S. Department of 
Labor, 200 Constitution Avenue, NW., 
Washington, DC 20210. 

Signed at Washington. DC this 21st day of 
December, 1992. 
Marvin M. Fooks, 
Director, Office of Trade Adjustment 
Assistance. 

rTA-W-27.816, TA-W-27,ei7, TA-W- 
27,818] 

Petitioner (union/woikers/fimi) 

Philips Consumer (workers). 
Superior Technolo^. Inc (IBEW) . 
West Tech. IncA/an Dale, Inc. (workers). 
General Atronics Corp., cathode ray (workers) 
Air City Models and Tools (lAMAW) . 
General Motors-imand Fisher Guide (workers) 
The Bargman Company (GMP) . 
Hitachi Zosen Clearing. Irw. (workers). 
Oil Dynamics. Inc. (workers). 
Struthers-Dunn (lUE). 
Hercules. Inc. (OCAW).. 
Accessories Unlimited of Maine (workers) .. 
Moline Corp. (GMPPA) . 
Moline Corp. (GMPPA) . 
Klasic Div. of KIA (workers) . 
Valeo Climate Control Corp. (UAW) . 

APPENDIX 

Location Date re¬ 
ceived 

Date of 
petition 

Petition 
rumber Ariices produced 

Jefferson City. TN. 12/21/92 12/08/92 28.109 TV cabinets. 
Paris. TX .. 12/21/92 12/03/92 28.110 Meter boxes. 
Long Lake. MN. 12/21/92 12/11/92 28.111 Farm machinery'. 
Philadelphia. PA. 12/21/92 12/15/92 28.112 Cathode ray tubes. 
Dayton. OH. 12/21/92 12/12/92 28.113 Dasnboard foam for GM autos. 
Syracuse. NY. 12/21/92 12/09/92 28.114 Plastic auto trim. 
Coldwater. Ml . 12/21/92 12/10/92 28.115 RV accessories. 
Chicago, il . 12/21/92 12107/02 28.116 Metal stamping presses, etc. 
Tulsa. OK. 12/21/92 12/10/92 28.117 Submersible pumping systems. 
Pitman. NJ. 12/21/92 12/04/92 28.118 Electrical mechanical relays. 
Burlington. NJ . 12/21/92 11/30/92 28.119 Modified resins and olasticizers. 
Cornish, ME. 12/21/92 12/07/92 28.120 Luggage and handbags. 
Belvidero, IL. 12/21/92 12/09/92 28,121 Cast, malleable iron products. 
St. Charles. IL. 12/21/92 12/09/92 28.122 Cast, malleable Iron products. 
San Jose. CA. 12/21/92 12/04/92 28.123 Servicing equipment. • 
Fort Worth. TX. 12/21/92 12/04/92 28,124 Auto air conditioners 8 component parts. 
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Appendix—Continued 

Petitioner (uniorV«MXken/Hrm) Location Date re¬ 
ceived 

Dale of 
petition 

Petition 
number Artices produced 

Fkxshelm Shoe Co. (UFCW).. 
General Electric Co., OH Lamp Plant (woricers) ... 
E.G. & G Vactec Optoelectronics (UAW). 
Mona Usa Coat (ILGWU)---- 
Fetters Company (workers).—. 
WeHs Oilfield Specifies, toe. (wotkers). 
WeUs Oilfield Specialties, Inc. (workers). 
Teledyne Vasco (USWA) . 
Distel Tool & Machine Co. (UAW) .. 
AT 4 T Technologies (workers) ... 
Allied Tube 4 Conduit (Co.)... 
Goodyear Tire 4 Rubber Co. (URW). 
Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of NY (IBT). 
JIK Ltd. (workers) ... 
GTE (workers) ...... 
Paterson Canning Co. (IBT). 
Cleaver Brooks (LIU). 
HOMCO International, toe. (wotkers). 

Anna, IL. 
Warren, OH . 
St. Louis, MO. 
Hoboken, NJ. 
MHibuiy, MA. 
Coalings, CA . 
Bakersfield, CA__ 
Latrobe, PA. 
Warren, Ml. 
Oklahoma City, OK_ 
Liberty. TX. 
Logan, OH.. 
Paterson, NJ. 
Allentown, PA. 
PotosI, MO. 
Paterson, NJ. 
Lebanon, PA. 
Bakersfield, CA. 

12/21/92 
12/21/92 
12/21/92 
12/21/92 
12/21/92 
12/2M92 
t2J2i/92 
12/21/92 
12/21/92 
12/21/92 
12/21/92 
12/21/92 
12/21/92 
12/21/92 
12/21/92 
12/21/92 
12/21/92 
12/21/92 

11/17/92 
11/09/92 
12/11/92 
12/09/92 
12/08/92 
11/30/92 
11/30/92 
12/07/92 
12/06/92 
12/07/92 
10/29/92 
12/09/92 
12/08/92 
11/27/92 
12/01/92 
12/06/92 
12/08/92 
11/01/92 

28.125 
28.126 
28.127 
28.128 
^,129 
28.130 
28.131 
28.132 
28.133 
28.134 
28.135 
28.136 
28.137 
28.138 
28.139 
28.140 
28.141 
28.142 

Men's dress shoes. 
Decorative lamps. 
Optoelectror)ic devices. 
Coats and suits. 
Wet processing goods. 
Oil and gas. 
Downhold oilfield pumps. 
Specialty steel. 
Large stamping dies. 
Cables. 
Steel pipe 4 tubing. 
Instrument panels for autos. 
Carbonated beverages. 
Women's sportswear. 
Public telephone services. , 
Carbonated beverages. 
Steam and hot water generated boilers. 
Oil. 

Job Training Partnership Act; 
Announcement of Proposed 
Noncompetitive Grant Awards 

AGENCY: Employment and Training 
Administration, Labor. 
ACTION: Notice of intent to award a 
noncompetitive grant. 

SUMMARY: The Employment and 
Training Administration (ETA) 
announces its intent to award a 
noncompetitive grant to The 
Association for Manufacturing 
Technology, McLean, Virginia, for the 
provision of specialized services under 
the authority of the Job Training 
Partnership Act (JTPA). 
OATES: It is anticipated that this grant 
award will be executed by January 29, 
1993, and will be funded for twelve 
months. Submit comments by 4:45 p.m. 
(Eastern Time), on January 21,1993. 
ADDRESSES: Submit comments regarding 
this proposed assistance award to: U.S. 
Elepartment of Labor, Employment and 
Training Administration, room C-4305, 
200 Constitution Avenue, NW., 
Washington, DC 20210, Attention: Reda 
Harrison: Reference FR-DAA-008-92. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The 
Employment and Training 
Administration (ETA) announces its 
intent to award a noncompetitive grant 
to The Association for Manufacturing 
Technology (AMT) of McLean, Virginia, 
in accordance with the Department of 
Labor Manual Series (DLMS), Volume 
No, 2, section 836(g)(S). AMT will 
produce a series of national satellite 
teleconferencing programs on state of 
the art manufacturing technology 
designed to accelerate the 
implementation of advanced 
manufacturing technology methods for 
U.S. machine tool manufacturers. In line 
with DOL’s Technical 4 Education 

Assistance for Mid- and Small-sized 
firms (TEAMS) initiative, AMT will test 
teleconferencing as a methodology for 
building small firm networks to train 
workers for high performance. The 
majority of member companies which 
will participate in the downlink 
broadcasts employs less than 70 
persons. AMT’s ultimate goal through 
the BETA series broadcast is to establish 
highly replicable outcomes for the U.S. 
machine tool and other industries in 
need of increasing the skills of their 
workforce. 

Funds for this activity are authorized 
by the Job Training Partnership Act, as 
amended. Title IV—^Federally 
Administered Programs. The proposed 
funding is approximately $100,000 for 
twelve months. 

Signed at Washington, DC on December 17, 
1992. 

Robert D. Parker, 
ETA Grant Officer. 

(FR Doc. 93-157 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 

»LUNG CODE 4510-30-M 

Job Training Partnership Act; 
Announcement of Proposed 
Noncompetitive Grant Award 

AGENCY: Employment and Training 
Administration, Labor. 

ACTION: Notice of intent to award a 
noncompetitive grant. 

SUMMARY: TTie Employment and 
Training Administration (ETA) 
announces its intent to award a 
noncompetitive grant to the Bay State 
Center for Applied Technology of 
Boston, Massachusetts to participate in 
the development and operation of a 
comprehensive network of small 
machine shops in Western 
Massachusetts. 

DATES: It is anticipated that this grant 
award will be executed by January 29, 
1993, and will be funded for twenty- 
four months. Submit comments by 4:45 
p.m. (Eastern Time), on January 21, 
1993. 

ADDRESSES: Submit comments regarding 
this proposed assistance award to: U.S. 
Department of Labor, Emplo)rment and 
Training Administration, room C—4305, 
200 Constitution Avenue, NW., 
Washington, DC 20210, Attention: Laura 
Cesario; Reference FR-DAA^lO-92. 

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION: The 
Employment and Training 
Administration (ETA) announces its 
intent to award a noncompetitive grant 
to the Bay State Center for Applied 
Technology, in accordance with the 
Department of Labor Manual Series 
(DLMS), Volume No. 2, section 
836(g)(4). The Bay State Center for 
Applied Technology will be part of a 
partnership to develop a comprehensive 
skills upgrading program that will be 
combined with industrial 
modernization strategies for small and 
mid-sized firms. The partnership will 
consist of the State of Massachusetts, 
the Western Massachusetts National 
Tooling and Machining Association, 
and the Western Massachusetts 
Precision Institute. This project will 
support the Department of l^bor 
Technical and Education Assistance for 
Mid- and Small-sized firms (TEAMS) 
goal to support the provision of a broad 
range of services in the areas cf 
technical training and work 
restructuring. The partnership with the 
Bay State Center for Applied 
Technology supports the goals of 
TEAMS in its development and 
operation of a comprehensive network 
of small machine shops in Western 
Massachusetts. 
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Funds for this activity are authorized 
by the Job Training Partnership Act, as 
amended. Title IV—^Federally 
Administered Programs. The proposed 
funding is approximately $200,000 for 
twenty-four months. 

Signed at Washington, DC on December 17, 
1992. 

Robert D. Parker, 

ETA Grant Officw. 
IFR Doc. 93-155 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am} 

BILLING CODE 4610-30-41 

Job Training Partnership Act; 
Announcement of Proposed 
Noncompetitive Grant Award 

AGENCY: Employment and Training 
Administration, Labor. 
ACTION: Notice of intent to award a 
noncompetitive grant. 

SUMMARY: The Employment and 
Training Administration (ETA) 
announces its intent to award a 
noncompetitive grant to the United 
Auto Workers Labor Employment and 
Training Company of New York, New 
York to develop a model approach for 
training and human resource 
development for small and mid-size 
firms in the international trade and 
financial'Sectors. 
DATES: It is anticipated that this grant 
award will be executed by January 29, 
1993, and will be funded for six months. 
Submit comments by 4:45 p.m. (Eastern 
Time), on January 21,1993. 
ADDRESSES: Submit comments regarding 
this proposed assistance award to; U.S. 
Department of Labor, Employment and 
Training Administration, room C-4305, 
200 Constitution Avenue, NW., 
Washington, DC 20210, Attention: Laura 
Cesario; Reference FR-DAA-011-92. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The 
Employment and Training 
Administration (ETA) announces its 
intent to award a noncompetitive grant 
to the United Auto Workers Labor and 
Employment Company (UAW-LETC), in 
accordance with the Department of 
Labor Manual Series (DLMS), Volume 
No. 2, section 836(g)(4). In cooperation 
with the Port Authority of New York 
and the UAW-LETC, a model approach 
for training and human resource 
development for small and mid-size 
firms in the international trade and 
financial sectors would be developed. 
The partnership will assist World Trade 
Center companies in meeting their 
humem resource needs by offering 
placement, training and other human 
resource services, specifically tailored to 
the needs of those companies. This 
project will support the Department of 

Labor Technical and Education 
Assistance for Mid* and Small-sized 
firms (TEAMS) goal to support the 
provision of a broad range of services in 
the areas of tedxnical training and work 
restructuring. The partnership with Ae 
UAW-LETC presents a unique 
opportimity to develop worker skill 
assessment tools for use on a national 
basis in the service sector of the 
economy, an area of significant 
importance to the TE^MS outreach 
program, and one in which TEAMS 
needs to develop technical assistance 
tools. 

Funds for this activity are authorized 
by the Job Training Partnership Act, as 
amended. Title IV—Federally 
Administered Programs. The proposed 
funding is approximately $75,000 for six 
months. 

Signed at Washington, DC on December 17, 
1992. 

Robert D. Parker, 

ETA Grant Officer. 
[FR Doc. 93-156 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 

BILLING CODE 4610-3(MII 

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND 
SPACE ADMINISTRATION 

[Notice 92-79] 

Landsat Advisory Process 

AGENCY: National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration. 
ACTION: Request for public advice and 
comments. 

SUMMARY: This request for public advice 
and comments is issued pursuant to 
Public Law 102-555, the Land Remote 
Sensing Policy Act of 1992, dated 
October 1992. Section 101(e) of this Law 
requires the Landsat Program 
Management to seek impeulial advice 
and comments regarding the status, 
effectiveness, and diversity of the 
program plans horn individuals who 
represent a broad range of public and 
private sector perspectives and a full 
spectrum of interest in the Landsat 
program and other data and services it 
provides. Those wishing to provide 
such advice and comments, via a survey 
which will be used as input for a report 
to Congress, can obtain ftirther 
informaticHi on the Landsat advisoiy 
process by contacting Stanley R. 
Schneider, Landsat Advisory Process 
Coordinator, National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration, Code SED, 300 E 
Street, SW., Washington, DC 20546. Fax: 
(202) 358-3098. 
DATES: Comments must be received on 
or before February 1,1993. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Stanley R. Schneider at the adchess 
above. 

Dated; December 30,1992. 

LA. Fisk, 

Associate Administrator far Space Science 
and Applications. 
[FR Doc. 93-191 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am] 

BILUNO CODE TStO-et-M 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY 
COMMISSION 

[Docket Noa. $0-269, $0-270, and $0-2i7] 

Duke Power Co.; Oconee Nucleer 
Station, Unit Noe. 1,2, and 3; 
Environmental Aaaeaamant and 
Finding of No Significant Inqaact 

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC) is considering 
issuance of amendments to Facility 
Operating License Nos. DPR-38, DPR- 
47, and DPR-5S issued to the Duke 
Power Company (the licensee), for 
operation of the Oconee Nuclear 
Station, Units 1, 2, 3, located in Oconee 
County, South Carolina. 

Environmental Asaessmeat 

Identification of Proposed Action 

The proposed action would revise the 
limitations on concentrations of 
radioactive material released in liquid 
effluents and the limitations on the dose 
rate resulting from radioactive material 
released in gaseous effluents, and reflect 
the relocation of the prior 10 CFR 
20.106 requirements to the new 10 CFR 
20.1302. These changes are in response 
to the new 10 CFR part 20. The review 
of an additional item, to revise the 
BASES for the liquid holdup tank TS, 
was not complete and consequently is 
not included in the amendment. It will 
be addressed by separate 
correspondence. 

The Need for the Proposed Action 

The proposed action is needed in 
order to retain operational flexibility 
consistent with 10 CFR part 50, 
Appendix I, concurrent with the 
implementation of the revised 10 CFR 
part 20. 

Environmental Impacts of the Proposed 
Action 

The proposed revision does not 
change the actual release rates as 
referenced in the TS as a dose rate to the 
maximally exposed member of the 
public. Therefore, there will be no 
increase in the types or amounts of 
effluents that may be released offeite, 
nor an increase'in individual or 
cumulative occupational radiation 
exposures. Therefore, the Commission 
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concludes that there are no significant 
radiological environmental impacts 
associated with the proposed (Ganges. 

With regard to potential 
nonradiological impacts, the proposed 
changes do not affect nonradiological 
effluent and have no other 
environmental impact. Therefore, the 
Commission concludes that there are no 
significant non-radiological impacts 
associated with the proposed changes. 

Alternative to the Proposed Action 

Since the Commission's staff has 
concluded that there is no significant 
environmental impact associated with 
the proposed changes to the TS, any 
alternative to the amendments will have 
either no significantly difierent 
environmental impact or greater 
environmental impact. The principal 
alternative would be to deny the 
requested amendments. This would not 
reduce environmental impacts as a 
result of plant operation. 

Alternative Use of Resources 

This action does not involve the use 
of resources not previously considered 
in connection with the Final 
Environmental Statement related to the 
operation of the Oconee Nuclear 
Station, Units 1, 2, and 3, dated March 
1972. 

Agencies and Persons Consulted 

The Commission’s staff did not 
consult other agencies or persons. 

Finding of No Significant Impact 

The Commission has determined not 
to prepare an environmental impact 
statement for the proposed license 
amendments. 

Based on the above environmental 
assessment, the Commission concludes 
that the proposed action will not have 
a significant effect on the quality of the 
human environment. 

For further information with respect 
to this action, see the application dated 
November 5.1992, as supplemented 
December 9 and 18,1992, which is 
available for public inspection at the 
Commission’s Public Document Room. 
1717 H Street, NW., Washington, DC 
and at the Oconee Q)unty Library, 501 
West South Broad Street, Walhalla, 
South Carolina. 

Dated at Rockville, Maryland, this 30th day 
of December 1992. 

For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 
Timothy A. Reed. 
Acting Director, Project Directorate 11-3. 
Division of Reactor Projects—I/II, Office of 
Nuclear Reactor Regulation. 

(FR Doc. 93-170 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 
BILUNO CODE 7S90-01-M 

[Docket Noe. 50-369 and 50-370] 

Duke Power Co., McGuire Nuclear 
Station, Unit Noe. 1 and 2; 
Environmental Assessment and 
Finding of No Significant Impact 

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC) is considering 
issuance of amendments to Facility 
Operating License Nos. NPF-9 and 
NPF-17 issued to the Duke Power 
Company (the licensee), for operation of 
the McGuire Nuclear Station, Units 1 
and 2, located in Mecklenburg County, 
North Carolina. 

Environmental Assessment 

Identification of Proposed Action 

The proposed action would revise the 
limitations on concentrations of 
radioactive material released in liquid 
efiluents and the limitations on the dose 
rate resulting from radioactive material 
released in gaseous efiluents, and reflect 
the relocation of the prior 10 CFR _ 
20.106 requirements to the new 10 CFR 
20.1302. These changes are in response 
to the new 10 CFR part 20. The review 
of an additional item, to revise the 
BASES for the liquid holdup tank TS, 
was not completed and consequently is 
not included in the amendment. It will 
be addressed by separate 
correspondence. 

The Need for the Proposed Action 

The proposed action is needed in 
order to retain operational flexibility 
consistent with 10 CFR part 50, 
appendix I, concurrent with the 
implementation of the revised 10 CFR 
part 20. 

Environmental Impacts of the Proposed 
Action 

The proposed revision does not 
change the actual release rates as 
referenced in the TS as a dose rate to the 
maximally exposed member of the 
public. Therefore, there will be no 
increase in the types or amoimts of 
effluents that may be released offsite, 
nor an increase in individual or 
cumulative occupational radiation 
exposures. Therefore, the Commission 
concludes that there are no significant 
radiological environmental impacts 
associated with the proposed (Ganges. 

With regard to potential 
nonradiological impacts, the proposed 
changes do not affect nonradiological 
effluent and have no other 
environmental impact. Therefore, the 
Commission concludes that there are no 
significant nonradiological impacts 
associated with the proposed changes. 

Alternative to the Proposed Action 

Since the Commission’s staff has 
concluded that there is no significant 
environmental impact associated with 
the proposed changes to the TS, any 
alternative to the amendments will have 
either no significantly different 
environmental impact or greater 
environmental impact. The principal 
alternative would be to deny the 
requested amendments. This would not 
reduce environmental impacts as a 
result of plant operation. 

Alternative Use of Resources 

This action does not involve the use 
of resources not previously considered 
in connection with the Final 
Environmental Statement related to the 
operation of William B. McGuire 
Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2 dated 
April 1976, and its addendum dated 
January 1981. 

Agencies and Persons Consulted 

The Commission’s staff did not 
consult other agencies or .persons. 

Finding of No Significant Impact 

The Commission has determined not 
to prepare an environmental impact 
statement for the proposed license 
amendments. 

Based on the above environmental 
assessment, the Commission concludes 
that the proposed action will not have 
a significant effect on the quality of the 
human environment. 

For further information with respect 
to this action, see the application ^ted 
November 5,1992, as supplemented 
December 9 and 18,1992, which is 
available for public inspection at the 
Commission’s Public Document Room, 
1717 H Street, NW., Washington. DC 
and at the Atkins Library, University of 
North Carolina (UNCC Station), No^ 
Carolina 28223. 

Dated at Rockville, Maryland, this 30th day 
of December, 1992. 

For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 
Timothy A. Reed, 
Acting Director, Project Directorate 11-3, 
Division of Reactor Projects—I/II Office of 
the Nuclear Reactor Regulation. 
(FR Doc. 93-169 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am] 
BILLING CODE TSSO-OI-M 

[Docket Nos. 5(M13 and 50-414] 

Duke Potwer Co., et ai., Catawba 
Nuclear Station, Unit Noa. 1 and 2; 
Environmental Assessment and 
Finding of No Significant Impact 

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC) is considering 
issuance of amendments to Facility 
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Ojserating License Nos. NPF—35 and 
NPF-52 issued to the Duke Power 
Company (the licensee), for operation of 
the Catawba Nuclear Station, Units 1 
and 2, located in York County, South 
Carolina. 

Environmental Assessment 

Identification of Proposed Action 

The proposed actkm would revise the 
limitations on concentrations of 
radioactive material released in liquid 
effluents and the limitations on the dose 
rate resulting from radioactive material 
released in gaseous effluents, and reflect 
the relocation of the prior 10 CFR 
20.106 requirements to the new 10 CFR 
20.1302. These change are in response 
to the new 10 CFR part 20, The review 
of an additional item, to revise the 
BASES for the liquid holdup tank TS, 
was not complete and consequently is 
not included in the amendment. It will 
be addressed by separate 
correspondence. 

The Need for the Proposed Action 

The proposed action is needed in 
order to retain operational flexibility 
consistent with 10 CFR part 50, 
appendix 1, concurrent with the 
implementation of the revised 10 CFR 
part 20. 

Environmental Impacts of the Proposed 
Action 

The proposed revision does not 
change the actual release rates as 
referenced in the TS as a dose rate to the 
maximally exposed member of the 
public. Therefore, there will be no 
increase in the types or amounts of 
effluents that may be released offsite, 
nor an increase in individual or 
cumulative occupational radiation 
exposures. Therefore, the Commission 
concludes that there are no significant 
radiological environmental impacts 
associated with the proposed changes. 

With regard to potential 
nonradiological impacts, the proposed 
changes do not affect nonradiological 
effluent and have no other 
environmental impact. Therefore, the 
Commission concludes that there are no 
significant nonradiological impacts 
associated with the proposed changes. 

Alternative to the Proposed Action 

Since the Commission’s staff has 
concluded that there is no significant 
environmental impact associated with 
the proposed changes to the TS, any 
alternative to the amendments will have 
either no significantly different 
environmental impact or greater 
environmental impact. The principal 
alternative would be to deny the 
requested amendments. This would not 

reduce environmental impacts as a 
result of plant operation. 

Alternative Use of Resources 

This action does not involve the use 
of resources not previously omsidered 
in connection with the Final 
Environmental Statement related to the 
operation of the Catawba Nuclear 
Station, Units 1 and 2, dated January 
1983. 

Agencies and Persons Consulted 

The Commission's staff did not 
consult other agencies or persons. 

Finding of No Significant Impact 

The Commission has determined not 
to prepare an environmental impact 
statement for the proposed license 
amendments. 

Based on the above environmental 
assessment, the Commission concludes 
that the proposed action will not have 
a significant effect on the quality of the 
human environment. 

For further information with respect 
to this action, see the application dated 
November 5,1992, as supplemented 
December 9 and 18,1992, which is 
available for public inspection at the 
Commission’s Public Dociiment Room, 
1717 H Street, NW., Washington, DC 
and at the YOTk County Library, 138 East 
Black Street, Rock Hill, South Carolina. 

Dated at Rockville, Maryland, this 30th day 
of December, 1992. 

For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 
Timothy A. Reed, 
Acting Director, Project Directorate U-3, 
Division of Reactor Projects—I/II, Office of 
Nuclear Reactor Regulation. 
IFR Doc. 93-168 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 ami 
BILUNG CODE 7$90-<)1-M 

[Docket No. 50-245] 

Northeast Nuclear Energy Co., 
Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit 
1; Environmental Assessment and 
Finding of No Significant Impact 

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (the Commission) is 
considering issuance of a one-time 
exemption from 10 CFR 50, appendix J, 
paragraph lII.A.6(b) to the Northeast 
Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO or 
the licensee) for Millstone Nuclear 
Power Station, Unit 1, located in New 
London County. Connecticut. 

Environmental Assessment 

Identification of the Proposed Action 

The prop>osed action would grant a 
one-time exemption to provide relief 
from the accelerated Type A 
containment integrated leak rate test 

frequency required by appendix J to 10 
CFR part 50 when two consecutive Type 
A tests have failed to meet their 
acceptance criteria. 

The Need for the Proposed Action 

One of the ccHiditions of all operating 
licenses for water-cooled po%ver 
reactors, as specified in 10 CFR 50.54(o), 
is that primary reactmr containments 
shall meet the containment leakage test 
requirements set forth in 10 CFR part 
50, appendix J. 

Appendix J to 10 CTR part 50, 
paragraph IILA.6(b), requires, in part, 
that if two consecutive periodic Type A 
tests fail to meet the applicable 
acceptance criteria in llI.A.5(b). a Type 
A test shall be performed at ea<di plant 
shutdown for refueling or 
approximately 18 months, whichever 
occurs first, until two consecutive Type 
A tests meet the acceptance criteria in 
ni.A.5(b), after which time the nmmal 
retest schedule specified in III.D (three 
tests in 10 years) may be resumed. 

NRC Information Notice (IN) No. 85- 
71 states that licensees may submit a 
Corrective Action Plan (CAP) with an 
alternate leakage test program proposal 
as an exemption request for NRC staff 
review if it is determined that Type B 
and C leakage rates constitute the 
identified contributor to the failure of 
the two Type A tests. If the CAP and 
alternate leakage rate test program is 
approved, the licensee is allowed to 
implement the corrective action and 
alternate leakage rate test program in 
lieu of the required increase in Type A 
test frequency. 

Millstone Unit 1 experienced failures 
of the "As-Found” Type A tests in 1987 
and 1991, therefore, a test is required to 
be performed (hiring the present 
operating cycle in late December 1992 
or January 1993. In order to perform this 
required Type A test. Millstone Unit 1 
would have to undergo a forced 
shutdown. Such a shutdown would 
result in an increase in occupational 
radiation exposure and an additional 
transimit on the plant 

Because the licensee determined that 
Type C l(x»l leakage rates were the 
reason for the "As-Found” Type A test 
failures, NNECO submitted a CAP with 
an alternate leakage test program 
proposal in lieu of the required 
accelerated testing and a recpiest for 
exemption from 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, 
Paragraph III.A.6(b). 

Environmental Impacts of the Proposed 
Action 

The proposed action would provide a 
one-time exemption from the 
accelerated Type A containment 
integrated leak rate test frequency 
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required by app>endix J to 10 CFR part 
50 when two consecutive Type A tests 
have failed to meet their acceptance 
criteria. The NRC staff has reviewed the 
proposed exemption and concluded that 
the licensee’s CAP and alternate leakage 
rate test program are acceptable. The 
NRC staff finds that the CAP and 
alternate leakage rate test program are 
an acceptable alternative to the 
increased Type A test frequency (every 
18 months) and that there is reasonable 
assurance that the containment leakage- 
limiting function will be maintained. 
Therefore, the subject exemption is 
acceptable and the licensee will return 
to the normal test schedule of three tests 
in 10 years. With the normal test 
schedule, Type A tests would be 
scheduled to be performed at the next 
two plant shutdowns for refueling 
(currently expected to be in 1994 and 
1996). 

Thus, radiological releases will not 
differ ft-om those determined previously 
and the proposed exemption does not 
otherwise affect facility radiological 
effluent or occupational exposiires. 
With regard to potential nonradiological 
impacts, the proposed exemption does 
not afiect plant nonradiological 
effluents and have no other 
environmental impact. Therefore, the 
Commission concludes there are no 
measurable radiological or 
nonradiological environmental impacts 
associated with the proposed 
exemption. 

Alternatives to the Proposed Action 

Since the Commission has concluded 
there is no measurable environmental 
impact associated with the proposed 
exemptions, any alternatives with equal 
or greater environmental impact need 
not be evaluated. The principal 
alternative to the exemptions would be 
to deny the exemptions requested. Such 
action would not enhance the protection 
of the environment. 

Alternative Use of Resources 

This action does not involve the use 
of resources not considered previously 
in the Final Environmental Statement 
for Millstone Nuclear Power Station, 
Unit 1. 

Agencies and Persons Consulted 

The NRC staff reviewed the licensee’s 
request and did not consult other 
agencies or persons. 

Finding of No Significant Impact 

Based on the foregoing environmental 
assessment, the Commission concludes 
that the proposed action will not have 
a significant effect on the quality of the 
human environment. Accordingly, the 

Commission has determined not to 
prepare an environmental impact 
statement for the proposed exemptions. 

For further details with respect to this 
proposed action, see the licensee’s letter 
dated November 4,1992, which is 
available for public inspection at the 
Commission’s Public Document Room, 
the Gelman Building, 2120 L Street, 
NW., Washington, DC 20555, and at the 
local public document room located at 
the Learning Resources Center, Thames 
Valley State Technical College, 574 New 
London Turnpike, Norwich, 
Connecticut 06360. 

Dated at Rockville, Maryland this 30th day 
of December, 1992. 

For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 
John F. Stolz, 
Director, Project Directorate 1-4, Division of 
Reactor Projects—I/II, Office of Nuclear 
Reactor Regulation. 
(FR Doc. 93-172 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 
BtLUNG CODE 7590-01-11 

Biweekly Notice 

Applications and Amendments to 
Operating Licenses Involving No 
Significant Hazards Considerations 

I. Background 

Pursuant to Public Law (P.L.) 97-415, 
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the 
Commission or NRC staff) is publishing 
this regular biweekly notice. P.L. 97-415 
revised section 189 of the Atomic 
Energy Act of 1954, as amended (the 
Act), to require the Commission to 
publish notice of any amendments 
issued, or proposed to be issued, under 
a new provision of section 189 of the 
Act. This provision grants the 
Commission the authority to issue and 
make immediately effective any 
amendment to an operating license 
upon a determination by the 
Commission that such amendment 
involves no significant hazards 
consideration, notwithstanding the 
pendency before the Commission of a 
revest for a hearing from any person. 

This biweekly notice includes all 
notices of amendments issued, or 
proposed to be issued firom December 
12,1992, through December 23,1992. 
The last biweekly notice was published 
on December 23,1992 (57 FR 61105). 

Notice Of Consideration Of Issuance Of 
Amendment To Facility Operating 
License, Proposed No Significant 
Hazards Consideration Determination, 
And Opportunity For a Hearing 

The Commission has made a 
proposed determination that the 
following amendment requests involve 
no significant hazards consideration. 

Under the Commission’s regulations in 
10 CFR 50.92, this means that operation 
of the facility in accordance witn the 
proposed amendments would not (1) 
involve a significant increase in the 
probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated; or (2) 
create the possibility of a new or 
different kind of accident fi-om any 
accident previously evaluated; or (3) 
involve a significant reduction in a 
margin of safety. The basis for this 
proposed determination for each 
amendment request is shown below. 

The Commission is seeking public 
comments on this proposed 
determination. Any comments received 
within 30 days after the date of 
publication of this notice will be 
considered in making any final 
determination. The Commission will 
not normally make a final determination 
unless it receives a request for a hearing. 

Written comments may be submitted 
by mail to the Rules and Directives 
Review Branch, Eh vision of Freedom of 
Information and Publications Services, 
Office of Administration, U.S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission, Washington, 
DC 20555, and should cite the 
publication date and page number of 
this Federal Register notice. Written 
comments may also be delivered to 
Room P-223, Phillips Building, 7920 
Norfolk Avenue, Bethesda, Maryland 
firom 7:30 a.m. to 4:15 p.m. Federal 
workdays. Copies of written comments 
received may he examined at the NRC 
Public Document Room, the Gelman 
Building, 2120 L Street, NW., 
Washington, DC 20555. The filing of 
requests for hearing and petitions for 
leave to intervene is discussed below. 

By February 5,1993, the licensee may 
file a request for a hearing with respect 
to issuance of the amendment to the 
subject facility operating license and 
any person whose interest may be 
affected by this proceeding and who 
wishes to participate as a party in the 
proceeding must file a written request 
for a hearing and a petition for leave to 
intervene. Requests for a hearing and a 
petition for leave to intervene shall be 
filed in accordance with the 
Commission’s “Rules of Practice for 
Domestic Licensing Proceedings’’ in 10 
CFR Part 2. Interested persons should 
consult a current copy of 10 CFR 2.714 
which is available at the Commission’s 
Public Document Room, the Gelman 
Building, 2120 L Street, NW., 
Washington, DC 20555 and at the local 
public document room for the particular 
facility involved. If a request for a 
hearing or petition for leave to intervene 
is filed by ^e above date, the 
Commission or an Atomic Safety and 
Licensing Board, designated by the 
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Commission or by the Chairman of the 
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board 
Panel, will rule on the request and/or 
petition; and the Secretary or the 
designated Atomic Safety and Licensing 
Board will issue a notice of hearing or 
an appropriate order. 

As required by 10 CFR 2.714, a 
petition for leave to intervene shall set 
forth with particularity the interest of 
the petitioner in the proceeding, and 
how that interest may be affected by the 
results of the proceeding. The petition 
should specifically explain the reasons 
why intervention should be permitted 
with particular reference to the i 
following factors: (1) the nature of the 
petitioner’s right under the Act to be 
made a party to the proceeding; (2) the 
nature and extent of the petitioner’s 
property, financial, or other interest in 
the proceeding; and (3) the possible 
effect of any order which may be 
entered in die proceeding on the 
petitioner’s interest. The petition should 
also identify the specific aspect(s) of the 
subject matter of the proceeding as to 
which petitioner wishes to intervene. 
Any person who has filed a pietition for 
leave to intervene or who has been 
admitted as a party may amend the 
petition without requesting leave of the 
Board up to fifteen (15) days prior to the 
first prehearing conference scheduled in 
the proceeding, but such an amended 
petition must satisfy the specificity 
requirements described above. 

Not later than fifteen (15) days prior 
to the first prehearing conference 
scheduled in the proceeding, a 
petitioner shall file a supplement to the 
petition to intervene which must 
include a list of the contentions which 
are sought to be litigated in the matter. 
Each contention must consist of a 
specific statement of the issue of law or 
fact to be raised or controverted. In 
addition, the petitioner shall provide a 
brief explanation of the bases of the 
contention and a concise statement of 
the alleged facts or expert opinion 
which support the contention and on 
which the petitioner intends to rely in 
proving the contention at the hearing. 
The petitioner must also provide 
references to those specific sources and 
documents of which the petitioner is 
aware and on which the petitioner 
intends to rely to establish those facts or 
expert opinion. Petitioner must provide 
sufficient information to show that a 
genuine dispute exists with the 
applicant on a material issue of law or 
fact. Contentions shall be limited to 
matters within the scope of the 
amendment under consideration. The 
contention must be one which, if 
proven, would entitle the petitioner to 
relief. A petitioner who fails to file such 

a supplement which satisfies these 
requirements with respect to at least one 
contention will not be permitted to 
participate as a party. 

Those permitted to intervene become 
parties to the proceeding, subject to any 
limitations in the order granting leave to 
intervene, and have the opportunity to 
participate fully in the conduct of the 
nearing, including the opportimity to 
present evidence and cross-examine 
witnesses. 

If a hearing is requested, the 
Commission will make a final 
determination on the issue of no 
significant hazards consideration. The 
final determination will serve to decide 
when the hearing is held. 

Jfffie final determination is that the 
amendment request involves no 
significant hazards consideration, the 
Commission may issue the amendment 
and make it immediately effective, 
notwithstanding the request for a 
hearing. Any hearing held would take 
place after issuance of the amendment. 

If the final determination is that the 
amendment request involves a 
significant hazards consideration, any 
hearing held would take place before 
the issuance of any amendment. 

Normally, the Commission will not 
issue the amendment until the 
expiration of the 30-day notice period. 
However, should circumstances change 
during the notice period such that 
failure to act in a timely way would 
result, for example, in derating or 
shutdown of the facility, the 
Commission may issue the license 
amendment before the expiration of the 
30-day notice period, provided that its 
final determination is that the 
amendment involves no significant 
hazards consideration. The final 
determination will consider all public 
and State comments received before 
action is taken. Should the Commission 
teike this action, it will publish in the 
Federal Register a notice of issuance 
and provide for opportunity for a 
hearing after issuance. The Commission 
expects that the need to take this action 
will occur very infrequently. 

A request for a hearing or a petition 
for leave to intervene must be filed with 
the Secretary of the Commission, U.S. 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 
Washington, DC 20555, Attention: 
Docketing and Services Branch, or may 
be delivered to the Commission’s Public 
Document Room, the Gelman Building, 
2120 L Street, NW., Washington DC 
20555, by the above date. Where 
petitions are filed during the last ten 
(10) days of the notice period, it is 
requested that the petitioner promptly 
so inform the Commission by a toll-free 
telephone call to Western Union at 1- 

(800).325-6000 (in Missouri l-(800) 342- 
6700). The Western Union operator 
should be given Datagram Identification 
Number N1023 and the following 
message addressed to (Project Director): 
petitioner’s name and telephone 
number, date petition was mailed, plant 
name, and publication date and page 
number of this Federal Register notice. 
A copy of the petition should also be 
sent to the Office of the General 
Counsel, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission, Washington, DC 20555, 
and to the attorney for the licensee. 

Nontimely filings of petitions for 
leave to intervene, amended petitions, 
supplemental petitions and/or requests 
for hearing will not be entertained 
absent a determination by the 
Commission, the presiding officer or the 
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board that 
the petition and/or request should be 
granted based upon a balancing of 
factors specified in 10 CFR 
2.714(a)(l)(i)-(v) and 2.714(d). 

For further details with respect to this 
action, see the application for 
amendment which is available for 
public inspection at the Commission’s 
Public Document Room, the Gelman 
Building, 2120 L Street, NW., 
Washington, DC 20555, and at the local 
public document room for the particular 
facility involved. 

Arizona Public Service Company, et al., 
Docket Nos. STN 50-528, STN 50-529, 
and S’TN 50-530, Palo Verde Nuclear 
Generating Station, Unit Nos. 1, 2, and 
3, Maricopa County, Arizona 

Date of amendment requests: 
November 20,1992 

Description of amendment requests: 
The amendment requests propose to 
increase the allowable out-of-service 
time for the Core Operating Limit 
Supervisory System (COLSS) from one 
hour to four hours before the more 
restrictive limits based on the Core 
Protection Calculators (CPCs) must be 

lied. 
asisfor proposed no significant 

hazards consideration determination: 
As required by 10 CFR 50.91(a), the 
licensees have provided their analysis 
about the issue of no significant hazards 
consideration, which is presented 
below: 

Standard 1 - Involve a significant increase 
in the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated. 

This proposed amendment distinguishes 
between the ACTION requirements 
applicable when COLSS is either in service 
or out of service. If COLSS is in service the 
ACTIONS and time requirements remain 
unchanged. When COLSS is out of service 
the requirement for initiating corrective 
action within 15 minutes is replaced with the 
requirement to restore linear heat rate (LHR) 
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and departure from nucleate boiUng ratio 
(DNBRl within 4 hours. The purpose ol the 
proposed amendment is to provide a 
reasonable opportunity for appropriate 
corrective actions when the COLSS becomes 
mopecabie. 

The technical spedfication (TS) Limiting 
Conditions for Operation (LCOsi for DNBR 
margin and LHR are more restrictive when 
operating without the OQLSS due to the 
uncertainties associated with the CPCs. 
Consequently, when the COLSS becomes 
inoperable, the existing LHR and DNBR 
limits based on CPC information can only be 
satisfied by either a power reduction or by 
restoring the COLSS to service. By itself, a 
loss of die COLSS or returning the COLSS to 
service does not affect plant operation and 
does not afreet the actual DNBR at the LHR. 
In addition, a loss of the COLSS does not 
constitute a change in actual core power 
distribution. Theramre, during normal 
operation within the COLSS power operating 
limits (POLs), if there are no indications diet 
the actual DNBR margin or LHR has 
degraded, a power redaction will not 
significantly improve the level of confidence 
that the existing mmgin is below die required 
margin discussed in Chapter 15 of the 
Updated Final Safety Analysis Report 
(UFSAR). 

When either TS 3.2.1 or TS 3.2.4 is not 
satisfied, compensatory actions will provide 
additional assurance that the actual DNBR 
margin and LHR do not exceed the safety 
limits stated in the UFSAR. Compensatory 
actions will be provided in a revision to the 
surveillance test procedure for monitoring 
LHR and DNBR while in the 4-hour ACTION 
for COLSS out of service. The revised 
procedure will allow continued full power 
operation after COLSS becomes unavailable, 
consistent with the revised TS ACTIONS. In 
addition, the revised procedure will require 
LHR and DNBR to be monitored at least every 
15 minutes for the 4-hour ACTION period 
when COLSS is out of service and the more 
restrictive CPC limits «e not met as required 
by the LHR and DNBRTS LCOs. 

The primary consideration in extending 
the COLSS out-of-service time limit is the 
remote possibility of a slow, undetectable 
transient that degrades the DNBR nuugin or 
LHR within the 4-hour ACTION time which 
is then followed by an anticipated 
operational occurrence or accident. The plant 
parameters monitored by COLSS which 
could affect DNBR margin and LHR include 
RCS flow rate, axial and radial power 
distribution, cold leg temperature, reactor 
core power, RCS pressure, and azimuthal tilt. 
Cold leg temperature, core power, and RCS 
pressure are monitored by operators using 
redundant, safety grade control room 
indications. Op^ting experience indicates 
that changes in RCS flow rate are rare and 
involve only large obvious step changes. 
Therefore, any change in RCS flow rate will 
be quickly identified by operators using other 
redundanL safety-grade instrumentation. 

Azimuthal tilt variations cxxui either 
slowly over the entke cycle due to burnup , 
variations or due to asymmetric events such 
as an inadvertent drop or misalignment of a 
Control Element Assr^ly (CEA). The 
probability of dropping or misaligning a CEA 

is remote, and it is very unlikely that a CEA 
would drop within a ^ven 4-hour period. In 
the imlikely event this were to occur, the 
safety related Control Element Assembly 
Calculators (CEACs) would alert operators 
ffiat corrective action was required A large 
temperature difference (i.e. an asymmetric 
steam geuerator transient) could also produce 
a core tilt variation but the CPCs have been 
specifically designed to detect this type of 
event and ultimately provide the appropriate 
protection system response. Thus, during the 
proposed 4-hour ACTION statement any 
degradation of azimuthal tilt is very imlikely 
when the plant is operating at steady state 
conditions and would be quickly and 
positively identified. Additionally, an 
adverse change in azimuthal tilt would result 
m a degradarion in the CPC monitored LHR 
and DNBR margin. 

Axial xenon oscillations are a normal 
consequence of the Palo Verde core designs, 
particularly near the end of a fuel cycle. The 
resultant nxinl core power fluctuatioas are 
strictly controlled to ensure efficient and 
even ^el bumup. As a result, axial power 
shape is strictly maintained by existing 
procedures well within the limits assumed in 
the safety analysis. Typically, one full xenon 
oscillation will take approximately 26 hours. 
It is unlikely that a change in axial shape 
index (ASI) during the 4-bour ACTION 
period of steady state plant operation would 
either be undetected or lead to a condition 
outside the range of initial conditions 
assumed in the safety analysis since a change 
would have to be initiated by either a power 
transient or CEA movement. In the event of 
an inadvertent power transient or CEA 
movement, the CPCs would provide the 
appropriate protection system response. 
Additionally, any adverse change in ASI 
would result in a degradation in the CPC 
monitored LHR and DNBR margin. 

The proposed amendment does not modify 
either ^e LHR or DNBR LCOs. The core 
power distribution during all phases of 
normal operation and anticipated operational 
occurrences will remain bounded by the 
initial conditions assumed in Chapter 15 of 
the UFSAR. The COLSS calculated POLs and 
the CPC-based LHR and DNBR operating 
limits will remain unchanged. Increasing the 
time to 4 hours frv restoration of LHR and 
DNBR to within limite would reduce the 
number and rate of power reductions. While 
decreasing the potential for RPS actuation, 
the proposed change would not significantly 
increase the probaWlity of exceeding the core 
power operating limits based on LHR and 
DNBR. Therefore, this proposed change will 
not significantly increase the pn^iability or 
consequences of an accident previously 
evaluated. 

Standard 2 - Create the possibility of a 
new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated. 

The proposed amendment is limited to 
changing administrative limits and does not 
involve any physical change to plant systems 
or to the COLSS and CPC software. These 
changes will not affect any s^ety-related 
equipment used in die mitigation of 
anticipated operatioQsl occurrences or design 
basis accidents. The only change resulting 
from this amendment will be to the 

procedure for opcaating when COLSS is out 
of seririce. The procedural changes will be 
reviewed and implemented in accordance 
with 10 CFR 50.59 and TS Administrative 
Controls. The DNBR and LHR LCOs are not 
affected by diese clumges. Therefore, this 
change will not create tbs possibility of a 
new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated. 

Standa^ 3 - Involve a significant 
reduction in a margin of safety. 

TS LCOs 3.2.1 3,2.4 ensure that 
operation of the reactor is within the lange 
of conditions assumed in the Safety Analysis. 
Therefore, maintaining LHR and DNBR 
within the existing LCOs will ensure that no 
anticipated operational occurrence or 
postulated accident will result in core 
conditions exceeding Specified Acceptable 
Fuel Design Limits or t^ maximum peak 
cladding temperature of 2200‘’F specified by 
10 CFR 50.46. The UFSAR Chapter IS 
analysis remains bounding because there has 
been no change to the LHR and DNBR limits. 
Administrative limits will be in place to 
provide additional assurance that potential 
reductions in core thermal margin, while in 
the extended 4-hour ACTION, will be quickly 
detected, and should it prove necessary, 
result in a decrease in reactor power 
subsequent compliance with the LCOs. 
Therefore, this change will not result in a 
significant reduction in a margin of safety. 

The NRC staff has reviewed the 
licensees' analysis and, based on that 
review, it appears that the three 
standards of 50.92(c) are satisfied. 
Therefore, the NRC staff proposes to 
determine that the amendment requests 
involve no significant hazards 
consideration. 

Local Public Document Room 
location: Phoenix Public Library, 12 
East McDowell Road, Phoenix, Arizraia 
85004 

Attorney for licensees: Nancy C. 
Loftin, Esq., Corporate Secretary and 
Counsel, Arizona Public Service 
Company, P.O. Box 53999, Mail Station 
9068, Phoenix, Arizona 85072-3999 

NRC Project Director: Theodore R. 
Quay 

Carolina Power & Light Company, 
Docket No. 50*261, H. B. Robinson 
Steam Electric Plant, Unit No. 2, 
DarKngton County, South Carolina 

Date of amendment request: 
November 20,1992 

Description of amendment request: 
The proposed amendment would revise 
the Technical Specifications to add a 
requirement for a refueling interval 
calibration of the Auxiliary Feedwater 
(AFW) flow instrumentation and delete 
the separate requirement for a refueling 
interval functional test A change in the 
type of instrumentation used to monitor 
AFW flow resulted in a change in the 
method of operability verification 
required. The new instrumentation, 
installed by a plant modification, can be 
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calibrated; whereas, the old 
instrumentation could only be 
functionally tested. 

Basis for proposed no significant 
hazards consideration determination: 
As required by 10 C]FR 50.91(a), the 
licensee has provided its analysis of the 
issue of no significant hazards 
consideration, which is presented 
below: 

1. The proposed amendment does not 
involve a significant increase in the 
probability or consequences of an accident 
previously evaluated because the proposed 
amendment only provides a means of 
calibration for this equipment. Since the 
AFW flow indication system provides the 
operator sufficient information to allow for 
the recognition and isolation of faulted AFW 
supply piping to the steam generators, the 
increase in accuracy and reliability of this 
indication resulting from its calibration 
would not involve a significant increase in 
the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated. 

2. The proposed amendment does not 
create the possibility of a new or different 
kind of accident from any accident 
previously evaluated. 

Since the AFW flow indication system 
does not interface with any system involved 
in an accident initiation sequence, the 
possibility of a new or different kind of 
accident cannot be created by introduction of 
a new required calibration of that system. 
Therefore, the proposed changes do not 
create the possibility of a new or difference 
kind of accident from any accident 
previously evaluated. 

3. The proposed amendment does not 
involve a significant reduction in the margin 
of safety. 

The subject instrumentation calibration has 
no impact on accident sequences. The 
improved reliability and accuracy of the 
subject instrumentation, as a result of its 
calibration, serve to improve the operator’s 
ability to respond to AFW flow failure 
events. This potentially improved response 
to events does not involve a significant 
reduction in a margin of safety. 

The NRC staff has reviewed the 
licensee’s analysis and, based on this 
review, it appears that the three 
standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c) are 
satisfied. Therefore, the NRC staff 
proposes to determine that the 
amendment request involves no 
significant hazards consideration. 

Local Public Document Boom 
location: Hartsville Memorial Library, 
Home and Fifth Avenues, Hartsville, 
South Carolina 29550 

Attorney for licensee: R. E. Jones, 
General Counsel, Carolina Power & 
Light Company, P. O. Box 1551, Raleigh, 
North Carolina 27602 

NRC Project Director: Elinor G. 
Adensam 

Georgia Power Company, Oglethorpe 
Power Corporation, Municipal Electric 
Authority of Georgia, City of Dalton, 
Georgia, Docket Nos. 5(M24 and 50- 
425, Vogtle Electric Generating Plant, 
Units 1 and 2, Burke County, Georgia 

Date of amendment request: May 27, 
1992, as supplemented December 7, 
1992 j 

Description of amendment request: 
The proposed amendments would 
revise Scions 3.0 and 4.0 of the Vogtle 
Electric Generating Plant Units 1 and 2 
Technical Specifications (TS) to 
incorporate the changes recommended 
in NRC’s Generic Letter 87-09, "'Sections 
3.0 and 4.0 of the Standard Technical 
Specifications (STS) on the 
Applicability of Limiting Conditions for 
Operation and Surveillance 
Requirements.” In this letter the NRC 
has concluded that certain 
recommended modifications to TSs 
3.0.4, 4.0.3, and 4.0.4 would clarify the 
intent of these TSs and would resolve 
three problems associated with the 
existing requirements, as follows: (1) TS 
3.0.4 would be revised to remove any 
unnecesseiry restrictions on operational 
mode changes in those cases where 
conformance with Action Statement 
requirements provides an acceptable 
level of safety for continued operation 
for an unlimited period of time; (2) TS 
4.0.3 would be revised to provide a 24- 
hour delay before implementing TS 
Action Statement requirements due to a 
missed surveillance, in those cases 
where the allowed time to perform the 
missed surveillance is less than 24 
hours; and (3) TS 4.0.4 would be revised 
to assure that its Surveillance 
Requirements do not prevent the plant’s 
passage through or to Operational 
Modes as required to comply with TS 
Action Statement requirements. 

Basis for proposed no significant 
hazards consideration determination: 
As required by 10 CFR 50.91(a), the 
licensee has provided its analysis of the 
issue of no significant hazards 
consideration, which is presented 
below: 

1. Revision to Specification 3.0.4 and 
associated bases 

a. The proposed change will not 
significantly increase the probability or 
consequences of an accident previously 
evaluated because the change simply 
recognizes those cases where conformance to 
the action requirements associated with an 
LCO est^lishes an acceptable level of safety 
for continued operation of the facility for an 
unlimited period of time. Generally, 
individual specifications that have action 
requirements which allow continued 
operation note that Specification 3.0.4 does 
not apply. However, exceptions to 
Specification 3.0.4 have not been 
consistently applied. Rather than applying 

individual exceptions to Specification 3.0.4 
(except in those cases where an exception to 
Specification 3.0.4 exists and the 
specification does not satisfy the provisions 
under which mode changes are permitted by 
the revision to Specification 3.0.4) the 
revision to Specification 3.0.4 defines the 
conditions under which the requirements do 
apply. Furthermore, Georgia Power Company 
concurs with the NRC staff position that good 
practice dictates that plant startup should 
normally be initiated only when all required 
equipment is operable, and that startup with 
inoperable equipment must be the exception 
rather than the rule. Therefore, since the 
proposed change wilj ensure consistent 
application of Specification 3.0.4 while 
continuing to ensure an acceptable level of 
safety for continued operation of the facility, 
the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated will not be 
significantly increased. 

b. This change does not create the 
possibility of a new or different kind of 
accident from any accident previously 
evaluated. If an 1^0 has action requirements 
that permit continued operation for an 
unlimited period of time, it follows that an 
acceptable level of safety is provided by 
conformance to those action requirements. 
Therefore, the proposed change does not 
create the possibility of a new or different 
kind of accident from any accident 
previously evaluated. 

c. The proposed change will not involve a 
significant reduction in a margin of safety. As 
previously stated, the proposed revision to 
Specification 3.0.4 defines the conditions 
under which Specification 3.0.4 applies. The 
fact that the action requirements allow for 
continued operation of the facility for an 
unlimited period of time implies that an 
acceptable level of safety is provided for and 
maintained by conformance to the action 
requirements. Therefore, it follows that the 
proposed change does not involve a 
significant reduction in a margin of safety. 

2. Deletion...of individual exceptions to 
Specification 3.0.4. Where individual 
specifications satisfy the provisions of 
revised Specification 3.0.4 under which 
mode changes would be allowed, the 
individual exemption statements have been 
deleted or added, as necessary. The following 
specifications and tables are affected by this 
change: 

Specification 
3.1.3.2, 3.2.4, 3.3.3.1, 3.3.3.2, 3.3.3.3, 

3.3.3 4, 3.3.3.9, 3.3.3.10, 3.3.3.11, 3.4.10, 
3.7.1.5, 3.7.9, 3.7.10, 3.8.4.1, 3.9.7, 3.9.9, 
3.9.11, 3.9.12, 3.11.1.1, 3.11.1.2, 3.11.1.3, 
3.11.1.4, 3.11.2.1, 3.11.2.2, 3.11.2.3, 3.11.2.4, 
3.11.2.5, 3.11.2.6, 3.11.3, 3.11.4, 3.12.1, 
3.12.2, 3.12.3 

Table 
33-1,3.3-2,3.3-8 
a. The proposed change will not 

significantly increase the probability or 
consequences of an accident previously 
evaluated. Each specification listed 
above...presently contains an exception to the 
provisions of Specification 3.0.4. Georgia 
Power Company has determined that all...or 
part of these specifications listed above 
satisfy the provisions of revised Specification 
3.0.4 under which mode changes would be 

i 
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allowed, lb ath«r words, sach specification 
has actiflti n^cemeDts which, provide an 
acceptable le<rol of sidiity fc>r continued 
operatieo of die faciiity hsr an unlimited 
period of Uase. Thesefore, in accordance with 
Generic Latter 87-06 the individual 
exceptions to Specificatioas 3.0.4 are no 
lon^ retired and should be deleted in 
order to avoid confusion about the 
applic^ihty of Specification 3.0.4. The net 
effect is toat there is no change in the 
requirementv The individual exceptions to 
Specification 34).4 will be raplaeed by 
revised Specification 3.6i4. '^e exce^on to 
3.0.4 is being added to Spepifkation 3.7.1.2 
to clarify ttiat mode changes are not allowed 
with th^ asudliary feedwater pumps 
i.'ioperafale. Since there is no net change in 
the lequiscments, H follows that die proposed 
change will not significantly increase the 
proliabtlity or consequences of an accident 
previously evaluated. 

b. This change does not create the 
possibility of a new or different kind of 
accident from any accident previously 
evaluated. Since there is no net change in the 
requirements, it follows that there is no 
possibility of a new or difierent kind of 
accident as a result of this change. 

c. The proposed change will not involve a 
significant reduction in the margin of safety 
b^use there is no net change in the 
requirements. 

3. Revision to Specification 4.0.3 and 
associated bases 

a. The proposed change will not 
si^ificantly increase the probability or 
consequences of an accidmt previously 
evaluated. The existing...Technical 
Spedficatioas state th^ the allowable outage 
time limits apply upon discovery that a 
required surveillance has been inadvertently 
omitted. Therefore, the only change in 
requirements associated with adopting the 
wording of Generic Letter 87-09 for 
Specification 4.0.3 and its associated bases 
involves foe addition of a 24-houf interval for 
performing a missed surveillance if the 
allowable outage time is less than 24 hours. 

Generic Letter 87-69 states that it b overly 
conservative to assume that systems or 
components are inoperable when a 
surveillance requirement has not been 
performed. The letter hirther states that the 
majority of surveillances demonstrate that 
systems or components in fact are operable, 
and when a surveillance is missed it is 
primari^ a question of verification of 
operability the performance of the 
required surveillance. In some cases, the 
condition of a missed surveillance ceuld 
force a plant shutdown which would be 
unnecessary if in fact the system or 
component in question was opars^ia If a 
plant shutdown is required before a missed 
surveillance is completed, it is likely that it 
would be conducted wdiile the plant is being 
shut down because completion of a missed 
surveillance could terminate the shutdown 
requirement This fe uadesirable since U 
increases the risks to the plant and public 
safety foe twe reason& First, the plwt would 
be in a tcaosient state involving changing 
plant condltfons that offer the potential for 
an upset that could lead to a demand for the 
system or component being tested. Secondly. 

a shutdown would increase the pressure on 
the pdant staff to expeditiously complete the 
required surveillance so that the plant could 
be returned to power operation. This would 
further increase the potential for a plant 
upset when both the shutdown and 
siaveiHenee activities place a demand on the 
plant operations. Tbe NRG staff has 
concluded that, based on consideration of 
plant conditions, adequate planning, 
availability of personnel, time required to 
perform the missed surveillance, and the 
safety significance of the delay in completion 
of the surveillance, 24 hours would bean 
acceptable time limit fox completing a missed 
surveillance when the allowable outage time 
limit is less than 24 hours or when shutdown 
action requirements apply. Furthermore, the 
NRG staff concludes that the 24-bour time 
limit would balance tbe risks associated with 
an allowance for completing the surveillance 
within diis period against the risks associated 
with the potential for a plant upset and 
challenge to safety systems when the 
alternative is a shutdown to comply with 
action requirements before the surveillance 
can be completed. Finally, the deletion of the 
statement that exceptions to Specification 
4.0.3 are noted in i^vixlual specifications is 
an administrative change since the implied 
exceptions do not exist. Specification 4.0.3 
alwa3rs applies. 

Georgia Power Company agrees with the 
evaluation of die NRC staff as pcesented in 
Generic Letter 87-09 and therefore concludes 
that this aspect of the revision to 
Specification 4.0.3 will not involve a 
significant increase in the probability or 
consequences of an accident previously 
evaluated. 

b. This change does not create the 
possibility of a new or different kind of 
accident from any accident previously 
evaluated. As stated in item 3a above, the 
proposed revision should minimixe the 
potential for a plant upset due to efforts to 
comply with an LCO in the event of a missed 
surveillance. The delation of the statement 
regarding noted exceptions to Specification 
4.0.3 is an administrative change since the 
noted exceptions do not exist. Therefore, this 
change does not create the possibility of a 
new or different kind of accident. 

e. The proposed change does not involve 
a significimt reduction in the margin of 
safety. Equipment operability will continue 
to be verified as requfred by the Technical 
Specifications. The proposed revision should 
minimize the potential for plant upset due to 
efforts to meet an LCO in the event of a 
missed surveillance. The deletion of the 
statement regarding noted exceptions to 
Specification 4.0.3 is administrative since the 
noted exceptions do not exist. Therefore, this 
change does not involve a significant 
reduction in the margin of safety. 

4. Revision to Specification 4.0.4 and 
a&sociated bases 

a. The proposed change will not 
significantly increase the probability or 
consequences of an accident previously 
evaluated. As discussed in item 3a, the 
potential for a plant upset and challenge to 
safety systems is hai^tened if surveillances 
are performed duzmg the transition to 
shutdown to comply with action 

requirements, and k should not apply when 
mode changea are imposed by action 
requirements. Since me proposed change 
should reduce the potential for plaiit upset 
and challenge to safety systems, there is ao 
significant inerrase in the pcobalnlity or 
consequences of an accident previously 
evaluated. 

b. The proposed change does not create the 
possibUity of a new or different kind of 
accident from any accident previously 
evaluated. As stated in item 4a, this change 
should reduce die potential ibr plant upset 
and challenge to safety systems. This change 
is a clarification which will facilitate 
conformance to action requirements when 
mode changes are required. Tharefote, the 
change does not create the possibility of a 
new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated. 

c. The proposed change does not involve 
a signifiewt reduction in die margin of 
safety. The psoposed change is a clarification 
which will facilitate cximpliance with action 
requirements when mode changes are 
required. The result should be an 
enhancement to plant safety in the event tiiat 
inoperable equipment or an out of limit 
condition requires a plant shutdown. 
Therefore, there is not significant reduction 
in the margin of safety. 

5. Revision of the bases for Specifications 
3.0.1, 3.0.2, 3.0.3, 3.0.4, 4.0.1, 4.0.2, 4.0.3, 
4.0.4, and 4.0.5 

a. The proposed change will not 
signific^tly increase the probability or 
consequences of an accid^t previously 
evaluated because the Technical 
Specification requirements have not changed 
(i.e.. Specifications 3.0.1, 3.0;2, 3.0.3, 3,0.4, 
4.0.1, 4.0.2,4.0.3,4J1.4,and 4.0.&). The bases 
associated with these requirements have 
simply been rewritten for clarity. Therefore, 
there will be no significant increase in the 
probability or consequences of an accident 
previously evaluated. 

b. The proposed change will not create the 
possibili^ of a new or different kind of 
accident from any accident previously 
evaluated. As stated in item Se, there are no 
changes to the requirements proposed. The 
proposed change will result in improved 
bases frir the subject ^lecificatioas. 
Therefrne, there is no possilhlity of a new or 
different kind of accidimt from any 
previously evaluated. 

c. The proposed change will not involve a 
significant reduction in the margin of safety 
because the requirements have not changed. 

The staff reviewed the licensee’s 
no significant hazards analysis given 
above. Based on this review and the 
consistency of the propcsed dianges 
with those recommended in Generu: 
Letter 87-09, the staff proposes to 
determine that the proposed 
amendments meet the three 10 CFR 
50.92(c) standards and do not involve a 
significant hazards consideration. 

Local Public Document Room 
location: Bnrice County Public Library, 
412 Fourth Street, Waynesboro, Georgia 
30830. 

Attorney for licensee: Mr. Arthur R 
Domby, Troutman, Sanders, 
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NationsBank Plaza, Suite 5200, 600 
Peachtree Street. NE., Atlanta, Georgia 
30308-2210. 

NRC Project Director: David B. 
Matthews 

Georgia Power Company, Oglethorpe 
Power Corporation, Munici^ Electric 
Authority of Georgia, City of Dalton, 
Georgia, Docket Nos. 50-424 and 50- 
425, Vogtle Electric Generating Plant, 
Units 1 and 2, Burke County, Georgia 

Date of amendment request: 
December 7,1992 

Description of amendment request: 
The proposed amendments would 
revise the Technical Specifications (TS) 
to change the frequency of reporting the 
quantity of each of the principal 
radionuclides released from ^e plant 
site to unrestricted areas in liquid and 
in gaseous effluents from semiannual to 
annual. These changes would be 
implemented by further modifying 
certain related changes (TS Sections 
1.19, 6.8.1, and 6.13.2) proposed by the 
licensee with respect to NRC Generic 
Letter (GL) 89-19 on March 4.1992, that 
were noticed in the Federal Register on 
August 19.1992 (57 FR 37565). 
Specifically, the title “Annual 
Radioactive Effluent Release Report" 
would be used instead of "Semiannual 
Radioactive Effluent Release Report." 
This title appears in TSs 1.19, 6.8.1, 
6.13.2, and TS Index page X^UII. 

The proposed change for TS 6.8.1 
would also require that the Annual 
Radioactive Effluent Release Report 
covering the operation of the unit 
during the previous calendar year be 
submitted before May 1 of each year, 
and that the quantity of solid waste 
releases be reported on an annual, rather 
than a semiannual, basis. 

Basis for proposed no significant 
hazards consideration determination: 
As noticed in the Federal Register on 
August 31.1992 (57 FR 39353), the NRC 
has amended 10 CJR 50.36a to reduce 
the required frequency of reporting the 
quantity of each principal radionuclide 
released to unrestricted areas in liquid 
and gaseous effluents from semiannual 
to annual. The proposed amendments 
would revise the TS to be consistent 
with the revised regulation. The 
reporting requirement for solid wastes is 
not addressed by the revised 10 CFR 
50.36a. However, to be consistent with 
the proposed changes for liquid and 
gaseous effluents, the licensee proposes 
that the quantity of solid waste releases 
also be reported on an annual basis. 

As required by 10 CFR 50.91(a), the 
licensee has provided its analysis of the 
issue of no significant hazards 
consideration, which is presented 
below: 

1. The proposed changes do not Involve a 
significant increase in the probability or 
consequences of an accident {Hwiously 
evaluated. The proposed changes are 
administrative in nature and do not involve 
any change to the configuration or method of 
operation of any plant equipment that is used 
to mitigate the consequences of an accident. 
Also, the proposed changes do not alter the 
conditions or assumptions in any of the Final 
Safety Anal3rsis Report (FSAR) accident 
analyses. Since the FSAR accident analyses 
remain bounding, the radiological 
consequences {neviously evaluated are not 
adversely affected by the proposed changes. 
Therefore, it can be concluded that the 
proposed changes do not involve a 
significant increase in the probability or 
consequences of an accident previously 
evaluated. 

2. The proposed changes do not create the 
possibility of a new or different kind of 
accident from any accident previously 
evaluated. The proposed changes are 
administrative in nature and do not involve 
any change to the configuration or method of 
operation of any plant equipment that is used 
to mitigate the consequences of an accident. 
Accordingly, no new failure modes have 
been defined for any plant system or 
component important to safety nor has any 
new limiting failure been identified as a 
result of the proposed changes. Also, there 
will be no change in the types or increase in 
the amount of efiluents released offsite. 
Therefore, it can be concluded that the 
proposed changes do not create the 
possibility of a new or different kind of 
accident from any accident previously 
evaluated. 

3. The proposed changes do not involve a 
significant reduction in a margin of safety. 
The proposed changes are administrative in 
nature and do not adversely impact the 
plant’s ability to meet applicable regulatory 
requirements related to liquid and gaseous 
effluents, and solid waste releases. The 
proposed change[s] would also eliminate an 
unnecessary burden of governmental 
regulation without reducing protection for 
public health and safety. Therefore, it can be 
concluded that the proposed changes do not 
involve a significant reduction in a margin of 
safety. 

The NRC staff has reviewed the 
licensee’s analysis and, based on this 
review, it appears that the three 
standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c) are 
satisfied. Therefore, the NRC staff 
proposes to determine that the 
amendment request involves na 
significant haz^s consideration. 

Local Public Document Room 
location: Burke County Public Library, 
412 Fourth Street, Waynesboro, Georgia 
30830. 

Attorney for licensee: Mr. Arthur H. 
Domby, Esquire, Trowtman, Sanders, 
NationsBank Plaza, Sviite 5200, 600 
Peachtree Street. NE., Atlanta, Georgia 
30308-2210. 

NRC Project Director: David B. 
Matthews 

Houston Lighting k Power Ctunpany, 
City Public Swvice Board of Sim 
Antonio,Central Power and light 
Company, City of Austin, Texas, Docket 
Nos. 50-498and 50-499, South Texas 
Project, Units 1 and 2, Matagorda 
County, Texas 

Date of amendment request: 
September 28,1992, as supplemented 
on November 12,1992. 

Description of amendment request: 
Two proposed changes to the Technical 
Specification (TSs) were included in the 
submittal. The first change is to replace 
the variable shutdown margin 
requirements for Modes 1 and 2 with a 
constant value for all values of boron 
concentration. The second change is 
intended to clarify when an ove^l 
reactivity balance is to be performed to 
confirm core design predictions, and 
hence validate shutdown margin. 

Basis for proposed no significant 
hazards consideration determination: 
As required by 10 CFR 50.91(a), the 
licensee has provided its analysis of the 
issue of no significant hazards 
consideration. ’The NRC staff has 
reviewed the licensee’s analysis against 
the standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c). The 
NRC staffs review is presented below. 

1. The proposed changes do not 
involve a significant increase in the 
probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated. 

Figure 3.1-1 of the TSs presently 
requires that shutdown margin be 
maintained as a function of boron 
concentration for Modes 1, 2, 3, and 4. 
The shutdown margin is a constant 
value of 1.75 percent ^k/k up to a boron 
concentration of 900 ppm and then 
increases linearly with boron 
concentration. The presence of the 
variable shutdown requirement for 
Modes 1 and 2 may place the plant in 
a condition that is more restrictive than 
required in order to meet its safety 
analysis. The use of longer fuel cycles 
will cause the reactor core to be more 
reactive at beginning of life (BOL). This, 
in turn causes the “^1 rods in’’ critical 
boron concentration to increase at BOL. 
Use of the ciurent Figure 3.1-1 of TS 
3.1.1.1 requires additional shutdown 
margin over the 1.75 percent ^k/k for the 
higher boron concentrations. For Modes 
1 and 2, the safety analyses were 
performed using a constant value of 1.75 
percent ^k/k, so any shutdown margin 
above that is more than is required to 
meet the safety analysis. 

The licensee is also requesting that 
the surveillance requirement as stated in 
TS 4.1.1.1.2 be exempt fivm the 
requirements of TS 4.0.4. TS 4.1.1.1.2 
requires that “the overall core reactivity 
balance shall be compared to predicted 
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values to demonstrate agreement within 
+1 percent ^k/k at least once per 31 
Effective Full Power Days.” The TS is 
applicable in Modes 1, 2, 3, and 4. 
There is no exemption from TS 4.0.4. TS 
4.0.4 prevents a mode change unless all 
surveillance requirements are met. 
Therefore, as written, TS 4.1.1.1.2 
would have to be satisfied before entry 
into Mode 4 and each succeeding mode. 
However, performing a reactivity 
balance prior to criticality is not 
possible. As part of a normal reactor 
startup process, an estimated critical 
condition (ECC) is performed. If the ECXl 
is in error by a specified amount, plant 
procedures are followed to ascertain the 
source of the error and to take 
appropriate action. 

For the above stated reasons, the 
proposed TS changes do not involve a 
significant increase in the probability or 
consequences of an accident previously 
evaluated. 

2. The proposed changes do not create 
the possibility of a new or different kind 
of accident from any previously stated. 

The design basis for the shutdown 
margin in Modes 1 and 2 is unchanged. 

The proposed change in the 
applicability of surveillance 
requirement (TS 4.1.1.1.2) does not 
affect the accuracy of the parameters 
used in the shutdown margin 
calculation performed for compliance 
with TS 3.I.I.I. 

For the above reasons, the proposed 
changes do not create the possibility of 
a new or different accident from any 
previously stated. 

3. The proposed ..hanges do not 
involve a signifi.jant reduction in a 
margin of safety. 

The design basis for the shutdown 
margin in Modes 1 and 2 remains 
unchanged. 

The proposed change in the 
surveillance requirement does not afreet 
the accuracy of the parameters used in 
the shutdown margin calculation 
performed for compliance with TS 
3.I.I.I. 

For the above reasons, the proposed 
changes do not involve a significant 
reduction in the margin of safety. 

Based on this review, it appears that 
the three standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c) 
are satisfied. Therefore, the NRC staff 
proposes to determine that the request 
for amendments involves no significant 
hazards consideration. 

Local Public Document Boom 
location: Wharton County Junior 
College, J. M. Hodges Learning Center, 
911 Boling Highway, Wharton, Texas 
77488. 

Attorney for licensee: Jack R. 
Newman, Esq., Newman & Holtzinger, 

P.C., 1615 L Street, N.W., Washington, 
D.C. 20036 

NBC Project Director: Suzanne C. 
Black 

Indiana Michigan Power Company, 
Docket Nos. 50«315 and 50*316, Donald 
C Cook Nuclear Plant, Unit Nos. 1 and 
2, Berrien County, Michigan 

Date of amendment request: February 
12,1992 

Description of amendment request: 
The proposed amendments would 
change Technical Specifications to 
reflect the addition of clean water tanks 
and associated pumps, piping, and 
valves to the fim suppression water 
system in Units 1 and 2. 

Basis for proposed no significant 
hazards consideration determination: 
As required by 10 CFR 50.91(a), the 
licensee has provided its analysis of the 
issue of no significant hazards 
consideration, which is presented 
below: 

(1) Involve a significant increase in 
the probability or consequences of an 
accident previously evaluated. 

(The proposed amendment does not 
involve a significant increase in the 
probability or consequences of an accident 
previously evaluated.! The newly installed 
fire water storage tanks and their three 
associated pumps will supply enough water 
and pumping capability to be able to put out 
the largest single fire hazard even if one of 
the three pumps fail, which is in accordance 
with Branch Technical Position APSCB 9.5- 
1. Maintaining two of the existing pumps that 
take suction off of Lake Michigan is an added 
conservatism that results in Cook Nuclear 
Plant having two completely separate and 
independent sources of fire suppression 
water. Consequently, the proposed changes 
to the Cook Nuclear Plant design and 
Technical Specifications will not involve a 
significant increase In the probability or 
consequences of an accident previously 
evaluated. 

(2) Create the possibility of a new or 
different kind of accident from any 
previously analyzed. 

(The proposed amendment does not create 
the possibility of a new or different kind of 
accident from any previously analyzed.) The 
proposed system is designed in accordance 
with 10CFR50 Appendix A General Design 
Criterion 3. As su^, no new potential fire 
hazards will be located in the vicinity of any 
structures, systems, or components important 
to safety. In addition, the effects of the fire 
water storage tanks rupturing have been 
analyzed to ensure that the safety capability 
of structures, systems, or components 
important to safety is not impaired. 

In addition, by having the two piunps that 
take suction from Lakg Michigan, we will 
still have a readily available source of fire 
suppression water in the event that the tanks 
fail. Consequently, the proposed changes will 
not create the possibility of a new or different 
kind of accident from any previously 
analyzed. 

(3) Involve a significant reduction in 
a margin of safety. 

(The proposed amendment does not 
involve a significant reduction in the margin 
of safety.] The margin of safety was carefully 
considered in the design of the proposed 
system. It was realized early in the design 
process that if we did not maintain the 
capability to obtain water from (thel Lake 
Michigan then the overall margin of safety 
would be reduced for two reasons. 

First, Lake Michigan is essentially an 
infinite source of water and the tanks are not 
Second, if both tanks catastrophically failed, 
no fire suppression water would exist until 
an alternate source was established. 

The number of pumps is also important to 
the margin of safety. Although only three 
pumps are needed to meet the requirements 
of Branch Technical Position APSCB 9.5-1, a 
reduction in the number of pumps from four 
in the existing system to three in the new 
system would also reduce the margin of 
safety. 

However, zebra mussel infestation of the 
existing system also poses the potential to 
reduce the margin of safety. Therefore, it was 
decided to install a new system with clean 
water stored in tanks and to also maintain 
two of the existing diesel-engine-driven lake 
pumps in the new system design. In this 
manner we address the zebra mussel problem 
and maintain the capability of obtaining 
water from Lake Michigan. We also increase 
the number of pumps from four in the 
existing system to five in the new system. By 
keeping the lake pumps isolated we 
eliminate any concern that the new portion 
of the system will become infested with zebra 
mussels. Periodically starting the lake pumps 
and flushing their discharge piping per the 
proposed T/Ss requirements, and chemically 
treating the pumps and discharge piping will 
help to ensure that they will be kept 
operational and free of zebra mussels. By 
increasing the number of pumps, having 
diversity in our available water sources, and 
addressing the zebra mussel problem, we 
have not only addressed the design issues 
that may have potentially reduced the margin 
of safety, but have actually increased the 
margin of safety. 

The NRC staff has reviewed the 
licensee’s analysis and, based on this 
review, it appears that the three 
standards of 50.92(c) are satisfied. 
Therefore, the NRC staff proposes to 
determine that the amendment request 
involves no significant hazards 
consideration. 

Local Public Document Boom 
location: Maude Preston Palenske 
Memorial Library, 500 Market Street, St. 
Joseph, Michigan 49085. 

Attorney for licensee: Gerald Chamofr, 
Esq., Shaw, Pittman, Potts and 
Trowbridge, 2300 N Street, NW, 
Washington, DC 20037. 

NBC Project Director: L. B. Marsh. 
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Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation, 
Docket No. 50-410, Nine Mile Point 
Nuclear Station, Unit 2, Oswego 
County, New York 

Date of amendment request: 
November 24,1992 

Description of amendment request: 
The proposed amendment would revise 
Section 6.0, “Administrative Controls,” 
of the Technical Specifications (TS). TS 
6.5.1 would be revised to reflect changes 
in the size and composition of the 
Station Operations Review Committee 
(SORC) that are intended to improve the 
efficiency of the station review function. 
TS 6.5.3.6 would be revised to change 
the quorum requirements for the Safety 
Review and Audit Board (SRAB) to 
ensure membership continuity during 
scheduled meetings. TS 6.3 and 6.4 
would be revised to delete several 
references and thereby improve 
consistency with 10 CFR Part 55. 

Basis for proposed no significant 
hazards consideration determination: 
As required by 10 CFR 50.91(a), the 
licensee has provided its analysis of the 
issue of no significant hazards 
consideration, which is presented 
below: 

The operation of NMP2 {Nine Mile Point 
Nuclear Station, Unit 2], in accordance with 
the proposed amendment, will not involve a 
significant increase in the probability or 
consequences of an accident previously 
evaluated. 

The proposed changes to Technical 
Specification 6.5.1 are consistent with STS 
(Standard Technical Specifications] 
guidelines regarding number of members 
associated with a "Unit Review Group", 
designated at NMP2 as the "Station 
Operations Review Committee (SORC)”. 
Proposed changes to the SORC quorum 
requirements incorporate BWR [boiling-water 
reactor] STS guidelines combined with later 
operating BWR plant provisions regarding 
establishment of a SORC Vice-Chairman 
position. The SORC Vice-Chairman position, 
with duties, responsibilities and 
qualifications similar to those of the SORC 
Chairman, is adopted from later operating 
BWR plant provisions found acceptable to 
the NRC. In addition, the authority presently 
granted to the SORC Chairman to appoint 
alternate SORC members and to convene 
SORC, is extended to the Vice-Chairman. 

These changes provide a flexibility in the 
implementation of the SORC review process 
which should enhance the timeliness of 
response to routine activities as well as to 
emerging circumstances requiring SORC 
review. During SORC Chairman absence, the 
Vice-Chairman position assures the 
continuity required for effective 
implementation of the day-to-day SORC 
functions. Continued technical adequacy of 
the process is assured by retention of existing 
procedural controls requiring verification 
that SORC members or alternates present 
have appropriate technical background 
necessary for an adequate safety review of 

agenda items, as well as the requirements to 
designate other personnel, as necessary, for 
attendance at meetings where additional 
information or expertise is needed. 

The SORC function of advising the Plant 
Manager on all matters related to nuclear 
safety, as stated in TS 6.5.1.1, remains 
unchanged. Similarly, the specific SORC 
responsibilities detailed in TS 6.5.1.6 are not 
affected by the proposed chanms. The 
number of alternates permitted by TS 6.5.1.3 
remains unchanged thereby maintaining the 
present condition that there always be at 
least a majority at each SORC meeting who 
are permanent SORC members. 

The proposed change to the SRAB quorum 
meets the requirements of ANSI (American 
National Standards Institute] N18.7-1976 
Sections 4.3.2.1 and 4.3.2.3. These require 
that the committee consist of no less than 
five (5) persons and that the quorum consist 
of not less than a majority of the principles 
or duly appointed alternates. This will 
ensure membership continuity dming 
scheduled meetings. The proposed changes 
are consistent with STS guidelines, ANSI 
N18.7-1976 and the SRAB charter. 

The proposed changes to TS 6.3 and 6.4 are 
administrative in natiue and since no 
changes will be made to the Operator and 
SeniorDperator license training programs, 
there is no impact on nuclear safety. 

The proposed changes do not a^ct any 
accident precvirsors and do not alter or 
modify existing limitations on the function, 
use of alternates, and responsibilities of the 
SORC. Addition of STS and later operating 
BWR plant provisions applicable to NMP2 
assures retention of an adequate level and 
quality of review of matters related to nuclear 
safety, and therefore does not involve a 
significant increase in the probability or 
consequences of an accident previously 
evaluated. 

The operation of NMP2, in accordance 
with the proposed amendment, will not 
create the possibility of a new or different 
kind of accident fix)m any accident 
previously evaluated. 

The proposed changes for NMP2 Technical 
Specification Section 6.0 are based on STS 
guidelines end on later operating BWR plant 
provisions found acceptable to the NRC. 
These proposed changes have been reviewed 
for acceptability at NMP2 considering 
similarity of NMP2 nuclear safety review 
processes versus the STS and later operating 
BWRs. No new conditions of operation are 
introduced by the proposed changes. The 
proposed changes do not modify existing 
setpoints or design assumptions for system 
operation. 

Since the proposed changes do not alter 
the functions and responsibilities of SORC 
and SRAB to review matters related to 
nuclear safety, do not modify the present 
level of plant system operability, and do not 
affect the Operator and Senior Operator 
license training programs, the proposed 
amendment does not create the possibility of 
a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated. 

The operation of NMP2, in accordance 
with the proposed amendment, will not 
involve a significant reduction in a margin of 
safety. / 

The proposed changes to Technical 
Specification Section 6.0 represent a 
combination of present requirements, STS 
guidelines and provisions that have been 
found acceptable for use cm other operating 
BWRs with review processes simiUff to fiiose 
at NMP2. The proposed SCKtC changes are 
intended to provide the flexibility required 
for continued timely SORC review of routine 
activities as well as review of emergent 
conditions, without compromising the 
technical adequacy of the process. The 
proposed SRAB quonun requirements will 
ensiue membership continuity during 
scheduled SRAB meetings. 

Existing procedural administrative controls 
requiring verification that SCffiC members or 
alternates present have ap|m>priate technical 
background necessary for an adequate safety 
review of agenda items, as well as the 
requirements to designate other persormel, as 
necessary, for attendance at meetings where 
additional information or expertise is 
needed, remain in effect. 

Since the proposed changes are based on 
STS guidelines and NRC accepted provisions 
at other operating plants that are applicable 
at NMP2, and since procedural 
administrative controls remain in place to 
assure presence of adequate technical 
expertise during the SORC review process, 
the proposed changes do not involve a 
significant reduction in a margin of safety. 

Therefore, based on the above evaluation, 
Niagara Mohawk has concluded that these 
changes do not involve significant hazards 
consideration. 

The NRC staff has reviewed the 
licensee’s analysis and, based on this 
review, it appears that the three 
standards of 50.92(c] are satisfied. 
Therefore, the NRC staff proposes to 
determine that the amendment request 
involves no significant hazards 
consideration. 

Local Public Document Room 
location: Reference and Documents 
Department, Penfield Library, State 
University of New York, Oswego, New 
York 13126. 

Attorney for licensee: Mark J. 
Wetterhahn, Esquire, Winston & Strawn, 
1400 L Street, NW., Washington, DC 
20005-3502. 

NRC Project Director: Robert A. Capra 

Northern States Power Company, 
Docket Nos. 50-282 and 50-306, I^airie 
Island Nuclear Generating Plant, Unit 
Nos. 1 and 2, Goodhue County, 
Minnesota 

Date of amendments request: January 
21, 1992 

Description of amendments request: 
The amendments revise surveillance 
tests intervals for engineered safety 
feature systems pump and valves to be 
consistent with the standard technical * 
specifications. 

Basis for proposed no significant 
hazards consideration determination: 
As required by 10 CFR 50.91(a], the 
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licensee has provided its analysis of the 
issue of no significant hazards 
consideration, which is presented 
below: 

1. The proposed amendment will not 
involve a significant increase in the 
probability or consequences of an accident 
previously evaluated. 

The decrease in the number of equipment 
operational transients will increase reliability 
more than the delay in problem 
identification. The net effect of this change 
will have a positive effect on equipment 
availability. These changes are consistent 
with Standard Technical Specifications. 
Therefore, these changes will not effect the 
probability or consequences of previously 
analyzed accidents. 

2. The proposed amendment will not 
create the possibility of a new or different 
kind of accident from any accident 
previously analyzed. 

These changes only affect the equipment 
testing frequency, and therefore will not 
create the possibility of a new kind of 
accident or different kind of accident. 

3. The proposed amendment will not 
involve a significant reduction in the margin 
of safety. 

These changes will improve the 
performance of equipment and are intended 
to reduce the potential for equipment failures 
due to unnecessary testing. No safety margins 
will be affected. 

The NRC staff has reviewed the 
licensee’s analysis and, based on this 
review, it appears that the three 
standards of 50.92(c) are satisfied. 
Therefore, the NRC staff proposes to 
determine that the amendment request 
involves no significant hazards 
consideration. 

Attorney for licensee :]ay Silberg, Esq., 
Shaw, Pittman, Potts, and Trowbridge, 
2300 N Street, NW, Washington, DC 
20037. 

NRC Project Director: L. B. Marsh 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company, 
Docket Nos. 50-275 and 50-323, Diablo 
Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Unit Nos. 
1 and 2, San Luis Obispo County, 
California 

Date of amendment requests: October 
27,1992 (Reference LAR 92-06) 

Description of amendment requests: 
The proposed amendment would revise 
the combined Technical Specifications 
(TS) for the Diablo Canyon Power Plant 
(DCPP) Units 1 and 2 to relocate Table 
3.8-1, "Motor-Operated Valves (MOVs) 
Thermal Overload Protection and 
Bypass Devices," to Diablo Canyon 
Power Plant procedures. The relocation 
is proposed in accordance with the 
guidance provided in Generic Letter 
(GL) 91-08, “Removal of Component 

.Lists from Technical Specifications,” 
dated May 6,1991. TS 3/4.8.4 would be 
revised by removing reference to TS 
Table 3.8-1 and rewording in 
accordance with GL 91-08. The 
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associated Bases would also be 
ropriately revised. 
asisfor proposed no significant 

hazards consideration determination: 
As required by 10 GFR 50.91(a), the 
licensee has provided its analysis of the 
issue of no significant hazards 
consideration, which is presented 
below: 

1. Does the change involve a significant 
increase in the probability or consequences 
of an accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed changes simplify the TS, 
meet the regulatory requirements for control 
of MOV thermal overload and bypass 
devices, and are consistent with dte 
recommendations of NUREG 1024 and GL 
91-08. The procedural details of the MOV 
thermal overload protection and bypass 
devices table have not been changed, only 
relocated to a different controlling document. 
The proposed change is administrative in 
nature, should result in improved 
administrative practices, and does not affect 
plant operations. 

Therefore, the proposed changes do not 
involve a significant increase in the 
probability or consequences of an accident 
previously evaluated. 

2. Does the change create the possibility of 
a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed changes are administrative 
in nature, do not result in physical 
alterations or changes to the operation of the 
plant, and cause no change in the method by 
which any safety-related system performs its 
function. 

Therefore, the proposed changes do not 
create the possibility of a new or different 
kind of accident from any accident 
previously evaluated. 

3. Does the change involve a significant 
reduction in a margin of safety? 

The administrative change to relocate TS 
Table 3.8-1 to DCPP plant procedures does 
not alter basic regulatory requirements and 
does not affect any safety analyses. Adequate 
control of the content of the table is assured 
by existing administrative procedures. 

The proposed relocation of TS Table 3.8- 
1 does not alter the requirements for MOV 
thermal overload protection and bypass 
devices operability currently in the TS. The 
LCO and surveillance requirements would be 
retained in the revised TS. Therefore, the 
proposed change would not affect the 
meaning, application, and function of the TS 
requirements. 

Therefore, the proposed change does not 
involve a significant reduction in a margin of 
safety. 

The NRC staff has reviewed the 
licensee's analysis and, based on this 
review, it appears that the three 
standards of 50.92(c) are satisfied. 
Therefore, the NRC staff proposes to 
determine that the amendment requests 
involve no significant hazards 
consideration. 

Local Public Document Room 
location: California Polytechnic State 
University, Robert E. Kennedy Library, 
Government Documents and Maps 

Department. San Luis Obispo, California 
93407 

Attorney for licensee: Christopher J. 
Warner, Esq., Pacific Gas and Electric 
Company, P.O. Box 7442, San 
Francisco, California 94120 

NRC Project Director: Theodore R. 
Quay 

The Cleveland Electric Illuminating 
Company, Centerior Service Company, 
Duquesne Light Company, Ohio ^ison 
Company, Pennsylvania Power 
Company, Toledo Edison Company, 
Docket No. 50-440, Perry Nuclear 
Power Plant, Unit No. 1, Lake County, 
Ohio 

Date of amendment request: 
September 28,1992 

Description of amendment request: 
The proposed amendment would revise 
the Technical Specifications by 
removing the Reactor Protection System 
(RPS) trip and the Main Steam Line 
(MSL) Isolation Actuation signal 
requirements from the Main Steam Line 
Radiation Monitors (MSLRMs). This 
Technical Specification (TS) diange 
requires revisions to TS 2.2.1 “Reactor 
Protection System Instrumentation 
Setpoints," "TS 3.3.1 “Reactor Protection 
System Instrumentation," and TS 3.3.2 
“Isolation Actuation Instrumentation." 

Basis for proposed no significant 
hazards consideration determination: 
As required by 10 CFR 50.91(a), the 
licensee has provided its analysis of the 
issue of no significant hazards 
consideration, which is presented 
below: 

1. These changes do not involve a 
significant increase in the probability or 
consequences of an accident previously 
evaluated. 

The proposed change does not involve any 
increase in the probability of a previously 
evaluated accident. The trips and Main 
Steam Line isolations being deleted were in 
place only to react to a previously evaluated 
accident, the Control Rod Drop Accident 
(CROA). The elimination of the trips/ 
isolations will not change the probability of 
occurrence of the CRDA, and thus has no 
affect (sic] on the probability of occurrence 
of previously evaluated accidents. 

The consequences of previously evaluated 
accidents are also not increased as result of 
the proposed changes. No credit was ever 
taken for the RPS trip from the Main Steam 
Line radiation monitors (MSLRMs) in the 
Control Rod Drop Accident (CRDA) accident 
sequence description or in the associated 
radiological assessment (the scram signal 
assumed in the CRDA is the APRM Upscale 
signal). At PNPP, the CRDA accident 
sequence description also does not depend 
upon the Main Steam Line isolation signals 
from the MSLRMs. The plant will con^ue 
to be operated in compliance with the 
Banked Position Withdrawal Sequence 
(BPWS) analysis criteria, which are 
unchanged by this proposed amendment. 
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These criteria are enforced by the Rod Pattern 
Controller portion of the Rod Pattern Control 
System (RH^), whose design and Technical 
Specification controls are also unchanged by 
this amendment, and conformance to the 
BPWS criteria ensure that an individual 
control rod’s worth is such that if it is 
dropped during rod withdrawals, the 
enthalpy rise will continue to be less than the 
acceptance criteria for such scenarios. A 
CRDA event would not result in any 
significant radiological release, and the 
magnitude of any such release would 
continue to be less than any level which 
would have caused ah isolation signal from 
the MSLRMs. As noted in the Bases for 
Specification 3.1.4.2, during power 
reductions below the LPSP (Low Power 
Setpoint], the Rod Pattern Controller portion 
of RPCS provides automatic supervision to 
assure that out-of-sequence rods will not be 
withdrawn or inserted. If this condition is 
not correctable in a manner consistent with 
the BPWS analysis, controls are in place to 
scram the plant. If the Rod Pattern Controller 
portion of RPCS is inoperable when thermal 
power is below the Low Power Setpoint, 
Technical Specification 3.1.4.2, Rod Pattern 
Control System, requires that no control rod 
be moved except by scram. Therefore, 
enforcement of the BPWS/RPCS 
requirements assures that the CRDA is of no 
significance at PNPP, and that the Main 
Steam Line isolation signal from the 
MSLRMs is not required. 

Even though the BPWS/RPCS is designed 
to minimize the consequences of the C^A, 
a hypothetical radiological assessment of a 
CRDA was performed which assumed that 
the BPWS/RPCS and their corresponding 
requirements do not exist in order to evaluate 
the radiological consequences without 
subsequent main steam line isolation, as 
compared to previous design basis 
assessments. This assessment was performed 
consistent with the BWR Owners Group 
Topical Report NEDO-31400 "Safety 
Evaluation for Eliminating the Boiling Water 
Reactor Main Steam Line Isolation Valve 
Closure Function and Scram Function of the 
Main Steam Line Radiation Monitor,” which 
has been reviewed and generically accepted 
by the NRC staff in a Safety Evaluation 
Report (SER) dated May 15,1991. 

The t^DO-31400 submittal and the NRC’s 
SER analyzed the proposed changes and both 
concluded that as long as the individual 
utilities met certain conditions the changes 
would not significantly affect the 
consequences of a previously evaluated 
accident. This amendment request 
documents how PNPP meets the conditions 
imposed by the NRC’s SER, and that the 
PNPP design is in fact bounded by the 
NEDO-31400 radiological analysis. Thus this 
assessment also shows that there is no 
significant increase in the consequences of 
any previously evaluated accident. 

2 The proposed changes do not create the 
possibility of a new or different kind of 
accident from any previously evaluated. 

The proposed changes request the removal 
of the 'Technical Specification requirements 
for the RPS trips and main steam line 
isolation signals generated by the MSLRMs. 
The original reason for the signals was to 

respond to a CRDA as discussed above. The 
elimination of these signals, which served 
only in a mitigative function, do not create 
the possibility of a new or different kind of 
accident from those previously evaluated. 
Also, radiation monitors with alarm 
functions will remain installed in the plant 
to warn the operators of a high radiation 
condition in the main steam lines, or in the 
offgas system. In addition, the trip signal 
from the MSLRMs to the mechanical vacuum 
pmnp line isolation valves will remain 
installed in the plant, and will be addressed 
in the Technical Specifications. As such, the 
condenser release path through the 
mechanical vacuum pump line will still be 
isolated on a high Main Ste^ Line Radiation 
conditioiL Thus no new or different accident 
can be postulated by the proposed changes. 

3. The proposed changes do not involve a 
significant reduction in the margin of safety. 

A reliability assessment of the elimination 
of the MSLRM scram function on reactivity 
control failure frequency and core damage 
frequency was performed as part of the 
NEDO analysis. The results of the analysis 
indicated a negligible increase in reactivity 
control failure fr^uency with deletion of the 
MSLRM scram function. However, this 
increase is offset by the reduction in the 
transient initiating events (inadvertent 
scrams). This reduction in transient initiating 
events represents a reduction in core damage 
frequency. ’The final result was determined to 
be a net improvement to safety. 

The NRC staff has reviewed the 
licensee’s analysis and, based on this 
review, it appears that the three 
standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c) are 
satisfied. Therefore, the NRC staff 
proposes to determine that the 
amendment request involves no 
significant hazards consideration. 

Local Public Document Boom 
location: Perry Public Library, 3753 
Main Street, Perry, Ohio 44081 

Attorney for licensee: Jay Silberg, Esq., 
Shaw, Pittman, Potts & 'Trowbridge, 
2300 N Street, NW., Washington, DC 
20037 

NRC Project Director: John N. Hannon 

Toledo Edison Company, Centerior 
Service Company, and The Cleveland 
Electric Illuminating Company, Docket 
No. 50-346, Davis-Besse Nuclear Power 
Station, Unit No. 1, Ottawa County, 
Ohio 

Date of amendment request: July 28, 
1992 

Description of amendment request: 
The proposed amendment woulddelete 
Techmical Specification (TS) 3/4.9.9, 
"Refueling Operations - Containment 
Purge and Exhaust Isolation System,” 
and its bases, because of its redundancy 
to other TS that address the operability 
requirements of the containment purge 
and exhaust isolation system. Also, the 
proposed amendment would revise TS 
3/4.3.2, “Safety System Instrumentation 
- Safety Features Actuation System 

Instrumentation,” and TS 3/4.9.4, 
“Refueling Operations - Containment 
Penetrations,” and its bases. The effect 
of this proposed change would be to 
allow the bypass of the safety features 
actuation system in Mode 6, 
“Refueling,” by the use of the 
containment purge and exhaust system 
noble gas monitor in confimction with 
manual closure of the containment 
purge and exhaust isolation valves 
instead of automatic closure. 

Basis for proposed no significant 
hazards consideration determination: 
As required by 10 CTK 50.91(a), the 
licensee has provided its analysis of the 
issue of no significant hazards 
consideration, which is presented 
below: 

Toledo Edison had reviewed the proposed 
changes and determined that a si^ificant 
hazards consideration does not exist because 
operation of the DBNPS in accordance with 
the changes would: 

la. Not involve a significant increase in the 
probability of an accident previously 
evaluated because the initiators reg^ing the 
fuel handling accident (USAR Section 
15.4.7.3) are not affected by the deletion of 
TS 3/4.9.9 or the use of the containment 
purge and exhaust system noble gas monitor 
(RE5052C) to automatically contain any 
release in progress. 

lb. Not involve a significant increase in the 
consequences of an accident previously 
evaluated because the assumptions discussed 
in the fuel handling accident (USAR Section 
15.4.7.3) are not affected by the deletion of 
TS 3/4.9.9 or allowing the use of the 
containment purge and exhaust system noble 
gas monitor (RE5052C) to automatically 
contain a release in progress. Furthermore, 
manual operator action can be taken to 
isolate containment in lieu of the SFAS area 
radiation monitors’ automatic containment 
isolation function. No credit is taken in the 
assumptions for the containment isolation. 
Thus, the deletion of TS 3/4.9.9 and the use 
of the containment purge and exhaust system 
noble gas monitor (RE5052C) and manual 
operator action does not involve a significant 
increase in the consequences of an accident 
previously evaluated. There is no significant 
change in the ability of DBNPS to contain a 
release of radioactivity. 

2b. Not create the possibility of a different 
kind of accident from any accident 
previously evaluated because the operability 
requirements of the containment purge and 
exhaust isolation system contained in the TS 
3/4.9.9 are adequately addressed by SR 4.3.2, 
SR 4.6.3, and TS 3/4.9.4. Thus, deletion of TS 
3/4.9.9 does not affect the operability of the 
containment purge and exhaust isolation 
system and, therefore, does not create the 
possibility of a different kind of accident 
from any accident previously evaluated. 

Allowing the use of the containment purge 
and exhaust system noble gas monitor 
(KE5052C) to automatically contain a release 
in progress in lieu of the SFAS area radiation 
monitors’ automatic containment isolation 
function does not introduce any different 
accident initiators. Furthermore, manual 
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operator actioa can be taken to isolate 
containment Thus, it does not create the 
possibility of a differmt kind of accident 
from any accident previously evaluated. 

3. Not involve a significant reduction in a 
margin of safety because neither the purpose 
nor the function of the containment purge 
and exhaust isolation system is being 
changed by the deletion of TS 3/4.9.9. The 
operability requirements of TS 3/4.9.9 are 
adequately addressod in SR 4.3.2, SR 4.6.3, 
and TS 3/4.9.4. 

Allowing the use of the containment purge 
and exhaust system noble gas monitor 
(RES0S2Q to automatically contain a release 
in progress in lieu of the SPAS area radiation 
monitors automatic isolation function is 
acceptable based on the accident analysis 
assuming no isolation or filtration for the fuel 
handling accident in contaimnent. 
Furthermore, manual operator action can be 
taken to isolate containment. Thus, it does 
not involve a significant reduction in a 
m^in of safety. 

The NRC staff has reviewed the 
licensee's analysis and, based on this 
review, it appears that the three 
standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c) are 
satisfied. Therefore, the NRC staff 
proposes to determine that the 
amendment request involves no 
significant hazards consideration. 

Local Public Document Room 
location: University of Toledo Library, 
Documents Department, 2801 Bancroft 
Avenue, Toledo, Ohio 43606 

Attorney for licensee: Jay E. Silberg, 
Esquire, Shaw, Pittman, Potts and 
Trowbridge, 2300 N Street, N.W., 
Washington, DC 20037 

NRC Project Director: John N. Hannon 

Toledo Edison Company, Centerior 
Service Company, and The Qeveland 
Electric Illuminating Company, Docket 
No. 50-346, Davis-Besse Nuclear Power 
Station. Unit No. 1, Ottawa County, 
Ohio 

Date of amendment request: 
September 11,1992 

Description of amendment request: 
The proposed amendment would delete 
Technical Specification (TS) Figures 
5.1-1, 5.1-2, 5.1-3, and 5.1-4 regarding 
the Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station 
exclusion area, low population zone, 
unrestricted area boundary for liquid 
effluents, and unrestricted area 
boundary for gaseous effluents, 
respectively. Also, TS 5.1, “Site,” would 
be revised to reference 10 CFR Part 100, 
"Reactor Site CritOTia,” and TS Section 
1.0, “Definitions,” instead of the four 
figures. 

Basis for proposed no significant 
hazards consideration determination: 
As required by 10 CFR 50.91(a). the 
licensee has provided its analysis of the 
issue of no significant hazards 
consideration, which is presented 
l;elow: 

Toledo Edison has reviewed the proposed 
changes and determined that a significant 
hazard consideraticm does not exist because 
operation of the Davis-Besse Nuclear Power 
Stattcm, Unit Number 1, in accordance with 
the proposed changes would: 

la. Not involve a significant increase in the 
prob^lity of an accident previously 
evaluated because this is strictly an 
administrative change to delete from the 
Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station (DBNPS) 
Technical Specifications (TS) infcamatian 
that is already maintained in the DBNPS 
Updated Safety Analysis Report (USAR). 
There are no accident initiatm or 
assrimpticms affected by the proposed 
changes. 

lb. Not involve a significant increase in the 
consequences of an accident previously 
evaluated because this is strictly an 
administrative change to delete horn the 
DBNTS TS information that is already 
maintained in the DBNPS USAR. Th^ is no 
effect on the source term or containment 
isolation, and no increase in radiological 
effluents. 

2a. Not create the possibility of a new kind 
of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated because this is strictly an 
administrative change to delete from the 
DBNPS TS information that is already 
maintained in the DBNPS USAR. 

2b. Not rneate the possibility of a different 
kind of accident fiom any accident 
previously evaluated because this is strictly 
an administrative change to delete from the 
DBNPS TS information that is already 
maintained in the DBNPS USAR. 

3. Not involve a significant reduction in a 
margin of safety because this is strictly an 
administrative change to delete from the 
DBNPS TS information that is already 
maintained in the DBNPS USAR. 

The NRC staff has reviewed the 
licensee’s analysis and, based on this 
review, it appears that the three 
standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c) are 
satisfied. Therefore, the NRC staff 
prop>oses to determine that the 
amendment request involves no 
significant hazards consideration. 

Local Public Document Room 
location: University of Toledo Library, 
Documents Department, 2801 Bancroft 
Avenue, Toledo, Ohio 43606 

Attorney for licensee: Jay E. Silberg, 
Esquire, ^aw, Pittman. Potts and 
Trowbridge, 2300 N Street, N.W., 
Washington, DC 20037 

NRC Proj^ Director: John N. Hannon 

Union Electric Company, Docket No. 
50-483, Callaway PlanL Unit 1, 
Callaway County, Missouri 

Date of amendment requesf.November 
3,1992 and December 1.1992 

Description of amendment request: 
This proposed amendment would revise 
Technical Specification (TS) 3.3.2 
“Engineered Safety Features Actuation 
System (ESFAS) Instrumentation,” TS 
3.8.1 “Alternating Current (AC) 
Sources,” and th^r associated 

surveillances. These TS revisions would 
require the Load Shedder Emergency 
Load Sequencer (LSELS) and the 
supplying 4KV Bus undervoltage 
devices to be operable during plant 
modes 5 and 6. 

Basis for proposed no significant 
hazards consideration determination: 
As required by 10 CFR 50.91(a), the 
licensee has provided its analysis of the 
issue of no significant hazards 
consideration, which is presented 
below: 
- The proposed change does not involve a 
significant hazards consideration because 
operation of Callaway Plant with this change 
would not: 

1. Involve a significant increase in the 
probability or consequences of an accident 
previously evaluated. The Callaway Safety 
Analysis Report has been reviewed and bwn 
found to be unaffected by this prc^>osed 
change. This change will not increase the 
probability or consequences of any accident 
or malfunction of equipment because the 
LSELS will be required to be operable in 
modes 5 and 6 which enhances plant 
operabilily 

2. Create the possibility of a new or 
different kind of accident from any 
previously evaluated. This change increases 
the operability requirement for Ae LSELS. 
There is no new type of accident or 
malfunction created and the method and 
manner of plant operation will only change 
by adding OPERABILITY requirements for 
LSELS in MODES 5 & 6, which enhances 
plant safety in shutdown modes. 

3. Involve a significant reduction in a 
margin of safety. The margin of safety 
remains unaffected since no design change is 
made and plant operation remains the same. 

As discussed above, the proposed change 
does not involve a significant increase in the 
probability or consequences of an accident 
previously evaluated or create the possibility 
of a new or different kind of accident from 
any previously evaluated. This change does 
not result in a significant reduction in a 
margin of safety. Thfflefore, it has been 
determined that the proposed change does 
not involve a significant hazards 
consideration. 

The NRC staff has reviewed the 
licensee’s analysis and, based on this 
review, it appears that the three 
standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c) are 
satisfied. Therefore, the NRC staff 
proposes to determine that the 
amendment request involves no 
significant hazards consideration. 

Local Public Document Room 
location: Callaway County Public 
Library, 710 Court Street, Fulton, 
Missouri 65251. 

Attorney for licensee: Gerald Chamoff, 
Esq., Shaw, Pittman. Potts & 
Trowbridge, 2300 N Street, N.W., 
Washington, DC 20037 

NRC Project Director: John N. Hannon 
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Union Electric Company, Docket No. 
5(M83, Callaway Plant, Unit 1, 
Callaway County, Missouri 

Date of amendment request.-November 
3,1992 and December 4,1992 

Description of amendment request: 
This proposed amendment would revise 
Table 4.3-1 "Reactor Trip System 
Instrumentation Surveillance 
Requirements,” Note 5, to reflect that 
integral bias curves, rather than detector 
plateau cmrves, are used to calibrate the 
source range instrumentation. The low- 
noise preamplifiers, provided for the 
Callaway Nuclear Instrumentation ^ 
System, do not accommodate the use of 
the traditional detector plateau curves to 
calibrate the source range. 

The integral bias curve is considered 
to be a more inclusive calibration than 
the detector plateau curves. The 
intermediate range and power range 
channels will continue to be calibrated 
by using the detector plateau curves. 

Basis for proposed no significant 
hazards consideration determination: 
As required by 10 CFR 50.91(a), the 
licensee has provided its analysis of the 
issue of no significant hazards 
consideration, which is presented 
below: 

The proposed change to Technical 
Specification Table [4.3-11 does not involve 
a significant hazard consideration because 
operation of the Callaway Plant with this 
change would not: 

1. Involve a significant increase in the 
probability or consequences of an accident 
previously evaluated. 

Plant equipment is not modified by 
calibrating the NIS [Nuclear Instrumentation 
System] source range instrumentation using 
the integral bias curve. Using the integral bias 
curve is a more inclusive calibration than the 
plateau curve and provides the same 
information, i.e., the high voltage operating 
point. The change does not affect accident 
initiators or assumptions. The consequences 
due to accidents previously evaluated are not 
being changed. 

2. Create the possibility of a new or 
different kind of accident from any 
previously evaluated. 

No new accidents are created by the 
changes being made. No new equipment is 
being added. No new modes of operation or 
means of control are being made. The 
probability of a malfunction of equipment 
important to safety is unchanged since the 
calibration of the NIS source range 
instrumentation using the integral bias curve, 
rather than the plateau curve, provides the 
same information. The consequences of 
malfunctions of equipment important to 
safety are not changed. No new malfunctions 
are being created. No new controlling modes 
or equipment operations are being created. 

3. Involve a significant reduction in a 
margin of safety. 

Using the integral bias curve is a more 
inclusive calibration than the plateau curve 
and provides the same information, i.e., the 

high voltage operating point. As discussed 
above, the proposed ^ange does not involve 
a significant increase in the probability or 
consequences of an accident previously 
evaluated, create the possibility of a new or 
different kind of accident from any 
previously evaluated, or result in a 
significant reduction in a margin of safety. 
Therefore, it has been determined that the 
proposed change does not involve a 
significant hazards consideration. 

The NRC staff has reviewed the 
licensee’s analysis and, based on this 
review, it appears that the three 
standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c) are 
satisfied. Therefore, the NRC staff 
proposes to determine that the 
amendment request involves no 
significant hazards consideration. 

Local Public Document Room 
location: Callaway County Public 
Library, 710 Court Street, Fulton, 
Missouri 65251. 

Attorney for licensee: Gerald Chamoff, 
Esq., Shaw, Pittman, Potts k 
Trowbridge, 2300 N Street, N.W., 
Washington, DC 20037 

NRC Project Director: John N. Hannon 

Washington Public Power Supply 
System, Docket No. 50-397, Nuclear 
Project No. 2, Benton County, 
Washington 

Date of amendment request: 
November 25,1992 

Description of amendment request: 
The amendment proposes to change 
Section 6 (Administrative Controls) of . 
the Technical Specifications (TS) to: (1) 
modify the title of the Nuclear Safety 
Assurance Group (NSAG) to the Nuclear 
Safety Assurance Division (NSAD), and 
Director of Licensing and Assurance to 
Director of Quality Assurance, (2) 
modify the titles of the members on the 
Plant Operations Committee (POC), (3) 
delete the position of Assistant Plant 
Manager as Vice Chairman of the POC, 
and allow the Plant Manager to 
designate a Vice Chairman from the 
POC membership, and record the 
designation in the POC meeting 
minutes, and (4) add the Engineering 
Services Division Manager as a POC 
member. One title change involves 
splitting the current combined 
responsibilities for Chemistry/Radiation 
Protection into two different 
management positions responsible for 
their respective activities. The Radiation 
Protection Manager will remain as a 
member of the POC. 

The proposed changes are needed to 
implement a reorganization of plant 
management to make the various 
divisions of station operation more 
responsive to plant issues and events. 

Basis for proposed no significant 
hazards consideration determination: 
As required by 10 CFR 50.91(a), the 

licensee has provided its analysis of the 
issue of no significant hazards 
consideration. The NRC staff has 
reviewed the licensee’s analysis against 
the standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c). The 
NRC staffs review is presented below. 

The changes are administrative in 
nature and involve no physical 
alteration of the plant, or changes to 
setpoints, operating conditions, or 
operating parameters. The response of 
the plant to previously evaluated 
accidents thus is not affected. Therefore, 
the proposed change will not involve a 
significant increase in the probability or 
consequences of an accident previously 
evaluated. 

The administrative nature of the 
proposed changes do not affect the 
design, operation, maintenance, or 
testing of the plant. Thus no new modes 
of failiue are created. Therefore, these 
changes do not create the possibility of 
a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated. 

The proposed changes reflect a 
planned organizational change that do 
not change the qualification 
requirements or competence of the 
members of the POC. The same 
technical level of Plant Management 
Staff is still required to constitute a 
quorum. The addition of the 
Engineering Services Division Manager 
to POC membership expands the 
capability to more completely cover 
appropriate aspects of station operation. 
Thus, the capability of POC to meet its 
responsibilities is not diminished. 
Therefore, these changes do not involve 
a significant reduction in a margin to 
safety. 

Based on this review, it appears that 
the three standards of 50.92(c) are 
satisfied. Therefore, the NRC staff 
proposes to determine that the 
amendment request involves no 
significant hazards consideration. 

Local Public Document Room 
location: Richland Public Library, 955 
Northgate Street, Richland, Washington 
99352 

Attorney for licensee: Nicholas S. 
Reynolds, Esq., Winston & Strawn, 1400 
L Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005- 
3502 

NRC Project Director: Theodore R. 
Quay 

Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating 
Corporation, Docket No. 50-482, Wolf 
CreekCenerating Station, Coffey 
County, Kansas 

Date of amendment request: October 
28,1992 

Description of amendment request: 
The proposed technical specification 
revisions are being made to various 
parameter values, limiting conditions 
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for operation, and surveillance 
requirements as a result of analyses 
performed to support Cycle 7 operation, 
including the introduction of the 
VANTAGE 5H fuel design. Although the 
analyses were also performed assuming 
an increased power level, the proposed 
Cycle 7 changes do not include an 
increase in the rated thermal power 
defined by the facility operating license. 
Specific changes proposed indude the 
incorporation of a Core Operating Limits 
Report in accordance with Generic 
Letter 88-16, increases in allowable 
peaking factors, changes to power 
distribution monitoring to reflect a 
change to the licensee’s nuclear design 
methodology, increase in the most 
positive moderattw temperature 
coefficient, changes to several reactor 
protection system setpoints, decrease in 
the reactor coolant system thermal 
design flow, increase in the allowable 
tolerance on the main steam safety valve 
setpoints, and an increase in the 
required shutdown margin in Mode 5, 
Cold Shutdown. 

Basis for proposed no significant 
hazards consideration determination: 
As required by 10 CFR 50.91(a). the 
licensee has provided its analysis of the 
issue of no significant hazards 
consideration. The NRC staff has 
reviewed the licensee’s analysis against 
the standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c). The 
NRC staffs review is presented below. 

1. Do the proposed changes involve a 
significant increase in the probability or 
consequences of an accident previously 
evaluated. 

The proposed changes do not 
significantly change the actual operation 
of plant systems, structures or 
compments. The changes in fuel 
assembly design, power distribution 
monitorii^ and reactivity parameter 
values have been evaluated and 
determined to be acceptable. These 
changes have been andyzed in 
accordance with methodologies which 
have been approved by or are currently 
under review by the NRC staff. Since the 
changes do not significantly revise plant 
hardware or operating practices, no 
increase in the probability of an 
accident has been introduced. The 
changes, including those involving 
changes in setpoints, setpoint 
tolerances, or other analysis 
assumptions have been analyzed wd 
determined to have minimal impact on 
the consequences of any previously 
evaluated accident. 

2. Do the proposed changes create the 
possibility of a new or different kind of 
accident from any previously evaluated. 

llie proposed changes do not 
introduce any significant changes to the 
performance requirements for or mode 

of operation of any systems or 
components and ^erefore, do not 
introduce any new failure modes. 
Changes to specific parameter values or 
tolerances have been analyzed utilizing 
methodologies either approved by or 
currently undw review by the Nfk] and 
the plant has been determined to remain 
within established opwating limits. 
Therefore, there is no possibility of the 
creation of a new or different kind of 
accident fr-om those previously 
evaluated. 

3. Do the proposed changes involve a 
significant reduction in the margin of 
safety. 

The analyses performed to justify 
Cycle 7 operation, including all of the 
proposed changes, demonstrated that 
applicable design and safety limits 
continue to be satisfied. Hie proposed 
changes to various parameter values, 
limiting conditions for operation, and 
surveillance requirements reflect 
changes in the core design methodology 
and selected analysis assumptions. 
However, the analyses methodologies 
utilized have either been approved or 
are currently under review by the NRC 
These reviews and the specific analysis 
results associated with the proposed 
changes have demonstrated that the 
margin of safety is not significantly 
reduced. 

Local Public Document Room 
Locations: Emporia State University, 
William Allen White Library, 1200 
Commercial Street. Emporia. Kansas 
66801 and Washburn University School 
of Law Library, Topeka. Kansas 66621 

Attorney for licensee: Jay Silberg, Esq., 
Shaw, Pittman, Potts and Trowbridge, 
2300 N Street, N.W., Washington, D. C. 
20037 

NRC Project Director. Suzanne C. 
Black, Director 

Previously Published Notices Of 
Consideration Of Issuance Of 
Amendments To Operating Licenses, 
Proposed No ^gnificant Hazards 
Consideration Determination, And 
Opportunity For A Hearing 

The following notices were previously 
published as separate individual 
notices. The notice content was the 
same as above. They were published as 
individual notices either because time 
did not allow the Commission to wait 
for this biweekly notice or because the 
action involved exigent circumstances. 
They are repeated here because the 
biweekly notice lists all amendments 
issued or proposed to be issued 
involving no significant hazards 
consideietion. 

For details, see the individual notice 
in the Federal Register on the day and 

page cited. 'This imtice does not extend 
the notice period of the original notice. 

Pennsylvania Power and Light 
Company, Dot^cet No. 50-387 
Susquehanna Steam Electric Station, 
Unit 1, Luzerne County, Pennsylvania 

Date of amendment request: 
November 30,1992 

Brief description of amendment 
request: The amendment would revise 
the Technical Specifications to 
authorize operation of the Reactor Water 
Cleanup (RWCU) system in the current 
fuel cycle (Cycle 6) with the RWCU 
system non-regenerative heat exchanger 
discharge high temperature channel 
substituting for the inoperable ’B’ 
RWCU high flow isolation trip 
channel.Date of publication of 
individual notice in Federal Register: 
December 15,1992, (57 FR 59363) 

Expiration date of individual notice: 
January 14,1993 

Local Public Document Room 
location: Ostmhout Free Library, 
Reference Department, 71 South 
Franklin Street, Wilkes-Barre, 
Pennsylvania 18701.Notice Of Issuance 
Of Amendment To Facility Operating 
License 

During the period since publication of 
the last biweekly notice, the 
Commission has issued the following 
amendments. The Commission has 
determined for each of these 
amendments that the application 
complies with the standards and 
requirements of the Atomic Energy Act 
of 1954, as amended (the Act), and the 
Commission’s rules and regulations. 
The Commission has made appropriate 
findings as required by the Act and the 
Commission’s rules and regulations in 
10 CFR Chapter I, which are set forth in 
the license amendment. 

Notice of Consideration of Issuance of 
Amendment to Facility Operating 
License, Proposed No Significant 
Hazards Consideration Determination, 
and Opportrmity for Hearing in 
connection with these actions was 
published in the Federal Roister as 
indicated. No request for a hearing or 
petition for leave to intervene was filed 
following this notice. 

Unless otherwise indicated, the 
Commissicm has determined that these 
amendmmits satisfy the criteria fix' 
categorical exclusion in accordance 
with 10 CFR 51.22. Th»ofore, pursuant 
to 10 CFR 51.22(b), no environmental 
impact statement or environmental 
assessment need be prepared for these 
amendments. If the Commission has 
prepared an environmental assessment 
\mder the special circumstances 
{Hovision in 10 CFR 51.12(b) and has 
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made a determination based on that 
assessment, it is so indicated. 

For further details with respect to the 
action see (1) the applications for 
amendments. (2) the amendments, and 
(3) the Commission’s related letters, 
Safety Evaluations and/or 
Environmental Assessments as 
indicated. All of these items are 
available for public inspection at the 
Commission’s Public Dociunent Room, 
the Gelman Building, 2120 L Street, 
NW., Washington, D.C., and at the local 
public document rooms for the 
particular facilities involved. A copy of 
items (2) and (3) may be obtained upon 
request addressed to the U.S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission, Washington, 
DC 20555, Attention: Director, Division 
of Reactor Projects. 

Baltimore Gas and Electric Company, 
Docket Nos. 50-317 and 50-318, Cli£& 
Nuclear Power Plant, Unit No& 1 and 
2, Calvert County, Maryland 

Date of application for amendments: 
September 1,1992, as svtpplemented on 
November 11,1992. 

Brief description of amendments: The 
amendments revise Uie Unit Nos. 1 and 
2 spent fuel pool enrichment limit. The 
enrichment limit is decreased from 5.0 
weight percent (w/o) U-235 to a value of 
4.52 w/o U-235. 

Date of issuance: December 22,1992 
Effective date: December 22,1992 
Amendment Nos.: 176 and 153 
Facility Operating License Nos. DPR- 

53 and DPR-69: Amendments revised 
the Technical Specifications. 

Date of initial notice in Federal 
Register September 30,1992 (57 FR 
45075)The Commission’s related 
evaluation of these amendments is 
contained in a Safety Evaluation dated 
December 22.1992. No significant 
hazards consideration comments 
received: No 

Local Public Document Room 
location: Calvert County Library, Prince 
Frederidfc, Maryland 20678. 

Boston Edison Company, Docket No. 
50-293, Pilgrim Nuclear Power 
Station,Pl3nnouth County, 
Massafdiasetts 

Date of application for amendment: 
October 8,1992 

Brief description of amendment: This 
amendment revises Technical 
Specifications to incorporate an asterisk 
referencing a footnote granting relief to 
allow only one train of SGTS and 
CRHEAF system operable prior to and 
during refueling activities during RFO 
No. 9. 

Date of issuance. December 16,1992 
Effective date: December 16,1992 
Amendment No.: 144 

Facility Operating License No. DPR- 
35: Amendment revised the Technical 
Specifications. 

Date of initial notice in Federal 
Register: October 28,1992 (57 FR 
48813] The Commission’s related 
evaluation of the amendmmit is 
contained in a Safety Evaluation dated 
December 16,1992. No significant 
hazards consideration comments 
received: No 

Local Public Document Room 
location: Plymouth Public Library, 11 
North Street, Plymouth, Massachusetts 
02360. 

Carolina Power ft light Company, 
Docket No. 50-261, H. B. Robinson 
SteamEiectric Plant, Unit No. 2, 
Darlington County, South Carolina 

Date of application for amendment: 
June 5,1992 

Brief description of amendment: The 
amendment clarifies Item 44 of 
Technical Specification Table 4.1-1, 
which specifies the minimum 
hrequencies for checks, calibrations and 
tests of the containment vessel high- 
range monitors (R-32A and B) by 
revising the footnote so that the 
calibration method is clearly identified 
as an acceptable alternative to the NRC- 
preferred calibration technique 
described in NUREG-0737, but which 
does not preclude the use of the 
NUREG-0737 methodology. 

Date of issuance: December 10,1992 
Effective date: Eiecember 10,1992 
Amendment No. 143 
Facility Operating License No. DPR- 

23. Amendment revises the Technical 
Specifications. 

Date of initial notice in Federal 
Register: June 24.1992 (57 FR 28196) 
The Commission’s related evaluation of 
the amendment is contained in a Safety 
Evaluation dated December 10,1992. No 
significant hazards consideration 
comments received: No 

Local Public Document Room 
location: Hartsville Memorial Library, 
Home and Fifth Avenues, Hartsville, 
South Carolina 29550 

Consumers Power Company, Docket 
No. 50-255, Palisades Plant, Van Buren 
County, Midiigan 

Date of application for amendment: 
October 13,1989 and August 27,1992. 

Brief description of amendment: This 
amendment would modify the Palisades 
Plant Technical Specification (TS) 
Section to incorporate the guidance 
provided in NRC Generic L^ter (GL) 89- 
01 for implementation of programmatic 
controls for Radiological Effluent 
Techniral Specifications (RETS) in the 
Administrative Controls Section of the 
TS and the relocation of procedural 
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details of RETS to the Offsite Dose 
Calculation Manual (ODCM) or to the 
Process Control Pro^pram (PCT). ’This 
amendment also changes the reporting 
requirement for major modifications to 
radioactive liquid, gaseous, and solid 
waste treatment systems ftrom a special 
report to a 10 CFR 50.59 report. 

Date of issuance: December 18,1992 
Effective date: December 18,1992 
Amendment No.: 154 
Facility Operating License No. IK%- 

20. Amendinent revises the Technical 
Specificatians. 

Date of initial notice in Federal 
Registen February 7,1990 (55 FR 
4262)The Commission’s related 
evaluation of the amendment is 
contained in a Safety Evaluation dated 
December 18,1992. No significant 
hazards consideration comments 
received: No. 

Local Public Document Room 
location: Van Wylen Library, Hope 
College, Holland, Michigan 49423. 

Entergy Operations, Inc., Docket No. 
50-368, Arkansas Nuclear One,Unit No. 
2, Pope County, Arkansas 

Date of application for amendment: 
October 15,1991 

Brief description of amendment: The 
amendment deleted two inboctrd 
containment purge isolation valves from 
Technical Specification Table 3.6-1. 

Date of issuance: December 14,1992 
Effective date: December 14,1992 
Amendment No.: 140 
Facility Operating Ucense No. NPF-6. 

Amendment revised the Technical 
Specifications. 

Date of initial notice in Federal 
Register: September 2,1992 (57 FR 
402ll)The Commission’s related 
evaluation of the amendment is 
contained in a Safety Evaluation dated 
December 14,1992. No significant 
hazards consideration comments 
received: No. 

Local Public Document Room 
iocorion; Tomlinson Library, Arkansas 
Tech University, Russellville, Arkansas 
72801 

Entergy Operations, Inc., Docket No. 
50-368, Aricansas Nuclear One,Unit No. 
2, Pope County, Arkansas 

Date of application for amendment: 
October 9.1990, as supplemented by 
letters dated May 12. and September 28, 
1992 

Brief description of amendment: The 
amendment revised TS 3/4.8.1, “A.C. 
Sources,” to achieve consistency with 
Generic Letter 84-15, "Proposed Staff 
Actions to Improve and Maintain Diesel 
Generator Reliability.” The changes 
were intended to reduce testing of the 
emergency diesel generators and 
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improve their reliability. Editorial 
changes were also made. 

Date of issuance: December 15,1992 
Effective date: 30 days from the date 

of issuance 
Amendment No.: 141 
Facility Operating License No. NPF-6. 

Amendment revised the Technical 
Specifications. 

Date of initial notice in Federal 
Registen November 28,1990 (55 FR 
494500). The additional information 
contained in the supplemental letters 
dated May 12, and September 28,1992, 
was clarifying in nature and, thus, 
within the scope of the initial notice 
and did not affect the staffs proposed 
no significant hazards consideration 
determination.The Commission’s 
related evaluation of the amendment is 
contained in a Safety Evaluation dated 
December 15,1992. No significant 
hazards consideration comments 
received: No. 

Local Public Document Room 
location: Tomlinson Library, Arkansas 
Tech University, Russellville, Arkansas 
72801 

Houston Lighting & Power Company, 
Qty Public Service Board of San 
Antonio, Central Power and Light 
Company, City of Austin, Texas, Docket 
Nos. 50^98 and 50-499, South Texas 
Project, Units 1 and 2, Matagorda 
County, Texas 

Date of amendment request: June 26, 
1991, as supplemented by letters dated 
January 24,1992 and June 24,1992. 

Brief description of amendments: The 
amendments make dianges to the 
Technical Specifications in accordance 
with the guidance provided in Generic 
Letter 89-01. The changes consist of 
relocating the procedural details of 
Radiological Effluent Technical 
Specifications (RETS) into the Offsite 
Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) or the 
Process Control Program (PCP) in a 
manner that ensiires these details are 
incorporated into plant operating 
procedures. In addition, programmatic 
controls would be added to the 
Administrative Controls section of 
Technical Specifications to satisfy the 
regulatory requirements and control 
changes to the procedural details of 
ODCM or PCP. 

Date of issuance: December 21,1992 
Effective date: December 21,1992, to 

be implemented within 15 days of 
issuance. 

Amendment Nos.: Amendment Nos. 
47 and 36 

Facility Operating License Nos. NPF- 
76 and NPF-80: Amendment revised the 
Technical Specifications. 

Date of initial notice in Federal 
Register; Septembei 18 1991 and 

September 30,1992 (56 FR 47238 and 
57 FR 45085). The Commission’srelated 
evaluation of the amendments is 
contained in a Safety Evaluation dated 
December 21,1992. No significant 
hazards consideration comments 
received: No. 

Local Public Document Room 
location: Wharton County Junior 
College, J. M. Hodges Learning Center, 
911 Boling Highway, Wharton, Texas 
77488 

Indiana Michigan Power Company, 
Docket Nos. 50-315 and 50-316, Donald 
C Cook Nuclear Plant, Unit Nos. 1 and 
2, Berrien County, Michigan 

Date of application for amendments: 
February 15,1991 as supplemented 
September 13,1991. 

Brief description of amendments: The 
amendments make administrative 
changes to the TS for both imits. Four 
items in the proposed change were not 
purely administrative in nature. The 
changes dealt with operability of the 
automatic trip logic, engineered safety 
featured system instrumentation, 
containment air lock, and the physical 
stops on the Auxiliary Building Crane. 
These changes will be evaluated under 
a separate cover. 

Date of issuance: November 13,1992 
Effective date: November 13,1992 
Amendments Nos.: 168 and 

151 Facility Operating Licenses Nos. 
DPR-58 and DPR-74. Amendments 
revised theTechnical Specifications. 

Date of initial notice in Federal 
Register. July 10,1991 (56 FR 31435) 
and November 13,1991 (56 FR 
57697).The Commission’s related 
evaluation of the amendments is 
contained in a Safety Evaluation dated 
November 13,1992, No significant 
hazards consideration comments 
received: No. 

Local Public Document Room 
location: Maude Preston Palenske 
Memorial Library, 500 Market Street, St. 
Joseph, Michigan 49085. 

Nebraska Public Power District, Docket 
No. 50-298, Cooper Nuclear Station, 
Nemaha County, Nebraska 

Date of amendment request: 
November 15,1991 

Brief description of amendment: The 
amendment modified the technical 
specifications to remove the Rod 
Sequence Control System, and reduce 
the Rod Worth Minimizer Low Power 
Setjfbint from 20 percent to 10 percent. 

Date of issuance: December 22,1992 
Effective date: December 22,1992 
Amendment No.: 156 
Facility Operating License No. DPR- 

46 Amendment revised the Technical 
Specifications. 

Date of initial notice in Federal 
Registen July 8,1992 (57 FR 30251)The 
Commission’s related evaluation of the 
amendment is contained in a Safety 
Evaluation dated December 22,1992. No 
significant hazards consideration 
comments received: No. 

Local Public Document Room 
location: Aubrmi Public Library, 118 
15th Street, Auburn, Nebraska 68305. 

Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation, 
Docket No. 50-220, Nine Mile Point 
Nuclear Station Unit No. 1, Oswego 
County, New York 

Date of application for amendment: 
October 16,1992 

Brief description of amendment: The 
amendment revises Technical 
Specification Surveillance Requirement 
4.1.4.b. to extend the current quarterly 
pump surveillance test interval for Core 
Spray System 11 from January 10,1993, 
until February 20,1993. 

Date of issuance: December 17,1992 
Effective date: December 17,1992 
Amendment No.: 135 
Facility Operating License No. DPR- 

63: Amendment revises the Technical 
Specifications. 

Date of initial notice in Federal 
Registen November 12,1992 (57 FR 
53787)The Commission’s related 
evaluation of the amendment is 
contained in a Safety Evaluation dated 
December 17,1992. No significant 
hazards consideration comments 
received: No 

Local Public Document Room 
location: Reference and Documents 
Department, Penfield Library, State 
University of New York, Oswego, New 
York 13126. 

Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation, 
Docket No. 50-220, Nine Mile Point 
Nuclear Station Unit No. 1, Oswego 
County, New York 

Date of application for amendment: 
September 17,1992 

Brief description of amendment: The 
amendment revises 'Technical 
Specification 3.6.12/4.6.12, "Reactor 
Protection System Motor Generator Set 
Monitoring,’’ and associated Bases to 
reflect the replacement of Motor 
Generator Sets 162 and 172 with Static 
Uninterruptible Power Supplies. The 
amendment also makes conforming 
changes to the Table of Contents and a 
minor editorial change to Technical 
Specification 4.6.12. 

Date of issuance: December 17,1992 
Effective date: December 17,1992 
Amendment No.: 136 
Facility Operating License No. DPR- 

63: Amendment revises the Technical 
Specifications. 

Date of initial notice in Federal 
Register. October 14,1992 (57 FR 
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47140)The Commission’s related 
evaluation of the amendment is 
contained in a Safety Evaluation dated 
December 17,1992. No significant 
hazards consideration comments 
received: No 

Local Public Document Room 
location: Reference and Documents 
Department, Penfield Library, State 
University of New York, Oswego, New 
York 13126. 

Northeast Nuclear Energy Con^mny, et 
al., Docket No. 50-336, Millstone 
Nuclear Power Station, Unh No. 2, New 
London County, Connecticut 

Date of application for amendment: 
August 5,1992, as supplemented 
October 20,1992 

Brief description of amendment: The 
amendment incorporates into the 
Technical Specifications the addition of 
two containment isolation valves to the 
auxiliary feedwater system and changes 
to Technical Specification Table 3.6-2, 
"Containment Isolation Valves.” 

Date of issuance: December 14,1992 
Effective date: December 14,1992 
Amendment No.: 166 
Facility Operating License No. DPR- 

65. Amendment revised the Technical 
Specifications. 

Date of initial notice in Federal 
Register: September 2,1992 (57 FR 
40216) The October 20,1992, submittal 
provided additional clarifying 
information that did not change the 
initial no significant hazards 
consideration determination. The 
Commission’s related evaluation of the 
amendment is contained in a Safety 
Evaluation dated December 14,1992. No 
significant hazards consideration 
comments received: No. 

Local Public Document Room 
location: Learning Resources Center, 
Thames Valley State Technical College, 
574 New London Turnpike, Norwich, 
Connecticut 06360. 

Northern States Power Company, 
Docket Nos. 50-282 and 50-306, Prairie 
Island Nuclear Generating Plant, Unit 
Nos. 1 and 2, Goodhue County, 
Minnesota 

Date of application for amendments: 
March 20,1992 as revised July 23 and 
November 6,1992. The July 23 and 
November 6,1992 letters contained 
clarifying information to the 
amendment application. This 
information did not change the scope of 
the amendment request or the proposed 
determination of no significant hazards 
consideration. 

Brief description of amendments: The 
amendments add and revise limiting 
conditions for operation and 
surveillance requirements to reflect the 

facility station blackout project 
modifications that will complete 
upon startup of the Prairie Island units 
from the Fall 1992 outages. 

Date of issuance: December 17,1992 
Effective date: December 17,1992 
Amendment Nos.: 103 and 96 
Facility Operating License Nos. DPR- 

42 and DPR-60. Amendment revised the 
Technical Specifications. 

Date of initial notice in Federal 
Router: April 15,1992 (57 FR 13135) 
The Commission’s related evaluation of 
the amendment is contained in a Safety 
Evaluation dated December 17,1992. No 
significant hazards consideration 
comments received: No. 

Local Public Document Room 
location: Minneapolis Public Library, 
Technology and Science Department, 
300 Nicollet Mall, Minneapolis, 
Minnesota 55401. 

Powra* Authority of the State of New 
Yoii^ Docket No. 50-333, James A. 
FitzPatrick Nuclear Power Plant, 
Oswego County, New York 

Date of application for amendment: 
November 20.1992 

Brief description of amendment: The 
amendment revises Technical 
Specification (TS) 3.0.D and its 
associated Bases to incorporate 
recommendations of NRC Generic Letter 
(GL) 87-09, “Sections 3 0 And 4.0 Of 
The Standard Technical Specifications 
(STS) On The Applicability Of Limiting 
Conditions For Operation And 
Surveillance Requirements.” 
Specifically, GL 87-09 provides 
guidance to address unnecessary 
restrictions on mode changes by TS 
3.0.4 (FitzPatrick TS 3.0.D) and 
inconsistent application of exceptions. 

Date o/issuance: December 17,1992 
Effective date: December 17,1992 
Amendment No.: 184 
Facility Operating License No. DPR- 

59: Amendment revised the Technical 
Specifications.Public comments 
requested as to proposed no significa;it 
hazards consideration: Yes (57 FR 
56430, dated November 27,1992). That 
notice provided an opportunity to 
submit comments on the Commission’s 
proposed no significant hazards 
consideration determination. No 
comments have been received. The 
notice published November 27,1992, 
also provided for an opportunity to 
request a hearing by E)^mber 28,1992, 
but indicated that if the Commission 
makes a final no significant hazards 
consideration determination any such 
hearing would take place after issuance 
of the amendment. 

The Commission’s related evaluation 
of the amendment, finding of exigent 
circumstances, and final no significant 

hazards consideration determination are 
contained in a Safety Evaluation dated 
December 17,1992. 

Local Public Document Room 
location: Reference and Documents 
Department, Penfield Library, State 
University of New York, Oswego, New 
York 13126. 

Public Service Electric & Gas Company, 
Docket No. 50-354, Hope Creek 
Generating Station, Salem County, New 
Jersey 

Date of application for amendment: 
June 4,1992 and July 8,1992, as 
supplemented by letters dated 
September 1,1992, October 6,1992, and 
November 16,1992. 

Brief description of amendment: This 
amendment changes Technical 
Specification 6.3 to delete the 
Operations Manager as a position 
requiring a Senior Reactor Operator 
(SRO) license and delineate the 
requirements for the Operations 
Manager position, and changes TS 6.3.1 
and 6.4.1 to delete existing licensed 
operator qualification and training 
requirements that are superseded based 
on 1) INPO accreditation of Hope 
Creek’s licensed operator training 
programs, and 2) promulgation of the 
revised 10 CFR Part 55. 

Date of issuance: December 21,1992 
Effective date: December 21,1992 
Amendment No.: 56 
Facility Operating License No. NPF- 

57: This amendment revised the 
Technical Specifications. 

Date of initial notice in Federal 
Register July 22,1992 (57 FR 32576) 
and August 19,1992 (57 FR 37571)The 
Commission’s related evaluation of the 
amendment is contained in aSafety 
Evaluation dated December 21,1992. No 
significant hazards consideration 
comments received: No 

Local Public Document Room 
location: Pennsville Public Library, 190 
S. Broadway, Pennsville, New Jersey 
08070 

South Carolina Electric & Gas 
Company, South Carolina Public 
Service Authority, Docket No. 50-395, 
Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Station, Unit 
No. 1, Fairfield County, South Carolina 

Date of application for amendment: 
April 15.1992 

Brief description of amendment: The 
amendment changes the Technical 
Specificatians to revise Engineered 
Safety Features response times to 
account for sequential stroking of the 
outlet isolation valves on the refueling 
water storage tank and volume control 
tank. 

Date of issuance: December 15,1992 
Effective date: December 15,1992 
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Amendment No.: 108 
Facility Operating License No. NPF- 

12. Amendment revises the Technical 
Specifications. 

Date of initial notice in Federal 
Register Jime 10,1992 (57 FR 
24679)The Commission’s related 
evaluation of the amendment is 
contained in a Safety Evaluation dated 
December 15,1992, No significant 
hazards consideration comments 
received: No 

Local Public Document Boom 
location: Fairfield County Library, 
Garden and Washington Streets, 
Winnsboro, South Carolina 29180. 

Union Electric Company, Docket No. 
50-483, Callaway Plant, Unit 1, 
Callaway County, Missouri 

Date of application for amendment: 
December 20,1991 and October 30, 
1992 

Brief description of amendment: The 
amendment revised Technical 
Specification Table 3 3-4, "Engineered 
Safety Features Actuation System 
Instrumentation Trip Setpoint,” 
Functional Unit 8.b, to change the trip 
setpoint, the allowable value, total 
allowance, sensor error, and “Z” value 
for the "4 KV Undervoltage-Grid 
Degraded Voltage” protection function 
to agree with the required design values. 

Date of issuance; December 16,1992 
Effective date: December 16,1992 
Amendment No.: 74 
Facility Operating License No. NPF- 

30. Amendment revised the Technical 
Specifications. 

Date of initial notice in Federal 
Register. April 29,1992 (57 FR 
18179)The October 30,1992, letter 
provided clarifying information only 
and did not affect the staffs proposed 
no significant hazards consideration 
determination. The Commission’s 
related evaluation of the amendment is 
contained in a Safety Evaluation dated 
December 16,1992. No significant 
hazards consideration comments 
received: No.Sholly 

Local Public Document Boom 
location: Callaway County Public 
Library, 710 Court Street, Fulton, 
Missouri 65251. 

Union Electric Company, Docket No. 
50-483, Callaway Plant, Unit 1, 
Callaway County, Missouri 

Date of application for amendment: 
March 15,1991, December 13,1991, 
September 16,1992 and October 30, 
1992. 

Brief description of amendment: 'The 
amendment revised Technical 
Specification (TS) ACTION statement 
3.6.1.2, and the sxirveillance criteria in 
TS 4.6.1.2.b to establish two conditions 
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for determining the acceptability of the 
periodic Type A tests conducted 
pursuant to Appendix J to 10 CFR Part 
50. These conditions are the "as found” 
and the "as left” conditions; each has 
separate acceptance criteria. 

Date o/issuance; December 16,1992 
Effective date: December 16,1992 
Amendment No.: 75 
Facility Operating License No. NPF- 

30. Amendment revised the Technical 
Specifications. 

Date of initial notice in Federal 
Register: September 4,1991 (56 FR 
43816)The December 13,1991, 
September 16,1992 and October 30, 
1992 submittals provided additional 
clarifying information that did not 
change the initial proposed significant 
hazards consideration determination. 
The Commission’s related evaluation of 
the amendment is contained in a Safety 
Evaluation dated December 16,12992. 
No significant hazards consideration 
comments received: No. 

Local Public Document Boom 
location: Callaway County Public 
Library, 710 Court Street, Fulton, 
Missouri 65251. 

Virginia Electric and Power Company, 
et al.. Docket Nos. 50-338 and 50-339, 
North Anna Power Station, Units No. 1 
and No. 2, Louisa County, Virginia 

Date of application for amendments: 
September 4,1992 

Brief description of amendments: 'The 
amendments revise the current NA-1&2 
TS pertaining to the monitoring program 
for secondary waiver chemistry. The 
revised TS are consistent with the 
Steam Generator Owners’ Group and 
Electric Power Research Institute 
guidelines and NUREG-0452, Revision 
4, "Standard Technical Specifications 
for Westinghouse Pressurized Water 
Reactors.” 

Date of issuance; December 9,1992 
Effective date: December 9,1992 
Amendment Nos.: 169,148 
Facility Operating License Nos. NPF- 

4 and NPF-7. Amendments revised the 
Technical Specifications. 

Date of initial notice in Federal 
Register. October 14,1992 (57 FR 
47141)The Commission’s related 
evaluation of the amendments is 
contained in a Safety Evaluation dated 
December 9,1992. No significant 
hazards consideration comments 
-received: No. 

Local Public Document Boom 
location: The Alderman Library, Special 
Collections Department, University of 
Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia 22903- 
2498. 

6, 1993 / Notices 

Virginia Electric and Power Company, 
Docket Nos. 50-280 and 50-281, Surry 
Power Station, Unit Nos. 1 and 2, Surry 
County, Virginia. 

Date of application for amendments. 
July 28,1992 

Brief description of amendments: 
These amendments delete the 
operability and surveillance 
requirements for the hydrogen monitor 
from the explosive gas monitoring 
instrumentation reqviirements for the 
waste gas holdup system. In addition, a 
requirement is added to submit a special 
report to the NRC if the oxygen 
concentration in a waste gas decay tank 
exceeds the TS limit and is not returned 
to below that limit in a specified time. 
Finally, administrative changes were 
made to achieve consistency with the 
Standard Technical Specifications. 

Date o/issuance; December 14,1992 
Effective date: December 14,1992 
Amendment Nos. 171.170 
Facility Operating License Nos. DPR- 

32 and DPR-37: Amendments revised 
the Technical Specifications. 

Date of initial notice in Federal 
Register September 2,1992 (57 FR 
40223) The Commission’s related 
evaluation of the amendment is 
contained in a Safety Evaluation dated 
December 14,1992. No significant 
hazards consideration comments 
received: No 

Local Public Document Boom 
location: Swem Library, College of 
William and Mary, Williamsburg, 
Virginia 23185 

Dated at Rockville, Maryland, this 29th day 
of December 1992. 

For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Martin ). Virgilio, 
Acting Director, Division of Reactor Projects 
III/IV/V, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 

(Doc. 93-44 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 ami 
BILUNG CODE TSSO-OI-F 

[Docket No. 50-373] 

Commonwealth Edison Co.; Notice of 
Consideration of Issuance of 
Amendment to Facility Operating 
License, Proposed No Significant 
Hazards Consideration Determination, 
and Opportunity for Hearing 

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (the Commission) is 
considering issuance of an amendment 
to Facility Operating License No. NPF- 
11, issued to Commonwealth Edison 
Company (CECo, the licensee), for 
operation of the LaSalle Covmty Station, 
Unit 1, located in LaSalle County. 
Illinois. 

The proposed amendment requests 
changes to Technical Specification 5.0. 
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“Design Features” to address the 
planned rerack of the spent fuel pool at 
the LaSalle Coimty Station. The 
proposed rerack would increase the 
spent fuel pool storage capacity from 
1080 to 3986 storage cells. The added 
capacity would extend the projected 
loss of the full core discharge capability 
date from 2002 to 2013. 

Before issuance of the proposed 
license amendment, the Ck}mmission 
will have made findings required by the 
Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended 
(the Act] and the Commission’s 
regulations. 

The Commission has made a 
proposed determination that the 
amendment request involves no 
significant hazards consideration. Under 
the Commission’s regulations in 10 CFR 
50.92, this means that operation of the 
facility in accordance with the proposed 
amendment would not (1) involve a 
significant increase in the probability or 
consequences of an accident previously 
evaluated: or (2) create the possibility of 
a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated; or 
(3) involve a significant reduction in a 
margin of safety. As required by 10 CFR 
50.91(a), the licensee has provided its 
analysis of the issue of no significant 
hazards consideration, which is 
presented below: 

(1) Would operation of the facility in 
accordance with the proposed amendment 
involve a significant increase in the 
probability or consequences of an accident 
previously evaluated? 

In the course of the analysis, CECo has 
considered the following potential accident 
scenarios: 

1. A fuel assembly drop in the spent fuel 
pool. 

2. Tool drops from the elevated worktable. 
3. Loss of spent fuel pool cooling system 

flow. 
4. A seismic event. 
5. Rack (heavy load) drop during [rack 

installation). 
It has been concluded that the proposed 

modification to the spent fuel pool does not 
increase the probability of accident scenarios 
1-4 since the increase in storage capacity is 
not assumed to be an initiator of events 
involving the loss of spent fuel pool cooling, 
a dropped spent fuel assembly in the spent 
fuel pool, or a seismic event. A tool drop 
from the elevated worktable, although not a 
previously analyzed accident, is bounded by 
the consequences of the fuel drop accident. 

CECo has also considered the probability of 
an accident resulting frum a postulated rack 
(heavy load) drop during the (installation) 
process. LaSalle Technical Specification 
3.9.7.b. restricts movement of loads heavier 
than the weight of a single spent fuel 
assembly from being carried over fuel stored 
in the spent fuel pool. All work in the spent 
fuel pool area will be controlled and 
performed in strict accordance with specific 
written procedures and administrative 

controls to prevent the movement of a rack 
directly over any fuel, all of which will be 
stored in the Unit 2 Spent Fuel Storage Pool. 
Therefore the probability of an accident 
resulting from the drop of a rack module on 
spent fuel is [very low). 
***** 

Accordingly, the proposed Technical 
Specification and the associated modification 
does not involve an increase in the 
probability of an accident previously 
evaluated, or an accident of a different type. 

CECo has evaluated the consequences of a 
fuel assembly drop in the spent mel pool and 
determined that the criticality acceptance 
criterion, kctr ^.95, is not violated. In 
addition, CECo determined that the 
radiological consequences of a fuel assembly 
drop are bounded by the [Updated Pinal 
Safety Analysis Report) UFSAR analyses. 
Analyses demonstrate that the calculated 
doses are well within 10 CPR part 100 
guidelines. The results of an analysis show 
that a dropped fuel assembly on the racks 
will not distort the racks such that stored fuel 
assemblies would be impacted. Thus, the 
consequences of this type of accident are not 
significantly changed frnm the previously 
evaluated spent fuel assembly drops. 

The spent fuel pool system is a passive 
system with the exception of the ^el Pool 
Cooling and Cleafrup system and HVAC 
equipment. The redundancies in the cooling 
system and the HVAC hardware are not 
reduced by the planned storage densification. 
The extent of active hardware in these 
systems is only marginally changed. 
Therefore, the probability of occurrence or 
malfunction of safety equipment leading to 
loss of spent fuel pool cooling flow is not 
increased. 

The consequences of a loss of spent fuel 
pool cooling system flow have been 
evaluated and it was determined that 
sufficient time remains available to provide 
an alternate means for cooling in the event 
of a complete failure of the cooling system. 
Thus, the consequences of this type of 
accident are not increased from previously 
evaluated loss of cooling system flow 
accidents. 

The consequences of a seismic event have 
been evaluated. The new racks are designed 
and will be fabricated to meet the 
requirements of applicable portions of the 
NRC Regulatory Guides and published 
standards. The new free-standing racks are 
designed so that the integrity of both the 
racks and the pool structiue is maintained 
during and after a seismic event with no 
resultant damage to stored fuel. Thus, the 
consequences of a seismic event are not 
increased from previously evaluated events. 

The probability and consequences of a 
spent ^el cask (hx)p will not be affected by 
the replacement of the racks. LaSalle 
Technical Specification 3.9.7. restricts 
movement of spent fuel casks from traveling 
over any region of the spent fuel pool. Driring 
the reracking of the Unit 1 Spent Fuel Storage 
Pool, all spent fuel will be stored in the Unit 
2 Spent Fuel Storage Pool. 

The consequences of a rack (heavy load) 
drop during [installation] have been 
considered. There is no equipment which is 
essential to the safe shutdown of the reactor 

or employed to mitigate the consequences of 
an accident which is beneath, adjacent to or 
otherwise within the area of influence of any 
loads that will be handled during the 
expansion modification. An analysis was also 
performed to determine the effect on the 
integrity of the spent fuel pool structure 
following the fr^ fall of the heaviest rack 
module. The analysis concluded that the 
maximum load due to the rack drop event is 
well below the cumulative impact load 
produced during the seismic event, and as 
such is bounded by the seismic andysis. 
Therefore, the consequences of a rack (heavy 
load) drop during construction are not 
increased from previously evaluated events. 

In summary, it is concluded that the 
proposed amendment to replace the spent 
fuel racks In the Unit 1 spent foel pool does 
not involve an increase in the pro^bility or 
consequences of an accident previously 
evaluated. 

(2) Would operation of the facility in 
accordance with the proposed amendment 
create the possibility of a new or different 
kind of accident from any accident 
previously evaluated? 

CECo has evaluated the proposed 
modification in accordance with the 
guidance of the NRC Position Paper, "OT 
Position for Review and Acceptance of Spent 
Fuel Storage and Handling Applications,” 
appropriate NRC Regulatory Guides, 
appropriate NRC Standard Review Plans, and 
appropriate Industry codes and standards. In 
addition, CECo has reviewed several 
previous NRC Safety Evaluation Reports for 
rerack applications similar to this proposed 
modification. 

No unproven technology will be utilized 
either in the construction process or in the 
analytical techniques necessary to justify the 
planned fuel storage expansion. The basic 
reracking technology in this instance has 
been developed and demonstrated in other 
applications for fuel pool capacity increases 
previously approved by the NRC. 

Based upon the foregoing, CECo concludes 
that the proposed Technic^ Specification 
and associated reracking modification does 
not create the possibility of a new or different 
kind of accident from any accident 
previously evaluated. 

(3) Would operation of the facility in 
accordance with the proposed amendment 
involved a significant reduction in the 
margin of safety? 
***** 

The established acceptance criterion for 
criticality is that the neutron multiplication 
factor in spent fuel pools shall be less than 
or equal to 0.95, including all uncertainties, 
under all conditions. This margin of safety 
has been adhered to in the criticality analysis 
methods for the new rack design. 

The methods used in the criticality 
analysis conform to the applicable portions 
of the appropriate NRC guidance and 
industry codes, standards, and specifications.' 
In meeting the acceptance criteria for 
criticality in the spent fuel pool, the analyses 
showed that k at is always less than 0.95, 
including uncertainties at a 95% confidence 
and 95% probability. Therefore, the proposed 
amendment does not involve a redu^on in 
the margin of safety for nuclear critirallty. as 
defined in the UFSAR. 
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The K-infinity criticality approach for 
allowing storage of advanced fuel designs in 
the new Unit 1 foel racks includes the same 
type of conservatisms that were used in the 
original analysis perfmmed for the new spent 
fuel storage racks. Therefore, the use of the 
K-infinity analysis does not involve a 
reduction in the margin of safety for nuclear 
criticality. 

Conservative methods were used to 
calculate the maximum fuel cladding 
temperature and the increase in temperature 
of the water in the spent fuel pool, llie 
thermal-hydraulic evaluation used the 
methods previously employed for 
evaluations of previously licensed high 
density spent fuel racks to demonstrate that 
adequate temperature margin is maintained. 
The proposed modification will Increase the 
heat load in the spent fuel pool. However, the 
evaluation shows that the existing spent fuel 
cooling system will maintain the bulk pool 
water temperature at or below 140 degrees 
Fahrenheit with both cooling trains in 
operation. Thus, it is demonstrated that the 
peak value of the pool bulk temperature is 
lower than the temperature guidelines for 
both normal and abnormal conditions 
specified in the Standard Review Plan, 
section 9.1.3. The evaluation also shows that 
maximum local water temperatures along the 
hottest fuel assembly are below the nucleate 
boiling condition value. Thus, there is no 
reduction in the margin of safety for thermal 
hydraulic or spent fuel cooling concerns as 
defined in the UFSAR. 

The main safety function of the spent fuel 
pool and the racks is to maintain the spent 
fuel assemblies in a safe configuration 
through all normal or abnormal loadings. 
Abnonnal loadings which have been 
considered are the effect of an earthquake 
and the impact due to the drop of a spent fuel 
assembly. The mechanical, material, and 
structure design of the new spent fuel racks 
is in accordance with applicable portions of 
"NRC or Position for Review and 
Acceptance of Spent Fuel Storage and 
Handling Applications,” dated April 14, 
1978, as modified January 18,1979 and other 
applicable NRC guidance and industry codes. 
The rack materials used are comparable with 
the spent fuel pool and spent fuel assemblies. 
The structural considerations of the new 
racks address margins of safety against tilting 
and deflection or movement, such that the 
racks, if they do impact each other during the 
postulated seismic events, will only come in 
contact with each other at locations designed 
for that purpose. In addition the spent fuel 
assemblies remain intact and no criticality 
concerns exist. Thus the margins of safety as 
defined in the UFSAR are not reduced by the 
proposed rerack. 

The Finite Element Method was used to 
evaluate the margins of the spent fuel pool 
concrete structure. The evaluation 
demonstrates that the strength margin of 
safety of the fuel pool structure is 
maintained. 

From the foregoing, it is concluded that the 
margin erf safety against nuclear criticality, 
structural integrity and material 
compatibility are consistent with the 
provision of the LaSalle UFSAR and USNRC 
regulations. The new yvatse case maximum 

bulk pool water temperature is 140 degrees 
Fahrenheit. This is found to result in a 
negligible decrease in the time-to-boil stated 
in the UFSAR. The margin of safety in the 
pool structure due to thermal loadings is well 
within the UFSAR specifications. 

The NRC staff has reviewed the 
licensee’s anal3tsis and, based on this 
review, it appears that the three 
standards of 10 C7R 50.92(c) are 
satisfied. Therefore, the NRC staff 
proposes to determine that the 
amendment request involves no 
si^ficant hazards consideration. 
^e CommissioQ is seeking public 

comments on this proposed 
determination. Any comments received 
within thirty (30) ^ys after the date of 
publication of this notice will he 
considered in making any final 
determination. The Cmnmission will 
not normally make a final determination 
unless it receives a request for a hearing. 

Written comments may be submitted 
by mail to the Rules and Directives 
Review Branch, Division of Freedom of 
Information and Publications Services, 
Office of Administration, U.S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Conunission, Washington, 
DC 20555, and should cite the 
publication date and page number of 
this Federal Register notice. Written 
comments may also be delivered to 
Room P-223, Phillips Building, 7920 
Norfolk Avenue, Bethesda, Maryland, 
from 7:30 a.m. to 4:15 p.m. Federal 
workdays. Copies of written comments 
received may be examined at the NRC 
Public Dociunent Room, the Gelman 
Building, 2120 L Street, NW., 
Washington, DC 20555. The filing of 
requests for hearing and petitions for 
leave to intervene is discussed below. 

By February 5,1993, the licensee may 
file a request for a hearing with respect 
to issuance of the amendment to the 
subject facility operating license and 
any person whose interest may be 
affected by this proceeding and who 
wishes to participate as a party in the 
proceeding must file a written request 
for a hearing and a petition for leave to 
intervene. Requests for a hearing and a 
petition for leave to intervene shall be 
filed in accordance with the 
Commission’s “Rules of Practice for 
Domestic Licensing Proceedings” in 10 
CFR part 2. Interested persons should 
consult a current copy of 10 CFR 2.714 
which is available at the Commission’s 
Public Cfocument Room, the Gelman 
Building, 2120 L Street, NW., 
Washington, DC 20555 and at the local 
public document room located at the 
Public Library of Illinois Valley 
Commimity College, Riual Route No. 1, 
Oglesby, Illinois 61348. 

If a request for a hearing or petition 
for leave to intervene is filed by the 

above date, the Commission or an 
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board 
Panel, designated by the Commission or 
by the Chairman of the Atomic Safety 
and Licensing Board Panel, will rule on 
the request and/or petition; and the 
Secretary or the designated Atomic 
Safety and Licensing Board Panel will 
issue a notice of hearing or an 
appropriate order. _ 

As required by 10 CFR 2.714, a 
petition for leave to intervene shall set 
forth with particularity the interest of 
the petitioner in the proceeding, and 
how that interest may he affected by the 
results of the proceeding. The petitiem 
should specifically explain the reasons 
why intervention should be permitted 
vrith particular reference to the 
following factors: (1) The nature of the 
petitioner’s right under the Act to be 
made a party to the proceeding; (2) the 
nature and extent of the petitioner’s 
property, financial, or other interest in 
the proceeding; and (3) the possible 
effect of any order which may be 
entered in the proceeding on the 
petitioner’s interest The petition should 
also identify the specific aspect(s) of the 
subject matter of the proceeding as to 
which petitioner wishes to intervene. 
Any person who has filed a petition for 
leave to intervene or who has been 
admitted as a party may amend the 
petition without requesting leave of the 
Board up to fifteen (15) days prior to the 
first prehearing conference scheduled in 
the proceeding, but such an amended 
petition must satisfy the specificity 
requirements described almve. 

Not later than fifteen (15) days prior 
to the first prehearing conference 
scheduled in the proceeding, a 
petitioner shall file a supplement to the 
petition to intervene which must 
include a list of the contentions which 
are sought to be litigated in the matter. 
Each contention must consist of a 
specific statement of the issue of law or 
fact to be raised or controverted. In 
addition, the petitioner shall provide a 
brief explanation of the bases of the 
contention and a concise statement of 
the alleged facts or expert opinion 
which support the contention and on 
which the petitioner intends to rely in 
proving the contention at the hearing. 
The {>etitioner must also provide 
references to those specific sources and 
documents of which the petitioner is 
aware and on which the ^titioner 
intends to rely to establiw those facts or 
expert opinion. Petitioner must provide 
sufficient information to show that a 
genuine dispute exists with the 
applicant on a material issue of law or 
fact. Contentions shall be limited to 
matters within the scope of the 
amendment under consideration. The 
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contention must be one which, if 
proven, would entitle the petitioner to 
relief. A petitioner who fails to file such 
a supplement which satisfies these 
requirements with respect to at least one 
contention will not be permitted to 
participate as a party. 

Those permitted to intervene become f>arties to the proceeding, subject to any 
imitations in the order granting leave to 

intervene, and have the opporhmity to 
participate fully in the conduct of the 
hearing, including the opportvmity to 
present evidence and cross-examine 
witnesses. 

If a hearing is requested, the 
Commission will make a final 
determination on the issue of no 
signific£mt hazards consideration. The 
final determination will serve to decide 
when the hearing is held. 

If the final determination is that the 
amendment request involves no 
significant hazards consideration, the 
Commission may issue the amendment 
and make it immediately effective, 
notwithstanding the request for a 
hearing. Any hearing held would take 
place after issuance of the amendment. 

If the final determination is that the 
amendment request involves a 
significant hazards consideration, any . 
hearing held would take place before 
the issuance of any amendment. 

Normally, the Commission will not 
issue the amendment until the 
expiration of the 30-day notice period. 
However, should circumstances change 
during the notice period, such that 
failure to act in a timely way would 
result, for example, in derating or 
shutdown of the facility, the 
Commission may issue the license 
amendment before the expiration of the 
30-day notice period, provided that its 
final determination is that the 
amendment involves no significant 
hazards consideration. The final 
determination will consider all public 
and State comments received. Should 
the Commission take this action, it will 
publish in the Federal Register a notice 
of issuance and provide for opportunity 
for a hearing after issuance. The 
Commission expects that the need to 
take this action will occur very 
infrequently. 

A request for a hearing or a petition 
for leave to intervene must be filed with 
the Secretary of the Commission, U.S. 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 
Washington, DC 20555, Attention: 
Docketing and Services Branch, or may 
be delivered to the Commission’s Public 
Document Room, the Gelman Building, 
2120 L Street, NW., Washington, DC 
20555, by the above date. Where 
petitions are filed during the last ten 
(10) days of the notice period, it is 

requested that the petitioner promptly 
so inform the Commission by a toll-fi^ 
telephone call to Western U^on at 1- 
(800)-325-6000 (in Missouri l-(800}- 
342-6700). The Western Union operator 
should be given Datagram Identification 
Number N1023 and the following 
message addressed to Richard J. Barrett: 
petitioner’s name and telephone 
number; date petition was mailed; plant 
name; and publication date and page 
number of this Federal Register notice. 
A copy of the petition should also be 
sent to the Office of the General 
Counsel. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission, Washington. DC 20555, 
and to Michael I. Miller, Esquire; Sidley 
and Austin, One First National Plaza, 
Chicago, Illinois 60690, attorney for &e 
licensee. 

Nontimely filings of petitions for 
leave to intervene, amended petitions, 
supplemental petitions and/or requests 
for hearing will not be entertained 
absent a determination by the 
Commission, the presiding officer or the 
presiding Atomic Safety and Licensing 
Board Panel that the petition and/or 
request should be granted based upon a 
balancing of the factors specified in 10 
CFR 2.714(a)(1) (i)-(v) and 2.714(d). 

The Commission hereby provides 
notice that this is a proceeding on an 
application for a license amendment 
falling within the scope of section 134 
of the Nuclear Waste PoUcy Act of 1982 
(NWPA), 42 U.S.C. 10154. Under 
section 134 of the NWPA, the 
Commission, at the request of any party 
to the proceeding, must use hybrid 
hearing procedures witli respect to “any 
matter which the Commission 
determines to be in controversy among 
the parties.’’ The hybrid procedures in 
section 134 provide for oral argument 
on matters in controversy, preceded by 
discovery under the Commission’s 
rules, and the designation, following 
argument, of only those factual issues 
that involve a genuine and substantial 
dispute, together with any remaining 
questions of law, to be resolved in an 
adjudicatory hearing. Actual 
adjudicatory hearings are to be held on 
only those issues found to meet the 
criteria of section 134 and set for 
hearing after oral argument. 

The Commission’s rules 
implementing section 134 of the NWPA 
are found in 10 CFR part 2, Subpart K, 
"Hybrid Hearing Procedures for 
Expansion of Spent Nuclear Fuel 
Storage Capacity at Civilian Nuclear 
Power Reactors’’ (published at 50 FR 
41670, October 15.1985), and 10 CFR 
2.1101 et seq. Under those rules, any 
party to the proceeding may invoke the 
hybrid hearing procedures by filing with 
the presiding officer a written request 

for oral argument under 10 CFR 2.1109. 
To be timely, the request must be filed 
within 10 days of an order granting a 
request for hearing or petition to 
intervene. (As outlined above, the 
Commission’s rules in 10 CFR part 2, 
subpart G, and 2.714 in particular, 
continue to govern the filing of requests 
for a hearing or petitions to intervene, 
as well as the admission of contentions.) 
The presiding officer shall grant a 
timely request for oral argument. The 
presiding officer may grant an imtimely 
request for oral argument only upon 
showing of good cause by the requesting 
party for the failure to file on time and 
after providing the other parties an 
opportrmity to respond to the untimely 
request. If the presiding officer grants a 
request for oral argument, any hearing 
held on the application shall be 
conducted in accordance with the 
hybrid hearing procedures. In essence, 
those procedures limit the time 
available for discovery and require that 
an oral argument be held to determine 
whether any contentions must be 
resolved in adjudicatory hearing. If no 
party to the proceedings requests oral 
argument, or if all untimely requests for 
oral argument are denied, then the usual 
procedures in 10 CFR part 2, subpart G, 
apply. 

For further details with respect to this 
action, see the application for 
amendment dated June 5,1992, which 
is available for public inspection at the 
Commission’s Public Document Room, 
the Gelman Building, 2120 L Street, 
NW., Washington, DC 20555, and at the 
local pubUc document room, located at 
the Public Library of Illinois Valley 
Community College, Rural Route No. 1, 
Oglesby, Illinois 61348. 

Dated at Rockville, Maryland, this 29th day 
of December 1992. 

For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 
Robert). Stransky, 
Project Manager, Project Directorate in-2. 
Division of Reactor Injects—III/IV/V, Office 
of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. 

(FR Doc. 93-171 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 
BILUNO cooe 75MM>1-M 

OFFICE OF SPECIAL COUNSEL 

Complaints and Disclosures Submitted 
Under the Whistleblower Protection 
Act 

agency: U.S. Office of Special Counsel. 
ACTION: Extension of the expiration date 
of a currently approved collection. 

Information Collection Submitted to 
the Office of Management and Budget 
for Review Under the Paperwork 
Reduction Act. 
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SUMMARY: The U.S. Office of Special 
Counsel has submitted the following 
proposal for the collection of 
information to the Office of 
Management and Budget for approval 
under provisions of the Papeiwork 
Reduction Act (44 U.S.C copter 35). 
0MB APPROVAL NWynER: 3255-0002. 

SUPPLEMENTARY MFORMATION: To fulfill 
the requirements of 5 U.S.C. 1212(a) of 
the Whistleblower Protection Act of 
1989, the Office of Special Cotinsel 
(OSC) must receive complaints of 
prohibited personnel practices, Hatch 
Act violations and other matters under 
the Special Counsel’s jurisdiction; 
whistleblower disclosures must also be 
received. 

Affected Public 

Individuals and Federal. State, and 
local government employees. 

Respondent’s Obligations 

Required to obtain or retain a benefit. 

Frequency 

One time per complaint or disclosure. 

Estimated Completion Time 

1 hour. 

Annual Responses 

1600. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Copies of the information collection 
proposal can be obtained by calling or 
writing Cathleen M. Sadlo, (202) 653- 
6005, U.S. Office of Special Counsel, 
1730 M Street, NW., suite 300, 
Washington, DC 20036—4505. Written 
comments and recommendations for the 
proposed information collection should 
be sent to Ms. Sadlo and Joe Lackey, 
C^4B Desk Officer, Office of 
Management and Budget, room 3002, 
725 17th Street, NW., Washington, DC 
20503. 

Signed on this 30th day of Decwnber, 1992. 

Leonard M. Drdiinsky, 

Deputy Associate Special Ck>unsel for 
Prosecution. 
IFR Doc. 93-121 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 

aaAJHQ CODE 740S-«V-M 

OFFICE OF THE UNITED STATES 
TRADE REPRESENTATIVE 

[Docket No. 301-90] 

Determination Concerning Section 301 
Investigation of Indonesian Acts, 
Policies, and Practices Regarding 
Pencil Slat 

AGENCY: Office of the United States 
Trade Representative. 

ACTION: Notice of determination 
pursuant to section 304(a) of the Trade 
Act of 1974, as amended (Trade Act), 
that acts, policies, and pra€:tice8 of 
Indonesia concerning pencil slat are not 
impo^g a burden or restriction upon 
United States commerce within the 
meaning of section 301(b)(1) of the 
Trade Act. In light of this determination, 
the United States Trade Representative 
(USTR) has terminated this 
investigation. 

SUMMARY: On October 2,1992, pursuant 
to section 302(a) of the Trade Act. the 
USTR initiated an investigation of 
Indmesia’s acts, policies, and practices 
concerning p>«icil slat, in response to a 
petition filed by P&M Cedar ^oducts, 
Inc. and Hudson ICS. 57 FR 46609 (Oct. 
9,1992). Since the investigation was 
initiated, the interagency Section 301 
Committee has reviewed information 
submitted by the petitioners, the 
Government of Indonesia, and 
interested persons, as well as 
information already in the United 
States's possession and obtained from 
public sources. Additionally, in 
coordination with the Section 301 
Committee, an interagency team led by 
USTR officials has conducted three 
rounds of consultations with Indonesian 
Government officials concerning the 
allegations set forth in the petition. 

Based upon the results of these 
investigative efforts and the 
recommendations of the Section 301 
Committee, the USTR has determined 
pursuant to sections 301(b)(1) and 
304(a) of the Trade Act that the alleged 
acts, policies and practices are not 
imposing a burden or restriction upon 
United States commerce. Accordingly, 
the USTR has terminated this 
investigation. 
EFFECTIVE DATE: This investigation is 
terminated effective December 31,1992. 
ADDRESSES: Office of the United States 
Trade Representative, 600 17th Street, 
NW., Washington, DC 20506. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Peter Collins, Director, Southeast Asian 
Affairs (202) 395-6813; Joseph 
Papovic^ Deputy Assistant United 
States Trade Representative for Industry 
and Labor (202 ) 395-6160; or Dorothy 
Balaban, Special Assistant to the 
Section 301 Committee (202) 395-3432, 
Office of the United States Trade 
Representative. 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

Summary of the Investigation 

On August 18.1992, P&M Cedar 
Products, Inc. and Hudson ICS filed a 
petition pursuant to section 302(a) of 
the Trade Act alleging that various 

Indonesian practices concerning pencil 
slat are unreasonable and burden at 
restrict United States commerce. 
Petitioners manufacture pencil slat from 
incense cedar. Indonesian pencil slat is 
manufectured from Jelutong, a less 
exj^nsive and lower quality product. 

lire petition alleges that tlm following 
practices by Indonesia enhance exports 
of Indonesian potcil slat to third- 
country markets and are actionable 
under section 301(b): (1) The imposition 
of difierential export taxes, with a high 
tax imposed on logs and no tax imposed 
on finished products such as pencil slat; 
(2) underpricing of government-owned 
timber stock; and (3) failure to enforce 
the terms of timber concession 
arrangements. The petition contends 
that these actions are part of Indonesia’s 
plan to target exports of wood products, 
including pencil slat, a practice which 
is actionable under section 301(d)(3)(E) 
of the Trade Act. According to the 
petition, the combined effe^ of these 
practices has resulted in a substantial 
decline in petitioner’ sales in third- 
country markets. _ 

On October 2,1992, the USTR 
initiated an investigation to determine 
whether the petition’s allegations 
warranted action pursuant to section 
301. 57 FR 46609 (Oct. 9, 1992). 
Immediately thereafter, USTR requested 
consultations vvrith the Government of 
Indonesia, as required by section 303(a) 
of the Trade Act. Additionally, USTR 
invited comments from interested 
persons, 57 FR 46609-10, and obtained 
information and advice from the 
petitioners in preparing for the 
consultations. USTR also considered 
documents already in the possession of 
the United States concerning the 
possibility that Indonesia has engaged 
in or tolerated anticompetitive activities 
involving wood products. 

In coordination with the Section 301 
Committee, an interagency team led by 
USTR officials conducted three rounds 
of consultations with Indonesian 
government officials. Two of these 
rounds were held in Jakarta. On 
November 15 and 16,1992, senior USTR 
officials and the Section 301 Committee 
met with petitioners and their coimsel 
to discuss the petition’s allegations. 
Indonesia’s responses, submissions by 
interested persons, data gathered during 
the investigation, and legal and policy 
issues rais^ by the petition. The 
Section 301 Committee and the 
interagency investigative team also 
reviewed all available information 
concerning the practices alleged by the 
petition, including all comments 
submitted by interested persons and 
information obtained from international 
organizaticHis. 
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Result* of the Investigatioa 

1. IndcHiesia's Log Export Tax 

The investigatloQ revealed that 
Indonesia maintains high export taxes 
on virtually all unprocessed and semi- 
processed wood products. The export 
tax on Jehitong logs is US$500 per cubic 
meter, and the export tax on Jelutong 
lumber is US$250 per cubic meter. TTie 
petition alleges that these export taxes 
^artificially infiate the domestic supply 
of materials used to make pencil slat, 
and thus depress their prices within 
Indonesia. Indonesian pencil slat 
producers thus obtain ^ cheaper raw 
materials.” 

No evidence was submitted to or 
uncovered by USTR or the Section 301 
Committee during the investigation 
substantiating that the export tax has 
resulted in lower prices for Jelutong logs 
and lumber. In fact, as expired below, 
the data shows just the opposite—that 
Indonesian prices for Jelutong logs and 
lumber have increased notwithstanding 
the export tax. 

2. Pricing of Government-Owned Timber 

The petition also alleges that 
“Indonesia deliberately undervalues its 
forests, thereby reducing the cost of 
logging to artificially low levels,” and 
that this undervaluation is evidmced by 
Indonesia’s capture of only one-third of 
the actual economic “rent” on 
government-owned timber. Further, the 
petition claims that, because of 
extensive vertical integration in this 
industry, the benefits of any 
undervaluation flow directly to pencil 
slat producers. According to the 
petition, Indonesia captures less rent 
than the Malaysian state of Sabah. 
While Sabah captures over three- 
quarters of its timber rent. Indonesia 
captures only one-third. 

Data obtained during the investigation 
demonstrates, however, that Indonesia's 
capture of rrat compares favorably with 
that of a number of other similarly- 
situated. major timber producing states. 
These include the Malaysian state of 
Sarawak, Peninsular Malaysia, and the 
Philippines, which capture only 18.4 
percent, 21.8 percent, and 11 percent, 
respectfully. This information indicates 
that Indonesia captures timber rent at a 
rate comparable to other similarly- 
situated countries. 

3. Enforcement of Terms of Timber 
Concessions 

The petition alleges that Indonesia 
charges "fire sale” prices for its timber 
and “turns a blind eye to widespread 
and notorious smuggling, poaching, 
early cutting, high grading, and tax 

evasion with respect to such timber 
harvests.” 

During the investigatkHi, the Section 
301 Committee obtained the following 
inforraaticHi concerning these 
allegations; 

• A1989 Ministerial Decree specifies 
the types of fines levied on Indonesian 
concessionaires who violate concession 
regulations. Out of the 581 
concessionaires, 371 have had some 
type of fine levied against them since 
1988; 607 violations have been 
recorded, for which approximately $21 
million (at current exchange rates) in 
fines have been levied. Since 1988,66 
concession licenses have been revoked. 

• In August 1992, Indonesia adopted 
a new procedure to track trees through 
the harvesting pincess to increase 
collected fees and deter poadiing. The 
form used for this purpose is difficult to 
f(Hge. If a log arrives at a mill without 
the required form, a fine of 10 times the 
royalty fee is assessed. 

• Indonesia is making greater use of 
remote sensing information from 
satellites to monitor the rate of harvest 
and the presence of logging roads. An 
aerial survey is performed of the 
concession prior to its award, and 
thereafter an aerial survey is performed 
annually. 

• Both the reforestation and license 
fees charged to Indonesian 
concessionaires have been increased. 

USTR currently is unaware of any 
reason to question the validity of this 
information, which suggests that 
Indonesia has taken steps in recent 
years to enforce timber concession 
terms. 

4. Trade Effects of the Alleged Practices 

All available data indicates that prices 
of Jelutong logs in Indonesia actually 
have increased since the imposition of 
the export tax. In fact, prices for 
Jelutong logs appear to have increased 
more rapidly than other prices in the 
Indonesian economy. Factors other than 
the practices alleged in the petition 
appear to have had a much greater 
impact on prices than the three 
practices alleged by petitioners if, in 
fact, those practices have affected 
Indonesian prices of Jelutong logs. 
These factors include (1) ex^ange rate 
fluctuations since 1985; and (2) labor 
and transportation cost advantages 
enjoyed by Indonesian producers. 

Thus, the alleged practices do not 
appear to be suppressing Jelutong log 
prices in Indonesia. The petition 
acknowledges that elimination of the 
export taxes on Jelutong logs and 
lumber “would have neithw a direct nor 
an immediate impact on the export 
prices of Indonesian Jelutong slat.” 

Accordingly, the remedy proposed by 
the petition is the imposition of an off¬ 
setting export tax on pencil dat, rather 
than ^e elimination of the export tax on 
Jelutong logs. 

Conuaente Received From Interested 
Persfms 

Comments submitted by interested 
persons during the investigation suggest 
that the alleged practices do not exist, 
are not imreasonable, or are not harming 
United States commerce. Dixon- 
Ticond»oga, a United States pencil 
manufacturer that uses both cedar slat 
produced domestically and Jelutcmg slat 
from Indonesia, claims that Indonesia’s 
ability to produce oiqiart-quality pencil 
slat is largely due to technical assistance 
provided by Dixon in order to deveU^ 
an alternative to cedar slat. IMxon 
further claims that Indcxxesian Jelutong 
slat is used to produce lower-qriality 
pencils for sale in markets that do not 
require the more expensive, higher- 
quality cedar slat. 

According to Dixon, even if Indonesia 
eliminated all of the practices alibied in 
the petition, Dixon would ccmtinue to 
purchase Jelutong slat from Indcmesia 
because there would still be a price 
difference between cedar and Jelutcmg 
slat. Thus, Dixon contends that 
elimination of the Indonesian practices 
would have no impact on the current 
mix of pencil slat sales in third-cx>untry 
markets. Accxxrdingly, Dixon assmls that 
the practices alleged in the petition 
impose no burden (» restriction on U.S. 
commerce. 

The International Hardwcmd Products 
Association (DiPA) also submitted 
cocnments chiring the investigation. 
IHPA is cximpris^ of impcxiers of 
primarily trc^ical hardwoods, as well as 
some foreign exporters and end users. 
IHPA claims th^ the petitioners enjoyed 
a monopolistic positicm in the pencil 
slat market until Jelutcmg became 
available as an alternative to cedar. 
IHPA furthm- cdaims that Indonesia will 
enjoy a comparative advantage in the 
pencil slat market as long as U.S. 
producers use more expensive raw 
materials (i.e., cedarj. 

Determination 

Section 301(b) of the Trade Act 
authorizes discretionary action if the 
USTR determines that an act, policy or 
practice of a foreign government is 
unreasonable and burdens or restricts 
United States commerce. Secrticm 
304(a)(1) of the Trade Act recpiires the 
USTR to determine whether any act, 
policy or prac:tic:e described in section 
301(b) exists and, if so, what action, if 
any, the USTR should take. 
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The petition contends that the three 
alleged practices together constitute 
export targeting, which Congress has 
specifically defined as an 
"unreasonable" practice within the 
meaning of section 301(b) The 
legislative history indicates that a 
determination of export targeting under 
section 301(b) concerns three elements; 

(1) There must be a government 
scheme or plan involving coordinated 
actions; 

(2) Export targeting practices must be 
involved; and 

(3) The targeting must have the efiect 
of assisting a discrete class of companies 
or industries to become more 
competitive in their e^mort activities. 

Based upon the results of this 
intensive investigation, and the 
recommendations of the interagency 
Section 301 Committee, the USTR has 
determined that there is no evidence 
that the alleged practices are having the 
adverse trade ejects asserted by the 
petition. Thus, even assuming that the 
alleged practices exist and would 
otherwise be considered actionable 
under section 301(b), there is no basis 
for concluding that they are burdening 
or restricting United States commerce. 
Accordingly, the USTR has determined 
that no action is appropriate in this 
investigation and that it should be 
terminated. 

The United States will continue to 
pursue improvements in international 
trade of wood and wood products 
through multilateral negotiations with 
Indonesia and other countries. In 
terminating this investigation, the USTR 
has strongly urged the Government of 
Indonesia to support these initiatives. 

Additional information submitted to 
or obtained by USTR during this 
investigation is contained in the public 
file, which is available for public 
inspection in the USTR Reading Room: 
Room 101, Office of the United States 
Trade Representative, 600 17th Street, 
NW., Washington, DC 20506. An 
appointment to review the file (Docket 
No. 301-90) may be made by calling 
Brenda Webb (202) 395-6186. The 
USTR Reading Room is open to the 
public fit)m 10 a.m. to 12 noon and 1 
p.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday. 
Jeanne E. Davidson, 

Chairman, Section 301 Committee., 
IFR Doc. 93-180 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am] 
BILLING CODE 3190-01-M 

Identification of Priority Foreign 
Countries; Request for Public 
Comment 

agency: Office of the United States 
Trade Representative. 

ACTION: Request for written submissions 
from the public concerning acts, 
policies to'be considered with respect to 
identification of countries under section 
182 the Trade Act of 1974, as amended 
(Trade Act). 

SUMMARY: Section 182 of the Trade Act 
requires the United States Trade 
Representative (USTR) to identify 
countries that deny adequate and 
effective protection of intellectual 
property rights or deny fair and 
equitable market access to U.S. persons 
that rely on intellectual property 
protection. (19 U.S.C. 2242.) In addition, 
the USTR is required to determine 
which of those countries identified are 
priority foreign countries. Such priority 
countries would be subject to initiation 
of a "special" 301 investigation. 

The USTR requests written 
submissions from the public concerning 
foreign countries’ acts, policies, and 
practices that are relevant to the 
decision whether that country partner 
should be identified under section 182 
of the Trade Act. 
DATES: Submissions must be received on 
or before 12 noon on Friday, February 
12.1993. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Emery Simon, Deputy Assistant USTR 
for Intellectual Property (202) 395-6864; 
Gilbert Donahue at (202) 395-7320; or 
Catherine Field, Associate General 
Counsel (202) 395-3432, Office of the 
United States Trade Representative. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: Pursuant 
to section 182 of the Trade Act of 1974, 
as amended by the Omnibus Trade and 
Competitiveness Act of 1988, the USTR 
must identify those countries that deny 
adequate and effective protection for 
intellectual property rights or deny fair 
and equitable market access to U.S. 
persons that rely on intellectual 
property protection. Those countries 
that have the most onerous or egregious 
acts, policies, or practices and whose 
acts, policies or practices have the 
greatest adverse impact (actual or 
potential) on relevant U.S. products are 
to be identified as priority foreign 
countries. 

The USTR may not identify a country 
as a priority foreign country if it is 
entering into good faith negotiations, or 
making significant progress in bilateral 
or multilateral negotiations, to provide 
adequate and effective protection of 
intellectual property rights. 

The USTR must decide whether to 
identify countries as priority foreign 
countries each year and issue a decision 
within 30 days after publication of the 
National Trade Estimate (NTE) report, 
i.e., no later than April 30,1993. 

Priority foreign countries are potentially 
subject to initiation of an investigation 
under section 301 of the Trade Act. 

Requirements for Submissions 

Submissions should include a 
description of the problems experienced 
and the effect of the acts, policies, and 
practices on U.S. industry. Submissions 
should be as detailed as possible and 
should provide as a much information 
on methodology for assessing the efiect 
of the acts, policies and practices. 
Comments must be filed in accordance 
with the requirements set forth in 15 
CFR 2006.8(b) (55 FR 20593) and must 
be sent to Dorothy Balaban, Special 
Assistant to the S^ion 301 Committee, 
room 223, 600 17th Street, NW., 
Washington, DC 20506, no later than 12 
noon on Friday, February 12,1993. 
Because submissions will be placed in 
a file open to public inspection at 
USTR, business-confidential 
information should not be submitted. 

Public Inspection of Submissions 

Within one business day of receipt, 
submissions will be placed in a public 
file, open for inspection at the USTR 
Reading Room, in room 101, Office of 
the United States Trade Representative, 
600 17th Street, NW., Washington, DC. 
An appointment to review the file may 
be made by calling Brenda Webb, (202) 
395-6186. The USTR Reading Room is 
open to the public fi'om 10 a.m. to 12 
noon and from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m., Monday 
through Friday. 
Carmen Sivo-Bredie, 

Assistant USTR for Intellectual Property and 
the Environment. 

[FR Doc. 93-181 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 
BILLING CODE 31M-01-M' 

RAILROAD RETIREMENT BOARD 

Agency Forms Submitted for 0MB 
Review 

summary: In accordance with the 
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 (44 
U.S.C. chapter 35), the Railroad 
Retirement Board has submitted the 
following proposal(s) for the collection 
of information to the Office of 
Management and Budget for review and 
approval. 

Summary of Proposal(s) 

(1) Collection title: Financial Disclosure 
Statement 

(2) Form(s) submitted: G—423 
(3) OMB Number: 3220-0127 
(4) Expiration date of current OMB 

clearance: Three years fi'om date of 
OMB approval 

(5) Type of request: Extension of the 
expiration date of a currently 
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approved collection without any 
change in the substance or in the 
method of collection 

(6) Frequence ofres^nse: On Occasion 
(7) Respondents: Inoividuals or 

hous^olds 
(8) Estimated annual number of 

respondents: 2,100 
(9) Total annual responses: 2,100 
(10) Average time per response: 1.4166 

hours 
(11) Total annual reporting hours: 2,975 
(12) Collection description: Under the 

Railroad Retirement and Railroad 
Unemployment Insurance Acts, the 
Railroad Retirement Board has 
authority to secure bom an overpaid 
beneficiary a statement of the 
individual’s assets and liabilities if 
waiver of the overpayment is 
requested. 
Additional Information or Comments: 

Copies of the form and supporting 
documents can be obtained fi'om Dennis 
Eagan, the agency clearance officer 
(312-751-4693). Comments regarding 
the information collection should be 
addressed to Ronald J. Hodapp, Railroad 
Retirement Board, 844 N. Rush Street, 
Chicago, Illinois 60611-2092 and the 
0MB reviewer, Laura Oliven (202-395- 
7316), Office of Management and 
Budget, room 3002, New Executive 
.Office Building, Washington, DC 20503. 
Dennis Eagan, 

Qearance Officer. 
IFR Doc. 93-177 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 
BIUUNG CODE TMS-Ot-M 

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE 
COMMISSION 

Forms Under Review by Office of 
Management and Budget 

Agency Clearance Officer—^John J. 
Lane (202) 272-5407. 

Upon written request copy available 
from: Securities and Exchange 
Commission Office of Filings, 
Information, and Consumer Services. 
Washington, DC 20549. 

Extension: 

Rules 701, 702, 703 and Form 701— 
File No. 270-306, Form 8—File No. 
270-158, Regulation B—File No. 270- 
102, Rule 236—File No. 270-118. 

Notice is hereby given pursuant to the 
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 (44 
U.S.C. 3501 et seq.), that the Securities 
and Exchange Commission 
("Commission”) has submitted for OMB 
approval extension of the following: 
Rules 701, 702, 703, and Form 701, 
Form 8, Regulation B, and Rule 236. 

Filings on Form 701 and pursuant to 
I he rules and regulation provide limited 

exemptions from the registration 
requirements of the Secmrities Act of 
1933. Form 701 is filed by 
approximately 500 respondents 
annually at an estimated one burden 
hour per response. 

Form 8 is used to file amendments to 
applications for registration of securities 
pursuant to section 12 of the Securities 
Exchange Act of 1934, or amendments 
to annual reports and other reports filed 
pursuant to sections 13 and 15(d) of that 
Act. There are approximately 6,856 
Form 8 filings annually at an estimated 
12 biirden hoius per response. 

It is estimated mat approximately five 
respondents file schedules and forms 
under Regulation B annually at an 
estimated 41 burden hours per response. 

Approximately 10 respondents make 
filings pursuant to Rule 236 annually at 
an estimated 1.5 burden hours per 
response. 

The estimated average burden hours 
are made solely for purposes of the 
Paperwork Reduction Act and are not 
derived from a comprehensive or even 
a representative survey or study of the 
costs of Commission rules or fcams. 
General comments regarding the 
estimated burden hours should be 
directed to Gary Waxman at the address 
below. Any comments concerning the 
accuracy of the estimated average 
burden hours for compliance with 
Commission rules and forms should be 
directed to John J. Lane, Associate 
Executive Director, Securities and 
Exchange Commission, 450 Fifth Street, 
NW., Washington, DC 20549 and Gary 
Waxman, (PRA Project Nos. 3235-0093, 
3235-0095; 3235-0141 and 3235-0347), 
Clearance Officer, Office of Management 
and Budget, room 3208, New Executive 
Office Building, Washington, DC 20503. 

Dated: December 29,1992. 
Margaret H. McFarland, 
Deputy Secretary. 

IFR Doc. 93-126 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am] 
BILUNC CODE MIO-OI-M 

[Release No. 34-31868; File No. SR-NYSE- 
92-34] 

Self-Regulatory Organizations; 
Proposed Rule Change by the New 
York Stock Exchange, Inc., Relating to 
Annual Regulatory Fee 

December 29,1992. 
Pursucint to section 19(b)(1) of the 

Securities Exchange Act of 1934 
(“Act”), 15 U.S.C. 78s(b)(l), notice is 
hereby given that on December 11,1992, 
the New York Stock Exchange, Inc. 
(“NYSE” or “Exchange”) filed with the 
Securities and Exchange Commission 
(“Commission”) the proposed rule 

change as described in Items LII and III 
below, which Items have been prepared 
by the self-regulatory organization.' The 
Commission is publish!^ this notice to 
solicit comments on the proposed rule 
change from interested persons. 

1. Self-Regulatory Organization’s 
Statement of the Terms of Substance of 
the Proposed Rule Change 

The New York Stock Exchange is 
proposing to extend the applicability of 
the annual regulatory fee imposed 
pursuant to Rule 129 to all members aiul 
member organizations.' 

n. Self-Regidatory Organization’s 
Statement of the ^rpose of, and 
Statutory Basis for, ^e Proposed Rule 
Change 

In its filing with the Commission, the 
self-regulatory organization included 
statements concerning the purpose of 
and basis for the proposed rule change 
and discussed any comments it received 
on the proposed rule change. The text 
of these statements may be examined at 
the places specified in Item IV below. 
The self-regulatory organization has 
prepared summaries, set forth in section 
(A), (B) and (C) below, of the most 
significant aspects of such statements. 

A. Self-Regulatory Organization’s 
Statement of the Purpose of and 
Statutory Basis for, the Proposed Rule 
Change 

The purpose of the proposed rule 
change is to permit the Exchange to 
extend the regulatory fee imposed 
pursuant to Rule 129 to all members and 
member organizations. The fee was 
established to help offset expenses 
incurred by the Exchange for Financial/ 
Operational ("FIN/OP”) examinations 
and surveillance performed piusuant to 
its responsibilities under the Act.' The 
regulatory fee is presently collected only 
from members and member 
organizations for which the Exchange 
has been appointed the Designated 
Examining Authority (“DEA”) by the 

’ The NYSE has amended the proposed rule 
change to clarify that the regulatory fee at issue is 
presently collected from members and member 
organizations for which the Exchange is the 
designated examining authority pursuant to Rule 
I7d-1 rather than 17d-Z of the Act. See letter hbm 
Mary Furlong, Director of Rule and Interpretive 
Standards. NYSE, to Cheryl Evans-DunfM, Staff 
Attorney, Exchange Branch, Division of MaAet 
Regulation. SEC, dated December 29,1992. See also 
note 4, infra. 

^NYSE Rule 129 provides ffiat is Board of 
Governors may impose charges on members to 
reimburse the Exchange, in whole or in part for 
regulatory onrersight senricee provided to the 
membership by the Exchange. 

^ See Securities ExcdMnge Act Release Nos. 20277 
(October 19,19B3), 48 FR 48582, and 20337 
(October 31.1983). 48 FR 51188 (File Nos. SR- 
NYSE-83-33 and SR-NYSE-83-34). 
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Commission under Rule 17d-l of the 
Act.^ 

Exchange policy is to surveil and 
examine all members and member 
organizations irrespective of DEA 
designation. There are currently 536 
Exchange member organizations of 
which all but 21 have been designated 
to the Exchange. Imposition of the 
regulatory fee on the 21 member 
organizations that have been designated 
to other SROs will help offset the costs 
incurred by the Exchange'in performing 
FIN/OP functions for these 
organizations. These functions include: 
Field examinations; monthly review and 
analysis of FOCUS; review of year-end 
outside audits; preparation of risk 
assessment packages; and response to 
interpretive ouestions. 

The NYSE oelieves that the proposed 
rule change is consistent with the 
requirement under section 6(b)(4) of the 
Act that an exchange have rules that 
provide for the equitable allocation of 
reasonable dues, fees and other charges 
among its members and issuers and 
other persons using its facilities. The 
NYSE also believes that the imposition 
of the regulatory fee to non-DEA 
organizations will provide for a more 
equitable allocation among all members 
and member organizations of regulatory 
related expenses. 

B. Self-Regulatory Organization’s 
Statement on Burden on Competition 

The Exchange believes that the 
proposed rule change will impose no 
burden on competition not necessary or 
appropriate in furtherance of the 
purposes of the Act. 

C. Self-Regulatory Organization’s 
Statement on Comments on the 
Proposed Rule Change Received From 
Members, Participants or Others 

The Exchange has not solicited, and 
does not intend to solicit, comments 
regarding the proposed rule change. The 
Exchange has not received any 
unsolicited written comments from 
members or other interested parties. 

III. Date of Effectiveness of the 
Proposed Rule Change and Timing for 
Commission Action 

Within 35 days of the publication of 
this notice in the Federal Register or 
within such longer period (i) as the 
Commission may designate up to 90 
days of such date if it frnds such longer 

* 17 CFR 240.17d-1 (1991). Exchange Act Rule 
17d-l provides that where a member of SIPC is a 
membw of more than one self-regulatory 
organization (“SRO"). the Commission shall 
designate responsibility for examining such 
member for compliance with applicable financial 
responsibility rules. 

period to be appropriate and publishes 
its reasons for so finding or (ii) as to 
which the self-regulatory organiMtion 
consents, the Commission will: 

(A) By order approve such proposed 
rule change, or 

(b) Institute proceedings to determine 
whether the proposed rule change 
should be disapproved. 

IV. Solicitation of Comments 

Interested persons are invited to 
submit written data, views and 
arguments concerning the foregoing. 
Persons making written submissions 
should file six copies thereof with the 
Secretary, Securities and Exchange 
Commission, 450 Fifth Street, NW., 
Washington, DC 20549. Copies of the 
submission, all subsequent 
amendments, all written statements 
with respect to the proposed rule 
change that are filed with the 
Commission, and ail written 
communications relating to the 
proposed rule change between the 
Commission and any person, other than 
those that may be withheld from the 
public in accordance with the 
provisions of 5 U.S.C. 552, will be 
available for inspection and copying in 
the Commission’s Public Reference 
Section, 450 Fifth Street, NW., 
Washington, DC 20549. Copies of such 
filing will also be available for 
inspection and copying at the principal 
office of the NYSE. All submission^ 
should refer to File No. SR-NYSE-92- 
34 and should be submitted by January 
27,1993. 

For the Commission, by the Division of 
Market Regulation, pursuant to delegated 
authority. 
Margaret H. McFarland, 
Deputy Secretary. 
[FR Doc. 93-130 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 
BILUNG CODE M10-01-M 

[Rel. No. IC-19191; 812-8156] 

American Capital Government Target 
Series, et al.; Application 

December 29,1992. 
AGENCY: Securities and Exchange 
Ckimmission (“SEC”). 
ACTION: Notice of Application for 
Exemption under the Investment 
Company Act of 1940 (the “Act”). 

APPLICANTS: American Capital 
CJovemment Target Series (“Trust”) and 
American Capital Asset Management, 
Inc. (“Adviser”). 
RELEVANT ACT SECTIONS:'Order requested 

under section 17(b) for an exemption 

from section 17(a), and under rule 17d- 

1(b) to permit a joint transaction 

otherwise prohibited by section 17(d) 
and rule 17d-l(a). 
SUMMARY OF APPLICATION: Applicants 
seek an order that would permit one of 
the Trust’s two portfolios to acquire all 
of the assets and assume all of the 
liabilities of the Trust’s other portfolio. 
FILING date: The application was filed 
on November 10,1992. 
HEARING OR NOTIFICATION OF HEARING: An 
order granting the application will be 
issued unless the SEC orders a hearing. 
Interested persons may request a 
hearing by writing to the SEC’s 
Secretary and serving applicants with a 
copy of the request, personally or by 
mail. Hearing requests should be 
received by &e SEC by 5:30 p.m. on 
January 25,1993, and should be 
accompanied by proof of service on 
applicants, in the form of an affidavit or, 
for lawyers, a certificate of service. 
Hearing requests should state the nature 
of the writer’s interest, the reason for the 
request, and the issues contested. 
Persons who wish to be notified of a 
hearing may request notification by 
writing to the SEC’s Secretary. 
ADDRESSES: Secretary, SEC, 450 Fifth 
Street, NW., Washington, DC 20549. 

Applicants, c/o American Clapital Asset 
Management, Inc., 2800 Post Oak Blvd., 
Houston, Texas 77056. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Barry A. Mendelson, Senior Attorney, at 
(202) 504-2284, or C. David Messman, 
Branch Chief, at (202) 272-3018 
(Division of Investment Management, 
Office of Investment Company 
Regulation). 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The 
following is a summary of the 
application. The complete application 
may be obtained for a fee at the SEC’s 
Public Reference Branch. 

Applicant’s Representations 

1. The Trust was organized on Jime 
24,1990 as a Massachusetts business 
trust. The Trust is registered under the 
Act as an open-end, diversified, 
management investment company. The 
Trust is comprised of two investment 
portfolios: Portfolio ’97 and Portfolio ’98 
(the “Portfolios”). The Adviser provides 
investment advisory, administrative, 
and management services to the 
Portfolios. 

2. Portfolio ’97 and Portfolio ’98 have 
the same investment objectives and 
policies, the same fee structure, and 
similar investment portfolios. Both 
Portfolios invest at least 80% of their 
assets in obligations issued or 
guaranteed by the United States 
government or its agencies or 
instrumentalities. The only substantive 
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difference between the two Portfolios is 
the liquidation date. Portfolio ’97 is 
scheduled to Liquidate on December 16, 
1997; Portfolio '98 is scheduled to 
liquidate on May 1,1998. 

3. In its capacity as custodian of the 
Portfolios, Amalgamated Bank of New 
York (“Amalgamated”) owned of record, 
as of October 30,1992, approximately 
21% of the outstanding shares of 
Portfolio ’97 and approximately 47% of 
the outstanding shares of Portfolio ’98. 

4. The trustees of the Trust, including 
a majority of those trustees who are not 
“interested persons” (as defined in the 
Act) of the Trust (“Disinterested 
Trustees”) have approved a Plan of 
Reorganization (“Plan”) pursuant to 
which Portfolio ’97 will acquire all of 
the assets and assvime all of the 
liabilities of Portfolio ’98. The net asset 
value of the shares Portfolio ’97 issues 
in the exchange will equal the net asset 
value of the shares of Portfolio ’98 then 
outstanding. Each shareholder of 
Portfolio ’98 will receive that number of 
full and fractional shares of Portfolio ’97 
equal in value as of the date of the 
exchange to the value of such 
shareholder’s shares of Portfolio ’98. 

5. The Trust will submit the proposed 
Plan to the shareholders of Portfolio ’98 
for their approval at a meeting called for 
that purpose to be held on or about 
March 31,1993. A majority of the 
outstanding shares of Portfolio ’98 will 
be required to approve the acquisition. 

6. The proposed reorganization will 
result in an increase in the asset size of 
Portfolio ’97. The Trust expects that, to 
the extent expenses remain relatively 
fixed and do not vary with asset size, 
this increase will result in economies of 
scale to the benefit of all shareholders 
of the combined Portfolio. Management 
will be facilitated by having fewer 
Portfolios and certain expenses, 
including brokerage and research costs, 
audit fees, and general administrative 
costs, are expected to decrease as a 
result. 

7. The proposed transaction will not 
have adverse tax consequences for the 
shareholders. No gain or loss will be 
recognized by Portfolio ’98 or its 
shareholders as a result of the 
reorganization, and applicants will 
receive an opinion of tax counsel to this 
effect before consummating the 
reorganization. 

8. The Adviser will pay all of the 
direct and indirect expenses of the 
proposed transaction. 

Applicants’ Legal Analysis 

1. Section 2(a)(3) of the Act defines 
the term “affiliated person,” in relevant 
part, as: •» 

(A) any person directly or indirectly 
owning, controlling, or holding with power 
to vote, 5 per centum or more of the 
outstanding voting securities of such other 
person; (B) any person S per centum or more 
of whose outstanding voting securities are 
directly or indirectly owned, controlled, or 
held with power to vote, by such person; (C) 
any person directly or indhectly control!^ 
by or under common control with, such other 
person * * *. 

The Portfolios would be considered 
affiliated persons of one another if they 
are deemed to be tmder "common 
control.” In this regard, since the 
Portfolios are part of the same 
investment company, they have 
common trustees and officers, and a 
common investment adviser. In 
addition, by virtue of its ownership of 
the Portfolios’ stock, Amalgamated, the 
Portfolios’ custodian, arguably is a "5% 
affiliate” of each Portfolio. If so. 
Portfolio ’97 would be an affiliated 
person of an affiliated person (i.e.. 
Amalgamated) of Portfolio ’98, and vice- 
versa. 

2. Section 17(a) of the Act, in relevant 
part, prohibits any affiliated person of a 
registered investment company, or any 
affiliated person of such a person, from 
knowingly selling to or purchasing from 
such investment company any secvirity 
or other property. 

3. Rule 17a-8 under the act exempts 
fi'om the prohibitions of section 17(a) 
mergers, consolidations, or piuchases or 
sales of substantially all of the assets 
involving registered investment 
companies which may be affiliated 
persons, or affiliated persons of an 
affiliated person, solely by reason of 
having a common investment adviser, 
common directors, and/or common 
officers. Because the Portfolios may be 
affiliated with one another other than 
through their adviser, directors, and 
officers, applicants may not rely on rule 
17a-8. Nevertheless, applicants have 
agreed to comply with the substantive 
requirements of the rule. Specifically, 
the trustees of the Trust, including a 
majority of the Disinterested Trustees, 
have determined that the proposed 
reorganization will be in the best 
interests of the shareholders of each 
Portfolio and will not result in the 
dilution of the current interests of any 
such shareholder. 

4. Section 17(b) of the Act authorizes 
the SEC to exempt any transaction firom 
the provisions of section 17(a) if the 
terms of the transaction, including the 
consideration to be paid or received, are 
reasonable and fair and do not involve 
overreaching on the part of any person 
concerned; the transaction is consistent 
with the policy of each registered 
investment company concerned; and the 

transaction is consistent with the 
general purposes of the Act. 

5. Applicants contend that the 
propos^ reorganization meets the 
standards of section 17(b). Among other 
things, applicants assert that (a) the 
shareholders of both Portfolios will 
benefit from the reorganization (as 
discussed above), (b) the Adviser will 
bear all costs of the reorganization, (c) 
the reorganization is subject to approval 
of the shareholders of Portfolio ’98, who 
will receive a proxy statement 
containing information about the 
transaction, (d) the reorganization will 
have no adverse tax consequences for 
shareholders of either Portfolio, and (e) 
the exchange will be made at net asset 
value and will not result in dilution of 
the ciurent interests of any shareholder. 

6. Section 17(d) and rule 17d-l(a), 
taken together, prohibit an affiliated 
person of a registered investment 
company, or an affiliated person of such 
a person, acting as principal, fi'om 
participating in, or effecting any 
transaction in connection with, any 
joint enterprise or joint arrangement in 
which such registered company is a 
paricipant, unless an application 
relating thereto has been filed with the 
SEC and an order approving the joint 
transaction has been entered. 

7. Rule 17d-l(b) provides that in 
determining whether to grant an order, 
the SEC must consider whether 
participation of each Portfolio in the 
reorganization is consistent with the 
provisions, policies and piirposes of the 
Act, and the extent to which each 
Portfolio’s participation is on a basis 
different £rom or less advantageous them 
that of other participants. 

8. Applicants contend that the 
proposed reorganization meets the 
standards of rule 17d-l(b). In particular, 
they note that each Portfolio will 
participate in the reorganization on a 
basis not different from or less 
ndvantageoiis than that of the other 
Portfolio. Moreover, applicants submit 
that the participation of Amalgamated 
(as a shareholder of each Portfolio) in 
the organization is consistent with rule 
17d-l because Amalgamated will 
receive no benefit different firom an 
other Portfolio ’98 shareholder. Finally, 
applicants note that although the 
Adviser and its affiliates may receive 
some benefits from the reorganization, 
the Adviser will bear all of the costs 
thereof. 
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For the SEC, by the Divisian of Investment 
Management, punuant to delegated 
authority. 

Margaret H. McFarland, 
Depu ty Secretary. 
IFR Doc. 93-125 FUed 1-5-93; 8:45 am] 

BtLUNO CODE aoio-ei-M 

[Rd. No. IC-ISieS; 812-7498] 

First Prairie Uoney Market Fund et al.; 
Application 

December 29,1992. 

AGENCY: Securities and Exchange 
Commission ("SEC"*). 
ACTION: Notice of application for 
exemption under t^ kivestment 
Company Act of 1940 (the "Act”). 

APPLICANTS: First Prairie Money Market 
Fund (the "Fund”) and The First 
National Bank of Chicago ("FNBC”). 
RELEVANT ACT SECTIONS: Exemption 
requested ptirsuant to sections 6(c) and 
17(b) from section 17(a). 
SUMMARY OF APPLICATION: AppUcantS 
seek an order to permit the Fund to 
enter into repurchase agreemmts with 
FNBC or an affiliate of FNBC. 
RUNG DATE: The application was filed 
March 22,1990 and amended on 
January 10,1992, August 7,1992, and 
November 27,1992. Counsel for the 
applicants has represented by letter 
dated December 24.1992, thh another 
amendment, the substance of which is 
incorporated herein, will be filed diuing 
the notice period. 
HEARING OR NOTIRCATION OF HEARING: An 
order granting the applic^ticm will be 
issued unless the SEC orders a hearing. 
Interested persons may request a 
hearing by writing to ffie SECs 
Secretary and serving applicants with a 
copy of the request, personally or by 
mail. Hearing requests should be 
received by the SEC by 5:30 p.m. on 
January 25,1993, and should be 
accompanied by proof of service on the 
applicants, in the form of an affidavit or, 
for lawyers, a certific:ate of service. 
Hearing requests should stele the nature 
of the writer’s interest, the reason for the 
recpiest. and the issues contested. 
Persons who wish to be notified of a 
hearing may request notification by 
writing to the SEC’s Secretary. 
ADDRESSES: Secr^ary, SEC, 450 5th 
Street, NW., Washington, DC 20549. 
Applicants, First Prairie Money Market 
Fund, 144 Glenn Curtiss Boulevard, 
Uniondale, New York 11556-0144; The 
First National Bank of Qiicago, One 
First National Plaza. Chicago, Illinois 
60670-0120. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Marilyn Mann, Special Counsel, at (202) 

504-2259, or Barry Miller, Senior 
Special Counsel, at (202) 272-3018 
(Division of Investment Management, 
Office of Investment Company 
Regulation). 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The 
foUowing is a summary of the 
application. The complete application 
may be obtained for a fee at the SEC’s 
Public Reference Branch. 

Applicants’ Representations 

1. The Fund is an c^>en<end, 
diversified management investment 
company. It is a money mark^ fund that 
maintains a net asset value of SlXK) per 
share for purchases and redemptions 
and, pursuant to rule 2a-7 imder the 
Act, uses the amortized cost method of 
valuing its securities. 

2. FNBC is the Fund’s investment 
adviser. FNBC, a wholly owned 
subsidiary of First Chicago Corporation, 
a registered bank holding company, is a 
commercial bank offering a range of 
banking and investment services. The 
Hank of New York acts as the Fund’s 
custodian. 

3. The Fimd is divided into two 
separate portfolios, the Money Market 
Series and the Government Series (each, 
a "Series”). The Money Market Series 
invests in short-term money market 
obligations, including repurchase 
agreements with banlu or primary 
government securities dealers reporting 
to the Federal Reserve Bank of New 
York. The Government Series invests 
only in short-term securities issued or 
guaranteed as to principal and interest 
by the U.S. Govenunent, and repurchase 
agreements vrith respect to such 
securities with banks that have total 
assets in excess of $1 billion or 
securities dealers that have issued 
securities rated at least A-1 by Standard 
& Poor’s Corporation. 

4. The Fund’s shares are purchased 
primarily by clients of FNBC and its 
affiliates, including qualified custody, 
agmcy, and trust accounts, through 
their accounts with FNBC and its 
affiliates. The Fund’s shares may be 
purchased through automatic 
investment transactions. In these 
transactions, FNBC, as agent, follows 
the standing instructions of such clients 
and automatically invests excess cash 
balances in the clients’ accounts in 
shares of the Money Market Series or 
the Government Series.* Currently, 
these “sweep” transactions are effected 
automatically by computer each Fund 

' In accordance with the standing instructions of 
FNBC’s diants, tbs computer program also provides 
for the automatic redemption of Fund shares held 
in an account as of the next datOTmined net asset 
value if the cadi balance in die account ia less dian 
the minimum balance epeciQed by the client. 

business day as of the next determined 
net asset value (currently, 12 noon. New 
York time). The madiine processing 
required to tabulate the day’s 
tremsactions in such chents’ accounts 
and other shareholder accounts, 
however, is completed later in the day 
(normally no earlier than 11 p.m., New 
York time) when the daily processing 
for FNBCs acx^ounting system is 
completed (the "Completitm Time”). 
Therefcne, total assets to be invested in 
each Series through the "sweep” 
program each day are not haxnra until 
that evening and are invested in aadi 
Series at the respective net asset values 
determined on the following day. 

5. The curroit opecaiion of the 
"sweep” program makes the Fund 
materially less attractive to FNBC’s 
clients b^use they lose a day’s inoome 
on funds invested ^ough the program 
and, for “sweeps” accomplidied on a 
Friday, lose a weekend’s income. 

6. "To permit FNBC, as the Fund’s 
investment adviser, to invest anticipated 
net assets attributable to the "sweep” 
program on the same day that they are 
available for investment (despite the fact 
that the exact amount thereof will not be 
known until after the time for 
investment that day), FNBC or an 
affiliate proposes to enter into overnight 
repurchase agreements with each Series. 
Such assets would be invested in Fund 
shares as of the time the relevant Series 
determined its net asset value (the 
"Pricing Time”) on the same day the 
swe^ occurs. 

7. The Fund proposes to enter into a 
master repurchase agreement with 
FNBC or one of its affiliates, which is 
substantially the same as the industry 
standard master repurchase agreement 
promulgated by the Public Securities 
Association, covering all repurchase 
agreement transactions (the "Master 
Repurchase Agreement”). 

8. Applicants intend to limit the 
amount of each Series’ net assets that 
may be invested pursuant to the order 
with FNBC or its affiliates to a 
percentage upon which applicmits from 
time to time may agree (the "Maximum 
Purchase Amoimt”), which percentage 
may fluctuate but shall not exceed 15%. 

9. To facilitate die repurchase 
transaction where the exact amount of 
the overnight repurchase agreement 
and, consequently, the required 
collateral is not known until the 
following day, FNBC, at no cost to the 
Fund, will maintain at all times in a 
segregated sub-custodian account in the 
name of the relevant Series collateral at 
least equal to 102% of the Maximum 
Purchase Amount. The Fund will 
promptly notify FNBC of any increase or 
decrease in a Sieries’ net a^et value and 
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FNBC will adjust the amount of 
collateral maintained in the segregated 
account daily so that it at least equals 
102% of the Maximum Piirchase 
Amoiint. The relevant Series will have 
a perfected security interest in the 
repurchase agreement collateral held in 
such account. 

10. FNBC’s Trust Department would 
act as the Fund’s sub-custodian 
pursuant to a sub-custodian agreement 
approved by the Fund’s Board of 
Trustees, including a majority of the 
Trustees who are not “interested 
persons,’’ as defined in the Act. of either 
FNBC or the Fund.^ The Fund’s assets 
held by FNBC’s Trust Department 
would be maintained in a segregated 
custodial account established on its 
behalf in accordance with the rules and 
standards of the Comptroller of the 
Currency and the Act. FNBC’s Trust 
Department would receive the eligible 
securities transferred to it in its capacity 
as sub-custodian for the relevant Series 
and hold them in a manner complying 
with the requirements of section 17(f) of 
the Act. After the Completion Time that 
evening, for a particular Series, the 
records maintained by FNBC for its 
client’s accounts and by FNBC’s Trust 
Department in its capacity as the Series’ 
sub-custodian would show: 

(i) For FNBC’s client accounts, a cash 
entry for the amount of Series shares 
purchased or redeemed and a 
corresponding entry to the client 
accounts for the number of Series shares 
purchased or redeemed as of the Pricing 
Time through operation of the computer 
“sweep” program: and 

(ii) For the Fund’s sub-custodian 
account, all purchase and sale 
transactions and the net cash proceeds, 
if any, received by the Series through 
the operation of the “sweep” (or, 
conversely, the net redemption proceeds 
paid or payable by the Series if there 
were net redemptions). In addition, the 
relevant Series’ sub-custodian account 
would reflect the specific amount in fact 
invested in the particular transaction 
(including the ownership of the 
securities securing the repurchase 
agreement). If the “sweep” had resulted 
in unanticipated net redemptions for the 
Series, the relevant sub-custodian 
account would reflect this fact and show 
no ownership of any of such securities 
transferred by FNBC or its affiliates to 
the account, since (contrary to 
expectations) none of the Fund's assets 
had been used to purchase the 
securities. To the extent that transferred 

2 The sub-custodian account may be maintained 
with FNBC’s Trust Department or a nominee 
qualified to act as a custodian pursuant to section 
17(f) ot the Act and references herein to FNBC's 
Trust Department shall mean either entity. 

securities exceeded the relevant Series’ 
assets that were available for investment 
(as shown by the results of the day’s 
computer processing), FNBC or the 
appropriate affiliate would be shown to 
be the owner of such securities. 

11. After the Completion Time, FNBC 
would transmit to the Fund’s transfer 
agent records relating to these automatic 
investment transactions. The transfer 
agent’s records would show an entry to 
each of the corresponding shareholder 
accoimts for the number of Fund shares 
automatically purchased or redeemed as 
of the Pricing Time through operation of 
the “sweep.” 

12. Each Series will purchase only 
securities in which it may invest as 
described in its prospectus and 
statement of additional information and 
as limited by rule 2a-7 imder the Act. 
The Master Repurchase Agreement into 
which the Fund, on behalf of each 
Series, proposes to enter will be 
collateralized only by U.S. Treasury 
Bills, Notes, and Bonds, with a 
remaining maturity of one year or less 
and value at least equal to 102% of the 
repurchase price (including accrued 
interest). The transactions will comply 
with the guidelines set forth in 
Investment Company Act Release No. 
13005 (February 2,1983). The Master 
Repurchase Agreement will be subject 
to annual approval by the Fund’s Board 
of Trustees, including a majority of the 
Trustees who are not “interested 
persons” (as defined in the Act) of the 
Fund or F^C or its affiliates. 

13. The transactions would be 
“repurchase agreements” for purposes 
of Chapter 11 of the United States 
Bankruptcy Code and the Financial 
Institutions Reform, Recovery and 
Enforcement Act of 1989. These statutes 
provide that, if the bankruptcy of the 
counterparty occurs, the repurchase 
agreement can be liquidated without 
being subject to the potential delay 
associated with the automatic stay or 
similar provisions of those statutes. If 
the transactions were not “repurchase 
agreements” as defined imder those 
statutes, the Fund might encounter 
significant liquidity problems if a large 
percentage of its assets were invested in 
repurchase agreements with a bankrupt 
counterparty. 

14. Each of the Money Market Series 
and the Government Series currently 
invests a substantial amount of their 
respective net assets on an overnight 
basis. The Fund’s average daily portfolio 
maturity customarily is between 20 and 
40 days for the Money Market Series 
and 15 and 25 days for the Government 
Series. Applicants intend to limit the 
Maximum Purchase Amount at a level 
that they believe should avoid reducing 

average daily portfolio maturity and 
thus die yield for the Fund.’ 

15. FNBC will continue to solicit 
independent quotes from third parties 
for the proposed “sweep” transactions, 
but to date FNBC has bran unable to 
find any unaffiliated entity willing to 
engage in such transactions on a l^is 
as favorable to the Fund as the proposed 
arrangement with FNBC. The 
repurchase agreement counter-party will 
not know until the next day the amount, 
if any, of such transactions. This delay 
results because the daily processing for 
FNBC’s accounting system normally is 
completed well into the night of the day 
the order is placed and the actual 
amount to be invested in the repurchase 
transaction is not known and. thus, 
monies in respect thereof cannot be 
transmitted imtil the next morning. 
Unaffiliated third parties will not agree 
to operate in this “look back” manner 
with the Fmid on a basis as favorable to 
the Fund as the proposed arrangement 
with FNBC. 

16. Before any repurchase agreements 
are entered into pursuant to the 
exemption, the Fund or FNBC must 
obtain and document competitive 
quotations from at least two other 
dealers with respect to repurchase 
agreements that are comparable in terms 
of size, maturity, and collateral, except 
that if quotations are unavailable from 
two su^ dealers only one other 
competitive quotation is required. In 
addition, the transactions for which 
quotations are sought will be 
conventional overnight repurchase 
agreements in which the frmds would 
be transferred by the Fund on the same 
day that the transaction is entered into, 
and then returned by the counterparty 
on the following day. Before entering 
into a transaction pursuant to the 
exemption, a determination will be 
required that the income to be earned 
from the repurchase agreement is at 
least equal to that available from the 
other dealers from which quotes were 
obtained. As set forth in the application, 
applicants enter into repurchase 
agreements on an ongoing basis and, 
therefore, believe they are capable of 
obtaining such quotes. 

Applicants’ Legal Analysis 

1. Section 17(a) of the Act, among 
other things, generally prohibits certain 
entities affiliated with an registered 
investment company, when acting as 
principal, from knowingly selling to or 
purchasing from the investment 

3 Applicants point out that, not infrequently, the 
overnight rate is as favorable as and, in certain 
cases, may exceed the rate available for securities 
with longer maturities. 
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comi>any any security. Ain<»% the 
entities prechided £r^ dealing as 
principal with a registered investment 
company under section 17(a) are any 
affiliated person of the investment 
company and any affiliated person of an 
affiliated person of the investment 
company. Section 2(aK3) of the Act 
defines any investment ^viser of such 
company. Therefore, FNBC, as tlie 
Fund’s investment adviser, and its 
affiliates are subject to the prohibitions 
contained in section 17(a) with respect 
to the Fund. 

2. Section 6(c] of the Act provides in 
relevant part that “the Commission, 
* * • by order upon application, may 
* • * exempt any person, security, or 
transaction * * * fitim any provision or 
provisions of (the Act] or of any rule or 
regulation thereunder, if and to the 
extent that such exemption is necessary 
or appropriate in the public interest and 
consistent with the protection of 
investors and the purposes fairly 
intended by the policy and provisions of 
[the Act].’’ 

3. Section 17(b) of the Act provides 
that “notwithstanding [section 17(a)], 
any person may file with the 
Commission an application for an order 
exempting a proposed transaction * * * 
ft-om one or more provisions of that 
subsection. The Commission shall grant 
such application and issue such order of 
exemption if evidence establishes that 
* * * (1) the terms of the proposed 
transaction, including the consideration 
to be paid or received, are reasonable 
and fair and do not involve 
overreaching <mi the part of any pjerson 
concerned; (2) the proposed transaction 
is consistent with the policy of each 
registered investment company 
concerned, as recited in its registration 
statement and reports filed under (the 
Act); and (3) the proposed transaction is 
consistent with the general purposes of 
[the Act].’’ 

4. The Fund believes that the relief 
requested is appropriate and in the 
public interest because it will permit the 
Fund to invest at a favorable price net 
assets attributable to the "sweep” 
program on the same day that such 
assets are available for investment. 
Applicants believe that a more afttractive 
“sweep” program will result in 
increased assets for the Fund. A larger 
asset base for the Fund will benefit all 
Fund riiarebolders by reducing the 
amount of Fund expenses indirectly 
borne by each shareholder, theroby 
increasing investors’ returns. 

5. FNBC and its affiliates are aware of 
the potential conflict of interest inherent 
in the operation of the “sweep” program 
if the proposed relief is granted. FNBC, 
therefore, has established procedures 

and conditions to be followed by its 
employees and agents to prevent any 
oveiTMdung on the part of any person 
that could act to the (fotriment of the 
Fund aiKi to ensure that each 
transaction is effected on a reasonable 
and fair basis. 

6. The Fund’s overnight position 
ahoiild not necessarily reduce its yield. 
If the opwation of the proposed 
“sweep” program shortens the Fund’s 
average daily portfolio maturity, the 
effect of such reduction would be 
minimal because: (i) 'The Fund currently 
maintains a relatively short average 
daily portfolio maturity; (ii) as FNBC 
dev^ops more experience operating the 
“swe^’’ program. FNBC will be able to 
manage the maturity of that porticm of 
the Fund’s assets held outside the sub¬ 
custodian account for the program so as 
to provide optimal liquidity Weis; and 
(iii) upon receipt of such assets 
currently; the Fund has invested such 
assets in overnight or very short-term 
obligations in any event, but such 
investment occurs one day later. Thus, 
applicants believe that any effect on 
yield as a result of the proposed relief 
would be negligible. In addition, 
operation pursuant to the independent 
pricing mechanism set forth in 
condition 8 should provide 3delds horn 
“swe^" investments that are no lower 
than similar non-sweep Fund 
investments. 

7. Based on the arguments set forth 
above, applicants believe that the 
requested relief is necessmy and 
appropriate in the public interest and 
consistent wdh the protection of 
investors and the purposes fairly 
intended by the policy and provisions of 
the Act. Applicants also believe that the 
twms of the proposed transactions, 
including the consideration to be paid 
nrjTftceived, are reasonable and fair and 
do not involve overreaching on the part 
of any person concerned, that the 
proposed transactions are consistent 
with the policy of each Series, as set 
forth in the Fund’s registration 
statement and reports filed under the 
Act, and that the proposed transactions 
are consistent with the general purposes 
of the Act. 

Applicants’ Conditions 

Applicants agree that the order of the 
Commiudon granting the requested 
relief shall be subject to the following 
conditions: 

1. No FNBC or affiliate “sweep” 
accoimt client will be permitted to affect 
a transaction after the sweep has 
occurred and the Fund’s net asset value 
has been computed for that day. 

2. 'The legal or compliance 
department of. and internal and outside 

auditors for, FNBC or its affiliates will 
prepare guidelines for FNBC and 
affiliate persmmel to ensure that the 
transactkms described herein comply 
with the conditions set forth herein and 
that the integrity the pro^m is 
maintained. The Fimd’s indepKident 
public accountants will verify assets 
held in each sub-custodian account in 
accordance with rule 17f-2 under the 
Act. The legal or compliance 
department and auditors will 
periodically monitor the activities of 
FNBC and its affiliates in connection 
with the operation of the "sweep” 
program to ensure that the conditions 
set forth in the application are adhered 
to. 

3. If granted, the terms of the relief 
would be disclosed fully in the Fimd’s 
prospectus and statement cff additional 
information. A schedule of all 
transactions with FNBC and its affiliates 
will be filed with each semi-annual 
report filed by the Fund with the 
Commission pursuant to sections 30(a) 
and 30(bKl) of the Act. FNBC will 
provide the Fund’s Board of Trustees 
with a full report of the transactions 
under the “sweep” program, as 
described herein, no less fi:equently 
than quarterly. FNBC also will provide 
the Board of Trustees with a statement 
that, as the Fluid’s investment adviste-, 
it determined the principal transactions 
to be necessary and appropriate under 
the circumstances. 

4. The Fund and FNBC will maintain 
such records with respect to those 
transactions conduct^ pursuant to the 
exemption as may be necessary to 
confirm compliance with the conditions 
to the requested relief. In this regard, the 
Fund will maintain an itemized daily 
record of repurchase agreement 
transactions entered into pursuant to the 
exemption, showing for each 
transaction: the Series that entered into 
the transaction; the entity vrith which 
the Series entered into the transaction; 
the purchase and repurchase prices; the 
type and amount of collateral; the date 
fixed for termination of the transaction; 
and the time and date of the transaction. 
For each transaction, such records also 
shall document the quotations received 
from other dealers in accordance with 
condition no. 8, including: The names 
of the dealers; the prices quoted; and the 
times and dates the quotations were 
received. The records required by this 
condition will be maintained and 
preserved in the same mannw as 
records required under rule 31a-l(b)(l). 

5. The Maximum Purchase Amoimt 
will be the percentage of each Series’ 
net assets upon which the applicants 
from time to time may ^ee, which 
percentage may fluctuate but shall not 
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exceed 15%. As to a particular Series on 
a particular day, the amount invested 
pursuant to the exemption will not 
exceed the amount swept into such 
Series on such day. 

6. All records pertaining to the sweep 
program will be preserved for a period 
of not less than six years, the first two 
years in an easily accessible place, from 
the end of the fiscal year in which any 
sweep transaction occiured. 

7. In connection with overnight 
repurchase agreement transactions 
pursuant to the Master Repurchase 
Agreement, FNBC will maintain at all 
times during operation of the “sweep” 
program in a segregated sub-custodian 
account in the name of each Series 
collateral comprised only of U.S. 
Treasury Bills, Notes or Bonds, with 
remaining maturities of one year or less, 
and valu^ at least equal to 102% of the 
Maximum Purchase Amount. In 
addition, FNBC or its affiliates would 
transfer such collaterad through the book 
entry system of the Federal Reserve and, 
in connection therewith, the relevant 
Series’ sub-custodian accoimt with 
FNBC’s Trust Department will be 
designated by Fedwire as the recipient 
of such securities and FNBC’s internal 
records and written confirmations will 
indicate that the collateral is being held 
on behalf and in such Series’ name. The 
relevant Series thereby would acquire a 
security interest in the collateral. 

8. Before any transaction may be 
conducted pursuant to the exemption, 
the Fund or FNBC must obtain such 
information as it deems necessary to 
determine that the price test set forth 
below has been satisfied. Before any 
repurchase agreements are entered into 
pursuant to the exemption, the Fund or 
FNBC must obtain and document 
competitive quotations from at least two 
other dealers with respect to repurchase 
agreements comparable to the type of 
repurchase agreement involved 
(including size, which would be at least 
equal to the Maximum Purcha.se 
Amount, maturity and collateral), 
except that if quotations are unavailable 
from two such dealers only one other 
competitive quotation is required. In 
addition, the transactions for which 
quotations are sought will be 
conventional overnight repurchase 
agreements in which the frinds would 
be transferred by the Fund on the same 
day that the transaction is entered into, 
and then returned by the counterparty 
on the following day. Before entering 
into a transaction pursuant to the 
exemption, a determination will be 
required in each instance, based upon 
the information available to tha Fund 
and FNBC. that the income to be earned 
from the repurchase agreement is at 

least equal to that available from the 
other dealers from which quotes were 
obtained. 

For the SEC, by the Division of Investment 
Management, under delegated authority. 
Margaret H. McFarland, 
Deputy Secretary. 
[FR Doc. 93-127 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 ami 
BIUJNQ CODE S010-01-M 

Pnveatment Company Act RaL No. 19187; 
Intamational SarkM Rat. Na 515; 812-8222] 

The Park Avenue Portfolio; Notice of 
Application 

December 29,1992. 
AGENCY: Securities and Exchange 
Conunission (the “SEC”). 
ACTION: Notice of Application for 
Exemption imder the Investment 
Company Act of 1940 (the “Act”). 

APPLICANT: The Park Avenue Portfolio. 
RELEVANT ACT SECTIONS: Order requested 
under section 6(c) for an exemption 
from the provisions of section 12(d)(3). 
SUMMARY OF APPLICATION: Applicant 
seeks a conditional order permitting it 
to invest in equity and convertible debt 
securities of foreign issuers that, in each 
of their most recent fiscal years, derived 
more than 15% of their gross revenue 
from their activities as a broker, dealer, 
underwriter, or investment adviser 
(“Foreign Securities Companies”), 
provided that such investments comply 
with the provisions of proposed 
amended rule 12d3-l imder the Act. 
RUNG DATE: The application was filed 
on December 17,1992. 
HEARING OR NOTIFICATION OF HEARING: An 
order granting the application will be 
issued unless the SEC orders a hearing. 
Interested persons may request a 
hearing by writing to the SEC’s 
Secretary and serving applicant with a 
copy of the request, personally or by 
mail. Hearing requests should be 
received by ffie SEC by 5:30 p.m. on 
January 25,1993, and should be 
accompanied by proof of service on 
applicant, in the form of an affidavit or, 
for lawyers, a certificate of service. 
Hearing requests should state the nature 
of the writer’s interest, the reason for the 
request, and the issues contested. 
Persons who wish to be notified of a 
hearing may request such notification 
by writing to the SEC’s Secretary. 
ADDRESSES: Secretary, SEC. 450 Fifth 
Street, NW., Washington, E)C 20549.. 
Applicant, 201 Park Avenue South, New 
York, New York 10003. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

James J. Dwyer, Staff Attorney, at (202) 
504-2920, or Elizabeth C. Osterman, 

Branch Chief, at (202) 272-3016 
(Division of Investment Management, 
Office of Investment Company 
Regulation). 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The 
following is a summary of the 
application. The complete application 
may be obtained for a fee from the SEC’s 
Public Reference Branch. 

Applicant’s Representations 

1. Applicant, a Massachusetts 
business trust, is registered as a 
diversified open-end management 
investment company under the Act 
Applicant will consist of seven series 
upon the effectiveness of a post-effective 
amendment to its registration statement 
filed with the SEC on November 20, 
1992. Only one of these funds. The 
Guardian Baillie Gifford International 
Fund (the “International Fund”), 
currently intends to invest in equity or 
convertible debt securities of foreign 
issuers. Guardian Baillie Gifford 
Limited acts as the investment adviser 
for the International Fund. Baillie 
Gifford Overseas Limited,will serve as 
sub-adviser for the International Fund. 

2. Applicant seeks to invest in equity 
securities and convertible debt 
securities of Foreign Securities 
Companies. Applicant seeks conditional 
relief from section 12(d)(3) of the Act to 
invest in equity and convertible debt 
securities of Foreign Securities 
Companies to the extent permitted in 
proposed amended rule 12d3-l under 
the Act. See Investment Company Act 
Release No. 17096 (Aug. 3,1989). 

Applicant’s Legal Ckmclusions 

1. Section 12(d)(3) prohibits an 
investment company from acquiring any 
security issued by any person who is a 
broker, a dealer, an underwriter, or an 
investment adviser. Rule 12d3—1 
provides an exemption from section 
12(d)(3) for investment companies 
acquiring securities of an issuer that 
derived more than 15% of its gross 
revenues in its most recent fis^ year 
from securities-related activities, 
provided that these investments comply 
with certain conditions set forth in the 
rule. 

2. Under rule 12d-l, an equity 
security of a Foreign Securities 
Company must be a “margin security” 
as defined in Regulation T promulgated 
by the Board of Governors of the Federal 
Reserve (the “Board”) in order for the 
acquisition of such security by an 
investment company to be exempt from 
the prohibition of section 12(d)(3). 
Accordingly, Applicant may not invest 
in equity securities of a Foreign 
Securities Company that are comparable 
in quality to “margin securities,” but 
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which do not fall within the definition 
of “margin securities" under Regulation 
T, because they are not registered in the 
United States, are not traded in United 
States over-the-counter markets, and are 
not included in the List of Foreign 
Margin Stocks published by the Board. 

3. Proposed amended rule 12d3-l 
provides that the “margin seomties" 
requirement will be excused if the 
acquiring company purchases equity 
securities of Foreign Securities 
Companies that meet the qualitative 
criteria comparable to criteria applicable 
to equity securities of United States 
securities-related businesses. 

Applicant’s Condition 

Applicant agrees that the proposed 
exemptive order will be subject to the 
following condition: 

Applicant will comply with the 
proposed amendments to rule 12d3-l, 
Investment Company Act Release No. 
17096 (Aug. 3,1989), as they are 
currently proposed, or as they maybe 
reproposed, adopted, or amended. 

For the SEC, by the Division of Investment 
Management, under delegated authority. 
Margaret H. McFarland, 
Deputy Security. 
IFR Doc. 93-129 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am] 
BILLING CODE MIO-OI-M 

[Release No. 35-25722] 

Filings Under the Public Utility Holding 
Company Act of 1935 (“Act”) 

December 29,1992. 
Notice is hereby given that the 

following filing(s) has/have been made 
with the Commission pursuant to 
provisions of the Act and rules 
promulgated thereunder. All interested 
persons are referred to the application(s) 
and/or declaration(s) for complete 
statements of the proposed 
transaction(s) summarized below. The 
applications(s) and/or declaration(s) and 
any amendments thereto is/are available 
for public inspection through the 
Commission’s Office of Public 
Reference. 

Interested (lersons wishing to 
comment or request a hearing on the 
application(s) and/or declaration(s) 
should submit their views in writing by 
January 22,1993 to the Secretary, 
Securities and Exchange Commission, 
Washington, DC 20549, and serve a 
copy on the relevant applicant(s) and/or 
declarant(s) at the address(es) specified 
below. Proof of service (by affidavit or, 
in case of an attorney at law, by 
certificate) should be filed with the 
request. Any request for hearing shall 
identify specifically the issues of fact or 

I 

law that are disputed. A person who so 
requests will be notified of any hearing, 
if ordered, and will receive a copy of 
any notice or order issued in the matter. 
After said date, the application(s) and/ 
or declaration(s), as filed or as amended, 
may be granted and/or permitted to 
become efiective. 

General Public Utilities Corp. (70-7473) 

General Public Utilities Corporation 
(“GPU"), 100 Interpace Parkway, 
Parsippany, New Jersey 07054, a 
registered holding company, has filed a 
post-effective amendment to its 
application-declaration piusuant to 
sections 9(a), 10 and 12(c) of the Act 
and Rule 42 thereunder. 

By orders dated December 29,1987, 
(HCAR No. 24550), March 31,1988 
(HCAR No. 24612), August 5,1988 
(HCAR No. 24691) and September 11, 
1989 (HCAR No. 24949), the 
Commission, among other things, 
authorized GPU to repurchase from 
time-to-time through December 31,1992 
up to 11 million shares of its common 
stock, par value $2.50 per share, in the 
open market, through odd-lot tender 
offers and/or from shares held imder 
GPU’s Tax Credit Act Employee Stock 
Ownership Plans upon their 
termination. The timing of those 
repurchases depends upon existing 
market conditions and the anticipated 
capital needs of GPU and its 
subsidiaries. At December 3,1992, GPU 
had repurchased 7,491,432 shares of its 
common stock, all of which were 
repurchased prior to a two-for-one stock 
split effective May 29,1991. GPU does 
not expect to repurchase any additional 
shares during the remainder of 1992. 

GPU now requests authority to 
repurchase up to five million shares of 
its common stock in the open market, 
through privately negotiated 
transactions and/or through odd-lot 
tender offers from time-to-time from the 
effective date of the order herein 
through December 31,1995. GPU has 
determined that the current cost of 
common stock equity is higher than the 
current cost of borrowed funds used to 
effect such repurchases. In all other 
respects, the transactions as previously 
authorized by the Commission would 
remain unchanged. 

At September 30,1992, GPU’s equity 
ratio, on a cqnsolidated basis, was 46%. 
If GPU were to repurchase the entire 
five million shares of common stock for 
which authority is requested, GPU’s 
consolidated equity ratio would be 
reduced to 45%, assuming an average 
purchase price of $26.00 per share. 

For the Commission, by the Division of 
Investment Management, pursuant to 
delegated authority. 
Margaret H. McFarland, 
Deputy Secretary. 
(FR Doc. 93-124 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am] 
BILUNQ CODE N10-01-M 

(Investment Company Act Rel. No. 19183; 
812-8088] 

Technology Funding Medical Partners 
I, LP., at al.; Application 

December 28,1992. 
AGENCY: Securities and Exchange 
Commission (“SEC”). 
ACTION: Notice of Application for 
Exemption under the Investment 
Company Act of 1940 (“Act"). 

APPLICANTS: Technology Funding 
Medical Partners I, L.P. (the 
“Partnership”); and Tecimology 
Funding Inc. and Technology Funding 
Ltd. (the “Managing General Partners”). 
RELEVANT ACT SECTIONS: Order requested 
under section 6(c) granting an 
exemption from sections 2(a)(19) and 
2(a)(3)(D). 
SUMMARY OF APPLICATION: Applicants 
seek a conditional order determining 
that: (a) 'The Independent General 
Partners (as hereinafter defined) are not 
“interested persons” of the Partnership, 
the other general partners, or the 
principal underwriter of the Partnership 
solely by reason of their status as 
general partners of the Partnership and 
co-partners of the other general partners; 
and (b) no limited partner owning less 
than five percent of the units of limited 
partnership interest in the Partnership is 
an “affiliated person” of the Partnership 
or any of its partners solely by reason 
of being a limited partner of ffie 
Partnership and a co-partner of the other 
limited partners and ffie general 
partners. 
RLING DATE: The application was filed 
on September 14,1992 and amended on 
December 1,1992, December 23,1992, 
and December 24,1992. 
HEARING OR NOTIFICATION OF HEARING: An 
order granting the application will be 
issued unless the SEC orders a hearing. 
Interested persons may request a 
hearing by writing to the SEC’s 
Secretary and serving applicants with a 
copy of the request, personally or by 
mail. Hearing requests should be 
received by ffie SEC by 5:30 p.m. on 
January 22,1993, and should be 
accompanied by proof of service on 
applicants, in the form of an affidavit or, 
for lawyers, a certificate of service. 
Hearing requests should state the nature 
of the writer’s interest, the reason for the 
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request, and the issues contested. 
Persons who wish to be notified of a 
hearing may request such notification 
by writing to the SEC’s Secretary. 
ADDRESSES: Secretary, SEC. 450 Fifth 
Street, NW.. Washington. E)C 20549. 
Applicants, 2000 Alameda de las 
Pulgas, suite 250, San Mateo, California 
94403. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

James E. Anderson, Staff Attorney, at 
(202) 272-7027, or C. David Messman, 
Branch Chief, at (202) 272-3018 
(Division of Investment Management. 
Office of Investment Company 
Regulation). 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The 
following is a summary of the 
application. The complete application 
may be obtained for a fee from the SEC’s 
Public Reference Branch. 

Applicants’ Representations 

1. The Partnership, organized as a 
Delaware limited partnership on 
September 3,1992, will be governed by 
an Amended and Restated Limited 
Partnership Agreement (the 
“Partnership Agreement”). The 
Partnership has elected to be a business 
development company pursuant to 
section 54(a) of the Act. As a business 
development company, the Partnership 
will be subject to sections 55 through 65 
of the Act and to those sections of the 
Act made applicable to business 
development companies. The 
Partnership will terminate no later than 
December 31, 2006. The Partnership has 
organized as a limited partnership 
because applicants believe that the 
partnership form is a more appropriate 
investment vehicle for a closed-end 
entity of limited duration seeking long¬ 
term capital appreciation by making 
venture capital investments. 

2. On October 30,1992 the 
Partnership filed a registration 
statement on Form N—2 imder the 
Securities Act of 1933 with respect o a 
proposed public offering of up to 
300,000 units of limited partnership 
interest in the Partnership (the “Units”). 
The maximum proceeds from the 
offering will be $30 million. 

3. The general partners of the 
partnership initially ■will consist of three 
individual general partners (the 
“Individual General Partners”) and the 
Managing General Partners. The initial 
Individual General Partners will act as 
independent general partners (the 
“Independent General Peirtners”) 
(defined to be Individuals who are not 
“interested persons” of the Partnership 
within the meaning of the Act). The 
number of Individual General Partners 
may not be less than three nor more 

than nine, and a majority of the 
Individual General Partners must be 
Independent General Partners. Only 
natural persons may serve as Individual 
General Partners. The Partnership 
Agreement provides that if at any time 
the number of Independent General 
Partners is reduced to less than a 
majority of the Individual General 
Partners, the remaining Independent 
General Partners must, within 90 days, 
designate one or more successor 
Independent General Partners so as to 
restore the number of Independent 
General Partners to a majority. 

4. The Individual General Partners 
will provide overall guidance and 
supervision with respect to the 
operations of the Partnership. The 
Individual General Partners will 
perform the same functions and have 
the same duties and responsibilities that 
the Act imposes on the boards of 
directors of business development 
companies organized in corporate form. 
The Independent General Partners will 
assume the responsibilities and 
obligations imposed by the Act upon 
disinterested directors of a business 
development company organized in 
corporate form. In addition to fiduciary 
duties, the Individual General Partners 
will, among other things, have 
responsibilities with respect to the 
management and underwriting 
arrangements of the Partnership, the 
custody arrangements with respect to 
portfolio securities, fidelity bonding, 
and transactions with affiliates. 

5. The Managing General Partners, 
Technology Funding Inc. and 
Technology Funding Ltd., are a 
California corporation and a California 
limited partnership, respectively. Both 
Managing General Partners are 
registered investment advisers under the 
Investment Advisers Act of 1940. Under 
the Partnership Agreement, the 
Managing General Partners, subject to 
the guidance and supervision of the 
Individual General Partners, are 
responsible for the management of the 
Partnership’s investments and will 
provide other management and 
administrative services. 

6. As compensation for their services, 
the Managing General Partners will 
receive an allocation of 20% of the 
Partnership’s net profits (as defined in 
the Partnership Agreement, as well as 
the following fees: a fee equal to 2% of 
total limited partner capital 
contributions for each year of 
partnership operations until six years 
after the completion of the public 
offering of Units, and thereafter 
declining by 10% per year, as 
compensation for partnership overhead: 
reimbursement for organizational and 

offering expenses and operational costs 
(as defined in the Partnership 
Agreement) up to a maximum of 5% of 
total limited partner capital 
contributions: ^ and a sales commission 
of up to 8% of the gross proceeds of the- 
offering, of which up to 7% will be 
reallowed to imaffiliated broker-dealers. 
'The sales commission will be paid to 
Technology Funding Secxirities 
Corporation, a wholly-owned subsidiary 
of Technology Funding Inc. 

7. The limited partners of the 
Partnership have no right to participate 
in the control of the Partnership’s 
business. The Partnership Agreement, 
consistent with the Act. authorizes the 
limited partners to vote on certain 
matters, including the election or 
removal of general partners, approval or 
termination of certain arrangements 
with affiliates of the Managing General 
Partners, ratification or rejection of the 
appointment of the independent 
certified public accmmtints of the 
Partnership, approval of the sale of all 
or substantially all of the Partnership’s 
assets, and amendments to the 
Partnership Agreement. The Partnership 
will obtain an opinion of counsel that 
the possession or exercise of these 
voting rights does not cause the limited 
partners to be participating in the 
control of the Partnership’s business 
under the Delaware Revised Uniform 
Limited Partnership Act. The 
Partnership does not have an insurance 
policy which would provide coverage to 
persons who become limited partners. 
The Independent General Partners will 
periodically review the question of the 
appropriateness of obtaining an errors 
and omissions insurance poUcy for the 
Partnership. 

8. The Partnership Agreement 
provides that any Individual General 
Partner may be removed either: (a) for 
cause by the action of two-thirds of the 
remaining Individual General Partners, 
including a majority of the remaining 
Independent General Partners: or (b) 
with the consent of a majority in interest 
of the limited partners. 'The Managing 
General Partners may be removed either: 
(a) By a majority of the Independent 
General Partners, with or without cause: 
or (b) with the consent of the majority 
in interest of the Umited partners. 

9. The Partnership Agreement 
provides that the Managing General 
Partners will not resign or withdraw 
from the Partnership unless a successor 
managing general partner or partners 
have been appointed and consented to 

' Under the Partnership Agreement, overhead, 
organizational and offering expense*, and 
operational costs are each distinct categories and do 
not overlap. 
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by the limited partners. The Managing 
General Partners may resign or 
withdraw voluntarily only if: (a) At least 
120 days prior to such withdrawal, all 
partners are given notice that the 
Managing General Partners propose to 
withdraw and that there will be 
substituted in their place a person or 
persons designated and described in 
such notification; (b) each of the 
proposed successor managing general 
partners represents that it is 
experienced in performing the functions 
that a managing general partner is 
required to perform under the 
Partnership Agreement, that it has the 
net worth required by the Partnership 
Agreement, and that it is willing to 
b^ome a managing general partner 
under the Partnership Agreement and 
will assume all duties and 
responsibilities thereunder, without 
receiving any compensation for services 
from the Partnership in excess of that 
payable under the Partnership 
Agreement to the withdrawing 
Managing General Partners and without 
receiving any participation in the 
withdrawing Managing General 
Partners’ interests other than that agreed 
upon by the withdrawing Managing 
General Partner and its successor; (c) 
there is on file at the principal office of 
the Partnership certified audited 
financial statements of each proposed 
successor managing general partner; (d) 
a majority in interest of the limited 
partners consent to the appointment of 
the successor; (e) the withdrawing 
Managing General Partner cooperates 
with the successor managing general 
partners so that the responsibilities of 
the withdrawing Managing General 
Partner may be transferred with as little 
disruption of the Peirtnership’s business 
and affairs as practicable; and (f) the 
withdrawing Managing General Partner 
pays all expenses incurred as a result of 
its withdrawal. 

Applicants’ Legal Conclusions 

1. Applicants request that the 
Independent General Partners be 
exempted fium the provisions of section 
2{a){l9) to the extent that the 
Independent General Partners would 
otherwise be deemed "interested 
persons” of the Partnership, the other 
general partners, or the principal 
underwriter of the Partnership solely 
because such Independent General 
Partners are general partners of the 
Partnership and co-partners of the 
Managing General Partners. Section 
2(a)(19) excludes fi'om the definition of 
“interested person” those individuals 
who would be “interested persons” 
solely because they are directors of an 
investment company. The Partnership 

has been structured so that the 
Independent General Partners are the 
functional equivalents of, and will 
assume the responsibilities and 
obligations imposed by the Act and the 
regulations thereunder on, the non- 
interested directors of an incorporated 
investment company. Granting the 
requested exemption from the 
provisions of section 2(a)(19) is 
consistent with the purposes, policies, 
and provisions of the Act. 

2. Applicants request further that the 
SEC exempt all limited partners of the 
Partnership who own less than 5% of 
the Units of the Partnership from being 
deemed under section 2(a)(3)(D) of the 
Act to be “affiliated persons” of the 
Partnership or any of its other partners 
solely because such limited partner is a 
partner of the Partnership and any of 
such other persons are partners with 
one another in the Partnership. Section 
2(a)(3)(D) of the Act provides that an 
“affiliated person” of an entity includes, 
inter alia, any partner or co-partner of 
such entity. Under section 2(a)(3), 
persons investing in a corporate entity 
as mere shareholders would have 
substantially the same rights to vote on 
the affairs of the entity as the rights that 
are accorded to the limited partners 
under the Partnership Agreement, but 
would not be thereby deemed “affiliated 
persons” of the corporate entity unless 
they held more than 5% of such entity’s 
outstanding voting securities. Granting 
the requested exemption from the 
provisions of section 2(a)(3)(D) is 
consistent with the purposes, policies, 
and provisions of the Act and places 
investments in the Partnership on a 
more equal footing with investments in 
business development companies 
organized in corporate form. 

Applicants’ Conditions 

If the requested order is granted, 
applicants agree to the following 
conditions: 

1. The general partners of the 
Partnership, except the Managing 
General Partners, will be natural 
persons, and a majority of the 
Individual General Partners will not be 
interested persons of the Partnership. 

2. The Individual General Partners 
will assume the responsibilities and 
obligations imposed by the Investment 
Company Act on directors of a business 
development company organized in 
corporate form. The Independent 
General Partners, all of whom will be 
Individual General Partners, will 
assume the responsibilities and 
obligations imposed by the Investment 
Company Act on non-interested 
directors of a business development 
company organized in corporate form. 

3. Neither Managing General Partners 
will resign or withdraw as a Managing 
General Partner of the Partnership 
without two years prior notice unless a 
successor Managing General Partner has 
been appointed in accordance with the 
Partner^ip Agreement and the 
provisions of section 15(a), 15(c), and 
15(f) of the investment Company Act. 

4. The limited partners will have the 
right to vote on all matters which would 
require their approval under the 
Investment Company Act if they were 
shareholders of a business development 
company organized in corporate form, 
including the right to elect or remove 
general partners, the right to approve 
any new or amended investment 
advisory contract, the right to approve 
proposed changes in the Partnership’s 
fundamental policies, and the right to 
ratify or reject the appointment of 
auditors. 

5. If a limited partner transfers his or 
her units in a manner which is effective 
under the Partnership Agreement, the 
general partners will ensure that such 
assignee, transferee or successor has all 
of the rights afforded a shareholder 
under the Investment Company Act. 

6. The Partnership will obtain an 
opinion of counsel stating that the 
voting rights provided the Limited 
Peulners do not subject the limited 
partners to liability as general partners 
under Delaware law. 

7. The Partnership will obtain an 
opinion of counsel that the Partnership 
should be classified and treated as a 
partnership for federal income tax 
purposes. 

8. The Partnership will obtain an 
opinion of counsel that the distributions 
and allocations provided for in the 
Partnership Agreement are permissible 
under section 205 and rule 205-3 under 
the Investment Advisers Act and under 
section 15(a) of the Investment 
Company Act. 

9. If, under the Partnership 
Agreement, the Partnership is or 
becomes authorized to m^e in-kind 
distributions of portfolio securities to its 
Partners, no such in-kind distributions 
will be made imtil such time as the 
Partnership has obtained a no-action 
letter from the staff of the SEC or, 
alternatively, has obtained an order 
pursuant to section 206A of the 
Investment Advisers Act of 1940 
permitting such distribution. 

10. UndW the Partnership Agreement, 
upon the removal of the Managing 
General Partners, all unrealized gains 
and losses are deemed realized for 
purposes of making a final allocation to 
the Managing General Partners. 
However, applicants will not deem such 
unrealized gains and losses realized 
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until they have received a no-action 
letter from the staff of the SEC 
confirming the Partnership’s 
interpretation of section 205 of the 
Investment Advisers Act (i.e., that such 
treatment of umealized gains and losses 
is appropriate) or, in the alternative, the 
Partnership has obtained an exemption 
from section 205 by SEC order issued 
pursuant to section 206A of the 
Investment Advisers Act, permitting the 
Partnership to deem such gains or losses 
to be realized. 

For the SEC, by the Division of Investment 
Management, under delegated authority. 
Margaret H. McFarland, 
Depu ty Secretary. 

IFR Doc. 93-131 Filed 1-5-93: 8:45 am) 
BILUNQ CODE 8010-01-M 

[Release No. IC-19188; File No. 812-«172] 

Travelers Growth and Income Stock 
Account for Variable Annuities, et al.; 
Application 

December 29,1992. 
AGENCY: Securities and Exchange 
Commission (the “Commission” or 
"SEC”). 
ACTION: Notice of Application for 
Exemption under the Investment 
Company Act of 1940 (the “1940 Act”). 

APPLICANTS: The Travelers Growth and 
Income Stock Account for Variable 
Annuities (“Account GS”), The 
Travelers Quality Bond Account for 
Variable Annuities (“Account QB”), The 
Travelers Fund B for Variable Contracts 
(“Fund B”) and The Travelers Fund B- 
1 for Variable Contracts (“Fvmd B-1”) 
(referred to collectively as the 
“Applicants”). 
RELEVANT 1940 ACT SECTIONS: Order 
requested under section 17(b) of the 
1940 Act for exemption from section 
17(a). 
SUMMARY OF APPUCATION*. Applicants 
request an Order of the Commission 
under section 17(b) of the Investment 
Company Act of 1940 (the “1940 Act”) 
granting an exemption from the 
provisions of section 17(a) of the 1940 
Act to permit the transfer of portfolio 
securities from Fund B to Account GS 
and from Fund B-1 to Accoimt QB. 
FILING DATE: The Application was filed 
on August 19,1992 and amended on 
November 9,1992. Applicants will file 
another amendment during the notice 
period to delete references to in kind 
redemptions by Contract Owners. 
HEARING OR NOTIFICATION OF HEARING: An 
order granting the applicjatlon will be 
issued unless the Commission orders a 
hearing. Interested persons may request 
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a hearing by writing to the 
Commission’s Secretary and serving the 
Applicants with copies of the request, 
personally or by mail. Hearing requests 
must be received by the SEC by 5:30 
p.m. on January 25,1993, and should be 
accompanied by proof of service on the 
Applicants in the form of an affidavit, 
or, for lawyers, by certificate of service. 
Hearing requests should state the nature 
of the writer’s interest, the reason for the 
request, and the issues contested. 
Persons may request notification of a 
hearing by writing to the Secretary of 
the Commission. 
ADDRESSES: Secretary, SEC, 450 Fifth 
Street, NW., Washington, I3C 20549. 
Applicants, One Tower Square, 
Hartford, Connecticut 06183-1050, 
Attention: Thomas A. Klee, Secretary. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Cindy J. Rose, Staff Accountant, or 
Wendell M. Faria, Deputy Chief, at (202) 
272-2060, Office of Instuance Products, 
Division of Investment Management. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: Following 
is a summary of the application; the 
complete application is available for a 
fee from the Commission’s Public 
Reference Branch. 

Applicant’s Statements and 
Representations 

1. Accoimts GS and QB and Funds B 
and B-1 are open-end diversified 
management investment companies, 
registered tmder the 1940 Act on Form 
N-3 (File Nos. 811-1539, 811-2571, 
811-1671 and 811-2583, respectively). 
The Travelers Investment Management 
Company serves as the investment 
adviser for Account GS and Fund B. 
Travelers Asset Management 
International Corporation serves as the 
investment adviser for Account QB and 
Fund B-1. 

2. Funds B and B-1 currently serve as 
the underlying investment vehicles for 
certain variable annuity contracts (the 
“old Contracts”) issued by the Travelers 
Insurance Company (“Travelers”). Due 
to the small asset size of F\md B and 
Fimd B-1, which adversely affects the 
Funds’ ability to diversify. Travelers 
intends to offer to Contract Owners of 
the old Codtracts the opportunity to 
exchange their old Contracts for new 
variable annuity contracts (the “new 
Contracts”) for which Accoimts GS and 
QB serve as the underlying investment 
vehicles. The exchange offer will be 
made in compliance with Rule lla-2 
under the 1940 Act (the “Exchange 
Offer”). 

3. The proposed transactions will be 
executed on the effective date of the 
Exchange Offer if there is 100% 
participation in the Exchange Offer or 
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all imits are otherwise exchanged by the 
effective date. ’The transactions will be 
effectuated by exchanging all imits in 
Funds B and B-1 held tmder ffie old 
Contracts for units of equal value in 
Accounts GS and QB under the new 
Contracts. *1110 transactions will be 
settled by the transfer of all portfolio 
securities valued on the basis of net 
asset values as of the date of transfer 
from Fund B to Account GS and from 
Fund B-1 to Account QB. Net asset 
values will be determined in accordance 
with the methods set forth in the 
Statement of Additional Information of 
each of the Applicants. Funds B and B- 
1 will cease operations when the 
Exchange Offer and the proposed 
transactions have been completed. 

Applicants’ Legal Analysis and 
Conditions 

1. Section 17(a)(1) of the 1940 Act 
prohibits any affiliated person of a 
registered investment company, or an 
affiliated person of an affiliated person, 
from selling any security or other 
property to such registered investment 
company. Section 17(a)(2) of the 1940 
Act proffibits any of the persons 
described above from purchasing any 
security or other property from such 
registered investment company. 

2. Each Applicant may be deemed to 
be an affiliated person or affiliated 
person of an affiliated person of each 
other Applicant under section 2(a)(3) of 
the 1940 Act, and the proposed 
transactions may be deemed to entail 
one or more pu^ases or sales of 
securities or property between the 
respective Applicants. Therefore, an 
exemption from section 17(a) of the 
1940 Act, pursuant to section 17(b) of 
the 1940 Act, may be required. 

3. Section 17(bj of the 1940 Act 
provides that the Commission may grant 
an Order exempting transactions 
prohibited by section 17(a) of the 1940 
Act upon application if evidence 
establishes that; (a) The terms of the 
proposed transactions, including the 
consideration to be paid or received, are 
reasonable and fair and do not involve 
over-reaching on the part of any person 
concerned; (b) the proposed transactions 
are consistent with the investment 
policy of each registered investment 
company concerned, as recited in the 
registration statements and reports filed 
under the 1940 Act, and (c) the 
proposed transactions are consistent 
with the general purposes of the 1940 
Act. 

4. Applicants represent that the terms 
of the proposed transactions and the 
Exchange Offer, including considiration 
paid or received, are reasonable and fair 
and do not involve over-reaching on the 
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part of any person. Applicants will not 
pay any of me expenses of the Exchange 
Offer, as they will be home entirely by 
Travelers. The new Contracts will have 
terms at least as favorable, and in 
certain respects more favorable, than the 
old Contracts. There will be no 
surrender charges or sales charges 
imposed in connection with the 
exchange of the old Contracts for the 
new Contracts, in as much as neither the 
old Contracts nor the new Contracts 
provide for a contingent deferred sales 
charge and the front-end sales charge on 
the new Contracts has been waived for 
amounts exchanged in connection with 
the Exchange Oner. The proposed 
transactions will be effectuated by 
exchanging all units in Fimds B and B- 
1 for units in Accounts GS and QB, 
respectively, and making » 
corresponding transfer of all portfolio 
securities from Funds B and B-1 to 
Accoimts GS and QB. The proposed 
transactions will not be completed if 
there is not 100% participation by 
Contract Owners. Without full 
participation, the Applicants will not be 
in the position of determining which 
portfolio securities are to remain in 
Fimds B or B-1 and which are to be 
transferred to Accounts GS or 
respectively. The Applicants believe 
that the proposed transactions are 
reasonable and fair since they will avoid 
any transaction costs for any of the 
Applicants. The portfolio securities will 
be valued for the purposes of the 
transfer in the same maimer utilized by 
the Applicants for determining net asset 
value. Valuing the portfoUo securities in 
this manner will result in consistent 
values for purposes of the proposed 
transactions and for determining the net 
asset values of Accounts GS and QB 
upon the completion of the proposed 
transactions. 

5. The Exchange Offer will not be a 
taxable transaction for participants 
pursuant to section 1035 of the Internal 
Revenue Code and Revenue procedure 
92-26. Deposits made under the old 
Contracts prior to August 14,1962 will 
continue to retain their favorable tax 
status under the new Contracts. 

6. The assets of Funds B and B-1 are 
declining in size because the old 
Contracts have not been offered to new 
customers since 1983. Applicants 
represent that if Contract Owners 
exchange their old Contracts for the new 
Contracts, and their assets are thereby 
invested in Accounts GS and QB, they 
will benefit from greater diversification 
in the portfolios and greater stability as 
assets era withdrawn. 

7 -Jtje investment objectives, polices 
and restnctions of the respective 
Applicants involved in the proposed 

transactions are identical. Thus, the 
transfer of the portfolio securities which 
will occur between the corresponding 
funds are consistent with the objectives, 
policies and restrictions of Accounts GS 
and QB. Moreover, Accounts GS and 
will be able to retain the portfolio 
securities received from Funds B and B- 
1 upon completion of the proposed 
transactions. 

8. Applicants represent that the 
proposed transactions are consistent 
with the general purposes of the 1940 
Act, as enunciate in the findings and 
Declaration of Policy in Section 1 of the 
1940 Act. Applicants assert that the 
proposed transactions do not present 
any of the issues or abuses that the 1940 
Act is designed to prevent. Moreover, 
Applicants represent that the proposed 
transactions and the Exchange Offer will 
be effected in a manner consistent with 
the public interest and the protection of 
investors. The owners of the old 
Contracts will be fully informed of the 
terms of the Exchange Offer through the 
Prospectus for the new Contracts and 
explanatory cxurespondence, including 
an Exchange Authorization Form. 
Contract Owners will benefit from 
increased diversity in the portfolios 
underlying their new Contracts, and, if 
the Order is granted, will not incur any 
expenses in the transfer of portfolio 
securities. 

9. Applicants also note that the 
proposed transactions fall within the 
intent ot but not the literal 
requirements of. Rule 17a-7 under the 
1940 Act Rule 17a-7 generally exempts 
from section 17(a) certain purchase and 
sale transactions between registered 
investment companies which are 
affiliated persons of each other, 
provided certain enumerated (x>nditions 
are met. Applicants represent that, as a 
condition to any Order under section 
17(b), they will comply with the 
conclitions set forth in sub-paragraphs 
(c), (d), and (e) of Rule 17a-7, namely, 
that: (c) the proposed transactions are 
consistent with the policy of the 
Applicants and the old and new 
Contracts participating in the Exchange 
Offer, as recited in the applicable 
registration statements end reports filed 
under the 1940 Act; (d) no brokerage 
commissions, fees (except for customary 
transfer fees), or other remuneration will 
be paid in connection with the 
transactions; and (e) the Board.*: of 
Managers, including a majority of the 
members of the Boards who are not 
interested persons, have adopted 
procedures pursuant to which the 
proposed transactions may be effected, 
which are reasonably designed to 
provide that the conditions of 
paragraphs (c) and (d) of Rule 178-7 are 

complied with, and will determine that 
the proposed transactions are effected in 
compliance with such procedures. 

10. Applicants will not. however, 
meet the conditions of subparagraphs 
(a), (b) and (f) of Rule 17a-7. Applicants 
cannot comply with subparagraph (a) 
because no cash will be involved in foe 
proposed transactions. Subparagraph (b) 
will not be complied with since foe 
proposed transactions will be made on 
foe basis of foe relative net asset values 
of foe securities to be exchanged, rather 
than on foe basis of "current market 
price" as defined in subparagraph (b). 
Subparagraph (f) requires that Funds B 
and B-1 maintain and preserve 
permanently in an easily accessible 
place a written copy of the procedures 
(and any modifications thereto) 
describe in paragraph (e) of Rule 17a- 
7, and maintain and preserve for at least 
six years a written record of each such 
transaction setting forth a description of 
foe security purchased or sold, foe 
identity of foe person on foe other side 
of foe transaction, foe terms of foe 
purchase or sale transaction, and foe 
information or materials upon which 
foe determinations described in 
paragraph (e) of Rule 17a-7 were made. 
Since subparagraph (f) contemplates 
that each party will have continuing 
operations after a transaction pursuant 
to Rule 17a-7 (in order to be able to 
satisfy foe recordkeeping requirements). 
Funds B and B-1 may not be able to 
comply if they cease operations upon 
foe completion of foe Exchange Offer. 
However. Accounts GS and QB 
represent that they will comply with 
such requirements. Moreover, foe 
records of Fimds B and B-1 will be 
maintained by Travelers for foe required 
periods. 

11. Applicants submit that because 
foe proposed transactions involve a 
transfer of portfolio securities on foe 
basis of net asset values, and because 
Funds B and B-1 may discontinue 
operations after foe ^change Offer is 
complete, foe type of potential abuse 
whi^ Rule 17a-7 was designed to 
guard against is not present. Applicants 
state that Rule 17a-7 was designed to 
permit investment companies to sell 
securities between themselves at a fairly 
determined price based on current 
market prices without incurring costs, 
including brokerage costs, to foe 
detriment of Contract Owners. 
Applicants assert that foe proposed 
transactions will be effected at fair 
market prices, and in substance, are of 
foe type ordinarily exempted by Rule 
t7a-7 
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Conclusion 

Applicants submit, for all of the 
reasons stated herein, that their 
exemptive ’.-equest meets the standards 
set forth in section 17(b) of the 1940 Act 
and that an Order should therefore be 
granted. 

For the Commission, by the Division of 
Investnaent Management, pursuant to 
delegated authority. 
Margaret H. McFarland, 
Deputy Secretoiy. 
IFR Doc. 93-128 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 
BfUJNO CODE MIO-ei-M 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

Bureau of Oceans and International 
Environmental and Scientific Affairs 

[Public Notice 1749] 

United States Man and the Biosphere 
Program; Request for Proposals for 
Tropical Ecosystems Directorate 

The Tropical Ecosystems Directorate 
(TED) of the U.S. Man and the 
Biosphere Program (U.S. MAB) 
announces a call for proposals 
addressing the theme of sustainable use 
of tropical forest resources. A small 
number of research grants in the range 
of $5,000 to $12,000 will be awarded in 
mid-1993. Preference will be given to 
proposals focusing on the Maya Tri- 
National Region of Belize, Guatemala, 
and/or Mexico. 

Funding Objectives 

U.S. MAB funding should assist 
research teams to; Add a national 
researcher to their effort: better integrate 
conservation and sustainable 
development; add a particular 
discipline to an ongoing research 
project: or explore the application of 
ongoing site-specific research to an 
additional site in the Maya Tri-National 
region. U.S. MAB funding will not be 
provided for planning purposes. 

Focal Issues 

Within the broad thematic focus of 
sustainable use of tropical forest 
resources in the Maya Tri-National ^ 
Region, U.S. MAB/TED encovurages 
research projects addressing focal issues 
such as community-based production 
systems, tropical forest management for 
timber and/or non-timber forest 
products, economic valuation and 
accounting of tropical forest products 
and services, benefits and costs of low 
impact uses such as ecotourism, or 
integration of biodiversity conservation 
witn production forestry. 

Proposal Content 

Each proposal should have a title 
page, a one page synopsis of the existing 
research project, two pages detailing the 
proposed use of U.S. MAB/TED funds 
that would be complementary to the 
TED core program, and a one-page 
budget with justification. No funds are 
available .for institutional overhead; 
only direct costs can be supported. 

Evaluation and Review Process 

Because of limited available funding, 
U.S. MAB/TED will give greatest 
preference to those proposals that 
directly complement the objectives of 
the directorate’s core program.' 
Proposals will be evaluated for the 
intrinsic merit of the research, its policy 
relevance, applicability to promoting 
sustainable use of tropical forest 
resources in the May Tri-National 
Region, and the quality and 
demonstrated productivity of the 
principals. All potential proposers are 
encouraged to contact the Secretariat of 
the U.S. Man and the Biosphere 
Program, OES/EGC/MAB, U.S. 
Department of State, Washington, DC 
20522-3706. Tel. (703) 235-2946, to 
request a description of the TED core 
program. 

Complete proposals must be received 
by the U.S. MAB Secretariat by close of 
business February 19,1993. The U.S. 
MAB Secretariat will notify all 
principals of the Directorate’s final 
decisions by the first week of April, 
1993. Funds will be committed to the 
managing institutions identified in the 
proposals during July, 1993. Principals 
will receive from the U.S. MAB 
Secretariat copies of all U.S. MAB/TED 
review evaluations of their proposal and 
a written notification of the Directorate’s 
decision on their project. 

Submission of Proposals 

Mail proposals to: U.S. MAB 
Secretariat, OES/EGC/MAB, room 608, 
SA-37, U.S. Department of State, 
Washington, DC 20522-3706. 

Individuals choosing to submit their 
proposals by Express Mail, Federal 
Express, UPS, etc., must use the 
following address: U.S. MAB 
Secretariat, rm. 608,1555 Wilson 
Boulevard, Rosslyn, Virginia 22209. 

Deadline for Proposals: 19 February 
1993. 

Page Limit: 5 pages, single-spaced. 

Dated: December 22,1992. 
Roger E. Soles, 
Executive Director, U.S. Man and the 
Biosphere Program, Office of Global Change. 
(FR Doc. 93-189 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 ami 
BILUNG CODE 471(M)»-M 

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

Aviation Procaadings; Agraamants 
Filad During tha Waak Endad 
Dacambar 25,1992 

The following Agreements were filed 
with the Department of Transportation 
under the provisions of 49 U.S.C 412 
and 414. Answers may be filed within 
21 days of date of filing. 
Docket Number: 48568. 
Date filed: December 22,1992. 
Parties: Members of the International 

Air Transport Association. 
Subject: Comp Reso/P0810 dated 

November 10,1992; Composite 
Resolutions R-1 to R-15. 

Proposed Effective Date: April 1,1993. 
Docket Number: 48569. 
Date/iied: December 22,1992. 
Parties: Members of the International 

Air Transport Association. 
Subject: TC2 Reso/P 1327 dated 

November 13,1992. Within Europe 
(Some EC Applicability) r-l to r-4 
TC2 Reso/P 1328 dated November 13, 
1992. Within Europe (Some EC 
Applicability) r-5 to r-l 8 TC2 Reso/ 
P 1329 dated November 13,1992. 
Within Europe (No EC Applicability) 
r-19 to 1^1. 

Proposed Effective Date.-April 1,1993. 
Docket Number: 48570. 
Date filed: December 22,1992. 
Parijes; Members of the International 

Air Transport Association. 
Subject: Comp Telex—Resolution 

024f—^Norway. 
Proposed Effective Date: January 7, 

1993. 

Phyllis T. Kaylor, 
Chief, Documentary Services Division. 
(FR Doc 93-227 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 
BILUNG CODE 4910-e2-M 

Applications for Certificates of Public 
Convenience and Necessity and 
Foreign Air Carrier Permits RIed Under 
Subpart Q During the Week Ended 
December 25,1992 

The following Applications for 
Certificates of Pubfic Convenience and 
Necessity and Foreign Air Carrier 
Permits were filed under subpart Q of 
the Department of Transportation’s 
Procedural Regulations (See 14 CFR 
302.1701 et. seq.). The due date for 
Answers, Conforming Applications, or 
Motions to Modify Scope are set forth 
below for each application. Following 
the Answer period DOT may process the 
application by expedited procedures. 
Such procedures may consist of the 
adoption of a show-cause order, a 
tentative order, or in appropriate cases 
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a final order without further 
proceedings. 
Docket Number: 48562. 
Date filed: December 21,1962. 
Due [kite for Answers. Conforming 

Applications, or Motion to Modify 
^ope: January 10,1903. 

Description: Application of American 
Trans Air, Inc., pursuant to section 
401 of the Act and subpart Q of the 
Regulations, applies for a certificate of 
public convenience and necessity 
authorizing it to provide scheduled 
foreign air transportation of persons, 
property and mail between 
Indianapolis, Indiana, and Cancun, 
Mexico. 

Docket Number: 48565. 
Date filed: December 21.1992. 
Due Date for Answers. Conforming 

Applications, or Motion to Modify 
Sajpe: January 5.1903. 

Description: Application of Morris Air 
Service. Inc. request the Department 
for disclaimer of Jurisdiction luider 
section 401(h) and issue a new 
certificate in the name of Morris Air 
Corporation, pursuant to part 215 of 
the Department's Regulations. 

Docket Number: 48566. 
Date filed: December 22,1992. 
Due Date for Answers. Conforming 

Applications, or Motion to Modify 
Scope: January 20,1993. 

Description: Application of Lineas 
Aereas Allegro, SA. de C.V., pursuant 
to section 402 of the Act and subpart , 
Q of the Regulations, applies for a 
foreign air carrier permit for authority 
to provide charter foreign air 
transportation of persons and 
accompanying baggage between 
points in the United States and points 
in Mexico. 

Docket Number: 48571. 
Date filed: December 23,1992. 
Due Date for Answers, Conforming 

Applications, or Motion to Modify 
Scope: January 21,1993. 

Description: Application of Skybus, Inc., 
pursuant to section 401(d)(1) of the 

I Act and subpart Q of the Regulations, 
I applies for a certificate of public 
! convenience and necessity 
I authorizing it to engage in scheduled 
I interstate and overseas air 
I transportation of persons, property 
i and mail between any point in any 
[ State of the United States or the 
* District of Columbia, or any territory 

or possession of the United States, 
and any other point in any State of the 
United States or the District of 
Columbia, or any territory or 
possession of the United States. 

Docket Number: 48572. 
Date filed: December 23,1992. 

Due Date for Answers, Conforming 
Applications, or Motion to Modify 
S^pe: January 20,1903. 

Description: Application of Biman 
Bangladesh Airlines, piu«uant to 
section 402 of the Act and subpart Q 
of the Regulations, applies fcu' a 
Foreign Air Carrier Permit to permit it 
to commmice cm March 1,1993, the 
transportation of passengers, general 
cargo, and mail between Dhaka. 
Bangladesh, and New Yoric. New 
York, and Newark, New Jersey, and 
points in between. 

Docket Number: 48574. 
Date filed: December 23.1992. 
Due Date for Answers, Conforming 

Applications, or Motion to Modify 
Scope: January 20.1993. 

Description: Application of American 
Trans Air, Inc. pursuant to section 
401 of the Act and subpart Q of the 
Regulations, requests a certificate of 
public convenience and necessity to 
authorize scdieduled foreign air 
transportation of persons, property, 
and mail between New Yoric. New 
York and Riga, Latvia, both nonstop 
and via the intermediate point of 
Shannon. Republic of Ireland. 

Phyllis T.Kaylor, 
Chief, Documentary Services Division. 
(PR Doc. 03-226 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am] 
BtLUNQ CODE 4S10-S2-M 

Federal^Uroad Administration 

[FRA Docket No. H-92-91 

Petition for Waiver for Test Program; 
CSX Transportation 

In accordance with 49 CFR part 211, 
notic:e is hereby given that CSX 
Transportation (CSXT) has submitted a 
petition dated November 2,1992, for a 
temporary waiver of compliance with 
specific requirements of certain parts of 
title 49 Code of Federal Regulations in 
order to conduct a test of a performance- 
based methcxl for determining the gage 
restraint capacity of the track structure, 
and to further develop this method as a 
possible alternative to sections of the 
existing Track Safety Standards. 

The proposed test program is 
designed to evaluate a performance- 
based method of objectively 
determining the gage restraint capacity 
of the crossties and rail fasteners under 
continuous lateral and vertical loading 
of the track structure. The applied loads 
would sufficiently engage and exercise 
the rail fasteners, but would not 
permanently damage the track structure. 
The test program and associated 
procedures are meant to further develop 
this approach as an alternative to the 

present methods of determining 
adequate gage restraint capacity which 
are contain^ in $ 213.109, "Crossties” 
and § 213.127, "Rail Fastenings”, of the 
existing Trade Safety Standards (49 CFR 
part 213). 

CSXT and FRA recognize the 
desirability of improving present 
methods of determining the adequacy of 
gage restraint capacity. Present methods 
rely on visual end manual inspections 
by both railroad and FRA inspectors. 
Tliese methods require an inspector to 
determine the gage restraint capacity of 
crossties and rail fasteners by observing 
indications of relative motion and by 
estimating compKment strength based on 
visual appearance. The proposed test 
program will evaluate a technique 
which provides a means of testing and 
objectively measuring the gage restraint 
capacity by applying controlled loads at 
the wheel/rail interface and then 
measuring the resulting deflections. Use 
of this te<^nique is expected to 
maintain and enhance safety by 
detecting and marking safety critical 
locations so that immediate corrective 
action can be taken, while 
simultaneously producing a continuous, 
objective record of gage restraint 
capacity. 

wie test program is proposed to be 
conducted on the following track 
segments of the CSXT Florence 
Division: Aberdeen Subdivision; Hamlet 
Subdivision; Columbia Subdivision; and 
Andrews Subdivision. The Aberdeen, 
Hamlet, and Columbia Subdivisions 
form a through route between Raleigh, 
North Carolina and Savannah, Georgia 
via Hamlet, NC. The Andrews 
Subdivision is a route between 
Charleston. South Carolina and Hamlet, 
NC. The test program is expected to 
continue for at least three years unless 
terminated earlier for reasons not 
foreseen at the present time. 

For the purposes of this test program, 
CSXT Transp^ation requests 
temporary relief from the following 
paragraphs of § 213.109: (b)(l)(i), (b)(2), 
(b)(3), (c), and (d); and from § 123.127. 

FRA is seeking comments on this 
proposed test program from interested 
parties. FRA will take these comments 
into account in arriving at a final 
specification of conditions goTCTning 
the conduct of the propof • .1 test 
program, if conditional approval is 
granted by FRA’S Railroad Safety Board. 
Such comments may also have value in 
supporting FRA’s consideration of 
modifications to the existing Track 
Safety Standards to incorporate 
performance-based alternatives. 

Interested parties are invited to 
participate in this proceeding by 
submitting written views, data, or 
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comments. FRA does not anticipate 
sdieduling a public hearing in 
connection with these proceedings sinoe 
the facts do not appear to warrant a 
hearing. If any interested party desires 
an opportunity for hearing, they should 
notify FRA, in writing, before the end of 
the comment period and specify the 
basis for their request. 

All communications concerning these 
proceedings should identify the 
appropriate docket number and must be 
submitted in triplicate to the Docket 
Clerk, Office of Qiief Counsel, Federal 
Railroad Administration, Massif 
Building, 400 Seventh Street, SW., 
Washington, DC 20590. 
Communications received before 
February 1,1993, will be considered by 
FRA before final action is taken. 
Comments received after that date will 
be considered as far as practicable. All 
written communications concerning 
these proceedings are available for 
examination during regular business 
hours (9 a.m.-5 p.m.) in room 8201, 
Massif Building, 400 Seventh Street, 
SW., Washington, DC 20590. 

Issued in Washington, DC on December 30, 
1992. 
Edward R. English, 
Acting Associate Administrator for Safety. 
(FR Doc. 93-105 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 
BiLUNQ CODE 4910-Oe-M 

[Waiver Petition Docket Number H-92-7] 

Public Hearing 

The Union Pacific Railroad Company 
(UP) has requested a waiver of 
compliance from certain provisions of 
the Railroad Power Brakes Regulations 
(49 CFR part 232) (see FR 59197, 
December 12,1992). The UP is seeking 
a waiver of compliance with § 232.12(b), 
which stipulates, “Each carrier shall 
designate additional inspection points 
not more than 1,000 miles apart where 
intermediate inspections will be made 
to determine that— 

(1) Brake pipe leakage does not 
exceed five pounds per minute; 

(2) Brakes apply on each car in 
response to a 20-pound serv'ice brake 
pipe pressure reduction; and 

(3) Brake rigging is properly secured 
and does not bind or foul. 

The UP is seeking the waiver for a six 
(6) month test period. 

The FRA has received a request that 
a public hearing be held. Accordingly a 
public hearing is hereby set for 10 a.m. 
on January 15,1993, in room 8236 of the 
Massif Building located at 400 7th 
Street, SW., in Washington, DC. 

The hearing will be an informal one 
and will be conducted in accordance 

with Rule 25 of the FRA Rules of 
Practioe (49 CFR 211.2S), by a 
representative designated by the FRA. 

The hearing will be a nonadversary 
proceeding and, therefore, there will be 
no cross-examination olpasons 
presenting statements. The FRA 
representative will make m opening 
statement outlining the scope of the 
hearing. Afto' all initial statements have 
been completed, those persons wishing 
to make brief rebuttal statements will ^ 
given the opportunity to do so in the 
same order in vdiich they made their 
initial statements. Additional 
procedures, if necessary for the conduct 
of the hearing, will be announced at the 
hearing. 

Issued in Washington, DC on December 30, 
1992. 
Edward R. Enghrii, 

Acting Associate Administrator far Safety. 
(FR Doc. 93-106 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am] 
BILUNG CODE 49tO-0S-y 

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 

Public Information Collection 
Requirements Submitted to 0MB for 
Review 

Dated: December 29,1992. 
The Department of Treasury has 

submitted the following public 
information collection requirement(s) to 
OMB for review and clearance under the 
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, 
Public Law 96-511. Copies of the 
submission (s) may be obtained by 
calling the Treasury Bureau Clearance 
Officer listed. Comments regarding this 
information collection should be 
addressed to the OMB reviewer listed 
and to the Treasury Department 
Clearance Officer, Department of the 
Treasury, Room 3171 Treasury Annex, 
1500 Pennsylvania Avenue, MW., 
Washington, DC 20220. 

U.S. Customs Service 

OMB Number: 1515-0082 
Form Number: CF 226 
Type of Review: Extension 
Title: Record of Vessel Foreign Repair or 

Equipment Purchase 
Description: A 50-percent duty exists on 

equipment purchases for and repairs 
made to U.S. flag vessels in foreign 
ports. Arriving at its first U.S. port, 
the owner or master of a vessel is 
required to declare all equipment, 
parts, or materials purchased, and 
repairs made outside the U.S. 

Respondents: Businesses or other for- 
profit 

Estimated Number of Respondents: 
2,000 

Estimated Burden Hours Per 
Respondent: 30 minutes 

Frequency of Response: On occasion 
Estimated Total Reporting/ 

Recordkeeping Burden: 4,000 hours 
Clearance C^ficer: Ralj^ Meyer, (202) 

927-1552, U.S. Customs Service, 
Paperwork Management Branch, 
Room 6316,1301 Constitution 
Avenue, NW., Washington, DC 20229. 

OMB Reviewer: Milo Snnderltauf, (202) 
395-6880, Office of Management and 
Budget, Room 3001, New Executive 
Office Building, Washington, DC 
20503. 

Loifl K. Holland. 
Departmental Reports Management Officer. 
(FR Doc 93-122 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am] 
BILUNQ CODE 4a2IMa-«i 

Public Information Cohectton 
Requirements Submitted to OMB for 
Review 

December 30,1992. 
The Department of Treasury has 

submitted the following public 
information collection requirement(s) to 
OMB fw review and clearance under the 
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, 
Public Law 96-511. Copies of the 
submission(s) may be obtained by 
calling the Treasury Bureau Clearance 
Officer listed. Comments regarding this 
information collection should be 
addressed to the OMB reviewer listed 
and to the Treasury Department 
Clearance Officer, Department of the 
Treasury, room 3171 Treasury Aimex, 
1500 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW., 
Washington, DC 20220. 

Internal Revenue Service 

OMB Number: 1545-1012 
Form Number: IRS Form 5305A-SEP 
Type of Review: Revision 
Title: ^lary Reduction and Other 

Elective Simplified Employee 
Pension-Individual Retirement 
Accounts Contribution Agreement 

Description: This form is used by an 
employer to make an agreement to 
provide benefits to all employees 
under a salary reduction Simplified 
Employee Pension (SEP) described in 
section 408(k). This form is not to be 
filed with IRS but is to be retained in 
the employer’s records as proof of 
establishing such a plan, thereby 
justifying a reduction for 
contributions made to this SEP. The 
data is used to verify the deduction. 

Respondents: Businesses or other for- 
profit 

Estimated Number of Respondents/ 
Recordkeepers: 100,000 

Estimated Burden Hours Per 
Respondent/Recordkeeper: 
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Recordkeeping—40 minutes 
Learning aoout the law or the form— 

56 minutes 
Preparing the form—1 hour, 6 

minutes 
Frequency of Response: On occasion 
Estimated Total Reporting/ 

Recordkeeping Burden: 270,000 hours 
Clearance Officer: Garrick Shear, (202) 

622-3869, Internal Revenue Service, 
room 5571,1111 Constitution 
Avenue, NW., Washington, DC 20224. 

OMB Reviewer: Milo Sunderhauf, (202) 
395-6880, Office of Management and 
Budget, room 3001, New Executive 
Office Building, Washington, DC 
20503. 

Lois K. Holland, 
Departmental Reports Management Officer. 
(FR Doc. 93-123 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 
BILLING CODE 4S30-01-M 

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS 
AFFAIRS 

Veterans' Advisory Committee on 
Environmental Hazards; Notice of 
Meeting 

The Department of Veterans Affairs 
(VA) gives notice under Public Law 92- 
463 that a meeting of the Veteran’s 

Advisory Subcommittee on 
Environmental Hazards will be held on 
Monday, January 25,1993, in room 401 
at 8011 Street, I^., Washington, DC 
20004. The meeting will convene at 9 
a.m. and adjourn at 5 p.m. 

A full Committee meeting will be held 
on February 1-2,1993, in room 946 at 
8011 Street, NW., Washington, DC 
20004. The meetings will convene at 9 
a.m. and adjourn at 5 p.m. 

The purpose of the meetings is to 
review information relating to activities 
during which significant numbers of 
veterans were exposed to ionizing 
radiation before January 1,1970 (this 
includes activities other than 
participation in an atmospheric nuclear 
test or service with the occupation 
forces of Hiroshima, or Nagasaki, Japan.) 

The meeting is open to the public to 
the capacity of the room. For those 
wishing to attend, contact Mrs. Leney 
Holohan, Department of Veterans 
Affairs Central Office (026B), 810 
Vermont Avenue, NW., Washington, DC 
20420, phone (202) 523-3911, prior to 
January 18,1993. 

Members of the public may direct 
questions or submit prepared statements 
for review by the Committee in advance 
of the meeting, in writing only, to Mr. 

Frederic L. Conway, Deputy Assistant 
General Counsel, (026B), Department of 
Veterans Afiairs Central Office, 810 
Vermont Avenue, NW., Washington, DC 
20420. Submitted material must be 
received at lead five days prior to the 
meeting. Such members of the public 
may be asked to clarify submitted 
material prior to consideration by the 
Committee. 

Dated: December 21,1992. 

Diane H. Landis. 

Committee Management Officer. 
IFR Doc. 93-1U7 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 

BILLING CODE •320-01-M 
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Sunshine Act Meetings Federal Regiater 
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This section of the FEOEHAL F£GISTEn 
contains notices of meetings published under 

the "Government in the Sunshirvi acT (Pub. 

L. 94-409) 5 U.S.C. 552b(e)(3). 

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 

COMMISSION 

“FEDERAL REGISTER’* CrTATION OF 

PREVIOUS ANNOUNCEMENT: 57 FR 61965, . 
Tuesday, December 29,1992. 
PREVIOUSLY ANNOUNCED TIME AND DATE OF 

MEETING: 2:00 p.m. (eastern time) 
Tuesday, January 12,1993. 
CHANGE !N THE MEETING: 

Open Session 

The meeting time will change to 10:00 a.m. 
(eastern time) Tuesday, January 12,1993. 

CONTACT PERSON FOR MORE INFORMATION: 

Frances M. Hart, Executive Officer, on 
(202) 663-4070. 

Dated; January 4,1993. 
Frances M. Hart, 

Executive Officer, Executive Secretariat. 
This Notice Issued January 4,1993. 

(FR Doc. 93-319 Filed 1-4-93; 3:14 pm] 
BiLUNG CODE 675(M)e-U 

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM BOARD OF 

GOVERNORS 

“FEDERAL REGISTER” CITATION OF 

PREVIOUS ANNOUNCEMENT: 57 FR 61966, 
December 29,1992. 

PREVIOUSLY ANNOUNCED TIME MB) DATE OF 

THE MEETING: 11:00 a.m., Mcmday. 
January 4,1993, 
CHANGES IN THE MEETING: Addition of the 
following closed item(s) to the meeting: 
Federal ^serve Bank and Branch 
director appointments. 
CONTACT PERSON FOR MORE 1NPORMATION: 

Mr. Joseph R. Coyne, Assistant to the 
Board; (202) 452-3204. 

Dated: January 4,1993. 
Jenifer J. Johnson, 
Associate Secretary of the Board. 
(FR Doc. 93-314 Filed 1-4-93: 2:27 pm] 

BILUNG CODE S2t0-O1-M 

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION 

Meeting 
Notice is hereby given, pursuant to 

the provisions of the Ckivemment in the 
Sunshine Act, Pub. L. 94-409, that the 
Securities and Exchange Commission 
will hold the following meeting during 
the week of January 4,1993, 

A closed meeting will be held on 
Tuesday, January 5,1993, at 1:30 p.m. 

Commissioners, Counsel to the 
Commissioners, the Secretary to the 
Commission, and recording secretaries 
will attend the closed meeting. Certain 
staff members who have an interest in 
the matters may also be present. 

The General Counsel of the 
Commission, tu his designee, has 

certified that, in his opinion, one or 
more of the exemptions set forth in 5 
U.S.C. 552b{c) (4), (8), (9)(A) and (10) 
and 17 CFR 200.402(a) (4). (8). (9)(i) and 
(10), permit consideration of the 
scheduled matters at a closed meeting. 

Commissaoner Schajdro, as duty 
officer, voted to consider die items 
listed for the closed meeting in a closed 
session. 

The subject matter of the closed 
meeting scheduled for Tuesday, Janiiary 
5,1993, at 1:30 p.m., will be: 

Settlement of injunctive actions. 
Institution of injunctive actions. 
Regulatory matter bearing enforcement 

implications. 
Institution of administrative proceedings of 

an enfmcement nature. 
Settlement of administrative juoceeding of 

an enforcement nature. 
Opinions. 

At times, changes in Commission 
priorities require alterations in the 
scheduling of meeting items. For further 
information and to ascertain what, if 
any, matters have been added, deleted 
or postponed, please contact: Paul 
Atkins at (202) 272-2000. 

Dated: January 4,1993. 
Jonathan G. Katz, 
Secretary. 
[FR Doc. 93-290 Filed 1-4-93; 12:47 pmj 
BILLING CODE SOKMU-M 
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

Food Safety and Inspection Service 

9 CFR Parts 317,320, and 381 

[Docket No. 91-006F] 

RiN 0583-AB34 

Nutrition Labeiing of Meat and Poultry 
Products 

AGENCY: Food Safety and Inspection 
Service, USDA. 
ACTION: Final rule. 

SUMMARY: The Food Safety and 
Inspection Service (FSIS) is amending 
the Federal meat and poultry products 
inspection regulations by permitting 
voluntary nutrition labeling on single¬ 
ingredient, raw meat and poultry 
products, and by establishing 
mandatory nutrition labeling for all 
other meat and poultry products, with 
certain exceptions. FSIS is committed to 
providing consumers with the most 
informative labeling system possible. 
FSIS’s nutrition lal^ling final 
regulations for meat and poultry 
products will parallel to the extent 
possible, as authorized by the Federal 
Meat Inspection Act and the Poultry 
Products Inspection Act, FDA’s 
nutrition labeling regulations 
promulgated under the Nutrition 
Labeling and Education Act (NLEA). 
EFFECTIVE DATE: July 6,1994. The 
incorporation by reference of the 
“Official Methods of Analysis” of the 
Association of Analytical Chemists 
(AOAC) International, contained in this 
regulation, is approved by the Director 
of the Federal Roister as of July 6,1994. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Charles Edwards, Director, Product 
Assessment Division, Regulatmy 
Programs. Food Safety and Inspection 
Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, 
Washington, DC 20250, (202) 205-0080. 
Copies (printed or on 3.5" high-density 
diskettes) of the final rule may be 
obtained from the Policy Office, Linda 
Carey. FSIS Hearing Clerk, room 3171, 

South Building, Food Safety and 
Inspection Service, U.S. Department of 
Agriculture, Washington, DC 20250, 

(202) 720-7163. 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

Executive Order 12291 and Effects on 
Small Entities 

This final rule has been reviewed 
under USDA procedures established to 
implement Executive Order 12291 and 
has been classified as a major rule 
pursuant to section 1(b)(1) of that order 
because it is likely to result in an annual 
effect on the economy of $100 million 

or more. The Department reported its 
review in its Final Regulatory Impact 
Analysis (FRIA), which includes an 
analysis of the costs and benefits of 
nutrition labeling. FSIS estimates that 
the final rule will result in net societal 
benefits of $1.5 billion during the first 
20 years after required nutrition labeling 
is available to consumers. For the 
purpose of this rule, net societal benefits 
are the estimated health benefits minus 
the compliance costs. The $1.5 Inllion 
represents the present value of net 
benefits, recognizing that changes in 
nutrition labeling requirements generate 
both costs and benefits that will occur 
in future years. All costs and benefits 
have been converted to a present value 
using a discoimt rate of 7 percent. Total 
20-year health benefits were estimated 
to $1.75 billion. Total 20-year 
compliance costs vrere estimated to 
range from $218 to $272 million. 

To estimate future costs and benefits, 
it is necessary to use a specific time 
frame. The optimum time period is 
unknown. The Department selected 20 
years, recognizing that 15 3rears or 25 
years may also have been appropriate. 

The final rule exempts products from 
required labeling if annued production 
of the product is less than 100,000 
poimds and the producing firm has 500 
or fewer employees. The Smalt Business 
Administration’s definition of a small 
meat and poultry processing firm is one 
having 500 or fewer employees (13 CFR 
part 121). Thus, products produced by. 
small businesses are exempt if they are 
produced at levels below 100,000 
pounds. Without the small business and 
100,000 pound exemption, 20-ye2kr costs 
would rise to $767 to $999 million. The 
exemption reduces benefits by $138 
million. Thus, without the exemption, 
total benefits would be $1,892 million 
and estimated net benefits would range 
from $0.9 to $1.1 billion. 'The reduction 
in benefits is based on the estimate that 
the exemption applies to 7.3 percent of 
the volume of meat and poultry 
products that would require nutriUon 
labeling without the exemption. Bmefit 
estimates are directly related to the 
volume of products that are labeled. 
Therefore, the exemption reduces 
estimated benefits by 7.3 percent. 

Without the exemption, the estimated 
compliance cost increases of $767 to 
$999 million are not the only type of 
costs that would be incurred. The 
Department believes that without the 
exemption many small businesses 
would have to close or substantially 
reduce the variety of products they now 
offer. Reductions in purchase options 
are a cost to consumers that could not 
be quantified for the Department’s 
analysis. 

The final rule allows processors of 
meat and poultry products the 
flexibility to base labeling information 
on laboratory analyses, recipe analyses 
using nutrition information from 
available data bases, or any combination 
of both. The rule does require that firms 
maintain a record of supporting 
information. The net benefit estimates 
are based on an assumption that 30 
porcent of the required nutrition 
information will be based on recipe 
analyses using data base values. 'The 30 
percent estimate reflects concerns that 
(1) products using proprietary mixes as 
ingredients may not be able to make use 
of recipe analysis, and (2) some 
manufacturers might feel greater 
confidence in using laboratory analysis. 
The final 20-year cost estimates are 
reduced by from $32 to $50 million 
based on the estimate that 30 percent of 
required information will be supported 
by recipe analyses using data base 
values. When the predicted use of 
recipe analyses varied from 15 to 60 
percent, the cost savings ranged from 
$16 to $100 million. Thus, if 60 percent 
of the required nutrition information 
was supported by recipe analyses, net 
benefits could increase by as much as 
$50 million. 

Three alternatives to the final rule 
were considered. The first alternative 
was to allow for the volimtary nutrition 
labeling of all meat and poultry Products. All voluntary labeling would 

ave to be consistent with the 
regulations that FDA issues to 
implement the NLEA. 

Based on responses to a 1992 survey 
of federally inspected firms, the 
Department now believes that earlier 
estimates that 40 percent of packaged 
processed products have nutrition 
labeling were high. It is possible that 40 
percent of products in large 
supermarkets have nutrition labeling, 
but the overall level for all grocery 
stores is now estimated to be far lower. 
The Department has three serious 
concerns with the option of voluntary 
nutrition labeling on processed 
products. First, the analytical costs are 
going up substantially because of the 
nutrients/food components that will be 
retired. Today, a large portion of 
voluntary labeling consists of an 
abbreviated format. The average cost of 
single laboratory analysis is estimated to 
be $231. To be consistent with revised 
FDA regulations, the average cost would 
rise to $406 per analysis. This voluntary 
option would not include the testing 
requirements associated with the 
current Nutrition Labeling Verification 
(NLV) program. 'The NLV program 
requires 26 analyses over a 20-year 
period. Based on public comments, the 
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cost estimates for both mandatory or 
voluntary labeling use a remge of 7 to 13 
total analyses per product over the 20- 
year period. Since the type and amount 
of testing will be determined by the 
producer, there is no reason to believe 
that analytical costs would differ 
between volxmtary labeling and 
mandatory labeling. 

The Department nas three major 
reservations concerning the viability of 
the voluntary alternative. First, if all 
nutrition labeling were voluntary, the 
Department is concerned that higher 
analytical costs per analysis could result 
in fewer products having voluntary 
labeling &an currently exists, a level 
that is already far lower than previously 
believed. Second, the Department has 
always been concerned that under a 
voluntary program, products containing 
large amounts of fat, saturated fat, 
cholesterol, or sodium are less likely to 
be labeled. Third, firms with relatively 
low levels of nutrition labeling 
responding to the USDA survey 
conducted in 1992, did not indicate 
that, under a voluntary program, they 
would be increasing nutrition labeling 
for the new products they plan to 
introduce over the next three years. 
These same firms indicate they have 
substantially more nutrition information 
on file than they are currently providing 
on product labels. 

Tne second alternative was to change 
the exemption criterion on production 
per product. One variation would lower 
the exemption criterion on production 
to 50,000 poimds per year. The change 
in the 20-year estimated costs when 
including these products is very close to 
the change in 20-year projected benefits, 
thus, including these products between 
50,000 and 100,000 pounds results in a 
minimal change in net benefits. When 
the impact on individual products and 
small businesses was considered, the 
Department decided against lowering 
the exemption level. Requiring nutrition 
labeling on the many small-firm 
products having between 50,000 and 
100,000 pounds in annual production 
would most likely lead to many of those 
products no longer being produced, 
with a consequent loss of benefits to 
consumers. In small firms, these are not 
generally new or developmental 
products. They are more likely to 
represent stable, low production levels 
for limited markets. 

On considering whether to raise the 
level of exemption fi-om 100,000 to 
250,000 pounds, the analysis also 
indicates little change in net benefits. 
However, as production increases, the 
lower relative impact on individual 
products greatly reduces the possibility 
that product lines will be unprofitable. 

The Department has chosen to allow 
extra time to implement nutrition 
labeling on products produced at levels 
between 100,000 and 250,000 pounds. 
The extra time reduced 20-year 
compliance costs by $8 to $10 million. 

The third alternative was to remove 
the exemption criterion for employees 
and exempt all products produced at 
levels under 100,000 pounds. This 
option reduces estimated total benefits 
by $32 million to $1,722 million. 
Estimated total costs are reduced by 
from $39 to $47 million to a revised 
level of from $179 to $225 million. Net 
benefits remain at $1.5 billion, no 
change after rounding. To decide 
whether or not to accept this alternative, 
the Department had to look beyond the 
estimates of net benefits. 

In developing a comprehensive 
economic impact for the final analysis, 
it is useful to view the meat and poultry 
processing industry as two separate 
industry sectors. There are medium to 
large firms that distribute most products 
regionally and nationally to 
supermarkets and other grocery stores. 
There are also a far larger number of 
small processors that sell most of their 
products in small specialty stores, 
locker plants, and butcher shops. Many 
also sell products through retail 
counters at production facilities. These 
small producers, however, market very 
little product through grocery stores and 
supermarket chains. In contrast, the 
Department believes that most products 
firom firms with more than 500 
employees are marketed through 
supermarkets. 

This third alternative would result in 
a substantial increase in the number of 
exempt products sold in supermarkets. 
This becomes a concern when viewed in 
the context of the methodology used to 
estimate benefits. With the methodology 
used, overall health benefits come firom 
having a high portion of volume labeled. 
There is, however, an implicit 
assumption that a sufficient number of 
products are labeled so that consumers 
are able to transfer information to like 
products. While the analysis cannot 
explicitly account for the reduction in 
the prevalence of labels in benefit 
estimates, each additional exemption 
weakens their reliability. The 
Department rejected this alternative in 
order to assure that both a high volume 
of products are labeled and the number 
of labeled products is above a subjective 
threshold that assures that consumers 
have sufficient information. Because 
compliance costs are a very small 
portion of total production costs for 
large firms, rejecting this alternative is 
not viewed as creating an economic 
hardship for large firms. 

The Department developed the final 
rule with the goal of providing nutrition 
labeling on the maximum volume of 
packaged, processed retail product 
while assuring that small biisinesses 
producing small volumes of specialty 
products for limited markets are not at 
risk of going out of business or 
materially reducing the variety of > 
products they deliver to their customers. 
Ensuring that a high percentage of total {>roduction is subject to nutrition 
abeling is important because that is 

what accounts for consumer purchases, 
consumption, and potential health 
effects. 

This final rule achieves the goal. The 
Department estimates that 99 percent of 
the pounds of processed products 
distributed through approximately 
24,000 supermarkets will be labeled. 
Likewise, approximately 95 percent of 
the volume of processed product 
marketed through an estimated 170,000 
total supermarkets, grocery stores, and 
smaller convenience stores will be 
labeled. Finally, over 90 percent of the 
total production of packaged, processed 
product marketed though all retail 
outlets will include nutrition labeling 
for consumers. 

The Department acknowledges that 
the benefit estimates are based on the 
total contribution of meat and poultry 
products to dietary fat, saturated fat, and 
cholesterol. Labeling will be required on 
most processed products purchased by 
consumers in retail stores. Together, 
with the voluntary program for retail 
store information on fresh products, 
consumers will have nutrition 
information on most of the meat and 
poultry products purchased for 
consumption at home. The Department 
believes that over time consumers will 
be able to transfer their knowledge 
gained through such labeling to meals 
eaten away firom home. For that reason, 
benefits have not been reduced to 
account for the portion of meat and 
poultry consumed away firom home. 

The costs developed for the final 
analysis are the costs required to 
comply with the final rule. This analysis 
does not address the opportxmity costs 
of alternative labeling s^emes which 
would require different label 
information. It also excludes an analysis 
of the economic impact if firms choose 
to reformulate products or produce 
alternative products rather than comply 
with the labeling requirements of the 

' rule. 
The FRIA is available for public 

review in the office of the FSIS Hearing 
Clerk, room 3171, South Building, Food 
Safety a«d Inspection Service, U.S. 
Department of Agriculture, Washington, 
DC 20250. Copies are available from the 
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Hearing Clerk, without charge. The 
FRIA also satisfies the analysis 
requirements of the Regulatory 
Flexibility Act (Pub. L. 96-354, 5 U.S.C. 
601 et seq.), which deals with.the effect 
on small entities. 

Executive Order 12778 

This final rule has been reviewed 
pursuant to Executive Order 12778, 
Civil Justice Reform. This rule provides 
provisions for. (1) Voluntary nutrition 
labeling on single-ingredient, raw meat 
and poultry products; and (2) 
mandatory nutrition labeling for all 
other meat and poultry products, with 
the exceptions of (a) certain products 
produced by small businesses; (bj 
products us^ for further processing; (c) 
products that are not for sale to 
consumers; (d) products in small 
packages weiring less than V2 ounce; 
(e) pr(^ucts custom slaughtered or 
prepared; (fj products intended solely 
for export; (g) ready-to-eat products 
packaged at the retail level; and (h) 
multi-ingredient products processed at 
the retail level. 

This final rule concerns labeling of 
meat and poultry products. States and 
local jurisdictions are preempted under 
the Federal Meat Inspection Act (FMIA) 
and the Poultry Products Inspection Act 
(PPIA) from imposing any marking, 
labeling, packaging, or ingredient 
requirements on f^erally inspected 
meat or poultry products that are in 
addition to, or different from, those 
imposed under the FMIA or the PPIA. 
States and local jurisdictions may, 
however, exercise concurrent 
jurisdiction over meat and poultry 
products that are outside official 
establishments for the purpose of 
preventing the distribution of meat or 
poultry products that are misbranded or 
adulterated under the FMIA or PPIA, or, 
in the case of imported articles, which 
are not at sudi an establishment, after 
their entry into the United States. Under 
the FMIA and the PPIA, States that 
maintain meat and poultry inspection 
programs must impose requirements on 
State inspected products and 
establishments that are at least equal to 
those required under the FMIA or PPIA. 
These States may, however, impose 
more stringent requirements on such 
State inspected products and 
establishments. 

Upon its adoption, no retroactive 
effect will be given to this final rule, and 
applicable administrative procedures 
must be exhausted before any judicial 
challenge to its provisions or their 
application. Those administrative 
!^rocedures are set forth in the rules of 
•piactice governing proceedings for 

labeling determinations at 9 CFR parts 
335 and 381, subpart W. 

Paperwork Requirements 

This final rule requires manufecturers 
to maintain records supporting the 
validity of nutrient information on the 
•labels of meat and poultry products, and 
to make such records available to FSIS 
upon request. This final rule requires 
most currently approved labels for all 
meat and poultry products, except for 
single-ing^ient, raw products, to he 
revised and submitted to FSIS for 
approval, which will impact 
substantially on all such manufacturers. 
Manufacturers of single-ingredient, raw 
meat and poultry products opting to use 
nutrition labeling on the label will also 
be required to revise their labels and 
comply with requirements of the 
mandatory program. 

The final rule also requires that 
manufacturers desiring to use (1) a new 
nutrient content claim not currently 
provided in the regulations, (2) a 
synonymous term to a term defined by 
regulation, or (3) an implied nutrient 
content claim in a brand name, or to 
amend the table for Product Categories 
and Reference Amounts, to submit to 
FSIS a standard labeling application, 
along with additional supporting 
information. The supporting 
information includes statements that (1) 
identify the term, (2) explain why the 
term is not false or misleading, (3) set 
forth the importance of the term and its 
relation to consumer nutrition or health, 
and (4) analyze the potential effect of 
the use of the proposed term on food 
consumption. The supporting 
information required to accompany the 
labeling application is a new paperwork 
burden being imposed upon 
manufacturers. 

The paperwork requirements 
contained in this final rule have been 
submitted to the Office of Management 
and Budget for approval under the 
Paperwork Reduction Act (44 U.S.C, 
3501 et seq.). If you wish to comment 
on the paperwork burden of this 
proposed rule, send your comments to: 
Office of Management and Budget. Desk 
Officer for FSIS, Office of Information 
and Regulatory Affairs, room 3208, New 
Executive Office Building, Washington, 
DC 20503 and to the Clearance Office, 
room 404-W, Administration Building, 
Washington. DC 20250. 

Background 

Introduction 

The FMIA (U.S.C. 601 et seq.) and the 
PPIA (21 U.S.C. 451 et seq.) authorize 
the Secretary of Agriculture to establish 
and maintain inspection programs 

designed to assure cmisumers that meat 
and poultry products distributed in 
commerce or within designated States 
are wholesome, not adulterated, and are 
properly marked, labeled, and packaged. 

FSIS regulate the labeling ot meat 
and poultry products while FDA has 
responsibility for all other food labeling. 
FSIS conducts a prior label approval 
program under v^ch labeling to be 
used on, or in conjunction with, meat 
and poultry products must be approved 
by the Agen^ prior to their use. FDA, 
on the omer hand, relies primarily upon 
food manufacturers to comply with 
prescribed labeling regulations and to 
ensure that information contained on 
food labels is truthful and not 
misleading. 

FSIS also develops standards of 
identity or composition for certain meet 
and poultry prcmucts under section 7(c) 
of the FMIA (21 U.S.C. 607(c)) and 
section 8(b) of the PPIA (21 U.S.C. 457 
(b)). Under these authorities, FSIS has 
promulgated regulations prescribing 
definitions and standards of identity or 
composition (9 CFR part 319 and 
§ 381.155 et seq.). FSIS also has 
promulgated regulations prescribing the 
content and design of labels (9 CFR part 
317 and §381.115 et sea.). 

In 1973. FDA adoptea a regulation, 
recodified in 1977 as 21 CFR 101.9, 
prescribing a specific labeling format to 
be include on food product labels 
when voluntary or mandatory nutrition 
information is provided. Currently 
required components that must be 
addressed include: calories, protein, 
carbohydrates, fat, sodium, two mineral 
elements (calcium and iron), and five 
vitamins (vitamin A, vitamin C, 
thiamin, riboflavin, and niacin). FSIS 
disseminates its nutrition labeling 
guidelines for meat and poultry 
products through the issuance by its 
Food Labeling Division of various 
policy memoranda. Copies of FSIS 
policy memoranda on nutrition labeling 
are available for public review in the 
FSIS Hearing Clerk’s office. 

The policy memos that relate in 
whole or in part to nutrition related 
issues will need to be rescinded or 
revised because of this final rule. Policy 
Memo 74A, dated November 1986, 
Exemptions fixim Nutrition Label 
Verification (NLV) Procedures or Partial 
Quality Control (PQC) Programs, eind 
Policy Memo 85B, dated January 1988, 
NLV Procedures will no longer be in 
effect upon publication of tMs final rule. 
The following policy memoranda will 
remain in effect during the 18-month 
period between the date of publication 
and the effective date of this final rule, 
except that the provisions relating to 
data requirements and requirements for 
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an NLV procedure or PQC Program will 
not be enforced: Policy Memo 86. dated 
May 1985, Nutrition labeling; Policy 
Memo 49C, dated June 1984, Sodium 
Labeling Guidelines; Policy Memo 70B. 
dated November 1987, Fat and Lean 
Claims: Policy Memo 71A. dated March 
1986, Lite and Similar Terms; and 
Policy Memo 78, dated November 1984, 
Potassium Labeling Guidelines. These 
memoranda will be rescinded upon the 
effective date of this final rule. Policy 
Memo 16A, dated March 1981, 
Combinations of Ground Beef or 
Hamburger and Soy Products; Policy 
Memo 46, dated April 1982, Percent Fat 
Free Label Declarations; Policy Memo 7, 
dated August 1980, Information Panel; 
Policy Memo 39, dated January 1982 
Caloric ClaimsAVeight Reduction: and 
Policy Memo 121, dated May 1991, Low 
Fat G^und Beef and Low Fat 
Hamburger with Added Ingredients, 
will remain in effect during the interim 
period but will be rescinded upon the 
effective date of this final rule. Policy 
Memo 69, dated March 1984, Labeling 
for Substitute Products; Policy Memo 
19A, dated May 1987 Negative Labeling; 
and Policy Memo 114, dated July 1988, 
Point of Purchase Materials, will remain 
in effect during the interim period but 
will be revised upon the effective date 
of this final rule. Thus, companies 
desiring to continue declaring nutrition 
related information on labels in 
accordance with existing policy 
memoranda may do so until the 
effective date of this final rule. During 
this interim period, labels must conform 
either to policies established in the cited 
policy memorandum or these 
regulations, but not both. No 
combinations will be allowed. The 
policy memoranda discussed in this 
section reflect those listed in the 
proposal, and the addition of Policy 
Memo 7, Policy Memo 16A, Policy 
Memo 19A, and Policy Memo 121. 
These latter two policy memoranda 
have been added because FSIS agrees 
with the comments that stated these 
policy memoranda would also be 
impacted by the regulation. 

Marketing Trends 

Consumers are becoming increasingly 
aware of diet, health, and nutrition, and 
are concerned about the nutrient 
content of their foods. As a result, food 
manufactiuers are adding nutrient 
content claims to allow consumers to 
make more informed food purchases. 
Claims such as “lean,” “low fat," and 
“low cholesterol” have become common 
in today’s marketplace. The use of such 
terms is subject to various 
interpretations and may mislead the 

consumer when purchasing products so 
labeled. 

Nutrition Labeling Endeavors 

The issue of providing consumers 
with more accurate and informative 
labeling prompted a series of 
undertal^gs by various segments of the 
Federal government to provide more 
nutrition information on the labels of all 
foods. 

1. Congressional Action 

On November 8,1990, the Nutrition 
Labeling and Education Act of 1990 
(NLEA), which amended certain 
provisions of the Federal Food, Drug, 
and Cosmetic Act, was enacted (Pub L. 
101.535; 104 Stat. 2353). The NLEA 
requires mandatory nutrition labeling 
for most FDA-regulated packaged food 
products. It also requires FDA to issue 
voluntary nutrition guidelines to food 
retailers for providing nutrition 
information on 20 of each most 
frequently consumed, during a year, 
varieties of raw vegetables, raw fruits, 
and raw- fish. Should food retailers fail 
to comply substantially with the 
guidelines, the NLEA requires FDA to 
issue mandatory requirements for these 
commodities. 

2. FDA Regulatory Initiatives 

In August 1989, FDA issued an 
advance notice of proposed rulemaking 
(ANPR) requesting comments on a wide 
range of labeling issues to determine 
what changes, if any. should be made on 
the labeling of foods regulated by FDA 
(54 FR 32610). In September 1989, FDA 
issued a notice of an extension of the 
comment period on the ANPR and 
announced a series of public hearings to 
be held throughout the Nation on food 
labeling (54 FR 38806). FSIS 
participated in these hearings, which 
were conducted by FDA in the fall of 
1989. Issues discussed at the hearings 
related to nutrition labeling, ingredient 
labeling, descriptions of food, health 
messages, and nutrition label format. 

After consideration of various 
comments received, FDA published a 
reproposed rule on February 13,1990, 
on health messages (55 FR 5176), and 
three proposed rules on July 19,1990, 
that would establish provisions on daily 
values for use in declaring nutrient 
content in nutrition labeling (55 FR 
29476), require mandatory nutrition 
labeling on most food products that are 
meaningful sources of calories or 
nutrients (55 FR 29487), and define 
serving and portion sizes (55 FR 29517). 
FDA also published a tentative final rule 
on July 19,1990 (55 FR 29456), 
prescribing regulations that define and 
provide for the use of the terms 

“cholesterol firee,” “low cholesterol,” 
and “reduced cholesterol” in the 
labeling of foods. 

The NLEA, as previously discussed, 
was enacted in November 1990, several 
months after FDA published its 
proposed rules and tentative final ride 
on food labeling. As a result, on Janriary 
11,1991, FDA published a notice in the 
Federal Register (56 FR 1151) 
recognizing the impact of the NLEA on 
its pending rulemaking proceedings 
dealing with food labeling. FDA 
announced its plans to obtain comments 
in some form, or issue reproposals or 
supplemental proposals in some form, 
to ensure that all such regulations are 
consistent with the NLEA. These 
reproposals and supplemental proposals 
are discussed throu^out this 
document. 

3. NAS Study 

In 1989, FSIS and the Public Health 
Service, U.S. Department of Health and 
Human Services (HHS), which includes 
FDA, jointly sponsored a study by the 
Institute of M^icine of the National 
Academy of Sciences (NAS) to provide 
options for improving food labeling. In 
its 1990 final report. NAS recommended 
that FSIS and FDA mandate nutrition 
labeling for all packaged foods under 
their respective juris^ctions, except for 
certain exemptions.^ In addition, NAS 
presented reconunendations on various 
facets of nutrition labeling including: 
Nutrition label content, serving sizes, 
U.S. Recommended Daily Allowances, 
adjectival descriptors, and ingredient 
labeling. 

4. Advance Notice of Proposed 
Rulemaking (ANPR) 

On April 2,1991, FSIS published an 
ANPR in the Federal Register to solicit 
comments and recommendations from 
consumers, industry, public health 
officials, and other interested parties to 
assist the Agency in developing 
proposed re^^ations for nutrition 
labeling of meat and poultry products 
(56 FR 13564). In the Ah^, the Agency 
announced its intent to propose 
mandatory nutrition labeling regulations 
for most processed meat and poultry 
products and a voluntary prcjgram for 
fresh meat and poultry products. FSIS 
identified the following eight major food 
labeling issues that are of particular 
concern to the Agency: (1) Mandatory 
nutrition labeling, (2) nutrition label 
content, (3) U.S. Recommended Daily 

' The NAS final report titled "Nutrition Labeling: 
Issues and Directions for the 1990s” is available for 
public review in the FSIS Hearing Clerk's office. 
Copies of the report are available for sale fiom die 
National Academy Press, 2101 Constitution 
Avenue. NW., Washington, DC 20418. 
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Allowances, (4) serving size, (5) 
descriptors and health messages, (6) 
food ingredients and standards of 
identity, (7) compliance and analytical 
methods, and (8) economic impact. 

FSIS received 197 comments in 
response to the ANPR. After review and 
consideration of the comments received 
on the ANPR. FSIS issued a proposed 
rule in the Federal Register (56 FR 
60302) on November 27,1991, which is 
discussed in the following section. 

5. Proposed Rules 

On November 27,1991, FSIS 
published a proposed rule in the 
Federal Register (56 FR 60302) to solicit 
comments and recommendations from 
consumers, industry, public health 
officials, and other interested parties to 
assist the Agency in developing the final 
regulations for nutrition labeling of meat 
and poultry products. In the proposed 
rule, the Agency announced its intent to 
amend the Federal meat and poultry 
products inspection regulations by 
permitting voluntary nutrition labeling 
on single-ingredient, raw meat and 
poultry products, and by establishing 
mandatory nutrition labeling for all 
other meat and poultry products, with 
the exception of products used for 
further processing. 

FSIS received 1109 comments in 
response to the proposed rule. The 
majority of these comments (586) were 
submitted by food manufacturers and 
distributors, while 296 comments were 
received from consmners and consumer 
groups; 94 from trade associations; 24 
frtjm State governments; 15 from 
congressional offices on behalf of small 
businesses; 15 from food retailers; 10 
from expediters and consultants; 10 
from academia; 9 from the Federal 
Government; 9 from health 
professionals; 8 from foreign 
governments; 4 from professional 
organizations; 4 from financial 
institutions; 4 from meat and poultry 
associated industries; 4 from 
computerized database companies; 3 
from food se^ke organizations; 3 from 
health promotional groups; 2 from local 
governments; 2 from food ingredient 
developers; 2 from food industry 
technical advisors; and 1 each from a 
weight loss service, laboratory, oven and 
smokehouse supplier, and 
pharmaceutical official. One comment 
received did not address the scope of 
the proposed regulations. All comments 
submitted with respect to the proposed 
regulation were given due consideration 
and are discussed further in this 
document. 

On March 25,1992, FSIS published a 
supplemental (57 FR 10298) to the 
November 1991 proposed rule in the 

Federal Register regarding nutrition 
labeling of meat and poultry products. 
This supplemental proposed rule would 
(1) allow for the use of data bases and 
recipe analyses using data bases, as well 
as the proposed laboratory analyses, on 
which to base the nutrition information 
on processed meat and poultry product 
labels, and (2) provide a small business 
exemption fix)m mandatory nutrition 
labeling. This action was taken because 
of the Agency’s concern that its 
proposed rule not impose undue cost 
burdens and that its proposal be 
implemented in the most cost-effective 
manner possible while providing 
consumers with the same high quality 
nutritional information. FSIS received 
247 comments in response to the 
supplemental proposed rule. The 
majority of these comments (161) were 
submitted by food manufacturers/ 
distributors, while 29 comments were 
received from trade associations; 14 
from congressional members; 13 from 
State governments; 10 from academia; 9 
from consumers and consumer groups; 
2 from labeling consultants; and 1 each 
from a health professional, professional 
organization, food retailer. Federal 
Government Agency, and a 
computerized database company. Full 
and careful consideration was given to 
all written comments received. In view 
of these comments and the comments 
received at the public forums, the 
Agency is providing a small business 
exemption and the use of databases 
which are discussed later in this 
document. 

On August 28,1992, FSIS published 
a proposed rule in the Federal Register 
(57 FR 39332) regarding the adoption of 
a standard format for use in presenting 
nutrition information on the labels of 
meat and poultry products. In its 
proposal, FSIS proposed to establish the 
CONTROL WITH DIETARY GUIDANCE 
or the CONTROL WITH 
RECOMMENDED DAILY INTAKE 
RANGE as the standard format. The 
Agency also requested comments on the 
proposed formats, as well as other 
options. A discussion of the comments 
received is provided later in this 
document. 

6. Implementation Date 

On March 25,1992, FSIS published a 
notice in the Federal Register (57 FR 
10298) announcing the intended 
implementation date of its rulemaking 
for nutrition labeling of meat and 
poultry products. FSIS advised that, 
based upon a careful review of the 
comments received from the proposed 
rule (56 FR 60302) published on 
November 27,1991, the Agency has 
decided that the nutrition labeling 

regulations concerning meat and poultry 
products will be implemented 18 
months from the date of publication of 
the final rule. Thus, the nutrition 
labeling regulations shall become 
effective on July 6,1994. 

7. Public Forums 

a. On April 4,1991, FSIS participated 
in a FDA public meeting on food 
labeling to discuss issues related to 
serving size: (1) The basis for 
determining serving size, (2) units of 
measure to be used, (3) deviation 
allowed from standard serving sizes, (4) 
dual nutrition labeling with the second 
column on the basis of uniform weight, 
and (5) the definition of single-serving 
container. One recommendation 
expressed by all the participants was 
that USDA and FDA should work in 
harmony to establish luiiform serving 
sizes for the foods the agencies regulate. 
In response to this, FSIS participated as 
a member of an Interagency Committee 
on Serving Sizes formed by FDA to 
ensure consistency in serving size 
requirements for all foods. The 
committee’s recommendations and 
objectives are discussed in this 
document under section VI, Serving 

b. On January 23,1992, FSIS 
published a notice in the Federal 
Register (57 FR 2692) annoimcing its 
participation in FDA’s “Food Labeling 
Hearing” on January 30 and 31,1992, in 
Bethesda, MD. The hearing provided an 
additional opportunity for interested 
persons to present their views on the 
proposed rulemaking entitled, 
“Nutrition Labeling of Meat and Poultry 
Products” (56 FR 60302). The hearing 
addressed'several subject areas 
including mandatory nutrition labeling, 
nutrient content claims, and health 
claims; 

c. In April 1992, FSIS issued a notice 
in the Federal Register (57 FR 14499) 
announcing three public forums on the 
small business exemption issues raised 
in its nutrition labeling supplemental 
proposed rule published March 25, 
1992, as well as other issues of public 
concern specific to exempting small 
businesses from nutrition labeling. The 
public forums were held May 12 in 
Kansas City, MO; May 14 in Atlanta, 
GA; and May 21 in San Francisco, CA. 
Issues discussed at the hearings related 
to defining a small business, criteria for 
a small business exemption, the 
potential economic impact of nutrition 
labeling on small businesses, and the 
ramifications of exempting small 
businesses from nutrition labeling 
regulations; 

d. On July 23,1992, FDA issued a 
notice in the Federal Register (57 FR 
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32750) announcing a public hearing on 
the notice of proposed rulemaking on 
the format for the nutrition label ^at it 
published in the Federal Register of 
July 20,1992. The public hearing, held 
on August 17 and 18.1992, in Bethesda, 
MD, provided an opportunity for 
interested persons to present their views 
on the issues raised by the proposal. 
FSIS participated in the hearing. 

Major Issues 

The following discussion provides 
backgroimd information on the major 
issues of nutrition labeling and a 
summary of the comments received on 
FSIS’s proposed rule, the supplemental 
rule, the format proposal, and the small 
business forums, and hi^lights of the 
Agency’s final rule on nutrition 
labeling. 

I. Codified Language 

In response to the proposed rule, FSIS 
received many comments that suggested 
that the Agency should include all the 
codified language for meat and poultry 
products in the regulations under 9 CFR 
parts 317 and 381. The commenters 
stated that it is very difficult to go back 
and forth between FDA and FSIS 
regulations to look up different 
provisions for the nutrition labeling 
reflations. 

FSIS agrees with the comments. 
However, FSIS and FDA desire to 
ensure as much harmonization as 
possible of the nutrition labels for all 
food products, including simultaneous 
publication of final regulations. 
Harmonization will ensure consistency 
of format and content for consumers 
and, thereby. Will encourage the use of 
the new labels, while minimizing the 
cost of compliance on the food industry. 

The NLEA dictates for FDA the 
timeframe for publication of the final 
regulation. In order for FSIS to issue 
nutrition labeling regulations 
simultaneously with FDA, FSIS must 
meet this same publication timeframe. 
The codified portion of FSIS’s final 
regulations will cross reference all the 
provisions of FDA’s regulations where 
the provisions are identical, and provide 
codified language only for those 
provisions where there are variations 
from FDA because of the different 
products that FSIS regulates. FDA’s 
final rule on nutrition labeling, portions 
of which are cross referenced in this 
final rule, is published elsewhere in this 
issue of the Federal Register. FSIS plans 
to publish, in the near future, the 
codified language as it applies to meat 
and poultry products in its entirety in 
9 CFR parts 317 and 381. 

The implementation date for FSIS’s 
regulations is July 6,1994. The future 

codification of the regulations for 
nutrition labeling of meat and poultry 
products into 9 CFR part 317 and 381 
‘does not postpone the implementation 
of nutrition labeling set by this final 
rule. 

n. Mandatory Nutrition Labeling 

FSIS requires food manufacturers to 
obtain prior approval for the content 
and design of labeling for meat and 
poultry products before the products 
may be marketed. FSIS permits and 
encourages voluntary nutrition labeling 
using formats set forth in Agency policy 
memoranda. Many processed, packaged 
meat and poultry products currently 
bear nutrition labeling. FSIS requires 
manufacturers to provide nutrition data 
to substantiate nutrition claims. 
Additional information, when necessary 
to facilitate consumer understanding of 
these claims, is required. 

NAS recommenaed that FSIS 
promulgate regulations which would 
require nutrition labeling for most 
packaged foods under FSIS’s 
jurisdiction, including institutional-size 
packages and commodities distributed 
through USDA food programs, and the 
20 to 30 top items of fre^frozen meat 
and poultry products. NAS suggested 
that values for the latter be provided by 
using point-of-purchase information 
developed from data base values. 

FSIS's rulemaking activities 
addressed several issues surrounding 
mandatory nutrition labeling, such as: 
(1) Statutory authority, (2) exemptions 
from mandatory nutrition labeling, and 
(3) voluntary nutrition labeling for 
single-ingredient, raw meat and poultry 
products. 

1. Statutory Authority. In the 
proposed rule. FSIS stated that it had 
statutory authority to require nutrition 
labeling based on the Secretary of 
Agriculture’s determination that meat 
and poultry products, other than single¬ 
ingredient, raw products, would be 
misbranded in the absence of such 
information under section l(n) of the 
FMIA (21 U.S.C. 601(n) (1)) and section 
4(h) of the PPIA (21 U.S.C 453 (h) (4)). 

There was considerable opposition to 
mandatory nutrition labeling from food 
manufacturers and trade associations. 
Much of the opposition centered around 
anticipated increased costs. These 
commenters indicated that they 
preferred a strictly voluntary program, 
citing that supply and demand in the 
marketplace would provide the 
nutrition information wanted by 
consumers. 

FSIS has concluded that consumers 
should be provided nutrition labeled 
products to the extent possible for all 
foods. Because the nutrient values of 

single-ingredient, raw meat and poultry 
prt^ucts are not modified through 
various stages of preparation, such as 
cooking and heat processing. FSIS 
believes that consumers have reasonable 
expectations as to the nutritional 
qualities of such products. Therefore. 
FSIS is est^hshing mandatory nutrition 
labeling for most processed meat and 
poultry products, such as pumped 
turkey, chicken hanks, corned beef and 
meat burritos. FSIS addresses cost 
concerns in the following section with 
provisions for a small business 
exemption and allowance for the use of 
data bases. 

2. Exemptions. Many comments on 
the Agency’s November 1991 proposal 
supported the need for nutrition 
labeling of meat and poultry products, 
but had concerns about the absence of 
an exemption horn mandatory nutrition 
labeling for small businesses for which 
the cost impact may be excessive. 
Therefore, FSIS published a 
supplemental proposed rule in the 
March 25,1992, Federal Register, 
which asked for comments on small 
business exemptions and on the use of 
data bases and recipe analyses using 
data bases. In the supplemental 
proposal. FSIS sought input on the 
appropriate criteria for determining a 
small business exemption for meat and 
poultry product manufacturers, such as 
annual sales by dollars, pounds of 
product, or units of product, and the 
relationship between the level of 
exempted meat and poultry products. 

On April 21.1992, FSIS published a 
notice in the Federal Register (57 FR 
14499) asking for participation in three 
public forums on the small business 
exemption issues raised in the March 25 
supplemental proposal. Forum 
participants were asked to focus on 
specific issues regarding viable criteria 
for a small business exemption, the 
feasibility of compliance with varioiis 
exemption criteria, and the effect of 
specific exemption criteria on nutrition 
labeling of the total food supply. 
Participants were fi^ to also comment 
on other relevant issues relating to a 
small business exemption. 

Public comments have indicated that, 
without an exemption, the cost burden 
for small businesses would be excessive. 
Some manufacturers have contended 
that unless an exemption is established 
for meat and poultry products, they will 
be forced out of business or will be 
forced to drop unprofitable product 
lines. These manufacturers further 
stated that their volume of sales or the 
size of their product lines do not make 
it feasible for them to incur the 
additional costs of nutrition labeling. 
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The majority of trade association and 
industry representatives responding to 
the supplemental rule advocated a small 
business exemption based on poiuids of 
product, with 100,000 pounds as the 
suggested amount. Also, most 
commenters favored an exemption that 
would be implemented on a product-by¬ 
product basis to allow a company to 
stay diverse and to encourage 
production of unique and innovative 
products. 

Numerous commenters also suggested 
that each official establishment be 
considered a separate business. Many 
trade associations and industry 
comments defined a product as one that 
is approved on a single label request. 
However, identical products with 
different weights would be considered 
the same product. The majority of 
comments suggested that the daily 
production records be used to evaluate 
a company’s eligibility. 

In addition, commenters suggested 
that an average of 2 years of data be 
used to establish eligibility. Numerous 
commenters suggested that the time 
period allowed to implement the 
nutrition labeling requirement, when a 
company exceeds the exemption limits, 
should ^ 6 months to 1 year. 

In May 1992, public meetings were 
held in Kansas City, MO, Atlanta, GA, 
and San Francisco, CA. At the Kansas 
City forum, the consensus of the group 
was that the exemption should be based 
on pounds of product. The most 
important factor in favor of the pounds 
per product option is that a product will 
be exempted based on each product’s 
contribution to the diet; the level of the 
exemption may be tied directly to the 
percentage of the diet that may not be 
nutrition labeled. Furthermore, each 
exempted product is likely to be a small 
part of an individual’s annual diet. 

In Atlanta, the concept of a imit-based 
exemption was introduced. The unit 
concept is similar to the pound-per- 
product option and may be better for 
FDA-regulated products because of their 
wide variation in weight. 

In San Francisco, a representative of 
the Small Business Administration 
suggested using an exemption that 
included a poimd/vmit concept in 
combination with the small business 
definition of 500 employees or less. The 
majority of people attending the meeting 
contended the exemption should be 
based on pounds and/or units. 

FSIS believes an exemption for small 
business is necessary bet^use 
mandatory nutrition labeling 
requirements will create undue 
economic hardship and serve as a 
disincentive for development of more 
nutritious food products. Furthermore, 

the bvuden of mandatory nutrition 
labeling may force some small firms to 
drop product lines that would become 
unprofitable because of the cost of 
nutrition labeling and eventually force 
some small firms out of business. 
Therefore, after reviewing comments 
received in response to the 1990 
amendment proposal, comments at the 
nutrition labeling hearings, the public 
forums held for the small business 
exemption, and written comments 
supplied to the Agency. FSIS is 
establishing a small business exemption 
for meat and poultry processing firms 
based on the volume of production in 
combination with the number of 
employees working at a firm. To qualify 
for the small business exemption, a 
processor must produce less than the 
annual production poundage level of a 
single food product and must employ no 
more than a specified number of 
employees. For purposes of the small 
business exemption, a “food product’’ is 
defined as a formulation, not including 
distinct flavors which do not 
significantly alter the nutritional profile, 
sold in any size package in commerce. 

FSIS evaluated several options in 
establishing a poundage limit for the 
small business exemption, as discussed 
in the Agency’s FRIA. This evaluation 
was based on two objectives: (1) Setting 
the limit high enough so that the risk 
that any small business would have to 
close would be minimal, and (2) setting 
the limit low enough so that the 
maximum volume of total production 
would bear nutrition labeling. FSIS 
believes that a maximum annual 
production poundage level between 
100,000 and 250,000 pounds appears to 
best satisfy these two stated objectives. 

Accordingly, FSIS has determined 
that the cutoff for the annual production 
level should be 100,000 pounds, phased 
in over a 3-year period. The 3-year 
phase-in period will minimize the 
impact of compliance costs to the 
industry, while also minimizing the 
impact of additional purchasing costs to 
consumers. The maximum annual 
production poundage level is $et at 
250,000 pounds per food product for the 
first year of implementation of nutrition 
labeling, lowered to 175,000 pounds per 
food product for the second year of 
implementation, and lowered finally to 
100,000 pounds per food product for the 
third and subsequent years. The 3-year 
phase-in period ultimately achieves the 
100,000-poimd limit suggested by 
industry and trade association 
representatives. In addition, FSIS 
estimates an average food product line 
has a 3-year life. Therefore, the 3-year 
phase-in period will accommodate the 
many firms that will be relabeling their 

roducts during the normal course of 
usiness because of changed 

formulations. 
The limit on the number of employees 

at a firm is set at 500 or fewer 
employees, which is the Small Business 
Administration’s definition of a small 
meat or poultry processing firm. This 
approach will allow the Small Business 
Aaministration to assist in determining 
which firms would qualify for 
exemption based on the number of 
enmloyees. 

For purposes of a small business 
exemption, FSIS defines “business” as a 
single-plant facility or a company that 
owns multiple facilities. Althou^ most 
meat and poultry firms are single-plant 
facilities, a significant nmnber of firms 
are multi-plant companies. ’These multi¬ 
plant companies tend to make labeling 
decisions for all facilities under their 
ownership or management in a 
centralized manner. The qualification of 
a multi-plant company for exemption 
firom nutrition labeling entails the total 
annual production and the total number 
of employees for all facilities rmder that 
multi-plant company, not for each 
individual facility. Thus, if a multi¬ 
plant company as a whole meets both 
criteria set forth in the small business 
exemption, all facilities under that 
centralized company may be exempt 
fitjm nutrition labeling. Conversely, if 
the multi-plant company does not meet 
both criteria in the small business 
exemption, no facility imder that 
company qualifies for exemption from 
nutrition labeling. 

Given this comoination approach for 
exemption from nutrition labeling, FSIS 
estimates that over 90 percent of all 
meat and poultry products, under the 
mandatory nutrition labeling provisions, 
will bear nutrition labeling after the 3- 
year phase-in. when the maximum 
annual production level has reached 
100,000 pounds. FSIS further expects, 
that nutrition labeling will be included 
on as much as 99 percent of all 
nationally distributed meat and poultry 
products available to consumers 
through supermarkets. Again, this figure 
takes into accoimt all products that are 
regulated under the mandatory nutrition 
labeling regulations, and do not include 
single-ingredient raw meat and poultry 
products that are under volimtary 
nutrition labeling. 

In its November 1991 proposal, FSIS 
proposed to exempt from nutrition 
labeling foods usefd for further 
processing. For very small packages 
(less than ounce) and other than 
consumer-size packages, FSIS proposed 
to allow nutrition information to be 
provided by labeling means other than 
a nutrition panel on the package. 
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Although there were relatively few 
comments addressing this issue, the 
majority of those that did comment on 
exemptions supported a blemket 
exemption for foods used in further 
processing and other than consumer- 
size packages. 

FSIS believes that there is little value 
in requiring nutrition information where 
the consumer will not see it. Since other 
than consumer-size packages can be 
purchased by the consumer at the retail 
level, FSIS believes it is more 
appropriate to exempt products that are 
not for sale to consumers, regardless of 
size, and allow industry to determine 
when the product is to be used for 
further processing and not to be sold, at 
that point, to consumers. (The term 
“consumers”, as used throughout this 
document refers only to household 
consumers.) Since consumers will not 
see the nutrition information on 
products used for further processing or 
products that are not for sale to 
consumers, these products are exempt 
from nutrition labeling. 

For very small packages, some 
commenters recommended a blanket 
exemption, while others recommended 
an increase in the net weight for small 
package exemptions. Several 
commenters recommended that FSIS 
follow FDA’s definition for very small 
packages (i.e., surface area available to 
bear labeling of less than 12 square 
inches). FSIS believes that it is 
appropriate to retain the definition of 
very small packages as individually 
wrapped packages of less than V2 ounce 
net weight. The Agency does not 
currently require packages of meat or 
poultry products weighing less than Vt 
ounce to bear a net weight statement (9 
CFR 317.2(hK9)(ii) and 
381.121(c)(9)(ii)). In order to provide 
consistency with this net weight 
labeling policy, FSIS is adopting the 
proposed definition of very small 
packages as individually wrapped 
packages of less than V2 ounce net 
weight. However, since these products 
are such an insignificant part of the diet, 
FSIS is exempting very small packages 
from nutrition labeling requirements, 
provided that no nutrition claim is 
made on the labeling. If a nutrition 
claim is made on the label of very small 
packages, all nutrition labeling 
requirements must be satisfied by 
printing the information on the labeling. 

Based on comments it received on its 
proposal, FDA concluded that there was 
adequate justification for allowing some 
flexibility for food in an intermediate 
size package group of between 12 and 
40 square inches. In this intermediate 
size package range, FDA is allowing for 
the use of a linear format, making the 

daily reference values (DRV’s) optional, 
allowing for abbreviations, and allowing 
for required information to appear on 
other label panels adjoining the 
principal display panel or the 
information panel. FSIS has reviewed 
FDA’s summary of the comments 
received on this issue, and agrees that 
there may be situations that warrant a 
modified nutrition label. Accordingly, 
FSIS will allow a modified nutrition 
label for packages with a total surface 
area available to bear labeling of 40 or 
less square inches. In addition, on a 
case-by-case basis, FSIS will consider 
allowing a modified nutrition label for 
packages larger than 40 square inches 
that have a surface area whicJi precludes 
the presentation of the full nutrition 
label. 

Numerous commenters raised the 
issue of custom services and were 
concerned about the status of these 
services with respect to nutrition 
labeling products. FSIS has determined 
that custom services, such as custom 
slaughter or custom processing, should 
be exempt from nutrition labeling 
requirements since such services are 
performed solely for individuals. 

Several commenters stated that 
products intended for export should be 
exempt from nutrition labeling 
requirements. Such products are not 
covered under this final rule because 
they are labeled according to the 
requirements of the country where the 
product is to be exported. This final rule 
sets forth this exception to mandatory* 
nutrition labeling. 

Although the FSIS proposal did not 
specifically address the issue of food 
products served in restaurants, the 
Agency did receive several comments 
fi-om trade associations and retailers. 
Restaurant menus generally do not 
constitute labeling or fall within the 
scope of these regulations. 

FSIS has historically provided for 
certain retail exemptions, as prescribed 
in 9 CFR 303.1 and 381.10. However, 
the adulteration and misbranding 
provisions of the FMIA and PPIA, as 
well as related regulations, still apply to 
such retail exempted product. FSIS has 
determined, based on experience and on 
comments, that it would be impractical 
to enforce nutrition labeling 
requirements on products prepared or 
served at retail. In addition, FSIS has 
concluded, based on review of National 
Food Consumption Survey (NFCS) data, 
the average person’s diet consists of an 
insignificant proportion of ready-to-eat, 
retail packaged or processed products. 

Accordingly, FSIS is exempting from 
mandatory nutrition labeling (1) ready- 
to-eat products, such as sliced bologna, 
that are packaged or portioned at a retail 

store or similar retail-type 
establishment; and (2) multi-ingredient 
products, such as sausage, that are 
processed at a retail store or similar 
retail-type establishment, provided the 
labels or the labeling of these products 
bear no nutrition claims or nutrition 
information. 

FSIS anticipates that most meat and 
poultry products in gift packs will fall 
under the small business exemption. 
FSIS also believes that gift packs play a 
very minor role in the overall diet. 
Although FSIS does not agree with 
those commenters who stated that gift 
packs should be exempt from nutrition 
labeling, this final rule provides that 
nutrition information for gift packs may 
be shown at a iWiation other man on the 
gift pack label, imless a nutrition claim 
is made on the labeling of such 
products. For example, nutrition 
information may be provided on a 
package insert. 

3. Voluntary Nutrition Labeling. FSIS 
proposed to permit volimtary nutrition 
labeling on single-ingredient, raw meat 
and poultry products, including those 
that have been previously frozen. 
Products such as ground beef, chicken 
breasts, and whole turkeys would be in 
the voluntary program. Under the 
proposed rule, manufacturers electing to 
provide nutrition information on the 
label of these products would be subject 
to all requirements of the mandatory 
nutrition labeling program, except that 
nutrition labeling for the voluntary ^ 
program could be declared on the basis 
of "as consumed” or “as packaged”, j 
rather than required to be declared on 
an “as packaged” basis as is the case for 
products under the mandatory nutrition 
labeling program. 

Several commenters requested 
clarification of whether single¬ 
ingredient, raw kosher meat and poultry 
products would be included in the 
voluntary program. These products are 
considered to fall within the definition 
of single-ingredient, raw products, and, 
thus, are included in the volimtary 
program. Commenters tended to support 
a voluntary program similar to FDA’s 
voluntary program for raw fruit, raw 
vegetables, and raw fish. After 
reviewing the various comments 
received, FSIS believes that a voluntary 
nutrition labeling program for single- 
ingredient, raw meat and poultry 
products is the best approach. . 

Commenters supported the Agency’s 
proposal to incorporate point-of- 
purchase materials in the volimtary ’ 
program. Examples of the use of point- 
of-purchase materials to display 
nutrition information may include large 
placards (e.g., wall posters, signs, and 
aisle hangings). The nutrition 
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information may be supplemented by 
videos, live demonstrations or other 
media. If a nutrition claim is made on 
point-of-purchase materials that are 
labeled under the FMIA and the PPIA, 
all of the requirements of the mandatory 
nutrition lal^ling program apply. 
However, if only nutrition 
information—and not a nutrition 
claim—is supplied on pcint-of-purchase 
materials: (a) The requirements of the 
mandatory nutrition labeling program, 
apply but the nutrition information may 
be supplied on “as packaged" or “as 
consumed” basis; (b) the listing of 
DRY’S is voluntary; and (c) the point-of- 
purchase materials are not subject to 
any of the format requirements. FSIS 
will not require the listing of DRV’s on 
point-of-purchase materials which do 
not make nutrition claims because there 
wUl be limited space in grocery stores 
a:id supermarkets to display such 
nutrition information. Also, the Agency 
does not believe there is one most 
effective format for the presentation of 
nutrition information in point-of- 
purchase materials. Currently point-of- 
purchase nutrition information 
materials have many different formats. 
The Agency is not aware of any studies 
that show one format to be more 
effective than another. 

FSIS proposed to survey food retailers 
on actions taken to provide consumers 
with nutrition information on products 
described in the voluntary program. 
FSIS will survey for “significant 
participation” rather than follow FDA’s 
review of “substantial compliance” of 
the voluntary guidelines. Because FSIS 
does not have a statutory mandate as 
provided to FDA under the NLEA, FSIS 
proposed different terminology to refer 
to its review of the volimtary program. 
FSIS wrill follow FDA’s planned 2-year 
evaluation cycle of the voluntary 
program, and will issue its first report 
of survey findings on the voluntary 
program by May 1995. FSIS initially 
proposed to implement both the 
voluntary and mandatory nutrition 
labeling programs in May of 1993. 
However, FSIS has delayed the effective 
date of the nutrition labeling programs 
until 18 months from publication of this 
final rule. Therefore, FSIS will not begin 
surveying for significant participation 
until the effective dale of tliis final rule. 
FSIS will reevaluate for significant 
participation every 2 years thereafter. If 
the Agency determines, during any 
evaluation of its voluntary guidelines, 
that significant participation does not 
e.xist, the Agency will initiate proposed 
rulemaking to determine whether it 
would be beneficial to require nutrition 
labeling on single-ingredient, raw mea* 

and poultry products. 'The guidelines 
will remain in effect, however, as long 
as simificant participation exists. 

Individual stores selected for 
evaluation of the guidelines will be 
foimd to be participating at a significant 
level if (1) the store provides nutrition 
labeling information for at least 90 
percent of the major cuts of single¬ 
ingredient, raw meat and poultry 
products that it sells, such as those 
listed in Table 1, including those that 
have been previously frozen: and (2) 
nutrition labeling information is in 
accordance with the guidelines 
described in the regulations. 

FSIS will use a representative sample 
of stores to obtain the information 
necessary to assess participation. The 
distribution of the sample of stores shall 
cover all chain companies and a 
representative sample of independent 
companies. FSIS further proposed that 
significant participation by food 
retailers exists if at least 60 percent of 
the companies that are evaluated are 
participating in accordance with the 
guidelines. 

There were few comments addressing 
the proposal for measuring significant 
participation. Several commenters 
supported the Agency's proposal, while 
those that disagreed with the proposal 
did not support measuring for 
significant participation. Two consumer 
groups that disagreed with the proposal 
expressed a different viewpoint, i.e., the 
Agency should require a higher 
percentage of participation than the 
proposed 60 percent. 

FSIS believes it is important to 
provide nutrition information to 
consumers and, to the extent possible, 
harmonize with FDA’s voluntary 
program for raw firuit, raw vegetables, 
and raw fish. To meet the 60 percent 
criterion, over half of the covered stores 
will provide nutrition information. In 
addition, FSIS believes that, by allowing 
for the use of point-of-purchase 
materials, retailers will be able to 
provide consumers with the necessary 
nutrition information. Therefore. FSIS is 
adopting the proposed standard for 
significant participation. 

The FSIS proposal identified 45 major 
cuts of meat and poultry that would be 
used to measure significant 
participation in the voluntary program 
and requested comments on the list. 
Very few commenters addressed this 
issue. However, those that commented 
generally supported the proposed list. 
One commenter that generally disagreed 
with the proposed list suggested that the 
list omitted several of the more popular, 
fattier cuts and included leaner, less 
popular cuts of meats. FSIS attempted to 
identify representative cuts based on 

USDA nutritional studies. Poultry Nutri- 
Facts and Meat Nutri-Facts programs. 
The list in no way restricts retailers 
from providing additional nutrition 
information on other cuts of meat and 
poultry. FSIS encourages retailers to 
provide nutrition information on other 
cuts of meat and poultry to meet 
changing consumer needs. 

One company requested that necks 
and giblets be excluded from the whole 
bird nutrient profile listing, stating that 
consumers frequently do not prepare 
these items nor do they consume them 
as part of the bird. In addition, it was 
requested that, at the manufacturer’s 
option, the whole bird nutrient profile 
for turkeys be listed as white and dark 
meat. 

Manufacturers currently label turkeys 
with two nutrient panels—one for white 
meat and one for dark meat. FSIS 
believes it is reasonable to exclude the 
necks and giblets from the whole bird 
when listing the nutrient profile. FSIS 
will permit manufacturers to continue 
the option of labeling turkeys with two 
panels. These minor revisions are 
reflected in Table 1 and in the final rule. 

Table 1.—Major Cuts of Meat and 

Poultry 

1. Whole Chicken’ 
2. Chicken Breast 
3. Chicken Wing 
4. Chicken Drumstick 
5. Chicken Thigh 
6. Whole Turkey* 
7. Turkey Breast 
8. Turkey Wing 
9. Turkey Drumstick 
10. Turkey Thigh 
11. Beef Chuck Blade Roast 
12. Beet Loin Top Loin Steak 
13. Beef RIt Roast Large End 
14. Beef Round Eye Round Steak 
15. Beef Round Top Round Steak 
16. Beef Round Tip Roast 
17. Beef Chuck Arm Pot Roast 
18. Beef Loin Sirloin Steak 
19. Beef Round Bottom Round Steak 
20. Beef Brisket (Whole, Flat Half, or Point Half) 
21. Beef Rib Steak Small End 
22. Beef Loin Tenderloin Steak 
23. Ground Beef Regular, w/o added seasoning 
24. Ground Beef Extra Lean, w/o added seasoning 
25. Pork Loin Chop 
26. Pork Loin Cou^ry Style Ribs 
27. Pork Lpin Top Loin Chop Boneless 
28. Pork Loin Rib Chop 
29. Pork Spareribs 
30. Pork Loin Tenderloin 
31. Pork Loin Sirloin Roast 
32. Pork Shoulder Blade Steak 
33. Pork Loin Top Roast Boneless 
34. Ground Pork 
35. Lamb Shank 
36. Lamb Shoulder Arm Chop 
37. Lamb Shoulder Blade Chop 
38. Lamb Rib Roast 

t Amh I Ain rihnn 

4o! Lamb Leg (Whole, Sirloin Half, or Shank Half) 
41. Veal Shoulder Arm Steak 
42. Veal Shoulder Blade Steak 
43 Veal Rib Roast 
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Table 1.—Major Cuts of Meat and 
Poultry—Continued 

44 Veal Loin Chop 
45. Veai Cutlets 

'Without neck and giblets. 
^Without neck and gioiets. Separate nutrient panels for 

white ar>d dark meat permitted as an option. 

III. Nutrition Label Content 

The NLEA mandates that the amount 
of the following food constituents be 
included on the labeling of 
nonexempted food products: Calories 
derived from any source, calories 
derived from the total fat, total fat, 
saturated fat, cholesterol, total 
carbohydrate, complex carbohydrates, 
sugars, dietarj' fiber, protein, and 
sodium. Also required to be included is 
any mineral, vitamin, or other nutrient 
required to be placed on the label or 
labeling before October 1,1990, if the 
Secretary of Health and Human Services 
(HHS) determines that such information 
will assist consumers in maintaining 
healthy dietary practices. The NLEA 
allows FDA, by regulation, to add other 
nutrients to the list of nutrients that 
should be included on the labeling of 
foods subject to the NLEA, if this will 
help consumers to maintain healthy 
dietary practices. It allows FDA, by 
regulation, to remove nutrients required 
to be listed, if the Secretary of HHS 
determines that the information relating 
to the nutrient is not necessary to assist 
consumers in maintaining healthy 
dietary practices. The NLEA specifies 
that a simplified nutrition label format 
is to be used when a food contains 
insignificant amounts of more than one- 
half of the nutrients required to be 
listed. 

In its November 1991 proposal, FSIS 
proposed to establish a list of 15 
required nutrients which are: Calories, 
calories from total fat, total fat, saturated 
fat, cholesterol, total carbohydrate, 
complex carbohydrate, sugars, dietary 
fiber, protein, sodium, vitamin A, 
vitamin C, calcium, and iron. In 
addition, FSIS proposed to adopt FDA’s 
proposed list of nutrients as mandatory 
or voluntary components of nutrition 
labeling, definition of nutrients, 
definition of insignificant amounts, and 
increments for declaring nutrients, in 
the interest of harmonizing with FDA. 
FSIS and FDA received numerous 
comments on these issues. Both 
agencies reviewed and discussed all 
comments, and after consideration, 
based their decisions regarding the list 
of nutrients on the agencies’ discussion 
of comments. The following discussion 
addresses comments received 
concerning various nutrients. 

1. Saturated fat. In the proposal. FSIS 
defined saturated fat as the sum of 
lauric (Cl2), myristic (Cl4), palmitic 
(Cl6), and stearic (Cl8) acids. FSIS 
requested comments on the inclusion of 
stearic acid in the definition of saturated 
fat. 

Most of the comments received on the 
definition of saturated fat supported 
excluding stearic acid, stating that the 
proposed definition would be 
detrimental to red meat products and 
would serve no health benefit to 
consumers. A manufacturer supporting 
the inclusion of stearic acid in the 
definition of saturated fat stated that it 
has not been confirmed that stearic acid 
lowers serum cholesterol. 

FDA also received a number of 
comments concerning the definition of 
saturated fat. There is substantial 
evidence that diets low in saturated 
fatty acids are associated with decreased 
levels of blood cholesterol, reduced 
risks of coronary heart disease and 
atherosclerotic disease and may help to 
lower total fat intake, which may be 
associated with risks of cancer and 
obesity. For these reasons, FSIS and 
FDA agreed with the comments 
supporting the definition of saturated fat 
as the sum of all fatty acids, including 
stearic acid, without double bonds. 
Although the definition for saturated fat 
includes stearic acid, a near consensus 
has been reached that stearic acid does 
not have the same serum cholesterol¬ 
raising effect as the three other saturated 
fatty acids—myristic, palmitic, and 
lauric acids. To provide consumers with 
factual information concerning 
saturated fats that do not have a 
cholesterol-raising effect, FSIS is 
allowing for the voluntary declaration of 
stearic acid as a subcomponent of 
saturated fat. 

2. Dietary fiber. Food manufacturers 
and trade associations strongly objected 
to requiring the declaration of dietary 
fiber content. These commenters 
contended that, because meat and 
poultry products are generally not 
meaningful sources of dietary fiber, 
disclosure would be of limited value to 
consumers. 

While whole muscle cuts may contain 
no dietary fiber, FSIS believes that some 
breaded and meal-type products may 
contain substantial amounts of dietary 
fiber. FSIS is requiring the declaration 
of total dietary fiber content, based on 
the well documented role of dietary 
fiber in maintaining normal bowel 
function. Different physiological effects 
are associated with soluble and 
insoluble dietary fibers, and consumers 
have expressed an interest in knowing 
these types of fibers in foods. However, 
no quantitative guidelines for daily 

intakes of soluble and insoluble fiber 
components have been provided. 
Therefore, FSIS is permitting the 
voluntary declaration of insoluble and 
soluble fiber components unless a 
nutrient content claim on fiber is made. 

3. Total carbohydrate. FSIS proposed 
to define total caihohydrata to exclude 
dietary fiber. Because dietary fiber 
includes components of carbohydrate 
that cannot be digested by humans, the 
proposed definition of total 
carbohydrate did not include the 
components of carbohydrate that 
generally do not contribute calories to 
the diet. One comment stated that there 
was no justification for excluding 
dietary fiber from total carbohydrate 
values. 

Based on comments, FSIS and FDA 
concluded that excluding dietary fiber 
frt)m carbohydrate is inconsistent with 
established methods of reporting food 
composition, confuses the issue of 
calculating energy content, and will 
decrease consumer understanding of 
label information. Therefore, dietary 
fiber is included in the definition of 
total carbohydrate. 

4. Complex carbohydrate and sugars. 
Food manufacturers and trade 
associations opposed the mandatory 
listing of complex carbohydrate and 
sugars (including sugar alcohols) on the 
label. These commenters stated that in 
most meat and poultry products, 
complex carbohydrate and sugars are 
present in small amounts or not at all. 

In the interest of harmonization with 
FDA, FSIS is requiring the declaration 
of grams of sugars. Additionally, FSIS is 
limiting the definition of sugars to free 
mono- and disaccharides. 

FSIS proposed that complex 
carbohydrate be defined as the sum of 
dextrins and starches. Thus, complex 
carbohydrate, as defined, includes those 
carbohydrate components that contain 
10 or more saccharide units (exclusive 
of dietary fiber). 

There was opposition to the proposed 
definition of complex carbohydrate. One 
manufacturer commented that 
excluding dietary fiber from the 
definition of complex carbohydrate has 
no scientific rationale, since dietary 
fiber is, by chemical composition, a 
complex carbohydrate. Several 
commenters were concerned that 
currently there is insufficient 
methodology for determining sugars and 
conmlex carbohydrates. 

FSIS believes that the inclusion ef 
dextrins and saccharide \mits of 10 or 
more within the definition of complex 
carbohydrate may inappropriately 
classify the relatively low molecular 
weight carbohydrates in some nutritive 
sweeteners as complex carbohydrate. 
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Additionally, from a compliance 
perspective, available and widely used 
laboratory methods provide for the 
analysis of carbohydrate in foods in a 
manner that may not be sufficiently 
specific for regulatory purposes. 

Based on review of tne comments 
submitted, FSIS concurs with FDA that 
it is more appropriate to replace the 
term “complex carbohydrate” with the 
term “other carbohydrate” which would 
be defined as the difference between 
total carbohydrate and the sum of 
dietary fiber and sugars, or if sugar 
alcohol is declared, the difference 
between total carbohydrate and the sum 
cf dietary fiber, sugars, and sugar 
alcohol. In harmonization with FDA, 
FSIS is allowing for the declaration of 
other carbohydrate on a voluntary basis. 

FSIS proposed to define “sugars,” 
including sugar alcohol, as free mono- 
and oligosaccharides (and their 
derivatives) that contain four or fewer 
saccharide units. This definition 
includes tri- and tetrasaccharides. Most 
of the comments on this issue objected 
to the proposed definition of sugars, 
slating that sugars should be defined to 
include only mono- and disaccharides. 
One opposing commenfer stated that the 
definition differed from that used by 
Canada, the Codex Alimentarius 
Commission and the European 
Economic Community. Two 
commenters suggested that including 
sugar alcohols in the definition of sugars 
is inappropriate because sugar alcohols 
do not have the nutritional and 
metabolic effects of sugars, such as 
glucose. 

FSIS is aware that the proposed 
definition differs from that used by 
Canada, the Codex Alimentarius 
Commission, and the European 
Economic Community, all of which 
limit the definition of sugars to mono- 
a:-d disaccharides. FSIS agrees that it is 
n,ore appropriate to exclude sugar 
alcohols from the definition of sugars. 
FSIS is allowing, on a voluntary basis, 
the separate declaration of the number 
of grams of sugar alcohols or, 
alternatively, if only one sugar alcohol 
is present in the fo^, the name of the 
specific sugar alcohol. If sugar alcohols 
are present but not listed, they are 
included in other carbohydrates. 
Declaration of sugar alcohols is 
mandatory when claims are made 

relative to sugar alcohols or to sugars 
when sugar alcohols are present. 

5. Protein. FSIS proposed to require 
that the label for any food contain the 
statement “not a significant source of 
protein” immediately adjacent to the 
protein content regardless of the actual 
amount of protein present if the food (a) 
intended for adults and children 4 or 
more years of age, has a protein quality 
value that is a protein digestibility- 
corrected amino acid score of less than 
20 expressed as a percent, (b) intended 
for children greater than 1 but less than 
4 years of age. has a protein 
digestibility-correct^ amino acid score 
of less than 40 percent of casein, or (c) 
intended for infants, has a protein 
quality, as measured by protein 
efficiency ratio, of less than 40 percent 
of the reference standard (casein). 

Based on comments received, FDA 
concluded that the amino acid pattern 
for children 1 to 4 years of age should 
be the same as the amino acid reference 
pattern for 2- to 5-year old children. 
FSIS agrees, and is removing casein as 
a reference standard for foods intended 
to be for children older than 1 year but 
younger than 4 years of age. 

One commenter stated that it was 
important to harmonize with FDA on 
protein quality. Another company 
opposed use of the statement “not a 
significant source of protein” citing that 
there is no evidence of protein 
malnutrition in the United States. 

The Agency is retaining this 
requirement because there is a need to 
protect the consumer, especially a 
young child, from inadequate nutrition 
from the use of poor quality protein. 

FSIS proposed that declaration of 
protein content calculated as a percent 
of the recommended daily intake (RDI) 
be voluntary for foods intended for 
consumption by adults and children 4 
or more years of age unless a protein 
claim is made for the food. However, the 
Agency also proposed that nutrition 
labeling on foods intended for infants 
and children less than 4 years of age 
contain a mandatory statement of 
protein content expressed as a percent 
of the RDI. 

The label reference value for protein 
for adults and children 4 or more years 
of age has been established as a DRV 
rather than a RDI because the label 
reference value for protein for this age 

group is now being based on percent of 
calories. However, because FDA did not 
propose DRY’S for infants, children less 
than 4 years of age, pregnant and 
lactating women, the protein label 
reference values for these groups remain 
as RDI’s. 

One commenter recommended that 
protein expressed as a percentage of RDI 
be voluntary for all foods unless a 
protein claim is made. Another 
commenter disagreed stating that the 
mandatory listing of protein as a percent 
of RDI would provide consumers with 
knowledge of when protein 
requirements are met and also exceeded. 

Because current evidence suggests 
that the diet typically within the U.S. 
provides for an adequate intake of 
protein of sufficiently high biological 
quality, FSIS is allowing but not 
requiring the voluntary declaration of 
protein content calculated as a percent 
of the DRV for foods represented for 
consumption by adults and children 4 
or more years of age unless a protein 
claim is made for the food. Furthermore, 
the Agency is requiring that nutrition 
labeling on foods represented for use by 
infants and children less than 4 years of 
age contain a mandatory statement of 
protein content expressed as a percent 
of the RDI. 

6. Vitamins and minerals. Public 
concern for thiamin, riboflavin, and 
niacin has lessened considerably in the 
last 20 years. The Agency received only 
one comment stating that these vitamins 
should be required. Therefore, the 
Agency is making the declaration of 
thiamin, riboflavin and niacin 
voluntary, unless a claim is made for 
them. 

7. Nutrient components. FSIS and 
FDA received numerous comments on a 
variety of issues concerning nutrient 
components. Both agencies have 
carefully reviewed and assessed the 
comments and discussed the merit of 
these comments. Accordingly, FDA has 
made changes in its final rule published 
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register. FSIS is adopting the agreed 
upon changes since ^th agencies are 
committed to providing consumers with 
the most consistent food labeling system 
possible. The following tables list Ae 
voluntary and mandatory nutrient 
components. 
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Table 2.—Manoatory/Voluntary Nutrients 

Nutrients 

Calories 

Calories from tat 

Calories from 
sat fat. 

Total Fat_ 

Saturated Fat ... 

Stearic Add. 

Poiyunsatutatsd 
fat and mono- 
unsaturated 
fat. 

Cholesterol_ 

Sodium_ 

Potassium_ 

Total Carbo¬ 
hydrate. 

Dle^ Fiber_ 

Soluble Fiber .... 
Insoluble Fiber.. 
Sugars_ 

Sugar Alcohols . 

Other Carbo¬ 
hydrates. 

Protein 

Vitamin A.. 

Vitamin C 

Calcium .. 

Iron .. 

Mandatory 
(M), Vol- 
unl^ (V) 

Core nutrient Units 

Calories 

Calories 

Calories 

gm 

gm 

gm 

gm 

mg 

mg 

mg 

gm 

gm 

gm 
gm 
gm 

gm 

gm 

gm 

%RD1 

%RDI 

%RDI 

%RDI 

Increments rounding 

5 cal <=50 cal__ 
10 cal >50 cal 

5 cal <=50 cal.. 
10 cal > 50 cal 
5 cal <=50 cal ... 
10 cal >50 cal 
Nearest .5 gram below 3 grams 

nearest gram above 3 grams. 
Nearest .5 gram below 3 grams 

rrearest gram above 3 grams. 
Nearest .5 gram below 3 grams 

nearest gram above 3 grams. 
Nearest .5 gram below 3 grams 

nearest gram above 3 grams. 

Nearest .5 mg . 

5 mg <=140 mg 
10mg>140mg 
5 mg <=140 mg 
10 mg >140 mg 
Nearest gram .. 

Nearest gram „ 

Nearest gram .. 
Nearestgram .. 
Nearest gram „ 

Nearestgram .. 

Nearestgram .. 

Nearest gm 

Nearest 2% <=10%. 
Nearest 5% > 
10% <=50% 
Nearest 10% >50% 
Nearest 2% <=10% . 
Nearest 5% > 
10% <=50% 
Nearest 10% >50% 
Nearest 2% <=10%. 
Nearest 5% > 
10% <=50% 
Nearest 10% >50% 
Nearest 2% <=10% 
Nearest 5% > 
10% <=50% 
Neatest 10% >50% 

Insignfficant 
amount 

<5 cal 

<5 cal 

<5 cal 

<5 gm 

<•5 gm 

<.5 gm 

<.5gm 

<2 mg 

<5 mg 

5 mg 

<1 gm 

<1 gm 

<.5 gm 
<.5 gm 
•cSgm 

<•5 gm 

<.5 gm 

<1 gm 

<2% RDI 

<2%ROI 

<2% RDI 

<2% RDI 

Definition 

Total lipid fatty adds_ 

Sum of afl fatty adds 
without double bonds. 

Other 

May be listed on label 
as kHojules (k) or (en¬ 
ergy) in eddSionto 
caloies. 

All carbohydrates In¬ 
cluding dietary fiber. 

Sum of sohjbie and in¬ 
soluble ttber. 

Sum of all free mono 
and (isaocharides. 

Sum of all approved 
sugar aicohois. 

Al carbohydrates ex¬ 
cept sugars, sugar al¬ 
cohols (If not de- 
daied), and dietary 
fiber. 

Votuntartly state as % 
of RDI or DRV. be¬ 
comes mandatory for 
foods tor liTfanls and 
chiidran less than 4 
years. 

2-5 mg may state 
Tass than 5 mg” 

riote: AH volurttary nutrients become mandatory H a claim is made regarding the nutrient or one of its subcomponents. 

Table 3.— Mandatory/Voluntary RDI Chart 

Nutrient Mandatory (M). 
voluntary (V) Unit of measurement ROl 

M International Units ...... .. 5000 
M 60 
M 1.0 
M 18 
V 400 
V 30 
V 1.5 
V 1.7 
V 20 

Vitamin B6 ....... V 2.0 
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Table 3.— Mandatory/Voluntary RDI Chart—Continued 

Nutrient 
Mandatory (M), 

voluntary (v) 
Unit o( measurement RDI 

V 0.4 
V 6.0 

fktnhn V 0.3 
V 10 
V 1.0 
V 400 

2inc . V IS 
V 150 
V 2.0 

NoMs: 
• Al volunUfy nutrients ere required It s delm is made regarding that nutrient. 
• The declaration ol aK vitamins and minerals wiH be as a percent ot the RDI. 

IV. Nutrition Label Format 

In its November 27,1991, proposal, 
FSIS announced its intent to issue a 
separate proposed rule on format. At 
that time, FDA had initiated a pilot 
program to test alternative nutrition 
label formats. On July 20,1992, FDA 
proposed to adopt a new nutrition label 
format. Its proposal was based on the 
findings of four consumer research 
studies, and other label research being 
conducted by industry. FDA described 
its intent in revising the current 
nutrition label so that the information 
included in the nutrition panel would 
enable consumers to understand its 
relative significance in the context of a 
total daily diet. 

On August 28,1992, FSIS issued a 
separate proposed rule adopting a 
standard format for use in presenting 
nutrition information on the labels of 
meat and poultry products. FSIS 
proposed to establish the CONTROL 
WITH DIETARY GUIDANCE or the 
CONTROL WITH RECOMMENDED 
DAILY INTAKE RANQE as the standard 
format. The Agency tentatively 
concluded that these formats would: (1) 
Enable consumers to select foods that fit 
into a healthier diet that meets their 
individual needs; (2) provide consumers 
with the most accrirate information on 
which to base their dietary decisions; (3) 
promote and reinforce a nutrition 
education message that is familiar to 
consumers and well accepted by health 
professionals; and (4) allow the Agency 
flexibility to adapt to ever changing 
scientific findings without publishing 
new regulations. FSIS requested 
comments on whether the CONTROL 
WITH DIETARY GUIDANCE or the 
CONTROL WITH RECOMMENDED 
DAILY INTAKE RANGE format enables 
consumers to apply the nutrition 
information in the context of a total 
daily diet. FSIS also requested 
comments on certain label format 
elements, such as changes in 
terminology, graphic presentation, and 
highlighting. 

To be consistent with FDA, FSIS 
proposed the use of an abbreviated 
format in its November 1991 proposal. 
The proposed abbreviated format was to 
be used if a meat or poultry product 
contained insignificant amounts of more 
than one-half of the nutrients required 
in the full nutrition label format. The 
term “insignificant amount” was 
proposed as meaning “that amount 
which may be rounded to zero in 
nutrition labeling.” 

Trade associations and food 
manufacturers expressed opposition to 
the requirements for use of an 
abbreviated format stating that virtually 
every meat and poultry product will 
have significant amounts of more than 
one-half of the required nutrients. Many 
commenters supported some type of 
shortened format for which meat and 
poultry products could qualify. 

In the August 28,1992, proposal on 
format, the Agency stated that it was 
unable to find meat or poultry products 
that would qualify for ^e proposed 
simplified format (“abbreviated” format 
was changed to “simplified” format). 
Therefore, FSIS did not propose FDA’s 
simplified format. FSIS requested 
comments on a simplified format, with 
differing criteria for meat and poultry 
products. When any of the required 
nutrients, other than the core nutrients 
or food components, are present in 
insignificant amounts, FSIS proposed 
that they may be omitted from the 
tabular listing, provided that the 
following statement is included within 
the nutrition label; “Not a significant 
source of_.” The blank would be 
filled in with the appropriate nutrient or 
food component. In addition, at a 
minimum, the simplified format would 
include calories, total fat, total 
carbohydrate, protein, and sodium. 

FSIS received 70 comments on the 
format proposal fi'om trade associations 
(25), food manufacturers and 
distributors (22), consumers (5), colleges 
and universities (4), consumer advocacy 
organizations (3), foreign governments 
(2), professional organizations (2), a 

health promotion organization (1), and 
others (3). 

Although there was some support for 
both the CONTROL WITH DIETARY 
GUIDANCE and the CONTROL WITH 
RECOMMENDED DAILY INTAKE 
RANGE formats, commenters thought, 
in general, that these formats needed 
testing prior to any consideration for 
adopting them. There was general 
agreement among those opposing FSIS’s 
proposed formats that these formats do 
not meet the NLEA provision which 
requires that nutrition information be 
provided in a manner that is 
understandable and informative. 
(Although FSIS is not boimd by the 
NLEA, as FDA is, nutrition labeling is 
a harmonization effort on the part of 
both agencies.) 

Strong objections were voiced on the 
CONTROL WITH DIETARY GUIDANCE 
format, suggesting that the dietary 
guidance would be too general to be 
informative or would require too much 
label space. Further objections included: 
(1) Consumers would not have time to 
calculate the dietary guidance into 
meaningful information; (2) the dietary 
guidance offered no frame of reference; 
and (3) the order of ingredients should 
reflect the CONTROL format. 

Those opposing the CONTROL WITH 
RECOMMENDED DAILY INTAKE 
RANGE format did not believe 
consumers would be able to apply the 
information to their individual needs. 
Many believed that nutrition education 
would be needed in order for consumers 
to understand this format, and that tliis 
format also utilizes too much label 
space. 

Commenters opposed the CONTROL 
WITH DAILY GUIDE FOR MEN AND 
WOMEN format because they thought 
consumers would focus on one number 
for each nutrient and assume that this 
number would be right for them. This 
format was also criticized for not 
allowing space for other groups, such as 
children. 

Many commenters voiced support for 
the CONTROL form.'it. These 
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commenters cited simplicity, minimal 
label cutter, and consumer familiarity to 
support their viewpoint. Several 
companies commented that the 
CONTROL format should be required as 
a base, but allow the expansion of the 
CONTROL format to indude 
recommended daily intake ranges and 
expanded dietary guidance on a 
voluntary basis. 

There was some support for the 
CONTROL/DRV, PERCENT DV WITH 
DRV, and PERCENT DV WITHOUT DRV 
formats. Commenters contended that the 
DRV’s represent an estimate of the daily 
needs for the average consumer or that 
DRV’s provide consumers a framework 
based on the total daily diet. 

No comments supported the 
ADJECTIVE, HIGHUGHTING, and 
GROUPING formats. 

Commenters repeatedly stressed that, 
whatever format is ultimately selected, 
it is critical for FSIS and FDA to adopt 
a uniform format. They believed that 
consistency in labeling format should be 
the main concern to a^ieve the 
ultimate goal of providing useful 
nutrition information to consumers for 
all foods. 

FSIS and FDA have extensively 
review'ed and discussed all comments 
submitted, and have determined that the 
PERCENT DV WITH DRV format best 
meets the intent of the NLEA and serves 
the needs of consumers. The required 
elements of the nutrition label format 
include: the fourteen mandatory 
nutrients and their quantitative 
amounts, the percent of the daily value 
based on a 2,000 calorie diet, the DRV’s 
for both a 2,000 calorie and a 2,500 
calorie diet, and caloric conversion 
information. Both FSIS and EDA believe 
that establishing one uniform format for 
all foods is in the consumers' best 
interest. Accordingly, FSIS is adopting’ 
all of the mandatory and voluntary 
elements of the PERCENT DV WITH 
DRV format. 

. Commenters expressed strong support 
for the simplified format with differing 
criteria for meat and poultry products. 
Commenters agreed that the FSIS 
proposed simplified format was 
appropriate for meat and poultry 
products. Therefore, FSIS is adopting 
the simplified format as proposed. 

V. U.S. Recommended Daily 
Allowances 

In its November 1991 proposed rule, 
FSIS proposed to require that daily 
reference values (DRV’s) become part of 
nutrition labeling. FSIS also proposed to 

I adopt FDA’s proposed format for the 
“daily value’’, as presented in the 
proposed 21 CFR 101.9(c)(12)(i). 

The majority of commentNS opposed 
the use of DRV’s on the label bemuse 
they believe that: 

(1) DRV’s are based on an extremely 
high calorie intake that is not a 
representative sample of the average 
population; 

(2) DRV’s would only serve to confuse 
consumers: 

(3) DRV’s do not have universal 
acceptance by health professionals, and 
are not in common usage by the 
scientific and academic communities: 

(4) DRV’s will not apply uniformly to 
all consumers due to variations in 
individual diets; and 

(5) DRV’s would clutter the food label. 
Those commenters that supported the 

use of DRV’s on the label believe that 
using DRV’s gives consumers a gauge for 
the nutrient amounts on the label and 
aids consumers in understanding how 
individual foods fit into the total diet. 
Most of the supporters of the DRV 
concept believe that its use should be 
voluntary. 

There were varying opinions {unong 
commenters regarding the Agency’s 
proposal to head the list of vitamins and 
minerals with the single term “Daily 
Value.” Some commenters were 
concerned that the term “Daily Value" 
could be interpreted as goals to be 
achieved rather than reference levels. 
Other commenters agreed with the FSIS 
proposal, while others said Daily Value 
intakes should be eliminated or 
postponed until they are better defined, 
justified by a consensus of the scientific 
community, and understood by industry 
and consumers. The terms “Percent of 
Daily Values” and “Reference Value” 
were suggested as alternatives to the 
proposed “Daily Value” term. Some 
commenters thought “Daily Value” 
should be voluntary and recommended 
that it be allowed as an additional 
column in the main nutritional panel. 

The majority of the commenters 
opposed the adoption of the 
Recommended Daily Intakes (RDI’s) and 
supported the continued use of the U.S. 
Recommended Daily Allowances 
(RDA’s). Commenters opposed the 
adoption of RDI’s because they believe 
RDl’s would mislead and confose 
consumers and understate or ignore the 
nutritional needs of many population 
groups. Some commenters suggested 
that the method used to derive the RDI’s 
and DRV’s undermines the usefulness 
and effective accuracy of the nutrition 
panel for most consumers. Another 
commenter believes that the 2,350 
calories level would be misinterpreted 
by consumers as goals to achieve. 

Those commenters supporting the 
continued use of U.S. RDA’s believe that 
U.S. RDA’s are currently accepted as the 

established and up-to-date reference 
standard for vitamins and minerals for 
healthy Americans. Also, there is a 
history of recognition and use of the 
U.S. RDA’s by consumers. 

Some commenters concurred with 
FSIS’s decision to adopt FDA’s RDI’s 
and stated that the current U.S. RDA’s 
are the appropriate standards to use in 
developing the RDI’s. The commenters 
suggested that the age adjusted mean is 
a reasonable method for establishing the 
level for each nutrient and food 
component. Commenters also stated that 
the five sets of RDI’s that FDA proposed 
should provide adequate standards for 
foods specifically designed for infants, 
children, and pregnant and lactating 
women. 

Several commenters addressed the 
issue of updating RDI’s and RDA’s. The 
commenters pointed out that the current 
proposal makes no provision for 
incorporating a mechanism to update 
the RDI’s at regular intervals as the 
population changes and as new 
evidence for recommended nutrient 
requirements (RDA’s) changes. Another 
commenter supported updating of the 
U.S. RDA’s to reflect the 10th edition of 
the RDA’s. 

Most of the commenters suggested 
that FSIS and FDA be consistent in the 
use of RDI’s and DRV’s. 

FSIS will parallel FDA and adopt the 
format for the "Daily Value.” “Daily 
Value” will be the means of placing the 
nutrition information on the label in the 
context of a total daily diet. As the FDA 
and FSIS have worked to standardize 
the nutritional labels imder their 
respective jurisdictions, it remains in 
the interest of consumers that FSIS and 
FDA be consistent. 

After extensive discussions over 
format, the Administration decided that 
the DRV’s should be shown for both a 
2,000 calorie diet and a 2,500 calorie 
diet. For the 2,000 caloric level the 
DRV’s are: 65 g fat, 20 g saturated fat, 
300 mg cholesterol, 2,400 mg sodium, 
300 g total carbohydrate and 25 g fiber. 
For a 2,500 caloric level the DRV’s are: 
80 g fat, 25 g saturated fat, 300 mg 
cholesterol, 2,400 mg sodium, 375 g 
total carbohydrate and 30 g fiber. 

VI. Serv'ing Sizes 

To make nutrition information on 
food labels meaningful, the NLEA 
requires FDA to establish standards to 
ensure that nutrition labeling provides 
the serving size which is an amount 
customarily consumed and is expressed 
in a common household measure 
appropriate to the food. NAS 
recommended that FDA and FSIS 
jointly establish sizes for limited, broad 
categories of foods to help consumers 
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make product comparisons. NAS 
suggested basing them on standard 
serving sizes as specified by dietary 
guidance recommendations to make 
&eir use in educational programs less 
difficult and to permit consistency 
among serving sizes shown in dietary 
guidance material and on the food label. 
NAS also advocated a petition process 
for desired deviations from the serving 
size set by FDA and FSIS or for creation 
of different food subcategories with new 
serving sizes. 

In its November 1991 proposal, FSIS 
proposed the following regulations 
specific to serving sizes: 

(1) Creating Reference Amounts for 
serving sizes for 23 food Product 
Categories; 

(2) Establishing guidelines for 
converting Reference Amounts to 
serving sizes; 

(3) Defining serving sizes for meal- 
type products and food products in 
pieces or units; 

(4) Requiring presentation of nutrition 
information based on serving size “as 
packaged” for the mandatory labeling 
program and allow nutrition 
information for single-ingredient, raw 
meat and poultry products to be 
declared “as packaged” or “as 
consumed” imder a voluntary nutrition 
labeling program; 

(5) Requiring the use of both common 
household and metric measures to 
declare serving size; 

(6) Defining serving size and single¬ 
serving container; 

(7) Establishing guidelines for 
declaring the number of servings per 
container; 

(8) Requiring the use of serving size 
and Reference Amoimts to evaluate 
nutrition claims; and 

(9) Allowing for labeling applications 
for changes in Product Categories and 
Reference Amounts. 

1. Reference Amounts for serving sizes 
for 23 food Product Categories, a. 
Product Category. Through the work of 
the Interagency Committee on Serving 
Sizes, FSIS proposed to establish 23 
food Product Categories for meat 
products, and 22 food Product 
Categories for poultry products 
regulated by FSIS. These Product 
Categories would provide consumers 
with a uniform food labeling system that 
categorizes similar foods by the same 
reference standard. Each Product 
Category has an accompanying 
Reference Amount which is based on 
food consumption data. These Reference 
Amounts are to be used by food 
companies as the basis for determining 
the serving sizes for nutrition labeling of 
their products. 

Opposition to this approach came 
from manufactiirers who contend that 
all products should have a 1-ounce or 
100-gram standard Reference Amoimt. 
Although FSIS discussed this option in 
the proposed rule, it was not the option 
proposed because: 

(£i) The NLEA requires that the serving 
size be based on the “customarily 
consumed amoxmt”; 

(b) Consumers may not realize that 
multiplication is necessary to arrive at 
the consumed amounts; and 

(c) FSIS seeks harmonization with 
FDA to allow ready product 
comparisons. 

There was strong support from a 
variety of industry representatives, 
industry associations, cattle 
associations, consumer advocacy 
groups, arid individuals in favor of ^ 
retaining the proposed approach to 
serving sizes. These commenters believe 
that a single, uniform set of nutrition 
labeling regulations for all foods will be 
in the consumers' best interest, easiest 
to understand, and prevent consumer 
confusion. 

b. Three-ounce serving size. Several 
consumer advocacy groups contended 
that a 3-ounce serving size for single¬ 
ingredient, raw meat and poultry 
products is too small and the data used 
to determine the serving size were 
seriously flawed. They believed that the 
serving size should be determined using 
only 1977-78 Nationwide Food 
Consumption Survey (NFCS) data. 

FSIS has decided to retain the 3- 
ounce serving size for single-ingredient, 
raw meat and poultry products. This is 
supported by many commenters who 
believe it is appropriate from an 
educational standpoint, and it is based 
on realistic data on food consumption. 
Food consumption survey data, such as 
NFCS, provide objective estimates of 
amounts of food customarily consumed. 
The NFCS is nationally representative of 
the most comprehensive data on food 
consumption practices of the U.S. 
population that are available to the 
Agency. Additionally, the 3-ounce 
serving size for fresh meat and poultry 
products is supported by dietary 
recommendations and the work of the 
Interagency Committee on Serving 
Sizes. 

c. Weight-loss products. Many 
producers of weight-loss products, 
which are part of a weight loss program, 
have asked to be allow^ to develop 
their own serving sizes based on their 
program. FSIS believes that the serving 
sizes for all foods available to the retail 
consumer should be based on the 
Reference Amount, including those 
intended for weight-control or weight- 
reduction. However, the Agency 

believes that it is in the best interest of 
participants of a weight-control 
program, which provides product only 
through the program, to have labeling 
which is consistent with the program 
meal plan. Therefore, the Agency will 
allow these programs to have serving 
sizes based on their meal plan. To avoid 
any confusion with retail products, 
manufacturers of product that will be 
used only through weight-control 
programs will be required to Fabel their 
products “for sale only through the 
_program.” The blank will be 
filled in with the appropriate weight 
control program (e. g.. Smith’s Weight 
Control). 

d. Specific changes to Reference 
Amounts and Product Categories. Many 
manufacturers and industry 
representatives expressed confusion 
concerning which Reference Amount 
would apply to their product. Also, 
commenters had questions about the 
examples used for specific product 
categories. Manufacturers will decide 
the intended use of their product(s), 
which in turn will determine the 
appropriate Product Category and 
Reference Amount (e. g., ham that is 
intended for use in sandwiches would 
fit under the Product Category 
“Luncheon Meats” with a Reference 
Amount of 55 grams). Examples listed 
under Product Category are not all 
inclusive or exclusive, and are provided 
to assist manufacturers in identifying 
the appropriate Product Category for 
their products. FSIS believes this 
clarification will alleviate most 
concerns along with a few changes 
made to Product Category examples in 
this final rule. 

Other comments focused on the lack 
of a specific Product Category and 
Reference Amount or a change in the 
proposed Reference Amount. Comments 
were received requesting a change in the 
Reference Amount but were not 
accompanied by food consumption data. 
Therefore, no change is being made to 
the Reference Amormt. Comments 
asking for Product Category changes for 
specific markets or foods for specific 
eating occasions will not be granted at 
this time (e.g., toddler finger foods and 
breakfeist burritos). Labeling 
applications requesting Product 
Category or Reference Amoimt changes 
will be accepted after the final 
regulation is published. 

Several comments requested a range 
rather than a fixed Reference Amount. 
FSIS encourages manufacturers to use 
the optional second column of nutrition 
values based on either 100 grams, 100 
milliliters, or 1 ounce. 

Comments requested different 
Reference Amounts for products which 
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are sold at retail and food service 
products which are served at 
restaurants, schools, and other such 
facilities. FSIS believes consumers 
would be confused by two different 
Reference Amounts for the same 
product regardless of where it is sold. 

Some comments requested Reference 
Amoxmt changes based on the mode of 
the NFCS data. These requests are being 
denied because all Reference Amoimts 
were calculated based on the mean and 
the median “consumed serving size” 
(CSS). The mode of the CSS was 
determined not to be useful as the sole 
criterion for determining the Reference 
Amount because most food groups had 
two or more modes, and there usually 
was no obvious or rational basis to 
choose one over the other. However, the 
mode did provide additional guidance 

. in determining the Reference Amount. 
Therefore, FSIS used all three values 
(i.e., the mean, median, and the mode) 
in determining the amount customarily 
consumed. 

e. Volume vs. weight. Some 
commenters stated that all Reference 
Amounts should be expressed in grams. 
Some of the specific Product Categories 
originally expressed in volume-based 
Reference Amounts have been changed 
to weight-based Reference Amounts. 
However, the Agency does not agree 
that it is appropriate or desirable to do 
so for all Product Categories, including 
some of those specifically mentioned in 
comments. As explained above, when 
products within a Product Category 
differ widely in density, the use of a 
fixed gram Reference Amount would 
result in a serving size that is too large 
for some products in the category and 
too small for others, even though the 
volume amounts consumed are similar 
for all products within the category. For 
example, although the Reference 
Amount for “mixed dishes measurable 
with a cup” is 1 cup, the gram-weights 
of different types of products within the 
category differ widely (e.g., about 180 
grams for chili with ^ans and about 
225 grams for beef stew). Thus, in this 
final rule, FSIS uses weight-based 
Reference Amounts in most cases but is 
retaining volume-based Reference 
Amounts for a limited number of 
categories with products that vary 
greatly in density (e. g., mixed dishes 
measurable with a cup). 

f. Foods that are Packed or Canned in 
Liquid. Foods such as canned meats 
may be packed in water, brine, or oil, 
but food consumption data have shown 
that the liquid is not customarily 
consumed. FDA received comments 
requesting that foods packed or canned 
in liquid bear nutrition labeling based 
on the drained solids. FSIS agrees with 

the commenters that the label serving 
size most meaningful for these products 
would be the serving size basea on 
drained solids. Therefore, FSIS will 
require that the declaration of nutrient 
and food components for foods that are 
packed or canned in water, brine, or oil 
be based on the drained solids. 

g. Labeling applications. FSIS shall 
allow labeling applications to be 
submitted to amend the Reference 
Amount and/or Product Category 
through the rulemaking process. Any 
such labeling applications for changes 
to the Reference Amount and/or Product 
Category for meat and poultry products 
would be submitted to the Director, 
Food Labeling Division, FSIS, with 
specific information supporting such 
use. The supporting information 
includes statements that (1) identify the 
Reference Amount and/or Product 
Category: (2) explain why the Reference 
Amount and/or Product Category is not 
false or misleading; and (3) describe the 
product and the form the product will 
be used in. Such labeling application is 
required to be signed by the applicant 
or by the applicant’s responsible officer 
or agent. 

Upon receipt and review of the 
labeling application and supporting 
documentation, FSIS will notify the 
applicant, in writing, that the labeling 
application is either being considered 
for further review or that the labeling 
application has been denied by the 
Administrator. If the Administrator 
summarily denies the labeling 
application, he or she would notify the 
applicant, in writing, as to the reason(s) 
for the denial, including why the 
proposed Reference Amount and/or 
Product Category was determined by 
FSIS to be false or misleading, and 
would afford the applicant an 
opportunity to submit a written 
statement by way of answer to the 
notification, and a right to request a 
hearing with respect to the merits or 
yalidity of the Administrator’s decision 
to deny the use of the proposed 
Reference Amount and/or Product 
Category. If the applicant fails to accept 
the determination of the Administrator 
and files an answer and requests a 
hearing, and the Administrator, after 
review of the answer, determines the 
initial determination to be correct, the 
Administrator would file with the 
Hearing Clerk of the Department the 
notification, answer, and the request for 
hearing, which would constitute the 
complaint and answer in the 
proceeding, which would thereafter be 
conducted in accordance with the 
Department’s Uniform Rules of Practice. 
The hearing would be conducted before 
an administrative law judge with the 

opportunity for appeal to the 
Department’s Judicial Officer, who is 
delegated the authority to m^e the final 
determination for the Secretary. Any 
such determination by the Ser^tary 
will be conclusive imless, within 30 
days after receipt of notice of such-final 
determination, the applicant appeals to 
the United States Court of Appeals for 
the circuit in which the apphcant has its 
principal place of business or to the 
United States Court of Appeals for the 
District of Columbia Circuit. 

If the Administrator does not 
summarily deny the labeling 
application, he or she would publish in 
the Federal Register a proposed rule to 
amend the regulations to authorize the 
use of the Reference Amount and/or 
Product Category. The proposal would 
also summarize the labeling application, 
including where the supporting 
documentation could be reviewed. The 
Administrator’s proposed rule would 
seek comments ^m consumers, the 
industry, consumer and industry 
groups, and other interested persons on 
the labeling application and the use of 
the proposed Reference Amount and/or 
Product Category. After public comment 
has been received and reviewed by the 
Agency, the Administrator will make a 
determination on whether the proposed 
Reference Amount and/or Product 
Category will be approved for use on the 
labeling. If the Reference Amount and/ 
or Product Category is denied, the 
Agency would notify the applicant by 
letter of the basis for the denial, 
including the reason why the Reference 
Amount and/or Product Category was 
determined by the Administrator to be 
false or misleading. The applicant 
would have an opportunity to appeal 
this decision by instituting a proceeding 
which would be conducted under the 
same procedures specified above if a 
labeling application were summarily 
denied by the Administrator during the 
initial review. If the Reference Amount 
and/or Product Category is approved by 
the Administrator, the Agency would 
notify the applicant by letter and would 
also publish in the Federal Register a 
final rule regarding the approval of the 
Reference Amount and/or Product 
Category. The final rule would amend 
the regulations to authorize the use of 
the Reference Amount and/or Product 
Category in the labeling of meat and 
poultry products. 

2. Procedures for converting Reference 
Amounts to serving sizes. As part of the 
Interagency Committee on Serving 
Sizes, FSIS fully participated in 
establishing the criteria for converting 
the Reference Amounts to serving sizes 
in common household measures. These 
procedures will help to assure 
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uniformity in the declared serving size 
within a Product Category and allow 
flexibility in the serving size to account 
for diHering characteristics of diverse 
food products. The following are 
guidelines for converting Reference 
Amounts to Serving Sizes for. (a) 
Products in discrete individual units, (b) 
products in large discrete units that are 
usually divided for consumption, and 
(c) non-discrete bulk products. 

a. Products in discrete individual 
units. FSIS proposed that serving sizes 
for products in discrete units be the 
number of imits that most closely 
approximates the Reference Amount 
applicable to the product. Under this 
provision, if a unit weighs 67 percent or 
more, but less than 200 percent of the 
Reference Amoimt, serving size shall be 
one unit. If a unit weighs 200 percent or 
more of the Reference Amount, the 
manufacturer may declare the whole 
unit as one serving if the whole unit can 
reasonably be consumed at a single¬ 
eating occasion. 

Several commenters opposed the 
lower limit of the proposal because a 
single-serve unit of many products in 
discrete units fall in the 50-67 percent 
range and one unit is customarily 
consumed. FSIS has decided to change 
the lower limit to >50 percent of the 
Recommended Amount Customarily 
Consumed (RACC). Products which are 
exactly 50 percent of the RACC will not 
be included because 50 percent is 
exactly half of the RACC. Therefore, two 
units of a product weighing 50 percent 
of the RArc per unit is exactly one 
serving. 

Commenters also recommended that 
FSIS allow voluntary listing of nutrient 
contents per unit for products that come 
in discrete units (e.g., chicken nugget, 
chicken wing, cocktail hank), when the 
declared serving size of a multi-serving 
package is more than one unit. FSIS 
believes this would be beneficial for 
consumers, because many products in 
discrete imits come in small units and 
consumers who consume one single 
unit would benefit fitjm per-unit 
labeling. 

b. Products in large discrete units that 
are usually divided for consumption. 
The proposal would require that the 
serving size for products in large 
discrete imits (e.g., pizza) be the 
fractional slice of the food that most 
closely approximates the RACC. 
Commenters pointed out that the 
serving size may be ^ of the product. 
However, the product cannot be easily 
cut into 7 even slices: it can only be cut 
into fractions of multiples of 2 or 3. 
Therefore. FSIS will allow 
manufacturers to use Vi, Vi, Vi, Vs, 
or higher fractions of multiples of 2 or 

3. This does not include Vis because it 
involves a division by 7. 

3. Serving sizes for meal-type 
products. In the proposed rule, FSIS 
defined meal-ty{ra products as any 
product that is intended for 
consumption by one person. There was 
strong support from commenters for 
nutrition labeling of meal-type products 
in their entirety. Because meal-type 
products are typically consumed by one 
person and make up the major portion 
of a meal, it is more meaningful to 
provide consumers with nutrition 
information on these products in terms 
of the entire product. A consumer will 
have nutrition information on exactly 
what he or she purchases and typically 
consumes. Therefore, the consumer will 
be able to evaluate how the product fits 
into his or her total diet. 

FSIS will require nutrition labeling 
for meal-typie products, based on the 
contents of the entire package. Meal- 
type products must also meet the 
definition of a single serving container. 
FSIS addresses the definitions of meal- 
type products elsewhere in this final 
rule with a provision for the use of 
nutrient content claims with meal-type 
products. 

4. Nutrition information based on 
serving size “as packaged" vs. "as 
consumed". To maintain consistency 
with FDA’s mandatory and voluntary 
nutrition labeling scheme. FSIS 
proposed to require nutrient values "as 
packaged" for products under the 
mandatory program with an option of 
also presenting "as consumed" Values. 
Products imder the voluntary program 
may list nutrient values on an "as 
consumed" or an "as packaged" basis. 
The preparation method used for the "as 
consumed” values must be clearly 
indicated on the package. 

The Agency proposed that the RACC 
for products which require further 
preparation before consumption be the 
amount required to make one RACC of 
the prepared form. Commenters stated 
that they are unable to identify raw 
product serving sizes to produce the 
cooked RACC. 

Therefore, FSIS has developed yields 
for Product Categories which contain 
products that require further 
preparation (e.g., bacon, raw meat and 
poultry cuts). These yields are based on 
yields used in the Nationwide Food 
Consumption Surveys (NFCS) and 
USDA Handbook #8. These yields will 
appear as an additional column in the 
RACC tables found in §§ 317.312(b) and 
381.412(b). These )delds will only be 
used for the determination of Reference 
Amounts. 

Some commenters opposed the 
labeling of fresh or raw, ready-to-cook 

food products on an "as packaged" 
basis. They believe the labeling on an 
"as consumed” basis would allow 
consumers to directly compare ready-to- 
cook and ready-to-serve (wr heat-and- 
serve products. However, this would 
only be the case if the consumer 
prepared the fresh or raw, ready-to-cook 
product exactly as the manufacturer 
stated on the label. There are varieties 
of cooking methods that afreet the 
nutrient values of food products 
differently. Therefore, there is no 
method to assure the accuracy or 
measure compliance of the nutrient 
values of a food labeled on an "as 
consumed” basis. 

Several commenters stated that 
special case products (e.g., bacon, 
breakfast sausage, and raw marinated 
meat or poultry products) imdergo 
extreme composition changes prior to 
consumption. If labeled "as packaged”, 
these products would provide the 
consumer with essentially useless 
information. FSIS strongly encourages 
manufacturers who believe the 
consumer would benefit from "as 
consumed” nutrition values to 
voluntarily provide this information. 
Manufacturers of special case products 
who believe their products should be 
labeled on an "as consumed" basis and 
not "as packaged” should submit a 
labeling application to the Agency. 

FSIS oelieves that the addition of 
another column to the Reference 
Amount table based on NFCS yields and 
USDA Handbook #8 will provide the 
additional information needed by 
manufacturers to determine Reference 
Amounts for their products. Also, FSIS 
believes that "as consumed” nutrient 
values must be accompanied by 
preparation and cooking instructions. 
To retain harmonization of labeling 
between the FSIS and FDA, FSIS will 
require "as packaged” nutrient values 
for products covered under the 
mandatory program. "As consumed” 
nutrient values may voluntarily be 
added, provided that preparation and 
cooking instructions are clearly stated. 
Products covered by the voluntary 
program may list nutrient values either 
on an "as packaged” or "as consumed” 
basis. 

5. Units of measure for declaring the 
serving size. FSIS proposed to require 
the use of common household and 
metric measures to declare serving sizes. 
In addition, FSIS proposed that serving 
sizes may be declared in ounces and 
fluid ounces (U.S. measure), in 
parenthesis, following the metric 
measure where other common 
household measures are used as the 
primary unit for serving size (e.g., 1 cup 
(28 g) (1 oz)). FSIS also proposed rules 
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for expressing serving size in common 
household measures. These rules are 
intended to ensure as much uniformity 
as possible in label serving sizes within 
a Product Categorj'. The rules are as 
follows: 

a. Whenever possible, cups, 
tablespoons or teaspoons should be 
used. Cups should be expressed in V* 
cup increments; tablespoons in whole 
numbers for quantities less than V* cup 
but equal to or greater than 1 
tablespoon; teaspoons in whole 
numbers for quantities less than 1 
tablespoon but equal to or greater than 
1 teaspoon; and in Va teaspoon 
increments for quantities less than 1 
teaspoon. 

b. If cups, tablespoons or teaspoons 
are not applicable, imits such as piece, 
slice, tray, jar, and fraction of the whole 
piece or package should be used. These 
imits are the common household 
measures that are most appropriate for 
food products not measurable by a cup, 
tablespoon, or teaspoon. 

c. If neither of the above is applicable, 
ounces may be used. Ounce 
measurements should be expressed in 
0.5 ounce increments most closely 
approximating the Reference Amount. 

Several commenters stated that they 
believe that some foods would be more 
precisely measured in Va cup 
increments and would like this option 
added to the final rule. FSIS believes 
this is an acceptable change. 
Parenthetical metric measure is required 
and has been standardized; therefore, 
uniformity in the common household 
measure is not as critical. In addition, 
allowing Va cup increments is likely to 
reduce potential manipulation of the 
label serving size for measurements that 
fall between Va and Va cup (e.g., Va, Va, 
Va, 2/a, 3/4, and 1). 

Several commenters stated that when 
declaring serving size, the U.S. measure 
should be mandatory, in addition to, or 
instead of the metric measure. Other 
commenters objected to voluntary 
declaration of the U.S. measure in 
addition to the common household 
measure, arguing that it was 
unnecessary, would crowd the label, 
and would be confusing to consumers. 
Because the comments indicated such 
varied views on the listing of the U.S. 
measure, FSIS has decided to make the 
listing of the equivalent U.S. measure 
after the metric measure voluntary. 

Several comments opposed requiring 
the rounding of the ounce unit of 
measure to Ae nearest 0.5 ounce. They 
expressed that the ounce measurement 
should be rounded to the nearest 0.1 
ounce increment. Listing ounce measure 
in 0.5 ounce increment would result in 
a large discrepancy between metric 

measure. Since listing gram quantities 
will be mandatory, commenters believe 
that more exact declaration of ounce 
measures should be used. 

FSIS will require 0.5 oimce 
increments to be used when the primary 
serving size (household measure) is 
expressed in oimces [e.g., beef fillet 3 
oz. (85 g)], to be meaningful to 
consumers. This does not apply to the 
voluntary ounce serving size (U.S. 
measure) declarations [e.g., chicken 
wing, 2 wings (80 g) (about 2.8 ounces)]. 
The ounce measure in this case can be 
a decimal quantity rounded to 0.1 
increments. FSIS believes that the more 
exact ounce measures are justified 
because they will reduce the error in 
gram-to-ounce conversions and reduce 
consumer confusion. 

Commenters opposed the requirement 
that products whose common 
household measure is an ounce must 
also bear an appropriate visual 
representation of the serving size. They 
contended that the ounce is a unit of 
measure that is well understood by the 
public and that the visual representation 
requirement will only serve to confuse 
the consumer; therefore, no artificial 
comparisons need be made. FSIS 
believes that a visual representation 
requirement is unnecessary and may be 
confusing to consumers. Therefore, FSIS 
will no longer require a visual 
representation of serving size for 
products whose common household 
measurement is in ounces. 

Commenters expressed concern that 
the use of several parentheses within 
the serving size statement (e.g., 2 slices 
(28 g) (1 oz)) would make the statement 
more difficult to understand. The 
commenters recommended that FSIS 
allow flexibility to use commas and 
slashes. FSIS believes that allowing 
such flexibility would result in non- 
uniformity in the declaration of label 
serving sizes. For example, the serving 
size for sliced luncheon meat could be 
expressed five different ways: 2 slices 
(28 g) (1 oz) by brand A; 2 slices (28 g, 
1 oz) by brand B; 2 slices (28 g / 1 oz) 
by brand C; 2 slices, 28 g, 1 oz by brand 
D; and 2 slices 28 g / 1 oz by brand F. 
The use of various formats for this 
declaration would be confusing. 

After examining all possible 
combinations of the formats for the 
declaration of label serving size", FSIS 
finds that the most desirable format is 
to require the presentation of all serving 
size information other than the 
mandatory common household 
measure, in one set of parenthesis with 
the different serving size statements 
separated by a slash (i.e., 2 slices (28 
g /1 oz)). 

FSIS also proposed to allow an 
additional column of figures to be 
declared on the nutrition label based m 
100 grams, 100 milliliters, or 1 ounce of 
the food as packaged or purchased. 
Commenters were opposed to limiting 
the optional second column to 100 
grams or 100 milliliters. Manufacturers 
believe they should be able to determine 
the unit of measure used in the optional 
second column. They believe that they 
are in the best position to determine 
which unit will best serve their 
consumers. 

The purpose of the optional second 
column is to provide consumers with 
another means of comparing products. 
The advantage would be lost if each 
manufacturer listed its own unit of 
measure on the label. Therefore, FSIS 
will limit the optional second column to 
100 grams, 100 milliliters, or 1 ounce. 

6, Definition of serving size and 
single-serving container. The FSIS 
proposed definition for a serving or 
serving size was "an amount of food 
customarily consumed per eating 
occasion by persons 4 years of age or 
older, which is expressed in a common 
household measure that is appropriate 
to the food." If the article were 
represented to be for infants or for 
toddlers, the proposed definition of a 
serving or serving size was "an amount 
of food customarily consumed per 
eating occasion by infants through 12 
months of age or by children 1 through 
3 years of age." 

FSIS proposed to define a single¬ 
serving container as a container or 
package containing less than 200 
percent of the Reference Amount. The 
nutrition profile on the single-serving 
container will be declared on the total 
content of the container. Some 
comments stated that the upper limit on 
single-serving containers should be 
rolled back to 150 percent of the RACX^ 
because the 200 percent cut off level is 
too high for some products (e.g., entrees, 
mixed dishes not measurable with a 
cup, salads, soups). Other comments 
suggested allowing the manufacturer to 
decide the single-serving status of a 
package that contains between 150 
percent and 200 percent of the RACX]. 

FSIS has found that products whose 
Reference Amounts are 100 grams or 
larger are less likely to be consumed at 
a level twice that of the Reference 
Amount. Therefore, FSIS will allow 
manufacturers to determine whether 
there are 1 or 2 servings in packages that 
contain more than 150 percent, but less 
than 200 percent of the Reference 
Amount, if the food in the package has 
a Reference Amount of 100 grams (or 
milliliters) or larger, and if ^e entire 
content of the package can reasonably 
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be consumed at a single^ting occasion. 
The detennination should be based on 
food consumption data imder actual 
conditions of use. Manufacturers should 
be prepared to provide FSIS with the 
data that supports the single-serving 
claim upon request. The Agency is 
aware that this allowance has a 
potential for misuse and products that 
are obviously intended to be consumed 
in one serving must be labeled as such 
or they would be considered 
misleading. The Agency intends to 
consider regulatory action for misuse of 
this allowance on single-serving 
containers. 

An industry comment stated that the 
parenthetical listing of the equivalent 
metric weight of the serving size is 
unnecessary on single-serving 
containers when the net quantity of 
contents includes the metric weight and 
is provided on the principal display 
panel. 

FSIS agrees with this comment. 
However, for some products the metric 
quantity for serving size and the metric 
quantity for net weight may differ. For 
example, the serving size for products 
packed or canned in liquid that is 
customarily consumed (e.g., canned 
meat or poultry), where the serving size 
is expressed on the drained weight. 
Therefore, FSIS believes it is reasonable 
to exempt single-serving containers 
from the parenthetical metric measure 
requirement, if the metric quantity for 
net weight and serving size are the 
same. 

7. Declaration of number of servings 
her container. FSIS proposed that the 
number of servings per package or 
container be declared to the nearest 
whole or approximate whole number. 
Several comments opposed requiring a 
whole number and requested that the 
number of servings per container be 
rounded to the nearest 0.5 servings. 

Commenters stated that rounding to 
the nearest whole serving would 
signihcantly distort a container’s 
contents, especially for packages 
containing l^tween 1.5 and 4.5 servings. 
Industry commenters agree that many 
consumers do not like to see a h-actional 
number of servings in the nutrition 
information. However, they believe, and 
the Agency agrees, that the basis for this 
dislike is from the use of decimal 
fractions (e.g., 2.7 servings) and a 
decimal fraction number of servings on 
containers that are obviously single- 
serving containers. Commenters believe 
that rounding to the nearest 0.5 servings 
will be imderstood by all consumers. 

FSIS believes that this is an 
acceptable change. FSIS does not 
believe that a hsJf serving is necessary 
or meaningful for large containers (e.g.. 

8.5 servings) or is desirable on small 
packages containing less than 200 
percent of the Reference Amount. 
Therefore, manu&cturers will be 
allowed to round to the nearest 0.5/^ 
serving for packages containing between 
2 and 5 servings. Products containing 
less than 200 percent of the Reference 
Amount must follow the rules for 
single-serving containers. Products 
containing 5 servings or more per 
container will be rounded to the nearest 
whole serving. 

Additionally, the proposed rule 
provided two options for declaring 
number of servings per container: (a) 
E)eclare serving size as the approximate 
whole household measure that results in 
a whole number of servings in the 
container (e.g., serving size: 
approximately Vi cup; number of 
servings per container: (10) or (b) 
declare serving size in exact household 
measure and approximate the number of 
servings per container (e.g., serving size: 
Vz cup; number of servings per 
container: approximately 10) (see 21 
CFR 101.9(b) (8) (i) and (ii)). 

Several comments opposed the two 
options in the proposal. They 
recommended that manufacturers list 
the exact serving size and approximate 
number of servings per container. They 
believe it is more important for the 
consumer to know the exact serving 
size, which is the basis for the nutrition 
information. 

FSIS recognizes that allowing the two 
options as proposed would result in 
nonuniformity, and would make 
nutrition comparisons of difrerent 
brands of the same food difficult. 
Therefore, FSIS will require the exact 
serving size and the approximate 
number of servings. 

The proposed rule made an exception 
for random weight products from the 
requirement for number of servings per 
container. For random weight products 
such as kielbasa, manufacturers would 
have problems in declaring the number 
of servings per package. FSIS proposed 
to accomm<^ate random wei^t 
packages by allowing manufacturers to 
declare the number of servings per 
container as “varied", provided the 
nutrition information was based on the 
Reference Amount expressed in ounces. 

The comments supported the option 
of listing the servings per container of 
random weight packages as “varied," 
but also suggested allowing an optional 
statement describing the typical number 
of servings per base weight imit when 
“varied" is used to declare the number 
of servings per container (e.g., varied 
(approximately 8 servings per pound)). 
FSIS believes this is a reasonable option 

that will provide further clarification for 
consumers. 

Vn. Nutrient Content Claims 

To alleviate widespread public 
confusion associated with descriptors, 
the NLEA contains requirements 
regarding nutrient content claims. It 
precludes, except for specified limited 
exceptions, the use of any nutrient 
content term that characterizes the level 
of any nutrient that has not been 
defined by FDA by regulation, and 
requires ITJA to define “free,” “low,” 
“light” or “lite,” “reduced,” “less,” and 
“high.” The NUSA places limitations on 
cholesterol, saturated fat, and dietary 
fiber claims for a food by requiring these 
claims to be accompanied by prominent 
disclosure of the food’s level of fat or 
satvirated fat, cholesterol, and total fat, 
respectively, on the label. The NLEA 
does not address the use of cholesterol 
claims based on threshold criteria for fat 
or saturated fat content. 

The Food Labeling Division of FSIS 
has issued several policy memoranda in 
connection with its label approval 
system, outlining quantitative criteria 
for permitting the use of selected 
descriptors such as “low calorie,” “low 
sodium,” “low fat,” and “lean.” (Copies 
of these policy memoranda are available 
for public review in the FSIS Hearing 
Clerk’s office.) For many years, the 
Agency’s definition for “lean”, except as 
applied to ground beef, hamburger, and 
pr^ucts containing added substances, 
such as water or extenders, has been no 
more than 10 percent fat content. The 
memoranda currently require at least a 
25 percent reduction from specific 
reference points for comparative 
expressions such as “lower.” FSIS also 
uses informal working policies for 
nutrient content claims for some food 
constituents, such as cholesterol in 
meals and fiber. FSIS has no current 
regulatory definitions for any nutrient 
content claims. 

FSIS proposed the adoption of most of 
FDA’s proposals, published in the 
Federal Register simultaneously with 
FSIS’s proposed rule, for 21 CFR 101.13, 
Nutrient Content Claims—General 
Principles: 21 CFR 101.54, Nutrient 
Content Claims for “Source” and 
“High”; 21 CFR 101.56, Nutrient 
Content Claims for “Light” or “Lite”; 21 
CFR 101.60, Nutrient Content Claims for 
the Calorie Content: 21 CFR 101.62, 
Nutrient Content Claims for the Fat, 
Fatty Acids, and Cholesterol Content of 
Foods; and 21 CFR 101.69, Petitions for 
Nutrient Content Claims. In addition, 
FSIS proposed definitions for the terms 
“lean” and “extra lean” as unique 
descriptors for meat and poultry 
products. In the above documents, FDA 
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set fortj^roposals required by the 
NLEA. Toe ^IS proposals were an 
effort to harmonize food labeling 
regidations with FDA‘s and were in 
response to the comments received from 
FSIS’s ANPR on nutrition labeling. 

FSIS‘8 proposal specifically included 
a discussion on the use of descriptive 
terms in brand names, since many 
products regulated by FSIS contain 
descriptive terms in the brand name 
("brand name" is a generic term used to 
define a fanciful name, trademark, etc.). 
The proposal provided for the use of a 
descriptive term in a brand name, 
provided the product met the prescribed 
definition for the term. The proposal 
stated that nutrient content claims not 
defined by regulation that appeared as 
part of a brand name, could M used if 
they were not false or misleading, and 
onfy if the brand name was in iise prior 
to November 27,1991, the date of the 
proposal. A list of brand names that 
included descriptive terms was 
compiled from labels on file with the 
Food Labeling Division, and included to 
provide specific examples of some of 
the products that may m affected by the 
proposals. 

FSIS proposed definitions for "lean" 
and "extra lean" based on fat. saturated 
fatty acids, and cholesterol thresholds 
suggested by the American Heart 
Association (AHA) in response to the 
ANPR. FSIS found merit in AHA’s 
suggested values, and proposed the 
quantitative values per 100 grams of 
product by extrapolating the 1 ounce 
values AHA suggested, yielding the 
following values: 

Table 4 

Fat Saturated Choles- 
tatty adds tarot 

Lean .. <10.5 0 
<4.9 g 

<a5g 
<1.8 g 

<94.5 mg 
<94.5 mg Extra Lean. 

These values for the fat content of 10.5 
and 4.9 grams approximated the 
Agency’s current definitions for the 
terms "lean" and "extra lean." 

FSIS proposed the values for "lean" 
and "extra lean" as descriptors for use 
in all meat and poultry products. 
Accordingly, the terms could be used on 
multi-ingredient, meal-type products as 
well as muscle cuts of meat, ground 
beef, and hamburger. Currently, FSIS 
extends special exception to ground 
beef and hamburger for the purposes of 
"lean" and "extra lean" labeling. 
"Lean” and "extra lean" groimd beef 
and hamburger can contain up to 22.5 
percent fat, a 25 percent reduction from 
the regulatory standard of 30 percent fat 
for these products. 

Specifically mentioned in the 
proposal were the "_percent fat 
free" claims. FDA proposed to prohibit 
the claim in those circumstances in 
which it would be misleading. The FDA 
criteria was for the product to meet the 
definition for "low fat" and for the label 
or labeling to disclose the amount of 
total fat per serving of the product. The 
Agency reviewed ^A’s proposal on 
this issue and fully agreed vdth FDA, 
and therefore propos^ the same criteria 
for meat and poultry products. 

There was overwhelming support in 
response to the proposal for FSIS to 
proceed with the adoption of FDA 
defined nutrient content claims (the 
term "nutrient content claim" is 
replacing "descriptor" for consistency 
with FDA). The majority of parties 
commenting on the FSIS proposal have 
primary interest in the products 
regulated by the Agency. Therefore, the 
majority of comments relating to 
nutrient content claims focu^ directly 
on the areas of the proposal that were 
imique to FSIS, namely the terms "lean" 
and "extra lean." 

Trade associations, industry, and 
consmner groups supported the 
Agency’s proposal to provide the unique 
descriptors "lean" and "extra lean." 
Several trade associations and 
manufacturers disputed the total fet and 
saturated fatty acids numbera as 
extrapolated to 100 grams, arguing that 
inherent to ruminant muscle, the 
saturated fatty acids to fat ratio is 40 
percent. 

Trade associations and manufacturers 
believe that the AHA values presented 
per 3 ounces cooked represented 
attainable values for meat Many 
commenters suggested that including a 
saturated fatty acid criterion in the 
definition of "lean” and "extra lean" 
was too restrictive. 

Trade associations believe that AHA. 
in its original presentation of "lean" and 
"extra lean" to the industries it 
represents, did not intend to 
discriminate against the inherent 
saturated fatty acid content of ruminant 
muscle. 

TABLE 5 is a review of AHA’s 
quantitative values, showing the 
saturated fatty acids to fat ratio: 

Table 5 

Fat Saturated 
tatty adds Ratio (%) 

Lean: 
1 oz. <3g <1g 33.3 

cooked. 
3 0Z. <8 g <3g 37.5 

cooked. 

Table 5—Continued 

Fat Saturated 
tatty aciae Ratio (%) 

Extra Lean: 
1 oz. <1.4 g <0.5 g 36.7 

cooked. 
30Z. <4.3 g <1.4 g 32.5 

cooked. 

In response to the ANPR, AHA 
provided tables of meat and poiiltry that 
would be included in its proposed 
definitions of "lean" and “extra lean." 
As a parameter for determining the meat 
and poultry products that woxild meet 
the definitions, AHA factored a 
roimding margin of 0.4 grams for the 3 
ovmce cooked values (i.e., 8.4 could be 
rounded to 8.0 grams). Table 6 
represents the ratios of the saturated 
fatty acids to fat for the 3 ounce values 
factoring in the roimding margins used 
by AHA: 

Table 6 

Fat Saturated 
tany acide Ratio (%) 

Lean: 
30Z. <8.4 g <3.4 g 40.5 

cooked. 
Extra LearK 

3 0Z. <4.4 g <1.4 g 31.8 
cooked. 

Many trade associations and industry 
comments suggested that the 3 ounce 
cooked munbers, when rounded to the 
according values in TABLE 5. would 
further provide an appropriate ratio of 
saturate fatty adds to total fat that 
meat could achieve. FSIS’s proposal did 
not spedfy the rounding for the fet, 
saturated fat, and cholesterol values. 
Numerous commenters requested that 
FSIS clarify the rounding that would 
apply to the proposed values, and asked 
that the values be rounded to the whole 
gram. 

The Agency’s intention was to 
provide the unique nutrient content 
claims "lean" and "extra lean" 
spedfically for use on meat and poriltry 
products. As a result of the Agency’s use 
of the 1 ounce cooked numbem to 
extrapolate to 100 grams, the “lean" and 
"extra lean" definition contained a 
satiu^ted fatty adds to total fet ratio of 
33.3 percent and 36.7 percent, 
respectively. As discussed earlier, some 
meat and poultry products will not 
utilize many of the descriptive terms 
included in FDA’s nutrient content 
claims regulations. The Agency’s 
resolve is to furnish meat and poultry 
products with equitable descriptive 
terms through the use of the terms 
"lean" and "extra lean." In light of the 
overwhelming comments indicating that 
adherence to the saturated fet to total fet 
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ratios are impossible for meat, FSIS is 
withdrawing the qualitative values 
proposed. 

FSIS believes, and is supported by 
commenters, that the AHA 3 ounce 
cooked values have merit. The Agency 
also believes that “lean" and “extra 
lean" definitions that recognize and 
allow for the inherent saturated fatty 
acid content of meat can easily include 
a saturated fatty acid criterion in the 
definition. 

The Agency further believes that 
defining the terms “lean" and “extra 
lean" with fat, saturated fatty acids, and 
cholesterol values per 3 ounces is 
difficult to apply to any definition. FSIS 
proposed the “lean" and “extra lean" 
values solely per 100 grams. It was the 
Agency’s intent to propose a dual 
criteria, per 100 grams and per labeled 
serving. 

To maintain as much consistency 
with the criteria for nutrient content 
claims as possible, the Agency is 
modifying in the definitions of “lean" 
and “extra lean," the dual criteria of per 
RACC and 100 grams for individual 
foods and per 100 grams and per labeled 
serving size for meal-type products. The 
Agency is retaining the 100 gram 
requirement for individual foods 
bemuse the RACC for the same food 
may vary depending on the use of the 
food (e.g., h^ used as a luncheon meat 
RACC is SS grams, ham used as an 
entree RACC is 85 grams). 

The effect this would have on nutrient 
content claims is the limcheon meat 
could have approximately Vs more of a 
nutrient (such as fat. saturated fatty 
acids, cholesterol, or sodium) to qualify 
for a claim such as “low". The Agency 
believes this would be false and 
misleading for consumers. 

To facilitate the use of the 3 ounce 
values for the terms “lean" and “extra 
lean", the values were converted to a 
percentage (100 gram) basis. ’The 
following values are a result of 
extrapolating AHA’s proposed 3 oimce 
cooked values to 100 grams (conversion 
factor 1 ounce=28 grams): 

Fat Saturated Cfiotes- 
fatly ackte terol 

Lean_ 9.5 g 3.6 g 95.2 mg 
Extra Lean_ 5.1 g 1.6 g 95.2 mg 

The Agency took these numbers and 
rounded them to the nearest whole 
number: 

Fat Saturated 
fatty adds 

Ctwies- 
terol 

Lean_ 10 g 4g 95 mg 
Extra Lean_ 5g 20 95 mg 

The ratio of saturated fatty acids to fat 
is 40 percent for both “lean" and “extra 
lean". The numerical rounding for these 
numbers will be the roimding proposed 
for the fat, saturated fatty acids, and 
cholesterol on the nutrition label after 
compliance considerations are taken 
into account. Fat and saturated fat will 
be rounded to the nearest 0.5 gram (i.e., 
10.24 grams is rounded to 10 grams) and 
cholesterol to the nearest 5 milli^ms. 

The Agency’s proposal to apply the 
“lean” and “extra lean” definitions to 
all meat and poultry products, including 
ground beef and hamburger, received 
divided comments. Many commenters 
supported the use of the terms to 
describe processed meat and poultry 
products while some commenters did 
not Many ground beef and hamburger 
manufacturers urged the Agency to 
reconsider the exemption for ground 
beef and hamburger. 

The criterion for some of the nutrient 
content claims defined by FDA will not 
allow many meat and poultry products 
to qualify for their use. The Agency is 
offering “lean" and “extra lean" as 
alternatives for meat and poultry 
products, including meal-type products, 
injected products, pumped products, 
and breaded and battered products. 
Ofiering these terms to muscle products 
exclusively would bring disparity to 
meat and poultry products. FSIS 
believes tl^t a meat and poultry product 
meeting the definition for “lean" or 
“extra lean" should be permitted to 
label that product as such, regardless of 
whether the product has added 
ingredients or is a muscle meat. 
Carrying that belief further, the Agency 
believes that applying these definitions 
across all product categories would best 
benefit the consumer and aid in 
nutrition education. By granting ground 
beef and hamburger an exemption, there 
would be a dual criteria pertaining to 
these definitions. The Agency believes it 
cannot permit this confusion in the 
marketplace nor in the education of 
consumers. Therefore, the definitions of 
“lean" and “extra lean" will be applied 
categorically across all meat and poultry 
products. 

Commenters also recommended the 
term “_percent lean” to bo 
allowed on the labeling of muscle meats 
which contain 20 percent or less fat. 
especially as an alternative for ground 
beef and hamburger. The agency has 
given this recommendation careful 
consideration and believes that, in light 
of the “_percent fat free” 
regulation discussed below, “_ 
percent lean" would be a viable 
alternative for meat and poultry. 'The 
Agency received comments in support 
of unified nutrient content claims, and. 

therefore, will adopt the definition for 
“_percent fat free” claims. The 
“_percent fat free” and “_ 
percent lean” claims must meet the 
definition for “low fat." 

Inadvertently omitted in the proposed 
codified language for “lean" and “extra 
lean” were the general requirements 
that accompany all the nutrient content 
claims. The general requirements 
pro'vide that the product be labeled in 
compliance with § 317.309 or § 381.409, 
and the nutrient content claims comply 
with the requirement of § 317.313 or 
§ 381.413. The Agency has corrected 
that oversight in this final rule. 

The comments received by FDA, in 
response to its nutrient content claims 
proposals, specifically addresses the 
definitions of terms. Responses to the 
FSIS proposals that commented on 
nutrient content claims would, in some 
instances, include responses written to 
FDA, along with a brief comment 
expressing support for harmonization 
between FSIS and FDA. 

In response to the comments it 
received, FDA has made modifications 
to its proposals. Since FSIS is adopting 
most of the FDA nutrient content claims 
proposals, the two Agencies have been 
working closely on the resolution of key 
issues raised by comments, and the 
modifications to the proposals. A brief 
discussion of six key issues related to 
nutrient content claims follows: 

1. Nutrient density. FDA proposed for 
nutrient content claims the criteria of 
per RACC, per labeled serving size, and 
per 100 grams of food for individual 
foods. Commenters expressed concerns 
that the 100 gram criterion would 
inappropriately prohibit “low" claims 
on many foods, and that the 100 gram 
criterion, in addition with the RACC 
criterion, was excessive. 

Weight based criterion was proposed 
to prevent “low" claims on certain 
foc^s that are dense in a nutrient on a 
weight basis yet still qualify for a low 
claim because of their small serving 
size. 

This final regulation will be modified 
by applying a weight-based criterion for 
“low” claims and “very low sodium" 
claims only to foods with small serving 
sizes (i.e., 30 grams or less or 2 
tablespoons or less). These foods will be 
evaluated on a per RACC and 50 gram 
requirement. All other individual foods 
will be evaluated on a per RACC basis 
only. 

2. Comparative claims. Comments 
received in response to FDA’s proposals 
suggest that consmners do not 
differentiate between the terms “less" 
(“fewer”) and “reduced,” and, therefore, 
the terms should be considered 
synonymous. Commenters also opposed 
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the minimum (quantitative) reduction 
requirement," stating that this criterion is 
overly restrictive, would prevent claims 
on small serving sizes, and would 
penalize foods that have already been 
nutritionally improved. 

This final rule has been modified to 
permit the use of “reduced” and “less” 
("fewer”) as synonymous terms 
referring to a reduction of at least 25 
percent in a nutrient. In order that 
reductions not be trivial, claims will be 
prohibited if the reference food already 
meets the criteria for “low.” Disclosure 
of the percent reduction and the 
reference food will be required with a 
claim. 

3. "Light” or "lite”. Many comments 
to FDA’s proposals contended that 
certain products would not be able to 
make a “light” claim imder the 
proposed definition. Comments 
questioned the feasibility of creating an 
acceptable product reduced both in 
calories and fat (fat substitutes often 
contain a significant number of calories) 
or, in the case of products with small 
serving sizes, im^le to make sufficient 
reductions due to the small amoimt of 
nutrients in the regular product. The 
proposed definition was based on the 
Mlief that consumers equated the use of 
the term “light” with calories. To 
support this belief, FDA cited data 
contained in (1) FDA’s 1982 Health and 
Diet Survey and (2) Calorie Control 
Council’s January 9,1990, New Release, 
“Americans Finding ‘light’ to Their 
Liking.” The Calorie Coxmcil’s survey 
showed that consumers associate the 
term “light” with calories, as well as 
with fat. A National Consumers Survey 
by the Gallop Organization showed that 
8 out of 10 consumers of “light” 
products use these products to reduce 
fat. Therefore, the “light” definition has 
been modified to include a fat and 
calorie reduction requirement. To 
satisfy the “light” definition, foods with 
greater than 50 percent calories from fat 
must reduce fat by 50 percent. Foods 
with less than 50 percent calories from 
fat must reduce the fat by 50 percent 
and the calories by one-Uiird. FSIS and 
FDA believe that “light” for sodium can 
be nutrient specific, and has modified 
this final rule to provide for the use of 
the term “light in sodium.” “Light in 
sodium” will mean 50 percent 
reduction in sodium. 

4. Implied claims. FDA proposed that 
an “implied” claim was a statement that 
would lead a consumer to assume: (a) 
That a nutrient is absent or present in 
a certain amoimt, and (b) that a food, 
because of its nutrient content, is useful 
in achieving a total daily diet 
conforming to dietary guidelines (e. g., 
“healthy”). Healthy was not defined. 

Therefore, xmder the proposal, healthy 
could not be used, except in 
“grandfathered” brand names. 

Health professionals, consumer 
organizations. States, and a segment of 
industry suggested that such claims 
should either be prohibited entirely or 
be defined. Many industry comments 
stated that terms such as “healthy,” 
“nutritious,” and “wholesome” are not 
implied claims under the NLEA. 

Many comments proporod definitions 
for the term “healthy”, ranging from 
“low in fat, saturated fat, cholesterol 
and sodium plus high in at least two key 
micronutrients,” to “not exceeding the 
levels of fat, saturated fat, cholesterol 
and sodium that would be inconsistent 
with dietary guidelines”; e.g., the 
disclosure/disqualifier levels. 

Before the term “healthy” can be 
defined, FSIS will seek public comment 
on this issue by publishing a proposed 
rule with request for comments. 

5. Meal-type products. FDA’s proposal 
included the definition of meal-type 
product as a food that: (a) Makes a 
significant contribution to the diet 
either by providing at least 200 calories 
per serving or by weighing at least 6 
ounces per serving; (b) contains 
ingredients ftnm two or more of the four 
food groups; and (c) is represented as a 
meal, main dish, entree or pizza. Claims 
for these meal-type products generally 
would be based on nutrient levels per 
100 grams. 

Industry comments generally 
supported the proposed definition of 
meal-type products whereas health 
professional and consumer advocacy 
groups found it too broad, and the 200 
calorie requirement much too low. 
Some of these groups also found the 
requirement for a minimum of two 
ingredients (as opposed to two servings) 
too liberal, and would not meaningfully 
distinguish meal-type products from 
individual foods. 

The responses FSIS received to the 
definition of meal-type products 
overwhelmingly supported, rather than 
opposed, the Agency’s proposed 
definition. FSIS believes the majority of 
meal-type products fall under the 
Agency’s purview, and does not believe 
the comments received warrant major 
changes in the definition proposed. 
Comments received suggest that a 200 
calorie level is an insufficient amount of 
food for a meal-type product, even for 
those on a reducing diet and that a 
number of individual foods would meet 
this minimum caloric level. Increasing 
the caloric level substantially might 
exclude a number of meal products 
appropriate for weight maintenance or 
weight reduction. 

Comments support the weight 
requirement of 6 ounces. Nielson 
Scantrack 1990 through 1991 Data, 
provided to the Agency, show that 78.7 
percent of the frozen dinnars (6.0 
ounces—24.0 ounces) surveyed fall 
between 6 ounces and 12 ounces. 

The Agency is convinced by 
comments that the 200 calorie 
requirement is insufficient. The Agency 
believes a weight requirement is 
necessary to ensure that products 
represented as meals contain adequate 
amounts because of their contribution to 
the overall diet. Therefore, the Agency 
is modifying the meals definition to 
exclude a minimum calorie 
requirement, but include a minimum 
and maximum weight requirement of 6 
ounces emd 12 ounces respectively. 

The definition proposed will remain, 
with criterion (a) modified to: “Makes a 
significant contribution to the diet by 
weighing at least 6 ounces, but not more 
than 12 ounces.” Meal-type products 
weighing more than 12 ounces will be 
evaluated on a case-by-case basis. 

The term "source" for meal-type 
products was proposed to be used when 
a product contained 10-19 percent of 
the RDI or DRV for the nutrient per 100 
grams of product. The term “hi^” was 
proposed for use on meal-type products 
that contained equal to or greater than 
20 percent of a nutrient per 100 grams. 
Comments stated that the per 100 gram 
basis would result in inappropriately 
high nutrient levels to make products 
eligible for “high” or “good source” 
claims. For example, to make a “high in 
Vitamin C” claim, a 10-ounce dinner 
would be required to contain over one 
half of the DRV. Comments also stated 
that products that contain a smaller 
percent of the DRV still may be 
considered excellent nutrient sources. 
Therefore, the final regulation has been 
modified to provide for the use of the 
terms “source” and “high” on meal-type 
products that contain an individual food 
that meets the definitions of “source” 
and “high.” For example, the label or 
labeling claim for a meal-type that 
contained carrots could state “Carrots 
are a source of Vitamin A.” 

6. Brand to brand comparisons. As a 
basis for comparative terms, the FSIS 
proposal provided as reference foods: 

(1) An industrywide norm, i.e., a 
composite value weighted according to 
a national market share on a unit or 
tonnage basis for all the foods of the 
same type as the food for which the 
claim is made; 

(2) A manufacturer’s regular product 
that has been offered for sale to the 
public on a regular basis for a 
substantial period of time in the same 
geographic area by the same business 
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entity or by one entitled to use its trade 
name; or 

(3) A food or class of food whose 
composition is reported in a current 
valid data base. 

Many industry comments objected to 
only a manufacturer’s own brand for use 
as a reference food. The Agency believes 
that u.se of a competitor’s products has 
the potential for unwarranted 
inferences. Therefore, this final rule 

does not permit competitors’ products 
as reference foods. 

For easy reference, the following two 
tables contain the nutrient content 
claims definitions which have been 
modified from the proposed definitions. 

Table 7.—Nutrient Content Claims for Foods 

Nutrient Free Low Reduced/less/fewer Other 

Synonyms for “Free"; "Free or, 
“No", “Zero", “Withoirt”, “Trivial 
source or, "Negligible source 
oT, “Oietarily Insignificant 
source or. 

Exception; "Sugarless", “Nonfat” . 

<«unACn 

Synonyms for “Low"; “Contains a 
smalt amount -or, “Low source 
of, “Low m". 

Exception; “iwie sodium”, “Few” 
for calories. “Little far, “A Httle 
saturated far, “Little choles¬ 
terol". 

Reference Amount; >30g or >2T.' 
<=40 cal/RACC. 

Reference Amount; <=30g or 
<=2T: <=40 cal/RACC & /50 
grams. 

Reference Amount; >30g or >2T: 
<=140 mg/RACC. 

Reference Amount <=30g or 
<=2T: <=140 mg/RACC & 50 g. 

Reference Amount >30g or >2T: 
<=3 g/RACC <=30% calories 
from fat. 

Reference Amount; >30g or >2T: 
<=1 g/RACC <=15% calories 
SFA. 

Reference Amount <=30g or 
<=2T: <=1 gfflACC & /50 g 
<=15% calories SFA. 

Reference Amount; >30g or >2T; 
<= 20 mg/RACC <= 2 g SFA/ 
RACC. 

Refererrce Anxiunt; <=30g or 
<=2T: <=20 mg/RACC & 50 g 

Synonyms for “Reduced/Less/ 
Fewor*': “Reduced in”, “Lower", 
“Lower In”. 

Ciilniin$ . 

Sodium... <?>fng/nACC . "Very Low Sodium", “Very Low in 
Sodium”. 

Reference Amount >30g or >2T: 
<=35 m^RACC, <=30 g or 
<=2T: <=35 mg/RACC & 50 g. 

“Salt Free" may be used if food is 
“Sodium Free". 

<0 Sg/RACC .. Total Fat.. 

Saturated Fat. <0.5 g/RACC & Level of trans 
fatty acids. 

<1% of total fat.. 

fflwAr 

fat” criteiia. 

“_% Lean” must meet “low fat" 
criteria. 

Cholesterol. 

i 

<2m9^CC <=2 Q SFA/RACC .... >=25% fewer and <=2 g SFA/ 
RACC. 

Sugar.. .. <0.5 g sugar/RACC. 
<=2 g SFA/RACC. 

*nACC«R»lef*nc« Amount CuMomarity Consumad. 

Table 8—Nutrient Claims for Meals 

Nutrient Free Low Reduced/less/fewer 

Calories_ 

Synonyms for “Free”; “Free of’. 
“No". “Zero”, “WithouT, "Trivial 
source oT. “Negllgftile source 
oT, “Ol^rily insignificant 
source of*. 

Exception; “Sugarless", "NonfaP . 

Not defirred. 

Synonyms lor “Low"; “Contains a 
small amount oT. “Low source 
of', “Low in". 

Exception; “Little sodium", “Few" 
for calories. “UWe far, “A little 
saturated far, “Little choles¬ 
terol". 

<=t9(VirXig 

Synonyms for “Reduced/Less/ 
Fevrer;. 

>=25% fewer/100 grams. 
Sodium_ <Smg/Lab(ilad Starving . 

Total Fat _ 

“Salt Free" may be used if food is 
“Sodium Free". 

<0.5g/Labeled Serving.. <=3 g/IOOg and <30% cal from fat >=25% fewer/100 grams_ 

‘No added sugar”, “Without 
added sugar”, “No sugar 
added” If tx) amount of sugar, 
or ingredient that functionally 
substitutes for added sugars Is 
added, the product does not 
contain Ingredients containing 
added sugars, and the food de¬ 
clares (ur4ess It meets definition 
that) it Is not “tow calorie" or 
“reduced calorie" 

Other 

“Very Low Sodium” 
“Very Low In Sodium" 
«=35 mg^lOO gram 

"_% Fat free” most meet “low 
fat” crtteda. 
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Table 8—Nutrient Claims for Meals—Continued 

Free WIIIW 

Saturated Fat. <0.5(^Labeled Servlrtg artd Level <=1 g/100g <10% calories SPA .... >«2S% fewer/100 grams. 

“_% Lean" must meet Tow 
far criteria. 

Cholesterol. 

of trans fatty adds. 
<1% Total FM —. 
<? mg/LAhAlflri Serving. <90 mg/mn grarriK. 

Sugar . 
«E2g'SFA/Lat)eled Seizing. 
<0.5g/Labeled Serving. 

<=2 g SFA/IOOg. o2 g SFA/IOOg. 
>s25% tewer/100 grams.. "No added sugar, "Without 

added sugar, "No sugar 
added" if no amount of sugar, 
or ingredient that function^ 
substitutes for added sugars la 
added, the product does not 
contain Ingredients containing 
added sugars, and the food de¬ 
clares (unless it meets definWon 
that) It is not Tow calorie" or 
“reduced". 

7. Petitions. FSIS proposed to provide 
a petition process, consistent with FDA, 
to permit the use of nutrient content 
claims not included in the proposal, 
synonymous terms that are consistent 
with a regulatory term, and implied 
claims made as part of the brand name. 
The proposed rule would have required 
the petitions to be supported by detailed 
information, including: 

(1) A description of the term and the 
nutrient that the term is intended to 
characterize; 

(2) A detailed explanation of why use 
of the food component characterized by 
the claim is import€mt to human 
nutrition; 

(3) Analytical data that demonstrate 
the amoxmt of the nutrient that is the 
subject of the claim; and 

(4) A detailed analysis of the potential 
effect of the use of the proposed claim 
on food consumption. 

The proposed rule would have 
required petitions for new nutrient 
content claims to be processed through 
rulemaking proceedings. Upon receipt 
and review of such petitions, FSIS 
would notify the applicant, in writing, 
that the petition was either being 
considered for further review or that the 
petition had been denied by the 
Administrator. If the Administrator 
denied the petition, he or she would 
notify the applicant, in writing, as to the 
reason(s) for the denial. If the claim 
were approved by the Administrator, 
the Agency would notify the applicant 
by letter and would also publish in the 
Federal Register a proposed rule to 
amend the regulations to authorize the 
use of the claim in the labeling of meat 
and poultry products. 

FSIS also proposed petition processes 
for synonymous terms and implied 
claims that would not require 
processing through rulemaking 
proceedings. The petition process 

proposed for synonymous terms 
generally followed the same process as 
&e process for new nutrient content 
claims, except, instead of publishing a 
proposed rule and seeking comment, the 
Agency would publish a notice in the 
F^eral Register informing the public of 
the Administrator’s decision to grant the 
approval of the synonymous term. 

The petition process proposed for 
implied claims would have required 
FSIS, upon receipt and review of such 
petition, to notify the applicant, in 
writing, that the petition was either 
being considered for further review or 
that the petition had been denied. The 
Administrator would publish in the 
Federal Register a notice of the petition, 
announcing its availability to the public 
and seeking comment on the petition. If 
the Administrator denied the petition, 
he or she would notify the applicant, in 
writing, as to the reason(s] for the 
denial. If the claim were approved by 
the Administrator, the Agency would 
notify the applicant by letter and would 
also publish a notice in the Federal 
Register informing the public of such 
fact. 

As discussed in FSIS’s proposed rule 
on nutrition labeling, many comments 
responding to the ANPR on nutrition 
labeling recommended that FSIS not 
approve the use of claims on a case*by* 
case basis under the prior label approval 
process. Such commenters suggested 
that such uses be permitted through a 
petition and rulemaking process that 
would provide full opportunity for 
public comment. In response to those 
comments, FSIS proposed to establish 
such a petition process. 

FSIS received a comment urging FSIS 
to simplify its request for information in 
the petitioning process. The commenter 
contended that such elaborate 
information would be unduly 
burdensome to industry and would 

serve as a disincentive for the 
development of healthful products. 

In reevaluating this proposed process, 
FSIS determined that a process for 
approving new claims would best be 
conducted imder the prior label 
approval system. The requesting 
establishment will be required to submit 
only one request to FSIS for approval on 
the use of a new claim. Rather than 
petitioning for the use of a certain claim 
and, after FSIS approval, submitting a 
labeling application for the use of that 
same claim, the requesting 
establishment would be, in effect, 
"petitioning” the Agency for use of a 
certain claim throu^ its submittal of a 
labeling application. Thereafter, other 
manufacturers desiring to use such 
claims would simply submit their 
standard labeling applications to FSIS 
for approval. Under such a process, 
label approval for the use of such claims 
will be provided in a more timely 
fashion, and preparation and submittal 
of certain duplicative information 
would be eliminated. FSIS’s petition 
process is still consistent with FDA’s 
except for the mechanism used by 
manufacturers to request use of a new 
claim. FDA requires a "petition” 
whereas FSIS requires a ‘.‘labeling 
application.” All other aspects of the 
process are generally the same. The 
opportunity for public comment will 
still be available through the publication 
in the Federal Register of proposed 
rules or notices on the proposed claims, 
except synonymous claims, which will 
satisfy concerns discussed above 
regarding the need for public 
participation in the approval of new 
claims. (Labeling applications for the 
use of synonymous claims will not be 
issued for public comment prior to the 
Administrator’s final determination, 
which is consistent with FDA). 
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In responding to the commenter of the 
proposed rule &at the proposed 
information supporting a claim would 
be burdensome and discouraging to the * 
industry. FSIS believes that 
determinations on the use of new 
nutrient content claims, S)monymous 
claims, or implied claims must be 
validated by sound, reliable data. To 
assure the validity of any such claims, 
they must be supported by soimd 
evidence on the potential effect of the 
proposed claim on food ccmsumption 
and any corresponding changes in 
nutrient intake. The use of any such 
claims must also be proven to provide 
nutritional benefits to the public that are 
not already available through use of 
existing terms. Even more importantly, 
it must be demonstrated why the use of 
the proposed term would not be false at 
misleading. 

FSIS maintains that responsibility for 
validating the use of a new claim rests 
with the manufacturer wdio desires to 
use the claim. Therefore, this final rule 
requires a manufacturer to request the 
use of a new claim by submitting a 
labeling application and the detailed 
propos^ information which supports 
such use. Through review of the 
complete supporting information, FSIS 
can effectively determine the validity of 
such a proposed claim and, in the case 
of new nutrient claims and implied 
claims, provide the public with 
sufficient information upon which to 
base meaningful comment. 

Vin. Compliance and Analytical 
Methods 

As part of its prior label approval 
process, FSIS requires manufecturers to 
submit analytical data to support 
nutrient values and content claims cm 
food labels. The Agency processed 
approximately 180,000 requests for label 
approvals in 1990, of whic^ many 
contained nutrition information. FSIS 
conducts a nutrition labeling 
verification program to ensure the 
continued accuracy of label information 
after initial approval. Under the 
program, manufacturers periodically 
submit anal}rtical data on their products 
for Agency review. FSIS nutrition 
labeling guidelines for meat and poultry 
products, which address requirements 
for initial label approval and continuing 
acxuracy of labels, are contained in 
Policy Memoranda 85B and 86. 

In the preamble to the proposed rule 
published in November 1991, FSIS 
maintained that eacdi manufecrturer is 
responsible for insuring the validity of 
nutrient declarations contained on 
product labels, and concluded that 
requirements for submission of 
laboratory data with requests for initial 

label approvals and nutrition labeling 
verification procodtires are uimecessary. 
FSIS would reqtiire plant management 
to maintain records that support 
nutritional values and establish a partial 
quality control (PQC) program for 
nutrients that are subject of nutrient 
content claims. The Agency proposed to 
allow the most current representative 
data base values contained in USDA’s 
National Nutrient Data Bank (NNDB) or 
its published form, the Agriculture 
Handbook No. 8 (AH-8) series, to be 
used for voluntary nutrition labeling of 
single-ingredient, raw meat and poultry 
products, without subjecting suc± labels 
or labeling to compliance review unless 
a nutrition claim was made. 

On March 25,1992, FSIS published a 
supplemental proposed rule in the 
Federal Register (57 FR10298) to. in 
part, permit companies to base nutrient 
information on processed meat and 
poultry product labels on data bases, 
and on recipe analysis using data bases, 
as well as on laboratory analyses. The 
Agency proposed to aaopt 80/120 
tolerance levels in determining nutrition 
labeling cx)mpliance for naturally 
occiuring nutrients and use samples 
consisting of a minimum of six emits 
selected horn within or acuoss lots. 

Commenters sought clarification 
about certain aspects of the compliance 
and analytical methods issues and 
suggested modification and revision of 
various provisions. A summary of these 
comments and the Agency’s responses 
follow. 

1. Label approval and nutrition 
labeling verification. All commenters 
addressing the current label approval 
requirements supported the termination 
of requirements relating to the 
submission of analytical data with 
initial requests for label approval, 
submission of periodic data td support 
the continuing accuracy of the label, 
and maintenance of FSIS-approved 
nutrition labeling verification 
procedures. Major reasons cited were 
associated burden, cost, and time 
consumption. Commenters supported 
Agency testing as the primary 
enforcement vehicle for the regulations. 
Trade associations and companies 
requested that current requirements be 
eliminated as soon as possible. 
Questions were raised as to whether a' 
food may be labeled in compliance with 
the new nutrition labeling regulations, 
rather than existing policy memoranda, 
pending the implementation date of the 
nutrition labeling regulations. 

FSIS believes tnat, in the best public 
interest, transition to nutrition labeling 
under the new regulations should begin 
immediately and that current testing 
requirements, as described in policy 

memoranda 85B and 86, be terminated 
upon publication of this final rule. Tliis 
approach affords industry time to 
develop reliable data to meet the new 
labeling requirements and opportimity 
to develop ot reformulate piquets to 
meet newly-defined nutrient content 
claims. During the 18-month interim 
period prior to implementation of these 
regulations, new labels bearing nutritimi 
information that are not yet in 
compliance with these regulations will 
be accepted for initial prior label 
approval without previously required 
supporting laboratory data. Nutrition 
label panels will be validated as to 
conformance either with existing policy 
or the new regulations during initial 
approvals. 

A number of commenters stated that 
firms with limited experience in 
nutrition and health-related labeling 
might need assistance in preparation 
and review of labels submitted for 
initial approval under the new 
regulations to ensure compliance and 
that manufacturers should be allowed to 
request such service. The Agency will 
provide such guidance in the form of 
instruction sheets for preparation of the 
nutrition panel and an FSIS manual on 
use of data bases. Copies of these 
materials may be obtained, without 
diarge, from the Product Assessment 
Division, Regulatory Pn^rams, Food 
Safety and Impection Service, U.S. 
Department of Agriculture, Washington, 
DC 20250. Copies are also available for 
public review in the FSIS Hearing 
Clerk’s office. 

Many industry groups, including large 
trade associations and small packers, 
requested FSIS to develop the nutrient 
data for food products via Agency 
analysis and to format the nutrition 
panel at no charge, and/or to pay for the 
compliance samples taken from within 
the establishment to alleviate financial 
impacts on small businesses. 

FSIS recognizes the potential 
economic impact of the regulations on 
small businesses and industry at large. 
Accordingly, this final rule provides a 
small business exemption and permits 
the use of data bases and recipe analysis 
using data bases to alleviate costs. In its 
proposal, the Agency stated it would 
monitor a minimum of six units for 
compliance and, in most cases, the 
number of samples taken would be 12 
whenever feasible and not too costly. It 
further stated that for various products, 
such as large samples of ham. a 
composite of six units will be taken for 
cost and logistical efficiency. FSIS 
concludes that these multiple cost¬ 
saving measures negate commenters’ 
concerns. 
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Numerous commenters requested 
clarification as to the content of records 
supporting the validity of label 
declarations. FSIS believes that 
adequate records may consist of results 
of direct product analyses, data base 
values and/or recipe calculations, or a 
combination of direct analyses, data 
base values, and recipe calculations. 

Regarding direct analyses, the Agency 
will not dictate the number of tests to 
be performed because the frequency 
needed for accuracy of label values will 
vary according to the nature of the 
product, the nutrient, the sample size, 
and a host of other product-specific 
variables. Many different sampling 
plans can produce equal assurance that 
label declarations reflect nutrient 
content. FSIS believes the manufacturer 
is in the best position to determine the 
most appropriate plan for its own 
products. FDA has prepared a 
comprehensive guide for developing 
data bases based on direct analyses for 
food labeling purposes. The guide 
covers sampling objectives, the target 
population, and the sampling fiame. 
While a person may follow the manual 
or choose to use alternate procedures, 
FSIS believes the manual will be useful 
to manufacturers in developing 
nutrition labeling. Copies of the manual 
entitled “FDA Nutrition Labeling 
Manual; A Guide for Developing and 
Using Data Bases,” 1992 edition, may be 
obtained fi-om the Division of Nutrition, 
Office of Nutrition and Food Sciences, 
Center for Food Safety and Applied 
Nutrition, Food and Drug 
Administration, Washington, DC 20240. 
Use of data base values and/or recipe 
calculations to satisfy recordkeeping 
requirements is discussed under part 2b 
of this section. 

Commenters asked if the Agency 
planned to require companies to use 
FSIS-accredited laboratories to generate 
their nutrient data, which might 
preclude use of company-generated 
data. Historically, the Agency has 
conducted accreditation of laboratories 
for its own use, as opposed to use by 
companies. FSIS does not plan to 
accredit laboratories or conduct an 
accredited laboratory program for 
nutrient analysis for food labeling. 
Companies may use any laboratory of 
their choice and are responsible for the 
accuracy of the analytical information. 

Trade associations and large 
companies requested that the 
regulations make clear that supporting 
records for multi-plant firms can be 
maintained at corporate headquarters or 
a central location, as opposed to 
individual manufacturing 
establishments, because manufacturers 
with multiple production facilities 

typically generate all labels at a central 
location. The provisions of 0 CFR 320.2 
and 381.176 indicate that, if a person 
conducts business at multiple locations, 
records may be maintained at the 
headquarters* office. 

Almost without exception, 
commenters voiced strong opposition to 
the requirement that establisl^ents 
must, as a prerequisite to the use of 
labels or labeling containing nutrient 
content claims, seek FSIS approval of a 
PQC program. While not objecting to the 
concept or \alue of such programs to 
assure product quality, industry 
representatives argued that PQC 
requirements: (a) Are redundant under 
these regulations because FSIS 
monitoring would be the primary 
compliance and enforcement vehicle, 
(b) are uimecessary since well-defined 
compliance criteria are contained in the 
rules, (c) imply the Agency places lower 
enforcement priority on other mandated 
information, (d) would delay the 
introduction of new and reformulated 
products, and (e) might vmdo the 
economic benefits gained by eliminating 
the current nutrition labeling 
verification procedures. Some suggested 
that PQC requirements not be mandated 
for claims but, instead, PQC programs 
be allowed on a voluntary basis for all 
nutrition label compliance measures on 
the condition that Agency compliance 
monitoring results not be given 
enforcement precedence over PQC 
records. 

The Agency has carefully considered 
these comments and concludes that the 
PQC requirements are contradictory to 
its regulatory objectives to place 
responsibility for label accuracy on 
manufacturers and implement nutrition 
labeling in the most cost-efiective 
manner possible. FSIS encourages the 
timely marketing of new and 
reformulated products of benefit to 
public health and use of nutrient 
content claims that will help consumers 
to select among foods to achieve a 
healthy diet The Agency is convinced 
that the compliance criteria contained 
in the rules, coupled with its approach 
to inspection, including the presence of 
inspectors to oversee processing 
controls and ensure good manufacturing 
practice in every federally inspected 
establishment, will provide a high 
degree of assurance that products meet 
compliance provisions for nutrient 
content claims. Accordingly, the 
proposed provisions requiring approved 
PQC programs for use of nutrient 
content claims (9 CFR 317.309(g)(8) and 
381.409'(g)(8)) have been removed in 
this final rule. 

2. Use of data bases. FSIS’s proposal 
to permit the use of data bases and 

recipe analysis using data bases was 
supported by most commenters. FSIS 
continues to believe that the use of data 
bases, alone or in conjunction with 
analytical testing, can facilitate cost 
efiective development of accurate 
nutrient declarations for meat and 
poultry products, which meet the 
requirements of these regulations and 
provide highly useful information to 
consumers. FSIS concludes that data 
bases, especially computerized systems, 
when effectively used, are powerful 
tools for developing nutrient 
declarations. Consequently, the final 
rule will allow nutrient declarations 
based on data base values, direct 
analysis, and/or combination 
approaches. The Agency encourages 
firms to fully exercise their prerogative 
to use data ^ses to construct labels 
reflecting the average nutrient levels in 
their products over time. 

As previously discussed, the Agency 
has prepared a manual to provide 
guidance and practical inrormation to 
meat and poultry product manufacturers 
who choose to use data base values or 
recipe analyses using such values to 
develop nutrition label declarations for 
all or selected nutrients in their 
products. The document will help 
establishments, especially those with 
limited experience in nutrition labeling 
or data base use, evaluate and use 
systems to insure compliance with 
USDA’s nutrition labeling regulations. 
FSIS wants to stress that it is not its 
intent to proceed in a pimitive manner 
against companies when problems 
surface during compliance monitoring. 
FSIS will expect the company to locate 
the source of the discrepancy and rectify 
any problem by such means as changing 
the label values and correcting the cause 
of the problem. If problems simace 
during Agency compliance sampling 
FSIS will review company records and 
work with the company to assure that 
label values reflect average nutrient 
levels in the food product. FSIS expects 
the focus of any compliance inquiry 
about labels based on data base values 
to be somewhat different from those 
based on direct analysis because 
variation can be introduced from 
multmle sources. 

a. Single-ingredient products. 
Commenters generally supported the 
Agency’s proposal to allow use of 
representative data base values from 
USDA’s NNDB or the AH-8 series, 
without being subject to the compliance 
provisions of the regulations in the 
absence of claims, on point-of-ptirchase 
information and on labels for generic 
labeling of fresh meat and poultry 
products according to the gmdelines for 
the voluntary program. Representatives 
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of the poultry industry requested FSIS 
to allow alt»natively for the use of 
indiistry-prepared. separate data bases 
and other recognized data bases, sudi as 
“Nutri-Facts,” to provide the 
information because AH-8 may not be 
representative of current poultry. 

In its proposal, the Agency stated that 
it accepted the results of the research 
efforts to develop the nutrient profiles 
for meat and poultry as contained in the 
NNDB or AH-8 as adequately 
characterizing beef, pork, lamb, veal, 
chicken, and turkey. These data have 
been screened and accepted by USDA's 
Human Nutrition Information Service 
and. therefore, FSIS believes it is 
appropriate to exclude products using 
these data for labeling purposes from 
compliance review in the absence of 
claims. FSIS also stated that it did not 
discourage the use of private data base 
values but that products so labeled 
would be subject to compliance review. 
Products labeled with both USDA’s 
public data base values and with private 
data base values will be included in 
measuring substantial participation in 
the voluntary program. FSIS will not 
approve, certify, or otherwise accept 
private data bases for single-ingrechent, 
raw products for the purpose of 
exempting products labeled with such 
information from the compliance 
provisions of these regulations. FSIS 
holds that the accuracy of the data in 
these private systems is the 
responsibility of the developer. 

^veral commenters from foreign 
countries requested either to use their 
own national data or that FSIS allow use 
of U.S. data to label imported, single¬ 
ingredient. raw products without such 
labeling being subject to compliance 
review. FSIS considers foreign, 
nationally representative data bases to 
be private data bases that it will not 
accept for the purpose of exemption 
from the compliance provisions of these 
regulations. As with domestic private 
data bases, the accuracy of the data in 
these systems is the responsibility of the 
developer. FSIS cannot know in 
advance the scope of the research 
behind data in private systems as is 
possible with USDA’s NNDB. The 
Agency notes that nutrient profiles for 
raw cuts of New Zealand lamb as 
contained in AH-8-17 are given the 
same status as NNDB or AH-8 data %vith 
regard to the labeling of imported 
piquet Imported products bearing 
other U.S. data for labeling will be 
subject to compliance review because 
the Agency has no way to assess the 
applicability of data developed 
specifically for the U.S. food supply to 
foreign fo<^ sources. 

A number of trade associations and 
companies contended the voluntary 
system should apply to all single¬ 
ingredient products whether or not they 
have been foermally processed. They 
argued that there is little difference 
between thermally processed and non- 
thermally process^ single-ingredient 
products, particularly when the labeling 
options of “as packaged’’ and “as 
consumed” for voluntary goods is taken 
into account. 

The Agency imderstands the 
argument about thermally processed 
products considering that information 
on single-ingredient, raw products may 
be presented on a omked basis. In its 
discussion of alternatives considered in 
developmmit of its proposed 
regulations, FSIS stated its belief that 
consumers should be provided with 
nutrition labeled products to the extent 
possible for all fo^s. Because nutrient 
values for single-ingredient, raw meat 
and poultry products are not modified 
through various stages of preparation, 
consumers have reasonable expectation 
as to their nutritional values such that 
a voluntary program for these products 
is suitable. The Agmicy cited referenced 
USDA sources which contain both raw 
and cooked nutritional data appropriate 
for these products. The cooked values in 
these sources were developed using 
protocols that reflected home 
preparation to every extent possible. 
The Agency has no information that 
industrial thermal processing 
procedures do not introduce difierent 
variables than considered in developing 
the USDA data. For these reasons, FSIS 
concludes that inclusion of thermally 
processed single-ingredient products in 
the voluntary program is not warranted. 

Many trade associations and 
companies held the opinion that the 
voluntary program should include 
single-ingi^ient, raw products 
subjected to such mechanical activities 
as grinding, cubing, cutting, and 
pressing, and that there ^ould be no 
distinction between fresh products 
packed in official establi^ments and at 
the retail level. FSIS notes that it has 
made no distinction between fiesh 
products packaged in official 
establishments and those packaged at 
the retail level. The Agen^ does not 
believe that the site whwe a product is 
packaged has any relevance for its 
nutritional profile. The voluntary 
program includes retail cuts of meat and 
poultry (and ground beeO, iinduding 
those &at have been previously frozen, 
because the nutrient values for these 
products are not modified through 
various stages of preparation, such as 
cooking and heat processing. Single¬ 
ingredient. raw products which are 

subjected to mechanical treatments, 
such as slicing, dropping, and shaping, 
would likewise meet the definition 
describing products considered to be 
suitable for inclusion imder the 
voluntary nutrition labeling program. 
The nutrient contents of final piquets 
from mechanical treatments would be 
identical to those of their starting cuts 
and such products could be labeled 
appropriately using pertinent USDA 
data base information. 

Commenters suggested that the 
definition of fresh product as “single¬ 
ingredient” was too strict and could 
greatly deter the introduction of new, 
minimally processed products such as 
low fat products containing binders. 
The Agency does not believe that multi¬ 
ingredient products are appropriate for 
the voluntary program bemuse their 
nutrient content can vary significantly 
from single-ingredient, raw products, 
due to addition of ingredients and other 
steps during the manufacturing process. 

FSIS proposed that appropriate 
nutritional values for Idling of single¬ 
ingredient. raw products are values for 
meat cuts with external cover fat at trim 
levels reflecting current market 
practices, and values for poultry cuts 
with skin on. The Agency also proposed 
to permit the additional listing of 
nutrients for the separable lean of meat 
cuts and skinless poultry cuts as an 
option. Consumer groups supported the 
Agency’s position, but many 
commenters representing the red meat 
and food marketing industries objected 
to it. The industries cited several 
surveys of consumer trimming behavior 
suggesting many people trim fat from 
meat and. to a lesser extent, remove skin 
from poultry prior to cooking or eating. 

The Agency recently received the 
preliminary results of a September 1992 
study, sponsored by the National Live 
Stock and Meat Bo^, on consumer fat 
trimming b^avior with regard to beef 
and poiic cuts. A copy of the 
preliminary results of the work entitled 
“Determination of Consumer Behavior 
Regarding the Trimming of Fat frnm 
Selected Beef and Pork Cuts,” October 
1992, is available for public review in 
the FSIS Hearing Clerk’s office. Actual 
trimming habits were measured through 
laboratory examination of meal 
preparation wastes and individual 
family member plate wastes. 

The preliminary results show that 68 
of 71 households participating in the 
study trimmed fat £rom beef ribeye 
.steals and 53 of 59 households trimmed 
fat frt>m pork loin chops, either before 
or after cooking and before eating. 
Considering the margin of error in the 
study and sources of bias, the Agency 
accepts the results as conclusive of 
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consumer trimming behavior for beef 
and poric, and interprets them to show 
that many consumers do trim some fat 
from meat prior to eating. Preliminary 
calculations indicated that the amount 
of fat actually consumed equaled about 
25 percent of the difference between the 
percent fat in the cooked total edible 
tissues (separable lean plus separable 
fat) and the percent fat in the cooked 
separable lean for the beef cut. 
Cdculations also indicated that the 
amoimt of fat actually consumed 
equaled about 50 percent of the 
difference between the percent fat in the 
cooked total edible tissues and the 
percent fat in the cooked separable lean 
for the pork cut. 

The Agency believes that these 25 and 
50 percent differences can not be 
ignored, therefore, separable lean values 
would not be appropriate for beef and 
pork cuts. FSIS will not change its 
proposed position. The study indicated 
that not all consrimers trim all fat and 
that there are some consumers who trim 
no fat from meat. Therefore, FSIS has 
not changed its proposed position on 
appropriate nutrient values for labeling 
of single'ingredient, raw meat products. 
Appropriate values for cuts of red meat 
are ediole portions of meat cuts with 
external cover fat at trim levels 
reflecting current marketing practices. 
Additional nutritional data may be 
presented on an optional basis for the 
edible portions of the separable lean of 
meat cuts. 

The broiler industry sought more 
flexible use of data base information 
because non-standardized multiple 
packs currently sold will create a great 
deal of variation in the nutrition profiles 
of raw poultry products. Other 
commenters questioned which specific 
cuts of meat and poultry from the NNDB 
or AH-8 referenced soiuces could be 
used for labeling. FSIS does not intend 
to limit the cuts to the 35 meat cuts 
listed in proposed 9 CFR 317.344 and 10 
poiiltry cuts listed in proposed 9 CFR 
381.444. The 45 cuts were identified 
only as major cuts for purposes of 
measimng significant participation in 
the voluntary program. FSIS believes 
data for any cut of beef, pork, lamb, 
veal, chicken, and turkey contained in 
the referenced USDA sources are 
appropriate for use for labeling 
purposes. The data for cuts may be used 
singly or in combination to 
accommodate multiple packs. Different 
tissues for cuts may be combined 
allowing for their proportions by 
weight, when such information is 
available, following calculation 
procedures descril^ in the AH-8 
publications. When data base values are 
not used directly and computations are 

applied, the Agency encourages 
manufacfiirers to keep track of the 
proportions of each AH-8 item 
combined so that the Agency can be 
satisfied that the values are actually 
derived from AH-8 data. Data for organ 
meats and data for species other than 
the six identified may also be used at 
the manufacturer’s discretion although 
such data may not have as solid a 
research basis as noted for retail cuts of 
the major species. 

Comments were received about the 
list of 45 major cuts of meat and poultry 
and the presentation of data on either a 
raw or cooked basis. These comments 
and the Agency’s response are discussed 
imder Part n. Mandatory Nutrition 
Labeling and Part VI, Serving Sizes, 
respectively. 

b. Ali other products. Numerous trade 
associations and manufacturers 
requested explicit sanction of data base 
use to develop nutrition labels for 
processed or multi-component products 
to alleviate the cost of cnemical 
analyses. Some firins supplied 
information and/or data attesting to the 
accuracy of the data base approach. 

In response, FSIS proposed 
specifically to allow use of data base 
values and recipe analysis, and 
requested input on criteria for effective 
use of data bases, guidelines to provide 
producers who choose to use this 
approach, availability of data bases, and 
any changes that might be warranted in 
the compliance criteria if data bases are 
used. Many commenters provided such 
input to assist FSIS in development of 
a final rule which permits use of data 
base values and recipe analysis for 
nutrition labeling. Two consumer 
groups and one major company 
expressed concern that the data base 
approach would lead to less accurate 
nutrition information on labels and that 
the nutritional verification of such 
information would most likely cancel 
any savings. The Agency believes that 
effective use of data bases can reduce 
dramatically the overall cost for 
supporting nutrition labels and can 
provide consumers with high quality, 
useful nutrient information. 
Accordingly, FSIS will permit the use of 
data base values and recipe analysis 
using data bases to support nutrition 
labeling of processed and multi- 
component products. FSIS places 
responsibility for label accuracy on 
manufacturers. They may derive the 
nutritional values for product labels by 
any means to result in compliance wi^ 
the provisions of these regulations. FSIS 
will accept introduction of the existence 
of a data base and supporting data, such 
as company ingredient analysis, USDA 
or supplier data for ingredients. 

formulas, and calculations applied, as 
appropriate recwds supporting nutrition 
IsmI declarations. 

FSIS believes the use of nutrient data 
bases, especially computerized systems, 
offers a very powerful tool for the 
developmentnf nutrition labels. 
However, their effactive use is a 
complex issue involving considerations 
about completeness, accuracy, 
precision, and support. Many 
commmiters asked the Agency to 
provide ^delines for data base use that 
are simple and concise. As previously 
discuss^, FSIS has compiled relevant 
suggestions by experience data base 
users into a manual to assist those meat 
and poultry processors who elect to 
employ this approach, copies of which 
are available from the Prc^uct 
Assessment Division. 

Many small companies requested 
FSIS to provide the data base values or 
systems for computerized calculation 
and not hold users liable for any faulty 
data in such systems. FSIS does not 
believe that it Is practical for it to 
provide data bases or computer systems 
to industry for use in calcmating 
nutrient values. FSIS will provide 
guidance for effective use of data bases 
and computer systems in the manual, as 
well as information about appropriate 
composite species data and 
cx)mputations it believes applicable to 
proclucts that are not highly formulated, 
and references to commercial sources of 
computer data base systems. However, 
use of the gmdelines in the manual does 
not negate a manufacturer’s 
responsibility for the accuracy of the 
nutrient information on its labels. 

A number of commenters asked FSIS 
to evaluate and certify data bases and/ 
or computerized recipe systems for 
acceptability either as a prerequisite to 
use or on a voluntary basis. The Agency 
does not believe it is either practical or 
warranted that it perform such a 
function. Available data bases and/or 
systems include publicly available 
material, such as USDA’s Nutrient Data 
Base for Standard Reference, 
commercial systems, and companies’ 
proprietary data bases. FSIS believes 
manufacturers should evaluate and 
select a system best suited to meet their 
own needs, taking into account their 
type of product, its ingredient 
formulation, and the processing 
procedures employed. General factors to 
consider in a data base selection process 
are provided in the FSIS manual to help 
guide potential users. 

Most commenters responding to the 
question in the supplementary proposed 
rule about compliance parameters (57 
FR10298, Mar^ 25,1992) expressed 
the opinion that compliance criteria in 
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nutrition labeling should be the same 
for all processed and multi-component 
products regardless of the data source. 
One trade association stated that 
products which are supported by data 
base values should be in a 
fundamentally different compliance 
category, whereby reference to the data 
base would essentially curtail a 
compliance inquiry in most cases. The 
suggestion was also made that USDA 
adopt compliance parameters that 
reflect product characteristics so that 
commodity-type products, when labeled 
according to an accepted national data 
base, should not be subject to 
compliance checks. 

The Agency believes that compliance 
criteria that allow variation based on 
data sources, i.e., direct analysis, data 
base values, recipe calculations using 
data base values, and combinations of 
these approaches, would be inconsistent 
with the intent of nutrition labeling. It 
will hold manufacturers of all products 
not exempted horn compliance review 
under provisions of these regulations to 
identical compliance parameters. FSIS 
expects the focus of any compliance 
inquiry about labels of products based 
on data base values and/or recipe 
analysis to be somewhat different from 
products based on direct analysis 
because variation can be introduced 
from multiple sources. Nonetheless, the 
Agency expects companies to locate the 
source of a discrepancy and take 
appropriate steps to correct errors. 

A number of commenters said FSIS 
should not allow manufacturers of 
products bearing nutrient content 
claims to base the claims on data base 
values or recipe analysis and that FSIS 
should require chemical analysis to 
justify the validity of claims. The 
Agency maintains that the manufacturer 
is responsible for the accuracy of the 
claims and not dictate that direct 
analysis mu^e conducted on nutrients 
which are the subject of claims. Because 
of the high visibility of claims and their 
use as maii^eting tools, manufacturers 
would place themselves at risk if claims 
cannot be adequately substantiated. 

3. Compliance parameters. Many 
commenters addressed the 80/120 
tolerance levels, commonly referred to 
as the 80/120 rule, for naturally 
occurring nutrients and the Agency’s 
proposed sampling scheme. 
Approximately half were supportive of 
the proposed requirements as written. A 
number of large trade associations and 
companies ofrered alternative 
enforcement schemes or sought 
modifications of the toleremce levels to 
accommodate specific nutrients or 
single versus multi-lot sampling. Many 
requested FSIS to discuss the 

considerations it would make during a 
compliance inquiry and before it would 
deem a product to be misbranded 
because nutrients did not meet 
compliance provisions. Commenters 
cited situations where variations in 
processed products might cause 
compliance parameters to be exceeded 
unavoidably as follows: (a) Wide natural 
variation of nutrients in an ingredient; 
(b) decreases in nutrients during shelf 
life of a product: (c) variability of 
methods at low levels of nutrients; (d) 
adjustments for container fill; and (e) 
processing methods, such as retorting, 
which degrade certain nutrients. A few 
commenters held misconceptions that 
the 80 and 120 percent values 
represented the upper and lower bounds 
of an acceptable range for every nutrient 
and/or that products must be labeled at 
lot averages without allowance for 
safety factors. 

The Agency shares the concerns that 
wide variation can be introduced due to 
natural variability of nutrients in foods 
and that some nutrients do change over 
the course of product shelf life. 
Examples of such cases are variable 
contents of fat in hams and sides of 
bacon from relatively uniform groups of 
market hogs and decreases over time in 
sodium ascorbate (vitamin C sodium) 
levels in fermented sausage, 
respectively. Therefore, the Agency is 
outlining its interpretation of the 80/120 
rule, which it will adopt, and how it 
intends to determine a misbranding 
status. It is the Agency’s position that 
declared nutrient values on food labels 
preferably should reflect average 
nutrient levels in the product produced 
or manufactured by a company or 
establishment within the company. The 
provisions of these regulations and 
other policies in regaM to implementing 
these regulations are consistent with 
this position. The allowance in the 80/ 
120 rule for nutrition labeling, 
developed by FDA and first 
implemented by that agency in 1974, is 
meant to take into account inherent 
manufacturing and product variation. 
The FDA approach was concentrated on 
single lot sampling. Under this scheme 
of sampling, lot-to-lot variation is not 
taken into account. However, 
compliance sampling of 12 subsamples 
within a lot does not imply that such a 
sample is adequate to develop the 
nutrition label. 

FSIS compliance procedures will 
involve collecting samples from within 
a lot and use of results on samples that 
are collected from different lots, either 
at the establishment or at the wholesale/ 
retail level. The sampling of product 
from different lots has the effect of 
decreasing the producer’s risk that test 

results will not be in compliance 
compared to sampling of product from 
a single lot. provided that the product 
is pr^uoad under similar conditions. 
This type of sampling is consistent with 
the Agency’s position that the nutrition 
label reflect the average level of 
nutrients in the product over time. FSIS 
has also adopted a strategy for some 
products of collecting six units instead 
of 12. The primary reason for this 
change is that the size of some products 
makes it difficult to mail, store, cook in 
some instances, and prepare 
homogeneous composites within the 
laboratory. Use of six units, instead of 
12, will also reduce cost to the 
establishment when the samples are 
drawn at that site. The Agency believes 
that results based on six samples will 
provide reasonable assurance of 
accuracy, while offering considerable 
benefits. The Agency does not believe 
that this decrease in sample size 
warrants a statistical adjustment to the 
rule as it is being appli^. 

The Agency’s experience with the 80/ 
120 rule shows that it works well to 
ensure reliable label values for the 
majority of processed products, and is 
not overly burdensome. FSIS believes 
that the labeling strategy suggested by 
FDA in development of the 80/120 rule 
was based on using statistical 
procedures for guiding a producer in 
selecting a label value in order to be 
highly confident that sample results 
would satisfy the rule. FDA outlined a 
procedure which suggested that the 
nutrients in a food in a package must be 
within the 80/120 percent tolerances 
with high probability (95 percent) 
regardless of the average amounts of the 
food’s nutrients in packages over time. 
If. in fact, nutrient variability were high, 
the manufacturer would be forced, 
under this procedure, to label above or 
below the average, depending on the 
nutrient, in order to satisfy the 
procedure. Also, in the case where 
variability was small, the label value 
could be below the average for so-called 
negative nutrients like calories, sodium, 
and fat and above the average for so- 
called positive nutrients like vitamins, 
minerals and protein. In either case, the 
average nutrient level in a food in a 
package would not agree with the label 
value. 

FSIS, as mentioned previously, has 
adopted the policy that values on food 
labels preferably should reflect average 
nutrient levels in the food product. If 
this is achieved, it would enable 
consumers to have more accurate 
information over time than is possible 
with the FDA approach described 
above. The Agency recognizes that, for 
some nutrients in foods, natural 
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variability will be large, thereby 
increasing the probability of 
noncompliance under the 80/120 rule 
when the label value reflects average 
nutrient content. Consequently, the 
Agency will provide exemptions if it 
can be demonstrated that variability is 
unavoidably high due to inherent 
nutrient variation in a product or 
product ingredient, which cannot be 
controlled under normal processing. 
This type of variation is shown wim 
carrots, an ingredient in some meat and 
poultry products. The vitamin A activity 
of carrots varies extensively and 
increases with maturity at harvest. - 
However, variation caused by changes 
in proportions of ingredients, such as 
beef and pork in a frankfurter, would 
not qualify a product for an exemption. 

The Agency will use the FDA 
procedure as a gmdeline to determine 
high variability. If a manufactiirer labels 
at the average, and if the standard 
deviation of values within a lot is 42 
percent of the mean, i.e., the coefficient 
of variation (CV) equals 42 percent, then 
there is a 95 percent probability that 
analytical results on 12 samples will 
satisfy the 80 or 120 percent criteria 
when analytical variability is ignored. 
This 42 percent value can be used as a 
guideline for exemptions based on 
inherent nutrient variability. When six 
samples are taken, 95 percent 
probability of satisfying the criteria is 
achieved when the CV equals 30 
percent. This 30 percent value will be 
used as a guideline for providing 
exemptions for those products on which 
only six samples will be drawn. 

When Agency test sample results are 
not in compliance with the 80/120 rule, 
FSIS will expect the company to 
indicate how it will rectify the problem. 
Actions may include changing the label 
values or identifying and correcting the 
cause of the problem. Alternatively, the 
company could notify the Agency that 
it is going to present data or information 
to support the label. The company could 
either present data that shows to the 
Agency’s satisfaction that the sample 
result found not in compliance is not 
representative or likely to reoccur under 
the establishment’s normal processing. 
Alternatively, the company could 
present evidence to relax the 80/120 
tolerance because of unavoidable 
variability, either because of large 
within lot variability as described 
above, or because of large processing 
variability caused by product variation 
over the year. 

In order for the Agency to accept the 
label value as stated, informatioii 
presented during a compliance inquiry 
should demonstrate that the company 
satisfies the Agency’s goal to have the 

label value reflect the average. Such 
effort could be demonstrated by data 
showing, Mdth 80 percent statistical 
confidence, that the label value is equal 
to or less than the process mean value 
for nutrients where the 80 percent 
tolerance applies. In addition, the 
company must show consistent 
processing to ensure that oidy low 
percentages of future samples would not 
be in compliance. Such consistency 
could be shown by data demonstrating 
process control to the extent that there 
is expected to be less than a 10 percent 
probability that the mean result from a 
composite of six or 12 iinits within a lot, 
as appropriate, would not be in 
compliance. Similarly, for nutrients 
where the 120 percent tolerance applies, 
the Agency would be satisfied and 
accept the label value if the company 
can show that there is 80 percent 
statistical confidence that the process 
mean value for the product is equal to 
or less than the label value, and also 
that there is expected to be less than a 
10 percent proMbility that the mean 
result from a composite of six or 12 
units within a lot, as appropriate, would 
not be in compliance. The results used 
in these statistical computations should 
be rounded to one additional significant 
digit beyond the prescribed label 
increment for the nutrient. This 
rounding requirement will increase the 
accuracy of the evaluation. 

If the company wishes to relax the 80/ 
120 rule, then it should provide FSIS 
records of data collected under good 
manufactiuing practice that would 
provide evidence to relax the 80/120 
rule based on unavoidable variability 
with the intent of judging a product on 
its time weighted average nutritional 
profile over a year. The company has to 
present information which will explain 
and document the imavoidable 
variability. This would include amounts 
of raw materials that are generally used 
in processing, together with nutrient 
information on these materials, as well 
as data showing process variability 
under good manufacturing practices. 
For example, variation in fat content of 
bacon might be due to variation in fat 
content of the pork source material from 
different suppliers producing carcasses 
of different yield grades. Relaxation of 
the 80/120 rule will be made when it 
can be shown that nutrient levels in raw 
products are of high variability over 
time, or that there is a high amoimt of 
within lot variability as described 
above. 

The Agency concludes that it is not 
necessary to alter the provisions of 
proposed 9 CFR 317.309(g](4)(ii) and (5) 
or 381.409(g] (4)(ii) and (5) to 
incorporate the above stat^ policies to 

implementing the compliance 
provisions of those regulations. 
However, FSIS has mo^fied proposed 9 
CFR 317.30^(2) and 381.40^(2) to 
allow individiial samples to be analyzed 
and the results averaged by adding a 
third sentence to read "In each case, the 
units may be individually analyzed and 
the results of these analyses averaged.” 
The Agency has also corrected errors at 
propo^ 9 CFR 317.309(g)(6) and 
318.409(g)(6), the meaning of which was 
questioned by two trade associations. 
These provisions are changed to read 
"The amoimt of a vitamin, mineral, 
protein, total carbohydrate, dietary fiber, 
other carbohydrate, polyunsaturated or 
monounsaturated fat, or potassium may 
vary over the labeled amounts within 
good manufacturing practice. The 
amoimt of calories, sugars, total fat, 
saturated fat. cholesterol, or sodium 
may vary under the labeled amounts 
vrithin good manufacturing practice.” 
The purpose of these provisions is to 
prevent large understatements of 
vitamins, etc., and overstatements of 
calories, etc., on labels as compared to 
amounts actually present in analyzed 
composites. For example, if a pr^uct is 
labeled at 100 calories, an analyzed 
composite’s caloric value mav be no 
higher than 120 calories for the sample 
to be found in compliance. However, if 
the analyzed sample is found to contain 
only 20 calories. &e product may be 
misbranded, because the Agency would 
consider the value to be outside the 
levels generally expected during good 
manufacturing practices. The A^j^ncy 
could ascertain this either by data 
collected from the manufacturers or data 
collected through its own monitoring 
program. While the Agency does not 
preclude adjustments in label 
declarations to minimize risk of 
noncompliance, it encourages 
manufacturers to label close to average 
values and, as discussed above, will 
take into consideration inherent 
nutrient variability and shelf stability 
factors when nutrients in products fall 
outside the 80/120 tolerance levels. 

Some commenters contended that 
nutrients present at low concentrations 
are particularly susceptible to 
compliance problems due to method 
variability and rounding procedures. 
They argued that if a process mean 
value of 1.3 units were rounded for label 
declarations to one unit, then the 
acceptable range would be 0.8 to 1.2 
imits when applying the 80/120 rule. 
The range would be below the true 
mean value which could result in many 
products being found not in 
compliance. Furthermore, these small 
differences of 0.2 units may not be 
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within the accuracy of many methods so 
that the analytical variance could be 
greater than the allowed regulatory 
variance. 

FSIS points out that the 20-percent 
tolerance does not represent a range but 
rather a discrepancy of an analytical 
result on a sample firom a label value. 
FSIS believes that the point that the 
commenters wish to make is that, for 
class II nutrients such as fat and sugars, 
the upper bound for a label claim of 1 
would be 1.2, which, in the example 
presented, is below the mean. In 
response, FSIS believes it is the 
manufacturer’s responsibility to target 
values to correspond to an appropriate 
label declaration so products will meet 
compliance requirements. This includes 
taking into consideration the effects of 
rounding. In this example, FSIS would 
expect the label to indicate 1.5 units for 
fat and 2 units for sugars. 

The Agency also recognizes that 
analytical variability may be larger at 
low nutrient levels. For this reason. 
FSIS proposed at 9 CFR 317.309(g)(4)(ii) 
and 381.409(g)(4)(ii) for vitamins, 
minerals, protein, total ceirbohydrate, 
dietary fiber, etc., that no regulatory 
action will be taken unless the nutrient 
level found in the product exceeds both 
the 20-percent tolerance and whatever 
variability is recognized for the 
particular method being used at the 
nutrient level involved. FSIS believes 
this same provision should apply to all 
nutrients. The Agency has added the 
provision for allowance for method 
variability at proposed 9 CFR 
317.309(g)(5) and 381.409(g)(5) to cover 
calories, sugars, total fat, saturated fat, 
cholesterol, and sodium. FSIS does not 
believe that incorporation into the 
regulations of any other explicit 
provision or compliance position for 
low level nutrients or small labeling 
increments, such as 2 percent, would 
provide added protection for 
manufacturers. 

Several commenters stated that 
container fill, specifically over fill to 
assure compliance with declared 
quantity of contents, will contribute 
errors under the proposed definition for 
single-serving containers, which will 
use the entire contents of the container 
in determining compliance. FSIS does 
not consider this issue to be a valid 
concern. While the entire contents of a 
container will be used to prepare the 
sample for analysis, the Agency will not 
use the actual weight of the contents in 
determining compliance. FSIS will use 
the precise metric weight equivalent of 
the serving or portion size, fluids in 
milliliters and all other foods in grams, 
which is required to be included on the 
label, for compliance purposes. For 

purposes of clarity, the Agency is_ 
adding a provision at proposed 9 CFR 
317.309(g) and 381.409(g) to state 
specifically that this metric measure 
will be us^ for compliance purposes. 

While discussing nutrient variability, 
some trade associations and companies 
said manufacturing processes, such as 
heat treatments, alter nutrients. The 
Agency holds that such losses must be 
accounted for either by finished product 
testing or by use of yield and retention 
factors, as appropriate, during recipe 
analysis. The latter considerations are 
discussed in the FSIS manual on use of 
data bases. 

Industry groups said decision criteria 
for compliance should be based on 
actual, unrounded values used in 
compiling the label information. If FSIS 
unround^ compliance sample data 
were compared to rounded label 
declarations, whether the industry 
source data came firom direct analyses or 
data bases, errors in data interpretation 
might result. Because the Agency has 
dropped the requirement for submission 
of company data with initial label 
approvals, FSIS must make initial 
comparisons with label declarations. 
However, in the event of a compliance 
inquiry, FSIS will examine the 
company’s records and make decisions 
using the company’s original, 
unrounded values. 

A few large companies sought 
clarification as to why FSIS defined and 
established tolerances for class I 
nutrients; i.e., those added in fortified 
and fabricated foods, noting that FSIS 
has not allowed fortification of meat and 
poultry products. In the preamble to the 
proposed rule, FSIS stated that it had 
little experience with added nutrients 
unless specific regulations permit their 
addition, e.g., vitamin A to margarine (9 
CFR 319.700). The Agency proposed to 
define class I nutrients in these 
regulations to cover this situation. The 
use of nutrients solely for technological 
purposes, e.g., in curing meats to use L- 
ascorbic acid (vitamin C) or its sodium 
salt (sodium ascorbate) to accelerate 
color fixing or preserve color during 
storage, would not subject the added 
nutrient in the product to the class I 
compliance criteria shown at proposed 
9 CFR 317.309(g)(4)(i) and 
381.409(g)(4)(i). Similarly, the use of 
ingredients such as "textured vegetable 
protein" or enriched flour in a product 
would not subject the product to any 
class I criteria simply because the word 
"protein" is in an ingredient name or 
nutrients had been added to an 
ingredient of the product. The Agency 
also notes that if voluntary vitamins and 
minerals are required to bie added or 
permitted in a standardized food (e.g., 

thiamin in enriched flour), which is 
used as an ingredient in a meat or 
poultry product, or if they are included 
solely for technological purposes and 
declared only in the ingredient 
statement, they need not be declared on 
the label if not otherwise referred to on 
the label or in labeling or advertising. 
The Agency believes that further 
discussion of its fortification policy is 
beyond the scope of this rulemaking. 

A number of commenters expressed 
concerns about the need to analyze for 
nutrients which are not indigenous to 
meat or poultry products, e.g., dietary 
fiber in muscle meat tissue, stating that 
to analyze for "zero" level nutrients 
would be costly and a waste of time. 
FSIS does not expect manufacturers to 
conduct analyses for nutrients that are 
not present in a food or even to run tests 
to establish that fact unless there is 
reasonable doubt about the nutrient’s 
presence or as to whether the level 
would round to "zero” for the label 
declaration. Knowledge of the food and 
information on its ingredient 
formulation and processing, review of 
food composition tables, consultation 
with nutritionists, food scientists, and 
others can all show that only certain 
nutrients should be targeted for analysis 
in specific foods or products. To 
undertake analyses for all mandatory 
nutrients in such situations would be a 
waste of resources. 

Regarding analytical methodology, 
commenters stressed the importance 
that methods used for regulatory 
compliance by FSIS and FDA be the 
same except to the extent where the 
unique characteristics of meat and 
poultry products dictate a different 
method. Both the FSIS “Chemistry 
Laboratory Guidebook" and the 
"Official Methods of Analysis” of the 
AOAC International, formerly 
Association of Official Analytical 
Chemists, were recognized as 
appropriate sources of chemical 
methodolo^. Commenters said the 
"Guidebook” must be updated and 
include references for all required 
nutrients and that specific reference to 
the 15th edition, 1990, of the AOAC 
should not be made because, when 
subsequent editions are printed, the 
regulations will reference obsolete 
material. It was also noted that some 
AOAC methods are not current with 
contemporary analytical procedures and 
that there is a need to develop better, 
more reliable analytical methods subject 
to collaborative studies. The AOAC 
International Board of Directors 
established a Task Force on Nutrient 
Labeling Methods charged with 
identifying deficiencies in current 
methods and expediting key 
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collaborative studies. Many commenters 
also requested specific guidance as to 
the analytical procediires the Agency 
will use to enforce these regulations at 
the time the final rule is published. 

The Agency agrees with the majority 
of these comments concerning 
analytical methodology and the goals of 
the AOAC Task Force on Nutrient 
Labeling Methods. USDA’s Agricultural 
Research Service, FSIS and FDA are 
actively participating in the AOAC 
deliberations, as well as in development 
of appropriate standard reference 
materials for chemical analyses. FSIS 
recognizes that some of the methods 
now in use may be changed in the next 
several years in order to better meet 
nutrition labeling needs. Such changes, 
when accepted by the Agency, will be 
incorporated into the “Chemistry 
Laboratory Guidebook,” which will be 
updated on an ongoing basis. In regard 
to the suggestion to delete the reference 
to the 15th edition of the AOAC, FSIS 
does not have the authority to delete 
such reference. The Office of the Federal 
Register requires that each statement of 
incorporation by reference into the Code 
of Federal Regulations contain specific 
information, including the date and 
edition of the publication. This is 
required because all incorporated 
material, like any other properly issued 
regulation, has the force and effect of 
law. 

Accordingly, FSIS has modified the 
proposed 9 CFR 317.309(g)(2) and 
381.409tg)(2) to change the cross 
reference to 21 CFR 101.9(c) to 9 CFR 
317.309(b) for meat and 9 QFR 
381.409(b) for poultry. The Agency also 
notes that the provisions at 
317.309(h)(2) and 381.409(h)(2) state 
that, if no USDA, AOAC, or specified 
method is available or appropriate, that 
other reliable and appropriate analytical 
procedures should be used. Other 
reliable and appropriate procedures may 
not have been collaboratively tested, but 
rather include validated methods, 
published peer-reviewed methods and 
correlated methods. Because they are 
not necessarily fully characterized, like 
official methods, they are not specified. 
In the preamble to the proposed rule, 
FSIS said that if use of a method will 
result in a significant (10 percent or 
greater) imder-representation of a 
caloric value or misrepresentation of an 
available nutrient such that the 
nutrients whose intakes should be 
limited appear to be present at lower 
levels than is actually the case, then a 
more appropriate method of analysis 
should be used. These provisions have 
relevance, for example, to products 
containing a large proportion of fat as 

phospholipid, which is not 
quantitatively extracted with ether. 

The “Chemistry Laboratory 
Guidebook” is now in the process of 
being updated but is not yet available. 
For this reason and to provide 
commenters with specific guidance as to 
the methods for required nutrients, 
moisture, and ash that it will use for 
compliance purposes, FSIS has listed 
below the method citations with brief 
clarifying descriptions and/or additional 
considerations. A full description of the 
procedvires, including measiues of 
analytical variability, as well as any 
changes made for considerations 
outlined below or in response to Federal 
or AOAC deliberations prior to 
publication of the updated guidebook, 
will appear in the revised version. 
Fxirther information about analytical 
methods may be obtained from the 
Chemistry Division, Science and 
Technology, Food Safety and Inspection 
Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, 
Washington, DC 20250. 

FSIS Methods for Nutritional Analysis 

• Calories—At 317.309(b) and 
381.409(b). Calculated using specific 
Atwater factors; general factors of 4, 4, 
9; general factors of 4, 4, 9 after 
subtracting insoluble dietary fiber from 
total carbohydrate, if desired; or, 
specific food factors approved by FDA. 

• Moisture—^AOAC, 15th ed., 1990, 
950.46B. Air Drying; or AOAC, 15th ed., 
1990, 950.46. Vacuum Oven. 

• Total Fat—FSIS has tested several 
procedures to measure fat on various 
meat and poultry products, including 
AOAC, 15th ed., 1990, 960.39 using 
petroleum ether as solvent. The Agency 
is currently testing methods to measure 
only the total lipid fatty acids to be 
expressed as triglycerides, which 
constitute total dietary fat as defined in 
this final rule. More information will be 
provided as soon as it is available. 

• Saturated Fat—Lipid Manual, 
“Methodology Appropriate for Fatty 
Acid-Cholesterol Analysis,” 1992. U.S. 
Food and Drug Administration. Wm. C. 
Brown Publishers, Dubuque, LA, 109 pp. 
FSIS will use capillary columns, and the 
shortest chain fatty acid to be measured 
will be butyric acid. 

• Cholesterol—Lipid Manual, 
“Methodology Appropriate for Fatty 
Acid-Cholesterol Analysis,” 1992. U.S. 
Food and Drug Administration. Wm. C. 
Brown Publishers, Dubuque, lA, 109 pp. 
FSIS will use capillary columns. 

• Total Carbohydrate—At 
§ 317.309(b) and § 381.409(b). 
Determined by difierence. 

• Sugars—^emistry Laboratory 
Guidel^k, Revised Basic, 1987, 3.022. 

Dextrose, Sucrose, Maltose, and Lactose 
byHPLC. 

• Dietary Fiber—^AOAC, 15th ed., 
1990,985.29. Enzymatic Gravimetric 
Method; or AOAC, 15th ed., 1990:3rd 
Supplement, 1992,991.43. Enzymatic 
Gravimetric Methc^, MES-TRIS Buffer. 
Special precautions are needed to 
ensure that meat and poultry product 
samples are thorou^fy defatted prior to 
analysis. 

• Other Carbohydrate—At 
§ 317.309(b) and § 381.409(b). 
Determined by difference. 

• Protein—^emistry Laboratory 
Guidebook, Revised Basic, 1987, 3.002. 
Kjeldahl. 

• Ash—AOAC, 15th ed., 1990, 
920.153. 

• Vitamin A—High Pressure Liquid 
(Chromatography. In-house FDA 
procedure. FSIS will measure preformed 
retinol and beta-carotene separated from 
other vitamin A precursors. The Agency 
will not make a noncompliance finding 
for this nutrient when a company 
includes other vitamin A active 
carotenoids in compiling the label 
declaration where data for such 
carotenoids have been determined using 
appropriate methods and the activity 
has been calculated using the factor of 
one retinol equivalent equal to 12 
micrograms of these other carotenoids. 

• Vitamin CC—FSIS is studying the 
procedure of Vanderslice, J.T. and 
Higgs, D.J. 1990. “Separation of ascorbic 
acid, isoascorbic acid, dehydroascorbic 
acid and dehydroisoascorbic add in 
food and animal tissue”. J. 
Micronutrient Anal. 7, 67-70. This 
HPLC procedure can distinguish 
between L-ascorbic add (and sodium 
ascorbate) and isoascorbic; i.e., 
erythorbic add (and its sodium salt, 
sodium erythor^te), which is 
commonly used in meat and poultry 
produds but has little or no vitamin C 
activity. FSIS has not yet determined 
whether this method is reliable. The 
Agency will use this procedure if 
reliability is established. FSIS is also 
studying the procedure of the 
International Organization of 
Standardization (ISO), 1990-09. “Meat 
and Meat Produds—determination of 
L(+)—ascorbic add—^HPLC method”, 
Document 34-SCJ6N337. 

• Sodium—Chemistry Laboratory 
Guidebook, Revised Basic, 1987, 4.010. 
Using Inductively Coupled Plasma 
Opti^ Emission Spectrometry. 

• Iron and Caldum—^Analytical 
Chemistry Laboratory Guidebook, 
Residue Chemistry, Winter 1991. MTL. 
Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical 
Emission Spectrometry. 

FSIS is extending this procedure to 
include caldum. FSIS notes that it does 
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not prescribe methods'which must be 
used by manufactiuers to support label 
values. The methods listed above are 
those the Agency will use to analyze 
samples for enforcement purposes. The 
Chemistry Division will noake copies of 
single nutrient analyses available at 
interim periods between publications of 
the Chemistry Laboratory Guidebook. 

IX. Health Claims 

FSIS does not currently permit health 
claims explicitly linking f<^ attributes 
to diet-related dUsease or heahh-related 
conditions. FSIS does p«init statements 
informing consumers Uiat a food can be 
part of a specific dietary pattern to meet 
an organization’s dietary guidelines or 
that a food was developed to help 
follow a specific dieta^ pattern. 

The rationale adopted by FSIS for 
approving health claims on labeling is 
to encourage labeling which 
supplements the infmmation contained 
in the nutrition label with infonnation 
that provides truthful data about a 
product’s nutritional characteristics, 
and provides generally accepted 
information about how a product 
satisfies consumers’ total dietary 
requirements. By cmitrast. labeling is 
not approved by FSIS under the FMIA 
or PPIA if the Secretary of Agriculture 
has reason to believe that the claim is 
false or misleading in any particular. 

To implement the use of health claims 
on labeling, FSIS provides general 
guidelines and objectives \^idi permit 
claims if they are based on a consensus 
of medical and scientific infonnation, 
emphasize that good nutrition is a 
function of the total diet, and are 
reasonably uniform from product to 
product. 

The following is an example of a 
health-related claim that would 
currently be permitted: "This food vras 
specifically developed to help you 
follow the current U.S. Dietary 
Guidelines fcK sodium, fat and 
cholesterol. For further infonnation on 
the U.S. Dietary Guidelines call * * 

In its proposed rule on nutrition 
labeling, FSIS stated its intent to 
publish a proposed rule on health 
claims in line with FDA’s proposal. At 
the time the FSIS proposal was 
published, the health claims issue was 
still imder study by FDA and FSIS. FSIS 
is continuing its study of this issue and 
plans to publish a proposed rule in the 
near future. 

X. Food Ingredients and Standards of 
Identity 

FSIS requires full ingredient labeling 
on all meat and poultry products, 
including standardized products. 

-j- 

The Agency believes that concerns 
about disjunctive labeling of fats and 
oils can be resolved by proper labeling 
of saturated fat Because USDA 
standards of identity and composition 
do not require minimum fat contents, 
development of products with desirable 
cheiracteristics is not hampered by 
minimum fat criteria. However, levels 
for minimum amounts of meat and 
poultry are a part of most standards. 
These criteria protect consiuners against 
economic fiaud and dilution of 
beneficial micronutrients and protein 
expected in certain products. Due to the 
shift of concern from problems 
connected to underconsumption to 
those {issodated with overconsumption 
of certain food components such as fat, 
FSIS plans to reassess this matter after 
completing its rulemaking on nutrition 
labeling. 

XI. Prior Label Approval 

FSIS is considering changes to its 
current label approval process for 
labeling of meat and poultry products. 
At this time, two options are being 
considered: (1) Revising the current 
system by significantly reducing the 
scope of review, throu^ expanding the 
categories of labeling that would be 
generically approved, and replacing the 
current general requirement of FSIS 
approval of final labeling with one for 
sketch labeling only; and (2) replacing 
the current system with a system in 
wdiich all killing would be generically 
approved and us^ without prior 
sulnnission to FSIS. FSIS published an 
ANPR in the Federal Register on Mardi 
25,1992 (57 FR10300), requesting 
comments ficm interested parties on 
these two options. FSIS plans to issue 
a proposed rule based cm comments 
received on the ANPR. 

List of Subjecfts 

9CFRPart317 

Food labeling. Food padcaging. 
Incorporation by reference. Meat 
inspection. 

9 CFR Part 320 

Meat inspection. Reporting and 
recordkeeping requirements. 

9 CFR Part 381 

Food labeling. IncOTporation by 
reference. Poultry and poultry products. 
Reporting and recordkeeping 
requirements. 

Final Rule 

For the reasons discussed in the 
preamble. FSIS is amending 9 CFR parts 
317, 320, and 381 of the Federal meat 
and poultry products inspection 
regulations as follows: 

PART 317—LABEUNQ, MARKINQ 
DEVICES, AND CONTAINER 

1. 'The authority citation for part 317 
continues to read as follows: 

Authority: 21 U.S.C. 601-695; 7 C3Tt 2.17, 
2.55. 

2. Part 317 is amended by designating 
the current sections 317.1 through 
317.24 as subpart A—General, and by 
adding a new subpart B—Nutrition 
Labeling to read as follows: 

Subpert B—Nutrition Labeling 

Sec. 
317.300 Nutrition labeling of meat 

products. * 

317.301 [Reserredl 
317.302 Location of nutrition infonnation. 
317.303-317.307 (Reserved] 
317.306 Labeling of meat products with 

number of serving 
317.309 Nutrition label content 
317.310 (Reserved] 
317.311 (Reserved) 
317.312 Refraence amounts customarily 

consumed per eating occasion. 
317.313 Nutrient content claims; general 

principles. 
317.314-317.342 (Reserved] 
317.343 Significant participation for 

voluntary nutrition labeling. 
317.344 Identification of major cuts of meat 

products. 
317.345 Guidelines fix' voluntary nutrition 

labeling of single-ingredient, raw 
products. 

317.346-317.353 (Reserved] 
317.354 Nutrient content claims for "good 

source" and "high”. 
317.355 (Reserved] 
317.356 Nutrient content claims for "light" 

or “lite*’. 
317.357-317.359 (Reserved] 
317.360 Nutrient content rdaims for calorie 

content 
317.361 Nutrient content claims for sodium 

content 
317.362 Nutrient content claims for fat 

fatty acids, and cholesterol content of 
meat products. 

317.363-317.368 (Reserved] 
317.369 Labeling applicatkms for nutrient 

content daims. 
317.370-317.379 (Reserved] 
317.380 Label statements relating to 

usefulness in reducing or nuintaining 
body weight 

317.381-317.399 (Reserved] 
317.400 Exemption fitxn nutrition labeling. 

Subpart B—Nutrition Laballng 

§317.300 Nutrition labeling of meat 
products. 

(a) Nutrition labeling shall be 
provided for all meat products, except 
single-ingredient, raw products, in 
accordaiice with the requirements of 
§ 317.309; except as exempted tmder 
§ 317.400 of this Subpart 

(b) Nutriticxi labeling may be 
provided for single-in^dient raw meat 
products in accordance with the 
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requirements of §§ 317.309 and 317^345. 
Significant participation in volvmtary 
nutrition ladling shall be measured by 
the Agency in accordance with 
§§ 317.343 and 317.344 of this Subpart. 

§317.301 [Reserved] 

§317.302 Location of nutrition 
information. 

(a) Nutrition information on a label of 
packaged meat products shall appear on 
the label’s principal display panel or on 
the information panel, except as 
provided in paragraph (b) of this 
section. 

(b) Nutrition information for gift 
paclu may be shown at a location other 
than on the product label, provided that 
the labels for these products bear no 
nutrition claim. In lieu of on the 
product label, nutrition information 
may be provided by alternate means 
such as product label inserts. 

§§317.303-317.307 [Reserved] 

§ 317.308 Labeling of meat products with 
number of servings. 

The label of any package of a meat 
product that bears a representation as to 
the number of servings contained in 
such package shall meet the 
requirements of § 317.2(h){10). 

§317.309 Nutrition label content 

(a)(1) All nutrient and product 
component quantities shall be declared 
in relation to a serving or to a portion, 
as defined in 21 CFR 101.9(b) (1) and (2) 
except (b)(2)(i), and 21 CFR 101.9(b) (5) 
through (9) except (b)(5)(iii). 

(2) The declaration of nutrient and 
product component content shall be on 
the basis of the product “as packaged” 
for all products, except that single- 
ingredient, raw products may be 
declared on the basis of the product “as 
consumed” as set forth in 
§ 317.345(a)(1). In addition to the 
required declaration on the basis of “as 
packaged" for products other than 
single-ingredient, raw products, the 
declaration may also be made on the 
basis of “as consumed,” provided that 
preparation and cooking instructions are 
clearly stated. 

(3) For products in discrete units (e.g., 
hotdogs, and individually packaged 
products within a multi-serving . 
package), serving size shall be the 
number of whole units that most closely 
approximates the Reference Amount for 
the Product Category. If a imit weighs 67 
percent or more, but less than 200 
percent of the Reference Amount, 
serving size shall be one unit. If a unit 
weighs more than 50 percent but less 
than 67 percent of the Reference 
Amount, the manufacturer may decide 

whether one unit is one serving. If a unit 
weighs 200 percent or more of the 
Reference Amount, the manufacturer 
may declare the whole unit as one 
serving if the whole unit can reasonably 
be consumed at a single-eating occasion. 

(4) Serving size for meal-type 
products as defined in § 317.313(1) shall 
be the entire content (edible portion 
only) of the package. 

(5) Another column of figures may be 
used to declare the nutrient and food 
component information in the same 
format as required by § 317.309(e), 

(1) Per 100 grams, 100 milliliters, or 1 
ounce of the food as packaged or 
purchased. 

(ii) Per one imit if the serving size of 
a product in discrete units in a multi¬ 
serving container is more than one unit. 

(6) If cups, tablespoons and 
teaspoons, or units such as piece, slice, 
tray, jar, or firaction are not applicable, 
ounces may be. used. Ounce 
measurements shall be expressed in 0.5 
ounce increments most closely 
approximating the Reference Amount, 
with rounding indicated by use of the 
term “about” (e.g., about 2.5 ounces). 

(b) The declaration of nutrition 
information on the label shall contain 
the following information, except for 
that which is identified as 
“VOLUNTARY” or for those meat 
products where a simplified format may 
be used as provided for in paragraph (g) 
of this section or as in § 317.400(b). No 
nutrients or food components, other 
than those listed in 21 CFR 101.9(c) as 
either voluntary or mandatory, except 
for stearic acid, may be included within 
the nutrition label. Information shall be 
presented using the nutrient names 
specified and in the formats specified in 
paragraph (e) of this section. 
Definitions, units of measure, 
increments for declaring values, and 
methods of calculation shall be in 
accordance with 21 CFR 101.9 (c)Cl) 
through (c)(9), except 21 CFR 
101.9(c)(l)(i)(E), bomb calorimetry, and 
in 21 Cni 101.9(c)(7)(ii), use of nitrogen 
conversion factors, other than 6.25. 

(c) (1) If a product consists of 
assortments of meat products (e.g., 
variety packs) in the same package, 
nutrient content shall be expressed on 
the entire package contents or on each 
individual product. 

(2) If a product is commonly 
combined with other ingredients or is 
cooked or otherwise prepared before 
eating, and directions for such 
combination or preparations are 
provided, another column of figures 
may be used to declare the nutrient 
contents on the basis of the product as 
consumed for the product alone (e.g., a 
cream soup mix may be labeled with 

one set of Daily Values for the dry mix 
(per serving), and another set for the 
serving of tne final soup when prepared 
(e.g., per serving of cream soup mix and 
1 cup of vitamin D fortified whole 
milk)); Provided, That the type and 
quantity of the other ingrechents to be 
added to the product by the user and the 
specific method of cooking and other 
preparation shall be specified 
prominently on the label. 

(d) “Stearic acid” may be declared 
“VOLUNTARY.” If stearic acid is 
declared “VOLUNTARY” a statement of 
the number of grams of stearic acid shall 
be included xmder saturated fat content 
and expressed to the nearest 0.5 (1/2) 
gram increment below 3 grams and to 
the nearest gram increment above 3 
grams. 

(e) Formats for nutrition labeling shall 
be in accordance with 21 CFR 101.9 (d) 
and (e) except for references to (f), (j)(5), 
and (j)(13), or in accordance with 
paragraph (g)(1) of this section. 

(f) Foods in packages that have a total 
surface area available to bear labeling of 
40 or less square inches may modify the 
requirements of paragraphs (b), (e), and 
(g) of this section and § 317.302(a) by 
one or more of the following means: 

(1) Presenting the required nutrition 
information in a tabular or linear (i.e., 
string) fashion, rather than in vertical 
columns, if the package shape or size 
cannot accommodate a column display 
on any label panel. Nutrition 
information may be given in a linear 
fashion only if the label will not 
accommodate a tabular display and, in 
that case, subcomponents (e.g., 
saturated fat shall be declared in 
parentheses after total fat). 

(2) Using any of the following 
abbreviations: 
Serving size—Serv. size 
Servings per container—Servings 
Calories from fat—Fat cal 
Saturated fat—Sat fat 
Cholesterol—Cholest 
Total carbohydrate—^Total carb 
Dietary fiber—^Fiber 

(3) Omitting the footnote and caloric 
conversion information required in_ 
paragraphs (d)(9) and (d)(10) of 21 CFR 
101.9 and placing another asterisk at the 
bottom of me lalral followed by the 
statement “Percent Daily Values are 
based on a 2,000 calorie diet” and, if the 
term “Daily Value” is not spelled out in 
the heading, a statement that “DV” 
represents “Daily Value,” and 

(4) Presenting the required nutrition 
information on any other label panel. 

(g) (1) Nutrition information may be 
presented in a simplified format as set 
forth herein when any required 
nutrients, other than the core nutrients. 
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are present in insignificant amounts. An 
insignificant amount shall be defined as 
that amount that may be rounded to 
sero in nutrition labeling, except that for 
total carbohydrate, dietary fiber, and 
protein, it shall be an amount less than 
1 gram. 

(2) The simplified format shall 
include: Serving size, niimber of 
servings per container, calories, total Cat 
(grams), total carbohydrate (grams), 
protein (grams), and sodium 
(milligrams). 

(3) Any nutrient, other than a core 
nutrient, that is present in an 
insignificant amount may be omitted 
from the tabular listing, provided that 
the following statement is included 
within the nutrition label, "Not a 
significant source of_The 
blank shall be filled in with the 
appnroriate nutrient or food component 

(4) The omission of the listing of daily 
values and the caloric conversion 
information, and the expression of the 
percent of daily value in the simplified 
format shall be in accordance with 21 
CFR 101,9(0(5) except for references to 
(jM5)and (j)(13). 

(h) Compliance with this section shall 
be determined as follows; 

(1) A production lot is a set of food 
production consumer units that are from 
one production shift. Alternatively, a 
collection of consumer units of the same 
size. type, and style produced under 
conditions as nearly uniform as 
possible, designated by a common 
container code or marking, constitutes a 
production lot. 

(2) The sample fca nutrient analysis 
shall consist of a composite of a 
minimum of six consumer units, each 
from a production lot Alternatively, the 
sample for nutrient analysis shall 
consist of a composite of a minimum of 
six consumer units, each randomly 
chosen to be representative of a 
production lot In each case, the units 
may be individually analyzed and the 
results of the analyses averaged, or the 
units would be composited and the 
composite analyzed. In both cases, the 
results, whether an average or a single 
result fiom a composite, will be 
considered by the Agency to be the 
nutrient content of a composite. All 
analyses shall be performed by 
appropriate methods and procedures 
us^ by the Department for each 
nutrient in accordance with the 
“Chemistry Laboratory Guidebook." or, 
if no USDA method is available and 
appropriate for the nutrient, by 
appropriate methods for the nutrient in 
accordance with the 1990 edition of the 
“Official Methods of Analysis” of the 
AOAC International, formerly 
Association of Official Anal]rtical 

Chemists, 15th ed., which is 
incorpcmited by reference, unless a 
particular method of analysis is 
specified in § 317.309(b). or, if no 
USDA. AOAC, or spewed method is 
available and appropriate, by other 
reliable and appropriate analytical 
procedures as so determined by the 
Agency. The “Official Methods of 
Analysis" is incorporated as it exists on 
the date of approval Ihis incorporation 
by reference was approved by the 
Director of the FedOTal Register in 
accordance with 5 U.S.C SS2(a) and 1 
CFR part 51. Copies may be pu^ased 
from the AOAC Inteinationai, 2200 
Wilson Blvd., suite 400, Arlington. VA 
22201. It is also available for inspection 
at the Office of the Federal Register 
Information Center, suite 700, 800 N(Mrth 
Capitol Street, NW., Washington, DC. 

(3) Two classes of nutrients are 
defined for purposes of compliance: 

(i) Class I. Added nutrients in fortified 
or fabricated foods; and 

(ii) Class n. Naturally occurring 
(indigenous) nutrients. If any ingredient 
which contains a nariirally occurring 
(indigenous) nutrient is a^ed to a food, 
the total amoimt of such nutrient in the 
final food product is subject to Class n 
requirements imless the same nutrient is 
also added, which would make the total 
amount of such nutrient subject to Class 
1 reouirements. 

(4) A product with a label declaration 
of a vitamin, mineral, protein, total 
carbohydrate, dietary fiber, othw 
carbohydrate, polyunsaturated or 
mcmounsaturated fat, or potassium shall 
be deemed to be misbranded under 
section l(n) of the Federal Meat 
Inspection Act (21 U.S.C. 601(nKl)) 
imless it meets the following 
requirements: 

(i) Class I vitamin, mineral, protein, 
dietary fiber, or potassium. The nutrient 
content of the composite is at least equal 
to the value for that nutrient declared on 
the label. 

(ii) Class n vitamin, minwal, protein, 
total carbohydrate, dietary fiber, other 
carbohydrate, polyunsaturated or 
monoimsaturated Cat, or potassium. The 
nutrient content of the composite is at 
least equal to 80 percent of the value for 
that nutrimit declared on the label: 
Provided, That no regulatory action will 
be based on a determination of a 
nutrient value which fells below this 
level by an amount less than the 
variability generally recognized for the 
analytical method used in that product 
at the level involved, and inhuent 
nutrient variation in a product 

(5) A product with a label declaration 
of calories, sugars, total fet saturated 

- fat cholesteroT, or sodium shall be 
deemed to be misbranded under section 

l(n) of the Federal Meat Inq}ectioa Act 
(21 U.S.C. 601(nKl)) if the nutrient 
content of the composite is greater than 
20 percent in excess of the value for that 
nutrient declared on the label; Provided, 
That no regulatory action will be based 
on a determination of a nutrient value 
which falls below this level by an 
amount less than the variability 
generally recognized for the analytical 
method used in that product at the level 
involved, and inherent nutrient 
variation in a product. 

(6) The amount of a vitamin, mineral, 
protein, total caibohydrate, dietary fiber, 
other caibohydrate, polyunsaturated or 
moQounsaturated fet, or potassium may 
vary over labeled amounts within good 
manufacturing preictice. The amount of 
calories, sugars, total fet. saturated fet, 
cholesterol, or sodium may vary under 
labeled amounts within good 
manufacturing practice. 

(7) Compliance will be based on the 
metric measure specified in the label 
statement of serving size. 

(B) The management of the 
establishment must maintain records to 
support the validity of nutrient 
declarations contained on product 
labels. Such records shall be made 
available to the inspector or any duly 
authorized representative of the Agency 
upon request. 

(9) The compliance provisions set 
forth in paragraph (h) (1) throu^ (8) of 
this section shall not apply to single¬ 
ingredient. raw meat (including ground 
beef) products, including those that 
have been previously frozen, when 
nutrition labeling is based on the most 
current representative data base values 
contained in USDA’s National Nutrient 
Data Bank or its published form, the 
Agriculture Handbook No. 8 series 
available fiom the Government Printing 
Office. 

§317.310 [Reserved] 

S317..311 (Reserve<4 

§317.312 Reference amounts cuetomarily 
consumed per eating occasion. 

(a) The general principles followed in 
arriving'at the Reference Amounts for 
serving (portion) sizes set forth in 
paragraph (b) of this section are found 
in 21 CFR 101.12(a). (c), (d) and (g). 

(b) The following Product Categories 
and Reference Amounts shall be used as 
the basis for d^ermining serviiig sizes 
for specific products; 
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Table 1.—Reference Amounts Cus¬ 
tomarily Consumed per Eatinq Oc- 
CASiON—Infant and 

FCXMJS*-*-* 

Toddler 

Product category amount 

Infant & Toddler Foods: 
Dirsier Dry Mix ______ tS9 

eog Dtener. ready^o-seivB. strainad type 

Table 1.—Reference Amounts Cus- 
tomarly Consumed per Eatinq oc¬ 
casion—Infant AND Toddler 
Foods —Continued 

■UnlMt otiiwitu mM ta Ih* naliwwM _ 
cctumn, ttw nalwanoa Amound m tor tw wdy to Wfva or 
aknoe raodyio —wo toim a> too prMoei (L^ hooi otN 
MC¥o). H not Mod ooporoMy. too notowoeo Amoinl tor too 

Ptoduct category 

Dinrwr, soups, ready-to-seivo Junior 

Dinner, stew or soup ready toservo 

Reference 
amount 

uopwooroO torn te.g.. doni^otod oorool) to too 
roqukod to maho ono notontwo Amoonl of too o 
torn). 

’Manutootomto oro watood lo 
Amoooi to too totMl oorvOw otoo to o tiouoonaid oiumiio 
moot oppwprtoto to tooir 
pfoc6daiM by isoylioofi. 

•pooMe ptoouei Mtog too 

110 g 

170 g 

'ThoM voluao raoTMonr d«o amount of tood cuatomorty 
coi'iiMni^d p6f MiKv oocMion And AAi6 pfwiAiMy didVAd 
from too l^-tS7S and too 1W7-19e8 Nmionutoo Food 
Conaumptlon Sunroya conduetod by too U.S. Dapaianoni of 
AgrtcuSure. 

Table 2.—Reference Amounts Customarily Consumed Per Eating Occasion—General Food Supply ***'^-* 

Product category 

Egg mixtures, (western style om^, souffle, egg foo young 
Lard, margerlne, shortenkig 
Salad and potato toppers; e.g., bacon bits —... 
Bacon (bacon, beef breakfast strips, pork breakfast steps, pork rinds) 

Dried; e.g.. Jerky, dried beN, Parma twm sausage products with a moisture/protein ratio of leas tean 2:1; s-g,^ pepperoni_ 
Snacks; s.g., meat snack food stlcka_____ 
Luncheon meat, botogna, Canadian style bacon, pork pattle crumbles, beef pattie cnimbtea, blood pudding, luncheon loaf, old 

fasNorted loaf, berfinger, bangers, mirtced luncheon roll, thuringer, Mver sausage, mortadella, uncurad sausage (franks), ham 
and cheese loaf, P&P loaf, srxappte souse, head cheese, pizza loaf, oitve loaf, pate, deviled ham, sandwich spread, teawursL 
cerveleL Lebanon bologna, potted meat food product, taco fillings, meat pie fillings. 

Linked meat sausage products, Vienna sausage, frankfurters, pork sausage, knltelion frankfurters, bratwwrst, Uebasa, Polish sau¬ 
sage, summer sausage, metiwursL smoked country sausage, smoked sausage, smoked or pickled meat, pickled pigs feet 

Entrees vrithout sauce, cuts of maat inciudtng marirutted, tenderized, tejected cuts of meat, beaf patty, com dog, bagel rlog, cro¬ 
quettes, tetters, cured ham, dry cured ham, dry cured cappioola, corned beef, pastrami, courtoy ham, pork shoulder picnic, 
meatballs, pursed adult foods. 

Canned meats, carmed beef, canned pork.* .......... 
Entrees with sauce, barbecued roeate in sauce.......... 
Mixed dishes NOT measurable with a cup;* e.g., burrito, egg rofl, enchilada, pizza, pizza roN, quiche, all types of sandwiches, 

cracker and meat lunch type packages, gyn, stromboti, burger on a bun, frank on a bun, caizone, taco, pockets sbdfsd with 
meat fokfovers, meat tasagna, stuffed vegetables with meat, shish kabobs, empanada. 

Mixed dishes measurable with a cup; e.g., meat casserole, macaroni end chaeee with meat pot pie, spaghetti with sauce, meat 
chili, chili with beans, meat hash, creamed chipped beef, beef ravioli In sauce, beef stiogariolf, Brunswick stew, goulash, meat 
stew, ragout 

Salads—peata or potato, potato salad with bacon, macaroni and meat salad —... 
Salads—ail other neat salads, ham salad ....... 
Soups—aS varieties.......r.„.......... 
Maj^ main entree type sauce; e.g., spaghetti sauce with meat spaghetti sauce with meatballs 
Minor main entree sauce; e.g., pizza sauce with meat, gravy ... 
Seasoning mixes dry, freeze d^, dehydrated, concerttrated soup mixes, bases, extracts, deled broths and stock^uice. freeze dry 

trail mix products with meat 

As reconstituted: 
Arrxxint to make one Reference Amount of the final dish; e.g.. 
Gravy... 
Major main entree type sauce... 

Entree measurable wtth a cup_ 

neferonce 
amouN 

rteference 
amount 

Raady4o-8erve Ready-lo-cook 

110 g nte. 
1 tbsp nte. 
To nia. 
15 g 54 g>4>acon. 

30g 

30g- 
braaMBSt 
•titps. 

nte. 
300 nte. 
55g n/a. 

55g n/a.75 

85g 

gi>uncooked 
sausage. 

106 g. 

55g rva. 
140 g nA. 
140g{pius5S afa. 

gfbr prod¬ 
ucts utoth 
sauce 
toppings) 

1 cup nA. 

140 g nA. 
lOOg nA. 
245g nA. 
125 g nA. 
Vs cup nfa. 

Vkcup nA. 
125 g nfa. 
245 g nA. 
1 cup nA. 

' TtwM vaiuM wpreiwx to* amours of tood euatonwrSy oonaumad per eating occasion and war* primarily dartoad fram toe 1977-78 and ttt* 1987-88 NationwidS Food Consumption 
Sunmys conducted by to* UJS. Dapartmant of AocuSui*. 

* Manufacturers are raqutrad to convert the Retoranca Amounts to too labal aerving sice to a houaehotd moaaur* moat appropriet* to took spacISc product using too procaduraa 
established by lagulation.* 

^Examptos ksied unoer Product Catagoiy ate not aS toduslva or exduslva. Examples ai* proulded to assiaimanutocturars in Idantifying approprlal* product rtotomnea Amours. 
*lf packed or oannod in Squid. Sw Rotownoo Amours is tor to* drained soSda. 

^Plzza Muc* is part of Si* pizza and la not eonaidarad to be sauce topping. 

(c) The Reference Amount 
products that represent two or more 
foods packaged and presented to be 
consumed together (e.g., lunch meat, 
cheese, and crackms) shell be the soin 
of the Reference Amounts for individual 

foods in the package if the Reference 
Amoimt is not list^ in paragraph (b) of 
this section and the product is not a 
meal-type product 

(d) Administrator, on his or her 
own inihatiTe or on behalf of any 

interested person who has aiifemitted a 
labeling application, may issue a 
proposal to estaMidi or ainendta 
Product Category or Referonce Amount 
identified in parsgraph (b) of fiiis 
section. 
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(1) Labeling applications and 
supporting documentation to be filed 
under this section shall be submitted in 
quadruplicate, except that the 
supporting documentation may be 
submitted on a computer disc copy. If 
any part of the material submitted is in 
a foreign language, it shall be 
accompanied by an accurate and 
complete English translation. The 
labeling application shall state the 
applicant’s post office address. 

(2) Pertinent information will be 
considered as part of an application on 
the basis of specific reference to such 
information submitted to and retained 
in the files of the Food Safety and 
Inspection Service. However, any 
reference to unpublished information 
furnished by a person other than the 
applicant will not be considered unless 
use of such information is authorized 
(with the imderstanding that such 
information may in whole or part be 
subject to release to the public) in a 
written statement signed by the person 
who submitted it. Any reference to 
published information should be 
accompanied by reprints or photostatic 
copies of such references. 

(3) The availability for public 
disclosure of labeling applications, 
along with supporting documentation, 
submitted to the Agency under this 
section will be governed by the rules 
specified in sul^apter D, title 9. 

(4) Data accompanying the labeling 
application, such as food consumption 
data, shall be submitted on separate 
sheets, suitably identified. If such data 
has already been submitted with an 
earlier labeling application from the 
applicant, the present labeling 
application must provide the data. 

(5) The labeling application must be 
signed by the applicant or by his or her 
attorney or agent, or (if a corporation) by 
an authorized official. 

(6) The labeling application shall 
include a statement signed by the 
person responsible for the labeling 
application, that to the best of his or her 
knowledge, it is a representative and 
balanced submission that includes 
unfavorable information, as well as 
favorable information, known to him or 
her pertinent to the evaluation of the 
labeling application. 

(7) Labeling applications for a new 
Reference Amoimt and/or Product 
Category shall be accompanied by the 
following data which shall be submitted 
in the following form to the Director, 
Food Labeling Division, Regulatory 
Programs J’o^ Safety and Inspection 
Service, Washington, DC 20250: 

(Date) 

The undersigned,_submits 
this labeling application pursuant to 9 CFR 
317.312 with respect to Reference Amount 
and/or Product Category. 

Attached hereto, in quadruplicate, or on a 
computer disc copy, and constituting a part 
of this labeling application, are the following: 

(i) A statement of the objective of the 
labeling application; 

(ii) A description of the product; 
(iii) A complete sample product label 

induding nutrition lalral, using the format 
established by regulation; 

(iv) A description of the form in which the 
pr^uct will be marketed; 

(v) The intended dietary uses of the 
product with the major use identified (e.g., 
ham as a luncheon meat); 

(vi) If the intended use is primarily as an 
ingredient in other foods, list of foods or food 
categories in which the product will be used 
as an ingredient with information on the 
prioritization of the use; 

(vii) The population group for which the 
pr^uct will be ofiered for use (e.g., infants, 
children under 4 years of age); 

(viii) The names of the most closely-related 
products (or in the case of foods for special 
dietary use and imitation or substitute foods, 
the names of the products for which they are 
offered as substitutes); 

(ix) The suggested Reference Amount (the 
amount of edible portion of food as 
consumed, excluding bone, skin or other 
inedible components) for the population 
group for which the product is intended with 
full description of the methodology and 
procedures that were used to determine the 
suggested Reference Amount. In determining 
the Reference Amount, general principles 
and factors in paragraph (a) of this section 
should be followed. 

(x) The suggested Reference Amount shall 
be expressed in metric units. Reference 
Amounts for foods shall be expressed in 
grams except when common household units 
such as cups, tablespoons, and teaspoons are 
more appropriate or are more likely to 
promote uniformity in serving sizes declared 
on product labels. For example, common 
household measures would be more 
appropriate if products within the same 
category differ substantially in density such 
as mixed dishes measurable with a cup. 

(A) In expressing the Reference Amount in 
grams, the following general rules shall be 
followed: 

(1) For quantities greater than 10 grams, the 
quantity shall be expressed in nearest 5 
grams increment. 

[2] For quantities less than 10 grams, exact 
gram wei^ts shall be used. 

(B) (Reserved] 
(xi) A labeling application for a new 

subcategory of food with its own Reference 
Amount shall include the following 
additional information: 

(A) Data that demonstrate that the new 
subcategory of food will be consumed in 
amounts that differ enough from the 
Reference Amount for the parent category to 
warrant a separate Reference Amount. Data 
must include sample size, and the mean, 
standard deviation, median, and modal 
consumed amount per eating occasion for the 
product identified in the lalwling application 

and for other products in the category. All 
data must be derived-from the same survey 
data. 

(B) Documentation supporting the 
difference in dietary usage and product 
characteristics that affect the consumption 
size that distinguishes the product identified 
in the labeling application from the rest of 
the products in the category. 

(xii) In conducting research to collect or 
process food consumption data in support of 
the labeling application, the following 
general guidelines should be followed. 

(A) Sampled population selected should be 
representative of the demographic and 
socioeconomic characteristics of the target 
population group for which the food is 
intended. 

(B) Sample size (i.e., number of eaters) 
should be large enough to give reliable 
estimates for customarily consmned 
amounts. 

(C) The study protocol should identify 
potential biases and describe how potential 
biases are controlled for or, if not possible to 
control, how they affect interpretation of 
results. 

(D) The methodology used to collect or 
process data including study design, 
sampling procedures, materials used (e.g., 
questionnaire, interviewer’s manual), 
procedures used to collect or process data, 
methods or procedures used to control for 
unbiased estimates, and procedures used to 
correct for nonresponse, should be fully 
documented. 

(xiii) A statement concerning the feasibility 
of convening associations, corporations, 
consumers, and other interested parties to 
engage in negotiated rulemaking to develop 
a proposed rule. 

Yours very truly. 
Applicant- 
By - 

(Indicate authority) 

(8) Upon receipt of the labeling 
application and supporting 
documentation, the applicant shall be 
notified, in writing, of the date on 
which the labeling application was 
received. Such notice shall inform the 
applicant that the labeling application is 
imdergoing Agency review and that the 
applicant shall subsequently be notified 
of the Agency’s decision to consider for 
further review or deny the labeling 
application. 

(9) Upon review of the labeling 
application and supporting 
documentation, the Agency shall notify 
the applicant, in writing, that the 
labeling application is either being 
considered for further review or that it 
has been summarily denied by the 
Administrator. 

(10) If the labeling application is 
summarily denied by ffie Administrator, 
the written notification shall state the 
reasons therefor, including why the 
Agency has determined that the 
proposed Reference Amount and/or 
Product Category is false or misleading. 
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The notification letter shall inSonn the 
applicant that the aralicant may submit 
a written statement by way of answer to 
the notification, and that &e applicant 
shall have the ri^ to request a nearing 
with respect to the merits or validity of 
the Administrator’s decision to deny the 
use of the proposed Reference Amount 
and/or Product Categoi^. 

(i) If the applicant fails to accept the 
determination of the Administrator and 
files an answer and requests a hearing, 
and the Administrator, after review of 
the ans%ver, determines the initial 
determination to be cmrect, the 
Administrator shall file with tire 
Hearing Clerk of the Department the 
notification, answer, and the request for 
a hearing, which shall constitute the 
complaint and answer in the 
proceeding, which shall thmeafter be 
conducted in accordance with the 
Department’s Uniform Rules of Practice. 

(li) The hmring shall be conducted 
before an administrative law judge with 
the oppcHTtunity for appeal to the 
Department’s Judicial Officer, who shall 
make the final detenninadon for the ^ 
Secrets^. Any such determination by 
the Sectary shall be conclusive unless, 
within 30 days after receipt of notice of 
such final determination, the applicant 
appeals to the United States Court of 
Appeals for the circniit in which the 
applicant has its principal place of 
iM^iness or to the Unit^ &ates Court of 
Appeals for the District of Coliunbia 
Circuit. 

(11) If the labeling application is not 
summarily denied by me Administrator, 
the Administrator shall piiblish in the 
Federal Register a proposed rule to 
amend the regulations to authorize the 
use of the Reference Amount and/or 
Product Category. The proposal shall 
also summarize the labeling application, 
including where the supporting 
documentation can be reviewed. The 
Administrator’s proposed rule shall seek 
comment from consumers, the industry, 
consumer and industry groups, and 
other interested persons cm me labeling 
applic^ticm and the use of the proposed 
Reference Amount and/or Produce! 
Category. After public commerrt has 
been received and reviewed by the 
Agency, the Administrator shall make a 
determination on whether the proposed 
Reference Amount and/or Prcxiuct 
Category shall be approved for use cm 
the labeling of meat food produds. 

(i) If the Reference Amount and/or 
Producrt Category is denied by the 
Administrator, the Agency shall notify 
the applic:ant, in writing, of the basis for 
the denial, including the reason why the 
Reference Amount and/or Produd 
Category on the labeling was 
determined by the Agency to be false or 

misleading. The notification letter shall 
also inform the wplic:ant that the 
applicant may submit a written 
statement by way of answer to the 
notification, and that the applicant shall 
have the right to request a hearing with 
re^>ed to the merits or validity ci the 
Administrator’s decision to deny the use 
of the ^posed Reference Amount and/ 
or Produd Category. 

(A) If the appikant fails to acc:ept the 
determination of die Administrator and 
files an answer and requests a hearing, 
and the Administrator, after review of 
an ansvrer, determines the initial 
determination to be corred, the 
Administrator shall file widi the 
Hearing Cleik of the Department the 
notification, answer, and the request for 
a bearing, which diall c:cmstitute the 
complaint and answer in the 
proceeding, whidi shall thereafter be 
conduded in accordance with die 
Department’s Uniform Rules of Practice. 

(B) The hearing shall be conduded 
before an administrative law Judge with 
the opportunity for appeal to the 
Department’s ^didal Officer, who shall 
m^e the final determination for the 
Secretary. Any such determination by 
the Secretary shall be conclusive unless, 
within 30 days after receipt of the notice 
of such final determination, the 
applicant appeals to the United States 
Court of Appeals for the drcuit in 
which the applicant has its prindpal 
place of business or to the United States 
Court of Appeals for the Distrid of 
Columbia Circuit. 

(ii) If the Reference Amount and/or 
Produd Category is approved, the 
Agency shall notify the applicant, in 
writing, and shall also publish in the 
Federal Register a final rule amending 
the regulations to authorize the use of 
the Reference Amoimt and/or Produd 
Category. 

§317413 Nutrient content claifna; general 
princ^ilea. 

(a) This sedion applies to meat 
produds that are intended for human 
consumption and that are ofiered for 
sale, except that nutrient content claims 
may not be made on products intended 
spedfically for use by infants and 
toddlers less than 2 years of age. 

(b) A claim which, expressly or by 
implication, charaderizes the level of a 
nutrient (nutrient content claim) of the 
typ>e required in nutrition labeling 
pursuant to § 317.309, may not be made 
on a label or in labeling of that produd 
unless the claim is made in accordance 
with 21 CFR 101,13 (b) throu(^ (f). 

(c) through (h) (Reserved) 
(i) Ihe labeling of a produd may 

contain a statement about the amount or 

percentage of a nutrient in arr/wlanro 
with 21 CFR 101.13(i) (1) through (3). 

(j) Products may bear a statement that 
compares the lev^ of a nutrient in the 
produd with the level of a nutrient in 
a reference food in accordance with 21 
CFR 101.13(j). except comparismi to 
produd of another manul^urar at 21 
CFR 101.13(iKlKii)(B). 

(k) The term “modified” may be used 
in the statement of identity of a produd 
in accordance with 21 CFR lOl.lSQd- 

(l) For ptirposes of making a claim, a 
“meal-type produd” shall be defined as 
a produd that: 

(1) Makes a significant contribution to 
the diet by weig^^g at least 6 ounces, 
but no more thw 12 ounces per serving 
(container), and 

(2) Contes ingredients from two or 
more of the follo^ng four food groups: 

(i) Bread, cereal, rice and pasta group, 
(ii) Fruits and vegetables group, 
(iii) Milk, yogurt, and cheese group, 

and 
(iv) Meat, poultry, fish, dry beans, 

eggs, and nuts group, and 
(3) Is represented as, or is in a form 

commonly understood to be a bredcfast, 
lunch, dinner, meal, main dish, entree, 
or pizza. Sudi representations may be 
made either by statements, photo^ephs, 
or vignettes. 

(m) (Reserved] 
(n) Nutrition labeling in accordance 

with § 317.309, shall be provided for 
any food for whkh a nutrient content 
claim is made. 

(o) Compliance with requirements for 
nutrient contMit claims shall be in 
accordance with § 317.309(h). 

(p) The Reference Amount ^all be 
used to determine whether a product 
meets the criteria for a nutrient cantmt 
claim as discussed in 21 CFR 
101.13(p)(l). 

(q) The following exemptions apply: 
(1) Nutrient content claims that have 

not been defined by regulation and that 
appear as part of a brand name that was 
in use prior to November 27,1991, may 
continue to be used as part of that brand 
name, provided they are not false or 
misleading under section l(n) of the Act 
(21 U.S.C 601(nKl)). 

(2) (Reserved) 
(3) A statement that describes the 

percentage of a vitamin or mineral in 
the food in rel^on to a reference daily 
intake (RDI) as defined in 21 CFR 
101.9(c) may be made on the IdoeL 

(4) The requirements of this section 
do not apply to products for special 
dietary use as described in § 317.2(i)(2). 

(5) (Reserved) 
(6) Nutrient ccxitent claims that were 

part of the name of a product that was 
subject to a standard of idratity as of 
November 27,1991, are not subject to 
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the requirements of paragraph (b) of this 
section whether or not they meet the 
definition of the descriptive term. 

(7) Implied nutrient content claims 
may be used as part of a brand name, 
provided that the use of the claim has 
been authorized by FSIS. Labeling 
applications requesting approval of such 
a claim may be submitted pursuant to . 
§317.369. 

§§317.314-317.342 [ReMfved] 

§ 317.343 Significant participation for 
voluntary nutrition labeling. 

(a) In evaluating significant 
participation for volimtary nutrition 
labeling, FSIS will consider only the 
major cuts of single-ingredient, raw 
meat products, as identified in 
§ 317.344, including those that have 
been previously frozen. 

(b) FSIS will judge a food, retailer to 
be participating at a significant level if 
the retailer provides nutrition labeling 
information for at least 90 percent of &e 
major cuts of single-ingredient, raw 
meat products, listed in § 317.344, that 
it sells, and if the nutrition label is 
consistent in content and format with 
the mandatory program, or nutrition 
information is ^splayed at point-of- 
purchase in an approriate manner. 

(c) To determine whether there is 
significant participation by retailers 
under the voluntary nutrition labeling 
guidelines. FSIS will select a 
representative sample of companies 
allocated by type and size. 

(d) FSIS will find that significant 
participation by food retailers exists if at 
least 60 percent of all companies that 
are evaluated are participating in 
accordance with the guidelines. 

(e) FSIS will evaluate significant 
participation of the voluntary program 
every 2 years beginning in May 1995. 

(Ij If significant participation is 
found, the voluntary nutrition labeling 
guidelines shall remain in effect. 

(2) If significant participation is not 
found, FSIS shall initiate rulemaking to 
require nutrition labeling on those 
products imder the voluntary program. 

§317.344 Identification of major cuts of 
meat products. 

The major cuts of single-ingredient, 
raw meat products are: Beef ^uck blade 
roast, beef loin top loin steak, beef rib 
roast large end, b^f roimd eye round 
steak, beef round top roruid steak, beef 
roimd tip roast, beef chuck arm pot 
roast, beef loin sirloin steak, beef roimd 
bottom roimd steak, beef brisket (whole, 
flat half, or point half), beef rib steak 
small end, l^f loin tenderloin steak, 
ground beef regular without added 
seasonings, ground beef extra lean 
without added seasoning, pork loin 

chop, pork loin country style ribs, poric 
loin top loin chop boneless, pork loin 
rib chop, pork spareribs, pork loin 
tenderloin, pork loin sirloin roast, pork 
shoulder blade steak, pork loin top roast 
boneless, ground pork, lamb shank, 
lamb shoulder arm chop, lamb shoulder 
blade chop, lamb rib roast, lamb loin 
chop, lamb leg (whole, sirloin half, or 
shank half), veal shoulder arm steak, 
veal shoulder blade steak, veal rib roast, 
veal loin chop, and veal cutlets. 

§ 317.345 Guidallnas for voluntary 
nutrition labeling of alngle4ngredlent, raw 
products. 

(a) Nutrition information on the cuts 
of single-ingredient, raw meat products, 
including those that have been 
previously frozen, shall be provided in 
the following manner: 

(1) If a retailer chooses to provide 
nutrition information on the label of 
these products, these products shall be 
subject to all requirements of the 
mandatory nutrition labeling program, 
except that nutrition labeling may be 
declared on the basis of either "as 
consumed" or "as packaged.” In 
addition, the declaration of the number 
of servings per container need not be 
included in nutrition labeling of single¬ 
ingredient, raw meat products 
(including ground beef), including those 
that have been previously frozen. 

(2) If a retailer chooses to provide 
nutrition information at the point-of- 
purchase, such as by posting a sign, or 
by making the information readily 
available in brochures, notebooks, or 
leaflet form in close proximity to the 
food. If a nutrition claim is made on 
point-of-purchase materials all of the 
requirements of the mandatory nutrition 
labeling program apply. However, if 
only nutrition information—and not a 
nutrition claim—is supplied on point- 
of-purchase materials: 

(i) The requirements of the mandatory 
nutrition labeling program apply, but 
the nutrition information may be 
supplied on an "as packaged" or "as 
consumed," basis; 

(ii) The listing of DRV's may be 
voluntary; and 

(iii) The point-df-purchase materials 
are not subject to any of the format 
requirements. The nutrition labeling 
information may also be supplemented 
by a video, live demonstration, or other 
media. 

(b) [Reserved] 
(c) The declaration of nutrition 

information may be presented in a 
simplified format as specified in 
§ 317.309(g) for the mandatory nutrition 
labeliM program. 

(d) Ine nutrition label data should be 
based on either the raw or cooked edible 

portions of meat cuts with external 
cover fat at trim levels reflecting current 
marketing practices. If data are based on 
cooked portions, the methods used to 
cook the products must be specified and 
should be those which do not add 
nutrients from other ingredients such as 
flour, breading, and salt. Additional 
nutritional data may be presented on an 
optional basis for the raw or cooked 
edible portions of the separable lean of 
meat cuts. 

(e) Nutrient data that are the most 
current representative data base values 
contained in USDA’s National Nutrient 
Data Bank or its published form, the 
Agriculture Handbook No. 8 series, may 
be used for nutrition labeling of single¬ 
ingredient, raw meat products 
(including ground beef), including those 
that have b^n previously frozen. These 
data may be composite data that reflect 
different quality grades of beef or other 
variables affecting nutrient content. 
Alternatively, data that reflect specific 
grades or other variables may be used, 
except that if data are used on labels 
attached to a product which is labeled 
as to grade of meat or other variables, 
the data must represent the product in 
the package when such data are 
contained in the representative data 
base. When data are used on labels 
attached to a product, the data must 
represent the edible meat tissues present 
in the package. 

(f) If the nutrition information is in 
accordance with paragraph (e) of this 
section, a nutrition label or labeling will 
not be subject to the Agency compfiance 
review under § 317.309(h), unless a 
nutrition claim is made on the basis of 
the representative data base values. 

(g) Retailers may use data bases that 
they believe reflect the nutrient content 
of single-ingredient, raw meat products 
(including ground beef), including those 
that have b^n previously fiozen; 
however, such labeling shall be subject 
to the compliance procedures of 
paragraph (e) of this section and the 
requirements specified in this subpart 
for the mandatory nutrition labeling 
program. 

§317.346-317.353 [ReservMq 

§ 317.354 Nutrient content claims for 
"good source" and "high". 

Nutrient content claims about a 
nutrient in a product in relation to the 
Reference Daily Intake (RDI) established 
for that nutrient in 21 CFR 
101.9(c)(ll)(iv) or Daily Reference Value 
(DRV) established for that nutrient in 21 
CFR 101.9(c)(12)(i), excluding total 
carbohydrate and unsaturated fatty 
acids, may be used on the label or in 
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labeling, in accordance with 21 CFR 
101.54 (a) through (d). 

§317.355 [Reserved] 

§ 317.356 Nutrient content claims for 
“light** or “Ute". 

(a) General requirements. The 
following nutrient content claims using 
the term “light” or “lite” to describe a 
product may be used on the label and 
in labeling, provided that the product is 
labeled in compliance with 21 CFR 
101.56. 

(b) The terms “light” or "lite” may be 
used in the brand name of foods to 
describe the sodium content, provided 
that: 

(1) The product meets the sodium 
criteria provided in paragraph (a) of this 
section, and 

(2) A statement specihcally stating 
that the product is "light in sodium” or 
“lite in sodium” appears: 

(i) Contiguous to the brand name; 
(ii) In uniform type size, style, color, 

and prominence as the product name; 
and 

(iii) The "light in sodium” or “lite in 
sodium” statement complies with 
paragraph (a) of this section. 

§§317.357-317.359 [Reserved] 

§ 317.360 Nutrient content cleinte for 
calorie content 

Nutrient content claims about the 
calorie content of a product may be used 
on the label or in labeling in accordance 
with 21 CFR 101.60(a) through (c). 

§ 317.361 Nutrient content claims for 
sodium content 

Nutrient content claims about the 
sodium content of a product may be 
used on the label and in labeling in 
accordance with 21 CFR 101.61 (a) and 
(b). 

§ 317.362 Nutrient content claims for fat, 
fatty adds, and cholesterol content of meat 
products. 

(a) A claim about the level of fat, fatty 
acid, and cholesterol in a meat product 
may only be made on the label and in 
the labeling of the product in 
accordance with 21 CFR 101.62 (a) 
through (d), except, 21 CFR 101.62(c), 
(d)(l)(i),(d)(l)(ii) (A) through (D), 
(d)(2)(i), (d)(2)(ii) (A) through (D), 
(d)(4)(i), (d)(4)(ii) (A) through (D), 
(d)(5){i), and (d)(5)(ii) (A) through (D). 

(b) The terms “low in cholesterol” or 
'*low cholesterol” may be used on the 
label or in labeling of a meal-type 
product as defined iii § 317.313, 
provided that the product meets the 
requirements of 21 CFR 101.62(d)(2), 
except that requirements of 21 CTO 
101.62(d)(2) (i)(A) and (ii)(A) shall be 
limited to 20 milligrams of cholesterol 

per 100 grams, and the requirements of 
21 CTO 101.62(d)(2) (i)(B) and (ii)(B) 
shall be modified to require that the 
product contain 2 grams or less of 
satmated fat per 100 grams. 

(c) "Lean” and "Extra Lean" Claims. 
The following nutrient content claims 
may be used on the label or in labeling, 
provided that the product is labeled in 
accordance with § 317.309, and the 
nutrient content claim complies with 
§317.313: 

(1) The term ‘*lean’* may be used on 
the label or in labeling of a meat 
product, provided that the product 
contains less than 10 grams fat, less than 
4 grams saturated fot, and less than 95 
milligrams cholesterol per 100 grams 
and Reference Amount Customarily 
Consumed (RACC) for individual foods, 
and per 100 grams and labeled serving 
size for meal-type products. 

(2) The term “extra lean” may be used 
on the label or in labeling of a meat 
product, provided that the product 
contains less than 5 grams fat, less than 
2 grams saturated fet, and less than 95 
milligrams cholesterol per 100 grams 
and Reference Amount Customarily 
Consumed (RA(X) for individual foods, 
and per 100 grams and per labeled 
serving size for meal-type products. 

§§317.363-317.368 [Reserved] 

§ 317.369 Labeling epplicetions for 
nutrient content claims. 

(a) This section pertains to labeling 
applications for claims, express or 
implied, that characterize the level of 
any nutrient required to be on the label 
or in labeling of product by this subpart. 

(b) Labeling applications included in 
this section are: 

(1) Labeling applications for a new 
(heretofore unau^orized) nutrient 
content claim, 

(2) Labeling applications for a 
synonymous term (i.e., one that is 
consistent with a term defined by 
regulation) for characterizing the level 
of a nutrient, and 

(3) Labeling applications for the use of 
an implied claim in a brand name. 

(c) Labeling applications and 
supporting documentation to be filed 
under this section shall be submitted in 
quadruplicate, except that the 
supporting documentation may be 
submitted on a computer disc copy. If 
any part of the material submitted is in 
a foreign language, it shall be 
accompanied by an accurate and 
complete English translation. The 
labeling application shall state the 
applicant’s post office address. 

(d) Pertinent information will be 
considered as part of an application on 
the basis of specific reference to such 

information submitted to and retained 
in the files of the Food Safety and 
Inspection Service. However, any 
reference to unpublished information 
furnished by a person other than the 
applicant will not be considered unless 
use of such information is authorized 
(with the understanding that such 
information may in whole or part be 
subject to release to the public) in a 
written statement signed by the person 
who submitted it. Any reference to 
published information should be 
accompanied by reprints or photostatic 
copies of such references. 

(e) If nonclinical laboratory studies 
accompany a labeling application, the 
applicant shall include, with respect to 
each nonclinical study included with 
the application, either a statement that 
the'study has been, or will be. 
conducted in compliance with the good 
laboratory practice regulations as set 
forth in part 58 of chapter 1, title 21, or, 
if any such study was not conducted in 
compliance with such regulations, a 
brief statement of the reason for the 
noncompliance. 

(f) If clinical investigations 
accompany a labeling application, the 
applicant shall include, with respect to 
each clinical investigation included 
with the application, either a statement 
that the investigation was conducted in 
compliance wi^ the requirements for 
institutional review set forth in part 56 
of chapter 1, title 21, or was not subject 
to such requirements in accordance 
with § 56.194 or § 56.105, and that it 
was conducted in compliance with the 
requirements for informed consents set 
foi^ in part 50 of chapter 1, title 21. 

(g) 'The availability for public 
disclosure of labeling applications, 
along with supporting documentation, 
submitted to the Agency under this 
section will be governed by the rules 
specified in sul^apter D, title 9. 

(h) 'The data specified under this 
section to accompany a labeling 
application shall be submitted on 
separate sheets, suitably identified. If 
such data has already l^n submitted 
with an earlier labeling application firom 
the applicant, the present labeling 
application must provide the data. 

(i) The labeling application must be 
signed by the applicant or by his or her 
attorney or agent, or (if a corporation) by 
an authorized official. 

(j) The labeling application shall 
include a statement signed by the 
person responsible for the labeling 
application, that to the best of his or her 
knowledge, it is a representative and 
balanced submission that includes 
unfavorable information, as well as 
favorable information, known to him or 
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her pertinent to the evaluation of the 
labeling application. 

(kid) Ladling applications for a new 
nutrient, content claim shall be 
accompanied by the following data 
which shall be submitted in the 
following form to the Director, Food 
Labeling Division, Regulatory Programs, 
Food Safety and Inspection ^rvice, 
Washington, DC 20250. 

(Date) 
The undersigned._, submits this 

labeling application pursuant to 9 CFR 
317.369 with respect to (statement of the 
claim and its proposed use). 

Attached hereto, in quadmplicate, or on a 
computer disc copy, and constituting a part 
of this labeling ap^cation, are the following: 

(i) A statement identifying the nutrient 
content claim and the nutrient that the tenn 
is intended to characterize with respect to the 
level of such nutrient. The statement shall 
address why the use of the term as proposed 
will not be misleading. The statement shall 
provide examples of the nutrient content 
claim as it will be used on labels or labeling, 
as well as the types of products on which the 
claim will be The statement shall also 
specify the level at which the nutrient must 
be present or what other conditions 
concerning the product must be met for the 
appropriate use of the term in labels or 
lalMling, as well as any factms that would 
make the use of die term inappropriate. 

(ii) A detailed explanation supported by 
any necessary data of why use of the food 
component characterized by the claim is of 
imp^ance in human nutrition by virtue of 
its presence or absence at the levels that such 
claim would describe. This explanation shall 
also state what nutritional benefit to the 
public vrill derive from use of the claim as 
proposed and why such benefit is not 
available through the use of existing terms 
defined by relation. If the claim is 
intended for a specific group within the 
population, the analysis shall specifically 
address nutritional needs of such group, and 
scientific data sufficient for such purpme, 
and data and information to the extent 
necessary to demonstrate that consumers can 
be expected to understand the meaning of the 
term under the proposed conditions of use. 

(iii) Analytic^ data that demonstrates the 
amount of the nutrient that is present in the 
products for which the claim is intended. 
The assays should be performed on 
representative samples in accordance with 
317.309(h). If no USDA or AOAC methods 
are available, the applicant shall submit the 
assay method used, and data establishing the 
validity of the method for assaying the 
nutrient in the particular food. The 
validation data shall include a statistical 
analysis of the analytical and product 
variability. 

(iv) A detailed analysis of the potential 
effect of the use of the proposed claim on 
food consumption, and any corresponding 
changes in nutrient intake. The analysis shall 
specifically address the intake of nutrients 
that have beneficial and negative 
consequences in the total diet. If the claim is 

intended for a specific group within the 
population, the analysis shall specifically 
address the dietary practices of such group, 
and shall include data sufficient to 
demonstrate that the dietary analysis is 
representative of such group. 

Yours very truly, 
Applicant- 
By - 

(Indicate authority) 

(2) Upon receipt of the labeling 
appUcation and supporting 
documentation, the applicant shall be 
notified, in writing, of the date on 
which the labeling application was 
received. Such notice shall inform the 
applicant that the labeling application is 
undergoing Agency review and that the 
applicant shall subsequently be notified 
of the Agency’s decision to consider for 
further review or deny the labeling 
application. 

(3) Upon review of the labeling 
application and supporting 
documentation, the Agency shall notify 
the applicant, in writing, that the 
labeling application is either being 
considered for further review or that it 
has been summarily denied by the 
Administrator. 

(4) If the labeling application is 
summarily denied by ^e Administrator, 
the written notification shall state the 
reasons therefor, including why the 
Agency has determined thed the 
proposed nutrient content clcum is false 
or misleading. The notification letter 
shall inform the applicant that the 
applicant may submit a written 
statement by way of answer to the 
notification, and that the applicant shall 
have the ri^t to request a hearing with 
respect to ue merits or validity of the 
Administrator’s decision to deny the use 
of the proposed nutrient content claim. 

(i) If the applicant fails to accept the 
determination of the Administrator and 
files an answer and requests a hearing, 
and the Administrator, after review of 
the answer, determines the initial 
determination to be correct, the 
Administrator shall file with the 
Hearing Clerk of the Department the 
notification, answer, and the request for 
a hearing, which shall constitute the 
complaint and answer in the 
proceeding, which shall thereafter be 
conducted in accordance with the 
Department’s Uniform Rules of Practice. 

Ui] The hearing shall be conducted 
before an administrative law judge with 
the opportimity for appeal to the 
Department’s Judicial Officer, who shall 
m^e the final determination for the 
Secretary. Any such determination by 
the Secrkary shall be conclusive unless, 
within 30 days after receipt of notice of 
such final determination, the applicant 
appeals to the United States Court of 

Appeals for the circuit in which the 
applicant has its principal place of 
business or to the UnitM States Court of 
Appeals for the District of Columbia 
Circuit. 

(5) If the labeling application is not 
summarily denied by the Administrator, 
the Administrator shall publish in the 
Federal Register a proposed rule to 
amend the regulations to authorize the 
use of the nutrient content claim. The 
proposal shall also summarize the 
labeling application, including where 
the supporting documentation can be 
reviewed. The Administrator’s proposed 
rule shall seek comment from 
consumers, the industry, consumer and 
industry groups, and other interested 
persons on the labeling application and 
the use of the proposed nutrient content 
claim. After public comment has been 
received and reviewed by the Agency, 
the Administrator shall make a 
determination on whether the proposed 
nutrient content claim shall be 
approved for use on the labeling of meat 
and food products. 

(i) If the claim is denied by the 
Administrator, the Agency shall notify 
the applicant, in writing, of the basis for 
the denial, including the reason why the 
claim on the labeling was determined by 
the Agency to be felse or misleading. 
The notification letter shall also inform 
the applicant that the applicant may 
submit a written statement by way of 
answer to the notification, and that the 
applicant shall have the right to request 
a hearing with respect to the merits or 
validity of the Administrator’s decision 
to deny the use of the proposed nutrient 
content claim. 

(A) If the applicant fails to accept the 
determination of the Administrator and 
files an answer and requests a hearing, 
and the Administrator, after review of 
the answer, determines the initial 
determination to be correct, the 
Administrator shall file with the 
Hearing Clerk of the Department the 
notification, answer, and the request for 
a hearing, which sh^ constitute the 
complaint and answer in the preceding, 
which shall thereafter bo conducted in 
accordance with the Department’s 
Uniform Rules of Practice. 

(B) The hearing shall be conducted 
before an administrative law judge with 
the opportunity for appeal to the 
Department’s Judicial Officer, who shall 
make final determination for the 
Secretary. Any such determination by 
the Secret£ury shall be conclusive unless, 
within 30 days after receipt of the notice 
of such final determination, the 
application appeals to the United States 
Court of Appeds for the circuit in 
which the applicant has its principal 
place of business or to the United States 
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Court of Appeals for the District of 
Columbia Circuit. 

(ii) If the claim is approved, the 
Agency shall notify the applicant, in 
writing, and shall also publish in the 
Federal Register a final rule amending 
the regulations to authorize the use of 
the claim. 

(1) (1) Labeling applications for a 
synonymous term shall be accompanied 
by the following data which shall be 
submitted in the following form to the 
Director. Food Labeling Division, 
Regulatory Programs. Food Safety and 
Inspection Service, Washington, DC 
20250: 

(Date) 
The undersigned._submits 

this labeling application pursuant to 9 CFR 
317.369 wiUi respect to (statement of the 
synonymous term and its proposed use in a 
nutrient content claim that is consistent with 
an existing term that has been defined under 
subpart B of part 317). 

Attached hereto, in quadruplicate, or on a 
computer disc copy, and constituting a part 
of this labeling application, are the following: 

(i) A statement identifying the synonymous 
term, the existing term defined by a 
regulation with which the synonymous term 
is claimed to be consistent, and the nutrient 
that the term is intended to characterize the 
level of. The statement shall address why the 
use of the synonymous term as proposed will 
not be misleading. The statement shall 
provide examples of the nutrient content 
claim as it will be used on labels or labeling, 
as well as the types of products on which the 
claim will be used. The statement shall also 
specify whether any limitations not 
applicable to the use of the defined term are 
intended to apply to the use of the 
s>'nonymous term. 

(ii) A detailed explanation supported by 
any necessary data of why use of the 
proposed term is requested, including 
whether the existing defined term is 
inadequate for the purpose of effectively 
characterizing the level of a nutrient. This 
explanation shall also state what nutritional 
benefit to the public will derive from use of 
the claim as proposed, and why such benefit 
is not available through the use of existing 
terms defined by regulation. If the claim is 
intended for a specific group within the 
population, the analysis shall specifically 
address nutritional needs of such group, 
scientific data sufficient for such purpose, 
and data and information to the extent 
necessary to demonstrate that consumers can 
be expected to understand the meaning of the 
term under the proposed conditions of use. 

Yours very truly. 
Applicant- 
By —- 

(Indicate authority) 

(2) Upon receipt of the labeling 
application and supporting 
documentation, the applicant shall be 
notified, in writing, of the date on 
which the labeling application was 

received. Such notice shall inform the 
applicant that the labeling application is 
imdergoing Agency review and that the 
applicant shall subsequently be notified 
of the Agency’s decision to consider for 
further review or deny the labeling 
application. 

13) Upon review of the labeling 
application and supporting 
documentation, the Agency shall notify 
the applicant, in writing, that the 
labeling application is either being 
considered for further review or that it 
has been summarily denied by the 
Administrator. 

(4) If the labeling application is 
summarily denied by tne Administrator, 
the written notification shall state the 
reasons therefor, including why the 
Agency has determined that the Sosed synonymous term is false or 

sading. llie notification letter shall 
inform the applicant that the applicant 
may submit a written statement by way 
of answer to the notification, and that 
the applicant shall have the right to 
request a hearing with respect to the 
merits or validity of the Administrator’s 
decision to deny the use of the proposed 
synonymous term. 

(i) It the applicant fails to accept the 
determination of the Administrator and 
files an answer and requests a hearing, 
and the Administrator, after review of 
the answer, determines the initial 
determination to be correct, the 
Administrator shall file with the 
Hearing Clerk of the Department the 
notification, answer, and the request for 
a hearing, which shall constitute the 
complaint and answer in the 
proceeding, which shall thereafter be 
conducted in accordance with the 
Denartment’s Uniform Rules of Practice. 

(li) The hearing shall be conducted 
before an administrative law judge with 
the opportunity for appeal to the 
Department’s Judicial Officer, who shall 
maice the final determination for the 
Secretary. Any such determination by 
the Secretary shall be conclusive unless, 
within 30 days after receipt of notice of 
such final determination, the applicant 
appeals to the United States Court of 
Appeals for the circuit in which the 
applicant has its principal place of 
business or to the Unit^ States Court of 
Appeals for the District of Columbia 
Circuit. 

(5) If the claim is approved, the 
Agency shall notify the applicant, in 
writing, and shall publish in the Federal 
Register a notice informing the public 
that the synonymous term has been 
approved for use. 

Cm) (1) Labeling applications for the 
use of an implied nutrient content claim 
in a brand name shall be accompanied 
by the following data which shall be 

submitted in the following form to the 
Director, Food Labeling Division, 
Regulatory Programs. Food Safety and 
Inspection Service, Washington. DC 
20250: 

(Date) 
The undersigned,_submits 

this labeling application pursuant to 9 CFR 
317.369 with respect to (statement of the 
implied nutrient content claim and its 
proposed use in a brand name). 

Attached hereto, in quadruplicate, or on a 
computer disc copy, and constituting a part 
of this labeling application, are the following: 

(i) A statement identifying the implied 
nutrient content claim, the nutrient the claim 
is intended to characterize, the 
corresponding term for characterizing the 
level of such nutrient as defined by a 
regulation, and the brand name of which the 
implied claim is intended to be a part. The 
statement shall address why the use of the 
brand-name as proposed will not be 
misleading. The statement shall provide 
examples of the types of products on which 
the brand name will appear. It shall also 
include data showing that the actual level of 
the nutrient in the food would qualify the 
label of the product to bear the corresponding 
term defined by regulation. Assay methods 
used to determine the level of a nutrient shall 
meet the requirements stated under labeling 
application format in paragraph (k)(l)(iii) of 
this section. 

(ii) A detailed explanation supported by 
any necessary data of why use of the 
proposed brand name is requested. This 
explanation shall also state what nutritional 
benefit to the public will derive from use of 
the brand name as proposed. If the branded 
product is intended for a specific group 
within the population, the analysis shdl 
specifically address nutritional needs of such 
group and scientific data sufficient for such 
purpose. 

Yours very truly. 
Applicant- 
By --- 

(2) Upon receipt of the labeling 
application and supporting 
documentation, the applicant shall be 
notified, in writing, of the date on 
which the labeling application was 
received. Such notice shall inform the 
applicant that the labeling application is 
undergoing Agency review and that the 
applicant shall subsequently be notified 
of the Agency’s decision to consider for 
further review or deny the labeling 
application. 

(3) Upon review of the labeling 
application and supporting 
documentation, the Agency shall notify 
the applicant, in writing, that the 
labeling application is either being 
considered for further review or that it 
has been summarily denied by the 
Administrator. 

(4) If the labeling application is 
summarily denied by the Administrator, 
the written notification shall state the 
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reasons therefor, including why the 
Agency has determined that the 
propo^ implied nutrient content 
claim is felse or misleading. The 
notification letter shall inform the 
applicant that the applicant may submit 
a written statement oy way of answer to 
the notification, and that the applicant 
shall have the right to request a hearing 
with respect to the merits or validity of 
the Administrator’s decision to deny the 
use of the proposed implied nutrient 
content claim. 

(i) If the applicant fails to accept the 
determination of the Administrator and 
files an answer and requests a hearing, 
and the Administrator, after review of 
the answer, determines the initial 
determination to be correct, the 
Administrator shall file with the 
Hearing Dark of the Department the 
notification, answer, and the request for 
a hearing, which shall constitute the 
complaint and answer in the 
proceeding, which shall thereafter be 
conducted in accordance with the 
Department's Uniform Rules of Practice. 

(li) The hearing shall be conducted 
before an administrative law judge with 
the opportunity for appeal to the 
Department’s Judicial Officer, who shall 
make the final determination for the 
Secretary. Any such determination by 
the Secretary shall be conclusive unless, 
within 30 days after receipt of notice of 
such final determination, the applicant 
appeals to the United States Court of 
Appeals for the circuit in which the 
applicant has its principal place of 
business or to the UnitM States Court of 
Appeals for the District of Columbia 
Circuit. 

(5) If the labeling application is not 
summarily denied by the Administrator, 
the Administrator shall publish a notice 
of the labeling application in the 
Federal Register seeking comment on 
the use of the implied nutrient content 
claim. The notice shall also siunmarize 
the labeling application, including 
where the supp<xting documentation 
can be review^. The Administrator’s 
notice shall seek comment fium 
consumers, the industry, consumer and 
industry groups, and other interested 
persons on the labeling application and 
the use of the implied nutrient content 
claim. After public comment has been 
received and reviewed by the Agency, 
the Administrator shall make a 
determination on whether the implied 
nutrient content claim shall be 
approved for use on the labeling of meat 
food products. 

(i) if the claim is denied by the 
Administrator, the Agency ^all notify 
the applicant, in writing, of the basis for 
the denial, including the reason why the 
claim on the labeling was determine by 

the Agency to be false or misleading. 
The notification letter shall also inform 
the applicant that the applicant may 
submit a written statement by way of 
answer to the notification, and that the 
applicant shall have the right to request 
a hearing with respect to the merits or 
validity of the Administrator’s decision 
to deny the use of the proposed implied 
nutrient content claim. 

(A) If the applicant fails to accept the 
determination of the Administrator and 
files an answer and requests a hearing, 
and the Administrator, after review of 
the answer, determines the initial 
determination to be correct, the 
Administrator shall file wiffi the 
Hearing Clerk of the Department the 
notification, answer, and the request for 
a hearing, which shall thereafter be 
conducted in accordance with the 
Depjartment’s Uniform Rules of Practice. 

(B) 'The hearing shall be conducted 
before an administrative law judge with 
the opportimity for appeal to the 
Department’s Judicial Officer, who shall 
make the final determination for the 
Secretary. Any such determination by 
the Secretary shall be conclusive unless, 
within 30 days after receipt of the notice 
of such final determination, the 
applicant appeals to the United States 
Court of Appeals for the circuit in 
which the applicant has its principal 
place of business or to the United States 
Court of Appeals for the District of 
Columbia Circuit. 

(ii) If the claim is approved, the 
A^ncy shall notify the applicant, in 
writing, and shall also pumish in the 
Federal Register a notice informing the 
public that the implied nutrient content 
claim has been approved for use. 

§§317.370-317.379 JReservod] 

§317.380 Label statements relating to 
usefulness in reducing or maintaif>if^ body 
weighL 

(a) General requirements. Any 
product that purports to be or is 
represented for special dietary use 
b^use of usefufoess in reducing body 
wei^t shall bear: 

(Ij Nutrition labeling in conformity 
with § 317.309 of this subpart, unless 
exempt under that section, and 

(2) A conspicuous statement of the 
basis upon which the product claims to 
be of special dietary usefulness. 

(b) Nonnutritive ingredients. (1) Any 
product subject to paragraph (a) of this 
section that achieves its special dietary 
usefulness by use of a nonnutritive 
ingredient (i.e., one not utilized in 
normal metabolism) shall bear on its 
label a statement that it contains a 
nonnutritive ingredient and the 
percentage by weight of the nonnutritive 
ingredient. 

(2) A special dietary product may 
contain a nonnutritive sweetener or 
other ingredient only if the ingredient is 
safe for use in the product under the 
applicable law and regulations of this 
chapter. Any product that achieves its 
special dietary usefulness in reducing or 
maintaining body weight through the 
use of a nonnutritive sweetener shall 
bear on its label the statement required 
by paragraph (b)(1) of this section, but 
need not state the percentage by weight 
of the nonnutritive sweetener. If a 
nutritive sweetener(s) as well as 
nonnutritive sweetener(s) is added, the 
statement shall indicate the presence of 
both types of sweetener; e.g., 
"Sweetened with nutritive sweetener(s) 
and nonnutritive sweetener(s)." 

(c) “Low calorie" foods. A product 
purporting to be “low calorie’’ must 
comply with the criteria set forth for 
such foods in § 317.360(b) (2) and (3). 

(d) “Redact calorie" foods and other 
comparative claims. A product 
purporting to be “reduced calorie’’ or 
otherwise containing fewer calories than 
a reference food must comply with the 
criteria set forth for such fooiu in 
§ 317.360(b) (4) and (5). 

§§317.381-317.399 [Reaerved] 

§317.400 Exemption from nutrition 
iabeiing. 

(a) The following meat food products 
are exempt from nutrition labeling: 

(1) Food products produced by small 
businesses provided that the labels for 
these products bear no nutrition claims 
or nutrition information, 

(1) A food product, for the piuposes of 
the small business exemption, is 
defined as a formulation, not including 
distinct flavors which do not 
significantly alter the nutritional profile, 
sold in any size package in commerce. 

(ii) For piuposes of tnis paragraph, a 
small business is any single-plant 
facility or multi-plant company/firm 
that employs 500 or fewer people and 
produces no more than the following 
amounts of pounds of the product 
qualifying the firm for exemption from 
this subpart: 

(A) During the first year of 
implementation of nutrition labeling, 
from July 1994 to July 1995, 250,000 
pounds or less, 

(B) Diuing the second year of 
implementation of nutrition labeling, 
from July 1995 to July 1996,175,000 
pounds or less, and 

(C) During the third year of 
implementation and subsequent years 
thereafter, 100,000 pounds or less. 

(2) Products intended for further 
processing, provided that the labels for 
these products bear no nutrition claim 
or nutrition information. 
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(3) Products that are not for sale to 
consumers, provided that the labels for 
these products bear no nutrition claims 
or nutrition information. 

(4) Products in small packages that are 
individually wrapped packages of less 
than y-t ounce net weight, provided that 
the labels for these products bear no 
nutrition claims or nutrition 
information, 

(5) Products custom slaughtered or 
prepared. 

(6) Products intended for export, and 
(7) The following products prepared 

and served or sold at retail provided 
that the labels or the labeling of these 
products bear no nutrition claims or 
nutrition information: 

(i) Ready-to-eat products that are 
packaged or portioned at a retail store or 
similar retail-type establishment: and 

(ii) Multi-ingi^ient products (e.g., 
sausage) processed at a retail store or 
similar retail-type establishment. 

(b) Restaurant menus generally do not 
constitute labeling or fall within the 
scope of these regulations. 

(c) Foods represented to be 
specifically for infants and children less 
than 2 years of age shall bear nutrition 
labeling, except such labeling shall not 
include calories from fat, calories from 
saturated fat, saturated fat, 
polyunsaturated fat, monoimsaturated 
fat, and cholesterol. Foods represented 
to be specifically for infants and 
children less than 4 years of age shall 
bear nutrition labeling, except that such 
labeling shall not include listings of 
percent of daily value and the daily 
value list. Nutrient names and 
quantitative amounts by weight shall be 
presented in two separate columns. 

PART 320—RECORDS, 
REGISTRATION, AND REPORTS 

3. The authority citation for part 320 
continues to read follows: 

Authority: 21 U.S.C 601-695; 7 C^R 2.17, 
2.55. 

4. Section 320.1 is amended by 
adding a new paragraph (b)(8) to read as 
follows: 

§320.1 Records required to be kept 
* * * « * 

(b) * * * 
(8) Records of nutrition labeling as 

required by subpart B, part 317, of this 
subchapter. 

PART 381—POULTRY PRODUCTS 
INSPECTION REGULATIONS 

5. The authority citation for part 381 
continues to read as follows: 

Authority: 7 U.S.C 450, 21 U.S.C 451- 
470, 7 CFR 2.17, 2.55. 

6. Section 381.175 is amended by 
adding a new paragraph (b)(5) to read as 
follows: 

§381.175 Records required to be kept 
* * * * * 

(b) * * * 
(5) Records of nutrition labeling as 

required by subpart Y of this part. 
7. Part 381 is amended by adding a 

new subpart Y to read as follows: 

Subpart Y—Nutrition Labeling 

Soc. 
381.400 Nutrition labeling of poultry 

products. 
381.401 [Reserved] 
381.402 Location of nutrition information. 
381.403-381.407 [Reserved] 
381.408 Labeling of poultry products with 

number of servings. 
381.409 Nutrition label content 
381.410 [Reserved] • 
381.411 [Reserved] 
381.412 Reference amounts customarily 

consumed per eating occasion. 
381.413 Nutrient content claims; general 

principles. 
381.414-381.442 [Reserved] 
381.443 Significant participation for 

voluntary nutrition labeling. 
381.444 Identification of major cuts of 

poultry products. 
381.445 Guidelines for voluntary nutrition 

labeling of single-ingredient, raw 
products. 

381.446-381.453 [Reserved] 
381.454 Nutrient content claims for “good 

source” and “high”. 
381.455 [Reserved] 
381.456 Nutrient content claims for “light” 

or “lite”. 
381.457-381.459 [Reserved] 
381.460 Nutrient content claims for calorie 

content 
381.461 Nutrient content claims for sodium 

content. 
381.462 Nutrient content claims for fot, 

fatty acids, and cholesterol content of 
poultry products. 

381.463-381.468 [Reserved] 
381.469 Labeling applications for nutrient 

content claims. 
381.470-381.479 [Reserved] 
381.480 Label statements relating to 

usefulness in reducing or maintaining 
body weight. 

381.481-381.499 [Reserved] 
381.500 Exemption from nutrition labeling. 

Subpart Y—Nutrition Labeling 

§381.400 Nutrition labeling of poultry 
products. 

(a) Nutrition labeling shall be 
provided for all poultry products, 
except single-ingredient, raw products, 
in accordance with the requirements of 
§ 381.409, except as exempted under 
§ 381.500 of this subpart. 

(b) Nutrition labeling may be 
provided for single-ingredient, raw 
poultry products in accordance with the 
requirements of §§ 381.409 and 381.445. 

Significant participation in voluntary 
nutrition labeling shall be measured by 
the Agency in accordance with 
§§ 381.443 and 381.444 of this subpait. 

§381.401 [Reserved] 

§381.402 Location of nutrition 
Information. 

(a) Nutrition information on a label of 
packaged poultry products shall appear 
on the label’s principal display panel or 
on the information panel, except as 
provided in paragraph (b) of this 

’ section. 
(b) Nutrition information for gift 

paclu may be shown at a location other 
than on the product label, provided that 
the labels for these products bear no 
nutrition claim. In heu of on the 
product label, nutrition information 
may be provided by alternate means 
su(^ as product la^l inserts. 

§§381.403-381.407 [Reserved] 

§381.408 Labeling of poultry products 
with number of servings. 

The label of any package of a poultry 
product that bears a representation as to 
the number of servings contained in 
such package shedl meet the 
requirements of §381.121(c)(7). 

§381.409 Nutrition label content 

(a)(1) All nutrient and product 
component quantities sh^ be declared 
in relation to a serving or to a portion, 
as defined in 21 CFR 101.9(b) (1) and (2) 
except (b)(2)(i), and 21 CFR 101.9(b) (5) 
through (9) except (b)(5)(iii). 

(2) The declaration of nutrient and 
product component content shall be on 
the basis of the product “as packaged” 
for all products, except that single- 
ingredient, raw products may 
declared on the basis of the product “as 
consumed” as set forth in 
§ 381.445(a)(1). In addition to the 
required declaration on the basis of “as 
packaged” for products other than 
single-ingredient, raw products, the 
declaration may also be made on the 
basis of “as consumed,” provided that 
preparation and cooking instructions are 
clearly stated. 

(3) For products in discrete emits (e.g., 
chicken wings, chicken breasts, and 
individually packaged products within 
a multi-serving package), serving size 
shall be the number of whole units that 
most closely approximates the 
Reference Amoemt for the Product 
Category. If a unit weighs 67 percent or 
more, but less than 200 percent of the 
Reference Amount, serving size shall be 
one unit. If a unit weighs more than 50 
percent but less than 67 percent of the 
Reference Amoimt, the manufacturer 
may decide whether one unit is one 
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serving. If a unit weighs 200 percent or 
more of the Reference Amoxint, the 
manufacturer may declare the whole 
vmit as one serving if the whole unit can 
reasonably be consumed at a single¬ 
eating occasion. 

(4) Serving size for meal-type 
products as defined in § 381.413(1) shall 
be the entire content (edible portion 
only) of the package. 

(5) Another column of figures may be 
used to declare the nutrient and food 
component information, in the same 
format as required by § 381.408(e), 

(1) Per 100 grams, 100 milliliters, or 1 
ounce of the food as packaged or 
purchased. 

(ii) Per one unit if the serving size of 
a product in discrete units in a multi¬ 
serving container is more than one unit. 

(6) If cups, tablespoons and 
teaspoons, or units such as piece, slice, 
tray, jar, or fiaction are not applicable, 
ounces may be used. Ounce 
measurements shall be expressed in 0.5 
ounce increments most closely 
approximating the Reference Amount, 
with rounding indicated by use of the 
term “about” (e.g., about 2.5 ounces). 

(b) The declaration of nutrition 
information on the label shall contain 
the following information, except for 
that which is identified as 
“VOLUNTARY” or for those poultry 
products where a simplified format may 
be used as provided for in paragraph (g) 
of this section or as in § 381.500(b). No 
nutrients or food components, other 
than those listed in 21 CFR 101.9(c) as 
either voluntary or mandatory, except 
for stearic acid, may be included within 
the nutrition label. Information shall be 
presented using the nutrient names 
specified and in the formats specified in 
paragraph (e) of this section. 
Definitions, units of measure, 
increments for declaring values, and 
methods of calculation shall be in 
accordance with 21 CFR 101.9 (c)(1) 
through (c)(9), except 21 CFR 
101.9(c)(l)(i)(E), bomb calorimetry, and 
21 CFR 101.9(c)(7)(ii) use of nitrogen 
conversion factors, other than 6.25. 

(c) (1) If a product'consists of 
assortments of poultry products (e.g., 
variety packs) in the same package, 
nutrient content shall be expressed on 
the entire package contents or on each 
individual product. 

(2) If a product is commonly 
combined with other ingredients or is 
cooked or otherwise prepared before 
eating, and directions for such 
combination or preparations are 
provided, another column of figures 
may be used to declare the nutrient 
contents on the basis of the product as 
consumed for the product alone (e.g., a 
cream soup mix may be labeled widi 

one set of Daily Values for the dry mix 
(per serving), and another set for the 
serving of the final soup when prepared 
(e.g.. per serving of cream soup mix and 
1 cup of vitamin D fortified whole 
milk)): Provided, that the type and 
quantity of the other ingre^ents to be 
added to the product by the user and the 
specific method of cooldng and other 
preparation shall be specified 
prominently on the label. 

(d) “Stearic acid” may be declared 
“VOLUNTARY.” If stearic acid is 
declared “VOLUNTARY” a statement of 
the number of grams of stearic acid shall 
be included under satiirated fat content 
and expressed to the nearest 0.5 (Vi) 
gram incremented below 3 grams and to 
the nearest gram increment above 3 
grams. 

(e) Formats for nutrition labeling shall 
be in Ibcordance with 21 CFR 101.9 (d) 
and (e) except for references to (f), (j)(5), 
and (j)(13), or in accordance with 
paragraph (g)(1) of this section. 

(f) Foods in packages that have a total 
surface area available to bear labeling of 
40 or less square inches may modify the 
requirements of paragraphs (b), (e), and 
(g) of this section and 381.402(a) by one 
or more of the following means: 

(1) Presenting the required nutrition 
information in a tabular or linear (i.e., 
string) fashion, rather than in vertical 
columns, if the package shape or size 
cannot accommodate a column display 
on any label panel. Nutrition 
information may be given in a linear 
fashion only if the label will not 
accommodate a tabular display and, in 
that case, subcomponents (e.g., 
saturated fat shall be declared in 
parentheses after total fat). 

(2) Using any of the following 
abbreviations: 
Serving size—Serv. size 
Servings per container—Servings 
Calories from fat—Fat cal 
Saturated fat—Sat fat 
Cholesterol—Cholest 
Total carbohydrate—^Total carb 
Dietary fiber—^Fiber 

(3) Omitting the footnote and caloric 
conversion information required in 
paragraphs (d)(9) and (d)(10) of 21 CFR 
101.9 and placing another asterisk at the 
bottom of ^e label followed by the* 
statement “Percent Daily Values are 
based on a 2,000 calorie diet” and, if the 
term “Daily Value” is not spelled out in 
the heading, a statement that “DV” 
represents “Daily Value,” and 

(4) Presenting the required nutrition 
information on any other label panel. 

(g) (1) Nutrition information may be 
presented in a simplified format as set 
forth herein when any required 
nutrients, other than the core nutrients. 

are present in insignificant amounts. An 
insignificant amoimt shall be defined as 
that amoimt that may be rounded to 
zero in nutrition labeling, except that for 
total carbohydrate, dietary fiber, and 
protein, it shall be an amount less than 
1 uam. 

(2) The simplified format shall 
include: Serving size, number of 
servings per container, calories, total fat 
(grams), total carbohydrate (grams), 
protein (grams), and sodium 
(milli^ams). 

(3) Any nutrient, other than a core 
nutrient, that is present in an 
insignificant amount may be omitted 
from the tabular listing, provided that 
the following statement is included 
within the nutrition label, “Not a 
significant source of_.” The 
blank shall be filled in with the 
appropriate nutrient or food component. 

14) The omission of the listing of daily 
values and the caloric conversion 
information, and the expression of the 
percent of daily value in the simplified 
format shall be in accordance with 21 
CFR 101.9(f)(5), except for references to 
(j)(5) and (j)(13). 

(h) Compliance with this section shall 
be determined as follows: 

(1) A production lot is a set of food 
production consumer units that are from 
one production shift. Alternatively, a 
collection of consmner units of the same 
size, type, and style produced under 
conditions as nearly uniform as 
possible, designated by a common 
container code or marking, constitutes a 
production lot. 

(2) The sample for nutrient analysis 
shall consist of a composite of a 
minimum of six consumer units, each 
from a production lot. Alternatively, the 
sample for nutrient analysis shall 
consist of a composite of a minimum of 
six consumer imits, each randomly 
chosen to be representative of a 
production lot. In each case, the units 
may be individually analyzed and the 
results of the analyses averaged, or the 
vmits would be composited and the 
composite analyzed. In both cases, the 
results, whether an average or a single 
result from a composite, will be 
considered by the Agency to be the 
nutrient content of a composite. All 
analyses shall he performed by 
appropriate methods and procedures 
used by the Department for each 
nutrient in accordance with the 
“Chemistry Laboratory Guidebook,” or, 
if no USDA method is available and 
appropriate for the nutrient, by 
appropriate methods for the nutrient in 
accordance with the 1990 edition of the 
“Official Methods of Analysis" of the 
AOAC International, formerly 
Association of Official Analytical 
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Chemists. 15th e<L. which is 
incorporated by reference, unless a 
particular method of analysis is 
specified in § 381.409(b). or. If no 
USDA, AOAC, or specified method is 
available and appropriate, bv other 
reliable and appropriate analytical 
procedures as so determined by the 
Agency. The “Official Methods of 
Analysis” is incorporated as it exists on 
the date of approval. This incorporation 
by reference was approved by the 
Director of the Federal Register in 
accordance with 5 U.S.C. 552(a) and 1 
CFR part 51. Copies may be purchased 
firom the AOAC International, 2200 
Wilson Blvd., Suite 400, Arlington. VA 
22201. It is also available for inspection 
at the Office of the Federal Register 
Information Center, suite 700, 800 North 
Capitol Street, NW., Washington, DC. 

(3) Two classes of nutrients are 
defined for purposes of compliance: 

(i) Class I. Added nutrients in fortified 
or fabricated foods; and 

(ii) Class II. Naturally occurring 
(indigenous) nutrients. If any ingredient 
which contains a naturally occurring 
(indigenous) nutrient is added to a food, 
the total amount of such nutrient in the 
final food product is subject to Class II 
requirements unless the same nutrient is 
also added, which would make the total 
amount of such nutrient subject to Class 
I requirements. 

(4J A product with a label declaration 
of a vitamin, mineral, protein, total 
carbohydrate, dietary fiber, other 
carbohydrate, polyunsaturated or 
monounsaturated fat, or potassium shall 
be deemed to be misbranded xmder 
section 4(h) of the Poultry Products 
Inspection Act (21 U.S.C 453(h)(4)) 
unless it meets the following 
reguirements: 

(i) Class I vitamin, mineral, protein, 
dietary fiber, or potassium. The nutrient 
content of the composite is at least equal 
to the value for that nutrient declared on 
the label. 

(ii) Class n vitamin, mineral, protein, 
total carbohydrate, dietary fiber, other 

carbohydrate, polyunsaturated or 
monounsaturated fat, or potassium. The 
nutrient content of the composite is at 
least equal to 80 percent of the value for 
that nutrient declared on the Label; 
Provided, That no regulator)' action will 
be based on a determination of a 
nutrient value which falls below this 
level by an amoimt less than the 
variability generally recognized for the 
analytical method used in that product 
at the level involved, and inherent 
nutrient variation in a product 

(5) A product with a label declaration 
of calories, sugars, total fat. saturated 
fitt, cholesterol, or sodium shall be 
deemed to be misbranded xmder section 
4(h) of the Poultry Products Inspection 
Act (21 U.S.C. 453(hK4)) if the nutrient 
content of the composite is greater than 
20 percent in excess of the value for that 
nutrient declared on the label; Provided. 
That no regulatory action will be based 
on a determination of a nutrient value 
which falls below this level by an 
amount less than the variability 
generally recognized for the analytical 
method used in that product at the level 
involved, and inherent nutrient 
variation in a product. 

(6) The amount of a vitamin, mineral, 
protein, total carbohydrate, dietary fiber, 
other carbohydrate, polyimsaturated or 
monounsaturated fat, or potassium may 
vary over labeled amounts within good 
manufacturing practice. The amount of 
calories, sugars, total fat, saturated fat, 
cholesterol, or sodium may vary under 
labeled amounts within gixKl 
manufacturing practice. 

(7) Compliance will be based on the 
metric measure specified in the label 
statement of serving size. 

(8) The management of the 
establishment must maintain records to 
support the validity of nutrient 
declarations contained on product 
labels. Such records shall be made 
available to the inspector or any duly 
authorized representative of the Agency 
upon request. 

(9) The compliance provisions set 
fm^ in paragraph (h)(1) through (8) of 
this section shall not apply to single¬ 
ingredient, raw poultry piquets, 
including those that have been {>reviou8ly frozen, when nutrition 
abeling is based on the most current 

representative data base values 
contained in USDA’s National Nutrient 
Data Bank or its published form, the 
Agriculture Handbook No. 8 series. 

1381.410 [Reserved] 

1381.411 [Reserved] 

1381.412 Reference smounts customarily 
consumed per eating occasion. 

(a) The general principles followed in 
arriving at the Reference Amounts for 
serving (portion) sizes set forth in 
paragraph (b) of this section are found 
in 21 CFR 101.12(a). (c), (d) and (g). 

(b) The following Product Categories 
and Reference Amounts shall be used as 
the basis for determining serving sizes 
for specific products: 

Table 1.—Reference Amounts Cus¬ 
tomarily Consumed per Eating Oc¬ 
casion—Infant AND Toddler 
Foods 

Product categofy Reference 
amount 

Infant & Toddler Foods; 
ninn«r rVy Mix. 15 g 

60g 

110 g 

170 g 

Dinner, ready-to-sen«, strained type 
Dinner, soups, ready-to-serve Junior 

(ype . 

Dinner, stew or soup ready-to-serve 
toddlers... 

'ThM« valuM ropm—cK amounl of food cuMofrwrfly 
consumod par Mdng oocMion and war* pfknai% daiWad 
from the 1977-1978 and tha 1987-1988 NaUorndda Food 
Conaumpdon Sufvaya condudad by Via U.S. Oapadmad of 
AgricuNura. 

‘Unless othanataa noted in die Retaranoa Amount 
column, the Hefaranca Amounts am tor the mady^o^atva or 
almost raady-to-aarva torm of ttw product O^a., heat and 
serve). If not Hated saparalsly, the ITefemnce Amount lor the 
unpraipared form (a.g.. dehydrated oaraai) la the amount 
required to make one nafarenoe Amount of Vie prepared 
form. 

‘Manufacturers am required to convert the Reference 
Amount to the label sarving size In a houeahotd meaaum 
most appropriate to their apedfie product using the 
proceduraa eatabliahed by the regulation. 

Table 2.—Reference Amounts Customarily Consumed per Eating Occasion—General Food Supply 

Product category 

Egg mixtures, (western style omeleL souffle, egg loo young with poultry) ... 
Salad and potato toppers; e.g., poultry bacon bits...-. 
Bacon; e.g.. poultry breakfast strips......... 

Dried; e.g., poultry Jerky, dried pouttry, poultry sausage products with a moisture/protein ratio of less than 2:1 .. 
Snacks: e.g.. pouttiy snack food sticks..-.-.-.—.-. 
Luncheon products, poultry bologna, poultry Canadian style bacon, poultry crumbles, poultry luncheon loaf, potted 

poultry products, poultry taco filings. 
Linked poultry sausage products, poultry franks, poultry Polish sausage, smoked or pickled poultry meat poultry 

smoked sausage. v. 

Reference Reference 

Ready-to-senre Ready-to-cook 

nog rVa 

7g n/a 
15 g Teg^bacoa 

18 g « breakfast strips 
30g rVa 
30g n/a 
55g n/a 

55 g n/a 
69 g > uncooked sau¬ 

sage. 
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Product category 

lAL Food Supply Continued 

Reference Reference 

Ready-to-serve Ready-to-cook 

85g 106 g • 

55g n/a 
140 g n/a 
140 g (plus 55 g for n^ 

products toppings) 

1 cup n/a 

140 g n/a 
100 g rYa 
245 g n/a 
125 g n/a 
V* cup n/a 

'Acup n/a 
125 g n/a 
245 g n/a 
1 cup n/a 

Entrees wimout sauce, poultry cuts, ready to cook poultry cuts, including marinated, tenderized, injected cuts o( 
poultry, poultry com dogs, poultry bag^ dogs, poultry croquettes, poultry fritters, cured poultry ham products, 
adult pureed poultry. 

Canned poultry, canned chicken, canned* turkey.,.-. 
Entrees with sauce, turkey and gravy... 
Mixed dishes NOT measurable with a cup;* e.g., poultry burrtto, poultry enchiladas, poultry pizza, poultry quiche, all 

types of poultry sandwiches, cracker and poultry lunch-type packages, poultry gyro, poultry stromboll, poultry 
frank on a bun, poultry burger on a bun, poultry taco, chicken cordon bleu, pt^ry caizone, poultry lasagna, 
stuffed vegetables with poultry, poultry kabobs. 

Mixed dishes, measurabies with a cup; e.g., poultry casserole, macaroni and cheese with poultry, poultry pot pie, 
poultry spaghetti with sauce, poultry chlU, poultry chill with beans, poultry hash, creamed dried poultry, poultry 
ravioli In sauce, poultry a la kkig, poultry stew, poultry goulash. 

Salads—pasta or potato, potato salad vrith poultry, macaroni and poultry salad . 
Salads—aN other, poultry salads, chicken salad, turkey salad. 
Soups—all variettes... 
Major main entree type sauce; e.g., spaghetti sauce with poultry. 
Minor main entree sauce; e.g., pizza sauce with poultry, gravy .. 
Seasoning mixss dry, freeze dry, dehydrated, concentrated soup mixes, bases, extracts, dried broths and stock/ 

juice, freeze dry trail mix products with poultry. 
As reconstituted; Amount to make one Reference Amount of the final dish; e.g.— 
Gravy. 
Major main entree type sauce. 
Soup . 
Entree measurable with a cup. 

'TTwm vahMC rapresent ttw amount ol food cuatomartty conaumad par aatirrg occaalon and wera primarily darivad from tha 1977-78 and tfta 1987-88 Nallomiirida Food Conaumpllon 
Survaya conductad ^ ttia U.S. Dapartmant of Aq^Kura. 

* Manufacturara ara raquirad to convatt tha Ralaranca Amounta to tha labal aatvlng alza in a houaahold maaauta most appropriata to thak spadfic product using tha prooaduraa 
MtRblishMj by FV^uMlon. 

^Examples Hatad undw Product Catagory ara not ail Induaiva or axduaive. Examplaa ara providad to assist manufacturara in Idantifying appropriata product Ralaranca Amount 
*lf pacHsd or carmad In Xquld. tha R^anca Amount la tor tha dralnad aoMds. 
‘Pizza aauca la part of tha pizza and la not conaldarad to ba a aauca topping. 

(c) The Reference Amount for 
products that represent two or more 
foods packaged and presented to be 
consumed together (e.g., limch meat, 
cheese, and crackers) ^all be the sum 
of the Reference Amounts for individual 
foods in the package if the Reference 
Amount is not listed in section (b) of 
this section and the product is not a 
meal-type product. 

(d) The Administrator, on his or her 
own initiative or on behalf of any 
interested person who has submitted a 
labeling application, may issue a 
proposal to establish or amend a 
Product Category or Reference Amount 
identified in paragraph (b) of this 
section. 

(1) Labeling applications and 
supporting documentation to be filed 
under this section shall be submitted in 
quadruplicate, except that the 
supporting documentation may be 
submitted on a computer disc copy. If 
any part of the material submitted is in 
a foreign language, it shall be 
accompanied by an accurate and 
complete English translation. The 
labeling application shall state the 
applicant’s post office address. 

(2) Pertinent information will be 
considered as part of an application on 
the basis of specific reference to such 
information submitted to and retained 
in the files of the Food Safety and 
Inspection Service. However, any 
reference to impublished information 

furnished by a person other than the 
applicant will not be considered unless 
use of such information is authorized 
(with the understanding that such 
information may in whole or part be 
subject to release to the public) in a 
written statement signed by the person 
who submitted it. Any reference to 
published information should be 
accompanied by reprints or photostatic 
copies of such references. 

(3) The availability for public 
disclosvire of labeling applications, 
along with supporting documentation, 
submitted to the Agency under this 
section will be governed by the rules 
specified in sul^apter D, title 9. 

(4) Data accompanying the labeling 
application, such as food consumption 
data, shall be submitted on separate 
sheets, suitably identified. If such data 
has already been submitted with an 
earlier labeling application finm the 
applicant, the present labeling 
application must provide the data. 

(5) The labeling application must be 
signed by the applicant or by his or her 
attorney or agent, or (if a corporation) by 
an authorized official. 

(6) The labeling application shall 
include a statement signed by the 
person responsible for the labeling 
application, that to the best of his or her 
knowledge, it is a representative and 
balanced submission that includes 
unfavorable information, as well as 
favorable information, known to him or 

her pertinent to the evaluation of the 
labeling application. 

(7) Labeling applications for a new 
Reference Amoimt and/or Product 
Category shall be accompanied by the 
following data which shall be submitted 
in the following form to the Director, 
Food Labeling Division, Regulatory 
Programs, Food Safety and Inspection 
Service, Washington, DC 20250: 

(Date) 
The undersigned,_submits 

this labeling application pursuant to 9 CFR 
381.412 wi& respect to Reference Amount 
and/or Product Category. 

Attached hereto, in quadruplicate, or on a 
computer disc copy, and constituting a part 
of this labeling application, are the following: 

(i) A statement of the objective of the 
labeling application; 

(ii) A description of the product; 
(iii) A complete sample product label 

including nutrition label, using the format 
established by regulation; 

(iv) A description of the form in which the 
product will be marketed; 

(v) The intended dietary uses of the 
product with the major use identified (e.g., 
turkey as a luncheon meat); 

(vi) If the intended use is primarily as an 
ingredient in other foods, list of foods or food 
categories in which the product will be used 
as an ingredient with information on the 
prioritization of the use; 

(vii) The population group for which the 
product will be offered for use (e.g., infants, 
children under 4 years of age); 

(viii) The names of the most closely-related 
products (or in the case of foods for special 
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dietary use aud imitation or substitute foods, 
the names of the products for which they are 
offered as substitutes); 

(ix) The suggested Reference Amount (the 
amount of edible portion of food as 
consumed, excluding bone, skin or other 
inedible components) for the population 
group for which the product is intended with 
full description of the methodology and 
procedures that were used to determine the 
suggested Reference Amount. In determining 
the Reference Amount, general principles 
and factors in paragraph (a) of this section 
should be followed. 

(x) The suuested Reference Amoimt shall 
be expressedin metric units. Reference 
Amounts for foods shall be expressed in 
grams except when common household units 
such as cups, tablespoons, and teaspoons are 
more appropriate or are more likely to 
promote uniformity in serving sizes declared 
on product labels. For example, common 
household measures would be more 
appropriate if products within the same 
category differ substantially in density such 
as mixed dishes measurable with a cup. 

(A) In expressing the Reference Amount in 
grams, the following general rules shall be 
followed- 

(1) For quantities greater than 10 grams, the 
quantity shall be expressed in nearest 5 
grams increment. 

(2) For quantities less than 10 grams, exact 
gram weights shall be used. 

(B) (Reserved) 
(xi) A labeling application for a new 

subcategory of food with its own Reference 
Amount shall include the following 
additional information: 

(A) Data that demonstrate that the new 
subcategory of food will be consumed in 
amounts that differ enough from the 
Reference Amount for the parent category to 
warrant a separate Reference Amount. Data 
must include sample size, and the mean, 
standard deviation, median, and modal 
consumed amount per eating occasion for the 
product identified in the labeling application 
end for other products in the category. All 
data must be derived from the same survey 
data. 

(B) Documentation supporting the 
difference in dietary usage and product 
characteristics that afreet the consumption 
size that distinguishes the product identified 
in the labeling application from the rest of 
the products in the category. 

(xii) In conducting research to collect or 
process food consumption data in support of 
the labeling application, the following 
general guidelines should be followed. 

(A) Sampled population selected should be 
representative of the demographic and 
socioeconomic characteristics of the target 
population group for which the food is 
intended. 

(B) Sample size (i.e., number of eaters) 
should be large enough to give reliable 
estimates for customarily consumed 
amounts. 

(C) The study protocol should identify 
potential biases and describe how potential 
biases are controlled for or, if not possible to 
control, how they affect interpretation of 
results. 

(D) The methodology used to collect or 
process data including study design. 

sampling furocedures, materials used (e.g., 
questionnaire, interviewer’s manual), 
procedures used to collect or process data, 
methods or procedures used to control for 
unbiased estimates, and procedures used to 
correct for nonresponse, should be fully 
documented. 

(xiii) A statement concerning the feasibility 
of convening associations, corporations, 
consumers, and dther interest^ parties to 
engage in negotiated rulemaking to develop 
a proposed rule. 

Yours very truly, 
Applicant- 
By - 
(Indicate authority) 

(8) Upon receipt of the labeling 
application and supporting 
documentation, the applicant shall be 
notified, in writing, of the date on 
which the labeling application was 
received. Such notice shall inform the 
applicant that the labeling application is 
undergoing Agency review and'that the 
applicant shall subsequently be notified 
of the Agency’s decision to consider for 
further review or deny the labeling 
application. 

(9) Upon review of the labeling 
application and supporting 
documentation, the Agency shall notify 
the applicant, in writing, that the 
labeling application is either being 
considered for further review or that it 
has been summarily denied by the 
Administrator. 

(10) If the labeling application is 
summarily denied by ^e Administrator, 
the written notification shall state the 
reasons, therefor, including why the 
Agency has determined that the 
proposed Reference Amount and/or 
Product Category is false or misleading. 
The notification letter shall inform the 
applicant that the applicant may submit 
a written statement by way of answer to 
the notification, and that the applicant 
shall have the right to request a hearing 
with respect to the merits or validity of 
the Administrator’s decision to deny the 
use of the proposed Reference Amount 
and/or Product Category, 

(i) If the applicant fails to accept the 
determination of the Administrator and 
files an answer and requests a hearing, 
and the Administrator, after review of 
the answer, determines the initial 
determination to be correct, the 
Administrator shall file with the 
Hearing Clerk of the Department the 
notification, answer, and the request for 
a hearing, which shall constitute the 
complaint and answer in the 
proceeding, which shall thereafter be 
conducted in accordance with the 
Department’s Uniform Rules of Practice. 

(11) The hearing shall be conducted 
before an administrative law judge with 
the opportunity for appeal to the 

Department’s Judicial Officer, who shall 
make the final determination for the 
Secretary. Any such determination by 
the Secretary shall be conclusive unless, 
within 30 days after receipt of notice of 
such final determination, the applicant 
appeals to the United States Court of 
Appeals for the circuit ii» which the 
applicant has its principal place of 
business or to the Unit^ States C.ourt of 
Appeals for the District of Columbia 
Circuit. 

(11) If the labeling application is not 
summarily denied by me Administrator, 
the Administrator shall publish in the 
Federal Register a proposed rule to 
amend the regulations to authorize the 
use of the Rerarence Amount and/or 
Product Category. 'The proposal shall 
also summarize the labeling application, 
including where the supporting 
documentation can be reviewed. The 
Administrator’s proposed hile shall seek 
comment from consumers, the industry, 
consumer and industry groups, and 
other interested persons on me labeling 
application and the use of the proposed 
Reference Amount and/or Product 
Category. After public comment has 
been received and reviewed by the 
Agency, the Administrator shall make a 
determination on whether the proposed 
Reference Amount and/or Product 
Category shall be approved for use on 
the labeling of poultry products. 

(i) If the Inference Amoimt and/or 
Product Category is denied by the 
Administrator, me Agency shall notify 
the applicant, in writing, of the basis for 
the denial, including the reason why the 
Reference Amount and/or Product 
Category on the labeling was 
determined by the Agency to be false or 
misleading. The notification letter shall 
also inform the applicant that the 
applicant may submit a written 
statement by way of answer to the 
notification, and that the applicant shall 
have the right to request a hearing with 
respect to the merits or validity of the 
Administrator’s decision to deny the use 
of the proposed Reference Amoimt and/ 
or Product Category. 

(A) If the applicant fails to accept the 
determination of the Administrator and 
files an answer and requests a hearing, 
and the Administrator, after review of 
the answer, determines the initial 
determination to be correct, the 
Administrator shall file with the 
Hearing Cleric of the Department the 
notification, answer, and the request for 
a hearing, which shall constitute the 
complaint and answer in the 
proceeding, which shall thereafter be 
conducted in accordance with the 
Department’s Uniform Rules of Practice. 

(b) The hearing shall be conducted 
before an administrative law judge with 
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the opportunity for appeal to the 
Depaitoent’s Judicial Officer, who shall 
make the final determination for the 
Secretary. Any such determination by 
the Secretary shall be conclusive unless, 
within 30 days after receipt of notice of 
such final determination, the applicant 
appeals to the United States Court of 
Appeals for the circuit in which the 
applicant has its principal place of 
business or to the UnitM States Court of 
Appeals for the District of Columbia. 

(li) If the Reference Amount and/or 
Product Category is approved, the 
Agency shall notify the applicant, in 
writing, and shall also publish in the 
Federal Register a final rule amending 
the regulations to authorize the use of 
the Reference Amotmt and/or Product 
Category. 

§381.413 Nutrient content claims; general 
principles. 

(a) This section applies to poultry 
products that are intended for human 
consumption and that are offered for 
sale, except that nutrient content claims 
may not made on products intended 
specifically for use by infants and 
toddlers less than 2 years of age. 

(b) A claim, which expressly or by 
implication, characterizes the level of a 
nutrient (nutrient content claim) of the 
type required in nutrition labeling 
pursuant to § 381.409, may not be made 
on a label or in labeling of that product 
unless the claim is made in accordance 
with 21 CFR 101.13(b) through (f). 

(c) throu^ (h) (Reserved] 
(i) The Idling of a product may 

contain a statement about the amount or 
percentage of a nutrient in accordance 
with 21 CFR 101.13(i) (1) through (3). 

(j) Products may bear a statement that 
compares the level of a nutrient in the 
product with the level of a nutrient in 
a reference food in accordance with 21 
CFR 101.13(j), except comparison to 
another manufacturer at 21 CFR 
101.13(j)(l)(ii)(B). 

(k) The term “modified” may be used 
in the statement of identity of a product 
in accordance with 21 CFR 101.13(k). 

(l) For purposes of making a claim, a 
“meal-type product” shall Im defined as 
a product that: 

(1) Makes a simificant contribution to 
the diet by weighing at least 6 ounces, 
but no more than 12 ounces per serving 
(container), and 

(2) Contains ingredients from two or 
more of the following four food groups: 

(i) Bread, cereal, rice and pasta group, 
(ii) Fruits and vegetables group. 
(iii) Milk, yogtirt, and cheese group, 

and 
(iv) Meat, poultry, fish, dry beans, 

eges, and nuts group, and 
(3) Is represented as, or is in a form 

commonly understood to be a breakfast. 

Itmch, dinner, meal, main dish, entree, 
or pizza. Such representations may be 
made either by statements, photographs, 
or vignettes. 

(m) [Reserved] 
(n) Nutrition labeling in accordance 

with § 381.409 shall be provided for any 
food for vdiich a nutrient .content claim 
is made. 

(o) Compliance with requirements for 
nutrient content claims shall be in 
accordance with § 381.409(h). 

(p) The Reference Amount shall be 
used to determine whether a product 
meets the criteria for a nutrient content 
claim as discussed in 21 CFR 
101.13(p)(l). 

(q) The following exemptions apply: 
(1) Nutrient content claims that ^ve 

not been defined by regulation and that 
appear as part of a brand name that was 
in use prior to November 27,1991, may 
continue to be used as part of that brand 
name, provided they are not false or 
misleading under section 4(h) of the Act 
(21 U.S.C. 453(h)(4)). 

(2) [Reserved] 
(3) A statement that describes the 

percentage of a vitamin or mineral in 
the food in relation to a reference daily 
intake (RDI) as defined in 21 CFR 
101.9(c) may be made on the label. 

(4) The requirements of this section 
do not apply to products for special 
dietary use as described in § 381.124. 

(5) [Reserved] 
(6) Nutrient content claims that were 

part of the name of a product that was 
subject to a standard of identity as of 
November 27.1991, are not subject to 
the requirements of paragraph (b) of this 
section whether or not they meet the 
definition of the descriptive term. 

(7) Implied nutrient content claims 
may be used as part of a brand name, 
provided that the use of the claim has 
been authorized by FSIS. Labeling 
applications requesting approval of such 
a claim may be submitted pursuant to 
§ 381.469. 

§381.414-381.442 [Reserved] 

§ 381.443 SlgnHIcent participation for 
voluntary nutrition labeling. 

(a) In evaluating significant 
participation for voluntary nutrition 
labeling, FSIS will consider only the 
major cuts of single-ingredient, raw 
poultry products, as identified in 
§ 381.444, including those that have 
been previously frozen. 

(b) FSIS will judge a food retailer to 
be participating at a significant level if 
the retailer provides nutrition labeling 
information for at least 90 percent of the 
major cuts of single-ingredient, raw 
poultry products, listed in § 381.444, 
that it sells, and if the nutrition label is 

consistent in content and format with 
the mandatory program, or nutrition 
information is ^splayed at point-of- 
purchase in an appropriate manner. 

(c) To determine whether there is 
significant participation by retailers 
under the voluntary nutrition labeling 
guidelines. FSIS will select a 
representative sample of companies 
allocated by type and size. 

(d) FSIS will find that significant 
participation by food retailma exists if at 
least 60 percent of all companies that 
are evaluated are participating in 
accordance with me guidelines. 

(e) FSIS will evaluate significant 
participation of the voluntary program 
every 2 years beginning in May 1995. 

(1) If significant participation is 
foxmd, the voluntary nutrition labeling 
guidelines shall remain in effect. 

(2) If significant participation is not 
foimd, FSIS shall initiate rulemaking to 
require nutrition labeling on those 
products under the voluntary program. 

§381.444 Identification of major cuts of 
poultry products. 

The major cuts of single-ingredient, 
raw poultiy products are: Whole 
chicken (without neck and giblets), 
chicken breast, diicken wing, chicken 
drumstidc, chicken thigh, whole turkey 
(without necks and giblets; separate 
nutrient panels for white and dark meat 
permitted as an option), turkey breast, 
turkey wing, tmkey drumstick, and 
turkey thigh. 

§381.445 Guldalinasforvoluntary 
nutrition labeling of alngle-lngredient, raw 
products. 

(a) Nutrition information on the cuts 
of single-ingredient, raw poultry 

roducts, including those that have 
een previously frozen, shall be 

provided in the following manner: 
(1) If a retailer chooses to provide 

nutrition information on the label of 
these products, these products shall be 
subject to all requirements of the 
mandatory nutrition labeling program, 
except that nutrition labeling may be 
declared on the basis of either "as 
consumed” or “as packaged.” In 
addition, the declaration of the number 
of servings per container need not be 
included in nutrition labeling of single¬ 
ingredient, raw poultry products, 
including those that have been 
previously frozen. 

(2) If a retailer chooses to provide 
nutrition information at the point-of- 
purchase by an appropriate means, such 
as by posting a sign, or by making the 
information readily available in 
brochures, notebooks, or leaflet form in 
close proximity to the food. If a 
nutrition claim is made on point-of- 
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purchase materials all of the 
requirements of the mandatory nutrition 
labeling program apply. However, if 
only nutrition information—and not a 
nutrition claim—is supplied on point- 
of-purchase materials: 

(i) The requirements of the mandatory 
nutrition labeling program apply, but 
the nutrition information may be 
supplied on an “as packaged” or “as 
consumed,” basis; 

(ii) The listing of DRV’s may be 
voluntary; and 

(iii) The point-of-purchase materials 
are not subject to any of the format 
requirements. The nutrition labeling 
information may also be supplemented 
by a video, live demonstration, or other 
media. 

(b) (Reserved) 
(c) The declaration of nutrition 

information may be presented in a 
simplified format as specified in 
§ 381.409(g) for the mandatory nutrition 
labeline program. 

(d) Tne nutrition label data should be 
based on either raw or cooked edible 
portions of poultry cuts with skin. If 
data are based on cooked portions, the 
methods used to cook the products must 
be specified and should be those which 
do not add nutrients from other 
ingredients such as flour, breading, and 
salt. Additional nutritional data may be 
presented on an optional basis for the 
raw or cooked ediole portions of the 
skinless poultry meat. 

(e) Nutrient data that are the most 
current representative data base values 
contained in USDA’s National Nutrient 
Data Bank or its published form, the 
Agriculture Handbook No. 8 series, may 
be used for nutrition labeling of single¬ 
ingredient, raw poultry products, 
including those that have been 
previously frozen. These data ftiay be 

X composite data that reflect difierent 
classes of turkey or other variables 
affecting nutrient content. Alternatively, 
data that reflect specific classes or other 
variables may be used, except that if 
data are used on labels attached to a 
product which is labeled as to class of 
poultry or other variables, the data must 
represent the product in the package 
when such data are contained in the 
representative data base. When data are 
used on labels attached to a product, the 
data must represent the edible poultry 
tissues present in the package. 

(f) If tne nutrition information is in 
accordance with paragraph (e) of this 
section, a nutrition la^l or labeling will 
not be subject to the Agency compliance 
review under § 381,409(h), unless a 
nutrition claim is made on the basis of 
the representative data base values. 

(g) Retailers may use data bases that 
they believe reflect the nutrient content 

of single-ingredient, raw poultry 
products, including those that have 
been previously frozen; however, such 
labeling shall be subject to the 
compliance procedures of paragraph (e) 
of this section and the requirements 
specified in this Subpart for the 
mandatory nutrition labeling program. 

§§381-446-381.453 [RaMrved] 

§ 381.454 Nutrient content claims for 
“good source" and “hi^". 

Nutrient content claims about a 
nutrient in a product in relation to the 
Reference Daily Intake (RDI) established 
for that nutrient in 21 CFR 
101.9(c)(ll)(iv) dr Daily Reference Value 
(DRV) established for that nutrient in 21 
CFR 101.9(c)(12)(i), excluding total 
carbohydrate and imsaturated fatty 
acids, may be used on the label or in 
labeling, in accordance with 21 CFR 
101.54(a) through (d). 

§381.455 [Reserved] 

§ 381.456 Nutrient content claims for 
“light" or “lite". 

(a) General requirements. The 
following nutrient content claims using 
the term “light” or “lite” to describe a 
product may be used on the label and 
in labeling, provided that the product is 
labeled in compliance with 21 CFR 
101.56. 

(b) The term “light” or “lite” may be 
used in the brand name of foods to 
describe the sodium content, provided 
that: 

(1) The product meets the sodium 
criteria provided in paragraph (a) of this 
section, and 

(2) A statement specifically stating 
that the product is “light in sodium” or 
“lite in sodium” appears: 

(i) Contiguous to the brand name; 
(ii) In uniform type size, style, color, 

and prominence as the product name; 
and 

(iii) The “light in sodium” or “lite in 
sodium” statement complies with 
paragraph (a) of this section. 

§§ 381.457-381.459 [Reserved] 

§ 381.460 Nutrient content claims for 
calorie content 

Nutrient content claims about the 
calorie content of a product may be used 
on the label or in labeling in accordance 
with 21 CFR 101.60 (a) through (c). 

§ 381.461 Nutrient content ciaints for 
sodium content 

Nutrient content claims about the 
sodium content of a product may be 
used on the label and in labeling in 
accordance with 21 CFR 101.61 (a) and 
(b). 

§381.462 Nutrient content claims for fat, 
fatty acids, and cholesterol content of 
poultry products. 

(a) A claim about the level of fat, fatty 
acid, and cholesterol in a poultry 
product may only be made on the label 
and in the labeling of the product in 
accordance with 21 CFR 101.62 (a) 
through (d), except 21 CFR 101.62 (c), 
(d)(l)(i), (d)(l)(ii) (A) through (D), 
(d)(2)(i), (d)(2)(ii) (A) through (D), 
(d)(4)(i), (d)(4)(ii) (A) through (D), 
(d)(5)(i), and (d)(5)(ii) (A) throu^ (D). 

(b) The term “low in cholesterol” or 
“low cholesterol” may be used on the 
label or in labeling of a meal-type 
product as defined in § 381.413, 
provided that the product meets the 
requirements of 21 CFR 101.62(d)(2), 
except that requirements of 21 Ora 
101.62 (d)(2) (i)(A) and (ii)(A) shall be 
limited to 20 milligrams of cholesterol 
per 100 grams, and the requirements of 
21 CFR 101.62(d)(2) (i)(B) and (ii)(B) 
shall be modified to require that the 
product contain 2 grams or less of 
saturated fat per 100 grams. 

(c) “Lean” and “Extra Lean” Claims. 
The following nutrient content claims 
may be used on the label or in labeling, 
provided that the product is labeled in 
accordance with § 381.409, and the 
nutrient content claim complies with 
§381.413: 

(1) The term “lean” may be used on 
the label or in labeling of a poultry 
product, provided that the product 
contains less than 10 grams fat, less than 
4 grams saturated fat, and less than 95 
milligrams cholesterol per 100 grams 
and Reference Amount Customarily 
Consumed (RACC) for individual foods, 
and per 100 grams and labeled serving 
size for meal-type products. 

(2) The term “extra lean” may be used 
on the label or in labeling of a poultry 
product, provided that the product 
contains less than 5 grams fat, less than 
2 grams saturated fat, and less than 95 
milligrams cholesterol per 100 grams 
and Reference Amount Customarily 
Consumed (RACC) for individual foods, 
and per 100 grams and per labeled 
serving size for meal-type products. 

§§381.463-381.468 [RMerved] 

§ 381.469 Labeling applications for 
nutrient content claims. 

(a) This section pertains to labeling 
applications for claims, express or 
implied, that characterize the level of 
any nutrient required to be on the label 
or in labeling of product by this subpart. 

(b) Labeling applications included in 
this section are: 

(1) Labeling applications for a new 
(heretofore unauthorized) nutrient 
content claim. 
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(2) Labeling applications for a 
synonymous term (i.e., one that is 
consistent with a term defined by 
regulation) for characterizing the level 
of a nutrient, and 

(3) Labeling applications for the use of 
an implied claim in a brand name. 

(c) Labeling applications and 
supporting documentation to be filed 
imder this section shall be submitted in 
quadruplicate, except that the 
supporting doounentation may be 
submitted on a computer disc copy. If 
any part of the material submitted is in 
a foreign language, it shall be 
accompanied by an acctirate and 
complete English translation. The 
labeling application shall state the 
applicant’s post office address. 

(d) Pertinent information will be 
considered as part of an application on 
the basis of specific reference to such 
information submitted to and retained 
in the files of the Food Safety and 
Inspection Service. However, any 
reference to unpublished information 
furnished by a person Other than the 
applicant will not be considered unless 
use of such information is authorized 
(with the understanding that such 
information may in whole or part be 
subject to release to the public) in a 
written statement signed by the person 
who submitted it. Any reference to 
published information should be 
accompanied by reprints or photostatic 
copies of such references. 

(e) If nonclinical laboratory studies 
accompany a labeling application, the 
applicant shall include, ^th respect to 
each nonclinical study included with 
the application, either a statement that 
the study has been, or will be, 
conducted in compliance with the good 
laboratory practice regulations as set 
forth in Part 58 of Chapter 1, Title 21, 
or, if any such study was not conducted 
in compliance with such regulations, a 
brief statement of the reason for the 
noncompliance. 

(f) If clinical investigations 
accompany a labeling application, the 
applicant shall include, ^th respect to 
each clinical investigation included 
with the application, either a statement 
that the investigation was conducted in 
compliance with the requirements for 
institutional review set forth in Part 56 
of Chapter 1, Title 21, or was not subject 
to such requirements in accordance 
with § 56.194 or s 56.105, and that it 
was conducted in compliance with the 
requirements for informed consents set 
foith in Part 50 of Chapter 1, Title 21. 

(g) The availability for public 
disclosure of labeling applications, 
along with supporting documentation, 
submitted to ffie Agency under this 

section will be governed by the rules 
specified in Subchapter D, Title 9. 

(h) The data specified tinder this 
section to accompany a labeling 
application shall be submitted on 
separate sheets, suitably identified. If 
such data has already been submitted 
with an earlier labeling application from 
the applicant, the present labeling 
application must provide the data. 

(i) The labeling application must be 
signed by the applicant or by his or her 
attorney or agent, or (if a corporation) by 
an authorized official. 

(j) The labeling application shall 
include a statement signed by the 
person responsible for the labeling 
application, that to the best of his or her 
knowledge, it is a representative and 
balanced submission that includes 
unfavorable information, as well as 
favorable information, known to him or 
her pertinent to the evaluation of the 
labeling application. 

(k) (l) Lalkling applications for a new 
nutrient content claim shall be 
accompanied by the following data 
which shall be submitted in the 
following form to the Director, Food 
Labeling Division, Regulatory Programs, 
Food Safety and Inspection ^rvice, 
Washington, DC 20250: 

(Date) 
The undersigned,_submits 

this labeling application pursuant to 9 CFR 
381.469 wiUi respect to (statement of the 
claim and its proposed use). 

Attached hereto, in quadruplicate, or on a 
computer disc copy, and constituting a part 
of this labeling application, are the follovring: 

(i) A statement identifying the nutrient 
content claim and the nutrient that the term 
is intended to characterize with respect to the 
level of such nutrient. The statement shall 
address why the use of the term as proposed 
will not be misleading. The statement shall 
provide examples of the nutrient content 
claim as it will be used on labels or labeling, 
as well as the types of products on which the 
claim will be used. The statement shall also 
specify the level at which the nutrient must 
be present or what other conditions 
concerning the product must be met for the 
appropriate use of the term in labels or 
labeling, as well as any factors that would 
make the use of the term inappropriate. 

(ii) A detailed explanation supported by 
any necessary data of why use of the food 
component characterized by the claim is of 
importance in human nutrition by virtue of 
its presence or absence at the levels that such 
claim would describe. This explanation shall 
also state what nutritional benefit to the 
public will derive from use of the claim as 
proposed and why such benefit is not 
available through the use of existing terms 
defined by regulation. If the claim is 
intended for a specific group within the 
population, the analysis shall specifically 
address nutritional needs of such group, and 
scientific data sufficient for such purpose, 

and data and information to the extent 
necessary to demonstrate that consiuners can 
be expected to understand the meaning of the 
term under the proposed conditions of use. 

(iii) Analyticd data that demonstrates the 
amount of the nutrient that is present in the 
products for which the claim is intended. 
The ass'iya should be performed on 
representative samples in accordance with 
381.409(h). If no USDA or AOAC methods 
ore available, the applicant shall submit the 
assay method used, and data establishing the 
validity of the method for assaying the 
nutrient in the particular food. The 
validation data shall include a statistical 
analysis of the analytical and product 
variability. 

(iv) A detailed analysis of the potential 
effect of the use of the proposed claim on 
food consiunption, and any corresponding 
changes in nutrient intake. The analysis shall 
specifically address the intake of nutrients 
that have ^neficial and negative 
consequences in the total diet. If the> claim is 
intended for a specific group within the 
population, the above analysis shall 
specifically address the dietary practices of 
such group, and shall include data sufficient 
to demonstrate that the dietary analysis is 
representative of such group. 

Yours very truly. 
Applicant ' ■ ■■■■■■'■ 
By -— 

(Indicate authority) 

(2) Upon receipt of the labeling 
application and supporting 
documentation, the applicant shall be 
notified, in writing, of the date on 
which the labeling application was 
received. Such notice shall inform the 
applicant that the labeling application is 
undergoing Agency review and that the 
applicant shall su^equently be notified 
of the Agency’s decision to consider for 
further review or deny the labeling 
application. 

(3) Uppn review of the labeling 
application and supporting 
documentation, the Agencv shall notify 
the applicant, in writing, that the 
labeling application is either being 
considered for further review or that it 
has been summarily denied by the 
Administrator. 

(4) If the labeling application is 
summarily denied by the Administrator, 
the written notification shall state the 
reasons therefor, including why the 
Agency has determined that the 
proposed nutrient content claim is false 
or misleading. The notification letter 
shall inform the applicant that the 
applicant may submit a written 
statement by way of answer to the 
notification, and that the applicant shall 
have the right to request a hearing with 
respect to the merits or validity of the 
Administrator’s decision to deny the use 
of the proposed nutrient content claim. 

(i) If the applicant fails to accept the 
determination of the Administrator and 
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files an answer and requests a hearing, 
and the Administrator, after review of 
the answer, determines the initial 
determination to he correct, the 
Administrator shall file with the 
Hearing Clerk of the Department the 
notification, answer, and the request for 
a hearing, which shall constitute the 
complaint and emswer in the 
proceeding, which shall thereafter be 
conducted in accordance with the 
Department’s Uniform Rules of Practice. 

(ii) The hearing shall be conducted 
before an administrative law )udge with 
the opportimity for appeal to the 
Department’s Judicial Officer, who shall 
make the final determination for the 
Secretary. Any such determination by 
the Secretary shall be conclusive imless, 
within 30 days after receipt of notice of 
such final determination, the applicant 
appeals to the United States Court of 
Appeals for the circuit in which the 
applicant has its principal place of 
business or to the Unit^ States Court of 
Appeals for the District of Columbia 
Circuit. 

(5) If the labeling application is not 
summarily denied by &e Administrator, 
the Administrator shall publish in the 
Federal Register a proposed rule to 
amend the regulations to authorize the 
use of the nutrient content claim. The 
proposal shall also summarize the 
labeling application, including where 
the supporting documentation can be 
reviewed. The Administrator’s proposed 
rule shall seek comment from 
consumers, the industry, consumer and 
industry groups, and o^er interested 
persons on the labeling application and 
the use of the proposed nutrient content 
claim. After public comment has been 
received and reviewed by the Agency, 
the Administrator shall make a 
determination on whether the proposed 
nutrient content claim shall be 
approved for use on the labeling of 
poultiy products. 

(i) If the claim is denied by the 
Administrator, the Agency shall notify 
the applicant, in writing, of the basis for 
the denial, including the reason why the 
claim on the labeling was determined by 
the Agency to be false or misleading. 
The notification letter shall also inform 
the applicant that the applicant may 
submit a written statement by way of 
answer to the notification, and that the 
applicant shall have the right to request 
a hearing with respect to the merits or 
validity of the Administrator’s decision 
to deny the use of the proposed nutrient 
content claim. 

(A) If the applicant fails to accept the 
determination of the Administrator and 
files an answer and requests a hearing, 
and the Administrator, after review of 
the answer, determines the initial 

determination to be correct, the 
Administrator shall file wi^ the 
Hearing Cleric of the Department the 
notification, answer, and the request for 
a hearing, which shall constitute the 
complaint and answer in the 
proceeding, which shall thereafter be 
conducted in accordance with the 
Department’s Uniform Rules of Practice. 

(B) The hearing shall be conducted 
before an administrative law judge with 
the opportxmity for appeal to the 
Department’s Judicial Officer, who shall 
make the final determination for the 
Secretary. Any sudi determination by 
the Secretary shall be conclusive unless, 
within 30 days after receipt of the notice 
of such final determination, the 
applicant appeals to the United States 
Court of Appeals for the circuit in 
which the applicant has its principal 
place of brisiness or to the United States 
Court of Appeals for the District of 
Columbia Qrcuit. 

(ii) If the claim is approved, the 
Agency shall notify the applicant, in 
writing, and shall also publish in the 
Feder^ Register a final rule amending 
the regulations to authorize the use of 
the claim. 

(1)(1) Labeling applications for a 
synonymous term shall be accompanied 
by the following data which shall be 
submitted in the following form to the 
Director, Food Labeling Division, 
Regulatory Programs, Food Safety and 
Inspection Service, Washington, DC 
20250: 

(Date) 
The undersigned,_submits 

this labeling application pursuant to 9 CFR 
381.469 wiUi respect to (statement of the 
synonymous term and its proposed use in a 
nutrient content claim that is consistent with 
an existing term that has been defined under 
subpart Y of p>art 381). 

Attached hereto, in quadruplicate, or on a 
computer disc copy, and constituting a part 
of this labeling application, are the following: 

(i) A statement identifying the synonymous 
term, the existing term defined by a 
regulation with which the synonymous term 
is claimed to be consistent, and the nutrient 
that the term is intended to characterize the 
level of. The statement shall address why the 
use of the synonymous term as proposed will 
not be misleading. The statement shall 
provide examples of the nutrient content 
claim as it will be used on labels or labeling, 
as well as the types of products on which the 
claim will be us^. The statement shall also 
specify whether any limitations not 
applicable to the use of the defined term are 
intended to apply to the use of the 
synonymous term. 

(ii) A detailed explanation supported by 
any necessary data of why use of the 
proposed term is request^, including 
whether the existing defined term is 
inadequate for the purpose of effectively 

characterizing the level of a nutrient This 
explanation shall also state what nutritional 
benefit to the public will derive from use of 
the claim as proposed, and why such benefit 
is not available through use of existing terms 
defined by regulatkm. If the claim is 
intended for a specific group within the 
population, the analysis shall specifically 
address nutritional needs of su^ group, 
scientific data sufficient for sudi purpose, 
and data and information to the extent 
necessary to demonstrate that consumers can 
be expected to imderstand the meaning of the 
term under the proposed conditions of use. 

Yours very truly. 
Applicant- 
By - 

(Indicate authority) 

(2) Upon receipt of the labeling 
application and supporting 
documentation, the applicant shall be 
notified, in writing of the date on 
which the labeling application was 
received. Such notice shall inform the 
applicant that the labeling application is 
undergoing Agency review and that the 
applicant shall subsequently be notified 
of the Agency’s decision to consider for 
further review or deny the labeling 
application. 

13) Upon review of the labeling 
application and supporting 
documentation, the Agency shall notify 
the applicant, in writing, t^t the 
labeling application is either being 
considered for further review or that it 
has been summarily denied by the 
Administrator. 

(4) If the labeling application is 
summarily denied by the Administrator, 
the written notification shall state the 
reasons therefor, including why the 
Agency has determined that the 
proposed synonymous term is false or 
misleading. The notification letter shall 
inform the applicant that the applicant 
may submit a written statement by way 
of answer to the notification, and that 
the applicant shall have the right to 
request a hearing with respect to the 
merits or validity of the Administrator’s 
decision to deny the use of the proposed 
synon^ous term. 

(i) It the applicant fails to accept the 
determination of the Administrator and 
files an answer and requests a hearing, 
and the Administrator, after review of 
the answer, determines the initial 
determination to be correct, the 
Administrator shall file with the 
Hearing Clerk of the Department the 
notification, answer, and the request for 
a hearing, which shall constitute the 
complaint and answer in the 
proceeding, which shall thereafter be 
conducted in accordance with the 
Department’s Uniform Rules of Practice. 

(li) The hearing shall be conducted 
before an administrative law judge with 
the opportunity for appeal to the 
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Department’s Judicial Officer, who shall 
make the final determination for the 
Secretary. Any such determination by 
the Secretary shall be conclusive unless, 
within 30 days after receipt of notice of 
such final determination, the applicant 
appeals to the United States Court of 
Appeals for the circuit in which the 
applicant has its principal place of 
business or to the Unit^ States Court of 
Appeals for the District of Columbia 
Circuit. 

(S) If the claim is approved, the 
Agency shall notify the applicant, in 
writing, and shall publish in the Federal 
Register a notice informing the public 
that the synonymous term has l^en 
approved for use. 

(m)(l) Labeling applications for the 
use of an implied nutrient content claim 
in a brand name shall be accompanied 
by the following data which shall be 
submitted in the following form to the 
Director, Food Labeling Division, 
Regulatory Programs, Food Safety and 
Inspection Service. Washington, DC 
20250: 

(Date) 
The undersigned,_submits 

this labeling application pursuant to 9 CFR 
381.469 wi& respect to (statement of the 
implied nutrient content claim and its 
proposed use in a brand name). 

Attached hereto, in quadruplicate, or on a 
computer disc copy, and constituting a part 
of this labeling application, are the following: 

(i) A statement identifying the implied 
nutrient content claim, the nutrient the claim 
is intended to characterize, the 
corresponding term for characterizing the 

'level of such nutrient as defined by a 
regulation, and the brand name of which the 
implied claim is intended to be a part. The 
statement shall address why the use of the 
brand-name as proposed will not be 
misleading. The statement shall provide 
examples of the types of products on which 
the brand name will appear. It shall also 
include data showing that the actual level of 
the nutrient in the food would qualify the 
label of the product to bear the corresponding 
term defined by regulation. Assay methods 
used to determine the level of a nutrient shall 
meet the requirements stated under labeling 
application format in paragraph (k)(l)(iii) of 
this section. 

(ii) A detailed explanation supported by 
any necessary data of why use of the 
proposed brand name is requested. This 
explanation shall also state what nutritional 
benefit to the public will derive from use of 
the brand name as proposed. If the branded 
product is intended for a specific group 
within thr population, the analysis shall 
specific4tlly address nutritional needs of such 
group and scientific data sufficient for such 
purpose. 

Yours very truly. 
Applicant- 
By - 

(2) Upon receipt of the labeling 
application and supporting 
documentation, the applicant shall be 
notified, in writing, of the date on 
which the labeling application was 
received. Such notice shall inform the 
applicant that the labeling application is 
imdergoing Agency review and that the 
applicant shall subsequently be notified 
of the Agency’s decision to consider for 
further review or deny the labeling 
application. 

(3) Upon review of the labeling 
application and supporting 
documentation, the Agency shall notify 
the applicant, in writing, that the 
labeling application is either being 
considered for further review or that it 
has been summarily denied by the 
Administrator. 

(4) If the labeling application is 
summarily denied by tne Administrator, 
the written notification shall state the 
reasons therefor, including why the 
Agency has determined that the 
proposed implied nutrient content 
claim is false or misleading. The 
notification letter shall inform the 
applicant that the applicant may submit 
a written statement by way of answer to 
the notification, and that ^e applicant 
shall have the right to request a hearing 
with respect to the merits or validity of 
the Administrator’s decision to deny the 
use of the proposed implied nutrient 
content claim. 

(i) If the applicant fails to accept the 
determination of the Administrator and 
files an answer and requests a hearing, 
and the Administrator, after review of 
the answer, determines the initial 
determination to be correct, the 
Administrator shall file with the 
Hearing Clerk of the Department the 
notification, answer, and the request for 
a hearing, which shall constitute the 
complaint and answer in the 
proceeding, which shall thereafter be 
conducted in accordance with the 
Department’s Uniform Rules of Practice. 

(li) The hearing shall be conducted 
before an administrative law judge with 
the opportunity for appeal to the 
Department’s Judicial Officer, who shall 
m^e the final determination for the 
Secretary. Any such determination by 
the Secretary shall be conclusive unless, 
within 30 days after receipt of notice of 
such final determination, the applicant 
appeals to the United States Court of 
Appeals for the circuit in which the 
applicant has its principal place of 
business or to the United States Court of 
Appeals for the District of Columbia 
Circuit. 

(5) If the labeling application is not 
summarily denied by the Administrator, 
the Administrator shall publish a notice 
of the labeling application in the 

Federal Register seeking a comment on 
the use of the implied nutrient content 
claim. The notice shall also summarize 
the labeling application, including 
where the supporting dociunentation 
can be reviewed. ’The Administrator’s 
notice rule shall seek comment bom 
consumers, the industry, consumer and 
industry groups, and other interested 
persons on the labeling application and 
the use of the implied nutrient content 
claim. After public comment has been 
received and reviewed by the Agency, 
the Administrator shall make a 
determination on whether the implied 
nutrient content claim shall be 
approved for use on the labeling of 
poultry products. 

(i) If the claim is denied by the 
Administrator, the Agency shall notify 
the applicant, in writing, of the basis for 
the denial, including the reason why the 
claim on the labeling was determined by 
the Agency to be false or misleading. 
The notification letter shall also inform 
the applicant that the applicant may 
submit a written statement by way of 
answer to the notification, and that the 
applicant shall have the right to request 
a hearingwith respect to the merits or 
validity of the Administrator’s decision 
to deny the use of the proposed implied 
nutrient content claim. 

(A) If the applicant fails to accept the 
determination of the Administrator and 
files an answer and requests a hearing, 
and the Administrator, after review of 
the answer, determines the initial 
determination to be correct, the 
Administrator shall file with the 
Hearing Clerk of the Department the 
notification, answer, and the request for 
a hearing, which shall constitute the 
complaint and answer in the 
proceeding, which shall thereafter be 
conducted in accordance with the 
Department’s Uniform Rules of Practice. 

(B) The hearing shall be conducted 
before an administrative law judge with 
the opportunity for appeal to the 
Department’s Judicial Officer, who shall 
make the final determination for the 
Secretary. Any such determination by 
the Secretary shall be conclusive unless, 
within 30 days after receipt of the notice 
of such final determination, the 
applicant appeals to the United States 
Court of Appeals for the circuit in 
which the applicant has its principal 
place of business or to the United States 
Court of Appeals for the District of 
Columbia Circuit. 

(ii) If the claim is approved, the 
Agency shall notify the applicant, in 
writing, and shall also publish in the 
Federal Register a notice informing the 
public that the implied nutrient content 
claim has been approved for use. 
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§381.470-381.479 [Reswved] 

§381.480 Label statements relating to 
usefulness In reducing or maintaining body 
weight 

(a) General requirements. Any 
product that purports to be or is 
represented for special dietary use 
because of usefumess in reducing body 
wei^t shall bear; 

(1) Nutrition labeling in conformity 
with § 381.409 of this subpart, unless 
exempt \mder that section, and 

(2) A conspicuous statement of the 
basis upon which the product claims to 
be of special dieteiry usefulness. 

(b) Nonnutiitive ingredients. (1) Any 
product subject to paragraph (a) of this 
section that achieves its special dietary 
usefulness by use of a noimutritive 
ingredient (i.e., one not utilized in 
normal metabolism) shall bear on its 
label a statement that it contains a 
nonnutritive ingredient and the 
percentage by weight of the nonnutritive 
incredient. 

12) A special dietary product may 
contain a nonnutritive sweetener or 
other ingredient only if the ingredient is 
safe for use in the product under the 
applicable law and regulations of this 
chapter. Any product that achieves its 
special dietary usefulness in reducing or 
maintaining body weight through the 
use of a nonnutritive sweetener shall 
bear on its label the statement required 
by paragraph (b)(1) of this section, but 
need not state the percentage by weight 
of the noimutritive sweetener. If a 
nutritive sweetener(s) as well as 
nonnutritive sweetener(s) is added, the 
statement shall indicate the presence of 
both types of sweetener; e.g., 
“Sweetened with nutritive sweetener(s) 
and nonnutritive sweetener(s).” 

(c) "Lowcalorie" foods. A product 
purporting to be "low calorie" must 
comply with the criteria set forth for 
such foods in § 381.460(b) (2) and (3). 

(d) "Reduced calorie" foods and other 
comparative claims. A product 
purporting to be "reduced calorie” or 

otherwise containing fewer calories than 
a reference food must comply with the 
criteria set forth for such foods in 
§ 387.460(b) (4) and (5). 

§§381.481-381.499 [RMerirnd] 

§381.500 Exemption from nutrition 
labeling. 

(a) The following poultry food 
products are exempt from nutrition 
labeling: 

(1) Products produced by small 
businesses, provided that the labels for 
these products bear no nutrition claims 
or nutrition information, 

(1) A food product, for pvuposes of the 
small business exemption, is defined as 
a formulation, not including distinct 
flavors which do not significantly alter 
the nutritional profile, sold in any size 
package in commerce. 

(ii) For purposes of this paragraph, a 
small business is any single-plant 
facility or multi-plant company/firm 
that employs 500 or fewer people and 
produces no more than the following 
amounts of potmds of the product 
qualifying the firm for exemption from 
this subpart: 

(A) During the first year of 
implementation of nutrition labeling, 
from July 1994 to July 1995, 250,000 
pounds or less, 

(B) During the second year of 
implementation of nutrition labeling, 
firom July 1995 to July 1996,175,000 
poxmds or less, and 

(C) During the third year of 
implementation and subsequent years 
thereafter, 100,000 pounds or less. 

(2) Products intended for further 
processing, provided that the labels for 
these products bear no nutrition claims 
or nutrition information, 

(3) Products that are not for sale to 
consumers, provided that the labels for 
these products bear no nutrition claims 
or nutrition information, 

(4) Products in small packages that are 
individually wrapped packages of less 
than oxmce net wei^t, provided that 

the labels for these products bear no 
nutrition claims or nutrition 
information, 

(5) Products custom slaughtered or 
prepared, 

(6) Products intended for export, and 

(7) The following products prepared 
and served or sold at retail provided 
that the labels or the labeling of these 
products bear no nutrition claims or 
nutrition information: 

(i) Ready-to-eat products that are 
packaged or portioned at a retail store or 
similar retail-type establishment; and 

(ii) Multi-ingredient products (e.g. 
sausage) processed at a retail store or 
similar retail-type establishment. 

(b) Restaurant menus generally do not 
constitute labeling or fall within the 
scope of these relations. 

(c) Foods represented to be 
specifically for infants and children less 
than 2 years of age shall bear nutrition 
labeling, except such labeling shall not 
include calories from fat, calories from 
saturated fat, saturated fat, 
polyunsaturated fat, monounsaturated 
fat, and cholesterol. Foods represented 
to be specifically for infants and 
children less than 4 years of age shall 
bear nutrition labeling, except that such 
labeling shall not include listings of 
percent of daily value and the daily 
value list. Nutrient names and 
quantitative amounts by weight shall be 
presented in two separate columns. 

Done at Washington, DC, on: December 24, 
1992. 
H. Russell Cross, 
Administrator, Food Safety and Inspection 
Service. 
(FR Doc. 93-29 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am) 
BtUMO COOC MIO-CM 
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

Food Safety and Inspection Service 

9 CFR Parts 317 and 381 

pocket No. 91-O06P-HLTH] 

RIN 058^634 

Nutrition Labeling: Use of “Healthy" 
and Similar Terms on Meat and Poultry 
Product Labeling 

AGENCY: Food Safety and Inspection 
Service, USDA. 
ACTION: Proposed rule. 

SUMMARY: The Food Safety and 
Inspection Service is proposing to 
amend the Federal meat and poultry 
products inspection regulations to 
permit the use of the term “healthy” or 
any other derivative of the term 
“healthy,” such as “healthful” or 
“healthier.” on the labeling of meat and 
poultry products. FSIS is engaging in 
rulemaldng proceedings to establish 
nutrition lal^ling regulations for meat 
and poultry products. This action is 
intended to provide consumers with 
accurate, informative labeling on meat 
and poultry products. 
DATES: Comments must be received on 
or before February 5.1993. 
ADDRESSES: Written comments to: 

Policy Office, ATTN: Linda Garey, FSIS 
Hearing Clerk, Room 3171, South 
Building, Food Safety and Inspection 
Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture. 
Washington, DC 20250. Oral comments 
as provided by the Poultry Products 
Inspection Act should be directed to: 
Mr. Charles R. Edwards at (202) 205- 
0080. (See also “Comments” under 
“SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION.**) 

FOR FURTHER MFORMATKM CONTACTS 

Charles R. Edwards, Director. Product 
Assessment Division. Regulatory 
Programs, Food Safety end Inspection 
Service, U.S. Department of A^culture, 
Washington. DC 20250, (202) 205-0080. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFOrUIATION: The 
Agency advises that it intends to make 
any final rule that derives from this 
rulemaking effective the same effective 
date as the final rule titled. “Nutrition 
Labeling of Meat and Poultry Products” 
(published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register). If, for some reason, a 
final rule on “healthy” and similar 
terms is not issued in time to meet the 
same effective date as FSIS’s final rule 
on nutrition labeling, the use of 
'‘healthy" and similar terms would be 
subject to the nutrient content claim 
provisions set forth in the final rule on 
nutrition labeling. 

Exacidive Order 12291 and ESbct on 
Small Entities 

FSIS is publishing elsewhere in this 
issue of the Federal Register a final rule 
on nutrition labeling of meat and 
poultry products. The rule was 
reviewed under USDA procedures 
established to implement Executive 
Order 12291 and was classified as a 
major rule pursuant to section l(bMl} of 
that order because it is likely to result 
in an annual effect on the economy of 
$100 million or more. The review is 
reported in a Final Regulatory Impact 
Analysis (FRIA) which is available for 
review in the FSIS Hearing Clerk's 
office. The FRIA also satisfies the 
analysis requirements of the Regulatory 
Flexibility Act (Pub. L. 96-3S4. 5 U.S.& 
601 et seq.) which deals vrith ^faot 
on small entities. 

This proposed rule is one elmnent of 
the overall nutrition Idwling 
rulemaking which was considered in 
the FRIA. A summary of the FRIA can 
be found in the Agency’s final rule on 
nutrition labeling published else^^^re 
in this issue of the Federal Register. 

Executive Order 12778 

This proposed rule has been reviewed 
pursuant to Executive Order 1277B. 
Civil Justice Reform. This proposed rule 
seeks comments on provisions for 
permitting the use of the term “healthy” 
or any other derivative of the term 
“health” on the labeling of meat and 
poultry products. 

This prqposed rule concerns labeling 
of meat and poultry products. States a^ 
local jurisdictions are preempted under 
the F^o-al Meat Inspection Act (FMIA) 
and the Poultry Products Inspection Act 
(PPLA) from imposing any marking, 
labelii^, packaging, or ingredient 
requirements on liberally inspected 
meet or poultry products that are in 
addition to. or different than, those 
imposed xunler the FMIA or the PnA 
States and local jurisdictions may, 
however, exercise concurrent 
jurisdiction over meat and pouUry 
products that are outside official 
establishments for the purpose of 
preventing the distribution of meat and 
poultry products that are mud)randed or 
adulterated under the FMIA or PPIA, or, 
in the case of imported articles, which 
are not at such an establishmeoL after 
their entry into the United States. Under 
the FMIA and the PPIA. States ffiat 
maintain meat and poultry inspection 
programs must impose requirements on 
State insiiected products and 
establishments that are at least equal to 
those imposed on federally in^MOtsd 
products and establishments under the 
FMIA or PPIA. These States may, 

however^ impose more stringent 
requirements on such State inspected 
pr^ucts and establishments. 

If adopted, no retroactive effect would 
be given to this proposed rule, and 
applicable administrative procedures 
must be exhausted before any judicial 
challenge to its provisions or Uieir 
application. Those administrative 
procedures are set forth in the rules of 
practice governing proceedings for 
labeling determinations at 9 QFR parts 
335 and 381, subpart W. 

Paperwork Requirements 

This proposed rule specifies the 
regulations permitting the use of the 
term "healthy,” or any other derivative 
of the term “health” on the labeling of 
meat and poultry products. 

The paperwork requirements 
contained in this proposed rule were 
incorporated into the Information 
Collection Request on Nutrition 
Labeling of Meat and Poultry Products 
which has been submitted to the Office 
of Management and Budget. 

Regulatory Reform 

Less Burdensome or More Efficient 
Alternatives 

The Department of Agriculture is 
committed to carrying out its statutory 
and regulatory mandates in a manner 
that best serves the public interest. 
Therefore, where legal discretion 
pennits, the Department actively seeks 
to promulgate regulations that promote 
economic growth, create jobs, are 
minimally burdensome, and are easy for 
the public to understand, use or comply 
with. In short, the Department is 
committed to issuing regulations that 
maximize net benefits to society and 
minimize costs imposed by those 
regulations. This principle is artixnilated 
in President’s Bush’s January 28,1992, 
memorandum to agency heads, and in 
Executive Orders 12291 and 12498. The 
Department applies this principle to the 
fullest extent possible, consistent with 
law. 

The Department has developed and 
reviewed this regulatory proposal in 
accordance with these principles. 
Nonetheless, the Department believes 
that public input from all interested 
persons can be invaluable to ensuring 
that the final regulatory product is 
minimally burdensome and maximally 
efficient. Therefore, the Department 
specifically seeks comments and 
suggestions from the public regarding 
any less burdensome or more efficient 
ahernative that would accomplish the 
purposes described in the proposal. 
Such comments should be addressed to 
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the Agency as provided in the 
“Comments” section below. 

Comments 

Interested persons are invited to 
submit comments concerning this 
proposed rule. Written comments 
should be sent to the Policy Office and 
refer to Docket No. 91-006P-HLTH. 
Any person desiring an opportunity for 
an oral presentation of views as 
provided by the Poultry Products 
Inspection Act should make such 
request to Charles R. Edwards so that 
arrangements can be made for such 
views to be presented. A record will be 
made of all views orally presented. All 
comments submitted in response to this 
proposed rule will be available for 
public inspection in the Policy Office 
from 9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and from 1:30 
p.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday. 

Background 

On November 27,1991, FSIS 
published in the Federal Register a 
proposed rule entitled “Nutrition 
Labeling of Meat and Poultry Products” 
(56 FR 60302). In addition to proposing 
specific regulations for nutrition 
labeling, the Agency solicited comments 
on the appropriateness and usefulness 
of the term “healthy” on the labeling of 
meal-type products, and requested 
specific information on the criteria for 
the use of such term. The proposed rule 
would permit voluntary nutrition 
labeling on single-ingredient, raw meat 
and poultry products, and would 
establish mandatory nutrition labeling 
for most processed meat and poultry 
products. 

Published elsewhere in this issue of 
the Federal Register is FSIS’s final rule 
on nutrition labeling, which does not 
contain regulatory provisions covering 
the use of the term “healthy.” Because 
the public has not been afforded the 
opportunity to comment on the 
regulatory provisions proposed herein, 
FSIS is issuing this proposed rule to 
allow public comment prior to issuing 
a final rule. The following discussion 
addresses the use of the term “healthy” 
on meat and poultry products, the 
comments received in response to the 
proposal relevant to this issue, and the 
regulatory provisions established to 
respond to the concerns of the issue. 

As previously mentioned. FSIS 
solicited comments, in its November 
1991 proposal, on the use of the term 
“healthy” on labeling of meal-type 
products. FSIS stated in the proposal 
that nutrient content claims not defined 
by regulation that appear as part of the 
brand name may be used on the label or 
in labeling if they are not false or 
misleading and only if the brand name 

was in use prior to November 27,1991 
(publication date of the proposal). The 
term “healthy” was not defffied. The 
Agency specifically solicited comments 
on how best to determine when a term 
incorporated into a brand name should 
be regulated as a nutrient content daim. 

FSIS included, in the proposal, 
examples of products with brand names, 
trade names, and product lines, that 
contain nutrient content claims, which 
may be affected by the proposed rule. 
The list of examples, whicm was not all 
inconclusive, contained 19 such 
products that include the term 
“healthy” or a derivative of the term 
“health,” including “Light & Healthy,” 
“Healthy Choice,” “LeMenu Healthy,” 
“HealthCheck,” “Healthy Deli,” and 
“Lean & Healthy.” 

The majority of the responses 
received from FSIS’s solicitation for 
comments on the criteria for the term 
“healthy” suggested that the term be 
defined by meeting several criteria. 
Some comments suggested that the 
products should qualify if they meet 
several of the “low” criteria for certain 
nutrients. Others recommended that the 
term be equated with controlled 
amounts of fat, saturated fatty acids, 
cholesterol, and sodium. A few 
comments stated that, not only should 
the term equate controlled amounts of 
fat, saturated fatty acids, cholesterol, 
and sodium, use of the term should 
meet the “high” definition for a certain 
number of micronutrients. 

In its final rule on nutrition labeling. 
FSIS discusses the rationale and basis 
for defining the terms “lean” and “extra 
lean.” The primary focus of the 
Agency’s decision to define these terms 
was to provide meat and poultry 
products with nutrient content claims 
that could be used to distinguish 
between products in that category that 
contained less fat, saturated fatty acids, 
and cholesterol. “Lean” is defined for a 
product that contains less than 10 grams 
of fat, less than 4 grams of saturated 
fatty acids, and less than 95 milligrams 
of cholesterol. 'The Agency believes that 
these levels are appropriate 
“disqualifying” levels (i.e., levels above 
which would disqualify the food from 
making a health claim) to apply to the 
term “healthy” because they are based 
on dietary recommendations for 
Americans. Therefore, this proposed 
rule would permit the term “healthy” to 
be used on ffie label of meat and poultry 
products, provided the product contains 
less than 10 grams of fat, less than 4 
grams of saturated fatty acids, less than 
95 milligrams of cholesterol, and less 
than 480 milligrams of sodium per 100 
grams and Reference Amount 
Customarily Consumed for individual 

foods, and per 100 grams and labeled 
serving for meal-type products. In 
addition, products oearing the term 
“healthy” must comply with the 
nutrition label contents prescribed in 9 
CFR 317.309 and 381.409, and the 
labeling of such products must comply 
with nutrient content claims provisions, 
prescribed in 9 CFR 317.313 and 
381.413 (see FSIS’s final rule on 
nutrition labeling). 

On November 27,1991, the Food and 
Drug Administration (FDA) also 
proposed regulations to require 
nutrition ladling on most foods that are 
meaningful sources of nutrients, to 
revise the list of required nutrients and 
food components and the conditions for 
declaring them in nutrition labeling, 
and to establish up-to-date reference 
standards for those nutrients and food 
components. 

In response to comments received on 
its general principles proposal, FDA is 
proposing a definition of the term 
“healthy,” published elsewhere in this 
issue of the Federal Register. As 
proposed by FDA, uses of the term 
“healthy” that refer only to general 
dietary guidance, such as “eat lots of 
fruits and vegetables for a healthy diet,” 
would not be implied nutrient content 
claims and would not be subject to any 
requirements. FDA believes ffiat the 
term “healthy” constitutes an implied 
nutrient content claim only when it 
appears in a nutritional context, such as 
when the term is associated with an 
explicit or implicit claim or statement 
about a nutrient. An example of 
“healthy” used as an implied claim 
would ^ “Healthy, contains 5 grams of 
fat.” The term “healthy,” when used in 
this context, would be subject to a 
definition imder FDA’s proposal. 

Both FSIS and FDA received 
comments suggesting that the definition 
for “healthy” should focus on 
restrictions for fat, saturated fat, sodium, 
and cholesterol, b^use these nutrients 
are of particular significance to public 
health. 'The agencies are tentatively in 
agreement with these comments and, 
accordingly, both FSIS and FDA have 
incorporated these four nutrients into 
their proposed definitions of “healthy.” 

Many recommendations for healthy 
diets from professional health 
organizations and the U.S. Dietary 
Guidelines for Americans advise 
choosing lean meat and poultry as a 
means of achieving a healthy diet. Food 
consumption data indicates that 89 
percent of Americans eat meat and 
poultry on a daily basis. In its final rule 
on nutrition labeling, FSIS provides 
guidelines for the term “lean” that 
include restricted levels of fat, saturated 
fat, and cholesterol. FSIS believes it is 
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important to convey to consumers 
consistent dietary messages. Likewise, 

a consumer education standpoint, 
it is essential to communicate analogous 
messages concerning healthy diets and 
the role meat and poultry products can 
play in achieving balani^. healthy 
diets. 

FDA’s definition for “healthy” applies 
to products that do not exceed the 
disqualifying level for sodium or 
cholesterol and are low in £at and 
saturated fat Many cuts of meat and 
poultry would not meet such a 
definition. In order to maintain a 
consistent dietary message, FSIS 
believes that linking the definition of 
“lean” to the definition of “healthy” is 
an appropriate connection. Therefore, 
the Agency is proposing to define the 
term “healthy” with pai^lel levels for 
fat. saturated fat, and cholesterol as 
“lean," above which products would 
not be eligible for use of the term. In 
addition, the Agmicy believes a sodium 
requirement should be a criterion for 
eligibility because FSIS agrees vrith 
comments received suggesting that 
sodium be considered in defi^ng 
“healthy.” For the sodium requirement, 
FSIS is proposing that 460 milligrams 
would be the limit, parallelling FDA’s 
sodium requirement for individual 
foods. The levels for the term “healthy” 
would be applied to both individual 
foods and m^*type products, with the 
criterion for individual foods per 100 
grams and Reference Amount 
Customarily Consumed, and per 100 
grams and labeled serving for meal-type 
products. The Agency also believes that 
any use of the term “healthy.” whether 
in a brand name or used in conjuncrtion 
with a nutrient, must meet this 
requirement. The Agency will refer to 
these levels as “dism^ifyiim” levels. 

In comparing the FSIS and FDA 
disqualifying levels for cholesterol and 
sodium for individual foods, the sodium 
levels are the same (480 milligrams); 
however, the FSIS tholesterol level of 
95 milligrams is slightly higher tiian 
that of FDA’s level of 60 milligrams. The 
higher cholesterol level is expected for 
meat and poultry products since these 
products contain inherent iholesterol, 
while products regulated by FDA 
typically contain no cholesterol 

In comparing the FSIS and FDA 
disqualifying levels for cholesterol and 
sodium for main dishes, FDA’s 
proposed sodium level of 720 
milligrams is one and a half times 
higher than the level proposed by FSIS, 
and FDA’s cholesterol level (90 
milligrams) is similar. FDA’s proposed 
sodium level of 960 milligrams and 
cholesterol level of 120 milligrams are 
higher than FSIS’s proposed lewis for 

meal-type products. FSIS specifically 
remiests comments on its proposed 
sodium and iholesterol levels 

Americans are interested in lowering 
their sodium intake because they are 
increasingly aware of the role st^um 
plays in hypertension. Two major 
public hedth repmts, the Surgeon 
General’s report on “Nutrition and 
Health” and the National Research 
Council report “Diet and Health: 
Implications for Reducing Chronic 
Disease Risk” identify hi^ blood 
pressure as me of America’s ten major 
chronic diseases that are affected by 
daily dietary patterns. 

Hypertension is a major ride factor for 
heart disease, which is the leading cause 
of death in the U.S., and for Stroke, the 
third most frequent cause of death. In 
addition, hypertension is also a problem 
in renal failure. Prevalence of 
hypertension increases with age in the 
U.S. population and is higher for blach 
Americans (38 percent) than for white 
Americans. 

Although the link between sodium 
intake and hi^ blcx>d pressure is not 
completely understood, a cxnnmittee of 
the National Institute of Health’s 
Naticinal Heart, Lung and Blood 
Institute recently issued new 
recommendations to lower Americans’ 
blood pressure, including drastically 
reducing daily intake of salt. 

The food industry has responded to 
this consumer interest by the 
development of a variety of products 
with lower sodium levels. Since as 
much as 80 percent of the salt 
consumed each day by the average 
American comes from processed foods, 
it is important to continue to provide 
incantives to the fcxxi industry to 
develop and market reducad sodium 
focxls. 

Although FDA and FSIS define 
“healthy" differently, FSIS believes this 
is one area where it is appropriate. Meat 
and poultry prcxlucts are different from 
other foods in that all meat and poultiy 
products contain fat, saturated fat. anci 
cholesterol. In addition, cholesterol is 
not ubiquitous in the fcwd supply but 
only found in foods of animal origin. 

Ihis proposed rule ivould apply the 
criteria for “healthy” to any terra used 
anywhere on the label that includes the 
term “health.” ’This includes, but is not 
limited to. the following terms: 
Health 
Healthy 
Healthfiil 
Healthfully 
Healthfulnass 
Healthier 
Healthiest 
Healthily 

Healthiness 
’Thus, this proposed rule would 

permit the use of the term “healthy” or 
any other derivative of the term 
“health” tmder the conditions described 
above. 

List of Std^ects 

9CFRPart317 

Food labeling. Meat inspection. 

9 CFR Part 381 

Food labeling. Poultry and poultry 
products. 

The Proposed Rule 

For the reasons discussed in the 
preamble, FSIS is proposing to amend 9 
CFR parts 317 and 381 of t^ Federal 
meat and poultry products inspection 
regulations to loed as follows: 

Note: The following proposed amendments 
are based on the final rule published 
elsewhere in this issue which becomes 
effective july 6,1694. 

PART 317—LABEUNG, MARKINQ 
DEVICES, AND CONTAINERS 

1. The authority citation for part 317 
would continue to read as follows: 

Authority; 21 U.S.C. 601-695; 7 CFR 2.17, 
2.55. 

2. Sedion 317.309 would be amended 
by adding a new paragraph (j) to read as 
follows: 

$317,309 Nutrition label content 
***** 

(j) ’The term “healthy” or any other 
derivative of the term “health” may be 
used on the label or in labeling of a meat 
product!, provided that: 

(1) Tim produc:t cxmtains less than 10 
grams of fat. less than 4 grams of 
saturated fatty adds, less than 95 
milligrams of cholesterol, and less than 
480 milligrams of sodium per 100 grams 
and Reference Amount Custcxnarily 
Consumed for individual foods, and per 
100 grains and labeled serving for meal- 
type products, as defined in 
§317.313(1), 

(2) The produd is labeled in 
compliance with this sechon, and 

(3) The term complies with the 
requirements of § 317.313. 

PART 381—POULTRY PRODUCTS 
INSPECTION REGULATIONS 

3. The authority citation for part 381 
would continue to reed as follows: 

Au&ority; 7 U.SXI 450.21 U.S.C 451- 
470,7 CFR 2.17,2.55. 

4. Section 381.400 would be amended. 
by adding a new para^aph (j) to read as 
follows: 
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f 381.409 Nutrition label content 
***** 

(j) The term “healthy” or any other 
derivative of the term “health” may be 
used on the label or in labeling of a 
poultry product, provided that: 

(1) The product contains less than 10 
grams of fat, less than 4 grams of 
saturated fatty acids, less than 95 
milligrams of cholesterol, and less than 
480 milligrams of sodium per 100 grams 

and Reference Amount Customarily 
Consumed for individual foods, and per 
100 grams and labeled serving for meal- 
type products, as defined in 
$381,413(1), 

(2) The product is labeled in 
compliance with this section, and 

(3) The term complies with the 
requirement of § 381.413. 

Done at Washington, DC, on: December 24, 
1992. 

H. Russell Croes, 

Administrator, Food Safety and Inspection 
Service. 
(FR Doc. 93-28 Filed 1-5-93; 8:45 am] 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND 
HUMAN SERVICES 

Food and Drug Administration 

21 CFR Parts 5,20,100,101,105, and 
130 

[Docket No. 92N-0440] 

Food Labeliftg Regulations 
ImpiemenUng the Nutrition Labeling 
and Education Act of 1990; 
Opportunity for Comments 

AGENCY: Food and Drug Administration. 
HHS. 
ACTION: Final rule; opportunity for 
comments. 

SUMMARY: The Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) is announcing 
that it is revoking the regulations 
implementing section 403(q) and (r) of 
the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act (the act), and the lists implementing 
section 6 of the Nutrition Lal^ling and 
Education Act of 1990 (the 1990 
amendments), that were considered 
final by operation of law as of November 
8,1992 (hereinafter referred to as the 
November 8 regulations). Elsewhere in 
this issue of the Federal Register, FDA 
is adopting final rules based on public 
comment to replace the Noveml^r 8 
regulations. FDA is taking this action to 
ensure that the final regulations that 
implement the 1990 amendments are 
those based on full public comment, 
and that those regulations are put in 
place without delay. 
OATES: Effective January 6,1993. 
Comments by February 5.1993. 
ADDRESSES: Submit written comments 
to the Dockets Management Branch 
(HFA-305), Food and Drug 
Administration, rm. 1-23,12420 
Parklawn Dr., Rockville, MD 20857. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Frank E. Scarbrough, Center for Food 
Safety and Applied Nutrition (HFS- 
150), Food and Drug Administration. 
200 C St. SW.. Washington, DC 20204, 
202-205-4561. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

I. Background 

On November 8,1990, President Bush 
signed the 1990 amendments into law. 
Scions 2,3, and 6 of the 1990 
amendments gave FDA 24 months ftom 
the date of their enactment to 
promulgate final rules implementing 
those sections. In response, FDA 
published proposals on November 27. 
1991 (56 FR 60366 through 6087B) and 
July 28.1992 (57 FR 33283). 

Sections 2(b)(2) and 3(b)(2) of the 
1990 amendments provided that, if final 

rules to implement section 403(q) and 
(r) of the act, respectively, were not 
promulgated by Noveml^r 8,1992, then 
the regulations proposed to implement 
these sections of the act were to be 
considered as final regulations. There 
are similar provisions in section 
6(b)(3)(D) of the 1990 amendments. 

The 24-month period established by 
the 1990 amendments expired on 
Sunday. November 8,1992, without the 
issuance of final rules implementing 
section 403(q) and (r) of the act or 
section 6 of the 1990 amendments. 
Thus, on November 8,1992, the 
proposed regulations implementing 
those sections of the act and section 6 
of the 1990 amendments were 
considered final regulations by 
operation of law. Under sections 2(b)(2) 
and 3(b)(2) of the 1990 amendments, 
FDA was directed to promptly publish 
in the Federal Register notice of the 
new status of the proposed regulations. 
FDA published that notice on November 
27,1992 (57 FR 56347). 

II. The Revocation 

The triggering of the mechanism 
established in sections 2(b)(2), 3(b)(2). 
and 6(b)(3) of the 1990 amendments did 
not toll the rulemakings instituted on 
November 27,1991, and July 28,1992, 
in response to sections 2, 3, and 6 of the 
1990 amendments. Elsewhere in this 
issue of the Federal Register, FDA is 
publishing the final rules that are the 
culmination of those rulemakings. FDA 
has concluded that the final rules based 
on public comment should replace the 
November 8 regulations. 

Because the agency is completing the 
rulemaking process begun in 1991, it is 
necessary to revoke the November 8 
regulations so that only the rules that 
have had the benefit of full notice-and- 
comment procedures are in efiect and 
provide a basis on which industry can 
begin to conform its food labels to the 
new requirements. This revocation does 
not constitute a reversal of the agency’s 
former views as expressed in the 
November 27,1991, and July 28,1992, 
proposals and in the November 8 
regulations, except to the extent that any 
changes, in accoi^ance with the 
Administrative Procedure Act (5 U.S.C. 
553(b)). are a logical outgrowth of the 
proposals. To the extent that differences 
exist between the November 8 
regulations and the new final rules, a 
reasoned analysis for the changes is . 
supplied in the preambles to the final 
rules published elsewhere in this issue 
of the Federal Register. 

The legislative nistory of the 1990 
amendments states that, if the deadline 
for publishing final rules based on 
public comment was not met. there 

would be good cause to consider the 
proposed regulations as final regulations 
because of the importance of mandatory 
nutrition labeling, rules on claims, and 
a unified system of regulations on 
misbranding. The legislative history also 
pointed to the fact that Congress 
expected the agency to have received 
public input prior to issuing the 
proposed regulations (H. Rept. 101-538, 
101st Cong., 2d sess. 18-19 (1990)). The 
November 8 regulations were to be 
considered final nifes to ensure that 
some rules would be in place without 
undue delay to implement the statutory 
requirements of the 1990 amendments. 

Congress contemplated that, if the 
agency did not issue final rules based on 
public comment by the specified date 
(H. Rept. 101-538, supra. 18), and the 
provisions of sections 2(b)(2), 3(b)(2), 
and 6(b)(3)(D) of the 1990 amendments 
were triggered, then the consideration of 
the proposed rules as final rules without 
notice and comment should occur and 
would be justified. This so-called 
“hammer” provision had an overriding 
purpose: to motivate FDA and all parties 
involved in these rules to resolve 
expeditiously the many issues raised in 
them, rather than become mired 
indefinitely in their complexity. FDA 
believes the hammer has fully achieved 
its important purpose. It has encouraged 
prompt resolution of outstanding issues 
and led to agreement on final rules that 
represent substantial improvement over 
the proposed rules and that will be in 
place sufficiently before the date the 
statute must be applied to allow full 
industry compliance. 

There is no indication in the 
legislative history of the 1990 
amendments that Congress intended 
FDA to disregard the comments that it 
had received on the November 27,1991, 
and July 28,1992, proposals once the 
“hammer” had fallen and the November 
8 regulations were considered final, or 
that Congress intended the triggering of 
the mechanism in sections 2(b)(2), 
3(b)(2). and 6(b)(3)(D) of the 1990 
amendments to prevent FDA from 
putting in place final regulations based 
on public comments as quickly as 
possible. While the proposals to 
implement the 1990 amendments may 
have had the benefit of general public 
comment on food labeling issues, they 
are no substitute for final rules based on 
the extensive rulemaking record 
developed in response to those 
proposals. In response to the public 
comments on the proposals, ^A has 
improved the regulations in numerous 
respects, better achieving the goals of 
the 1990 amendments, to the benefit of 
both industry and consumers. 
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Revocation of the November 8 
regulations will eliminate any ambiguity 
as to which final regulations are 
controlling. Thus, for the reasons set 
forth above, FDA believes that this 
revocation is fully consistent with the 
1990 amendments. 

This revocation is also fully 
consistent with the requirements of the 
Administrative Procedure Act. The 
Administrative Procedure Act provides 
that the agency may revoke a regulation 
without notice-and-comment 
procedures “when the agency for good 
cause finds (and incorporates the 
finding and a brief statement of reasons 
therefor in the rules issued) that notice 
and public procedure thereon are 
impracticable, unnecessary, or contrary 
to the public interest." FDA finds that 
there is good cause for dispensing with 
notice-and-comment procedures in 
revoking the November 8 regulations. 

First, notice-and-comment rulemaking 
on the revocation of the November 8 
regulations is impracticable. Very little 
time remains before the provisions 
added by the 1990 amendments and 
implemented by the November 8 
regulations go into effect. The new 
provisions of the act on health claims 
are effective on May 8,1993, without 
any possibility of extension. Under 
those provisions, foods are 
automatically misbranded if health 
claims are made on their labels that do 
not meet the requirements of FDA’s 
regulations. 

In the final rules published elsewhere 
in this issue of the Federal Register, 
FDA is exercising the statutory 
flexibility granted in section 10(a)(3)(B) 
of the 1990 amendments to extend the 
date on which it will apply the new 
provisions on nutrition labeling and 
nutrient content claims to May 8,1994. 
Comments have shown that this 
additional time for compliance with the 
final regulations is necessary to prevent 
undue economic hardship to industry. 
Even a minimal prior notice-and- 
comment period on this revocation 
would be likely to delay issuance of any 
final rules for at least several months. 
This delay would reduce significantly 
the amount of time industry is 
permitted under the statute to come into 
compliance with the nutrition labeling 
and nutrient content claims rules. That 
compliance cannot begin until the final 
rules on which the agency intends to 
rely in enforcing the amendments are in 
place. Use of notice-and-comment 
procedures to revoke the November 8 
regulations and to replace them with 
new final rules would thus risk causing 
the very harm Congress attempted to 
prevent in permitting this extension. 

Secondly, engaging in notice-and- 
comment rulemaking on the revocation 
of the November 8 regulations would be 
contrary to the public interest. The 
delay caused by receiving and 
responding to comments on the 
revocation would increase confusion 
and could lead to substantial hardship 
and expense to industry, which would 
face the possibility of having to label its 
products to comply with the November 
8 regulations and then having to relabel 
them to comply with any new final 
rules that the agency eventually issued 
after the comment period. Revoking the 
November 8 regulations without notice 
and comment allows the agency to 
replace them immediately with final 
rules based on extensive public 
comment and thus to provide certainty 
to industry as to the regulatory 
requirements with which it must 
comply. 

There is a strong interest in ensuring 
continuity of regulation, particularly 
where the purpose of the regulations is 
to provide information to consumers 
that they can understand and on which 
they can rely. A situation in which 
labels appear that comply with the 
November 8 regulations, only to be 
replaced by lal^ls that comply with any 
final rules that the agency might 
ultimately issue, would be inconsistent 
with this goal. Rather, it would 
contribute to consumer confusion, 
which is precisely what Congress was 
trying to prevent in enacting the 1990 
amendments to reform the food label. 

The agency’s final rules implementing 
the 1990 amendments need to be the 
gold standard for the food marketplace. 
Based as they are on public comment, 
scientific evidence; and sound public 
policy, the final rules issued today are 
the culmination of the Department of 
Health and Human Services’ efforts, 
begun in August 1989, and reinforced in 
1990 by the Administration and 
Congress, to reform the food label. 

Finally, it is in the public interest and 
consistent with the purposes of the 
Administrative Procedure Act to have in 
place as quickly as possible final rules 
that are the product of a full rulemaking 
procedure. As stated above, Congress 
included sections 2(b)(2), 3(b)(2). and 
6(b)(3) in the 1990 amendments because 
of the importance of having final 
regulations in place implementing the 
1990 amendments without undue delay. 
H. Rept. 101-538, supra, 18. Today’s 
action is consistent with that goal, 
because final rules implementing 
section 403(q) and (r) will be in place. 
By revoking the November 8 regulations 
in a manner consistent with the 
Administrative Procedure Act, FDA is 
giving full recognition to the effect of 

sections 2(b)(2), 3(b)(2). and 6(b)(3) of 
the 1990 amendments. The rules tha* 
will be in place as a result of today’s 
action have had the benefit of full 
public comment. Those comments 
established the existence of problems 
with the proposals, and FDA has fully 
addressed those problems in the final 
rules. (See the final rules published 
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register.) 

Considering the factual situation as a 
whole, there is good cause for waiving 
notice and comment. FDA has been 
diligent in arriving at final rules. In the 
past year, FDA has reviewed over 
40,000 comments, held three public 
hearings, and produced final rules in 
more than 20 separate proceedings. 
There has been full notice-and-comment 
rulemaking on the final rules that FDA 
is issuing today, and interested persons 
have had ample opportunity to 
comment on all substantive issues 
addressed in those rules. However, 
circumstances outside FDA’s control 
prevented it from issuing those final 
rules by the statutory deadline. In light 
of this, the agency is acting responsibly 
and reasonably in dealing with the 
unique situation it faces. The agency’s 
prompt action to withdraw the 
November 8 regulations is necessary to 
facilitate the enormous transformation 
of the food label that will occur over the 
coming months. Moreover, no hardship 
will result fi’om replacing the November 
8 regulations now, because not enough 
time has passed since November 8 to 
permit significant action in reliance on 
the November 8 regulations. 

Therefore. FDA concludes that there 
is good cause for withdrawing the 
November 8 regulations without notice 
and comment. 

Consistent with its own procedural 
regulations, however, FDA is providing 
an opportunity for comment on its 
decision to revoke the November 8 
regulations. Under § 10.40(e)(1) (21 CFR 
10.40(e)(1)), FDA may issue a regulation 
without notice and public procedures 
when the agency determines for good 
cause that they are impracticable, 
unnecessary, or contrary to the public 
interest. In such a situation, the FDA 
procedural regulations require that the 
notice promulgating the regulation state 
the reasons for the determination, and 
provide an opportunity for comment to 
determine whether the regulation 
should subsequently be modified or 
revoked. This notice complies with 
these procedural requirements. Given 
the present unique circumstances, 
however, FDA finds under § 10.40(b)(2) 
that there is good cause to limit the 
comment period to 30 days. 
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FDA also Hnds, based on the reasons 
discussed above, that there is good 
cause to issue this revocation effective 
immediately (5 U.S.C. S53(d)(3)). A 
delayed effective date would be contrary 
to the public interest in minimizing 
regulatory uncertainty: it would create 
unnecessary confusion if these rules 
remained in effect for 30 days after the 
issuance of the Bnal rules based on 
notice and comment. Moreover, this 
revocation of regulations that are not yet 
effective will not impose any behavioral 
changes on regulated industry, imlike 
the promulgation of a normative rule. 
Thus, a delayed effective date for this 
final rule would be unnecessary, 
impracticable, and contrary to the 
public interest. 

After carefully considering the 
provisions of the 1990 amendments and 
their legislative history, FDA believes 
that, in this ffnal rule and in the other 
ftnal rules published today, it has taken 
the appropriate steps to resolve any 
questions created by the hammer. FDA 
is taking a course that recognizes 
Congress’ desire to have ftnal 
regulations in place by November 8, 
1992, but that also recognizes, as 
discussed above, that Congress 
ultimately would not want to undercut 
the beneftts of notice-and-comment 
rulemaking. The agency considered 
various alternate courses of action but 
rejected them because they were 
inconsistent with the 1990 amendments, 
the amendments’ legislative history, the 
relevant focts, or the lugency of the 
current situation. 

One alternative would have been to 
propose to revoke the November 8 
regulations and to propose rules to 
replace them. This course was rejected 
because it would create too much 
uncertainty for industry, which would 
then have been compelled to begin 
complying with section 403(r)(l)(B) of 
the act on May 8.1993, and with 
requirements on nutrition labeling and 
nutrient content claims by May 8,1994, 
and because this course of action gives 
no effect to the extensive rulemaking 
that FDA has conducted for the last 12 
months. 

A second course would have been to 
term the ftnal rules published today 
“interim rules,’’ with additional 
opportunity for comment and a 
commitment to publish “true” ftnal 
rules based on further comment. The 
agency has concluded that there would 
be little gain ft-om such a course. Calling 
the rules “interim rules” would only 
create confusion and could induce 
industry to postpone action to comply 
with the new regulations. Also, 
although the comment p^od on the 
November 27,1991. proposals closed on 

February 25,1992, FDA continued to 
receive and consider comments well 
into the early fall. FDA believes that, 
since that time, no new information has 
become available that would change the 
agency’s regulatory approach. If such 
information exists, FDA’s procedural 
regulations provide ways for bringing it 
to the agency’s attention, e.g.. a petition 
under 21 CFTl 10.30. 

A third course would be simply to 
leave the November 8 regulations in 
place. FDA has concluded that this 
course of action would make little 
sense. It would be unfair to both 
industry and consiuners to forego 
promulgating the best regulations 
possible. The agency thus believes that, 
in publishing the new ftnal rules today, 
it is acting in the best interests of 
industry and consumers. 

The agency therefore urges all affected 
manufacturers, packers, and distributors 
to begin to act in accordance with the 
ftnal rules published today. The agency 
has received numerous comments about 
how much work will be necessary to 
comply with the new regulations, and, 
in response, FDA is announcing 
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register that it is delaying until May 8, 
1994, the application of section 403(q) 
and (r)(2) of the act. However, if there 
is to be compliance by the application 
date, work must begin now. *rhe ftnal 
rules published today establish the 
requirements that must be met. 

III. Additional Comments 

The ftnal rules that FDA is issuing 
today are the product of notice-and- 
comment procedures, and no further 
such procedures are required. The 
Administrative Procedure Act provides 
for notice and opportunity for public 
comment on proposed agency rules to 
ensure meaningfol public input into 
agency rules that affect the public. 
Public comment is not an end in itself. 
FDA believes that it has fulfilled any 
possible purpose of this requirement. 
The agency has provided three prior 
opportunities for public comment on 
food labeling reform: the 1989 advance 
notice of proposed rulemaking, 
proposed rules in 199Q, and proposed 
rules implementing the 1990 
amendments in 1991 and 1992. While 
additional^comments are always 
possible, the agency believes the 
Administrative Procedure Act in no way 
requires an additional opportunity for 
them. Now, the public interest requires 
finality and expeditious actual reform of 
the label—to the benefit of both industry 
and consumers. Recognizing, however, 
that some people may argue that there 
is a techniral requirement for further 
rulemaking procedures, FDA finds that 

there is also good cause to proceed 
without them. For the reasons discussed 
elsewhere in this document, and in light 
of the extensive rulemaking procedures 
that have already been followed, further 
notice and comment would be 
unnecessary, impracticable, and 
contrary to the public interest. 

The agency firmly believes that all the 
ftnal rules it is publishing today, 
including those su|)erseding the 
November 8 regulations, are the logical 
outgrowth of the November 27,1991, 
and July 28,1992, proposals and are 
fully supported by the administrative 
record that has bmn developed. 
Although the agency does not believe 
that any public purpose would be 
served by reopening for further 
comment at this time the issues 
addressed in that rulemaking, FDA 
recognizes that in any rulemaking of 
this size there will be technical issues 
in specific provisions. Therefore, the 
agency is providing 30 days for 
comment on these final rules on such 
issues. FDA is not interested in 
receiving comments that it has already 
received and considered. Interested 
persons are urged to limit their 
comments to technical matters or 
technical unintended consequences in 
specific provisions if not raised in 
earlier comments. In order to assiue 
consideration of any comments, 
interested persons must certify that their 
comments are so limited. Comments 
should be submitted to the specific 
docket of the final rule being 
commented on. If the comments identify 
any technical provision of the final rules 
that FDA agrees should be changed. 
FDA will t^e action to modify that 
provision. This approach will enable 
FDA to quickly address any unintended 
effects of the final rules, yet not delay 
the finality that FDA believes is 
imperative for both industry and 
consumers. 

IV. Opportunity for Comments 

Under § 10.40(e}, an opportunity for 
comment on this final rule is being 
provided. Interested persons may, on or 
before February 5.1993, submit to the 
Dockets Management Branch (address 
above) written comments regarding this 
final rule. Two copies of any comments 
are to be submitted, except that 
individuals may submit one copy. 
Comments are to be identified with the 
docket number found in brackets in the 
heading of this document. Received 
comments may be seen in the office 
above between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m., 
Monday through Friday. 

Thermore. the regulations that were 
considered ftnal by operation of law on 
November 8.1992, as announced in the 
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Federal Register of November 27,1992 
(57 FR 56347), are hereby revoked. 

Dated; December 17.1992. 
David A. Kessler, 
Commissioner of Food and Drugs. 
Louis W. Sullivan, 
Secretary of Health and Human Services. 
(FR Doc. 92-31499 Filed 12-2&-92: 8:45 am] 
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DEPARTMEMT OF HEALTH AND 
HUMAN SERVICES 

Food and Druq Administration 

21 CFR Parts 5.101,105, and 130 

[Docket Nos. 90N-0134 et si.] 

RIN 0905-AD08 and 0905-AB68 

Food Labeling: Establishment of Date 
of Application 

AGENCY: Food and Drug Administration, 
HHS. 
ACTION: Final rule. 

SUMMARY: The Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) is publishing this 
Hnal rule to establish May 8,1994, as 
the date on which it will apply the 
mandatory nutrition labeling and 
nutrient content claims provisions of 
the Nutrition Labeling and Education 
Act of 1990 (the 1990 amendments). 
This action is in accordance with 
section 10(a)(3)(B) of the 1990 
amendments which allows the Secretary 
(and, by delegation, FDA) to delay, for 
up to 1 year, the date on which FDA 
will apply those provisions to foods if 
the agency Hnds that compliance with 
the new provisions would cause “undue 
economic hardship.*’ 
DATES: The statutory effective date of 
sections 403(q) and 403(r)(2) of the 
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act 
(the act) is May 8,1993, except that 
section 403(q)(4) (raw agricultural 
commodities and raw fish) became 
effective November 8,1991. However, 
FDA is delaying the date that it will 
apply sections 403(q) of the act (21 CFR 
101.9) and 403(r)(2) of the act (21 CFR 
101.13, all of the regulations in subpart 
D of 21 CFR part 101, and 21 CFR 
130.10) , except section 403(q)(4) of the 
act (21 CFR 101.42 through 101.45), 
until May 8,1994. The effective date of 
the regulations published elsewhere in 
this issue of the Federal Register 
implementing sections 403(q) and 
403(r)(2) of the act, except section 
403(q)(4) of the act, is May 8,1994. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Gerad L. McCowin, Center for Food 
Safety and Applied Nutrition (HFF- 
302), Food and Drug Administration, 
200 C St. SW., Washington, DC 20204, 
202-205-5267. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

I. Background 

On November 8,1990, the President 
signed into law the 1990 amendments 
(Pub. L. 101-535). This statute adds 
section 403(q) (21 U.S.C. 343(q)). which 
makes nutrition labeling mandatory for 
all food, and section-403(r)(2) (21 U.S.C. 

343(r)(2)), which gives FDA authority to 
define nutrient content claims, among 
other sections, to the act. 

In accordance with the 1990 
amendments, FDA published proposed 
rules on November 27,1991, to 
implement these sections of the act. 
Under section 2(b)(1) of the 1990 
amendments (21 U.S.C. 343 note), FDA 
is to adopt Hnal regulations by 
November 8,1992. If the agency fails to 
do so. under section 2(b)(2) of the 1990 
amendments, the proposed rules are to 
be considered final rules. Under section 
10(a)(1)(A) and (B) of the 1990 
amendments (21 U.S.C. 343 note), 
sections 403(q) and 403(r)(2) of the act 
are effective 6 months after the 
promulgation of the final regulations or 
after the proposed regulations are 
considered to be final regulations. Thus, 
by statute, sections 403(q) and 403(r)(2) 
of the act will become effective no later 
than May 8,1993. 

However, section 10(a) of the 1990 
amendments provides that if the 
Secretary of Health and Human Services 
and, by delegation, FDA “* • * find that 
compliance with sections 403(q) and 
403(r)(2) of such Act would cause an 
undue economic hardship, the Secretary 
may delay the application of such 
sections for no more than one year.” In 
its regulatory impact analysis (RIA) 
published in the Federal Register of 
November 27.1991 (56 FR 60856), FDA 
tentatively found that compliance with 
the 1990 amendments by May 8, 1993, 
will cost $1.5 billion, and that 6-month 
and 1-year extensions of the compliance 
date would'result in significant 
reductions in tho.se costs. Therefore, 
given the extent of these costs, FDA felt 
that the possibility of "undue economic 
hardship” was raised. The agency 
consequently requested comments on 
the meaning of “undue economic 
hardship,” and on whether a delay in 
the application of sections 403(q) and 
403(r)(2) of the act was appropriate. The 
agency also requested comments on 
whether a determination of “undue 
economic hardship” should be based on 
aggregate costs to industry generally, on 
industry-by-industry costs, or on firm- 
by-firm costs. 

Interested persons were given until 
February 25,1992, to comment. FDA 
received comments from government 
organizations, retailers, consumer 
groups. State groups, and private 
organizations. A discussion of the 
agency’s decision, and a summary of the 
comments and the agency responses, 
follow. 

II. Undue Economic Hardship 

The 1990 amendments provide that 
the Secretary may delay the application 

of sections 403(q) and 403(r)(2) of the 
act for up to 1 year if he “* * * finds 
that compliance with [either section] 
would cause an undue economic 
hardship.” There is no relevant 
legislative history on this provision. 
Clearly, however. Congress foresaw that 
there would be a significant cost to 
complying with these sections of the 
act. Its use of the phrase “undue 
economic hardship” implies that 
Congress recognized that some 
economic hardship may result from 
efforts to comply with the 1990 
amendments. The question is whether 
that cost is so great as to constitute 
“undue” economic hardship. 

“Undue” is defined as “exceeding 
what is appropriate or normal,” 
“excessive,” or “not just (or] proper.” 
Synonyms include inequitable, 
inappropriate, extreme, and 
immoderate. As yet, no court has 
construed the meaning of the 1990 
amendments; however, parallels may be 
drawn with cases discussing similar 
language. Cases involving an employer’s 
accommodation of an employee’s 
religious practices have looked for a 
simple increase in costs in assessing 
whether the accommodation created an 
“undue hardship” for the employer. See 
Transworld Airlines v. Hardison, 432 
U.S. 63, 84 (1977) (more than a de 
minimis cost to employer is an undue 
hardship); State Division of Human 
Rights V. Carnation Co., 366 N.E.2d 869, 
870 (N.Y. Q. App. 1977) (a palpable or 
significant increase in costs is enough to * 
establish undue hardship; threat to 
economic stability of enterprise is not 
required). In determining whether a 
punitive damage award was 
“excessive,” a court looked at whether 
it was “out of all proportion to the 
defendant’s financial position.” T.D.S., 
Inc. V. Shelby Mutual Insurance Co., 760 
F.2d 1520 (11th Cir. 1985). Where a 
company was ordered to reopen a plant 
after closing it discriminatorily, the 
remedy was to be upheld unless the 
company could show an undue 
economic burden, which was 
interpreted as a “substantial outlay of 
new capital or [other] undue financial 
hardship.” Teamsters Local Union N. 
171 V. NLRB, 863 F.2d 946 (D.C. Cir. 
1988), cert, denied. 490 U.S. 1065 
(1989). In a case involving the Pension 
Benefit Guaranty Corporation’s (PBGC’s) 
authority to grant waivers under the 
Employee Retirement Income Security 
Act (EWSA) when an employer faced 
“unreasonable hardship.” a court 
upheld the PBGC’s denial of a waiver 
where the PBGC had considered only 
unusual, substantial economic hardship. 
A-T-O, Inc. v. Pension Benefit Guaranty 
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Corporation. 634 F.2d 1013 (6th Cit. 
1980). According to the court, the 
waiver provision was Congress’ way of 
dealing with unforeseeable, unexpected 
situations of serious employer hardship. 
Id., 1023. 

It appears from these cases that an 
undue economic hardship must entail at 
least an increase in costs and at most an 
unusual and substantial economic 
burden. Given Congress’ implicit 
assumption that compliance with the 
1990 amendments would involve an 
economic burden, the agency believes 
that the best interpretation of Congress’ 
intent would require that an undue 
economic hardsMp be a substantial 
economic burden, in excess of what 
Congress would have envisioned, 
although not necessarily threatening the 
viability of a company, attributable to 
the 6-month compliance date 
established by the 1990 amendments. 

1. The comments that the agency 
received were generally consistent with 
this view of what constitutes undue 
economic hardship. A comment from a 
trade group stated that ’’undue 
economic hardship” should be defined 
by the lost product lines and businesses 
that will occur as a result of a short 
compliance time. Another comment 
defined “undue economic hardship” as 
any increase in costs of goods to 
consumers in the current economic 
climate. A large company stated that 
undue economic hardship was shown 
where there were large costs "without 
appreciable benefit.” 

The agency agrees with the comments 
that a large increase in industry’s costs 
attributable to the application of 
sections 403(q) and 403(r)(2) of the act 
6 months from November 8,1992, 
would provide evidence of undue 
economic hardship if that increase is 
more than what was likely to have been 
envisioned by Congress. However, a 
simple increase in costs alone is 
insufficient to demonstrate such 
hardship because Congress envisioned 
that there would be some economic 
burden to industry when it passed the 
1990 amendments. 

2. One comment from a consumer 
group argued that industry will not 
experience undue economic hardship. 
The comment stated that: (1) There is no 
undue burden on industry because 
consumers would bear the costs, not 
industry; and (2) since the public at 
large would be the recipients of the 
benefits of labeling, and the benefits 
outweigh the costs, the public should be 
willing to bear the costs. 

The agency disagrees with the first 
point. It is likely that much of the costs 
of nutrition labeling will not be passed 
on to consumers, aithou^ the agency Is 

not in a position to estimate exactly how 
much of the amount will be passed on 
to consumers. Itecause the costs per firoduct are pramarily fixed costs, it is 
ikely that manufacturers with low 

volume products, which constitute 80 
percent of all products, with higher per 
product costs will not be able to pass 
these costs on if they are in competition 
with high volume products. 

The agency agrees that the public at 
large wdl be the recipient of t^ benefits 
of nutrition labeling. However, because 
it is likely that many manufacturers will 
not be able to pass the costs on, and 
because the agency received no 
information with which to estimate the 
amount that can be passed on. the 
ageivcy is not persuaded by this 
argument. 

3. Several comments suggested that 
“undue economic hardship” should be 
based on a cost-benefit analysis. Both 
industry and consumer groups provided 
their views that benefits should be 
balanced against the costs of 
implementing the labeling provisions. 
Industry groups generally found the 
costs to be disproportionate to the 
benefits, while consumer groups 
commented that the potential health 
benefits far exceeded the cost to 
industry. 

'The agency finds that there is no basis 
in the statute, the legislative history, or 
the case law to find that the assessment 
of undue economic hardship entaib a 
balancing of the costs and benefits of a 
delayed application date. In fact, it can 
reasonably be inferred from the 1990 
amendments that Congress balanced the 
competing interests in framing the 
statute and provided in section 
10(a)(3)(B) of the 1990 amendments that 
should the economic burden imposed 
by meeting the statutory compliance 
date be greater than reasonable, FDA is 
authorized to grant relief to affected 
industry. 'The court held in A-T-O, Inc. 
V. PBGC, that Congress, before enacting 
the ERISA statute, engaged in just such 
a “finely tuned balance between 
protecting pension benefits for 
employees while limiting the cost to 
emplojfers.” A-T-O, 634 F.2d at 1021. 
In enacting ERISA, as in the passage of 
the 1990 amendments. Congress could 
not foresee all possible situations of 
undue economic hardship, so it granted 
discretion to the administrative agencies 
to determine the circumstances in 
which undue economic hardship exists. 
Id., 1023. 

III. How to Assess Whether There is 
Undue Economic Hardship 

In its November 1991 RIA, the agency 
requested comments on whether it 
should assess undue economic hardship 

on a firm-by-firm, industry-by-industry, 
or on an aggregate basis. 

4. Seveim comments argued that 
because FDA can exp>ect requests for 
extension from most of the industry 
regulated by FDA as well as from many 
foreign firms, it would be difficult, if not 
impossible, for FDA to grant extensions 
on a firm-by-firm basis. Some comments 
stated that company-specific extensions 
would give some firms an imfair 
competitive advantage based solely on 
production and inventory schedules and 
would create consumer confusion. One 
comment stated that a firm-by-firm 
approach would not adequately judge 
economic hardship since many firms 
manufacture products that overlap 
difierent industries and, therefore, have 
difierent costs. Another comment 
appeared to advocate use of the firm-by- 
firm basis because it was seddng relief 
for itself. 

In addition, one consumer advocate 
organization preferred that FDA assess 
undue economic hardship on a case-by¬ 
case basis. However, if this would be too 
burdensome, the comment suggested 
that FDA consider granting extensions 
by categories of firms, bas^ on size or 
labeling capacity. Several other 
comments voic^ similar requests by 
suggesting that if FDA does not 
determine the aggr^ate eccxiomic 
impact to be undue, then it should 
consider whether the impact is 
particularly burdensome to specific 
industries. Several comments, including 
two horn governmental units, suggested 
that if FDA does not delay the 
application of sectimis 403(q) and 
403(r)(2) of the act for all manufacturers 
subject to the 1990 amendments, FDA 
should consider applying a later date f(» 
small business. O^er comments 
suggested that the industry-by-industry 
approadi would create competitiveness 
problems and would be extremely 
difficult to apply fairly. The majority of 
comments expressed the opinion that 
undue economic hardship should be 
determined on an aggregate basis 
because it would be the only equitable 
and practical approach. The one 
consumer group that argxied against an 
extension agreed that FDA should 
consider undue economic hardship on 
an aggregate basis. 

FDA believes that it should determine 
whether there is undue economic 
hardship for the food industry as a 
whole. Because there are approximately 
17,000 U.S. food companies in the 
portion of the food industry reflated 
by FDA. as well as a large number of 
foreign food manufacturers, it would be 
administratively infeasible for FDA to 
grant extensions on a fimv-by-firm basis 
because the agency does not have the 
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resources to process and act on 
petitions. Similarly, the agency also is 
persuaded by the evidence provided by 
the comments that granting extensions 
on an industry-by*industry basis would 
be perceived as arbitrary because it 
would be extremely difficult to 
distinguish among industries on the 
basis of the costs that would have to be 
borne if there is early application of 
sections 403(q) and 403(r)(2) of the act. 
The overwhelming majority of 
comments provided evidence that such 
costs will have to be borne by most 
companies. 

Moreover, horn a compliance 
standpoint. FDA’s job would be made 
more difficult if a delay was granted on 
other than an industry-wide basis. In 
such a situation, compliance checks 
would require not merely looking at the 
label but at whether the labeling 
requirement applied to the particular 
firm or segment of the industry. 
Therefore, FDA has decided to define 
"undue economic hardship” on an 
aggregate basis. 

rv. Evidence of Hardship 

A. General 

In conformity with the case law cited 
above, the agency has interpreted the 
undue economic hardship standard to 
require a determination as to whether 
the costs of complying with sections 
403(q) and 403(r)(2) of the act by May 
8,1993, impose an unexpected and 
excessive burden on industry. It is the 
costs that exceed the costs of 
implementing sections 403(q) and 
403(r)(2) of the act that can reasonably 
be said to have been foreseeable that 
FDA has looked to in deciding whether 
there is undue economic hardship. 

FDA has sought to determine the 
amount of those foreseeable costs even 
though the legislative history does not 
provide any explicit estimates of what 
Congress expected the costs of 
implementing sections 403(q) and 
403(r)(2) of the act to be. However, the 
agency notes that Congress acted after 
FDA proposed to require nutrition 
labeling on food products in the Federal 
Register of July 19,1990 (55 FR 29487). 
FDA’s proposal contained a preliminary 
cost assessment of $315 million for 
implementation of the nutrition labeling 
proposals. Although this estimate was 
very rough and based on preliminary 
figures, and although there are 
differences between the agency’s July 
19,1990, proposal and the 1990 
amendments. Congress apparently was 
aware of, and may well have 
considered, FDA’s estimate in 
considering the 1990 amendments (see 

H. Rept. 101-538,101st Cong., 2d sess. 
9 (1990)). 

The agency now estimates the cost of 
implementation of all label changes 
required by the 1990 amendments to be 
$1.5 billion if the date of application of 
the nutrition labeling and nutrient 
content claims provisions is not delayed 
beyond May 8,1993. Therefore, if $315 
million is used as a baseline, the current 
estimated cost to industry of 
implementing sections 403(q) and 
403(r)(2) of the act approximately 
quadruples it. In the RIA in whiw the 
1990 estimate was calculated, for those 
costs that FDA did not have information 
to calculate, FDA stated that it was 
plausible that they would be 
considerable, but the agency was not 
specific as to exactly how large they 
could be. Therefore, the 1991 estimate, 
published in the Federal Register of 
November 27,1991, as part of the RIA 
(56 FR 60856), can be considered 
unexpected and greatly increased 
because the available public data in July 
1990,4 months before the passage of the 
1990 amendments, did not predict costs 
in that range. The 1991 estimate was 
based in large measure on data 
developed by FDA in interviews with 
food manufacturers and in a mailed 
survey that were conducted after July 
1990. 

Consequently, the agency concludes 
that the food industry will have 
significantly higher costs than could 
have been anticipated from the 
estimates and data at the time of passage 
of the 1990 amendments. The majority 
of comments that the agency received in 
response to its November 1991 RIA 
support the agency’s cost estimates and 
demonstrate that there are substantial 
additional costs that result fi'om a 6- 
month (November 1992 to May 1993), 
rather than a l-year, 15-month, or 18- 
month, compliance date. These 
comments and the agency’s responses 
are discussed in the section that follows. 

B. Costs of Compliance with Section 
403(q} of the Act 

Having defined the term “undue 
economic hardship,” the agency has 
considered whether compliance with 
section 403(q) of the act would cause an 
undue economic hardship for the 
affected industry. The comments 
received fix)m industry overwhelmingly 
expressed concern regarding, and 
provided evidence of, such hardship. 

5. Many comments stated that the cost 
of analytical testing for nutritional 
composition of prc^ucts will be 
burdensome to meet within the 
proposed timefitime of May 8.1993, 
especially for small companies that 
cannot afford the testing and that do not 

have their own laboratories to perform 
the nutritional analysis. Many of these 
comments stated that the increased 
demand for testing services would lead 
to increased costs for testing, which 
would burden all firms but especially 
smaller firms. The comments stated that 
as firms compete for laboratory services, 
preferred treatment will be given to the 
larger firms that can better afford these 
additional costs, thus exacerbating the 
competitive advantage of larger firms. 
One trade association estimated the 
average cost per product for nutrition 
testing to be $1,433 for small firms and 
between $627 and $864 for larger 
companies. Other comments provided 
estimates for the costs that ranged fi'om 
$400 to $2,600 per product. 

Based on the data developed by the 
agency in producing its November 1991 
RIA, the agency believes that the 
estimates provided by these comments 
are accurate and thus finds that a short 
compliance period will increase the cost 
to firms of analytical testing. Food 
manufacturers will have to compete for 
position in the queue and to pay 
queuing costs to improve their position 
in line. In that RIA, FDA determined 
that 40 percent of the packaged food 
products covered by the labeling 
amendments are ciirrently labeled and 
have undergone some analytical testing. 
The agency estimated the average cost 
per p^uct to bring the product into 
compliance for products already 
nutritionally labeled to be $750, and for 
those not already so labeled, the agency 
estimated a cost of $1,785 per product 
(56 FR 50856 at 50864). Because less 
than half of all products have been 
tested, and because once the regulations 
become final, all firms will require at 
least some testing, the demand for 
laboratory services will more than 
double as a result of labeling 
regulations. The prices of these services 
will consequently increase substantially 
in the shortrun. However, because 
laboratory capacity is expected to 
increase based on an increase in long¬ 
term demand, FDA cannot predict the 
final price for these services. It is clear, 
however, that the increase in costs will 
be greatly mitigated by a delay in the 
date of compliance. Such a delay will 
reduce the pressure on the supply of 
these services because not all firms will 
test products at the same time, and 
therefore, a delay will mitigate the 
increase in prices for laboratory 
services. 

6. Comments from small companies 
stated that the cost of laboratory testing 
could be reduced greatly by the use of 
nutrition data bases instead of requiring 
laboratory analyses of their products. 
One comment bom a data base supplier 
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stated that a small data base product 
that could cover .several products would 
sell for $1,000 to $2,000 and would last 
for several years-significantly cheaper 
than analytical tests, estimate in the 
November 1991 RIA at $723 to $1,785 
per product. 

The agency agrees with the 
comments. Nutrition data bases are 
currently under developnoent 
throughout the food industry, 
particularly by large companies. There 
is no discussion of use of analytical data 
bases in the legislative history of the 
1990 amendments, however, so 
Congress must have been unaware of the 
significant cost savings that these data 
bases would guarantee. The lack of data 
bases contributes to the costs of 
compliance, and a short compliance 
period limits the possibility of using 
data bases to mitigate costs. The agency 
has been informed that these data bases 
will not be operational in time to meet 
the May 8,1993, deadline. To date, FDA 
has not approved any nutritional data 
bases for use in nutrition labeling. Many 
of those commenting, particularly small 
companies, requested at least a year 
beyond May 8,1993, to develop and use 
these data bases. Assuming FDA will 
approve nutritional data bases, an 
extension will thus help in getting more 
data bases developed, approved by FDA. 
and in use by the food industry. 

7. Some firms expressed ctmcem that 
the capacity of analytical laboratories 
will be insufhcient to provide all of the 
food testing needed by the 17,000 U.S. 
companies in the food industry by the 
6-month effective date. 

FDA does not have any data, nor was 
any submitted, on the number of 
laboratories equipped to perform 
nutrition analyses. FDA also does not 
know how many companies have 
inhouse facilities. However,.a commit 
from an independent laboratory stated 
that it is increasing its capacity to meet 
“the huge surge of work brou^t about 
by the FDA mandatory labeling.” Firms 
will continue to need to have their 
products tested as they reformulate their 
products or develop new ones. Also, 
firms will periodically retest their 
products to verify the information. The 
agency, therefore, anticipiates that 
laboratory capacity will expand to meet 
this su.stained demand. Thus, FDA does 
not believe that there will be undue 
economic costs associated with 
laboratory capacity. 

8. Many firms expressed concern that 
labels could not be redesigned and 
printed on time to meet the statutory 
deadline of May 8.1993, across the food 
industry because label designers and 
suppliers have stated that they do not 
have the capacity to handle the volume 

of business that will be generated as a 
result of the regulations. The comments 
stated that there is little incentive for 
printing and pardcaging firms to make 
capital improvements to meet the excess 
demand. The cost of capital 
improvements is high, and unlike the 
demand for analytic testing which will 
continue in the ^ture, the demand for 
label printing is essentially a one-time 
label change for the entire industry. One 
firm estimated the cost to label printers 
for relabeling equipment to be $11,000 
if compliance is required by May 8, 
1993, with that cost dropping to $8,000 
if compliance is delayed for 1 )rear. The 
comments suggested that the same 
scenario applies to printing capacity, 
whether inhouse printing or by contract. 
In some cases, if demand is high enough 
for a short compliance period, new 
equipment could be used which would 
result in excess printing capacity in the 
future. The comments pointed out that 
an additional problem with the earlier 
compliance date is the inability of some 
label suppliers to purchase and install 
new equipment and to find new 
personnel to 0|>erate such equipment 
within the established timefiame. 

Packaging suppliers and label printers 
estimated that it would take between 2 
to 5 months per label for redesign and 
printing. The comment said that time 
needed for other tasks, such as 
analytical testing, label approval, and 
distribution, would add considerable 
time to this estimate. Several comments 
stated that between one-third and one- 
half of all relabeling could be completed 
by May 1993, and that approximately 
two-thirds could be completed by 
November 1993. The agency also 
received a comment from a label printer 
who services 14,000 labels that stated 
that the company anticipates that the 
time that it will take it to do a job will 
double. Based on its present resources, 
the comment stated that even with a 
doubling of its capacity achieved by 
hiring new personnel, they will be 
almost 54 percent short of the estimated 
label changes needed by its customers. 

FDA believes that redesign and 
printing of the food label to 
accommodate the new requirements of 
the 1990 amendments are compliance 
costs. FDA agrees that many firms may 
have difficulty relabeling their products 
in the 6-month compliance period in the 
statute. Because there is little incentive 
to increase printing capacity given the 
one-time nature of much of what needs 
to be done to print new labels, the 
agoicy does not anticipate additional 
printers entwing the market to relieve 
the shortage. Because Congress did not 
have available to it printing cost 
differentials associated with difierent 

compliance periods, these costs may be 
construed as imexpected and undue. 

9. Some firms commented that the 
costs of label inventory disposal would 
be great According to the comments, 
small companies in particular carry 
large inventories of labels and will have 
a disproportionately large cost if forced 
to disptose of those invmitories. One 
small firm stated that it would have to 
destroy 2 years worth of label inventory. 
In addition, specialty firms (e.g., 
manufacturers of gourmet products) 
noted that they have a large number of 
individual labels and a low volume of 
individual unit sales, which results in a 
large inventory of labels. Firms reported 
a cost of inventory disposal ranging 
fi-om $79,000 to $3,603,000 for a May 
1993 effective date and $0 to $227,000 
for an extension to May 1994. Only one 
large food manufacturer provided an 
estimate of the cost of inventory 
disposal (i.e., approximately $800,000) 
for a compliance period ending in 
November 1993. One industry 
association representing supplement 
manufacturers estimate the cost of 
disposal for a November 1993 
compliance date at $15 million. Another 
industry association, after conducting a 
survey of its members, stated that 37 
member companies reported a total 
inventory disposal cost of $26 million 
and 1.5 billion labels for a compliance 
date of May 8,1993. According to the 
comment, the cost to these 37 firms 
would decline to $2 million and 150 
million labels with a 1-year extension. 

In addition, several.comments stated 
that another label disposal problem 
involves production of private labels for 

• retail grocery and other companies. 
Typically, the manufacturer provides 
the art work and printing plates for 
private label customers. When orders for 
products are below norma), the 
manufacturer stores the packaging 
materia) at his cost. The comments 
stated that the new labeling changes 
will necessitate modification of all 
customer labels at the manufacturer’s 
expense, and the manufacturer may 
have to write off as a loss considerable 
quantities of label and packaging 
material. 

These figures do not conflict with 
those estimated by FDA in its November 
1991 RIA. Based cm a contractor’s study 
of the food processing industry, FDA 
estimated the cost of disposal of 
remaining inventory to Im $306 million. 
Although conducted before passage of 
the 1990 amendments, the information 
generated horn this study was not 
available to Congress or to the public. 

In the 1990 estimate, FDA assumed 
that 1 year was sufficient to dispose of 
all labels and thus did not estioMte cost 
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of label disposal. Because the 1990 
estimate was apparently the only 
information Ccmgress had available to it, 
it may be presumed that these costs 
were unforeseen and, hence, are in 
excess of those anticipated by Congress. 

10. Some small firms stated that the 
implementation of the nutrition labeling 
provisions would drive them out of 
business because the cost of compliance 
would eliminate their already low profit 
margins. These small firms claim that 
they cannot absorb costs, and relabeling 
will prevent their prices from being 
competitive. 

FDA is aware that firms with low 
profit margins may be significantly 
affected by their effort to come into 
compliance with section 403(q) of the 
act. Although section 403(q) of the act 
includes a small business exemption, 
many small firms do not meet the 
requisite levels. Extending the date of 
application will help alleviate the ' 
impact on small businesses by 
mitigating increases in the cost of 
analytical, redesign, and printing 
services, and by reducing the amount of 
label inventory destroyed. Also, an 
extension will assist those firms forced 
to scale back or halt operations because 
they are unable to produce complying 
labels in a timely manner. 

11. Comments from specialty food 
distributors noted that the cost of 
relabeling to be in compliance with 
section 403(q) of the act could result in 
the elimination of profitable product 
lines when the manufacturer decides 
that the unit cost of the labeling does 
not justify compliance or may trigger a 
price increase. 

FDA agrees that some profitable 
product lines have such small profit 
margins that it is not unreasonable to 
expect that the cost associated with a 
short compliance period might increase 
the cost of manufacturing such that the 
product line is no longer profitable. The 
agency is currently exploring the 
possibility of legislation to relieve this 
undue hardship on small firms. 

12. A European Community (EC) 
Commission expressed concern that 
overseas suppliers will be unable to 
meet the 6-month, May 8,1993, 
deadline because of differences in 
definitions and analytical procedures 
between EC and the United States. The 
comment noted that the 6-month 
effective date would be impossible for 
EC producers to meet because there is 
a delay of several months between the 
labeling of products in Europe and their 
arrival in the United States because of 
travel time and customs formalities, 
giving overseas suppliers effectively 
only 3 months to analyze and relabel 
their products. Additionally, a trade 

association' for herbal products 
confirmed that printing and analysis of 
the product for overseas suppliers 
would have to be accomplished in 3 
months. 

FDA agrees that foreign food 
manufacturers might need a longer 
compliance period than domestic 
manufacturers because of the 
differences in language, analytical 
methodology, and length of time it takes 
to transport the product. FDA believes 
the longer compliance period specified 
in this final rule will alleviate the 
concerns expressed by the comment. 
The agency notes that all products 
introduced into interstate commerce on 
or after May 8,1994, must comply with 
sections 403(q) (except section 
403(q)(4)) and 403(r)(2) and any final 
regulations promulgated to implement 
those sections. 

13. A comment from a trade group for 
the sugar manufacturers pointed out 
that because in their industry the label 
is the package, the product cannot be 
packaged until it can be labeled. These 
manufacturers expressed concern that a 
substantial amount of sugar inventory 
will be misbranded and unmarketable, 
thus causing sugar to be destroyed or 
returned, opened, poured out, and 
reprocessed to be finally placed in 
packages conforming to label 
requirements. One sugar company 
estimated its cost of process and 
inherent losses to be $3.6 million. 

As previously stated, FDA believes 
the longer compliance period specified 
in this final rule will alleviate tW 
concerns expressed by the comment. 
Again, the agency notes that these 
manufacturers will have until May 8, 
1994, to use up their inventory. They 
will also have ample time to develop 
their new packaging. 

14. One trade association commented 
that their business was, in large part, 
seasonally based because of the holiday 
trade, such as Halloween, and that other 
businesses had special holiday or 
seasonal considerations. The comments 
noted that seasonal products need 
unusually long advance planning. 
Graphics and packaging must be 
finalized and ordered 9 months to 1 year 
in advance. The comment argued that 
label changes would occur in the 
middle of the packaging and shipping 
season for products that represent 20 
percent of some of their members’ 
product lines. 

The agency agrees that the 6-month 
elective date might be impossible for 
some seasonal products and could result 
in some product lines being dropped. 
The agency believes that the loss of 
product lines would be an undue 
economic cost. The agency notes that a 

delay of applicability of section 403(qj 
of the act of approximately 15 total 
months will, according to the 
comments, be sufficient lead time for 
these products. 

15. Some comments requested an 
extension of the date of application of 
the labeling provisions because initial 
analytical results might induce 
companies to reformulate their products 
in order to improve the nutritional 
composition of those products to appeal 
to the public. An industry association 
stated that the costs of reformulating 
products would be substantial"$20,000 
per product. Another firm estimated the 
cost of reformulation to be $60,000 per 
item plus $400,000 to convert 
processing time to include controls. 

The agency notes that one of the 
purposes of the 1990 amendments was 
precisely to encourage manufacturers to 
produce healthier products as a result of 
mandatory disclosure of food content. 
Reformulation, however, does not 
constitute undue economic hardship in 
itself because the industry is not 
required by statute to reformulate its 
products. 

16. Several comments stated that the 
reduction in total costs that would 
result from a delay in the application of 
section 403(q) of the act would justify 
an extension. One comment from a 
major industry association stated that 
the total cost of food labeling would be 
reduced from $3.36 billion for the May 
8,1993, compliance date to $1.69 
billion for a November 8,1993, 
compliance date, and ultimately to $974 
million for a May 8,1994, compliance 
date. Another industry association 
stated that the total costs to its members 
would be reduced from $4.3 million to 
$900,000 if the compliance period were 
extended an additional year to May 
1994. One large firm stated that total 
costs would be $251,146,000 for a May 
1993, compliance date. Additionally, an 
industry association estimated that an 
extension from May 1993 to May 1994 
would reduce total co.sts for its members 
from $160 million to one-tenth of that 
amount. Other firms stated their total 
costs would be reduced by 30 to 90 
percent with a 1-year extension. 

FDA finds that these comments are 
generally consistent with its own 
estimates. The agency estimates that the 
benefits of nutrition labeling and 
nutrient content revision will remain 
nearly the same ($3.6 to $3.4 billion) 
over the 1-year period from May 8,1993 
to May 8,1994, while costs will 
decrease dramatically. In the November 
1991 RIA, the agency estimated that a 6- 
month delay of the date of applicability 
would result in a savings of $600 
million, a 9-month delay, $700 million 
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savings, and a 1-year delay, $835 
million. As discussed in the final RIA 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register, FDA has found it 
appropriate to adjust these cost 
estimates upward somewhat. 

C. Whether a Delay in Application of 
403(q) of the Act is Appropriate 

17. One comment from a consumer 
group favored no delay in applying 
section 403(q) of the act primarily 
because it wanted consumers to obtain 
health benefits as soon as possible fi'om 
the mandatory disclosure of nutrients 
on food labels. A few comments 
tentatively favored an extension, but 
only if the food industry makes a strong 
case for undue economic hardship and 
provides substantial evidence of such 
hardship. 

FDA has reviewed these comments 
and rejects the position that no 
extension of the May 8,1993, deadline 
should be granted. TOA realizes that 
providing for early compliance with the 
1990 amendments is desirable and 
follows the intent of Congress to 
implement promptly the provisions of 
section 403(q) of the act. However, the 
agency cannot ignore the evidence of 
undue economic hardship presented by 
industry comments and supported by 
FDA’s own cost estimate. This hardship 
is particularly acute for small and 
medium-sized firms which will not be 
able to afford the analytical testing, 
printing, and inventory disposal costs if 
section 403(q) of the act is applied on 
May 8,1993. Congress specifically 
provided that the Secretary may grant a 
delay of section 403(q) of the act of up 
to 1 year if such undue economic 
hardship is found. 

Given the fact that a delay of the date 
of applicability for section 403(q) of the 
act will re.sult in substantial cost 
reductions, and the evidence presented 
above that the costs of analytical testing, 
label printing, and inventory disposal 
far exceed the apparent expectations of 
Congress, a May 8,1993, compliance 
date will generate a substantial 
economic burden. Therefore, the agency 
has decided that undue economic 
hardship will result from 
implementation of section 403(q) of the 
act on May 8,1993, and has decided to 
delay the date of application of section 
403(q), except for section 403(q)(4) (raw 
agricultural commodities and raw fish) 
which became effective November 8, 
1991, as provided in section 
403(q)(4)(B)(i). 

D, Undue Economic Hardship from 
Application of Section 403(r)(2) of the 
Act 

The agency also is authorized by the 
1990 amendments to consider whether 
compliance with section 403(r)(2) of the 
act on May 8.1993, will cause an undue 
economic hardship. Very few comments 
directly addressed the issue of undue 
economic hardship resulting fiom 
compliance with this section. Most 
comments did not distinguish between 
the two sections. 

18. One comment firom a consumer 
advocacy group stated that, because 
FDA’s original estimates of the costs to 
restaurants represent roughly one 
percent of that industry’s output, the 
economic burden to the food service 
industry cannot be deemed imdue. 

The agency disagrees with the 
comment. In its original assessment of 
the costs of food ladling (July 1990), 
FDA did not consider the costs to 
restaurants. Therefore, Congress had no 
information regarding the expense that 
would be incurred by restaurants as a 
result of the 1990 amendments. While 
no restaurant associations requested a 
delay of application of section 403(r)(2) 
of the act, according to a study 
conducted by the National Restaurant 
Association in a special analysis of their 
1991 menu collection submitted in 
response to the November 1991 RIA, 89 
percent of all menus would need to be 
changed to comply with the 
requirements of section 403(r)(2). While 
FDA is not including menus in the 
regulatory purview of this action, it is 
including restaurant signs and placards. 
Because this material is clearly 
reflective of the menu, much of it will 
have to be modified in response to the 
new law at significant cost. Thus, by 
any reasonable estimate, this figure is 
more than Congress could have 
envisioned and provides evidence of 
undue economic hardship. 

The agency has decided not to 
undercut the relief that it is granting in 
delaying the application of section 
403(q) of the act by forcing industry to 
comply with section 403(r)(2) of the act 
on May 8.1993. The agency has 
considered that if a delay were granted 
in the application of section 403(q) of 
the act, but not in the application of 
section 403(r)(2) of ^e act, a substantial 
number of firms would still have to 
relabel their products to at least remove 
claims that are not in compliance with, 
or are not defined in, the regulations 
that FDA is issuing under section 
403(r)(2). 

The agency also notes that in section 
10(a)(l)(B)(ii) of the 1990 amendments. 
Congress provided that persons who use 

a brand name that includes a term that 
is defined in section 403(r)(2)(A)(i) of 
the act have an additional 6 months, 
until November 8,1993, to comply. FDA 
believes that the terms defined under 
section 403(r)(2)(A)(i) of the act will be 
most useful to consumers if they come 
onto the market at the same time. 
Therefore, FDA believes that an across 
the board delay in the application of 
section 403(r)(2) of the act for at least 6 
months is appropriate. 

E, Agency Finding of Undue Economic 
Hardship 

The agency has considered the 
comments, relevant case law, and its 
November 1991 RIA, to determine 
whether undue economic hardship 
exists in implementing sections 403(q) 
and 403(r)(2) of the act by May 8,1993. 
Having defined “undue economic 
hardship’’ above as a substantial 
economic burden in excess of what 
Congress would have envisioned 
attributable to the 6-month compliance 
date established by the 1990 
amendments, the agency has examined 
the evidence presented and concludes 
the following: 

The evidence from the comments 
demonstrates that undue economic 
hardship will occur in the aggregate 
because of increased analytical testing 
costs and pressures on printer capacity. 
Congress presumably was not aware that 
printing costs varied with different 
compliance periods. Therefore, a 
significant percentage of printing costs 
are unexpected costs. An estimate of 
label inventory disposal costs of $306 
million was also not available to 
Congress. These costs have the greatest 
effect on small firms, which have low 
profit margins and which normally 
retain higher inventories of labels. 

Consistent with agency figures, the 
comments demonstrate &at the 
magnitude of the nutrition labeUng costs 
are 4 times that which was reasonably 
expected by Congress. Additionally, 
these costs decrease dramatically with a 
6-month, 9-month, or 12-month delay of 
the nutrition labeling and nutrient 
content provisions. ’Thus, the costs of 
applying sections 403(q) and 403(r)(2) of 
the act on May 6,1993, are unnecessary 
and unexpected and constitute imdue 
economic hardship for affected 
industry. 'Therefore, the agency 
concludes that there is an appropriate 
basis to delay the application of these 
sections. 

V. How Long Should Application of 
Sections 403(q) and 403(r)(2) of the Act 
be Delayed? 

Having concluded that there will be 
undue economic hardshio tr the food 
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industry if it is forced to comply with 
sections 403(q) and 403(r)(2) of the act 
on May 8,1993, and that some delay is 
appropriate, the agency has considered 
how long to delay the application of 
these sections. S^ion 10Cb)(3)(A) of the 
1990 amendments permits the agency to 
delay the application of these sections 
for up to 1 year. 

In deciding on the length of the delay, 
the agency notes that several factors are 
relevant. First, Congress has passed a 
second law that will require a change in 
food labels. Hie American Technology 
Preeminence Act of 1991 (Pub. L. 102- 
245} (amended in Pub. L. 102-329 
(hereinafter referred to as “the metric 
amendments’’) which amended the Fair 
Packaging and Labeling Act (the FPLA), 
requires that manufacturers revise their 
labels and labeling by February 14, 
1994, to declare net weight declarations 
in both the customary unit/pound 
system of measure and the bitemational 
System of Units metric system on food 
labels. Second, as a result of 
circumstances beyond FDA’s control, 
the issuance of the final regulations 
with which industry will have to 
comply was delayed by slightly more 
than a month. Both of these factors must 
be considered in deciding on an 
appropriate applicability date. 

19. The agency received several 
comments related to the metric 
amendments, requesting that the agency 
apply sections 403(q) and 403(r)(2) of 
the act on the same date as the metric 
amendments in order to avoid a costly 
relabeling. One comment argued that 
the date of application of the nutrition 
labeling and nutrient content revisions 
and the effective date of the metric 
amendments should be May 8,1994, 
while another comment requested 
simultaneous implementation on 
November 8,1994, or May 8,1995. 

FDA agrees with the comments that it 
would be desirable if the date of 
application of sections 403(q) and 
403(r)(2) of the act and the effective date 
of the metric amendments were the 
same. Section 107(b) of the metric 
amendments requires that the metric 
provisions take effect 2 years after the 
date of enactment of the act which will 
occur on February 14,1994. While 
section 10(a)(3)(B) of the 1990 
amendments provides for a delay of the 
date of application of sections 403(q) 
and 403(r)(2) of the act, the metric 
amendments contain no such provision. 

Initially, FDA intended to make the 
regulations issued under section 403(q) 
and (r)(2) of the act effective on 
February 14,1994, providing a 9-month 
extension and enabling manufacturers 
to coordinate their compliance with 
both laws. However, as stated above. 

events beyond the agency’s control have 
led to a delay in the publication of these 
final regulations. Therefore, requiring 
compliance with the regulations 
implementing section 403(q) and (r)(2) 
of the act by February 14,1994, would 
not provide industry with sufficient 
relief from tmdue economic hardship. 
The agency has thus decided that it is 
appropriate for those regulations to go 
into effect May 8,1994. The resulting 
period provided to industry to comply 
with the regulations is in the range of 
the 15-month compliance period that 
the agency had earlier contemplated 
providing. 

FDA recognizes that the metric 
amendments will take effect February 
14,1994. FDA encourages those firms 
that are able to consolidate their 
relabeling efforts and comply with both 
the metric amendments and the 1990 
amendments by February 14,1994, to 
do so. Moreover, FDA notes that under 
the metric amendments, firms are free to 
use up their existing label stocks before 
they are required to comply with the 
new provision. Thus, FDA is unlikely to 
bring an action against a product 
because it fails to comply with the 
metric amendments until after May 8, 
1994. 

20. Several comments favored the 6- 
month delay option because most of the 
cost burden will be alleviated by a delay 
of that length. The comments argued 
that a 6-month delay will have the effect 
of reducing the demand for printers, 
thereby causing a substantial decrease 
in printing costs. Hiey also pointed out 
that inventory disposal costs will be 
significantly reduced because firms 
would be given additional time to use 
up old labels. 

While the 6-month option relieves 
much of the economic hardship on 
industry by reducing the cost of labeling 
from $1.5 billion dollars to $800 
million, the agency has rejected this 
option because it would leave firms in 
the position of having to make a second 
relabeling within 3 months to comply 
with the metric amendments. 'The 
agency has always sought to minimize 
the cost of relabeling. Furthermore, both 
seasonal products and products from 
other coimtries would have particular 
problems with only a 1-year compliance 
period which includes a 6-month delay 
in application of sections 403(q) and 
403(r)(2) of the act. 

21. Some comments suggested a {)hasein date of applicability over a 
onger period su(^ as 18 to 24 months. 

One comment requested a period of trial 
application of the proposed regulations 
followed by a 90-day period for 
comment. 

The agency rejects these comments 
because the 1990 amendments make no 
provision for such a trial period or for 
a longer than 1-year delay in 
application. Additionally, such a 
phasein period would be extremely 
difficult for FDA to administer because 
it does not have the personnel to ensure 
compliance with an application date 
that, as it is phased in, affects only some 
firms or products. Thus, the agency 
finds no basis to adopt the approach 
suggested by this comment. 

22. One comment fi'om a consumer 
favored a 2-year delay because the 
consumer believed that the costs of 
compliance by the May 8,1993, 
deadline would be excessive ($10 
billion), and that most of this added cost 
would be passed on to consumers. 
Several industry comments also 
requested a 2-year delay because of the 
cost of making label changes to meet the 
May 8,1994, date. 

The agency estimated in the 
November 1991 RIA that the cost of 
compliance with the 1990 amendments 
would be $1.5 billion. While some 
industry comments assert that the cost 
would be as high as $3 to $4 billion, 
there simply is no basis to find, as the 
comment suggests, that the cost of 
relabeling would be $10 billion. More 
importantly, a 2-year delay in the 
application of sections 403(q) and 
403(r)(2) of the act cannot be granted 
because section lG(a)(3)(b) of the 1990 
amendments authorizes a delay of no 
more than 1 year. 

23. An ice cream manufacturer 
requested that FDA defer the date of 
applicability of the 1990 amendments to 
ice cream products until 12 months after 
the agency takes final action on the 
International Ice Cream Association’s 
petition to establish specific standards 
for modified ice cream. 

The agency disagrees with this 
comment. First, the agency does not 
have legal authority to grant the relief 
requested. As discussed above, the act 
grants the agency authority to delay 
application of sections 403(q) and 
403(r)(2) of the act for 1 year fi-om their 
effective date, not for a 1-year period 
from any particular date in the future. 
Secondly, the agency cannot presume 
that it will grant the petition in 
question. Even if it does, however, the 
modified ice cream products in question 
will be new foods. Thus, the costs 
involved in labeling these products will 
be the costs attributable to starting a 
new product line, and not costs 
attributable to the changes imposed by 
the act. Therefore, FDA finds no basis to 
grant the requested delay. 

24. Two comments from food 
manufacturers stated that if the date of 
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applicability is delayed, two relabelings 
will occur because the ingredient 
labeling rules are statutorily mandated 
to take effect on May 8,1993. 

FDA finds no merit to these 
comments. By delaying the application 
of sections 403(q) and 403(r){2) of the 
act until February 1994, FDA is not 
requiring firms to delay relabeling until 
that date. Quite the contrary, FDA urges 
firms to relabel their products as quickly 
as possible. However, FDA has no 
authority to delay the effect of the 
ingredient labeling provisions. Thus, 
whether a firm that must make labeling 
changes to comply with the ingredient 
labeling provisions makes all its 
changes at that time, or decides to take 
advantage in the delay of applicability 
and thus has two relabelings. is up to 
the firm. 

25. The overwhelming majority of 
comments supported a delay of the date 
of applicability for the full 1 year for 
sections 403(q) and 403(r)(2) of the act. 
The primary reasons for these requests 
were that a 1-year delay is necessary to 
give printers time to meet the excess 
demand for labels imposed by the 
nutrition labeling provisions, and that 
printing and analytical testing costs, 
prohibitive in a short compliance 
period, would be reduced to more 
reasonable levels. 

The agency agrees with these 
comments that a delay of the date of 
application of sections 403{q) and 
403(r)(2) of the act will alleviate the 
undue economic hardship for the 
industry. As discussed above. FDA had 
intended to provide a 9-month 
extension to February 14.1994, but 
considers that an extension to May 8, 
1994. is now appropriate because of the 
delay in publication of these rules. 

The agency is thus providing the most 
time for compliance permissible under 
the 1990 amendments, as requested by 
these comments, although the total 
compliance time provided will be closer 
to 15 than 18 months. 

The agency fully expects that many 
firms will begin to comply well in 
advance of the May 8.1994. date of 
application of the nutrition labeling and 
nutrient content claim provisions. For 
firms that have their own inhouse 
analytical testing or printing capability, 
the transition will be easier than for 
those who do not. Some firms are 
already conducting nutritional analysis 
of their products and may be able to 
comply before the required date. Some 
firms may receive favorable positions in 
the queue of label printers and may 
complete labeling well in advance of the 
May 8.1994, date. As these firms 
coroplete nutritional analysis and 
labeling, they will begin to use the 

revised labels. Therefore, consumers 
will receive some of the expected health 
benefits of the label changes during the 
period between May 8,1993, and May 
8,1994. 

VI. Efifective Date of Regulations 
Implementing Sections 403(q) and 
403(r)(2) of the Act 

The agency is announcing that the 
regulations implementing sections 
403(q) and 403(r)(2) of the act will be 
effective May 8,1994, the date that the 
agency will begin to apply these 
provisions. Under section 10(b)(1)(D) 
and (E) of the 1990 amendments, the 
effective date of the regulations 
implementing sections 403(q) and 
403(r)(2) of the act need not be the same 
as the effective date of those provisions. 
There is nothing in the 1990 
amendments nor in the legislative 
history that states when FDA’s 
regulations are to be effective. FDA is, 
therefore, free to make them effective on 
whatever date it considers appropriate. 

The agency has chosen May 8,1994. 
As a result, the current regulations on 
nutrition labeling and nutrient content 
claims will remain in effect until the 
agency begins to enforce the new 
statutory provisions on these matters. 
The agency finds that it would be most 
appropriate to have the new regulations 
that implement those provisions take 
effect at that time. Thus, on the effective 
date of the final rule on nutrition 
labeling, current § 101.9 (21 CFR 101.9) 
will disappear and be replaced by the 
new provision. 

Therefore, under the act and under 
authority delegated to the Commissioner 
of Food and Drugs, FDA is establishing 
May 8,1994, as the effective date of the 
regulations implementing sections 
403(q) and 403(r)(2) of the act (except 
section 403(q)(4)), with a date of 
applicability of May 8,1994. 

Accordingly, compliance with the 
implementing final regulations on 
mandatory nutrition labeling and 
nutrient content claims published 
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register in response to the following 
November 27,1991, proposals: (1) Food 
Labeling: Reference Daily Intakes and 
Daily Reference Values and Nutrition 
Labeling, Mandatory Status and Content 
Revision (Docket Nos. 90N-0134 and 
90N-0135) (56 FR 60366); (2) Serving 
Sizes (Docket No. 90N-0165) (56 FR 
60394); (3) Nutrient Content Claims, 
General Principles, Petitions, and 
Definition of Terms (Docket No. 9lN- 
0384) (56 FR 60421); (4) Definitions of 
Nutrient Content Claims for the Fat, 
Fatty Acid, and Cholesterol Content 
(Docket No. 84N-0153) (56 FR 60478); 
(5) Use of Nutrient Content Claims for 

Butter (Docket No. 91N-0344) (56 FR 
60523); (6) Food Standards: 
Requirements for Substitute Foods 
Named by Use of a Nutrient Content 
Claim and a Standardized Term (Docket 
No. 91N-0317 et al.) (56 FR 60512); and 
(7) Format for Nutrition Label (Docket 
No. 91N-0162) (57 FR 32058, July 20.' 
1992) may begin immediately. All 
products initially introduced into 
interstate commerce on or after May 8. 
1994, shall comply. 

VII. Economic Impact 

In its food labeling proposals of 
November 27,1991 (56 FR 60366 et 
seq.), FDA stated that the food labeling 
reform initiative, taken as a whole, 
would have associated costs in excess of 
the $100 million threshold that defines 
a major rule. Thus, in accordance with 
Executive Order 12291 and the 
Regulatory Flexibility Act (Pub. L. 96- 
354), FDA developed one 
comprehensive RIA that presented the 
costs and benefits of all of the food 
labeling provisions taken together. That 
RIA was published in the F^eral 
Register of November 27,1991 (56 FR 
60856), along with the food labeling 
proposals, and the agency requested 
comments on the RIA. 

FDA has evaluated more than 300 
comments that it received in response to 
the November 1991 RIA. FDA’s 
discussion of these comments is 
contained in the agency’s, final RIA, 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. In addition, FDA will 
prepare a final regulatory flexibility 
analysis (RFA) subsequent to the 
publication of the food labeling final 
rules. The final RFA will be placed on 
file with the Dockets Management 
Branch (HFA-305). Food and Drug 
Administration, rm. 1-23,12420 
Parklawn Dr„ Rockville, MD 20857, and 
a notice will be published in the 
Federal Register announcing its 
availability. 

Comments to the November 1991 RIA 
indicated that costs of complying with 
the proposed May 8,1993, effective date 
would exceed FDA’s estimate in the 
RIA. These costs would include queuing 
costs to food manufacturers trying to 
comply with the short deadline to 
relabel food products. The final RIA 
contains revised cost estimates for the 
societal costs involved, which, for the 
most part, do not include queuing costs. 
Such costs, which have been analyzed 
in this document, are largely transfers 
between food manufacturers and 
labeling firms. 

FDA concludes, based on its review of 
available data and comments, that the 
costs of the overall food labeling retorm 
initiative will be reduced by nearly one- 
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half (a cost savings of approximately 
$700 million) by extending the date for 
compliance with the food labeling 
requirements to May 8,1994. Further, 
the agency concludes that this action 
will significantly alleviate the economic 
hardship that would otherwise result if 
sections 403(q) and 403(r)(2) of the act 
were made applicable, as proposed, on 
May 8,1993. 

VIII. Environmental Impact 

The agency previously considered the 
environmental eHects of the action 
being taken in this final rule. As 
announced in the reproposed rule for 
mandatory nutrition lalMling (56 FR 
60366, November 27,1991) and the 
proposed rule for nutrient claims (56 FR 
60421, November 27,1991), the agency 
determined that under 21 CFR 
25.24(a)(8) and (a)(ll), these actions are 
of a type that do not individually or 
cumulatively have a significant impact 
on the human environment. Therefore, 
neither an environmental assessment 
nor an environmental impact statement 
was required. 

Several comments on the proposed 
rule suggested that there would be 
significant adverse environmental 

efiec^s from the final rules unless the 
agency allowed more time between the 
publication of the final rules and their 
effective dates. The concern in these 
comments was that, if the agency did 
not allow firms more time between the 
publication of the final rules and their 
effective dates to use up existing label 
inventories, large stocks of labels and 
labeled packaging would have to be 
discarded. These comments questioned 
whether the agency had sufficiently 
examined the impact of disposing of 
obsolete labels and labeled packaging on 
this country’s solid waste disposal 
capabilities. Two comments estimated 
the amounts of labeling fiom their 
respective industries, i.e., dairy and 
confectionery, that would need to be 
discarded following publication of 
FDA’s final rules on several food 
labeling actions, including this action. 
However, these comments did not: (1) 
Provide details on how these estimates 
were derived, (2) identify what portion 
of the estimated amounts are 
attributable to these two actions, or (3) 
describe what impact the discarded 
labels and packaging would have on the 
disposal of solid waste. In its November 
27,1991, reproposed rule for mandatory 

nutrition labeling and proposed rule for 
nutrient content claims, the agency 
proposed that the final rules for these 
actions would become effective 6 
months following their publication in 
the Federal Register. 

However, the agency has decided to 
not make these rules effective until May 
8,1994. FDA believes there will thus be 
ample time for food companies to use 
up most of the existing labeling and 
packaging stocks and to incorporate 
labeling language that complies with 
FDA’s regulations into their food labels. 
Consequently, the comments on the 
potential for adverse environmental 
effects do not affect the agency’s 
previous determination that no 
significant impact on the human 
environment is expected and that an 
environmental impact statement is not 
required. 

Dated: December 17,1992. 

David A. Kessler, 

Commissioner of Food and Drugs. 

Louis W. Sullivan, 
Secretary of Health and Human Services 
IFR Doc. 92-31500 Filed 12-28-92; 8:45 ami 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND 
HUMAN SERVICES 

Food and Drug Administration 

21 CFR Parts 1 and 101 

[Docket Mm. 90N-4i3Si. «IN-0<«2.78P- 
0091, 87P-^194/CP, AMD 90IMX)S2] 

Rm090&-A006 

Food Labeling: Mandatory Status of 
Nutrition Labefbig mad NutriaMt 
Content Revision, Formal for Nutrition 
Label 

AGENCY: Food and Drug Administration, 
HHS. 
ACTION: Final rule. 

SUMMARY: The Food and Drug 
Administration IFDA) is amending its 
regulations to: fll Require nutrition 
labeling on most foods that are regulated 
by FDA. (23 revise the list oT required 
nutrients and food components and the 
conditions for declaring them in 
nutrition labeling, 13] specify a new 
format for declaring nutrition 
information, (4) allow specified 
products to he exempt from nutrUioB 
labeling, and (5) prescribe a siBnfiliBed 
form of nutrition labeling and the 
circumstances In which such simplified 
nutrition labeling naay be used. This 
final rule also responds to citizen 
petitions on the declaration of dietaiy 
fiber in nutrition labeling and on 
methodologies for determinicg protein 
content. 
DATES: Efteodve FelMiiary 14,1994. The 
Director of the Office of the Fedeial 
Register approves the iacoiporation by 
reference in aocxudance with 5 U.S.C. 
552faj and 1 CFR part 51 of oertaui 
publications in 21 CFR lOl.dfcKlKi^Al, 
(cKiKiKB). {cKiXiKQ, fcXiXiMEJ. 
{c)(7)Iii). (cX7Xii)(B). and <g)l23, 
effective (February 14,19943. 

FOR FURTHER WFORMATION CONTACT: 

Virginia L. Wilioeoiag, Confer for Food 
Safety and Applied Nntiition (HFF- 
2003, Food and Drug Adminisitratian, 
200 C Street SW., Washington, DC 
20204, 202-305-4561. 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

I. Badkg^ound 

In the Federal Register of July 19, 
1-990 (55 FR 29B473, FDA published a 
proposed rule entitled **Food Labeling: 
Mandatory Status of Nutrition Labeling 
and Nutrient Content Revision*’ 
(hereinafter identified as-“the 
mandatory nutrition labelir^ proposal’^ 
to amend its food labeling regulations to 
require nutrition labeling on most food 
products that are ineanu\gful sources of 
nutrients. FDA also proposed lo revise 

the list of nutrients aiui food 
components that must be UMdoded ia 
nutrition labeling by addir\g calories 
from fal, saturafted ^y ackb, 
cholesterol, and dietary fiber to that list 
It proposed to make the listing of 
thiamin, riboflavin, and niacin c^ional 
rather than mandatory. In addition, FDA 
addressed the oimdithons aader which 
other nutrienis oonld be, or are required 
to be, mcbaded in milriticm labeling and 
proposed to allow manufecturers to 
voluntarily indude a nutritHsa profile of 
selected food CDiopaneots in miitritioa 
labeling. 

During the conuDent period fat these 
proposed regulations. Congress passed, 
and the President signed irito lane, the 
Nutrition Labeling EducMiim Ad of 
1990 (the 1990 amendmmtsj (Pub. L. 
101-535, November 8.1990). The 1990 
aiinendments omerHied the Federal 
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Art (the art) 
by adding section 403(q) (21 U.S.C. 
343(q)l which specifics, in part that: (1) 
With certain exceptions, a food is to he 
considered misbranded unless its Irfjel 
or lAeling bears nutrition labeling, (2) 
certain nutrients and food components 
are to be included In nutrition labelhig, 
although the Secretary of Health and 
Hun\an Services {the SecreftaryJ can atW 
or delete nutrients by regulation if he 
finds such action nscessaiy to assist 
consumers in maintaining healthy 
dietary practices, (3) nutrition labeling 
is to be provided for the mart frequently 
consumed varietiBS of raw produce 
(fruits and vegetables) and raw fish 
according to voluntaiy guidelines or. if 
necessary, regulations, (4) a simplified 
nutrition label is to be used when the 
food contains insignificant amounts of 
most nutrients, and (5) FDA is to 
develop regulations governing labeling 
of foods to which section 411 of the art 
(21 U.S.C. 35t)3 applies. 

In response to these requirements of 
the 1990 arBenda4ents. FDA published 
in the Federal Register of November 27, 
1991 (56 FR 60366: as amended (57 FR 
8178, March 6,199233 a proposal 
(hereinaftm- Identified as the 
supplementary proposal) to modify its 
July 19,1990, proposal by: (Ij Adding 
sugars and complex carbohydrates to 
the list of required nutrients in nutrilkm 
labeling, (2) prescribing a simpbfied 
form of nutrition labeling and the 
circumstances in which such simplified 
nutrition laibelii^ roust be xised, (3) 
allowing specified products to be 
exempt from nulrition labeling, and (4i 
establishing regulations for the nutrition 
labeling of vitamin and mineral 
supplements. The ageocy also 
responded to a citizen petition TG^arding 
mefhodolagies for deteoiuning protein 

quality. Interested perscHis were given 
until Fefanruary 2S, 1992. to conaaienL 

Subsequently, FDA published in the 
Federal Rf«tster of July 20.1992 (57 FR 
32056; amended at 57 FR37190. August 
la, 19921. a proposal (hereinafter 
identified as the format proposal) tn 
adopt a new formaL sp^ifirally the 
PERCENT DV (Daily Value) with DRV 
(Daily Reference Value) format, lor use 
in presenting nutrition information on 
the food labeL Interested persons were 
given until Aimust 19.1992, to 
commenL In addition, on July 23, 1992, 
a notice was published In the Federal 
Register (57 FR 327501 of a public 
meeting to be held on the fo^al 
proposal in Bethesda, MD, on Aogusl 
17,1992. 

On Ootcbcr 6,1992, Congress passed 
the Dietary Supplenient Art of 1992 
(H.R. 6181) (hereinafter referred to as 
the “DS Art”) that in sectioo 2a2(aJ(l). 
establishes a 1 year moratorium on the 
implementation of the 1990 
amendments -with reject to dietary 
supplements of vitamins, minerals, 
herbs, or other similar nutritional 
substances. Secticm 202(aK23 requires 
the Secretaiy, and by deh^^tion FDA, to 
issue new proposed ragnlaticms diat are 
applicable to die/tary supplements no 
later than June 15,1993, wid final 
regnfetlens by December 31.1993. In 
addition, eertkm 203 instructs FDA to 
not promulgate regukitioRS tlnrt require 
the use of, or are b^d upon, 
recommended daily allowances of 
vitamins or minerals before November 
8,1993 (ridrer dim regulations 
establisbing the Unit^ States 
Recommended Daily Allowance (U.S. 
RDA) specified in 21 CFR 101.9(c)(7)(i»l 
as in affect on October 6,1992). 

FDA received approxiaiately 1,500 
respoiQses to its Jiuy 19,1990. 
mandatoy nutrition labding proposal, 
approxunctely 3,000 responses to the 
November 27.1991, suppiemesatery 
proposal, and apprcndinfitely 14M0 
responses to the July 20,1992, laanat 
proposal, each ai which contained one 
or more comments. Responses were 
received from consuners. health 
professionals, health promotion 
organizations, trade mid retail 
associatioa&. State and local 
govemmeuts, foreign goveoiiamits. 
professional societies, coosuraer 
advocacy oiganizations, indostiy, aad 
universities. The cauunents generally 
supported the proposals. Several 
coouweats addressed issues covered by 
other proposals that are a part of this 
overall labeling initiativsi, end they 
will be addressed in those final 
documents, while other coanaents were 
outside the scope of diase proposals and 
will not be discussed here. Jhlaay 
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comments dealt with issues pertaining 
to meat and poultry products whose 
labeling is regulat^ by the U.S. 
Department of Agricultxuo (USDA). Of 
those comments, comments pertaining 
to the content or format of the nutrition 
label are included in the following 
discussions. However, comments 
pertaining to issues covered exclusively 
by USDA, such as specific exemptions 
applicable to meat and poultry 
products, were considered to be outside 
the scope of this document. 

A number of comments to both the 
July 19,1990, and November 27,1991, 
proposals suggested modifications in, or 
were opposed to. various provisions of 
the proposals. A summary of the 
suggested changes, the opposing 
comments, and the agency’s responses 
follow. 

n. Mandatory Nutrition Labeling— 
Legal Authority 

1. Most comments agreed that the 
1990 amendments clearly established 
FDA’s authority to mandate nutrition 
labeling on most foods. One comment, 
however, argued that a requirement that 
labels say or not say certain things 
curtails freedom of the press. 

The agency disagrees. FDA’s authority 
to regulate the content of food labels has 
been broadly upheld against First 
Amendment challenges. This issue is 
discussed at length in both the final rule 
on nutrient content claims entitled 
“Food Labeling: Nutrient Content 
Claims. General Principles, Petitions, 
E)efinition of Terms’’ and the final rule 
on health claims entitled “Food 
Labeling; General Requirements for 
Health Claims for Food,’’ both of which 
are published elsewhere in this issue of 
the Federal Register. Those discussions 
are incorporated in this document by 
reference. As those discussions make 
clear, there is no merit to this comment. 
Therefore. FDA is taking no action on 
the basis of this comment. 

2. One comment objected to FDA 
being given authority to mandate 
nutrition labeling on most foods on the 
basis that cmrent nutrition labeling 
rules were legally questionable. 

The question of FDA’s authority to 
require nutrition labeling was a 
fundamental issue that led Congress to 
pass the 1990 amendments. As 
discussed in the legislative history. 
Congress concluded that legislation was 
needed to strengthen FDA’s authority to 
require nutrition labeling on foods and 
to avoid the possibility of protracted 
litigation over the comprehensive 
nutrition labeling regulations that the 
agency adopts (Ref. 16). Therefore, there 
can be no question about FDA’s 

authority to require nutrition labeling 
on most food products. 

III. Content of the Nutrition Label 

A. General Issues 

1. Voluntary Declaration of Additional 
Information 

3. A number of comments objected to 
the voluntary declaration of nutrients 
beyond those required in nutrition 
labeling. Numerous comments stated 
that the declaration of additional 
information on the food label would be 
confusing, or that it might mislead the 
consumer into believing that a product 
with additional nutrients listed is more 
nutritious or has greater public health 
significance than is the case. Some 
comments objected on the basis that the 
additional information would clutter the 
label and diminish the consumer’s focus 
on mandatory nutrients. A few 
comments expressed concern that 
voluntary declaration of additional 
nutrients on the label will require 
smaller print on the food label to 
accommodate the inclusion of all the 
mandatory and voluntary information, 
and that the smaller type size would 
compromise the usefulness of the label 
information to the elderly or visually 
impaired. 

A number of comments supported the 
voluntary listing of additional nutrients, 
pointing out that the 1990 amendments 
require that the regulations permit the 
lal^l or labeling of food to include 
nutrition information, which is in 
addition to the information required by 
section 403(q) of the act and which is of 
the type described in subparagraph (1) 
or (2) of that section. A few comments 
supported the view that volimtary 
listing of additional nutrients may 
provide valuable information to an 
individual or aid the consumer in 
making an informed choice in food 
selection. Other comments supported 
voluntary listing of additional nutrients 
stating that some nutrients may satisfy 
nutrient needs of some individuals or 
pose a health risk to others. One 
comment pointed out that the Institute 
of Medicine (lOM) report (Ref. 1) 
recommends that regulations allow the 
declaration of all micronutrients for 
which Recommended Dietary 
Allowances have been established by 
the National Academy of Sciences. 

Numerous comments that basically 
supported listing of additional 
information also supported limiting the 
information allowed. Some comments 
supported allowing voluntary 
information, but they suggested that 
FDA standardize the manner in which 
it is included on the label to the extent 
of requiring that it be separate fiom the 

nutrition label or in different type size. 
Five comments requested voluntary 
listing of specific nutrients including: 
Potassium; vitamins E, K. and B6; 
copper; manganese; iodine; 
maltodextrin; and L-glutamate, l- 
cysteine, and L-tryptophan. Two 
comments supported the listing of 
additional nutrients but recommended 
restricting the allowed nutrients to those * 

for which Recommended Dietary I 
Allowances have been set by the i 
National Academy of Sciences (Ref. 23) 
or for which Reference Daily Intakes 
(RDI’s) have been determined by FDA. 
One of these comments further 
suggested restricting the allowed 
nutrients to exclude nutrients that do 
not have Recommended Dietary 
Allowances but only have Estimated 
Safe and Adequate Daily Dietary Intakes 
(ESADDI’s), which are also set by the 
National Academy of Sciences (Ref. 23). 
One comment suggested that additional 
information on the food label be 
restricted to information permitted by 
the Council of the European 
Communities (EC). 

FDA, in its mandatory nutrition 
labeling proposal of July 19,1990, 
proposed to allow the voluntary 
declaration of several nutrients (e.g., 
potassium and soluble fiber) and any 
naturally occurring vitamins and 
minerals for which RDI’s had been 
proposed in § 101.9(c)(10)(iv) (21 CFR 
101.9(c)(10)(iv)), which was 
redesignated as § 101.9(c)(ll)(iv) in the 
November 27,1991, proposal, 
Additionally, section 2(b)(1)(C) of the 
1990 amendments states that regulations 
shall permit the label or labeling of food 
to include nutrition information that is 
in addition to the information required 
by section 403(q) of the act and that is 
of the type described in subparagraph 
(1) or (2) of that section. Section 
403(q)(2) of the act refers to information 
that will assist consumers in 
maintaining healthy dietary practices. 

FDA believes that it is required by 
statute to allow additional information 
on the food label insofar as it assists 
consumers in maintaining healthy 
dietary practices. However, the agency 
raised questions in the supplementary 
proposal about how the presence of 
these additional nutrients on the label 
would be interpreted by consumers, and 
whether the listing of some voluntary 
nutrients would actually be misleading 
(56 FR 60366 at 60372), The comments 
confirmed that unlimited additional 
information on the nutrition label 
would have the potential of being 
confusing or misleading. 

FDA requested comments on whether 
it is necessaiy to include limits on the 
voluntary information that may be 
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prcmded on tbe nutrition lab^ Tim 
conunents that FDA recBiyed on this 
issue have lead the agency to coDchkde 
that it has « responsibility to liaiit tbs 
number of nutrients pennaitted to be 
voluntarily listed on the food label. 
Such a limitation reflects the staieownt 
in the House report (Ref. 16, p. 18) diat 
the regulations that FDA adopts should 
assure that tbe information that is 
included voluntffirily does not intedere 
with the oovisumer’s understanding of 
the information that is required to be 
included on the nutritioB label. Tbe 
agency finds that limits are neoessaty so 
that the emphasis is on the required 
information, and that theadditixmal 
information does notrhrttwlhe food 
label or mislead or confuse die 
consumer. 

Therefore, to limit tbe information 
that nvay be prcrvided on the nutrition 
label, FDA is amending the proposed 
regulations to delete '“calories from 
unsaturated '“calories from 
carbohydrates,^’ “calories froma protem.” 
and quantitative dedarations of 
"unsaturated fat’’ from the list of 
nutrients that acre aikmed to be declared 
voluntarily on the nutrition label. Each 
of these deletions is detailed beiow, 
FDA has decided to permit the 
voluntary declaration on the arrtritiaii 
label of “calories from saturated fait,'’ 
“poljauisatuTated fot,“ 
“monounsaturated Sal,*’ '“solubie fiber,” 
“insoluble fiber,’’ “sugar alcohol,’’ 
“other carbohydrate,” “potassium*’ and 
those vitamins and ■miirerals for which 
RDI’s have been established. 

With respect to other nutrients 
suggested by individual comments for 
consideration for voluntary listing on 
the food label, the agency has not been 
persuaded that there are large numbers 
of consumers who desire a voluntary 
listing of the food components in 
question (e.g., maltodextrin or single 
amino acids. Therefore, FDA will not 
allow voluntary listing of these ether 
substances or food components on the 
nutrition label. To implenient this 
section, FDA has added a sentence <to 
§ 101.9(c) that states that no nutri^ts or 
food components other than those set 
forth in that section as either mandatory 
or voluntary may be included in the 
nutrition label. The inclusion of any 
other nutrient or food component would 
violate section 403(q) of tbe act and 
misbrand tbe food. 

Also, while FDA supports efforts 
toward international harmoiusatlam of 
food labeling where possible, Ute 1990 
amendments direct FDA to permit that 
a broad spectrum of nutrients be on the 
food label unless the agency finds that 
the information is not necessary to assist 
coBSuraers in maintauiing healthy 

dietary practices, a finding that FDA has 
generally not made. As a result, tbe 
spectrum of required sad permitted 
nutrients exceeds those penaitted by the 
EC. 

FDA is not requiring that additional 
nutrients declared voluntarily be pirt in 
separate boxes or a different type siae 
because it believes these actions would 
confuse ooBsumersaod would 
complicate ai>d clutter tbe label 
needlessly. In some instances additional 
nutrieiits, whose declaration is usually 
voluntary, will be required to be 
declared. For example, in the case of 
fortified foods, enriched pa^ must 
declare amouots of thiamin, riboflavin, 
and niacin, and margarine must declara 
vitamin D vdien it is added, la other 
cases, if certain claims are made, 
additional nutrients will be required to 
be declared. For example, when nutrient 
content claims are made about 
cholesterol, declaration of poly- and 
monounsaturated fats are required (see 
§ 101.9(cl(2) (i) and (ii). Placing these 
nutrients in the principal box for 
nutrition labeling when required, and in 
a separate box (or different type sixe) 
wh^ voluntarily added to the nutrition 
label would easily conafuse consumers. 
Also, separating subcomponents that 
can voluntarily be declared, such as 
soluble and insoluble fiber, from the 
primary component, dietary fiber, for 
which declaration is mand^ory. would 
unduly complicate the label 

Howbvot, in response to comments 
concerned that Information on 
additional nutrients would clutter tbe 
label and to comments on the format 
proposal, FDA is providing in new 
§ 101.9(d)(8) for a linear array of 
vitamins and minerals. This form of 
presentation, which is discussed in 
more detail in section V. of this 
docufneid, is similar lo that 
recommended in the lOM report (Ref. 1) 
which places more emphasis on the 
macronutrients. 

2. Order of Nutrients 

4. Several oommeats from 'industry, 
health promotional organisations, end 
academia supported thw order of 
nutrients proposed by FDA in S 101.9(c) 
(56 FR 60366 at 60306 through 603901 
One industry corament :rtated that the 
proposed sequence fairly prioritized tbe 
Dietary Giaidielines for Americans (Ref. 
4) and placed the proper emphasis on 
those dietary factors that aff^ tbe 
health of consumers. This comment, 
along with one from a health promotioa 
oiganizatran. also endorsed the 
separation of vltaaains ami adnenls 
from other nutrients seen io proposed 
formats (57 FR 3205fii, sUliqg that this 
feature represented a kgioai braek in the 

list of notrition infomatioa and would 
both improve tebei naadafatlity and 
facilitate cx>asuineis* search fca- specific 
nutrient date. AnothBr canunant 
supporting the proposed evder endorsed 
the listing of nutrients from tbose most 
important to consumers fo those least 
important to consumers but questkmed 
whether pioteio should be included. 

On the other band, several conunents 
argued that the proposed order of 
nutrients has feMures that would 
mislead consumers. Oneconnnent 
charadeiTzed the proposed order es “an 
unwarranted effort to overemphasite 
some nutrients, such as fat, at the 
expense of the other important label 
components" and suggested that the 
decision on wheJther to emphasize one 
nutrient over another should be left to 
nutrition educatitm programs that 
consider the total diet over a long period 
of time. Other industry comments 
criticized tire proposed order of 
nutrients, stating ttiat it would be 
consistent with the “good food/bad 
food" concept and would convey a 
negati've impression to consumers. One 
industry comment supporting the 
current order of nutrients argued that 
protein should not be listed near the 
end, stating that beneficial nutrients 
should be listed at the beginning of the 
nutrient list. The comment suggested 
that from an educational standpoint, it 
is more positive to educate on the good 
points of nutrition labeling than to focus 
on negative aspects. 

A number of comments advocated 
that the current order of nutrients he 
maintained, or that any modified order 
re.semble the current order as closely as 
possible. Several commenls supporting 
the current order of nutrients stated that 
consumers are already accustomed to 
the current order, aiKl that changing the 
order would lead to unneoessary 
confusion and diraintsh consumers’ 
understanding of the nutrition label 

A few comments suggested altemativa 
nutrient orders. A comment firom a 
professional organizatioa stated thelt 
those nutrients whose overoonsumptioa 
is related to increased risk of disease 
should be placed at the top of the list 
of required nutrfonts. One industry 
comment recommended that nutrients 
be regrouped to first list those nutrients 
whose Daily Valim is d^wndent on 
calorie intake (i.a.. total fol, saturated 
fat, carbohydrate, dietary fiber, and 
proteixij, followed by thf»e whose Daily 
Value remains the same for varyiisg 
calorie intakes fi.e., <drol«sterol aiad 
sodium). Another txmunent requested 
that sodium be listad with the vitamim 
and minerals rather than among tbs 
organic macronutrients. 
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A comment from a manufacturer 
addressed the issue of where to place 
the voluntary nutrients on the laMl. The 
comment suggested that voluntary 
nutrients should be sequenced in a 
logical manner with respect to the 
nutrients whose declaration is 
mandatory. The following examples 
were cited: Unsaturated fat should 
follow saturated fat (both should be 
indented), potassium should follow 
sodium, soluble and insoluble Tiber 
should follow dietary fiber, and 
vitamins and minerals should follow 
those that are mandatory. 

The agency is not persuaded by 
arguments stating that listing nutrients 
in order of public health importance 
will cast foods as either "good foods" or 
"bad foods.” Listing nutrients in this 
manner will instead facilitate selection 
of an overall diet that is consistent with 
dietary guidelines based on what 
nutrients are present in a particular food 
and in what amounts. No data were 
presented to show that use of this 
nutrient order on the nutrition label is 
likely to be confusing to consumers. 

The agency also does not agree with 
the request that sodium be placed with 
vitamins and minerals rather than with 
the organic macronutrients. Sodium is 
an electrolyte that is distinct from both 
organic nutrients and vitamins and 
minerals. However, excessive intake is 
associated with a potential increase in 
the risk of chronic diseases, as are 
excessive intakes of the other mandatory 
organic nutrients (i.e., macronutrients 
such as fat) in the nutrition label. 
Vitamins and minerals generally are 
associated with deficiency diseases. The 
agency believes this categorization 
supports the continued placement of 
sodium with the organic nutrients. 

FDA agrees that tne placement of 
voluntary nutrients should be 
sequenced in a logical manner with 
respect to the mandatory nutrients. FDA 
has provided in new § 101.9(c) that 
voluntary nutrients that are 
subcomponents are to be declared 
immediately beneath the primary 
components, and that potassium (the 
second electrolyte) is to be declared 
adjacent to sodium. 

The agency believes that a revised 
order according to the public health 
significance of a nutrient will 
adequately convey nutrient information 
with no appreciable increase in 
consumer effort. This action is based on 
the order provided in section 403(q)(l) 
of the act (see Ref. 16, p. 13) and the 
comment recommending that nutrients 
whose overconsumption is related to 
increased risk of disease should be 
placed at the top of the list of required 
nutrients. 

Accordingly, new § lX)1.9(c) is 
modified to require mandatory and 
voluntary nutrients to be arranged in the 
following order: Calories, calories from 
fat, calories from saturated fat, total fat, 
saturated fat, polyunsaturated fat, 
monounsaturated fat, cholesterol, 
sodium, potassium, total carbohydrate, 
dietary fiber, soluble fiber, insoluble 
Hber, sugars, sugar alcohol, other 
carbohydrate, protein, vitamin A, 
vitamin C, calcium, iron, and other 
vitamins or minerals in the order listed 
in proposed §101.9(c)(ll)(iv), 
redesignated as § 101.9(c)(8)(iv). This 
order deviates from that provided in 
section 403(q)(l) of the act only by 
reversing dietary fiber (and its 
subcomponents) and sugars. The reason 
for this reversal is discussed in 
comment 58 of this document. 

Consequently, the paragraphs in 
§ 101.9(c) are renumbered as discussed 
below for each nutrient. Redesignations 
also occur as a result of moving 
paragraphs (c)(1) and (c)(2) pertaining to 
serving size and servings per container, 
respectively, to new paragraph (d). 

The agency believes that this 
amended order of nutrients, which lists 
them in order of public health 
significance, will benefit consumers. 
The agency’s decision is a reasonable 
outgrowth of its commitment to present 
nutrition information in the context of 
a total daily diet, and it reflects the 
agency’s commitment to link nutrient 
information with the dietary guidance 
considered important to public health 
(Ref. 4). 

B. Calories 

1. Total Calories 

5. The majority of comments 
supported the proposal for mandatory 
declaration of calories with voluntary 
use of metric terminology (i.e., 
declaration of the number of kilojoules 
in addition to calories in proposed 
§ 101.9(c)(3), redesignated as 
§ 101.9(c)(1), and voluntary use of the 
term "energy” parenthetically as a 
synonym for calories, as provided in 
§ 101.9(c)(ll)(v), redesignated as 
§101.9(c)(8)(v)). 

Other comments expressed a 
preference for metric labeling. The 
comments argued that American 
consumers should become accustomed 
to the metric system of measurement 
and recommended the exclusive use of 
metrics to ensure compatibility with 
European markets. The comments 
suggested that the avoirdupois system of 
measuioment used in the United States 
is outmoded and impedes international 
commerce and the exchange of scientific 
information. Several comments 

suggested that “energy” should be used 
in lieu of calories and requested that the 
conversion factor for calories to 
kilojoules be stated on each label. 

Still other comments, taking the 
opposite position, suggested that metric 
units be disallowed to avoid consumer 
confusion and for the sake of simplicity. 

Although FDA agrees that efforts 
should be made to familiarize 
consumers with metric units, the agency 
disagrees with the comments that urged 
the exclusive, mandatory conversion to 
metrics at this time. The technical 
amendments (August 3,1992) to the 
Fair Packaging and I..abeling Act (15 
U.S.C. 1451 et seq.. Pub. L. 102-329) 
require the use of the most appropriate 
units of both the customary inch/pound 
system of measure and the metric 
system on food labels for measuring 
quantity. These amendments do not 
require that kilojoules be declared in 
lieu of calories. Upon implementation, 
this act should further an awareness of 
metric measurement among American 
consumers and permit a greater 
concordance in units of measurement 
with the international market and 
scientific community. Until that time, 
the agency is not persuaded that the 
mandatory use of metric terminology, or 
the declaration of factors to convert 
calories to kilojoules, is justified. 
Accordingly, the agency is not making 
the requested changes. 

2. Calories From Fat 

6. Many comments were received 
from consumers, state and local 
governments, universities, professional 
associations, consumer groups, 
manufacturers, and health associations 
on the issue of calories from fat. The 
majority agreed with the proposal that 
the declaration of calories from fat 
should be mandatory on the nutrition 
label. 

Several other comments suggested 
that calories from fat be voluntarily 
listed or disallowed because this 
information might be confusing or 
misleading to consumers and might 
establish artihcial "good food” and "bad 
food” categories. These comments 
stated that consumers may tend to 
exclude foods with a significant amount 
of calories from fat, possibly creating 
nutritional deficiencies. Further, these 
comments stated that it is important that 
consumers view fat as part of a day’s 
diet rather than in the context of 
individual foods. A few comments 
suggested that declaring the calories 
from fat is unnecessary because calories 
from fat can be easily calculated by 
multiplying the number of grams (g) of 
fat-by nine, the number of calories per 
g of fat. A few comments suggested that 
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there be further study of the 
effectiveness of the declaration of 
calories from fat in nutrition labeling as 
a nutrition education tool. One 
comment suggested that low fat foods, 
such as fruits and vegetables that 
contain less than 2 g of fat, be exempted 
from the requirement to list calories 
from fat. 

FDA is not persuaded by the 
arguments that the declaration of 
calories from fat should be voluntary or 
disallowed. The declaration of calories 
from fat is required by section 
403{q)(l)(C){ii) of the act. While section 
403(q)(2)(B) of the act allows the 
Secretary to delete nutrient information 
that is not necessary to assist consumers 
in maintaining healthy dietary practices, 
no data were presented that would 
support making such a finding with 
respect to the declaration of calories 
from fat. 

It is well established that diets that 
are high in fat pose significant health 
risks. Dietary fat contributes more than 
twice the calories per g than does 
protein or carbohydrate. 
Overconsumption of fat is associated 
with higher rates of obesity (Refs. 2 and 
3), and there is evidence from 
epidemiological and animal studies that 
high fat intakes are associated with 
some types of cancer (Refs. 2 and 3). 
The most c6mmon and consistent 
dietary recommendation for the general 
population is for calories from total fat 
to be reduced to less than or equal to 30 
percent of total calories (Refs. 3 and 4). 

Currently, the consumption of total fat 
in the general population is 
approximately 37 percent of total 
calories, an amount well above the 
recommended level (Ref. 2). Further, 
consumption of total fat in the United 
States is significantly higher than that 
consumed in countries with much lower 
rates of coronary heart disease, such as 
Japan, China, and the Mediterranean 
countries (Ref. 2). 

Based upon this body of evidence, 
FDA believes that reducing total fat 
intake is an important public health 
priority. The agency is not persuaded 
that the declaration of calories from fat 
will automatically lead to consumers 
viewing foods in strict “good food,” 
“bad food” categories, or that 
consumers cannot make appropriate 
decisions regarding the consumption of 
foods that may have a significant 
number of calories from fat in their 
diets. No evidence was presented 
demonstrating a relationship between 
the declaration of calories from fat in 
nutrition labeling and nutritional 
oeficiencies. 

Atioough calories from fat can, in fact, 
be reaaiiy calculated (FDA is requiring 

that information on the number of 
calories per g of fat, carbohydrate, and 
protein, be included as part of the 
nutrition label (see § 101.9(d)(10)), the 
declaration of calories from fat will be 
beneficial in assisting consumers to 
moderate their fat intake by providing 
an additional method, other than g of 
fat, for monitoring their fat intake. 

However, the agency concurs that fat 
should be viewed as a part of the 
complete daily diet. Foods that may 
have a significant number of calories 
from fat may readily be included in the 
daily diet when the overall fat intake for 
the day is moderate. The agency intends 
to build this concept into its consumer 
education program, discussed later in 
this document. Further, FDA welcomes 
further study on the health implications 
of overconsumption of calories from fat 
and the effectiveness of this method of 
depicting fat content. 

7. Many comments advocated the 
mandatory declaration of the percent of 
calories from fat. Other comments 
suggested that calories from total fat 
should be replaced by the percent of 
calories from fat. The comments stated 
that the process of determining the 
percent of fat is time consuming and 
unfamiliar to many consumers. Further, 
the comments argued that it is unlikely 
that substantial numbers of consumers 
would or could keep running totals of 
their fat intake in order to calculate the 
percent of daily fat consumed. The 
comments argued that the best way to 
determine whether a food is high or low 
in fat is to have fat content declared by 
percent of total calories. 

A few comments suggested that 
percent of calories from fat for 
individual foods is incomplete 
information, while the percent of 
calories from fat for a complete meal or 
the daily diet is useful information. 
These comments suggested that the 
percent of calories from fat be voluntary 
and limited to meal-type products, such 
as frozen dinners, and disallowed for 
other foods. 

The 6tgency is not persuaded by the 
comments that the declaration of 
percent calories from fat is warranted. 
As discussed in the July 19,1990, 
mandatory nutrition labeling proposal 
(55 FR 29487 at 29493 and 29494), 
information on the percent of calories 
from fat is only valuable in the context 
of a total daily diet. Recommendations 
from various health organizations to 
limit dietary fat intake to 30 percent or 
less of calories pertain not to individual 
foods but to the entire day's intake. 

In addition, the percent of calories 
from fat in low calorie foods can be 
quite misleading. For instance, in 
radishes, over 25 percent of calories are 

from fat. Despite this relatively high 
percentage, radishes contain very low 
amounts of fat and readily fit within a 
daily diet that meets current dietary 
recommendations. 

The agency agrees that calculating the 
percent of calories from fat consumed in 
a day may be difiicult for many 
consumers. The agency notes &at the 
PERCENT DV format (see section V.G.2) 
facilitates monitoring of dietary fat 
because the Daily Vmue for fat is set at 
30 percent of calories from fat. 
Consumers need only add the percent 
DV for total fat with a target of no more 
than 100 percent or a target percentage 
adjusted for their individual caloric 
intake. Alternatively, consumers can 
determine the maximum number of g of 
fat recommended per day at their calcrie 
level and track the numl^r of g of fat. 
There are several publications fisting 
recommended daily maximum amounts 
of fat according to caloric intake or that 
have simple arithmetical methods for 
deriving this information (Refs. 26 
through 29). In a similar fashion, the 
DRV for fat, which is established in the 
companion document entitled “Food 
Labeling; Reference Daily Intakes and 
Daily Reference Values” (hereinafter 
identified as the “RDI/DRV proposal”) 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register, can be used as a guide, 
with levels being adjusted upward or 
downward depending on caloric intake. 
The agency encourages other 
organizations to develop and publish 
similar approaches. 

8. One comment objected to that 
section of § 101.9(c)(3)(i) in the July 19, 
1990, mandatory nutrition labeling 
proposal that allowed “calories from 
fat” to be omitted and replaced with the 
statement “Not a significant source of 
calories itom total fat” if the product 
contains less than 1 g of fat per serving. 
The comment objected to similar 
provisions for saturated fat, cholesterol, 
and dietary fiber on the basis that it 
made the regulations complex and 
confusing. These provisions were 
carried forward in the November 27, 
1991, supplementary proposal with the 
1-g criterion being changed to Vz g. and 
similar provisions being added for 
complex carbohydrates and sugars. 

These provisions were included in the 
July 19,1990, mandatory nutrition 
labeling proposal (55 FR 29487 at 
29502), which was published before the 
adoption of the requirement in section 
403(q)(5)(C) of the act for a simplified 
format, to minimize the space required 
for nutrition labeling. This provision is 
similar to that allowed in current 
§ 101.9(c)(7)(i) for vitamins and 
minerals that are present in amounts 
less than 2 percent of thb U.S. 
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Recommended Daily Allowance (U.S. 
RDA). FDA did not delete these 
provisions in the November 27,1991, 
supplementary proposal because the 
agency believed they might be helpful 
in minimizing space requirements on 
foods that do not qualify for the 
simplified format under proposed 
§ 101.9(f). 

FDA finds that the added flexibility 
that these provisions provide outweighs 
any added complexity they may create. 
USDA’s final nutrition labeling 
regulations, which are being published 
simultaneously with these final rules, 
include similair provisions. Under FDA’s 
regulations, with the exception of the 
core nutrients (i.e., calories, total fat, 
total carbohydrate, protein, and 
sodium), nutrients mat are present in 
insignificant amounts may be omitted 
from the list of nutrients and grouped in 
a summary statement (e.g., “Not a 
significant amoimt of calories fiom fat, 
saturated fat, and cholesterol”). 
Therefore, the agency is retaining in 
§ 101.9(c)(3)(i), redesignated as 
§ 101.9(c)(l)(ii), for calories from total 
fat; in § 101.9{c)(4)(i), redesignated as 
§ 101.9(c)(2)(i), for saturated fot; in 
§ l01.9(cK5), redesignated as 
§ 101.9(cK3), for diolesterol; in 
§ 101.9(c)(6)(ii)(A), redesignated as 
§ 101.9(c)(6)(ii), for sugars: in 
§ 101.9(cK7). r^esignated as 
§ 101.9(c)(6)(i), for dietary fiber, and in 
§ 101.9(c)(ll)(iii), redesignated as 
§ 101.9(cK8)(iii), for vitamins and 
minerals a provision that allows the 
nutrients to be omitted and replaced 
with a statement "Not a significant 
source of_” when present in 
insignificant amounts. An example of 
this shortened format is given in 
appendix A of this document. 

3. Calories Fnun Saturated Fat 

9. Several comments agreed with the 
proposal that declaration of calories 
from saturated fat should be voluntary. 
A few comments suggested that this 
information should be mandatcny and 
referred to national dietary guidelines 
recommending that saturate fat be 
limited to less than 10 percent of total 
daily calories. A few comments 
requested that declaration of percent of 
calories from saturated fat be made 
mandatory. 

Several comments believed that the 
declaration of calories from saturated fat 
should be disallowed. Hie comments 
argued that this information is 
redundant, confusing, and misleading. 

FDA acknowledges that research has 
established the role of saturated fats in 
the etiology of atherosclerotic vascular 
disease and recognizes that there are 
national consensus recommendations 

regarding the levels of intake for 
saturated fat. Howevw, section 
403(q)(2KA) of the act permits the 
Secretary to require the inclusion of 
information on additional nutrients in 
nutrition labeling if he determines that 
such information “will assist consumers 
in maintaining healthy dietary 
practices.” The agency is not persuaded 
that the mandatory declaration of 
calories frrom saturated fat or the 
percentage of calories from saturated fat 
meet this criterion. 

First, this information may be 
obtained by simple calculation if 
needed (i.e., calories from saturated fat 
can be calculated by multipl3ring the g 
of saturated fat by nine, the number of 
calories per g of fat; the percentage of 
calories mm saturated fat can then be 
determined by dividing the number of 
calories from saturated fet by the total 
calories). Secondly, concerns have been 
expressed in comments that consumers 
will be faced with so much information 
that they will avoid using any of it. To 
minimize the possibility of this 
happening, FDA believes that it is 
preferable to have consumers 
concentrate on the number of calories 
from total fat. By controlling dietary 
intake of calories from fat, intake of 
calories from saturated fat will also be 
controlled. 

However, in recognition of dietary 
recommendations that Americans 
should consume less than 10 percent of 
calories from saturated fat (Refs. 3,4, 
and 30) FDA is continuing to allow 
voluntary declaration of calories from 
saturated fat in § 101.9(c)(3}(ii)(A), 
redesignated as § 101.9(c)(l)(ui). 

4. Calories From Unsaturated Fat 

10. Several comments agreed with 
proposed § 101.9(c)(3)(ii)(B) that the 
declaration of calories fhsm unsaturated 
fat should be voluntary. A few 
comments suggested that the declaration 
of calories from unsaturated fat should 
be mandatory. These comments stated 
that caloric information on unsaturated 
fat would be helpful in monitoring 
unsaturated fat intake to maintain 
consumption of unsaturated fat at not 
more than the 20 percent of total 
calories. 

Several other comments suggested 
that this information be disallowed 
because it will not be useful to the 
consumer in evaluating a total day’s 
food intake, and because the 
information is potentially confusing. 

A few comments requested that 
declaration of calories from 
monoimsaturated and polyunsaturated 
fats be mandatory. One comment 
requested that declaration of the percent 
of calories from monounsaturatea and 

polyunsaturated fats be mandatory. 
These comments stated that caloric or 
percentage information on 
monounsaturated and polyunsaturated 
fats would be helpful in limiting 
consumption of each of these two 
classifications of fatty acids to not more 
than 10 percent of total calories each. 

The agency has decided not to permit 
declarations regarding calories from 
unsaturated fats because there is 
considerable uncertainty and 
controversy about the term “unsaturated 
fat” and its definition, specifically 
whether the ” irons” isomers of 
monounsaturated fat should be included 
in this category of fats. These isomers 
have been implicated in the 
development of coronary heart disease 
and cancer (Ref. 31) and are discussed 
in the subfect health claims rules 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. 

Further, the agency is not persuaded 
that it should allow the voluntary 
declaration of calories from 
monounsaturated and polyunsaturated 
fats. Definitions of monounsaturated 
and polyunsaturated fats include c/s 
isomers only. Trans isomers are 
excluded. The declaration of calories 
from monounsaturated and 
polyunsaturated fats would therefore 
underrepresent the total caloric value of 
these fats because of the exclusion of the 
irons isomers. Such an 
underrepresentation would be 
misleading to consumers. Therefore, the 
agency is not allowing the declaration of 
calories from polyunsatvurated and 
monounsaturated fats in the nutrition 
label. 

11. One comment suggested that 
§ 101.9(c)(3)(ii)(A) and (c)(3)(ii)(B) be 
modified to clarify that when the 
declaration of calories from saturated fat 
is declared adjacent to the declaration of 
g of saturated or unsaturated fet, that it 
be in a column headed “calories” as was 
stated in § 101.9(c)(3)(i) for calories from 
total fat. 

The agency has reconsidered the 
proposed format in the supplementary 
proposal that would have allowed a 
separate column for listing calories. As 
discussed in section V. of this 
document, FDA is incorporating 
additional colunms into the nutrition 
label to declare the percent of daily 
value and the daily value list. For this 
reason, the agency believes a column 
headed “calories” would add to label 
clutter £md, therefore, has not made the 
suggested change. FDA has modified 
§ 101.9(c)(l)(ii) to delete the option that 
calories from total fet be declared in a 
column headed “calories.” 
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^ Calories From Carbohydrate 

12. Several comments requested that 
the declaration of calories from 
carbohydrates be made mandatory so 
that consumers can monitor and adjust 
their intake of calories from 
carbohydrate to approach the 
recommended 50 to 60 percent of total 
calories A few comments requested that 
the declaration of percent of calories 
from carbohydrate be made mandatory. 
Several comments agreed with the 
proposal to allow the voluntary listing 
of calories from carbohydrate. Several 
other comments requested that FDA not 
permit the declaration of calories from 
carbohydrate because this information is 
potentially confusing to consumers. 
These comments suggested that this 
information would not be helpful in 
evaluating a total day’s food intake. A 
few comments argued that too much 
information is burdensome to the 
consumer, and that if it results in the 
manufacturer using smaller type size, it 
could make the information more 
difficult for the elderly to read. Further, 
the comments suggested that there was 
a danger of “information overload” and 
“label clutter.” 

Based on the comments to the July 19, 
1990 and November 27,1991, proposals, 
the agency has reconsidered its proposal 
to permit the voluntary declaration of 
calories from carbohydrate and has 
decided not to permit this declaration. 
As discussed in the mandatory nutrition 
labeling proposal of July 19,1990 (55 FR 
at 29493), FDA’s intent is to require the 
listing of only those nutrients that 
present public health concerns and for 
which quantitative intake 
recommendations have been made. FDA 
proposed to permit the voluntary 
declaration of calories from 
carbohydrate because of general 
recommendations that suggested that 
intake of carbohydrate should be 
increased to 50 to 60 percent of total 
calories but recognized that 
carbohydrate is not of pressing public 
health significance. 

Based on its evaluation of the 
comments, FDA has become concerned 
that it will overemphasize the public 
health significance of carbohydrate if it 
allows the declaration of calories from 
this nutrient. Additionally, the 
legislative history of section (2)(b)(l)(C) 
of the 1990 amendments (Ref. 16) makes 
clear that while FDA must allow the 
declaration of additional nutrients in 
nutrition labeling, it must ensure that 
such information does not interfere with 
the consumer’s understanding of the 
information required by the act. Thus, 
FDA considers it important to ensure 

the comprehensibility of the nutrition 
label. 

The 1990 lOM report “Nutrition 
Labeling; Issues and Directions for the 
1990s” (Ref. 1) emphasizes the 
importance of considering information 
quantity and complexity when 
determining the components of the food 
label (Ref. 1). The report suggests that 
too much information compromises the 
ability of many consumers to 
understand the label. 

The agency is persuaded that because 
the amount of calories from 
carbohydrate is not of pressing public 
health significance, it should not 
provide for inclusion of this information 
in nutrition labeling. Accordingly, FDA 
has deleted proposed § 101.9(c)(3)(ii)(C) 
from the final regulation. 

Consumers interested in determining 
the calories from carbohydrate for the 
vast majority of individual foods may 
simply multiply the number of g of 
carbohydrate by four, the number of 
calories per g of carbohydrate. 
Consumers attempting to compare their 
intake of carbohydrates to the 
recommended amounts of 50 to 60 
percent of total caloric intake can use 
the Percent Daily Value format in the 
same way described for monitoring fat 
intake. Because the Daily Value for 
carbohydrate is set at 60 percent of 
calories, consumers need only add the 
percent DV for total carbohydrate with 
a target of 100 percent or a target of a 
percentage adjusted for their individual 
caloric intake. Alternatively, consumers 
can sum the g of carbohydrate 
consumed for the day, multiply the total 
by four, divide the result by the total 
calories consumed in that day, and 
multiply by 100 to obtain percent. 

13. Although FDA chose not to 
propose the declaration of calories from 
sugars and complex carbohydrates, a 
few comments addressed this topic. 
Some of these comments stated that the 
declaration of calories from sugars and 
complex carbohydrates should be 
voluntary, and that this information, 
especially for sugars, was of interest to 
consumers. Other comments felt that the 
declaration of calories from sugars and 
complex carbohydrates should be 
mandatory. Both sets of comments felt 
that this information is potentially 
valuable to diabetics and parents of 
young children who are concerned 
about dental caries and excessive sugar 
intake. A few additional comments 
argued that the declaration of calories 
from sugars and complex carbohydrates 
is unnecessary and should not be 
permitted. 

Interest in having calories from sugars 
and complex carbohydrates declared in 
the nutrition label was slight, and no 

data were presented to support the 
requests for such information. Further, 
dietary guidelines have not 
recommended specific quantitative 
amounts for caloric intake from sugars 
or complex carbohydrates. Therefore, 
the final rules do not permit the 
inclusion of such information in the 
nutrition label. FDA advises that the 
calculation of calories from sugars, 
which was of the most interest to the 
comments, can be easily calculated by 
multiplying the number of g of sugars 
present by four, the number of calories 
per g of sugars. 

6. Calories From Protein 

14. A few comments requested that 
the declaration of calories from protein 
as well as the percent of calories from 
protein be mSde mandatory to permit 
consumers to evaluate the quality of the 
food. Other comments agreed with the 
proposal for the voluntary declaration of 
calories from protein. On the other 
hand, additional comments suggested 
that this information would be 
confusing and misleading. These 
comments pointed out that concerns 
about protein intake are of limited 
public health significance in the United 
States and suggested that the declaration 
of calories would not be helpful in 
evaluating a total day’s diet. The 
comments urged, therefore, that this 
declaration should not be permitted. 
One comment suggested that consumers 
would be tempted to overconsume 
protein if calories from protein were 
listed. 

Upon consideration of the comments. 
FDA has reassesssed its position. The 
agency agrees that the declaration of 
calories from protein and the percent of 
calories from protein are of limited 
usefulness to the consumer because the 
diets of the majority of Americans 
exceed the Recommended Dietary 
Allowances (Ref. 23) for protein. This 
lack of usefulness appears to outweigh 
any of the potential benefits of allowing 
the declaration of calories from protein. 
For this reasdn, and in an effort to 
reduce unnecessary information that 
might interfere with the consumer’s 
understanding of required information, 
FDA is amending the final regulations 
by deleting proposed § 101.9(c)(3)(ii)(D) 
which allowed for the voluntary 
declaration of calories from protein. 

Consumers interested in determining 
the calories from protein for an 
individual food may simply multiply 
the number of g of protein by four, the 
number of calories per g of protein. 
Consumers interested in determining 
the percent of calories from protein 
consumed in one day may add the g of 
protein consumed for the day, multiply 
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the total by four, divide the result by 
total calories cemsumed that day, and 
multiply by 100 to obtain percent. 

7. Increments for Calories 

15. The agency received only a few 
comments concerning the proposed 
change in § 101.9(c)(3) to delete the use 
of 2-calorie increments for expressing 
caloric content up to and including 20 
calories per serving. Most of the 
comments agreed with the proposal 
which would express caloric content to 
the nearest 5-calorie increment up to 
and including 50 calories and to the 
nearest 10-calorie increment above 50 
calories. While one comment disagreed 
with the proposed change to delete the 
2-calorie increments on the basis that it 
would permit less accurate information 
for very low calorie foods, another 
comment considered 2-calorie 
differences as inconsequential to the 
consumer. Another suggestion was 
made to round all calorie levels to the 
nearest 5-calorie increment. 

FDA is not persuaded by the 
comments that there is sufRdent reason 
to maintain the use of 2-calorie 
increments for foods containing 20 or 
fewer calories or to use only 5-calorie 
increments. FDA acknowledges the 
concern expressed about very low 
calorie products. However, only a 
relatively small number of products will 
be aff^ed by tbe change. In fact, the 
agency traditionally has been tolerant of 
slight differences in the declared and 
actual amounts of calories. Current 
§ 101.9(e)(6), redesignated as 
§ 101.9(g)(6), states that "Reasonable 
deficiencies of calories • • * under 
labeled amounts are acceptable within 
current good manufacturing practice.” 
Thus, FDA is adopting this aspect of 
§ 101.9(c)(3), redesignated as 
§ 101.9(c)(1), as proposed. 

C. Total Fat, Fatty Adds, and 
Cholesterol 

1. Total Fat 

In the mandatory nutrition labeling 
proposal, FDA proposed to require the 
declaration of fat, saturated fat, and 
cholesterol. In addition. FDA proposed 
definitions for saturated fat, unsaturated 
fat, polyunsaturated fat, and 
monounsaturated fat. The agency did 
not define "fat" (i.e., total fat) for 
nutrition labeling purposes. For 
compliance purposes, FDA has used as 
its definition the sum of compounds 
with lipid characteristics that are 
extracted by the Association of Official 
Analytical Chemists International 
(hereinafter referred to as AOAC) 
methods or by other reliable and 

appropriate analytical procedures 
(current § 101.9(e)(2)). 

16. The agency received a number of 
comments concerning the agency's 
standards for assessing total fat. A few 
comments from food manufacturers and 
trade associations agreed with the 
customary method of estimating dietary 
fat. Comments from other food 
manufecturers, trade associations, 
college and university nutrition 
professionals, consumer advocate 
groups, other Government agencies, and 
foreign governments, disagreed with the 
agency's position regarding the 
determination of fat content. Some of 
these comments expressed uncertainty 
about what current declarations of fat 
represent. It became evident that some 
persons considered that the agency had 
implied a definition of total fat as the 
sum of all triglycerides by stating in 
current § 101.25(c)(2)(ii) that the amount 
of fatty acids was to be calculated as 
triglycerides. This statement led some 
comments to as.sume that mono- and 
diglycerides did not need to be included 
in the declaration of total fat. 

Several comments suggested that the 
definition of fat should include all 
dietary lipids, especially mono-, di-, and 
triglycerides, phospholipids, and free 
fatty acids. These comments pointed out 
that advances in food technology have 
led to the development of fats and oils 
that reduce die triglyceride content 
found in foods by replacing triglycerides 
with mono- and diglycerides and 
phospholipids. These new forms of fats 
provide calories and should be included 
in total fat values declared in nutrition 
labeling. 

One comment suggested changing the 
definition of fat to "substances 
possessing the physiological properties 
of fot." This comment stated that this 
definition would encompass all types of 
dietary fats. Another comment 
suggested that the definition be the 
"sum of fatty acids from a total lipid 
extraction." These comments pointed 
out that dietary lipids not only 
contribute to the total dietary caloric 
intake but have other physiologic 
functions attributable to fats. These 
functions include transporting of lipids 
and fat soluble vitamins in the body and 
structural functions in cell membranes, 
as well as serving as essential fatty adds 
and as precursors of certain hormones 
and eicosanoids. 

Several comments suggested that 
FDA’s positiem on total fat is not 
consistent with the definition found in 
Codex Alimentarius or with that used 
by the Canadian government and the 
EXX According to the comments, the 
international definition of fat is not 
restricted to triglyceride-releasable fatty 

acids but includes total bee fatty adds 
and other lipids, including 
phospholipids. 

A couple of comments suggested that 
the definition of fat should exclude 
some types of lipids (i.e., 
phospholipids, plant sterols, and novel 
lipids) because these lipids constitute 
only a small portion of total fat 
consumed, and, according to the 
comments, these t)rpes of lipids have 
not been reported as having a causal 
role in disease. 

The agency is concerned about the 
obvious confusion caused by the lack of 
a predse definition for total fat. Because 
of the importance given to dietary 
recommendations to reduce the intake 
of total dietary fat, it is critical that all 
parties (i.e., (^vemment agendes, food 
manufacturers, health professionals, 
nutrition scientists, and consumers) 
clearly understand what the values 
declared on the nutrition label 
represent. 

Concerns that the total fat value not 
be underrepresented have persuaded the 
agency that it is not adequate to 
continue only using a reference to 
AOAC methods or "other reliable, 
appropriate analytical procedures.” 
Such an approach allows for the use of 
many methods that measure different 
analytes. For example, according to 
AOAC procedures, “fat” content can be 
determined by ether or chloroform- 
methanol extraction. In the case of an 
ether extraction, results yield a value for 
neutral lipids which are primarily 
triglycerides (a complex lipid composed 
of glycerol and three fatty acids) and 
some mono- and diglycerides. In 
contrast, the chloroform-methanol 
extraction method extracts all classes of 
lipids. The two methods, which are both 
acceptable according to current 
regulations, may result in different 
values for total fat being obtained for the 
same product and different values being 
declared on the nutrition label. 

The agency believes that the use of 
the implied definition of total fat as the 
sum of triglyceride fatty acids from 
saturated, polyunsaturated, and 
monounsaturated fatty acids, would in 
some cases underestimate both total g of 
fat and the caloric intake firom fat. The 
agency agrees that all forms of fatty 
acids that contribute to energy intake of 
foods should be included in the 
calculation of total fat. particularly in 
view of dietary recommendations that 
target total fat intakes at 30 percent or 
less of calories. 

For these same reasons, the agency 
disagrees with the suggestion that some 
lipids (e.g., mono- and diglycerides and 
phospholipids) be excluded from the 
definition of fat. 
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Therefore, the agency has decided to 
deHne total fat as total lipid fatty acids, 
that is, the sum of fatty acids from 
mono-, di-, and triglycerides, free fatty 
acids, phospholipid fatty acids, and 
sterol fatty acids. This deHnition 
includes all sources of fatty acids that 
provide energy, preventing 
underestimates of energy from total fat. 
It also acknowledges that certain lipid 
components, such as cholesterol and 
other sterols, do not contribute 
metabolizable calories and constitute 
only a very small amount of the total 
weight of lipids. 

This defrnition represents all fatty 
acids obtainable from a total lipid 
extraction. The defrnition does not 
require that a single extraction method 
be used. The extraction method will 
depend upon the type of lipid being 
sought in the food and the type of food 
(i.e., the food matrix). Analytical 
procedures are discussed further in 
section FV. of this document. 

The agency frnds that this defrnition 
is more consistent with, although not 
identical to, international definitions for 
dietary fat. The Codex Alimentarius 
considers any source of dietary energy 
to be a nutrient (that would include 
nontriglyceride sources of fatty adds), 
and declaration of dietary fat would 
reasonably include all sources of fatty 
acids. The EC defrnition of fat is total 
lipids, including mono- end 
diglycerides and phospholipids. The 
difference between the EC defrnition 
and the agency’s defrnition is that the 
agency excludes the sterol fraction, not 
a large difference in quantitative terms. 
Furthermore, the agency's defrnition 
reflects dietary goals for consumption of 
only 30 percent of calories frrom fat, 
because the sterols are not absorbed and 
therefore do not contribute calories. 

However, the agency also recognizes 
that the defrnition of total fat as total 
lipid fatty acids does not account for the 
weight of glycerol to which the fatty 
acid chains are linked in the formation 
of mono-, di-, and triglycerides. Unless 
the glycerol is included in the weight of 
the total fat, it will be reported as 
carbohydrate. In this case, foods in 
which the fat is mostly triglyceride, e.g., 
com oil and lard, will appear to have 95 
percent total fat and 5 percent 
carbohydrate, while other products such 
as muscle meats which have never been 
reported to contain carbohydrate may 
now contain measurable amounts. 
These values would conflict with 
common perceptions of food 
composition because nutrient data bases 
and food composition tables routinely 
include the weight of glycerol in the 
declaration of total fat. 

Therefore, the agency has decided to 
require that the declaration of total fat 
be expressed as the amount of 
triglyceride that would provide the 
analytically measured amount of total 
lipid fatty acids in the food. This 
position is supported by a recent report 
in The Referee, a publication of the 
AOAC International (Ref. 32). Likewise, 
because food composition data bases do 
not include glycerol in the declaration 
of fatty acids (i.e., values represent free 
fatty add), the agency is not requiring 
that the amount of saturated fatty adds 
or other classes of fatty acids be 
expressed as triglycerides (see comment 
30 of this document). 

While the inclusive term "total lipid 
fatty acids expressed as triglycerides’* 
would be the more accurate term to use 
in the nutrition label, the agency will 
continue to require use of the term 
"total fat” to be consistent with the 
terminology used in dietary 
recommendations and to avoid 
consumer confusion. 

17. Several comments from 
manufadurers, trade assodations, a 
consumer advocacy group, and a 
research frrm addr^ed the issue raised 
in the preamble to the supplementary 
proposal (56 FR 60366 at 60371) of the 
increased use of fats containing very 
long (longer than 18 carbons) (main fatty 
acids in the food supply. These 
compounds provide the potential for 
marketing novel compounds in which 
fatty adds are linked to carbon 
structures in a manner that reduces their 
digestibility. As a result, these 
compounds have the technical efred of 
fat with less calories than traditional 
fats. 

Comments requested that fat be 
defined to exclude various types of very 
long chain fatty adds because of their 
poor absorbability and reduced 
digestibility. A recent article was cited 
as evidence of the poor absorption of the 
very long chain fatty acids (Ref. 33). One 
comment stated that the defrnition of fat 
should exclude extradable compounds 
that do not have the physiological 
efrects of fatty add compounds. Two 
comments suggested the omission of 
these fatty adds from fat and calorie 
declarations similar to the omission of 
insoluble dietary frber from calorie 
declarations. Acxmrding to these 
comments "total fat” should be defrned 
as "total ‘digestible’ fat” to allow for the 
use of fat-type ingredients that have 
reduced digestibility and therefore 
fewer calories than the fats they replace. 
The declared amount of fat would then 
be the total analytically determined fat 
times the fat digestibility (x>effrdent. 

FDA acknowledges the effed that the 
use of certain very long (longer than 18 

carbons) chain saturated fatty adds with 
reduced digestibility have on the fat and 
calorie content of foods. In an efrort to 
encourage innovation in the creation of 
products that provide lower fat and 
lower calorie contents to enable the 
consuming public to have a healthier 
diet and thus to meet one of the primary 
objectives of the Surgeon GeneraVs 
report on Nutrition and Health (Ref. 2), 
the agency is willing to consider the 
digestibility of novel fat compounds. 
However, the agency has concluded that 
because of the diversity of possible 
produds, it is not appropriate to modify 
the defrnition of total fat in § 101.9(c)(2) 
to allow for alternate values because of 
reduced digestibility of very long chain 
fatty acids. Rather, the agency will 
address the digestibility of new 
ingredients containing these fatty adds 
on a case-by-case basis. 

Because the digestibility of a 
substance is one of the identifying 
characteristics of the substance, the 
agency requests that manufadurers who 
wish to declare adjusted values of total 
fat based on reduced digestibility 
include information on the digestibility 
of the compound, analytical assay 
prcKodiues for the compound, emd data 
on interference with required methods 
of analysis in food additive petitions (21 
CFR part 171) or in petitions for 
affirmation that the use of the substance 
is GRAS (21 CFR 170.35). The agency 
will include the spedfrc digestibility 
coeffrcients that can be used in 
determining the quantitative declaration 
of fats and the celoric contribution from 
fats as part of the statement of identity 
for the substance in the listing 
regulation in part 172 for food additives 
and in part 184 for substances whose 
use is affirmed as GRAS. However, FDA 
recognizes that mechanisms other than 
food additive or GRAS petitions may be 
appropriate to bring issues involving the 
digestibility of a substance to the 
attention of the agraicy. Interested 
persons may wish to use the mecdianism 
in § 101.9(g) to request to use specifrc 
digestibility coeffrcients. 

18. Several comments said that there 
is a need for adequate analytical 
methods for assaying novel forms of fat 
in new low-fat fciods. They noted the 
diffrcnilty of isolating new ingredients 
by the traditional or AOAC 
determinations for frt. As one comment 
stated, the cnirrent acdd hydrolysis 
analysis may not be appropriate for 
these type of substances. 

FDA agrees with the concern about 
analytical methodology and is aware 
that difrerent methcxls might be needed 
for each product or type of product. 
Because of this concern, and as noted in 
the preceding (x>mment, the agency 
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finds that it is necessary that 
manufacturers delineate, in the 
documentation submitted to FDA in 
support of the lower fat content 
declarations, the methodology needed to 
assay for the novel fat compound. Use 
of the method by the manufacturer and 
the agency in lieu of conventional 
methods found in the AOAC or other 
recognized sources should alleviate 
labeling compliance concerns. 

19. One comment urged the agency to 
allow manufacturers to use calculations 
from product formulas to arrive at the 
calorie or fat content of products 
containing these alternate ingredients. 

As discussed in previous comments, 
the supporting documentation 
submitted to the agency to substantiate 
different caloric levels for novel fats 
should contain adequate information 
regarding the digestibility coefficient, 
analytical meth^ology, and other 
factors to ascertain an accurate label 
value for the fat and calorie 
declarations. FDA will use the 
information and analytical methodology 
for each such fat to determine whether 
the values for fat and calories stated on 
the label are correct. Manufacturers may 
use other methods, such as calculations 
htim product formulas, to determine fat 
and calorie values if they have a 
reasonable basis on which to believe 
that the values so obtained will be 
consistent with values determined 
analytically. However, they do so at the 
risk that FDA will disagree. 

2. Saturated Fat 

a. Definition. FDA proposed (55 FR 
29487 at 29495) to make the amount of 
fat, saturated fatty acids, and cholesterol 
mandatory elements of nutrition 
labeling. At the same time, FDA 
proposed in § 101.9(c)(4)(i) to continue 
to dehne saturated fatty acids as the 
sum of lauric (C12:0), myristic (Cl4:0), 
palmitic (Cl6:0), and stearic (Cl8:0) 
acids, the major saturated fatty acids in 
the U.S. food supply. FDA requested 
comments on the questions of what fatty 
acids should be considered as saturated 
fatty acids, and on what basis these 
decisions should be made (55 FR 29487 
at 29495). 

20. Many comments, including 
comments hem food manufacturers and 
distributors, trade associations, 
professional organizations, nutritionists, 
and state health departments agreed 
with FDA’s proposal to include only the 
four saturated fatty acids with 12 to 18 
carbons (lauric, myristic, palmitic, and 
stearic acids) in the definition of 
saturated fat for labeling purposes. The 
reasons given included: (1) lauric, 
myristic. palmitic, and stearic acids 
comprise the vast majority of saturated 

fatty acids in the American diet; (2) 
C12:0-C16:0 fatty acids raise total and 
low density lipoprotein (LDL)- 
cholesterol; (3) although some clinical 
and metabolic evidence suggests that 
Cl 8:0 fatty acid (stearic acid) does not 
have the same blood total and LDL- 
cholesterol-raising effect as Cl2:0-Cl6:0 
saturated fatty acids, the effect of Cl8:0 
on blood total and LDL-cholesterol is 
not conclusive enough to warrant 
deletion of Cl8:0 from the definition; (4) 
stearic acid may be associated with 
other risk factors of cardiovascular 
disease such as thrombosis and platelet 
aggregation; and (5) a separate analysis 
for stearic acid would be costly. 

Many other comments, including 
comments from other food 
manufacturers, trade associations, and 
health professionals, suggested that FDA 
include only lauric acid (Cl2:0). 
myristic acid (C14:0), and palmitic acid 
(Cl6:0) in the dehnition of saturated fat 
for labeling purposes. These comments 
stated that there is no evidence that 
stearic acid has a cholesterol-raising 
eff'ect. and that the postulated role of 
stearic acid in thrombosis is open to 
dispute. With regard to the latter point, 
the comments cited the conclusion of a 
workshop on Dietary Fatty Acids and 
Thrombosis that there is no direct 
evidence of a prothrombotic effect of 
long chain fatty acids (e.g.. Cl 8) in 
humans (Ref. 34). 

One comment from a trade association 
suggested that FDA not include palmitic 
acid in the definition of saturated fat 
because palmitic acid does not raise 
blood total and LDL-cholesterol. The 
comment cited recent research articles 
(Refs. 35 and 36) as the evidence. 

A comment from a major food 
manufacturer suggested that FDA not 
include saturated fatty acids with less 
than 10 carbons in the saturated fat 
category. Other comments suggested 
FDA exclude lauric acid or myristic acid 
hnm the saturated fat category for 
labeling purpose.s. The reasons given 
were: (1) That the medium chain fatty 
acids (C6:0-C10:0), lauric acid (C12:0), 
and myristic acid (Cl4:0) are readily 
absorbed and oxidized and may not 
raise blood total and LDL-cholesterol, 
and (2) that medium chain fatty acids 
are minor sources of saturated fat in the 
American diet. In contrast, a consumer 
and a state agency suggested that FDA 
include saturated fatty acids with 
carbon numbers less ^an 12 in the 
saturated fat category because they may 
elevate blood cholesterol. 

Some comments from a major food 
manufacturer and a state public health 
department stated that saturated fatty 
acids with carbon chains longer than 18 
(i.e., C20-C24) should not be 

categorized as saturated fatty acids. Th<» 
reasons given included: (1) These fatty 
acids compose a small part of saturated 
fat content in the U.S. diet, and (2) these 
fatty acids are poorly absorbed, have no 
or little physiological ejects, and 
therefore do not contribute to heart 
disease. 

Several comments, from a food 
manufacturer, a consumer, and foreign 
governments, suggested that FDA use a 
chemical definition of saturated fatty 
acids for labeling purposes. Two other 
comments from the meat industry 
suggested that FDA use a chemical 
definition if it is not possible to set a 
definition on the basis of the 
relationship of saturated fatty acids to 
the risk of cardiovascular disease. The 
reasons included in these comments 
were: 

(1) Underrepresentation of the content 
of saturated fat. Several comments 
stated that the proposed definition, 
limiting saturated fat to only the four 
saturated fatty acids with 12 to 18 
carbons, would result in 
underrepresentation of the saturated 
fatty acid content of foods, particularly 
of those foods that contain significant 
amounts of saturated fatty acids with 
less than 12 carbons or more them 18 
carbons. They further stated that this 
underestimation of saturated fat 
contradicts the current dietary 
recommendation that Americans 
consume less than 10 percent of calories 
as saturated fats. The examples that they 
presented of foods in which the 
definition of saturated fat as C12-C18 
would underrepresent saturated fat were 
milk, underrepresented by 8 percent: 
coconut oil, by 14 percent; and palm 
kernel oil, by 7.2 percent. 

(2) Oversimplification. A consumer 
stated that FDA’s proposal is an 
oversimplification and suggested that all 
saturated fatty acids be included. 

(3) International harmonization. The 
Canadian Government and the EC stated 
that FDA’s proposal to restrict the 
definition of saturated fat to only lauric, 
myristic, palmitic, and stearic acids is at 
variance with the Codex Alimentarius 
Commission, EC, and Canadian 
definitions. They stated that the 
proposed deviations from international 
definitions present serious problems for 
food companies in the EC and would be 
confusing for consumers. They 
suggested that FDA include all saturated 
fatty acids without double bonds in the 
saturated fat definition. A major food 
manufacturer also stated that it already 
had encountered minor problems with 
different definitions in labels for Canada 
and the United Kingdom and suggested 
that FDA consider international 
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harmonization in its decision on the 
deHnition of saturated fat. 

FDA is persuaded by the comments 
that there is substantial controversy 
regarding the inclusion or exclusion of 
specific fatty acids in a definition of 
saturated fat that is based on effects on 
blood total and LDL-cholesterol. 

Therefore, the agency has 
reconsidered its position of linking the 
definition of saturated fatty acids to 
effects of particular fatty acids on blood 
total and LDL-cholesterol levels and has 
determined that a chemical definition is 
appropriate for the following reasons. 

First, a chemical definition avoids 
much of the controversy regarding the 
blood cholesterol effects ofpalmitic 
acid, very long (longer than 18 carbons) 
chain fatty acids, and short and medium 
chain fatty acids, because the definition 
is not subject to changes in knowledge 
about the physiologic effects of 
particular fatty acids. The chemical 
definition also avoids uncertainties 
about physiologic effects other than 
those regarding blood total and LDL- 
cholesterol, such as effects on 
thrombosis, and other possible health 
effects of very long chain, medium 
chain, and short chain saturated fatty 
acids. 

Secondly, FDA agrees that the amount 
of .saturated fat in some foods could be 
underrepresented when the definition of 
saturated fat is confined to the sum of 
four fatty acids. This underreporting of 
saturated fat may be increased as new 
foods containing saturated fatty adds 
less than Cl 2 and more than Cl 8 appear 
in the marketplace. 

Thirdly, the agency also notes that the 
chemical definition is in line with EC 
and Canadian definitions of saturated 
fat and, hence, will promote 
international harmonization. 

Finally, the agency notes that the 
chemical definition of saturated fat is 
more consistent with dietary 
recommendations to reduce fat 
consumption to 30 percent of calories 
and saturated fat consumption to less 
than 10 percent of calories. Food 
composition data tables have generally 
been used in epidemiologic 
investigations that relate diet to risk of 
chronic diseases, and these tables group 
all the chemically defined saturated 
fatty acids together as a class. Thus, the 
term “saturated fat’’ used in these 
dietary recommendations pertains to the 
chemical classification of fatty adds, 
not FDA’s current, more restricted 
definition. 

Accordingly, FDA has amended 
§ 101.9(c)(4)(i), redesignated as 
§ 101.9(c)(2)(i), to define saturated fat as 
the sum of all fatty acids containing no 
double bonds. 

b. Voluntary declaration of specific 
saturated fatty acids. 21. Some 
comments specifically requested that 
the agency provide for lal^ling that 
distinguishes those fatty acids 
associated with increased blood total 
and LDL-cholesterol levels firom those 
not associated with increased 
cholesterol. One approach that was 
identified in the comments and in a 
published commentary (Ref. 13) would 
allow a declaration of “cholosterol- 
raising fatty acids,’’ so that a 
manufacturer could show that a 
particular food contained little or none 
of these fatty acids. 

The agency recognizes that there is 
substantial uncertainty as to which 
saturated fatty acids are cholesterolemic 
and which are not. Conclusions of 
authoritative documents and review 
papers are not consistent on this issue 
(Refs. 2, 3, 37 through 41). The effects 
of most individual saturated fatty acids 
on blood total and LDL-cholesterol are 
not fully understood. The agency finds 
that the only saturated fatty acid that 
has been consistently reported as 
cholesterol-raising is myristic acid. The 
effects of palmitic acid and lauric acid 
are not as clearly associated with 
increased blood cholesterol, although 
the prominence of palmitic acid in the 
diet makes any contribution of this fatty 
acid important in the control of blood 
cholesterol. On the other hand, it has 
consistently been reported that stearic 
acid, when substituted for other 
saturated fatty acids in the diet, has a 
neutral effect on blood total and LDL- 
cholesterol concentration (Refs. 37 
through 40). As a result, the agency is 
concerned that there is not an adequate 
basis for deciding which fatty acids 
should be included in the term 
“cholesterol-raising fatty adds.’’ 

In addition, the agency is concerned 
that the term “cholesterol-raising fatty 
acids’’ will be confusing to consumers. 
Since consumers are unfamiliar with the 
term “cholesterol-raising fatty acids,” 
there is a possibility that they would 
misinterpret it and would avoid foods 
with such a declaration on the nutrition 
label, even if the intent of the labeling 
was to indicate the absence of these 
fatty acids. Also, given that the only 
fatty acid declaration the agency is 
requiring is saturated fat (defined as the 
sum of all saturated fatty acids), any 
added declaration of “cholesterol¬ 
raising fatty acids” would be on a 
voluntary basis. Under these 
circumstances, manufacturers could be 
expected to only include this 
declaration when the level of such fatty 
acids is low to emphasize the absence 
of such components from the product. 

A variation of this term that avoids 
the negative connotation and applies 
positively to the composition of the 
product is the term “noncholesterol¬ 
raising fatty acids.” However, this term 
suffers horn the other problems with 
respect to cholesterol-raising fatty acids 
(i.e., the scientific uncertainty 
concerning what fatty acids to include 
and the likelihood of increased 
consumer confusion). 

FDA is also concerned that either of 
the terms “cholesterol-raising fatty 
acids” or “noncholesterol-raising 
saturated fatty acids” could be wen as 
a health claim. Section 403(r)(l) of the 
act states that information that is 
required or permitted under 403(q) of 
the act to be included in the nutrition 
label is not a nutrient content or health 
claim. Because of the relationship 
between fatty acids and increased blood 
cholesterol and, thereby, heart disease, 
however, the agency is concerned that 
the use of either of the subject terms 
goes beyond the factual reporting of 
nutrients that is characteristic of the 
nutrition label. 

For the reasons enumerated above, 
FDA has concluded that it is not 
appropriate to distinguish among fatty 
acids by the terms “cholesterol-raising 
fatty acids” or “noncholesterol-raising 
saturated fatty acids.” 

Another approach to distinguishing 
among fatty acids is to declare specific 
saturated fatty acids without any 
reference to effects on blood total and 
LDL-cholesterol. This approach is 
consistent with the agency’s intention of 
providing factual information on the 
nutrition label. Because some comments 
strongly opposed the inclusion of stearic 
acid in the declaration of saturated fat 
because of the consumer’s association of 
saturated fat with increased blood 
cholesterol levels, it is reasonable to 
indicate the extent of the saturated fat 
content of the food that is stearic acid 
and, thus, not associated with increased 
blood cholesterol. As noted above, a 
consensus that seems to be emerging is 
that stearic acid, when substituted for 
other saturated fatty acids, does not 
raise or lower blood total and LDL- 
cholesterol level. Consumer education 
programs could advise consumers that 
when a large portion of the saturated fat 
in a product consists of stearic acid, the 
fat content of the food is not likely to 
increase blood total and LDL-cholesterol 
levels. 

The agency, however, has some 
reservations about allowing for the 
voluntary labeling of stearic acid in that: 
(1) Other saturated fatty adds that may 
raise blood total and LDL-cholesterol are 
not addressed; (2) only one risk factor of 
cardiovascular disease, blood 
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cholesterol level, is addressed; (3) it 
may complicate and overcrowd the 
label; and (4) it would require a 
consumer information program to have 
any meaning to consumers. 

In addition, recognizing particular 
saturated fatty acid effects on blood 
cholesterol may require that the agency 
redefine the saturated fat threshold 
criterion for cholesterol claims in 
§ 101.62(d) (cholesterol claims are not 
allowed on foods containing more than 
2 g saturated fat, defined as the sum of 
all fatty acids containing no double 
bonds, per serving), as described in a 
companion document on nutrient 
content claims published in this issue of 
the Federal Register. Because of the 
agency's re.servations about the 
meaningfulness of labeling of individual 
fatty acids and the need to reconsider 
criteria for cholesterol claims if such 
action was to be taken, the agency 
concludes that more information, 
including public comment, is necessary 
before taking further action on this 
approach. The agency intends to further 
address this issue at a later date, and 
would welcome submission of 
information and views on this question. 

3. Polyunsaturated and 
Monounsaturated Fat 

a. Use of the term "unsaturated fat". 
FDA proposed in both the July 19,1990, 
and November 27,1991, documents in 
§ 101.9(c)(4)(ii) to permit the voluntary 
declaration of the quantitative amount 
of unsaturated fat in nutrition labeling. 
The agency proposed to make the 
declaration of unsaturated fat 
mandatory if claims were made about 
fatty acid or cholesterol content or if the 
manufacturer voluntarily declared the 
number of calories from unsaturated fat. 
Alternatively, the agency proposed to 
allow separate declarations of 
polyunsaturated and monounsaturated 
fats. 

22. The agency received comments 
that either agreed or disagreed with the 
proposed definition and voluntary use 
of the term “unsaturated fat”. 
Comments that supported the use of the 
inclusive term did so because neither 
monounsaturated nor polyunsaturated 
fats have been shown to increase the 
risk of coronary heart disease, and 
because both types of unsaturated fats 
decrease the risk of coronary heart 
disease relative to saturated fat. 

Comments objecting to the term 
“unsaturated fat" argued that the term is 
not useful, that it offers no additional 
information that could not be obtained 
by subtracting the saturated fat content 
from total fat, and that it obscures the 
presence of essential fatty acids. Other 
comments were concerned that the term 

was misleading in that it suggests that 
all unsaturated fats are synonymous by 
including both cis and trans isomers 
and both poly- and mono-unsaturated 
fats together. These comments argued 
that in light of the current uncertainty 
and controversy surrounding the 
physiological effects of trans fatty acids 
(which are a particular type of 
unsaturated fatty acid having some 
physical properties of saturated fatty 
acids), use of the term “unsaturated fat” 
would not only be misleading to the 
consumer but possibly could have an 
adverse effect on the health of some 
individuals. This opposition to the 
inclusion of trans isomers in the 
deHnition of "unsaturated fat" was the 
most frequently repeated concern. 

Comments suggesting that it would be 
misleading to group poly- and mono- 
unsaturates together argued that this 
action would imply that the two types 
of fatty acids are the same and have 
similar effects on blood total and LDL- 
cholesterol when, in fact, they do not. 
It has been reported that 
monounsaturates do not effect blood 
total and LDL-choleste-ol levels and do 
not reduce high density lipoprotein- 
cholesterol when substituted for 
saturated fats. On the other hand, 
polyunsaturates have often been 
reported to reduce blood total and LDL- 
cholesterol levels and to decrease blood 
pressure. 

A few comments suggested that if the 
term “unsaturated fat” is permitted, the 
declaration of the cis forms of 
polyunsaturates and monounsaturates 
should either be permitted or required 
at the same time. Comments also argued 
that there is no scientiftc consensus 
supporting the use of the inclusive term, 
and that it was not a term used in 
international trade. 

FDA is persuaded by these comments 
that the use of the term “unsaturated 
fat" is potentially confusing to 
consumers, does not provide useful 
information, and could result in 
consumer deception. Accordingly, the 
agency is revising the regulation by not 
providing for the voluntary declaration 
of unsaturated fat in nutrition labeling. 
As a result, the proposed listings of 
polyunsaturated fat and 
monounsaturated fat in 
§ 101.9(c)(4)(ii)(A) and (c)(4)(ii)(B). 
respectively, are redesignated as 
§ 101.9(c)(2)(ii) and (c)(2)(iii). In 
addition, each paragraph has been 
modified to incorporate provisions that 
had been included in proposed 
§ 101.9(c)(4)(ii). The revised listings 
provide that the disclosure of the level 
of polyunsaturated fat and 
monounsaturated fat is voluntary unless 
claims are made on the label about fatty 

acid or cholesterol content, and that, if 
either polyimsaturated or 
monounsaturated fat is declared, the 
other must also be declared. 

b. Trans Fatty Acids. In its July 19, 
1990 proposal on mandatory nutrition 
labeling (55 FR 29487 at 29496), the 
agency tentatively concluded that there 
is no basis for declaring trans isomers of 
fatty acids on the nutrition label. This 
conclusion was based on a consensus 
report that noted that current evidence 
does not support a blood cholesterol¬ 
raising effect for trans isomers when 
they are substituted for saturated fatty 
acids in the diet. The agency requested 
comments on this issue. Later tha\ year 
new research and commentary was 
published (Refs. 12 and 13) which led 
FDA to request in the supplementary 
proposal (56 FR 60366 at 60371) 
comments on the significance of the 
new findings and a reevaluation of any 
comments submitted on trans fatty acids 
in response to the July 19,1990 
proposal. 

23. Several comments, from a major 
food manufacturer, health professionals, 
a professional health organization, a 
state agency, a trade association, and a 
consumer, suggested that FDA include 
trans fatty acids in the saturated fat 
category because research suggests that 
trans fatty acids raise blood total and 
LDL-cholesterol. On the other hand, 
several comments were against the 
inclusion of trans fatty acids in the 
saturated fat category because the 
evidence of a cholesterol-raising effect 
of trans fatty acids is not conclusive. 
Several comments suggested that trans 
fatty acids should be declared separately 
because it may increase blood 
cholesterol. 

FDA disagrees that there is sufficient 
evidence that indicates that trans fatty 
acids raise blood total and LDL- 
cholesterol. In 1985, a report of the 
Federation of American Societies for 
Experimental Biology on “Health 
Aspects of Dietary trans Fatty 
Acids”(Ref 42) concluded that human 
studies indicate that trans isomers are 
little, if any, more cholesterolemic than 
cis isomers. In animals (rabbits, swine, 
and monkeys), trans fatty acids are 
cholesterolemic but not atherogenic. 
Since the publication of the Federation 
of American Societies for Experimental 
Biology report, a scientific review 
article, (Ref. 40) concluded that reports 
are inconsistent regarding the effects of 
trans unsaturates on blood total and 
LDL-cholesterol levels in humans. 

Recently, two studies in The 
Netherlands (Refs. 12 and 43) have 
shown that a high intake of trans fatty 
acids may elevate blood total and LDL- 
cholesterol concentration. Concerns 
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have been raised about the applicability 
of these studies to U.S. diets because of 
certain methodologic limitations, 
because the level of trans fatty acid 
tested was 2-3 times higher than the 
current average consumption of the U.S. 
population, and because the methods 
for generating trans fatty acids might 
have been different from those used in 
the United States. 

In contrast, another study (Ref. 44) 
seems to indicate that trans fatty acids 
do not raise blood total and LDL- 
cholesterol in mildly 
hypercholesterolemic, normotensive 
men, although diet differences other 
than trans fatty acids may have been 
responsible for the effects. 

Finally, the agency is aware of 
preliminary results from a very recent 
unpublished study designed to address 
the criticisms of the studies from The 
Netherlands (Ref. 45) that suggests that 
trans fatty acids raise LDL-cholesterol. 

In the absence of the fully analyzed 
data from this study, the agency 
considers it premature to require the 
labeling of trans fatty acids because of 
their effects on total or LDL-cholesterol. 
However, even if there was a need for 
labeling of trans fatty acids, the agency 
does not agree that trans fatty acids 
should be included in the category of 
saturated fats. The agency has argued 
against inclusion or exclusion of 
particular saturated fatty acids in the 
definition of saturated fat solely on the 
basis of their effect on blood total and 
LDL-cholesterol. In addition, the agency 
recognizes that inclusion of trans fatty 
acids in the dehnition of saturated fat is 
not consistent with the EC, Codex, or 
Canadian definitions of saturated fat. 

Because of the current uncertainties, 
the agency does not agree that a separate 
declaration of trans fatty acids is 
appropriate at this time. Because new 
data are rapidly emerging (Ref. 45) that 
imply that trans fatty acids raise LDL- 
cholesterol, however, the agency 
recognizes that it may be necessary to 
readdress the labeling of trans fatty 
acids in the near future. 

24. One comment suggested that not 
ail foods voluntarily declaring levels of 
monounsaturates and polyunsaturates 
need to be analyzed to differentiate cis 
and trans fatty acids because only those 
containing hydrogenated fats would 
contain trans isomers. 

The agency agrees with this comment 
in the case of vegetable oils and other 
plant lipids. However, naturally 
occurring trans fatty acids are found in 
some animal lipids (e.g., dairy 
products). If there is adequate and 
reliable reason to believe that a nutrient 
is not present in a food, there is no need 
to analyze for that nutrient. However, a 

manufacturer is responsible for ensuring 
that its labeling is truthful and not 
misleading. 

c. Definition of polyunsaturated fatty 
acids. FDA proposed in 
§§ 101.9(c)(4)(ii)(A) and (c)(4)(ii)(B) in 
July 19,1990 and November 27,1991 to 
define polyunsaturated and 
monounsaturated fats as cis, cis- 
methylene interrupted polyunsaturated 
fatty acids and ds-monounsaturated 
fatty acids, respectively. These 
definitions exclude trans isomers. The 
definition of polyunsaturated fat is 
consistent with current 
§ 101.25(c)(2)(ii)(a). FDA has not 
previously defined monounsaturated fat 
for labeling purposes. 

25. Comments from food 
manufacturers, trade associations, 
health promotion organizations, 
consumer groups, and international 
agencies supported the agency’s 
definition for polyunsaturated fat. 
However, some comments urged FDA to 
change the definition to reflect the 
various physiological roles of spedfic 
types of polyunsaturated fats, in 
particular to allow for the identification 
of omega-3 (n-3) and omega-6 (n-6) 
fatty acids, indicating that these are 
essential in the diet and that the ratio of 
consumption of these fatty adds can be 
important. 

^A is not persuaded that there is a 
need to require further breakdown of 
polyunsaturated fats in the nutrition 
label. As discussed above, FDA is 
concerned that additional information 
on the nutrition panel may confuse 
consumers and interfere with their 
understanding of other required 
information. 

However, the agency agrees that there 
are valid reasons to consider the 
voluntary labeling of omega-3 and 
omega-6 fatty acids. These chemical 
distindions are important nutritionally, 
because the omega-3 fatty acids (with 
the first double bond at the third carbon 
from the methyl end of the fatty acid) 
and omega-6 fatty acids (with the first 
double bond at the 6th carbon from the 
methyl end) are not interchangeable 
during metabolism in the body; rather 
each must be supplied by diet. Each 
subcategory has members that are 
considered essential nutrients (a- 
linolenic acid and linoleic acid, for the 
omega-3 and omega-6 classes, 
respectively) (Ref. 23). Dietary omega-3 
and omega-6 fatty adds are precursors 
for biologically active compounds, e.g., 
prostaglandins, eicosanoids, and the 
nutritional balance of omega-3 and 
omega-6 fatty acids modulates the 
production of many of these biologically 
important substances. Furthermore, 
omega-3 and omega-6 fatty acids are 

important components of cell 
membranes. 

Although the National Research 
Council has not yet established a 
Recommended Dietary Allowance for 
omega-3 and omega-6 fatty acids, they 
recognized in 1989 that “ITJhe 
possibility of establishing 
Recommended Dietary Allowance’s for 
these fatty acids should be considered 
in the near future.” (Ref. 23) 

FDA agrees that information on the 
amount of omega-3 and omega-6 fatty 
acids may be useful to allow interested 
consumers to select foods that provide 
these fatty acids. It is not difiicult to 
consume a diet rich in omega-6 fatty 
acids because vegetable oils are rich in 
these fatty adds. However, vegetable 
oils vary widely in their content of 
omega-3 fatty acids, and labeling may be 
useful to identify those foods that 
contain substantial amounts of omega-3 
fatty acids to encourage a balanced 
intake of these two classes of fatty acids. 

However, FDA is not fully persuaded 
about the usefulness of additional label 
information on omega-3 and .omega-6 
fatty acids, and whether there are many 
consumers who desire this information. 
As discussed above, the agency is 
concerned that additional information 
on the nutrition panel may confuse 
consumers and interfere with their 
understanding of other required 
information. Because of these concerns, 
FDA concludes that it is not appropriate 
to allow for the voluntary declaration of 
these subcomponents of 
polyunsaturated fats at this time. The 
agency intends to address this issue at 
a later date and would welcome 
submission of information and views on 
this issue. 

26. The majority of comments 
supported the voluntary declaration of 
polyunsaturated fats. However, a few 
comments suggested that their 
declaration be mandatory rather than 
voluntary. One of these comments was 
concerned with possible safety issues 
associated with increased consumption 
of polyunsaturated fats. The comment 
alleged that polyunsaturated fats convey 
a potential source of free-radical 
peroxidation products, and that 
consumers should be informed of the 
amounts of polyunsaturated fat present 
in a food. Other comments merely stated 
that mandatory declaration of 
polyunsaturated fat would provide 
consumers with valuable and more 
complete nutritional information. 

FDA is not persuaded that there is a 
need to require the inclusion of 
polyunsaturated fats on the nutrition 
label. These fatty adds do not meet the 
criteria for mandatory declaration set 
forth in the mandatory nutrition 
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labeling proposal (55 FR 294B7 at 
29493) that the nutrient or food 
component be of particulv public 
health significance, and that 
quantitative intake recommendations fc>r 
the nutrient be given in major scientific 
consensus reports. The comments 
largely support this view, and the 
agency therefore rejects the suggestion 
that the declaration of polyunsaturated 
fats be mandato^. 

The agency disagrees with the 
contention that commonly consumed 
amounts of polyunsaturated fats would 
pose any safety concerns. While the 
potential exists for formation of * 
oxidative products as a result of the 
increased number of double bonds— 
present in polyunsaturated fats, any risk 
w’ould only occur at very exaggerated 
levels of consumption. 

d. Mojwimsaturated fats. 
27. Comments both agreed and 

disagreed with the proposed definition 
of "monounsaturat^ fat.” Those 
opposed generally requested that the 
definition not exdude tra/is fatty acids 
on the basis that they have not been 
proven to have an adverse effect cm 
health or disease in humans, or that cis 
and trans isomers have similar 
metabolic and physiologic properties. 
One comment asted the agency to 
include trans fatty acids in the 
definiticm of monounsaturated fats until 
an expert panel can determine if trans 
or unusual cis isomers formed as 
components of commercial 
hydrogenation mcrease the risk for 
coronary heart disease or other health 
related conditions. 

Comments fiom medical associations, 
trade asseciations. a consumer advocacy 
group, the Canadian government, and 
the EC supported the proposed 
definition, focusing particularly on two 
considerations. First, trans fatty acids or 
unusual cis isomers formed during 
commercial hydrt^nation of 
unsaturated fats may increase the risk of 
coronary heart disease, and, second, 
monounsaturated fats, as defined in the 
proposal, may reduce blood total and 
LDL-cholesterol and reduce the risk of 
coronary heart disease. Comments also 
suggest^ that the inclusion of trans 
faVy acids may mislead consumers, who 
perceive monounsaturates as healthful 
or at least as not harmful. 

FDA concludes that there is no need 
to amend the proposed definition of 
‘‘monounsatxjjrated fat.” The comments 
received, the scientific reports tji^ey 
discuss (Kefs. 12 and 43). and the 
concerns addressed in the preceding 
discussion of trans fatty acids establish 
that to include trans isomers in the 
definition of “monounsaturated fat” 
w ould be misleading and will not assist 

consumers in maintaining healthy 
dietary practices. The agency is not 
willing to include trans isomers in the 
label definition of “monounsaturated 
fat“ imtil there is further consensus 
based on publicly avail^lo, well- 
designed, and well-conducted studies. 
However, as more data concerning the 
action aiKl safety of trans fatty acids 
become available, the agency may 
reconsider its decisions to define 
monounsaturates as the usual cis- 
moRounsaturated fattv acids. 

28. One comment also objected to the 
proposed definition of 
“monounsaturated fat” because it would 
require manufacturers to conduct a 
further analysis of lipids to differentiate 
between cis and trans isomers. The 
comment argued that this extra analysis 
was not Justified by available scientific 
data and would cause a financial 
burden. 

The agency disagrees with the 
comment. The declaration of poly- and 
mono-unsaturates is voluntary. 
Therefore, an analysis of unsaturated 
isomeric forms is only required if the 
manufacturer chooses to declare poly- 
or mono-unsaturates or to make fatty 
acid or cholesterol claims. In such cases, 
given the controversy on the effect of 
trans fatty acids, the additional analysis 
is necessary to ensure that the 
declaration or claims are not 
misleading. 

29. One comment suggested that the 
agency should include stearic acid in 
tf^ definition of monounsaturated fat by 
virtue of its effects on blood total and 
LDL-cholesterol. The comment stated 
that scientific data suggests that stearic 
acid does not increase blood LDL- 
cholesterol. and that it is rapidly 
converted to oleic acid, an unsaturated 
fat that does not raise blood total and 
LDL-chcAesterol levels. 

FDA does not agree that stearic add 
should be include in the definition of 
monounsaturated fat. Chemically, 
stearic add is a saturated fat. and the 
agency, therefore, finds that it would be 

- inappropriate to include it with 
monounsaturated fats. The agency has 
acknowledged above that some studies 
and some consensus statements suggest 
that stearic add does not increase LDL- 
cholesterol relative to other saturated 
fats. However, stearic acid does increase 
LDL-cholesterol relative to 
monounsaturates and polyunsaturates 

.(Refs. 12 and 43). Accordingly, the 
agency is not including stearic acid in 
the definition of monounsaturated fat. 

4. General Issues Related to Declaration 
of Fats and Fatty Acids 

a. Calculation of fatty adds as 
triglycerides. 

30, A comment was received that 
disagreed with proposed § 101.9 {c)4)(i) 
and (c)(4j(iij. which would require 
saturated fat and uxisaturated fat content 
to be calculated as triglycerides. The 
comment noted that values in ciirrent 
data bases are reported as the free fatty 
adds. 

Current § 101.25(c)(2)(ii) requires that 
fatty acids be calculated as triglycerides. 
This requirement dates back to the 
initial nutrition ld>eling regulation 
promulgated in 1974. This requirement 
was a result of comments from industry 
at that time. 

To provide consumers with nutrition 
information that can readily be used for 
comparison to available nutrient data 
bases, FDA agrees that saturated and 
poly- and mono-unsaturated fat should 
be declared as free fatty acids rnsteed of 
as triglycerides. As a consequence of the 
change in method of reporting, slightly 
lower values for the various fatty acid 
declarations will appear on the label 
because the weight of the glycerol 
molecule in triglycerides is not included 
when free fatty acids ere declared. Also, 
fatty acids from mono- and di-glycerides 
used as a source of fat in mamy products 
will be included using this revised 
means of reporting fatty acids. 
Accordingly, FDA is amending 
§ 101.9{c)(2)(i) for saturated fat and 
§ 101.9(c)(2) (ri) and (iii) for 
polyunsaturated and monounsaturated 
fat, respectively, to remove the 
requirement that the fatty acids be 
“calculated as triglycerides.” 

b. Increments for declaring fats and 
fatty acids. The mandatory nutrition 
labeling proposal retained the current 
requirement for the declaration of fat in 
gand added, as a requirement, the 
amount of saturated fatty acids in g (55 
FR 29487 at 29495). In the 
supplementary proposal, FDA proposed 
to change the increments for declaring 
fats and fatty acids (56 FR 60366 at 
60380). The agency proposed to require 
the declaration of total fat, saturated fat, 
unsaturated fat, polyunsaturated fat. and 
monounsaturated fat in 0.5 (V2)-g 
increments. The agency made this • 
change in the proposed provisions to 
make the increments in which these 
nutrients are declared more consistent 
with the levels at which these 
substances will have nutritional 
significance. FDA believed the proposed 
change would consequently provide 
consumers with more precise 
information and a greater ability to 
discriminate among products. In this 
context, a level of less than 0.25 g per 
serving was established as the level at 
which saturated and unsaturated fat 
content would be expressed as zero. 
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31. Over 25 responses concerning fat 
increments were received in response to 
the request for comments. Almost twice 
the number of comments disagreed with 
the proposal to declare total fat and fatty 
acids in 0.5-g increments as those who 
agreed with the proposal to do so. The 
rationale given by essentially all who 
disagreed with the proposed change was 
the lack of analytical methods that are 
adequate and sensitive enough to 
provide data to that degree of precision. 
Several comments recommended that 
the fat content of foods containing 3 or 
less g fat be declared in 0.5 (‘/j)-g 
increments, and the fat content of foods 
containing more than 3 g be declared in 
whole g increments. These comments 
suggested that the precision of 0.5 g 
increments for fat declarations is less 
important for higher fat foods. 
Additionally, these comments stated 
that the variability of some fat assays 
warrants whole-g increments, especially 
for moderate and high levels of fat. It 
should be noted, however, that several 
comments stated that methodology does 
exi.st to support the 0.5-g increment 
declaration. One comment noted the 
desirability of keeping all 
macronutrients, including fat, in whole- 
g inuements. Several comments cited 
the cost of assaying to the 0.5 (’Aj-g 
level of precision as a reason for 
retaining the whole-g increment 
declarations for these nutrients. 

FDA has given careful consideration 
to the comments. The agency recognizes 
that labeling requirements must not 
only convey desired nutrition 
information for the consumer but must 
also be enforceable. Because of concerns 
about analytical precision, variability, 
and the effect of product matrices on the 
methods necessary to quantify total fat, 
saturated fat, and poly- and mono- 
unsaturated fat declarations in 0.5-g 
increments, FDA has concluded that 
such precision is not necessary for 
amounts of fat above 3 g per serving of 
food. Consequently, the agency is 
modifying § 101.9(c)(2) and (c)(2)(i) 
through (c)(2)(iii) to require that levels 
below 3.0 g per serving be declared in 
0.5 iv^]-g increments and levels above 
3.0 g be declared in g increments. 

The agency disagrees that cost, 
although a factor, is a sufficient reason 
in and of itself to retain the current 
whole-g increments for total fat, 
saturated fat, and poly- and mono- 
unsaturated fats. The public health 
benefits attributed to decreasing dietary 
intakes of fat (Refs. 2, 3, 4, and 47) 
justify the use of 0.5-g increments to 
allow consumers to differentiate 
between products containing low levels 
of fats. 

32. A few comments urged that fats 
not be declared in 0.5 (V2)-g increments 
to improve the legibility of the label. 

The agency is concerned about the 
legibility of the label. However, because 
of the public health significance of 
dietary intake of fats, FDA believes it is 
important to provide the increased 
precision at low levels of fat. Inasmuch 
as legibility is more dependent upon 
factors such as type size and color 
contrast than the addition of a decimal 
point and digit, FDA urges 
manufacturers to consider the 
readability factor and use great care to 
ensure that the information is legible. 

33. Two comments requested mat the 
agency permit the declaration of total fat 
and saturated fat in tenths of a g. 

FDA does not agree. It is not possible 
to require the declaration of total fat and 
saturated fat in tenths of g increments 
because this degree of precision cannot 
be reliably obtained in all foods with 
available methodology. 

34. Comments stated that the change 
from whole-g increments would be 
confusing and cumbersome to 
consumers. One comment requested 
that the agency adopt a consistent rule 
for all macronutrients by rounding 
values to the nearest g. 

FDA does not agree that the use of 
different increments for different 
nutrients will be confusing and 
cumbersome. These final rules allow for 
calories to be declared to the nearest 5 
or 10 calorie increment depending on 
amount, for fats to the nearest 0.5 (V2) 
or whole g, for cholesterol to the nearest 
5 milligram (mg) amount, for 
carbohydrates and protein to the nearest 
g and for sodium to the nearest 5 or 10 
mg increment. The rationale for each of 
these increments was explained when 
the increments were proposed. 

c. Amounts of fatty acids to be 
rounded to zero. 

35. A few comments disagreed with 
0.25 g as the cut-off level at which fatty 
acids could be declared at zero. The 
primary reason given for disagreeing 
with the 0.25 g cut-off was that the 
analytical methods are not sensitive and 
precise enough to detect that level with 
any degree of reliability. One of the 
comments noted that FDA had, in its 
proposal on serving sizes, referenced 
consumer complaints about fractional 
numbers. The comment felt it was 
contradictory to introduce a potentially 
confusing requirement for the proposed 
0.25 g cut-off. Other comments stated it 
would be confusing to consumers if, 
because of the rounding requirements, a 
product containing either 0.4 g or 0.45 
g total fat and 0.3 g saturated fat is 
declared as “0” g total fat and 0.5 g 
saturated fat. 

The agency is persuaded that the level 
of 0.25 g as the cutoff for a zero 
declaration for saturated, 
polyunsaturated, and monounsaturated 
fat content implies unwarranted 
precision. The ability to distinguish 0.24 
g as zero and 0.26 g as a 0.5 g increment 
is presently unsubstantiated. Therefore, 
FDA is amending § 101.9(c)(2)(i) 
through (c)(2)(iiih to require that when 
a serving contains less than 0.5 g of 
saturated fats, polyunsaturated fats, or 
monounsaturated fat, the content of the 
fatty acids will be expressed as zero. 

5. Cholesterol 

36. The majority of comments agreed 
with the proposal for the mandatory 
declaration of cholesterol content. A few 
comments disagreed stating that dietary 
cholesterol does not play a significant 
role in the etiology of atherosclerotic 
vascular disease. Some comments stated 
that the declaration of cholesterol would 
mislead consumers into believing that a 
food free of, or low in, cholesterol 
would be effective in lowering serum 
cholesterol levels no matter how much 
saturated fat or total fat it contained. 
These comments suggested that 
declarations of cholesterol content 
should be either voluntary or not 
permitted. 

FDA disagrees that the declaration of 
cholesterol should be voluntary or nut 
permitted. The declaration of 
cholesterol content is required by 
section 403(q)(l)(D) of the act. While 
section 403(q)(2)(B) of the act allows the 
Secretary to delete nutrient information 
that is not necessary to assist consumers 
in maintaining healthy dietary practices, 
FDA does not believe that this is the 
case for cholesterol. There is a strong 
scientific consensus that high dietary 
intakes of total fat, saturated fatty acids, 
and cholesterol are associated with an 
increased risk of atherosclerotic 
cardiovascular disease, most notably 
with elevations in blood LDL- 
cholesterol and increased risk of 
coronary heart disease (Refs. 2, 3, 4, and 
30). 

Further, numerous controlled 
experiments, in both animals and 
humans, verify that dietary saturated 
fats and cholesterol elevate blood LDL- 
cholesterol. For this reason, current 
recommendations suggest limiting 
cholesterol to 300 mg per day as a 
means of lowering blood LDL- 
cholesterol and thereby reducing the 
risk of atherosclerotic vascular disease 
(Refs. 2, 3, 30, and 48). Accordingly, the 
agency concludes that the declaration of 
cholesterol is warranted and will be 
benehcial to many individuals in the 
general population in the monitoring of 
their cholesterol intake. Therefore, no 
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changes have been made in 
§ 101.9(c}(5l. redesignated as 
§ 101.9(c)(3). 

37. A few comments requested the 
mandatory declaration of a cholesterol- 
saturated fat index. This index provides 
a single number for individual foods 
that describes their cholesterol and 
saturated fat content. The index 
indicates the potential of a given food, 
diet, or menu to raise blood cholesterol 
levels. 

The agency is not persuaded that the 
declaration of a cholesterol-saturated fat 
index on the nutrition label is 
warranted. There currently exists no 
consensus on the efficacy of this index. 
Therefore, FOA believes that the 
declarations of cholesterol and saturated 
fat. as required by the 1990 
amendments, are sufhcient for those 
who wish to moderate their intake of 
these nutrients. 

38. Several comments disagreed with 
the proposal to declare "not a 
significant source of cholesterol" if 
cholesterol is present at less than 2 mg 
per serving. One comment suggested 
that the label declare zero cholesterol 
only if the product is virtually devoid of 
cholesterol. The comments slated that it 
is misleading to have even minute 
quantities of a food component in a 
product when the label declares that the 
product is hee of that component. 

The agency is not persuiled by these 
arguments. As discussed in the July 19. 
1990, tentative final rule on cholesterol 
(55 FR 29460 at 29461), FDA purposely 
selected a value, less than 2 mg of 
cholesterol per serving, that is dietarily 
insignificant yet that can be detected 
with reasonable analytical reliability. A 
quantitative declaration other than zero 
would not necessarily be more correct 
because methodological limitations do 
not generally permit precise 
quantification of cholesterol content 
within the 95 percent confidence level 
below 2 mg amounts. It is also 
extremely unlikely that sufficient 
quantities of foods containing less than 
2 mg of cholesterol per serving would be 
consumed on a daily basis to represent 
a signiBcant level of cholesterol intake. 

39. A few comments requested that 
foods having less than 5 mg of 
cholesterol per serving be permitted to 
Indicate “not a significant source of 
cholesterol” so tlut skim milk, at 4 mg 
cholesterol per cup. and similar foods 
could use the statement. Proposed 
§ 101.9(c)(5) only allows its use on 
labels of fcxxls containing less than 2 mg 
of cholesterol per serving. 

FDA disagrees. The agency believes 
that the statement "not a significant 
source of cholesterol" is only 
appropriate on foods that contribute 

truly insignificant amounts of 
cholester^ to the diet. In the companion 
document on nutrient content claims 
published elsewhere in this issue of die 
Federal Register, the agency has 
determined that foods that contam less 
than 2 mg of cholesterol per serving are 
dietarily insignificant sources, and that 
foods that contain larger amounts, both 
individually and coll^tively, contribute 
signifiicantly to a person's daily 
cfudesterol intake. Therefore. FOA is 
taking no actum on the basis of these 
comment!;. 

D. Sodium 

40. The majority of comments 
supported the proposal for the 
mandatory declaration of sodium. A few 
comments requested alternate methods 
of dedaring sodium, such as a sodium 
to potassium ratio and a sodium balance 
system. 

The agency has no data, nor were any 
submitted, that demonstrate that these 
alternative methods would more 
effectively present sodium content. 
Accordingly. FDA has not revised the 
provision for the declaration of sodium 
content. 

41. A few comments questioned 
potential beneficial effects of sodium 
restriction in nonhypertensive 
populations. The comments suggested 
that there is still debate within the 
sdentific community as to whether it is 
appropriate for the general population 
to reduce its overall sodium 
consumption. Further, these comments 
slated that control of sodium intake is 
only relevant for those segments of the 
population that are sodium sensitive. 
These comments requested that the 
agency not permit the declaration of 
sodium, or that it make the declaration 
of sodium voluntary. 

The agency disagrees. Section 
403(q)(l)(D) of the act requires the 
declaration of sodium. While section 
403(q)(2)(B) of the act allows the 
Secretary to delete nutrient information 
that is not necessary to assist consumers 
in maintaining healthy dietary {uactices, 
the bulk of the accumulated evidence 
strongly supports the prevailing 
consensus that it would be prudent for 
the general population to rt^oce sodium 
consumption, even though not all 
people display increased blood pressure 
in response to high sodium intakes. 

The Surgeon General’s report (Ref. 2) 
asserts the need for moderation in 
sodium consumption, not only becau.se 
there is a benefit to persons w'hose 
blood pressures do rise with sodium 
intake, but also because there is no 
biological marker for individual sodium 
sensitivity. Additionally, the report 
notes that there is no apparent harm 

from moderate sodium restrictions (Ref. 
2). Accordingly. § 101.9(cK9). 
redesignated as § 101.9(c)(4), will 
continue to require sodium declaration. 

42. One comment firom a national 
manufacturer of carbonated soft drink 
syrups ejqplained that these syrups must 
be mixed with local water supplies, and 
that* therefore, the final products vary in 
sodium content. The comment 
suggested that the sodium in these 
prcKiuf;ts be declared as an average 
value, such as "less than 35 mg.” even 
though the product contains slightly 
more, or slightly less, than that amount. 
Further, the comment suggested that the 
manufacturer be allowed to make a 
claim, such as “very low sodium," 
based on that range. 

Data on the sodium content of the 
United States water supplies were 
previously submitted, reviewed, and 
discussed in the April 18,1984, final 
rule on the declaration of sodium 
content (49 FR 15524). FDA’s evaluation 
of these data revealed that a single label 
would accurately reflect the sodium 
content of all but 10 percent of soft 
drink products bottled in the United 
States, and that a second label could 
apply to the remainder without severely 
overstating the sodium content. 

Further, the agency stated that the 
manufacturer had the option of using a 
single nationwide label with the highest 
possible sodium level declared. This 
approach would result in the sodium 
content being overstated by about 50 mg 
for a majority of products. While 50 mg 
is not an insignificant amount of 
sodium, it represents a relatively small 
portion of the daily sodium intake for 
all but those persons on extremely 
restricted sodium diets. Even if sodium 
were declared based on the highest level 
of sodium found in any source of water, 
all regular and diet soft drinks would 
fall into the “low sodium" category. 

FDA is not persuaded by the comment 
to the July 19, 1990 or November 27, 
1991, proposals that an average value 
representing a range of sodium levels, 
such as "less than 35 mg," is 
appropriate for these products. Sodium 
content may he underrepresented by 
this method. 

Inasmuch as the declaration of 
sodium is required by section 
403{q)(l)(D) of the act, and no new data 
were presented with the comment, the 
agency is denying the request that a 
range of sodium content be declared on 
the nutrition label or be allowed as a 
basis to support a nutritional claim. 

E. Potassium 

43. Several comments supported the 
proposal for the voluntary d^laration of 
potassium. One commenf, however. 
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requested that the agency not allow any 
declaration, of potassium content. The 
comment suggested that the general 
population is unaware of the dietary 
role of potassium,, and any declaration 
of potassium content would only serve 
to confuse the consumer. No data were 
provided to support this argument. 

FDA is not persuaded that it should 
not permit the voluntary declaration of 
potassium content. As discussed in the 
mandatory nutrition labeling proposal 
(55 FR 29500 at 29501), beneficial 
effects of potassium intake relative to 
reducing mortality from stroke have 
been reported. Data from animal studies 
suggest that dietary potassium may 
lower blood pressure and the risk for 
heart disease and may also protect 
against vascular damage'and stroke (Ref. 
3). 

In addition, epidemiological evidence 
for humans suggests that diets with high 
levels of pota.ssium—but also low levels 
of sodium—may be beneficial in 
lowering blood pressure (Ref. 3). 
Moreover, the lOM report concluded 
that even though, deficits or excesses of 
potassium intake do not pose public 
health concerns, the voluntary 
declaration of potassium would be 
beneficial to consumers (Ref. 1). Based 
on the foregoing evidence, FDA 
concludes thal the declaration of 
potassium, ur nutrition labeling may 
assist in maintaining healthy dUetary 
practices. Accordin^y, ia.§ 101.9(c)(10), 
redesignated as § 101.9(c)(5), FDA will 
allow potassium to be declared in 
nutrition labeling on a voluntary basis. 

44. Comments horn several health and 
professional associations, consumers, 
consumer groups, and universities 
supported mandatory declaration of 
potassium content. The comments 
stated that this information is 
potentially helpful to persons with 
kidney disease. Others referred to 
epidemiological evidence of a positive 
association among high potassium 
intake, low sodium intake, and lower 
blood pressure. 

Although potassium has been 
acknowledged as a potential public 
health issue (Refs. 1 and 49), no 
specific,^quantitative recommendations 
have been made by national consensus 
reports. Accordingly, potassium does 
not meet FDA’s criteria for inclusion as 
a mandatory element of nutrition 
labeling, as discussed in FDA’s 
mandatory nutrition labeling, proposal 
(55 FR 29487 at 29493 and 29500). 

Until such time as quantitative 
recommendations are made, the agency 
does not believe there are sufficient 
grounds to require labeling of potassium 
content. Therefore', FDA is continuing to 
permit potassium content labeling in 

nutrition labeling on a voluntary basis 
in § 101.9(g)(5). 

45. One comment suggested that the 
declaration of potassium content should 
be mandatory only if magnesium is not 
required as a reference nutrient. The 
comment stated that potassium and 
magnesium are abundant in whole grain 
cereals, legumes, nuts, and other 
unprocessed foods. Further, the 
comment suggested that if magnesium is 
required, potassium should be 
voluntary.. 

The agency is not persuaded that the 
mandatory declaration of magnesium is 
warranted, or that the declaration of 
potassium should be mandatory because 
the declaration of magnesium is not 
required. Magnesium is not a nutrient 
for which there are significant public 
health concerns (Ref. 23). 

Further, while magnesium and 
potassium are found together in many 
foods, using magnesium as a reference 
nutrient for potassium in food labeling 
is questionable because there are many 
fruits and some vegetables that are 
excellent sources of potassium but poor 
to moderate sources of magnesium (Ref. 
23). The agenc^y does not Iralieve that a 
mandatory declaration of magnesium 
content is warranted at this time. 

46. One comment suggested that 
information on potassium should be 
available from manufecturers’ toll-free 
telephone numbers. The comment 
explained that consumers who must 
monitor their potassium intake, such as 
renal dialysis patients, often have 
difficulty determining how much 
potassium is in a product. The comment 
suggested that manufacturer’s toll-free 
numbers would provide easy access to 
more detailed nutrient content 
information. 

While FDA encourages manufacturers 
to make additional information 
available to consumers, this request is 
beyond the authority of the agency. 
Toll-free telephone numbers for product 
information may or may not be supplied 
according to the preference of the 
manufacturer. 

F. Total Carbohydrate, Dietary Fiber, 
Sugars, Sugar AJcohoi, and Ckher 
Carbohydrate 

1. Total Carbohydrate 

47. Comments from trade 
associations, manufacturers, 
professional societies, and another 
federal agency recommended that FDA 
reconsider proposed §^101.9fc)(6) which 
excludes dietary fiber from total 
carbohydrate. As noted in several 
comments,, dietary fiber traditionally 
has been included as part of the 
carbohydrate content of food, is 

considered part of carbohydrate in 
current nutrition labeling regulations, is 
included within total carbohydrate for 
nutritional labeling by Canada, and is 
included in the Atwater method of 
determining "carbohydrate by 
difference.” Other comments pointed 
out that excluding dietary fiber from 
total carbohydrate is consistent with 
definitions for labeling used by Codex 
Alimentarius Commission and the 
European Community (EC), which 
include only metabolized carbohydrate. 
A comment remarked that to exclude 
dietary fiber from total carbohydrate is 
inconsistent with all major data bases 
and U.S. publications on food 
composition and is different from the 
way carbohydrate has been presented to 
the consumer in nutrition labeling for 
the past two decades. This comment 
suggested that inconsistency in 
definitions will contribute to consumer 
confusion. 

In the 1990 mandatory nutrition 
labeling proposal, FDA proposed 
mandatory declaration of total digestible 
carbohydrate, which excluded dietary 
fiber, the nondigestible portion of 
carbohydrate. Several comments noted 
that while the intent of this definition 
for total carbohydrate was to include 
only energy yielding components, in 
fact there is evidence that fermentation 
of dietary fiber yields.available energy. 
Comments noted that dietary fiber 
content was accounted for in deriving 
both the general energy factor of 4 
calories per g of carbo^diate and die 
specific Atwater factors for calculation 
of energy value of carbohydrate in 
foods. The comments stated that total 
carbohydrate (excluding dietary fiber) 
content as defined in proposed 
§ 101.9(c)(6) is not appropriate for 
calculating calories TOm carbohydrate 
as proposed.in § 101.9(c)(3). As a result, 
two different vedues for "total 
carbohydrate” would be required to 
comply with nutritional labeling: U) 
Total carbohydrate (excluding dietary 
fiber) for the content declaration, and (2) 
total carbohydrate (including dietary 
fiber) for calorie calculation. 

In the mandatory nutritional labeling 
proposal, FDA stated that the reason for 
declaration of carbohydrate content was, 
in part, to allow consumers to determine 
the percentage of calories from ' 
carbohydrate (55 FR 29487 at 29497). 
Several comments argued that departing 
from the established use of the term 
"carbohydrate” (i.e., including dietary 
fiber) used in determining carbohydrate 
calories by the Atwater method, will be 
confusing and thereby detract from the 
value to consumers of the caloric 
infonnation. Several comments 
suggested that in separating dietary fiber 
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from “energy yielding” components of 
carbohydrate, FDA’s logic was faulty for 
two reasons. First, carbohydrate 
fractions are not clearly delineated as 
digestible or nondigestible fractions. 
Rather, there exists a continuum of 
digestibility among carbohydrate 
substances. Second, dietary Hber is 
appropriately included in total 
carbohydrate for calculation of energy 
content with use of Atwater factors. 

Many comments noted that, except for 
lignin, substances comprising dietary 
fiber are carbohydrates. Comments 
pointed out that dietary guidelines (Ref. 
4) urge increased consumption of types 
of foods rich in both dietary fiber and 
complex carbohydrate and stated that 
separating these carbohydrate 
components in nutrition labeling will 
mislead consumers as to the nature of 
dietary fiber. 

FDA is persuaded by the comments 
that the separation of dietary fiber fixim 
carbohydrate is inconsistent with 
established methods of reporting food 
composition and confuses the issue of 
calculating energy content. Further, the 
agency agrees that the separation of 
dietary fiber from carbohydrate will 
decrease consumer understanding of 
label information and its application to 
dietary recommendations that link 
dietary fiber and complex carbohydrate 
together in advising increased 
consumption of fo^s high in both. 
Accordingly, FDA is modifying 
§ 101.9(c)(6) to include dietary fiber in 
the declaration of total carbohydrates. 
This action results in the inclusion of 
both digestible and nondigestible 
carbohydrates under total 
carbohydrates. 

Section 101.9(c)(6) is also modified to 
state that total carbohydrate content is 
to be calculated by subtracting the sum 
of crude protein, total fat, moisture, and 
ash from the total weight of food. 
Additionally, since total carbohydrate 
now includes dietary fiber, the 
paragraphs relating to dietary fiber are 
redesignated under § 101.9(c)(6)(i) 
rather than under § 101.9(c)(7). 
Consequently, the remaining paragraphs 
within § 101.9(c) are renumbered. 

2. Dietary Fiber 

48. Comments from consumers, health 
professionals, health promotional 
organizations, and manufacturers agreed 
that declaration of dietary fiber should 
be mandatory. Other manufacturers, 
trade associations, and a university food 
science department disagreed and urged 
voluntary, rather than mandatory, 
declaration of dietary fiber. The 
arguments against required listing of 
dietary fiber included: (1) Analytical 
meth(^ for dietary fiber in foo^ are 

not yet routine, are expensive, and lack 
precision in some types of foods; (2) 
mandatory declaration imposes an 
unnecessary analytical burden on 
producers of foods that are not 
significant sources of fiber; and (3) 
mandatory declaration will likely 
encourage fiber supplementation of 
foods. 

The agency does not agree that the 
specified methods for fiber analysis are 
difficult and expensive. The operations 
involved and equipment required for 
the methods are standard in analytical 
laboratories. The agency recognizes that 
the ofricial AOAC method for dietary 
fiber analysis is relatively recent. 
However, as a validated method, it 
should be included in current nutrition 
labeling regulations. 

In regard to the analytical burden on 
producers of foods with insignificant 
amounts of fiber, the agency advises that 
if there is adequate and reliable reason 
to believe that fiber is not present, there 
is no need to analyze for it; it can be 
declared as “0”. Additionally, 
§ 101.9(c)(6)(i) provides for expression 
of dietary fiber in 1 g increments in 
recognition of the precision of analytical 
methods. For foods that contain less 
than 1 g of dietary fiber per serving, 
manufacturers may choose to state 
“contains less than 1 g“ or to omit 
dietary fiber from the list of nutrients 
and to state at the bottom of the 
nutrition label “Not a significant source 
of dietary fiber.’' 

There have always been concerns that 
nutrition labeling will encourage the 
supplementation (i.e., fortification) of 
foods. In part for this reason, FDA 
published a policy statement on the 
addition of nutrients to food on January 
25,1980 (45 FR 6314). The statement 
was issued to promote the rational 
addition of nutrients to foods to 
preserve a balance of nutrients in the 
diet of American consumers. In the 
statement, FDA established guidelines 
in § 104.20, which the agency urges 
manufacturers to follow if they elect to 
add nutrients to a food. 

FDA intends to continue to monitor 
the marketplace through the Food 
Labeling and Packaging Survey, 
consumer and industry complaints, and 
other means to determine if 
inappropriate fortification is occurring. 
If the agency finds that there is a 
problem with inappropriate fortification 
of foods with dietary fiber or any other 
nutrients, it will take steps to ensure 
that overfortification does not result in 
the imbalance of essential nutrients in 
the diet of American consumers or the 
presence of excessive amounts of 
particular nutrients that have the 
potential for toxicity. 

Thus the agency is not persuaded that 
there is a compelling cause not to 
require declaration of dietary fiber in 
qutrition labeling. Section 403(q)(l)(D) 
of the act requires dietary fiber to be 
included in nutrition labeling. Section 
403(q)(2)(B) of the act allows a required 
nutrient to be deleted if the Secretary 
determines that the nutrient is not 
necessary to assist consumers in 
maintaining healthy dietary practices, 
but no information contained in the 
comments would lead to such a 
conclusion. In fact, most comments 
supported the usefiilness of mandatory 
declaration of dietary fiber. 
Accordingly, § 101.9(c)(6)(i) will require 
the declaration of dietary fiber in 
nutrition labeling. 

This action represents the final 
disposition of two petitions regarding 
label declaration of carbohydrates, 
including dietary fiber. One petition 
from the Kellogg Co. dated May 14,1978 
(Docket No. 78P-0091), requested, in 
part, permission to list under 
“carbohydrate” the amounts of 
“starches and related carbohydrates” 
and “sucrose and other sugars.” The 
other petition from the Center for 
Science in the Public Interest dated June 
1,1987 (Docket No. 87P-0194/CP) 
requested that dietary fiber be a 
mandatory component of nutrition 
labeling, and that regulatory letters be 
sent to all manufacturers making 
misleading claims about fiber content. 

49. Comments from nutritionists 
representing state cooperative extension 
services and from one manufacturer 
cautioned that declaration of soluble 
and insoluble subcomponents of dietary 
fiber should be prohibited because the 
methodology for separating soluble from 
insoluble fiber is inadequate, and 
because there is no scientific a^eement 
as to the health effects of the subgroups 
of dietary fiber. 

The agency advises that analytical 
methods for the measurement of soluble 
and insoluble dietary fiber are now part 
of an official AOAC method for dietary 
fiber (Ref. 50). While experience with 
these methods is limited, they will 
allow for accurate separation of these 
subcomponents. 

In regard to scientific agreement as to 
the health effects of soluble or insoluble 
fiber, FDA has evaluated the health 
effects of the dietary fiber subgroups 
and has concluded that there is 
sufficient scientific agreement to issue a 
final rule permitting health claims 
relating to the effects of intake of soluble 
dietary fiber on heart disease. This 
decision is discussed in a companion 
document entitled “Food Labeling; 
Health Claims; Dietary Fiber and 
Cardiovascular Disease” published 
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elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register. 

Accordingly, § 101.9{c)(7)(i), 
redesignated as § 101.9{c)(6)(i){A) and 
(c){6)(i){B), will continue to allow the 
voluntary declaration of soluble and 
insoluble dietary fiber in nutrition 
labeling, except that when a claim is 
made about either typo of fiber, label 
declaration of that type of fiber will be 
required. To clarify that soluble and 
insoluble fiber are to be indented under 
dietary fiber rather than under total 
(uirhohydrate„FDA has modified 
S 101.9(c)(6Ki)(A) and (c)(6)(i)(B) to state 
‘‘indented under dietary fiber.” FDA has 
also modified these two sections to 
remove the requirement that whenever 
one type of fiber is declared, the other 
type must also be declared. Because 
total dietary fiber is a mandatory 
component of nutrition labeling, the 
amount of an undeclared subcomponent 
(i.e., soluble or unsoluble fiber) can be 
calculated simply by subtracting the 
amount of the declared sufKiomponent 
from the amount of dietary fiber. This 
change will minimize space 
requirements caused by the voluntary 
declaration of additional nutrients. 

.3. Sugars 

a. Definition of sugars. 
50. Comments from consumers, 

consumer interest groups, state 
governments, trade associations,, food 
retailers, and a manufacturer concurred 
with: the agency’s proposed definition 
for svigars as the sum of all free mono- 
and oligo-saccharides through four 
saccharide units and their derivatives 
having similar sweetening, nutritional, 
and metabolic effects. Con.sumer interest 
in the sugars content of food, and 
concern that “sugars” should include all 
forms of carbohydrate sweeteners added 
to foods, were (died as reasons for 
support for the proposed definition. 
Comments from many consumers, state 
governments, and a health promotion 
association stated that information on 
content of both sugars and of sugar 
derivatives is important to assist 
consumers to moderate intake of sugars 
and to assist diabetics in maintaining 
healthy dietary practices. Con.sumer 
interest groups argued that 
underreporting of the sugars content in 
products rich in com syrups is an 
appropriate justification for an 
expanded definition for sugars. A 
comment noted that the agency has a 
precedent for considering sugar alcohols 
as sugars in § 100.130(d)(4), which 
stales that "sugar-free” type statements 
cannot be made on labels of diet 
beverages containing "sorbitol, 
mannitol, or other hexitols.” 

Other comments from a wide variety 
of manufacturers, trade associations, 
foreign and state governments, 
professional associations, and a Federal 
agency objected to the propo.sed sugars 
definition. Most of these comments 
recommended that the sugars definition 
be limited to monosaccharides and 
disaccharides. One argument for 
limiting the sugars definition to mono- 
and di-saccharides is that this is the 
traditional and widely accepted use of 
the term "sugars.” They pointed out that 
it is also the definition of the term in the 
lOM report “Nutrition Labeling: Issues 
and Directions for the 1990s” (Ref. 1). 
Many comments noted that for 
conformity with international regulatory 
definitions for nutrition labeling (EC, 
Codex Alimentarius Commission, and 
Canada) sugars should be defined as 
mono- and di-saccharides. 

Another argument, brought forth in 
comments, for limiting the sugars 
definition to mono- and di-saccharides 
is that there are no compelling health or 
nutritional reasons for including tri- and 
tetra-saccharides as "sugars.” The 
comments pointed out that the 1986 
"Report From FDA’s Sugars Task Force” 
(Ref. 51) concluded that the only public 
health concern from sugars 
consumption in the United States is the 
promotion of dental caries. The lOM 
report (Ref. 1) concurred with this 
conclusion. The comments argued that, 
in ♦he absence of a clear relationship 
between number of saccharide units and 
carcinogenicity, the proposal to include 
tri- and tetra-sac(diarides within sugars 
is not relevant to the public health 
concern of dental caries. 

Several comments questioned the 
agency’s logic in including tri- and tetra- 
saccharides with sugars. TOA had stated 
in the 1990 mandatory nutrition 
labeling proposal (55 FR 29487 at 
29497) that the intent of including tri- 
and tetra-saccharides as sugars was to 
preclude potential underdeclaration of 
the sugars content of foods containing 
corn syrups. Several comments noted 
that mono- and di-saceharides are 
logically grouped in that they are sweet, 
naturally occun-ing, and rapidly 
absorbed, but that these characteristics 
are, for the most part, not in common 
with tri- and tetra-saccharides. 
Comments also noted that most com 
syrup used in sweetening is in the form 
of high fructose corn syrup, which is 
composed of 95 percent 
monosaccharides, and that high fructose 
corn syrup accounts for two thirds of 
total U.S. com symp consumption. 
Comments noted that com symps with 
greater proportions of higher 
saccharides are used for technical 
purposes other than sweetness. Thus, 

the comments argued that 
underestimation of simple sugars from 
com syrups is not of sufficient 
importance to warrant imposing a 
unique sugars definition for labeling 
purposes that would differ from 
common usage of the term. 

Many comments objected to the 
proposed sugars definition on 
methodological grounds, in that they 
claimed that the proposed definition is 
not compatible with standardized 
analytical methods for measuring 
sugars. The comments acknowledged 
that validated methods for measuring 
mono- and di-saccharides in foods exist 
but argued that there are not 
collaboralively validated metliods for 
the measurement of tri^and letra- 
saa:harides. The comments noted that 
measurement in foods of 
oligosaccharides larger than 
disaccharides is difficult, costly, and 
inaccurate. Tlte comments asserted that 
the lack of validated analytical 
meLbodology appropriate for the 
definition would result in compliance 
difficulties and inaccurate information 
on the label. 

FDA. has evaluated all comments in 
favor of the proposed expanded sugars 
definition and those opposed to this 
definition. FDA is persuaded that 
compliance with nutrition labeling will 
be impeded by adopting a definition for 
sugars that is not supported by validated 
analytical methods. FT)A is al^ 
persuaded that the usefulness of 
nutrition labeling will be hindered by 
adopting a definition that is inconsistent 
with commonly accepted use, and with 
the international use of the term. 

FDA finds that these factors outweigh 
any public health benefit from including 

• tri- and tetra-saccharides in the 
definition of "sugars” for nutrition 
labeling purposes. The public health 
concern associated with sugars 
consumption is the promotion of dental 
caries. While simple sugars are the most 
cariogenic carbohydrates, all 
fermentable carbohydrates, including 
starches, are capable of promoting 
dental caries. Factors such as the 
characteri.stics of the food that contains 
the sugar (e g., stickiness), the frequency 
of consumption, and the sequence in a 
meal, appear to be as important in the 
etiology of dental caries as the sugars 
themselves (Refs. 2 and 3). As such, the 
inclusion of tri- and tetra-saccharides 
with sugars would not improve the 
ability of the label to assist consumers 
in maintaining healthy dietary practices 
with respect to dental health. 

Therefore, the agency is modifying the 
definition of "sugars" in 
§ 101.9(e)(B)(1i)(A), redesignated as 
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§ 101.9(c){6)(ii), to include only free 
monosaccharides and disaccharides. 

51. Several comments recommended 
that lacto.se be specifically excluded 
from the sugars definition for nutrition 
labeling. These comments asserted that 
the listing of lactose with sugars in 
nutrition labeling may mislead some 
consumers who may equate the lactose 
sugar content of dairy products with 
“empty calories” of products high in 
added sugar. The comments expressed a 
fear that dietary guidelines to moderate 
sugars consumption may lead some 
consumers to forego the important 
nutritional benefit of dairy products if 
lactose is included in sugars content. 
Comments also noted that intestinal 
digestion of lactose is inefficient. As 
.such, the digestion and absorption of 
lactose more closely resembles complex 
carbohydrate than simple sugars. 
Furthermore, comments argued that 
lactose is not sweet nor u.sed as a 
sweetener and could logically be 
sep^arate from sugars used as sweeteners. 

FDA disagrees with the comments. As 
discu.ssed in the preceding comment, 
the agency has been persuaded of the 
need to define “sugars” for nutrition 
labeling purposes to be consistent with 
standai^ analytical methodologies and 
in conformity with the traditional usage 
of the term. Lactose, a di-saccharide, is 
clearly-a sugar by conventional 
standards and is identified with ail 
other mono- and di-saccharides in 
routine analytical procedures. The 
nutritional significance of the sugars 
content of certain types of foods, such 
as lactose in dairy products and natural 
sugars in fruit, and the importance of 
such foods as sources for other 
important nutrients, needs to be 
addressed through the consumer 
education program discussed below. 

Accordingly, the agency is not making 
the recommended change to exclude 
lactose in the definition of sugars. 

52. Several comments suggested 
alternative definitions for “sugars” 
based upon physiological characteristics 
rather than the number of saccharide 
units. Among these alternatives were 
suggestions for definitions based on 
digestibility, caloric value, glycemic 
index, and serum insulin response. 

FDA finds that such alternative 
approaches are not feasible from a 
compliance standpoint because 
validated analytical methods to 
quantitate sugars defined in these ways 
do not exist. In addition, use of any of 
these definitions for sugars would be 
unique to U.S. nutrition labeling and 
would thus likely impede foreign trade. 
Moreover, because these definitions do 
not correspond to the commonly 
recognized meaning of the term, the 

resulting labeling information would be 
of limited usefulness. 

53. FDA received comments that 
suggested alternative terminology for 
the “sugars” component of 
carbohydrate. The agency’s 
longstanding use of “sugar” as 
synonymous with sucrose in ingredient 
labeling was cited as evidence of the 
need for an alternative term. Several 
comments felt that FDA’s distinction 
between “sugar” and “sugars” would 
not be clearly understood by consumers. 
Alternative terms suggested included 
“sweeteners” and “simple 
carbohydrates.” 

FDA considered these comments but 
has concluded that it is best to maintain 
the proposed terminology. The agency 
advises that the term “sweeteners” 
would logically include the 
noncarbohydrate intense sweeteners, 
which would not be appropriately 
declared as a part of carbohydrate 
content. In addition, the term appears to 
apply more to added sugars than to total 
sugars and, therefore, would cause 
compliance problems becau.se it is not 
po.ssible, in most foods, to differentiate 
between added and naturally present 
sugars. 

“Simple carbohydrates” may have 
been a good term for the originally 
proposed definition (i.e., mono-, di-, 

tri-, and tetra-saccharides). However, 
the agency finds it is too broad a term 
to encompass only the traditional sugars 
(i.e., mono- and di-saccharides). 

b. Total sugars versus added sugars. 
54. Some comments recommended 

mandating declaration of added sugars 
only rather than total sugars. The 
comments noted that consumers need to 
be made aware of added sugars because 
dietary recommendations urge use of 
sugars in moderation, while at the .same 
time recommending increased 
consumption of fruits which are sources 
of naturally occurring sugars. Other 
comments recommended either 
mandatory or voluntary declaration of 
both added and naturally occurring 
sugars. One comment suggested that 
added sugars be required in addition to 
total sugars in foods containing more 
than 2 g of added sugar. 

The agency is not persuaded that 
there is a need for mandatory disclosure 
of added sugars in place of, or in 
addition to. total sugars. There is no 
scientific evidence that the body makes 
any physiological distinction bet\^een 
added sugar molecules and those 
naturally occurring in a food. In 
addition, the agency believes that it 
should not promulgate regulations that 
it cannot enforce. When a product is 
sampled for compliance, laboratory 
analysis yields a value for total sugars. 

For most foods, as stated above, it is not 
possible to differentiate between added 
and naturally occurring sugars. 
Accordingly, the agency would not be 
able to determine the accuracy of a label 
declaration of added sugars. 

Furthermore, declaration of only 
added sugars may significantly 
underrepre.sent the sugars content of 
many foods that are high in naturally 
occurring sugars. For example, in some 
fruits canned in heavy syrup, added 
sugars may represent only about 50 
percent of total sugars. Disclosure of 
only the added sugars could be 
misleading to consumers who are 
concerned with total sugar intake. 
Therefore, the agency is retaining the 
provision of § 101.9(c)(ii)(A), 
redesignated as § 101.9(c)(ii), to declare 
total sugar content, e.g., that added as 
well as that naturally present. 

While FDA is not distinguishing, on 
the nutrition label, between added and 
naturally present sugars, the agency 
does intend to include information 
about this distinction in the consumer 
education program that it is preparing. 
This information will help consumers: 
(1) l].se the information on the nutrition 
label to differentiate between sugar- 
containing foods with high versus low 
levels of other important nutrients, (2) 
use the ingredient statement to 
distinguish foods with naturally 
occurring versus added sugars, and (3) 
appreciate the important role in the total 
daily diet of foods, such as fruits and 
dairy products, with naturally occurring 
sugars. 

c. Mandatory declaration of sugars. 
55. In the 1991 supplementary 

proposal, FDA requested specific 
comments as to the utility, 
appropriateness, and feasibility of 
requiring declaration of sugars content, 
particularly as such declaration relates 
to, and is supported by, public health 
goals (56 FR 60366 at 60369). Comments 
received were relatively evenly divided 
on the issue of whether the declaration 
of sugars should be mandatory in 
nutrition labeling. In general, consumers 
and health professionals and their 
associations supported mandatory 
declaration of sugars. Several state 
attorneys general and a few industry 
groups also agreed that consumers have 
a right to know the amount of sugars 
present. Comments argued that section 
403(q){2)(B) of the act only allow'S FDA 
to delete sugars as a mandatory 
component of nutrition labeling if such 
information “is not necessary to assist 
consumers in maintaining healthy 
dietary practices,” and that such 
information is vital to this end. 
Comments from many consumers, state 
governments, and a health promotion 
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association stated that information on 
sugars content is important to diabetics 
in assisting them to maintain healthy 
dietary practices and to consumers in 
general in selecting diets that will 
moderate the intake of sugars. One 
comment urged mandatory declaration 
of sugars as a way to inform consumers 
of the content of new foods that are 
being marketed as "low fat” and "fat 
free” in which fats are being replaced by 
sugars. 

Most industry groups as well as a few 
health professional associations and the 
lOM report (Ref. 1) recommended 
allowing sugars declaration to be 
voluntary. They argued that dietary 
guidance recommendations have not 
specified quantitative goals for sugar 
consumption, and that sugar declaration 
should not be required until a definition 
has been recognized by scientific 
communities that reflects physiological 
effects. They also pointed out that data 
bases do not generally contain 
information*on sugars composition, so a 
substantial investment of time and 
money is needed for analysis and data 
base update. The comments argued that 
such an expenditure would be 
inappropriate for a nutrient of little 
public health concern. There was also a 
concern expressed that because total 
sugars would be declared rather than 
only added sugars, consumers would be 
confused by the amount of sugars in 
fruits and reduce their consumption of 
these foods. Despite these concerns, 
industry generally conceded that if 
sugars information is needed, requiring 
sugars declaration in the nutrition label 
is a better approach than mandating 
grouping of sweeteners in the ingredient 
statement, as the agency proposed in a 
document on ingredient labeling (56 FR 
28593, June 21,1991). Final action on 
the issue of grouping sweeteners in the 
ingredient statement is addressed in the 
final rule on declaration of ingredients 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. 

FDA is persuaded that mandatory 
declaration of sugars is of great interest 
to consumers, and that it will assist 
consumers in planning diets that 
conform to current dietary guidelines 
for Americans to avoid too much sugars 
(Ref. 4). As discussed above, FDA is 
modifying its proposed definition of 
"sugars” to be in conformity with 
general usage and international 
definitions for this term. The use of this 
definition will minimize the costs 
associated with necessary laboratory 
analyses and update of data bases. 

Therefore, FDA is requiring in 
§ 101.9(c)(6)(ii) that declaration of 
sugars be included in nutrition labeling. 

4. Sugar Alcohol 

56. Comments from a wide variety of 
manufacturers, trade associations, 
foreign and State governments, 
professional associations, and a Federal 
agency were opposed to inclusion of 
saccharide derivatives, specifically 
sugar alcohols, within the proposed 
“sugars” definition. The agency’s 
proposed definition included in its 
coverage saccharide derivatives that 
have sweetening, nutritional, and 
metabolic effects similar to simple 
sugars. The comments stated that sugar 
alcohols are inappropriately included 
with sugars because sugar alcohols have 
many different chemical and 
physiological properties than sugars. 
Comments noted that it is these 
differences that motivated the 
development of uses for these 
substances and makes them useful as 
sugar substitutes. Comments pointed 
out that a salient distinction between 
sugar alcohols and sugars lies in their 
digestion and absorption, which is 
slower for sugar alcohols. Also, 
intestinal absorption of monosaccharide 
sugar alcohols occurs only by passive 
diffusion, not by active or facilitated 
monosaccharide absorptive 
mechanisms. As a result, significant 
portions of ingested sugar alcohols 
remain unabsorbed and pass into the 
colon, where they are fermented, similar 
to fiber and complex carbohydrate. 
Thus, the caloric value, insulin 
response, and glycemic index for some 
sugar alcohols are less than for sugars. 

Several comments also claimed that 
sugar alcohols have reduced cariogenic 
potential compared to sucrose or other 
sugars. The comments noted that FDA 
proposed in § 101.13(o)(8) in the 
document on the general principles for 
nutrient content claims to permit 
chewing gums sweetened with sugar 
alcohols to be labeled as “sugar free” or 
"sugarless” as a means of indicating that 
these products do not promote tooth 
decay. The comments argued that 
declaring sugar alcohols as sugars 
would deny manufacturers the means to 
promote the reduced cariogenic 
potential of other sugar alcohol 
sweetened products relative to sugar 
containing products. 

Comments also noted that 
international regulatory definitions for 
nutrition labeling (EC, Codex 
Alimentarius Commission, and Canada) 
exclude sugar alcohols and provide for 
a separate declaration of sugar alcohols 
under carbohydrates. As a result, the 
comments stated that a definition for 
sugars that includes sugar alcohols for 
U.S. nutrition labeling could be seen as 
an obstruction to international trade. 

The lOM report (Ref. 1) recommended 
that sugar alcohols not be grouped with 
sugars in ingredient labeling. Some 
comments argued that in the absence of 
any quantitative dietary guidelines 
concerning sugar alcohols, it is 
inappropriate to require any declaration 
of sugar alcohols in nutrition labeling. 

FDA is persuaded that sugar alcohols 
have metabolic effects different than 
sugars, have a history of being 
considered to be sugar substitutes rather 
than as sugars, and have a role in 
contributing to dental health. FDA also 
acknowledges that the proposal to 
define sugar alcohols as sugars for 
nutrition labeling purposes is 
inconsistent with the nutrition labeling 
practices of other countries. Thus, FDA 
is modifying § 101.9(c)(6)(ii) to remove 
sugar alcohols from the definition of 
"sugars” for nutrition labeling. The 
agency is doing so in recognition of 
their usefulness as sugar substitutes in 
reducing the cariogenic potential of 
foods. 

However, FDA continues to believe 
that the content of nutritive 
carbohydrate sweeteners used as sugar 
substitutes is of interest and importance 
to consumers. Therefore, FDA is 
retaining § 101.9(c)(6)(ii)(B), which 
provides for the voluntary declaration of 
sugar alcohols except when a claim is 
made on the label or in the labeling 
about sugar alcohol or sugars (e.g., 
"sugar hee”) and sugar alcohols are 
present in the food, in which case their 
declaration is mandatory. Because sugar 
alcohols will no longer be a 
subcomponent of sugars, FDA is 
redesignating § 101.9(c)(6)(ii)(B) as 
§101.9(c)(6)(iii). 

Removing sugar alcohol from the 
definition of sugars necessitates a 
change in the definition of sugar 
alcohol. The proposed definition 
included a criterion that sugar alcohols 
"meet the definition of sugars as 
described in paragraph (c)(6)(ii)(A).” 
Accordingly, FDA has revised the 
definition fbr sugar alcohol in 
§ 101.9(c)(6)(iii) to use a chemical 
definition, namely that sugar alcohols . 
be defined as "saccharide derivatives in 
which a ketone or aldehyde group is 
replaced by a hydroxyl group, and 
whose use in food is listed by FDA (e.g., 
mannitol) or is GRAS (e.g., xylitol, 
sorbitol).” 

57. Comments from trade associations 
and manufacturers stated that the term 
"sugar alcohol” is potentially confusing 
in that consumers may assume such 
components contain a sugar and ethyl 
alcohol. The comments requested that 
the term "polyol,” which has been 
recognized by the EC, be used in lieu of 
"sugar alcohol.” Another comment from 
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the Canadian government included a . 
copy of their nutrition labeling 
regulations which allow for declaration 
of the specific sugar alcohols by name 
(i.e., sorbitol, mannitol, and xylitol). 

FDA advises that the term “polyol.” a 
contraction of “polyalcohol” or of 
“polyhydric alcohol,” is neither 
uniquely descriptive of the alcohol 
derivatives of saccharides used as sugar 
substitutes, nor is it a term that FDA 
expects consumers to recognize or 
understand. While the agency 
recognizes tha^ it is a term that may be 
used voluntarily on labeling in the EC, 
it is unlikely that American consumers 
will have any concept of what it 
represents. As such, the agency 
considers the term “polyol” to be 
potentially more confusing to 
consumers than would be “sugar 
alcohol.” 

Despite this feet. FDA acknowledges 
that many consumers also may not be 
familiar with the term “sugar alcohol.” 
Thus, FDA has decided to adopt the 
approach used by the Canadian 
C^vemment, which allows 
manufacturers to use the specific name 
of the sugar alcohol in the nutrition 
label. The names of sugar alcohols that 
are listed or GRAS for use in food, (e.g., 
sorbitol § 184.1835, mannitol § 180.25, 
and xylitol § 172.395) are currently used 
in ingredient statements on labels of 
food packages and, hence, should be 
recognized by many consumers. 

The primary disadvantage to this 
option is the introduction of the name 
of an ingredient into the nutrition label. 
While TOA is generally opposed to such 
a result, the agency concludes that the 
arguments opposed to the term “sugar 
alcohol” and the desire to harmonize 
with Canadian labeling regulations are 
more compelling in this instance than 
the need to maintain a clear separation 
between the nutrition label and 
ingredient list. However, to avoid 
cluttering the nutrition label and 
confusing consumers, if more than one 
sugar alcohol is used in a food, 
§ 101.9(c)(6)(iii) provides that the term 
“sugar alcohol.” and not the names of 
the ingredients, must be used in the 
nutrition label. 

Accordingly, FDA is modifying 
§ 101.9{c)(6}(iii) to specify the continued 
use of the term “sugar alcohol” or, 
alternatively, if only one sugar alcohol 
is present in the fo<^. the name of the 
specific sugar alcohol present in the 
food may be used. 

5. Other Carbohydrate 

a. Definition. 
58. In the supplementary proposal. 

FDA noted that the term “complex 
carbohydrate” has not been clearly or 

consistently defined, and that consensus 
reports that have associated increased 
consumption of dietary complex 
carbohydrate with health benefits have 
not attempted to define this food 
component. The agency solicited 
suggestions on appropriate chemical 
definitions and analytical methodology 
for complex carbohydrate (56 FR 60366 
at 60369). Many comments from trade 
associations, food manufacturers, 
professional societies, and state and 
foreign governments expressed 
opposition to the agency’s proposed 
definition for the term complex 
carbohydrate as the sum of dextrins and 
starches that contain ten or more 
saccharide units (56 FR 60366 at 60388). 
A majority of these comments also 
recommended as an alternative that 
“complex carbohydrate” be defined as 
the difference between total 
carbohydrate and sugars. Comments that 
argued for changing the definition 
pointed to the lack of existing analytical 
methodology to support the proposed 
definition. Thus, these comments raised 
concerns about the feasibility of 
compliance and the economic burden of 
developing methods and data bases. 
These comments also pointed out that 
complex carbohydrate content defined 
as the difference between total 
carbohydrate and sugars could readily 
be calculated. 

Another criticism of the proposed 
complex carbohydrate definition was 
that the cutoff at 10 saccharide units is 
arbitrary. These comments noted that 
there are no known nutritional or 
physiological differences, nor a 
methodological justification, to make a 
distinction between polysaccharides 
smaller than 10 saccharide units and 
those with 10 or more saccharide units. 
Several comments were concerned that 
there is the potential for consumer 
confusion regarding total carbohydrate 
because neither of the subcomponents 
for total carbohydrate included the 5 to 
9 saccharide unit polysaccharides. 

Several comments suggested that the 
commonly accepted usage of “complex 
carbohydrate” includes all 
carbohydrates larger than disaccharides. 
Other comments suggested that complex 
carbohydrate should be defined as all 
digestible polysaccharides (e.g., 
dextrins, starch, and glycogen) rather 
than on the basis of the number of 
saccharide units. Comments 
emphasized that while there is not a 
consensus on a precise definition for 
“complex carbohydrate,” the agency’s 
proposed definition is not commonly 
recognized, nor is it consistent with the 
use of the term in the lOM report (Ref. 
1). 

One comment from a State 
government recommended that to avert 
undue emphasis on complex 
carbohydrate substances added to foods 
and to avoid the potential for 
misleading claims about complex 
carbohydrates, the term “other 
carbohydrate” should be used rather 
than “complex carbohydrate.” 

The agency noted in the 
supplementary proposal (56 FR 60366 at 
60368) that identification of a specific 
benefit for complex carbohydrate is 
confounded by the fact that diets high 
in complex carbohydrate are usually 
mixed diets that contain significant 
amounts of cereal grains, fruits, and 
vegetables which are high in fiber, 
vitamins, and minerals and low in fats 
(Ref. 2). Thus the extent to which 
complex carbohydrate provides health 
benefits separate from those provided by 
fiber, vitamins, minerals, and reduced 
fat is unclear. FDA has evaluated 
comments concerning the complex 
carbohydrate definition and concludes 
that there is not sufficient consensus on 
the meaning of the term to justify 
adopting a specific definition for 
“complex carbohydrate.” 

In response to tne comments that 
suggested defining this term as 
“digestible polysaccharides.” FDA 
advises that carbohydrate digestibility is 
not clear cut. Some soluble dietary fiber 
is relatively digestible, whereas some 
oligosaccharides are relatively 
nondigestible. At this time there is not 
a consensus regarding the most reliable 
methods for determining carbohydrate 
digestibility nor for distinguishing 
energy derived from intestinal digestion 
from that derived from colonic 
fermentation. As a result, the agency 
feels that it is inappropriate to base a 
regulatory definition upon digestibility. 

FDA, therefore, is modifying the 
definition it proposed for “complex 
carbohydrates”(§ 101.9(c)(6]{i). 
redesignated as § 101.9{c)(6i(iv)) to 
provide that it is the difference between 
total carbohydrate and the sum of 
dietary fiber and sugars or, if sugar 
alcohol is declared, the difference 
between total carbohydrate and the sum 
of dietary fiber, sugars, and sugar 
alcohol. This modified definition 
accommodates quantification of the 
remaining carbohydrates by calculation 
rather than by requiring additional 
laboratory analysis, and it resolves 
concerns that the defined components 
of total carbohydrate were not inclusive 
of all carbohydrates. 

In addition, because there is no 
consensus on a clear definition for the 
term "complex carbohydrate” as it 
relates to physiological effects, health 
benefits, or dietary guidelines, the 
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agency concurs with the 
recommendation from a state 
government that the term “other 
carbohydrate” be used rather than 
"complex carbohydrate.” The agency 
recognizes that the new definition will 
include many substances added to 
processed foods for technical purposes, 
such as for texture modification or as 
bulking agents. To declare these 
substances as complex carbohydrates 
would be misleading. The intent of 
dietary recommendations to increase the 
consumption of complex carbohydrates 
and dietary fiber is to select diets with 
plenty of fruits, vegetables, and grain 
products, not foods that have complex 
carbohydrates as added texturizers or 
bulking agents. Accordingly, FDA is 
modifying § 101.9(c)(6)(iv) to change the 
terminoldgy from "complex 
carbohydrate” to "other carbohydrate.” 
In adilition, FDA is modifying 
§ 101.9(gl(4) and (g)(6) to reflect this 
change in terminology. 

Finally, because "other carbohydrate” 
will be calculated as that amount of 
carbohydrate remaining after 
subtraction of the amount of dietary 
fiber, sugars, and sugar alcohols (when 
declared) from total carbohydrate, it is 
logical to rearrange the subcomponents 
of total carbohydrate to place “other 
carbohydrate” at the bottom of the list. 
This reordering should help to reduce 
any potential confusion over the 
meaning of the term "other 
carbohydrate.” Accordingly, dietary 
fiber is designated as § 101.9(c)(6)(i), 
sugars as § 101.9(c)(6)(ii), sugar alcohol 
as § 101.9(c)(6)(iii), and other 
carbohydrates as § 101.9(c)(6)(iv). 

b. Voluntary declaration of "other 
carbohydrate". 

.59. In the supplementary proposal, 
FDA requested specific comment on the 
utility, appropriatene.ss, and feasibility 
of mandatory declaration of complex 
carbohydrate content, particularly as it 
relates to, and is supported by, public 
health goals (56 FR 60366 at 60369). 
Based on the comments and information 
that it received in response to the 
supplementary proposal, the agency 
said it would decide, under section 
403(q)(2) of the act, whether to include 
complex carbohydrate in the required 
list of nutrients in nutrition labeling. 
Several comments from consumers, 
health professionals, a manufacturer, 
and state governments supported 
mandatory listing of complex 
carbohydrates on the grounds that this 
information will be helpful to persons 
attempting to follow dietary 
recommendations. However, a much 
larger number of comments from health 
professional associations, academia, 
manufacturers, trade associations, and 

foreign governments supported 
voluntary listing of complex 
carbohydrates. The overriding factors 
cited in these comments were the lack 
of an accepted definition for "complex 
carbohydrates” and the lack of reliable 
analytical methods for determining 
amounts present. Comments also stated 
that dietary recommendations do not 
specify amounts of complex 
carbohydrates to be consumed; therefore 
quantitative information in iiutrition 
labeling is not necessary to assist 
consumers in maintaining healthy 
dietary practices. Additionally, 
comments noted that the lOM report 
(Ref. 1) recommended voluntary listing 
of complex carbohydrate. Comments 
also pointed out that currently available 
data bases do not contain information 
on complex carbohydrates, and that 
there would be an inherent variability in 
amounts present in minimally 
processed foods. 

In light of these comments, the 
agency’s decision to drop the term 
"complex carbohydrate” because of the 
lack of a consensus on the meaning of 
the term, and the lack of methods for 
reliably determining the amounts 
present, FDA has reassessed the 
requirement in section 403(q)(l)(D) of 
the act to declare complex 
carbohydrates. Section 403(q)(2)(B) of 
the act allows the Secretary to 
determine whether information relating 
to nutrients specified in section 
403(q)(l)(C), (q)(l)(D), (q)(l)(E), or 
(q)(2)(A) of the act is necessary to a.ssist 
consumers in maintaining healthy 
dietary practices. If not, the Secretary 
may delete such nutrients from the list 
of those required to be included in 
nutrition labeling. FDA concludes that, 
without a specific definition for 
"complex carbohydrates,” it is not 
possible to include quantitative 
information in the nutrition label that 
would assist consumers in maintaining 
healthy dietary practices. Therefore, 
under the provisions of section 
403(q)(2)(B) of the act, FDA is deleting 
the requirement for the listing "complex 
carbohydrate” in the nutrition label and 
is allowing for declaration of "other 
carbohydrate” on a voluntary basis. 

When "other carbohydrate” is omitted 
from the label, the declared 
subcomponents of total carbohydrate 
(i.e., dietary fiber and sugars) will not 
add up to the value for total 
carbohydrate in most foods. Consumer 
education programs should inform 
interested persons that other forms of 
carbohydrate beyond those declared on- 
the label are in the food product. This 
situation is analogous-to the fat category 
where the sum of saturated, 
polyunsaturated, and monounsaturated 

fatty acids often do not add up to 100 
percent of the value for total fat because 
trans fatty acids are not included in the 
definition of the fatty acids but are 
included in the value for total fat. 

G. Protein 

1. Quantitative Protein Content 

60. Several food manufacturers agreed 
with the proposed provision requiring 
that if the protein in foods represented 
or purported to be for adults and 
children 4 or more years of age has a 
protein digestibility-corrected amino 
acid score (PDCAAS) of less than 20 
percent, and if foods represented or 
purported for children below 4 years 
have a protein quality value less than 40 
percent of casein, the protein content 
statement must be modified by an 
adjacent statement, "not a significant 
source of protein,” regardless of the 
actual amount of protein present. 
However, other food manufacturers 
objected to this provision of the 
proposal. These comments argued that 
the statement has little value in terms of 
the total dietary protein intake, and that 
there is no evidence of protein 
malnutrition in this country. These 
comments argued that, therefore, the 
statement is unnecessary. One food 
manufacturer stated that the statement 
should only be required if a claim is 
made. Another comment stated that the 
declaration of the percent of the RDI for 
protein should be required instead of 
the statement. 

FDA disagrees with the comments 
that state the statement is unnecessary. 
Information on protein quantity alone 
can be misleading on foods that are of 
low protein quality. As stated in the 
supplementary proposal, dietary protein 
serves as a source of essential and 
nonessential amino acids, the building 
blocks of body protein. Because excess 
amino acids are not stored in the body, 
humans need a constant supply of good 
quality dietary protein to support 
growth and development. The 
determination of the quality of a protein 
is dependent upon the proportion and 
availability of essential amino acids 
(i.e., those amino acids that the human 
body cannot manufacture but must 
obtain through the diet) as well as the 
quantity of protein present. Foods that 
contain proteins that are low in one or 
more of the essential amino acids are 
known as incomplete proteins and are 
lower quality proteins than those that 
contain all the essential amino acids in 
sufficient quantities to support growth 
and development. 

The agency believes that nutrition 
labeling must inform consumers when 
the quality of the protein is below 
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minimum specified levels. The majority 
of comments supported this position. 
Although the agency agrees that protein 
deficiency is not common in the United 
States, protein quality is still of concern 
for certain segments of the population, 
such as the very young and the elderly. 
Accordingly, the agency concludes that 
nutrition labeling must allow consumers 
to readily identify foods with 
particularly low quality protein to 
prevent them from being misled by 
information on only the amount of 
protein present. 

Nonetneless, in the case of foods for 
adults and children over 1 year of age, 
the agency agrees with the comment 
that the percent of the reference value 
for protein (discussed below) is a 
satisfactory alternative to the statement, 
“not a signiHcant source of protein,” to 
allow consumers to readily identify 
foods of low protein quality. However, 
as discussed in the hnal rule entitled 
“Food Labeling: Reference Daily Intakes 
and Daily Reference Values” published 
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register, the label reference value for 
protein for adults and children 4 or 
more years of age has been established 
as a DRV rather than an RDI. As . 
discussed in that document, this change 
to a DRV is necessary because the 
agency is no longer basing the label 
reference value for protein for this group 
on the Recommended Dietary 
Allowances for protein. Rather, they are 
now being based on percent of calories. 
However, because FDA did not propose 
DRV’s for infants, children less than 4 
years of age, pregnant women, and 
lactating women, the protein label 
reference values for these groups remain 
as RDl’s. 

Accordingly, the agency is amending 
§ 101.9(c)(8), redesignated as 
§ 101.9(c)(7), to permit the optional 
declaration of percent of the DRV or RDI 
for protein, as appropriate, expressed as 
“Percent Daily Value,” in lieu of the 
statement “not a significant source of 
protein” when the food is represented 
or purported to be for use by adults and 
children 4 or more years of age and the 
protein quality value is a PDCAAS of 
less than 20 expressed as a percent, or 
when the food is represented or 
purported to be for use by children 
under 4 years of age and the protein 
quality value is a PDCAAS of less than 
40 expressed as a percent. 

FDA is not requiring declaration of 
percent DRV or RDI for protein instead 
of the subject statement, as requested in 
the comment, because of cost 
considerations. If a manufacturer is 
aware that the protein in a particular 
food product represented or purported 
to be for adults and children 4 or more 

years of age has a PDCAAS of less than 
20 percent, or that the protein in a food 
represented or purported for children 
below 4 years has a protein quality 
value less than 40 percent of casein, and 
the manufacturer does not want to go to 
the expense of determining the precise 
percent of the label reference value 
present in the food, the agency has no 
objection to the use of the statement 
“not a significant source of protein.” 

In conjunction with this (mange, FDA 
is making a parallel modification in 
proposeil § 101.9(c)(8)(i), redesignated 
as § 101.9(c)(7)(i), by deleting the 
prohibition on the declaration of 
percent of the RDI for protein on foods 
represented or purported to be for use 
by adults and children 4 or more years 
of age with a PDCAAS of less than 20 
percent, or on foods represented or 
purported to be for use by children 
under 4 years of age with a protein 
quality value of less than 40 percent of 
the reference standard. That prohibition 
is no longer necessary because the 
PDCAAS method for assessing protein 
quality is more exact in measuring the 
protein quality for humans one year of 
age and above than the protein 
efficiency ratio (PER) which was 
previously used for all age groups. 
Because the PER is being retained to 
measure protein quality for infant foods, 
FDA has retained this prohibition for 
declarations on foods represented or 
purported to be for use by infants with 
a protein quality value of less than 40 
percent of the reference standard of 
casein. 

61. One comment requested that the 
food-spe(dfic conversion factors used by 
AOAC, and permitted in proposed 
§ 101.9(c)(8). to convert amounts of 
nitrogen to protein content should be 
allowed in calculating the PDCAAS 
whenever such factors are available. The 
comment stated that in some cases (e.g., 
peanut butter) the amino acid score 
used in calculating the PDCAAS is 
artificially reduced when a conversion 
factor of 6.25 must to be used to 
calculate protein content rather than a 
food-specific conversion factor. 

FDA agrees that there is an 
inconsistency in proposed § 101.9(c)(8) 
pertaining to the factors for converting 
g of nitrogen to g of protein when 
(miculating protein content and when 
calculating the PDCAAS. While the 
method for calculating the PDCAAS 
described in the Report of the Joint 
Federation of Agriculture Organization 
and the World Health Organization 
(FAO/WHO) Consultation (Ref. 8) 
specifies a conversion factor of 6.25 (i.e., 
g of nitrogen x 6.25 = g of protein), the 
agency Hnds it appropriate to use more 
specific conversion factors for those 

foods where the ofricial AOAC 
procedures require them. Therefore, to 
allow for consistent methods of 
calculating g of protein, the agency is 
modifying § 101.9(c)(7)(ii) to state that 
food-specific conversion factors 
required by the AOAC are to be used 
when calculating the PDCAAS. 

2. Protein Content as a Percentage of the 
RDl/DRV 

62. Several comments opposed the 
voluntary (in the absence of a claim) 
declaration of protein as percent of the 
RDI on the labels of foods intended for 
adults and children 4 or more years of 
age. The comments contended that 
mandatory declaration of protein as 
percent RDI for all groups would 
provide the consumer with information 
on how amino acid and protein needs 
are met and would assist consumers in 
appreciating that protein is an important 
part of the diet. 

FDA disagrees with these comments. 
In the preamble of the mandatory 
nutrition labeling proposal, FDA stated 
that current evidence suggests that the 
diet typically consumed in the United 
States provides for an adequate protein 
intake of sufficiently high biological 
quality to meet the nutritional needs of 
adults and cdiildren 4 or more years of 
age (55 FR 29487 at 29499). Because 
protein intakes generally are adequate 
and not a public health concern for this 
population group, FDA finds that the 
additional costs associated with 
determination of the PDCAAS, which 
are necessary to calculate the percent of 
the DRV for protein, are not w’arranted 
on foods for this group unless protein 
claims are made. Therefore, while 
declaration of the quantitative amount 
of protein will continue to be required 
on all foods, § 101.9(c)(7)(i) allows 
voluntary declaration of the percent of 
the DRV for protein, expressed as 
“Percent Daily Value,” for foods 
intended for adults and children 4 or 
more years of age unless a protein claim 
is made for the product. 

63. Two baby food manufacturers 
suggested that the protein content 
expressed as percent of the RDI for 
protein should be voluntary for all 
foods, including those for infants and 
children less than four years of age, 
unless the food is infant formula or a 
protein claim is made. The comments 
stated that data show that breast or cow 
milk and formula are the main 
contributors of protein during the first 
18 months, and that other foods are not 
sole sources of protein for infants above 
4 months. One manufacturer provided 
survey data on the protein intake of 
children 2 to 18 months of age. The 
comments also stated that recent 
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evidence shows that the protein intake 
of children 1 to 4 years of age is 100 
percent of the RDl, that nutrition 
information expressed as percent of the 
RDI would not be helpful to the parents, 
and that the requirement is burdensome. 
Other comments supported mandatory 
declaration of protein content expressed 
as percent of the RDI for children less 
than 4 years of age. 

FDA rejects the suggestion that 
protein content expressed as the percent 
of the RDI should be voluntary for foods 
speciHcally intended for infants and 
children under 4 years of age. As noted 
in the preamble of the mandatory 
nutrition labeling proposal, mandatory 
declaration of the percent RDI is 
warranted for this age group because of 
the importance of protein quality in 
diets derived from a limited number of 
foods (55 FR 29487 at 29499). FDA 
acknowledges that breast or cow milk 
and formula are the major sources of 
protein during the first 18 months, 
liowever. as seen in the data provided 
in the comment, foods specifically 
intended for infants and young children, 
other than infant formula, do make a 
significant contribution to total protein 
intake. For example, at 6 to 7 months of 
age, infants are receiving approximately 
one-third of the total protein intake from 
bal^ foods (Ref. 52). 

Tne agency recognizes that required 
declaration of the percent of the RDI for 
protein for foods for infants and 
children less than 4 years of age 
presents a burden to manufacturers. 
IloweVer, protein nutriture is critical 
during this period of life which is 
marked by rapid growth and 
development. Both protein quantity and 
quality are major factors in the 
utilization of protein. Because of the 
importance of adequate high quality 
protein in the diets of infants and young 
children, FDA considers the declaration 
of percent of the RDI for protein 
necessary. Moreover, with the 
information on digestibility the agency 
is providing in appendix B (see 
comment 66 in this document), 
declaring the percent of the RDI for 
protein should not be overly costly or 
difficult. 

64. Several comments suggested the 
use of a system similar to the current 
approach of expressing the percent of 
the U.S. RDA for protein. 
Recommendations were made for the 
use of a single RDI or two RDFs (i.e., an 
RDI for proteins of high quality and 
another RDI for those of low quality) to 
calculate the percent RDI as long as the 
food is not intended for infants and 
toddlers. Three baby food manufacturers 
favored establishment of specific low 
and high protein quality-based RDI’s to 

calculate the percent RDI for foods 
intended for infants. 

FDA disagrees with the use of a 
system similar to the current approach 
of expressing protein as percent U.S. 
RDA. The use of breakpoints, as found 
in the existing regulation, creates 
artificial differences in apparent protein 
nutritive values of some foods when 
significant differences do not exist. 

3. Protein Quality 

65. One comment questioned FDA’s 
authority to change the proposed 
protein quality methodology. The 
comment contended that the 1990 
amendments did not require a change in 
methodology, and that the proposal 
must be reevaluated pursuant to 
President Bush’s directive in his State of 
the Union address on January 28,1992, 
and set forth in his memorandum on 
Reducing the Burden of Government 
Regulations (Ref. 53). 

FDA stated in the supplementary 
proposal that while not directed to do 
so by the 1990 amendments, it was 
proposing to modify the approach for 
determination of protein quality in the 
mandatory nutrition labeling proposal. 
The agency did so in response to a 
citizen’s petition submitted by Protein 
Technologies International Inc. (Docket 
No. 90P-0052), requesting that the 
agency accept an amino acid method 
that is corrected for digestibility as an 
alternative method for evaluating 
protein quality. FDA tentatively decided 
that the petition had merit, and that 
some of the concepts in the petition 
should be integrated into the 
rulemaking since protein quality is an 
important part of nutrition labeling. The 
agency has the authority under sections 
201(n) of the act (21 U.S.C 321(n), 403 
(a) and (q) of the act, and 701(a) of the 
act (21 U.S.C. 371(a)) to modify the 
original proposed protein quality 
methodology to reflect expanding 
scientific knowledge. This final rule 
represents the final disposition of the 
subject petition. 

66. Several comments commended 
the agency for acceptance of the 
PDCAAS method for assessing the 
protein quality of foods for regulatory 
purposes. Comments stated that the 
PD(1\AS method was entirely 
appropriate and consistent with the 
FAO/WHO Consultation on protein 
quality evaluation (Ref. 8). Other 
comments from food manufacturers and 
a trade association conditionally 
supported the PDCAAS method. Several 
comments recommended that PDCAAS 
not be used as the sole method fur 
measuring protein quality of foods 
intended for adults and (^Idren 4 or 
more years of age until more technical 

knowledge on the amino acid reference 
pattern and methodology is gained, and 
until manufacturers gain more practical 
experience in its application across a 
broad spectnim of foods. Two 
comments stated that compUance 
problems necessitate a transition period 
of 2 to 5 years to ease the logistic^ and 
economic burdens. Several comments 
supported the method but 
recommended that the current PER 
method also be permitted. 

One manufacturer recommended: (1) 
Manufacturers be permitted to use 
calculated PDCAAS values for common 
foods and food ingredients; (2) that FDA 
issue a list of estimated digestibility 
values and PDCAAS values for major 
foodstuffs and ingredients before issuing 
the final regulation: and (3) that FDA 
convene an expert group to produce a 
data base on digestibilities and PDCAAS 
values and to make provision to update 
such a list. 

Another manufacturer requested that 
FDA allow any valid methodology for 
determining protein quality for adults 
and children more than 1 year of age. 

FDA disagrees with the 
recommendations that the PDCAAS 
method not be used as the sole method 
until more technical and practical 
knowledge is gained on its application 
to a broad spectrum of foods and 
disagrees that a transition period is 
needed. FDA advises that since most 
food products in the market place are 
intended for adults and children above 
4 years of age, on which the declaration 
of percent DRV of protein is voluntary, 
a delay in the implementation of the 
PDCAAS as the sole method is not 
necessary. 

The agency also rejects the 
recommendation that the PER method 
continue to be permitted for foods for 
adults and children 1 or more years of 
age as an option to the PDCAAS method 
for the following reasons: (1) The 
PDCAAS is based on human amino acid 
requirements and, therefore, is 
inherently more appropriate for 
evaluating the protein content of foods 
intended for human consumption than 
the PER which is based on the amino 
acid requirements of the rat (Ref. 8), (2) 
the PDCAAS method is recommended 
for regulatory purposes by a recognized 
international organization experienced 
in establishing such standards (Ref. 8). 
and (3) values obtained by the two 
methods differ so that their 
simultaneous use on different foods 
would not allow for comparison of food 
products. 

FDA considered the recommendation 
that manufacturers be permitted to 
calculate PDCAAS values. The two 
pieces of information that are needea tor 
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this calculation are the amino acid 
content and the digestibility of the food. 
FDA has concluded that current 
representative amino acid data bases on 
raw and processed food products are not 
sufficiently reliable to allow for 
calculated PDCAAS values. Current data 
bases often lack information on key 
essential amino acids, and the 
information that is there was often 
obtained using methodology that is now 
outdated. In addition, food processing, 
i.e., the chemical, biological, or physical 
treatment of foods, can reduce the 
amino acid content of the food, so that 
only data from a food that underw’ent 
similar processing or treatment should 
be utilized in calculating the PDCAAS. 
In time, the agency believes it will be 
possible to calculate PDCAAS values 
using representative amino acid data 
backed by periodic analytical spot 
checks, but, at the current time, more 
and better data are needed. 

FDA does agree, however, that a data 
base on digestibility values could be of 
assistance in implementing the 
PDCAAS method and in reducing the 
expense of implementing this new 
methodology by eliminating the need 
for a bioassay. Therefore, FDA is 
providing a limited data base on 
published true digestibility values 
(determined using humans and rats) of 
commonly used foods and food 
ingredients, which manufacturers may 
use to calculate the PDCAAS for food 
products. The agency has decided not to 
publish the digestibility values in the 
Code of Federal Regulation at this time 
because the values are interim and 
subject to change on a frequent basis. 
The data base is being published in 
Appendix B to this document and is 
also available from the Division of 
Nutrition, Center for Food Safety and 
Applied Nutrition {HFF-260), Food and 
Drug Administration, 200 C St. SW., 
Washington, DC 20204. 

Appendix B lists foods from nine 
major food groups. In the development 
of this data base, the agency examined 
scientific data that included reports by 
national and international 
organizations, review articles and other 
scientific articles. In examining the data, 
FDA first considered true digestibility 
values of protein foods obtained using 
adult subjects, followed by data using 
the rat as an animal model. The agency 
did not consider digestibility data 
obtained using in vitro methods or other 
animal species. Comparative reviews of 
digestibility of some protein using 
humans and the rat model suggest that 
the true digestibility of a variety of foods 
is similar in humans and rats. 

There are gaps in knowledge of the 
digestibility of protein in common food 

sources. Therefore, the data in 
Appendix B of this document are 
tentative. FDA believes that with the 
implementation of this regulation, better 
data will be forthcoming, and that, in 
due course, it will be able to revise the 
data base. The agency encourages 
industry to submit additional data to 
enable FDA to expand the assortment of 
foods included in the data base and to 
update current data. 

FDA concludes that it would be 
premature to convene an expert group to 
develop a data base on digestibilities 
and PDCAAS values. There is a need to 
allow time for the compilation of 
reliable data based on digestibility and 
amino acid analyses obtained by the 
methods specified in this regulation. 
FDA will reconsider the idea of 
convening of an expert group on protein 
quality as such data become available. 

The agency advises that 
manufacturers are not precluded from 
using other analytical methods for their 
own quality control purposes as long as 
they assure themselves that such 
unofficial methods compare adequately 
with the official methods. For 
compliance purposes the methods 
specified in the regulation will be used 
by FDA. 

67. Several comments recommended 
that the proposed new method 
(PDCAAS) for the evaluation of protein 
quality be eliminated from the 
regulation. Some comments stated that 
the PDCAAS method will not provide 
flexibility and will be unnecessarily 
burdensome and expensive, because it 
requires that digestibility and amino 
acid analysis be performed on every 
product for which a declaration of the 
percent of the RDI for protein is made. 
One comment stated that foods are often 
reformulated, creating an ongoing cost. 
Several comments expressed concern 
that, because of the costs, the PDCAAS 
could have unintended negative effects 
on the competitive position of smaller 
companies and on the willingness of 
manufacturers to provide complete 
nutrition information to the consumer. 

A few comments argued that for some 
foods, the PDCAAS will result in lower 
values being declared for the percent of 
the RDI than current methodologies 
using the PER, and that this will effect 
the ability of the foods to make claims 
about protein content. Another 
manufacturer opposed the change to 
new methodology and commented that 
the PDCAAS methodology should be 
reviewed and scrutinized by the AOAC 
before application. 

FDA does not agree that the PDCAAS 
should be eliminated. FDA wishes to 
clarify that declaration of the percent 
DRV for protein (which uses the 

PDCAAS method) is voluntary for foods 
intended for adults and children 4 or 
more years of age unless a protein claim 
is made for the product. Therefore, for 
this age group, the burden and expense 
of the PDCAAS method are voluntarily 
assumed by the manufacturer, 

FDA acknowledged in the preceding 
comment that values obtained for 
percent of label reference value differ 
when calculated using the PDCAAS 
rather than the PER. However, the 
PDCAAS, based on human 
requirements, is inherently more 
appropriate for assessing protein quality 
of foods intended for human 
consumption than the PER which is 
based on the amino acid requirements of 
the rat (Ref. 8). Accordingly, label 
claims based on these values will more 
accurately describe the role of the 
protein product in meeting human ' 
nutrition requirements. 

FDA advises that the analytical 
methodologies for amino acid analyses 
involved in the calculation of the 
PDCAAS method have undergone 
collaborative studies and have been 
published in the Journal of the 
Association of Official Analytical 
Chemists. 

68. One comment expressed 
uncertainty about the proposed amino 
acid scoring pattern used in calculating 
the PDCAAS and stated that the WHO/ 
FAO recommended further research to 
confirm the currently accepted values of 
preschool children. 

FDA acknowledges that the WHO/ 
FAO Consultation (Ref. 8) 
recommended further research on the 
proposed scoring pattern to confirm and 
reinforce the existing information. The 
Consultation concluded, however, that 
the proposed scoring pattern is robust 
and represents the best available 
estimate of indispensable amino acids 
for this age group. Because of the high 
protein requirements of the preschool 
age group for adequate growth and 
development, protein foods and diets 
with an amino acid pattern that 
effectively meets the needs of the 
preschool child will adequately meet 
the needs of older children and adults, 
whereas the reverse may not be true 
(Ref. 10). Therefore, FDA concludes that 
the proposed amino acid scoring pattern 
for preschool age children is at present 
the most suitable pattern for use in the 
evaluation of dietary protein quality for 
all age groups, except infants. 

69. Comments agreed that the amino 
acid pattern for 1 to 4 year old children 
should be the same as the amino acid 
reference pattern for 2 to 5 year old 
children when calculating the PDCAAS. 
According to the data presented in the 
comments: (1) There is little difference 
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in the portion of protein and amino 
acids needed for maintenance and 
growth between the two age groups: (2) 
there is no sound nutrition rationale for 
using 70 percent of casein as the 
reference standard for 1 to 3 year old 
children as recommended by the Codex 
Committee on Nutrition and Foods for 
Special Dietary Uses (Ref. 10a); and (3) 
there is no evidence that the pattern of 
intake of amino acids for 1 to 3 year old 
children differs from, or that the pattern 
is inadequate compared to, the pattern 
for 2 to 5 year old children. The 
comments also confirmed that there is 
sufficient overlap between the age 
groups to render one standard adequate. 

In the preamble to the supplementary 
proposal. FDA specifically requested 
comments on the inconsistency between 
the FAO/WHO and the Codex 
Committee on Nutrition and Foods for 
Special Dietary Uses standards for the 
protein quality of foods intended for 
children 1 to 3 years old. The data 
presented in the comments (Refs. 54 and 
55) supported the agency’s tentative 
conclusion to use tlm amino acid 
scoring pattern for preschool 2 to 5 year 
old children for determining the 
PDCAAS of foods intended for children 
over 1 year of age. Therefore, the agency 
is maintaining the requirement in 
§ 101.9(c)(7) t^t the PDCAAS be used 
to measure protein quality in foods for 
diildren above 1 year of age. 

. However, the agency inappropriately 
left a parenthetical notation in proposed 
§ 101.9(c)(8) that indicated that casein 
was to be used as the reference standard 
for determining the PDCAAS for 
children greater than 1 but less than 4 
years of age. Because by definition the 
PDCAAS uses an amino acid scoring 
pattern based on human requirements as 
the standard, the agency has modified 
proposed § 101.9{cK8), redesignated as 
§ 101.9(c)(7), to remove the reference to 
casein for that age group. 

70. Two comments disagreed with 
retaining the PER method and the casein 
standard for assessing protein quality 
for infants. The comments asserted that 
the requirement was not consistent with 
the FAO/WHO Consultation 
recommendation for the use of the 
amino acid pattern of breast milk for 
this age group. 

FDA acknowledges that the FAO/ 
WHO Consultation (Ref. 8) 
recommended that the amino acid 
composition of human breast milk 
should be the basis of the scoring 
pattern to evaluate protein quality in 
foods for infants under the age of one. 
However, in the same document, the 
Consultation stated that further data on 
the amino acid profile of human breast 
rr.ilk using standardized methods of 

analysis are required to confirm the 
pattern for calculating the chemical 
score of infant formubs (Ref. 8). 

Because of the uncertainties 
expressed in the FAO/WHO report (Ref. 
8) and the inconsistencies in reported 
amino acid patterns of human breast 
milk (ReL 56). the agency finds that it 
is premature to use the FAO/WHO 
reference pattern for infants, especially 
since this population group relies on 
relatively few foods for nutrients. Until 
further data become available, the safer 
course is to continue to use the current 
PER method using casein as a standard. 
When more data become available, FDA 
would be willing to reconsider this 
position in response to a petition. 

71. A few comments stated that the 
use of the PDCAAS will understate the 
biological quality of vegetable proteins 
consumed in a mixed diet. Another 
comment requested that FDA provide 
manufacturers with ways to 
communicate the complementary nature 
of different proteins from different 
sources. 

FDA agrees that use of the PDCAAS 
does not indicate the value of individual 
proteins consumed as part of a mixed 
diet. However, this is true with any 
method used to measure quality of 
proteins in individual foods. The 
calculation of the corrected amount of 
protein of a food does not take into 
account the complementary potential of 
the food in a mixed diet, i.e., how a food 
rich in a particular essential amino acid 
can “complement” a food low in that 
amino acid to result in a total diet that 
provides sufficient amounts of the 
amino acid. What the method does is 
allow for a greater awareness of the 
value of protein sources when 
consumed alone. 

While FDA acknowledges that more 
consumer education would be helpful 
on the complementary effects of 
individual foods in mixed diets, 
providing such information is beyond 
the scope of nutrition labeling. Space 
limitations within the nutrition label 
generally prevent the addition of 
information to communicate the 
complementary nature of different 
proteins. However, FDA advises that the 
regulation does provide in § 101.9(e) for 
the voluntary inclusion of a second 
column to declare the nutrient content 
of common combinations of foods (e.g.. 
milk and cereal, peanut butter and 
bread). It would be possible to declare 
in this column the percent of the DRV 
or RDI for protein, as appropriate, for 
the combination of foods. Also, the 
manufacturer may include 
nonmisleading statements about the 
complementary nature of protein 

sources in materials outside the 
nutrition label. 

72. Several comments expressed 
concern over the amino acid analytical 
methodology and urged that high 
performance liquid chromatography 
(HPLC) technology be incorporated into 
the methodology, and that hydrolysis 
time be tailcaed for specific foods. One 
comment suggested mat FDA appraise 
the use of plasma aminograms as 
indicators of protein quality. 

FDA agrees that the HPLC technology 
should be incorporated into the suitable 
methodology for amino acid analyses, in 
the preamble of the supplementary 
proposal, the agency stated that the 
analytical m'ethodology for PDCAAS is 
described in the Report of the Joint 
FAO/WHO Consultation, section 5.4.1 
(Ref. 8). The analytical methodology 
includes HPLC and provides flexibility 
in the hydrolysis of specific foods. 

The agency has evaluated the merits 
of using plasma aminograms for protein 
quality evaluation. FDA believes that 
the method is not appropriate for this 
purpose. Current methodologies using 
plasma amino acids for predicting the 
protein quality of foods are highly 
variable, nonstandardized, and 
expensive. Consequently, it is not 
practical on a routine b^is to conduct 
tests using plasma amino acid changes 
in humans as a basis for estimating 
protein quality. 

73. One comment requested 
information on how to implement the 
PEXIAAS method and on whether 
commercial testing laboratories have the 
necessary capabilities to determine the 
PDCAAS value. 

FDA advises that the methods for 
determining a food product’s PDCAAS 
is found in “Protein Quality Evaluation, 
.Report of a Joint FAO/WHO Expe.'^ 
Consultation” which is being 
incorporated by reference into the final 
rule. As stated in § 101.9(c)(7)(ii), this 
report is available from the Division of 
Nutrition, Center for Food Safety and 
Applied Nutrition (HFF-260), Food and 
Drug Administration, 200 C St. SW., 
Wa^ington, DC 20204, or is available 
for inspection at the Office of the 
Federal Register, 800 North Capitol St. 
NW., suite 700, Washington, DC. To 
assist persons in using this report, FDA 
has modified § 10i.9(c)(7)(ii) to add the 
specific sections of the FAO/WHO 
report in which the methodology is 
found. These sections are 5.4.1, 7.2.1, 
and 8.00. 

For those foods for which the 
digestibility factors are known and 
found in FDA’s interim data base, 
commercial testing laboratories will be 
able to calculate the PDCAAS after 
running an amino acid analysis as 
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described in the FAO/WHO report, 
section 8.00 (Ref. 8). The equipment 
necessary for amino acid analyses is 
commonly used by commercial 
laboratories and should be widely 
available. 

For those foods for which the 
digestibility factor is not known, 
digestibility values must be determined 
in laboratories according to methods in 
the FAO/WHO Report, sections 7.2.1 
and 8.00 (Ref. 8). 

74. A comment noted that the agency 
had not specihed increments for 
reporting the “Percent Daily Value” for 
protein as had been done in proposed 
§ 101.9(c)(ll)(iii) for reporting the 
“Percent Daily Value” for vitamins and 
minerals. 

FDA acknowledges the oversight and 
is modifying § 101.9(c)(7)(i) by 
specifying that the “Percent Daily 
Value” for protein is to be declared to 
the nearest whole percent as it is for fat 
and carbohydrate in § 101.9(d)(7)(ii). 

4. Conclusion 

In all other respects, § 101.9(c)(8), 
redesignated as § 101.9(c)(7), remains 
unchanged except that § 101.9(c)(7)(iii) 
has been reserved in this document. 
That paragraph is included in the 
companion document entitled “Food 
Labeling; Reference Daily Intakes and 
Daily Reference Values” published 
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register in which the DRV for protein 
for adults and children over 4 years of 
age and the RDI for protein for infants, 
children less than 4 years of age, 
pregnant women, and lactating women 
are established. 

H. Vitamins and Minerals 

75. Retaining the requirement for 
mandatory listing of vitamin A, vitamin 
C, calcium, and iron on the food label 
was supported by a large number of 
comments representing a broad 
.spectrum of consumers and consumer 
organizations, public health 
organizations, health care professionals, 
industry representatives, and trade 
associations. These comments agreed 
with the rationale stated in the proposal 
for continuing the mandatory 
declaration of these nutrients in 
nutrition labeling. 

There were, however, some comments 
that did not support the mandatory 
listing of these nutrients. Some 
comments suggested that vitamin A and 
vitamin C should not be mandatory but 
should be allowed on the food label on 
a voluntary basis. One comment 
questioned whether inadequate intake 
of these vitamins is a public health 
issue, noting that some milk is fortified 
with vitamin A and stating the belief 

that consumers are aware that citrus 
fruits are sources of vitamin C. One 
comment noted that the lOM report 
(Ref. 1) recommends that vitamin A and 
vitamin C should be allowed on the 
food label rather than required. 
Additionally, a few comments 
recommended voluntary rather than 
mandatory declaration of calcium and 
iron. 

In view of the strong support for the 
mandatory listing of vitamin A, vitamin 
C, calcium, and iron on the food label, 
and in the absence of strong opposition 
to the agency’s proposal to require the 
listing of these nutrients on the label, 
FDA is not persuaded that voluntary 
listing of these nutrients is desirable and 
in the interest of the public health. 
While the lOM report does suggest that 
vitamin A and vitamin C could be 
allowed, rather than required, on the 
food label, it identihes vitamin A and 
vitamin C as potential public health 
issues and states that certain 
subpopulations are still at risk for 
deficiencies of these vitamins (Ref. 1). 
The report states that inadequate dietary 
intake of vitamin A is found in children 
under 5 years of age, and that two 
segments of the population are at risk 
for vitamin C deficiency (infants fed 
cow’s milk exclusively and elderly 
individuals on inadequate diets). 

FDA continues to believe that public 
health concerns exist for vitamin A in 
these at-risk groups and for the general 
public. While fortification of certain 
foods, such as low fat and skim milk, 
has helped to improve intakes of this 
vitamin among healthy persons 
consuming a balanced diet, the 
inclusion of adequate vitamin A in the 
diet still requires care and effort on the 
part of a consumer in selecting good 
food sources of this vitamin. Vitamin A 
is found in a relatively limited number 
of foods within the food supply, and 
these foods must be selectively chosen 
by consumers on a regular basis to 
ensure adequate intake. 

FDA also continues to believe, as 
supported by numerous comments, that 
vitamin C is a nutrient with public 
health significance, in that, even with 
fortification efforts and greater year- 
round availability of citrus fruits and 
dark green vegetables, certain 
subpopulations are considered at risk 
(see 55 FR 29487 at 29501). 

In the case of calcium and iron, these 
minerals are identified as public health 
issues in the lOM report (Ref. 1) and by 
numerous other sources, including the 
Surgeon General’s report (Ref. 2), Diet 
and Health (Ref. 3), and the report on 
“Nutrition Monitoring in the United 
States” (Ref. 49). 

Therefore, § 101.9(c)(ll)(ii), 
redesignated as § 101.9(c)(8)(ii), requires 
vitamin A, vitamin C, calcium, and iron 
as mandatory elements of nutrition 
labeling. 

76. Many comments were received 
from persons at risk of iron overload, 
particularly hemochromatotics, 
supporting mandatory labeling of iron 
and requesting that the food label 
declare both added and naturally 
occurring iron. 

FDA has carefully considered these 
comments. The agency recognizes that a 
segment of the population is at risk of 
iron overload. In deciding whether the 
declaration of a nutrient or component 
on the food label should be mandatory, 
however, the agency must consider the 
broad public health signiHcance of its 
action. Inadequate intakes of dietary 
iron are responsible for the most 
prevalent form of iron deficiency in the 
United States. Iron deficiency remains a 
risk for certain segments of the U.S. 
population, notably young children, 
adolescents, women of childbearing age, 
and pregnant women, especially those 
with low incomes (Refs. 2, 3, 23, and 
49). Thus, public health concerns 
relative to iron, as stated in the National 
Nutrition Goals for the Year 2000 (Ref. 
47), center on the prevention of iron 
deficiency and support increased 
dietary intake of iron among children 1 
to 2 years of age, women 20 to 44 years 
of age, and low-income pregnant 
women. The agency believes that the 
listing of iron on the food label aids the 
consumer in making individual food 
selections in structuring the total diet, 
and that this total diet has significant 
effects on health. 

However, as discussed in comment 54 
of this document concerning added 
sugars, the agency has taken the 
position that it should not attempt to 
regulate actions that it cannot enforce. 
Because available laboratory analytical 
methods do not differentiate between 
added and naturally occurring iron, the 
agency would not be able to determine 
compliance with declared amounts of 
added iron. 

Therefore, the agency is denying the 
request that manufacturers declare on 
their labels separate quantitative 
amounts of added and naturally 
occurring iron. 

For the segment of the U.S. 
population at risk of iron overload, the 
agency notes that the food label will 
provide quantitative declaration of iron 
and vitamin C content of a food, as well 
as a listing of ingredients (including 
iron compounds if iron is added to the 
food). As absorption of nonheme iron 
may be enhanced by consumption of 
vitamin C containing foods, those at ri.sk 
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of iron overload can decrease their 
simultaneous consumption of foods 
containing iron and vitamin C by using 
the information on the iron and vitamin 
C content of foods found on the food 
label. 

77. The majority of comments that the 
agency received from consumers, health 
care professionals, public health 
agencies, universities, industry, and 
trade associations agreed with FDA’s 
proposal to allow thiamin, riboflavin, 
and niacin to be listed voluntarily 
unless a claim is made, or unless these 
nutrients are added to a food. Most 
comments based their position on the 
decline of public health concern for 
deficiencies of these vitamins over the 
past 20 years. 

On the other hand, there were some 
comments that advocated continued 
mandatory listing of these vitamins on 
the food label. Several comments 
expressed the opinion that mandatory 
inclusion of thiamin, riboflavin, and 
niacin within nutrition labeling 
contributed to the reduction of the 
incidence of dehciencies of these 
vitamins in the United States. One 
comment stated that these vitamins 
continue to be important to a significant 
portion of the U.S. population, that 
listing these vitamins on the label 
provides information on the nutritional 
properties of a food, and that the 1990 
amendments direct FDA to mandate 
declaration of any vitamin that the 
agency deems to be important for the 
maintenance of healthy dietary 
practices. 

FDA does not agree that the listing of 
thiamin, riboflavin, and niacin on the 
food label has been the major cause of 
the declining incidence of dehciencies 
of these vitamins. Rather, the agency 
believes that the variety and abundance 
of the food supply and the enrichment 
of many standardized foods with these 
vitamins are the primary factors 
responsible for reducing the occurrence 
of deficiencies of these vitamins (Ref. 
57). 

FDA acknowledges that these 
vitamins continue to be important 
nutrients, and that listing these vitamins 
on the label provides information on the 
nutritional properties of a food. 
However, the agency notes that while 
the 1990 amendments direct the agency 
to include in the nutrition label 
information that will assist consumers 
in maintaining healthy dietary practices, 
not all information related to 
maintaining healthy dietar}' practices 
can be included on the food label. If all 
such information were included, all 
essential nutrients would be declared on 
the nutrition label. Not only would 
space constraints not allow for this, but 

the large amount of information would 
interfere with consumers' abilities to 
use the information of the greatest 
public health significance (see 
discussion in response to comment 3 of 
this document). Such a result would be 
contrary to the intent of Congress (Ref. 
16). 

For this reason, FDA developed 
criteria in its mandatory nutrition 
labeling proposal to assist it in 
determining which nutrients to require 
in nutrition labeling (55 FR 29487 at 
29493). These criteria specify that 
nutrients should be required when 
quantitative intake recommendations 
have been made in scientific consensus 
documents, and when the nutrient is of 
particular public health significance. 
Based on the preponderance of 
comments that agreed with FDA’s 
assessment that thiamin, riboflavin, and 
niacin are no longer of particular public 
health significance, FDA has decided to 
provide in § 101.9(c)(ll)(ii), 
redesignated as § 101.9(c)(8)(ii), for the 
voluntary declaration of thiamin, 
riboflavin, and niacin. 

78. Several comments requested that 
FDA clarify whether thiamin, riboflavin, 
and niacin are required to be listed on 
the nutrition label of a product made 
with enriched flour, a standardized 
food, if no claim is made about these 
enrichment nutrients other than their 
listing in the ingredient statement as 
part of enriched flour. Similarly, 
another comment suggested that FDA 
explicitly state, as in current 
§ 101.9(h)(7), that labeling of voluntary 
nutrients will not become mandatory if 
present in a food product as part of an 
enriched ingredient that has a standard 
of identity. The comment also requested 
that nutrients added strictly for a 
technological effect not be required to 
be declared in nutrition labeling, in a 
similar fashion to current § 101.9(h)(6). 

Proposed § 101.9(c)(ll)(ii) stated that 
vitamins and minerals (other than 
vitamin A, vitamin C, calcium, and iron 
which must be declared) need only be 
declared in the nutrition label when 
they are added as a nutrient 
supplement, or when a claim is made 
about them.' FDA’s intent in this section, 
which is redesignated as 
§ 101.9(c)(8)(ii), was that when a food 
product is made with enriched flour as 
an ingredient, but the label does not 
make an “enriched” claim or use 
“enriched” in the name of the food, the 
nutrition label need not declare the 
enrichment nutrients. If, however, the 
product is made with unenriched flour 
and supplemented with nutrients as 
ingredients to achieve the equivalent of 
a product made with enriched flour, the 
product’s label must list the enrichment 

nutrients in the nutrition label. 
Information on the amount of the 
enrichment nutrients is also required if 
an “enriched” claim is made on the 
label, or if “enriched” is used in the 
name of the. food. Section 101.9(c)(8)(ii) 
is modified to clarify this requirement 

FDA agrees with tne comment that 
nutrients that are not required to be 
declared in the nutrition label and are 
added to a food strictly for a 
technological effect need not be 
declared if the nutrient is declared 
solely in the ingredient statement and is 
otherwise not referred to on the label or 
in labeling or advertising. This 
provision, similar to current 
§ 101.9(h)(6), is added to 
§ 101.9(c)(8)(ii). 

79. Several comments stated that 
listing of other vitamins and minerals 
should be required, even without a 
claim, such as vitamin D, magnesium, 
and phosphorus. One comment 
supported the listing of all vitamins 
(even those absent from the food or food 
product). 

FDA notes from these comments 
consumer interest in a variety of 
nutrients but points out that not all 
nutrient information related to 
maintaining healthy dietary practices 
can be included on the food label. As 
discussed in comment 3 of this 
document, the agency must be selective 
with regard to the information that it 
requires to be listed on the label. Thus, 
it emphasizes nutrients or components 
of particular public health significance. 
FDA does not believe that all vitamins 
and minerals are of equal public health 
significance, a view that is supported by 
the lOM and Nutrition Monitoring 
reports (Refs. 1 and 49). The agency is 
also aware that space limitations on the 
food label require that it use discretion 
in deciding which nutrients it requires 
to be listed there. 

FDA does not agree that vitamin D, 
magnesium, or phosphorus are of 
particular public health significance in 
the United States. Because the human 
requirement for vitamin D can be met 
with sufficient exposure to sunlight, and 
because milk and other foods are 
fortified with vitamin D, deficiencies in 
this vitamin are very rare (Ref. 23). 
Magnesium and phosphorus are cited in 
both the Nutrition Monitoring and lOM 
reports as food components that are not 
currently public health issues (Refs. 1 
and 49). FDA, therefore, is hot requiring 
mandatory listing of vitamin D, 
magnesium, or phosphorus in the 
nutrition label. 

80. Some comments suggested not 
requiring any vitamins or minerals on 
the food label unless claims are made, 
or the nutrient is added to the food, in 
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order to miDimize the space 
requirements of nutritkm labeling. 

As discussed in the supplementary 
proposal (56 FR 60366 at 60368), FDA 
interprets section 403(q)(lKE) of the act 
to require the inclusion of vitamins and 
minerals cunently required in 
§ 101.9(c)(7)(iii) if the Secretary (or 
FDA, by delegation) determines that 
such information will assist consumers 
in maintaining heakhy dietary practices. 
For the reasons discussed above, FDA, 
has determined that vitamin A, vitamin 
C, calcium, and iron meet the criterion 
in section 403(q)(lKE) of the ac:t and, 
therefore, must continue to be required 
elements of nutriticm labels. The 1990 
amendments did not provide for 
nutrients to be omitted to save space. 
Therefore, § 101.d{c)(8Kii) continues to 
require declaration of vitamin A, 
vitamin C. calcium, and iron. 

81. One comment requested that the 
final regulations allow for the voluntary 
identification of foods that are 
important sources of beta-carotene, 
either as a subset of vitamin A or 
through an independent designation. 
The comment stated that beta-carotene 
may reduce the risk of chronic diseases 
and appears to have its own 
independent biological functions in 
addition to serving as a source of 
vitamin A. The comment also noted that 
"Recommended Dietary Allowances'* 
(10th ed.) states that "For food products 
containing large quantities of 
carotenoids, it would be advisable in 
nutrition labeling to distinguish 
between retinol, which in large amounts 
is toxic, and carotenoids, which ase not" 
(Ref. 23). 

The agency has carefully reviewed the 
relationship of beta-carotene to cancn* 
in the companion docum«it entitled 
"Food Labeling; Health Claims and 
Label Statements; Antioxidant Vitamins 
and Cancer,” published elsewhere in 
this issue of the Federal Register. Based 
on that review and the sta^ 
recommendations in "Recommended 
Dietary Allowances,” FDA has 
concluded that there should be a 
method within nutrition labeling to 
voluntarily distinguish the amount of 
beta-carotene present in food products. 
Accordingly, FDA is adding 
§ 101.9(c)(8)(vi), which states that the 
percent of vitamin A that is present as 
beta-carotene may be declared to the 
nearest 10-percent increment 
immediately adjacent to or beneath the 
nutrient name (e.g., "Vitamin A (90 
percent as beta-carotene),” see example 
in appendix C). 

82. A few comments objected to 
FDA’s proposed deletion of the 
synonyms vitamin Bl and B2 for 
'hiamin and riboflavin, respectively. 

The comments argued that many 
consumers continue to use these terms 
and understand them better than the 
“scary-sounding chemical” names. 
Similar comments were received in 
response to proposed § 101.36 Nutrition 
labeling of dietary supplements of 
vitamins and minerals. 

Based on the comments, the agency 
has reassessed its position on this issue. 
FDA believes that for consistency the 
chemical name of the nutrient (i.e., 
thiamin and riboflavin) must always be 
given when the nutrient is declared in 
nutrition labeling, or when claims are 
made (e..g., “high in thiamin”). 
However, the agency will not object to 
the voluntary parenthetical listing of 
"vitamin Bl” or ”B1” following 
“thiamin” and "vitamin B2” or "B2’’ 
following "riboflavin.” Accordingly, 
FDA has modified § 101.9(c)(ll)(v), - 
redesignated as § 101.9Cc){8)(v), by 
adding vitamin Bl and vitamin B2 as 
synonyms for thiamin and riboflavin, 
respectively. While FDA believes a 
similar change is appropriate in 
proposed § 101.36, given the 
requirements of the DS Act, FDA is 
taking no action with respect to dietary 
supplements, and thus is not acting on 
proposed § 101.36, at this time. 

83. One comment suggested that other 
synonyms be allowed, namely 
“pyridoxine” as a synonym for vit^in 
B6 and bet»carotene for vitamin A 
when the vitamin A is solely beta- 
carotene. 

FDA rejects this comment. Pyridoxine 
is only one of three different forms of 
vitamin B6 (Ret 23). In addition, the 
agency believes that it would be a more 
difficult term for consumers to use and 
understand. In regard to vitamin A, FDA 
believes new § 101.9(c)(8)(vi) (see 
comment 81 of this document) is a 
preferable course because in most foods, 
beta-carotene is only a fraction of the 
total vitamin A content. 

84. FDA received a few comments 
that addressed increments for those 
nutrients that are expressed as a percent 
of a reference standard. One comment 
proposed a more complex incremental 
scheme than that in the proposed rules, 
suggesting 1-percent increments up to 
and including the 5-percent level, 2- 
percent increments fix)m 6 percent up to 
and including the 12-percent level, 5- 
percent increments from 15 percent up 
to and including 50 percent, and 10- 
percent increments above the 50 percent 
level. Another comment suggested 
increments of 5 percent up to the 50- 
percent level and 10-percent increments 
thereafter. This comment suggested that 
FDA not permit the use of 2-percent 
increments because the necessary 

measurements are not accurate enough 
to allow for such small increments. 

FDA proposed to maintain the current 
increments for vitamins and minerals, 
i.e., percentages are expressed in 2- 
percent increments up to and including 
the 10-percent leveU 5-percent 
increments above 10 percent and up to 
and including the 50-percent level, and 
10-percent increments above the 50- 
percent level. FDA considered both the 
comment suggesting a more complex 
incremmital system and the comment 
suggesting omission of the 2-percent 
increments. Neither suggestion provided 
sufficient justification, for the change. 
One appears to believe that an accuracy 
of 1 percent of the RDI is necessary, the 
other that an accuracy at 5 percent of 
the RDI is sufficient. Inasmuch as the 
agency has experienced no proldems 
with the increments that have been in 
use since the early 1970’s, and given 
that so few comments addressed this 
issue, the agency sees no need to modify 
the incremental scheme in proposed 
§ 101.9(c)(ll){iii), redesignated as 
§ 101.9(c)(8)(iu). 

85. One comment noted that 
regulations specified that all nutrients 
except vitamins and minerals were to be 
expressed to the "nearest” unit or 
increment (e.g., total carbohydrates are 
to be expressed to the nearest g, and 
sodium to the nearest 5-mg increment 
between 5 and 140 mg of sodium and 
to the nearest 10-mg increment above 
140 mg of sodium). The comment asked 
for direction on reporting amounts of 
vitamins and minerals. 

To clarify the regulations and promote 
consistency, FDA is modifying 
§ 101.9(c}(8)(iii) to specify that vitamins 
and minerals are to be expressed to the 
nearest 2-percent increment up to and 
including the 10-percent level, the 
nearest 5-percent increment above 10 
percent and up to and including the 50- 
percent level, and the nearest lO-percent 
increment above the 50-perc6nt level. 

86. A comment objected to the 
provision in propos^ § 101.9(cKll)Uii) 
that allows vitamins and minerals that 
are not present to be represented by an 
asterisk that refers to a statement 
"Contains less them 2 percent of the 
Daily Value of this (these) nutrient 
(nutrients).” The comment stated that 
consumers might be misled into 
thinking that small amounts of the 
vitamin or mineral are present when 
they are not. 

FDA considered this comment and 
has concluded that the flexibility the 
use of the asterisk provides in allowing 
manufacturers to r^uce the space 
needed for nutrition labeling outweighs 
any slight misunderstanding about the 
amount of a vitamin or mineral present 
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in a food that might result. Amounts of 
either zero or less than 2 percent of the 
RDI (declared as Percent Daily Value) 
for these nutrients are physiologically 
insignificant. 

The RDI’s are provided in 
§ 101.9(c)(8)(iv) which has been 
reserved in this document. That 
paragraph is included in the companion 
document entitled ‘‘Food Labeling; 
Reference Daily Intakes and Daily 
Reference Values” (hereinafter referred 
to as the RDI/DRV final rule) published 
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register. In accordance with section 203 
of the DS Act that prohibits FDA from 
promulgating regulations based upon 
recommended daily allowances of 
vitamins and minerals other than the 
U.S. RDA’s currently specified.in 
§ 101.9(c)(7)(iv) until November 8,1993, 
§ 101.9(c)(8)(iv) includes values for only 
one age group (i.e., adults and children 
4 or more years of age) rather than the 
5 proposed groups (i.e., adults and 
children 4 or more years of age, children 
less than 4 years of age, infants, 
pregnant women, and lactating women). 
FDA intends to adopt in accordance 
with section 203 of the DS Act, 
appropriate RDI’s for all groups. 
Therefore, FDA has adopted the 
references to such groups in §§ 101.9 
(a)(4), (c)(8)(i), (e), and (1) of this final 
rule, even though such values do not 
exist at this time. In the meantime, 
suggested RDI values for other age 
groups, which, to be consistent with the 
DS Act, are based on the 1968 RDA‘s are 
presented as guidance in the preamble 
of the RDI/DRV final rule. 

IV. Analytical Procedures 

A. General Issues 

87. Several comments asserted that 
FDA should explicitly state the methods 
to be used for the analysis of various 
nutrients. Some comments expressed 
the opinion that the agency should not 
mandate listing of any nutrient when 
there are serious issues with the 
reliability of the analytical method. 
Dietary fiber was specifically cited as 
one example. One comment added that 
FDA must specify the method of 
analysis for analytes not available in the 
AOAC. 

The agency acknowledges the concern 
expressed in the comments. In the 
mandatory nutrition labeling proposal 
(55 FR 29487 at 29498), FDA discussed 
the analytical methodologies for sugars 
and dietary fiber. The agency noted that 
in the 17 years since the promulgation 
of § 101.9, it had acquired substantial 
experience under the regulation, and 
techniques for analyzing foods for their 
nutrient content have greatly improved. 

The agency considers it is inadvisable to 
explicitly state a method for a particular 
nutrient. The applicability of a specific 
method to products of different matrices 
varies. As noted in several comments, 
values for some nutrients, such as fat, 
are dependent upon the procedure used. 
If a specific method is cited, it may give 
the erroneous impression that other 
methods that are more appropriate to 
the matrix or that utilize newer 
techniques could not, or would not, be 
acceptable. It is FDA’s policy and 
practice that any method used to 
support a nutrient declaration value 
requires appropriate validation if it has 
not been collaborated for that nutrient 
in a specific matrix. Validation 
procedures are a necessary component 
of sound analytical technique and are 
frequently used even with official, 
collaborated methods. 

The agency agrees that no nutrient 
should be a required component in 
nutrition labeling if there is no 
satisfactory analytical method for 
determining its level in a food. In fact, 
this view was a major factor in the 
agency’s decision not to require 
declaration of complex carbohydrates. 
FDA believes that there is adequate 
methodology to assay for the nutrients 
that it has made mandatory elements of 
the nutrition label, even, as explained 
below, for dietary fiber. 

Analysis is not needed for nutrients, 
however, where reliable databases or 
scientific knowledge establish that a 
nutrient is not present in the product. 
For example, there is no need to analyze 
for cholesterol in fruits and vegetables 
or for dietary fiber in seafood. Costs 
associated with nutrition labeling will 
be contained by not analyzing for a 
nutrient where there is no reasonable 
expectation that the nutrient occurs in 
the food. 

88. Some comments noted that 
analjdical variability—which ranges 
from 1 percent to as high as 20 percent 
according to one comment—may be a 
ftinction of the method selected and its 
inherent variability, the laboratory 
performing the analysis, the level of 
nutrient in fhe food, and the ability to 
obtain a homogeneous sample 
composite. A few comments specifically 
cited the difficulty in measuring levels 
of complex carbohydrates or vitamin C 
in potatoes. These comments observed 
that the nutrient levels may differ 
between the time of harvesting and 
processing, as well as after a period of 
storage. One comment recommended 
that FDA allow flexibility in selecting 
analytical methodology such that there 
would be a broadened range of methods 
used to generate nutritional information. 

FDA advises that manufacturers are 
free to use methods of their choice for 
ascertaining the quantity to declare on 
the label as well as for screening 
purposes as part of their quality control 
procedures. However, when questions 
arise as to the validity of the data, the 
agency will utilize the methods of the 
AOAC or other validated procedures. 

Given the analytical problems in 
determining values for complex 
carbohydrates, the agency has deleted 
the requirement for declaring complex 
carbohydrates and is eliminating the 
term “complex carbohydrate” from the 
nutrition label. As discussed above, it is 
using instead the term “other 
carbohydrate.” The term "other 
carbohydrate” is defined as the 
difference between total carbohydrates 
and the sum of dietary fiber, sugars, and 
sugar alcohols (when declared). Because 
a specific method of analysis is no 
longer required for complex 
carbohydrates, the concern about 
measuring this food component in 
potatoes has been addressed. In regard 
to the concern about the analysis for 
vitamin C in potatoes, FDA advises that 
in this situation vitamin C is a naturally 
occurring, or Class II, nutrient. Thus, the 
declaration is in compliance if the 
nutrient is present at a level of 80 
percent or more of the declared label 
value. It should be noted that current 
regulations and § 101.9(g)(6) permit 
reasonable excesses within current good 
manufacturing practice for both vitamin 
C and other carbohydrate. 

As more nutritional analyses are 
performed in support of label values, 
more methodologies will be validated. 
As a result, the number of methods that 
manufacturers may use in determining 
the amount of a nutrient will increase. 
Moreover, products that heretofore had 
not been labeled with nutrition 
information will now be subjected to 
testing. These new matrices will create 
new challenges for both the food 
industry and the agency. However, these 
challenges should not impede the 
development of full, accurate nutrition 
information on food labels. The agency 
is committed to working with industry 
to provide valid nutrition label 
information that will promote selection 
of healthier diets by U.S. consumers. 

89. Some comments suggested that 
FDA work with trade associations and 
industry on the analytical techniques 
required to prepare nutrition labels. One 
comment recommended that 
designations be made as to which food 
matrices are appropriate for existing 
methods and which ones are not. 

FDA agrees it should be actively 
involved in the review of suitable 
methods to be used in the 
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impienientation of mandatory nutrition 
labeling. The AOAC Task Force on 
Nutrient Labeling Methods was 
established early in 1992 by AOAC for 
the purpose of assisting its membership 
in meeting the requirements of the 
agency’s regulations. The agency 
work^ closely with the Task Force, 
participating in meetings as well as in 
evaluating appropriate methods for 
various matrices. The Nutrient Labeling 
Task Force Report on Anal3rt«s for 
Nutritional Labeling is available hum 
the agency or AOAC. The report lists the 
metho<h that are adequate for various 
nutrients and various matrices. As 
pointed out in the official AOAC 
publir.ation. The Referee (Ref. 58), not 
all analyte/matrix combinations in the 
report have been folly collaboratively 
studied, however. 

In this context, it should also be noted 
that § 101.9(gH2) of these final rules 
allows for the use of other reliable and 
appropriate analytical procedures if no 
AOAC method is available or 
appropriate. Sources of such methods 
include FDA’s “Lipid Manual” (Ref. 59) 
and FDA’s Food Additive Analytical 
Manual. voL I and vd. H (Ref. 60). 
Additional methods may be found in 
"Approved Methods of the American 
Association of Cereal Chemists’* and 
"Official Methods and Recommended 
Practices of the American Oil Chemists 
Society.** 

The method of analysis used must be 
suitable to achieve the purpose for 
which it is used. For example, the 
method used to quantify vitamin C for 
nutrition labeling must be able to 
determine whether ascorbic acid or 
isoascorbic acid is present in the food. 
Isoascorbic acid and sometimes ascorbic 
acid are used as antioxidants in food 
processing. Only ascorbic acid, 
however, is an active form of vitamin C 
and considered in the determination of 
vitamin C content of die food. 'Thus, the 
method must be able to distinguish 
ascorbic acid from isoascorbk; acid. 

90. FDA received several comments 
regarding the use of the Official 
Methods of Analysis of the AOAC One 
comment stated ^at the latest edition of 
this reference should be cited to avoid 
obsolescence whan new editions are 
issued. 

FDA does not have authority to not 
reference a particular edition of the 
Official Methods. The Office of the 
Federal Register requires that each 
statement of incorporation by reference 
into the Code of Federal Regulations 
contain specific information, including 
the date and editkm of the publication. 
Accordingly, FDA has not modified 
§ 101.9(g)(2). 

91. A comment suppcated a policy 
whereby FDA would verify Laboratory 
analysis results on file at a firm to 
substantiate the nutrition label 
information in Ueu of doing nutrient 
analysis from a limited sample of 
products. The comment expressed the 
opinion that FDA should be required to 
perform additional sampling and testing 
and to consider the statistical variation 
inherent in test procedures before 
initiating a legal action, such as a 
seizure. 

The agency disagrees with the 
comment. FDA is a law enforcement 
agency, and its mission is consumer 
protection. To support a mi^randing 
charge for inaccurate nutrient content 
information. FDA must have accurate, 
reliable, and objective data to present in 
a court of law. ’To obtain that 
information, FDA relies upon the work 
performed by its trained employees 
because it does not have legal authority 
in most instances to inspect a food 
manufacturing firm’s records. 

The practice of performing nutrient 
analysis from a composite of 12 
subsamples is well established. 
Compositing the contents of the twelve 
containers yields a numerical result 
essentially equivalent to what would be 
obtained if each container were 
analyzed, and the resuhs averaged. 
Thus, the composite value is considered 
to be the same as the average of a 
sample of twelve containers. As noted 
in § 101.9(g)(4) and fgK5). FDA will not 
take regulatory action based on a 
determination of a nutrient value that 
fails to meet appropriate levels by a 
factor inherent in Ae variability 
generally recognized for the analytical 
method used on that food at the level 
involved. 

B. Calories 

92. Comments stated that the 
regulations should clarify how calories 
are to be calculated. Several comments 
recomraended adding "calork: content 
may be determined the Atwater 
method’’to proposed § 101.9tc)(3). 
Some comments objected to the use of 
the specific Atwater food factors 
published in "USDA Handbook 74" 
which have not been updated since 
1955. Anotho* comment noted that if a 
food item is a commodity-type product 
for which a specific Atwater factor is 
available, the caloric content for these 
products should be required to be 
calculated using the specific Atwater 
factors. 

Several comments disagreed with the 
proposal to subtract dietary fiber from 
the amount of carbohydrate before 
applying the general factor of 4 (i.e., 4 
calories per g of C8rboh)rdrate). These 

comments contended that the general 
factor is intended to apply to total 
carbohydrate including fiber. Because 
thegaslrointesUnal effects of dietary 
fiber were taken into account in the 
derivation of the general factors, these 
comments did not consider it to be 
legitimate to exclude fiber from 
carbohydrate content when calculating 
caloric content. 

One comment suggested that calories 
be calculated from carbohydrate-plus- 
dietary fiber if the general factor of 4 
calories per g of carbohydrate is used. 
Alternatively, the comment suggested 
that calories be calculated from 
available carbohydrate if the general 
factor of 3.75 calories per g of 
carbohydrate is used. The factor of 3.75 
calories per g for carbohydrate is used 
by the United Kingdom for calculation 
of a vailable carbohydrate energy (Ref. 
61). 

One comment suggested that both 
total dietary fiber and other 
nondigestible carbohydrate should be 
subtracted from the total carbohydrate 
content before calculating calories 
contributed by carbohydrates. As noted 
in the comments, many new food 
ingredients such as reduced-calorie fats, 
fat substitutes, and modified 
carbohydrates have been developed in 
recent years. Some of these ingredients 
have caloric values substantially less 
than the general factors of 4, 4, and 9 for 
protein, carbohydrate, and fat, 
respectively. Comments requested 
specific allowances for ingredients used 
as reduced calorie replacements for 
conventional ingredients to permit 
methods for calculating the available 
calories other than use of the general 
factors. 

The agency recognizes that confusion 
may exist about methods for calculating 
caloric content because of the proposed 
changes in how total carbohydrate 
content has been defined in § 10'1.9^)(6) 
and because of the changes in the 
treatment of dietary fiber. Therefore, the 
agency is modifying § 101.9(cKl) to 
clarify how caloric content is calculated 
by providing five optifms for calculating 
the energy value of foods in 
§101.9(c)(lKi). 

The first option, which is set forth in 
§ 101.9(c)(l)(i)(A), is the use of specific 
Atwater factors are found in Table 
13 in “Energy Value of Foods—Basis 
and Derivation” by A. L. Merrill and B. 
K. Watt, USDA Handbook No. 74 (1955). 
FDA disagrees with the comment that 
suggested requiring the use of specific 
Atwater food factors for those foods for 
which such factors exist. The agency 
does not believe that there is any need 
to limit a manufacturer’s flexibility in 
selecting a method for determining 
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caloric content Current regulations do 
not require the use of specific Atwater 
food factors, and no data were presented 
to support a change in current practices. 

The second ana third options utilize 
the general factors of 4.4, and 9 calories 
per g for protein, carbohydrate, and fat. 
respectively. In § 101.9(c)(l)(i)(B). 
which provides for calculating calories 
by general factors, dietary fiber is 
included in total carbohydrate. FDA 
also recognizes, however, that doing so 
can result in significant error for the 
caloric value of some foods because of 
the relatively low energy value of 
dietary fiber. Adjustments for dietary 
fiber content are therefore appropriate 
for nutrition labeling of some foods. 

However, because some soluble 
dietary fiber can make a significant 
contribution to a food’s energy value 
(Ref. 61), FDA does not consider it 
appropriate to allow an absolute 
exclusion of all dietary fiber from 
caloric calculation. Recognizing that 
there can be significant levels of 
available energy in some soluble fiber, 
and that official AOAC methods for 
dietary fiber now provide for separation 
of soluble and insoluble fiber, the 
agency considers it appropriate to 
permit exclusion of the insoluble 
component of dietary fiber alone from 
calculation of carbohydrate calories. 
Accordingly. FDA has added 
§ 101.9(c){l)(i){C) in the final rule to 
permit calculation of caloric 
contribution from the carbohydrate 
portion of food by multiplying 
carbohydrate content minus insoluble 
dietary fiber content by the general 
factor of 4 calories per g. 

In addition. § 101.9(Q(l)(i)(D} permits 
manufacturers or users of soluble 
dietary fiber additives or other food 
additive substances with reduced 
available energy to petition for use of 
alternative energy factors in nutrition 
labeling through established procedures 
for food additive or GRAS petitions. 
Soluble dietary fiber substances are 
frequently added to foods to replace 
fully caloric nutrients in formulating 
reduced calorie foods. In such cases, the 
burden for establishing the actual 
energy value of the food is appropriately 
with the manufacturer. 

The calculation of the caloric 
contribution of novel fats and 
carbohydrates has been discussed in 
section III. of this document. The agency 
has stated that it will consider 
digestibility of new products on a case- 
by-case basis as requested. In support of 
this action, the agency requests that 
manufacturers who wish to declare 
adjusted values for the energy 
contribution of a substance, based on 
reduced digestibility, submit 

information on digestibility of the 
substance, analytical assay procedures 
for the substance, and data on 
interference with required methods of 
analysis. As stated in section HI. of this 
document, this information should be 
included in a food additive petition or 
a petition for affirmation that the use of 
a substance is GRAS. The agency will 
then publish the specific digestibility 
coefficients in 21 CFR part 172 for food 
additives and in 21 CFR part 184 for 
GRAS substances. These coefficients 
can be utilized in determining the 
caloric value of specific food 
ingredients. 

Other procedures may be required for 
particular foods and will be addressed 
by other appropriate means. FDA is 
allowing for this contingency in 
§ 101.9(c)(l)(i){D) by adding “or other 
means, as appropriate.” For example, in 
the voluntary nutrition labeling program 
for raw fish, data were presented to FDA 
supporting a value of fat and calories for 
the fish “orange roughy” that omits a 
portion of the total fat since more than 
90 percent of the fat in the product is 
in a wax ester that is not metabolized 
(Ref. 62). FDA published these corrected 
values for available fat and calories in 
Appendix B “Nutrition Labeling 
Provided by FDA for the 20 Most 
Frequently Consumed Fish” (57 FR 
8175: March ^ 1992). 

To afrord even more flexibility in 
determining caloric content, FDA is 
including § 101.9(c)(l)(i)(E), to provide 
for the use of bomb calorimetry. The 
agency notes that the caloric value so 
obtained must be corrected for 
nonmetabolizable protein by subtracting 
1.25 calories per g of protein to correct 
for incomplete digestibility, as 
discussed in Energy Value of Foods, 
Basis and Derivation, “USDA Handbook 
No. 74” (Ref. 63). The caloric value 
determined by bomb calorimetry may 
give a higher value than the other 
allowed methods. However, because it 
would produce an over-estimation of 
the caloric content of the food. FDA 
would not consider it to be 
disadvantageous to the consumer. A 
primary consideration in selecting 
which method to use must be the 
accuracy cf tlie declaration of the caloric 
content in light of the agency’s 
compliance criteria in § 101.9(g). 

The agency is aware that some 
manufacturers have developed their 
own specific factors for conventional 
food ingredients that they use in 
calculating the caloric content of their 
products. FDA views this practice as 
analogous to using data bases to 
determine nutrient label values, in that 
the manufacturer assumes the 
responsibility for ensuring that the 

values obtained are consistent with 
those obtained analytically by FDA. As 
such, the agency does not believe it 
needs to provide for this option in 
§101.9(c)(l)(i). 

In summary, the agency is amending 
§ 101.9(c)(1) to permit five optional 
methods for calculation of caloric 
content of foods: (1) Specific Atwater 
food factors (i.e.. the Atwater method) 
given in Table 13, “Energy Value of 
Foods—Basis and Derivation,” A.L. 
Merrill and B.K. Watt. USDA Handbook 
No. 74 (1955), (2) general factors of 4, 
4. and 9 calories per g of protein, total 
carbohydrate including dietary fiber, 
and total fat, respectively, as described 
in USDA Handb^k No. 74, (3) general 
factors of 4, 4. and 9 calories per g for 
protein, total carbohydrate, and total fat, 
respectively, as discussed in USDA 
Handbook No. 74. except that insoluble 
dietary fiber content may be subtracted 
from total carbohydrate content before 
calculating the caloric contribution of 
the carbohydrate portion of the food; (4) 
specific factors for particular food 
ingredients approved by FDA through 
incorporation in 21 CFR parts 172 or 
184 or other means, as appropriate, or 
(5) bomb calorimetry data after 
subtraction of 1.25 calories per g protein 
to correct for incomplete digestibility, as 
described in USDA Handbook No. 74, p. 
10. 

By providing for these varied means 
of calculating caloric content, FDA is 
giving manufacturers flexibility in how 
they determine calorie content in a 
variety of foods, both conventional 
foods and new foods developed to meet 
changing marketing strategies. 

93. A recommendation was made in 
one comment that products with a 
negligible amount of dietary fiber 
(suggested as less than 2.5 percent) 
should not be required to have dietary 
fiber analysis for determination of 
caloric content. 

The agency advises that because 
revised § 101.9(c)(6) now includes 
dietary fiber in total carbohydrate 
content, separate analysis for dietary 
fiber is no longer required for 
calculation of either carbohydrate 
content or calories from carbohydrate. 
Therefore, the concern express^ in this 
comment has been addre^d. 

94. Several comments asked for 
clarification on the discussion in the 
mandatory nutrition labeling proposal 
(55 FR 29487 at 29493 and 29503) of tlie 
possible caloric contribution of 
macronutrient substitutes or other 
ingredients such as certain types of 
soluble fibers or gums. While one 
comment agreed with the agency’s 
position that manufacturers of these 
ingredients should be asked to provide 
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evidence that these substances do not 
contribute to the energy value of food, 
another comment found the concern 
unwarranted and opposed the use of 
any correction factors for calories from 
soluble fibers (e.g., gums). One comment 
noted that more research is needed in 
this area. 

In the mandatory nutrition labeling 
proposal, the agency expressed concern 
that available energy of soluble dietary 
fiber food additives (e.g., gums) would 
not be included under the agency’s 
proposed method for caloric calculation, 
which excluded energy contribution of 
ail dietary nber. Innovations in food 
technology have resulted in reduced 
calorie foods that utilize various soluble 
dietary fibers and other modified 
carbohydrates, proteins, and fats for 
technical effects that allow reduction of 
total fat content. The agency considered 
it inappropriate to automatically assign 
a zero energy value to all soluble dietary 
fiber additives when some of these 
substances may have available energy. 
Likewise, some modified carbohydrate 
additives may have less available energy 
than the 4 calorie per g assigned by the 
general energy factor for carbohydrate 
but still have available energy. The 
agency has determined that petitions 
regarding specific caloric values for 
these types of food ingredients are 
appropriate. FDA's new policy is 
discussed in comment 92 of this 
document. 

C. Fats, Fatty Acids, and Cholesterol 

95. As discussed in section III. C. of 
this document, comments raised many 
questions about analytical procedures to 

used to measure fat and their 
reliability. In addition, several 
comments expressed concern regarding 
the adequacy of methods for measuring 
cholesterol. One comment cited a 
published article on a method for 
measuring cholesterol that is 
undergoing collaborative study under 
the auspices of the AOAC. 

The agency believes that its new 
definition for total fat in § 101.9(c)(2) 
(i.e., total lipid fatty acids expressed as 
triglycerides) will help to clarify what 
analytical procedures are to be used by 
clarifying what compounds are to be 
included in the declaration of total fat. 
As with all nutrient analyses, 
consideration must be given to the 
analyte and matrix when selecting a 
method to determine total fat content. 
To that end, the AOAC has established 
methods for analyzing for total lipid 
fatty acids in a variety of product 
matrices. A recent publication of the 
AOAC, The Referee (Ref. 32), contains a 
compilation of these methods. Other 
reliable and appropriate methods are 

also cited in comment 89 of this 
document. 

FDA notes that issues exist about the 
reliability of methods for measuring low 
levels of fat. As discussed in a recent 
article, fat determinations are reliable 
down to concentrations of 1 to 5 g per 
100 g, provided a large enough test 
portion is taken to obtain at least 50 mg 
of weighable residue (Ref. 64). The 
premise is that acc\iracy generally 
increases when larger amounts are used 
for analysis so that there is always a 
minimum quantity of extracted fat 
available for weiring. 

Although official analytical 
methodologies for determining 
cholesterol content are somewhat 
limited at the present time, the agency 
is pleased to note that comments 
indicate that this is an area of active 
research. FDA, as a member of the 
AOAC Task Force on Nutrient Labeling 
Methods, looks forward to the 
development of additional collaborated 
methods for a range of matrices. 

D. Dietary Fiber 

In proposed § 101.9(c)(3) of the 
mandatory nutrition labeling proposal 
and proposed § 101.9(c)(7)(ii) of the 
supplementary nutrition labeling 
proposal, FDA specified that total, 
soluble, and insoluble dietary fiber 
content are to be determined by the 
method "Total Dietary Fiber in Foods, 
Enzymatic Gravimetric Method.” 

96. One comment noted that 
satisfactory analytical procedures for 
measuring dietary fiber are available 
and cited the American Association of 
Cereal Chemists Method No. 32-21 and 
the proposed AOAC method. This 
comment stated these methodologies 
were at least as accurate as certain other 
sanctioned procedures. It acknowledged 
that research should continue, however, 
to improve the utility and 
standardization of analytical methods 
for fiber. Another comment noted that 
the precision of the proposed method 
may cause difficulties at low levels, 
typical of that found in some fixiits and 
vegetables (more than 1 percent to 5 
percent) and especially when fat is 
present in the sample. The comment 
stated that because of questions 
concerning the accuracy of methods for 
measuring dietary fiber, companies may 
elect not to declare low levels of fiber 
in their products. The comment stated 
that there is a more accurate method for 
use in these situations. 

Two comments from the meat 
industry expressed concern that the 
proposed method for fiber had only 
been evaluated on cereals, grains, and 
breads. They questioned the 
applicability of the method to other 

types of products. According to another 
industry comment, currently approved 
methods for analyzing dietary fiber 
seriously underestimate dietary fiber 
content of high moisture foods, which 
leads to inaccurate and misleading label 
information. This comment said that a 
current analytical method for high 
moisture products is unavailable. A 
comment expressed the hope that the 
tests adopted to measure dietary fiber 
would not falsely exclude low 
molecular weight bulking agents, such 
as polydextrose. 

The few comments that addressed 
anal3dical methods for soluble and 
insoluble fibers were split bn whether 
available methods are adequate or 
inadequate. One comment to the 
supplementary proposal noted that the 
agency’s cited method does not measure 
soluble fiber directly. The comment said 
that the method measures total dietary 
fiber and insoluble dietary fiber, then 
calculates soluble dietary fiber as the 
difference between the two. 

With the currently available AOAC 
methods for dietary fiber and its 
components, FDA believes that suitable 
methodology exists for the analysis of 
dietary fiber for nutrition labeling 
purposes. Since the issuance of the 
supplementary proposal, two additional 
methods for dietary fiber have been 
accepted by the AOAC, based upon the 
collaborative data. One new method 
(AOAC 15. 991.43) permits the discrete 
analysis of total dietary fiber and of each 
subcomponent, i.e., soluble and 
insoluble dietary fiber. The concern 
expressed by the comments as to the 
availability of validated methods for 
measuring dietary fiber is therefore 
alleviated. Because methods for 
measuring dietary fiber are now 
included in the Official Methods of 
Analysis of the AOAC, § 101.9(c)(7)(ii) 
of the supplementary proposal, which 
described dietary fiber methodology, 
and § 101.9(g)(2), which directs 
compliance by official AOAC methods, 
are redundant. As such, § 101.9(c)(7)(ii) 
has not been included in the final rule. 

The enzymatic-gravimetric method 
(AOAC 15, 985.29) cited in proposed 
§ 101.9(c)(7)(ii), is valid for high- 
moisture foods and those with fat 
present in the product. The method 
specifies drying conditions, as well as 
defatting procedures, that are to be 
performed before analysis for total 
dietary fiber. If drying conditions are a 
part of the analysis, analytical results 
must incorporate the loss on drying to 
obtain the total dietary fiber content of 
the "as received” product. Likewise, 
any loss of weight from fat or sugar 
removal must also be compensated for 
in the calculations. 
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Regarding the comment on the 
appropriateness of including low 
molecular weight bulking agents in 
dietary fiber, in the absence of a 
consensus on a chemical definition for 
dietary fiber, the available analytical 
methods dictate classification of such 
ingredients. Some manufactured low 
molecular weight, carbohydrate based, 
bulking agents, such as polydextrose, do 
not analyze as dietary fiber in the 
official AOAC methods for measuring 
dietary fiber. Such food ingredients, 
while not reported as dietary fiber in 
nutrition labeling, would be included in 
total carbohydrate and reported as 
“other carbohydrate.” 

97. A few comments recommended 
that dietary fiber be listed in 0.5-g 
increments, believing it to be a 
meaningful quantity to declare. Other 
comments concurr^ with the agency's 
proposal of whole-g declaration for 
dietary fiber on the basis that 0.5 g 
requires greater analytical precision 
than is possible for measuring dietary 
fiber. 

The agency disagrees with the first 
comment. No data were presented to 
support a change to 0.5-g increments. 
Therefore, FDA continues to believe that 
the precision of the analytical 
methodology for determining 
quantitative amounts of dietary fiber 
does not allow for accuracy to the 0.5 
g level. Accordingly, § 101.9(c)(6)(i) will 
require that dietary fiber be expressed to 
the nearest g. 

98. One comment recommended use 
of the word "fiber” in lieu of “dietary 
fiber.” The comment stated that 
consistency with the 1990 amendments 
was not needed and was far less 
important than using terms that 
consumers understood. The comment 
also contended that insertion of the 
word “dietary” into each term of fiber 
content would clutter the label. 

The agency disagrees with the 
comment. No data were presented to 
support the contention that the term 
“dietary fiber” would confuse 
consumers. FDA believes that it is 
important to distinguish between 
dietary fiber and crude fiber to ensure 
that there is no question as to what fiber 
components are declared. 

99. One comment took exception to 
the agency’s citation of USDA 
Handbook 74 (1955) as the reference for 
the subtraction of dietary fiber in the 
calculation of total carbohydrate at 
§ 101.9(c)(6) of the supplementary 
nutrition labeling proposal. In the cited 
reference, dietary fiber is not a part of 
the calculation. The comment noted 
that, as a defined, analyzable entity, 
dietary fiber was unknown in 1955. 

FDA acknowledges the accuracy of 
the comment in regard to the concept of 
what dietary fiber was in 1955. As noted 
previously, the agency has modified 
§ 101.9(c)(6) so that dietary fiber is no 
longer subtracted from the weight of the 
total food in the calculation of total 
c.arbohydrate content for nutrition 
labeling purposes. Therefore, the 
concern expressed by this comment has 
been addressed. 

E. Sugars and Other Caii)ohydrate 

In the mandatory nutrition labeling 
proposal, FDA discussed the analytical 
methodologies for sugars and dietary 
fiber (55 FR 29487 at 29498). The 
agency acknowledged in the 
supplementary proposal (56 FR 60366 at 
60369) that analytical problems were a 
concern for the mandatory declaration 
of sugars and complex carbohydrate. 

100. Essentially all of the comments 
stated that current methodology is 
inadequate to determine the levels of 
sugars and complex carbohydrate, as 
defined. Other comments described the 
methodology as unavailable, costly, 
difficult, and imprecise. One comment 
noted that there are no current 
analytical standards for measuring 
complex carbohydrates as defined in 
FDA’s proposed rule. There were no 
comments that provided references for 
available, validated analytical 
methodology for these food 
components. Another comment noted 
that assay techniques for the 
quantitative determination of 
polysaccharides of 10 and higher 
saccharide units are beyond the 
reasonable capabilities of many in the 
food industry. 

One comment included an evaluation 
of two liquid chromatographic 
procedures for monosaccharides 
through pentasaccharides and 
delineated disadvantages of each. The 
technique of high performance ion 
chromatography was identified by the 
comment as the technique that could 
provide the most accurate values for 
sugars. This technique has not however, 
been studied collaboratively by the 
AOAC. 

Concerns expressed in regard to the 
analytical determination of sugars and 
complex carbohydrates have b^n 
alleviated by the revision of the 
definition of “sugars” to include only 
the sum of mono- and disaccharides and 
of “other carbohydrate” as the 
difference between total carbohydrates 
and the sum of dietary fiber, sugars, and 
sugar alcohols (when declared). There is 
established methodology in the Official 
Methods of Analysis of the AOAC for 
the determination of mono- and 
disaccharides in several food groups 

with a high degree of confidence. 
Continued analytical work will be 
necessary to validate methodology for a 
wider, more diverse food supply. 

The agency will use the technique of 
HPLC in monitoring compliance with 
label statements concerning sugars 
content. The agency’s use of this 
technique will not preclude the use of 
emerging technologies such as high 
performance ion chromatography or 
supercritical fluid chromatography as 
they are developed and validated. 

F. Vitamins 

101. A comment stated that the 
agency should list those carotene 
fractions that can be included in the 
declaration of vitamin A for labeling 
purposes. It noted that a variety of HPLC 
methods for vitamin A and carotene are 
available and currently in use by 
industry and FDA. The comment also 
stated that analjrtical reagents required 
for AOAC oflicial methods for 
determining vitamin A content are no 
longer available. 

In its RDI/DRV proposal, the agency 
proposed that vitamin A content is to be 
expressed in retinol equivalents (55 FR 
29476 at 29485), One retinol equivalent 
was established to be equivalent to 1 
microgram (pg) retinol or 6 pg beta- 
carotene. The nomenclature for vitamin 
A as retinol equivalents was carried 
forward in the supplementary proposal 
at § 101.9(c)(ll)(iv). FDA is aware of 
literature data where alpha-carotene is 
present in some carrots in significant 
amounts. To account for this and other 
carotene fractions, the agency also 
recognizes the National Academy of 
Sciences’ definition of retinol 
equivalents as 12 pg of provitamin A 
carotenoids other than beta-carotene 
(Ref. 23). 

As noted above, the agency worked 
closely and actively with the AOAC 
Task Force on Nutrient Labeling 
Methods to judge the adequacy of 
AOAC methods to meet nutrition 
labeling needs. The decreased 
availability of the analytical reagents for 
some methods for determining vitamin 
A content has caused both industry and 
the agency to rely more on HPLC 
procedures. For example, the yellow OB 
dye (formerly FD&C Yellow No. 4) used 
for standardizing the alumina column in 
the AOAC method for determining the 
vitamin A content in margarine is no 
longer readily available. However, FDA 
advises that the Nutrient Surveillance 
Branch (HFF-266), Center for Food 
Safety and Applied Nutrition, FDA, can 
provide limited quantities of the dye 
upon request to the address listed at the 
beginning of this document. 
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V. Formal 

A. Legal Authority for an Improved 
Nutrition Label Format 

Congress clearly intended that 
nutrition information be presented to 
the public in a manner that facilitates 
understanding of the information and 
that assists consumers in maintaining 
healthy dietary practices. This fact is 
evidenced by at least two provisions of 
the 1990 amendments. Section 403(q)(l) 
of the act, which was added by the 1990 
amendments, states: 

The Secretary may by regulation require 
any information requir^ to be placed on the 
lal^l or labeling by this subparagraph or 
subparagraph (2)(A) (section 403(q)(1) or 
(2)(A)) to be highlighted on the label or 
labeling by larger type, bold type, or 
contrasting color if the Secretary determines 
that such highlighting will assist consumers 
in maintaining healthy dietary practices. 

In addition, section 2(b)(1)(A) of the 
1990 amendments states that the 
implementing regulations shall: 

* * * require the required information to 
be conveyed to the public in a manner which 
enables the public to readily observe and 
comprehend such information and to 
understand its relative significance in the 
context of a total daily diet. 

Consistent with the authority vested 
in the Secretary (and FDA, by 
delegation) to determine if specific label 
information will assist consumers in 
maintaining healthy dietary practices, 
the House report accompanying the 
1990 amendments directs FDA to 
consider a variety of format options, 
including: “information about the 
recommended daily intake, the use of • 
descriptive terms such as 'high,’ 
‘medium,’ and ‘low’ or use of universal 
symbols to indicate desirable or 
undesirable levels of particular 
nutrients.” The report goes on to state: 
“While the bill does not mandate any 
particular approach, it does require the 
Secretary to specify requirements that 
would permit the consumer to 
understand the nutrition information 
pertaining to a particular food in 
relation to recommended dietary 
information” (Ref. 16). 

B. The Bole of the Nutrition Label 

The 1990 amendments provide 
several descriptions of the role of the 
nutrition label. Section 403(q)(l) of the 
act, which was added by the 1990 
amendments, uses the language "assist 
consumers in maintaining healthy 
dietary practices.” Section 2(b)(1)(A) of 
the 1990 amendments uses the language 
"enables the public to readily observe 
and comprehend such information and 
to understand its relative significance in 
the context of a total daily diet.” In the 

format proposal, FDA requested 
comment about how the nutrition label 
can best assume the information role 
mandated by the 1990 amendments. 

102. A number of comments from 
food manufacturers, trade associations, . 
health promotion organizations, and 
consumer groups identified more than 
one role for the nutrition label in 
assisting consumers in maintaining 
healthy dietary practices. One 
illustrative comment from a health 
professional organization described two 
different roles of the food label as: (1) 
Helping consumers choose appropriate 
foods and (2) helping consumers to 
understand the "importance of diet and 
proper dietary behaviors to a healthy 
life.” Similarly, a comment from a trade 
association made the distinction 
between the food label “contributing to 
the consumer’s understanding of the 
relative significance of the food in the 
context of a total daily diet” and 
providing "guidance on how to use 
information in the food label to make 
appropriate food choices.” Many 
comments made similar distinctions 
between the food label helping to place 
the particular product in the context of 
a daily diet and the food label providing 
guidance on how to maintain healthy 
dietary practices. A number of 
comments from industry questioned 
whether the act mandated an explicit 
educational role for the nutrition label 
to provide guidance to consumers on 
how to maintain healthy dietarj' 
practices. 

Many comments argued that the 
nutrition label cannot by itself provide 
all the information important to 
maintaining healthy dietary practices 
but reached different conclusions about 
the relevance of this limitation for the 
nutrition label format. A number of 
comments, particularly from industry, 
pointed out that because of the limited 
space available on the food label, the 
nutrition label cannot be expected to 
adequately convey all the information 
consumers need to understand the 
importance of nutrition information in 
maintaining healthy dietary practices. 
These comments concluded that the role 
of the nutrition label should be limited 
to providing factual, product-specific 
information, a^d that the broader 
dietary guidance role should be reserved 
to off-label activities of public and 
private nutrition education programs. 
These comments asserted that these 
programs will have sufficient time and 
space to inform consumers about the 
concepts of flexibility and personal 
choice necessary to maintain healthy 
dietary practices. 

Other comments; primarily from 
consumer organizations and health 

professional groups, acknowledged the 
necessity of off-label consumer 
education to help consumers 
understand how to use the nutrition 
information to maintain healthy dietary 
practices but saw the nutrition label as 
a useful food selection tool that needs 
to be integrated with off-label 
educational programs. 

FDA agrees that the nutrition label' 
can and should help consumers make 
informed food choices, and that it can 
also contribute to helping consumers 
maintain healthy dietary practices. The 
two roles are by no means inconsistent. 
To help consumers make appropriate 
food choices contributes undoubtedly to 
maintaining healthy dietary practices. 
Among those choices are choices that 
will assist the consumer in maintaining 
healthy dietary practices. Maintaining 
healthy dietary practices, however, is a 
larger and more complex goal than 
informing food choices, and one that 
requires motivation and knowledge of 
how to combine and balance the many 
different kinds of foods and eating 
occasions that constitute a total diet. 
The 1990 amendments require the 
agency to take both senses of the 
possible role of the nutrition label into 
account in evaluating alternative 
formats for the nutrition label. However, 
the agency also agrees that the 
mandated role of the nutrition label to 
assist consumers in maintaining healthy 
dietary practices does not encompass an 
explicit educational role for the 
nutrition label to provide dietary 
guidance to con.sumers. 

The agency believes that the nutrition 
label format needs to give first 
consideration to helping consumers 
make informed food choices by enabling 
them to both comprehend the 
nutritional value of the food and to 
understand its relative significance in 
the context of the total daily diet as 
called for in section 2(b)(1)(A) of the 
1990 amendments. 

The agency’s view is that the basic 
format elements that best serve the 
mandated role of the nutrition label 
must be identified and justified on the 
basis of consumer research. Therefore, 
the implications of format elements for 
the use of the nutrition label in assisting 
consumers to understand the nutritional 
value of the food and to understand the 
food in the context of the total daily diet 
were extensively examined in the 
agency’s format research. 

C. Need for Consumer Research 

Section 2(b)(1)(A) of the 1990 
amendments specifies criteria for an 
acceptable format for nutrition label 
information. The operative terms in this 
section, "readily observe and 
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comprehend” and “understand its 
relative significance in the context of a 
total daily diet,” are goals stated in 
terms of consumer perception and 
understanding. The consequences of 
various formats and format elements on 
consumer perception and understanding 
can only be measured objectively in 
terms of behavior (i.e., in terms of how 
well consumers use a format for a 
specific task). Formats and format 
elements can be assessed subjectively by 
asking consumers or experts to judge the 
usefulness of various formats. Behavior- 
based performarice measures, however, 
rather than subjective judgment, are 
generally accepted as the more reliable 
and valid way to evaluate the 
consequences of information displays 
on consumer perception and 
understanding. 

Major scientific groups (Refs. 1, 65, 
and 66) urged FDA to subject possible 
nutrition label formats to consumer 
testing to objectively determine which 
formats can be used most effectively by 
consumers. FDA has placed 
considerable emphasis on the 
importance of consumer research in 
developing a new format for the 
nutrition label because of this advice 
and because the techniques of consumer 
research (surveys, focus groups, 
experiments, and preference polls) 
provide the best and perhaps the only 
possible bases for evaluating alternative 
nutrition label formats against the 
consumer perception and understanding 
criteria specified in the 1990 
amendments. 

103. A number of comments argued 
that virtually any nutrition label format, 
even the current format, can serve to 
help consumers put foods in the context 
of a total daily diet depending on the 
knowledge and understanding of the 
person reading the label. To the same 
point, many comments recommended 
nutrition education activities to 
supplement the public’s understanding 
of label information. Some comments 
suggested that nutrition education 
activities can be an alternative to 
including one or more information 
elements, such as a listing of DRV’s for 
certain macronutrients, on the nutrition 
label. 

FDA agrees that each person’s 
knowledge is the necessary context for 
understanding label information, and 
that nutrition education activities can be 
an important complement to the 
public’s understanding of label 
information. FDA disagrees with the 
implication sometimes drawn from 
these facts that FDA is thereby relieved 
from the burden of adopting a format 
based in part on the available evidence 
about what kind of format does the best 

job at achieving the objectives of the 
1990 amendments. Although various 
considerations bear on the selection of 
a final nutrition label format, FDA 
believes that an essential criterion is 
how well a format conveys information 
that Congress expected would be 
provided by the nutrition label. 
Congress expected that such 
information would allow people to 
decide whether, based on the nutrition 
content of the food, they would want to 
buy the food (Refs. 67 and 68) and to 
understand the relative significance of 
the food in the context of the daily diet 
(section 2(b)(1)(A) of the 1990 
amendments). FDA has sought to 
measure, and has sought other 
information that measures, the ability of 
various formats to achieve these 
objectives. 

D. Consumer Ftesearcb Submitted as 
Comments or Referenced in Comments 
to the Format Proposal 

1. Background 

The agency reviewed a number of 
qualitative studies (i.e., five focus 
groups, seven preference polls) and 
quantitative studies (i.e., five surveys, 
seven experiments,) that were submitted 
as comments or referenced in comments 
to the format proposal. Consumer 
research studies about format issues 
were conducted by FDA, food industry 
groups, individual food companies, 
consumer groups, public health 
organizations, health professionals, and 
academic researchers. 

Much of this work was done in 
response to FDA requests for additional 
information, and became available only 
in comments submitted in response to 
such requests. For example, FDA 
published an advance notice of 
proposed rulemaking in the Federal 
Register of August 8,1989 (54 FR 
32610), soliciting public comment on a 
wide range of food labeling issues, 
including: (1) Whether to revise 
requirements for nutrition labeling and 
(2) whether to change the nutrition label 
format. FDA subsequently held four 
public hearings on food labeling, the 
last of which was held in Atlanta, 
Georgia on December 13,1989. This last 
public hearing focused on the nutrition 
label format. 

Additionally, in the Federal Register 
of May 20,1991 (56 FR 23072), FDA 
published a notice announcing the 
availability of a report on research on 
alternative nutrition label formats that 
had been conducted by the agency and 
inviting comments on the report. The 
comments on this notice were used in 
the design and execution of subsequent 
consumer research conducted by the 

agency. In the Federal Register of July 
1,1991 (56 FR 29963), FDA announced 
a plan for a cooperative pilot program 
with industry to test alternative 
nutrition label formats that led to 
several industry sponsored nutrition 
label format studies. In the Federal 
Register of April 2,1992 (57 FR 11277), 
FDA gave notice of a meeting for 
industry, including small businesses, at 
which the agency presented the results 
of its research studies related to the 
format and design of the nutrition label, 
so that comments to the proposed 
format rule (57 FR 32058) could be as 
informed as possible. 

In a number of instances, FDA staff 
provided materials, information, 
support, and consultation on technical 
aspects of study design and label format 
to researchers. In addition, FDA 
received many comments firom the 
general public in response to articles in 
newspapers and newsletters that 
solicited consumer opinions in the form 
of informal polls based on exampler of 
possible nutrition label formats 
provided by FDA. Table 1 presents a 
summary of the various research studies 
received in response to the format 
proposal and the format research 
conducted by FDA. 

Table 1.—Research Studies Submitted as 
Comments or Referenced in Comments to 
Docket Number 91N-0162: Food Labeling: 
Format of Nutrition Label; Proposal 

A. Experimental Studies Submitted 

1. Frito-Lay Study (Ref. 74) 

a. Design; Between subjects; five format 
cells. 

b. Subjects: Central location test; adults, 
age 18-f who purchased and/or ate salty 
snacks in the past 4 weeks, one site, N=750. 

c. Formats tested; Same as FDA Study 1 on 
actual product. 

d. Key dependent measures: (1) Scale 
based on seven questions, three numlier-of- 
serving type and four dietary-judgment type; 
(2) rating of single format bas^ on 
helpfulness, ease of use and adequacy of 
information. 

e. Assessment/comments: All subjects saw 
same product. Well controlled study. 

2. GMA/NFPA Industry Study (Ref. 71) 

a. Design: Between subjects; seven format 
cells. 

b. Subjects: Shopping mall intercept/ 
central location test; adults 18+ who did at 
least half of household food shopping, quota 
controls on age, income, education and race; 
36 sites. N=5.600. 

c. Formats tested: Same as FDA Study 2 on 
realistic product mockups. 

d. Key dependent measures: (1) Product 
comparison task identical to FDA taskr (2) 
four-product comparison task with specific 
nutrient probes. (3) dietary judgment task 
with specific nutrient probes, "if you were 
trying to get more/limit (NUTRIENT) in youi 
diet, how would you feel about eating this 
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(FOOD)?”; (4) rating of single format based 
on adequacy of infonnation and ease of use, 
(5) se!f-report of whether subjects knew how 
to use the DRV infonnation. 

e. Assessment/contments; Each subject 
worked with only one format executed in a 
variety of ways. Products are confounded 
with tasks. Format executions are 
inconsistent across products. Percent DRV 
formats are sometimes executed with 1, 3, or 
4 column displays depending on product, 
while other formats have either one- or two- 
column displays. This complex execution for 
Percent DRV formats may explain why they 
show poor product comparison performance 
and are rat^ more negatively than other 
formats. Exposure to formats on early tasks 
may affect responses on later tasks. 

3. FDA Formal Study 1 (Ref 69) 

a. Design: Repeated measures within 
subjects; subjects assigned to (me row of a 
5(fonnats) X 5(products) Greco-Latin Square. 

b. Subjects: Shopping mall inlemept/ 
central location test, adults 18-(- who did at 
least half of household RxkI shopping, ()uota 
controls on age, income, educationrand race; 
eight sites in seven states, N=1,56U. 

c. Formats tested: Five formats (see foimat 
proposal (57 FR 32058)). 

d. Key dependent measures: (1) Product 
comparison task, measured both accuracy 
and time; (2) preference rating for most liked/ 
least liked format among the five seen in the 
study, and reasons for choices. 

e. Assessment/romments; Formats 
presented as two dimensional nutrition 
labels of realistic size but not on packages. 

4. FDA Format Study 2 (Ref. 70) 

a. Design; Repeated measures within 
subjects; subjects assigned to one row of one 
of three 4(formats) X 4({U'oducts) Greco-Latin 
Squares. 

b. Subjects; Shopping mall intercept/ 
central legation test, adults 18 who did at 
least half of household focxl shopping, no 
quota controls; 8 sites, N=t,232. 

a Formats tested: seven formats (see format 
proposal (57 FR 32058)). 

d. Key dependent measures: (1) Product 
comparison task, measured both accuracy 
and time; (2) judgments of front panel 
nutrition claims; (3) judgments of nutrients 
that need to be balanced in the diet after 
eating product; (4) product healthfulness 
ratings before and after seeing nutrition label; 
(5) estimate of how many servings of pn>duct 
needed to meet daily requirement; (6) 
preference for most liked/least liked format 
out of the four seen, with stated reasons for 
choices. 

e. Assessment/comments: Formats 
presented as two dimensional nutrition 
labels of realistic size but not on packages. 
All fonnats not tested on product comparison 
task. IT3A Study 1 data used to impute 
product comparison performance for Control 
and Adjective fonnats. Percent DV/Wifh DRV 
used as proxy for Percent DV/Without DRV 
on product comparison task. 

6. Geiger Study (Ref. 72) 

a. Design: Repeated measures witnin 
subject; subjects assigned to one of two 
format sets of either five or six formats. 

b. Subjects: Shopping mall intercept/ 
central l(x:atioQ test, one site, eligibility . 
requirements not specified, N=243. 

c. Formats Tested: 11 formats including 
versions of Control, Control/DRV, Percent 
DV/With DRV, Percent DV/Without DRV and 
versions with adj^ives, bar graphs and 
various combinations of these design 
features. 

d. Dependent measures: (1) Reading 
accuracy, (2) number-of-serving type 
questions; (3) perceived usefulness of various 
formats based on a conjoint measurement 
procedure-equivalent to preference for large 
choice set. 

e. Assessment/commenls: All formats 
executed on same product. Learning effects 
acnoss repeated measures may (xmfound 
format effects on performance measures—the 
same information is available on all formats. 
Correct answers to number-of-serving type 
questions are not clearly defined. 

6. Byrd-Bredbenner (Ref. 73) 

a. Design; Repeated measures within 
subject; seven format cells. 

b. Subjects; Supermarket intercept, IS sites 
in same geographic area, food shoppers 184’, 
age and education quota controls, health and 
nutrition-related workers excluded, N=309. 

c. Fonnats tested: seven fonnats including 
versions of Percent DV, Adjective, DRV 
Listing and Control in various combinations. 

d. Key dependent measures: (1) Hybrid 
scale consisting of number-Kif-serving type 
questions and product comparison questkms; 
(2) scale consisting of product comparison 
questions; (3) preference ratings of most 
helpful/ieast helpful with stated reasons. 

e. Assessment/coraments; Products 
confounded with formats. Order of format 
presentation partially confounded with 
amount of infonnation in femmat. 

7. Burton (Ref. 75) 

a. Design: Between subjects, 4(formats) X 
3(reference values: none/daily/mea!) X 
2(high/low nutrient values). 

b. Subjects: Recruited for a university 
sponsor^ project by letter, cross-seetkm of 
adults, n=500. 

c. Formats tested: Versions of Control, 
Adjeertive and Peicent DV with and without 
different versions of a DRV listing. 

d. Key dependent measures: (1) Product 
ratings: bad^ocxl, not nutritknis/very 
nutritious, purchase intentions; (2>number- 
or-serving type measure; (3) rank ordering of 
formats on quantity and quality of 
information. 

e. Assessment/comments; Well controlled 
study. 

B. Survey Studies Submitted 

1. AHA Quantitative Study (Ref. 87) 
a. Design: Central location test, details 

unspecified. 
b. Subjects; N=405. 
c. Relevant format topics: Frequency of 

reading back of food labels, magnitude 
estimation of amount of fat in product, 
awareness of calorie base for fat, knowledge 
of how to adjust Fat DRV if person eats less 
than 2,350, likelihemd of using information 
on food label to help reduce fat intake. 

d. Assessment/cximments: Most of the 
survey is devoted to issues related to use of 
the word "healthy” on food labels. 

2. CSPl Study (Ref. 95) 

a. Design: National probability sample of 
telephone households. 

b. Subjects: N=2,008 adults, assigned to 
one of eight versions of magnitude estimation 
question. 

c. Relevant format topics: Magnitude 
estimation of fat amounts in product. 

d. Assessment/cenninents: Fat is the only 
nutrient considered. 

3. American Meat Institute/Roper Study (Ref 
96) 

a. Design; Multistage, stratified national 
probability sample of households, in home 
interviews. 

b. Subjects; N=2.000, males who shared 
f(x>d shopping responsibility equally with 
other people in the household were selected 
when possible, otherwise any food shopper 
available from household was selected. 

c. Relevant format topics: Attitudes and 
behavior regarding food labels, 
understanding of "RDA” and “DRV,” 

d. Assessmenl/comments: A 
comprehensive survey on food labeling 
issues. 

4. Kellogg Study (Ref. 97) 

a. Design; Not a probability sample, 
subjects call toll-free number for some 
product-specific reason. 

b. Subjects: N=272, unknown 
characteristics. 

c. Relevant format topics; Understanding of 
DRV, knowledge of how to adjust DRV for 
varying calorie needs, rated helpfulness of 
DRV infonnation. 

d. Assessment/comments: Sample 
characteristics are unknown. 

5. GMA/NFPA Industry Study (Ref. 71) 

a. Design: Central location test (see 
description above). Questions that were 
asked before subjects saw any f(X)d label 
fonnats (m* questions that did not involve use 
of fonnats are considered survey questions. 

b. Subjects: See description above. 
c. Relevant format topics: Frequency of 

reading f(X)d labels, frequency of various uses 
of food label infonnation, understanding of 
DRV concept. 

d. Assessment/comments: Large sample, 
detailed ejuestions about possible label uses, 
DRV questions are asked after respondents 
have been exposed, to particular food label 
formats, subj^s expo^ to Control format 
are not asked DRV questions, only 4,790 
respondents are asked the DRV questions. 

6. National Consumers League (Ref. 98) 

a. Design: National probability sample of 
telephone households. 

b. Subjects: N=l,139,1,007 who read 
nutrition labels at least sometimes complete* . 
full questionnaire. 

c. Relevant format topics: Frequency of 
reading food labels, reasons for reading food 
labels. 

d. Assessment/comments: Most of the 
survey is devoted to issues related to use of 
the word "healthy” on food labels. 

C. Focus Group Studies Submitted 

1. FDA Study 1 (Ref. 85). 
2. FDA Study 2 (Ref. 86' 
3. Geiger (Kef. 72). 
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4. AHA Study 1 (Ref. 87). 
5. AHA Study 2 (Ref. 87). 

D. Informal Preference Polls 

1. COSTCO Newsletter (Ref. 88). 
2. Washington Post (Ref. 89). 
3. Nutrition Action Newsletter (Ref. 90). 
4. USA Today (Ref. 91). 
5. Daily Herald (Ref. 92). 
6. Atlanta Constitution (Ref. 92). 
7. New York Times (Ref. 94). 

The studies vary greatly in the issues 
addressed, methodology, sampling, 
types of nutrition formats studied, types 
of evaluation measures used to assess 
formats, and degree of control used in 
the research. Many of the consumer 
studies submitted or referenced in 
comments about nutrition label formats 
were based on recently conducted 
research studies and on interpretations 
that had not yet appeared in the 
scientific literature. 

FDA considers the findings of 
research studies submitted in comments 
to constitute an important separate class 
of comments for purposes of evaluating 
various nutrition label formats. Research 
findings based on specific measures 
need to be considered as distinct fi'om 
conclusions based on combining 
findings across several different 
measures. Research findings also need 
to be considered in the context of a body 
of similar research to evaluate 
consistency in the pattern of effects 
across studies (e.g., reliability) and 
consistency in the identification of 
important controlling factors (e.g.I 
validity). Comments offering 
conclusions based on research findings 
are discussed below in the relevant 
sections. In this section, the research 
findings themselves are discussed in 
terms of methodologies used, types of 
evaluation measures, consistency of 
effects across studies, the strength of 
effects, and implications for the design 
of the nutrition label format. The agency 
believes that to clarify its reasons for 
decisions about the nutrition label 
format that rely on research findings, it 
is necessary to articulate its 
understanding of the relevance, 
reliability, and relative significance of 
the various research findings. 

To facilitate discussion of research 
findings, FDA considers it useful to 
distinguish among three primary types 
of evaluation measures used to assess 
nutrition label formats; Performance 
measures based on label use tasks, 
consumer preference judgments of 
various formats, and questions about 
consumer understanding of selected 
elements of possible nutrition labels, 
such as Daily Values (DV’s) (called in 
the format proposal DRV’s). Each type of 
evaluation measure has a different 

relevance to the selection of an 
improved format for the nutrition label. 

2. Performance Measures Based on 
Specific Label Use Tasks 

As a rule, different tasks and 
performance measures have been used 
to evaluate how well a format meets the 
different primary performance 
objectives specified in the 1990 
amendments. These objectives as 
discussed in section V.B. of this 
document are: (1) To enable consumers 
to readily observe the nutrition 
information. (2) to enable consumers to 
comprehend the nutrition content of the 
particular product, and (3) to enable 
consumers to understand the relative 
significance of product nutrition 
information in the context of a total 
daily diet. (Objectives (1) and (2) are 
closely linked for testing purposes and 
will be frequently discussed together in 
this document). In the research 
reviewed by FDA, measures to evaluate 
formats in relation to these objectives 
have appeared only in experimental 
studies, probably because this type of 
measure requires a substantial degree of 
control over the conditions under which 
such measurements are taken. 

For performance measures based on 
specific label use tasks, respondents are 
asked to perform a task using the 
information fi'om a nutrition label. The 
task is constructed so that a 
performance measure can be defined 
(e.g., speed, accuracy, likelihood of 
giving appropriate response), indicating 
the degree to which the respondent can 
readily observe and comprehend 
product label nutrition information or 
“understand its relative significance in 
the context of a total daily diet.” 

a. Product comparison tasks. The type 
of tasks most commonly used to 
evaluate formats with respect to the 
objective of enabling consumers to 
readily observe and comprehend 
product nutrition information were 
product comparison tasks. These tasks 
presented respondents with two or more 
product labels simultaneously and 
asked them to engage in a relatively 
simple information search (e.g., find 
differences between the products, 
identify which product is higher or 
lower in a certain nutrient) where 
answers were scored correct/ incorrect 
and timed. 

104. The product comparison type of 
task was employed by the two FDA 
format studies (Refs. 69 and 70) and by 
three other studies submitted in 
comments to the format proposal (Refs. 
71, 72, and 73), One study (Ref. 72) 
simply asked respondents to read 
certain information from a product label 

and scored whether they gave the 
correct answer. 

Performance levels on product 
comparison tasks were high, with most 
of these studies finding accuracy levels 
of 70-90 percent correct. 

The product comparison type of task 
tended to produce consistent format 
effects. The most consistent finding, 
replicated in all studies, was that simple 
formats that have clean, nonredundant 
displays of nutrient information per 
serving worked best in this kind of task. 
Because it has the least amount of 
information, the current format 
performed well on product comparison 
tasks. But several studies (Refs. 70, 72, 
emd 73) found that other ways to display 
nutrient information per serving, using 
either g/mg amounts or percent DV 
declarations, were equally effective 
when the format was executed with a 
clean and uncluttered appearance. 

Multiple column nutrient information 
per serving displays were much more 
difficult than single column displays for 
consumers to use for product 
comparisons. Several studies (Refs. 69. 
70, and 71) found that product 
comparison performance dropped 
sharply for labels using the “as 
packaged/as prepEued” dual declaration 
format. Both the major industry format 
study and FDA’s first experimental 
format study found that declaring 
nutrient amounts per serving in adjacent 
columns of g/mg amounts and percent 
DV led consumers to make more 
mistakes and to take longer on the 
product comparison type of task. FDA’s 
second experimental study, however, 
showed that when g/mg nutrient 
amount information was placed 
immediately next to the nutrient name 
in an unordered array, and percents 
were placed in a column array, the 
adverse effects on product comparison 
performance disappeared. 

Most studies found that the addition 
to the label of a listing of the DV’s for 
some or all nutrients did not greatly 
affect the ability of consumers to use the 
nutrition label for product comparison 
purposes. Similarly, the use of a 
highlighting or grouping scheme on the 
nutrition label neither impaired or 
improved respondents’ performance of 
product comparison tasks. 

The use of adjectives on the nutrition 
label did appear to cause respondents to 
miss nutrient differences between 
products when the adjectives used to 
describe the nutrient for each product 
were the same. Several studies (Refs. 69, 
71. and 73) found that formats using 
adjectives did not perform as well as 
formats without adjectives on product 
comparison tasks. 
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FDA considers this product 
comparison type of performance 
measure to be a valid and reliable 
indicator of how well a given format’s 
information can be readily observed and 
comprehended. The major conclusions 
that FDA drew from this research are 
that: (1) Clean, uncluttered nutrition 
label formats work best. (2) dual column 
declarations of nutrition information per 
serving make it harder for consumers to 
readily observe and comprehend 
nutrition information, and (3) adjective 
formats lead consumers to miss 
quantitative differences between 
products when different nutrient levels 
are characterized by the same adjective. 
The formats that FDA tested (Re^ 69 
and 70) that were elective on product 
comparison tasks included the 
CONTROL. CONTROL/DRV. PERCENT, 
PERCENT/DRV, GROUPING, and 
HIGHUGHTING. 

b. Dietary judgment tasks. A different 
type of task was used to evaluate 
formats with resp>ect to the second 
performance criterion, enabling 
consumers to understand the relative 
signihcance of product nutrition 
information in the context of a total 
daily diet. Most of the dietary judgment 
tasks presented respondents with one 
product label at a time and asked them 
to make a dietary judgment about the 
product (e.g..hew lik^ they would be 
to eat the product if they were trying to 
limit/increase a specific nutrient in their 
diet; what nutrients they should try to 
cut back on/get more of in other foods 
they eat that day after eating three 
servings of the product; whether they 
consider a high/km nutrient claim for 
the product to be correct/incorrect). 
Respondent dietary judgments were 
then scored as correct/incorrect or 
appropriate/ inappropriate. 

105. This type of dietary judgment 
task was used in the second PDA fmmat 
study (Ref. 70) and two industry studies 
(Refs. 71 and 74). Measures based on 
dietary judgment tasks produced 
consistent format effects. The most 
consistent finding, replicated by all 
these studies, was that providing 
adjectives to describe nutrient levels per 
serving or declaring nutrient levels per 
serving as peicentages of the nutrient 
DV helped respondents to make correct 
and appropriate dietary judgments 
relative to formats where nutrient levels 
were declared in g/mg amounts. These 
.studies found that other nutrition label 
format design elements, such as 
inclusion of a listing of DV's, 
highlighting, or grouping nutrients on 
the label, did not improve performance 
on these types of dietary judgment tasks. 

A consistent finding across two 
studies (Refs. 70 and 71) was that 

percent DV declaration had a 
moderating effect on dietary judgments 
relative to formats without percent DV 
declaration. Respondents were less 
likely to consider a given nutrient level 
unacceptably high or to say that they 
would avoid the food entirely because 
of its nutrient levels when the amount 
per serving information was presented 
as hercent DV. 

Performance levels on this type of 
dietary judgment task ranged horn 45 to 
80 percent correct across studies. 

roA considers that how well 
consumers are able to judge the 
m^nitude of specific nutrient levels as 
measured by this type of dietary 
judgment task is a valid and reliable 
indicator of how effectively a given 
format helps consumers to imderstand 
the significance of product nutrition 
information in the context of a total 
daily diet. The major conclusions that 
FDA drew from this research are that: 
(1) The declaration of nutrient amount 
information as percentages of DV or the 
placement of adjectival descriptors next 
to the n.utrient amount information are 
both efiective ways to help consumers 
understand the significance of product 
nutrition information in the context of 
a total daily diet. (2) percent DV 
declarations moderate dietary 
judgments about a food, and (3) other 
format elements, such as a list of DRV’s 
for important macronutrients, 
highlighting, or grouping nutrients 
according to dietary guidelines, do not 
help consumers make better dietary 
judgments. The formats that FDA tested 
that were effective on this kind of task 
were the PERCENT DV. PERCENT DV/ 
DRV. and ADJECTIVE. 

106. Several comments on the format 
proposal recognized that the 
ADJECTIVE arid PERCENT DV formats 
have benefits to consumers for dietary 
judgment types of ta^s. They argued 
that both of these format design 
elements correct a common tendency to 
misjudge the magnitude of specific 
nutrient levels when they are given in 
g/mg amounts. The comments asserted 
that consumers make such errors 
because they tend to use a single 
numeric standard to estimate 
magnitude. 

Tne comments stated that when 
nutrient amounts per serving are 
declared in g/mg amounts, the numbers 
appearing on the label cannot be used 
as guides to estimate the relative 
magnitude of nutrient levels in the 
product. These comments continued: A 
reasonable reference standard for one 
nutrient is quite different from the 
reasonable reference standard for 
another nutrient. For example, 5 g is a 
high level for saturated fat. but 100 mg 

is a low level for sodium. Because the 
nutrients on the label vary greatly in 
terms of reference standards, the 
common tendency of consumers to use 
a single numeric standard when 
nutrient amounts are declared in g/mg 
units leads to flawed dietary judgments. 

Percent DV declarations, by contrast, 
display nutrient amounts per serving in 
comparable units, and this type of 
display facilitates the appropriate use of 
a common numeric reference standard 
for all nutrients. Adjectival descriptors 
also serve to translate nutrient levels 
into comparable units by describing 
disparate nutrient amounts per serving 
in easily understood ordinary language 
terms. 

FDA agrees that this reasoning 
provides a plausible explanation of the 
research finding that percent DV 
declarations and adjectives help 
consumers make more appropriate 
magnitude estimates of nutrient levels 
in a product. 

c. Number-of-servings calculation 
tasks. Some studies employed a one- 
product task where respondents were 
asked to estimate how many servings of 
the product were needed to meet a daily 
requirement for a certain nutrient. FDA 
considers this number-of-servings type 
task to be relevant to consumers* 
abilities to use product information for 
meal planning and quantitative dietary 
management purposes that are properly 
considered part of placing the product 
in the context of a total daily diet. 

107. This type of performance 
measure was used in the second FDA 
format study (Ref. 70) and in four other 
studies submitted in comments to the 
format proposal (Refs. 71, 72, 73, and 
75). The number-of-servings type of 
performance measure did not show 
consistent format effects across studies, 
possibly because of variations in stimuli 
and procedures between studies. 

One well controlled study (Ref. 70) 
found that the current nutrition label 
format was the worst format on this type 
of performaiK:e task, but a less well- 
controlled study (Ref. 72) found that the 
current nutrition label was among the 
best formats on the number-of-servings 
type of task. One study (Ref. 70) that 
asked for a numerical answer found that 
PERCENT DV formats performed almost 
as well as the best formats on this 
measure, but another study (Ref. 71) that 
asked the respondent to articulate the 
computation process found that 
PERCENT DV formats were much worse 
than the best performing formats. 

In all studies, performance levels on 
the number-of-servings calculation task 
were noticeably lower than for the kinds 
of tasks discus.sed above. Performance 
levels ranged from 10 to 50 percent 
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correct across studies. All studies found 
that this type of task was highly 
sensitive to respondents’ education 
levels and arithmetic sophistication. 

FDA considers this type of 
performance measure to be relevant to 
how well a given format serves to place 
product information into the context of 
the total daily diet, particularly with 
respect to the role played by including 
a listing of the DV’s on the label. 
However, a lack of consistent results 
across studies and low levels of 
consumer competence to perform the 
required computations suggests that this 
measure be considered of secondary 
importance for evaluating nutrition 
label formats. 

d. Single product rating tasks. Some 
studies showed respondents a product 
label in a given format and asked them 
to rate the product on healthfulness or 
to rate purchase intentions toward the 
product The measure compared ratings 
made after seeing frcmt panel 
information consisting of nutrient or 
health claims and ratings made after 
being exposed to product information 
on the nutrition label. 

108. This type of measure was used in 
the second FDA format study (Ref. 70) 
and in one other study subniitted as a 
comment (Ref. 75). Both studies showed 
a consistent effect: Consumers relied 
more heavily on hack panel than front 
panel nutrition information when 
making general judgments about a 
product. They become more negative 
toward the product after seeing the back 
panel nutrition information relative to 
an initial impression based on front 
panel information alone. Neither study 
found that the format of the nutrition 
label had much effect on this type of 
measure. 

Because it appeared insensitive to 
format effects, ITOA does not consider 
this type of single product rating 
comparison to be an important 
consideration for evaluating how well a 
format meets the criteria specified by 
the 1990 amendments. 

e. Measures based on two or more 
types of tasks. Some studies dehned 
scales that combined more than one 
type of performance measure, such as 
product comparison questions and 
number-of-servings questions. Where 
possible, FDA considered these scales to 
represent only one of the composite 
measures, the one they most resembled, 
so that they could be ^scussed in the 
appropriate sections above. Such 
measures were evaluated by comparing 
results with other measures from the 
same study and with measures from 
other studies which utilized similar 
elements. 

109. One study (Ref. 73) submitted as 
a comment to the format proposal 
reported results for a scale based on 
product comparison questions and 
number-of-servings questicms (discussed 
in section' V.0.2.a. and V.D.Zx. of this 
document). In this instance, the results 
showed that format effects on the scale 
were quite different from format effects 
on a different scale in the same study 
which was clearly made up of product 
comparison questions. Therefore, FDA 
considered this scale to be an example 
of the number-of-servings type of 
performance measure. 

110. Another study (Ref. 74) reported 
results for a scale based both on 
number-of-servings type questions and 
dietary judgment type questions. 
Examination of the results for this scale 
showed that the perfornaance findings 
most resembled findings from other 
studies based on dietary judgment 
questions. Therefore, FDA considered 
this scale to be an example of a dietary 
judgment performance measure. 

3. Preference Judgment Measures 

In the research reviewed by FDA. 
consumer preference judgments of 
various formats were primarily choice 
measures based on a direct or implied 
questicHi to respondents about whicix of 
some given set of possible examples of 
nutrition label formats would be most 
helpful, most useful, or would work best 
for consumers. Measures of this type 
occurred in all research modalities and 
were often the principal measures in 
focus group and informal preference 
poll research. Because respondents were 
typically asked to express a relative 
preference, the set of chcMces presented 
to respondents influenced the selection 
process and thereby constitutes an 
important limitation on the validity of 
this type of measure. 

Preference measures are not of the 
same order as behavioral measures, 
which address bow well a given format 
performs in a given label use situation. 
Stated preferences for formats reflect a 
respondent’s implicit theory about what 
kind of format generally wc^ks best. 
Judgment in these instances is 
abstracted from any particular product 
or any particular label use situaticm. 

An extensive scientific literature 
review suggests that untested theories 
about the amount aird type of 
information that are most useful to 
consumers are sometimes wrong (Refs. 
76, 77, 78, 79, and 80)» In particular, 
studies of preference for nutrition 
information have generally shown that 
consumers prefer the largest amount of 
information offered (Refs. 81, 82, and 
83) but perform best with limited 

amounts of infonnaticni specifically 
related to the task (Ref. 84). 

a. Experimental studies, til. Both 
FDA format studies and* three other 
studies submitted as comments on the 
format proposal employed relative 
choice measures of format preference 
based on choosing a most preferred or 
least preferred format from the set of 
formats being evaluated in the study 
(Refs. 69. 70, 72, 73, and 75). Direct 
compariscms between studies are 
difficult because no two studies used 
exactly the same choice set of formats. 

Despite differences between stiidies, 
there were basic consistencies in the 
pattern of preference results across 
studies. In every case, respondents 
tended to prefer the format with the 
most information in dte choice set and 
tended to dislike formats wkb the least 
information in the choice set The 
addition of a listing of DV’s to the 
nutrition label for some or all of the 
nutrients was seen as more informative, 
and was always highly preferred, over 
alternatives lacking a listing DV’s. All 
of the studies that asked respondents to 
give reasons for their selection oi a 
certain format (Refe. 69, 70. and 73) 
found that providii^ more information 
was one of the most common reasons 
given. 

Other format featiues in addition to a 
DV list that were viewed positively 
relative to formats wUhout such futures 
were adjectives, bar gr^hs, 
highlighting, and, to a lesser extent, 
grouping and declaring nutrient antount 
per serving as percent of a DV. 

All studies that included both 
performance and relative preference 
measures (Refs, 69, 70, 72, 73, and 75) 
found little or no consistency in the 
pattern of formal results across 
performance and preference measures. 
For studies that included performance 
measures of the product comparison 
type (Refs. 69, 70, 72, and 73), the 
common finding was an inverse 
ord^ing between formats that were 
preferred and formats that performed 
well on this t)rpe of task. 

Two experimental Judies (Refs. 71 
and 74) varied formats between subjects 
such that each subject saw a single 
format and rated only that format. One 
study (Ref. 74) asked respondents to rate 
the helpfulness, ease of use, and 
adequacy of information of the single 
format. The other study (Ref. 71) asked 
respondents to rate ease of use and 
adequacy of in formation. Neither study 
found that respondents gave the highest 
ratings to the format witA the most 
information. A format similar rathe 
current format that did not iachide a 
listing of DV’s for some uxitrients was 
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among the highest rated formats in both 
studies. 

In one study, respondents expressed 
suspicion toward formats using 
adjectives (which provided relatively 
more information), apparently because 
they felt the company was deciding how 
and when the adjectives were used. In 
the other study, respondents were more 
negative toward formats using percent 
DV declarations. However, in the latter 
study, the PERCENT DV formats were 
executed with extra columns of 
information, so that a single nutrition 
label had as many as four numeric 
columns. Respondents in this study 
considered the PERCENT DV with DV 
list format to provide more information 
than was desirable. 

FDA is convinced by these results that 
consumer preferences for various 
nutrition label formats were very 
sensitive both to the set of formats the 
respondent was asked to compare and to 
the particular methodology used to 
measure preference. Moreover, 
preferences did not correspond to 
objective measures of format 
performance. This lack of 
correspondence raises serious questions 
about the underlying validity of such 
measures, even though respondents 
were asked to base preferences on 
which formats they thought would work 
best. Given these methodological 
problems and the apparent lack of 
validity, FDA considers preference 
measures to be of secondary importance 
for decisions about the nutrition label 
format. 

b. Focus group studies. Research 
using focus group discussions about 
nutrition label issues elicited 
preferences for various kinds of format 
design elements by showing the group 
examples of different formats and asking 
them to discuss their reactions. 

112. The two FDA focus group studies 
and three other focus group studies 
submitted as comments on the format 
proposal discussed the groups* reactions 
to various format elements (Refs. 72, 85, 
86. and 87). In every study, respondents 
indicated strongly ^at they would like 
more information on the nutrition label, 
particularly with respect to helping 
them understand whether given nutrient 
levels could be considered high or low. 
A listing of DV's for some or all 
nutrients was always among the most 
preferred additions to the nutrition 
label. Other format design features 
favorably mentioned in some or all of 
the focus group studies were bar graphs, 
percent DV declarations, and percent of 
calorie declaration tor macronutrients. 
Other features, such as adjectives or pie 
charts, received some favorable 

mentions, but fewer than tlie above 
features. 

Respondents in focus group 
discussions often stated they would like 
to see a simpler and easier to use label 
than the current nutrition label. One 
focus group study (Ref. 85) asked 
respondents to consider in detail how 
they might use certain format features 
and found that pie charts and bar graphs 
were seen to be hard to use. Formats 
using adjectives were sometimes 
criticized because of suspicion about 
who decided how and when the 
adjectives were to be used. 

FDA considers the focus group 
preference results to be consistent with 
the preference results of experimental 
studies. 

c. Informal preference polls. Many 
comments from the general public were 
generated by articles in newspapers and 
newsletters that solicited consumer 
opinions in the form of informal polls 
based on examples of possible nutrition 
label formats. ^A considers such 
articles to be informal preference polls 
and therefore a form of research. TOA 
recognizes limitations on the validity of 
such research: respondents are highly 
self selected, no background 
information about respondents is 
available, responses are influenced by 
the accompanying news article, and 
responses depend on the choice set of 
formats given in the article. FDA has 
tried to identify the actual articles and 
the choice sets of formats presented to 
readers in interpreting these comments. 

113. FDA identified seven informal 
preference polls that generated 
comments on the format proposal (Refs. 
88. 89. 90, 91. 92, 93, and 94). One 
informal preference poll conducted by a 
consumer buying club in its newsletter 
(Ref. 88) asked consumers to rate their 
preferences toward three formats taken 
from FDA's research formats: 
ADIECnVE, HIGHLIGHTING, and 
GROUPING. Over 400 responses were 
received. Seventy percent of the 
responses favored the ADJECTIVE 
format. 

A midwest newspaper (Ref. 92) 
published examples of all seven formats 
used in FDA’s format study 2 and asked 
readers to indicate which one they 
preferred. Approximately 100 responses 
were receiv^. Sixty-five percent of the 
responses favored the ADJECTIVE 
format. 

A consumer group newsletter (Ref. 90) 
published an example of a 
recommended format that included 
adjectives and a listing of DV's for 
macronutrients and asked readers to 
respond to FDA in support of the 
recommended format. Approximately 

130 responses were received in support 
of such a format. 

A nationally distributed newspapei 
and a regional newspaper (Refs. 91 and 
93) published an example of a 
graphically enhanced PERCENT DV 
with DRV format (Appendix C from the 
format proposal). Approximately 40 
responses were received. Sixty-five 
percent of the responses disapproved of 
the published format. 

A major eastern newspaper (Ref. 89) 
published examples of four focpats 
taken from the format proposal; 
PERCENT DV with DRV (Appendix C). 
CONTROL with DRV Ranges (Appendix 
E). CONTROL with Sex-Specific DRV 
(Appendix E), and CONTROL with 
Dietary Guidance (Appendix F). It asked 
readers to respond to FDA with their 
preferences, and approximately 450 
responses were received. Two formats 
(CONTROL with DRV ranges and 
CONTROL with Sex-Specific DRV) were 
most preferred overall, each by 
approximately 35 percent of 
respondents. 

roA considers the results of informal 
opinion polls to be consistent with the 
preference results observed in 
experimental studies and focus groups. 
Most consumers say they prefer the 
format with the most information out of 
the set of formats they are asked to 
evaluate. However, FDA is not 
convinced that formats that have more 
information are necessarily the formats 
that best meet the criteria specified in 
section 2(b)(1)(A) of the 1990 
amendments. 

4. Measures of consumer 
understanding. Some of the research 
submitted or referenced in comments to 
the nutrition label format proposal 
consisted of survey questions about 
consumer understanding of various 
elements of proposed nutrition labels 
(Refs. 71, 87, 95, 96, 97, and 98). Some 
of these questions addressed topics such 
as whether consumers use nutrition 
labels and. if so, for what purposes. 
Other questions addressed the concept 
of a DV: how consumers understand it, 
whether they can use it, how they might 
use it, or whether they are aware of it. 
A third type of question about consumer 
use of format elements was how 
consumers assign magnitude estimates 
to nutrient levels. 

FDA considers this kind of research 
about format elements to provide an 
important context for the decision about 
an improved nutrition label format. 
Although it does not directly address 
the format objectives specified by the 
1990 amendments, this research does 
provide some insight on how consumers 
understand and use the nutrition label. 
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a. Survey questions about consumer 
use of nutrition labek. 114, Four 
surveys submitted as comments on the 
format proposal (Refs, 71,87,. 96, and 
98) asked questions about how often 
respondents read mitrition tabeb and 
ingredient information on food 
padtages. These studies consistently 
found that approximately 70 to 80 
percent of consumers, report that they 
read this mformation almost always, 
often, or sometimes. These figures are 
consistent with a number of other 
surveys (Refii, 99 and 100^ dttt adted 
similar questions. 

In several studies submitted as 
comments, consumers wore asked about 
specific purposes for reading nutrition 
labels, Om study CRef. 71k wldch asked 
5,600 respondents detailed qaestiops 
about possible labcli uses, found that 
most common purposes for readiBg 
nutrition lediels wraecTocafoulatiehow 
high or low the product is ns cestahs 
nutrients, to get s generali iden of 
nutritional content, toconqxne differanf 
types of food products, and to ha^r 
determine brand choioBS. The least 
common purposes for readntg nutritioo 
labels were to help hi axel' pwining or 
to figure out bow mwdi of the prodi^ 
you should eat. 

Other submitted- studies repoitnl 
results consistent with these fillings. 
Specifically, one study (Ref, 961 foiHKl 
that only 7 percent of tkose who read 
nutrition bnels did so “to help hs 
plaiHM'ng a specific meak" Aimther 
study (Ref. 871 fonad dtsl 83 percent ol 
respondents would be very or somevdiat 
likely to use iaforraation on the food 
label to hdp reduce fat intake. 

FDA considMstbe resnlts of these 
questions about coasuaier uses of 
nutrition labels to show that coasumers 
are already using nutritioir. labels for 
purposes that are consistaiit with the 
format-objectives ol the 1990 
amendmenta. Indeed, the two most 
common types of r^mrted uses; CU To 
evaluate nutrition charactcvistics ai 
single products Mid (2) to assist In 
meting ch^cas between products, 
correspond well to the two primary 
criterie specified for formats in the 1990 
amendments. The agency belfoves that 
the introduction of a revised' nutrition 
label and aecomparying: educational 
activities will have a significant impact 
on use of the nufrition label for these 
purposes in the future. 

b. Questions about Daily Values, 115. 
FDA received a number of studies as 
comments on the format propoaal that 
asked questions related to conswner 
understanding the concept of DV*s, 
One study (R^' 96l reported that 22 
percent oif respondents said that they 
were famtliar wifii the term' “Dai^ 

Refforence Value” or "DRV’* compared 
with 65 percent who said they were 
familiar with the term “Recommended 
Daily Allowance" or "RDA”. Two 
studies (Refs. 87 and 97j found that only 
about half of respondents couM 
correctly identify (i.e., read from the 
label) the DRV for a specific nutrient. 

One study (Ref. 71J found' that 
approximately twcHhirds of all 
respcmdents ccmsklered the DRV to be 
appropriate for "everyone’* or “most 
people.” The same study found that 71 
percent of respon^fonts considered the 
DRV to apply to them personally. 
However, two other st^es (Re&. 87 
and 97) f^nd that approximately two- 
thirds of all respondents stated that they 
understood that a DRV based on 2,350’ 
calories would be high for a person who 
ate less dian a 2,350 eaforte Aet. 

One study (Ref. 87) showed 
responcfonts a label with a listing of 
DRV information and a footnote stating 
that DRY’S were baaed on a 2,350 calorie 
diet. It found that mors than half of all 
respondents could not correctly answer 
a question about the number of calories 
on which the DRV was based. 

FDA considers results^ of questions 
about consumer use and un&rslanding 
of DRY'S to be tentative and likely to 
change because the public’s, exposure to' 
the concept has been very limited, and 
educationial activities to explain the 
concept have not been undertaken. The 
experimental fotmat-reseaich (see'' 
section VJ3.2. of this document) did ncd 
find diet listing the DRV’s on the 
nutrition label kad much effect in a 
positive or negative direction on label - 
uses that required evaluation or 
comparison ol specific products, 
although it did improve, cakulatien of 
number of servings needed to meet a 
daily requirement. None of this 
research, however, evaluated the inmact 
of listing the DRV’s on the food label on 
coMunawss’ overall dietary manegpmenC 
behavior, either alone or in conjunction 
with posmbfe education initiatives 

FDA concludes that in the absence of 
reliable guidance firora reseerch 
findings, it has to rely on other 
comments to avahrale the potential 
value of listing the DRV’s on the food 
label as a guide to better overall dietary 
management behavior.. 

c. Magnitude estimation of specific 
nutrient amounts, 116. Two ^dies 
submitted as comments addressed the 
issee of consumers’ dnlity to make 
correct ma^itude judgments abont the 
lev^ of a mitrieiU. when tedd the 
amounC. One study (Ref. 87) found that 
over one-half of aJS rsspoRdsnts 
considsred 13 g of fat to bee large 
amount of fet. 

A more detailed study (Ref. 95) asked 
respondents to estimate whether a gi'ven 
amount of fet in * product 'would be 
considered a low, medkim, or high 
amount of fat. The amount of fat was 
systematically manipulated to 
determine how respondents assigned 
magnitudes across a range of values (7, 
13. 20, and 33 g of fat). At the lowest 
level (7 g of fat per swvingj, 
approximately 20 percent of 
respondents considered the product to 
be high fn fat. At the highest level (33 
g of fat per serving), a{^>roxnnately 50 
percent of respondents considerea tile 
product to be' high in fat. The same 
magnitude estimation results were 
fou^ when tiie amount of fatt was 
expressed as a percentage of the DRV for 
fat. When amount of fat was expressed 
as a percentage of tfk«DRV for nf, 
however, respondents were sfightly less 
likely to give • "don’t knowAcan’t tell" 
answer then they were when ftA 
amounts were expressed in g. Also, 
respondents were more fikefy to give s 
“medium” answer when the levw of fot 
was expressed as 50 percent of die EIRV 
instead of 33 g. 

FDA con^dms these findings to show 
that consumers estirnatenutrient level 
magnitudes of fat hi a reasonable 
manner. However, the agency also 
concludes that a tenden^ exists for 
some consumers to see low fot levris as 
too high and other consumers to see 
high fat levcds as less than high. More 
research is necessary to detennine 
whether these result might be due to 
response hiases thItereRf fn the 
particular kinds ol questions being used, 
or whether they remet die difforent ' 
attitudes toward fot fn Ae general 
population. FDA considers these 
findings to be consistent with the results 
of magnitude esfhnetion measures used 
in experimenfal studies (see section 
V.D.2. of this document). PDA is 
convinced Uiat an hnpoitanf 
connderation for daclskms about the 
nutrition label format is whether the 
format helps consumers make 
appropriate ma^itude estimations of 
nutrient levels fo die product. 

E, Criteria to Use in fudging Nutrition 
Labeling Format 

Section 2(b)(lKA) of the 1990 
amendments specifies the requirements 
that an appropriate nutrition label 
formal must meet (see Section V.C of 
this dbeumentj, but M does not specify 
how to weight these requirements wiA 
respect fo vai kius poxible label uses or 
how lo weight the various measures 
intended fo evaluafe alternate formats 
against the requirements. The 1990 
amemhiwnts also do not specify how to 
balance the banefils of a revised 
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nutrition label against the practical 
limitations of small package sizes and 
the interests of many consumers, 
particularly older and less educated 
consumers, to have a highly legible 
label. In the format proposal, FDA 
requested comment on the criteria to 
use in judging nutrition label formats. 

117. Most comments strongly 
supported the view expressed in the 
format proposal that a simple, 
uncluttered nutrition label is highly 
desirable. Comments from consumer 
groups and health professional 
organizations emphasized the benefits 
of a simple and uncluttered label for 
older and less educated consumers. 
Comments from food manufacturers and 
industry associations emphasized in 
addition that a simple, uncluttered 
format would allow greater flexibility to 
accommodate packaging constraints. 
Consumer research conducted by 
industry and by FDA demonstrated that 
simpler, less cluttered label formats 
help consumers to make comparisons 
between products. 

FDA is convinced by the research 
results and these comments that a 
simple and uncluttered format is the 
best way for information on the 
nutrition label to be "readily observed 
and comprehended," as called for by the 
1990 amendments. Accordingly, FDA is 
taking the steps discussed below to 
minimize the amount of information 
and the number of columns used on the 
nutrition label. 

118. A number of comments fi'om 
food manufacturers, consumer groups 
and health professional groups called 
for consistent label formats for both 
FDA and USDA regulated food 
products. The comments identified 
many benefits of having a uniform 
format for all food products including: 
(1) Making it easier for consumers to 
compare different kinds of products. (2) 
making it easier for consumers to 
become familiar with, and to learn how 
to use. the new labels, and (3) reducing 
the likelihood of consumer confusion 
because of apparent inconsistencies 
between different food labels. 

FDA agrees that consistency between 
FDA and USDA regulated food labels 
should be an important consideration in 
decisions about the nutrition label 
format. 

1 -M \ number of comments from 
food nicinufacturers. consumer groups, 
and health professional groups argued 
that decisions about the nutrition label 
format should be informed by consumer 
testing, and that the agency should not 
propose formats that have not been 
tested. For the most part, these 
comments were directed at three label 
formats included in the format proposal 

that presented more elaborate listings of 
DRV’s and more extensive educational 
footnotes than any of the formats 
included in FDA's previous nutrition 
label format research. 

The agency agrees with the comments 
that emphasized the importance of 
consumer research in informing 
decisions about the nutrition label 
format. However, the agency is satisfied 
that most of the format elements that 
have been suggested for a revised 
nutrition label format have been 
sufficiently tested to permit research- 
based conclusions about their effects on 
consumer comprehension and label use 
behavior. The agency's view is that 
format elements that were less well 
tested, such as those suggested by the 
three formats described above, do not 
introduce su^iciently novel elements to 
the nutrition label to require 
independent testing. Information about 
the performance characteristics of more 
cluttered labels, listings of DV's, and 
elaborate footnotes is already available 
finm extant research and can be 
extrapolated to estimate the 
performance characteristics of these 
particular formats as well. 

120. The agency received a number of 
comments about the relative importance 
that should be assigned to product 
comparison versus dietary judgment 
measures of format performance in 
making decisions alx)ut nutrition label 
format. Many comments, primarily from 
food manufacturers and trade 
associations, argued that enabling 
consumers to compare the nutritional 
characteristics of food products is the 
fundamental use for the nutrition label 
and concluded that label formats should 
be evaluated mainly on this basis. Other 
comments, primarily from consumer 
groups and health professional 
organizations^ gave more emphasis to 
the importance of the food label for 
helping consumers to make dietary 
judgments about the nutritional value of 
the food product that involve placing 
the product in the context of a total 
daily diet. These comments concluded 
that decisions about a nutrition label 
format need to take account of both 
product compari.son measures and 
dietary judgment measures. The 
research on the reported frequency of 
different kinds of nutrition label uses 
showed that comparing products and 
assessing nutritional value are the two 
most important consumer uses of the 
nutrition label and are considered about 
equally important by consumers. 

FDA is convinced by the research and 
by these comments that decisions about 
a nutrition label format should consider 
both types of label uses and evaluation 
measures rather than only one. Use of 

the nutrition label to compare products 
is dependent on the consumer's ability 
to comprehend the nutrition 
information, and use of the nutrition 
label to assess nutritional value is 
dependent on the consumer's ability 
both to comprehend the information 
and to understand its significance in the 
context of the total daily diet. 
Accordingly, FDA has considered these 
primary nutrition label uses in making 
decisions about the nutrition label 
format. 

121. One comment from a health 
professional argued that consumer 
preferences for nutrition label formats 
should be considered as important as 
the ability of a format to achieve the 
format objectives specified in the 1990 
amendments because a format that is 
more preferred will be more likely to be 
used by consumers. 

FDA is not aware of any data that 
support the assertion that a more 
preferred label format will be more 
likely to be read. The agency's view is 
that people read the nutrition label 
because they are interested in what it 
says, not because they have an impulse 
to read the label based on its 
appearance. Actual ease of use, that is, 
the ease with which a consumer can 
extract needed information from the 
nutrition label, rather than preference 
for a format, is likely to influence the 
probability of reading a nutrition label. 
The consumer research shows that 
consumer preference for different label 
formats is, if anything, negatively 
related to actual ease of use (see sections 
V.D.2. and V.D.3. of this document). 
Therefore. FDA does not agree that 
preference should be considered as 
important as performance criteria for 
decisions about nutrition label formats. 

122. One comment from a consumer 
organization argued that label uses 
should be weighted according to the 
likelihood that consumers engage in 
such uses. The comment recommended 
that less importance be given to label 
uses that assume that consumers will 
add up their daily totals of fat, saturated 
fat, or other nutrients because relatively 
few consumers are likely to engage in 
such difficult and burdensome 
monitoring. The comment suggested 
that many more people are interested in 
making qualitative judgments about 
individual foods, such as “is this food 
high or low in fat?” and recommended 
that dietary judgment measures 
assessing this aspect of label use be 
given the most weight in decisions 
about the nutrition label format. 

Consistent with the comment, the 
consumer research did not show 
quantitative monitoring of dietary intake 
to be a common label use behavior. 
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However, it also did not show that 
making qualitative judgments about a 
food is the only important use of the 
nutrition label (see comment 114 of this 
document). FDA is convinced by the 
research that helping consumers to 
make qualitative judgments should be 
an important, but not overriding, 
consideration in making a decision 
about the nutrition label format. Other 
evidence shows that consumers use the 
nutrition label to compare products and 
to assess a product’s nutritional value. 
Accordingly, FDA has considered 
facilitating qualitative judgments as one 
of the dietary judgment factors 
important for evaluating the various 
proposed formats. 

F. FDA’s Tentative View 

In the format proposal, FDA presented 
its tentative conclusions about the 
elements that it will include in the final 
nutrition format and requested 
comments about them. The agency 
listed the following four elements as 
those that were likely to be included in 
the final nutrition format: 

(1) The information must be presented 
in a manner that is simple and 
minimizes clutter. 

(2) The information must be presented 
in tabular fashion, although perhaps 
enhanced by other graphic devices to 
provide rapid access to, and greater 
visibility of, key nutrition information. 

(3) The nutrition information display 
must include either a listing of the 
quantitative amount of each nutrient, in 
absolute terms (e.g., g), or a listing of the 
amount as a percent of the proposed RDI 
or DRV, or both. 

(4) Nutrient information must be 
linked to the dietary guidance that is 
considered important to public health. 

123. Comments mentioning the hrst 
three elements were unanimously 
supportive. Comments mentioning the 
fourth element were generally 
supportive, although a number of 
comments argued either that the 
nutrition label cannot or should not be 
the primary vehicle for providing 
general dietary recommendations, or 
that educational materials should not 
appear on the food label at all. 

The agency disagrees with statements 
that the nutrition label should not play 
a role in educating consumers. FDA is 
convinced that the nutrition label is an 
important source of basic information 
for consumers, and that the 1990 
amendments require that the label 
facilitate consumer education. The 
agency’s view of the educational role of 
the nutrition label is elaborated in 
section V.B. of this document. 

However, the agency does agree that 
the nutrition label cannot be the 

primary vehicle for providing general 
dietary recommendations. Accordingly, 
as discussed later in this document. 
FDA. USDA, health professional 
organizations, and the food industry are 
developing a comprehensive consumer 
education program that will ease the 
transition to the revised nutrition label 
and help consumers to use the label to 
make well-informed dietary choices. 

FDA points out that under the act, the 
requirement that nutrition information 
be linked to dietary recommendations 
need not require presentation of dietary 
guidance on the label. The House report 
that accompanied the 1990 amendments 
states, "While the bill does not mandate 
any particular approach, it does require 
the Secretary to specify requirements 
that would permit the consumer to 
understand the nutrition information 
pertaining to a particular food in 
relation to recommended dietary 
information” (Ref. 16). The declaration 
of nutrient amounts as percent DV 
provides such information. For the 
nutrient in the food for which a DV has 
been established, the percent DV 
advises the consumer how much of the 
recommended intake of that nutrient is 
provided by the food. Seen in this way, 
a requirement that nutrition information 
be linked to dietary guidance plays a 
greater role in describing the food than 
in presenting educational material. 

G. The Format and Format Elements 

FDA received approximately 1,000 
responses to the format proposal and to 
a public meeting, notice of which was 
given in the Federal Register of July 23, 
1992. Responses were received from 
consumers, health professionals, trade 
and retail associations. State and local 
governments, foreign governments, 
professional societies, consumer 
advocacy organizations, industry, and 
universities. Many of the comments 
selectively responded to issues of 
particular concern to the individual or 
organization commenting, but a large 
number included a reference to the 
specific formats favored or opposed. 

1. Titles and Terminology 

a. Title for the nutrition label. 124. A 
number of comments addressed the 
issue of the title for the nutrition label. 
The majority of comments supported 
retaining the current label heading 
“Nutrition Information per Serving.” 
Comments suggested that consumers are 
familiar with this heading, and that the 
title is descriptive of the information 
that follows. One comment opposed the 
introduction of any new title because 
new terms are confusing. Another 
comment expressed concern that new 
titles have not been proposed or tested. 

Other comments suggested such terms 
as "Nutrition Information,” "Nutrient 
Information,” and "Nutrient Facts.” 

FDA acknowledges that the current 
title is descriptive and familiar to 
consumers. However, the agency also 
notes that the current title requires more 
space than several alternatives that are 
equally descriptive. The agency has 
concluded that modifying one of the 
suggested alternatives to "Nutrition 
Facts” yields a term that will clearly 
describe the information declared on the 
nutrition label. This more succinct term 
also allows the title of the nutrition 
label to use a larger typeface in the same 
space so that the nutrition label will be 
more readily noticed, and thus, more 
readily observed by consumers. 
Accordingly, in § 101.9(d), the agency is 
requiring that the term "Nutrition 
Facts” instead of "Nutrition Information Eer Serving,” be presented as the 

eading of the nutrition information, 
b. Terminology for subcomponents of 

nutrients. In its format proposal (57 FR 
32070 at 32071). FDA solicited 
comment on certain format elements not 
addressed by research studies. ’The 
agency requested comment on what 
terminology and graphic elements 
would most effectively distinguish 
subcomponents of nutrients ^m the 
declaration of the total amount of the 
nutrient and improve their visibility in 
the nutrition label display. 

i. Subcomponents of fat and of 
carbohydrate. 125. The majority of 
comments supported the use of the 
terms “total fat” and “total 
carbohydrate.” Many comments 
suggested using indentation of 
subcomponents as a graphic means to 
further distinguish subcomponents 
because it is a commonly used 
technique that would be easily 
understood by most consumers. A tew 
comments suggested bolding and 
highlighting of the broader classification 
to further distinguish subcomponents of 
fat and carbohydrate. Other comments 
suggested using such terms as 
"includes,” “including,” “of which,” 
and “which includes” before the 
subcomponent to further establish that 
the subcomponent is a part of a broader 
classification. 

Section 403(q)(l) of the act specifies 
that nutrition labeling shall include 
information on several nutrients, 
including total fat and total 
carbohydrates. In order to be consistent 
with the terminology used in the 1990 
amendments, the supplementary 
proposal (56 FR 60366 at 60387 and 
60388) included provision for listing 
"total fat” and "total carbohydrate” as 
mandatory elements of the nutrition 
label. Given the statutory derivation of 
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this terminology, the support for its use 
in the comments, the fact that the 
terminology reflects the broad category 
of nutrient, and the lack of opposition 
to the use of this terminology, the 
agency is retaining the provisions for 
the declaration of total fat and total 
carbohydrate based in § 101.9(c)(2) and 
(c)(6) and, by reference, in § 101.9(d)(7). 

The agency agrees that indentation of 
subcomponents along with the use of 
the term “total” before the major 
classification provides effective means 
of establishing separate and 
recognizable subcomponent status. The 
agency is not providing for the use of 
terms such as “including” and “of 
which.” While these terms may add 
clarity, they will also introduce 
additional words to the label, 
contributing to label clutter. The agency 
is persuaded by the comments that the 
use of indentation of subcomponents is 
sufficient to clearly distinguish the 
subcomponents of total fat and total 
carbohydrate because it is a commonly 
used and well understood graphic 
device. Therefore, the agency is 
requiring the indentation of saturated, 
polyunsaturated, and monounsaturated 
fatty acids in § 101.9(c)(2)(i) through 
(c)(2)(iii), respectively, and the 
indentation cf dietary fiber, sugars, 
sugar alcohol, and other carbohydrates 
in § 101.9(c)(6){i) through (c)(6)(iv), 
respectively, when such nutrients are 
declared. In addition, as explained in 
section V.H.l. of this preamble, the 
broader classifications must be 
highlighted by boldface print as 
provided in § 101.9(d)(l)(iv). 

ii. Calories and calories horn fat. 126. 
The plurality of comments supported 
using the term “total” preceding or 
following “calories” to denote that it 
includes the calories horn fat (i.e., “total 
calories” or “calories, total”). Some 
comments suggested that a potential for 
confusion exists because “calories firom 
fat” must be declared on the nutrition 
label, and consumers may be unaware 
that they are included in the larger 
category "calories.” These comments 
expressed concern that consumers 
would mistakenly add calories from fat 
to the larger classification declared 
simply as “calories.” Additionally, 
several comments suggested indenting 
“calories firom fat” to further distinguish 
it frcm “total calories.” 

The agency is persuaded by the 
comments that the term “total” 
preceding or following “calories” will 
better enable consumers to understand 
that it is the larger classihcation of 
which the subcategory “calories from 
fat” is a part. The agency notes that it 
is requiring the term “total” for the 
other larger classifrcations, total fat and 

total carbohydrate. A label that has the 
term "total” preceding two of the three 
larger classifications may have the 
potential to confuse consumers with 
regard to the third. However, the agency 
also notes that the term “calories” has 
fewer words, and therefore requires less 
space and minimizes clutter. 
Furthermore, consumers have been 
seeing the term “calories” on labels to 
designate total calories, and, rmlike the 
other nutrient subcomponents, the 
subcomponent “calories from fat” 
designates subcomponent status by its 
structure. Therefore, in § 101.9(c)(1). 
FDA is providing for the use of the 
terms “total calories;” “calories, total;” 
or “calories.” In addition, in 
§ 101.9(c)(l)(ii), the agency is requiring 
that the subcategory “calories from fat” 
be indented for consistency with other 
nutrient subcomponents when it is 
listed in a column under the total 
calorie information. 

c. Terminology for Daily Reference 
Value. In its mandatory nutrition 
labeling proposal (55 FR 29487) FDA 
asked for comments concerning an 
appropriate single new term to be used 
to refer to all the reference values in the 
nutrition label. On its own, FDA arrived 
at “Daily Value (DV)” as a possibility for 
use as this single term. FDA used this 
term in the research that it conducted 
on formats. Most consumers correctly 
interpreted the general meaning of the 
term. However, during probing in focus 
group discussions conducted by the 
agency, several consumers commented 
that the word “value” may connote 
something of worth and suggested that 
another term might be appropriate for 
food labeling purposes. In its 
supplementary proposal published 
November 27,1991 (56 FR 60366 at 
60371), the agency reiterated its request 
for comment on, and suggestions for. 
appropriate terminology to be used to 
refer to the entire set of reference values. 

127. A number of comments 
responded to the issue of terminology 
for a single term to denote all label 
reference values. Two comments stated 
that the word “value” may give the 
impression that these levels are goals to 
be achieved rather than points of 
reference. A wide range of alternative 
terms were offered, including “Human 
Daily Need,” “Recommended Daily 
Standard.” “Reference Value,” “Daily 
Amount,” “Reference Daily Intake,” and 
“Recommended Daily Intake.” 
However, no general agreement emerged 
from the comments, and no research 
data were submitted in support of 
suggested alternatives for the term 
“Daily Value.” 

One comment stated that the term 
“reference” has little meaning for most 

consumers, while a few others said that 
the use of the term precludes persons 
assuming that the value is a goal. 
Another comment stated that the term 
“standard” avoids the confusion of 
having to differentiate between 
minimum and maximum intakes. One 
comment suggested that the term “U.S. 
RDA” be retained to denote all label 
reference values. Many other comments 
requested retention of the U.S. RDA’s; 
however, those comments appeared to 
be referring to retention of the current 
numerical values for the U.S.‘RDA, not 
the terminology to be used on the label. 

FDA disagrees that the term “U.S. 
RDA” should be retained. The term was 
developed in 1972 when label reference 
values for all nutrients listed on the 
label were derived from the 
Recommended Dietary Allowances (Ref. 
23). The term was developed to suggest 
the link between the Recommended 
Dietary Allowance and the label 
reference values developed by the 
agency. However, the reference values 
for a number of the nutrients that are to 
be included in the nutrition label, under 
the final rule on DRV’s and RDI’s, 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register, are not based on a 
Recommended Dietary Allowance value 
because the National Academy of 
Sciences has not established 
Recommended Dietary Allowances for 
these nutrients. It therefore would be 
inaccurate and misleading to retain the 
term “U.S. RDA.” 

Further, the agency believes that 
terms that use the words 
“recommended,” “requirement,” or 
“need” would be misleading to 
consumers and would complicate 
nutrition education efforts. Some of the 
reference values that FDA is adopting 
are intended to guide consumers 
relative to maximum intakes (for 
example, saturated fat), while others are 
intended to serv'e as a basis for planning 
general diets to meet nutrient 
requirements (for example, vitamin C) 
or as minimum intakes (for example, 
potassium). It would be incorrect to 
imply that FDA “recommends” that 
consumers consume the maximum 
intake level for total fats, or that such 
levels are “required” or “needed.” Also, 
FDA cannot agree that the term 
“standard” is appropriate. While the 
comment argued that this term does not 
suggest a minimum or a maximum, the 
agency believes that it commonly 
implies a level to be achieved or 
surpassed, and for which it is 
undesirable to fall below. Thus, it may 
connote a minimum level for many 
consumers. 

Moreover, the term “daily intake” 
suggests a requirement or prescriptive 
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need for individuals, rather than a 
general reference point. Furthermore, 
the agency is concerned that if the term' 
u'ere used, it could become a source of 
confusion in information and 
educational materials on nutrition 
because "daily intake” for nutrients is 
used to mean current consumption 
levels, rather than reference intakes 
based on dietary recommendations. For 
example, the current daily intake of fat 
is estimated to be 95 g per day based on 
food consumption surveys. However, 
the agency’s DRV for fat is 65 g for a 
2,000 calorie diet and is based on 
dietary guidance. 

After reviewing the comments 
carefully, the agency concludes that it is 
appropriate to retain the proposed term 
“Daily Value.” FDA research has shown 
that the term is generally understood by 
consumers as a point of reference, and 
no appropriate or well-supported 
alternatives have been suggested to the 
agency. FDA acknowledges that two 
comments suggested that the word 
"value” may be indicative of a goal. 
However, no data were submitted to 
support this suggestion, and no other 
comments objected to the term on these 
grounds. Therefore, FD.^ will use "Daily 
Value” as the single term to refer to all 
reference values on the nutrition label 
and is providing for its inclusion in 
§ 101.9(d)(6). 

To preclude any confusion, the 
agency points out that the Daily Values 
are a specific, regulalorily established 
set of reference values that have been 
derived based on dietary guidance and, 
for certain nutrients, on the assumption 
of a 2,000 calorie per day diet (see the 
document on RDl’s and DRV's 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register). FDA recognizes that 
alternate daily caloric requirements 
(e.g., 2,500 calories) produce alternate 
recommended values for those nutrients 
with dietary recommendations that are 
based on calorie requirements, and that 
these alternate values can be considered 
"daily values” for people consuming the 
given calorie level. However, the 
recommended values for various calorie 
intake levels other than 2,000 calories 
per day should not be confused with the 
Daily Values, specifically the DRV's that 
FDA is establishing by regulation (see 
.§ 101.9(c){7)(iii)) and that are referenced 
in several of the regulations that FDA is 
adopting today (see, e.g., § 101.13). 

2. PERCENT DV Format 

The majority of comments that 
supported the PERCENT DV or 
PERCENT DV with DRV formal were 
from consumer groups and health 
promotion organizations, although 
several industry and other types of 

organizations also supported the 
proposed format. The majority of 
comments that opposed the PERCENT 
DV format were from industry. 

128. The major argument given in 
support of the PERCENT DV format was 
that the percent formats are easy to use 
and provide clear information about 
how a food fits into a total daily diet. 
FDA’s research showing that the percent 
formats have superior performance 
characteristics, particularly with regard 
to label tasks related to dietary 
judgments, was sometimes cited. Some 
comments argued that consumers are 
mainly interested in using the nutrition 
label to make qualitative judgments 
about specific foods, such as whether 
the food is low or high in a nutrient of 
interest. Many fewer people, it was 
argued, keep running lists of nutrient 
amounts throughout the day. The 
comments argued that the percent 
format facilitates this type of qualitative 
judgment. 

Many of the comments opposed to the 
PERCENT DV format also addressed the 
issue of consumers’ ability to use the 
PERCENT DV information, arguing that 
consumers would not be able to use 
percent displays effectively. Specific 
arguments included that the percent 
formats did not perform w/ell in the 
Grocery Manufacturers of America and 
the National Food Processors 
Association (GMA/NFPA) industry 
study (Ref. 71), and that consumers do 
not understand percents. 

FDA has carefully considered the 
arguments regarding percent displays 
but finds no basis not to conclude that 
consumers will be able to use PERCENT 
DV declarations more effectively than 
they would any other format tested. The 
consumer research (see section V.D.2. of 
this document) supports the assertion 
that the PERCENT DV format, with or 
without a listing of the seven 
macronutrient reference DV’s, im^proves 
consumers’ abilities to make correct 
dietary judgments about a food in the 
context of a total daily diet. This result 
was replicated in three separate studies 
(Refs. 70, 71, and 74), two of them 
industry-sponsored, and on three 
different dietary judgment tasks; judging 
the correctness of nutrient claims about 
the product, identifying the nutrients in 
the product that needed to be 
counterbalanced by changes in the daily 
diet, and judging how much to eat of the 
given food if you want to reduce intake 
of certain nutrients. In one industry- 
sponsored study (Ref. 71), the PERCENT 
DV format helped consumers judge how 
much to eat of a given food despite the 
fact that PERCENT DV formats were 
executed with extra columns of nutrient 
information per serving. 

As noted in section V.D.2. of this 
document, the percent DV format 
element is one of only two format 
elements that have been shown to 
improve consumer performance on 
dietary judgment tasks (the other format 
element is the use of adjectives). In 
addition, the PERCENT DV format, 
when executed without additional 
columns, scored as well or better than 
any other format on all of the other tasks 
measured in FDA’s study. No evidence 
was submitted to FDA showing that 
consumers cannot effectively use a 
PERCENT DV format when it is 
appropriately executed. 

FDA studies (Refs. 69 and 70) found 
that for label use tasks involving simple 
comparisons between products, 
PERCENT DV declaration formats were 
best executed as single column displays 
with g/mg amounts next to the nutrient 
name and not in a column. Executed in 
this manner, no difference was found 
between PERCENT DV formats and the 
CONTROL format on product 
comparison tasks. 

The GMA/NFPA industry study (Ref. 
71) found that when the format was 
executed as two adjacent columns of 
numbers with different units (g/mg 
amounts and percent DV declarations), 
performance on simple comparison 
tasks was adversely affected. This result 
is likely attributable to the additional 
columns added to the format, 
particularly since the units differed, and 
is not an inherent weakness of the 
PERCENT DV declaration formats (see 
section V.D.2. of this document). FDA 
considers the placement of g/mg 
amounts in an unordered array next to 
nutrient names to be a necessary feature 
of the PERCENT DV format because it 
improves consumers’ abilities to readily 
observe and comprehend the percent 
information on the nutrition label as 
demonstrated by FDA format studies. 
Thus, use of this format is consistent 
with section 2(b)(1)(A) of the 1990 
amendments. 

The argument that people have 
difficulty in understanding percents is 
not borne out by the consumer research. 
In the nutrition label situation, a 
consistent system of percents is used 
such that virtually all the nutrients on 
the label can be declared in equivalent 
units, in this instance percent DV. A list 
of nutrients declared in equivalent units 
has the unique property that the list of 
values is self-anchoring, that is. values 
in the list can serve as references for 
each other. A low value on the list is 
likely to be a "true” low value, a high 
value on the list is likely to be a "true” 
high value. This consistency is not 
possible when the list contains nutrients 
declared in very different units. Five g 
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of saturated fat may be a "true” high 
value and 115 mg of sodium may be a 
"true” low value, but few consumers see 
the number 5 as high and the number 
115 as low according to FDA research. 
Percent DV declarations help consumers 
because they overcome the problems 
associated with declaring nutrients in 
nonequivalent units (see comment 106 
of this document). 

Cram/milligram formats with a list of 
DV‘s give consumers the numbers they 
would need to calculate percentages and 
thus to transform the amounts to 
equivalent numbers. However, research, 
including FDA’s format research, has 
consistently shown that most consumers 
are unwilling or unable to transform 
data provided on labels (Re^. 70 and 
101). Available evidence shows that 
providing consumers with raw data is 
not effective. Providing them with data 
in the form needed to make judgments, 
e.g., in consistent percentages, is 
effective. 

Consumers have been seeing vitamin 
and mineral levels expressed as percent 
of U.S. RDA on food products for about 
20 years. Few know what the U.S. 
RDA’s are for specific nutrients or even 
know what units the U.S. RDA’s are in. 
No arguments have been raised that 
percents in this context are difficult to 
use or hard to understand. The 
presentation of macronutrient data in 
percents is a logical extension of the 
system that consumers have been using 
with apparent success for years. 

Therefore, FDA is requiring in 
§ 101.9{d)(7)(ii) that nutrition 
information per serving be declared as 
percent of the DV in the primary 
columnar display on the nutrition label. 

129. Many of tne industry supporters 
of the PERCENT DV format cit^ the 
relatively small space requirements for 
the format, particularly if the DV listing 
is not required. 

FD.^ agrees that the PERCENT DV 
format without a DV listing requires 
little additional space relative to the 
CONTROL formal. A strength of the 
PERCENT DV format not shared by any 
other format except ADJECTIVE is that 
consumers can use it equally well for 
most label use tasks with or without the 
reference DV listing. For this reason, the 
agency is not requiring that the 
reference DV list be displayed as such. 
Rather, it is displayed as part of an 
example of recommended nutrient 
amounts for different calorie intake 
levels, and the normal placement is not 
beside the Percent DV information but 
beneath it. 

In addition, the calorie-specific daily 
value list may be omitted in simplified 
formats and on small and intermediate 
sized packages (§ 101.9(f)(5) and (j)(13). 

respectively). In contrast, labels 
declaring amounts of nutrients only in 
g/mg units require consumers to 
compare the reference DV list with the 
amount declarations in order to make 
dietary judgments. Thus, for such labels, 
the presentation of the reference DV list 
adjacent to the declaration of amounts is 
necessary for most label use tasks. 

Accordingly, § 101.9(d)(9) provides 
that daily values for 2,000 and 2,500 
calorie diets be placed in columns 
beneath the vitamin and mineral 
information. However, if space is not 
adequate beneath the vitamin and 
mineral information, § 101.9(d)(ll) 
provides that the calorie-specific daily 
value information may be placed to the 
right of the Percent DV information. In 
addition, § 101.9(f)(5) allows the calorie 
specific daily value information to be 
omitted fi-om labels of products that 
qualify for the simplified format, and 
§ 101.9(j)(13)(ii)(C) allows it to be 
omitted fi’om packages with 40 or less 
square inches of label surface available 
to bear labeling. 

130. A number of comments argued 
against the PERCENT DV format 
because of poor legibility of the basic., 
format. They argued that legibility will 
be lower because the absolute amount 
declarations are hidden and are likely to 
be hard for consumers to find and 
because two numbers are required for 
each nutrient. 

FDA disagrees that the basic formal 
has poor legibility. The agency’s 
research showed that consumers are 
easily able to use the PERCENT DV 
format displayed with amounts by 
weight in parentheses next to the 
nutrient name (see section V.D.2. of this 
document). Most consumers will not 
need to use the amounts by weight. The 
format prominently and clearly displays 
the one piece of nutrient information 
that will be most easily used and 
understood by the general population. 
The amounts by weight are provided for 
consumers who find it easier to use 
them, such as individuals who manage 
their diets using g/mg amounts. 

131. Other comments argued that 
consumers will be confused because 
they will have to learn a new type of 
declaration, and those consumers used 
to the amount by weight declarations 
may mistakenly use the percentages as 
absolute amounts. 

FDA disagrees with this argument. 
Evidence from consumer research 
shows that consumers generally are not 
able to effectively use the current format 
for some important label uses, such as 
placing a food in the context of their 
total daily diet (see section V.D.Z.b. of 
this document). In contrast, research 
shows that consumers are able to use 

percent displays for all of the label uses 
tested, including those tasks related to 
dietary judgments, such as placing the 
food in the context of the total daily 
diet. As consumer education reaches 
more people, and as consumers become 
more familiar with the percent display 
format, its effective use will increase. In 
addition, under § 101.9(d)(7)(ii), as 
explained in section V.H.l. of this 
document, the symbol for percent (i.e., 
"%”) must be used after each number. 
Therefore, consumers are not likely to 
use the percentages as absolute weight 
amounts. 

Many of the comments oppo.sed to the 
use of the PERCENT DV formats did not 
acknowledge that these formats provide 
g/mg amount information on the 
nutrition label. FDA included amounts 
by weight to meet the needs of 
consumers who had come to rely on 
such information. An appropriate 
balance must be achieved between how 
much and how prominently information 
can be presented on the label. The 
relative numbers of people likely to use 
different information is an important 
consideration in achieving this balance. 
Few people currently engage in the kind 
of dietary management that requires 
keeping daily running sums of 
particular nutrients, such as assumed by 
some of the comments opposed to 
PERCENT DV formats. 

132. Several comments stated that 
PERCENT DV formats are misleading 
because they provide inappropriate 
dietary guidance or offer no guidance to 
those consumers whose daily 
requirements differ from the DV. 
Concern was expressed that consumers 
will believe the numbers apply to them 
personally. 

The agency disagrees that PERCENT 
DV declarations are misleading because 
they provide inappropriate dietary 
guidance. A major advantage of a 
percent unit is that it communicates the 
relative magnitude of the nutrient level 
in a food without the consumer having 
to be concerned about the absolute level 
or units of the underlying scale being 
used. Knowledge of quantitative dietary 
goals for specific nutrients is not 
inherent in, or necessary for, accurate 
magnitude assessments of the nutrient 
levels in the food. The DV base of the 
percent does not have to exactly fit each 
individual’s needs in order for the 
percent to accurately reflect the relative 
magnitude of the nutrient level in the 
product. 

FDA considers estimation of the 
relative magnitude of nutrient levels in 
the food to be central to tlie placement 
of a food in the context of the total daily 
diet. FDA’s research and other research 
submitted as comments to the format 
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proposal showed that consumers were 
able to use PERCENT DV formats to 
assess high/low levels of nutrients more 
effectively than any other format {see 
section V.D.Z.b. of this 
documentl.Therefore, for purposes of 
placing the food in the context of a total 
daily diet, a label use for which 
consumers have no need to adjust the 
scale for individual variations, the 
declaration of nutrient amounts as 
percent DV cannot be considered 
misleading or inappropriate dietary 
guidance. 

Although, for the reasons described 
above, detailed knowledge of the DV’s 
and their relation to an individual’s diet 
js not necessary for using a PERCENT 
DV format to make product comparisons 
or dietary judgments about the product, 
it is useful for other dietary management 
purposes. Information about how daily 
values vary by calorie needs will help 
those people who so desire to estimate 
their own personal daily values and will 
help them to differentiate the concept of 
a reference Daily Value used for labeling 
and regulatory purposed from 
personally appropriate dietary guidance. 

Therefore, to decrease the likelihood 
of consumer misunderstanding, the 
agency is requiring in § 101.9(d)(9}(i) 
that a footnote accompany the percent 
DV declarations stating that these 
declarations are based on a 2,000 calorie 
diet, and that personal needs vary 
depending on an individual’s calorie 
intake. In addition, to assist consumers 
in estimating their own quantitative 
dietary needs relative to the reference 
DV’s, the footnote will display daily 
values of total fat, saturated fat, 
cholesterol, sodium, total carbohydrate, 
and dietary fiber based on 2,000 calories 
and 2,500 calories. By providing a 
concrete example of how individual 
dietary needs may vary depending on 
( alorie intake level, the footnote will 
help people to place their personal 
dietary needs with respect to the 
Tference Daily Values and to avoid any 
ml.sunderstanding as to whether the 
reference DV’s are dietary guidance 
meant for them. 

133. Several comments argued that 
PERCENT DV formats are 
mathematically misleading because they 
are calculated against an implied range 
if the terms "or less’’ and "or more’’ are 
used, or because consumers will not be 
able to reconstruct the percents from the 
absolute amounts and the DV numbers 
because of the rounding rules for 
percents of macronutrients. 

FDA disagrees that consumers will 
see qualifying terms such as “or less’’ 
and "or more" as constituting a range 
from which a percent cannot be 
calculated. These terms were included 

on the PERCENT DV/DRV format in the 
second FDA label format study, and no 
subject expressed confusion resulting 
from their presence (Ref. 70). 

FDA agrees that the rounding rules for 
percents for macronutrients and sodium 
in proposed § 101.9(c)(12) (56 FR 60366 
at 60390) have the potential to cause 
consumer confusion when used with 
the PERCENT DV format. The agency 
notes that the amount by weight 
declarations for these nutrients have 
already been rounded, and that 
additional rounding of the percents may 
lead to an undesirable degree of 
inaccuracy, depending on the specific 
percent. 

Therefore, the agency is requiring in 
§ 101.9(d)(,7){ii) that percent 
declarations for macronutrients, 
sodium, and potassium in the PERCENT 
DV/DV format be calculated by using as 
the numerator the actual amount of the 
specified nutrient before rounding for 
label declaration. The resulting 
proportion will be transformed to a 
percentage and rounded to the nearest 
whole percent. 

134. Some comments argued that the 
PERCENT DV format should not be 
selected because the lack of DRV’s for 
some nutrients will result in blanks in 
the principal numeric column. The 
comments argued that such blanks will 
leave consumers with no information 
about the level of some nutrients and 
will be confusing to them. However, 
none of the comments that supported 
the PERCENT DV format suggested that 
the lack of DV values for some nutrients 
was a disadvantage of the format. 

Several of the comments that 
discussed the lack of reference values in 
the context of whether the DV list 
should be required on the label 
provided arguments that apply to all 
uses of the DV information and thus 
also apply to the PERCENT DV format. 
These comments argued that it is more 
beneficial for consumers to have the 
values for some nutrients than to have 
the values for no nutrients. 

The agency disagrees that blanks in 
the principal numeric column resulting 
from the lack of DV’s for some nutrients 
is sufficient reason to reject the 
PERCENT DV format. The g/mg 
amounts will be listed for nutrients that 
have no DV, so that some information 
will be presented for these nutrients. 
Since a reference value has not been set 
for these nutrients, none of the 
alternative formats would give 
additional information to help the 
consumer evaluate the food with respect 
to nutrients that lack a DV. For example, 
no value will appear in the DV listing 
for the nutrients, so comparison of the 
amount in the product with the DV, as 

might be done with the CONTROITDV 
format, would not be possible. No 
scheme for assigning adjectives or for 
highlighting would be able to include 
nutrients without a DV, so that formats 
using these elements would not present 
more information about such nutrients 
than the PERCENT DV format. Since no 
other format overcomes the gap in 
information that results from lack of 
DV’s for some nutrients, the lack of DV’s 
for specific nutrients cannot be seen a 
reason to reject the PERCENT DV 
format. The agency agrees with the 
comments that argued that presenting 
DV related information for some 
nutrients is more benehcial to 
consumers than withholding such 
information about all nutrients. 

135. Some comments argued that 
PERCENT DV formats are calculated 
against a base that will change as 
scientific knowledge about nutrition 
changes, just as dietary guidance 
changes as luiowledge increases, and 
that, therefore, a PERCENT DV 
declaration should not be reouired. 

These comments address tne issue of 
putting on the label dietary information 
that will change over time with 
increasing knowledge. The underlying 
assumption of these comments is that 
percent DV declarations will 
communicate quantitative dietary goals 
for specifrc nutrients, but, as discussed 
above (see comment 132 of this 
document), FDA’s view is that percent 
DV’s are not likely to be used for this 
purpose. U.S. RDA’s have been subject 
to change in the same sense, but this 
fact has nut prevented their successful 
use on nutrition labels as a basis for 
declaring nutrient amounts as 
percentages. Therefore, the agency 
disagrees that the possibility of change 
is a substantial reason to avoid percent 
declarations on the nutrition label. 

136. A number of comments argued 
that PERCENT DV formats encourage 
good/bad food judgments. 

The agency Joes not agree with this 
argument. Both FDA and industry 
research found that PERCENT DV 
declarations tend to produce the most 
accurate judgments about whether 
products are high or low in various 
nutrients. The ^mg formats were more 
likely to lead to extreme and 
inappropriate dietary judgments than 
PERCENT DV declarations (section 
V.D.2.b. of this document and Ref. 102). 

137. One comment expressed the 
view that FDA does not have the legal 
authority to require percentages, since 
the 1990 amendments only require the 
declaration of*emounts. Others argued 
that the 1990 amendments do not 
mandate that FDA change the current 
format. 
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FDA disagrees with these comments. 
As discussed above, section 2(b)(1)(A) of 
the 1990 amendments requires that the 
nutrition information bo conveyed in a 
manner that enables the public to 
understand the relative significance of 
the nutrition information in the context 
of the total daily diet. Moreover, the 
legislative history states that this 
provision requires the Secretary to 
specify requirements that permit the 
consumer to understand the nutrition 
information about a particular food in 
relation to recommended dietary 
information (Ref. 16, p. 18). Expressing 
the level of a nutrient in the fo^ as a 
percent of a reference amount (the DV) 
is the simplest and most straightforward 
way of permitting the consumer to 
understand the amount of a nutrient in 
the context of the total daily diet. Thus, 
the 1990 amendments provide clear 
authority to require percentages. 
Moreover, given the requirements of the 
1990 amendments, and particularly the 
requirement in section 2(b)(1)(A) of the 
1990 amendments, revision of the 
current format is unavoidable and 
necessary. 

138. A comment from a foreign 
government stated that PERCEl^ DV 
information is country-specific because 
the DRV information on which it is 
based varies by country, and mandatory 
inclusion of percent DV information on 
a label would make it difficult to 
achieve equivalence in nutrition 
labeling requirements between the 
United States and other countries. The 
comment noted that their firee trade 
agreement with the United States 
requires that the two countries work 
toward equivalent requirements on 
nutrition labeling. The comment 
pointed out that Codex guidelines 
provide for supplementary nutrition 
information only on a voluntary basis. 

The agency supports efforts toward 
international harmonization of food 
labeling. However, the 1990 
amendments direct FDA to require a 
number of format elements that are not 
in harmony with international food 
labeling. Tlie agency believes that it has 
been directed to require a format that 
will enable consumers to choose 
appropriate foods and to place the food 
within the context of their total daily 
diet, without the constraints of meeting 
international guidelines. 

3. The DV List on the Label 

a. Including the DV list on the label. 
A number of comments from industry, 
consumer groups, and health promotion 
organizations addressed the fesue of 
whether the DV list should be required, 
optional, or not permitted on the 
nutrition label. 

139. The major arguments supporting 
mandatory inclusion of the DV list on 
the label, made primarily by consumer 
groups and health professional 
organizations, were: (1) That the DV's 
must be listed for people to estimate 
how their needs may vary from those 
represented on the label, particularly if 
the individual is on a more restrictive 
diet than represented in the DV’s, (2) 
that consumers need the DV information 
on the label because they have to 
become comfortable and familiar with 
the DV concept in order for them to use 
the new nutrition label to place the food 
in the context of their daily diet, to put 
nutrient content information in 
perspective, or to provide a frame of 
reference for decision making, and (3) 
that consumers need the information 
because quantitative dietary goals are 
necessary in order to encourage and 
help consumers understand proper 
dietary practices. 

The major argument against inclusion 
of the DV list on the label, made 
primarily by food manufacturers and 
food industry associations, was that 
consumers will misinterpret the DV's as 
dietary recommendations for their 
personal dietary needs, which will lead 
to the DV’s providing inappropriate 
dietary guidance. Comments argued that 
DV’s are unacceptable for dietary 
guidance because they are population 
based reference values for an “average" 
consumer that do not take account of 
individual differences such as sex, 
weight, activity level, and other factors 
influencing personal dietary needs. 

Many comments opposed to requiring 
DV’s argued that a listing of DV’s on the 
nutrition label provides no product- 
specific information to consumers, and 
that mandating the listing on all labels 
requires repeating the same information 
on millions of food labels. One 
comment likened the requirement of 
placing the list of DV’s on food labels to 
a requirement that banks provide 
'addition and subtraction tables to their 
customers in each and every monthly 
statement. Many of these comments 
argued that inclusion of a list of DV’s on 
the nutrition label will significantly 
increase the space requirements of the 
nutrition label, and that the increased 
space needs will make it extremely 
difficult for small packages to comply 
with nutrition labeling requirements. 

Many comments opposed the 
mandatory inclusion of the DV’s on the 
nutrition label because it will clutter the 
label and thereby decrease consumers’ 
ability to readily observe and 
comprehend the nutrition information 
on the label. A number of comments, 
particularly horn industry, supported 
optional inclusion of the DV list. The 

arguments for making the listing of DV’s 
optional were similar to those for 
opposing it. 

The agency finds merit in the 
argument that presenting the DV list on 
the label may potentially mislead 
consumers by giving undue prominence 
to values intended as references only 
and not as dietary guidance for 
individuals. The consumer research (see 
section V.D.4.b. of this document) 
showed that consumers were likely to 
interpret a single list of values labeled 
as “Daily Values” as personally 
applicable. At the same time, the agency 
agrees with the comments that argued 
that consumers should be able to assess 
how their personal dietary needs, which 
vary by factors such as age, sex, and 
activity level, may differ ft’om the 
reference DV’s used on the label. After 
extensive consideration, the agency is 
convinced that the best solution to these 
conflicting requirements is not to list 
the reference DV’s identified as such as 
part of the primary information, but to 
provide a footnote as specified in 
§ 101.9(d)(9)(i) that gives individualized 
daily values of total fat, saturated fat, 
cholesterol, sodium, total carbohydrate, 
and dietary fiber based on 2,000 calories 
and 2,500 calories. 

Without a prominent display of the 
list of reference DV’s for macronutrients 
on the label, the likelihood that 
consumers will misunderstand the 
reference DV’s as personally relevant 
dietary guidance is greatly reduced. At 
the same time, a concrete example of 
how recommended nutrient amounts 
vary depending on an individual’s 
needs will help consumers to 
understand how their own dietary needs 
stand with respect to the reference Daily 
Values. 

The agency believes that the 
information in the footnote will 
accomplish virtually all the benefits that 
comments identified would follow from ^ 
including the list of reference DV’s on 
the label. By enabling consumers to 
evaluate the appropriateness of the 
percent DV’s for their personal needs, 
the information in the footnote will 
serve to increase consumer confidence 
in the nutrition label and lead to more 
effective use. For consumers who want 
to practice quantitative dietary 
regulation that involves setting intake 
targets for certain nutrients and keeping 
a running tally of intake of these 
nutrients, the information in the 
footnote will provide maximum 
flexibility in ffie use of the nutrition 
label. The percent DV’s on the label can 
be adjusted for different personal needs 
or an individual’s caloric intake either 
by working with the percentages (such 
as having a target value of 120 percent 
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for 2,400 calorie diet and a target of 90 
percent for an 1,800 calorie diet) or by 
working from absolute values derived 
from the calorie-based daily values in 
the footnote. The footnote will yield 
these Iwnofits without implying that a 
specific reference DV is the appropriate 
target for every consumer. 

However, FDA also agrees with 
comments that point out that inclusion 
of DV-related information on the 
nutrition label, such as that in the 
required footnote, imposes significant 
costs in terms of label space without 
providing product-specific information. 
Considering the appropriate balance, 
FDA is convinced that the agency 
should be flexible in requiring the 
footnote on product labels,- particularly 
since the benehts of having such a 
listing are not relative to the specific 
food that carries the information, and 
that the information will be available to 
consumers if it appears on a signiHcant 
percental of food labels. 

Therefore, the information specified 
in § 101.9 (d)(9) and (d)(10) may be 
omitted from small and intermediate 
sized packages as provided for by 
§ 101.9(j)(13), and from products that 
qualify for a simplified format as 
provided for in § 101.9(f)(5). i. 

140. Comments also addressed the 
placement on the label of information 
intended as context to help peopld more 
effectively use the nutrition information 
of the label. In the proposal, this 
information was a listing of the 
reference DV’s. The agency has 
considered these comments in deciding 
the issue of the placement of the 
information in the footnote that FDA is 
requiring instead of a listing of the 
reference DV's. Several comments 
suggested that the daily value 
information should be required to be 
listed in a column beside the percent 
DV information, not in a footnote. Some 
comments agreed that, placement in a 
footnote is sometimes necessary and 
suggested that FDA require a listing on 
separate lines rather than in a string. 
Others also recommended that 
placement in tabular form be required. 
Many of the industry comments stated 
that, in order to accommodate daily 
value information on many packages, 
flexibility in placement is essential. 

Because the PERCENT DV formats do 
not require consumers to use 
information about the reference DV 
values to perform product-related 
dietary management tasks, the agency 
believes that allowing some flexibility 
in placement of the calorie-specific . 
daily value information and excluding 
small and intermediate sized packages 
and products with simpliHed labels 
from the requirement to provide the 

footnote information will not 
compromise the effectiveness of the 
format (see comment 128 of this 
document). As long as the information 
appears on a substantial percentage of 
food packages, it will be readily 
available to consumers. FDA recognizes 
that the added information requires 
increased label space and agrees that 
manufacturers should have flexibility to 
place it so that they can use available 
label space efflciently. Thus, in 
§ 101.9(d)(ll), FDA is providing that the 
footnote information may be placed to 
the right of the percent DV information 
when there is not adequate space to 
place it beneath that information. 

b. Lack of reference values. In its final 
rule on RDI's and DRV's published 
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register, FDA has established DRV's for 
total fat. saturated fat, cholesterol, 
sodium, total carbohydrate, dietary 
fiber, potassium, and protein. However, 
the agency has not established DRV’s for 
polyunsaturated fat, monounsaturated 
fat, other carbohydrates, sugars, sugar 
alcohol, soluble fiber, and insoluble 
fiber. Formats that include these 
nutrients will show missing values 
under the percent DV and the DV 

* columns. In the format proposal (57 FR 
32059 at 32070), FDA requested 
comment as to whether the missing 

> values will cause consumer confusion 
I and, if so,-whether it would be helpful 

to place an entry in the column stating 
4hat a reference value is not available. 

141. The comments were divided on 
whether tholack of reference values for 
some nutrients would be confusing to 
consumers. Several comments stated 
that appropriate educational efforts 
would reduce consumer confusion, and 
that the potential confusion possibly 
caused by missing values does not 
outweigh the usefulness of providing 

> the percent DV and DV information Tor 
nutrients-for which such values exist. 
Several comments suggested that it was 
most appropriate to merely leave the 
entry blank, citing concerns about label 
clutter and the need to keep the label 
simple. Other comments suggested that 
ihe format include an entry of some type 
to indicate that a reference value has not 
been established. One comment pointed 
out that it is current practice for some 

) food and supplement labels to-state that 
a U.S. RDA has not been established for 
some nutrients. 

As noted in comment 134, the agency 
agrees that presenting DV information 
for some nutrients is more beneficial to 

... -consumers than withholding such 
information about all nutrients. The 
agency is concerned about space 
limitations on food labels and label 
clutter. The label format presented in 

this final rule contains considerably 
more information than is required by 
the existing label, and comparisons to 
the current practice of stating that U.S. 
RDA’s have not been established for 
some nutrients may overlook the 
increased information required on the 
nutrition label. Given the fact that 
nutrition labeling has been extended to 
virtually all foods regulated by the 
agency and the concern that too much 
information on the nutrition label may 
overwhelm consumers, FDA finds no 
basis to conclude that statements that a 
reference value is not available for the 
particular component will add clarity to 
the label. Therefore, FDA is not 
providing for the use of statements 
regarding the lack of established 
reference values. 

c. Use of qualifying terms in 
presentation of calorie-specific 
recommended nutrient amounts. The 
agency proposed (57 FR 32058 at 32070) 
to require the use of the qualifying terms 
"or less” and "or more” in conjunction 
with the proposed DRV list. Comments 
about qualifying terms are relevant to 
the presentation of calorie-specific daily 
values, os provided for by § 101.9(d)(8). 
While the agency did not specifically 
discuss the nutrients for which each of 
these qualifying terms were appropriate 
jn the proposal, the examples presented 
in the appendices made it clear that the 
agency's intent was to use these terms 
in conjunction with tliose nutrients for 
which current dietary guidance 
specifies an "open-ended” decrease or 
increase in consumption. Therefore, 
because recommendations for total fat, 
saturated fat. cholesterol, and sodium 
intake are stated in sneciflc amounts or 
less (Refs. 2. 3. and 4h-the agency used 
the qualifying term “or less” witn these 
nutrients. Qn the other hand, the 
recommendation for c^ohydrate is 
stated as 55 percent or more (Ref. 3). 
Thus the agency used the qualifier "or 
more” with this nutrient. IT3A included 
such qualifiers in its research. 

142. A few comments opposed the use 
of the qualifying terms bemuse of the 
interest in reducing label clutter or 
because their-use conveys a message 
that a food should be avoided if it 
contains high amounts of a nutrient 
qualified by "or less.” Several 
comments opposed the use oflhe 
qualifying terms if a range of values was 
used rather than a single value. One 
comment considered the qualifying 
terms unnecessary if FDA adopts a 
2,000 calorie base. 

The majority of comments supported 
the use of qualifying terms and 
suggested that such terms convey to 
consumers the notion of a variable target 
intake rather than a prescriptive intake. 
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Some comments supported “or less” 
and “or more.” Others stated that “less 
than” was preferable to “or less,” and 
one stated that “no more than” and “no 
less than” were preferable to “or less" 
and “or more." These comments argued 
that the recommendation for saturated 
fat intake was less than 10 percent of 
calories h-om saturated fat, and therefore 
the use of “less than “as a qualifier in 
general was more appropriate. No 
comment presented data concerning 
consumer use and interpretation of 
qualifier terms. A comment suggested 
dropping “or more" for carbohydrate, 
regardless of calorie base, as it is in 
conflict with the Dietary Guidelines for 
Americans (Ref. 4), which recommend 
the use of sugars only in moderation. 

FDA agrees that the use of qualifying 
terms assists consumers in appropriate 
interpretation of the daily value 
information and may help to preclude 
too literal an interpretation of the 
values. Moreover, since no single caloric 
level can be specific for all individuals, 
the agency concludes that qualifying 
terms are appropriate regardless of the 
caloric level used. Furthermore, the 
agency is convinced that regardless of 
which term is selected, the qualifiers 
should be used consistently to avoid 
consumer confusion. 

FDA acknowledges that, while Diet 
and Health (Ref. 3) recommends that 55 
percent or more of calories be consumed 
as carbohydrate, the Dietary Guidelines 
(Ref. 4) recommend the use of sugars 
only in moderation. The label format 
will list sugars as a subset of 
carbohydrate. The agency is persuaded 
that the u.se of the qualifying term “or 
more” or “more than” with 
carbohydrate has the potential to be 
misleading to consumers given that 
carbohydrate includes sugars. The use 
of this term may be particularly 
confusing to consumers when the 
source of carbohydrate in a food is 
primarily sugars. Therefore, FDA will 
not provide for the use on the label of 
the qualifier “more than” or “or more” 
with carbohydrate. 

FDA finds merit in the term “or less” 
because this term is presented after the 
quantitative value and thus does not 
interfere with the consumer’s ability to 
locate the quantitative values (especially 
when the daily values are presented in 
a column). However, the agency 
believes that the term “less than” 
conveys a less specific target and thus 
meets the concerns of many comments 
that asserted that consumers need to be 
alerted to the fact that recommended 
amounts vary greatly fi-om individual to 
individual. The agency also 
acknowledges that the qualifying term 

“less than” is more consistent with the 
recommendation for saturated fat. 

Therefore, FDA is persuaded that 
qualifying terms should be included 
when daily values are presented,*and 
that the qualifying term should be “less 
than.” The agency has included this 
requirement in § 101.9(d)(9)(i). For 
consistency and to avoid consumer 
confusion. FDA will not provide for the 
use of the term “or less.” 

143. One comment stated that the 
agency should allow the use of the term 
“or more” with dietary fiber because 
such a qualifier is consistent with 
current dietary guidance. 

FDA disagrees that it is appropriate to 
use the qualifying term “or more” with 
dietary fiber. While there is relatively 
little evidence that high fiber intake 
impedes mineral absorption and 
bioavailability (Ref. 3). concerns about 
excessive fiber consumption have led to 
specific recommended ranges for dietary 
fiber intake rather than open-ended 
recommendations. The report from the 
Life Sciences Research Organization 
(Ref. 103), which provides the basis for 
the DV for dietary fiber. specific.ally 
provides a range for recommended 
dietary fiber intake (10 to 13 g per 1,000 
calories, or approximately 20 to 35 g per 
day) and is not stated as 25 g or more. 
Therefore, the use of “or more” with 
fiber is not consistent with dietary 
recommendations, and FDA will not 
provide for its use on the label to qualify 
dietary fiber. 

d. Clarifying footnote for daily value 
caloric intake level. In the format 
proposal (57 FR 32058 at 32071), FDA 
asked for comment on the effectiveness 
of a footnote to convey to consumers the 
need to modify the DV amounts to meet 
their nutritional needs and for 
suggestions for alternative footnote 
statements. The proposal included the 
following explanatory footnote in the 
PERCENT DV with DRV graphic format: 
“For a 2,350 calorie diet. Your Daily 
Value may be higher or lower 
depending on your calorie intake.” 

^mment was requested on the 
following three alternative footnotes 
listed in the proposal (57 FR 32058 at 
32071): 

(1) Based on a 2,300 calorie diet. 
Fewer calories are recommended for 
women and young children. 

(2) As part of a 2,400 calorie diet. 
Many young children and women over 
50 need 2,000 calories or less. For a 
2,000 calorie diet the Daily Value would 
be less than 65 g Fat, less than 20 g 
Saturated Fat, less than 275 g 
Carbohydrate, and 25 g Fiber (Sodium 
and Cholesterol do not change). 

(3) A 2,000 calorie diet is ror women 
over 50 and young children. Most 

teenagers, sedentary men, active and 
very active persons, and pregnant and 
breastfeeding women need more 
calories. 

144. Comments were received from 
manufacturers, health promotion 
organizations. State governments, trade 
associations, universities, and consumer 
advocate organizations. The majority of 
comments supported the requirement of 
a footnote to clarify the calorie base for 
the daily value listing. 

The explanatory footnote in the 
PERCENT DV with DRV graphic format 
was specifically supported by five of the 
comments. This footnote stated “For a 
2,350 calorie diet. Your Daily Value may 
be higher or lower, depending on your 
calorie intake.” However, one 
manufacturer objected to this footnote 
on the basis that it was ambiguous and 
ineffective and did not provide the 
necessary information. 

Most comments stated that it is 
important for the consumer to 
understand that the DV may need to be 
adjusted because it is based on the 
number of calories consumed, and 
recommended calorie consumption 
depends on various factors, such as 
physical activity level, age, sex, weight, 
height, and metabolism. Two comments, 
although opposing inclusion of the DV, 
argued that an explanatory footnote 
should be included if the DV is 
included. 

Two comments objected to all of the 
alternatives. One comment, from a 
consumer advocacy organization, 
asserted that the third alternative listed 
above would create more confusion by 
attempting to identify every segment of 
the population. 

Two comments, one from a health 
professional organization and the other 
from a food manufacturer, stated a 
preference for using the footnote in the 
format shown in appendix F (57 FR 
32058 at 32089) as the footnote 
clarifying the DV list. This footnote 
summarizes the Dietary Guidelines and 
includes statements such as “Eat a wide 
variety of foods." However, it does not 
include a reference to the DV’s or the 
caloric level on which they are based 
because the format that the footnote 
appears on does not list DV’s. (The 
format in appendix F of the format 
proposal is discussed in section V.G.ll 
of this document). One of the comments 
recommending this footnote stated that 
the footnote should be prefaced with a 
statement about DV’s varying with 
calorie needs. The following was 
suggested: “Your calorie, fat, 
carbohydrate, fiber, and protein intake 
will vary based on age, height, weight, 
metabolism and activity level.” 
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A trade association opposed the 
footnote inc<uded in appendix F of the 
forme* proposal as the clarifying 
footnote for the DV list, stating that it 
added to the clutter, and that it did not 
provide any relevant information to the 
consumer because too many 
calculations would be required to use 
the information in the footnote. Two 
comments suggested that the statement 
in the footnote of appendix F, "choose 
a diet low in fat (30% or less),” be 
clarified to reference the total caloric 
intake for the day. One comment 
requested that footnote information be 
consistent with dietary guidance and 
the nutrition label by changing “Use 
sugar * * • in moderation” to “Use 
sugars * * • in moderation.” 

Various other suggestions were made 
for the appropriate wording of a 
footnote. Some comments were 
concerned with brevity in the interest of 
space. Other comments emphasized 
clarity, offering longer footnotes. Several 
comments were concerned with 
conciseness. Some variations arose from 
the preference for a range rather than a 
siimle number for the DV. 

Tne various footnotes offered in the 
comments stated that an individual’s 
DV depends on calorie needs, listed 
individual characteristics that affect 
calorie needs, or simply provided the 
calorie base of the DV on the label. 

Three comments from manufacturers 
suggested that footnotes should be 
optional. Another comment suggested a 
voluntary program of explanatory 
information provided in footnotes, with 
a stipulation that the footnote become 
mandatory if 70 percent of packages 
were not including it by 1996. Two 
comments objected to inclusion of a 
footnote on the basis that the label 
cannot be a source of dietary guidance. 
Others were concerned about the space 
used by the footnote. 

Two comments addressed other 
possible footnotes to the nutrition 
information. Inclusion of dietary 
guidance for special dietary needs was 
suggested by a manufacturer. A 
consumer advocacy organization 
suggested the use of footnotes to explain 
the use of adjectives such as “high” on 
the basis that FDA is wrong in assuming 
that people will relate "high” to the idea 
of limiting consumption elsewhere. The 
following statement was suggested: 
"People eating this food may need to 
limit the fat (or other nutrient) that they 
consume from other foods.” 

The agency notes that the consumer 
research suggests that many consumers 
do not notice footnotes. One survey 
a.sked respondents how many calories 
the DRV’s were based on, while the 
respondents viewed a label with a 

footnote providing the information. 
Over half of the respondents could not 
give the answer (Ref. 87). Another study 
provided subjects with a nutrition label 
that had a footnote stating the caloric 
level base (2,350 calories) of the DRV 
list. Over 70 percent of the subjects 
stated that the DRV’s applied to them 
(Ref. 71), even though, according to this 
report, this caloric base should apply to 
only 10 percent of the population. 
However, in other surveys, when 
respondents were asked directly 
whether DRV’s based on a specihc 
calorie level applied to them, most 
recognized that adjustment would be 
needed and were able to give the correct 
direction of adjustment (Refs. 87 and 
97). These results show that although 
most consumers do not notice footnotes, 
those who are given the information 
(and by inference, those who do read 
the footnote) are able to interpret it 
appropriately. 

FDA, in section V.B, of this 
document, has addressed comments 
regarding whether the nutrition label is 
subject to a requirement to provide 
general dietary guidance to consumers. 
The agency concluded that the Hrst 
consideration for the nutrition label 
must be to help consumers make 
informed food choices by enabling them 
to both comprehend the nutritional 
value of the food and to understand its 
relative signiHcance in the context of 
the total daily diet. Thus, general 
dietary guidance is not to be provided 
as part of the nutrition label. If a 
particular label has space, however, 
general dietary guidance may be 
included outside of the nutrition label, 
as discussed further below. 

The agency does not agree that a 
footnote should be placed on the label 
urging people, after eating the food, to 
limit nutrients in which the food is 
high. Such information depends on the 
use of adjectives with the PERCENT DV 
format, which the agency is not 
allowing, as discussed in section H.4. of 
this document. 

FDA agrees with the majority of 
comments that a footnote is necessary to 
help consumers determine how their 
individual dietary needs compare with 
the reference DV’s used on the label and 
to prevent the possible 
misunderstanding of the applicability of 
the reference DV’s (see comment 132 of 
this document). At a minimum, an 
acceptable footnote must specify the 
calorie level used for the reference DV’s 
so that consumers have some basis to 
evaluate possible differences between 
their dietary needs and the reference 
DV’s used on the label. Also, a 
statement that an individual’s daily 
values vary according to calorie needs is 

essential when 'calorie-specific daily 
values are presented. FDA has provided 
for a footnote that includes this 
information in § 101.9(d)(9)(i). 

*1110 agency believes that many other 
pieces of information mentioned in 
comments, such as the information 
presented in Appendices E and F the 
format proposal, may be appropriately 
included on the food label to give useful 
context to the nutrition information. 
However, this information may not be 
included within the nutrition label itself 
because such additional information 
would require significant additional 
space to present and therefore would 
detract hram the readily identifiable 
image of the nutrition label. 
Specifically, it would be appropriate to 
list typical calorie intakes for men, 
women, and children and to summarize 
dietary guidance on the food label. 
Furthermore, if the manufacturer is 
willing to supply copies of the Dietary 
Guidelines for Americans upon request, 
a statement of the availability of such 
information would be appropriate. 
Examples include the following: 

(1) Typical intakes for women are 
1,600 to 2,200 calories, for men 2,000 to 
3,000 calories, and for children (ages 4 
to 14) 1,800 to 2,500 calories. 

(2) Use this nutrition information to 
help you plan your total daily diet. 'The 
Dietary Guidelines recommend that 
Americans: 

• Eat a wide variety of foods 
• Choose a diet with plenty of 

vegetables, firuits, and grain products 
• Choose a diet low in fat (30 percent 

of calories or less), saturated fat (less 
than 10 percent of calories), and 
cholesterol 

• Use sugars, salt, and sodium in 
moderation 

(3) For more complete information, a 
copy of the “Dietary Guidelines for 
Americans” may be obtained from 
(manufacturer’s name and address). 

e. Footnote listing the caloric 
conversion factors. 145. A number of 
comments addressed the inclusion of 
caloric conversion factors for fat, 
carbohydrate, and protein on the label 
to help consumers use the nutrition 
information to apply the recommended 
Dietary Guidelines for Americans. 
Several comments agreed that stating 
the caloric value per gram of fat, 
carbohydrate, and protein would help 
consumers better understand and use 
the nutrition information on the label. 
Many other comments objected to the 
inclusion of caloric conversion factors 
because of space considerations and 
because of reservations about how many 
people would be able and likely to use 
such information. 
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The agency is persuaded by 
comments from nutrition education 
experts that the public will benefit from 
having the caloric conversion factors on 
the la^l. FDA recomizes, as discussed 
above, that 9,4, and 4 calories per gram 
for fat. carbohydrate, and protein, 
respectively, are general factors that 
may not apply to all foods. However, 
they are applicable to the majority of 
foods, and therefore, inclusion of these 
factors will be useful as a general guide. 
Moreover, FDA finds that any concerns 
about space are eliminated by its 
providing for intermediate size labels in 
§ 101.9(jKl3). Accordingly, § 101.9(d)(9) 
requires that this information be 
included on the label. 

4. CONTROL Format; Expression of 
Absolute Amounts in Grams/Milligrams 

The majority of comments that 
opposed the PERCENT DV formats 
supported the CONTROL format. A few 
comments supported the current format, 
rejecting the revised list of nutrients, the 
new order in which nutrients are 
declared, and the PERCENT DV display. 
FDA has responded to the comments 
opposing the revision in the required 
list of nutrients and the order of 
nutrients earlier in this document 
(section in.A.2. of this document). A 
majority of the industry comments 
supported the CONTROL format 
without the DRV list. Some consumer 
groups and health organizations also 
supported the CONTROL format: 
however, they recommended that the 
DRV list be included. 

146. Most comments in favor of the 
CONTROL format stated that research 
has not consistently shown that any 
other format has better performance 
characteristics on label use tasks than 
the CONTROL format. 

The agency disagrees with this 
argument. Both FDA’s and industry’s 
research found that the simplest label 
formats with the smallest amount of 
information and the least number of 
columns had the best performance for 
label use tasks that require only simple 
comparisons or identifying differences 
between products. Because it has the 
least amoimt of information, the 
CONTROL format performs well on this 
kind of task. FDA's research suggests 
that with certain placement of the 
information, some other formats, 
including the percent formats, that 
provide more information can perform 
as well as the CC^nHOL format on 
these tasks. The industry study 
demonstrates that these other formats 
can also be designed in ways that lead 
to poorer performance on simple 
comparison tasks (e.g.. by adding more 
columns to the display). 

Both FDA’s and industry’s research 
also shows that for label use tasks that 
require consumers to make dietary 
judgments about the product, such as 
whether the food is high or low in 
certain nutrients or how the food fits 
into a daily diet, the best performing 
formats are those that include either the 
PERCENT DV declaration or adjectives. 
Other design elements such as listing 
reference DV’s, grouping nutrients, or 
highlighting nutrients do not appear to 
improve performance on these types of 
dietary judgment tasks. The CONIROL 
format is among the poorest performers 
on tasks that require dietary judgment. 

Being able to comprehend the 
nutrition information and to understand 
its relative simificance in the context of 
a total daily diet means, at least in part, 
that consumers must be able to make 
accurate high/low judgments about the 
food. PERCENT DV and ADJECTIVE 
displays present high/low information 
directly. The g/mg formats (such as the 
CONTROL format) require that the 
consumer calculate percentages to get 
the information. The CONTROL format 
requires, in addition, that the consumer 
know the recommended amount for 
each nutrient. Research results show 
that consumers do not know the 
recommended amounts for nutrients, 
that many are not able to make such 
calculations, and that many are not 
willing to make the large number of 
calculations that would be required to 
include all of the listed nutrients in the 
judgment (see comments 105,106, and 
107 of this document). 

147. Other comments supported the 
CONTROL format because it is 
uncluttered, because consumers are 
used to it, and because it is more 
consistent with dietary guidance, which 
is given in terms of g/mg amounts, than 
is the PERCENT DV format. 

The agency agrees that simplicity and 
lack of clutter are important criteria in 
selecting a format. However, enough 
elective information must be presented 
to make the nutrition label useful. 
Therefore, the selection of a required 
nutrition label cannot be based simply 
on which one has the least amount of 
information. 

Some of the arguments about 
consumer familiarity with a format were 
addressed in section V.G. 2 above. The 
agency noted that evidence fix)m 
consumer research shows that 
consumers are not able to effectively use 
the current format for some important 
label uses. Therefore, consumers’ greater 
familiarity with it does not have 
important benefits. In contrast, research 
shows that consumers are able to 
effectively use the PERCENT DV format, 
even though the format is new to them. 

The agency also noted above that g/mg 
amounts will continue to appear on the 
nutrition label for use by consumers 
who have come to rely on nutrition 
information presented this way 

148. A large number of comments 
were opposed to the CONTROL format 
because it does not meet the criterion in 
the 1990 amendments of enabling 
consumers to understand the 
significance of the nutrition information 
in the context of a total daily diet. This 
argument was sometimes stated in 
conjunction with FDA’s research 
finding that the CONTROL format h-td 
poor performance characteristics, 
particularly with regard to the dietary 
judgment tasks. 

FDA agrees with this argument. A 
summary of research findings related to 
the CONTROL format appears in section 
V.D.2. of this document. For all the 
reasons discussed in this section, FDA 
concludes that the CONTROL format is 
not adequate to meet the criteria of the 
1990 amendments. 

5. HIGHUGHTING Format 

Highlighting was discussed in ihe 
format proposal both as a separate 
format and as a format enhancement 
Most comments regarding the use of 
HIGHLIGHTING dealt with it as a 
format enhancement, and these 
comments are discussed in a later 
section. 

149. The comments that discussed 
HICHLIGHTINC as a format were from 
industry health professional 
organizations, and consumer advocacy 
organizations. Most comments were 
opposed to the format. Many of these 
comments discussed the 
HIGHUGHTING. ADJECTIVE, and 
GROUPING formats together The 
comments argued that the 
HIGHUGHTING format is inadequate 
and misleading because it gives undue 
emphasis to desirable components, thus 
tending to obscure the levels of 
undesirable components. In addition 
the comments stated that the 
HIGHLIGHTING, ADJECTIVE, and 
GROUPING formats have no satisfactory 
means of communicating the level of 
components that do not have a DV. such 
as complex carbohydrates and sugars. 
Some comments argued that a mc^ified 
HIGHUGHTING format that flagged 
both desirable and undesirable 
components of a product should not be 
selected because extensive consumer 
testing would have to be conducted to 
determine whether people are able to 
distinguish between the two types of 
flags. Other comments argued that the 
HIGHUGHTING. ADJECTIVE, and 
GROUPING formats foster good-bad 
food mes!;ages. 
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Several comments from professional 
organizations argued that the 
HIGHLIGHTING format is redundant 
because nutrient content claims can be 
made on the front of the package. These 
comments stated that if anything is 
highlighted, it should be undesirable 
components to balance the front panel. 
Other comments argued that this format 
did not score well in consumer research 
and did not improve consumer 
comprehension of the label. One 
conjment noted that international 
harmonization is problematic with 
HIGHLIGHTING, ADJECTIVE, and 
GROUPING formats because in Canada, 
such information is generally required 
to be grouped together and given equal 
prominence, whereas these formats 
include some form of emphasis in one 
or more parts of the nutrition label. 

A supporting comment argued that 
the HIGHUGHTING format is best 
because it is straightforward, easy to 
understand, and information can be 
quickly gleaned from it. The agency is 
persuaded by the comments and the 
research that the HIGHLIGHTING 
format should not be selected. FDA 
notes that this format has most of the 
disadvantages of the CONTROL/'DV 
format (of which it is a variant), and it 
has .several additional limitations. The 
format did not score well in consumer 
research on measures that involved 
putting the food into the context of a 
total daily diet. In addition, it 
emphasizes desirable features of 
products, which may already be 
emphasized by front panel statements 
and which may tend to obscure the 
levels of less desirable components. 
Therefore, FDA is not requiring the use 
of the HIGHLIGHTING format. 

6. ADJECTIVE Format 

Issues regarding the use of adjectives 
to describe nutrient levels arose in three 
contexts: support or opposition to the 
.ADJECTIVE format itself; mandatory use 
of adjectives with another format, 
particularly the PERCENT DV with DRV 
format; and voluntary use of adjectives 
as a format enhancement. Adjectives as 
a format enhancement are discussed in 
section V.H.2. of this document. 

150. Some comments argued that 
adjectives are inherently value-laden 
and would communicate a good-bad 
food perception. 

The agency does not agree with this 
argument. As noted above in the 
discussion of this argument for the 
PERCENT DV format (section V.G.2. of 
this document), both FDA and industry 
research found that the ADJECTIVE and 
the PERCENT DV declarations tended to 
produce the most accurate judgments 
about whether products are high or low 

in various nutrients (Refs. 70 and 71). 
The g/mg formats were more likely than 
ADJECTIVE formats to lead to extreme 
and inappropriate dietary judgments, 
such as responses that a food was high 
in a nutrient in which it was actually 
low, or that a food should be avoided 
altogether because of a particular 
nutrient level. The agency is not 
requiring the ADJECTIVE format for 
other reasons. 

151. Several comments argued that a 
complete scheme for assigning 
adjectives to all nutrients required to be 
listed on the label does not exist. They 
argued that because DRV’s have not 
been established for all nutrients, 
including sugars-and polyunsaturated 
fats, an acceptable scheme would be 
time consuming to develop. 

The agency agrees that a complete 
scheme for assigning adjectives to all 
nutrients does not currently exist, and 
that the lack of DV's for some nutrients 
would complicate the development of 
such a scheme. However, as explained 
in Comment 134, all of the alternative 
formats except the CONTROL format 
share the limitation that DV'’s have not 
been set for some nutrients. Because the 
limitation is constant for almost all 
formats, it cannot be seen as a 
disadvantage unique to one format. The 
agency believes that providing DV 
information for the nutrients that have 
DV's is more beneficial than 
withholding it for all nutrients because 
it is unavailable for some. Nonetheless, 
the agency is not requiring the 
ADJECTIVE format for reasons staled in 
comment 152 of this document. 
Therefore, the issue raised by these 
comments need not be addressed 
further. 

152, Several comments opposed the 
ADJECTI\TE format because it w'ould be 
confusing to consumers. One comment 
argued that the format provides 
information on whether a nutrient is 
high, medium, or low, but not whether 
it is a desirable or undesirable nutrient. 
Some comments argued that the format 
is too cluttered and directive. Some 
comments noted that the ADJECTIVE 
format showed a number of weaknesses 
in the consumer research, particularly a 
tendency for consumers to fail to 
differentiate between products when 
different nutrient levels were described 
by the same adjective. The comments 
noted that wide ranges, as proposed for 
the category “medium," would be 
misleading to consumers who did not 
attend to the nutrient values. 

Several comments supported the 
ADJECTIVE format, arguing that the 
format is easy to read and does not 
require math calculations or working 
with numbers at all. One stated that it 

would be easier for the elderly and 
visually impaired to use. Other 
comments supported it because it was 
preferred by consumers in the research. 

FDA is not requiring the ADJECTIVT 
format for the following reasons. The 
agency agrees that the ADJECTI\^ 
format showed weakness on an 
important label use task, the product 
comparison task that required detecting 
differences between nutrients. The 
agency also agrees with the comments 
that argued that the wide range for some 
of the adjective categories may be 
misleading to consumers who use the 
label in certain ways. The agency 
acknowledges that the ADJECTIX^ 
format was the most preferred in some 
studies but notes that preference 
measures must be interpreted cautiously 
and cannot be used as a dehnitive 
criterion, for the reasons discussed in 
section V.D.3. of this document. The 
agency further notes that none of the 
studies provided evidence that the 
ADJECTIVE format is easier for elderly 
consumers to use. 

7. GROUPING Format 

Grouping by whether dietary 
guidelines recommend choosing a diet 
high or low in specihc nutrients was 
tested in FDA’s Study 2 (Ref. 70). This 
format element did not generate many 
comments, and the comments about it 
were frequently included in statements 
about the HIGHLIGHTING or 
ADJECTIVE format. Most of the 
comments were opposed to GROUPING. 

153. One argument against the 
GROUPING format was that it is too 
value-laden, lending itself to a good-bad 
food message. Another comment argued 
that the GROUPING format does not 
provide meaningful information related 
to the particular product. Other related 
comments argued that the GROUPING 
format did not have good performance 
characteristics in research, and that 
subjects reported that they found it too 
prescriptive. Some comments argued 
that it would be confusing to consumers 
in general, and one comment argued 
that it would be especially confusing to 
consumers with diabetes. 

The agency agrees with these 
comments. FDA’s research showed that 
the GROUPING format did not perform 
well on the dietary management tasks 
and did not offer any signiHcant 
advantages over other formats (Ref. 70). 
In addition, although the format was not 
strongly disliked, many subjects who 
disliked it reported that they found it 
too prescjriptive. This complaint is 
consistent with the complaints of many 
of the comments. 

The agency has decided not to require 
that nutrients be listed under the 
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GROUPING format headings for the 
reasons discussed in the paragraphs 
above and below. 

154. A few comments argued that the 
GROUPING format would be a challenge 
to implement because adequate 
consensus does not exist on where to 
place some subcomponents, such as 
polyunsaturated fats. In addition, 
comments challenged the format 
because its recommendations are not 
entirely consistent with those of the 
dietary guidelines. For example, the 
dietary guidelines recommend moderate 
intake of some nutrients, such as 
sodium, but the GROUPING format 
recommends low intake. 

The agency agrees that the placement 
of some nutrients and nutrient 
subcomponents is problematic under 
the GROUPING format. This problem in 
placing all nutrients is one of the 
reasons the agency has decided against 
the GROUPING format. 

155. Several comments in support of 
the GROUPING format argued that it 
provides nutrition education by stating 
which nutrients should be eaten in 
greater and lesser amounts. A few 
comments argued that the proposed 
order of nutrients on the label tends to 
group them into those targeted for lower 
and higher intakes, so that the 
GROUPING format is unnecessary with 
the new nutrient order. 

FDA agrees that the intent of the 
grouping format is to provide general 
dietary guidance. However, the fact that 
the format did not offer significant 
advantages bver other formats on any 
performance measure considered in the 
consumer research shows that dietary 
guidance as offered in this format did 
not benefit consumers. The proposed 
new order of nutrients uses the widely 
accepted design of placing hrst the 
elements of greatest importance and is 
intended to accomplish some of the 
goals of the GROUPING format. The 
GROUPING format’s failure to convey , 
the intended dietary guidance, as 
measured in the consumer research (Ref. 
70), is one of the reasons the agency has 
decided against this format. 

8. ModiHed Grouping Format 

A few comments mentioned the 
Modihed Grouping format in whidi the 
order of the nutrients changed according 
to the amount in the product. 

156. Almost all comments were 
opposed to the Modihed Grouping 
format. The major argument against it 
was that it would reduce consistency 
and increase confusion among 
consumers. Comments stated that using 
this type of format is especially difficult 
for older people, who have a particular 
need for nutrition information. As the 

population ages, larger numbers of 
consumers will have difficulty with 
such a format. 

The agency agrees with this argument 
and notes further that available research 
shows that with advancing age. 
consumers have increasing di^iculty 
extracting relevant information from 
displays in which the order of nutrients 
vai™ (Ref. 104). 

l^e agency is not requiring the 
Modified Grouping format b^use it 
has no reason to believe that this format 
would meet the requirements of the 
1990 amendments for the reasons stated 
above. The agency further notes that 
consistency of placement of nutrition 
information is a principle that has 
^ided the development of the new 
format because such consistency has 
been shown to help consumers, as noted 
above. 

9. CONTROL Format With DV Ranges 

In its format proposal (57 FR 32058 at 
32072), the agency discussed several 
alternative formats to those tested by the 
agency. For those reference values based 
on caloric intake, one alternative was 
the use of a range of DV’s based on a 
caloric intake range instead of a single 
caloric intake value (Appendix E in the 
format proposal). The agency requested 
comment on this alternative. 

157. Comments were evenly divided 
concerning the use of ranges for DV’s. A 
number of comments, primarily from 
food industry representatives, supported 
the use of a range for the DV’s because 
a range could assist consumers in 
realizing that nutritional needs vary 
with individuals, and ranges are easier 
for consumers to work with than single 
DV values. Others supported the use of 
a range because the use of a specific 
reference value would cause consumers 
to conclude that the values applied 
directly to them as individuals. Several 
comments suggested specific caloric 
ranges to be used (including 1600 to 
2800, 1600 to 2400, and 1500 to 2800). 

A number of comments from a variety 
of groups, including consumer 
advocates and the food industry, argued 
against the use of ranges. Reasons for 
opposing the use of ranges included 
concerns that ranges would be 
confusing to consumers, that they 
would overwhelm consumers, that they 
are too broad to be meaningful, that they 
use more label space than single values, 
that consumers would not be able to 
calculate their reference value horn a 
range, and that they have not been 
evaluated iil appropriately designed 
studies to determine if they would be 
more effective and less misleading than 
a single value. One comment cited 
research conducted for the purposes of 

developing a dietary guidance graphic 
(Ref. 105) that showed that consumers 
experienced difficulties using a range of 
values relative to dietary guidance. 

FDA has carefully considered these 
comments and concludes that there is 
not sufficient support, nor a substantial 
rationale, for providing reference values 
as a range. The agency notes that no 
comment contained research or other 
data to substantiate the utility or 
appropriateness of ranges. No evidence 
shows that consumers do in fact hnd 
ranges easier to work with, and no data 
suggest that ranges are less likely than 
single values to confuse or mislead 
consumers. In fact, the agency has 
reviewed the literature on how people 
assign magnitude to numbers (e.g.. Ref. 
120). This literature concludes that in 
order to estimate magnitude, people 
generally have to answer the question, 
"compared with what?” usually 
invoking a norm or reference standard 
as a context for comparison. The DV is 
intended to be such a reference 
standard. When expressed as a range, 
the value of the DV as a norm against 
which the level of the nutrient can be 
understood is compromised because the 
norm cannot be easily identified 
without additional assumptions and 
computations. Thus, the use of ranges is 
inconsistent with the 1990 amendments, 
which require that nutrition information 
be conveyed in a manner that allows 
consumers to comprehend the nutrition 
information (section 2(b)(1)(A) of the 
1990 amendments). Ranges apparently 
have the opposite effect. 

The agency is also concerned that the 
use of ranges would mislead some 
consumers to believe that the 
consumption of a nutrient at any level 
within the declared range is appropriate 
for them. For consumers whose calorie 
intake is at the middle or low end of the 
range, however, the label could induce 
consumption of nutrients such as fat or 
saturated fat in excess of the dietary 
guidelines, which would adversely 
affect public health. 

For these reasons, FDA has rejected 
the presentation of reference values as 
ranges. The argument that consumers 
need a.ssistance to realize that 
nutritional needs vary with individuals 
has been addressed by requiring daily 
value information for 2,000 and 2,500 
calorie diets. 

10. CONTROL Format With Sex-specific 
Daily Values 

158. A few comments supported 
reference values based on gender 
(Appendix E in the format proposal). 
One comment suggested that gender 
specific reference values were 
appropriate because women have 
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different nutritional requirements than 
men. Other comments opposed the use 
of separate reference values for men and 
women. The primary concerns were the 
issues of space, readability, and clutter 
on the label. One comment suggested 
that the format presented too much 
information for the consumer to process. 
The same comment opposed gender- 
based reference values because their use 
did not recognize that some active 
women are more like men in terms of 
their calorie need, while some older 
men have calorie needs more like those 
suggested for women. Several comments 
argued that gender is only one factor to 
consider in determining an 
individuals’s dietary intake, and 
therefore its presentation on the label 
has the potential of inappropriately 
emphasizing one factor. 

While the agenCy acknowledges that 
women in general have different 
nutritional needs than men, FDA notes 
that such comparisons can be made for 
a variety of groups comprised of persons 
4 or more years of age. Thus, the agency 
agrees that the use of gender specific 
reference values may inappropriately 
emphasize only one factor in evaluating 
dietary intake. However, the agency 
agrees that examples of recommended 
nutrient amounts for different calorie 
level intakes may help consumers to 
estimate their personal daily 
recommendations. Therefore, as 
discussed in comment 139 of this 
document, FDA is requiring the 
inclusion of recommended nutrient 
amount information for 2,000 calorie 
and for 2,500 calorie diets in the 
nutrition information. 

11. CX)NTROL Format With dietary 
guidance 

159. A number of comments, 
primarily from industry, supported the 
CONTROL Format with Dietary 
Guidance (Appendix F in the format 
proposal). Several comments supported 
this format on the basis that it was most 
like the current format and therefore 
familiar to consumers. Two comments 
argued that FDA should select the 
CONTROL Format with Dietary 
Guidance because USDA prefers it, and 
harmonization between the two 
agencies is important. Supporting 
comments argued that this format helps 
consumers to put the food in the context 
of a total daily diet, reinforces the 
dietary guidelines, and is simple and 
uncluttered. One comment suggested 
that the caloric equivalents of the 
macronutrients may enable consumers 
to better utilize the information 
provided. 

The major arguments against 
CONTROL with Dietary Guidance were 

that the information is too vague to be 
effective and adds clutter to the label. 
Some of these comments noted that the 
footnote discusses foods when the 
information on the label is about 
nutrients, so that, except for vague 
information about fat, no relevant 
information about recommended 
nutrient amounts is available on this 
label. Several comments argued that it 
would not be clear to consumers that 
the dietary guidance information 
applied to total diet and not to 
individual foods. Other comments noted 
that because this format has not been 
tested, the agency has no basis to 
assume that consumers will be able to 
relate the dietary guidance to the 
nutrition information. Comments also 
pointed out that many calculation steps 
and further instruction would be 
required to apply the dietary guidance 
to the consumer’s daily diet. 

Some comments noted that the 
dietary guidance footnote would be 
problematic for meat products because 
it recommends a diet high in vegetables, 
fruits, and grain products, which might 
imply to consumers that they should not 
eat meat. 

The agency does not agree that 
CONTROL with Dietary Guidance 
format as shown in the format proposal 
is consistent with the requirements, or 
effective for meeting the objectives, of 
the 1990 amendments. The addition of 
the dietary guideline and calorie 
conversion information does not serve 
to put the levels of nutrients in the food 
into the context of a daily diet. 
However, the format includes 
information that helps consumers to 
understand the significance of the 
nutrient levels in the food. 

Therefore, the agency is incorporating 
one of the elements from this proposed 
format as a mandatory requirement of 
the nutrition label format. Specifically, 
FDA recognizes that it will be useful'to 
some consumers to have the caloric 
conversion factors on the label. The 
placement beside the nutrient names as 
shown in Appendix F of the format 
proposal is not acceptable, however, 
because the g/mg amounts will be 
placed beside the nutrient names in the 
required format. Both pieces of 
information on the same line would 
decrease or eliminate the spacing that 
helps to make the format 
comprehensible. Therefore, the agency 
is requiring that the caloric conversion 
factors be included on the nutrition 
label as a footnote, as described in 
§ 101.9{dKlO). 

12. New Formats Submitted as 
Comments 

160. One comment suggested a format 
for the nutrition label quite difierent 
from any other format suggested and 
quite different from any format that had 
been previously tested. Called a 
graphical profile, the format expressed 
quantitative nutrition information in 
terms of distance along a spoke 
radiating from a central point, where 
each spoke represented a mandatory 
nutrient component. The points on each 
spoke were connected wiu each other 
to form a pattern that distinctively 
identified the nutrient profile for the 
product. The comment claimed that the 
format has a number of advantages, 
including: (1) Providing consumers with 
easily remembered mental "shapes" of 
the products that they wish to consume 
or avoid and (2) helping consumers to 
place the food in the context of a total 
daily diet by allowing for easy 
comparison between the shape of the 
nutrient profile for the product and an 
ideal shape based on dietary 
recommendations. 

FDA is impressed by the ingenuity of 
this format but is convinced that such 
an innovative format for the nutrition 
label cannot be required without 
extensive consumer testing. No 
consumer research to support use of this 
format to accomplish the requirements 
specified in the 1990 amendments was 
submitted. Furthermore, FDA notes that 
the format encourages a comparison 
between the specific food and the 
dietary guidelines, whereas the 
recommended comparison is between 
thie total daily diet and the dietary 
guidelines. Therefore, FDA is not 
adopting the graphical profile format. 
The agency is prepared to work with 
interested persons to develop consumer 
research that would show the usefulness 
and validity of this format. 

H. Graphic Enhancements and Format 
Elements 

The agency received numerous 
comments concerning the various 
format elements and graphic 
enhancements discussed and illustrated 
in the format proposal. 

I. Format Legibility 

161. Many comments, particularly 
from older and vision-impaired 
consumers and from organizations and 
health care professionals serving their 
needs, suggested that the legibility of 
nutrition information should be 
improved through regulations 
specifying larger siz^ or boldface type, 
easier to read type styles, use of upper 
and lower case letters, minimum type 
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spacing, and greater color contrast 
between print material and background, 
such as black lettering on white 
background. An alternative suggestion 
was for FDA to specify minimum print 
size and color contrast. 

A number of comments from package 
designers and from individual food 
companies pointed to the problems in 
requiring graphic elements that add to 
the space requirements for the nutrition 
label, given the limited size of many 
packages and the competition for label 
space from other required or desirable 
information (e.g., UPC information, 
storage and preparation instructions, 
recipes). Other comments urged the 
agency to set minima) and flexible 
standards for graphic requirements 
related to readability that would allow 
manufacturers to accommodate the wide 
variation in package sizes, package 
shapes, and current graphic elements on 
packages. 

The agency recognizes that mandating 
graphic elements to assure a desirable 
level of readability for the required 
nutrition information has both 
advantages and disadvantages, 
particularly when these elements may 
require more space. The agency agrees 
that some flexibility in the mandated 
graphical elements is necessary in order 
to accommodate the wide range of 
packages on which the information will 
appear. However, FDA also agrees with 
the comments that stated that the 
readability of the nutrition label needs 
to be improved to help older and vision- 
impaired consumers who otherwise 
would be effectively denied access to 
nutrition information of food packages. 
The agency points out that, as stated in 
the format proposal (section V.B.), 
certain graphic techniques go directly to 
the requirements in the 1990 
amendments (section 2(b)(1)(A)) that the 
information be presented in a way that 
enables consumers to readily obser\'e 
the information. 

With the aim of achieving minimal 
readability standards for the required 
nutrition information, FDA has 
developed for use in this document, and 
in the presentation of the new label, a 
format design that incorporates many of 
the graphic elements suggested by the 
comments to produce a more readable 
label. FDA agrees with comments that 
argue that a consistent "look” to the 
required nutrition information on food 
packages will help consumers to find 
the information on the package and to 
recognize the information for what it 
is—a profile of the nutrient content of 
the food. Although FDA is providing for 
some flexibility in label execution, 
companies are encouraged to use this 
label as a model for designing labels for 

their packages (see section 101.9(d)). 
The specifications for this presentation 
of the graphical elements are included 
in the Code of Federal Regulations as 
appendix B to part 101. 

PTDA understands that some flexibiUty 
in execution of the nutrition label is 
necessary to accommodate various 
package sizes and shapes and current 
graphic features that serve as brand 
identifiers. For these reasons, a number 
of graphic alternatives to the model 
label are permitted. For example, 
§ 101.9{d)(ll) allows the footnote to be 
moved to the right of the percent DV 
information if space is not adequate 
beneath the vitamin and mineral 
information, and § 101.9(d)(8) allows for 
a vertical display of vitamin and 
mineral information when more than 
four vitamins and minerals are declared. 

In addition, although the model label 
calls for dark or one color type on a 
white or neutral color background, 
flexibility in background and type color 
is allowed § 101.9(d)(l)(i). FDA is aware 
that some products traditionally use 
color as a brand identifier and print 
nutrition information in white or 
neutral color type on a darker color 
background. This type of graphic 
technique, called "reverse type,” is 
known to have poorer readability 
characteristics than regular type. FDA is 
not prohibiting the use of reverse type. 
However, FDA expects that unless 
impractical, the nutrition information 
will be presented in dark type on a light 
color background. Impracticability is 
presented by situations like those 
described above, in those situations in 
which reverse type will be significantly 
less expensive than the FDA preferred 
alternative, or in other similar 
Appropriate circumstances. If reverse 
type is used, FDA expects that the 
impairment in readability resulting from 
such a technique will be compensated 
for by the use of other graphic 
techniques to improve readability, such 
as increased type size. It will not be 
acceptable to reduce the contrast 
between print and background, whether 
by light letters on a light background or 
dark letters on a dark background, to the 
point where readability of the label is 
significantly degraded. 

Although the agency is committed to 
the flexible application of graphic 
techniques to achieve an acceptable 
level of readability for the required 
nutrition information, FDA considers it 
necessary in order to ensure that the 
nutrition information is conveyed in a 
manner that enables the public to 
readily observe and comprehend such 
information to set minimal standards 
and requirements for certain key graphic 
elements of the nutrition label. Such 

requirements will prevent confusion 
about the minimal level of readability 
that is necessary for the nutrition 
information. The key graphic elements 
that are specifically required on ail 
packages are set forth in §§ 101.9|d) 
(l)(ii), 101.9{d)(l){iii), and 
101.9(d){l)(iv). They consist principally 
of type size and type style requirements, 
namely that a consistent upper and 
lower case type style be used, that a 
single, easy-to-read type style be used, 
that product information be in at least 
8 point type (the lower case "o” no 
smaller than Vieth inch) with at least 2 
points leading (i.e., space above and 
below letters) and kerned (space 
between letters) no tighter than -4 
setting, and that headings, certain 
nutrient names, and percentage amounts 
be highlighted by bolding or other form 
of highlighting. 

In addition, to preserve a readily 
identifiable image or "look" for the 
label, a number of other graphic 
elements are required, as discussed in 
§ 101.9(d)(l)(i), (d)(l)(v), (d)(2). and 
(d)(7)(ii). These sections require a 
hairline box to set off the nutrition 
information, hairline rules in certain 
places within the nutrition label, larger 
print size for the title, "Nutrition Facts,” 
and display of the percent sign (%) after 
the numerical value of the percent DV 
for each nutrient. 

FDA has been persuaded by 
comments and careful consideration of 
alternatives that these requirements will 
benefit a substantial number of 
consumers who currently have 
difficulty reading nutrition information 
on food packages. FDA considers this 
benefit to be worth the cost of the small 
increase in space allotted to nutrition 
information that may be required for 
some food packages. The agency notes 
that the previous regulations on type 
size also mandated a minimum type size 
for the lower case "o” of Vieth inch but 
applied the same minimum type size 
requirement to the upper case "o” as 
well, which resulted in most 
manufacturers using all upper case type 
styles. The practical effect of requiring 
upper and lower case type styles and 
keeping the same minimum type size 
requirement will be to increase the 
minimum size of upper case letters by 
approximately 30 percent. To further 
compensate for the increased demands 
on label space, FDA will allow the 
information in the footnote, which 
unlike the product specific information 
is the same for all products, to meet or 
exceed a 6 point type minimum type 
size requirement. FDA considers that 
the requirements for upper and lower 
case type styles, leading, and kerning 
will enhance the readability of 6 point 
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type enough that it will not present 
pVobiems for most consumers. 

2. Other Graphic Enhancements 

162. Several comments from retailers, 
manufacturers, graphics designers, 
universities, and a nutrition 
professional group were directed 
specifically at reverse printing as used 
in the graphic adaptations of appendix 
C of the proposal. Two comments stated 
that reverse printing would be helpful to 
consumers and should be permitt^ on 
a voluntary basis. However, the 
remaining comments addressed 
technical or legibility problems. Several 
comments stated that the format 
examples were not readable, that the 
reverse printing overwhelmed the 
smaller type, and that “stacked” titles 
(i.e., with components arranged 
vertically, e.g., placing “servings” on 
one line and “per container” on the next 
line) were confusing. The principal 
technical problem mentioned was that 
reverse printing tends to fill in and 
become unreadable, depending on the 
printing process used and available 
label area. 

One manufacturer of many products 
stated that only two out of four printing 
processes used by the firm would be 
able to implement the graphic 
adaptations of appendix C. Another 
manufacturer stated that it would be 
able to print reverse graphics only for 
large containers. A graphics design firm 
stated that reverse printing adds 
significant costs. Another design firm 
cited two technical barriers to reverse 
printing: Multi-screen labels are 
difficult to hold in alignment and retain 
clarity, and reverse printing cannot be 
applied to packages with light 
backgrounds because the background 
must be dark for light, reverse print, to 
show through. The comments stated 
that many brand identification colors 
are light, and manufacturers object to 
having to change them, arguing that 
brand identification would be lost. 

FDA agrees that reverse printing 
should not be required, given the 
difficulties mentioned in the comments. 
The agency finds convincing the 
arguments against the legibility of 
reverse print discussed in the 
professional literature (Ref. 107). 

Because of the need for flexibility to 
place the nutrition panel in variously 
sized panels, the agency does not object 
to starred titles. 

163. The majority of comments stated 
that other kinds of graphic enhancement 
of nutrition information, such as 
underlining, bolding, and using larger 
type size or contrasting color, would 
encourage and assist consumers in using 
the information. However, opinions 

were divided as to whether the 
combination of enhancements 
illustrated in appendix C of the proposal 
would be helpful. A number of 
comments criticized the graphic' 
adaptations as cluttered, jumbled, 
obtrusive, or distracting from or 
overwhelming the smaller type. 
However, except for a few suggestions 
that graphic enhancements be entirely at 
the discretion of the manufacturer, the 
comments favored some degree of 
standardization through FDA 
regulations. Comments frequently 
stressed the need for uniformity of 
appearance of labels across the food 
supply to facilitate education efrorts and 
consumer access to and use of the 
nutrition information. 

Several comments from consumers, a 
graphics designer, and a nutrition 
professional group stated that the 
number of different font sizes on a label 
should be minimized to ensure 
legibility. One comment cited a book in 
support of this view (Ref. 108). Several 
comments urged FDA to keep the label 
uncluttered. Other comments provided 
specific guidelines for maximizing the 
label’s usefulness. These guidelines 
generally involved removing as much 
print as possible, keeping titles linear 
rather than stacking them, and 
including only essential information. 

Several comments from industry and 
health education organizations endorsed 
voluntary, judicious use of other graphic 
enhancements such as spacing, 
indentation, use of upper and lower 
case letters, and selection of type face 
and size. These comments generally 
opposed making such enhancements 
mandatory until consumer research is 
conducted to ensure that they 
effectively aid consumer 
comprehension. Other comments from 
groups representing older readers and 
the vision impaired provided research 
demonstrating the importance of type 
size, type style, type spacing, the use of 
upper and lower case letters, and 
contrast between type and background 
to these readers. A consumer 
organization suggested that FDA 
establish an advisory committee of 
experts to provide guidance for the 
selection of graphic devices for further 
consideration. Two manufacturers 
opposed graphic enhancements 
altogether as contrary to the 
requirements of 1990 amendments for 
consistency in presentation of 
information. One comment 
characterized the combination of 
extreme bolding and close proximity of 
columns in the graphic adaptation of the 
PERCENT DV with DRV format as 
diverting attention from the quantitative 
values and stated that, with respect to 

the objectives of the 1990 amendments, 
the format constitutes near misbranding. 

Based on the research submitted in 
comments, the agency is convinced that 
it can proceed to require certain graphic 
enhancements. While some comments 
questioned the appropriateness of 
requiring such enhancements at this 
time, other comments submitted 
research that demonstrated that these 
enhancements are effective and 
appropriate for creating a nutrition label 
that is readily observable and 
comprehensible, as required by the 1990 
amendments. The agency agrees that 
keeping the format uncluttered is 
important and therefore has minimized 
clutter in the model format. The agency 
has carefrilly considered which format 
enhancements to combine, based on the 
comments and the research presented. 

FDA is convinced that the specific 
elements mandated provide a visually 
integrated image that will give the 
nutrition label a uniformity of 
appearance across the various types of 
packages in the market and will 
enhance consumer use of the 
information. For example, an important 
element in the appearance of the 
nutrition label is its pattern of bolding. 
In § 101.9(d)(l}(iv). the agency is 
requiring bolding of the heading 
“Nutrition Facts” which is being 
employed as an identifying title, like a 
logo or trademark, to distinguish the 
nutrition label from other information 
on the package, as well as bolding of 
headings of certain nutrient names and 
percentage amounts. The agency is 
convinc^ that this and the other 
measures that it is requiring will serve 
to establish the readily identifiable 
“look” that it is seeking and finds to be 
necessary to achieve the relevant goals 
of the 19^0 amendments. 

164. Comments were received from a 
consumer, a health care provider, a 
State government agency, and two 
manufacturers suggesting that industry 
be permitted to use graphical devices, 
su(di as pie charts, to illustrate nutrient 
content claims. Comments suggested 
that uniformity of labeling could be 
maintained by requiring that any 
supplementary graphics be placed 
outside the nutrition label area. Other 
suggestions were that FDA permit the 
voluntary inclusion on the label of 
information horn authoritative sources, 
such as the Dietary Guidelines for 
Americans (Ref. 4) or Diet and Health 
-(Ref. 3). to aid consumer understanding 
of nutrition information in the broader 
context of current dietary advice to the 
public. 

FDA has no objections to the use of 
graphic devices to amplify or explain 
nutrition information, provided that the 
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illustrations are presented in a manner 
that is truthful and not misleading, and 
that the devices are not placed within 
the label area in which the nutrition 
information appears. The agency also 
agrees that supplementary information 
outside the nutrition label can help 
consumers better understand the 
characteristics of individual foods in 
relation to the total diet. However, such 
supplementary information must be 
consistent with the requirements for 
nutrient content or health claims that 
are established in companion 
documents published elsewhere in this 
issue of the Federal Register. 
Manufacturers are also encouraged to 
utilize other means to disseminate 
dietary guidance information, such as 
incorporation of such materials in 
promotional and print advertising 
materials or by means of shelf talkers 
and placards at point-of-sale. 

165. Several industry comments 
requested that manufacturers be given 
flexibility, either in the case of small 
packages or in general, to declare 
vitamins and minerals and DRV’s in 
either tabular or linear arrangement for 
both full and simplifled formats. A 
manufacturer suggested permitting a 
linear array for micronutrients present 
at levels of at least 2 percent of the DV. 

The agency agrees that manufacturers 
need flexibility in accommodating the 
required nutrition information, 
particularly for small packages and 
printable surface areas that are oddly 
shafted or narrow. Consequently, FDA is 
providing options in the display of a 
number of the types of information 
required. For example, in § 101.9(d)(ii), 
the agency is providing that the 
information about calorie-specific daily 
values and caloric conversion 
information may be placed beneath the 
vitamin and mineral declarations or to 
right of the Percent DV column. In 
§ 101.9(d)(8), the agency is providing 
that the vitamin and mineral 
declarations may be presented vertically 
in the Percent DV column when more 
than four vitamins and minerals are 
declared or horizontally beneath the 
macronutrients. In § 101.9(f), the agency 
is providing for optional use of a 
simplified format under certain 
circumstances. In § 101.9(j)(13)(i), the • 
agency is providing exemptions to the 
requirement to bear nutrition labeling 
for small packages, and in 
§ 101.9(j)(13)(ii), the agency is providing 
options for intermediate sized packages ' 
to minimize the amount of label space 
that must be used for nutrition labeling. 
For small or intermediate sized 
packages, manufacturers may list 
nutrition information in a linear 
fashion, use certain abbreviations, omit 

the calorie-speciflc recommended 
nutrient amounts, or present the 
nutrition information on other label 
panels (see sections V.G.3., V.H.I., and 
V.J. of this document). 

3. Highlighting 

In the format proposal, the agency 
requested comments on the feasibility of 
allowing highlighting as a voluntary 
graphic enhancement of the principal 
format. Specifically, the agency 
requested comments related to whether 
the use of voluntary highlighting would 
confuse or assist consumers to observe 
and comprehend label information. 
Many di^erent possible schemes for 
highlighting could be applied to the 
nutrition laMl. Many comments 
addressed noncontingent highlighting, 
in which certain material is highlighted 
regardless of any product 
characteristics, such as highlighting 
certain nutrient names (e.g., fat, sodium, 
cholesterol) or titles (e.g., Percent DV, 
Amount per serving) on the nutrition 
panel. Other comments addressed 
contingent highlighting, in which 
certain material is highlighted only if 
the product has certain characteristics, 
such as highlighting the nutrition 
information for fat on the label of a 
product that meets FDA’s criterion for 
low fat. In it’s research, the agency 
tested a contingent highlighting scheme 
that highlighted nutrients whose levels 
in the food qualified for adjectival 
descriptors (high or low depending on 
the nutrient) that were consistent with 
dietary guidelines. 

Many different possible techniques of 
highlighting exist, including boldface 
print, all capital letters, italic print, 
larger print, reverse print, different 
colored print, and color banding. In the 
format examples published in the 
format proposal, only boldface print was 
used for highlighting. 

166. Many of the comments that 
discussed noncontingent highlighting 
suggested that highlighting should be 
considered as a format enhancement 
and should be used for column headings 
and names of nutrients. Other 
comments argued that the agency 
should require the highlighting of 
certain nutrients because of their health 
significance regardless of the level in 
the product. The nutrients most 
frequently mentioned in the comments 
in this regard were those associated 
with chronic disease, such as sodium, 
fat, and cholesterol. Most of these 
comments suggested that boldface type 
and all capital letters are adequate to 
achieve such highlighting. 

Several comments addressed the issue 
of whether noncontingent nutrition 
label highlighting should be mandatory 

or voluntary. Some manufacturers 
objected to any required highlighting 
because of the increased cost and 
increased label space required. Other 
comments argued that if highlighting is 
allowed at all, it should be mandatory 
so that the benefits of highlighting 
would be universally available to 
consumers, and so that labels would be 
uniform. Some of these comments 
argued that uniformity of labels is 
important to reduce consumer 
confusion. 

The agency agrees than mandatory 
highlighting imposes some burden on 
manufacturers and needs to be justified 
on the basis of obvious beneflts to 
consumers. The agency also agrees that 
the use of highlighting to enhance 
column headings and nutrient names 
can increase the visual interest of the 
label and make it more legible for some 
consumers. 

However, the agency is concerned 
that allowing too many optional 
highlighting schemes will lead to less 
consistency between labels, and that 
highlighting has the potential to 
increase label clutter and consumer 
confusion. Therefore, in § 101.9(d)(i)(iv) 
the agency is requiring mandatory 
highlighting of the title of the nutrition 
panel, “Nutrition Facts”, headings 
("Amount per serving” and "% Daily 
Value”), nutrient names (“Calories”, 
"Total Fat” “Cholesterol,” “sodium,” 
"total Carbohydrate,” and “Protein") 
and percentage amounts for certain 
nutrients. The agency concludes that 
these requirements, by establishing e 
specific “look,” strike an appropriate 
balance between establishing a nutrition 
label that is readily observable and one 
that only increases clutter and 
confusion. 

The agency does not agree that 
nutrients associated with chronic 
disease should be highlighted. The 
agency notes that the revised order of 
the nutrients already calls attention to 
the nutrients of major public health 
significance. 

167. Several comments supported or 
opposed the voluntary highlighting of 
certain nutrients based on their level in 
the product (contingent highlighting). 
Supporting comments, primarily from 
food manufacturers or trade 
associations, argued that allowing such 
highlighting would provide useful 
information to consumers. Opposing 
comments, primarily from health 
professionals, professional associations, 
and consumer advocate or health 
promotion organizations, argued that 
allowing contingent highlighting on a 
voluntary basis would likely lead to 
inconsistent and possibly self-serving 
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highlighting that would be more likely 
to misinform than inform consumers. 

Several comments supported 
contingent highlighting but 
recommended that it be subject to the 
definitions used in FDA’s research. 
studies or to the requirements for 
nutrient content claims, because 
highlighting is a nutrient content claim. 
Related comments supported a link 
between a nutrient content claim on the 
front panel and highlighting the relevant 
information on the nutrition panel. For 
example, if a low fat claim is made on 
the front panel, the nutrition 
information for fat would be 
highlighted. 

Some comments recommended that 
highlighting of undesirable rather than 
desirable aspects of foods be required 
because manufacturers will emphasize 
the good qualities, and such 
highlighting will provide a balance. In 
contrast, a trade association commented 
that the highlighting of “bad" nutrients 
should not be required because it would 
be misleading. Another comment 
suggested that highlighting be allowed 
only on a case-by-case basis so that both 
FDA and food manufacturers have 
maximum flexibility. 

Some comments opposed highlighting 
and argued that attention should be 
drawn to specific nutrient levels by 
nutrient content claims rather than by 
highlighting. Other comments argued 
that the highlighting of positive 
information only will accentuate 
benefits without including information 
about risks and will lead consumers to 
ignore vital information on negative 
aspects of certain products. Several 
comments from industry were opposed 
to contingent highlighting because it 
would communicate a good food/bad 
food message. Several comments stated 
that highlighting will imply an 
educational message which is more 
appropriately addressed in educational 
materials. 

Other comments opposed highlighting 
because, they claimed, FDA will not 
have adequate enforcement resources. 
Permitting voluntary highlighting will 
open the door for inappropriate use of 
highlighting, which will then require 
additional regulatory intervention. 
Another comment, consistent with 
comments about other forms of dietary 
guidance cn the label, argued that 
selective highlighting based on current 
dietary recommendations will change 
over time, and that it is unwise to 
include shifting format elements on the 
label. 

FDA is not persuaded by the 
comments that contingent highlighting 
on the nutrition label will benefit 
consumers. Consumer research did not 

find that contingent highlighting 
increases effective use of the nutrition 
label for product comparison or dietary 
judgment uses (see section V.D.2.a. and 
V.D.2.b. of this document). There is no 
consensus among the comments, and 
the consumer research does not support 
that requiring a particular contingent 
highlighting scheme is appropriate. FDA 
is persuaded by comments that 
voluntary contingent highlighting can 
be applied inconsistently in a way that 
would be potentially misleading to 
consumers. Among products with 
similar nutrition profiles, some would 
highlight certain nutrients and others 
would not. Consumers who read 
nutrition labels could not depend on the 
fact that all labels of similar products 
would look the same, and the 
differences could undermine the 
credibility of the information on the 
nutrition label and lead to consumer 
confusion. 

The inconsistency of labels that 
would result also leads the agency to 
disagree that highlighting should be 
allowed on a case-by-case basis. 
Consistent treatment of similar 
information is important for effective 
use of the nutrition label by consumers. 
FDA agrees that attention can be drawm 
to the levels of specific nutrients in a 
food by nutrient content claims rather 
than by highlighting information on the 
nutrition label. Because of problems of 
inconsistent treatment of similar 
information and the lack of 
demonstrated benefits in the research, 
FDA is not allowing the use of 
contingent highlighting on the nutrition 
label. 

4. Adjectives 

168. A majority of the comments that 
addressed the issue of adjectives were in 
favor of their use in some context. 
Several consumer groups recommended 
that the PERCENT DV with DRV format 
be enhanced by a footnote providing 
FDA’s definition of high and low for 
nutrients. The comments argued that 
adjectives help consumers to make 
qualitative judgments about the food 
without having to make calculations or 
evaluate percentages. Some comments 
noted that the ADJECTIVT! format was 
the most preferred in FDA’s research. 

In contrast, comments opposed to 
adjectives in the nutrition label argued 
that they clutter the format and would 
be redundant with PERCENT DV 
formats. Comments also expressed the 
concern that the wide range of values 
that will fall in the medium category 
may mislead consumers. 

The agency does not agree that there 
is a need to include adjectives on the 
PERCENT DV with DRV format. The 

agency’s research showed that 
consumers are able to make accurate 
high/low judgments using percents 
alone, and that when consumers relied 
on adjectives (see section V.D.2.a. 
above), they tended to overlook nutrient 
differences if the nutrients were 
described by the same adjective. The 
additional words would add clutter to 
the label without benefit to consumers. 
Therefore, FDA is not providing for the 
addition of adjectives to the PERCENT 
DV with DV format. 

A few comments raised format issues 
with respect to foods that use dual 
declaration displays on the nutrition 
label (i.e., nutrition information 
declared both on as packaged/as 
prepared or per serving/per 100 g bases) 
A number of issues related to the topic 
of dual declarations are discussed in 
detail in the companion document on 
serving sizes published elsewhere in 
this issue of the Federal Register. FDA 
recognizes that such displays raise 
special format issues, and these are 
discussed here. 

169. One trade association comment 
urged that FDA consider the label space 
requirements of dual declaration 
formats before deciding to require a 
change in the current nutrition label 
format. Several comments stated that 
the PERCENT DV with DRV format 
would not leave room enough for both 
“as packaged’’ and “as prepared’’ 
columns on nutrition labels. One 
industry comment stated that industry 
sponsored research has shown that the 
PERCENT DV with DRV format becomes 
particularly complex and cumbersome 
when used on food labels using dual 
declaration displays. 

FDA agrees tnat dual declaration 
displays have much greater space 
requirements than the single base 
display required for most food products. 
FDA notes, however, that dual 
declaration displays are voluntary, not 
mandatory. For this reason, FDA does 
not agree that the requirements of dual 
declaration displays should be a 
determining factor in the decision about 
the nutrition label format. How'ever, 
FDA does agree-that the unique 
requirements of dual declaration 
display»should be accommodated as 
much as possible within the constraints 
of the format that is required for all 
nutrition labels, and the agency 
therefore has created a new section, 
§ 101.9(e), to specifically address the 
format of the nutrition label when dual 
columns are utilized. 

FDA notes that several studies 
submitted as comments or listed in the 
format proposal found that dual 

I. Dual Declarations 
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declaration displays of any kind made 
the product nutrition label significantly 
harder for consumers to use and 
understand (see section V.D.2. of this 
document). The execution of dual 
declaration displays for the PERCENT 
DV with DV format in the GMA/NFPA 
industry study (Ref. 71) demonstrated 
the problem with multiple column 
displays on the nutrition label. In that 
study, a number of the dual declaration 
displays placed both g/mg and 
PERCENT DV declarations in separate 
columns on the nutrition label, resulting 
in as many as five columns of 
information when DV’s were listed. The 
display was complex and cumber8<Hne, 
but it is not the c^y, and certainly 
the best, way to execute the PERCENT 
DV format with dual declarations. 

FDA’s execution of the PERCENT DV 
format in Study 2 (Ref. 70) purposely 
arranged the percent declarations in two 
columns and presented a single g/mg 
declaration per nutrient in a noncolumn 
array next to the nutrient name so as not 
to intrude visually on the columns of 
percents. With this execution, the 
PERCENT DV with DRV format 
performed as well as other formats on 
labels using dual declaration displays. 
The agency is convinced that dual 
declaration axecutions of the PERCENT 
DV with DV format should follow the 
pattern of minimiring Ure number of 
columns di^laying nutrient amount per 
serving inforar^ioii. Accordingly, in 
§ 101.9(e) the declaration of the required 
g/mg nubient amounts on dual 
declaration nutrition labels is required 
to follow the same requiramants as for 
single declaration nutrition labels, 
which is to be in an unordered array 
next to the nutrient name. Placement of 
optional g/mg amounts is discussed in 
comment 170 of this doounent. 

17a A comment arpied that declaring 
two g/mg amounts in parentheses next 
to the nutrient name as proposed inihe 
dual declaration fotmat example 
included in the format proposal looks 
like "matrix coordinates" axrd is likely 
to be confusing to many consumers. One 
comment suggested an alternative for 
presenting dual declaration g amounts. 
The conunent suggested that only the g/ 
mg amounts of the product as packaged 
be in the table, and that a footnote 
provide the additional amounts in the 
second declaration for the food. 

FDA agrees that even when presented 
in a noncolunm amy. the declaration of 
two g/mg amounts eadi nutrient on 
the nutrition label (e.g., one each for as 
packaged/as prepared or per serving/per 
100 g) in addition to two columns of 
percent DV amounts for nutrients 
havmg DV’s is likely to be cumbersome 
and confusing to some consumers. 

Based on the research findings (see 
section VD.2. of this document), FDA is 
confident that a single g/mg amoimt 
declared in a noncolumn array does not 
have a detrimental efiect on consumers’ 
abilities to understand and use the 
nutrition information on the label, but 
FDA did not test a format with two g/ 
mg amoimts for each nutrient FDA is 
convinced by this comment that only a 
single g/mg amount (as packaged and 
according to the label serving size based 
on reference amounts in § 101.12(b)) for 
each nutrient should be required in dual 
declaration labels. The second set of g/ 
mg amounts may be presented 
optionally nextio the required g/mg 
values, diBarentiated from them by a 
comma or other means. Alternatively, 
the second set of g/mg amoimts may be 
presented in a fo^note. When the 
second set of g/mg amounts is presented 
in a footnote, either the total amounts or 
the additional amounts may be 
declared. When the additional amounts 
are declared, only those nutrients that 
are present in di&rent amounts than 
the amounts declared in the required 
^mg information may be listed. The 
footnote mxist dearly state which 
amount is declared. The agency has " 
induded this provision in 
Sl01.9(eK3Ki). 

Examples of nutrition label formats 
for products using a dual declaration 
dismay that conforms to the new 
regulations are preeented in qppoKiix E. 

/. Simplified Format 

Most comments from consumers, 
industry, and professitmal organizations 
supported the concept of using a 
simplified format stating that it is easier 
for consumers to understand, cut* down 
on label duttar, and dves 
maniifacturecs flexibnity in preparation 
of labels. The comments and FDA’s 
response to concerns raised by the 
comments are auramarized bdow. 

1. Tenniaology 

171. A few comments commended 
FDA and USDA for attemptkig to bring 
consistency to nutrition labeling 
regulations by allovdng for similar types 
of simplified formats but requested t^t 
the two agendes use the same term 
rather thw "simplified" format in FDA 
regulations and "abbreviated" format in 
U^A regulations. 

Both FDA and USDA are In agreement 
with these comments. In accordance 
with the language in the 1990 
amendments, tlmy will use the term 
"simplified" format. However, because 
the foods regulated by each agency are 
different, the spedfic regulations 
pertaining to the simplified format will 
difier somewhat by agency. 

2. Required Use and Criteria 

172. Several comments disagreed with 
FDA’s interpretation of that part of 
section 403(q)(5)(C) of the act which 
states "the Seo«tary shall require the 
amounts of such nutrients to be stated 
in a simplified form * • * “ (emphasis 
added) to mean that foods that qualify 
for the simplified format must use that 
format, i.e., they may not choose to use 
the full nutrition lal^ling format. These 
comments urged that use of the 
simplified format be optional as, in 
some instances, consumers may be 
better served by one uniform nutrition 
label, and manufacturers should be 
given the flexibility to meet consumer Ereferences. In support of sudi labeling 

eing voluntary, the comment dted the 
following legislative history: 

However, the bill provides that the 
Secretary may permit the Information to be 
included on Ae label or labeling In a 
simplified form If a food contains 
insignificant amoants of more than one-half 
of tbs nutrients reqnired to be on the labeL 
(emphasis added) 

(Ref. 16) 
FDA advises that the draft legislation 

was revised by the Senate subsequent to 
the above House report to replace the 
word "may" with "diall" and to add 
that the form of the simplified format 
was to be "prescribed by the Secretary" 
(136 Congressional Record, S. 16607 
(Oct. 24,1990]]. The changes were nd 
explained in legislative history, so that 
the intent of Con^'ese is not clear. The 
agency acknowlei^es that it is possible 
that Congress was merely trying to 
require that the final regulations provide 
for a simplified format rather than 
requiring that the format be used 
whenever a food met the qualifying 
criteria. In foct, inaunuch as the intent 
of the 1990 amendments was to increase 
the amount of nutrient information 
provided to consumers, k is not entirely 
consistent that the act would require 
less infonnation on certain foods. 

Based on reassessment of the statute 
and its l^islative history in response to 
the comments. FDA con^udes that use 
of the simplified format should be at the 
manufoctiurer’s discretion, whenever a 
food product maats the criteria of 
containing insignificant amounts of half 
of the required nutrients. Accordingly, 
FDA has modified § 101.9(f](l] by 
changing the word "shall" to "may." 

173. A comment from a consumer 
group suggested that FDA require a 
different base than one-half all 15 
required nutrients for determining if a 
product qualifies for the simplified 
format because using all 15 nutrients 
results in "double-dipping." The 
conunent su^estedtnat (Tories from 
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fat should not be included because total 
fat represents the same nutrient, and 
that total carbohydrate should also not 
be included because complex 
carbohydrate and sugars comprise total 
carbohydrate. The comment stated that 
this procedure would result in a base of 
13 different nutrients, of which seven 
must be present in insignificant 
amounts to qualify to use the simplified 
format. 

FDA agrees that counting both “total 
fat” and “calories from fat” for the 
purpose of determining whether a food 
qualifies for use of the simplified format 
results in a double count being given to 
the fat content of a product. The agency, 
therefore, has deleted calories from fat 
from the qualifying criteria. However, in 
the case of “total carbohydrate,” the 
agency notes that § 101.9(c)(6) is revised 
to delete “complex carbohydrate” as an 
element of nutrition labeling. Although 
“other carbohydrate” replaced 
“complex carbohydrate,” the 
declaration of “other carbohydrate” is 
not mandatory. Therefore, the required 
subcomponents in § 101.9(f) no longer 
comprise the total amount of the 
component “total carbohydrate.” 
Accordingly, “total carbohydrate” must 
continue to be included among the 
nutrients used as a base for determining 
whether a food qualifies for use of the 
simplified format. 

Tne deletion of “calories from fat" 
and “complex carbohydrate” results in 
a base of only 13 nutrients. According 
to section 403(q)(5)(C) of the act, the 
simplified format is to be allowed if a 
food contains insignificant amounts of 
"more than one-half the nutrients 
required* * *.” Therefore, it follows 
that the simplified format may be used ' 
when a food contains insignificant 
amounts of seven or more of the base 
nutrients. 

As a result, and in accordance with 
the reordering of nutrients in § 101.9(c), 
FDA has modified § 101.9(f) to state that 
the nutrition information may be 
presented in a simplified format “when 
a food product contains insignificant 
amounts of seven or more of the 
following; Calories, total fat, saturated 
fat, cholesterol, sodium, total 
carbohydrate, dietary fiber, sugars, 
protein, vitamin A. vitamin C, calcium, 
and iron.” 

Although FDA has deleted “calories 
from fat” from the list of nutrients in 
§ 101.9(f) used to determine when a 
product may u.^e the simplified format, 
“calories from fat” continues to be a 
nutrient that must be declared under 
section 403(a) of the act in nutrition 
labeling when present in more than 
insignificant amounts. Therefore. FDA 
has modified § 101.9(f)(3)(ii), 

redesignated as § 101.9(f)(2)(ii), to 
require declaration of calories from fat 
in addition to any other nutrients 
identified in § 101.9(f) that are present 
in more than insignificant amounts. For 
the same reason, the agency has 
modified § 101.9(f)(4) to require calories 
from fat to be included in the statement 
“not a significant source of_” if it 
is present in insignificant amounts. 

174. One comment requested that 
FDA confirm that eligibility for use of 
the simplified format is not limited to 
those fc^s listed in the supplementary 
proposal as examples of foods that 
would use the simplified format (56 FR 
60421 at 60474), but that the use of a 
simplified format is determined on a 
product-by-product basis. 

FDA advises that the interpretation in 
the comment is correct. The 
determination that a food qualifies for 
the simplified format is dependent on 
the amount of nutrients in that food. 

175. Some industry comments 
requested that FDA provide guidance on 
how the simplified format applies to 
foods for children under two years of 
age as these products are exempted by 
proposed § 101.9(j)(4) from labeling of 
calories from fat, saturated fat, and 
cholesterol, all of which are included in 
the list in proposed § 101.9(f)(1) of the 
15 “required nutrients.” Comments 
questioned whether the stipulation of 
insignificant amounts of eight or more 
required nutrients for the simplified 
format applies to such foods and if it 
does apply, whether calories from fat, 
saturated fat, and cholesterol are 
included in the eight insignificant 
nutrients, even though they are not 
required to be labeled. 

In developing the proposed rules, 
FDA did not consider the application of 
regulations governing the use of the 
simplified format to foods for children 
less than 2 years of age. Since these 
foods have a required base of only 11 
nutrients (i.e., calories, total fat, sodium, 
total carbohydrate, dietary fiber, sugars, 
protein, vitamin A, vitamin C, calcium, 
and iron), it is appropriate that they be 
allowed to use a simplified format when 
more than one-half (i.e., 6) of these 11 
nutrients are present in insignificant 
amounts. Section 101.9(f) has been 
modified to include this provision for 
foods for children less than 2 years of 
age. 

3. Definition of “insignificant amount” 

176. A few comments recommended 
changes in FDA’s proposed definition of 
“insignificant amount” of a nutrient as 
that amount that allows a declaration of 
zero in nutrition labeling. The term 
“insignificant amount” was used in 
section 403(q)(5)(C) of the act in 

reference to when a food would be 
exempt from nutrition labeling 
(proposed § 101.9(a)) and to Mmen a 
food would qualify for the simplified 
format (proposed § 101.9(f)(1)). 
Comments on both uses of the term are 
discussed in this section to ensure 
consistent use of the term. 

A few comments stated that the use of 
a mathematical base for determining 
“insignificant amormts” does not 
consider the actual need for the 
nutrients in the maintenance of good 
health, and that because FDA proposed 
to define “source” as from 10 to 19 
percent of the RDI or DRV, anything less 
than 10 Mrcent should be 
"insignificant.” Other comments 
recommended the level of insignificance 
be changed to 0.5, 2, 5, or 8 percent of 
the RDI or DRV for particular nutrients. 
Another comment noted that defining 
“insignificant amount” as an amount 
less than 0.5 g of carbohydrate and 
protein is in conflict with the definition 
of “insignificant amount” for calories as 
less than 5 calories, given that 1 g of 
carbohydrate and protein furnishes only 
4 calories. A comment also stated that, 
as a practical matter, consumers cannot 
reasonably be expected to difierentiate 
between 0.5 g amounts. 

FDA did tue maintenance of health 
into consideration when it based its 
proposed definition of “insignificant 
amount” for calories (including calories 
from fat), total fat, cholesterol, sugars, 
and sodium on the amount defined as 
“free” under the proposed nutrient 
content claims rule (see final rule 
entitled “Food Labeling: Nutrient 
Content Claims, General Principles, 
Petitions, Definition of Terms” 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register). (In addition, in the 
final rule on nutrient content claims. 
FDA defined “saturated fat free” as less 
than 0.5 g of saturated fat per serving.) 
For most nutrients, FDA has determined 
the level that is dietetically trivial or 
physiologically inconsequential (56 FR 
60421 at 60433) and has established 
those levels as the “free” levels. 
Therefore, for those nutrients for which 
a level of “frw” has been defined, FDA 
is denying the request to change the 
definition of “insignificant amount.” 

For those macronutrients that are 
required to be included in nutrition 
labeling but that do not have definitions 
of “free” levels (i.e., total carbohydrate, 
dietary fiber, and protein), FDA has 
reconsidered the proposed amounts 
and, in accordance with the comments, 
it is specifying in § 101.9 (f)(1) and (j)(4) 
that an insignificant amount of these 
nutrients is “an amount that allows a 
declaration of less than 1 g.” Because 1 
g of each of these food components 
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yields 4 cslories, this amount is closer 
to the amount that will yield an 
“insignificant’’ amount of calorios. By 
doing this, differentiation of amounts of 
0.5 g will no longer be necessary. 

In the case of vitamins and minerals, 
which also do not have definitions of 
“free” levels, hDA is not persuaded that 
amounts less than the amount defined 
as a source of a nutrient (i.e., less than 
10 percent of the RDI) in § 101.54(c)(1) 
in the document on nutrient content 
claims published elsewhere in this issue 
of the Federal Register can be 
considered “insignificant.” In fact, 
assuming that as many as 20 foods are 
consumed in a day (Ref. 109), levels of 
5 percent or more of the RDI per food 
would be sufficient to assure that a 
person's daily requirements were met. 
Therefore, FDA rejects the suggestions 
that amounts greater than 2 percent but 
less than 10 percent of the 1^1 be 
considered insignificant. 

177. One comment expressed concern 
about a potential compliance problem 
with § 101.9(f)(1) for firms who elect to 
’’round down” Class U nutrients imder 
§ 101.9(gX4)(n) and to “round up" 
calories, sugars, total fat, saturated fat, 
cholesterol, or sodium under 
§ 101.9(g)(5). The comment stated that 
by defining “insignificant” based on 
analytical capabilities while at the same 
time requiring that the simplified format 
be used, a firm could find itself in 
violation of § 101.9(0(1) by either 
claiming that it is required to use the 
simplified format, or by asserting that it 
must use the complete nutrition format. 

FDA does not believe its proposed 
definition of "insignificant” has any 
bearing on this concern because the 
concern could exist at any defined level. 
However, the amendment of 
§ 101.9(0(1) discussed above, whereby 
the simplified format allowed, not 
required, on foods that meet the 
qualifying criteria, resolves the 
comment’s concerns for Class 11 
nutrients. For other nutrients, FDA 
advises that firms should determine 
label values to be in compliance with 
§ 101.9(g) and then determine, based on 
those values, whether or not « food 
qualifies to use the simplified fornrat. 

4. Nutrients To Be Declared 

178. While most commits supported 
the required declaration of “core” 
nutrients (i.e., calories, total fat, total 
carbohydrate, protein, and sodium) in 
the simplified format, a few comments 
requested that the proposed mandatory 
declaration of the ’’core” nutrients be 
deleted. Comments from firms 
manufacturing honey, chewing gum, 
and spices requested that FDA adopt a 
more simplified format for foods that 

have very limited nutritional value. 
These comments requested that only 
those nutrients that are present at more 
than insignificant levels be required to 
be declared. For example, chewing gum 
would declare only calories and 
carbohydrates, amd seasoned salt only 
sodium. 

FDA is not persuaded that it should 
drop the requirement for declaration of 
the core nutrients. This core information 
is essential to aid consumers in learning 
about the relative nutritional qualities of 
all foods, and it allows them to judge 
the consequences of the food selections 
they make. Most comments supported 
this position. Also, as discussed above 
in this section on formal, consistency in 
presentation is a principle that has 
guided the agency in developing the 
new format because such consistency 
has been shown to help consumers. 
Therefore, FDA is not making the 
requested change. 

179. A few comments from the soft 
drink industry expressed opposition to 
mandatory listing of sugars in the 
simplified format stating that it is not 
consistent with the intent of the law 
which is to enhance consumers’ 
understanding of sound dietary 
practices. The comments contended that 
mandatory declaration of sugars places 
undue emphasis on a nutrient that does 
not warrant such emphasis in light of its 
physiological imped. One comment 
explained that the greatest concern 
posed by sugars is their potential 
carcinogenicity which, considering the 
rapid passage of soft drinks throu^ the 
mouth, is significantly lower than other 
sugar-containing foods. 

A comment from the honey industry 
also objeded to required declaration of 
sugars on honey produds on the basis 
that it “could mislead consumers into 
thinking that the honey had been 
manufadured from what consumers 
most likely regard as ‘sugar’—stable 
sugar.” 

As discussed in section IIIJ'.S. of this 
document, the agency has concluded 
that the mandatory declaration of sugars 
content in nutrition labeling is 
consistent with the law. In regard to the 
simplified format, the 1990 amendments 
and its legislative history give no 
direction on the content of the 
simplified label, only that it be “in a 
simplified form prescribed by the 
Secretary.” Based on the criteria 
Congress put on the use of the 
simplified format, it is possible to infer 
that its purpose is not to save space on 
the label nor to allow the declaration of 
otherwise mandatory nutrients to be 
omitted, but rather to modify the label 
by allowing nutrients not present in 
significant amounts to be omitted. FDA 

does not believe that the legislation 
allows it, or that there is any reason, to 
permit a nutrient that is required to be 
declared in complete nutrition labeling 
to be omitted from the simplified format 
when that nutrient is present in more 
than insignificant amounts. 

In response to the comments from the 
honey industry, FDA acknowledges that 
consumers must be made aware of the 
different purposes of the ingredient 
statement and the nutrition label and be 
taught how to use the information in 
each. Developing this awareness will be 
a component of the consumer education 
program discussed in section IX. of this 
document. 

The comment presented no data to 
show that consumers will be misled by 
a declaration of sugars in the nutrition 
label. As discussed in section III.F.S. of 
this document, FDA believes that sugars 
should be a mandatory component of 
nutrition labeling because it will assist 
consumers in planning diets that 
conform to current dietary guidelines 
and is of great interest to consumers. 
Therefore, FDA finds no basis not to 
require that sugars be treated in the 
nutrition label of honey as they would 
be in the nutrition label of any other 
product that is a natural source of 
sugars, such as fruits. 

5. Use of statement "Not a Significant 
Source of’ 

A number of comments were received 
that addressed the requirement in 
§ 101.9(f)(4) that the simplified format 
include the statement “Not a significant 
source of_,’’ with the blank 
filled in with the name of the missing 
nutrient, when additional nutrients are 
voluntarily added to the food or 
declared in the simplified format. 

180. Many comments on this subject 
supported the proposal. However, a few 
comments from consumers, health 
professional associations, and industry 
suggested that a!) simplified labels 
should include a statement identifying 
those nutrients present in insignificant 
amounts, suck as “Not a significant 
source of_One comment 
stated that consumers may be misled by 
the missing information unless the 
nutrients that are not present are 
identified. Tw'o other statements that 
were suggested were: "This product 
does not provide you with any 
_” where the blank is filled in 
with the names of nutrients present in 
insignificant amounts, or a statement 
that informs consumers that "This food 
contains less than of the nutrients 
required for full nutrition labeling” 

FDA is not persuaded that consumers 
will be cxinfused by the absence of 
certain nutrients on simplified labels. 
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Most of the foods that will be able to use 
this format are basic commodities or 
simple foods (e.g., oil, butter, sugar, 
syrups, juices, drinks) for which it is 
reasonable to expect that consumers 
will know that the missing nutrients are 
not present in the food. Therefore, in 
response to the Congressional intent 
that the label be “simplified.’’ the 
agency is not making the suggested 
change. 

181. Other industry comments 
generally opposed requiring such a 
statement when additional nutrients are 
voluntarily added to the food or 
declared in the simplified format on the 
grounds that it clutters the label with a 
long list of nutrients that are not 
present. One comment stated such a 
requirement is discriminatory, 
especially if the additional nutrient is 
declared because of a nutrient content 
claim. Another comment suggested that 
simplified labels that declare naturally 
occurring nutrients be treated 
differently from those that declare 
added nutrients. Several comments 
suggested that the statement “Not a 
signiHcant source of other nutrients” be 
used in lieu of the proposed statement 
as this would provide consumers 
information without cluttering the label. 

FDA disagrees with the comments. 
When nutrients are voluntarily added to 
a food or voluntarily declared in the 
nutrition label, or when a nutrient 
content claim is made on the label, the 
food is being marketed as a significant 
source of nutrients. In such cases, the 
food label would be in violation of 
section 201 (n) of the act unless 
consumers are advised about the full 
nutritional profile of the food. 

FDA shares the concern about the 
space required by the list of nutrients 
not present. However, the statement 
“Not a significant source of other 
nutrients’’ is too broad and therefore 
could be misleading on a large 
proportion of foods. Even though the 
food may not contain significant 
amounts of the nutrients required in 
§ 101.9(c), it may contain significant 
amounts of other essential nutrients that 
are not required to be declared in 
nutrition labeling. The language 
suggested by the comment, however, 
asserts that the food is not a source of 
any other nutrients. Thus, to determine 
whether such a statement is true, it 
would be necessary to analyze for all 
known essential nutrients. The agency 
believes that such a situation makes no 
sense and therefore is not making the 
suggested change. 

182. One industry comment opposed 
the exemption of standardized enriched 
foods from Uie required statement “Not 
a significant source of_ 

stating that there is no basis for treating 
different food products (i.e., 
nonstandardizM enriched foods) 
discriminatorily. Another comment 
wanted FDA to state that the addition of 
a nutrient such as vitamin C to a food, 
if required by a standard of identity or 
anothOT government standard (i.e., a 
purchase specification to qualify for use 
in the Special Supplemental Food 
Program for Women, In/ants, and 
Children (WIC)) would not require the 
statement “Not a significant source of 

FDA is persuaded that foods 
containing added vitamins and 
minerals^ whether under a food 
standard or not and whether required by 
purchase specifications or not, should 
be treated similarly. Therefore, FDA has 
modified proposed § 101.9(f)(4) to 
require that if any vitamins or minerals 
are declared as part of the simplified 
format for any reason, the statement 
“not a significant source of_’’ 
shall be included at the bottom of the 
nutrition label. This statement is also 
required if any additional naturally 
occurring nutrients are voluntarily 
declared in the simplified format. To 
clarify the regulation, the requirement 
that any added vitamins and minerals 
must be declared as part of the 
simplified format is removed from 
proposed § 101.9(f)(4) to become new 
§ 101.9(f)(2)(iv). Additionally, 
§ 101.9(f)(4) is subdivided into § 101.9 
(f)(3) and (f)(4). 

6. Format for the Simplified Label 

183. Many comments from industry 
responding to the supplementary 
proposal were opposed to requiring the 
DRV list in the simplified format, 
arguing that such a required list would 
considerably expand the simplified 
format and therefore defeat its purpose. 

A few comments responding to the 
format proposal argued that examples of 
simplified formats illustrated at 
appendix D of the proposed rale were 
merely abbreviated versions of the 
nutrition label format and not simplified 
formats as called for by the 1990 
amendments. These comments were 
particularly critical of the inclusion of 
the listing of DRV’s in the simplified 
format b^use they argued that an 
abbreviated list of DRV’s would 
communicate incomplete, and therefore 
misleading, information about a total 
daily diet. Other comments supported 
the examples of simplified formats in 
the proposed rule on the grounds that 
they eliminated unnecessary 
information but retained a consistent 
appearance with the regular format. 

roA agrees that an important 
consideration for the simplified format 

is that it retain common elements with 
the regular format to facilitate cmiBumer 
imderstanding and use of the nutrition 
information. TOA does not agree that 
section 403(q)(5)(C) of the act requires a 
simplified format that is simpler in 
other respects than being an abbreviated 
version of the regular format. As 
discussed in comment 179 of this 
document, the 1990 amendments and 
their legislative history give no direction 
on the content of the simplified format. 
However, FDA agrees widi the concern 
expressed about the value of an 
abbreviated list of DRV’s. After careful 
consideration of the comments, the 
agency is convinced that by declaring 
quantitative amounts as percent of Daily 
Values, the simplified format will retain 
sufficient common elements with the 
regular format to facilitate consumer use 
and comprehension. The agency is also 
convinced that not requiring the full 
footnote and calorie conversion 
information required in § 101.9 (d)(8) 
and (d)(9) on the simplified format will 
not sacrifice important objectives of the 
legislation because the information is 
not specific to the particular food and is 
available on a significant portion of the 
food supply. Therefore, FDA is 
requiring in § 101.9(f)(5) that a 
simplifi^ format contain only 
quantitative and Percent of Daily Value 
information in the same format as 
required for full or dual nutrition 
ladling in § 101.9 (d) and (e), 
respectively. 

184. Comments to the format proposal 
addressing the use of the simplified 
PERCENT DV formats generally ^ 
preferred the use of columns rather than 
the in-line presentation. Comments 
stated that the in-line presentations 
appear significantly more difficult to 
use and make it difficult to distinguish 
the actual quantitative amounts from the 
DRV’s. One comment was received from 
a consumer interest group opposing the 
line concept on the grounds that it is 
difficult to read, confusing, and will 
allow a company to hide ffie content of 
fat, sodium, or other rmdesirable 
nutrients in the product. The comment 
maintained that if a line format is 
allowed, it should only be permitted 
when no additional volunt^ 
disclosures are made. The comment 
stated that such additions would make 
the nutrition information comparable in 
length to the required format, and FDA 
has already determined that the 
required format would not be legible in 
a line format. However, several industry 
comments were received in support of 
allowing the abbreviated nutrition 
information to be presented in either 
vertical columns or lines because of the 
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flexibility and saving in space provided 
in this option. 

FDA agrees that, where label space is 
adequate, the simplified label is best 
understood when the information is 
presented in columns, particularly 
when additional nutrients are 
voluntarily disclosed. However, as 
discussed in section Vl.K. of this 
document, the agency is aware that 
special allowances are necessary on 
labels of small or intermediate sized 
packages. Therefore, in § 101.9(f)(5) the 
agency is requiring that nutrition labels 
on products quailing for the 
simplified format present the required 
information in the same format as is 
required in § 101.9 (d) and (e) for other 
packaged foods, except that foods in 
small and intermediate sized packages 
that come under § 101.9())(13) are 
allowed by that section to present the 
information in a linear fashion. 
Examples of simplifled formats are seen 
in appendix F. 

185. One industry comment said that 
while it supported the simplifled 
nutrition label format for sugar, this 
format, as depicted in the proposal, may 
be confusing on labels of soft drinks 
because consumers may conclude that 
the soft drink has 36 g carbohydrate and 
36 g sugars. If sugars are required to be 
listed, the format should provide for 
indentation that would clarify that 
sugars are a subcategory of total 
carbohydrates. 

FDA agrees that the format must allow 
for subcomponents to be indented under 
the primary component. Accordingly, 
§ 101.9(c)(6}(ii) specifles that sugars are 
to be indented under total carbohydrate. 
A similar requirement is specified for 
each subcomponent. In addition, 
§ 101.9(d)(l)(iv) requires the primary 
component to be highlighted to further 
differentiate it from its subcomponents. 

VI. Exemptions and Special Conditions 

A. Small Business 

The 1990 amendments granted an 
exemption from mandatory nutrition 
labeling for small businesses. Under 
section 403(q)(5)(D) of the act, a small 
business is deflned as a business with 
less than $500,000 annual gross sales of 
food or any commodity, or a business 
with annual gross sales of more than 
$500,000 but less than $50,000 in food 
sales. The exemption does not apply to 
those products that make nutrition 
claims or provide nutrition information. 

186. Many comments from industry, 
trade associations, and international 
organizations have stressed that the 
dollar exemption limits in proposed 
§ 101.9(j)(l) that implement the 1990 
amendments are too low. The comments 

note that the sum of analytical, printing, 
and other costs of nutrition labeling are 
prohibitively expensive for low volume 
products. Many small food producers 
that exceed the $500,000/$50,000 sales 
limit report that they will suffer a severe 
economic hardship if forced to comply 
with the nutrition labeling rules.'One 
comment stated that without an 
increased exemption, 25 percent of food 
businesses in Kansas would close. Retail 
bakery and confectionery trade groups 
stated that the nature of their business 
dictates that they offer hundreds of 
different products throughout the year, 
and that limiting and standardizing 
product lines would Cause a retail 
operation to lose its character and 
appeal. Yet, the need to nutrition label 
products would force such 
standardization. Other consequences for 
small businesses that would not quali^' 
for the exemption that were identified 
in the comments included the loss of a 
substantial portion of annual profits, 
loss of low volume product lines, and 
small business failure. 

FDA has considered these comments 
and believes that there is merit in many 
of the contentions they raise. To gain 
adequate information on what to 
recommend as a reasonable and 
appropriate adjustment to the 1990 
amendments’ standard, FDA 
participated in a series of public forums 
that had been scheduled by USDA to 
discuss the small business issue. These 
forums were held in May, 1992, in 
Kansas City, MO; Atlanta, CA; and San 
Francisco, CA. In a notice of the public 
forums (57 FR 19410, May 6,1992), 
FDA announced its participation in the 
forums and requested comment on a 
number of issues, such as which option 
should be used to amend the current 
statutory exemption—increasing the 
gross annual sales exemption, providing 
an exemption based on the number of 
units sold of a particular product line, 
basing the exemption on the number of 
employees, or any combination of such 
options. Comments were also requested 
on the feasibility of compliance with 
various limits and the effect on the 
percent of the diet bearing nutrition 
labeling. 

The agency has compiled the 
information it received. However, at the 
current time the agency is constrained 
by the requirements of section 
403(q)(5)(D) of the act. Therefore, 
§ 101.9(j)(l)(i) has not been changed. If 
Congress amends the statute, FDA will 
implement the change as soon as 
possible thereafter. 

187. Comments have questioned 
FDA’s interpretation of that part of 
section 403(q)(5)(D) of the act that states 
”If a person offers food for sale • * * 

or has business done in sales to 
consumers” to mean that foods 
produced by small businesses that are 
exempt would have to bear nutrition 
labeling if they were sold by a larger 
retailer who was not exempt. The 
comments stated that this interpretation 
would have a devastating impact on 
many small entrepreneurs who f)rimarily sell their products through 
arger retailers or department stores. 

In § 101.9(j)(l)(ii), FDA proposed that 
this exemption applied to any "person 
who manufactures, packs, or distributes 
food for ultimate sale to consumers at 
the retail level as well as any person 
directly involved in the retail sale of 
foods to consumers.” The legislative 
history was not specific as to whether 
the term "retailer” applied only to the 
small business retailer/producer or to a 
larger retailer acting as a middle-man in 
handling the sale of the items to the 
ultimate consumer (Ref. 16). The agency 
is convinced by the comments that its 
interpretation would have unintended 
consequences on small businesses and, 
therefore, is removing "as well as any 
person directly involved in the retail 
sale of foods to consumers” from 
§ 101.9(j)(l)(ii). To further clarify which 
foods are covered by the small business 
exemption and to streamline the 
regulations, FDA is also deleting the 
remaining portion of § 101.9(j){l)(ii) aijd 
revising § 101.9(j)(l)(i) to state that 
"Food offered for sale by a 
manufacturer, packer, or distributor 
who has annual gross sales made or 
business done in sales to consumers that 
is not more than * * The agency’s 
intent with this change is that thei 
exemption will apply to persons whose 
name appears on the label as the 
manufacturer, packer, or distributor of 
the product, regardless of who 
ultimately sells the product to the 
consumer. As a consequence, 
§ 101.9(j)(l)(iii) is redesignated as 
§101.9(j){l)(ii). 

B. Ready-to-Eat Foods 

188. Comments stated that proposed 
§ 101.9 (j)(2) and (j)(3) did not 
adequately track section 403(q)(5)(A){i) 
and (q)(5)(A)(ii) of the act, which both 
pertain to foods ready for consumption 
W differ in that section 403(q)(5)(A)(i) 
of the act addresses foods served for 
immediate human consumption and 
section 403(q)(5)(A)(ii) addresses similar 
types of foods that are sold ready for 
human consumption but not for 
immediate human consumption and 
that are processed and prepared 
primarily on the premises. 

The agency is persuaded that 
proposed § 101.9 (j)(2) and (j)(3) in its 
supplementary mandatory nutrition 
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labeling proposal (56 FR 60366) (which 
were based on proposed § 101.9 (h)(2) 
and {h)(3) in FDA’s July 19.1990. 
mandatory nutrition labeling proposal) 
did not adequately implement the 1990 
amendments. FDA is therefore revising 
these two sections as discussed below in 
accordance with the 1990 amendments 
and in response to comments. 

1. Foods for Immediate Human 
Consumption 

In proposed § 101.9(j)(2) of its 
supplementary proposal (56 FR 60366), 
FDA proposed to exempt “food 
products provided by restaurants or 
other food service facilities offering 
restaurant-type services (e.g., 
delicatessens, bakeries, feeding facilities 
in organizations such as schools, 
colleges, hospitals, and transportation 
carriers (such as trains and airplanes)).’’ 
While this list was not all-inclusive, it 
was intended to respond to section 
403(q)(5)(A)(i) of the act which directed 
the agency to exempt food “which is 
served in restaurants or other 
establishments in which food is serv'ed 
for immediate human consumption 
* * Examples of congressional 
intent concerning the types of fecilities 
covered by section 403(q)(5)(A)(i) of the 
act are limited In the legislative history 
to cafeterias and hospitals (Ref. 16). 

189. While many comments 
supported the exemption in § 101.9(j)(2) 
for restaurants, several comments 
requested clarification about the 
coverage of the proposed section. For 
example, comments asked whether it 
covers retail confectioners, ready-to-eat 
food carryouts, vending machines, and 
food delivery systems such as meals-on- 
wheels programs or establishments such 
as pizza-delivery companies. Comments 
also pointed out the great diversity in 
the types of establishments in which 
food is served for immediate human 
consumption in the United States. For 
instance, comments stated that in 
addition to full-service restaurants, 
many establishments such as 
delicatessens, bakeries, candy stores, 
and convenience stores provide 
customers with tables and chairs to sit 
and immediately consume foods 
purchased. Others, whether for lack of 
space or for other reasons, do not 
provide such facilities. For example, 
frequently food franchises in shopping 
malls sell cookies or other snack foods 
expecting customers to eat the foods 
while walking in the mall or while 
sitting on benches located throughout 
the mall. 

Comments from a company producing 
sandwich and salad items in a 
commissary for sale in vendii^ 
machines requested to be induded 

under this exemption because the 
subject foods are sold for immediate 
consumption, not for “take-home” use, 
and because the foods are prepared in 
a commissary kitchen similar to a 
restaurant/cafeteria kitchen, where 
foods are assembled by hand and 
subject to individual product variations. 
The comment argued that mandatory 
nutrition labeling would require 
standardization of menu items, thereby 
prohibiting common day-to-day 
variations in the food items produced, 
and would require larger lal^ls or 
smaller type-size, both of which would 
be difficult or impossible to reed 
through the small glass door of a 
refrigerated vmiding machine. 

Similarly, one comment pointed out 
that some foods sold in convenience 
stores are intended for immediate 
human consumption and compete 
directly with foods served by 
restaurants and delicatessens. It stated 
that many stores have seating areas for 
customers to use while eating foods 
purchased cai-site, and that in some 
states, such convenience stores must 
have restaurant licenses. Foods sold 
range from self-service beverages to 
prewrapped sandwiches, prepared off¬ 
site by vendors and offered for sale in 
store display cases. 

FDA notes that section 403(q)(5)(A)(i) 
of the act addresses restaurants and 
“other establishments in which food is 
served for immediate human 
consumption.” To respond to the 
comments stating the proposed rules 
did not adequately trade ffie 1990 
amendments, the agency is revising 
proposed § 101.9(j)(2) to include a new 
paragraph (ii) that states that the 
exemption is to include food products 
served in “other establishments in 
which food is served for immediate 
human consumption.” In addition, in 
response to comments seeking 
clarification of the coverage of such 
“other establishments,” and in 
recognition of the diversity of food 
service operations in the United States, 
the ^ency advises that while some 
enforcement decisions will need to be 
made on a case-by-case basis, for 
efficient enforcement of the act, it is 
providing in § 101.9(j)(2)(ii) that, in 
addition to food service in hospitals and 
cafeterias, the agency considers that this 
exemption applies to establishments 
such as bakeries, delicatessens, and 
retail confectionery stores where there 
are facilities for “immediate 
consumption” on the premises (i.e., 
tables or counters with chairs); to food 
service vendors such as lunch wagons, 
mall cookie counters, vmKling 
machines, and sidewalk carts where 
foods are generally consumed 

immediately where purchased or wdiile 
walking away (iimluding similar foods 
sold from convenience stores): and to 
food delivery systems or establishments 
where ready-to-eat foods are delivered 
to homes at offices for immediate 
consumption. 

FDA recognizes that some persons 
might considw that it is inconsistent for 
the agency to exempt packaged foods 
sold in vending machines from nutrition 
labeling but not from ingredient 
labeling. However, the agency is 
convinced that such foo^ are exempted 
from nutrition labeling by section 
403(q)(5)(AKi) of the act because 
vending machines serve focxl for 
immediate cronsumption, and there is no 
similar statutory exemption from 
ingredient labeling. 

Regarding convenience stores, FDA 
agrees that some foods sold in such 
stores bear many similarities to focxls 
sold at restaurants and delicatessens 
and should qualify for similar 
exemptions. Because circumstances will 
vary greatly according to the services a 
particular convenience store offers, it is 
not possible to state precisely which 
foods do or do not have to provide 
nutrition labeling. Rather, 
determinations will have to be made on 
a case-by-cese basis. However, 
§ 101.9(j)(2) generally provides an 
exemption for fcx>ds of the type served 
in restaurants or other establishments in 
which food is served for immediate 
human consumption. Such foods might 
include beverages (both self-servic:e and 
those served by store personnel), 
frankfurters in a roll, cxtld sandwiches, 
pizzas, and hand-packed ice cream 
cones. 

190. Many comments requested that 
proposed § 101.9(j)(2) be amended to 
clearly exempt foods “sold for sale or 
use” in restaurants or other 
establishments in which food is served 
for immediate human consumption as 
specified in section 403(q)(5)(A)(i) of the 
act They argued that the statutory 
language indicates that food intended 
for use in restaurants is exempt from 
mandatory nutrition labeling in the 
absence of nutrient content or health 
claims. *1116 comments pointed out that 
proposed § 101.9(j)(2) merely provided 
an exemption for foods providfed by 
restaurants and did not cover foods 
intended for sale or use in restaurants. 

The agencry agrees that the proposed 
regulations did not fully implement 
section 403(qK5)(AKi) of the act that 
covers foods sold for sale or use in 
restaurants or other such 
establishments. As direerted in the 
statute, this exemption applies to all 
foods sold in restaurants, including 
packaged prcxluc^ts such as a specialty 
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house dressings made by the restaurant, 
or used in restaurants, such as portion 
controlled packages (e.g., individual 
catsup or coffee whitener packages) for 
use only in restaurants. If a 
manufacturer makes a product for sale 
only in restaurants (e.g., a package of 
candy), that product need not be 
nutrition labeled. However, if there is a 
reasonable possibility that the product 
will be pur^ased directly by consumers 
in a setting other than a restaurant or 
other establishment in which it is 
served for immediate consumption, it 
must be nutrition labeled (see Ref. 25). 
Accordingly, FDA has modified 
proposed § 101.9())(2) to add a new 
paragraph (iii) that exempts foods sold 
for sale or use only in restaurants or 
other establishments in which food is 
served for immediate human 
consumption. 

191. A few comments requested that 
the second sentence of proposed 
§ 101.9(i)(2) be revised to adequately 
implement section 403(q)(5)(F) of the 
act that exempts food "which is sold by 
a food distributor if the food distributor 
principally sells food to restamrants or 
other establishments in which food is 
served for immediate human 
consumption and does not manufacture, 
process, or repackage the food it sells." 
The comments pointed out that the 
second.sentence in proposed 
§ 101.9(j)(2) would only exempt "foods 
sold to restaurants by distributors 
* • *” which is duplicative of that part 
of 403(q)(5)(A)(i) of the act that 
stipulates an exemption for foods sold 
for sale or use in restaurants and fails to 
include the broader exemption in 
403(q)(5)(F) of the act for ail foods sold 
by distributors who principally sell food 
to restaurants or other establishments in 
which food is served for immediate 
human consumption and who do not 
manufacture, process, or repackage the 
food they sell. 

The agency is persuaded that there is 
a need to revise the second sentence of 
proposed § 101.9(j)(2). As discussed in 
the legislative history (Ref. 25), the food 
distributor that sells principally to 
restaurants and other food service 
establishments is exempted h^m 
mandatory nutrition labeling 
requirements as long as the food 
distributor does not manufacture the 
product sold to the consumer. However, 
the legislative history states: 

The manufacturer of such products would 
be responsible for providing the nutrition 
information on the products if there is a 
reasonable possibility that the product will 
be purchased directly by consumers, even if 
the principal customers are restaurants and 
other wholesale purchasers. • * * ITlhe 
distributor is not liable as long as the 

distributor does not manufecture the product 
sold to the consumer. 
(Ref. 25) 

In essence, this legislative history 
makes clear that section 403(q)(5)(F) of 
the act is intended to direct the agency 
to do for foods'sold to restaurants what 
it does for foods sold to consumers; that 
is. to hold the manufacturer, not the 
seller, responsible for nutrition labeling 
of foods. (The only exception to this 
approach is the voluntary nutrition 
lal^ling program for raw fruits, 
vegetames, and fish in which the retailer 
is to provide the nutrition information.) 
This exemption would apply to an 
independent distributor who principally 
distributes institutional foods directly to 
restaurants and similar establishments 
and does not manufacture, process, or 
repackage the food it sells. 

Thus, under this exemption, such a 
distributor is not responsible for 
nutrition labeling a product, even if it 
sells the product in a so-called "cash 
and carry" store, unless it manufactures, 
processes, or repackages the food for 
sale to consumers. On the other hand, 
a manufacturer of institutional size food 
products is responsible for nutritionally 
labeling those products if there is a 
reasonable possibility that they will be 
sold to consumers, for example, through 
such a mechanism as a cash and carry 
store. 

Therefore, proposed § 101.9(j)(2) is 
modified by adding § 101.9(j)(2)(iv) to 
fully implement this exemption. 

192. One comment recommended that 
statements such as “for food service 
use” or "not labeled for retail sale” be 
used as one means of qualifying for the 
exemption or that such foods be 
identified by the size of the package. 
The comment suggested that such a rule 
would be of particular help for foods 
imported for the food service trade. 

The legislative history quoted in the 
preceding comment makes clear that 
nutrition labeling is required "if there is 
a reasonable possibility that the product 
will be purchased directly by consumers 
* * Therefore, the agency does not 
believe that a label statement can be 
used as the basis for this exemption. 
The agency is concerned that, if 
permitted, a label statement such as "for 
food-service use” would be used to 
claim exemption for products that 
(Dongress intended to be nutrition 
labeled. Therefore, rather than create the 
possibility for potentially misleading 
labeling, FDA is denying this request. 

Imported foods that are in large 
packages that are obviously not 
intended or packaged for sale to 
consumers would be considered exempt 
under § 101.9(j)(9) which deals with 
foods shipped in bulk form that are to 

be processed, labeled, or repacked at a 
subsequent site. 

193. Several comments opposed 
proposed § 101.9())(2) because it would 
exempt restaurants finom mandatory 
nutrition labeling. These comments 
urged that restaurants, particularly the 
regional and national chain restaurants, 
be required to have nutrition 
information available to consumers. 
Some comments suggested that the 
required information could be: (1) 
limited to calories, fat, saturated fat, 
cholesterol, and sodium; (2) based on 
computer analysis of nutrient databases; 
and (3) presented in alternative ways 
such as brochures, menu boards, 
posters, or tray liners. A few large fast 
food restaurant chains requested 
guidelines for voluntary nutrition 
labeling with flexibility in format and 
content. They requested that restaurants 
be allowed to use their own serving 
sizes, present information on an as- 
served basis, and update information 
annually. 

In response to comments requesting 
that restaurants be required to provide 
nutrition information, the agency points 
out that section 403(q)(5)(A)(i) of the act 
specifically exempts restaurants and 
other establishments in which food is 
served for immediate human 
consumption from mandatory nutrition 
labeling, unless a nutrient content claim 
or a health claim is made. The 
requirements that pertain when claims 
are made are discussed extensively in 
the final rules on the general 
requirements for nutrient content claims 
and health claims that are published 
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register. 

FDA is aware, however, of the 
consumer interest in knowing the 
nutrient content of foods eaten away 
from home. In response to that interest 
and to the comments from fast food 
chains, the agency intends to work 
closely with all interested parties, 
particularly those in the food-service 
sector, to develop guidelines for 
presenting nutrition content information 
in a restaurant setting in such a way that 
it will not inhibit the flow of useful 
nutrition information (e.g., claims) to 
the consumer, while at the same time 
providing assurance of the reasonable 
accuracy of the information, thus 
furthering the goal of the 1990 
amendments to aid consumers in 
maintaining healthy dietary practices. 

194. One comment agreed that the 
1990 amendments exempt restaiuants 
from mandatory nutrition labeling but 
requested that they be regulated under 
sections 201 and 403(a) of the act. The 
comment also requested that FDA 
clarify that the 1990 amendments have 
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no preemptive effect on state or local 
regulation of the nutritional disclosures 
by restaurants. 

FDA advises that the exemptions in 
§ 101.9(j) in no way exempt any foods 
from regulations promulgated under 
sections 201 and 403(a) of the act. In 
regard to State and local preemption, 
the legislative history states that 
“Because food sold in restaurants is 
exempt from the nutrition labeling 
requirements of section 403(q)(l) 
through (q)(4) of the act, the bill does 
not preempt any State nutrition labeling 
requirements for restaurants. If States do 
require such labeling in restaurants, it is 
important that they make every effort to 
make those requirements consistent 
with the requirements of the bill." (Ref. 
110). 

2. Foods Not for Immediate 
Consumption. 195. Many comments 
objected to proposed § 101.9(j)(3) that 
allowed an exemption for in-store 
delicatessen and oakery foods only 
when they were sold from behind 
service counters. Comments pointed out 
that the 1990 amendments made no 
distinction for such foods when sold 
from behind the counter rather than 
from a self-service display. They stated 
that such a rule would be totally 
unworkable and would adversely affect 
the bakery and deli departments. Such 
a rule, according to the comments, 
would make it impossible to sell foods 
that are sold from behind the service 
counter during the day, at night, when 
no service clerks are available, or to 
assemble sandwiches and salads for fast 
pickup during the lunch hour from self- 
service counters, without nutrition 
labeling those foods. A trade association 
reported that 21 percent of in-store 
bakeries’ sales come from bulk self- 
service units and 42 percent from 
prepackaged self-service cases, and that, 
if compelled to standardize and label 
their products, such bakeries would be 
unable to continue in competition with 
wholesale bakery items. 

The comments argued that in-store 
delicatessens and b^eries should he 
able to adhere to the same regulations as 
their independent counterparts, with 
whom they compete for business. They 
stated that in-store delicatessens and 
bakeries operate as independent 
bakeries in that their accountability is 
separate from the rest of the store. 

Other comments stated that the intent 
of Congress was that foods similar to 
restaurant foods that are ready for 
immediate consumption, and Uiat are 
produced by retailers that offer variable 
and nonstandardized products, should 
be exempt from nutrition labeling to 
eliminate the substantial burdens that 
would otherwise be imposed if such 

labeling were mandatory. Many 
comments have pointed out that the 
average baker or confectioner produces 
hundreds of difrerent products each 
year, and that the average sales per 
product are relatively low. Comments 
stated that the precise selection of foods 
produced is fr^uently modified 
according to changing preferences of 
customers, seasons, holidays, ingredient 
availability, and the individuality of the 
baker/confectioner. Comments argued 
that it is this ability of the retailer to 
vary and customize food products that 
gives the establishment its diaracter and 
appeal, and that forced standardization 
to allow for nutrition labeling would 
eliminate product competitiveness by 
disallowing innovation and creativity. 
This loss of competitiveness, in turn, 
would create a major economic burden 
and thereby lessen consumer choice. 

The agency is persuaded that 
proposed § 101.9(j)(3) did not 
adequately implement section 
403(q)(5)(A)(ii) of the act, could result in 
economic harm to in-store delicatessens 
and bakeries, and created an artificial 
demarcation between foods sold from 
service versus self-service areas of the 
delicatessen or bakery. Therefore, FDA 
believes that it is necessary to revise 
§ 101.9(j)(3) to more closely reflect the 
language of the act. 

As stated above, section 
403(q)(5)(A)(ii) of the act applies to 
foods that are: (1) Similar to the type 
addressed in section 403(q)(5)(A)(i) of 
the act. (2) ready for human 
consumption, and (3) ofiered for sale to 
consumers but not for immediate 
human consumption. Accordingly, FDA 
is modifying § 101.9(j)(3) by adding 
paragraphs (i) throu^ (iii) to reflect 
these tluee statutory requirements. 
There were no specific concerns 
presented in comments that suggest any 
problems with these requirements. 

Section 403(q)(5)(A)(ii) of the act also 
requires that the foods to which it 
applies be processed and prepared 
primarily in the retail establishment. 
The agency is codifying this 
requirement in § 101.9(j){3)(iv). 
Comments were very divided on this 
issue, particularly for bakery items. 
Some comments argued that breads 
shipped to a retail store in a semi¬ 
finished condition and baked-off just 
before retail sale would not meet the 
criteria of “prepared and processed 
primarily" at the retail store and should 
not be exempt. However, other 
comments disagreed with this position, 
stating that frozen dough products are 
further processed at the bakery by being 
proofed, shaped, molded, fill^, 
decorated, cut, assembled, customized. 

or otherwise completed or further 
processed and should be exempt. 

The legislative history discusses this 
situation stating that for bakeries 
“simply thawing frozen bread would 
not be sufficient; the bread would have 
to be baked on the premise” (Ref. 16). 
While this statement appears to indicate 
that baking (i.e., cooking at a high 
temperatiure in an oven) is sufficient to 
qualify £ food for this exemption, 
comments have argued that “baking” is 
not equivalent to heating but includes a 
number of steps, such as “selecting, 
weighing, and mixing ingredients, 
fermentation, and shaping and forming 
the dough prior to actual heating the 
product.” 

This example with breed illustrates 
the difficulty in applying the criterion of 
“processed and prepared primarily in a 
retail establishment.” Because of the 
wide variety of foods sold in 
delicatessens, bakeries, retail 
confectionery stores, and other stores of 
this type that may not qualify for 
exemption under § 101.9(j)(2), it 
becomes administratively impossible to 
identify for each type of food sold the 
exact amount of processing or 
preparation that would be needed to say 
that that food was "processed and 
prepared primarily” on-site. 

In many establishments, foods such as 
bakery items or salads, may be prepared 
entirely on-site; however, in other 
similar establishments, much less of the 
processing and preparation of these 
foods is actually done on the premises. 
Similar variations are encoiintered with 
other foods, such as cheeses, which may 
only need to be sliced and portioned, or 
puddings, which may be purchased in 
cans and only need to be put in trays in 
the display case for portioning. The 
characteristics that all of these foods 
have in common is that they are ready- 
to-eat, they are the same type of foods 
sold in restaurants, and they are 
portioned and packaged on-site. 

Legislative guidance to assist the 
agency in deling what is meant by 
“processed and prepared primarily in a 
retail establishment” in addition to that 
cited above is scant. However diiring 
Senate debate, one of the sponsors of the 
bill that became the 1990 amendments 
stated that: 

This exemption recognizes that when food 
is processed and prepared primarily on the 
premises and sold there, as in the prepared 
food sections of supermarkets, nuUition 
labeling is not appropriate. On the other 
hand, if the preparation or processing of food 
is standardized and is accomplished 
primarily at another establishment and the 
same fo(^ is then shipped to a retail food 
store in a form that requires minimal or no 
further processing, nutrition labeling can be 
easily accomplished and is required. 
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(Ref. 110). 

The agwicy Interprets this legislative 
history to mean that if the food arrives 
at a store in a form to be sold directly 
to the consumer (i.e.. it is 
“standardized”), then nutrition labeling 
must be required. However, if the food 
is not standardized, i.e., it has to 
undergo processing m preparation, 
including portkMiing, before being sold 
to the consumer, then nutrition labeling 
is inappropriate and should not be 
requi^. In the case of the examples 
cited above, FDA finds that nutrition 
labeling would therefore not be required 
on brei^ that is diaped; filled, 
decorated, assemble, or customized 
and baked (i.e., cooked at a high 
temperature) in the retail eetAtiahmcnt. 
Che^ that is slioad and portianed 
according to directions given by the 
consumer, and pudding thirt is 
portioned according to directions given 
by the consumer, also need not be 
nutritiosi labeled. In these examples, the 
food is not "standardized” ha the form 
that it is to be sold to cansunaws when 
it arrives at the store. Slmilarty, candies 
sold in retail confactkmery stores that 
are selected by consumers to be pert of 

. a^peckaged assortment are not 
“standai^zed.’* 

However, because of the great 
diversity of ^uaCkms in which foods 
are sold, ft imist be recomized that a 
decision regarding exac^ what foods 
do do not require nutrition labehng 
cannot be folly resolved bv regulation. 
Circumstances at the retail loartion 
must be die deciding foctor. 

19ft. A few comments firom the retail 
baking and cmifectionery industries and 
horn grocerv stores requested that the 
exemption far sfaigle-OTit bakeries, 
delicatessens, and confectioneries apply 
equally to muftf-unit establidnnents 
that do most or aD of Aeir preparation 
at a central facility or shop. type 
of respondent attempted to limit such 
an exemption by describing what it 
would encompass. For example, a 
comment from die retail baking industry 
described nrahi-tmit bakeries as being 
owned, controlled, and operated by the 
same entity and stated ^at finished 
products would be delivered 
unwrapped or in bulk delivery boxes to 
each store or outlet. The confectionery 
industry requested that the exemption 
cover satellite operations operated by 
the same businesses, selling the same 
products, and using the same packaging. 
A small retail grocery chain suggest^ 
limiting the exempticm to foods 
prepared in central khdiens for use in 
the retailer's own stmes. Reasons given 
for using central fedlities induded 
ensuring quality control throu^ a 

controlled environment that promotes 
food safety and intemty and allowing 
for economies of scam. Comments stated 
that the average number of bakeries 
operated by a multi-unit retail bakery 
was 2.4 in 1988, and that many small 
independent confectioneries only 
operate one additional outlet. 

FDA does not believe tlrat the 1990 
amendments allow for exemptions 
beyond those discussed in the preceding 
comments. This position is basl^ on the 
final criterion given in section 
403(q)(5)(A)Ciif of the act. which states 
that m^s to which the section applies 
shall not be ofiered for sale outside file 
retml establishment in which they are 
primarily processed and prepared. The 
agency is codifying this requirement in 
§ 101.^)K3Kv). ¥fhfle foods that are 
folly prepeied and portianed (i.e.. 
“standardized”) at the central faciKty 
are required tobear irotrition labeling, 
there may be some types of food 
products or circumstances in which the 
portioning orpadcaghig is not 
standwfhzed, end in wmch nutrition 
labeling would coneequmitly not be 
required (e.g., salads fiiat are pcntkmed 
and padug^ according to directions 
given by the cxmsumer). 

FDA notes that the poUems 
presented in most (rf m coranieots on 
this aspect this eocemptiqn have more 
to do with the size of the businessee 
than whether thme are good laasoiis not 
to require nutritioii labeling. FDA 
believes that the best way to deal with 
most of these comments is through a 
change in the small bnsineas axemptian. 

C. Foods of No Natiitionat Significance 

To reflect the first sentence in section 
403(qK5)(Q of the act. FDA propiaad an 
exemptiOT for foods of no nutritional 
significance in § 101.0(a)' R proposed to 
include the other exempiona in 
§ 10l.Q(}). To minimize any confusion 
that these di&rances in pkcement may 
cause, the agency has decided to group 
all exemptions in one place in this final 
rule. Accortfingly, that part of proposed 
$ 101.9(a) that exempted foods of no 
nutritional significance is redesignated 
as § 101.9(j)t4). 

197. Comments from the coffee 
industry noted that, unlike FDA's 
mandatory nutritioD labeling proposal, 
the supplementary proposal (ud not 
explicitly identify coffee as bcdng 
nutritionally insignificant Thus, the 
comment requested clarification in the 
final rule. The comments pointed out 
that coffee is always consumed as a 
brew. An analog was drawn to 
§ 101.45(bl(4) in tha guidelines for 
voluntary nutrition labeling of raw fruit, 
vegetables, and fish, vdiich states that 
nutrition informatian is to be based on 

the edible portion of the food. 
Comments stated that the available 
nutrients in brewed or plain instant 
coffee would meet the criteria for being 
nutritionally insignificant. 

The agency agrees that only the edible 
portion of coffee should be considered 
in determining the nutritional 
significance of the product. Therefore, 
based on a review of available 
nutritional data on a servine coffee 
and on the revisions in thefevels that 
are si^ficant. discussed in comment 
176 ol this document, FDA has 
concluded that coffee beans, roasted 
ground coffee, or dry plain (ie., 
unsweetened) instant coffees contain no 
nutrients at crther than nutritionally 
insignificant levels. As a result, th^ 
foods are exempt firom mandatory 
nutrition labeltog. Unsweetened plain 
tea powders or tea leavM likewise 
would be exempt. 

In response to comments requesting 
clarification cff the exempt status of 
coffee and tea. FDA has mcluded in 
§ 101.S()K4) a listing of coffee beans 
(whole or ground), tea leaves, and 
unsweetened plain instmd coffee and 
tea as examplw of foods that are exempt 
from nutrition labeling because of their 
lack of nutrients. The ag/ancy reiterates, 
however, that this exemption is 
available only when di«e are no 
nutrient content or health claims on the 
label or in labeling or in advertisu^ of 
the coffee or tee. 
^ 198. The spice industry commented 
that FDA dkx not osteblisb a raforance 
amount for sp&cea. thereby implying that 
spices are exempt from numdet^ 
nutrition jabefing. Comments requested 
that the agency provide an explicit 
statement in the final rule lesarding the 
exemption of spices, spice bleads (e,g.. 
ctury powder), and condiment-type 
dehydrated vegetables (e.g.. dried garlic) 
as well as flavor axtracts and food 
colors, from, the nutrition lab^ing 
requirements. 

As discussed in the final rule on 
serving size puldi^ied elsewhtee in this 
issue the Federal Register, FDA has 
set s reference amount ol Vm teaspoon 
for most spices end condimmt-type 
dehydrated v^etables. In reviewing the 
nutritional data in Agriculture 
Handbook No. 8-2 end 8-11 (Refe. Ill 
and 112). the agency has found that, 
under FDA's critmia for detennining 
nutritional insignificance, the vast 
majority of spic^ spice bl«ads. and 
condiment-type vegteabka ve exempt 
from mandatory.nutrhion labeling. li^A 
found, however, that one spice (paprika) 
and one spice blend (chili pow^), 
exceed the cutoff levels for one or two 
nutrients. Using the appropriate 
rounding prooedurea, pi^rika is over 
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the cutoff for vitamin A (6 percent of the 
RDI). and chili powder is over the cutoff 
for both vitamin A (4 percent of the RDI) 
and sodium (5 mg) per V* teaspoon 
serving. The levels at'which these 
nutrients are nutritionally insigniHcant 
(i.e.. the amounts that can be rounded 
to zero) are less than 2 percent of the 
RDI for vitamin A and less than 5 mg 
for sodium. Therefore, under the act, 
paprika and chili powder will have to 
be nutrition labeled (see Ref. 16, p. 16: 
"Foods such as certain spices, which 
have insignihcant amounts of most but 
not all nutrients, are covered by the 
nutrition labeling requirements.’’). 
Because not all spices and spice blends 
are nutritionally insignificant, they are 
not included as a category under 
§ 101.9{j){4). 

Condiment-type dehydrated 
vegetables, flavor extracts, and food 
colors do meet the criteria for foods of 
no nutritional signiflcance and, 
therefore, are exempt from mandatory 
nutrition labeling. As with unsweetened 
coffee and tea, § 101.9(j)(4) will include 
these examples of nutritionally 
insignificant foods. 

199. One comment suggested that 
“fun foods’’ deflned as foods with 
empty calories (i.e., those with no 
nutrients other than calories), such as 
plain sugar candies, gum, and 
carbonated beverages, should be exempt 
from mandatory nutrition labeling 
except for a declaration of calories and 
the statement “no other significant 
sources of nutrients." The comment 
argued that the statement “Contains less 
than 2 percent of the RDI” for such 
foods is deceptive and miseducates 
consumers. 

FDA advises that these types of foods 
would qualify under § 101.9(f) for the 
simplified label and would only be 
required to list the core nutrients, not 
the statement “Contains less than 2 
percent of * * *.’’ Moreover, Congress 
did not provide for an exemption of 
such a category of foods in the statute. 
Therefore, the agency is taking no action 
on this comment, i 

200. The pickle industry commented 
that, as a cost-saving measure, only 
sodium content (as is permitted under 
current regulations) should be required 
to be labeled on dill pickle products, 
rather than the full simplifled format. 
The comment argued that, even though 
a serving of dill pickles also contains 1 
g of carbohydrate, sodium is the only 
nutrient of any concern to consumers. 

FDA rejects this comment. Section 
403(q)(5)(C) of the act exempts from 
nutrition labeling foods that contain 
insigniflcant amounts of all of the 
nutrients required within nutrition 
labeling. The same section also provides 

for a simplified form of nutrition 
labeling if a food contains insigniflcant 
amounts of more than one-half the 
mandatory nutrients. No provisions of 
the 1990 amendments would allow for 
declaration of only a single nutrient in 
nutrition labeling. Accordingly, FDA is 
not making the suggested changes in the 
regulations. 

201. One trade association 
commented that bottled water products 
have little or no nutritional value, and 
that such products should be exempt 
from mandatory nutrition labeling. The 
comment asserted that the following 
industry practices should be permitted 
without triggering nutrition labeling 
obligations; (1) Bottlers should be 
allowed to add back minerals as flavor 
enhancers that are removed during 
puriflcation and declare “minerals 
added” on the principal display panel; 
(2) bottlers should be allowed to 
describe bottled water with natural or 
added fluoride as “fluoridated water;’’ 
(3) bottlers should be allowed to add 
sodium fluoride or add back trace 
minerals that may contain sodium as an 
incidental additive and still be 
permitted to claim “sodium free” on the 
label; (4) “essence” bottled water 
products (i.e., those containing 1 
percent or less of juice or flavors) 
should be considered nutritionally 
insigniflcant; and (5) bottled mineral 
water products should be permitted to 
have a listing on the label of certain 
minerals, e.g., sodium, bicarbonate, 
calcium, magnesium, and other trace 
minerals in mg per liter in addition to 
a declaration of total dissolved solids 
content (which some state laws 
currently require). The comment argued 
that the EC Directive on Nutrition 
Labeling expressly exempts mineral 
water and other waters from nutrition 
labeling, and, for the sake of 
harmonization, FDA should do likewise. 

FDA points out that, separate from 
this rulemaking on nutrition labeling to 
implement the 1990 amendments, the 
agency is in the process of amending its 
regulations on bottled water, partly in 
response to a petition from the trade 
association that submitted the comment. 
The bottled water regulations will 
address certain aspects of labeling apart 
from nutrition labeling, e.g., definitions, 
information about mineral content, and 
required label statements. Under the 
1990 amendments. Federal regulations 
will preempt any State standards of 
identity that are not identical to it 
(section 403(a)(1) of the act). 

A recent lOM report, “Food Labeling: 
Toward National Uniformity” (Ref. 113), 
noted that many States have expressed 
concern about the heightened potential 
for consumer confusion because of the 

increased number of bottled weter 
products on the market and the 
aggressive marketing and advertising 
claims of superiority made for them. 
Thus, FDA maintains its position that 
nutrition information relating to food 
must be provided for all products, 
including bottled and mineral water, 
that contain more than insigniflcant 
amounts of any of the nutrients or food 
components that are required to be 
listed, or whose label, labeling, or 
advertising contains a nutrient content 
claim or any other nutrition information 
in any context. For products that qualify 
for the simplified format, if 
manufacturers voluntarily declare 
nutrients allowable under § 101.9(c) that 
are not among the 14 required nutrients 
(e.g., potassivun), the required statement 
“Not a significant source of_,’’ 
must be used, with the blank filled in 
with the name of any of the 14 required 
nutrients or food components that are 
not present or are present in 
insigniflcant amounts. Moreover, if a 
product is voluntarily enriched or 
fortified with added vitamins or 
minerals, any such nutrients must be 
declared using the simplifled format 
and followed by the above statement. 
Thus, a product labeled as “bottled 
water, minerals added” will have to 
bear nutrition labeling. 

The agen^ considers the identity 
statement “fluoridated water’’ 
misleading if the product is derived 
from a source naturally containing 
fluoride. Use of the term “fluoridated” 
represents that fluoride has been added 
in the processing. Thus, the term 
“fluoridated water” should be used to 
describe only products to which 
fluoride has been added in the 
manufacturing process, and such 
products would be required to bear 
nutrition labeling that complies with the 
simplified format. 

Bottled water products containing 
juice or other flavors are subject to the 
same nutrition labeling requirements as 
any other food. If a product meets the 
criteria for no nutritional significance, 
and no claims are made, then nutrition 
labeling is not required. A “sodium 
free” declaration on bottled water or on 
any other food label will trigger 
nutrition labeling, because such a claim 
promotes the nutritional properties of 
the product. 

202. One comment stated that, to 
avoid varying interpretation, FDA 
should clarify what it means by the term 
“implicit” as it applies to nutrient 
content claims or information that will 
bar a food from an exemption from 
nutrition labeling imder the “no 
nutritional significance” provisions. 
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A thorough discussion of implicit 
claims may be found in the companion 
documents on nutrient content claims 
and health claims, found elsewhere in 
this issue of the Federal Register. 

D. Foods for Infants and Children Less 
Than 2 Years of Age 

In die mandatory nutrition labeling 
proposal (§ 101.9(h)(4)) and in the 
supplementary proposal (§ 101.9(j)(4)), 
the agency proposed to require that 
foods, other than infant formula, that are 
represented or that purport to be 
specifically for infants and toddlers less 
than 2 years of age bear nutrition 
labeling, except that such labeling shall 
not include information oh the number 
of calories from fat or the amount of 
saturated fat and cholesterol present in 
the food. 

203. The comments supported this 
proposal. One comment, noting that 
proposed § 101.9(j)(4) refers to "toddlers 
less than 2 years of age" and other 
references in § 101.9 refer to toddlers as 
children less than 4 years of age. 
recommended that "children less than 4 
years of age” be used, or that the term 
“toddler” be clarified. Another 
comment pointed out the practical fact 
that some foods used in the 1 to 2 year 
age bracket are also used by some 
children up to 4 years of age as well as 
by adults who have problems chewing 
food. 

FDA does not ^ree that these special 
labeling requirements proposed for 
foods for infants (other than infant 
formula) and toddlers less than 2 years 
of age should be extended to children 
less than 4 years of age despite the fact 
that no other nutrition labeling 
requirements use 2 years of age as a 
cutoff. The agency does not belie>-e 
there is scientific support to change the 
cutoff to 4 years because dietary 
recommendations for very young 
children are specific in citing 2 years of 
age as the age under which dietary 
mtjdifications are not appropriate. For 
instance, the "Report otthe Expert 
Panel on Blood Cholesterol Levels in 
Children and Adolescents" of the 
National Cholesterol Education Program 
(NCEP) states: 

The fast growth of infants requires an 
energy-dense diet with a higher percentage of 
calories from fat than is needed by older 
children. Based on current knowledge, it is 
inappropriate to apply nutrient guidelines for 
fats, cholesterol, and calories to children 
under 2 years of age. 
{Ref. 114.) 

and: 

As toddlers ovtjr 2 years of age begin to oaf 
with the family, they may safely make the 
transition to this Irecominended} eating 
pattern. 

(Ref. 114.) 

However, FDA believes that some 
clarification is needed as to the types of 
foods addressed in § 101.9())(4) (which 
is redesignated as § 101.9(j)(5)(i)). The 
agency advises that the infant and 
toddler foods to which the special 
labeling requirements are intended to 
apply are the typtes of foods represented 
in § 101.12(b), Table 1 entitled 
"Reference Amounts Customarily 
Consumed: Infant and Toddler Foods" 
in the rule entitled "Food Labeling; 
Serving Sizes" published elsewhere in 
this issue of the Federal Register. FDA 
notes, however, that in its serving size 
reproposal (November 27,1991, 56 FR 
60394 at 60397), "toddlers" was 
interpreted to mean children 1 through 
3 years of ^e. Therefore, the agency 
advises that no special significance 
should be given to the word "toddler;" 
rather it is the age categcay that is 
important. To reduce the possibibty of 
confusion, FDA is replacing the word 
“toddler” with "children.” The 
distinguishing characteristic of foods to 
which the special labeling requirements 
in § 101.9())(5)(i) apply is that they are 
specifically represented or purported to 
be "for use by infants and chil^en less 
than 2 years of age." Foods represented 
or purpcMted to be for use by “diildroa 
less than 4 years of age” or by "children 
3 or more years of age” are not subject 
to the special labeling requirements of 
§ 101.9(j)(5)ti) but should fully declare 
required information on fats and 
cholesterol. 

With regard to the comment that these 
foods are sometimes used by older 
children or adults, FDA aclmowledges 
that this occurs. The agency believes, 
however, that the represented use of the 
product must be the deciding factor, 
inasmuch as the foods to which 
§ 10l.9(j)(5)(i) applies are represented to 
be for use by infants and children less 
than 2 years of age, the agency considers 
the use of these types of foods by 
children over 2 years of age or by older 
persons to be not particularly relevant 
in determining bow these foods should 
be labeled. Accordingly, FDA has not 
made any change to § 101.9())(5)(i) in 
response to this comment. 

204. One comment stated that the 
word "or" was used ambiguously in the 
proposed version of § 101.9(j)(5Ki) so 
that it was not clear whether "calories 
from saturated fat" or "saturated fat 
content” was prohibited. The comment 
also suggested that information on 
calories from saturated and unsaturated 
fat end the amount of unsaturafed fat 
also should be prohibited, and that 
§ 101.9(jK5)(i) should be clarified by 

enumerating those parts of § 101.9(c) 
that are affected. 

FDA agrees that all information 
relating to fatty acids should be 
prohibited on foods represented or 
purported to be for use by infants and ' 
toddlers (i.e., children) less than 2 years 
of age. In tlie proposed version of 
§ 101.9(j)(5)(i), FDA only specified the 
fatty acid component that is required in 
nutriticHi labeling. 

Therefore, to make the suggested 
change and to clear up any confusion, 
§ 10l.9(jK5)(i) is modified to stale: 
"* * * such labeling shall not include 
calories from fat (tc)(lXii) of this 
section), calories from saturated fat 
((c)(1)(iii)), saturated fat ((c)(2)(i)), 
polyunsaturated fat (c)(2Kii)), 
monounsaturated fat ((c)(2)(iii)), and 
cholesterol ((c)(3)),”’ 

205. One comment suggested the 
additional exclusion of fiber on labels of 
foods for infants, citing a statement 
made by the American Academy of 
Pediatrics that fiber probably is not 
needed in infants less that 1 year old. 

FDA, in reviewing the reference cited 
by the comment (Ref. 115), nc^ed that 
on the same page as this cited statement 
is the additional statenoent that more 
work needs to be done before any firm 
recommendations can be made on 
dietary fiber in pediatric nutrition. 

FDA is thus not convinced that 
dietary fiber should be excluded from 
nutrition labels for foods intended for 
infants and children less than Z years of 
age. Most foods included in Table 1 
§ lOl.lZfb) in the final rule entitled 
"Food Labeling; Serving Sizes,” 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register, contain less than 1 g 
of fiber per 100 g of edible portion (Ref. 
116). Under usual circumstances, these 
levels would seem to preclude the 
consumption of high-fiber, low-calorie 
diets by infants or children under 2 
years of age who consume such foods. 
Also, because dietary fiber has a natural 
laxative effect, the label declaration of 
fiber content may be useful information 
to the purchasers of these foods, 

206. A comment to the format 
proposal objected to the inclusion of 
DRV’s on foods for infants and toddlers 
because DRV’s were not proposed for 
infants or children less than 4 years of 
age, and labels on jars of baby food are 
too small to allow for the additional 
information. The comment argued that 
DRV’s for adults and children 4 or more 
years of age are not appropriate for 
infants and toddlers, and that there 
could be serioiis health consequences if 
a parent tried to adapt an infant’^s diet 
to the proposed EMIV’s. 

FDA agrees with the comment for the 
reasons presented therein. In addition. 
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the agency believes that it is 
inappropriate and unnecessary to 
include the caloric conversion 
information required by § 101.9(d)(10) 
on foods intended for children less than 
4 years of age because DRV’s for this 
group have not been established and 
calculation related to such values may 
be misleading. Accordingly, for foods 
for infants and children less than 4 
years of age, the agency is adding an 
exemption in § 101.9())(5)(ii) that 
excludes the declaration of Percent 
Daily Values for nutrients other than 
vitamins and minerals for which there 
are RDl’s specifically established for 
infants and children less than 4 years of 
age. The exemption also applies to the 
footnote and caloric conversion 
information. Except for the omission of 
this information, which is otherwise 
required in $ 101.9(d)(2)(ii), and the 
footnote and caloric conversion 
information required in (d)(9) and 
(d)(10), the format of the nutrition labels 
on such products should comply with 
the requirements of § 101.9 (d), (e), or 
(f), as appropriate. Examples of labels 
for foods for children less than 4 years 
of age and less than 2 years of age are 
given in appendix G. 

E. Medical Foods 

207. All comments received 
supported this exemption. In addition, 
several comments expressed support for 
the agency’s intention, stated in the 
supplementary proposal (56 FR 60366 at 
60377), to develop specific regulations 
for medical foods in the near mture. 
Some comments suggested that 
nutrition labeling, intended for use by 
the general poptuation, does not provide 
the Idnd of information needed by 
health care professionals or patients 
selecting or using medical foods. The 
comments noted that, in light of this 
exemption, there is little guidance for 
labeling of medical foods, other than 
general food labeling regulations, citing 
the need for labeling of nutrient content 
and purported uses and adequate and 
appropriate directions for use. In 
addition to the need for specific labeling 
requirements, some comments 
identified the need for quality control 
and good manufacturing practices 
specific for medical foods. 

Section 403(q)(5)(iv) of the act 
exempts medical foods horn nutrition 
labeling requirements. The agency 
agrees with the comments that the 
exemption for medical foods from 
nutrition labeling is appropriate 
considering that these products are not 
intended fm use by the general 
population but rather are intended for 
use under the supervision of a physician 
for specific dietary management of a 

disease or condition. However, the 
agency also recognizes that the 
exemption creates a void in terms of 
specific labeling regulations suitable for 
these products. FDA believes, as noted 
in some comments, that the proper 
labeling of the nutrient content and 
purported uses of medical foods, 
perhaps in a difierent manner or in 
more detail than is required for other, 
more traditional foods, and adequate 
and appropriate directions for use, as 
well as assurances of the quality of 
medical food products, are all of vital 
public health interest. While these 
issues are beyond the scope of this 
rulemaking, the agency intends to 
develop regulations covering these 
aspects of medical foods in a future 
F^eral Register docunrant 

208. The comments support 
incorporation into the nutrition labeling 
regulations the definition of medical 
foods from section 5(b) of the Orphan 
Drug Act (21 U.S.C. 360ee(b)(3)). 
Section 403(q)(5)(iv) of the act 
incorporated this d^nition by reference 
into the statute, and FDA in proposed 
§ 101.9(i)(7) to incorporate the statutory 
definition of ’’medical food” into the 
nutrition labeling regulations. Some 
clarification of this ^finition was 
included in the preamble and codified 
sections of the proposal, providing some 
guidance in regard to the intended use 
of a medical food. However, several 
comments cited particular products and 
asked whether the products would be 
regulated as medical foods. 

IDA considers the statutmy definition 
of medical foods, from section 5(b) of 
the Orphan Drug Act, to delineate the 
principal characteristics of medical 
foods. Additional clarification of this 
definition, contained in the preamble of 
the proposal, gives guidance on some of 
the types of products that the term 
“medical fo^s" pertains to by 
identifying a variety of foods that the 
agency regards as medical foods and 
some that are not presently regarded as 
medical foods. Criteria that product 
must meet to be considered a medical 
food are stated in the preamble of the 
proposal, as well as in proposed 
§ 101.9(i)(7), redesignated as § 101.9())(8) 
in the final rule. FDA believes that this 
definition and the information clarifying 
the definition in the proposal are 
reasonable guides for use by industry in 
determining the characteristics of a 
medical food at present. 

However, following review of the 
comments generated by this proposal, 
FDA acknowledges that further 
clarification of the types of products 
that are considered to be medical foods 
by the agency would be helpful to 
manufacturers. While these comments 

go beyond the scope of this rulemaking, 
the agency intends to address this issue 
in a future Federal Register document. 

209. One comment suggested that in 
proposed § 101.9())(7)(v), the words 
’’* * * provided only to a patient 
receiving active and ongoing medical 
supervision* * *” be Ranged to road 
’’* * * intended only for a patient 
receiving active and ongoing medical 
supervision* * *.” The comment 
stated that manufacturers can label 
products in a manner that rives a clear 
indication of the intended level of 
supervisicm, but that the word 
’’provided” in this section might require 
a distribution system beyond the control 
of the manufacturer, restricting 
availability of medical foods to 
prescription status or distribution 
through an institution. 

The agency agrees with this 
recommended change for the reasons 
stated in the comment and has modified 
new § 101.9(j)(8)(v) accordingly. 

210. One comment suggesteo that the 
word “seeks” in propos^ 
§ 101.9(J)(7)(v) be changed to “require.” 
The comment noted that while some 
patients receiving a medical food imder 
the supervision of a physician are 
capable of seeking “medical care on a 
recurring basis,” others receiving a 
medical food under the supervision of a 
physician are not able to actually “seek 
m^ical care” on their own (e.g., a 
comatose patient). 

FDA agrees with the suggested 
change. The agency acknowledges that a 
medical food, \mder the supervision of 
a physician, may be consumed by. or be 
administered enterally to, some patients 
capable of seeking m^cal care and 
may be administered enterally to other 
patients who may be too ill to actively 
seek medical care. In both instances, the 
patient may require a medical food for 
the specific dietary management of a 
disease or condition for which 
distinctive nutritional requirements, 
based on recognized scientific 
principles, are established by medical 
evaluation. FDA has modifiM 
§ 101.9())(8)(v) accordingly. 

F. Foods Shipped in Bulk Form 

211. FDA received many comments 
that supported proposed § 101.9())(8) 
that exempts foods shipped in bulk 
form. A few comments sought 
clarification of this exemption, 
requesting that new § 101.9(j)(8) include 
a statement that flavors and othw food 
ingredients (as opposed to processed 
fo^s) shipped in bulk form from one 
manufacturer to another for use in the 
manufacture of other foods are exempt. 

FDA intended the term “processea” 
in § 101.9(j)(8) (redesignated as 
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§ 101.9(j)(9)) to indicate that food 
ingredients used in the manufacture of 
other foods were exempt, maintaining 
the scope of current § 101.9(h)(8). 
However, for further clarification, FDA 
is modifying § 101.9())(9) as requested to 
state: 

Food products shipped in bulk form that 
are not for distribution to consiuners in such 
form and that are for use solely in the 
manufacture of other foods or that are to be 
processed, labeled, or repacked at a site other 
than where originally processed or packed. 
(Emphasis added). 

G. Foods for Institutional Food Service 
Use 

212. Several comments objected to 
proposed § 101.9(j)(9) that would 
require manufacturers or distributors of 
fot^s for institutional food service use 
(i.e., for use by hospitals, schools, 
prisons) to provide nutrition 
information required by'this section 
directly to the institutions on a current 
basis. The comments stated that this 
requirement was in conflict with section 
403(q)(5)(A)(i) of the act, which exempts 
food that is sold for sale or use in 
restaurants or other establishments in 
which food is served for immediate 
human consumption. The act does not 
differentiate between food served in 
institutional and noninstitutional 
settings. In fact, the comments pointed 
out that the legislative history specifies 
that similar food service establishments 
include cafeterias and hospitals. 

FDA agrees with the comments and 
has deleted proposed § 101.9(j)(9) to 
bring the final rule into compliance 
with the 1990 amendments. To clarify 
that institutional food service 
establishments are included under the 
exemption for restaurants and other 
establishments, FDA has added them as 
examples in § 101.9(j)(2)(ii). 

However, the agency finds merit in 
other comments that supported 
nutrition labeling of foods sold to 
restaurants and other food service 
establishments in order to enable food 
service operators to become more aware 
of the nutritional content of foods they 
serve, to offer more healthful menu 
options, and to use more accurate 
descriptors on their menus. The agency, 
therefore, encourages manufacturers, 
packers, and distributors to make 
nutrition information available to food 
service operators whenever possible. 

H. Single-Ingredient Packaged Fish 
Products 

213. Comments received firom the fish 
industry objected to the inconsistencies 
between the voluntary nutrition labeling 
program for raw fish and the mandatory 
nutrition labeling program. They 

pointed to the potential for confusion 
when raw fish under the voluntary 
program are labeled on an “as 
consumed” (i.e., “as proposed”) basis, 
and the same fish, when firozen and 
packaged by a mtmufacturer, are labeled 
on an “as packaged” basis. They also 
pointed to the inconsistency with the 
USDA proposal that allows single- 
ingredient raw meat and poultry items, 
whether fi-ozen or unfrozen, to be under 
a voluntary program with nutrition 
information reported on either an “as 
packaged” or “as consumed” basis. 

FDA agrees that consumers may be 
confused to find inconsistent nutrition 
labeling on two packages of the 
identical fish (e.g., fillet of flounder) 
when one is under the voluntary 
program for raw fish, and the other is 
under the mandatory program for fixizen 
packaged fish. According to the final 
rule for the volimtary program 
(November 27.1991 56 FR 60880; 
corrected at, March 6,1992, 57 FR 
8174), nutrition information for raw fish 
is to be reported for a 3 ounce, cooked 
edible portion (see appendix B, 57 FR 
8174 at 8175). The final rule on serving 
size, published elsewhere in this issue 
of the Federal Register, provides that 
under the mandatory nutrition labeling 
program, nutrition information for 
frozen packaged fish is to be reported 
for that amount required to prepare 85 
g (approximately 3 ounces) of cooked 
fish (§ 101.12 (b) and (c)) but is to be 
based on the product “as packaged” 
(§ 101.9(b)(9)). 

To reduce the inconsistencies in 
nutrition labeling between raw versus 
frozen packaged single-ingredient fish, 
and between single-ingredient fish 
versus single-ingredient meat and 
poultry, FDA is adding a special 
labeling provision for fish in 
§ 101.9(j)(ll) that allows single¬ 
ingredient fish to be labeled on a cooked 
(i.e., “as prepared”) basis consistent 
with the voluntary program for fish and 
with USDA’s rules for single-ingredient 
meat and poultry products. Packaged 
fish that contain added ingredients such 
as water, salt, or additives such as 
sodium tripolyphosphate are considered 
multi-ingredient processed packaged 
fish products and must continue to be 
labeled on an “as packaged” basis. 

However, in the companion document 
on nutrient content claims published 
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register, claims such as “lean,” “extra 
lean,” and “low fat” are based on as 
packaged values. Therefore, single 
ingredient packaged fish products that 
make such claims must provide 
nutrition information on an “as 
packaged” basis. 

/. Raw Fish in Voluntary Nutrition 
Labeling Program 

214. One comment objected to the 
manner in which FDA defined “raw” 
for the purpose of determining what fish 
products are covered by the exemption 
in proposed § 101.9(j)(10) that subjects 
the food to the voluntary nutrition 
labeling program. The comment stated 
that “absent a definition in the NLEA, 
the term “raw” means “uncooked” 
regardless of whether or not the product 
is frozen and, therefore, packaged fi-ozeii 
raw fish should not be subject to 
mandatory nutrition labeling. 

FDA discussed its interpretation of 
the word “raw” as it pertains to fish in 
its proposed rule (July 2,1991, 56 FR 
30468 at 30470) and final rule (56 FR 
60880 at 60886) implementing the 
voluntary nutrition labeling program for 
raw fiiiit, vegetables, and fish. Lacking 
legislative guidance, the agency chose to 
draw a practical line in terms of retail 
selling pracitices and program 
implementation rather than one based 
on a strict definition of the term “raw.” 
While the agency included in the 
voluntary program those fish that are 
generally sold raw (i.e., not heat 
treated), it also included thermally 
processed shelled or unshelled lobster, 
crab, and shrimp. The intent was to 
allow for voluntary nutrition labeling of 
fish that are generally sold refrigerated, 
or on ice, or are alive at purchase in fish 
stores or in the fi^sh fish section of 
grocery stores and that are not packaged 
or are packaged by the retailer or by a 
packer. These are the types of products 
for which mandatory nutrition labeling 
is most impractical. In contrast, 
providing nutrition labeling for raw, 
frozen fish that are packaged by a 
manufacturer (usually in a box with a 
printed label and brand name) and sold 
in the frozen food case of a grocery store 
is no more difficult for a manufacturer 
than providing nutrition labeling of 
other packaged foods. Thus, these 
products appropriately come under the 
mandatory nutrition labeling program. 

The agency has made a similar 
distinction with firozen packaged raw 
fruit and vegetables and has received no 
comment on it. It is likely that the 
greater concern on the part of the fish 
industry was a result of the 
inconsistency between nutrient values 
to be declared in the voluntary versus 
mandatory programs (i.e., nutrient 
values based on “as prepared” versus 
“as packaged” levels, respectively). The 
agency believes the exemption in new 
§ 101.9(j)(ll) should eliminate this 
concern. Accordingly, FDA sees no need 
to amend its interpretation of the term 
“raw.” 
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The agency would like to clarify, 
however, a misinterpretation of the 
above definition of raw fish that 
appeared in comments. FDA considers 
raw shellfish in or out of the shell to be 
under the voluntary program, whether 
they are sold bagged in plastic 
containers or displayed loosely in trays 
or bowls. In addition, pasteurized crab 
meat that is not shelf-stable and is sold 
on ice or refrigerated would be included 
under the voluntary program, whereas 
canned pasteurized crab meat that is 
shelf-stable would be subject to 
mandatory nutrition labeling 
regulations. As discussed almve, the 
agency considers nutrition labeling of 
the refrigerated product that may not 
have gone through a manufacturing 
plant impractical. However, the 
processing of the canned product is 
standardized, and nutrition labeling can 
be easily accomplished and is required. 

/. Meat Products Regulated by FDA 

215. Several comments recommended 
that nutrition labeling of game meat 
should be on a voluntary rather than 
mandatory basis. One game meat 
association stated that because buffalo is 
a red meat, it should be exempt from 
FDA regulations and should allowed 
the option of voluntary labeling under 
USDA guidelines. The comment also 
requested that any required nutrition 
information should be allowed to be 
displayed at the point of purchase to 
reduce costs associated with nutrition 
labeling. 

A number of comments expressed 
concern that the cost of anai]^ical 
testing and nutrition labeling would be 
prohibitive for the small game meat 
producer. A request was made that an 
economic impact study be conducted of 
the effect of the proposed regulations on 
the buffalo industry before any final rule 
is issued. Comments suggested small 
business exemptions for producers 
marketing less than from 100,000 to 
150,000 pounds per year per each 
product label. A few comments also 
requested that introductory test market, 
seasonal, short run, and experimental 
products should be exempt from 
nutrition labeling. 

FDA is responsible for the regulation 
of all meats not covered by USDA under 
the Federal Meat Inspection Act and the 
Poultry Products Inspection Act (e.g., 
deer, bison, rabbit, wild turkey, or 
ostrich, hereinafter identified as "game 
meats"). Therefore, the law does not 
provide an option for such products to 
be covered by USDA guidelines. 
However, FDA appreciates the fact that 
game meat producers have had little, if 
any, expenence with nutrition labeling, 
and that analytical data base 

information is scarce. Accordingly, the 
agency will give game meats as much 
latitude as possible under the 1990 
amendments. 

Because many game meat producers 
are small enterprises, it is possible that 
some will fall under the current small 
business exemption. Many of those that 
do not may do so in the futiue if a 
legislative amendment is passed to 
increase the exemption. However, if an 
amendment is not forthcoming, all 
nonexempt producers must provide the 
required nutrition information when the 
reflations become effective. 

While the statute does not allow FDA 
to include raw game meats under the 
voluntary nutrition labeling program for 
raw firuit, vegetables, or fish, for 
consistency among all animal flesh 
products, single-ingredient game meat 
products (frozen or unfiozen, packaged 
or unpackaged) will also be included in 
§ 101.9(i)(ll) that permits the 
information to be declared on either an 
"as purchased” or "as prepared” basis 
(see comment 213 of this document). 

Also, in response to a comment, IDA 
is adding § 101.9(j)(12) to the final 
regulations to allow nutrition 
information to be provided in 
accordance with paragraph (a)(2) of this 
section which allows the required 
information to be placed on labeling, 
that is on signs, posters, tags, or in 
binders or booklets displayed at the 
point-of-purchase. FDA believes that 
this action will allow game meat 
producers to give first priority to 
nutrient analyses and data collection 
and to update nutrient declarations 
more frequently than would be possible 
if the information were printed on food 
labels. 

216. One comment requested the use 
of a data base to reduce the cost of 
nutrition labeling for game meet. It was 
noted that the nutrient composition of 
buffalo meat varies widely according to 
whether the animal was grain fed or 
range fed and according to age at 
slaughter. Another comment 
recommended that nutrient information 
for buffalo meat come from actual 
sample testing and not computer 
composites. The comment requested 
that FDA/USDA "do the same complete 
nutritional study for the buffalo 
industry as it does for other industries 
enveloped by the proposal.” 

FDA acknowledges that there is 
limited nutrient data available on game 
meats. The agency advises that it does 
not conduct nutrient analyses for any 
commodities: however, it is willing to 
work cooperatively with game meat 
producers to produce a valid nutrient 
data base. To this end, the Agriculture 
Research Service of USDA has 

experience in working collaboratively 
with industry in developing food 
composition data (Ref. 117). 

217. Many game meat processors 
requested exemption from nutrition 
labeling for custom services. Custom 
processed meat includes wild game or 
domestic stock that is butcher^ to the 
specifications of the customer. The meat 
may have been sold to the customer or 
brought in by the customer for 
butchering. Comments stated that 
because the customer owns the animal 
at the time of butchering, the nutritional 
aspect of the meat product is the 
responsibility of the customer. 

Consistent with similar regulations 
being issued simultaneously by USDA 
for nutrition labeling of meat and 
poultry products, FDA is exempting 
custom processed fish and game meats 
frnm mandatory nutrition labeling. This 
exemption is found in new 
§101.9(j)(ll)(ii). Legal authority for this 
is that what is being sold is not the food 
but the processing. Thus, the food is not 
subject to section 403(q) of the act. 

K. Small Packages 

218. A number of comments 
supported the small package exemption 
proposed in § 101.9(j)(ll). While a few 
comments supported the provision that 
nutrition labeling be provided for foods 
in small packages at ^e point of 
purchase in accordance with paragraph 
§ 101.9(a)(2). many other comments 
objected to this requirement. Several of 
these comments objected on the grounds 
that the 1990 amendments did not 
include a requirement for point of 
purchase disclosure for small packages, 
or that point of purchase displays of 
nutrition information would create 
"imneoessary clutter" and "place an 
undue burden on retailers” to find space 
for the information. One comment 
stres.sed the economic impact the 
proposal would have on supermarkets, 
especially those with front-end 
operations and checkout lanes where a 
wide variety of small package items are 
offered for sale. The comment stated 
that such areas would have to be 
reconfigured with fewer items available 
because of space lost to signage and 
fewer inventory changes made 
throughout the year. A comment raised 
a question about who would be held 
responsible if the information was not 
available at the point of purchase. 
Comments recommended that 
manufacturers, not retailers, should be 
responsible for nutrition information on 
all packaged foods. A suggestion was 
also made that interested consumers 
could refer to larger retail packages of 
the same product or could w? ite or call 
the manufacturer for the nutrition 
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information by using an address or 
telephone number given on the package 
label. 

FDA is persuaded by the comments 
that it is impracticable to require point 
of purchase display of nutrition 
information for small packages. 
However, because section 403 (q)(5)(B) 
of the act states only that the nutrition 
labeling requirements shall not apply to 
the label of the food, not the labeling as 
is included in section 403(q)(5)(C) and 
(q)(5](D). the agency concludes that 
nutrition information about food in 
small packages must be provided to 
consumers through alternative means. 
The agency agrees with the comments 
that manufacturers should bear the 
responsibility for nutrition labeling of 
packaged foods and hnds merit in the 
suggestion that manufacturers provide 
an address or telephone number on the 
package for consumers to write or call 
for nutrition information. FDA believes 
that almost all small packages should be 
able to add a short phrase, such as “For 
nutrition information, call 1-800-123- 
4567” to the label. In fact, many 
packages currently give an address or 
telephone number for consumer use in 
obtaining additional information about 
the product. 

Therefore. FDA has modified 
§ I01.9(j)(ll), redesignated as 
§ 101.9(j)(13)(i). to delete the 
requirement that foods in small 
packages that bear no nutrition claims 
or other nutrition information provide 
the required nutrition labeling in 
accordance with § 101.9(a)(2). The 
agency replaced it with a requirement 
that the manufacturer clearly state on 
the package label where a consumer 
may write or call to obtain the required 
nutrition information. If a manufacturer 
finds that it is impracticable to comply 
with even this requirement on a 
particular product, the manufacturer 
should write to the agency in 
accordance with § 101.9(^(9) (see 
section VI.P.3. of this document). 

219. A few comments from health 
professional organizations expressed the 
belief that the 12 square inch standard 
for “small packages” was too large, and 
that consumers should have as much 
information as possible about what they 
purchase and consume. One comment 
stated that “with the increase in 
fabricated foods and single serving size 
packaging, (they were] convinced that 
nutrition information can and should go 
on less space,” adding that by using an 
aobrevidted format, nutrition labeling is 
possible on smaller packages, down to 
8 square inches. 

However, several other comments 
objected to the 12 square inch definition 
for small packages, stating that it would 

not allow enough space for all the 
required information on the label, 
especially on a product with a lengthy 
ingredient list. The comments stated 
that the 12 square inch standard for 
exempting small packages was 
established years ago when much less 
information was required on food labels 
(i.e., before mandatory nutrition 
labeling). The comments also expressed 
concern that attempting to include all of 
the required information in 12 square 
inches would result in a label that 
would not be legible, making it difficult 
for sight-impaired or elderly persons to 
read. Comments also said that such a 
presentation would discourage use of 
the nutrition information, thereby 
undermining the purposes of the 1990 
amendments. 

Two manufacturers commented on 
the unique space problems arising when 
more than one language is used on small 
packages inasmuch as § 101.15(c)(2) 
requires that if a language other than 
English is used, all information on the 
label must be printed in both English 
and the other language. One comment 
pointed to the fact that the United States 
has become an increasingly bilingual 
nation, making Spanish-language 
labeling a "necessity in many parts of 
the country.” 

Several comments requested a more 
flexible rule based on “practically 
available space” or “usable surface 
space” on labels. One comment stated 
that the term “surface area available to 

'bear labeling” is newly coined and 
unfamiliar and likely to be confusing. 
The comment recommended that the 
exemption be couched in terms of “total 
square inches on the information and 
alternate panels,” which are familiar 
terms to manufacturers. 

Other suggestions included: (1) Using 
a 20 square inch surface area, (2) 
excluding the principal display panel 
from the 12 square inch requirement, (3J 
excluding odd shaped parts of packages 
frvm the total surface area available for 
nutritional labeling, (4) allowing a linear 
(i.e., string) format for the nutrition 
information. (5) making the nutrition 
profile optional, (6) allowing for 
abbreviations of nutrients, (7) deleting 
the requirement for declaration of 
“Servings per container” on single¬ 
serving containers, and (B) allowing 
required nutrition information to appear 
anywhere on the package expected to be 
read by consumers rather than just on 
the information panel as required by 
§ 101.2. In regard to the latter comment, 
one comment suggested that § 101.2 be 
modihed to allow required information 
to be placed on other label panels 
adjoining the principal display panel or 

the information panel when there was 
insufficient space on a single panel. 

A few comments stated that no 
manufacturer should be required to 
change its existing label style or 
container size to accommodate nutrition 
labeling. The comments urged that areas 
of a package not traditionally used for 
labeling should be excluded from the 
total surface area (e.g., many companies 
do not use lids of jars, necks of bottles, 
or bottoms of cans for labels). One 
comment recommended that current 
company practices be grandfathered 
until the company changes its packaging 
or container. 

The agency received additional 
comments regarding small package 
limitations in response to the format 
proposal. Several comments from 
manufacturers of smaller size products 
such as candy rolls and bars, chewing 
gum. canned fish, and cookies stated 
that such labels could accommodate 
only the CONTROL format. Two 
comments suggested raising the 
minimum 12 square inch requirement 
for “small packages” to 13 square 
inches. 

A number of comments addressed the 
inclusion of the DRV’s on the labels of 
small packages. These comments apply 
to inclusion of the footnote providing 
calorie-specific recommended nutrient 
amount information specified in 
§101.9(d)(8)(i). 

The majority of comments asserted 
that it would be difficult to 
accommodate the DRV’s without a 
relaxation of the minimum requirement 
of 12 square inches of printable label 
space. Most of those seeking relief 
suggested the option of listing DRV’s in 
linear rather than column array over an 
intermediate range of printable package 
area. Alternate upper limits suggested 
were 20 and 26 square inches or no 
more than 30 percent of printable 
package area devoted to the nutrition 
label. One manufacturer provided 
support for 20 square inches as a 
minimum area below which DRV’s 
could not be accommodated without 
violating minimum type size or 
principal display panel size 
requirements. It submitted executions of 
the proposed and alternate formats for 
several existing products. One comment 
suggested several principles to be 
followed by FDA in establishing a range 
within which the DRV listing could be 
modified or deleted while preserving 
legibility and remaining in conformance 
with existing labeling requirements 
concerning type size and area devoted 
to the principal display panel. 

FDA acknowledges me need to give 
consumers as much information as 
possible. The agency is pe>^uaded, 
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however, that with requirements for 
more nutrition-related information, it 
may be difficult to get all of the required 
information on packages that Just meet 
or slightly exceed 12 square inches of 
surface area available to bear labeling, 
particularly for products that do not 
qualify for the simplified format. 
However, in light of the exemption from 
nutrition labeling on the package label 
for products with less than this amount 
of usable surface space, provided that 
no nutrition claim is made (see 
preceding comment), the agency 
believes that exempting a larger number 
of foods by increasing the definition of 
■‘small package” size would undermine 
the intent of the 1990 amendments. 

However, based on the comments, 
FDA has concluded that justification 
exists for developing a graduated system 
that would allow added flexibility for 
foods in an intermediate package size 
group. To select the dimensions of such 
an intermediate sized package, FDA 
reviewed comment suggestions, 
examined the sp>ace requirements of the 
required label with the calorie-specific 
daily values, and reviewed data on 
available label area for a sample of 
packaged foods (Ref. 117a). The agency 
is rejecting suggestions such as the use 
of only “practically available space” or 
“usable surface space” or the exclusion 
of “oddly shaped parts of packages” 
because there is a significant potential 
for differences of opinion about what is 
“practically available,” “usable,” or 
“oddly shaped.” The remaining 
suggestions are to exclude the principal 
display panel, to use an upper limit of 
20 or 26 square inches of surface area 
available to bear labeling, or to require 
that no more than 30 percent of the 
surface area available to bear labeling be 
devoted to the information panel. 

The agency believes that the 
suggestion to apply the 30 percent 
criterion to space requirements 
necessary to comply with FDA 
regulations has merit. Based on current 
requirements (see § 101.1(b) and (c)). the 
principal display panel can be 
considered to cover 40 percent of the 
total surface area available to bear 
labeling. On the assumption that no 
more than half of the remaining 60 
percent of the label should be required 
to be devoted to FDA-required 
information (i.e., the nutrition label and 
ingredient list), 30 percent of the total 
surface area would be used for such 
information. This is consistent with the 
comment. 

Based on the data examined, FDA 
believes an upper limit of 40 square 
inches of surface available to bear 
labeling is appropriate to define an 
intermediate sized package. The 

smallest legal sized execution of the 
format required imder § 101.9(d) is 
approximately 7 square inches. For 
many processed foods, the addition of 
the ingredient list could bring the space 
needed for presenting this FDA-required 
information to 11 square inches. Using 
the 30 percent factor, this information 
could be accommodated on packages 
with 37 square inches available to bear 
labeling. In order to provide incentive to 
allow sufficient space to make the label 
readily observable and easily 
comprehensible, the agency has decided 
to round this number up to 40 square 
inches. The agency is providing for this 

r limit in § 101.9(j)(13)(ii). 
e agency does not agree with the 

comment that the term “siirface area 
available to bear labeling” is newly 
coined and unfamiliar, inasmuch as it 
has been used in § 101.2(c)(3)(i) for 17 
years. 

FDA looked to the comments for 
suggestions of added flexibility for the 
labeling of foods in intermediate sized 
packages available to bear labeling. 
Suggestions in the comments included: 
Allowing a linear (i.e., string) format for 
nutrition information (including the 
DRV listing), making DRV*s optional, 
allowing for abbreviations, deleting the 
requirement for declaration of “Servings 
per container” on single-serving 
containers, and allowing required 
nutrition information to appear in other 
places than those required by § 101.2 
(i.e., the information panel). Dependent 
upon the circumstances of a particular 
package size and shape, the agency is 
not opposed to the use of any of these 
suggested methods. In addition, as 
provided for in § 101.9(g)(9), 
manufacturers may request special 
allowances for provision of the required 
information on tags affixed to the 
product according to § 101.9(a)(2) as 
discussed in section VI.P.3. of this 
document. Foods For Which Labeling Is 
Impracticable. 

m regard to the request to delete the 
requirement for declaration of “Servings 
per container” on single serving 
containers, FDA finds that inasmuch as 
the declaration of “Serving size” on 
such products will specify that the 
serving is the entire unit (e.g., 1 can or 
1 bar), it would be needlessly repetitive 
to state that there is one serving per 
container. Therefore, FDA has modified 
§ 101.9(d)(3)(ii) that pertains to all 
container sizes to state that “Servings 
per container” is not required on single 
serving containers as defined in 
§ 101.9(b)(6). 

While the provisions being made to 
increase flexibility are for the purpose of 
making it easier for manufacturers to 
place mandatory nutrition labeling on 

packages of an intermediate size, they 
may also be used on “small packages” 
(i.e., packages with less than 12 square 
inches of surface area available to bear 
labeling) whose labels are exempt under 
§ 101.9(j)(13)(i) when manufacturers 
elect to provide a nutrition label on 
those foods. 

FDA is providing in 
§ 101.9(j)(13)(ii)(A) that the required 
nutrition information may be presented 
in a tabular fashion when the package 
shape or size cannot accommodate a 
column display on any label panel. This 
form of presentation is currently used 
on many foods in long rectangular or 
round packages, such as candy bars and 
is shown in Appendix H. In addition, to 
facilitate the provision of information 
on small pacimges, § 101.9(j)(13)(ii)(A) 
provides for the use of a tabular 
presentation on all products with less 
than 12 square inches of surface area 
available to bear labeling, regardless of 
the package shape. Further, if the label 
will not accommodate a tabular display. 
§ 101.9(j)(13)(ii)(A) also provides that 
the required nutrition information may 
be presented in a linear (i.e., string) 
fashion. 

In regard to abbreviations, one 
comment stated that the design limits of 
their company’s printers for labels to be 
affixed to foods packaged in retail stores 
limited the description of nutrients to 
10 characters. While the agency is 
concerned about the use of 
abbreviations and any possible 
consumer confusion they may cause. 
FDA believes their use under limited 
and controlled conditions may be 
preferable to overcrowding within the 
nutrition label. Therefore, based on this 
comment, the agency is providing the 
following abbreviations in 
§ 101.9(j)(13)(ii)(B) for those mandatory 
nutrients whose names exceed 10 
characters. 

Serving size: Serv. size 
Servings per container: Servings 
Calories fiom fat: Fat cal 
Saturated fat: Sat fat 
Cholesterol: Cholest 
Total carbohydrate: Total caru 
Dietary fiber: Fiber 

Section 101.9(d)(9)(iv) allows these 
abbreviations to also be used in a 
footnote within the nutrition label. 

As discussed above in section V. of 
this document on the format of the 
nutrition label, FDA is providing in 
§ 101.9(j)(13)(ii)(C) that the footnote and 
caloric conversion information required 
in § 101.9(d)(9) and (d)(10) may be 
omitted on intermediate sized packages. 
When the footnote required by 
§ 101.9(d)(8) is omitted, an alternate 
footnote must be used that states; 
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“Percent Daily Values are based on a 
2,000 calorie diet** 

The agency believes that concerns 
expressed in comments requesting that 
the nutrition information allowed to 
appear elsewhere on the package rather 
than just on the information panel as 
required by § 101.2 (see § 101.9(i)) are 
generally addressed by $ 101.2(a)(1). 
This section states that if the 
information panel is too small to 
accommodate the necessary information 
or is otherwise unusable label space. 
e.g.. folded flaps or can ends, the panel 
adjoining to the right may be used. 
However, in recognition of the increased 
need for this flex^lity in packages with 
less than 40 square inches avail^le to 
bear labeling. FDA is providing in 
§ 101.9{j}(13Mii)(D) that nutrition 
labeling on intermediate sized packages 
may appear on any label panel. 

As a conforming diange, § 101.9(c), 
(d), and (i) have bmn modified to reflect 
the provisions of § 101.9(jMl3). 

In regard to the comments requesting 
an exemption or postponement based on 
current company labeling practices. 
FDA advises that Congress did not 
provide in the 1990 amendments for any 
such actions. The agency recognizes the 
possible economic burdens associated 
with changing labeling practices and 
has tried to incorporate sufficient 
flexibility to minimize the need for such 
changes but has no authority to prevent 
them. FDA advises that in § 101.1 the 
agency stated that, in determining the 
area of the principal display panel, tops, 
bottoms, flanges at tops and bottoms of 
cans, and shoulders and necks of bottles 
and jars were to be excluded. Therefore, 
it is reasonable to conclude that the 
agency will not include these areas in 
determining the “surface area available 
to bear labeling.” 

220. A comment requested 
clarification as to whether 
manufactmers of products that are sold 
in small packages that qualify for the 
small package exemption are required to 
omit nutrition information fiom the 
label and then present it dirough other 
means as required in proposed 
§ 101.9(aX2), or whether they may 
attempt to provide the nutrition 
labeling. 

While comment 218 of this document 
addressed the undwlying concern in 
this comment about the mandatory 
inclusion of required nutrition 
information in labeling at the point of 
purchase. FDA does not view this or any 
other exemption tmder § 101.9(j) (except 
for infant formula which is subject to 
other labeling requirements) as 
prohibiting a manufacturer from 
including nutrition labeling on the labe^ 
of a food product The agency 

encourages the inclusion of nutrition 
informatiaii on the label of exempted 
products whoiever possible. To clarify 
the situation, $ 101.^jKl3Ki) has been 
modified to state that the new 
requirement for an address or telephone 
number for consumer use in obtaining 
nutrition information is to apply to 
products that qualify and use fliis 
exemption. 

L. SheiJ £ggs 

221. One manufacturer commented on 
the labeling of egg cartons, stating that 
proposed § 101.9(j)(12) allowing for the 
presentation of the required nutrition 
information immediacy beneath the 
carton lid is as impractical for many egg 
cartons as requiring its display on the 
upper surface of the lid bemuse both 
surfaces conform to the shape of the 
eggs. The comment suggested that 
packaging of this kind may not be 
readily imprinted at all. TTie comment 
further stated that eggs are a largely 
homogeneous agricultural commodity, 
and eggs sold at retail in their shells 
should all be treated alike with resp>ect 
to nutrition labeling, whether the eggs 
are in bulk, on trays without cartons, or 
in cartons. The comment requested that 
^gs be exempt under 21 U.S.C. 
343(q)(3) that allows the Secretary to 
provide that nutrition labeling be 
displayed at the point of purdiase for 
foods received in bulk containers. 

FDA is persuaded by the comment 
that it may be impractical for egg 
cartons that conform to the shape of the 
eggs to bear nutrition labeling. 
Accordingly, FDA is modifying 
§ 101.9(j)(12) (redesignated as 
§ 101.9(j}(14)) to allow the required 
nutriticm information to appear on the 
inside or the outside of the carton, or on 
an insert that can be clearly seen when 
the carton is opened. By doing this, FDA 
is greatly expanding the total surface 
area avail(d)le to brar labeling. 

FDA rejects tlie suggestion that, 
because some eggs are sold in bulk, all 
eggs should be allowed to be labeled at 
the point of purchase according to the 
exemption for bulk foods (§ 101.9(jX9)). 
As discussed above, nutrition labeling 
for eggs may appear on the egg carton 
or on a package insert. FDA concludes 
that there is no need to modify 
§ 101.9(j)(14) to allow for further special 
conditions for shell eggs packed in 
cartons. If. in fact, a manufacturer finds 
it impossible to label a particular egg 
carton or to include a package insert, it 
may request a special allowance from 
the agency, as discussed in comment 
223 this document. 

M. MuJti Unit Packages 

222. A few comments disagreed with 
the requirement in proposed 
§ lOl.^jMlSMiii) that each unit within a 
multipath state “this imit not labeled 
for retail sale.” Comments stated that 
this requirement is redundant because 
§ 101.9(j)(13Ki) and {j)(13)(ii) adequately 
prevent the product from being sold 
without nutrition labeling. 

The agency does not agree that the 
requirement is redimdant Although 
multiunit containers may be enclosed 
and are not intended to be separated 
from the retail package under normal 
conditions of sale, occasionally the 
individual units are separated from the 
multiunit container and purchased 
separately. Proposed §8101.9(j)(13)(i) 
and (j}(13)(ii). redesignated as 
§8101.9(j)(15Mi) and (j)(15)(ii). state: 
‘‘The multiunit retail food package 
labeling contains all nutrition 
information in accordance with this 
section;” and ‘‘The unit containers are 
securely enclosed within and not 
intended to be separated from the retail 
package under conditions of retail sale.” 
These sections cannot guarantee that the 
units in a multiunit package will not be 
separated; e.g., frozen juice bars, sofr 
drink bottles, and sticks of butter are 
sometimes separated from an enclosed 
multiunit package by consumers prior to 
purchase at the retail leveL Therefore. 
FDA is not modifying the regulaticm. 

223. A sofi drink t^e association 
requested a provision in the final rule to 
exempt from nutrition labeling glass 
bottlcis with lithographed labeling that 
are marketed in multi-unit packages. 
These bottles, the comment pointed out. 
are often loosely packed rather than 
securely enclosed. The comment made 
reference to the technical limitations of 
labeling glass by the litho^ph method, 
and the impracticality of placing 
nutrition labeling on the individual 
bottles or “unit containers.” The 
comment requested that the agency 
clarify the proposal to ensure the 
continued availability of hthographed 
bottle multiunit packages and suggested 
that the nutrition labeling information 
appear on the information panels of the 
multiunit retail packam. 

The agency acknowledges that there 
will be some circumstances in which 
strict adherence to the r^ulations (in 
this case the requirement that units be 
securely enclos^ in the retail package) 
is not technologically feasible, or some 
other circumstance makes it 
impracticable. Proposed 8T01.9(gK8) 
would have allow^ for alternative 
means of compliance or additional 
exemptions to deal with the situation 
when firms were unable to develop 
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adequate nutrient profiles. The agency 
concludes based on this comment that 
this latitude should be available for 
additional circumstances. Accordingly, 
FDA is modifying § 101.9(g)(8), 
redesignated as § 101.9(g)(9), to broaden 
its scope by stating "When it is not 
technologically feasible, or some other 
circumstance makes it impracticable, for 
firms to comply with the requirements 
of this section (e.g., to develop adequate 
nutrient profiles to comply with 
paragraph (c)), * * 

Additionally, FDA believes that 
actions taken to address technological or 
other problems on a case-by-case basis 
do not need to be established by 
regulation in response to a petition to 
initiate rulemaking. Therefore, the 
agency is replacing "establish by 
regulation” with "|>ermit” in 
§ 101.9(g)(9) and is deleting the 
reference to a petition, stating instead 
that firms in need of such special 
allowances shall make their request in 
writing to the Food and Drug 
Adn.inistration, Office of Nutrition and 
Food Sciences (HFF-200), 200 C St., 
SW., Washington, DC 20204. However, 
FDA concludes that no change is 
necessary in § 101.9(j)(15) in response to 
this comment. 

N. Foods Sold from Bulk Containers 

224. A food retailer wrote in support 
of the requirement in proposed 
§ 101.9(j)(14) that nutrition labeling 
information for bulk foods be provided 
at the point of purchase. However, the 
comment took exception to the agency’s 
intention to include within the 
requirement individually wrapped bulk 
food items such as candies, arguing that 
the exemption for small packages 
should apply to small individually 
wrapped food items that are sold in 
bulk. 

FDA disagrees with this comment. 
The labels of individually wrapped 
small food items, such as bite size 
pieces of candy, are exempt from 
nutrition labeling under the small 
package exemption (§ 101.9(j)(13)) 
because of the lack of space needed to 
print the required information. 
However, under section 403(q) of the 
act, foods sold from bulk containers 
must be nutrition labeled whether or not 
they are individually wrapped. 
Nutrition labeling can, and should, be 
presented on the labeling of the bulk 
container or on a counter card, sign, or 
other appropriate device as identified in 
§ 101.100(a)(2). Moreover, as discussed 
above, the exemption for small packages 
only applies to the label and not to a 
product’s labeling. The agency reiterates 
its position as stated in the Federal 

Register of July 19,1990 55 FR 29487 
at 29505, and 56 FR 60366 at 60379: 

* • * Many foods, such as candies, cookies, 
and pasta, are ofiered for sale from large 
containers such as barrels or bins. FDA has 
traditionally required that these foods be 
labeled in acconiance with section 403(i)(2) 
of the act through the use of a counter sign 
or card on the labeling of the bulk container 
|21 CFR 101.100(a)(2)k The agency believes 
that nutrition labeling can be provided in a 
similar manner. Therefore, the agency will 
require nutrition information for such foods. 

Accordingly, no changes are being 
made to § 101.9(j)(14), redesignated as 
§101.9(j)(16). 

225. Several other comments were 
received in support of the requirement 
in the proposed version of § 101.9(j)(16) 
that nutrition labeling information for 
bulk foods be provided at the point of 
purchase. Two comments recommended 
that nutrition information be provided 
in the form of brochures or “tear-off’ 
sheets at the point of purchase, so that 
consumers can have the information 
available at home. 

FDA agrees that tear-off sheets or 
brochures with the required nutrition 
information would be useful to 
consumers and encourages 
manufacturers to provide retailers with 
the required nutrition information in 
such form. Section 403(q)(3) of the act 
states: "For food that is received in bulk 
containers at a retail establishment, the 
Secretary may, by regulation, provide 
that the nutrition information required 
• * • be displayed at the point of sale.” 
Thus, the statute does not specify the 
form in which this information is to be 
provided. Accordingly, FDA has not 
made the recommended change. 

226. A retail ice cream manufacturer 
requested that the proposed version of 
§ 101.9(j)(16) be clarified so that scoops 
of ice cream that are dispensed by store 
employees from bulk ice cream 
containers are clearly not subject to the 
"sold from bulk containers’’ 
requirement. 

FDA advises that it is not necessary to 
exempt ice cream from the requirements 
of § 101.9(j)(16). Ice cream that is 
dispensed by .store employees from bulk 
ice cream containers at an ice cream 
store is for immediate human 
consumption and would therefore be 
exempt from mandatory nutrition 
labeling under revised § 101.9())(2)(ii). 

227. A retail grocery chain slated that 
popular bulk food items sold from bins 
and barrels but packaged by clerks for 
customer convenience should not be 
required to have nutrition labeling on 
ea^ package. 

FDA advises that § 101.9(j)(16) allows 
food products sold from bulk food 
containers to display the required 

nutrition information “either on the 
labeling of the bulk container plainly in 
view or in accordance with provisions 
of paragraph (a)(2) of this section.’’ 
Section 101.9(a)(2) allows use of counter 
cards, signs, tags affixed to the product, 
or other appropriate devices. 
Accordingly, the containers such foods 
are put into when sold to the consumer 
need not bear nutrition labeling as long 
as the required nutrition information is 
plainly in view, regardless of whether it 
is the consumer or a store employee that 
packages the product. However, if the 
foods are packaged in an area that is off- 
limits to customers, and the information 
is not plainly in view, the required 
nutrition information must be available 
on the package label or in labeling 
adjacent to the packages accordingly to 
the provisions of § 101.9(a)(2). 

O. Foods Used as the Sole Item of the 
Diet 

228. One professional organization 
and one consumer interest group wrote 
in support of FDA’s tentative decision to 
delete the exemption in current 
§ 101.9(h)(3) for foods promoted as the 
sole item in a diet (such as formulated 
weight-loss products) and to have the 
same labeling requirements for those 
products as all other foods. The 
consumer interest group stated that 
"considering the minimal long-term 
benefit from these products and the 
potential for harm firom the 
unsupervised use of these products, 
FDA should consider greater labeling 
requirements for these products.” 

FDA intends to monitor the use and 
labeling of foods used as the sole item 
of the diet and, as discussed in the 
supplementary proposal (56 FR 60366 at 
60378), will consider at a later date 
whether there should be additional or 
different requirements for the nutrition 
labeling of these products. 

P. Other Bequests for Exemption 

1. Donated Foods 

229. Two comments horn food banks 
requested an exemption from mandatory 
nutrition labeling, citing that food banks 
are nonprofit charitable organizations, 
and as such, it would be "unreasonably 
costly and unduly burdensome for (food 
banks) to be required to apply complete 
nutrition labeling to repacked food 
products.” The comments stated that 
the exemption is necessary to ensiue 
that mandatory nutrition Idling rules 
do not hamper the ability of charitable 
organizations to receive and distribute 
foods to needy individuals. 

Section 403(q)(l) of the act requires 
nutrition labeling on food that "is 
intended for human consumption and is 
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offered for sale.” Accordingly, donated 
foods that are given without charge to 
the ultimate consumer are not subject to 
mandatory nutrition labeling. This 
provision of the 1990 amendments was 
not included in the proposed 
implementing regulations. To correct 
this omission, the agency is modifying 
§ 101.9(a) to state that “Nutrition 
information relating to food shall be 

rovided for all pit^ucts intended for 
umen consiunption and offered for sale 

* • • •• 

230. A second request from these 
foods banks was that food companies 
having inventories of foods not in 
compliance with new labeling rules 
after the effective date of section 403(q) 
of the act be permitted to donate those 
products to cmaritable organizations. 

Section 10(a)(2) of the 1990 
amendments states that the new 
nutrition labeling requirements shall not 
apply to foods labeled before the 
effective date. Therefore, companies 
will be able to continue to sell all foods 
that are labeled in compliance with 
current regulations before the effective 
date of section 403(q) of the act, h4ay 8, 
1993. As a result, there should be no 
inventories of labeled food that cannot 
be sold to consumers. The agency 
wishes to state, however, that it has long 
been the agency’s policy that 
misbranded foods, such as those that 
have been the subject of a seizure or 
recall, can be donated to charitable 
organizations rather than being 
aestroyed if they do not present a safety 
concern, and the recipient is fully 
informed as to the problem with the 
food (e^., short weight). 

231. Two comments expressed 
concern that if donated foods are 
exempted from nutrition labeling, the 
goals of nutrition labeling will not be 
met for individuals who rely on such 
foods. 

In passing the 1990 amendments, 
Congress intended to require that 
consumers have the necessary 
information at their disposal to select 
diets that are consistent with dietary 
recommendations aimed at improving 
the health status of Americans. 
However, by requiring nutrition labeling 
only on foods offered for sale. Congress 
limited the coverage of the nutrition 
labeling requirements. Therefore, while 
the agency would encourage nutrition 
labeling on any foods repackaged or 
relabeled by charitable organizations, 
the statute does not require such 
labeling. 

The agency is pleased to note, 
however, that in conversations with the 
Food and Nutriticxi Service, USDA, 
which administers the Food 
Distribution Program, the Food and 

Nutrition Service has stated that it plans 
to incorporate nutrition labeling on all 
foods that it distributes to individuals. 
The Food Distribution Program 
purchases surplus foods from American 
markets and distributes them to State 
agencies for further distribution to 
individuals and eligible local outlets. 

2. Exported Foods 

232. Comments from a trade 
association and a manufacturer 
requested that products intended for 
export be exempt from U.S. nutrition 
labeling regulations because they will 
necessarily be required to comply with 
the importing country’s labeling criteria. 

FDA advises that under section 801(e) 
of the act. foods intended for export will 
not be deemed misbranded under 
section 403 of the act under certain 
circumstances. Section 801(e) states 
that: 

A food, drug, device or cosmetic intended for 
export shall not be deemed to be adulterated 
or misbranded under this Act if it: 

(A) Accords to the specifications of the 
foreign purchaser, 

(B) Is not in conflict with the laws of the 
country to which it is intended for export, 

(C) Is labeled on the outside of the 
shipping package that it is intended for 
export, and 

(D) Is not sold or offered for sale in 
domestic commerce. 

Thus, if a company complies with the 
requirements of section 601(e) of the act, 
it need not be concerned about 
misbranding the food by failing to 
comply with section 403(q) of the act. 

3. Foods for Which Labeling Is 
Impracticable 

233. Two dairy companies requested 
that returnable glass milk bottles be 
exempt from nutrition labeling because 
the total surface area available for 
labeling is much less than 12 square 
inches. The labeling surface is the 
closure on the top of the bottle. If the 
label were placed on the side of the 
bottle it would be impossible to recycle 
the bottle for milk use because of 
problems with washing and disinfecting 
the bottle after each use. The comments 
stated that the returnable glass bottle is 
important for the environment, and that 
many of their customers purchase it for 
that reason. They suggested the 
nutrition labeling for milk in returnable 
glass bottles be placed on placards at the 
point of purchase. 

Other comments requested special 
allowances for uniquely shaped package 
containers (such as containers of honey 
in the shape of a bear, individual juice 
containers in the shape of a hand 
grenade, or cheese balls) or ptackaging 
materials that do not allow for fine 

printing (e.g., styrofoam ice cream 
cups). 

FDA is willing to consider allowing 
the required nutrition information for 
returnable glass milk bottles to be 
available in labeling, as provided for in 
§ 101.9(a)(2). As discussed in comment 
223 of this document, § 101.9(gK9) of 
this final rule allows that when it is not 
technologically feasible, or some other 
circumstance makes it impracticable, for 
firms to comply with the requirements 
of nutrition lalraling, FDA may permit 
alternative means of compliance or 
additional exemptions to deal with the 
situation. 

4. Foods Purchased Under Government 
Contract 

234. One trade association and one 
manqfacturer requested exemptions for 
products produced for Government 
contracts (e.g., the National School 
Lunch Program, military feeding 
operations), using the reasoning that any 
products sold would be offered to the 
final consumer as part of a total meal/ 
diet, and nutrition information on the 
meal must be supplied by the facility 
offering the meal. 

FDA advises that products of the type 
discussed in the comment that are sold 
for use in restaurants and institutional 
food service operations are exempt 
under § 101.9(j)(2)(iii). As long as it is 
not reasonably possible that they will be 
sold directly to consumers, they need 
not be nutrition labeled. Therefore, no 
further exemption is necessary. 

Vn. Other Issues 

A. Assortments of Food 

235. A few comments requested 
clarification on whether assortments of 
foods, such as a box of assorted 
chocolates or nuts, would have to bear 
nutrient information on each type of 
chocolate (or nuts), or whether an 
average nutrient value would suffice. 

The agency advises that in the 
preamble to the mandatory nutrition 
labeling proposal (55 FR 29487 at 
29505), it stated that “where 
assortments of food are packaged, firms 
will be required to express nutrient 
content based on the package as a whole 
(e.g., the entire product contents may be 
combined for a nutrient analysis).” TOA 
recognizes that the terms “will be 
required” and “may be combined” 
appear inconsistent. Therefore, to clarify 
the regulation and in accordance with 
the agency’s intent to offer flexibility in 
the labeling of assortments of foods, 
FDA has modified § 101,9(eKl), 
recodified as § 101.9(hKl). by deleting 
“of the total product” and adding a new 
sentence that states that when 
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separately packaged ingredients or 
assortments of the same type of foods 
are intended to be eaten at the same 
time, the nutrition information may be 
specified for each component or as a 
composite value. In developing a 
composite nutrient value, the entire 
product contents would be combined 
for a nutrient analysis. 

In addition, to clarify the term 
'‘assortments of food" FDA has 
modified § 101.9(h)(1) by adding 
“assortments of the same type of food" 
and including the example of assorted 
nuts. 

236. A few comments addressed the 
labeling of variety packs containing an 
assortment of individually packag^ 
products (e.g., assorted ready-to^at 
breakfast cereals or snack foods such as 
com chips, cheese puffs, and potato 
chips). A food manufacturer marketing 
variety packages stated that they 
currently label each of the single-serving 
packages placed in a multi-serving 
container separately. The comment 
stated that the outer wrapping is 
generally transparent, maldng extensive . 
labeling on the outer wrapping 
infeasible. Another comment suggested 
that the outer label contain the 
statement "Individual inner units carry 
nutrition information" where each of 
the single-serving packages in the 
variety pack bears nutrition labeling. 
The comment also stated that larger 
sizes of the individual packages of foods 
in the variety pack are invariably 
available to consumers at the same 
location, and the nutrition labels on 
those larger packages may be reviewed 
if desirea. 

FDA points out that a primary 
purpose of the 1990 amendments is to 
allow consumers to maintain healthy 
dietary practices. To do this, consumers 
must have access to nutrition 
information at the point of purchase. In 
many situations, consumers can look at 
the nutrition labels of larger packages of 
the individual foods for nutrition 
information. However, the agency does 
not agree that it is always possible to do 
so. 

With respect to the transparent nature 
of the outer wrapping, FDA does not 
believe this makes laMling on that 
wrapping infeasible. Many bakery 
products are packaged in transparent 
virrappers and these products provide 
nutrition and other label information. 

Inasmuch as many variety packs are 
currently printing the requir^ nutrition 
information for each of the products 
contained in the variety pack in a table 
on the outer package, and because the 
outer packages are generally large, the 
agency condudes that a spedal 
allowance is not reauired for variety 

packs. Accordingly, FDA rejects the 
suggestion that the outer label merely 
state that the individual units within the 
package provide nutrition information. 

However, the agency has no objection 
to manufacturers labeling only the 
individual inner packages if me 
information is provided in such a way 
that consumers can clearly see it at the 
time of purchase. Examples of this type 
of packaging can be found currently in 
the marketplace where nutrition 
labeling is provided on the tops of 
single-serving packages of breakfast 
cereals. Accordingly, FDA is adding a 
new paragraph § 101.9(h)(2) to specify 
that nutrition labeling of single-serving 
packages within variety packs must be 
clearly visible at the point of purchase. 
Proposed § 101.9(e)(2) is redesignated as 
S 101.9(h)(4). 

237. FDA received comments finm 
companies that sell food products by 
mail order, particularly varieties of 
foods and food assortments that are 
marketed as gifts. The comments 
requested special provisions in the 
regulations to provide some flexibility 
for packaged gift assortments because 
these pad^ges are assembled from 
several thousand separately labeled food 
items, many of which are similar, 
differing only in size or flavor, and 
which ara u^ in many different 
assortments. Because of the unique 
characteristics of the mail order gift food 
industry, caused, in part, by rapidly 
changing selections of gift packages 
offered, the comments contended that 
nutrition labeling would have a 
devastating effect on the industry, 
unless alternative means of compliance 
are allowed. 

The comments requested that a new 
paragraph be added under proposed 
§ 101.9(e) for assortments of foods 
intended to be used as gifts, allowing for 
nutrition information on such foods to: 
(1) Be included on labeling, (2) be based 
on uniform serving sizes, (3) omit 
reference to “servings per container," 
(4) be calculated as averages for 
cat^ories of foods having similar 
dietary uses or similar significant 
nutritional characteristics for 
characterizing nutrients. (5) be based on 
calculations ^m nutrient data bases, 
and (6) omit foods meeting the 
definition of “small package” in 
§ 101.9(j)(13) from determinations of 
nutrient content. A subsequent 
comment on behalf of the mail order gift 
food companies modified the last 
provision to state that foods in small 
packages only be omitted if they are not 
listed in promotional catalogues and are 
“optical garnishes" used to enhance the 
appearance of the gift package, or bonus 

items included as a free gift or 
promotional item. 

FDA is persuaded that special 
allowances are justified for gift packages 
containing a variety of foods (e.g., 
cheese, jams, and crackers packed 
together in one gift box) or of food 
assortments (e.g., several different types 
of jam in one box). Accordingly, the 
agency is adding a new paragraph 
S 101.9(h)(3) to address gift packages. 

New § 101.9(h)(3)(i) allows the 
required nutrition information to appear 
on the label or in labeling that is within 
or attached to the outer gift package. 
This provision allows the information to 
be consolidated in a single document 
that could accompany several difierent 
gift food packages that contain the same 
assortment of foods, although not 
necessarily in consistent size packages, 
as are identified in the document. Inis 
action is in recognition of the fact that 
the person who buys the gift package is 
generally not the person who will use 
the information. According to the 
comments, on average, 65 percent of 
company sales are shipped to recipients 
other than the purchaser. Moreover, 
many packages shipped to purchasers 
are subsequently offered as gifts to other 
persons.. 

The “outer package" is intended to 
mean the container directly within 
which component items are packed. It 
does not mean the shipping carton, 
unless component items are packed 
directly witnin the shipping carton 
instead of being packed in a separate 
inner container. 

Comments also have persuaded the 
agency that standardizing the serving 
sizes for foods included in gift pack^es 
will simplify the simultaneous 
presentation of information on a variety 
of difierent types of foods by putting the 
information fmr all products on a 
comparable weight basis and. thereby, 
increase the likelihood that consumers 
will use and imderstand the 
information. The comments requested 
that, where there is no uniform 
household measure that is either a 
common multiple or fraction of the 
quantity of an individual food in an 
assortment, one ounce (fluid in' solid as 
appropriate) be used as the standard 
serving size. Rather than leaving open 
the possibility of the use of any 
“uniform household measure,” 
however, FDA believes that an 
allowable exemption from the serving 
size requirements would be permissible 
only when all of the foods in a 
particular gift package are not subject to 
the same reference amount customarily 
consumed, as specified in § 101.12(b). 

FDA has no (mjection to the 
suggestion of a one ounce serving siz» 
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for solid foods in such circumstances. 
The selection of one ounce is acceptable 
based on the fact that it is the simplest 
value for use in calculations, many of 
the foods are packaged in multiples of 
one ounce, and it is the same as the 
reference amounts customarily 
consumed for many of the types of foods 
used in gift packages (e.g., many 
cheeses, crackers, and nuts) specified in 
§ 101.12 in the companion document on 
serving sizes published elsewhere in 
this issue cf the Federal Register. 

In the case of liquids, the agency 
believes a larger serving size is needed 
because of the extra weight of water, 
and because there are no reference 
amounts specified in § 101.12 for 
liquids at only one fluid ounce. Based 
on the reference amounts in § 101.12, 
FDA believes a serving size of 2 fluid 
ounces is more appropriate for 
nonbeverage liquids such as syrups, and 
8 fluid oimces is appropriate for 
beverages. These are the reference 
amounts in § 101.12(b) for maple syrup 
and for all beverages, respectively. The 
agency does not l^lieve ^at it is 
reasonable to collapse the number of 
categories of foods any further than 
these three groups for the purpose of 
nutrition ladling of gift packages. 
Therefore, in response to the comments 
and in an effort to minimize the number 
of different serving sizes required in the 
nutrition labeling of gift padcages, 
§ 101.9(h)(3)(ii) dlows for a serving size 
of 1 ounce for all solid foods, 2 fluid 
oimces for nonbeverage liquids, and 8 
fluid ounces for beverages where there 
is no uniform reference amount 
customarily consumed for each 
individual food used in an assortment 
or veuiety of foods within a gift package. 

However, the agency believes it 
would be misleacffng to allow nutrient 
content or health claims based on these 
serving sizes for foods packaged in gift 
packs where they differ from reference 
amounts specified in § 101.12(b) that are 
used as criteria for the claims. 
Therefore, § 101.9(h)(3)(ii) states that the 
reference amounts customarily 
consumed that are listed in § 101.12 
must continue to be used for purposes 
of evaluating whether individual foods 
in a gift package qualify for nutrient 
content claims or health claims. 

Inasmuch as section 403(q)(l)(B) of 
the act requires that the number of 
servings per container be included on 
the nutrition label, FDA does not 
believe that it has the authority to 
permit this information to be deleted. 
However in § 101.9(h)(3)(iii), FDA is 
allowing for the number of servings per 
container to be stated in the nutrition 
label as "varied" in recognition of the 
fact that each type of gift package will 

furnish a different number of servings. 
This action is consistent with 
§ 101.9(b)(8) in the companion 
document on serving size published 
elsewhere in this issue of ^e Federal 
Register, which allows a manufacturer 
to declare "varied" for the number of 
servings per container for random 
weight products. The assembling of gift 
packs has a random quality. FDA is 
persuaded that requiring more specific 
information on labeling would 
necessitate a unique label or labeling for 
each package, negating the usefulness of 
these special provisions. 

Section 101.9(h)(3)(iv) provides that 
average, composite nutrient values may 
be declared in nutrition labeling for 
reasonable categories of foods having 
similar dietary uses and similar 
simificant nutritional characteristics. 
While the comments requested that 
composite values be allowed for 
reasonable categories of foods having 
similar dietary uses or similar 
significant nutritional characteristics. 
FDA believes that both criteria are 
necessary. Many forms of cheese and 
peanut butter have similar dietary uses 
in that they are used to make 
sandwiches or are eaten on crackers, yet 
they have far different nutritional 
characteristics and should not be 
composited. 

The comments suggested, and FDA 
concurs, that companies should submit 
to FDA their determinations of 
"reasonable categories" for review and 
acceptance. FDA’s decision on the 
companies’ determinations will be 
based, in large part, on whether the 
values of the characterizing nutrients for 
foods in the category meet the 
compliance criteria set forth in 
§ 101.9(g)(3) through (g)(6). To that end, 
companies should also submit a list of 
proposed characterizing nutrients for 
each “reasonable category" of foods. 

For example, assuming total calories, 
total fat, saturated fat, and cholesterol 
are the categorizing nutrients for a group 
of cheeses, each cheese’s content of 
these 4 nutrients would have to be no 
greater than 20 percent in excess of the 
declared values in the nutrition label, in 
accordance with § 101.9(g)(5), or 
reasonably less than the declared 
values, in accordance with § 101.9(g)(6). 
Nutrients other than the characterizing 
nutrients could be stated as an average, 
or composite, for the category, without 
having to meet the standards of 
§ 101.9(g)(3) through (g)(6). 

While the comments requested that 
FDA specifically permit the use of data 
bases for calculating the nutrition 
information for foods in gift packages, 
the agency does not believe a separate 
policy from that which the agency is 

establishing for other packaged foods 
(see section VII.B.2. of this document) is 
necessary or appropriate. 

Section 101.9(h)(3)(v) allows foods 
that meet the definition for small 
packages under § 101.9(j)(13)(i) that are 
included in a gift package to be omitted 
in determining the nutrition information 
if they are not specifically listed in a 
promotional catalogue, and they are 
used in small quantities as “optical 
garnishes” to enhance the appearance of 
the gift package or are included as a free 
gift or promotional item. According to 
the comment, these items are used in 
very small quantities and may vary 
greatly from package to package. On the 
understanding that the "optical 
garnishes” are generally small plain 
candies wrapped in bright colored 
paper, the agency believes that the small 
amount used will make an insignificant 
nutrient contribution to the total 
package. Free gifts or promotional items, 
by definition, are not “offered for sale” 
and are therefore exempt under 
§ 101.9(a). 

B. Compliance (§ 101.9(g)) 

1. Compliance Procedures 

In discussing the agency’s rationale 
for requiring a single nutrient value on 
the label in lieu of permitting ranges of 
values, FDA tentatively concluded that 
its current compliance policy with 
-respect to nutrient variability satisfied 
the requirements of the 1990 
amendments (56 FR 60366 at 60373). 

The compliance policy in ciirrent 
§ 101.9(e) (proposed § 101.9(g)) requires 
that the nutrient content of the 
composite of 12 subsamples be at least 
equal to the labeled value for Class I 
nutrients (i.e., added nutrients in 
fortified and fabricated foods) and at 
least 80 percent of the labeled value for 
Class II nutrients (naturally occurring or 
indigenous nutrients). Proposed 
§ 101.9(g)(4) specified that these 
requirements are applicable for 
vitamins, minerals, protein, total 
carbohydrate, complex carbohydrate, 
dietary fiber, unsaturated fat, and 
potassium content. Likewise, in 
proposed § 101.9(g)(5), the nutrient 
content of the composite is required to 
be no more than 20 percent above the 
labeled value for calories, sugars, total 
fat, satiu-ated fat, cholesterol, and 
sodium. 

238. The agency received a number of 
comments regarding its compliance 
policy as stated in proposed in 
§ 101.9(g) (56 FR 60366 at 60391). A few 
comments agreed with allowing an 80 to 
120 percent leeway in the compliance of 
foods. One comment noted that while 
the nutrient values may not be absolute. 
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they are more consistent for the 
consumer. Also, the present system 
makes it easier for manufacturers to 
obtain compliance. However, the 
majority of comments disagreed with 
FDA’s compliance policy, requesting 
that either a tighter or looser standard be 
used. 

Consumers were strongly opposed to 
the so-called “80-120 rule.” They felt 
the range was too lenient and stated that 
they would like to see a tighter standard 
adopted, especially for calories. Fat, 
carbohydrate, and cholesterol were also 
identified as nutrients that should have 
very accurate or exact label declarations. 
Some suggested other limits of 
acceptance, such as a plus or minus 5 
to 10 percent range. Several comments 
supported a more accurate declaration 
of nutrients in consideration of the 
needs of persons with medical 
conditions requiring adherence to 
specialized or restricted diets. Other 
consumers considered the 20 percent 
margin of error as being inaccurate and 
misleading. Some comments considered 
that with today’s available technology, 
food manufacturers could and should 
more accurately declare nutrients, 
notably calories, on the labels and meet 
more stringent standards. 

Several comments included 
suggestions as how to better declare 
nutrient content on the label. 
Suggestions included the declaration of 
a tolerance standard on ail product 
labels and an example of wnat the 
tolerance could mean. For example, the 
lal)el of a product having a 10 percent 
tolerance for calories would state the 
declaration as “100 calories—could be 
90 or 110 calories.” One comment 
suggested that a statement be required 
adjacent to the calorie value declaring 
that it is “only an approximate figure.” 
Another suggested that all food labels 
carry a warning of the 20 percent margin 
of error permitted for calories. 

Comments hrom industry and trade 
associations considered the 80/120 
percent range unduly restrictive. They 
supported more flexible compliance 
standards that w'ould provide 
“representative values” of a product’s 
nutrient content. Representative data in 
one comment was defined as the mean 
or the mean plus or minus one standard 
deviation. Their contention was that, 
because of the natural variation of foods, 
application of FDA’s compliance 
procedures result in gross under¬ 
representation of some nutrients, such 
as vitamin A in carrots, and gross over- 
representation of other nutrients, such 
as sodium in soft drinks (because of 
variability in water sources). The 
comments took exception to FDA’s 
essert’or m tht discussion on fresh 

produce and seafood, in the mandatory 
nutrition labeling proposal (55 FR 29487 
at 29506) that nutrient content can 
largely be controlled in most 
manufactured foods. In fact, they stated 
there is greater variability in processed 
foods b^use of the complexity of 
prepared foods, the further processing 
that is required, the need to total the 
variability for each ingredient for 
prepared foods, the flexibility needed 
for obtaining ingredients from various 
sources or suppliers, and the analytical 
variability for required nutrients. One 
comment recommended that an 80 to 
120 percent compliance range be used 
for nutrients with a low degree of 
natural or analytical variability. For 
nutrients with a high degree of natural 
or analytical variability, a less stringent 
65 to 135 percent compliance range was 
suggested. 

Another comment endorsed a more 
flexible compliance standard whereby 
micronutrient levels need only be 
present at a min.<mum level of 80 
percent of declared levels. They 
recommended that no maximum 
compliance level be set. This comment 
was particularly in reference to the 
difficulty of achieving compliance for a 
product that has a standard of identity, 
such as pasta, where maximum and 
minimum levels of enrichment are 
specified by the standard. The comment 
stated that levels of added nutrients may 
vary depending upon the method of 
enrichment, indigenous nutrient levels 
in the wheat, analytical error, rounding 
of values declared on the label, and loss 
of nutrients during the drying process. 

The agency disagrees with 
establishing more stringent 
requirements for label values. FDA 
shares concerns about individuals with 
very specific health problems where 
diets must be closely monitored and 
controlled. However, no data have been 
presented, and FDA is not aware of any 
such data, to suggest that health 
problems have been created because of 
the allowable variances. Therefore, the 
agency considers health management 
under professional guidance satisfactory 
using the nutrient values on the labels 
based on current regulations. In 
addition, it should be noted that the 
natural variability of foods may lead to 
both under- and over-reporting within 
the allowable variances for individual 
foods. These variances will tend to 
balance out over the entire day’s diet. 

While it is highly desirable to have a 
precise nutrient value on the label, it is 
impractical. The natural variability of a 
food is dependent upon a number of 
factors. Among them are the season of 
the year, soil type, variety (cultivar), and 
weather conditions. The processing that 

a food undergoes also alters its nutrient 
content. In addition to these variables, 
the agency places restrictions on the 
label declarations in regard to the 
rounding of nutrient values. These 
rounding rules are to avoid the 
impression of unwarranted accuracy as 
well as to make a label easier for a 
consumer to review and understand. To 
declare nutrient values more accurately 
or precisely than, is presently required 
would place an onerous burden on the 
manufacturer. The costs associated vrith 
the excessive controls to provide more 
exact label declarations are 
imreasonable and would not be 
commensurate with any possible 
additional health benefit. 

The agency rejects the suggestions 
that declared values be qualified by 
statements that they reflect tolerance 
levels or margins of error. Such 
statements on the label informing 
consumers of the possible variation 
between labeled and analytical values 
would cause great confusion with no 
real benefit. 

Similarly, FDA disagrees with the 
comments that suggested establishing 
less stringent requirements for 
determining compliance with declared 
label values. As seen in comments, 
consumers rely on the declared values, 
and the accuracy of those values is 
important. FDA does not believe larger 
suggested ranges, such as 65 to 135, 
would give consumers the information 
that they need to adequately evaluate 
their nutrition intake. Therefore, the 
agency is not making requested chwges 
in § 101.9(g). 

FDA advises that it has not set 
maximum compliance levels in 
§ 101.9(g) for Class 1 and Class 11 
nutrients, nor has it set minimum 
compliance levels for nutrients 
specified in § 101.9(g)(5) (i.e., calories, 
sugars, total fat, saturated fat, 
cholesterol, and sodium). The 20 
percent variability permitted is not a 
range but rather a lower or upper limit, 
depending on the nutrient. ’The only 
regulatory limit on overages of Class 1 
and U nutrients is given in $ 101.9(g)(6), 
which states that “reasonable excesses” 
are acceptable within current good 
manufacturing practice. Likewise, 
§ 101.9(g)(6) also states that “reasonable 
deficiencies” of calories, sugars, total 
fat, saturated fat, cholesterol, and 
sodium under labeled amounts are 
acceptable within current good 
manufacturing practice. FDA anticipates 
that manufacturers will be diligent in 
their own behalf in not underdeclaring 
Class I and II nutrients, such as vitamins 
and minerals, and in not overdeclarin^ 
nutrients such as calories and fat. 
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Regarding maximum levels of 
micronutrients in standardized enriched 
pasta products, regulatory relief cannot 
be achieved through modifications of 
§ 101.9 but require changes in the 
standards of identity of such products. 

239. Several comments suggested that 
the 80 and 120 percent criteria should 
only be a guideline or screening tool. A 
few comments expressed the position 
that FDA should not declare a product 
misbranded until the manufacturer has 
had an opportunity to establish that the 
variations are reasonable under the 
circumstances. 

Other comments suggested that the 80 
and 120 percent criteria be waived 
when there are small quantities. (The 
quantity limits suggested were 10 and 
20 or fewer “units.” "Units” were 
interpreted to be units of measurements, 
such as 10 or 20 calories or 10 or 20 mg 
of sodium.) The comments noted that 
small numbers combined with rounding 
rules and analytical variability result in 
inequities for label compliance (i.e., the 
analytical variance for some low levels 
of nutrients is greater than the allowed 
regulatory variance). For example, the 
comment stated that if a mean value of 
1.3 units was rounded for label 
declaration to the nearest whole unit 
(i.e., 1 unit), then the acceptable range 
would be 0.8 to 1.2 units when applying 
the 80 and 120 percent criteria. The 
range would be below the true mean 
value which could result in many 
products being found out of compliance. 
Furthermore, these small differences of 
0.2 units may not be within the 
accuracy of many methods, so that the 
analytical variance could be greater than 
the allowed regulatory variance. For 
these small quantities of 20 or fewer 
units, the comments recommended that 
a 50 to 150 percent rule be applied. One 
comment recommended that FDA 
clarify in the Hnal rule that the rounding 
of nutrient values, as required by the 
proposal, would not disadvantage a 
manufacturer when making nutrient 
content claims to meet compliance 
criteria as well as standards of identity. 

An alternative suggestion in another 
comment to avoid an extreme over- or 
under-declaration when the value is 
small is to declare the nutrient content 
to the nearest whole unit with 
compliance based on a fixed percentage 
(e.g., within 80 percent) or a fixed unit 
amount (e.g., one unit or 2 percent U.S. 
RDA, the basic increment of rounding). 
The regulation would then require that 
declared amounts be within 80 percent 
or one unit (such as a g) for Class 11 
nutrients or within 120 percent or one 
unit for nutrients such as calories, fat. 
or sodium. 

The agency is not persuaded that the 
current or proposed acceptance criteria 
for compliance evaluation should be 
changed. The compliance criteria permit 
reasonable excesses over labeled 
amounts or deficiencies under labeled 
amounts, dependent upon the nutrient 
being evaluated,-(current § 101.9(e)(6), 
redesignated as § 101.9(g)(6)) within 
current good manufacturing practices. 
As discussed in section IV.A. of this 
document, the level of “reasonable” is 
not specified. 

It is the manufacturer’s responsibility 
to target labeled values to correspond to 
actual nutrient levels so that products 
will meet compliance requirements. 
This responsibility includes taking into 
consideration the effects of rounding. 
Any effect caused by the rounding of 
labeled values to meet the agency’s 
requirements in § 101.9(c) should be 
accounted for by the manufacturer in 
developing a label value and would be 
included in the evaluation of a 
“reasonable” level by the agency. 
Analytical variance is also one of the 
factors in determining compliance 
acceptance. This fact is stated in 
§ 101.9(g) (4) and (5) in this final rule. 

Memufacturers should perform shelf- 
life stability studies to substantiate the 
declared nutrient levels of the product 
and to demonstrate that a product can 
meet label claims over the shelf life of 
the product. FDA does not believe that 
incorporation into the regulations of any 
additional explicit provision or 
compliance position for low level 
nutrients or small labeling increments 
would provide added protection for 
manufacturers. 

240. One comment strongly 
recommended that FDA address 
sampling issues. It suggested that the 
current procedure in § 101.9(e)(2) (and 
in proposed § 101.9(g)(2)) of preparing a 
composite of 12 subsamples taken from 
a single lot be changed. Instead, it was 
suggested that a sample composite for 
analysis represent 12 different lots. 

The agency disagrees with the 
suggested change in sampling 
procedures. The comment’s suggestion 
reflects a sampling objective that 
appears to focus on estimating the 
nutrient content of product for a 
specified quantity (e.g., a company’s 
production). FDA’s sampling objective 
is to determine whether the average, 
within a given lot (a quantity that is 
defined in current § 101.9(e)(1)), meets 
label claims. From a compliance 
evaluation standpoint, the suggested 
sampling scheme is not a feasible 
alternative because the results obtained 
would not be traceable to a specific lot 
should an overage or deficiency be 
encountered. Instead of a compliance 

action against a smaller quantity (a 
single lot), it might be necessary to take 
a compliance action against a larger 
quantity (e.g., a company’s production 
for a larger specified point in time). 
Therefore, FDA is making no change in 
§ 101.9(g)(2) in response to this 
comment. 

241. Several comments that disagreed 
with the agency’s compliance policy 
provided suggestions to clarify the 
codified language. One comment 
recommended the elimination of total 
carbohydrate, complex carbohydrate, 
and unsaturated fat from the Class I 
category of nutrients at § 101.9(g)(4)(i). It 
maintained that these three nutrients are 
unlikely to be “added” but are the result 
of having used ingredients that 
inherently have these nutrients. 

FDA agrees with the recommendation 
Therefore, the agency is amending 
§ 101.9(g)(4)(i) to delete total 
carbohydrate, complex carbohydrate, 
and unsaturated fat from the Class I 
category. This deletion should allay the 
concerns of having the cited nutrients 
meet Class I nutrition labeling 
requirements. These nutrients remain in 
the Class II category (§ 101.9(g)(4)(ii)). 
although in accordance with the 
changes made in section III. of this 
document, complex carbohydrate is 
changed to other carbohydrate and 
unsaturated fat to poly- and 
monounsaturated fat. 

To clarify the compliance policy 
concerning variability because of 
analytical methodology for Class I and 
Class II nutrients, FDA is modifying 
§ 101.9(g)(4) by making a new paragraph 
out of the last sentence which begins 
with the word “Provided.” This change 
should make clear that the proviso 
information regarding consideration of 
regulatory action is applicable to both 
Class I and Class II nutrients. This 
qualifying information was 
inadvertently moved under the 
paragraph on Class II nutrients in the 
July 19,1990 mandatory nutrition 
labeling proposal, and the error was 
carried forward in the supplementary 
proposal. 

242. One comment stated that 
manufacturers should be able to use 
mean values in all cases, except that 
statistical outliers should be ignored. 
The comment also urged the agency to 
codify its compliance policy to the 
extent that if a nutrient is found out of 
the 80 to 120 range of the labeled 
amount, the product would not be 
deemed out of compliance as long as the 
manufacturer can demonstrate that the 
label declarations represent mean values 
based on reasonable and adequate 
sampling and analyses. 
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FDA disagrees with the comment. The 
agency’s position on the use of mean 
values is summarized in the preamble of 
the supplementary proposal (56 FR 
60366 at 60373). This position is 
discussed in more detail in the "FDA 
Nutrition Labeling Manual: A Guide for 
Developing end Using Databases’* and 
in section VII.B. of this document. In 
short, FDA will allow the use of mean 
values derived horn satisfactory data 
bases if the coefficient of variation is 
equal to or less than the maximum 
coefficient of variation specified in the 
above manual. The coefficient of 
variation is the standard of deviation (a 
measure of variability) expressed as a 
percentage of the mean. 

243. A recommendation was made in 
one comment to amend § 101.9(g)(5) by 
adding: "Provided, that no regulatory 
action will be based on a determination 
of a nutrient value which falls above 
this level by a factor less than the 
variability generally recognized for the 
analytical method used in that product 
at the level involved.” The comment 
noted this addition would extend the 
allowance for analytical variability 
permitted for vitamins, minerals, 
protein, total carbohydrate, complex 
carbohydrate, dietary fiber, unsaturated 
fat, and potassium, as given in proposed 
§ 101.9(^(4) to the nutrient declarations 
for calories, sugars, total fat, saturated 
fat, cholesterol, and sodium. 

The agency agrees that analytical 
variance is a valid consideration when 
contemplating regulatory action for all 
nutrients. Accordingly, the proviso 
stated in § 101.9(g)(4), which is 
applicable for Class I and Class n 
nutrients, is added to § 101.9(g)(5). 

244. One comment recommended a 
two-stage enforcement procedure. The 
first stage wmuld involve analysis of a 
single 12-sample composite to 
determine whether the product passes 
the compliance s^dard of 80 to 120. If 
it passed, the agency would have no 
enforcement issue. If it did not pass, the 
agency would collect and measure the 
nutrient content in three other lots. The 
average of all four lots tested would be 
evaluated for compliance puimoses. 

The agency is not making the change 
in its procedures that was suggested by 
this comment. As recognized in several 
comments from manufacturers, it is the 
manufacturer’s responsibility to 
accurately declare the nutrient content 
of a product. As discussed above, the 
interpretation of results obtained horn 
more than one lot (same ingredients, 
same processing conditions) cannot be 
translated to other lots. Factors that 
could have altered the nutrient content 
of one lot may not be present for 
subsequent lots. Through quality control 

programs and careful consideration of 
declared nutrient amounts according to 
the guidelines in "FDA Nutrition 
Labeling Manual: A Guide for 
Developing and Using Databases,” 
manufacturers can help to ensure that 
each lot meets compliance standards. 
The suggestion made in this comment or 
in comment 240 of this document in 
regard to evaluating results representing 
the analysis of a composite horn 12 
different lots or an average of results 
from four composites could be 
implemented in a manufacturer's 
quality control procedures to assure 
compliance with § 101.9(g). 

It should be noted that the analyzed 
nutrient content is not the sole fartor in 
determining whether the agency will 
bring a particular enforcement action. 
Other factors that it considers include 
the effect of matrix upon the analyte, the 
level of the analyte in the food, 
information obtained during an 
establishment inspection of a firm, 
consumer complaints, past compliance 
history of the firm, and the firm’s 
demonstrated ability to adequately 
perform the analysis for a nutrient. 

245. A comment recommended that a 
new section be added to the codified 
language to the effect that “The metric 
declaration of the serving size shall be 
used to determine compliance imder 
this section.” The comment said that 
this change would eliminate any 
confusion about which of the dual 
declarations required for serving size 
would be the determining factor for 
nutrient declaration. > 

FDA agrees with the comment. In its 
serving size proposal (56 FR 60394 at 
60410), the agency stated that in 
addition to the more approximate 
household measure, it needed a precise 
weight statement for serving size for 
compliance purposes. Accordingly, the 
agency proposed in § 101.9(b)(7) that the 
serving size in common household 
measures must be followed by the 
equivalent metric quantity. However, 
FDA did not specifically state that this 
metric measure would be used for 
compliance purposes. Therefore, for 
purposes of clarity, the agency is adding 
a new section, § 101.9(g)(7), to correct 
this oversight. Consequently, the 
remaining paragraphs in § 101.9(g) are 
redesignated. 

246. One comment expressed concern 
that net w eight regulations must be 
considered when evaluating a product 
against the 80 to 120 rule for 
compliance. The comment stated that 
manufacturers are required to sell 
products at levels above the declared 
label weight. The comment concluded 
that this resulted in a discrepancy 

between labeled nutrition information 
and actual nutrition values. 

The agency does not consider this 
issue to be a valid concern. Because of 
the economic considerations of 
manufacturing, most products are close 
to label claims for net weight. 
Additionally, while an overage or 
underage of the net weight may slightly 
alter the nutrient content of the 
container (and particularly if the 
container is a single serving size), the 
serving size is the factor by which the 
nutrients are evaluated. As discussed in 
the preceding comment, FDA wrill 
composite samples and then use the 
metric weight declared as the label 
serving size to evaluate the accuracy of 
declared nutrient values. 

2. Data Bases 

247. FDA received a large number of 
comments regarding the use of data 
bases as sources of nutrient information 
for nutrition labeling. Most comments 
supported the use of data bases, giving 
as reasons that the use of data bases 
would reduce costs to industry 
(especially to small businesses), 
moderate food cost increases to be 
passed on to consumers, promote fmr 
competition, save time, reduce the use 
of laboratory chemicals, provide 
sufficient accuracy, and ease 
compliance verification procedures. 
Comments requested the opportunity to 
use nutrient composition data in 
commercially available or published 
data bases directly or throu^ 
calculation of ingredient values to yield 
the final composition of formulated 
products. 

FDA appreciates the important role 
data bases can play in nutrition labeling. 
Industry-wide data bases were first 
suggested in 1979 as a possible means 
of reducing the cost of developing 
nutrition labeling for individual 
companies. FDA, USDA, and the 
Federal Trade Commission encouraged 
this concept in a notice of proposed 
rulemaking published in the Federal 
Register of December 21,1979 (44 FR 
75990) describing the agencies’ policies 
and intentions wdth respect to numerous 
food labeling issues. In that notice, FDA, 
while not agreeing to approve data 
bases, stated that it would work with 
industry to resolve any compliance 
problems that might arise for food 
labeled on the basis of a data base that 
the agency had accepted. 

FDA is concerned about the reliability 
of data bases to meet compliance 
requirements for nutrition labeling. 
Nutrient data may be valid for some 
purposes and not for others. For 
example, data bases that were 
developed largely for determining 
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average daily dietary intakes generally 
serve that purpose well. However, such 
data bases are usually not adequate to 
determine natwral variability of a 
particular food or to develop labeling 
values that are in compliance with roA 
nutrition labeling regulations. 

Despite these concerns, FDA 
continues to acknowledge the potential 
usefulness of data bases to reduce costs 
associated with nutrition labeling. The 
agency set out its general policy on the 
use of data bases most recently in the 
proposed and final rules on the 
voluntary nutrition labeling program for 
raw produce and fish (56 FR 30468 at 
30474, July 2,1991 and 56 FR 60880 at 
60884, November 27,1991, respectively) 
and the supplementary nutrition 
labeling proposal (56 FR 60366 at 
60373). In addition, the agency 
announced in the Federal Register of 
July 23.1992 (57 FR 32796) the 
availability of a draft manual entitled 
“FDA Nutrition Labeling Manual: A 
Guide for Developing and Using 
Databases.** The manual, which replaces 
the former guide “Compliance 
Procedures for Nutrition Labeling,** is 
intended to aid companies and trade 
organizations in developing and using a 
data base for nutrition labeling that 
would meet the regulations proposed as 
a result of the 1990 amendments. It also 
dismisses the conditions under which 
the mean value derived ftom a 
satisfactory data base may be used for 
nutrition labeling. Comments were 
requested on the draft manual. These 
comments have been considered, and 
the agency is hereby announcing the 
availability of the final manual. The 
manual may be obtained from the 
Division of Nutrition (HFF-260), Office 
of Nutrition and Food Sciences, Center 
for Food Safety and Applied Nutrition. 
Food and Drug Administration, 200 C 
St. SW., Washington, DC 20204. 

FDA anticipates that this manual will 
be of assistance in identifying a data 
base that is of a quality to provide an 
adequate basis for nutrition labeling. 
The use of such a data base to calculate 
the final composition of a product 
formulated frum several ingredients 
presents additional problems, however, 
in that there are no dlowances or 
determinations of the loss of nutrients 
that may occur during further 
processing. Dependii^ on the type and 
amount of processing, significant 
amoimts of nutrients may be lost. The 
agency is willing to work with 
manufacturers and trade associations to 
determine if successful models can be 
developed showing the relationship 
between ingredient composition and 
final product composition that account 
for losses during processing. While 

extensive analyses of ingredimits and 
final products would be required to 
develop and validate a successful 
model, such action could lead to an 
acceptable data base. 

If a manufacturer wishes to use a data 
base for nutrition labeling, it is 
advantageous to follow the statistical Erocedures outlined in the manual and 

ave the data base accepted by FDA. If 
the agency finds that the nutrition label 
of a product which is based on a data 
base that has been accepted by FDA is 
not in compliance with $ 101.9, FDA 
will not take immediate action against 
the product, provided that the company 
has^followed good manufiu:turing 
practices in producing the food. Instead, 
the agency would work with the 
manufactiirer to resolve the compliance 
issue. Action would be taken only if 
noncompliance was the result of failure 
to follow good manufacturing practices. 

It must M noted that submission of a 
data base to FDA for review and 
acceptance is voluntary. The agency has 
not prescribed how an individual 
company is to determine nutrient 
content for labeling purposes. The 
choice of a data source is the prerogative 
of the manufacturer. The manufacturer 
needs to be judicious in this selection, 
however, to ensure that the product 
labeling is in compliance with the 
regulations. The compliance policy of 
the agency remains imchanged from 
current § 101.9(e). An FDA investigator/ 
inspector will collect random imits of 
food (e.g., consumer packages, items of 
product) bom each 0H2 different 
randomly chosen shipping cases of the 
same code/lot. and an FDA laboratory 
will prepare a single composite frnm the 
12 units of food. Analysis of the 
composite will be performed using 
methods of the AOAC or other reliable 
and appropriate methods. FDA will then 
compare the values declared in the 
nutrition label and labeling with the 
results fit)m the laboratory analyses. 
Section 101.9(g)(8) provides for the use 
of an anproved data base. 

248. Many comments were received 
expressing support for use of data bases 
because they can be used by a company 
one time, and there would be only a one 
time cost to determine the nutritional 
values for the label without regard to 
future changes in the product. 

The agency is concerned that there is 
a misunderstanding regarding the use of 
data bases. Data ba^s are not static but 
dynamic because of changes in 
products. Those data bases submitted to 
the agency or used by companies are 
expected to reflect the nutritional 
content of products being offered for 
sale. Changes in variety, supplier, 
recipe, or manner of processing could 

lead to very different nutritional values 
for the product than those in the 
original data base. The agency, in 
monitoring products for compliance, 
will also review the maintenance of 
these data bases to ensure that the 
information in the data bases reflects the 
nutritional content of the products being 
offered for sale. Maintenance of a data 
base means that laboratory analyses of 
the product are done on a periodic basis 
to ensure that the*nutritional values of 
the product are within the limits of the 
data base values. Proper maintenance of 
the data base is left to the originators of 
the data base. Frequency and type of 
maintenance are determined by the data 
base holders based on their knowledge 
of the changes in the products. 
Satisfactory data bases could be useful 
for periods of up to 10 years based on 
the size of the data base, plan for 
maintenance, and the complexity of the 
product. FDA reviews will be based on 
the amount of supplementation of the 
data bases with additional laboratory 
data (maintenance) during the period of 
use and the changes in the products 
covered by the data base. 

3. “Nutrition Labeling Manual: A Guide 
for Developing and Using Data Bases” 

FDA announced in the Federal 
Register (57 FR 32796) on July 23.1992, 
the availability of a draft manual 
entitled “Nutrition Labeling Manual: A 
Guide for Developing and Using Data 
Bases” (the manual). This manual is 
intended to aid companies and trade 
organizations in developing and using a 
data base for nutrition labeling that 
meets the regulations resulting from the 
1990 amendments. Comments on the 
manual were accepted until September 
8,1992. This manual provides generic 
instructions on how to develop and use 
a data base in preparing nutrition 
labeling for a food product. Eighteen 
comments were received from 
companies or trade associations. The 
following summarizes the comments 
and provides the agency response to 
those comments. 

249. Almost all of the comments were 
opposed to the limit of 80 percent of the 
label claim for Class n (indigenous) 
nutrients and 120 percent for calories, 
sugars, total fat, saturated fat, 
cholesterol or sodium. The comments 
argued that these limits were overly 
restrictive and should be widened or 
average values should be used with no 
consideration of limits. 

The use of 80 percent or 120 percent 
as limits for regulatory purposes is 
established in § 101.9(g) and has been 
addressed above in section VI. of this 
document. The manual was developed 
to aid in the calculation and 
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construction of data or data bases to 
meet the regulatory requirements of the 
agency. Should the agency change its 
regulations, it will reilect those changes 
in the manual. Until such changes are 
made, however, the manual must reflect 
the applicable regulatory limits. 

250. All but one of the comments 
addressed the use of recipe data bases 
to calculate final composition of mixed 
products. The comments cited the 
savings in money to small businesses, 
the constant changes in recipes that 
make it too costly to do analytical 
testing of products, and the cost of 
analyzing a large number of products for 
which the volume is low. The expressed 
belief was that calculated values better 
represent the nutrient content over time. 
Several comments suggested criteria for 
a good recipe data base. One comment 
offered the following four proposed 
principles of good ingredient 
composition data bases: 

(1 j Confidence in the quality of data, 
supported by documentation of data 
sources. Companies maintaining or 
using ingredient composition data bases 
must be able to demonstrate the data 
source used for each type of product 
and each nutrient for which ingredient 
composition data bases are utilized. 

(2) Proper maintenance of the data 
base. Companies developing or using 
ingredient composition data bases must 
have procedures in place to ensure that 
the values in the ingredient composition 
data bases are reviewed and updated as 
needed and on a regular basis. 

(3) Specificity with respect to 
ingredients, product formulations, and 
processes. Companies using ingredient 
composition data bases must have 
procedures in place to ensure that the 
nutrient values are used only for 
specific applications. For example, a 
company should have a procedure to 
ensure that nutrient data specific for one 
product formulation or process are not 
used to prepare nutrient declarations for 
similar product formulations or 
processes, without assurance that the 
data are applicable to those products or 
processes. 

(4) Validation of the data base. 
Companies developing or using 
ingredient composition databases must 
have procedures in place to ensure that 
nutrient values receive reviews, audits, 
and confirmation through nutrient 
analyses as often as necessary. 

Other comments suggestea that 
manufacturers should be required to 
substantiate any nutrient content or 
health claims with analytical data. 

The agency agrees that the principles 
suggested by the comment are 
worthwhile and necessary for 
construction of a proper ingredient 

composition data base. This was the 
intent of the statement in the manual 
that calculation of the final composition 
of a mixed product using data bases of 
the nutrient composition of ingredients 
might be acceptable if properly 
modelled. The agency wanted to assure 
itself that the ingredient composition 
information was adequate, and that the 
calculation of the final nutrient value of 
the finished product reflected any 
possible loss of nutrients during 
processing. In addition, a successful 
mathematical model used for this 
purpose should be augmented over time 
vsrith a review of its applicability by 
laboratory analysis of the nutrient 
content of both ingredients and final 
products. Models constructed with the 
features described above, and applied to 
a limited itoge of appropriate products, 
would receive serious consideration 
from the agency. The above features of 
an appropriate data base will be 
included in the manual. 

The agency believes that in time the 
calculation of the final composition of 
mixed products from ingredient data 
bases may be acceptable for a range of 
food products. At this time, however, 
the agency believes that the data that 
make up fngredient data bases are of 
mixed quality and, therefore, of limited 
value. Companies that wish to use 
ingredient data bases must look at the 
individual analytical values of each 
ingredient to evaluate the data to assure 
themselves that the data are sufficient, 
meet the requirements expressed in the 
manual for representativeness, are valid 
from an anal)^ical standard, and are 
sufficient to account for any variation in 
the ingredient. 

The agency has stated that the 
company bears the final responsibility 
for the accuracy of the label. This 
principle has not changed and was 
repeated and supported by several of the 
comments. 

251. Comments were received on 
changing various aspects of the agency’s 
regulatory policy such as larger number 
of lots sampled and the average taken, 
composite samples consisting of several 
lots, exemption from compliance 
procedures when data bases are used 
regardless of whether the agency has 
accepted them or not, exemption from 
compliance procedures for nutrients 
that have a low concentration, and 
exemption from compliance procedures 
for companies/associations that have 
submitted basic data and a plan for data 
base development over time. 

The maiuial is intended to aid 
manufacturers/associations in meeting 
the compliance regulations of the 
agency. The manual does not set 
compliance policy but rather offers 

some explanation for the compliance 
policy and provide different means of 
complying with the nutrition labeling 
regulations. Should the compliance 
policy of the agency change, the manual 
will also be changed to reflect those 
changes. 

252. Many comments were received 
regarding the confidentiality of the 
submitted data bases. Developers of data 
bases did not want to see the 
information gained through analyses of 
products and ingredients released 
through freedom of information requests 
or used in imacceptable ways or for 
inappropriate products. In addition, 
development of data bases is a program 
with costs shared among the 
participating companies. The comments 
sought assurance that the data would 
not be available at no cost to companies 
that did not participate in its 
development.'Formulations that are 
used to produce mixed products are also 
regarded as confidential company 
information, and the comments sought 
assurance that they would not be 
available to anyone who requests the 
information. 

The agency is aware that the 
development of a data base is costly, 
and that it may contain information that 
is of a confidential nature. The agency 
agrees that release of a data base could 
vitiate substantial proprietary interests 
in valuable documents submitted to the 
agency. Furthermore, it has never been 
the agency’s intent, nor does it have the 
resources, to maintain and manage data 
bases that are developed by 
manufacturers or associations, The 
agency believes that the availability of a 
data base is therefore the primary 
responsibility of the developer. The 
agency will continue with the policy of 
assisting the developers of data bases, 
providing guidance to those who ask for 
it, and accepting adequate data bases for 
the products submitted for review. Only 
those data sufficient to support the 
agency’s decision to accept or not accept 
a data base will be retained. 
Confidentiality of such data will be 
determined and maintained in accord 
with regulations in part 20 (21 CFR part 
20). 

Those data base developers who 
choose to do so are encouraged to make 
their information available through such 
compilations as the USDA Handbook 
No. 8 so that all may benefit from the 
additional analytical information. 

C. Proposed § 101.9(h) 

253. A few comments objected to U.e 
requirement in proposed § 101.9(h) that 
nutrition information provided by 
manufacturers or distributors directly to 
professionals (e.g.. physicians. 
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dietitians, educators) must contain or 
have attached to it the nutrition 
information exactly as required by 
§ 101.9. The comments stated that it was 
inappropriate for a Federal agency to 
regulate the transfer of information in 
this manner. 

FDA notes that this section of the 
regulation has been carried unchanged 
since 1973 (49 FR 6961, March 14. 
1973). At that time, the agency stated 
that it did not want to restrict the flow 
of information from food manufacturers 
to professionals (such as more precise 
amounts rather than the increments 
used in nutrition labeling) but rather 
wanted nutrition information included 
or attached to it in the form it would be 
provided to consumers. Inasmuch as 
nutrition labeling is now mandatory, so 
that consumers will have the required 
information available to them on food 
product labels. FDA has decided to 
delete this requirement and is doing so 
in this frnal rule. 

D. Section 101.9(k) 

254. Many comments objected to 
proposed 21 CFR 101.9(k) which details 
types of nutrition-related claims that 
cause a food to be misbranded. Most of 
these comments asserted that the 
provisions of § 101.9(k) are contrary to 
the intent of the 1990 amendments and 
contrary to the will of Congress. 

Many comments offered specific 
objection to propiosed § 101.9(k) (3) and 
(4) and asserted that manufacturers 
should be allowed to provide 
information about the effects of soil, 
storage, transportation, or cooking on 
the nutrient content of foods. Some 
comments maintained that the 
restriction of such information is 
unconstitutional. A number of 
comments felt that labels should be 
required to provide information as to 
the exact identity of the contents 
(including substances of no nutritional 
value), the source of the contents, the 
amounts of all ingredients, and the 
techniques and dates of processing. One 
comment proposed that manufacturers 
should be required to put toll-free 
telephone numbers on all of their 
products so that consumers could call 
for information about those products. 

Many comments asserted that 
propos^ § 101.9(k)(5) is arbitrary and 
restrictive and expressed a belief that 
certain naturally-occurring food 
constituents will be rendered 
unavailable by this provision. A number 
of comments maintained that there is no 
legitimate reason for prohibiting 
substaimes found in nature frt)m being 
incorporated into nutritional products 
and listed on the label. Some comments 
suggested amending proposed $ 101.9(k) 

to allow the use of naturally-occurring 
constituents of foods and herbs, unless 
there is sufficient evidence that any 
specific such substance is harmful to 
human health. 

Some comments also objected to 
proposed § 101.9(k)(6), maintaining that 
vitamins that are naturally present are 
better than added synthetic vitamins. 
These comments expressed a strong 
desire to know whether vitamins 
contained in any specific product are 
naturally-occurring or synthetic. 

FDA regrets that its publication of 
§ 101.9(k)(2) through (6) in the 
November 27,1991 (56 FR 60393) 
proposal-has created confusion. The 
publication of § 101.9(k)(2) through 
(k)(6) did not constitute a proposal of 
new regulations. It merely represented a 
proposed redesignation and 
republication of existing regulations for 
clarity and completeness. 

The provisions embodied in current 
§ 101.9(i)(2) through (i)(6), redesignated 
in the November 27,1991, 
supplementary proposal as § 101.9(k)(2) 
through (k)(6), to which the comments 
directed their objections, were first 
proposed in the Federal Register of 
March 30,1972 (37 FR 6493), and were 
promulgated and published in the 
Federal Register of January 19,1973 (38 
FR 2125), as § 1.17(i)(2) through (i)(6). 
Following an appropriate comment 
period, these regulations were modified 
and published as final regulations in the 
Federal Register of March 14.1973 (38 
FR 6961). The regulations were 
subsequently applied, with certain 
exemptions, to ail food labeling ordered 
after December 31.1973, and all 
labeling used for food products ship{>ed 
in interstate commerce after June 30, 
1975. In the reorganization and 
republication of section 21 of the Code 
of Federal Regulations that appeared in 
the Federal Register of March 15.1977 
(42 FR 14308), § 1.17(i) was renumbered 
as § 101.9(i). No changes were made to 
the original codified language of the 
subject paragraphs during any of these 
renumberings, and those regulations 
remain as adopted in 1973. 

The only change in § 101.9(k) in the 
supplementary proposal was in the 
document entitled “Labeling; General 
Requirements for Health Claims for 
Food” (56 FR 60537, November 27, 
1991). This document proposed to 
amend current § 101.9(i)(l), 
redesignated as § 101.9(k)(l). by adding 
a second sentence that reads 
“Information about the relationship of a 
dietary property to a disease or health- 
related condition may only be provided 
in conformance with the requirements 
of § 101.14 and subpart E of part 101.” 

No comments voiced specific objection 
to this proposed change. 

FDA notes that the provisions of 
current § 101.9(i) had long been in effect 
at the time Congress drafted the 1990 
amendments. While Congress did enact 
provisions under the 1990 amendments 
that allow for health claims on foods, 
nothing in the act or in the legislative 
history of the act suggests that Congress 
intended that current § 101.9(i) should 
be changed. The agency therefore finds 
no basis for the assertion that the 
provisions of current § 101.9(i), 
redesignated as § 101.9(k), are now 
contrary to the intent of the 1990 
amendments. 

FDA has reconsidered the 
requirements of § 101.9(k)(5), however, 
in light of the comments. The agency 
concludes that there is no reason to 
prohibit safe substances from being 
incorporated into conventional fo^s or 
dietary supplements of vitamins and 
minerals as long as their presence is 
noted in the ingredient list, and the 
product’s label or labeling does not state 
or imply that the food has special 
dietary properties because of the 
presence of the substance when, in fact, 
its usefulness has not been established. 
Section 411(b)(2) of the act provides that 
vitamin and mineral products may 
contain substances that are not vitamins 
or minerals as long as the substances are 
only identified as a part of the 
ingredient list. Therefore, proposed 
§ 101.9(k)(5) is amended by deleting the 
second and third sentences. 

Questions have been raised as to 
whether the amounts of these 
substances that are not vitamins or 
minerals can be included on the food 
label. Such information can be included 
in the ingredient list if, in addition to 
listing the ingredients in order of 
predominance by weight, quantitative 
information on each of the ingredients 
in the food is presented. However, 
information about the ingredients that 
are not vitamins and minerals may not 
be presented in a way that suggests that 
the dietary usefulness of these 
substances has been established. 

While the comments raised objections 
to the other provisions of proposed 
§ 101.9(k) (i.e., (k)(3). (k)(4) and (k)(6)). 
none provided argmnents that 
convinced the agency that deletion or 
revision of those provisions was either 
appropriate or necessary in fulfilling the 
mandates of the 1990 amendments. The 
objections that were raised, however, 
suggest that a clarification of the intent 
of those provisions would prove helpful 
to those who voiced the objections. 
Such a clarification was provided in the 
Federal Register of March 14,1973 (38 
FR 6961). In that document, the agency 
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noted that § 1.17 (i)(3) and (i)(4) 
(redesignated as § 101.9(k)(3) and (k)(4]) 
are aimed at prohibiting unsubstantiated 
generalizations about nutrient losses 
because of soil, transportation, or 
processing and do not preclude a 
producer, manufacturer, or vendor horn 
indicating a higher nutrient retention in 
a particular product as compared to 
other similar products. Nor do they 
preclude an indication that such 
retention results from special handling 
of the product, provided that such 
indications are factual. Further, these 
provisions do not preclude a 
manufacturer from suggesting cooking 
or handling methods that would result 
in optimum nutrient retention. While 
the agency recognizes that such 
information may be useful to 
consumers, it does not believe that it 
would be appropriate to require 
manufacturers to provide such 
information, either on the labeling or 
through other media. 

Current § 101.9(i)(6), redesignated in 
the supplementary proposal as 
§ 101.9(k)(6), prohibits any suggestion 
that a naturally-occurring vitamin is 
superior to an added vitamin. The 
agency finds no basis for such an 
assertion, and the comment ofiered no 
data in support of such an assertion. As 
the agency clarified in the 
repromulgation of March 14,1973 (38 
FR 6950 at 6958), this section (then 
§ 1.17(i)(6)) “forbids any suggestion that 
a natural vitamin is superior to an 
added vitamin, but permits any truthful 
designation of any nutrient as natural in 
origin.” 

FT)A acknowledges its inadvertent 
oversight in not including a reference to 
proposed § 101.36, Nutrition Labeling of 
Dietary Supplements of Vitamins and 
Minerals, in proposed § 101.9(k). The 
inclusion of this reference is a logical 
outgrowth of the agency’s stated 
intention that "nutrition labeling of 
vitamin and mineral supplements 
appear as similar as possible to the 
nutrition labeling of other foods” (56 FR 
60366 at 60382). Section 101.9(k) 
applies to all foods, including dietary 
supplements of vitamins and minerals, 
and the agency did not intend to narrow 
its scope. Therefore, FDA tentatively 
concluded that it should correct this 
oversight by including an appropriate 
cross reference to § 101.36 in the final 
rule. However, the agency will propose 
its position on this issue following the 
DS Act. For completeness, FDA is 
inserting the word “label” in the first 
paragraph of § 101.9(k) to clarify that 
this section pertains to food labels as 
well as labeling. 

255. One comment asserted that the 
phrase “represents, suggests, or 

implies” in the opening sentence of 
§ 101.9(k) is unconstitutionally vague. 

FDA disagrees with the comment’s 
asseiticm that the phrase “represents, 
suggests, or implies” is 
unconstitutionally vague. The agency 
notes that the vagueness doctrine is 
generally applied to strike down 
prohibitions on speech that leave 
individuals without clear guidance on 
the type of speech that is prohibited. 
See, e.g.. Village of Hoffman Estates v. 
Flipside, Hoffman Estates, Inc., 455 U.S. 
489, 498-99 (1982); Groyned v. City of 
Rockford, 408 U.S. 104,108 (1972). The 
provisions of § 101.9(k) are narrowly 
tailored and clearly delineate the types 
of statements about nutrients that will 
render a food misbranded. Thus, 
§ 101.9(k) provides clear and precise 
guidance on the type of speech that is 
prohibited. 

E. Conforming Amendments 

256. A trade association wrote in 
support of the multiunit retail 
exemption in § 101.9(j)(15) and 
requested that § 1.24(a)(14) be amended 
to reflect the change by including a 
reference to section 403(q) and (r) of the 
act. The comment stated “we submit 
that this amendment is hilly consistent 
with the requirements of the 1990 
amendments and the provisions of the 
proposed § 101.9(j)(13) in that nutrition 
labeling will be provided on the outer 
carton together with the other 
information required under the 
referenced sections.” 

The agency agrees that § 1.24(a)(14) of 
the General Enforcement Regulations 
should be amended to reference 403(q) 
of the act, as amended by the 1990 
amendments. *11118 change merely 
conforms § 1.24(a)(14) to the rule that 
FDA is adopting in § 101.9(j)(15). 
Accordingly, the agency is amending 
§ 1.24(a)(14) to read as follows: “The 
unit containers in a multiunit or 
multicomponent retail food package 
shall be exempt from regulations of 
section 403(e)(1), (g)(2), (i)(2), (k), and 
(q) of the act with respect to the 
requirements for label declaration of the 
name and place of business of the 
manufacturer, packer, or distributor; 
label declaration of ingredients; and 
nutrition information when * * 

However, FDA cannot grant the 
comment’s request with respect to 
section 403(r) of the act. Any container 
that bears a nutrient content claim or a 
health claim must comply fully with the 
requirements of that section of the act 
and of the regulations that implement it. 

257. A food trade association 
requested tliat FDA amend § 101.100(d) 
to include section 403(q) and (r) of the 
act to provide that products shipped in 

bulk for further processing, labeling, or 
repacking in substantial quantities at an 
establishment other than where 
originally processed or packed, are 
exempt during the time of introduction 
into, and movement in. interstate 
commerce and driring the time of 
holding in such establishment. 

FDA agrees that § 101.100(d), 
Exemptions From Food Labeling 
Requirements, should be amended to 
include 403(q) of the act. Again, this 
modification merely reflects the rule 
that FDA is adopting in § 101.9(j)(9). 
However, for the reason explained in 
response to the previous comment, FDA 
is not granting the request with respect 
to section 403(r) of the act. Accordingly. 
FDA is amending 21 CFR § 101.100(d) to 
read as follows: 

Except as {xovided by paragraphs (e) and 
(f) of this section, a shipment or other 
delivery of food which is, in accordance with 
the practice of the trade, to be processed, 
labeled or repacked in substantial quantity at 
an establishment other than that where 
originally processed or packed, shall be 
exempt, during the time of introduction into 
and movement in interstate commerce and 
the time of holding in such establishment, 
from compliance with the labeling 
requirements of section 403 (c), (e), (g), (h), 
(i), (k), and (q) of the act if; • * 

Nutrition Labeling {^Dietary 
Supplements of Vitamins and Minerals 

258. Most comments, including those 
from supplement manufacturers and 
trade associations, supported the 
general concept of nutrition labeling for 
dietary supplements of vitamins and 
minerals. One comment, however, 
suggested that any decisions on 
nutrition labeling of vitamin and 
mineral supplements be deferred until 
the agency decides how it intends to 
regulate dietary supplements, in 
general. *11118 comment is referring to 
FDA’s Task Force on Dietary 
Supplements. The comment argued that 
the proposed labeling requirement 
would create a label with large amoimts 
of information that is of little value to 
the consumer, particularly for single 
vitamin and mineral supplements. 

As pointed out in the supplementary 
proposal (56 FR 60366 at 60381), section 
403(q)(5)(E) of the act states that if a 
food to which section 411 of the act 
applies (i.e., dietary supplements of 
vitamins and minerals) contains one or 
more of the nutrients required to be 
listed in nutrition labeli^, “the label or 
labeling of such food shall comply Mdth 
the requirements of paragraphs (1) and 
t2) [of section 403(q) of the act] in a 
manner which is appropriate for such 
food and which is specified in 
regulations of the Secretary.” In the 
supplementary proposal (56 FR 60366 at 
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60381 through 60382), the agency also 
stated that vitamin and mineral 
supplements are required to bear 
nutrition labeling under section 
403(q)(5){C) of the act even if they do 
not contain any of the nutrients required 
to be in nutrition labeling. Section 
403(q)(5){C) of the act provides that 
nutrition labeling is not required in 
such circumstances unless a claim is 
made about the nutritional value of the 
food. The statement of identity for 
supplements of vitamins or minerals, 
including single vitamins or minerals, 
may be a claim about the nutritional 
value of the supplement. However, 
because the DS Act imposes a 
moratorium on the implementation of 
the 1990 amendments, FDA is not 
taking any action to implement section 
403(q)(5)(c) of the act at this time. • 

FDA’s Task Force on Dietary 
Supplements is consequently irrelevant 
to this issue. Nothing in the Task 
Force’s report would relieve the agency 
of the obligation to adopt regulations to 
implement the explicit requirements of 
the law. 

Furthermore, the agency does not 
agree that nutrition information for 
vitamin and mineral supplements is of 
little value to the consumer. These 
products are represented and sold for 
their vitamin and mineral content. 
Thus, nutrition information about them 
will assist consumers in determining the 
role that the products can play in 
maintaining healthy dietai^ practices. 
Moreover, the agency notes that most 
vitamin and mineral supplements 
already bear nutrition information on 
their labels. 

For the reasons stated, the agency 
tentatively concluded that it is not 
necessary to modify its requirement for 
mandatory nutrition labeling on labels 
of dietary supplements of vitamins and 
minerals. However, the agency will 
propose its position on this issue based 
on the provisions of the DS Act. 

259. In testimony at one of the public 
meetings held by FDA, there was a 
comment suggesting that small packages 
of dietary supplements of vitamins and 
minerals be exempt from mandatory 
nutrition labeling. 

Section 403(q)(5)(B) of the act 
provides for an exemption for foods in 
small packages "if the label of such 
foods does not contain any nutrition 
information.’’ This provision is 
implemented in § 101.9(j)(13)(i). Thus, 
the question is raised as to whether the 
statement of identity for supplements of 
vitamins and minerals is a claim. FDA 
will address this question and the 
implementation of section 403(q)(5)(B) 
with respect to dietary supplements in 

accordance with the terms of the DS 
Act. 

260, One comment recommended 
deleting proposed § 101.36(b)(1) that 
required the number of units 
recommended per day to be declared in 
the nutrition label on the basis that it is 
repetitious of information that is on the 
label in other places. 

Likewise, a Tew comments were 
opposed to proposed § 101.36(b)(2) that 
required declaration of “Units per 
container’’ in the nutrition label. These 
comments asserted that such a 
requirement is redundant and 
unnecessary because the number of 
units per container is already listed on 
the principal display panel of dietary 
supplements as part of the net contents 
declaration. 

FDA considered these comments and 
agrees that, for supplements in which 
the unit is a discretely defrned imit (e.g., 
tablets or capsules), "Units per day’’ 
could be confusing. The agency is 
concerned that consumers could be 
confused by a statement that indicates 
that several units are to be taken per day 
(e.g., 3 tablets per day) when the 
nutrient information is given for one 
unit. If consumers do not look at the 
column legend that states that the 
nutrient information is “per unit,’’ they 
might assume that the nutrient 
information is for the amount specified 
for consumption per day. To avoid the 
possibility for confusion, FDA 
tentatively concludes that the 
subheading "Each unit contains;’’ 
should be allowed for supplements in 
which the unit is a discretely defined 
unit (e.g., tablets or capsules). Directions 
concerning the number of units to be 
consumed per day should be given 
outside of file nutrition label. 

The agency also agrees that, since 
§ 101.105(a) requires the net quantity of 
content declaration to include a 
numerical count when appropriate, 
there is little benefit to bie derived from 
information on the number of units per 
container appearing in two different 
places on the label. However, when the 
supplement is in a liquid or powdered 
form, FDA believes additional 
information similar to that on 
conventional foods best informs the 
consumer about the dosage unit. 
Therefore, FDA tentatively concludes 
that for dietary supplements of vitamins 
and minerals in liquid or powdered 
form, "Serving size” and "Sjervings per 
container” should be stated consistent 
with § 101.9(d). The agency will 
propose its position on these issues in 
the rulemaking required by the DS Act. 

261. Severalcomments, mostly from 
the dietary supplement industry, 
opposed the dual labeling of nutrient 

content "per imit” and "per day” if 
more than one unit is specified for 
consumption per day. Comments argued 
that dual declaration is impractical and 
will result in overcrowding of already 
small labels, creating consumer 
confusion and obfuscating the label's 
message. Other arguments against dual 
declaration were that such a 
requirement may discriminate against 
supplements that are not in the one-per- 
day format, and that it would force the 
industry to reformulate products so that 
labels can accommodate all of the 
information. One comment pointed out 
that the proposed regulation does not 
address how required information 
should be presented when the 
recommended daily dose is a range, e g., 
1 to 3 tablets per day. 

Among the comments opposing dual 
declaration, however, there was 
disagreement as to which declaration is 
preferable, “per unit” or "per day.” 
Some comments stated that it was the 
total amovmt of nutrients that is 
important, and therefore, declaration 
should be on a "per day” basis. These 
comments pointed out that FDA 
regulations (§ 105.77) promulgated in 
1973 specified that dietary supplements 
be labeled according to the quantity 
specified for consumption during one 
day. The comment stated that although 
these regulations were withdrawn in 
1979, most companies still comply with 
them. 

Other comments stated that 
consumers may deviate from the 
recommended dose and should be given 
credit for being able to multiply 
quantities of nutrients by the number of 
units consumed. Therefore, these 
comments stated that declaration should 
be on a "per unit” basis. Comments 
pointed out that the U.S. Pharmacopeia 
is developing quality standards for 
dietary supplements in which they 
propose that nutrient information be 
presented "per dosage unit.” 

Other comments suggested that as an 
alternative to fust one form of 
declaration on the label, the label could 
reference other labeling such as package 
inserts that contain all of the required 
information, or could permit either "per 
unit” or "per day” listing as long as the 
label clearly states which type of 
information is provided. A few 
comments favored dual declaration. One 
comment stated that omitting either 
declaration might confuse people who 
think that the nutrition information for 
one unit applies to a day or vice versa. 

The agency is persuaded that dual 
declaration of nutrition information 
"per unit” and "per day,” when a daily 
dose of more than one unit is 
recommended, may create a readability 
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problem for consumers, given the 
limited label space available on most 
dietary supplement products. FDA also 
agrees that recommended daily 
consumption of other than well defined 
dosages (e.g.. “consiune 1 to 3 tablets 
per day") would pose a problem in 
terms of labeling on a ‘'{}er day" basis. 

FDA is concerned that consumers 
have nutrition information available at 
the point of purchase upon which to 
base purchase decisions. Therefore, the 
agency is not considering package 
inserts which could be viewed only 
after purchase of the product. 
Additionally, rather than allowing 
manufacturers to label on a "per day" or 
"per unit" basis, the agency iavors one 
consistent method of labeling. A 
consistent method will allow consumer 
education programs to explain how 
nutrition labeling is to always appear 
and to teach consumers how to calculate 
their individual consumption levels if 
their intake differs from the amount 
specified within the nutrition label. The 
agency believes labeling "per unit" is 
more useful in that the product will 
always be consumed "per imit," 
however,- consumers may not always 
follow a manufacturer's 
recommendation to consume a certain 
number of units per day and therefore 
may not actually consume the amount 
indicated “per day.” 

For these reasons, and to harmonize 
with the U.S. Pharmacopeia, the agency 
tentatively concludes that nutrition 
information should be declared on a 
“per unit” basis. FDA intends to 
propose its position in the rulemaking 
that is required imder the DS Act. 

262. In the supplementary proposal, 
FDA proposed that nutrition labels for 
dietary supplements of vitamins and 
minerals include a column of 
quantitative amounts by weight and a 
second column of percent of RDl’s, 
expressed as “Percent Daily Value." 
Comments were requested on the 
usefulness of a list of DRV’s and the 
percent of the DRV for fat, saturated fat. 
cholesterol, carbohydrate, dietary fiber, 
and sodium provided by the 
supplement when they are declared 
(i.e., when they are present in the 
supplement in more than insignificant 
amounts) (56 FR 60366 at 60383). In the 
format proposal, FDA stated that it 
anticipated modifying § 101.36, 
Nutrition Labeling of Dietary 
Supplements, to be as consistent as 
possible with the nutrition labeling of 
other foods and requested comment (57 
FR 32058 at 32072). 

Several comments to both the 
supplementary proposal and the format 
oroposal addressed the format for 
declaring amoimts of nutrients present. 

About half of the comments supported 
FDA’s position. However, one comment 
argued that the unique characteristics of 
dietary supplements demand a different 
approach to their nutrition labeling. 
Characteristics identified included: (1) 
The vast majority of supplements are 
marketed in relatively small packages, 
(2) the nutrition profiles for these 
products typically reflect high levels of 
micronutrients and relativnly 
insignificant amounts of 
macronutrients, (3) consumers look for 
and expect nutrition information on 
supplements that is different from that 
on conventional foods, and (4) 
consumers of supplements will already 
be asked to seanh through an array of 
nutrient names and units of measure to 
find the information they look for most: 
The percentage of their daily nutritional 
requirements that the supplement 
provides. 

One comment from a manufacturer 
stated that there was no need to make 
significant changes in dietary 
supplement labels because current 
la^ls that have been used for many 
years are widely accepted and present 
the necessary data on vitamins and 
minerals in a logical and readily 
understandable form. A comment from 
another manufacturer opposed the 
required declaration in separate 
columns of quantitative amounts by 
weight of nutrients and by the percent 
RDI or percent DRV (expressed as 
“Percent of Daily Value”). The comment 
argued that only percent of daily value 
should be man^tory, and that listing of 
quantitative amounts by weight should 
1m voluntary, because there is no 
congressional mandate to list 
quantitative amounts on two bases, no 
agency justification that two bases are 
useful to consumers, and a potential to 
confuse consumers with litUe 
understood terms, e.g.. mg alpha- 
tocopherol. The comment also asserted 
that a requirement for too much 
information is discriminatory against 
products with larger numbers of 
nutrients and might discourage use of 
smaller packages that are less expensive 
to consumers. The comment also stated 
that a requirement for declaration of 
only percent of daily value would be 
consistent with the requirement for 
vitamins and minerals on conventional 
food labels. 

A few comments objected to the 
required inclusion of a list of daily 
values in addition to the quantitative 
amounts by weight and the percent of 
daily value on the label. The comments 
stated that this additional information 
will produce an even more cluttered 
appearance and further contribute to the 
proliferation of numerical values on 

dietary supplement I^mIs. One 
comment argued that “The goal of 
meeting the supplement consumer's 
need for relevant, oomprehensible 
nutrition information ^ould not ba 
sacrificed out of a blind concern for 
consistency." The comment concluded 
that consumers of supplements are 
already familiar and comfortable with 
the concept of percent of daily value 
and their focus on this information 
should not be diverted by additional 
unnecessary and potentially confusing 
information. 

While FDA continues to believe it is 
helpful to consumers to minimize 
inconsistencies in the label format 
between types of foods, the agency is 
persuaded that the unique 
characteristics of dietary supplements 
require a reevaluation of wh^er the 
format requirements for conventional 
foods should be carried over to dietary 
supplements. For example, the agency 
believes that the declaration of 
quantitative amounts on two bases (i.e.. 
both by weight and by perc«it of daily 
value) needs to be considered for dietary 
supplements in terms of its usefulness 
to consumers. In that regard, the agency 
considers dietary supplement 
consumers to have special needs for 
quantitative nutrition information about 
the products they use by virtue of the 
way such products are formulated, 
marketed, and used. Dietary 
supplements are often formulated and 
marketed on the basis of offering 
specific amounts of certain nutrients to 
consumers. Dietary supplement product 
users are often trying to maintain a 
certain quantitative intake of specific 
nutrients in their diets and use the 
product to obtain this quantitative goal. 
Some of the nutrients contained in 
dietary supplements and declared on 
the nutritlcHi label are not well known 
to many consumers. The quantitative 
goals that are importantly relevant to 
consumption of dietary supplement 
products may be stated in various units 
including units of weight or of percent 
of RDI’s or DRV’s. FDA intends to 
address this issue in the rulemaking that 
it will undertake in response to the DS 
Act. 

In its reevaluation of format 
requirements for dietary supplements, 
the agency also looked at the 
requirement in nutrition labeling of 
conventional foods for a list of daily 
values for all nutrients declared on the 
label. After careful consideration of the 
comments, the agency tentatively 
concludes that it is not necessary or 
appropriate to require the inclusion of 
the DV list on dietary supplements. 
Because of the small size of most 
supplement packages and the 
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duplication of the more complex 
nomenclature of units for vitamins (e.g., 
mg alpha-tocopherol) that would be 
required in a DV list, the agency 
believes that the added complexity and 
proliferation of numerical values would 
interfere with consumers use of the 
quantitative information by weight and 
by percent of daily value. FDA will 
propose its position regarding the 
format of the nutrition label for dietary 
supplements based on the provisions of 
the DS Act. 

263. A few comments opposed the 
requirement for declaration of the 
quantitative amount and the percent of 
the DRV of fat, saturated fat, cholesterol, 
carbohydrate, dietary fiber, sodium, and 
potassium when these nutrients are 
present in a supplement in more than 
insignificant amounts. One comment 
suggested that the declaration either be 
optional or be required only when these 
nutrients are present at levels greater 
than 10 percent of their respective 
DRV’s. The comment stated that; (1) 
Excessive and useless information 
would detract from the importance of a 
product’s vitamin and mineral content; 
(2) even though the vast majority of 
supplements lack these substances, all ' 
products would have to undergo 
exiensive'and expensive testing to 
determine whether listing of these 
components is necessary, thus 
burdening small companies with 
diverse supplement product lines; and 
(3) these requirements would hinder 
product development and increase the 
cost of bringing innovative products to 
market. Another comment stated that 
declaration of fat should be required 
only for fatty acid supplements of 1 g or 
more per unit since declaration of 
smaller amounts would clutter the label 
and be difhcult to read. 

As discussed in the preceding 
comment, FDA agrees that the 
declaration of the amount of the DRV's 
(i.e., the DV list) is not necessary on 
labels of dietary supplements of 
vitamins and minerals. However, FDA 
continues to believe that the 
quantitative amount and the percent of 
the DRV should be declared for total fat, 
saturated fat, cholesterol, total 
carbohydrate, dietary fiber, sodium, and 
potassium when these nutrients are 
present in a supplement in more than 
insignificant amounts. Information 
about these food components, which are 
important to the maintenance of good 
health, is useful for consumers. This 
view was supported by comments from 
health professionals, consumer 
organizations, and the general public. 
Moreover, supplements are formulated 
products, and manufacturers should 
know from the ingredients that they use 

to make these products whether a 
supplement contains more than 
insignificant amounts of any of the 
nutrients for which DRV’s have been 
established. When such ingredients are 
not used, laboratory analyses for such 
nutrients would be unnecessary. As 
discussed in comment 176 of this 
document, the definition of insignificant 
has been modified so that an 
"insignihcant amount” of total 
carbohydrate, dietary fiber, and protein 
is an amount that allows a declaration 
of ’’less than 1 g” in the nutrition label. 
The agency will propose its position on 
this issue in the rulemaking that it does 
in response to the DS Act. 

264. Several comments, 
predominantly from manufacturers and 
trade associations, disagreed with FDA's 
statement in the supplementary 
proposal that dietary supplements of 
selenium and chromium are not 
permitted because there are no 
regulations declaring these nutrients as 
approved food additives, GRAS, or 
prior-sanctioned ingredients. A trade 
association stated that nutrition labeling 
regulations are not the appropriate place 
to announce decisions about the GRAS 
status of nutrients. Comments argued 
that selenium and chromium are 
recognized as essential nutrients for 
humans. They pointed out that the 
National Research Council’s Food end 
Nutrition Board has established a 
Recommended Dietary Allowance for 
selenium and an ESADDI for chromium 
(Ref. 23), and that FDA proposed RDI’s 
for these nutrients. Moreover, comments 
stated that FDA has advised for many 
years that these trace minerals are "safe 
and suitable” for use in supplements. 
The comments argued that, therefore, 
FDA should adopt a general policy that 
trace minerals for which a 
Recommended Dietary Allowance or 
ESADDI has been established are GRAS, 
at least at levels not to exceed their 
respective Recommended Dietary 
Allowance/ESADDl. 

The agency agrees that this 
rulemaking is not the appropriate place 
to announce decisions about the GRAS 
status of nutrients. Therefore, FDA 
reiterates that there are currently no 
sources of selenium or chromium that 
are either affirmed as GRAS or approved 
food additives for addition to human 
food. Any direct addition of these trace 
minerals to a food is based solely on the 
manufacturer’s judgment that the 
nutrient sources are GRAS and is not 
sanctioned by the agency. 

265. One comment advocated the 
parenthetical listing of the source of 
each vitamin or mineral immediately 
following its declaration on the 
nutrition information panel in lieu of a 

separate ingredient list. The cojnme^ 
argued that this listing would avoid 
confusion by enabling consumers to 
readily identify the nutrient source and 
would save limited label space. 
Furthermore, the comment stated that it 
is already common practice in the 
supplement industry. The comment 
suggested that information about the 
source of the nutrient would allow the 
consumer to identify whether the source 
is the most physiologically desirable, 
e g., beta-carotene versus vitamin A 
palmitate. 

FDA advises that dietary 
supplements, like any food, are required 
to bear a complete list of ingredients 
under section 403(1)(2) of the act, and 
such list should not be confused with 
the nutrition label. Ingredient listing, 
moreover, is needed for substances 
other than vitamins or minerals, e.g., 
lactose, other fillers, artificial colors, 
flavors, binders, and excipients. 
Consumers desiring to know the source 
of a nutrient can merely look at the list 
of ingredients just as they would for a 
conventional food product. Therefore, 
in accordance with ingredient labeling 
regulations, the specific source of 
vitamin A must be showm in the 
ingredient list. 

However, in response to this and 
another similar comment (see comment 
81 of this document), the agency is 
allowing for the declaration of the 
percent of vitamin A present as beta- 
carotene in § 101.9(c)|8)(vi). The agency 
will propose its position regarding a 
similar provision in nutrition labeling 
regulations pertaining to dietary 
supplements of vitamins and minerals 
following provisions of the DS Act. 

266. One comment objected to the 
listing of the quantitative amounts of 
vitamins and minerals to the nearest 
unit of the same level of significance at 
which the RDI's are specified in 
§ 10l.9|c)(8){iv). The comment stated 
that it would be potentially confusing to 
consumers for thiamin, for example, to 
be declared to the first decimal place, 
e.g., 100.0 mg, and niacin to be declared 
to the nearest whole number, e.g., 100 
mg. The comment suggested that 
decimal places be dropped, and that all 
nutrients be listed to the nearest whole 
number when nutrient levels are ten or 
more times the RDI. 

While FDA intends to deal with this 
issue in its rulemaking that responds to 
the DS Act, the agency offers the 
following comments. FDA is not 
persuaded that consumers would be 
confused by decimals for some nutrients 
and not others. In addition, requiring 
only whole numbers would introduce a 
large amount of imprecision in the 
declarations of some nutrients. For 
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example, it would cause 1.5 mg of 
thiamin (i.e., 100 percent of the RDI) to 
be rounded up to 2 mg—a 33 percent 
increase. 

However, when the decimal is 
followed by a zero, the agency generally 
has no objection to the zero b«ing 
dropped. In fact, in the supplementary 
proposal, this was done in die 
declaration of the amount of vitamin 
B12 in the hypothetical sample label for 
“Daily Vitamins Plus Iron'’ (56 FR 
60366 at 60383). Since RDI’s in 
§ 101.9(c)(8)(iv) are established only in 
whole numbers or in tenths of a unit, 
allowing zeros following decimals to be 
dropped, in effect, allows all nutrients 
to be declared to the nearest whole 
number when nutrient levels are ten 
times the RDI. 

267. A couple of comments objected 
to FDA’s proposal that compliance with 
the requirements for labeling of dietary 
supplements be determined in 
accordance with § 101.9(g), i.e., 100 
percent of label claim for Class I 
nutrients. Comments atgued that the 
100 percent requirement is 
unreasonable in that it is more stringent 
than United States Pharmacopeia (USP) 
requirements for certain vitamin and 
mineral products, which generally allow 
lower limits of 90 percent to 95 percent 
of label claim. 

FDA intends to deal with this issue in 
the rulemaking that responds to the DS 
Act. However, the agency notes that 
dietar>' supplements are fabricated 
products. Therefore, the question is 
raised why they should not be held to 
the same Class I nutrient standards as 
conventional foods that are fortified or 
enriched. Based on the agency’s current 
compliance policy it has informed USP 
that anything less than 100 percent of 
the label claim for vitamin and mineral 
products is not acceptable to FDA, and 
that the only permissible deviation from 
this requirement would be the 
variability of the analytical method (Ref. 
118). 

The agency notes that, contrary to the 
statement in the comments, the General 
Notices of the USP state that a dosage 
should be formulated to provide 100 
percent of the labeled amount (Ref. 119). 
The limits in the monographs allow for 
overages of ingredients known to 
decrease with time, for analytical error, 
for manufacturing and compounding * 
variations, and for deterioration to an 
extent considered insignificant under 
practical conditions (Ref. 119). 

268. One comment asserted that 
manufacturers should be prohibited 
from labeling a supplement in such a 
way as to confuse the weight of a imit 
of supplement with its nutrient content. 
For example, a calcium supplement that 

contains 250 mg of elemental calcium as 
calcium chloride should not be labeled 
as “calcium—625 mg” anywhere on the 
label. 

FDA conciurs that such labeling is 
potentially misleading to consumers. 
Section 403(a) of the act provides that 
a food will be deemed to be misbranded 
if its labeling is false or misleading in 
any particular. FDA concludes that 
existing statutory authority is sufficient 
for taking regulatory action if the weight 
of a product is specified on the label in 
a manner that is likely to mislead 
consumers into thinking that that is the 
weight of the nutrient contained in the 
product if those amounts are different. 

IX. Consumer Education Program 

Section 2(c) of the 1990 amendments 
directs the Secretary (and FDA, by 
delegation) to carry out activities that 
educate consumers about nutrition 
information on the food label and the 
importance of that information in 
maintaining healthy dietary practices. 
To achieve this purpose, FDA and 
USDA have jointly initiated a multi-year 
food labeling education campaign. Die 
major goals of this campaign are to 
increase consumers’ knowledge and 
effective use of the new food label to 
make accurate and sound dietary 
choices; to integrate food labeling 
education into existing and new 
nutrition and health education 
programs; and to build extensive 
partnerships capable of developing and 
evaluating labeling education targeted to 
the dietary needs of diverse 
populations, such as low literacy 
consumers, minorities, older Americcms, 
children, and people with dietary 
restrictions. 

As part of this effort, the agencies 
have established the National Exchange 
on Food Labeling Education which 
includes an information center housed 
in the Food and Nutrition Information 
Center at the National Agricultural 
Library. The National Exchange on Food 
Labeling Education provides the general 
public and professionals with access to 
information about food labeling research 
and educatluual activities (projects, 
programs, and materials) from both the 
public and private sector. 

FDA and USDA have also worked to 
establish cooperative projects with 
diverse organizations and to facilitate 
the communication of information that 
targets various subpopulations as well 
as die general public. The agencies have 
thus developed extensive food label 
education networks that include 
consumers, health professionals and 
organizations, educators, trade 
associations. Federal and local 
government, and many others to assist 

in the dissemination and development 
of information end activities. 

To ensure that consumers have 
accurate and adequate resource 
materials and information, the agencies 
have begun, and will continue, to 
conduct and report on existing and 
planned food labeling research; to 
develop education initiatives at the 
national and local level; to hold 
regularly-scheduled meetings to build 
labeling education exchanges; to 
produce videos; and to produce an array 
of public education materials, including 
a special edition of FDA Consumer 
magazine that summarizes the final food 
labeling regulations, and brochures (in 
English and other languages) on the new 
label and how to use it to meet the 
Dietary Guidelines for Americans (Ref. 
4). These materials will be targeted to 
the general public, nutritionists, such 
special groups as ethnic minorities, and 
others. Organizations will also be able to 
use these resource materials to develop 
educational materials of their own. 

X. Economic Impact 

In its food labeling proposals of 
November 27.1991 (56 FR 60366 et 
seq.), FDA stated that the food labeling 
reform initiative, taken as a whole, 
would have associated costs in excess of 
the $100 million threshold that defines 
a major rule. Thus, in accordance with 
Executive Order 12291 and the 
Regulatory Flexibility Act (Pub. L. 96- 
354), FDA developed one 
comprehensive regulatory impact 
analysis (RIA) that presented the costs 
£md benefits of all of the food labeling 
provisions taken together. That RIA was 
published in the F^eral Register of 
November 27,1991 (56 FR 60856), and 
along with the food labeling proposals, 
the agency requested comments on the 
RIA. 

FDA has evaluated more than 300 
comments that it received in response to 
the November 1991 RIA. FDA’s 
discussion of these comments is 
contained in the agency’s final RIA 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. In addition, FDA will 
prepare a final regulatory flexibility 
analysis (RFA) subsequent to the 
publication of the food labeling final 
rules. The final RFA will be placed on 
file with the Dockets Management 
Branch (HFA-305), Food and Drug 
Administration, rm. 1-23,12420 
Parklawn Dr., Rockville, MD 20857, and 
a notice will be published in the 
Federal Register announcing its 
availability. 

In the final RIA, FDA has concluded, 
based on its review of available data and 
comments, that the overall food labeling 
reform initiative constitutes a major rule 
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as defined by Executive Order 12291. 
Further, the agency has conchided that 
although the costs of complying with 
the new food labeling requireroents are 
substantial, sudi costs are outweighed 
by the public health benefits that urill be 
realized through the use of improved 
nutrition infmmation provided by food 
labeling. 

XI. Environmental Impact 

The agency previously considered the 
environmental effects the action 
being taken in this final rule. As 
announced in its nutrition labeling 
proposed rules published in the Federal 
Register of Novendier 27,1991 ^ FR 
60366 et al.J. the agency determined that 
under 21 CTO 25.24(a)(ll). these actions 
are of a type that do not individually or 
cumulatively have a significant impact 
on the human environment. Therefore, 
neither an environmental assessment 
nor an environmental impact statement 
was required. 

In its November 1991 nutrition 
labeling proposed rules, the agency 
proposed that the final rules for these 
actions would become efEactive 6 
months fofiowing their publication in 
the Federal Register. Several comments 
on the Butritim labefing proposed rules 
suggested that there would be 
significant adv«se environmeiUal 
effects from the final rules unless the 
agency allowed more time between the 
publication of the final rules and their 
effective dates. The concern in these 
comments was that, if the agency did 
not allow firms inc»e time between the 
publicatkm of the final rules and their 
effective dates to use up existing label 
inventories, large stocks of labeb and 
labeled packaging would have to be 
discard^. Th<^ comments questioned 
whether the agency had sufficnently 
examined the impact of disposing of 
obsolete labels and labeled pacdu^ing on 
this country's solid waste disposal 
capabilities. Two coBimmits estimated 
the amounts of labeling from their 
respective industries, i.e., dairy and 
confectionery, that would need to be 
discarded following publicaticm of 
FDA's final rules on several food 
labeling actions, including this action, 
However, these comments did not: (1) 
Provide details on how these estimates 
were derived, (2) identify what portion 
of the estimated amounts are 
attributable to these two actions, or (3) 
describe what impact the discarded 
labels and packaging would have on the 
disposal of solid waste. 

Based on its review of available data 
and comments received, the agency has 
decided to allow additional time for 
companies tc use up their old labels. 
Thus, the nuti-^tion labeling final rules 

will not be effective until Mlay 8,1994. 
FDA believes there will thus be ample 
time for food companies to use up most 
of the existing labeling and packaging 
stocks and to incorporate labeling 
language that complies with FDA’s 
regulations into their food labels. 
Consequently, the comments on the 
potential for advmse environmental 
effects do not affect the agency’s 
previous determination that no 
significant impact on the human 
environment is expected and that an 
environmental impact statement is not 
required. 
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List of Siili)ect8 

21 CFR Part 1 

Cosmetics. Ontgs, Exports, Food 
labeling. Imports, Labeling, Reporting 
and recordkeeping requirements. 

21 CFR Part 101 

Food labeling, Reporting and 
recordkeeping requirements. 
Incorporation by referonce. 

Therefore, under tbe Federal Food, 
Elrug, and Cosmetic Act and under 
authority delegated to the Commissioner 
of Food and Drugs, 21 CFR parts 1 and 
101 are amended as follows: 

PART 1—GENERAL ENFORCEMENT 
REGULATIONS 

1. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 1 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Secs. 4, 5.6 of the Fair 
Packaging aad Labeling Act (15 U.S.C 1453, 
1454,1455): secs. 201, 403, 502, 512,602, 
701 of the Federal Fti)ed,.Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act (21 U.S.C. 321,343, 352,355, 360,362, 
371); sec. 215 of the Public Health Service 
Act (42 U.S.C. 214), 

2. Section 1.24 is amended by revising 
paragraph ta)(14) to read as follows: 

§1.24 Exemption* from required label 
statements. 

(a) * * * 
(14) The unit containers in a 

multiunit or multicomponent retaU tooa 
package shall be exempt from 
regulations o£ section 403 (e)(k)« tg)f2}, 
(i)(2), (k), and (qj of the act with respect 
to the requirements for label declar^on 
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of the name and place of business of die 
manufacturer, pad^er, or distributor; 
label declaration of ingredients; and 
nutrition infonnation when: 

(i) The multiunit or multicomponent 
retail food package labeling meets all 
the requirements of this part; 

(ii) The unit containers are securely 
enclosed within uid not intended to be 
separated from the retail padcage under 
conditions of retail sale; and 

(iii) Each unit container is labeled 
with the statement "This Unit Not 
Labeled For Retail Sale" in type size not 
less than one-sixteenth of an inch in 
height. The word "Individual" may be 
used in lieu of cw immediately 
preceding the word “Retail" in the 
statement 
« * 41 * * 

PART 101—1=000 LABELING 

3. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 101 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Secs. 4.5, 6 of the Fair 
Packaging and Labeling Act (15 U.S.C. 1453, 
1454,1455); secs. 201. 301, 402, 403, 409. 
701 of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act (21 U.S.Q 321, 331, 342, 343,348, 371). 

4. Section 101.9 is revised to read as 
follows: 

§ 101.9 Nutrition labeling of food. 

(a) Nutrition information relating to 
food shall be provided for all products 
intended for human consumption and 
offered for sale unless an exemption is 
provided for the product in paragraph (j) 
of this section. A nutrition claim or any 
other nutrition infonnation on the label 
or in labeling or advertising in any 
context, and in any form of expression, 
implicit, as well as explicit, shall negate 
any exemption and subject a food to the 
provisions of this section. 

(1) When food is in package form, the 
required nutrition labeling infonnation 
shall appear on the label in the format 
specifred in this section. 

(2) When food is not in package form, 
the required nutrition labeling 
information shall be displayed clearly at 
the point of purdiase (e.g., on a counter 
card, sign, tag affixed to the product, or 
some other appropriate device). 
Alternatively, the required information 
may be placed in a broklet, looseleaf 
binder, or other appropriate format that 
is available at the point of purchase. 

(3) Solicitation of requests for 
nutrition informaticm by a statement 
"For nutrition infonnation write to 
_” on the label or in the 
labeling or advertising for a food, or 
providing such information in a direct 
written reply to a solicited or 
unsolicited request does not subject the 
label or the labeling of a food exempted 

imder paragraph fj) of this section to the 
requirements of this section if the reply 
to the request conforms to the 
requirements of this section. 

(4) If any vitamin or mineral is added 
to a food so that a single serving 
provides SO percent or more of toe 
Reference Daily Intake (RDI) for the age 
group fcH’ which the product is 
intended, as specified in paragraph 
(cKSKiv) of this section, any one of 
toe added vitamins or minerals, unless 
such addition is permitted or required 
in other regulations, e.g., a standard of 
identity or nutritional quality guideline, 
or is otherwise exempt^ by toe 
Commissioner, the food shall be 
considered a food for special dietary use 
within the meaning of § 105.3(aKlKiii) 
of tois chapter. 

to) (Reserved) 
(c) The declaration of nutrition 

information on the label and in labeling 
of a food shall contain information 
about the level of the following 
nutrients, except for those nutrients 
whose inclusion, and the declaration of 
amounts, is voluntaiy as set forth in this 
paragraph. No nutrients or food 
components other than those listed in 
this paragraph as either mandatory or 
voluntary may be included within the 
nutrition l^el. Except as provided for 
in paragraphs (f) or (j) of this section, 
nutrient information shall be presented 
using toe nutrient names specified and 
in toe following order in the formats 
specified in paragraphs (d) or (e) of this 
section. 

(1) "Calories, total,” "Total calories," 
or "Calories": A statement of the caloric 
content per serving, expressed to the 
nearest 5-calorie increment up to and 
including SO calories, and 10-calorie 
increment above 50 calories, except that 
amounts less than 5 calories may be 
expressed as zero. Eneigy content per 
serving may also be expressed in 
kilojoule units, added in parentheses 
immediately following the statement of 
the caloric content. 

(i) Caloric content may be calculated 
by: 

(A) Using specific Atwater factors 
(i.e., the Atwater method) given in Table 
13, "Energy Value of Foods—Basis and 
Derivation." by A. L. Merrill end B. K. 
Watt, Unit^ ^tes Department of 
Agriculture (USDA) Hmdbotdr No. 74 
(slightly revised, 1973), which is 
incorporated by reference in accordance 
with 5 U.S.C 552(a) and 1 CFR part 51 
and is available from the Division of 
Nutrition. Center fen' Food Safety and 
Applied Nutrition (HFF-260), Food and 
Drug Administration. 200 C ^ SW.. 
Washington, DC 20204. or may be 
inspect^ at the Office of the Federal 

Re^ster, 800 North Capitol St. NW., 
suite 700, Wetoington, DC.; 

(B) Using the general fectors of 4,4, 
and 9 calories par gram for protein, total 
carlxihydrate, and total respectively, 
as dasezibed in USDA Handbook No. 74 
(slightly revised 1973) pp. 9-11, which 
is incorporated by ref^nce in 
accordance with 5 U.S.C. 552(b) and 1 
CFR part 51 (the availability of this 
incorp<M-ation by reference is given in 
paramph (cKlKiKA) of tois section); 

(Cj Using general fectors of 4. 4, 
and 9 calories per gram for protein, total 
carbohydrate 1^ the amo^mt of 
insoluble dietary fiber, aixl total fet, 
respectively, as described in USDA 
Hanefoook No. 74 (slightly revised 1973) 
pp. 9-11, which is incorporated by 
reference in accordance with 5 U.S.C. 
552(a) and 1 CFR part 51 (the 
availability of this incorporation by 
reference is given in paragraph 
(c)(l)(i)(A) of this section); 

(D) U^ng data for ^lecific food fectors 
for particular frxids or ingredients 
approved by the Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) and jH-ovided in 
parts 172 or 184 of this chapter, or by 
other means, as appropriate; or 

(E) Using bomb ^orimetry data and 
subtracting 1.25 calories per gram 
protein to correct for incomplete 
digestibility, as described in USDA 
Handbook No. 74 (slightly revised 1973) 
p. 10, which is inocaporated by 
reference in accordance with 5 U.S.C. 
552(a) and 1 OFR part 51 (toe 
availability of this incorporation by 
reference is given in paragraph 
(c](l)(iKA) of this section). 

(ii) "(denies frtsm fet": A statement of 
toe caloric contmit dmived from total fat 
as defined in paragraph (c)(2) of this 
section in a serving, expressed to the 
nearest 5-calorie increment, up to and 
including SO calories, and the nearest 
10-calorie increment above 50 calories, 
except that label declaration of “calories 
from fat" is not required on products 
that cmitain less than 0.5 gram of fet in 
a serving and amounts less than 5 
calories may be expressed as zero. This 
statement s^l be declared as provided 
in paragraph (dXS) of this section. 
Except as provided f(» in paragraph (f) 
of this section, if ‘T^ilories from fet" is 
not required and, as a result, not 
declar^, the statement "Not a 
significant source of calories from fet” 
shall be placed at the bottom of the table 
of nutrient values in the same size. 

(iii) “Cakuies from saturated fet" or 
"Calcries from saturated” 
(VOLUNTARY): A statement of the 
caloric oHitent derived from saturated 
fat as defined in paragraph (cK2Mi) of 
this section in a serving may be declared 
voluntarily, expressed to the nearest 5- 
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calorie increment, up to and including 
50 calories, and the nearest lO^ralorie 
increment above 50 calories, except that 
amoimts less than 5 calories may be 
expressed as zero. This statement shall 
be indented under the statement of 
calories from fat as provided in 
paragr^h (d)(5) of this section. 

(2) “Fat, total" or “Total fat”: A 
statement of the number of grams of 
total fat in a serving defined as total 
lipid fatty acids and expressed as 
triglycerides. Amounts shall be 
expressed to the nearest 0.5 (V^) gram 
increment below 3 grams and to the 
nearest gram increment above 3 grams. 
If the serving contains less than 0.5 
gram, the content shall be expressed as 
zero. 

(i) “Saturated fat," or "Saturated”; A 
statement of the number of grams of 
saturated fat in a serving defined as the 
sum of all fatty adds containing no 
double bonds, except that label 
declaration of saturated fat content 
information is not required for products 
that contain less than 0.5 gram of total 
fat in a serving if no claims are made 
about fat or cholesterol content, and if 
“calories from saturated fat” is not 
declared. Except as provided for in 
paragraph (f) of this section, if a 
statement of the saturated fat content is 
not required and, as a result, not 
declared, the statement “Not a 
significant source of saturated fat” shall 
be placed at the bottom of the table of 
nutrient values in the same type size. 
Saturated fat content shall be indented 
and expressed as grams per serving to 
the nearest 0.5 (V.e) gram increment 
below 3 grams and to the nearest gram 
increment above 3 grams. If the serving 
contains less than 0.5 gram, the content 
shall be expressed as zero. 

(ii) “Polyunsaturated fat” or 
“Polyunsaturated” (VOLUNTARY): A 
statement of the number of grams of 
polyunsaturated fat in a serving defined 
as cis.cis-methylene'interrupted 
polyunsaturated fatty acids may be 
declared voliuitarily, except that when 
monounsaturated fat is declared or 
when a claim is made on the label or in 
labeling about fatty adds or cholesterol, 
label declaration of polyunsaturated fat 
is required. Polyunsaturated fat content 
shall be indent^ and expressed as 
grams per serving to the nearest 0.5 (^/t) 
gram increment below 3 grams and to 
the nearest gram increment above 3 
grams. If the serving contains less than 
0.5 gram, the content shall be expressed 
as zero. 

(iii) “Monounsaturated fat” or 
“Monounsaturated” (VOLUNTARY): A 
statement of the number of grams of 
monounsaturated fat in a serving 
defined as cis-monounsatvirated fatty 

acids may be declared voluntarily 
except that when polyunsaturated fat is 
declared or when a claim is made on the 
label or in labeling about fatty acids or 
cholesterol, label declaration of 
monounsaturated fat is required. 
Monounsaturated fat content shall be 
indented and expressed as grams per 
serving to the nearest 0.5 (V^) gram 
increment below 3 grams and to the 
nearest gram increment above 3 grams. 
If the serving contains less than 0.5 
gram, the content shall be expressed as 
zero. 

(3) “Cholesterol"; A statement of the 
cholesterol content in a serving 
expressed in milligrams to the nearest 5- 
milligram increment, except that label 
declaration of cholesterol information is 
not required for products that contain 
less than 2 milligrams cholesterol in a 
serving and make no claim about fat, 
fatty acids, or cholesterol content, or 
such products may state the cholesterol 
content as zero. Except as provided for 
in paragraph (f) of this section, if 
cholesterol content is not required and, 
as a result, not declared, the statement 
"Not a significant soiirce of cholesterol” ■ 
shall be placed at the bottom of the table 
of nutrient values in the same t^'pe size. 
If the food contains 2 to 5 milligrams of 
cholesterol per serving, the content may 
be stated as “less than 5 milligrams.” 

(4) “Sodium”: A statement of the 
number of milligrams of sodium in a 
specified serving of food expressed as 
zero when the serving contains less than 
5 milligrams of sodium, to the nearest 
5-milligram increment when the serving 
contains 5 to 140 milligrams of sodium, 
and to the nearest 10-milligram 
increment when the serving contains 
greater than 140 milligrams. 

(5) “Potassium” (VOLUNTARY): A 
statement of the number of milligrams 
of potassium in a specified serving of 
fo<^ may be declared voluntarily, 
except that '.vhen a claim is made about 
potassium content, label declaration 
shall be required. Potassium content 
shall be expressed as zero w'hen the 
serving contains less than 5 milligrams 
of potassium, to the nearest 5-milligram 
increment when the serving contains 
less than or equal to 140 milligrams of 
potassium, and to the nearest 10- 
milligram increment when the serving 
contains more than 140 milligrams. 

(6) “Carbohydrate, total” or "Total 
carbohydrate”: A statement of the 
number of grams of total carbohydrate 
in a serving expressed to the nearest 
gram, except that if a serving contains 
less than 1 gram, the statement 
“Contains less than 1 gram” or “less 
than 1 gram” may be used as an 
alternative, or if the serving contains 
less than 0.5 gram, the content may be 

expressed as zero. Total carbohydrate 
content shall be calculated by 
subtraction of the sum of the crude 
protein, total fat, moisture, and ash from 
the total weight of the food. This 
calculation method is described in A. L. 
Merrill and B. K. Watt, “Energy Value 
of Foods—Basis and Derivation,” USDA 
Handbook 74 (slightly revised 1973) pp. 
2 and 3, which is incorporated by 
reference in accordance with 5 U.S.C. 
552(a) and 1 CFR part 51 (the 
availability of this incorporation by 
reference is given in paragraph 
(c)(l)(i)(A) of this section). 

(i) “Dietary fiber”: A statement of the 
number of grams of total dietary fiber in 
a serving, indented and expressed to the 
nearest gram, except that if a serving 
contains less than 1 gram, declaration of 
dietary fiber is not required or, 
alternatively, the statement “Contains 
less than 1 gram” or “less than 1 gram” 
may be used, and if the serving contains 
less than 0.5 gram, the content may be 
expressed as zero. Except as provided 
for in paragraph (f) of this section, if 
dietary fiber content is not required and 
as a result, not declared, the statement 
“Not a significant source of dietary 
fiber” shall be placed at the bottom of 
the table of nutrient values in the same 

(A) “Soluble fiber” (VOLUNTARY): A 
statement of the number of grams of 
soluble dietary fiber in a serving may be 
declared volimtarily except when a 
claim is made on the label or in labeling 
about soluble fiber, label declaration 
shall be required. Soluble fiber content 
shall be indented under dietary fiber 
and expressed to the nearest gram, 
except that if a serving contains less 
than 1 gram, the statement “Contains 
less than 1 gram” or “less than 1 ^am” 
may be used as an alternative, and if the 
serving contains less than 0.5 gram, the 
content may be expressed as zero. 

(B) “Insoluble fiber” (VOLUNTARY): 
A statement of the number of grams of 
insoluble dietary fiber in a serving may 
be declared voluntarily except that 
when a claim is made on the label or in 
labeling about insoluble fiber, label 
declaration shall be required. Insoluble 
fiber content shall be indented under 
dietary fiber and expressed to the 
nearest gram except that if a serving 
contains less than 1 gram, the statement 
“Contains less than 1 gram” or “less 
than 1 gram” may be used as an 
alternative, and if the serving contains 
less than 0.5 gram, the content may be 
expressed as zero. 

(ii) “Sugars”: A statement of the 
number of grams of sugars in a serving, 
except that label declaration of sugars 
content is not required for products that 
contain less than 1 gram of sugars in a 
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serving if no daims aie made about 
sv^eeteners, sugars, or sugar alcohol 
content. Except as provic^ for in 
paragraph (Q of this section, if a 
statement of tlm sugars content is not 
required and. as a result, not declared, 
the statement “Not a significant source 
of sugars” diall be placed at the bottom 
of the table of nutrient values in the 
same type size. Sugars shall be defined 
as the sum of all mono- and 
disacchaiides (sudi as glucose, fructose, 
lactose, and sucrose). Sugars content 
shall be indented and expressed to the 
nearest gram, except that if a serving 
contains less than 1 gram, the statement 
"Contains less then 1 gram” or “less 
than 1 gram” may be used as an 
alternative, and if the serving contains 
less than 0.5 gram, the content may be 
expressed as zero. 

(iii) “Sugar alcohol” (VOLUNTARY): 
A statement of the number of grams of 
sugar alcohols in a serving may be 
declared voluntarily on the label, except 
that when a claim is made on the label 
or in labeling about sugar alcohol or 
sugars when sugar alcohols are present 
in the food, sugar alcohol content shall 
be declared. For nutrition labeling 
purposes, sugar alcohols are defined as 
the sum of saccharide derivatives in 
which a hydroxyl group replaces a 
ketone or aldehyde group and whose 
use in the food is listed by FDA (e.g., 
mannitol) or is generally recognized as 
safe {e.g., xylitol, soibitol). In lieu of the 
term “sugar alcohol,” the name of the 
specific sugar alcohol (e.g.. “xylitol”) 
present in the food may be used in the 
nutrition label provided that only one 
sugar alcohol is present in the fcM>d. 
Sugar alcohol content shall be indented 
and expressed to the nearest gram, 
except that if a serving contains less 
than 1 gram, the statement “Contains 
less then 1 gram” or “less than 1 gram” 
may be used as an alternative, and if the 
serving ccmtains less than 0.5 gram, the 
content may be expressed as zero. 

(iv) "Other carbohydrate” 
(VOLUNTARY): A statement of the 
number of grams of other carbohydrates 
may be declared voluntarily. Other 
carbohydrates shall be defined as the 
difference between total carbohydrate 
end the sum of dietary fiber, sugars, and 
sugar alcohol, except that if sugar 
alcohol is not declared (even if present), 
it shall be defined as file difference 
between total carbohydrate and the sum 
of dietary fiber and sugeus. Other 
carbohydrate content shall be indented 
and expressed to the near^t gram, 
except that if a serving ctmtains less 
than 1 gram, the statement “Contains 
less than 1 gram” or “less than 1 gram” 
may be used as an alternative, and if the 

serving contains less than O.S gram, the 
content may be expressed es zera 

(7) “ProtBin”: A Statement dL the 
number of grams of protein in a serving, 
expressed to the nearest gram, except 
that if a serving containsiass than 1 
gram, the statemmit “Contains less than 
1 gram” or ‘"less than 1 gram” may be 
us^ es an alternative, and if the serving 
contains less than 0.5 gram, the ccmtent 
may be expressed as zero. When the 
protein in foods represented or 
purported to be for adults and children 
4 or more years of age has a protein 
quality value that is a protein 
digestibiiity-ooiTBcted amino acid score 
of less than 20 expressed as a p«cent. 
or when the protein in a food 
represented or purported to be for 
children greater th^ 1 but less than 4 
years of age has a protein quality value 
that is a protein digestibility-corrected 
amino acid score of less than 40 
expressed as a percent, either of the 
following shall be placed adjacent to the 
declaration of protein content by 
weight: The statement “not a significant 
source of protein,” or a listing aligned 
under the column headed “Percent 
Daily Value” of the corrected amount of 
protein per serving, as determined in 
paragraph (c)(7)(ii) of this section, 
calculated as a percentage of the Daily 
Reference Value (DRV) or Reference 
Daily Intake (RDI), as appropriate, for 
protein and expressed as Percent of - 
Daily Value. V^en the protein quality 
in a food as measured by the Protein 
Efficiency Ratio (PER) is less than 40 
percent of the reference standard 
(casein) for a food represented or 
purported to be for infants, the 
statement “not a significant source of 
protein” ^all be placed adjacent to the 
declaration of protein ccmtent. Protein 
content may be c^lcmlated on the basis 
of the factor of 6.25 times the nitrogen 
content of the food as determined by the 
appropriate method of anal3rsis as given 
in the "Official Methods of Analysis of 
the AOAC International” (formerly the 
Association of Official Analyticail 
Chemists), 15th Ed. (1990), whitii is 
incorporated by reference in accordance 
with 5 U.S.C. 552(a) and 1 CFR part 51, 
except when the official procedure for a 
specific food recmires another factor. 
Copies may be cmtained from AOAC, 
2200 Wilson Blvd., suite 400, Arlington, 
VA 22201-33S1, or may be insp>ected at 
the Office of the Federal Register, 800 
North Capitol St. NW., suite 700, 
Washington, DC. 

(1) A statement of the cmnected 
amount of protein per serving, as 
det^mined in paragraph (cK7Ku} of this 
section, calculated as a percentage of the 
RDI or DRV for protein, as appropriate, 
and expressed as Percent of Daily Value, 

may be placed on the M>el, except that 
su(^ a statement riiall he given if a 
protein claim is made for the product, 
or if the product is represented or 
purported to be for use by inisnte or 
dtildren under 4 years of a«. When 
such a declaration is provided, it shall 
be placed on tee label adjacent to the 
statement of grams of protein and 
aligned under the ccdumn headed 
“Percent Daily Value,” and expressed to 
the nearest whole percent. However, tee 
percentage of the RDI for protein shall 
not be declared if the food is 
represented or purpmted to be for use 
by infants and tee protein quality value 
is less than 40 percent of the reference 
standard. 

(ii) The "corrected amount of protein 
(gram) per serving” for foods 
represented or purported for adults and 
children 1 or more years of age is equal 
to the actual amount of protoio (gram) 
per serving multiplied by the amino 
acid score cturected for protein 
digestibility. If the corrected score is 
above 1.00, then it shall be set at 1.00. 
The protein digestibility-corrected 
amino add score shall be detennined by 
methods given in sections 5.4.1,7.2.1, 
and 8.00 in “Protein Quality Evaluation, 
Report of the Joint FAO/WHO Expert 
Consultation on Protein Quality 
Evaluation,” Rome, 1990, except that 
when official AOAC procedures 
described in section (c)(7) of teis 
paragraph require a spedfic food factor 
other than €.25, teat spedfic factor teall 
be used. The “Report of the Joint FAO/ 
WHO Expert Consultation on Protein 
Quality Evaluation” as published by the 
Food and Agriculture Organization of 
the United Nations/Worid Health 
Organization is incorporated by 
reference in accordance with 5 U.S.C. 
552(a) and 1 CFR part 51. Copies are 
available from the Division of Nutrition. 
Center for Food Safety and Applied 
Nutrition (HFF-260), Food and Drug 
Administration, 200 C St. SW., 
Washington, DC 20204, or may be 
inspect^ at the Office of the Federal 
Register, 800 North Capitol St. NW., 
suite 700, Washington, DC. For foods 
represented or purported for infants, the 
corrected amount of protein (grams) per 
serving is equal to the actual amount of 
protein (grams) per serving multipUed 
by the relative protein quality value 
llie relative prdein quality value shell 
be determine by dividing the subject 
food protein PER value by the PER value 
for casein. If the relative protein value 
is above 1.00, it shall be set at 1.00. 

(iii) (Reserved) 
(8) Vitamins and minerals; A 

statement of the amount per serving of 
the vitamins and minerals as described 
in this paragraph, calculated as a 
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percent of the RDI and expressed as 
percent of Daily Value. 

(i) For purposes of declaration of 
percent of Daily Value as provided for 
in paragraphs (d), (e), and (f) of this 
section, foods represented or purported 
to be for use by infants, children less 
than 4 years of age, pregnant women, or 
lactating women shall use the RDI’s in 
paragraph (c)(8)(iv) of this section that 
are specified for the intended group. For 
foods represented or purported to be for 
use by both infants and children under 
4 years of age, the percent of Daily 
Value shall be presented by separate 
declarations according to paragraph (e) 
of this section based on the RDI values 
for infants horn birth to 12 months of 
age and for children under 4 years of 
age. Similarly, the percent of Daily 
Value based on both the RDI values for 
pregnant women and for lactating 
women shall be declared separately on 
foods represented or purported to be for 
use by both pregnant and lactating 
women. When such dual declaration is 
used on any label, it shall be included 
in ail labeling, and equal prominence 
shall be given to both values in all such 
labeling. All other foods shall use the 
RDI for adults and children 4 or more 
years of age. 

(ii) The declaration of vitamins and 
minerals as a percent of the RDI shall 
include vitamin A, vitamin C, calcium, 
and iron, in that order, and shall 
include any of the other vitamins and 
minerals listed in paragraph (c)(8)(iv) of 
this section when they are added as a 
nutrient supplement, or when a claim is 
made about them. Other vitamins and 
minerals that are: 

(A) Required or permitted in a 
standardized food (e.g., thiamin, 
riboflavin, and niacin in enriched flour) 
and that standardized food is included 
as an ingredient (i.e., component) in 
another food; or 

(B) Included in a food solely for 
technological purposes and declared 
only in the ingredient statement need 
not be declared if neither the nutrient 
nor the component is otherwise referred 
to on the lal^l or in labeling or 
advertising. The declaration may also 
include any of the other vitamins and 
minerals listed in paragraph (c)(8)(iv) of 
this section when they are naturally 
occurring in the food. The additional 
vitamins and minerals shall be listed in 
the order established in paragraph 
(c)(8)(iv) of this section. 

(iii) The percentages for vitamins and 
minerals shall be expressed to the 
nearest 2-percent increment up to and 
including the 10-percent level, the 
nearest 5-percent increment above 10 
percent and up to and including the 50- 
percent level, and the nearest 10-percent 

increment above the 50-percent level. 
Amounts of vitamins and minerals 
present at less than 2 percent of the RDI 
are not required to be declared in 
nutrition labeling but may be declared 
by a zero or by the use of an asterisk (or 
other symbol) that refers to another 
asterisk (or symbol) that is placed at the 
bottom of the table and that is followed 
by the statement ‘‘Contains less than 2 
percent of the Daily Value of this (these) 
nutrient (nutrients).” Alternatively, 
except as provided for in paragraph (f) 
of this section, if vitamin A, vitamin C, 
calcium, or iron is present in amounts 
less than 2 percent of the RDI, label 
declaration of the nutrient(s) is not 
required if the statement “Not a 
significant source of_ (listing 
the vitamins or minerals omitted)” is 
placed at the bottom of the table of 
nutrient values. Either statement shall 
be in the same type size as nutrients that 
are indented. 

(iv) [Reserved] 
(v) The following synonyms may be 

added in parentheses immediately 
following the name of the nutrient or 
dietary component: 
Vitamin C—Ascorbic acid 
Thiamin—Vitamin B| 
Riboflavin—^Vitamin B2 

Folate—Folacin 
Calories—^Energy 

(vi) The percent of vitamin A that is 
present as beta-carotene may be 
declared to the nearest 10-percent 
increment immediately ad)8cent to or 
beneath the nutrient name (e.g., 
“Vitamin A (90 percent as beta- 
carotene)”). 

(9) [Reserved] 
(d)(1) Nutrient information specified 

in paragraph (c) of this section shall be 
presented on foods in the following 
format, as shown in paragraph (d)(12) of 
this section, except on foods on which 
dual columns of nutrition information 
are declared as provided for in 
paragraph (e) of this section, on those 
food products on which the simplified 
format is required to be used as 
provided for in paragraph (0 of this 
section, on foods for infants and 
children less than 4 years of age as 
provided for in paragraph ())(5) of this 
section, and on foods in small or 
intermediate-sized packages as provided 
for in paragraph (j)(13) of this section. 
In the interest of uniformity of 
presentation, FDA urges that the 
nutrition information be presented 
using the graphic specifications set forth 
in Appendix B to Part 101. 

(i) The nutrition information shall be 
set off in a box by use of hairlines and 
shall be all black or one color type, 
printed on a white or other neutral 

contrasting background whenever 
practical. 

(ii) All information within the 
nutrition label shall utilize: 

(A) A single easy-to-read type style, 
(B) Upper and lower case letters, 
(C) At least one point leading (i.e., 

space between two lines of text) except 
that at least four points leading shall be 
utilized for the information required by 
paragraphs (d)(7) and (d)(8) of this 
section as shown in paragraph (d)(12), 
and 

(D) Type that is kerned (i.e., has 
proximity of placement) no tighter than 
-4 setting. 

(iii) All information except for the 
information required in paragraphs 
(d)(4), (d)(6), (d)(g), and (d)(10) of this 
section shall be in type size no smaller 
than 8 point. The information required 
in paragraphs (d)(4), (d)(6), (d)(9), and 
(d)(10) of this section shall be in type 
size no smaller than 6 point. 

(iv) The headings required by 
paragraphs (d)(2), (d)(4), and (d)(6) of 
this section (i.e., “Nutrition Facts,” 
“Amount per Serving,” and “% Daily 
Value*”), the names of all nutrients that 
are not indented according to 
requirements of paragraph (c) of this 
section (i.e., "Calories,” “Total Fat,” 
“Cholesterol,” "Sodium,” "Total 
Carbohydrate,” and "Protein”), and the 
percentage amounts required by 
paragraph (d)(7)(ii) of this section shall 
be highlighted by bold or extra bold 
type or other highlighting (reverse 
printing is not permitted as a form of 
highlighting) that prominently 
distinguishes it from other information. 
No other information shall be 
highlighted. 

(v) A hairline rule that is centered 
between the lines of text shell separate 
“Amount Per Serving” from the calorie 
statements required in paragraph (d)(5) 
of this section and shall separate each 
nutrient and its corresponding percent 
Daily Value required in paragraphs 
(d)(7)(i) and (d)(7)(ii) of this section 
from the nutrient and percent Daily 
Value above and below it, as shown in 
paragraph (d)(12) of this section. 

(2) The informati(Hi shall be presented 
under the identifying heading of 
“Nutrition Facts” which shall be set in 
a type size larger than all other print 
size in the nutrition label and, except 
for labels presented according to the 
format provided for in paragraph (d)(ll) 
of this section, unless impractical, shall 
be set the full width of the information 
provided under paragraph (d)(7) of this 
section, as shown in paragraph (d)(12) 
of this section. 

(3) Information on serving size shall 
immediately follow the heading as 
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showm in paragraph (d)(12) of this 
section. Such information shall include: 

(i) “Serving Size": A statement of the 
serving size as specified in paragraph 
(b)(7) of this section. 

(ii) “Servings Per Container”: The 
number of servings per container, 
except that this statement is not 
required on single serving containers as 
defined in paragraph (b)(6) of this 
section. 

(4) A subheading "Amount Per 
Serving” shall be separated from serving 
size information by a bar as shown in 
paragraph (d)(12) of this section. 

(5) Information on calories shall 
immediately follow the heading 
“Amount Per Serving” and shall be 
declared in one line, leaving sufficient 
space between the declaration of 
“Calories” and “Calories from fat” to 
allow clear differentiation, or, if 
“Calories from saturated fat” is 
declared, in a column with total 
“Calories” at the top, followed by 
“Calories from fat” (indented), and 
“Calories from saturated fat” (indented). 

(6) The column heading “% Daily 
Value,” followed by an asterisk (e.g., “% 
Daily Value*”), shall be separated from 
information on calories by a bar as 
shown in paragraph (d)(12) of this 
section. The position of this column 
heading shall allow for a list of nutrient 
names and amounts as described in 
paragraph (d)(7) of this section to be to 
the left of, and below, this colunm 
heading. The column headings “Percent 
Daily Value,” “Percent DV,” or “% DV” 
may be substituted for “% Daily Value.” 

(7) Except as provided for in 
paragraph (j)(13) of this section, nutrient 
information for all nutrients required by 
paragraph (c) of this section, except 
vitamins and minerals, shall be declared 
as follows: 

(i) The name of each nutrient 
specified in paragraph (c) of this section 
shall be given in a column and followed 
immediately by the quantitative amount 
by weight for that nutrient appended 
with a “g” for grams or “mg” for 
milligrams as shown in paragraph 
(d)(12) of this section. 

(ii) A listing of the percent of the DRV 
as established in paragraphs (c)(7)(iii) 
and (c)(9) of this section shall be given 
in a column aligned under the heading 

“% Daily Value” established in 
paragraph (d)(6) of this section with the 
percent expressed to the nearest whole 
percent for each nutrient declared in the 
column described in paiagraph (d)(7)(i) 
of this section for which a DRV has bmn 
established, except that the percent for 
protein may be omitted as provided in 
paragraph (c)(7) of this section. The 
percent shall be calculated by dividing 
the actual amount (i.e.. before rounding) 
for each nutrient by the DRV for the 
nutrient, except that the percent for 
protein shall be calculated as specified 
in paragraph (c)(7)(ii) of this section. 
The numerical value shall be followed 
by the symbol for percent (i.e., %). 

(8) Nutrient information for vitamins 
and minerals shall be separated from 
information on other nutrients by a bar 
and shall be arrayed horizontally (e.g.. 
Vitamin A 4%, Vitamin C 2%, Calcium 
15%, Iron 4%) as shown in paragraph 
(d)(12) of this section, except that when 
more than four vitamins and minerals 
are declared, they may be declared 
vertically with percentages listed under 
the colunm headed “% Daily Value.” 

(9) A footnote, preceded by an 
asterisk, shall be placed beneath the list 
of vitamins and minerals and shall be 
separated from that list by a hairline. 

(i) The footnote shall state: 
Percent Daily Values are based on a 

2,000 calorie diet. 
Your daily value may be higher or 

lower depending on your calorie needs. 

Calortes; 2.000 2,500 

Total tat. Less than.... 65g 80g 
Saturated Less than.... 20g 25 g 

tat. 
Cholesterol Less than.... 300 mg 300 mg 
Sodium. Less than.... 2,400 mg 2,400 mg 
Total cattx>- 300g 375 g 

hydrate. 
Dietary tiber 25 g 30g 

(ii) If the percent of Daily Value is 
given for protein in the Percent of Daily 
Value column as provided in paragraph 
(d)(5)(ii) of this section, protein shall be 
listed under dietary fiber, and the DRV 
established in paragraph (c)(7)(iii) of 
this section shall be inserted on the 
same line in the numeric columns. 

(iii) If potassium is declared in the 
column described in paragraph (d)(5)(i) 
of this section, potassium shall be listed 

under sodium and the DRV established 
in paragraph (c)(9) of this section shall 
be inserted on the same line in the 
numeric columns. 

(iv) The abbreviations established in 
paragraph (i)(13)(ii)(B) of this section 
may be used within the footnote. 

(10) Caloric conversion information 
on a per gram basis for fat, carbohydrate, 
and protein shall be presented beneath 
the information required in paragraph 
(d)(9) and shall be separated from that 
information by a hairline. This 
information may be presented 
horizontally as shown in paragraph 
(d)(12) of this section (i.e., “Calories per 
gram: fat 9, carbohydrate 4, protein 4”) 
or vertically in columns. 

(11) If the space beneath the 
information on vitamins and minerals is 
not adequate to accommodate the 
information required in paragraphs 
(d)(9) and (d)(10) of this section, the 
information required in paragraph (d)(9) 
may be moved to the right of the column 
required in paragraph (d)(7)(ii) and set 
off by a line that distinguishes it and 
sets it apart from the percent daily value 
information The caloric conversion 
information required in paragraph 
(d)(10) of this section may be presented 
beneath either side or along the full 
length of the nutrition label. 

(12) The following sample label 
illustrates the provisions of paragraph 
(d) of this section. 

BILUNG CODE 4ia0-01-m 
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Nutrition Facts 
Serving Size Vi 2 cup (45g) 

Servings Per Container 12 

Amount Per Serving Baked 

Calories 190 280 

Calories from Fat 45 135 
. . -- hhhihh 

%Daay Value** 

Total Fat 5g* 13% 36% 
Saturated Fat 2g 10% 13% 

Cholesterol Omg 0% 23% 
Sodium SOOmg 8% 9% 

Total 
Carbohydrate 34g 9% 9% 

Dietary Fiber Og 

Sugars 18g 

Protein 2g 

1 
Vitamin A 0% 0% 

Vitamin C 0% 0% 

Calcium 6% 8% 

Iron 2% 4% 

‘Amount in Mix 

“ Percent Daily Values are based on a 2,000 
calorie diet. Your daily values may be higher 
or lower depending on your calorie needs; 

Calories: 2,000 2,500 

• Total Fat Less than 65g 80g 
Sat Fat Less than 20g 25g 

Cholesterol Less than 300mg SOOmg 
Sodium Less than 2,400mg 2,400mg 
Total Carbohydrate 300g 375g 

Dietary Fiber 25g 30g 

Calories per gram; 
Fat 9 • Carbohydrate 4 • Protein 4 
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(e) Nutrition information may be 
presented for two or more forms of the 
same food (e.g., both “as purchased” 
and “as prepared”) or for common 
combinations of food as provided for in 
paragraph (h)(4) of this section, for 
different units (e.g., slices of bread or 
per 100 grams) as provided for in 
paragraph (b) of this section, or for two 
or more groups for which RDI’s are 
established in paragraph (c)(8)(iv) of this 
section (e.g., both infants and children 
less than 4 years of age) as shown in 
paragraph (e)(5) of this section. When 
such dual labeling is provided, equal 
prominence shall be given to both sets 
of values. Information shall be 
presented in a format consistent with 
paragraph (d) of this section, except 
that; 

(1) Following the subheading of 
“Amount Per Serving,” there shall be 
two or more column headings 
accurately describing the forms of the 
same food (e.g., “Mix” and “Baked”), 
the combinations of food, the units, or 
the RDl groups that are being declared. 
The column representing the product as 
packaged and according to the label 
serving size based on the reference 
amount in § 101.12(b) shall be to the left 
of the numeric columns. 

(2) When the dual labeling is 
presented for two or more forms of the 
same food, for combinations of food, or 
for different units, total calories and 

calories from fat (and calories from 
saturated fat, when declared) shall be 
listed in a coliimn and indented as 
specified in paragraph (d)(5) of this 
section with quantitative amotmts 
declared in columns aligned under the 
column headings set foi^ in paragraph 
(e)(1) of this section. 

(3) Quantitative information by 
weight required in paragraph (d)(7)(i) of 
this section shall be specified for the 
form of the product as packaged and 
according to the label serving size based 
on the reference amoimt in § 101.12(b). 

(i) Quantitative information by weight 
may be included for other forms of the 
product represented by the additional 
column(s) either immediately adjacent 
to the required quantitative information 
by weight for the product as packaged 
and according to the label serving size* 
based on the reference amount in 
§ 101.12(b) or as a footnote. 

(A) If such additional quantitative 
information is given immediately 
adjacent to the required quantitative 
information, it shall be declared for all 
nutrients listed and placed immediately 
following and differentiated from the 
required quantitative information (e.g., 
separated by a comma). Such 
information shall not be put in a 
separate column. 

(B) If such additional quantitative 
information is given in a footnote, it 
shall be declared in the same order as 

the nutrients are listed in the nutrition 
label. The additional quantitative 
information may state the total nutrient 
content of the product identified in the 
second column or the nutrient amounts 
added to the product as packaged for 
only those nutrients that are present in 
different amounts than the amounts 
declared in the required quantitative 
information. The footnote shall clearly 
identify which amounts are declared. 
Any subcomponents declared shall be 
listed parenthetically after principal 
components (e.g., 1/2 cup skim milk 
contributes an additional 40 calories, 65 
mg sodium, 6 g total carbohydrate (6 g 
sugars), and 4 g proteinj. 

(ii) Total fat and its qualitative 
amount by weight shall be followed by 
an asterisk (or other symbol) (e.g., 
“Total fat (2 g)*”) referring to another 
asterisk (or symbol) at the bottom of the 
nutrition label identifying the form(s) of 
the product for which quantitative 
information is presented. 

(4) Information required in paragraphs 
(d) (7)(ii) and (d)(8) of this section shall 
be presented imder the subheading “% 
DAILY VALUE” and in columns 
directly under the column headings set 
forth in paragraph (e)(1) of this section. 

(5) The following sample label 
illustrates the provisions of paragraph 
(e) of this section: 
ntUNG CODE 4I6(MI1-M 
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Nutrition Facts 
Serving Size V2 cup (114g) 
Servings Per Container 4 

Amount Per Serving 

Calories 260 Calories from Fat 120 

%Daay Vialue* 

Total Fat 13g 

Saturated Fat 5g 

Cholestetol 30mg 

Sodium 660mg 

20% 

25% 

10% 

28% 

Total Caibohydrate 31g 11 % 

Dietary Fiber Og 

Sugars 5g 

0% 

Protein 5g 

Vitamin A 4% 

Calcium 15% 

Vitamin C 2% 

Iron 4% 

Percent Daily Values are based on a 2,000 
calorie diet. Your daily values may be higher 
or lower depending on your calorie needs; 

Calories: 2,000 2,500 

Total Fat Less than 65g 80g 
Sat Fat Less than 20g 25g 

Cholesterol Less than 300mg 300mg 
Sodium Less than 2.400mg 2,400mg 
Total Carbohydrate . 300g 375g 

Dietary Fiber 25g 30g 

Calories per gram: 
Fat 9 • Carbohydrate 4 • Protein 4 
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(f) Hie declaratian of nutrition 
informaticHi may be presented in the 
simplified format set forth herein when 
a food product contains insignificant 
amounts of seven or more of the 
followii^ Calories, total fat, saturated 
fat, diolesterol, sodium, total 
carbohydrate, dietary fiber, sugars, 
protein, vitamin A, vitamin C, calcium, 
and iron; except that for foods intended 
for children l^s than 2 years of agd to 
which § 101.9())(5Ki} applies, nutritiaa 
information may be presented in the 
simplified format when a food product 
contains insignificant amounts of six m 
more of the followii^: Calories, total fat, 
sodium, total carbohydrate, dietary 
fiber, sugars, protein, vitamin A. 
vitamin C, calcium, and iron. 

(1) An "insignificant amount" shall be 
defined as that amount that allows a 
declaration of zero in nutrition labeling, 
except that for total carbohydrate, 
diet^ fiber, and protein, it shall be an 
amount that allows a declaration of 
"less than 1 gram.” 

(2) The simplified format diall 
Include information on the following 
nutrients: 

(i) Total calories, total fat. total 
carbo^drate. protein, and sodium; 

(ii) Calories nom fat and any other 
nutrients identified in paragraph 
of this section that are present in the 
food in more than insignificant 
amounts', and 

(iii) Any vitamins and minerals listed 
in paragraph (cK8)(iv) of this section 
when they are required to be added as 
a nutrient supplement to foods for 
which a standard of identity exists. 

(iv) Any vitamins or minerals that are 
voluntarily added to the food as nutrient 
supplements. 

(3J Other nutrients that are naturally 
present in the food in more than 
insignificant amounts may be 
voluntarily declared as part of the 
simplified format. 

(4) If any nutrients are declared as 
provided in paragraphs (f)(2}liii). 
(f)(2)(iv), or (f)(3) of this section as part 
of the simplified format, the statement 
"Not a signifif^nt source of_” 
(with the blank filled in with the 
name(s) of any nutrient(s) identified in 
§ 101.9(f) and calories from fat that are 
present in insignificant amounts) shall 
be included at the bottom of the 
nutrition label. 

(5) Except as provided for in 
paragraphs (i)(5) and (jKl3) of this 
section, nutrient information declared 
in the simplified format diall be 
presented in the same manner as 
specified in paragraphs (d) or (e) of this 
section, except that the footnote and 
caloric conversion information required 
in paragraphs (d)(9) and (d](10) of this 

section are ntrt required. When the 
footnote and caloric conversion 
information are omitted, an asterisk 
shall be placed at the bottom of the label 
followed by the statement "Percent 
Daily Vahira era based on a 2,000 
calorie diet" and, if the term "Daily 
Vahia" is not spelled out in the heading, 
a statement that "DV” represents "Daily 
Value.” 

(g) CompUance with diis section riiall 
be determined as follows: 

(1) A collection of primary containers 
or units of the same sizBi type, and style 
produced under condUions as nearly 
uniform as possible, designated by a 
common container code or maridng, or 
in the absence of any common container 
code or marking, a day’s production, 
constitutes a "1^." 

(2) The sample for nutrient analysis 
shall consist of a composite of 12 
subsamples (consume units), taken 1 
from eadi of 12 difierent randomly 
chosen shipping cases, to be 
representative a lot Unless a 
particular method of analysis is 
specified in paragraph (c) of this 
section, composites ^all be anal3rzed by 
appropriide methods as given in the 
"Official Methods of Analysis of the 
AOAC International," 15th Ed. (1990), 
which is incorporated by reference in 
accordance with 5 U.S.C 552(a) or 1 
CFR part 51 or, if no AOAC me^od is 
available or appropriate, by other 
reliable and appropriate analytical 
procedures. The availability of this 
incorporation by reference is given in 
pararaaph (cK7) of this section. 

(3) Two classes of nutrients are 
defined for purposes of compliance: 

(1) C/ass I. Added nutrients in fortified 
or fabricated fr)ods; and 

(ii) Class II. NaturaUy occurring 
(indigenous) nutrients. If any ingredient 
which contains a naturally occurring 
(indigenous) nutrirait is added to a ^d, 
the total amount of such nutrient in the 
final food product is subject to class n 
requirements unless the same nutrient is 
also added. 

(4) A food with a label decdaration of 
a vitamin, mineral, protein, total 
carbohydrate, diftary fiber, other 
carbohydrate, polyunsaturated or 
monounsaturated fat. or potassium shall 
be deemed to be mi^randed under 
section 403(a) of the Federal Food, Drug, 
and Cosmetic Act (the act) unless it 
meets the following requirements: 

(i) Class I vitamin, mineral, protein, • 
dietary fiber, or potassium. The nutrient 
content of the composite is at least equal 
to the value for that nutrient declared on 
the labeL 

(ii) Class JJ vitamin, mineral, protein, 
total carbohydrate, dietary fiber, other 
carbohydrate, pofyunsaturated or 

monounsaturated fat, or potassium. The 
nutrient content of the composite is at 
least equal to 80 percent of the value for 
that nutrirat declared on the l^ieL 

Provided, That no regulatory action 
will be baaed on a dstmninatitsi of a 
nutrient value that fells below this level 
by a factor less than the variability 
generally reoo^piizad (or tbs walytical 
method used in that food at the level 
involved. 

(5) A food with a label detdaraticHi of 
calories, sugars, total fi^ saturatad fet, 
cholesterol, or sodium shall be deemed 
to be misbranded under section 403(a) 
of the act if the nutrient content of ti^ 
composite is greater than 20 pwcant in 
excess of the value for that nutrient 
declared on the label. Provided, That no 
regulatory action will be baaed on a 
determination of a nutrient value that 
falls above this level by a fector less 
than the variability generally recognized 
for the analytical method used in that 
food at the level involved. 

(6) Reasonable excesses of a vitamin, 
mineral, protein, total carbohydrate, 
dietary fiber, other carbohydrate, 
polyunsaturated or monounsatiuated 
rat, or potassium over labeled amorints 
are acceptable within current good 
manufecturing practice. Reasonable 
deficiencies of calories, sugars, total fet, 
saturated fet, diolesterol. or sodium 
under labeled amounts are acceptable 
within current good manufecturing 
practice. 

(7) Compliance will be based on the 
metric meesure specified in the label 
statement of serving size. 

(8) Compliance with the provisions 
set forth in pora^phs (gKi) tluough 
(g)(6) of this section may be provided by 
use of an FDA approved (feta baM that 
has been comput^ following FDA 
guideline procedures and whwe food 
samples have been bandied in 
accordance with (nirrant gcxid 
manufecturing practioe to prevent 
nutrition loss. FDA approval of a data 
base shall not be considered granted 
until the Center for Food Safety and 
Applied Nutrition has agreed to all 
aspects of the data base in writing. The 
approval will be granted where a clear 
need is presented (ag., raw produce and 
seafoodt Approvals will be in efifect far 
a limited time, e.g., 10 years, and will 
be eligible for renewal in the absanca of 
significant changes in agriraiitural or 
industry practices. Approval requests 
shall be sulmiitted in accordance vrith 
the provisions of § 10.30 of this chapter. 
Guidance in the use of data bases may 
be found in the "FDA Nutrition 
Labeling Manual—^A Guide far 
Developing and Using Date Bases," 
available foom the Division of Nutrition, 
Center for Food Safety and Applied 
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Nutrition (HFF-260), Food and Drug 
Administration, 200 C St. SW.. 
Washington, DC 20204. 

(9) When it is not technologically 
feasible, or some other circumstance 
makes it impracticable, for firms to 
comply with the requirements of this 
section (e.g., to develop adequate 
nutrient profiles to comply with the 
requirements of paragraph (c) of this 
section), FDA may permit alternative 
means of compliance or additional 
exemptions to deal with the situation. 
Firms in need of such special 
allowances shall make dieir request in 
writing to the Office of Nutrition and 
Food Sciences (HFF-200), Food and 
Drug Administration, 200 C St. SW., 
Washington, DC 20204. 

(h) Piquets with separately packaged 
ingredients or foods, with assortments 
of food, or to which other ingredients 
are added by the user may be labeled as 
follows: 

(1) If a product consists of two or 
more separately packaged ingredients 
enclosed in an outer container or of 
assortments of the same type of food 
(e.g., assorted nuts or candy mixtures) in 
the same retail package, nutrition 
labeling shall be located on the outer 
container or retail package (as the case 
may be) to provide information for the 
consumer at the point of purchase. 
However, when two or more food 
products are simply combined together 
in such a manner that no outer 
container is used, or no outer label is 
available, each product shall have its 
own nutrition information, e.g., two 
boxes taped together or two cans 
combined in a clear plastic overwrap. 
When separately pac^ged ingredients 
or assortments of the same type of food 
are intended to be eaten at the same 
time, the nutrition information may be 
specified per serving for each 
component or as a composite value. 

(2) If a product consists of two or 
more separately packaged foods that are 
intended to be eaten individually and 
that are enclosed in an outer container 
(e.g., variety packs of cereals or snack 
foods), the nutrition information shall 
be specified per serving for each food in 
a location that is clearly visible to the 
consumer at the point of purchase. 

(3) If a package contains a variety of 
foods, or an assortment of foods, and is 
in a form intended to be used as a gift, 
the nutrition labeling shall be in the 
form required by paragraphs (a) through 
(f) of this section, but it may be 
modified as follows: 

(i) Nutrition information may be 
presented on the label of the outer 
package or in labeling within or 
attached to the outer package. 

(ii) In the absence of a reference 
amoimt customarily consumed in 
§ 101.12(b) that is appropriate for the 
variety or assortment of foods in a gift 
package, 1 ounce for solid foods, 2 fluid 
oimces for nonbeverage liquids (e.g., 
syrups), end 8 fluid ounces for 
beverages may be used as the standard 
serving size for purposes of nutrition 
labeling of foods subject to this 
paragraph. However, the reference 
amounts customarily consumed in 
§ 101.12(b) shall be used for purposes of 
evaluating whether individual foods in 
a gift package qualify for nutrient 
content claims or health claims. 

(iii) The number of servings per 
container may be stated as "varied." 

(iv) Nutrition information may be 
provided per serving for in4ividual 
foods in the package, or, alternatively, 
as a composite per serving for 
reasonable categories of foods in the 
package having similar dietary tises and 
similar significant nutritional 
characteristics. Reasonable categories of 
foods may be used only if accepted by 
FDA. In determining whether a 
proposed categoiy is reasonable, FDA 
will consider whether the values of the 
characterizing nutrients in the foods 
proposed to 1m in the category meet the 
compliance criteria set foi^ in 
paragraphs (g)(3) through (g)(6) of this 
section. Proposals for such categories 
may be submitted in writing to the 
Office of Nutrition and Food Sciences 
(HFF-200), Center for Food Safety and 
Applied Nutrition, Food and Drug 
Administration, 200 C St. SW., 
Washington, DC 20204. 

(v) If a food subject to paragraph 
(j)(13) of this section because of its small 
size is contained in a gift package, the 
food need not be included in the 
determination of nutrition informatiem 
under paragraph (h) of this section if it 
is not specifically listed in a 
promotional catalogue as being present 
in the gift package, and: 

(A) It is used in small quantities 
primarily to enhance the appearance of 
the mft packaro; or 

(^ It IS included in the gift package 
as a free ^ft or promotiond item. 

(4) If a food is commcmly combined 
with other ingredients or is cooked or 
otherwise prepared before eating, and 
directions for such combination or 
preparations are provided, another 
column of figures may be used to 
declare nutrition information on the 
basis of the food as consumed in the 
format required in paragraph (e) of this 
section (e.g., a dry ready-to-eat cereal 
may-be described vdth one set of 
Percent Daily Values for the cereal as 
sold (e.g., per ounce), and another set 
for the cereal and milk as stiggested in 

the label (e.g., per ounce of cereal and 
1/2 cup of vitamin D fortified skim 
milk)' and a cake mix may be labeled 
vdth one set of Percent Ddly Values for 
the dry mix (per serving) and another 
set for the serving of the final cake when 
prepeired): Provided, That, the type and 
quantity of the other ingredients to be 
added to the product by the user and the 
specific method of cooking and other 
preparation shall be specified 
prominently on the label. 

(i) Except as provided in paragraph 
(j)(13) of this section, the location of 
nutrition information on a label shall be 
in compliance with § 101.2. 

(j) The following foods are exempt 
from this section or are subject to 
special labeling requirements: 

(1) (i) Food ofiered for sale by a 
manufactiuer, packer, or distributor 
who has annual gross sales made or 
business done in sales to consumers that 
is not more than $500,000 or has annual 
gross sales made or business done in 
sales of food to consumers of not more 
than $50,000, Provided, That the food 
bears no nutrition claims or information 
on a label or labeling or in advertising. 

(ii) For pinposes of this paragraph, 
calculation of the amount of sales shall 
be based on the most recent 2-year 
average of business activity. Where 
firms have been in business less than 2 
years, reasonable estimates must 
indicate that annual sales will not 
exceed the amounts specified. For 
foreign firms that ship foods into the 
United States, the business activities to 
be included shall be the total amount of 
food sales, as well as other sales to 
consumers, by the firm in the United 
States. 

(2) Food products which are: 
(i) Served in restaurants; 
(ii) Served in other establishments in 

which food is served for immediate 
human consumption (e.g., institutional 
food service establishments, such as 
schools, hospitab, and cafeterias; 
transportation carriers, such as trains 
and airplanes; bakeries, delicatessens, 
and retail confectionery stores where 
there are facilities for immediate 
consumption on the premises; ft)od 
service vendors, such as limch wagons, 
ice cream shops, mall cookie counters, 
vending machines, and side-walk carts 
where foods are generally consumed 
immediately where purchased or while 
the consumer is walldng away, 
including similar foods sold from 
convenience stores; and food delivery 
systems or establis^ents where ready- 
to-eat foods are delivered to homes or 
offices); 

(iii) Sold for sale or use only in such 
facilities; or 
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(iv) Sold by a distributor who 
principally sells food to such facilities: 
Provided, That: 

(A) This exemption shall not be 
available for those foods that are 
manufactured, processed, or repackaged 
by that distributor for sale to any 
persons other than restaurants or other 
establishments that serve food for 
immediate human consumption, and 

(B] The manufacturer of such 
products is responsible for providing 
the nutrition information on the 
products if there is a reasonable 
possibility that the product will be 
purchased directly by consruners. 

(3) Food products that are: 
(i) Of the type of food described in 

paragraphs (j)(2)(i) and (j)(2)(ii) of this 
section, 

(ii) Ready for human consumption, 
(iii) Offered for sale to consumers but 

not for immediate human consumption, 
(iv) Processed and prepared primarily 

in a retail establishment, and 
(v) Not oH'ered for sale outside of that 

establishment (e.g., ready-to-eat foods 
that are portioned and packaged on-site 
and sold by independent delicatessens, 
bakeries, and retail confectionery stores 
where there are no facilities for 
immediate human consumption, by in¬ 
store delicatessen, bakery, or candy 
departments, or at self-service food bars 
such as salad bars). 

(4) Foods that cx)ntain insignificant 
amounts of all of the nutrients and food 
components required to be included in 
the declaration of nutrition information 
under paragraph (c) of this section. An 
insignificant amount of a nutrient or 
food component shall be that amount 
that allows a declaration of zero in 
nutrition labeling, except that for total 
carbohydrate, dietary fiber, and protein, 
it shall be an amount that allows a 
declaration of “less than 1 gram.” Foods 
that are exempt under this paragraph 
include coffee beans (whole or ground), 
tea leaves, plain unsweetened instant 
coffee and tea. condiment-type 
dehydrated vegetables, flavor extracts, 
and food colors. 

(5) (i) Foods, other than infant 
formula, represented or purported to be 
specifically for infants and children less 
than 2 years of age shall bear nutrition 
labeling, except as provided in 
paragraph (i)(5)(ii) and except that such 
labeling sh^l not include calories from 
fat (paragraph (c)(lKii) of this section), 
calories from saturated fat ((c)(l)(iii)), 
saturated fat ((c)(2)(i)), polyunsaturated 
fat ((c)(2)(ii)), monounsaturated fat 
((c)(2)(iii)), and cholesterol ((c)(3)). 

(ii) Fo<^s. other than infant formula, 
represented or purported to be 
specifically for infants and children less 
than 4 years or age shall bear nutrition 

labeling, except that such labeling shall 
not include listings of percent of Daily 
Value and the footnote required in 
paragraphs (d)(7). (d)(9), and (d)(10) of 
this section. Nutrient names and 
quantitative amounts by weight shall be 
presented in two separate columns. 

(6) Dietary supplements of vitamins 
and minerals except that the labeling of 
a dietary supplement of vitamins and 
minerals in conventional food form, e.g., 
a breakfast cereal, shall conform to the 
labeling established in this section. 

(7) Infant formula subject to section 
412 of the act. as amended, except that 
such foods shall be labeled in 
compliance with part 107 of this 
chapter. 

(^ Medical foods as defined in 
section 5(b) of the Orphan Drug Act (21 
U.S.C. 360ee(b)(3)). A medical food is a 
food which is formulated to be 
consumed or administered enterally 
imder the supervision of a physician 
and which is intended for the specific 
dietary management of a disease or 
condition for which distinctive 
nutritional requirements, based on 
recognized scientific principles, are 
established by medical evaluation. A 
food is subject to this exemption only if: 

(i) It is a specially formulated and 
processed product (as opposed to a 
naturally occiuring foodstuff used in its 
natural state) for the partial or exclusive 
feeding of a patient by means of oral 
intake or enteral feedine by tube; 

(ii) It is intended for the dietary 
management of a patient who, b^use 
of therapeutic or chronic medical needs, 
has limited or impaired capacity to 
ingest, digest, absorb, or metabolize 
ordinary foodstuffs or certain nutrients, 
or who has other special medically 
determined nutrient requirements, the 
dietary management of which cannot be 
achieved by &e modification of the 
normal diet alone; 

(iii) It provides nutritional support 
specifically modified for the 
management of the vmique nutrient 
needs that result fi^m the specific 
disease or condition, as determined by 
medical evaluation; 

(iv) It is intended to be used under 
medical supervision; and 

(v) It is intended only for a patient 
receiving active and ongoing medical 
supervision wherein the patient requires 
medical care on a recurring basis for, 
among other things, instructions on the 
use of the medical food. 

(9) Food products shipped in bulk 
form that are not for distribution to 
consumers in such form and that are for 
use solely in the manufacture of other 
foods or that are to be processed, 
labeled, or repacked at a site other than 
where originally processed or packed. 

(10) Raw fruits, vegetables, and fish 
subject to section 40^qK4) of the act. 
except that the labeling of snch foods 
should adhere to guidelines in § 101.45. 
The term “fish” includes freshwater or 
marine fin fish, crustaceans, and 
mollusks, including shellfish, 
amphibians, and o&er forms of aquatic 
animal life. 

(11) Packaged single-ingredient 
products that consist of fish or game 
meat (i.e., animal products not covered 
under the Federal Meat Inspection Act 
or the Poultry Products Inspection Act, 
such as flesh products from deer, bison, 
rabbit, quail, wild turkey, or ostrich) 
subject to this section may provide 
required nutrition information for a 3- 
ounce cooked edible portion (i.e., on an 
“as prepared” basis), except that: 

(i) Such products that make claims 
that are based on values as packaged 
must provide nutrition information on 
an as packaged basis, and 

(ii) Nutrition information is not 
required for custom processed fish or 
game meats. 

(12) Game meats (i.e., animal products 
not covered under the Federal Meat 
Inspection Act or the Poultry Products 
Inspection Act, such as flesh products 
from deer, bison, rabbit, quail, wild 
tiirkey, or ostrich) may provide required 
nutrition information on labeling in 
accordance with the provisions of 
paragraph (a)(2) of this section. 

(13) (i) Foods in small packages that 
have a total surface area available to 
bear labeling of less than 12 square 
inches, Provided. That the labels for 
these foods bear no nutrition claims or 
other nutrition information. The 
manufacturer, packer, or distributor 
shall provide on the label of packages 
that qualify for and use this exemption 
an address or telephone number that a 
consumer can use to obtain the required 
nutrition information (e.g., “For 
nutrition information, call 1-800-123- 
4567”). 

(ii) Foods in packages that have a total 
surface area available to bear labeling of 
40 or less square inches may modify the 
requirements of paragraphs (c) through 
(f) and (i) of this section by one or more 
of the following means: 

(A) Presenting the required nutrition 
information in a tabular or, as provided 
below, lineeir (i.e., string) fashion rather 
than in vertical coliunns if the product 
has a total surface area available to bear 
labeling of less than 12 square inches or 
if the package shape or size cannot 
accommodate a column display on any 
label panel. Nutrition information may 
be given in a linear fashion, only if the 
label will not accommodate a tabular 
display, and. in that case, any 
subcomponents declared shall be listed 
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parenthetically after principal 
components (e.g., saturated fot shall be 
declared in parentheses after total fat). 

The following sample label illustrates a 
tabular display. 
BIUJNO CODE 41M-01-M 
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Amount/serving %DV* Amount^erv^ %IIV* 

Total Fat 1g 2% Total Caib.0g 0% 
Sat.Fat Og 0% Fiber Og 0% 

Cholest. lOmg 3% Sugars Og 

Sodium 200mg 8% Protein 17g 

Servings about 3 ——-rr-----^- 
Calories 80 Cholest. 10mg 3% Sugars Og 

Fat Cal. 10 Sodium 200mg 8% Protein 17g 
‘Percent Daily Values (DV) are 
based on a 2,000 calorie diet. Vitamin A 0% • Vitamin C 0% • Calcium 0% • Iron 6% 

BILUNG CODE 4160-01-C 
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(B) Using any of the following 
abbreviations: 
Serving size—Serv. size 
Servings per container—Servings 
Calories fat—Fat cal 
Saturated fat—Sat fat 
Cholesterol—Cholest 
Total carbohydrate—Total carb 
Dietary fiber—Fiber 

(C) Omitting the footnote and caloric 
conversion information required in 
paragraphs (d)(9) and (d)(10) of this 
section and placing another asterisk at 
the bottom of the label followed by the 
statement "Percent Daily Values are 
based on a 2,000 calorie diet" and, if the 
term “Daily Value” is not spelled out in 
the heading, a statement that "DV" 
represents “Daily Value." 

(D) Presenting the required nutrition 
information on any label panel. 

(14) Shell eggs packaged in a carton 
that has a top lid designed to conform 
to the shape of the eggs are exempt from 
outer carton label requirements where 
the required nutrition information is 
clearly presented in no less than 1/16- 
inch type size immediately beneath the 
carton lid or in an insert that can be 
clearly seen when the carton is opened. 

(15) The unit containers in a 
multiimit retail food package where: 

(i) The multiunit retail food package 
labeling contains all nutrition 
information in accordance with the 
requirements of this section; 

(ii) The vmit containers are securely 
enclosed within and not intended to be 

separated fit)m the retail package under 
caaditimis of retail sale; and 

(xii) Each unit container is labeled 
with the statement “This Unit Not 
Labeled For Retail Sale" in type size not 
less than 1/16-inch in height. The word 
“individual" may be used in lieu of or 
immediately preceding the word 
“Retail" in the statement. 

(16) Food products sold fi'om bulk 
containers: Provided, That nutrition 
infcnmation required by this section be 
displayed to consumers either on the 
labeling of the bulk container plainly in 
view or in accordance with the 
provisions of paragraph (a)(2) of this 
section. 

(k) A food labeled under the 
provisions of this section shall be 
deemed to be misbranded under 
sections 201 (n) and 403(a) of the act if 
its label or labeling represents, suggests, 
or implies; 

(l) (Reserved] 
(2) That a balanced diet of ordinary 

foods cannot supply adequate amounts 
of nutrients. 

(3) That the lack of optimum nutritive 
quality of a food, by reason of the soil 
on which that food was grown, is or 
may be responsible for an inadequacy or 
deficiency in the quality of the daily 
diet. 

(4) That the storage, transportation, 
processing, or cooking of a food is or 
may be responsible for an inadequacy or 
deficiency in the quality of the daily 
diet. 

(5) That the food has dietary 
properties when sudh properties are of 
no significant value or need in hunxan 
nutrition. 

(6) That a natural vitamin in a food is 
superior to an added or synthetic 
vitamin or to differentiate in any way 
between vitamins naturally present horn 
those added. 

5. Section 101.100 is amended by 
revising the introductory text of 
paragraph (d) to read as follows: 

§ 101.100 Food; exemptions from labeling. 
***** 

(d) Except as provided by paragraphs 
(e) and (f) of this section, a shipment or 
other delivery of a food which is, in 
accordance with the practice of the 
trade, to be processed, labeled, or 
repacked in substantial quantity at an 
establishment other than that where 
originally processed or packed, shall be 
exempt, during the time of introduction 
into and movement in interstate 
commerce and the time of holding in 
such establishment, from compliance 
with the labeling requirements of 
section 403 (c), (e), ^), (h), (i), (k), and 
(q) of the act if: 
***** 

6. Appendix B to Part 101 is added to 
read as follows: 
BtLUNQ CODE 4160-01-M 
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Appendix B to Part 101 

Graphic Enhancements used by the FDA 

A. Overall 
1. Nutrition Facts Label is boxed with all black or one color type printed on a white 

or neutral ground. 

B. Typeface and size 
1. The “Nutrition Facts” label uses 6 point or larger Helvetica Black and/or 

Helvetica Regular type. In order to fit some formats the typography may be 
kerned as much as -4, (tighter kerning reduces legibility). 

2. Key nutrients & their % Daily Value are set in 8 point Helvetica Black (but"%" 
should be set in Helvetica Regular). 

3. “Nutrition Facts” is set in either Franklin Gothic Heavy or Helvetica Black to fit 
the width of the label flush left and flush right. 

4. “Serving Size” and "Servings per container” are set in 8 point Helvetica Regular with 
1 point of leading. 

5. The table labels (for example; “Amount per Serving”) are set 6 point 
Helvetica Black. 

6. Absolute measures of nutrient content (for example; “1g”) and nutrient 
subgroups are set in 8 point Helvetica Regular with 4 points of leading. 

7. Vitamins and minerals are set in 8 point Helvetica Regular, with 4 points of 
leading, separated by 10 point bullets. 

8. All type that appears under vitamins and minerals is set in 6 point Helvetica 
regular with 1 point of leading. 

C. Rules 
1. A 7 point rule separates large groupings as shown in example. A 3 point rule 

separates calorie information from the nutrient information. 

2. A hairline rule or 1/4 point rule separates individual nutrients, as shown in the 
example. Descenders should not touch rule. The top half of the label (nutrient 
information) has 2 points of leading between the type and the rules, the bottom 
half of the label (footnotes) has 1 point of leading between the type and the rules. 

D. Box 
1. All labels are enclosed by 1/2 point box rule within 3 points of text measure. 
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Appendix B to Part 101 

Helvetica Regular 8 

point with 1 point of 

leading 

3 point rule 

8 point Helvetica Black 

with 4 point of leading 

1/4 point rule centered 

between nutrients 

(2 points leading above 

and 2 points below) 

8 point Helvetica 

Regular with 4 points 

of leading 

8 point Helvetica 

Nutrition Facts 
Serving Size’/fe cup {114g) 
Servings Per Container 4 

4iwOMnt^rS«w4nB 

eateries 260 Calories from Fat 120 

%l>«ay Value* 

Total Fat 13g 20% 

Saturated Fat 5g 25“' X 
Cholesterol 30mg 10% 

SoeSum 660mg 28° 

Total Caftoohyefrate 31g 11% 

Dietary Fiber Og 

Sugars 5g 

Aotein 5g 

Vitamin A 4% Vitamin C 2% 

Calcium 15% Iron 4% 

Percent Daiy Values are based on a 2.000 
caione diei Vour daily values may be lugfier - 
O' lo*e' depending on your caione needs 

_Catones: 2,000 2,500 

Total Fal Less than 65g 80g 
Sat Fa! Lessihan 20g 2Sg 

C»x)iesieroi Less than 300mg 300mg 
SodKim Less loan 2.400mg 2400nTg 
Total Caibohydrale 

Dietary Peer 
300g 
25g 

375g 
3Cg 

Calories per gram 
Fat 9 • Caroonydrate 4 . Prote*'' 4 

Franklin Gothic Heavy or 
Helvetica Black, flush left 
6 flush right, no smaller 
than 13 point 

7 point rule 

6 point Helvetica Black 

All labels are enclosed by 
1/2 point box rule within 3 
points of text measure 

-1 /4 point rule 

Type below vitamins and 
minerals (footnotes), is 6 
point with 1 point of leading 

Regular, 4 points of 

leading with 10 point 

bullets 

MUJNC COPE 41M-01-C 
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Dated: December 17,1992. 
David A. Kessler, 
Commissioner of Food and Drugs 
Louis W. Sullivan, 
Secretary of Health and Human Services. 

Editorial Note: The following appendixes 
will not appear in the annual Code of Federal 
Regulations. 

BILUNG CODE 4160-01-M 
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Appendix A: 
Shortened Format (See comment 8)—Vegetable Soup 

Nutrition Facts 
Serving Size 1 cup (245g) 

Servings Per Container 2 

Amount Per Serving 

Calories 55 Calories from Fat 20 

%Dafly Value* 

Total Fat 1g 2% 

Sodium BOOmg 33% 

Total Cartx>hyclrate 31 g 11 % 

Dietary Fiber 4g 16% 

Sugars Og 

Protein 2g 

Vitamin A 20% • Vitamin C 4% • Iron 2% 

Not a significant source of saturated fat. 
cholesterol, and calcium. 

* Percent Daily Values are based on a 2.000 
calorie diet. Your daily values may be higher 
or lower depending on your calorie needs: 

_Calories: 2,000 2.500 

Total Fat Less than 65g 80g 
Sat Fat Lessth^ 20g 25g 

Cholesterol Less than 300mg 300mg 
Sodium Less than 2,400mg 2,400mg 
Total Carbohydrate 300g 375g 

Dietary Fiber 25g 30g 

Catories per gram: 
Fat 9 • Carbohydrate 4 • Protein 4 

OtUJNO CODE 41M-01-C 
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Appendix B.—True Protein DHSEsnettJTY Value of Common Foods 

Major product group Subgroup Product Truedteeet- 
uaiy Reterences 

Barley ..:.. 90 1 
Onm, FxtnulAd OAmal . 62 2 
Com, Com Flake ..... 70 2 
Com. OegermlnBted Opaque 2. 94 2 
Com. Putted Cereal... 76 2 
Com, Whole.... 89 2 
Com. Whole Opaque 2 ... 92 2 
Com meal. 84 2 

Millet .... MUIet_ __ 79 2 
' Oats arwl Oat products Oat, Sugared Flakaa.. . 67 2 

Oat Flakaa.. 70 2 
Oat, Extq^ded Oal/Wheat... 76 2 
Cereal... 89 2 
Oat, Quick Oatmeal__ 82 2 
Oat Oatmeal .... 90 3 
Oats, RoSad . 
Rice' . 91 2 
Rica, Germ....... 87 4 
Rica, Brawn. Cooked. ... 5 
Rica, High l^eln .... 2 
Rice. Mined. Cooked ... 6 
Rica, Polished.-... 2.5 
Rice. Crisped Rica Cereal.-.. 2 
Rice. Flakes... 63 2 
Sorghum, Cooked... 73 6 

90 2 
Wheat ar^d whfuii Prrx^iiAts ,.. Bread. .. 96 2 

Bread. Coarse. Brown. .. ai 2 
Bread, White---1--- w9 2 
Bread, Whole Wheat ... 92 2 • 
Wheat, Bran... rS 15 
Wheat, Brown, Cooked --- 93 6 
Wheat Endosperm (Farina)--— • 98 2 
Wheat Flour, 90% extracted- 89 2 
White, Flour, 80% extracted... 92 2 
Wheat Germ.. 81 2 
Wheat Gluten.. 98 2 
Wheat Hard Spring. 86 2 
Wheat Meat Analogue... 95 2 
Wheat Putted Wheat..... 84 2 
Wheat Shredded... 73 2 
Wheat. Wheaties ... 80 2 
Wheat White Flour. 97 2 
Wheat Whole------— 87 2 
Wheat Whole, Hot Cereal .... 85 2 
Wheat 40% Bran Flakes ....... 69 2 
Add-Casein .-. 95 7 
Casein .. — 96 8.4 
Caselrrate--- 95 7 
Rennet-Casein....— 94 7 

99 4 
(Cottage. Cheese...— 99 2 
Lactalbumln ..... 94 2 

Milk ./. Milk Retentate...-. 97 7 
Milk, SWm... 94 8 
MIK Whole.. 94 2 
MHk, Whole. Powdered.. 95 2 

95 4 
Egg albumen ..... 97 2 
Egg. Flakes...— 92 ' 2 
Egg, Powdered, Dried.- 93 4 
Egg, Dried. 98 2 
Egg, Powdered Oeiatted.... . 100 2 
Egg. Scrambled.-.—. 96 2 
Egg. Spray Dried.... 92 2 
Egg, Whole. Unprocessed_ _ 97 2.9 

Beans (Mucunoa Spp.} .. Beans, Veivel... 68 4 
57 4 

Beans, Lima..— 78 4 
Beans. Black .. 69 4. 10 
Beans, Brown, Cooked.. 79 11 
Beans, Corrwtron .. 82 4 
Beans. Haricot —...- 71 4 
Beans. Kkteey..... 81 8 
Beans. Natal rourrd Yellow--- 80 4 
Beans. Pinto. Canned. — 73 8 
Beans, Red--- 78 4 
Beans. Sealarer.. . 84 
Beans, Snap. Frozen.—„ — 82 11 
Beans, Spotted Sugar.. 81 4 
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Appendix B.—True Protein Digestibility Value of Common Foods—Continued 

Major product group 1 Subgroup Product 
True digest¬ 

ibility References 

1 
j Beans, Sugar. 69 i 4 

1 
! Beans, Su^r, Speckled. 78 i 4 

1 Beans, White Kidney. 78 4 
87 4 

Beans, Faba. 86 ! to 
Cottonseed . 78 E 2 
Cottoneeed Meal . 80 4 
Cottortseed, Glandless flour. 98 2 
Flaxseed.i 8S 4 

85 4, 8 
i Lupirts (Lupinus atOM).j Lupine. 76 4 

95 2 
Peanut Flour... 93 2 
Peanuts . 87 4 

. 1 Peanut Meal . 91 12 
Peas (Cajarxis cajan). Pigeon Peas. 76 13 

V Pigeon Peas, Raw.... 4t 13 
Chick peas. Canned. 88 8 
Pea Concentrate. 94 3 

88 14 
Peas. Century, Autoclaved. 83 10 
Peas, Green, Frozen. 94 11 
Peas. Trapper, Autoclaved. 84 10 
Peas, Yellow, Cooked . 86 11 
Pea Flour. 88 10 
Peas, Alaskan Field.,. 88 2 

Peas (VIgna unguiculata) . Cowpeas... 79 4 
82 4 

I 91 4 
Soy Concentrate... 95 4 

^ . Soy Flour.. 84 2 
Soy Flour, Defatted . 87 2 
Soy Isolate. 96 2 
Soy protein, spun . too 2 

82 2 
• Sunflower Seed-Flour. 90 2 

95 2 
Beef, Low Fat, Ground.. 91 2 
Beet, Powdered, Defatted. 97 2 
Beef. Salami. 98 8 
Beef. Stew. 89 8 
Beefsteak. 97 2 
Beef Tenderloin, Roasted. 91 2 
Haddock . too 4 
Sardirte . 95 4 
Shark . 72 4 
Tuna. Canrted. 90 2 
Cartned Frankfurters. 97 4 

• Chicken, Frankfurters. 97 8 
Sausage ... 94 8 

= Pork Loin and Tenderloin. 98 2 
too 4 

Chicken, Dark Meat. 92 4 
Chicken, Light Meat. 93 4 
Turkey Breast. Roasted. 91 2 

94 2 

85 4 
Coconut, meal (defatted). 80 4 
Pecan . 71 4 

Starchy Roots, TiihAS . I 89 * 

Veoalablas ... 88 4 
Kale . 85 4 
Rape . 85 4 
Mustard. 82 4 
Turnip Leaves. 86 

! ^ 
Mushrooms... 1 90 

1 

Notes 

True digestibility values obtained using 
adult subjects were considered first followed 
by data using the rat as the animal model. 
When more than one value was considered 
the values were averaged. Data sources; 

1. Eggum, B. O., B. Pederson, and I. 
Jacobson, “The Influence of Dietary Tea, 
Coffee and Cocoa on Protein and Energy 

Utilization of Soybean Meal and Barley in 
Rats," British Journal of Nutrition. 50:197- 
205,1983. 

2. Hopkins, Daniel T., “Effects of Variation 
in Protein Digestibility,” in Protein Quality 
in Humans: Assessment and In Vitro 
Estimation, C. E. Bodwell, J. S. Adkins, and 
D. T. Hopkins (eds.), AVI Ifoblishing 
Company INC, Westport, CN, pp. 169-193, 
1981. 

3. McDonough, F. E., F. H. Steinke, G. 
Sarwar., B. O. Eggum, R. Bressani, P.). Huth, 
W. E. Barbeau, G. V. Mitchell, and). G. 
Phillips, “In Vitro Rat Assay for True Protein 
Digestibility: Collaborative Study,” Journal of 
the Association of Official Analytical 
Chemist. 73(5):801-805,1990. 

4. FAO, “Amino Acid Content of Poods 
and Biological Data on Proteins” Food Policy 
and Food Science Service, Nutrition 
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Division, FAO of Ihe United Nations, Rome, 
1970. 

5. Miyoshi, H., T. Okuda, K. Okuda, and 
H. Koishi, "Effects of Brown Rice on 
Apparent Digestibility and Balance of 
Nutrients in Young Men on Low Protein 
Diets,” Journal of Nutritional Science and 
Vitaminology, 33:207-218,1987. 

6. Eggum, B. O., B. O. ]uliano, M. G. B. 
Ibabao, C. M. Perez, and V. R. Carangal, 
"Protein and Energy Utilization of Boiled 
Rice-Legume Diets and Boiled Cereals in 
Growing Rats,” Plant Foods for Human 
Nutrition. 37:237-245,1987. 

7. Frangne, R. and ]. Adrian, "Protein 
Value of Some Industrial Dairy Products,” 
International Journal of Vitamins and 
Nutrition Research. 56:391-393,1986. 

8. Sarwar, G., "Digestibility of Protein and 
Bioavailability of Amino Acids in Foods. 
Effects on Protein Quality Assessment,” 

World Review of Nutrition and Dietetics, 
54:26-70, Karger, Basel, 1987. 

9. Kaneko K. and G. Koike, "Utilization 
and Requirement of Egg Protein in Japanese 
Women,” Journal of Nutritional Sciences and 
Vitaminology, 31:43-52,1985. 

10. Sarwar, G. and F. E. McDonough, 
"Evaluation of Protein Digestibility-Conected 
Amino Acid Score Method for Assessing 
Protein Quality of Foods," Journal of the 
Association of Official Analytical Chemist, 
73{3):347-355,1990. 

11. Lowgren M. and L. Hambraeus, 
"Protein Quality in Legumes-Effect of 
Soaking and Heat Treatment and Amino Acid 
Supplementation on Nitrogen Retention in 
rats’. Nutrition Reports International, 
38(4):745-756,1988. 

12. FAO of the United Nations, Protein 
Quality Evaluation, Report of Joint FAO/ 
WHO Expert Consultation, Rome, 1991. 

13. Griffiths, A. G. and G. P. Savage, "The 
Composition and Nutritive Value of Pigeon 
Pea (Cajanus Cajan Millsp.J,” Nutrition 
Abstracts and Reviews (Series A), 61(4) 261- 
283,1991. 

14. Mongeau, R., G. Sarwar, R. W. Peace, 
and R. Brassard, "Relationship Between 
Dietary Fiber Levels and Protein Digestibility 
in Selected Foods as Determined in Rats, 
Plant Foods for Human Nutrition, 39:45-51, 
1989. 

15. Hansen, 1. T. Larsen, K. E. Bach 
Knudsen, and B. O. Eggum, "Nutrient 
Digestibilities in Ingredients Fed Alone or in 
Combination," British Journal of Nutrition, 
66:27-35,1991. 

BH.UNO CODE 41S0-01-M 
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Appendix C: 
Sweet ootatoes. Canned 

Nutrition Facts 
Serving Size V2cup (95g) 
Servings Per Container 4 

Amount Per Serving 

Caiories90 Calories from Fat 0 

% Daily Value* 

Totai Fat Og 0% 

Saturated Fat Og 5% 

Choiesterol Omg 0% 

Sodium 55mg 2% 

Total Cart>ohyclrate 21 g 7% 

Dietary Fiber 2g 8% 

Sugars 5g 

Protein 2g 

Vitamin A 160% (100% as Beta Carotene) 

Vitamin C 40% • Calcium 2% • Iron 4% 

Percent Daily Values are based on a 2.000 
calorie diet. Your daily values may be higher 
or lower depending on your calorie needs; 

Calories: 2.000 2.500 

Total Fat Less than 65g 80g 
Sat Fat Less than 20g 25g 

Cholesterol Less than 300mg 300mg 
Sodium Less than 2.400mg 2.400mg 
Total Carbohydrate 300g 375g 

Dietary Fiber 25g 30g 

Calories per gram; 
Fat 9 • Carbohydrate 4 • Protein 4 
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Appendix D 

Nutrition Facts 
Serving Size Vz cup (114g) 
Servings Per Container 4 

Amount Per Serving 

Calories 260 Calories from Fat 120 

_% Daity Value* 

Total Fat 13g 20% 
«- 
Saturated Fat 5g 25% 

Cholesterol 30mg 10% 

Sodium 660mg 28% 

Total Carbohydrate 31 g 11 % 

Dietary Fiber Og 0% 

Sugars 5g 

Protein 5g 

Vitamin A 4% • Vitamin C 2% 

Calcium 15% • Iron 4% 

Percent Daily Values are based on a 2,000 ^ 
calorie diet. Your daily values may be higher 
or lower depending on your calorie needs; 

_Calories: 2,000 2,500 

Total Fat Less than 65g 80g 
Sat Fat , Less than 20g 25g 

Cholesterol Less than 300mg 300mg 
Sodium Less than 2,400mg 2,400mg. 
Total Carbohydrate 300g 375g 

Dietary Fiber 25g 30g 

Calories per gram: 
Fat 9 • Carbohydrate 4 • Protein 4 
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Appendix D: 
Footnote to side 

Nutrition Facts 
Serving Size V2 cup (114g) 
Servings Per Container 4 

Amount Per Serving 

Calories 260 Calories from Fal120 

%Daily Value* 

Total Fat 13g 20% 

Saturated Fat 5g 25% 

Cholesterol 30mg 10% 

* Percent Daily Values are based on a 2,000 
calorie diet. Your daily values may be higher, 
or lower depending on your calorie needs: 

_Catofies: 2,000 2,500 

Total Fat Less than 65g 80g 
StftfFat Less than 20g 25g 

Cholestefol Less than 300mg 300mg 
Sodium Less than 2,400mg 2,400mg 
Total Carbohydrate 300g 375g 

Dietary Fiber 25g 30g 

Calories per gram; 
Fat 9 • Carbohydrate 4 • Protein 4 
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Appendix E: 
Samnie labels with dual declaration 

Nutrition Facts 
Serving Size Vi2 cup (45g) 

Servings Per Container 12 

1 
Amount Per Serving Mix Baked 

Calories 190 280 

Calories from Fat 45 135 
1 11 

% Daily Value** 

Total Fat Sg’' 13% 36% 

Saturated Fat2g 10% 13% 

Cholesterol Omg 

Sodium 300mg 8% 9% 

Total 
CaitM>hydrate 34g 0% 9% 

Dietary Fiber Og 0% EH 
Sugars 18g 

Protein 2g 

■ - bhi 
Vitamin A 0% 0% 

Vitamin C 0% 0% 

Calcium 6% 8% 

Iron 2% 4% 

‘Amount in Mix 

“ Percent Daily Values are based on a 2,000 
calorie diet. Your daily values may be higher 
or lower depending on your calorie needs: 

Calories: 2,000 2,500 

Total Fat Less than 65g 80g 
Sat Fat Less than 20g 25g 

Cholesterol Less than 300mg 300mg 
Sodium Less than 2,400mg 2,400nr»g 

Total Carbohydrate 300g 375g 
Dietary Fiber 250 30g 

Calories per gram: 
Fat 9 • Carbohydrate 4 • Protein 4 
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Appendix E: 
Dual declaration with footnote of nutrients added by 
combination of foods 

Nutrition Facts 
Serving Size 1 cup (35g) 
Servings Per Container 10 

Amount 
Per Serving 

Calories_ 

Calories from Fat 

Total Fat Og* 

Saturated Fat Og 

Cholesterol Omg 

Sodium 200mg 

Total 
Carbohydrate 30g 

Dietary Fiber 4g 

Sugars 18g 

Protein 3g 

Cereal with 
1/2 cup 

Cereal ^kn Milk 

% Daily Value** | 

, 0% 
0% 0% 

10% 12% 

167o 16% 

Vitamin A 25% 25% 

Vrtamin C 25% 25% I 

Calcium 0% 15% 

Iron 10% 10% 

•Amount in Cereal. One half cup skim milk 
contributes an additional 40 calories, 65 mg 

sodium, 6g total carbohydrate (6 g sugars), 
and 4g protein. 

** Percent Daily Values are based on a 2,000 
calorie diet- Your daily values may be higher 
or lower depending on your calorie needs. 

Calories: 2.000 2.500 

Total Fat Less than 65g 80g 
Sat Fat Less than 20g 25g 

Cholesterol Less than 300mg 300nng 

Sodium Less than 2,400mg 2,400mg 

Total Cartwhydrate 300g 375g 
Dietary Fiber 25g 30g 

Calories per gram; 

Fat 9 • Carbohydrate 4 Protein 4 
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Appendix F: 
Simplified format (Vegetable oil) 
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Appendix F: 
Simplified format (Soft Drink) 
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Appendix G: 
Format for same food represented to be specifically for 
children less than 2 years of age (Fruit Dessert) 
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Appendix G: 
Format for foods for children less than 4 years of age 
(Fruit Dessert) 

Nutrition Facts 
Serving Size 1 jar (140g) 
Servings Per Container 1 

Amount Per Serving 

Caiories 110 Calories from Fat 0 

Amount 

Totai Fat Og 

Saturated Fat Og 

Cholesteroi Omg 

Sodium lOmg 

Total Carbohydrate 27g 

Dietary Fiber 4g 

Sugars tsg 

Protein Og 

Vitamin A 6% • Vitamin C 45% 

Calcium 2% Iron 2% 
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Appendix H: 
Taou'ar Display 

Nutrition Amount/serving %DV* Amount/serving %DV* 

Facts Total Fat 1g 2% Total Caib.0g 0% 
Sery. Size V3 cup (56g) Sat. Fat Og 0% Fiber Og 0% 
Servings about 3 

1 CaloriesBO Cholesti! 10mg 3% Sugars Og 

Fat Cal. 10 Sodium 200mg 8% Protein 17g 
‘Percent Daily Values (DV) are 

based on a 2,000 calorie diet. Vitamin A 0% • Vitamin C 0% • Calcium 0% • Iron 6% 

IFR Doc. 92-31501 Filed 12-2^-92: 8:45 amj 
BILUNC CODE 41WMI1-C 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND 
HUMAN SERVICES 

Food and Drug Administration 

21 CFR Parts 101 and 104 

(Docket No. 9CN-0134] 

RIN 0905-A008 

Food Labeling; Reference Daily Intakes 
and Daily Reference Values 

AGENCV: Food and Drug Administration, 
HHS. 
ACnON: Final rule. 

SUMMARY: The Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) is amending its 
regulations to establish two sets of label 
reference values. Reference Daily 
Intakes (RDI's) and Daily Reference 
Values (DRVs), for use in declaring the 
nutrient content of a food on its label or 
labeling. FDA intends to use these two 
sets of values as a single set of label 
reference values known-as the Daily 
Value, which will assist consumers in 
understanding the relative signihcance 
of the information about the amount of 
certain nutrients in a food in the context 
of a total daily diet. It will also assist 
consumers in cohiparing the nutritional 
values of food products. 
EFFECTIVE DATE: May 8,1994. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Christine Lewis, Center for Food Safety 
and Applied Nutrition (HFS-165). Food 
and Drug Administration, 200 C SW., 
Washington, DC 20204, 202-205-5588. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

I. Background 

In the Federal Register of July 19, 
1990 (55 FR 29476), FDA published a 
proposed rule entitled "Food Labeling; 
Reference Daily Intakes and Daily 
Reference Values’* (the July 1990 
proposal) to amend its food labeling 
regulations by revising and expanding 
label reference values for nutrients in 
foods. In the Federal Register of 
November 27,1991 (56 FR 60366, and 
corrected at 57 FR 8178, March 6. 1992), 
FDA issued a document entitled: "Food 
Labeling; Reference Daily Intakes and 
Daily Reference Values; Mandatory 
Status of Nutrition Labeling and 
Nutrient Content Revision” (hereinafter 
referred to as the “supplementary 
proposal”) to supplement and to 
republish, in mc^ified form, the July 
1990 proposal. The agency proposed to; 
(1) Replace the current label reference 
values known as "U.S. Recommended 
Daily Allowances” (U.S. RDA's) with 
RDI’s; (2) provide RDI’s for five groups* 
adults and children 4 or more years of 
age. children less than 4 years of age. 

infants, pregnant women, and lactating 
women; (3) establish RDI’s for protein 
and 26 vitamins and minerals for all five 
groups; and (4) establish DRV’s for 
adults and children 4 or more years of 
age for eight nutrients and food 
components considered important to the 
maintenance of good health. FDA 
requested comments on the proposed 
regiilution. Interested persons were 
given until February 25,1992, to 
comment. 

FDA received approximately 800 
responses to the July 1990 proposal and 
approximately 700 responses to the 
supplementary proposal, each of which 
contained one or more comments, from 
trade and retail associations, 
government organizations, retailers, 
consumer groups. State groups, private 
organizations, professional societies, 
and universities. Many comments 
suggested modification and revision of 
various provisions of the proposal. A 
summary of the suggested changes and 
the agency’s responses follows. 

On October 6,1992^ Congress passed- 
the Dietary Supplement Act of tOT2 
(hereinafter referred to as the "DS Act” 
that, in section 203, instructed FDA to 
not promulgate regulations that require 
the use of,, or are l^ed upon, 
recommended daily allowances of 
vitamins or minerals before November 
8,1993, (other than regulations 
establishing the United States 
recommended daily allowances 
specified in 21 CFR 101.9(c)(7){iv) as in 
effect on October 6,1992). 

II. Authority for New Label Reference 
Values 

A. RDI’s: Revision of U.S. RDA's 

1. Several comments suggested that 
the change from the current label 
reference values, the U.S. RDA’s, to the 
proposed new label reference values, 
the RDI’s, was not mandated by the 
Nutrition Labeling and Education Act of 
1990 (Pub. L. 101-535) (the 1990 
amendments), and that retaining the 
U.S. RDA’s is not inconsi.stent with the 
amendments. 

FDA agrees that the 1990 amendments 
do not require that the U.S. RDA’s be 
changed. The agency points out, 
however, that section (2)(b)ll)(A) of the 
1990 amendments (21 U.S.C. 343 note) 
does require that the required nutrition 
label information be conveyed in a 
manner that enables the public to 
readily observe and comprehend the 
information and to understand its 
relative significance in the context of a 
total daily diet. Such information 
should be consistent with current 
scientific knowledge about nutrients 
and health. 

Over tbe last 29 years, there have been 
significant advances in scientific 
knowledge wUh respect to essential 
nutrient requirements. In 1989„th8 
National Academy of Sciences (NAS) 
updated the Recommended Dietary 
Allowances (RDA’s)—the basis for label 
reference values derived by the 
agency—to include for the first time 
RDA values for vitamin K and selenium 
and to make significant revisions in the 
allowances for several nutrients, 
including vitamin B^, folate (folic acid), 
vitamin B|2, magnesium, iron, and zinc. 
In addition, scientific advances 
permitted NAS to substantively revise 
values for the listing known as 
"Estimated Safe and Adequate Daily 
Dietary Intakes” (ESADDI’s). The 
ESADDI’s published in 1989 include 
revised values for three nutrients 
(biotin, pantothenic acid, and copper) 
for whidi FDA established U.S. RDA’s 
in 1973 as well as new values for 
manganese, fluoride, chromium, and 
iBolybdenum. 

Based on these considerable changes 
in scientific knowledge. FDA tentatively 
determined that it was appropriate to 
revise the current U.SLTUM’sto be more 
consistent with newer data on nubrient 
allowances. FDA adempted in- diis food 
labeling initiative to base its actions on 
the most current scientific and public 
health knowledge. Continuing to base 
label reference values on a 1968 
standard would be inconsistent with 
such an approach and would not 
appropriately assist consumers in 
understanding the nutrition label 
information relative to a total daily diet. 
However, based on the provisions of the 
DS Act, the agency is, in this 
rulemaking, retaining the current label 
reference values, the U.S. RDA’s as 
established in 21 CFR 101.9(c)(7)(iv). As 
discussed in section III below, the 
terminology used to designate label 
reference values for vitamins and 
minerals is being changed however. 

The label reference values in current 
§ 101.9(c){7)(iv) will be referred to, in 
this document and in companion 
documents published elsewhere in this 
issue of the Federal Register, as 
"Reference Daily Intakes” (RDI’s).* As 
specified by the DS Act, the agency will 
promulgate final regulations on label 
reference values for vitamins and 
minerals after November 8,1993. The 
agency will consider any further 
information submitted or obtained in 
the interim in reaching a decision on the 
form and substance of such final 
regulations. 
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B. DRV’s: New Label Reference Values 
for Nutrientsof Public Health Concern 

2. A few comments suggested that 
establishing DRV’s was beyond the 
authority granted by the 1990 
amendments. 

The majority of comments supported 
the concept of establishing a DRV. 
These comments were provided by 
consumers, health professionals, and 
trade representatives. Several comments 
specifically highlighted the DRV’s as an 
invaluable addition to nutrition 
labeling, as a labeling component that is 
important to the idea of the relative 
contribution of a food to the total day’s 
recommended amount of a nutrient, and 
as a way to decrease confusion among 
consumers. 

FDA disagrees that the establishment 
of DRV’s is inconsistent with the 1990 
amendments. The agency proposed this 
new set of label reference values in 1990 
in an attempt to address current 
concerns almut information on food 
components that have an important 
bearing on diet and health. With the 
passage of the 1990 amendments, the 
agency also recognized that these values 
respond to the directive in the 
legislation that the information required 
in the nutrition label be conveyed to the 
public in a manner that enables the 
public to readily observe and 
comprehend such information and to 
understand its relative significance in 
the context of a total daily diet (section 
2(b)(1)(A) of the 1990 amendments). 

FDA does not believe that merely 
listing the quantitative amount of 
nutrients such as fat and fiber on the 
nutrition label will adequately allow 
consumers to understand the 
significance of the amount of the 
nutrient in the food in the context of the 
total daily diet or to understand the 
nutrition information pertaining to that 
food in relation to recommend^ daily 
intakes of the food component FDA 
found in focus group discussions that it 
conducted as part of its research on 
label format t^t many persons could 
not specify the recommended intakes 
for nutrients such as sodium, even when 
they indicated that the nutrient was 
important to their health and were 
concerned about their intake of the 
nutrient (Ref. 29). 

Moreover, contrary to the assertion in 
some of the comments, the use of DRV's 
was clearly contemplated by Congress. 
In discussing section 2(b)(1)(A) of the 
1990 amendments, the House report 
states: 

In order to present nutrition information in 
a manner that facilitates the public’s 
understanding, the Secretary may choose 
among a variety of captions. For ejcampla, one 

way that this could be accomplished would 
be to include information about the 
recommended daily intake on the label 

(Ret 19, p. 18)' 
Therefore, for the foregoing reasons 

and consistent with the majcoity of the 
commmts, FDA concludes that DRV’s 
provide an appropriate approach to 
accomplishing the statutory mandate 
and are fully consistent with the 
authority extended to the agency by the 
1990 amendments. Significantly, 
consumers are becoming more aware of 
diet/health interrelationships and have 
expressed growing interest in the 
indusion of information about food 
components on labels to help them 
determine how individual foods fit 
within general recommendations for a 
total daily diet. Additionally, “Healthy 
People 2000: National Health F^rootion 
and Disease Prevention Objectives’* 
(Ref. 30) proposes that there be an 
increase in nutrition labeling that 
provides information to facilitate 
choosing foods consistent with the 
Dietary Guidelines for Americans 
published jointly by the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture (USDA) and 
the U.S. Department of Health and 
Human Services (DHHS), The DRV’s 
will be an important tool for this 
purpose. 

ni. RDFS: Label Reference Values for 
Vitamins and Minerals 

A. Terminology 

3. Several comments expressed 
concerns about consumer confusion if 
the more familiar U.S. RDA term was 
replaced with a new term. These 
comments generally suggested that the 
term “U.S. RDA” be retained and used 
on the label in order to reduce consumer 
confusion. One conunent argued that 
while the agency asserts that the term 
“U.S. RDA” is too confusing, FDA cited 
no evidence of this confusion. 

A number of other comments 
supported eliminating the tmn “U.S. 
RDA.” One health professional stated 
that even professirmals fail to make the 
distinction between the RDA 
established by NAS and the U.S. RDA. 
A food company stated that it frequently 
encountered expressions of confusion 
jfiom omsumers and professionals alike 
over the di^erence b^wreen the U.S. 
RDA and the NAS RDA An association 
of nutrition educators agreed that a 
change in terminology is needed in 
order to reduce consumo' confusion 
surrounding the distinction between 
RDA’s and U.S. RDA’s. Several 
comments specifically supported the 
term “RDL” Chie comment stated that 
the use of terminology that differentiates 
between reference standards used fmr 

nutrition labeling and the RDA 
established by NAS should be beneficial 
to the consumer. 

In 1973, FDA created label reference 
values known as “U.S. RDA's” and 
based them on the “Recommended 
Dietary Allowances,” 7th ed., 1968 (the 
NAS RDA publication) (Ref. 27). As 
stated in the proposal for this final rule, 
FDA believes that the term “U.S. RDA” 
can easily be confused with “RDA,” and 
that this confusion presents difficulties 
both in consumer education and 
professional communication (55 FR 
29476 at 29478). The comments 
received have supported the need for a 
change in terminology, and FDA agrees 
that because of the potential for 
confusion a change in terminology is 
appropriate. FDA notes that in the 
comments submitted in response to this 
proposal, the agency found nmnerous 
examples of confusion and 
inappropriate interchange concerning 
the two terms. 

Additionally, the agency advises that 
consumers will not be confused by the 
change from U.S. RDA to RDI because 
the term will not appear on the food 
label. The RDI's, which refer to label 
reference values for vitamins and 
minerals only, will not be used on the 
food label because a new more 
comprehensive term will be used, a 
term that includes label reference values 
for DRV’s as well as RDI’s. ’The 
provision for a single term (“Daily 
Value”) is discuss^ in more detail in a 
companion document entitled “Food 
Labeling: Mandatory Status of Nutrition 
Labeling and Nutrient Content 
Revision” (hereinafter referred to as 
“Mandatory Nutrition Labeling final 
rule”), published elsewhere in this issue 
of the Federal Register. 

As discussed in this companion 
document, the decision to use a single 
term is based on the fact that the 
nutrition label will contain label 
reference values for nutrients other than 
those with NAS RDA’s (e.g., total fet). 
Clearly, the term “RIM” cannot be used 
to generally refer to all the new label 
reference values because it implies that 
all values are based on the NAS RDA. 
In fact, less than half of the mandatory 
components of the nutrition label will 
be nutrients with a NAS RDA 'The 
agency also beeves that it would be 
needlessly omfusing to consumers if the 
two terms were used on the food label. 
Consumers are expected to perceive the 
label reference values as a ^gle overall 
set of values. Hierefore. to reduce 
consumer confusion, FDA has decided 
to choose a new term to denote the 
combined set of label reference values, 
a term that refers to both RDI’s and 
DRV’s. 
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The distinction between RDl and DRV 
nutrients remains-necessary for 
regulatory purposes because the values 
were derived from separate sources and 
because these nutrients play different 
roles under the imitation and substitute 
food regulations. However, there is no 
need to make consumers aware of the 
regulatory distinction between RDI and 
DRV. Rather, educational efforts will 
focus on the overall set of label 
reference values. 

4. Several comments suggested that 
FDA delay selecting terminology for the 
food label until consumer research can 
be completed. 

While FDA supports and recognizes 
the value of consumer research, the time 
constraints placed on the agency by the 
1990 amendments and the clear need to 
provide for the label terminology at the 
time of final rules, preclude the 
possibility of extensive consumer 
research. The terminology specified in 
these final rules derives ftxim available 
information. 

During the Fall of 1990, FDA 
conducted focus group research that 
included some discussions of 
terminology (Ref. 29). The sessions 
suggested that the term for the overall 
label reference value (proposed as 
"Daily Value”) could be problematic, 
yet better terms for this or any other 
label reference values did not emerge 
during these sessions. The agency 
requested in the supplementary 
proposal (56 FR 60366) that persons 
submit available research, information, 
or suggestions concerning terminology. 
FDA has reviewed the relevant 
comments and they are discussed in the 
Mandatory Nutrition Labeling final rule 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. Based on these 
comments, as explained in the 
Mandatory Nutrition Labeling 
document, FDA has decided to use the 
term “Daily Value” to refer to the 
combined set of label reference values. 

5. Two comments suggested that the 
proposed term "RDI” created consumer 
confusion by continuing to use the 
letters R and D in some combination, 
and that "RDI” was too similar to "U.S. 
RDA” and "RDA.” Another comment 
suggested that to avoid confusion with 
the previous U.S. RDA terminology, the 
term "recommended” be retained and 
used instead of the term "reference.” 

FDA acknowledges that the inclusion 
of the letters R and D in RDI may have 
the potential to cause consumer 
confusion relative to U.S. RDA. 
However, because the term will not be 
used either on the food label or in most 
consumer education programs, the 
agency rejects this argument as a basis 
to abandon a term that accurately 

reflects the fact that the value it denotes 
represents a point of reference rather 
than a specific recommended intake 
level for individuals. Therefore, FDA 
has retained the term "RDI” to denote 
those nutrients whose label reference 
values have been derived from the NAS 
RDA’s and ESADDI’s. 

6. One comment requested that FDA 
work with the European Economic 
Community and Codex Alimentarius to 
establish compatible nomenclature 
whenever possible. 

FDA agrees with this suggestion and 
will, in its ongoing labeling activities, 
attempt to harmonize with international 
terminology as much as possible. 
However, within the time constraints of 
the 1990 amendments, the agency finds 
that it must make a unilateral decision 
concerning terminology. 

B. Use of the 1989 NAS EDA’s as the 
Basis for Label Reference Values 

In 1973, FDA created label reference 
values known as U.S. RDA’s and based 
them on the 7th edition of the NAS RDA 
publication (Ref. 27). At that time, 
comments supptorted the use of a single 
set of values derived from the NAS 
RDA's. In the July 1990 proposal (55 FR 
29476) and again in the supplementary 
proposal (56 FR 60366), FDA proposed 
to revise the U.S. RDA’s using the 1989 
NAS RDA’s (Ref. 26). This section 
responds to the comments that 
addressed the continued use of the NAS 
RDA’s as the basis for developing label 
reference values for vitamins and 
minerals, as well as the appropriateness 
of using the most current NAS RDA’s 
(i.e., the 10th edition of the NAS RDA 
publication (1989)), for this purpose. 

7. The majority of comments on this 
topic, primarily from health 
professionals and the food industry, 
supported the continued use of the NAS 
RDA’s as the basis for developing label 
reference values for vitamins and 
minerals. These comments also 
supported the desirability of updating 
the current label reference values (U.S. 
RDA’s) to be consistent with the most 
recent edition (i.e., 1989) of the NAS 
RDA’s. Numerous comments stated that 
revisions to the values were long 
overdue given the fact that changes had 
not been made by FDA since it 
developed the label reference values in 
1973 based on the 1968 NAS RDA’s. 
Comments urged FDA to continue to 
review and update label reference 
values as advances in scientific data 
lead to significant changes in the NAS 
RDA’s. One comment requested that 
FDA establish an official mechanism in 
the final rule to provide for regular 
updates of label reference values. 

FDA tentatively agrees with the 
appropriateness of continuing to rely on 
the NAS RDA’s as the basis for label 
reference values. Strong and uniform 
support was provided for the use of 
NAS RDA’s during the initial 
development of label reference values in 
1972. As evidenced by the comments to 
the current proposal, this support 
remains. The agency believes that these 
established nutrient allowances remain 
the most widely accepted and respected 
source of information on human 
nutrient requirements and 
recommended intakes. FDA also notes 
that the preface to the 1989 edition of 
the NAS RDA’s (Ref. 26) states that the 
RDA’s reflect a concurrence of scientific 
opinion and will be appropriate for use 
by governmental and private agencies as 
a basis for developing nutrition 
programs and policies pertaining to 
public health. In genera), the comments 
submitted in this rulemaking agreed 
with this statement. FDA therefore, has 
tentatively concluded that the label 
reference values (formerly known as 
U.S. RDA’s, now RDI’s) should he based 
on the 1989 NAS RDA’s. However, 
based on the provisions of the DS Act 
and as discussed above, the agency is, 
for the time being retaining the current 
label reference values as established in 
§ 101.9(c)(7)(iv) and will reach a final 
decision on the issue of the appropriate 
reference values for vitamins and 
minerals following the provisions of the 
DS Act. 

8. One comment suggested that the 
agency’s reliance on the NAS RDA 
values raises questions under the 
Administrative Procedure Act. 
According to this comment, the NAS 
RDA report has been developed under 
closed processes and thus the use of 
such reports may not be appropriate for 
rulemaldng. Another comment 
submitted by a health professional on 
behalf of 40 other health professionals 
suggested that any future replacement of 
the labeling standard should be 
developed by the nutrition and public 
health community, through an open and 
scientifically sound process conducted 
by FDA, USDA, and other relevant 
Federal agencies. 

FDA does not agree with the comment 
that use of the NAS RDA’s as the basis 
for the RDI’s is inconsistent with the 
requirements of the Administrative 
Procedure Act. The NAS RDA’s were 
developed under a National Institutes of 
Health (NIH) contract and are based on 
nutrient intake measurements, nutrient 
balance studies, experimental intake 
studies, biochemical measurements, 
epidemiological observations of nutrient 
status, and extrapolation of data from 
animal experiments. Furthermore, as 
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part of the contract, public meetings 
were held which afforded opportimity 
for public input into the development of 
the NAS RDA’s. Additionally, the NAS 
subjected the draft of the RDA 
publication to outside review by 
qualified experts. 

More importantly, while the NAS 
RDA’s served as the starting point for 
the RDI’s, FDA developed its proposal 
based on its review of the NAS RDA’s. 
its views on the relevant science, and its 
tentative conclusions about how to turn 
the NAS RDA’s into RDl’s. Moreover, 
the agency subjected its proposed 
approach to public comment (55 FR 
29476 and 56 FR 60365). In reviewing 
the comments that it received. FDA was 
open to any evidence that values other 
than those derived from the NAS RDA’s 
would provide a more appropriate 
starting point in developing values that 
will place the information required to 
appear on the nutrition label into the 
context of a total daily diet. No such 
evidence was submitted. Thus, FDA 
tentatively finds that the NAS RDA's 
provide a scientifically valid starting 
point from which to develop the RDI’s. 
As stated above, FDA will reach a final 
decision on the appropriate reference 
values for vitamins and minerals in 
accordance with the DS Act. 

9. One comment suggested that the 
NAS RDA’s are of questionable value for 
developing RDI’s because NAS RDA’s 
are reflective of diets that people 
actually eat without showing signs of 
deficiency, rather than being based on 
the recommended diets that people 
should eat according to government 
authorities. Several comments suggested 
that the NAS RDA’s are designed to 
avoid deficiency diseases and are not 
the optimal levels to prevent chronic 
diseases. A few comments suggested 
that the NAS RDA's (and resulting label 
reference values) are inconsistent with 
current diet^ guidance. 

As stated in toe “Summary” section 
of tne 10th edition of the NAS RDA 
publication (Ref. 26), the NAS RDA’s are 
based not only on data frt>m nutrient 
intake measurements but also on 
information from nutrient balance 
studies, experimental intake studies, 
biotdiemical measurements, 
epidemiological (^servations of nutrient 
status, and extrapolation of data from 
animal experiments. The NAS RDA’s 
reflect scientific judgment on nutrient 
allowances for the maintenance of good 
health. Their purpose is not just to 
prevent nutrient deficiency ^t also to 
meet nutrient needs for good health 
(Ref. 26). 

Available govMnmeDt reports have 
stressed the importance of healthy 
dietary patterns and increased 

consumption of certain food categories 
and food components rather than 
quantitative recommendations for 
intake, especially for vitamins and 
minerals (Refs. 2. 3, and 5). FDA is not 
aware of any Federal government-issued 
quantitative recommendations for the 
general public for a vitamin or mineral 
that surpasses the levels specified by the 
NAS RDA’s with the exception of 1,500 
milligrams (mg) calcium for 
postmenopausal women suggested as a 
result of a 1984 consensus conference 
sponsored by NIH (Ref. 31) and, very 
recently, a PHS recommendation that 
women of childbearing age consume 
400 pg/day of folate (Itef. 40). Nlli 
republish^ the report of this 
conference in 1986 with the following 
caveat: “It has not yet been proven by 
convincing scientific evidence that a 
high calcium intake will prevent 
osteoporosis” (Ref. 31). This 
qualification reflected the results of 
studies that failed to show that calcium 
intakes above the NAS RDA slowed 
bone loss in postmenopausal women 
(Refs. 31 through 34). 

Furthermore, the major consensus 
report Diet and Health (Ref. 3), which is 
an important summary of the ciurent 
science on the relationship between diet 
and chronic disease, does not offer 
quantitative intakes for vitamins and 
minerals for the purpose of reducing the 
risk of chronic disease. Instead, it states 
that it is advisable to use the NAS 
RDA’s in combination with the dietary 
recommendations in planning optimal 
diets to attain maximal benefit This 
view is echoed in the 10th edition of the 
NAS RDA publication (Ref. 26), which 
states that the IU3A‘s and the 
recommendations specified in Diet and 
Health should be considered together in 
planning appropriate diets. 

Therefore, FDA concludes that the 
NAS RDA’s are consistent with, as well 
as necessary for, implementation of 
current dietary recommendations. As 
such, NAS RDA's can be considered to 
be mi appropriate basis for developing 
label refmnce values (i.e., RDTs) for 
nutrition labeling of foods. 

10. Two comments stated that while 
it is reasonable for FDA to begin to 
develop new hdiel reference values 
based on the most current NAS RDA’s, 
FDA should not necessarily limit label 
reference values to only those values 
derived from the NAS RDA’s because 
the most current NAS RDA’s are derived 
from data available 3 or mors years ago. 
Therefore, these comments suggested 
that rather than adopting the 1989 NAS 
RDA’s as the sole bi^ for setting label 
reference values for vitamins ana 
minerals. FDA should consider the 
totality of evidence fm each nutrient 

Another comment suggested that FDA, 
as a well-qualified, scientifically-based 
agency, should conduct its own reviews, 
if for no other reason than to be sura 
that the latest data are encompassed in 
its rulemaking. 

FDA is aware that it is desirable to 
base label reference values on the most 
current scientific data. However, the 
existence of data firom recently 
completed or ongoing studies does not 
necessarily mean that there is scientific 
agreement or consensus that these data 
require changes in the NAS RDA. or that 
these data render the NAS RDA invalid. 
FDA beUbves that, should scientific 
consensus shift or compelling evidence 
of a need for change in the RDI's be 
presented to the agency, its rulemaking 
procedures are sufficiently flexible to 
allow for timely and appropriate 
changes to label reference values. 

In this rulemaking, FDA tentatively 
concludes that the NAS RDA’s provide 
an appropriate starting point for the 
values that it is adopting. FDA will 
reach a final decision in this matter in 
accordance with the provisions of the 
DS Act. 

11. One comment from a consumer 
organization suggested that 1989 NAS 
RDA values for certain nutrients 
(vitamin D. vitamin Bn. and vitamin B^) 
are too low for older persons, and that 
this, in turn, results in label reference 
values that are too low. The comment 
urged FDA to consider basing the 
reference values for certain nutrients on 
the NAS RDA’s in the 1980 edition 
which are higher than the 1989 NAS 
RDA’s, and thus, according to the 
comment, provide greater protection to 
older citizens. Furthermcxe, two 
commmits specifically expressed 
concern for the nutriture of the elderiy 
relative to the 1989 NAS RDA’s for 
vitamin B12 because these values are 
lower than the 1980 NAS RDA’s. The 
comments suggested that FDA retain the 
current U.S. RDA value of 6 micrograms 
(pg) rather than adopting the 1969 NAS 
RDA’s as the basis for the RDI’s. 

FDA does not agree that it is 
necessary to use the 1960 rather than 
the 1989 NAS RDA’s for certain 
nutrients because of nutritional risk 
relative to older persons. The comment 
provided no specific evidence to 
support the statement that the 1989 
values are too low for this segment of 
the population. FDA notes that the 
discussion provided in the 1989 NAS 
RDA publication clearly reveab that the 
development of the NAS RDA’s took 
into consideration available evidence on 
nutrimit levels needed by the elderly. 

FDA firrther notes that the 1980 NAS 
RDA for vitamin D for persons 51 m 
more years of age is the same as the 
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1989 NAS RDA for vitamin D. While the 
1989 NAS RDA’s for vitamins B| and Ba 
are lower, they are the result of a 
systematic lowering for all persons, not 
just those over 51 years of age. The 1989 
NAS RDA publication cites decisions on 
the desirability of maintaining a 
substantial body pool of the vitamin as 
the reason for the change for vitamin Bu 
relative to 1980 levels, and the need to 
correct the figure for mg per gram (g) of 
protein as the basis for the change in 
vitamin B6. Thus, FDA finds that this 
comment does not provide any basis for 
changing the agency’s approach in 
calculating the RDI’s. * 

Finally, FDA does not agree that 
concerns for vitamin B12 nutriture 
among the elderly require that the 
agency retain the U.S. RDA value for 
vitamin B12 (which is based on the 1968 
NAS RDA’s). FDA notes that the 
discussion in the 1989 NAS RDA 
publication (Ref. 26) clearly states that 
the NAS RDA’s are based on 
consideration of the available evidence 
on the nutrient needs of older persons. 
In fact, an allowance is specified for 
persons 51 or more years of age. 

Furthermore, the discussion on 
vitamin B12 in the NAS RDA publication 
(Ref. 26) specifically addresses the issue 
of vitamin B12 nutriture and the elderly. 
The text states that the results of various 
surveys have shown that although 
serum vitamin B12 levels decline in the 
elderly, they tend to remain in the 
normal range. The evidence suggests 
that the decline in the serum level is the 
result of the gradual appearance among 
the elderly of vitamin B12 

malabsorption. As stated in the NAS 
RDA report (Ref. 26), such 
malabsorption would require injection 
of vitamin B12, rather than an increase 
in the allowance or. by implication, the 
label reference value. Therefore, the 
agency’s tentative view is that the need 
for an increased RDl relative to the 
issues of malabsorption cannot be 
supported. 

However, based on the provisions of 
the DS Act, the agency is, for the time 
being, retaining the current label 
reference values as established in 
current § 101.9(c)(7)(iv) and will reach a 
final decision on this issue following 
the provisions of the DS Act. 

C. Use of a Population-Adjusted Mean 
of the NAS RDA's to Derive BDPs for 
Vitamins and Minerals 

The NAS RDA for a vitamin or 
mineral is established for each of 
approximately 18 age and sex 
categories. When FDA created the label 
reference values known as U.S. RDA’s 
in 1973, it concluded that it was most 
practical to develop a single label 

reference value for each nutrient for the 
purposes of food labeling. Generally, the 
agency selected the highest NAS RDA 
value (for persons 4 or more years of age 
excluding pregnant and lactating 
women) to serve as the U.S. RDA. In 
July of 1990 and again in November of 
1991, FDA proposed to replace the 
approach of generally selecting the 
hipest NAS RDA value with an 
approach that averages the NAS RDA 
values for the various age/sex categories 
and adjusts the average for dinerences 
in population size of the age/sex groups. 
This section deals with the comments 
that addressed the proposed change in 
approach used to calculate label 
reference values for those vitamins and 
minerals based on NAS RDA’s. 

The use of a population-adjusted 
average (or mean) of NAS RDA’s was the 
major issue addressed by many 
commenting on the proposal. Several 
health professional groups and food 
industry representatives supported the 
use of an averaged value as the label 
reference values for vitamins and 
minerals. However, the majority of 
comments urged FDA to abandon the 
averaging approach and to continue to 
use the approach of selecting the highest 
NAS RDA value as the label reference 
value. A wide range of persons 
submitted comments supporting this 
view, including health professionals, 
industry representatives, and 
consumers. Many of the comments from 
consumers were variations of a form 
letter that opposed the change but did 
not provide a substantive rationale for 
the position expressed. 

12. A few comments opposing use of 
averaged values raised the concern that 
lower label reference values would 
downgrade the nutritional quality of 
fortified and substitute foods. Some 
comments asserted that a change in 
label reference values would affect FDA 
food fortification practices or the 
nutrient content of food assistance 
programs. Other comments expressed 
concern that the approach changed the 
label reference values by as much as 80 
percent. 

The agency notes that many 
comments concluded that the difference 
(i.e., lower values) between the current 
label reference values (U.S. RDA’s) and 
the proposed label reference values 
(RDI’s) could be attributed solely to the 
change in the approach used to 
calculate the values. The comments 
were incorrect. The proposed approach 
lowered the label reference values for 
vitamins and minerals by an average of 
about 14 percent compared to values 
that would have been derived if the 
agency had used the approach of 
selecting the highest 1989 NAS RDA 

value, i.e., the traditional approach with 
the most recent NAS RDA values. The 
remaining differences are the result of 
changes in the NAS RDA values firom 
1968 to 1989. In the 10th edition of the 
NAS RDA publication, NAS lowered 
several of its RDA values compared to 
the 1980 or earlier NAS RDA values to 
reflect new evidence in nutrition 
science and advances in analytical 
methodology. Thus, regardless of which 
approach had been used with the 1989 
NAS RDA’s—either the population 
adjusted mean approach or the 
approach of selecting the highest NAS 
I^A value—the resulting revised label 
reference values would be lower when 
compared to the existing U.S. RDA’s. 

FDA further advises that label 
reference values are not used in the 
agency’s policies on nutrient 
fortification. Some foods must be 
fortified to meet standards of identity, 
nutrition quality guidelines, substitute 
food regulations, or infant formula ~ 
regulations. Moreover, FDA’s guidelines 
on food fortification (§ 104.20 (21 CFR 
104.20)) recommend that nutrients be 
added on the basis of specific quantities 
for a given amount of food. The levels 
are based on the needs of those 
segments of the population that are at 
risk of deficiency of those nutrients and 
not on the U.S. ^A’s. 

FDA’s fortification policy states that 
traditional foods will be fortified if there 
is a public health need, or if nutrients 
need to be restored to a particular food, 
for example, if they are depleted during 
processing. Fortification of foods not 
covered by this policy is at the 
discretion of the manufacturer. The 
agency acknowledges that it is common 
practice for some manufacturers to 
fortify to a S{}ecific percentage of the 
label reference value (e.g., 25 percent). 
To the extent that this practice is 
continued, nutrient levels in some foods 
could be affected by changes in label 
reference values. However, this practice 
does not derive in any way fi'om FDA 
regulations. 

FDA also advises that the current 
label reference values (U.S. RDA’s) have 
never served as standards for food 
packages or meal patterns for 
government feeding programs such as 
the Food Stamp Program, the Special 
Supplemental Food Program for 
Women, Infants and Children (WIC), or 
the National School Lunch Program and 
other child-feeding programs. There is 
one reference to U.S. RDA’s in the 
regulations governing the National 
School Lun^ Program, but it is merely 
used to determine whether certain 
foods—such as some snack food items 
that do not contain meaningful levels of 
nutrients—can be sold near or in school 
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cafeterias in competition with the 
school lunch program (7 CFR 210.11). 
The food packages and meal patterns 
used by these programs are based on the 
specific NAS for each program’s 
targeted group or include foods that 
contain required amounts of nutrients 
per unit. Thus, much of the comment 
that opposed the use of the averaging 
approach was significantly misinformed 
in several important respects. 

13. The most frequent concern 
expressed in the comments that 
opposed the averaging approach was 
that the approach resulted in a value 
that was too low for at least half of the 
population, and that these lower values 
will result in suboptimal nutrient 
intakes. Many commented that 
consumers should be assured that if 
they meet 100 percent of the label 
reference value, they are meeting or 
exceeding their own individual 
allowances. Some were concerned that 
for certain nutrients, such as calcium, 
for which health authorities are 
emphasizing maximum intakes within a 
target population group, a label 
reference value based on an average 
undermines these dietary guidance 
efiorts. Several comments argued that 
health educators have invested years in 
teaching consumers about the use and 
interpretation of the current label 
reference value (U.S. RDA), and that the 
proposed change would consequently 
cause consumer confusion as well as 
erase educational inro.'^ds. One 
professional commented that the label 
reference value should not provide 
guidance about what amount a person 
should consume; rather, its purpose is 
to provide values that allow 
comparative shopping. However, 
according to the comment, if a single 
value is to be used as a guide for 
nutritional adequacy, the first principle 
of public health should be followed, 
which is to aim at the most vulnerable 
group. Several comments provided data 
or reviews of studies linking nutritional 
deficiencies or suboptimal intakes with 
a range of adverse efiects from learning 
disabilities to cataracts. 

FDA is persuaded by the comments 
that the proposed averaging approach 
should be modified. To understand the 
modified approach some background 
discussion is necessary. 

The agency has always viewed the 
food label as an important tool for 
informing consumers about the 

nutritional content of the foods that they 
buy—one that shoppers can use to 
compare the vitamins, minerals, and 
protein in one food with another. This 
view is reinforced by the 1990 
amendments. Additionally, the agency 
has been concerned that label reference 
values be set at levels consistent with 
levels of nutrients found naturally in 
foods so that regular, unfortified foods 
do not appear to be less than nutritious. 
If regular, unfortified foods were to 
appear less than nutritious, this could 
encourage needless fortification of 
foods. 

Furthermore, FDA has also been 
concerned that the label reference 
values that appear on food labels not be 
interpreted as recommended intakes for 
individuals. Given the limited nutrition 
information that can be presented 
within the small space of most food 
labels, the agency sought in the proposal 
to establish values that represented a 
population-based average that 
consumers could use as a reference, 
adjusting it upward or downward based 
on how they compared to the average. 

Most comments agreed that nutrition 
information on food labels must by 
necessity be limited and generalized, 
but suggested that public health 
concerns as well as consumer 
confidence and educational goals are 
best served by selecting label reference 
values that target “vulnerable groups” 
or at least that provide coverage for most 
of the population (i.e., the highest level 
recommended). Comments urged FDA 
to select protective levels of intake for 
vitamins and minerals that would be 
compatible with health promotion and 
disease prevention. 

One comment suggested that 
consiuners will not necessarily 
distinguish between a reference intake 
and a recommended intake, and that 
FDA should assume that consumers will 
see label reference values as 
recommended intakes. This comment 
offered a modification of the general 
approach of selecting the highest NAS 
RDA values. According to the comment, 
for each nutrient FDA should choose the 
most vulnerable segments of the 
population as the l^sis for the RDI. This 
segment should be established, the 
comment said, by identifying the group 
that has the highest NAS RDA and 
assessing its risk of a health problem 
caused by inadequate intakes of the 
nutrient. If the group with the highest 

NAS RDA is not at risk. FDA should 
move to tlie group with the second 
highest NAS RDA and assess its risk, 
and so on until the agency identifies a 
group that is at risk, or until it reaches 
a group that constitutes a major portion 
of the population. 

FDA has considered all of these 
comments in determining the most 
appropriate alternative approach. FDA 
finds that there is considerable and 
uniform support for continuing to 
establish a label reference value for 
vitamins and minerals with NAS RDA’s 
by selecting the highest NAS RDA value 
from among those persons 4 or more 
years of age (excluding pregnant and 
lactating females). The comments 
clearly demonstrated that vulnerable or 
at-risk groups would be sufficiently 
covered by selecting the highest value. 
While FDA understands the intent of 
the comment suggesting that the agency 
conduct an iterative process to 
determine at-risk groups or vulnerable 
segments of the population, the broad 
support in the comments for the view 
that the highest value is sufficient to 
protect vulnerable groups must be taken 
into account. Moreover, the iterative 
approach could complicate the selection 
of label reference values, especially in 
situations where data are limited or 
subject to varying interpretations. Thus, 
FDA has concluded that the iterative 
process offers no public health 
advantages as compared to the approach 
of selecting the hipest NAS RDA. 

Furthermore, it is likely that the 
overall concern of the comment that 
suggested the iterative process is 
reasonably met by selecting the highest 
NAS RDA, in that the comment 
suggested an approach that was 
intended to provide coverage for a larger 
proportion of the population than did 
the proposed averaging approach. 
Therefore, FDA has tentatively 
determined that label reference values 
(i.e., RDI’s) should be based on an 
approach that selects the highest NAS 
RDA values from among those for adults 
and children 4 or more years of age but 
excludes values for pregnant females 
and lactating females. FDA refers to this 
approach as the “population coverage 
approach." The label reference values 
that result from application of this 
approach to the 1989 NAS RDA’s are set 
out in the following table; 

Nutrient Unit of measurement 
Adults and children 4 
or more years ot age 

Children less than 4 
years of age* 

Infants^ Pregnant vvomen Lactating ¥Mxnen 

1 non snn 375 .... 800 ... 1,300 
60 ... an . as. 70. 95 

Caicktm...— do.. 1,200 . 800 . 600 ... 1,200 . 1,200 
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Nutrient Unit of measurement 
Adults and chBdren 4 
or more years of age 

Children less than 4 
years of age' Infants* Pregnant women Lactating women 

IS . 10. 
ipillllllllllll 15 

in 10 . 10.. 10 
10. nn 10. 12 

equivalents*. 
nn IS in.. 65. 65 
1.5___ 0.7__ 0.4... 1.6 
m .. 0.8 .... 0.5..-. 1.6.. 1.8 
90 .. .... 80 6 .. 17 . 20 

1.0 .- 0.6___ P2.1 
SO .... 35.. 400 .... 400 

Hliii BiiB 0.7_ 0.5 _ -. 2.2_ 2.6 
1.200 ..... 800 .. 500 .. 1.200 ... 1,200 
400 . 80.... 60... 320 .. 355 
IS 10... s. 15... 19 
ISO . 70 . 50. . 175__ 200 
70 . 20 -. ._. _ 15... 65 -.. . 75 

C.'ilorida_ _ mg- 3,400 ... 1,000 _ 800 --- 3,400 _ 3,400'. 

’ Th* 'cMMran Im two 4 yaan ol aga' imbm panons 13 tirough 47 aKwtta ct aga. 
^ThA tann Tniawta** fnaana oaracna nd niora tfiM 12 nufVha of oao. 
*1 taiinol aquinalara > 1 im laanot or 6 pg bata<aial«nr, 1 alpti*4oooptiarat aqalwatant « 1 mg d alpha locophaw) (RRn-alpha-tocopharol]; 1 nladn oqulvarfani i 

dialaiy tryptophan. 
*Aa rhriofalrilaml 
'Diacuaaion et latato ROI in aadion M. G. (ooawnam 21) ol thia documonL 

1 mg niacin or ao mg ol 

However, based on the provisions of 
the DS Act, the agency is retaining the 
current label reference values 
established in § 101.9(cX7)(iv) 
(recodihed as § 101.9(c)(8)(iv) and 
redesignated as "Reference Daily 
Intakes”)- It should be noted, however, 
that there are. in current 
§ 101.9(c)(7)(iv), no label reference 
values for vitamin K, selenium, or 
chloride. Therefore, for the time being, 
the agency is not establishing label 
reference values for these three 
nutrients. FDA will reach a final 
decision on these issues, following the 
provisions of the DS Act. 

D. Use of the NAS ESADDI as a Basis 
for Establishing an RDI 

14. One comment was received that 
suggested that the RDFs based on 
ESADDI's may be a risk to health 
because in establishing the ESADDI's, 
NAS has stated that the upper limits of 
the ranges of intake should not be 
habitually exceeded. The comment 
asserted that some of the proposed RDI's 
based on ESADDI's exceed the upper 
limits of intake fnr children, specifically 
biotin, pantothenic add, copper, 
manganese, and molybdenum. 

FDA disagrees that the proposed label 
reference values based on the ESADDI's 
represent a risk to children. The agency 
is unaware of any evidence that would 
suggest that constunption at the 
proposed levels constitutes a health risk 
for children. The 10th edition of the 
NAS RDA publication (Ref. 26) states 
that; 

(1) There have been no reports of 
toxicity assodated with biotin intakes as 
hi^ as 10 mg/day; 

(2) Evidence suggests that pantothenic 
acid is relatively nontoxic; 

(3) Usual intakes of copper in the U.S. 
are between 2 and 5 mg/day which is 
considered safe, and occasional intakes 
of up to 10 mg/day are probably safe for 
human adults; 

(4) Manganese toxidty is rare, and 
nearly all cases are assodated with 
environmental exposure. While there 
have been reports that learning 
disabilities in children might be 
assodated with increased manganese 
levels in hair, more evidence is required 
before this assodation can be 
substantiated; and 

(5) While the Jevel of dietary intake of 
molybdenum that is known to be 
assodated with increased loss of copper 
in the urine is approximately 2-fold that 
of the highest ESADDI. relatively large 
doses are necessary to overcome 
homeostatic mechanisms (Ref. 35). 

Chloride tolerance is very hi^ and 
likely many times the proposed RDI. 
The 9th edition of the NAS RDA 
publication (Ref. 36), which provides 
the basis for the RDI for chloride, does 
not even discuss the possibility of 
chloride toxicity. 

As for chromium, although the agency 
is unaware of any safety issues at levels 
of current consumption. FDA recognizes 
that the safe range of intake of this 
mineral is fairly narrow. Thus, tmtil 
sources of chromium have been 
affirmed, FDA advises that the RDI for 
chromium should not be interpreted as 

a recommendation for use for either 
direct supplementation or adding 
nutrients to foods. 

Finally, a label reference value for 
fluoride does not present issues of risk 
for children because it is to be used only 
in conjunction with a declaration of the 
level of this nutrient that is naturally 
present in a food. 

Thus, the agency concludes that 
children eating from the general food 
supply are extremely unlikely to be at 
risk for toxic intakes of these 
micronutrients. To be consistent with 
the population coverage approach being 
used for other vitamins and minerals 
with NAS RDA's, FDA has selected the 
highest ESADDI within the specified age 
group to serve as the label reference 
value. If an ESADDI value is presented 
as a range. FDA has used the midpoint 
of the range as the RDI. No comments 
were received that objected to this 
approach. 

FDA's approach would provide RDI’s 
for three age groups for nutrients with 
ESADDI's: adults and children 4 or 
more years of age, children less than 4 
years of age, and infants. The NAS does 
not provi^ ESADDI's for pregnant or 
lactating females, but, as proposed, FDA 
used the midpoint of the ESAIX3I range 
for adults as the basis for the RDI for 
pregnant and lactating women in order 
to provide a reasonably appropriate 
reference value for this population. No 
comments objected to this approach. 
The RDI's determined by the agency 
based on the ESADDI’s are set out in the 
following table: 

Nutrteni Unit of measurement Adults and diUdfen 4 
or more years of age 

i Ifian 4 years of 
age' Infants* Pregnant vromen Lactating women 

ltg- BKxm 65_ 20 65- 65 
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ii»MAAjIts 80(1 chiWren 4 Less than 4 years of 
Nutrient Unit of measurement or more years of age age' 

Pantothenic acid. mg. 5.5 .. 
Copper .. do. 2.5. 
Manganese . do. 3.5. 
Fluoride. do. 3.0... 
Ctirorrrium . pg. 130. 
Molytxlenum . do. 160. 

' The temi ‘'chMren lee* then 4 years ot age" means persons 13 through 47 months ot age 
'The term "infants" means persons rtot more than 12 monOvs ot age. 

However, based on the provisions of 
the DS Act, the agency is retaining the 
current label reference values as 
established in § 101.9(c)(7){iv) 
(recodified as § 101.9(c)(8)(iv) and 
redesignated as “Reference Daily 
Intakes”). FDA notes that, in current 
§ 101.9(C)(7)(iv), there are no label 
reference values for manganese, 
fluoride, chromium, and molybdenum. 
Therefore, for the interim, the agency is 
not establishing label reference values 
for these four nutrients. FDA will reach 
a final decision on these issues 
following the provisions of the DS Act. 

E. Five Sets of FDI'sfor Different 
Developmental Groups 

15. One comment suppiorted the 
development of RDI’s for different age 
groups and recognition of the special 
needs of pregnant or lactating women. 
However, the comment suggested that 
the grouping of adults and children 
more than 4 years of age into a single 
group is not appropriate and is contrary 
to well established evidence that 
nutritional requirements vary 
throughout the lifecycle. On the other 
hand, many comments supported the 
agency’s proposed approach. 

FDA faced considerable difficulties in 
developing the RDI’s for use on foods 
given that nutritional needs vary 
considerably among persons who will 
consume the foods. This issue was also 

a consideration in the early 1970’s when 
FDA was promulgating its first set of 
label referenc^e values known as U.S. 
RDA's. 

Because of space constraints on the 
food label—a problem that is becoming 
ever more compelling given the 
mandatory requirement for nutrition 
labeling on most foods—^FDA does not 
believe that a viable option exists other 
than to develop a single set of label 
reference values for most consumers of 
the general food supply. Clearly, 
children over the age of 4 years 
consume the same foods that the rest of 
the population consumes. 

Furtner, label reference values are 
intended to help persons to understand 
the nutrient levels in the context of a 
total daily diet, to compare foods, and 
to plan general diets. They are not 
intended to be used to decide whether 
a particular individual’s consumption of 
nutrients is appropriate. Therefore, FDA 
believes that no harm can be done by 
using a single set of label reference 
values for nutrition labeling, especially 
if appropriate nutrition education is 
conducted. 

The agency notes that, in following 
the provisions of the DS Act and 
retaining the label reference values in 
current § 101.9(c)(7)(iv), there will be no 
label reference values codified 
specifically for use on foods purported 
to be or represented for use by infants. 

children under 4 years of age, or 
pregnant or lactating women. FDA had 
proposed such label reference values 
and had intended to include RDI’s for 
different development groups in these 
final regulations. 

The agency further notes that label 
reference values for these groups had 
been established in 1976, based on the 
1968 NAS RDA’s (41 FR 46156, October 
19,1976). These values were codified in 
§ 125.1(b) (21 CFR 125.1(b)). later 
redesignated as § 105.3(b) (21 CFR 
105.3(b)). In 1979, FDA in response to 
a decision by the Coiut of Appeals of 
the Second Circuit, revised § 105.3 by, 
among other things, deleting paragraph 
(b) (44 FR 16005, March 16,1979). 
Therefore, since 1979 there have been 
no codified label reference values for 
these specific groups. However, some 
manufacturers have continued to use 
the values that were contained in 
§ 105.3(b) for labeling products, without 
objections from FDA. 

Thus, following the spirit of the DS 
Act that implies that 1968 NAS RDA’s 
should be used for labeling purposes 
and to provide guidance to 
manufacturers, the agency is 
republishing, in this document, the 
values formerly contained in § 105.3(b). 
The label reference values are as 
follows: 

vitamins and Minerals Units of measurement Children under 4 years of age I Pregnant or lactating women 

Vitamin A. International Units.| 1,500. 
Vitamin D. do. 
Vitamin E. do. 
Vitamin C. Milligrams. 
Folic acid. 
Thiamine. 
Ritiollavin..'.. 
Niacin . 
Vitamin B* . 
Vitamin Bu. Micrograms. 
Biotin . Milligrams. 
Pantothenic acid. do. 
Calcium . Grams. 
Phosphorus ... do. 
Icxline.-. Micrograms. 
Iron . Milligrams. 
Magnesium. do. 
Co^r. do. 
Zinc. do. 

These values are to be used as guidance in the interim for labeling prr^ucts purported to be or represented lor use by infants. chNdren urtder 4 years of age, or pregnant or tactating 
women PDA will make a final decision on these issues, loltowing the provisiot>$ ot the DS act. 
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F. Units of Measurement 

16. A dietary supplement trade 
association requested that the agency 
continue to use the Internationa Units 
nomenclature for vitamins A, D, and E. 
The comment stated that the new 
equivalents nomenclature (e.g., retinol 
equivalents) would be confusing and is 
not well understood by either 
professionals or consumers. 

FDA advises that units of 
measurement based on units of 
equivalents have been in wide use for 
over 15 years, and, in fact, the NAS RDA 
has been listed in such units since the 
1980 edition. The comment dtes no 
evidence to support the contention that 
professionals are confused by the 
nomenclature, or that consumers will 
ne<»ssarily be mislead. FDA believes 
that it is more likely that consumers will 
use label information to compare 
products, and that the agency’s 
provision for uniform units of 
measurement that are consistent with 
current measurement practices will be 
mo.st beneficial. Additionally, for many 
foods, specific units of measurements 
will not be expressed. Rather, the levels 
of the nutrient present will appear as a 
percentage of the label reference value. 

However, based on the provisions of 
the DS Act, the agency is, for the time 
being, retaining the current label 
reference values as established in 
§ 101.9(c](7)(iv) (recodified as 
§ 101.9(c)(8)(iv)), including the units of 
measurement contained therein. 
Therefore, in the interim the agency will 
continue to use the International Units 
nomenclature for vitamins A, D, and E. 
FDA will reach a Hnal decision on these 
i.ssues, following the provisions of the 
dietary supplement act. 

G. RDI’s for Specific Nutrients 

17. Several comments stated that the 
proposed RDI’s for particular nutrients 
were too low. Several of the comments 
recommended higher levels for these 
nutrients. SpeciHcally, the comments 
said that vitamin A should be 1,000 
retinol equivalents; calcium, 1,200 mg; 
iron, 15 mg; vitamin D, 400 lU; vitamin 
E, 10 alpha-tocopherol equivalents; 
thiamin, 1.5 mg; riboflavin, 1.7 mg; 
niacin, 19 niacin equivalents; vitamin 
B^, 2 mg; and zinc, 15 mg. 

If FDA decided to use the population 
«:overage approach in establishing the 
RDl for vitamins and minerals, the RD! 
values for the nutrients listed above 
would be consistent with the comments. 
However, based on the provisions of the 
DS Act, the agency is retaining the label 
reference values as established in 
current § 101.9(c)(7)(iv). Therefore, FDA 
notes that the RDI for vitamin A is 5000 

Intematicmal Units: for calcium, 1.0 g; 
iron, 18 mg; vitamin E, 30 International 
Units; and niacin 20 mg. FDA will reach 
a final decision on these issues, 
following the provisions of the DS Act. 

18. Several comments asserted that 
there is a need to distinguish between 
retinol and beta-carotene as a source of 
vitamin A activity, and one requested 
that FDA establish a label reference 
value for beta-carotene. The general 
rationale provided was that Itota- 
carotene is more strongly associated 
with reducing the risk of chronic 
disease than is retinol. 

The issue of providing for separate 
beta-carotene declarations in the 
nutrition label is discussed in the 
Mandatory Nutrition Labeling final rule 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. FDA does not agree 
that it is appropriate to establish a label 
reference value for beta-carotene 
separate fiom the value for overall 
vitamin A activity. As set forth in the 
preamble to the proposal for this final 
rule (55 FR 29476 at 29479), FDA 
intended to establish label reference 
values for those nutrients for which 
quantitative values were provided by 
the widely recognized and arxepted 
consensus reports, specifically the 10th 
edition of the NAS RDA publication 
(Ref. 26), Diet and Health (Ref. 3). and 
the Surgeon General's Report on 
Nutrition and Health (Rei. 2). While 
these reports have discussed evidence to 
link lower beta-carotene consumption 
with increased risk for certain cancers, 
notably lung cancer, the reports noted 
the evolving nature of the issue and 
failed to make specific dietary 
recommendations concerning this food 
component. The reports, therefore, did 
not specify quantitative 
recommendations for intake, and the 
comments received relative to this 
proposal have not .suggested or justified 
an appropriate intake level. 

Without guidance from established 
scientific bodies and in the absence of 
scientific consensus both on the role of 
beta-carotene in the risk of onset of 
certain chronic diseases and on the 
quantitative level that could be 
appropriate for a population-based 
recommended intake of beta-carotene, 
FDA concludes that establishing such a 
label reference value cannot be 
supported. However, FDA will continue 
to monitor sdentific advances as well as 
ongoing recommendations relative to 
beta-carotene nutriture. The agency will 
consider modifying or expanding label 
reference values as'evidence warrants. 

19. A few comments specifically 
expressed concern that the RDl for 
vitamin C was too low for persons in the 
U.S. population who smoke. This 

concern stems from evidence that 
persons who smoke cigarettes may 
require more vitamin C than persons 
who do not. 

FDA is aware that the 10th edition of 
the NAS RDA publication includes a 
statement in the text that recommends 
that regular cigarette smokers ingest at 
least 100 mg of vitamin C daily. 
However, FDA advises that the NAS 
RDA for vitamin C for the general 
population is set no higher than 60 mg. 
FDA has established label reference 
values that, of necessity, must be 
tatgeted to the entire population, rather 
than special population subgroups. In 
the absence of information to suggest 
that the 1989 NAS RDA’s are an 
inappropriate basis for label reference 
values, FDA does not agree that the RDI 
for vitamin C should be a value other 
than the highest value set for persons 4 
or more years of age. FDA supports 
nutrition education efforts that will 
inform those individuals whose 
requirements may be altered by lifestyle 
choices about their special nutrient 
needs. 

20. One comment from a research 
foundation expressed concern about the 
high levels of iron available in the diet 
and thus supported the proposed RDI 
for iron of 12 mg as compared to the 
current U.S. RDA of 18 mg. The 
comment was made within the context 
of a discussion of hemochromatosis, a 
genetic disorder resulting in iron 
overload. A number of comments from 
consumers also expressed concern about 
excess levels of iron in the diet and 
supported lower label reference values 
for iron. 

FDA advises that with the advent of 
mandatory nutrition labeling, virtually 
all foods will bear information on iron 
content. Thus, those persons diagnosed 
with, or at risk for, hemochromatosis 
will be able to select or reject a food 
based on their special oietary needs. 
Additionally, the agency will continue 
to make use of the active nutrition 
monitoring system to evaluate clinical 
measures and dietary intakes 
concerning the incidence of 
hemochromatosis. The agency notes that 
data from the Third National Health and 
Nutrition Examination Surv'ey 
conducted by the National Center for 
Health Statistics can be used as a basis 
for reconsidering of the values for iron 
if concerns regarding hemochromatosis 
are demonstrated. 

21. A number of comments addressed 
the issue of the RDI for folate. The 
majority opposed the proposed RDI 
value of 180 pg, which is lower than the 
current U.S. RDA of 400 pg. Several of 
the comments suggested that the 1989 
NAS RDA for folate was an 
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inappropriate basis for establishing a 
RDI for folate, and a number of 
comments requested that the agency 
retain the U.S. RDA level of 400 pg (800 
pg for pregnant women). One comment, 
in referring to the conclusion in the 
1989 NAS RDA publication (Ref. 26) 
that diets containing about half as much 
folate as the previous NAS RDA 
maintain adequate folate status, asserts 
that the folate content of foods in 
nutrient data bases is recognized as 
inaccurate and incomplete. According 
to the comment, basing recommended 
intakes on intake data derived from 
these data bases is unsound. Several 
comments stated that there is evidence 
that folic acid supplements play a role 
in reduction in neural tube defats. 

To a certain extent, some of these 
comments would be addressed by use of 
the population coverage approadfi to 
deriving RDI’s. As a result of this 
approa^, the RDI for folate would be 
200 pg, i.e., based on the high^ RDA 
value for persons 4 or more years of age 
(excluding pregnant or lactating 
women). However, FDA is aware of 
concerns regarding the adequacy of the 
data base for folate content of foods, 
which in part served as the basis for 
establishing the RDA for folate. Recent 
analytical work (Ref. 37) has shown that 
folate content of some foods may be 
underestimated because of 
methodological problems in current 
food folate assay procedures. FDA 
therefore agrees that additional work is 
needed to evaluate the adequacy of 
airrent intakes of folate. 

Moreover, several studies have 
become publicly available since the 
publication of the 1989 RDA‘s. and 
these studies have shown that 
periconceptional intake of folate may 
reduce the risk of some neural tube 
defects. A randomized clinical 
intervention trial conducted in Great 
Britain by the Medical Research Council 
(Ref. 38) showed signihcant protective 
effects against recurrence of neural tube 
defects when women at high risk of 
recurrence were treated 
periconceptionally with daily doses of 
4,000 pg of folic acid. Additionally, data 
available from a recently terminated 
Hungarian trial showed reductions in 
occurrence of neural tube defects with 
periconceptional use of a multivitamin/ 
multimineral supplements containing 
800 pg/day of folic acid (Ref. 39). 

The results of these trials have led to 
reassessment of several earlier 
observational studies. Protective effects 
of the vitamin at levels of 100 to 1,000 
pg/day (obtained from foods and 
supplements) against occurrence of 
neural tube defects have been found in 

several but not all such observational 
studies. 

FDA concludes that the available data 
demonstrate that there is a folate-related 
subset of neural tube defects in 
populations with high prevalence rates 
for these defects, and that folate intakes 
of about 400 pg/day may reduce the risk 
of some, but not all, neural tube defects 
in such populations. Furthermore, the 
agency notes that the United States 
Public Health Service (U.S. PHS) 
recently recommended that women of 
childbearing age in the United States 
who are capable of becoming pregnant 
should consume 400 pg of folate/day for 
the purpose of reducing their risk of 
having a pregnancy afi^ed with spina 
bifida or other neural tube defects (Ref. 
40). 

FDA has seriously considered these 
findings relative to the appropriateness 
of retaining the approach of selecting 
the highest 1989 NAS RDA value 
(excluding pregnant or lactating women) 
when determining the RDI for folate. 
The agency has weighed the established 
and well-recognized scientific 
consensus inherent in the NAS RDA 
along with newer evidence of a possible 
at-ri^ population that constitutes a 
consideraole segment of the U.S. 
population. Taken together, the agency 
concludes that these findings— 
specifically, the evidence of problematic 
data on folate intakes, the possibility 
that intakes of 400 pg/day may reduce 
the risk of some neiual tube defects, and 
the recommendation of the U.S. PHS 
that women of childbearing age 
consume 400 pg/day of folate—are 
sufficiently compelling to justify at this 
time a RDI value of 400 pg for persons 
4 or more years of age and, for 
consistency, a RDI of 400 pg for lactating 
women. Given that the current U.S. 
RDA is 400 pg, and that the DS Act 
compels retaining the U.S. RDA’s at this 
time, no action is necessary. However, 
the issue of folate allowances for women 
is a significant one. Specifically, as 
discussed in a companion document 
entitled “Final Rule; Health Claims: 
Folic Add and Neural Tube Defects” 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register, FDA is concerned 
about the uncertainties regarding the 
folate requirement of women of 
childbearing age and is planning to 
implement a peer review of several 
sdentific issues relating to folate and its 
benefits for U.S. women. In this review, 
the agency will indude an evaluation of 
the appropriate intake level for folate for 
women of childbearing age. 

22. Two comments suggested that an 
intake based on a range of 6 to 10 mg/ 
kilogram (kg) body weight would be 
appropriate for maintenance of healthy 

magnesium status. Another comment 
suggested that the RDI be increased to 
at least 350 mg as compared to the 
proposed value of 300 mg. 

Tne 10th edition of the NAS RDA 
ublication (Ref. 26) states that 4.5 mg/ 
g is the upper range of requirements 

determined in modem balance studies 
for adults of both sexes. Therefore, FDA 
cannot agree that a range of 6 to 10 mg/ 
kg is supported. The level of 4.5 mg/kg 
provides the basis for the NAS RDA's 
for magnesium which range from 120 to 
400 mg for persons 4 or more years of 
age. Given that dietary magnesium 
deficiency has not been reported in 
people consuming foods commonly 
available and has oeen induced 
experimentally only once (Ref. 26), the 
agency believes that this level is more 
than adequate to cover the needs of 
virtually all population groups. 

Moreover, FDA use of the population 
coverage approach in establishing the 
RDI for vitamins and minerals, would 
result in an RDI for magnesium of 400 
mg, and thus would respond to 
concerns that the proposed RDI of 300 
mg was too low. However, in 
accordance with the DS Act, FDA is not 
acting (m this issue at this time. 

23. FDA received several comments 
expressing concern about the generally 
recognized as safe (GRAS) status of 
selenium, fluoride, 6md chromium. 
These comments centered primarily 
around issues of their use in 
supplements. 

Tne use of selenium, fluoride, and 
chromium compounds in dietary 
supplements is discussed in the 
Mandatory Nutrition Labeling final rule 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. In that final rule, the 
agency states that FDA is deferring 
resolution of the status of selenium and 
chromium. However, FDA would like to 
reiterate (as stated in the July 1990 
proposal, 55 FR 29476) that until the 
GRAS status of sources of these 
nutrients is resolved, the RDTs for 
selenium, fluoride, and chromium, if 
established, would be intended to be 
used only in conjunction with a 
declaration of the levels of these 
nutrients that are naturally present in 
the food or, in the case of fluoride, that 
are present as a result of the use of a 
fluoridated water supply in the 
processing operation (in accordance 
with 21 CTR 250.203). Any direct 
addition of these trace minerals to a 
food is based solely on the 
manufacturer’s judgment that the 
nutrient sources are GRAS and is not 
sanctioned by the agency. 

However, because FDA is, for the time 
being, retaining the label reference 
values in current § 101.9(c)(7)(iv), there 
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are no label reference values for 
selenium, fluoride, or chromium. FDA 
will reach a final decision on these 
issues based on the provisions of the DS 
* ct 

IV. Label Reference Value for Protein 

24. Two comments were received 
concerning the inconsistency between 
the label reference value for protein 
(RDI) and the label reference values for 
fat and carbohydrate (DRV’s) in that the 
total caloric contribution of the three 
nutrients does not sum to 100 percent. 
One comment stated that the proposed 
I'alue of 50 g for protein is too low 
because, based on a 2,350 calorie diet 
(i.e., the level proposed to serve as the 
basis for certain label reference values), 
the proposed 50-g level of protein 
would provide only 8.5 percent of the 
calories in a daily diet. The comment 
suggested that a level of protein that is 
consistent with 10 to 11 percent of 
calories from protein is appropriate, 
along with levels of 35 percent of 
calories horn fat and 55 percent of 
calories from carbohydrate. The second 
comment suggested diat FDA should 
resolve the discrepancy between the 
proposed protein RDI (50 g) and the 
value for protein that would be 
established if the value were based on 
the percentage of calories derived horn 
protein. The comment stated that 10 
percent of calories horn protein is 
appropriate, and that the remaining 5 
percent of calories that results after 30 
percent of calories is attributed to fat, 10 
percent to protein, and 55 percent to 
carbohydrate should be added to the 
carbohydrate caloric contribution 
(spedfically, to the contribution horn 
complex cturbohydrates). 

FDA has not traditionally specihed 
label reference values for calorie¬ 
providing nutrients other than protein 
(i.e., no label reference values existed 
for fat or carbohydrate). Thus, the 
agency has not needed to consider 
issues related to the sum of caloric 
contributions from protein, 
carbohydrate, and fat, specifically that 
these values sum to 100 percent. 
Furthermore, recognized authorities on 
protein allowances provide for the 
allowance based on the amount of 
protein needed per kg of body weight 
rather than on the basis of percent of 
calories (Refs. 2.3, and 26). 

However, the agency agrees that with 
the advent of label reference values for 
fat and carbohydrate, it is appropriate to 
reconsider the approach used to derive 
the label reference value for protein. In 
addition to providing for a consistent 
and interrelated set of label reference 
values for calorie-providing nutrients. 

the change in approach will facilitate 
consumer education e^orts. 

Furthermore, the decision to use the 
population coverage approach (i.e., 
selecting the highest NAS RDA value for 
persons 4 or more years of age excluding 
pregnant or lactating females) for 
establishing label reference values for 
essential vitamins and minerals (i.e., 
nutrients with NAS RDA’s) must also be 
‘evaluated relative to its appropriateness 
for protein, a nutrient for which an NAS 
RDA is also established. This is 
especially important given the caution 
expressed in Diet and Health (Ref. 3) 
concerning excessive protein intake, 
particularly from animal sources. 

While FdA received many comments 
that suggested that FDA return to the 
approaw of selecting the highest NAS 
RDA value to serve as the label 
reference value, no specific comments 
were received suggesting that the 
proposed label reference value for 
protein (50 g, based on an adjusted 
average of the RDA’s for protein) was 
too low because of public health 
concerns, or that the label reference 
value placed certain population groups 
at-risk for low protein intakes. 
Therefore, the appropriateness of using 
the population coverage approach for 

rotein was not specifically supported 
y the comments. 
FDA therefore concludes that there is 

sufficient support to establish a DRV for 
protein rather than a RDI. This change 
to a DRV is necessary because the 
agency is no longer losing the label 
reference value for protein on the RDA’s 
for protein. RDI’s are based on RDA’s. 
Rather, like the label reference values 
(i.e., DRV’s) for fet and carbohydrate, 
the label reference value for protein is 
based on percent of calories. 

Neither the NAS RDA publication 
(Ref. 26), the Surgeon General’s Report 
(Ref. 2), nor Diet and Health (Ref. 3) 
suggests a specific level of total daily 
calories firom protein. However, current 
intake of total dietary protein among 
Americans is estimated to be about 11 
percent of calories (Ref. 3) and generally 
exceeds the NAS RDA for all age groups. 
Furthermore, some international 
guidelines for nutrient intake 
recommend that protein constitute 10 to 
12 percent of calories (Ref. 3). 

Based on the comments that suggested 
that approximately 10 percent of 
calories fixim protein should provide the 
basis for establishing a label reference 
value for this nutrient, FDA concludes 
that basing the DRV for protein on 10 
percent of calories is reasonable. The 
level of 10 percent of calories is 
consistent with the NAS RDA in that the 
percent of calories from protein that 
results when the NAS RDA for each age/ 

sex group is compared with the caloric 
allowance established for that group 
ranges from 5 to 11 percent and could 
be rounded to 10 percent. 

Thus, FDA advises that the label 
reference value for protein for adults 
and children 4 or more years of age 
(excluding pregnant or lactating 
females) will be a DRV rather than a RDI 
(proposed as § 101.9(c)(12)(i) and 
redesignated below as § 101.9(c)(9)), and 
will be the value that constitutes 10 
percent of the calorie level to be used as 
the caloric basis for the DRV’s. As 
discussed below, this calorie level is 
2,000 calories. Therefore, the label 
reference value (DRV) for protein will be 
50 g (i.e., 10 percent of 2,000 calories = 
200 calories from protein; because 1 g of 
protein furnishes 4 calories (Ref. 26), the 
result is 50 g of protein). 

FDA did not propose DRV’s for 
infants, children less than 4 years of age, 
pregnant women, and lactating women. 
Therefore, for these groups the protein 
label references remain as RDI’s 
(proposed as § 101.9(c)(ll)(iv) and 
redesignated below as § 101.9(c)(8)(iv)). 
To be consistent with the population 
coverage approach, FDA has selected 
the highest NAS RDA for protein for 
infants and the highest NAS RDA for 
protein for lactating females. Only one 
NAS RDA value is provided for 
pregnant women and for children less 
than 4 years of age, thus no selection 
need be made. However, despite the 
change in approach, the RDI’s for 
protein are the same as those proposed 
for these four groups. Therefore, the 
label reference value for protein will be: 
(1) A DRV of 50 g for adults and 
children 4 or more years of age and (2) 
RDI’s of 14 g for infants, 16 g for 
children less than 4 years of age, 60 g 
for pregnant women, and 65 g for 
lactating women. 

The decision to establish a DRV for 
protein based on 10 percent of calorie 
intake (so that DRV’s for calorie¬ 
providing nutrients sum to 100 percent 
of calories) requires an adjustment in 
the proposed label reference value for 
total carbohydrate, i.e., 55 percent 
calories from carbohydrate. The 
necessary adjustment is discussed 
below. 

Also, consistent with these changes, 
additional changes are necessary in 
proposed conforming amendments. FDA 
is amending § 101.3(e)(4)(ii) (21 CFR 
101.3(e)(4)(ii)) by not only removing the 
term “U.S. RDA” and adding in its place 
the term "RDI,” but also by adding the 
term “DRV of protein.” FDA is also 
amending § 104.20(c)(1) and (d)(3) to list 
the DRV for protein. 
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V. DRY’S: Label Reference Values for 
Eight Nutrients without NAS RDA’S 

A. Terminology 

25. Two comments were received that 
expressed concern about the use of the 
word "value” in the term DRV. These 
comments stated that the word “value” 
may imply a goal rather than a reference 
level, and that the word generally 
connotes desirability. 

No data were submitted to support the 
suggestion that word “value” may 
mislead consumers. Furthermore. FDA 
research has indicated that the term is 
generally understood by consumers as a 
point of reference. No other comments 
objected to the term on these grounds. 
FDA finds there is no compelling reason 
to abandon the proposed DRV 
terminology. 

B. Scientific Basis for DRV’s 

26. Several comments expressed 
concern that the DRV’s were based on 
insufficient or conflicting data, or that 
they lack sufficient scientific 
justification. 

FDA acknowledges that the role of 
nutrients and food components in 
reducing the risk of disease is in an 
evolving state. However, numerous 
dietary reports and reviews relating to 
diet and health—particularly on the 
effect of diet on the risk of developing 
certain chronic diseases—^have been 
published within the last decade. These 
reports, including Diet and Health (Ref. 
3), the Surgeon General’s Report on 
Nutrition and Health (Ref. 2), and 
Dietary Guidelines for Americans (Ref. 
5), represent a sufficient scientific 
consensus that justifies the agency's 
proceeding with the establishment of 
DRV’s. This conclusion is supported by 
the Institute of Medicine report entitled 
“Nutrition Labeling: Issues and 
Directions for the 1990s” (Ref. 1), which 
states that health professionals have 
achieved a consensus on the 
characteristics of foods Americans 
should choose to have both a healthier 
diet and to reduce the risk factors for 
chronic diseases and conditions. 

Concerns pertaining to the possibility 
that scientific consensus may change are 
not unique to the DRV’s. The NAS 
RDA’s, and thus the RDI’s, are also 
subject to change and can be affected by 
shifts in scientific consensus. While it 
can be argued that the NAS RDA’s are 
less likely to change because they have 
evolved over a longer period of time 
than the DRV’s, any force from this 
argument is not sufficient to preclude 
using widely recognized and accepted 
recommendations to establish DRV’s. 
This action is important given current 
public health goals and the clear role 

that the food label can play in achieving 
these goals. FDA acknowledges that the 
scientific knowledge that underlies the 
DRV’s may change over time, and so the 
agency intends to monitor and evaluate 
scientific consensus relative to existing 
DRV’s as well as other nutrients known 
to bear on to the diet/health 
relationship. Furthermore, the petition 
process provided by agency regulations 
enhances and encourages this review. 
Accordingly, FDA is adopting the DRV’s 
as proposi^, with some modifications. 

C. Caloric Basis for DRV’s 

27. While several comments 
supported FDA’s proposal to use 2.350 
calories as the basis for establishing 
certain DRV’s that are based on daily 
caloric intake, most comments were 
opposed to the proposed value because 
they believed that it is too high. Many 
expressed concern that the resulting 
DRV’s for total fat and saturated fat 
would overstate acceptable intakes for 
population groups that habitually 
consume less than 2,350 calories. Others 
were concerned that the calorie level 
would app>ear too high and, thus, would* 
be irrelevant to many consumers. A few 
comments suggested that the level of 
2,350 may encourage overconsumption 
of calories, especially among women. 

Many comments suggestea that FDA 
use 2,000 calories as the basis for the 
DRV’s. The rationale for selecting.2,000 
calories as opposed to other lower 
values varied, but reasons given 
included the fact that it is consistent 
with widely used food plans, it 
approximates the caloric requirements 
for postmenopausal women who are at- 
risk for excessive intake of calories and 
fat, and it is a “rounded down” value 
for 2,350 calories. These comments also 
pointed out that 2,000 calories is easier 
to use in quick, mental calculations 
compared to other calorie levels such as 
1,900 or 2,350. Therefore, it is an easier 
tool for education purposes and is 
“consumer friendly.” A few comments 
suggested 1,900 calories be used as the 
basis because it reflects the caloric 
allowance set by the NAS for women 51 
or more years of age, a group believed 
to be at-risk for excessive calorie and fat 
intake. 

FDA agrees with the comments that 
there is a need to select a lower calorie 
level for the DRV’s. First, FDA agrees 
that a rounded value will be easier for 
consumers to use and is less likely to 
suggest such a level of precision that 
consumers lose sight of the concept of 
tailoring recommendations and 
reference values to their own diets. 
Secondly, the use of a lower caloric 
value is consistent with the population 
coverage appwroach to be used for 

vitamins and minerals. The group “at 
risk,” in this case the group most often 
targeted for weight control (i.e., older 
women), is covered by selecting a lower 
caloric basis for the DRV’s, one that 
approximates the caloric requirements 
of such women. Given the support 
expressed for the 2,000 calorie level and 
how well it fits the reasons that support 
making this change, FDA will use 2,000 
calories as the basis for DRV’s (proposed 
as § 101.9(c)(12)(i], redesignated below 
as § 101.9(c)(9)). 

Based on a 2,000 calorie level, the 
resulting DRV’s being incorporated into 
§ 101.9(c)(9) are listed in the following 
table: 

Food compo¬ 
nent 

IMit of meas¬ 
urement DRV 

Total tet. g. 65 
Saturated lat .... do ... 20 

300 
Total cattx)- 9 ”... 300 

hydrate. 
Dietary liber. do . 25 

2,400 
3,500 
50 n 

As stated in the July 1990 proposal 
(55 FR 29476 at 29484), revisions of the 
nutrition labeling regulations in § 101.9 
to update the U.S. RDA values 
necessitate that, for consistency, FDA 
revise several other regulations. FDA 
proposed to revise § 104.20(d)(3) to 
include the statement “The food 
contains all of the following nutrients 
per 100 calories based on 2,350-calorie 
total intake as a daily standard” and by 
providing a proposed table that listed 
the amounts of nutrients (per 100 
calories) based on a 2,350 calorie diet 
and based on the proposed RDI levels. 
FDA has recalculated the nutrient levels 
in § 104.20(d)(3) to reflect the RDI 
values presented in this final rule based 
on a 2,000 calorie diet and included a 
statement indicating that the amounts of 
nutrients per 100 calories are based on 
a 2,000 calorie total intake. 

28. Several comments stated that 
DRV’s should be established in a 
fashion that provides for a different set 
of DRV’s for different caloric intakes or, 
alternatively, that provides for a range of 
values such as a minimum/maximum 
range. These comments argued that the 
proposed DRV’s are too simplistic and 
would encourage overconsumption of 
calories and fat, especially among 
women. One of these comments 
provided an extensive rationale for 
developing three sets of DRV’s based on 
three levels (“benchmarks”) of calorie 
intake. 

FDA is aware of the problems 
associated with providing a single label 
reference value when in fact 
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amount down to 65 g because, given 
that the current recommendation fur 
total fat intake is 30 percent of calories 
or less, it is more appropriate to round 
down than to round up. Furthermore, as 
explained above, many comments have 
encouraged the agency to select label 
reference values that are easier for 
consumers to work with and recall, for 
instance 65 g of fat rather than 66 g. 

F. DRV for Saturated Fat 

32. Several comments suggested that 
because the proposed calorie basis 
(2,350 calories) is greater than the 
allowance for many persons, the 
proposed DRV for saturated fat (25 g) is 
too high. 

FDA agrees with these comments. 
With the change in the basis for DRV‘s 
to 2,000 calories, and using the 
recommended intake of less than 10 
percent of calories from saturated fat, 
the DRV for saturated fat is 20 g. The 
actual amount calculated using 10 
percent of 2,000 calories is 22.2 g. 
However, because the current dietary 
recommendation speciHes less than 10 
percent of calories from saturated fat 
and for other reasons discussed above, 
FDA rounded this value down to 20 g. 

33. One comment referenced Diet and 
Health (Ref. 3) which states that a 
saturated fat intake that is 7 to 8 percent 
of calories or lower would confer greater 
health benehts than the 
recommendation for less than 10 
percent of calories. The comment 
suggested that FDA use 7 p»ercent of 
calories from saturated fat as the basis 
for the DRV. 

While the report cited does include an 
. advisory statement as to the possibility 

of increased benefits with lower intakes, 
I the committee responsible for Diet and 

Health specifically recommended less 
than 10 percent of calories from 
saturated fat. This recommendation was 
based not only on issues of health 
benefits but also on considerations of 

i realistic diet modifications among 
American consumers. FDA believes that 
this approach is both prudent and 
practical. No other comment suggested 
the level of 7 percent of calories from 
saturated fat as the basis for the DRV. 
The agency, therefore, used 10 percent 
of calories from saturated fat with a 
rounding down procedure as described 
above in deriving the DRV for saturated 
fat. 

G. DRV for Unsaturated Fat 

FDA’s intent in developing a DRV lor 
unsaturated fat was to cnmolete the set 
of label reference values for fat. The 
DRV’s for fat and saturated fat reflect 
current recommendations to limit total 
fat intake to 30 percent of calories and 

saturated fat intake to less than 10 
percent of calories. To account for the 
component of total fat that remains, 
FDA derived the DRV for unsaturated 
fat by calculating 20 percent of calories 
and dividing by 9. The agency arrived 
at the factor of 20 percent by subtracting 
the 10 percent of calories from saturated 
fats firom the 30 percent of calories for 
total fat. 

However, as discussed in the 
Mandatory Nutrition Labeling final rule 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register, comments have 
convinced the agency that the listing of 
unsaturated fat on the food label is 
potentially confusing to consumers and 
could result in consumer deception. As 
discussed in that companion document, 
comments stated that the listing was not 
useful, that it offered no additional 
information that could not be obtained 
by subtracting the saturated fat content 
from total fat, and that it obscures the 
presence of essential fatty acids. 

Moreover, other comments 
persuasively argued that the term 
"unsaturated fat" is misleading because 
it suggests that all uiisaturated fats are 
synonymous by including both cis and 
trans isomers and poly- and 
monounsaturated fiats together. Based on 
these comments, FDA decided not to 
include a listing of unsaturated fat in 
nutrition labeling. Therefore. FDA finds 
that there is no need for a label 
reference value for unsaturated fat and, 
accordingly, has deleted the proposed 
DRV for it in this final rule. 

34. One comment requested that FDA 
eliminate the proposed DRV for 
unsaturated fat and replace it with a 
DRV for polyunsaturated fat with a 
value of 25 g. The comment argued that 
this approach was supported by 
evidence that: (1) Polyunsaturated fats 
lower serum cholesterol, (2) current 
dietary recommendations are to 
maintain or modestly increase 
polyimsaturated fat intake. (3) low 
polyunsaturated fat intake is linked to 
increased risk of coronary heart disease, 
(4) consumers are familiar with E' nsaturated fat declarations on 

, and (5) declarations of 
unsaturated fat will clutter a nutrition 
label and do not provide useful 
information. 

While FDA has been persuaded to 
eliminate the DRV for unsaturated fat, 
FDA does not agree that the 
establishment of a DRV for 
polyunsatmated fat of 25 g is 
appropriate. As stated in die Mandatory 
Nutrition Labeling final rule published 
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register, FDA is not persuaded that 
there is a need to require the inclusion 
of polyunsaturated fats on the nutrition 

label. As discussed, these fatty adds do 
not meet the agency’s criteria set forth 
in the proposal to the final rule (55 FR 
29487 at 29493) that the nutrient be of 
particular public health significance and 
that quantitative intake 
recommendations be given in major 
scientific consensus reports. 

Nonetheless, given consumer interest 
in polyunsatiurated fats, FDA is allowing 
manufacturers to volvmtarily list the 
amounts of polyunsaturated fats on the 
nutrition label. This provision is 
discussed in detail in the Mandatory 
Nutrition Labeling final rule, published 
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register. Also, the agency acknowledges 
that Diet and Health (Ref. 3) has 
recommended that total 
polyunsaturated fat intake be 
maintained at 7 percent of calories and 
not exceed 10 percent of calories. This 
guideline translates into a 
recommended level of intake of 
approximately 16 g of total 
polyunsaturated fat. which should not 
exceed 22 g. based on the criterion of a 
2,000 calorie diet. 

However, FDA’s definition for 
polyunsaturated fat includes only the 
cis isomers of the polyimsaturated fatty 
acids, as described in the Mandatory 
Nutrition Labeling final rule. Thus, 
voluntary label declarations for 
polyunsaturated fat exclude trans 
isomers. As discussed in the Mandatory 
Nutrition Labeling proposed rule (55 FR 
29487 at 29496), FDA believes that the 
limited definition is appropriate 
because declarations concerning 
polyunsaturated fats are at a level of 
specificity associated with targeted diet 
and health relationships. 

Therefore, while label declarations 
include only the cis isomers, the 
available recommendation for 
polyunsaturated fat intake is based on 
total polyunsaturated fat intake. There 
are no quantitative recommendations for 
polyunsaturated fat intake that 
distinguish between the recommended 
intako of cis isomers and trans isomers 
of polyunsaturated fat. FDA concludes 
that a DRV based on recommendations 
pertaining to total polyunsaturated fat 
would be inappropriate when label 
declarations are to be based on only a 
component of the total polyunsaturated 
fat. Declarations when compared to the 
DRV would be misleading. Thus, the 
agency has not established a DRV for 
polyunsaturated fat. 

35. One comment stated that the 
proposed DRV for imsaturated fat (50 gj 
was too high because current guidelines 
suggest that saturated and 
polyunsaturated fat should be up to 10 
percent of calories, and that the rest of 
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the caloric contribution should come 
from monounsaturated fats. 

The comment does not reference the 
source for the guideline that it 
discusses, and FDA is unaware of such 
a guideline. FDA does not agree that the 
current consensus reports suggest that 
20 percent of calories should come horn 
monounsaturated fats, and that the 
remaining caloric contribution of 10 
percent of calories should be attributed 
to all other fats. Rather, as discussed in 
Diet and Health (Ref. 3), the current 
general recommendations are that 
polyunsaturated fat not exceed 10 
percent of total calories, and that 
saturated fat be less than 10 percent of 
total calories. No specific 
recommendations for monounsaturated 
fat are provided in the major consensus 
reports currently available to the 
agency. 

36. One comment stated that it is not 
appropriate to recommend 20 percent of 
calories from unsaturated fat without 
also stating that linoleate is an essential 
fatty acid and as such should comprise 
at least 3 percent, and perhaps as much 
as 7 percent, of calories in line with the 
current average intake in the United 
States. 

The agency’s decision to eliminate the 
DRV for unsaturated fat responds to the 
essential concern of this comment, that 
declarations concerning levels of 
unsaturated fat could be misleading 
without further information. As stated 
earlier, no DRV for unsaturated fat will 
be established, and thus the issue 
concerning the linoleate component of 
the DRV need not be address^. 

H. DRV for Cholesterol 

37. One comment suggested that 
many experts agree that a single number 
for recommended cholesterol intake 
cannot be supported and requested that 
FDA eliminate this DRV. The comment 
also suggested that if the DRV is to be 
retained, the DRV for cholesterol should 
be expressed as a range. However, the 
comment did not specify an appropriate 
range. One comment stated that the DRV 
for cholesterol was inappropriate 
because Canadian nutrition 
recommendations do not provide 
quantitative advice on cholesterol 
intake. 

FDA cannot agree that a DRV for 
cholesterol is unnecessary, or that many 
experts do not support a single overall 
recommended intake for cholesterol. 
Major public health initiatives in the 
United States have cited the need to 
limit cholesterol intake, and 
quantitative recommendations for 
cholesterol intake have evolved over a 
long period of time. Recently, the report 
oi the Expert Panel on Population 

Strategies for Blood Cholesterol 
Reduction, National Cholesterol 
Education Program (Ref. 41) stated that 
it is important for Americans to change 
their eating patterns to reduce the 
average intakes of dietary cholesterol. 

As documented in Diet and Health 
(Ref. 3), there are a number of sources 
of recommendations concerning 
cholesterol intake, and the most widely 
used recommendation is to limit intake 
to 300 mg or less/day. The American 
Heart Association has recently re¬ 
reviewed this issue and recommended 
that cholesterol intake should be less 
than 300 mg/day (Ref. 42). Furthermore, 
a review of a summary table in Diet and 
Health (Ref. 3) reveals only one U.S. 
recommendation that provides a range 
for cholesterol. The range is 250 to 300 
mg/day prescribed for a high-risk 
population rather than for the general 
public. Therefore, FDA does not agree 
that the DRV for cholesterol is 
unnecessary or inappropriate, nor that it 
should be expressed as a range. The 
agency is retaining the DRV for 
diolesterol at 300 mg (proposed as 
§ 101.9(c)(12)(i) and r^esignated below 
as§ 101.9(c)(9)). 

38. One comment recommended that 
the DRV for cholesterol be eliminated 
because the 300 mg level may encourage 
women and children, whose mean 
intakes as indicated by national surveys 
are below 300 mg, to increase their 
intakes. 

FDA cannot agree that the DRV of 300 
mg for cholesterol will encourage 
women and children to increase 
consumption of cholesterol. The major 
consensus reports, upon which the DRV 
is based, have considered the intake of 
cholesterol relative to women and 
children and have found no evidence 
that establishing a recommendation at 
approximately 300 mg/day will cause 
risk for these groups, whi^ constitute 
a large percentage of the target 
population (Refs. 2 and 3). 

More importantly, the lower calorie 
intakes among these population groups 
will likely result in lower intakes of 
cholesterol by these persons. Given 
current widespread and highly visible 
education programs, it is very unlikely 
that individuals will attempt to increase 
cholesterol intake to match a label 
reference value for a nutrient that is so 
generally known as one to be limited in 
the diet. Furthermore, as discussed in 
the Mandatory Nutrition Labeling final 
rule published elsewhere in this issue of 
the Federal Register, the DRV for 
cholesterol will be stated as less than 
300 mg, thus providing nutrition 
information in a way that will further 
discourage any increase intake. 

39. One comment referenced a 
statement in Diet and Health (Ref. 3) 
that reductions beyond 300 mg/day of 
cholesterol intake, for example to levels 
of 250 or 200 mg/day, may also confer 
health benefits. The comment suggested 
that the 300 mg level was based not only 
on issues of public health but on the 
feasibility of achieving lower intakes 
given current consumption patterns, 
which, in turn, was based largely on 
anecdotal evidence and personal 
opinion. 

While the report cited does include a 
statement as to the possibility of 
increased benefits with lower intakes of 
cholesterol, the committee responsible 
for the report specifically recommended 
a level of 300 mg/day. This 
recommendation was based not only on 
issues of health benefits but also on 
considerations of realistic diet 
modifications among American 
consumers. The comment does not cite 
specifically in what way this 
recommendation is based on anecdotal 
evidence or personal opinion, and the 
agency is unaware of any evidence to 
support this claim. FDA believes that 
the DRV of 300 mg for cholesterol is 
both prudent and practical, and is 
consistent with current dietary 
recommendations. No other commeni 
suggested a lower level of cholesterol for 
the DRV. The agency will therefore 
retain the DRV of 300 mg. However, as 
with other nutrients, FDA will continue 
to monitor consensus reports and 
scientific evidence concerning the 
appropriateness of this DRV. 

7. DRY’S for Total Carbohydrate, 
Complex Carbohydrates, and Sugars 

In the July 1990 proposal (55 FR 
29476) and again in the supplementary 
proposal (56 FR 60366), FDA proposed 
a level of 325 g to serve as the DRV for 
total carbohydrate. 'This quantity was 
based on recommendations provided by 
major consensus reports, and 
specifically on the quantitative 
recommendation horn Diet and Health 
(Ref. 3) that carbohydrate intake be 55 
percent or more of calories. The amount, 
325 g, reflects 55 percent of 2,350 
calories, the caloric level proposed to 
serve as the basis for the DRV’s. 

40. One comment expressed concern 
that the proposed DRV for carbohydrate 
exceeds levels that should be consumed 
by many in the population and is not 
based on a scientific consensus. The 
comment suggested that the DRV for 
carbohydrate be eliminated. 

FDA disagrees with this comment 
The vast majority of comments that FDA 
received support the appropriateness of 
establishing DRV’s as well as the 
validity of the scientific documents 
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upon which they (including the DRV for 
carbohydrate) are based. A DRV for total 
carbohydrate is necessary to assist 
consumers in understanding the 
significance of the level of that nutrient 
in a food within the context of an 
overall total daily diet. Thus, 
establishing a DRV for total 
carbohydrate is consistent with section 
2(b)(l)(A] of the 1990 amendments. 
Additionally, several comments stated 
that it would be desirable to account for 
100 percent of caloric intake in the 
DRV's for fat, protein, and carbohydrate 
(i.e., the energy-providing nutrients). 
Therefore. FDA concludes that a DRV 
for carbohydrate is appropriate. 

41. A few comments requested that 
FDA establish a DRV for complex 
carbohydrate. One comment suggested 
that FDA establish such a DRV because 
it could be used in nutrition education 
efforts to help consumers put the dietary 
recommendations regarding increased 
carbohydrate intake into perspective. 
This comment provided a rationale 
based on the assumption that the 
current dietary recommendation to 
increase consumption of complex 
carbohydrates is meant to provide a 
caloric source to replace the decrease in 
caloric intake that will result from 
following the recommendation to 
decrease fat in the diet. On this basis, a 
DRV for complex carbohydrate derived 
from 35 percent of calories was 
suggested. Another comment suggested 
that a DRV based on 40 percent of 
calories is appropriate (assuming that 10 
percent of calories is attributed to 
naturally-occurring sugars and 10 
percent to added sugars, for a total 
carbohydrate DRV of 60 percent of 
calories). The third comment suggested 
that a DRV for total carbohydrate in the 
absence of DRV’s for complex 
carbohydrates and simple sugars is 
inappropriate. One comment suggested 
eliminating the DRV for total 
carbohydrate and replacing it with a 
DRV for complex carbohydrate. 

FDA agrees that recent dietary 
recommendations have included 
suggestions that persons increase their 
int^e of complex carbohydrates. 
However, FDA does not agree that there 
is scientific agreement on a specific 
recommended intake of complex 
carbohydrates, particularly a level of 
agreement that will support establishing 
a DRV. To date, major consensus reports 
and dietary recommendations have 
provided only qualitative 
recommendations for intake of complex 
carbohydrates. No quantitative 
recommendations exist. While the 
calculations that accompany the 
suggestion of 35 percent of calories from 
complex carbohydrate are well thought 

out. they are not at this time supported 
by other sources. The alternative 
suggestion of 40 percent of calories firom 
complex carbohydrate is based on a 
calculation by difference that assumes 
that 20 percent of calories from 
naturally occurring and added sugars is 
justified. Again, FDA finds no basis in 
the consensus reports upon whidi to 
agree. 

Moreover, as discussed in the 
Mandatory Nutrition Labeling final rule 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register, the chemical 
definition for complex carbohydrate 
remains problematic. A DRV for 
complex carbohydrate would be 
inappropriate in the absence of an 
acceptable chemical definition for 
complex carbohydrate because the 
agency does know which chemical 
entities should be reflected in the 
complex carbohydrate DRV, and 
because the agency would be unable to 
measure complex carbohydrate to 
determine whether a level listed as 
present in a food is correct. FDA 
acknowledges that recommendations 
concerning complex carbohydrate 
intake as well as the analytical 
methodologies for this fo^ component 
are in an evolving state. Therefore, the 
agency will continue to monitor 
scientific evidence relative to the 
appropriateness of establishing a DRV 
for this food component. 

42. One comment from a consumer 
advocacy group suggested that a DRV 
for added sugars and a DRV for 
naturally-occurring sugars be 
developed. The comment stated that 
DRV’s in general do not describe idea) 
diets and do not reflect absolute 
scientific knowledge but are instead 
estimates based on the best knowledge 
available. The comment suggested that 
because sugars intake is a major public 
health concern, it is appropriate for FDA 
to establish a DRV for sugars despite the 
fact that neither the Surgeon General’s 
Report (Ref. 2) nor Diet and Health (Ref. 
3) present quantitative 
recommendations on sugars intake. ’The 
comment suggested that a DRV of 
approximately 50 g be established for 
added sugars. The comment said that 
this level was derived from a FDA 
report (Ref. 43) that estimated that, on 
average, 53 g of added sugars are 
consumed per person per day. The 
comment asserted that FDA 
underestimated added sugars intake by 
one half (although it did not provide 
evidence to support this claim) and thus 
said that 50 g would be an appropriate 
level. The comment also suggest^ that 
the DRV for naturally-occurring sugars 
should be 50 g. also based on the FDA 
report concerning average consumption/ 

day. The comment again suggested that 
this estimate is too low by half. 

Another comment concerning 
complex carbohydrates stated that a 
DRV for complex carbohydrate should 
be based on 35 percent of calories from 
carbohydrate, and implied that 20 
percent of calories should be attributed 
to sugars. 

In reviewing these comments, FDA 
considered the report from the World 
Health Organization (WHO) entitled 
"Diet. Nutrition and the Preventicm of 
Chronic Diseases’’ (Ref. 44). 'The agency 
recognizes that the recommendation in 
the WHO report that consumption of 
refined sugars be limited to 10 percent 
of calories is not inconsistent with the 
comment that recommended that a DRV 
for added sugars be established at 50 g, 
because, with the agency’s use of 2,000 
calories as the basis for the DRV’s, 50 g 
of sugars would constitute 10 percent of 
calories. Furthermore, the agency stated 
in its proposals (47 FR 53917, November 
30.1982 and 47 FR 53923, November 
30,1982) to affirm that sucrose, com 
sugar, com syrup, and invert sugar are 
Cl^S, that it would monitor average 
dietary consumption of these 
ingredients and would reevaluate the 
safety of their use if total dietary 
consumption were to increase 
significantly. The agency concluded in 
those documents that there could be 
safety concerns if intake of these 
ingredients increased significantly over 
the current levels (approximately 50 g). 

FDA acknowledges that there is some 
support for limiting the intake of added 
sugars to current intakes of about 50 g 
or 10 percent of calories. However, the 
agency has concluded that this support 
does not furnish a sufficient basis for 
establishing a DRV for added sugars. 
First, DRV’s are established for nutrients 
of public health concern. As such, a 
rational basis for a DRV must in some 
way link particular, if not specific, 
levels of intake with adverse or positive 
health outcomes. Other than dental 
caries—the incidence of which has been 
declining considerably among the 
American population (Ref. 43)—no 

ublic health concerns are articulated 
y the comment or in the relevant 

reports. Further, in a special review 
conducted by the agency in the mid- 
1980’s. FDA concluded that other than 
the contribution to dental caries, there 
is no conclusive evidence that 
demonstrates that sugars intake from 
any source is associated with chronic 
disease conditions (Ref. 43). The report 
also states that the development of 
dental caries occurs whether a sugar is 
added or naturally occurring, and that 
caries development is associated with 
the nature and texture of the food 
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consumed, not )ust the total amount of 
sugars present in the food. Therefore, a 
specific level of intake that causes risk 
cannot he identified. 

Secondly, as discussed in more detail 
in the Mandatory Nutrition Labeling 
hnal rule published elsewhere in this 
issue of the Federal Register, there is 
currently no analytical methodology 
that would allow the agency to 
distinguish between sugars that are 
added to a food and those that are 
naturally occurring. Therefore, FDA 
v/ould unable to evaluate the 
accuracy of claims about the levels of 
added sugars in foods. FDA discussed 
this consideration earlier in its final rule 
on the GRAS status of certain sugars (53 
FR 44863, November 7,1988). The 
agency concluded that it would be 
impractical to enforce limitations on the 
use of these ingredients in foods. 

Moreover, in the absence of analytical 
capabilities to distinguish between 
added sugars and naturally-occurring 
sugars, FDA does not believe that it 
would be appropriate to establish a DRV 
for total sugars. There is no consensus 
concerning the specific proportions of 
total carbohydrate that should be 
attributed to total sugars and to complex 
carbohydrate. Moreover, a DRV for total 
sugars could be inconsistent with 
dietary guidelines that encourage the 
consumption of certain foods, such as 
huits and dairy products, that contain 
naturally-occurring sugars, sometimes at 
high levels. FDA, therefore, concludes 
that DRV’s for added sugars, naturally- 
occurring sugars, and total sugars 
cannot be supported. 

This conclusion, however, does not 
mean that FDA supports unlimited 
intake of sugars or sugar-rich foods that 
contain few nutrients except calories. 
Rather. FDA analyses of food 
consumption data (Ref. 45) suggest that 
certain groups in the population would 
benefit from educational efforts to help 
them assess the amount of sugars 
present in foods in relation to the 
amounts of other nutrients contained in 
the food. Given this need, as well as 
consumer interest in levels of sugars in 
food, FDA has made provision in the 
Mandatory Nutrition Labeling final rule, 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register, for declarations in the 
nutrition label concerning the amount of 
total sugars present in the food. With 
educational e^orts, consumers will be 
able to use the nutrition label to 
differentiate between sugars-containing 
foods with high versus low nutrient 
values. 

/. Adjustment in DRV for Carbohydrate 
Resulting from Change in Label 
Reference Value for Protein 

As discussed earlier, the agency has 
decided to use a caloric basis for the 
DRV’s of 2,000 calories instead of 2,350 
calories and to establish a DRV for 
protein based on 10 percent of calories. 
These changes from the proposed 
approach have necessitated an 
adjustment in the DRV for total 
carbohydrate. 

Based on comments, particularly as 
discussed above in comment 24, I^A is 
establishing a DRV for protein rather 
than an RDI. The DRV value reflects 10 
percent of calories fiom protein, based 
on a 2,000 calorie diet. FDA proposed 
to base the DRV’s for fat and 
carbohydrate on their percent 
contribution to total calories, 30 percent 
and 55 percent, respectively. If protein 
is to contribute 10 percent of calories, 
then it is necessary to account for the 
remaining 5 percent of calories using 
the contribution from fat or from 
carbohydrate. Given the current 
established recommendation that 
persons consume 30 percent or less of 
calories from fat (Refs. 2 and 3), FDA 
does not believe it would be appropriate 
to add the remaining 5 percent of 
calories to the contribution from fat. 

Guided by a comment submitted to 
this docket, discussed above in 
comment 41. as well as by the fact that 
Diet and Health recommends that 55 
percent or more of calories be derived 
from carbohydrate (Ref. 3), FDA believes 
that it is appropriate to increase the 
DRV for cart)ohydrate. While the 
comment suggested the change from 55 
to 60 percent of calories from total 
carbohydrate within the context of 
providing a DRV for complex 
carbohydrates (which was not proposed 
by the agency), the approach can still be 
applied to total carbohydrate in the 
absence of a DRV for complex 
carbohydrate. 

This change from 55 percent to 60 
percent of calories from carbohydrate is 
consistent with the recommendation 
that persons consume 55 percent or 
more of their calories from 
carbohydrate, and it allows the energy- 
yielding nutrients to sum to 100 percent 
of calories as suggested by the 
comments to this docket. Therefore. 
FDA is adopting a DRV for carbohydrate 
of 300 g, which is 60 percent of 2,000 
calories (i.e., 60 percent of 2,000 
calories = 1,200 calories; carbohydrate 
provides 4 calories per g (Ref. 26), thus 
1,200 calories divided by 4 calories per 
g results in 300 g). This change is 
incorporated into § 101.9(c)(9)). 

K. DRV for Dietary Fiber 

43. Two comments suggested that the 
DRV for dietary fiber should not be 
associated with a specific caloric intake, 
and that, as in the case of cholesterol, 
this DRV should be independent of the 
number of calories consumed. One 
comment stated that nutritionists 
recommend similar levels of fiber intake 
at different levels of caloric intake. 
However, the comment did not specify 
a level that would be appropriate for all 
persons. 

As acknowledged in the proposal for 
this regulation, there is a relative lack of 
consensus concerning recommended 
quantitative values for fiber intake. 
However, several scientific bodies have 
recommended increased intake of fiber, 
and comments horn consumers and 
health professionals have strongly 
suggested the desirability of providing 
quantitative fiber content labeling on 
foods. Available recommendations tend 
to be expressed as a range or as a level 
that should not be exce^ed, rather than 
as a single number applicable to all 
persons. 

FDA considers the current most 
authoritative source on recommended 
fiber intake to be the report issued by 
the Life Sciences Research Organization 
(LSRO) of the Federation of American 
Societies for Experimental Biology (Ref. 
46) . This report based recommended 
fiber intakes on an amount (10 to 13 g) 
per 1,000 calories which, when based 
on the 2,000 calorie level used for the 
DRV’s, results in a level of intake (20 to 
26 g) that is in general agreement with 
the recommendation of the National 
Cancer Institute, i.e., 20 to 30 g per day 
(Ref. 47). 

FDA finds no reason to change the 
basis for deriving the DRV for dietary 
fiber that it used in the proposal which 
involved calculating 11.5 g, the 
midpoint of the 10 to 13 g range, of fiber 
per 1,000 calories. The change to a 2,000 
calorie basis horn a 2,350 calorie basis 
will not change the DRV for fiber 
(proposed as § 101.9(c)(12)(i) and 
redesignated below as 101.9(c)(9)), 
which FDA proposed as 25 g based on 
a 2,350 caloric intake. The 2,000 calorie 
calculation (i.e., 11.5 g times 2) results 
in a value of 23 g, which rounds up to 
25 g to provide a number that is easily 
incorporated into educational programs 
and is generally consistent with the 
dietary recommendations. 

44. One comment recommended that 
the DRV for fiber be established as 20 g 
rather than 25 g. The comment noted 
that the National Cancer Institute (Ref. 
47) and the report from LSRO (Ref. 46) 
both specify a range of about 20 to 35 
g per day. 'The comment suggested that 
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the low end of the range is a more 
realistic goal for the U.S. population 
considering that current intakes are half 
of that amount. 

FDA does not find the argument for 
dietary feasibility sufficiently 
compelling to abandon a level that is 
clearly within the range recommended 
by major scientific bodies. FDA is 
unaware of any evidence to suggest that 
25 g per day cannot be met by 
consumers who select foods ft-om the 
available food supply, or that it is not 
achievable throu^ realistic diet 
modifications. FDA believes that the 
recommended intake is readily 
achievable with enhanced educational 
efforts. FDA is planning for and 
supporting such efforts. 

45. One comment expressed concern 
that the proposed DRV for fiber exceeds 
levels consumed by many in the 
population and is not based on 
sufficient scientific data. The comment 
did not further specify the nature of the 
insufficient data. 

As stated in the proposal to this 
document (55 FR 29476 at 29483), 
comments received by FDA show that 
many consumers and health 
professionals desire quantitative fiber 
content labeling. Yet, as the agency 
acknowledged, there is a lack of 
consensus concerning quantitative 
values for recommended fiber intake. 
However, several scientific bodies (Refs. 
2, 3, 47, and 48) have recommended 
increased intake levels for fiber on the 
basis that fiber may have important 
health benefits, particularly relative to 
intestinal function. Furthermore, LSRO 
has issued a report that provides a 
quantitative recommended intake for 
dietary fiber (Ref. 46). Its 
recommendation of 10 to 13 g fiber per 
1,000 calories in the diet is consistent 
with that of the National Cancer 
Institute (Ref. 47). The report developed 
for LSRO by a panel of qualified 
scientists contains numerous references 
to scientific research articles and reports 
in professional journals and 
publications. FDA is not aware of any 
concerns about the soundness of the 
LSRO review. Therefore, FDA is not 
persuaded that the scientific rationale 
for the fiber DRV is based on 
insufficient data. 

Secondly, the fact that the DRV 
exceeds levels currently consumed by 
many in population is not significant in 
setting this DRV. As discussed in the 
preceding comment, FDA is unaware of 
any evidence to suggest that 25 g per 
day cannot be met by consumers who 
select foods from the available food 
supply. Therefore, FDA concludes that 
the 25 g level for the DRV for fiber is 
appropriate. 

L. DFV for Sodium 

46. A few comments specifically 
supported creating a DRV for sodium by 
pointing out that the scientific, evidence 
demonstrates that sodium reduction is 
beneficial for hypertensive and 
normotensives alike, and that high salt 
intake coupled with low potassium and 
calcium intake is a major cause of high 
blood pressure and risk of stroke. A few 
were opposed and argued that the data 
are scientifically insufficient or 
que.stionable. 

FDA disagrees that the data are 
insufficient or questionable. The basis 
for the agency’s position is discussed in 
detail in the proposal pertaining to a 
sodium/hypertension health claim (56 
FR 60825, November 27,1991) and in 
the final rule for this health claim 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. As discussed in these 
documents, it is the agency’s opinion 
that based on the totality of publicly 
available scientific evidence, there is 
significant scientific agreement that 
there is a relationship between sodium 
and hypertension. There is also 
agreement that reductions in dietary 
sodium intake will provide a substantial 
public health benefit. Given the need to 
reduce sodium intake and the directive 
in the legislation that the information 
required in the nutrition label be 
conveyed to the public in a manner that 
enables the public to readily observe 
and comprehend such information and 
to understand its relative significance in 
the context of a total daily diet (section 
2(b)(1)(A) of the 1990 amendments), 
FDA believes that a DRV for sodium is 
supported. 

47. Some comments argued that there 
is no consensus regarding sodium 
recommendations, and that a DRV is 
therefore inappropriate. One comment 
stated that Canada provides no 
quantitative advice regarding sodium, 
and another noted that public health 
agencies do not agree among themselves 
about an appropriate recommendation. 
It was pointed out that the Joint 
National Committee (Ref. 49) described 
“moderate sodium intake” as 1,500 to 
2,500 mg, while the Surgeon General’s 
Report (Ref. 2) discussed a desirable 
range of 1,100 to 3,300 mg in noting that 
dietary Intakes exceed this range, which 
was established as “safe and adequate” 
in the 9th edition of the NAS RDA 
publication (Ref. 36). The Dietary 
Guidelines for Americans (Ref. 5) 
recommend “moderation” but provide 
no quantitative values, while the 10th 
edition of the NAS RDA publication 
(Ref. 26) specifies a minimum intake of 
500 mg but no maximum bound. The 
comment pointed out that the 

participants at the National Heart, Limg, 
and Blood Institute (NHLBI) Workshop 
held in 1989 (Ref. 50) expressed 
disparate views. 

FuA is aware of these differences but 
believes that they are attributable to 
differences in the intended purposes of 
the recommendations and not 
necessarily to a lack of underlying 
agreement. In fact, these 
recommendations are usually expressed 
as a range that includes the 2,400 mg 
level proposed as the DRV. 

The Surgeon General’s Report (Ref. 2) 
cited the 9th edition of the NAS RDA 
publication (Ref. 36) that has been 
superseded by the more recent lOtli 
edition (Ref. 26). The 10th edition of the 
NAS RDA publication identifies a 
minimum safe adult intake of 500 mg 
but also supports the level of 2,400 mg 
recommended in Diet and Health (Ref. 
3). Diet and Health served as the basis 
for establishing the DRV for sodium. 

The Joint National Committee (Ref. 
49), in the context of hypertension 
detection and treatment, reported no 
serious adverse effects with moderate 
sodium restriction of 1,500 to 2,500 mg, 
which includes the 2,400 mg level used 
for the DRV. Finally, the NHLBI 
workshop (Ref. 50) was designed to 
explore current research topics and was 
not convened as a Federal government 
consensus panel, nor did it have the 
objective to identify a recommended 
intake. 

Therefore, FDA believes that the level 
of 2,400 mg that is proposed as the DRV 
for sodium, and that is recommended in 
the major consensus report Diet and 
Health, is consistent with other 
recommendations and government 
reports and, thus, provides an 
appropriate basis for a DRV. The level 
of 2,400 mg is also well above the 
recommended minimum safe intake 
levels of 500 mg. 

48. A few comments supported a DRV 
for sodium that is lower than the 
proposed 2,400 mg. One comment from 
a consumer stated that 2,400 mg seems 
too high. Two comments that preferred 
1,800 mg argued that Diet and Health 
(Ref. 3) had recommended 2,400 mg as 
an “initial goal” and had stated that a 
level of 1,800 mg would probably confei 
greater health benefit. One of these 
comments supported the lower value as 
a way to better protect millions of 
Americans, especially older citizens, 
with hypertension. 

FDA proposed a DRV for sodium of 
2,400 mg based on the recommendation 
in Diet and Health. While this report 
does note that a lower value of 1,800 mg 
may confer greater benefit, the 
committee specifically recommended 
2,400 mg sodium. This recommendation 
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was based not only on issues of health 
benefits but also took into consideration 
realistic diet modifications among 
American consumers. FDA, therefore, 
concludes that a DRV of 2.400 mg is 
consistent urith the recommendation 
provided by Diet and Health. However, 
to guide consumers to the benefits of 
even lower levels, the agency is 
providing for the use of the phrase "less 
than" in the presentation of the DRV 
standard on the label. This label format 
provision is discussed in more detail in 
the Mandatory Nutrition Labeling final 
rule published elsewhere in this issue of 
the Federal Register. 

49. Several comments favored a 
hi^er DRV for sodium. One comment 
supported 2.900 to 3,000 mg, suggesting 
that a reasonable interpretation of the 
guideline provided in the 10th edition 
of the NAS RDA publication (Ref. 26) 
was to add the recommended intake to 
the 500 mg minimum naturally 
occurring (2,400 mg 500 mg). This 
approach would pi^uce a DRV of 2,900 
mg (rounded to 3,000 mg). The 
comment stated that this level would be 
more realistic than 2,400 mg. Two other 
comments favored the 3,000 mg level. 
One expressed support for the American 
Heart Association position which is that 
sodium intake should not exceed 3 g per 
day (Ref. 42), and another stated that 
3,000 mg has been recommended by 
most reputable health and nutrition 
organizations. One comment supported 
3,300 mg, and another suggested a DRV 
of no less than 3,500 mg for a 2,350 
calorie diet. According to the comment, 
the latter value represented a one- 
quarter decrease in what the comment 
identified as the usual American dietary 
intake of 4 to 6 g of salt. Tire one-quarter 
reduction was identified as the 
moderate intake recommended by 
Dietary Guidelines (Rei 5). Another 
comment supported 4,000 mg, noting 
that the DRV is considered by dietitians 
to be in the range of "low so^um" diets 
(less than 2,000 mg), and that the 
general public should not use a "low 
sodium" diet as a reference because 
consumers would wrongly believe that 
sodium intakes in excess of safe and 
adequate levels would be harmful. One 
comment suggested that a ranm from 
500 to 4.600 mg would be prererable to 
a single value. 

First. FDA does not agree that the 
committee responsible for the 1989 NAS 
RDA’s intend^ that 2,400 mg sodium, 
should be consumed in addition to the 
500 mg identified as safe and adequate 
in the 10th edition of the NAS RDA 
publication (Ref. 26). The publication 
spedfically states that "there is no 
known advantage in consiiming large 
amounts of sodium" and references the 

recent NAS Diet and Health report (Ref. 
3) which recommends that daily intakes 
of sodium chloride be limited to 2,400 
mg of sodium or less. Further, FDA 
bmieves that a sodium DRV of 2,400 mg 
is not inconsistent with the current 
American Heart Association position 
that sodium intake should not exceed 3 
g per day (Ref. 38). The agency notes 
that the written comments to this docket 
submitted by the American Heart 
Association did not object to the DRV of 
2,400 mg for sodium (Ref. 51). 

FDA remains unconvinced that there 
is any reason to establish a value that is 
higher than the 2,400 mg specified in 
Diet and Health. The suggested higher 
values are not consistently supported, 
whereas 2.400 mg is consistent with 
other Federal agency recommendations 
and with current public health agency 
policies to moderate or reduce sodium 
intake. Furthermore, the 2,400 mg level 
is a feasible goal because sodium in food 
is primarily present as added salt, and 
current dietary recommendations 
specify a moderate reduction that is 
large enough to produce significant 
decreases in intake while remaining 
well in excess of the minimum safe 
intake level of 500 mg specified in the 
10th edition of the NAS RDA 
publication (Ref. 26). 

50. The feasibility of achieving an 
intake approximating the proposed DRV 
of 2,400 mg of sodium was questioned 
by a few comments. These comments 
stated that the proptosed DRV is not 
reasonable or practical, will be difficult 
to achieve, and will cause rmnecessary 
fiustration to consumers trying to meet 
the goaL One comment suggested that 
the proposed DRV is too restrictive for 
restaurant nutrition programs, which 
must be concerned with taste, 
affordability, and availability. To 
emphasize the difficulty of achieving 
daily sodium intakes of 2,400 mg, the 
comment referred to a recent review 
article on sodium intervention trials 
(Ref. 52) that found that daily intakes of 
3,000 mg were only achievable with 
intensive, multifaceted interventions 
and highly motivated individuals. The 
article concluded that general 
populaticm goals must m modest, or the 
fo(^ supply must chanre significantly. 

FDA recognizes that &e current 
sodium int^e of many people exceeds 
the DRV level of 2,400 mg (56 FR 60825 
at 60825). and that sodium is very 
prevalent in the food supply. However, 
the agency disagrees that intakes of 
2,400 mg sodium are not feasible. 
Sodium is largely a discretionary 
addition to foods, usually as sodium 
chloride or table salt. In fact, estimates 
suggest that 90 percent of the sodium in 
foMs is from added salt (Refs. 53 and 

54) and thus can more easily be 
controlled by food processors and 
consumers than can substances in food 
that are naturally-occurring. 
Additionally, b^use reduced sodium 
intake is a recognized public health 
priority (Refs. 2, 3. and 5). the agency 
believes that it is appropriate to set &e 
DRV at a level that is consistent with 
that goal and that will stimulate changes 
in the marketplace that are 
technologically feasible. Therefore, FDA 
is retaining the DRV of 2,400 mg for 
sodium (proposed as § 101.9(c)(12)(i) 
and redesignated below as § 101.9(c)(9)). 

51. One comment suggested that the 
statement in FDA’s proposal that the 
"majority of the current dietary intake of 
sodium results fiom ingestion of sodium 
chloride" contradicts a previous FDA- 
statement that a substantial amount of 
sodium comes from nonsalt sources. 
The comment did not identify the FDA 
statements to which it was referring. 

This comment infers that 
"substantial” and "majority" are 
synonymous. FDA disagrees with this 
comment. A dictionary definition (Ref. 
55) for the word "substantial” 
characterizes the word as meaning of 
ample or considerable amount, quantity, 
size, etc., or of real worth, value, or 
effect. It does not define "substantial” as 
"majority." In its proposal on RDI’s and 
DRV’s, the agency referenced a 
statement from Diet and Health (Ref. 3) 
that the majority of sodium intake is 
fiom sodium chloride. This statement is 
not inconsistent with the agency’s 1982 
findings (47 FR 26590) that nonsalt 
sources can also provide meaningful, 
important, or "substantial" 
contributions to the diet. 

M. DBV for Potassium 

52. One comment suggested that the 
DRV’s should be limited to those dietary 
components that are the subject of 
dietary guidelines. It highlighted the 
establishment of a DRV for potassium as 
scientifically unjustifiable. 

As described in the proposal to this 
final rule. FDA has used major 
consensus reports in developing the 
DRV’s. Among these is the well 
i'ecognized and accepted Diet and 
Health (Ref. 3), published by NAS. This 
report specifically recommends a 
quantitative intake of potassium to 
assist in reducing the risk of stroke. FDA 
does not find compelling the comment’s 
argiunent that, because potassium is not 
specifically listed in Dietary Guidelines 
for Americans (Ref. 5). a DRV is not 
justified. The Dietary Guidelines are 
intended to provide general food 
guidance and do not necessarily specify 
recommended intakes for individual 
nutrients. The agency notes that no 
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other comments were received 
expressing concern about this DRV. The 
agency is. therefore, retaining the DRV 
for potassium (3,500 mg). 

Additionally, for completeness, FDA 
is including the listing of potassium 
based on its DRV value in 
§§ 101.3(e)(4)(ii) and 104.20(c)(1) and 
(d)(3). 

VI. Conforming Amendments 

53. One comment expressed concern 
that the proposed RDI’s will haye 
implications for all alternative products 
(e.g., reduced fat) formulated to achieve 
nutritional equivalency to their 
traditional counterparts. According to 
the comment, a traditional product 
containing nutrient levels at less than 
the 2 percent U.S. RDA criterion, and 
thus not requiring fortification of the 
analog, could now meet a 2 percent RDI 
criterion and thus fortihcation of the 
analog would be required. For example, 
a typical dressing contains 1.88 percent 
of the U.S. RDA for vitamin E. Because 
this amount is less than the 2 percent 
U.S. RDA criterion, fortification of an 
analog product is not required. 
However, under the proposed RDI's, the 
traditional product would contain 4.58 
percent of the RDI for vitamin E. 
requiring fortification in an analog 
product if the analog did not contain 
this level of the nutrient. The comment 
questioned whether the agency intended 
expanded fortiHcation of analog 
products with introduction of new 
RDI’s, because the agency had failed to 
address identity labeling of food in 
packaged form (§ 101.3(e)), particularly 
where the definition of "nutritional 
inferiority” is concerned. 

The agency acknowledges that the 
levels of nutrients chosen as the RDI’s 
will have an effect on achieving 
nutritional equivalency for all 
alternative products formulated to be 
substitutes for traditional products. 
However, FDA believes that the levels of 
the RDI should not be established or 
influenced by the effect that they will 
have on how nutritional equivalency is 
achieved in the formulation of 
alternative products. Rather, they 
should be based on sound public health 
principles. FDA established the 2 
percent threshold for achieving 
nutritional equivalency (§ 101.3(e)) 
because that level is a measurable 
amount of most nutrients in a food. The 
adjustment of the RDI’s upward, 
consistent with the population coverage 
approach, would however limit the 
number of situations in which nutrient 
levels in traditional products were 
below the threshold for some U.S. 
RDA’s but are above that threshold with 
respect to the RDI’s. 

i 

54. One comment suggested that 
vitamin K. molybdenum, and chloride 
be removed from the list of nutrients 
required to meet nutritional equivalency 
(proposed § 101.9(c)(ll)(iv) and 
redesignated as § 101.9(c)(8)(iv)), and 
that FDA should include a clear 
statement in § 101.3(e) that selenium, 
fluoride, and chromium are not to be 
considered for nutritional equivalency 
purposes. According to the comment, 
these nutrients are of little health 
significance for the general healthy 
population. 

'The agency acknowledges that an 
increase in the number of nutrients for 
which label reference values (RDI’s) are 
established would mean that efiorts to 
obtain nutritional equivalency may 
require the addition of additional 
nutrients to substitute foods. 
Furthermore, the agency agrees that 
some of these nutrients are not 
considered to be of public health 
interest. However, any change in what 
constitutes nutritional equivalency 
would require a reevaluation of 
§ 101.3(e), which is beyond the scope of 
the 1990 amendments. 

However, the agency recognizes that 
at this time there are no listed sources 
(i.e., GRAS or approved food additive) 
for selenium, molybdenum, fluoride, 
and chromium. In its proposal to this 
final rule, the agency failed to identify 
molybdenum as a nutrient without a 
listed source. However, despite no 
known issues of safety, the agency 
believes that it would be inappropriate 
to include molybdenum on a list of 
nutrients to be added to a food for 
nutritional equivalency when there are 
no listed sources for molybdenum. 
Therefore, FDA would have amended 
§ 101.3(e)(4)(ii) to state that these 
elements are not required for nutritional 
equivalency. 

However, based on the provisions of 
the DS Act, FDA is retaining, for the 
time being, the label reference values as 
established in current § 101.9(c)(7)(iv), 
Because there are no label reference 
values for the nutrients mentioned in 
the comments (i.e., vitamin K, 
molybdenum, chloride, selenium, 
fluoride, and chromium), there is no 
need to revise § 101.3(e)(4)(ii) to 
specifically exclude these nutrients. 
Therefore, § 101.3(e)(4)(ii) is amended to 
be consistent with these final 
regulations by referring to the Daily 
Reference Values (DRV’s) of protein in 
§ 101.9(c)(7)(iii) and of potassium in 
§ 101.9(c)(9) and to the Reference Daily 
Intakes (RDI’s) of vitamins and minerals 
in § 101.9(c)(8)(iv). FDA will reach a 
final decision on the other issues 
discussed in this comment following the 
provisions of the DS Act. 

Vn. Environmental Impact 

The agency previously considered the 
environmental efiects of the action 
being taken in this final rule. As 
announced in the proposed rule on 
reference daily intakes and daily 
reference values and mandatory 
nutrition labeling (56 FR 60366, 
November 27,1991), the agency 
determined that under 21 CFR 
25.24(a)(8) and (a)(ll). these actions are 
of a type that do not individually or 
cumulatively have a significant impact 
on the human environment. Therefore, 
neither an environmental assessment 
nor an environmental impact statement 
was required. 

Several comments on the proposed 
rule suggested that there would be 
significant adverse environmental 
effects from the final rules unless the 
agency allowed more time between the 
publication of the final rules and their 
effective dates. The concern in these 
comments was that, if the agency did 
not allow firms more time between the 
publication of the final rules and their 
efiective dates to use up existing label 
inventories, large stocks of labels and 
labeled packaging would have to be 
discarded. ’These comments questioned 
whether the agency had sufficiently 
examined the impact of disposing of 
obsolete labels and labeled packaging on 
this country’s solid waste disposal 
capabilities. Two comments estimated 
the amounts of labeling from their 
respective industries, i.e., dairy and 
confectionery, that would need to be 
discarded following publication of 
FDA’s final rules on several food 
labeling actions, including this action. 
However, these comments did not: (1) 
Provide details on how these estimates 
were derived, (2) identify what portion 
of the estimated amounts are 
attributable to these two actions, or (3) 
describe what impact the discarded 
labels and packaging would have on the 
disposal of solid waste. In its November 
27,1991, nutrition labeling proposed 
rule, the agency proposed that the final 
rules for these actions would become 
effective 6 months following their 
publication in the Federal Register. 

However, the agency has decided not 
to make the final rule effective until 
May 8,1994. FDA believes there will 
thus be ample time for food companies 
to use up most of the existing labeling 
and packaging stocks and to incorporate 
labeling language that complies with 
FDA’s regulations into their food labels. 
Consequently, the comments on the 
potential for adverse environmental 
effects do not afiect the agency’s 
previous determination that no 
significant impact on the human 
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environment is expected and that an 
environmental impact statement is not 
required. 

VIII. Economic Impact 

In its food labeling proposals of 
November 27,1991 (56 FR 60366 et 
seq.), FDA stated that the food labeling 
reform initiative, taken as a whole, 
would have associated costs in excess of 
the $100 million threshold that defines 
a major rule. Thus, in accordance with 
Executive Order 12291 and the 
Regulatory Flexibility Act (Pub. L. 96- 
354), FDA developed one 
comprehensive regulatory impact 
analysis (RIA) that presented the costs 
and benefits of all of the food labeling 
provisions taken together. That RIA was 
published in the Federal Register of 
November 27,1991 (56 FR 60856), and 
along with the food labeling proposals 
the agetuy requested comments on the 
RIA. 

FDA has evaluated more than 300 
comments that it received in response to 
the November 1991 RIA. FDA's 
discussion of these comments is 
contained in the agency's final RIA 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. In addition, FDA will 
prepare a final regulatory flexibility 
analysis (RFA) subsequent to the 
publication of the food labeling final 
rules. The final RFA will be placed on 
file with the Dockets Management 
Brandi (HFA-305), Food and Drug 
Administration, rm. 1-23,12420 
Parklawn Dr., Rockville, MD 20857, and 
a notice will be published in the 
Federal Register announcing its 
availability. 

In the final RIA, FDA has conduded, 
based on its review of available data and 
comments, that the overall food labeling 
reform initiative constitutes a major rule 
as defined by Executive Order 12291. 
Further, the agency has concluded that 
although the costs of complying with 
the new food labeling requirements are 
substantial, such costs are outweighed 
by the public health benefits that will be 
realized through the use of improved 
nutrition information provided by food 
labeling. 
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List of Subjects 

21 CFR Part 101 

Food labeling. Reporting and 
recordkeeping requirements. 

21 CFR Part 104 

Food grades and standards.-Frozen 
foods, Nutrition. 

Therefore, under the Federal Food. 
Drug, and Cosmetic Act and under 
authority delegated to the Commissioner 
of Food and Drugs, 21 CFR parts 101 
and 104 are amended as follows: 

PART 101—FOOD LABELING 

1. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 101 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Secs. 4, 5,6 of the Fair 
Packaging and Labeling Act (15 U.S.C 1453, 
1454,1455); secs. 201, 301,402, 403,409, 
701 of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act (21 U.S.C. 321, 331, 342, 343, 348, 371). 

2. Section 101.3 is amended by 
revising paragraph (e)(4)(ii) to read as 
follows: 

§ 101.3 Identity labeling of food in 
packaged form. 
* * • * * 

(ej* * * 
(4)* * * 
(ii) For the purpose of this section, a 

measurable amount of an essential 
nutrient in a food shall be considered to 
be 2 percent or more of the Daily 
Reference Value (DRV) of protein listed 
under § 101.9(c)(7)(iii) and of potassium 
listed under § 101.9(c)(9) and the 
Reference Daily Intake (RDI) of any 

vitamin or mineral listed under 
§101.9(c)(8)(iv). 
***** 

3. Section 101.9 is amended by 
adding paragraphs (c)(7)(iii), (c)(8)(iv), 
and (c)(9) to read as follows: 

§ 101.9 Nutrition labeling of food. 
***** 

(c) * * * 
(7) * * * 
(iii) For the purpose of labeling with 

a percent of the Daily Reference Value 
(DRV) or RDI, a value of 50 grams of 
protein shall be the DRV for adults and 
children 4 or more years of age, and the 
RDI for protein for children less than 4 
years of age, infants, pregnant women, 
and lactating women shall be 16 grams, 
14 grams, 60 grams, and 65 grams, 
respectively, 
***** 

(8) • * * 
(iv) The following RDI’s and 

nomenclature are established for the 
following vitamins and minerals which 
are essential in human nutrition: 

Vitamin A, 5,000 International Units. 
Vitamin C, 60 milligrams. 
Thiamin, 1.5 milligrams. 
Riboflavin. 1.7 milligrams. 
Niacin. 20 milligrams. 
Calcium, 1.0 gram. 
Iron. 18 milligrams. 
Vitamin D, 400 International Units. 
Vitamin E. 30 International Units. 
Vitamin 85.2.0 milligrams. 
Folic acid, 0.4 milligrams. 
Vitamin 812,6 micrograms. 
Phosphorus, 1.0 gram. 
Iodine, 150 micrograms. 
Magnesium, 400 milligrams. 
Zinc, 15 milligrams. 
Copper, 2 milligrams. 
8iotin, 0.3 milligram. 
Pantothenic acia, 10 milligrams. 

(9) For the purpose of labeling with a 
percent of the DRV, the following DRV’s 
are established for the following food 
components based on the reference 
caloric intake of 2,000 calories: 

Food component Unit of meas¬ 
urement DRV 

Fat... gram (g). 65 
Saturated fatty acids ... do ... 20 
Cholesterol. milligrams (mg) 300 
Total cait)ohydrate. grams (g)- 300 

do.. 25 
Sodium. mWigrams (mg) 2.400 

do... 3,500 
grams (g)_ SO 

PART 104—NUTRITIONAL QUALITY 
GUIDELINES FOR FOODS 

4. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 104 continues to read as follows: 
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Authority: Secs. 201,403, 701(a) of the 
Federal Fo^. Drug, and Cosmetic Act (21 
U.S.C 321,343, 371(a)). 

5. Section 104.20 is amended in 
paragraph (a) by removing "U.S. RDA’s” 
the two times it appears and replacing 
it with "Reference Daily Intakes (RDI’s)' 
and "RDI’s”, respectively, and by 
revising paragraphs (c)(1) and (d)(3) to 
read as follows: 

§ 104.20 Statement of purpose. 
***** 

(c) * • * 

(1) The nutrient is shown by adequate 
scientific documentation to have b^n 
lost in storage, handling, or processing 
in a measurable amount equal to at least 
2 percent of the Daily Reference Value 
(DRV) of protein and of potassium and 

2 percent of the Reference Daily Intake 
(RDI) in a normal serving of the food. 

. * * * * * 

(d) * * • 

(3) The food contains all of the 
following nutrients per 100 calories 
based on 2,000 calorie total intake as a 
daily standard: 

Unit of measurement Amount per 100 calories 

Protein... grams (g) . 50.5 2.5 
vitamin A. International Unit (lU) . 5,000 . 250 
Vitamin C. mUMgrams (mg) . 60. 3 
Catdum .. g .. 1 . 0.05 
iron-..—. mg.....I 18. 0.9 
Vitamin D... iU .■- 400 . 20 
Vitamin E. do.[ 30. 1.5 
Thiamin..... mg.j 1.5. 0.08 
Riboflavin... do. 1.7. 0.09 
Niacin ...j do. 20. 1 
Vitamin 06..» do. 2.0. 0.1 
Foiate ..... micrograms (pg). 400 . 20 
Vitamin B12... do. 6.0.. 0.3 
Biotin ... mg. 0.3. 0.015 
Pantothenic acid. do. 10. 0.5 
Phosphorus . g . 1.0. 0.05 
Magriesiom .. mg. 400... 20 
Zinc... do. 15. 0.8 
Iodine. pg.^ 150.:.. 7.5 
Copper...; mg...j 2.0. 0.1 
Potassium.....| do ..j 3,500 .....| 175 

' ROr* tor adult* and childran 4 or more year* of age. 

Dated: October 29,1992. 

David A. Kessler, 

Commissioner of Food and Drugs. 
Louis W. Sullivan, 

Secrefaiy of Heaith and Human Services. 
IFR Doc. 92-31502 Filed 12-28-92; 8:45 ami 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND 
HUMAN SERVICES 

Food and Drug Administration 

21 CFR Part 101 

(Docket No. 90N-016S] 

RIN090&-A008 

Food Labeling; Serving Sizes 

AGENCY: Food and Drug Administration, 
HHS. 
ACTION: Final rule. 

SUMMARY: The Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) is amending its 
nutrition labeling regulations to; (1) 
Define serving size on the basis of the 
amount of food customarily consumed 
per eating occasion; (2) establish 
reference amounts customarily 
consumed per eating occasion (reference 
amounts) for 139 food product 
categories; (3) provide criteria for 
determining label serving sizes from the 
reference amounts; (4) require the use of 
both common household and metric 
measures to declare serving sizes; (5) 
define a “single-serving container," (6) 
require that the use of claims such as 
"low sodium" be based on the reference 
amount: (7) permit the declaration of 
serving size In U.S. measures (ounces 
(oz), fluid ounces (fl oz)); and (8) permit 
the optional declaration of nutrient 
content per 100 grams (g) or 100 
milliliters (mL). This action is in 
response to-the requirements of the 
Nutrition Labeling and Education Act of 
1990 (the 1990 amendments). 
EFFECTIVE DATE: May 8.1994. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Voungmee K. Park, Center for Food 
Safety and Applied Nutrition (HFS- 
465), Food and Drug Administration. 
200 C SL SW.. Washington. DC 20204, 
202-205-5489. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

I. Background 

A. Proposed Regulaiion, Nutrition 
Labefing and Education Act of 1990, 
and Institute of Medicine’s Beport on 

• Nutrition Labeling 

In the Federal Register of July 19. 
1990 (55 FR 29487), FDA published a 
proposed rule entitled "Food Labeling; 
Mandatory Status of Nutrition Labeling 
and Nutrient Content Revision" to 
amend its food labeling regulations to 
require nutrition labeling on most food 
products that are meaningful sources of 
nutrients. In the same issue of the 
Federal Register (55 FR 29517), FDA 
published a technical supporting 
proposal entitled "Food Labeling; 

Serving Sizes" (hereinafter referred to as 
the 1990 proposal). 

The 1990 proposal on serving sizes 
stated that in view of the many 
comments that the agency had received 
stating the need for more realistic and 
consistent serving sizes, FDA-had 
concluded that reasonable and 
standardized serving sizes should be 
established. The agency proposed to 
amend the nutrition labeling regulations 
to: (1) Define serving and portion size' 
on the basis of the amormt of food 
commonly consumed per eating 
occasion by persons 4 years of age or 
older, by infants, or by children under 
4 years of age (toddlers); (2) require the 
use of both U.S. and metric measures to 
declare serving size: (3) permit the 
declaration of serving (portion) size in 
familiar household measures; (4) permit 
the optional declaration of nutrient 
content per 100 g or 100 mL; (5) define 
"single-serving containers” as those that 
contain 150 percent or less of the 
standard serving size for the food 
product; and (6) establish standard 
serving sizes for 159 food product 
categories to ensure reasonable and 
uniform serving sizes upon which 
consumers can make nutrition 
comparisons among food products. 
Interested persons were given until 
November 16,1990, to submit 
comments to the agency on the 1990 
proposal. 

On September 26,1990, the National 
Academy of Sciences’ Institute of 
Medicine (lOM) issued a report entitled 
"Nutrition Labeling. Issues and 
Directions for the 1990s” (hereinafter 
referred to as the lOM Report) (Ref. 1). 
The lOM report was written under 
contract to Public Health Service. 
U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services (DHHS) and the Food Safety 
and Inspection Service, U.S. Department 
of Agriculture (USDA). On October 5. 
1990, FDA published a notice in the 
Federal Re^ster (55 FR 40944) 
announcing the availability of the lOM 
report and requesting that interested 
persons comment on the implications of 
the report for the agency’s July 19,1990. 
proposals on food labeling. The report 
made several recommendations related 
to serv’ing sizes. 

On November 8,1990, tlie President 
signed into law the 1990 amendments 
(Pub, L. 101-535). The 1990 
amendments added section 403(q) to the 
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act 
(the act) (21 U.S.C 343(q)). Section 
403(q) of the act specifies, in part, that: 

• * * the serving size • • * is an amount 
customarily consumed and which is 
expressed in a common household measure 
that is appropriate to the food, or * * * if the 
use of the food is not typically expressed in 

a serving size, the common household unit 
of measure that expresses the serving size of 
the food. 

The 1990 amendments also require, in 
section 2(b)(1)(B). that FDA adopt 
regulations that: "* * * establish 
standards * * * to define serving size or 
other unit of measure for food. * * 

While the requirements of the 19£K) 
amendments that pertain to serving size 
are similar in many respects to FDA’s 
1990 proposal, differences exist, and 
questions about the exact meaning and 
the implementation of those provisions 
have been raised. 

On February 26.1991 (56 FR 8084). 
FDA announced a public meeting to 
discuss several issues arising from the 
comments on the serving size proposal, 
the 1990 amendments, and the lOM 
report. The meeting was held on April 
4,1991 (hereinafter referred to as the 
1991 public meeting), and provided an 
opportunity for the public to submit oral 
and written comments on the issues 
identified in the notice. 

B. The 1991 Serving Size Regulation 

FDA carefully considered the serving 
size provisions of the 1990 
amendments, the comments that it 
received in response to the Federal 
Register documents on serving size and 
at the 1991 public meeting, and the 
recommendations related to serving size 
contained in the lOM report. As a resulL 
the agency decided to repropose the 
serving size regulation for two major 
reasons. First, FDA wished to take 
advantage of the explicit legal authority 
provided by the 1990 amendments to 
regulate the serv’ing sizes used on the 
nutrition label. Secondly, the agency 
decided to make a number of changes in 
response to the comments received on 
the Federal Register documents and at 
the public meeting on serving sizes and 
to explain its reasons for agreeing or not 
agreeing with the comments. 

To implement the 1990 amendments. 
FDA issued a proposed rule in the 
Federal Register of November 27.1991 
(56 FR 60394; corrected at 57 FR 8179, 
March 6,1992) (hereinafter referred to 
as the 1991 serving size proposal). In 
that document. FDA proposed to; (1) 
Modify the definition of serving size in 
the 1990 proposal to be consistent with 
that in the 1990 amendments; (2) adopt 
regulations that provide standards for 
defining serving sizes: and (3) require 
the use of both common household and 
metric measures to declare serving sizes. 
The proposed standards had two basic 
elements: (1) Reference amounts of food 
that are customarily consumed per 
eating occasion for 131 product 
categories; and (2) proc^ures for 
determining serving sizes for use on 
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product labels from the reference 
amounts. The second element was 
necessary because while the reference 
amounts are defined primarily in metric 
units, under the act the serving sizes 
must be expressed in common 
household measures that are 
appropriate to the particular food. 

In addition, in response to the many 
requests for changes in other aspects of 
the 1990 proposal and on its own 
initiative, the agency proposed to: (1) 
Revise the definition for single-serving 
containers to increase the upper limit 
from “150 percent or less” to "less than 
200 percent;” (2) revise the basis for 
evaluating label claims such as “low 
sodium” to include both the declared 
serving size and the reference amount; 
(3) permit the optional declaration of 
serving size in U.S. measures; and (4) 
permit the optional declaration of 
nutrient content per 100 g, 100 mL, 1 oz, 
or 1 n oz. Interested persons were given 
until February 25,1992, to submit 
comments to the agency on the 1991 
serving size proposal. 

On January 3,1992 (57 FR 239), FDA 
announced a public hearing to discuss 
all of the agency’s proposed food 
labeling regulations that implement the 
1990 amendments. The hearing was 
held on January 30 and 31,1992 
(hereinafter referred to as the 1992 
public hearing). Some of the 
presentations and written comments 
submitted in response to this hearing 
discussed issues related to serving sizes. 

This final rule responds to the written 
comments received on the 1991 serving 
size proposal and the written comments 
and presentations given at the 1992 
public hearing on issues related to 
serving sizes. 

II. Review of Comments 

FDA received about 700 comments on 
the 1991 serving size proposal. 
Approximately 50 percent were from 
domestic food industries and trade 
organizations; about 35 percent were 
from consumers and consumer 
organizations; about 10 percent were 
from health professionals, health and 
other professional organizations, and 
academia; about 5 percent were from 
Federal, State, and local government; 
and less than 1 percent was from foreign 
industries and governments. 

About 20 oral presentations at the 
1992 public hearing discussed issues 
related to serving sizes. A written 
transcript of the meeting is on file with 
Dockets Management Branch (HFA- 
305), Food and Drug Administration, 
rm. 1-23,12420 Parklawn Dr., 
Rockville, MD 20857. FDA also received 
written comments that discussed issues 
dilated to serving sizes in response to 

the notice of the public hearing. Issues 
discussed at the hearing mostly 
reiterated the issues discussed in 
written comments on the 1991 serving 
size proposal. Therefore, a separate 
evaluation has not been done for the 
comments received in response to the 
1992 public hearing. FDA will respond 
to these comments together with all 
comments received in response to the 
1991 serving size proposal. 

Consumers overwhelmingly 
supported the provisions in the 1991 
serving size proposal and again 
emphasized the need for realistic and 
standardized serving sizes. Health 
professionals and nutritional or health 
professional organizations generally 
supported the provisions in the 1991 
serving size proposal. Many industry 
and trade associations supported the 
general approach that FDA took in the 
1991 serving size proposal. However, 
they often disagreed with specific 
aspects of the procedures used to 
determine reference amounts, specific 
reference amounts, or some other 
specific aspects of the 1991 serving size 
proposal. International comments again 
emphasized the need for international 
harmonization of food labeling (e.g., 
these comments usually recommended 
the use of 100 g (or mL) as the basis for 
the nutrition information). 

The agency will describe the 
comments on serving sizes in more 
detail and respond to them by topic in 
the discussion of the final regulation 
that follows. 

III. The Final Regulation 

A. Legal Authority 

1. A manufacturer contended that the 
1990 amendments did not mandate that 
FDA establish, by regulation, specific 
serving sizes for each food. The 
comment objected to FDA taking away 
its right to set serving sizes within the 
broad parameters of being reasonable, 
fair, and consistent. The comment stated 
that the 1990 amendments authorized 
FDA to establish standards or guides 
that the manufacturer must follow when 
the manufacturer sets the specific 
serving size. A trade association stated 
that FDA’s proposed “device” of 
reference amounts does not qualify as 
standards because when reference 
amounts are applied using the proposed 
procedures, they amount to specific 
serving sizes. Another industry 
comment stated that some reference 
amounts were expressed in common 
household measures (e.g., cups, 
tablespoon (tbsp.)), and therefore, label 
serving sizes in common household 
measures will be the same as the 
reference amount. This, the comment 

argued, disqualifies these reference 
amounts from bein^ standards. 

FDA disagrees with the comments. 
First, FDA did not establish “specific 
serving sizes” for each food. The agency 
established a system that consists of the 
two basic elements described above. A 
manufacturer uses these elements to 
determine the serving size most 
appropriate for specific products. The 
fact that a manufacturer has relatively 
limited discretion within that system 
does not represent an infirmity in the 
system. Section 403(q)(l)(A)(i) of the act 
establishes the fundamental principle 
for determining serving size. This 
principle is much more specific than as 

one comment suggested, that the 
amount be reasonable, fair, and 
consistent. The act requires that the 
serving size be an amount of the food 
that is customarily consumed 

The legislative history in .section 
2(b)(1)(B) of the 1990 amendments is 
silent as to what type of standards tha' 
Congress contemplated in that section 
It merely directs the agency to establisii 
them (H Rept. 101-538, 101st Congress. 
2d sess. 18 (1990)). (See also the House 
report at page 7: “In order to make this 
information meaningful, the bill 
requires the FDA to issue standards 
providing that uniform serving size 
information and information concerning 
the number of servings be furnished on 
the food label. ’ Thus, the question as to 
whether the standards that FDA 
proposed are adequate and consistent 
with the act really becomes a question 
of whether the serving size that results 
from applying that standard represents 
an amount customarily consumed 
Significantly, none of these comments 
claimed that it does not Consequently 
FDA concludes that the two element 
system that it proposed in the 1991 
serving size proposal constitutes a 
standard for determining serving sizes 
that is consistent with the act. 

2. An industry comment stated Ina' 
the 1990 amendments give FDA the 
legal authority to use any unit of 
measure (not necessarily a serving based 
on customarily consumed amounts) that 
it deems most appropriate for 
expressing the nutrient content of food'^ 
The comment stated that food 
consumption surveys, such as the 
Nationwide Food Consumption Survey 
(NFCS) conducted by USDA. do not 
provide “real” consumption values, 
because there are too many varieties of 
different foods, different uses of the 
same foods, different foods for the same 
use, and other variables, and because 
there is too much diversity in individaa 
consumption to establish any sort of 
meaningful or representative 
consumption standard The commeni 
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asserted that as long as competitive 
products are given the same serving size 
value, it is not that important whether 
there is valid supporting data. The 
comment recommended the use of 
“reference nutrition imits” that would 
eliminate the idea that the serving size 
represents what peorle really eat. Under 
the system suggested by this comment, 
all foods would be given a reference 
point that represents a reasonable 
quantity of food for a given category, 
and all competitive foods would be 
given the same reference point. 

FDA disagrees with the comment that 
the 1990 amendments allow the agency 
to use any unit of measure that it deems 
most appropriate for expressing the 
nutrient content of foods. Section 
403(q)(l)(A)(i) of the act clearly defines 
serving size as an amount of food 
customarily consumed. As discussed in 
the 1991 serving size proposal (56 FR 
60394 at 60400), FDA is well aware of 
the high variability in the amounts 
customarily consumed by individuals, 
as well as other factors such as many 
different uses of the same food and 
many different foods for the same use. 
These issues complicate the process for 
determining reference amounts. 
However, FT)A continues to believe that 
by using data from national food 
consumption surveys, such as the 
NFCS, and by following the principles 
and procedures that it described in the 
1991 serving size proposal, a reasonable 
reference amount that represents the 
amount of food customarily consumed 
within each product category can be 
determined for the major usage of the 
food. 

FDA also disagrees with the comment 
that stated that as long as competitive 
products are given the same serving size 
value, valid supporting data are not 
important. FDA does not believe that 
the only intent of the 1990 amendments 
is to establish the same serving size for 
competitive products. FDA believes that 
the intent is also to ensure that nutrition 
information will be based on a 
meaningful quantity of food, the amount 
customarily consumed. Competitive 
foods often differ in characteristics (e.g., 
density) that affect the amount 
customarily consumed. For example, 
ready-to-eat breakfast cereals compete 
with one another, but their densities (g 
per cup) differ widely, from less than 20 
g per cup to over 120 g per cup. Food 
consumption data show that the amount 
customarily consumed depends on the 
density of the cereal. Therefore, the 
same serving size should not be used for 
all ready-to-eat breakfast cereals. In this 
case using the same serving sizes for 
competitive products could be 
misleading to consumers. 

B. Definition of Serving Size 

In accordance with the 1990 
amendments, FDA proposed in 
§ 101.9(b)(1) to define "serving" or 
"serving size” to mean: 

an amount of food customarily consumed 
per eating occasion by persons 4 years of age 
or older which is expressed in a common 
household measure that is appropriate to the 
food. When the food is specially formulated 
or processed for use by infants or by toddlers, 
a serving or serving size means an amount of 
food customarily consumed per eating 
occasion by infants up to 12 months of age 
or by children 1 through 3 years of age, 
respectively. 

In the same section, FDA proposed to 
define "portion" to mean "an amount of 
a food that is not typically expressed in 
a serving size, i.e., a food customarily 
used only as an ingredient in the 
preparation of other foods, (e.g., 1/4 cup 
flour or 1/4 cup tomato sauce).” 

Over 75 percent of the approximately 
80 comments that addressed the 
definition of serving size agreed with 
FDA’s proposal for the definition of 
serving size. These comments pointed 
out that the act explicitly states that the 
serving size shall be an amount 
customarily consumed in terms of a 
common household measure 
appropriate to the food, and that thus 
FUA’s proposed definition is consistent 
with the r^uirements of the act. 
Approximately 25 percent of the 
comments received on this issue 
disagreed with FDA’s proposal. The 
reasons for the disagreement, and the 

, definitions suggested in these 
comments, are discussed below. 

3. Several comments stated that FDA 
should use the serving sizes in the 
diabetic exchange list as the serving 
sizes for nutrition labeling of food 
because they are already in use, and 
because people are familiar with the 
serving size contained in the exchange 
list. 

FDA disagrees with these comments. 
Section 403(q)(l)(A)(i) of the act defines 
serving size as "an amount customarily 
consumed.” Thus, the act links serving 
size to the amount consumed. Serving 
sizes contained in the diabetic exchange 
list are not based on amounts 
customarily consumed by the American 
public. They are tailored to meet a 
special dietary need of a subpopulation 
that has a unique health problem. They 
are inappropriate to use as serving sizes 
for the nutrition labeling of products for 
the general population because the 
serving sizes for a population with a 
medical problem do not necessarily 
reflect the consumption practices of the 
general healthy population. For 
example, to facilitate achievement of 
medical goals of this subpopulation, the 

serving sizes in the exchange lists are 
based on the calorie content and the 
energy-producing macronutrient content 
of specific foods and may not, as 
required by the act, reflect amounts of 
fo(^ customarily consumed by average 
consumers. *rhe 1991 serving size 
proposal discussed in detail the reasons 
why FDA cannot use the serving sizes 
contained in the diabetic exchange list 
for the nutrition labeling of food (56 FR 
60394 at 60399). None of the comments 
provided any basis for finding that that 
discussion was wrong. 'Hierefore, FDA 
has not modified the definition of 
"serving size” in response to these 
comments. 

4. International comments and several 
U.S. manufacturers opposed nutrition 
information based on serving sizes. 
Some pointed out that the European 
Community directive requires that all 
nutrition information be on a 100 g or 
100 mL basis. 'The comments argued 
that requiring nutrition information on 
a per serving basis offers little 
consistency with nutrition labeling in 
other countries and creates a significant 
trade barrier. 

FDA recognizes that many foreign 
countries use 100 g or 100 mL as &e 
basis for nutrition labeling. However, 
the act requires that the nutrition 
information be provided on a per 
serving basis, llie act also de^es 
serving size as an amo\mt customarily 
consumed which is expressed in a 
common household measure that is 
appropriate to the food. 'The 100 g or 
100 mL does not represent an amount 
customarily consumed for many foods. 
In addition, g and mL are not common 
household measures in the United 
States. Therefore, FDA cannot use 100 g 
or 100 mL as the basis for the primary 
serving size. However, partly to 
facilitate the utility of tne serving size 
in the international commimity, FDA is 
requiring in new § 101.9(b)(7) that the 
equivalent metric quantity be declared 
on the label in addition to the serving 
size in a common household measure 
and is permitting, in new 
§ 101.9(b)(10)(i). a volimtary listing of a 
second column of values on a per 100 
g or 100 mL basis. 

5. Several industry and consumer 
comments suggested using 1 oz for the 
serving size rather than customarily 
consumed amounts. The comments 
contended that: (1) A uniform 1-oz 
serving size allows nutrition 
comparisons of all foods; (2) nutrition 
information per oz allows calculation of 
the nutrient content of food per serving 
of an individual’s choice; and (3) the 
word "serving” is confusing and should 
be eliminated. Another consumer 
comment argued that few people 
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measure out a serving of a product as 
noted on packages. Most people just 
pour an amount that they feel is 
reasonable or desirable. Therefore, it is 
not necessary to have standard serving 
sizes. Rather, FDA should use 1 oz as 
the basis for nutrition information. 

As discussed above, section 
403(q)(l)(A)(i) of the act requires that 
serving sizes be in amounts customarily 
consumed. Because 1 oz is not an 
amount customarily consumed for many 
products. FDA cannot use 1 oz as the 
basis for nutrition information for all 
products. 

6. Some consumer comments 
suggested defining serving size as the 
amount consumed by admt females. The 
conunents stated that females need 
smaller amounts of food to maintain 
good nutrition and health. The 
comments were concerned that if 
serving sizes are based on the amount 
consumed by adult males, the quantity 
will be too l^e for females. Another 
consumer comment suggested that FDA 
define serving size as the amount 
consumed by a “middle consumption 
group between youth and men." The 
comment contended that if the serving 
size is set at a middle consumption 
level, it would be "easier to decrease for 
youth and increase for men." 

FDA believes that these comments 
misunderstand the purpose of a serving 
size on product labels. The serving size 
declared on the product label is not an 
amount recommended for consumption. 
It is, by statute, the amount customarily 
consumed. FDA believes that promoting 
recommended servings can best be 
addressed through public education. 
The agency's promulgation of nutrition 
labeling regulations will be followed by 
a consumer education program to assist 
consumers in iising the nutrition 
information or the label, including how 
nutrition information based on labeled 
serving size should be adjusted on the 
basis of an individual's actual or 
recommended serving size. FDA is 
currently planning for these activities. 

The general fo(m supply is consumed 
by the general population which is 
dehned, for regulatory purposes, as all 
persons 4 years of age or older. 
Therefore, serving sizes should reflect 
the amounts customarily consumed by 
the general population and not by imy 
selected age or sex group (e.g., adult 
male or female) within Uie general 
population. 

7. An industry comment stated that 
the phrase "per eating occasion" should 
be deleted horn the definition of serving 
size because small amounts of food 
consumed, such as for tasting during 
food preparation, could be counted as 
en eating occasion. 

FDA does not believe that the issue 
raised by this comment presents a 
problem. The term “eating occasion" in 
food consumption surveys usually refers 
to meals and snacks. Even if the small 
amounts of food consumed during 
tasting are included in determining the 
amount of food customarily consumed 
per eating occasion, the general 
principles and factors (e.g., use of the 
mean, median, and modm consumed 
amount per eating occasion) ctmsidered 
by FDA in arriving at the reference 
amounts ensure that such infrequently 
reported small amounts would not aUect 
the determination of the amount 
customarily consumed per eating 
occasion. Furthermore, deletion of the 
term “per eating occasion" would leave 
the definition of serving size open* 
ended, which would likely result in 
more inconsistencies among serving 
sizes. Therefore, FDA is retaining the 
term “per eating occasion" as part of the 
definition for serving size. 

8. A consumer comment stated that 
because different units are used for 
serving size (e.g., oz, tbsp.) and nutrition 
information (e.g., g), the current 
nutrition information is not useful to 
estimate the percent of a nutrient (e.g., 
fat) in the product. The comment stated 
that expressing both serving size and 
nutrition information in g would 
facilitate computation of the percentage 
of a nutrient in the product. The 
comment, therefore, suggested that FDA 
mandate that the nutrition information 
of all products be provided on a per 
lOO-g basis, instead of common 
household measures. 

FDA understands the consumers' 
desire for information on the percentage 
of fat in the product. However, the act 
mandates that the primary unit for the 
serving size shoula be a common 
household measure that is most 
appropriate to the specific product. 
Therefore, serving sizes will continue to 
be expressed in common household 
measures (e.g., cups, tbsp., oz). 
However, FDA notes that it is also 
requiring metric equivalents of the 
household measures (e.g., 1 cup (55 g)). 
Therefore, nutrition information on a 
per 100-g basis is not necessary to 
facilitate such computation. Consumers 
who desire information on the 
percentage of a nutrient in the product 
should be able to calculate this number 
from the metric equivalent of the 
serving size and the amount of the 
nutrient, expressed in g. 

9. A trade association stated that 
industry makes no distinction between 
the terms “serving" and "portion." The 
comment contended that FDA's 
definition is not consistent with the 
industry's usage of “portion." Limiting 

the term "portion” for use with 
products that are used primarily as 
ingredients (e.g., flour, tomato sauce) 
creates more confusion in terminology 
and contributes nothing to nutrition 
labeling. 

FDA agrees with this comment. 
Because foods such as flour and tomato 
sauce are not served by. themselves but 
as part of other foods, conceptually the 
term “serving” may not be as 
appropriate as the term “portion” as 
defined in the 1991 serving size 
proposal. However, FDA acknowledges 
that many manufacturers use “serving" 
and “portion” interchangeably. These 
terms are also used inter^angeably in 
the literature (Ref. 37). FDA also 
recognizes that consumers are not likely 
to distinguish between the two terms, 
and that the use of two difierent terms 
on the label could be confusing. For 
these reasons, FDA is deleting the 
definition of “portion" from new 
§ 101.9(b)(1). 

C. Definition of Single-Serving 
Container 

FDA proposed in § 101.9(b)(6) to 
define a single-serving container as a 
product that is packaged and sold 
individually containing less than 200 
percent of the applicable reference 
amount (Section 101.9(b)(6) of the 1991 
serving size proposal had a 
typographical error and stated 
“pat^ged nr sold individually" instead 
of “packaged and sold individually.") 
The agency proposed to require that the 
entire content of such products be 
labeled as one serving. In addition, the 
agency proposed that packages sold 
individually that contain 200 percent or 
more of the applicable reference amoimt 
may be iabel^ as a single-serving if the 
entire content of the package can 
reasonably be consumed at a single 
eating occasion. 

FDA received many comments on 
issues related to the definition of a 
single-serving container. About half of 
the comments agreed with the proposed 
definition. The other half, mostly 
industry comments, opposed or had 
reservations on some aspects of the 
proposed definition. 

10. The majority of the comments 
disagreeing with ^e proposal objected 
to the proposed upper limit of “less 
than 200 percent.” Hiese comments 
argued that FDA provided insufficient 
reasons for increasing the upper limit 
from 150 percent to 200 percent of the 
reference amount, placing considerable 
importance on a few new single-serving 
products, such as buffet cans of canned 
fruit with pop-tops and king-sized 
candy bars. The comments stated that 
FDA ignored many other products on 
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the market for which the 200 percent 
cutoff level would be unreasonably 
high. Examples given included 6 oz 
cans of tuna, 10 oz cans ctf canned fruits, 
9 oz cans of canned vegetables, and 15 
to 16 oz cans of reedy-to-s»rve soup or 
entrees (e.g., chili with beans, 
spaghetti). These comments 
recommended that the upper limit be 
lowered to 150 percent of the reference 
amount. Several other commits 
recommended that FDA allow 
manufacturers to decide whether a 
packag^ containing 150 to 200 percent 
of the reference amount is a single 
serving. 

FDA originally proposed 150 percent 
of the standard serving size (equival^at 
to the reference amount in the 1991 
serving size proposal) for the upper 
limit (55 FR 29487, July 19,1990). 
Several comments and presentations at 
the 1991 public meeting on serving sizes 
argued that single-serving packages that 
are larger than 150 percent of the 
“standard serving sizes" are not 
uncommon in the market and may be 
increasing in number. The agency had 
also learned, from its own observations 
in the nvarketplace. of a trend towards 
larger "single-serving" packages (e.g., 
.snacks). T^refore, in tlm 1991 serving 
size proposal, FDA proposed to chaise 
the upper limit for the single-serving 
container from "less than or equal to 
150 percent" to "less than 200 percent." 

Auer careful examination of all 
comments for and against the 200 
percent upper limit, the agency 
concludes that 200 percent of the 
reference amount is a rm»e reasonabW 
cutoff level for most products than 150 
percent. If FDA lowered the upper limit 
for single-serving containers to 150 
percent of the reference amount as the 
comments suggested, many foods that 
are clearly intended for cme serving 
(e.g., 1.8 oz snacks, 1.7 oz candy bars) 
could be labeled as 2 servings. The 
agency does not believe that such a 
result would represent the amount that 
people customarily consume; theref(»e, 
representing such foods as two servings 
would be confusing and misleading to 
consumers. 

However, FDA agrees with the 
comments that the 200 percent cutoff 
level may be too high for some products 
(e.g., canned fruits and vegetables, 
soups, and entrees). The reference 
amounts of these products are very large 
compared to many other products, and 
examination of food consumption data 
showed that the average variability 
(defined as the standard deviation as a 
percent of the mean) in the amount 
customarily consumed for foods having 
a reference amcmnt of 100 g (or mL) or 
larger is about two-thirds of the 

variability f<w foods having a reference 
amouqt l^s than lOO g (Ref. 38). In 
other words, it is much less likely that 
a person will consume approximately 
twice the reference amount of a food 
with a rafecence amount of 100 g or 
more than it is that he m she would 
consume twice the reference amount of 
a food with a smaller reference amount. 
The agency has therefore concluded that 
for those products that have reference 
amounts of 100 g (or mL) or larger. 150 
percent is a more reasonable cutoff for 
a single-serving container. Therefore, 
FDA is revising § 101.9(bK6) to allow 
manufacturers to determine whether 
there are -1 or 2 servings in packages that 
contain more than 150 pearcent but less 
than 200 percent of the reference 
amount if the food in the package has 
a reference amount of 100 g (or mL) cm* 
lar^. 

The agency, however, also concludes 
that regardie^ of the package size, a 
product that is obviously intended to be 
consumed in one serving (e.g., ime unit 
products in discrete units such as 
muffins, ice cream bars, and 
sandwiches; products bearing label 
descriptions that suggest a single 
serving such as "singles" or "the perfect 
size for one") must be labeled as one 
serving. Otherwise, the labeling will be 
misleading under section 403(a) of the 
act. 

11. An organization of nutrition 
professionals recommended changing 
the upper limit for single-serving 
containers to include 200 percent of the 
reference amount, so that 16 fl oz soft 
drinks would be required to be labeled 
as one serving. An organization of 
health professionals urged FDA to 
require that snack foods provide 
nutrition information for the entire 
contents of the package, regardless of 
the declared serving size. The 
organization stated that such a 
requirement would reflect "more 
accurately consumption patterns for 
these products.” 

FDA does not believe that it is 
appropriate to change the definition of 
a single-serving container so that certain 
sizes of a selected class of products can 
be labeled as a single serving or to set 
a different requirement for a selected 
class of products without food 
consumpticm data or a scientifically 
sound basis that supports such a 
different requirement. The comments 
did not present any food consumption 
data or other scientihc basis that would 
justify the suggested changes in the 
definition of single-serving containers. 
Therefore, FDA has not adopted these 
recommendations. 

12. Several industry comments 
requested that the definition f>f a single¬ 

serving ccmtainer be eliminated, and 
that nutrition information on all 
containers be based on the reference 
amount The comments requested that 
the agency, if it chooses to retain-tibe 
single-serving container dafinitkin. 
allow dual l^eling of nutritional values 
for single-serving containers (i.e., per 
refermce amount and per entire 
contents of the container). The 
comments expnessed concern that the 
single-serving container definition 
would result in different nutrition 
information on the labels of the same 
food product found in different sized 
containers. The comments argued that: 
(1) Consumers would be conned by 
such information, and (2) cmisumers 
would not be able to compare 
nutritional values of different brands of 
the same food because they come in 
different single-servii^ sizes. Therefore, 
these comments contended that FDA 
should allow manufacturers to 
voluntarily provide a second coliunn of 
values basiad on the reference amount. A 
few of the comments that supported 
dual labeling also preferred that the 
required nutrition infonnatum be based 
on the reference amount, not on die 
entire contents of the container. 
However, a large number of consumers 
requested that FDA require that 
nutrition information on single-serving 
products be provided for the entire 
contents of the container. 

FDA recognizes that the proposed rule 
could result in different nutritional 
values appearing on the labels of the 
same food product contained in 
different container sizes. Whether this 
would be confusing to consumers was 
discussed at the 1991 public meeting, lu 
the notice of public meeting, the agency 
specifically requested views and data on 
whether differences in the listing of the 
nutritioal content of the same food in 
different container sizes would be 
confusing to consumers. No data on this 
issue were presented at the meeting or 
in written comments. Comments on the 
1991 serving size proposal again 
claimed that different nutrition 
information on the same food found in 
different-sized containers would be 
cop*^nsing to consumers. However, the 
conunents did not submit any data to 
support their claim. Considedng the 
strong consumer support fos the 
nutrition information based on the 
entire contents of the container, and in 
the absence of any data showing that the 
nutrition information based on the 
entire contents of the container would 
be confusing to consumers, the agency 
has concluded that the definition of 
single-serving container should be 
retained, and that nutrition rnformation 
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of the single-serving containers should 
be based on the entire contents of the 
container. 

With regard to the requests for dual 
labeling of single-serving containers, the 
agency does not believe that it is 
appropriate under the act. Because, hy 
definition, a single-serving container 
has a number of servings of 1, nutrition 
information based on the reference 
amount would have a fractional number 
of servings (e.g., 1.4 servings). 
Consumers repeatedly complained 
about fractional number of servings on 
a single-serving container and asked 
that FDA require manufacturers to 
provide nutrition information based on 
the entire contents of the single-serving 
containers. Thus, there is strong 
evidence in the record to conclude that 
presenting a second column of nutrition 
information based on the reference 
amount on the single-serving containers 
will be confusing to consumers. The 
agency also notes that such information 
will clutter the label on the already 
limited space devoted to nutrition 
labeling. In considering whether to grant 
this request, FDA considered permitting 
dual labeling with the number of 
servings left blank. However, such 
labeling would fail to include a material 
fact—how many servings are being 
provided. Thus, such an approach is not 
acceptable undett the act. Therefore, for 
these reasons, FDA is rejecting this 
request. 

13. A manufacturer expressed 
confusion about the definition of single¬ 
serving containers. While the preamble 
of the 1991 serving size proposal 
specihcally stated that no lower limit 
for the definition of a single-serving 
container is being established, proposed 
§ 101.9(b)(2)(i) stated, 'Tf a unit weighs 
67 percent or more, but less than 200 
percent of the reference amount, serving 
size shall be one unit." The comment 
interpreted this provision to mean that 
the lower limit for single-serving 
containers is 67 percent of the reference 
amount. The comment also requested 
clarification on how to label single¬ 
serving containers that contain less than 
100 percent of the reference amount. 

The comment confused a single¬ 
serving unit of products in discrete 
units (e.g., muffin, sliced bread, apple) 
in a multiunit, and thus multiserving, 
container with a single-serving 
container. For products in discrete units 
that come in multiserving containers, 
new § 101.9(b)(2)(i) describes the 
procedure to convert the reference 
amounts in new § 101.12(b) to label 
serving sizes in common household 
measures. Products in discrete units 
come in many difierent sizes. To 
promote uniformity in the serving sizes 

of similar products, FDA proposed in 
the 1991 serving size proposal that a 
unit that weighs at least 67 percent or 
more, but less than 200 percent, of the 
reference amount be called a single¬ 
serving unit. (The lower limit of the 
single-serving unit in the final 
regulation has been changed from 67 
percent or more to more than 50 percent 
(see section III.E.1. of this document).) 
This provision (new § 101.9(b)(2)(i)) 
applies to products in discrete units that 
come in multiserving packages (e.g., 
sliced products, small candy bars), but 
it does not apply to single-serving 
containers. 

A single-serving container is a 
product that is packaged and sold 
individually and that contains less than 
200 percent of the reference amount. As 
discussed in the 1991 serving size 
proposal (56 FR 60394 at 60398), FDA 
did not consider that a lower limit for 
the single-serving containers was 
necessary because the agency proposed 
to base the qualification for claims on 
the reference amount and the label 
serving size. The use of the reference 
amount for the claim evaluation would 
prevent a single-serving container fix>m 
qualifying for a descriptor based on the 
package size alone. Therefore, concern 
about the potential manipulation of 
single-serving container sizes to qualify 
for a "low” claim (e.g., a 1/2 oz. bag of 
potato chips making a "low sodium" 
claim) was eliminated. Because there is 
no lower limit for a single-serving 
container, a product that is packaged 
and sold individually and that contains 
less than the upper limit of the single¬ 
serving container must be labeled with 
the entire contents of the package being 
one serving. For example, if a muffin 
that weighs 45 percent of the reference 
amount is packaged and sold 
individually, it is a single-serving 
container product, and the nutrition 
information is to be provided per the 
entire content of the container, i.e., one 
muffin. The agency notes, however, that 
if a number of these muffins are 
packaged in a multiserving container, 
the label serving size for this 
multiserving container would be the 
number of muffins that most closely 
approximates the reference amount, i.e., 
in this case two muffins. 

To avoid any potential confusion, 
FDA has modified new § 101.9(b)(2) to 
clearly state that single-serving 
containers are exempted fi^m the 
general rule set forth in that section. The 
modified provision reads: "Except as 
provided in paragraphs (b)(3), (b)(4), 
and (b)(6) of this section, * * * serving 
size declared on a product label shall be 
determined from the ‘Reference 
Amounts Customarily Consumed Per 

Eating Occasion* * * *.” Single-serving 
containers are discussed in § 101.9(b)(6). 

14. An industry comment did not 
object to a manufacturer voluntarily 
listing a product as a single serving if it 
is slightly greater than 200 percent of 
the reference amovmt, provided that this 
claim was preapproved by FDA. A 
nutrition professional organization also 
recommended preapproval of the single¬ 
serving status of a package that contains 
200 percent or more of the reference 
amount. 

FDA finds no basis to conclude that 
preapproval is necessary. Because the 
regulation requires that the serving size 
for single-serving containers or units 
(single-serving products) be the entire 
contents of the container or unit, FDA 
expects that the manufacturer’s decision 
to declare products that contain 200 
percent or more of the reference amount 
as a single serving will be self-limiting. 
As the size of the single-serving product 
increases, the nutrition information will 
show proportionately larger amounts of 
nutrients. Although a larger size of 
single-serving pn^uct will show larger 
amounts of nutrients having positive 
connotations (e.g., calcium, fiber), most 
foods also contain nutrients having 
negative connotations (e.g., calories, fat, 
sodium). Therefore, single-serving 
products that are good sources of 
nutrients with positive connotations 
will also show larger amounts of 
nutrients with negative connotations. 
FDA thus does not anticipate that there 
will be abuse of this option. In addition, 
the agency can control obvious abuses 
of this option under section 403(a) of 
the act. 

15. A consumer organization 
expressed concern that the proposed 
upper limit restriction may lead to the 
declaration of two servings for 
obviously single-serving products (e.g., 
a large candy bar, ice cream bar, frozen 
dinner) that contain slightly more than 
200 percent of the reference amount. 
The comment contended that 
consumers would be misled by a label 
that gives nutrition information for half 
of the obviously single-serving products. 
The comment requested that FDA 
require manufacturers to disclose how 
many servings the package contains on 
the front panel of packages that contain 
between 200 and 300 percent of the 
reference amount. 

FDA does not believe that it should 
require the number of servings on the 
front panel of products that contain 
more than the upper limit for the single¬ 
serving container. The agency is 
concerned that such a requirement 
would result in an information 
overload, contribute to the space 
problem for single-serving containers, 
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and clutter the labeL Moreover, to have 
a clear, readily understandable, and 
usable definition for '‘single-serving 
container,** FDA finds that it is 
appropriate to adopt less than 200 
percent of the applicable reference 
amount as the defining, leveK Howrever, 
the agency recogni^s the comment's 
concern. PDA’s position, as stated 
earlier in this section, is that regardless 
of the package size, a product that is 
obviously intended to be consumed in 
one serving (e.g., one unit products in 
discrete units such as muffins, ice cream 
bars, and sandwiches; products bearing 
label descriptions that suggest a single 
serving such as ”8ingles** and ‘*lhe 
perfect size for one”) must be labeled as 
one serving. If it is not, the labeling of 
the product will be misleading unmr 
section 403(s) of the act. Therefore, FDA 
concludes that no action in response to 
the comment is necessary. 

16. An industry conmi^ stated that. 
IB determining vriu^her a product meets 
the definition of a single-serving 
ccmtaiires, it is not clear whether the 
exact weight of an oz (La., 28.35 g) or 
a rounded value of 30 g or 28 g should 
be used to calculi the percent of the 
reference amount bom the net oz wei^t 
of the pecka^ 

The Cont{Miance Policy Guides 
(715ai7> define 1 oz as 28.34952 g for 
metric declaraticHis of quantity ol 
contents on product labels (Rrf- 39k 
Therefore, manufechuers should use 
28.35 g to convert the oz weight cddie 
package to the g weight 

To calculate percentage of the 
reference amount frmn the net wmght of 
the package, because it is a 
determination made on a wei^t/weigbt 
basis, manufacturers should divide the 
net weight of the package in g by the 
reference amount of the product and 
multiply by 100. For example, the 
percent of a reference amount of a 

I product having a net weight of 1.3 oz 
I and a reference amount cd 30 g would 
I he [(1.3 X 2&.35)/30l x lOO, i.e., 123 
I percent 

For the purpose of e)q)ressing the 
serving size for nutrition labeling, new 
§ 101.9(bK5Uiv) defines 1 oz as 28 g 
Therefore, to express the serving size, 
manufecturers should use 28 g to 
convert (he serving size in oz to the g- 
weight equivalent. 

D. Reference Amounts for Serving Sizes 

I To comply with the act with respect 
! to serving sizes, FDA proposed, in 
r § 101.12(b}, ref^nce amounts 

customarily consumed for 131 proddct 
categories, covering ahnost alt food 
products that are regulated by FDA. 
FDA proposed that these reference 
amounts be used as the basis for 

determining serving sizes for specific 
products. EDA sat forth the 
methodology (ganersL principles and 
procedure^ by which it arrived at the 
131 reference amounts. FDA also 
proposed general rules for determining 
reference amounts fox several product 
classes, incituding: (1) Products that 
retpiire further preparalkm beicne 
consumjptfoo; (2) imitation or substitute 
foods, akexed foods, and foods for 
specif dietary use; and (3) products 
consisting of 2 or nsore fot^ having 
individual reference amounts. This 
section fliscuses the comments 
received on the methodology that FDA 
used to determine the reference 
amounts, the number mtd ntunes of 
product categories, the lefarence 
amounts for specific product categories, 
the reference amounts for special Eroduct classes mentioued aixive, and 

ow to express or present the reference 
amounts. 

1. Methodology for determining 
reference amounts 

This section discusses comments that 
addressed the general principles and 
procedures for determining the 
reference anxounts. Comments that 
discussed the metbodxdogies for 
determining the reference amounts for 
specific prt^uct categwies are included 
in section I1LD.5. of mis document, 
which discusses issues related to the 
reference amounts for specific 
categories. 

17. Some comments objected to using 
food consumption data as the primary 
source in determining the reference 
amounts. The reasons for this objection 
varied. Some comments reasoned that 
food consumption data have many 
limitations, and therefore it is not 
possible to derive accruate estimates of 
the customarily consumed amounts 
from such data. Other objections 
included that: (1) Food consumption 
data, such as the NFCS used by FDA. 
contain cmly a limited numbm of days 
of information (e.g. 3 days) and are not 
appropriate to iise to determine “long¬ 
term* intake, and (2) reference amounts 
should be based on what people should 
eat rather than what they usually eat. 
The comments recommended using 
other sources of information such as 
industry’s ’’Tongatanding’’* serving sizes, 
the serving sizes currently used by 
industry, or the serving sizes in dietary 
guidance documents. Soma industry 
comments also stated that changing the 
currently used serving sizes would be 
confusing to consumers. Other 
comments, however,, opposed the use of 
industry’s ’'longstanding serving sizes 
or opposed the use of any data other 
than ^d consumption data, arguing 

that tiaey do mit fulfill the act’s 
requirement that the sewing sizes reflect 
amounts customarily constmoed. 

Section 403(qKlKAKi) of the act. 
which states tl^ a serving size is the 
amount customarily consunted. 
efiectively requires the use fA food 
consumption data as the primary basts 
for detacmining SMvktg sizes. Without 
such data, it is imposaible to determine 
the amount of food that is customarily 
consumed. FDA is well aware of (he 
limitations of (ha available food 
consumption data bases. However, these 
data bas^ we still fire best sources of 
food consumption data collected under 
actual conditions of use available to die 
agency. Thus. FDA cooc^ides that its 
use of food ccxisumption data as the 
primary source for custcanaiily 
consumed mnounts of food for nutrition 
labelmg purposes is afipn^Mriate. 

FDA agrees widi the comments that 
stated that sources other thmi food 
consumption data are sometimes 
appxc^iiate. Thus, when food 
consumption data were inadequate, the 
agency used the other sources of 
information listed in § 101.12(aK5l to 
determine the reference amounts. 

As for the use of the “longstanding*' 
serving sizes, in the notice for the 1991 
public meeting (.56 FR 8084). FDA 
requested comments and supporting 
data on the definition of a 
“longstanding” serving size. In response 
to this notice, the agency received only 
one comment that stated that 
“longstanding” serving size should 
include servl^ sizes used before 1973. 
as a minimum, and presented three 
exmi^les of serving size used befme 
that drie. Since it had no established 
definition m sufficient data to define 
"longstanding” serving sizes, the agency 
took into consideratiM) all serving sizes 
suggested in comments regardless of 
their history of use in determining the 
relwcence amounts proposed in the 1991 
serving size pn^iosal. In comments to 
the 1991 serving size proposal, the 
agency has not received any additional 
information or data on how to define a 
“longstanjding” serving size Therefore, 
it is unable to define ‘’kmgstanding’’ 
serving sizes. 

FDA does not agree with the industry 
comment that changing the currently 
used serving sizes would be confusing 
to consuiBMS, and the agency has not 
received any data to support these 
argummits. On the cootiary. coesumer 
comments overwhebnmgly attest to die 
fact that the current system that allows 
a proliferation of serving sizes has been 
very confusing. Congress also 
recogriized this fact. The House Report 
specifically states: "The Committee 
believes that ffie current informaftion 
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about serving size on many foods is 
extremely misleading” (H. Kept. 101- 
538, supra, 18). Establishing standard 
serving sizes will reduce this confusion 
and provide a consistent basis for 
serving sizes and for claims based on 
them. Moreover, some of the serving 
sizes currently in use (e.g., 2 servings on 
a 12-fl oz can of soft drink) are not 
consistent with the act because they do 
not reflect the amount customarily 
consumed. 

With regard to the use of other dietary 
guidance materials and the claim that 
reference amounts should be based on 
what people should eat rather than what 
they usually eat, FDA acknowledges 
that it would be desirable to have 
serving sizes on product labels that are 
consistent with the serving sizes in the 
dietary guidance documents published 
by Federal agencies. However, FDA 
advises that the act defines serving size 
as an "amount customarily consumed,” 
not an amount people should eat. The 
agency has made some modifications in 
reference amounts where the changes 
are consistent with the customarily 
consumed amounts of the products 
under consideration, such as those 
described for bread in section III.D.5. of 
this document. Although these changes 
have not deviated finm the definition of 
serving size, they have resulted in 
serving sizes more in agreement with 
dietary guidance documents. 

However, because dietary guidance 
documents were developed for purposes 
other than regulatory uses, these 
documents have several problems that 
prevent their use as the primary source 
in determining reference amounts. Of 
greatest significance is the fact that 
many serving sizes in the dietary 
guidance documents are not based on 
the amounts customarily consumed and, 
therefore, are not consistent with the 
definition of serving size in the act. 
EHetary guidance documents published 
by Government agencies usually list 
approximate amounts of food for the 
purpose of providing "general” 
guidance as to what quantity of each 
food group a person should consume to 
maintain good health. Therefore, the 
amount that represents a serving is often 
not well defined (e.g., 1 slice for bread 
when the weight of a slice of bread 
varies among different brands). 

The documents also provide a 
measure that is not applicable for all 
products within a product category. For 
example, these documents recommend 
the serving size for vegetables, other 
than raw leafy vegetables, as 1/2 cup. 
Vegetables in small pieces (e.g., green 
peas, cut com) can Ira measured with a 
cup. However, many other vegetables 
come in a form that cannot be measured 

with a cup (e.g., broccoli spears; 
although hroccoli can be measured if it 
is cut in small pieces, the weight per 
cup would vary widely depending on 
the shape and size of the cut piece). 

In addition, dietary guidance 
documents give one serving size for a 
broad food group. Customarily 
consumed amounts, however, vary for 
different types of food within the food 
group. Therefore, for nutrition labeling 
purposes. FDA cannot use one reference 
amount for the broad groups defined in 
these documents. 

In summary, dietary ^idance 
documents are written for purposes 
other than implementing the serving 
size requirements of the act, and thus 
the serving sizes in these documents do 
not provide the acciiracy and specificity 
that are needed for the reference 
amounts that are used for nutrition 
labeling under section 403(q) of the act. 

With regard to the comment that a 
food consumption data base such as the 
NFCS is inappropriate to determine 
long-term intake because the survey 
covered only a limited number of days, 
FDA notes that the comment has 
confused the procedures used to 
estimate the reference amounts with the 
procedures used to estimate the average 
daily intake of food. FDA advises that 
the number of days of data collection is 
not critical for the estimation of 
reference amounts, particularly if the 
survey included a large number of 
people as was done in the NFCS. 

Tne number of days of data collection 
is an important issue when an estimate 
of the long-term inteike (chronic intake) 
is needed, e.g., for the safety evaluation 
of a food or a component of food. A 
survey that contains a limited number of 
days of data may overestimate the 
chronic intake, by eaters, of a food that 
is consumed infi^quently (e.g., a 
specific fish) but that was consumed 
during the survey. For example, 
estimates of the average daily intakes of 
swordfish derived from the NFCS are 
likely to overestimate the chronic intake 
of swordfish because this fish is not 
consumed frequently in the United * 
States. If an uncommon food is 
consumed during the survey and the 
amount consumed is divided by the 
number of survey days, 3 in this 
example, the average daily intake 
estimate for long-term intake will be 
greatly exaggerated because even people 
who like swordfish are not likely to 
consume it once every 3 days. 

However, in determining reference 
amounts, FDA used the amount 
consumed per eating occasion, which is 
a short-term not a long-term intake. 
Thus, it was not necessary to average 
the amount of food consumed by the 

number of survey days. For the 
determination of reference amoimts, the 
amount of food consumed for each 
eating occasion reported was counted as 
a separate entry. Consequently, surveys 
that contain 3-day data for a large 
number of people, like the NFCS, are 
appropriate for use in determining the 
amount of food customarily consumed 
per eating occasion. 

18. Several comments discussed the 
selection of the food consumption data 
base used in determining the reference 
amounts. Most of the comments 
objected to using the 1987-1988 NFCS 
either by itself or with the 1977-1978 
NFCS. The comments were concerned 
that, because of the low response rate, 
the data fi'om this survey may not 
represent the amoimt customarily 
consumed as directed by the act. Some 
comments stated that FDA should use 
only the 1977-1978 NFCS. Some 
comments opposed using the 1985 and 
1986 Continuing Surveys of Food 
Intakes by Individuals (CSFH) because 
these data bases included only selected 
age/sex groups (women 19 through 50 
and children 1 through 5 years of age). 
These comments asserted that the use of 
the CSFn data bases resulted in an 
underestimation of the amount 
customarily consumed because men and 
older children, who as a group usually 
consume larger quantities of food than 
women and younger children, were not 
included. 

A comment from a consumer 
organization strongly objected to FDA’s 
use of the 1987-1988 NFCS with 
validation by the CSFII if data from the 
1987-1988 NFCS suggested a change in 
consumption practices since 1977-1978 
NFCS. The comment asserted that the 
CSFn is an inappropriate data base for 
validating serving sizes because the 
CSFII included only women ages 19 
through 50 and their young children 
ages 1 through 5. Therefore, the 
comment asserted, the data base did not 
reflect the food consumption practices 
of the entire population, and &e 
validation cannot be used for the entire 
population. The comment also 
contended that in validating the trend 
change in consumption. FDA did not 
compare the data from the CSFH to what 
women and young children were eating 
in the 1977-1978 NFCS. 

A manufacturer stated that FDA 
should solicit consumption data tom 
manufacturers because "the industry 
may well be the most efficient, 
accessible and accurate source of 
information” because "an ongoing 
knowledge of current consumption date 
* * * is vital and basic to (the) 
production and marketing of a product.” 
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Because the final results of the 1987- 
1988 NFCS were not available in time 
for the 1990 proposal. FDA relied 
primarily on the 1977-1978 NFCS to 
determine the "standard serving sizes.” 
Numerous comments on the 1990 
proposal opposed FDA’s use of a data 
base that is more than 10 years old. The 
comments argued that the food 
consumption practices have changed 
since the 1977-1978 NFCS, and that, 
therefore, estimates derived from the 
1977-1978 NFCS may not reflect 
current food consumption practices. 

Since the publication of the 1990 
proposal, USDA released the final data 
tape for the 1987-1988 NFCS. However, 
FDA could not use the 1987-1988 NFCS 
alone because this survey had an 
unusually low response rate. Therefore, 
FDA used both the 1977-1978 and the 
1987-1988 survey data in developing 
the reference amounts in the 1991 
serving size proposal. If the 1987^1988 
NFCS had a higher response rate, the 
new survey data would have been 
preferable to the 1977-1978 NFCS data 
for determining the reference amounts 
of food because of its recency. The use 
solely of the 1977-1978 NFCS is also 
not desirable because the data are 
almost 15 years old, and many new 
products have been introduced into the 
marketplace for which the 1977-1978 
NFCS had no data. Also, changes in the 
customarily consumed amounts that 
might have occurred since the 1977- 
1978 NFCS could not be determined 
from the use of that survey alone. 
Therefore, FDA tentatively concluded 
that using both survey data bases is the 
most desirable approach because such 
an approach compensates for limitations 
in each of the two surveys; increases the 
number of available data points; 
provides two sets of mean, median, and 
modal amount consumed rather than 
one; and therefore strengthens the 
reliability of the reference amounts 
determined. Comments that objected to 
the use of the 1987-1988 NFCS did not 
provide any solution on how to 
determine the current customarily 
consumed amount of food that reflect 
changes in the food consumption 
practices of the U.S. population since 
the 1977-1978 NFCS. In addition, the 
comments did not provide any 
suggestions on how to estimate the 
consumption of new products 
introduced into the marketplace since 
the 1977-1978 NFCS. Thus, in order to 
determine the customarily consumed 
amount of food that is representative of 
U.S. food consumption, that reflects 
current consumption practices, and that 
includes new products introduced into 
the marketplace since the 1977-1978 

NFCS, the agency concludes that the use 
of both the 1977-1978 NFCS and the 
1987-1988 NFCS is necessary to 
compensate for limitations in each of 
the two surveys. 

The comments that objected to the use 
of the CSFII data bases b^use these 
data may have lowered the reference 
amounts, misunderstood the way FDA 
used these data bases in determining 
reference amounts. When the results of 
the 1987-1988 NFCS suggested a change 
in food consumption practices since the 
1977-1978 NFCS (e.g., customarily 
consumed amounts increased or 
decreased substantially), FDA used the 
CSFII data bases, which had a high 
response rate, only to confirm the 
validity of the trends observed, i.e., to 
show that the apparent trends were not 
an artifact of the low response rate in 
the 1987-1988 NFCS. As mentioned in 
the 1991 serving size proposal (56 FR 
60394 at 60403), such a validity check 
to confirm the trend observed in the 
1987-1988 NFCS was recommended by 
an expert ad hoc committee that 
evaluated the impact of nonresponse in 
the 1987-1988 NFCS (Ref. 26). Only 
when the same trends were observed in 
the esm did FDA rely solely on the 
1987-1988 NFCS, so that the reference 
amount would reflect the current 
consumption practices more accurately. 
The estimates of intakes derived from 
the CSFII were not used in arriving at 
the reference amounts proposed in the 
1991 serving size proposal. Therefore, 
potentially lower estimates derived from 
the CSFII data bases had no effect on 
lowering reference amounts. 

With regard to the objection to FDA’s 
use of the 1987-1988 NFCS if it 
suggested a change in consumption 
since the 1977-1978 NFCS and the use 
of CSFII to validate that change, the 
agency recognizes that the CSFII 
included only limited age and sex 
groups. Although the CSFII data bases 
used to confirm the trends included 
only women 19 through 50 and children 
1 through 5 years of age. these data 
bases were the only other recent data 
bases that: (1) Were produced in a study 
conducted about the same time period 
as the 1987-1988 NFCS using the same 
survey methodology, (2) reflected food 
consumption practices representative of 
the U.S. population groups that were 
studied under the actual conditions of 
use, and (3) had a high response rate. 
Therefore, the CSFII data bases were the 
only data bases available to the agency 
for the purpose of confirming the 
apparent trend observed in the 1987- 
1988 NFCS, and. as mentioned above, 
their use in this manner was 
recommended by an expert ad hoc 
committee that evaluated the impact of 

nonresponse in the 1987-1988 NFCS 
(Ref. 26). 

As for the assertion that FDA should 
have compared the data firom the CSFII 
to what women and young children 
were eating in the 1977-1978 NFCS, the 
agency has done data analysis for 
women and young children in the 1977- 
1978 NFCS for those product categories 
that relied on the 1987-1988 NFCS 
because of consumption changes since 
the 1977-1978 NFp. The results 
showed that the sahie consximption 
changes were observed for women and 
young children as for the total 
population since the 1977-1978 NFCS 
(Ref. 40). Tlius, FDA concludes that it 
used the 1987-1988 NFCS and the CSFH 
data appropriately, and that it made the 
best use of the available food 
consumption data bases. 

With regard to the request that FDA 
solicit consumption data firom 
manufacturers, in the preamble to the 
1991 serving size proposal (56 FR 60394 
at 60401), FT)A requested such data by 
stating that "(T]he agency is willing to 
consider any data that may give a letter 
estimate of an amount customarily 
consumed of a specific product 
category.’’ Many comments submitted 
food consumption and other data in 
support of the requests for changes of 
the reference amounts. FDA has 
considered all data that were submitted. 
It will discuss and respond to these data 
in section III.D.5. of this document, 
which discusses requests for changes in 
reference amounts tor specific product 
categories. However, while some of 
these data have led the agency to modify 
the specific reference amounts in Table 
2 in new § 101.12(b), the fact that they 
have caused the agency to make only a 
relatively small number of changes 
supports the basic validity of FDA’s 
reliance on the 1977-1978 and 1987- 
1988 NFCS data. 

19. A few comments stated that 
reference amounts should be based 
solely on the modal amount consumed, 
which represents the most frequently 
consumed amount, not the mean or 
median amount consumed. 

FDA received the same suggestions in 
the comments on the 1990 proposal. As 
explained in the 1991 serving size 
proposal (56 FR 60394 at 60400), the 
mode was not useful as the sole 
criterion for determining the reference 
amount because most food groups had 
two or more modes, and there usually 
was no obvious or rational basis to 
choose one over the other. Therefore, 
FDA used all three (or more, if there was 
more than one mode) values that could 
represent an amount customarily 
(commonly) consumed, i.e., the mean, 
the median, and the mode. Following 
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the procedures detailed in the 1991 
serving size proposal (56 FR 60394 at 
60404), FDA determined the reference 
amount that was most likely to 
represent the amount customarily 
consumed for eadi product category. 
The new comments offered no 
additional data or arguments to support 
that using only the modal value is oetter 
than using all three values suggestive of 
the amount customarily consumed and 
no suggestions for how to select one 
modal value over another when there 
were multiple modes that were similar 
in frequency. Thus. FDA concludes that 
it is appropriate to consider all three 
values that provide data on which to 
derive the customarily consumed 
amount (i.e., mean, median, and mode). 

2. Expression of reference amounts 

In the 1991 serving size proposal (56 
FR 60394 at 60406), FDA described the 
general principles that it followed in 
expressing the reference amounts in 
proposed § 101.12(b). FDA expressed 
reference amounts for fluids in mL. It 
expressed reference amounts for other 
fo^s, to the extent possible, in g. For 
a limited number of product categories, 
FDA expressed the reference amounts in 
common household measures. For 
example, when foods within a product 
category varied considerably in density, 
and the customarily consumed amounts 
for different products were more 
uniform when expressed in volume than 
in weight, FDA expressed the reference 
amounts in cups, tbsp., and teaspoons 
(tsp.). In these limited cases. FDA 
selected volumes that could easily be 
expressed in fractions or multiples of 
common household measures as 
described in proposed § 101.9(b)(5). 
Several comments requested changes in 
some of these principles. 

20. One manufacturer stated that all 
reference amounts should be expressed 
in g, and another suggested that 
reference amounts for specific product 
categories (e.g., soups, sauces, gravies, 
beans, and mixed dishes) should be in 
g instead of cups. 

FDA agrees mat when possible, 
reference amounts should be expressed 
in g. As discussed more fully in section 
III.D.5. of this document, some of the 
specific product categories originally 
expressed in volume-based reference 
amounts have been changed to weight- 
based reference amounts. However, the 
agency does not agree that it is 
appropriate or desirable to do so for all 
product categories, including some of 
those specifically mentioned in 
comments. As explained above, when 
products within a product category 
differ widely in density, the use of a 
fixed g reference amount would result 

in a serving size that is too large for 
some products in the category and too 
small for others, even though the 
volume amounts consumed are similar 
for all products within the category. For 
example, although the reference amount 
for "mixed dishes measurable with cup" 
is 1 cup, the g-weights of different types 
of products within the category differ 
widely, e.g., about 160 g for seafood 
with vegetables without sauce and about 
250 g for seafood stew. Also, fluids (e.g., 
beverages) have been customarily 
expre^ed in volume (mL or fl oz) not 
in weight, and they can easily and 
accurately be measured in volumetric 
units. Thus. FDA has used weight-based 
reference amounts in most cases but has 
retained volume-based reference 
amounts for fluids and for a limited 
number of categories with products that 
vary greatly in density (e.g., mixed 
dishes measurable with a cup, product 
category having aerated products) or for 
whi^ information on the g-weight of 
the household measure is scarce, and 
comments have provided no appropriate 
weight-based reference amounts that are 
accurate and nonmisteading for all 
products within the category (e.g.. 
condiments). 

21. A manufacturer stated that 
reference amounts, should not be 
adjusted to reflect “nonmetric" 
household measures. The comment 
suggested that such adjustments would 
be confusing and of no assistance to the 
consumer. A consumer recommended 
expressing reference amounts in 
rounded metric units, e.g., 250 mL fur 
juice (8.45 fl oz). not 240 mL (8 fl oz). 

FDA disagrees with the comment. The 
act requires that serving sizes be 
declared in common household 
measures, and therefore, those measures 
must drive the reference amounts. The 
common household measures are the 
declaration that appears first on the 
nutrition label, followed in parentheses 
by the equivalent metric measure which 
may or may not be the same as the 
reference amount. Many consumers 
complained about odd fractions (e.g.. 
1.4, 2.3). Therefore, a fractional serving 
size such as 8.45 fl oz, which was 
suggested in the comment, is not 
desirable. Thus, it is important to adjust 
the reference amounts to be in metric 
amounts that convert to useful, whole 
number household measures rather than 
rounded metric units. 

22. A manufacturer requested that 
FDA express the reference amounts in 
either U.S. measures or in metric 
equivalents that reflect the more precise 
factors of 28.35 g per oz instead of 28 
g per oz and 29.57 mL per fl oz instead 
of 30 mL per fl oz. 

FDA notes that the reference amounts 
are amounts customarily consumed that 
will guide manufacturers to determine 
the label serving sizes of their specific 
products in common household 
measures. The serving sizes in common 
household measures will be in units 
such as pieces, cups, tbsp., and tsp. 
These household measures are primarily 
for consumer use. and it is unlikely that 
they will measure a cup with the 4-digit 
accuracy suggested in the comment. 
Accordingly, the reference amount that 
will be used as a guide for determining 
the serving size in household measure 
does not need the 4-digit acctiracy of the 
g and mL equivalency suggested in the 
comment. Also, both 28.35 g and 28 g 
will be translated to 1 oz for the label 
serving size when oz is used as the 
serving size. Both 29.57 mL and 30 mL 
will be translated to 1 fl oz for the label 
serving size. In addition, in the case of 
fl oz, the 30 mL equivalency of 1 fl oz 
allows for the exact conversion of 1 cup 
to 8 fl oz. Therefore, the agency has 
concluded that for nutrition labeling 
purposes, 28 g for 1 oz and 30 mL for 
1 fl oz are sufficiently accurate and 
appropriate because they provide the 
accuracy needed for nutrition labeling 
purposes without implying unrealistic 
accuracy, and because whole numbers 
are easier to use than decimal fractions. 

3. Presentation of reference amounts 

23. In footnote 2 under Tables 1 and 
2 in proposed § 101.12(b) in the 1991 
serving size proposal (56 FR 60394 at 
60418 and 60419), FDA stated that, 
unless otherwise noted in the reference 
amount column, the reference amounts 
in the tables are for the ready-to-servo or 
almost ready-to-serve form of the 
product (i.e., heat and serve, brown and 
serve), and that if the reference amount 
is not listed separately, the reference 
amount for the unprepared form (e.g., 
dry mix, concentrate) of the product is 
the amount required to make one 
reference amount of the prepared form. 

A trade association requested that 
FDA delete footnote 2 from Tables 1 and 
2 because it "implies that most of the 
major reference amounts used to 
determine number of servings will be 
based on a cooked (consum^) basis." 
The comment further requested that if 
FDA did not mean that the number of 
servings should be based on the cooked 
basis, the agency should provide a 
complete explanation in the preamble of 
this document or in another official, 
readily accessible reference. The 
comment contended that it would be 
difficult to determine the number of 
servings for the unprepared form of the 
product. 
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FDA believes that the comment has 
misinterpreted the footnote. Many foods 
are available in the marketplace in 
several different forms: Ready-to^rve, 
almost ready-to-serve, dry mixes, 
batters, or concentrates. For example, 
pancakes come in three different forms: 
Dry mix, batter, and the frozen almost 
ready-to-serve form, which requires 
only heating before consumption. If 
FDA were to list reference amounts for 
all of the difrerent forms of these foods, 
the tables would be needlessly lengthy. 
In addition, the list would not include 
forms of the food requiring further 
preparation that maybe introduced in 
the future. Because the amounts of food 
consumed are similar for the ready-to- 
serve and the unprepared forms on an 
as consiuned basis, as explained in the 
preamble of the 1991 ser^ng size 
proposal (56 FR 60394 at 60407), FDA 
listed all forms of the same food 
together and provided one reference 
amount listed on an as consumed basis. 
Footnote 2 merely explains that the 
reference amounts in the table are 
expressed in the quantity of the food 
that is in the ready-to-eat or the almost 
ready-to-eat form of the food. Since 
nutrition labeling is required to be on an 
'‘as packaged” basis, the footnote further 
informs the manufacturer that, for the 
unprepared form of a product that 
requires further preparation before 
consumption (e.g., dry mix, batter, 
uncook^ food), the manufacturer must 
determine the quantity of the 
unprepared pix^uct that is required to 
make one reference amount of the 
prepared product as specifred in new 
§ 101.12(b). Using the reference amount 
for the unprepared product, the 
manufacturer must then determine what 
the serving size of the unprepared 
product “as packaged” should be in 
common household measure. 

For the pancake example, this 
requires that the manufacturer 
determine the weight of dry mix or 
batter required to make one reference 
amount (110 g) of the prepared pancake 
according to the label directions for the 
preparation. If 40 g of a pancake mix is 
needed to make 110 g of pancakes, 40 
g of dry mix is the reference amount of 
this pancake mix. The serving size for 
this pancake mix will be about 1/3 cup 
(40 The number of servings per 
container will then be estimated from 
the net quantity of contents of the 
container and the reference amount for 
the unprepared form of the product. For 
the pancake example above, if the net 
quantity of the package is 12 oz, the 
number of servings per container can be 
determined by dividing the net quantity 
in g by the reference amount for the dry 

mix (40 g). e.g., (12 oz) x (28.35 g/oz)/ 
40 g = 8.5, i.e., about 9 servings 
according to the provision for declaring 
the numl^ of servings per container in 
new § 101.9(b)(8). 

As requested in the comment, FDA 
has provided a complete explanation of 
the footnote and how to determine the 
number of servings per container for 
unprepared products that require 
fuither preparation. Therefore, the 
agency is retaining Footnote 2 for Tables 
1 and 2 in the finm regulation to inform 
manufacturers that the reference 
amounts in Tables 1 and 2 are the 
amount of the final product on a ready- 
to-serve or almost ready-to-serve basis. 
In addition, for clari^, the agency has 
added, at the end of rootnote 2 to Tables 
1 and 2, the following statement: 
“Prepared means prepared for 
consumption (e.g., cooked).” 

24. A trade association suggested that 
FDA express the reference amounts in 
Tables 1 and 2 in proposed § 101.12(b), 
where possible, in common household 
measures with the equivalent metric 
quantity in parenthesis. The comment 
stated that consumers, FDA, and the 
food industry will be best served if the 
reference amounts in the regulation 
tables are stated as they should appear 
on the label. 

FDA understands the concern 
expressed by the comment. However, 
different characteristics (e.g., shape, 
size, density) of different products 
preclude the presentation of most 
reference amounts as they would appear 
on the product label. For example, the 
reference amount for bread is 50 g. The 
serving sizes for most sliced bread will 
be 1 slice. However, the parenthetical 
metric measure will differ depending on 
the thickness of the slice. In addition, if 
a slice weighs 50 percent or less of the 
reference amount, the serving size will 
be the number of slices that most closely 
approximates the reference amount. 
Thus, both the household measure and 
the metric measure may vary for brands 
that come in different thicknesses as 
shown in the examples below. 

BRAND A: 1 slice (35 g) 
BRAND B: 1 slice (28 ^ 
BRAND C: 2 slices (45 g) 
Therefore, for most products, FDA 

cannot express the reference amounts as 
they should appear on the label. 
However, in response to the comment, 
FDA is adding a label statement column 
to Tables 1 and 2 in new § 101.12(b). 
This column provides guidance on how 
the serving sizes of specific products in 
each product category will appear on 
the product labels and should help 
reduce confusion and promote 
uniformity in label serving size units. 
For example, the label statement for 

bread and rolls states ”-piecefs) 
(-g) for sliced bread and distinct 
pieces (e.g., rolls): 2 oz (56 g) for 
unsliced bread.” For sliced oread or 
rolls, manufacturers will then fill in the 
number of slices or rolls that most 
closely approximates the 50 g reference 
amount and the g-weight equivalent of 
that number of slices or rolls. For 
unsliced bread, oz is the household 
measure most appropriate for the food 
and 2 oz most closely approximates the 
50 g reference amoimt for bread. The 
metric measiure equivalent to 2 oz is 56 
g because 1 oz in weight is defined as 
28 g for nutrition labeling purposes in 
§ 101.9(bK5)(iv). Therefore, the label 
statement for unsliced bread states ”2 oz 
(56 g 1-inch slice).” 

Where possible. FDA has also 
provided the exact household measure 
and the equivalent metric measure for 
serving sizes in volumetric measures 
other than oz (e.g., cups, tbsp.), using 
the g weight of the household measure 
reported by the USDA. For example, for 
the product category of “Confectioner’s 
sugar.” the reference amormt is 30 g 
which is equivalent to 1/4 cup. 
Therefore, the label statement column 
states “1/4 cup (30 d,” which is how 
the information will appear on the 
product label. 

25. An industry comment urged FDA 
not to include the reference amount 
table (proposed § 101.12(b)) in the 
regulation itself. Instead, the comment 
a.sked that FDA generally establish its 
intention to use such a table, then 
reference and formalize the table 
through policy memoranda. The 
comment stated that if the reference 
amount table is in the regulation, the 
petition process for modifying the 
reference amounts would require a 
notice and comment rulemali^g which 
would necessitate publication in the 
Federal Register before a change could 
be made. 

The reference amount table 
appropriately is included in the 
regulation because these amounts have 

, the force and efiect of law. While it is 
true that any changes in the reference 
amounts will reqviire a notice and 
comment rulem^ng, FDA concludes 
that giving the reference amounts legal 
effect is required to implement section 
403(q)(l)(A)(i) of the act. The legislative 
history of section 2(b)(1)(B) of the 1990 
amendments directs FDA to establish 
meaningful serving size requirements 
(H. Rept. 101-538, supra, 18). Such 
requirements are necessary to ensure 
that the serving size that appears on the 
label reflects the amount cristomarily 
consumed. 
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Product categories 

a. Number of product categories 

FDA proposed 131 product categories: 
P for foods specially formulated or 
processed for consumption by infants or 
toddlers and 122 for the general food 
supply. The agency asked for comments 
on whether these categories adequately 
cover the food supply (56 FR 60394, 
60407). 

Many comments addressed whether 
the 131 product categories are adequate. 
Some comments expressed their support 
for the 131 product categories proposed 
in the 1991 serving size proposal. These 
comments stated that the proposed 
product categories are reasonable and 
recognizable. Several comments 
suggested that some of the product 
categories should be combined. The vast 
majority of the comments, however, 
stated that the 131 categories were too 
restrictive and recommended expanding 
some of the categories. 

Because the comments about the 
number of product categories are closely 
related to the comments on the 
reference amount, those comments that 
requested merging or expanding specific 
categories will be discussed in the next 
section of this document on requests for 
changes in reference amounts for 
speciHc product categories. This section 
includes only those comments that 
requested recategorization of entire 
product categories or addition of a 
product category. 

26. A State government comment 
recommended that FDA regroup all 
products into six categories and 
establish one standard measure for each 
category that is easily imderstood and 
multipliable. For example, the comment 
suggested grouping dry cereal, rice, 
beans, raisins, nuts, bread, tortilla, 
crackers, cooked fish, and hard cheese 
into one category with a standard 
serving size of 1 oz. 

Section 403(q)(l)(A)(i) of the act 
dehnes serving size as an amount of 
food customarily consumed. Therefore, 
FDA has not grouped products together 
unless their customarily consum^ 
amounts are similar. Grouping of foods 
into such broad categories as those 
suggested by the comment is not 
possible because the amounts 
customarily consumed vary widely. For 
example. 1 oz may be an appropriate 
reference amount for some foods in the 
grouping suggested by the comment 
(e.g., cheese, some ready-to-eat cereals), 
but it is too small for other foods in that 
grouping (e.g., bread, fish). Food 
consumption data show that the amount 
customarily consumed for fish without 
sauce is 3 oz cooked, and that for fish 

with sauce (e.g., fish with cream sauce), 
it is 5 oz cooked. 

27. A manufacturer requested that 
FDA add a product category for snack 
sandwiches, which have recently been 
introduced into the market, with a 
reference amount of 70 g. 

The 1991 serving size proposal has a 
product category that includes products 
such as snack sandwiches. These 
sandwiches belong to the category of 
"mixed dishes not measurable with 
cup." The proposed reference amount 
for this category, that is retained in the 
final regulation, is 140 g. Because snack 
sandwiches are discrete unit products, 
the label serving size will be one 
sandwich if it weighs more than 70 g. 
If the sandwich weighs 70 g or less each, 
the serving size will be the number of 
sandwiches that most closely 
approximates the 140 g reference 
amount. However, the agency notes that, 
as discussed in section III.F.l. of this 
document, new § 101.9(b)(10)(ii) allows 
manufacturers to voluntarily provide a 
second column of values per imit on 
multiserving containers. 

Regardless of the size of the 
individual unit, the 140 g reference 
amount will be used to evaluate the 
product’s qualification for claims unless 
the sandwich meets the definition of a 
meal product or main dish product in 
new § 101.13(1) and (m). If the sandwich 
meets the definition of meal product or 
main dish product, the product’s 
qualification for a claim will be 
evaluated by the rules described in the 
nutrient content claim regulation 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. 

28. A comment from a Federal agency 
stated that there should be a product 
category for gelatin salad. 

In the 1991 serving size proposal, all 
gelatin products were included in the 
"Custaiiis, gelatin, or pudding’’ category 
under Desserts. Because some gelatin 
products are served as salads rather than 
desserts, FDA agrees with the comment 
that it would be desirable to have a 
separate category for gelatin salads. 
Accordingly, a new category "Gelatin 
Salad" has been added to Table 2 in 
new § 101.12(b). Following the general 
principles and the procedures described 
in the 1991 serving size proposal (56 FR 
60394 at 60402), FDA has determined 
the reference amount for the category to 
be 120 g, which is equivalent to 1/2 cup 
(Ref. 41). 

29. A manufacturer of “herring salad" 
and smoked salmon spread stated that 
their products were not included in the 
131 product categories proposed in the 
1991 serving size proposal. The 
manufacturer stated that "herring salad" 
is a "fanciful name" and is not a fish 

salad. "Herring salad" and smoked 
salmon spread are ground pastes of 
herring or salmon and other ingredients 
such as celery, pickle relish, 
mayonnaise, and spices. They are 
neither used nor marketed for use as 
sandwich spreads like tuna salad. 'They 
are promoted for use as an appetizer to 
be spread on crackers, in the same 
manner consumers would use pickled 
herring. The manufacturer stated that 
"herring salad" and smoked salmon 
spread should be added to the ‘Smoked 
or pickled fish or shellfish" cat^ory. 

roA agrees that the characteristics 
and the usage of "herring salad" and 
smoked salmon spread suggested in the 
comment most closely resemble those 
products used as appetizers in the 
"Smoked or pickled fish or shellfish" 
category. In addition, "herring salad” 
and smoked salmon are canned fish 
products. Both of these categories have 
a reference amount of 55 g. Therefore, 
it is a matter of choice in which category 
these products are placed. FDA has 
concluded that "herring salad" and 
smoked salmon are types of fish 
products used in the same manner of 
those products in the "Smoked or 
pickled fish or shellfish” category and 
thus, fit better in the "Smoked or 
pickled fish or shellfish" category than 
in the canned fish category. Therefore, 
FDA has modified the name for the 
"Smoked or pickled fish or shellfish" 
category in Table 2 in § 101.12(b) to 
include fish or shellfish spread. 

30. A consumer comment stated that 
a category is needed for products such 
as tempeh. The comment suggested 1 oz 
as the reference amount for these 
products. 

FDA acknowledges that tempeh 
should be included in § 101.12(b). 
However, the agency disagrees with the 
comment that it should have a separate 
category with a reference amount of 1 
oz. The comment did not provide any 
data on the amount customarily 
consumed to support the 
recommendation of a 1 oz reference 
amount Because tempeh is a type of sov 
product that is used interchangeably 
with tofu (Ref. 42), the agency 
concludes that tempeh belongs in the 
"Bean cake (tofu)” category with a 
reference amount of 85 g. Accordingly, 
FDA has revised the “Bean cake (tofu)" 
category to include tempeh. 

In addition, the agency is aware that 
there are an increasing number of ethnic 
foods entering the general food supply. 
However, available food consumption 
data do not usually provide information 
on these ethnic foods. Therefore, FDA 
requests that manufacturers or other 
interested persons submit a petition as 
described in § 101.12(h), if any 
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^ddilions or amendments to $ 101.12(b) 
are necessary to encompass the ethnic 
foods sold to the general public. 

31. The spice industry requested 
exemption from nutrition labeling on 
the basis that spices in general contain 
insigniOcant amounts of nutrients on a 
1/4 tsp. basis. The comments requested 
that FT)A establish 1/4 tsp. as the 
reference amount and "acknowledge 
that when used at that level, the 
industry is not covered by the 
mandatory nutrition labeling 
requirements of the proposals.” 

Exemptions horn mandatory nutrition 
labeling are discvissed in the final 
regulation entitled “Food Labeling; 
Mandatory Status of Nutrition Labeling 
and Nutrient Content Revision” 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. The agency agrees 
with the comment that there is a need 
for a reference amount for spices and 
herbs and, accordingly, has added a 
category for these products. Spices and 
herbs are used to flavor foods. 
Cookbooks (Refs. 43 and 44] usually 
recommend using 1 to 2 tsps. of these 
products in recipes that make several 
servings. Therefore, one serving of food 
contains only a fraction of a tsp. of 
spices or heibs (e.g., 1/4 tsp. or less). 
One-fourth tsp. is also the smallest 
household measure allowed to be 
declared as a serving size for nutrition 
labeling purposes. Therefore, FDA has 
conclude that 1/4 tsp. is the most 
reasonable reference amount for this 
product category. For spices and herbs 
that cannot 1m measured with a tsp. 
(e.g., whole clove, whole bayleaf), the 
agency has determined the reference 
amount of 0.5 g which represents the 
average g wei^t of 1/4 tsp. of spices 
and herbs. Consequently, FDA has 
added a new product category under the 
miscellaneous category for spices and 
herbs with a reference amount of 1/4 
tsp. or 0.5 g if not measurable by a tsp. 

32. An industry comment stated that 
it is confused about which products go 
into the breads category. Another 
industry comment requested 
clarification as to which category 
canned hot dog chili sauce belongs. 

First, the agency notes that as 
discussed in section 1II.D.5. of this 
document, FDA has divided the “Bakery 
Products: Breads (excluding sweet quick 
type), biscuits, rolls, * * •“ category (the 
original bread category) into two 
categories: One for breads and rolls, and 
the other for the remaining products 
included in this categt^ in the 1991 
serving size proposal. Inis was done in 
response to many requests for dividing 
the original bread category into several 
subcategories. The breads and rolls 
category in the final regulation includes 

all breads (e.g., white, wheat, rye, 
multi^in, raisin, and soda bread) and 
all rolla (e.g., dinner rolls, hamburger 
rolls, hot dog rolls). 

With regard to the hot dog chili sauce, 
FDA advises that it belongs to the 
“Major condiments, e.g., catsup • • 
category under “Sauces, Dips, Gravies 
and Condiments^’ because it is used as 
a substitute for catsup on hot dogs. 

To help manufacturers and others to 
identify the category in which their 
specific products fit, in the 1991 serving 
size proposal, FDA provided an 
extensive list of products for each 
product category (Ref. 20).^The agenc)' 
has updated this list to incorporate 
changes made in product categories and 
in the products included in each 
product category in response to the 
comments on the 1991 serving size 
proposal (Ref. 45). FDA will continue to 
update the list as necessary. Copies of 
the list are available horn the Division 
of Nutrition (HFF-260), Food and Drug 
Administration, 200 C St. SW., 
Washington, DC 20204. FDA advises 
that those who are not sure about which 
product category their spedfic products 
belong should refer to this list or consult 
with the agen^. 

33. A manufacturer contended that 
"not having a provision for new or 
undefined food products is of concern” 
to those developing new products. 

FDA agrees that new produds should 
be provided for in this regulation. It was 
for this reason that FDA proposed to 
establish a petition process in 
§ 101.12(h) by which a reference amount 
could be amended or added. New 
§ 101.12(h) describes the information 
needed in the petition in order for FDA 
to evaluate the request for a change or 
addition of a produd category or a 
reference amount of a food in Tables 1 
and 2, as well as the information needed 
to determine a suitable reference 
amount for the petitioned food, if the 
agency concludes that the change or 
addition is appropriate. 

From the comments on the 1991 
serving size proposal and through its 
own observation of products in the 
marketplace, the agency has identified 
three additional product classes (dessert 
shells, pastry shells, and dehydrated 
vegetables) that were not covered in the 
1991 serving size proposal. The agency 
intends to publish a proposal for 
reference amounts for these product 
classes in the near future. 

b. Product category rtames 

Because each product category 
encompasses many different types and 
brands of products, it is impossible to 
fully describe all products within each 
product category. Therefore, in the 1990 

proposal, FDA provided a generic 
des^ption of each product category. A 
^neric descripti<m is also desir^le to 
accommodate the brands and types of 
products that may be introduceo in the 
future. Some comments on the 1990 
proposal stated that because some 
product categories were not sufficiently 
descriptive, they experienced difficulty 
in identifying the product category in 
which their products fit. Thus, in the 
1991 serving size proposal, FDA 
modified the names of some product 
categories to be more descriptive and 
also provided a few recognizable 
examples where it felt that it was 
necessary to do so. In addition, the 
agency provided a separate extensive 
list of products for each product 
category (Ref. 20). Several comments on 
the 1991 serving size proposal again 
requested clarifications or changes in 
product category names as described 
oelow. 

34. An industry comment requested 
that FDA add “crumbcakes and similar 
products” to the “Coffee cakes • • *” 
category under Bakery Products. 

FDA advises that b^use crumbcakes 
are similar to coffee cakes in their 
nutrient content and use in the diet, 
coflee cakes and crumbcakes are 
included in the same food code in the 
NFCS. Consequently, crumbcakes were 
included in the coffee cake group in 
determining the customarily consumed 
amount of coffee cakes. Therefore, the 
agency agrees with the comment that it 
is appropriate to include crumbcakes in 
the name of the coffee cake category. 
However, the agency finds that it would 
not be appropriate or desirable to add a 
term such as “similar products” to the 
product category name because such a 
term could be interpreted diflerently by 
different companies and may result in 
an inappropriate classification of a 
product. For example, because apple 
crisp has a crumb topping, like 
crumbcakes, it could be misclassified as 
belonging to the “Coffee cakes * * •” 
category. However, apple crisp belongs 
in the “Pies, cobblers * * category, 
not the “Coffee cakes * • *” category 
because apple crisp resembles products 
in the “Pies, cobblers * • *” category in 
nutrient content and in use in the diet 
as indicated by being listed in the same 
food group as cobblers in the NFCS. 
Therefore, FDA has modified the name 
for the “Coffee cakes * * •” category to 
read: “Coffee cakes, crumbcakes * * *” 
For clarity, FDA has also modified the 
name for the “Pies, cobblers * * *” 
category to read: “Pies, cobblers, fruit 
crisp • * 

35. Another comment pointed out that 
game meats are missing from FDA’s 
product category list. 
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Game meats belong to the major 
product category of “Fish, Shellfish, and 
Meat or Poultry Substitutes,” because 
this category includes all meat or 
poultry substitutes and is the product 
category comparable to the meat and 
poultry categories in the USDA 
regulation. Because meat and poultry 
substitutes replace meat and poultry in 
the diet, FDA used the amount 
customarily consumed for meat and 
poultry as a surrogate for the amount 
customarily consumed for meat and 
poultry substitute products. Therefore, 
because game meat is a type of meat and 
is used interchangeably with other meat, 
fish, or poultry in the diet, similar to 
those products in the "Fish, Shellfish, 
and Meat or Poultry Substitutes” 
category, FDA has included game meat 
in that category. Accordingly, FDA has 
modified the name of this major product 
category, and the names of its two 
sub^tegories, to include game meats as 
shown below; 

“Fish, Shellfish, Game Meats, and Meat or 
Poultry Substitutes:" 

“Fish, shellfish, and game meat, canned" 
“Smoked or pickled fish, shellfish, or game 

meat: or fish or shellfish spread" 

36. A nut industry comment stated 
that it is not clear in which category 
sliced nuts fit, “Nuts, seeds, and 
mixtures:” or “Nuts and Seeds; Used 
primarily as ingredients, e.g., coconut, 
nut, and seed flour, etc.” 

The agency advises that sliced nuts 
belong in the “Nuts, seeds, and 
mixtures” category because they were 
included in the analysis for the amount 
customarily consumed for the “Nuts, 
seeds, and mixtures” category. For 
clarity, FDA has modified the name for 
the “Nuts, seeds, and mixtures” 
category to “Nuts, seeds and mixtures, 
all types, sliced, chopped, slivered, and 
whole.” 

37. A manufacturer requested that 
FDA not use “popsicle” as part of the 
product category name because it is a 
trademark owned by a particular 
company. 

FDA has deleted “popsicle” from the 
product category name. The new name 
for the product category is “Frozen 
flavored and sweetened ice and pops, 
frozen fruit juices: all types, bulk and 
novelties (e.g., bars, cups),” As 
discussed in section III.D.S. of this 
document, this category has been moved 
from the category for Sugars and Sweets 
and placed under the category for 
Desserts. 

38. A pickle trade association stated 
that the product category name for 
relish (“Pickles, relish”) suggests that 
the category excludes relishes that 
contain nonpickle ingredients. The 

comment argued that the category 
should include all relishes and 
requested that FDA change the category 
name from “Pickles, relish” to “Pickle 
relishes,” 

FDA agrees with the comment that 
“Pickle relishes” is a more appropriate 
name for the category that includes all 
vegetable relishes, including relishes 
containing nonpickle ingredients. The 
agency notes, however, that fruit 
relishes (e.g., cranberry relish) are a 
different type of product and are listed 
under “Fruits and Fruit Juice” with the 
reference amount of 70 g. 

In addition, for clarity or for a better 
categorization of products, FDA on its 
own initiative has modified the names 
of the following product categories: 

(1) Hushpuppies and combread have 
been delet^ from the “Coffee cakes * * 
*” category under Bakery Products and 
placed in the “Biscuits * * *“ category 
under Bakery Products. 

(2) To prevent a misclassification of 
tortillas as taco shells because they are 
often used as a wrapper for tacos, the 
name for the taco shell category has 
been modified to read: “Taco shells, 
hard.” 

(3) To incorporate “frozen flavored 
and sweetened ice" and-to reflect better 
the products included in the category, 
the name for the “Ice cream, ice milk, 
frozen yogurt, sherbet: All types, bulk 
and novelties * * •” category under 
Desserts has been changed to “Ice 
cream, ice milk, frozen yogurt, sherbet, 
frozen flavored and sweetened ice, 
frozen fruit juices: All types, bulk and 
novelties * * *” 

(4) To reduce the number of product 
categories, FDA has deleted water as a 
separate category. For a better 
categorization of products, fruit-flavored 
drinks have been deleted from the 
“Juices, nectars, fruit drinks, or ftuit- 
flavored drinks” category under Fruits 
and Fruit Juices. Water and fruit- 
flavored drinks have been combined 
with the category for “Carbonated 
beverages * * *” under Beverages. The 
revised name for the “Carbonated 
beverages * * *” category is 
“Carbonated and noncarbonated 
beverages, wine coolers, water.” 

These changes are intended only to 
clarify Table 2 and to make it more 
usable. They do not result in any 
substantive changes in the reference 
amounts of the products affected. 

As mentioned in the previous section, 
to help manufacturers identify the 
product category in which their specific 
products fit, FDA has updated the list of 
products for each product category (Ref. 
45). The agency will keep updating this 
list as new products are identified. 
Copies of the list are available from the 

Division of Nutrition (HFF-260), Center 
for Food Safety and Applied Nutrition. 
Food and Drug Administration, 200 C 
St. SW., Washington, DC 20204. 

5. Reference amounts for specific 
product categories 

FDA proposed, in § 101.12(b), tlie 
reference amounts for 131 product 
categories that it developed through the 
use of the general principles and 
procedures described in the 1991 
serving size proposal. These reference 
amounts were presented in two tables. 
Table 1 contained the reference amounts 
for the 9 product categories that are 
specially formulated or processed for 
consumption by infants or toddlers. 
Table 2 contained the reference amounts 
for the 122 product categories in the 
general food supply. 

FDA received more comments on the 
proposed reference amounts for specific 
product categories than on any other 
serving size issue. Many comments 
supported the proposed reference 
amounts. However, the majority of tiie 
comments that discussed specific 
reference amounts opposed one or more 
specific proposed reference amounts. 
The agency received requests for 
changes of the reference amounts for 
about 80 specific product categories. 
About half of the requests merely voiced 
their opinion on the proposed reference 
amounts for certain product categories 
(e.g., too large or too small) or provided 
generic types of bases for wanting the 
changes. The other half of the requests 
presented more specific reasons for each 
product or product category or 
presented data supporting their 
requests. FDA will first respond to the 
requests that provided generic types of 
bases and then will respond to the 
requests that provided more specific 
bases by product category. 

a. Generic requests 

Because many comments provided 
similar bases for wanting changes in the 
reference amounts, responding 
separately to them would be repetitive 
and would make the document 
needlessly lengthy. Therefore, FDA has 
grouped these bases and is responding 
to each type of basis for a change. 

39. Many comments merely stated 
that they believed that the proposed 
reference amounts for specific product 
categories were too large or too small, 
but they did not present any specific 
arguments or data supporting their 
beliefs. 

Section 403(q)(l)(A)(i) of the act 
defines serving size as “an amount 
customarily consumed.” To determine 
this amount of food. FDA performed 
extensive analyses and evaluations of 
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data from four large national food 
consumption survey data bases, namely 
the 1977-1978 NFCS, 1985 CSFTI, 1986 
CSFII, and the 1987-1988 NFCS 
conducted by the USDA (56 FR 60394 
at 60403). To respond to the 
recommendations in the lOM report and 
to comments requesting the use of other 
relevant information in addition to food 
consumption data, and to promote 
international harmonization, in addition 
to the food consumption data, FDA used 
several other sources of information 
listed in the proposed § 101.12(a)(5) in 
developing the proposed reference 
amounts. The agency carefully 
considered the food consumption data 
and the other information to determine 
the reference amounts proposed in the 
1991 serving size proposal. Food 
consumption data and the other 
information used, along with the 
detailed description of the procedure 
and the basis used to determine the 
proposed reference amounts, were made 
available to the public (Ref. 2). 

The law establishes an objective 
standard against which serving sizes are 
to be established. FDA cannot change 
the proposed reference amounts that 
were determined after careful and 
extensive consideration of food 
consumption data and other relevant 
information simply because some 
comments stated that the reference 
amounts are too large or too small 
without providing any data to support 
their assertions. Accordingly, FDA has 
not adopted recommendations based 
merely on belief or opinion. 

40. A consumer organization and a 
few fast food companies recommended 
that FDA change some reference 
amounts to make them consistent with 
the average serving sizes of restaurant 
foods. 

First, FDA advises that in determining 
the customarily consumed amount for 
each product category, it used both 
foods consumed at home and away from 
home (e.g., restaurant foods). Therefore, 
the serving sizes of restaurant foods 
were reflected in the reference amounts 
determined for each product category. 
In addition, the act mandates the 
nutrition labeling of retail products, not 
restaurant foods. Accordingly, new 
§ 101.9(j)(2) exempts restaurant foods 
from the nutrition labeling regulation 
unless a claim is made. Therefore, it is 
more important for the reference 
amounts to be appropriate and 
applicable to retail products than to 
restaurant foods. Reference amounts 
that are solely based on the serving si2»s 
of restaurant foods may not be 
appropriate for retail products. 
Furthermore, most restaurant foods are 
single-serving products. Based on the 

reference amounts in new § 101.12(b) 
and the definition for single-serving 
products, the serving sizes for restaurant 
foods will be one unit. Therefore, FDA 
has not changed the reference amounts 
to make them consistent with the 
average serving sizes of restaurant foods. 

41. A manumcturer requested that 
FDA establish two different reference 
amounts, one for retail products and one 
for food-service products, for some 
product categories (e.g., 1 cup for retail 
soups and 3/4 cup for food service 
soups). The comment argued that the 
proposed reference amounts represent 
the amount customarily consumed in 
the home. The serving sizes used for 
food service products are smaller. 
Because these products are sold in some 
retail “club” stores, they will be 
required to bear nutrition labeling. The 
comment contended that if these 
products are required to use the same 
serving size as for the regular retail 
products, it would cause problems in 
providing preparation instructions and 
yield information directed to the food 
service operator because the serving size 
recommended for food service would 
differ from the serving size shown on 
the nutrition panel. T^e comment 
claimed that such labeling would be 
very confusing to the food service 
buyers and operators. The comment 
requested that food service products be 
allowed to use serving sizes that 
correspond to their traditional label 
instructions as long as the simplified- 
format of nutrition information is 
provided per serving based on the 
reference amount. 

The same food cannot have different 
reference amounts (or label serving 
sizes) simply because it is intended to 
be sold or served for different purposes. 
Reference amounts of the same fo^ 
sold at retail stores must be the same to 
facilitate nutrition comparisons of 
difierent brands regardless of where 
they are purchased. The reference 
amount for the food service products 
that are sold at retail stores must be 
based on the same reference amount as 
for the regular retail products. 

42. Some comments recommended 
using a range of values rather than a 
fixed reference amoimt. 

The reference amounts in § 101.12(b) 
will serve two purposes; (1) They will 
be used by manufacturers to determine 
serving sizes for their specific products, 
and (2) they will be used to determine 
whether food products meet the 
definitions for nutrient content and 
health claims. As explained in the 1991 
serving size proposal (56 FR 60394 at 
60414), both of these purposes require 
specific reference amounts, not a range 
of values. None of the comments 

provided any evidence that a range of 
values would be better than a fix^ 
value to meet the two objectives of the 
reference amounts. Therefore, FDA has 
not adopted the recommendations for 
using a range of values. 

43. A comment from a foreign 
government recommended changing the 
reference amounts because they differ 
from the amounts in its own guidelines 
or difier frx>m the food consumption 
data developed in its country. 

Although the act did not explicitly 
define the serving size as an amount 
customarily consumed by the U.S. 
population, it is implicit that the food 
consumption data used to determine 
this amount of food should be based on 
the food consumption practices by the 
U.S. population, not food consumption 
data from surveys conducted in other 
countries. The nutrition information on 
products sold in the United States is for 
the U.S. consumer. Moreover, the 
legislative history of the 1990 
amendment talks about helping 
Americans to maintain a balanced and 
healthful diet and to follow the Surgeon 
General’s guidelines (H. Rept. 101-538, 
supra 9-10). Moreover, one of the main 
sponsors of the legislation said in 
thanking the other main sponsor in the 
House that: “He has insisted that the bill 
be as effective as possible so that all 
Americans can be fully and fairly 
informed about the nutritional 
characteristics of the food that they eat” 
(136 Congressional Record H5841 (July 
30,1990)k Therefore, the reference 
amounts should be appropriate to U.S. 
consumers. FDA cannot change the 
reference amounts that reflect the food 
consumption practices of the U.S. 
population to make them consistent 
with the guidelines that are targeted for 
non-U.S. population groups or to make 
them agree with the data from food 
consumption surveys conducted in 
foreign countries. Accordingly, FDA has 
not adopted these recommendations. 

b. Specific requests 

In addition, FDA received many 
comments requesting changes in 
s|}ecific reference amounts. Some 
comments addressed meat and poultry 
products which are regulated by USDA. 
Unless Such comments contained 
specific issues that were directed to 
EDA or that significantly bear on the 
labeling of pit^ucts regulated by FDA 
(e.g., how to determine reference 
amounts for the unprepared form of the 
product), FDA is not responding to 
those comments pertaining to meat and 
poultry. FDA has forwarded these 
comments to USDA for consideration. 
Comments about game meats are 
included in this document. 
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Although the names and the order of 
the product categories in the final 
regulation have been changed 
somewhat, for the purpose of discussing 
the comments on specific reference 
amounts, the names and the order of the 
product categories presented in the 1991 
serving size proposal are used below for 
ease of identifying the product category 
to which the comments were directed. 

(1) Infant and toddler foods: other cereal 
and grain products, dry ready-to-eat. 
e.g., ready-to-eat cereals, cookies, 
teething biscuits, and toasts 

FDA proposed 7 g as the reference 
amount for this product category. 

44. A manufacturer of infant and 
toddler foods stated that 7 g is 
appropriate for infants but not for 
toddlers. Based on the published value 
for the median amount of ready-to^t 
breakfast cereals consumed by toddlers 
1 and 2 years of age as reported in the 
1977-1978 NFCS, the manufacturer 
recommended 21 g, or 3/4 oz. as the 
reference amount for ready-to-eat 
cereals for toddlers. 

FDA derived the proposed 7 g 
reference amount horn the amount 
consumed by infants. Some of the 
products in this product category (e.g., 
teething biscuits, teething cookies] are 
primarily consumed by infants. 
However. FDA acknowledges that other 
products in the product category (e.g., 
cereals) may be consumed by both 
infants and toddlers. Therefore, the 
agency agrees that it is appropriate to 
have a separate reference amount for 
toddlers. However, the agency could not 
adopt the reference amount suggested in 
the comment because it was based 
solely on the 1977-1978 NFCS and 
included only toddlers 1 and 2 years of 
age. As discussed in section III.D.l. of 
this dociunent. FDA is not using a 
reference amount that is solely based on 
the 1977-1978 NFCS, Also, new 
§ 101.9(bXl) defines toddlers as 
children 1 through 3 years of age. 
Therefore, the reference amount for 
toddlers should reflect the amount 
customarily consumed by toddlers 1 
through 3 years of age. Following the 
procedures for determining the 
reference amount described in the 1991 
serving size proposal (56 FR 60394 at 
60403). FDA has determined the 
reference amount of cereals for toddlers 
1 through 3 years of age to be 20 g (Ref. 
41). 

(2) Dinner, fruit, vegetable, stew or soup 
for toddlers, ready-to-serve 

FDA proposed 170 g as the reference 
amount for this product category. 

45. A manufacturer of infwt and 
toddler foods stated that 170 g is too 

large for fruits and vegetables specially 
formulated or processed for 
consumption by toddlers. The comment 
recommended a separate reference 
amount of 100 g or 3 to 4 oz for fruits 
and vegetables based on the published 
data for the amount of fruits and 
vegetables consumed by toddlers 1 and 
2 years of age as reported in the 1977— 
1978 NFCS. 

FDA agrees with the comment that a 
separate reference amount is needed for 
fruits and vegetables. Detailed 
informatitm on the characteristics of 
fruits and vegetables specially 
formulated or process^ for 
consumption by toddlers was not 
available to FDA during the formulation 
of the 1991 serving size proposal. The 
information provided in the comment 
showed that fruits and vegetables 
specially processed for consumption by 
toddlers differ from fruits and 
vegetables specially formulated or 
processed for consumption by infrmts. 
Toddlers' products more closely 
resemble the caimed fruits and 
vegetables in the general food supply 
than do fruits and vegetables for inf^ts. 
The toddler products differ from the 
products in the general food supply 
primarily in the piece size, which makes 
them easier for toddlers to pick up with 
their.fingers. Therefore, the agency 
believes that it is appropriate to use the 
amount of fruits and vegetables 
consumed by toddlers reported in the 
NFCS to derive the reference amount for 
the fruits and vegetables specially 
processed for consumption by toddlers. 

Consistent with the discussion in 
section III.D.l. of this document, FDA is 
not using a reference amount that was 
suggested in the comment because it 
was solely based on the 1977-1978 
NFCS and included only toddlers 1 and 
2 years of age. Following the procedures 
for determining the reference amount 
that it described in the 1991 serving size 
proposal (56 FR 60394 at 60403), FDA 
has determined the reference amount for 
ready-to-eat fruits and vegetables 
specially formulated or processed for 
consumption by toddlers 1 through 3 
years of age to be 125 g and 70 g. 
respectively (Ref. 41). Therefore, FDA 
has added 2 categories, “Fruits for 
toddlers, ready-to-serve” with a 
reference amount of 125 g and 
“Vegetables for toddlers, ready-to-serve” 
with a reference amount of 70 g. 

(3) Infant and toddlers foods: egg/egg 
yolk, reody-to-serve 

FDA proposed 55 g as the reference 
amount for this product category. 

46. One comment recommended that 
FDA change the reference amount to 50 

g because 50 g corresponds more closely 
to one-half of the net contents of a jar. 

As discussed in the 1991 serving size 
proposal (56 FR 60394 at 60401], &e act 
requires that the serving size be the 
amount customarily consumed. 
Therefore, jar size cannot be used as the 
basis for determining reference 
amounts. Furthermore, there is nothing 
that ties jar size to the amount 
customarily consumed. One may' 
change, while the other does not. 
Therefore, FDA has not adopted this 
recommendation. 

(4) Infant and toddler foods: juice, all 
varieties 

FDA proposed 120 mL as the 
reference amount for juices specially 
formulated or processed for 
consumption by infants. 

47. A consumer recommended that 
FDA change the reference amount to 
125 mL b^use 125 mL is a rational 
metric size. 

For the reason explained in section 
in.D.l. of this document, concerning the 
presentation of reference amounts in 
rational metric size. FDA has not 
adopted this recommendation. 
Accordingly, FDA has retained the 
reference amount as proposed. 

(5) Bakery products: breads (excluding 
sweet quick type), biscuits, rolls, 
croissants, bagels, tortillas, soft bread 
sticks, soft pretzels (hereinafter referred 
to as “the original bread category" for 
simplicity), 

FDA proposed 55 g as the reference 
amount for this product category. 

48. Many industry comments 
requested that FDA divide this category 
into several subcategories with separate 
reference amounts for each subcategory. 
Two bakery trade associations 
recommended dividing the category into 
4 subcategories with the following 
reference amounts: 45 g for bread, 50 g 
for rolls. 60 g for biscuits and English 
muffins, and 70 g for tortillas. The 
comments submitted published data 
from the 1977-1978 NTCS to support 
their position. In addition to these four 
subcategories, another industry 
comnaent suggested separate reference 
amounts for sliced and unsliced bread 
(e.g., 45 g for sliced bread and 55 g for 
unsliced bread). Several additional 
comments recommended a 45 g 
reference amount for bread but did not 
specify what the reference amount 
should be for other products in the 
bread category. The major reason stated 
by the industry in comments was to 
have a separate, lower reference amount 
for sliced broad so that the label serving 
size for sliced bread will be 1 slice, 
which is consistent with the serving size 
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in the dietary guidance documents 
published by Federal agencies. A 
nutrition professional organization also 
stated that the 2-slice serving size 
conflicts with the serving sizes in 
dietary guidance documents. This 
comment contended that consumers 
who hear that dietary guidance 
documents recommend 6 to 11 servings 
daily from the bread/cereal group, and 
then see that a label serving size is 2 
slices, may be confused and think that 
the recommendation means 12 to 22 
slices of bread a day. A few other 
comments suggest^ a 25 to 30 g 
reference amount for bread which is 
equivalent to the g weight of 1 slice of 
most breads. An international comment 
suggested changing the reference 
amount for bread to 45 g but keeping the 
55 g reference amount for rolls because 
rolls are heavier than breads. One 
comment stated that the amount of 
bread customarily consumed was 
overestimated because FDA did not 
include the bread that was consumed as 
toast. The comment asserted that many 
people consume only one piece of bread 
as toast, and thus the amount 
customarily consumed would have been 
lower if FDA had included the bread 
consumed as toast in the data analysis. 

FDA agrees that the 55 g reference 
amount could result in 2-slice serving 
sizes for some brands of sliced bread, 
and that it would be desirable to have 
serving sizes of sliced bread consistent 
with that in the dietary guidance 
documents published by Federal 
agencies. However, the agency does not 
agree that it should divide the original 
bread category into four subcategories 
with their own individual reference 
amounts. The data submitted in support 
of the four subcategories came from a 
USDA publication from the 1977-1978 
NFCS (Ref. 46). These data are 
inappropriate for use in determining the 
reference amounts for several reasons. 

First, the data represent the mean 
consumed amount per eating occasion 
by the total population including infants 
and children less than 4 years of age. 
New § 101.9(b)(1) defines the term 
“serving” or “serving size” for the 
general food supply as an amount of 
food customarily consumed by persons 
4 years of age or older. Therefore, the 
reference amounts for the general food 
supply should reflect the customarily 
consumed amounts by individuals 4 
years of age or older, not by the total 
population which includes infants and 
children less than 4 years of age. 

Secondly, as discussed in the 1991 
serving size proposal (56 FR 60394 at 
60400), the mean is often influenced by 
“outliers” (i.e., extremely small or 
extremely large amounts). Therefore, the 

mean alone is not sufficient to 
determine the customarily consumed 
amount. As explained above. FDA has 
concluded that to determine a reliable 
estimate of the amount customarily 
consumed, all three statistical estimates 
that represent an amount customarily 
consumed (the mean, the median, and 
the mode) must be considered. 

Thirdly, the data submitted in the 
comments represent estimates from the 
1977-1978 NFCS. The sole use of the 
1977-1978 NFCS is not appropriate for 
the reason stated in section III.D.l. of 
this document. 

FDA, therefore, has reanalyzed the 
1977-1978 NFCS and the 1987-1988 
NFCS to determine the mean, median, 
and modal consumed amounts of bread 
per eating occasion including the bread 
that was eaten as toast for persons 4 
years of age or older. The amounts 
consumed as toast were adjusted to 
account for the moisture loss during 
toasting in order to more closely 
determine the weight of the bread, i.e., 
the form sold. 

The reanalysis of the food 
consumption data showed that both the 
1977-1978 NFCS and the 1987-1988 
NFCS showed somewhat lower 
customarily consumed amounts for 
breads and rolls than for other products 
included in the original bread category 
(Ref. 47). Therefore, the agency 
concludes that it is appropriate to 
divide the original bread category into 
two categories, one for breads and rolls 
and one for all other products (e.g., 
bagel, English muffins, tortillas). Based 
on the results of the reanalysis, FDA 
ftnds that 50 g is the amount 
customarily consumed of breads and 
rolls, and 55 g is the amount 
customarily consumed for all other 
products. Accordingly, FDA has divided 
the bread category into 2 categories with 
separate reference amounts. 

FDA notes that the new 50 g reference 
amount together with the new lower 
limit for a single-serving unit (more than 
50 percent of the reference amount) in 
§ 101.9(b)(2)(i) would make 1 slice as 
the serving size for most sliced breads 
on the market. The agency also notes 
that it has added a provision in new 
§ 101.9(b)(10)(ii) that allows voluntary 
labeling of a second column of values 
per unit (per slice in the case of sliced 
bread) if the serving size of a product in 
discrete units is more than one unit. 
Both of these changes should help 
alleviate any potential for consumer 
confusion, as discussed in the 
comments. 

As for the other comments, FDA does 
not agree with having separate reference 
amounts for sliced and unsliced bread. 
The same food cannot have different 

reference amounts simply because it 
comes in different forms or shapes. The 
act directs the agency to establish 
uniform serving size. Therefore, the 
same food should have the same 
reference amount regardless of its form 
or shape. The agency also disagrees with 
the comments that recommended 
reference amounts based on the weight 
of 1 slice of bread because food 
consumption data did not support such 
reference amounts. The agency also 
does not agree with the international 
comment that suggested keeping the 55 
g reference amount for rolls because 
rolls are heavier than bread. The agency 
notes that the act deftnes the serving 
size as an amount customarily 
consumed. Food consumption data of 
the U.S. population showed that the 
amount customarily consumed is not 
higher for rolls than for bread (Ref. 47). 
Therefore, FDA has not adopted these 
recommendations. 

49. A manufacturer of “lite bread” 
suggested a separate category for “lite” 
breads with a reference amount of 40 g. 
The comment stated that if "lite” breads 
are grouped with regular breads, the 
serving size for "lite” breads will be 3 
slices, not 2 slices. 

FDA advises that § 101.12(e) of the 
1991 serving size proposal, which has 
been combined with new § 101.12(d) 
(see section III.D.6. of this document), 
requires that the reference amount for 
an altered version of a food be the same 
as for the food for which it is offered as 
a substitute. Therefore, it is 
inappropriate to have a lower reference 
amount for "lite” breads. However, if 
the product has been modified to be an 
aerated product as described in new 
§ 101.12(e), manufacturers may 
determine the density-adjusted 
reference amount for the "aerated” 
bread by adjusting for the difference in 
density of the "aerated” bread relative 
to the density of the appropriate 
reference bread. (See section III.D.6. of 
this document for further discussion). 

50. Comments from the tortilla 
industry unanimously requested a 
separate category for tortillas because: 
(1) Tortillas are not used 
interchangeably with other products in 
the bread category: (2) the tortilla 
industry continues to grow and deserves 
a separate category; and (3) a separate 
category would "help focus guidelines 
more speciftc to tortillas rather than 
baked goods in general.” The comments 
did not suggest what the reference 
amount for this separate category should 
be. A comment from a foreign 
government contended that tortillas 
should be included in the "Taco shell” 
category. 
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FDA does not agree with the 
comments. To minimize the number of 
product categories. FDA proposed to 
include tortillas in the bread category 
because the amounts customarily 
consumed of tortillas and other 
products in the bread category (e.g.. 
bagel, English muffin) are similar. The 
comments did not provide data to the 
contrary. FDA recognizes that tortillas 
have uses somewhat different horn 
other products in the bread category, 
and that the tortilla industry is growing. 
However, balancing the interest in 
minimizing product categories against 
the significance of these facts, FDA 
concludes that it is appropriate to list 
tortillas with other bakery products that 
have the same reference amount. 
Therefore. FDA is not creating a 
separate category for tortillas. 

Also, tortillas cannot be grouped with 
taco shells because the reference 
amounts for the two foods differ by two¬ 
fold. Although they both are foods that 
originated in Mexico, tortillas are much 
higher in moisture content and thus are 
much heavier than hard taco shells. 
This difference in the moisture content 
is reflected in the g weight of the 
reference amount. 

(6) Bakery products: breakfast bars and 
toaster pastries 

FDA proposed 55 g as the reference 
amount for this product category. 

51. Manufacturers of breakfast bars 
and toaster pastries commented that it is 
more appropriate to separate these 
products into two categories with 
separate reference amounts because they 
are not consumed in similar amounts or 
in similar manners. The comments 
submitted market research data that 
showed that less than 20 percent of the 
bars are actually consum^ at breakfast, 
and almost 80 percent are consumed at 
lunch or as a snack. In contrast, 
approximately 80 percent of the toaster 
pastries are eaten at breakfast. The 
comments suggested 40 g or 41 g as the 
reference amount for grain-based bars 
including breakfast b^ and granola 
bars. Another comment suggested a 35 
g reference amount for granola bars. The 
comments agreed on the 55 g reference 
amount proposed for toaster pastries, 
but they contended that these products 
are used interchangeably with the 
products in the coffee cake category. 
The comments said that, therefore, they 
should be included in the coffee cake 
category. 

FDA agrees that grain-based bars 
should have a separate category with 
their own reference amount The agency 
Finds that 40 g is appropriate because it 
is consistent with the amount of these 
bars customarily consumed (Ref. 2). 

FDA also agrees with including toaster 
pastries in the Coffee cake category with 
a reference amount of 55 g. The 
comments support that doing so reflects 
how these products are customarily 
consumed. Therefore, in Table 2 of new 
§ 101.12(b), FDA has deleted the 
category for breakfast bars and toaster 
pastries and has added a new category 
for “Grain-based bars with or without 
filling or coating, e.g., breakfast bars, 
granola bars, rice cereal bars" with a 
reference amount of 40 g, after the 
category for French toast and pancakes 
under the major category for Bakery 
Products. The agency has also revised 
the name of the cofiee cake category to 
include toaster pastries. 

(7) Bakery products: brownies 

FDA proposed 40 g as the reference 
amount for this product category. 

52. Two industry comments agreed 
with the 40 g reference amount. One 
comment, however, contended that 
brownies should have the same 
reference amount as cake because 
brownies do not differ from cake 
nutritionally, technologically, or in 
ingredients. Another comment asserted 
that an 80 g reference amount for 
brownies is consistent with 
consumption data and industry practice. 
Another comment recommended that 
FDA change the reference amount for 
brownies to make it uniform with the 
reference amount for snacks. 

FDA disagrees with all of the 
comments that requested a change in 
the reference amount for brownies. 
Products that are similar nutritionally, 
technologically, and in ingredients often 
differ in amounts customarily consumed 
because they differ in other 
characteristics that affect the amount 
consumed (e.g., density). For example, 
the customarily consumed amount of 
dense ready-to-eat breakfast cereals (e.g., 
sweetened granola cereals) is about 
twice that of light weight cereals (e.g., 
flake-type cereals). Therefore, foods do 
not have the same reference amount 
simply because they are similar 
nutritionally, technologically, and in 
ingredients. They have the same 
reference amount if consumption data 
show that they do. 

Data ftom the 1977-1978 NFCS and 
the 1987-1988 NFCS showed that 40 g. 
not 80 g. is consistent with consumption 
data for brownies (Ref. 2). FDA cannot 
change a reference amount simply to 
make it consistent with industry 
practice. The reference amount must 
reflect the amount customarily 
consumed. Also, the agency is not 
adopting the recommendation for a 
imiform reference amount for brownies 
and snacks because these foods are not 

necessarily used interchangeably, and 
such a uniform reference amount is not 
supported by food consumption data 
(Ref. 2). Accordingly, FDA has retained 
the reference amount as proposed. 

(8) Bakery products: cake 

FDA proposed 4 categories with 
separate reference amounts based on the 
density of the cakes: Heavy weight, 
medium weight, light weight, and vary^ 
light weight. The heavy weight category 
included cakes weighing more than or 
equal to 10 g per cubic inch (e.g., cheese 
cake, fruit cake, and pineapple-upside 
down cake). The medium weight 
category included all cakes weighing 
more than or equal to 6 g but less than 
10 g per cubic inch (e.g., most cakes 
with icing or filling, carrot cake, pound 
cake). The light weight category 
included all cakes weighing more than 
or equal to 4 g but less than 6 g per 
cubic inch (e.g., most cakes without 
icing or filling, very light cakes with 
icing or filling, eclairs). The very light 
wei^t category included all cakes 
weighing less than 4 g per cubic inch 
(e.g., angel food, chiffon, or sponge cake 
without icing or filling). 

53. All comments that addressed the 
reference amounts for cakes opposed the 
density-based categories. The comments 
recommended eliminating the density 
specifications from the pr^uct category 
because: (1) Density has never been 
used by industry, the Government, or 
the trade to classify cakes: (2) it is 
difficult to determine the density 
because it varies with shelf life, 
temperature, and atmospheric pressure: 
(3) the density of a commercially 
prepared cake and the same cake baked 
from a mix may be slightly different and 
may result in the same type of cake 
falling into two different categories; and 
(4) there is potential for the 
manipulation of the densities of cakes 
that fell near category boundaries to fit 
in a favorable category. 

Most comments recommended that 
FDA regroup cakes into 3 categories 
based on cake types: Heavy weight, 
medium weight, and light weight. The 
comments essentially request^ 
retaining the propos^ heavy and the 
very light weight categories with some 
modifications and combining the two 
proposed middle categories with a 
reference amount of 80 g. The comments 
also suggested including only those fruit 
cakes that contain 35 percent or more of 
the finished weight as fruit or nuts, as 
opposed to all fruit cakes, in the heavy 
weight category. The combined medium 
weight category would contain all 
chemically leavened cakes with or 
without icing or filling and other cakes 
(e.g., Boston cream pie, eclair) that do 
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not belong to the heavy or light weight 
category. A comment submitted a 
detailed description and results of 
analysis of data horn the 1987-1988 
MFCS in support of the 80 g reference 
amount recommended for the medium 
weight category. 

FDA recognizes that it is difficult to 
determine the density of cake because it 
varies with shelf life, temperature, and 
atmospheric pressure. The agency also 
recognizes that other problems may 
arise from using the density-based 
categories such as that the density of a 
commercially prepared cake and the ' 
same cake b^ed mm a mix may have 
slightly different densities that could 
result in the same type of cake falling 
into two different categories, and that 
the product categories based on density 
may encourage the manipulation of the 
density of cakes that fall around the 
borderline of a category to fit in a 
favorable category. The agency thus 
agrees with the comments that it is 
better to group cakes by type and to 
combine the proposed two middle 
categories into one mediiun weight 
category. The agency has recmalyzed the 
NFCS to confirm the 80 g reference 
amount suggested in the comment for 
the medium weight category (Ref. 41). 
Accordingly, the product category 
names for cakes have been renamed by 
type of cakes as suggested in the 
comments and the proposed middle two 
categories have been combined into one 
medium weight category with a 
reference amount of 80 g. The revised 
product category names and reference 
amounts are as follows: 

Cakes, heavy weight (cheese cake; 
pineapple upside-down cake; fruit, nut, and 
vegetable cakes vrith more than or equal to 
35 percent of the finished weight as fruit, 
nuts, or vegetables)—125 g 

Cakes, meditim weight (chemically 80 g 
leavened cake with or without icing or filling 
except those classified as light wei^t cake; 
fruit, nut, and vegetable cake with less than 
35 percent of the finished weight as fruit, 
nuts, or vegetables; light weight cake with 
icing; Boston cream pie; cup^e; eclair; 
cream puff)—80 g 

Cakes, light weight (angel food, chiffon, or 
sponge cake without icing or filling)—55 g. 

The agency notes that although the 
cake categories are named by the type of 
cakes, not by the density, density was 
used as a guideline to group the cakes 
into the three categories. The heavy 
weight category includes cakes that 
weigh 10 g or more per cubic inch, the 
medium weight category includes cakes 
that weigh 4 g or more per cubic inch 
but less than 10 g per cubic Inch, and 
the light weight category includes cakes 
that weigh less than 4 g per cubic inch. 
The density information described here 

provides guidance for cakes that may 
enter into the futiure market and do not 
fit in the cake types described in the 
product category names. The agency 
also notes that angel food, chiffon, and 
sponge cake without icing or filling that 
are prepared by traditional recipes and 
preparation methods are light and 
usually weigh less than 4 g per cubic 
inch. Therefore, they are included in the 
light weight category. However, if angel 
food, chifibn, or sponge cake contains 
heavy ingredients (e.g., fruits, chocolate 
chips, and nuts) that are usually not 
called for in the traditional recipes of 
these cakes, or if these cakes are 
processed in such a way as to increase 
the density, they will not be qualified to 
be called light weight cakes. 

54. Two comments recommended a 
three-category system similar to the one 
discussed above but suggested that the 
medium weight category include only 
cakes without icing. The comments 
contended that the reference amount for 
the medium weight cakes with icing is 
not necessary bemuse icing has a 
sep^te reference amount. 

The system suggested by this 
comment will work for cakes with icing 
only. Many cakes have fillings. There is 
no reference amount for cake fillings. 
The agency is unable to determine a 
reference amount for cake fillings 
because there is no information from 
food consumption surveys or other 
sources to determine the customarily 
consumed amount of the fillings. 
Accordingly, FDA has not adopted this 
recommendation. 

55. Some comments recommended 
that FDA include all cheese cakes other 
than New York style cheese cake in the 
medium weight category, rather than the 
heavy weight category. The comments 
contended that the 125 g reference 
amount is too large for non-New York- 
style (aerated) cheese cakes. One 
comment recommended that if FDA 
decides not to include cheese cake in 
the medium weight category, cheese 
cake should have a separate category 
with its own reference amount b^use 
cheese cakes differ from other cakes in 
many characteristics that affect the 
consumption size. The comment 
recommended 85 g as the reference 
amount for cheese cakes and submitted 
data collected by a “mail panel" survey 
that supported the 85 g reference 
amount 

FDA acknowledges that some 
commercially-prepared cheese cakes 
have air incorporated (aerated cheese 
cakes) and therefore, weigh much less 
than the unaerated (New York style) 
cheese cakes. The agency agrees with 
the comments that ffiese aerated cheese 
cakes need a separate approach. 

As discussed in section in.D.6. of this 
document, the agency has provided 
guidelines for determining the reference 
amount for products that are modified 
by incorporating air. If the aerated 
cheese cakes mentioned in the comment 
meet the 25 percent minimum reduction 
in density relative to the density of the 
appropriate unaerated cheese c^e, 
manufacturers may use the “density- 
adjusted" reference amount for the 
aerated cheese cake following the 
guidelines described in section UI.D.S. 
of this document, provided that the 
manufacturer will show FDA detailed 
protocol and records of all data that 
were used to determine the density- 
adjusted reference amount for the 
aerated cheese cake (see section in.D.6. 
for further discussion). Therefore, it is 
not necessary to create a separate 
category for aerated cheese cake or to 
establish a separate reference amount 
for aerated cheese cakes. Accordingly, 
FDA has retained the proposed 125-g 
reference amount for ^eese cakes. 

56. Some comments recommended 
that FDA include pound cake without 
icing in the light weight category with 
angel food, sponge, and chiffon cake 
without icing. The comments argued 
that USDA’s density data used to 
convert a piece of pound cake to the g 
weight (conversion factor) were based 
on home recipes. The comments 
contended that commercially-prepared 
pound cakes are much less dense than 
the home-prepared versions. Thus, the 
conversion factor used in the NFCS was 
too high. Consequently, the amount 
customarily consumed for pound cake 
was overestimated. One comment 
recommended that if FDA decides not to 
include pound cake in the light weight 
category, poxmd cake should have a 
separate category with its own reference 
amount because pound cake differs from 
other cakes in many characteristics that 
affect the consumption amount. The 
comment recommended 45 g as the 
reference amount for pound cakes as a 
separate category and submitted data 
collected by a “mail panel” survey in 
support of the 45 g reference amoimt. 

H)A disagrees mth the comments. 
The cakes included in the light weight 
category (e.g., angel food, sponge, and 
chiffon cake) weighs less than 4 g per 
cubic inch (density). CommerdaT pound 
cakes without icing are much higher in 
density (about 6.1 g per cubic inch) than 
the cakes included in the light weight 
category (Ref. 48). The comment did not 
present density data to prove that 
commercial pound cakes weigh less 
than 4 g per cubic inch. All c^es that 
weigh more than 4 g per cubic inch, 
with the excepticxi of those included in 
the heavy weight cake category, are 
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included in the medium weight cake 
category. 

With regard to the survey data 
submitted in support of a separate 
reference amount of 45 g, FDA notes 
that in this survey, respondents were 
asked to record the total number of 
servings (slices) they usually get horn a 
specihc size of pound cake but were not 
asked how many slices each person in 
the household ate at a particular eating 
occasion. People often consume 
multiple slices at a single eating 
occasion. In addition, the survey 
included only frozen pound cake 
manufactured by the company that 
submitted the comment. The survey did 
not include the unftozen, ready-to-eat 
forms of pound cake or competitors' 
products. Therefore, the data submitted 
in the comment do not represent all 
forms of pound cake in the marketplace. 
Therefore, the agency questions the 
representativeness and appropriateness 
of the data submitted in the comment 
and finds that they do not support a 
change in the reference amount. 

FDA has thus concluded that the 
comments did not submit adequate data 
to justify the inclusion of pound cake 
without icing in the light weight 
category or to establish a separate 
category for pound cake with'a reference 
amount of 45 g. Accordingly, the agency 
has retained pound cake without icing 
in the medium weight cake category. 

57. One comment suggested a 90 g 
reference amount for all cakes. 

Considering the large variability in 
the density of cakes, a uniform reference 
amount, regardless of the value, would 
result in a serving size too large for 
some cakes and too small for other 
cakes. The 90 g reference amount 
suggested would make the serving size 
for a light cake (e.g., angel food cake) a 
huge piece (e.g., about 1/3 of a 10 oz 
(about 8 inch diameter) angel food 
cake), whereas the serving size for a 
heavy ftuit cake would be a small, thin 
slice. 

58. One comment suggested separate 
reference amounts for cupcakes, 55 g for 
iced cupcakes and 35 g for un-iced 
cupcakes. The comment contended that 
the NFCS data suggest 55 g as the 
reference amount for frosted cupcakes 
and that the 55 g reference amount 
agrees with the reference amount for 
other products that are used 
interchangeably with cupcakes (e.g., 
mucins, Danish, doughnuts, coffee 
cakes). One comment requested that 
FDA establish a reference amount for 
assorted cupcakes. 

FDA advises that the smallest 
reference amount for cake is 55 g for the 
light weight cake category. The cakes 
included in the light weight category 

(e.g., angel food, sponge, and chifton 
cake) weigh less than 4 g per cubic inch. 
The comment did not present density 
data to prove that cupcakes weigh less 
than 4 g per cubic inch. All cakes that 
weigh more than 4 g per cubic inch, 
with the exception of those included in 
the heavy weight cake category, are 
included in the medium weight cake 
category. The labels of cake mixes that 
belong to the medium weight cake 
category (e.g., chocolate, yellow, or 
white c^e) frequently provide 
preparation directions for a 2-layer cake, 
a sheet cake, and cupcakes. These label 
directions suggest that cupcakes are the 
same cake as a 2-layer or a sheet cake 
included in the medium weight category 
but differ only in shape, i.e., cupcakes 
are an individually shaped form of cake. 
The act directs the agency to establish 
uniform serving sizes. Therefore, the 
same food should have the same 
reference amount regardless of its shape. 
Thus, the agency included all cupcakes 
both with and without icing (including 
assorted cupcakes) in the medium 
weight category in this ftnal regulation 
with the reference amount of 80 g. 
Accordingly, FDA has not established a 
separate reference amount for cupcakes. 

59. One comment requested that FDA 
change the reference amount for mufftns 
prepared at home, either from scratch or 
from a mix, to 45 g. The comment 
contended that a 45 g reference amount 
more closely approximates the weight of 
the muffin made with consumer baking 
pans. 

FDA disagrees with the comment. 
First, food prepared at home from 
scratch is not subject to nutrition 
labeling. Secondly, the agency cannot 
establish a separate reference amount 
for the same food depending on the 
equipment used for preparation (e.g., 
commercial equipment versus 
equipment used at home). The reference 
amount for muffins is based on what 
consumption data show as the amount 
customarily consumed. Thus, it 
complies with the statute. Accordingly, 
FDA has not adopted this 
recommendation. 

60. One comment suggested that FDA 
add microwave cakes to the coffee cake 
category. The comment stated that 
because of the characteristics of 
microwave cooking, microwave cakes 
have an unusually high density (7 to 7.5 
g per cubic inch) and are very rich. 
According to the density classification, 
microwave cakes belong to the proposed 
medium weight category with the 
reference amount of 110 g. The 
comment contended that 110 g is too 
large for the microwave cakes. The 
comment, therefore, suggested including 

microwave cakes in the coffee cake 
category. 

FDA does not agree that Microwave 
cakes should be grouped with the 
products in the coffee cake category 
because microwave cakes are not used 
interchangeably with the products in 
the coffee cake category. Microwave 
cakes are a kind of cake that differs from 
other cakes only in that they are 
prepared in the microwave oven rather 
than in the conventional-type oven. 
Therefore, microwave cakes belong to a 
cake category. The agency points out 
that-all c^es other than those classified 
as heavy weight and light weight are 
included in the medium weight category 
in the final regulation. The 7 to 7.5 g per 
cubic inch density for microwave c^es 
that the comment reported is within the 
range of the density of cakes in the 
medium weight cake category (4 g or 
more per cubic inch but less than 10 g 
per cubic inch). The agency notes that 
the reference amount for this new 
medium weight category is 80 g, not 110 
g. Therefore, the agency has provided 
die relief that the comment sought, 
although for different reasons. 

(9) Bakery products: crackers, all 
varieties excluding sweet and sandwich 
type—includes hard bread sticks and 
ice cream cones 

FDA proposed 15 g as the reference 
amount for this product category. 

61. Several comments argued that it is 
unfair to have two different reference 
amounts for competing products (i.e., 
crackers and snacks) that are used 
interchangeably. The comments 
requested that FDA establish a uniform 
reference amount for snacks and "snack 
crackers.” If not, the comments asserted 
that a false impression will be created 
that snack crackers are lower in fat than 
the competing snack products. Some of 
these comments pointed out that some 
products that are more appropriately 
classified as snacks bear the name 
cracker (e.g., Cracker Crisps). A 
manufacturer suggested defining 
snacker crackers as crackers to which oil 
has been applied after baking 
(postbaking oil application). 

FDA agrees with the comment that 
many crackers are used interchangeably 
with products in the snacks category. 
The agency acknowledges that it is very 
difficult to draw a line between cracker 
and snack products. Therefore, FDA has 
reexamined the products included in 
the cracker category and has concluded 
that it is more reasonable to divide it 
into two categories: Crackers that are 
usually not used as snacks and crackers 
that are usually used as snacks, based 
on their customary usage, how they are 
positioned in the marketplace, and the 
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-amount of the cracker that is 
customarily consumed. 

The former category includes saltines, 
soda crackers, and oyster crackers. 
These oackers are usually used as part 
of the meal (e.g., with soup) rather than 
as snacks. Reanalysis of the data from 
the 1977-1970 NFCS and the 1987-1988 
NFCS showed that the proposed 15-g 
reference amount is reasonable for 
crackers that are usually not used as 
snacks. However, the customarily 
consumed amount of other crackers is 
closer to 1 oz than to 0.5 oz. Therefore, 
the agency has concluded that the 
cracker category should be divided into 
two categories with separate reference 
amounts. Accordingly. FDA has revised 
the cracker category as follows: 

Crackers that are usually used as snacks— 
30g 

Crackers that are usually not used as 
snacks—15 g 

The agency could not use the 
postbaking oil application suggested in 
the comment to divide the cracker 
category into “snack crackers" and 
“nonsnack crackers” because 
manufacturers can change the practice 
of the postbaking oil application, and. 
therefore, a classification system based 
on this application could easily become 
irrelevant. 

(10) Bakery products: French toast, 
pancakes 

FDA proposed 110 g as the reference 
amount for this product category. 

62. One comment recommended that 
FDA combine French toast and 
pancakes with waffles, with a reference 
amount of 85 g. The comment 
contended that these products “make 
similar contributions to the diet and are 
customarily consumed in the same 
way.” 

IDA agrees that French toast, 
pancakes, and waffles are used 
interchangeably in the diet. However, 
because French toast and pancakes are 
denser than wafiles, the amount 
customarily consumed in g is much 
larger for French toast and pancakes 
than for waffles. Food consumption data 
do not support the 85 g reference 
amount for French toast and pancakes 
suggested in the comment (Ref. 2). 
Therefore, these foods cannot be 
grouped into one category. Accordingly, 
FDA has retained reference amounts for 
French toast and pancakes as proposed. 

63. One comment recommended that 
FDA add a new category for dry pancake 
mix and variety mixes with a reference 
amount of 55 g. The comment 
contended that 55 g is equivalent to the 
amount of mix required to make three 
4-inch pancakes, which is equivalent to 
the reference amount propo^ by FDA. 

New $ 101.12(c) provides that the 
reference amount of a product that 
requires cooking or the addition of 
water or other-ingredients be the .. .. 
amount required to prepara one 
reference amount ofthe final product as 
established in new § 101.12(b). 
Therefore, the reference amount for dry 
pancake mix will be the amount of the 
mix required to make one reference 
amount of the prepared product, so . . 
there is not need to establish a reference 
amount for dry pancake mix. Moreover, 
this approach is more reasonable than 
that suggested by the comment because 
pancake mixes come both in complete 
and incomplete forms^ and the amount 
to make one reference amount may 
difier for the different forms. 

Because variety mixes are used for 
many different purposes, the agency 
agrees with the comment that a 
reference amount for the dry form 
would be desirable so that all variety 
mixes will have a uniform label serving 
size to facilitate nutrition comparisons 
of different brands. Otherwise, different 
brands may choose difierent uses as the 
basis to determine the amount of the dry 
mix to make one reference amount of 
the prepared food. 

According to the product label, a 
major use of variety mixes is to make 
pancakes. Using the recipe file for the 
1987-1988 NFCS (Ref. 49). the agency 
has estimated that about 40 g of dry mix 
is needed to make one reference amount 
of the prepared p>ancakes. Therefore, 
FDA has established the reference 
amount for the variety mixes to be 40 g 
of dry mix. Accordingly, the agency has 
revised the product category to read; 
“French toast, pancakes, variety mixes.” 
The reference amount has been revised 
to read: “110 g prepared for French toast 
and pancakes; 40 g of dry mix for 
variety mixes.” 

(11) Bakery products: pies, cobblers, 
turnovers, other pastries 

FDA proposed 125 g as the reference 
amount for this product category. 

64. A comment from a traoe 
association for bakery products 
supported the proposed reference 
amount. A few other comments opposed 
the 125-g reference amount. One 
comment requested that FDA change the 
reference amount to 4 oz (110 g) based 
on the size of 1/6 and 1/8 of pies tested. 
Another comment argued that the 
proposed reference amount would result 
in an extremely large serving size for 
some pies (e.g., 1/3 of an 8-inch frozen 
cream pie) and a small serving size for 
other pies (e.g., 1/10 of a 10-inch fruit 
pie). The comment recommended that 
FDA establish three separate reference 
amounts; 1/6 of a pie for 8 inch pies, 

1/8 of a.pie for O-inr^ or larger pies, and 
125 g for individual pies and pastries. 
The comment submitted estimates of 
amounts consumed per serving for 
various pies that it manufactures whidi 
were derived from a “Mall Intercept 
Method” survey conducted in 15 cities 
in the United States. The survey was 
designed to recruit people who are 
representative of the demographic and 
sooioeconomic characteristics of the 
people who buy the test products based 
on the sales data for frozen pies. 

FDA carefully examined all data 
submitted in the comments. FDA 
disagrees with the request to change the 
reference amount to 4 oz. The data 
submitted in support of the 4-oz 
reference amount do not represent food 
consumption data eollected imder 
actual conditions of use or an estimate 
representative of all types and varieties 
of products included in the product 
category. 

FDA also disagrees with the comment 
that contended ^t reference amounts 
should be expressed in fractions of pies. 
The agency used fractions as the 
reference amount for pie crust because 
in this particular case, fractions are the 
most meaningful measure, and there is 
not much concern about the 
manipulation of the serving size for the 
pie crust. Because pies come in difierent 
diameters and heights, reference 
amounts based on fractions of pies 
would result in difierent reference 
amounts for difierent size pies of the 
same brand as well as for difierent 
brands of the same kind of pie. 
Therefore, there would be no imiform 
basis to evaluate the qualification for 
claims on pies. For example, data 
submitted in the comment showed that 
the reference amount based on fractions 
of pies for one brand alone could vary 
from 64 to 163 g. Furthermore, reference 
amounts based on fractions of pies may 
encourage the manipulation of the 
reference amount to produce a more 
favorable presentation of the nutrition 
information or to qualify for a claim by 
changing the diameter or height. 

The agency, however, agrees that the 
125-g reference amount would result in 
an unreasonably large serving size for 
frozen cream pies. These commercially 
prepared frozen cream pies differ from 
homemade cream pies. Commercial 
cream pies are aerated and thus weigh 
much less than homemade cream pies. 
Therefore, FDA believes that these pies 
need a separate approach that is more 
reasonable for aerated cream pies. 

As discussed in section in.D.6. of this 
document, the agency has provided 
guidelines for determining the reference 
amount for products that are modified 
by incorporating air. If the aerated 
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cream pies mentioned in the comment 
meet the 25 percent minimum reduction 
in density relative to the density of the 
appropriate unaerated cream pie, 
manufacturers may use the “density- 
adjusted” reference amount for the 
aerated cream pie following the 
guidelines described in section III.D.6. 
of this document, provided that the 
manufacturer will show FDA detailed 
protocol and records of all data that 
were used to determine the density- 
adjusted reference amount for the 
aerated cream pie (see section I1I.D.6. for 
further discussion). Therefore, it is not 
necessary to establish a separate 
reference amount for aerated cream pies. 
Accordingly, FDA has retained the 
proposed 125-g reference amount for 
cream pies. 

(12) Bakery products: taco shell 

FDA proposed 30 g as the reference 
amount for this product category. 

65. A comment from a trade 
association for bakery products 
supported the proposed reference 
amount. Another comment 
recommended that FDA change the 
reference amount to 15 g which is 
equivalent to 1 taco shell. The comment 
contended that one filled taco shell 
equals the reference amount for the 
mixed dishes not measurable with cup 
category (140 g). 

FDA disagrees with the latter 
comment. The agency points out that 
according to the USDA manual (Ref. 31), 
one filled taco weighs about 70 to 80 g. 
Therefore, two Blled tacos would 
approximate one reference amount for 
filled tacos. Accordingly, FDA has 
retained the reference amount as 
proposed. 

(13) Bakery products: waffles 

FDA proposed 85 g as this reference 
amount for the product category. 

66. Two comments from a trade 
association for bakery products and a 
manufacturer suppiorted the proposed 
reference amount. One comment from 
another manufacturer opposed the 85-g 
reference amount. The comment 
contended that the 85-g reference 
amount would make the serving size for 
some of their waffles three waffles 
instead of two. The comment 
recommended that FDA revise the 
reference amount for waffles to slate “85 
g, and not to exceed 2 waflles or 2 sets 
of connected waflles, if their total 
weight is 67 percent of the reference 
amount or more.” The comment 
submitted data from a “Mall Intercept 
Method” survey conducted in 15 cities 
in the United States to support that 
people customarily consume 2 waflles 
or 2 sets of connected waffles. The 

comment also requested that FDA allow 
manufacturers to provide nutrition 
information per waffle or per 1 set of 
waffles. 

FDA advises that it is inappropriate to 
call 2 pieces of a product that weigh 67 
percent of the reference amount one 
serving when 3 pieces are equal to one 
reference amount. In addition, FDA 
notes that the 85-g reference amount 
was derived using data from large 
national food consumption surveys that 
were collected under actual conditions 
of use and included all types of waflle 
products (dry mixes and flozen) and 
many different brands available in the 
marketplace. The agency finds that it 
would be inappropriate to modify the 
reference amount to make it consistent 
with questionable data submitted in the 
comment. 

The data submitted in the comment 
have several problems. First, they al'e 
not food consumption data that were 
collected under actual conditions of use. 
People were asked to show the number 
of waffles that the participants and other 
members of their families normally eat. 
People did not answer or record the 
number of waffles that they actually ate 
during the survey days. In addition, the 
survey tested only frozen waffles 
manufactured by the company that 
submitted the comment. Waffles come 
in dry mixes and frozen prepared forms. 
There are many different brands of 
waffle products in the marketplace. 
'Therefore, it is questionable if the data 
submitted in the comment are 
representative of all waffle products in 
tlie marketplace. 

Accordingly, FDA has retained the 
reference amount as proposed. The 
agency notes that new § 101.9(10)(ii) 
allows voluntary labeling of a second 
column of values per unit for products 
in discrete units. 

(14) Beverages: all categories 

Because FDA proposed a uniform 
240-mL (8-fl oz) reference amount for all 
beverages, comments on all the 
categories under Beverages are 
considered together. 

67. Comments from several 
manufacturers and trade associations 
and a comment from a nutrition 
professional organization supported the 
proposed uniform 8-fl oz reference 
amount for all beverages. There were no 
objections to the 8-fl oz reference 
amount for carbonated beverages, wine 
coolers, or water. However, two 
comments from the carbonated beverage 
industry stated that if FDA abandons the 
uniform 8-fl oz reference amount, they 
want a 6-fl oz reference amount for 
carbonated beverages. Comments from 
coflee and tea manufacturers and their 

trade associations opposed the 8-fl oz 
uniform reference amount. These 
comments contended that the reference 
amount for coffee and tea should be 180 
mL (6 fl oz). Among other things, these 
comments argued that: (1) 6 fl oz is the 
serving size currently used by the 
industry, in recipe books and otlier 
literature, (2) hot beverages are generally 
not used interchangeably with cold 
beverages, and (3) standard coffee cups 
as well as the graduation on coffee 
makers and pots are designed for 5 1/ 
2- to 6-fl oz serving sizes. The comments 
contended that changing the serving 
size for coffee to 8 fl oz would cause 
unnecessary costs to manufacturers to 
change the graduation on the coffee 
making apparatuses. Such cost increases 
would be passed on to consumers. 

First. FDA advises that new 
§ 101.9(j)(4) exempts plain coffee and 
tea from all requirements of the 
nutrition labeling regulation. 
Accordingly, the reference amount for 
plain coflee and tea has been deleted 
from Table 2 in new § 101.12(b). As for 
the reference amount for flavored and 
sweetened coffee and tea, the agency 
points out that food consumption data 
support the 8-fl oz reference amount for 
these coffees and teas (Ref. 2). The 
agency notes that unlike plain coffee, 
flavored and sweetened coffee are not 
made in coffee makers, and thus there 
is no concern about changing the 
graduation on the coffee making 
apparatuses which would increase the 
cost of coffee. Flavored and sweetened 
tea (e.g., iced tea mixes) is also used 
interchangeably with other cold 
beverages. Considering the weight of 
support for the uniform 8-fl oz reference 
amount for all beverages and the reasons 
stated here, the agency has concluded 
that the uniform 8-fl oz reference 
amount for all beverages including 
flavored and sweetened tea is 
appropriate under section 
403(q)(l)(A)(i) of the act. Accordingly, 
FDA has retained the reference amount 
as proposed for all beverages under the 
beverages category except for plain 
coffee and tea. The imiform reference 
amount for ail beverages facilitates 
nutrition comparisons among different 
beverages. 

(15) Cereals and other grain products: 
breakfast cereals (hot cereal type), 
hominy grits 

FDA proposed 1 cup prepared or 40- 
g plain dry cereal or 55-g flavored, 
sweetened dry cereal as the reference 
amounts for this category. 

68. Several comments opposed the 
proposed reference amounts for the dry 
cereal form. One comment 
recommended that FDA change the 
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reference amount to 1-oz dry because 
this amount is more consistent with 
current labeling practices by 
manufacturers. Another comment 
recommended a 35-g \miform reference 
amount for all cereals, including hot 
and ready-to-eat cereals (and a 50-g 
reference amount for a second category 
if a second category is necessary). The 
comment did not submit any supporting 
data for the recommended reference 
amounts. A manufacturer of hot cereals 
recommended that FDA use a uniform 
reference amount of 40 g for both 
regular, and flavored and sweetened 
cereals. To support the uniform 40-g 
reference amount, the comment 
submitted estimates of the dry weight of 
cereals derived firom the mean 
consumed amoimts from the 1987-1988 
NFCS for the two types of cereals 
(regular and quick hot cereals and 
instant hot cereals) and the conversion 
factors it used to determine the dry 
weight from the prepared weight. 

Under the act, the serving size must 
reflect an amount customarily 
consumed, not the current labeling 
practices by manufacturers. Therefore, 
the agency cannot change the reference 
amount derived from the food 
consumption data, which represents the 
customarily consumed amount, to make 
it consistent with the current labeling 
practices. 

With regard to the comment that 
recommended a uniform reference 
amount of 40 g for all hot cereals, FDA 
carefully examined the data submitted 
in support of the uniform 40-g reference 
amount. The data showed that the mean 
intake for the instant cereal was lower 
than the mean intake for the regular and 
quick cereal because many instant 
cereals come in single-serving packages, 
and the single-serving packages 
currently on the market generally 
contain less than the amount of dry 
cereal required to make one reference 
amount (1 cup) of the prepared cereal. 
Therefore, the mean consumed amount 
of flavored and sweetened cereals was 
lower than that of regular and of quick 
hot cereals. 

Basing the reference amount on the 
data in the comment would result in 
using two different bases for 
determining the reference amount for 
hot cereals: (1) Regular and quick hot 
cereals would reflect the amount 
customarily consumed from 
multiserving containers, and (2) 
flavored and sweetened hot cereals 
would reflect the amount customarily 
consumed from current single-serving 
containers. As the comment pointed 
out, the flavored and sweetened hot 
cereals currently come in single-serving 
containers only. However, although the 

amount of hot dry cereal customarily 
consumed may remain the same, the 
single-serving container size may 
change, or these products may be 
available in multiserving containers in 
the future. Therefore, the agency has 
concluded that the reference amounts 
for both varieties of hot dry cereal must 
reflect the multiserving containers. 

FDA’s independent analysis, using 
both the 1977-1978 NFDS and the 
1987-1988 NFCS showed that the 
amount customarily consumed for the 
plain dry hot cereals is 40 g (Ref. 41). 
The flavored and sweetened hot cereals, 
however, contain additional ingredients 
(e.g., sugar, dried fruit) and, therefore, 
weigh more than plain dry hot cereals 
on an “as packaged” basis. Based on the 
diflerence in weight of plain dry hot 
cereal and flavored and sweetened 
cereal, FDA estimated the diflerence in 
weight to be, on the average, about 15 
g (Ref. 2). Therefore, the reference 
amount for flavored and sweetened hot 
cereals must include the 15-g extra 
weight to account for the additional 
ingredients. Accordingly, FDA has 
retained the reference amount as 
proposed (55 g). The agency points out, 
however, that according to 
new§ 101.9(b)(2)(i) and (b)(6), the 
serving sizes of all single-serving 
packages of hot cereals will be one 
package. 

(16) Cereals and other grain products: 
breakfast cereals, ready-to-eat, all 
categories 

FDA proposed three reference 
amounts for ready-to-eat cereals 
depending on the density or sha^ of 
the cereal: 1 cup for cereals weiring 
less than 3 oz per cup; 1/2 cup for 
cereals weighing more than or equal to 
3 oz per cup; and 50 g for cereals not 
measurable with a cup (e.g., biscuit 
type). 

69. Most comments objected to the 
reference amount in a volumetric (cup) 
measure because of the lack of precision 
in the measurement of the g weight of 
the cup measure. The comments 
preferred weight-based reference 
amounts. One comment stated that the 
volumes of small pieces of dry solids 
can be accidentally altered or even 
intentionally manipulated to reach 
different volumetric measurements. 
Cereals’ shapes, sizes, ingredients, and 
textures, as well as handling practices, 
settling characteristics, measurement 
methods, and timing can affect the 
accuracy of measurements. The 
comment contended that measured g 
weights of the servings by two persons 
trained to follow identical procedures 
varied not only for servings from the top 
to the bottom of the boxes but at 

identical levels of different boxes. 
Overall, the g weights of the individual 
cup measurements differed by more 
than two-fold (29 to 68 g). The comment 
contended that because there are large 
variabilities in the estimates for g- 
weight-per-cup measure, the specific g- 
weight measure a manufacturer chooses 
to declare on the label may be arbitrary 
and, worse, may be manipulated in 
order to permit nutrient content claims. 

As a solution to the problems 
discussed above, some comments 
recommended a uniform weight-based 
reference amount for all ready-to-eat 
cereals. Others recommended that the 
cereals be divided into two categories 
based on density with separate weight- 
based reference amounts. For a vmiform 
reference amount, a health professional 
organization recommended 1 oz, and a 
cereal manufactxirer recommended 35 g. 
Comments that recommended the two- 
category system differed in both how 
the two categories should be split and 
the reference amounts for the two 
categories. One comment suggested a 
35-g reference amoimt for all cerettls 
and, if a second category is necessary, 
55 g for the second category. 'The 
comment did not provide details about 
what products the second category 
should include. Another comment 
recommended a 15-g reference amount 
for plain puffed cereal grains and a 35 
to 40 g reference amount for all other 
cereals. Two other comments 
recommended a 30-g reference amount 
for cereals weighing less than 43-g per 
cup and for cereals that contain at least 
8 g of fiber per oz, and a 55-g reference 
amount for cereals weighing 43 g or 
more per cup. 

The comments provided a good 
description of the difficulties in 
accurately determining the g weight 
equivalents of the cup measures of 
ready-to-eat cereals. FDA acknowledges 
the characteristics of ready-to-eat cereals 
that present particular problems in 
determining the g-weight equivalents of 
household measures. The agency agrees 
with the comments that volume-based 
reference amounts present compliance 
problems and may result in 
manipulation of the serving size. 
Therefore, FDA has concluded that the 
reference amoimts for ready-to-eat 
cereals should be in g quantities. 

FDA carefully examined the weight- 
based reference amounts suggested in 
the comments. FDA does not believe 
that a uniform reference amount for all 
ready-to-eat cereals is appropriate. 
Regardless of the value, a uniform 
reference amount would result in 
serving sizes that are too large for some 
cereals and too small for others. For 
example, the 35-g reference amount 
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suggested in the comment would result 
in serving sizes that range horn about 1/ 
4 cup for heavy cereals (e.g., sweetened 
granola-type cereals) to about 3 cups for 
light cereals (plain puffed rice or 
wheat). These serving sizes are not 
consistent with the amounts of these 
types of cereals customarily consumed. 
Food consumption data showed that 
customarily consumed amounts for the 
heavy cereals are about 1/2 cup and for 
the light cereals about 1 cup (Ref. 41). 

FDA also carefully examined all 
reference amounts for the two-category 
system suggested in the comments. One 
of the comments submitted a detailed 
description and results of an analysis of 
data from the 1987-1988 NFCS to 
support the 43-g per cup dividing line, 
with 30- and 55-g reference amoimts. 
FDA has done an independent data 
analysis of ready-to-eat cereals and 
conhrmed the validity and 
reasonableness of the reference amounts 
recommended in the comment for most 
cereals (Ref. 41). 

However, the agency does not believe 
that the 30-g reference amount is 
reasonable for light cereals that weigh 
less than 20-g per cup (e.g., plain pufred 
rice or wheat). The 30-g reference 
amount would result in a serving size 
that is about 2 to 2 1/2 times the 
customarily consumed amounts of these 
cereals. Therefore, FDA has divided the 
category for cereals weighing less than 
43 g per cup into 2 categories: Cereals 
weiring less than 20 g per cup, which 
primarily consist of plain puffed cereal 
grains, and cereals weighing 20 g or 
more but less than 43 g per cup. 
Following the principles and 
procedures described in the 1991 
serving size proposal, FDA has 
determined the reference amount for 
light cereals to be 15 g (Ref. 41). 

Accordingly, FDA has revis^ the 
product categories, and the reference 
amounts, for ready-to-eat cereals as 
follows: 

Breakfast cereals, ready-to-eet we^hing 
less than 20 g per cup, (e g., plain puffed 
cereal grains)-—15 g 

Breakfast cereals, ready-to-eat weighing 
more, than 20 g but less than 43 g per cup; 
high fiber cereals containing 28 g or more of 
fiber per 100 g—30 g 

Breakfast cereals, ready-to-eat weighing 43 
g or more per cup; biscuit types—55 g 

70. Other comments on the reference 
amounts for ready-to-eat cereals 
included objections to some specific 
aspects of the methodology used to 
determine the reference amounts. One 
comment objected to the first step used 
in determining tlie product categories 
(56 FR 60394 at 60403) for cereals. This 
step divided the cereals into 
subcategories according to “other 
characteristics*’ that are likely to afreet 

the levels of consumption of foods 
within the product class, i.e., in this 
case, the density of the cereals. Other 
comments objected to relying solely on 
the 1987-1988 NFCS in determining the 
reference amount for cereals measurable 
with a cup. Another comment stated 
that USDA’s density information that 
FDA used to categorize ready-to-eat 
cereals difrered firom the manufacturers' 
data for at least 11 cereals. 

As mentioned above, the amounts 
customarily consumed for ready-to-eat 
cereals vary by the density of the cereal. 
Therefore, the step that divided the 
cereals into subcategories by density 
was necessary in order to determine the 
appropriate amounts customarily 
consiuned for specific types of cereals. 
As explained in the technical report 
(Ref. 2), FDA relied solely on the 1987- 
1988 NFCS because many new cereals 
have been introduced since the 1977- 
1978 NFCS. and the 1977-1978 NFCS 
did not contain food consumption data 
or density information for the new 
varieties. Also, density information in 
the 1977-1978 NFCS was not as useful 
as that in the 1987-1988 NFCS even for 
cereals that existed at the time of, or 
prior to. the 1977-1978 NFCS. Also 
cereals that difrered in density had often 
been combinedrinto one food code in 
the 1977-1978 NFCS. In the 1987-1988 
NFCS, however, USDA greatly 
expanded the list of ready-to-eat cereals 
and their density information. FDA 
continues to believe that ready-to-eat 
cereals need to be divided into 
subcategories, and that it is necessary to 
rely solely on the 1987-1988 NFCS to 
estimate the amounts customarily 
consumed for the cereals currently on 
the market and to reflect the more recent 
data on density. 

With regard to the discrepancy in 
measurements of densities of ready-to- 
eat cereals between USDA and 
manufacturers’ data, the comment did 
not specify the cereals for which there 
was a di.screpancy, or how large the 
discrepancies were. USDA’s density 
information is the most current and the 
best data available to FDA. These 
density measurements were done 
without any knowledge about a possible 
use in nutrition labeling. Therefore, 
there was no manipulation of the 
measurements to provide a favorable 
nutrition profile or to be able to make 
a claim. In light of the extreme 
difficulties in measuring the g weights 
of cup measures and the lack of well- 
established standard procedures for 
measuring the g wei^ts of cup 
measures for ready-to-eat cereals, FDA 
will use USDA’s measurements for 
compUance purposes to check for 
proper categorization of ready-to-eat 

cereals. USDA’s density data can be 
found in Reference 45. 

If a manufacturer does not agree with 
USDA’s density data, the manufacturer 
can petition FDA for a reevaluation of 
the density of a peulicular cereal. The 
manufacturer should submit density 
data that includes a detailed description 
of the methodology used (e.g., materials 
and equipment used, procedures 
followed), name and qualification of the 
operator, records of all individual 
measurements, the mean and the 
standard deviation of the measuxements. 
and any other information that may help 
FDA to evaluate the density of the 
product in question. Density 
measurements should be repeated a. 
sufficient number of times to produce a 
reliable estimate. In determining the 
density, manufacturers should also 
follow FDA’s general Guidelines for 
Determining the Gram Weight of the 
Household Measure mentioned in new 
§ 101.9(b)(7). 

(17) Cereals and other grain products: 
flours or commeal 

FDA proposed 30 g as the reference 
amount for this product category. 

71. One comment opposed the 30 g 
reference amount for bread. The 
comment contended that their research 
showed that 55 g (2 oz) of flour is 
needed to make 2 slices of homemade 
bread. The comment stated that they 
used 2 slices as the amount customarily 
consumed because the 1977-1978 NFCS 
showed that consumers typically 
consume 2 slices of bread per eating 
occasion regardless of the density. 
Because the primary use of flour is 
homemade bread, and homemade bread 
is t)rpically more dense than 
commercially-made bread, the comment 
argued that more flour is needed to 
make 2 slices of homemade bread than 
2 slices of commercial bread. Tne 
comment did not submit the protocol 
for the research upon which it relied or 
data in support of the suggested change 
in the reference amoimt. 

FDA disagrees with the comment The 
agency notes that the comment’s 
assumption that the amount customarily 
consumed in g is larger for homemade 
bread than for commercial bread is 
wrong. Data from the 1977-1978 NFCS 
and the 1987-1988 NFCS showed that 
the amount customarily consumed of 
homemade bread is not greater than 55 
g (Ref. 41). The 30-g reference amount 
is the amount of flour required to make 
55 g of bread. Accordingly, FDA 
retained the reference amount as 
proposed. 
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(18) Cereals and other grain products: 
grains, e.g., rice, barley, plain 

FDA proposed 140 g prepared or 45 
g dry as the reference amount for this 
product category. The agency notes that 
the product category name in the 1991 
serving size proposal (56 FR 60394 at 
60418) had a typographical error and 
included seasoned rice. A correction 
notice was published on March 6,1992 
(57 FR 8179). 

72. Several comments from the rice 
industry stated that the proposed 
reference amount was based on the 
1977-1978 NFCS data which are 
outdated. The comments argued that 
rice consumption patterns have changed 
since the 1977-1978 NFCS, and that the 
proposed 140-g reference amount does 
not reflect the amount of rice 
customarily consumed today. The 
comments contended that rice products 
introduced since the 1977-1978 NFCS 
(e.g., rice mixes) are customarily 
consumed in 1/2-cup servings. None of 
the comments submitted food 
consumption data to support this claim. 
One comment pointed out that the 140- 
g prepared reference amount yields 
different cup measures for different 
types of rice, and therefore, the label 
serving size will differ for different 
types of rice. The comment contended 
that rice is easily and conveniently 
measured with a cup, and that a 
reference amount that is expressed in a 
volume measure would yield more 
consistent label serving sizes for 
different types of rice. The comment 
recommended 3/4 cup prepared as the 
reference amount and submitted the g 
weights per cup measures of different 
types of rice in support of the 3/4-cup 
reference amount. A few comments 
requested that FDA delete the reference 
amount for the dry form because the 
customarily consumed amounts are 
more consistent on a prepared basis 
among different types and forms of rice. 

FDA advises that it used both the 
1977-1978 NFCS and the 1987-1988 
NFCS to determine the reference 
amount for plain rice (Ref. 2). In the 
1991 serving size proposal, seasoned 
rice mixes were included in the Mixed 
dishes measurable with cup category 
(see further discussion on seasoned rice 
mixes under the Mixed dishes 
measurable with cup category')- 

FDA disagrees that the reference 
amount for cooked rice should be 
expressed in cups. Although cup is the 
household measure most appropriate for 
expressing the label serving size for rice, 
its use in defining the reference amount 
for rice is not desirable for several 
reasons. First, cooked rice has several 
unique characteristics that make it 

difficult to accurately determine the g 
weight of the cup measure. For example, 
cooked rice is not free-flowing, and 
when cooked, some rice becomes sticky. 
Secondly, there is no well-established 
procedure for determining the g weight 
of the household measure. Therefore, if 
the reference amount is expressed in 
cups, the parenthetical metric measure 
that is used for compliance monitoring 
would be inaccurate. Thus, the agency 
has concluded that it is more important 
to have the reference amount in the 
most accurate measure possible, i.e., in 
g. In addition, comments on the 1990 
proposal wanted a uniform "standard” 
serving size (equivalent to the reference 
amount in the 1991 serving size 
proposal) for pastas and rice. Changing 
the reference amount for rice to 3/4 cup 
would make the reference amounts for 
these two foods nonuniform. 
Accordingly, FDA has retained the 
reference amount of cooked rice as 
proposed (140 g). 

FDA also disagrees that the reference 
amount for the dry form should be 
deleted. Because the weight of the 
cooked rice depends on the amount of 
water used in the preparation, the 
amount required to make one reference 
amount in cooked form can vary widely. 
The reference amount on a cooked basis 
also opens a door to a manipulation of 
the reference amount for dry rice. 
Therefore, if the reference amount for 
rice is expressed only on a cooked basis, 
FDA cannot effectively monitor the 
compliance. Consequently, the agency 
rejects this recommendation and has 
decided to retain the reference amount 
for the dry form as proposed. 

(19) Cereals and other grain products: 
pastas, without sauce 

FDA proposed 140 g prepared or 55 
g dry as the reference amount for the 
product category. 

73. A comment from a trade 
association for pasta products supported 
the proposed reference amount. One 
comment contended that because FDA 
relied on the 1977-1978 NFCS and the 
1987-1988 NFCS, refrigerated filled ^ 
pastas were not adequately represented. 
The comment argued that the 
refrigerated filled pastas (e.g., tortelloni, 
tortellini, and ravioli) were introduced 
to the market in 1987, and the comment 
further argued that a study of consumer 
"habits and attitudes” done by a 
company showed that people eat 
smaller portions of meat and cheese 
filled pastas compared to "cut pasta.” 
Therefore, the comment recommended a 
100 g reference amount for filled pasta 
and claimed that 100 g most closely 
agrees with the amount customarily 
consumed of filled pasta. The comment 

did not submit the results of the 
consumer "habits and attitudes” study 
or data supporting the claim that 100 g 
represents ^e amount customarilv 
consumed for filled pasta. 

FDA advises that-tnis category 
includes only plain pastas. Filled pastas 
contain components firom two or more 
food groups, pasta and filling from 
another food group (e.g., cheese, meat). 
Filled pastas are included in the Mixed 
dishes measurable with cup category 
(Refs. 2 and 20). Because the refrigerated 
filled pastas were introduced into the 
market in 1987, there were more 
reportings of these products in the 
1987-1988 NFCS than in the 1977-1978 
NFCS. The 1987-1988 NFCS had a total 
of 67 individual eating occasions of 
ravioli and tortellini. The customarily 
consumed amount was 1 cup or about 
200 g without sauce (Ref. 41), not 100 
g. Accordingly, FDA has retained filled 
pasta under the Mixed dishes 
measurable with cup category, with a 
reference amount of 1 cup. For clarity, 
the agency has revised the product 
category name to read: "Pastas, plain.” 

74. A few comments stated that the 
proposed 140 g reference amount is too 
large for lasagna noodles because 
lasagna noodles are used only as an 
ingredient of lasagna. One comment 
recommended 2 oz prepared as the 
reference amount for lasagna noodles. 
The comment contended that 2-oz 
prepared would be consistent with the 
amount of lasagna noodles required to 
make one reference amount of lasagna, 
but the comment did not explain how 
it arrived at this amount. Another 
comment recommended 1-oz dry as the 
reference amount for lasagna noodles. 
The comment contended that this 
amount is reasonable because it is half 
of the reference amount for the dry form 
of other pastas in the category. 

FDA acknowledges that lasagna 
noodles have a specific usage, i.e., they 
are customarily consumed as an 
ingredient of lasagna. However, other 
pastas in this category are also used 
primarily as an ingredient of other foods 
(e.g., spaghetti noodles in spaghetti, 
macaroni noodles in macaroni and 
cheese or macaroni salad). Because 
neither comment explained or 
submitted data in support of the 
recommended reference amount for 
lasagna noodle;, FDA has 
independently estimated the amoimt of 
lasagna noodles that are required to 
make one reference amount (1 cup) of 
lasagna. Using the recipe file for the 
1987-1988 NFCS (Ref. 49) and the 
percent yield information reported by 
USDA (Ref. 18), the agency has 
estimated that about 3.5-oz prepared or 
about 1.5-oz dry lasagna noodles are 
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needed to make 1 cup of lasagna (Ref. 
50). These values are considerably larger 
than the 2 oz prepared and 1 oz di7 that 
were suggested in the comments. The 
data from the 1977-1978 NFCS and the 
1987-1988 NFCS showed that 
customarily consumed amounts of 
products in this category vary widely, 
and the 3.5*oz cooked lasagna is well 
within one standard deviation of the 
mean customarily consumed amount 
(Ref. 41). Considering the large 
variability in customarily consumed 
amounts of pastas, the relatively small 
Mfrerence between the amount of 
asagna required to make one reference 

amount of lasagna and the reference 
amount few the pasta category, and that 
lasagna is not the only pasta used as an 
ingi^ient, the agency has concluded 
that a separate reference amount 
specific for lasagna noodles is not 
warranted. Accordingly, FDA had 
retained the reference amount as 
proposed. 

(20) Dairy products and substitutes: 
cheese, grated bard. e.g.. Parmesart and 
Fomano 

FDA proposed 5 g as the reference 
amount for this product category. 

75. One comment contended that the 
5-g reference amount is too small and 
requested that FDA change it to 1 tbsp. 
FDA advises that 5 g is equivalent to 1 
tbsp. in terms of volume. Accordingly, 
FDA has retained the reference amount 
as proposed. 

(2t) Dairy products and substitutes: 
eggnog 

FDA proposed 120 mL as the 
reference amount for this product 
category. 

76. One comment requested that FDA 
change the reference amount to 8 fl oz 
to m^e it consistent with the reference 
amounts for other beverages. 

FDA does not believe that a uniform 
8-n oz reference amount is necessary for 
eggnog. Eggnog differs from other 
beverages. It usually is not used 
interchangeably with other beverages. 
Eggnog is a special type of beverage that 
is customarily served at special 
occasions (e.g., holidays and parties) 
and is customarily consumed in 
amounts smaller than other beverages, 
such as soft drinks. Comments on the 
1990 proposal supported the 120 mL (4 
fl oz) reference amount. Food 
consumption data did not provide a 
reasonable basis to increase the 
reference amount to 8 fl oz. Therefore, 
FDA has retained the reference amount 
as proposed. 

(22) Dairy products and substitutes: 
milk, evaporated, undiluted 

FDA proposed 15 mL as the reference 
amount for this product category. 

77. Several comments from the dairy 
industry opposed the proposed 
reference amount. The comments 
contended that: (1) Evaporated milk is 
used interchangeably with condensed 
milk in recipes. (2) the proposed 
reference amount reflected the use of 
evaporated milk in coffee, and (3) 
evaporated milk is used more often as 
an ingredient of other foods, and 30 mL 
is closer than 15 mL to the amount used 
as an ingredient. The comments 
request^ that FDA change the reference 
amount to 30 mL. One comment 
submitted data from a recent survey on 
the use of evaporated milk involving 
2,000 households that showed that 
about 70 percent of the households 
surveyed used evapmrated milk as an 
ingredient in recipes as opposed to 
about 35 percent of the households that 
used it in coffee. The comment also 
submitted results from a study done by 
a manufacturer that showed the 
amounts of evaporated milk consumed 
per serving of the recip>es most 
frequently used by consumers. 

FDA carefully examined the 
arguments and data submitted in the 
comments. The agency agrees that 
evaporated milk is used primarily as an 
ingredient of other foods, and that the 
amount customarily consumed as an 
ingredient is generally larger than the 
proposed reference amount. The data 
submitted in the comment showed that 
the amount of evaporated milk, as an 
ingredient, consumed per serving 
ranged mostly bum 20 to 50 mL. The 
mid-range of these values is 35 mL 
(about 1 fl oz). Because the major use of 
evaporated milk is as an ingredient, the 
agency has concluded that the reference 
amount for evaporated milk should 
reflect the amount used as an 
ingredient. Following the principles in 
expressing the reference amounts for 
fluids described in the 1991 serving size 
proposal (56 FR 60394 at 60406), the 
agency has determined the reference 
amount for evaporated milk to be 30 
mL. Accordingly, FDA has revised the 
reference amount to 30 mL. 

(23) Dairy products and substitutes: 
milk, milk-based drinks, e.g., instant 
breakfast, meal replacement, cocoa 

FDA proposed a uniform 240 mL (8 fl 
oz) as the reference amount for all 
beverages. 

78. Comments from several 
manufacturers and trade associations 
and a comment from a nutrition 
professional organization supported the 

proposed uniform 8-fl oz reference 
amount for all beverages. A few 
comments requested that FDA create a 
separate category for hot cocoa or hot 
cocoa and cocoa beverages with a 
reference amount of 6 fl oz. The 
comments contended that 70 percent of 
the servings of hot cocoa mix sold are 
in single-serving envelopes that yield a 
6-fl oz serving, and that hot cocoa sold 
frt)m vending machines also has a 6-fl 
oz serving. 

Cocoa Mverage^ are a type of flavored 
and sweetened milk beverages FDA 
does not believe that it is appropriate to 
have two different reference amoimts for 
flavored and sweetened milk beverages, 
one for cocoa beverages and one for 
other flavored and sweetened milk (e.g.. 
chocolate milk, malted milk). Cocoa 
beverage mixes are available both in 
single-serving and multiserving 
containers. These beverage mixes are 
consumed both hot or cold and 
interchangeably with other hot or cold 
beverages. Food consumption data 
showed that the amount customarily 
consumed for cocoa beverages is 8 fl oz 
(Ref. 41). FDA also notes that the 6-fl oz 
single-serving envelopes in a 
multiserving container are single¬ 
serving units according to new 
§ 101.9(b)(2)(i). and therefore, the 
serving size will be (me envelope. 
Considering the weight of the support 
for the uniform 8-fl oz reference amount 
for all beverages, f(K)d consumption 
data, emd the other reasons stated here, 
the agency concludes that 8 fl oz is the 
appropriate reference amount for exmoa 
beverages under the act Accordingly, 
FDA has retained the reference amount 
as proposed. 

(24) Dairy products and substitutes: 
yogurt 

FDA proposed 225 g as the reference 
amount for this product category. 

79. Two comments requested that 
FDA change the reference amount to 
170 g (6 oz). One comment argued that 
the mean (x>nsumed serving ^m the 
1987-1988 NFCS was 6.9 oz, and this 
value rounded to the nearest container 
size would be 6 oz. Another comment 
contended that recent data from a 
marketing survey on yogurt sales 
showed that 6 oz rather than 8 oz would 
be a more appropriate reference amount. 
The comment stated that on a pound- 
volume basis, the survey showed that 40 
percent of ail yogurt was packaged in 6- 
oz containers or smaller, and 
approximately 60 percent was packed in 
8-oz containers. The comment claimed 
that when these data were converted to 
a per serving basis, they showed that 52 
percent of yogurt was eaten from 6-oz 
containers or smaller. The comment did 
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not submit actual survey data or explain 
how the 5?-percent estimate on a per 
serving basis was derived. 

FDA disagrees with all requests for a 
change in the reference amount for this 
category. As for the comment that 
requested a change based on the mean 
intake of yogurt ^m the 1987-1988 
UfCS, FDA advises that it is not using 
the mean alone or a reference amount 
that is solely based on the 1987-1988 
NFCS for the reasons explained in 
section III.D.l. of this document, unless 
there is a valid reason for doing so (e.g., 
trends that are confirmed by another 
survey that had a high response rate, or 
information was not available in the 
1977-1978 NFCS). 

As for the comment that requested a 
change based on the sales volume of 
single-serving yogurt containers, FDA 
notes that sales data are not 
consumption data and do not 
necessarily equate to consumption data. 
For example, some people could have 
consumed two 4-oz containers of yogurt 
which makes the consumed amount 8 
oz, while the sales data would have 
counted two 4-oz containers. It is not 
clear how the comment derived the 
percent estimates on a serving basis 
from the sales data. FDA’s independent 
analysis of the sales data from the same 
source as the comment showed that 
both on a pound basis and on a serving 
basis. 8-oz containers were clearly the 
major container size (Ref. 51). On a 
pound basis, containers that were 6 oz 
or smaller accounted for about 21 
percent of the total weight, whereas 8- 
oz containers accounted for about 59 
percent. On a serving basis, the 
respective values were about 27 and 54 
percent (Ref. 51). Therefore, the sales 
data also supported the 8-oz reference 
amount derived from food consumption 
data. 

Acfx>rdingly. FDA has retained the 
reference amount as proposed. 

(25) Desserts: ice cream, ice milk, frozen 
yogurt, sherbet: all types, bulk and 
novelties (e.g., bars, sandwiches, cones) 

FDA proposed 1/2 cup (4 fl oz) as the 
reference amount for the product 
category. The reference amount 
included the volume of coatings and 
wafers for the novelty type varieties. 

80. Several comments recommended 
that FDA divide this category into two 
categories, one for bulk products and 
one for novelties. Some comments 
agreed with the 1/2-cup {4-fl oz) 
reference amount for bulk products. A 
few other comments asserted that the 
reference amount for bulk products 
should be larger. One comment 
suggested 6 oz. and another comment 
suggested 1 cup. Most comments 

recommended a 2.5-fl oz (an average 
size of 1 novelty) as the »efe’«nce 
amount for novelties. The comments 
contended that novelty type products 
are consumed by piece, and the serving 
size should be 1 piece. The comments 
argued that the proposed reference 
amoimt of 4 fl oz would make the 
serving size 2 bars for some novelties 
packaged in multiserving containers. 

First, FDA notes that food 
consumption data showed that the 
ciistomarily consumed amount for 
novelty-type products was 2.5 oz. When 
converted to volume, 2.5 oz is 
equivalent to about 4 fl oz (Ref. 2). Bulk 
products and novelty-type products are 
the same type of products in different 
shapes. Some novelty-t)q)e products 
come without coating or wafers, and 
thus the bulk-type and the novelty-type 
difrer only in shape. It is inappropriate 
to have two reference amoimts for two 
forms of the same food that are used 
interchangeably. If FDA did have two 
separate reference amounts as suggested 
in the comments, one for bulk products 
(e.g.. 4 fl oz) and one for novelty-type 
pr^ucts (e.g., 2.5 fl oz), nutrition 
information and the evaluation for the 
qualification for claims for these two 
t3rpes of products would be based on 
difierent amounts. Consequently, 
although a bulk product might not be 
able to qualify for a claim, a similar 
novelty-type product might be able to 
do so because of the smaller reference 
amount. This result would be 
misleading. 

Therefore, based on available 
consumption data, the agency has 
concluded that a uniform 1/2-cup 
reference amount is appropriate for both 
the bulk and the novelty-type products 
(Ref. 2). The 1/2-cup reference amount 
is also consistent with the reference 
amount for other desserts (e.g., custard, 
pudding, and gelatin desserts), which 
are often used interchangeably with 
products in this category as a dessert. 
The 1/2 cup reference amount is 
desirable for several other reasons: (1) It 
is in agreement with most serving sizes 
in dietary guidance documents, (2) it is 
consistent with the Canadiem serving 
size guidelines, (3) it is the serving size 
currently used by many manufacturers, 
and (4) it was supported by many 
commoits on the 1990 proposal. 

The agency notes that new 
§ 101.9(b)(2)(i) allows optional 
declaration of nutrition information on 
a single unit basis for products in 
discrete imits that are more than 50 
percent but less than 67 percent of the 
reference amount Therefore, the serving 
size for most novelty-type products will 
be one unit. 

For all the above reasons, FDA has 
retained the reference amount as 
projKwed. 

(26) Desserts: custard, gelatin or 
pudding 

FDA proposed 1/2 cup as the 
reference amount for this product 
category. 

81. Two comments opposed the 
proposed 1/2-cup reference amoimt. 
The comments argued that the 
powdered mix type of puddings 
compiled only about 52 percent of the 
retail food store sales of puddings in 
.1990. More recently, ready-to-eat 
puddings have taken the lead in terms 
of market share and are growing at a 
faster rate as compared to dry-mix type 
puddings. The comment stated that the 
reference amount should reflect the 
recent sales trend in puddings, or that 
FDA should establish a separate 
reference amount of 4 oz for ready-to-eat 
puddings. Tim comments contended 
that ready-to-eat puddings either come 
in 4 oz single-serving containers or in 
bulk containers that are multiples of 4 
oz. Therefore, the customarily 
consumed amount of the ready-to-eat 
puddings is 4 oz. The comments argued 
that a volumetric measure is appropriate 
for dry pudding mixes but is 
inappropriate for ready-to-eat puddings, 

FDA recognizes the recent trend in 
the availability of ready-to-eat puddings. 
However, the agency is not establishing 
separate reference amounts for difierent 
forms of the same food because the act 
directs the agency to establish uniform 
serving sizes. Therefore, it would be 
inconsistent with the act to have 
difierent reference amounts for difierent 
forms of the same food that are used 
interchangeably. The act also relates 
serving size to the amoimt of the food 
customarily consumed, not the form in 
which the food is sold. The comments 
did not present any food consumption' 
data to prove that the amount of all 
forms of puddings customarily 
consumed is 4 oz. not 1/2 cup. The 
agency notes that sales data are not 
consumption data and do not 
necessarily equate to consumption data. 

In addition, the agency points out that 
direct interpretation of the sales data 
often result in the wrong conclusion. 
For example, the comments compared 
sales data for ready-to-eat puddings and 
dry-mix type puddings on an as 
packaged basis. These two types of 
puddings cannot be compart directly 
on an as packaged basis because ready- 
to-eat puddings are in a prepared form, 
whereas dry-mix type puddings are not. 
Before these two types of products can 
be compared, they should be on an 
equal basis in weight, i.e., both types 
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should be on a prepared basis. FDA’s 
independent analysis of the recent sales 
data showed that when the two types of 
products were compared on a prepared 
basis, dry-mix type puddings are still 
the major type of puddings in the 
marketplace, accounting for about 88 
percent of the total prepared weight of 
all types of puddings sold (Ref. 51), as 
they were when the NFCS’s were 
conducted. The results of this analysis 
reconfirmed that the 1/2 cup reference 
amount, which reflects the customarily 
consumed amoimt of the dry-mix type 
puddings, is still valid because the dry- 
mix type is still the major type of 
puddings used in the United States. 
Finally, the agency notes that according 
to new § 101.9(b}(2)(i), 4-oz containers 
of ready-to-eat puddings in the 
multiserving package are single-serving 
units, and under that section of the 
regulations, the serving size for the 4-oz 
container will be one container, i.e., 4 
oz. Accordingly, FDA has retained the 
reference amount for puddings as 
proposed (1/2 cup). 

(27) Egg and egg substitutes: egg 
mixture, e.g., egg foo young, scrambled 
egg, omelet 

FDA proposed 110 g as the reference 
amount for this product category. 

82. One comment contended that the 
reference amount for this category 
should be 100 g. The comment argued 
that it is inappropriate to add the weight 
of 2 eggs (100 g) and then an arbitrary 
amoimt of 10 g for the reference amount 
of egg mixtures. Another comment 
stated that the reference amoimt for an 
omelette should be related to the 
number of eggs used per omelette. For 
example, a “one egg omelette” should 
have a smaller reference amount than a 
“two egg omelette.” 

First, FDA points out that it did not 
arrive at the proposed reference amount 
by adding the weight of 2 eggs and then 
arbitrarily adding 10 g. According to the 
act, the serving size is an amount 
customarily consumed. The proposed 
reference amount represents the 
customarily consumed amount of the 
foods belonging to this category 
determined from food consumption 
data, following the procedures 
described in the 1991 serving size 
proposal (56 60394 at 60403) (Ref. 2). 
Secondly, the same food cannot have 
two different reference amounts, one for 
the egg mixture containing one egg and 
one for the egg mixture containing two 
eggs because, under the act, the 
reference amount is the amount of the 
food customarily consumed. These 
mixtures are used interchangeably. 
Therefore, FDA is establishing the same 

reference amount for both. Accordingly, 
FDA has not adopted these requests. 

(28) Fats and oils: butter, margarine, oil, 
shortening 

FDA proposed a uniform 1 tbsp. 
reference amount for this product 
category. 

83. Comments on this reference 
amount were split fairly evenly for and 
against the proposed 1 tbsp. reference 
amount. Comments from the margarine 
and oil industry and a few others, 
including a consumer, supported the 1- 
tbsp. reference amount. Comments from 
the dairy industry and others, including 
a nutrition professional organization, 
opposed the proposed reference 
amount. Two comments recommended 
that FDA change the reference amount 
to 1 tsp. to be consistent with the 
serving size in the diabetic exchange list 
or to be consistent with dietary 
guidance recommendations which 
recommend lowering the total fat in the 
diet. 

FDA has examined all arguments for 
and against the proposed uniform 1- 
tbsp. reference amount. FDA advises 
that it cannot change the reference 
amormt to make it consistent with the 
serving size in the diabetic exchange list 
because, as explained in the 1991 
serving size proposal (56 FR 60394 at 
60407) and in section m.B. of this 
document, the serving size for the 
diabetic exchange list is designed to 
meet the needs of a special subgroup of 
the population having medical 
problems. It is not intended for the 
general public. As for the 
recommendation to change the reference 
amoimt to 1 tsp. to be consistent with 
the dietary guidance recommendations, 
FDA points out that the serving size on 
the product label is not the amount 
recommended for consumption. In 
section III.D.1. of this document, the 
agency has explained in detrnl why the 
serving sizes in the dietary guidance 
documents are not appropriate for 
nutrition labeling purposes. The agency 
also points out that food consumption 
data showed that 1 tsp. is not the 
customarily consumed amoimt of foods 
in this category. The amount 
customarily consumed for most 
products in this category is 1 tbsp. (Ref. 
2). The comments to the 1991 serving 
size proposal merely reiterated the 
reasons stated in the comments on the 
1990 proposal. No new arguments or 
data have been presented to persuade 
the agency to change the proposed 
uniform 1 tbsp. reference amount. 
Therefore, FDA finds no basis to change 
the reference amount, and it has 
retained the reference amount as 
proposed. 

(29) Fats and oils: dressings for salad 

FDA proposed 30 g as the reference 
amount for this product category. 

84. Two comments suggested that 
FDA change the reference amount to 15 
g (equivalent to 1 tbsp.). One comment 
argued that 30 g is too large and 
precludes dressings for salads “from 
claims where they would be considere'^ 
as good sources of oils that would 
reduce serum cholesterol.” 

FDA advises that the serving size 
declared on the product label is by 
statute an amount customarily 
consumed. The amount customarily 
consumed for dressings for salad is 2 
tbsp., not 1 tbsp. (Ref. 2). The agency 
cannot change a reference amount so 
that certain products can make a claim. 
Accordingly, FDA has retained the 
reference amount as proposed. 

(30) Fish, shellfish, and meat or poultry 
substitutes: entrees (cooked) with sauce, 
e.g., fish with cream sauce, shrimp with 
lobster sauce 

FDA proposed 140 g as the reference 
amount for this product category. 

85. Two comments requested that 
FDA establish a uniform 85-g reference 
amount for all fish products with or 
without sauce. One comment contended 
that the proposed reference amount of 
140 g is too high. The comment did not 
submit data to support this claim. The 
other comment contended that it will be 
difficult to categorize products into two 
categories, with and without sauce. 

FDA advises that the serving size 
declared on the product label is, by 
statute, an amount customarily 
consumed. The amount customarily 
consumed for the products in this 
category (that is, with sauce) is 140 g, 
not 85 g (Ref. 2). No consumption data 
that would support a different reference 
amount were presented. The agency 
notes that it has provided an extensive 
list of products for each product 
category to assist manufacturers to 
locate the product category in which 
their specific products fit (Ref. 44). 
Accordingly, FDA has retained the 
reference amount as proposed. 

(31) Fish, shellfish, and meat or poultry 
substitutes: entrees (cooked) without 
sauce, plain or fried fish and shellfish, 
fish and shellfish cake 

FDA proposed 85 g as the reference 
amount for this product category. Many 
comments on the reference amount for 
this category specifically addressed the 
reference amount for meat and poultry 
products. FDA has forwarded these 
comments to USDA for consideration in 
the development of the final regulation 
for nutrition labeling of meat and 
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poultry’ products. The agency is 
responding to comments that included 
discussions on the reference amounts of 
FDA regulated products. 

86. Comments horn a nutrition 
professional organization and a 
nutrition professional supported the 
proposed 3-oz reference amount. 
However, FDA received a large number 
of comments from consumers stating 
that the 3-oz “serving size” is too small 
for “meat, poultry, and fish.” These 
consumer comments did not state what 
the serving size for “meat, poultry, and 
fish” should be. (Although FDA does 
not regulate meat and poultry, the 
comments were responding to a 
prestructured questionnaire distributed 
by a consumer organization that 
discussed the serving sizes of meat, 
poultry, and fish together. Many other 
consumer comments that were not 
recorded on the prestructured 
questionnaire also stated that the 3-oz 
serving size is too small for meat and 
poultry, but they did not mention fish. 
Thus, the agency is not sure that the 
comments recorded on the 
questionnaire apply to the reference 
amount for fish. Therefore, the agency 
has presented the food names as they 
appeared in the questionnaire.) Two 
comments from consumer organizations 
requested that FDA establish two 
separate reference amounts for fish and 
shellfish. They suggested 1.4 or 1.5 oz 
for “shrimp” and 4 oz for fish based on 
the published data for the median 
consumed amount per eating occasion 
from the 1977-1978 MFCS. One 
industry comment requested that FDA 
create a new category for fish sticks with 
a reference amount of 70 g. The 
comment submitted data on the mean, 
percentiles, and modal consumed 
amounts from the 1987-1988 NFCS in 
support of the 70-g reference amount. 

FDA has carefully examined all 
arguments against the 3-oz reference 
amount and the data submitted in 
support of the requested changes of tlie 
reference amount. FDA believes that 
comments from consumers indicated a 
misunderstanding of the meaning and 
purpose of the serving size on the 
product label. The serving size on the 
product label is not the amount 
recommended as the serving size for any 
individual. It represents an amount 
customarily consumed by the U.S. 
population that manufacturers are to use 
to present the nutrition information on 
their products. Therefore, the serving 
size on the product label may be too 
small or loo large for some individuals. 
FDA plans to followup the publication 
of the nutrition labeling regulations 
with consumer education to assist 
consumers in using nutrition 

information on the label. Consumer 
education will include information on 
how nutrition information based on 
labeled serving size should be adjusted 
for the individual’s own serving size. 

As for the request for two separate 
categories for fish and shellfish, FDA 
finds that separate categories are 
inappropriate. As explained in the 1991 
serving size proposal (56 FR 60394 at 
60403), the agency grouped similar 
foods to determine reference amounts 
for product categories, not for specific 
foods. This grouping allows for product 
comparisons among similar foods that 
are likely to be used interchangeably. In 
determining the reference amount for 
this {woduct category, fish and shellfish 
were grouped together because they are 
used interchangeably as entrees. Two 
separate reference amounts for fish and 
shellfish would undermine nutrition 
comparisons of these products that are 
used interchangeably in the diet. 
Although, if determined separately, the 
amount customarily consumed would 
be lower for shellfish than for fish (Ref. 
41), it is also the case that the 1977- 
1978 NFCS and the 1987-1988 NFCS 
showed that about 40 to 50 percent of 
people consumed 3 oz or more shellfish 
per eating occasion, the amount of fish 
consumed per eating occasion by most 
people (Ref. 47). The two separate 
reference amounts suggested in the 
comment (1.5 oz for shellfish and 4 oz 
for fish) could also give a false message 
about the nutrient contents of fish and 
shrimp to the people who consume fish 
and s^llfish in similar amounts. For 
example, shrimp is known to be high in 
cholesterol. On the same serving basis, 
shrimp is about three times as high in 
cholesterol as most finfish (Ref. 52). 
However, if shellfish has a serving size 
that is about one-third of the serving 
size for finfish as suggested in the 
comment, there will be little difference 
in the cholesterol content per serving. 
This information would be a disservice 
to the public, particularly to those 
consumers who have been told by their 
physician to limit their cholesterol 
intake. In addition, the agency points 
out that it is not using a reference 
amount that is derived solely from the 
1977-1978 NFCS for the reasons stated 
in section III.D.!. of this document. 

Therefore, to reduce consumer 
confusion and to promote uniform 
serving sizes for nutrition comparisons 
of products that are used 
interchangeably, the agency has 
concluded that fish and shellfish should 
have the same reference amoimt. 

As for the request for a separate 
category for fish sticks, FDA advises that 
a separate category for fish sticks is not 
justified. , 

FDA’s independent data analysis for 
fish sUcks from the 1977-1978 NFCS 
and the 1987-1988 NFCS showed that 
the amount customarily consumed is 85 
g, not 70 g (Ref. 41). Also, as discussed 
in section 1II.D.1. of this document, 
unless there is a good reason for relying 
solely on the 1987-1988 NFCS, FDA has 
used both the 1977-1988 NFCS and the 
1987-1988 NFCS. Data submitted in the 
comment were based solely on the 
1987-1988 NFCS without any 
explanation. 

Having carefully examined all 
arguments and data submitted in the 
comments. FDA has concluded that the 
proposed 85-g reference amount is the 
amount of fi^ customarily consumed. 
Accordingly, the agency has retained 
the reference amoimt as proposed. 

87. Proposed § 101.12(c) requires that 
the reference amount of uncooked 
seafood be the amount required to 
prepare 85 g of cooked seafood. A 
seafood trade association stated that 
they are very concerned that their 
members will be imable to determine 
the serving sizes for uncooked seafood 
needed to produce the reference 
amount. The comment contended that 
the amount of uncooked seafood 
required to make one reference amount 
is afiectod by many uncontrollable 
variables such as methods of cooking 
(e.g., frying in oil or conventional and 
microwave cooking) and cooking time. 
The comment asserted that given these 
uncertainties, the serving size should be 
based on an “as packaged” basis for 
processed foods that require no further 
preparation other than cooking. 

FDA recognizes the variabihty in 
cooking methods and time used to 
prepare seafoods. The agency agrees that 
this variability makes it difficult to 
determine the serving size of the 
uncooked seafood. Therefore, the 
agency has concluded that it should 
establish a reference amount for 
uncooked seafoods except for those fish 
and shellfish that are allowed to provide 
nutrition information on a cooked basis 
in new § 101.9(j)(ll) and § 101.45. Using 
USDA’s cooking yield information (Ref. 
18), FDA has estimated the reference 
amount fur uncooked fish and shellfish 
as 110 g (Ref. 53). Accordingly, the 
description “(cooked)” has been deleted 
from the product category name and the 
reference amount has been changed to 
read: “85 g cooked; 110 g uncooked.” A 
footnote has been added to inform 
manufacturers that the 110 g uncooked 
reference amount does not apply to the 
raw fish and shellfish subject to § 101.45 
and packaged single-ingredient fish end 
shellfish in new § 101.9(j)(ll). 
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(32) Fish, shellfish, and meat or poultry 
substitutes: fish and shellfish, canned 

FDA proposed 85 g as the reference 
amount for this product category. 

88. Two comments opposed the 
proposed reference amount. One 
comment from a trade association 
contended that the category should be 
divided into subgroups with separate 
reference amounts: 56 g for canned tuna 
and bonito and 100 g for canned 
salmon. The comment contended that 
these reference amounts are more 
consistent with the current industry 
practices and equal to the contents of 
single-serving containers on the market. 
A comment ^m a seafood trade 
association requested that FDA change 
the reference amount to 55 g to make it 
consistent with the reference amount for 
luncheon meats. The comment 
submitted data showing that the largest 
use of tuna is as an ingredient in 
sandwiches. 

FDA advises that it cannot change the 
reference amount simply to make it 
consistent with current industry 
practices or to make it equal to the 
contents of single-serving containers on 
the market. The agency’s review of the 
data submitted in the comment showed 
that the major usage of tuna is as an 
ingredient in sandwiches. One of the 
general principles in determining the 
reference amount in new § 101.12(a)(7) 
states that the reference amount should 
reflect the major usage of the food. In 
the United States, more tuna is 
consumed than other canned fish (Ref. 
47), and its major use is as an ingredient 
in sandwiches. The amount of the 
sandwich cutomarily consumed is one 
sandwich, and about 2 oz tuna (on a 
drained weight basis) is used to make 
one sandwich (Ref. 47). Thus, the 
agency has concluded that the reference 
amount for canned fish should be 
changed to 55 g to reflect the use as an 
ingredient in sandwiches. The 85-g 
reference amount proposed in the 1991 
serving size proposal was based on all 
uses of tuna and other canned fish, 
including their use as an entree and for 
fish salad. 

Accordingly. FDA has revised the 
reference amount to 55 g. 

(33) Fish, shellfish, and meat or poultry 
substitutes: smoked or pickled fish or 
shellfish 

FDA proposed 55 g as the reference 
amount for this product category. 

89. A comment frt)m a seafood trade 
association stated that smoked/pickled 
fish are specialty foods consumed as 
appetizers, not as a "center-of-the-plate 
item.” Therefore, the comment said, the 
reference amount should be closer to the 

reference amount for snacks (30 g). The 
comment did not submit any data to 
support the 30 g reference amount that 
it recommended. 

FDA advises that food consumption 
data did not support a 30-g reference 
amount The 55-g proposed reference 
amount reflects ue amount customarily 
consumed for smoked or pickled fish or 
shellfish (Ref. 2). Accordingly, FDA has 
retained the reference amount as 
proposed. 

(34) Fruits and fruit juice: dried 

FDA proposed 40 g as the reference 
amount for this product category. 

90. A comment firom a Federal agency 
recommended that FDA change the 
reference amount to 30 g. The comment 
contended that the proposed reference 
ammmt is too large for some dried fruit 
(e.g.. dried apple rings, dried apricots). 

FDA advises that the serving size 
declared on the product label is. by 
statute, an amount customarily 
consumed. Food consumption data 
showed that the amount customarily 
consumed for the products in this 
category is 40 g, not 30 g (Ref. 2). The 
comment did not present any data to 
support that 30 g ^tter reflects the 
customarily consumed amounts of 
products in this category. Accordingly, 
FDA has retained the reference amount 
as proposed. 

(35) Fruits and fruit juice: fruits used 
primarily as ingredients, e.g., avocado, 
cranberries, lemon, lime 

FDA proposed 55 g as the reference 
amount for the product catMory. 

91. One comment from a Federal 
Government agency opposed the 55 g 
reference amount. The comment stated 
that the proposed reference amount is 
too large, but the comment did not 
suggest what the reference amount 
should be. A comment from a trade 
association for avocadoes requested that 
FDA change the reference amount of 
avocados to 1 oz. The comment 
contended that USDA's g weight 
conversions (conversion factors) of 
small, medium, and large avocados were 
too high and did not reflect the 
California avocados which account for 
over 90 percent of the total U.S. avocado 
crop. In addition, the percent yield 
values used to determine the ^ible 
portion of avocados in the NFCS were 
too high. The comment submitted 
con^ted conversion factors from a 
“National Retail Weight Study" 
sponsored by a trade association, an 
extensive list of the updated percent 
yield values, and results of a reanalysis 
of the NFCS data using the corrected 
conversion factors and the upKlated 
percent yield values. The data 

supported a 1-oz reference amount 
rather than 2 oz. 

FDA carefully examined all of the 
data submitted in the comment. The 
results of the “National Retail Weight 
Study" showed that the conversion 
factors for small, medium, and large 
avocados were considerably lower than 
the values used in the NFCS. The 
updated percent yield values for 200 
avocados of three California avocado 
varieties were significantly lower than 
the yield values used in the NFCS. The 
results of the comment’s reanalysis of 
the 1987-1988 NFCS data using 
corrected conversion factors, and the 
updated percent yield values showed 
that the mean was about 2 oz, the 
median was about 1 oz, and the primary 
mode, that which accounted for over 50 
percent of the total number of eatings, 
was 1 oz. 'The data submitted in the 
comment clearly showed that the 
customarily consumed amount is closer 
to 1 oz than to 2 oz. Because data from 
the 1987-1988 NFCS showed a 
decreasing trend in the amount of 
avocado consumed since the 1977-1978 
NFCS, and the trend was confirmed by 
the eSFn (Ref. 40), the agency is relying 
on the data from the 1987-1988 NFCS 
submitted in the comment. Therefore, 
the agency has concluded that avocados 
should have a separate category with a 
reference amount of 30 g. Accordingly, 
FDA has divided the “Fruits used 
primarily as ingredients * * *” category 
into two categories: “Fruits used 
primarily as ingredients, avocado" with 
a reference amount of 30 g and “Fruits 
used primarily as ingredients, others 
(cranberries, lemon, and lime)” with a 
reference amount of 55 g as proposed. 

(36) Fruits and fruit juice: all other fruits 
(except those listed as separate 
categories), fresh, canned or frozen 

FDA proposed 140 g as the reference 
amount for this product category. 

92. Several comments from the 
industry stated that the 140-g reference 
amount (equivalent to 5 oz) is too large. 
The comments requested that FDA 
change the reference amount to the g- 
equivalent of 1/2 cup. 

FDA advises that it cannot use the g- 
equivalent of the 1/2 cup measure as the 
reference amount for two reasons: (1) 
For fruits that can be measured with a 
cup (e.g., canned or frozen frnits), food 
consumption data showed that the 
amount customarily consumed is about 
5 oz, not 1/2 cup (Ref. 2), and (2) for the 
bruits that cannot be measured with a 
cup (e.g., most firesh fruits), the g- 
equivalent for the 1/2 cup measure 
cannot be determined. Food 
consumption data showed that the 
amount of fresh fruits is also about 5 oz 
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(Ref. 2). Accordingly. FDA has retained 
the reference amount as proposed. 

(37) Fruits and fruit juice: juice, nectar, 
fruit drinks, or fruit-flavored drinks 

FDA proposed 240 mL (8 fl oz) as the 
reference amount for the product 
category. 

93. Comments from several 
manufacturers and trade associations 
(including a juice manufacturer and 
trade associations for juices) and a 
comment from a nutrition professional 
organization supported the proposed 
uniform 8-fl oz reference amount for all 
beverages. Comments from two other 
trade associations requested that FDA 
change the reference amount for juices 
to 6 fl oz. One comment stated that 6 fl 
oz is the amount that represents long 
established industry practice, and that 6 
fl oz is a more appropriate reference 
amount when extended to multiserving 
containers. The comment submitted no 
data to support its claims, however. A 
manufacturer contended that FDA has 
no authority to manipulate the 
customarily consumed amount of food 
in order to standardize the reference 
amovmt. The comment argued that 
FDA’s own data from the 1977-1978 
NFCS (Ref. 2) indicated that 4 fl oz is 
the amount customarily consumed, and 
therefore, FDA must change the 
reference amount to 4 fl oz. A consumer 
asserted that 250 mL (8.45 fl oz) is a 
more appropriate reference amount 
because most small size juices are sold 
in 250 mL packs. 

The agency notes that data from the 
1977-1978 NFCS suggested 6 fl oz (not 
4 fl oz as claimed by one comment) to 
be the customarily consmned amount. 
The agency notes that the comment that 
asserted tliat 4 fl oz is the amount 
customarily consumed misread the data. 
Data from the 1977-1978 NFCS had a 
mean of 6.3 fl oz, the median of 6 fl oz 
and 3 modes (4 fl oz, 6 fl oz, 8 fl oz). 
However, data from the 1987-1988 
NFCS suggested that 8'fl oz is the 
customarily consumed amount for 
juices. Also, both the 1977-1978 NFCS 
and the 1987-1988 NFCS showed that 8 
fl oz is the customarily consumed 
amount for fruit juice drinks and fruit- 
flavored drinks that are used 
interchangeably with fruit juices. 
Therefore, the agency has concluded 
that 8 fl oz is the most reasonable 
reference amoimt for all fruit juices and 
urinks. 

ns for the consumer comment, the 
agency advises that food consumption 
data did not support a 250~mL reference 
amount. The agency notes that the 250 
.r packs of juice are single-serving 
containers and, therefore, will be 
ai/eled as 1 serving 

Considering the weight of support for 
the imiform 8 fl oz reference ammmt for 

' all beverages and for the other reasons 
stated above, the agency has concluded 
that 8 fl oz is the appropriate reference 
amoimt under section 403(q)(l)(A)(i) of 
the act for all beverages including fruit 
juices and fruit drinks. The uniform 
reference amount for all beverages 
facilitates nutrition comparisons of 
different beverages. Accordingly, FDA 
has retained the reference amount as 
proposed. 

(38) Legumes: bean cake (tofu) 

FDA propo^d 85 g as the reference 
amount for the product category. 

94. A comment from a consumer 
organization stated that, because the 
sample size for tofu in the 1977-1978 
NFCS was so small (n=:12), an accurate 
estimate of the amount customarily 
consumed could not be derived from 
this survey. The comment contended 
that because tofu is used as a substitute 
for meat and poultry, the reference 
amount should be equivalent to the 
reference amount for meat and poultry. 

FDA agrees that the sample size for 
tofu in the 1977-1978 NFCS was too 
small to give a reliable estimate of the 
amount customarily consumed. 
However, for other reasons explained in 
section IlQ.D.l. of this document, the 
agency is not using a reference amount 
that is based solely on the 1977-1978 
NFCS. .The 1987-1988 NFCS had a 
larger sample size for tofu (n=31), and 
all three statistical values from the 
1987-1988 NFCS data that FDA uses in 
determining the amount customarily 
consumed (the mean, the median, and 
the mode) showed that 3 oz is the 
amount of tofu customarily consumed 
(Ref. 2). Therefore, the agency has 
concluded that 3 oz is a reasonable 
reference amount for tofu. The 3 oz 
reference amount is the same as the 
reference amount for fish, shellfish, 
game meats, and meat or poultry 
substitutes without sauce regulated by 
FDA and the reference amount for meat 
and poultry regulated by USDA. 
Accordingly, FDA has retained the 
reference amount as proposed. 

(39) Legumes: beans, plain or in sauce 

FDA proposed 1/2 cup as the 
reference amount for the product 
category. 

95. Two comments, from a trade 
association and a manufacturer, 
supported the proposed 1/2-cup 
reference amount. However, the 
comments requested that FDA change 
the 1/2 cup reference amount to a g 
weight. One comment opposed the use 
of drained weight for plain canned 
beans. The comment contended that 

nutrition information on the canned 
beans should be based on an as 
packaged basis, including the liquid. 

In light of the difficulty in 
determining the g weight of the 
household measure, FDA has concluded 
in section in.D.2. of this document that 
volume-based reference amoimts should 
be converted to weight-based reference 
cunounts where a weight-based reference 
amount is feasible. The agency has 
reexamined foods in this product 
category and has concluded that the 
weight-based reference amount can be 
determined for this category. By taking 
the average of the g weights per 1/2 cup 
of cooked plain beims reported by 
USDA (Ref. 54). the agency has 
determined that the reference amount 
for beans that are not canned in liquid 
or in sauce to be 90 g (Ref. 55). 

Regarding the comment that requested 
nutrition information of canned beans 
on an as packaged basis, including the 
liquid, the agency, as discussed in 
section III.H.2. of this document, has 
concluded that the nutrition 
information of canned beans will be 
based on an as packaged basis including 
the liquid because a large percentage of 
people do use the liquid in the canned 
food. By taking the average of the g 
weights per 1/2 cup of canned beans 
including the liquid reported by USDA 
(Ref. 54), the agency has determined 
that the reference amount for caimed 
beans, including the liquid, is 130 g 
(Ref. 55). Also, by taking the average of 
the g weights per 1/2 cup of beans with 
sauce (e.g., pork and beans, baked 
beans) reported by USDA (Ref. 54), the 
agency has determined that the 
reference amount for beans in sauce is 
130 g (Ref. 55). 

Accordingly, FDA has revised the 
reference amount to read: “130 g for 
beans in sauce or canned in liquid; 90 
g for others.” 

(40) Miscellaneous category: batter 
mixes, bread crumbs, meat, poultry, and 
fish coating mixes, dry 

FDA proposed 30 g as the reference 
amount for this product category. 

96. An indust^ comment opposed the 
30 g reference amount for coating mixes. 
The comment stated that because of the 
varying densities of the products and 
the varying surface areas of the products 
they coat (e.g., meat and fish), 30 g of 
coating mix will coat between 3 and 8 
oz of meat. The industry suggested 
including coating mixes with seasoning . 
mixes with a reference amount equal to 
the amount of the product required to 
prepare one portion of the end product 
(e.g., the amount necessary to coat 3 oz 
of meat or fish). 
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FDA recognises that coating mitres 
vary in density, and that the amount 
needed to coat the surface areas 
depends on the type of the mixes and 
the products they coat These products 
are made for use in a specific end dish 
(e.g., coating mix for fish). Thus, a 
reference amount that is the amount 
required to prepare one reference 
amount of the end product would be 
more cmsistent with the amount 
customarily consumed of coating mixes. 

Therefore, the agency has amcluded 
that the reference amount for coating 
mixes should be changed to the amount 
to make cme reference amount of the 
final dish as listed in new § 101.12(b). 
In the case of multiple uses, 
manufacturers should determine the 
major use of the coating mix based on 
food consumption data, marketing 
survey data on the consumer usage of 
the product, or in the case of a new 
product, promoted use, and use that 
major use to determine the reference 
amount. The agency agrees that coating 
mixes should be grouped with 
seasoning mixes because they are a type 
of seasoning mixes. Accordingly, FDA 
has revised the seasoning mixes 
category to read: “Meat, poultry and fish 
coating mixes, dry; seasoning mixes, 
dry, e.g., chili seasoning mixes, pasta 
salad seasoning mixes." 

(41) Miscellaneous category: chewing 
gum 

FDA proposed 3 g as the reference 
amount for the product category. 

97. Two comments from the chewing 
gum industry stated that the reference 
amount for (dewing ^m should be one 
piece because, according to a recent 
marketing research study, people 
consume chewing gum piece by piece, 
not by weight. The comment contended 
that because chewing gum products 
vary so widely in the piece size, it is not 
possible to fix a standard weight that 
adequately encompasses the serving 
size. The comment also argued that 
much of the chewing gum consumed 
weighs less than 2 g per piece. Another 
comment argued that a 3 g reference 
amount is too small because it 
corresponds to 3/4 stick or 1 7/8 
chiclets. The comment requested that 
FDA change the reference amount to 4 
g- 

FDA agrees that chewing gums vary 
widely in the piece size, and that 
chewing gums are usually consumed by 
piece. However, the agency cannot use 
one piece as the reference amount. 
Some chewring gums come in very small 
pieces (mini-size chewing gums 
weighing about 1 g per 10 to 12 pieces), 
and people usually chew several pieces 
at a time. Therefore, it is not appropriate 

to call (me ide(» of these mini-size 
chewing gumsa serving. The reference 
amount is needed to detennine the 
serving size of these mini-size chewing 
^ms. 

As ejqilained in section in.D.S.a. of 
this d<xnunent, for compliance 
monitoring, the agency also needs a 
fixed value as the reference amount, not 
a measure that varies horn brand to 
brand (e.g., piece). The wide variability 
in the piece size makes the 
determination of the reference amotmt 
difficult. Based on the piece size of the 
chewing gums commonly available in 
the Wasnffi^cn, DC metropolitan area, 
the agency has (letermined 3 g to be a 
reas(mable reference amorint (Ref. 2). 
The agency acknowledges that there are 
some chewing gums that weigh less 
than 2 g per pie(». The new lower limit 
for the single-serving unit in new 
§ 101.9(b)(2)(i), however, will make all 
chewing gums that weigh more than 1.5 
g per pie(» one serving. 

The agency also re(X)gnizes that there 
are many chewing gums that weigh 
more than 200 percent of the reference 
amount. Although they weigh more than 
the upper limit of the single-serving 
unit, marketing data submitted in the 
comment show that gums are intended 
to be single-serving products. Therefore, 
footnote 9 of Table 2 informs the 
manufactiurer that the serving sizes of all 
chewing gums that weigh more than 3 
g, that can reasonably be consumed at 
a single-eating (xx^sion, is 1 piece. 

As for the comment that 
recommended the 4-g reference amount, 
a 4-g reference amount would make the 
serving sizes of all chewing gums 
weighing 2 g or less. 2 or more pieces. 
Chewing gums, writh the exception of 
the mini-size chewing gums, are 
customarily cxinsumed one piece per 
eating occasion. In light of the many 
chewing gums weighing less than 2 g 
per piece mentioned in the comment, 
the agency has concluded that a 4 g 
reference amoxmt is too large. The 
agency also notes that FDA's 
measurements showed that commonly 
available chewing gums weigh about 3 
g per stick (Ref. 2). 

Accordingly. FDA has retained the 3- 
g reference amount as proposed. 

(42) Miscellaneous category: salad and 
potato toppers, e.g., salad crunchies, 
salad Crispins, substitutes for bacon bits 

FDA proposed 7 g as the reference 
amount for the product (ctecory. 

98. One comment opposed the 
proposed reference amount. The 
comment recxnnmended that FDA 
change the reference amount to 5 g 
(approximately 2 tsp.). The comment 
contended that a 5-g reference ammmt 

is supported by “cxxrsumer-based 
consumption data'* collected by the 
comment. The cennment submitted no 
data, however, to support this claim. 

FDA advises that food censumptiem 
data showed that the customarily 
consumed amemnt for products in this 
category is 7 g (Ref. 2). The 7 g reference 
amount also approximates 1 tosp., a 
convenient household measure, and is 
consistent with the reference amount for 
croutons that are used as a salad topper. 
The comment did not submit any clata. 
Thus, there is no basis for the ageiicy to 
change the reference amotmt to 5 g. 
Accordingly, FDA has retained the 
reference amount for this category as 
proposed. 

(43) Miscellaneous category: salt, salt 
substitute, seasoning salt (e g., garlic 
salt) 

FDA proposed 1 g as the reference 
amemnt for this product category. 

99. One comment agreed with the 
proposed reference amemnt because it is 
in the best interest of the consumers. A 
comment from a trade assocnation for 
spice products agreed with the proposed 
reference amount of 1 g for seasoning 
salts. However, the comment requested 
that FDA allow manufacturers to 
voluntarily declare the sodium content 
per 1/4 tsp. Another comment objected 
to the weight-based reference amount. 
The comment cemtended that it had 
developed a low-density salt product 
that provides a salt taste similar to that 
of regular salt in a smaller g amount, 
because the low-density salt is 
processed to dissolve faster and more 
completely than the regular salt. 
Because the low-density salt weighs 
significantly less than salt, a wei^t- 
based referenco amotmt (e.g., 1 g) would 
result in a serving size of the low- 
density salt 2 1/2 to 3 times larger than 
that of salt. Therefore, the comment 
requested that FDA change the reference 
amount to a volump-based reference 
amount (e.g., 1/4 tsp.). 'Hte comment 
did not submit any data to support that 
regular salt and the low-density salt are 
emnsumed equally on a volume basis. 

FDA advises that the reference 
amount for sugar substitutes is “an 
amount equivalent to one reference 
amount for sugar in sweetness.” Both 
sugar and salt are used as flavoring 
agents. People use them to attain ffie 
level of sweetness or saltiness that they 
desire. Therefore, like sugar the 
referenc:e amount for a salt substitute 
(e.g., low-density salt) should be the 
amount necessary to provide a salty 
taste equivalent to one reference amount 
of salt. Salt is used both in cooking and 
at the table. Although regular salt may 
not completely dissolve when added at 
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the table, it will dissolve completely 
when used in cooking. Because, as the 
name indicates, the low-density salt is 
lighter than the regular salt, 1/4 tsp. of 
the low-density salt will contain less 
salt than 1/4 tsp. of the regular salt. 
Therefore, when used in cooking, a 
larger volume of the low-density salt 
than the regular salt will be required to 
achieve the same salty taste. Thus, low- 
density salt and regular salt may not be 
used on an equal volume basis at least 
in cooking. Accordingly, the agency 
rejects the request for a volume-based 
reference amount. 

100. A comment from a consumer 
organization stated that the reference 
amount should be expressed as 1,000 
milligrams (mg), instead of 1 g, to be 
consistent with the sodium content 
listed in the nutrition information 
panel. The comment contended that 
most Americans are unfamiliar with the 
metric system, so they will not 
understand that 1 g is e(^ual to 1,000 mg. 

FDA does not agree with the 
comment. Whether the reference 
amount is expressed 1 g or 1,000 mg, the 
serving size on the product label by 
statute has to be in a common 
household measure (e.g., 1/4 tsp.). The 
nutrition information on the label tells 
consumers how much sodium is in one 
serving (1/4 tsp.) of salt. It is not 
necessary for consumers to know that 1 
g equals 1,000 mg to use the nutrition 
information on the product label. 
Therefore, the agency has concluded 
that it is not necessary to change the 
reference amount to 1,000 mg. 

(44) Mixed dishes: measurable with cup, 
e.g., casserole, hash, macaroni and 
cheese, pot pie, spaghetti with sauce, 
stew, etc 

FDA proposed 1 cup as the reference 
amount, for the product category. 

101. Many comments agreed with the 
proposed reference amount. One 
manufacturer agreed with the 1-cup 
reference amount for mixed dishes that 
are served as main dishes. However, the 
comment contended that 1/2 cup is a 
more appropriate reference amount for 
mixed dishes that are served as side 
dishes (e.g., potato dishes, pasta salad, 
potato salad). The comment contended 
that the 1987-1988 NFCS supported the 
1/2-cup reference amount for these 
products. The comment did not submit 
data to support this claim. 

FDA advises that pasta salad and 
potato salad have a separate category 
under Salads with a reference amount of 
140 g which is equivalent to about 3/4 
cup. Because the comment did not 
submit data to support the 1/2-cup 
recommendation, the agency is unable 
to verify the 1/2-cup reference amount 

claimed by the comment for the mixed 
dishes that belong to this product 
category. However, the agency notes 
that both the 1977-1978 NFCS and the 
1987-1988 NFCS showed that the 
customtirily consumed amount for 
products that belong to the "Mixed 
dishes measurable with cup” category is 
1 cup, not 1/2 cup (Ref. 2). The agency 
recognizes that mixed dishes are used 
for both a main dish and a side dish. 
However, FDA rejects the suggestion to 
establish two different reference 
amounts for the same type of food for 
three reasons. First, one of the uses of 
the reference amoimt is to determine the 
appropriateness of nutrient content and 
health claims made on food products. 
Such a determiqation cannot be made 
for the same food on two or more 
different bases (i.e., reference amounts), 
e.g., a smaller reference amount (1/2 
cup) to evaluate a claim for a side dish 
and a larger reference amount (1 cup) to 
evaluate a similar claim on a similar 
product labeled as a main dish. 

Secondly, there is no assurance that a 
product labeled as a side dish will not 
be consumed as a main dish, and vice 
versa. Thirdly, this suggestion is not in 
the best interest of the consumers. Two 
reference amounts for the same type of 
products will interfere with the goal that 
there be uniformity among serving sizes 
declared on similar products by 
different manufacturers. 

In the 1991 serving size proposal (56 
FR 60394 at 60402), the agency stated 
that it would not object to 
manufacturers providing a second 
column of nutrition information as a 
side dish or as a main dish. The agency 
advises that the second column of 
information is allowed only if the 
serving size as a side dish or as a main 
dish meets the requirement for the 
second column in new § 101.9(b)(ll), 
i.e., if the serving size for the second 
column differs ffom the serving size for 
the required column by at least two fold. 
However, the agency wants to make it 
clear that it will use the appropriate 
reference amount in new § 101.12(b) to 
evaluate whether a mixed dish that does 
not qualify as a meal product or a main 
dish product as defined in new 
§ 101.13(1) and (m) meets FDA standards 
for any claim made for the product. 

102. Several comments r^uested that 
FDA use a weight-based reference 
amount or include g weight equivalent 
of 1 cup in the reference amount (e.g., 
1 cup (235 g)). One manufacturer 
suggested a 7.5 oz reference amount. 
Another manufacturer requested that 
the same reference amount be used for 
canned mixed dishes and frozen mixed 
dishes and suggested a 7.5-oz reference 
amount. 

Although mixed dishes measurable 
with a cup are consumed in similar 
quantities by volume (e.g., 1 cup), it is 
not possible to have one uniform g- 
weight equivalent reference amoimt 
(e.g., 235 g) or weight-based reference 
amount (e.g., 7.5 oz) because mixed 
dishes come in many different forms 
and combinations of ingredients. 
Therefore, the g-weight-per-cup measure 
will vary greatly for different dishes. 
Accordingly FDA has retained the 
volume-bas^ reference amount. 

With regard to the comment that 
recommended that the same reference 
amount be used for both canned and 
frozen mixed dishes, FDA advises that 
although the reference amounts in new 
§ 101.12(b) are expressed in the 
prepared ready-to-eat weight, they apply 
to all forms of the products in the 
product category: Dry, canned, frozen, 
refrigerated, and ready-to-eat. Therefore, 
both canned and frozen (fully-cooked 
“heat and serve”) mixed dishes have the 
same reference amoimt. The reference 
amount for uncooked frozen mixed 
dishes would be the amount of such a 
product necessary to prepare one 
reference amount established in new 
§ 101.12(b).' 

103. A manufacturer requested that 
FDA use a uniform 6-oz (170 g) 
reference amount for both mixed dishes 
measurable with a cup and mixed 
dishes not measurable with a cup to 
provide more continuity and 
consistency in reference amounts for 
products that qualify as “meal-type” 
products. 

FDA advises that the serving size on 
the product label is, by statute, an 
amount customarily consumed. Both the 
1977-1978 NFCS and the 1987-1988 
NFCS showed that the amounts 
customarily consumed for the mixed 
dishes measurable with a cup and the 
mixed dishes not measurable with a cup 
differ considerably (Ref. 2). Therefore, it 
is not possible to have a uniform 
reference amount that reflects the 
amount customarily consumed for the 
two categories. Accordingly, the agency 
rejects this request. 

104. One comment recommended that 
FDA delete seasoned flavored rice mixes 
from this category and include it in the 
rice category. The comment contended 
that flavored rice mixes differ from all 
other products in the mixed dishes 
category, which all contain two or more 
components from at least two different 
food groups. Rice mixes contain only 
rice and seasoning. 

FDA agrees with the comment that 
many flavored rice mixes are mixtures 
of rice and seasoning. However, some 
varieties do contain two or more 
components from two or more 'ood 
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groups. For example, dry Spanish rice 
mix contains rice and tomato. Also, 
seasoned flavored rice comes both 
canned and in dry mixes. The canned 
flavored rice (e.g.. canned Spanish rice) 
contains a largo amount of tomato. 

The agency included seasoned 
flavored rice mixes in the Mixed dishes 
measurable with cup category instead of 
the plain rice category for the following 
reasons: First, the amount of seasoned 
flavored rice customarily consumed was 
generally higher in g than that of plain 
rice (Ref. 2). and therefore, the 140 g 
reference amount for the plain rice was 
not appropriate for seasoned flavored 
rice. 

Secondly, "seasoned flavored rice" 
includes a diverse variety of rice 
products. Some are clearly mixed dishes 
and others are not. Because the 
customarily consumed amount in 
volume of seasoned flavored rice (1 cup) 
was similar to that of other products in 
the "Mixed dishes measurable with 
cup" category (1 cup), the agency 
included all seasoned flavored rice in 
the "Mixed dishes measurable with 
cup" category in the proposal. 

FDA concludes that seasoned flavored 
rice flts best in the "Mixed dishes 
measurable with cup" category because 
the amount customarily consumed is 
the same for both of these products. 
Accordingly, the agency rejects the 
request. 

(45) Mixed dishes: not measurable with 
cup, e g., bunrito, egg roll, enchilada, 
pizza, pizza roll, quiche, all types of 
sandwiches 

FDA proposed 140 g for pizza and 
products without sauce and 195 g for 
products topped with sauce as the 
reference amounts for the product 
category. 

105. Some manufacturers contended 
that unlike other products included in 
this category that are consumed as a 
main dish (e.g.. burritos, enchiladas, 
sandwiches, and pizza), pizza rolls and 
egg rolls are not customarily consumed 
as the main part of a meal, and thus 
pizza rolls and egg rolls should not be 
classified as a mixed dish not 
measurable with a cup. The comments 
asserted that these products are 
designed and promoted as snacks. The 
comments recommended that FDA 
either include pizza rolls and egg rolls 
in the category "Entrees without sauce" 
or create a separate category for 
appetizers with a reference amount of 
85 g. Another manufacturer agreed with 
the 5-oz reference amount for pizza as 
a meal, and they also agreed t^t the 
claim evaluation should be based on the 
5-oz reference amount. However, the 
comment requested that FDA establish a 

separate reference amount (e.g.. 70 g) for 
presenting the nutrition information 
when pizza is used as a snack. The 
comment stated that the manufacturer 
should have the right to decide if the 
product is a meal or a snack. 

FDA advises that the "Entrees without 
sauce" category under the major 
category for Fish. Shellfish. Game Meat, 
or Meat or Poultry Substitutes includes 
products whose major ingredients are 
flsh. shellfish, game meat, or meat or 
poultry substitutes such as plain or fried 
fish and shellfish, fish and shellfish 
cake, and meatless hamburger. Pizza 
rolls and egg rolls do not belong to the 
"Entrees without sauce" catego^ 
because the major ingredients of these 
rolls are not fish, shellfis|r. game meat, 
or meat or poultry substitutes. The 
NFCS included pizza rolls and egg rolls 
in the same group as pizza which is 
classified as mixed dishes not 
nreasurable with cup in § 101.12(b). 
Therefore, the agency has concluded 
that pizza rolls and egg rolls belong to 
the category of mixed dishes not 
measurable with cup. 

With regard to a serrate category for 
pizza rolls and egg rolls as appetizers, 
FDA finds no basis to justify a separate 
category. As explained in the 1991 
serving size proposal (56 FR 60394 at 
60403), the agency grouped similar 
foods to determine reference amounts 
for product categories, not specific 
foo^ This grouping allows for product 
comparisons among similar foods that 
are likely to be used interchangeably. 
The agency included pizza rolls and egg 
rolls in the category for mixed dishes 
not measurable widi cup because they 
are frequently used interchangeably 
with other products in this category as 
entrees. Although pizza rolls and egg 
roils may be promoted as a snack or 
appetizer, and the amount of these rolls 
customarily consumed may be smaller 
than the amount customarily consumed 
for other products in the mixed dishes 
not measurable Mrith cup category (e.g., 
pizza) that are used primarily as an 
entree, food consumption data show 
that a large percentage of people 
consumed 4.5 to 9 oz (Ref. 47) of pizza 
rolls or egg rolls per eating occasion, 
which are amounts that are appropriate 
for use as an entree, not an appetizer. To 
promote uniform serving sizes for 
nutrition comparisons of products that 
are used interchangeably, FDA has 
concluded that pizza rolls and egg roils 
should have the same reference amount 
as other products in the mixed dishes 
not measurable with cup category. 
Accordingly, FDA rejects this request. 

106. A consiuner organization 
contended that the reference amount for 
pizza should be 7 oz. The comment 

stated that the 5-oz reference amount is 
too small because: (1) The average 
weight of single-serving pizzas in 
supermarkets is 6.6 oz, (2) two slices of 
pizza alt a popular pizza restaurant 
averages 7.3 to 7.4 oz, and (3) a personal 
pan pizza served at a popular pizza 
restaurant is 9 oz. The comment also 
argued that the reference amoimt for 
vegetable burgers should be 7 oz 
because the average weight of 
hamburgers in fast-food restaurants is 7 
oz. The comment contended that the 
"serving size" should reflect what is 
commonly consumed at fast food 
restaurants as well as at home. 

FDA advises that all sizes of pizzas 
mentioned in the comment will be one 
serving based on the 5-oz reference 
amount and the single-serving container 
definition in § 101.9(b)(6). There is no 
need to change the reference amount 
which is based on consumption data, 
not the weight of products on the 
market (Ref. 2). 

As explained in section ni.D.5.a. of 
this document, FDA included the pizza 
and hamburger consumed at the fast 
food restaurants in arriving at the 5-oz 
reference amount. Therefore, there is no 
need to change the reference amount to 
reflect the amount consumed at fast 
food restaurants. 

Accordingly, FDA has retained the 
reference amount as proposed. 

(46) Nuts and seeds: nuts, seeds and 
mixtures 

FDA proposed 40 g as the reference 
amount for the product category. 

107. Many comments were received 
fi'om the nut industry requesting that 
FDA change the proposed reference 
amount to 1 oz or 28 g or 30 g. The 
comments contended that nuts are used 
interchangeably with snacks and thus 
should have the same reference amount 
as snacks to facilitate nutrition 
comparisons of different types of 
snacks. The comments argued that 1 oz 
is the histmical serving size, and airline 
single-serving packets are less than 1.5 
oz. Many of these comments stated that 
a research study conducted by a 
consulting firm on the comments’ behalf 
uncovered a series of potential biases 
built into the protocol for using 
consumption data for the purposes of 
determining a reference amount. The 
comments daimed that many of the g- 
weight equivalents of cup measures in 
the NFCS data base used to convert the 
cup measures of nuts to the g weights 
were too high. Consequently, the g 
amounts reported in the NFCS that FDA 
used to estimate the reference amount 
for the nut category were overestimated. 
The comments contended that 
reanalysis of the NFCS data, using their 
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own “correct” g-weight equivalents per 
cup measures, showed that 1 oz is closer 
to the customarily consumed amount 
than 1.5 oz. Some comments submitted 
the g-weight eqxiivalents of cup 
measures used in the reanalysis and 
detailed descriptions and data from the 
reanalysis. Other biases in determining 
the reference amounts for nuts 
described in the comments included: (1) 
FDA’s analysis did not include all food 
codes in the nuts and seeds category, 
and (2) FDA used mean weights that 
were between two modal values when 
one modal value was twice as large as 
the other. 

One comment contended that 
estimates of nut consumption from the 
NFCS are not accurate bwause the 
amounts consumed were reported in an 
approximate measure (e.g., cups). To 
obtain more accurate estimates of the 
consumption, the comment conducted 
an independent “in-home usage” survey 
in 20 cities across the United States, 
using a diary method in which the 
respondents recorded the number of 
nuts that they consumed at each eating 
occasion. ’The survey tested four 
different nuts commonly consumed in 
the United States and included 568 
households. The survey was designed to 
parallel, as closely as possible, the 
demographic and socioeconomic 
characteristics of the nut users in the 
United States. The comments contended 
that the results of this survey showed 
that the amount of nuts customarily 
consumed is 1 oz. not 1.5 oz. The 
comment submitted detailed 
descriptions of the survey methodology 
and the methodology for the sample 
selection and the determination of the 
number of nuts per oz, and detailed 
data. 

FDA carefully examined all 
arguments and data submitted in the 
comments. In the absence of well- 
established procedures, the agency 
acknowledges that NFCS data may have 
inaccuracies, as data bom food 
consumption surveys usually do. *1110 
agency also recognizes the difficulties in 
determining the g-weight equivalents of 
cup measures of solid foods sudi as 
nuts. However, the agency advises that 
the comments’ own reanedysis of the 
NFCS data using the comments’ own 
estimates of the g-weight equivalents of 
cup measures did not give any better 
estimates of the nut consumption. The 
comments’ reanalysis of the NFCS 
underestimated the nut consiunptlon 
reported in the NFCS because the 
technique used to determine the g- 
weight equivalent of cup meastires did 
not measure a voliune of nuts equivalent 
to 1 cup as defined in new 
§ 101.9(b)(5)(iv). i.e.. 240 mL (Ref. 47). 

'Therefore, FDA cannot use the results of 
the reanalysis of the 1987-1988 NFCS 
submitted by the many comments. 

However, the agency agrees that the 
methodology used in the independent 
"in-home usage” survey (coimting the 
number of nuts) estimated the nut 
consumption more accurately than the 
NFCS. "rhe survey also had a much 
larger sample size (number of individual 
eating occasions) than the NFCS. The 
survey’s sample size was 8 times as 
large as that in the 1987-1988 NFCS. 
The methodology used to determine the 
number of nuts per oz that was then 
used to convert the number of nuts 
consumed to g weight was soimd. Data 
from this survey showed that the 
amount of nuts customarily consiuned 
is closer to 1 oz than 1.5 oz. 
Accordingly, FDA has revised the 
reference amount to 1 oz. 

FDA does not agree that FDA’s 
estimate of the customarily consiuned 
amount for nuts was biased because the 
analysis did not include all food codes 
in the nuts and seeds category. To 
facilitate data analysis given severe time 
constraints, FDA, in some cases, 
selected foods having a high hequency 
of consumption to represent the 
category instead of using all foods 
appropriate for the category. In response 
to a similar comment on the 1990 
proposal, the agency presented evidence 
that inclusion or exclusion of 
infrequently consumed food did not 
affect the determination of the amount 
customarily consumed (Ref. 19). In 
response to the above comment on the 
1991 serving size proposal, FDA 
reanalyzed die data analysis including 
all food codes for nuts, seeds and 
mixtures (excluding boiled peanuts 
which the comment said was 
inappropriate), and the results showed 
that the inclusion of all food codes did 
not make a significant difierence (Ref. 
41). 

With regard to the comment that 
stated that FDA’s estimate of the 
customarily consumed amount for nuts 
is inappropriate because it used mean 
weights that were between two modal 
values, the agency advises that the 
comment misinterpreted the way FDA 
derived the reference amount from the 
survey data. When the sample sizes 
were adequate, but the three statistical 
estimates that represent an amoimt 
customarily consumed (mean, median, 
and mode) did not agree, the agency 
considered all three values in decioing 
the reference amount (56 FR 60394 at 
60405). Nuts had adequate sample size, 
but the three values difiered. Therefore, 
the agency considered all three values to 
determine the reference amount for 
nuts. When all three values were 

considered together, 1.5 oz was 
determined to be the customarily 
consumed amount which happened to 
be closer to the mean value than to 
either of the two modes. 'The agency did 
not arbitrarily take the mean weights 
that were between two modal values. 

After a careful examination of all 
arguments and data submitted in the 
comments and for the reasons explained 
above, FDA has concluded that the 
amount of nuts customarily consumed 
is 1 oz. 'Therefore, the agency has 
revised the reference amount for nuts to 
30 g (equivalent to 1 oz). 

(47) Nuts and seeds: nut and seed 
butter, paste, or cream 

FDA proposed 30 g as the reference 
amount for this product category. 

108. A manufacturer pointed out that 
several new product developments 
within the peanut butter market, of 
which FDA was not likely aware during 
the development of the 1991 serving 
size proposal, have resulted in a range 
of product densities among existing 
products. 'The comment stated that 
consumers eat peanut butter according 
to volume. ’The comment contended that 
the weight-based reference amount 
makes the serving size for whipped 
butter 3 tbsp., instead of 2 tbsp. 
'Therefore, tne proposed weight-based 
reference amount would severely 
undermine manufacturers’ incentive to 
produce a peanut butter lower in fat. 
'The comment pointed out that when 
products within the product category 
differ widely in density, FDA expressed 
the reference amount in volume, not in 
weight. 'The comment contended that 
because the densities of different brands 
of peanut butter differ widely, FDA 
should express the reference amount for 
peanut butter in volume, not in weight. 
'The comment, therefore, requested that 
FDA change the reference amount to a 
volume-based reference amount (e.g., 2 
tbsp.). The comment submitted data 
showing the differences in the densities 
of the rej^ar and whipped peanut 
butter. 

FDA acknowledges that it was not 
aware of the new line of whipped 
peanut butter during the deliMration of 
the 1991 serving size proposal. 'The 
agency also agrees that it has expressed 
the reference amount in volume, not in 
weight, when the density of the 
products within the product category 
vary widely and the amount customarily 
consumed is more uniform In volume. 
'The agency also acknowledges that 
commonly used cookbooks show that 
peanut butter is used by volume (e.g., 
tbsp. and cups), not by weight (Refe. 43 
and 44). 'Therefore, the agency has 
concluded that the reference amount for 
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peanut butter should be changed to a 
volume-based reference amount to 
encompass the differing densities of the 
different brands of peanut butter. 
Accordingly, FDA has changed the 
reference amount for the "Nut and seed 
butter • • category from 30 g to 2 
tbsp. (voliune ecmivalent to 30 g). 
However, manufacturers that make 
whipped peanut butter must comply 
with other labeling requirements for 
aerated food in new § 101.12(e). 

(48) Potatoes and sweet potatoes/yams: 
French fries, hash browns, skins, or 
pancake 

FDA proposed 70 g as the reference 
amount for this product category. 

109. Two comments stated that 
French fries come in many different 
sizes and styles (e.g., shoestrings, thin 
crinkles, regular crinkles, dinner fries), 
and that they are prepared in many 
different ways (e.g., deep fat frying, 
microwave cooking, skillet frying, 
conduction oven hearing). The variation 
in the size and style of the cut and in 
the preparation method makes it 
difficult to determine the serving size of 
frozen French fries because the yield 
differs for different sizes, styles, and 
preparation methods. The comment 
requested that FDA establish a reference 
amount of 85 g for the imcooked form 
of the products. The conunent 
submitted data on the cooking loss for 
different types of french fries that 
showed that the weight loss varied from 
about 15 to 40 percent for different 
sizes, styles, and quantities cooked. 

FDA recognizes that there are many 
differing sizes, styles, and preparation 
methods for French fries and agrees that 
a reference amount for the uncooked 
frozen product would promote 
uniformity in the serving sizes of frozen 
french fries. Based on the average 
percent cooking yield of 78 percent 
reported by USDA (Ref. 18), FDA 
estimated that 89-g frozen French fries 
would be needed to make the 70 g of 
prepared French fries that are 
customarily consumed. The 89-g 
reference amount approximates 3 oz in 
a household measure. Therefore, the 85- 
g reference amount (equivalent to 3 oz) 
suggested in the comment is reasonable 
for the uncooked frozen French fries. 
Accordingly, FDA has revised the 
reference amount to read: "70 g 
prepared; 85 g for frozen imprepared 
French fries." 

(49) Potatoes and sweet potatoes/yams: 
plain, fresh, canned, or frozen 

FDA proposed 110 g as the reference 
amount for this product category. 

110. A trade association requested 
‘hat FDA cltange the reference amount 

to the g weight of 1/2 cup because it is 
the amount currently used by the 
industry on canned potato products. 
The comment also opposed the 
requirement that the nutrient content be 
based on the drained weight of the 
product. The comment contended that 
nutrition labeling for this product has 
been traditionally labeled on the 
contents of the entire container. 

FDA advises that the serving size 
declared on the product label is, by 
statute, an amount customarily 
consumed. Food consumption data 
showed that the amount customarily 
consumed for plain potatoes is 110 g. 
not the g equivalent of 1/2 cup (90 g 
drained solids) as recommended in the 
comment (Ref. 2). Therefore, FDA 
rejects this request. 

Consistent with the agency decision 
on the nutrition information on an "as 
packaged" basis for canned beans, 
potatoes, and vegetables discussed in 
section III.H.2. of this document, FDA 
has revised the reference amount for 
canned potatoes to include the liquid. 
Using the average yield of 68 percent 
reported by USDA (Ref. 18), the agency 
has determined the reference amoimt for 
canned potatoes including the liquid, to 
be 160 g. Accordingly, FDA has revised 
the reference amount to read: "110 g for 
fresh or frnzen; 160 g for canned in 
liquid." 

(50) Salads: pasta or potato salad 

FDA proposed 140 g as the reference 
amount for the product category. 

' 111. One comment recommended that 
FDA change the reference amount to a 
volume-based reference amount. The 
comment contended that consumers 
measure these products on a volume 
basis, md therefore, a volume measure 
is more consximer friendly than a weight 
measure. The comment recommended 
1/2 cup for the reference amount. 

FDA advises that it is not necessary to 
change the reference amount to a 
volume-based reference amoimt to make 
it consumer friendly. Reference ammmts 
appear only in the Code of Federal 
Regulations, and consumers usually do 
not see them. Although the reference 
amo\mt is in g, the label serving sizes of 
products in this category will 
expressed in cup measures because cup 
is the common household measure most 
appropriate for products in this 
category. Manufacttirers should 
determine the cup measure that most 
closely approximates 140 g of their 
product. 

112. A few comments claimed that the 
proposed reference amoimt is too large. 
The comments contended that most 
single-serving containers of these 
products hold 3.5 oz, and that 

manufacturers do not make single¬ 
serving containers that hold 5 oz (1^0 g). 
One comment claimed that serving 
scoops measure 3.5 oz. The comments 
recommended that FDA change the 
reference amount to 100 g. 

The serving size on the product label 
is, by statute, an amount customarily 
consumed. Food consumption data 
showed that the customarily consumed 
amount of products in this category is 
140 g, not 100 g (Ref. 2). Therefore, the 
agency cannot change the reference 
amount to make it consistent with the 
single-serving container size or the 
serving scoop size. The agency notes 
that the serving size of a 3.5 oz single¬ 
serving container will be the content of 
the container, not 140 g. However, the 
140 g reference amount, not 3.5 oz, will 
be used to evaluate the qualification of 
this single-serving container for claims. 

(51) Salads: all other salad, e.g., egg, 
fish, shellfish, bean, fruit, or vegetable 
salad 

FDA proposed 100 g as the reference 
amount for this product category. 

113. One comment requested that 
FDA expand the salads category to have 
a separate reference amount for "entree" 
type salads (e.g., pasta and seafood 
salad, tuna salad) and to reflect changes 
in the past decade in the availability 
and variety of salads in the 
supermarkets and restaurants. The 
comment contended that these major 
changes in salad consumption have 
occurred since the 1977-1978 NFCS, 
and therefore, the changes were not 
reflected in that survey. 

FDA advises that it used both the 
1977-1978 NFCS and the 1987-1988 
NFCS in determining the reference 
amount for salad proposed in the 1991 
serving size proposal. Therefore, by 
using data from the 1987-1988 NFCS, 
the changes in the salad consumption 
practices since the 1977-1978 NFCS 
were factored into the determination of 
the reference amounts for salads. The 
agency also points out that § 101.9(j)(2) 
and (j)(3) exempt deli foods and 
restaurant foods (e.g., salad bars). 
Accordingly. FDA has retained tJie 
reference amount as proposed. 

(52) Sauces, dips, gravies, and 
condiments: all categories 

FDA grouped these products into five 
categories with separate reference 
amounts. 

114. One comment stated that some 
sauces might be more appropriately 
grouped in different categories. The 
comment contended that because 
barbecue sauce and marinade are more 
similar to catsup than to dips in their, 
usage, they "might" be included in the 
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major condiments instead of with the 
hollandaise and tartar sauce. The 
comment continued that cocktail sauce 
is used in the same manner as tartar 
sauce and would more appropriately be 
grouped with tartar sauce. 
Worcestershire sauce might be more 
appropriately included with major 
condiments because it is used in a 
similar manner to steak sauce and soy 
sauce. The comment did not submit any 
data to substantiate the suggested 
regrouping of sauces. 

ITOA advises that it has classified 
products in this category according to 
the similarity in the customarily 
consumed amounts as reported in the 
1977-1978 NFCS and the 1987-1988 
NFCS. As explained in section III.D.S.a. 
of this document, the agency cannot 
recategorize products merely becau.se 
someone believes that the products need 
to be regrouped. Accordingly, FDA 
rejects this suggestion. 

(53) Sauces, dips, gravies, and 
condiments: barbecue sauce, 
Hollandaise sauce, tartar sauce, other 
sauces for dipping (e.g., mustard sauce, 
sweet and sour sauce), all dips (e.g., 
bean dips, dairy-based dips, salsa), 
marinade 

FDA proposed 2 tbsp. as the reference 
amount for this product category. 

115. Several comments stated that the 
2-tbsp. reference amount is too large for 
marinades. The comments contended 
that most of the marinade is discarded 
after use, so the amount consumed is 
only about 1 tbsp. or less. The 
comments recommended that FDA . 
include marinade in the “Major 
condiments” category because the 
amount of marinade consumed is closer 
to the reference amount for this category 
than that of the proposed category. 

FDA acknowledges that much of the 
marinade is discarded after use. There is 
no good estimate about what percentage 
of the marinades used is actually 
consumed, but the amount consumed is 
certainly less than the amount used. The 
smaller reference amount for related 
products is 1 tbsp. Therefore, the agency 
has concluded that 1 tbsp. is more 
reasonable for marinades than 2 tbsp. 
Accordingly, FDA has moved marinades 
to the “Major condiments” category. 

(54) Sauces, dips, gravies, and 
condiments: major main entree sauces, 
e.g., spaghetti sauce 

FDA proposed 1/2 cup as the 
reference amount for this product 
category. 

There was no request for a change in 
the reference amount for this product 
category. However, to follow tiie 
decision made in section in.D.2. of this 

document for converting the volume- 
based reference amount to the we^t- 
based reference amount, the agency has 
changed the reference amount fiiom 1/2 
cup to 125 g (Ref. 55) using the g- 
weight-per-cup measure for 8p>a^etti 
and marinara sauce reported by USDA 
(Ref. 56). 

(55) Sauces, dips, gravies, and 
condiments: minor main entree sauce 
(e.g., pizza sauce, pesto sauce), other 
sauces used as toppings (e.g., gravy, 
white sauce, cheese sauce), cocktail 
sauce 

FDA proposed 1/4 cup as the 
reference amount for this product 

llPs.'^ne comment stated that the 1/ 
4-cup reference amount seems large, 
and that a 2-tbsp. reference amount may 
be more appropriate. The comment also 
suggested that cocktail sauce is used in 
the same manner as tartar sauce, so it 
would be more appropriate to include it 
in the Barbecue sauce category. 

FDA advises that the serving size on 
the product label is, by statute, an 
amount customarily consumed. Food 
consumption data showed that the 
customarily consumed amoimt of 
OKiktail sauce is 1/4 cup (Ref. 2). 
Accordingly, FDA has retained the 
reference amount as proposed. 

(56) Sauces, dips, gravies, and 
condiments: major condiments, e.g., 
catsup, st^k sauce, soy sauce, vinegar, 
teriyald sauce, etc. 

FDA proposed 1 tbsp. as the reference 
amount for this product category. 

117. One comment requested that 
FDA change the reference amount to 2 
tbsp. because it believed that 2 tbsp. is 
more consistent with the usage of these 
condiments. The comment submitted no 
data to support this change in the 
reference amount. 

FDA advises that the 1 tbsp. reference 
amount was based on the amount 
customarily consumed of these 
condiments (Ref. 2). As explained in 
section III.D.5.a. of this document, the 
agency cannot change the reference 
amount because someone believes it is 
too small. Accordingly, FDA has 
retained the reference amoimt as 
proposed. 

(57) Sauces, dips, gravies, and 
condiments: minor condiments, e.g., 
horseradish, hot sauce, mustard, 
Worcestershire sauce, etc. 

FDA proposed 1 tsp. as the reference 
amount for this product category. 

118. One comment argued that 1 tsp. 
of hot sauce is too large. The comment 
contended that the average amount 
consumed is 1/2 tsp. for &e regular hot 

sauce and 1/4 tsp. for extra hot sauce. 
The comment did not submit any data 
to support the suggested reference 
amounts. 

FDA advises that the 1977-1978 
NFCS and the 1987-1988 NFCS showed 
that the amount customarily consumed 
of hot sauce is about 1 tsp. (Ref. 2). The 
comment did not submit food 
consumption data to support that the 
amounts customarily consmned are 1/2 
tsp. for the regular hot sauce and 1/4 
tsp. for the extra hot sauce. Accordingly. 
FDA has retained the reference amoimt 
as proposed. 

(58) Snacks: all varieties, chips, pretzels, 
popcorns, extruded snacks, fruit-based 
snacks (e.g., fruit chips), grain-based 
snack mixes 

FDA proposed 30 g as the reference 
amount for the product category. 

119. Many comments from the 
popcorn industry opposed the weight- 
based reference amount. The comments 
stated that popcorn kernels differ in 
their expansiveness. More expansive 
hybrid ^mels produce a larger volume 
than less expansive kernels. Therefore, 
the comments said, the proposed 30-g 
reference amount would result in 
different serving sizes in volume (cups) 
for different brands of popcorns on a 
popped basis. The conunents contended 
that popcorn typically is consumed by 
volume rather than weight and 
requested that FDA establish a separate 
volume-based reference amoimt for 
popcorn. The comments recommended 
3 cups popped as the reference amount. 

C^e comment contended that when 
products within the product category 
differ widely in density, FDA expre^ed 
the reference amount in volume, not in 
weight. As an example, the comment 
argued that FDA proposed the reference 
amount for ready-to-eat breakfast cereals 
in cups, instead of g. The comment 
contended that because the densities of 
different brands of popcorns differ 
widely, FDA should also express the 
reference amount for popcorn in 
volume, not in weight, ^me comments 
claimed that consumers will be 
confused when they see different 
volume serving sizes on different brands 
that represent the same serving size 
because they weigh the same. The 
comments did not submit any food 
consumption data to support their 
contention that more expansive 
popcorns and less expansive popcorns 
are consumed in equd volume on a 
popped basis, or data to substantiate the 
claim that the different volume serving 
sizes on different brands of popcorn 
would be confusing to consumers. 

FDA recognizes inat popcorns differ 
in their expansiveness, and that the 
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weight-based reference amount would 
result in different volume serving sizes 
for diRerent brands of popcorn bkause 
the expansiveness of popcorn kernels 
depends on the variety of com and its 
moisture content (Ref. 57). However, the 
agency advises that it cannot have a 
volume-based reference amount (cups) 
for popcorn because the g weight of the 
cup measure of popcorn cannot be 
determined accurately. Expansiveness 
of unpopped com depends on the 
popping method (Ref. 57). Many factors 
such as handling and shipping 
practices, measxirement methods, and 
timing of measurement can affect the 
accuracy of the g weight of the cup 
measure of popfied com. As discussed 
in sections ni.D.5. and EQ.F.l. of this 
document, there is no well-established 
standard procedures for determining the 
g-weight equivalents of the household 
measures. This inaccuracy in volume- 
based reference amoimt makes 
compliance monitoring impossible. The 
agency notes that in li^t of the 
difficulty in accurately measiuing the g- 
weight equivalents of the household 
measures, it has decided to convert 
volume-based reference amounts to the 
weight-based reference amount where 
feasible (see section III.D.2. of this 
document). As a result, the reference 
amount for ready-to-eat breakfast cereals 
in the final regulation is in g, not in 
cups. 

Because none of the comments 
submitted food consumption data to 
support their contention that more 
expansive and less expansive popcorns 
are consumed in eoual volume, the 
agency is not sure tnat popcorns having 
different expansion ratios are consumed 
in equal volume. Furthermore, the 
agency points out that popcorns come in 
many different varieties: Plain, flavored, 
and carameled with or without nuts. 
The uniform 3 cup reference amount 
sugmsted in the comments may not be 
api^icable to all popcorns. Food 
consumption data showed that the 
customarily consumed amount of 
carameled popcorn is 1 cup (Ref. 41). 

As for the comments that claimed that 
consumers will be confused to see 
serving sizes that diRer in the number 
of cups on different brands of popcorn, 
the comments did not submit any data 
to substantiate this claim. Therefore, the 
agency is not sure of its validity. 
However, the agency recognizes that 
many consumers may consume popcorn 
by volume rather than weight. For the 
benefit of consumers who consume 
popcorn on a volume basis and would 
like to know the nutrient contents of 
diRerent brands of popcorn on an equal 
volume basis, the agency would not 
.'>biect to manufacturers providing 

voluntary labeling of a second column 
of values on a per c^ popped basis (see 
§ 101.9(b)(10)(iii)). This voluntary 
second column per cup applies only to 
poj^om and not to other snacks. 

For the reasons explained above, the 
agency has concluded that the weight- 
b^d reference amount for popcorn 
should be retained. Accordingly, FDA 
has retained the 30-g reference amount 
as proposed in new § 101.12(b), Table 2. 

120. Some comments stated that it is 
not clear whether the reference amount 
for popcorn refers to the weight of the 
kernels before popping or to the weight 
of the finished product because popcorn 
is sold both in popped and unpopped 
form. The comments contended that the 
reference amount for popcorn should be 
on a popped basis. 

As explained in the preamble (56 FR 
60394 at 60407) and in footnote 2 to 
Tables 1 and 2 in the 1991 serving size 
proposal, the reference amounts in 
§ 101.12(b) are for the ready-to-serve or 
almost ready-to-serve (e.g., heat and 
serve, brown and serve) form of the 
product. Therefore, the 30 g reference 
amount is for the popped popcorn. New 
§ 101.12(c) provides tnat the reference 
amount of a product that requires 
cooking or the addition of water or other 
ingredients is the amount required to 
prepare one reference amount of the 
final product as established in new 
§ 101.12(b). Therefore, the reference 
amount for the unpopped popcorn 
would be the amount of unpopped com 
that is required to make 30 g popped 
com. 

121. One comment recommended that 
FDA change the reference amount for all 
"bulk snacks measurable by a cup” 
other than popcorn to 1 cup. The 
comment claimed that NF(^ data 
showed that the mean consumption of 
snacks is ”38.1 g” which reasonably 
supports the 1 cup reference amount 
that it recommended. 

As stated above, the serving size on 
the product label is, by statute, an 
amoimt customarily consumed. Food 
consumption data show that the 
customarily consumed amount for 
snacks is 30 g (Ref. 2). The g-weight-per- 
cup measure reported by USDA (Ref. 31) 
showed that the g weight of 1 cup of 
snacks, other than popcorn, that are 
measurable by a cup vary widely. For 
example, one cup of cbeese balls weighs 
35 g, whereas one cup of com nuts 
weighs 91 g. Therefore, the 1 cup 
reference amount suggested in the 
comment does not r^ect the amoimt 
customarily consumed of snacks, and 
FDA rejects this recommendation. 

122. A manufacturer of “dried fruit 
snacks” (pressed dried fruit) stated that 
each individual piece of the dried fruit 

snack comes in 0.5 to 1 oz pieces. The 
30-g reference amount would make the 
serving size of many of these products 
two pieces. The comment requested that 
FDA change the reference amount fo’ 
the “dried fruit snacks” to 0.5 or 0.75 
oz. The comment did not submit any 
food consumption data to support the 
suggested reference amounts. 

The serving size on the product label 
is, by statute, an amount customarily 
consumed. Because the 1977-1978 
NFCS did not have dried fi^it snacks 
listed, the agency used the 1987-1988 
NFCS to determine the amount 
customarily consumed for all types of 
pressed dried fruit. The analysis showed 
that the customarily consumed amount 
for pressed dried fiiiit is about 1 oz, not 
0.5 or 0.75 oz (Ref. 41). Therefore, TOA 
rejects the request. 

(59) Soups: all varieties 

FDA proposed 1 cup as the reference 
amount for the product categories. 

123. A manufacturer requested that 
FDA define the reference amount for 
soups in g. The manufacturer contended 
that a volume-based reference amount 
will cause an enormous additional 
laboratory and administrative burden 
for the manufacturer. 

In light of the difficulty in 
determining the g weight of the 
household measure, FDA has concluded 
in section IH JD.2. of this document that 
the volume-based reference amount 
should be converted to the weight-based 
reference amount where the weight- 
based reference amount is feasible. 
Because the g-weight-per-cup 
information is available, and products 
in this category are relatively uniform in 
density, the agency has concluded that 
a wei^t-based reference amount can be 
determined for this category. Using the 
g-weight-per-cup measure reported by 
USDA (Ref. 58), the agency has 
determined the average weight per cup 
for soups to be 245 g (Ref. 55). 
Accordingly, FDA has revised the 
reference amount to 245 g. 

(60) Sugars and sweets: baking candies 
(e.g: chips) and hard candies 

FDA proposed 15 g as the reference 
amount for the product category. 

124. Several comments fittm the hard 
candy industry opposed the uniform 15 
g reference amount for all hard candies. 
The comments stated that the entire 
package of breath mints or the entire roll 
of roll candies would be one serving 
with a 15 g reference amount. The 
comments contended that some hard 
candies (e.g., breath mints, hard roll 
candies) are consumed in much smaller 
quantities than other hard candies and 
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should have separate smaller reference 
amounts. 

The comments differed with respect 
to specific recommendations for the 
reference amounts. Comments from the 
breath mint industry stated that breath 
mints are consumed for the piirpose of 
‘‘freshening” one‘s breath, not as a 
candy. Most of these comments 
recommended one piece as the reference 
amount for breath mints because breath 
mints are customarily consumed one 
piece at a time. One comment stated 
that a recent consumer survey showed 
that 60 percent of those surveyed 
customarily consumed one piece of the 
breath mint per eating occasion. The 
comment did not submit any data to 
support the statement. Another 
comment recommended that the 
reference amount should be one piece 
for hard roll candies and three pieces for 
“bite-size” hard candies, including 
breath mints. The comment submitted 
data from a marketing research survey to 
support the recommended reference 
amounts. This survey showed the 
number of candies that people put in 
their mouth at a time. 

One comment argued that although 
breath mints and hard candies are often 
consumed one piece at a time, several 
pieces are consumed together during 
what should be considered one eating 
occasion. Therefore, the reference 
amount for these candies should not be 
one piece. The comment did not submit 
any supporting data. 

One comment recommended that 
FDA divide hard candies into three 
categories by the piece size and 
establish a separate reference amount 
for each size category. Another 
comment fi om a manufacturer of hard 
candies recommended a 4-g reference 
amount for hard candies that weigh 4 g 
or less, based on the candy consumption 
data that it collected through an 
independent “home use test” mail 
survey. The comment also suggested 
placing these candies under the 
Miscellaneous category with baking 
decorations. The manufacturer 
submitted detailed descriptions of the 
survey methodology and demographic 
and socioeconomic distributions of the 
survey respondents, the methodology 
used to determine a piece weight, and 
detailed piece weight and consumption 
data. The survey tested four different 
“mini candies and mints” that weigh 
2.4 g or less per piece. The survey 
included 1,333 households, covering all 
9 U.S. census divisions, that have used 
the “test candies” or similar candies. 
The survey was designed to parallel, as 
closely as possible, the demographic 
and socioeconomic characteristics of the 
U.S. population ages 4 and older. 

A comment from a Federal agency 
suggested a 10-g reference amount 
because it believed that the 15-g 
reference amount was too large. No data 
were submitted to support the suggested 
10-g reference amoimt. A comment frt)m 
a foreign government recommended that 
FDA change the reference amount to 30 
g. The comment stated that, in the case 
of baking chocolate, 30 g closely 
approximates 1-oz sqxiares of b^ng 
chocolate and is eqmvalent to the 
weight of chocolate chips in 3 to 5 
cooUes. 

FDA recognizes that the heird candy 
category encompasses a wide variety of 
hard candies which may differ in 
amounts customarily consumed. 
Becaiise the NFCS grouped all hard 
candies in one food code, the agency 
was unable to establish separate 
reference amounts for different types of 
hard candies. The NFCS showed &at 
the amount customarily consumed for 
all hard candies was 1/2 oz. 
Consequently, the agency proposed a 
15-g reference amount for the hard 
candy category. 

FDA carefully examined all 
arguments and data submitted in the 
comment. With regard to the comments 
that requested a 1-piece reference 
amount for breath mints, the comments 
did not submit any food consumption 
data to support that 1 piece is the 
customarily consumea amount. 
Therefore, FDA has not adopted this 
request. 

With regard to the comment that 
requested a 1-piece reference amount for 
hard roll candies and a 3-piece reference 
amount for “bite-size” hard candies, the 
data from the marketing research survey 
that were submitted in support of these 
reference amounts do not represent the 
customarily consumed amount. The 
survey asked how many pieces of the 
test candies people put in their mouth 
at a time. The survey, however, did not 
ask how many candies the people 
wound up eating per eating occasion. To 
determine the amount consumed per 
eating occasion, information on the 
number of candies people put in their 
mouth at a time and the number of 
times this process was repeated. 
Consequently, the data submitted are 
inappropriate. Therefore, FDA rejects 
this request. 

With regard to the comment that 
requested dividing hard candies into 
thj^ categories by the size of the candy 
and establishing a separate reference 
amount for each size, the comment did 
not submit food consumption data to 
show that the customarily consumed 
amounts of hard candies by size. In 
addition, dividing hard candies into 
three categories by the size of candy can 

encourage manipulation of the candy 
size to fit in a more favorable category. 
Therefore. FDA rejects this request 

FDA examined carefully the data frt>m 
the “home use test” mail survey. The 
data were collected under the actual 
conditions of iise and represented the 
consumption by the U.S. population 4 
years of age or older. The survey had a 
sample size over 10 times that of the 
1977-1978 NFCS and over 40 times that 
of the 1987-1988 NFCS for the hard 
candy consumption. The results of this 
survey supported that the customarily 
consumed amoimt is 2 g for breath 
mints and S g for roll-type hard candies. 
The survey also showed that the 
customarily consumed amount of mini¬ 
size candies in dispenser-tj'pe packages 
is less than 5 g. Although the survey 
only tested the comment’s own brand, 
this study is the only food consumption 
data available to the agency <for specific 
types of hard candies that were 
collected under actual conditions of use, 
and the manufacturer is a major 
producer of the types of candies tested. 

Therefore, the agency has concluded 
that breath mints, roll-type candies, and 
mini-size candies in dispenser-type 
packages should have separate reference 
amounts. Accordingly, FDA has divided 
hard candies, based on the type of 
candy, into three categories each with 
their own reference amount as shown' 
below: 

Hard candies, breath mints—2 g 
Hard candies, roll-type and mini-size in 

dispenser-tjrpe packages—5 g 
Hard candies, others—15 g 
With regard to the comment from the 

Federal agency, the comment did not 
submit any food consumption data to 
support the 10-g reference amount. With 
regard to the comment from the foreign 
government, the agency also notes that 
because the reference amount for 
cookies is 30 g, the reference amount for 
baking candies (e.g., chocolate chips), 
which are only part of the cookie, 
cannot be 30 g. Therefore, FDA rejects 
these requests. 

(61) Sugars and sweets: all other 
candies 

FDA proposed 40 g as the reference 
amount for this product category. 

125. A few comments recommended a 
1-oz reference amount. The comments 
contended that a uniform 1-oz reference 
amoimt would allow for fest and 
accurate nutrition comparisons of 
different candies. 

Food consumption data showed that 
40 g (not 1 oz) is the amount 
customarily consumed of candies (Ref. 
2). The agency notes that regardless of 
what the reference amount is. most 
candies come in discrete units, and 
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therefore, the serving size for most 
candies will be in the number of pieces 
according to new § 101.9(b)(2)(i). 
Because the piece size varies for 
different candies, the serving sizes for 
candies will differ. Therefore, a uniform 
l*ozreference amoimt is not going to 
facilitate nutrition comparisons of 
different candies any better than the 40- 
g reference amount. Accordingly, based 
on these factors and the feet that the 
comment did not present any data to 
show that the amount customarily 
consumed is any different than the 
amount that the agency proposed, PDA 
has retained the reference amormt as 
proposed. 

126. One comment from a 
manufacturer requested that FDA create 
a separate category for specialty fine 
chocolates/pralines with a reference 
amount of one piece. The comment 
contended that these specialty fine 
chocolates/pralines are tmique and 
deserve a separate category because: (1) 
The proposed reference amoimt would 
make the serving size of these candies 
three to four pieces, yet these candies 
are individually wrapped and intended 
and promoted to be consumed one piece 
at a Ume, (2) purchasers of these candies 
do not "customarily consume" three to 
four pieces at a time, and (3) unlike 
other candies that come in several sizes, 
the manufacturer’s chocolates/pralines 
come only in one size. A comment from 
another manufacturer stated that the 40- 
g reference amount is too large for "after 
dinner mints." and that FDA should 
establish a separate reference amount 
for "after dinner mints." Two comments 
from a foreign country stated that the 
proposed reference amount is too large 
for fine bonbons. The comments did not 
suggest what the reference amount for 
bonbons should be or submit any data 
to support their claim. 

FDA advises that the serving size on 
the product label is, by statute, an 
amount customarily consumed. None of 
the comments submitted food 
consumption data that show that the 
customarily consumed amounts of these 
candies differ from the proposed 
reference amount. Therefore, FDA has 
rejected this request. 

(62) Sugars and sweets: confectioner's 
sugar 

FDA proposed 1/4 cup as the 
reference amount for this product 
category. The agency notes that the 
reference amount in the 1991 serving 
size proposal (56 FR 60394 at 60419) 
had a typographical error and stated that 
the reference amount is 2 tbsp. A 
correction notice was published on 
March 6,1992 (57 FR 8179). 

No objections have been raised on the 
proposed reference amount. As 
discussed in section in.D.2. of this 
document, the agency has decided to 
change the volume-based reference 
amount to the weight-based reference 
amount where feasible. Accordingly, 
FDA has changed the 1/4-cup reference 
amount to the g-weight equivalent to 1/ 
4 cup. 1.6.. 30 g. using the g-weight-per- 
cup measure in the USDA Agriculture 
Handbook (Ref. 57). 

(63) Sugars and sweets: honey, jams, 
jellies, fruit butter, molasses 

FDA proposed 1 tbsp. as the reference 
amount for this product category. 

127. A comment from a trade 
association for jelly and preserves 
supported the proposed reference 
amount. Comments from a trade 
association and a consumer organization 
requested that FDA change the reference 
amount to 2 tsp. for honey. One 
comment contended that the reference 
amount for honey should be the same as 
the reference amount for sugar because 
these products are used 
interchangeably. In addition, the 
comment asserted that data from the 
1977-1978 NFCS supported the 2-tsp. 
reference amount for honey because the 
median consumption was 2 tsp., and the 
mode was 1 tsp. 

FDA acknowledges that honey is used 
interchangeably with sugar in some 
foods (e.g., tea). However, honey.has 
many uses. It is also used 
interchangeably with jam and jelly on 
toasts and in sandwiches, as shown by 
the manufacturers’ suggested uses on 
the label. The agency notes that the 
1977-1978 NFCS and the 1987-1988 
NFCS together reveal that the 
customarily consumed amount of honey 
is 1 tbsp., not 2 tsp. (Ref. 2). As 
explained in section 11I.D.1. of this 
document, the agency is not using a 
reference amount that is based solely on 
the 1977-1978 NFCS. The agency also 
notes that the 1977-1978 NTCS showed 
the mean consumed amount was 3.3 tsp. 
with two modes (not one as claimed in 
the comment), one at 1 tsp. and one at 
3 tsp. (equivalent to 1 tbsp.). The 
comments thus have not shovm that a 
separate 2 tsp. reference amount for 
honey is appropriate. Accordingly, FDA 
has retained the reference amoimt as 
proposed. 

128. A manufacturer requested adding 
"Nutella” to this category. "Nutella,” 
imported from Europe, is a chocolatey 
spread made from sugar, milk powder, 
cocoa, pulverized toasted hazelnuts, 
cocoa butter, and vegetable oil. The 
company promotes it for use with fruit, 
crackers, breads, or desserts and 
asserted that it is used like jams and 

jellies and, therefore, should be 
included in this category with a 
reference amount of 1 tbsp. The 
company submitted a home use survey 
conducted by an independent research 
group to support its assertion. 

Because this product is not a 
commonly consumed food in the United 
States, it was not listed in the USDA 
NFCS, which FDA relied on as the 
source for information on food 
consumption practices of the U.S. 
population. As a result, "Nutella" was 
not included in the "List of products for 
each product category" that FDA 
referenced in the 1991 serving size 
proposal (Ref. 20). According to the 
des^ption provided in the comment, 
the product resembles chocolate syrups 
used as a dessert topping, except that 
"Nutella’s” consistency is thicker than 
chocolate syrup. The survey data 
submitted by the manufacturer showed 
that the major use of ’Nutella" is as a 
dessert topping with ice cream as 
opposed to a substitute for jam and jelly 
with bread. Twenty-seven percent of the 
157 respondents surveyed stated that 
their fevorite way of using "Nutella" is 
with ice cream, whereas only 8 percent 
named bread. roA concludes, based on 
the product characteristics and the 
usage data provided in the comment, 
that "Nutella’’ belongs to the "Other 
dessert toppings * * *’’ category under 
Dessert Toppings and Fillings, not the 
"Honey, jams, jellies, * * *’’ category 
under Sugars and Sweets with a 
reference amount of 2 tbsp. FDA has 
revised the product category name for 
dessert ^pings to include the dessert 
spread. The modified name reads: 
"Other dessert toppings, e.g., fruits, 
syrups, spreads, marshmallow * • *’’ If 
the company believes that FDA 
misclassified its product, it can petition 
FDA to reclassify the product category, 
but the petition must be accompanied 
with information specified in 
§ 101.12(h). including food 
consumption data (the amount 
customarily consumed) under actual 
conditions of use. 

(64) Sugars and sweets: popsicles, snow 
cones 

FDA proposed 85 g as the reference 
amount for this product category. 

129. Two comments recommended 
moving popsicles to the frozen dessert 
category b^use they are frozen 
desserts, and they are used 
interchangeably with products in that 
category (e.g., ice cream, frozen yogurt, 
shemt]. The comments differed, 
however, in the recommended reference 
amount One comment recommended a 
1/4-cup or 2.5-fl oz reference amount for 
popsicles because the nutrition 
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information for these products has been 
traditionally declared on a volume 
basis. The other comment recommended 
a 1/2-cup reference amount, the same as 
for other frozen desserts in the *Tce 
cream, ice milk * * *” category (the ice 
cream category). 

First, FDA notes that the product 
category name has been changed to 
re>»d; ‘‘»?-oTen Havored and sweetened 
ice and pops, frozen fruit juices: all 
types, bulk and novelties (e.g., bars, 
cups)” ( referred to as frozen pops for 
simplicity) (see section III.D.4.b. of this 
document). 

With regard to the placement of these 
products, in the 1991 serving size 
proposal, the agency listed the frozen 
pops under Sugars and Sweets 
following the categorization system for 
the NFCS. The agency agrees with the 
comments that frozen pops are used as 
a substitute for other frozen desserts, as 
shown by how they are positioned in 
the marketplace, and by how they are 
grouped in common food composition 
books (Refs. 37 and 59). Therefore, the 
agency has concluded that frozen pops 
should be moved to the Desserts 
category. 

With regard to the request for 
changing to a volume-based reference 
amount because the nutrition 
information on these products has been 
traditionally declared on a volume 
basis, the agency advises that according 
to the act. the serving size should be in 
a common household measure that is 
appropriate to the product (section 
403(q)(l)(A)(i) of the act). Products in 
the frozen pops category, with the 
exception of frozen ice, come in discrete 
units (e.g., bars), and therefore, the 
serving size will be the number of 
pieces, not the volume (e.g., fl oz or 1/ 
2 cup) that is customarily consumed. 
Consequently, under the act, the 
nutrition information on frozen pops 
(excluding frozen ice) will be provided 
on a piece, and not a per fl oz or per 
cup, basis. Therefore, the comments’ 
arguments do not justify changing the 
weight-based reference amount to a 
volume-based reference amount. Unlike 
the products in the ice cream category, 
which are difficult to express in weight 
because they tend to be highly aerated 
and differ in density, frozen pops are 
usually not aerated, are high in 
moisture, and are relatively uniform in 
density. Thus, the reference amount can 
be expressed in g. For compliance 
monitoring purposes, the weight-based 
reference amount is more effective than 
the volume-based reference amount. 
Therefore, the agency has decided to 
~etain the weight-based reference 
amount for frozen pops. 

With regard to the request to change 
the reference amount to 4 fl oz to mue 
it the same as the reference amount for 
other frozen desserts, the agency advises 
that the customarily consumed amotmt 
in volume is not the same for the frozen 
pops and the products in the ice cream 
category. The 3-oz customarily 
consumed amount for frozen pops is 
equivalent to about 2.6 to 2.8 fl oz 
bwause of their high density. 
Consequently, the agency cannot chemge 
the reference amount of frozen pops to 
4 fl oz to'make it the same in volume 
as the reference amount for the ice 
cream category. 

Accordingly, FDA has retained the 
reference amount as proposed. 

(65) Sugars and sweets: sugar 

FDA proposed 8 g as the reference 
amount for this product category. 

130. Two industry comments 
requested that FDA change the reference 
amount to 1 tsp. One comment 
contended that the available food 
consumption data do not provide a good 
estimate of the amount of sugeir 
customarily consumed. The comment 
stated that the concept of an eating 
occasion is not suited to a serving size 
determination for sugar because of the 
multiple uses of sugar that result in its 
being consumed in several foods at one 
eating occasion and in multiple servings 
of food with added sugar (e.g., coffee) as 
part of that eating occasion. For 
example, sugar may be added to coffee, 
cereal, and grapefriiit at breakfast. The 
amount of sugar consumed per eating 
occasion in this case would be the total 
amount of sugar added to all three 
foods. In addition, many people 
consume multiple servings of coffee per 
eating occasion, and the sugar 
consumed in the multiple servings must 
be summed to arrive at the amount 
consumed per eating occasion. The 
comment also pointed out that the 
1977-1978 NFCS and the 1987-1988 
NFCS assumed a 2-tsp. serving size 
when the quantity consumed was not 
provided by the respondent. The 
comment contended that this 
assumption contributed to the 
conclusion that 2 tsp. is the amount 
customarily consumed. The comment 
submitted results of its analysis of data 
from the 1987-1988 NFCS to show the 
impact that the use of tlie default 
serving size and the consumption of 
multiple servings had on the 
determination of the customarily 
consumed amount of sugar. The 
comment urged FDA to utilize other 
relevant information in determining the 
reference amount, such as the 1-tsp. 
serving size currently used by the 
industry and in single-serving packets 

currently available in grocery stn^ d 
restaurants. The comment also 
contended that: (1) The 1 tsp. serving 
size has been us^ by industry for over 
12 years, (2) the 1 tsp. serving size is 
well understood and accepted by 
consumers, and (3) 1 tsp. is the most 
convenient and practical measure of 
sugar. 

roA carefully examined all 
arguments and data submitted in the 
comment in support of the 1-tsp. 
reference amount FDA acknowledges 
that because the determination of the 
serving sizes of foods was not one of the 
major objectives of the NFCS, data were 
not collected in a manner to accrirately 
determine all serving sizes, and the 
NFCS does not accurately reflect the 
amount of sugar customarily consumed 
per eating occasion. The agency 
acknowl^ges that the amount 
customarily consumed per eating 
occasion derived from the NFCS may 
have been overestimated because the 
amount of sugar consumed per eating 
occasion may have included the sugar 
used in several foods rather than in 
separate eating occasions. The agency 
also acknowledges that a major home 
use of sugar in the United States is to 
sweeten coflee and tea. The data 
submitted in the comment showed that 
a large percentage of people consumed 
multiple servings of coffee (i.e., 2 or 
more times the reference amount). The 
amount of sugar consumed in these 
multiple servings of coffee would be 
more tlian what is used in one reference 
amount of coflee. Consequently, the 
amount of sugar customarily consumed 
in coffee would have been 
overestimated each time more than 1 
cup was consumed. 

For the reasons explained above, the 
agency has concluded that the 2-tsp. 
customarily consumed amount, derived 
from the NFCS, is an overestimate of the 
true customarily consumed amount for 
sugar. The true customarily consumed 
amount for sugar is less than 2 tsp. 
Therefore, the agency has concluded 
that NFCS data are insufflcient to 
determine the amount customarily 
consumed for sugar. 

As stated in § 101.12(a)(5), when food 
consumption survey data are 
insufficient, the agency considered 
other sources of information including 
serving sizes recommended in 
comments and serving sizes used by 
manufacturers. Because: (1) The next 
smallest reference amount less than 2 
tsp. that corresponds to a common 
household measure is 1 tsp., (2) 1 tsp. 
serving size has been used for over 12 
years and thus consumers are likely to 
be familiar with the 1 tsp. serving size, 
(3) several comments both on the 1990 
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and the 1991 serving size proposals 
supported 1 tsp. serving size, and (4) 
foOT consumption data did not pr^de 
a reasonable basis to change the current 
industry practice, the agency has 
concluded that 1 tsp. is the most 
reasonable reference amount for sugar. 
Accordingly, FDA has revised the 
reference amount to 4 g (equivalent to 
1 tsp.). 

(66) Sugars and sweets: syrups 

FDA proposed 60 mL as the reference 
amount for this product category. 

131. An industry comment requested 
that FDA change the reference amount 
for light and dark com syrups to 30 mL. 
The comment contendea that these 
syrups are used for diRerent purposes 
than the syrups used on pancakes and 
waffles. The comment suomitted data 
from a “strategic study’* showing that 
these syrups are used as cooking 
ingredients rather than poured on 
pancakes or waffles. 

FDA has examined the data submitted 
in the comment. The agency agrees that 
the data submitted in the comment 
show that light and dark com syrups are 
used as cooing ingredients rather than 
poured on pancakes or waffles. Because 
these syrups are consumed as an 
ingredient of other foods, NFCS did not 
have food consumption information for 
these syrups per se. Using the recipe file 
for the 1987-1988 NFCS (Ref. 49). the 
agency has estimated the average 
amount of these syrups consumed in 
one reference amount of the final dishes 
that contain these syrups is about 30 
mL Therefore, the agency has 
concluded that 30 mL (equivalent to 30 
g) is a more reasonable reference 
amount for light and dark com syrups 
than 60 mL (Ref. 50). Accordingly, HDA 
has revised the reference amount to 
read: “30 mL for syrups used primarily 
as an ingredient (e.g., light or dark com 
syrup); 60 mL for all others.” 

(67) Vegetables primarily used for 
garnish or flavor, e.g., pimento, chili 
pepper, green onion, parsley: fresh or 
canned 

FDA proposed 30 g as the reference 
amount for this product category. 

132. One comment contended that 
pimiento/pimento is a specialty canned 
food item and is an ingredient that is 
used only in small quantities to enhance 
the flavor and color of various dishes. 
The comment argued that bocause 
pimento is never used by itself as a 
vegetable, the 30^ reference amount is 
too large for pimentos. A nutrition 
professional organization stated that the 
proposed reference amount reflects use 
as a vegetable, not a garnish or flavor. 

FDA has reexamined the reference 
amount for this category. In the interest 
of minimizing product categories, in the 
1991 serving size proposal, the agency 
included pimento, chili pepper, green 
onion, and parsley in one ^up. 
Because pimento is used primarily as an 
ingredient of other foods, and the 
analysis to determine the amount of 
pimento custmnarily consumed is time 
consuming, the agency did not 
determine the customarily consumed 
amount for pimento per se due to time 
constraints. In response to the comment, 
FDA has determined the amounts of 
pimento and parsley customarily 
consumed. T^ results of the data 
analysis supported a smaller reference 
amount (4 ^ for pimento and parsley 
than for chili praper or green onion 
(Ref. 41). Thererore, the agency has 
concluded that this product category 
should be divided into two categories; 
Vegetables primarily used for garnish or 
flavor, e.g., pimento, parsley with a 
reference amoimt of 4 g, and chili 
pepper, green onion with a reference 
amoimt of 30 g. FDA has revised 
§ 101.12(b) accordingly. 

(68) Vegetables: all other vegetables 
without sauce: fresh, canned, or frozen 

FDA proposed 85 g as the reference 
amoimt for this product categoiv. 

133. Comments firom two trade 
associations supported the reference 
amount. One comment opposed the use 
of the nutrition information on a 
drained weight basis. The comment 
presented data showing that a large 
percentage of consumers consume the 
liquid in canned vegetables. 

As discussed in section III.H.2. of this 
document, the agency has decided that 
nutrition information on canned 
vegetables should be on an “as 
packaged” basis including the liquid. 
The 85-g proposed reference amorint 
represents the amount customarily 
consumed for the solids only, and 
therefore, it is still applicable to fresh 
and frozen vegetables without sauce. To 
reflect the decision in section III.H.2. of 
this document, the reference amount for 
canned vegetables has to be reestimated 
to include the liquid. Using the 
information on the percent yield of the 
drained solids for canned vegetables 
reported by USDA (Ref. 18), the agency 
has determined that the amount 
customarily consumed for canned 
vegetables including the liquid is as 
follows; 95 g for vacuum packed 
vegetables and 130 g for vegetables 
canned in liquid (Ref. 55). 

In the 1991 serving size proposal, 
pumpkin and winter squash were 
included in the vegetables with sauce 
category because although pumpkin and 

winter squash do not contain sauce, the 
customarily consumed amount was 
closer to the 110 g than the 85-g 
reference amount. In the final 
regulation, the agency has muped 
pumpkin and winter squasn with 
vegetables canned in liquid under the 
category of vegetables without sauce 
because the customarily consumed 
amounts of these vegetables are similar. 
In addition, FDA has moved cream-style 
corn and canned or stewed tomatoes 
from footnote 5 of Table 2 in the 1991 
serving size proposal to the reference 
amount column in the final regulation 
because the reference amount for these 
two vegetables is the same as that for the 
vegetaUes canned in liquid, and 
therefore, the footnote is no longer 
necessary. The revised reference amount 
reads: “85 g for firesh or frozen; 95 g for 
vacuum packed; 130 g for canned in 
liquid, cream-style corn, canned or 
stewed tomatoes, pumpkin, or winter 
squash.” 

134. One comment recommended that 
vegetables with pasta and vegetables 
with rice he included in the vegetable 
category, not in the Mixed dishes 
category. The comment contended that 
the dietary guidance documents 
recommend 1/2 cup for vegetables, rice, 
and pasta, so there may be consruner 
confusion if 1/2 cup is not used for 
these foods when combined. 

Vegetables with pasta and vegetables 
with rice are neither rice nor pasta nor 
vegetables. They are clearly mixed 
dishes because they contain two foods 
from two difierent food groups (the 
grain product group and the vegetable 
group). The comment did not submit 
any data to show that, for these 
products, a serving size other than 1/2 
cup would cause consumer confusion. 

Accordingly. FDA has rejected this 
comment. 

(69) Vegetables: all other vegetables with 
sauce: fresh, canned, or frozen 

FDA proposed 110 g as the reference 
amount for this product category. 

135. A comment from a consumer 
recommended that FDA change the 
reference amount to 100 g because 100 
g is a more rational metric size than 110 

g- 
FDA advises that for reasons 

explained in section III.D.1. of this 
document, it is not changing the 
reference amount to make it more 
rational in metric quantity. Accordingly, 
FDA has retained the reference amoimt 
as proposed. 

(70) Vegetables: vegetable juice 

FDA proposed a uniform 240-mL (8 fl 
oz) reference amount for this product 
category. 
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136. Comments firom several 
manufacturers and trade associations 
and a comment from a nutrition 
professional organization supported the 
proposed imiform 8-fl oz refermice 
amount for all beverages. One comment 
firom a manufactiirer requested that FDA 
establish a separate category for 
vegetable juice with a reference amount 
of 6 fl oz. 

Considering the weight of support for 
the uniform 8-fl oz reference amount for 
all beverages and the benefit of the 
uniform reference amoimt that 
facilitates nutrition comparisons of 
different beverages, the agency has 
decided to retain the uniform 8-fl oz 
reference amount for all beverages, 
including vegetable juice. Vegetable 
juice is fi^uently u^ inter^angeably 
with fruit juice and other beverages. 
Food consumption data also did not 
show that the customarily consumed 
eunount for vegetable juice differs firom 
that of fruit juice or of many other 
beverages (Ref. 2). The comment did not 
submit data that would support a 
different resrdt. Accordingly, FDA has 
retained the reference amoxmt as 
proposed. 

(71) Vegetables: olives 

FDA proposed 15 g as the reference 
amount for this product category. 

137. One comment requested that 
FDA change the reference amount to 30 
g. The comment contended that 30 g is 
the serving size that is currently us^ on 
packaging, and because pickles and 
olives have similar consvuner usage 
patterns, the reference amoimt for oHves 
should be the same as the reference 
amount for pickles. 

FDA disagrees with the comment. The 
agency advises that the serving size on 
the piquet label is, by statute, an 
amount customarily consumed. Both the 
1977-1978 MFCS and the 1987-1988 
NFCS showed that the customarily 
consumed amount of olives is closer to 
0.5 oz, not 1 oz. The comment did not 
present any data to show that 0.5 oz is 
not the customarily consumed amount. 
Accordingly, FDA has retained the 
reference amount as proposed. 

6. Reference amounts for imitation or 
substitute food, altered food, and foods 
for special dietary use 

To prevent the manipulation of 
serving sizes for nutrient content claims. 
FDA proposed in § 101.12(d) that the 
reference amount for an imitation or 
substitute food be the same as that of the 
food for which it is offered as a 
substitute. In addition, the agency 
proposed in § 101.12(e) that the 
reference amount for an altered version 
of a food, such as a "low calorie" 

version, be the same as for the food for 
which it is offered as a substitute. 

FDA received about a dozen 
comments on this proposal firom 
manufacturers, trade associations, and 
professional organizations. About one- 
third of the commmits supported the 
proposal. The rest of the comments 
opposed it. 

138. Comments opposing the proposal 
stated that one way that industry is 
reducing the fat and calorie content of 
foods is through a new technology that 
incorporates air into the product 
(referred to as "aerated food" for 
simplicity). Many aerated foods weigh 
significantly less than their regular 
coxmterparts. Comments stated that 
there is no concern when the reference 
amount is established in volume, but 
that there is a concern when a weight- 
based reference amount is used. For 
example, using a reference amount of 85 
g for waffles. 3 aerated waffles would be 
compared to 2 regular waffles of the 
same size and shape. Therefore, the 
calorie and fat content of the aerated 
food would not be lower than that of the 
regular food when compared on an 
equal weight basis. Manufacturers 
would thus be unable to use a nutrient 
content claim fm the aerated foods. 

These comments argued that the 
proposal would diminish 
manufactiuers’ incentive to develop 
"nutritionally improved" foods and 
prevent consumers firom benefitting 
TOm low flat, low calorie alternatives. 
The comments suggested that when the 
reference amoimt is determined by 
weight, FDA should allow the 
manuf^urers to use "the voliime 
measure (e.g., common household 
volumetric or dimensional measure or 
number of discrete units) equivalent to 
the volume measure of the 
manufacturer’s regular product pursuant 
to the reference amount," e.g., 2 waffles 
for both the aerated and the regular 
food. 

FDA has given careful consideration 
to all arguments and suggestions 
presented in these comments. Although 
the comments claimed that the amount 
customarily consumed for the regular 
and the aerated food is the same in 
volume, not in weight, no food 
consumption data were presented with 
the comments or are available from 
other sources to verify the claim. It is 
possible that people eat three aerated 
waffles, instead of two, to attain satiety. 
Therefore, FDA is not certain that the 
amount customarily consumed for the 
aerated foods and their regular 
counterpart is the same in volume. 

At the same time, in light of the 
current dietary guidelines for reducing 
fat and calcnie intakes (Refs. 60 throu^ 

62), FDA acknowled^ that it is 
desirable to have a wide selection of low 
fat and low calorie foods available to 
consumers. Some consumers may 
benefit firom having such aerated foods 
if they consume an equivalent voliune 
of aerated food as they would have the 
regular food, e.g., two instead of three 
aerated waffles. However, FDA does not 
believe that the solution suggested in 
the comments is appropriate or 
desirable considering the wide 
variabihty in the unit size and shape of 
the regular products in diserrte units. 
This variability would make it difficult 
to determine a reference point, i.e., 
volume eqmvalent to the reference 
amount of the regular counterpart. 

FDA finds that the most reasonable 
solution to this problem is to allow the 
manufacturers to determine the 
reference amount in g for the aerated 
food by adjusting for the difference in 
density of the aerated food relative to 
the density of the re^ar counterpart 
(density-adjusted reforence amount). For 
example, if the density of the aerat^ 
food is 30 percent lower than the 
density of the regular coimterpart, the 
reference amount for the aoratod food 
would be 30 percent less than the 
reference amount of the regular 
counterpart. For example, the reference 
amount for regular waffles is 85 g, so the 
reference amount for aerated waffles, 
which are 30 percent lower in density, 
would be 60 g. A manufacturer may tise 
the density-adjtisted refiarence amount 
to determine the label serving size and 
the qualification of the aerat^ food fim 
nutrient content and health claims, 
provided that, upon request, the 
manufacturer will show FDA the 
detailed protocol and records of data 
described below. FDA will consider 
regulatory action imder sections 402(b) 
and 403 of the act on any misuse of this 
allowance. 

Such density-adjusted reference 
amounts may not ^ done fw cakes. 
Although the product categmies frar 
cakes in the fiiud regulation are 
identified by types of cakes, not by 
density, the tluee cake categories in 
Table 2 in new § 101.12(b) were 
determined according to the density of 
various cakes. FDA took the differences 
in the densities of different types of 
(^es having different degrees of air 
incorporation into consideration in 
determining the reference amounts for 
cakes. Therefore, further adjustment of 
the reference amounts for aeration is not 
permissible for cakes. 

For the aerated food to qualify to use 
the density-adjusted reference amount, 
the product must be sufficiently lower 
in density than the regulin counterpart. 
The agfflicy finds that a 2^percent 
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reduction in density is a reasonable 
cutoff level for this purpose. The 25- 
percent minimum reduction is 
consistent with the minimum percent 
reduction requirement to qualify for a 
“less” or “reduced” claim in the 
regulation entitled “Food Labeling; 
Nutrient Content Claims, General 
Principles. Petitions, Definition of 
Terms" (hereinafter referred to as the 
nutrient content claims regulation), 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. In estimating the 
difference in density, manufacturers 
must use an appropriate reference food 
as described in new § 101.13(j)(ii)(A) of 
the nutrient content claims regulation, 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register, for the regular 
counterpart. 

In expressing the weight-based 
reference amounts for the regular foods 
in new § 101.12(b), FDA rounded the 
values to the nearest 5-g increment to 
avoid the appearance of an overly exact 
g-weight. Under § 101.12(e). this 
procedure must also be followed in 
determining the reference amount for 
the aerated food. Manufacturers must 
use the rounded density-adjusted 
reference amount to determine the 
serving size and whether the aerated 
food qualifies for a claim. The table 
below shows an example of the 
calculated density-adjusted reference 
amount and the corresponding roimded 
reference amount to be used for aerated 
waffles that have been reduced in 
density by 25 to 35 percent. As the table 
shows, aerated waffles with density 
reductions of 27 to 32 percent must use 
60 g, not 58 to 62 g, as the reference 
amount. 

Reference Amount for the Regular 
Waffle: 85 g 

Percent 
reduction in 

density 

Calculated Denslty- 
ad]u$ted r^erence 

amount 

Fieierence 
amount for 

“aerated" food 

(%) (g) (9) 

25 64 65 
26 63 65 
27 62 80 
28 61 60 
29 60 60 
30 60 60 
di 59 60 
32 58 60 
33 57 55 
34 56 55 
35 55 55 

To use a density-adjusted reference 
amount, manufacturers must have the 
following available for inspection by 
FDA upon request: (1) A detailed 
protocol and records of all raw data and 
calculations used to determine densities 
of both the regular and the aerated 
products: (2) records of the sample size. 

the mean, and the stemdard deviation for 
the density measurements of the regular 
and the aerated products; and (3) 
records of all data, calculations, and 
procedures used to arrive at the 
“density-adjusted” reference amount for 
the aerated product. The protocol must 
contain identification and descriptions 
of all materials used (e.g., equipment) to 
determine the density. In determining 
the differences in the densities of the 
regular and the aerated products, 
manufacturers must also observe the 
following; (1) The regular and the 
aerated product must be the same in 
size, shape, and volume. To compare 
the densities of products having 
nonsmooth surfaces (e.g., waffles), 
manufacturers must use a device or 
method that ensures that the volumes of 
the regular and the aerated products are 
the same. One way to ensure the same 
volume is to use the same equipment to 
make the regular and the aerated 
products; (2) sample selections for the 
density measurements must be done in 
accordance with the provisions in 
§ 101.9(g): (3) density measurements of 
the regular and the aerated products 
must be conducted by the same trained 
operator using the same methodology 
(e.g., the same equipment, procedures, 
and techniques) under the same 
conditions; and (4) density 
measurements must be replicated a 
sufficient number of times to ensure that 
the average of the measurements is 
representative of the true differences in 
the densities of the regular and the 
aerated products. 

Manufacturers must use a descriptive 
term such as “whipped” or “aerated” as 
part of the product name (e.g., whipped 
peanut butter, aerated waffle) so that 
consumers are properly informed that 
extra air has been incorporated into the 
product. The use of this term is 
necessary, under section 201(n) and 
403(a) of the act, to disclose a material 
fact. 

To incorporate the labeling 
requirements for aerated foods, FDA has 
combined § 101.12(d) and (e), 
redesignated as § 101.12(d), and added 
the requirements for aerated products in 
§ 101.12(e). 

139. A manufacturer of medical foods 
stated that several aspects of the serving 
size regulation (e.g., expressing the 
serving size in the common household 
measure) are not accurate enough for 
medical foods. 

FDA advises that the serving size 
regulations do not apply to medical 
foods because section 403(q)(5)(A)(iv) of 
the act exempts medical fo^s ^m all 
requirements of nutrition labeling. The 
agency intends to develop r^ulations 
for proper labeling and uses of medical 

foods in a future Federal Register 
document. 

7. Reference amounts for products 
consisting of 2 or more foods having 
individual reference amounts 

FDA proposed in § 101.12(f) that the 
reference amount for products packaged 
and presented to be consumed together 
(e.g.. peanut butter and jelly 
combination, cracker and cheese pack, 
pancakes and syrup pack) be the sum of 
the reference amounts for the individual 
foods in the package. 

140. FDA received only a few 
comments on this aspect of the 
proposal. Comments from nutrition 
professional organizations agreed with 
the proposal. A consumer organization 
disagreed with the proposal and stated 
that the proposal is reasonable only for 
foods that are not packaged in single¬ 
serve containers such as peanut butter 
and jelly. The comment contended that 
for foods in single-serve containers (e.g., 
cheese-and-cracker snack trays, yogurt 
and granola, pancakes and sausage, 
waffles and ^it sauce, spaghetti and. 
tomato sauce,, macaroni and cheese, or 
rice with vegetables), the reference 
amount should be based on the weight 
of the entire package. 

First of all, FDA wishes to clarify that 
the proposal applies to the products that 
conteun two or more foods having 
individual reference amoimts that are 
not listed in proposed § 101.12(b). 
Although this fact was mentioned in the 
preamble (56 FR 60394 at 60407), FDA 
did not state it in the codified language 
in proposed § 101.12(f). To clarify its 
intent, FDA has revised § 101.12(f) to 
read: 

The reference amount for products that 
represent two or more foods packaged and 
presented to be consumed together * * * shall 
be the siun of the reference amounts for 
individual foods in the package if the 
reference amount for the product is not listed 
in paragraph (b) of this section. 

Some of the examples mentioned in 
the comment (spaghetti and tomato 
sauce, macaroni and cheese, rice with 
vegetables) are mixed dishes measurable 
tvith a cup that have reference amounts 
in new § 101.12(b). As explained 
previously, FDA does not believe that it 
is consistent with the act to have 
different reference amoimts for the same 
product in different package sizes, one 
for single-serving packages and one for 
multiserving packages, i^e reference 
amount for the same product must be 
the same regardless of the package size. 

In addition, the agency points out that 
the package of yogurt and granola is one 
food. It simply is another variety of 
flavored yogurt. Like frozen entrees in 
pouches, yogurt and granola are 
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packaged in separate containers for 
technical reasons (e.g., better 
preservation of the texture), but they are 
combined before consumption and 
eaten as one food. The reference amount 
for yogurt and granola is 225 g, the same 
as for any other yogurts. 

141. An industry comment stated that 
the reference amount is not necessary 
for “meal-type” products because 
claims bn these products will be 
evaluated on a per 100 g basis. 

The agency disagrees with the 
comment. Reference amounts are also 
used to determine the label serving sizes 
of specific products for presenting 
nutrition information. Many “meal- 
type” products (reclassified and 
redefined as “meal product” and “main 
dish product” in the final nutrient 
content claims regulation published 
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register) (e.g., lasagna, pizza) are 
available bodi in single-serving and 
multiserving containers. Reference 
amounts provide a basis on which to 
determine the label serving sizes of 
these products in multiserving 
containers and whether these products 
are qualified to be called single-serving. 

142. A consiuner organization 
requested that FDA establish reference 
amounts for “frozen meals” (e.g., 
breakfast, lunch, or dinner trays) based 
on the average weight of the products in 
the marketplace or on the “industry¬ 
wide average.” 

The agency notes that the “frozen 
meals” mentioned in the comment 
currently come only in containers 
clearly intended for a single serving, 
and therefore, the nutrition information 
for these products will be based on the 
entire content of the package. The 
agency also notes that the reference 
amount is not needed to evaluate 
whether these products are qualified for 
claims because the qualification for 
claims on these proaucts will be based 
on 100 g of the product and not on the 
reference amomit as discussed in the 
final nutrient content claims regulation 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. If a reference amount 
is needed for “frozen meals,” new 
§ 101.12(f) can be used to determine the 
reference amount for specific firozen 
meals. Breakfast, lunch, or dinner trays 
contain two or more distinct products 
which have reference amounts in new 
§ 101.12(b). According to new 
§ 101.12(f), the reference amounts of 
these products are the sum of the 
reference amounts of the individual 
foods in the tray. For example, the 
reference amount of a dinner tray 
containing fish, firench firies, and mixed 
vegetables will be the sum of the 
reference amounts of fish (85 g), french 

hies (70 g if cooked), and mixed 
vegetables (85 g), i.e., 240 g. Therefore, 
there is no need to establi^ separate 
reference amounts for these “firazen 
meals.” 

8. Miscellaneous issues related to 
reference amotmts 

143. Some industry comments stated 
that restaurants should be permitted to 
declare nutrition information according 
to their own specifications for serving 
size. 

Restaurant foods are not required to 
bear nutrition labeling. However, when 
nutrient content or health claims are 
made for restaurant foods, the 
restaurateur must provide nutrition 
information in compliance with the 
nutrient content or health claims 
regulations published elsewhere in this 
issue of the Federal Register. Meals, 
entrees, or other menu items served In 
restaurants are analogous to single¬ 
serving products. Therefore, in most 
cases, the restaurateur must have a 
reasonable basis for believing, based on 
the amount served, that the food 
qualifies for the claim. However, if 
nutrient content claims are made 
relative to a competitor’s product, it is 
important that like amounts be 
compared. 

144. A trade association 
recommended that FDA allow 
manufacturers to deviate from the 
reference amounts if such deviation is 
supported by food consumption data. 

The act requires that FDA establish 
standards providing that uniform 
serving sizes information will be 
furnished on the food label (H. Rept. 
101-538, supra, 7). The reference 
amounts are part of the standards. 
Manufacturers cannot deviate firom the 
reference amount simply because they 
believe that such deviation is supported 
by food consumption data. If the 
uniformity expected by Congress is to be 
maintained, the information on the need 
for revised or separate reference 
amounts must be evaluated by FDA 
through the petition process Aat it has 
established in new § 101.12(h) before 
changes in, or deviations from, the 
reference amounts can occur. 

E. Procedures for Converting the 
Reference Amount to Serving Size 

For the purpose of converting the 
reference amounts for multiserving 
products into label serving sizes, FDA 
grouped these products into three 
categories according to the shape and 
characteristics of products and the way 
products are usually served. The three 
categories were: (1) Products in discrete 
individual units (e.g., muffin, sliced 
bread, apple), (2) pnxiucts in large 

discrete units that are usually divided 
for consumption (e.g., cake, pie, pizza, 
melon, cabl^ge), and (3) nondiscrete 
bulk products (e.g., brealcfast cereals, 
flour, sugar), liie agency proposed 
separate procedmes for each category to 
ensure that the serving size declai^ on 
the label is most appropriate for the 
specific type of product. 

FDA received about 20 comments on 
issues related to these procedures. 
About one-third of the comments agreed 
with the proposed procedures. The 
remaining two-thirds suggested other 
ways of determining label serving sizes 
for specific products or requested 
modification or clarification of certain 
specific aspects of the procedures. FDA 
will first respond to the "general” types 
of comments and then discuss the 
comments on procedures for each 
specific category. 

145. A foreign manufocturer stated 
that the reference amounts should be 
used only to ascertain that the serving 
size chosen by the manufacturer is 
reasonable, and that they should not be 
used to determine the label serving size. 
The comment argued that products 
packed in foreign countries are 
packaged accoi^ing to “whole number” 
metric amounts and do not translate 
easily into U.S. household rmits. The 
comment requested that FDA show a 
certain amount of flexibility. A domestic 
comment stated that several of the 
reference amounts are “atypical in retail 
practice” in the United States even 
though they may represent consumers’ 
consumption practice. The comment, 
therefore, suggested that FDA permit 
industry to use the reference amount as 
a guideline and require them to justify, 
with marketing data, those serving sizes 
that substantially deviate firom the 
reference amount. A few consiuner 
comments, on the other hand, requested 
that FDA not allow the manufacturers to 
deviate from the “standard serving 
size.” 

The 1990 amendments direct FDA to 
establish standards, not guidelines, to 
define serving sizes. As alluded to 
above, the House report on the 1990 
amendments, in explaining section 
2(b)(1)(B) states: "It is critical to the 
successful implementation of this 
legislation that the FDA develop 
meaningful serving size requirements * 
* (H. Rept. 101-538, supra, 18). 
Accordingly, FDA established the 
standards described above to define 
how to determine the label serving size 
that is most appropriate for a specific 
product. FDA ^lieves that the 
standards provide enough flexibility to 
both domestic and foreign 
manufacturers to permit them to 
determine the serving sizes most 
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appropriate for their products from the 
reference amounts in new§ 101.12(b). 

FDA does not agree with the comment 
that products packaged in foreign 
countries according to "whole number" 
metric amounts caimot easily be 
translated into common U.S. household 
measures. Some domestic products are 
also packaged according to "whole 
number" metric amounts (e.g.. 1- or 2- 
Uter (L) bottles of soft drii^).. FDA 
allows the number of servings per 
container to be expressed in an 
approximate number. Therefore, it 
should not be difficult to translate the 
products packaged according to "whole 
number" metric amounts into common 
U.S. household measures. For example, 
the serving size and the number of 
servings for a 1-L container of soft drink 
can easily be translated to the common 
U.S. household measure by dividing the 
1-L (1,000 mL) net quantity of the 
product by the 240-mL reference 
amount for soft drinks and expressing 
an approximate number of servings, e.g., 
serving size: 1 cup (240 mL); number of 
ser\'ings per container: about 4. 

FDA notes that the act links serving 
size to food consumption practices, not 
to the "typical retail practice" or 
marketing data. Therefore, FDA cannot 
use information (e.g., "typical retail 
practice" or marketing data) other than 
food consumption data as the primary 
basis for reference amounts when 
appropriate food consumption data are 
available. The agency has considered 
serving sizes used by the industry (i.e.. 
retail practice) in developing the 
reference amounts in this hnal rule. 
When appropriate food consumption 
data were not available, the agency gave 
more weight to other information listed 
in new § 101.12(a)(5), including serving 
sizes currently used by the industry, irf 
arriving at the reference amount. 

146. An industry comment asked that 
FDA clarify how to determine the label 
serving size if there are more than one 
use of a product. 

The reference amounts in new 
§ 101.12(b) reflect the major usage of the 
products in each product category. If 
there is more than one use for a product, 
manufacturers should use the major 
usage of the product to determine the 
label serving size. For example, the label 
serving size for a cake mix which has 
directions for a 2-layer cake and 
cupcakes should be based on the 2-layer 
cake. Manufacturers should determine 
the major usage of the product based on 
food consumption data, marketing 
survey data on the consumer usage of 
the product, or. in the case of a new 
product, promoted use. 

147. An industry comment requested 
that FDA clarify how to determine the 

label serving size if the label serving 
size determined according to the 
procedures in proposed $ 101.9(b)(2) 
and the incremental rules in proposed 
§ 101.9(b)(5) falls exactly half way 
between two sizes, e.g., exactly 2.5 tbsp. 

FDA notes that the common standard 
procedure for rounding is to round up 
values 0.5 or larger. FDA is not aware 
of any reason not to follow this 
procedure. Therefore, for clarity, FDA 
has added a new § 101.9(b)(5)(v), on 
rounding rules as follows: 

When a serving size, determined from the 
reference amount in § 101.12(b) and the 
procedures described in this section, falls 
exactly half way between two serving sizes, 
e g., 2.5 tbsp. manufacturers shall round the 
serving size up to the next incremental size. 

148. Several comments suggested 
difrerent serving sizes for celery or for 
other of the 20 most frequently 
consumed raw fruits and vegetables 
identified in § 101.44. 

FDA advises that serving sizes for the 
20 most frequently consumed raw fruits 
and vegetables, including celery, are 
provided in Appendix A to the 
regulation entitled "Food Labeling; 
Guidelines for Voluntary Nutrition 
Labeling; and Identification of the 20 
Most Frequently Consumed Raw Fruits, 
Vegetables, and Fish; Definition of 
Substantial Compliance" (56 FR 60880 
as amended at 57 FR 8174, March 6, 
1992). Retailers who wish to use 
different serving sizes for these feuits 
and vegetables may do so subject to the 
provisions of § 101.45. FDA urges such 
retailers, and retailers who wish to 
provide the nutrition information o'f raw 
fruits and vegetables not included in 
§ 101.44, to use the reference amount 
specified in new § 101.12(b) for the fruit 
or vegetable category appropriate for the 
specific fruits or vegetables and to 
follow the procedures described in this 
section to determine the label serving 
size. 

1. Products in discrete individual units 

FDA proposed in § 101.9(b)(2)(i) that 
“for products in discrete units (e.g., 
muffin, sliced bread, apple), the serving 
size shall be the number of units that 
most closely approximates the reference 
amount for the product category. If a 
unit weighs 67 percent or more, but less 
than 200 percent, of the reference 
amount, the serving size shall be one 
unit. If a unit weighs 200 percent or 
more of the reference amount, the 
manufacturer may declare the whole 
unit as one serving if the whole unit can 
reasonably be consumed at a single¬ 
eating occasion." 

149. Several industry comments 
opposed the lower limit of the single- 
serving unit because single units of 

many products in discrete units weigh 
less than 67 percent of the reference 
amount. One comment requested 
changing the lower limit from 67 
percent to 50 percent because food 
consumption data (e.g., 1977-1978 
NFCS) show that a significant 
proportion of “eatings" (e.g., up to 25th 
percentile) were about one-half or less 
of the average quantity consumed. 
Therefore, the comment contended, a 
unit that weighs 50 percent of the 
reference amount should be able to 
declare one serving per unit. Another 
comment requested changing the lower 
limit from 67 percent to 50 percent and 
allowing single-serv'ing declaration on a 
single imit that weighs less than 50 
percent of the reference amount if a 
single unit can reasonably be consumed 
at a single-eating occasion. The latter 
comment stated that this approach is 
analogous to the optional declaration as 
a single serving of a single unit that 
weighs 200 percent or more of the 
reference amount if the whole unit can 
reasonably be consumed at a single¬ 
eating occasion. Some comments 
recommended that FDA let the 
manufacturers determine whether a unit 
that weighs less than 67 percent is a 
single serving. 

TOA carefully examined all requested 
changes for the lower limit of a single¬ 
serving unit. The agency has examined 
the amount of food consumed per eating 
occasion for several products that come 
in discrete units and find that a 
significant number of people consume 
between 50 and 67 percent of the 
reference amount per eating occasion 
(Ref. 63). Considering that: (1) Many 
single units fall between 50 and 67 
percent of the reference amount, (2) a 
significant number of people consume 
between 50 and 67 percent of the 
reference amount per eating occasion, 
and (3) serving sizes in dietary guidance 
documents are often based on a single 
unit, FDA believes that it is reasonable 
to let manufacturers have the flexibility 
to determine whether a unit that weighs 
more than 50 percent but less than 67 
percent is a single serving. However, a 
unit that weighs 50 percent of the 
reference amount is, by definition, one- 
half of a serving, not one serving. 
Therefore, products that weigh 50 
percent or less cannot be called one 
serving. Accordingly, FDA has revised 
§ 101.9rt))(2)(i) to allow optional 
declaration of a serving based on a 
single imit of a product if the unit 
weighs more than 50 percent but less 
than 67 percent of the reference amount. 

150. Several industry comments 
requested that FDA permit the use of an 
oz measure for the serving size for 
products that naturally vary in piece 
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size (e.g., shrimp, pickles) instead of the 
number of discrete units. A seafood 
trade association stated that great 
difficulty and financial burden would 
be placed on the industry if serving 
sizes of seafoods have to be expressed 
in the number of discrete units. The 
comment pointed out that seafoods such 
as shrimp, scallops, oysters, clams, 
lobster, and fillet of fish vary naturally 
and substantially in size. For example, 
processed breaded shrimp products are 
made in as many as 12 to 15 sizes 
because of the natural variation in 
shrimp size. The comment stated that if 
a manufacturer packed these products 
in three different sized packages, up to 
45 different labels would be necessary 
to accurately designate serving sizes 
based on discrete units, and the cost of 
printing different labels would be 
prohibitive. 

A pickle trade association also stated 
that the size and shape of cucumbers 
naturally vary widely because of 
numerous factors, including the variety, 
weather conditions, and maturation 
when harvested. Therefore, according to 
the comment, pickles, even in the same 
grade established by the USDA, vary 
considerably in size and weight. The 
comment contended that the serving 
size cannot be declared by the number 
of pickles because of the inherent 
variability in pickle sizes. If the serving 
size of pickles were required to be 
declared in the number or fiaction of 
pickles, the comment continued, pickle 
manufacturers would have to have a 
different label for each pickle size. The 
comment contended that such a result 
would represent an unnecessary burden 
and cost. Therefore, the comment 
recommended that the serving size for 
pickles should be declared in terms of 
oz. 

FDA recognizes the wide variability 
in the unit size of seafoods and 
agricultural commodities such as 
pickles where the size is determined by 
nature, not the manufacturer. The costs 

f incurred in ensvuing that the number of 
I discrete units in the serving size 

declaration for these naturally-variable 
products is appropriate would be 
unreasonable because of the numerous 

, labels for each product size, and the 
costs would likely be passed on to the 

^ consumer. The agency, therefore, 
believes that the most reasonable 
solution to this problem is to express 

‘ the serving size in an oz measure most 
closely approximating the reference 
amount, followed by the g equivalent 
weight and the approximate number of 
pieces for small pieces (e.g., shrimp) or 
the dimension for a large piece (e.g., 
fillet of fish) in parenthesis. For 
example, serving sizes may be declared 

as 3 oz (84 g/about 5 shrimp) for cooked 
shrimp, 3 oz (84 g/about one fillet) for 
cooked fish fillet, 1 oz (28 g/about 1 
pickle) for small pickles, and 1 oz (28 
g/about 1/2 pickle) for large pickles. ■ 
This approach will satisfy the act by 
providing the declaration in household 
measures in terms of oz. It also provides 
a \miform g weight within and across 
brands. This approach also facilitates 
nutrition comparisons among brands. 
Because many consumers stated that 
they do not understand oz measure, the 
approximate number of pieces or the 
dimension allows consiimers to 
visualize the serving size in more easily 
identifiable \mits. llierefore, FDA has 
revised § 101.9(b)(2)(i) to exempt 
products that vary naturally in the rmit 
size such as pickles, shellfish, whole 
fish, and fillet of fish. In addition, the 
agency has added a statement that 
serving sizes for these products shall be 
expressed in the amoimt in oz that most 
closely approximates the reference 
amount for the product category, and a 
second statement that refers 
manufacturers to § 101.9(b)(5) for 
instructions on how to express the 
serving size in oz. The agency notes that 
this exemption does not apply to 
processed products, such as fish sticks 
and fish squares, where manufacturers 
can control the piece size. 

FDA recognizes that unit sizes of 
products in individual discrete units 
(e.g., fish sticks, muffins, sliced 
products) for which the size of the 
product is controlled by the 
manufacturer, not by nature, also vary 
somewhat fi-om unit to unit within the 
package as well as from batch to batch 
for the same container size. This 
variation is also true for products in 
large discrete units (e.g., cake, pizza). 
Therefore, the g weight of a \mit or a 
fraction will vary fi'om vmit to xmit as 
well as from batch to batch. It is thus 
impossible to label accurately the g 
weight that is equivalent to the 
household measure in each package. 
FDA concludes that the most reasonable 
solution for this problem is to state the 
average g-weight equivalent of the unit 
or the fi'aciion that represents the 
serving size. To determine the average g- 
weight equivalent of the household 
measure, manufacturers must follow the 
sampling procedures in § 101.9(g)(2) for 
nutrient analysis. The g-weight 
equivalent of a unit or a fi^ction for 
each package can be determined by 
dividing the net weight of the package 
in g by the number of units or fractions 
in the package or by actually weighing 
the units or the fractions. In determining 
the average g-weight equivalent, the 
measurements should be replicated a 

sufficient number of times to ensure that 
the average of the measurements is tnily 
representative of the g-weight 
equivalent of the serving size in 
household measure. FDA urges 
manufacturers to maintain records of all 
data and calculations used to determine 
the average g-Weight equivalent to 
substantiate the parenthetical metric 
quantity declared on the label. 

151. A comment from a maraschino 
cherry trade association stated that 
according to the 1991 serving size 
proposal, the serving size for 
maraschino cherries would be 1 cherry. 
However, maraschino cherries naturally 
vary in size ranging from 4 g for a small 
cherry to 7 g for a large cherry 
depending of the locality of growth and 
the crop year. The comment contended 
that because of this natural variation in 
the size of cherries, the maraschino 
cherry packers would have to keep 
changing the labels to have the accurate 
serving size information. In addition, 
the comment stated that the number of 
servings per container vary because of 
the variation in the cherry size. The 
comment requested that FDA allow the 
maraschino cherry packers to use a 
range of values (e.g., 4 to 7 g) for the 
parenthetical metric measure for the 
serving size and exempt the maraschino 
cherries from the declaration for the 
number of servings per container. 

As for pickles, FDA recognizes the 
wide variability in the unit size of 
agricultural commodities where the size 
4s determined by nature, not the 
manufacturer. As stated above, the costs 
incurred in ensuring that the number of 
discrete imits in the serving size 
declaration would be unreasonable 
because of the numerous labels 
necessary for each product size. Unlike 
pickles, however, cherries cannot have 
a serving size expressed in oz becaxise 
the reference amount for cherries (4 g) 
is too small to express in oz. Therefore, 
the agency finds that the most 
reasonable solution to this problem is to 
declare the serving size as one cherry 
and the parenthetical metric measure as 
the g-weight equivalent of one medium 
cherry (e.g., 1 Aerry (5 g)). The number 
of servings per container would then be 
declared as the usual number of 
servings per size of container (e.g., 
usually 20 servings), and the nutrition 
information would thus be provided for 
one mediiun cherry. The agency 
recognizes that different size containers 
hold different numbers of cherries. 
Therefore, this approach will require the 
manufacturer to have one set of labels 
for each size of container. Accordingly, 
new § 101.9(b)(2)(i) has been further 
revised to include the special serving 
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size requirement for maraschino 
cherries. 

152. Several industry and professional 
comments stated that the serving size 
for products in discrete units (e.g., 
sliced bread, frozen novelties) should be 
one unit. 

FDA disagrees with the comments. 
Products in discrete units vary widely 
in unit size. For example, the unit size 
for sliced bread varies horn about 0.3 oz 
to 1.2 oz and from 0.4 oz to 6 oz for 
muffins. If one unit were defined as the 
serving size, there would be no 
uniformity in the serving sizes for 
products in discrete units. Furthermore, 
single units of some of these products 
are too small to be reasonably 
considered a serving. 

The act defines serving size as an 
amount oistomarily consumed. 
Reference amounts established by this 
regulation represent FDA’s best estimate 
of the amoimts customarily consumed 
for the 139 product categories. To 
provide flexibility and to ensure that the 
serving size in common household 
measures is meaningful for specific 
types of products, FDA has provided 
procedures in new § 101.9(b)(2) to 
convert the reference amounts to the 
label serving size. Therefore, unless one 
unit represents the serving size for the 
product as determined horn the 
reference amoimt in new § 101.12(b) 
using the procedures in new 
§ 101.9(b)(2), one unit cannot be used on 
the labels as the serving size. 

153. Some comments requested that 
FDA clarify serving sizes of packages * 
within packages. 

FDA advises that packages within a 
package (i.e., individually wrapped 
products in a mriltiserving container) 
are considered to be products in discrete 
units. Each individually wrapped 
package (e.g., fun size candy bars, roll 
candies, tiny box of raisins) is one unit. 
The serving size of these products is the 
number of individual imits whose total 
net content most closely approximates 
the reference amount. IDA has revised 
§ 101.9(b)(2)(i) to clarify this point by 
adding individually packaged products 
within a multiserving package to the list 
of examples of products in discrete 
units. 

154. A manufacturer suggested that 
FDA change the single-serving unit 
criteria from ”67 percent or more, but 
less than 200 percent” of the reference 
amount to “2/3 or more, but less than 
twice” the reference amoxmt. The 
comment asserted that this modification 
would avoid a difierence of opinion as 
to whether 66.67 percent should be 
rounded to 67 or should be considered 
less than 67 percent for a single-serving 
determination. 

As discussed earlier, the common 
standard procedure for roimding is to 
round up values 0.5 or larger. Inus, 
66.67 percent is consider^ to be 67 
percent. Therefore, defining the lower 
cutofr point as 67 percent is as clear as 
defining it as 2/3, and defining the 
upper limit as less than 200 percent is 
as clear as defining it as less than twice. 
Since the proposed language and the 
suggested change are equally clear, the 
agency has concluded that it is not 
necessary to modify the proposed 
regulatory language. Accordingly, FDA 
has retained the language for Uie single¬ 
serving imit criteria as proposed. 

155. A consumer organization 
requested that FDA cl^fy whether, for 
pr^ucts in discrete units, 
manufacturers must list the nutrition 
information on the basis of imits that 
constitute the label serving size (e.g., 2 
slices) or for the underl3ring reference 
amount (e.g., 2 1/2 slices). The comment 
contended that FDA should require 
nutrition information for products in 
discrete units to be listed cased on the 
former approach. 

FDA agrees that clarification is 
needed. Accordingly, the agency is 
revising § 101.9(b)(2)(i) to state that, 
except for products that naturally vary 
in size, the serving size of discrete-imit 
products is the number of whole units 
that most closely approximates the 
reference amoimt for the product 
category. This revision makes it clear 
that the serving size is to be expressed 
in whole numl^r of units which was the 
original intent in the proposal. 

156. A manufacturer requested that 
FDA clearly state in the preamble to the 
final regulation that a slice of cheese, 
whether or not wrapped individually, 
like sliced bread, constitutes a discrete 
unit for purposes of determining serving 
size. The manufacturer stated that this 
fact was evident, but ambiguous, in light 
of specific examples of discrete units 
cited in the 1991 serving size proposal. 

Because it is impossible to provide 
the entire list of the products that are 
sold in discrete units, FDA provided a 
few examples of products that are sold 
in discrete units in § 101.9(b)(2)(i) of the 
1991 serving size proposal. ’They 
included muffins, sliced bread, and 
apples. The specific examples given in 
the 1991 serving size proposal were to 
provide some idea of what is meant by 
products in discrete units. The agency 
included “sliced bread” as an example 
to convey the message that a slice of 
sliced products is a discrete unit 
product. A slice of sliced cheese is thus 
a discrete unit product. For clarity, FDA 
has modified the “sliced bread” 
example to read “sliced products such 
as sliced bread.” 

2. Products in large discrete units that 
are usually divid^ for consumption 

FDA proposed in § 101.9(b)(2)(u) that 
for products in large discrete units that 
are usually divided for consumption 
(e.g., cake, pie. pizza, melon, cabbage), 
the serving size is the fractional slice of 
the food (e.g., 1/12 cake, 1/8 pie, 1/4 
pizza, 1/4 melon, 1/6 cabbage) that most 
closely approximates the reference 
amount for the product category. 

157. A manufacturer recommended 
that the fractional slice should be 
“geometrically friendly” to consumers. 
The comment stated that some 
fractional slices may not be easy for the 
consumers to cut or visualize. For 
example, a cake cannot be easily cut 
into seven even slices. The comment 
provided two separate lists of 
“geometrically friendly” fractions in 
support of their position, one “for 
products that are not cut in two 
directions” (e.g., round cakes) and one 
for “products that must be cut in two 
directions” (e.g., sheet cakes). A few 
other comments also expressed a 
concern about odd fractional serving 
sizes. 

FDA recognizes that the proposal 
could result in an odd fractional slice 
such as 1/7 of a cake or pie. The agency 
agrees with the comment that the 
serving size for products in large 
discrete units should be expressed in 
firactions friendly to consumers. 
Although manufacturers may have a 
means to cut these products in odd 
fractions, consumers generally would 
have difficulty in cutting them into 
certain odd fractions su^ as 1/7. 

To rectify this problem, the agency 
carefully examined all possible 
fractional slices including those 
suggested in the comment. FDA could 
not directly adopt the two sets of 
fiactional schemes suggested in the 
comment because the agency cannot 
require that some products be cut in one 
direction and others in two directions. 
Contrary to the assumption in the 
comment, some large, round cakes are 
often cut in two directions. The 
fractional list provided by the 
manufacturer was also inconsistent in 
that it suggested that a square cake 
could not be divided into five pieces but 
listed 1/20, which is a multiple of 5, as 
“geometrically fiiendly” for a square or 
rectangular product. 

For the reasons outlined above, FDA 
cannot directly adopt the list of 
fractions suggested by the comment. 
However, the agency agrees with the 
concept of friendly fractions and is 
responding to the spirit of the comment 
by adopting a two-part scheme for 
identifying them. 'The scheme involves 
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establishing a base set of fractions and 
describing a process for generating a 
continuing set of smaller divisions of 
the base set. For the base set, FDA has 
selected integer increases of fractions up 
to and including 6 (1/2,1/3,1/4,1/5, 
and 1/6). The agency has not included 
1/7, which both FDA and the comment 
recognize would be difficult to cut and 
which the comment did not include in 
either of it’s suggested lists. This base 
set is consistent with the comment’s list 
of fractions for round products but not 
for square and rectangular products, 
which excluded 1/5 as geometrically 
unfriendly. The agency acknowledges 
that dividing a product into five pieces 
is more difficult than other fractions in 
the base set. However, the difference 
between a serving size of 1/4 and 1/6 of 
a product is substantial and therefore 
could result in a serving size that is too 
large or too small. The comment also 
included 1/5 as a friendly fraction for 
round products. Thus, the agency has 
included a 1/5 fraction to provide a 
more reasonable serving size for 
products that contain between 450 and 
550 percent of the reference amount. 

The process for generating a 
continuous set of friendly fractions is 
based on creating further divisions of 
the base set. FDA and the comment both 
agree that it is easy to divide objects into 
two or three pieces. Therefore, the 
process selected for generating 
additional fractions involves dividing 
any of the base set or any newly created 
fractions by 2 or 3. Thus under this 
scheme, the set of friendly fractions 
includes 1/2,1/3,1/4,1/5,1/6,1/8, 
1/9,1/10,1/12,1/16,1/18,1/20,1/24, 
1/32,1/36, etc. The only fraction 
included in the comment list and not 
included here is 1/28 because it 
involves a division by 7 and that was 
not acceptable to the comment or FDA. 
Therefore, the agency excluded 1/28 
from the friendly fractions. 

To incorporate the friendly fractions 
in the regulations, FDA has revised 
§ 101.9(b)(2)(ii) to read: “For products in 
large discrete units that are usually 
divided for consumption * * * the 
serving size shall be the fractional slice 
of the food * * * that most closely 
approximates the reference amount for 
the product category. In expressing the 
fractional slice, manufacturers shall use 
1/2,1/3,1/4,1/5,1/6, or smaller 
fractions that can be generated by 
further division by 2 or 3.’’ 

F. Declaration of Serving Size on the 
Product Label 

1. Label statement of serving size 

FDA proposed in § 101.9(b)(7) that a 
label statement regarding a serving shall 

he the serving size expressed in 
common household measiires followed 
by the equivalent metric quantity in 
parenthesis. In addition, FDA proposed 
that serving sizes may be declared in oz 
and fl oz (U.S. measure), in parenthesis, 
following the metric measure where 
other common household measures are 
used as the primary unit for serving 
size,'e.g., 1 cup (28 g)(l oz). 

158. Over 100 comments addressed 
this issue. The majority supported the 
use of common household measures as 
the primary unit for the serving size. 
About one-third of the comments agreed 
that the equivalent metric quantity 
should be required, and that 
manufacturers should be allowed to 
voluntarily list the equivalent U.S. 
measure. Comments disagreeing with 
the proposal varied widely as to how 
serving sizes should be stated. 

Several comments stated that the U.S. 
measure should be mandatory in 
addition to or instead of the metric 
measure. Others objected to voluntary 
declaration of the U.S. measure in 
addition to the common household 
measure, arguing that it was 
unnecessary, would crowd the label, 
and would be confusing to consumers. 
However, none of the comments 
presented any supporting data or 
evidence. 

Several comments opposed the use of 
the metric measure arguing that U.S. 
consumers are not familiar with metric 
measurements, that a g is not commonly 
used in food preparation, and that 
declaration of the exact metric weight 
might mislead consumers by implying 
an accuracy that is often vmachievable 
for food products. Some suggested 
making the metric measure optional. 
Other comments favored allowing only 
one of the three measures: some of these 
expressed no preference and others 
specifically supported one of the three. 
However, many comments from 
professional organizations and 
consumers supported listing the metric 
measure parenthetically. These 
comments noted that the world is 
progressively moving toward the metric 
system, and it is important for 
Americans to become familiar and feel 
comfortable with metric measurements. 
They stated that using metric 
measurements to declare serving sizes 
would educate consumers about the 
metric system. 

The 1990 amendments require that 
serving size be expressed in a common 
household measure that is appropriate 
to the specific food. The Omnibus Trade 
and Competitiveness Act of 1988 (Pub. 
L. 100-418) declares that the metric 
system is the preferred measurement 
system for U.S. trade and commerce. 

Federd agencies are required to use the 
metric system in procurement, grants, 
and other business-related activities to 
the extent economically feasible by the 
end of fiscal year 1992. As discussed in 
the 1991 serving size proposal, FDA 
needs a precise quantity statement (e.g., 
metric measrire), in addition to the 
common household measure, for 
compliance piirposes because of the 
variability in the quantity of difterent 
brands in common household units. 
After carefully considering the statutory 
requirement, the Omnibus Trade and 
Competitiveness Act of 1988, the need 
for a compliance measure, and the 
arguments presented in the comments, 
FDA concludes that the most 
straightforward way to comply with the 
law, to fulfill the agency’s regulatory 
needs, and to make the label most useful 
to consumers is to require the serving 
size to be declared in common i 
household units followed hy the j 
equivalent metric quantity in 
parenthesis as proposed in the 1991 
serving size proposal. 

Given the conflicting views in 
comments on the use of the U.S. 
measure, the agency has decided to 
make the listing of the equivalent U.S. 
measure after the metric measure 
voluntary. Because of consumers’ 
familiarity with U.S. measures, this 
declaration is likely to help consumers 
understand the serving size. However, 
because its use is voluntary, there is no 
reason to believe that it will create a 
crowding problem. Manufacturers will 
only include this information if they 
have ample label space. Accordingly, 
FDA is retaining in new § 101.9(b)(7) the 
requirement that the label serving size 
be expressed in common household 
measures, followed by the metric 
quantity in parentheses. 

159. An industry comment stated that 
the parenthetical listing of the 
equivalent metric weight of the serving 
size is unnecessary on those single- 
serving containers for which the metric 
weight of the net quantity of contents is 
provided on the principal display panel. 
The comment requested that single¬ 
serving containers he exempted from 
this requirement. The comment 
contended that the parenthetical metric 
statement unnecessarily uses valuable 
label space for small single-serving 
containers. 

FDA agrees that the parenthetical 
listing of the equivalent metric quantity 
is not necessary on the single-serving 
containers when the metric quantity of 
the net quantity of contents is provided 
on the principal display panel. 
However, for some products the metric 
quantity for the serving size and the 
metric quantity for the net quantity of 
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contents may differ. For example, the 
serving size for products packed or 
canned in liquid that is not customarily 
consumed fe.g., canned fish, pickles) 
must be expressed on a drained weight 
basis. In this case, the metric quantity 
on the principal display panel, which 
includes both the solids and the liquid, 
may differ fi'om the parenthetical metric 
quantity for the serving size, which is 
based on the drained solids only. Thus. 
FDA has concluded that it is reasonable 
to exempt single-serving containers 
from the requirement for listing the 
parenthetical metric measure but only if 
the metric quantity for the net quantity 
of contents is the same as the metric 
quantity for the serving size. 
Accordingly, FDA has revised 
§ 101.9(b)(7) to reflect this conclusion. 

160. An industry comment stated that 
because individual products that belong 
to the same category, and thus have the 
same reference amount, vary in size and 
shape, the parenthetical metric measure 
equivalent to the serving size in 
household measure can vary £rom brand 
to brand. For example, g equivalents of 
1/4 cup of nuts may vary from 30 g to 
40 g. Thus, different metric equivalents 
can be declared by difierent brands for 
the same product. One brand may 
declare 30 g as the metric equivalent 
and present the nutrition information 
based on the 30 g serving, and another 
brand may declare 40 g as the metric 
equivalent and present the nutrition 
information based on the 40 g serving. 
The comment stated that this result is 
confusing and invites manipulation of 
the metric equivalent of the household 
measure. The comment recommended 
that FDA standardize the metric 
quantity of the reference amount for 
bulk products and have manufacturers 
declare an approximate household 
measure that is closest to that reference 
amount (e.g.. about 1/4 cup (30 g)). 
Several other industry comments stated 
that there is no standard procedure for 
determining g equivalents of household 
measure, and that it is difficult to 
measure the g weight of a household 
measure accurately. 

FDA recognizes that the parenthetical 
metric equivalents of the household 
measure of the same food may difier for 
different brands due to the differences 
in the products' size and shape. 
However, the agency notes that the 1990 
amendments provided FDA with the 
authority to establish the standards to 
define serving sizes, not specific label 
serving sizes. Standardizing the 
parenthetical metric quantity on the 
reference amoimt is l^e using the 
reference amount (standard) as the label 
serving size. Therefore. FDA rejects this 
’equest. 

However, the agency recognizes that 
the procedure for determining metric 
equivalents of household measures 
needs to be stcmdardized, and that there 
is no well-established standard 
procedure used by industry or any other 
organization for doing so. 'To promote 
imiformity in label serving sizes in 
household measures of the same food 
declared by difierent manufacturers, the 
agency is providing Guidelines for 
Efetermining the Gram Weight of the 
Household Measure. The guidelines can 
be obtained from Division of Nutrition 
(HFF-260), Center for Food Safety and 
Applied Nutrition, Food and Drug 
Administration, 200 C St. SW., 
Washington, DC 20204. 

161. An industry comment requested 
that FDA allow voluntary labeling of the 
number of pieces in addition to the 
serving size in oz for products such as 
chips and nuts. 

fDA agrees that oz is an appropriate 
household measure for chips. The 
agency points out that new 
§ 101.9(b)(5)(iii) requires an appropriate 
visual unit of measure when oz is used 
as the serving size. Therefore, 
manufacturers must provide a visual 
unit of measure, such as the number of 
chips or a fi'action of the package (e.g., 
1/4 package), that is equivalent to the oz 
amount declared. 

FDA does not a^e that oz is the 
common household measure most 
appropriate for nuts. The agency 
believes that cups is the appropriate 
household measure for most nuts 
because most nuts are small in size and 
can be measiued with a cup. When cups 
are used to express the serving size for 
nuts, the parenthetical statement for the 
number of nuts is not required. 
However, the agency does not object to 
a manufacturer voluntarily providing an 
additional visual measure such as the 
number of nuts, which may help 
consumers better visualize the serving 
size. For some exceptionally large nuts 
that are hard to measure with a cup 
(e.g., unshelled walnuts), the agency 
believes the number of nuts would be 
the most appropriate household 
measure. 

162. A trade association expressed 
concern that the use of several 
parentheses (e.g., 1 slice (28 g) (1 oz)) 
would make the serving size statement 
more difficult to understand. The 
comment recommended that FDA allow 
the flexibility to use commas and 
slashes. 

FDA disagrees with the comment. 
Allowing such flexibility would result 
in nonuniformity in the declaration of 
label serving sizes by difierent 
manufacturers. For example, the serving 
size for sliced breads could be expressed 

in five difierent ways; 1 slice (28 g) (1 
oz) by brand A; 1 slice tztt g, 1 oz) by 
brand B; 1 slice (28 g/1 oz) oy brand C: 
1 slice, 28 g, 1 oz by brand D; and 1 
slice/28 g/1 oz by Brand E. The use of 
these various , formats for this 
declaration would be confusing. 

After examining all possible 
combinations of the formats, FDA finds 
that the most desirable format is to 
require the presentation of all serving 
size information other than the 
mandatory common household 
measure, in one set of parenthesis with 
the difierent serving size statements 
separated by slashes, i.e., 1 slice (28 g/ 
1 oz). This format requires less space 
than most of the other formats and 
separates the household measure from 
the rest of the information. Therefore, 
FDA has modified § 101.9(b)(7) to 
require that all serving size information, 
other than the mandatory common 
household measure, be presented in one 
set of parenthesis with the difierent 
serving size information separated by 
slashes. 

163. An industry comment stated that 
the label statement example given in 
proposed § 101.9(b)(7) is confusing 
because there is no indication of the 
product for which the example applies. 

FDA has revised § 101.9(d)(7) to 
correct this oversight by adding a phrase 
indicating what product was used for 
the example. 

164. Several comments recommended 
that FDA allow voluntary listing of 
nutrient contents per unit for products 
that come in discrete units (e.g., 1 slice 
of bread, 1 doughnut, 1 ice cream bar), 
when the declared serving size of a 
multiserving package is more than one 
imit. These comments stated that: (1) 
Per-unit nutrition information would 
aid nutrition professionals in providing 
dietary guidance to their clients, and (2) 
although two or more units are 
determined to be the label serving size 
according to the FDA regulation, these 
foods are clearly meant to be consumed 
one unit at a time. The comments said 
that per-unit nutrition information will 
thus help consumers to better 
understand the nutrient content of the 
food as consumed. 

Because many products in discrete 
units come in small units, and people 
customarily consume more than one 
unit per eating occasion, reference 
amounts of these products are in 
multiunits (e.g., 2 small doughnuts). 
However, FDA recognizes that some 
individuals may consume only one unit 
at a time. In addition, the serving sizes 
contained in some dietary guidance or 
nutrition education documents (e.g., 
diabetic exchange list) are often 
expressed in terms of a single unit. In 
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an attempt to make the nutrition 
information on these products more 
useful to those consumers who consume 
only one unit at a time and to nutrition 
professionals who provide dietary 
guidance to their clients, the agency has 
revised § 101.9(b)(10) to allow voluntary 
labeling of a second column of nutrition 
information on a per \mit basis. Finally, 
for individuals who consume multiple 
units that differ from the label serving 
size, the per-unit labeling would 
facilitate calculating the nutrient 
content for any multiple of a single unit 

However, products in discrete \mits 
vary greatly in size. Also, "mini'’ or 
"bite” size versions (e.g., "mini” 
cookies) are gaining popularity in the 
marketplace. FDA believes that per unit 
nutrition information on some of these 
products would be misleading. For 
example, a "bite” size version of a 
product could be labeled as containing 
zero fat or calories because of FDA’s 
roimd-off rules for nutrient declaration, 
when in fact, enough units to constitute 
a serving contain significant amounts of 
fat and Tories. The agency, therefore, 
considers that per unit labeling of 
"mini” or "bite” size products is 
misleading. FDA will consider 
regulatory action under section 403(a) of 
the act for anv misuse of this allowance. 

165. An industry comment 
recommended that the serving size 
declaration should conform to the rules 
for the net quantity of contents in 
§ 101.105. 

Most rules in § 101.105 do not apply 
to the serving size regulation. The 
applicable portion of the net quantity 
rule has been incorporated in the 
Guidelines for Determining the Gram 
Weight of the Household Measure 
mentioned in new § 101.9(b)(7). 

2. Definition of household measures 

FDA proposed in § 101.9(b)(5) to 
define "common household measure” 
or "common household imit” to mecm 
cup. tbsp., tsp., piece, slice, fraction 
(e.g., 1/4 pizza), oz, or other common 
household equipment used to package 
food products (e.g., )ar. tray). 

166. One comment recommended that 
imlts other than those listed in proposed 
§ 101.9(b)(5) be allowed to be used for 
a common household measure, e.g., 1 
cake for single-serving cakes, 1 bar for 
fruzen novelties, and 1 sandwich for 

FDA advises that new § 101.9(b)(5)(ii) 
allows the use of 1 cake, 1 bar, 1 
sandwich, and similar units for label 
serving sizes. These units are examples 
of “piece” measurements for specific 
products. FDA listed them as a generic 
term "piece” because it is not possible 
to name all common household 

measures appropriate frsr specific 
products in discrete xinits. 

167. Because all beverages can be 
measured with a cup, the proposed 
definition for the household measure 
did not include fl oz. Some comments 
stated that it would be helpful to have 
fl oz measures for liquids. Although 
many consximer comments stated that 
they do not understand oz measures, 
they stated that fl oz is known and 
xmderstood. The comments suggested 
that parts of the public want fl oz as a 
measure for expressing serving sizes. 

FDA notes that fl oz is a common 
measure used to express the serving 
sizes of bevert^es. Therefore, on the 
basis of the comments, the agency 
concludes that it is appropriate to 
include fl oz in the definition of 
common household measures. 
Accordingly, FDA has revised 
§ 101.9(b)(5) to include fl oz as a 
household measure. In addition. 
§ 101.9(b)(5)(i) has been modified to 
allow beverages to express the primary 
household measure in fl oz. 

3. Rules for declaring household 
measures 

168. FDA proposed in § 101.9(b)(5Ki) 
through (bK5)(iv) a set of rules t^t 
manufecturers should follow in 
expressing serving sizes in household 
measures. Most comments agreed with 
the proposed rules. OiM comment, 
however, stated that some foods would 
be more precisely measured in 1/3 cup 
increments rather than 1/4 cup 
increments and requested that this 
option be added to the final rule. 

FDA proposed to require that cup 
measiirements be declared in 1/4 cup 
increments to assure as mudi 
uniformity as possible in label serving 
sizes within a product category. Without 
such a rule, one manufacturer may 
choose to tise 1/3 cup as the serving and 
another manufacturer may choose to use 
1/4 cup for similar quantities of 
products. To prevent such 
inconsistencies in serving sizes, the 
agency proposed to require that cup 
measvires be expressed in 1/4 cup 
increments. FDA has reexamined this 
aspect of the proposal. The agency 
agrees with the comment that some 
foods can be measured more precisely 
in 1/3 cup incremoits. In addition, FDA 
recognizes that contrary to the agency’s 
intention, 1/4 cup increments may 
result in a larger discrepancy in label 
serving sizes of different brands or 
contribute to the manipulaticm of 
serving sizes when the label serving size 
is on the borderline between two sizes. 
One manufacturer may declare 1/4 cup 
and another manxifacturer may declare 
1/2 cup for similar quantities of a 

product. Therefore, FDA has concluded 
that adding 1/3 cup increments to the 
final rule is dwnraole. Accordingly, FDA 
has revised § 101.9(b)(5Ki) to re^: 
"Cups, tablespoons, or teaspoons shall 
be u^ wherever possible and 
appropriate except for beverages. * * * 
C^ps shall be expressed in 1/4 or 1/3 
cup increments, * * 

169. Because common household 
measures such as cups, tbsp., and pieces 
may not be appropriate for some foods, 
FDA propdsM in § 101.9(b)(5)(iii) the 
use of oz as the common household unit 
for such foods. When oz is used as the 
common household measure for serving 
size, FDA proposed that the oz 
statement should be accompanied by an 
appropriate visual unit of measure such 
as a dimension of a piece (e.g., "about 
1 inch slice” for unsliced bread). An 
industry comment objected to the 
proposed requirement for an 
appropriate ^sual unit of measure. The 
comment stated that oz is a unit of 
measiue that is imderstood by the 
public, and that the parenthetical 
dimensional measurement will only 
confuse the cons\uners. The comment 
did not sulnnit any data to support its 
claim. 

FDA disagrees that oz is a unit of 
measure well imderstood by the public. 
Consumer comments on the 1990 
proposal overwhelmingly opposed the 
oz measure frv serving sizes. They 
stated that they did not imderstand the 
oz measiuement very well, and th^ they 
did not have a scale to measure food. 
They preferred common household 
measures such as cups, tbsp., and 
pieces. Several consumer comments on 
the 1991 serving size proposal again 
stated that they did not imderstand oz 
measurement Therefore, FDA rejects 
the industry comment Based on the 
comments, the agency concludes that 
when the oz measurement is used as the 
primary unit for serving size, an 
appropriate visual unit of measure is 
needed to help consumers visualize tht 
serving size. Accordingly, FDA has 
retained the requirement for an 
appropriate visual unit of measure. 
However, FDA has revised 
§ 101.9(b)(5)(iii) to permit the use of a 
fraction as a visual unit if it is the 
appropriate unit. 

170. FDA stated in S 101.9(b)(5)(iii) 
that when oz is used as the common 
household measure for serving size, the 
oz measurements must be expressed in 
0.5-oz increments most closely 
approximating the reference amount, 
with rounding indicated by use of the 
term "about” (e.g., about 2.5 oz). 

A manufecturer recommended that oz 
measures should be rounded to the 
nearest 0.1-oz incrmient. The 
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manufacturer stated that since an 
appropriate visual unit of measure is 
required, there is no need to round the 
oz measure to the nearest 0.5 oz. The 
comment contended that when 
consumers complained about fractional 
numbers, it is b^use they have no 
means of visualizing what quantity the 
weight represents. Tlierefore, as long as 
they have a visual description, 
consumers would not object to fractions. 
The comment further stated that under 
the proposal, products weighing from 22 
to 35 g would all be listed as “about 1 
oz." In addition, a product with an exact 
serving size of 64 g would declare 
“about 2.5 oz“ whereas a product with 
an exact serving size of 63 g would 
declare “about 2 oz.“ The manufacturer 
stated that it would be a disservice to 
metric education in this country if 
people thought that a 1 g difrerence was 
a 1/2 oz difrerence. Because listing g 
quantities will be mandatory, the 
manufacturer felt that more exact oz 
measures need to be used, e.g., in 
increments of 0.1 oz. 

FDA advises that the proposed 
§ 101.9(b)(5)(iii) applies to the oz 
measure when it is used as the primary 
serving size. It does not apply to the 
parenthetical oz measure equivalent to 
the metric measure that is provided 
voluntarily by the manufacturer (see 
§ 101.9(b)(7)). The nonimiformity in the 
oz measure described in the comment 
(i.e., about 2 oz for 63 g and about 2.5 
oz for 64 g) would not occur when oz 
is used as the primary serving size 
because in determining the reference 
amounts, FDA made sure that the values 
would be in 0.5-oz increments. 
However, in expressing the reference 
amoimts in g, FDA rounded the g 
quantity to &e nearest 5 g for quantities. 
Therefore, some reference amounts will 
not convert to exactly 0.5-oz increments. 
For example, 30 g reference amount 
would be translated to about 1.1 oz. To 
prevent the use of odd decimals and 
unusually accurate fractional numbers 
for the primary serving size, the agency 
proposed to require in § 101.9(b)(5)(iii) 
that oz measures be expressed in 0.5-oz 
increments. When oz is used as the 
primary serving size, the main purpose 
is to be a reference for consumers. 
Comments from consumers have 
strongly objected to odd decimals and 
fractions (55 FR 29517 at 29524, July 19. 
1990) (56 FR 60394 at 60411, November 
27.1991). Therefore, the agency 
concludes that the primary serving size 
should be expressed in 0.5-oz 
increments to be meaningful to 
consumers. Accordingly, FDA has 
retained the 0.5-oz incremental rule in 

§ 101.9(b)(5)(iii) when oz is used as the 
primaiy serving size. 

In the 1991 serving size proposal, 
FDA did not spedfi^ly address how to 
express voluntary parenthetical labeling 
of the oz measure Uiat is equivalent to 
the primary household measure. The oz 
measure in this case can be any decimal 
quantity (e.g., 1.4 oz. 2.2 oz, 5.1 oz). 
These oz measures are not the primary 
serving size required. They represent 
the equivalent oz quantity that 
corresponds to the metric quantity 
declared. For example, the primary 
measure would be the household 
measure followed in parentheses by the 
g equivalent weight. At the 
manufacturer’s discretion, the 
equivalent oz quantity could also be 
included. The primary measure is 
presented in household units or 
common fractions of household units 
(1/4 cup) that are familiar and 
meaningful to consumers. For secondary 
measures, it is important that the 
equivalent oz quantity be an accurate 
reflection of the primary household 
measure, and it is less important to 
round to even divisions since the 
primary measure is “consumer 
friendly.” Therefore, FDA concludes 
that it is desirable to have a more 
accurate oz quantity and has modified 
§ 101.9(b)(7) to provide that the oz 
quantity equivalent to the metric 
quantity should be expressed in 0.1 oz 
increments. 

For the same reason, it is important 
that the g-weight equivalent be an 
accurate reflection of the primary 
household measure. In the 1991 serving 
size proposal, the agency did not 
provide specific guidelines for 
expressing the parenthetical g-weight 
equivalent of the household measure. 
Because the product categories in new 
§ 101.12(b) have been expanded to 
include spices and herbs that have very 
small serving sizes (usually less than 1 
g). the agency has concluded that it is 
particularly important to provide 
guidelines for expressing the g-weight 
equivalent of the household measure, so 
that the parenthetical g-weight 
equivalent would accurately reflect the 
primary household measure. The agency 
is providing the following guidelines for 
expressing the parenthetical g-weight 
equivalent: For a parenthetical g-weight 
of 5 g or more, the values should be 
expressed in the nearest whole nvunber 
of g. For a pa^nthetical g-weight of 2 g 
or more but less than 5 g, the values 
should be expressed in 0.5-g 
increments. This incremental rule is 
consistent with the incremental rule in 
§ 101.9(b)(8) for the number of servings 
per container for products that contain 
2 or more servings but less than 5 

servings per container. For a 
paren^etical g-weight of less than 2 g, 
the values should be expressed in 0.1- 
g increments. Accordingly, FDA ha 
revised § 101.9(b)(7) to read* 

A label statement regarding a serving shall 
be the serving size expressed in common 
household measure * * * followed by the 
equivalent metric quantity in parenthesis 
* * * The g quantity equivalent to the 
household measure should be rounded to the 
nearest whole number except for quantities 
that are less than 5 g. The g quantity between 
2 and 5 g should be rounded to the nearest 
0.5 g and the g quantity less than 2 g should 
be expressed in 0.1 g increments. In addition, 
serving size may be declared in oz and fl oz 
• • • 

171. A consumer organization 
recommended that FDA require 
manufacturers to round up the label 
serving size when the reference amotmt 
is 0.5 oz. For example, 0.5 oz should be 
rounded up to 1 oz, 1.5 oz up to 2 oz. 
and so forth. 

FDA disagrees with the comment. 
Such rounding would introduce large 
errors in the label serving size, and the 
label serving sizes would not reflect the 
amount customarily consumed. For 
example, rounding 0.5 oz to 1 oz would 
introduce 100 percent error and 
rounding 1.5 oz to 2 oz would introduce 
33 percent error. Accordingly, FDA has 
not adopted this recommendation. 

172. A manufacturer recommended 
that the serving size for a single-serving 
container should be the net weight of 
the container, and that it should not be 
roiinded to the nearest 0.5 oz. The 
comment pointed out that if this were 
not the case, the serving size of a single¬ 
serving container having a net weight of 
7.2 oz will state 7 oz. The comment said 
that such a discrepancy would be 
confusing. 

FDA points out that new § 101.9(b)(5) 
allows manufacturers to use oz as the 
serving size only if cups, tbsp., tsp., or 
units such as piece, slice, tray, jar, and 
fraction cannot be used. The household 
imit most appropriate for a single¬ 
serving container is the description of 
the container itself (e.g., tray, package, 
carton, or box), not oz. Therefore, the 
serving ^izes of single-serving 
containers must be stated in tray, 
package, carton, or a similar unit 
appropriate for the specific container. 
Accordingly, the rounding rule in new 
§ 101.9(b)(5)(iii) does not apply to the 
single-serving containers. 

173. Some consumers requested that 
FDA standardize abbreviations used on 
the label. 

FDA advises that new § 101.9(b)(7) 
standardizes abbreviations for units 
(e.g., g, mL) if a manufacturer elects to 
use abbreviations. 
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4. Labeling of “meal-type” products 

FDA proposed in § 101.9(b)(3) that the 
serving size for “meal-type” products, 
as defined in § 101.13(1) of the nutrient 
content claims proposal, be the entire 
content of the package. 

174. Several comments requested that 
the entire content of “meal-type” 
products that come in multiserving 
containers (e.g., lasagna, pizza) not be 
required to be labeled as one serving. 

FDA agrees with the comment. 
Accordingly, the agency is revising 
§ 101.9(b)(3) to exclude multiserving 
containers. The agency also notes that it 
has revised § 101.13(1) of the nutrient 
content claims regulation, published 
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register, by dividing these products 
into two categories, meal products and 
main dish products, and adopting new 
definitions for these products. For 
clarification, FDA advises that the 
serving size for a multiserving product 
that has a reference amount in new 
§ 101.12(b) must be determined 
according to provisions in § 101.9(b), 
even if these products are classified as 
a “meal product” or a “main dish 
product” in new § 101.13(1) and (m). 
FDA also notes that for products that do 
not meet the definition of “meal 
product” or a “main dish product,” 
claims will be evaluated according to 
the reference amount in new § 101.12(b) 
applicable to the product. 

To reflect the reclassification and new 
definitions of “meal product” and 
"main dish product” in new § 101.13(1) 
and (m), and for clarity, FDA has 
revised § 101.9(b)(3) to read: “Serving 
size for meal products and main dish 
products as defined in § 101.13(1) and 
(m) of this chapter that come in single¬ 
serving containers as defined in 
paragraph (b)(6) of this section shall be 
the entire content (edible portion only) 
of the package. Serving size for meal 
products and main dish products in 
multiserving containers shall be based 
on the reference amount applicable to 
the product in § 101.12(b) if the product 
is listed in § 101.12(b). Serving size for 
meal products and main dish products 
in multiserving containers that are not 
listed in § 101.12(b) shall be based on 
the reference amount according to 
§ 101.12(f).” 

175. One comment requested that 
FDA require dual declaration, per 
serving and per 100 g, on “meal-type” 
products to facilitate nutrition 
comparisons of these products on an 
equal basis and to ensure “a level 
playing field.” 

FDA disagrees with the comment. The 
agency recognizes, that because many of 
these products are used interchangeably 

in the diet, consumers may want to 
compare nutritional values of these 
products. “Meal-type” products 
(reclassified and redefined as “meal 
product” and “main dish product” in 
new § 101.13(1) and (m)) encompass a 
wide variety of products which vary in 
product characteristics. Therefore, these 
products difier greatly in amounts 
customarily consumed. The agency 
believes that nutrition information per 
serving derived from the reference 
ammmt applicable to each type of these 
products facilitates nutrition 
comparisons of these products on an 
equal basis in terms of the amount used 
in the diet. In addition, the 1990 
amendments do not provide the 
authority to require nutrition 
information per 100 g or 100 mL basis. 
Accordingly, FDA has not adopted the 
recommended modification. (However, 
the agency notes that under new 
§ 101.13(1) and (m), the eli^bility of 
such products to bear nutrient claims 
will Ira determined on a per 100 g basis.) 

176. Several industry comments 
suggested that frozen entrees packaged 
in separate pouches that contain more 
than one distinct food per package (e.g., 
rice or pasta with sauce or toppings) 
should be classified as “meal-t)qra” 
products rather than mixed di^es. 

For the purpose of determining the 
label serving size, the agency considers 
these “poudi-type” frozen entrees to be 
“mixed dishes” rather than “meal-type*' 
products. The components of these 
frozen entrees are packaged separately 
for technical reasons, such as 
differences in required cooking times for 
the different components and better 
preservation of the texture and flavor 
during storage. However, the 
components from all pouches in a 
package are consumed as one product 
like other products in the mixed dishes 
categories. The only difference between 
the “pouch-type” products and other 
mixed dishes is that different 
components of the “pouch-type” 
products are packaged in separate 
pouches within the container, while all 
components of the other type of mixed 
dishes are packaged in one container. 
There is no difference in the 
characteristics, usage, or the manner of 
consumption between these two types 
of products. 

However, if a “pouch-type” product 
meets the definition of “meal product” 
or “main dish product” in new 
§ 101.13(1) and (m) of the final 
regulation on nutrient content claims, it 
will be classified as such for the 
evaluation of whether the product 
qualifies to bear a nutrient content 
claim. If a “pouch-type” product does - 
not meet the definition of “meal 

product” or “main dish product,” its aualification for claims ^11 be based on 
le reference amount of the specific 

product. 

5. Labeling of variety packs 

FDA proposed to require in 
§ 101.9(b)(4) that a variety pack, such as 
a package containing several varieties of 
single-serving packages or a product 
having two or more compartments with 
each compartment containing a difierent 
food, provide nutrition information for 
each variety or food per serving size that 
is derived from the reference amount 
applicable to each variety or food. 

177. One comment requested that 
FDA revise the proposed rule on the 
labeling of variety packs to state that 
nutrition labeling ^ould be based on 
the individual serving actually in each 
inner container rather than serving size 
derived from the reference amount. 

FDA advises that as long as each inner 
package meets the requirements for the 
single-serving unit as defined in 
§ 101.9(b)(2)(i), the content of each inner 
package is one serving. Thus, the 
nutrition information would be based 
on the content in each inner package. 
Many variety packs contain difierent 
products that differ in reference 
amounts. Therefore, to determine 
whether each inner package qualifies for 
the single-serving unit, manufecturers 
must use the reference amount 
applicable to each product. 
Accordingly, FDA has not adopted the 
comment’s request. However, for clarity, 
FDA has revised § 101.9(b)(4) to read: 
“A variety pack such as a package 
containing several varieties of single¬ 
serving units as defined in paragraph 
(b)(2)(i) of this section * * * shall 
provide nutrition information for each 
variety or food per serving size that is 
derived from the reference amount in 
§ 101.12(b) applicable for each variety or 
food and the procedures to convert the 
reference amount to serving size in 
paragraph (b)(2) of this section.” 

6. Labeling of foods for special dietary 
use 

In the preamble to the 1991 serving 
size proposal (56 FR 60394 at 60408), 
FDA tentatively concluded that the 
serving size requirements that applied 
to foods intended for weight control or 
weight reduction, available in the 
marketplace, should also apply to the 
products sold only to enrollees of a 
weight control program. The agency also 
stated that it would not objed if 
products available only as par( of a 
weight-control program provided dual 
columns of nutrition information based 
on the reference amotmt and the serving 
size prescribed by the program. 
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178. A consumer organization 
supported the proposal but 
recommended that FDA require both the 
nutrition information and the product’s 
qualihcation for claims to be fused on 
the reference amount. Industry 
comments objected to the proposed 
requirement. A manufacturer of weight- 
control products requested that FDA 
allow manufacturers of portion 
controlled or other products that are 
part of a weight-control or weight- 
maintenance plan to base serving sizes 
on amounts specified under such plans 
and not necessarily on serving sizes 
derived from reference amoimts in new 
§ 101.12(b). Comments from the 
providers of weight-control programs 
requested that FDA allow them to 
determine serving sizes that are 
consistent with the meal plans for 
products that are available only through 
the weight-control program. The 
comments asserted that if portion 
controlled products are required to use 
the same serving size as for the regular 
counterpart, it could lead to 
overconsumption of these foods and 
defeat the purpose of the program. The 
comments claimed that the dual 
labeling proposed by FDA could be 
confusing. A nutrition professional 
organization also stated that dual 
columns of nutrition information on 
these products may be confusing. 

FDA has given careful consideration 
to all arguments presented in the 
comments on this issue. To ensure that 
the labeling is not misleading, the 
serving sizes for all foods available in 
the marketplace to the general public, 
including those intended for weight- 
control or weight-reductions, must be 
based on the reference amount in new 
§ 101.12(b). However, the agency also 
finds that for weight-control products 
that are available only as part of a 
weight-control program, the use of a 
serv'ing size that differs from the serving 
size for the meal plan may be confusing 
to the enrollees and may undermine the 
purpose of the program. Therefore, the 
agency concludes that, for products that 
are available only through the weight- 
control program and are not available at 
a general retail store, it is in the best 
interest of the enrollees of the weight- 
control program to have labeling that is 
consistent with the meal plan of the 
program in order to avoid any potential 
confusion about the serving size. FDA 
has revised § 101.9(b)(2) to exempt 
products that are both intended for 
weight-control and available only 
through weight-control or weight- 
maintenance programs. To avoid any 
confusion with the general retail 
products, manufacturers are required to 

label their products as “for sale only 
through the-program" (fill 
in the blank with the name of the 
appropriate weight-control program, 
e g.. Smith’s Weight Control), on the 
principal display panel. If these 
products are also available at the retail 
market, the serving size derived from 
the reference amount must be used. 
FDA advises that qualification of these 
products for nutrient content or health 
claims will be based on the reference 
amount, not the serving size determined 
by the provider of the weight-control 
program. 

In addition. FDA advises that the 
label statements regarding the 
usefulness of these products in reducing 
or maintaining body weight are subject 
to the provisions in new § 105.66 of the 
nutrient content claims regulation 
published elsewhere is this issue of the 
Federal Register. 

G. Declaration of Number of Servings 
Per Container 

FDA proposed in § 101.9(b)(8) that a 
manufacturer, in declaring the number 
of servings per container, may use either 
of the two options listed in that section, 
choosing the one most meaningful for a 
specific product. The options proposed 
were; (1) Declare serving size as the 
approximate whole household measure 
that results in a whole number of 
servings in the container (e.g., serving 
size: approximately 1/2 cup; number of 
servings per container: 10} or (2) declare 
the serving size in the exact household 
measure and the approximate number of 
servings per container (e.g., serving size: 
1/2 cup: number of servings per 
container: approximately 10). In either 
case. FDA proposed to require that 
whole numbers of servings be used with 
the exception of random weight 
products. For random weight products, 
FDA proposed to use “varied" for the 
number of servings per container 
provided the nutrition information is 
based on the reference amount 
expressed in oz. 

179. Most comments supported the 
proposed requirements for the 
declaration of the number of servings 
per container. However, several 
comments objected tg rounding the 
number of servings to the nearest whole 
number. The comments argued that 
rounding to the nearest whole riumber 
does not accurately account for the 
actual number of servings in a container 
and in many cases would significantly 
distort a container’s contents, especially 
for packages containing between 1.5 to 
4.5 servings. Some of the comments 
acknowledged that many consumers do 
not like fractional numbers of servings 
on the label but argued that this dislike 

results primarily from the use of odd 
decimal fractions (e.g., 2.7 servings) and 
from fractional numbers of servings on 
packages typically consumed in their 
entirety (e.g., 1.5 servings on a 12 fl oz 
can of soda). The comments stated that 
rounding to the nearest 0.5 servings 
would be understood by virtually all 
consumers. A few comments suggested 
that at the very best. FDA should permit 
rounding to the nearest half-serving for 
packages containing 4.5 servings or 
fewer. 

FDA acknowledges that consumer 
objections to the fractional number of 
servings may be the result of the use of 
odd fractional numbers of servings and 
of their use on products typically 
consumed in their entirety. The agency 
agrees that, for packages containing 4.5 
servings or less, the number of servings 
in 0.5-increments would reflect more 
closely the number of servings in the 
container. For larger containers, the 0.5 
serving difference between the next 
lower or next higher whole number is a 
smaller relative percentage of the total 
number of servings in the package and. 
therefore, reflects an unrealistic and 
meaningless precision (e.g., 8.5 servings 
or 28.5 servings) because the number of 
servings are approximations. For this 
reason, FDA has revised § 101.9(b)(8) to 
allow fractional servings on packages 
containing between 2 and 5 servings. 
This procedure would reduce the errors 
in the number of servings per container 
to a maximum of about 12 percent (2.24 
servings rounded to 2 servings) or less. 

179a. Several comments aadxessed 
the two options proposed in 
§ 101.9(b)(8) for declaring the number of 
servings per container. A comment from 
a trade association stated that the two 
options would provide manufacturers 
flexibility in deciding the number of 
servings per container appropriate to 
their food products and providing the 
consumer with the most useful serving 
size information. Other comments from 
industry, consumers, and consumer 
organizations expressed concern about 
providing an option. They stated that 
allowing the two options would result 
in different serving sizes (and thus 
different nutrition information) for 
different brands of the same food, 
making nutrition comparisons of 
different brands difficult. One consumer 
organization contended that it is more 
important for consumers, especially 
those on medically-prescribed diets, to 
know the exact serving size that is the 
basis for the nutrition information than 
the exact number of servings. These 
latter comments recommended that FDA 
require manufacturers to list the exact 
serving size and an approximate number 
of servings per container. 
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Mthough the two options would 
provide flexibility to manufacturers, 
FPA recognizes that it would result in 
nonuniformity in serving sizes of 
different brands of the same food. The 
agency also agrees with the latter 
comments that it is more important to 
have the exact serving size than the 
exact number of servings. Many 
comments on the 1991 serving size 
proposal stated that the serving size 
regulation should facilitate nutrition 
comparisons of different brands. 
Therefore, FDA has revised § 101.9(b)(8) 
to require the exact serving size and the 
approximate number of servings. 

180. Most comments approved of 
permitting the "varied” declaration for 
the number of servings on random 
weight prgducts. However, one 
comment from a consumer organization 
expressed concern. The comment 
argued that the "varied” declaration is 
unnecessary because random weight 
products, such as cheese, are usually 
priced per pound, and the retailer or 
manufacturer must weigh a package of 
cheese to determine the price. The 
comment contended that once the 
weight has been measured, the servings 
per container can be easily calculated. 

FDA agrees that random weight 
products are usually priced by weight, 
and that the retailer or manufacturer 
must weigh the product first to price it. 
However, because these products vary 
widely in weight, it would be difficult 
for retailers and manufacturers to have 
labels printed with the number of 
servings per container unless they have 
automated label machines that print the 
number of servings as they print the 
weight. Therefore, it would be 
unreasonable to require all retailers and 
manufacturers to include the number of 
servings on random weight products. 
Accordingly, FDA is retaining the 
"varied” declaration for the number of 
servings on random weight products. 
However, the agency encourages the 
retailers and manufacturers to label the 
number of servings per container if they 
have automated machines or some 
means to provide the information. 

181. A few comments suggested that 
FDA permit an optional declaration of 
“typical number of servings” with the 
term "varied” on random weight 
packages. The comments contended that 
an approximate number of servings per 
container could help consumers 
determine the approximate number of 
servings contained in the package. 

FDA agrees with the comment. 
Accordingly, FDA has revised 
§ 101.9(h)(8) to allow voluntary labeling 
of the "typical number of servings” 
when "varied” is used to declare the 
number of servings per container, e.g.. 

“veiried (usually 5 servings)” or "varied 
(usually 4 to 6 servings).” The agency 
encoxirages manufacturers to provide 
the typi^ number of servings 
whenever feasible. 

182. Several comments from the 
pickle industry stated that the size and 
shape of the vegetables used to make 
pickles vary widely as a result of 
numerous factors, including the variety, 
weather conditions, and maturation 
when harvested. The comment 
contended that pickles are random 
weight products and should be allowed 
to use “varied” for the number of 
servings per container. 

FDA disagrees with the comments. 
Products that contain individual imits 
in the container that vary in size, such 
as pickles, are not random weight 
products because the net quantity of the 
container size remains constant. 
Random weight products are those 
products that are sold in units whose 
net quantity of contents is random, e.g., 
cheese. In Uie case of random weight 
cheese, the number of servings is 
difficult to estimate because the net 
quantity of content vary widely from 
package to package of the same product. 
Because the container size of pickles 
(and thus the net quantity of contents) 
is constemt, pickle manufacturers, 
unlike cheese manufacturers, can have a 
label printed for each size of the 
container. Therefore, FDA is not 
allowing a "varied” declaration on 
pickles. 

However, because the serving size for 
pickles will be based on the drained 
solids, the net quantity of the drained 
solids in the same size container may 
vary somewhat because of the variation 
in size and shape of pickles. 
Consequently, the number of servings 
per container may vary somewhat for 
different containers of the same size. 
Therefore, FDA has revised § 101.9(b)(8) 
to allow declaration of the typical 
number of servings per container (e.g., 
usually 5 servings) for canned products 
that natiually vary in imit size, and the 
serving size is required to be expressed 
on the drained solids basis (e.g., 
pickles). 

183. A few comments from the 
produce industry requested that FDA 
clarify in the serving size regulation that 
raw fruits and vegetables are exempt 
from declaring the number of servings 
per container. 

FDA advises that raw fruit, vegetables, 
and fish are exempt from mandatory 
nutrition labeling requirements under 
new § 101.9(j)(10) (see document 
entitled "Fo^ Labeling: Mandatory 
Status of Nutrition Labeling and 
Nutrient Content Revision” published 
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 

Register). These foods are subject to the 
guidelines of the volrmtary nutrition 
labeling program in § 101.45. Section 
101.45(b)(3) states that the ntunber of 
servings per container need not be 
included in nutrition labeling of raw 
fruit, vegetables, and fish. Accordingly, 
there is no need to cover this exemption 
in new § 101.9(b). 

184. A manufacturer requested that 
FDA confirm in a preamble statement to 
the final rule that the product of the 
number of servings multiplied by the 
parenthetical metric equivalent of the 
serving size is not expected to precisely 
equal die net quantity of the piquet 
declared on the principal display panel. 

FDA concurs with tne comment’s 
statement. It is true for two reasons: (1) 
An oz is defined differently for the net 
quantity of content regulation than for 
the serving size regulation, and (2) the 
number of servings are usually an 
approximate number. One oz is defined 
as 28.3452 g for the determination of the 
net quantity of contents (Ref. 39) and 28 
g for the purpose of labeling serving 
size. 

H. Other Related Issues 

I. "As packaged” versus "as consumed” 
as the l^sis for the nutrition information 

In § 101.9(b)(9) of the 1991 serving 
size proposal, FDA proposed that the 
declaration of nutrient content 
information shall be on the basis of food 
as packaged or purchased with the 
exception of those products that were 
specifically excluded. Additionally, 
FDA encouraged manufacturers to 
voluntarily provide the nutrient content 
of their products on an as consumed 
basis using package directions for 
preparation (56 FR 60394 at 60413). 

185. Several comments supported the 
proposed rule. A health professional 
organization strongly opposed nutrition 
ladling on an as prepaid (i.e., as 
consumed) basis because nutrition 
information should reflect the content of 
food in the package that consumers are 
selecting and pur^asing. A consumer 
comment stated that all nutrition 
information should be based on food as 
packaged. Anything beyond that 
becomes the consumer’s responsibility. 

Many other comments objected to the 
proposal for basing the nutrition 
information of the products that require 
further preparation before consumption 
(e.g., mixes) on an as packaged 
basis. ’Ine comments requested that 
FDA require that nutrition information 
on these products be provided on an as 
consumed basis. The comments 
contended that because these products 
cannot be eaten in the form packaged 
and often reqtdre adding admtional 
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ingredients, nutrition information on an 
as packaged basis is not meaningful to 
consumers. Some comments argued that 
nutrition information on an as packaged 
basis does not allow consumers to make 
informed comparisons between similar 
products in different forms (prepared 
and dry) and provides no incentive for 
manufacturers to develop preparation 
directions in support of current dietary 
recommendations. A manufactiuer 
argued that the nutrition information on 
an as packaged basis for products that 
require the addition of o^er ingredients 
often underestimates the nutritional 
contribution of the product in the total 
daily diet because it does not include 
the nutrient contribution of other 
ingredients added in the preparation for 
consumption. The comment contended 
that in tnese cases, as packaged 
information violates the 1990 
amendments that require the nutrition 
information to be conveyed in a manner 
which enables the public to understand 
its relative simificance in the context of 
8 total daily diet. 

Some comments from the popcorn 
industry objected to nutrition labeling 
on an as packaged basis because: (1) 
Popcorn is inedible as packaged, and (2) 
some of the fat that is added to 
microwave popcorn to facilitate 
popping sticks to the bag after popping 
and is therefore not consumed. 
Nutrition labeling on an “as packaged” 
basis would, therefore, overstate the fat 
content as consumed. 

Several comments also asserted that 
the qualification of a product for 
nutrient content claii^ should be based 
on the product “as prepared.” 
Comments stated that nutrient content 
claims based on the product as 
packaged could be misleading on those 
products that, when prepared according 
to package directions, would not meet 
the criteria for the claim on an “as 
pr^ared” basis. 

Other comments suggested that 
products that require the addition of 
ingredients, such as dry cake mixes, 
should list nutrition information on 
both an “as packaged” and an "as 
prepared” b^is. The comments 
contended that if they did not, labels 
that list the fat and sodium contents as 
“0” (zero) would lead consiuners to 
believe that these products are fat free 
or sodium free when eaten, even though 
fat and salt must be added according to 
the preparation directions. 

FOA does not agree with the 
comments that suggested that FDA 
should require nutrition information on 
an “as prepared” basis. The agency has 
foimd that it cannot regulate products as 
effectively on an “as prepared” basis. 
For example, many products that 

require further preparation before 
consumption require the addition of 
ingredients. The nutrient content of a 

articular ingredient may vary bom 
rand to brand (e.g., different brands of 

butter may vary in sodium content: 
different brands of fats and oils may 
vary in saturated fatty acid content). In 
addfition, maniifacturers often provide 
multiple directions for preparation (e.g., 
using different types of fats, several 
directions for prepariiig different foods 
such as pancakes, waffles, and biscuits). 
There may be no obvious or rational 
basis for die agency to determine which 
set of directions should be used to check 
the accuracy of the nutrition 
information. Furthermore, a product 
may be used by consumers in many 
different ways, and the agency has no 
control over how a product is used after 
purchase. 

However, FDA recognizes that it 
would be helpful to m^e comparisons 
of foods in their prepared state (e.g., 
prepared package salad dressing and 
bottled salad dicing). Therefore, for 
the benefit of the consumers who follow 
the package directions in preparing 
these products, the agency continues to 
encourage manufacturers to voluntarily 
provide nutrient information on their 
products on an as prepared basis, using 
the package directions in preparing the 
food, and, in the case of multiple 
directions, using the directions that 
represent the major usage of the 
product. The agency agrees that such 
voluntary information may provide an 
incentive for manufactiuers to develop 
methods of preparation that support 
dietary recommendations. 

The agency disagrees with the 
comment that “as packaged” nutrition 
information violates the 1990 
amendments becaxise the “as packaged” 
information imderestimates the 
nutritional contribution of the product 
to the total daily diet. Section 403(q)(l) 
of the act states that nutrition 
information is to be provided on “a food 
intended for human consumption and is 
offered for sale * * *” (emphasis added). 
Thus, the manufacturer has the 
responsibility to provide nutrition 
information on the product as offered 
for sale. Once the product is purchased 
and other ingredients are adaed, the 
packaged product becomes a different 
product. Therefore, the contribution of a 
product to a total daily diet must be 
evaluated in terms of the nutrient 
content of the product in the package as 
sold. 

With regard to the comments about 
the nutrition labeling of unpopped 
popcorn, the agency notes ^at popcorn 
is no different than other foods that 
require further preparation before 

consumption (e.g., cake mixes, pancake 
mixes) and that are required to provide 
nutrition information on an as packaged 
basis. Therefore, no special provision is 
needed for unpopped popcorn. The 
agency notes, however, that 
§ 101.9(b)(10l(iii) permits a second 
column on nutrition information on 
popcorn products in multiserving 
containers on a per cup popped basis. 

As for the fat m microwave popcorn, 
the agency notes that the amount of fat 
that is retained with the popcorn may 
vary depending on the popping 
conditions and equipment used. 
Therefore, the agency cannot monitor 
compliance on an as consumed basis. 

In regard to comments that nutrient 
content claims should be based on the 
product “as prepared,” FDA notes that 
it did not addr^ this issue in either the 
1991 serving size proposal or the 
proposal entitled “Nutrient Content 
Claims, General Principles, Petitions, 
Definition of Terms” (56 FR 60421, 
November 27,1991). The agency does 
not believe that the 1990 amendments 
contemplated regulation of claims on 
products as prepared by the consumer. 
Section 403(r) of the act focuses on 
claims for nutrients in the food that is 
offered for sale. Moreover, regulation on 
an “as prepared” basis would raise 
significant compliance problems. 
However, the agency does agree that a 
nutrient content claim could be 
misleading if directions for rise of the 
packaged product specify the addition 
of ingredients that would result in the 
finished edible product no longer 
meeting the criteria for the claim. If FDA 
finds that a problem exists in the 
marketplace after implementation of 
these final rules, the agency will 
consider further rulemaking under 
section 403(a) of the act. 

Likewise. FDA did not propose to 
require that a product that requires the 
addition of ingredients declare nutrition 
information on both an as purchased 
and an as prepared basis, and. as 
discussed previously, the agency d^s 
not believe that it is appropriate to do 
so. 

186. Some comments stated that for 
products where water must be added 
before the product can be consumed 
(e.g., dry soup or noodle mixes), the 
nutrition information should be based 
on the rehydrated product. 

FDA advises that water contains some 
minerals. In its final rule on the 
declaration of sodium content in 
nutrition labeling, the agency reviewed 
and discussed data on the sodium 
content of the U.S. water supplies (49 
FR 15510 at 15524). The data showed 
that sodium ranged fr'om less than 3 mg 
to approximately 52 mg per 6 fl oz. 
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However, to prevent the introduction of 
error in the analysis of a product for 
compliance purposes, the agency is 
denying this request. 

187. A health professional 
organization recommended that for 
products where choice in the 
preparation method can markedly alter 
its nutritional content, nutrition 
information on the product as prepared 
should be provided through educational 
point of purchase materials or in places 
on the package other than the nutrition 
label. 

FDA has no objections to the 
placement of nutrition information 
other than that required in the nutrition 
label on other places on the label or in 
labeling (such as point of purchase 
materials). However, the agency has no 
authority to require such information. 
Accordingly, no action is being taken on 
this comment. 

2. Nutrition information on a drained 
solids basis 

Food consumption data showed that 
the liquid in foods such as canned fish, 
canned maraschino cherries, pickled 
fruits, olives, and canned or pickled 
vegetables is not customarily consumed. 
Therefore, FDA proposed in 
§ 101.9(b)(9) to require that the 
declaration of nutrient and food 
component content of such foods be 
based on the drained solids. 

188. Comments from a food 
manufacturer and a trade association 
opposed the proposal for basing 
nutrition information on a drained 
solids basis for beans, potatoes, and 
vegetables canned in liquid. The 
comments contended that upon cooking 
starch and other nutrients are released 
into the packing medium. The 
comments argued that because the 
entire contents of the container is 
frequently consumed, information on a 
drained weight basis would be 
misleading. One comment submitted 
data from a marketing surv'ey showing 
that a large percentage of people use the 
liquid. 

IDA agrees with the comment that the 
marketing survey showed that a large 
percentage of people use the liquid and 
that the liquid also contains nutrients 
(Ref. 64). Accordingly, the agency has 
deleted canned beans, potatoes, and 
vegetables fi'om the list of foods in new 
§ 101.9(b)(9) that are exempted from the 
requirement for nutrition information 
on an "as packaged" basis and has 
modified footnote 6 for Table 2 in new 
§ 101.12(b) to reflect this change. 
Canned beans, potatoes, and vegetables 
will, therefore, be required to provide 
nutrition information on an "as 
packaged" basis. 

189. An industry comment stated that 
the liquid that is present in "Alaska" 
canned salmon is the natural juice that 
has cooked out of the fish during 
thermal processing, and no additional 
liquid is added to "Alaska" canned 
salmon. The comment, therefore, 
asserted that nutrition information for 
canned salmon should be on an "as 
packaged" basis. 

FDA agrees with the comment that 
nutrition information on canned salmon 
to which liquid has not been added for 
canning should be based on an as 
packaged basis. Accordingly, the agency 
has revised the footnote to Table 2 in 
new § 101.12(b) so that canned salmon 
that is not in a liquid packing medium 
is required to be labeled on an "as 
packaged" basis. Canned salmon that is 
in a liquid packing medium is subject to 
being labeled on a drained weight basis. 
The revised footnote reads: "If packed 
or canned in liquid * * *." 

3. Miscellaneous issues 

190. A manufacturer requested that 
FDA install a toll-free telephone number 
regarding questions on the reference 
amounts. 

FDA advises that budgetary 
constraints do not allow for die 
installation of a toll-fi-ee telephone 
number to assist manufacturers in any 
aspect of the implementation of these 
final rules. However, agency persoimel 
will respond to the maximum extent 
possible to all written or telephone 
requests for assistance. In addition, the 
agency intends to prepare materials to 
assist manufacturers in implementing 
these regulations as well as the 
educational materials to assist 
consumers in understanding and using 
the new nutrition labels. 

/. Listing of a Second Column of Values 

1. Listing nutrient contents based on 
100 g, 100 mL, 1 oz, or 1 fl oz 

FDA proposed in § 101.9(b)(10) that 
another column of figmes may be used 
to declare the nutrient and food 
component information on the basis of 
100 g or 100 mL or of 1 oz or 1 fl oz 
of the food as packaged or purchased. 

191. Most comments on this issue 
supported voluntary labeling of a 
second column of values on a uniform 
basis. These comments reasoned that 
the second column of values provides 
nutrition information on a uniform 
basis, which aids consumers in making 
nutrition comparisons of different 
products. Some comments that 
supported voluntary labeling of a 
second column of values stated that 
FDA should not provide two choices for 
the basis of the second column. 

Comments that addressed the choice for 
the basis of the second column preferred 
100 g or 100 mL over 1 oz or 1 fl oz. 
These comments stated that nutrition 
information per 100 g (or mL): (1) May 
be useful for persons on a sp^al diet 
for medical reasons, (2) may assist 
consumers in understanding the metric 
system, or (3) is the only presentation of 
nutrition information internationally 
understood. One international comment 
stated that nutrition information per 100 
g should he mandatory, and the 
information per serving should be 
voluntary. Another international 
comment stated that nutrition 
information per 100 g or 100 mL should 
be allowed on European products. A 
domestic comment stated that the 
second column of values per 100 g or 
100 mL should be mandatory. 

Comments objecting to the use of a 
second column stated that: (1) The 
second column of values would be 
confusing to consumers or is too much 
information, thus contributing to label 
clutter, (2) consumers may not 
understand why this information is on 
the label or understand how this 
quantity differs from a typical serving 
size, (3) consumers may have little need 
to compare 100 g of mustard with 100 
g of a 12 oz firozen dinner, or (4) it is 
not necessary to add a second column 
on a per 100 g or 100 mL basis for the 
reason of international harmonization 
because every country has its own 
unique label requirements. Comments 
argued that because of these vastly 
different requirements, it is virtually 
impossible to use U.S. labels 
internationally. 

FDA has given careful consideration 
to all arguments for and against the 
second column of values presented in 
the comments. To facilitate comparison 
of the nutritional composition of 
different products, the agency agrees 
that it would be desirable to have a 
uniform basis for the second column. 
However, for consistency with USDA’s 
regulation, the agency has decided to 
retain the two choices for the basis of 
the second column as proposed. 

FDA disagrees with the comment that 
stated that the second column of values 
per 100 g or 100 mL should be 
mandatory. The 1990 amendments do 
not mandate such a requirement. 
Further, nutrition information per 100 g 
or 100 mL is not meaningful for many 
foods that are customarily consiuned in 
small quantities (e.g., croutons, crackers, 
cream and cream substitutes, sugar, 
butter, margarine, oil, and condiments) 
and dry mixes (e.g.. dry beverage 
mixes). Therefore, the agency has not 
adopted this recommendation. 
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FDA is not persuaded that the 
declaration of nutrition information in a 
second column on a per 100 g or 100 mL 
basis should be prohibited, llie 
provision is voluntary; therefore, 
manufacturers who do not wish to 
present the second column of values are 
not required to provide it However, the 
presence of the information could help 
to facilitate comparisons between types 
of foods. While one comment stated that 
there is little need to compare 100 g of 
foods which would not be used 
interchangeably (e.g., mustard and 
frozen dinner), FDA notes that 
facilitation of nutrition comparisons is 
intended for different products which 
are used interchangeably in the diet. 

Considering the wei^t of the 
comments supporting the second 
column of values on a uniform basis, 
FDA believes that voluntary labeling of 
a second column of values is desirable. 
This infonnation will enable those who 
desire the information to benefit from it. 
Additionally, in response to comments 
that said a second column would be 
confusing, FDA intends to follow 
publication of these final rules with 
consumer education activities about the 
new food labeling requirements. Tliis 
education initiative will assist 
consumers in understanding the utility 
of a second column of values based on 
100 g, 100 mL. 1 oz, or 1 fl oz and 
should minimize consumer confusion. 

Therefore, FDA has retained 
§ 101.9(b)(10) as proposed and 
redesignated as § 101.9(b)(10)(i). 

2. Mandatory listing of nutrient contents 
for a use that differs in quantity by two¬ 
fold or greater fiem the use upon which 
the reference amount was based 

FDA proposed in § 101.9(b)(ll) that if 
a product is promoted on the label, 
labeling, or advertising for a use that 
differs in quantity by twofold or greater 
from the use upon which the reference 
amount was based (e.g.. liquid cream 
substitutes promoted for use with 
breakfast cereals), the manufacturer 
must provide a second column of 
nutrition information based on the 
amount customarily consumed for the 
promoted use in addition to the 
nutrition information per serving 
derived from the reference amount in 
§ 101.12(b). 

192. Two comments horn consumer 
and nutrition professional organizations 
supported the proposal. One of the 
comments recommended that FDA also 
require dual columns of values on foods 
“that are consumed in two quantities 
that difier by two-fold or greater, as long 
as the alternative use occurs at least 25 
percent of the time.’* To illustrate the 
point, the comment cited the use of 

liquid cream substitutes in coffee versus 
on cereal or fruit. On the other hand, a 
comment frnm a trade associatimi 
argued that this approach is not 
required under the act and could 
severely hamper traditional marketing 
techniques and reduce the flow of 
helpful information to consumers. They 
furmer stated that such a requirement is 
simply unworkable, particularly for 
nondiscrete bulk products paclmged in 
multiserving containers (e.g., flour, 
sugar, multipurpose baking mixes). 
Many manuracturers make recipes 
available to the consumer through 
labeling (e.g., recipe booklets) and 
advertising. Many of these recipes are 
for the use of modified substitutes in 
regular recipes, such as lower fat 
alternatives. Manufacturers may also 
promote multiple uses of their products, 
some of which may suggest the use of 
the quantity of the product by twofold 
or greater than the reference amount. In 
such circumstances, the manufacturer 
could not possibly label the amount 
customarily consumed for every 
promoted use. Under such a rule, 
manufacturers will be less likely to 
promote several types of legitimate uses 
for their products. The comment stated 
that FDA should not discourage the 
dissemination of information that 
consumers find useful and informative. 

FDA disagrees that in addition to 
requiring dual columns for promoted 
uses, FDA should also require dual 
columns for alternative uses that occur 
at least 25 percent of the time. Many 
foods are used for more than one 
purpose, and it is not always possible 
for manufacturers to determine which 
uses constitute 25 percent or more of the 
total usage of the food and to 
continually monitor trends in usage 
with this Idnd of precision. 
Consequently, FDA is not requiring dual 
columns based on percentage of use of 
the food. 

However, FDA does find that this 
situation must be addressed. Section 
403(q) of the act defines a serving size 
to be an amount customarily consumed. 
In some cases, such as the example 
given in proposed § 101.9(b)(ll) of 
cream substitutes, the reference amount 
for the product category in § 101.12(b) 
clearly does not represent the 
customarily consumed amount for the 
product’s promoted use on breakfast 
cereal. Thus, a separate customarily 
consumed amoimt is needed for the 
promoted use according to the 
definition of the serving size under the 
act. In addition, the agency notes that 
under 403(a) of the act, the nutrition 
informaticm based on the reference 
amount (1 tbsp.) for the liquid cream 
substitute example is misleading for its 

promoted use with breakfast cereals (1/ 
2 cup). Therefore. FDA believes that it 
has legal authority under section 403(a) 
and (q) of the act to require dual 
columns of vcdues bas^ on the 
customarily consumed amount for each 
use. 

Finally. FDA agrees with the 
comment that stated that it is 
imreasonable to require multiple 
columns of values for some nondiscrete 
bulk products that are used primarily as 
ingre^ents (e.g., flour, sweeteners, 
shortenings, oils), traditionally used for 
multipurposes (e.g., eggs, butter, 
margarine), and multipurpose baking 
mixes (e.g., mixes with multiple recipes) 
because me products are promoted 
generically and are listed in hundreds of 
recipes and requiring hundreds of 
columns would be impractical and 
impossible. 

Accordingly, in regard to dual 
columns, in new § 101.9(b)(ll), FDA has 
retained the requirement for dual 
labeling for products that are promoted 
for a use that differs by twofold or 
greater from the use upon which the 
reference amount is based. However, the 
agency has added a statement that 
specifically exempts certain foods frtxn 
this requirement for dual labeling: 
nondiscrete bulk products used 
primarily as ingredients (e.g., flour, 
sweeteners, shortenings, oils) or 
traditionally used for multipurposes 
(e.g., eggs, butter, margarine), and 
multipurpose baking mixes. 

193. A trade association objected to 
the use of advertising to determine 
whether a second column of nutrition 
information is required under 
§101.9(b)(ll). 

The agency advises that it views 
advertising as evidence of how the 
manufacturer intends the product to be 
used. If, as discussed in the preceding 
comment, this use is significantly 
different than the use on which the 
reference amount is based, the 
provisions of new § 101.9(b)(ll) are 
triggered. Accordingly, FDA is not 
making the suggested change. 

/. I7se of Serving Size to Evaluate 
Nutrient Content and Health Claims 

FDA proposed in § 101.12(g) to 
require that the reference amount be 
used in determining whether a product 
meets the criteria for nutrient content 
claims, such as “low calorie,” and for 
health claims. However, the agency 
noted that label serving sizes often differ 
fr'om the reference amounts. Thus, 
products that meet the criteria for a 
claim on a reference amount basis may 
not qualify on a serving size basis. For 
example, a soft drink that contains 30 
mg of sodium per reference amount (240 
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mL) meets the criteria for a “very low 
sodium” claim (less than or equal to 35 
mg per 8 fl oz (240 mL)). A 12-fl oz 
single-serving container of this soft 
dri^, however, contains 50 mg of 
sodium and, therefore, would not 
qualify for the “very low sodium” 
daim. For these products, FDA 
proposed that both the reference amount 
and the label serving size be used to 
determine whether the product meets 
FDA criteria for a claim. The agency 
also discussed another option based 
solely on the reference amoxmt plus a 
discldmer and solidted comments on 
both options. 

194. Many comments supported the 
proposal to base claims on iMth the 
reference amount and the label serving 
size. However, numerous comments 
from the food industry, nutrition 
professionals. Government, and 
consumers contended that claim 
evaluations for all products should be 
based solely on the reference amount. 
The comments argued that claims 
should reflect the true characteristics of 
the product, and that a product that 
qualifies for a daim should be able to 
l^ar the claim on all container sizes. 
According to these comments, using 
both the reference amount and the label 
serving size as criteria will result in a 
product that would be able to bear a 
claim for one container size but would 
not be able to bear the same claim for 
another. The comment stated that such 
inconsistency in the use of claims for 
the same product in different-sized 
containers would be confusing to 
consumers and should not be permitted. 
Some of these comments suggested that 
FDA’s concern about the misleading 
claims could be alleviated by requiring 
a statement of the basis for the claim 
along with the claim on a product that 
meets the criteria only on the basis of 
the reference amount, e.g., “very low 
sodium, 35 mg or less per 8 fl oz.” 

As diseased in the 1991 serving size 
I proposal (56 FR 60394 at 60412), &ere 
I are advantages and disadvantages to 
I both options. After careful consideration 
[ of the comments received and of the 
( advantages and disadvantages of both 
i options, FDA concludes that the most 

reasonable solution for this issue is to 
base claim evaluations on the reference 
amount and to require a disclaimer with 
the claim. FDA agrees with the 

I comments that claims should reflect the 
true characteristics of a product, and 

k those characteristics do not change if 
I the product is packaged in a different 

size container. Thus, it is appropriate to 
! use the standard established by FDA, 

the reference amount, as the b^is for 
evaluating claims. However, FDA also 
recognizes that products packaged in 

containers that difler from the reference 
amoimt may contain an amount of the 
nutrient significantly different from the 
amoimt on which the claim is based 
(e.g., 50 mg of sodium in a 12-fl oz 
container that can claim “very low 
sodium" since it contains only 35 mg 
sodium per 8 fl oz). In order to not be 
misleading, FDA agrees with the 
comments suggesting that a disclaimer 
that includes a statement of the basis for 
the claim is appropriate on such 
products. The agency recognizes that 
consumers may not readily understand 
the significance of the disclaimer (i.e., 
that it is alerting them to the fact that 
the product does not meet the criteria 
for the claim on the basis of the label 
serving size). The agency intends to 
inform consumers about the meaning of 
various claims on product labels 
through nutrition education activities 
that will follow the publication of the 
final regulations for food labeling. 
Accordingly, FDA has revised 
§ 101.12(^ to base the qualification for 
a claim on the reference amount and to 
require a disclaimer if the label serving 
size of a product differs horn the 
reference amount, and the product does 
not qualify for the claim on the basis of 
the label serving size. 

In presenting the disclaimer, 
manufacturers must state the reference 
amount as it appears in new § 101.12(b). 
The reference amount in metric measure 
should be followed, in parmithesis, by 
the equivalent household measure 
appropriate for the food. Many 
consumers have complained that they 
do not understand metric measures. Hie 
parenthetical household measure 
should help consumers to visualize the 
quantity on which the claim is based. 
For example, a 12-fl oz soft drink that 
meets the criteria for “very low sodium" 
per reference amount, but not per 12 fl 
oz, would state “very low sodium. 35 
mg or less per 240 mL (8 fl oz)." A slice 
of bread that meets the criteria for “high 
in fiber” per reference amount, but not 
per slice, would state “high in fibor, 20 
percent or more of the Recommended 
Daily Intake per 50 g (about 11/2 
slicos) 

Revised § 101.12(g) reads: 
The reference amount set forth in 

paragraphs (b) through (f) of this section shall 
be used in determining whether a product 
meets the criteria fw nutrient content claims, 
such as “low calorie,” and for health claims. 
If the serving size declared on die product 
label differs from the reference amount, and 
the product meets the criteria for the claim 
only on the basis of the reference amount, the 
claim shall be followed by a statement that 
sets forth the basis on which the claim is 
made. That statement shall include die 
reference amount as it appears in § 101.12(b) 
followed, in parenthesis, by the amount in 

common household measure if the reference 
amount is expressed in measures other than 
common household measures (e.g., for a 
beverage, “Very low sodium, 35 mg or less 
per 240 mL (8 fl oz). 

195. A few comments recommended 
that the determination as to whether a 
food qualifies to bear a nutrient content 
or he^th claim should be based only on 
the label serving size. 

FDA disagrees with the comment 
Basing claim evaluations only on the 
label serving size could encourage 
manipulation of serving sizes to qualify 
for claims. Therefore, I^A is not 
adopting this recommendation. 

196. Other comments recommmidod 
using 1 oz as the basis for the claim 
evaluation. The comments contended 
that 1 oz is a simple criterion and 
provides a “level playing field" for all 
products making claims. 

FDA believes that 1 oz is 
inappropriate to use for declaring 
nutrient content or for evaluating claims 
because it has no relation to the amount 
of food customarily consumed or a 
food's contribution to the total daily diet 
as required by the 1990 amendments 
and thus will result in misleading or 
meaningless claims. For example, on a 
1 oz basis, foods that may qualify for a 
“high” claim on a per serving basis (e.g., 
“high calcium" on yogurt) may not he 
able to bear the claim, whereas foods 
that may not qualify for a “low" claim 
on a per serving baris (e.g., “low 
calorie” cake) may be able to beer the 
claim. Therefore, FDA is not adopting 
this recommendation. 

K. Petition'Process 

FDA proposed in § 101.12(h) a set of 
requirements for filing a petition to 
establish or amend a reference amount 

Several comments from nutrition 
professicmal organizations and the 
industry supported the petition process. 
A major trade association stated that the 
systdm is necessary because of the 
changing consumption patterns of 
Americans and the evenhanging nature 
of food products. The association 
further stated that it agrees with the type 
and amount of information proposed by 
FDA to be included in the petition. A 
few comments opposed or expressed a 
reservation on certain specific aspects of 
the petition process as described below. 

197. FDA proposed in 
§ 101.12(h)(llKi) to provide that a 
petition to create a new subcategory of 
food with its own reference amount 
must include data that demonstrate that 
the new subcategory of food will be 
consumed in amounts that differ enough 
frx>m the reference amount for the parent 
category to warrant a separate reference 
amount. Data must include sample size 
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and the mean, median, and modal 
amounts consumed per eating occasion 
for the petitioned product and for the 
products in the parent category, 
excluding the petitioned product. 

An industry comment objected to the 
requirement in proposed 
§ 101.12(h)(ll)(i) for data on other 
products in the category. The comment 
stated that this information is not 
necessary, and that the data requirement 
is so burdensome that a petition for a 
new subcategory is almost impossible. 

FDA disagrees with the comment that 
the data requirement for other products 
in the parent category is not necessary. 
The consumption data for other 
products in the category are needed to 
compare with the consumption data for 
the petitioned product to ensure that the 
customarily consumed amounts of the 
two product groups diHer enough to 
warrant a separate reference amount for 
the petitioned product. The 
consumption data for other products in 
the parent category serve as the 
reference standard against which the 
consumption data for the petitioned 
product can be compared. Without a 
reference standard, it can not be known 
whether the difference in the 
customarily consumed amount of the 
petitioned product and the reference 
amount for the parent category is real or 
the result of the methodological or 
procedural differences in the surveys 
used. Use of the data on the other 
products is analogous to using a control 
or a reference standard in a laboratory 
experiment to validate the value of a test 
article. 

FDA also disagrees that the data 
requirement is so burdensome that a 
petition for a new subcategory is almost 
impossible. Available national food 
consumption data bases provide 
information needed to meet the data 
requirement in new § 101.12(h)(ll)(i). 
Some comments on the 1991 serving 
size proposal presented evidence that a 
relatively inexpensive survey can be 
conducted to collect food consumption 
data under actual conditions of use 
when information is not available from 
data bases. 

However, to avoid an overly stringent 
data requirement, paragraph (h)(ll)(i) 
has been modified to reduce the amoimt 
of information that must be submitted. 
While the proposed provision reqmred 
information "* * * for the petitioned 
product and for all products in the 
category, excluding the petitioned 
product * * *,” the modified provision 
seeks only data "* * * for the petitioned 
product and for other products in the 
category, excluding the petitioned 
product * * Also, to correct an 
oversight, the agency has added 

standard deviation to the data 
requirement to read “* * * Data must 
include sample size; and the mean, 
standard deviation, median, and modal 
consumed amount * * 

198. FDA proposed in § 101.12(h)(14) 
that as part of the petition submission, 
a statement must be included 
concerning the feasibility' of convening 
associations, corporations, consumers, 
and other interested parties to engage in 
negotiated rulemaking to develop a 
proposed rule consistent with the 
Negotiated Rulemaking Act of 1990 
(Pub. L. 101-648). A consumer 
organization opposed the negotiated 
rulemaking in establishing a reference 
amoimt through a petition. The 
comment contended that the process is 
resource-intensive and will favor those 
organizations and companies that have 
the time and money to devote to such 
negotiations. 

roA believes that in certain 
circumstances, negotiated rulemaking 
may be a useful tool in developing new 
or amended reference amounts. D^e 
feasibility of convening an appropriate 
group of interested parties would be 
discussed by the petitioner; however, 
the decision on whether to convene a 
discussion session would be at FDA’s 
discretion with full awareness of agency 
resources. FDA is convinced that it is 
frequently useful to provide a forum for 
open discussion of particularly 
contentious issues. All interested 
parties, including consumer 
organizations, would be invited to 
participate in any such negotiated 
rulemaking. Therefore. FDA has 
retained § 101.12(h)(14) as proposed. 

199. One industry comment requested 
that a procedural method be established 
to mooify. add. or expand a category or 
reference amount. Because of the length 
of time necessary for issuing and 
finalizing a proposal as a result of a 
petition, the comment stated that the 
proposed petition method is not 
optimal, llie comment recommended 
that USDA and FDA investigate 
alternatives to the proposed petition 
process. 

FDA believes that the petition process 
referred to in § 101.12(h) is the 
appropriate process to establish or 
amend a reference amount. Such a 
process is necessary because the 
reference amounts adopted by the 
agency have the force and effect of laws. 
However, new § 101.12(h) merely 
incorporates the citizen petition process 
in § 10.30. This petition process will 
ensiue full participation of all interested 
parties. FDA recognizes that issuing and 
finalizing a proposal does take time. 
Therefore, the agency will do its best to 
expedite the petition for establishing or 

amending a reference amount so that the 
petitioner can properly label and market 
its product at the earliest date possible. 

200. A trade association contended 
that manufacturers of the products with 
reference amoimts in § 101.12(b) are at 
a competitive advantage over those 
manufacturers whose products are not 
included in § 101.12(b) because they do 
not have the burden or expense of 
petitioning for a reference amount. The 
comment argued that the petition 
process is unfair, and that it is the 
government’s responsibility to provide a 
rational basis for determining serving 
sizes on all products. The comment 
further contended that in the absence of 
a meaningful reference amount for a 
product, a "small” business should be 
permitted to determine an appropriate 
reference amount or to delay nutrition 
labeling until FDA has completed its 
task. 

FDA disagrees with the comment. To 
comply with the act. the agency has 
established reference amounts for 
virtually all foods in the current food 
supply that are regulated by FDA. The 
agency notes that the list of reference 
amounts in new § 101.12(b) is extensive 
and applicable to all products that 
belong to the generic description of the 
product category. Therefore, 
manufacturers should be able to find 
reference amounts for practically all 
products currently in the food supply. 

The agency is aware that new 
products are continuously being 
introduced into the market. Because the 
product category description is generic, 
manufacturers should also be able to 
find the reference amounts in 
§ 101.12(b) that are applicable to most of 
these new products. However, some 
new products may not fit in the product 
categories in § 101.12(b). Therefore, the 
agency has installed a petition process 
to establish or amend reference amounts 
to encompass new products that do not 
fit in any of the prcKluct categories in 
§ 101.12(b) and any products in the 
current food supply that were not 
brought to FDA’s attention in this 
rulemaking process. Although FDA 
recognizes that there is both time and 
money involved in the petition process, 
this process is necessary to keep the 
reference amounts in § 101.12(b) 
current. 

The agency agrees that it has the 
authority to establish the reference 
amoimt. However, it is not FDA’s 
responsibility to Imow every new food 
product that is introduced in the 
market. 'The agency points out that it is 
the manufacturer’s responsibility to 
inform FDA if any products have not 
been covered by § 101.12(b) and to 
provide appropriate information to 
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establish or amend the reference 
amounts in § 101.12(b). 

Lastly, the agency points out that 
“small” businesses as defined in 
§ 101.9(j)(l) are exempt from nutrition 
labeling and thus, there is no need for 
'oncem about the petition process. 

V. Other Affected Rules 

The agency proposed to revise 21 CFR 
101.8(a) to state that where nutrition 
information is required, and firms elect 
to place statements on product labels 
concerning the number of servings in a 
package in other locations in addition to 
the location where nutrition information 
is placed, such statements must be in 
the same terms as that used for nutrition 
information. FDA proposed this revision 
to prevent consumer confiision over 
serving size. 

FDA received no comments on this 
provision. However, to correct a 
typographical error in the 1991 serving 
size proposal, the agency has modified 
§ 101.8(a) to read: “• • • Such statement 
shall not be misleading in any particular 
* * * •• 

V. Environmental Impact 

The agency previously considered the 
environmental effects of the action 
being taken in this final rule. As 
announced in its nutrition labeling 
proposed rules published in the Federal 
Register of November 27,1991 (56 FR 
60366 et al.), the agency determined that 
under 21 CE'R 25.24(a)(8) and (a)(ll), 
these actions are of a type that do not 
individually or cumulatively have a 
significant impact on the human 
environment. Therefore, neither an 
environmental assessment nor an 
environmental impact statement was 
required. 

m its November 1991 nutrition 
labeling proposed rules, the agency 
proposed that the final rules for these 
actions would become effective 6 
months following their publication in 
the Federal Register. Several comments 
on the nutrition labeling proposed rules 
suggested that there would be 
significant adverse environmental 
effects from the final rules unless the 
agency allowed more time between the 
publication of the final rules and their 
effective dates. The concern in these 
comments was that, if the agency did 
not allow firms more time between the 
publication of the final rules and their 
effective dates to use up existing label 
inventories, large stocks of labels and 
labeled packaging would have to be 
discarded. These comments questioned 
whether the agency had sufficiently 
examined the impact of disposing of 
obsolete labels and labeled packaging on 
this country’s solid waste disposal 

capabilities. Two comments estimated 
the amounts of labeling from their 
respective industries, i.e., dairy and 
confectionery, that would need to be 
discarded following publication of 
FDA’s final rules on several food 
l^ieling actions, includiitg this action. 
However, these comments did not: (1) 
Provide details on how these estimates 
were derived, (2) identify what portion 
of the estimated amoimts are 
attributable to these two actions, or (3) 
describe what impact the discarded 
labels and packaging would have on the 
di^osal of solid waste. 

Based on its consideration of 
comments received, the agency has 
decided to allow additional time for 
companies to use up their old labels. 
Thus, the nutrition labeling final rules 
will not be efiective rmtil May 8,1994. 
FDA believes there will thus be ample 
time for food companies to use up most 
of the existing labeling and packaging 
stocks and to incorporate labeling 
language that complies with FDA’s 
regulations into their food labels. 
Consequently, the comments on the 
potential for adverse environmental 
effects do not affect the agency's 
previous determination that no 
significant impact on the human 
environment is expected and that an 
environmental impact statement is not 
required. 

VI. Economic Impact 

In its food labeling proposals of 
November 27,1991 (56 FR 60366 et 
seq.), FDA stated that the food labeling 
reform initiative, taken as a whole, 
would have associated costs in excess of 
the $100 million threshold that defines 
a major rule. Thus, in accordance with 
Executive Order 12291 and the 
Regulatory Flexibility Act (Pub. L. 96- 
354), FDA developed one 
comprehensive regulatory impact 
analysis (RIA) that presented the costs 
and benefits of all of the food labeling 
provisions taken together. That RIA was 
published in the F^eral Register of 
November 27,1991 (56 FR 60856), and 
along with the food labeling proposals, 
the agency requested comments on the 
RIA. 

FDA has evaluated more than 300 
comments that it received in response to 
the November 1991 RIA. FDA’s 
discussion of these comments is 
contained in the agency’s final RIA 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. In addition, FDA will 
prepare a final regulatory flexibility 
analysis (RFA) subsequent to the 
publication of the food labeling final 
rules. The final RFA will be placed on 
file with the Dockets Management 
Branch (HFA-305), Food and Drug 

\dministTation, rm. 1-23,12420 
Parklawn Dr., Rockville, MD 20857, and 
a notice will be published in the 
Federal Register annoimcing its 
availability. 

In the final RIA, FDA has concluded, 
based on its review of available data and 
comments, that the overall food labeling 
reform initiative constitutes a major rule 
as defined by Executive Order 12291. 
Further, the agency has concluded that 
although the costs of complying with 
the new food labeling requirements are 
substantial, such costs are outweighed 
by the public health benefits that will be 
realized through the use of improved 
nutrition information provided by food 
labeling. 

VII. Paperwork Reduction Act 

In the Federal Register of February 
14,1992 (57 FR 5398), FDA announced 
that the agency had submitted to the 
Office of Management and Budget 
(OMB) for its review the collection of 
information requirements contained in 
the proposed rule (November 27,1991, 
56 FR 60394) that provided, in part, for 
petitions regarding serving sizes. Also in 
the February 1992 document, FDA 
published its estimated annual 
collection of information burden. 

Based on its consideration of the 
written comments received in response 
to the aforementioned Federal Register 
documents and the oral presentations 
made at the public hearing on food 
labeling. FDA modified the serving size 
petition requirements frnm those that 
were proposed. Those modifications 
were discussed in detail earlier in this 
final rule. Accordingly, FDA has also 
revised its estimated annual collection 
of information burden. 

This final rule contains collection of 
information requirements that are 
subject to review by OMB under the 
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 (44 
U.S.C 3507). Therefore, in accordance 
with 5 CFR 1320, the title, description, 
and respondent descriptions of the 
collection of information requirements 
are shown below with an estimate of the 
annual collection of information 
burden. Included in the estimate is the 
amormt of time for reviewing 
instructions, searching existing data 
sources, gathering necessary 
information, and completion and 
submission of petitions. 

Title: 21 CFR 101.12—Food Labeling: 
Serving Sizes. 

Description: This final rule provides 
the procedures and format for the 
submission of pretitions to the agency. 
Section 101.12(h) describes the 
information needed by FDA to evaluate 
the need for the change or addition 
requested in the petition and to 
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determine the appropriate reference 
amount for the |}etitioned food if the 
change or addition is judged as needed. 
The information included in these 

petitions will be reviewed by the 
agency, and a decision will be made in 
accordance with the criteria specified in 
this final rule. 

Description of Respondents: Persons 
and businesses, including small 
businesses. 

Estimated Annual Reporting and Recordkeeping Burden: 

Section 
Number of 
Respond¬ 

ents 

Number of 
Responses 

per Re¬ 
spondent 

Total Ar>- 
nual Re¬ 
sponses 

Average 
Burden per 
Response 

AnrHjat 
Burden 
Hours 

mi 19(h) . 10 1 10 60 600 
600 

FDA has submitted copies of the final 
rule to OMB for its review of these 
reporting requirements. 
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List of Subjects in 21 CFR Part 101 

Food labeling. Reporting and 
recordkeeping requirements. 

Therefore, under the Federal Food. 
Drug, and Cosmetic Act and under 

authority delegated to the Commissioner 
of Food and Drugs. 21 CFR part 101 is 
amended as follows; 

PART 101—FOOD LABELING 

1. The authority citation for 21 CFR^ 
part 101 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Secs. 4, 5,8 of the Fair 
Packaging and Labeling Act (15 U.S.C. 1453, 
1454,1455); secs. 201, 301,402, 403, 409, 
701 of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act (21 U.S.C. 321, 331,342, 343, 348, 371). 

2. Section 101.8 is amended by 
revising paragraph (a) to read as follows: 

§101.8 Labelino of food with number of 
eervingt. 

(a) The label of any package of a food 
that bears a representation as to the 
number of servings contained in such 
package shall bear in immediate 
conjunction with such statement, and in 
the same size type as is used for such 
statement, a statement of the net 
quantity (in terms of weight, measure, or 
numerical count) of each such serving; 
however, such statement may be 
expressed in terms that differ from the 
terms used in the required statement of 
net quantity of contents (for example 
cups, tablespoons) when such differing 
term is common to cookery and 
describes a constant quantity. Such 
statement shall not be misleading in any 
particular. Where nutrition labeling 
information is required in accordance 
with the provisions of § 101.9, however, 
the statement of the net quantity of each 
serving shall be consistent with the 
requirements for serving size expression 
set forth in that section (e.g., 10 1-cup 
(240 milliliters) servings). A statement 
of the number of units in a package is 
not in itself a statement of the number 
of servings. 
* * « ft * 

3. Section 101.9 is amended by 
revising paragraph (b) to read as follows: 

§ 101.9 Nutrition labeling of food. 
ft ft ft ft ft 

(b) Except as provided in 
§ 101.9(h)(3), all nutrient and food 
component quantities shall be declared 
in relation to a serving as defined in this 
section. 

(1) The term "serving" or "serving 
size" means an amount of food 
customarily consumed per eating 
occasion by persons 4 years of age or 
older which is expressed in a common 
household measure that is appropriate 
to the food. When the food is specially 
formulated or processed for use by 
infants or by toddlers, a serving or 
serving size means an amount of food 
customarily consumed per eating 
occasion by infants up to 12 months of 

age or by children 1 through 3 years of I 
age, respectively. | 

(2) Except as provided in paragraphs 
(b)(3). (b)(4), and (b)(6) of this section 
and for products that are intended for 
weight control and are available only 
through a weight-control or weight- 
maintenance program, serving size 
declared on a product label shall be 
determined from the "Reference 
Amounts Customarily Consumed Per 
Eating Occasion" (reference amounts) 
that appear in § 101.12(b) using the 
procedures described below. For 
products that are both intended for 
weight control and available only 
through a weight-control program, a 
manufacturer may determine the serving 
size that is consistent with the meal 
plan of the program. Such products 
must bear a statement, "for sale only 
through the-program" (fill in 
the blank with the name of the 
appropriate weight control program, 
e.g.. Smith's Weight Control), on the 
principal display panel. However, the 
reference amounts in § 101.12(b) shall 
be used for purposes of evaluating 
whether weight-control products that 
are available only throu^ a weight- 
control program qualify for nutrient 
content claims or health claims. 

(i) For products in discrete vinits (e.g., 
muffins, sliced products such as sliced 
bread, apples, or individually packaged 
products within a multiserving 
package), except for products &at 
naturally vary in size such as 
maraschino cherries, pickles, shellfish, 
whole-fish, and fillet of fish, serving size 
shall be the number of whole units that 
most closely approximates the reference 
amount for the product category. If a 
unit weighs 67 percent or more, but less 
than 200 percent of the reference 
amount, the serving size shall be one 
imit. If a unit weighs more than 50 
percent but less than 67 percent of the 
reference amount, the manufacturer may 
declare one unit as one serving. If a unit 
weighs 200 percent or more of the 
reference amount, the manufacturer may 
declare the whole unit as one serving if 
the whole unit can reasonably be 
consumed at a single-eating occasion. 
Serving size for maraschino cherries 
shall be expressed as 1 cherry with the 
parenthetical metric measure equal to 
the average weight of a medium size 
cherry. Serving size for other products 
that naturally vary in size shall be 
expressed in the amoimt in oz that most 
closely approximates the reference 
amount for the product category. 
Manufacturers shall adhere to ^e 
requirements in paragraph (b)(5) of this 
section for expressing the serving size in 
oz. 
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(ii) For products in large discrete 
units that are usually divided for 
consumption (e.g., cake, pie, pizza, 
melon, cabbage), the serving size shall 
be the fractional slice of the food (e.g., 
1/12 cake, 1/8 pie, 1/4 pizza, 1/4 melon, 
1/6 cabbage) that most closely 
approximates the reference amount for 
the product category. In expressing the 
fractional sUce, manufacturers shall use 
1/2,1/3,1/4,1/5,1/6, or smaller 
fractions that can be generated by 
further division by 2 or 3. 

(iii) For nondiscrete bulk products 
(e.g., breakfast cereal, flour, sugar, dry 
mixes, concentrates), serving size shall 
be the amoxmt in household measure 
that most closely approximates the 
reference amoimt for the product 
categ^. 

(3) The serving size for meal products 
and main dish products as defined in 
§ 101.13(1) and (m) of this chapter that 
come in single-serving containers as 
defined in paragraph (b)(6) of this 
section shall be the entire content 
(edible pwtion only) of the package. 
Serving size for meal products and main 
dish products in multiserving 
containers shall be based on the 
reference amoimt applicable to the 

roduct in § 101.12(b) if the product is 
sted in § 101.12(b). Irving size for 

meal products and main dish products 
in multiserving containers that are not 
listed in § 101.12(b) shall be based on 
the reference amount according to 
§ 101.12(f). 

(4) A variety pack such as a package 
containing several varieties of single¬ 
serving imits as defined in paragraph 
(b)(2)(i) of this section, and a product 
having two or more compartments with 
each compartment containing a different 
food, shall provide nutrition 
information for each variety or food per 
serving size that is derived from the 
reference amoimt in § 101.12(b) 
applicable for each variety or food and 
the procedures to convert the reference 
amount to serving size in paragraph 
(b)(2) of this section. 

(5) For labeling purposes, the term 
“common household measure” or 
“common household unit” means cup, 
tablespoon, teaspoon, piece, slice, 
fraction (e.g., 1/4 pizza), ounce (oz), 
fluid ounce (fl oz), or other common 
household equipment used to package 
food products (e.g., jar. tray). In 
expressing serving size in household 
measures, the following rules shall be 
used: 

(i) Cups, tablespoons, or teaspoons 
shall be used wherever possible and 
appropriate except for beverages. For 
beverages, a manufacturer may use fl oz. 
Cups shall be expressed in 1/4 or 1/3 
cup increments, tablespoons in whole 

number of tablespoons for quantities 
less than 1/4 cup but greater than or 
equal to 1 tablespoon, and teaspoons in 
wnole number of teaspoons for 
quantities less than 1 tablespoon but 
greater than or equal to 1 teaspoon and 
in 1/4 teaspoon increments for 
quantities less than 1 teaspoon. 

(ii) If cups, tablespoons or teaspoons 
are not applicable, units such as piece, 
slice, tray, jar, and frraction shall be 
used. 

(iii) If paragraphs (b)(5)(i) and 
(b)(5)(ii) of this section are not 
applicable, oz may be used with an 
appropriate visual unit of measure such 
as a dimension of a piece, e.g.. 1 oz (28 
g/about 1/2 pickle). Ounce 
measurements shall be expressed in 0.5 
oz increments most closely 
approximating the reference amount, 
with rounding indicated by use of the 
term “about” (e.g., about 2.5 oz). 

(iv) For nutrition labeling purposes, a 
teaspoon means 5 milliliters (mL); a 
tablespoon means 15 mL; a cup means 
240 mL; 1 fluid ounce (fl oz) means 30 
mL; and 1 oz in weight means 28 

(v) When a serving size, determined 
from the reference amount in $ 101.12(b) 
and the procedures described in this 
section, falls exactly half way between 
two serving sizes, e.g., 2.5 tbsp, 
manufacturers shall round the serving 
size up to the next incremental size. 

(6) A product that is packaged and 
sold incuvidually and that contains less 
than 200 percent of the applicable 
reference amount shall be considered to 
be a single-serving container, and the 
entire content of the product shall be 
labeled as one serving except for 
products that have reference amounts of 
100 g (or mL) or larger, manufacturers 
may decide whether a package that 
contains more than 150 percent but less 
than 200 percent of the reference 
amount is 1 or 2 servings. Packages sold 
individually that contain 200 percent or 
more of the applicable reference amount 
may be labeled as a single-serving if the 
entire content of the package can 
reasonably be consumed at a single¬ 
eating occasion. 

(7) A label statement regarding a 
serving shall be the serving size 
expressed in common household 
measures as set forth in paragraphs 
(b)(2) through (b)(6) of this section and 
shall be followed by the equivalent 
metric quantity in parenthesis (fluids in 
mL and all other foods in g) except for 
single-serving containers. For a single- 
serving container, the parenthetical 
metric quantity, which will be 
presented as part of the net weight 
statement on the principal display 
panel, is not required except where 
nutrition information is required on a 

drained weight basis according to 
§ 101.9(b)(9). The g quantity equivalent 
to the household measure should be 
rounded to the nearest whole number 
except for quantities that are less than 
5 g. The g quantity between 2 and 5 g 
should rounded to the nearest 0.5 g 
and the g quantity less than 2 g should 
be expressed in 0.1-g increments. In 
addition, serving size may be declared 
in oz and fl oz, in parenthesis, following 
the metric measure separated by a slash 
where other common household 
measures are used as the primary unit 
for serving size, e.g., 1 slice (28 ^1 oz) 
for sliced bread. The oz quantity 
equivalent to the metric quantity should 
be expressed in 0.1 oz increments. If a 
manufacturer elects to use abbreviations 
for units, the following abbreviations 
shall be used: tbsp for tablespoon, tsp 
for teaspoon, g for gram, mL for 
milliliter, oz for ounce, and fl oz for 
fluid ounce. To promote uniformity in 
label serving sizes in household 
measures declared by different 
manufacturers, FDA has provided 
Guidelines for Determining the Gram 
Weight of the Household Measure. The* 
guidelines can be obtained from 
Division of Nutrition (HFF-260), Center 
for Food Safety and Applied Nutrition, 
Food and Drug Administration, 200 C 
St. SW., Washin^on, DC 20204. 

(8) Determinanon of the number of 
servings per container shall be based on 
the serving size of the product 
determined by following the procedures 
described in l^s section. The number of 
servings shall be rounded to the nearest 
whole number except for the number of 
servings between 2 and 5 servings and 
random weight products. The number of 
servings between 2 and 5 servings shall 
be rounded to the nearest 0.5 serving. 
Rounding should be indicated by the 
use of the term “about” (e.g., about 2 
servings, about 3.5 servings). When the 
serving size is required to be expressed 
on a drained soli^ basis and the 
number of servings vary because of a 
natural variation in unit size (e.g., 
maraschino cherries, pickles), the 
manufacturer may state the typical 
number of servings per container (e.g., 
usually 5 servings). For random wei^t 
products, a manufacturer may declare 
“varied” for the number of servings per 
container provided the nutrition 
information is based on the reference 
amount expressed in oz. The 
manufacturer may provide the typical 
number of servings in parenthesis 
following the “varied” statement. 

(9) The declaration of nutrient and 
food component content shall be on the 
basis of food as packaged or purchased 
with the exception of raw fish covered 
under § 101.42 (see § 101.44), packaged 
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single-ingredient products that consist 
of Hsh or game meat as provided for in 
paragraph (j)(ll) of this section, and of 
foods that are packed or canned in 
water, brine, or oil but whose liquid 
packing medium is not customarily 
consumed (e.g., canned fish, maraschino 
cherries, pickled fhiits, and pickled 
vegetables). Declaration of nutrient and 
food component content of raw fish 
shall follow the provisions in § 101.45. 
Declaration of nutrient and food 
component content of foods that are 
packed in liquid but the liquid packing 
medium is not customarily consumed, 
shall be based on the drained solids. 

(10) Another column of figures may 
be used to declare the nutrient and food 
component information, 

(i) Per 100 g or 100 mL or per 1 oz 
or 1 fl oz of the food as packaged or 
purchased. 

(11) Per one unit if the serving size of 
a product in discrete units in a 
multiserving container is more than one 
unit. 

(iii) Per cup popped for popcorn in a 
multiserving container. 

(11) If a product is promoted on the 
label, labeling, or advertising for a use 
that differs in quantity by twofold or 
greater from the use upon which the 
reference amount in § 101.12(b) was 
based (e.g., liquid cream substitutes 
promoted for use with breakfast cereals), 
the manufacturer shall provide a second 
column of nutrition information based 
on the amount customarily consumed in 
the promoted use, in addition to the 
nutrition information per serving 
derived fi'om the reference amount in 
§ 101.12(b), except that nondiscrete bulk 
products that are used primarily as 
ingredients (e.g., flour, sweeteners, 
shortenings, oils), or traditionally used 
for multipurposes (e.g., eggs, butter. 

margarine), and multipurpose baking 
mixes are exempt from this requirement. 
* ft * * * 

4. Section 101.12 is added to subpart 
A to read as follows: 

1101.12 Reference amounts customarily 
consumed per eating occasion. 

(a) The general principles and factors 
that the Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA) considered in arriving at the 
reference amounts customarily 
consumed per eating occasion (reference 
amounts) which are set forth in 
paragraph (b) of this section, are that: 

(1) FDA calculated the reference 
amoimts for persons 4 years of age or 
older to reflect the amoxmt of fo^ 
customarily consumed per eating 
occasion by persons in this population 
group. These reference amoimts are 
based on data set forth in appropriate 
national food consumption surveys. 

(2) FDA calculated the reference 
amounts for an infant or child under 4 
years of age to reflect the amount of food 
customarily consumed per eating 
occasion by infants up to 12 months of 
age or by children 1 through 3 years of 
age. respectively. These reference 
amounts are based on data set forth in 
appropriate national food consumption 
surveys. Such reference amounts are to 
be used only when the food is specially 
formulated or processed for use by an 
infant or by a child under 4 years of age. 

(3) An appropriate national food 
consumption survey includes a large 
sample size representative of the 
demographic and socioeconomic 
characteristics of the relevant 
population group and must be based on 
consumption data under actual 
conditions of use. 

(4) To determine the amount of food 
customarily consumed per eating 

occasion. FDA considered the mean, 
median, and mode of the consumed 
amount per eating occasion. 

(5) When survey data were 
insufficient, FDA took various other 
sources of information on serving sizes 
of food into consideration. These other 
sources of information included: 

(i) Serving sizes used in dietary 
guidance recommendations or 
recommended by other authoritative 
systems or organizations: 

(ii) Serving sizes recommended in 
comments: 

(iii) Serving sizes used by 
manufacturers and grocers: and 

(iv) Serving sizes used by other 
countries. 

(6) Because they reflect the amount 
customarily consumed, the reference 
amount and. in turn, the serving size 
declared on the product label are based 
on only the edible portion of food, and 
not bone, seed, shell, or other inedible 
components. 

(7) The reference amount is based on 
the major intended use of the food (e.g., 
milk as a beverage and not as an 
addition to cereal). 

(8) The reference amounts for 
products that are consumed as an 
ingredient of other foods, but that may 
also be consumed in the form in which 
they are purchased (e.g., butter), are 
based on use in the form purchased. 

(9) FDA sought to ensure that foods 
that have similar dietary usage, product 
characteristics, and customarily 
consumed amounts have a uniform 
reference amount. 

(b) The following reference amounts 
shall be used as the basis for 
determining serving sizes for specific 
products: 
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Cereals, dry Instant... 15 „ 
Cereals, prepared, ready-to-senre. 110 g 
Other cereal and grain products, dry ready-to-eat, e.g.. ready-to-rat “ 

cereals, cookies, teething biscuits, and toasts. 
Otoners, desserts, fruits, vegetables or soups, dry mix_ 
Dtoners, desserts, fruits, vegetables or soups, ready-to-serve, junior 

type. 
Dinners, desserts, fnilts, vegetables or soups, ready-to-serve, strained 

type. 

Dtoners, stews or soups for toddtors, ready-to-serve.... 170 g 
Fnjits tor toddlers, raady-to-senre... 125 g 
Vegetables for toddlers, ready-to-senre. 70 g 
Eg^egg yolks, ready-to-serve... 
Juices, afl varieties..L... 

7 g for infants and 20 g for toddfors to 
others. 

15 g 

60g 

55 g _... 
120 mL 
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Otny Pmducte anti Substitutes: 
Cbeme, cottage.. 

Cheese used primarly as ingredtentt, e.g., dry cottage cheese, rtcotta 55 g 
cheese. 

Cheese, grated hard, e.g., Parmesan, Romano. 5 g .. 
Cheese, all others erccept those listed as separate categories—in- 30 g 

dudes cream cheese and cheese spread. 

Cheese sauce—see sauce category. 

Cream or cream substitutes, fluid. 15 mL . 
Cream or ore>>m >uhetihitnit, poiMlar .. 2 g. 
Cream, half & half. 
Eggnog... 
MHk, oorxiensad, urvMutad ...._....... 

.. 30”mL . 

120 mL 
30 mL . 

MHk, avt^xirated, urKMuted. 30 mL . 
MiiK mik-basad drinks, s.g., instant breakfast. meal replacement 240 mL 

cocoa. 
Shakes or shake substitutes, e.g., dairy shake mixes, tmit frost mixes . 240 mL 
Sourcream. 30a 

Desserts: . 
Ice cream, ice milk, frozen yogurt sherbet all types, bulk arxf nov- 1/2 cupnndudes the volume for a 

eWas (e.g., bars, sandwiches, oortas). type varieties.' 
Frozen flavorad and sweetened ice and pops, frozen fruft juices: all 65 g... 

types, buk and noveltlas (e.g., bars, cups). 

Custards, gelatin or pudding... 1/2 cui 

Dessert Toppings anti fWngs:. 
Cake froatings or Icings. 35g. 
Other dessert toppings, s.g., fruits, syrups, spreads, marshmaiiow 2tbsp 

cream, nuts, dairy and nondahy wtilpp«l toppl^. 
Pie flings...... 85 g . 
Egg mti Egg Substitutes: ...... 
Egg mixtutes, e.g., egg foo young, scrambled eggs, omelets_ 110 g 
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TABLE 2- 
REFERENCE AMOUNTS CUSTOMARILY CONSUMED Pt 

Product category Reterenc 

Sugar substitutes.. An amount equivalent to orte refer* 

Synips . 30 mL for syrups used primarily t 
, com syrup); 60 mL for all others. 

Vegetables:...-. 

Vegetables primarily used for garnish or flavor, e.g., pimento, parsley . 15 g... 

Chili pepper, green onion... 30 g. 

All other vegetables vrithout sauce: fresh, canned, or frozen. 85 g for fresh or frozen; 95 g tor v 
liquid, cream-style com, carmec 
winter squash. 

All other vegetables with sauce: fresh, canned, or frozen —. 110 g. 

Vegetable juice... 240 mL 
Olives". 15 g .... 

PIcMes, all types". 30 g .... 
Pickle relishes . 15 g .... 
Vegetable pastes, e.g., tomato paste . 30 g_ 
Vegetable sauces or purees. e.g, tonrato sauce, tomato puree. 60 g .... 

' Theta valuae rapreaanl the amowtt (edMe portion) ot food customarSy oorwumed per eating occasion and were primar 
^Unlaaa othenette noted in the neterertce Amount column, Ste relerence amounts are lor the ready-to-serve or aknosl 

•te unprepared torm (e.g., dry mins; concentrates; dough; tiatter. dry, fresh, and frozen pasta) is the amount leriuired to m 
* Manufacturers are required to convert the reference amrwnt to the latwl serving size in a Itousehold measure most app 
^Copies of the 1st of products tor each product category are avalatile from the Owision of Nutrition (HFF-2eO). Canter fi 
*Tha labal statements are meant to provide guidance to manufacturers on the presentation of serving size infonnation 

shouU use the dascription of a unit that is most appropriate for the spedlic product (e.g.. sanrhvich lor sandwiches, cookie 
*lncludas cakae that weigh to g or more par cubic inch. 
'includes cakes toat weigh 4 g or more per cubic inch but less than 10 g per cubic inch. 
■includes cakes that weigh less than 4 g par cubic inch. 
■Label serving size tor ice cream cones and eggs of all sizes will be one unit. Label serving size of al chewing gums Ih 
'■Animal products not covered under the Federal Meat Inspection Act or the Poultry Products Inspection Act such as fit 
"If packed or canned in iquid, toe reference amount Is tor toe drainsd soUds. exc^ tor products in which both the sot 
'■The reference amount tor toe uncooked form rtoes not apply to raw fish in § 101.45 or to single-ingredwnt products ihi 
'■For raw frut, vegetables, arto Hah, manufactuiers should toHow toe label statement tor the serving size spedtad in A 

the 20 Most Frerawntry Consumed Raw Fruits, Vegetables, and Fish; Delinilian of Substantial Compka^; Correction'' (56 
'■Pizza sauce is pairt of the pizza and is not considered to be sauce topping. 



pritnaniy (tortved from th» 1977-1978 and the 1987-1988 Food Conaumplion Survaya oonduded by tha USOA. 
almost raady-to-sarva form of tha product O *-. heat and aarva. bco«m and aarva). If not Mad aaperataly, tha rafatanoa amount tor 
ad to maka one raieianca amount of the praparad form. Praparad maana piaparad tor oonaumption (a.9., oookad). 
oat approprtata to their specific product using tha proceduraa in 21 CFR 101.9(b). 
lanter tor Food Safety and /kipkad Nutrition, Food and Drug Administration. 200 C St SW., Washington. DC 20204. 
mation on the label, but they are not required. The tami ‘pteoa’ ia used as a generic description of a discrsla unIL Manufacturara 
oooUa for oookiea. and bar for frozen novellies). 

)ums that weigh more than the raference amount that can reasonably be consumed at a single eating occasion wW be one unit 
h as flash products from deer, bison, rabbit, quail, wild tuiltay. geese, ostrich, ale. 
the solids and iquids are customarily consumed (e.g.. canned chopped dam in juioa). 
Ucts that consist of fish or game meat as provided for in S101.9<b)(iK11)- 
Bd in Appendtoes A and B to the regulation enttled Tdod Labeling; Quidalines tor Votontaiy Nutiltlon Labeling; and Identification of 
xi’ (56 m 60880 as wnended 57 FA 8174. March 6. 1992). 
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(c) The reference amovuit of a product 
that requires cooking or the addition of 
water or other ingredients shall be the 
amount required to prepare one 
reference amount of the final product as 
established in paragraph (b) of this 
section. 

(d) The reference amount for an 
imitation or substitute food or altered 
food such, as a “low calorie” version, 
shall be the same as for the food for 
which it is offered as a substitute. 

(e) If a food is modified by 
incorporating air (aerated), and thereby 
the density of the food is lowered by 25 
percent or more in weight than that of 
an appropriate reference regular food as 
described in § 101.13(j){l){ii)(A), and the 
reference amount of the regular food is 
in g, the manufacturer may determine 
the reference amount of the aerated food 
by adjusting for the difference in density 
of the aerated food relative to the 
density of the appropriate reference 
food provided that the manufacturer 
will show FDA detailed protocol and 
records of all data that were used to 
determine the density-adjusted 
reference amount for the aerated food. 
The reference amount for the aerated 
food shall be rounded to the nearest 5 
g increment. Such products shall bear a 
descriptive term indicating that extra air 
has been incorporated (e.g., whipped, 
aerated). The density-adjusted reference 
amounts described above may not be 
used for cakes except for cheese cake. 
The differences in the densities of 
different types of cakes having different 
degrees of air incorporation have 
already been taken into consideration in 
determining the reference amounts for 
cakes in § 101.12(b). In determining the 
difference in density of the aerated and 
the regular food, the manufacturer shall 
adhere to the following: 

(1) The regular and the aerated 
product must be the same in size, shape, 
and volume. To compare the densities 
of products having nonsmooth surfaces 
(e.g., waffles), manufacturers shall use a 
device or method that ensures that the 
volumes of the regular and the aerated 
products are the same. 

(2) Sample selections for the density 
measurements shall be done in 
accordance with the provisions in 
§ 101.9(e). 

(3) Density measurements of the 
regular and the aerated products shall 
be conducted by the same trained 
operator using the same methodology 
(e.g., the same eqviipment, procedures, 
and techniques) under the same 
conditions. 

(4) Density measurements shall be 
replicated a sufficient number of times 
to ensure that the average of the 
measurements is representative of the 

true differences in the densities of the 
lar and the “aerated” products. 
The reference amount for products 

that represent two or more foods 
packaged and presented to be consumed 
together (e g., peanut butter and jelly, 
cracker and cheese pack, pancakes and 
syrup) shall be the smn of the reference 
amounts for individual foods in the 
package if the reference amount for the 
product is not listed in paragraph (b) of 
this section. 

(g) The reference amormt set forth in 
paragraphs (b) through (f) of this section 
shall be used in determining whether a 
product meets the criteria for nutrient 
content claims, such as “low calorie," 
and for health claims. If the serving size 
declared on the product label difiers 
fiom the reference amount, and the 
product meets the criteria for the claim 
only on the basis of the reference 
amount, the claim shall be followed by 
a statement that sets forth the basis on 
which the claim is made. That statement 
shall include the reference amount as it 
appears in § 101.12(b) followed, in 
parenthesis, by the amount in common 
household measure if the reference 
amount is expressed in measures other 
than common household measures (e.g., 
for a beverage. “Very low sodium, 35 mg 
or lesser 240 mL (8 fl oz)”). 

(h) The Commissioner of Food and 
Drugs, either on his or her own 
initiative or in response to a petition 
submitted pursuant to part 10 of this 
chapter, may issue a proposal to 
establish or amend a reference amount 
in § 101.12(b). A petition to establish or 
amend a reference amount shall 
include: 

(1) Objective of the petition; 
(2) A description of the product; 
(3) A complete sample product label 

including nutrition label, using the 
format established by regulation; 

(4) A description of the form (e.g., dry 
mix. frozen dough) in which the 
product will be marketed; 

(5) The intended dietary uses of the 
product with the major use identified 
(e.g., milk as a beverage and chips as a 
snack); 

(6) If the intended use is primarily as 
an ingredient in other foods, list of 
foods or food categories in which the 
product will be used as an ingredient 
with information on the prioritization of 
the use; 

(7) The population group for which 
the product will be offered for use (e.g., 
infants, children under 4 years of age); 

(8) The names of the most closely- 
related products (or in the case of foods 
for sp>ecial dietary use and imitation or 
substitute foods, the names of the 
products for which they are offered as 
substitutes): 

(9) The suggested reference ammmt 
(the amoimt of edible portion of food as 
consumed, excluding bone, seed, shell. . 
or other inedible components) for the 
population group for which the product 
is intended with full description of the 
methodology and procedures that were 
used to determine the suggested 
reference amount. In determining the 
reference amount, general principles 
and factors in paragraph (a) of this 
section should be followed. 

(10) The suggested reference amount 
shall be expressed in metric units. 
Reference amounts for fluids shall be 
expressed in milliliters (mL). Reference 
amounts for other foods shall be 
expressed in grams (g) except when 
common household units such as cups, 
tablespoons, and teaspoons, are more 
appropriate or are more likely to 
promote uniformity in serving sizes 
declared on product labels. For 
example, common household measures 
would be more appropriate if products 
within the same category differ 
substantially in density such as frozen 
desserts. 

(i) In expressing the reference 
amounts in mL. the following rules shall 
be followed; 

(A) For volumes greater than 30 mL. 
the volume shall be expressed in 
multiples of 30 mL. 

(B) For volumes less than 30 mL, the 
volume shall be expressed in mL 
equivalent to a whole number of 
teaspoons or one tablespoon, i.e., 5,10, 
or 15 mL. 

(11) In expressing the reference 
amounts in g, the following general 
rules shall be followed: 

(A) For quantities greater than 10 g, 
the quantity shall be expressed in 
nearest 5 g increment. 

(B) For quantities less than 10 g, exact 
g weights shall be used. 

(11) A petition to create a new 
subcategory of food with its own 
reference amount shall include the 
following additional information: 

(i) Data that demonstrate that the new 
subcategory of food will be consumed in 
amounts that differ enough from the 
reference amount for the parent category 
to warrant a separate reference amount. 
Data must include sample size; and the 
mean, standard deviation, median, and 
modal consumed amoimt per eating 
occasion for the petitioned product and 
for other products in the category, 
excluding the petitioned product. All 
data must be derived from the same 
survey data. 

(ii) Documentation supporting the 
difference in dietary usage and product 
characteristics that affect the 
consumption size that distinguishes the 
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petitioned product from the rest of the 
products in the category. 

(12) A claim for categorical exclusion 
imder § 25.24 of this chapter or an 
environmental assessment iinder § 25.31 
of this chapter, and 

(13) In conducting research to collect 
or process food consumption data in 
support of the petition, the following 
general guidelines should be followed. 

(i) Sampled population selected 
should be representative of the 
demographic and socioeconomic 
cheuacteristics of the target population 
group for which the food is intended. 

(ii) Sample size (i.e., niunber of eaters) 
should be large enough to give reliable 

estimates for customarily consumed 
anriounts. 

(iii) The study protocol should 
identify potential biases and describe 
how potential biases are controlled for 
or, if not possible to control, how they 
a^Bct interpretation of results. 

(iv) The methodology used to collect 
or process data including study design, 
sampling procedures, materials used 
(e.g., questionnaire, interviewer’s 
manual), procedures used to collect or 
process data, methods or procedures 
used to control for unbias^ estimates, 
and procedures used to correct for 
nonresponse, should be fully 
docrimented. 

(14) A statement concerning the 
feasibility of convening associations, 
corporations, consumers, and other 
interested parties to engage in 
negotiated rulemaking to develop a 
proposed rule consistent Mrith the 
Negotiated Rulemaking Act (Pub. L. 
101-648). 

Dated. October 27,1992. 

David A. Kessler, 

Commissioner of Food and Drugs. 

Louis W. Sullivan, 

Secretary of Health and Human Services. 
(FR Doc. 92-31503 Filed 12-28-92; 8:45 ami 

BILUNO CODE 41S0-41- F 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND 
HUMAN SERVICES 

Food and Drug Administration 

21 CFR Parts 5 and 101 

[Docket Nos. 91N-0384 and 84N-0153] 

RIN 0905-AD08 and 0905-AB68 

Food Labeling: Nutrient Content 
Claims, General Principles, Petitions, 
Definition of Terms; Definitions of 
Nutrient Content Claims for the Fat, 
Fatty Acid, and Cholesterol Content of 
Food 

AGENCY: Food and Drug Administration, 
HHS. 
ACTION: Final rule. 

SUMMARY: The Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) is amending its 
food labeling regulations to: (1) Provide 
dehnitions for specihc nutrient content 
claims using the terms “free,” "low," 
“lean," “extra lean,” “good source," 
“high," “reduced," “light" or “lite," 
“less," “fewer," and “more" and 
provide for their use on the food label: 
(2) provide for the use of implied 
nutrient content claims; (3) define and 
provide for the use of the term “fresh;" 
and (4) address the use of the terms 
“natural" and “organic.” This action is 
part of the food labeling initiative of the 
Secretary of Health and Human Services 
(the .Secretary) and in response to the 
Nutrition Labeling and Education Act of 
1990 (the 1990 amendments). 
EFFECTIVE DATE: February 14,1994, 
except §§ 101.10 and 101.13(q)(5) 
concerning restaurant firms consisting 
of 10 or less individual restaurant 
establishments for whom these sections 
will become effective on February 14, 
1995. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Elizabeth J. Campbell, Center for Food 
Safety and Applied Nutrition (HFF- 
312), Food and Drug Administration, 
200 C St. SW., Washington, DC 20204, 
202-205-5229. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

I. Introduction 

A. Background 

In the Federal Register of November 
27, 1991 (56 FR 60421), FDA published 
a proposed rule (entitled “Food 
Labeling: Nutrient Content Claims, 
General Principles, Petitions, Definition 
of Terms" hereinafter referred to as the 
general principles proposal) to: (1) 
Define nutrient content claims (also 
known as descriptors) and to provide for 
their use on foods labels; (2) define 
specific nutrient content claims that 

include the terms “free,” “low," 
"source," “reduced,” “light” or “lite," 
and “high"; (3) provide for comparative 
claims using the terms “less,” “fewer," 
and “more"; (4) set forth specific 
requirements for sodium and calorie 
claims; (5) establish procedures for the 
submission and review of petitions 
regarding the use of nutrient content 
claims; (6) revise § 105,66 (21 CFR 
105.66), to solely cover foods for special 
dietary use in reducing or maintaining 
body weight: (7) establish criteria for the 
appropriate use of the term “fresh;” and 
(8) address the use of the term 
“natural." A document correcting 
various editorial errors in that proposed 
rule was published in the Federal 
Register of March 6,1992 (57 FR 8189). 

In the same issue of thaFederal 
Register (56 FR 60478), FDA also 
published a proposed rule (entitled 
“Food Labeling; Definitions of Nutrient 
Content Claims for the Fat, Fatty Acid, 
and Cholesterol Content of Food” 
hereinafter referred to as the fat/ 
cholesterol proposal) to define and 
provide for the proper use of the 
nutrient content claims “fat free,” “low 
fat,” “reduced fat,” “low in saturated 
fat," “reduced saturated fat," 
“cholesterol free," “low cholesterol," 
and “reduced cholesterol.” A document 
correcting various editorial errors in the 
fat/cholesterol proposal was also 
published in the Federal Register of 
March 6,1992 (57 FR 8177). The agency 
published the fat/cholesterol proposal 
as a separate document from the general 
principles proposal, even though it had 
based the two documents on the same 
statutory provisions, because it had 
published a tentative final rule on 
cholesterol content claims in the 
Federal Register of July 19,1990 (55 FR 
29456). FDA included proposed 
definitions for fat and fatty acid content 
claims in the fat/cholesterol proposal 
because of the interrelationship among 
these nutrients and cholesterol in the 
etiology of cardiovascular disease. 

Also in the same issue of the Federal 
Register (56 FR 60507), FDA published 
a proposed rule (entitled “Food 
Labeling: ‘Cholesterol Free,’ ‘Low 
Cholesterol,' and ‘-Percent Fat 
Free' Claims") to define “cholesterol 
free" and “low cholesterol” and to 
provide for the proper use of these terms 
and the term “-percent fat free." 
The proposed rule was intended to 
ensure on an interim basis that these 
terms are not used in a manner that is 
misleading to consumers. 

The general principles proposal (56 
FR 60421) and the fat/cholesterol 
proposal (56 FR 60478) were issued as 
part of the agency's food label reform 
initiative and in response to the 1990 

amendments (Pub. L. 101-535). The 
food label reform began in 1989 when 
FDA published an advance notice of 
proposed rulemaking (ANPRM) that 
announced a major initiative concerning 
the use of food labeling as a means for 
promoting sound nutrition. The 
following year (November 8,1990), the 
President signed the 1990 amendments 
into law. This legislation clarified and 
strengthened FDA's legal authority to 
require nutrition labeling on foods and 
to establish those circumstances 
whereby claims can be made about 
nutrients in foods. Now as FDA 
prepares to implement the new 
regulations, the agency reiterates that 
the 1990 amendments have three basic 
objectives. They are: (1) To make 
available nutrition information that can 
assist consumers in selecting foods that 
can lead to healthier diets, (2) to 
eliminate consumer confusion by 
establishing definitions for nutrient 
content claims that are consistent with 
the terms defined by the Secretary, and 
(3) to encourage product innovation 
through the development and marketing 
of nutritionally improved foods. With 
these goals in mind, the agency believes 
that the new regulations will reestablish 
the credibility of the food label. 

With respect to nutrient content 
claims, the 1990 amendments amended 
the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act (the act) by adding section 
403(r)(l)(A) of the act (21 U.S.C. 
343(r)(l)(A)) which states that a food is 
misbranded if it bears a claim in its 
label or labeling that either expressly or 
implicitly characterizes the level of any 
nutrient of the type required to be 
declared as part of the nutrition 
labeling, unless such claim is made in 
accordance with section 403(r)(2). 

The agency received over 1,800 
comments in response to the general 
principles proposal, and 500 comments 
in response to the fat/cholesterol 
proposal. Each comment addressed one 
or more of the provisions in these 
proposals. The comments were from a 
variety of sources including consumers, 
health care professionals, trade 
organizations, manufacturers, consumer 
advocacy organizations, foreign 
governments, and State and local 
governments. Many of the comments 
generally agreed with one or more 
provisions of the proposal, without 
providing other grounds for support 
other than those provided by FDA in the 
preamble to the proposal. Several 
comments addressed issues covered by 
other proposals that are a part of this 
overall food labeling initiative ar.d will 
be addressed in those final documents, 
while other comments addressed issues 
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outside the scope of the proposal and 
will not be discussed here. 

A number of comments to the general 
principles and fat/cholesterol proposals 
suggested modifications in, or were 
opposed to, various provisions of the 
proposals. Because the general 
principles governing both documents 
are identical, and because the issues 
raised in comments responding to the 
two proposals are similar, FDA has 
chosen to address the comments on, and 
to establish regulations based on, both 
proposals in this single document. The 
agency will summarize the issues raised 
in the comments and address them in 
this document. 

The agency also notes that it received 
about 125 comments on the tentative 
final rule on cholesterol content claims 
after the closing date for comments of 
August 20,1990. These comments were 
not addressed in the fat/cholesterol 
proposal. However, the agency has 
reviewed these comments and is also 
responding to them in this final rule. 

As for the third proposal on 
cholesterol claims and "-percent 
fat free,” FDA has concluded that this 
final rule will provide adequate 
assurance to consumers that these terms 
are not used in a misleading manner. 
Therefore, the agency is announcing 
that it is withdrawing this proposal. 
Comments that were submitted on this 
proposal (Docket No. 84N-153A) have 
been considered in the development of 
this final rule. They will be addressed 
with the other comments on the general 
principles proposal and the fat/ 
cholesterol proposal in this final rule. 

B. Foods for Special Dietary Use 

In 1978, FDA promulgated regulations 
in § 105.66 pertaining to the use of the 
terms “low calorie” and “reduced 
calorie” on foods represented as or 
purporting to be for special dietary use 
in the maintenance or reduction of 
caloric intake or body weight. Under the 
1990 amendments, FDA is defining the 
terms “low” and “reduced” as nutrient 
content claims that identify the level of 
a nutrient in a food intended for 
consumption by the general population 
and is adopting specific definitions for 
the terms “low calorie” and “reduced 
calorie.” To reflect tliese actions, the 
agency is revising § 105.66 to delete the 
provisions that define “low calorie” and 
“reduced calorie.” Because § 105.66 was 
adopted under the authority of section 
403(j) of the act, these revisions must be 
made in accordance with the formal 
rulemaking procedures in section 701(e) 
of the act (21 U.S.C. 371(e)). Under these 
procediu^s, there is an opportunity to 
object to a final rule and to request a 
public hearing based upon such 

objection. Such an opportunity is not 
provided as part of the notice-and- 
comment rulemaking procedures that 
are appropriate for most of the rest of 
the rulemaking that FDA is doing in 
response to the 1990 amendments. 
Therefore, for administrative 
convenience, FDA is publishing the 
final rule amending § 105.66 elsewhere 
in this issue of the Federal Register. 

II. General Principles for Nutrient 
Content Claims 

A. Legal Basis 

FDA has the authority to issue this 
final rule regarding nutrient content 
claims under sections 201(n) (21 U.S.C. 
321(n)), 403(a), 403(r). and 701(a) of the 
act. These sections authorize the agency 
to adopt regulations that prohibit 
labeling that: (1) Is false or misleading 
in that it fails to reveal facts that are 
material in light of the representations 
that are made with respect to 
consequences that may result from use 
of the food, or (2) uses terms to 
characterize the level of any nutrient in 
a food that has not been defined by 
regulation by FDA. 

B. Scope 

Section 403(r)(l)(A) of the act 
provides that claims, either expressed or 
implied, that characterize the level of a 
nutrient which is of a type required to 
be declared in nutrition labeling may 
not be made on the label or in labeling 
of any food intended for human 
consumption that is offered for sale 
unless the claim is made in accordance 
with section 403(r)(2). In the general 
principles proposal, the agency 
proposed to incorporate this general 
statutory requirement into proposed 
§ 101.13(a) and (b) and to establish a 
new § 101.13 and the applicable 
regulations in part 101, subpart D (21 
CFR part 101) as the provisions 
governing nutrient content claims. 

1. One comment stated that the claims 
that are subject to the proposed 
regulations, which implement section 
403(r)(l)(A) of the act, are appropriately 
called “nutrient descriptors,” not 
“nutrient content” claims as proposed 
by FDA. The comment pointed out that 
the statutory language of the 1990 
amendments does not include the 
phrase “nutrient content” claim. It 
stated that the words in section 
403(r)(l)(A) of the act refer to a covered 
claim as a claim that “characterizes the 
level of any nutrient * * *.” The 
comment’s purpose in contrasting the 
wording of the proposal and that of the 

• statute is to limit the applicability of the 
regulation to claims about the level of a 
nutrient and to exclude statements 

about amounts of nutrients. The 
comment stated that simple factual 
information about the nutrient content 
of a food, for which no characterizing 
claims are made, is explicitly excluded 
fi'om regulation under section 
403(r)(l)(A) of the act. It said that the 
last sentence in section 403(r)(l) of the 
act provides that a statement of the type 
contained in nutrition labeling—for 
example, that a food contains 25 
calories per serving, or 10 percent of the 
U.S. Recommended Daily Allowance 
(U.S. RDA) for vitamin C, or 50 
milligrams (mg) of sodium—is not a 
claim characterizing ther level of the 
nutrient. The comment requested that to 
assure that the regulations for section 
403(r)(l)(A) of the act claims are not 
misunderstood to extend to nutrient 
statements that do not “characterize the 
level of a nutrient,” all references to 
“nutrient content” claims be 
redesignated to “nutrient descriptors” 
or “nutrient descriptor claims.” 

The agency advises that while it can 
agree that the terms “nutrient 
descriptor” and “nutrient descriptor 
claims” may be used to describe the 
claims subject to section 403(r)(l)(A) of 
the act and these regulations, it does not 
agree that the scope of the statute and 
the regulations excludes statements of 
the amount of a nutrient in a food. The 
distribution the comment draws 
between “nutrient descriptors” and 
“nutrient content” claims is 
unpersuasive. In fact, one of the 
sponsors of the 1990 amendments in the 
Senate specifically used the term 
“nutrition content claim” to refer to 
claims covered under section 403(r)(l) 
(A) (136 Cong. Rec. S16608 (October 24, 
1990)). Moreover, the statement in 
section 403(r)(l) of the act referred to by 
the comment as excluding brom 
coverage statements of the type 
contained in nutrition labeling, in fact 
excludes “a statement of the type 
required by paragraph (q) that appears 
as part of the nutrition information 
required or permitted by such paragraph 
* * *.” FDA stated in the general 
principles proposal (56 FR 60421 at 
60424), that the legislative history of 
this provision specifically states that the 
identical information will be subject to 
the descriptor requirements if it is 
included in a statement in another 
portion of the label (136 Congressional 
Record H5841 (July 30,1990)). In 
addition, section 403(r)(2)(E) of the act 
specifically exempts from the 
limitations on claims established in 
section 403(r)(2)(A)(i) through 
(r)(2)(A)(v), “a statement in the label or 
labeling of food which describes the 
percentage of vitamins and minerals in 
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the food which describes the percentage 
of such vitamins and minerals 
recommended for daily consumption by 
the Secretary.” If such declarations as 
”10 percent of the U.S. RDA for vitamin 
C” were not within the scope of section 
403(r}(l)(A) of the act, there would have 
been no need for Congress to provide a 
specific exemption for such claims. 
Furthermore, section 3(b)(lXA)fiv) of 
the 1990 amendments provides that the 
mandated regulations "shall permit 
statements describing the amount and 
percentage of nutrients in food which * 
• * are consistent with the terms 
defined in section 403{r](2)(AKi) of such 
AcL" Again, if statements of the amount 
and percentage of nutrients were not 
subject to section 403(r)(l)(A) of the act, 
there presumably would have been no 
need for Congress to express its desire 
that such claims be permitted by the 
regulations. Accordingly, FDA 
concludes that section 403(r){l)(A) of 
the act and therefore these final 
regulations apply to statements of the 
amount of a nutrient in food as well as 
to statements of the level of a nutrient 
in food. Thus, FDA's use of the term 
“nutrient content claims” is fully 
consistent vrith the act. 

2. In proposed § 101.13(b)(3), FDA 
stated that no nutrient content claims 
could be made on foods specifically 
intended for infants and <^ildfen less 
than 2 years of age.' A few comments 
stated that the prohibition was 
inconsistent with the overall intent of 
the 1990 amendments, which is to avoid 
consumer confusion by providing 
relevant and useful informaticui to 
consumers by which they can make 
informed food dioices. The comments 
said that such a prohibition would 
unfairly restrict nutrient ccmtent claims 
on foods primarily intended for infants 
and children less than two years of age 
while allowing sudi claims on products 
that, though aimed primarily at adults 
and older children, are actively 
promoted either on the label or in the 
advertising as being for use by infants or 
children less than 2 years of age. 
Although the comments recognized the 
validity of this prohibition with respect 
to certain nutrients, they requested that 
the agency provide an exception firom 
this general prohibition for claims about 

' The agency notes that ia the comments on tlie 
mandatory nutrition labeling proposal, one 
comment stated that the twm "toddler” was 
improperly used. In the final rule for mandatory 
outrition labeling, the agency agrees with this 
conunen! and is replacing the term "toddier" with 
the phrase "children less than 2 years of age”. The 
term “toddler" was also used throughout the 
nutrient content claims proposal. Therefore, for 
clarity and consistency, the agency is using the 
phrase "children less than two years of age" in Ueu 
of the term "toddler” is this final rul& 

Other nutrients. Specifically, the 
comments requested changes that 
would, among other things, allow “no 
salt added” and “no sugar added” 
claims, permit “high proteih cereal” to 
be so ladled, allow the percentage of 
the Reference Daily Intake (RDI) of a 
vitamin {m* mineral to be stated on the 
principle display panel (PDF), allow 
claims about fortification of the product 
with vitamins and minerals, and allow 
products to be labeled with a statement 
of identity that includes an ingredient 
that is a standardized food whose name 
includes a claim (e.g., “juice with low 
fat yogurt”) without the normal referral 
statements required for nutrient content 
claims. The comments maintained that 
these exceptions would place infant 
foods on a par with foods intended for 
the general population that are 
promoted for infants and diildren less 
than 2 years of age and would allow 
continuation of the long standing 
practice of providing information 
relevant to the perceived special 
nutritional needs of this group. 

The comments added that permitting 
“no sugar added" and “no salt added" 
claims on these foods is consistent with 
recent research that shows that sugar 
and salt are not necessary for a baby’s 
palate, and that feeding sweetened or 
salted foods to infants can enhance their 
preference for such foods which is 
carried into adult eating patterns. Sudi 
“no salt added” and “no sugar added" 
claims, the comments said, would also 
allow manufacturers to highlight 
products that are consistent with dietary 
recommendations for infants and 
children less than 2 years of age 

rovided over the past 11 years by 
ealth aiUhorities, including the 

American Academy of Pediatrics, the 
U.S. Surgeon General, and U.S. 
Department of Agriculture (USDA)/FDA 
Dietary Guidelines. 

In response to the comments, FDA has 
reconsidered the propriety of nutrient 
content claims on foods specifically 
intended for infants and children less 
tlian 2 years of age. The agency now 
believes that the complete prohibition of 
nutrient content claims on foods for 
infants and children less than 2 years of 
age may have been overly broad. 
Although current dietary 
recommendations for Americans do not 
include infants and children less than 2 
years of age, there is no basis in the 
1990 amendments to limit nutrient 
content claims to only foods intended 
for the population over the age of 2. In 
addition, the agency cannot discxnmt 
the possibility that information may be 
developed that will allow the agency to 
define specnfic claims cm the level of a 
nutrient in the food that are appropriate 

for foods for infants and children less 
than 2 years of age. Such claims are 
subject to the requirements of section 
403(r) of the act. 

Acrardingiy, the agent:y has revised 
new $ 101.13fo)(3) to state that no 
nutrient cantent claims may be made on 
foods for infants and children less than 
2 years of age unless a regulaticm 
specifically authorizing such a claim- 
has been established in part 101, 
subpart D, among certain other parts of 
the regulations. Interested persons may 
submit a petition under new § 101.69 
with appropriate information that 
would provide a basis on which the 
agency could determine that a specific 
nutrient content claim would be 
appropriate for foods for infants and 
children less than 2 years of age. 

The agoicy also notes that it can 
permit, by regulation under section 
403(j) of the act, claims that are made 
because of the special dietary usefulness 
of the food The agency intends to use 
its authority under section 403(j) and (r) 
of the act to regulate foods for infants 
and children less than 2 years of age. In 
evaluating a petition for the use of a 
claim, it will determine under which 
authority of the act the claim is 
appropriately regulated. Accordingly, 
the agency is including in new 
§ 101.13(b)(3) a reference to regulations 
in part 105 among thcjse regulations hat 
permit claims on foods for infants and 
children less than 2 years of age. In 
addition, in the general principles 
proposal, FDA stated that the 
regulations in part 107, issued under he 
auhority of section 412 of he act (21 
U.S.C. 350), permit certain nutrient 
content claims on infant formulas. For 
clarity. FDA has also included part 107 
among the regulations permitting claims 
in new § 101.13(b)(3). 

The comments that requested 
permission to make certain edaims did 
not provide, nor has he agency 
developed, a sufficient basis on which 
to conclude hat any of he nutrient 
cx)ntent claims hat FDA is defining, or 
any other claims, are appropriate for 
food specifically intended for infants 
and children less han 2 years of age. 
Alhough the agency is not prohibiting 
the statem^t of identity, “juice wih 
low fat yogurt” because low fat yogurt 
is a standardized food and the statement 
of identity accurately characterizes he 
product, he agency notes hat he oher 
statements about the fet content of a 
product would be inappropriate on a 
food intended for infants and children 
less than 2 years of age. Such a focnl 
would be inconsistent with he 
guidance provided by various healh 
authorities, which was noted in the 
general principles proposal and 
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published in a report by the National 
Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute, 
National Cholesterol Education Program 
(NCEP) (Ref. 1), that fat and cholesterol 
should not be restricted in the diets of 
infants. 

The agency has also considered the 
request to authorize the use of “no sugar 
added” and “no salt added” claims on 
foods specifically intended for infants 
and children less than 2 years of age. 
The terms “no sugar added” and “no 
salt added” have been dehned as 
nutrient content claims for adult foods 
in §§ 101.60(c)(2) and 101.61(c)(2) and 
imply that the food is either “low” or 
“reduced” in calories or sodium, 
respectively. However, because dietary 
guidelines urging Americans to 
moderate their intake of sodium and salt 
are specifically for adults and children 
over 2 years of age, claims on foods 
intended specifically for infants and 
children less than 2 years of age are not 
appropriate. Therefore, the agency is not 
granting this request. 

However, terms “unsweetened” and 
“unsalted” can be viewed differently. In 
the general principles proposal (56 FR 
60421 at 60437), the agency cited the 
September 22,1978, final rule on label 
statements for special dietary foods (43 
FR 43238). In that final rule, FDA 
concluded that the term “unsweetened” 
was a factual statement about an 
organoleptic property of a food. The 
general principles proposal stated that 
the agency was not aware of any reason 
to change this view. Although the 
agency did not propose in the general 
principles proposal to define the terms 
“unsweetened” for foods intended 
specifically for infants and children less 
than 2 years of age the agency considers 
that this statement on baby food, as on 
adult food, is not intended as a nutrient 
content claim but as a taste claim. As 
such it is consistent with the 
recommendations of the American 
Academy of Pediatrics (Ref. 33) and the 
Surgeon General’s report (Ref. 4) that 
sugar should he added sparingly, if at 
all, to foods prepared for normal infants. 
Consequently, the agency believes that 
highlighting that a food is unsweetened 
may provide useful information about > 
the organoleptic properties of the food. 
Accordingly, the agency is adding foods 
intended specifically for infants and 
children less than 2 years of age to the 
exceptions provided in § 101.60(c)(3) for 
the term “unsweetened” as a factual 
statement. 

Similarly, the agency believes that a 
statement that the food is “unsalted” on 
foods for infants and children less than 
2 years of age can also be viewed as a 
statement about the organoleptic 
properties of the food. This term is also 

consistent with the recommendation 
from the same health authorities, noted 
in the comments, that, similar to 
sweetness, a salty taste is not necessary 
for an infant’s palate. The agency 
recognizes that although the word 
“sweet” is used exclusively to identify 
a taste, the word “salt” may be 
associated with the level of a nutrient or 
with the taste of a food. However, 
consistent with the use of the word 
“unsweetened” as a statement of taste, 
the agency is permitting the term 
“unsalted” to be used on foods intended 
exclusively for infants and children less 
than 2 years of age. The agency is 
providing in § 101.61(c)(3) that 
“unsalted” may be used on these foods 
provided that it refers only to the taste 
of the food and is not otherwise false 
and misleading. 

Finally, in keeping with section 
403(r)(2)(E) of the act as amended, 
which permits, without further 
definition, label statements that describe 
the percentage of vitamins and minerals 
in the food relative to the RDI, the 
agency concludes that it is appropriate 
to permit statements of this type on 
foods intended specifically for infants 
and children less than 2 years of age. 
Elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register, FDA is listing values that may 
be used as RDI’s specifically for infants 
and for children under 4 years of age. 
These reference amounts provide an 
appropriate basis for label statements on 
foods intended specifically for infants 
and children less than 2 years of age 
that describe the percentage of vitamins 
and minerals relative to the RDI. 
Accordingly, the agency is clarifying its 
intentions by amending new 
§ 101.13(q)(3) to specifically include 
foods for infants and children less than 
2 years of age among those that may 
bear a percent RDI statement. 

The agency has not prohibited claims 
on foods that are promoted for infants 
and children under the age of 2 but that 
are intended primarily for adults and 
older children. However, the agency 
cautions that any nutrient content 
claims made on such products in 
association with a statement about use 
of the food for infants and children 
under the age of 2 would be misleading 
under section 403(r) of the act unless 
such claim has specifically been 
permitted for such a population by 
regulation. 

C. Labeling Mechanics 

The 1990 amendments do not include 
specific limits on the prominence of 
nutrient content claims. However, FDA 
did propose certain requirements on 
how claims are to be presented. In the 
general principles proposal (56 FR 

60421 at 60424), FDA proposed to 
require in § 101.13(f) that a nutrient 
content claim be, in type size and style, 
no larger than the statement of identity. 
The agency stated that this proposed 
requirement would ensure that 
descriptors are not given undue 
prominence. The agency proposed this 
requirement under section 403(f) of the 
act and under its general authority 
under section 403(r). Section 403(f) of 
the act states that a food is misbranded 
if any statement required by or under 
the authority of the act is not placed on 
the label with such conspicuousness, as 
compared to other words, statements, 
designs, or devices, as to render it likely 
to be understood by the ordinary 
consumer. 

Section 403(r)(2)(B) of the act states 
that if a nutrient content claim is made, 
the label or labeling of the food shall 
contain, prominently and in immediate 
proximity to such claim, a statement 
referring the consumer to the nutrition 
label (i.e., “See-for 
nutrition information”). FDA proposed 
to incorporate this requirement in 
§ 101.13(g). 

Section 403(r)(2)(B) of the act requires 
that the referral statement appear 
prominently, but it does not contain 
specific requirements such as to type 
size or style. However, section 
403(r)(2)(A){iii) through (r)(2)(A)(v) of 
the act require that statements that 
disclose the level of fat, saturate^ fat, or 
cholesterol, which must be presented in 
conjunction with certain nutrient 
content claims, “have appropriate 
prominence which shall be no less than 
one-half the size of the claim.” For 
consistency and because the referral 
statement and the statement disclosing 
the level of another nutrient must both 
be in immediate proximity to the claim, 
and therefore adjacent to one another, 
the agency tentatively concluded that 
these statements should be of the same 
type size. Therefore, the agency 
proposed in § 101.13(g)(1) that the 
referral statement be in type bne-half 
that of the claim, but in no case less 
than one-sixteenth of an inch, consistent 
with other minimum type size 
requirements for mandatory label 
information. 

3. Many comments stated that no type 
size requirements for either nutrient 
content claims or referral statements 
(other than those specifically included 
in section 403(r)(2)(A)(iii) through 
(r)(2)(A)(iv)) are mandated by the 1990 
amendments, and that the agency 
should not impose requirements beyond 
those included in these amendments. 

While the 1990 amendments do not 
specify type size requirements for 
nutrient content claims or for the 
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referral statement, the act must be read 
as a whole. Section 403{{) of the act 
requires that information required under 
the act be placed on the label with such 
conspicuousness as to render it likely to 
be read. FDA has, therefore, included 
those prominence requirements in these 
regulations that it finds necessary to 
ensrire that this requirement is satisfied 
with respect to the information required 
under the 1990 amendments. 

1. Relationship of size of nutrient 
content claim to statement of identity 

4. Some comments suggested that the 
type size for claims be limited to a size 
no larger than the most prominent typre 
size on the PDF. Some comments 
suggested that the type size should not 
exceed either the size of, or one-half the 
size of, the largest type or brand name. 
Some of these comments stated that 
these alternatives will allow 
manufacturers more flexibility and be 
more in line with the Executive Order 
1Z291. Several comments stated that 
there is no reason to connect type size 
of the nutrient content claim to that of 
the statement of identity because if the 
nutrient content claim is 
disproportionately large, the statement 
of identity as well as other mandatory 
information on the PDP, such as net 
quantity of contents, will be so obscured 
or small as to violate existing section 
403(f) of the act. 

The agency rejects these comments. 
The nutrient content claim and the 
statement of identity are two of the most 
important pieces of information on the 
PDP. Given the limited amount of space 
on the PDP, the agency finds that it is 
necessary to link the size of the two 
pieces of information, so that 
manufacturers, can, and will, give 
appropriate prominence to each of them 
in planning their labels. The options 
suggested by the comments to unlink 
the size of the nutrient content claim 
from the statement of identity could 
result in a claim being unduly 
prominent. It would not be consistent 
with the goal of adopting regulations for 
the efficient enforcement of the act if the 
agency’s regulations created a situation 
in which violations of the act were 
likely to develop. Thus, the agency 
rejects those options. However, the 
agency does agree that more flexibility 
with respect to the size of the nutrient 
content claim is appropriate. 

5. Several comments stated that 
claims should have maximum 
prominence and be permitted to be of a 
type size greater than the statement of 
identity', especially when the claim is 
included in a brand name, since claims 
both provide important information to 
the consumer and serve to draw 

consumer attention to a specific product 
among other similar products. Several 
comments stated that the claim should 
not be more than twice the size of the 
statement of identity to provide for 
flexibility in communicating the claim 
effectively. Some comments stated that 
this alternative will allow 
manufacturers more flexibility and be 
more in line with the Executive Order 
12291. 

FDA recognizes the concerns 
expressed in these comments. FDA has 
reconsidered the proposed limit on type 
size for nutrient content claims and 
concludes that the proposed limit may 
unduly restrict the effectiveness of 
claims. FDA is concerned that, as a 
result, the incentives for manufecturers 
to Innovate and improve their food 
products may be reduced. As some 
comments pointed out, style and format 
play important roles in effective 
marketing which is important not only 
in selling the product but in bringing 
the healUiful attributes of the product to 
consumers’ attention. The alternative 
presented in the comments of limiting 
the claim to not more than twice the 
size of the statement of identity 
provides for the flexibility requested to 
further the effectiveness of claims, while 
ensuring a certain proportionality of 
these two important pieces of 
information on the PDP. Therefore, the 
agency is revising new § 101.13(f) to 
require that the claim be no larger than 
two times the statement of identity. 

2. Referral statements 

6. Several comments stated that 
referral statements are redundant if the 
claim appears on the information panel 
with complete nutrition information. 
Other comments stated that these 
statements contribute to label clutter 
and cause the PDP to look like an 
information panel. 

In response to the first group of 
comments, the agency points out that 
under proposed § 101.13(g)(2), a referral 
statement is not required when a claim 
appears on the information panel. More 
importantly, the requirement for a 
referral statement when a claim is made 
is statutory. Section 403(r)(2)(B) of the 
act specifically provides that the label 
contain this statement prominently and 
in immediate proximity to the nutrient 
content claim. Although the referral 
statement does add to the information in 
the PDP, this statement is necessary to 
ensure that consumers fully understand 
the nutrient content claim that is being 
made. 

7. Several comments stated that 
referral statements, if required at all, 
should be one-half the size of the claim. 
Other comments stated that if a 

minimum type size requirement is 
necessary for the referral statement, 
FDA should specify only a minimum 
type size of one-sixteenth of an inch. 
\^ich is the minimum type size 
prescribed for most mandatory 
information on a food label. Other 
comments suggested that referral 
statements if required at all, should be 
a minimum of one-sixteenth of an inch, 
or be of a minimum type size consistent 
with that required for the net quantity 
of contents statement in § 101.1O5(i) 
(which varies from one-sixteenth of an 
inch to one-quarter of an inch 
depending upon the area of the PDP). 
because this standard would assure a 
proportionality to the other printed 
material on the label. 

The agency has considered these 
comments on the minimum type size of 
the referral statement. FDA agrees that 
it is not necessary to link the type size 
of the referral statement to that of the 
cdaim (as the proposal does). Such a 
requirement could contribute to label 
clutter. However, FDA does not agree 
that ^mcifying only a minimum type 
size one-sixteenth of an inch for the 
referral statement will assure adequate 
prominence for that statement, 
particularly on packages where the area 
of the PDP is laige, and the claim is in 
large letters. Rather, FDA agrees that the 
requirements of section 403(f) and 
(r)(2)(b) of the act will be satisfied if the 
referral statement is presented in a type 
size consistent with the minimum type 
size requirements for the net quantity of 
contents declaration, which are linked 
to the area of the PDP. The 
proportionality between the size of the 
refi^ral statement and the size of the 
label will ensure that the referral 
statement is presented with appropriate 
prominence. 

However, FDA does not wish to 
inadvertently establish minimum type 
sizes for nutrient content claims. When 
the claim is less than twice what the 
minimum size of the referral statement 
would be given the size of the label and 
§ 101,105(i), FDA believes that the type 
size of the referral statement may be less 
than that required under § 101.105 for 
net quantity of contents. In such 
circumstances, the referral statement is 
of appropriate prominence if it is at 
least one-half the size of the claim and 
not less than one-sixteenth of an inch. 
The agency believes that this approach 
to the type size requirement for the 
referral statement provides additional 
flexibility to firms in utilizing label 
space but still ensures adequate 
prominence for this statement. 

Therefore. FDA is revising the referral 
statement requirement in new 
§ 10i.l3(gXl] to provide that the type 
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size of the referral statement be no less 
than that required by § 101.105(i) for net 
quantity of contents, except where the 
size of the claim is less than two times 
the required size of the net quantity of 
contents statement, in which case the 
referral statement shall be no less than 
one-half the size of the claim but no 
smaller than one-sixteenth of an inch. 

8. Several comments requested that 
FDA provide that the referral statement 
on labels bearing a nutrient content 
claim become optional after 2 years. The 
comments argu^ that after 2 years, 
consumers will have learned that 
information supporting the claim is 
elsewhere on the label. 

Section 403(r)(2)(B) of the act does not 
provide any authority for the agency to 
make such a modification to the 
requirement for the referral statement. 
Therefore, the agency rejects this 
request. 

D. Disclosure Statements 

Section 403(r)(2)(B)(ii) of the act states 
that if a food that bears a nutrient 
content claim “contains a nutrient at a 
level which increases to persons in the 
general population the risk of a disease 
or health-related condition which is diet 
related, taking into accoimt the 
significance of the food in the total daily 
diet, the reqmred referral statement 
shall also identify such nutrient,” i.e., a 
disclosure referral statement. FDA 
referred to this level as the "disclosure 
level” in the general principles proposal 
(56 FR 60425). In proposed § 101.13(h), 
FDA defined such levels for fat, 
saturated fat, cholesterol, and sodium, 
based upon an approach that considered 
dietary recommendations for these 
nutrients, the number of servings of 
food in a day, and available information 
on food composition. The proposed 
provision set out the required contents 
of the referral statement that would 
result (56 FR 60421 at 60425). 

9. Several comments supported the 
disclosure level concept. However, 
others expressed the view that the 
concept places emphasis upon a single 
food rather than on the total diet, with 
the result that a food is perceived by 
consumers as being "good food” or “bad 
food,” based upon the presence or 
absence of a disclos\ire referral 
statement. 

The disclosure statement is required 
under section 403(r)(2)(B)(ii) of the act, 
and the disclosvire provision in this 
final rule is consistent with that 
requirement. However, FDA disagrees 
with the assertion that the presence of 
a disclosure statement on a food label 
will lead consumers to perceive that the 
labeled food is "bad,” or that the 
absence of a disclosure statement on a 

food label will be perceived as "good.” 
The disclosure statement specifically 
directs the consumer to the information 
panel for information about other 
nutrients in the food in addition to the 
nutrient for which disclosure is 
triggered, e.g., “See side panel for 
information about fats and other 
nutrients.” Thus, consumers’ attention 
will be directed to the nutrition label, 
and they will be able to utilize the 
information therein, not just the 
disclosiure statement, as a basis for 
making a purchase decision about the 
food. *nie disclosure statement is not 
intended to serve as a primary basis for 
making a purchase decision. However, if 
a nutrient content claim is made, the 
label must provide the consumer with 
the facts that bear on the advantages 
asserted by the claim and with sufficient 
information to understand how the 
product fits into a total dietary regime. 

10. Several comments noted that in 
the preamble of the general principles 
proposal (56 FR 60421 at 60425), the 
agency stated that "there are no 
generally recognized levels at which 
food components such as fat. saturated 
fat, cholesterol, or sodium in an 
individual food will pose an increased 
risk of disease,” and that a similar 
statement appears in the preamble of the 
November 27,1991, proposed rule 
entitled "Labeling; General 
Requirements for Health Claims for 
Food” (56 FR 60537 at 60543). Based on 
these statements, the comments 
reasoned, the agency would not be able 
to make the analysis required in section 
403(r)(2)(B)(ii) of the act for including a 
disclosure statement in the referral 
statement. 

The agency disagrees with the 
comments. Although the agency stated 
in the proposal that "there are no 
generally recognized levels at which 
nutrients such as fat, saturated fat, 
cholesterol, or sodium in an individual 
food will pose an increased risk of 
disease,” and thus “if FDA were to 
attempt to set these (disclosure) levels 
on an individual food basis, it would 
not be possible to do so,” the agency 
also specifically noted that the act 
directs the agency to take into account 
the significance of the food in the total 
daily diet when making its analysis for 
when a disclosure statement is required. 

The analysis that the agency 
performed in arriving at the 
circumstances where a disclosure 
statement is required was based upon 
dietary guidelines, taking into accoimt 
the significance of the food in the total 
daily diet. The analysis utilized the 
agency’s proposed Daily Reference 
Value’s (DRV’s) for total fat, saturated 
fat, cholesterol, and sodium and 

estimates of the amounts of these 
nutrients in foods and the number of 
servings of food consumed in a day. 
Therefore, although the disclosure 
levels are applied to individual foods, 
the basis of their derivation is the total 
dietary intake of nutrients that may pose 
an increased risk of diet-related disease, 
and the difficulty in maintaining 
healthy dietary practice that is created 
if these nutrients are consumed in 
particular foods at levels that exceed 
those established as disclosure levels. 
Thus, the agency concludes that its 
statements in the proposal did not 
preclude it from performing this 
analysis, and that it performed its 
analysis in a manner consistent with the 
statute’s guidance. 

11. Some comments asserted that 
consumers should be warned if the level 
of certain nutrients poses an increased 
risk of disease, irrespective of whether 
a nutrient content claim is made. 

The agency disagrees with these 
comments. Although section 
403(rK2)(B)(ii) of the act mandates that 
the agency require that referral 
statemfflits identify particular nutrients 
in certain circumstances where health 
or nutrient claims are made, the act does 
not direct the agency to require the 
identification of such nutrients in 
instances where a claim is not made. 

Under sections 201(n), 403(a), and 
701(a) of the act, the agency could 
require the identification of nutrients 
that are present at levels that increase 
the risk of a disease or health-related 
condition in the absence of a claim. 
However, in the absence of a nutrient 
content claim, there would be no basis 
to conclude that consumption of the 
food would receive any particular 
emphasis as part of the total daily diet, 
and thus there would be no particular 
basis for concern, and hence for a 
warning, about the levels of fat. 
saturated fat. cholesterol, or sodium in 
the food. Only when the significance of 
the food in the total daily diet is 
highlighted, as it is when a nutrient 
content claim is ipade, does the level of 
these other nutrients become material 
not only for purposes of section 
403(r)(2)(B)(ii) of the act but also for 
sections 201 (n) and 403(a) of the act. 

12. One comment expressed concern 
that the agency’s establishment of 
disclosure levels will be an open 
invitation for product liability suits for 
all products exceeding the threshold 
amounts. 

As stated above, the agency believes 
that “there are no generally recognized 
levels at which nutrients such as fat, 
saturated fat, cholesterol, or sodium in 
an individual food will pose an 
increased risk of disease.” The 
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disclosure levels are not tied to 
concerns about consuming the 
individual food but to concerns that 
claims can mislead consumers about the 
significance of the food in the total daily 
diet, and that rather than facilitating 
compliance with dietary guidelines (see 
H. Kept 101-538,101st Cong., 2d sess. 
(OctoMr 1990]), such claims could 
make compliance with such guidelines 
more difficult if certain relevant 
information is not brought to the 
consumer’s attention. The disclosure 
levels should be understood in this way. 
The agency wishes to make clear, 
however, as stated in the final rule on 
health claims, published elsewhere in 
this issue of the Federal Register, that 
foods that contain nutrients at levels 
that exceed the disclosure level are not 
unsafe, will not cause a diet related 
disease, and are not dangerous or "bad" 
foods. 

13. Several comments suggested that 
levels other than IS percent of the DRV 
should be used as the threshold level for 
disclosure statements. Some comments 
stated that a 20 percent level should be 
used becaus^t is consistent with the 
definitions of “more" and "high" and 
supportable on the basis of estimates of 
fo^ consumption. Another comment 
suggested a 7 1/2 percent level 
specifically for fat and saturated fat, 
believing that IS percent is too high for 
these nutrients. Similar comments 
pertaining to a disqualifying level for a 
nutrient for a health claim in response 
to the November 27,1991, proposal on 
"Labeling: General Requirements for 
Health Claims for Food," were received 
by the agency. 

The statutory language defining a 
disclosure level for a nutrient in 
conjunction with a nutrient content 
claim is the same as that for a 
disqualifying level for the nutrient for a 
health cl^m. The agency is, therefore, 
adopting the same levels for the 
individual nutrients for both types of 
claims. The agency is modifying the 
disclosure levels in new § 101.13(h)(1) 
and the disqualifying levels in new 
§ 101.14(a)(5) to 20 percent of the DRV. 
The rationale for increasing these levels 
to 20 percent of the DRV is given in the 
final rule on general requirements for 
health claims for food, whidi is 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register, and is incorporated 
herein. Therefore, the disclosure levels 
in new § 101.13(h) are being revised to 
13.0 grams (g) of fat. 4.0 g of saturated 
fat. 60 mg of cholesterol and 480 mg of 
sodium per reference amount 
customarily consumed (hereinafter 
referred to as “reference amount"), per 
labeled serving size or for foods with 
reference amounts of 30 g or less or 2 

tablespoons or less, per 50 g (for 
dehydrated foods that must have water 
added to them prior to typical 
consumption, the 50 g criterion applies 
to the “as prepared" form) (see also 
discussion in section III.A.l.b. of this 
document). 

14. Several comments opposed the 
proposed requirement of § 101.13(h) 
that if a food contains more than the 
specified amounts of fat. saturated fat, 
cholesterol, or sodium per reference 
amount, per labeled serving size, or per 
100 g, then the referral statement must 
include a disclosure statement. The 
comments stated that "per 100 g" 
unfairly discriminates against foods 
with standard serving sizes of less than 
100 g, e.g., cheese, crackers, cookies, 
margarine, and butter. The comments 
further stated that the 100-g criterion 
makes little sense and should be 
eliminated. 

The agency considered these 
comments and continues to believe that 
a weight-based criterion, in addition to 
the per reference amount and per 
labeled serving size criteria, is needed 
as a criterion for disclosure levels to 
ensure that if a claim is made for a food 
that is dense in fat, saturated fat, 
cholesterol, or sodium, the claim will 
not be misleading in light of the levels 
of fat, saturated fat, cholesterol, or 
sodium in the food. Therefore, the 
agency is retaining a weight-based 
criterion for disclosure levels in the 
final rule. 

However, the agency agrees that the 
100-g criterion is too restrictive and is 
modifying the criterion applied to 
disclosure levels in new § 101.13(h) and 
disqualifying levels in new § 101.14 to 
a weight-basikl criterion of 50 g that is 
applicable only to foods with reference 
amounts of 30 g or less or 2 tablespoons 
or less (see also discussion in section 
in.A.l. of this document). The rationale 
for this modification is fully set forth in 
the final rule on general requirements 
for health claims for food, published 
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register and is incorporated herein. 

15. One comment contended that 
there is not an appropriate scientific 
basis for establishing a disclosure level 
for sodium. 

The agency rejects the comment’s 
assertion that the scientific evidence is 
not sufficient to support the 
establishment of a disclosure level ^or 
sodium. In the general requirements for 
health claims for food document and in 
the sodium/hypertension health claims 
document published elsewhere in this 
issue of the Federal Register, FDA 
responds to comments that assert that 
identifying sodium as a disqualifying 
nutrient for health claims is 

inappropriate and to comments that the 
scientific evidence relating sodium to 
hypertension is insufficient. Those 
responses are incorporated herein. The 
agency notes that the evidence from 
clinical trials supports that high sodium 
intake is related to high blood pressure, 
that the evidence from human 
observational studies is generally 
consistent and supportive, that the long¬ 
term prospective study data are 
sometimes inconclusive and sometimes 
supportive, and that there is significant 
scientific agreement among experts that 
this relationship exists. The agency 
concludes that the scientific basis is 
sufficient, and that sodium reduction is 
likely to benefit a significant portion of 
the general population. 

However, as explained in the general 
requirements for health claims in food 
document published elsewhere in this 
issue of the Federal Register, in 
response to comments FDA is increasing 
the disqualifying/disclosure level to 20 
percent of the DRV, as compared to 15 
percent as proposed, and thus the level 
will be 480 mg per serving as compared 
with the proposed level of 360 mg. 

E. Amount and Percentage of Nutrient 
Content Claims 

In the general principles proposal (56 
FR 60421 at 60426), FDA proposed to 
regulate the use of statements of amount 
(e g., contains 2 g of fat) or that use a 
percentage (e.g., less than 1 percent fat) 
to describe the level of a nutrient in a 
food. The agency proposed in § 101.13(i) 
that foods bearing statements about the 
amount or percentage of a nutrient in 
food must meet the definition for “low" 
in the case of fat, saturated fat, sodium, 
and calories and "high" for fiber, 
vitamins, minerals, and other nutrients 
for which the term is defined. 

16. Some comments expressed the 
view that statements regarding the 
amount and percentage of nutrients in 
food are confiising, deceptive, and 
misleading to most consumers and 
should not be permitted. One comment 
suggested that studies are needed to 
ascertain consumer perceptions in this 
area, and that amount or percentage 
labeling statements are not necessary on 
foods. 

The agency is not persuaded tnat 
studies are needed to ascertain how 
these statements are understood by the 
consumer, or that it is necessary to ban 
these statements. The agency believes 
that statements concerning the amount 
and percentage of nutrients in food can 
provide useful information to 
consumers and flexibility to the food 
manufacturer in stating Uie nutritional 
attributes of a food. However, FDA 
recognizes that these statements can be 
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misleading. Therefore, FDA has 
carefully prescribed the circumstances 
in which such statements may be used 
in new §101.13(i). 

17. One comment stated that the 1990 
amendments do not require FDA to 
limit amount or percentage statements 
about nutrient claims in the manner that 
the agency has proposed. 

The 1990 amendments provide, in 
section 3(b)(l)(A)(iv), that FDA shall 
permit statements describing the 
amount and percentage of nutrients in 
food if they are not misleading, and if 
they are consistent with the terms 
deHned by the agency. As discussed in 
the general principles proposal (56 FR 
60421 at 60426], the legislative history 
of the 1990 amendments contemplates 
that the agency would define the 
circumstances by regulation “under 
which statements disclosing the amount 
and percentage of nutrients in food will 
be permitted” (136 Congressional 
Record, H5841-2 (July 30,1990)). This 
portion of the legislative history states 
that “amount and percentage statements 
must be consistent with the terms that 
the Secretary has defined under section 
403(r)(2)(A)(i) of the act (definition of 
descriptive terms) and they may not be 
misleading under section 403(a) in the 
current law.” Thus, the agency believes 
that regulations to ensure that these 
statements will Hot be used in a 
misleading manner are consistent with 
the 1990 amendments. Therefore, the 
agency concludes that, consistent with 
the intent of the 1990 amendments, 
regulations controlling the use of label 
statements that state the amount or 
percentage of a nutrient in a food are 
appropriate. 

18. Several comments suggested that 
amount and percentage disclosure 
statements should be permitted without 
restriction if the statement is 
accompanied by appropriate 
explanatory information, and as long as 
the statements are not misleading. 
Additionally, the comments implied 
that thg agency should not prohibit or 
restrict the use of claims that convey the 
amount and percentage of nutrients in 
food because this information can direct 
consumers to the favorable 
characteristics of a food and allow 
consumers to compare food products 
within the same product line. 

Other comments stated that foods 
should not be required to comply with 
such strict requirements before they can 
use amount and percentage statements. 
These comments contended that the 
agency has ample authority to regulate 
amount and percentage statements 
under section 403(a) of the act. 

FDA finds that some restrictions on 
amount and percent claims are 

necessary. FDA advises that numerous 
consumer complaints, comments on a 
1989 ANPRM on food labeling (54 FR 
32610, August 8,1989), and comments 
on the general principles and fat/ 
cholesterol proposals about misuse of 
label statements such as “-percent 
fat free” have persuaded the agency 
that, in many cases, statements 
regarding the amount and percentage of 
nutrients in food have been misleading. 
Moreover, section 3(b)(l)(A)(iv) of the 
1990 amendments prescribes specific 
conditions in whidi such claims may be 
made. Therefore, FDA believes that it is 
necessary to limit the use of such 
statements in a manner that ensures that 
they will not mislead consumers, and 
that, if they implicitly characterize the 
level of a nutrient, they are consistent 
with the terms defined under section 
403(r)(2)(A)(i) of the act. If amount and 
percentage statements are to be limited 
in this manner, the circumstances in 
which they can be used must be 
specifically presented. Thus, the agency 
concludes that, consistent with the 1990 
amendments, it is necessary to limit by 
regulation the use of label statements 
that state the amount or percentage of a 
nutrient in a food. Therefore, as 
discussed in response to the next 
comment, the final regulation will 
include a provision in new § 101.13(i) 
limiting the use of such statements. 

19. Many comments requested that 
FDA consider revisions in the 
provisions for amount and percent 
statements in the final rule. Some 
comments stated that the agency should 
not prohibit the use of amount and 
percentage statements on foods that do 
not meet the definition for “low” or 
“high” for a particular nutrient. One 
comment argued that, as proposed, this 
regulation would deprive consumers of 
useful information, hinder consumers 
from making informed food choices, and 
prohibit consumers fi'om quickly 
differentiating between similar foods 
within the same product category. A 
similar comment suggested that FDA 
should permit the use of amount and 
percentage statements on foods where 
the value in the factual statement does 
not exceed the proposed nutrient claim 
disclosure level for single foods. 

A few comments asserted that amount 
and percentage labeling statements 
should be permitted on foods that 
qualify for a “source” claim. Another 
comment suggested that FDA should 
permit the use of amount and 
percentage statements on foods that 
qualify for a “reduced” claim. 

Some comments suggested that FDA 
should permit the use of amount and 
percentage statements to convey 
information regarding the calorie 

content per serving of food, consistent 
with the number of calories that appear 
on the nutrition pcmel. Other comments 
suggested that it is customary for 
consumers to refer to calorie 
information when selecting foods, and, 
therefore, the use of amount and 
percentage statements to describe this 
information should be permitted in the 
final regulation. 

A few comments suggested that 
amount and percentage statements 
about the sodium content of a food 
provides factual information to 
consumers and should be permitted. 
Another comment stated that very few 
foods could convey amount and 
percentage statements for sodium under 
the proposed provisions. 

These comments have convinced the 
agency to reconsider the proposed 
provisions for statements concerning the 
amount and percentage of nutrients in 
foods. The agency believes that 
statements relating the amount and 
percentage of nutrients in foods are 
generally useful to consumers for such 
purposes as pointing out the level of a 
nutrient in the food and facilitating 
comparisons between foods. The 
proposed provisions for amount and 
percentage statements would have 
limited the use of these statements to 
only foods that are “low” or “high” in 
the particular nutrient. FDA believes 
that the provisions in the proposal were 
too restrictive because they would deny 
consumers the use of such statements to 
evaluate many foods. FDA has 
considered how to permit statements of 
amount and percent that implicitly 
characterize the level of a nutrient (e.g., 
“less than 10 grams of fat”) in a manner 
that benefits consumers and also 
satisfies the requirements of the statute. 
FDA believes that these conditions are 
met when such amount and percentage 
statements about a nutrient are made on 
foods that meet the criteria for any 
nutrient content claim, including 
relative claims, for the nutrient. Such 
amount and percentage statements are 
useful in helping consumers identify 
foods that facilitate conformance to 
current dietary guidelines. This 
includes foods that are a “good source 
of or foods “low” or “high” in a 
nutrient as well as, foods that are 
alternatives to other reference foods 
(e.g., foods that are ‘‘reduced” in a 
nutrient. 

Thus the final rule has been revised 
in new § 101.13(i)(l) to providethat a 
statement of percent and amount may be 
contained on the label or in the labeling 
of a food that meets the definition for a 
claim (as defined in part 101, subpart D) 
for the nutrient that the label addresses. 
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The agency also believes that a 
statement about the amount and 
percentage of nutrients that implicitly 
characterize the level of the nutrient can 
provide useful information to 
consumers even if the food does not 
meet the criteria for a claim, provided 
the statement does not misleadingly 
imply that a food contains a small or 
large amount of a nutrient and makes 
clear whether the food meets one of the 
nutrient content claims that the agency 
is defining. In circumstances in which 
a food does not meet the criteria for a 
claim, an amount or percentage 
statement that implicitly characterizes 
the level of a nutrient, appearing by 
itself might be misinterpreted. Thus, the 
statement must be accompanied by a 
disclaimer such as “less than 10 grams 
of fat. not a low fat food” or "only 200 
mg of sodium per serving, not a low 
sodium food." The disclaimer will not 
only make the claim not misleading, as 
required by section 3(b){l)(A)(iv) of the 
1990 amendments, it will also provide 
the means by which the amount or 
percentage can be declared consistently 
with section 403(r)(2)(A)(i) of the act by 
affirmatively stating that the amount 
does not meet the relevant definition. 

To provide for statements about the 
amount or percentage of a nutrient in a 
food that implicitly characterize the 
level of the nutrient under these 
circumstances, FDA is adding new 
§ 101.13(i)(2) to allow for the use of 
amount and percentage statements 
when the level of the nutrient does not 
meet the definition for a claim if a 
disclaimer accompanies the claim. 

This revision also includes provisions 
for the location and type size of the 
disclaimer statement that require that 
the disclaimer be in easily legible print 
or type and in a size no less than 
required by § 101.105(i) for net quantity 
of contents except where the size of the 
claim is less than two times the size of 
the net quantity of contents statement, 
in which case the disclaimer statement 
shall be no less than one-half the size of 
the claim but no smaller than one- 
sixteenth inch. This approach has been 
fully discussed in response to comment 
7 of this document. 

Because these revisions permit the 
use of amount and percentage 
statements where a food qualifies for all 
relative claims, and not just "high” or 
"low," the agency is deleting from new 
§ 101.13(i) the phrase that refers to these 
statements as implying that a food is 
“high or low” in a nutrient and is 
inserting language that states that these 
statements imply that the food 
"contains a large or small amount" of 
that nutrient. 

In addition, based on the comments 
and its review of the 1990 amendments, 
FDA finds that there are some 
circumstances in which an amount 
claim cannot be considered to 
characterize in any way the level of a 
nutrient in a food. For example, the 
statement “100 calories" or “5 grams of 
fat” on the principal display panel of a 
food would be a simple statement of 
amount that, by itself, conveys no 
implied characterization of the level of 
the nutrient. As long as such a statement 
is not false or misleading, it can 
appropriately be included in food 
ladling. Therefore, FDA is providing in 
new § 101.13(i)(3) that an absolute 
statement of amount may be made 
without a disclaimer if “[tlhe statement 
does not in any way implicitly 
characterize the level of the nutrient in 
the food, and it is not false, or 
misleading in any respect.” 

Finally, the agency is advising in new 
§ 101.13(i)(4). for clarification, that 
amount and percentage statements made 
on labels or in labeling as "-percent 
fat free" are not subject to the provisions 
of that paragraph. These statements are 
regulated separately under new 
§ 101.62(b)(6). The agency believes this 
clarification is necessary because the 
preamble discussion 
in the general principles proposal 
supporting § 101.13(i) cited "- 
percent fat free” as an example of a 
claim subject to section 3(b)(l)(A)(iv) of 
the 1990 amendments. While this 
example is appropriate, the agency is 
making it clear that the actual 
regulations governing “-percent fat 
free" statements are provided in new 
§ 101.62(b)(6) because those provisions 
differ from those of new § 101.13(i). The 
provisions for “-percent fat free" 
statements are discussed below in the 
preamble section IlI.B.c.vi. (on Percent 
Fat Free) of this document. 

F. Nutrition Labeling Required When a 
Nutrient Content Claim is Made 

In the general principles proposal, the 
agency proposed (56 FR 60421 at 60426) 
in § 101.13(m) (redesignated as 
§ 101.13(n) in this final rule) that a 
nutrient content claim may be used on 
the label or in labeling of a food, 
provided that the food bears nutrition 
labeling that complies with the ' 
requirements in proposed § 101.9 or. if 
applicable, proposed § 101.36. 

20.'The majority of comments 
addressing this issue favored the 
proposed requirement. One comment 
was concerned that requiring nutrition 
labeling on all foods bearing a claim 
will confuse consumers rather than 
empower them to make informed 
dietary selections. 

The agency disagrees with the latter 
comment. Nutrition labeling is 
necessary when a claim is made to 
ensure that other important nutritional 
aspects of the food are presented along 
with that aspect highlighted by the 
claim. This fact is recognized in section 
403(r)(2)(B) of the act, which requires 
that any nutrient content claim be 
accompanied by a statement referring 
the consumer to the nutrition label. 
Thus, nutrition labeling in the labeling 
of a food that bears a claim will assist 
consumers in making informed dietary 
selections because it provides them with 
additional important information about 
a food. 

However, the Dietary Supplement Act 
of 1992 imposed a moratorium on the 
implementation of the 1990 
amendments with respect to dietary 
supplements. Therefore, FDA is not 
adopting § 101.36 and has modified 
§ 101.13(n) to reflect this fact. The 
agency has also added a reference to 
§ 101.10 to cover the situation in which 
a nutrient content claim is made for 
restaurant food (see section IV. of this 
document). 

G. Analytical Methodology 

In the general principles proposal (56 
FR 60421 at 60428), the agency 
proposed in §101.13(n) (redesignated as 
new § 101.13(o) in this final rule) to 
determine compliance with the 
requirements for nutrient content claims 
using the analytical methodology 
prescribed for determining compliance 
with nutrition labeling in proposed 
§101.9. 

21. A comment expressed the view 
that specifying methods such as official 
Association of Official Analytical 
Chemists (AOAC International) methods 
for the verification of nutrient claims is 
a barrier to innovation. The comment 
suggested that FDA should specify that 
appropriate valid methods may be used 
for determining nutrient content. The 
comment noted that if the manufacturer 
uses a nonofficial method, the 
manufacturer should have the burden of 
substantiating the validity of the method 
that is used. 

FDA notes that hew § 101.9(g), as 
amended by the mandatory nutrition 
labeling document published elsewhere 
in this issue of the Federal Register, 
states that, unless otherwise specified, 
compliance with nutrition labeling will 
be determined using methods validated 
by AOAC International. That regulation 
also states that if no “official” analytical 
method is available or appropriate, 
other reliable and appropriate analytical 
procedures may be used. 

An AOAC International Task Force on 
Nutrient Labeling Methods has 
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considered the adequacy of AOAC 
International methods to meet 
nutritional labeling needs. The task 
force judged adequacy on the basis of a 
sxirvey of nutrient method users and on 
the basis of the collaboratively validated 
and officially approved status of 
methods in &e AOAC International 
Official Methods of Analysis. The 
methods judged to be adequate relative 
to the regulations and to reflect current 
analytical definitions are listed in The 
Referee 16:7-12 (1992) (Ref. 2). 

Section 101.9(g) sets out the methods 
that the agency will use for compliance 
determinations. Manufacturers may use 
nonoffidal methods of analysis to 
establish nutrient content label values, 
but in doing so, they should ensure the 
validity of their methods with respect to 
applicability, specificity, seilsitivity, 
accuracy, precision, and detectability. If 
they fail to do so, and their methods 
produce significantly different results 
than the official method, their label may 
subject them to regulatory action. 
Reliable and appropriate alternative 
anal)rtical methods may be submitted to 
FDA for a review of their acceptability. 

Thus, by referencing new § 101.9, new 
§ 101.13(o) does not preclude a 
manufacturer from using alternative 
analytical methods for determining 
nutrient content label values. No 
amendment of the regulation is 
necessary to comply with the 
comment’s suggestion. 

Analytical methodology is more 
extensively discussed in the final rule 
on mandatory nutrition labeling 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. 

H. Exemptions 

This section addresses provisions in 
the general principles proposal for. 
certain exemptions fi'om the 
requirements for nutrient content 
claims: (1) Claims in a brand name; (2) 
"diet” soft drinks; (3) certain infant 
formulas; and (4) standards of identity. 
Other exemption provisions are 
addressed in the sections of this 
document pertaining to scope, 
restaurant foods, sugar fiee, and 
petitions. FDA advises that the 
exemption provisions proposed as 
§ 101.13(o) have been redesignated as 
new§ 101.13(q) in this final rule. 

I. Claims in a brand name 

Under section 403(r)(2)(C) of the act, 
manufacturers may continue to use 
brand names that include nutrient 
content claims that have not been 
defined by regulation, as long as those 
claims appeared as part of a brand name 
before October 25,1989, and are not 
false or misleading under section 403(a). 

Section 403(r) (2) (B) of the act. which 
requires the nutrition information 
referral statement, does apply to foods 
whose brand name includes such 
claims. Consequently, the labeling of 
products whose brand name includes 
such terms will have to bear an 
appropriate referral statement. 

To implement this provision of the 
act, the agency proposed § 101.13(o)(l) 
(redesignated as § 101.13(q)(l)), which 
states that nutrient content claims not 
defined by regulation, appearing as part 
of a brand name that was in use prior 
to October 25,1989, may be used on the 
label or in labeling of a food, provided 
that they are not false or misleading 
under section 403(a) of the act. 

22. Several comments stated that 
allowing some products to continue to 
use a nutrient content claim in a brand 
name while precluding others on the 
basis of a date (October 25,1989) is not 
justified, even if it is legally sustainable. 
Further, some comments contended that 
some nonexempt products could have 
an equivalent or superior nutritional 
profile. Other comments stated that the 
agency should broaden the exemption to 
include some claims in brand names 
appearing after October 25,1989, 
without requiring a petition or other 
administrative process. 

The agency advises that section 
403(r)(2)(C) of the act grants the agency 
authority to exempt only those claims in 
the brand names of products bearing 
such claims before October 25,1989, 
unless the brand name contains a term 
defined by the Secretary under section 
403(r)(2)(A)(i) or is false or misleading. 
While some nonexempt foods may have 
an equivalent or superior nutrition 
profile, such foods are not recognized by 
the statute as exempt from the section 
403(r)(2)(A) of the act. Thus, the agency 
is obligated by the statute’s language to 
subject nonexempt foods to the general 
requirements of section 403(r)(2)(A) of 
the act that claims contained in a brand 
name be defined by regulation or by an 
approved brand name petition 
submission. 

23. Several comments stated that 
claims in brand names should be 
restricted to terms that have been 
defined by FDA. so that claims 
appearing before October 25.1989, will 
be consistent with claims in brand 
names appearing after that date. The 
comments stated that requiring claims 
to be consistent will facilitate the 
education of the public, while allowing 
some claims to be exempt will create 
multiple meanings for the same term 
depending on whether it appeared on a 
lalral before or after October 25,1989. 
The comments stated further that such 
an exemption would likely lead to 

nonuniformity in the marketplace and 
consequent consumer confusion. One of 
these comments stated that FDA lacked 
the resources necessary to provide 
exemptions for some products while 
enforcing regulations on others. 

A clarification of the 1990 
amendments’ provisions concerning 
exemptions is necessary. For a claim in 
a brand name to remain exempt firom 
the act’s requirements, that claim would 
have to be. of necessity, one that has not 
been defined by the agency by 
regulation. Thus, after the effective date 
of section 403(r)(l)(A) of the act, that 
claim could not be used on food 
products that were not on the market 
before October 25,1989. Therefore, 
while an undefined term may have 
inconsistent meanings in brand names 
of food products that were on the 
market before October 25,1989, it will 
not have multiple meanings depending 
on whether it app>eared on a food label 
before or after October 25,1989, as the 
comment stated. Until the claim is 
defined, it can not be used at all on post* 
October 25,1989, products or anywhere 
but in the brand name of pre-October 
25,1989, products. Once it is defined, 
it can only be used in accordance with 
that definition. 

The agency agrees that the 
establishment of definitions that state 
clear and consistent meanings for 
nutrient content claims will facilitate 
consumer understanding of those 
claims. Toward this end. the agency has 
endeavored in this final rule to establish 
definitions for both expressed and 
implied claims that will govern as many 
of the types of claims that fiwjuently 
appear in brand names as is possible. 

However, the agency notes that 
because numerous types of claims 
appear as part of brand names, this final 
rule will not likely define all of the 
claims that may be expressed or implied 
as part of a brand name. ’The agency 
expects that some of these claims will 
continue to be used under the 
exemption granted in section 
403(r)(2)(C) of the act. In this regard, 
after these regulations become elective, 
FDA will monitor claims used in brand 
names that remain exempt, and if there 
is evidence that use of undefined claims 
could result in consumer confusion or 
misleading labeling, the agency will 
consider defining terms for such claims 
on its own initiative. 

FDA believes that defining such 
claims will further the statute’s goal of 
providing consistent nutrition 
information on food labels and will 
encourage competition in the 
marketplace by making the terms 
available for products not eligible for 
the exemption. The agency does not 
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agree with the comment that stated that 
FDA lacks the resources necessary to 
enforce a regime in which some 
products are subject to exemptions 
while others are not. The agency does 
not expect a significant added burden to 
be placed upon its resources if some 
claims in a brand name remain exempt, 
since exempt status does not flow from 
agency action or approval but is granted 
by the statute if the claim appeal^ in 
a brand name of a food product before 
October 25,1989. 

24. Some of the comments requested 
that FDA either define terms that are 
implied nutrient content claims used in 
brand names by regulation, to provide 
for their use under section 403(rH2KA) 
of the act, or regulate their use on a case 
by case basis imder the general 
misbranding provisions of the act. 

The agracy agrees in principle with 
this comment’s suggestion that it should 
define terms used as part of a luand 
name that may express or imply a 
nutrient content claim. As not^ in the 
response to the previous comment, the 
agency has endeavored in this final rule 
to establish definitions for both 
expressed and implied claims that will 
permit, to the extent feasible at this 
time, as many as possible of the types 
of claims that fioquently appear in 
brand names. 

However, as also noted above, the 
provisions in this final nile will not 
likely define all claims made as part of 
a brand name. With regard to any claim 
not defined by the agency, the 
alternatives provided by the statute are 
that either the claim is exempt, or it 
must be the subject of a brand name 
petition that is granted by the agency. 
There is no provision in the statute for 
nondefined terms used in claims to be 
evaluated under the broad misbranding 
provisions of the act, other than that 
which states that exempt claims in 
brand names (i.e., claims that are 
contained in the brand name of a 
specific food product that was the brand 
name in use on sudi food before 
October 25,1989; see discussion in 
comment 25 of this document) must not 
be misleading under section 403(a) of 
the act Therefore the agency rejects the 
suggestion that it either define all the 
twms or regulate their use on a case by 
case basis imder the provisions of the 
act that prohibit false or misleading 
labeling. 

25. ^veral comments stated that 
proposed $ 101.13(o)(l) should be 
revised to clearly state that the 
exemption applies only to terms used in 
brand names used on specific and 
di.^crete food products before October 
25,1989, and not to products 
introduced after that date. These 

comments stated that the statutory 
exemption in section 403(r)(2)(C) of the 
act is triggered on a product-by-product 
basis, i.e., ‘'sudi brand name** must 
have been in use on **such food” before 
October 25,1989, for the exemption to 
apply. Some of these comments stated 
that an across-the-board exemption to a 
particular brand name would give an 
imfair competitive advantage to 
manufacturers who happened, before 
October 25,1989, to have used an 
expressed or implied nutrient content 
claim in abrand name. 

Other comments disagreed, arguing 
that product line extensions of 
qualifying brand names should also be 
exempted from the requirements for 
nutrient content claims because it 
would be unfair to exclude new 
products from bearing the same claim in 
the brand name until a petition for the 
use of the claim in the brand name is 
approved. Some comments stated that 
the 1990 amendments are ambiguous 
regarding whether the exemption 
provision for brand names applies to 
sp>ecific products bearing the brand 
name or to the brand name itself. These 
comments stated that this provision 
should be interpreted broadly because: 
(1) Laws afiord special protection from 
government interference to trademark 
brand names; (2) a broad interpretation 
would be in accordance with &ecutive 
Order 12630, which directs that agency 
actions for the protection of public 
health and safety should be designed to 
advance significantly the health and 
safety purpose and be no greater in 
scope than is necessary to achieve that 
purpose and (3) a broad interpretation 
would be consistent with the President’s 
“Memorandum For Certain Department 
and Agency Heads” on reducing the 
burden of government regulation (Ref. 
3). 

The agency does not believe the 1990 
amendments are ambiguous on this 
issue because the statutory language, 
specifically the requirement that • 
such brand name was in use on such 
food,” limits the scope of the exemption 
to specific foods bearing the claim in the 
brand name. Thus, the agency does not 
agree with the comments that asserted 
that the agency should apply the 
exemption to line extension products. 

The agency agrees with the comment 
that the final rule should be revised to 
clarify the scope of the exemption for 
brand names, and therefore it is revising 
the first sentence of new § 101.13(q](l) 
to read: 

Nutrient content claims that have not been 
defined by regulation and that are contained 
in the brand name of a specific food product 
that was the brand name in use on such food 
before October 25,1989, may continue to be 

used as part of that brand name for such 
product, provided that they are not fialse or 
ir.isleeding under section 403(a) of the 
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (the 
act). 

26. One comment requested 
clarification as to whether the 
exemption for claims in brand names in 
use before October 25,1989, applies to 
the type size of the claim on the label 
as well as to the claim itself. Several 
comments stated that referral statements 
should not be required for claims that 
are made as part of a brand name. 
Several comments stated that brand 
name claims should be required to bear 
referral statements, particularly if 
accompanied by a claim that uses a 
defined term. 

Section 403(r)(2){C) of the act exempts 
certain claims contained in a brand 
name from the requirements of section 
403(r)(2)(A). This exemption covers all 
the requirements in section 403(rK2)(A) 
of the act, including the disclosure 
requirements in section 403(r)(2)(A)(iii) 
through {r)(2)(A)(iv) as well as the 
accompanying type size requirements. 
Claims in brand names are not 
exempted however from section 
403(r)(2)(B) or (f). Therefore, such 
claims are not exempt from the type size 
requirement in new § 101.13(f) or frnm 
the referral statement requirements in 
new § 101.13(g) and (h). FDA is adding 
a sentence to new § 101.13(q)(l) to mt^e 
this clear. 

27. Several comments requested that 
FDA adopt a policy whereby 
enforcement action will not be taken 
against products bearing an expressed or 
implied claim in a brand name that is 
the subject of a petition until the agency 
has ruled on the use of the claim. 

Hie agency disagrees with these 
comments. The statute establishes a 
petition process for new nutrient 
content claims, including use of an 
implied claim in a brand name. See 
section 403(r)(4)(A) of the act. The latter 
type of petition is deemed to be granted 
if the agency does not act on it in 100 
days (.section 403(r)(4](A)(iii) of the act). 
It would make little sense for Ckingress 
to have included a petition process with 
such tight timeframes if it intended that 
a claim could appear while the petition 
for such claim is under agency review. 
Therefore, the agency denies this 
request. 

23. Several comments stated that no 
nutrient content claim used before 
October 25,1989, in a brand name 
should be permitted regardless of 
whether or not it has been defined, but 
provided no supporting rationale for 
this position. 

Because these comments are 
inconsistent with section 403(r)(2)(C) of 
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the act, and in the absence of any 
information to support the position they 
advance, FDA is rejecting them. 

29. Several comments stated that the 
agency should allow the use of 
undehned claims in a brand name that 
were not in use before October 25,1989 
if the claim is accompanied by 
clarifying information. 

The agency disagrees with these 
comments. The course of action 
advocated by these comments would 
nullify the explicit provisions of the 
statute that require that any claim in a 
brand name that is not exempt under 
section 403(r)(2)(C) of the act be used 
only in accordance with a definition 
established by the agency, or after the 
agency has granted a petition for the 
claim (section 403(r)(l)(A) and 
(r)(2){A)). While such information may 
cure a misbranding under section 403(a) 
of the act, it would not be consistent 
with section 403(r). Therefore the 
agency denies the comment’s request 
that it allow the use of undefined 
nonexempt claims in a brand name if 
accompanied by qualifying information. 

2. “Diet” soft drinks 

Section 403(r)(2)(D) of the act exempts 
use of the term "diet” on soft drinks 
from the requirement that a term may be 
used only in accordance with the 
definitions established by FDA, 
provided that its use meets certain 
conditions: (1) The claim must be 
contained in the brand name of such 
soft drink; (2) the brand name must have 
been in use on the soft drink before 
October 25,1989; and (3) the use of the 
term “diet” must have been in 
conformity with § 105.66. In accordance 
with these conditions, the agency 
proposed in § 101.13(o)(2) that if the 
claim of “diet” was used in the brand 
name of a soft drink before October 25, 
1989, in compliance with the existing 
§ 105.66, the claim may continue to be 
used. Any other uses of the term “diet” 
must be in compliance with amended 
§105.66. 

30. Several comments requested 
clarification that the exemption for a 
claim that uses the term “diet” in the 
brand name of a soft drink does not 
preclude line extensions, e.g., new 
flavors for the brand after October 25, 
1989. 

For the reason discussed in comment 
25 of this document, the statutory 
exemption for claims using the term 
“diet” in the brand name of a soft drink 
does not extend beyond discrete 
products that were available before 
October 25,1989. However, the agency 
is continuing to define the term “diet” 
in its regulations, specifically in 
§ 105.66, as discussed in the general 

principles proposal (56 FR 60421 at 
60457). Thus, if the use of the term 
“diet” in the brand name of a soft drink 
is in conformity with § 105.66, it may be 
used on a soft drink product whether or 
not that product was available before 
October 25,1989. The agency is 
unaware of any instances whereby line 
extensions for “diet” soft drinks would 
not be in conformity with § 105.66, and 
no such instances were presented in the 
comments. For clarity, the agency is 
specifying in new § 101.13(q)(2) that soft 
drinks marked after October 25,1989, 
may use the word “diet” provided they 
are in compliance with current § 105.66. 

31. Several comments requested 
clarification that claims that use the 
term “diet” in the brand name of a soft 
drink are exempt fi-om the requirement 
in section 403(r)(2)(B) of the act that 
nutrient content claims be accompanied 
by the referral statement. These 
comments further stated that the 
exemption applies to all of the 
requirements imposed by section 
403(r)(2) of the act. 

The agency agrees with the comments 
that section 403(r)(2)(D) of the act 
exempts a soft drink bearing the term 
“diet” as part of the brand name from 
all provisions of section 403(r)(2), 
including the requirement that a referral 
statement accompany the claim. 

3. Infant formulas and medical foods 

Section 403(r)(5)(A) of the act states 
that section 403(r) does not apply to 
infant formulas subject to section 412(h) 
of the act or to medical foods as defined 
in section 5(b) of the Orphan Drug Act 
(21 U.S.C. 360ee(b)). Section 412(h) of 
the act applies to any infant formula 
that is represented and labeled for use 
by an infant who has an inborn error of 
metabolism or a low birth weight or 
who otherwise has an unusual medical 
or dietary problem. Section 5(b)(3) of 
the Orphan Drug Act defines the term 
“medical food” as a food that is 
formulated to be consumed or 
administered enterally under the 
supervision of a physician and that is 
intended for the specific dietary 
management of a disease or condition 
for which distinctive nutritional 
requirements, based on recognized 
scientific principles, are established by 
medical evaluation. FDA presented its 
views on what constitutes a medical 
food in its supplementary proposal on 
mandatory nutrition labeling (56 FR 
60366 at 60377). Accordingly, the 
agency proposed in § 101.13(o)(4) to 
reflect these provisions of the act. 

32. Several comments pointed to the 
fact that the agency already permits, 
under § 107.10(b)(4) (21 CFR 
107.10(b)(4)) which was issued under 

authority of sections 412 and 403 of the 
act, the labels of certain infant formula 
products to bear statements such as 
“with added iron” (see 56 FR 60366 at 
60378). These comments requested that 
the agency revise proposed 
§ 101.13(o)(4) to state explicitly that 
claims permitted by part 107 (21 CFR 
part 107) can continue to be made 
without respect to the requirements of 
part 101 for infant formulas for normal 
full term infants, as long as the claims 
comply with the requirements of part 
107. One comment stated that the infant 
formula regulations ensure FDA 
oversight for these foods, making 
additional restrictions unnecessary. 
These comments stated that such a 
revision would make it clear that claims 
permitted under part 107 are not subject 
to the regulations established imder ^e 
1990 amendments. 

Under section 403(r)(5)(A) of the act, 
section 403(r) applies to all infant 
formulas except infant formula that are 
exempt under section 412(h) of the act. 
Under section 403(r)(2)(A)(i) of the act, 
a claim that characterizes the level of a 
nutrient in a food may be made only if 
it uses terms that are defined by 
regulation by the Secretary (and FDA, 
by delegation). Thus, while the terms 
used on infant formula are subject to a 
nutrient content claims regime, claims 
made on infant formula in accordance 
with part 107 are in compliance with 
that regime because they use terms 
defined in the regulations of the agency. 
To reflect this fact, FDA has added 
references to part 107 in new § 101.13(b) 
and (b)(3). 

33. One comment requested that 
nutrition information in the form of 
publications and promotional materials 
provided to pediatricians concerning 
infant formula products for normal full- 
term infants be exempt from the labeling 
retirements of this final rule. 

The agency advises that to the extent 
that nutrition information in any form, 
including publications and promotional 
materials of the type described, is 
labeling, it must comply with all 
applicable requirements of the act and 
their implementing regulations in this 
final rule. Further, FDA does not have 
authority to exempt any food labels or 
labeling from the requirements of the 
act. Labeling on infant formula products 
for normal full-term infants is not 
exempted by the 1990 amendments 
from the act’s requirements for nutrient 
content claims. Therefore, the labeling 
for these foods must comply with the 
requirements in this final rule. 

4. Standards of identity 

Section 403(r)(5)(C) of the act states 
that nutrient content claims that are 
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III. Definition of Tenns 

A. General Approach 

1. Criteria for definitions of terms 

a. Serving size to evaluate nutrient 
content claims 

made with respect to a food because the 
claim is required by a standard of 
identity issued under section 401 of the 
act (21 U.S.C. 341) shall not be subfect 
to section 403(r)(2){A)(i) or (rK2MBi. 
Thus, a nutrient content claim that is 
part of the common or usual name of a 
standardized food may continue to be 
used even if the use of the term in the 
standardized name is not consistent 
^ith the definition for the term that 

adopts, or if FDA has not defined 
the term. Moreover, the label of the 
standardized food would not need to 
bear a statement referring consumers to 
the nutrition label. However, in the 
general principles proposal (56 FR 
60421 at 60429), FDA reviewed the 
legislative history of this provision, 
which makes clear that Congress did not 
intend section 403(r)(5KC) of the act to 
imply, in any way, that new standards 
issu^ under the act would be exempt 
faom the provisions for nutrient content 
claims in part 101. Rather, Congress 
intended that this exemption would 
apply only to nutrient content claims 
made in the names of existing standards 
of identity (see H. Rept 101-S38.101st 
Cong., 2d sess. 22 (1990)). 

Arcordingly, the agency proposed in 
§ 101.13(o)(6) that nutrient content 
claims that are part of the name of a 
food that was subject to a standard of 
identity on November 8.1990, the date 
of enactment of the 1990 amendments, 
are not subject to the requirements of 
proposed § 101.13(b),(g), and (h) or to 
the definitions of part 101, subpart D. 

34. Several comments disagreed that 
nutrient content claims that are part of 
the common or usual name of a food 
that was subject to a standard of identity 
on November 8,1990, should be exempt 
from having to comply with the 
definitions for such claims established 
by the agency. These comments stated 
that consumers may be confused by 
inconsistent meanings of the same term 
in standardized versus nonstandardized 
foods because many consumers do not 
know the difference between 
standardized and nonstandardized 
foods. Additionally, these comments 
stated that it was unfair to exempt 
standardized foods from the general 
requirements for nutrient content 
claims. 

Section 403(r)(5)(C) of the act 
specifically exempts nutrient content 
claims that were part of the common or 
usual name of a food subject to a 
standard of identity on November 8. 
1990, from the requirement that terms 
used to make claims comply with 
definitions established by regulation. 
Because this exemption is statutory, the 
agency must make it available to foods 
that meet the criteria for the exemption. 

Therefore FDA is retaining new 
§ 101.13(q)(6) as proposed. The agency 
more folly discusses this exempticm in 
the document addressing labeling 
requirements for foods named by use of 
a nutrient content claim and a 
standardized term published elsewhere 
in this issue of the Federal Roister. 

35. The agency determined in the 
final regulation on mandatory nutrition 
labeling published elsewhere in this 
issue of the Federal Register, that 
bottled water is not exempt ^m 
nutrition labeling unless it contains 
insignificant amounts of nutrients. 
Similarly, label statements on bottled 
water that make claims about nutrients 
of the type required to be declared in 
nutrition labeling are nutrient content 
claims requiring definition under 
section 403(r) of the act. In this regard, 
the proposal asked for comment as to 
how to decide what constitutes a 
nutrient content claim (56 FR 60421 at 
60424). Comments on this issue have 
led FDA to conclude that fluoride is a 
special nutrient that warrants different 
labeling requirements than other 
nutrients. 

Many public drinking water systems 
add fluoride to drinking water to help 
reduce dental caries. In addition, the 
Surgeon General has supported this 
practice (Ref. 4). However, there are 
concerns that fluoride levels in drinking 
water not be too high. The 
Environmental Protection Agency has 
established primary and secondary 
drinking water standards for fluoride 
(51 FR 11396, April 2,1986) and FDA 
has proposed to revise its quality 
standard for fluoride in bottled water 
accordingly (53 FR 36036, September 
16,1988). Therefore, FDA believes that 
while the presence of fluoride in bottled 
water is of interest to consumers and its 
declaration should not be prohibited, 
the agency does not wish to encourage 
unnecessary addition of fluoride to 
bottled water. The agency is concerned 
that if terms like "good source of 
fluoride" or "high in fluoride" were 
permitted, they might encourage such 
additions. 

Consequently, the agency has not 
defined a nutrient content claim for 
fluoride. Instead, it has provided that a 
statement indicating the presence of 
added fluoride may be used, but the 
claim may not include a description of 
the level of fluoride present. FDA has 
provided in new § 101.13(q)(6) that 
bottled water containing added fluoride 
may state that fact on the label or in 
labeling using the term "fluoridated," 
"fluoride added." or "with added 
fluoride." 

In a proposal addressing food labeling 
and serving sizes that was published in 
the Federal Register on November 27, 
1991 (56 FR 60394), FDA proposed 
among other things to: (1) Define serving 
and portion size on the basis of the 
amount of food customarily consumed 
per eating occasion. (2) establish 
reference amounts (reference amounts 
cu.stomarily consumed) per eating 
occasion for 131 food product 
categories, and (3) provide criteria for 
determining labeled serving sizes horn 
reference amounts. In § 101.12(g). FDA 
proposed that if the serving size 
declared on the product label differs 
from the reference amount listed in 
proposed § 101.12(b). then both the 
reference amount and the serving size 
declared on the product label are to be 
used in determining whether the 
product meets the criteria for a nutrient 
content claim. 

The agency also discussed this 
requirement in the general principles 
proposal (56 FR 60421 at 60430), stating 
that it believed it would be misleading 
to make a claim on a product that me! 
the criteria for a claim on a reference 
amount basis but that did not qualify for 
the claim on the basis of the labeled 
serving size. i.e.. the entire container. 
The agency noted, however, that this 
approach created situations in which a 
product in one size container would be 
eligible to bear a claim, while the same 
product in a different size container 
would not be eligible. In the serving size 
proposal (56 FR 60394 at 60413), FDA 
discussed another approach to 
eligibility for a claim based solely on the 
reference amount plus a disclaimer on 
the label and solicited comments on 
both options. 

36. Most comments addressing this 
issue, including several industry 
comments, supported FDA's proposal 
for basing claims on both the reference 
amount and the labeled serving size. 
However, several comments from 
industry, trade associations, and a few 
professionals objected to requiring both 
the reference amount and the labeled 
serving size. These comments stated 
that claim evaluations should be based 
solely on the reference amoimt The 
comments argued that claims should 
reflect true characteristics of the 
product, and that a product that 
qualifies for the claim should be able to 
bear the claim on all container sizes. 
They argued that inconsistency from 

5. Other 
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container to container in the use of 
claims on the same product in different 
sized containers would he confusing to 
consumers. 

These comments and FDA’s responses 
are fully discussed in the final rule on 
serving sizes, elsewhere in this issue of 
the Federal Register. As explained in 
that document, the agency has been 
persuaded to reconsider its proposal 
and has concluded in that final rule to 
base eligibility for a claim solely on the 
reference amount and to require a 
disclaimer when the amount of the 
nutrient contained in the labeled 
serving size does not meet the 
maximum or minimum amount 
criterion in the definition for the 
nutrient content claim for that nutrient. 
The disclaimer that follows the claim 
will inform consumers of the basis on 
which the product qualifies for the 
claim. Therefore, the possibility of 
misleading the consumer is reduced. 
The agency believes that this approach 
resolves the objections raised in the 
comments. Further, under this approach 
the claim would reflect true 
characteristics of the product, not the 
container size, and may be less 
confusing to consumers. 

Accordingly, in the final rule FDA is 
revising all of the provisions for specific 
nutrient content claims that, as 
proposed, would have required foods 
bearing claims to meet both a per 
reference amount criterion and a per 
labeled serving size criterion. These 
sections, as revised, now require that 
the food only meet a per reference 
amount criterion. 

FDA is also codifying the 
requirements for the disclaimer in the 
final rule in new § 101.13(p). New 
§ 101.13(p)(l) states: 

The reference amount set forth in 
§ 101.12(b) through (f) shall be used in 
determining whether a product meets the 
criteria for a nutrient content claim. If the 
serving size declared on the product label 
differs from the reference amount, and the 
amount of the nutrient contained in the label 
serving size does not meet the maximum or 
minimum amount criterion in the definition 
for the descriptor for that nutrient, the claim 
shall be followed by the criteria for the claim 
as required by § 101.12(g} (e.g., "very low 
sodium, 35 mg or less per 240 mL (8 fl oz)”). 

Further, new § 101.13(p)(2) provides 
that the criteria for the claim must 
appear immediately adjacent to the most 
prominent claim in easily legible print 
or type and in a size no less than ^at 
required by § 101.15(i) for net quantity 
of contents except where the size of the 
claim is less than two times the required 
size of the net quantity of contents 
statement, in which case the disclaimer 
statement should be no less than one- 

half the size of the claim but not smaller 
than one-sixteenth inch. This provision 
ensures that the disclaimer will have 
appropriate placement on the label and 
that its prominence will be consistent 
with other required supporting 
statements (e.g., referral statements). 

b. Criterion based on a designated 
weight 

In the general principles and fat/ 
cholesterol proposals, FDA proposed in 
§§ 101.60,101.61, and 101.62 that the 
definition of certain terms (e.g., "low” 
for calories, fat, sodium, and cholesterol 
and "very low” for sodiiun) be based on 
the following criteria: (1) llie amoimt of 
nutrient per reference amount (reference 
amount), (2) the amount of nutrient per 
labeled serving size, and (3) the amount 
of nutrient per 100 g of food. The 
weight-based criterion (i.e., per 100 g of 
food) required that the maximum 
amount of the nutrient allowed per 
serving also be the maximum amoimt of 
the nutrient contained in 100 g of the 
food (e.g., for "low fat,” 3 g or less of 
fat per serving and 3 g or less of fat per 
100 g). 

In the general principles proposal (56 
FR 60421 at 60430), FDA stated that 
without the weight-based criterion, 
"low” claims would be allowed on 
certain foods that are dense in a nutrient 
on a weight basis yet still qualify for a 
"low” claim because of their small 
serving size. For example, without the 
weight-based criterion, butter and some 
margarines could make “low sodium” 
claims, although they contain as much 
as 900 mg sodium per 100 g of food. In 
addition to stating the misleading nature 
of such claims, FDA expressed concern 
that nutrient dense foods with small 
serving sizes may be consumed 
frequently throughout the day and 
ultimately make substantial 
contributions to the diet despite their 
"low” claims. Thus, FDA proposed the 
weight-based criterion to prevent 
misleading “low” claims on certain 
nutrient dense foods. FDA further stated 
that such claims may be 
counterproductive relative to educating 
consumers about the nutrient quality of 
foods. 

37. Many comments requested that 
the agency delete the weight-based 
criterion from the final rule. The 
comments cited various reasons for this 
request. One of these comments stated 
that the weight-based criterion would 
eliminate important foods from the diet 
of persons advised by medical 
personnel to "watch” a particular 
nutrient and suggested that such 
persons might not eat particular foods if 
such foods were not labeled as "low” in 
that nutrient. The comment maintained 

that foods that do not meet the agency’s 
proposed criteria for "low” can still ^ 
included in a healthy diet 

The agency realizes that some foods 
that do not meet its criteria for "low” 
can be included in a diet that meets 
current guidelines. The agency notes 
that the proposed definition of "low” is 
designed to allow a consumer to meet 
current dietary recommendations while 
selecting a variety of foods, including 
some that are "low” in a nutrient su^ 
as fat, and some that are not "low.” 
’Thus, FDA disagrees with the essential 
point of this comment, that it should not 
include a weight-based criterion for 
"low” claims because some foods that 
do not meet the criteria for "low” can 
be included in a diet that meets current 
guidelines. The agency believes that a 
weight-based criterion is a necessary 
criterion for the definition of "low” to 
prevent misleading claims on certain 
nutrient dense foods. 

38. Some comments argued that the 
need for the criterion was eliminated or 
diminished by FDA regulations that 
would require serving sizes to reflect 
amounts customarily consumed and 
would require the listing of both serving 
size and nutrient content on the 
nutrition label. One of these comments 
further stated that if there were still 
problems with certain nutrient dense 
foods qualifying for "low” claims, then 
the reference ammmt might be adjusted 
to solve these problems. 

FDA considered the comments 
suggesting that the weight-based 
criterion could be deleted because 
serving sizes will be based on amounts 
customarily consumed. However, the 
agency rejects this suggestion because 
basing eligibility for a claim on serving 
size alone would mean that certain 
foods with small serving sizes that have 
a substantial amount of a particular 
nutrient on a per weight basis could 
make "low” claims. For example, the 
agency conducted an analysis to assess 
the effect of deleting the weight-based 
criterion using food composition data of 
USDA (Ref. 5) in conjunction with the 
reference amounts in FDA’s final rule 
on serving sizes. The analysis showed 
that without a weight-based criterion, 
products such as sugar, grated parmesan 
cheese, and 25 percent fat cream could 
be labeled as "low calorie;” evaporated 
whole milk, nondairy creamer, green 
and ripe olives, and whipped dessert 
toppings as "low fat;” salted peanuts, 
butter, margarine, mayonnaise, ripe 
olives and mustard as "low sodium;” 
and grated parmesan cheese and regular 
mayonnaise as "low cholesterol” (Ret 
6). "Low” claims on these foods are 
contrary to recommendations made in 
the “Nutrition and Your Health: Dietary 
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Guidelines for Americans." issued 
jointly by the U.S. Department of Health 
and Human Services and USDA (Ref. 7) 
and would mislead and confuse the 
consumer. 

Furthermore, “low” claims may 
promote increased consumption of such 
foods and thus, result in dietary 
practices even more inconsistent with 
dietary gxiidelines. For example, “low 
calorie" claims could appear on the 
labels of granulated sugar and brown 
sugar, although the gxiidelines state that 
sugars and the many foods that contain 
them in large amounts should be used 
in moderation by most healthy people 
and used sparingly by people with low 
calorie needs. A “low fat” claim could 
be made on evaporated whole milk, 
although the guidelines promote the 
consumption of skim or low fat milk to 
help obtain a diet low in fat. In addition, 
“low sodium" claims could be made on 
ripe olives, mayonnaise, and mustard, 
although the guidelines identify olives, 
salad dressing, and condiments such as 
mustard as foods that contain 
considerable amount of sodium. 
Further, “low sodium" claims could be 
made on some salted snacks, although 
the guidelines recommend that salt^ 
sna^ be consumed sparingly. 
Consumer confidence in the validity of 
nutrient content claims would likely be 
xmdermined by “low" claims on foods 
that are clearly not “low" in certain 
nutrients but could make a claim 
because the established serving size is 
so small. For these reasons, FDA has 
concluded that the weight-based 
criterion should not be eliminated. 

Furthermore, the agency rejects the 
suggestion made in one comment to 
adjust reference amoimts (serving size) 
to prevent claims on nutrient dense 
fo(^s. The agency does not have the 
authority to do so. Section 
403(q)(l)(A){i) of the act states that the 
serving size is an amount that is 
customarily consumed. Therefore, FDA 
concludes that a weight-based criterion 
is the best way to address the problem 
that it has identified. 

39. Several comments stated that the 
weight-based criterion should be 
deleted because: (1) The 100 g amoimt 
is not based on amounts of foi^s 
customarily consumed: (2) consumers 
do not make food choices based on 100 
g of food; (3) some foods now labeled as 
“low sodium” may no longer be 
permitted to use that term; and (4) not 
all food products with similar amounts 
of a nutrient per serving would be 
permitted to bear “low” claims. 

As discussed in the general principles 
proposal (56 FR 60421), the 100-g 
criterion is a criterion that reflects 
nutrient density. As such, it is not 

intended to reflect an amount of food 
customarily consumed. FDA finds no 
reason to conclude that this criterion 
will confuse consumers because it is not 
disclosed to the consumer. 
Additionally, the agency is not 
persuaded that consumers will be 
confused if some products currently 
using terms such as “low sodium" no 
longer qualify because of the additional 
criterion. Ra^er, the agency believes 
that consumers expect changes in 
claims on products to result from the 
implementation of the 1990 
amendments. 

Further, FDA does not believe that 
consumers will be confused if all food 
products with similar amounts of 
nutrients per serving did not bear “low" 
claims bemuse consumers will likely 
recognize certain foods as being nutrient 
dense and others as not being nutrient 
dense. On the contrary, consumer 
confusion is likely to result if “low" 
claims appear on foods that are 
generally known to contain considerable 
amoxmts of the subject nutrient on a 
weight basis. 

40. Several comments opposed to the 
weight-based criterion also disagreed 
with the statement in the general 
principles proposal (56 FR 60421 at 
60431) that some nutrient dense foods 
with small serving sizes may be 
consumed firequently throu^out the 
day. These comments said there was no 
evidence that these foods are 
overconsumed, nor was there evidence 
that they are consumed more than food 
products with larger serving sizes. A 
few of these comments stated that 
consumer education efforts could 
address any problems with these foods 
including their possible 
overconsumption. 

FDA has reconsidered whether 
nutrient dense foods with small serving 
sizes will be frequently consumed, and 
the importance of this issue in justifying 
a wei^t-based criterion. The agency 
acknowledges the difficulty in 
providing persuasive evidence that 
many nutrient dense products may be 
firequently consumed, in part because of 
certain limitations in the available food 
consumption estimates. However, the 
agency believes that “low" claims on 
certain nutrient dense foods with small 
serving sizes, such as those cited in 
comment 38 of this document, may 
promote increased consumption of these 
foods, and when considered in the 
context of the total diet, such 
consumption would be inconsistent 
with current dietary recommendations. 
Therefore, the agency believes that 
“low" claims on these foods will be 
misleading to consumers. 

Further, it would be inappropriate for 
the agency to use consumer education to 
promote the acceptance of labeling 
claims that it regards as misleading 
because such an approach would 
undermine the provision of the act that 
directs the agency to establish 
regulations to prevent false and 
misleading label declarations. 
Therefore, the agency rejects the 
suggestion that it abandon the weight- 
based criterion in favor of efforts to 
educate consumers about “low" claims 
for nutrient dense foods. 

41. Other comments opposed to the 
proposed weight-based criterion 
asserted that it will act as a disincentive 
to manufacturers to produce healthier 
food products if they could not use 
claims such as “low" on the label. One 
of these comments said that 
manufacturers will have difficulty 
reformulating some products to meet the 
weight-based criterion, while another 
said that the inability to advertise a 
healthier product could lead to a 
manufacturer’s shifting the emphasis 
fi-om reducing fat or salt to adding fat or 
salt for better taste. 

FDA examined the extent to which a 
weight-based criterion would be a 
disincentive to manufacturers to 
produce healthier products. The agency 
acknowledges that an overly restrictive 
weight-based criterion would limit the 
number of products that could be 
reformulated to qualify for “low” 
claims. However, the agency disagrees 
that manufacturers are likely to resort to 
adding fat or salt if they are unable to 
make “low” claims, because the 
manufacturer would still have available 
comparative claims such as “less" to 
publicize nutritional improvements in 
products. Therefore, FDA rejects these 
comments. 

42. Several comments were opposed 
to the weight-based criterion because of 
the niunber and type of food products 
that would be precluded from bearing 
claims by this criterion. Some of the 
food products cited by the comments 
included certain dry food products (e.g., 
dry hot cereals and dehydrated soups); 
some types of bread, pasta, crackers, and 
other cereal grain products; snack 
products and cookies; lower fat cheeses 
and other dairy products; lower fat salad 
dressings; spice blends and seasoning 
blends; and sauces, margarine, butter, 
and oils. One comment said that it 
would make it almost impossible for 
products whose reference amount was 
less than 100 g to qualify for certain 
nutrient content claims, while other 
comments said that the criterion 
discriminates against food with small 
serving sizes and nutrient-dense foods. 
Other comments said that this criterion 
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diminished the distinction between the 
terms “low” and "free” and was unfair 
to low moisture foods. 

FDA considered the comments that 
said that the weight-based criterion 
should be deleted because of the 
number and types of food products that 
would be precluded horn bearing 
claims. The agency disagrees with the 
comment that the proposed criterion 
would make it almost impossible for 
products with a reference amount of less 
than 100 g to qualify for certain content 
claims. Many products with reference 
amounts under 100 g would qualify for 
“low” claims under FDA’s propos^ 
criterion (e.g., many vegetable products, 
dried fruit, legumes, some gravies and 
sauces, some fish products, several 
cereal grain and pasta products, and a 
number of breakfast cereals could make 
“low fat” claims) (Ref. 8). 

FDA also considered the comments 
that said that the proposed weight-based 
criterion discriminates against foods 
with small serving sizes and nutrient 
dense foods, but concluded that a 
weight-based criterion is needed to 
prevent nutrient dense foods with small 
serving sizes from making misleading 
claims. Further, the agency disagrees 
that the revised weight-based criterion 
would diminish the distinction between 
“low” and “free” claims. The agency 
has provided clearly distinctive 
definitions for these two nutrient 
content claims. 

43. At least two comments suggested 
alternative criteria that would 
incorporate the frequency of 
consumption of a food. One comment 
suggested that nutrient dense foods with 
small serving sizes should be prevented 
from making “low” claims only if they 
are consumed many times during the 
day. Another comment proposed that 
foods be required to meet the criteria for 
“low” claims based both on levels per 
reference amount and per total daily 
intake (i.e., reference amount times 
average number of servings per 
consumer per day). The daily number of 
servings would be derived from national 
food consumption surveys. This 
comment acknowledged that a major 
disadvantage to this approach would be 
the complexity of determining the 
figures. 

The agency agrees that an approach 
that considers frequency of 
consumption would be complex. FDA 
rejects this approach principally 
because it does not adequately address 
the agency’s concerns with regard to 
nutrient dense foods with small serving 
sizes. The agency believes that the 
suggested approach would not 
effectively control misleading claims on 
nutrient dense foods with small serving 

sizes because it does not provide any 
means of dealing with the likely effect 
of the appearance of the claim on the 
food. In other words, it would make 
little sense for the agency to allow a 
claim based on current consun^ption 
levels, but then to move to withdraw the 
authorization for the claim as soon as 
new consumption information appears 
showing that there is increased 
consumption of the food in response to 
the claim, and that consumption is 
inconsistent with dietary guidelines. A 
weight-based criterion will ensure that 
increased consumption of the food will 
still be consistent with dietary 
guidelines. 

44. One comment suggested, as an 
alternative to the weight-based criterion, 
that food products that may have 
significantly different serving sizes 
because of different uses be required to 
meet the “low” level based on all of the 
respective reference amounts. The 
comment stated that one-third of all 
nondairy creamers are consumed with 
cereal in place of milk, and thus the 
reference amount used as a basis for 
claims should reflect this use. This 
comment also suggested as an 
alternative to the weight-based criterion 
that food products that have small 
serving sizes be required to meet a lower 
nutrient level per serving to make a 
claim. For example, for foods with a one 
ounce reference amount or less, fat 
content could not exceed 2 g per 
reference amount. 

The agency rejects these suggestions 
because the first has only limited 
application, and the second is not an 
effective alternative in preventing 
misleading claims. With regard to the 
first suggestion, most nutrient dense 
foods with small serving sizes (e.g., 
butter) would be subject to only one 
reference amount. The second suggested 
alternative would not prevent “low fat” 
claims on foods such as grated 
parmesan cheese and whipped dessert 
toppings (Ref. 9), and, as discussed in 
comment 38 of this document, such 
claims would be misleading. 

45. Some comments suggested 
applying a weight-based criterion only 
to foods with small serving sizes. One 
comment suggested that the agency 
develop a provision to cover foods that 
weigh 40 g or less per serving and 
contain more than 5 calories per g. 
Another comment suggested that the 
proposed weight-based criterion only be 
applied to foods with reference amounts 
15 g or less or 2 tablespoons or less and 
that are consumed firequently 
throughout the day. Other comments 
suggested that certain nutrient content 
claims be prohibited on specific 
categories of foods with very small 

serving sizes or prohibited on foods 
with less than a minimum serving size 
that contained more than a certain 
amount of fat on a dry weight basis. One 
comment suggested that a minimal 
serving size for specific nutrient content 
claims be established such as one 
tablespoon. 

The agency has carefully considered 
the suggestions raised in the comments 
that a weight-based criterion apply only 
to foods with small serving sizes. 
Because the intent of the agency is to 
prevent misleading claims on nutrient 
dense foods that have small serving 
sizes, the agency has concluded that 
narrowing the scope of the provision 
such that it only applies to foods with 
small serving sizes adequately addresses 
its concern of misleading claims on 
nutrient dense foods with small 
servings. Moreover, the agency has 
concluded that with appropriate 
provisions applicable only to foods with 
small serving sizes, misleading claims 
on nutrient dense foods can be 
prevented. However, the alternatives 
suggested in the comments were not the 
most effective options in preventing 
such claims. For example, with the first 
alternative suggested by the comments, 
green olives with about 13 g of fat per 
100 g could qualify as “low fat” and 25 
percent fat cream with about 240 
calories per 100 g as “low calorie” (Ref. 
10). With the second suggested 
alternative, sailed peanuts with about 
430 mg sodium per 100 g could qualify 
as “low sodium” (Ref. 10). 

The agency considered, however, that 
if the second suggested alternative was 
modified to apply to foods with 
reference amounts of 30 g or less or 2 
tablespoon or less, and the concept of 
fi^quency of consumption was deleted, 
then the proposed weight-based 
criterion applied to such foods would 
prevent inappropriate claims (Ref. 6). In 
addition, this crit^on would permit 
more foods that are promoted in dietary 
guidelines to make “low” claims than 
FDA’s proposed criterion. For example, 
breads and pastas that qualified on a per 
serving basis could make “low” claims. 
Accordingly, in the final rule, the 
agency is including a weight-based 
criterion for “low” claims only for those 
foods that have reference amounts of 30 
g or less or 2 tablespoons or less. As 
discussed below, in comment 48 of this 
document, the agency is also persuaded 
to adopt a less restrictive weight-based 
criterion. 

46. At least two comments suggested 
as an alternative that foods with small 
serving sizes be required to have a 
qualifying statement such as “low fat 
per one tablespoon” or “low fat when 
consumed in a 1-ounce serving.” One 
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comment suggested that this qualifying 
statement only be required for foods that 
exceeded FDA’s proposed per 100-g 
criterion. These comments said that the 
disclosure would alert people to the 
possibility that the product would no 
longer be “low fat” if a larger serving 
were consumed and would educate 
consumers who did not know that 
nutrient content claims are dependent 
on serving sizes. 

This alternative would permit claims 
on all foods meeting the per serving 
criterion and would provide additional 
clarification of the claim to the 
consumer. However, the agency is not 

ersuaded to adopt this alternative 
ecause the agency believes that even 

withihe additional disclosure, such 
claims may confuse the consumer if the 
food product contains considerable 
amounts of the nutrient on a weight 
basis. 

47. A few comments suggested as an 
alternative that all food products that 
meet the per serving criterion for a 
claim also be required to meet a caloric 
density criterion. Reasons cited in 
support of a caloric density criterion 
were that it would prevent nutrient 
dense foods with small serving sizes 
from making misleading claims, would 
allow products of widely differing 
serving sizes and calorie levels to be 
assessed fairly, and would eliminate 
inequities of the proposed 100-g 
criterion that favored hydrated 
products. One comment recommended 
that “low fat” foods not contain more 
than 15 g of fat per 100 g on a dry 
weight l»sis, which is equivalent to 
about 30 percent of calories from fat. 
Another comment recommended that 
instead of a weight-based criterion, a 
criterion of less than 45 percent of 
calories horn fat should be applied to 
the “low fat” definition. 

Disadvantages to a caloric density 
approach were also^ited in comments. 
They included the potential for: (1) 
Manufacturer misuse such as increasing 
the fat/calorie content of a product to 
obtain a lower level of a particular 
nutrient (e.g., a lower sodium or 
cholesterol level) on a per calorie basis, 
and (2) manufacturer disincentive to 
produce “lower calorie” foods because, 
with the caloric density approach, the 
levels of problem nutrients would be 
higher compared to the higher calorie 
version of the product. 

Other comments suggested that a 
weight-based criterion be based on 
nutrient levels per 100 calories or 
nutrient levels per 117.5 calories. The 
latter caloric level was derived by 
dividing the agency’s proposed 
reference daily caloric intake of 2,350 
calories by the agency’s estimate of 20 

servings of food being consumed in a 
day. The comment stated that this 
caloric level would be tied to average 
daily consumption, whereas 100 g has 
no relation to daily food consumption. 

The agency has considered the 
appropriateness of applying a caloric 
density criterion for “low” claims for 
fat, cholesterol, and sodium. The agency 
acknowledges that it proposed this type 
of approach for a weight-based criterion 
for saturated fat in order to provide 
“low” claims for saturated fat on certain 
fats and oils (e.g., canola oil) because all 
fats and oils would exceed a weight- 
based criterion based on 100 g. 

The agency is concerned, however, 
that the caloric density approach would 
permit misleading “low” claims for 
cholesterol and s^ium. For example, if 
the criterion was that a food could have 
no more than proposed nutrient levels 
per 117.5 calories, then butter with 
about 800 mg of sodium per 100 g could 
qualify for a “low sodium” claim and 
grated parmesan cheese with about 80 
mg of cholesterol per 100 g for a “low 
cholesterol” claim (Ref. 11). The agency 
also agrees with comments that the 
caloric density approach could 
encourage the development of higher 
fat, higher calorie products in order to 
make “low sodium” and “low 
cholesterol” claims. Thus, this approach 
would be inconsistent with national 
dietary goals of lowering fat intake 
(Refs, 4, 7, and 12). 

The agency also considered whether 
this type of criterion might be applied 
to fat but not to sodium and cholesterol. 
However, if a criterion such as less than 
30 percent calories from fat were used, 
then low calorie, high moisture 
products such as ready-to-serve 
gazpacho soup may not qualify for a 
“low fat” claim (Ref. 11), even though 
a serving of a cup might contain only 2 
g of fat and be consistent with foods 
promoted in dietary guidelines. In 
addition, the agency does not believe 
that there is a sufficient basis to justify 
a higher level such as no more than 45 
percent calories from fat, as suggested 
by one of the comments. Furthermore, 
national goals that target nutrient intake 
as a percentage of calories focus on the 
total diet, not on the percentage of 
calories in individual foods (Refs. 4, 7, 
and 12). Accordingly, the agency rejects 
a criterion based on caloric density for 
claims for nutrients other than saturated 
fat. 

48. Several comments suggested as an 
alternative that FDA use a less 
restrictive weight-based criterion. 
Variants of this alternative were to use: 
(1) The disclosure/disquali^ing levels 
per 100 g, (2) proposed levels per 30 g 
(one ounce), or (3) proposed levels per 

50 g. One of these comments further 
stated that the use of the proposed 
levels per 30 g would be more closely 
tied to reference amounts and would 
allow truthful nutrient claims on the 
majority of foods, while preventing 
claims on nutrient dense foods with 
small serving sizes. This comment cited 
as a disadvantage, however, that this 
approach would still be arbitrary and 
not related to how consumers actually 
eat foods. 

Another comment supported the use 
of proposed levels per 50 g because it 
would allow more grain products to 
qualify as “low fat.” In addition, the 
comment stated that a per 50-g criterion 
would prevent higher fat crackers and 
cookies and other high fat foods with 
small serving sizes from making “low 
fat” claims. This comment further stated 
that the per 50-g criterion would allow 
more products to qualify for “low 
sodium” and “low cholesterol” claims 
and would result in more flexibility for 
manufacturers and more choices for 
consumers. 

FDA considered the options presented 
in the comments for a less restrictive 
weight-based criterion. Upon 
reconsideration, the agency 
acknowledges that the level it proposed, 
per 100 g, is too restrictive. While the 
proposed criterion would have 
prevented “low” claims on certain 
nutrient dense foods, it also would have 
prevented some breads and other cereal 
grain products for which increased 
consumption is recommended in 
national dietary guidance from 
qualifying for “low” claims (Ref. 7). 
roA has thus rejected maintaining the 
weight-based criterion as proposed. 

The agency disagrees that a main 
reason for selecting a weight-based 
criterion should be the relationship of 
per 100 g, per 50 g, or per 30 g to the 
amounts of foods consumers actually 
eat. The criterion serves only as a 
measure of nutrient density. The 
reference amount reflects what 
consumers actually eat. However, FDA 
notes that a criterion based on proposed 
levels per 50 g or per 30 g would be 
more compatible with consumption 
amounts than per 100 g for individual 
foods, although 50 g or 30 g amounts 
would still be substantially greater than 
the reference amounts for some food 
products such as minor condiments. 

While the agency acknowledges that 
the proposed criterion of 100 g is too 
restrictive, FDA is concerned that the 
alternative suggestions of applying the 
proposed disqualifying levels per 100 g 
(e.g., 11.5 g per 100 g for fat) or 
proposed levels per 30 g (e.g., 3 g per 
30 g for fat, which is about 10 g per 100 
g) could still result in misleading claims 
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even if the weight-based criterion is 
applied only to foods that have 
reference amovints of 30 g or less or 2 
tablespoons or less. For example, with 
either of these criteria, evaporated 
whole milk and liquid nondairy 
creamers could still make “low fat” 
claims, and regular cream cheese could 
still make a “low sodium” claim (Ref. 
6). In addition, the use of the per 30-g 
criterion when applied to foods with 
these reference amoimts (i.e., 30 g or 
less or 2 tablespoons or less) could 
result in misleading “low calorie” 
claims on products such as half-and- 
half, olives, and maraschino cherries. 
Accordingly, FDA has not adopted these 
alternatives. 

The agency also considered the 
alternative suggested in the comment of 
using proposed levels per 50 g. If a 50- 
g criterion was applied only to foods 
that have reference amounts of 30 g or 
less or 2 tablespoons or less, then all of 
the products cited above as 
inappropriate for “low” claims would 
be prevented from making misleading 
“low” claims (Ref. 6). In addition, 
compared with FDA’s proposed per 100- 
g criterion, the per 50-g criterion would 
permit more foods for which increased 
consumption is recommended in 
current dietary guidelines to make 
“low” claims. For example, more 
breakfast cereals and snacks such as 
pretzels and air popped popcorn could 
make “low fat" claims. 

The agency concludes that the use of 
a per 50-g criterion when applied to 
foods with reference amounts of 30 g or 
less or 2 tablespoons or less minimizes 
confusing or misleading claims while 
maximizing appropriate “low” claims 
consistent wi^ dietary guidance. 
Accordingly, the agency is revising 
relevant paragraphs of new §§ 101.60, 
101.61, and 101.62 to provide for a 
weight-based criterion for these foods be 
based on nutrient levels per 50 g of food 
for “low” claims. The agency is also 
revising new § 101.61(b)(2) to require 
that the per 50-g criterion apply to “very 
low sodium” claims. 

49. One comment stated that a weight- 
based density criterion would be unduly 
restrictive to dry products such as 
dehydrated soups and dry hot cereals 
that require water to be added and that 
would qualify based on an “as 
prepared” form but not on the “as 
purchased” form. This comment 
suggested that a criterion based on the 
hydrated product would be more 
equitable for foods that must have water 
added to them before t)q>ical 
consumption. 

The agency points out that the weight- 
based criterion in the final rule does not 
apply to dehydrated soups or dry hot 

cereals because their reference amovmts 
exceed the specified reference amounts 
to which the weight-based criterion 
applies. However, the agency agrees 
with the comment that the weight-based 
criterion should be applicable to the “as 
prepared” form when the product 
pui^ased is dehydrated, because the 
reference amount of the product, as well 
as any accompanying nutritional 
information, is based on the hydrated 
form of the food. Thus, the agency 
concludes that it would be inconsistent 
to require that a weight-based criterion 
be based on the dehydrated form when 
all other accompanying information is 
based on the “as prepared” or hydrated 
form. Thus, the agency supports this 
recommendation for its limited 
application to dehydrated products with 
reference amoimts of 30 g or less or 2 
tablespoons or less. Accordingly, FDA is 
also revising the above cited sections by 
inserting “For dehydrated foods that are 
typically consumed when rehydrated 
with only water, the per 50-g criterion 
refers to the as prepared form,” to allow 
products that must have water added to 
them before typical consumption to 
make a claim if the “as prepared” 
hydrated form meets the per 50-g 
criterion. 

2. Need for consistency of terms and 
limited number of terms 

As discussed in the general principles 
proposal (56 FR 60431), the agency’s 
approach to developing a system of 
nutrient content claims emphasizes 
three objectives: (1) Consistency among 
definitions, (2) claims that are in 
keeping with public health goals, and 
(3) claims that can be used by 
consumers to maintain healthy dietary 
practices. 

The agency also noted that it has 
followed an approach that will Umit the 
number of defined terms. This approach 
is consistent with that advocated in the 
Report of the “Fourth Workshop on 
Nutritional Quality and Labeling in 
Food Standards and Guidelines,” 
Committee on the Nutritional Aspects of 
Food Standards, International Union of 
Nutritional Sciences (lUNS) (Ref. 13). 
which states that caution should be 
exercised to constrain the number of 
descriptors that are considered 
desirable. The lUNS Committee 
questioned the wisdom of more detailed 
descriptors because of the difficulties of 
consumer understanding of a plethora of 
such terms. 

Alternatively, the agency noted that 
some have argued that establishing 
flexible provisions for the use of terms 
will facilitate consumer imderstanding 
by better attracting attention to the 
message being delivered about the food. 

In addition, the agency noted that some 
have suggested that defining more terms 
or providing greater flexibility for the 
use of various terms to convey 
nutritional information encourages 
competition among products and fosters 
nutritional improvement in products. 
The agency specifically requested 
comments on how it can balance the 
goals of consumer understanding and 
competition (56 FR 60421 at 60431). 

50. Some comments did not agree 
with the objective of maintaining 
consistency among the definitions. One 
comment stated that consumers will not 
be confused by the use of nonconsistent 
terms. One comment stated that because 
the proposed definitions for absolute 
nutrient content claims such as “low” 
and “high” are based on uniform 
standards that apply across all food 
groups, many foods that can help 
consumers improve their diets will not 
meet the standards in these definitions. 

It is important fur effective consumer 
education to establish consistent 
definitions for descriptive terms 
whenever possible to limit the 
possibility of consumer confusion. 
Thus, FDA has not made changes in its 
regulations in response to these 
comments. However, should a situation 
arise iiv which a flexible approach to 
defining a term would promote public 
health goals or assist consumers in 
maintaining healthy dietary practices, 
the agency will consider adopting such 
an approach. In implementing the 
provisions of the act on nutrient content 
claims (e.g., through the petition 
process), the agency intends not to 
inhibit useful and informative 
competition in the marketplace, so long 
as it is still consistent with the three 
objectives stated above. 

3. Synonyms 

Section 3(b)(l)(A)(ix) of the 1990 
amendments provides that regulations 
for nutrient content claims may also 
include similar terms that are 
commonly understood to have the same 
meaning. 

To implement these provisions, the 
agency requested in the general 
principles proposal (56 FR 60421 at 
60431) comments on a list of synonyms 
suggested by the Grocery Manufacturers 
of America (GMA), for the terms “no,” 
“very low,” “low,” “significant,” 
“high,” and “very high.” The agency 
also requested comments on a report by 
the Institute of Medicine (lOM) of the 
National Academy of Sciences (NAS’), 
entitled, “Nutrition Labeling Issues and 
Directions for the 1990’s” (the lOM 
report) (Ref. 14) addressing concerns 
that a proliferation of synonyms on food 
labels will be confusing to consiuners 
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who may believe that there are 
diHerences among the terms. Further, 
the agency requested comments on the 
use of synon3mis for the nutrient content 
claims “free,” “low,” “high,” and 
**so\irc0*** 

Section 403(r)(4KA)(ii) of the act 
grants to any person the right to petition 
the Secretary (and FDA, by delegation) 
for permission to use terms in a nutrient 
content claim that are consistent (i.e., 
synonymous) with terms defined in 
regulations issued under section 
403(r)(2)(A)(i). 

51. Several comments stated that it is 
important to limit the number of 
synonyms, while some comments 
advocated that FDA ban the use of all 
synonyms. The comments argued that 
the 1990 amendments do not require 
synonyms, that the use of synonyms 
does not contribute to improved public 
health, and that synonyms are used by 
companies only to gain a competitive 
edge. 

Some comments suggested that all 
synonyms put forward by GMA should 
be acceptea. The comments generally 
contended that synonyms are necessary 
to allow manufacturers greater 
flexihility; that there are many truthful 
and informative synonyms for the basic 
descriptors FDA is defioing; that all 
terms will carry some defined meaning: 
that use of multiple synonyms will 
encourage competition among products; 
and that as long as there is a single 
definition for a term and its synonyms, 
consumers will not be confused. 

A few comments stated that FDA 
should permit xmdefined synonyms to 
be used in conjimction with either a 
consistent defined claim or a disclosure 
statement explaining the intended 
meaning. The comments argued that 
this approach would increase consumer 
understanding and confidence, without 
discouraging memufacturers’ flexibility. 

Another comment stated that 
qualitative research is needed to assess 
consumer understanding of descriptors 
before the publication of final 
regulations, and if such testing is not 
possible, definitions and synonyms 
should be tentative for 2 years and then 
reassessed. 

FDA notes that many comments 
advocated either an extremely open or 
extremely restrictive approach to 
synonyms. However, FDA has not taken 
either of these positions. Because a goal 
of the 1990 amendments is to make 
nutrition information on the label or 
labeling of foods available in a form that 
consumers can use to follow dietary 
guidelines (H. Kept. 101-538, supra. 10), 
and the act envisions that synonyms for 
defined terms can be an appropriate 
means to communicate sucm 

information, the agency will evaluate 
synonyms according to the standard in 
the 1990 amendments, i.e., that the term 
is commonly understood to have the 
same meaning as a defined term. In 
doing so, FDA intends to be open to 
considering terms that meet this 
standard. However, FDA does not 
intend to permit any synonym that it 
believes would be unclear in meaning to 
consumers with respect to 
characterizing the level of a nutrient in 
a food. For instance, FDA does not 
consider the term “smidgen” to be 
commonly understood to mean “very 
low” in describing the level of a 
nutrient. Similarly, FDA does not 
consider the term “loaded” to be 
commonly understood to mean “high.” 

FDA disagrees with the comments 
that suggested that the terms and 
synonyms being established in this final 
rule should be permitted on a tentative 
basis for 2 years. FDA has sought to 
select terms and synonyms that are 
familiar to consumers. The 
standardization of these terms by 
regulation and the availability of 
nutrition labeling in conjunction with 
the claims, coupled with consumer 
education, will promote consumer 
understanding of their meaning. Thus, 
FDA believes that consumers will be 
able to use the terms and synonyms that 
it is defining to make informed dietary 
choices. Further, through petitions and 
rulemaking, FDA can change, add, or 
delete synonyms as new terms come to 
have established meanings or problems 
with defined terms become apparent. 

FDA also disagrees with the 
suggestion that it permit undefined 
synonyms to be used in conjunction 
with either a consistent defined claim or 
a disclosure statement explaining its 
intended meaning, because the act 
requires that terms (including 
synonyms) used to characterize the level 
of a nutrient in a food be either defined 
by the agency or approved by the agency 
in response to a petition. There is no 
provision in the act that allows for the 
use of undefined synonyms in the 
absence of action by the agency. 

In this document. FDA has considered 
various s^onyms that have been 
suggested in the comments. The issues 
considered by the agency and its 
conclusions regarding specific 
synonymous terms are discussed in 
detail in the relevant sections of this 
document. 

B. Terms Describing the Level of a 
Nutrient 

1. Free 

In the general principles and the fat/ 
cholesterol proposals (56 FR 60421 and 

60478), FDA proposed to define the 
term “free” for total fat. cholesterol, 
sodium, sugars, and calories. FDA also 
proposed to define the terms “no.” 
“zero,” “trivial source of,” “negligible 
source of,” and “dietarily insignificant 
source of’ as synonyms for the term 
“firee.” The agency specifically 
requested comments on whether 
consumers commonly understand the 
meaning of all these terms to be, and 
whether the terms are in fact, 
synonymous. 

In arriving at the proposed definition 
for “froe” for each nutrient, the agency 
chose the level of the nutrient that is at 
or near the reliable limit of detection for 
the nutrient in food and that is 
dietetically trivial or physiologically 
inconsequential. The agency noted, 
however, that some manufacturers may 
add very small amounts of certain 
nutrients to aid in the manufacturing 
process for some products. FDA 
proposed not to allow use of the term 
“frra” on such products, even if the 
products met the quantitative criteria for 
use of the term. However, the agency 
requested comments on whether “fr^” 
claims should be allowed on these 
products if they provide an appropriate 
disclosure statement and also on what 
such a disclosure statement should be. 

FDA also proposed that “free” claims 
used on foods that are inherently free of 
a nutrient must refer to all foods of that 
type and not merely to the particular 
brand to which the labeling is attached. 
The agency requested comments on this 
provision. 

a. Synonyms. A number of comments 
addressed synonyms proposed by FDA 
for “free” in the general principles and 
the fat/cholesterol proposals (56 FR 
60421 and 60478). Many of these 
comments supported the use of 
synonyms for “free.” Several comments 
agreed specifically with one or more of 
FDA's proposed synonyms for “free” 
such as “no” or “zero.” One comment 
provided data showing that “free” and 
“no” are synonymous terms. Another 
comment provided data that “free” and 
“without” are synonymous terms. 

52. At least one comment (a Ph.D. 
thesis) requested that the term 
“without” be a synonym for “free.” The 
comment presented data in support of 
its request. This investigation (Ref. 15) 
was conducted at the University of 
South Dakota using 192 undergraduate 
students. The students’ perceived 
notions of the amount of calories, fat. 
and cholesterol relative to 12 nutrient 
content claims terms were examined. 
The results demonstrated statistically 
that the participants perceived that 
“without” and “fr«e” have the same 
meaning. 
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FDA agrees with this comment. The 
data presented, along with FDA’s 
previous approval of the claim “without 
added salt,” persuade the agency that 
“‘without’ should be a synonym for 
‘free’.’’ Accordingly, the agency is 
revising new § 101.60(b)(1) on calories, 
new § 101.60(c)(1) on sugar, new 
§ 101.61(b)(1) on sodium, new 
§ 101.62(b)(1) on fat. new § 101.62(c)(1) 
on saturated fat, and new § 101.62(d)(1) 
on cholesterol, to allow “without” to be 
a synonym for “free.” 

53. One comment maintained that 
manufacturers are likely to abuse the 
terms “free” and “no.” 

FDA believes that most manufacturers 
will comply with the requirements of 
these regulations. However, 
manufacturers who violate the 
requirements for these definitions will 
be dealt with by appropriate regulatory 
action. 

54. One comment suggested that 
“free” be used where there is an absence 
of a nutrient, and that a phrase such as 
“very small amount of’ be used where 
the food contains very small amounts of 
a nutrient, even if the amount of the 
nutrient present is physiologically 
insignificant. 

FDA rejects this suggestion. As 
discussed in the general principles 
proposal (56 FR 60421 at 60432), FDA 
believes that it is appropriate to apply 
the term “free” to a nutrient when a 
food contains that nutrient in a 
dietetically trivial or physiologically 
inconsequential amount, even though 
the nutrient is present at a level at or 
near its reliable limit of quantitation. 
With modem analytical methods, the 
level at which the presence of a nutrient 
may be quantified is becoming 
increasingly smaller. For example, there 
are almost no foods that can be said to 
be truly sodium fi^, yet the level of 
sodium present in some foods has no 
impact on the diet. Furthermore, the 
additional term would likely cause 
consumer confusion because it is 
ambiguous and would not be clearly 
distinguishable from “free” in a 
meaningful way. 

55. One comment stated its support 
for the use of the word “none.” Another 
comment suggested that “none” be used 
instead of “free” but gave no reason for 
this suggestion. 

The comment did not provide 
sufficient supporting information to 
persuade the agency that consumers 
commonly understand “none” to have 
the same meaning as “free.” Therefore, 
FDA is not providing for the use of 
“none” as a synonym for “ft-ee” at this 
time. However the agency advises that 
interested persons may submit a 

synonym petition for the use of this 
term as prescribed in new § 101.69. 

56. Several comments supported the 
synonyms for “fi^” that contain 
“source of’ language (i.e., “trivial 
source of,” “negligible source of,” 
“dietarily insignificant source oF’). One 
comment stat^ that the de minimis 
nutrient threshold levels encompassed 
by such phrases are of no public health 
concern. Several comments disliked 
these proposed synonyms. Some of 
these comments asserted that these 
phrases could be confusing or 
misleading to consumers. One comment 
pointed out that the inclusion of the 
word “source” in some of the synonyms 
for “free” could confuse consumers 
because the agency had given another 
meaning to this word in the general 
principles proposal. 

In this final rule, as explained later in 
this document. FDA is changing the 
descriptive term “source” to “good 
source” to clarify its meaning and 
relative position in the hierarchy of 
descriptive terms. As a result, FDA does 
not believe that the use of the words 
“-source of’ in some 
synonyms for “ft-ee” will be confusing 
to consumers. Therefore, FDA is 
maintaining the position that it took in 
the general principles proposal (56 FR 
60421 at 60434) that the terms “trivial 
source of,” “negligible source of.” and 
“dietarily insignificant source of’ are 
suitable synonyms for “free,” provided 
that they are used on the labels or in 
labeling of foods in accordance with the 
agency's definition. 

57. Another comment stated that, 
unlike “no” and “zero,” which are 
absolute terms, the terms containing the 
language “-source of’ could 
be misinterpreted. 

FDA acknowledges that “free,” “no,” 
and “zero” are absolute terms that are 
synonymous to one another in their 
meaning. However, FDA also believes 
that the “-source of’ terms 
that it has listed as synonyms of “free” 
are appropriate for use on the food label 
and consistent with the agency’s 
definition for “free” because they 
express that the nutrient is present at or 
near the reliable limit of detection and 
thus at a dietetically trivial or 
physiologically inconsequential level. 
Therefore, FDA concludes that no 
change is warranted in response to this 
comment. 

58. One comment objected to the use 
of the phrases “trivial source of,” 
“negligible source of.” and “dietarily 
insignificant source of’ as synonyms for 
“fi^” because such phrases equate the 
presence of trivial amounts of a nutrient 
with the absence of a nutrient. The 
comment asserted that people can 

experience life-threatening reactions to 
“trivial” amounts of substances. 

FDA does not agree that these phrases 
are inappropriate as synon)rms for the 
“fi^” nutrient content claims that are 
being defined in this final rule. As 
explained above. FDA defined the term 
“free” based on a dietarily insignificant 
amount of the nutrient in question, and 
these terms are consistent with that 
definition. 

Further, FDA advises that the nutrient 
content claims that it is defining in this 
final rule provide consumers with 
information about nutrients in a food, 
and not about substances in foods that 
consumers may need to avoid because 
of allergies or intolerances. A consumer 
should read the ingredient list on the 
food label to determine whether a food 
contains a substance he or she needs to 
avoid. 

59. Several comments suggested that 
FDA include the terms “not any,” “not 
a bit,” “not a trace,” “never a bit,” 
“never a trace,” “negligible,” “dietary 
isignificance,” “trivial amount of,” and 
“meaningless” as synonyms for “free.” 

These comments did not provide 
sufficient supporting information to 
persuade the agency that consumers 
commonly understand the terms “not 
any,” “not a bit,” “not a trace,” “never 
a bit,” “never a trace,” “negligible,” 
“dietary insignificance,” “trivial 
amount of,” and “meaningless” to have 
the same meaning as “free.” Therefore, 
FDA is not providing for the use of any 
of these terms as synonyms for “firee” at 
this time. However the agency advises 
that interested persons may submit a 
synonym petition for the use of any of 
these terms as prescribed in new 
§ 101.69 of this final rule. 

60. Some comments suggested that 
variations in spelling be allowed for 

' descriptors and their synon)rnis. 
Although FDA has not specifically 

provided for variations in the spelling of 
various descriptive terms or their 
synonyms, except for “light” (“lite”), 
the agency believes that reasonable 
variations in the spelling of these terms 
would be acceptable, provided that 
these variations are not misleading to 
consumers. However, should the agency 
encounter terms that use questionable 
variations in spelling, it will evaluate 
these variations on a case-by-case basis 
to determine whether they comply with 
section 403(a) and (r) of the act. 

b. Statutory limitations on 
circumstances in which an absence 
("free”) claim may be made. The 1990 
amendments describe the circumstances 
in which claims that state the absence 
of a nutrient may be made on a food. 
Section 403(r)(2)(A)(ii)(I) and 
(r)(2)(A)(ii)(II) of the act, respectively. 
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provide that a claim may not state the 
absence of a nutrient unless: (1) The 
nutrient is usually present in the food 
or in a food which substitutes for the 
food as defined by the Secretary (and 
FDA. by delegation), or (2) the Sectary 
by regulation permits such a statement 
on the basis of a finding that such a 
statement would assist consumers in 
maintaining healthy dietary practices, 
and the statement discloses that the 
nutrient is not usually present in food. 

j. Substitute foods. In the general 
principles proposal (56 FR 60421 at 
60432), FDA propos^ to define when 
one fo^ may be considered to 
substitute for another to eliminate any 
confusion that may arise ovor this issue. 
In § 101.13(d), FDA proposed that a 
substitute food is one that is used 
interchangeably with another food that 
it resembles in its physical, 
organoleptic, and functional 
characteristics, and that it is not 
nutritionally inferior to that food unless 
it is labeled as an “imitation." The 
agency also proposed in § 101.13(d)(1) 
that a food that does not possess the 
same characteristics as the food for 
which it substitutes must declare the 
difierence on its label or in its labeling, 
adjacent to the most prominent claim. 
FDA also proposed in § 101.13(d)(2) that 
any declaration (i.e., disclaimer) made 
regarding the different characteristics of 
the substitute food should be in easily 
legible print or type, no less than one- 
half the size of the descriptive term. 

The agency also stated in the proposal 
that it believes that identifying imitation 
foods that meet nutrient content claim 
definitions may provide a benefit to the 
consumer, even though they are 
nutritionally inferior. Therefore, FDA 
tentatively concluded that such foods 
should be allowed to bear nutrient 
content claims, as long as they ai^ 
appropriately labeled. 

61. A few comments agreed with 
FDA’s proposed definition for substitute 
foods. Some of the supporting 
comments stated that regulations 
governing the use of substitute foods are 
necessary to avoid misleading 
consumers who are not aware of the 
dissimilarities between an original food 
and a food that serves as a sul»titute 
food. However, one comment stated that 
the agency lacks the legal basis to 
prescribe the use of disdosure 
statements on substitute foods as 
extensive as that proposed by the 
agency. This comment suggested that a 
disclaimer statement should not be 
required on substitute foods, and that 
the required statement is excessive and 
will result in a label that is confusing to 
consumers. 

The agency disagrees with the 
comment that FDA has no legal basis to 
require disclaimer statements on 
substitute, foods. As the agency stated in 
the proposal (56 FR 60421 at 60432), 
section 201(n) of the act provides that 
food labeling-is misleading, and thus the 
food is misbranded under section 403(a) 
of the act. if it fails to disclose facts 
material to the consequences of the use 
of the food. For example, if a food has 
different performance characteristics 
than the food for which it substitutes, 
this fact must be disclosed in 
conjunction with the claim that draws a 
connection between the two foods. 
Under sections 201(n), 403(a), and 
701(a) of the act, the agency has the 
authority to require disclaimer 
statements when these statements are 
necessary to disclose material facts. 

The agency also disagrees with the 
contention that disclaimer statements 
will confuse consumers. The agency 
believes that this information is of value 
to consumers because it informs them 
about important aspects of the food that 
otherwise would not be evident. 

62. Some comments addressed 
specific aspects of disclaimer 
statements. One comment that opposed 
the agency’s proposed definition for a 
substitute fo^ stated that the proposal 
is overly broad, and that FDA should 
limit the disclosure requirements to 
difierences that materially limit the uses 
of a substitute food when compared to 
the food it resembles. 

The agency has reconsidered its 
proposed requirements for disclaimer 
statements. ITOA believes that 
"difierences in performance 
characteristics’’ between a substitute 
food and an original food may include 
minor differences that cc^sumers would 
consider relatively unimportant for that 
food (e.g., a difierent fipeezing point for 
a nonfat thousand island drying 
substitute). The agency believes that 
such difierences are significant only 
when they materially limit the use of 
the food compared to the use of the 
original food (e.g., “not recommended 
for hying”). FDA concludes that when 
the difierences between the substitute 
food and the original food do not limit 
the use of the substitute, they need not 
be disclosed because they would not be 
considered to be material facts that 
relate to the consequences of the use of 
the food. Therefore, the agency is 
revising new'§ 101.13(d)(1) to state, that: 

If there is a difierence in performance 
characteristics that materially limits the use . 
of the food, the food may still be considered 
a substitute if the label includes a disclaimer 
adjacent to the most {Hominent claim as 
defined in paragraph (iK2)(iii) of this section. 

informing the consumer of such difference 
(e.g., "not recommended for frying”). 

Furthermore, to ensure that the 
disclaimer is presented with appropriate 
prominence, consistent with the 
requirements for other required 
supplementary information (e.g., referral 
statements), the agency is revising new 
§ 101.13(d)(2) to read: 

’This disclaimer shall be in easily legible 
print or type and in a size no less than that 
required by S 101.105(i) for the net quantity 
of contents statement except where the size 
of the claim is less than two times the 
required size of the net quantity of contents 
statement, in which case the disclaimer 
statement shall be no less than one-half the 
size of the claim but no smaller than one- 
sixteenth inch. 

63. A few comments stated that “shelf 
life” should be deleted from the 
definition because future developments 
may result in superior substitute foods 
with a longer shelf life. 

The agency rejects this comment. The 
agency believes that, for two foods to be 
considered to be used interchangeably, 
they should generally resemble each 
other with respect to shelf life. 
However, the agency points out that the 
definition does not require that the 
substitute possess the same shelf life 
characteristics as the original food. As 
revised, the regulation would only 
require disclosure of the shelf life of the 
substitute food if that information is a 
material fact, as discussed in the 
previous comment. 

64. One comment requested that FDA 
provide clarification in the final rule 
that difierences in shelf life can be 
disclosed through code dates or 
freshness ^arantee statements. 

When shelf life information is 
required under the revised provisions, it 
would be appropriate to disclose the 
information through code dates or 
freshness guarantee statements if this 
information is presented in a readily 
understandable manner, in accord with 
the other requirements for disclaimers. 

65. One comment suggested that any 
differences in performance 
characteristics associated with 
substitute foods should be located in the 
bottom 30 percent of the PDF as 
provided for in proposed § 101.67(b). 
This comment argued that proposed 
§ 101.13(d)(1) should be revised to 
conform to that provision. 

FDA rejects this comment. ’The agency 
believes that the disclaimer should be 
adjacent to the most prominent claim as 
it proposed because of the importance of 
the information. Further, the agency 
also notes that in the final rule on the 
use of nutrient content claims for butter, 
which appears elsewhere in this issue of 
the Federal Register, it is revising new 
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§ 101.67 to be consistent with new 
§ 101.13(d)(1). 

66. One comment argued that the 
dietary, health, and economic 
consequences regarding the use of 
substitute foods have not been 
addressed. This comment stated that the 
nutritional science associated with 
substitute foods is insufficient to fully 
determine whether they should be 
considered equivalent to traditional 
foods. 

FDA is not authorized under the act 
to judge the dietary, health, or economic 
consequences of the use of substitute 
foods. Under section 403(r)(2)(A) of the 
act, foods that substitute for other foods 
must satisfy certain requirements if they 
are to bear nutrient content claims that 
highlight differences between them and 
the foods for which they substitute (see, 
e.g., section 403(r)(2)(A)(ii)(I) of the act). 
By issuing these labeling provisions for 
substitute foods, FDA has not judged 
that substitute foods are equivalent to 
traditional foods. These provisions are 
intended to ensure that material 
differences between the use of the 
substitute food and the use of the 
original food are conspicuously stated 
on the label or labeling of the food, so 
that consumers can make fully informed 
judgments about their value and their 
usefulness in maintaining healthy 
dietary practices. 

67. A few comments expressed the 
view that consumers may not 
understand the difference between 
substitute foods and imitation foods. 
One of these comments suggested that 
data should be used to evaluate 
consumer perception on the differences 
between these terms. 

FDA is not aware of any consumer 
confusion from the use of the terms 
"substitute” and "imitation” on food 
labels, nor did these comments provide 
any information to show that such 
confusion exists. Imitation foods are a 
subgroup of substitute foods. Under 
§ 101.13(e), imitation foods are defined 
as being nutritionally inferior to the 
foods for which they substitute and that 
they resemble. FDA believes that the 
labeling requirements for substitute, and 
imitation foods will enable consumers 
to understand the nature of each of 
these types of foods. Therefore, FDA is 
making no change in response to these 
comments. 

a. Foods inherently free of a nutrient. 
In the general principles proposal (56 
FR 60421 at 60433), the agency 
proposed for calories in 
§ 101.60(b)(l)(ii) and sodium in 
§ 101.61(b)(l)(iii) that if a food is 
inherently free of the nutrient, without 
the benefit of special processing, 
alteration, formulation, or reformulation 

to lower the content of that nutrient, a 
"free” claim on such food must refer to 
all foods of that type and not to a 
particular brand. In the fat/cholesterol 
proposal, the agency proposed a similar 
requirement for foods inherently 
cholesterol free (proposed 
§ 101.62(d)(l)(i)(D) and (d)(l)(ii)(E)) or 
fat firee (proposed § 101.62(b)(l)(iii)). 

FDA proposed to estabUsh this 
approach as a general requirement for 
nutrient content claims for "free” and 
claims for "low” in § 101.13(e)(2). 
Conversely, the agency provided in 
proposed § 101.13(e)(1) that, if a food 
has been processed, altered, formulated, 
or reformulated to remove the nutrient 
fiom the food, it may appropriately bear 
the terms "fi«e” or "low” before the 
name of the food. FDA specifically 
requested comments on the proposed 
provision allowing "free” or "low” 
claims on foods that do not usually 
contain, or are usually low in, a 
nutrient. 

68. A few comments stated that the 
agency should not allow use of the 
statement"-, a (nutrient) free 
food,” on processed foods that do not 
normally contain the nutrient. These 
comments contended that this approach 
would eliminate the use of claims where 
the only benefit is to the manufacturer. 

The agency rejects this comment. The 
agency believes, as stated in the 
proposal (56 FR 60421 at 60433), that 
highlighting that a food is firee of a 
nutrient can help consumers to 
maintain healthy dietary practices 
whether the food is inherently free of 
that nutrient or is processed to be that 
way. Further, FDA believes that when a 
focid is inherently fiee of a nutrient as 
a result of how it has been formulated, 
the disclosure "-, a (nutrient) 
free food” is necessary to prevent 
"(nutrient) fiee” claims firom being 
misleading. 

69. One comment argued that FDA 
should consider use of the term 
"naturally low in fat” instead of 
"-, a fat fiee food.” Another 
comment preferred more flexibility in 
the wording of nutrient qualifiers (e.g., 
"as always, sodium fiee” or "naturally 
sodium firee”). 

FDA points out that new 
§ 101.13(e)(2) does not dictate the 
precise wording that manufacturers are 
to use to advise consumers that the food 
inherently meets the criteria and to 
clearly refer to all foods of that type. 
Therefore, the agency believes that the 
regulation contains sufficient flexibility 
with respect to the wording of the 
required qualifier. FDA will assess 
qualifying statements used on labels to 
determine whether the wording used 
meets the requirements of the 

regulations and take action on those that 
do not. Clearly, all such possible 
qualifiers do not meet the regulatory 
criteria. For example, FDA twlieves that 
the term "always” as used in the 
disclosure statement suggested by the 
comment does not clearly indicate that 
all foods of that type are also firee of the 
nutrient. Thus, it may be interpreted to 
mean that only that brand of the food is 
firee of the nutrient, and, as such, the 
claim is misleading. 

70. Some comments opposed use of 
the statement "a fat fiee food" on foods 
that are inherently fat fiee. These 
comments stated that foods naturally 
"fat firee" are placed at a disadvantage 
as compared to foods that have been 
modified to lower their fat level. One 
comment suggested that use of the term ^ 
"fat firee” instead of “-, a 
fat fine food” should be appropriate on 
foods that are inherently fat fine. 

The agency disagrees with these 
comments. I^A continues to believe 
that when a "fat firee” claim is made on 
foods that are inherently firee of that 
nutrient, the claim is misleading unless 
it is accompanied by a statement that all 
foods of that type are inherently fat fiee. 
Thus, the agency is not providing for the 
use of “fat free” without the disclaimer 
on foods that are inherently fat firee. 

71. One comment requested 
clarification of propo.sed § 101.13(e)(1). 
The comment noted that the language of 
that section allows only those foods that 
are formulated, reformulated, specially 
processed, or altered to remove a 
nutrient firom the product to bear the 
claim “free” or "low” before the name 
of the food, without the genefic 
statement that all foods of that type are 
“firee” of, or "low” in, that nutrient The 
comment asserted that it is not clear 
whether a food that has been formulated 
to not include a nutrient that could be 
present in the food would be allowed to 
bear a claim addressed by proposed 
§ 101.13(e)(1). For example, potato 
chips, fried in vegetable oil are firee of 
cholesterol because the oil is cholesterol 
fine, while potato chips filed in lard are 
not cholesterol free b^ause of the 
cholesterol introduced by the lard. The 
comment emphasized that such foods 
are not "inherently fiee” of a nutrient 
but have instead been formulated so that 
the nutrient is not added. The comment 
recommended that the agency allow the 
terms “fiee” and “low” to be used on 
such products. 

FDA agrees that there is a need for 
clarification in proposed § 101.13(e)(1) 
to allow for the use of “firee” and “low” 
claims on foods that are formulated in 
such a way that certain nutrients that 
may be present in the food are not 
added to the product. The agency 
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believes that formulating a food in a 
way that precludes certain nutrients 
from being added to the food is 
equivalent to processing a food such 
that the nutrient is removed from the 
product. Thus FDA has modified new 
§ 101.13(e)(1) to state: 

Because the use of a "free" or "low” claim 
before the name of a food implies that the 
food differs from other foods of the same type 
by virtue of its having a lower amount of the 
nutrient, only foods that have been specially 
processed, altered, formulated, or 
reformulated so as to lower the amount of the 
nutrient in the food, remove the nutrient 
from the food, or not include the nutrient in 
the food may bear such a claim (e.g., "low 
sodium potato chips"). 

FDA believes that this amendment will 
alleviate any confusion concerning the 
appropriate use of “free” and "low" 
claims. 

72. A few comments suggested that 
FDA shovild expand its criteria for 
claims regarding the absence of a 
nutrient to encompass foods produced 
by modem advances in technology, e.g., 
biotechnology, horticulture, or crop 
selection. 

FDA’s criteria for nutrient content 
claims apply to all foods. The agency is 
not aware of special needs with respect 
to foods of the types mentioned in ^e 
comment and cannot conclude at this 
time that special provisions in the 
regulations are needed for these foods. 

c. Specific definitions 

I. Sodium free and terms related to salt 

73. Several comments objected to the 
provision in proposed § 101.61(b)(l)(ii) 
that a food containing added salt 
(sodium chloride) or any ingredient that 
contains sodivun cannot be labeled 
"sodium free,” even though it still 
contains 5 mg or less of sodium per 
serving. One of these comments stated 
that "free" terms should be based solely 
on the analytical definition, and that 
consumer education programs should be 
set up to explain the definitions. Other 
comments agreed that the food should 
not contain any added sodium chloride 
but believed that disallowing 
ingredients containing sodium was 
unnecessary and overly restrictive. A 
trade association for the cracker 
industry said that for years "sodium 
free” crackers have bwn used at 
hospitals for patients on sodium- 
restricted diets. Because these crackers 
are made with enriched wheat flour that 
naturally contains trivial amounts of 
sodium, they could not continue to be 
marketed as "sodium free” imder the 
proposed rule. This comment requested 
that proposed § 101.61(b)(l)(ii) be 
entirely eliminated or modified to allow 
a "sodium free" claim when a food has 

ingredients that contain naturally 
occurring sodium. 

Alternatively, some comments totally 
supported the proposed rule. They 
agreed that the listing of salt as an 
ingredient of a product bearing a 
"sodium free” claim is confusing, and, 
therefore, its addition should be 
disallowed. Other comments suggested 
that the confusion could be eliminated 
if the label of such a product explained 
that the product contains a trivial 
amount of sodium. Most of these 
comments preferred that such a 
disclosure appear in the ingredient 
statement. 

The agency has reconsidered the 
provision that disallows the addition of 
sodium chloride or ingredients that 
contain sodium to foods that bear a 
"sodium free" claim and is persuaded 
that it is unduly restrictive. The agency 
accepts the recommendation that the 
proposed provision be eliminated, and 
that a disclosure statement be required 
to avoid consumer confusion about the 
quantity of sodium in the food. The 
agency is persuaded that it is the listing 
of salt (sodium chloride) or related 
substances that are generally understood 
by consumers to contain sodium (e.g., 
baking soda or ingredients Math sodium 
as part of their common or usual name 
su^ as sodium ascorbate) that creates 
the confusion. Accordingly, the agency 
is revising new § 101.61(b)(l)(ii) to 
require that the listing of these 
ingredients in the ingredient statement 
be followed by an asterisk that refers to 
a disclosure statement appearing below 
the list of ingredients. The statement is 
to read: "adds a trivial amount of 
sodium," "adds a negligible amount of 
sodium," or “adds a dietarily 
insignificant amount of sodium.” The 
agency concludes that ingredients that 
may contain trivial amounts of sodium, 
su(^ as enriched flour used in making 
crackers, do not contribute to consumer 
confusion and, thus, do not need a 
disclosvure statement. 

74. One comment requested that any 
label on which the term “sodium free" 
appears be required to include the 
disclosure, "contains less than 5 mg of 
sodium per serving.” This comment 
stated this disclosure would alert 
consumers to the possible presence of a 
dietarily insignificant amount of 
sodium, and, thus, an ingredient list 
that includes a sodium-containing 
compound would no longer be a 
potential source of confusion. 

The agency disagrees with this 
recommendation b^ause it believes that 
requiring a disclosure writh all “sodium 
fr«e" claims is not necessary and would 
add to label clutter. In the document on 
mandatory nutrition labeling published 

elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register, FDA is concluding that less 
than 5 mg of sodium is a dietarily 
insignificant amount and may be 
declared as "O" in the nutrition label. 
The agency sees no, reason to take a 
different position with respect to the 
nutrient content claim. Disclosing the 
quantitative amount of sodium on a 
label that bears a "sodium free" claim 
and declares "0” sodium in the 
nutrition label would only create 
consumer confusion. Accordingly, the 
agency is not revising new § 101.61(b)(1) 
to require the requested disclosiu'e. 

75. A few comments requested that 
products not meeting the "sodium free” 
definition because they contain 5 mg or 
more of naturally occurring sodium 
should be allowed to use the claim 
"unsalted” (“without added salt,” "no 
salt added”) without having to disclose 
“not a sodium free food.” One comment 
stated that there is virtually no risk that 
a consumer would associate “unsalted” 
as being synonymous with “sodium 
free.” Another comment requested that 
the term “unsalted” be a synon5an for 
"salt free” foods. Other comments 
disagreed and supported the 
retirement for a disclosure. 

The term "unsalted” (“without added 
salt” or “no salt added”) on a food that 
is not sodium free and that does not 
disclose that it is “not a sodium fr«e 
food” could mislead consumers, as 
explained in the proposed rule (56 FR 
60435). The comments presented no 
evidence that consumers would not be 
confused by this claim without the 
disclosure. Therefore, the agency is not 
persuaded to change its position on the 
need for the disclosure. However, to 
reduce the amount of information 
required on the principal display pemel, 
the agency will allow this disclaimer to 
be placed in the information panel. The 
referral statement required by section 
403(r)(2)(5) of the act will refer the 
consumer’s attention to the information 
panel. This statement will ensure that 
this material fact is brought to the 
consumer’s attention through a 
statement made in conjunction with the 
claim. Accordingly, the agency is 
changing the required location of this 
disclosure in § 101.61(c)(2)(iii). 

Furthermore, the agency does not 
agree that the term “unsalted” should be 
used as a synonym for the term “salt 
fi«e.” To confine “unsalted” claims 
only to foods that meet the "sodium 
free” definition, including foods bearing 
a “salt free” claim, would be overly 
restrictive. The agency is denying this 
request. 

76. One comment stated that for over 
25 years, cracker manufacturers have 
been making crackers with no surface 
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salt that are described on their labels as 
“Unsalted Tops * * * Crackers." These 
crackers are made with sodium chloride 
and baking soda and have never claimed 
to be low or reduced in sodium. The 
comment says that these products meet 
the desire of some consumers for 
crackers that taste less salty. Hie 
comment asked whether this name can 
continue to be used in light of proposed 
§ 101.61(c)(2)(i), which specifies that the 
term “unsalted" may only be used on a 
food label if no salt is added to the food 
during processing. It requested that the 
rule be modified to allow for the use of 
the name “Unsalted Tops * * * 
Crackers" as well as other names in 
which the term “unsalted" is qualified 
and does not refer to the entire food. 

The use of the term “unsalted." as it 
appears in the name “Unsalted Tops * 
* • Crackers," modifies the word 
“tops.” When used in this context, 
“unsalted” does not refer to the salt 
content of the entire food. For this 
reason, the agency does not consider 
this use of the term “unsalted” to be 
subject to the requirements of new 
§ 101.61 and does not believe that this 
rule needs to be modified to allow for 
the use of this name or other names in 
which the term “unsalted" is qualified 
in this manner. Accordingly, the agency 
has not revised the definition of 
“unsalted.” 

77. One comment stated that it is 
misleading for plain com to claim “no 
added salt” when frozen com does not 
have added salt. 

In the absence of details in the 
comment, the agency presumes that this 
comment is referring to canned com by 
the term “plain com." The agency has 
a food standard (§ 155.130) for canned 
com that permits salt as an optional 
ingredient and understands that salt is 
usually added to this product. The 
agency believes that if no salt is added 
to canned com, the food that it 
resembles and for which it substitutes is 
canned com, not frozen com. Therefore, 
the agency concludes that it is not 
misleading for the product to bear the 
claim “no added salt.” 

ij. Sugar free. 78. At least one 
comment recommended that FDA 
define the term “sucrose fi^e" instead of 
“sugars free." 

The agency disagrees. Sucrose is only 
one of the sugars found in foods. For 
this reason, the agency believes that the 
term “sucrose free" would mislead 
consumers into believing that the food 
is free of all sugars. Accordingly, the 
agency is not defining “sucrose free." 

79. At least one comment 
recommended that FDA define the term 
“no refined sugar." 

The agency is not accepting these 
comments. The agency is concerned that 
consumers would be misled into 
believing that a food containing no 
refined sugar is better than a f(^ 
containing refined sugar. The dietary 
guidelines (Ref. 7) advise Americans to 
consume sugars in moderation. 
Consumers need to understand that it is 
the amount of dietary sugar, not 
whether or not it is refined, that is 
important in following the guidelines. 
Accordingly, the agency is not defining 
the term “no refin^ sugar." 

80. A couple of comments requested 
that the term “sugar free" be used 
instead of the term “sugars free." One 
comment said that the term “sugar fm" 
would be in harmony with the term 
permitted in Canada and other 
countries. Another comment stated that 
although the term “sugars free" is 
technically correct, it is unfamiliar and 
will confuse the majority of consumers. 
The comment expressed doubt that 
consumers understand or care about 
FDA’s reasons for proposing “sugars 
fioe" and believed that only a few 
consumers would notice that the listing 
in the nutrition label is for “sugars," not 
“sugar.” 

Tne agency is persuaded, based on the 
arguments made by the comments, that 
the term “sugars may be confusing 
to consumers. Accordingly, the agency 
is defining the term as "sugar free" in 
§ 101.60(c)(1). The agency points out 
that this section provides that a food 
label may bear this claim if the food 
contains less than 0.5 g of sugars, as 
defined in new § 101.9(c)(6)(ii) in the 
final rule on mandatory nutrition 
labeling, published elsewhere in this 
issue of the Federal Register 
(redesignated fi-om § 101.9(c)(6)(ii)(A) in 
the proposal). FDA proposed to define 
“sugars” as the sum of all firee mono- 
and oligosaccharides through four 
saccharide units and their derivatives 
(such as sugar alcohols). However, as 
discussed in the final rule on nutrition 
labeling, in response to comments, the 
agency is changing the definition to 
include only mono- and disaccharides. 
Thus, the term "sugar free” refers to less 
than 0.5 g of mono- and disaccharides. 

81. At least one comment requested 
that FDA define “sugar free” as fiiee of 
all simple sugars. 

FDA disagrees with this comment. As 
explained in the above section, the 
agency is defining “sugar fiee” as less 
than 0.5 g of sugars, that is mono- and 
disaccharides. FDA believes that this 
terminology is more precise than the 
term “simple sugars.” 

82. Numerous comments requested 
that the term “sugar tree" be allowed to 
describe foods containing sugar alcohols 

(polyols). These comments suggested 
that FDA either should exclude sugar 
alcohols from the definition of “sugars" 
or should broaden the exemption in 
proposed § 101.13(o)(8) that allows the 
term “sugar free” on the label of 
chewing gums that contain sugar 
alcohols. The comments requested that 
foods containing sugar alcohols, such as 
soft candies, hand candies, breath mints, 
lozenges, and sodas, be included in the 
exemption. Alternatively, a few 
comments stated that allowing the claim 
“sugar fioe” on chewing gums would be 
confusing to consumers if sugar alcohols 
are included in the definition of sugars. 
One of these comments proposed that 
the claim on chewing gums should be 
“contains sugar alcohols" rather that 
“sugar fi'ee.” Other comments suggested 
that the claim on chewing gums as well 
as other foods containing sugar alcohols 
should be “sugarless” to avoid 
confusion with foods meeting the 
definition of “sugar firee." They believed 
that this term should be allowed only 
for foods that typically contain sugar, 
are modified to contain only sugar 
alcohols, and do not contain other 
carbohydrates. 

The agency has reconsidered this 
issue and is persuaded that the term 
“sugar free” should be allowed to 
describe foods containing sugar 
alcohols. As described above, the 
agency is changing the definition of 
sugars to include only mono- and 
disaccharides. Thus, sugar alcohols are 
no longer included in this definition. A 
food containing sugar alcohols may bear 
a “sugar fi^” claim as long as it meets 
the requirements in new § 101.60(c)(1) 
for “sugar free” and in new 
§ 101.9(c)(6)(iii) that polyol content be 
disclosed, as discussed in the final rule 
on nutrition labeling published 
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register. Accordingly, the agency is 
deleting proposed § 101.13(o)(8) because 
the exemption that is provided is no 
longer ne^ed. 

83. Numerous comments supported 
the statement “useful only in not 
promoting tooth decay” in proposed 
§ 101.13(o)(8), to continue to allow on 
the label of chewing gums that claim to 
be “sugar free.” Many of the comments 
requested that the statement be allowed 
on the labels of other foods containing 
sugar alcohols that claim to be “sugar 
free.” One comment suggested that FDA 
should revise the definition of “sugars” 
to exclude sugar alcohols and revise 
proposed § 101.60(c)(l)(iii)(B) to allow 
the requested statement to accompany 
“sugar firee” claims. This provision; as 
proposed, would require either the 
statement “not a reduced calorie food," 
“not a low calorie food." or “not for 
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weight control.” Other comments 
suggested that FDA should broaden the 
exemption in proposed § 101.13(o)(8) to 
allow the requested statement to appear 
on other foods. Alternatively, at least 
one comment suggested only the 
statements "not a reduced calorie food” 
and "not a low (hee) calorie food” are 
appropriate. The comment specifically 
suggested that FDA should disallow the 
statement "useful only in prevention of 
tooth decay” with "sugar free” claims. 
This comment also implied that FDA 
should disallow the statement "not for 
weight control” with "sugar free.” 

The agency has reviewed these 
comments and has determined that 
there is no compelling reason to 
disallow the statement "not for weight 
control.” However, the agency has 
concluded that the statement "useful 
only in not promoting tooth decay” 
should not be allowed because it is an 
unauthorized health claim. In the 
general principles proposal (56 FR 
60437), the agency stated that it 
intended to reevaluate the usefulness of 
chewing gums sweetened with sugar 
alcohols in not promoting tooth decay. 
The agency acknowledged that the data 
supporting the claim were over 20 years 
old and requested new data. The agency 
received data in response to the request 
and wilt make a determination on the 
validity of this claim in accordance with 
the final rule on health messages 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. Accordingly, the 
agency is not revising 
§ 101.60(c)(l)(iii)(B) to allow the 
statement "useful only in not promoting 
tooth decay” to appeeu* with "sugar ft«e” 
claims. 

The agency is deleting the exemption 
in proposed § 101.13(o)(8) that would 
have allowed a "sugar free” claim on 
chewing gums containing sugar alcohols 
and the statement about not promoting 
tooth decay. As explained above, this 
exemption is no longer needed because 
the agency has decided not to define 
sugar alcohols as "sugars.” 

84. Many comments requested that 
FDA revise proposed § 101.13(o)(8) to 
allow the statement "Toothfriendly” to 
accompany "sugar froe” claims on the 
label of chewing gums in place of the 
statement "useful only in not promoting 
tooth decay.” In addition, these 
comments requested that such 
statements may be accompanied by a 
pictogram of a smiling tooth. These 
comments stated that the term 
"Toothfriendly” is more readily 
understood by consumers with limited 
reading and vocabulary skills. One 
comment said the "Toothfriendly” 
dental education programs have been 
successfitlly promoted in several 

European countries by "Toothfriendly 
Sweets International,” a nonprofit 
organization dedicated to promoting 
dental health. The agency received at 
least one comment opposing the term 
"Toothfriendly.” The comment 
contended that the "Toothfriendly” 
program is just another third party 
endorsement program similar to those 
the agency has considered in the past. 
It stated that the claim is unsupported 
by any evidence and would promote the 
consumption of foods that are 
completely without nutritive benefit. 

The agency is denying this request 
because it believes that the statement 
"Toothfriendly” accompanied by a 
pictogram of a smiling tooth is an 
implied health claim that, unless a 
regulation is established, is 
unauthorized (see section 403(r)(l)(B) of 
the act). As discussed in the previous 
comment, the agency has not made a 
determination that chewing gums 
sweetened with sugar alcohols are 
useful in not promoting tooth decay. 

85. A few comments stated that the 
definition of "sugar free” should be less 
than 4 g per serving. They said that they 
selected this value because it is the 
dietary requirement for diabetics. 
Another comment requested that the 
term "sugar free” be accompanied by 
the statement: "For use in diabetic meal 
plans. Not a reduced calorie food (if 
appropriate).” 

The agency does not agree that "sugar 
fi^” should be less than 4 g of sugars 
per serving as explained in the general 
principles proposal (56 FR 60421 at 
60436). The agency emphasized there 
that the definitions of nutrient content 
claims do not specifically address issues 
related to diabetes management 
practices, and that diabetes management 
should not be based solely on the 
consumption of "sugar fr^” foods. 
Rather, diet planning for diabetics 
should encompass the entire diet and be 
supervised by a trained professional. 
The agency notes that the American 
Diabetes Association (ADA) submitted a 
comment that expressed strong support 
for defining "sugar free” at less than 0.5 
g per serving. It stated that the amount 
of sucrose or other sweeteners in their 
recipes should not be used in the 
context of support for defining this 
claim. Accordingly, the agency is not 
defining "sugar fr^” as less than 4 g per 
serving. Consistent with this policy on 
"sugar free,” the agency also denies the 
request that "sugar fi*ee” claims be 
accompanied by the statement. "For use 
in dial^tic meal plans. Not a reduced 
calorie food.” 

86. A couple of comments objected to 
the provision in proposed 

. § 101.60(c)(l)(ii) that a food containing 

added ingredients that are sugars cannot 
be labeled "sugar free,” even though it 
still contains less than 0.5 g of sugars. 
One comment stated that FDA should 
not distinguish between trivial amounts 
present naturally, and those present 
because they were added. Other 
comments supported the proposal. They 
agreed that the listing of a sugar, for 
example, as an ingredient of a product 
bearing a "sugar free” claim is confusing 
and misleading. One comment 
expressed concern that the agency is 
allowing ingredients containing sugars, 
such as fruit juices, to sweeten foods 
that bear a "sugar free” claim. Other 
comments suggested that the confusion 
could be eliminated if the label of a 
"sugar free” food that has ingredients 
containing sugars disclose that the 
amount of sugar is trivial. Most of these 
comments preferred that the disclosure 
appear in the ingredient statement. 

The agency has reconsidered the 
provision that disallows the addition of 
ingredients that are sugars to foods that 
bear a "sugar free” claim and is 
persuaded that it is unduly restrictive. 
The agency accepts the recommendation 
that the proposed provision be revised 
and that a disclosure statement be 
required to avoid consumer confusion 
about the quantity of sugar in the food. 
The agency believes that it is the listing 
of sugar or ingredients that are generally 
known to contain sugars that creates the 
confusion. Accordingly, the agency is 
revising new § 101.60(c)(l)(ii) to require 
that the food contain no ingredient that 
is a sugar, or that is generally 
understood by consumers to be a sugar, 
unless the listing of the ingredient in the 
ingredient statement be followed by an 
asterisk that refers to a disclosure 
statement appearing below the list of 
ingredients. The statement shall read: 
"adds a trivial amount of sugar,” "adds 
a negligible amount of sugar,” or "adds 
a dietarily insignificant amount of 
sugar.” 

iii. “No added sugar," and 
“unsweetened'V'no added sweeteners". 
In the general principles proposal (56 
FR 60421 at 60437), FDA proposed in 
§ 101.60(c)(2) to permit the use of the 
terms "no added sugars,” “without 
added sugars,” or "no sugars added” 
(revised in this final rule to state "no 
added sugar,” ’‘without added sugar,” 
or "no sugar added” as discussed in the 
section on "Sugar Free”). The agency 
said, however, that to use the claim five 
conditions must be met: (1) No amount 
of sugars, as defined in proposed 
§ 101.9(c)(6)(ii)(A) (redesignated as 
§ 101.9(c)(6)(ii) in the final rule on 
mandatory nutrition labeling published 
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register), is added during processing or 
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packaging; (2) the product does not 
contain ingredients that contain added 
sugars; (3) the sugars content has not 
been increased above the amount 
natprally present in the ingredients by 
some means such as the use of enzymes; 
(4) the food that it resembles and for 
which it substitutes normally contains 
added sugars; and (5) the product bears 
a statement that the food is not low 
calorie or calorie reduced (unless the 
food meets the requirements for a low 
or reduced calorie food) and directing 
consumers’ attention to the nutrition 
panel for further information on sugars 
emd calorie content. 

The intent of the agency in defining 
these terms was to aid consumers in 
implementing dietary guidelines that 
stipulate that Americans should 
“consume sugars only in moderation," 
consistent with the definition for 
“sugars" that FDA is adopting in new 
§ 101.9(c)(6)(ii) in the final rule on 
mandatory nutrition labeling. In 
implementing the guidelines, the 
purpose of the “no added sugar" claim 
is to present consumers with 
information that allows them to 
differentiate between similar foods that 
would normally be expected to contain 
added sugars, with respect to the 
presence or absence of added sugars. 
Therefore, the “no added sugar” claim 
is not appropriate to describe foods that 
do not normally contain added sugars. 
In such cases, proposed § 101.60(c)(3) 
would provide for the use of a factual 
statement that the food is unsweetened, 
or that it contains no added sweeteners 
in the case of a food that contains 
apparent substemtial inherent sugar 
content, e.g., fruit juices, without 
requiring that the food meet the 
definition for “sugar free." 

87. Some comments addressed use of 
the “no added sugar" terms on foods 
containing fruit juice as an ingredient. 
One comment interpreted the proposal 
as providing that modified juice 
products and juice products that 
function as sweeteners are not to be 
considered as added sugars. The 
comment specifically requested that 
FDA clarify its position on this matter. 
Another comment stated that the use of 
fruit juices as sweetening agents caused 
problems for diabetics and suggested 
that the five requirements listed in new 
§ 101.60(c)(2) for a “no added sugar" 
claim should be supplemented by a 
sixth criterion: That a food does not 
contain sugars in the form of fruit juice, 
fiuit concentrate, applesauce, or dried 
fruit. 

The agency advises that the purpose 
of a “no added sugar” claim is to 
identify a food that differs from a 
similar food because it does not contain 

the added sugars that would normally 
be present in the other food. For this 
provision to be of practical benefit to 
consumers, it must preclude use of the 
claim on a food where the sugars that 
are normally added are replaced with an 
ingredient that contains sugars that 
functionally substitute for the added 
sugars. Thus, the agency concludes that 
the use of any ingredient that contains 
sugars, including fiuit juice and 
m^ified or concentrated fhiit juice, for 
the purpose of substituting for sugars 
that would normally be added to a food 
precludes the use of the "no added 
sugar” nutrient content claim. To avoid 
misinterpretation of the regulation on 
this matter. FDA is revising new 
§ 101.60{c)(2)(i) to state: “No amount of 
sugars, as defined in § 101.9(c)(6)(ii), or 
any other ingredient that contains 
sugars that functionally substitute for 
added sugars is added during processing 
or packaging.” 

88. One comment interpreted 
proposed § 101.60(c)(2) to mean that a 
“no added sugar” claim would not be 
precluded on a product such as an all- 
fiiiit spread if that product does not 
contain sugar-sweetened inmdients. 

FDA advises that to qualify for a “no 
added sugar" claim, the ingredients in 
the all-fruit spread could not include 
any ingredient that meets the agency’s 
definition of “sugars” (new 
§ 101.9(c)(6)(ii)), or any ingredient that 
contains sugars that functionally 
substitute for added sugars (e.g., fixiit 
juice) (new § 101.60(c)(2)(i)), nor any 
ingredient that contains added sugars 
(e.g., concentrated fixiit juice) (new 
§101.60(c)(2)(ii)). 

89. A comment recommended that 
foods that contain ohly indigenous 
sugars, but not including sugars present 
in concentrated or otherwise altered 
ingredients or products, be exempt from 
the requirement for disclaimer and 
referral statements. This comment stated 
that a statement such as “no added 
sugar" is less a nutrient content claim 
than an assurance that the sweetness 
characteristics of a product are not 
derived from added processed sugars, 
such as sucrose or high fructose com 
syrup, and that this information is 
essential to diabetics that have been 
instructed by a physician to seek out 
foods that do not have added processed 
sugar but instead are fruit juice based. 

The comment suggested that the 
required disclaimer indicating that a 
food is not “low” or “reduced” in 
calories may be misleading to 
consumers, causing unjust alarm that a 
juice product is high in calories and 
unhealthy. As an alternative to the 
disclaimer, the comment favored a 
qualifying statement for foods 

sweetened with concentrated juices, 
such as “sweetened with concentrated 
grape juice.” 

A similar comment requested that 
FDA exempt pure firuit juices from the 
provisions of proposed § 101.60(c)(2) or 
revise this section by deleting proposed 
§ 101.60(c)(2)(iv) and (c)(2)(v) (i.e., the 
requirements that the food that the 
product resembles and for which it 
substitutes normally contains added 
sugars, and that the product bear a 
disclaimer statement that it is not low 
calorie or calorie reduced and that 
directs the consumer’s attention to the 
nutrition panel). The comment stated 
that a “no added sugar” claim on fruit 
juices had been used for many years 
without consumer confusion, that it 
helped to increase consumer awareness 
of the added sugars in flavored drinks, 
and that products that are pure juices do 
not contain added sugars. The comment 
also stated that consumers regard the 
terms “no added sweeteners” and “no 
added sugar” as synonymous, and that 
they do not regard juices as low or 
reduced calorie products. 

The agency disagrees with the 
fundamental position of these 
comments that a special allowance for 
the “no added sugar” claim should be 
made when the sugars added to a food 
are inherent to the ingredient through 
which they are added. As discussed in 
comment 79 in section III.B.c.ii. of this 
document, the agency believes that it is 
misleading to imply that a food that 
contains inherent sugars is nutritionally 
superior to a food that contains refined 
sugars. Thus, the labeling of a product 
sweetened with juice concentrate, 
though it bears a factual statement 
identifying the source of the sweetener, 
would be misleading if it included the 
statement “no added sugar.” The agency 
concludes that granting the allowances 
that these comments seek would permit 
the use of “no added sugar” in a manner 
that is inconsistent with the purpose of 
this claim, i.e., to aid consumers in 
implementing dietary guidelines that 
stipulate that Americans should 
“consume sugars only in moderation." 
Thus. FDA is not making any changes 
in response to tliese comments. 

90. One comment expressed concern 
that the addition of concentrated juice 
to unconcentrated apple juice for the 
purpose of achieving uniformity in the 
finished juice may preclude the use of 
the term “no sugar added.” 

The agency advises that the addition 
of a concentrate of the same juice to 
achieve uniformity would not, in itself, 
preclude the use of a "no sugar added” 
claim, provided, the other conditions for 
the claim are met. (See also the 
document on ingredient labeling 
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published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register.) If a concentrate of 
another jmce were added for the 
puipose of increasing the sugar content 
of the finished juice, the product could 
not bear a “no sugar added” claim. 

91. One comment sought assurance 
that fruit juice from concentrate that has 
been reconstituted to normal strength 
would be able to make a “no sugar 
added” claim. 

The agency advises that the addition 
of water to a juice concentrate to 
produce a single strength jviice would 
not preclude the use of a “no added 
sugar” claim; however, the other 
conditions for the claim must still be 
met. 

92. Several comments reouested 
confirmation that bruits packed in fruit 
juice would be able to make a “no sugar 
added” claim imder the provisions of 
proposed § 101.60(c)(2). One of the 
comments stated that the Brix of the 
juice would not be above that of the 
fruit itself, and another noted that no 
refined sugars would be used in the 
product but only frxiit juices or 
concentrated fruit jviice. 

The agency condudes that juice- 
packed fruits that contain jviice with the 
same sugars content as the single 
strength juice of the frnit would qualify 
for a “no sugar added” claim, provided 
that the other conditions for the daim 
are met. This food meets the criteria for 
the daim in § 101.60(c)(2). If these same 
fruits were packed in syrup or in juice 
concentrate, they would not qualify for 
this daim under § 101.60(c)(2)(ii) 
because syrup and juice concentrate are 
ingredients that contain added sugars. 

93. One comment stated that if 
enzymes are used primarily for flavor or 
texture development, or for reasons 
other than to intentionally alter the 
sugars content of a product, then the 
fo^ should be permitted to bear a “no 
sugar added” daim. The comment 
maintained that although such 
enzymatic processes may result in a 
slight increase in the sugar content of 
the product, the increase would not 
necessarily alter the sweetness profile of 
the product. The comment expressed 
the view that the agency’s limitation in 
proposed § 101.60(c)(2)(iii) for “no sugar 
added” for such foods is overly 
restrictive and not in the best interest of 
consumers. 

The agency agrees that proposed 
§ 101.60(c)(2)(iii) should not preclude 
the use of enzymes or other processes 
where the intended fimctional effect of 
the process is not to increase the sugars 
content of a food, even though an 
increase in sugars that is functionally 
insignificant does occur. FDA concludes 
that such a prohibition would be overly 

restrictive and without benefit to 
consumers seeking to moderate their 
sugars intake because any increase in 
the sugars content of a food from such 
processes would be of little, if any, 
consequence in the total diet. 
Accor^ngly, FDA has revised new 
§ 101.60(c)(2)(iii) in the final rule to 
state: 

The sugars content has not been increased 
above the amount naturally present in the 
ingredients by some means such as the use 
of enzymes, except where the intended 
functional effect of the process is not to 
increase the sugars content of a food, and a 
functionally insignificant increase in sugars 
results. 

tv. Calorie free. 94. The agency 
received a few comments on the term 
“calorie frw.” These comments 
supported the proposed definition of 
less than 5 calories per serving. One 
comment preferred that the definition 
be less than 2.5 calories but did not 
object to the proposed definition. 

Based on these comments, the agency 
concludes that no change in the 
definition of “calorie fir^” is necessary. 

95. One comment requested that soda 
water not be used as an example of a 
“calorie free” food because some 
consumers may conclude that all diet 
soft drinks are “calorie fr«e” foods. 

To avoid confusion, the agency is 
revising new § 101.60(b)(l)(ii) to read: 
(e.g., “cider vinegar, a calorie free 
fo(^”). 

V. Fat free. 96. Most of the comments 
on the definition of the term “fat free” 
supported the proposed definition of 
less than 0.5 g of fat per serving. A few 
comments disagreed with less than 0.5 
g. Some of these comments stated that 
“fat free” should be zero fat, while at 
least one comment suggested that the 
definition should be 0.5 g or less of fat. 

The agency points out that zero fat is 
not an option as a limit because it is 
analytically impossible to measure. The 
proposed definition of less than 0.5 g of 
fat is appropriate because it is the 
reliable limit of detection of fat in all 
types of foods, and thus analytically it 
equates to zero. Furthermore, 0.5 g of fat 
is low enough compared to the DRV for 
fat, which the agency is establishing at 
65 g (§ 101.9(c)(9)), to be considered 
dietarily and physiologically 
insignificant. For example, a person 
consuming 10 servings per day of “fat 
firee” foods would consume less than 5 
g of fat from these sources. 

The agency is not including 0.5 g in 
the definition because the comment that 
suggested this change provided no 
compelling reason for it. Less than 0.5 
g of fat is consistent with the way “free” 
terms have been defined by FDA in the 
past and with the way the agency is 

defining other “free” terms in this final 
regulation. Accordingly, the agency has 
not revised this definition. 

97. At least one comment suggested 
that “fat free” be defined in terms of the 
fat content per serving and per 100 g of 
the food. The comment noted that the 
density criterion would prevent foods 
with small serving sizes, such as 
crackers, from making a “fat free” claim. 

The agency is not persuaded that a 
second criterion bas^ on the amoimt of 
fat per 100 g is necessary for the 
definition of “fat free.” 'The first 
criterion of less than 0.5 g of fat requires 
that the food contain such a trivial level 
of fat that even frrequent consumption of 
foods that bear a “fat firee” claim would 
not affect in any meaningful way the 
overall fat level in the diet. Accordingly, 
the agency has not revised the definition 
of “fat free.” This conclusion applies 
equally to all of the “free” claims that 
are being defined. 

98. A few comments recommended 
that “fat free” be defined solely on the 
basis of less than 0.5 ^ per 100 g. 

FDA considered this approacm of 
defining nutrient content claims solely 
on the amoimt of a nutrient in a 
specified weight of food. This approach 
has the advantage of presenting a 
nutrient content claim for a fo^ in a 
way that is more consistent with 
labeling used internationally. In 
addition, it allows consumers a means 
to more readily compare very dissimilar 
foods. However, FDA does not believe 
that this approach alone is appropriate 
for defining nutrient content claims. 
Foods are consumed in various amounts 
depending upon their nature and use in 
the diet. The agency believes that 
nutrient content cldms could be 
misleading and not useful to consumers 
when expressed solely in terms of 100 
g of food because this approach does not 
reflect amounts customarily consumed 
for all foods. For this reason, FDA did 
not take this approach in defining the 
term “fat free.” Accordingly, the agency 
is not revising the definition of “fat 
fr^e” in this manner. 

99. Several comments objected to the 
provision in proposed § 101.62(b)(l)(ii) 
that a food containing added fat cannot 
be called “fat frae,” even though it still 
contains less than 0.5 g of fat per 
serving. One comment stated that “the 
agency should not speak of good faith or 
bad; it is simply a matter of definition 
and materiality.” It contended that 
whether the fat is inherent or added 
should not be relevant as long as the 
amount present is less than 0.5 g. 
Comments stated that this provision 
would deprive consumers of the benefit 
of many innovative, nutritious products 
and argued that it would discriminate 
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against foods in certain categories based 
on dietarily insignificant amounts of fat. 
For example, less than 0.5 g of fat is 
added to some salad dressings that 
would otherwise meet the definition of 
“fat free.” Furthermore, one comment 
noted that the proposed rule may be 
difficult to enforce since fat that is 
inherent cannot be distinguished from 
added fat. 

Alternatively, many comments 
supported the proposal. They agreed 
that the listing of soybean oil. for 
example, as an ingredient of products 
bearing “fat free” claims is confusing 
and misleading. One comment said that 
“fat free” is a misnomer if fat has been 
added to the food. A few of these 
comments believed that even the 
addition of ingredients containing fat. 
such as nuts, should be disallowed. 
Other comments suggested that the 
confusion could be eliminated if the 
label of products containing any 
ingredient that contains fat were 
required to bear a disclosure statement, 
such as, “soybean oil (trivial source of 
fat).” Most of these comments preferred 
that the disclosure appear in the 
ingredient statement. 

The agency has reconsidered the 
provision that disallows the addition of 
fat to foods that bear the claim “fat free” 
and is persuaded that it is unduly 
restrictive. The agency has decided to 
revise new § 101.62(b)(l){ii) in the same 
way that is has revised § 101.60(c)(l){ii) 
on “sugar free” claims and 
§ 101.6lO))(l){ii) on “sodium ftw” 
claims because the same considerations 
apply with respect to each of these 
claims. The agency believes that it is the 
listing of fats or ingredients that are 
generally understood by consumers to 
contain fat (i.e., nuts) in the ingredient 
statement that creates the confusion, 
and that a disclosure statement about 
the amount of fat in the food will 
eliminate that confusion. Accordingly, 
the agency is revising new 
§ 101.62(b)(l)(ii) in the final rule to 
require that the listing of fats or 
ingredients that are understood to 
contain fat in the ingredient statement 
be followed by an asterisk that refers to 
a disclosure statement appearing below 
the list of ingredients. The statement 
shall read; “adds a trivial amount of 
fat.” “adds a negligible amount of fat,” 
or “adds a dietarily insignificant 
amount of fat.” 

vj. "Percent fat free” claims. FDA 
proposed several provisions in the fat/ 
cholesterol proposal (56 FR 60478) 
regulating the use of “percent fat free” 
claims to ensure that the consumer is 
not misled by these claims, and that, as 
the claim implies, the food does in fact 
contain only a small amount of fat. 

Specifically, FDA proposed in 
§ 101.62(b)(6)(i) to require that “percent 
fat free” claims can only be made: (1) 
For “low fat” foods (i.e., foods 
containing 3 g or less of fat per serving 
and per 100 g of food) or (2) for “low 
fat” meal-type products (i.e., meal-type 
products containing 3 g or less of fat per 
100 g of product). 

The agency also proposed in 
§ 101.62(b)(6)(ii) to require that a 
disclosure statement of the amount of 
total fat in a serving of food appear in 
immediate proximity to the most 
prominent “percent fat free” claim, and 
that such disclosure statement be in 
type no less than one-half the size of the 
type of the “percent fat free” claim. In 
§ 101.62(b)(6)(iii), FDA proposed that 
the type size of all the components of 
the “percent fat free” claim must be 
uniform. 

Finally. FDA proposed in 
§ 101.62(b)(iv) that a “100 percent fat 
free” claim must meet all of the criteria 
for “fat free” claims (i.e., foods 
containing less than 0.5 g of fat per 
serving and not containing any added 
ingredient that is a fat or oil). 
Furthermore, the agency advised that if 
the food is inherently f^ of fat, the 
label will disclose that fat is not usually 
present in the food (e.g., “a 100 percent 
fat free food”). 

The agency specifically requested 
comments as to whether the proposed 
requirements were sufficient to prevent 
“percent fat free” claims from being 
misleading, or whether such claims 
should be prohibited entirely. 

100. Altnough the majority of 
comments supported the proposal to 
permit “percent fat free” claims on low 
fat foods, several comments opposed 
permitting the use of this claim. The 
primary reason cited in these comments 
was that this claim is misleading and 
confusing to consumers. One comment 
further stated that if FDA allowed 
“percent fat free” claims, it should only 
allow them on foods that meet the 
definition of “fat free.” Another 
comment suggested that such claims be 
restricted to meat and poultry products, 
because they help to identify leanness. 

The agency acMiowledges that under 
current regulations, the use of a 
“percent fat free” claim has the 
potential to be misleading and 
confusing to consumers, especially 
when this claim appears on foods that 
derive a high percentage of their calories 
from fat. However, the agency concludes 
that with implementation of the 
provisions of this final rule regulating 
the appropriate use of a “percent fat 
fr^e” claim (i.e., being restricted to use 
on products that meet “low fat” 
definitions), the claim will not be 

misleading or confusing. Furthermore, 
the comments that requested that the 
use of this term be prohibited did not 
provide evidence to persuade the 
agency that the requirements, as 
proposed, were insufficient to prevent 
misleading claims on food labels. In 
addition, FDA advises that the purpose 
of a “percent fat free” claim on nonmeat 
products does not relate to leanness but 
to information regarding the total 
amount of fat present in a serving of the 
food. 

Further, the agency believes that to 
allow “percent fat free” claims only on 
“fat free” foods would be unduly 
restrictive. Such claims on foods that 
are “low” in fat. can, if properly made, 
be useful in assisting consumers to 
maintain healthy dietary practices. 
Consequently, the agency is denying 
these requests to prohibit or restrict the 
“percent fat free” claim. 

101. One comment stated that 
“percent fat free” claims on bakery 
products may encourage consumers to 
purchase such products because they 
are low in fat, but the comment noted 
with concern that bakery products are 
high in calories, sugar, or sodium. 

The agency recognizes that certain 
low fat foods may contain varying 
amounts of calories, sugar, or sodium. 
However, the agency does not ex|>ect a 
single claim (e.g., “97 percent fat fi«e”) 
to provide information regarding all of 
the nutrients contained in a product. 
Information on calories, sugar, and 
sodium will be provided in nutrition 
labeling, and therefore, available to the 
consumer at the time he or she makes 
a purchase decision. Moreover, if the 
nutrient levels in the food exceed levels 
at which a disclosure statement is 
required, a disclosure statement must 
appear in close proximity to the claim. 

102. A comment from a foreign 
government opposed permitting 
“percent fat free” claims. The comment 
stated that its laws did not permit such 
terms to be used because they are 
potentially misleading. The comment 
suggested that FDA should not allow 
such claims on products. 

As discussed in the previous 
comment, the agency recognizes that a 
“percent fat free” claim under 
regulations currently in effect can be 
misleading and confusing to the 
consumer. However, the provisions that 
the agency is establishing in new 
§ 101.62(b)(6) regulating the use of a 
“percent fat free” claim address the 
aspects of such claims currently in use 
that have the potential to make them 
confusing or misleading. Thus, the 
agency concludes that in light of the 
action that it is taking, it is not 
necessary to ban these claims. 
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103. Other comments suggested that 
the “percent fat free” claim should be 
basea on the amount of total calories 
contributed by the fat and not on the 
weight of the product, because basing 
the claim on the weight of the product 
has the potential to misleading. 

The agency disagrees with the 
comment. FDA believes that consumers 
are most familiar with claims expressed 
in terms of g per serving, and not claims 
based on the percentage of calories 
contributed by fat. FDA further believes, 
as stated in the fat/cholesterol proposal, 
that “percent fat free*’ claims imply that 
the fo^ contains very small amounts of 
fat (i.e., “low” fat), and that the food is 
useful in structuring a diet that is low 
in fat. Basing the “percent fat froe” 
claim on a designated percentage of 
total calories from fat would not limit 
the total amount of fat present in the 
food. Thus, a food high in calories may 
be able to make a “percent fat free” 
claim under a calorie criterion, because 
the percentage of total calories 
contributed by the fat falls within an 
established guideline. Yet, the amount 
of fat in such foods could exceed the 
amount that is defined as “low” fat. On 
such a food, the “percent fat fr^” claim 
would be misleading. Accordingly, the 
agency is not ptermitting “percent fat 
fr^” claims to be based on the 
percentage of calories contributed by fat. 

104. Some comments requested that 
the agency require disclosure of the 
percent of calories frt)m fat and the 
amount of available calories (i.e., total 
calories minus calories attributed to 
dietary fiber). 

The comments requesting disclosure 
statements of percent calories from fat 
and available calories did not provide 
evidence on which the agency could 
make a finding that such disclosures 
were necessary to prevent a “percent fat 
free” claim fr'om being misleading. 
Therefore, the agency finds no basis for 
requiring those disclosure statements. 
Furthermore, the agency believes that 
disclosure statements based on percent 
of calories would confuse consumers 
when all other disclosure statements are 
based on amount of g per serving. 
Therefore, the agency is denying the 
request for these disdosure statements. 

105. The comments on the proposed 
requirement of a disclosure statement in 
immediate proximity to the “percent fat 
free” claim which specified the amount 
of fat in the product were equally 
divided in support of and against the 
provision. Some comments opposing 
the disclosure statement argued that the 
disclosure statement was unnecessary 
because the food must meet the 
definition of “low fat” before a “percent 
fat free” claim can be made. The 

comments also pointed out that a 
referral statement will direct the 
consumer to the nutrition label where 
fat is declared. 

The agency recognizes that the 
“percent fat frw” claim may not be 
made on the label or labeling of a 
product unless the food bearing the 
claim is “low in fat.” Tliis fact ensures 
that foods bearing a “percent fat free” 
claim will not contribute excessive 
amount of fat to the total diet. Thus, 
upon reconsideration, FDA does not 
find it necessary to require that foods 
bearing a “percent fat free” claim also 
disclose the amount of total fat per 
serving adjacent to the claim. Further, as 
one comment pointed out, the “percent 
fat fr«e” claim will have to be 
accompanied by a statement referring 
consumers to the nutrition label, and 
that the total amount of fat in the 
product will be provided there. In 
addition, as discussed in response 
comment 214, FDA has concluded that 
it is not necessary to include absolute 
amounts in the principal display panel. 
Therefore, the agency is persuaded by 
the comments that these requirements 
obviate the need for a statement, 
adjacent to the claim, which discloses 
the amount of fat per serving in the 
product bearing such a “percent fat 
free” claim, and the agency is deleting 
this retmirement in the final rule. 

106. Two comments that supported 
the “no percent fat free” claim stated 
that the 3 g limitation was too restrictive 
and should be raised to 4 g. A third 
comment supporting the “percent fat 
free” claim stated that the only criterion 
should be 3 g or less per serving and 
that there should not be a second 
criterion of 3 g or less per 100 g. 

As discussed in the fat/cholesterol 
proposal (56 FR 60478 at 60491), a 
“percent fat free” claim emphasizes 
how close the food is to being free of fat. 
The agency believes that this claim 
implies, and consumers expect, that 
products bearing “percent fat free” 
claims contain relatively small amounts 
of fat and consequently are useful in 
maintaining a diet low in fat. Thus, the 
agency finds that the appropriate 
approach to defining a “percent fat free” 
claim is that it be based on the 
definition of “low fat.” Having said this, 
the agency points out that these 
comments raise objections to the 
definition for “low fat.” The agency's 
decision on the final definition of “low 
fat” is discussed elsewhere in this 
document. 

107. A few of the comments 
supporting the provision that “100 
percent fat free” claims appear only on 
“fat free” foods, requested that “100 
percent fat fr^” claims should also he 

allowed on foods to which fat has been 
added, as long as the food still complies 
with the “fat free” definition. 

Although the agency has reconsidered 
its definition of “fat free” to allow foods 
with added fat that meet the definition 
of “fat free” to make a “fat free” claim, 
the agency has not been persuaded that 
a “100 percent fat free” claim should 
appear on foods with added fat. The 
agency believes that a “100 percent fat 
^e” claim places more emphasis on the 
complete absence of fat in the food, and 
therefore the food should not have 
added fat. Thus, the agency is not 
permitting a food with added fat to 
make a “100 percent fat fr^” claim. 

108. One comment objected to all 
“percent fat free” claims under the 
proposal. This comment stated tliat a 
“100 percent fat fr^e” claim can be 
made on a food that contains 0.4 g of fat 
per serving and 3 g of fat per 100 g if 
the fat is not added, e.g., crackers with 
no added fat that contain 0.4 g per 
serving. However, if the crackers had 
the same amount of fat but as added fat, 
the claim would have to say “97 percent 
fat froe.” The comment asserted that 
such inconsistencies would be 
misleading and confusing to the 
consumer. Further, another comment 
objected to the provision that allows 
some foods to claim "100 percent fat 
free” when in fact they contain more 
than 0.5 g of fat per 100 g of the food 
and are. therefore, not 100 percent fat 
free. This comment stated that proposed 
§ 101.62(b)(6)(iv) only requires that a 
food bearing this claim contain less than 
0.5 g of fat per serving. Thus, a food 
with a serving size of 20 g, for example, 
could contain 2.45 g of fat per 100 g of 
the food. 

The agency agrees with the latter 
comment. The agency did not intend to 
allow foods containing 0.5 g or more of 
fat per 100 g to bear the claim “100 
percent fat free.” Accordingly, the 
agency is revising the final rule in new 
§ 101.62(b)(6)(iii) to require that a "100 
percent fat fr^” claim can be made only 
on foods that meet the criteria for “fat 
free.” that contain less than 0.5 g of fat 
per 100 g, and that contain no added fat. 
This revision also addresses the 
problem raised in the first comment. 
Furthermore, the agency advises that in 
declaring other “percent fat free” 
claims, the claim must accurately reflect 
the amount of fat present in 100 g of the 
food. For example, if a food contains 2.5 
g of fat per 50 g then the claim should 
be “95 percent fat free.” 

109. A few comments suggested that 
the “percent fat free” claim be defined 
separately from, and not include, the 
“low fat” criteria because the “low fat” 
definition is unduly restrictive and does 
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not adequately differentiate the two 
claims. The comments further suggested 
that "percent fat free" claims for foods 
that are between 90 and 100 percent fat 
free be allowed. They contended that 
setting a threshold level of 97 percent 
fat free (3 g or less per 100 g) 
discourages consumers firom eating 
products that are fairly low in fat but do 
not conform to the proposed definition 
for "low" and therefore gives the 
impression that FDA is making good 
food/bad food distinctions. 

As stated in response to comment 106 
of this dociunent, a "percent fat free” 
claim is properly viewed as a "low fat" 
claim because it emphasizes how close 
the food is to being fr^ of fat. 
Furthermore, basing the "percent fat 
free" claim on the criteria required for 
“low fat” products provides the 
consumer with a consistent method of 
comparison with respect to "low fat," 
"fat firee,” and “percent fat free” claims 
such that accurate comparisons can be 
made among different products. To 
establish separate criteria for a "percent 
fat frree” claim could cause confusing 
and misleading information to be 
disseminated to the consumer and, thus, 
be contrary to the prnrpose of the 
nutrient content claims provisions of 
the act. 

The agency also rejects the comments 
proposing that claims of up to "90 
percent fat free" be allowed. The agency 
believes that such a definition would 
not be consistent with consumers’ 
expectations of the fat content of foods 
bearing this claim because it would 
allow "percent fat free" claims on foods 
with significantly greater amounts of fat 
than "low fat” foods. 

Fiulhermore, the agency is not 
convinced by the comments or other 
available information that if FDA does 
not permit a "90 percent fat free” claim, 
consumers would be discouraged from 
purchasing products that are "fairly” 
low in fat (less than 10 g per 100 g) but 
that do not meet the definition for "low 
fat.” In the absence of a "percent fat 
fr^” claim, consumers will still be able 
to consult the nutrition label to 
determine the total amount of fat 
contained in a product and to make 
purchase decisions based on this 
information according to their 
individual dietary preferences. 

Although the agency does not agree 
that a "percent fat fr«e” claim should be 
allowed for foods containing up to 10 
percent fat by weight, the agency has 
reconsidered the basis and application 
of the weight-based criterion for "low 
fat” and “percent fat free” claims such 
that the weight-based criterion only 
applies to foods with reference amounts 
30 g or less or 2 tablespoons or less (see 

comment 45). Further, foods with 
reference amounts of 30 g or less or 2 
tablespoons or less may bear such 
claims provided that they contain 3 g or 
less fat per reference amount and per 50 
g. Therefore, foods with small reference 
amounts containing 6 g or less fat per 
100 g will be able to bear a "percent fat 
free” claim. Consequently, claims of up 
to "94 percent fat f^” will be allowed 
on these products that also meet the 
criteria for "low fat.” In addition, foods 
with reference ammmts greater than 30 
g or greater than 2 tablespoons that meet 
the “low fat” definition may bear 
“percent fat free” claims. Tlbe agency 
believes that permitting such claims is 
consistent with dietary guidelines for 
reducing fat intake, b^use it would 
allow such claims on a wider variety of 
foods for which increased consumption 
is recommended in national dietary 
guidance. This issue is fully discussed 
in section in.A.l.b. of this document. 

110. One comment su^ested that the 
"percent fat free” claim m allowed on 
products containing 5 g or less fat per 
100 g. Another comment suggested that 
the "percent fat free” claim be allowed 
on products containing 5 g or less fat 
per serving and per 100 g; no more than 
30 percent of calories from fat; and no 
more that 10 i>ercent of calories frem 
saturated fat. The comment asserted that 
these three criteria would ensure that a 
"percent fat free” claim is not 
misleading, yet be less restrictive than 
the provisions proposed in the fat/ 
cholesterol proposal. 

Another comment proposed that the 
definition for "percent fat free” claims 
be based on either: (1) The food being 
"low fat,” where low fat is 4 g or less 
per serving and being at least 90 percent 
fat free, or (2) the pr^uct being 90 
percent fat free but providing no more 
than 4 g of fat per serving: the label 
disclose the number of g of fat per 
serving in conjunction with the 
"percent fat free” claim; and the {)roduct be at least 2 g of fat per serving 
ess than the weighted average fat level 

of other similar products. The comment 
asserted that these criteria would 
provide an effective and less restrictive 
means of drawing consumers’ attention 
to a reduced-fat content food, while 
allowing the consumer more reduced-fat 
products from which to choose. 

The agency considered the alternative 
criteria for “percent fat firee” claims as 
suggested in these comments. The 
suggested approaches establish 
differences between the "low fat” and 
"percent fat free” claims that the agency 
believes are inappropriate. As explained 
in comment 106 of this document, 
consumers expect a product with a 
"percent fat free” claim to be low in fat. 

and the comments did not present 
evidence to FDA to demonstrate to the 
contrary. Consequently, the most logical 
approach for defining a “percent fat 
free” claim is to choose criteria that 
make the claim consistent with the 
definition of “low fat” or "fat firee.” 
Thus, the agency rejects the alternative 
approaches recommended in the 
comments. Furthermore, the comments 
suggested alternatives that require 
comparison of amounts of fat among 
different products. This approach is 
more consistent with the criteria used 
for comparative claims such as 
"reduc^” or "less” and is not 
appropriate for nutrient content claims 
such as "percent fat free.” Further, in 
addition to not being consistent with the 
definitions for "low fat” or "fat free,” 
the suggested alternatives are based on 
extremely complex definitions that 
could result in consumer confusion 
concerning the meanings of the terms 
"low fat,” "fat free,” and "percent fat 
free.” 

vii. Saturated fat free. 111. A number 
of comments strongly recommended 
that FDA define the term “sattirated fat 
frree” and terms that would be synonyms 
for "saturated fat free.” These comments 
argued that a "frree” claim is one of the 
most powerful claims, and that 
saturated fat is one of the more 
important nutrients frrem a public health 
perspective. They stated that this claim 
would be extremely useful because the 
foods that would qualify are the foods 
that consumers are being encouraged to 
eat more frrequently. Fui^ermore, the 
availability of this claim would provide 
an incentive for the development of new 
foods that are "saturated fat free.” 

Some of the comments responded to 
FDA’s reason for not defining this term. 
The agency argued that since less than 
0.5 g per serving is "fat free,” one-third 
of this amoxmt, or 0.17 g per serving, 
would be the appropriate definition for 
"saturated fat fr^.” The agency did not 
propose a definition because it 
concluded that saturated fat could not 
be accurately measured at this level. 
The comments did not dispute this 
point, but they argued it is appropriate 
to define "saturated fat free” as less than 
0.5 g of saturated fat per serving based 
on the same criteria used for "fot frree” 
claims, i.e., dietary insignificance and 
reliable detection. 

One of these comments contended 
that a food that is "fat free” logically 
must be free of saturated fat because 
saturated fat is included in the 
definition of total fat. Other comments 
suggested that the definition be less 
than 0.25 g per serving on the basis of 
dietary insignificance. These comments 
did not discuss problems with 
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detection, except for one comment that 
stated that it should not be difficult to 
reliably detect saturated fat at 0.25 g per 
serving. This comment pointed out that 
in the proposed rule on mandatory 
nutrition labeling (56 FR 60366) less 
than 0.25 g of saturated fat per serving 
is the level that can be declared as "O." 
Another comment noted that consumers 
would likely be confused if foods 
declaring “0" g of saturated fat in the 
nutrition label bear the claim “low in 
saturated fat" instead of “saturated fat 
free." 

The agency is persuaded by the 
comments that the term “saturated fat 
free" would be useful to individuals 
trying to reduce their intake of saturated 
fat. It is defining this term as less than 
0.5 g of saturated fat per serving because 
the majority of the comments on this 
propos^ rule and on the proposed rule 
on mandatory nutrition labeling (56 FR 
60366) that addressed this issue stated 
that a lower value cannot be reliably 
detected. FDA has been convinced by 
these comments, which showed that 
less than 0.5 g of saturated fat is the 
reliable limit of detection of saturated 
fat in all types of foods, and thus 
analytically it equates to zero. 

The agency notes that it is aware of 
the concerns that trans fatty adds, 
which are unsaturated fatty adds, may 
raise serum cholesterol and has 
requested data on this issue. A review 
of the information submitted and of the 
published literature shows that the 
evidence that suggests that trans fatty 
acids raise serum cholesterol remains 
inconclusive, as fully discussed in the 
final rule on mandatory nutrition 
labeling published elsewhere in this 
issue of the Federal Register. However, 
because of the uncertainty regarding this 
issue, the fact that consumers would 
expect- a food bearing a “saturated fat 
free" claim to be firee of saturated fat 
and other components that simificantly 
raise serum cholesterol, and me 
potential importance of a saturated fat 
free claim, the agency believes that it 
would be misleading for produds that 
contain measurable amoimts of trans 
fatty acids to been a “satvirated fat fiee" 
claim. Thus, the agency is including a 
limit on trans fatty acids of 1 percent of 
the total fat in the definition of 
“saturated fat fiee” because the 
analytical techniques for measuring 
trans fatty acids below that level are not 
reliable. Accordingly, the agency is 
providing in new % 101.62(c)(l)(i) that 
the term “saturated fat fiee" (“fim of 
saturated fat," “no saturated fat," 
“without saturated fat,” “zero saturated 
fat." “trivial source of saturated fat,” 
“negligible source of saturated fat" or 
“dietarily insignificant source of 

saturated fat") may be used on the label 
of a food if the food contains less than 
0.5 g of saturated fat per serving and 1 
percent or less of total fat as trans fatty 
acids. 

Consistent with the requirements for 
other “free" claims, the agency is 
requiring in new § 101.62(c)(l)(ii) that 
the listing of ingredients generally 
understood by consumers to contain 
saturated fat must be accompanied by a 
statement such as “adds a trivial 
amount of saturated fat." Also, the 
agency is requiring in new 
§ 101.62(c)(l)(iii) that foods meeting the 
definition without special processing 
must be labeled in a manner that makes 
this clear. 

To accommodate this insertion, 
proposed § 101.62(c)(1) through (c)(3) is 
being redesignated as § 101.62(c)(2) 
through (c)(4), respectively. It should be 
noted that propos^ § 101.62(c) required 
that all foods bearing claims about 
saturated fat should disclose the amount 
of total fat and cholesterol in the food 
in immediate proximity to such claims. 
As discussed in response to comment 
138 of this document, the provision on 
the disclosure of cholesterol with these 
claims is required by section 
403(r)(2)(A)(iv) of the act. Because FDA 
is now defining the term “saturated fat 
free," the provision on the disclosure of 
total fat is revised to require the 
disclosure of total fat with a “saturated 
fat free" claim unless the food contains 
less than 0.5 g of total fat per reference 
amount (i.e., unless the food meets the 
definition of “fat free”), in which case 
the amount of total fat need not be 
disclosed. The agency concludes that 
disclosure of the amount of total fat is 
necessary when a “saturated fat free" 
claim is made for a food that is not “fat 
free" to prevent consumers who do not 
differentiate between a “saturated fat 
free” and “fat free” claim from being 
misled by a “saturated fat free" claim 
(see comment 139 of this document for 
related discussion). 

112. One comment requested that 
FDA define the term “very low 
saturated fat” as less than 0.5 g per 
serving. This comment stated that 
“saturated fat free” should be defined as 
less than 0.25 g per serving. Other 
comments requested that FDA define 
“very low” claims for other nutrients. 

The agency rejects this request 
because it concludes that “saturated fat 
free" should be defined as less than 0.5 
g per serving, as explained in the 
previous comment. Defining the term 
“very low saturated fat” is unnecessary 
because the proposed value for “low 
saturated fat" is only double the value 
for “saturated fat frM.” Furthermore, the 
agency is not defining any new “very 

low” terms because it believes that 
consumers would be confused by these 
terms in addition to the “free” terms. 
The term “very low sodium” is being 
retained because it has been in use for 
a number of years and is defined as 35 
mg or less of sodium per serving, which 
is 7 times the cutoff level for “sodium 
free" and one-quarter of the cutoff level 
for “low sodium." Accordingly, the 
agency is not defining “very low 
saturated fat.” 

via. Cholesterol free. 113. Most of the 
comments on the definition of the term 
“cholesterol fr^e" supported the 
definition in propos^ § 101.62(d)(1) of 
less than 2 mg of cholesterol per 
serving. A few comments disagreed. 
Some of the latter comments stated that 
a “cholesterol free" claim is misleading 
if the food contains any cholesterol. One 
of these comments suggested that a 
“cholesterol free" claim be 
accompanied by the statement, “this 
product may contain up to 2 mg of 
cholesterol." Other comments stated 
that “cholesterol free" should be less 
than 5 mg per serving, so that nonfat 
dairy prc^ucts can make this claim. One 
of these comments said that changing 
the requirement to 5 mg or less would 
be an incentive to food manufacturers to 
reformulate products so as to make this 
claim. Another comment said that FDA 
has failed to establish that 5 mg of 
cholesterol would not also be dietarily 
insignificant. 

The agency is not persuaded that the 
proposed value of less than 2 mg of 
cholesterol per serving should be 
changed or needs to be defined on the 
label. The agency selected this value 
because it represents the typical limit of 
reliable detection for existing analytical 
methods. A value of zero is not an 
option because it is analytically 
impossible to measure. Furthermore, 2 
mg per serving is low enough compared 
to the DRV for cholesterol, which is 300 
mg, to be considered dietarily and 
physiologically insignificant. As 
discussed in the tentative final rule on 
cholesterol terms of July 19,1990 (55 FR 
29456 at 29460), FDA believes that a 
limitation of 5 mg for the term 
“cholesterol free" is misleading. A 
person who consumes foods labeled as 
“cholesterol free" would expect that 
they would not contribute significantly 
to the cholesterol levels of his or her 
diet. Yet the consumption of 5 to 10 
foods per day containing up to 5 mg of 
cholesterol per serving could furnish 25 
to 50 mg of dietary cholesterol. This 
amount of cholesterol cannot be 
considered to be insubstantial. 
Moreover, the analytical limits on 
detecting cholesterol support a lower 
limit than 5 mg. Accordingly, the 
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agency has not revised the definition of 
"cholesterol free.” 

114. A couple of comments said that 
consumers are confused when they see 
ingredients containing cholesterol in the 
ingredient statement of foods bearing 
"cholesterol free" claims. 

The agency agrees that consumers 
may be confused by reading that e«s, 
for example, are listed as an ingredient 
of a food bearing a "no cholesterol" 
claim. The agency has reviewed these 
comments with the many comments on 
fat being added to foods labeled as "fat 
free." The agency has been persuaded 
by these comments that a clarification of 
this issue is needed to avoid consumer 
confusion. The agency believes that it is 
the listing of ingredients, such as eggs, 
that creates the confusion. Accordingly, 
the agency is revising 
§ 101.62(d)(l)(i)(B) and (ii)(B) in the 
final rule to require that the listing of 
ingredients that are generally 
understood by consumers to contain 
cholesterol be followed by an asterisk 
that refers to a disclosure statement 
appearing below the list of ingredients. 
The statement shall read: "adds a trivial 
amount of cholesterol,” "adds a 
negligible amount of cholesterol,” or 
“adds a dietarily insignificant amount of 
cholesterol.” The agency points out that 
because of these inserted sections, 
proposed § 101.62(d)(l)(i)(B) and 
{d)(l)(i)(C) are redesignated as 
§ 101.62(d)(l)(i)(C) and (d)(l)(i)(D). and 
proposed § 101.62(d)(l)(ii)(B) through 
(d)(l)(ii)(E) are redesignated as 
§ 101.62(dj(l){ii)(C) through (d)(l)(ii)(F). 

115. A few comments requested that 
FDA ban all cholesterol content claims. 
The comments argued that dietary 
cholesterol has an insignificant impact 
on blood cholesterol levels compared to 
saturated fat, and that the response to 
dietary cholesterol varies from 
individual to individual. 

The agency is denying this request. 
The Surgeon General’s report (Ref. 4) 
and the NAS report "Diet and Health, 
Implications for Reducing Chronic 
Disease Risk” (Ref. 12) considered the 
evidence on the effect of diet on an 
individual’s health. One of the main 
conclusions from these reports is that 
consumption of diets high in fat, 
saturated fat, and cholesterol is 
associated with increased risk of 
developing certain chronic diseases. 
These reports recommended that 
Americans reduce their consumption of 
these substances in their diets. To help 
Americans achieve this goal, the 1990 
amendments authorize FDA to define 
nutrient content claims, including those 
relating to cholesterol content. 
Accordingly, the agency is not revising 
the final rule to ban cholesterol claims. 

116. The agency received a number of 
comments on the proposed saturated fat 
threshold (i.e., limit) that allows foods 
bearing "no cholesterol” claims as well 
as other cholesterol claims to contain 
only 2 g or less of saturated fat per 
serving. About 20 comments opposed 
this threshold. About half as many 
comments supported the proposed rule 
and stated that a threshold of 2 g or less 
of saturated fat per serving is 
appropriate. One comment stated that 
this threshold should have a second 
criterion of 15 percent or less of energy 
(calories) from saturated fat. Similarly, 
another comment favored a second 
criterion of 6 percent or less of saturated 
fat on a dry weight basis. ’The comments 
recommending a different threshold 
were almost evenly divided between a 
higher value and a lower value. One 
comment requested that the threshold 
apply only to “cholesterol free” and 
"low cholesterol” claims, not to 
comparative claims. Other comments 
stated that foods bearing cholesterol 
claims should contain no saturated fat. 

Many of the comments opposing the 
threshold on saturated fat with 
cholesterol claims were from 
manufacturers of dairy products that 
have up to 95 percent of their 
cholesterol removed. These products 
contain more than 2 g of saturated fat 
per serving. The comments stated that 
cholesterol claims should be allowed on 
these products regardless of their 
saturated fat content. They contended 
that the proposed saturated fat threshold 
is inappropriate and unduly restrictive 
because the relationship of cholesterol 
and saturated fat has not been 
satisfactorily defined. A few comments 
against the threshold favored disclosure 
of saturated fat. One comment said that 
disclosure of saturated fat, rather than a 
threshold, would be more consistent 
with the 1990 amendments (section 
403(r)(2)(A)(iii)(II) of the act). They 
stated that a saturated fat threshold 
based on section 403(r)(2)(A)(vi) of the 
act fails to take into account the fact that 
certain foods containing more than 2 g 
of saturated fat may contain 
“substantially less” cholesterol than 
foods for which they might substitute. 

Some of the comments for a higher 
threshold recommended a value of 3 g 
or less of saturated fat per serving. The 
comments said that this threshold 
would allow nuts and peanut butter to 
make a "no cholesterol” claim. A few 
comments stated that the threshold 
should be 4 g or less to be consistent 
with the level of saturated fat above 
which risk is likely to increase and 
disclosure is required. One comment 
stated that consumers believe that 
cholesterol is found in all fats and oils. 

'They argued that claims are needed to 
help consumers select foods that do not 
contain cholesterol, rather than foods 
that do contain cholesterol (e.g„ 
margarine for butter). 

Most of the comments for a lower 
threshold recommended 1 g or less of 
saturated fat per serving and 15 percent 
or less of calories from saturated fat, to 
be consistent with the definition of “low 
in saturated fat.” One comment 
suggested that the first criterion be 1.5 
g or less of saturated fat per serving, and 
another comment suggested that the 
second should be no more that 7 
calories from saturated fat per 100 
calories. 

These comments were concerned that 
the threshold proposed would 
encourage a proliferation of 
inappropriate cholesterol claims. Also, 
they were concerned that consumer 
education efforts would be hampered by 
a saturated fat limit of 1 g for "low in 
saturated fat” claims, of 2 g for 
cholesterol claims, and of 4 g for 
disclosure of saturated fat (e.g., a 
product bearing a sodium claim that 
contains more than 4 g of saturated fat 
per serving must disclose: "See 
[appropriate panel] for information on 
saturated fat and other nutrients”). The 
comments encouraged FDA to strive for 
consistency along with strictness and 
simplicity. 

Tne agency is not persuaded that the 
saturated fat threshold should be 
eliminated or changed. FDA finds that 
there is general scientific agreement on 
the relationship between saturated fat 
and cholesterol and serum cholesterol 
levels. In the general principles 
proposal (56 FR 60421 at 60426), the 
agency noted that under section 
403(r)(2)(A)(vi) of the act, it can by 
regulation prohibit a nutrient content 
claim if the claim is misleading in light 
of the level of another nutrient in the 
food. Further, FDA stated that it has 
tentatively made such a finding with 
regard to cholesterol claims and the 
presence of saturated fat, as fully 
discussed in the fat/cholesterol proposal 
(56 FR 60478 at 60495). FDA pointed 
out that NASIs "Diet and Health” report 
(Ref. 12) stated that "saturated fatty acid 
intake is the major dietary determinant 
of the serum total cholesterol and low- 
density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol 
levels in populations and thereby of 
coronary heart disease risk in 
populations” (56 FR 60482). 
Furthermore, an FDA survey has found 
that consumers are interested in 
cholesterol content claims because they 
believe that eating foods with no or low 
cholesterol will have a significant effect 
on their blood cholesterol levels and on 
their chances of developing heart 
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disease (Ref. 16). Consequently, FDA 
continues to believe that to ensure that 
cholesterol claims do not mislead 
consumers it is necessary to permit their 
use only when the foods also contain 
levels of saturated fat that are below a 
specified threshold level. Accordingly, 
the agency is denying the requests to 
eliminate the threshold. This decision 
applies to “cholesterol free,” “low 
cholesterol," and comparative 
cholesterol claims. 

The agency does not agree that 
disclosure of the amount of saturated fat 
in proximity to a cholesterol claim is 
sufficient to prevent consumers from 
being misled. As stated above, 
consumers expec:t foods with 
cholesterol claims to affect blood 
cholesterol levels, and saturated fat is 
the major dietary determinant of blood 
cholesterol levels. These expectations 
are not met if disclosure of saturated fat 
is permitted because the saturated fat is 
still present. Therefore, the agency is 
also denying the request to allow 
disclosure of saturated fat instead of a 
threshold. 

Additionally,Hhe agency does not 
agree that the saturated fat threshold 
should be a higher value or a lower 
value. The rationale for the threshold 
level of 2 g or less of saturated fat per 
serving is explained in the July 19, 
1990, tentative final rule (55 FR 29456 
at 29458). In summary, Uie value is 
consistent with the recommendations of 
recent dietary guidelines (Refs. 7,12, 
and 17) that saturated fat intake should 
be less than 10 percent of calories. The 
agency believes that a saturated fat level 
that exceeds 2 g would make a 
cholesterol claim misleading because 
consumer expectations would not be 
met if such a food is not consistent with 
the recommendations of the guidelines 
with respect to saturated fat. For this 
reason, the agency concludes that levels 
of 2 g or less are not misleading and 
finds no basis for lowering the threshold 
below 2 g. 

A review of the composition of food 
shows that a reasonable number of foods 
qualify for cholesterol claims under the 
criteria that FDA is establishing. For 
example, a number of oils including 
soybean, com. safflower, and olive oil. 
qualify for a “no cholesterol” claim (Ref. 
6). Accordingly, the agency is denying 
the requests to change the threshold. 

Finally, the agency is not persuaded 
that it is necessary for the threshold to 
have a second criterion. The agency 
proposed a second criterion of 6 percent 
or less saturated fat on a dry weight 
basis in the July 19,1990, tentative final 
rule (55 FR 29455). In response to 
comments stating that the second 
criterion was unnecessary and would 

unfairly penalize foods that have a high 
moisture content, the agency proposed 
to eliminate this provision. The agency 
still agrees that this provision is 
unnecessary and is not persuaded by the 
comments herein to reverse this action. 

117. At least one comment suggested 
that a food bearing a “cholesterol free" 
claim should have a 3 g limit on fat 
content. Another comment believed that 
such a food should be “fat free.” 

The agency disagrees with these 
comments b^ause it has concluded that 
disclosure of fat on a food bearing a 
“cholesterol free” claim is preferable to 
a fat limit as fully discussed in response 
to comment 143 of this document. The 
agency does not find that a cholesterol 
claim on the label of a food containing 
high levels of fat is misleading when the 
fat amount is disclosed in proximity to 
the claim because total fat per se does 
not affect blood cholesterol levels. 

118. A few comments stated that a 
“cholesterol free” claim is misleading 
on a product that contains trans fatty 
acids. These comments stated that 
consumers select foods that contain no 
cholesterol to lower their blood 
cholesterol levels and argued that trans 
fatty acids increase these levels. 

The agency understands the concerns 
about trans fatty acids expressed in 
these comments and has requested data 
on this issue. However, as discussed in 
comment 111 of this document, a 
review of the information submitted and 
of the published literature shows that 
the evidence that suggests that trans 
fatty acids raise serum cholesterol 
remains inconclusive, as fully discussed 
in the final rule on mandatory nutrition 
labeling published elsewhere in this 
issue of the Federal Register. For this 
reason the agency believes that a “no 
cholesterol” claim on a food containing 
trans fatty acids is not misleading. 
Accordingly, the agency is making no 
change in the final rule in response to 
these comments. However, as explained 
in comment 111 of this document, the 
agency has included a limit for trans 
fatty acids as a criterion for a “saturated 
fat free claim.” because of the 
implications of that claim and the 
particular importance of that claim. 

2. Low 

In the general principles and fat/ 
cholesterol proposals (56 FR 60421 and 
60478), FDA proposed to define the 
term “low” for total fat, saturated fat, 
cholesterol, sodium, and calories. The 
agency stated that it did not believe that 
the term “low” should necessarily mean 
that a nutrient is present in a food in an 
inconsequential amount, as with “free,” 
but rather that the selection of a food 
bearing the term should assist 

consumers in assembling a prudent 
daily diet and in meeting overall dietary 
recommendations to limit the intake of 
certain nutrients. 

FDA proposed the terms “little” or 
“few,” “small amounts of,” and “low 
source of as synonyms for the term 
“low” and specifically requested 
comments on how consumers 
commonly understand the meaning of 
all these terms. The agency also asked 
whether the terms are in fact 
synonymous. 

FDA also proposed that “low” claims 
used on foods that inherently contain 
low levels of a nutrient must refer to all 
foods of that type and not merely to the 
particular brand to which the labeling is 
attached. The agency requested 
comments on this provision. 

a. General comments. 119. A few 
comments addressed the concept of 
using 2 percent of the DRV per serving 
as the starting point in defining “low” 
claims. These comments questioned 
FDA’s statement that 2 percent or more 
of the DRV is a “measurable amount.” 
They said that amounts under this level 
could be measured accurately as 
evidenced by the fact that less than 0.5 
g of fat per serving, or less than 1 
percent of the proposed DRV, is the 
cutoff proposed for the “fat free” claim. 

The agency agrees with this comment 
that amounts of fat less than 2 percent 
of the DRV for this nutrient can be 
measured accurately. The agency 
believes that, in general, less than 0.5 g 
of fat per serving represents the cutoff 
below which fat cannot be measured 
accurately in all food matrices and thus 
was the level chosen to define “fat free” 
(56 FR 60484, November 27, 1991). The 
agency acknowledges that its discussion 
of a “measurable amount” being 2 
percent or more of the DRV of a nutrient 
in a serving of a food is not clear (56 FR 
60439). This terminology was taken 
from § 101.3(e), issued in 1977, which 
describes how foods are to be named, 
and under what circumstances the word 
“imitation" must precede the name of a 
food that has a decreased level of an 
essential nutrient. FDA determined that 
nutrients present at a level of 2 percent 
or more of the U.S. RDA were present 
in a “measurable amount” and thus , 
were of sufficient importance to be 
considered in deciding whether a 
substitute product should be labeled as 
an “imitation.” 

In the proposed rule, the agency 
selected less than 2 percent as the 
starting point in defining “low” claims 
based on the precedent established in 
§ 101.3(e) that a decrease of a nutrient 
in a food by this amount was not 
sufficiently important to the diet to 
justify concern. Thus, the agency 
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tentatively concluded that this level was 
appropriate to use in defining "low." In 
this context, the agency did not mean to 
imply by the words "measurable 
amoimt" that lower amounts could not 
be measured. Given this explanation, 
the agency concludes that no changes 
are necessary in response to these 
comments. 

120. At least one comment requested 
that the definitions for the nutrient 
content claims "free” and "low” not 
overlap. For example, "low cholesterol” 
should be defined as 2 to 20 mg of 
cholesterol rather than less than 20 mg 
of cholesterol per serving. 

The agency agrees that a "low” claim 
on a product that could make a "free” 
claim could be confusing. However, 
FDA concludes that it is not necessary 
to make these definitions mutually 
exclusive because it is unlikely that a 
"low” claim would be used on a food 
that is eligible to bear a "free” claim. 
Accordingly, the agency is denying this 
request. However, the agency advises 
manufacturers to use the most 
appropriate claim to avoid confusion. 

121. A few comments requested that 
FDA define "low sugar.” One comment 
requested that FDA define this term as 
3 g or less of sugar per serving or less 
than or equal to 10 percent sugar for the 
cereal category. This comment stated 
that because there is such a large 
number of products from which to 
select, it is important that cereals that 
are low in sugar be able to communicate 
this fact to consumers. Of the 180 
products that label sugar content, about 
20 percent contain 3 g or less of sugar 
per serving. Also the comment stated 
that 3 g of sugar provide 12 calories, 
which is 10 percent of the calories 
contributed by a typical l>ounce serving 
of cereal. This comment also requested 
that "very low sugar” be defined as one- 
half of the quantity for "low sugar” or 
1 g or less of sugar per serving. Another 
comment recommended a dennition of 
5 g or less of sugar per serving. This 
comment stated that presently 20 
percent of adult caloric intake is 
attributed to sugar. Using an arbitrary 25 
percent decrease in this level, a 
reference diet of 2000 calories, and 20 
servings per day, the comment 
computed a value of 5 g for the cutoff. 
Using the same rationale, this comment 
requested that "very low sugar” be 
defined as 3 g or less of sugar per 
serving. 

The agency does not believe that these 
comments provide an acceptable basis 
for defining "low sugar.” The fact that 
20 percent of cereals may contain 3 g or 
less of sugar per serving is not a 
sufficient reason to define "low sugar” 
in this manner, even for cereal. 

Likewise, a value based on a 25 percent 
decrease from current intake is not a 
sufficient basis to define this term. To 
be consistent with the approach the 
agency has taken for other "low” 
definitions, a definition for a "low” 
level of sugar would have to relate to the 
total amount of the nutrient 
recommended for daily consumption, as 
discussed in the general principles 
proposal (56 FR 60439). However, 
because the available consensus 
documents do not provide quantitative 
recommendations for daily intake of 
sugars, FDA is not proposing a reference 
value for this nutrient. The agency 
concludes that without a reference value 
for sugar intake, the term "low sugar” 
cannot be defined. For the same reason, 
the agency is also not defining the term 
"very low sugar.” Accordingly, the 
agency is not accepting the 
recommendations of this comment. The 
agency points out, however, that much 
of the information that these comments 
seek to convey can be communicated by 
use of a "reduced sugar” or "less sugar” 
claim made in accordance with new 
§ 101.62(c)(4). 

b. Synonyms for low. Several 
comments discussed synonyms for the 
descriptive terms "low” and "very low” 
that FDA defined in the general 
principles and fat/cholesterol proposals. 
The agency notes that it defined "very 
low” only in the context of sodium 
claims (i.e., "very low sodium”). 

122. One comment offered the term 
"lowest” as a synonym for "low” and 
suggested that it be applicable to all 
nutrients for which FDA is defining 
"low” nutrient content claims. 

FDA disagrees with this comment 
because "lowest” is a comparative term 
that describes the position of a product 
with regard to one or more of its 
attributes relative to that of other 
products within a particular category. 
Therefore, FDA believes that "lowest” is 
not an appropriate synonym for "low,” 
and the agency is not adopting this 
suggested term. 

123. Two comments suggested that 
terms like "short” or "small” be 
permitted as synonyms for "low.” 

These comments did not provide 
supporting information to persuade the 
agency that consumers commonly 
understand the terms "short” or "small” 
to have the same meaning as "low.” 
Therefore, FDA is not providing for the 
use of any of these terms as synonyms 
for "low” at this time. However the 
agency advises that interested persons 
may submit a synonym petition for the 
use of any of these terms as prescribed 
in § 101.69 of this final rule. The agency 
has, however, provided for the use of "a 

small amoimt of as a synonym for 
"low.” 

124. One comment offered the terms 
"dab,” "dash,” "hardly,” 
"insignificant,” "minimiun,” 
"negligible,” "next to nothing,” 
"pinch,” "slight,” "smidgeon,” "tinge,” 
"trivial,” "tiny,” "touch,” or "very 
little” as synonyms for "very low.” 

The agency notes that it has defined 
the term "very low” only for of sodium 
content claims and has not provided for 
any synonyms for this term. The 
comment did not provide supporting 
information to persuade the agency that 
consumers commonly \mderstand the 
terms "dab,” "dash,” "hardly,” 
"insignificant,” "minimum,” 
"negligible,” "next to nothing,” 
"pinch,” "slight,” "smidgeon," "tinge,” 
"trivial,” "tiny,” "touch,” or "very 
little” to have the same meaning as 
"very low.” Therefore, FDA is not 
providing for the use of any of these 
terms as synonyms for "very low” at 
this time. However the agency advises 
that interested persons may submit a 
synonym petition for the use of any of 
these terms as prescribed in § 101.69 of 
this final rule. 

c. Specific definitions, i. Low and very 
low sodium. 

125. Some comments disagreed with 
the agency’s proposal to retain 140 mg 
as the level for "low sodium, 
contending that the basis of the 
definition for this term should be 
consistent with that for other nutrients, 
which would result in "low sodium” 
being defined as 96 mg or less per 
serving, i.e., 4 percent of the DRV. One 
comment specifically opposed lowering 
the criterion to 96 mg per serving, 
noting that it is important to retain 
consistency with existing definitions. 
Others argued that the sodium/salt 
sensitive portion of the population is 
small in number, so that there would be 
little public health benefit in reducing 
the "low sodium” definition. Other 
comments generally contended that 
consumers are familiar with 140 mg 
through its widespread use in 
describing "low sodium” foods over the 
last 8 years, and that there have been no 
apparent problems. One comment 
proposed that "low sodium” claims 
should be allowed on foods containing 
10 percent of the DRV, per serving or 
per 100 g. It provided no basis for this 
suggestion which would result in 
increasing the cutoff level for "low 
sodium” foods from 140 mg to 240 mg. 

The agency has reviewed the 
comments and is not persuaded to 
change the proposed definition for "low 
sodium.” As discussed in the general 
principles proposal (56 FR 60421 at 
60441) and noted by some of the 
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comments, the descriptive terms for 
sodium have been in use for 
approximately 8 years, and the agency 
believes that consumers are familiar 
with them. In general, comments 
received in response to the 1989 
ANPRM and at the public hearings that 
followed, did not indicate a need for 
change, and most of the comments to 
this rulemaking supported the existing 
criteria, even though it was not deriv^ 
in the same manner (i.e., which would 
have yielded a value of 96 mg per 
serving) as other “low” claims. 

The agency also disagrees with 
comments suggesting a definition for 
“low sodium” of 240 mg per serving. If 
the definition were established at this 
level, a person could easily exceed the 
DRV for sodium (e.g., if more than 10 
foods are consumed per day which are 
“low sodium”). This result would be 
inconsistent with dietary 
recommendations and with the 
approach that FDA is taking in defining 
other terms. As discussed in the general 
principles proposal (56 FR 60421 at 
60439), the agency believes that the 
selection of a food bearing the term 
“low” should assist consumers in 
assembling a prudent daily diet and in 
meeting overall dietary 
recommendations to limit certain 
nutrients. Therefore, the agency is 
retaining its criteria for “low sodium” 
claims. 

126. Many comments agreed with the 
proposed definition for "very low 
sodium,” stating that it is useful and has 
come to be understood by consumers. 
However, one comment stated that the 
term is not necessary. 

The agency has reviewed the 
comments and is not persuaded to 
change the proposed definition for 
“very low sodium.” “Very low sodium 
foods” will be useful to individuals in 
the population wishing to reduce their 
total sodium intake to a more moderate 
level and will be especially useful to 
individuals on medically restricted diets 
(see 56 FR 60441). In general, comments 
received in response to the 1989 
ANPRM and at the public hearings did 
not indicate a need for change, and most 
of the comments to this rulemaking 
supported keeping the existing criteria. 
Therefore, the agency is retaining 35 mg 
as the eligibility level for “very low 
sodium” claims. 

w. Low calorie. 127. Many comments 
agreed with the agency’s definition of 
“low calorie.” Some comments, 
however, disagreed. One comment 
suggested that “low calorie” be defined 
at 4 percent of the DRV or RDI, rather 
than the 2 percent. One comment 
suggested that the maximum calorie 
level was too low, and that only a few 

products would qualify to make a “low 
calorie” claim. 

The agency agrees with the majority 
of the comments that 40 calories or less 
is the appropriate per serving criterion 
for the “low calorie” definition. FDA is 
not persuaded by the comments or by its 
own review of the calorie content of 
foods (Ref. 18) that increasing the per 
serving allowance in the definition of 
“low calorie” is prudent if the term is 
to be useful to consumers attempting to 
control their intake of calories. 

As explained in the general principles 
proposed rule (56 FR 60439), FDA is 
defining a “low” claim for a nutrient 
that is ubiquitous in the food supply as 
an amount equal to 2 percent of the DRV 
for the nutrient. While a DRV for 
calories has not been established, FDA 
used a reference caloric intake of 2,350 
calories for reviewing the definition of 
“low calorie” and for establishing DRV’s 
for other nutrients. As discussed in the 
RDI/DRV final rule published elsewhere 
is this issue of the Federal Register, 
FDA has changed the reference caloric 
intake to 2,000 calories. Using the 
general approach described above, 2 
percent of 2,000 calories computes to 40 
calories. Accordingly, the agency is not 
changing the per reference amount 
criterion for the definition of “low 
calorie.” 

128. One comment suggested that the 
definition of “low calorie” should be 
based on foods that can be eaten fieely 
without adding significantly to the 
caloric content of the total diet. 

FDA disagrees with this comment. 
The term “calorie fiue” already 
describes foods that can be eaten finely 
without adding significantly to the 
caloric content of the total diet. 
Accordingly, the agency is not defining 
“low calorie” in this manner. 

jij. Low fat. 129. Only a few comments 
supported proposed § 101.62(b)(2) that 
defines “low fat” as 3 g or less per 
serving and per 100 g of the food. Most 
of the comments on this issue objected ' 
to the second criterion of 3 g or less per 
100 g. Some of these comments 
suggested alternatives to the second 
criterion. 

The second criterion for the term 
“low fat,” as well as the second 
criterion for the other “low” terms, has 
been discussed in section m.A.l.b. of 
this document on the general approach 
to nutrient content claims. In this 
section, the agency is addressing the 
comments on the first criterion of 3 g or 
less per serving. 

The majority of the comments 
recommended that “low fat” remain at 
3 g or less per serving. About 20 
comments requested that the cutofi be 4 
g or less per serving. These comments 

argued that defining “low fat” in this 
manner could still lead to a significant 
reduction of fat in the total diet as well 
as allow more flexibility for product 
development. A few comments 
requested that the cutoff be at more than 
4 g per serving. 

Some of the comments that requested 
that the cutoff be 4 g or less presented 
the following rationale: A diet of 2,350 
calories per day with 30 percent of 
calories fi:om fat allows a maximum of 
78 g of fat per day. The typical adult 
consumes 20 servings of food per day. 
These comments estimated that 13 of 
these servings contain fat. Dividing 78 g 
by 13 gives an average of 6 g of fat. 
Based on this reasoning, 4 g of fat would 
be below the average of 6 g (a 1/3 
reduction) and could be considered to 
be “low fat.” 

These comments pointed out that if 
each of 13 servings of foods contained 
4 g of fat, the total amount of fat would 
be only 52 g, well short of 78 g. Another 
comment based its calculations on 10 
servings of food containing fat. It 
observed that if 5 of 10 fat-containing 
foods had 4 g, they would provide 20 g 
of fat in the diet. Thus, the other 5 
servings could contain 11 g of fat each 
for a total of 75 g, which was the 
proposed DRV for fat. Other comments 
stated that 4 g or less of fat per serving 
is appropriate because even if all 20 
servings of food a day contained 4 g of 
fat (i.e., less than 5 percent of the DRV), 
the daily total would slightly exceed the 
DRV. 

The agency agrees with the majority 
of the comments that 3 g or less of fat 
is the appropriate per serving criterion 
for the “low fat” definition. FDA is not 
persuaded by the comments or by its 
own review of the fat content of foods 
(Ref. 19) that increasing the per serving 
allowance in the definition of “low fat” 
is necessary or prudent if the term is to 
be useful to consumers attempting to 
control their intake of fat. 

As explained in the fat and 
cholesterol proposed rule (56 FR 60486), 
FDA is defining a “low” claim for a 
nutrient that is ubiquitous in the food 
supply as an amount equal to 2 percent 
of the DRV for the nutrient. To arrive at 
a definition when a nutrient is not 
ubiquitous, the agency proposed to 
increase the 2 percent amount to adjust 
for such a nutrient’s uneven distribution 
in the food supply. This adjustment 
recognizes the practice of dietary 
planning in which a person consumes, 
in a day. a reasonable number of 
servings of foods labeled as “low,” 
balanced with a number of servings of 
foods that do not contain the nutrient in 
question and a number of servings of 
foods that contain the nutrient at levels 
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above the “low” level and is still able 
to stay comfortably within the 
guidelines of the various dietary 
recommendations (Refs. 7,12, and 17). 

With respect to fat, current dietary 
guidelines recommend that a person 
consume a maximum of 30 percent of 
calories from fat, which in a diet of 
2,000 calories per day would allow for 
consumption of a maximum of 67 g of 
fat per day. FDA is adopting this value 
rounded to 65 g as the DRV for fat. Two 
percent of the DRV is 1.3 g, which 
rounded to the nearest one-half g would 
be 1.5 g. 

The agency is not using 1.5 g as the 
cutoff of a "low fat” claim, however, 
because fat is not ubiquitous in the food 
supply. Because fat is not ubiquitous 
but is found in more than a few food 
categories, FDA concludes that an 
appropriate upper limit for a "low fat” 
claim should be set at two times 2 
percent of the DRV or 3 g per serving. 
The agency remains convinced that this 
amount is a reasonable definition for 
“low fat” because an average level of 3 
g in 16 to 20 servings of food per day 
(balancing the number of foods that do 
not contain fat with those that contain 
higher levels of fat to yield an average 
of 3 g of fat per serving) would supply 
48 to 60 g of fat daily, within the DRV 
of 65 g of total fat. An average level of 
4 g in 16 to 20 servings would supply 
64 to 80 g of total fat, exceeding the 
DRV Similarly, an average of 5 g would 
supply 80 to 100 g of fat. For this reason 
the agency concludes that 4 g or more 
of fat per serving is not an appropriate 
definition for "low fat.” Accordingly, 
the agency is not making the suggested 
change. 

130. Some of the comments that 
requested that FDA change the 
definition of “low fat” (proposed 
§ 101.62(b)(2)) to 4 g or less of fat per 
serving also requested that FDA define 
“very low fat.” They stated that 2 g or 
less of fat per serving could be 
considered “very low fat” if 4 g or less 
of fat were the definition of “low fat.” 
One comment offered the rationale that 
on a per serving basis, “very low fat” 
should be 0.5 g to 2 percent or less of 
the DRV (based on 75 g of fat) for fat, 
and “low fat” should be 5 percent or 
less of the DRV, 

The agency is rejecting this 
recommendation because it is based 
upon an increase in the proposed 
definition of “low fat,” which the 
agency is not making as explained in the 
previous comment. Also, as discussed 
in response to comment 124 of this 
document, additional “very low” terms 
will be confusing to consumers. 
Accordingly, the agency is not defining 
“very low fat.” 

131. At least one comment 
recommended that “low fat” foods be 
defined only as those foods containing 
no more than 3 g of fat per 100 g. The 
reason given for this recommendation is 
that it would simplify the comparison of 
foods. 

As explained in response to a similar 
suggestion for “fat free” claims (see 
comment 98 of this document), FDA 
does not believe that this approach 
alone is appropriate for the definition of 
nutrient content claims because it does 
not adequately account for the way 
foods are consumed. 

132. A few comments objected to the 
agency’s approach of defining “low fat” 
in terms of g of fat per serving (proposed 
§ 101.62(b)(2)(i)). One comment 
recommended that a “low fat” food be 
defined as a food having no more than 
30 percent of calories derived ft-om fat. 
Other comments recommended limits of 
25 percent and 20 percent of calories 
derived from fat. Similarly, another 
comment stated that a “very low fat” 
food should have no more than 10 
percent of calories derived from fat. 

The agency disagrees with this 
suggestion for several reasons. Dietary 
recommendations to obtain no more 
than 30 percent of calories from fat are 
aimed at the total diet, not at individual 
foods. The agency believes that 
expressing claims in terms of g per 
serving as the basis for all “low” 
nutrient content claims is preferable 
because this amount is absolute. The 
percent of calories from fat varies 
disproportionately with the total 
number of calories in a food. If the 
number of calories is low, the percent of 
calories from fat can be relatively high. 
For example, the percent of calories 
from fat for radishes is over 25 percent. 
Thus, they would not be considered a 
“low fat” food using one of the 
approaches suggested. In fact, radishes 
contain only about 0.3 g of fat per 
serving and qualify as a “fat free” food 
using FDA’s approach. Consequently, 
FDA concludes that the requested 
approach can be extremely misleading, 
especially when applied to certain 
categories of foods that are consistent 
with recommended diets (e.g., fresh 
fruits and vegetables). 

Furthermore, FDA recognizes that 
consumers are most familiar with 
nutrient content claims being expressed 
in terms of g per serving. Comments that 
the agency has received in response to 
the 1989 ANPRM and in the public 
hearings that followed also supported 
continued use of serving sizes in the 
definition of nutrient content claims, as 
did the lOM report (Ref. 14). Finally, 
one of the goals of nutrient content 
claims is to help consumers construct a 

diet that is consistent with dietary 
guidelines. Claims based on absolute 
per serving amounts are much easier to 
use in this way than claims based on 
percentages computed for the individual 
food. Accordingly, the agency is not 
defining “low fat” in terms of percent of 
calories from fat. 

133. A number of comments 
suggested that FDA should vary the 
quantitative definition of “low fat” 
according to food category and 
designate as "low” those foods that are 
relatively low compared to other foods 
in the same food category. In support of 
this approach, the comments argued 
that a single criterion may cause 
consumers to avoid food categories in 
which no foods qualify for a claim, 
making the task of educating consumers 
about appropriate choices.within those 
categories more difficult. 

The agency considered this approach 
and is rejecting it for the reasons 
discussed in the general principles 
proposal (56 FR 60421 at 60439). In 
summary, the agency believes that 
relative claims can be used to highlight 
certain foods in the same food category. 
The use of different criteria for “low fat” 
foods in different food categories would 
make it difficult for consumers to 
compare products across food categories 
and to substitute one food for another in 
their diets. Furthermore, this approach 
would make it possible for some foods 
that did not qualify to use the nutrient 
content claim to contain less fat than 
foods in other categories that did 
qualify. FDA has received many 
comments asking for consistency among 
nutrient content claims to aid 
consumers in recalling and using the 
defined terms. In addition, the lOM 
report (Ref. 14) recommended such 
consistency. None of the comments 
provided any basis for why these factors 
should not be controlling. Accordingly, 
the agency will not vary the quantitative 
definition of “low fat” from food 
category to food category. 

134. At least one comment suggested 
that foods be described as “low fat” if 
they contain one-third less fat than the 
“regular” food. 

FDA disagrees with this terminology 
because it believes it is not appropriate. 
However, FDA agrees that foods with a 
one-third reduction in fat content 
compared to an appropriate reference 
food should be able to make a claim and 
is providing in new § 101.62(b)(4) that 
such foods may be described as 
“reduced fat” or “less fat.” 
Consequently, the agency concludes 
that no change is warranted in response 
to this comment. 

135. One comment suggested that a 
food that is “low fat” should also be 
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"low cholesterol," and that the 
descriptor should be "low fat/low 
cholesterol." Using the same rationale, 
the comment suggested that the claim 
"fat free/cholesterol free” be used in 
place of "fat free” and "cholesterol 
free.” Another comment expressed 
concern about "fat free” being used to 
describe foods that contain high levels 
of cholesterol. 

The agency believes that this 
approach is overly restrictive and is not 
in accord with section 403(r)(2)(B)(ii) of 
the act, which provides that cholesterol 
should be identified on the PDF (i.e., 
"See-panel for information 
on cholesterol and other nutrients") 
only at levels associated with increased 
risk taking into account the significance 
of the food in the total diet. The agency 
has determined that these levels for 
cholesterol are those exceeding 20 
percent of the DRV or 60 mg of 
cholesterol per reference amount, per 
labeled serving size, or, for foods with 
reference amounts of 30 g or less or 2 
tablespoons or less, per 50 g of food. 
Section 403(r)(2)(A) of the act, which 
makes special provisions for cholesterol, 
saturated fat, and fiber claims, makes no 
such provision for fat claims. 
Accordingly, the agency is making no 
change in response to these comments. 
The agency notes that it is unaware of 
any “fat frw" foods that contain 60 mg 
cholesterol. 

iV Low saturated fat. 136. The agency 
received several comments on proposed 
§ 101.62(c)(1) which defines “low in 
saturated fat" as 1 g or less per serving 
and no more than 15 percent of calories 
from saturated fatty acids. Most of the 
comments supported the criterion of 1 
g or less per serving. Other comments 
requested that the cutoff be a higher 
value. One comment stated that this 
claim should be defined only in terms 
of percent of calories from saturated fat 
but did not suggest a percentage. 
Another comment stated that it would 
be more appropriate to permit this claim 
on foods that are high in total fat and 
relatively low in saturated fat but did 
not make a specific recommendation. 

The second criterion for the term 
"low in saturated fat” is discussed in 
comment 137 of this document. In this 
section, the agency is addressing the 
comments on the first criterion of 1 g or 
less of saturated fat per serving. 

The comments recommending a cutoff 
of 2 g per serving stated that this value 
would be consistent with Canada’s 
definition of "low in saturated fat” and 
with the proposed saturated fat 
threshold on cholesterol claims. They 
pointed out that FDA’s rationale for the 
2 g threshold is that it is consistent with 
current dietary recommendations that 

10 percent of calories come from 
saturated fat. One comment complained 
that a cutofi of 1 g would result in 
canola oil being the only oil able to bear 
this claim. The comment said that this 
oil is very minor in both production and 
consumption in the United States. It 
alleged that FDA has failed to recognize 
the strong body of scientific evidence 
that consumption of polyunsaturated fat 
lowers bloodcholesterol. The comment 
contended that in terms of its effect on 
blood cholesterol, the effect of the low 
saturated fat'content of canola oil is 
negated by its polyunsaturated fat 
content. The comment said that it has . 
been shown conclusively in humans 
that both com oil and soybean oil are 
better than canola oil in lowering serum 
cholesterol. The comment argued that 
the proposed definition "is clearly 
discriminatory, arbitrary, and ill-serves 
the U.S. industry and the consumer.” 

Another comment, which supported a 
definition of 2 g or less of saturated fat 
per serving and no more than 15 percent 
of calories from saturated fat, presented 
data that it claimed showed that 
saturated fat intake both for the total 
population and the 90th percentile is 
basically identical whether the first 
criterion is 1 or 2 g per serving. It 
concluded that a cutoff of 1 g would 
unreasonably restrict consumer choices 
of foods with no dietary impact on 
saturated fat. 

The agency has reconsidered this 
issue and agrees with the majority of the 
comments that 1 g or less is the 
appropriate per serving criterion for the 
"low in saturated fat” claim, which is 
the proposed value. FDA is not 
persuaded by the arguments or by its 
own review of the saturated fat content 
of foods (Ref. 20) that increasing the per 
serving allowance in the definition is 
necessary or prudent if the term is to be 
useful to consumers attempting to 
control their intake of saturated fat. FDA 
acknowledges that only a limited 
number of fats and oils will be able to 
make this claim but points out that in 
addition to canola oil, high oleic 
safflower oil, almond oil. apricot kernel 
oil. and hazelnut oil qualify. Also, 
mayonnaise type salad dressing and 
various types of low calorie salad 
dressings can make this claim. With 
respect to the statement that com oil 
and soybean oil are better than canola 
oil in lowering serum cholesterol, the 
agency notes that this statement was not 
supported by data in the comment. 

As explained in the fat/cholesterol 
proposed rule (56 FR 60486) end in the 
section on "low fat” in this final mle, 
FDA is defining "low fat” as 2 percent 
of the DRV for fat times two to adjust 
for the fat distribution in the food 

supply, or 3 g of fat per serving. Using 
the same approach for saturated fat and 
the recommendation of current dietary 
guidelines (Refs. 7,12, and 17) that the 
consumption of saturated fat be less 
than 10 percent of calories, the agency 
concludes that "low in saturated fat” 
should be defined as 1 g or less per 
serving. 

This conclusion reflects the fact that 
total fat and saturated fat have similar 
distributions in the food supply. An 
FDA analysis has determined that both 
total fat and saturated fat are present in 
over half of 18 USDA-defined food 
categories (Ref. 21). For the purpose of 
that analysis, a nutrient was considered 
to be "present” in a food c.ategory if over 
one-half of the foods in the category 
contained 2 percent or more of the 
proposed DRV. Further, the agency 
remains convinced that this amount is 
a reasonable definition for "low in 
saturated fat” because an average level 
of 1 g in 16 to 20 servings of food per 
day would supply 16 to 20 g of 
saturated fat daily, within the DRV for 
saturated fat of 20 g (§ 101.9(c)(9)(i)). An 
average level of 1.5 g in 16 to 20 
servings per day would supply 24 to 30 
g of saturated fat, exceeding the DRV. 
Similarly, an average level of 2 g would 
supply 32 to 40 g of saturated fat. For 
this reason, the agency concludes that 
1.5 g or more of saturated fat per serving 
is not an appropriate definition for "low 
in saturated fat.” Accordingly, the 
agency is denying the requests that the 
cutoff for the per serving criterion be 
increased or eliminated. 

137. Some comments recommended 
that the second criterion in proposed 
§ 101.6.2(c)(1). which defines "low in 
saturated fat” as 1 g or less per serving 
and no more than 15 percent of calories 
from saturated fatty acids, be 
eliminated, and a few comments 
suggested that it be changed to a lower 
value. 

The comments that recommended 
that the second criterion should be 
eliminated said that this criterion 
prevents claims on some of the foods 
recommended by NCEP for lowering 
saturated fat intake. Also, one comment 
pointed out that when fat is reduced in 
a food that is relatively low in saturated 
fat, the percent of calories from 
saturated fat is increased (i.e., a food 
able to make this claim could be 
disqualified by fat removal). Other 
comments stated that the second 
criterion is not needed because 
manufacturers will no longer be able to 
manipulate serving size. Furthermore, 
one comment contended that there is no 
evidence that foods that are nutrient 
dense are consumed in excess. A few 
comments said that “percent of calories 
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from saturated fat” should apply to the 
total diet, not to individual foods, and 
that 15 percent is inconsistent with the 
guidelines. Values of 10 percent and 7 
percent were recommended. 

The agency is not persuaded by the 
comments that it should eliminate the 
second criterion or lower this value. The 
agency continues to believe that a 
second criterion is needed to prevent 
misleading “low” claims on nutrient- 
dense foods with small serving sizes. 
The second criterion in the agency’s 
definition for “low in saturated fat” is 
for this purpose. A general discussion of 
second criteria for “low” claims may be 
found in section III.A.l.b. of this 
document. 

The agency agrees with the comment 
that “percent of calories from saturated 
fat” generally should apply to the total 
diet, not to individual foods. For this 
reason, the agency did not accept the 
recommendation that a “low fat” food 
should be defined as having no more 
than 30 percent of calories derived from 
fat as discussed in response to comment 
132 of this document. The agency also 
pointed out in comment 132 of this 
document that for a given level of fat, 
the “percent of calories from fat” varies 
with the total number of calories in a 
food, that is, this approach focuses on 
the relative amount of the nutrient 
present in the food rather than the 
absolute amount. If the number of 
calories is low, the percent of calories 
from fat is relatively high. The percent 
of calories from saturated fat can 
increase either by increasing the amount 
of saturated fat or by decreasing the 
amount of total calories. As one 
comment observed, removal of fat could 
make the percent of calories from 
saturated fat increase, conceivably 
disqualifying a food ^m making a “low 
in saturated fat” claim. However, as 
stated above, this second criterion is 
necessary to prevent misleading “low in 
saturated fat” claims. As explained in 
the fat and cholesterol proposed rule (56 
FR 60478 at 60492), the agency selected 
a second criterion of no more than 15 
percent of calories from saturated fat 
because it tentatively determined that 
the approach used in selecting the 
second criterion for the other “low” 
claims yielded a criterion that was too 
restrictive (i.e., less than 1 g of saturated 
fat per 100 g of food). Consequently, 
FDA sought a different approach and 
considered the criteria of other nations. 
FDA found merit in Canada’s approach 
of no more that 15 percent of calories 
coming from saturated fat, although the 
agency does not agree with Canada’s 
first criterion of 2 g or less of saturated 
fat per serving. While dietary 
recommendations are for less than 10 

percent of calories in the diet being 
provided by saturated fat, the fact that 
saturated fat is not ubiquitous in the 
food supply would allow higher 
amounts in those foods that contain 
saturated fats to balance off those that 
are lower, resulting in a total daily diet 
that meets dietary recommendations. 

An examination of food composition 
data (Ref. 20) reveals that a regulation 
that allows foods containing 1 g or less 
of saturated fat per serving and no more 
than 15 percent of calories frt>m 
saturated fat to make a “low in saturated 
fat” claim results in a reasonable 
number of foods being able to make this 
claim. These foods include most fruit, 
vegetables, and grains: skim milk and 
other dairy foods made from skim milk; 
a few nondairy cream substitutes and 
dessert toppings; egg substitutes; 
mayonnaise type salad dressing, low 
calorie salad dressings, canola oil, and 
high oleic safflower oil; fish and 
shellfish; many cereals, breads, and 
soups; and some cookies and candies. 
However, evaporated milk, non-dairy 
desert toppings, and margarine spreads 
will not be able to make a “low in 
saturated fat” claim because the percent 
of calories from saturated fat in these 
foods exceeds 15 percent. “Low in 
saturated fat” claims on these foods 
would be misleading because they do 
not contain especially low levels of 
saturated fat. 

The agency acknowledges that this 
definition prevents this claim from 
appearing on some of the foods that 
NCEP recommends be used as 
substitutes for other foods in achieving 
a lower intake of saturated fat. For 
example, the NCEP recommends using 
skim or 1 percent fat milk as a substitute 
for whole milk, and 1 percent fat milk 
will not be able to make a “low in 
saturated fat” claim. The agency agrees 
with NCEP’s recommendations but does 
not believe that all such substitute 
foods, including 1 percent fat milk, are 
necessarily “low in saturated fat.” The 
NCEP, in many cases, recommends 
selections that are “lower” in fat than 
the foods for which they substitue in the 
diet. The agency continues to believe 
that this claim should enable consumers 
to easily identify the foods that contain 
especially low levels of saturated fat, 
and that the proposed definition 
achieves this purpose. Accordingly, the 
agency is denying the request that the 
second criterion of no more than 15 
percent of calories from saturated fat be 
eliminated or changed in value. 

138. At least one comment requested 
that FDA eliminate the requirement in 
proposed § 101.62(c) that ^e amount of 
cholesterol be disclosed in proximity to 
the claim “low in saturated fat.” The 

comment stated that disclosure of 
cholesterol is unwarranted because 
dietary cholesterol has no effect on 
serum cholesterol levels. Other 
comments supported the proposed rule 
with respect to disclosure of cholesterol. 
At least one comment stated that the 
cholesterol disclosure is too lenient. 
This comment stated that a “low in 
saturated fat” claim should only be 
allowed on foods that never contain 
cholesterol. 

The agency points out that the 
provision on the disclosure of 
cholesterol with a “low in saturated fat” 
claim, as well as the other saturated 
fatty acid claims, is required by section 
403(r)(2)(A)(iv) of the act. Accordingly, 
the agency is making no change in 
response to these comments. The effect 
of dietary cholesterol on serum 
cholesterol levels is discussed in 
response to comment 115 of this 
document requesting that all cholesterol 
claims be banned. 

139. A few comments objected to the 
requirement in proposed § 101.62(c) that 
the amount of fat in a food be disclosed 
in proximity to the claim “low in 
saturated fat.” One comment said that 
this provision goes beyond the demands 
of the 1990 amendments and is 
unwarranted. Another comment 
requested an exemption from fat 
disclosure for mtu^arine. The comment 
said that it is unfair because disclosure 
is not required for butter. One comment 
stated that fat disclosure is only 
necessary for products that contain 
excessive fat. The comment 
recommended that fat disclosure be 
required only if the fat level exceeds 
11.5 g per serving and noted that such 
a requirement would be consistent with 
the level at which fat is disclosed with 
cholesterol claims. Comments said that 
at the very least, fat disclosure should 
not be required at levels of 3 g or less 
per serving (i.e., a “low fat” food would 
not have to have a fat disclosure). 
Another comment recommended that if 
the fat level of a food exceeds 11.5 g per 
serving, the label should state, “high in 
fat.” It said that stating the amount of fat 
is not meaningful to most consumers. 
Other comments supported the 
proposed rule with respect to disclosure 
of fat. 

The agency agrees that this provision 
is not required in the 1990 amendments 
and is persuaded that fat disclosure 
should not be required at levels of 3 g 
or less per serving. The agency 
concludes that such disclosure is 
unnecessary because 3 g or less is the 
per serving criterion for the term “low 
fat.” A consumer who does not 
difierentiate between a “low in 
saturated fat” and “low fat” claim 
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would not be misled by a "low in 
saturated fat" claim as long as the fat 
level of the food is 3 g or less per 
serviiig. For uses of "low in saturated 
fat" on foods with more than 3 g of fat, 
disclosure of fat content is required to 
avoid misleading the consumer. For this 
reason, the agency is denying the 
requests that disclosure of fat content be 
required only when the fat content 
exceeds 11.5 g per serving. The fat 
content is a material fact at levels above 
3g when a "low in saturated fat" claim 
is made. 

Also, the agency is denying the 
request that margarine be exempt ht>m 
fat disclosure. The disclosure of total fat 
on foods (except foods that are "low 
fat”) that bear a "low in saturated fat” 
claim is necessary to ensiire that 
consumers who do not di^erentiate 
between a "low fat” and a "low in 
saturated fat" claim are not misled by 
the latter claim. The agency notes that 
butter is not required to disclose fat 
because it does not bear a "low in 
saturated fat” claim. 

Finally, the agency is not requiring 
that the label of a food with a "low in 
saturated fat" claim state that it is "high 
in fat" if it contains more than 11.5 g 
per serving. FDA has not defined "high 
in fat." In addition. 11.5 g was the 
proposed disclosure level. As explained 
in comment 13. FDA has raised die 
disclosure level to 13.0 g of fat. 
However, to require a "high in fat" 
statement on foods that bear a claim and 
contain more than that level of fat 
would be inconsistent with the 
disclosure concept in section 
403(r)(2)(B) of the act. 

140. At least one comment stated that 
the "low in saturated fat” claim is 
misleading on a food that contains 
hydrogenated oil (i.e.. contains trans 
fatty acids). 

As discussed in comment 111 and 118 
of this document, the evidence 
suggesting that trans fatty acids raise 
serum cholesterol remains inconclusive. 
For this reason, the agency finds that it 
cannot conclude that a "low in 
saturated fat" claim on a food 
containing trans fatty acids is 
misleading. Accordingly, the agency is 
making no change in the final rule in 
response to this comment. However, as 
explained in comment 111 of this 
document, the agency has included a 
limit for trans fatty acids as a criterion 
for a "saturated fat free claim," because 
of the implications of that claim and the 
particular importance of that claim. 

141. A few comments requested that 
"-percent unsaturated fat” be 
allowed as a synonym for a claim about 
saturated fat. One of the comments 
stated that without the ability to make 

this claim, there is an economic 
incentive for manufacturers to substitute 
soybean oil for canola and safflower oil. 
They said the data do not support FDA’s 
concern that positive claims about high 
fat will increase consumption. 

The agency is not allowing the term 
"unsaturatea fatty adds" to appear in 
the nutrition label because of 
uncertainty about its definition, 
specifically, the inclusion of trans 
isomers of monounsaturated fat, as 
discussed in the final rule on mandatory 
nutrition labeling published elsewhere 
in this issue of the Federal Register. 
Therefore, the agency concludes that it 
would be inappropriate to define the 
term “-percent unsaturated fat," 
and the agency is denying this rermest. 

V. Low cholesterol. 142, Only a few 
comments supported proposed 
§ 101.62(d)(2) that defines "low 
cholesterol" as less than 20 mg per 
serving and per 100 g of the food. Most 
of the comments on this issue objected 
to the criterion based on weight, and 
some of these comments suggested 
alternatives to this criterion. 

The weight-based criterion for the 
term “low cholesterol," as well as for 
the other “low” terms, has been 
discussed in section III.A.l.b. of this 
document on the general approach to 
nutrient content claims. In this section, 
the agency is addressing the comments 
on the criterion of less than 20 mg of 
cholesterol per serving. 

The majority of the comments 
recommended that “low cholesterol" 
remain at 20 mg or less per serving. A 
few comments requested that the cutoff 
be a lower value, and a few other 
comments wanted a higher value. The 
comments favoring a cutoff of 15 mg 
pointed out that many foods consumed 
throughout the day have ingredients 
that contain cholesterol (e.g., bread). 
They stated that the recommended 
intake of less than 300 mg of cholesterol 
per day could easily be exceeded if 
these foods are eaten in sufficient 
quantity. One of the comments favoring 
a cutoff of 30 mg also believed that 
“cholesterol free” should be less than 5 
mg per serving. The comment 
contended that the cutoff for "low 
cholesterol" should be six times the 
cutoff for “cholesterol free" because the 
cutoff for “low fat” is six times the 
cutoff for “fat free." 

The agency agrees with the majority 
of the comments that 20 mg or less 
cholesterol is the appropriate per 
serving criterion for the “low 
cholesterol" definition. As explained in 
the fat/cholesterol proposed rule (56 FR 
60478 at 60486), FDA considered that a 
“low" claim for a nutrient that is 
ubiquitous in the food supply should be 

an amount equal to 2 percent of the DRV 
for the nutrient. To arrive at a definition 
when a nufrient is not ubiquitous, the 
agency proposed to increase the 2 
percent amount to adjust for the 
nutrient’s uneven distribution in the 
food supply. If the nutrient is found at 
measurable levels in foods from only a 
few food categories, the agency 
proposed to define "low” as three times 
2 percent of the DRV. Cholesterol, 
which is found only in foods of animal 
origin, is in this group of foods. The 
DRV for cholesterol is 300 mg, 2 percent 
of which is 6 mg. Therefore, the value 
for "low cholesterol” computes to 18 
mg, which rounded to the nearest 5 mg 
increment, is 20 mg per serving. 

Consequently, the agency is denying 
the request that the cutoff for “low 
cholesterol" be less than 30 mg because 
it concludes that this value is too high 
to be useful to consumers attempting to 
control their intake of cholesterol. 
Moreover, the agency disagrees with the 
rationale presented for 30 g that the 
cutoff for “low cholesterol” should be 
six times the cutoff for "cholesterol 
fi^e" based on a value of 5 mg, because 
the cutoff for “low fat" is six times the 
cutoff for “fat free.” The agency 
emphasizes that the "low” values are 
derived from the DRV’s, not from the 
limit of detection. Also, the agency is 
denying the request that the cutoff for 
“low cholesterol” should be less than 15 
mg on the basis that is too restrictive. 
Cholesterol is not so widespread in the 
food supply that such low levels are 
necessary to help consumers to 
structure their diets to be consistent 
with dietary guidelines for cholesterol. 
A “low cholesterol" claim based on 20 
mg will be useful to consumers in 
structuring a total diet that is consistent 
with dietary guidelines. 

Accordingly, the agency is not 
revising the final rule to change the 
amount allowed per serving for a "low 
cholesterol” claim. 

143. The agency received relatively 
few comments on the requirement for 
disclosure of total fat with cholesterol 
claims. Some of the comments 
supported the provision of the proposed 
rule that the amount of fat must be 
declared next to a cholesterol claim if 
the fat content exceeds 11.5 g per 
serving or per 100 g of food. Other 
comments favored disclosure at other 
levels of fat, including all levels of fat, 
while some comments opposed 
disclosure of any amount of fat. One 
comment said that disclosure of the 
amount of fat would not be useful to the 
average consumer and suggested the 
statement, "this product is not low in 
total fat.” 
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A few comments stated that the term 
“low cholesterol" on the label of a food 
containing high levels of fat is 
misleading, even if the amount of fat is 
disclosed. These comments 
recommended that cholesterol claims 
have a fat threshold above which claims 
are disallowed. One comment requested 
that a "low cholesterol" claim, as well 
as a "cholesterol bee" claim, not be 
allowed on foods containing more than 
3 g of fat and 0.15 g of fat per g of dry 
matter. This comment argued that a 
limit on total fat is needed to prevent 
manufacturers from meeting the 
saturated fat threshold by replacing 
saturated fat with trans fatty acids. As 
discussed in response to comment 117 
of this document, another comment 
proposed a 3 g limit on fat specifrcally 
for "cholesterol free" claims but did not 
refer to "low cholesterol" claims. One 
other comment requested that a "low 
cholesterol" claim not be allowed on 
food containing more than 5 g of fat and 
more than 20 percent total fat on a dry 
weight basis. 

The agency has reviewed this issue 
and continues to believe that fat 
disclosure is preferable to a fat limit 
above which the claim "low 
cholesterol," as well as other cholesterol 
claims, cannot be made. The agency has 
the authority under the act to establish 
a fat limit with cholesterol claims. 
Section 403(r)(2)(A)(vi) of the act states 
that a nutrient content claim “may not 
be made if the Secretary by regulation 
prohibits the claim because the claim is 
misleading in light of the level of 
another nutrient in the food." The 
agency has used this authority to 
prohibit cholesterol claims on foods 
containing more than 2 g of saturated fat 
per serving, which is discussed in 
response to comment 116 of this 
document. However, the agency does 
not find that a cholesterol claim on the 
label of a food containing high levels of 
fat is misleading when the fat amount is 
disclosed in proximity to the claim 
because total fat per se does not affect 
blood cholesterol levels. Thus, 
consumer expectations regarding blood 
cholesterol levels are met as long as the 
food contains the requisite amount of 
cholesterol and 2 g or less of saturated 
fat per serving. 

The agency proposed that amounts of 
fat exceeding 11.5 g per serving or per 
100 g of food have to be disclosed. The 
11.5 g amount represents 15 percent of 
the DRV for fat. Disclosure of the 
amount of fat, rather than the statement, 
“this product is not low in total fat," is 
in accordance with section 
403(r)(2)(A)(iii) of the act. This section 
states that the amount of total fat shall 
be disclosed in immediate proximity to 

a cholesterol claim if a food, taking into 
account its significance in the total diet, 
contains fat in an amount that increases 
the risk for persons in the general 
population of developing a diet-related 
disease or health condition. 

In response to comments requesting 
that FDA modify the disclosure level in 
§ 101.13(h) to 20 percent of the DRV, the 
agency is changing the final rule to 
provide that disclosure levels for fat are 
those exceeding 13 g of fat per reference 
amount, per labeled serving size, or, for 
foods with a reference amount of 30 g 
or less or 2 tablespoons or less, per 50 
g of food. The rationale for this change 
is presented in the final rule on health 
claims, published elsewhere in this 
issue of the Federal Register. 

144. About 15 comments opposed the 
provision in proposed 
§ 101.62(d)(l)(ii)(E) and (d)(2)(ii)(E) that 
the amount of cholesterol in certain 
foods bearing "cholesterol free" or "low 
cholesterol" claims must be 
"substantially less" than the food for 
which it substitutes (i.e., it must meet 
the requirements for a comparative 
claim using the term "less" in proposed 
§ 101.62(d)(5)(i)(A)). The foods included 
were those that contain more than 11.5 
g of fat per serving or per 100 g of food 
and that contain, only as a result of 
special processing, an amount of 
cholesterol per serving that meets the 
relevant criterion for a “free" or “low" 
claim. The proposed requirements for 
comparative claims that apply are that 
the food contain at least 25 percent less 
cholesterol, with a minimum reduction 
of more than 20 mg cholesterol per 
serving, than the reference food. 

The majority of the comments 
opposed the minimum reduction of 
cholesterol of more than 20 mg. One 
comment contended that the 
requirement for a minimum reduction 
goes beyond the requirements of section 
403(r)(2)(A)(iii)(I) of the act that the 
level of cholesterol should be 
substantially less than the level usually 
found in the food or in a food that 
substitutes for the food. Many of these 
comments opposed this minimum 
because it would disallow a cholesterol 
claim on products such as 2 percent 
milk that has up to 95 percent of its 
cholesterol removed. These comments 
also opposed the proposed saturated fat 
threshold because the dairy products 
that have undergone cholesterol 
removal contain more than 2 g of 
saturated fat per serving. These 
comments requested that a cholesterol 
claim be allowed on the label of a food, 
regardless of the food’s fat or saturated 
fat content, provided that the food has 
at least 33 percent of the indigenous 

cholesterol removed, and that the 
content of total fat is disclosed. 

At least two comments supported the 
proposed minimiun but opposed the 
disclosure statement (i.e., disclosure of 
the percent that the cholesterol was 
reduced, the identity of the reference 
food, and quantitative information 
comparing the level of cholesterol in the 
product per serving with that of the 
reference food). At least one comment 
opposed the required minimum, the 25 
percent reduction, and the disclosure 
statement. This comment stated that the 
claims “cholesterol free” and "low 
cholesterol" should refer to an absolute 
level of cholesterol rather than to a 
relative level. 

The agency is persuaded by these 
comments that the minimum reduction 
of cholesterol of more than 20 mg is 
unduly restrictive because it 
discriminates against products 
containing relatively small amounts of 
cholesterol. Accordingly, the agency is 
eliminating this requirement in the Hnal 
rule for the "cholesterol free” and "low 
cholesterol" claims as well as for 
comparative claims (as discussed in 
response to comment 158 of this 
document). However, the agency 
continues to believe that "substantially 
less” cholesterol should be interpreted 
as 25 percent less cholesterol than the , 
reference food. Twenty-five percent 
represents the extent of reduction 
necessary to make a "less” or “reduced” 
claim. Consequently, the agency is 
denying the request that the labeled 
food contain 33 percent less cholesterol, 
or that no reduction in cholesterol be 
required. 

Furthermore, under section 
403(r)(2)(A)(iii)(II) of the act, the 
disclosure statement must appear in 
immediate proximity to the claim, as 
proposed. IT)A is providing, however, 
in § 101.62(d)(l)(ii)(F)(2) and 
(d)(2)(iii)(E)(2) in this final rule that the 
quantitative information comparing the 
level of cholesterol in the product with 
that of the reference food may appear on 
the information panel in conjunction 
with nutrition labeling. The agency is 
making this change in § 101.13(j)(2)(iv) 
to prevent label clutter on the PDF, as 
discussed in response to comment 214 
of this document. The request that a 
cholesterol claim be allowed regardless 
of saturated fat content is addressed 
elsewhere in this document (see 
comment 116 of this document), as is 
the need for fat disclosure with 
cholesterol claims (see comment 143 of 
this document). 

vi. Lean. 145. FDA received several 
comments that supported use of the 
terms “lean” and "extra lean" with 
FDA-regulated meat products or meal- 
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type products in accordance with 
definitions of these terms as proposed 
by the Food Safety and Inspection 
Service (FSIS). Meal-type and main dish 
products are defined and fully 
discussed elsewhere in this final rule. 

One comment requested that FDA 
allow use of the terms “lean” and “extra 
lean” on the labels of fishery products 
in a manner similar to that proposed by 
FSIS. The comment noted that the 
composition of some fishery products 
would prevent them from baring the 
nutrient content claim “low fat” on 
their labels in accordance with the 
definition of this term in FDA's fat/ 
cholesterol proposal. The comment also 
pointed out that FDA's general 
principles and fat/cholesterol proposals 
did not provide for use of the term 
"lean” or “extra lean” on the labels of 
fish products. However, if these foods 
were considered under FSIS' proposed 
regulation, a substantial number of them 
would qualify for use of the term “lean" 
or “extra lean” on their labels. 

Another comment stated that FDA 
should permit product lines that contain 
both USDA- and FDA-regulated meal- 
type products to bear descriptive terms 
such as “lean” and “extra lean” that can 
be applied to the entire product line for 
labeling and advertising purposes. The 
comment further stated that, if FDA 
does not allow the terms “lean” and 
“extra lean” on food products regulated 
by the agency, then these terms will 
most likely not hp used on any meal- 
type products. The comment also stated 
that the USDA proposed criterion for 
saturated fat should be eliminated 
because it is too restrictive. 

These comments raise an issue that 
FDA finds has merit. By way of 
background, on November 27,1991, 
FSIS published a proposed rule (56 FR 
603021 on nutrition labeling of meat and 
poultry products. In that proposal, FSIS 
presented definitions of the descriptive 
terms “lean” and “extra lean” that 
would only be applicable to the meat 
and poultry products that FSIS regulates 
under the authority of the Federal Meat 
Inspection Act (21 U.S.C. 601 et seq.) 
and the Poultry Products Inspection Act 
(21 U.S.C. 451 et seq.). FSIS proposed 
that the term “lean” could be used to 
describe a meat or poultry product that 
contained less than 10.5 g fat, less than 
3.5 g saturated fat, and less than 94.5 mg 
cholesterol per 100 g. The term “extra 
lean” could be used to describe a meat 
or poultry product that contained less 
than 4.9 g fat, less than 1.8 g saturated 
fat, and less than 94.5 mg cholesterol 
per 100 g. FSIS also proposed to permit 
these terms to be used to describe multi- 
ingredient meal-type products. 

Data supplied by the American Heart 
Association (AHA), in response to the 
April 2,1991, FSIS ANPRM (56 FR 
13564) on nutrition labeling of meat and 
poultry products, provided the basis for 
the criteria that FSIS used in its 
proposed definitions of these terms. 
These data consisted of levels for total 
fat, saturated fat, and cholesterol of 
selected fi^sh and processed “meat” 
items (various types of beef, veal, pork, 
lamb, poultry, and fish) on a “cooked 
weight” basis. Using recommended food 
consumption patterns and dietary 
guidance recommendations as bases, 
AHA selected threshold values for fat, 
saturated fat, and cholesterol levels of 
these muscle foods on a 1 oz and 3 oz 
“cooked weight” basis. Threshold 
values for “lean” represent 
approximately 7 percent fat in raw meat 
and 10 percent fat by weight in cooked 
meat. Threshold values for “extra lean” 
represent approximately 5 percent fat by 
weight. 

The levels in FSIS' proposed 
definitions were derived by converting 
AHA's threshold values from a 1 oz to 
100 g basis. Upon making this 
calculation, FSIS found that the values 
obtained approximated the agency's 
criterion for use of the terms “lean” and 
“extra lean” on the labels of meat and 
poultry products as discussed in a 
November 18,1987, FSIS policy 
memorandum 70B(Ref. 22). 

Based on comments received in 
response to its nutrition labeling 
proposal (56 FR 60302), FSIS, in a final 
rule published elsewhere in this issue of 
the Federal Register, has changed the 
rounding rule that it originally used. In 
addition, FSIS has developed modified 
criteria for levels of total fat, saturated 
fat, and cholesterol such that the ratio 
of saturated fat to total fat would be 40 
percent for both nutrient content claims. 
FSIS considers the ratio of 40 percent to 
be reasonable because it is 
representative of the ratio of saturated 
fat to total fat inherent in ruminant 
muscle. Although AHA's suggested 
criteria were based upon fresh and 
processed cooked meat (cut or ground), 
in its final rule, FSIS is adopting criteria 
on an “as packaged” basis to achieve 
consistency with that agency's past 
labeling policy. 

Under the FSIS final rule, to bear the 
term “lean,” a meat or poultry product 
must contain less than 10 g fat, less than 
4 g saturated fat, and less*than 95 mg 
cholesterol'per reference amount and 
per 100 g. To bear the term “extra lean,” 
the product must contain less than 5 g 
fat, less than 2 g saturated fat, and less 
than 95 mg cholesterol per reference 
amount and per 100 g for individual 
foods. The criteria in the definitions of 

these terms for meal-type products 
under the FSIS final rule are presented 
elsewhere in this final rule. 

The comments supporting use of the 
terms “lean” and “extra lean” on the 
labels of meat products and meal-type 
products have persuaded FDA to 
include provisions in this final rule 
consistent with those of FSIS to provide 
for use of the terms “lean” and “extra 
lean” to describe certain comparable 
foods regulated by FDA under the act. 
In the proposal, FDA solicited 
comments on whether additional 
defined terms were needed (56 FR 
60421, 60431), and these comments 
demonstrated that the agency needed to 
add terms useful for these types of 
foods. FDA has statutory authority to 
enforce the act's provisions that prohibit 
misbranding of all foods except for 
those products exempted under the act 
(section 902 of the act (21 U.S.C. 392)). 
Thus, FDA is responsible for regulation 
of the labeling of certain types of meat 
products (e.g., seafood, bison, rabbit, 
game meats) not regulated by USDA 
under the Federal Meat Inspection Act 
(21 U.S.C. 601-623 et seq.) or the 
Poultry Products Inspection Act (21 
U.S.C. 451—469) or in situations in 
which these products are not subject to 
USDA regulation. In addition, FDA is 
responsible for regulation of meal-type 
products not regulated by USDA under 
either of the aforementioned acts. 

The agency recognizes that seafood 
and seafood products play a comparable 
role in the diet to that of meat and 
poultry products and, like meat and 
poultry products, contribute to the total 
dietary intake of fat, saturated fat, and 
cholesterol. In addition, FDA-regulated 
meal-type products are consumed in the 
same manner as USDA-regulated meal- 
type products covered by the FSIS rule. 
FDA concludes that providing for use of 
the descriptive terms “lean” and “extra 
lean” as nutrient content claims on the 
labels of seafood (including finfish and 
shellfish) and meal-type products that it 
regulates would be of value to 
consumers in maintaining healthy 
dietary practices. The terms “lean” and 
“extra lean” will describe foods of these 
types with relatively lower levels of fat, 
saturated fat, and cholesterol. In 
addition, the agency recognizes that the 
same conclusion applies to other meat 
products regulated by FDA (e.g., bison, 
rabbit, game meats). 

Analyses of FDA's Food Composition 
Data Base (Ref. 23), which is based on 
USDA's Agriculture Handbook Number 
8 on food composition, show that many 
fish/shellfish products (on a raw basis 
with a reference amount of 110 g) would 
qualify to bear “lean” or “extra lean" 
claims under FSIS' definitions of these 
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terms that FDA is adopting. Haddock, 
swordfish, and clams, for example, 
could be appropriately labeled as "extra 
lean," while Spanish mackerel and 
Bluefin tuna would be eligible for use of 
the term “lean” on their labels. On the 
other hand, neither term could be used 
on such seafood items as shrimp, 
Chinook salmon, or any other seafood 
item with a composition that exceeds 
the limits on the levels of total fat, 
saturated fat, or cholesterol established 
for use of the term “leem.” Similarly, for 
game meats and related FDA-regulated 
meat products (on a raw basis with a 
reference amount of 110 g), based on 
data from USDA’s Agriculture 
Handbook Number 8 on food 
composition (Ref. 24), domesticated 
rabbit could be differentiated from deer 
(venison) because domesticated rabbit 
would qualify for “lean” and deer for 
“extra lean.” 

FDA’s action in promulgating 
equivalent defrnitions of these terms 
will enable consumers to compare the 
nutritional values of meat products and 
meal-type products that may serve as 
substitutes for one another in a balanced 
diet. Therefore, FDA is including in this 
final rule § 101.62(e) that permits use of 
the terms “lean” and “extra lean” on 
individual foods and on meal and main 
dish products. Use of these descriptive 
terms for FDA-regulated meal and main 
dish products is addressed elsewhere in 
this final rule. Because the agency is 
including this definition in ^e final 
rule, it is redesignating proposed 
§ 101.62(e), a provision that addresses 
misbranding, as § 101.62(f) in the final 
rule. 

FDA recognizes that the definitions of 
"lean” and “extra lean” for meat items 
allow this claim to be used when 
cholesterol levels exceed FDA’s 
disclosure levels for this nutrient in the 
food (i.e., 60 mg). The agency 
considered whether to prohibit these 
claims on FDA-regulated meat products 
that contain greater than 60 mg 
cholesterol. However, the agency 
concluded that it would be of benefit to 
consumers to p>ermit the claim on meat 
products that have a cholesterol content 
exceeding the disclosure level because 
the claims identify foods relative to 
other foods in this broad food class that 
contain lower amounts of fat and 
saturated fat. Thus, use of these claims 
would assist consumers in selecting 
such foods in constructing a total diet. 
Furthermore, when the cholesterol level 
in the food exceeds FDA’s disclosure 
level, § 101.13(h) reouires a disclosure 
statement referring the consumer to the 
nutrition information panel for 
additional information about cholesterol 
content. 

3. “High” and “source” 

Section 3(b)(l)(A)(iii)(VI) of the 1990 
amendments requires that the agency 
define the term “high.” Section 
403(r)(2)(A)(v) of the act states that 
foods bearing a “high” claim for fiber 
either must be “low” in fat, or their 
labeling must disclose the level of total 
fat in the food in immediate proximity 
to the claim with appropriate 
prominence. In the general principles 
proposal (56 FR 60443), the agency 
proposed definitions for “high” and for 
“source,” terms that may be used to 
emphasize the presence of a nutrient. 

The agency proposed in § 101.54(a) to 
exclude total carbohydrate and 
unsaturated fatty acids from coverage 
imder the proposed definition for 
“high” and “source.” The agency 
explained that a nutrient content claim 
for these nutrients would be misleading. 

The agency proposed in § 101.54(b)(1) 
that the terms “high,” “rich in,” or 
“major source of’ may be used to 
describe the level of a nutrient in a food 
(except meal-type products) when a 
serving of the food contains 20 percent 
or more of the proposed RDI or the 
proposed DRV for that nutrient. The 
agency also proposed in § 101.54(c)(1) 
that the terms “source,” “good source 
of,” or “important source of’ may be 
used to describe a food when a serving 
of the food contains 10 to 19 percent of 
the proposed RDI or the proposed DRV. 

The agency also proposed in 
§ 101.54(d) that if a nutrient content 
claim is made with respect to the level 
of dietary fiber, that is, that the product 
is “high” in fiber, a “source” of fiber, or 
that the food contains “more” fiber, and 
the food is not low in total fat as defined 
in proposed § 101.62(b)(2), then the 
label must disclose the level of total fat 
per labeled serving in immediate 
proximity to the claim and preceding 
the referral statement required in 
§101.13. 

The agency requested comments 
concerning its approach of limiting the 
number of descriptors that emphasize 
the presence of a nutrient to two levels. 
The agency explained that it took this 
approach to assist consumer 
understanding of, and confidence in, 
nutrient content claims. The agency also 
requested comments on whether an 
additional term describing an upper 
level amount of a nutrient (such as 
“very high”) is necessary and 
appropriate. The agency also requested 
comments on the use of synonyms for 
terms like “high” and “source” and on 
consumer understanding of the terms 
proposed as synonyms for “high” and 
“source.” 

a. Synonyms 

146. A few comments agreed that 
“rich in” and “major source of’ are 
appropriate synonyms for “high.” 
However, many comments disagreed 
with the proposed synonyms. Many of 
the latter comments stated that the 
agency should not allow use of any 
synonyms because the use of synonyms 
will be very confusing to consumers and 
could easily mislead them. A few 
comments requested the additional 
synonym “excellent source of’ for 
“high.” 

Other comments agreed that “good 
source of’ and “important source of’ 
are appropriate synonyms for “source.” 
However, many comments disagreed 
with the proposed synonyms. A few 
comments requested the use of 
additional synonyms for “source” such 
as: “meaningful source,” “significant 
source,” “provides,” and “fortified 
with.” Some stated that the term 
“provides” informs consumers that the 
food supplies the nutrient in question 
and has been in common use on food 
labels for years further assuring 
consumer familiarity with it. Some 
stated that the term “fortified with” has 
also been used on food labels for years, 
and is easily understood by consumers. 

The agency notes that section 
3(b)(l)(A)(ix) of the 1990 amendments 
provides that, in defining terms used for 
nutrient content claims, the agency may 
include similar terms that are 
commonly understood to have the same 
meaning as defined terms. 'Thus, the 
1990 amendments clearly give the 
agency the authority to allow for 
synonyms. Moreover, section 
403(r)(4)(A)(ii) of the act authorizes any 
person to petition the Secretary (and 
FDA, by delegation) for permission to 
use terms consistent with those defined 
by the agency under section 
403(r)(2)(A)(i). Therefore, it is clear that 
the act contemplates that synonyms can 
be used. Further, the agency still 
believes, as stated in the general 
principles proposal (56 FR 60421 at 
60444), that certain synonyms should be 
allowed in order to provide some 
flexibility in the use of defined terms. 

The agency has, however, 
reconsidered the proposed synonyms 
for “high” and has revised some of them 
in this final rule to include terms that 
it believes would be more readily 
understood by consumers, and that 
convey the qualitative aspects of “good 
source” and “high.” FDA recognizes 
that the synonyms it is providing for 
involve judgment on its part, and that 
individuals may have different views on 
appropriate synonyms. Nonetheless, 
FDA l^lieves that a limited number of 
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synonyms will provide f.exibility for 
food manufacturers in making claims 
and has endeavored to exercise 
reasonable judgment in providing for 
some synonyms while avoiding granting 
so many synonyms as to promote 
consumer confusion about their 
meaning. 

Thus, in § 101.54(b), FDA is retaining 
“rich in” and adding “excellent source” 
as synonyms for “high.” The agency is 
also providing for the use of “contains” 
and “provides” as synonyms for “good 
source” in § 101.54(c). FDA has dmeted 
the proposed synonyms “major source 
of’ for “high,” and “important source 
of,” for “good source.” FDA notes that 
the terms it has added to the final rule, 
“excellent source,” “contains,” and 
“provides” are terms that have been 
used in the past and thus consumers 
will be familiar with them. 

b. Definitions 

147. Several comments agreed with 
the agency’s proposed definition of 
“high” and the rationale upon which it 
was based, while other comments 
disagreed with the proposed definition. 
A few of the comments argued that 20 
percent of the RDI or DRV is too high 
and would lead to little consumer 
benefit because few foods would be 
eligible to bear a “high” claim. One 
comment suggested lowering the 
eligibility level to 15 percent of the RDI 
or DRV so that more products would 
meet the definition without unnec.essary 
suj^lementation. 
^e agency recognizes that many 

foods will not be able to meet the 
definition for "high.” However, the 
agency is not persuaded by comments 
suggesting that it lower the eligibility 
level in the definition of “high” for Uiis 
reason. The agency tentatively 
concluded in the proposal, and 
continues to believe, that a criterion of 
20 percent or more of the RDI or DRV 
[>rovides an appropriate basis for upper- 
evel nutrient content claims. 

Furthermore, the agency does not 
agree with comments that few foods 
would be eligible to bear “high” claims. 
In arriving at a definition for “high,” 
FDA used its food composition data 
base to examine the types of foods that 
contain nutrients at levels that meet or 
surpass 20 percent of the proposed 
reference value per serving (Ref. 35). For 
the majority of the 17 nutrients 
considered, at least 10 percent of the 
foods in the data base contained 20 
percent or more of the proposed RDI or 
DRV. For these nutrients there was at 
least one and often more than bne food 
category that contained a substantial 
number of foods containing 20 percent 
or more of the RDI or DRV. Those 

nutrients for which fewer than 10 
percent of the foods in the data base 
contain 20 percent or more of the RDI 
or DRV were calcium, magnesium, 
copper, manganese, potassium, 
pantothenic acid, and vitamin A. 
However, even with the.se nutrients 
(with the exception of potassium), there 
were a substantial number of foods in at 
least one food category that would 
qualify for “high” claims if the 
proposed definition were used. 

Tnus, the agency concludes that the 
20 percent eligibility level will permit a 
sufficient number of food items to bear 
a "high” claim to allow consumers to 
use the claim in selecting a varied diet, 
and that this level provides an 
appropriate basis for upper-level 
nutrient content claims and c€m readily 
be used by consumers to implement 
current dietary guidelines. Therefore, 
FDA is retaining the 20 percent 
eligibility level in the definition of 
“high.” 

148. Several comments suggested 
lowering the eligibility level of “high” 
and “source” for dietary fiber claims. 
They argued that the proposed levels are 
too restrictive given that fiber is not 
ubiquitous in foods, and that it would 
preclude some good sources of dietary 
fiber, such as fi^its, vegetables and 
whple grain breads, from bearing a 
“high fiber” claim. Suggested levels 
were as follows: “high” as 3 g and 
“source” as 1 g per serving; “high” as 
more than 4 g and "source” as 2 to 4 g 
per serving; and “high” as 4 to 8 g and 
“very high” as greater than 8 g pwr 
serving. 

The agency has reviewed the 
comments and is not persuaded to lower 
the eligibility levels for “high” or 
“source” claims for dietary fiber. The 
agency agrees that fiber is not 
ubiquitous in foods. Howevet, FDA 
notes that there are some fruits and 
vegetables that do qualify for “high,” 
and considerably more that qualify for 
“source.” claims for fiber under the 
proposed definitions. Based upon 
nutrient values for the 20 most 
commonly consumed raw fruits and raw 
vegetables (56 FR 60880, November 27, 
1991, and corrected at 57 FR 8174, 
March 6,1992), at least 25 percent of the 
products listed would be able to meet 
the proposed definition for “source.” 
Furthermore, the agency believes that it 
is important to maintain consistency in 
defining terms for all nutrients and food 
components. Therefore. FDA is making 
no change in response to these 
comments. 

149. A few comments requested that 
FDA define "high” and “source” for 
soluble and insoluble fiber. The 
comments stated that the Expert Panel 

on Dietary Fiber for the Federation of 
American Societies of Experimental 
Biology (FASEB) estimates that the 
dietary fiber in the current diet is 
comprised of approximately 70 to 75 
percent insoluble fiber and 25 to 30 
percent soluble fiber, and that some 
individuals are seeking products with 
higher levels of the specific fiber 
components. 

The agency has established a DRV for 
dietary fiber but not one for insoluble or 
soluble fiber because no quantitative 
guidelines for daily intakes of soluble 
and insoluble fiber components have 
been established. Therefore, the agency 
has no basis on which to define “high” 
for insoluble and soluble fiber and has 
not made the suggested change. 

150. One comment suggested that 
“high” and “source” claims for protein 
should be based on protein quality as 
well as level because such claims may 
be misleading if a food contains a lower 
quality protein. The comment suggested 
as a second criterion that a “high” in 
protein claim be allowed only for foods 
with a protein digestibility-corrected 
amino acid score (PDCAAS) greater than 
or equal to 40, and that for a “source” 
of protein claim, the food must have a 
PDCAAS of greater than or equal to 20. 

The agency notes that § 101.9(c)(7)(i), 
proposed as § 101.9(c)(8)(i), provides 
that the percent DRV for protein must 
represent the corrected amount of 
protein based on its PDCAAS. Thus, the 
agency has already factored in the 
PDCAAS (see the discussion of protein 
quality in the Mandatory Nutrition 
Labeling proposal). Therefore, the 
agency believes that adding a second 
criterion based on the PDCAAS for 
"high” and "good source” in protein 
claims is not necessary. To determine 
whether a product qualifies for a claim 
as “high” in, or as “good source” of, 
protein, manufacturers must use the 
percent DRV for protein in a food that 
represents the corrected amount of 
protein based on its PDCAAS. 

151. Some of the comments 
recommended defining the term "very 
high” to provide for use of this claim 
when a food contains 30 percent or 
more of the RDI or DRV per serving, so 
that consumers can distinguish between 
foods with “high” levels of nutrients 
and those with significantly more. Some 
comments recommended that the 
agency permit the term “principal 
source” as a synonym for “very high.” 
However, a few comments agreed with 
the agency’s position that the term “very 
high” should not be defined because 
allowing such a term could discourage 
consumption of a wide variety of foods 
in favor of fewer highly fortified foods 
and supplements. Other comments 
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proposed a three- or four- level system 
for claims that emphasize the presence 
of a nutrient. One suggested a three 
level system is as follows; “source of* 
as 10 to 19 percent; “good source of’ as 
20 to 49 percent; and “excellent source 
of as 50 percent or more. A suggested 
four-level system is as follows: “source 
of as 10 to 19 percent; “good source oF’ 
as 20 to 34 percent; “very good source 
of as 35 to 49 percent; and “excellent 
source of as 50 percent or more. 

The agency has reviewed these 
comments and is not persuaded that it 
should define terms that correspond to 
levels of a nutrient that normally do not 
occur naturally in foods, e.g., “very 
high.” In the general principles proposal 
(56 FR 60421 at 60443), the agency 
stated that defining a term such as “very 
high” could discourage adherence to 
current dietary guidelines such as those 
stated in “Nutrition and Your Health: 
Dietary Guidelines for Americans” (Ref. 
7), which emphasize the need to select 
a diet from a wide variety of foods and 
to obtain specific nutrients from a 
variety of foods rather than from a few 
highly fortified foods or supplements. 
The comments provided no information 
to cause the agency to change its 
position. 

152. A majority of comments agreed 
with the agency’s proposed definition 
for "source,” while a few comments 
disagreed. Generally, the latter 
comments contended that the agency 
should not define “source” because 
consumers cannot reasonably be 
expected to distinguish between foods 
that are “high” in a nutrient as opposed 
to foods that are simply a “source” of 
a nutrient. 

The agency agrees that consumers 
may not be able to understand the 
distinction between the meanings of 
“high” and “source.” For example, the 
term "high” has a quantitative 
connotation, while the term “source” 
merely connotes that a nutrient is 
present but does not signify the quantity 
present. Therefore, the term “source” 
alone does not enable the consumer to 
conclude that the level of nutrient 
present is less than “high.” However, 

, the agency believes that the term “good 
source” conveys the appropriate 
information for a midlevel content 
claim, i.e., that a dietarily significant 
level of the nutrient is present, but that 

a the level present is not exceptional with 
, respect to levels naturally found in 

foods. Therefore, the agency is revising 
in § 101.54 the primary term for 
midrange nutrient content claims from 
“source” to “good source.” 

Thus, FDA concludes that adopting a 
two-level approach to claims that 
emphasize the presence of a nutrient 

based upon “good source” (as a 
replacement for “source") and “high” as 
the representative terms will provide 
meaningful information to consumers 
consistent with the intent of these 
proposed definitions. 

FDA is, however, making a change in 
§ 101.54. In proposed § 101.54(a)(3), 
FDA referred to § 101.36, in which the 
agency proposed to set forth the 
requirements for nutrition labeling of 
dietary supplements. In October of 
1992, the Dietary Supplement Act of 
'1992 was enacted, which imposes a 
moratorium on implementation of the 
1990 amendments. In response to this 
moratorium, FDA is not adopting 
§ 101.36 at this time. Therefore, FDA 
has deleted the reference to § 101.36 
from § 101.54(a)(3). FDA intends to 
revisit this issue in accordance with the 
provisions of the Dietary Supplement 
Act of 1992. 

153. One comment stated that for 
fresh fruits and vegetables, the 
eligibility level for “source” should be 
5 percent of the RDI for a nutrient 
because several nutrients occur 
naturally in fruits and vegetables at 
levels below 10 percent of the RDI. 

The agency is not persuaded that the 
criteria for a mid-range nutrient content 
claim should include a lower eligibility 
level for fresh fruits and vegetables. As 
stated in the general principles proposal 
(56 FR 60421 at 60444), the agency has 
long held that a food is not a significant 
source of a nutrient unless that nutrient 
is present in the food at a level equal to 
or in excess of 10 percent of the U.S. 
RDA in a serving. The agency is 
unaware of any evidence suggesting that 
this policy should be changed, and none 
was presented in any comments to the 
proposal. Therefore, the agency is not 
including a lower eligibility level in the 
definition of "source” for fiesh fruits 
and vegetables. 

154. Some comments disagreed with 
the agency’s exclusion of total 
carbohydrates from coverage under the 
proposed definitions for “high” and 
“source.” The comments stated that 
“high” and “source” should be defined 
for complex carbohydrates because 
health authorities recommend that 
consumers in-crease the amount of 
complex carbohydrates in their diets. 

The agency does not agree that it 
should define “high” and “good source” 
for complex carbohydrates. The agency 
has concluded that it is unable to define 
“complex carbohydrates,” as discussed 
in the final rule on mandatory nutrition 
labeling published elsewhere in this 
issue of the Federal Register. 'Therefore, 
there is no basis for nutrient content 
claims about this nutrient. 

155. One comment suggested 
establishing definitions for “source" for 
polyunsaturated fatty acids and 
monounsaturated fatty acids because 
health authorities recommend 
increasing the intake of unsaturated fat 
while decreasing the intake of saturated 
fat. 

Because the agency has determined 
that a DRV for unsaturated fat 
(including polyunsaturated and 
monounsaturated fatty acids) is 
potentially misleading, as explained in 
the RDTs and DRV’s final rule, 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register, the agency concludes 
that there is no basis for defining “high" 
and “good source” for unsaturated fat. 

156. A few comments opposed 
proposed § 101.54(d) that requires that 
unless a food meets the definition for 
“low fat” (3 g or less fat per serving and 
per 100 g), a “high fiber,” “source of 
fiber,” or “more fiber” claim must be 
accompanied by a declaration of the 
amount of total fat per serving in 
immediate proximity to the claim and 
preceding the referral statement. These 
comments stated that this provision 
targets only fat as an unhealthy nutrient, 
and therefore it is discriminatory and 
anti-competitive. 

The focus on fat in conjunction with 
fiber claims derives from the statute 
itself. As stated above, section 
403(r)(2)(A)(v) of the act provides that a 
claim may not state that a food is high 
in fiber unless the food is low in total 
fat, or the label discloses the level of 
total fat in the food. Thus, § 101.54(d) is 
required by the statute, and the agency 
is retaining this requirement in the final 
rule. Moreover, it is consistent with the 
statute’s focus on fat in conjunction 
with fiber claims to require a similar fat 
disclosure when a “good source” or 
“more” claim for fiber is made. 

c. relative claims 

Sections 3(b)(l)(A)(iii)(III), 
(b)(l)(A)(iii)(IV), and (bMl)(A)(iii)(V) of 
the 1990 amendments require that the 
agency define the terms “light” or “lite” 
(referred to collectively in this 
document as “light”), “reduced,” and 
“less,” unless the agency finds that the 
use of any of these terms would be 
misleading under section 403(a) of the 
act. These terms are used for comparing 
the amount of nutrient in one food with 
the amount of the same nutrient in 
another food or class of foods. The 
comparisons are called “relative 
claims.” In the general principles 
proposal, the agency proposed 
definitions for “light,” “reduced,” and 
“less,” as well as the terms “fewer” and 
“more.” In addition, the agency 
proposed in § 101.13(j), requirements 
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specifying: (1) The reference foods that 
may he used as a basis for comparing 
the level of nutrients in one food with 
the level of those nutrients in another 
food for the various types of relative 
claims; (2) the information about the 
foods being compared that must 
accompany the claim; and (3) the 
minimum absolute amount of a nutrient 
by which the food must differ from the 
reference food in order to make a 
relative claim. 

The definitions for relative claims 
proposed in the general principles 
proposal placed “less” (or “fewer”), 
“reduced,” and “light” on a continuum 
using two criteria, both of which a food ~ 
would have to meet to bear a specific 
relative claim. First, the proposal would 
have required that a food be reduced in 
the particular nutrient by a specific 
minimum percentage, depending on the 
claim. Secondly, it would have required 
that the level of a nutrient in the food 
be reduced by a minimum absolute 
amount (e.g.. 3 g 53t). The agency 
believed that such a regulatory scheme 
would limit consumer confusion with 
reject to the meaning of these terms. 

To provide a basis by which 
comparisons between two foods could 
be made using relative terms, the agency 
proposed three types of reference foods 
(56 FR 60421 at 60445). These reference 
foods were: (1) A composite value of all 
foods of the same type, referred to as an 
industry-wide norm (proposed 
§ 101 13(i)(l)(i)), which could be used as 
a basis of comparison for all relative 
claims; (2) a manufacturer's regular 
product (§ 101 13(j)(l)(ii)) which could 
be used for “reduced.“ “less,” and 
“more” claims; and (3) a food or class 
of foods whose composition is reported 
in a current valid data base (proposed 
§ 101.13(j)(l)(iii)) for use with “less” 
and “more” claims. 

However, the agency acknowledged 
that it is possible that because of the 
natural vagaries of the language (56 FR 
60421 at 60458), the terms “reduced” 
and “less” (or “fewer”) may have no 
innately understood differences. 
Consequently, the agency acknowledged 
that any proposed regulatory distinction 
between the two terms may still be 
misleading. Therefore, the agency 
discussed the possibility, as an 
alternative approach, of providing the 
same definition for “reduced” and 
“less” and requiring information 
describing exactly how the foods differ 
to accompany the claim. Under this 
scheme, the percent that the nutrient in 
the labeled food differed from the 
reference food, a comparison of the 
actual amounts of nutrient in the 
labeled food and the reference food, and 
the identity of the reference food would 
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have been conspicuously disclosed on 
the PDF of the label. The agency did 
not, however, discuss what reference 
foods would be appropriate as the basis 
for these claims if they were given the 
same definition. In the proposal, FDA 
discussed the possibility of publishing a 
supplemental notice on this alternative. 
Although a document was drafted and 
made available at a hearing that the 
agency held in January of 1992, it was 
never published in the Federal Register 
and thus must be considered a draft. 
However, the agency has fully 
considered comments it received on the 
alternative approach in arriving at this 
final rule. 

1 "Reduced" and “less” (or “fewer") 

a General provisions 

Relative claims have traditionally 
been defined by the agency using a 
minimum percentage reduction. Under 
existing regulations, to make a “reduced 
sodium" claim or a “reduced calorie" 
claim, for example, the food must be 
reduced by 75 percent in sodium 
(§ 101.13(a)(4)) or 33 1/3 percent in 
calories (§ 105.66(d)). Moreover, in 
earlier documents on cholesterol claims, 
the agency proposed to require that 
cholesterol be decreased by 75 percent 
for a food to make a reduced claim (51 
FR 42584, November 25. 1986; 55 FR 
29456, July 19.1990). The minimum 
percentage reduction has been used by 
the agency to ensure that the level of the 
nutrient that is the subject of a claim in 
a food that bears a claim has been 
decreased by a significant amount 
compared to the reference food. 

In the general principles proposal 
FDA proposed that for a food to bear the 
term “reduced.” it must contain at least 
one-third fewer calories or 50 percent 
less fat, saturated fat, cholesterol, or 
sodium than the reference food. To bear 
the term "less” (or “fewer”) the agency 
proposed that a food must contain at 
least 25 percent less of the nutrient than 
the reference food. 

However, the agency was concerned 
about misleading relative claims that 
highlight a decrease in the amount of a 
nutrient on products that normally 
contain only a small amount of that 
nutrient. For example, if such claims 
were allowed on the basis of a 
percentage reduction only, a food 
containing 50 calories per serving could 
be reformulated to contain 33 calories (a 
one-third reduction) and thereby qualify 
to make a “fewer” claim. The agency 
was concerned that such claims would 
be misleading because the difference in 
the amount of the nutrient would be 
insignificant with respect to the total 
daily diet. 

To ensure that claims for products 
having relatively small amounts of 
nutrient not bear a claim unless the 
difference in the amount of nutrient was 
significant relative to the total daily 
diet, the agency proposed that a product 
also be reduced by an absolute 
minimum amount in order to bear a 
claim. The agency proposed to require 
that the minimum reduction necessary 
for the food to bear a relative claim be 
equal to the value of “low" for that 
nutrient, i.e., a reduction of at least 40 
calories, 140 mg of sodium, 3 g fat. 1 g 
saturated fat, or 20 mg cholesterol. 
Consequently, the agency proposed that 
the definitions for “reduced” and “less" 
claims be based on both a minimum 
percentage difference and a minimum 
absolute difference in the amount of the 
nutrient. 

In the general principles proposal (56 
FR 60421 at 60458), as discussed above, 
FDA also requested comment on an 
alternative approach under which 
“reduced” and “less” (or “fewer") 
would have the same definition, and 
there would be a numeric disclosure of 
the actual amount and the percentage 
that nutrient in the labeled food differed 
from the reference food Under this 
approach, there would not be a single, 
across-the-board minimum percent 
reduction required to support the claim, 
but any claimed reduction or difference 
in the level of a nutrient would have to 
be large enough to be nutritionally 
significant. 

157. Many comments said that there 
was an insufficient distinction between 
the terms “less” and “reduced" to 
warrant separate definitions for these 
terms, and that use of the two terms was 
confusing. They suggested that 
“reduced" not be defined. Other 
comments suggested that “less” (or 
"fewer”) was the redundant term and 
should not be defined. However, many 
more comments stated that “reduced” 
and “less” should have the same 
definition. These comments said that 
the distinction made by FDA is artificial 
and confusing, and that consumers do 
not understand there to be any real 
distinction between the two terms. 
Many comments said that declaration of 
the extent of the reduction is more 
meaningful than the desciiptive term 
used because it provides more 
information about the nutrient content 
of the product. Some stated that 
separate definitions would make it more 
difficult for manufacturers to meet 
consumer demand for modified 
products that comply with defined 
terms. 

The agency has reviewed these 
comments and is persuaded that the 
terms “less" and “reduced” may not 
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have two distinct nutrition meanings to 
the ordinary consumer, and that, 
therefore, it could be confusing if the 
terms were to have two distinct 
nutrition definitions. The agency 
considered eliminating one or the other 
of these terms but chose not to do so. 
Both of these terms are listed in section 
3(b)(l)(A)(iii) of the 1990 amendments. 
While FDA could have decided not to 
define one of the terms listed in that 
section if it foimd that the use of the 
term would be misleading, the agency 
has no information on which to base 
such a conclusion for either “less” or 
“reduced.” 

The current use of both “reduced” 
and “less” suggests that both terms have 
a place in the market. The terms are 
commonly understood to have different 
meanings. “Reduced” applies to a 
characteristic of an entity that has been 
altered with the resulting entity 
differing from the original by only that 
alteration, while “less” encompasses 
“reduced” and can also apply to a 
difference in a characteristic between 
two distinct entities (Ref. 25). 
Accordingly, as discussed in detail 
below, the agency is revising new 
§§ 101.60(b)(4), 101.61(b)(6), 
101.62(b)(4), (c)(4), and (d)(4), by 
providing the same definition for the 
terms “less” (or “fewer” in the case of 
calories) and “reduced,” (See comments 
158 through 160 of this document). It is 
also deleting the separate definition for 
“less” (or “fewer”) proposed in 
§§ 101.60(b)(5), 101.61(b)(7). 
101.62(b)(5), (c)(4), and (d)(5). Instead of 
distinct definitions for each of the two 
terms, the agency will rely on the 
information that accompanies the claim 
to inform consumers of the levels of 
reduction of a nutrient achieved by the 
labeled food. However, as is discussed 
in greater detail in comment 204 of this 
document, the agency believes that 
because of their different commonly 
understood meanings, the two terms 
may not always be used 
interchangeably. 

158. There was only limited support 
for the definitions proposed for 
“reduced” and “less,” which would 
have required a minimum percentage 
reduction and a minimum absolute 
'eduction for a product to bear such a 
claim. 

Generally, the comments expressed 
concern that the two part definition, 
particularly because of the minimiun 
absolute reduction, was too strict. Many 
comments opposing the minimum 
absolute reduction requirement 
'equested that it be deleted in the final 
rule. These comments said that such a 
requirement discriminated against 
products with small serving sizes. They 

cited situations in which the modified 
product might contain substantially less 
of a nutrient, on a percentage basis, 
compared to the reference food, but 
where the labeled food did not contain 
an amount of the nutrient sufficient for 
the food to be reduced by the minimum 
absolute amount. (One comment gave as 
an example, a serving of sour cream that 
contains 60 calories. A one-third 
reduction is 20 calories, which is only 
one-half of the 40 calories proposed as 
the minimum calorie reduction 
necessary in order to make a claim.) The 
comments stated that although 
differences in the absolute amount of a 
nutrient in such products might be 
small, the nutritional benefits derived 
from several servings of similarly 
modified foods over a day could have a 
significant impact on the level of the 
particular nutrient in the total diet. 

Comments suggested a wide variety of 
alternative definitions, including 
various minimum percentage 
reductions, some with minimum 
absolute reductions and others without. 
Several comments that supported a 
definition based solely on a minimum 
percentage reduction stated that such a 
criterion is necessary to ensure that 
claims are made only for nutrient 
reductions that are nutritionally 
significant, especially for those foods 
containing large amounts of a nutrient. 
They gave as examples salty soups 
having 1,000 mg of sodium and candy 
bars with 300 calories. 

Only a few comments preferred a 
minimum absolute reduction over a 
percentage reduction as a sole criterion. 
However, most of those comments 
voiced little reason for their preference. 
Of those commenting, a very few stated 
that without the proposed minimum 
reduction requirements, claims might be 
permitted on products where only very 
small reductions were made. They said 
that if the products were already very 
low in, or fiee of, the nutrient, such 
claims would be misleading. 

A few comments suggested that a 
minimum absolute reduction other than 
the proposed values based on the 
definition for “low” should be used to 
control claims made for very small 
nutrient reductions, e.g., 20 or 30 
calories, instead of the proposed 40 
calories', 1.5 or 2 g fat instead of 3 g fat; 
0.5 g saturated fat instead of 1 g; 35 or 
100 mg sodium instead of 140 mg: and 
10 or 15 mg cholesterol instead of 20 
mg. 

Some comments suggested that there 
should be no single, across-the-board 
minimum percentage difference (»r 
minimum absolute reduction, but that 
there should be a general requirement 
that the nutrient reduction be large 

enough to be nutritionally significant. 
Others suggested that “redu(^” or 
“less” claims be permitted for any 
decrease in the level of a nutrient in a 
food so long as small improvements in 
a product were not exaggerated, and the 
absolute difference was disclosed. One 
comment suggested that any definition 
would serve as a floor representing the 
minimum amount of reductions that 
manufacturers would make, and that 
because of competitive forces, actual 
reductions would increase. 

The agency proposed that both a 
minimum percentage reduction of a 
nutrient in a food and a minimum 
absolute reduction were necessary in 
order to ensure that meaningful 
reductions in the amount of nutrient in 
a food would occur, and thereby 
increase the likelihood that selection of 
nutritionally reduced foods would have 
a positive effect on an individual's 
overall dietary intake of the nutrient. 
The agency believed that a minimum 
absolute reduction was necessary to 
ensure that relative claims were 
significant and would not be made on 
products that, although they had a large 
percentage reduction, had only 
insignificant changes in the amount of 
nutrient. Such reductions could occur if 
relative claims were based only on a 
minimum percentage reduction in 
products that normally contain only a 
small amount of the nutrient. On the 
other hand, the agency was also 
concerned that products containing 
large amounts of a nutrient not have 
insignificant reductions compared to the 
amount of nutrient in the food and its 
overall contribution of the nutrient to 
the total diet. 

The comments have convinced the 
agency that a definition using both 
criteria is too restrictive and will 
prohibit claims on a number of products 
that are useful in constructing diets 
consistent with dietary guidelines. 
However, the agency is not convinced, 
nor have the comments supported with 
data or other information, that having 
no minimum criteria will provide 
sufficient assurance that reductions in 
the level of a nutrient will be sufficient 
to prohibit misleading claims by 
assuring that only foods with 
nutritionally significant reductions may 
bear a “reduced” or “less” claim. 
Without such criteria, it would be 
difficult to ensure that nutrient 
reductions in a product were large 
enough to be significant in the case of 
products with a small amoimt of a 
nutrient or sufficient relative to the 
food’s contribution of the nutrient to the 
total diet for products with a large 
amount of a nutrient 
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In addition, the agency does not agree 
with the suggestion that additional 
labeling can be used to counteract a 
misleading claim that is used to 
represent a truly insignificant reduction 
in the level of a nutrient. Stating the 
absolute amoimt of difierence, as 
recommended by the comment, would 
suggest that the product had undergone 
nutritionally significant reductions 
when it had not. 

Therefore, FDA concludes that it is 
necessary to establish specific 
requirements to define when the 
difference in the level of a nutrient is 
large enough that claims about the 
difference are not misleading, and the 
terms “less” and “reduced” may be 
used. 

The agency believes that of the 
options suggested in the comments, 
either a percentage reduction or a 
minimum absolute reduction offers the 
greatest assurance that the reductions 
achieved will be nutritionally 
significant. 

The agency has evaluated both types 
of criteria. If an absolute minimum 
reduction were used as the sole 
criterion, there would always be a 
nutritionally significant change in the 
amount of the nutrient for all foods 
bearing the terms “reduced” or “less.” 
However, the agency also considered 
the argument that was strongly made in 
the comments that a minimum absolute 
reduction for relative claims may 
unfairly discriminate against products 
with small serving sizes. Furthermore, 
the agency is persuaded by the 
comments that smaller reductions, in 
nutrient-dense foods traditionally used 
in small amounts for example, 20 
calories in sour cream rather than 40 
calories, may be beneficial to consumers 
and will not be misleading if changes in 
absolute amounts are declared. 
Although the agency remains convinced 
that only claims about significant 
changes in a product should be 
authorized, it acknowledges that for 
products with small servings, nutrient 
reductions that do not meet the 
proposed absolute minimum reduction 
requirements can be significant in the 
context of a daily diet. 

Many foods with small serving sizes, 
crackers for example, may be consumed 
several times throughout the day. Thus, 
the agency agrees that the small absolute 
reductions that occur with consumption 
of each serving of such foods may have 
a significant cumulative effect on the 
amount of a nutrient consumed over the 
course of a day. The agency understands 
that label claims that highlight such 
changes could assist consumers in 
making useful changes in their diet. 

However, if only a minimum absolute 
reduction is required in order for a 
product to bear a “reduced” or “less” 
claim, products with larger serving sizes 
that contmn large amoimts of a nutrient 
could still contain a large amount of the 
nutrient after reduction. 

On the other hand, with a minimum 
percentage reduction requirement, more 
products containing small amounts of a 
nutrient would qualify to make 
“reduced” or “less” claims based on 
smaller absolute reductions in the 
amount of a nutrient than would be 
permitted under the requirements of the 
proposal. Such a criterion would also 
require larger, more nutritionally 
significant changes on products 
containing large amounts of the 
nutrient. 

The agency has carefully weighed the 
concerns expressed by the comments. 
The agency believes that the terms 
“less” and. “reduced” should be used 
only when a nutritionally significant 
reduction in the level of the nutrient has 
been reached so as not to mislead 
consumers into believing that a product 
would provide nutritionally significant 
reduction in the level of a nutrient when 
it would not. 

The agency has determined that it is 
most appropriate to require a minimum 
percentage reduction rather than a 
minimum absolute reduction in order 
for a product to bear a “reduced” or 
“less” claim for the following reasons. 
First, the use of a minimum percentage 
reduction instead of a minimum 
absolute reduction is compellingly 
supported by comments and generally 
consistent with the agency’s proposed 
approach. Secondly, it will allow more 
fo(xls with smaller reductions in a 
nutrient to make a “reduced” or “less” 
claim. By eliminating the minimum 
absolute amount that a nutrient must be 
reduced for a product to bear a claim, 
the agency believes that manufacturers 
may have an additional incentive to 

roduce modified products that are 
elpful in maintaining healthy dietary 

practices. Although these changes are 
smaller per product, they will 
cumulatively contribute overall to 
reduction in the amount of certain 
nutrients in the diet. Thirdly, this 
approach will assure nutritionally 
significant changes in products 
containing la^ amounts of a nutrient. 

Therefore, TOA concludes that it is 
appropriate to require a minimum 
percentage reduction in the level of a 
nutrient in order for a food to bear a 
relative claim. Accordingly, the agency 
is deleting from new § 101.13(j)(3) and 
fit)m the regulations on claims for 
specific nutrients (§§ 101.60(b)(4), 
101.61(b)(6), 101.62(b)(4), (c)(4), and 

(d)(4)), the requirement for an absolute 
reduction in the level of a nutrient in 
order for the food to bear a claim. 

159. Several comments suggested that 
to prevent relatively small quantitative 
reductions fit)m being touted as large 
percentage reductions, as an alternative 
to a minimum absolute reduction, 
“reduced” and “less” claims not be 
permitted on products if the reference 
food qualifies for a “low” claim. 

The agency is concerned that for 
products in which the level of a 
particular nutrient is very low, requiring 
only minimum percentage reductions 
would mean that very small, 
nutritionally insignificant changes 
could be made in the amount of the 
nutrient, and the product would still 
qualify to make a “reduced” or “less” 
claim. It agrees that the suggested 
approach would provide assurance that 
the changes made to qualify for a 
“reduced” or “less” claim are not so 
small as to not be nutritionally 
significant. The agency notes that the 
value for “low” is the level at or above 
which the amount of a nutrient becomes 
significant relative to the total diet. A 
difference between two foods in a 
nutrient that is present in both foods at 
a level that is less than that of 
nutritional significance is not a 
significant difference. Such differences 
cannot be considered meaningful 
relative to the overall diet because even 
the level of the nutrient in the reference 
food is so low that the impact of its 
consumption on total dietary intake of 
the nutrient is minimal. 

Thus, the agency agrees with the 
comments that contended that it would 
be misleading for products to make a 
relative claim if the nutrient is present 
at a “low” level in the reference food. 
Consequently, the agency is prohibiting 
“reduced” and “less” claims that are 
based on a difference from a reference 
food that meets the requirement for a 
"low” claim with resp^ to the nutrient 
in question. The agency is revising new 
§ 101.13(j)(3) to include this 
retirement. 

The agency believes that the overall 
approach described above will provide 
the best balance between encouraging 
manufacturers to produce foods with 
significant nutrient reductions by 
authorizing them to tell the public about 
the products’ attributes and protecting 
consumers from being misled by claims 
directing them to foods that are not 
meaningfully improved in nutrient 
content. 

160. Many comments discussed the 
percentage that a food should be 
reduced to bear a “reduced” or “less” 
claim. They suggested a wide range of 
percentage reductions, fi-om a 50 
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percent reduction for “reduced” or 
“less” for all nutrients (including 
calories) to a 10 percent reduction for all 
nutrients. Some comments stated that 
FDA has historically used a 10 percent 
reduction as the minimum amount 
required for nutritional significance, 
and, therefore, it was an appropriate 
basis for a “reduced” claim. OAer 
comments said that small incremental 
nutrient changes such as 10 percent are 
beneficial to consumers and represent 
modifications that are achievable. The 
comments argued that banning label 
information about incremental changes 
is likely to hurt consumers and 
discourage innovation. 

Many other comments stated that a 25 
percent reduction was an appropriate 
minimum reduction requirement. These 
comments said that using this level 
would allow “reduced” and “less” to 
have the same definition as originally 
proposed for “less.” In addition, they 
said that a 25 percent reduction is a 
nutritionally significant reduction. 

One such comment said that there is 
a sound scientific foundation upon 
which to require a minimum percentage 
reduction of 25 percent. The comment 
included comparisons of target daily 
intakes to current intakes and 
concluded that a 25 percent reduction is 
fully consistent with the reduction in 
intake needed to achieve current 
national dietary goals for fat, saturated 
fat, and cholesterol. The comment also 
concluded that although these 
calculations suggested that a 40 percent 
overall reduction in sodium was 
necessary to reach dietary goals, a 25 
percent reduction was more practicable. 
This comment said that its conclusion 
was based on experience in marketing 
foods with reductions in sodium. It said 
that it had found that smaller 
incremental reductions were necessary 
to avoid consumer rejection of altered 
foods. The comment said that taste 
preferences will change as consumers 
adapt to lower salt levels, and that a 25 
percent incremental reduction at this 
time would be a practical approach to 
the 40 percent reduction that is 

''ultimately desired. 
Another comment stated that a 25 

percent threshold for claims was 
appropriate because it is supported by a 
variety of international governments 
and organizations, including Codex 
Alimentarius. 

A few comments said that a one-third 
minimum reduction in the level of a 
nutrient was an appropriate criterion for 
a food to bear a “reduced” or “less” 
claim. They stated that a one-third 
reduction was a significant reduction, 
and that it is consistent with the 
percentage reduction required for 

“reduced calorie” claims (§ 105.66). 
Other comments suggested that foods 
should be permitted to bear a “reduced” 
or “less” claim only if there was a 50 
percent or greater reduction in a 
nutrient (including calories) than the 
reference food. They said that requiring 
this percentage reduction was important 
for consistency across the nutrients. 
Other comments said that a minimum 
percentage reduction of 50 percent was 
necessary to ensure that the reduction is 
truly nutritionally significant compared 
to the original food and is useful to 
consumers in following dietary 
guidelines. A very few comments 
suggested that the definition for 
“reduced sodium” and “reduced 
cholesterol” should be returned to the 
75 percent reductions previously 
established or proposed. 

The agency aoes not agree that it has 
established a precedent for using 10 
percent as a criterion for a minimum 
percent reduction in the level of a 
nutrient. Current agency regulations 
(§ 101.9(c)(7)(v)) provide that a food is 
not a significant source of a nutrient 
unless the nutrient is present at a level 
that is 10 percent of the U.S. RDA, and 
that no claim may be made that a food 
is nutritionally superior to another 
unless it contains at least 10 percent 
more of the U.S. RDA of the claimed 
nutrient per serving than the other food. 
For “reduced” and “less” claims, on the 
other hand, the percentage is used as the 
basis for a direct comparison between 
the amount of the nutrient in each of the 
foods. Therefore, the agency concludes 
that this comment did not provide 
sufficient justification to permit 
“reduced” or “less” claims on products 
having only a 10 percent reduction. 

In addition, in the final rule on 
sodium labeling (49 FR 15510 at 15521, 
April 18 1984), the agency stated that a 
10 percent reduction criterion for 
comparative claims was too low because 
of product variability. The agency said 
that because of expected statistical 
distribution of a nutrient (in that case 
sodium) in the food, there is a 
measurable probability that the sodium 
content of a sample of a product for 
which a lowered sodium content claim 
was made would actually exceed the 
sodium content of a sample of the 
unaltered product. Because it had been 
suggested that such product variations 
may not be as common now as they 
were in 1984 because of manufacturers’ 
ability to more precisely control the 
amount of nutrient in a product, the 
agency solicited comments on this 
suggestion. However, comments 
provided no data to substantiate that 
improvements in food technology or 
other factors make it practicable for 

manufacturers to reliably achieve a 10 
percent reduction. Thus, in the absence 
of data to support a different finding, 
the agency concludes that, because of 
product variability, a 25 percent 
reduction is the lowest level of 
reduction that can be supported. 

The agency’s decision to require a 25 
percent reduction as the basis for a 
“reduced” or “less” claim is also based 
on the recognition, as outlined in the 
general principles proposal (56 FR 
60421 at 60451), that this level will 
provide an incentive for manufocturers 
to reduce the level of the relevant 
nutrients in their food and at the same 
time has the potential to produce 
meaningful changes in overall nutrient 
intake for consumers. The comments 
provided significant support of these 
conclusions. 

While the agency agrees that large 
reductions (such as 33, 50 or 73 percent) 
in the levels of certain nutrients present 
in a food may increase the likelihood 
that these foods will decrease the 
nutrient intakes of individuals who 
select these foods, FDA cannot agree 
that these percentage reductions are the 
most appropriate criteria on which to 
base “reduced” and “less.” The 
comments supporting levels higher than 
a 25 percent reduction did not provide 
evidence that a 25 percent reduction 
would not be adequate, nor did they 
specifically demonstrate why a higher 
level than 25 percent is needed. 

FDA recognizes that it has previously 
provided guidelines and definitions for 
nutrient reductions in foods, and that 
these specified reductions were greater 
than 25 percent. However, the agency 
now believes that with the advent of 
mandatory nutrition labeling and an 
ever increasing interest in healthy 
eating, more manufacturers will attempt 
reductions in the levels of nutrients like 
fat, saturated fat, cholesterol, and 
sodium in their foods. With the 
definition set at the reasonably 
achievable level of a 25 percent 
reduction, more foods are likely to be 
available, and consumers will be able to 
select from more and different foods in 
order to meet dietary guidelines. 
Furthermore, as suggested by one 
comment, market competition will 
undoubtedly spur some manufacturers 
to exceed this minimal reduction, 
thereby resulting in foods with even 
greater levels of reduction. 

Therefore, the agency has concluded 
that an appropriate minimum 
percentage reduction for the terms 
“reduced” and “less” is 25 percent 
Accordingly, the agency has revised 
new §§ 101.60(b)(4)(i), 101.61(b)(6)(i), 
101.62(b)(4)(i), (c)(4)(i), (d)(4)(i)(A), and 
(d)(4)(ii)(A) to reflect this change. 
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161. One comment stated that the Emtage reductions expressed on the 
should not exceed the actual 

amount of the reduction of the nutrient 
in the product. Thus, the comment 
argued that manufacturers should be 
prohibited from “rounding up” the 
amount of the reduction to make it 
appear greater than it actually is. 

llie agency advises that for a product 
to bear a claim, the level of the nutrient 
must be reduced by at least a certain 
value. Thus, the amount of the 
reduction must be equal to or greater 
than the specified amount. There is no 
provision for rounding up the difference 
in nutrient content. 

It is not clear to FDA whether the 
“rounding up” referred to in this 
comment is the rounding off provided 
in the regulation on mandatory nutrition 
labeling published elsewhere in this 
issue of the Federal Register. If the 
comment was concerned about such 
rounding, the agency advi.ses that 
declaration of nutrients in, for example, 
5 calorie increments or 0.5 g fat 
increments, which is permitted in 
nutrition labeling under § 101.9(c), is 
not permitted in determining the 
difference in nutrient levels between 
two foods. However, as discussed in the 
preamble of the proposal on mandatory 
nutrition labeling (55 FR 29487, July 19, 
1990), the rounded differences are 
nutritionally insignificant. The agency 
would not consider a claim to be 
misleading if the declaration of the 
difference in absolute amount of 
nutrient between the foods were 
rounded off in conformance with 
rounding provisions for nutrition 
labeling in § 101.9. 

162. A few comments requested that 
the regulation provide for use of 
“modified” as a synonym for “reduced” 
or “less.” 

The agency does not consider the 
word “modified” by itself to be a 
nutrient content claim. While it implies 
the product has been changed, 
“modified” does not necessarily imply 
that the change is in the content of a 
nutrient. As discussed elsewhere in this 
document, the word “modified” is 
permitted for use as part of the 
statement of identity on foods that 
qualify for “reduced” or “less” claims. 
However, “modified” is intended to be 
used in the presence of these claims, not 
in lieu of them. The term advises 
consumers that the product has been 
changed, and the nutrient content claim 
describes the change. Accordingly. FDA 
is not amending the regulation as 
requested. 

163. One comment requested that the 
agency provide for the term “lower” as 
a synonym for “less.” The comment 

stated that the term was currently in use 
on a comparative basis. 

The agency agrees that “lower” 
should be permitted as a synonym for 
“less.” Although the comment provided 
no further verification of the meaning of 
the term, the "American Heritage 
Dictionary,” 1976 edition, (Ref. 25) 
defines the term to mean “below a 
similar or comparable thing.” Such a 
definition is consistent with the 
principles for “less” claims which are 
used to compare two similar or 
comparable foods. Accordingly, the 
agency is including in §§ 101.60(b)(4) 
and (c) (4). 101.61(b)(6), 101.62(b)(4). 
(c)(4), and (d)(4)“lower” as a synonym 
for “less” (or “fewer”). 

164. One comment suggested that 
“less” rather than only the term “fewer” 
should be allowed for calorie claims. 

As was stated in the general 
principles proposal (56 FR 60451), the 
agency defined “fewer calories” instead 
of “less calories” because the term 
“fewer” is grammatically correct. The 
agency does not believe that it is 
appropriate to amend the regulation to 
specify use of an improper term. 
However, FDA does not ordinarily 
consider a product to be misbranded 
because it bears a label statement that is 
grammatically incorrect. Accordingly, 
because the criteria for “less” and 
“fewer” claims are the same, the agency 
will not consider “less calories” to be 
misleading. 

b. “Reduced” and “less” claims for 
sugar 

In the general principles proposal, 
FDA proposed a definition for “less 
sugars” that included a minimum 
percentage difference of 25 percent but 
did not include a minimum absolute 
amount criterion. The agency did so 
because the minimum absolute amount 
criterion for other nutrients was the 
amount proposed to be defined as 
“low.” The proposed criteria for “low” 
claims were based on DRV’s for the 
nutrients, and because there was no 
DRV for sugars, there was no “low 
sugars” definition. The agency solicited 
comments for an appropriate 
requirement that could be used as the 
second criterion for this claim and 
signaled its intentions to establish a 
second criterion if one were not 
forthcoming. 

165. Only a few comments addressed 
the term. Some supported defining the 
claim “less sugars,” while a few others 
suggested that the term “less sugars” is 
not useful to consumers, is misleading, 
and should not be used. However, those 
objecting did not provide information as 
to why this was so. 

As discussed in comment 80 of this 
document, the agency has determined 
that the term “sugars free” may bo 
confusing to consumers and therefore is 
providing for use of the term “sugar 
frne.” The agency believes that “less 
sugars” would also be confusing. f 
Therefore, for consistency the agency ; 
has determined that “less sugar” is the J 
more appropriate term to describe i 
reductions in the sugars content. I 
Further, because the comments 
provided no arguments why the term 
should be eliminated, and because the 
term would provide certain pseful « 
information to consumers in comparing ! 
the sugars content of one food to 
another, the agency is not persuaded 
that the definition for “less sugar” 
should be eliminated. Accordingly, the 
agency has retained this definition. 

In addition, FDA has included use of ; 
the term “reduced” in the provision for 
“less sugar” (§ 101.60(c)(4)). Although 
the agency had not proposed criteria for 
“reduced sugar” claims, now that the 
term “reduced” and “less” have the 
same criteria, it would be inconsistent 
not to also permit use of “reduced 
sugar” claims. 

166. Only one comment suggested a 
second criterion for the definition of 
“less sugar.” It recommended that the 
claim be permitted only if the labeled 
food contained at least 2 g less sugar 
than the reference food. 

The comment did not provide 
rationale or other information to 
substantiate the recommendation. 
Consequently, FDA still does not have 
a basis for a minimum absolute 
reduction to be used in lieu of a 
definition for “low sugar.” However, as 
discussed above in response to 
comment 158 of this document, FDA is 
no longer using the minimum absolute 
reduction as a criterion for “reduced” 
and “less” claims. 

In view of this fact, the agency is 
persuaded that the need for a second 
criterion for sugar is similarly 
diminished. The agency has established 
in new § 101.13(j)(3) (see comment 159 
of this document) a requirement that a 
relative claim may not be made if the 
amount of nutrient in the reference food 
is less than the value for “low.” 
Although for consistency, a similar 
requirement for sugars might be useful, 
the agency does not believe that there is 
a compelling reason to definitively 
establish the criterion, especially given 
the fact that the basis for such a 
criterion, a DRV for sugar, does not 
exist. The agency will evaluate on a 
case-by-case basis whether claims on 
food that emphasize a very small 
reduction in the amount of sugar are 
misleading. 

i 
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2. "Light” 

a. General 

In the general principles proposal (56 
FR 60421 at 60449), FDA said that 
although the term “light” or "lite” is 
primarily a relative claim that compares 
one food to another food, it is often used 
to directly describe the food itself in the 
way that an absolute claim such as "low 
calorie” is used. The agency proposed 
several circumstances in which the term 
“light” could be used. 

167. Several comments were 
concerned about the way that the term 
"light” is used in the marketplace. A 
few comments asserted that &e term 
"light” is purely marketing puffery. 
Other comments said that "light” has no 
scientifically acceptable meaning but 
instead has a multitude of meanings and 
as such will do more to mislead 
consumers than assist them in making 
better food choices. Another comment 
said that because of the various 
consumer interpretations of the meaning 
of the term “light,” there needs to be 
further research on its meaning before 
the term can be defined. A few 
comments stated that because “light” 
has no meaning, it should not be 
defined. 

Section 3(b)(l)(A)(iii)(III) of the 1990 
amendments requires I^A to define 
"light” or “lite” unless it finds that the 
term is misleading. While the agency 
agrees that some current uses of the 
term are misleading, it has not made a 
finding that the term is inherently 
misleading, or that it cannot be used in 
a nonmisleadinp manner. The agency 
concludes that it has sufficient 
information, including consumer 
surveys cited in the general principles 
proposal (Refs. 26 and 27) and other 
information submitted in comments 
with which to establish an appropriate 
definition for the term. By defining 
"light” and the conditiohs for its use in 
a meaningful way, the agency intends to 
help alleviate the confusion caused by 
the many uses of the term and to ensure 
that products that bear the term are 
useful in maintaining healthy dietary 
practices. 

168. A few comments stated that 
"light” is not an expressed claim, but 
rather that it is an implied claim. The 
comments pointed to the House report 
on the 1990 amendments (H. Rept. 101- 
538,101st Clong., 2d sess. 19 (June 13, 
1990)) which said that an implied claim 
is a statement that "implies that the 
product is low in some nutrient 
(typically calories or fat) but does not 
say so expressly” and cited “lite" as an 
example of such a claim. One comment 
went on to say that as an implied claim, 
“light” should be permitted with any 

nutrient content claim, provided that 
the food qualifies for the claim. 

The agency acknowledges that the 
House report stated that “lite" was an 
example of an implied claim. However, 
the agency believes that this term is 
used as an expressed claim because, as 
discussed in ^e general principles 
proposal (56 FR 60421 at 60449), it has 
a history of use both as a relative claim 
and as an absolute claim. "Light” has 
been used as a direct statement of the 
level of both calories and fat in food (see 
§ 101.13(b)(1)). In the proposal, FDA 
stated that in spite of the reference to 
"light” in the legislative history, it 
intended to treat this term as an 
expressed claim (56 FR 60421 at 60449 
through 60450). The comments that 
addressed this issue did not provide any 
justification for not following the course 
that the agency proposed. Therefore, 
FDA is defining "light” as an expressed 
claim in this final rule. 

b. Definition of "light” based on fat and 
calories 

In the general principles proposal (56 
FR 60421 at 60449) the agency 
acknowledged that "light” has been 
used for a number of years to connote 
a wide variety of meanings such as low 
or reduced calories; reduced fat, sugar, 
or sodium; light in weight, texture, or 
color; and thin or less viscous. The 
agency cited studies that showed a 
stable perception by the majority of 
consumers that "li^t” means that the 
caloric level has b^n altered. However, 
it noted that “light” has also been used 
to directly describe the food itself in 
much the same way as the term “low” 
has been used. Because the agency 
believed that the definition of the term 
"light” should be based primarily on 
consumers’ perception that "light” 
means "reduced in calories,” the agency 
proposed that a food be permitted to 
bear the term "light” without further 
qualification if the food had been 
specifically formulated or processed to 
reduce its calories by at least one-third 
compared to a reference food specified 
in § 101.13(j)(l)(i), with a minimum 
reduction of more than 40 calories per 
reference amount and per labeled 
serving size. 

The agency also noted that it had 
recently allowed the term "light” to be 
includ^ as part of the name of dairy 
products that are altered to have, in 
addition to one-third fewer calories, at 
least 50 percent less fat. The agency also 
noted that other normally high-fat 
products are using “light” to describe 
fat and calorie reductions. In view of 
these facts, and because the agency 
believed that products with large 
amounts of fat should not be labeled as 

"light” unless a substantial amount of 
the fat in the food was also reduced, the 
agency proposed that if the food derives 
50 percent or more of its calories from 
fat, its fat content must also be reduced 
by 50 percent or more compared to the 
reference food that it resembles or for 
which it substitutes. The proposal also 
would have required a minimum 
reduction of more than 3 g of fat per 
reference amount and per labeled 
serving size in order to bear the term 
"light.” 

169. A number of comments 
supported the agency’s view that the 
percentage of a food’s calories that are 
derived from fat should be considered 
in determining whether the food 
contains a substantial amount of fat and 
should, therefore, be required to be 
reduced in fat for the product to bear the 
term "light.” Several comments 
supported the agency’s proposal that 50 
percent or more of a food’s calories from 
fat was an appropriate level at which fat 
reduction should be required. Another 
comment suggested that if 40 percent or 
more of a food's calories are normally 
derived from fat, a fat reduction should 
be required, but it offered no 
substantiation for the suggestion. One 
comment suggested that a food contains 
relatively high levels of fat if 30 percent 
or more of the food’s calories are 
derived from fat. It noted that the 30 
percent threshold relates to the dietary 
guideline that no more than 30 percent 
of the calories in the total diet should 
be derived from fat. The comment 
suggested that a food that normally 
contains more than 30 percent of 
calories from fat would be inconsistent 
with this guideline and therefore should 
be required to be reduced in fat in order 
to bear the term "light.” 

The agency has considered these 
comments and is not persuaded by the 
comments that it is necessary to change 
its determination that foods that 
normally derive more than 50 percent of 
their calories from fat should be reduced 
in fat to make a "light” claim. The 
agency acknowledges that the dietary 
guidelines recommend that Americans 
eat a diet that consists of 30 percent or 
fewer calories from fat. However, 
because fat is found in only about one- 
half of the food supply, it is not 
necessary that each food contain only 30 
percent of its calories from fat for the 
total diet to meet this goal. Rather, 
because a diet would normally consist 
of a combination of foods containing 
various levels of fat, those foods that 
derive somewhat more than 30 percent 
of their calories frt)m fat would be 
balanced by foods that contain less than 
30 percent of their calories from fat A 
diet consisting of both types of foods 
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would be consistent with dietaiy 
guidelines. Conseouently, it would not 
be necessary for all foods that derive 
over 30 percent of their calories from fat 
to be reduced in fat to meet dietary 
guidelines. There were no comments 
that suggested the percentage of calories 
from fat should be raised to a higher 
percentage. Therefore, the agency is 
retaining the provision as proposed, that 
products that normally contain over 50 
percent of their calories from fat contain 
a substantial amoimt of fat and should, 
therefore, have the amotmt of fiat they 
contain reduced to qualify for a “light” 
claim. 

170. While a number of comments 
agreed with the agency’s assessment 
that “li^t” is primarily associated with 
reduced calorie content, a greater 
number of comments maintained that 
consumers primarily perceive “light” to 
mean lower in fat. C)ne comment cited 
a 1989 Callup Organization consumer 
poll stating that 8 out of 10 consumers 
select “light” products in order to 
reduce fat consumption. Others cited a 
survey reported in an article entitled 
“Americans to Make LIGHTER Choices 
in the 90’s” that appeared in “Calorie 
Control Commentary,” vol. 12, No. 1 
(Spring 1990), stating that 83 percent of 
consumers select products labeled as 
“light” in the belief that such products 
are low in fat. One comment included 
a study that found that 46 percent of 
consumers think that products labeled 
as “light” should have “almost no fat” 
or “no fat at all.” Another comment 
stated that “light” has been used for 
decades to refer to fat reductions 
without evidence of consumer 
misimderstanding. The comment 
included a survey of 1,000 trademarks 
using the word “light” and noted that 
35 percent of those trademarks were 
associated exclusively or primarily with 
reduced fat content in products. Many 
comments favored allowing “light” 
claims for foods on the basis of fat 
reduction alone. 

The agency has carefully reviewed 
these comments and, on the basis of the 
evidence presented in them, has been 
convinced that in addition to “reduced 
in calories,” the term “light” is also 
commonly understood to mean 
“reduced in fat.” Consiuners apparently 
view reductions in fat as a major reason 
for purchasing “light” products. 
Therefore, FDA does not consider that 
the term “light” is appropriately used 
only on products in which there has 
been a reduction in calories. The term 
also is appropriate on products in which 
there has been a reduction in fat. 

171. Many comments contended that 
the proposed definition for “light” is too 
restrictive, especially for foods that 

normally contain large amounts of fat. 
The comments maintained that certain 
products, such as butters, ice creams, 
chocolateK:oated ice cream novelties, 
cheeses, cakes, brownies, muffins, 
frostings, peanut spreads, savory snacks 
(pretzels and chips), popcorn, and 
coffee creamers could not be altered to 
qualify for a “light” claim under the 
propo^ definition. A number of these 
comments pointed out that many fat 
substitutes contain a substantial amount 
of calories, and that even though it is 
often possible to reduce the fat content 
in products by 50 percent, it is not 
always possible to also reduce the 
calorie content by one-third unless all or 
most of the fat is removed. 

The comments stated that in the case 
of ice cream novelties, for example, 
because some of the preferred fat 
replacers, such as carbohydrate or 
protein solids, contain a substantial 
amount of calories, it is difficult to 
remove enough of the calories normally 
contained in the product to achieve a 
one-third calorie reduction solely by 
replacing the fat. To accomplish this 
calorie reduction, the comment said, 
would require that virtually all of the fat 
be removed and replaced with an 
ingredient such as polydextrose which 
has a lower calorie content than other 
fat replacers. However, in achieving this 
caloric reduction, the comments 
maintained, consumer acceptance is 
“lost along the way.” 

The comments asserted that similar 
problems occur with cheeses and other 
products. The comments contended that 
manufacturers* present inability to make 
products that can substitute for products 
normally high in fat, that are acceptable 
to most consumers, and that can meet 
the “light” definition will significantly 
reduce labeling and marketing 
incentives for such products. Several 
comments maintained that, as a result, 
many reduced fat alternatives will be 
removed from the market, and that 
development of more “lig^t” products 
will be retarded. Several comments 
asserted that having fewer options will 
cause difficulty for consmners who wish 
to reduce their fat intake to 30 percent 
or less of their calories from fat, as 
recommended by dietary guidelines. 
They stated that, consequently, the 
criteria for use of the term “light” 
should not incorporate both a 50 
percent fat reduction and a one-third 
calorie reduction for products with a 
substantial amount of calories fix)m fat. 

The agency has reviewed these 
comments and is persuaded that 
because of the difficulty in achieving 
“light” products that are reduced both 
in calories and in fat, the agency will 
not require that both nutrients 1^ 

reduced for a food to bear the term. FDA 
believes that while the criteria for 
making a “light” claim must result in 
labeling that consumers can imderstand 
and rely on, the criteria should also be 
reasonably achievable to encourage 
manufacturers to produce altered 
products that will assist consumers in 
maintaining healthy dietary practices. 
The agency recognizes that it is difficult 
to achieve reductions of both calories 
and fat in a number of products 
containing more than 50 percent of 
calories from fat, particularly dairy 
products such as cheeses, ice creams, 
and frozen confections. In addition, 
consumers will not purchase, and 
therefore will not benefit from, altered 
products that do not meet their 
acceptance requirements. 

In the general principles proposal, 
FDA stated that a majority of consumers 
associate “light” with a r^uction in 
calories, even though there are other 
meanings for the term. However, as 
discussed in comment 170 of this 
document, the comments provided 
information that establishes that 
consumers strongly associate the term 
“light” with reduced fat levels. Thus, as 
discussed in more detail below, FDA no 
longer believes that a reduction in 
calories in the food is essential or is 
always expected by consumers who 
choose a food because it bears the term 
“light.” Accordingly, the agency has 
deleted from § 101.56(b) the 
requirement that products that contain 
more than 50 percent of calories from fat 
be reduced both in calories and in fat to 
bear the term “light.” 

172. In the general principles 
proposal, FDA requested comment on 
whether it was necessary to prohibit a 
“light” claim on a product containing 
more than half its calories frnm fat that 
is reduced by one-third in calories but 
that has not also been reduced in fat by 
the required minimum. The agency 
asked for comment on whether the 
claim was misleading and should be 
prohibited, or whether a statement 
informing the consumer that the 
product was not reduced in fat would 
make the label not misleading. In 
response, the comments did not support 
the use of a label statement in alerting 
consumers that a particular product mat 
was labeled as “light” was high in fat. 
In addition, although comments did not 
directly suggest that “light” be 
permitted on foods that derive one-half 
of their calories from fat that had been 
reduced by one-third in calories but not 
by one-half in fat, many comments did 
suggest that in such foods, fat reduction 
is necessary. 

The Surgeon General’s report (Ref. 4) 
and the NAS’s report “Diet and Health: 
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Implications for Reducing Chronic 
Disease Risk” (Ref. 12), in considering 
the effect of diet on an individual’s 
health, concluded that consumption of 
a diet high in fat, saturated fat, and 
cholesterol is associated with increased 
risk of development of certain chronic 
diseases. These reports and “Nutrition 
and Your Health: Dietary Guidelines for 
Americans” (Dietary Guidelines) (Ref. 7) 
recommend that Americans reduce their 
consumption of these substances in 
their diets. Given the significance of 
dietary intake of fat and saturated fatty 
acids. FDA believes that it is important 
to assist consumers in modifying their 
diets to reduce their intake of these food 
components and thereby to maintain 
healthy dietary practices. By ensuring 
that foods that normally contain large 
amounts of fat are substantially reduced 
in fat in order to bear the term “light,” 
FDA believes that it will assist 
consumers in constructing diets that are 
consistent with dietary guidelines by 
providing substitute foc^s in which 
there is a large reduction in fats that will 
assist them in reducing the fat content 
of their diets. Therefore, FDA concludes 
that it would not be appropriate to 
permit the term “light” to appear on a 
food that normally derives one-half of 
its calories from fat that has not been 
reduced in fat content by the required 
minimum amount. Accordingly, 
because the term “light” implies that 
the food is useful in achieving a diet 
that conforms to dietary guidelines, 
foods with relatively high levels of fat 
(i.e., more than 50 percent of calories 
form fat) must be substantially reduced 
in fat if they would be useful in such 
diets. If the fat level in such foods is not 
reduced, the use of the term “light” in 
their labeling would be misleading. 

To summarize, FDA concludes that 
consumers understand the term “light" 
to connote a reduction in fat as well as 
a reduction in calories, depending on 
the food involved. Accordingly, the 
agency has determined that it is 
appropriate for a food to bear the term 
when it has been sufficiently reduced in 
fat or, where appropriate, calories. (The 
amount of fat or calories necessary to 
constitute such a reduction is discussed 
below.) The agency is therefore 
providing in § 101.56 that the term 
“light” may be used when the labeled 
food differs from the reference food by, 
a minimum percentage reduction in 
either fat or calories (comments 170 and 
171 of this document). However, FDA 
also concludes that for foods that derive 
more than 50 percent of their calories 
fi-om fat. the minimum percentage 
reduction in fat is necessary for the term 
“light” to not be misleading (comment 

172 of this document). The agency, 
therefore, is providing in § 101.56(b)(1) 
a requirement for a minimum 
percentage fat reduction for such foods. 

173. Of those commenting on the 
subject, a large number of comments 
stated that because it is a relative claim, 
“light” should be defined in the same 
manner as the other relative claims, 
"reduced” and “less.” Many comments 
said that if “reduced,” “less,” and 
“light” all had the same definition, 
consumer confusion about the meaning 
of these relative terms would be 
diminished, especially if the exact 
nature of the modification was specified 
adjacent to the claim, as would ^ 
required by the accompanying 
information provisions. One comment 
said that allowing this more liberal 
definition for “light,” but providing 
information on the exact nature of the 
reduction, was consistent with the 
policy of allowing other “light” claims 
provided the subject physical or 
organoleptic properties were specified. 
A few comments said that if FDA set 
reasonable parameters for use of the 
terms “light,” “reduced,” and “less,” 
consumers would receive truthful, easy 
to understand information, and food 
manufacturers would be encouraged to 
produce foods with significant 
nutritional reductions because they 
would be able to tell consumers about 
their product’s attributes. 

Another comment said that defining 
“reduced.” “less,” and “light” at a 
lower standard than originally proposed 
for “light” would minimize the number 
of brand names prohibited on the 
grounds that the food did not meet the 
definitional requirements. One 
comment said that the same definitions 
for the term “reduced,” “less,” and 
“light” would significantly lower the 
cost to the manufacturer, and eventually 
to the consumer, by significantly 
reducing the costs associated with 
compliance. Other comments said that 
any definition would serve as a floor, 
and that competition and innovations in 
the market place would push actual 
reductions higher. 

The agency has considered the 
arguments that because “light” is a 
relative claim, it should be defined in 
the same manner that the other relative 
claims “reduced” and “less” are 
defined. However, the agency is not 
persuaded by the comments that such a 
definition is appropriate. “Light” is a 
term that has special usefulness as a 
marketing tool for manufacturers to 
quickly and easily convey to consumers 
that the product to which the term is 
attached has been significantly reduced 
in the level of fat or calories. Although 
the agency recognizes that specifying 

the exact nature of the modification 
would help mitigate confusion caused 
by similar definitions for all relative 
claims, the agency is not convinced that 
defining “light” in the same manner 
that other relative claims are defined 
would be consistent with the special 
position of the term "light” in the 
marketplace and with the strong 
impression that products label^ as 
“light” are particularly useful in 
achieving a diet that is consistent with 
dietary guidelines as the available data 
and comments show. 

'The agency remains concerned about 
striking the proper balance between 
allowing manufacturers flexibility in the 
use of the term “light” and providing a 

• definition that will ensilre that products 
are improved significantly in the 
nutritional attributes addressed by the 
term. Striking the proper balance will 
provide consumers with meaningful 
product information and meaningful 
product choices. To define the term 
"light” with the same definition as for 
the terms “reduced” and “less” would 
sufficiently dilute the term so as to 
diminish its usefulness. Moreover, the 
agency is convinced that reserving the 
term “light” for those products that are 
more significantly improved will 
provide a greater incentive for 
manufacturers to continue to improve 
their products by providing a unique 
marketing vehicle by whidi such 
nutritionally significant changes can be 
highlighted for the consumer (See 
comment 174 of this document). 

The agency recognizes the effect that 
any definition may have on brand 
names. However, FDA does not believe 
that it should permit or encourage 
"light” claims without further 
qualification on products that do not 
represent a major modification in fat or 
calorie consumption, as appropriate. 
Furthermore, the agency does not 
believe that the costs associated with 
compliance relative to distinctions 
between the two definitions for “light” 
and “reduced” and “less” are sufficient 
to warrant modification of this decision, 
and the comment did not provide cost 
information to substantiate its assertion. 
Accordingly, the agency is not 
providing the same definitions for 
“reduced,” “less,” and “light.” 

174. Comments express^ a variety of 
opinions as to the minimum percentage 
of fat by which a food should be 
reduced to qualify to bear the term 
“light.” A number of comments objected 
to the 50 percent fat reduction 
requirement. They asserted that in 
certain product categories, it is not 
technically feasible to develop produces 
that are reduced in fat by 50 percent or 
more and that are acx;eptable to the 
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consumer. The comments stated that 
consumers want products lower in fat 
but with organoleptic properties similar 
to the reference foods. Other comments 
noted a variety of manufacturing 
problems, su(^ as undesirable changes 
in the texture, flavor, cooking 
applications, and storage requirements 
of a food, that are encountered with a 
50 percent reduction in fat in a product. 
In addition, the comments maintained 
that replacement of the sensoiy 
properties of fat is difficult in low 
moisture content bakery products. The 
comments also asserted that a 50 
percent or greater fat reduction in 
cheeses results in products with low 
consumer acceptance, higher moisture 
content, increaWl potential for bitter 
flavor development, poorer physical 
properties, such as rubbery texture, and 
microbial instability during curing and 
storage. 

The comments also stated that a 50 
percent or greater fat reduction in 
savory snacks, such as pretzels and 
chips, will have significant concomitant 
reductions in flavor and texture 
acceptability. Some comments 
contended that because of these 
problems, there is a greater likelihood 
that industry will develop and market 
fat modified foods with a one-third fat 
reduction than foods with a 50 percent 
reduction. The comments maintained 
that without these reduced fat products, 
consumers will be less able to achieve 
a diet composed of a variety of different 
foods (including products normally high 
in fat such as many dairy products) that 
is consistent with dietary guidelines. 

Some comments suggested that the fat 
content need only be reduced by 25 
percent in order to bear the term “light." 
The comments maintained that such a 
reduction would ensure truthful and 
nonmisleading “light" claims. One 
comment maintained that a 25 percent 
reduction was appropriate especially 
since the product was also required to 
have a minimum absolute reduction in 
fat of 3 g, which is significant. 

A number of comments favored using 
“light" claims on foods whose fat 
content is reduced by one-third or more. 
Some comments suggested that a one- 
third reduction in fat was significant 
and would be desirable because it is 
consistent with a one-third reduction in 
calories. They maintained that it was 
easy for consumers to understand the 
meaning of the term “light" if a food 
must be reduced by a single percentage 
of either fat or calories in order to bear 
the term. One comment suggested that 
a one third or greater fat reduction 
would make a valuable contribution 
towards helping consumers to reduce fat 
intake. 

Other comments stated that products 
should be reduced in fat by a minimum 
of 50 percent in order to b^r a “light" 
claim. One comment, which 
acknowledged that the term “reduced" 
may have insufficient marketing appeal 
to encourage industry to create new, 
healthier products, proposed that 
“light" replace “reduced" altogether 
and suggested that the nutrient that is 
the subject of the “light" claim, for 
example fat, be reduced by 50 percent 
or more. Some comments stated that 
such a revised definition of “light" is 
desirable because the term “lig^t" is a 
powerful marketing tool, and by 
reserving the use of “light" for truly 
significant reductions, FDA will create 
an incentive for food companies to 
develop new products that are 
nutritionally superior. One comment 
maintained that a 50 percent reduction 
in fat is sufficiently substantial to 
benefit consumers and feasible for 
industry to achieve. One of these 
comments suggested that 50 percent or 
“half as much" is an easy level for 
consumers to remember. Finally, one 
comment stated that a consumer study, 
conducted under their sponsorship by 
the University of Michigan, suggested 
that 78 percent of the respondents 
viewed “light" products to have at least 
a 50 percent reduction in fat. 

The agency has carefully considered 
all of the comments. Although the 
agency recognizes the difficulties 
involved in reducing fat by 50 percent, 
it is not convinced that they are so great 
as to prevent manufacturers from 
producing and marketing a significant 
number of products with a large enough 
fat reduction to bear the term “light." 
The agency notes that the technology 
problems associated with fat reductions 
in baked goods would not be pertinent 
to such products’ ability to bear a 
“light" claim because these products 
generally do not contain 50 percent of 
their calories from fat. and the 50 
percent fat reduction is, therefore, not 
required. The same is true for certain 
savory snacks such as pretzels. A fat 
reduction is required only for products 
that derive more than 50 percent of their 
calories fiom fat. 

The agency is not persuaded by the 
comments that a 25 or 33 1/3 percent 
reduction in the amount of fat is 
sufficient for a food to bear a “light" 
claim. The comments establish ffiat 
“light" is a special term with particular 
marketing appeal, and as such it should 
have a higher standard than that used 
for “reduced” and “less" claims which 
may be used on the label of foods 
having a 25 percent reduction in fat. 
The agMicy believes that the definition 
for li^t should take into accoimt 

consumers’ perception of the term as it 
relates to reductions in fat. One example 
provided in the comments demonstrates 
that 78 percent of those smrveyed 
believe that when “light" is associated 
with fat reduction, it means at least a 50 
percent reduction in fat. 

As discussed above, the agency 
believes that a standard for “light" 
should be higher than that for 
“reduced” and “less” claims because it 
would encourage innovation, leading to 
a greater variety of products with 
substantial reductions in fat, and 
thereby help consumers to make 
significant reductions in the amount of 
fat in the total diet. Although the agency 
recognizes that some products would 
achieve reductions greater than 25 
percent if that level were the minimum 
fat reduction required for products to 
bear the term “light," additional 

rodiict innovation will be encouraged 
ecause of the desirability of the term, 

and a wider variety of products with 
greater fat reductions will, in time, be 
developed in response to the definition 
that FDA is adopting. Encouraging the 
development and marketing of 
innovative fat reduced foods will 
provide consumers with a greater 
variety of foods from which to choose in 
building a total diet. 

In addition, the agency is aware of a 
variety of currently marketed products, 
such as cheeses and cheese products, 
that do have reductions in fat in excess 
of 33 1/3 and 50 percent, including 
products that are fat free. With the 
variety of such products currently on 
the market, the agency is not persuaded 
that it is not possible to make and 
market consumer-acceptable products 
that are reduced in fat by more than 33 
1/3 percent. Furthermore, 
manufacturers wishing to make and 
market similar products with fat 
reductions between 25 and 50 percent 
will still be able to inform to consumers, 
through use of the terms “reduced” and 
“less," that the product did contain a 
certain percentage less fat than their 
regular product or other similar 
products. Although the agency is aware 
fi'om comments that such terms are less 
marketable than the term “light," these 
terms are a method of effectively 
communicating product changes to 
consumers. 

In summary, FDA concludes that the 
50 percent minimum fat reduction is an 
appropriate criterion for use of the term 
"light.” Accordingly, the agency is 
retaining this provision in the final 
regulation. 

175. One comment suggested that the 
term “light" should be permitted on 
foods whose fat content is 10 percent or 
less. It noted that this would conform to 
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the policy of FSIS for the term "light” 
and would be consi.stent with FSIS’ 
definition for "lean.” 

The agency does not agree. Both 
agencies are developing regulations on 
use of "light” and "lean.” In its 
Nutrition Labeling of Meat and Poultry 
Products proposal (56 FR 60302), FSIS 
adopted roA’s proposed criteria for 
"li^t” in place of the 10 percent or less 
fat content criterion used previously. 
Because FSIS is no longer using this 
criterion, the comment that FDA could 
harmonize the two agencies’ policies by 
adopting the 10 percent or less criterion 
is not correct. Furthermore, FDA is 
adopting in this final regulation, FSIS’ 
definition for "lean.” Thus, these 
regulations will provide distinct 
definitions for both terms. The comment 
did not present any other rationale to 
justify its request. 

176. Several comments recommended 
that a food be required to meet the 
definition of "low fat” to qualify for use 
of the term "light.” One comment 
referred to a consiuner survey that, it 
claimed, found that many consumers 
expect “light” foods to have "almost no 
fat” or "no fat at all.” The comment also 
stated that if foods cannot meet these 
strict criteria now, "li^t” should be 
used only on the few roods that do 
qualify until food technology 
developments can achieve the 
appropriate changes. The comment 
argued that such an approach would 
encourage development of products 
with greater nutrient reductions. 

The agency does not agree that a food 
should have to be "low fat” to bear the 
term "light.” The agency acknowledges 
that many consumers expect "light” 
foods to not contribute significant 
amounts of fat. However, FDA does not 
agree that the submitted survey 
substantiates that consumers generally 
expect "light” foods to have "almost no 
fat” or "no fat at all.” FDA’s 
interpretation of the survey is that some 
consumers expect a "light” product to 
have “somewhat less fat” or "one-half 
the fat.” The agency believes that 
requiring a SO-percent minimum 
reduction for foods that derive more 
than 50 percent of calories from fat will 
ensure that foods bearing "light” claims 
will not mislead consumers. In addition, 
FDA is requiring declaration of the 
percentage of fat reduction on all foods 
that bear "light” claims, not just those 
for which the reference foods derive 50 
percent of calories frnm fat (§ 101.56(b)). 
This declaration will inform the 
consumer of the meaning of the term for 
each food that bears it 

The agency also does not agree that 
overly strict definitions for claims will 
encourage manufacturers to produce 

foods with greater improvements in 
nutrient content As stated in the 
general principles proposal with respect 
to “reduced sodium” claims (56 FR 
60421 at 60448), the current 
requirement for 75 percent sodium 
reduction is too strict. Consequently, 
very few foods bear the claim. TTie 
agency believes that consumers are 
more likely to make better food choices 
if a greater variety of improved foods is 
available, and if information on the 
improvement is available. 
Consequently, FDA is not adopting the 
suggestion in the comments to require 
that foods meet the definition of "low 
fat” to qualify to bear the term "light.” 

177. A few comments stated that the 
term "light” should be permitted to be 
used on products that are “low” in a 
nutrient. They stated that in the 
legislative history of the 1990 
amendments. Congress said that it 
considered the term "light” to imply 
that a product is “low” or "reduc^” in 
fat or calories. Another comment 
suggested that there are a large number 
of product labels that have enjoyed 
longstanding marketing under an 
interpretation of § 105.66 that "light” 
means either “low calories” or "reduced 
in calories,” and that the agency should 
continue to allow the descriptor "light” 
to mean “low” or “reduced” in any 
nutrient. 

The agency has reviewed these 
comments and is not convinced that the 
term "light” should be permitted to be 
used on products that are "low” in a 
nutrient. In proposing definitions for 
terms, FDA tentatively determined that 
it should provide unique definitions for 
each of the individual terms that the 
statute required FDA to define. 
However, the definitions, while distinct, 
provide for a range of terms to describe 
significant levels or difierences in levels 
of nutrients. FDA has been persuaded 
by the comments that it is appropriate 
that the terms "reduced” and "less” 
have the same quantitative definition. 
However, the agency is not convinced 
by the comments that it would be 
appropriate for a product that is “low” 
in a nutrient to b^ a “light” claim 
based only on the "low” level of that 
nutrient in the product. On the contrary, 
as discussed below in comment 179 of 
this document, a "light” claim is 
prohibited on foods for which the 
reference food is “low” in the nutrient. 
Tlie agency has concluded that "light” 
implies a ^fference in nutrient content 
between two foods. Thus, in general, a 
reduction in a nutrient that is already 
"low” is insignificant, and a claim about 
that difierence is misleading. Tlie 
agency believes that the term "low” 

should be used to describe the level of 
the nutrient in such a food. 

178. Most comments addressing the 
issue agreed with FDA’s inclusion of 
calorie reduction as a component of the 
definition of “light.” Most also agreed 
with the proposed requirement that a 
food’s caloric content be reduced by 
one-third or more to qualify for use of 
the term. The comments said that such 
a reduction was significant and 
sufficient to justify a “light” claim. 
However, some comments proposed that 
the caloric content of a food be reduced 
by 50 percent or more in order for the 
food to be labeled as “light.” One 
comment suggested that a 50 percent 
reduction in calories would be 
consistent with the level of fat reduction 
required for "light” claims and would 
reduce the number of insignificant 
claims. 

The agency is not persuaded by the 
comments that a calorie reduction 
criterion for "light” claims other than 
the proposed one-third reduction is 
appropriate. TTie comments did not 
provide information to substantiate why 
a 50 percent calorie reduction was more 
appropriate. The agency discussed the 
one-third reduction requirement in the 
general principles proposal in reference 
to "reduced calories.” It noted that 
because of the ubiquity of ccdories 
across all food categories, the reduction 
in calories in each food necessary to 
achieve an overall reduction of public 
health significance could be less than 
the 50 percent reduction necessary for 
other nutrients, including fat. Thus, 
given the difierence in the occurrence of 
the nutrients in the food supply, a 50 
percent reduction in fat and a one-third 
reduction in calories do perform a 
consistent function in the total diet 
Moreover, permitting calorie claims at 
one-third reduction will allow a greater 
variety of nutritious foods to bear claims 
useful in reducing or maintaining 
calorie intake or body weight 

In addition, FDA has usm the one- 
third reduction in calories as the basis 
for "reduced calorie” claims in § 105.66 
since 1980. In that time, the agency has 
not foimd a problem with insignificant 
reduction in calories in foods bearing 
such claims. Accordingly, the agency is 
not revising in § 101.56(b) the 
percentage of calories that a food must 
be reduced in order to bear a "light” 

.claim. 
179. Many comments disagreed with 

the proposed requirement for a 
minimum absolute reduction of 3 g of 
fat or 40 calories for a food to bear a 
"light” claim. One comment asserted 
that the proposed minimum 40 calorie 
and 3 g criteria would eliminate "light” 
claims on sour cream, because those 
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criteria cannot be met while still 
retaining organoleptically acceptable 
products. Some comments proposed a 
minimum absolute reduction of 2 g of 
fat per serving. 

FDA proposed the minimum absolute 
reduction requirement for “light” claims 
for the same reason that it proposed a 
minimum absolute reduction for 
“reduced” and “less” claims: to prevent 
claims for trivial reductions in nutrient 
content. In addition, the objections 
raised in comments about required 
minimum absolute reductions for 
“light” claims have the same basis as 
those for “reduced” and “less” claims. 
As was discussed in comment 158 of 
this docximent, the agency has become 
convinced that such a requirement 
discriminates against those products 
with small serving sizes, which could 
not bear “reduced” or “less” claims 
because they contain an insufficient 
amoimt of the nutrient to make the 
reduction necessary to justify a claim. 
The agency also was persuaded by the 
comments that the consumption of 
several servings of such products (bread 
for example) over the course of a day 
would result in significant reductions in 
the amount of a nutrient when 
considered cumulatively. Consistent 
with its position on “reduced” and 
“less” claims, FDA is persuaded that the 
minimum absolute reduction in the 
amount of a nutrient that a product 
must be reduced in order to bear a 
“light” claim, namely 40 calories or 3 g 
of fat, should be deleted. Accordingly, 
the agency is deleting this requirement 
from new § 101.56(b). 

In addition, consistent with the 
requirements for “reduced” and “less” 
claims, the agency considers “light” 
claims to be misleading on products that 
base their reduction on reference foods 
that are already “low” in the target 
nutrient. As discussed in comment 159 
of this document, the agency considers 
such a reduction to be trivial. 
Accordingly, the agency has prohibited 
such a reference fc^ for products 
bearing a “light” claim in new 
§ 101.56(b)(4). 

180. The general principles proposal 
(56 FR 60421 at 60446) provided that 
like “reduced” and “less” claims, a 
“light” claim must be accompanied by 
a declaration of the percent of nutrient 
reduction, the identity of the reference 
food, and the absolute amoimt of 
calories and, where appropriate, fat in 
both the labeled food and the reference 
food. However, a number of comments 
suggested that for a “light” claim 
meaning “reduced calorie” or “reduced 
fat,” a disclosure statement, qualifying 
statement, or other similar statement, 
such as the definition of the term. 

should appear on the label in close 
proximity to the “light” claim. One 
comment suggested that such a 
disclosure statement should incorporate 
the words “low” or “free” when they 
are appropriate, and that the disclosure 
should include a prominent comparison 
of both calories and fat in the food 
bearing the “light” claim and in the 
reference food. Some comments 
proposed that where a “light” claim is 
made based on fat content alone, a 
defining statement such as “light in fat” 
or “light in fat only,” should appear on 
the label, and where a “light” claim is 
based on calories, a statement such as 
“light in calories” or “light in calories 
only” should appear. Several comments 
suggested that if a “light” product is not 
designated as “light” on the basis of 
reduced fat, it should bear a qualifying 
statement such as “This product is not 
lower in fat,” and that if the product is 
not designated as “light” on the basis of 
reduced calorie content, it should bear 
a qualifying statement such as “This 
product is not lower in calories.” The 
comments suggested that this 
clarification is necessary because many 
people are uncertain as to whether the 
“light” claim refers to reductions in fat 
or calories. Another comment proposed 
that where a “light” claim is made on 
the basis of fat content, there should be 
a prominent calorie disclosure which 
would list the percent reduction of 
calories compared to the reference food. 

The agency advises that although the 
general principles proposal required 
accompanying information for the 
nutrient that has been reduced (i.e., the 
percent and the amoimt, compared to 
the reference food that the calories and, 
where appropriate, fat have been 
reduced), the agency did not propose to 
require this information for the nutrient 
that had not been reduced. While FDA 
has determined that declarations of 
absolute amounts of fat and calories 
may appropriately be made on the 
information panel instead of the PDF 
(see comment 214 of this document), the 
agency agrees with the comments that 
the term “light” may be misunderstood 
unless it is properly clarified. The 
agency concludes &at because it is 
permitting the unqualified use of “light” 
when either a minimum percentage 
reduction in fat or a minimum 
percentage reduction in calories is met, 
but not necessarily both, the specific 
nature of the reduction for each nutrient 
must be declared. This declaration is 
necessary to prevent the term "light” 
fi'om misleading the consumer into 
believing that the food has been 
significantly reduced in both calories 
and fat when it has not. This 

modification is in accord with 
suggestions in comments and is 
consistent with provisions of sections 
403(a) and 201(n) of the act (a label is 
misleading if it fails to bear a material 
fact). Accordingly, the agency is 
modifying new § 101.56(b)(3) to require 
that the percentage that the fat is 
reduced, and the percentage that 
calories are reduced, be declared in 
immediate proximity to a “light” claim 
in conformance with the requirements 
of new § 101.13(j)(2), regardless of 
which nutrient is reduced by at least the 
minimum amount required in the 
definition. i 

However, the agency has determined 
that if a labeled product has a 
sufficiently small amount of fat or 
calories, so that it complies with the 
definition of “low” for the nutrient 
(whether normally or by modification), 
it would not be misleading if the 
percentage that the nutrient has been 
reduced is not specified on the label j 
(see § 101.56(b)(3)(iii)). The absence of 
such information would not be 
misleading because the product is 
“low” in the nutrient and thus would be 
consistent with any expectations that 
the consumer might have that the 
product will be useful in achieving a 
diet consistent with dietary guidelines. 

1. Othernutrients i 

The agency did not propose a 
definition for “light sodium” (56 FR 
60421 at 60451). It stated that use of the j 
term “light” to reflect a sodium 
reduction in a food would be misleading 
on products that were not also reduced 
in calories and, where appropriate, fat 
because consumers expected these I 
nutrient reductions in association with j 
the term “light.” However, the agency j 
tentatively concluded that the term i 
“light” when used on a salt substitute 
would not be misleading in view of the 
long marketing history of these | 

roducts, and because a salt substitute 
as virtually no calories and would, 

therefore, not be expected to be reduced ; 
in calories or fat. The agency, therefore, 
proposed that the term “light” could be 
used on a salt substitute if the product 
contained 50 percent less sodium than | 
ordinary table salt. 

181. Many comments agreed with the 
proposal that “light” should be defined 
for use on salt substitutes. They stated 
that “light” was an appropriate term on j 
such products because they had 
essentially no calories. However, some 
comments stated that “light” would be 
confusing on a salt substitute because 
consumers associated the term “light” 
with reduced calories. Others said th 
“light” should not be permitted on a sau 
substitute as an unqualified term if the 

• 
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product cannot meet the deHnition for 
“low sodium." A few comments stated 
that if “light" is defined for salt 
substitutes, the amount of sodium in the 
product should be declared. They said 
that information on the amount of 
sodium in a salt substitute is very 
important for persons who must restrict 
their salt intake. 

The agency concludes that, as 
proposed, “light" is appropriate for use 
on salt substitutes. Salt substitutes 
bearing the term have had a long history 
of use without apparent consumer 
confusion. As one comment pointed 
out. the possibility of confusion is 
minimized because these products have 
no calories as well as no fat. Also, the . 
agency is not persuaded that such 
products should be prohibited to bear a 
“light" claim if they are not “low 
sodium," i.e., 140 mg per serving, 
because such a rule would prohibit 
“light" claims on most, if not all, 
sodium reduced salt substitutes. Such a 
product would have to be reduced in 
sodium by approximately 85 percent to 
qualify for the claim. 

Further, the agency advises thait it 
recognizes that salt substitutes bearing 
the term “light" are used primarily by 
persons who are trying to limit their 
sodium intake, and that the amount of 
sodium in such a product is important 
information. The amount of the 
nutrient, in this case sodium, that is in 
the labeled product compared to the 
reference product (table salt) is required 
to be stated on the information panel. 
This statement should provide adequate 
information for consumers about the 
amount of sodium in the product. 
Accordingly, FDA is not changing the 
proposed provisions for "light" claims 
on salt substitutes. 

182. Several comments suggested that 
the term “light" without qualification 
should be permitted for use on foods 
reduced in sodium. The comments 
suggested definitions of “nutritionally 
significant reduction in the amoimt of 
sodium" and minimum percentage 
reductions of 25, 33 1/3, or 50 percent. 
The comments cited a report of a study 
by the Calorie Control Council, 
“Americans Find ‘Light’ to 'Their 
Liking” (Ref. 27), in support of their 
suggestion that the term “light” should 
be authorized for use on products that 
are reduced in sodium. According to the 
comments, the study demonstrates that 
71 percent of those surveyed knew that 
“light" is used to refer to a variety of 
product qualities such as lower in 
calories, fat, cholesterol, or sodium or 
lighter in texture, color, taste, or weight. 
The comments stated that their 
experience suggested that consumers 
perceive “light" to mean reduced in 

“more than one macronutrient," and 
that the term was widely used in the 
market place. One comment said that 
“light" should be defined for sodium, so 
that if a company could not comply 
with the “light” fat or “li^t" calories 
requirements, they would not be 
prohibited from using the term “light." 

Other comments disagreed, saying 
that “light" claims for sodium should 
not be defined because consumers 
associate “light" with calorie content. 
They suggested that any product bearing 
the term “light" will be perceived as 
containing fewer calories and not less 
sodium. One comment cited a recent 
Canadian study (Tandemar Research. 
Inc., Consumer Use and Understanding 
of Nutrition Information of Food 
Package Labels (Jan. 1992)), in which 
only 3 percent of those surveyed 
volunteered that “light” meant “less 
salt," as support for its claim that 
“light” should not be defined to 
describe a reduction in sodium. Another 
comment related experience in 
marketing a product that was reduced in 
sodium as part of a line of “light" 
products, saying that there had been a 
number of complaints from consumers 
who were confused because they 
expected the product to be reduced in 
fat, not in sodium, and consequently the 
company had dropped the product from 
the “light” product line. 

Another group of comments suggested 
that “light” should be defined for soy 
sauce and other low calorie foods that 
are used primarily as salt substitutes. 
They said that like salt substitutes, these 
products also contained virtually no 
calories. They added that even if a 
“light” claim on one of these products 
was misinterpreted to mean “reduced in 
calories or fat," no heirm would come to 
the consumer because these products 
had an insignificant amount of fat and 
calories. Therefore, such a product 
would not be misleading. Yet another 
comment suggested that foods that are 
used in place of salt, hut that are not 
calorie bee, should be required to meet 
a calorie/fat based definition for “light.” 

The agency has carefully considered 
all of these comments concerning use of 
the term “light” without qualification to 
reflect reductions in sodium. As 
discussed above, the agency remains 
concerned that the use of the term 
“light” without qualification on 
products that are reduced in sodium but 
not reduced in fat or calories would be 
misleading to consumers becau.se of 
consumers’ expectations that a product 
labeled as “light" heis been reduced in 
fat or calories. The agency has already 
considered the study by the Calorie 
Control Council (Ref. 27) and 
acknowledges that “light" has been 

used to connote a wide variety of 
meanings, such as reduced sodium and 
lighter in texture, color, or weight. 
However, the same study suggests that 
controlling calories (85 percent of 
respondents) and fat (83 percent) were 
two of the major reasons for use of 
“light" products. In addition, the report 
of the Calorie Control Council summary 
used by FDA stated that 69 pwrcent of 
those surveyed cited “lower in calories" 
as the first response when asked the 
meaning of the term “light." Clearly, 
although consumers do consider that 
“light" can mean “light" in sodium, 
they are primarily concerned with fat 
and calorie reductions in “light" 
products. Therefore, the agency remains 
convinced that “light" claims without 
qualification on products would be 
misleading if the product did not have 
significant reductions in fat or calories. 
Accordingly, the agency is not 
providing a definitions for “light” for 
use on all products having only 
reductions in sodium. 

However, on careful consideration of 
the comments, the agency is persuaded 
that, like “light" claims on salt 
substitutes, “light" claims without 
qualification on sodium reduced 
products containing only a few calories 
and little fat (i.e., a “low calorie," “low 
fat" food) are not misleading to 
consumers and can assist consumers in 
maintaining healthy dietary practices. 
The food meets the expectations of the 
consumer that the product is useful in 
achieving a diet consistent with dietary 
guidelines for calories and fat. albeit 
because the food was normally low in 
fat and calories rather than low in fat 
and calories by modification. 
Consequently, the agency has 
determined that if the sodium content of 
a “low calorie," “low fat" food has been 
reduced by 50 percent, it may 
appropriately l^ar an unqualified 
“light” claim. This determination is 
consistent with the suggestions in the 
comments and the definition proposed 
for “light" on a salt substitute. Further 
while other percentage reductions were 
suggested, no justification for any of 
those other reductions was provided in 
the comments. Accordingly, the agency 
is providing for this use of “light” as a 
50 percent reduced sodium claim in 
§ 101.56(c). 

183. A few comments suggested that 
“light" sodium claims would not be 
misleading if a disclosure statement 
such as “this product is not lower in fat 
or calories” or other qualifying 
information about the nature of the 
modification was specified adjacent to 
the term. One comment cited the 
findings from the Calorie Control 
Council’s study that 67 percent of those 
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responding believe that "light” is 
appropriate to differentiate product 
qualities so long as the term is clearly 
explained. 

llie agency has carefully considered 
these comments. Given the significant 
traditional association between the term 
"light” and sodium content, and the 
dietary guidelines that suggest a 
reduction in sodium intake (Ref. 7), 
FDA has concluded that while an 
unqualified "light” claim for sodium 
would generally be misleading, it is 
appropriate to provide for such a claim 
with respect to sodium content for use 
on foods that contain more than 40 
calories and 3 g of fat per reference 
amount if the claim is appropriately aualihed. The agency has determined 

lat such a claim can be used to 
highlight a large, that is, a 50 percent or 
more, reduction in the sodium content 
of such food. Such a requisite reduction 
is consistent with the definition of 
"light” for fat and for sodium on foods 
that contain less than 40 calories and 3 
g of fat per reference amount. 

Therefore, to ensure that this 
additional "light” claim for sodium 
does not mislead or confuse consumers, 
FDA has concluded that it is necessary 
to tightly limit the circumstances in 
which it may be used. Thus, FDA is 
requiring in § 101.56(c)(2)(i) that this 
use of the term "light” must be qualified 
to distinguish it from the unqualified 
use of the term that describes reductions 
in fat or calories. The qualified term that 
FDA is defining is "light in sodium.” 
Second, to convey to consumers that 
"light in sodium” is a single term, and 
to ensure that a misleading impression 
is not created by manipulations in type 
size, FDA is requiring in § 101.56(c)(2)(i) 
that the entire term be presented in 
uniform type size, style, color, and 
prominence. Consequently, if a 
manufacturer wishes to use the term 
"light” in a brand name to describe a 
reduction in sodium, the qualifying 
phrase "in sodium” or the statement 
"light in sodium” must appear in 
immediate proximity to the term 
"light,” in uniform type size, style, 
color, and prominence. 

Therefore, in § 101.56(c)(2), FDA is 
providing for a qualified "li^t in 
sodium” claim when there has been at 
least a 50-percent reduction in sodium 
content of a food as compared to an 
appropriate reference food (see 
§ 101.13(j)(l)). In addition, for reasons 
that are similar to the discussion in 
comment 179 with respect to light 
claims for foods that are low in fat or 
calories, the agency believes that a 
"light in sodium” claim on a food 
whose reference food is already "low in 
sodium” would be misleading. 

Therefore, in § 101.56(c)(2)(iii) the 
agency is prohibiting such a claim 
except for meals and meal-type products 
(see comment 272). 

184. A few comments suggested that 
"lightly salted” should be permitted, 
particularly for use on nuts. The 
comments suggested that the definition 
should be either one-third less added 
sodium or 140 mg of sodium per serving 
("low sodium”). The comments said 
that because of a long history of use, 
consumers were familiar with the term 
"lightly salted.” The comments also 
stated that "lightly salted” was an easy 
way for consumers to identify products 
with less added salt. One comment 
requested an exemption for "lightly 
salted nuts,” saying that it would ^ 
similar to the "sugar free” exemption 
proposed for chewing ^m. 

Tne agency agrees with the comments 
that "lightly salted” is a claim long 
used, for example, on nuts, to mean that 
less salt has been added to the labeled 
product than to the regular product. In 
this sense, it is used as a relative claim. 
As such, "lightly salted” may be an 
appropriate term to reflect such a salt 
reduction. However, to be consistent 
with the other uses of the term "light,” 
the agency has determined that the firoduct must have at least 50 percent 
ess added sodium than the regular 

brand. In addition, as discussed in 
comment 75 of this document, the 
agency has determined that a claim of 
"no added salt” would be misleading on 
products that are not sodium free, 
unless the label has a statement "Not a 
sodium fi^ food” or "Not for control of 
sodium in the diet.” Consistent with 
that determination, a comparable 
disclaimer, i.e., "Not a low sodium 
food,” must be placed on the 
information panel of "lightly salted” 
products that are not "low” in sodium. 
This disclaimer will assist the consumer 
who may wish to control his or her 
sodium intake by consuming the labeled 
product rather than the regular version 
of the product from being misled into 
thinking that the labeled product is 
"low” in sodium when it is not. In 
addition, because this is a relative 
claim, the appropriate accompanying 
information, as specified in 
§ 101.13(j)(2) is required. Accordingly, 
the agency has provided for "lightly 
salted” in § 101.56(g). 

185. A few comments suggested that 
"light cholesterol” should be defined. 
The comments suggested definitions 
ranging from the criteria for "low 
cholesterol” to 50 percent less 
cholesterol. They said that to ensure 
such a claim was not misleading, the 
statement, "this product is not lower in 
fat or calories” could be added to the 

claim. However, the comments provided 
no justification as to why the agency 
should promulgate such a definition 
other than the finding from the Calorie 
Control Coimcil Study cited previously 
that "light” has been used to refer to 
products lower in cholesterol. 

The agency is not convinced by the 
comments that a "light” claim is 
appropriate on products that are 
reduced only in cholesterol. As 
discussed above in comments 170 and 
182 of this document, consumers most 
associate "light” with reductions in fat, 
calories, and in certain respects, 
sodium. There is not the same strong 
association between "lighfand 
cholesterol content. Although the report 
on the Calorie Control Council study 
mentions cholesterol as one of many 
qualities with which the term "light" 
has been associated, the report does not 
provide a basis to distinguish 
cholesterol from these other qualities as 
it does with fat. calories, and sodium. 
Thus, the agency does not consider the 
mention of cholesterol in the Calorie 
Control Council report to provide 
adequate justification for a "light 
cholesterol” claim. It does not establish 
a particular association between "light” 
and chdlesterol reduction. 
Consequently, the agency is not 
providing a definition for "light” for use 
on products that are reduced only in 
cholesterol. 

186. A few comments also suggested 
that "light saturated fat” should be 
defined. The definitions suggested for 
this term ranged from "a nutritionally 
significant reduction in the amount of 
saturated fat” to 50 percent less 
saturated fat. There was no justification 
other than the report of the Calorie 
Control Council’s study. 

As with cholesterol, the agency is not 
convinced that a "light” claim is 
appropriate on products that are 
reduced only in saturated fat. In the 
report of the Calorie Control Council 
Study used by FDA (Ref. 27), saturated 
fat is not specifically mentioned as a 
quality associated with use of the term 
"light.” Consequently, the agency has 
no basis to determine that consumers 
perceive "light” to mean reduced in 
saturated fat. Lacking any other 
justification, the agency is not 
persuaded that use of "light” is 
appropriate on products that are 
reduced in saturated fat. 

187. A few comments suggested that 
"light sugar” claims shouldbe 
permitted. One comment stated that a 
"light sugar” claim should be defined to 
mean that the food had 25 percent less 
sugar and at least 5 g less sugar than the 
appropriate reference food. Other 
comments stated that "light sugar” 
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should be defined to mean 50 percent 
less added sugar. However, none of the 
comments provided a rationale for why 
"light sugar" should be defined. 

The agency has reviewed these 
comments and is not convinced that 
there is sufficient reason to provide a 
definition for this term. The agency has 
determined that definitions of "light" 
for nutrients other than calories, fat. 
and. on certain products, sodium would 
be misleading. In addition, although the 
agency has not defined "less added 
sugar," the term "less sugar" could be 
used to communicate changes in the 
amount of sugar in the food of the sort 
that could be communicated if the 
agency adopted the suggested definition 
for "light sugar." However, lacking an 
adequate justification for the term "light 
sugar," the agency is not convinced that 
such a definition should be established. 
Accordingly, the agency is not 
providing for a definition for this term. 

a. Other uses of the term "light” 

In the general principles proposal (56 
FR 60421 at 60451) the agency proposed 
that the unqualified use of the term 
"light" not be permitted on the label or 
in labeling of a food imless the term was 
used to describe a reduction in calories 
and, where appropriate, a reduction in 
fat (discussed above) or on a salt 
substitute that contained at least 50 
percent less sodium than salt. However, 
the agency proposed that the term 
"light" could also be used to describe 
physical or organoleptic characteristics 
of a food so long as that attribute 
adequately qualified the term "light," 
e g., "light in color" or "light Md 
fluffy," and was in the same type size, 
style, color, and prominence as the 
word "light" and in immediate 
proximity thereto. The agency also 
proposed that if the term "lig^t" had 
been associated through common use 
with a particular food, such as "light 
brown sugar," to the extent that the term 
"light” had become part of the 
statement of identity, such use of the 
term would not be considered a nutrient 
content claim. 

188. A majority of those commenting 
on the subject had no objections to 
products bearing the term "light” to 
refer to other physical or organoleptic 
properties of a product, so long as that 
property was specified. They said that 
in these circumstances, consumers are 
aware of the meaning of the term 
"light.” However, a few comments 
objected to allowing such "light" 
claims. One stated that use of the word 
"light” to describe color, texture, or 
taste may mislead some consumers and 
undermine credibility of the term. 

The agency acknowledges that the 
term "light" has at times been used in 
describing the physical characteristics 
about a product without appropriate 
qualifying information. An example of 
such a claim is "light" used to describe 
an oil that is "light” in color but is not 
altered in nutrient quality. This use is 
clearly misleading. However, the agency 
is not convinced by the comments that 
a claim using the word "light” to 
describe a physical or organoleptic 
property, if it-adequately characterized 
the nature of the claim, such as "light 
in color" or "light and fluffy," would be 
misleading because the word "light” 
would be defined as part of the claim. 
In new § 101.56(e)(2), FDA is requiring 
that product attribute in question (e.g., 
the color or the fluffiness of the product) 
be placed in immediate proximity with 
the term "light." Accordingly, the 
agency concludes that its regulations 
provide adequate assurance that this 
type of claim will not be abused, and 
therefore, it is adopting the provisions 
(new § 101.56(e)) that provide for such 
claims as proposed. 

189. Several comments agreed with 
the proposal that the physical or 
organoleptic properties of the food that 
are described in such claims should be 
identified immediately adjacent to, and 
in the same type size, style, and color 
as. the word "light." One comment said 
that without this requirement, the claim 
would be misleading, and the same uses 
of "light” that exist in today’s 
marketplace will be perpetuated, 
undermining the basic purpose of the 
1990 amendments. However, other 
comments objected to this type size 
requirement, saying that the attribute 
information should not be required to be 
the size of the claim. Suggestions were 
that the attribute should be in type one- 
half the size of the word "light,” one- 
half the size of the brand name, one-half 
the size of the name of the food, or as 
prominent as the statement of identity. 
Another comment said that there should 
be no type size or placement 
requirements for the defining attribute. 
Another comment said that the graphics 
requirement for this information was so 
unreasonable and burdensome as to 
constitute a virtual prohibition for use 
of the term. 

The agency has considered these 
comments and is persuaded that the 
type size requirements proposed for the 
information that defines a "light" claim 
about a physical or organoleptic 
property of a product would bo 
burdensome, and that this information 
need not be as large as the claim to 
effectively clarify the physical or 
organoleptic properties of the labeled 
product. However, because of the 

special nature of the term "light." and 
the great potential for its misuse, the 
agency believes that it is essential that 
this defining information be declared 
adjacent to &e term, and that the word 
"light" not have undue prominence 
relative to this information. The agency 
believes that to severely diminish the 
size of the defining information, or to 
remove it spatially fiom the claim, 
would affect the ability of the 
information to clarify what might 
otherwise be a misleading claim. FDA 
concludes that by permitting such 
information to be as small as half the 
size of the term "light,” it will eliminate 
the burdensomeness of the proposal and 
yet still insure that the information was 
sufficiently prominent so as to mitigate 
any misimpressions caused by the use 
of this term. Accordingly, the agency is 
revising § 101.56(e)(2) to permit the 
defining information to be one-half the 
type size of the word "light.” 

190. Of those commenting, a majority 
agreed that if the term "light" had. 
through common use, come to be part of 
the statement of identity (e.g., "li^t 
brown sugar"), the term "light” need 
not be filler defined or qualified. 
However, a few comments disagreed. 
They said that all such physical or 
organoleptic uses of the term should be 
specifically clarified no matter what the 
history of use of the term was. Another 
comment stated that this provision 
should be narrowed in scope so that this 
unqualified usage of the word "light" 
would be limited to situations in which 
the term reflected physical or 
organoleptic properties of the food, such 
as color or weight and not nutritional 
qualities. 

The agency advises that the provision 
in proposed § 101.56(f) was intended to 
apply only to use of "light” to describe 
physical and organoleptic properties of 
the food. It was not intended to permit 
uses of "light" that are contrary to other 
parts of the regulation. Accordingly, 
FDA has modified new § 101.56(f) to 
clarify the permitted use of the term. 
Where the word "light” has come to be 
part of the statement of identity through 
longstanding use of the term, it is 
generally used to characterize a product 
not in comparison to a regular product, 
but to a contrasting version of the 
product e.g., "light brown sugar" versus 
"dark brown sugar." Without use of the 
term "light” to distinguish the food 
fit)m its counterpart, there would be 
confusion as to die specific identity of 
the product. Therefore, the agency 
concludes that for such products, the 
word "light" is fundamental to an 
understanding of the product’s identity. 
Consequently, in such circumstances, 
FDA is allowing, under § 101.56(f), the 
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use of the term "light** without 
qualification other than the other 
components of the identity statement. 

191. Another comment suggested that 
because of a 60-year history of use. the 
term “li^t,** without qualification, 
should 1^ allowed on a particular brand 
of fitiit cake to differentiate it from the 
"dark’* version of the same brand of 
fr^it cake. 

The agency a^es that it would be 
appropriate in this long standing 
situation, for the manufacturer to use 
the word "light** without qualification 
to differentiate a version of a particular 
brand of frxiit cake that is **li^t** in 
color from a version of the same brand 
of fruit cake that is "dark** in color. 
However. FDA advises that for this use 
the term **light’* must appear in the 
statement of identity, e.g., "light fruit 
cake.** In addition. FDA would expect 
the dark version of the product to to 
labeled "dark fruit cake,** so that the 
terms "light** and "dark** have the same 
conspicuousness on the label. The 
agency believes that such a use is not 
misleading to consumers because it is 
clear from the relative use of the terms 
"light” and "dark** that the word “light** 
in this instance refers to the color and 
not to any other properties of the fruit 
cake. 

192. One comment requested that the 
agency clarify and codify the method for 
a manufacturer to demonstrate that its 
use of the term "light** on a product is 
permissible because the term has come, 
through long use, to be part of the 
statement of identity. 

The agency believes that the 
situations in which such a 
demonstration would be appropriate are 
sufficiently few that specific provisions 
are not necessary to implement this 
procedure. When the use of the term is 
broadly applicable to a class of 
products, a petition woiild be 
appropriate. There is provision in part 
10 (21 CFR part 10) for this type of 
request. However, the agency does not 
believe that it is generally necessary to 
submit a formal petition to address this 
matter. Except for those regarding brand 
names, petitions are broadly applicable 
to a class of products and do not address 
a single manufacturer’s product. If a 
manufacturer wishes to nave advice on 
whether a product’s use of the term 
"light” in its statement of identity is 
appropriate, the manufacturer may 
submit to the agency evidence to 
substantiate the longstanding, 
nonmisleading use of the tenn for this 
purpose. The agency will review each 
situation on a case-by-case basis and 
notify the manufacturer whether the 
label declaration is appropriate. 

193. Another comment asked for 
advice on whether its brand name 
"Sunny Delight” was subject to the 
requirements for "light** nutrient 
content claims. 

The agency advises that the term 
"Simny Delight” would not, by itself, 
constitute a nutrient content claim. The 
ordinary meaning of the word "delight,** 
as long as it is presented as a single 
word without any use of printing, 
hyphenation, or spelling that unduly 
emphasizes "light,** does not state or 
imply the level of a nutrient. However, 
FDA also advises that it will evaluate 
label statements using forms of the word 
"light** to determine if they are used in 
a context in which they make claims 
that a nutrient has been reduced in the 
food. 

in. Additional terms 

194. One comment stated that 
additional terms such as "extra light’* or 
’‘ultra light” should be defined. They 
said that the state of California allows 
these definitions to describe reductions 
in milk fat and urged the agency to 
define "light” with enough flexibility to 
allow this labeling to continue. The 
comment said that "extra light" should 
be defined as a two-thirds fat reduction, 
and that "ultra light” should have no fat 
(a 100 percent fat reduction) compared 
to whole milk. 

The comments have not provided 
sufficient justification for the terms 
"extra light” or "ultra light.” Therefore, 
the agency is not providing definitions 
for those terms at this time. TTie agency 
is not persuaded that the consumer 
would understand the differences 
among “light,” “extra light,” and "ultra 
light,” especially since definitions for 
such terms would be available for use 
on a wide variety of food. In addition, 
the comment did not present 
justification for establishing an 
additional definition for use on foods 
that appear to qualify for "low fat” and 
“fat bee." The agency advises that, 
under new § 101.69, the person who 
submitted the comment, or any other 
interested party, may submit a petition 
to the agency, with substantiating 
information, requesting definition for 
these terms. 

195. A few comments disagreed with 
the idea of defining ’Tight” and ’Tite” as 
synonyms. One comment suggested that 
sound alike spellings for "light” (e.g., 
"lite”) should be prohibited. Another 
comment suggested that the term 
spelled "l-i-t-e” should be used to refer 
to calorie reductions and the spelling "1- 
i-g-h-t” should refer to other product 
qualities. 

The agency does not agree that the 
terms “lite” and "light” should not bo 

synonymous. iTie agency points out that 
the statute required that the agency 
define ’’’light* or ’lite’*’ (section 
3(b)(2)(A)(iii)(ra) of the 1990 
amendments). From this instruction, the 
agency can reasonably conclude that 
Congress intended that the two spellings 
of the term be synonymous. Further, 
under the statute, to not define both of 
these terms, the agency would need to 
find that one of them was misleading 
under section 403(a) of the act. 'The 
comment gives the agency no basis to 
make this finding, nor is one apparent 
to the agency. In addition, the agency 
believes that because of similarity of the 
terms "lite” and "light,” the suggested 
distinct definitions for the two spellings 
of the term would cause confusion to 
consumers and would indeed be 
misleading. Accordingly, the agency is 
not changing the status of the terms 
"light” and “lite” as synonyms. 

iV. Dietary Supplement Act 

FDA proposed to require in 
§ 101.56(a)(3) that if a food bears a 
"light” claim, it must be nutrition 
lal^led in accordance with §§ 101.9, 
101.10, or 101.36, as appropriate. 
However, as stated above, the Dietary 
Supplement Act of 1992 established a 
moratorium on the implementation of 
the 1990 amendments with respect to 
dietary supplements. As a result, FDA is 
not adopting § 101.36 at this time. To 
reflect this fact, FDA has deleted the 
reference to § 101.36 from § 101.56(a)(3). 
FDA has also deleted references to 
§ 101.36 from §§ 101.60(a)(3), 
101.61(a)(3), and 101.62(a)(3). 

3. "More” claims 

Although the 1990 amendments do 
not require that FDA define the term 
"more,” the agency proposed a 
definition and requirements (proposed 
§ 101.54(e)) for use of “more” to 
describe a food in the general principles 
proposal (56 FR 60421 at 60453).FDA 
proposed that a comparative claim using 
the term “more” may bo used to 
describe a food, including a meal-type 
product, that contains at least 10 
percent or more of the RDI for protein, 
vitamins, or minerals or of the DRV for 
dietary fiber or potassium than the 
reference food that it resembles and for 
which it substitutes (proposed 
§ 101.54(e)(l)(i)). 

Further, the agency proposed that 
when the claim is based on a nutrient 
that has been added to the food, 
fortification be in accordance with the 
policy on fortification of foods in 
§ 104.20 (21 CFR 104.20) (new 
§ 101.54(e)(l)(ii]). Also, the agency 
proposed to require that the identity of 
the reference food, the percentage (or 
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fraction) that the nutrient was increased 
relative to the RDI or DRV. and 
quantitative information comparing the 
level of the nutrient in the product per 
labeled serving size with that of the 
reference food that it replaces be 
declared in immediate proximity to the 
most prominent such claim (proposed 
§ 101.54(e){l)(iii)). 

Further, the agency proposed to 
permit a comparative claim using the 
term “more” on a food to describe the 
level of complex carbohydrates in a 
food, including a meal-type product as 
defined in proposed § 101.13(1), 
provided that the food contains at least 
4 percent or more of the DRV for 
carbohydrates than the reference food, 
and that the difference between the two 
foods is only complex carbohydrates as 
defined in proposed § 101.9(c)(6)(i). The 
identity of the reference food and 
quantitative information comparing the 
level of complex carbohydrates with the 
level in the reference food that it 
replaces would have had to be declared 
in immediate proximity to the most 
prominent such claim (proposed 
§ 101.54(e)(2)). 

Finally. FDA proposed to permit a 
comparative claim using the term 
“more” to describe the level of 
unsaturated fat in a food, including 
meal products as defined in proposed 
§ 101.13(1), provided that the food 
contains at least 4 percent more of the 
DRV for unsaturated fat than the 
reference food, the level of total fat is 
not increased, and the level of trans 
fatty acids does not exceed 1 percent of 
the total fat. Under the proposal, the 
identity of the reference food and 
quantitative information comparing the 
level of unsaturated fat with that of the 
reference food that it replaces would 
have had to be declared in immediate 
proximity to the most prominent such 
claim (proposed § 101.54(e)(3)). 

The agency specifically requested 
comments on certain specific aspects of 
the proposed definitions of “more” for 
describing levels of complex 
carbohydrates and unsaturated fatty 
acids (56 FR 60421 at 60453 through 
60454). First, both of the proposed 
definitions deviated from FDA’s past 
requirements for superiority claims 
which, as stated above, have been based 
on a food having 10 percent more of the 
U.S. RDA of a nutrient per serving than 
the food to which it is being compared. 
Secondly, the provision in the “more” 
definition for unsaturated fatty acids 
limiting the level of trans fatty acids to 
1 percent of the total fat was included 
because the agency believed that it 
would be misleading for products 
containing significant levels of trans 
fatty acids to bear claims of more 

unsaturated fatty acids in light of recent 
data suggesting that trans fatty acids act 
like saturated fat in raising serum 
cholesterol. 

196. A few comments were opposed 
to the proposed definition of “more.” 
The comments argued that claims for 
“more” should not be permitted because 
the 10 percent eligibility criterion is too 
small to be of significance to consumers. 
One comment suggested that claims of 
“more” be expressed in 5 percent 
increments to prohibit food companies 
from rounding up to make the increased 
nutrient level appear greater than it 
actually is. A few comments stated that 
the definition for “more” should be 
similar to the definition for “less,” and 
that the food should contain 25 percent 
“more” of the nutrient than the 
reference food to be eligible to bear the 
term “more.” A few comments were 
concerned that a 25 percent eligibility 
criterion may lead to over fortification 
of foods in order to be eligible to bear 
this term. 

The agency has not been persuaded to 
change the definition for “more.” As 
discussed in the general principles 
proposal (56 FR 60421 at 60453), the 
agency believes that a 10 percent greater 
level of a nutrient relative to the RDI or 
DRV in a serving of a food is 
nutritionally significant and is also 
necessary to ensure that there is truly a 
difference in the foods being compared. 
This level is the minimum level of a 
nutrient that must be provided by a food 
for the food to meet the definition of 
“good source” in this final rule. 
Consistent with this requirement, a food 
must provide at least an additional 10 
percent of the DRV or RDI compared to 
the reference food before it can be 
designated as a better source, i.e.. 
having “more” of the nutrient. 

The nutrition labeling regulations 
allow for the standard practice of 
rounding values to the nearest percent 
when determining levels of nutrients 
(new § 101,9(c)(8)(iii)). However there is 
no provision in the final rule that allows 
for inappropriate rounding up of values 
when making claims. 

Additionally, the values represented 
by a “more” claim must be truthful and 
not misleading. The agency considered 
requiring at least a 25 percent increase 
relative to the RDI or DRV as compared 
to the reference food in arriving at the 
proposed definition for the term 
“more.” As discussed in the general 
principles proposal (56 FR 60421 at 
60453), FDA rejected this approach 
because of the agency’s concern that a 
level higher than 10 percent of the DRV 
or RDI would result in inappropriate 
fortification of foods in an attempt to 
make superiority claims. Therefore, the 

agency is retaining the proposed 
definition of “more” in the final rule. 

197. A few comments disagreed with 
the proposed requirements for use of the 
term “more” for complex carbohydrates. 
The comments generally argued that 
defining “more” for complex 
carbohydrates but not defining “high” 
in this regard is inconsistent, and that 
further scientific evidence about the 
benefits of consuming complex 
carbohydrates is needed. 

As discussed in the final rule on 
mandatory nutrition labeling published 
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register, the agency has determined that 
it cannot presently define, and, 
therefore is not defining, “complex 
carbohydrates.” FDA has concluded that 
there is not sufficient consensus about 
the meaning of the term or appropriate 
analytical methodology for a specific 
definition for ’’complex carbohydrates.” 
Therefore, the agency is not providing 
for the term “more” for complex 
carbohydrates in the final rule. 

198. Most of the comments disagreed 
with the proposed definition for “more” 
for use with unsaturated fat. Most 
comments expressed the view that 
“more unsaturated fat” should not be 
defined until there is more scientific 
evidence to support the benefits of the 
claim. The comments were concerned 
that allowing the claim at this time will 
confuse consumers about the benefits of 
increased consumption of unsaturated 
fat. One comment suggested eliminating 
the additional criterion for trans fatty 
acid in the proposed definition because 
no conclusive evidence exists that trans 
fatty acids function like saturated fatty 
acids. One comment requested that the 
agency define “more” for 
monounsaturated fat. 

The agency agrees that a definition for 
“more unsaturated fat” is unnecessary. 
As discussed in the final rule on 
mandatory nutrition labeling published 
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register, the agency has decided not to 
establish a DRV for “unsaturated fat.” 
FDA has been persuaded by comments 
that the use of the term “unsaturated 
fat” is potentially confusing, does not 
provide useful information, and could 
result in consumer deception. 
Therefore, the agency is not defining 
“more unsaturated faf'jar “more 
monounsaturated fat” in this final rule. 

199. A few comments disagreed with 
the proposed requirement that a food 
containing added nutrients must be in 
compliance with the agency’s 
fortification policy to be eligible to bear 
the term “more” on its label. The 
comments noted that this policy is only 
a guideline. 
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The agency concludes that this 
requirement is appropriate. As 
discussed in the general principles 
proposal (56 FR 60421 at 60453), the 
fundamental objective of the agency's 
policy on appropriate fortification of 
foods is to establish a uniform set of 
principles that serve as a model for the 
rational addition of nutrients to foods. 
While it is true that the fortification 
policy is only a guideline, in the context 
of new § 101.54(e)(l)(ii), FDA has 
subjected the use of § 104.20 (21 CFR 
104.20) to notice and comment 
rulemaking. Interested persons were 
given notice that FDA intends to use 
that provision as more than a guideline. 
Such persons had an opportunity to 
object to provisions of that regulation 
and explain whyauch provisions did 
not provide an appropriate basis on 
which to limit the use of “more” on 
food labels. No comments did. 
Therefore, the fact that part 104 (21 CFR 
part 104) is generally intended to be 
used as a guideline has no significance 
here. 

In that policy, FDA clearly states its 
concern that random fortification of 
foods could result in deceptive or 
misleading claims for foods. In 
authorizing a claim for "more,” the 
agency is making a finding that the 
claim will assist consumers in 
maintaining healthy dietary practices 
(see section 403(r)(2)(A) of the act). The 
agency cannot make such a finding for 
nutrient additions that are not 
consistent with the fortification policy. 
Therefore, FDA is retaining the 
requirement that foods bearing the term 
"more” comply with the agency’s 
fortification policy. 

200. A few comments expressed 
interest in use of the terms "fortified” 
and “enriched” as synonyms for 
"source.” The comments were of the 
view that these terms should be 
permitted because they are easily 
understood by consumers as a result of 
their use in food labeling for many 
years. 

The agency believes that the terms 
"fortified” and “enriched” are not 
synonymous with the term "source” but 
more appropriately may be defined in 
the same manner as the term “more.” 
"Fortified” and "enriched” convey the 
meaning that there is "more” or a 
nutrient in a food compared to another 
food. This approach is consistent with 
the agency’s fortification policy 
§ 104.20(h)(3), which states that when 
labeling claims are permitted, the term 
"enriched,” “fortified,” "added,” or 
similar terms may be used 
interchangeably to indicate the addition 
of one or more vitamins or minerals or 
protein to a food, unless an applicable 

Federal regulation requires the use of 
specific words or statements. Section 
403(r)(2)(A)(i) of the act limits the terms 
that can be used to those provided for 
by § 101.54(e). 

Therefore, the agency is providing, in 
this final rule, for the use of the terms 
"fortified.” "enriched,” and “added” 
with the same quantitative definition as 
the term “more” when these terms are 
used to describe the level of a nutrient 
that has been added to a food. However, 
as discussed in greater detail in the 
section of this document on reference 
foods, there are circumstances in which 
the term "more” is appropriately used 
but "fortified,” “enriched,” and 
"added” are not. These circumstances, 
which are delineated in new 
§ 101.13(j)(l)(i), turn on whether the 
comparisons are being made to similar 
(bread to bread) or dissimilar (bread to 
rolls) foods. 

4. Reference foods 

a. Reference foods for "reduced” and 
"less" 

201. Many comments suggested that if 
“reduced” and “less” were defined in 
the same manner, they should both be 
permitted to use the same types of 
reference foods, i.e., a manufacturer’s 
regular brand or a food in a valid data 
ba.se in addition to an industry-wide 
norm. 

Because the agency has determined 
that “reduced” and "less” should have 
the same quantitative definition, the 
agency believes that it is appropriate for 
these two terms to be permitted to have 
many of the same types of reference 
foods (see new § 101.13(j)(l)(ii)(B)). In 
many circumstances, these terms can be 
used interchangeably. 

Consequently, the agency has 
concluded that the manufacturer’s 
regular brand, another manufacturer’s 
regular brand, and a representative 
value for a broad base of foods of the 
particular type, are appropriate 
reference foods for both “reduced” and 
"less” claims. Accordingly, the agency 
is providing in new § 101.13(j)(l)(ii)(B) 
that “reduced” and "less” claims may 
use as a reference a food or class of 
foods whose composition is reported in 
a representative valid data base. 

However, as discussed in greater 
detail in comment 204 of this document, 
not all reference foods that are 
appropriate for "less” claims are 
appropriate for "reduced” claims. Even 
though these terms are based on the 
same percent reduction, reductions from 
a certain class of reference foods, those 
foods that are different than the labeled 
food but that would fall in the same 
product category (e.g., potato chips as a 

reference food for pretzels) are not 
appropriately described, simply as a 
matter of English, by use of the term 
"reduced.” Claims that are designed to 
draw consumers' attention to such 
reductions are more appropriately 
phrased using the term "less.” FDA has 
reflected this fact in new § 101.13(j)(l)(i) 
and has modified §§ 101.60(b)(4), 
101.61(b)(6) and 101.62(b)(4), (c)(4). and 
(d)(4) accordingly. 

In this context, the agency notes that 
because it has determined that “light” 
claims should be subject to a more 
rigorous standard than the other relative 
claims, it is limiting the reference foods 
that are appropriate for use with "light” 
claims. Under new § 101.13(j)(l)(ii)(A), 
FDA is requiring that the reference for 
a "light” claim be limited to a 
representative value for the type of food 
that bears the claim. This value may be 
drawn from such sources as a valid data 
base, an average of the three top 
national or regional brands, or a market 
basket norm. 

These determinations are explained in 
more detail in response to the comments 
that follow. 

202. Several comments stated that use 
of nutrient values from data bases as 
references for claims should not be 
limited to the kinds of data bases cited 
as examples in proposed 
§ 101.13(j)(l)(iii). They su^ested that 
other published or unpublished data 
bases should be available for use as a 
basis for claims because established data 
bases like USDA's Handbook 8 (Ref. 24) 
are not updated frequently enough to 
keep up with product innovation. The 
comments contended that more flexible 
data bases should be used. In addition, 
one comment .stated that the established 
data bases are not truly average values 
because they do not account for 
variations in preparation of foods. For 
example, the comment stated, they do 
not provide the fat content of potato 
chips cooked in a variety of oils. Some 
comments requested clarification, 
including examples of what constitutes 
a valid data base. One suggested that 
there is inadequate control over the 
quality of the data going into a data 
base. 

The agency recognizes the limitations 
of data bases. Data bases, as they apply 
to relative claims, are intended to be 
used to determine representative values 
for nutrients in a particular type of food 
for the purpose of determining nutrient 
differences on which to base a claim. 
They are not intended to provide all- 
inclusive nutrient values, such as 
nutrient values for potato chips cooked 
in a variety of oils. The agency 
recognizes that while published data 
bases, by their nature, are often not up- 
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to-date, they do provide a reference that 
is readily available. Further, the agency 
advises that while USDA's Handbook 8 
(Ref. 24) was cited in the proposal as an 
example of an acceptable data base, it is 
not the only data base available for use 
as a reference for relative claims. 

On July 23,1992, the agency 
published (57 FR 32796) a notice of 
availability of a draft document entitled 
"Nutrition Labeling Manual, A Guide 
for Developing and Using Data Bases." 
This draft manual has now been subject 
to review and comment and is being 
made available in final form with the 
publication of the regulations. This 
manual details the parameters that the 
agency believes to be appropriate for 
data bases used for nutrition labeling. 
Because the use of descriptive terms is 
directly related to these same nutrient 
values, data derived from data bases, as 
described in this manual, would be 
appropriate for use as a basis for relative 
claims. 

203. Some comments said that 
products that have been improved in 
order to bear nutrient content claims, 
especially those meeting the definition 
of "light," should not be included in 
data for reference values to be used as 
the basis for claims. They stated that if 
nutrient values of improved products 
were included, some improved products 
would eventually be disqualified from 
bearing claims b^use the data base 
would change as additional modified 
products become available. 

The agency believes that all improved 
foods, including those that bear "light" 
claims, should be considered when 
deriving appropriate reference foods on 
which to base claims. To the extent that 
the claim is based on a reference food 
that is representative of a particular type 
of food, (or the claim to not be false or 
misleading, the reference food shovild 
fairly reflect the market. Thus, the efiect 
of improved foods on the market must 
be refiected in the reference food. The 
agency a^es that this position may 
well resmt in a progression of the 
overall nutrient values of marketed 
foods in a direction that is consistent 
with dietary guidelines, but this result 
is consistent with the 1990 
amendments. 

204. Some comments specifically 
supported basing claims on a 
comparison of dissimilar products 
within a product category, e.g., potato 
chips to pretzels. They said that without 
the ability to make such claims, there 
would be no incentive for the industry 
to develop reformulated products. 
Several other comments suggested that 
“reduced" claims should not be based 
on the difierence in amoimt of a 
nutrient in dissimilar products, such as 

a potato chip compared to a pretzel, but 
that such claims should be limited to 
comparisons between similar products 
(potato chips to potato chips). 

One comment stated that comparisons 
between dissimilar products could 
result in consumer confusion and would 
increase the possibility of misleading 
claims. The comment said that 
consumers view a "25 percent less fat" 
claim as a comparison to another 
version of the same type of food as the 
food that bears the claim. It went on to 
say that unless all products of a 
particular type (e.g., pretzels) make the 
same claim, consumers could be misled 
into thinking that products making the 
claim are nutritionally superior to those 
that do not, despite the fact that such 
claims refer to a different type of food. 
The comment suggested that if cross¬ 
food comparisons are permitted, 
additional restraints on their use are 
needed. As an example, the comment 
asked whether a "reduced sodium" 
claim could be made for pretzels simply 
because they contained 25 percent less 
sodium than potato chips. The comment 
stated that using the term “reduced" to 
represent such a comparison could 
mislead consumers. 

The agency has evaluated these 
comments and is convinced that 
comparisons using the terms “light" and 
“reduced” are only appropriate for use 
in comparing similar foods, e.g., a 
reformulated version of a 
manufectvirwr’s product to the original 
product (potato chips to potato chips). 
These tenns say that there has been a 
change in the level of a nutrient in a 
given food and, therefore, are only 
appropriate to reflect actual changes in 
the level of a nutrient. Thus, they are 
not appropriate for use to reflect 
differences between two dissimilar 
foods (pretzels to potato chips). 

The term “less,*' on the other hand, 
can have the same connotation as 
“reduced" and “light," or it can denote 
the existence of a difference between 
two products without implying that 
there has been a change in nutrient level 
in the product that bears the term. For 
example, a “reduced" claim would 
clearly be misleading under section 
403(a) of the act if it were used on the 
label of a pretzel to describe that the 
pretzel had 25 percent less fat than 
potato chips if there had been no change 
to the pretzel to achieve the difierence 
in the level of the nutrient, and the 
pretzel bearing the claim was no 
different than other pretzels. On the 
other hand, the agency is also convinced 
that comparisons between products that 
are dissimilar but within the same 
product category, and that can generally 
be substituted for one another in the 

diet, are useful to point out alternative 
food choices. This type of comparison 
can provide the consumer with valuable 
information useful in making food 
selections to achieve a diet consistent 
with dietary guidelines. 

The agency does not believe that the 
consumer will be led to believe that 
claims comparing dissimilar products 
are applicable only to the brand bearing 
the claim because the use of the claim 
with the reference food, e.g., “25 
percent less fat than potato chips." will 
adequately characterize the claim. ' 
Accordingly, the agency in new 
§ 101.13(j)(l)(i)(A) is providing that the 
term “less" may be used to compare 
dissimilar foods within a product 
category, and in new § 101.13(iKl)(i)(B) 
is limiting the reference foods for 
“light" and “reduced" claims to 
pr^ucts similar to the product bearing 
the claim (e.g., potato chips to potato 
chips). 

In addition, the agency points out that 
the 1990 amendments repeatedly state 
that claims provided for in this 
regulation and other regulations 
promulgated under this statute must not 
be misl^ding (e.g., section 
403(r)(2)(A)(vi) of the act and section 
3(b)(l)(A)(iii) of the 1990 amendments). 
In these regulations. FDA has attempted 
to provide clear guidance to 
manufacturers on how to state claims 
and on what foods are appropriate as 
reference foods. However, these 
provisions do not mandate precise 
phrasing for each permissible claim. 
Particularly for use of dissimilar foods 
as reference foods, the regulation does 
not specify what “product category" 
means. The agency has intentionally 
used a flexible standard. This flexibility 
is intended to facilitate useful 
comparisons on foods that are generally 
interchangeable in the diet (for example, 
“apples have less fat than potato chips") 
while prohibiting meaningless or 
misleading claims. As a consequence, 
manufacturers will have to use 
judgment in developing claims to 
ensure that the claims comply with the 
regulations and are not misleading 
under section 403(a) of the act. The 
agency advises that it will determine on 
a case-by-case basis whether a claim is 
misleading because its overall context or 
presentation is misleading. 

205. Several comments stated that in 
addition t6 using the nutrient values of 
a manufacturer’s own brand of food as 
a basis for a “reduced” or “less” claim, 
similar claims should also be permitted 
based on comparisons of the product to 
another manufacturer’s brand of the 
same food. In addition, comments stated 
that a recognized regional or national 
brand, with a significant market share. 
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that is competitive to the product 
making the claim should also be an 
appropriate reference food for 
“reduced” or “less” claims. They said 
that allowing for brand-to-brand 
comparisons would provide incentives 
for development of new products 
consistent with dietary guidelines. 

The agency has evaluated these 
comments and has determined that use 
of a competitor's product as a reference 
food for “reduced” and “less” claims 
could be appropriate if done in a 
nonmisieading manner. A competitor's 
product used for comparison should be 
an accurate reflection of the products 
competing with the labeled product. 
Using a brand of product that is 
markedly different from the typical 
foods of the type that includes the 
labeled food has a great potential to 
result in a misleading claim. The agency 
would not. however, consider 
comparisons between the labeled 
product and competing products of the 
type with which the consumer is 
familiar (e.g.. a market leader) to be 
misleading under section 403(a) of the 
act unless the competing product is 
significantly dissimilar in its nutritional 
attributes. 

Accordingly, the agency is providing 
in new § 101.13(j)(l){il)(A) that for 
relative claims other than "light.” 
another manufacturer's product may be 
used as a reference food. 

206. A few comments suggested that 
products that had previously been 
offered for sale but are not currently 
being sold should be considered 
appropriate reference foods for products 
bearing “reduced” and “less” claims. 
Comments suggested that such a 
product should be useable as a reference 
food for up to 6 months or 1 year after 
being taken off the market. 

The agency agrees that it would not be 
misleading to highlight changes in the 
formulation of the labeled food, even 
though the old version of the product is 
not l^ing marketed. Such claims could 
be used to point out changes in the level 
of a nutrient In the new product that 
would assist consumers in maintaining 
healthy dietary practices. However, FDA 
believes that such comparisons to 
discontinued products should be 
limited. The agency advises that it 
would not consider comparisons to such 
products misleading, provided the 
labeling for FDA regulated products is 
attached to that product no more than 
6 months after the product has been 
discontinued from the product line. Any 
such comparisons after that time would 
be misleading because of the absence of 
the old “regular product” for which the 
new product is a substitute. As the new 
product replaces the old product, the 

new product becomes the 
manufacturer's regular product, thus 
eliminating the old product as an 
alternative food choice. Without this 
alternative choice, the comparison 
becomes meaningless. In addition, the 
agency points out that similar time 
restrictions are appropriate when 
comparing a labeled product with a 
competitor's product. In the event that 
a competitor discontinued a product, 
the agency believes that claims using 
that food as a reference would also only 
be appropriate for 6 months after 
discontinuation of the product. After 
that time such claims would no longer 
be valid because the old product would 
have become unavailable for consumers 
either to purchase or to compare. 

b. Reference foods for "added,” 
"enriched," and "fortified” 

As discussed in comment 200 of this 
document, the agency is providing for 
the additional terms “added,” 
“enriched,” and “fortified” (referred to 
collectively for purposes of this 
discussion as “added”), which will have 
the same quantitative definition as the 
term “more.” 

The agency believes that the 
difference in meaning between 
“reduced” and “less,” discussed above, 
also exists between “added” and 
“more.” Comparison of the level of a 
nutrient between two dissimilar foods 
using the word “added” is misleading 
because the term “added” implies that 
the labeled food is the same as the 
reference food except for the addition of 
the nutrient. On tlie other hand, like 
“less," the term “more” would not 
necessarily be misleading in a 
comparison of two dissimilar foods 
within a product category that can 
generally be substituted for one another 
in the diet. The term “more” states that 
there is a difference between the two 
foods but does not imply that difference 
is a result of modification of the food 
bearing the term. Accordingly, the 
agency is reflecting this distinction in 
new § 101.13(j)(l)(i). 

c. Reference foods for "light” products 

In the general principles proposal (56 
FR 60421 at 60445 through 60446), FDA 
proposed that an “industry-wide norm” 
be the only reference for “light” claims. 
The agency said that because of the 
special nature of this term, the reference 
should take into account all foods of a 
particular product class so as to provide 
the broadest base and the least 
opportunity for abuse of the term. The 
general principles proposal defined an 
industry-wide norm as “a composite 
value weighted according to a national 
market share on a unit or tonnage basis 

of alt the foods of the same type as the 
food for which the claim is made.” 

207. A few comments agreed with the 
concept of an industry-wide norm, 
saying that maintaining a high standard 
for the reference for “light” claims 
would ensure the term's utility, and that 
such claims would not be misleading. 
However, an overwhelming majority of 
the comments that addressed the issue 
forcefully disagreed with this concept, 
especially since the industry-wide norm 
was the only basis proposed for “light” 
claims. The comments said that the 
standard of an industry-wide norm was 
ambiguous and could lead to erroneous 
comparisons between foods because of 
the difficulty in deriving such values. 
Some comments asked who was going 
to derive the industry-wide norm, while 
others, recognizing that manufacturers 
were responsible for label information, 
said that because of the difficulty in 
deriving the industry-wide norm, 
different manufacturers were likely to 
reach different nutrient values for 
similar foods. The comments said that 
the industry-wide norm was: (1) Too 
complicated to derive because it 
encompassed 100 percent of the foods of 
a particular type; (2) excessively 
restrictive; and (3) prohibitively 
expensive because of the cost involved 
in obtaining all the necessary marketing 
and nutrition information. The 
comments went on to say that an 
industry-wide norm is impractical 
because of frequently changing 
formulations, variations in products 
firom region to region, and wide 
variations within certain food types 
even within a region. 

The .agency has reviewed the 
comments and has concluded that 
requiring use of an industry-wide norm 
as proposed would be impracticable 
because of the amount of data needed to 
include 100 percent of the foods of a 
particular type, because such data are 
not always available and because of 
frequently changing formulations and 
product variation. In addition, the 
agency acknowledges that the cost of 
acquiring such data would be very high. 
Accordingly, the agency finds that using 
the proposed industry-wide norm as a 
reference is unworkable and is deleting 
the requirement from new 
§101.13(j)(l)(i). 

However, because an industry-wide 
norm was proposed as the sole reference 
for products making “light” claims, as 
explained in response to the comments 
that follow, the agency has developed 
alternative references for “light” foods. 

208. Several comments suggested that 
a manufacturer's own brand or another 
version of the food from a different 
manufacturer or competitor should be 
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an acceptable reference food for a 
“light” claim. They said that this 
reference food is appropriate especially 
when the labeled food was a “light” 
version of an existing product. 

The agency disagrees. As stated in the 
proposal, FDA believes that for “light” 
claims, comparisons to a single fo^ in 
a product class may be misleading, 
particularly when the reference food 
differs significantly from the norm for 
the product class and contains the 
nutrient at a level that is at the extreme 
end of the range for the product, e.g.. 
deluxe chocolate chip cookies. Using 
such a single product as a reference for 
a “light” claim would result in skewed 
comparisons in which a product that 
would normally be considered average 
for the product type could qualify to 
make a “light” claim. Clearly sud» a 
claim would be misleading to a 
consumer who, based on it. concludes 
that the labeled product has 50 percent 
less fat or one-third fewer calories, than 
similar foods of the same type. 

Because the comments did not 
provide information to persuade the 
agency that a provision peirnitting use 
of single foods as references for “light” 
claims will not result in misleading 
claims, the agency does not consider a 
manufacturer’s own product to be an 
appropriate reference food for a “light" 
claim. 

209. A few comments stated that the 
reference for “light” should be based on 
a market basket norm or a less 
comprehensive version of the industry¬ 
wide norm, e.g., 70 percent of market 
volume instead of 100 percent of the 
product. 

Although these alternatives are less 
comprehensive than the 100 percent of 
the market share based industry-wide 
norm, they still present problems in 
their derivation, either because the 
marketing data collection and nutrient 
analyses are expensive, especially for 
small manufacturers, or because they 
are almost as difficult to derive as the 
industry-wide norm. Therefore, the 
agency concludes that such a 
comprehensive standard is too 
burdensome to be required as a 
reference food for products bearing the 
term "light” and will, therefore, not 
compel manufacturers to use such a 
high standard for a reference. However, 
the agency believes that these composite 
values would in all likelihood be 
representative of the market and thus 
would be an appropriate representative 
reference for a product bearing the term 
"light.” While the agency is not 
requiring these specific references, it 
encourages manufacturers to use them 
where feasible. 

210. Other comments stated that 
values from a valid data base would be 
appropriate references for “light” 
claims. 

It is possible that nutrient levels from 
a data base can provide the appropriate 
reference against which “light” 
comparisons could be made. A data base 
is an appropriate reference if it is 
representative of the nutrient values for 
foods that are similar to the food for 
which the claim is being made and.that 
are currently on the market (see 
Nutrition Labeling Manual, A Guide for 
Developing and Using Data Bases). 
However, the agency cautions that 
broader, general data bases such as 
USDA Handbook 8 (Ref. 24) may not be 
representative of a single food because 
they may not represent the current 
market, especially when such data are 
for a rapidly changing food category 
such as bakery products or snack foods. 
Therefore, such data bases should be 
used with caution. 

211. Several comments suggested 
other types of references for use with 
“light” claims, such as a leading 
national brand (e.g., one of the top three 
brands or a brand with 5 percent or 
more of the market share), or a top 
regional brand (for that region only). 
Comments noted that there needs to be 
a reference for manufacturers to use ' 
who only sell “light” products. 

As discussed in comments 209 and 
210 of this document, FDA is concerned 
that when a “light” claim is made, it be 
based on a reduction in the amount of 
the nutrient in the product compared to 
the level of that nutrient in a reference 
food that is accurately reflective of the 
foods of that specific type of food on the 
market. For example, if a “light” claim 
were made on chocolate ice cream, the 
agency would expect that reference the 
nutrient levels would not be derived 
exclusively or disproportionately from 
nutrient values from high fat or 
premium chocolate ice creams. Such a 
claim would clearly be misleading. 

To the extent that values such as 
those suggested in the comments are 
representative of the market place, they 
would be appropriate references for 
“light” products. The leading national 
or regional brand also might be an 
appropriate reference food if the food is 
firmly and convincingly established as 
the market leader. However, if there 
were two market leaders with widely 
different nutrient profiles, selecting the 
one with the slightly higher market 
share for comparison could be 
misleading. 

In summary, the agency has 
determined that any food or group of 
foods would be appropriate as a 
reference for a “light” product if their 

nutrient levels are convincingly 
reflective of a broad base of foods of the 
type that includes the product bearing 
the claim. Accordingly, the agency is 
revising new § 101.13()Kl)(ii)(A) to 
provide that the reference for a “light” 
claim must be nutrient values for a food 
or group of foods whose nutrient values 
are accurately representative of a broad 
base of individual foods of the same 
type as that bearing the claim, e.g., an 
average value determined horn the top 
three national (or regional) brands of the 
food, a market basket norm, or from a 
representative valid data base. 

However, when claims are based on 
reference nutrient values derived fi'om 
cme of a variety of sources, most of 
which may be unknown or generally 
unavailable to the average consumer, 
the agency is concerned that in order for 
consumers to fully understand such 
claims, the basis upon which the 
reference nutrient values are derived be 
available to consumers on request. 
Individual reference foods are identified 
with the claim and thus the reference 
nutrient value derived from that food 
would be available by checking its 
nutrition labeling. In contrast, broad 
based reference nutrient values derived 
form average values, market basket 
norms, data bases, and similar sources 
are not ordinarily readily available to 
the public. Therefore, to fully inform 
consumers, firms that use a broad based 
reference nutrient value as a basis for a 
claim must be prepared to make 
information on how they derived the 
reference nutrient value available to 
consumers on request, bi addition, the 
information must also be made available 
to appropriate regulatory officials on 
request. This additional requirement 
will assist regulatory officials in 
determining compliance with the 
requirements for appropriate.reference 
nutrient values for products bearing a 
claim to ensure the claim is not false or 
misleading. Accordingly, the agency is 
providing for this requirement in new 
§101.13(j)(l)(ii)(A). 

5. Accompanying information 

In the general principles proposal (56 
FR 60421 at 60446), the agency stated 
that relative claims would be misleading 
unless they are accompanied by certain 
material facts that are necessary for 
consumers to understand the 
comparisons that are being made. The 
agency tentatively concluded that the 
percent and amount of difference of a 
nutrient in the labeled product 
compared to the reference food are 
material facts under sections 403(a) and 
201 (n) of the act. The agency proposed 
that this information accompany the 
relative claim that is in the most 
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prominent location. The agency also 
proposed that this information be in 
type size no less than one-half the size 
of the claim but no less than one- 
sixteenth of an inch. 

212. A number of comments agreed 
with the proposed requirement that for 
a food to bear a relative claim, the 
product to which the food is being 
compared must be identified on the 
label. They said that naming the 
reference food provides information 
about the basis on which the claim is 
made and makes the other required 
information relevant In addition, a 
majority of the comments agreed that 
the percentage (or fraction) that a 
nutrient in a product is changed should 
also be stated. However, a few 
comments stated that none of this type 
of information was necessary. 

Because the latter comments did not 
present information to support their 
assertion. the agency concludes, that 
consistent with the proposal, the 
percentage difference of the nutrient 
compared to a reference food and the 
identity of the reference food are facts 
material to the claim under section 
201(n) of the act. Without this 
information the consumer cannot fully 
evaluate the claim or understand the 
utility of the food that bears the claim 
in maintaining healthy dietary practices. 
Therefore, a claim without declaration 
of the percentage difference and the 
identity of the reference food would be 
misleading under section 403(a) of the 
act. Accordingly, the agency is retaining 
this requirement. 

213. The comments were less in 
agreement regarding the necessity of 
retaining information about the amount 
of the nutrient in the product compared 
to the amount in the reference food. 
Although many comments agreed that 
this information was useful in assisting 
a consumer to evaluate the claim and to 
understand the role of the food in 
maintaining healthy dietary practices, 
many felt that the information was not 
necessary because it could be 
ascertained from other information on 
the label, sudh as the percentage that the 
nutrient in the labeled food was 
different from that in the reference food. 
Others stated that the amount of the 
nutrient in the labeled food compared to 
the amount in the reference food was 
redundant of the information indirectly 
provided by the minimum difference in 
the amount of the nutrient that must be 
achieved for the food to qualify to bear 
the claim. 

The agency has reviewed these 
comments. ITDA finds t(iat a quantitative 
comparison between the labeled food 
and the reference food is not a 
redundant requirement. First, as 

explained in comments 158 and 179 of 
this document, the agency is not 
retaining the requirement of a minimum 
absolute reduction from the reference 
food because the agency has concluded 
that such a requirement is not necessary 
to ensure the validity of the claim and 
would only serve to deprive consumers 
of useful information. Consequently, the 
amount that the nutrient has been 
reduced will not be redundant of the 
definition of the claim. In addition, the 
amount of the nutrient in a food 
compared to the reference food is not 
readily discemable from the other 
information on the label but would be 
attainable only by a mathematical 
calculation using the percentage 
reduction and the nutrition information. 
Consequently, the agency concludes 
that the stated amount of the nutrient in 
the labeled product compared to the 
amount in the reference food is 
necessary for consumers to fully and 
easily evaluate and understand these 
claims and for it to be useful to them in 
maintaining healthy dietary practices. 
Therefore, the agency is retaining this 
requirement. 

214. Several comments agreed with 
the proposed requirement that the 
accompanying information be adjacent 
to the most prominent claim. However, 
others disagreed. Some stated that the 
accompanying information should 
appear wherever the claim is made. A 
few comments suggested that it should 
be permitted to be located next to any 
claim. Others objected to any specific 
provisions and recommended that there 
be a general requirement that 
accompanying information appear 
prominently and conspicuously. Still 
others stated that the information could 
be placed on the information panel with 
a notation, for example an asterisk, on 
the PDF to encourage consumers to turn 
the package to the information panel for 
the accompanying information. 

A larger number of comments took a 
different approach and suggested that 
requiring declaration of the absolute 
amounts of the nutrient in addition to 
the identity of the reference food and 
the percentage difference in the nutrient 
between the two foods resulted in too 
much information being required to 
directly accompany the claim. They 
stated that this information adds to label 
clutter on the POP. Comments said that 
this provision would make it difficult, if 
not impossible, to provide information 
necessary to market the product, 
especially for multi-language labels. 
They suggested that all or part of this 
information, particularly the absolute 
amount of the nutrient in the product 
compared to the reference food, should 
be placed on the information panel. On 

the other hand, other comments 
suggested that the amount of the 
nutrient in the labeled food compared to 
the reference food was more important 
than the other accompanying 
information, and it should be retained 
on the PDP. 

The agency has reviewed these 
comments and has reconsidered the 
proposed requirement that all the 
accompanying information be next to 
the most prominent claim. FDA 
evaluated the need for each of the three 
components of the explanatory 
information for the consumer to ^ 
understand the claim at the point of 
purchase and has concluded that 
because the relative claim describes a 
difference in nutrient content between 
two foods, the identity of each food is 
essential for the consumer to 
understand the claim. In addition, a 
description of the difference in nutrient 
content between the two foods is 
needed with the claim because such a 
description actually defines the relative 
claim. The agency concludes that the 
most readily understood description of 
the difference between two foods is the 
percentage difference. Therefore, the 
percentage difference in content of the 
nutrient appropriately appears with the 
claim. Accordingly, new § 101.13{j)(2){i) 
of the final regulation requires 
declaration of the identity of the 
reference food and the percentage 
difference in content of the nutrient to 
accompany the most prominent relative 
claim on the PDP. 

However, FDA concludes that the 
declaration of the absolute amount of 
the nutrient in each of the two foods 
provides the type of quantitative 
information that generally appears on 
the information panel, and that, 
therefore, the absolute amount 
declaration need not directly 
accompany the claim, in fact, while the 
absolute amount declaration is a 
material fact under section 201(n) of the 
act, FDA finds that it is consistent with 
the scheme in section 403(r)(2) of the act 
to place this information on the 
information panel in conjunction with 
nutrition labeling. Specifically, if a food 
that bears a nutrient content claim 
contains another nutrient in an amount 
that exceeds the applicable disclosure 
level, section 403(r)(2)(B)(ii) of the act 
requires that that nutrient be 
highlighted in conjunction with the 
claim, and that the consumer be referred 
to the information panel for quantitative 
information about that nutrient. Here, 
analogously, the comparative percentage 
differences are to be set forth with the 
relative claim, and the referral statement 
will guide the consumer to the 
information panel for the relevant 
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quantitative comparison. Accordingly, 
FDA has revised new § 101.13(j)(2)(iv) 
to permit declaration of the absolute 
amount of the nutrient in each food on 
the information panel. Of course, a 
manufacturer is free to place this 
information in direct proximity with the 
claim. 

FDA disagrees with comments that 
requested that all accompanying 
information be declared with the claim 
each time it is stated on the label. In the 
general principles proposal, the agency 
tentatively concluded that the consumer 
will likely read the most prominent 
claim at the point of purchase, and that 
if the essential information is declared 
near that claim, the consumer will 
receive adequate explanation of the 
meaning of the claim. 

The comments did not explain why 
this presentation is inadequate. In 
addition, requiring that accompanying 
information appear with every claim 
would add considerably to label clutter. 
FDA agrees with the many comments 
that stressed that label clutter should be 
minimized to the extent possible. The 
agency concludes that requiring that the 
information accompany the claim each 
time it appears would reduce the 
readability of the label while providing 
no additional information. Therefore, 
the agency is not adopting such a 
requirement. 

Finally, FDA concludes that requiring 
an asterisk on the PDF to guide the 
consumer to the amount of nutrient 
information on the information panel is 
not necessary. The referral statement 
required to accompany all nutrient 
content claims {new § 101.13(g)) will be 
on the label and will direct the 
consumer to the information panel. 
Additional referrals to the information 
panel would be redundant. 

215. One comment stated that while 
the percentage the nutrient differs 
compared to the reference food and the 
referral statements were appropriate for 
single nutrient claims, this same 
information for multiple claims would 
clutter the PDF. 

The agency recognizes that multiple 
claims would require more information 
on the PDP. However, because the 
absolute amount of the nutrient 
compared to the reference food will no 
longer be required to be on the PDP, and 
because § 101.13(g) requires that there 
be only a single referral statement when 
multiple claims are made on the same 
panel, the label information required to 
be on that panel is considerably 
lessened. In addition, although not 
required, a single reference food will 
likely be used when multiple claims are 
made on a particular product. Use of the 
same reference food will considerably 

reduce the amount of information on the 
label. In addition, in light of the changes 
that the agency is making in this final 
rule, the percentage that the nutrient has 
been changed will often be part of the 
claim, e.g., “25 percent reduced fat 
cheese cake.” Therefore, the agency 
concludes that no additional changes in 
declaration requirements are necessary 
for multiple nutrient claims. 

216. Several comments suggested that 
the percentage declaration that 
accompanies the claim be in the same 
type size, style, and color as the rest of 
the claim. However, many other 
comments suggested that the proposed 
type size requirement would make the 
declaration too large and would leave 
insufficient label space to effectively 
convey information about the product. 
To substantiate this-contention, the 
comments provided mock ups of labels 
showing how the type size requirements 
would lead to label clutter. They 
revested that the type size be reduced. 

The agency considered these 
comments and examined the label 
examples that were submitted. As a 
result, the agency has become 
convinced that the type size 
requirements for accompanying 
information may so crowd the PDP that 
manufacturers may not be able"to 
effectively communicate needed 
information to the consumer. Therefore, 
the agency has determined that a 
different type size requirement is 
appropriate for this information. 
Because the accompanying information 
is adjacent to (although preceding) the 
referral statement and, like the referral 
statement,, is used to clarify the claim, 
the agency concludes that the 
accompanying information should be 
subject to the same type size and style 
requirements that it has prescribed for 
the referral statement. Therefore, the 
agency in new § 101.13(j)(2)(ii) is cross- 
referencing the type size requirements 
in new § 101.13(g)(1) for referral 
statements. Thus, the accompanying 
information will be in the type size 
required by § 101.105(i) for net contents 
declaration or one-half the size of the 
claim, as appropriate, but in no case less 
than one-sixteenth inch. 

217, A few comments suggested that 
the labeling disclaimers for substitute 
foods that do not have the same 
performance characteristics as the 
original food, e.g., "Not for use in 
cooking,” be required on foods that bear 
“light” claims as well those that bear 
“reduced” claims. 

The agency advises that the 
requirement for performance 
characteristic labeling for substitute 
foods applies to all foods that bear 
claims that they may be used 

interchangeably with another food. 
Therefore, the disclaimer requirement in 
§ 101.13(d) will apply equally to any 
food in which a nutrient level has been 
changed and that bears a nutrient 
content claim including "free,” "low,” 
“reduced,” “less” (or “fewer”), "light,” 
“more,” and “added.” 

218. Of those commenting on the term 
“modified,” most agreed with the 
proposed use of the term. However, one 
comment stated that the term 
“modified” does not explain whether 
the nutrient has been reduced or 
augmented. Another comment suggested 
that the word "modified” used to 
compare dissimilar products would be 
misleading and recommended that 
foods bearing the term “modified” as ■ 
part of the statement of identity not be I 
allowed to use a dissimilar food as ’ 
reference food. It said that a food 
labeled “modified” should be required 
to be actually changed as compared to 
other foods of its type. A few comment^ 
said that “modified” should be used 
only to distinguish chemical changes in 
a food or to refer to the nutrient 
character of the food (e.g., “modified 
fat” or “modified food starch”), not to 
a change in the amount of a nutrient. A 
comment suggested that “adjusted” J 
should be used instead of “modified.” i 
Another comment suggested that the 
term “modified” was unattractive for 
marketing purposes. 

The agency points out that the term 
“modified” is not meant to be used 
alone, nor was the term meant to be 
used to describe products that had not 
been altered. Therefore, as discussed in 
comment 204 of this document, the term 
will not be permitted based on a 
comparison to a dissimilar product. 

Aoditionally, because the word 
“modified” reflects a change in the 
food, the reference food used for the 
“modified” would be one that was 
appropriate for a “reduced” or “added” 
claims. For example, a modified fat 
Cheddar cheese would have as its 
reference a full fat version of cheddar 
cheese, not some other cheese. 

The comment suggesting “adjusted” 
did not provide any basis to believe that 
this term is more useful as part of the 
statement of identity to reflect a change 
in a food than is the term “modified.” 
In addition, the agency is not persuaded 
that the term “modified” is an 
inappropriate term to reflect nutrient 
changes in a food, or that it should be 
limited only to uses describing changes 
in the chemical nature of a food or in 
the character of the food, such as 
“modified food starch.” Accordingly, 
the agency is not amending its provision 

6. Modified 
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for the term “modified” and is retaining 
the txileria as proposed in § 101.13(k). 

D. Implied Claims 

In the general principles proposal (56 
FR 60421 at 60423), FDA proposed to 
define an implied nutrient content 
claim as any claim that describes the 
food or an ingredient therein in such a 
manner that leads a consumer to assume 
that a nutrient is absent or present in a 
certain amount (e.g., “high in oat bran”), 
or that the food because of its nutrient 
content, may be useful in achieving a 
total diet that conforms to current 
dietary recommendations (e.g., 
“healthy”). The agency stated that, 
under the provisions of the statute, such 
implied claims are prohibited until they 
are defined by FDA by regulation. 

However, the agency recognized that 
an argument could be made that 
statements such as “contains oat bran” 
are not intended to be nutrient content 
claims but are intended to advise 
consumers about the nature of certain 
ingredients. Likewise, the agency said 
that statements that a ptarticular 
ingredient constitutes 100 percent of the 
fo^, e.g., “100 percent com oil,” 
should not be considered implied 
nutrient content claims when such 
statements are the statement of identity 
for the food. Moreover, the agency 
reasoned that claims such as “contains 
no preservatives” could not be 
characterized as nutrient content claims 
because they do not relate to nutrients 
of the type addressed in nutrition 
labeling. 

The agency requested comments on 
how to draw an appropriate line 
between implied nutrient content 
claims and ingredient and other label 
claims. The agency did not propose 
regulations that authorized specific 
implied claims. However, it solicited 
comments concerning criteria for 
evaluating whether implied claims are 
appropriate and not misleading, as well 
as information on specific implied 
claims. The agency said that if it 
received sufficient information in 
comments, it would consider providing 
for sp>ecific implied claims in the final 
regulation. The agency said that, 
alternatively, it would defer action on 
implied claims until after the 
rulemaking required by the 1990 
amendments is complete and would 
then consider individual implied claims 
through the petition process on a case- 
by-case basis. 

1. General 

213. The agency received a wide 
variety of comments on what should 
c . r.:,titute an implied nutrient content 
claim, and on what steps the agency 

should take to regulate such claims. 
Some comments stated that FDA must 
maintain strict control of claims made 
on food labels in order to prevent 
misleading nutrient content claims and 
subsequent consumer confusion. 
Another comment stated that the agency 
should develop a list of acceptable 
implied nutrient content claims and 
accept others on a petition basis. Several 
comments asserted that the proposed 
regulations are too vague and will not 
allow manufacturers to determine 
whether or not an ingredient claim will 
be considered an implied nutrient 
content claim by the agency. Some of 
these comments stated that because of 
the vagueness of provisions that rely on 
interpreting consumer perception and 
the criminal nature of violations of the 
act, it is incumbent on the agency to 
define with specificity, and through 
rulemaking, me standards by which 
implied claims will be )udged. Other 
comments provided a wide variety of 
suggestions, discussed in detail below, 
as to what should constitute an implied 
nutrient content claim, what should not 
constitute such a claim, and what, if 
any, implied nutrient content claims 
should be provided for in regulations. 

Other comments suggested that 
factual statements, particularly 
ingredient statements, that constitute 
implied claims and that are found to be 
misleading should be regulated under 
the general misbranding provision of 
section 403(a) of the act. One of these 
comments asserted that whether a label 
statement is an implied nutrient content 
claim can only be determined on a case- 
by-case basis in which the context of the 
entire label is considered. The comment 
stated that it is highly implausible to 
identify specific words that will always 
constitute implied claims. Some 
comments supported such a case-by- 
case approach on the grounds that a 
blanket prohibition of ingredient claims 
that constitute implied nutrient content 
claims would prohibit the presentation 
of truthhil labeling statements 
concerning the content of a food 
product. Another comment stated that 
affording manufacturers wide latitude in 
language would better serve to educate 
consumers about nutrition and the 
nutrient content of food, because they 
would not become bored with and 
disregard a limited number of repetitive 
descriptors. 

The agency disagrees with those 
comments that said that implied claims 
should be prohibited and also with 
those that suggested that all implied 
claims should be regulated under 
section 403(a) instead of 403(r) of the 
act. The language of the statute and the 
legislative history make clear that 

implied nutrient content claims are 
subject to the nutrient content claims 
regime. Section 403(r)(l)(A) of the act 
provides that a food is misbranded if it 
bears a claim that “expressly or by 
implication characterizes the level” of a 
nutrient imless the claim is made in 
accordance with regulations established 
by FDA. Section 3(b)(l){A)(i) of the 1990 
amendments instructs the agency to 
establish regulations that identify claims 
described in section 403(r)(l)(A) of the 
act that comply with section 403(r)(2). 
The legislative history (H. Rept. 101- 
538, supra 19) includes reference to 
“high in oat bran” as an example of an 
implied nutrient content claim. This 
reference to an ingredient claim as an 
implied claim subject to section 
403(r)(l)(A) of the act clearly 
demonstrates that Congress intended 
that at least some statements about 
ingredients be subject to regulation 
under section 403(r)(l)(A). Accordingly, 
FDA concludes that it must attempt to 
define implied nutrient content claims. 

The agency examined the comments 
carefully in attempting to devise a 
scheme for determining when a label 
statement is an implied nutrient content 
claim. The agency agrees with the 
comment that stated that in many cases 
whether a label statement is an implied 
nutrient content claim can only be 
evaluated on a case-by-case basis, 
considering the entire label and the 
context within which the claim is made. 
However, FDA also agrees with the 
comments that the definition in 
proposed § 101.13(b)(2) is too vague. 
Accordingly, as discussed below, FDA 
has modifi^ that definition. Moreover, 
FDA has identified groups of claims that 
it concludes can be defined and would 
not be misleading. The agency is 
providing in new § 101.65(c) definitions 
for these claims. 

However, because of the large variety 
of statements that can be considered to 
be implied claims, because of resource 
constraints, and because of the strict 
timeframes under which this 
rulemaking has been accomplished, 
FDA is unable to adopt a comprehensive 
set of implied nutrient content claims. 
Interested persons may provide 

"information to the agency with which it 
can develop additional definitions, or 
they may submit petitions requesting 
approval of specific definitions or brand 
names. 

2. Statements that are not implied 
claims 

The agency has attempted to define as 
many groups of implied claims as 
possible so as to permit as many 
appropriate, nonmisleading implied 
nutrient content claims as possible in 
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this final rule. In addition, FDA 
examined the comments carefully to 
identify groups of label statements about 
ingredients and other attributes of foods 
that are not implied nutrient content 
claims. The agency finds that it can 
distinguish several types of statements 
that can be excluded from the 
requirements for nutrient content 
claims. The agency is describing these 
claims in new § 101.65(b). 

a. Statements that facilitate avoidance 

220. Several comments stated that 
some statements of the absence of a 
substance or an ingredient provide 
valuable information to consumers who 
seek to avoid certain substances. The 
comments noted that statements such as 
“100 percent milk free” or "contains no 
milk or milk fat” serve primarily to 
assist those buyers who adhere to 
Kosher dietary laws, or those who suffer 
from lactose intolerance, and wish to 
avoid dairy products. Other comments 
noted that statements such as "contains 
no MSG” or “contains no wheat flour” 
provide useful, indeed, sometimes vital, 
information to consumers who are 
sensitive to these substances. The 
comment stated that it was not clear 
from, the proposal whether these 
ingredient statements would be 
permitted. 

The agency has considered these 
comments and agrees that such 
statements are not nutrient content 
claims. Statements of the absence of an 
allergen are regulated under § 105.62 (21 
CFR 105.62), which provides for 
labeling of foods for special dietary use 
by reason of the absence of an allergenic 
property. Statements that declare the 
absence of other food components or 
ingredients that are not nutrients of the 
type required to be declared in nutrition 
labeling and that are intended to 
facilitate avoidance of the substance for 
such reasons as food intolerance, 
religious beliefs, or dietary practices 
(such as vegetarianism), e.g., “100 
percent milk free,” are also not nutrient 
content claims. FDA has included new 
§ 101.65(b)(1) in its regulations to 
recognize this fact. However, the agency 
cautions that such a statement could be 
made in such a way as to connote a 
nutrient content claim. For example, a 
statement such as “contains no milkfat” 
made in context with other label 
information about the benefits of 
reducing fat intake, implies that the 
product is “fat free.” In such a context, 
the statement would be a nutrient 
content claim subject to section 
403(r)(l)(A) of the act. Also, for 
example, claims such as “no tropical 
oils” or “contains no animal fat” are 
usually made in a context that implies 

that the product has little or no 
saturated fat. Therefore, such claims 
would not be avoidance claims under 
the provisions of § 101.65(b)(1) but 
implied “saturated fat free” claims. 
Thus, they would have to meet the 
requirements for such claims. 

b. Ingredients that do not serve nutritive 
purposes 

221. Several comments stated that 
factual statements about ingredients, by 
their very nature, are not nutrient 
content claims and should be allowed 
on food labels (e.g., “no artificial colors” 
and “contains no preservatives”). One 
comment suggested that this criterion 
should also apply to nonnutritive or 
nutritionally insignificant sweeteners 
such as saccharin, aspartame, and 
acesulfame-K and to the brand name 
Nutfa-Sweet. Such claims, the comment 
said, should be accompanied by “not a 
reduced calorie food” if appropriate, 
and the label should provide a 
statement referring specifically to the 
caloric and sugar declarations in 
nutrition labeling. 

The agency continues to believe, as it 
stated in the proposal, that claims about 
the absence of certain substances that do 
not function as nutrients, such as 
preservatives and artificial colors, 
provide information important to 
certain consumers but are not nutrient 
content claims because they are not 
claims about the level of a nutrient. 
Consequently, such claims are subject to 
regulation under section 403(a) of the 
act, to ensure that they are truthful and 
not misleading, but not section 403(r). 
Accordingly, the agency is listing in 
new § 101.65(b)(2) as a second class of 
claims that are not nutrient content 
claims, those that are about substances 
that do not have a nutritive function and 
do not substitute for nutritive 
substances, e.g., “contains no 
preservatives” or “no artificial colors.” 

However, FDA does not agree with 
the comment’s suggestion that this 
policy should also apply to label 
statements referring to the presence of 
nonnutritive or nutritionally 
insignificant sweeteners. In the past the 
agency has regulated statements like 
“artificially sweetened” and “sweetened 
with nonnutritive sweetener” as claims 
of special dietary usefulness (§ 105.66), 
which in some contexts imply that the 
food is “low calorie” or “reduced 
calorie.” Elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register, in a companion final 
rule on revisions to § 105.66 related to 
the nutrient content claims regulations 
in this final rule, FDA has discussed its 
policy on label statements that refer to 
the presence of a nutritionally 
insignificant sweetener in a food. In that 

document the agency reiterated its 
position that such claims are subject to 
either new § 105.66(a) and (b). or (e). 

c. Ingredients that provide added value 

222. A few comments stated that 
claims about ingredients that provide 
added value to products convey 
important information about the quality 
of the products and should not be 
considered implied nutrient content 
claims. The comments suggested that 
claims such as “made with butter,” 
“contains buttermilk,” “made with 
whole wheat flour,” “contains real 
fruit,” or “made with natural, not 
processed, cheese” would be examples 
of added value claims. 

The agency agrees that some of these 
claims would be useful as tools for the 
manufacturer to communicate to the 
consumer that the product is of high 
quality because premium or otherwise 
preferred ingredients have been used. In 
most instances, statements such as 
“made with butter,” “made with whole 
fruit,” or “contains honey” would not 
be considered to be a statement about 
the product’s nutrient content. 
Accordingly, in new § 101.65(b)(3) the 
agency is listing claims about the 
presence of an ingredient that is 
perceived to add value to the product, 
such as “made with butter,” “made with 
whole fruit,” or “contains honey,” as 
statements that are not nutrient content 
claims. However, there would be cases, 
such as “made with whole wheat flour,” 
where the added value statement is 
made in such a context that it could 
imply not only that a preferred 
ingredient was used, but also that the 
product contained a certain level of a 
nutrient (e.g., fiber). Such statements 
would be subject to section 403(r) of the 
act. 

d. Statements of identity 

223. Some comments agreed with 
FDA’s discussion in the proposal that 
factual statements that a particular 
ingredient constitutes 100 percent of the 
food (e.g., 100 percent corn oil or 100 
percent Columbian coffee) are 
statements of identity and not implied 
nutrient content claims. In addition, one 
comment specifically requested that 
FDA clarify that the names of dietary 
supplements (e.g.. Vitamin C 
supplements) will not be consideredT 
implied nutrient content claims. 

The agency concludes that when an 
ingredient constitutes essentially 100 
percent of the food, so that the name of 
the ingredient is the statement of 
identity, the name of the ingredient does 
not constitute an implied nutrient 
content claim. In such circumstances, 
the name of the ingredient constitutes 
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the common or usual name of the 
product as described in § 101.5 or the 
identity of the commodity as described 
in § 101.3. As such it must provide an 
adeouate description of the food. 

When the ingredient is not associated 
with a nutritional benefit (e.g., . 
Colombian coffee), it is clear that the 
statement of identity does not imply 
that a nutrient is present or absent in a 
certain amount. When the ingredient is 
associated with a particular nutritional 
benefit (e.g., com oil), declaring its 
presence could imply the presence or 
absence of a nutrient. However, when 
used as the statement of identity, the 
name of the ingredient does not imply 
that the nutrient is present in a certain 
amount. Rather, it describes the nature 
of the product and does not specifically 
characterize the level of the nutrient. 
Hence, it would not be considered a 
nutrient content claim. As for the 
comment that the names of dietary 
supplements (e.g., vitamin C 
supplements) are usually not nutrient 
content claims, FDA intends to deal 
with this issue in the rulemaking that it 
will conduct under the Dietary 
Supplement Act of 1992. 

Accordingly, FDA is providing in new 
§ 101.65(b)(4) that the name of an 
ingredient is not a nutrient content 
claim when the ingredient constitutes 
essentially 100 percent of a food, so that 
the name of the ingredient is the 
statement of identity of the food. The 
agency notes, however, that a statement 
of identity may include an express 
nutrient content claim (see e.g., the final 
rule on requirements for foods named 
by use of a nutrient content claim and 
a standardized term, published 
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register). Such nutrient content claims 
are fully subject to new § 101.13 and the 
regulations in part 101, subpart D. 

224. Several comments suggested that 
common names or statements of identity 
of foods that include terms that relate 
directly or indirectly to the nutrient 
content of a food (e.g., “oat bran 
muffins”) should be considered implied 
nutrient content claims. Other 
comments suggested that such 
statements are merely statements of the 
characterizing ingredient and should 
not be considered implied nutrient 
content claims. They suggested that “oat 
bran muffin” is not different from 
“carrot spice muffin.” One comment 
stated that truthful statements such as 
these should be assumed to be 
nonmisleading unless there is evidence 
to the contrary and should be permitted 
as part of the statement of identity. 

While FDA agrees that most 
statements of identity are statements 
about the character of a food, there are 

a limited number of statements of 
identity that contain the name of an 
ingredient that is associated with a 
nutrient or a nutritional benefit and that 
therefore may also be implied nutrient 
content claims, depending on what 
other statements are made on the label 
or in labeling. Examples of such 
statements of identity would be “corn 
oil margarine,” “oat bran muffins,” and 
“whole grain bread.” The agency will 
evaluate such claims on a case-by-case 
basis in the context of the entire label 
and the labeling to determine whether 
they are nutrient content claims. For 
example, if the labeling of oat bran 
muffins includes a discussion of the 
importance of fiber in the diet. FDA 
believes that the “oat bran muffins" 
name is an implied claim that the 
muffins are high in fiber. If the labeling 
is devoid of such information, FDA is 
not likely to consider the name to be an 
implied nutrient content claim. 
Accordingly the agency is providing in 
new § 101.65(b)(5) that a statement of 
identity that names as a characterizing 
ingredient, an ingredient associated 
with a nutrient (e.g., “com oil 
margarine," “oat hran muffins," or 
“whole wheat bagels") is not an implied 
nutrient content claim unless such 
claim is made in a context in which 
label or labeling statements, symbols, 
vignettes, or other forms of 
communication suggest that a nutrient 
is absent or present in a certain amount. 

Statements of identity that are 
provided by a standard of identity 
subject to section 403(r)(5)(c) of the act 
are not subject to definition under 
section 403(r) of the act and are 
therefore not considered nutrient 
content claims. 

e. Statements of special dietary 
usefulness 

225. One comment requested that the 
agency clarify that FDA will not deem 
a statement of special dietary usefulness 
made on the lal^l or in labeling of a 
food in accordance with part 105 of 
FDA’s regulations to be an implied 
nutrient content claim solely because it 
represents the food to be for special 
dietary use. 

The agency has considered this 
comment. As stated in the general 
principles proposal (56 FR 60421 at 
60457), FDA views claims on a food 
relative to special dietary needs to be 
different from claims made on a food 
relative to the nutrient content of the 
food. The agency would not consider 
claims made solely to portray the 
usefulness of the food for supplying a 
particular dietary need that exists by 
reason of a physical, physiological, 
pathological, or other condition as 

described in part 105 to be a nutrient 
content claims subject to new § 101.13. 
A claim such as “use as part of a weight 
reduction program” in and of itself, 
would not be considered to be a nutrient 
content claim. 

However, there are circumstances in 
which a claim that a food is useful in 
a special diet may be made in a context 
that portrays a nutritional aspect of the 
food relative to the general population. 
If, for example, in addition to including 
a claim that the food was part of a 
weight reduction program, the label said 
that the food was “low calorie,” or the 
label contained other statements of 
specific nutritional information, then 
such statement would be subject to the 
requirements for nutrient content claims 
because the label contained information 
directed toward the general population. 
Accordingly, the agency is providing in 
new § 101.65(b)(6) that label statements 
made in compliance with part 105 
solely to note that a food has special 
dietary usefulness relative to a physical, 
physiological, pathological, or other 
condition where the claim identifies the 
special diet of which the food is 
intended to be a part, is generally not a 
nutrient content claim. 

3. Single nutrient implied claims 

a. Ingredient statements 

226. Many comments addressed how 
requirements for implied claims should 
be applied to ingredient statements like 
“contains oat bran” and “corn oil 
margarine.” Some stated that ingredient 
statements should not be considered 
implied nutrient content claims. Other 
comments stated that even though there 
are good reasons for having ingredient 
statements on labels, the fact that a 
declaration is an ingredient statement 
does not preclude the possibility that it 
is also an implied claim. Some said that 
claims such as “contains no tropical 
oils” and “made with 100 percent 
vegetable oil” would be misleading to 
consumers who would be led to assume 
that such a product is low in or free 
from saturated fat, when that is often 
not the case. A few comments stated 
that to prevent ingredient claims from 
being misleading nutrient content 
claims, all ingredient statements should 
be subject to the provisions of section 
403(r) of the act. 

The agency disagrees both with the 
comments stating that no ingredient 
claims should be considered to be 
implied nutrient content claims, and 
with those that want all ingredient 
claims to be regulated under section 
403(r) of the act. As discussed above, 
some ingredient statements clearly are 
not implied nutrient content claims, and 
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some clearly are, while other ingredient 
statements will have to be evaluated on 
a case-by-case basis to determine 
whether they are implied claims. The 
agency will evaluate ingredient 
statements in the context of the total 
label to determine whether they are 
implied claims and therefore subject to 
section 403(r)(l)(A) of the act. The 
agency's focus will be on whether the 
ingredient statement identifies a 
nutrient explicitly or by implication, 
and whether it states or implies that the 
nutrient is absent, or that it is present 
in a certain amount. 

227. One comment disagreed with 
FDA’s definition for single nutrient 
implied claims in proposed 
§ 101.13(b)(2), stating that the phrase 
"leads a consumer to assume" should be 
changed to "consumers acting 
reasonably under the circumstances.” 
This phrase is preferable, the comment 
said, because it requires that the label be 
interpreted reasonably, rather than in an 
arbitrary, unusual, or unreasonable 
fashion. The comment asserted that a 
standard that is based on the 
interpretations of a few credulous 
people is not legally sustainable. The 
comment stated that the phrase 
"consumers acting reasonably under the 
circumstances" correctly takes into 
account the context in which the 
statement is made. 

The agency has considered the 
comment and disagrees that "consumers 
acting reasonably under the 
circumstances" is a more valid standard 
for implied nutrient content claims than 
the one proposed by the agency. The 
focus of FDA’s definition of implied 
claims is on what the claim suggests. 
The definition is not intended to be a 
quantitative standard to determine the 
number of consumers who have a 
particular conception about an 
individual claim but is intended to 
focus on what the claim is saying. To 
clarify the intent of the definition, FDA 
is striking the phrase in question and 
replacing it with the word “suggests.” 

228. A few comments said that FDA 
should evaluate, on a case-by case basis, 
whether a manufacturer intends a 
particular label statement to make an 
implied nutrient content claim, and 
whether consumers perceive the 
statement to be that claim. The 
comments asserted that a similar 
approach has been supported by the 
courts in determining whether a product 
is sold as a food or a drug. 

In making an evaluation of a label 
statement within the context of the 
labeling as a whole, FDA agrees that it 
should consider both the manufacturer’s 
intent and consumer perception. 
However, it notes that intent means 

more than the manufacturer’s subjective 
intent. See National Nutritional Foods 
Association v. Mathews, 557 F.2d 325, 
334 (2d Cir. 1977). An article’s intended 
use is established by its label, labeling, 
promotional materials, advertising, and 
"any other relevant source." Id. 

FDA advises that it will evaluate 
ingredient label statements on a case-by¬ 
case basis using the definition of 
implied claims in new § 101.13(b)(2) 
and the other provisions of the 
regulations to determine whether a label 
statement is an implied nutrient content 
claim. As stateji above, the agency’s 
primary focus will be whether the 
statement identifies the nutrient 
explicitly or by implication, and 
whether it states or implies absence of 
that nutrient or its presence in a certain 
amount. 

229. Several comments suggested that 
the agency should consult popular 
media, scientific articles, and consumer 
surveys to determine when an 
ingredient claim constitutes an implied 
nutrient content claim. Several of these 
comments suggested that implied claims 
should not be allowed on food labels 
imless there is scientific consensus as to 
what these terms mean. On the other 
hand, a few comments suggested that a 
statement about an ingredient is not an 
implied nutrient content claim, unless 
there is direct consumer survey 
evidence that a substantial number of 
consumers understand the statement to 
imply a specific nutrient claim. The 
comment contended that any other 
position would create chaos because 
manufacturers would continually be in 
doubt as to whether an ingredient claim 
would be interpreted by the agency to 
be an implied nutrient content claim. 

Another comment asserted that claims 
must be interpreted in their historical 
context. The comment stated that "high 
in oat bran,” implying "high in fiber,” 
for example, is taken out of context. The 
comment stated that at the time the 
claim became widely used, consumers 
believed that they needed to eat oat 
bran, not soluble fiber, to lower 
cholesterol. The comment further stated 
that consumers wanted to know the 
amount of oat bran in a product in order 
to follow a diet high in oat bran. 
However, current scientific evidence 
may not substantiate this early finding, 
and the necessity for consuming large 
amounts of oat bran may not currently 
be supported by scientific data. 
Therefore, for an implied claim to be 
considered valid, the comments said, 
current scientific data must be 
considered. 

The agency agrees that nutrient 
content claims should be defined so as 
to be meaningful to consumers. It has 

attempted to ensure through the 
definitions established in these 
regulations that permitted claims will 
assist consumers in maintaining healthy 
dietary practices. In addition, where 
possible, FDA has used information on 
consumer understanding of terms. 
However, the agency is not persuaded 
that direct consumer survey information 
is always needed for it to provide clear 
guidance to manufacturers on whether 
an ingredient statement is an implied 
nutrient content claim. As discussed 
above, FDA is describing in this 
document some label statements that 
clearly are nutrient content claims, and 
others that clearly are not. For those 
label statements not addressed in this 
document, manufacturers who wish 
guidance can submit a petition 
requesting approval of a claim. The 
minimum requirements for information 
needed to support such a request are 
described in new § 101.69. Petitioners 
are welcome to provide consumer 
survey information as well as other 
types of information in support of a 
petition. 

230. Some comments asserted that 
FDA’s definition of implied nutrient 
content claims should be limited to 
those statements that either expressly or 
by implication describe the level of a 
nutrient present in a food, as opposed 
to simply describing the food’s 
composition. One comment stated that 
such an approach is consistent with 
Congressional intent as recorded in the 
House Report, which states: 

An example of an implied claim covered 
by this section would be the statement "lite", 
which implies that the product is low in 
some nutrient (typically calories or fat), but 
does not say so expressly, or "high oat bran" 
which conveys an implied high fiber 
message. 

(H. Kept. 101-538,101st Cong. 2d sess. 
(June 13,1990).) 

Another comment asserted that it 
would be inconsistent with the language 
of the 1990 amendments to regulate 
claims about an ingredient that do not 
characterize the level of that ingredient 
as implied nutrient content claims. The 
comment requested that FDA 
specifically exempt ingredient claims 
that do not directly or indirectly refer to 
the level of a nutrient (e.g., “contains 
oat bran” and “made with vegetable 
oil”). 

As already discussed, FDA agrees that 
statements that describe (expressly or by 
implication) the level of a nutrient 
present in a food are nutrient content 
claims. In addition, for ingredients with 
nutrient implications (e.g., "bran” 
implies fiber and “tropical oils” implies 
saturated fat), a claim that describes the 
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level as "high,” "low,” or "free” clearly 
constitutes a nutrient content claim. 

The agency does not agree, however, 
that claims such as "made with oat 
bran” and "contains vegetable oil” 
should be exempt from the regulations. 
It is not clear to FDA that such claims 
describe the nature of the food and not 
the level of a nutrient. The agency notes 
that it is providing in new § 101.54 that 
a claim that a food is a "good source” 
of a nutrient can only be made if the 
nutrient is present at 10 percent or more 
of the RDI or the DRV per serving of the 
food. The agency is also providing for 
use of the terms "contains” and 
"provides” as synonyms for "good 
source.” As a result, "contains fiber” is 
a defined expressed claim that must 
meet the 10 percent of the DRV 
criterion. 

The question then becomes whether 
"contains oat bran” and "contains 
whole wheat” imply that the food is a 
"good source of fiber.” Some comments 
state that such claims are implied 
nutrient content claims, while others 
argue that they ere statements about an 
ingredient and not the level df a 
nutrient. The agency concludes that, in 
certain contexts, these statements would 
be nutrient content claims because they 
call attention to the fact that the product 
has been made with an ingredient that 
contains a valuable nutrient. For 
example, if a label declared "Joe's Oat 
Bran Muffins” or "Joe’s Muffins, made 
with oat bran” the prominence of "oat 
bran” may not call attention to it is a 
way that proclaims its nutritional value. 
However, if "Joe’s Muffins” bore a 
bright banner with "oat bran” in large, 
bright letters, the emphasis on “oat 
bran" would likely place it in the 
overall context of a nutrient content 
claim. However, FDA will evaluate 
these claims on a case-by-case basis, 
taking into account the entire label and 
the labeling, including the placement 
and prominence of the claim as well as 
the text of label statements. 

231. Some comments asserted that 
FDA should narrow the definition of 
nutrient content claims to include only 
those claims specifically mentioning a 
nutrient of the type addressed in section 
403(q) of the act and of the type 
appearing as part of the nutrition panel 
(e.g., fat or cholesterol). Similar 
comments asserted that any statement 
regarding an ingredient, as opposed to a 
nutrient, should not be considered an 
implied claim. One comment asserted 
that even those ingredient claims that 
imply that a nutrient is absent or 
present in a certain amount are not 
implied claims. Rather, according to 
these comments they are more 
appropriately considered statements of 

identity or parts of ingredient claims. 
Some comments specifically disagreed 
with the House report and ^A that the 
phrase "high in oat bran” should 
automatically constitute an implied 
fiber claim. These comments argued that 
this claim, as well as others that simply 
describe the ingredients present in a 
product in a truthful and nonmisleading 
manner, should be considered 
ingredient statements. One comment 
supported this position by stating that 
these claims do not automatically lead 
a consumer to assume that fiber is 
absent or present in any amount. *1110 
comment asserted that such a statement 
simply advises consumers that oat bran 
is used as a significant ingredient in the 
product. The comment went on to say 
that while oat bran does have some 
relationship to fiber, consumers will not 
automatically associate the two. A 
similar comment requested that FDA 
alter proposed § 101.13(b)(2) to read, 
“e.g., hi^ in oat bran, which may imply 
that a foi^ is also high in fiber.” 

The agency does not agree that 
nutrient content claims under section 
403(r)(l)(A) of the act are limited to 
label statements that specifically 
identify a nutrient, e.g., fat or 
cholesterol. The legislative history 
identifies the term "high in oat bran” as 
an example of an implied nutrient 
content daim (H. Rept 101-538,101st 
Cong. 2d sess. 19 (June 13,1990)). This 
statement provides strong evidence that 
when Congress said that “a claim * * * 
which expressly or by implication— 
characterizes the level of a nutrient * * 
* must be made in accordance with 
section 403(r)(2),” it intended to include 
ingredient claims that imply that a 
nutrient is present at a particular level 
in. or is absent from, the food. 
Accordingly, FDA rejects the comment 
that objected to this interpretation. 

The agency advises that there are long 
established relationships between 
ingredients and nutriehts that are 
covered under the definition of implied 
nutrient content claims. Some of these 
ingredient-nutrient relationships have 
been regulated as claims for special 
dietary use. For example, terms like 
"sugar free” have been regulated by 
FDA as implying that the product is low 
or significantly reduced in calories 
(§ 105.66). In addition, FDA has issued 
warning letters regarding foods that 
contain tropical oils (which contain 
significant levels of saturated fat) when 
they bear label statements, like “100 
percent vegetable oil,” that imply that 
these ingredients have low levels of 
saturated fat. 

Consequently, FDA is not granting the 
request to exempt from the nutrient 
content claim requirements ingredient 

claims that do not explicitly identify a 
nutrient. However, as discussed in the 
previous comment, the agency 
acknowledges that some statements that 
name ingredients that have nutritional 
relevance are not nutrient content 
claims. The agency will evaluate such 
claims on a case-by-case basis. In 
addition, where appropriate, 
manufacturers may submit petitions 
under new § 101.69 requesting approval 
of specific claims. 

232. A few comments suggested that 
only those ingredient statements that 
meet the definition for a defined 
nutrient content claim should be 
considered implied nutrient content 

-claims, and that all other ingredient 
claims should not be considered 
nutrient content claims. However, 
several other comments suggested that 
all ingredient claims that imply that a 
nutrient is either absent or present at a 
particular level, whether or not they met 
the definition of the expressed term, 
should be considered implied nutrient 
content claims. 

Some of the latter comments said that 
only those implied claims that meet the 
requirement for an analogous expressed 
claim should be permitted on the label 
or in labeling. For example, several 
comments said that a statement that a 
product “contains oat bran” implies that 
the product is a good source of fiber and 
should, therefore, only be permitted on 
foods that meet the definition for "good 
source of fiber.” The comments said that 
requiring that the expressed claim be 
met in order to make an implied claim 
would be effective in preventing 
manufacturers firom using claims on 
food that may not meet appropriate 
nutritional standards. Another group of 
comments stated that any “no 
(ingredient]” claims (e.g., "contains no 
tropical oils”) that imply that the 
product is fr«e of a nutrient, but that 
disparage the absent ingredient, could 
be misleading if there is inadequate 
scientific support for health concerns 
aboyt the ingredient and therefore 
should be prohibited. The comments 
presented various other examples to 
either support or oppose a requirement 
that an implied ingredient claim that 
meets the requirements for an explicit 
nutrient content claim should be 
permitted. 

The agency agrees that ingredient 
claims that make implied 
representations about the level of a 
nutrient in a food, whether or not they 
meet the definition of the expressed 
claim, should be considered implied 
nutrient content claims. This conclusion 
is consistent with section 403(r)(l)(A) of 
the act, which states that a food can 1m 
misbranded by a statement that 
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expressly or by implication 
characterizes the level of a nutrient in 
a food. An ingredient claim that implies 
that a nutrient is present in the food at 
a particular level, but that fails to meet 
the requirements for the equivalent 
express claim, will misbrand the food 
under section 403(r)(l)(A) of the act. 

The question of whether claims like 
"contains no tropical oil” should be 
prohibited as misleading because they 
disparage the ingredient will turn on 
what the scientific evidence shows 
about the ingredient. If it is commonly 
known that the ingredient for which 
absence is claimed is a source of a 
nutrient for which the current dietary 
guidelines recommend decreased or 
moderated intake, then there is no 
reason for the agency to refuse to permit 
the claim. The fact that FDA would 
permit such a claim, however, would in 
no way represent a disparagement of the 
ingredient. The claim provides a means 
by which a manufacturer could 
highlight the saturated fat content of its 
food. It does not imply that the 
ingredient in question is a "bad” food. 

233. One comment suggested that 
FDA allow companies to use expressed 
or implied nutrient content claims (in 
brand names or otherwise) that have not 
been defined or specifically approved 
by the agency if the claim is not false 
and misleading and is consistent with, 
and explained by, eui immediately 
adjacent term that is defined in the 
agency's regulations. Alternatively, the 
comment requested that FDA permit 
ingredient claims that did not meet the 
expressed nutrient content claims 
definition but require them to be 
followed by a factual statement 
clarifying the nutrient content 
implication (e.g., “no tropical oils—this 
product contains 2 g of saturated fat” or 
"contains oat bran—not a significant 
source of fiber”). The conunent stated 
that, in effect, companies would be 
allowed to define certain ingredient 
claims as implied nutrient content 
claims. Such a process would be in 
addition to the petition process 
established by FDA, thus allowing a 
company to dioose whether to 
determine its own definition of an 
expressed or implied nutrient content 
claim or to petition the agency for a 
codified definition. The inclusion of a 
self-definition procedure would, the 
comment contended, be more in 
keeping with Executive Order 12630. 
Also, according to the comment, under 
such a policy, companies would not be 
forced to abandon nonmisleading 
implied claims and brand names, as 
they would under FDA's proposed rule. 
Companies would also not be made to 
change labels repeatedly, oi ce by the 

effective date of the regulations and 
again after each new implied nutrient 
content claim is approved. Finally, the 
comment stated that the rule proposed 
by FDA would lead to a proliferation of 
unexplained terms that have been 
defined by FDA in the regulations but 
which have little or no meaning to 
consumers, whereas the procedure 
suggested in the comment would 
require the use of a defined term on the 
label to explain the intended meaning of 
the implied claim, adding significantly 
to consumer understanding. The 
comment asserted that the alternative 
method is fully consistent with the 
language and the intent of the 1990 
amendments. 

The agency does not agree that 
allowing manufacturers to use 
undefined claims that do not meet the 
definition for an expressed claim to be 
accompanied by a defining statement is 
consistent with either the intent or the 
letter of the 1990 amendments. The act 
provides that claims that characterize 
the level of a nutrient either expressly 
or by implication “may be made only if 
the characterization of the level made in 
the claim uses terms which are defined 
in regulations of the Secretary” (section 
403(r)(2)(A)(i) of the act). Thus, 
Executive Order 12630 is not relevant to 
the approach that FDA is required by 
statute to take on this matter. To do as 
the comment requests and allow 
manufacturers to continue using any 
label statements they choose (provided 
they add a defining statement as 
explanation) would be inconsistent with 
the letter and spirit of the act. The 
agency points out that under section 
403(r)(4)(A) of the act, any person may 
petition the agency for permission to 
use terms that are subject to section 
403(r)(2)(A)(i). This section also 
provides timeframes in which the 
agency must act on these petitions. 
Thus, there should not be any undue 
delay in obtaining a determination as to 
whether the claims can be used. 
Because the act specifically provides a 
mechanism by which use of claims can 
be authorized, the agency concludes 
that it would be inappropriate for FDA 
to establish an alternate mechanism by 
which such claims can be used. 

The agency disagrees that companies 
would be required to make frequent 
label changes because of the approval of 
each new term. The company could 
decide what term it wants to use, 
determine whether the use of the term 
has been authorized, and if it has not 
been, petition for such authorization. 
Once the use of a term is authorized, the 
firm would be free to use it. Any change 
in the company’s labeling made after 
that point because FDA approved a new 

term would occur because the company 
wanted to take advantage of the term, 
not because FDA compelled a change. 

The agency also disagrees that there 
would be a proliferation of unexplained 
terms defined by FDA that would have 
little meaning to consumers. The agency 
is establishing only a distinct group of 
terms and synonyms with well defined 
meanings that may be used as nutrient 
content claims. Any additional terms 
theit are included in response to a 
request of a petitioner will have been 
shown to be as well supported as those 
terms originally defined. 

The agency concludes that the 
approach to regulating implied nutrient 
content claims suggested by the 
comment is not consistent with the 
structure established by 1990 
amendments and will not promote 
better consumer understanding of label 
claims. Accordingly, FDA is not 
permitting use of undefined nutrient 
content claims accompanied by an 
explanation. 

234. Many comments asserted that 
factual declarations of the amount of an 
ingredient (e.g., “160 mg of sodium," or 
“contains less than 300 calories”) do not 
constitute implied nutrient content 
claims. Other comments maintained 
that statements concerning the percent 
of a nutrient (e.g., “9 percent fat”) 
should also not be considered implied 
nutrient content claim. 

The agency advises that declarations 
of the amount of a nutrient or the 
percent of a nutrient are provided for in 
new § 101.13(i). That provision, 
pursuant to section 3(b)(l)(A)(iv) of the 
1990 amendments, states that such 
statements must meet the definition for 
a defined term or must be accompanied 
by a statement that the food does not 
meet the appropriate definition. 
Comments 16 through 19 of this 
document contain a full discussion of 
such claims. 

235. One comment suggested that 
“equivalent” be defined as a nutrient 
content claim so that comparisons could 
be made to indicate that a food had the 
amount of a nutrient equivalent to a 
reference food, e.g., “contains as much 
fiber as an apple.” The comment stated 
that this type of claim was particularly 
appropriate for dietary supplements. 

The agency advises that it considers 
the example given in the comment to be 
an implied claim about the fiber content 
of the food. “Contains as much dietary 
fiber as an apple” implies that one apple 
is a good source of fiber, and that by 
being equivalent in fiber to an apple, the 
labeled food is also a good source of 
fiber. Such a claim can be used to 
provide valid, valuable information to 
the consumer about the nature of a 
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product in terms of another product that 
the consumer already understands. 
However, the agency believes that such 
a statement would misleading if the 
labeled food was compared to the level 
of nutrient in a food that was not 
consistent with dietary guidelines, 
namely the amount of nutrient in a food 
which is “free,” “low,” a “good source." 
or “high." Likewise such a claim would 
be misleading if comparisons between 
the foods were not made on a common 
basis. Because a serving of the product 
is the amount customarily consumed in 
one eating occasion (a value which is 
applicable to all foods), the agency 
concludes that comparisons using this 
type of claim should be made on a per 
serving basis. 

Accordingly, the agency is providing 
in new § 101.65(c)(2) for the use of 
equivalence claims using the phrases 
“contains the same amount of (nutrient) 
as a Ifood)” and “as much (nutrienti as 
a Ifoodl" to imply that the reference 
food is a good source of specified 
nutrient, and that on a per serving basis, 
the labeled food is an equivalent, good 
source of that nutrient (e.g., “as much 
fiber as an apple," “contains the same 
amount of Vitamin C as a glass of orange 
juice”). 

236. Several comments requested that 
the agency define specific implied 
claims so that their use would be 
permitted in labeling. Claims that were 
suggested included “high in oat bran,” 
“contains no oil.” “no tropical oils,” 
and “contains canola oil.” While the 
comments suggested definitions for the 
claims, they were not always in 
agreement on what the definitions 
should be. 

The agency has carefully considered 
these terms and is providing its 
interpretation of the nutrient content 
implied by the label statement. Label 
statements about oils like com, 
sunflower, safflower, and canola 
generally refer to the oils’ fatty acid 
content. Accordingly, FDA considers a 
statement about a type of oil as an 
ingredient, such as “made with canola 
oil” or “contains com oil.” to generally 
imply that the oil in the product was 
low in saturated fatty acids. The 
statement “made only with vegetable 
oil” implies that because vegetable oil 
was used instead of animal fat. the oil 
component was low in saturated fat. 

A claim that a product contains “no 
tropical oils.” including a statement 
about the absence of a specific tropical 
oil. assumes that the consumer 
understands that tropical oils have a 
large amount of saturated fats. Such a 
claim would imply that another oil had 
been used that did not have a large 
amount of saturated fat. Consequently, a 

claim that a product “contains no 
tropical oils” would imply that the 
product is “low in saturated fat.” ’ 

The agency considers that a statement 
that a product “contains no oil" implies 
that the product is not made with lipids 
(fat). Accordingly, such a claim would 
imply that the product was “fat free.” 
Such a claim on a product that 
contained another source of lipids (e.g., 
animal fat) would be misleading. 

Further, the agency considers that a 
claim that a product is made with of 
otherwise contains a whole grain, a 
bran, or any type of dietary fiber (such 
as soluble fiber), implies that the 
product is a good source of total dietary 
fiber. Such a claim would therefore be 
misleading if the product did not 
contain sufficient fiber derived largely 
fi’om the sources of fiber mentioned 
such that the product met the definition 
for “good source of dietary fiber.” 
However, a claim naming these 
ingredients that also used the term 
"high” or a synonym thereof would be 
misleading if the product was not “high 
in dietary fiber." 

The agency would generally not 
consider ingredient claims that are 
consistent with the meanings that it has 
outlined above to be misleading under 
section 403(a) of the act. However, as 
with any implied claim, the agency will 
consider the appropriateness of the use 
of the claim in the context in which it 
is made. 

The agency advises that it does not 
consider that the terms that it has 
mentioned provide an all-inclusive list 
of those ingredients that imply the level 
of a nutrient. Claims for other nutrients 
will be considered on a case-by-case 
basis. 

In conclusion, a claim that states or 
implies a characteristic that 
distinguishes a particular nutritional 
attribute of an ingredient will generally 
be considered an implied nutrient 
content claim. Whether or not it is a 
nutrient content claim will depend on 
the context in which it is presented, 
taking the entire label into 
consideration. The level of the 
ingredient may be implicit or explicit. 
The agency has described generically in 
new § 101.65(c)(3) circumstances under 
which such implied claims can be 
made. The regulation states that claims 
may be made that a food contains or is 
made with an ingredient that is known 
to contain a particular nutrient, or is 
prepared in a way that affects the 
content of a particular nutrient in the 
food, if the finished food is either low 
in or a good source of the nutrient that 
is associated with the ingredient or type 
of preparation. If a more specific level 
is claimed (e.g., “high in-”). 

that level of the nutrient must be 
present in the food. F.pr example, a 
claim that a food contain^ oat bran is a 
claim that it is a good source of fiber; 
that a food is made only with vegetable 
oil is a claim that if is low in saturated 
fat; and that a food contains no oil is a 
claim that it is fat fi^e. 

The agency believes that the approach 
that it is taking in § 101.65(c)(3) strikes 
an appropriate balance between the 
interest of industry in making claims 
and the consumers’ interest that claims 
that appear on the label accurately and 
fairly characterize the level in the food 
of the nutrient that, either explicitly or 
implicitly, is the subject of the claim. 

b. Accompanying information 

237. One comment suggested that 
implied nutrient content claims should 
be accompanied by appropriate referral 
statements that are consistent with the 
requirement for such statements to 
accompany nutrient content claims. 

The agency advises that implied 
nutrient content claims that are defined 
in new § 101.65 (a)(2), must comply 
with ail of the requirements for nutrient 
content claims described in new 
§ 101.13. Among the requirements is the 
requirement for referral statements. In 
addition, FDA advises that as with other 
nutrient content claims, labels bearing 
such implied claims must also bear 
nutrition labeling in accordance with 
the requirements pf new § 101.9 or. 
where applicable, new § 101.10. For 
clarity, the agency is listing the latter 
requirement in new § 101.65(a)(3). 

In the general principles proposal (56 
FR 60421 at 60423) FDA proposed to 
include in § 101.13(b)(2) a provision 
that label statements that imply that a 
product would be useful to consumers 
in selecting foods that are helpful in 
achieving a total diet that conforms to . 
current dietary recommendations (e.g., 
“healthy”) are implied nutrient content 
claims. 

238. Many comments asserted that 
FDA’s definition of implied nutrient 
content claims should not include 
claims that imply that a “food because 
of its nutrient content may be useful in 
achieving a total diet that conforms to 
current dietary recommendations (e.g., 
healthy).“Some of these comments 
stated that Congress showed no interest 
in regulating such claims but instead 
was concerned only with regulating 
those statements that characterize the 
level of a nutrient present in a food. One 
such comment noted that neither the act 
nor the legislative history contains any 

4. General nutrition claims 

a. General comments 
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language addressing general nutrition 
claims. 

The agency does not agree with these 
comments. First, the reading of section 
403(r)(l)(A) of the act suggested hy these 
comments is clearly too narrow. A claim 
that a food, because of its nutrient 
content, may by useful in maintaining 
healthy dietary practices is clearly a 
claim that characterizes the level of 
nutrient in that food. The claim is 
essentially saying that the level of 
nutrients in the food is such that the 
food will contribute to good health. 

Moreover, Congress was clearly 
concerned with such claims. The 
October 24,1990, proceedings in the 
.Senate show that one purpose of the 
1990 amendments was to regulate the 
use of nutrient content claims that 
appear on food labels and labeling in 
order to help consumers make 
appropriate dietary choices (136 
Congressional Record S16610 (October 
24,1990)). In addition, section 403(r) of 
the act itself, repeatedly uses the phrase 
•'* * * will assist consumers in 
maintaining healthy dietary practices” 
to describe the information for which 
provision is being made (see e.g., 
section 403(r)(2)(A)(ii)(II) and 
(r)(2)(A)(iii)(I) of the act). 

The agency is therefore not persuaded 
that this aspect of the proposed 
definition of implied nutrient content 
claims is inconsistent with the language 
of the act, the intent of Congress, or the 
goals of the 1990 amendments. 
However, FDA is modifying 
§ 101.12(b)(2)(ii) to replace the phrase 
“* * * achieving a total diet that 
conforms to current dietary 
recommendations” with the statutory 
phrase “* * • maintaining healthy 
dietary practices.” 

239. Some comments objected to 
regulating terms such as “nutritious,” 
"healthy,” and “wholesome” under 
section 403(r) of the act because they 
have different meanings depending on 
their contextual use and would be 
difficult to define. These comments 
asserted that the agency should instead 
regulate the use of such terms on a case- 
by-case basis under section 403(a) of the 
act. The comments asked for assurance 
that these terms would not be regulated 
under section 403(r) of the act. 

I Other comments asserted that terms 
such as “wholesome,” “nutritious,” 
“eating right,” “basic 4,” “smart,” and 

I “good for you” are implied nutrient 
content claims and should be banned 

“ from food labels. A few of these 
comments suggested that such terms are 
more appropriately used to describe an 

I overall diet and should not be used on 
L the labels of individual foods. One of 
I these comments cited a poll that was 

conducted for them in February 1992, in 
which 1,007 individuals were 
interviewed concerning their 
interpretations of the terms 
“wholesome” and “nutritious.” The 
comment reported that, other than the 
55 percent who responded that the term 
“wholesome” on a food label meant that 
the product was “good for you,” none 
of the possible responses for the 
meaning of either term garnered more 
than 23 percent of the respondents. 
Some comments, however, suggested 
that terms such as “wholesome,” 
“nutritious,” “eating right,” “basic 4,” 
“smart,” and “good for you” could be 
defined as synonyms for “healthy.” 
Some of these comments supported 
such a definition only as a secondary 
option to banning the terms, while other 
comments stated that the terms should 
be allowed but controlled. One 
comment stated that if terms such as 
“healthy” are held to be implied 
nutrient content claims, then other 
suggestive words having to do with a 
product’s quality, such as “beneficial” 
and “hearty,” must similarly be defined 
or banned. 

Some comments expressed concern 
about continued use of such terms in 
brand names grandfathered under 
section 403(r)(2)(C) of the act. One of 
these comments stated that leaving the 
terms undefined allows companies that 
used the claims before October 25,1989, 
to continue to use them on foods that 
may not meet appropriate standards. 
The comment stated that if FDA chooses 
to define such terms, then the definition 
must include strict and comprehensive 
criteria. 

One comment stated that the 
proposed definition for general nutrition 
claims could have an impact on many 
proprietary trademarks or slogans such 
as “Keeping Fit!”, "Stay 'n Shape,” 
“Product 19,” “Breakfast of 
Champions,” “Eat Right and Look It,” 
and “Right Choice.” Although the 
comment maintained that Congress did 
not intend these terms to be regulated, 
it acknowledged that these brand names 
serve as a beacon to consumers to 
indicate that there is something 
nutritionally desirable about the 
product. 

FDA disagrees that terms such as 
those cited in the comments should be 
automatically excluded from regulation 
under section 403(r) of the act. The 
agency believes that these terms can be 
implied nutrient content claims when 
they appear in a nutritional context on 
a label or in labeling. FDA advises that 
it will consider these terms to be in a 
nutritional context when they appear in 
association with an explicit or implicit 
claim or statement about a nutrient. For 

example, in the statement “nutritious, 
contains 3 g of fiber,” “nutritious” is an 
implied nutrient content claim because 
it suggests that the food may be useful 
in maintaining healthy dietary practices. 
Accordingly, the agency is providing in 
new § 101.65(d)(1) that such statements 
are implied nutrient content claims and 
are subject to the requirements of 
section 403(r) of the act. 

However, the agency also believes 
that when a term such as “healthy,” 
“wholesome,” and “nutritious” appears 
on a food label in a context that does not 
render it an implied nutrient content 
claim, it is not subject to the 
requirements of section 403(r) of the act. 
Under such conditions, the use of the 
term is subject to section 403(a) of the 
act, and FDA will determine whether it ' 
is misleading on a case-by-case basis. 

The agency further advises that, 
except for “healthy,” it does not have 
enough information to decide if 
definitions for the terms mentioned in 
these comments are needed, and if so. 
what those definitions should be. In a 
tentative final rule published elsewhere 
in this issue of the Federal Register, the 
agency is providing its tentative 
position on an appropriate definition for 
“healthy” based on information 
received in the comments. In addition, 
because of the time constraints of this 
rulemaking, FDA has been unable to 
develop information with which to 
make such a decision. The agency 
solicits information on whether such 
definitions are appropriate, and if 
definitions are appropriate, what they 
should be. Interested persons may 
submit appropriate petitions under new 
§ 101.69 with accompanying 
substantiating information to initiate 
this process. 

E. Use of Nutrient Content Claims with 
Meal-type Products 

1. Definition of meal-type products 

In the general principles proposal (56 
FR 60421 at 60455), FDA proposed a 
definition for a “meal-type product” for 
the purpose of regulating nutrient 
content claims for these products on a 
different basis than for individual foods. 
The proposal cited the many comments 
that the agency received in response to 
the ANPRM (54 FR 32610), and during 
the public hearings that followed, that 
requested that FDA define and allow for 
the use of nutrient content claims for 
meal-type products. FDA proposed in 
§ 101.13(1), to define a “meal-type 
product” as a food that: (1) Makes a 
significant contribution to the diet 
either by providing at least 200 calories 
per serving (container) or by weighing at 
least 6 ounces per serving (container); 
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(2) contains ingredients from 2 or metre 
of 4 food groups; and (3) is represented, 
or is in a form ooBomonly understood 1o 
be. a braakfast, kindi. dinner, meal, 
main dish, entree, or pizsa. The four 
food groups in $ 101.13(1) were: (1) 
Bread, cereal, rice and pasta group; (2) 
fruits and vegetables group. (3) milk, 
yogurt, and cheese group; and (4) naeat. 
poultry, fish, dry bMns, eggs, and nuts 
group. Ibe agency recognized that 
current guidelines for (^ily food intake 
specify five food groups, distingnishing 
between fruits and ve^ables. However, 
FDA proposed to combine the fruits and 
vegetables groups for regulatory 
purposes. 

FDA requested comments on the 
appropriateness of thL«; definition of a 
"meal-type product" as well as on the 
appropriateness of specific amounts 
(e.g., 200 calories and 6 ounces) and 
specific product types (e.g.. "main 
dish") used as a bwis for this definition. 

The agency received many comments 
on the need for separate criteria for 
meal-4ype products and the definition of 
meal-type products. After reviewing 
these comments, the agency continues 
to believe that separate criteria for meal- 
type products are needed but is revising 
the definition of a “meal-type product" 
to establish separate definitions for meal 
products and main dish products for the 
purpose of regulating claims (these 
products will sdll be referred to 
collectively as “meal-type products" in 
this preammeX 

246. The majority of comments 
supported separate criteria for meal-type 
products as compared to individual 
foods. Two comments, however, stated 
that FDA should not create separate 
nutrient content claim definitions for 
these foods because meal-type products 
contain no more food or calories than 
ordinary foods. One of these comments 
also stated that FDA’s proposal 
arbitrarily sets up a double standard for 
nutrient content (daims in the 
marketpiaise. Ahernatively, these 
comments recommended that the 
criteria for claims such as "low," 
"souroB,” and “high” on all food - 
prodxicts be based on specified nutrient 
levels per serving and per reference 
amount, or specified nutrient levels per 
100 calories (or per 100 nonfot calories 
in the case of so^uin and diolesterol). 
For example, for “low fat,” one 
txmunent suggested that the criteria be 
no more than 3 g of fat per serving aiul 
per reference amount, or no more than 
20 percent of calories from fat Fch* "low 
cholesterol." the comment sugg^ed 
that the criteria be no more than 20 mg 
of cholesterol per serving mid per 
re ference amount, cr no soore than 15 
mg per 100 nonfat calories. The 

fmmments stated that the alternative 
criteria would allow foods that are high 
in calories to make “low" claims for 
certain nutrients. 

The agency acknowledges the 
comple^y in defining a meal-type 
product for the purpose of regulating 
claims and agrees that, with any such 
d^inition. there is the potential for 
certain requirements that may result in 
similar products having different 
bases for claims. Die agency carefully 
considered the suggestion that it 
establish a single set of criteria for all 
types of food products but ccmciuded 
that it was not a]^)ropriate to do so. This 
approadh would generally result in the 
application of the per 100 calorie 
criterion rather than the per serving and 
per reference amount criterion to maal- 
type products, because the former 
would pannit products to contain 
greater amounts of nutrients per serving. 
For example, a 400 calorie product 
could have as much as 9 g ^ fat if "low 
fat" was defined as not mors than 20 
percent of calorin from fet However, 
the ageixv conclu<fes that the primary 
criterion for all “low” definitions for 
nutrients should be based on nutri«it 
levels per 100 g as proposed, rather than 
on specified nutrient levels per 100 
calories (or per 100 nonfat calories). The 
agency concludes that it is 
inappropriate to have as a primary baris 
for “low" claim a criterion that 
considers total fat levels in a food in 
addition to the levels of another nutrient 
that is the subject of the claim. For 
examfde, given the suggested criterion 
of no more titan IS mg of cholestercti per 
100 nonfat calories, a 400 calorie dinner 
with 40 percent of the calories 
contributed by total fat could have only 
36 mg of cholesterol, whereas another 
dinner with tiie same number of calories 
but only 20 percent of the calories 
contributed by total fat could have as 
much as 48 mg of cholesterol. The 
agency further believes that it would 
(XMifuse consumers to have a criterion 
that links the amount of total fat in a 
product to the product’s ability to make 
a "low" edaim about another nutrient 
such as cholesterol or sodium. 
Accordingly, the agency is not 
persuaded to adopt this alternative set 
of criteria for meal-type products and 
individual foods. 

However as discussed in comment 52 
of this document, the agency has 
concluded that it is appropriate to have 
for "low" claims for fat and saturated 
fat, a second criterion that considers 
thmr caloric contribution to a meal-type 
product. 

247. Some industry comments 
suppoifed the proposed definition of a 
meal-type product, whereas others 

stated that the definition wits too broad 
with respect to the minimum 
requirement of either 200 calories or 6 
ounces and with respect to the inclusion 
of main dishes, ^trees, and pizzas in 
this category. 

One comment said that the 200 
calorie level is an insufficient amount of 
food for a “meal-type product,’’ even as 
part of a reducing diet, and that those 
who purchase such food could easily be 
misled that such foods will provide 
them with a filling, balanced meal. 
Other comments maintained that 200 
calorie food items are meal segments, 
not meal replacers, for the vast majority 
of consumers and should not be 
included in a definition for a “meal-t)rpe 
product." Some comments 
recommended that a minimum of 500 
calories be used. These comments 
maintained tiiat a 500 calorie minimum 
would be a more accurate reflection of 
the calcHie content of an individual’s 
meal. They ^ated that foods that 
contain this higher calcwie level still 
comprise less than <me-third of the 
caWies consumed by the segment of the 
peculation that consumes the fewest 
calories, and that this level would 
comprise about one-fourth of the typical 
consumer’s daily caltnic intake. One 
comment suggested that 350 calories be 
the minimum level, while another 
comment suggested that 300 calories be 
the minimum requirement. 

These comments acknowledged, 
however, that a minimum calorie 
requirement, whether at 200 calories or 
500 calcxies, could result in similar 
products slightly below or above these 
levels having very different outcomes 
with respect to claims. For example, it 
was stated that with FDA’s proposal, a 
200 calorie serving of soup could 
qualify for a “low fat” claim with 6 g of 
fat, whereas a 190 calorie soup that 
contained only 4 to S e of fat could not. 

The agency acknowledges that the 200 
calorie level is about equal to or less 
than one-tenth of the National Research 
Council’s recommended energy 
allowances for adults (Kef. 28). The 
agency further agrees with the 
comments that a number of individual 
foods would meet this minimum caloric 
level. In addition, the agency has noted 
that, with this proposed minimum 
caloric level, it would be possible for 
meal-type products below the 300 
calorie range that met the 3 g per 100- 
g criterion for "low fat" to contain more 
than 30 percent of calories from fat. Diis 
result would not occur if tlie agency 
adopted a higher minimum caloric 
level, such as 500 calories. However, 
this higher minimum caloric level 
would exclude a number of meal 
products that for some consumers are 
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appropriate for weight maintenance and 
for other consumers are appropriate for 
intended weight reduction. 

The agency also considered whether 
to adopt the suggested levels of 350 or 
500 calories. However, as pointed out in 
the comments, using a 350 or 500 
calorie minimum requirement would 
not eliminate the problem of similar 
products having different outcomes for 
claims. 

For these reasons, the agency is 
persuaded that a minimum calorie 
requirement is not an appropriate basis 
on which to define meal-type products, 
and that another product type category 
that would make the meal-type product 
category less broad is necessary. 
Accordingly, the agency has dropped a 
minimum calorie requirement from the 
definition of a “meal product” in 
§ 101.13(1) and is not including one in 
the definition of a "main dish product” 
in § 101.13(m) (discussed below). 

248. A few comments addressed the 
proposed requirement in the definition 
of a meal-type product that the food be 
represented as, or in a form commonly 
understood to be, a breakfast, lunch, 
dinner, meal, main dish, entree, or 
pizza. These comments stated that there 
needed to be a clear distinction in the 
regulations of the types of foods that are 
eligible to bear claims as "meal 
products.” One comment raised the 
question of whether foods such as a 
danish, fruit sweetened yogurt, or a 
bowl of cereal could be a breakfast 
entree, or whether pasta, beans in 
tomato sauce, soup, or a baked potato 
with topping could be a lunch or dinner 
entree. Another comment suggested that 
entrees including pizza have a different 
basis for claims than meal products, and 
that this basis should be the reference 
amounts for mixed dishes. 

These comments further demonstrate 
that the proposed category of a meal- 
type product is too broad for the 
purpose of regulating claims, and that 
an additional category needs to be 
established. The types of products that 
the agency intended to include in meal- 
type products, besides meal products, 
included foods that are often 
represented as main dish products and, 
thus, represent only a portion of the 
complete meal. Based on the comments, 
however, the agency is persuaded that it 
would be inappropriate to apply the 
same criteria to a product that 
represents a meal and to a product that 
represents a significant portion of a 
meal. Thus, the agency is persuaded 
that separate criteria for claims should 
be established for meal products and for 
main dish products. Accordingly, FDA 
is revising proposed § 101.13(1) to define 
a “meal product” and is defining a 

“main dish product” in § 101.13(m). 
The requirements in these definitions 
are discussed in comments 249, 251, 
and 252 of this document. 

249. Some comments agreed with the 
6-ounce minimum requirement, while 
other comments stated that this 
minimiun requirement was too low. One 
of the latter comments stated that this 
minimum would be met by such 
products as canned soups, pastas, 
beverages, and most containers of 
yogurt, and that even the skimpiest 
meals or entrees weigh closer to 10 
ounces. Another comment suggested 
that the minimum weight requirement 
should be at least 7 ounces per serving. 

The agency acknowledges that the 
minimum 6-ounce weight is low for 
many meal products, even though it is 
within the range of main dish products 
that are now marketed. USDA has 
required that frozen products labeled as 
“dinner” or “stipper” weigh at least 10 
ounces (Ref. 29). Thus, FDA concludes 
that it is appropriate to require that 
products represented as meals weigh, at 
a minimum, 10 ounces to be consistent 
with USDA. Further, FDA believes that 
products weighing between 6 and 10 
ounces which were defined as meal- 
type products in the proposal, generally 
are marketed as entrees and side dishes. 
Thus, the agency finds that because of 
their contribution to the overall diet and 
because of consumer expectations, it is 
appropriate to require that main dishes 
weigh at least 6 ounces. 

Accordingly, for the purpose of 
making a claim, FDA is defining a "meal 
product” in § 101.13(1)(1) as a food that 
makes a major contribution to the total 
diet by weighing at least 10 ounces per 
labeled serving. Likewise, for the 
purpose of making a claim, FDA is 
defining a “main dish” in § 101.13(m)(l) 
as a food that makes a major 
contribution to a complete meal by 
weighing at least 6 ounces per labeled 
serving. 

Consistent with these provisions, the 
agency is also revising proposed 
§ 101.13(1)(3) (redesignated as new 
§ 101.13(1){2)) to provide that to qualify 
as a “meal product” the food be 
represented as or be in a form 
commonly understood to be, a breakfast, 
lunch, dinner, or meal. The agency is 
retaining the provision that such 
representations may be made either by 
statements, photographs, or vignettes. 
The agency is aware that some products 
currently available in the marketplace 
are represented as meals but weigh 
somewhat less that 10 ounces. Should 
these products make nutrient content 
claims, the agency advises that such 
claims should comply with the 
provisions established for main dish 

products in § 101.13(mK2). This will 
ensure the application of appropriate 
disclosure levels for such products (see 
comment 273 of this document). 

The agency is requiring in new 
§ 101.13(m)(2) that to qualify as a “main 
dish” the food be represented as, or be 
in a form commonly understood to be, 
a main dish (e.g., not a beverage or a 
dessert). The agency has cited beverages 
and desserts in this provision because 
they are not commonly understood to be 
a main dish and thus are appropriately 
excluded. However, foods that may be 
marketed as main dishes in the future 
are not categorically excluded brom 
being main dishes but will be 
considered by the agency on a case-by- 
case basis. 250. A few comments 
objected to use of the term “container” 
in the agency’s proposed requirement 
that a meal-type product weigh at least 
6 ounces per serving (container). The 
comments maintained that the term 
“container” effectively equates meal- 
type products with single-serving 
containers, whereas meal-type products 
are packaged in both single-serve and 
multiple-serve containers. One 
comment stated that it makes no sense 
to have a provision that would allow a 
product in a single-serve container to 
make a claim but not an identical 
product packaged differently. 

The agency agrees with the comments 
that the term “container” may 
inappropriately equate meal-type 
products with single-serving containers. 
This was not the intent of the proposal. 
Therefore, the agency is deleting the 
term “container” from new 
§ 101.13(l)(l)(i) and (m)(l)(i). 

251. Some comments suggested 
revisions to FDA’s proposed 
requirement that a meal-type product 
contain ingredients firom two or more of 
four food groups. Several comments 
supported a requirement that the 
product contain at least 3 different 
foods. A few comments suggested that a 
specified number of food servings be 
required rather than ingredients, 
because, according to one comment, the 
requirement for two “ingredients,” 
irrespective of their amount, was 
meaningless. Another comment 
suggested that a serving be at least one- 
half the reference amount. 

Given the decision to provide separate 
criteria for meals and main dishes, the 
agency is persuaded that a meal product 
should contain at least three different 
foods from at least two of four food 
groups and is revising new 
§ 101.13(l)(l)(ii) accordingly. Dietary 
guidance recommends that Americans 
assemble daily diets by selecting a 
variety of foods from the various food 
groups. Because meals are large 
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segments of the diet, it is appropriate to 
expect that meals would include at least 
three di^erent foods from at least two 
food groups. Main dishes, on the other 
hand, are combined with other foods to 
create a meal and thus may contain as 
few as two foods from two food groups. 
Therefore, the agency is requiring in 
§ 101.13(mKl)(ii) that a main dish 
product contain at least two different 
foods from two of four food groups. 

The agency also agrees that the 
requirement for a specified number of 
fo(^s may be problematic without a 
minimum weight requirement. FDA 
considered whether there should be a 
requirement based on a minimum 
percentage of a reference amount such 
as 50 percent. The agency has 
concluded, however, that such a 
requirement would be difricult to 
implement and may not in the end be 
meaningful. Different reference amounts 
could be applied to a food in a meal- 
type product depending on how the 
food was prepaid (e.g., with or without 
sauce), how it was us^ in a product 
(e.g., as a major compontmt or a 
garnish), or whether the food is subject 
to a mixed dish reference amount. 

Therefore, the agency has developed 
an alternative approach that derives 
from the cxunment that suggested that a 
serving be at least one-half of the 
reference amount, the aim of which 
would be to prevent an ingredient that 
is present in small amounts from 
counting toward the requirement that a 
meal pr^uct arid a main dish product 
contain a minimum number of foods 
from at least two food groups. Thus, 
FDA has revised new § 101.13(l)(lKii) 
and (mKlMii) to require that a meal 
product contain not less than 40 g each 
of the minimum number of different 
foods. 

The 40 g minimum requirement is 
about one-half of the reference amount 
for fish, shellfish, or meat/poultry 
substitutes without sauce (reference 
amount is 85 g) and is about one-half of 
the reference amount for drained 
vegetables (reference amount is 85 g). 
The 40 g amount is also within the 
middle range when comparing one-half 
the reference amount of foods with large 
reference amounts (e.g., 140 g is the 
reference amount for pasta) to products 
with small reference amounts (e.g., 30 g 
is the reference amount for cheese); that 
is, 40 g is about midway between 15 g 
and 70 g. The 40 g amount should not 
be confused with the reference amounts 
for individual foods. 

252. One comment stated that FDA’s 
proposed requirement that a meal-type 
product contain ingredients from at 
least two food groups sets up an 
artificial distinction between foods. The 

comment asked, for example, would 
breaded fish, but not unbreaded fish, be 
considered as consisting of two food 
groups? 

The agency finds that it is 
inappropriate to include certain types of 
foods when determining the number of 
foods from the four food groups because 
such foods cannot be considered to 
contribute a recommended serving of 
food. These type of foods are gravies, 
condiments, relishes, pickles, olives, 
jams, jellies, syrups, breadings, and 
garnishes. The agency also believes that 
it is inappropriate to count sauces 
toward this requirement because of their 
high water content However, a food 
that is in a sauoe and that belongs to one 
of the four food groups can be counted 
toward the requirement for the 
particular food group if the food weighs 
a minimum of 40 g (e.g., 40 g of 
tomatoes in tomato sauce). The agency 
believes that a requirement for a 
minimum amount of a food in a meal or 
main dish product should be 
determined by the weight of the food 
and not by the way in which the food 
is presented in the product (Le.. an 
ingredient in a sauce). 

Accordingly, the agency is providing 
for a jneal product in §101.13(i}(l)(ii)(E) 
and main dish product in 
§101.13(mKl)(ii)(E) that gravies, 
condiments, relishes, pickles, olives, 
jams, jellies, syrups, breadings, and 
garnishes can not be counted as foods to 
meet the requirement for a specified 
number of foods from at least two food 
groups. This provision also excludes 
sauces except for foods in the four food 
groups that are in the sauces. 

253. One comment suggested that 
there be separate food groups for fieits 
and for vegetables. It point^ out that 
such a separation would be consistent 
with the food groups recommended in 
current dietary guidelines. 

FDA endorses the five food groups 
recommended in current dietary 
guidelines. For this particular regulatory 
application, however, the agency 
believes fruits and vegetables should not 
be treated as separate groups. While the 
agency acknowledges the important and 
distinct contributions each makes to the 
diet, FDA is concerned that a 
combination of a fruit and a vegetable 
could be classified as a main dish. The 
nutritional contribution of each, while 
not the same, is more similar than any 
other two food groups. These products 
would contribute only a limited number 
of calories and would fail to contribute 
as diverse a range of nutrients and food 
components as a combination of two 
other food groups. 

2. Definition of “free” for meal-type 
products 

In the general principles proposal (56 
FR 60421 at 60473), FDA proposed 
definitions of the term “free” to describe 
the content of sugar and sodium in a 
food. The agency also proposed in the 
fat/cholesterol proposal (56 FR 60478) 
definitions of the term ”free” to describe 
the content of fat and cholesterol in a 
food. These proposed definitions 
applied both to individual foods and to 
meal-type products, and for meal-type 
products, were based on specified 
nutrient levels per reference amount 
and per labeled serving. The rationale 
proposed for the definition of “free” 
was based on the finding that this 
nutrient content claim is an absolute 
term implying absence of a ihitrient. 
The agency further stated that the 
definition considered the level of a 
nutrient that is at the reliable limit of 
detection and that is dietetically trivial 
or physiologically inconsequential. 

254. One comment supported the use 
of the same criteria for “free” claims for 
individual foods and for meal-type 
products. Another comment suggested 
that ail nutrient content claims for meal- 
type products should be based on 
nutrient levels per 100 g of food. 

The agency continues to believe, as it 
stated in the general principles proposal 
(56 FR 60421 at 60433). that the term 
“free” is an absolute term implying 
absence of a nutrient in a serving of a 
food, whether it is an individual food or 
a meal-type product, not absence of a 
nutrient in a specified weight of food 
such as per 100 g. Therefore, the agency 
rejects the suggestion that it base “free” 
claims fca" meal-type products on 
nutrient levels per 100 g. 

255. One comment stated that the 
propKJsed requirement of less than 2 mg 
per serving in the definition of 
“cholesterol free" for meal-type 
products is unreasonable. This comment 
stated that 2 mg of cholesterol in a 9- 
ounce serving is less than 0.008 percent, 
whereas in a small serving product such 
as crackers, the same amount of 
cholesterol represents 0.015 percent. 
This comment suggested raising the 
cholesterol free level for meal-type 
products to 5 mg per serving. The 
comment stated that at the 5 mg level, 
60 servings of a meal-type product 
would be required to be consumed to 
meet the DRV and thus would result in 
ample protection for the consumer. 

This comment has not convinced the 
agency to raise the level for “cholesterol 
ftw” for meals and main dishes. The 
agency acknowledges that 2 mg of 
cholesterol in a meal/main dish product 
will be a much smaller percentage by 
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weight than a small serving size product 
hut points out that these percentage 
differences also occur with individual 
foods that vary considerably in serving 
size weight. The agency continues to 
believe that the same cholesterol level 
for the definition office” should be 
used for meal-type products as for 
individual foods, b^use it is defining 
"free” as an absolute term implying 
absence of a nutrient in a serving of 
food, irrespective of the serving size of 
the food in question. Accordingly, the 
agency has retained the proposed 
cholesterol levels in the final rule, 
including the disclosure statement 
allowed for ingredients commonly 
understood to contain the nutrient in 
question. 

3. Definition of “low” and “very low” 
for meal-type products 

a. Basis for claims 

In the general principles proposal, 
FDA proposed that the definition of 
“low” and “very low,” when describing 
the content of single nutrients in meal- 
type products, be based on nutrient 
levels per 100 g. The proposal stated 
that this approach would alleviate the 
need to accommodate the variations in 
serving size for the various types of 
meals. The agency proposed ^at the 
nutrient levels per 100 g, except for 
calories, be the same levels for meal- 
type products as for individual foods. 
As part of the rationale for proposing 
specific levels of nutrients for the “low” 
definition of individual foods (56 FR 
60421 at 60440), the agency considered 
that the “low” definition should be 
sufficiently restrictive to allow 
consumers to select a variety of foods, 
including some that are “low” in a 
nutrient and some that are not “low,” 
and still meet current dietary 
recommendations. 

256. Many comments supported using 
amounts of nutrients per 100 g as the 
basis for regulating “low” and “very 
low” claims on meal-type products. One 
of these comments stated that this is the 
only workable approach because of the 
wide variety of products and the range 
in net weights encompassed within 
meal-type products. However, another 
comment stated that meal-type foods 
should have to meet the same criteria 
(i.e., a per serving rather than per 100 
g basis for claims) as single item foods 
to qualify for nutrient content claim. An 
additional comment expressed the view 
that an approach based only on nutrient 
amounts per 100 g would allow many 
claims on meal-type products that 
would be prohibited on individual 
foods. This comment and two other 
comments suggested, for example, that 

FDA consider requiring that a meal-type 
product obtain no more than a certain 
percentage of its calories fi'om fat (e.g., 
20 percent) in order to qualify for a “low 
fat” claim. Two other comments 
supported upper limits for “low calorie” 
claims, with one comment 
recommending an upper limit of 300 
calories and another recommending an 
upper limit of 350 calories. 

FDA agrees with the majority of 
comments that support the use of per 
100 g as the basis for regulating “low” 
and “very low” claims on meal-type 
products. FDA does not agree with the 
comment that meal-type products 
should have to meet the same criteria as 
single foods because meal/main dish 
products are generally a larger part of 
the total diet than single foods. 

The agency has not oeen persuaded 
by these comments that there is a need 
or an appropriate basis for establishing 
upper limits for absolute amounts of 
calories or nutrients per serving when a 
claim, for “low” is made. Rather, the 
agency believes that providing for the 
level of the nutrient per 100 g of food 
is generally sufficient to prevent 
misleading claims on meal-type 
products. While FDA has usually 
assumed that food consumption 
patterns generally reflect 3 meals per 
day and a snack (with about 25 percent 
of daily intake for each), the agency 
notes ffiat even if a meal-type products 
weighs as much as 400 g, the absolute 
amount of a nutrient or calories 
consumed would be relatively low and 
thus consistent with the claim. For 
example, a 400 g meal could contain no 
more than 12 g of fat, which is only 
about one-fifth of the DRV. 

Moreover, meal size will increase and 
decrease as a function of the number of 
servings of individual foods in the meal- 
type product. Larger persons in need of 
more calories and greater amounts of 
nutrients are expected to select a meal 
comprised of more servings of an 
individual food or of more servings of 
different foods (hence a larger meal) 
than would be expected to be selected 
by a smaller person. Thus, a basis for 
determining an absolute amount of a 
nutrient that would preclude the 
product from being considered “low” in 
a particular nutrient is problematic.' 

However, FDA is persuaded by 
comments that it is appropriate to 
require that meal-t)rpe products contain 
no more than a certain percentage of 
calories from fat. The agency recognizes 
that it is possible for certain meal-type 
products to contain no more than 3 g of 
fat per 100 g of product and still derive 
more than 30 percent of their calories 
frxim fat. FDA is concerned that claims 
be consistent with dietary guidance. 

Current recommendations are that 30 {)ercent or less of calories from fat and 
ess than 10 percent of calories from 

saturated fat. These recommendations 
are targeted toward the total diet, and 
the agency has stated in this document 
several times that they should not be 
applied to individual foods. However, 
the agency believes that a meal-type 
product makes a significant contribution 
to the diet and, thus, finds that it is 
appropriate to apply these total diet- 
oriented recommendations to meal-type 
products. By their nature, meal-type 
products are not single foods but 
combinations of foods intended to 
contribute a larger amount to the diet 
than a single food. 

FDA has therefore concluded that 
“low fat” or “low saturated fat” claims 
on meal-type products that have more 
than 30 percent of calories from fat or 
10 percent or more of calories from 
saturated fat are misleading to 
consumers and inconsistent with 
dietary guidance. Accordingly, the 
agency is providing in new 
§ 101.62(b)(3)(i) that meal-type products 
that contain 3 g or less of fat per 100 g 
and derive 30 percent or fewer of their 
calories from fat may bear a “low fat” 
claim. Likewise, the agency is providing 
in new § 101.62(c)(3)(i) that meal-type 
products that contain 1 g or less of 
saturated fat per 100 g and derive less 
than 10 percent of their calories from 
saturated fat may bear a “low saturated 
fat” claim. 

b. "Low calorie" 

257. In the general principles 
proposal, FDA requested comments on 
whether the criterion of 105 calories per 
100 g of product for “low calorie” meal- 
type products was too low. A few 
comments from industry recommended 
that the level be raised from 105 calories 
per 100 g to 120 calories per 100 g. One 
of these comments was submitted by tlie 
organization that had previously 
suggested the 105 calories that became 
the level in FDA’s proposal. At least one 
comment suggested that FDA not 
establish an upper limit for calories in 
a serving. However, a foreign 
government suggested an upper limit of 
300 calories, and a well-known health 
organization suggested 350 calories as 
the upper limit. Another comment 
maintained that the proposed criterion 
of 105 calories per 100 g was arbitrary 
and did not bear any relation to the 
definition of “low calorie” for 
individual foods. This comment further 
maintained that a weight-based criterion 
was not necessarily relevant, ffiat a “low 
calorie meal” was a contradiction in 
terms, and that consumers did not need 
this provision because of the availability 
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of comparative claims. An additional 
comment recommended that the 
number of calories be disclosed next to 
the nutrient content claim for meal-type 
products. 

First, FDA disagrees with the 
comment that the agency should not 
provide a separate definition for “low 
calorie” for meal-type products because 
of the availability of comparative 
claims. Obesity is a major public health 
concern and the agency has long 
acknowledged that the availability and 
marketing of low calorie food products 
helps to promote weight control among 
American consumers. The agency has 
made provisions for absolute claims 
(such as "low”) as well as comparative 
claims (such as “reduced”) on 
individual foods, and, given that meal- 
<yp)e products are combinations of 
individual foods, finds no reason why 
such claims on meal-type products 
would not be helpful to consumers. 

Secondly, as discussed in response to 
the previous comment, the agency has 
established no upper limit for nutrient 
or calorie levels in meal-type products 
making nutrient content claims, but 
instead believes that the amount per 100 
g of food provides sufficient control so 
that claims are not misleading to 
consumers and are consistent with 
current dietary recommendations. 

The agency acknowledged in its 
general principles proposal (56 FR 
60421 at 60455) that establishing a 
definition for “low calorie” meal-type 
products was problematic but accepted 
the suggestion put forth in a comment 
that 105 calories per 100 g of food was 
reasonable and consistent with market 
practices. FDA specifically asked for 
comments on this issue. Little support 
was expressed for this level, while 
several comments suggested that the 
level be raised from 105 calories to 120 
calories per 100 g. 

FDA finds that it is appropriate to 
increase the definition to this level. The 
agency notes that 120 calories per 100 
g of food is low enough to allow 
consumers to select different types of 
meal-type products during the day, 
including some that are “low” in 
calories and some that are not “low,” 
and still consume calories at a level 
consistent with weight control goals. 
For example, even if a meal product 
weighs 400 g it would be limited to no 
more than 480 calories. This calorie 
amount is less than one-fourth of the 
average recommended energy allowance 
for most adult age/sex groups (Ref. 28). 
Accordingly, FDA is revising new 
§ 101.60(b)(3)(i) to provide that to 
qualify for a “low calorie” claim, a main 
dish or a meal product contain 120 
calories or less per 100 g. 

c. "Low sodium” 

258. Several industry comments 
supported raising the level of sodium 
that would justify a “low sodium” claim 
on meal-type products to 200 mg per 
100 g. One comment stated that the 140 
mg per 100 g level is more appropriate 
for medically supervised therapeutic 
diets to manage serious health 
conditions than for the general 
population or for many individuals on 
restricted diets. The comment further 
stated that the 140 mg per 100 g level 
would inhibit, if not effectively 
preclude, the marketing of meal-type 
products to persons interested in 
restricting sodium intake. Another 
comment stated that they knew of no 
products that would qualify for “low 
sodium” at the 140 mg per 100 g level, 
while other comments maintained that 
products below the 140 mg per 100 g 
level would have an unacceptable flavor 
profile. Still another comment stated 
that for a 10 ounce product, the 200 mg 
per 100 g level would represent one- 
fourth of the sodium DRV. The 
comment further stated that this 
definition for "low sodium” is 
reasonable because it provides sufficient 
room for consumption of other sodium- 
containing foods during the day while 
remaining within the DRV. Additional 
comments stated that current USDA 
guidelines for low sodium meals require 
that sodium content he no more than 
560 mg for a four component dinner 
(minimum weight 10 ounces), which is 
a level to which consumers have grown 
accustomed. 

The agency is not persuaded that the 
140 mg of sodium per 100 g level for 
meal-type products should be raised, or 
that the level is too restrictive for 
products marketed to the general 
population. This level is consistent with 
the level for individual foods. Further, 
FDA believes that meal products labeled 
“low” should be low enough in a 
nutrient to allow a consumer to eat 
several such products and still have a 
significant reduction in total daily 
intake in the particular nutrient when 
compared to the DRV for that particular 
nutrient. The agency notes that with the 
140 mg/100 g level, a meal product that 
weighs as much as 400 g could have no 
more than 560 mg of sodium. However, 
with the higher suggested level of 200 
mg/100 g, a meal product at this weight 
could have as much as 800 mg of 
sodium, which is one-third of the 
sodium DRV (i.e., 2,400 mg). This level 
would be too high for a low sodium 
claim on a meal product, given the 
assumption of a daily food consumption 
pattern that includes three meals and a 

snack (with about 25 percent of daily 
intake contributed by each). 

The agency acknowledges that many 
products now on the market would not 
qualify for “low sodium” with the 
criterion of 140 mg per 100 g but does 
not believe that currently marketed 
foods should be the driving force for a 
“low” definition. Accordingly, FDA has 
retained the 140 mg per 100 g level in 
new § 101.61(b)(5)(i). 

d. Other sodium claims 

259. One comment recommended that 
in addition to “low sodium,” "moderate 
sodium” be defined as a nutrient 
content claim on meal-type products for 
levels of sodium higher than “low.” 
This term was recommended to allow 
consumers interested in modifying 
sodium intake a wider choice of 
products. 

The agency believes that the existing 
nutrient content claims "low sodium” 
and “very low sodium” are adequate to 
provide information about sodium 
content to consumers wishing to limit 
their sodium intake. The comments did 
not provide any support for an 
additional term. The agency believes, 
for reasons discussed above, that the 
number of nutrient content claims 
should be limited. The additional term 
suggested in the comment is likely to 
confuse the consumer and possibly 
reduce the effectiveness of the other 
nutrient content claims for sodium. 
Furthermore, consumers interested in 
modifying their sodium intake will be 
able to refer to the nutrition label to 
determine if the product meets their 
personal dietary needs. Accordingly, the 
agency is not defining "moderate 
sodium” for meal-type products. 

e: "Low fat” 

260. Two industry comments 
supported defining “low fat” for meal- 
type products as no more than 3.5 g per 
100 g instead of no more than 3 g per 
100 g as FDA proposed. One of these 
comments stated that most meal-type 
products contain meat or poultry, and in 
order to use these ingredients, even lean 
cuts, the fat content will often be greater 
than 3 g per 100 g because of the meat 
requirements. The 3.5 g level, it was 
argued, would provide consumers with 
a greater number and variety of products 
available to them. 

As it stated in the general principles 
proposal (56 FR 60421 at 60455), the 
agency believes that tlie fat level for 
meal products and main dish products 
should be consistent with the level for 
individual foods. Such consistency will 
minimize consumer confusion and 
assist consumers and health 
professionals in recalling and using 
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these definitions. The agency 
acknowledges that a number of meal- 
type products may not be able to make 
‘‘low fat" claims. However, the term 
"lean” will be available to these 
products. FDA has retained the 
proposed level of 3 g or less per 100 g 
for a "low fat” claim in new 
§101.62(b)(3)(i). 

/. “Low saturated fat" 

261. A few comments supported the 
proposed “low saturated fat” definition 
of no more than 1 g of saturated fat per 
100 g for a meal-type product. Two 
comments, however, recommended that 
“low saturated fat” for all food products 
be defined as no more than 1 g of 
saturated fat per serving or no more than 
7 percent calories from saturated fat. 

As discussed in comment 256 of this 
document, the agency believes that 
nutrient amounts per 100 g should be 
the basis for regulating "low” claims on 
meal-type products. However, as 
discussed in comment 256 of this 
document, the agency is establishing an 
additional criterion in new 
§ 101.62{c)(3)(i) that a meal-type 
product derive less than 10 percent of 
its calories from saturated fat in order to 
bear a “low saturated fat” claim. 

g. “Low cholesterol" 

262. Two comments recommended 
that FDA define “low cholesterol” for 
all meal-type products as no more than 
20 mg of cholesterol per serving or no 
more than 15 mg cholesterol per 100 
nonfat calories. 

The agency is not persuaded to adopt 
this alternative criterion because, as 
previously stated, it believes that it is 
inappropriate and would confuse 
consumers to have a primary criterion 
for a “low” claim that links the amount 
of total fat in a food to the food’s ability 
to make a “low” claim for another 
nutrient. However, the agency is 
including in the “low cholesterol” 
definition of meal-type products in new 
§ 101.62(d)(3) a criterion that requires 
that a meal product contain no more 
than 2 g of saturated fat per 100 g. The 
agency has established this additional 
criterion under the authority in the 1990 
amendments to establish a saturated fat 
limit with cholesterol claims. Section 
403(r)(2)(A)(vi) of the act states that a 
nutrient content claim “may not be 
made if the Secretary by regulation 
prohibits the claim because the claim is 
misleading in light of the level of 
another nutrient in the food.” As 
discussed above in response to 
comment 116 of this document, the 
poency believes that a saturated fat level 
•'''t exceeds 2 g would make a 
cholesterol claim misleading because 

consumer expectations would not be 
met if such a food is not consistent with 
the recommendations of the health and 
dietary guidelines to lower blood 
cholesterol levels by limiting cholesterol 
and saturated fat intake. Thus, with 
respect to “low cholesterol” claims on 
meal-type products, the agency 
concludes that consumer expectations 
regarding blood cholesterol levels are 
met as long as the food contains 20 mg 
or less of cholesterol and 2 g nr less of 
saturated fat per 100 g. 

4. Definition of “percent fat free” for 
meal-type products 

263. A few comments supported the 
proposed requirement that a meal-type 
product meet the “low fat” definition to 
make a “percent fat free” claim, whereas 
another comment stated that “percent 
fat free” claims can be particularly 
deceptive on meal-type products 
because many of these products, such as 
frozen dinners, have a high moisture 
content. The latter comment further 
stated that because moisture contributes 
significantly to a product's weight, 
foods with a high moisture content can 
make higher (more impressive) “percent 
fat free” claims than foods with lower 
moisture levels. The comment pointed 
out that a label on an 18 ounce frozen 
dinner containing 15 g of fat could make 
a “97 percent fat free” claim. 

The agency is not persuaded by the 
latter comment that a “percent fat free” 
claim on an 18-ounce dinner that meets 
the “low fat” definition would be 
deceptive. Regardless of the total weight 
of the dinner, it still contains 3 g or less 
fat per 100 g, is a “low fat” meal-type 
product, and would assist consumers in 
limiting their fat intake. Thus, the 
agency finds that a percent fat free claim 
on meal-type products that meet the 
“low fat” definition, regardless of the 
serving size of the product, is not 
deceptive and can be useful in assisting 
consumers in meeting their dietary 
goals. 

5. Definition of “high” and “good 
source” 

In the general principles proposal (56 
FR 60421 at 60457), FDA proposed that 
for meal-type products, the nutrient 
levels for “high” and “good source” be 
the same percentages of the DRV or RDI 
as for individual foods, but that the 
basis for these nutrient levels be per 100 
g, not per serving. The agency proposed 
in § 101.54(b)(2) that “high” be defined 
as 20 percent or more of the DRV or RDI 
per 100 g of product, and in 
§ 101.54(c)(2) that “good source” be 
defined as 10 to 19 percent of the RDI 
or DRV per 100 g of product. 

While one comment supported the 
use of a per 100 g basis for the 
definitions of “high” and “good 
source,” a few comments opposed this 
basis. For the reasons cited l:«low, the 
latter comments have persuaded the 
agency to reconsider the basis for 
“high” and “good source” claims for 
meal products and for main dish 
products. 

264. One comment recommended that 
FDA base its definition of “high" and 
“good source” for all foods including 
meal-type products on a criterion that 
considers the nutrient/caloric 
contribution of a food. This comment 
proposed that “good source” be defined 
as at least 10 j>ercent of the DRV or RDI 
per serving and at least 10 percent of the 
DRV per 200 calories. Similarly, “high” 
would be defined as at least 20 percent 
of the DRV or RDI per serving and at 
least 20 percent of the DRV or RDI per 
200 calories. 

The agency rejects this alternative 
because it could result in plain 
vegetable products being able to make a 
claim for “high in vitamin C,” but a 
similar product with these vegetables in 
a sauce not being able to make this 
claim. The additional calories 
contributed by the sauce would cause 
the product not to meet the minimum 
DRV level per 200 calories. Such an 
approach to defining these claims 
would create inconsistencies in the u.se 
of the claims and could cause consumer 
confusion. 

265. Several comments stated that the 
per 100 g basis would result in 
inappropriately high nutrient levels for 
meal-type products eligible to make 
“high” or “good source” claims. For 
example, it was stated that to make a 
“high in fiber” or “high in vitamin C” 
claim, a 10-ounce frozen dinner would 
be required to contain over one-half of 
the DRV or RDI. The comments stated 
that products that contain a smaller 
percent of the DRV or RDI still may be 
considered excellent nutrient sources. 
Alternatively, one comment 
recommended that the basis for the 
definitions of “high” and “good source” 
for meal-type products be per labeled 
serving ratlier than per 100 g of food. 

FDA is persuaded, for the reasons 
given in the comments, that the per 100 
g basis would result in inappropriately 
high nutrient levels for meal-type 
products. The per 100 g basis would 
require that a 10-ounce meal-type 
product have at least 30 percent of the 
DRV to be labeled a “good source” of a 
nutrient, or at least 60 percent of the 
DRV or RDI to be labeled “high” in a 
nutrient. The agency acknowledges that 
some meal-type products on the market 
meet these definitions, but it is 
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concerned that the proposed levels may 
encourage increased fortification of 
these products, with little benefit to the 
consumer. 

Furthermore, the agency is not 
persuaded to adopt the suggested 
alternative to define "good source” and 
"high” using the same percentage levels 
as individual foods per labeled serving 
because it would be misleading to state 
on a label that a three component meal 
is "high” in a nutrient, when each of the 
three components may only have 6 
percent of the DRV or RDl. 

Having considered the alternatives for 
defining "high” and "good source” 
claims for meal-type products and 
finding inadequacies in each, FDA now 
concludes that such claims should not 
be defined for meal-type products. FDA 
is, therefore, not providing definitions 
for "high” and "good source” claims for 
meal products and main dish products. 
The agency concludes that it would not 
be misleading, however, to state on a 
label that a specific individual food in 
a meal-type product is a "good source” 
of a nutrient or is "high” in a nutrient 
if that food meets the individual food 
criteria for these claims. 

Accordingly, FDA is revising new 
§ 101.54(b)(2) and (c)(2) to allow "high” 
and "good source” claims for a food 
contained in the meal product or main 
dish product provided that the food 
meets the individual food criteria for 
these claims and provided that this food 
is identified with the use of the nutrient 
content claim (e.g., "The serving of 
broccoli in this product is high in 
vitamin C;” "The serving of sweet 
potatoes in this product is a good source 
of dietary fiber”). 

6. Relative claims for meal-type 
products 

FDA also proposed definitions for 
"less” and "fewer,” "more,” "reduced,” 
and "light” for individual foods in the 
general principles proposal (56 FR 
60421 at 60456). With the exception of 
the terms "reduced” and "light,” FDA 
proposed that the provisions for 
individual foods apply to meal-type- 
products. 

Some of the comments, as discussed 
below, have persuaded the agency to 
change the basis for "less,” "fewer,” and 
"more” claims and to provide for 
"reduced” and "light” claims on meal 
products and main dish products. 

o. "Less,” "fewer," and "more” 

FDA proposed requirements for "less” 
and "fewer” claims on meal-type 
products that were consistent with the 
requirements for these claims on 
individual foods. The proposed 
provisions included a requirement that 

the product have a minimum percentage 
and absolute reduction of a nutrient per 
labeled serving size compared with the 
reference food that it resembles and for 
which it substitutes. For "more” claims, 
the proposed requirements included a 
provision that the product contain at 
least 10 percent more of the DRV or RDI 
for a nutrient per labeled serving than 
the reference food that it resembles and 
for which it substitutes. 

However, information provided in 
comments bas persuaded the agency to 
revise the proposed requirements for the 
percent nutrient reduction and absolute 
nutrient reduction for the use of the 
comparative claims "less” and “fewer” 
on meal-type products. The agency has 
also revised new § 101.13(j)(l) with 
regard to reference foods, as previously 
discussed in this document. This 
revision applies to meal products and 
main dish products as well as to 
individual foods. 

266. One comment suggested that the 
criteria for comparative claims on meal- 
type products should be based on a 
percentage difference in a nutrient per 
100 g of food compared with per 100 g 
of the reference food. This comment 
pointed out that meal-type products 
include a vvide variety of types of foods 
and a range of serving sizes. It further 
stated that claims that compare 
dissimilar products, such as a two 
component product to a three 
component product or spaghetti and 
tomato sauce to macaroni and cheese, 
would only lead to consumer confusion 
and misinterpretation of the claim. 

The agency agrees that both the meal 
and main dish categories include 
products that vary substantially in the 
number of foods, type of foods, and size 
of the labeled serving, and that claims 
that compare dissimilar products on a 
per labeled serving basis have the 
potential to confuse consumers. For 
example, the only difference between 
two products that may bear a 
comparative claim under the proposed 
criteria may be the amount of the food 
components. The agency has also 
considered that comparative claims 
based on FDA’s proposed labeled 
serving size may encourage 
manufacturer manipulation of serving 
size to make these comparative claims, 
given the fact that the labeled serving 
size for many of these products is the 
single serve container rather that the 
reference amount. 

Thus, the agency finds merit in the 
comment’s suggestion to base a 
comparative claim for meal-type 
products on a per 100-g criterion rather 
than per labeled serving size. A per 100 
g basis reflects the composition of the 
product based on an absolute amount 

and not a serving size that can vary from 
one product to another. Moreover, a per 
100-g criterion is likely to not encourage 
manipulation of serving size because the 
serving size will have no bearing on 
whether the food qualifies to bear the 
claim. Thus, a claim will result in more 
meaningful comparisons of dissimilar 
products. 

Accordingly, the agency is 
establishing a per 100 g basis for the use 
of these comparative terms on meal/ 
main dish products in new 
§§ 101.54(e)(2)(i), 101.60(b)(5) and 
(c)(5), 101.61(b)(7), 101.62(b)(5), (c)(5), 
and (d)(5). Like other relative claims, a 
statement that identifies the reference 
food and the percentage change in the 
nutrient must be declared in immediate 
proximity to the mo.st prominent claim 
(e.g.. Contains 33 percent less fat per 
ounce than Brand Y meal product.). 
Moreover, quantitative information 
comparing the level of the nutrient that 
is the subject of the claim in the labeled 
food to the level of that nutrient in the 
reference food must be declared either 
adjacent to the most prominent claim or 
on the information panel (e.g.. Fat 
content has been reduced from 2.5 g per 
ounce to 1.7 g per ounce.). In addition, 
consistent with the use of relative 
claims on individual foods, meal or 
main dish products may not bear 
comparative claims if the level of the 
nutrient that is the subject,of the claim 
in the reference foods meets the 
definition for a "low” claim for such 
nutrient. 

267. One comment contended that the 
agency’s published correction (57 FR 
8189, March 6, 1992) of the minimum 
absolute reduction criterion in the 
definition of “fewer calories” from 
"more than 40 calories” to "more than 
105 calories” must be withdrawn from 
this rulemaking because it changes the 
substance of the proposal, and the 
agency is not permitted to make a 
substantive proposal in a notice of 
correction. 

The agency disagrees with the 
comment. In proposing the absolute 
minimum reduction criterion for 
making comparative claims, the agency 
concluded that the amount of nutrient 
in the food bearing the claim should 
reflect a nutritionally significant 
reduction in the amount of that nutrient 
when compared to the reference food. 
The agency recognized, however, that 
no guidelines or definitions were 
available to determine the amount of 
reduction in a nutrient that would be 
nutritionally significant. Thus, the 
agency tentatively concluded that such 
a criterion should be based on the 
amount specified in the definition of 
"low” for the nutrient in question. The 
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agency applied this rationale to 
individual foods as well as to meal type 
products. The amount specified in the 
proposed definition of “low calorie” for 
meal-type products was 106 calories per 
serving. Thus, it was clear that the 
intent of the agency was to propose an 
absolute minimum reduction criterion 
for comparative claims for decreased 
levels of calories for meal-type products 
as.“more than 105 calories.” Therefore, 
the notice of correction did not make a 
substantive change in the proposal but 
only an editorial change. 

b. “Reduced” 

“reduced” when the original product 
uses regular ricotta cheese and meat, 
whereas a lasagna with low fat ricotta 
cheese that substitutes spinach for the 
meat portion could not bear a “reduced” 
claim but may bear a “less” claim with 
respect to the original product). This 
revised position of the agency is 
consistent with the comment that 
recommended that “reduced” be 
allowed on meal-type products that 
have been reformulated and addresses 
the agency’s earlier concerns, as stated 
in the general principles proposal (56 
FR 60421 at 60456), that “reduced” not 
be used to compare dissimilar products. 
Accordingly, the agency is establishing 
similar provisions for use of the term 
“reduced” on meal-type products in 
new §§ 101.60(b)(5) and (c)(5), 
101.61(b)(7), 101.62(b)(5), (c)(5), and 
(d)(5). In addition, the agency advises 
that if the manufacturer should 
discontinue the original product used as 
the basis for the “reduced” claim, the 
use of the “reduced” claim is limited to 
a maximum of 6 months after the 
original product has been removed firom 
the market. As with other comparative 
claims such as “less,” these provisions 
will require that the comparisons be 
based on per 100 g of the product, so 
that “reduced” claims will not be 
subject to manipulation by reducing the 
label serving size (e.g., reduced fat—33 
percent less fat than our former recipe. 
Fat content has been lowered fi-om 1.7 
to 1.1 g per ounce). 

c. “Light" 

FDA did not propose a definition for 
“light” for meal-type products in its 
general principles proposal because, 
similar to “reduced” claims, the agency 
could not identify appropriate reference 
foods to permit this use of the claim (56 
FR 60421 at 60456). However, the 
agency tentatively concluded that the 
term “light” could be useful to 
consumers in selecting products that 
contain fewer calories than would be 
expected in a normal meal and asked for 
comments on the need for, and 
definition of, this term on meal-type 
products. The agency stated that it was 
considering allowing the term “light” to 
be used if a meal-type product met the 
criteria for a “low calorie” claim, 
provided that the product did not 
contain more than one-fourth of the 
DRV for fat, saturated fat, sodium, or 
cholesterol. The agency noted that the 
proposed “low calorie” level for a 10- 
ounce meal product (i.e., 105 calories 
per 100 g or 300 calories per 10 ounces) 
was nearly one fourth of the calorie 
intake in a calorie-restricted diet of 
1,200 calories a day. FDA further stated 
that the requirement that these four 

FDA proposed not to provide for the 
use of “reduced” claims on meal-type 
products because it was of the opinion 
that there was an insufficient basis on 
which to estaUish a reference criterion. 
In the general principles proposal (56 
FR 60421 at 60456), the agency stated 
that meal-type products may have the 
same basic ingredient, e.g., fish, but may 
differ in their preparation and in added 
ingredients. Consequently, the agency 
expressed concern that such a provision 
could result in inappropriate 
comparisons of dissimilar products. 

268. One comment agreed that FDA 
should not allow “reduced” as a 
nutrient content claim for meal-type 
products, whereas a few comments 
recommended that the term be 
permitted. One of the latter comments 
recommended that a single set of criteria 
for all comparative terms be applied to 
meal-type products. Thus, the same 
definitions would be used for 
“reduced,” “less,” “fewer,” and “light.” 
Another comment was specifically 
concerned that there was no definition 
for “reduced fat" and “reduced 
cholesterol” meal-type products. An 
additional comment stated that 
manufacturers should be permitted to 
make a “reduced” claim for a meal-type 
product if the recipe has been changed 
to effect a meaningful reduction in a 
nutrient fi'om the previous recipe, and 
that to disallow “reduced” on these 
products would be a serious 
disincentive for manufacturers to 
improve their products’ nutritional 
profiles and a disservice to consumers. 

In response to these comments, the 
agency has reconsidered its proposal to 
disallow “reduced” claims on meal-type 
products. In emother section of this 
document, the agency has concluded 
that comparisons using the term 
“reduced” are only appropriate for use 
in comparing similar foods, i.e., a 
reformulated version of a 
manufacturer’s product to the original 
product (e.g., a lasagna meal-type 
product that uses low fat ricotta cheese 
and lean meat may bear the claim 

nutrients not exceed one-fourth of the 
DRV would ensure that “light” meal- 
type products would not contribute 
amounts of these nutrients that would 
cause total daily intake to exceed 
recommended values. 

269. One comment agreed with FDA’s 
suggested definition of “light” for meal- 
type products (i.e., a “low calorie” 

^meal-type product that contained no 
more than 25 percent of the DRV for fat, 
saturated fat, cholesterol, and sodium). 
Several comments, however, offered 
alternative definitions for the use of the 
term on meal-type products. A few 
comments suggested that comparative 
criteria be used to define “light” for 
meal-type products. One comment 
recommended that the definition for 
“light” for meal-type products be 
consistent with the definition of “light” 
for other foods. In addition, this 
comment stated that meal-type products 
should meet the per 100-g criterion. 
Other comments recommended that a 
“light” claim be permitted on meal-type 
products if a food product meets the 
definition for a “low nutrient” product, 
or if the product achieved a reduction 
of at least 25 percent of calories. One of 
these comments stated that there may be 
some instances when there will be an 
appropriate reference food to which a 
comparison could be made. 

The agency’s general approach in 
defining nutrient content claims is to try 
to define terms as consistently as 
possible for all types of food. Thus, if 
the agency were to adopt comparative 
criteria for “light” claims for meal-type 
products, it would be consistent with 
the criteria that it has established for use 
of this term on individual foods. 
However, the agency believes that in the 
case of meal-type products, there is only 
a limited group of appropriate reference 
foods for use with comparative claims. 
Meal-type products vary greatly in the 
number and type of ingredients as well 
as in labeled serving size, and as one 
comment stated, meal-type products, 
other than reformulated meal-type 
products do not truly “substitute” for a 
definable reference food as do 
individual foods. The agency is 
providing for the use of “reduced” on 
those meal-type products that are 
reformulated, and it considered whether 
the term “tight” might also be 
appropriately used on these products. 
Limiting the use of “light” on meal-type 
products to only reformulated products 
would, however, greatly limit the 
number of such products that could bear 
this term. The agency has concluded 
that because of its widespread appeal 
and its potential usefulness in denoting 
foods that can assist consumers in 
maintaining healthy dietary practices. 
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the use of this term should not be so 
limited. Accordingly, the agency has 
rejected the suggestions to use criteria 
that compare a product with a reference 
food in defining "light" for meal-type 
products. 

270. A few comments recommended 
that the term “light” not be permitted 
on meal-type pr^ucts. Two of these 
comments stated that products meeting 
the criteria for a low (^orie meal would 
already meet consumer expectations, 
and therefore a “light” claim is 
unnecessary. Comments further noted 
that eliminating unnecessary terms and 
different criteria for the same term 
would help reduce consiuner confusion. 

The agency does not agree with the 
comments that contended that the use of 
the term “light” is without value on 
meal-type products. As explained above 
in the section on “light” claims for 
individuals foods, the terms “light” and 
“light in sodium” in comment 185 are 
terms that have special iisefulness as 
marketing tools for manufacturers to auickly and easily convey to consumers 

lat the product to which the term is 
attached has been significantly reduced 
in fat. calories, or sodium. Furthermore, 
available data and comments show that 
products labeled as “light” are 
particularly useful in achieving a diet 
that is consistent with dietary 
guidelines. 

Thus, the agency has concluded that 
provisions for the use of the terms 
“light” and “light in sodium” on meal 
products and main dish products that 
require (as discussed below in comment 
272 of this document) that meal-type 
products bearing such claims meet the 
definition of “low calorie,” “low fat,” or 
“low sodium” will assist consumers in 
implementing dietary recommendations 
with respect to limiting caloric, fat, and 
sodium intake. Further, as reflected in 
the legislative history (136 
Congressional Record 16609 (October 
24,1990)), Congress' intent was to 
permit the use of the comparative claim 
“light” for entrees, meals, dinners (i.e., 
meal-type products). Accordingly, the 
agency rejects the suggestion to not 
allow this term on meal-type products. 

271. One comment contended that 
FDA’s calorie criterion for “light” (i.e., 
no more than 105 calories per 100 g) 
was too restrictive. This comment 
recommended that “light” be allowed 
on products that contain no more than 
450 to 550 calories (or about one-fifth to 
one-fourth of a 2,350 calorie diet). 

FDA has made a number of changes 
that have had the effect of making &is 
criterion not as restrictive as this 
comment contended. The agency has 
modified the criterion, as discussed 
above, to 120 calories per 100 g and is 

basing its dietary calculations on a 2,000 
calorie diet, as discussed in the 
document on RDI’s and DRV’s, 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. Thus, a “light” claim 
will be allowed on a 300 g 
(approximately 10 oz) meal if it contains 
no more that 360 calories. 

272. Some of the comments also 
addressed what nutrients in addition to 
calories should be limited for a meal- 
type product to qualify for a “light” 
daim. One comment suggested that the 
term “light” as applied to meal-type 
products should focus on healthmlness 
rather than low calorie, while another 
comment stated that the conceptual 
basis of “light” should be different from 
"healthy,” The latter comment stated 
that “light” daims should be allowed 
on meal-type products that are “low 
calorie,” “low fat,” or both, with the 
relevant expressed daim (e.g., “low in 
calories) appearing in dose proximity to 
the “light” daim. This cnmment stated 
that the term has been widely used to 
enable consumers to select products that 
contain less fat or fewer calories than 
would be expected in a normal meal. 
However, this comment spedfically 
objected to the proposal’s suggestion of 
not allowing more than 25 percent of 
the DRV for fat, saturated fat. 
cholesterol, and sodium for a “light” 
claim to be made. Other comments 
agreed that there should be no 
restrictions on these four nutrients, 
whereas another comment stated that 
the restrictions should correspond to 
one-eighth of the DRV, rather than one- 
fourth, because the maximum permitted 
level of about 300 calories for a 10 
ounce product would correspond to 
one-ei^th of the reference caloric 
intake of 2,350 calories. 

FDA has reconsidered what nutrients 
should be limited in a meal-type 
product for it to be permitted to bear a 
“light” claim. FDA is persuaded by the 
comment that an imqualified “light” 
claim on meal/main dish products may 
appropriately refer to fat, calories, or 
both. However, as discussed in 
comment 269, the agency has 
determined that for meal-type products, 
“light” should not be limited to 
reductions in the level of nutrients in 
existing foods. Rather, the agency is 
persuaded by the comments that the 
term should denote those meal-type 
products in which the level of the 
nutrients are particularly useful in 
constructing a diet that is consistent 
with dietary guidelines, that is, the term 
should be permitted on foods that are 
“low in calories,” “low in fat,” or both. 
The agency notes that a provision for 
“light” to refer either to calories or to fat 
is consistent with the definition of 

“light” for individual foods that have 
less than 50 percent of calories from fat. 
It is also consistent with consumer 
understanding of this term. FDA is also 
persuaded, however, that a statement 
that explains whether “light” is used to 
mean “low in fat,” “low in calories,” or 
both should appear on the principal 
display panel to clarify the nature of the 
claim for consumers who may be 
interested in limiting only calories, only 
fat, or both (§ 101.56(d)(2)(i)). 
Furthermore, to ensure that this 
explanatory statement is sufficiently 
prominent relative to the “light” claim, 
FDA concludes that it should be in no 
less than one-half the type size of the 
’’light” claim (new § 101.56(d)(2)(ii)). 
This requirement is also consistent with 
the final rule on “light” claims on 
individual foods that requires that 
qualifying statements of sufficient type 
size must accompany the claim. 

Accordingly, TOA is defining “light” 
for meal pr^ucts and main dish 
products in new § 101.56(d). To meet 
this definition, a meal product or main 
dish product must meet the definition of 
“low” for calories, fat, or both (new 
§ 101.56(d)(1)). Further, the agency 
believes that for consistency with 
individual foods, it should provide for 
use of the additional claim “light in 
sodium” on meal-type products. As 
with individual foods, the agency has 
determined that the words “light in 
sodium” or “lite in sodium” is a single 
descriptive term, presented in the 
manner described above, that should all 
be presented in the same type size, 
style, color, and prominence. Further, 
the agency believes that such a “light in 
sodium” daim for meal-type products 
should be based on the same criteria as 
the “light” claim for other nutrients for 
meal-type products, i.e., it should be 
based on the “low” definition for the 
spedfied nutrient. Accordingly, the 
agency is defining “light in ^ium” for 
meal-type products in new § 10.56(d)(2). 
To qualify to make this claim, a meal 
product or a main dish product must 
meet the definition of “low” for sodium 
(new § 101.61(b)(5)(i)). However, 
because the nutrient that is the subject 
of the claim is identified as part of the 
claim i.e., the defined term is “light in 
sodium,” the agency believes that the 
additional defining label statement (i.e., 
“low in sodium”) that is required with 
other “light” claims on meal-type 
products would be redundant. 
Therefore, the agency is not requiring 
this additional information to be stated 
adjacent to the claim. 

FDA has also reconsidered whether 
the definition of “light” should require 
that fat, saturated fat, cholesterol, and 
sodium not exceed specified levels in a 
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product. The agency has no evidence 
that would suggest that consumers who 
u.se “light"roducts expect these 
products to have restricted levels for all 
of these nutrients, especially if the 
"light” claim is clarihed by a statement 
that identihes the nutrients that are the 
subject of the claim. Further, if the 
levels of any of these nutrients were 
sufficiently high in a product, the 
product will have to bear a disclosure 
statement referring the consumer to the 
nutrition information panel that 
discloses the amount of the nutrient 
{new § 101.13(h)(2) and (h)(3)). 
Accordingly, the agency is not including 
in the definition of “light” restrictions 
on the amount of saturated fat, 
cholesterol, or sodium. 

7. Dehnition of “lean” and “extra lean” 
for meal-type products 

As discussed elsewhere in this 
document, although FDA did not 
propose to define “lean” or "extra lean” 
in the general principles proposal, the 
comments have persuaded the agency to 
adopt the provisions that the FSIS is 
establishing for "lean” and “extra lean” 
for meat and poultry products, 
including meal-type products, regulated 
by USDA. FDA is providing for the use 
of the term “lean” and “extra lean” to 
describe FDA regulated products 
comparable to those covered by the FSIS 
regulation. The criteria that FDA is 
adopting for “lean” as used to describe 
meal and main dish products are 
provided in new § 101.62(e)(2) and 
“extra lean” as used to describe meal 
and main dish products are provided in 
new § 101.62(e)(4). 

Accordingly, the provisions in new 
§ 101.62(e)(2) require that for the term 
“lean”o be used on the label or in 
labeling of a meal product or main dish 
product that product must contain less 
than 10 g of fat, less than 4 g of saturated 
fat, and less than 95 mg of cholesterol 
per 100 g and per labeled serving. The 
provisions in new § 101.62(e)(4) require 
that for the term “extra lean” to be used 
on the label or in labeling of a meal 
product or a main dish product that 
product must contain less than 5 g of 
kt, less than 2 g of saturated fat, and 
less than 95 mg of cholesterol per 100 
g and per labeled serving. 

The agency recognizes that the 
definitions for “lean” and “extra lean” 
for main dish products allow for use of 
the claim when levels of cholesterol 
exceed FDA’s disclosure levels for this 
nutrient in a main dish product (i.e., 90 
mg). It considered whether to prohibit 
tne claim on products that contained 
greater than 90 mg of cholesterol. 
However, the agency has concluded that 
it would be more beneficial to 

consumers to allow the claim on meal- 
type products whose cholesterol content 
exceeds the disclosure level because the 
claims identify foods relative to other 
foods in this broad category of foods 
that contain lower amounts of fat and 
saturated fat. Consequently, these 
changes will assist consumers in 
selecting such foods. Furthermore, 
when the level of cholesterol exceeds 
FDA's disclosure level, the food will be 
required to bear a disclosure statement 
that refers the consumer to the nutrition 
information panel for additional 
information about cholesterol content. 

8. Disclosure statement 

In the general principles proposal (56 
FR 60421 at 60457), the agency applied 
the concept of disclosure levels for 
individual foods to meal-type products. 
However,, the agency did not propose 
specific disclosure levels for meal-type 
products and solicited comment on 
whether the disclosure levels should be 
different for meal-type products than for 
individual foods, and if so, what the 
levels should be and why. 

273. FDA received comments 
recommending that it provide separate 
disclosure criteria for meal-type 
products. Several comments argued that 
the single food disclosure levels were 
too stringent to be applied to large 
quantities of food such as meal-type 
products. Two comments suggested that 
a specified amount of the designated 
nutrient per 100 g of product was the 
most appropriate basis for a criterion. 

The agency considered whether to 
retain the disclosure levels for 
individual foods as the disclosure levels 
for meal-type products but on a per 100 
g basis rather than per serving (i.e, 13 g 
of total fat, 4 g of saturated fat, 60 mg 
cholesterol and 480 mg sodium). On this 
basis, a meal weighing 10 ounces (280 
g) would be subject to the disclosure 
requirements if it contained 
approximately 36 g of fat or 55 percent 
of the DRV. A single meal product 
weighing 12 ounces (336 g) would be 
subject to the disclosure requirement if 
it contained about 44 g of fat or about 
67 percent of the DRV for total fat. If it 
is assumed that a “meal constitutes one- 
fourth of a total day’s nutrient/calorie 
intake, this criterion appears to be too 
high in that such a meal could 
contribute more than half of the total 
amount of the nutrient (i.e., fat, 
saturated fat, cholesterol, or sodium) 
generally, recommended as a total daily 
intake, not be required to bear a 
disclosure, yet still be able to bear a 
health claim. 

The comments received offered no 
alternatives to the per 100 g basis for 
disclosure levels for main dishes and 

meal products. FDA, therefore, has 
developed an approach that extends the 
rationale used for individual foods to 
main dishes and meal products. This 
approach allows a greater percentage of 
the DRV for main dish products and 
meal products than for individual foods. 

In arriving at specific percentage 
levels for disclosure nutrients, FDA 
considered that the amount of a nutrient 
in the total daily diet that may increase 
the risk of a disease may be between 100 
percent and 200 percent of the DRV for 
that nutrient. The agency then 
considered that if three meals and a 
snack were consumed during the day, 
and each contained 40 percent of the 
DRV for a particular disclosure nutrient, 
and if foods that sometimes accompany 
meals such as beverages, breads, and 
desserts were also consumed and 
contributed an additional 40 percent of 
the DRV for that nutrient,^hen the total 
daily intake of the nutrient would not 
exceed 200 percent of the DRV, the level 
the agency used to establish disclosure 
levels for individual foods (see the final 
rule on health claims that appears 
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register). Thus, the agency is adopting 
40 percent of the DRV as the disclosure 
level for meal products in this final rule. 

The agency further considered that 
the contribution of main dish products 
is generally between meal products and 
individual foods (for which a disclosure 
level of 20 percent of the DRV is 
established in this final rule). Thus, the 
agency chose 30 percent of the DRV, the 
mid-point between meals and 
individual foods, as the disclosure level 
for main dish products. 

Based on the comments received, the 
agency has established separate 
disclosure criteria for meal/main dish 
products. For meal products, new 
§ 101.13(h)(2) requires that a disclosure 
statement be made on a product that 
makes a nutrient content claim if the 
food contains more than 26 g of fat, 8.0 
g of saturated fat, 120 mg of cholesterol, 
or 960 mg of sodium per labeled 
serving. These levels correspond to no 
more than 40 percent of the DRV per 
labeled serving. For main dish products, 
new § 101.13(h)(3) requires that a 
disclosure statement be made on a 
product that makes a nutrient content 
claim if the food contains more than 
19.5 g of fat, 6.0 g of saturated fat, 90 
mg cholesterol, or 720 mg of sodium per 
labeled serving. These levels correspond 
to no more than 30 percent of the DRV 
per labeled serving. 

9. Other 

275. The agency received a comment 
that recommended that the term 
“controlled” be defined as an implied 
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nutrient content claim for meal-type 
products. This comment asserted that 
this term would be very useful in 
describing carefully established levels of 
nutrients and has historically referred to 
established levels in a line of products 
designed to be used regularly within the 
context of a total diet that met dietary 
guidelines. The recommended criteria 
for the term ’’controlled” recommended 
by the comment were: (1) Less than 300 
calories, (2) less than 30 percent of 
calories ^m fat, (3) no more than 65 mg 
cholesterol, and (4) less than 600 mg of 
sodium. 

The term "controlled” has 
traditionally been used in the 
marketplace (especially on products 
marketed for special dietary use) to refer 
to designated size portions of foods and 
not to levels of nutrients. ’Thus, the 
agency has not defined the term 
"controlled” as suggested in the 
comment. However, the agency advises 
that individuals who believe that there 
is a need for additional terms for the use 
of implied claims on meal-type products 
may petition the agency under the 
provisions of § 101 69. 

IV. Restaurant Foods 

A. Nutrient Content Claims for 
Restaurant Foods 

FDA received many comments 
regarding the propos^ nutrient content 
claims criteria as they would apply to 
restaurant foods and to foods sold in 
other establishments in which food that 
is ready for human consumption is sold 
(e.g., institutional food service, 
delicatessens, catering). In this 
discussion, such foods will be referred 
to as "restaurant foods,” hrms selling 
such foods will be referred to as 
"restaurants,” and responsible 
individuals in these firms will be 
referred to as "restaurateurs." However, 
the concepts and policies discussed are 
intended to apply broadly to the foods 
covered by section 403(q){5)(A)(i) and 
(q)(5)(A)(ii) of the act. Issues with 
respect to menus are discussed 
separately below. 

276. Several comments stated that 
because the 1990 amendments are silent 
with respect to requiring restaurant 
foods to comply with the requirements 
for nutrient content claims, FDA is not 
legally required to regulate such claims 
for restaurant foods in a manner 
identical to that proposed for packaged 
foods. 

FDA disagrees with the comments 
that the 1990 amendments do not apply 
to nutrient content claims made for 
restaurant foods. As explained in the 
general principles proposal (56 FR 
60421 at 60428), the 1990 amendments. 

fully support the agency’s proposal in 
§ 101.13(o)(5) (redesignated as new 
§ 101.13(q)(5)) that a nutrient content 
claim may not be used for food that is 
served in restaurants or other 
establishments in which food is .served 
for immediate human consumption, or 
for food that is sold for sale or u.se in 
such establishments, unle.ss the claim is 
used in a manner that is authorized by 
a definition that FDA has adopted. 
However, FDA agrees that under section 
403(r)(2) of the act, it is not required to 
regulate claims on restaurant foods in a 
manner identical to that for packaged 
foods. In fact, restaurants are exempt 
from the referral and disclosure 
requirements in section 402(r)(2)(B) of 
the act and certain of the requirements 
in section 402(r)(2)(A). FDA’s 
regulations incorporate these 
exemptions. While the regulatory 
criteria governing claims for restaurant- 
type foods need not be identical to those 
governing other foods, if claims on 
foods are to be useful for consumers, the 
criteria for those claims must be 
consistent. 

277. Several comments stated that 
restaurant foods should be required to 
comply with the proposed requirements 
for nutrient content claims. Some 
comments stated that many restaurant 
foods are centrally manufactured and 
conform to system-wide composition 
and quality standards. Therefore, many 
restaurants and restaurant chains, 
especially the larger ones, already have 
access to the nutrition information 
necessary to verify claims about their 
products. Finally, these comments 
stated that portion control of foods is 
practiced by many restaurants to control 
their food costs, and that this control 
will facilitate compliance by the 
industry. 

Some comments stated that the 
proposed regulations governing nutrient 
content claims would be impracticable 
for the restaurant industry because 
packaged foods and restaurant foods 
differ markedly in the way they are 
prepared and sold. For example, 
variability in the nutrient level of 
individual foods sold in restaurants 
occurs as a result of: (1) Seasonal, 
regional, and market variations in 
ingredients; (2) differences in 
preparation methods of similar foods; 
and (3) consumer preferences in terms 
of how food is prepared. The comments 
pointed out that these variabilities 
would require repeated costly analyses 
to determine if each food meets the 
criteria for the content claim. The 
comment cited additional, complicating 
factors such as: performance of 100-g 
calculations for meal-type products; 
inadequacy of current data bases on 

nutrient levels in many foods for 
validating nutrient content claims; and 
variations in recipes for restaurant 
foods. One comment estimated the cost 
of compliance in terms of redoing 
printed materials in the commercial 
sector of the food-service industry to be 
more than $500 million. Additionally, 
the comments assert that costs 
associated with product development, 
testing, preparation, marketing, and staff 
training will be required. For these 
reasons, these comments requested that 
FDA exempt restaurant foods from the 
requirements for nutrient claims it is 
establishing in this final rule. 

Several comments stated that the 
proposed regulation for nutrient content 
claims for restaurants is not the least 
restrictive alternative available to FDA, 
in accordance with Executive Order 
12291, because it would essentially 
eliminate a foodservice operator’s 
ability to communicate meaningful 
nutrition information to consumers and 
create a disincentive for foodservice 
operators to develop healthful foods. 
These comments said that substantial 
costs of compliance with the new 
regulations would be passed on to 
consumers, and the small business 
segment of the industry would be 
especially adversely affected. The 
alternatives suggested by the comments 
are: (1) Develop definitions for 
foodservice oriented nutrient content 
claims; (2) develop voluntary guidelines 
for foodservice that specify how 
foodservice operators should provide 
nutrition information, or (3) establish a 
standard set of criteria concerning a 
recommended daily diet so that 
foodservice operators could flexibly and 
reliably design meals that may be 
promoted as healthful. 

Several comments specifically 
addressed the use of the term “light” on 
restaurant foods. One of these comments 
said that "light” used on a restaurant 
food or meal should have the same 
meaning as when placed on a packaged 
food. Another comment said that "light” 
should mean only a reduction in 
calories, and that it should be restricted 
to use on meal-type products, on salt 
substitutes, and for describing physical 
or organoleptic attributes. One comment 
said that "light” as used in a restaurant 
can mean a wide variety of things from 
lighter texture, color, or consistency to 
overall healthiness, and that the 
proposed definition was too restrictive. 
A comment from a restaurant chain 
recommended that the term “light” 
should be used to refer to total meal 
packages that have at least 25 percent 
less fat, cholesterol, sodium, or calories 
than the traditional menu selections. 
This comment contended that a 
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restaurant meal will take the place of at 
least three servings, and that a 25 
percent reduction would be significant 
in terms of total diet. 

Other comments were less speciHc in 
addressing the issue of restaurant foods 
or meals bearing relative claims. One of 
these comments said that relative claims 
should be permitted for total meal 
packages at restaurants. Another of 
these comments said that for relative 
claims, a restaurant should compare a 
product to the restaiuant’s own product. 

Given that almost half of the 
American food dollar Is spent on food 
consumed away from home, and that 
perhaps as much as 30 percent of the 
American diet is composed of foods 
prepared in food service operations, 
FDA believes that, from an overall 
public health perspective, this 
important segment of the diet cannot be 
ignored. Further, FDA believes that 
dietary information provided to 
consumers at point of purchase in 
restaurants and other food service 
operations can be useful in helping 
Americans in maintaining healthy 
dietary practices. FDA wants to 
encourage the provision of such dietary 
information. However, FDA firmly 
believes that consumers expect, and 
deserve, that the claims made at point 
of purchase are truthful and not 
misleading. 

FDA advises that not all claims made 
for restaurant foods are necessarily the 
type of claims that are covered by the 
1990 amendments. For tlie sake of 
clarification, the agency offers the 
following observations. Statements such 
as “lightly breaded,” “light crust,” or 
“in a light sauce” on a sign or placard 
are not nutrient content claims covered 
by the 1990 amendments. Moreover, 
because of the importance of context, 
f tatements such as “Light Fare,” “Lite 
Bites,” or “Light Entrees” will not be 
considered nutrient cxmtent claims if 
the sign or placard on which the 
statement appears ofiers an explanation 
of the basis for the terms that makes 
clear that they are not intended to 
characterize the level of a nutrient. For 
example, a term such as “Lite Fare,” on 
a sign or placard followed by an asterisk 
referring to a note that makes clear that 
in this restaurant the term means dishes 
with smaller portion sizes than normal 
would not be considered a nutrient 
content claim under section 403[r] of 
the act. In most cases, a prominently 
displayed disclaimer or information that 
clearly explains the basis for the use of 
the term, and that does not characterize 
the level of a nutrient in the 
explanation, will be sufficient to remove 
that use of the term from the coverage 
of the 1990 amendments. 

Similarly, a restaurant may be able to 
use symbols next to the listing of an 
item on a sign or placard where the 
symbols are clearly explained in terms 
that would not subject the claim 
implied by the symbol to the 1990 
amendments. For example, the use of a 
star symbol next to the name of an 
entree, where the symbol is explained in 
a footnote stating that the item is broiled 
instead of fried, would not be subject to 
the 1990 amendments. 

Also, a restaurant may use symbols or 
make reference on a sign or placard to 
the criteria of a health professional 
organization or accrediting group and 
explain that the entree or meal is 
consistent with the general dietary 
guidelines of that group and not 
subject to the 1990 amendments. For 
example, use of a heart symbol with 
reference to a note that explains that 
this entree is consistent with the general 
dietary guidelines of the AHA will be 
considered dietary guidance and not a 
nutrient content or health claim subject 
to section 403(r) of the act, provided the 
explanation does not characterize the 
level of a nutrient. 

Finally, a restaurant also may be able 
to devise foods or complete meals that 
are formulated in complete accordance 
with the Dietary Guidelines for 
Americans (e.g., moderate calories, less 
than 30 percent calories from fat, less 
than 10 percent calories from satiuated 
fat, emphasis on vegetables, fruits, and 
grain products, moderate use of sugai-s 
and sodium). FDA encourages such 
actions because a meal, especially a 
restaurant meal, represents a significant 
portion of the day’s consumption, as 
compared to an individual food 
product. A restaurateur may signal to 
customers by the use of a term or 
symbol on a sign or placard that the 
meal is formulated in accordance with 
dietary guidelines, and FDA will 
consider such indications to be dietary 
guidance and not nutrient content 
claims under the 1990 amendments. 

FDA is including a provision in new 
§ 101.13(q)(5){iii) that describes when 
such indications will be considered to 
constitute dietary guidance and not 
nutrient content claims. The agency will 
evaluate the validity of such guidance 
on the basis of its being truthful and not 
misleading under section 403(a) of the 
act. However, if the restaurateur goes on 
to characterize the level of nutrients in 
the food, it would subject the food and 
the claims for the food to the nutrient 
content claim regime. When a restaurant 
uses a defined term such as “low 
calorie,” uses the term “light” without 
further explanation, or uses a term or 
symbol that is explained in such a way 
that states or implies levels of nutrients 

in the food, it must comply with FDA’s 
definitions of those terms. 

How the restaurant demonstrates 
compliance with those definitions is a 
difficult matter. FDA recognizes that, as 
detailed in the comments, there are 
variations in the nutrient values for 
restaurant foods. Some of these 
variations are not unique to restaurants. 
Manufacturers of packaged foods also 
have to deal with differences in nutrient 
levels as a result of seasonal, regional, 
and supplier variations. FDA has been 
able to develop workable criteria that 
take into account these variations. 
However, the agency acknowledges that 
there are variations unique to restaurant 
foods (e.g., methods of preparation). 
Moreover, FDA recognizes that there are 
difficult questions, as demonstrated by 
the comments, as to how exactly to 
analyze restaurant foods in a reasonable 
and cost effective manner. 

While there are difficulties associated 
with restaurant foods, FDA concludes 
that the difficulties are not so great as 
to preclude restaurants from making 
claims or to prevent the agency from 
being able to assure consumers that the 
nutrient content claims that appear on 
restaurant foods reasonably reflect the 
nutrient content of the food. Thus, FDA 
is providing in new § 101.13(q)(5)(ii) 
that, except if a claim is made on a 
menu, a restaurant food may bear a 
nutrient content claim if the 
restaurateur has a reasonable basis on 
which to believe that the food that bears 
the claim meets the definition for the 
claim that FDA has established under 
section 403(rH2)(A)(i) of the act. Thus, 
if a restaurateur labels a fish dish as 
“low fat,” on a sign or a placard he or 
she must have a reasonable basis for 
believing that the dish complies with 
FDA’s definition for “low fat,” that is it 
contains less than 3 g of fat per 100 g. 
The reasonable basis can be provided in 
a number of ways. The restaurateur can 
show, for example, that FDA’s guideline 
on nutrient levels in seafood (56 FR 
60880, Appendix B, November 27,1991) 
shows that the fish contains less than 3 
g of fat per 100 g, and that the method 
of cooking and other foods used in the 
dish would not add fat. In addition, the 
restaurateur could show that he or she 
relied on a reliable cookbook that gave 
values for fat in the finished food that 
were less than 3 g per 100 g. Certainly 
other methods are possible. If a 
restaurateur uses recognized data bases 
for raw and processed foods to compute 
nutrient levels in the foods or meals and 
then does not use methods of 
preparation that violate the appropriate 
use of data bases (e.g., uncontroll^ 
addition of ingredients or inappropriate 
substitutions of ingredients), FDA will 
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find that there is a reasonable basis for 
believing that the food meets the criteria 
for a defined nutrient content claim. 

Upon request, the restaurateur will be 
expected to present the basis on which 
he or she believes that the pertinent 
nutrient levels are present in the foods. 
In addition, the Brm must be prepared 
to demonstrate that it adhered to the 
information that provides the basis for 
its belief, i.e., to the recipe, use of 
certain types and amounts of 
ingredients, or preparation methods in 
preparing the food. The agency will 
then determine whether the basis cited 
by the restaurant reasonably supports its 
use of a nutrient content claim such as 
"low calorie” or "low fat.” 

This reasonable basis for belief 
standard for restaurant nutrient content 
claims will provide regulatory officials, 
especially State and local authorities, 
with an effective standard for verifying 
that such claims are truthful and not 
misleading and in accordance with FDA 
regulations. FDA does not have 
resources to adequately enforce its 
regulations in restaurants. State and 
local authorities have traditionally 
carried out this responsibility. In 
addition, section 4 of the 1990 
amendments provides that State and 
local authorities may enforce section 
403(r) of the act in Federal court. 

The agency notes, however, that while 
restaurants, and particularly small 
restaurants, have nominally been 
subject to FDA’s existing nutrition 
labeling regulation {see § 101.10), they 
have, as a practical matter, not been 
required to comply with these 
regulations or with State or local 
regulations that focused on the nutrient 
content of the food. Thus, the efforts 
that will be necessary on the part of 
restaurants to show that they have a 
reasonable basis to believe that their 
food complies with the nutrient content 
claims requirements will be significant. 
These efforts will place particularly 
great demands on the resources of the 
small business segment of the industry, 
that is, restaurant firms that have ten or 
less individual restaurant 
establishments (Ref. 34). FDA will refer 
to this segment of the industry as "small 
restaurants.” 

Small restaurants generally do not 
have the established nutrition support 
component that larger restaurant chains 
have. Thus, it will be more difficult for 
small restaurants to determine how to 
adapt nutrient content information to 
their individual food selection and 
preparation methods. In addition, it is 
likely that they will not be as aware of 
available information sources, like 
nutrient content data bases, as large 
chains. Moreover, because of resource 

limitations, a small restaurant is not as 
likely as a large restaurant chain to be 
familiar with Federal requirements. 
Thus, small restaurants will have to 
become familiar with not only FDA’s 
requirements, but with available FDA 
information, like the nutrient content 
information that FDA published in 
conjunction with its regulation on the 
voluntary labeling of raw ffuits and 
vegetables (56 FR 60880, November 27, 
1991). 

Because of the great initial demands 
that small restaurants will find if they 
wish to make claims, FDA has decided 
that they should be given additional 
time to come into compliance with 
these regulations. Without additional 
time, for the reasons discussed above, 
small restaurants will be placed at a 
disadvantage with respect to their 
ability to make claims. As a result, they 
may decide not to even attempt to 
provide useful nutrition information to 
consumers about their foods. To provide 
for equitable implementation of these 
requirements for small restaurants, FDA 
has decided to not make § 101.13(q)(5) 
effective with respect to such 
establishments until February 14,1995. 

While the statute will be in effect 
during that period, FDA will not enforce 
the statute’s nutrient content claim 
requirements in small restaurants until 
the regulations are affective. Although 
state action is not preempted under 
section 403A(a)(5) of the act until 
Federal regulations are effective, the 
agency expects that States will refrain 
from enforcing any nutrient content 
claim requirements in small restaurants 
until the Federal regulations are 
effective for those restaurants. 

FDA believes that this action is fully 
consistent with the 1990 amendments 
and with the act. The 1990 amendments 
impose no date by which the agency’s 
regulations must be effective, only when 
they must be promulgated (see sections 
3 and 10 of the 1990 amendments). 
Moreover, FDA believes that this action 
will facilitate effective enforcement of 
the act. FDA believes that the agency’s 
and State’s resources can best be used 
during this initial period in educating 
small restaurants about the 
requirements of the law and by 
developing a better understanding of the 
unique practical circumstances of small 
restaurants in complying with nutrient 
content labeling requirements. 
Moreover, during this period, there will 
be an opportunity for interested persons 
to develop new data bases that will help 
facilitate the provision of nutrition 
information on foods sold in restaurants 
and particularly in small restaurants. 

As an additional measure of 
flexibility, which will especially benefit 

small restaurants, it was decided not to 
include claims on menus within the 
coverage of these regulations. FDA has 
considerable discretion in regulating 
nutrient content claims in restaurants. 
As the comments have indicated, there 
are unique problems and concerns 
associated with regulating such claims. 
The 1990 amendments do not specify 
precisely how such claims are to be 
regulated. These regulations will apply I 
to nutrient content claims made in | 
restaurants except on menus. The j 
agency’s efforts will focus on signs, j 
placards, and posters, which are j 
increasingly used in fast food and other | 
restaurants to bring nutrition \ 

information and claims about food to I 

consumer’s particular attention. The ! 
comments pointed out that menus are | 
subject to frequent, even daily, change. 
This additional measure of flexibility for j 
menus will help assure that restaurants, 
especially small restaurants, will not be 
deterred by the 1990 amendments from 
providing useful nutrition-related 
information to their customers. State’s 
remain free, however, to ensure under 
their own consumer protection laws that 
menus do not provide false or 
misleading information. 

Although it has arrived at an 
approach that will provide for nutrient 
content claims on restaurant foods, 
other than the exclusion of menus, FDA 
does not consider the problem of 
assuring the useful and reliable 
provision of nutrient related 
information in restaurants to be solved. 
It is possible that there are other 
definitional criteria that are more 
appropriate for restaurant foods than 
those that FDA has developed based 
largely on packaged foods. Also, it may 
be that consumers have completely 
different expectations for, and 
understanding of, terms used for 
restaurant foods as compared to the 
same terms used on packaged foods. If 
this is the case, a different glossary of 
terms for use in restaurants may be 
appropriate. However, at this time, the 
agency simply does not have the data or 
knowledge on which to base such 
determinations. FDA is working, and 
will continue to work, with the 
restaurant industry to determine how 
terms are used on restaurant foods and 
whether such terms are appropriate. For 
example, with FDA’s cooperation, the 
National Restaurant Association is 
planning to undertake a survey of 
industry use of nutrition information 
and of consumer knowledge, practices, 
expectations, and understanding of 
various terms and symbols in 
restaurants. FDA is open to petitions for 
different criteria for nutrient content 
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claims for restaurant foods, and if data 
warrant, the agency will consider 
establishing regulations speciHcally for 
restaurant foods. 

FDA also recognizes that there are a 
number of significant issues concerning 
the adequacy of existing data bases for 
use to compute nutrient levels in 
restaurant meals. However, the agency 
is working, and will continue to work, 
with the restaurant industry to assess 
the adequacy of these data bases and to 
encourage the development of 
additional or newer data where those 
data bases are found to be lacking. 

In developing more specific pmicies, 
FDA will also consider whether 
restaurant foods should be afforded 
greater latitude in the compliance 
criteria than the criteria that are 
currently applied to nutrient variations 
in processed foods. FDA regulations 
state that for naturally occurring 
vitamins, minerals, and protein, the 
nutrient content must be at least 80 
percent of the value declared, and that 
for calories, carbohydrate, fat, and 
sodium, the level must not exceed the 
declared value by more than 20 percent. 
The agency recognizes that all data 
bases have inherent variabilities, and 
that a computed nutrient level for a food 
with several ingredients may have an 
accumulated variability that exceeds the 
agency’s criteria for packaged foods. 
FDA is concerned about the accuracy of 
nutrient level estimations, but pending 
the development of better data, the 
agency will accept, as a reasonable 
basis, claims based on nutrient levels 
drawn from recognized nutrient data 
bases, without regard to the computed 
variability or to differences between the 
computed nutrient levels and levels 
determined by laboratory analyses. The 
agency is open to comments and 
suggestions on how nutrient variability 
issues should be addressed for 
restaurant foods and will continue to 
work with the industry on this issue. 

278. One comment stated that the use 
of the terms “healthy” or “healthful” on 
meal-type products is necessary for 
restaurants to assist the consumer in 
identifying the choices that fit an eating 
pattern consistent with reducing the risk 
of certain chronic diseases. This 
comment further stated that 
disqualifying levels for fat, saturated fat, 
sodium, and cholesterol should be set in 
order to prevent inappropriate foods 
from bearing this claim. 

The agency is publishing a proposed 
rule concerning use of the term 
“healthy” as an implied nutrient 
content claim elsewhere in this issue of 
the Federal Register. Any comments and 
information with respect to whether the 
agency’s tentative definition of 

“healthy” is appropriate for restaurant 
meals and main dishes will be 
considered in that rulemaking. 

B. Nutrition Labeling of Bestaurant 
Foods 

279. Several comments agreed that 
FDA has authority to require nutrition 
labeling when nutrient content claims 
are made on restaurant foods and stated 
that nutrition labeling should be 
required on restaurant foods bearing 
claims. These comments generally 
contended that restaurants should be 
required to follow the same nutrition 
labeling requirements as food 
manufacturers when nutrient content 
claims are made. 

Many comments expressed the 
opinion that FDA does not have 
authority to require nutrition labeling 
when nutrient content claims are made 
on restaurant foods and stated that 
nutrition labeling should not be 
required on restaurant foods bearing 
nutrient content claims. These 
comments generally contended that 
since the act exempts restaurant foods 
from nutrition labeling, FDA should 
allow for the nutrition labeling of 
restaurant foods on a voluntary basis. 

FDA finds nothing in the comments to 
persuade the agency to adopt a position 
different from that stated in the general 
principles proposal (56 FR 60421 at 
60427). The agency continues to believe 
that it has the authority to issue 
regulations requiring restaurants that 
make nutrient content claims to adhere 
to the requirements for such claims, 
including nutrition labeling. 

280. A few comments stated that if 
nutrition labeling were required for 
restaurant foods bearing nutrient 
content claims, restaurants would not 
make such claims because restaurant 
foods are not standardized, and it would 
be too costly to provide accurate 
nutrition information for these foods. 
The comments also stated that 
mandatory nutrition labeling (when a 
claim is made) would inhibit restaurants 
from making frequent and more 
healthful changes in food. 

Full nutrition labeling provides the 
consumer with a way of evaluating a 
claim within the nutrient context of the 
food or meal and, therefore, is 
advantageous in allowing more 
informed comparisons. However, in the 
general principles proposal (56 FR 
60421 at 60427), the agency recognized 
the difficulty of providing nutrition 
labeling for restaurant foods and asked 
for comment. The comments have 
persuaded the agency that, at this time, 
a requirement for full nutrition labeling 
could be a significant barrier to the 
transfer of information about favorable 

nutritional characteristics of restaurant 
foods. Therefore. FDA is not requiring 
that full nutrition labeling be provided 
when a nutrient content claim is made 
for restaurant foods. It is adopting a 
somewhat different approach to the 
provision of nutrient information to the 
consumer, as explained in the response 
to the next comment. The agency does, 
however, encourage the voluntary 
provision of fiill nutrient information 
for restaurant foods, even when claims 
are not made. 

281. Some comments stated that if 
nutrition labeling were required for 
restaurant foods bearing a claim, 
restaurants could utilize available 
nutrition software programs and 
recognized databases to provide the 
necessary information for the nutrition 
label. One comment stated that FDA 
should develop educational materials 
for restaurants that explain their 
obligation not to make nutrient or health 
claims without providing nutrition 
labeling. A few comments stated that 
before requiring mandatory nutrition 
labeling of restaurant foods bearing 
nutrient content claims, a pilot study 
should be done to determine the cost 
and feasibility of such labeling, and that 
more study is needed before the agency 
requires labeling on restaurant foods. 

TOA believes that consumers should 
have access to information about the 
nutrient content of restaurant foods for 
which nutrient content claims or health 
claims are made. The agency is 
requiring in new § 101.10 that such 
information be available upon request 
by a consumer. However, because FDA 
recognizes the difficulty of providing 
nutrition labeling for restaurant foods, a) 
this time it will allow such information 
to be conveyed either by nutrition 
labeling as described in new § 101.9 or 
by the provision of information to the 
consumer about the level of the nutrient 
for which the claim is made in a serving 
of the food upon request by the 
consumer. Under the latter alternative, 
for example, if a 333 g meal is 
characterired as being “low fat,” the 
consumer could be informed that the 
meal contains less than 10 g of fat. 
Therefore, under this alternative the 
restaurateur need not state the actual 
amount of the nutrient present in a 
serving of the food but may simply state 
that the nutrient is present at “less 
than” or “greater than” the amount that 
would enable the serving of the food to 
make the claim. Thus, the agency is not 
requiring that the firm conduct an 
analysis of the food in order to provide 
this information. On the contrary, this 
information should be readily available 
to the firm from its determination that 
the food conforms to the criteria for the 
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claim. For the interim, the agency will 
consider that the provision of this 
limited amount of information to 
consumers will serve as the functional 
equivalent of nutrition labeling. 

Further, the considerations discussed 
in the previous section concerning the 
effective date for small restaurants that 
make nutrient content claims also apply 
with respect to nutrition labeling when 
a nutrient content claim is made in 
those restaurants. Therefore, FDA is also 
deferring the effective date of § 101.10 
for 1 year for small restaurants. 

FDA agrees with the comments that 
educational programs and further study 
will be helpful. However, the statutory 
timeframes imposed on the agency by 
the 1990 amendments do not afford 
FDA the luxury of deferring until some 
future time all rulemaking on restaurant 
foods. The agency recognizes the 
limitations in the approach that it is 
taking and encourages the restaurant 
industry to continue to work with FDA 
to devise a program that will provide 
consumers with truthful and accurate 
nutrition information, without at the 
same time inhibiting the flow of such 
information or the development of 
healthier foods. The agency points out 
that the conduct of feasibility and 
consumer studies is more properly the 
responsibility of the regulated industry, 
and that FDA is currently working with 
the industry to do such studies. 

282. One comment stated that 
§ 101.10 should be deleted because it 
would be outdated if nutrition labeling-^ 
requirements are imposed for restaurant 
focxis bearing claims. 

For the reasons discussed above, FDA 
is deleting current § 101.10. However, 
FDA is replacing it with a new 
provision that sets forth how nutrient 
information is to be provided when a 
claim that is subject to section 403(r) of 
the act is made for restaurant foods. The 
agency believes that information in 
§ 101.10 was useful in advising firms 
about alternatives for declaring nutrition 
information when a claim is made, and 
as revised, § 101.10 will continue to 
serve this purpose. 

283. Other comments addressed 
specific issues of nutrition labeling for 
restaurant foods, such as whether the 
requirement for nutrition labeling of 
restaurant foods should apply only to 
large restaurants with fixed items, and 
whether the content or format of 
nutrition labeling should be different for 
the foodservice industry than for 
packaged foods. 

FDA will address these issues in its 
further deliberations and in its 
continued interactions with the 
regulated industries. The agency is 

likely to seek comment on a number of 
these issues in the future. 

V. Petitions 

In the general principles proposal (56 
FR 60421 at 60458), FDA proposed to 
establish procedural regulations to 
govern the submission, content, and 
agency review of the three types of 
petitions authorized by section 403(r)(4) 
of the act (i.e., petitions for nutrient 
content claims, for synonymous terms, 
and for the use of an implied claim in 
a brand name). The agency also 
proposed to redelegate to the Director 
and Deputy Director of the Center for 
Food Safety and Applied Nutrition 
(CFSAN) all of the functions of the 
Commissioner of Food and Drugs 
relating to petitions for label claims 
under section 403(r) of the act involving 
noncontroversial issues. Further, the 
agency reiterated its interim policy on 
petitions submitted pursuant to the 
1990 amendments that it announced in 
a notice published in the Federal 
Register of March 14, 1991 (56 FR 
10906), i.e., that the agency intends to 
defer or deny action on all such 
petitions until it establishes the final 
procedural regulations for the 
submission, content, and review of 
these petitions. 

284. One comment stated that the 
1990 amendments do not require FDA 
to establish procedural regulations for 
petitions, and that the agency does not 
have the authority to defer or deny any 
petition submitted to the agency on the 
basis that the agency has not established 
regulations. 

Although the 1990 amendments do 
not require FDA to establish procedural 
regulations for the petitions prescribed 
therein, FDA stated in a notice in the 
Federal Register of March 14,1991, (56 
FR 10906) that the most efficient way to 
manage a large influx of petitions likely 
under the 1990 amendments and to 
utilize agency resources is for FDA first 
to establish procedural regulations for 
handling petitions, and secondly to 
make them final at the same time as the 
other substantive regulations 
implementing the 1990 amendments. 
The agency continues to believe in the 
wisdom of this approach. Obviously, it 
will be more efficient for the agency to 
be able to simply review petitions to 
determine whether the petitioner has 
provided an appropriate basis to justify 
a claim, than to have to first determine 
whether a petition has provided the 
appropriate information and then to 
review it substantively. FDA believes 
that adopting new § 101.69 will greatly 
increase the likelihood that the petitions 
it^receives are adequate. 

Also, as explained in the general 
principles proposal (56 FR 60421 at 
60458), the need to promulgate 
procedural regulations necessitates that 
the agency defer or deny petitions 
submitted before such regulations are 
finalized. Therefore, the agency 
concludes that the promulgation of 
procedural regulations for petitions 
submitted pursuant to the 1990 
amendments, and its procedure for 
handling petitions before the final 
regulations are established, is 
appropriate. 

285. Another comment urged that 
FDA not redelegate to the Director and 
Deputy Director of CFSAN all the 
functions of the Commissioner of Food 
and Drugs concerning petitions for label 
claims under section 403(r) of the act 
that do not involve controversial issues. 
The comment stated that all petitions 
that will be submitted to the agency 
concerning nutrient content claims and 
health claims will involve controversial 
issues that will require a response from 
the Commissioner of Food and Drugs. 

FDA does not agree with this 
comment. Based on its experience with 
other types of petitions that have been 
submitted to FDA for consideration, it is 
not uncommon for a petition to contain 
major deficiencies that necessitate the 
denial of the petition or that result in 
the petition being put in a “not-filed” 
status until all deficiencies have been 
resolved. The agency believes that 
redelegating such functions to the 
Director and Deputy Director of CFSAN 
will permit the agency to take the 
required actions (e.g., denial of such a 
petition) in the most resource efficient 
manner. 

Although the agency agrees that many 
petitions concerning label claims will 
indeed involve controversial issues, no 
basis was provided by the comment to 
support the contention that all such 
petitions will be controversial, and the 
agency does not believe that it should 
make this assumption. If a petition does 
not involve a controversial issue, the 
redelegation of the functions provision 
will enable the agency to take action in 
the most resource efficient manner. 
Therefore, the agency is retaining the 
redelegation provision in this final rule. 

286. One comment stated that FDA 
should include a list of terms and 
synonyms in the final regulation so that 
the petition process would not be 
necessary. 

This final rule is not intended to 
define by regulation all conceivable 
terms that may be used now or in the 
future to make nutrient content claims. 
The 1990 amendments included the 
petition process to enable FDA to 
amend the regulations to provide for 
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new terms and synonyms that may be 
presented to the agency with 
appropriate justification. Thus, this final 
rule does not render the petition process 
unnecessary. 

287. Several comments were 
concerned that the requirements 
established for the petition process are 
ambiguous and should be streamlined. 
A few other comments suggested that 
the petition process would impose a 
significant burden on manufacturers. 

The agency has reviewed these 
comments and has concluded that, in 
some cases, changes should be made to 
the requirements to clarify and simplify 
the petition process and eliminate 
unnecessary elements. The specific 
revisions in the final rule are discussed 
below. 

288. One comment suggested that 
FDA should use the criteria established 
in section 403(a) and (r) of the act for 
determining when to deny or grant a 
petition. This comment also implied 
that no other requirements are necessary 
for the agency to use as a basis to 
determine whether to deny or grant a 
petition. 

The agency does not agree with this 
comment. While it is true that section 
403(a) and (r) of the act are the statutory 
provisions upon which the proposed 
procedural regulations are based, these 
statutory provisions do not provide 
petitioners with a clear description of 
the types of information and scientific 
data that would be necessary for a 
petition to be acceptable. 

Given the large influx of petitions that 
the agency anticipates receiving, and the 
statutory time constraints plac^ on the 
agency regarding the review of these 
petitions, it is in the best interest of 
petitioners and of the agency for FDA to 
establish procedural regulations that 
clearly delineate the requirements that 
petitioners must satisfy when 
submitting a petition to FDA for 
consideration. This course will lead to 
the most efficient use of the petitioner’s 
and the agency’s resources b^ause the 
data requirements for petitions will be 
clearly stated, and, as stated above, less 
agency resources will be expended in 
reviewing deficient petitions. 

289. A number of comments 
expressed concern that the petition 
process will prevent manufacturers firom 
developing innovative ways to convey 
nutrient levels in foods, retard product 
development, and serve as a 
disincentive for the development of new 
healthful foods. One comment suggested 
that the petition process will stifle 
product innovation because new 
marketing claims will need agency 
approval. This same comment also 
stated that one way to somewhat 

alleviate this problem would be for the 
petition that is under review to remain 
confidential until it is approved by the 
agency. 

As stated above, FDA has in some 
cases made changes in the final rule to 
clarify, simplify, and eliminate 
unnecessary petition requirements. 
However, the agency’s procedures must 
be consistent with the statutory 
requirement that all nutrient content 
claims used on food labels use terms 
that are defined in the regulations of the 
Secretary as provided in section 
403(r)(2)(A)(i) of the act. Thus, the 
requirement of agency approval of a 
claim, and the petition process by 
which that approval is obtained, derive 
directly fi-om the act itself. 

Furthermore, section 403(r)(4)(A) of 
the act requires that nutrient content 
claim petitions that are filed for further 
action after 100 days and brand name 
petitions be made available to the 
public. Because of this requirement in 
the statute. FDA is retaining the 
provisions concerning the public 
availability of these petitions. However, 
the availability of information in these 
petitions will be determined in 
accordance with § 20.61 (21 CFR 20.61). 
This regulation provides that-trade 
secrets and commercial or financial 
information that is confidential or 
privileged are not to be made available 
for public review. 

290. A small number of comments 
stated that some specific requirements 
that the agency proposed for nutrient 
content claim petitions and synonym 
petitions (e.g., submission o^onsumer 
survey data and submission of data to 
demonstrate that consumers will 
understand the meaning of the proposed 
term) should not be included in the 
petition requirements. Most of these 
comments regarded the proposed 
petition requirements as unduly 
burdensome. Some of the comments 
stated that the proposed petition 
requirements command more 
information than FDA cited in issuing 
the proposed regulations for nutrient 
content claims. 

FDA has reviewed the proposed 
requirements and has concluded that it 
is not necessary (as was proposed under 
format item B) for descriptor petitions 
and synonym petitions (proposed 
§ 101.69(m)(l) and (n)(l)) to include 
data and information to demonstrate 
that consumers can be expected to 
understand the meaning of the proposed 
term under the proposed conditions of 
use. The agency believes that it can 
make a rational determination 
concerning the ability of consumers to 
understand a term without requiring 
such data and information, and. 

therefore, this requirement would 
impose an unnecessary burden on the 
petitioner. However, the inclusion of 
such information in a petition would, if 
it shows that consumers do correctly 
understand the term, enhance the 
persuasiveness of the petition. 

The petitioner will still be required to 
address why the proposed use of the 
term will not be misleading (format item 
A). In this regard, if any concerns arise 
during the agency’s review concerning 
the ability of consumers to understand 
the meaning of the proposed term, the 
agency is likely to deny the petition. 
Therefore, the agency is removing fi-om 
new § 101.69(m)(l) and (n)(l) the 
provision stating “The petition shall 
include data and information, e.g., 
surveys to the extent necessary, to 
demonstrate that consumers can be 
expected to understand the meaning of 
the term under the proposed conditions 
of use.’’ 

291. Some comments that addressed 
synonym and brand name petition 
requirements stated that the agency 
should delete the requirements in 
proposed format item C (proposed 
§ 101.69(n)(l) and (o)(l)) that the 
petitioner provide a detailed analysis of 
the potential effects of the use of a ‘ 
proposed claim on food consumption 
and any corresponding changes in 
nutrient intake when requesting 
approval for a synonym or for a brand 
name containing an implied nutrient 
content claim. These comments stated 
that the burden imposed by this 
requirement guarantees that no petition 
will be successfully submitted. They 
also argued that such requirements treat 
synonyms as nutrient content claims 
rather than as alternative terms for 
claims that have already been approved 
by the agency. 

The agency has considered this 
comment and agrees that synonym and 
brand name petitions need not include 
detailed analyses of food consumption 
and nutrient intake effects associated 
with use of the petitioned term. These 
matters will have been considered by 
the agency in approving the primary 
term with which the petitioned term is 
claimed to be consistent. 

The agency is, therefore, deleting 
proposed format item C from the 
requirements for synonym and brand 
name petitions (new § 101.69(n)(l) and 
(o)(l)) in the final rule. 

292. A comment stated that it is not 
necessary for FDA to publish a Federal 
Register notice informing the public of 
the agency’s decision on whether to 
deny or to grant a synonym petition 
because it is not required by the statute. 

FDA continues to believe that 
publishing a notice announcing the 
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agency's decision to either grant or deny 
a synonym petition will provide usehil 
inkumadon to the publia Such 
decisions have relevance to persons 
interested in the outcome of the 
agency's review of the petition, because 
a synonym, if approved, may used by 
any firm and. if denied, may not be used 
on labels at in labeling. Fiulher, such 
action is appropriate because the 
granting of a synonym petition is aa 
agency decision that has the fence and 
effect of law. Public notice of the 
agency’s action will notify all 
potentially affected parties of the legal 
status of the synonym. FDA is therefore 
retaining this provision in the final rule. 

However, FDA ia conecting an error 
in the proposed codified knguaga 
Proposed § 101.69(n)f4j sbovld have 
stated that FDA will publish a notice in 
the Federal Roister "As soon as 
practicable following the agency’s 
decision to grant or deny the petition, * 
* *’’ as indicated by the preamble 
discussion. However, the proposed 
codified text only reCarred to the 
“granting" of the petition. FDA is 
making the appropriate revision in the 
fin^ rule. 

293. One comment stated that the 
petition process is unnecessary for the 
use of s autiieat content claioi in a 
brand name if the tenn has been defined 
by the sgency. 

FDA £^rees with this oommenL In 
cases wh^ a nutrient content claim has 
been defined by re^iiation or provided 
for under the re^ilatioas Icht implied 
nutrient contmit claints in new § 101.65, 
the term may be used in a brand name 
in accordance w'ith the provisions of the 
applicable regulation. However, a brand 
name petition would be required for the 
use of a proposed term in a brand name 
that has not been defined by the s^ncy 
by regulation or provided ioe under new 
§ 101.65, but where the petition could 
establish that the ]»opo^ term is 
consistent with a defined term. 

VI. Constitutional Issues 

A. The First Amendment 

294. A number of comments frmn 
trade associations and individual 
companies argued that truthful nutrient 
content claims, are protected speech 
under the first amendment. Many 
comments contended that food labeling, 
including nutrient content claims, is 
commercial speech and argued that 
FDA's proposed regulations do not pass 
the Supreme Court’s test for regulation 
of commmeial speech. Comments 
asserted that any suggestion that 
consumers should be screened firom 
truthful infcHTnation Cor their own good 
is the kind of paternalism rejected by 

the Supreme Court in Vhginia State 
Board of Pharmacy v. Virginia Citizens 
Consumer CouncU, lac., 425 U.S. 748. 
770 (1976), and that the idea that the 
public cannot be trusted to make 
judgments based on tiuthhil infeurmation 
contravenes the basic principle of the 
first amendment. Comments maintained 
that the public has an interest in 
obtaining useful information, and that 
the Government’s interest is best served 
by sdlowing the free flow of truthfiil 
information. FDA also received a 
commeiU expressii^ the opiniem that 
the proposed rule does not violate the 
first amendment and uiging the s^geocy 
not to chai^ its position on first 
amendment grounds. 

FDA believes that ks nutrient content 
claim regulations are consistent with the 
first amendment, and that the act, as 
ammided by the 1990 amendments, does 
not violate the first aoMndmant. The act 
has withstood numerous first 
amendment chail^^es. See, e.g., Unded 
State V. General Nutrition, Inc., 638 F, 
Supp. S56,562 (W.D.N. Y. 1986); 
American Frozen Food Institute v. 
McOhews, 413 P. Supp. 548,555 (D.O.C 
1976), affd, 555 F.2d 1059 OJ-C Cir. 
10771-, United States v. Artides Food 
* * * Clover Club Potato Chips, 67 F.R.D. 
419, 424 (D. Idaho 1975); United States 
V. 8 Cartons, Containing Plantation The 
Oriffnal etc. Molasses, 103 F. Supp. 
626, 628 (W.D.N.Y. 1951). 

Parts of the 1990 amendments and 
these regulations have an incidental 
efiect cm speech in a narrowly defined 
area, food labeling. See NAACP v. 
Qaibome Hardware Co., 458 U.S. 886, 
912 (1982). The Supreme Court, 
however, "has recognized the strong 
governmental interest In certain forms 
of economic regulation, even though 
such regulation may have an incidental 
effect on rights of speech and 
asscxnaticn.** Id. The Government may 
regulate in areas of economic activity 
such as secnirities. antitrust, and labor in 
ways that afied speech. SBC v. Wall 
Street Publishing Institute, 851 F.2d 
365, 372-73 (D.C. Qr. 1988), cert 
denied, 489 U.S. 1066 (1089); see also 
SECv. Suter, 732 F.2d 1294,1299 (7th 
Cir. 1984) (the first amendment does not 
remove a business engaged in the 
communication of infdmation from 
general laws regulating business 
practices). The Government "does not 
lose its power to regulate commercial 
activity deemed harmful to the public 
whenever speech is a cximponent of the 
activity.” Ohralik v. Ohio State Bar 
Association, 436 U.S. 447. 456 (1978); 
see also Home Box Office, lac. v. FCC, 
567 F.2d 9, 46 (D.C Or.) (“IRJules 
restricting speech do not necessarily 

abridge freedom of speech.’’), cert 
denied, 434 US. 829 (1977). 

As with saemrities, labor, and antitrust 
regulation, the Government exerts 
extensive regulatory authority over the 
economic activity surrounding food and 
its labeling. Yet the regulation of food 
and food labeling clearly enemmpasses 
more than mere economic activity: It 
protects consumer health and saldy in 
an area where harm to the public can be 
direct and immediate. See OhraJi, 436 
U.S. at 456. FDA’s czucial role in 
ensuriig that focxl labels are 
informative, are not inisleadisg. and do 
not otherwise misbrand pioducts under 
the act has loig been recxi^ized. See 79 
Congressional RecxHxi4714 (1835), 
leprintod in Dunn, Federal Food, Diug, 
and Cosmetic Act 280 (1938) (statement 
of Sen. Cc^[)elaBd) ("No one disputes 
that the (FDAJ should determine the 
ciuality of the product; no one disputes 
that it should detennine what is on the 
labeL’% In such an area of extensive 
Federal regulatioa, the Gewenunent may 
place restrictions on ^)eecii by a 
regulated party where the apeecti relates 
directly to the Government’s objectives. 
SEC V. Wail Street Pubiishistg Institute, 
851 F.2d at 372. Indeed, regulation td 
food labeling would be impossible if the 
Govemm^at could not restrict speech. 
See id. at 373. 

Thus, when FDA seeks to ensure tbed 
focxl is not mi^randed, it may place 
restrictiems on label contents. "Freedom 
of [slpeecdi does not inchide the 
fieedom to violate the ladaeling 
provisions of the Federal Fexad, Drug, 
and Cosesetic Act" Unded States v. 
Articles of Food * * * Clover Club Potato 
Chips. 67 FJtO. 419.424 (D. Idaho 
1975). "(CjerUin speech in a exartain 
limited context” b^xames part of the 
labeliig of a prcxluct and may serve as 
evidence of e violation of the act. United 
States V. General Nutrition, Inc., 638 F. 
Supp. 556. 562 (WDN.Y. 1686). Thus, 
the seizure and cemdeannation of a book 
that misbrands a product is not a 
violation of the first amendment, even 
though in another exmtext the book 
might be protectecL See United States v. 
8 Cartons, Containing Plantation The 
Original etc. Molasses, 103 F. Supp. 
626, 628 (WD.N.Y. 1951); United States 
V. Articles of Drug, 32 F..R.D. 32,35 (SD. 
Ill 1963). "It is the product and the 
manner in which the product is 
marketed which is said to be illegal," 
rather than the speech itseU. General 
Nutrition, 638 F. Supp. at 562. A 
prohibition on selling a misbranded 
product restrains the violative act of 
selling, not speech itself. Kellogg Co. v. 
Mattox, 763 F. Supp-1369,1381 (N.D. 
Tex. 1991) (construing Texas food and 
drug law), afi’d without opinion. 940 
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F.2d 1530 {5tb Cir. 1991). "The 
substantial government interest in the 
goals of the Act justif(ies] this extremely 
narrow encroachment” on speech. 
General Nutrition, 638 F, Supp. at 562. 
Indeed, where certain claims misbrand 
a product, “[a] requirement that the 
claims be removed, in order to sell the 
product, is certainly less restrictive than 
a flat prohibition of the sale of the 
product.” Kellogg, 763 F. Supp. at 1381. 

With the provisions of the 1990 
amendments that govern nutrient 
content claims, Congress sought to put 
an end to the proliferation of confusing 
and contradictory nutrient content 
claims. 136 Congressional Record 
S16610 (Oct. 24,1990) (statement of 
Sen. Hatch); 136 Congressional Record 
H5840 (July 30,1990) (statement of Rep. 
Waxman). In order to assist consumers 
in improving their eating habits. 
Congress devised a scheme to ensure 
that nutrient content claims in food 
labeling will help consumers to make 
good nutrition choices, not mislead 
them. 136 Congressional Record Hi2954 
(Oct.^ 26,1990) (statement of Rep. 
Moakley); 136 Congressional Record 
S16609 (Oct. 24,1990) (statement of 
Sen. Mitchell). Under this scheme, only 
those claims that FDA has defined by 
regulation, see section 343(r)(2)(A)(i) of 
the act. or approved pxirsuant to a 
petition, see section 343(r)(4)(A), are 
permitted, and a food that hears an 
unapproved nutrient content claim is 
misbranded. Since FDA case law makes 
clear that a label statement that 
misbrands a food product is not subject 
to first amendment protection, an 
unapproved nutrient content claim on a 
food label would not be protected 
speech. See United States v. General 
Nutrition, Inc., 638 F. Supp. 556, 562 
(W.D.N.Y. 1986); United States v. 
Articles of Food * * * Clover Club Potato 
Chips, 67 F.R.D. 419, 424 (D. Idaho 
1975); United States v. 8 Cartons, 
Containing Plantation The Original etc. 
Molasses, 103 F. Supp. 626, 628 
(W.D.N.Y. 1951); United States v. 
Articles of Drug, 32 F.R.D. 32, 35 (S.D. 
Ill. 1963). 

Congress considered existing labeling 
practices to be harmful to the public 
because of the “confusing” and 
“misleading” nutrient content claims 
made by many manufacturers. 136 
Congressional Record Hi2954 (Oct. 26, 
1990) (statement of Rep. Moakley); see 
also 136 Congressional Record H5843 
(July 30,1990) (statement of Rep. 
Madigan); cf. Ohralik, 436 U.S. at 456 
(“ITlhe State does not lose its power to 
regulate commercial activity deemed 
harmful to the public whenever speech 
is a component of that activity.”). 
Congress dealt with this problem by 

crafting a system to permit certain 
useful information to appear on the food 
label, while ensuring that the 
information is not misleading. 136 
Congressional Record Hi2954 (Oct. 26, 
1990) (statement of Rep. Moakley); 136 
Congressional Record S16609 (Oct. 24, 
1990) (statement of Sen. Mitchell). 
Congress considered these restrictions 
on speech necessary to further the 
government’s interest in ensuring that 
nutrient content claims on food labeling 
would not mislead consumers. The 
government’s action in regulating the 
food label does not offend the first 
amendment simply because speech is 
involved. Ohralik, 436 U.S. at 456. The 
case law establishes that FDA’s power to 
regulate the food label derives from its 
broad regulatory powers over food, and 
these regulations are valid under the 
limited scrutiny that has been afforded 
restrictions on speech under extensive 
regulatory schemes involving areas of 
economic activity. See SEC v. Wall 
Street Publishing Institute, 851 F.2d at 
372-73; see also Dun & Bradstreet, Inc. 
V. Greenmoss Builders, 472 U.S. 749, 
758 n.5 (1985); Ohralik v. Ohio State 
Bar Association, 436 U.S. 447, 456 
(1978). 

295. Many comments argued that 
labeling is commercial speech, and that 
restrictions placed on it must pass the 
tests enunciated by the Supreme Court 
in cases involving commercial speech. 
Unlike “advertising pure and simple,” 
Zauderer v. Office of Disciplinary 
Counsel, 471 U.S. 626, 637 (1985), 
labeling does not fall clearly within the 
bounds of commercial speech. The 
agency does not consider it necessary 
for first amendment analysis, however, 
to determine whether or not food 
labeling fits the definition of 
commercial speech. See SEC v. Wall 
Street Publishing Institute, 851 F.2d at 
372. Rather, the agency considers 
labeling on foods to form “a distinct 
category of communications in which 
the Government’s power to regulate is at 
least as broad as with respect to the 
general rubric of commercial speech.” 
SEC V. Wall Street Publishing Institute, 
851 F.2d at 373. Nonetheless, 
recognizing that at least one court has 
categorized labeling as commercial 
speech. General Nutrition, 638 F. Supp. 
at 562, FDA agrees that labeling should 
certainly be considered closer to 
commercial speech than to “pure” 
speech. 

Even if labeling is analyzed as 
commercial speech, these regulations do 
not violate the first amendment. First, 
speech that is misleading is not 
protected and may be prohibited. 
Central Hudson Gas S’ Electric Corp. v. 
Public Service Commission, 447 U.S. 

557, 563-564 (1980). Secondly, speech 
that is only potentially misleading may 
be restricted, so long as the restrictions 
directly advance a substantial 
governmental interest and are no more 
extensive than necessary to serve that 
interest. Central Hudson, 447 U.S. at 
566. These regulations govern a kind of 
speech that is inherently misleading and 
that, in Congress’ judgment, has been 
used to mislead the American public for 
years; Unregulated, nonstandardized 
nutrient content claims on the food 
label. However, even if such claims are 
considered only potentially misleading, 
the regulations pass the test enunciated 
in Central Hudson. 

Commercial speech receives only 
limited protection under the first 
amendment. See, e.g., Bolgerv. Youngs 
Drug Products Corp., 463 U.S. 60, 64- 
65 (1983). For commercial speech to be 
protected, it must concern lawful 
activity and not be misleading. Central 
Hudson, 447 U.S. at 563-64. The 
Supreme Court has recognized that 
restrictions on commercial speech may 
be appropriate to prevent deception. 
Virginia State Board of Pharmacy v. 
Virginia Citizens Consumer Council, 
425 U.S. 748, 771 n.24 (1976). These 
regulations will have the effect of 
ensuring that the nutrition claims that 
appear in food labeling are not 
misleading. See American Frozen Food 
Institute v. Mathews, 413 F. Supp. 548, 
555 (D.D.C. 1976), affd, 555 F.2d 1059 
(D.C. Cir. 1977) (because FDA regulation 
was based on the agency’s conclusion 
that “labeling which fails to meet the 
requirements of the regulation is 
misleading or otherwise not in 
compliance with the act,” the regulation 
did not violate the first amendment). 

The Supreme Court lias labeled as 
misleading—and thus not protected— 
both speech that is inherently likely to 
deceive and that which “experience has 
proved * * * is subject to abuse.” In re 
B.M.f, 455 U.S. 191, 203 (1982). For 
example, in Friedman v. Rogers, 440 
U.S. 1.14-15 (1979), the Court held that 
Texas could prohibit the use of trade 
names by optometrists where there was 
a history of deception and abuse of the 
public. See also Ohralik v. Ohio State 
Bar Association, 436 U.S. 447, 468 
(1978) (upholding State bar’s rules 
against in-person solicitation where 
there was an inherent potential for 
abuse^nd prophylactic regulation was 
needed). 

By enacting the 1990 amendments. 
Congress sought to ensure that food 
labeling, including express and implied 
nutrient content claims, would be 
accurate, uniform, and “based on 
science.” 136 Congressional Record 
S16610 (Oct. 24,1990) (statement of 
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Sen. Hatch). With respect to nutrient 
content claims, the principal problem 
that Congress sought to correct was the 
use of ambiguous, undefined claims like 
“light” and “low.” See, e.g., 136 
Congressional Record H5840 Ouly 30, 
1990) (statement of Rep. Waxman). 
Experience had shown that consumers 
were being misled because these terms 
were being used differently by different 
manufacturers. Id.; 136 Congressional 
Record Hl2, 953-954 (Oct. 26.1990) 
(statement of Rep. Madigan). Congress 
recognized that consumers were being 
hampered in their attempts to achieve a 
healthy diet by confusing implied 
nutrient content claims like “light.” 136 
Congressional Record H12954 (Ocl. 26. 
1990) (statement of Rep. Moakley). 

Because of the misleading character of 
unregulated, nonstandardized nutrient 
content claims. Congress legislated that 
any claim that is not consistent with 
FDA regulations misbrands a food. 
Section 403(r)l2)(A)n) of the act states 
that a food is misbranded if its label or 
labeling contains a claim that “expressly 
or by implication • • * characterizes the 
level of any nutrient * • * of the food 
unless the claim*' complies with 
regulations promulgate by FDA 
(emphasis added). Section 403lr)(l)(A) 
of the act. By taking this approach. 
Congress chose to permit only those 
nutrient content (daims that ^A 
deTines or approves, effectively 
recognizing that unregulated cJairos 
mislead the public. 

Particular attributes of unregulated 
nutriticm claims on the food label make 
them inherently misleading. Because 
nutrition claims are of great importance 
to the public, they have a greater 
potential to be deceptive: 
Representations relating a product to an 
issue of public concern as a means to 
induce punhases may take on 
exaggerated importaiM^e in the public 
mind and thus be more likely to 
mislead. FTC v. Pharmtecb Researchj 
Inc., 576 F. Supp. 294.301 (D.D.C. 1983) 
(advertisements for food supplement 
were misleading where they “played on 
the average consumer’s weB-fournled 
fear of cancer”). In addition, nutrient 
content claims on food labeling are 
difficult for consumers to verify 
independently. See American Home 
Products V. FTC. 695 F.2d 681,698 (3d 
Cir. 1982); cf. Peel v. Attorney Beg. & 
Disciplinary Commission, 496 U.S, 91. 
110 S. Ct. 2281, 2288 (1990) (a lawyer’s 
certification is a “verifiable fact”). 
Finally, consumers place great reliance 
on the portions of the food label that 
they believe to be regulated by the 
Government. FDA’s 1990 Health and 
Diet Survey. Division of Ckinsumer 
Studies, C^AN. Unapproved nutrient 

content claims that consumers assume 
to be consistent with government 
regulations are therefore more likely to 
be misleading. “Pervasive Government 
reflation * * * and consumer 
expectations about such regulation, 
create a -dimate in which questionable 
claims * * * have all the more power to 
mislead.” American Home Products v. 
FTC. 695 F.2d at 697. 

296. Many comments argued that 
nutrient content claims are only 
potentially misleading, pointing out that 
the Government may not absolutely 
prohibit potentially misleading speech 
if it can also be presented in a 
nondeceptive way. Peel v. Attorney 
Registration St Disciplinary Comm ’n, 
110 S. Ct. 2281.2287 (1990); la re 
R. M.I, 455 U.S. 191, 203 (1982). The 
preferred remedy for potentially 
misleading speech, these comments 
stress, is not a prohibition but a 
requirement of disclaimers or 
explanation. In re RMJ^ 455 U.S. at 203 
(citing Bates v. State Bar of Arizona, 433 
U.S. 350. 375 (1977)3; see also Peel, 110 
S. Ct at 2292 (referring to “lOhe 
presumption favoring disclosure over 
concealment”). Comments aigued that 
given the constitutionally based 
preference for more speech, rather than 
less, FDA should require disclaimers or 
explanations rather than prohibiting 
unapproved claims. 

Even if unregulated nutrition claims 
are considered only potentially 
misleading, rather than actually or 
inherently misleading, these regulations 
are constitutional. The government may 
place restrictions on commercial speech 
that is merely potentially misleading. 
Such restrictions must directly advance 
a substantial governmental interest and 
be no more extensive than necessary to 
serve that interest. Central Hudson Gas 
S Electric Corp. v. Public Service 
Commission. 447 U.S. 557. 566 (1980). 
These regulations pass that test. 

First, the government's interest is 
clearly substantial. The 1990 
amendments and these regulations seek 
to ensure that consumers have access to 
nutrition infonnation that is truthful, 
reliable, understandable, scientifically 
valid, and not misleading. This 
information will enable consumers to 
make more healthful food choices. The 
Supreme Court has recognized ”the 
health, safety, and welfare of * * * 
citizens" as a substantial government 
interest. Posadas de Puerto Rico 
Associates v. Tourism Co., 478 U.S. 328, 
341 (1986). Moreover, consumers have a 
first amendment interest in obtaining 
information on which to base a decision 
whether to buy a product, and this 
interest is "served by insuring that the 
information is not f^se or de^ptive.” 

National Commission on Egg Nutrition 
V. FTC. 570 F.2d 157.162 (7th Cir. 
1977). cert denied. 439 U.S. 821 (1978) 
“The fact that health is involved 
enhances the interests of both 
consumers and the public in beit^ 
assured 'that the stream of commercial 
information Howls] cleanly as well as 
freely.’” Id. (quoting Virginia State 
floonf of Pharmacy, 425 U.S. at 772); 
Aawrican Home Piquets. 695 F.2d 681, 
714. Moreover, FDA is implementing 
legislation whose purpose is "essential 
if the consumer is to obtain reasonable 
information i^arding * * * the foods he 
buys.”. American Frozen Food Institute 
V. Mathews, A\3 F. Supp. 548, 553 
(D.D.C 1976), afTd, 555 F.2d 1059 {D.C 
Qr. 1977). 

Secondly, the regulations directly 
advance the government interest. Under 
the 1990 amendments and these 
regulations. FDA will define a nutrient 
content claim by regulation or make an 
administrative determination that a 
suggested claim is synonymous with a 
previously defined xdaim before 
permitting the claim to be used, la this 
way, the regulations will ensure that 
such claims are consistent, 
uaderslandable. and do not confuse or 
mislead consumers. The regulatory 
scheme will also encourage companies 
to provide consumers with information 
that will enable them to improve their 
diets. There is an "immediate 
connection,” Central Hudson. 447 U.S. 
at 569, between nutrient xxantent claims 
on food labels and consumers’ food 
choices. 

Finally, these regulations are no more 
extensive than necessary to serve the 
Government’s interest. Under Board of 
Trustees v. Fox. regulations that are 
narrowly tailored to serve the 
Government’s interest will meet this 
prong of the Central Hudson test 109 3. 
Ct. 3028, 3032-35 (1989). Narrow 
tailoring requires a reasonable fit 
between regulatory ends and means: 
"Not necessarily the single best 
disposition but one whose scope is ’in 
proportion to the interest served.’” Id. at 
3035; see also Word v. Rock Against 
Racism, 109 S. Q. 2746,2758 (1989) (a 
regulation is narrowly tailored if 
Government interest would be achieved 
less effectively without the regulation). 
These regulations reasonably and 
effectively ensure that nutrient content 
claims on food labels will be 
informative, consistent, and not 
misleading. Thirs. they meet the third 
prong of the Central Hudson test and do 
not violate the first amendment. 

FDA recognizes that the Government 
may not absolutely prohibit potentially 
misleading infonnation if the 
information can also be presented in a 
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nondeceptive way. See In re 455 
U.S. 191, 203 (1982). The agency further 

'acknowledges that the preferred remedy 
for potentially misleading speech is a 
disclaimer or explanation rather than a 
prohibition. Consequently, these 
regulations impose only those 
restrictions that are necessary to ensure 
that nutrient content claims are 
presented in a nondeceptive way. 
Conceding for the sake of argument that 
some unapproved claims are only 
potentially misleading, FDA has not 
outlawed the information conveyed by 
such claims; instead, the agency has 
prescribed that the information be 
presented in standardized form, using 
uniform, terms defined by the agency, 
so that consumers will not be misled. 

297. Some comments argued that 
nutrient content claims, which help 
consumers to achieve healthy eating 
habits, convey information of general 
interest about nutrition and health. 
Thus, the comments argued, nutrient 
content claims are ‘‘pure’* speech, not 
commercial speech, and as such are 
entitled to full first amendment 
protection. 

FDA disagrees with these comments. 
As discussed above, FDA believes 
nutrient content claims belong to a 
distinct category of communications in 
which the government’s power to 
regulate is broad. Under the 
comprehensive Federal scheme for the 
regulation of food and drugs, the 
Government has authority to impose 
incidental restrictions on food labeling, 
including nutrient content claims. As 
between commercial speech and "piure” 
speech, however, FDA believes nutrient 
content claims should be categorized as 
commercial speech. Labeling statements 
on food products intended for sale 
would clearly appear in the context of 
a commercial transaction and would 
“propose” such a transaction. See 
Bolger V. Youngs Drug Products, 463 
U.S. 60, 66,103 S. Q. 2875, 2880 (1983); 
Central Hudson Gas v. Public Service 
Commission, 447 U.S. 557, 562 n.5,100 
S. a. 2343, 2349 n.5 (1980). A label is 
not entitled to the protection due 
noncommercial speech simply because 
it relates to an issue of broad public 
interest. See Board of Trustees v. Fox, 
109 S. Ct. 3028, 3032 (1989); Bolger, 463 
U.S. at 68,103 S. Ct. at 2881; Central 
Hudson, 447 U.S. at 562 n.5,100 S. Q. 
at 2349 n.5. In determining whether the 
.statements on a label are pure speech, 
it is irrelevant that they might be 
considered protected in other contexts. 
See Zauderer v. Office of Disciplinary 
Counsel, 471 U.S. 626, 637 n.7,105 S. 
Ct. 2265, 2274 n.7 (1985). Just as 
informational pamphlets were 
considered commercial speech in 

Bolger, so too nutrient content claims on 
food labels, as between pure speech and 
commercial speech, should be 
considered commercial speech. See 
Bolger, 463 U.S. at 66-68,103 S. Ct. at 
288-81. 

298. Several comments argued that 
the requirement that nutrient content 
claims be approved by FDA before they 
may be used places an unconstitutional 
prior restraint on expression. The 
agency, the comments reasoned, would 
be banning speech not previously 
determined to be false or misleading. 
The speech would remain banned until 
the agency defined the term at issue. 
Some comments further complained 
that the petition process is too 
burdensome. Citing Space Age Products 
V. Gilliam, 488 F. Supp. 775 (D. Del. 
1980), one comment argued that “the 
public has an interest in minimizing the 
fiequency and duration of erroneously 
imposed prior restraints on commercial 
speech.” Id. at 784. This interest, 
according to Gilliam, mandates narrow 
tailoring of prior restraints on 
commercial speech and “such 
traditional safeguards with respect to 
these restraints as are not inconsistent 
with its ability to achieve its important 
and legitimate objectives.” Id. 

The Supreme Court has said that 
because commercial speech is not easily 
chilled, the heavy presumption against 
prior restraints may not apply to 
commercial speech. Virginia State 
Board of Pharmacy, 425 U.S. at 772 
n.24. The Court has repeated its position 
on this subject since Space Age 
Products was decided. In Central 
Hudson, the Court remarked that the 
State could have required that ads for 
electricity be approved by the state 
before being used and reiterated that 
traditional prior restraint doctrine may 
not apply to commercial speech. Central 
Hudson, 447 U.S. at 571 n. 13. 

Even assuming for the sake of 
argument that the presumption against 
prior restraints does apply to 
commercial expression, the agency 
believes that its regulations are 
constitutional because, as discussed 
more fully above, they limit only speech 
Congress has already determined to be 
misleading. This, speech is therefore 
unprotected. See American Frozen Food 
Institute v. Mathews, 413 F. Supp. 548, 
555 (D.D.C. 1976), affd, 555 F.2d 1059 
(D.C. Cir. 1977) (ITDA regulation based 
on agency’s conclusion that labeling 
that fails to meet the requirements of the 
regulation is misleading or otherwise 
not in compliance with the act was not 
unconstitutional prior restraint). In 
addition, the regulatory scheme 
incorporates procedural safeguards that 
provide for a prompt determination of 

whether a particular claim is 
permissible. The agency is required to 
act on nutrient content claim petitions 
expeditiously. See section 403(r)(4)(A) 
of the act. 

299. Some comments argued that the 
requirement that the proponent of an 
undefined claim submit a petition for its 
approval unconstitutionally shifts the 
burden of distinguishing misleading and 
nonmisleading speech from the 
Government to the speaker. See 
Zauderer v. Office of Disciplinary 
Counsel, 471 U.S. 626, 646 (1985). Even 
a showing that the speech has the 
potential to mislead does not allow the 
Government to shift that burden, one 
comment contended, citing Peel v. 
Attorney Registration &• Disciplinary 
Common, 110 S. Ct. 2281, 2292 (1990). 

As discussed above, the Government 
has met its burden of showing that the 
speech being restricted is misleading. 
Congress made specific findings that 
both nutrient content claims in genera) 
and particular terms, such as “light,” 
have misled the public. See, e.g., 136 
Congressional Record H5840 (July 30, 
1990) (statement of Rep. Waxman); id. at 
H5843 (statement of Rep. Cooper); 136 
Cong. Rea S16609 (Oct. 24,1990) 
(statement of Sen. DeConcini). In 
addition, the comment misconstrues 
Peel: In that case, the Supreme Court 
said that a mere potential to mislead did 
not justify prohibition of the speecii at 
issue. The Court did not say that the 
Government could not, based on a 
showing that a particular kind of speech 
had the potential to mislead the public, 
require preapproval of the speech. 

300. Some comments suggested that 
the nutrient content claims regulations 
are unconstitutionally overbroad 
because, according to the comments, | 
they reach a substantial amount of 
protected speech. 

FDA disagrees. As discussed in detail 
elsewhere in this document, these 
regulations are narrowly tailored to 
meet a substantial government interest 
and do not “sweep!] within [their] 
prohibitions what may not be punished 
under the First * * * AmendmentI].” 
Grayned v. City of Rockford, 408 U.S. 
104,115 (1972). In any event, it is 
doubtful that the oveibreadth doctrine 
would apply to these regulations, 
particularly if they were considered to 
regulate commercial speech, because the 
overbreadth doctrine does not apply to 
commercial speech. Village of Hoffman 
Estates v. Flipside, Hoffman Estates, 
Inc., 455 U.S. 489, 497 (1982); Central 
Hudson, 447 U.S. at 565 n.8. 

301. One comment cited several lower 
court decisions involving food labeling 
and the first amendment to support its 
argument that these regulations are 
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unconstitutional. Lever Bros. v. Maurer. 
712 F. Supp. 645 (S.D. Ohio 1989): 
Taylor Wine Co. v. Department of the 
Treasury, 509 F. Supp. 792 (D.D.C. 
1961): American Meat Inst. v. Ball, 424 
F. Supp. 758 (W.D. Mich. 1976); 
Anderson, Clayton S’ Co. v. Washington 
State Dep’t of Agric., 402 F. Supp. 1253 
(\V.D. Wash. 1975). 

FDA disagrees with the comment’s 
interpretation of these cases. Anderson, 
which predated Virginia Pharmacy and 
the Supreme Court’s other commercial 
speech cases, struck down a State law 
prohibiting use of dairy terms in the 
advertising of margarine. The court 
mistakenly applied strict scrutiny to the 
statute, holding that the State must 
show a compelling government interest 
to justify restrictions on speech. 402 F. 
Supp. at 1257 (emphasis added). As 
discussed above, under current 
Supreme Court jurisprudence the 
Government need only demonstrate a 
substantial interest in regulating 
potentially misleading speech. Central 
Hudson, 447 U.S. at 564. If the speech 
is actually or inherently misleading, it 
may be prohibited or restricted on that 
basis alone. See Peel, 110 S. Q. at 2292- 
93; In re B.M.f, 455 U.S. at 203. 

In Lever Bros. v. Maurer, which 
involved a similar statute prohibiting 
the use of “butter” in advertising for 
products intended as imitations of or 
substitutes for butter, the court held that 
prohibition of the term “butter” without 
regard for whether the term was used in 
a misleading way violated the first 
amendment. 712 F. Supp. at 652-653. 
Here. Congress has already found the 
labeling practices at issue to be 
misleading. In addition, here the 
Government's interest is not merely in 
accuracy, but also in uniformity. 
Standardizing the nutrition information 
that appears in food labeling, including 
nutrient content claims, will make it 
easier for consumers to find, 
understand, and compare the 
information they need to make healthy 
eating choices. No such government 
interest was present in Lever Bros. 

Taylor Wine is also inapposite. That 
case involved a regulatory scheme that 
required preapproval of wine labeling. 
The challenge was not to the 
preapproval requirement itself, as here, 
but to the agency’s refusal to approve a 
claim that it had conceded would not 
confuse or mislead consumers of the 
plaintiffs’ wines. 509 F. Supp. at 795. In 
addition, the agency had conceded that 
the claim, whi^ used the term “light." 
met the requirements established by the 
agency for use of that term. Id. at 793. 
Under the regulatory scheme at issue 
here. FDA will allow use of terms 

defined by FDA in nutrient content 
claims without preapproval. 

Finally, in American Meat Institute, 
there was no first amendment challenge 
to the legislation at issue; rather, the 
first amendment was used to uphold the 
legislation against a preemption 
argument. The challenged legislation 
required meat producers whose 
products did not meet Michigan 
standards to notify Michigan consumers 
of that fact. The court upheld the law in 
part on the basis of the consumers’ first 
amendment right to receive information. 
424 F. Supp. at 769. The court further 
found that the State had a strong interest 
in consumer education and protection 
and suggested that striking down the 
statute might limit the State’s 
communications with its citizens in 
violation of the first amendment. Id. at 
767. The court said that the first 
amendment question that would arise if 
the Michigan law were preempted 
provided additional supptort for its 
holding that the notices required by the 
State were not “labeling” as defined in 
the Federal Wholesome Meat Act (21 
U.S.C. 678). Id. at 769. Thus, far fi;om 
serving to undermine the nutrient 
content claim regulations, American 
Meat Institute, if anything, supports 
them, since it recognizes consumers’ 
strong interest in receiving accurate, 
useful information about food and the 
government’s strong interest in ensuring 
&at such information will be provided. 

302. A number of comments argued 
that the mle prohibits certain 
nonmisleading uses of particular terms 
(“fresh” or “light”) and types of claims 
(comparative statements or amount 
statements), and that such 
nonmisleading uses cannot 
constitutionally be prohibited. 

FDA disagrees with the premise of 
these comments. As explained more 
fully above. Congress found that the 
unregulated use of undefined nutrient 
content claims is inherently and 
actually misleading. This final rule 
allows use of the referenced terms and 
types of claims, but only in ways that 
will inform the public rather than 
mislead it. The agency’s response to. the 
comments’ suggestions concerning 
particular terms and types of claims can 
be found elsewhere in this document. 

303. Two comments contended that 
with respect to certain types of nutrient 
content claims, FDA should use its 
authority under section 403(a)(1) of the 
act to regulate false and misleading 
claims on a case-by-case basis, rather 
than issuing regulations under the 1990 
amendments. Specifically, the 
comments argued that statements of the 
amount or percentage of nutrients in 
,foods (e.g., "contains 160 mg sodium”) 

and certain ingredient claims that FDA 
has classified as implied nutrient 
content claims (e.g., “high in oat bran”) 
should be regulated under section 
403(a)(1) of &e act rather than under the 
1990 amendments. 

FDA disagrees. Congress enacted the 
1990 amendments because it found that 
existing law was insufficient to protect 
consumers firom misleading food 
labeling practices. While FDA could 
have regulated deceptive nutrient 
content claims, including ingredient 
and amount claims, under section 
403(a)(1) of the act. Congress considered 
FDA’s authority to do so unclear and in 
need of strengthening. H. Kept. 101-538, 
101st Cong., 2d sess. 7 (1990). 
Consequently, Congress passed new 
legislation directing FDA to issue new 
regulations that would curb deceptive 
food labeling. Congress specifically 
authorized FDA to issue regulations 
governing amount claims, see section 
3(b)(l)(A)(iv) of the 1990 amendments, 
and also provided more generally for the 
issuance of regulations limiting die use 
of claims that expressly or by 
implication characterize the level of a 
nutrient required to be on the food label. 
See section 403(r)(l)(A) of the act. A 
claim that a food contains an ingredient 
associated with a particular nutrient by 
implication characterizes the level of 
that nutrient. 

It is entirely appropriate for FDA to 
regulate ingredient and amount claims 
under the new regulations, which 
specifically target these claims, rather 
than under section 403(a)(1) of the act; 
indeed. FDA had no choice but to do so. 
given the congressional mandate. 
Moreover, the regulations themselves 
are narrowly tailored and do not 
prohibit nondeceptive speech. 

304. Some comments asserted that 
FDA should not prohibit the use of 
undefined terms and should allow 
synonyms of FDA-defined terms as long 
as the synonyms meet the standard for 
the defined term. 

Section 403(r)(2)(A)(i) of the act states 
that nutrient content claims may be 
made only if the characterization of the 
level made in the claim uses terms 
which are defined in regulations by the 
Secretary (and FDA, by delegation). This 
rule also applies to synonyms. See 
section 3(b)(1)(A) of the 1990 
amendments. As discussed above. 
Congress was concerned about the 
proliferation of confusing and 
conflicting nutrient content claims; 
hence, it sought imiformity on the food 
label. Allowing unapprov^ terms and 
synonyms would undermine that goal. 
The petition process provided for in 
new § 101.69 allows anyone who wishes 
to suggest both new terms and 
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synonyms of already-deHned terms. In 
light of Congress’ findings and the 
ovailability of the petition process to 
expand the vocabulary of nutrient 
content claims, FDA does not believe its 
regulations unduly burden expression. 

305. One comment proposed that FDA 
permit the use of unapproved nutrient 
content claims if they are consistent 
with and explained by an immediately 
adjacent term that is defined by 
regulation. The comment argu^ that 
this solution would cure the Hrst 
amendment infirmity caused by the 
prohibition of unapproved claims yet 
would fulfill the goals of the 1990* 
amendments. 

The agency rejects this suggestion 
because it would lead to the same kind 
of inconsistent use of terms that 
Congress wanted to eradicate. For 
example, one company might use 
“lean” as a synonym for “light,” while 
another might use it as a synonym for 
“low fat.” Thus, "lean” would be used 
in contradictory ways on different 
products. Such a result is not 
permissible under the act. As discussed 
above, the agency does not believe that 
its approach is constitutionally infirm. 

306. In response to FDA’s request for 
comments as to whether it should 
define “natural” or ban such claims 
entirely on the ground that they are false 
or misleading, one company argued that 
prohibition of “natural” would be an 
unconstitutional restriction on free 
speech. FDA has decided riot to define 
the term “natural” or to prohibit its use. 
Therefore, this comment is moot. 

307. One comment asserted that 
because those who violate the act are 
subject to criminal pros^nition, FDA 
must define clearly which nutrient 
content claims are allowable. The 
comment further argued that a 
manufacturer who uses a term not 
intended as a nutrient content claim 
may learn, too late, that FDA so 
interprets it as such. 

The comment seems to be invoking 
the vagueness doctriner which, in the 
first amendment context, is generally 
applied to strike down prohibitions on 
speech that leave individuals without 
clear guidance on the type-of speech 
that is prohibited. See, e.g.. Village of 
Hoffman Estates v. Flipside, Hoffman 
Estates, Inc., 455 U.S. 489, 498—99 
(1982): Groyned v. City of Rockford, 408 
U.S. 104,108 (1972). That is not the 
case here. Only approved nutrient 
content claims will be permitted on the 
food label, and ail other nutrient content 
claims will misbrand a food. It should 
thus be clear which type of speech is 
prohibited and which permitted. 
Manufacturers will be on notice that the 

use of an unapproved nutrient content 
claim is prohibited conduct. 

As to tne comment’s second point, 
FDA agrees that it is important to 
consider intent when determining 
whether an implied nutrient content 
claim has been made. However, the 
agency notes that intent means more 
than the manufacturer’s subjective 
intent. “FDA is not bound by the 
manufacturer’s subjective claims of 
intent • * *.” National Nutritional 
Foods Ass’n v. Mathews, 557 F.2d 325, 
334 (2d Cir. 1977). An article’s intended 
use is established by its labeling, 
promotional materia), advertising, and 
“any other relevant source.” Id.; United 
States v. An Article * * * Consisting of 
216 Individually Cartoned Bottles * * * 
"Sudden Change," 409 F.2d 734, 739 
(2d Cir. 1969). If a phrase on a fo^ label 
meets the definition of an implied 
nutrient content claim, it is such a claim 
regardless of the manufacturer’s 
subjective intent. The definition of an 
implied nutrient content claim is clear 
from the statute as interpreted by the 
regulations. See section 403(rKl)(A) of 
the act; new § 101.13(b). Manufacturers 
are required to keep al^east of changes 
in the law and are responsible for 
scrutinizing their labeling to determine 
whether it makes nutrient content 
claims. 

B. The Fifth Amendment 

These regulations will affect some 
companies’ use of brand names, 
including names subject to trademarks. 
A brand name that irvcludes an FDA* 
defined nutrient content claim, such as 
“light,” will be permitted to appear only 
on products that meet the regulations’ 
definition of “light.” Brand names that 
include nutrient content claims that 
FDA has not defined will not be 
permitted unless they were in use before 
October 25.1989, the date the 1990 
amendments were reported out of 
committee, or unless a {letition for their 
use is submitted and approved. 

308. Some comments contended that 
outlawing a brand name could violate 
the fifth amendment. Because brand 
names are property, banning their use 
could constitute a taking without just 
compensation, these comments argued. 
The comments suggested that in keeping 
with Executive Order No. 12630, FDA 
should conduct a takings analysis to 
assess whether compensation to owners 
of affected brand names would be 
appropriate. 

In its November 27,1991, regulatory 
impact analysis (RIA), 56 FR 60856 at 
60865, FDA stat^ that any alteration of 
trade names required by the new 
regulations would not constitute a 
taking, and that, as a result, no takings 

analysis was necessary. In view of the 
comments and concerns raised about 
the takings issue, however, the agency 
reconsidered and decided that it was 
appropriate to conduct a formal takings 
analysis pursuant to Executive Order 
No. 12630. The agency has completed 
the takings analysis and still believes 
that there is no regulatory taking under 
the fifth amendment if a manufacturer is 
required to alter its brand name when 
that brand name asserts, expressly or by 
implication, a nutrient content claim 
that has not been approved by FDA. The 
basis for this conclusion is set forth in 
response to the comment that follows. 

309. Comments from industry argued 
that the regulations’ effect on 
companies’ ability to use brand names 
constitutes a taking without 
compensation in violation of the fifth 
amendment of the U.S. Constitution. 
They point foremost to the financial 
consequences of losing the use of a 
valuable brand name. Standing alone, 
however, diminution in property value 
does not establish a taking. Penn Central 
Transp. Co. v. City of New York, 438 
U.S, 104,131 (1978). Indeed, 
“(gjovernment hardly could go on if to 
some extent values incident to property 
could not be diminished without paying 
for every such change in the general 
law.” Pennsylvania Coal Co. v. Mahon, 
260 U.S. 393,413 (1922). 

The Supreme Court has identified 
three factors for courts to consider in 
assessing whether a regulatory taking 
has occurred: (1) The ^aracter of the 
governmental action; (2) the extent to 
which a regulation interferes with 
reasonable investment-backed 
expectations; and (3) the regulation’s 
economic impact. Ruckelshaus v. 
Monsanto Co., 467 U.S. 986,1005 
(1984); Penn Central, 438 U.S. at 124. 
When examined in light of these three 
factors, it is clear that FDA’s regulations 
do not effect a taking in violation of the 
Constitution. 

With respect to the first factor, courts 
are more likely to find a taking when the 
interference with property can be 
characterized as a physical invasion by 
the Government than when the 
interference is caused by a regulatory 
program that “adjust[s] the benefits and 
burdens of economic life to promote the 
common good.” Penn Central, 438 U.S. 
at 124. Courts have accorded particular 
deference to governmental action taken 
in order to protect the public interest in 
health, safety, and welfare. See Keystone 
Bituminous Coal Ass’n v. DeBenedictis, 
480 U.S. 470,488 (1987); Penn Central, 
438 U.S. at 125; Atlas Corp. v. United 
States, 895 F.2d 745.757 (Fed. Gr.), 
cert, denied. 111 S. Q. 46 (1990); 
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Cnivert Invs. v. Metro. Sewer Dist., 847 
F.2d 304, 309 (6th Cir. 1988). 

With the 1990 amendments and these 
regulations. Congress and FDA seek to 
protect the public interest in health by 
ensuring that consumers who wish to 
maintain healthy dietary practices may 
be assisted in doing so by the 
information on food labels. This action 
constitutes a reasonable effort by the 
Government to promote the common 
good. By defining nutrient content 
claims, the regulations will “bring a 
sense of order to the understanding of 
terms used when describing 
characterizations of food products.” 136 
Congressional Record S16610 (Oct. 24. 
1990) (statement of Sen. Hatch). By 
permitting approved nutrient content 
claims, the regulations seek to provide 
useful information to consumers while 
ensuring that the information is not 
confusing or misleading. 136 
Congressional Record Hi2954 (Oct. 26. 
1990) (statement of Rep. Moakley). 
These regulations substantially advance 
and are rationally related to FDA’s 
legitimate interest in promoting the 
public health through the food label. 
See Keystone, 480 U.S. at 485; 
Monsanto, 467 U.S. at 1007; see also 
Pace Resources, Inc, v. Shrewsbury 
Township, 808 F.2d 1023,1030 (3d Cir.) 
(“ITJhe governmental action is entitled 
to a presumption that it does advance 
the public interest.”), cert, denied. 482 
U.S. 906 (1987). 

Although these regulations will 
restrict the use of certain debned terms, 
including terms that appear in some 
trade names, this restriction does not 
rise to the level of a taking. 
Governmental restrictions on the uses 
individuals can make of their property 
are “properly treated as part of the 
burden of common citizenship.” 
Keystone, 480 U.S. at 491 (citation 
omitted). These burdens are “borne to 
secure ‘the advantage of living and 
doing business in a civilized 
community.’” Andrus v. Allard, 444 
U.S. 51. 67 (1979) (quoting 
Pennsylvania Coal Co. v. Mahon, 260 
U.S. 393, 422 (1922) (Brandeis, J.. 
dissenting)). Moreover, these regulations 
are not without benefit to 
manufacturers. See Keystone, 480 U.S. 
at 4^. While each of us is burdened 
somewti..' t.y such restrictions, we, in 
turn, beneiit greatly from the restrictions 
that are placed on others.”); see also 
Penn Central, 438 U.S. at 134 
(“preservation of landmarks benefits all 
• * * citizens and all structures”). By 
defining certain terms, the regulations 
will increase the reliability of the food 
label and thus will bolster consumer 
confidence in label statements. They 
will also level the commercial playing 

field; No manufacturer will be able to 
use a defined term unless its use is 
consistent with the definition. 

The second factor that courts consider 
is whether a company has a reasonable 
investment-backed expectation in 
continuing to use its brand name. To be 
reasonable, expectations must take into 
account the power of the State to 
regulate in the public interest. Pace 
Resources, 808 F.2d at 1033. Reasonable 
expectations must also take into account 
the regulatory environment, including 
the foreseeability of changes in the 
regulatory scheme. “In an industry that 
long has been the focus of great public 
concern and significant government 
regulation,” Monsanto, 467 U.S. at 1008, 
the possibility is substantial that there 
will be modifications of the regulatory 
requirements. “Those who do business 
in the regulated field cannot object if the 
legislative scheme is buttressed by 
subsequent amendments to achieve the 
legislative end.” Connolly v. Pension 
Benefit Guar. Corp., 475 U.S. 211, 227 
(1986) (citation omitted); cf. Lucas v. 
South Carolina Coastal Council, 112 S. 
Ct. 2886, 2899 (1992) (“(Ijn the case of 
personal property, by reason of the 
State’s traditionally high degree of 
control over commercial dealings, (the 
property owner] ought to be aware of 
the possibility that new regulation 
might even render his property 
economically worthless * * * .”). 
Participants in a highly regulated 
industry are “on notice that (they) might 
be subjected to different regulatory 
burdens over time.” California Housing 
Secs., Inc. v. United States, 959 F.2d 
955, 959 (Fed. Cir. 1992), petition for 
cert, filed. 61 U.S.L.W. 3083 (U.S. July 
22.1992). In contrast, a regulatory 
scheme that appears suddenly may 
interfere with a company’s reasonable 
expectations. Id. 

It is not reasonable for a company to 
expect to be able to continue 
indefinitely to use a brand name that 
contains a defined nutrient content 
claim. Such an expectation would 
ignore FDA’s power to regulate the food 
label, the regulatory environment of the 
food industry, and the foreseeability 
that FDA would regulate health and 
content claims on the food label. 

FDA’s authority to regulate the food 
label is broad and longstanding. 
Governmental authority to regulate the 
food label has long been recognized. For 
example, the Supreme Court stated in 
1919 that “it is too plain for argument 
that a manufacturer or vendor has no 
constitutional right to sell goods 
without giving to the purchaser fair 
information of what it is that is being 
sold.” Corn Products Refining Co. v. 
Eddy, 249 U.S. 427, 431 (1919). With the 

1990 amendments. Congress did not 
suddenly grant the agency new 
authority of the sort that interfered with 
a company’s reasonable expectations 
about the way the food label would be 
regulated, see California Housing Secs., 
959 F.2d at 959, but rather clarified 
FDA’s authority to define nutrient 
content claims. The authority granted by 
the 1990 amendments was consistent 
with FDA’s existing power over the food 
label. For example. FDA already had 
authority to define common or usual 
names for food and to set standards of 
identity. See, e.g., American Frozen 
Food Inst. v. Mathews, 413 F. Supp. 548 
(D.D.C. 1976), afrd, 555 F.2d 1059 (D.C. 
Cir. 1977). Moreover, under preexisting 
authority—e.g., sections 201(f) and (n) 
and 403(a) and (j)—^the agency had 
regulated or taken steps to regulate 
nutrient content claims on the food 
label. Although FDA had earlier 
regulated the use of certain nutrient 
content claims, the 1990 amendments 
gave the agency specific authority to 
define terms such as “light” and “low” 
consistently across product categories. 
See, e.g., 136 Congressional Record 
H12953-54 (Oct. 26,1990) (statement of 
Rep. Madigan). 

Moreover, the food industry is high.’y 
regulated. Companies are well aware 
that they operate subject to the 
restrictions of the act. Like other 
regulatory schemes, the act has not been 
static, see California Housing Secs., 959 
F.2d at 959, and companies that are 
subject to the act should understand the 
possibility that its requirements will 
evolve over time. The food industry has 
long been “the focus of great public 
concern and significant government 
regulation,” and “the possibility was 
substantial” that the government would, 
“upon focusing on the issue,” decide 
that the actions now being undertaken 
are in the public interest. Monsanto, 467 
U.S. at 1009. 

Not only was the industry on notice 
that the regulatory scheme under which 
it operated might be amended, but it 
also had specific n’otice of the type of 
action FDA might take with respect to 
the food label. FDA promulgated 
regulations on the use of certain 
nutrient content claims years before the 
1990 amendments were passed. The 
terms “sodium free,” “very low 
sodium,” “low sodium,” and “reduced 
sodium” are defined in current § 101,13. 
Current § 101.25 governs information 
that may appear on food labels 
regarding fat, fatty acid, and cholesterol 
content. Current § 105.66 controls the 
use of the claims “low calorie,” 
“reduced calorie,” and “sugarfree.” It 
would be unreasonable for a company to 
expect that the agency would forever 
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refrain from further regulation of 
nutrient content claims. 

Thus, companies that use brand 
names that contain express or implied 
nutrient content claims lack a 
reasonable investment-bacJced 
expectation that they will be able to 
continue to use those names. Only with 
the passage of the 1990 amendments 
and the publication of these final rules 
does the possibility arise that a 
company might have a reasonable 
investment-backed expectation in 
continuing to use an approved claim. 
See Ruckelshaus v. Monsanto Co., 467 
U. S. at 1010-1013. 

The final factor that courts consider is 
the economic impact of the 
governmental action. "There is no fixed 
formula to determine how much 
diminution in market value is allowable 
without the Fifth amendment coming 
into play.” Florida Rock Industries, Inc. 
V. United States, 791 F.2d 893, 901 (Fed. 
Cir. 1986), cert, denied, 479 U.S. 1053 
(1987). It is clear, however, that a 
regulation’s economic impact may be 
great without rising to the level of a 
taking. See Pace Resources, 808 F.2d at 
1031 (citing Hadacheck v. Sebastian, 
239 U.S. 394 (1915) (reduction in value 
from $800,000 to $60,000); Euclid v. 
Ambler Realty Co., 272 U.S. 365 (1926) 
(75 percent diminution in value)). Mere 
denial of the most profitable or 
beneficial use of a property does not 
require a finding that a taking has 
occurred. Tirolerland, Inc. v. Lake 
Placid 1980 Olympic Games, Inc., 592 F. 
Supp. 304, 313 (N.D.N.Y. 1984); see also 
Andrus v. Allard, 444 U.S. 51, 66 
(1979); Florida Rock, 791 F.2d at 901. 
Rather, courts look for extensive or 
drastic interference with a property’s 
possible uses. See Pace Resources, 808 
F.2d at 1031. 

In assessing whether a regulation 
effects a taking, the Supreme Court has 
considered whether the regulation 
denies an owner the “economically 
viable” use of its property. See, e.g.. 
Keystone, 480 U.S. at 499. This analysis 
involves looking not just at what has 
been lost, but at the whole “bundle” of 
property rights. Andrus v. Allard, 444 
U.S. at 65-66. Courts focus on the 
remaining uses permitted and the 
residual value of the property. Pace 
Resources, 808 F.2d at 1031. Although 
it is undeniable that compliance with 
these regulations will cost money and 
may mean that certain product names 
must be altered, companies will not be 
denied the economically viable use of 
their property. 

Many firms will be able to minimize 
the regulations’ impact by reformulating 
those products that do not meet the 
regulations’ definitions. These 

reformulated products could continue to 
bear the original brand name. 
Reformulation may be costly, but it is 
not the kind of economic impact that 
leads to a taking. “Requiring money to 
be spent is not a taking of property.” 
Atlas Corp., 895 F.2d at 756. Nor may 
companies argue, as one comment did, 
that their legal and other costs of 
seeking compensation for losses from 
these regulations should be included in 
the assessment of economic impact. 
These costs are not included in 
calculating just compensation under the 
fifth amendment. United States v. 
Bodcaw Co., 440 U.S. 202, 203 (1979); 
United States v. 101.80 Acres, 716 F.2d 
714, 717 n.5 (9th Cir, 1983). 

Other companies may be able to 
continue using their brand names with 
some, but not all, of their products. 
These companies will retain a residual 
economically viable use of their brand 
names. These companies will retain the 
ability to use their brand names oh some 
of their products. Those with 
trademarks will also retain the 
important right to prevent other 
companies from marketing under the 
protected name. See PruneYard 
Shopping Center V. Robins, 447 U.S. 74, 
82 (1980) (“[Olne of the essential sticks 
in the bundle of property rights is the 
right to exclude others.”). They would, 
moreover, be able to market new 
products that meet the applicable 
definition under the brand name. And 
finally, those foods that could not be 
marketed under the original brand name 
may continue to be sold under another 
name that does not violate the 
regulations. 

It is unlikely that these regulations 
will force any company to stop using a 
brand name entirely. However, even if 
these regulations do have such an effect, 
the economic impact of this loss, 
without more, would not establish a 
taking: It is also critical to consider the 
character of the Government’s action 
and its interference with reasonable 
investment-backed expectations. In 
addition, a company in this position 
lacks a property right to continue 
marketing a product under a defined 
term that its food does not meet. See 56 
FR 60356 at 60865, November 27,1991. 
For example, a food that bears a “light” 
claim but does not meet the definition 
of “light” and cannot be reformulated as 
a “light” product is not light and should 
not be called “light,” Such a product is 
misbranded not only under section 
403 (r) of the act but also under section 
403(a)—that is, even before the passage 
of the 1990 amendments, its labeling 
was false or misleading and in violation 
of the act. See Lucas v. South Carolina 
Coastal Council, 112 S. Ct. 2886, 2901 

(1992) (“The use of these properties for 
what are now expressly prohibited 
purposes was always unlawful * * *,”). 

310. One comment inquired why, if so 
many misbranded products were on the 
market before the 1990 amendments, 
FDA did not take action to stop the 
misbranding. 

In fact, FDA did send warning letters 
to a number of manufacturers who were 
making misleading claims. In virtually 
all of these cases, the manufacturer 
removed the misleading claim from the 
product. The agency would have done 
more but for lack of resources. In 
addition, consumer confusion resulted 
as much from the lack of any defined 
standards for claims as from individual 
claims that were objectionable. To solve 
the problem, it was necessary to address 
it globally by developing a regulatory 
scheme designed specifically for 
nutrient content claims. 

311. One comment argued that to 
avoid an unnecessary taking, the agency 
should interpret section 403(r)(2)(C) of 
the act (the grandfather clause) to apply 
to product line extensions. The 
comment asserts that section 
403(r)(2)(C) of the act is ambiguous and 
reads FDA’s proposed implementing 
regulation (proposed § 101.13(o)(l)) to 
extend grandfathering to new products 
introduced under an existing brand 
name. 

FDA does not believe the grandfather 
clause is ambiguous but has revised its 
regulation (new § 101.13(p)(l)) to clarify 
that the grandfather clause does not 
apply to product line extensions. The 
grandfather clause provides that 
unapproved nutrient content claims that 
are part of the brand name of a food are 
permitted if the brand name was in use 
on the food before October 25,1989— 
not if the brand name was being u.sed 
on some other food before that date 
(emphasis added). Therefore, new 
products introduced under the same 
brand name are not covered. Any 
company that started using a preexisting 
brand name on a new product after the 
grandfather date did not have a 
reasonable expectation of being able to 
use the name on that product. 
Therefore, the regulation does not effect 
a taking. 

312. Another comment contended 
that the wording of the grandfather 
clause'"demonstrates that a product 
whose brand name includes an 
undefined nutrient content claim is not 
necessarily misbranded under section 
403(a) of the act. which proscribes false 
and misleading labeling. The comment 
reasoned that, where there are two 
brand names that contain the same 
undefined claim—one grandfathered, 
one not—it would be absurd to say that 
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the nongrandfatbered brand name is 
misleading, but that the grandfathered 
brand name is not 

The agency agrees that a 
grandfathered brand name is not 
necessarily false or misleading under 
section 403(a) of the act, nor is a 
nongrandfatbered brand name tliat 
makes the same claim. A product with 
a nongrandfatbered brand name that 
makes an unapproved nutrient content 
claim is misbranded imder the 1990 
amendments, however, because they 
prohibit the use of undefined claims. 
See section 403(r)(lHA) of the act. 
Moreover, after the claim has been 
defined, both the grandfathered and 
nongrandfatbered product will be 
mi^randed under both section 403(a) of 
the act and the 1990 amendments if ti^y 
do not conform to the definition. (See 
section 403(r)(2KC)-) 

It should be not^ that Congress did 
not make a judgment as to whether 
grandfathered brand names are 
misleading or nonmisleading; rather, it 
decided not to disrupt the market until 
FDA had a chance to define the tenns 
used in grandfathmud brand names. 
There is no taking of an undefined, 
nongrandfatbered brand name because 
companies had no reasonable 
investment-hacked expectation of being 
able to use undefined claims after the 
1990 amendments were reported out of 
committee. 

It should be pointed out that it is the 
statute, not FDA’s regulations, that 
forbids the use of undefined terms in 
nutrient content claims. 

313. The same conunent argued that 
because the Patent Office considers the 
comment’s trademark nondeceptive, the 
company has a reasonable, investment- 
backed eiqiectation of being able to use 
the trademark. 

The agency disagrees. FDA, not the 
Patent Office, has primary expertise in 
food labeling, and FDA does not 
consider itself bound by the Patent 
Office’s decision as to whether a 
trademark is misleading. 

314. Two comments argued, citing 
FTC case law, tJiat the policy of the law 
to preserve trade names protects them 
from destruction if less drastic means 
would prevent deception. See Jacob 
Siegel Co. v. FTC. 327 U.S. 608, 612 
(1946): FTC V. Boyal KiilUng Co., 288 
U.S. 212, 217 (1933). The comments 
argued that prohibiting certain brand 
names is inappropriate because 
deception can be prevented by adding 
disjclaimers or explanations to the brand 
names. One comment said the cited 
cases are rooted in takings doctrine. The 
ctl.er asserted that these cases are based 
o- ust amendment principles. See 
Benejicial Corp. v. FTC, 542 F.2d 611, 

620 (3d Or. 1976), cert, denied. 430 U.S. 
983 (1977). 

FDA disagrees ivith these comments. 
According to Jacob Siegel Co., whether 
prohibition of a trade name is necessary 
“is a questkai initially and primarily for 
the [agency] * * * [which] is the expert 
body to determine what remedy is 
necessary to eliminate the unfair or 
deceptive trade practices which have 
been disclosed.’’ 327 U.S. at 612. In 
another case, the Supreme Court uf^eld 
the prohibition of a trade name w'hen, 
in the agency’s judgment, the 
prohibition was necessary to prevent 
deception. FTC v, Algoma Lumber Co., 
291 U.S. 67. 81-82 (1934). With respect 
to food labeling, no disclaimer or 
explanation could eliminate the 
deceptive effect of a brand name that 
incorporates an FDA-defined term if the 
food on which the brand name appears 
does not meet the definition of that 
term. 

The Supreme Court recently 
acknowledged the protection given to 
trade names in Jacob Siegel and Royal 
Milling, whitii were decided under 
section 5 of the Federal Trade 
Commission Act (15 U.S.C. 45) (the FTC 
act), but also recognized that those 
decisions rested on statutory—not 
constitutional—grounds. The court 
made clear that Qie holdings of those 
decisions do not carry over to cases 
decided on first amendment principles 
alone: 

(Tjhere is no First Amendment rule, 
comparable to the limitation on § 5, requiring 
a State to allow deceptive or misleading 
commercial speech whenever the publication 
of additional information can clarify or offset 
the effects of the spurious communication. 
Friedman v. Rogers, 440 U.S. 1,12 n.ll 
(1979). Like the first amendment, the act 
contains no limitation comparable to 
section 5 of the FTC act. 

Finally, FDA is not bound to follow 
FTC case law. Although cases involving 
FTC may sometimes relevant, it is 
important to note that fundamental 
differences exist between the regulatory 
schemes administered by the two 
agencies. See Bristol-Myers Co. v. FTC. 
738 F.2d 554, 559 (2d Cir. 1984), cert, 
denied, 469 U.S. 1189 (1985). Congress 
has long recognized the division of roles 
between the two agencies. See 79 
Congressional Record 4749 (1935), 
reprinted in “Federal Food, Drug, and 
Cosmetic Act: A Statement of its 
Legislative Record” 280-81 (Charles W. 
Dunn ed., 1938) (statements cf Senators 
Copeland and Austin) (FTC 
concentrates on the interests of 
commerce and economic needs, 
whereas the objective of FDA is “the 
health of the people”). The FTC 
regulates unfair com}>etition and trade 

practices, including food advertising. 
See, e.g., 15 U.S.C. 45 and 52. In 
contrast. FDA is a scientific agency 
empowered to regulate the food label, 
among other things. Thus, FTC case law 
does not govern FDA regulation. 

VIl. Other Issues 

315. One comment stated that because 
of the range of meanings already 
attached to terms such as “light,” 
“low,” “free,” “source of,” and 
“reduced,” FDA’s attempt to define 
such terms will not be completely 
successful at eliminating confusion. The 
comment suggested that a better 
approach would have been for FDA to 
create a set of terms, either chosen from 
words not currently used in relationship 
to food or completely made up, to attach 
to their definitions instead of attempting 
to define terms already in vogue. 

In response to this comment 
addressing the agency’s basic approach 
to defining terms used to make nutrient 
content claims, the agency advises that 
many of the terms that it is defining are 
those that the 1990 amendments require 
the agency to define. Section 
3(b)(l)(A)(iii) of the 1990 amendments 
directs the agency to define the terms 
“free,” “low,” “light” or “lite,” 
“reduced,” “less,” and “high” when 
these terms are used to characterize the 
level of any nutrient in food, unless it 
finds that Uie use of such terms would 
be misleading. The agency has not 
found that any of these terms are 
misleading per se, al^ough some 
consumer confusion as to their 
meanings may exist as a result of the 
variety of ways in which they have been 
used in the marketplace. Providing 
regulatory definidons for these terms 
that must be used by any manufacturers 
that use these terms in their labeling 
should alleviate or eliminate confusion. 
Therefore, the agency does not have the 
prerogative of creating a set of terms for 
nutrient content claims that have not 
previously been associated with claims 
for food as the comment suggested. 

316. One comment statecfinat 
nutrient content claims such as “fiee,” 
“low,” and “reduced” should be 
defined for modified lactose levels in 
foods. 

The agency does not agree with this 
comment. These regulations are 
intended to define nutrient content 
claims for categories of nutrients or 
individual nutrients that are required 
for maintaining a diet that meets current 
dietary guidelines (e.g., fiber, 
cholesterol, and fat). Lactose, a sugar 
that occurs in milk, is not a nutrient 
addressed in current dietary guidelines. 
However, labeling in regard to the 
lactose content of a food does have 
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significance for individuals who cannot 
tolerate this nutrient. FDA advises that 
provisions for the labeling of 
hypoallergenic foods are in § 105.62. 

317. A comment stated that someone 
will still have to "educate” consumers 
about the meaning of the terms that FDA 
is defining.' Another comment 
recommended that since terms are 
meaningless without the definitions to 
help distinguish among them, glossaries 
of allow’ed nutrient content claims 
should be available at points of 
purchase in the form of posters and free 
pamphlets. An alternative suggested in 
the comments was to abandon the effort 
to simplify nutrition information for 
consumers, to disallow claims on labels, 
and to educate consumers to interpret 
nutrition labels. 

FDA does not agree that it should 
disallow claims on labels and instead 
only educate consumers to interpret 
nutrition labels. FDA believes that 
claims serve to highlight important 
nutritional aspects of foods, and as a 
result, they assist consumers in the 
identification and selection of foods that 
are useful for meeting dietary goals. 

FDA agrees that e^cationalprograms 
will be necessary to develop consumer 
and industry understanding of the 
regulatory definitions. Section 2(c) of 
the 1990 amendments calls for activities 
that educate consumers about nutrition 
information on the food label and the 
importance of that information in 
maintaining healthy dietary practices. 
To achieve this purpose, FDA and 
USDA have jointly initiated a multi-year 
food labeling education campaign. The 
major goals of this campaign are to: |1) 
Increase consumers’ knowledge and 
effective use of the new food label and 
to assist them in making accurate and 
sound dietary choices; (2) to integrate 
food labeling education into existing 
and new nutrition and health education 
programs; and (3) to build extensive 
partnerships capable of developing and 
evaluating labeling education targeted to 
the dietary needs of diverse 
populations, such as low literacy 
consumers, minorities, older Americans, 
children, and people with dietary 
restrictions. 

As part of this effort, the agencies 
have established the National Exchange 
on Food Labeling Education which 
includes an information center housed 
in the Food and Nutrition Information 
Center at the National Agricultural 
Library. It provides the general public 
and professionals with access to 
information about food labeling research 
and educational activities (projects, 
programs, and materials) fi'om both the 
public and private sector. Together, the 
agencies will facilitate cooperative 

projects with diverse organizations and 
the communication of information that 
targets various subpopulations as well 
as the general public. Thus, the agencies 
are developing an extensive food label 
education network that includes 
consumers; health professionals and 
organizations; educators; trade 
associations; Federal, State, and local 
governments and many others, to assist 
in the dissemination and development 
of information and activities. 

To ensure that consumers have 
accurate and adequate resource 
materials and information, the agencies 
have begun, and will continue to; (1) 
Conduct and report on existing and 
planned food labeling research; (2) 
develop education initiatives at the 
national and local levels; (3) hold 
regularly-scheduled meetings to build 
labeling education exchanges; (4) 
produce video news releases and longer 
videos; and (5) produce an array of 
public education materials, including a 
special edition of FDA Consumer 
magazine that summarizes the final food 
labeling regulations, and brochures (in 
English and other languages) on the new 
label and how to use it to meet the 
Dietary Guidelines for Americans. These 
materials will be targeted to the general 
public, nutritionists, such special 
groups as ethnic minorities, and others. 
Organizations will also be able to use 
these resource materials to develop 
educational materials of their own. 

318. Several comments stated that the 
proposed rules define claims so 
narrowly and require such burdensome 
disclosure requirements that 
manufacturers would have little or no 
incentive to develop new nutritionally 
improved products to qualify for 
nutrient content claims, to make 
substantial investments in research and 
development, or to develop the 
supporting manufacturing marketing 
capabilities. 

The agency agrees that new products 
that are truly nutritionally improved can 
make positive contributions to public 
health. Thus, FDA is sensitive to the 
concerns raised by the comments that 
the proposed definitions could inhibit 
innovation. In response, FDA has 
attempted in the final regulations to 
make the definitions more flexible, 
while at the same time ensuring that the 
terms will be useful in maintaining 
healthy dietary practices and will be 
used in a manner that is truthful and not 
misleading. FDA believes that the final 
regulations, as revised, will stimulate 
innovation in food product research and 
the development of new versions of 
foods and food formulations that will 
meet the definitions, because nutrient 

content claims are an important aspect 
of a product’s marketability. 

319. Several industry comments 
stated that because these regulations 
depart significantly firom the European 
Community (EC) nutrition labeling 
directive and from the Food 
Agricultural OrganizationAVorld Health 
Organization (FAO/WHO) Codex 
International recommendations, they 
will impede the resolution of 
differences under the General 
Agreement on Tariff and Trade. 

The agency recognizes that the 1990 
amendments and substantive provisions 
of these regulations are not in complete 
accord with the FAO/WHO Codex food 
labeling regulations or with regulations 
or directives of the EC or other 
countries. The agency also recognizes 
that this is an area that the FAO/WHO 
Codex has not yet addressed. Therefore, 
the regulations may have an impact on 
the resolution of issues related to 
international trade. However, these 
regulations are fully responsive to the 
1990 amendments. The agency believes 
that these regulations will provide U.S. 
consumers with accurate and reliable 
information, information that 
consumers in other countries could use 
and may demand of their food 
regulators. The agency believes that the 
principles of these regulations may be 
adopted by other countries and serve as 
a basis for harmonization. This agency 
is committed to working with 
representatives of other nations and 
international organizations to achieve 
the greatest degree of harmonization 
possible. 

VIII. Terms that Describe Other Aspects 
ofFood 

A. "Fresh” and Belated Terms 

The 1990 amendments do not require 
that FDA define labeling terms such as 
"fresh” that do not make nutrient 
content claims. However, the continued 
misuse of "fresh” and related terms in 
the marketplace, and the consumer 
confusion that has resulted, led the 
agency to propose definitions in the 
general principles proposal that 
establish labeling regulations to govern 
the use of "fresh,” "freshly-” (e.g., 
"freshly baked”), and "fresh frozen” as 
they appear on the label or in the 
labeling of foods, including the use of 
these terms in brand names and as 
sensory modifiers (fresh tasting) (56 FR 
60421 at 60462). 

FDA also identified several questions 
in the general principles proposal 
regarding the use of the term "fresh” 
and solicited comments on whether 
these should be addressed in the final 
rule. The agency asked whether: (1) 1* 
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should allow the use of the term "fresh" 
to describe certain raw foods that have 
been treated with ionizing radiation in 
accordance with § 179.26 (21 CFR 
179.26), specifically, those foods where 
irradiation at a maximum dose of 1 
kilcGray (100 kilorads) is permitted: (2) 
it is appropriate to limit use of the term 
“freshly-” to foods that are 
available for sale within 24 hours of 
preparation as the agency proposed, or 
whether other approach^ to defining 
this term should be considered and 
incorporated into the final rule; (3) it 
would be misleading to allow the use of 
the term "freshly prepared" to de.scribe 
recently prepar^ foods that contain 
processed ingredients; (4) it is important 
to the consumer to be able to distinguish 
between processed products made with 
fresh, as opposed to processed 
ingredients, and whether FDA should 
permit the use of a factual statement 
such as “spaghetti sauce—^made with 
fresh mushrooms" on processed foods 
made from fresh as opposed to 
processed finiits and vegetables. Related 
to this issue. FDA requested comments 
on whether the inclusion of blanching 
as part of a continuous process at a 
facility should preclude labeling the 
ingredient as fresh; (5) the use of 
remanufactured ingredients affects the 
attributes of a finished product, such as 
a tomato product, to such a degree that 
the consumer is misled about the 
product if its labeling does not 
specifically declare the remanufactured 
nature of the ingredient. The agency 
asked whether it should require the use 
of a term such as “reconstituted," 
“remanufactu.''ed," or “made from 
concentrate” on the PDF of processed 
products made from remanufactured 
ingredients; and (6) extended shelf life 
foods merit the use of the term "freshly 
prepared," and if so. what factors 
should be considered to ensure that the 
term is not used in a misleading 
manner. 

320. Several comments objected to the 
agency issuing a regulation that would 
define “fresh" and related terms while 
it is implementing the mandatory 
requirements of the 1990 amendments. 
These comments argued that a 
regulation governing the use of the term 
“^sh" is not mandated by the 1990 
amendments and does not meet the 
President’s reform directive of January 
28.1992. Some of these comments 
urged FDA to defer rulemaking on use 
of the term “fresh" until after it 
completes the mandatory rulemaking 
required by the 1990 amendments. 

The agency does not -agree that it 
should defer rulemaking to define 
“f.-e, h." Although the 1990 amendments 
do not require the agency to define the 

term “fresh,” FDA believes that a 
definition for certain uses of the term 
“fresh” is necessary because the term 
has been continuously misused in 
certain contexts. FDA concludes that a 
regulatory definition will discourage 
such misuse and will allow the agency 
to efficiently enforce the misbranding 
provisions of the act, particularly 
section 403(a) of the act, when the term 
is misused. 

In issuing regulations concerning use 
of the term “fresh,” the agency has also 
taken into account the requirements 
outlined in the President’s reform 
directive regarding burdensome 
government regulations. Having 
concluded that it is necessary to 
promulgate regulations concerning use 
of the term “fresh,” the agency 
considers that taking such action at this 
time is the most cost effective option 
because any required labeling changes 
that result from this action can be 
accomplished simultaneously with the 
label changes required by the 1990 
amendments. 

321. Comments addressing the 
proposed definition for the term “fresh" 
expressed widely diver.se views on this 
subject. The agency received comments 
that supported the propo.sed definition, 
suggested alternatives to it, opposed the 
provision as proposed, or opposed FDA 
defining the term altogether. 

Comments suggested that “fresh" 
should be defined as recently made, 
produced, or harvested foods that are 
not .stale, spoiled, or withered. 
Numerous comments suggested that in 
addition to defining “fresh” as meaning 
raw and unprocessed, the term can also 
be associated with product quality, and 
therefore, a case-by-case determination 
may have to be made to determine 
where misleading uses of “fresh” have 
occurred rather than establishing one 
definition for the term. Some other 
comments contended that “fresh” has 
various meanings, and that the context 
in which it is used should ultimately 
dictate its meaning. One comment 
argued that the term “fresh” should be 
defined in such a way to distinguish 
between “garden fresh” and “market 
fresh." 

Some comments that favored a 
regulation to govern the use of “fresh" 
suggested that the term should not refer 
to products prepared from concentrates, 
to commercially packed pasteurized 
products, or to products that are stored 
in cold storage warehouses until they 
are marketed. Some of these comments 
also stated that raw produce that has 
been trimmed or cut into smaller pieces 
should not be precluded from being 
described as fresh. 

Some comments suggested that the 
proposed definition was too restrictive 
and did not consider the many ways 
consumers use and understand “fresh" 
because, as defined in the proposal, the 
term could only be used to describe raw. 
unprocessed foods. For example, these 
comments pointed out that, as 
proposed, the term “fresh” could not be 
used to describe some foods that are 
generally accepted by consumers os 
“fresh,” such as fresh bread and 
pasteurized milk. 

Some comments argued that there are 
numerous consumer perceptions 
associated with the term, and therefore, 
it is impossible to derive one definition 
that is universally acceptable. Another 
comment suggested that FDA should not 
permit the use of the term “fresh” on 
food labels because it is too difficult to 
define the term in a manner t’nat would 
encompass all of the ways consumers 
use and understand it. 

The volume of comments that 
expressed significantly different 
conceptions about the term “fresh,” and 
that expressed re.servations about the 
proposed definition of “fresh,” has led 
FDA to reconsider this provision. FDA 
has been persuaded that the proposal 
was too restrictive, because it did not 
allow for various contexts in which 
“fresh” is appropriately used and would 
have disallowed uses of this term that 
are not misleading and are widely 
accepted by consumers (“fresh bread”). 
After considering all of the comments, 
FDA concludes that it is not necessary 
to establish a definition for “fresh" that 
would address all uses of this term as 
the proposal w'ould have done. 

However, FDA concludes that a 
definition for “fresh" is necessary to 
preclude the types of misuses of the 
term that the agency most frequently 
encounters, i.e., use of the term to imply 
that a product is unprocessed, when in 
fact it has been processed. The 
definition has particular applicability 
where there are processed and 
unprocessed forms of the food available. 
The use of the term “fresh” would 
imply that the food is the unprocessed 
form. If this is not the case, the food is 
misbranded. Therefore, FDA has revised 
the definition of “fresh” in § 101.95(a) 
so that it retains the same criteria that 
were in the proposal, but it only applies 
the criteria when the term “fresh” is 
used in a manner that suggests or 
implies that the food is unprocessed. 

FDA is providing some examples of 
how certain foods relate to the 
definition of “fresh." These examples 
are intended to be illustrative. Except in 
a few cases where FDA believes 
clarification is necessary, FDA is not 
providing specific guidance «n this final 
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rule on the many types of foods for 
which comments stated an opinion 
concerning the appropriateness of the 
use of the descriptive term “fresh.” 
Under the definition of “fresh” that the 
agency is establishing, foods such as cut 
raw vegetables and expressed juices 
from raw produce could bear the term 
“fresh” on the label because these foods 
meet the requirements of the definition. 
However, if the term “fresh” were used 
to describe a pasteurized orange juice, 
that term would misbrand the product 
because when used in this context, the 
term implies that the food is 
unprocessed (e.g., fresh squeezed orange 
juice), when in fact it is a pasteurized 
food. 

By contrast, in the case of pasteurized 
milk that is labeled as “fresh,” such a 
food would not be subject to new 
§ 101.95(8) because this term does not 
imply that milk is unprocessed 
inasmuch as consumers recognize that 
milk is nearly always pasteurized, and 
that unpasteurized milk (in states where 
it is permitted to be sold) would be 
labeled as “raw” milk. Also, the term 
“fresh” as used on bread would not be 
subject to new § 101.95(a} because bread 
is not a food that exists in a raw state, 
and the term “fresh bread” does not 
imply that the food is unprocessed and 
in its raw state. For clarity, FDA is 
including milk in § 101.95 as an 
example of a use of the term “fresh” that 
is not subject to this regulation, and 
pasta sauce as an example of a food that 
is subject to this regulation. 

The agency advises that uses of the 
term "fresh” to describe foods that do 
not suggest or imply that a food is 
unprocessed will not be subject to the 
definition established for “fresh.” 
However, all uses of this term in food 
labeling are subject to the requirements 
of 403(a) of the act, the act’s prohibition 
of false or misleading labeling. 
Therefore, the agency has the authority 
to take action on a case-by-case basis 
against foods that use the term "fresh” 
bn the label in a manner that is false or 
misleading, even though the food may 
liot be subject to new § 101.95(a). 

322. One comment stated that the 
agency should adopt FSiS* policy memo 
022C that outlines conditions in which 
the term “fresh” can be used on 
approved labeling of meat and poultry 
products. FSIS’ policy memo 022C 
slates that the term “fresh” may not be 
used as part of a name on any product 
that is canned, cured, dried, chemically 
preserved, or hermetically sealed. In 
addition, FSIS’ policy memo 022C states 
that “fresh” may not be used on any 
poultry or poultry part that has been 
frozen or previously frozen at or below 
zero degrees Fahrenheit. 

FDA does not find it appropriate to 
adopt FSIS' policy memo 022C that 
addresses use of the term “fresh” on the 
labeling of meat and poultry products. 
Although the memo has provided FDA 
with useful information in formulating 
its “fresh” policy, the reference of the 
policy memo is limited in that it 
specifically addresses meat and poultry 
products and the conditions under 
which they are sold. Therefore, the 
agency does not find merit in the 
suggestion that it adopt the provisions 
set forth in that policy memo. 

323. Several comments addressed the 
use of “fresh” as it relates to crabmeat. 
Comments on this issue urged FDA to 
reconsider its definition for “fresh” 
because as proposed, it would prohibit 
the use of this descriptor to describe 
crabmeat. These comments argued that 
it is not feasible for consuniers to 
purchase raw crabmeat, and, 
furthermore, use of the term “fresh” has 
been traditionally associated with 
crabmeat that has been cooked and 
picked but not subjected to any other 
processing procedures. Other comments 
stated that some consumers look for the 
term “fresh crabmeat” as a way of 
distinguishing it fit>m pasteurized 
crabmetff that is a lower price and that 
requires special handling. 

FDA finds that the terms “fresh” Cff 
“fresh picked” as used to distinguish 
picked crabmeat from pasteurized 
crabmeat is not a use of the term “fresh” 
that implies that the food is 
unprocessed (as it is understood to 
mean that the food has been cooked and 
is not raw), nor is it misleading to 
consumers who are accustomed to this 
usage. Therefore, such use of the term 
is not subject to new § 101.95(a). and 
FDA will not object to such usage of the 
term. 

324. One comment disagreed with 
some of the proposed exemptions that 
allowed for use of the term “fresh,” i.e., 
(1) If an approved wax or coating has 
been applied to raw produce, (2) if a 
mild chlorine or mild acid wash has 
been applied to raw produce, or (3) if 
raw produce has been treated with 
approved pesticides after harvest. The 
comment stated that it is misleading to 
use the term “firesh” to describe raw 
produce that has been washed with a 
chlorine or mild acid wash, waxed, or 
treated with an approved pesticide. 
However, another comment suggested 
that the agency should permit use of the 
term ’’fresh” on foods whose surface is 
treated with ascorbic add, caldum 
chloride, dtric add, potassium chloride, 
or sodium bisulfite, provided that these 
treatments are used at levels allowed by 
FDA regulations. The Commenfargued 
that these treatments affect a food’s 

surface, and that they do not 
appredably affect the body or alter the 
state of the food. 

The agency does not agree that surface 
treatments such as waxing, washing 
with a mild chlorine or a mild acid 
wash, or the use of an approved 
pesticide should preclude describing 
the food as "fresh.” As stated in the 
proposal, these applications are 
recognized as routine practices in the 
distribution and handling of raw 
produce. However, the agency does not 
agree that the use of the term “fresh” is 
appropriate if a food has been subjected 
to chemical treatments, including but 
not limited to antioxidants, 
antimicrobial agents, or preservatives, 
that introduce chemically active 
substances that remain in or on the food 
to preserve or otherwira afreet the food. 
Thus, FDA is not providing for the use 
of the term ’'fre^” on foods that have 
been treated with the substances listed 
in the second comment. FDA is, 
however, retaining the exempting 
provisitms in the final rule and is 
redesignating them as § 101.95(c)(1). 

325. A number of the comments 
stated that use of low dose ionizing 
radiation has little effect on the 
attributes of a food in its raw state, and 
that “fresh” labeling should be 
permitted for foods that have been 
treated with low dose ionizing 
radiation. Other comments that 
supported the use of the term "fresh” on 
some irradiated foods suggested that 
irradiation enables a product to remain 
wholesome. 

A small number of comments argued 
that use of the term “fresh” to describe 
certain irradiated raw foods would be 
misleading because irradiation is 
considered to be a form of processing 
that results in a loss of vitamins in 
foods. The comments also stated that 
safety procedures have not been 
established for irradiated foods, and that 
irradiation may afreet the food in some 
unhealthful way. None of the comments 
that opposed the use of ionizing 
radiation on raw unprocessed foods 
provided the agency with supporting 
data to substantiate these claims. A few 
comments suggested that the labeling 
information associated with irradiated 
foods should state whether the food has 
been exposed to gamma or ionizing 
radiation from man-made sources. The 
majority of the comments agreed that 
the agency should require 
comprehensive and informative labeling 
on any raw unprocessed food that has 
been irradiated. 

After reviewing the comments 
pertaining to the use of “fresh” to 
describe foods that have been expmsed 
to ionizing radiation, the agency notes 
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that the concerns expressed relate 
primarily to safety and to the use of 
appropriate labeling to identify foods 
that have been irradiated. These 
comments appear to confuse safety and 
proper identihcation of foods that have 
been irradiated with perceptions related 
to the state of freshness of these foods. 
None of the comments, however, 
provided information to support the 
contention that use of currently 
approved low doses of irradiation on 
raw foods (not exceeding 1 kiloGray 
(100 kilorads)) would degrade the 
characteristics of a food associated with 
a food’s raw state. 

Under the provisions of § 179.26(b). 
irradiation of fresh foods is limited to 
the use of low dose irradiation (not to 
exceed 1 kiloGray) for the purpose of 
disinfestation of arthropod pests in 
food, for growth and maturation 
inhibition of some fresh foods, and for 
control of Trichina spiralis in pork 
carcasses. In approving these uses of 
irradiation, the agency concluded that 
foods treated with the approved levels 
of ionizing irradiation are safe. FDA 
requires that retail packages and bulk 
containers of such food l^ar a unique 
logo that distinguishes irradiated &om 
nonirradiated foods and the statement 
“treated with radiation” or “treated by 
irradiation” (§ 179.26(c)). Therefore. 
FDA concludes that the safety and 
proper identihcation of any food that 
has been treated with low dose ionizing 
irradiation is not relevant in 
determining whether food that is 
“fresh” under § 101.95 before 
irradiation can continue to be described 
as “fresh” after such treatment. 

The test for determining the 
appropriateness of applying the term 
“fresh" to foods treat^ wiUi post 
harvest applications, including 
treatment with low dose irradiation, is 
the effect that the process has on a food. 
The low doses of irradiation approved 
for fresh foods (less than 1 kiloGray) are 
used to prevent maturation (sprouting) 
and to kill insects (§ 179.26(b}). 
Exposure of raw food to low dose 
irradiation typically causes insignificant 
changes in their appearance and 
nutrient content While it is true that 
certain vitamins are sensitive to 
irradiation, the available literature 
indicates that foods irradiated at levels 
below 1 kiloGray are not nutritionally 
inferior to unirradiated foods (51 FR 
13376.13381, April 18.1986). 

The agency is not aware of any 
information that suggests that low dose 
(up to 1 kiloGray) irradiation of raw 
fo^s causes adverse changes in their 
physical or sensory qualities that would 
aRect consumer's perceptions as to 
whether they are raw. Therefore, in the 

absence of meaningful differences in the 
appearance and quality between pre- 
and post- irradiated foods, and in light 
of the requirement that irradiated foods 
must be clearly labeled as such, the 
agency believes that it is appropriate to 
provide that the term “fresh” may be 
used to describe foods that have been 
treated with ionizing radiation at a 
maximum dose of 1 kiloGray (100 
kilorads) in accordance with § 179.26(b) 
and that otherwise meet the 
requirements of new § 101.95(a). 
Accordingly the agency is adding an 
exemption for treatment with irradiation 
to new § 101.95(c)(iy). 

326. None of the comments objected 
to the agency’s position that use of the 
term “fresh” is appropriate to describe 
raw. unprocessed foods that are 
refrigerated and that otherwise meet the 
definition of “fresh.” 

Although refrigeration is a means of 
preserving food, consumers apparently 
generally regard raw unprocessed foods 
that are refrigerated as “fresh” (e.g., 
“fresh” produce). The agency also 
believes that consumers are not misled 
when the term “fresh” is used to 
describe raw unprocessed foods that are 
refrigerated. Accordingly, the agency is 
retaining in new § 101.95(c)(2) the 
provision that states that a food that 
meets the definition for “fresh.” and 
that is refrigerated, is not precluded 
from the use of the term “fresh” under 
this regulation. 

327. Many comments objected to the 
agency’s proposed dehnition for the 
term “freshly prepared.” Some of these 
comments pointed out that one of the 
major limitations associated with the 
proposed definition of “freshly 
prepared” is that bakery products 
(including bread) would not merit use of 
the term “fresh baked” because, in most 
cases, it is a common practice for the 
baking industry to utilize mold 
inhibitors. Other comments stated that 
consumers recognize baked bread 
containing mold inhibitors as “fresh 
baked” and are not misled by the use of 
this terminology. Numerous related 
comments suggested that bread and 
other bakery products (regardless of 
whether they contain mold inhibitors), 
should be permitted to use the term 
“freshly prepared.” 

Several comments objected to the 
provision in the proposal limiting the 
use ofVfreshly prepared” to foods 
available for sale within 24 hours after 
their preparation or production. 
Comments stated that the agency has no 
factual or scientific basis on which to 
impose a 24-hour restriction for 
prepared foods to qualify to be labeled 
“freshly prepared.” Comments also 
stated that the 24-hour timeframe is 

applied inconsistently across the food 
industry, is unrealistic, and is 
impossible for most foods to achieve. 

A few comments recommended that 
as an alternative to the 24-hour 
timeframe associated with “freshly 
prepared,” the agency should consider 
timeframes such as 12 hours, 72 hours, 
10 days from preparation, or 3 to 7 days, 
with “freshly baked” meaning those 

roducts that are baked within a 24- 
our timeframe. A small percentage of 

comments suggested that any time 
restriction associated with “freshly 
prepared” should be based on a 
product’s normal shelf life. 

A review of the comments has 
persuaded the agency to reconsider its 
proposed definition of “freshly 
prepared.” FDA now recognizes several 
problems with this proposed definition. 
First, the comments have persuaded the 
agency that the 24-hour timeframe 
proposed for the term “freshly 
prepared” is impractical and impossible 
to apply to foods across the board 
because of the diversity, of foods in the 
marketplace that could be described as 
“freshly prepared.” Additionally, no 
practical alternatives for defining 
“freshly prepared” were presented to 
the agency. To the contrary, because of 
the wide variety of contexts in which 
the term could he used to describe 
foods. FDA doubts that a practical 
definition for “freshly prepared” that 
would address all uses of the term is 
achievable. 

FDA has thus reconsidered whether a 
need exists for a regulatory definition 
for the term “freshly prepared.” First, 
FDA believes that systematic misuse of 
terms such as “freshly prepared” is not 
a significant problem in the 
marketplace. FDA is not aware of 
widespread misuse of this term. Further, 
as stated above, any use of terms such 
as “fi^shly prepared” are subject to the 
requirements of section 403(a) of the act. 
which prohibits false or misleading 
labeling. Therefore, the agency has the 
authority lo take action on a case-by¬ 
case basis against foods'that use the 
term “freshly prepared” on the label in 
a manner that is false or misleading. 
Given these factors, FD.\ believes that a 
definition of this term is not necessary 
to enable the agency to effectively 
enforce the provisions of the act that 
forbid false or misleading labeling on 
foods, and accordingly, FDA is 
withdrawing the proposed definition for 
“freshly prepared.” 

328. Several comments agreed with 
the agency’s longstanding policy that 
use of the term “fresh frozen” is 
appropriate to describe a food that is 
quickly frozen while still “fi:esh.” One 
comment requested that FDA extend the 
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proposed definition for “fresh frozen" to 
include foods such as "fresh” vegetables 
that are blanched before blast-freezing. 

The agency agrees with the comment 
that foods blanched before blast-heezing 
merit use of the term "fresh frozen.” 
Upon review of the literature, FDA finds 
that the blanching of vegetables before 
freezing is essential to prohibit the 
development of off-colors, off-flavors, 
and other kinds of enzymatic spoilage 
that are known to develop over a period 
of time in the hozen product (Ref. 30). 
Therefore, FDA is including a provision 
in new § 101.95(b) that provides for use 
of the term "fresh frozen” on raw foods 
that are blanched before blast-freezing. 

329. Several comments requested that 
FDA reconsider the provision in the 
proposal that a food must comply with 
the definition of "fresh” for the term to 
be used in its labeling as part of a brand 
name. Some of these comments 
expressed the concern that prohibiting 
the use of "fresh” in brand names 
would mean banning the use of many 
brand names and trade names (some 
that are registered trademarks) that have 
been used for years in a nonmisleading 
manner. 

The agency has reviewed the 
comments regarding the use of "fresh” 
in brand names. FDA is aware that 
situations exist where "fresh” is 
employed as an integral part of some 
brand names. In addition, the agency 
recognizes that sonre brand names are 
registered trademarks, and it is not 
uncommon for these brand names to be 
used as part of a company logo or on 
company promotional material. 

The use of the terra "fresh” on a food 
label in any manner, including its use 
in a brand name, is misleading if the use 
implies that the food-is unprocessed 
when in fact it has been processed. 
Further, some of the instances where the 
term "fresh" has been misused in this 
regard have involved the use of this 
term as part of a brand name. For these 
reasons, FDA concludes that the use of 
“fresh” as part of a brand name should 
be subject to the definition it is 
establishing and is thus retaining 
reference to the use of "fresh” in a 
brand name in the introductory 
paragraph of new § 101.95. If, however, 
a use of the term "fresh” as part of a 
brand name does not imply or suggest 
that the food is unprocessed, and the 
use is not otherwise false and 
misleading, there is nothing in this final 
rule that would prevent this use of the 
term. 

330. A few comments on the use of 
"fresh” in brand names suggested that 
FDA should continue to permit the term 
"fresh pack” on the label of pickles to 
refer to uncured, unfermented 

cucumbers packed in a vinegar solution 
and preserved by either pasteurization 
or refrigeration. These comments 
contended that consumers and USDA 
officials use the term "fresh pack” to 
distinguish these pickles from brine- 
cured pickles. 

FDA has reviewed these comments. 
FDA is aware that the term “Fresh 
Pack” is recognized by USDA to 
distinguish a certain type of pickles. 
USDA regulations in 7 CFR 52.1684 
specifically state that pickles of fresh- 
pack type are prepared from uncured, 
unfermented cucumbers that are packed 
in 8 vinegar solution with other 
ingredients to give the characteristics of 
the particular type of pickle. They are 
sufficiently processed by heat for 
preservation of the product in 
hermetically-sealed containers. That 
regulation also identifies characteristics 
for fresh-pack dill pickles, fresh-pack 
sweetened dill pickles, fresh-pack 
sweetened dill relish, fresh-pack sweet 
pickles, fresh-pack mild sweet pickles, 
fresh-pack sweet relish, and fresh-pack 
mild sweet relish, respectively. In 
recognition of USDA's standards, FDA 
will not take action against the term 
“Fresh Pack” when it refers to pickles 
that are graded according to those 
standards. 

331. Some comments requested that 
FDA reconsider the provision in the 
proposal that a food must comply with 
the definition of "fr^h” for the term to 
be used on its labeling as part of a 
sensory modifier. Other comments 
argued that as long as the term "fresh” 
is not misleading, the agency should 
permit its u.se as a sensory modifier, 
especially in tho.se cases where the term 
refers to the sensory attributes of a food 
(i.e., “fresh flavor,” "fresh-tasting,” 
"tastes-fresh,” "taste as good as fresh,”). 
However, a small percentage of 
comments asserted that the use of 
"fresh” as a sensory modifier is 
misleading to consumers and should not 
be allowed in any product. 

FDA has considered these comments 
concerning the use of "fresh” as a 
sensory modifier. The use of "fresh” on 
the label of a food, including its use as 
a sensory modifier, is misleading if it 
implies that the food is unprocessed 
when in fact it has been processed. For 
this reason, FDA concludes that the use 
of "fresh” as a sensory modifier should 
be subject to the definition that it is 
establishing, and therefore the agency is 
retaining reference to the use of the term 
"fresh” as sensory modifier in the 
introductory ^ragraph of new §101.95. 

332. Several comments stated that a 
factual statement such as "spaghetti 
sauce-made with fresh mushrooms” 
provides useful information about a 

food product and should be permitted 
on the label of a processed food made 
with a fresh ingr^ient. One comment 
suggested that such factual statements 
should be allowed on frozen foods as 
well. A few comments contended that 
an ingredient that has undergone 
processing is no longer "fresh,” and 
that, therefore, the use of such a 
statement on a processed food made 
with a fresh ingredient should be 
prohibited. The comment said that such 
a statement would be confusing, 
meaningless, and misleading to 
consumers. One comment stated that if 
“fresh” were defined to mean 
unprocessed as the agency proposed, it 
would be inconsistent to allow the term 
to be used to define an ingredient that 
had been added to the food before 
processing. 

In the general principles proposal, 
FDA asked for comments regarding the 
use of these statements on a processed 
food because it intended to 
comprehensively regulate the use of the 
term “frresh” on food labels. Because the 
agency is taking a more limited 
approach in this final rule, it does not 
believe that it is necessary to 
specifically address the use of the term 
"fresh” to describe ingredients used in 
a processed food in its regulation. The 
agency concludes that this use of the 
term can be effectively regulated on a 
case-by-case basis. 

FDA believes, however, that 
consumers generally are not misled 
when such statements are made about 
ingredients used in processed foods, 
provided that the statements clearly 
refer to the ingredient and do not imply 
that the food itself is unprocessed. The 
agency has not received complaints 
from consumers about this practice, and 
most of the comments that mentioned 
this use of the term said that such 
statements provideruseful information. 
FDA advises that should specific 
situations arise where such statements 
are used in a manner that is misleading, 
the agency will take regulatory action 
under section 403(a) of the act. 

333. Numerous comments expressed 
the opinion that the inclusion of 
blanching as part of a continuous 
process ^ould not preclude labeling an 
ingredient as "fresh.” These comments 
stated that blanching does not 
significantly damage the cellular 
structure of an ingredient and does not 
affect the taste of a product. A small 
number of comments argued that 
blanched ingredients should not be 
labeled as "fresh,” especially if the 
entire product is heat-treated after the 
blanched ingredients have been added 
to the product. 
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FDA notes that blanching, as 
addressed here, is a common and 
sometimes required process that is 
accomplished by subjecting a food to a 
.set temperature for a specific period of 
time. This practice is used in many food 
industries to arrest changes in the flavor 
proFile of the food, to expel air and gases 
to inactivate food enzymes, and to 
destroy some microorganisms before the 
food is processed (Ref. 31). FDA 
believes that when the blanching 
operation is part of a continuous 
process, it is not misleading if the label 
of the processed product contains a 
statement such as "made from fresh 
-” because the statement functions 
to inform the consumer of a noteworthy 
characteristic of the ingredient (i.e.. that 
the ingredient was fresh, not canned, 
frozen, or dried at the time the food w'as 
processed). 

334. Many comments both from 
industry and from consumers, stated 
that processed products (particularly 
tomato products) that are made from 
remanufactured ingredients should 
include a statement such as 
“remanufactured." "reconstituted.” or 
“made from concentrate” on the 
product’s PDF to avoid consurner 
deception and economic fraud in the 
marketplace. Other comments expressed 
the view that organoleptic, quality, and 
structural differences exist between 
rernanufactured ingredients and fresh 
ingredients, resulting in signiHcant 
differences in products made from 
them. Some comments provided data on 
these differences. 

However, numerous comments 
opposed requiring a declaration on the 
PDF that a processed product is made 
from rernanufactured ingredients. Some 
of these comments stated that FDA 
lacked legal authority and sufficient 
analytical and scientific data to 
promulgate a regulation requiring PDF 
declaration of the use of rernanufactured 
ingredients, and that before the agency 
suggests that there is a quality difference 
between rernanufactured tomatoes and 
raw unprocessed tomatoes, this issue 
would require further investigation. 
Some of these comments stated that 
some existing food standards allow for 
the use of processed ingredients in 
processed foods without requiring a 
declaration about the processed 
ingredient on the PDP. Therefore, these 
comments asserted, FDA could not 
require a declaration on the PDP for 
rernanufactured ingredients without 
proposing to revise some existing food 
standards. Some of these comments 
argued that there was no indication in 
the rulemaking proceedings for the 
above food standards that consumers are 
misled by the lack of PDP labeling. 

Some comments urged FDA to 
separate this issue from this rulemaking 
and to address the labeling of 
rernanufactured ingredients in a 
separate proceeding after the agency 
completes implementing the mandatory 
requirements of the 1990 amendments. 

Other comments on this issue argued 
that, if the agency were to mandate this 
requirement, it would impose 
substantial costs on industry. Another 
comment implied that use of 
rernanufactured ingredients is necessary 
because it is impossible for 
manufacturers to meet the demand of 
tomato-based products using only fresh 
tomatoes. 

The agency has reviewed these 
comments and concludes that the issue 
of labeling for rernanufactured 
ingredients involves matters that go w'el! 
beyond tho.se that the agency, raised in 
the proposal. There is a large amount of 
information to be evaluated, and any 
decision on the issue will have a far 
reaching impact. Because this 
rulemaking has been conducted under 
the very tight time constraints of the 
1990 amendments, the agency has not 
been able to fully evaluate all the 
information that it has received in 
comments or to develop appropriate 
provisions for a regulation. In addition, 
before FDA published the general 
principles proposal, the California 
Tomato Packers had submitted a 
petition (Docket No. 90P-0430) 
concerning, among other things, 
declaration of rernanufactured 
ingredients in finished tomato products. 
This petition includes data and other 
information and is undergoing agency 
review. 

However, the 1990 amendments do 
not require that FDA address this issue, 
and the time constraints in those 
provisions therefore are not applicable. 
The agency is persuaded that some of 
the issues discussed in the proposal 
concerning rernanufactured ingredients 
warrant further consideration to 
determine whether labels should be 
required to inform consumers that 
processed products have been made 
with rernanufactured ingredients. 
Accordingly, FDA has not established 
provisions in this final rule to address 
these products. The agency will 
complete its evaluation of ail available 
information and will take appropriate 
action separately from this rulemaking. 
The agency solicits information on 
differences in finished products made 
with rernanufactured ingredients from 
those made with unprocessed 
ingredients. In particular, FDA requests 
information on whether such 
differences occur in finished products 
other than tomato products, and. if so. 

w'hether the differences are significant. 
Information should be identified with 
Docket No. 90P-0430 and sent to the 
Dockets Management Branch (address 
above). If the agency determines that 
differences in finished products because 
of the use of processed ingredients are 
significant, such differences would form 
the basis for subsequent rulemaking. 

In the interim. FDA advises that it has 
already established labeling provisions 
that apply to some foods made from 
processed ingredients. This final rule, in 
§ 101.95, precludes processed products 
such as tomato products made using 
rernanufactured ingredients from being 
described as “fresh.” In addition, as 
discussed in comment 334 of this 
document, processed products made 
with fresh ingredients may bear label 
statements stating that fact. The agency 
will evaluate labels that are not subject 
to these provisions on a case-by-case 
basis to determine if they are false or 
misleading under section 403(a) of the 
act because they misrepresent a finished 
product made with a processed 
ingredient. 

335. Several comments stated that 
extended shelf life foods do not merit 
use of the terms “fresh” or “freshly 
prepared." The comments suggested 
that extended shelf life foods are 
preserved using modem preservation 
techniques and should not be given 
special consideration over other 
methods of preservation. A small 
number of comments expressed the 
view that pasta products that are 
packaged in modiQed atmosphere 
packaging should be able to utilize the 
term “fresh” as a way to distinguish 
these pasta products from dried pasta. 

FDA notes that “extended shelf life” 
is a term used to describe a potentially 
broad class of products in the 
marketplace. These products include 
many types of foods, e.g., vegetables, 
pasta, complete meals; employ many 
types of preparation and packaging 
technologies: and are subject to varying 
degrees of processing. The, use of the 
term “fresh” on extended shelf life 
foods is subject to new § 101.95 when 
such use suggests or implies that the 
product is unprocessed. However, 
because of the diversity of products in 
the extended shelf life category, the 
question of what constitutes processing 
for such products is not being addressed 
in this rule and is subject to a case-by- 
case review by the agency. 

336. Some comments suggested that 
terms that refer to packaging technology 
(e.g., “freshness seal,” “Stay Fresh 
seal”) would be prohibited under the 
agency's proposed definition for 
“fresh.” These comments suggested that 
FDA does not have the authority to 
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prohibit the use of such terminology as 
it relates to packaging, specifically in 
cases where use cif these terms are 
properly qualified. The comments said 
that such a prohibition would hamper 
the development of improved packaging 
technology. Comments also stated that 
the agency does not have sufficient 
evidence to suggest that consumers are 
misled when code dates and freshness 
guarantees (e.g., guaranteed fresh until) 
are used on foods. Some comments 
argued that phrases such as "vacuum 
packed," "vacuum sealed to lock in 
freshness,” and "for maximum 
freshness use before a specific date,” 
serve as tools for consumers to 
distinguish "fresh” product from "stale” 
product. One comment stressed that 
vacuum packaging is analogous to blast 
freezing in that both techniques allow 
foods to maintain their fi:«sh state.. 

A small number of comments 
opposed permitting this use of the term 
"fresh.” Another comment stated that 
the use of "fresh” in a guarantee 
statement (e.g., guaranteed fresh) should 
be restricted and should only be 
allowed if a food in question meets the 
definition for "fresh.” 

The agency has reviewed these 
comments and has concluded that the 
use of terms such as "freshness seal,” 
"guaranteed fresh until,” "and vacuum 
packed to preserve freshness,” when 
they relate only to the function of the 
package and do not imply or suggest 
that the food itself is unprocessed, is 
outside the scope of this rulemaking. 
FDA acknowledges that these terms are 
used on numerous food products in the 
marketplace. To the extent that these 
terms might be used in any manner that 
is misleading, the agency will review 
specific situations on a case-by-case 
basis under the general misbranding 
provisions of section 403(a) of the act. 

B. Natural 

Although the use of the term 
"natural” on the food label is of 
considerable interest to consumers and 
industry, FDA’s intent was not to 
establish a definition for “natural” in 
this rulemaking. However, the agency 
did note in the general principles 
proposal (56 FR 60421 at 60466) that, 
because of the widespread use of this 
term, and the evidence that consumers 
regard many uses of this term as 
noninformative, the agency would 
consider establishing a definition. 
Further, the agency stated that it 
believed that if the term "natural” is 
adequately defined, the ambiguity in the 
use of this term, which has resulted in 
misleading claims, could be abated. 
Therefore, the agency solicited 
comments on several issues that the 

agency must consider in deciding how 
to address the use of this term on foods, 
including: (1) Should the agency 
establish a definition for "natural” so 
that the term would have a common 
understanding among consumers, or 
should "natural” claims be prohibited 
altogether on the basis that ^ey are false 
and misleading? (2) If a definition 
should be established, how should the 
agency define "natural?” (3) How 
should the agency proceed in 
developing a definition for "natural?” 
(4) Should a food that is represented as 
"natural” be considered to be 
misbranded if it has undergone more 
than minimal processing (and what 
constitutes minimal processing?), or if it 
contains any artificial or synthetic 
ingredients? In addition, I^A asked that 
identification of “natural” foods 
accompany the comments. FDA also 
solicited comments on how the agency 
distinguishes between artificial and 
natural flavors in § 101.22, and on how 
the agency should provide for a clearer, 
more appropriate distinction between 
natural and artificial flavors. 

337. The comments provided a wide 
range of ideas for the agency to consider 
on the issue of developing a definition 
for "natural.” Some comments stated 
that the term "natural” should be 
prohibited entirely on the basis that it 
generates confusion when used on the 
label or in the labeling of foods, and that 
the term is also false and misleading. 
Some comments stated that the agency 
should eliminate statements such as: 
"all natural,” “100 percent natural,” 
and made from "100 percent natural 
ingredients.” Some comments suggested 
that the agency should not consider 
defining “natural” while it is 
implementing the mandatory 
retirements of the 1990 amendments. 

Other comments suggested that the 
agency should address the use of the 
term "natural” in a separate rulemaking. 

Some comments su^ested that if FDA 
does establish a definition for the term 
"natural,” it should encompass those 
foods that do not contain artificial or 
synthetic ingredients. A few comments 
stated that processing should not 
necessarily preclude a product from 
being deemed “natural.” Other 
comments stated that the term "natural” 
and claims for natural ingredients 
should be permitted, provided that the 
manufacturer uses the term in a truthful, 
nonmisleading manner. Comments 
recommended that the use of natural 
color ingredients should not be 
precluded in foods that are represented 
as "natural.” One comment suggested 
that manufacturers should be allowed to 
make claims for natural ingredients, 
regardless of any policy established for 

labeling finished foods as "natural.” 
One comment stated that foods 
containing refined sugars should be 
allowed to be represented as "natural,” 
whereas foods containing artificial 
sweeteners should not be represented as 
"natural.” 

None of the comments provided FDA 
with a specific direction to follow for 
developing a definition regarding the 
use of the term "natural.” However, it 
was suggested that FDA should work 
with USDA to harmonize its definition 
for "natural.” 

A small percentage of comments 
addressed "minimal processing.” Some 
of these comments proposed somewhat 
similar definitions under which 
"minimal processing” would refer to 
those processes that are familiar to 
consumers and that can be performed in 
the home (e.g., milling, grinding, 
baking). One comment suggested that 
"minimal processing" should include 
fermentation. Another comment implied 
that "minimal processing” should 
include traditional processes such as 
smoking, roasting, ^eze drying, 
fermenting, and the separation of a 
product into component parts. The 
remaining comments defined "minimal 
processing” as those processes that do 
not fundamentally alter a raw food or 
any material derived from the raw food. 
Finally, some comments stated that 
FDA’s current regulations for labeling 
natural flavors should not be changed. 

After reviewing and considering the 
comments, the agency continues to 
believe that if the term "natural” is 
adequately defined, the ambiguity 
surrounding use of this term that results 
in misleading claims could be abated. 
However, as the comments reflect, there 
are many facets of this issue that the 
agency will have to carefully consider if 
it undertakes a rulemaking to define the 
term “natural.” Because of resource 
limitations and other agency priorities. 
FDA is not undertaking rulemaking to 
establish a definition for "natural” at 
this time. 'The agency will maintain its 
current policy (as discussed in the 
general principles proposal (56 FR 
60421 at 60466)) not to restrict the use 
of the term "natural” except for added 
color, synthetic substances, and flavors 
as provided in § 101.22. Additionally, 
the agency will maintain its policy (Ref. 
32) regarding the use of "natural,” as 
meaning that nothing artificial or 
synthetic (including all color additives 
regardless of source) has been included 
in, or has been added to, a food that 
would not normally bo expected to bo 
in the food. Fiurther, at this time the 
agency will continue to distinguish 
between natural and artificial flavors as 
outlined in § 101.22. 
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C. Oi;gpnic 

In the general jHinciples proposal {56 
FR 60421 at 60467J, FDA noted that 
respoBsibUity for i^uleting use of the 
term “organic'’ was assigned by 
Congress 4e USDA ia Title XXI— 
Organic Certification, also known as the 
“Oiganic Foods Fioduction Act of 
lOdO."’ The agMicy stated that it would 
defer issuing regulations governing the 
term “organic” imtil USDA had adopted 
appropriate regulations. 

338. The majority of the coimnents 
addressing the use of “organic” as a 
food labd term agreed the agency’s 
proposal to defer action until USDA has 
adojAed appropriate regulations 
governing tne term '“organic.” A small 
number ^ comments .vgoed that 
deBning the term “organic” was outside 
the sccpe of the 1990 amendments and, 
therefore, dumld not be pmt of this 
regulation. 

However, other comments suggested 
that FDA should initiate rulemaking on 
the use of the term “organic^’ on food 
labels. Some of diese comments 
suggested that the term “organic” 
should be apphed to feods free of any 
artificial or synthetic ingredients, 
pesticides, growth onhanoers, harmful 
fertilizers, or fongicides. and that it 
should not be applied to foods exposed 
to ionizing radiation. One comment 
stated that “organic” should not be 
allowed as a labeling term because there 
is no “scientificany acceptri>le” 
meaning for this term. Many of the 
consumer comments proposed that FDA 
adopt USDA’s future definition for 
“organic” and consider adopting criteria 
established by the Organic Foods 
Production Act of 1990. 

Most of the comments generally 
supported the agency’s position as 
expressed in the proposal. Comments 
that opposed FDA’s decision to defer 
rulemaking did not provide the agency 
with any justification why it should 
proceed with rulemaking before USDA 
has established regulations. Therefore, 
the agency continues to believe that it 
is best to defer rulemaking regarding the 
use of the term “organic” until USDA 
has adopted appropriate regulations. At 
that time, FDA will determine whether 
any regulations governing the term 
“organic” are necessary. 

IX. Conclusions 

After review and consideration of the 
comments received in response to the 
general principles and fat/cholesterol 
proposals, FDA concludes that it should 
amend parts 5 and It)! as set forth in 
those proposals and in the specific 
revisions to those proposed regulations 
discussed in this document. For the 

purposes of this final rule, certain 
changes, in addition to those discussed 
in this document, were made for 
editorial purposes, clarity, and 
consistency only. These changes do not 
amend any matter of substance. 

X. Rconomic Impact 

In its food labeling proposals of 
November 27,1991 (56 FR 60366 et 
seq.), FDA stated that the food labeling 
reform initiative, taken as a whole, 
would have associated costs in excess of 
the $190 million threshold that defines 
a major rule. Thus, in accordance with 
Executive Order 12291 and fee 
Regulatory Flexibility Act (Pub. L. 96- 
354), FDA developed one 
comprehensive RIA feat presented the 
costs and benefits of all of fee food 
labeling provisions taken together. That 
RIA was published in the F^eral 
Regnter of November 27,1991 (56 FR 
60656), and along with fee food labeling 
proposals, fee agency requested 
comments on fee RIA. 

FDA has evaluated more than 300 
comments feat it received in response to 
fee November 1991 RIA. FDA’s 
discussion t>f these comments is 
conteined in the agency’s final RIA 
published elsewhere in this issue of fee 
Federal Register. In addition, FDA wifi 
prepare a final regulatory flexibility 
analysis (RFA) siibsequent to fee 
publication of fee food labeling final 
rules. The final RFA will be placed on 
file with the Dock:ets Management 
Branch (HFA-305), Food and Drug 
Administration, rm. 1-23,12420 
ParklawnDr., Rodcville, MD 20857, and 
a notice will be published in the 
Federal Register announcing its 
availability. 

In the final RIA, FDA has concluded, 
based on its review of available data and 
comments, that the overall food labeling 
reform initiative cwistitutes a major rule 
as defined by Executive Order 12291. 
Further, the agency has concluded that 
although the costs of complying with 
the'new food labeling requirements are 
substantial, such costs are outweighed 
by the public health benefits that will be 
realized through the use of improved 
nutrition information provided by food 
labeling. 

One particular comment to the RIA 
stated that fee shelf flag highlighting a 
particular nutrient content of a food in 
the Giant Foods, Inc./FDA Special 
Dietary Alert study (SDA) that was used 
to estimate benefits of the 1990 
amendments overestimated the benefits. 
The comment also noted that shelf flag 
highlighting may have been used in 
addition to highlighting the product 
characteristics on the label such that no 
similar results could be obtained unless 

other retailers also used shelf flags. In 
addition, the comment contended that it 
is unlikely that retailers will use shelf 
flags because feeir use may trigger 
additional labeling requirements. 

The agency notes that these final rules 
will not prohibit shelf flags from being 
displayed by manufacturers exactly as 
they were displayed by Giant Foods, 
Inc^ during fee ^A study. The agency 
is announcing here feat it is 
encouraging retailers to use such 
devices consistent wife the definitions 
for nutrient content claims provided in 
this document and fee definitions for 
health claims in the final rule published 
elsewhere in this issue of fee Federal 
Register. 

XI. Enviroainental InqMct 

The agency previously considered the 
enviromnental effects of the action 
being taken in this final rule. As 
announced in fee general principles 
proposal t56 FR 60521) and fee fat/ 
cholesterol proposal (56 FR 60478), the 
agency determined that imder 21 CFR 
25.24(a)(8) and (a)(ll), these actions are 
of a type that do not individually or 
cumulatively have a significant impact 
on the human environment. Therefore, 
neither an environmental assessment 
nor an environmental impact statement 
was required. 

■Several comments on the proposed 
rule suggested feat there would be 
significant adverse envirorunental 
effects from the final rules unless the 
agency allowed more time between fee 
publication of the final rules and their 
effective dates. The concern in these 
comments was feat, if the agency did 
not allow firms more time between fee 
publication of fee final rules and their 
effective dates to use up existing label 
inventories, large stocks of labels and 
labeled packaging would have to be 
discarded. These comments questioned 
whether the agency had sufficiently 
examined the impact of disposing of 
obsolete labels and labeled packaging on 
this country’s solid waste disposal 
capabilities. Two comments estimated 
the amounts of labeling from their 
respective industries, i.e., dairy and 
confectionery, that would need to be 
discarded following publication of 
FDA’s final rules on several food 
labeling actions, including this action. 
However, these comments did not: (1) 
Provide details on how these estimates 
were derived, (2) identify what portion 
of the estimated amounts are 
attributable to these two actions, or (3) 
describe what impact the discarded 
labels and packaging would have on the 
disposal of solid waste. In its November 
27,1991, reproposed rule for mandatory 
nutrition labeling and proposed rule for 
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nutrient content claims, the agency 
proposed that the final rules for these 
actions would become effective 6 
months following their publication in 
the Federal Register. 

However, the agency has decided that 
this final rule will not be effective until 
May 8,1994. FDA believes there will 
thus be ample time for food companies 
to use up most of the existing labeling 
and packaging stocks and to incorporate 
labeling language that complies with 
FDA’s regulations into their food labels. 
Consequently, the comments on the 
potential for adverse environmental 
effects do not affect the agency’s 
previous determination that no 
significant impact on the human 
environment is expected and that an 
environmental impact statement is not 
required. 

XII. Paperwork Reduction Act 

In the Federal Register of February 
14, 1992 {57 FR 5395), FDA announced 
that the agency had submitted to the 
Office of Management and Budget 
(0MB) for its review the collection of 
information requirements contained in 
the proposed rule (November 27,1991, 
56 FR 60421) that provided, in part, for 
petitions regarding nutrient content 
claims, synonyms for those claims, and 
implied nutrient content claims in 
brand names. Also in the February 1992 
document, FDA published its estimated 
annual collection of information 
burden. 

Based on its consideration of the 
written comments received in response 
to the aforementioned Federal Register 
documents and the oral presentations 
made at the public hearing on food 
labeling, FDA modified the nutrient 
content claim petition requirements 
from those that were proposed. Those 

modifications were discussed in detail 
earlier in this final rule. Accordingly, 
FDA has also revised its estimated 
annual collection of information 
burden. 

This final rule contains collection of 
information requirements that are 
subject to review by OMB under the 
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 (44 
U.S.C. 3507). Therefore, in accordance 
with 5 CFR part 1320, the title, 
description, and respondent 
descriptions of the collection of 
information requirements are shown 
below with an estimate of the annual 
collection of information burden. 
Included in the estimate is the amount 
of time for reviewing instructions, 
searching existing data sources, 
gathering necessary information, and 
completion and submission of petitions. 

•Title: 21 CFR 101.69—Food Labeling: 
Nutrient Content Claims, General 
Principles, Petitions, Definition of 
Terms. 

Description: This final rule provides 
the procedures for the submission of 
petitions to the agency. The information 
included in these petitions will be 
reviewed by the agency, and a decision 
will be made in accordance with the 
criteria specified in this final rule. 

The 1990 amendments added section 
403(r){4) to the act. This section 
provides that any person may petition 
the Secretary to make nutrient content 
claims that are not specifically provided 
for in FDA’s regulations. It describes the 
procedures for petitions that seek to 
define additional nutrient content 
claims, to establish synonyms, and to 
use an implied nutrient content claim in 
a brand name. 

Nutrient Content Claim petitions— 
Section 403(r){4){A){i) of the act grants 
to any person the right to petition FDA 

to issue a regulation to define a nutrient 
content claim that has not been defined 
in the regulations under section 
403(r)(2)(A)(i) of the act. The statute 
requires that such a petition include an 
explanation of the reasons why the 
claim that is the subject of the petition 
meets the requirements of section 403(r) 
of the act and a summary of the 
scientific data that support those 
reasons. Section 101.69(m) sets forth the 
data requirements specific to descriptor 
petitions. 

Synonym petitions—Section 
403(r)(4)(A)(ii) of the act grants the right 
to petition the FDA for permission to 
use terms in a nutrient content claim 
that are consistent (i.e., synonymous) 
with terms defined in regulations issued 
under section 403(r)(2)(A)(i) of the act. 
The petition requirements in § 101.69(n) 
are those that FDA believes are 
necessary to demonstrate that use of the 
proposed synonym is not misleading 
and is consistent with the purpose of 
the 1990 amendments. 

Brand-name petitions—Section 
403(r){4)(A)(iii) of the act grants the 
right to petition FDA for permission to 
use an implied claim in a brand name 
that is consistent with terms defined by 
the Secretary under section 
403{r)(2)(A){i) of the act. Section 
101.69(o) sets forth the data 
requirements specific to brand-name 
petitions. These requirements are, in 
FDA’s opinion, those necessary for the 
petition to demonstrate that use of the 
proposed implied claim is not 
misleading and is consistent with the 
purpose of the 1990 amendments. 

Description of Respondents: Persons 
and businesses, including small 
businesses. 

Estimated Annual Reporting and Recordkeeping Burden; 
-  ^-IP 

stfiTtion f Number ot | 
I Respondents I 
‘ ! t : 

Number ot | 
Responses 

per Re¬ 
spondent 1 

1 
Total Aiv j 
nual Bo- I 
sponses | 

Average ' 
Burden 
per Re¬ 
sponse 

Annual 
Burden 
Hours 

101.69(m) . . I S l| 
1 

51 240 1.200 
I01.69(n) . . 10 1 1 10! 80 800 
101.69(0) . . t 7 1 1 I 7 i 107 749 
. . 22 { 22 1 2 749 

_i 1 

FDA has submitted copies of the final 
rule to OMB for its review of these 
reporting requirements. 
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List of Subjects 

21 CFB Part 5 

Authority delegations (Government 
agencies). Imports, Organization and 
functions (Government agencies). 

21 CFB Part 101 

Food labeling. Reporting and 
recordkeeping requirements. 

Therefore, under the Federal Food, 
Drug, and Cosmetic Act and under 
authority delegated to the Commissioner 
of Food and Drugs, 21 CFR parts 5 and 
101 are amended as follows: 

PART 5—DELEGATIONS OF 
AUTHORITY AND ORGANIZATION 

1. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 5 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: 5 U.S.C. 504, 552, App. 2; 7 
U.S.C. 138a, 2271; 15 U.S.C. 638,1261-1282, 
3701-371 la; secs. 2-12 of the Fair Packaging 
and Labeling Act (15 U.S.C. 1451-1461); 21 
U.S.C 41-50, 61-63,141-149, 467f, 679(b). 
801-886,1031-1309, secs. 201-903 of the 
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (21 
U.S.C 321-394); 35 U.S.C 156; secs. 301, 
302, 303, 307, 310, 311, 351, 352, 361, 362, 
1701-1706, 2101 of the Public Health Service 
Act (42 U,S,C 241, 242, 242a, 242L 242n, 
243,262,263, 264, 265, 300u-300u-5, 

300aa-l); 42 U-S.C. 1395y, 3246b. 4332, 
4831(a), 10007-10008; E.O. 11490,11921, 
and 12591. 

2. Section 5.61 is amended by revising 
the section heading and by adding a 
new paragraph (g) to read as follows: 

§ 5.61 Food standards, food additives, 
generally recognized as safe (GRAS) 
substances, color additives, nutrient 
content claims, and health claims. 
* • * • « 

(g) The Director and Deputy Director. 
CFSAN are authorized to perform all of 
the functions of the Commissioner of 
Food and Drugs under section 403(r){4) 
of the act regarding the issuing of 
decisions to grant or deny, letters of 
filing, and notices of proposed 
rulemaking in response to petitions for 
nutrient content claims and health 
claims that do not involve controversial 
issues. 

PART 101—FOOD LABEUNG 

3. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 101 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Secs. 4,5, 6 of the Fair 
Packaging and Labeling Act (15 U.S.C. 1453, 
1454,14,55): secs, 201, 301, 402, 403, 409, 
701 of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act (21 U.S.C. 321. 331. 342. 343. 348, 371), 

4. Section 101.10 is revised to read as 
foHow's: 

§101.10 Nutrition labeling of restaurant 
foods. 

Nutrition labeling in accordance with 
§ 101.9 shall be provided upon request 
for any restaurant food or meal for 
which a nutrient content claim (as 
defined in § 101.13 or in subpart D of 
this part) or a health claim (as defined 
in § 101.14 and permitted by a 
regulation in subpart E of this part) is 
made (except on menus). Except: That 
information on the nutrient amounts 
that are the basis for the claim (e.g., 
"low fat," this meal provides less than 
10 grams of fat) may serve as the 
functional equivalent of complete 
nutrition information as described in 
§ 101.9. Nutrient levels may be 
determined by nutrient data bases, 
cookbooks, or analyses or by other 
reasonable bases that provide assurance 
that the food or meal meets the nutrient 
requirements for the claim. Presentation 
of nutrition labeling may be in various 
forms, including those provided in 
§ 101.45 and other reasonable means. 

5. Section 101,13 is revised to read as 
follows: 

§ 101.13 Nutrient content claims—general 
principles. 

(a) This .section and the regulations in 
subpart D of this part apply to foods that 
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are intended for human cxtnsumption 
and that are ofl^ered for sale. 

(b) A claim that expressly or 
implicitly characterizes the level of a 
nutrient (nutrient content claim) of the 
type required in nutrition labeling 
under § 101.9, with the exception of 
such claims on restaurant menus, may 
not be made on the label or in labeling 
of foods unless the claim is made in 
accordance with this regulation and 
with the applicable regulations in 
subpart D of this part or in part 105 or 
part 107 of this chapter. 

(1) An expressed nutrient content 
claim is any direct statement about the 
level (or range) of a nutrient in the food, 
e.g., “low sodium” or "contains 100 
calories.” 

(2) An implied nutrient content claim 
is any claim that: 

(i) Describes the food or an ingredient 
therein in a manner that suggests that a 
nutrient is absent or present in a certain 
amount (e.g., “high in oat bran”); or 

(ii) Suggests that the food, because of 
its nutrient content, may be useful in 
maintaining healthy dietary practices 
and is made in association with an 
explicit claim or statement about a 
nutrient (e.g., “healthy, contains 3 
grams (g) of fat”). 

(3) Except for claims regarding 
vitamins and minerals described in 
paragraph Iq)(3) of this section, no 
nutrient content claims may be made on 
food intended specifically for use by 
infants and children less than 2 years of 
age unless the claim is specifically 
provided for in parts 101,105, or 107 of 
this chapter. 

(c) Information that is required or 
permitted by § 101.9 to be declared in 
nutrition labeling, and that appears as 
part of the nutrition label, is not a 
nutrient content claim and is not sul^ect 
to the requirements of this section. If 
such information is declared elsewhere 
on the label or in labeling, it is a 
nutrient content claim and is subject to 
the requirements for nutrient content 
claims. 

(d) A “substitute” food is one that 
may be used interchangeably with 
another food that it resembles, i.e., that 
it is organoleptically, physically, and 
functionally (including shelf life) 
similar to. and that it is not nutritionally 
inferior to unless it is labeled as an 
“imitation.” 

(1) If there is a difference in 
performance diaracteristics that 
materially limits the use of the food, the 
food may still be considered a substitute 
if the label includes a disclaimer 
adjacent to the most prominent claim as 
defined in paragraph (j)(2Kiii) of this 
section, informing the consumer of such 

difference (e.g., “not recommended for 
frying”). 

(2) This disclaimer shall be in easily 
legible print or type and in a size no less 
than that required by § 101.1t)5(i) for the 
net quantity of contents statement 
except where the size of the claim is less 
than two times the required size of the 
net quantity of contents statement, in 
whk^ case the disclaimer statement 
shall be no less than one-half the size of 
the claim hut no smaller than one- 
sixteenth of an inch. 

(e) (1) Because the use of a “free” or 
“low” claim before the name of a food 
implies that the food differs from other 
foods of the same type by virtue of its 
having a lower amount of the nutrient, 
only foods that have been ^ecially 
processed, altered, formulated, or 
reformulated so as to lower the amount 
of the nutrient in the food, remove the 
nutrient horn the food, or not include 
the nutrient in the food, may bear such 
a claim (ag., “low sodium potato 
chips”). 

(2) Any claim for the absence of a 
nutrient in a food, or that a food is low 
in a nutrient when the food has not been 
specially processed, altered, formulated, 
or reformulated to qualify for that claim 
shall indicate that the food inherently 
meets the criteria and shall clearly refer 
to all foods of that type and not merely 
to the particular brand to which the 
labeling attaches (e.g.. “com oil, a 
sodium-free food”). 

(f) A nutrient content claim shall he 
in type size and style no laiger than two 
times that of the statement of identity. 

(g) The label or labeling of a food for 
which a nutrient content claim is made 
shall contain prominently and in 
immediate proximity to such claim the 
following referral statement: “See 
-for nutrition information” 
with the blank filled in with the identity 
of the panel on which nutrition labeling 
is located. 

(1) The referral statement “See 
[appropriate panel] for nutrition 
information” shall he in easily legible 
boldface print or type, in distinct 
contrast to other printed or graphic 
matter, that is no less than that required 
by § 101.105(1) for net quantity of 
contents, except where the size of the 
claim is less than two times the required 
size of the net quantity of contents 
statement, in which case the referral 
statement shall be no less fiian one-half 
the size of the claim but no smaller than 
one-sixteenth of an inch. 

(2) The referral statement shall be 
immediately adjacent to the nutrient 
content claim and may have no 
intervening material other than, if 
applicable, other information in the 
statement of identity or any other 

information that is required to be 
presented with the claim under this 
section (e.g., see paEragraph (jKZ) of this 
section) or under a regulation in ^bpart 
D of this part (e.g., see §§ 101.54 and 
101.62). If the nutrient content claim 
appears on more than one panel of the 
label, the referral statement shall be 
adjacent to the claim on each panel 
except for the panel that bears the 
nutrition information where it may be 
omitted. 

(3) If a single panel of a food label or 
labeling contains muhiple nutrient 
content claims or a single claim 
repeated several times, a single referral 
statement may be made. The statement 
shall be adjacent to the claim that is 
printed in the largest type on that panel. 

(h) In place of the referral statement 
described in paragraph (g) of this 
section, 

(1) If a food, except a meal product as 
defined in § 101.13(1), a main dish 
product as defined in §101.13(m), or 
food intended specifically for use by 
infants and children less than 2 years of 
age, contains more than 13.0 g of fat, 4.0 
g of saturated fat, 60 milligrams (mg) of 
cholesterol, or 480 mg of sodium per 
reference amount customarily 
consumed, per labeled serving, or, for a 
food with a reference amount 
customarily consumed of 30 g or less or 
2 tablespoons or less, per 50 g (for 
dehydrated foods that must have water 
added to them before typical 
consumption, the per SO g criterion 
refers to the “as prepared” form), then 
that food must disclose, as part of the 
ref^al statement, that the nutrient 
exceeding the specified level is present 
in the foi^ as follows: “See [hppropriate 
panel] for information about [nutrient 
requiring disclosure] and other 
nutrients,” e.g., “See side panel for 
information total fat and other 
nutrients.” 

(2) If a food is a meal product as 
defined in § 101.13(13, and contains 
more than 26 g of fat, 8.0 g of saturated 
fat, 120 mg of cholesterol, or 960 mg of 
sodium per labeled serving, then that 
food must disclose, in accordance with 
the requirements as provided in 
paragraph (hKl) of this section, that the 
nutrient exceeding the specified level is 
present in the food. 

(3) If a food is a main dish product as 
defined in § 101,13(m). and contains 
more than 19.5 g of fat, 6.0 g of saturated 
fat, 90 mg of cholesterol, or 720 mg of 
sodium per labeled serving, then that 
food must disclose, in accordance with 
the requirements as provided in 
paragraph (h)(1) of this section, that the 
nutrient exceeding the specified level is 
present in the food. 
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(i) Except as provided in § 101.9 or in 
paragraph (q)(3} of this section, the label 
or labeling of a product may contain a 
statement about the amount or 
percentage of a nutrient if: 

(1) The use of the statement on the 
food implicitly characterizes the level of 
the nutrient in the food and is 
consistent with a definition for a claim, 
as provided in subpart D of this part, for 
the nutrient that the label addresses. 
Such a claim might be, "less than 10 g 
of fat per serving;” 

(2) The use ofthe statement on the 
food implicitly characterizes the level of 
the nutrient in the food and is not 
consistent with such a definition, but 
the label carries a disclaimer adjacent to 
the statement that the food is not low in 
or a good source of the nutrient, such as 
"only 200 mg sodium jjer serving, not 
a low sodium food." The disclaimer 
must be in easily legible print or type 
and in a size no less than required by 
§ 101.105(i) for net quantity of contents 
except where the size of the claim is less 
than two times the required size of the 
net quantity of contents statement, in 
which case the disclaimer statement 
shall be no less than one-half the size of 
the claim but no smaller than one- 
sixteenth of an inch; 

(3) The statement does not in any way 
implicitly characterize the level of the 
nutrient in the food and it is not false 
or misleading in any respect {e.g., "100 
calories” or "5 grams of fat”), in which 
case no disclaimer is required; or 

(4) "Percent fat free” claims are not 
authorized by this paragraph. Such 
claims shall comply with § 101.62(b)(6). 

(j) A food may bear a statement that 
compares the level of a nutrient in the 
food with the level of a nutrient in a 
reference food. These statements shall 
be known as "relative claims” and 
include "light,” "reduced,” "less” (or 
"fewer”), and "more” claims. 

(1) To bear a relative claim about the 
level of a nutrient, the amount of that 
nutrient in the food must be compared 
to an amount of nutrient in an 
appropriate reference food as specified 
below. 

(i) (A) For "less” (or "fewer”) and 
"more” claims, the reference food may 
be a dissimilar food within a product 
category that can generally be 
substituted for one another in the diet 
(e.g., potato chips as reference for 
pretzels) or a similar food (e.g., potato 
chips as reference for potato chips). 

(B) For "light,” "reduced,” "added,” 
"fortified,” and "enriched” claims, the 
reference food shall be a similar food 
(potato chip reference for potato chip), 
and 

(ii) (A) For "light” claims, the 
reference food shall be representative of 

the type of food that includes the 
product that bears the claim. The 
nutrient value for the reference food 
shall be representative of a broad base 
of foods of that type; e.g., a value in a 
representative, valid data base; an 
average value determined from the top 
three national (or regional) brands, a 
market basket norm; or, where its 
nutrient value is representative of the 
food type, a market leader. Firms using 
such a reference nutrient value as a 
basis for a claim, are required to provide 
specific information upon which the 
nutrient value was derived, on request, 
to consumers and appropriate regulatory 
officials. 

(B) For relative claims other than 
"light,” including "less” and "more” 
claims, the reference food may be the 
same as that provided for "light” in 
paragraph (j)(l)(ii)(A) of this section or 
it may be the manufacturer’s regular 
product, or that of another 
manufacturer, that has been offered for 
sale to the public on a regular basis for 
a substantial period of time in the same 
geographic area by the same business 
entity or by one entitled to use its trade 
name. The nutrient value(s) for a single 
manufacturer’s product shall be the 
value declared in nutrition labeling on 
the product. 

(2) For foods bearing relative claims; 
(i) The label or labeling must state the 

identity of the reference food and the 
percentage (or fraction) of the amount of 
the nutrient in the reference food by 
which the nutrient has been modified, 
(e.g., "50 percent less fat than (reference 
fo(^)” or "1/3 fewer calories than 
(reference food)”), 

(ii) This information shall be 
immediately adjacent to the most 
prominent claim. The type size shall be 
in accordance with paragraph (g)(1) of 
this section. 

(iii) The determination of which use 
of the claim is in the most prominent 
location on the label or labeling will be 
made based on the following factors, 
considered in order: 

(A) A claim on the principal display 
panel adjacent to the statement of 
identity; 

(B) A claim elsewhere on the 
principal display panel; 

(C) A claim on the information panel; 
or 

(D) A claim elsewhere on the label or 
labeling. 

(iv) The label or labeling must also 
bear: 

(A) Clear and concise quantitative 
information comparing the amount of 
the subject nutrient in the product per 
labeled serving with that in the 
reference food; and 

(B) This statement shall appear 
adjacent to the most prominent claim or 
on the information panel. 

(3) A relative claim for decreased 
levels of a nutrient may not be made on 
the label or in labeling of a food if the 
nutrient content of the reference food 
meets the requirement for a "low” claim 
for that nutrient (e.g., 3 g fat or less). 

(k) The term "modified” may be used 
in the statement of identity of a food 
that bears a relative claim that complies 
with the requirements of this part, 
followed immediately by the nam.e of 
the nutrient whose content has been 
altered (e.g., "Modified fat cheesecake’’). 
This statement of identity must be 
immediately followed by the 
comparative statement such as 
"Contains 35 percent less fat than 
-.” The label or labeling must 
also bear the information required by 
paragraph (j)(2) of this section in the 
manner prescribed. 

(l) For purposes of making a claim, a 
"meal product shall be defined as a food 
that: 

(l) Makes a major contribution to the 
total diet by; 

(1) Weighing at least 10 ounces (oz) 
per labeled serving; and 

(ii) Containing not less than 40 g for 
each of at least 3 different foods from 2 
or more of the following 4 food groups 
except as noted in paragraph (l)(l)(ii)(E) 
of this section: 

(A) Bread, cereal, rice, and pasta 
group; 

(B) Fruits and vegetables group; 
(C) Milk, yogurt, and cheese group; 
(D) Meat, poultry, fish, dry beans, 

eggs, and nuts group; except that; 
(E) These foods snail not be sauces 

(except for foods in the above four food 
groups that are in the sauces), gravies, 
condiments, relishes, pickles, olives, 
jams, jellies, syrups, breedings or 
garnishes; and 

(2) Is represented as, or is in a form 
.commonly understood to be, a breakfast, 
lunch, dinner, or meal..Such 
representations may be made either by 
statements, photographs, or vignettes. 

(m) For purposes of making a claim, 
a "main dish product” shall be defined 
as a food that: 

(1) Makes a major contribution to a 
meal by 

(i) Weighing at least 6 oz per labeled 
serving; and 

(ii) Containing not less than 40 g for 
each of at least two different foods from 
two of the following four food groups 
except as noted in paragraph (l)(l)(ii)(E) 
of this section: 

(A) Bread, cereal, rice, and pasta 
group; 

(B) Fruits and vegetables group; 
(C) Milk, yogurt, and cheese group; 
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(DJ Meat, poultry,•fish, dry beans, 
eges, and nuts groups; except that: 

(E) These foods shall not oe sauces 
(except for foods in the above four food 
groups that are in the sauces) gravies, 
condiments, relishes, pickles, olives, 
jams, jellies, syrups, ineadings, or 
garnishes; and 

(2) Is represented «s. or is in a form 
commonly understood to be, a main 
dida (e.g, not a beverage or a dessert). 
Such representations may be made 
either by statements, photographs, or 
vign^tes. 

(n) Nutrition labeling in accordance 
with § 101.9 or § 101.10, as applicable 
shall be provided for any foc^ for which 
a nutrient content claim is made. 

(o) Except as provided in § 101.10, 
compliance with requirements for 
nutri«it content claims in this section 
and in the regulations in subpart D of 
this part, will be determined using Ihe 
analytical methodology prescribed for 
determining compliance with nutrition 
labeling in ^ 101.9. 

(pKl) Unless otherwise specified the 
reference amount customarily 
consumed set forth in § 101.12(b) 
through f f) shall be used in determiniug 
whether a product meets the criteria for 
a nutrient content clmm. If the serving 
size declared on the product label 
differs from the reference amount 
customarily consumed, and the amount 
of the nutrient contained in the labeled 
serving does not meet the maximum w 
minimum amount criterion in the 
definition for the descriptor for that 
nutrient, the claim shall be followed by 
the criteria for the claim as required by 
§ 101.12(g) (e.g., “very low sodium, 35 
mg or less per 240 milliliters (8 fl oz.)”). 

(2) The criteria for die claim shall be 
immediately adjacent to the most 
prominent claim in easily legible print 
or type and in a size in accordance with 
paragraph (gXl) of this section. 

(q) The following exemptions apply; 
(1) Nutrient content claims that nave 

not been defined by regulation and that 
are contained in the brand name of a 
specific food product that was the brand 
name in use on such food before 
October 25,1989, may continue to be 
used as part of that brand name for such 
product, provided that they are not false 
or misleading under section 403(a) of 
the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act (the act). However, foods bearing 
such claims must comply with section 
403(f), (g), and (h) of the act; 

(2) A soft drink that used the term 
“diet” as part of its brand name before 
October 25,1989, and whose use of that 
term was in compliance with § 105.66 of 
this chapter as that regulation appeared 
ia the Code of Federal Regulations on 
that date, may continue to use that term 

as part of its brand name, provided that 
its use of the term is not false or 
misleading under section 463(a) of the 
act. Soft drinks marketed after October 
25,1989, may use the term “diet" 
provided they are in compliance with 
the current § 105.66 of thisdiapter, 

(3) A statement that describes the 
percentage of a vitamin or mineral in 
the food, including foods intended 
specifically for use by infants and 
children less than 2 years of age, in 
relation to a Reference Daily Intaice 
(RDI) as defined in § 101.9 may be made 
on the label or in iaheling of a food 
without a regulation autk^zing such a 
claim for a specific vitamin or mineral 
unless such claim is expressly 
prohftrited by regulation undw section 
403(rH2)'(A)(vi) of the act. 

(4) The requirements of this section 
do not apply to: 

(i) Infant formulas subject to section 
412(h) of the act ; and 

(ii) Medical foods defined by section 
5(b) of the Orphan Drug Act. 

(5) A nutrient ctsitent claim used on 
food that is served in restaurants (except 
on ineniBl or other establishments in 
which food is served for immediate 
human oon^raption or which is sold 
for sale or nse in such establishments 
shall comply with the requirements of 
this section and the approipriate 
definition in subpmrt D of this part, 
except that: 

(i) Such claim is exempt horn the 
requirements for disclosure statements 
in par^raphs and (h) of this section 
and §§ 101.54(dU. 101.62(c), (d)(l)(iiKC), 
(d){2)(ii)(C). (d)(3), (d)f4)(ii)(C), and 
(d)(5)(iiKC): and i 

(ii) In lieu of analytical testing, 
compliance may be determined using a 
reasonable basis for concluding that the 
food that bears the claim meets the 
definition for the claim. This reasonable 
basis may derive fi'om recognized data 
bases for raw and processed foods, 
recipes, and other means to compute 
nutrient levels in the foods or meals and 
may be used provided reasonable steps 
are taken to ensure that the method of 
preparation adheres to the factors on 
which the reasonable basis was 

• determined (e.g., types and amounts of 
ingredients, cooking temperatures, etc.). 
Firms making claims on foods based on 
this reasonable basis criterion are 
required to provide to appropriate 
regulatory officials on request the 
specific information on which their 
determination is based and reasonable 
assurance of operational adherence to 
the preparation methods or other basis 
for the claim; and 

(iii) A term or symbol that may in 
some contexts constitute a claim under 
this section may be used, provided that 

the use of the term or symbol does not 
characterize the level of a nutrient, and 
a statement that dearly explains the 
basis for the use of the term or syn^>ol 
is prominently displayed and does not 
characterize the level of a nutrient For 
example, a terra such as “lite 
followed by an asterisk referring to a 
note that makes clear that in this 
restaurant "Tite lu'e” means smaller 
portion sizes than normal; or an item 
bearing a S3frmboI referring to a note that 
makes clear that this item meets tire 
criteria for the dietary guidance 
established by a recognized dietary 
authority would not be considered a 
nutrient content claim under §101.13. 

(6) Nutrient coirteBt daims that were 
part of the common cer usual names of 
foods that were subject to a ^ndard of 
identity on November 8,1990. are not 
subject to the requireanents of 
para^aphs (b), fg), and (h) of this 
section or to definitions in subpart D of 
this part. 

(7) Implied nutrient content claims 
may be used as part of a brand name, 
provided that the use of tiie claim has 
been authorized by the Food and Drug 
Administration. Petitions requesting 
approval of such a claim may be 
submitted under § 101.69(o). 

(S) The term “fluoridated,*’ *‘fluoiide 
added” or “with added fluoride*’ may 
be used on the label or in l^^eling of 
bottled water that contains added 
fluoride. 

§101.25 (Itemoved] 

6. Section 101.25 Labeling of foods in 
relation to fat and fatty acid and 
cholesterol content is removed from 
subpart B. 

7. New subpart D, consisting of 
§§ 101.54 through 101.69, is added to 
read as follows: 

Subpart D—Specific Requirements for 
Nutrient Content Claims 

Sec. 

10154 Nutrient content claims for “gcxHl 
source,’’ “high,” and “more.” 

101.56 Nutrient content claims for "light” 
or “lite.” 

101.60 Nutrient content claims for the 
calorie content of foods. 

101.61 Nutrient content claims for the 
sodium content of foods. 

101.62 Nutrient content claims for fat, fatty 
acid, and cholesterol content of foods. 

101.65 Implied nutrient content claims and 
related label statements. 

101.69 Petitions far nutrient content claims. 
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Subparl D—Specific Requirements for 
Nutrient Content Claims 

§ 101.54 Nutrient content claims for "good 
source,” "high,” and “more.” 

(a) General requirements. Except as 
provided in paragraph (e) of this 
section, a claim about the level of a 
nutrient in a food in relation to the 
Reference Daily Intake (RDI) established 
for that nutrient in § 101.9(c)(8)(iv) or 
Daily Reference Value (DRV) established 
for that nutrient in § 101.9(c)(9), 
(excluding total carbohydrates) may 
only be made on the label and in 
labeling of the food if: 

(1) The claim uses one of the terms 
defined in this section in accordance 
with the definition for that term; 

(2) The claim is made in accordance 
with the general requirements for 
nutrient content claims in § 101.13; and 

(3) The food for which the claim is 
made is labeled in accordance with 
§ 101.9 or § 101.10, where applicable. 

(b) "High" claims. (1) The terms 
"high,” "rich in,” or "excellent source 
of* may be used on the label and in the 
labeling of foods, except meal products 
as defined in § 101.13(1) and main dish 
products as defined in § 101.13(m), 
provided that the food contains 20 
percent or more of the RDI or the DRV 
per reference amount customarily 
consumed. 

(2) The terms defined in paragraph 
(b) (1) of this section may be used on the 
label and in the labeling of meal 
products as defined in § 101.13(1) and 
main dish products as defined in 
§ 101.13(m), provided that: 

(1) The product contains a food that 
meets the definition of "high” in 
paragraph (b)(1) of this section; and 

(ii) The label or labeling clearly 
identifies the food that is the subject of 
the claim (e.g., the serving of broccoli in 
this product is high in vitamin C). 

(c) "Good Source” claims. (1) The 
terms "good source,” "contains,” or 
"provides” may be used on the label or 
in the labeling of foods, except meal 
products as described in § 101.13(1) and 
a main dish product as defined in 
§ 101.13(m), provided that the food 
contains 10 to 19 percent of the RDI or 
the DRV per reference amount 
customarily consumed. 

(2) The terms defined in paragraph 
(c) (1) of this section may be used on the 
label and in the labeling of meal 
products as defined in § 101.13(1) and 
main dish products as dehned in 
101.13(m), provided that: 

(i) The product contains a food that 
meets the deHnition of "good source” in 
paragraph (c)(1) of this section; and 

(ii) The label or labeling clearly 
identifies the food that is the subject of 

the claim (e.g., the serving of sweet 
potatoes in this product is a "good 
source” of fiber). 

(d) "Fiber” claims. (1) If a nutrient 
content claim is made with respect to 
the level of dietary Hber, that is, that the 
product is high in fiber, a good source 
of fiber, or that the food contains 
"more” fiber, and the food is not "low” 
in total fat as defined in § 101.62(b)(2) 
or, in the case of a meal product, as 
defined in § 101.13(1), or main dish 
product, as defined in § 101.13(m), is 
not "low” in total fat as defined in 
§ 101.62(b)(3), then the label shall 
disclose the level of total fat per labeled 
serving. 

(2) Tne disclosure shall appear in 
immediate proximity to such claim, be 
in a type size no less than one-half the 
size of the claim and precede the 
referral statement required in § 101.13(g) 
(e.g., "contains |x amount] of total fat 
per serving. See [appropriate panel] for 
nutrition information”). 

(e) "More claims.” (1) A relative claim 
using the terms "more,” "fortified,” 
"enriched,” and "added” may be used 
on the label or in labeling to describe 
the level of protein, vitamins, minerals, 
dietary fiber, or potassium in a food, 
except as limited by § 101.13(j)(l)(i) and 
except meal products as defined in 
§ 101.13(1) and main dish products as 
defined in §101.13(m), provided that: 

(1) The food contains at least 10 
percent more of the RDI for protein, 
vitamins, or minerals or of the DRV for 
dietary fiber or potassium (expressed as 
a percent of the Daily Value) per 
reference amount customarily 
consumed than an appropriate reference 
food; and 

(ii) Where the claim is based on a 
nutrient that has been added to the food, 
that fortification is in accordance with 
the policy on fortification of foods in 
§ 104.20 of this chapter; and 

(iii) As required in § 101.13(j)(2) for 
relative claims: 

(A) The identity of the reference food 
and the percentage (or fraction) that the 
nutrient was increased relative to the 
RDI or DRV are declared in immediate 
proximity to the most prominent such 
claim (e.g., "contains 10 percent more of 
the Daily Value for fiber than white 
bread”); and 

(B) Quantitative information 
comparing the level of the nutrient in 
the product per labeled serving, with 
that of the reference food that it replaces 
is declared adjacent to the most 
prominent claim or on the information 
panel (e.g., "Fiber content of white 
bread is 1 gram (g) per serving; (this 
product) 3.5 g per serving”). 

(2) A relative claim using the terms 
"more,” "fortified,” "enriched,” and 

"added” may be used on the label or in 
labeling to describe the level of protein, 
vitamins, minerals, dietary fiber or 
potassium, except as limited in 
§ 101.13(j)(l)(i), in meal products as 
defined in § 101.13(1) or main dish 
products as defined in § 101.13(m), 
provided that: 

(i) The food contains at least 10 
percent more of the RDI for protein, 
vitamins, or minerals or of the DRV for 
dietary fiber or potassium (expressed as 
a percent of the Daily Value) per 100 g 
of food than an appropriate reference 
food. 

(ii) Where the claim is based on a 
nutrient that has been added to the food, 
that fortification is in accordance with 
the policy on fortification of foods in 
§ 104.20 of this chapter; and 

(iii) As required in § 101.13(j)(2) for 
relative claims: 

(A) The identity of the reference food 
and the percentage (or fraction) that the 
nutrient was increased relative to the 

. RDI or DRV are declared in immediate 
proximity to the most prominent such 
claim (e.g., "contains 10 percent more of 
the Daily Value for fiber per 3 oz than 
does ‘X brand of product”’), and 

(B) Quantitative information 
comparing the level of the nutrient in 
the product per specified weight, with 
that of the reference food that it replaces 
is declared adjacent to the most 
prominent claim or on the information 
panel (e.g., "the fiber content of ‘X 
brand of product’ is 2 g per 3 oz. This 
product contains 4.5 g per 3 oz”). 

§ 101.56 Nutrient content claims for "light” 
or “lite.” 

(a) General requirements. A claim 
using the term "light” or "lite” to 
describe a food may only be made on 
the label and in labeling of the food if: 

(1) The claim uses one of the terms 
defined in this section in accordance 
with the definition for that term; 

(2) The claim is made in accordance 
with the general requirements for 
nutrient content claims in § 101.13; and 

(3) The food is labeled in accordance 
with § 101.9, § 101.10, or § 101.36, 
where applicable. 

(b) "Light" claims. The terms "light” 
or "lite” may be used on the label or in 
the labeling of foods, except meal 
products as defined in § 101.13(1) and 
main dish products as defined in 
§ 101.13(m). without further 
qualification, provided that: 

(1) If the food derives 50 percent or 
more of its calories from fat, its fat 
content is reduced by 50 percent or 
more per reference amount customarily 
consumed compared to an appropriate 
reference food as specified in 
§101.13(j)(l); or 
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(2) If the food derives less than 50 
percent of its calories from fat: 

(i) The number of calories is reduced 
by at least one-third (33 1/3 percent) per 
reference amount customarily 
consumed compared to an appropriate 
reference food; or 

(ii) Its fat content is reduced by 50 
percent or more per reference amount 
customarily consumed compared to the 
reference food that it resembles or for 
which it substitutes as specified in 
§101.13(j)(l): and 

(3) As required in § 101.13(j)(2) for 
relative claims: 

(i) The identity of the reference food 
and the percent (or fraction) that the 
calories and the fat were reduced are 
declared in immediate proximity to the 
most prominent such claim, (e.g., “1/3 
fewer calories and 50 percent less fat 
than our regular cheese cake’’); 

(ii) Quantitative information 
comparing the level of calories and fat 
content in the product per labeled 
serving size, with that of the reference 
food that it replaces is declared adjacent 
to the most prominent claim or on the 
information panel (e.g., lite cheese 
cake—200 calories, 4 grams (g) fat; 
regular cheese cake—300 calories, 8 g 
fat per serving); and 

(iii) If the labeled food contains less 
than 40 calories or less than 3 g fat per 
reference amount customarily 
consumed, the percentage reduction for 
that nutrient need not be declared. 

(4) A “light” claim may not be made 
on a food for which the reference food 
meets the definition of “low fat” and 
“low calorie.” 

(c)(l)(i) A product for which the 
reference food contains 40 calories or 
less and 3 g fat or less per reference 
amount customarily consumed may use 
the term “light” or “lite” without 
further qualification if it is reduced by 
50 percent or more in sodium content 
compared to the reference food; and 

(ii) As required in § 101.13(j)(2) for 
relative claims: 

(A) The identity of the reference food 
and the percent (or fraction) that the 
sodium was reduced shall be declared 
in immediate proximity to the most 
prominent such claim (e.g., 50 percent 
less sodium than our regular soy sauce); 
and 

(B) Quantitative information 
comparing the level of sodium per 
labeled serving size with that of the 
reference food it replaces is declared 
adjacent to the most prominent claim or 
on the information panel (e.g., “lite soy 
sauce 500 milligrams (mg) sodium per 
serving, regular soy sauce 1,000 mg per 
serving”). 

(2)(i) A product for which the 
reference food contains more than 40 

calories or more than 3 g fat per 
reference amount customarily 
consumed may use the term “light in 
sodium” or “lite in sodium” if it is 
reduced by 50 percent or more in 
sodium content compared to the 
reference food, provided that “light” or 
“lite” is presented in immediate 
proximity witfi “in sodium” and the 
entire term is presented in uniform type 
size, style, color, and prominence; and 

(ii) As required in § 101.13(j)(2) for 
relative claims: 

(A) The identity of the reference food 
and the percent (or fraction) that the 
sodium was reduced shall be declared 
in immediate proximity to the most 
prominent such claim (e.g., 50 percent 
less sodium than our regular canned 
peas); and 

(B) Quantitative information 
comparing the level of sodium per 
labeled serving size with that of the 
reference food it replaces is declared 
adjacent to the most prominent claim or 
on the information panel (e.g., “light 
canned peas, 175 milligrams (mg) 
sodium per serving, regular canned peas 
350 mg per serving.”) 

(iii) Except for meal products as 
defined in § 101.13(1) and mairr dish 
products as defined in § 101.13(m), a 
“light in sodium” claim may not be 
made on a food for which the reference 
food meets the definition of “low in 
sodium”. 

(d)(1) The terms “light” or “lite” may 
be used on the label or in the labeling 
of a meal product as defined in 
§ 101.13(1) and a main dish product as 
defined in § 101.13(m), provided that: 

(i) The food meets the definition of: 
(A) “Low in calories” as defined in 

§ 101.60(b)(3); or 
(B) “Low in fat” as defined in 

§ 101.62(b)(3); and 
(ii) (A) A statement appears on the 

principal display panel that explains 
whether “light” is used to mean “low 
fat,” “low calories,” or both (e.g., “Light 
Delight, a low fat meal”); and 

(B) The accompanying statement is no 
less than one-half the type size of the 
“light” or “lite” claim. 

(d) (2)(i) The term “light in sodium” or 
“lite in sodium” may be used on the 
label or in the labeling of a meal product 
as defined in § 101.13(1) and a main dish 
product as defined in § 101.13(m), 
provided that the food meets the 
definition of “low in sodium” as 
defined in § 101.61(b)(5)(i); and 

(ii) “Light” or “lite” and “in sodium” 
are presented in uniform type size, 
style, color, and prominence. 

(e) Except as provided in paragraphs 
(b) through (d) of this section, the term 
“light” or “lite” may not be used to refer 
to a food that is not reduced in fat by 

50 percent, or, if applicable, in calories 
by 1/3 or, when properly qualified, in 
sodium by 50 percent unless: 

(1) It describes some physical or 
organoleptic attribute of the food such 
as texture or color and the information 
(e.g., “light in color” or “light in 
texture”) so stated, clearly conveys the 
nature of the product: and 

(2) The attribute (e.g., “color” or 
“texture”) is in the same style, color, 
and at least one-half the type size as the 
word “light” and in immediate 
proximity thereto. 

(f) If a manufacturer can demonstrate 
that the word “light” has been 
associated, through common use, with a 
particular food to reflect a physical or 
organoleptic attribute (e.g., light brown 
sugar, light com syrup, or light 
molasses) to the point where it has 
become part of the statement of identity, 
such use of the term “light” shall not be 
considered a nutrient content claim 
subject to the requirements in this part. 

(g) The term “lightly salted” may be 
used on a product to which has been 
added 50 percent less sodium than is 
normally added to the reference food as 
described in § 101.13(j)(l)(i)(B) and 
(j)(l)(ii)(B), provided that if tlie product 
is not “low in sodium” as defined in 
§ 101.61(b)(4), the statement “not a low 
sodium food.” shall appear on the 
information panel and the information 
on the label or labeling as specified in 
§101.13(j)(2). 

§ 101.60 Nutrient content claims for the 
calorie content of foods. 

(a) General requirements. A claim 
about the calorie content of a food may 
only be made on the label or in the 
labeling of the food if: 

(1) The claim uses one of the terms 
defined in this section in accordance 
with the definition for that term; 

(2) The claim is made in accordance 
with the general requirements for 
nutrient content claims in § 101.13; and 

(3) The food for which the claim is 
made is labeled in accordance with 
§ 101.9 or § 101.10, where applicable. 

(b) “Calorie content claims.” (1) The 
terms "calorie free,” “free of calories,” 
“no calories,” “zero calories,” “without 
calories,” “trivial source of calories,” 
“negligible source of calories,” or 
“dietarily insignificant source of 
calories” may be used on the label or in 
the labeling of foods, provided that: 

(i) The food contains less than 5 
calories per reference amount 
customarily consumed: and 

(ii) As required in § 101.13(e)(2), if the 
food meets this condition without the 
benefit of special processing, alteration, 
formulation, or reformulation to lower 
the caloric content, it is labeled to 
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disclose that calories are not usually 
present in the food (e.g., "cider vinegar, 
a calorie free food"). 

(2) The terms "low calorie," “few 
calories," "contains a small amount of 
calories," "low source of calories," or 
"low in calories" may be used on the 
label and in labeling of foods, except 
meal products as defined in § 101.13(1) 
and main dish products as defined in 
§ 101.13(m), provided that: 

(i) The food has a reference amount 
customarily consumed greater than 30 
grams (g) or greater than 2 tablespoons 
and does not provide more than 40 
calories per reference amount 
customarily consumed; or 

(ii) The food has a reference amount 
customarily consumed of 30 g or less or 
2 tablespoons or less and does not 
provide more than 40 calories per 
reference amount customarily 
consumed and, except for siigar 
substitutes, per 50 g (for dehydrated 
foods tj^at are typically consumed when 
rehydrated with only water, the per 50 
g criterion refers to the "as prepared" 
form); and 

(iii) If a food meets these conditions 
without the benefit of special 
processing, alteration, formulation, or 
reformulation to vary the caloric 
content, it is labeled to clearly ^efer to 
all foods of its type and not merely to 
the particular brand to which the label 
attaches (e.g., “celery, a low calorie 
food"). 

(3) The terms defined in paragraph 
(b)(2) of this section may be used on the 
label or in labeling of meal products as 
defined in § 101.13(1) or main dish 
products as defined in § 101.13(m), 
provided that: 

(i) The product contains 120 calories 
or less per 100 g; and 

(ii) If the product meets this condition 
without the benefit of special 
processing, alteration, formulation, or 
reformulation to lower the calorie 
content, it is labeled to clearly refer to 
all foods of its type and not merely to 
the particular brand to which it 
attaches. 

(4) The terms "reduced calorie," 
"reduced in calories." "calorie 
reduced," “fewer calories," "lower 
calorie," or "lower in calories" may be 
used on the label or in the labeling of 
foods, except as limited by • 
§ 101.13(j)(l)(i) and except meal 
products as defined in § 101.13(1) and 
main dish products as defined in 
§ 101.13(m), provided that: 

(i) The food contains at least 25 
percent fewer calories per reference 
amount customarily consumed than an 
appropriate reference food as described 
in § 1O1.130K1); and 

(ii) As required in § 101.13(j)(2) for 
relative claims: 

(A) The identity of the reference food 
and the percent (or fraction) that the 
calories have been reduced are declared 
in immediate proximity to the most 
prominent sucji claim (e.g., reduced 
calorie cupcakes "33 1/3 percent fewer 
calories than regular cupcakes"); and , 

(B) Quantitative information 
comparing the level of the nutrient in 
the product per labeled serving with 
that of the reference food that it replaces 
is declared adjacent to the most 
prominent claim or on the information 
panel (e.g., "calorie content has been 
reduced from 150 to 100 calories per 
serving’). 

(iii) Claims described in paragraph 
(b)(4) of this section may not be made 
on the label or labeling of foods if the 
reference food meets the definition for 
"low calorie." 

(5) The terms defined in paragraph 
(b)(4) of this section may be used on the 
label or in the labeling of meal products 
as defined in § 101.13(1) and main dish 
products as defined in § 101.13(m), 
provided that; 

(i) The food contains at least 25 
percent fewer calories per 100 g of food 
than an appropriate reference food as 
described in § 101.13(i)(l); and 

(ii) As required in § 101.13())(2) for 
relative claims: 

(A) The identity of the reference food 
and the percent (or fraction) that the 
calories have been reduced are declared 
in immediate proximity to the most 
prominent sudi claim (e.g.. Larry’s 
Reduced Calorie Lasagna, "25 percent 
fewer calories per oz (or 3 oz) than our 
re^lar Lasa^a"); and 

(B) Quantitative information 
comparing the level of the nutrient in 
the product per specified weight with 
that of the reference food that it replaces 
is declared adjacent to the most 
prominent claim or on the information 
panel (e.g.. calorie content has been 
reduced from 108 calories per 3 oz to 83 
calories per 3 oz). 

(iii) Claims described in paragraph 
(b)(5) of this section may not be made 
on the label or labeling of food if the 
reference food meets the definition for 
“low calorie." 

(c) Sugar content claims—(l) Use of 
terms such as “sugar free/’ "free of 
sugar," “no sugar," “zero sugar," 
“without sugar," “sugarless," “trivial 
source of sugar," “n^igibJe source of 
sugar," or “dietarily insignificant source 
of sugar." Consumers may reasonably be 
expected to regard terms that represent 
that the food contains no sugars or 
sweeteners e.g., "sugar free," or “no 
sugar," as indicating a product which is 
low in calories or significantly reduced 

in calories. Consequently, except as 
provided in paragraph (c)(2) of this 
section, a fo^ may not be labeled with 
such terms unless: 

(1) The food contains less than 0.5 g 
of sugars, as defined in § 101.9(c)(6)(ii), 
per reference amount customarily 
consumed or in the case of a meal 
product or main dish product less then 
0.5 g of sugars per labeled serving; and 

(iO Tbe food contains no ingredient 
that is a sugar or that is generally 
understood by consumers to contain 
sugars unless the listing of the 
ingredient in the ingredient statement is 
followed by an asterisk that refers to the 
statement below the list of ingredients, 
which states "adds a trivial amount of 
sugar," "adds a negligible amount of 
sugar." or "adds a dietarily insignificant 
amount of sugar;” and 

(iii)(A) It is labeled "low calorie" or 
"reduced calorie" or bears a relative 
claim of spiecial dietary usefulness 
labeled in compliance with paragraphs 
(b)(2). (b)(3). (b)(4). or (b)(5) of this 
section; or 

(B) Such term is immediately 
accompanied, each time it is used, by „ 
either the statement "not a reduced 
calorie food," "not a low calorie food," 
or “not for weight control.” 

(2) The terms "no added sugar," 
"without added sugar.” or "no sugar 
added" may be us^ only if: 

(i) No amount of sugars, as defined in 
§ 101.9(c)(6)(ii), or any other ingredient 
that contains sugars that functionally 
substitute for added sugars is added 
during processing or packaging; and 

(ii) The product does not contain an 
ingredient containing added sugars such 
as jam, jelly, or concentrated fixtit juice; 
and 

(iii) The sugars content has not been 
increased above the amount present in 
the ingredients by some means such as 
the use of enzymes, except where the 
intended functional effect of the process 
is not to increase the sugars content of 
a food, and a functionally insignificant 
increase in sugars results; and 

(iv) The food that it resembles and for 
which it substitutes normally contains 
added sugars; £md 

(v) The product bears a statement that 
the food is not "low calorie” or "calorie 
reduced" (unless the food meets the 
requirements for a "low” or “reduced 
calorie” food) and that directs 
consumers’ attention to the nutrition 
panel for further information on sugar 
and calorie content. 

(3) Paragraph (c)(1) of this section 
shall not apply to a factual statement 
that a food, including foods intended 
specifically for infants and children less 
than 2 years of age, is unsweetened or 
contains no added sweeteners in the 
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case of a food that contains apparent 
substantial inherent sugar content, e.g.. 
juices. 

(4) The terms "reduced sugar,” 
"reduced in sugar,” "sugar reduced, 
"less sugar,” "lower sugar” or "lower in 
sugar” may be used on the label or in 
labeling of foods, except meal products 
as dehned in § 101.13(1) and main dish 
products as defined in § 101.13(m). 
provided that; 

(i) The food contains at least 25 
percent less sugar per reference amount 
customarily consumed than an 
appropriate reference food as described 
in § 101.13(j)(l); and 

(ii) As required in § 101.13(j)(2) for 
relative claims: 

(A) The identity of the reference food 
and the percent (or fraction) that the 
sugar has been reduced are declared in 
immediate proximity to the most 
prominent such claim (e.g., "these com 
flakes contain 25 percent less sugar than 
our sugar coated com flakes”); and 

(B) Quantitative information 
comparing the level of the sugar in the 
product per labeled serving with that of 
the reference food that it replaces is 
declared adjacent to the most prominent 
claim or on the information panel (e.g., 
"Sugar content has been lowered from 
8 g to 6 g per serving”). 

(5) The terms defined in paragraph 
(c)(4) of this section may be used on the 
label or in the labeling of a meal product 
as defined in § 101.13(1) and a main dish 
product as defined in § 101.13(m). 
provided that: 

(i) The food contains at least 25 
percent less sugars per 100 g of food 
than an appropriate reference food as 
described in § 101.13(j)(l), and 

(ii) As required in § 101.13(j)(2) for 
relative claims: 

(A) The identity of the reference food 
and the percent (or fraction) that the 
sugars have been reduced are declared 
in immediate proximity to the most 
prominent such claim (e.g., reduced 
sweet and sour shrimp dinner. "25 
percent less sugar per 3 oz than our 
regular sweet and sour shrimp dinner”); 
and 

(B) Quantitative information 
comparing the level of the nutrient in 
the product per specified weight with 
that of the reference food that it replaces 
is declared adjacent to the most 
prominent claim or on the information 
panel (e.g., sugar content has been 
reduced from 17 g per 3 oz to 13 g per 
3 oz). 

§ 101.61 Nutrient content claims for the 
sodium content of foods. 

(a) General requirements. A claim 
about the level of sodium in a food may 

only be made on the label and in the 
labeling of the food if: 

(1) The claim uses one of the terms 
defined in this section in accordance 
with the definition for that term; 

(2) The claim is made in accordance 
with the general requirements for 
nutrient content claims in § 101.13; and 

(3) The food for which the claim is 
made is labeled in accordance with 
§ 101.9 or § 101.10, where applicable. 

(b) “Sodium content claims." (1) The 
terms "sodium fi«e,” "free of sodium," 
"no sodium," "zero sodium,” "without 
sodium." "trivial source of sodium." 
"negligible source of sodium,” or 
"dietary insignificant source of sodium" 
may be used on the label or in the 
labeling of foods, provided that: 

(1) The food contains less than 5 
milligrams (mg) of sodium per reference 
amount customarily consumed or in the 
case of a meal product or a main dish 
product less than 5 mg of sodium per 
labeled serving; and 

(ii) The food contains no ingredient 
that is sodium chloride or is generally 
understood by consumers to contain 
sodium, unless the listing of the 
ingredient in the ingredient statement is 
followed by an asterisk that refers to the 
statement below the list of ingredients, 
which states; "Adds a trivial amount of 
sodium,” "adds a negligible amount of 
sodium” or "adds a dietarily 
insignificant amount of sodium;” and 

(iii) As required in § 101.13(e)(2) if the 
food meets these conditions without the 
benefit of special processing, alteration, 
formulation, or reformulation to lower 
the sodium content, it is labeled to 
di.sclose that sodium is not usually 
present in the food (e.g., "leaf lettuce, a 
sodium free food”). 

(2) The terms "very low sodium,” or 
"very low in sodium,” may be used on 
the label and in labeling of foods, except 
meal products as defined in § 101.13(1) 
and main dish products as defined in 
§ 101.13(m), provided that: 

(i) (A) The food has a reference 
amount customarily consumed greater 
than 30 grams (g) or greater than 2 
tablespoons and contains 35 mg or less 
sodium per reference amount 
customarily consumed; or 

(B) The food has a reference amount 
customarily consumed of 30 g or less or 
2 tablespoons or less and contains 35 
mg or less sodium per reference amount 
customarily consumed and per 50 g (for 
dehydrated foods that are typically 
consumed when rehydrated with only 
water, the per 50 g refers to the "as 
prepared” form); 

(ii) If the food meets these conditions 
without the benefit of special 
processing, alteration, formulation, or 
reformulation to vary the sodium 

content, it is labeled to clearly refer to 
all foods of its type and not merely to 
the particular brand to which the label 
attaches (e.g., "potatoes, a very low- 
sodium food”). 

(3) The terms defined in paragraph 
(b)(2) of this section may be used on the 
label and in labeling of meal products 
as defined in § 101.13(1) and main dish 
products as defined in § 101.13(m). 
provided that: 

(i) The product contains 35 mg or less 
of sodium per 100 g of product; and 

(ii) If the product meets this condition 
without the benefit of special 
processing, alteration, formulation, or 
reformulation to lower the sodium 
content, it is labeled to clearly refer to 
all foods of its type and not merely to 
the particular brand to which the label 
attaches. 

(4) The terms "low sodium,” or "low 
in sodium,” "little sodium,” "contains a 
small amount of sodium,” or "low 
source of sodium” may be used on the 
label and in the labeling of foods, except 
meal products as defined in § 101.13(1) 
and main dish products as defined in 
§ 101.13(m), provided that: 

(i) (A) The rood has a reference 
amount customarily consumed greater 
than 30 g or greater than 2 tablespoons 
and contains 140 mg or less sodium per 
reference amount customarily 
consumed; or 

(B) The Wd has a reference amount 
customarily consumed of 30 g or less or 
2 tablespoons or less and contains 140 
mg or less sodium per reference amount 
customarily consumed and per 50 g (for 
dehydrated foods that are typically 
consumed when rehydrated with only 
water, the per 50 g criterion refers to the 
“as prepared” form); and 

(ii) If the food meets these conditions 
without the benefit of special 
processing, alteration, formulation, or 
reformulation to vary the sodium 
content, it is labeled to clearly refer to 
all foods of its type and not merely to 
the particular brand to which the label 
attaches (e.g., "firesh spinach, a low 
sodium food”); and 

(5) The terms defined in paragraph 
(b)(4) of this section may be used on the 
label and in labeling of meal products 
as defined in § 101.13(1) and main dish 
products as defined in § 101.13(m). 
provided that: 

(i) The product contains 140 mg or 
les$ sodium per 100 g; and 

(ii) If the product meets these 
conditions without the benefit of special 
processing, alteration, formulation, or 
reformulation to lower the sodium 
content, it is labeled to clearly refer to 
all foods of its type and not merely to 
the particular brand to-which the label 
attaches. 
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(6) The terms “reduced sodium," 
"reduced in sodium,” "sodium 
reduced,” "less sodium,” "lower 
sodium,” or "lower in sodium” may be 
used on the label or in labeling of foods, 
except meal products as defined in 
§ 101.13(1) and main dish products as 
defined in § 101.13(m), provided that: 

(i) The food contains at least 25 
percent less sodium per reference 
amount customarily consumed than an 
appropriate reference food es described 
in§101.13(j){l). 

(ii) As requir^ for § 101.13(j)(2) for 
relative claims: 

(A) The identity of the reference food 
and the percent (or firaction) that the 
sodium has been reduced are declared 
in immediate proximity to the most 
prominent such claim (e.g., "reduced 
sodium-, 50 percent less 
sodium than regular-”); and 

(B) Quantitative information 
comparing the level of the sodium in the 
product per labeled serving with that of 
the reference food that it replaces is 
declared adjacent to the most prominent 
claim or on the information panel (e.g., 
“sodium content has been lowered from 
300 to 150 mg per serving”). 

(iii) Claims oescribed in paragraph 
(b)(6) of this section may not be made 
on the label or in the labeling of a food 
if the nutrient content of the reference 
food meets the definition for "low 
sodium.” 

(7) The terms defined in paragraph 
(b)(6) of this section may be used on the 
label or in the labeling of meal products 
as defined in § 101.13(1) and main dish 
products as defined in § 101.13(m), 
provided that: 

(i) The food contains at least 25 
percent less sodium per 100 g of food 
than an appropriate reference food as 
described in § 101.13(j)(l), and 

(ii) As required in § 101.13(j)(2) for 
relative claims: 

(A) The identity of the reference food 
and the percent (or fiaction) that the 
sodium has been reduced are declared 
in immediate proximity to the most 
prominent such claim (e.g., reduced 
sodium eggplant parmigiana dinner "30 
percent less sodium per oz (or 3 oz) than 
our regular eggplant parmigiana 
dinner”). 

(B) Quantitative information 
comparing the level of sodium in the 
product per specified weight with that 
of the reference food that it replaces is 
declared adjacent to the most prominent 
claim or on the information panel (e.g., 
sodium content has been reduced from 
217 mg per 3 oz to 150 mg per 3 oz). 

(iii) Claims described in paragraph 
(b)(7) of this section may not be made 
on the label or in the lalMling of a food 
if the nutrient content of the reference 

food meets the definition for "low 
sodium.” 

(c) The term “salt” is not synonymous 
with "sodium.” Salt refers to sodium 
chloride. However, references to salt 
content such as "unsalted,” "no salt,” 
"no salt added” are potentially 
misleading. 

(1) The term "salt free” may be used 
on the label or in labeling of foods only 
if the food is “sodium free” as defined 
in paragraph (b)(1) of this section. 

(2) The terms “unsalted,” “without 
added salt,” and “no salt added” may be 
used on the label or in labeling of foods 
only if: 

(i) No salt is added during processing; 
(ii) The food that it resenmies and for 

which it substitutes is normally 
processed with salt; and 

(iii) If the food is not sodium firee, the 
statement, “not a sodium free food” or 
"not for control of sodium in the diet” 
appears on the information panel of the 
fo(^ bearing the claim. 

(3) Paragraph (c)(2) of this section 
shall not apply to a factual statement 
that a food intended sprecifically for 
infants and children less than 2 years of 
age is unsalted, provided such statement 
refers to the taste of the food and is not 
otherwise false and misleading. 

§ 101.62 Nutrient content claims for fat, 
fatty acid, and cholesterol content of fo<^s. 

(a) General requirements. A claim 
about the levdl of fat, fatty acid, and 
cholesterol in a food may only be made 
on the label or in the labeling of foods 
if: 

(1) The claim uses one of the terms 
defined in this section in accordance 
with the definition for that term; 

(2) The claim is made in accordance 
with the general requirements for 
nutrient content claims in § 101.13; and 

(3) The food for which the claim is 
made is labeled in accordance with 
§ 101.9 or § 101.10, where applicable. 

(b) "Fat content claims." (1) The 
terms “fat free," "free of fat,” "no fat,” 
“zero fat,” "without fat,” “nonfat," 
“trivial source of fat,” “negligible source 
of fat,” or “dietarily insignificant source 
of fat” may be used on the label or in 
labeling of foods, provided that: 

(i) The food contains less than 0.5 
gram (g) of fat per reference amount 
customarily consumed or in the case of 
a meal product or main dish product 
less than 0.5 g of fat per labeled serving; 

(ii) The food contains no added 
ingredient that is a fat or is generally 
understood by consumers to contain fat 
unless the listing of the ingredient in the 
ingredient statement is followed by an 
asterisk that refers to the statement 
below the list of ingredients, which 
states "adds a trivial amount of fat,” 

“adds a negligible amount of fat,” or 
“adds a dietarily insignificant amount of 
fat;” and 

(iii) As required in § 101.13(e)(2), if 
the food meets these conditions without 
the benefit of special processing, 
alteration, formulation, or reformulation 
to lower fat content, it is labeled to 
disclose that fat is not usually present 
in the food (e.g., “broccoli, a fat free 
food”). ; 

(2) The terms "low fat,” “low in fat,” 
“contains a small amount of fat,” "low 
source of fat,” or "little fat” may be used 
on the label and in labeling of foods, 
except meal products as defined in 
§ 101.13(1) and main dish products as 
defined in § 101.13(m), provided that: 

(i) (A) The food has a reference 
amount customarily consumed greater 
than 30 g or greater than 2 tablespoons 
and contains 3 g or less of fat per 
reference amount customarily 
consumed; or 

(B) The food has a reference amount 
customarily consumed of 30 g or less or 
2 tablespoons or less and contains 3 g 
or less of fat per reference amount 
customarily consumed and per 50 g of 
food (for dehydrated foods that are 
typically consumed when rehydrated 
with only water, the per 50 g criterion 
refers to the "as prepared” form); and 

(ii) If the food meets these conditions 
without the benefit of special 
processing, alteration, formulation, or 
reformulation to lower fat content, it is 
labeled to clearly refer to all foods of its 
type and not merely to the particular 
brand to which the label attaches (e.g., 
“frozen perch, a low fat food”). 

(3) The terms defined in paragraph 
(b)(2) of this section may be used on the 
label and in labeling of meal products 
as defined in § 101.13(1) or main dish 
products as defined in § 101.13(m), 
provided that: , 

(i) The product contains 3 g or less of 
total fat per 100 g and not more than 30 
percent of calories from fat; and 

(ii) If the product meets these 
conditions without the benefit of special 
processing, alteration, formulation, or 
reformulation to lower fat content, it is 
labeled to clearly refer to all foods of its 
type and not merely to the particular 
brand to which the label attaches. 

(4) The terms “reduced tat,” “reduced 
in fat,” “fat reduced,” “less fat,” “lower 
fat,” or “lower in fat” may be used on 
the label or in the labeling of foods, 
except meal products as defined in 
§ 101.13(1) and main dish products as 
defined in § 101.13(m), provided that: 

(i) The food contains at least 25 
percent less fat per reference amount 
customarily consumed than an 
appropriate reference food as described 
in §101.13(j)(l); and 
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(ii) As required in § 101.13(j)(2) for 
relative claims: 

(A) The identity of the reference food 
and tire percent (or fraction) that the fat 
has been reduced and are declared in 
immediate proximity to the most 
prominent such claim (e.g., “reduced 
fat—50 percent less fat than our regular 
brownies”); and 

(B) Quantitative information 
comparing the level of fat in the product 
per label^ serving with that of the 
reference food that it replaces is 
declared adjacent to the most prominent 
claim or on the information panel (e.g.. 
"fat content has been reduced hom 8 g 
to 4 g per serving”). 

(iii) Claims described in paragraph 
(b)(4) of this section may not be made 
on the label or in the ladling of a food 
if the nutrient content of the reference 
food meets the definition for “low fat.” 

(5) The terms defined in paragraph 
(b)(4) of this section may be used on the 
label or in the labeling of meal products 
as defined in § 101.13(1) and main dish 
products as defined in § 101.13(m), 
provided that: 

(i) The food contains at least 25 
percent less fat per 100 g of food than 
an appropriate reference food as 
described in § 101.13(j)(l); and 

(ii) As required m $ 101.13(j)(2) for 
relative claims: 

(A) The identity of the reference food 
and the percent (or fiaction) that the fat 
has been reduced are declared in 
immediate proximity to the most 
prominent svich claim (e.g., reduced fat 
spinach souffie, “33 percent less fat per 
3 oz than our regular spinach souffle”): 
and 

(B) Quantitative information 
comparing the level of fat in the product 
per specified wei^t with that of the 
reference food that it replaces is 
declared adjacent to the most prominent 
such claim or on the information panel 
(e.g., fat content has been reduced from 
7.5 g per 3 oz to 5 g per 3 oz). 

(iii) Claims described in paragraph 
(b)(5) of fills section may not be made 
on the label or in the labeling of a food 
if the nutrient content of the reference 
food meets the definition for “low fat.” 

(6) The term “-percent fat free” 
may be used on the label or in the 
labeling of foods, provided that: 

(i) The food meets the criteria for 
“low fat” in paragraph (b)(2) or (b)(3) of 
this section; 

(ii) The percent of reduction and the 
words “fat free” are in uniform type 
size; and 

(iii) A “100 percent fat free” claim 
may be made only on foods that meet 
the criteria for “fat free” in paragraph 
(b)(1) of this section, that contain less 

than 0.5 g of fat per 100 g, and fiiat 
contain no added fat. 

(c) ‘‘Fatty acid content claims.” The 
label or ladling of foods that bear 
claims with respect to the level of 
saturated fat shall disclose the level of 
total fat and cholesterol in the food in 
immediate proximity to such claim each 
time the claim is made and in t)rp8 that 
shall be no less than one-half the size of 
the type used for the claim with respect 
to the level of saturated fat Eleclaration 
of cholesterol content may be omitted 
when the food contains less than 2 
milligrams (mg) of cholesterol per 
reference amount customarily 
consumed or in the case of a meal or 
main dish product less than 2 mg of 
cholesterol per labeled serving. 
Declaration of total fat may be omitted 
with the term defined in paragraph 
(c)(1) of this section when the food 
contains 0.5 g or less of total fat per 
reference amount customarily 
consumed or, in the case of a meal 
product or a main dish product, when 
the product contains less than 0.5 g of 
total fat per labeled serving. The 
declaration of total fat may be omitted 
with the terms defined in paragraphs 
(c)(2) through (c)(5) of this section when 
the food contains 3 g or less of total fat 
per reference amount customarily 
consumed or in the case of a meal 
product or a main dish product, when 
the product contains 3 g or less of total 
fat per 100 g and not more than 30 
percent calories firom fat. 

(1) The terms “saturated fat free,” 
of saturated fat,” “no satrirated 

fat.” “zero saturated fat,” “without 
saturated fat,” “trivial source of 
saturated fat,” “negligible source of 
saturated fat,” or “dietarily insignificant 
source of saturated fat” may be used on 
the label or in the labeling of foods, 
provided that: 

(i) The food contains less than 0.5 g 
of saturated fat per reference amount 
customarily consumed and the level of 
trans fatty acids does not exceed 1 
percent of the total fat, or in the case of 
a meal product or main dish product, 
less than 0.5 g of saturated fat per 
labeled serving and the level of trans 
fatty acids does not exceed 1 percent of 
the total fat; and 

(ii) The food contains no ingredient 
that is generally understood by 
consumers to contain saturated fat 
imless the listing of the ingredient in the 
ingredient statement is followed by an 
asterisk that refers to the statement 
below the list of ingredients which 
states, “adds a trivial amount of 
saturated fat,” “adds a negligible 
amount of saturated fat,” or “adds a 
dietarily insignificant amount of 
saturated fat;” and 

(iii) As required in § 101.13(e)(2), if 
the food meets these conditions without 
the benefit of special processing, 
alteration, formulation, or reformulatim 
to lower saturated fat content, it is 
labeled to disclose that saturated fat is 
not usually present in the food. 

(2) The terms “low in saturated fat,” 
“low saturated fat,” “contains a small 
amount of saturated fat,” “low source of 
saturated fat,” or “a little saturated fat” 
may be used on the label or in the 
labeling of foods, except meal products 
as defined in § 101.13(1) and main dish 
products as defined in § 101.13(m), 
provided that: 

(i) The food contains 1 g or less of 
saturated fatty acids per reference 
amount customarily consumed and not 
more than 15 percent of calories from 
saturated fatty acids; and 

(ii) If a food meets these conditions 
without benefit of special processing, 
alteration, formulation, or reformulation 
to lower satmated fat content, it is 
labeled to clearly refer to all foods of its 
type and not merely to the particular 
brand to which the label attaches (e.g., 
“raspberries, a low saturated fat food”). 

(3) The terms defined in paragraph 
(c)(2) of this section may be used on the 
label or in the labeling of meal products 
as defined in § 101.13(1) and main dish 
products as defined in § 101.13(m), 
provided that: 

(i) The product contains 1 g or less of 
saturated fatty acids per 100 g and less 
than 10 percent calories frx)m saturated 
fat; and 

(ii) If the product meets these 
conditions without the benefit of special 
processing, alteration, formulation, or 
reformulation to lower saturated fat 
content, it is labeled to clearly refer to 
all foods of its type and not merely to 
the particular brand to which the label 
attaches. 

(4) The terms "reduced saturated fat,” 
“reduced in saturated fat,” “saturated 
fat reduced," “less saturated fat,” 
“lower saturated fat,” or “lower in 
saturated fat” may be used on the label 
or in the labeling of foods, except as 
limited by § 101.13(j)(l)(i)(A) and except 
meal products as defined in § 101.13(1) 
and main dish products as defined in 
§ 101.13(m), provided that: 

(i) The food contains at least 25 
percent less saturated fat per reference 
amount customarily consumed than an 
appropriate reference food as described 
in § 101.13(j)(l): and 

(ii) As required in § 101.13(j)(2) for 
relative claims: 

(A) The identity of the reference food 
and the percent (or fraction) that the 
saturated fat was reduced are declared 
in immediate proximity to the most 
prominent such claim (e.g., “reduced 
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saturated fat. Contains 50 percent less 
saturated fat than the national average 
for nondairy creamers”); and 

(B) Quantitative information 
comparing the level of saturated fat in 
the product per labeled serving with 
that of the reference food that it replaces 
is declared adjacent to the most 
prominent claim or on the information 
panel (e.g., "saturated fat reduced from 
3 g to 1.5 g per serving”). 

(iii) Claims described in paragraph 
(c)(4) of this section may not be made 
on the label or in the labeling of a food 
if the nutrient content of the reference 
food meets the definition for "low 
saturated fat.” 

(5) The terms defined in paragraph 
(c)(4) of this section may be used on the 
label or in the labeling of meal products 
as defined in § 101.13(1) and main dish 
products as defined in § 101.13(m), 
provided that: 

(i) The food contains at least 25 
percent less saturated fat per 100 g of 
food than an appropriate reference food 
as described in § 101.13(j)(l), and 

(ii) As requir^ in § 101.13(j)(2) for 
relative claims: 

(A) The identity of the reference food, 
and the percent (or firaction) that the fat 
has been reduced are declared in 
immediate proximity to the most 
prominent such claim (e.g., reduced 
saturated fat Macaroni and Cheese, "33 
percent less saturated fat per 3 oz than 
our regular Macaroni and Cheese”). 

(B) Quantitative information 
comparing the level of saturated fat in 
the product per specified weight with 
that of the reference food that it replaces 
is declared adjacent to the most 
prominent claim or on the information 
panel (e.g., saturated fat content has 
been reduced from 2.5 g per 3 oz to 1.7 
g per 3 oz). 

(iii) Claims described in paragraph 
(c)(5) of this section may not be made 
on the label or in the labeling of a food 
if the nutrient content of the reference 
food meets the definition for "low 
saturated fat.” 

(d) "Cholesterol content claims." (1) 
The terms "cholesterol free,” "ft-ee of 
cholesterol,” "zero cholesterol,” 
"without cholesterol,” "no cholesterol,” 
"trivial source of cholesterol,” 
"negligible source of cholesterol,” or 
"dietarily insignificant source of 
cholesterol” may be used on the label or 
in the labeling of foods, provided that: 

(i) For foods that contain 13 g or less 
of total fat per reference amount 
cutomarily consumed, per labeled 
serving, and per 50 g if the reference 
amount ciistomarily consumed is 30 g or 
less or 2 tablespoons or less (for 
dehydrated foods that must have water 
added to them prior to typical 

consumption, the per 50-g criterion 
refers to the "as prepared form”), or, in 
the case of meal products, 26.0 g or less 
total fat per labeled serving, or, in the 
case of main dish products, 19.5 g or 
less total fat per labeled serving: 

(A) The food contains less than 2 mg 
of cholesterol per reference amount 
customarily consumed or in the case of 
a meal product or main dish product 
less than 2 mg of cholesterol per labeled 
servir^; and 

(B) The food contains no ingredient 
that is generally understood by 
consumers to contain cholesterol, unless 
the listing of the ingredient in the 
ingredient statement is followed by an 
asterisk that refers to tha statement 
below the list of ingredients, which 
states "adds a trivial amount of 
cholesterol,” "adds a negligible amount 
of cholesterol,” or "adds a dietarily 
insignificant amount of cholesterol;” 
and 

(C) The food contains 2 g or less of 
saturated fatty acids per reference 
amount customarily consumed or, in the 
case of a meal product or main dish 
product, 2 g or less of saturated fatty 
acids per labeled serving; and 

(D) As required in § 101.13(e)(2), if the 
food contains less than 2 mg of 
cholesterol per reference amount 
customarily consumed or in the case of 
a meal product or main dish product, 
less than 2 mg of cholesterol per labeled 
serving without the benefit of special 
processing, alteration, formulation, or 
reformulation to lower cholesterol 
content, it is labeled to disclose that 
cholesterol is not usually present in the 
food (e.g., "applesauce, a cholesterol- 
fi-ee food”). 

(ii) For food that contain more than 13 
g of total fat per reference amount 
customarily consumed, per labeling 
serving, per 50 g if the reference amount 
customarily consumed is 30 g or less or 
2 tablespoons or less (for dehydrated 
foods that must have water added to 
them prior to typical consumption, the 
per 50-g criterion refers to the "as 
prepared” form), or in the case of a meal 
product, more than 26 g of total fat per 
labeled serving, or, in the case of a main 
dish product more than 19.5 g of total 
fat per labeled serving: 

(A) The food contains less than 2 mg 
of cholesterol per reference amount 
cutomarily consumed or, in the case of 
a meal product or main dish product, 
less than 2 mg of cholesterol per labeled 
serviM; and 

(B) The food contains no ingredient 
that is generally understood by 
consumers to contain cholesterol, unless 
the listing of the ingredient in the 
ingredient statement is followed by an 
asterisk that refers to the statement 

below the list of ingredients, which 
states "adds a trivial amount of 
cholesterol,” "adds a negligible amount 
of cholesterol,” or "adds a dietarily 
insignificant amount of cholesterol;” 
and 

(C) The food contains 2 g or less of 
saturated fatty acids per reference 
amount cutomarily consumed or, in the 
case of a meal product or main dish 
product less than 2 g of saturated fatty 
acids per labeled serving; and 

(D) The label or labeling discloses the 
level of total fat in a serving (as declared 
on the label) of the food. Such 
disclosure shall appear in immediate 
proximity to such claim preceding the 
referral statement required in § 101.13(g) 
in type that shall be no less than one- 
half the size of the type used for such 
claim. If the claim appears on more than 
one panel, the disclosure shall be made 
on each panel except for the panel that 
bears nutrition labeling. If the claim 
appears more than once on a panel, the 
disclosure shall be made in immediate 
proximity to the claim that is printed in 
the largest type; and 

(E) As required in § 101.13(e)(2), if the 
food contains less than 2 mg of 
cholesterol per reference amount 
customarily consumed or in the case of 
a meal product or main dish product 
less than 2 mg of cholesterol per labeled 
serving without the benefit of special 
processing, alteration, formulation, or 
reformulation to lower cholesterol 
content, it is labeled to disclose that 
cholesterol is not usually present in the 
food (e.g., "canola oil, a cholesterol-free 
food, contains 14 g of fat per serving”); 
or 

(F) If the food contains less than 2 mg 
of cholesterol per reference amount 
customarily consumed or in the case of 
a meal product or main dish product 
less than 2 mg of cholesterol per labeled 
serving only as a result of special 
processing, alteration, formulation, or 
reformulation, the amount of cholesterol 
is substantially less (i.e., meets 
requirements of paragraph (d)(4)(ii)(A) 
of this section) than the food for which 
it substitutes as specified in § 101.13(d) 
that has a significant (e.g., 5 percent or 
more of a national or regional market) 
market share. As required in 
§ 101.13(j)(2) for relative claims: 

(J) The identity of the reference food 
and the percent (or fraction) that the 
cholesterol was reduced are declared in 
immediate proximity to the most 
prominent sugh claim (e.g., 
"cholesterol-free margarine, contains 
100 percent less cholesterol than 
butter”); and 

(2) Quantitative information 
comparing the level of cholesterol in the 
product per labeled serving with that of 
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the reference food that it replaces is 
declared adjacent to the most prominent 
claim or on the information panel {e.g., 
“contains no cholesterol compared with 
30 mg in one serving of butter. Contains 
11 g of fat per serving.”). 

(2) The terms “low in cholesterol,” 
“low cholesterol,” “contains a small 
amount of cholesterol,” “low source of 
cholesterol,” or “little cholesterol” may 
be used on the label or in the labeling 
of foods, except meal products as 
defined in § 101.13(1) and main dish 
products as dehned in § 101.13(m), 
provided that: 

(i) For foods that have a reference 
amount customarily consumed greater 
than 30 g or greater than 2 tablespoons 
and contain 13 g or less of total fat per 
reference amount customarily 
consumed and per labeled serving: 

(A) The food contains 20 mg or le.ss 
of cholesterol per reference amount 
customarily consumed; 

(6) The f^d contains 2 g or less of 
saturated fatty acids per reference 
amount customarily consumed; and 

(C) As required in § 101.13(e)(2), if the 
food meets these conditions without the 
beneflt of special processing, alteration, 
formulation, or reformulation to lower 
cholesterol content, it is labeled to 
clearly refer to all foods of that type and 
not merely to the particular brand to 
which the label attaches (e.g., “low fat 
cottage cheese, a low cholesterol 
food.”). 

(ii) For foods that have a reference 
amount customarily consumed of 30 g 
or less or 2 tablespoons or less and 
contain 13 g or less of total fat per 
reference amount customarily 
consumed, per labeled serving, and per 
50 g (for dehydrated foods that are 
typically consumed when rehydrated 
with only water, the per 50 g refers to 
the “as prepared" form); 

(A) The food contains 20 mg or less 
of cholesterol per reference amount 
customarily consumed and per 50 g (for 
dehydrated foods that are typically 
consumed when rehydrated with only 
water, the per 50 g refers to the “as 
prepared” form); 

(B) The food contains 2 g or less of 
saturated fatty acids per reference 
amount customarily consumed; 

(C) As required in § 101.13(e)(2), if the 
food meets these conditions without the 
benefit of special processing, alteration, 
formulation, or reformulation to lower 
cholesterol content, it is labeled to 
clearly refer to all foods of that type and 
not merely to the particular brand to 
which the label attaches (e.g., “low fat 
cottage cheese, a low cholesterol food”). 

(iiU For foods that have a reference 
amount customarily consumed greater 
than 30 g or greater than 2 tablespoons 

and contain more than 13 g of total fat 
per reference amount customarily 
consumed or per labeled serving, 

(A) The food contains 20 mg or less 
of cholesterol per reference amount 
customarily consumed; 

(B) The food contains 2 g or less of 
saturated fatty acids per reference 
amount customarily consumed; 

(C) The label or labeling discloses the 
level of total fat in a serving (as declared 
on the label) of the food. Such 
disclosure shall appear in immediate 
proximity to such claim preceding the 
referral statement required in § 101.13(g) 
in type that shall be no less than one- 
half the size of the type used for such 
claim. If. the claim appears on more than 
one panel, the disclosure shall be made 
on each panel except for the panel that 
bears nutrition labeling. If the claim is 
made more than once on a panel, the 
disclosure shall be made in immediate 
proximity to the claim that is printed in 
the largest type; and 

(D) As required in § 101.13(e)(2), if the 
food meets these conditions without the 
beneht of special processing, alteration, 
formulation, or reformulation to lower 
cholesterol content, it is labeled to 
clearly refer to all foods of that type and 
not merely to the particular brand to 
which the label attaches; or 

(E) Tf the food contains 20 mg or less 
of cholesterol only as a result of special 
processing, alteration, formulation, or 
reformulation, the amount of cholesterol 
is substantially less ^.e., meets 
requirements of paragraph (d)(4)(ii)(A) 
of this section) than the food for which 
it substitutes as specified in § 101.13(d) 
that has a significant (e.g., 5 percent or 
more of a national or regional market) 
market share. As required in 
§ 101.13(j)(2) for relative claims: 

(3) The identity of the reference food 
and the percent (or fraction) that the 
cholesterol has been reduced are 
declared in immediate proximity to the 
most prominent such claim (e.g., “low- 
cholesterol peanut butter sandwich 
crackers, contains 83 percent less 
cholesterol than our regular peanut 
butter sandwich crackers”); and 

(2) Quantitative information 
comparing the level of cholesterol in the 
product per labeled serving with that of 
the reference food that it replaces is 
declared adjacent to the most prominent 
claim or on the information panel (e.g., 
“cholesterol lowered from 30 mg to 5 
mg per serving, contains 13 g of fat per 
serving”). 

(iv) For foods that have a reference 
amount customarily consumed of 30 g 
or less or 2 tablespoons or less and 
contain more than 13 g of total fat per 
reference amount customarily 
consumed, per labeled serving, or per 50 

g (for dehydrated foods that are 
typically consumed when rehydrated 
with only water, the per 50 g refers to 
the “as prepared” form), 

(A) The food contains 20 mg or less 
of cholesterol per reference amount 
customarily consumed and per 50 g (for 
dehydrated foods that are typically 
consumed when rehydrated with only 
water, the per 50 g refers to the "as 
prepared” form), 

(B) The food contains 2 g or less of 
saturated fatty acids per reference 
amount customarily consumed; 

(C) The label or labeling discloses the 
level of total fat in a serving (as declared 
on the label) of the food. Such 
disclosure shall appear in immediate 
proximity to such claim preceding the 
referral statement required in § 101.13(g) 
in type that shall be no less than one- 
half the size of the type used for such 
claim. If the claim appears on more than 
one panel, the disclosure shall be made 
on each panel except for the panel that 
bears nutrition labeling. If the claim is 
made more than once on a panel, the 
disclosure shall be made in immediate 
proximity to the claim that is printed in 
the largest type; and 

(D) As required in § 101.13(e)(2), if the 
food meets these conditions without the 
benefit of special processing, alteration, 
formulation, or reformulation to lower 
cholesterol content, it is labeled to 
clearly refer to all foods of that type and 
not merely to the particular brand to 
which the label attaches; or 

(E) If the food contains 20 mg or less 
of cholesterol only as a result of special 
processing, alteration, formulation, or 
reformulation, the amount of cholesterol 
is substantially less (i.e., meets 
requirements of paragraph (d)(4)(ii)(A) 
of this section) than the food for which 
it substitutes as specified in § 101.13(d) 
that has a significant (i.e., 5 percent or 
more of a narional or regional market) 
market share. As required in 
§ 101.13(j)(2) for relative claims: 

(3) The identity of the reference food 
and the percent (or fraction) that the 
cholesterol has been reduced are 
declared in immediate proximity to the 
most prominent such claim (e.g., “low- 
cholesterol peanut butter sandwich 
crackers, contains 83 percent less 
cholesterol than our regular peanut 
butter sandwich crackers”); and 

(2) Quantitative information 
comparing the level of cholesterol in the 
product per labeled serving with that of 
the reference food that it replaces is 
declared adjacent to the most prominent 
claim or on the information panel (e.g., 
“cholesterol lowered from 30 mg to 5 
mg per serving, contains 13 g of fat per 
serving”). 
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(3) The terms defined in paragraph 
(d)(2) of this section may be used on the 
label and in labeling of meal products 
as defined in § 101.13(1) or a main dish 
product as defined in § 101.13(m). 
provided that the product meets the 
requirements of paragraph (d)(2) of this 
section except that the determination as 
to whether paragraph (d)(2)(i) or 
(d)(2)(iii) of this section applies to the 
product will be made only on the basis 
of whether the meal product contains 26 
g or less of total fat per labeled serving 
or the main dish pr^uct contain 19.5 
g or less of total fat per labeled serving, 
the requirement in paragraphs 
(d)(2)(i)(A) and (d)(2)(iii)(A) of this 
section shall be limited to 20 mg of 
cholesterol per 100 g, and the 
requirement in paragraphs (d)(2)(i)(B) 
and (d)(2)(iii)(B) of this section shall be 
modified to require that the food 
contain 2 g or less of saturated fat per 
100 g rather than per reference amount 
customarily consumed. 

(4) The terms “reduced cholesterol,” 
“reduced in cholesterol,” “cholesterol 
reduced,” “less cholesterol,” “lower 
cholesterol,” or “lower in cholesterol” 
except as limited by § 101.13(j)(l)(i)(A) 
may be used on the label or in labeling 
of foods or foods that substitute for 
those foods as speciHed in § 101.13(d), 
excluding meal products as defined in 
§ 101.13(1) and main dish products as 
defined in § 101.13(m), provided that: 

(i) For foods that contain 13 g or less 
of total fat per reference amount 
customarily consumed, per labeled 
serving, and per 50 g if the reference 
amount customarily consumed is 300 g 
or less or 2 tablespoons or less (for 
dehydrated food that must have water 
added to them prior to typical 
consumption, the per 50-g criterion 
refers to the “as prepared” form): 

(A) The food has been specifically 
formulated, altered, or processed to 
reduce its cholesterol by 25 percent or 
more from the reference food it 
resembles as defined in § 101.13(j)(l) 
and for which it substitutes as specified 
in § 101.13(d) that has a significant (i.e., 
5 percent or more) market share; and 

(B) The food contains 2 g or less of 
saturated fatty acids per reference 
amount customarily consumed; and 

(C) As required in § 101.13(j)(2) for 
relative claims: 

(1) The identity of the reference food 
and the percent (or fi^ction) that the 
cholesterol has been reduced are 
declared in immediate proximity to the 
most prominent such claim; and 

[2] Quantitative information 
comparing the level of cholesterol in the 
product per labeled serving with that of 
the reference food that it replaces is 

declared adjacent to the most prominent 
claim or on the information panel. 

(ii) For foods that contain more than 
13 g of total fat per reference amount 
customarily consumed, per labeled 
serving, or per 50 g if the reference 
amount customarily consumed is 30 g or 
less or 2 tablespoons or less (for 
dehydrated foods that must have water 
added to them prior to typical 
consumption, the per 50-g criterion 
refers to the “as prepared” form): 

(A) The food has been specifically 
formulated, altered, or processed to 
reduce its cholesterol by 25 percent or 
more from the reference food it 
resembles as defined in § 101.13(j)(l) 
and for which it substitutes as specified 
in § 101.13(d) that has a significant (i.e., 
5 percent or more of a national or 
regional market) market share; 

(B) The food contains 2 g or less of 
saturated fatty acids per reference 
amount customarily consumed; 

(C) The label or labeling discloses the 
level of total fat in a serving (as declared 
on the label) of the food. Such 
disclosure shall appear in immediate 
proximity to such claim preceding the 
referral statement required in § 101.13(g) 
in type that shall be no less than one- 
half the size of the type used for such 
claim. If the claim appears on more than 
one panel, the disclosure shall be made 
on each panel except for the panel that 
bears nutrition labeling. If the claim is 
made more than once on a panel, the 
disclosure shall be rhade in immediate 
proximity to the claim that is printed in 
the largest type; and 

(D) As required in § 101.13(j)(2) for 
relative claims: 

(1) The identity of the reference food 
and the percent (or fraction) that the 
cholesterol has been reduced are 
declared in immediate proximity to the 
most prominent such claim (e.g., 25 
percent less cholesterol than 
-); and 

(2) Quantitative information 
comparing the level of cholesterol in the 
product per labeled serving with that of 
the reference food that it replaces is 
declared adjacent to the most prominent 
claim on the information panel (e.g., 
“Cholesterol lowered from 55 mg to 30 
mg per serving. Contains 13 g of fat per 
serving”). 

(iii) Claims described in paragraph 
(d)(4) of this section may not be made 
on the label or in labeling of a food if 
the nutrient content of the reference 
food meets the definition for “low 
cholesterol.” 

(5) The terms defined in paragraph 
(d)(4) of this section may be used on the 
label or in the labeling of meal products 
as defined in § 101.13(1) and main dish 

products as defined in § 101.13(m), 
provided that: 

(i) For meal products that contain 26 0 
g or less of total fat per labeled serving 
or for main dish prc^ucts that contain 
19.5 g or less of total fat per labeled 
serving; 

(A) The food has been specifically 
formulated, altered, or processed to 
reduce its cholesterol by 25 percent or 
more from the reference food it 
resembles as defined in § 101.13(j)(l) 
and for which it substitutes as specified 
in § 101.13(d) that has a significant (e.g., 
5 percent or more of a national or 
regional market) market share; 

(B) The food contains 2 g or less of 
saturated fatty acids per 100 g; and 

(C) As required in § 101.13{j)(2) for 
relative claims: 

(1) The identity of the reference food, 
and the percent (or fraction) that the 
cholesterol has been reduced are 
declared in immediate proximity to the 
most prominent such claim (e.g., “25% 
less cholesterol per 3 oz than 
-.”); and 

[2) Quantitative information 
comparing the level of cholesterol in the 
product per specified weight with that 
of the reference food that it replaces is 
declared adjacent to the most prominent 
claim or on the information panel (e.g.. 
Cholesterol content has been reduced 
from 35 mg per 3 oz to 25 mg per 3 oz). 

(ii) For meal products that contain 
more than 26.0 g of total fat per labeled 
serving or for main dish products that 
contain more than 19.5 g of total fat per 
labeled serving: 

(A) The food has been specifically 
formulated, altered, or processed to 
reduce its cholesterol by 25 percent or 
more from the reference food it 
resembles as defined in § 101.13(j)(l) 
and for which it substitutes as specified 
in § 101.13(d) that has a significant (e.g., 
5 percent or more of a national or 
regional market) market share. 

(B) The food contains 2 g or less of 
saturated fatty acids per 100 g; 

(C) The label or labeling discloses the 
level of total fat in a serving (as declared 
on the label) of the food. Such 
disclosure shall appear in immediate 
proximity to such claim preceding the 
referral statement required in § 101.13(g) 
in type that shall be no less than one- 
half the size of the type used for such 
claim. If the claim appears on more than 
one panel the disclosure shall be made 
on each panel except for the panel that 
bears nutrition labeling. If the claim is 
made more than once on a panel, the 
disclosure shall be made in immediate 
proximity to the claim that is printed in 
the largest type; and 

(D) As required in § 101.13{j)(2) for 
relative claims: 
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(1) The identity of the reference food 
and the percent (or fraction) that the 
cholesterol has been reduced are 
d^lared in immediate proximity to the 
most prominent such claim (e.g.. 25 
percent less cholesterol than 
-): and 

(2) Quantitative information 
comparing the level of cholesterol in the 
product per specified weight with that 
of the reference food that it replaces is 
declared adjacent to the most prominent 
claim on the information panel (e.g.. 
“cholesterol lowered from 30 mg to 22 
mg per 3 oz of product.”) 

(iii) Claims described in paragraph 
(d) (5) of this section may not be made 
on the label or in the labeling of a food 
if the nutrient content of the reference 
food meets the definition for "low 
cholesterol.” 

(e) “Lean" and “extra lean" claims. 
(1) The term “lean” may be used on the 
label or in labeling of foods except meal 
products as defined in § 101.13(1) and 
main dish products as defined in 
§ 101.13.(m) provided that the food is a 
seafood or game meat product and as 
packaged contains less than 10 g total 
fat. less than 4 g saturated fat. and less 
than 95 mg cholesterol per reference 
amount customarily consumed and per 
100 g: 

(2) The term defined in paragraph 
(e) (1) of this section may used on the 
label or in the labeling of meal products 
as defined in § 101.13(1) or main dish 
products as defined in § 101.13(m) 
provided that the food contains less 
than 10 g total fat. less than 4 g 
saturated fat. and less than 95 mg 
cholesterol per 100 g and per labeled 
serving: 

(3) The term “extra lean” may be used 
on the label or in the labeling of foods 
except meal products as defined in 
§ 101.13(1) and main dish products as 
defined in § 101.13(m) provided that the 
food is a discrete seafood or game meat 
product and as packaged contains less 
than 5 g total fat. less than 2 g saturated 
fat. and less than 95 mg cholesterol per 
reference amount customarily 
consumed and per 100 g; and 

(4) The term defined in paragraph 
(e)(3) of this section may be used on the 
label or in labeling of meal products as 
defined in § 101.13(1) and main dish 
products as defined in § 101.13(m) 
provided that the food contains less 
than 5 g of fat. less than 2 g of saturated 
fat. and less than 95 mg of cholesterol 
per 100 g and per labeled serving. 

(f) Misbranding, Any label or labeling 
containing any statement concerning fat. 
fatty acids, or cholesterol that is not in 
conformity with this section shall be 
deemed to be misbranded under 

sections 201(n). 403(a). and 403(r) of the 
Federal Food. Drug, and Cosmetic Act. 

§101.65 Implied nutrient content claims 
and related label statements. 

(a) General requirements. An implied 
nutrient content claim can only be made 
on the label and in labeling of the food 
if: 

(1) The claim uses one of the terms 
described in this section in accordance 
with the definition for that term; 

(2) The claim is made in accordance 
with the general requirements for 
nutrient content claims in § 101.13; and 

(3) The food is labeled in accordance 
with § 101.9 or 101.10. where 
applicable. 

(b) Label statements that are not 
implied claims. Certain label statements 
about the nature of a product are not 
nutrient content claims unless such 
statements are made in a context that 
would make them an implied claim 
under § 101.13(b)(2). The following 
types of label statements are generally 
not implied nutrient content claims and 
are not subject to the requirements of 
§ 101.13 and this section: 

(1) A claim that a specific ingredient 
or food component is absent from a 
product, provided that the purpose of 
such claim is to facilitate avoidance of 
the substances because of food allergies 
(see § 105.62 of this chapter), food 
intolerance, religious beliefs, or dietary 
practices such as vegetarianism or other 
nonnutrition related reason, e.g.. “100 
percent milk fi-ee;” 

(2) A claim about a substance that is 
nonnutritive or that does not have a 
nutritive function, e.g.. “contains no 
preserv'atives.” “no artificial colors;” 

(3) A claim about the presence of an 
ingredient that is perceived to add value 
to the product e.g.. “made with real 
butter.” “made with whole finit," 
“contains honey;” 

(4) A statement of identity for a food 
in which an ingredient constitutes 
essentially 100 percent of a food, (e.g, 
“com oil,” “oat bran.”); 

(5) A statement of identity that names 
as a characteriung ingredient, an 
ingredient associated with a nutrient 
benefit (e.g., "com oil margarine," “oat 
bran muffins,” or “whole wheat 
bagels”), unless such claim is made in 
a context in which label or labeling 
statements, symbols, vignettes, or other 
forms of communication suggest that a 
nutrient is absent or present in a certain 
amount; and 

(6) A label statement made in 
compliance with a specific provision of 
part 105 of this chapter, solely to note 
that a food has special dietary 
usefulness relative to a physical, 
physiological, pathological, or other 

condition, where the claim identifies 
the special diet of which the food is 
intended to be a part. 

(c) Particular implied nutrient content 
claims. (1) Claims about the food or an 
ingredient therein that suggest that a 
nutrient or an ingredient is absent or 
present in a certain amount (e.g., “high 
in oat bran”) are implied nutrient 
content claims and must comply with 
paragraph (a) of this section. 

(2) The phrases “contains the same 
amount of [nutrient] as a [food]” and “as 
much (nutrient] as a [food]” may be 
used on the label or in the labeling of 
foods, provided that the amount of the 
nutrient in the reference food is enough 
to qualify that food as a “good source” 
of that nutrient, and the labeled food, on 
a per serving basis, is an equivalent, 
good source of that nutrient (e.g.. “as 
much fiber as an apple,” “Contains the 
same amount of Vitamin C as an 8 oz 
glass of orange juice.”). 

(3) Claims may be made that a food 
contains or is made with an ingredient 
that is known to contain a particular 
nutrient, or is prepared in a way that 
afiects the content of a particular 
nutrient in the food, if ihe finished food 
is either “low” in or a good source of 
the nutrient that is associated with the 
ingredient or type of preparation. If a 
more specific level is claimed (e.g.. 
“high in-”), that level of the 
nutrient must be present in the food. For 
example, a claim that a food contains 
oat bran is a claim that it is a good 
source of dietary fiber; that a food is 
made only with vegetable oil is a claim 
that it is low in saturated fat; and that 
a food contains no oil is a claim that it 
is fat free. 

(d) General nutritional claims. (1) 
Claims about a food that suggest that the 
food because of its nutrient content may 
be useful in maintaining healthy dietary 
practices and that are made in 
association with an explicit claim or 
statement about a nutrient (e.g., 
“healthy, contains 3 grams of fat") are 
implied nutrient content claims covered 
by this paragraph. 

(2) [Reservecl] 

§ 101.69 Petitions for nutrient content 
claims. 

(a) This section pertains to petitions 
for claims, expressed or implied, that: 

(1) Characterize the level of any 
nutrient which is of the type required to 
be in the label or labeling of food by 
section 403(q)(l) or (q)(2) of the Federal 
Food. Drug, and Cosmetic Act (the act): 
and 

(2) That are not exempted under 
section 403(r)(5)(A) through (r)(5)(C) of 
the act fi'om the requirements for such 
claims in section 403(r)(2). 
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(b) Petitions included in this section 
are: 

(1) Petitions for a new (heretofore 
unauthorized) nutrient content claim; 

(2) Petitions for a synonymous term 
(i.e., one that is consistent with a term 
defined by regulation) for characterizing 
the level of a nutrient; and 

(3) Petitions for the use of an implied 
claim in a brand name. 

(c) An original and one copy of the 
petition to filed under the provisions 
of section 403(r)(4) of the act shall be 
submitted, or the petitioner may submit 
an original and a computer readable 
disk containing the petition. Contents of 
the disk should be in a standard format, 
such as ASCn format Petitioners 
interested in submitting a disk should 
contact FDA’s Center for Food Safety 
and Applied Nutrition for details. If any 
part of die material submitted is in a 
foreign language, it shall be 
accompanied by an accurate and 
complete English translation. The 
petition shall state the petitioner’s post 
office address to which published 
notices as required by section 403 of the 
act may be sent. 

(d) Pertinent information may be 
incorporated in, and will be considered 
as part of, a petition on the basis of 
specific reference to such information 
submitted to and retained in the files of 
the Food and Drug Administration. 
However, any reference to unpublished 
information mmished by a person other 
than the applicant will not be 
considered unless use of such 
information is authorized (with the 
understanding that such information 
may in whole or part be subject to 
release to the public) in a written 
statement signed by the person who 
submitted it. Any reference to published 
information should be accompanied by 
reprints or photostatic copies of such 
references. 

(e) If nonclinical laboratory studies 
are included in a petition submitted 
under section 403(r)(4) of the act, the 
petition shall include, with respect to 
each nonclinical study contained in the 
petition, either a statement that the 
study has been, or will be, conducted in 
compliance with the good laboratory 
practice regulations as set forth in part 
58 of this copter or, if any such study 
was not conducted in compliance with 
such reflations, a Inief statement of the 

^ reason for the noncomplianoe. 
(f) If clinical investigatioirs are 

included in a petition submitted under 
section 403(rK4) of the act, the petition 
shall include a statement regarding each 
such clinical investigation relied upon 
in the petition that the study either was 
conducted in compliance with the 
requirements for institutional review set 

forth in part 56 of this chapter or was 
not subject to such requirements in 
accordance with § 56.104 or § 56.105 of 
this chapter, and that it was conducted 
in compliance with the requirements for 
informed consent set forth in part 50 of 
this chapter. 

(g) The availability for public 
disclosure of petitions submitted to the 
agency under this section will be 
governed by the rules specified in 
§ 10.20(j) of this chapter. 

(h) All petitions submitted under this 
section shall include either a claim for 
a categorical exclusion under § 25.24 of 
this chapter or an environmental 
assessment under § 25.31 of this 
chapter. 

(i) The data specified under the 
several lettered headings should be 
submitted on separate sheets or sets of 
sheets, suitably identified. If such data 
have already b^n submitted with an 
earlier application Grom the petitioner, 
the present petition may incorporate it 
by specific reference to the earlier 
petition. 

(j) *1116 petition must be signed by the 
petitioner or by his attorney or agent, or 
(if a corporation) by an authorize 
official. 

(k) The petition shall include a 
statement simed by the person 
responsible for the petition, that to the 
best of his knowledge, it is a 
representative and balanced submission 
that includes unfavorable information, 
as well as favorable information, known 
to him pertinent to the evaluation of the 
petition. 

(l) All applicable provisions of Part 
10—Administrative Practices and 
Procedures, may be used by the 
Commissioner of Food and Drugs, the 
petitioner or any outside party with 
respect to any agency action on the 
petition. 

(m) (l) Petitions for a new nutrient 
content claim shall include the 
following data and be submitted in the 
following form. 

(Date) 
Name of petitioner- 
Post office address- 
Subject of the petition- 
Regulations and Industry Activities 
Branch (HFF-312), 
Food and Drug Administration, 
Department of Health and Human 
Services. 
Washington. IXl 20204. 
To Whom It May Concern: 

The undersigned, — submits this 
petition under section 403(r)(4) of the 
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act 
(the act) with respect to (statement of 
the claim and its proposed use). 

Attached hereto, in quadruplicate, 
and constituting a part of this petition, 
are the following: 

A. A statement identifying the 
descriptive term and the nutrient that 
the term is intended to characterize with 
respect to the level of such nutrient The 
statement should address why the use of 
the tenn as proposed will not be 
misleading. The statement should 
provide examples of the nutrient 
content claim as it will be used on 
labels or labeling, as well as the types 
of foods on whi^ the claim will be 
used. The statement shall specify the 
level at which the nutrient roust be 
present or what other conditicms 
concerning the food must be met for the 
use of the term in labels or labeling to 
be appropriate, as well as any factors 
that would make the use of the term 
inappropriate. 

B. A detailed explanation, supported 
by any necessary data, of why use of the 
food component characterized by the 
claim is of importance in human 
nutrition by virtue of its presence or 
absence at the levels that such claim 
would describe. This explanation shall 
also state what nutritional benefit to the 
public will derive Grom use of the claim 
as proposed, and why such benefit is 
not available through the use of existing 
terms defined by regulation under 
section 403(rM2)(AKi) of the act. If the 
claim is intended for a specific group 
within the population, the analysis 
should specifically address nutritional 
needs of such group, and should 
include scientific data sufficient for 
such purpose. 

C. Analytical data that shows the 
amount of the nutrient that is the 
subject of the claim and that is present 
in the types of foods for which the claim 
is intended. The assays should be 
performed on representative samples 
using the Association of Official 
Analytical Chemists Intemational 
(AOAC Intemational) methods where 
available. If no AOAC Intemational 
method is available, the petitioner shall 
submit the assay method used, and data 
establishing the validity of the method 
for assaying the nutrient in the 
particular food. The validation data 
should include a statistical analysis of 
the analytical and product variability. 

D. A detailed analysis of the potential 
effect of the use of the proposed claim 
on food consumption and of any 
corresponding changes in nutrient 
intake. The latter item shall specifically 
address the intake of nutrients that have 
beneficial and negative consequences in 
the total diet If the claim is intended for 
a specific group within the population, 
the above analysis shall specifically 
address the dietary practices of su^ 
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group and shall include data sufficient 
to demonstrate that the dietary analysis 
is representative of such group. 

Yours very truly. 
Petitioner- 
By- 
(Indicate authority) 
(2) Within 15 days of receipt of the 

petition, the petitioner will be notified 
by letter of the date on which the 
petition was received by the agency. 
Such notice will inform the petitioner: 

(i) That the petition is undergoing 
agency review (in which case a docket 
number will be assigned to the petition), 
and the petitioner will subsequently be 
notified of the agency’s decision to file 
or deny the petition; or 

(ii) That the petition is incomplete, 
e.g., it lacks any of the data required by 
this part, it presents such data in a 
manner that is not readily understood, 
or it has not been submitted in 
quadruplicate, in which case the 
petition will be denied, and the 
petitioner will be notified as to what 
respect the petition is incomplete. 

(3) Within 100 days of the date of 
receipt of the petition, the 
Commissioner of Food and Drugs will 
notify the petitioner by letter that the 
petition has either been filed or denied. 
If denied, the notification shall state the 
reasons therefor. If filed, the date of the 
notification letter becomes the date of 
filing for the purposes of section 
403(r)(4)(A)(i) of the act. A petition that 
has been denied shall not be made 
available to the public. A filed petition 
shall be available to the public as 
provided under paragraph (g) of this 
section. 

(4) Within 90 days of the date of filing 
the Commissioner of Food and Drugs 
will by letter of notification to the 
petitioner: 

(i) Deny the petition; or 
(ii) Inform the petitioner that a 

proposed regulation to provide for the 
requested use of the new term will be 
published in the Federal Register. The 
Commissioner of Food and Drugs will 
publish the proposal to amend the 
regulations to provide for the requested 
use of the nutrient content claim in the 
Federal Register within 90 days of the 
date of filing. The proposal will also 
announce the availability of the petition 
for public disclosure. 

(n)(l) Petitions for a synonymous term 
shall include the following data and be 
submitted in the following form. 

(Date) 
Name of petitioner- 
Post office address- 
Subject of the petition- 
Regulations and Industry Activities 
Branch (HFF-312), 

Food and Drug Administration, 
Department of Health and Human 
Services, 
Washington, E)C 20204. 
To Whom It May Concern: 

The undersigned,- 
submits this petition under section 
403(r)(4) of the Federal Food, Drug, and 
Cosmetic Act (the act) with respect to 
(statement of the synonymous term and 
its proposed use in a nutrient content 
claim that is consistent with an existing 
term that has been defined under 
section 403(r)(2) of the act). 

Attached hereto, in quadruplicate, 
and constituting a part of this petition, 
are the following: 

A. A statement identifying the 
synonymous descriptive term, the 
existing term defined by a regulation 
under section 403(r)(2)(A)(i) of the act 
with which the synonymous term is 
claimed to be consistent. The statement 
should address why the proposed 
synonymous term is consistent with the 
term already defined by the agency, and 
why the use of the synonymous term as 
proposed will not be misleading. The 
statement should provide examples of 
the nutrient content claim as it will be 
used on labels or labeling, as well as the 
types of foods on which the claim will 
be used. The statement shall specify 
whether any limitations not applicable 
to the use of the defined term are 
intended to apply to the use of the 
synonymous term. 

B. A detailed explanation, supported 
by any necessary data, of why use of the 
proposed term is requested, including 
an explanation of whether the existing 
defined term is inadequate for the 
purpose of effectively characterizing the 
level of a nutrient. This item shall also 
state what nutritional benefit to the 
public will derive from use of the claim 
as proposed, and why such benefit is 
not available through the use of existing 
term defined by regulation. If the claim 
is intended for a specific group within 
the population, the analysis should 
specifically address nutritional needs of 
such group, and should include 
scientific data sufficient for such 
purpose. 

Yours very truly. 
Petitioner- 
By- 
(Indicate authority) 
(2) Within 15 days of receipt of the 

petition the petitioner will be notified 
by letter of the date on which the 
petition was received. Such notice will 
inform the petitioner: 

(i) That the petition is undergoing 
agency review (in which case a docket 
number will be assigned to the petition) 
and the petitioner will subsequently be 
notified of the agency’s decision to grant 

the petitioner permission to use the 
proposed term or to deny the petition: 
or 

(ii) That the petition is incomplete, 
e.g., it lacks any of the data required by 
this part, it presents such data in a 
manner that is not readily understood, 
or it has not been submitted in 
quadruplicate, in which case the 
petition will be denied, and the 
petitioner will be notified as to what 
respect the petition is incomplete. 

(3) Within 90 days of the date of 
receipt of the petition that is accepted 
for review (i.e., that has not been found 
to be incomplete and consequently 
denied, the Commissioner of Food and 
Drugs will notify the petitioner by letter 
of the agency’s decision to grant the 
petitioner permission to use the 
proposed term, with any conditions or 
limitations on such use specified, or to 
deny the petition, in which case the 
letter shall state the reasons therefor. 
Failure of the petition to fully address 
the requirements of this section shall be 
grounds for denial of the petition. 

(4) As soon as practicable following 
the agency’s decision to either grant or 
deny the petition, the Commissioner of 
Food and Drugs will publish a notice in 
the Federal Register informing the 
public of his decision. If the petition is 
granted the Food and Drug 
Administration will list, the approved 
synonymous term in the regulations 
listing terms permitted for use in 
nutrient content claims. 

(o](l) Petitions for the use of an 
implied nutrient content claim in a 
brand name shall include the following 
data and be submitted in the following 
form: 

(Date) 
Name of petitioner- 
Post office address- 
Subject of the petition- 
Regulations and Industry Activities 
Branch (HFF-312). 
Food and Drug Administration. 
Department of Health and Human 
Services, 
Washington. EX^ 20204. 
To Whom It May Concern: 

The undersigned. 

submits this petition under section 
403(r)(4) of the Federal Food, Drug, and 
Cosmetic Act (the act) with respect to 
(statement of the implied nutrient 
content claim and its proposed use in a 
brand name). 

Attached hereto, in quadruplicate, 
and constituting a part of this petition, 
are the following: 

A. A statement idenlifying the 
implied nutrient content claim, the 
nutrient the claim is intended to 
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characterize, the corresponding term for 
characterizing the level of such nutrient 
as defined by a reflation under section 
403(r)(2)(A)(i) of me act. and the brand 
name of which the implied claim is 
intended to be a part. The statement 
should address why the use of the 
brandname as proposed will not be 
misleading. It should address in 
particular what information is required 
to accompany the claim or other ways 
in which the claim meets the 
requirements of sections 201 (n) and 
403(a} of the act. The statement should 
provide examples of the types of foods 
on which the brand name will appear. ' 
It shall elso include data showing that 
the actual level of the nutrient in the 
food qualifies the food to bear the 
corresponding term defined by 
regulation. Assay methods us^ to 
determine the level of a nutrient should 
meet the requirements stated under 
petition format item C in paragraph 
(k)(l) of this section. 

B. A detailed explanation, supported 
by any necessary data, of why use of the 
proposed brand name is requested. This 
item shall also state what nutritional 
benefit to the public will derive from 
use of the brand name as proposed. If 
the branded product is intended fix' a 
specific group within the population, 
the analysis should specific^ly address 
nutritional needs of such group and 
should include scientific data sufficient 
for such purpose. 

Yours very truly. 
Petitioner- 
By- 
(2) Within 15 days of receipt of the 

petition the petitioner will be notified 
by letter of the date on which the 
petition was received. Such notice will 
inform the ^petitioner: 

(i) That the petition is undergoing 
agency review (in which case a docket 
numbCT vrill be assigned to the petition); 
or 

(ii) That the petition is incomplete, 
e.g., it lacks any of the data required by 
this part, it presents such data in a 
manner that is not readily understood, 
or it has not been submitted in 
quadruplicate, in which case the 
petition will be denied, and the 
petitioner will be notified as to what 
respect the petition is incomplete. 

(3) The Commissioner of Food and 
Drugs will publish a notice of the 
petition in the Federal Register 
announcing its availability to the public 
and seeking comment on the petition. 
The petition shall be available to the 
public to the extent provided under 

paragraph (g) of this section. The notice 
shall allow 30 days for comments. 

(4) Within 100 days of the date of 
receipt of the petition that is accepted 
for review (i.e., that has not been found 
to be incomplete and subsequently 
returned to the petitioner), the 
Commissioner of Food and Drugs will: 

(i) Notify the petitioner by letter of the 
agency's decision to grant the petitioner 
permission to use the proposed brand 
name if such use is not misleading, with 
any conditions or limitations on such 
use specified; or 

(ii) Deny the petition, in which case 
the letter shall state the reasons therefor. 
Failure of the petition to fully address 
the requirements of this section shall be 
grounds for denial of the petition. 
Should the Commissioner of Food and 
Drugs not notify the petitioner of his 
decision on the petition within 100 
days, the petition shall be considered to 
be granted. 

(5) As soon as practicable following 
the granting of a petition, the 
Commissioner of Food and Drugs will 
publish a notice in the Federal Register 
informing the public of such fact. 

(Information collection requirements 
in this section were approved by the 
Office of Management and Budget 
(0MB) and assigned OM6 control 
number-) 

8. Subpart F is redesignated as 
subpart G and new subpart F, consisting 
of § 101.95, is added to read as follows; 

Subparl F—Specific Requirements for 
Des^ptive Claims that are Neither 
Nutrient Content Claims nor Health 
Claims 

§ 101.95 “Fresh,” "freshly frozen,” “fresh 
frozen,” “frozen fresh.” 

The terms defined in this section may 
be used on the label or in labeling of a 
food in conformity with the provisions 
of this section. The requirements of the 
section pertain to any use of the subject 
terms as described in paragraphs (a) and 
(b) of this section that expressly or 
implicitly refers to the food on labels or 
labeling, including use in a brand name 
and use as a sensory modifier. However, 
the use of the term "fresh” on labels or 
labeling is not subject to the 
requirements of paragraph (a) of this 
section if the term does not suggest or 
imply that a food is unprocessed or 
unpreserved. For example, the term 
“fresh” used to describe pasteurized 
whole milk is not subject to paragraph 
(a) of this section because the term does 
not imply that the food is unprocessed 

(consumers commonly understand that 
milk is nearly always pasteurized). 
However, the term "firesh” to describe 
pasta sauce that has been pasteurized or 
that contains pasteurized ingredients 
would be subject to paragraph (a) of this 
section because the term implies that 
the food is not processed or preserved. 
Uses of fresh not subject to this 
regulation will be governed by the 
provisions of 403(a) of the Federal Food, 
Drug, and Cosmetic Act (the act). 

(a) The term “fresh,” when used on 
the label or in labeling of a food in a 
manner that suggests or implies that the 
food is unprocessed, means that the 
food is in its raw state and has not been 
frozen or subjected to any form of 
thermal processing or any other form of 
preservation, except as provided in 
paragraph (c) of this section. 

(b) The terms “fresh frozen” and 
“frozen fresh,” when used on the label 
or in labeling of a food, mean that the 
food was quickly frozen while sUlI fresh 
(i.e., the food had been recently 
harvested when frozen). Blanching of 
the food before freezing will not 
preclude use of the term "fresh frozen” 
to describe the food. “Quickly frozen” 
means frozen by a freezing system such 
as blast-freezing (sub-zero Fahrenheit 
temperature with fast moving air 
directed at the food) that ensures the 
food is frozen, even to the center of the 
food, quickly and that virtually no 
deterioration has taken place. 

(c) Provisions and restrictions—(1) 
The following do not preclude the food 
from use of the term “fi^sh:” 

(1) The addition of approved waxes or 
coatings; 

(ii) The post-harvest use of approved 
pesticides; 

(iii) The application of a mild 
chlorine wash or mild acid wash on 
produce; or 

(iv) The treatment of raw foods with 
ionizing radiation not to exceed the 
maximum dose of 1 kiloGray in 
accordance with § 179.26 of this 
chapter. 

(2) A food meeting the definition in 
paragraph (a) of this section that is 
refrigerated is not precluded fix)m use of 
“fresh” as provided by this section. 

Dated; December 17,1992. 

David A. Kessler, 
Commissioner of Food and Drugs. 
Louis W. Sullivan, 
Secretary of Health and Human Services. 
IFR Doc. 92-31504 Filed 12-28-92: 8:45 ami 
BILLING CODE 4160-01-f 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND 
HUMAN SERVICES 

Food and Drug Administration 

21 CFR Part 105 

[Docket No. 91N-384L1 

RIN0905-A00e 

Food Labeling: Label Statements on 
Foods for Sp^al Dietary Use 

AGENCY: Food and Drug Administration. 
HHS. 
ACTION: Final rule. 

SUMMARY: The Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) is amending the 
food labeling regulations to conform 
them to the requirements of the 
Nutrition Labeling and Education Act of 
1990 (the 1990 amendments). With the 
passage of the 1990 amendments to the 
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act 
(the act), certain provisions concerning 
label statements on foods for special 
dietary use in reducing or maintaining 
caloric intake or body weight are no 
longer appropriately included in that 
regulation but are now more 
appropriately defined as nutrient 
content claims applicable to the general 
population and regulated under 21 CFR 
part 101. FDA is making changes in 21 
CFR 105.66 to reflect this fact. FDA is 
also announcing its intention to 
reexamine 21 part 105 and revise 
that part as necessary to ensure that it 
provides appropriate coverage for foods 
for special diet^ use. 
DATES: Effective May 8,1994, except as 
to any provisions that may be stayed by 
the filing of proper objections; written 
objections and requests for a hearing by 
February 5,1993. 
ADDRESSES: Written objections may be 
sent to the Dockets Management Branch 
(HFS-155), Food and Drug 
Administration, rm. 1-23,12420 
Parklawn Dr., Rockville. MD 20857. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Elizabeth ). Campbell. Center for Food 
Safety and Applied Nutrition (HFS- 
155). Food and Drug Administration, 
200 C St. SW.. Washington. DC 20204, 
202-205-5229. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

I. Background 

In the Federal Register of November 
27.1991 (56 FR 60421), FDA published 
a proposed rule entitle “Food Labeling: 
Nutrient Content Claims, General 
Principles, Petitions, Definition of 
Terms" (the general principles proposal) 
that would, among (^er things, 
establish general principles for the use 
of claims describing the nutrient content 

of a food and define certain specific 
nutrient content claims that can be used 
to describe the levels of certain 
nutrients in a food. 

The general principles proposal was 
issued in response to the 1990 
amendments (Pub. L. 101-535) to the 
act. With respect to nutrient content 
claims, the 1990 amendments amended 
the act by adding section 403(r)(l)(A) 
(21 U.S.C. 343(r)(l)(Ap which states that 
a food is misbranded if it beans a claim 
in its label or labeling that either 
expressly or implicitly characterizes the 
level of any nutrient of the type required 
to be declared as part of the nutrition 
labeling, unless such claim is made 
using terms which are defined in 
regulations adopted by the agency under 
section 403(r)(2). 

The proposed regulations on nutrient 
content claims included provisions 
similar or identical to some provisions 
in § 105.66, which addresses foods for 
special dietary use in reducing or 
maintaining caloric intake or body 
weight. Therefore, the general principles 
proposal included several changes in 
§ 105.66 to eliminate redundancy in the 
regulations and to conform § 105.66 to 
the 1990 amendments. Spedfically, 
FDA proposed to redesignate 
requirements for terms such as “low 
calorie" and “reduced calorie," for other 
comparative calorie claims, and for 
sugar claims finm § 105.66 to new 
§ 101.60, which defines terms used to 
make nutrient content claims for the 
calorie content of foods. This 
redesignation is necessary because 
terms such as “low calorie" and 
“reduced calorie" are no longer 
appropriately regulated under the 
regulations for foods for special dietary 
use but are now more appropriately 
defined under the 1990 amendments as 
nutrient content claims for foods 
intended for use by the general 
population. FDA also proposed to delete 
from § 105.66 any inappropriate 
reference to specific nutrient content 
claims or similar terms and any 
statement that is inconsistent with the 
1990 amendments. 

FDA also proposed to delete the 
exemption (§ 10S.66(e)(3)) for 
formulated meal replacements and other 
foods that are represented for special 
dietary use as a whole meal from the 
requirements in § 105.66(e)(1). These 
requirements bear on the use of label 
terms that suggest usefulness as low 
calorie or reduced calorie foods, such as 
“diet," “dietetic," “artificially 
sweetened," and “sweetened with 
nonnutritive sweetener." FDA proposed 
to remove this exemption so that such 
claims could be expressly permitted 
under § 105.66, and thus not be 

prohibited as implied nutrient content 
claims under the 1990 amendments, 
until more appropriate regulations can 
be issued. The agency stated its view 
that claims that are permitted under 
$ 105.66 meet the requirements of 
section 403(r) of the act (56 FR 60421 at 
60458). 

FDA noted in the proposal that a 
significant portion of § 105.66 remains 
appropriate for regulating foods that are 
for special dietary use (56 FR 60421 at 
60457). Such foods are those that are 
specifically represented as. or that 
purport to be, useful as part of a weight 
control plan, as opposed to those that 
are simply represented as being low or 
reduced in calories (although products 
low or reduced in calories can be useful 
in reducing or maintaining body 
weight). The agency did not propose to 
remove the remaining portion of 
§ 105.66, which includes requirements 
for label statements about nonnutritive 
sweeteners and for the use of the term 
“diet" and related terms. FDA noted, 
however, that it plans to reexamine the 
provisions remaining in § 105.66 and 
initiate additional rulemaking as 
appropriate (56 FR 60421 at 60457). 

roA is publishing a final rule based 
on the general principles proposal and 
on a related proposal (56 FR 60421 at 
60478, November 27,1991) concerning 
nutrient content claims related to the 
fat. fatty add, and cholesterol content of 
food elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. This final rule 
effecting revisions in § 105.66 is being 
published as a separate document 
because § 105.66 was issued under the 
authority of section 403(j) of the act. 
Thus, revisions to § 105.66 must be 
made in accordance with the formal 
rulemaking procedures in section 701(e) 
of the act (21 U.S.C. 371(e)). Under these 
procedures, there is an opportunity to 
object to the provisions of a final rule 
and to request a public hearing on that 
objection. Such an opportunity is not 
provided as part of the notice and 
comment procedures apply to that most 
of the rest of the rulemal^g that FDA 
is doing in response to the 1990 
amendments. 

The agency received only a few 
comments in response to the proposed 
revisions in § 105.66. Some of the 
comments received by the agency 
addressed matters concerning other 
regulations in 21 CFR part 105 (i.e., 
§§ 105.62 and 105.67) which are outside 
the scope of this rulemaking and are not 
being addressed here. However, after 
review of these comments, FDA believes 
that other regulations in part 105 may 
need to be reexamined, and that 
additional rulemaking may need to be 
initiated to ensure that these regulations 
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fully address their subject matter. In its 
reexamination of § 105.66, FDA will 
consider among other things, whether 
that regulation adequately describes 
foods for use in reducing or maintaining 
body weight, such as formulated meal 
replacements, whether it appropriately 
provides for use of terms such as “diet" 
on such foods, and whether “artificially 
sweetened” or “sweetened with a 
nonnutritive sweetener” should be 
included as label terms suggesting 
usefulness as low calorie or reduced 
calorie foods. These actions will be 
undertaken at some time in the future 
and FDA will solicit comments on the. 
relevant issues at that time. 

All of the relevant comments on 
proposed revisions in § 105.66 
supported FDA's intent to revise this 
regulation to conform it to the 
provisions of the 1990 amendments. 
However, some of the comments raised 
concerns about some of the specific 
actions that FDA proposed. These 
comments are addressed below. 

II. Comments and Agency Response 

1. One comment asserted that 
requiring formulated meal replacements 
that bear terms such as “diet,” 
“dietetic,” “artificially sweetened,” and 
“sweetened with nonnutritive 
sweetener” to meet the requirements for 
low or reduced calorie foods, or to make 
another comparative calorie claim, 
would efiectively ban the sale of these 
foods. The comment stated that 
formulated meal replacements do not 
meet the definition of “low calorie” or 
“reduced calorie.” and that a 
“reference” food would have to be 
identified to make a “reduced calorie” 
or other comparative calorie claim. The 
comment pointed out that FDA did not 
address what the reference food should 
be for formulated meal replacements. 
The comment requested that FDA 
provide in the regulations that a 
formulated meal replacement or other 
food that is represented to be of special 
dietary use as a whole meal, and that 
bears terms such as “diet,” “dietetic,” 
“artificially sweetened,” or “sweetened 
with nonnutritive sweetener,” not be 
required to be a “low calorie” or 
“reduced calorie” food, or to bear 
another comparative calorie claim, if its 
labeling is not false or misleading, and 
the product is useful as part of a weight 
loss or wei^t control program. 

As notea above. FDA had proposed to 
delete the exemption in § 105.66(e)(3) 
for formulated meal replacements and 
other foods that are represented to be of 
special dietary use as a whole meal, 
^m the requirements in § 105.66(e)(1) 
so that such foods would be expressly 
authorized to make “diet,” “dietetic,” or 

“artificially sweetened” claims under 
§ 105.66. Thus, these claims on these 
foods would not be prohibited as 
unauthorized implied nutrient content 
claims under the 1990 amendments. 
However, FDA has reconsidered the 
circumstances under which claims 
should be regarded as implied nutrient 
content claims and as claims for special 
dietary use. As stated in the final rule 
on nutrient content claims, published 
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register, the agency does not consider 
claims made solely to portray the 
usefulness of a food for supplying a 
particular dietary need that exists by 
reason of a physical, physiological, 
pathological, or other condition, as 
described in part 105, to be a nutrient 
content claim subject to § 101.13. On the 
other hand, a claim of dietary usefulness 
made in a coritext that is relevant to the 
general population (e.g., where the label 
states that the food is “low calorie”) 
would be subject to the requirements for 
nutrient content claims. FDA views a 
claim such as “use as part of a weight 
reduction program,” made in 
conjunction with terms such as “diet.” 
"dietetic,” “artificially sweetened,” or 
“sweetened with nonnutritive 
sweetener,” on a formulated meal 
replacement to be a claim that solely 
portrays the usefulness of the food for 
a special dietary need, as described in 
part 105. Thus, such a claim by itself, 
without any other reference to nutrient 
aspects of the food relative to the 
general population, is not a nutrient 
content claim. Therefore, FDA 
concludes that there is no need to 
subject formulated meal replacements to 
the requirements of § 105.66(e)(1) to 
preclude claims such as “diet” on such 
products from being prohibited as 
implied nutrient content claims. 

roA. thus, has decided not to delete 
§ 105.66(e)(3) and thus will continue to 
permit formulated meal replacements 
and other foods that are represented to 
be of special dietary use as whole meals 
to use terms such as “diet,” “dietetic,” 
“artificially sweetened,” and 
“sweetened with nonnutritive 
sweetener” on their labels and labeling 
without having to comply with the 
requirements of § 105.66(e)(1). 
Therefore, the concern raised that 
formulated meal replacements are 
unable to comply with the requirements 
of § 105.66(e)(1) is moot. 

However, F13A advises that the use of 
terms such as “diet,” “dietetic,” 
“artificially sweetened,” and 
“sweetened with nonnutritive 
sweetener” on the label or in the 
labeling of any food, including a food 
for special dietary use, is subject to the 
act's general prohibition against false or 

misleading labeling in section 403(a) of 
the act. Thus, FDA can take action 
against any false or misleading use of a 
term such as “diet.” For example, if a 
food that is not a formulated meal 
replacement purported on its label to be 
a formulated meal replacement to avoid 
the requirement that foods using the 
label term “diet” either be low in 
calories, reduced in calories or bear 
another comparative calorie claim, FDA 
would consider the food to be 
misbranded because it is falsely 
represented as a formulated meal 
replacement. Such a food would also be 
in violation of § 105.66(e)(1) because it 
is not a formulated meal replacement. 
FDA is likely to take action against any 
food that uses terms such as “diet,” 
“dietetic,” “artificially sweetened,” and 
“sweetened with nonnutritive 
sweetener” on its label or in its labeling 
in this meinner. 

2. A comment stated that FDA should 
amend § 105.66(e)(1) in the final rule to 
clarify that this regulation applies only 
when the specific terms “diet,” 
“dietetic,” “artificially sweetened,” and 
“artificially sweetened with 
nonnutritive sweetener” appear on the 
label as self-contained terms, but not 
when a term such as “diet” is used in 
a statement that represents the product 
to be useful as part of a weight loss 
“diet.” The comment stated that the 
proposal could be misunderstood to 
mean that FDA is prohibiting the use of 
all other claims suggesting that a 
product is.useful in a weight loss “diet” 
if that product does not meet the 
definition for “low calorie” or “reduced 
calorie.” The comment stated that such 
an interpretation would be inconsistent 
with FDA's express intention of 
permitting such claims as stated in the 
final rule establishing § 105.66 (43 FR 
43248 at 43253, September 22,1978), 
wherein the agency stated: 

* * * any food may make a claim of special 
dietary usefulness for weight control on some 
basis other than its being "low calorie," 
“reduced calorie,” or comparatively useful * 
* *. The claim must not be misleading and 
the basis for the claim must be conspicuously 
and clearly stated in conjunction with the 
claim. These foods may make appropriate 
claims, e.g., “for calorie restricted diets” or 
“useful for weight control.” 

The agency advises that it continues 
to hold the position that it stated in the 
final order establishing § 105.66. In that 
rulemaking, FDA stated that a food that 
purports to be useful for weight control 
on some other basis than its being "low 
calorie,” “reduced calorie,” or 
comparatively useful in controlling 
calorie intake is subject to the 
provisions of § 105.66(a) and (b) but not 
§ 105.66(e). The agency stated that to 
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comply with § 105.66(a) and (b), such 
foods must bear nutrition labeling, 
labeling about the presence of 
nonnutritive ingredients, and a 
conspicuous and nonmisleading 
statement about the basis of the claim 
(43 FR 43248 at 43253, September 22, 
1978). 

Concerning the matter raised by the 
comment, i.e., the use of statements 
incorporating the term "diet” on foods 
for special dietary use intended for 
wei^t reduction, the agency concludes 
that such statements do not invoke the 
requirements of § 105.66(e), except 
when made on meal replacements or 
other foods represented to be of special 
dietary use as a whole meal, which are 
subject to § 105.66(e)(3), when they are 
used in a manner that does not suggest 
that the food is a "low calorie” or 
“reduced calorie” food. Such foods are 
subject to the requirements of 
§ 105.66(a) and (b). However, the 
revision of the regulation sought by this 
comment, i.e., a provision in the 
regulation clarifying the circumstances 
where § 105.66(e) applies, is beyond the 
scope of this rulemaldng. FDA stated in 
the general principles proposal that it 
only intended to make changes in 
§ 105.66 at this time that are necessary 
to conform this section to the 1990 
amendments. FDA will fully consider 
any necessary clarification of 
§ 105.66(e)(1) in this regard when it 
initiates additional rulemaking on this 
section as stated above. 

3. One comment suggested that the 
"Weight Watchers” line of foods falls 
within the provisions of § 105.66 
because it provides information on the 
product label that suggests that these 
products can be useful in an overall 
weight-control diet plan. In addition, 
this same comment expressed concern 
that use of the brand name "Weight 
Watchers” would be prohibited on those 
products introduced into the 
marketplace after October 25,1989, i.e., 
the date after which products 
introduced into the marketplace that 
make nutrient content claims in their 
brand names must use terms in the 
claims that are defined by the agency in 

I a regulation, or that have been approved 
by the agency in response to a petition 
(section 403(r)(2)(A)(i), (r)(2)(C), and 
(r)(4)(A)(iii) of the act). 

FDA advises that, in general, it would 
regard a brand name such as "Weight 
Watchers,” when accompanied by 
information on the product label that 
suggests that the product can be useful 
in an overall weight-control diet plan, 
without any other reference to nutrient 
aspects of the food relative to the 
general population, to be a claim that 
solely portrays the usefulness of the 

food for a special dietary need as 
described in part 105 (see comment 1 of 
this document). Under these 
circumstances, such a claim is subject to 
the provisions of § 105.66 and is not a 
nutrient content claim. Accordingly, 
such a claim in a brand name may 
continue to be used on such products 
irrespective of whether a specific 
product under that brand name was 
introduced into the marketplace before 
October 25,1989. 

HI. Conclusions 

After review and consideration of the 
comments received in response to the 
November 27,1991, proposal, FDA 
concludes that no evidence or 
information has been presented that 
would alter the agency’s tentative 
determination that it should amend 
§ 105.66 to conform that regulation to 
the provisions of the 1990 amendments. 
Therefore, FDA is amending § 105.66 as 
proposed with the exception of the 
revision in the final rule discussed in 
comment 1 of this document. FDA has 
also corrected two inadvertent errors 
that appeared in the proposal in the 
codified text of paragraph (e)(1). First, 
the proposed text omitted the words 
"such as” that had immediately 
preceded "diet,” "dietetic,” "artificially 
sweetened,” or "sweetened with 
nonnutritive sweetener” in the existing 
regulation. It was not the agency’s intent 
to delete these words from the revised 
text, and thus, they are being restored in 
the final rule. Secondly, FDA has 
conformed paragraph (e)(1) with respect 
to comparative calorie claims to 
paragraph (d). FDA has also made other 
minor editorial revisions in the text of 
the final rule for internal consistency. 

rV. Environmental Impact 

The agency has previously considered 
the environmental effects of this rule as 
announced in the general principles 
proposal (56 FR 60467). At that time, 
FDA determined under § 25.24(a)(ll) 
that the actions proposed therein (which 
include this action) are of a type that do 
not individually or cumulatively have a 
significant impact on the human 
environment. Therefore, neither an 
environmental assessment nor an 
environmental impact statement was 
required. 

4. Several comments on the general 
principles proposal suggested that there 
would be significant adverse 
environmental effects from the actions 
proposed therein because they would 
cause large stocks of labels and labeled 
packaging materials to be discarded and 
require a great number of trees to be 
harvested to provide new labeling 
material. One comment estimated the 

number of label units from the dairy 
industry that would need to be 
discarded following publication of 
FDA’s final rules on several food 
labeling actions, including this action. 
However, this comment did not: (1) 
Show how these estimates were derived, 
(2) identify what portion of the 
estimated amounts are attributable to 
this action, or (3) describe what impact 
the discarded labeling and packaging 
would have on the disposal of solid 
waste. 

Neither the 1990 amendments nor 
FDA’s proposed regulations require a 
food company to make nutrient content 
claims on its product labels. Food 
companies have known since November 
8,1990, the date of enactment of the 
1990 amendments, that possibly by May 
8,1993, their labels would not be able 
to include nutrient content claims 
unless the claims conformed to FDA'’s 
regulations. In the general principles 
proposal (56 FR 60421) the agency 
proposed that this final rule would 
become effective 6 months after its date 
of publication in the Federal Register. 
However, the agency has determined 
that this final rule will become effective 
May 8,1994. FDA believes that this 
effective date will allow ample time for 
food companies to use up most of the 
label and packaging stocks that existed 
on November 8,1990, and that 
contained nutrient content claims. 
Consequently, the comments on the 
potential for adverse environmental 
effects do not affect the agency’s 
previous determination that no 
significant impact on the human 
environment is expected, and that an 
environmental impact statement is not 
required. 

V. Economic Impact 

In accordance with the Regulatory 
Flexibility Act (Fhib. L. 96-354), FDA 
has reviewed the final rule to 
redesignate certain requirements in 
§ 105.66 to § 101.60 to determine its 
impact on small entities, including 
small businesses. Although the food 
labeling reform initiative taken as a 
whole, would result in a major rule, 
FDA has determined that redesignating 
certain requirements in § 105.66 to 
§ 101.60 for conformance to the 1990 
amendments, will not result in a 
significant impact on a substantial 
number of small entities. FDA has not 
received any new information or 
comments that would alter this 
determination. Therefore, FDA certifies 
in accordance with the Regulatory 
Flexibility Act, that no significant 
impact on a substantial number of small 
entities will derive from this action. 
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In acx:ordanc8 with Executive Order 
12291. FDA has carefully analyzed the 
economic effects of this final rule, and 
the agency has determined that the rule, 
if promulgated, will not be a major rule 
as defined by that order. 

VI. Objections 

Any person who will be adversely 
affected by this regulation may at any 
time on or before December 10,1992. 
Rle with the Dockets Management 
Branch (address above) written 
objections thereto. Each objection shall 
be separately numbered, and each 
numbered (Ejection shall specify with 
particularity the provisions of the 
regulation to which objection is made 
and the grounds for the objection. Each 
number^ objection on which a hearing 
is requested shall specifically so state. 
Failure to request a hearing for any 
particular objection shall constitute a 
waiver of the right to a hearing on that 
objection. Each numbered objection for 
which a hearing is requested shall 
include a detailed description and 
analysis of the specific factual 
information intended to be presented in 
support of the objection in ^e event 
that a hearing is held. Failure to include 
such a description and analysis for any 
particular objection shall constitute a 
waiver of the right to a hearing on the 
objection. Three copies of all documents 
shall be submitted and shall be 
identified with the docket number 
found in brackets in the heading of this 
document. Any objections received in 
response to the regulation may be seen 
in the Dockets Management Branch 
between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m., Monday 
through Friday. FDA will publish notice 
of the objections that the agency has 
received or lack thereof in the Federal 
Register. 

List of Subjects in 21 CFR Part 105 

Dietary foods. Food grades and 
standards. Food labeling. Infants and 
children. 

Therefore, under the Federal Food, 
Dnig, and Cosmetic Act and under 
authority delegated to the Commissioner 
of Food and Drugs, 21 CFR part 105 is 
amended as follows: 

PART 105--FOODS FOR SPECIAL 
DIETARY USE 

1. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 105 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Secs. 201, 401,403,409, 411, 
701, 706 of the Federal Food, Drug, and 
Cosmetic Act (21 U.S.C. 321, 341, 343, 348, 
350. 371, 376). 

2. Section 105.66 is revised to read as 
follows: 

§ 105.66 Label statements relating to 
usefulness in reducing or maintaining body 
weight 

(a) General requirements. Any food 
that purports to be or is represented for 
special dietary use because of 
usefulness in reducing or maintaining 
body weight shall bear: 

(Ij Nutrition labeling in conformity 
with § 101.9, or, where applicable, 
§ 101.36 of this chapter, unless exempt 
under that section; and 

(2) A conspicuous statement of the 
basis upon which the food claims to be 
of special dietary usefulness. 

(b) Nonnutritive ingredients. (1) Any 
food subject to paragraph (a) of this 
section that achieves its special dietary 
usefulness by use of a nonnutritive 
ingredient (i.e., one not utilized in 
normal metabolism) shall bear on its 
label a statement that it contains a 
nonnutritive ingredient and the 
percentage by weight of the nonnutritive 
in^dient. 

(2) A special dietary food may contain 
a nonnutritive sweetener or other 
ingredient only if the ingredient is safe 
for use in the food under the applicable 
law and regulations of this chapter. Any 
food that achieves its special dietary 
usefulness in reducing or maintaining 
body weight through the use of a 
nonnutritive sweetener shall bear on its 
label the statement required by 
paragraph (b)(1) of this section, but need 
not state the percentage by weight of the 
nonnutritive sweetener. If a nutritive 
sweetener(s) as well as nonnutritive 
sweetener(s) is added, the statement 
shall indicate the presence of both types 
of sweetener, e.g., “Sweetened with 
nutritive sweetener(s) and nonnutritive 
sweetenerfs).” 

(c) "Low calorie" foods. A food 
purporting to be “low calorie” must 

comply with the criteria set forth for 
such foods in § 101.60(b)(2) and (b)(3) of 
this chapter. 

(d) "Reduced calorie" foods and other 
comparative calorie claims. A food 
purporting to be “reduced calorie” or 
otherwise containing fewer calories than 
a reference food must comply with the 
criteria set forth for such food in 
§ 101.60(b)(4) and (b)(5) of this chapter. 

(e) Label terms suggesting usefulness 
as low calorie or reduced calorie foods. 
(1) Except as provided in paragraphs 
(e)(2) and (e)(3) of this section, and in 
§ 101.13(q)(2) of this chapter for soft 
drinks, a food may be labeled with 
terms such as “diet,” “dietetic,” 
“artificially sweetened,” or “sweetened 
with nonnutritive sweetener” only if the 
claim is not false and misleading, and 
the food is labeled “low calorie” or 
“reduced calorie” or bears another 
comparative calorie claim in 
compliance with part 101 of this chapter 
and this section. 

(2) Paragraph (e)(1) of this section 
shall not apply to any use of such terms 
that is specifically authorized by 
regulation governing a particular food, 
or, unless otherwise restricted by 
regulation, to any use of the term “diet” 
that clearly shows that the food is 
offered solely for a dietary use other 
than regulating body weight, e.g., “for 
low-sodium diets.” 

(3) Paragraph (e)(1) of this section 
shall not apply to any use of such terms 
on a formulated meal replacement or 
other food that is represented to be of 
special dietary use as a whole meal, 
pending the issuance of a regulation 
governing the use of such terms on 
foods. 

(f) "Sugar free," and "no added 
sugar." Criteria for the use of the terms 
“sugar free” and “no added sugar” are 
provided for in § 101.60(c) of this 
chapter. 

Dated; October 22,1992. 

David A. Kessler, 

Commissioner of Food and Drugs. 

Louis W. Sullivan, 
Secretary of Health and Human Services. 
(FR Doc. 92-31505 Filed 12-28-92: 8:45 am) 

BILUNG CODE 4160-01-f 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND 
HUMAN SERVICES 

Food and Drug Administration 

21 CFR Part 130 

[Docket No. 91N-0317 et el.] 

RIN 0905-A008 

Food Standards: Requirements for 
Foods Named by Use of a Nutrient 
Content Claim and a Standardized 
Term 

AGENCY: Food and Drug Administration, 
HHS. 
ACTION: Final rule. 

summary: The Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) is amending the 
General Provisions for food standards to 
prescribe a general definition and 
standard of identity for foods named by 
use of a nutrient content claim defined 
in part 101 (21 CFR part 101) (such as 
“fat ft^,” “low calorie,” and “light”) in 
conjunction with a traditional 
standardized name (for example 
“reduced fat sour cream”). FDA is 
taking this action to assist consumers in 
maintaining healthy dietary practices by 
providing for modified versions of 
certain standardized foods that bear 
descriptive names that are meaningful 
to consumers. FDA believes that this 
action will promote honesty and fair 
dealing in the interest of consumers. 
This rule applies only to standards of 
identity and not to standards of quality 

; or fill. 
EFFECTIVE DATE: May 8, 1994. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Shellee A. Davis, Center for Food Safety 
and Applied Nutrition (HFS-158), Food 
and Drug Administration, 200 C St, SW., 

I Washington, DC 20204, 202-205-5112. 
I SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

I. Background 

One of the main purposes of the 
Nutrition Labeling and Education Act of 
1990 (Pub. L. 101-535) (the 1990 
amendments) was to establish the 
circumstances in which claims could be 
made that describe the nutrient content 
of food. In response to the requirements 
of the 1990 amendments, elsewhere in 
this issue of the Federal Register, in a 
document entitled “Food Labeling: 
Nutrient Content Claims, General 
Principles, Petitions, Definitions of 
Terms” (hereinafter referred to as the 
nutrient content claims final rule), FDA 
is establishing in part 101 definitions for 
such nutrient content claims together 
with general principles and procedures 
governing their use. 

In the Federal Register of November 
27,1991 (56 FR 60512), FDA published 

a proposal to amend the General 
Provisions for food standards to 
prescribe a general definition and 
standard of identity for foods named by 
use of a nutrient content claim defined 
in part 101 (e.g., “fat free,” “low 
calorie,” and “light”) in conjunction 
with a traditional standardized name 
(e.g., “reduced fat sour cream”). 
Interested persons were given until 
February 25,1992, to comment on the 
proposed regulation. 

FDA received approxfinately 200 
responses, each of which contained one 
or more comments, from trade and retail 
associations, government organizations, 
manufacturers, consumers, retailers, 
consumer groups, State groups, private 
organizations, professional societies, 
and universities. The comments 
generally supported the proposal. 
Several comments addressed issues 
outside the scope of the proposal (e.g., 
serving size and nutrition labeling) that 
will not be discussed here. A number of 
comments suggested modification and 
revision in various provisions of the 
proposal. A summary of the suggested 
changes and the agency’s responses 
follow. 

n. Requirements for Foods Named by 
Use of a Nutrient Content Claim and a 
Standardized Term Under the 1990 
Amendments 

A. General Comments 

1. Appropriateness and Need for 
Regulation 

In the proposal, FDA invited 
comments with respect to the 
appropriateness and need for a general 
standard in proposed § 130.10 to 
establish the requirements for modified 
foods named by use of a nutrient 
content claim and a standardized term 
(56 FR 60512 at 60517). 

1. Several comments stated that it is 
important to keep the present standards 
of identity as they are. One comment 
stated that, while allowing for the 
establishment of standards of identity 
for products like “light sour cream” and 
"lowfat ice cream,” FDA must ensure 
that the existing standards for “milk,” 
“sour cream,” “ice cream,” or “butter” 
are not diluted or debased. These 
comments stated that under no 
circumstances should a product that has 
undergone any form or degree of 
defatting be allowed to be called simply 
“milk,” “sour cream,” or “ice cream.” 

The agency agrees with these 
comments. FDA is not amending any of 
the existing standards of identity with 
this regulation. Under section 403(g) of 
the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act (the act) (21 U.S.C. 343(g)), a food 
is misbranded if it purports to be or is 

represented as a food for which a 
definition and standard of identity has 
been Oprescribed by regulation, unless it 
conforms to such definition and 
standards. 

Elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register, FDA is publishing a final rule 
entitled “Food Labeling: Use of Nutrient 
Content Claims for Butter Products,” 
which adds new § 101.67'. Except as 
provided in new § 101.67 for “butter,” 
any food whose name includes a 
standardized term must conform to the 
standard of identity for that food found 
in parts 131 throu^ 169 (21 CFR parts 
131 through 169) or in new § 130.10. For 
example, a food labeled as “ice cream” 
must conform to the standard for ice 
cream in § 135.110, or it is misbranded. 
Similarly, a food labeled as “lowfat ice 
cream” must comply with new § 130.10. 
New § 130.10(a) states that the nutrient 
content claim must comply with the 
requirements of § 101.13 and with the 
requirements of the regulations in part 
101 that define the particular nutrient 
content claim that is used. Thus, use of 
the term “lowfat” on a label for “lowfat 
ice cream” must comply with § 101.13 
and § 101.62(b)(2) (i.e., the food must 
contain 3 grams (g) or less of fat per 
serving and per 50 g of food). New 
§ 130.10(a) also provides that the 
“lowfat ice cream” must comply with 
the relevant standard in all other 
respects (e.g.. major ingredients and the 
fi-eezing process) except as provided in 
new § 130.10(b), (c), and (d). 

2, One comment expressed concern 
that each modified food permitted to 
use a standardized food name meet 
consumer expectations. The comment 
suggested that if consumers no longer 
want or expect standardized products to 
have certain characteristics, the 
standards should be changed. 

FDA appreciates the concern 
expressed by the comment. Section 401 
of the act (21 U.S.C. 341) gives the 
agency authority to establish definitions 
and standards of identity for foods 
whenever such action will promote 
honesty and fair dealing in the interest 
of consumers. FDA has traditionally 
established individual standards to 
provide consumers with foods that 
include a modifier, such as a nutrient 
content claim or some other descriptive 
term, and a standardized term in their 
name. For example, the agency has 
established a standard of identity for 
milk in § 131.110 (21 CFR 131.110), but 
there are 17 other standards in part 131 
(21 CFR part 131) that use the term 
“milk” in the name of the food (e.g., 
“cultured milk” (§ 131.112), 
“evaporated milk” (§ 131.130), and 
“skim milk” (§ 131.143)). FDA does not 
believe that use of these modifiers with 
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the tenn “milk** is confusing to 
consumers because these terms are 
defined by the standards. 

FDA believes that establishing a 
general definition and standard of 
identity for modified versions of 
standardized foods that qualify for use 
of a nutrient content claim is a more 
efficient way to provide consumers with 
these foods than having to issue 
temporary marketing permits to each 
manufacturer desiring to market test a 
new modified food and. ultimately, 
establishing individual new food 
standards for each new modified 
version. New § 130.10 provides that the 
nutrient content claims that are used 
with standardized terms must be 
defined by FDA regulation. The food 
must comply with the nutrient content 
claim definition and with the 
requirements in new § 130.10 
concerning performance characteristics, 
addition of nutrients and other 
ingredients, and labeling. Such 
requirements will ensure not only that 
a “lowfat” version of a standardized 
food is low in fat. but also that the food 
appropriately bears the standardized 
name. Therefore. FDA concludes that 
use of nutrient content claims with a 
standardized name will promote 
honesty and fair dealing in the interest 
of consumers. 

2. Scope of Regulation 

3. One comment stated that it 
presumed that the agency did not intend 
that proposed § 130.10 be mandatory. 

FDA advises that the comment's 
presumption is incorrect, at least to the 
extent that a firm wants to make a food 
under the provisions of new § 130.10. 
The agency is establishing a general 
definition and standard of identity for 
such foods. Section 403(g) of the act 
states that a food is misbranded if it 
purports to be or is represented as a 
food for which a definition and standard 
of identity has been prescribed by 
regulations as provided by section 401 
of the act. unless it conforms to such 
definition and standard, and its label 
bears the name of the food specified in 
the definition and standard. Therefore, 
modified foods that conform to the 
definition and standard established in 
new § 130.10 must be labeled with the 
name provided under new § 130.10 or 
be misbranded under section 403(g) of 
the act. For example, sour cream must 
contain not less than 18 percent milkfat 
(§ 131.160). A sour cream product 
containing 12 percent milkfat and 
conforming to the standard of identity 
for sour half-and-half (§ 131.185) must 
be labeled in compliance with 
§ 131.185(d) as either **sour half-and- 
half* or “cultured sour half-and-half.” A 

sour cream product containing 9 percent 
milkfot that conforms to new § 130.10 
and to the definition of “light” in 
§ 101.56 must be labeled as *‘light sour 
cream.” 

4. One comment stated that proposed 
§ 130.10(a) should be revised to make 
the intended scope of the regulation 
explicit. It stated that, as written, 
proposed § 130.10(a) creates an 
undesirable ambiguity with respiect to 
foods that substitute for standardized 
foods that are themselves substitutes for 
one another (e.g., butter and margarine 
or cream cheese and neufchatel cheese). 
The comment suggested that FDA revise 
the language of proposed § 130.10(a) to 
limit the scope of proposed § 130.10 to 
*‘foods that substitute*for a standardized 
food * * * and that use the name of that 
standardized food in their statement of 
identity ^ut that do not comply * * 
The comment noted that a statement in 
the preamble limited the intended scope 
of proposed § 130.10 to substitute foods 
whose statement of identity includes the 
name of a standardized food. The 
comment added that an alternative way 
to solve the problem would be to 
provide in proposed § 130.10(a) that, in 
the case of a food that substitutes for 
more than one standardized food, the 
modified food needs to comply with 
proposed § 130.10 only with respect to 
one standardized food. 

The agency agrees with the comment. 
Foods that comply with any standard of 
identity established in parts 131 through 
169, are not subject to new § 130.10, 
even if they would qualify for a nutrient 
content claim as a modified version of 
a standardized food (e.g.. sour half-and- 
half (§ 131.185) cannot be labeled as 
reduced fat sour cream under new 
§ 130.10). However, foods that do not 
comply with a standard, that are 
modified versions of standardized 
foods, that qualify for use of a nutrient 
content claim, and that use the 
traditional standardized name in their 
statement of identity are the 
standardized foods that are defined by 
new § 130.10. This is consistent with 
the approach that FDA took in the 
proposal (56 FR 60512). 

Tne agency has been persuaded by the 
comment that new § 130.10(a) should be 
revised to limit the scope of the 
regulation. Therefore, FDA is revising 
new § 130.10(a), as requested by the 
comment, to state; “* * * foods that 
substitute for a standardized food • * * 
and that use the name of that 
standardized food in their statement of 
identity but that do not comply * * 
In addition. FDA is revising the title of 
the regulation to delete the term 
**substitute" because new § 130.10 
applies only to a certain category of 

substitute foods and not to all types of 
substitute foods as defined under 
§§ 101.3(e)(4) and 101.13(d). FDA 
believes that these revisions will more 
clearly establish the scope of the 
regulation and eliminate confusion as to 
fo^s that may substitute for other foods 
in a more general sense. Therefore, FDA 
concludes that these revisions will 
promote honesty and fair dealing in the 
interest of consumers. 

FDA also agrees with the comment 
that in the case of a food that qualifies 
as a modified version of more than one 
standardized food, the food must be 
named under new §130.10 only with 
reference to one standardized food. The 
§ 130.10 product is a substitute for the 
standardized food that is named in its 
statement of identity. For example, 
cream cheese is defined in § 133.133 (21 
CFR 133.133) as a product containing at 
least 33 percent milkfat by weight of the 
cream cheese. Neufchatel cheese 
(§ 133.162 (21 CFR 133.162)) is a 
product similar to cream cheese except 
that the milkfat content is not less than 
20 percent but less than 33 percent by 
weight of the finished food. A reduc^ 
fat cream cheese-type product 
containing 15 percent milkfat may be 
considered a modified version of either 
cream cheese or neufchatel cheese 
because it contains at least 25 percent 
less fat than either food. Under new 
§ 130.10, if the product is called 
“reduced fat cream cheese.” it is a 
modified version of *‘cream cheese" 
because “cream cheese” is the 
standardized term used in conjunction 
with the nutrient content claim. If the 
product is called “reduced fat 
neufchatel cheese,” it is a modified 
version of “neufchatel cheese." 

5. One comment asked how this 
regulation would affect the nonstandard 
substitute cheese category (e.g.. cheese 
containing vegetable oil in place of 
milkfat). It also asked if the regulations 
regarding “imitation" and “substitute” 
fo^s cited in § 101.3(e) would remain 
intact, or if this regulation would trigger 
the development of new requirements. 

This final rule only sets forth the 
requirements for certain modified 
versions of standardized foods that 
qualify for the use of a nutrient content 
claim. Foods that do not use a 
traditional standardized term but use a 
nutrient content claim must comply 
with the general requirements of 
§ 101.13 and the specific requirements 
for the particular nutrient content claim 
as well as the other provisions on 
common or usual names (§ 102.5 (21 
CFR 102.5)). A modified food that does 
use a traditional standardized term but 
that does not comply with the 
traditional standard of identity or with 
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new § 130.10 must be labeled either as 
an ‘‘imitation,” if it is nutritionally 
inferior, or as a “substitute,” 
“alternative,” or other appropriate term, 
if it is not nutritionally inferior, as 
specified in § 101.3(e) which will 
remain in effect. For example, a 
mozzarella cheese product made with 
skim milk and vegetable oil does not 
comply with the standard for mozzarella 
cheese (§ 133.155) or with new 
§ 130.10(d)(2) and, therefore, must be 
labeled as “imitation moz2utrella 
cheese” if nutritionally inferior to 
mozzarella cheese or as “mozzarella 
cheese alternative” or “mozzarella 
cheese substitute” if it is not 
nutritionally inferior. For this reason, 
FDA concludes that there is no need to 
amend the definitions for “imitation” or 
“substitute” foods in § 101.3(e) at this 
time. 

6. One comment stated that there 
should be some listing of the standards 
as to which proposed § 130.10 is 
intended to apply. It stated that there 
was uncertainty as to when a particular 
food is subject to the general rule or 
requires individual agency action. 
Another comment stated &at there is no 
reason to exclude any category of 
standardized foods from this proposal 
and urged FDA to retain the general 
applicability of the generic standard to 
all standardized foods in the final rule. 

The agency disagrees that it needs to 
establish a specific list of standards to 
which new § 130.10 is to apply. New 
§ 130.10(a) states that the foods 
prescribed by this general definition and 
standard of identity are those foods that 
substitute for a standardized food 
defined in parts 131 through 169. Thus, 
a modified version of any food defined 
by a standard of identity would be 
subject to new § 130.10, and no more 
specificity in new § 130.10 is necessary. 
This generic standard will minimize the 
need to establish individual new 
standards or to amend existing 
standards. FDA will establish new 
standards or amend existing ones if it 
determines that such action is necessary 
to promote honesty and fair dealing in 
the interest of consumers. 

However, FDA notes that at the 
present time ^ome standardized foods 
that are merely processed (e.g., canned 
green beans and canned wax beans 
(§ 155.120 (21 CFR 155.120)), tomato 
juice (§ 156.145 (21 CFR 156.145)), 
canned oysters (§ 161.145 (21 CFR 
161.145))) cannot be modified so that 
the food does not comply with the 
traditional standard of identity, 
although they may still qualify to bear 
a defined nutrient content claim. For 
example, salt is an optional ingredient 
in the standard of identity for canned 

green beans and canned wax beans 
(§ 155.120). Therefore, if the product 
contains no added salt, the product 
remains the standardized food under 
§ 155.120 and outside the scope of new 
§ 130.10, although it may still qualify to 
bear a “no added salt” claim. 

B. Product Deviations 

In the proposal, FDA requested 
comments concerning how far a product 
may deviate from a standard and still 
qualify for use of the standardized name 
(56 FR 60512 at 60518). 

7. Several comments stated that it is 
unnecessary for FDA to try to establish 
specific, quantitative limits. One 
comment stated that the agency should 
apply the general criteria for 
determining whether a food is a 
“substitute” for a standardized food. It 
stated that those criteria, which have 
been developed primarily through case 
law over the years, are based on 
everyday characteristics of the food that 
would be significant to the consumer, 
such as taste, texture, and appearance. 
Importantly, such an approach would 
conform to the President’s directive, 
which requires regulations to use 
performance standards, not command- 
and-control techniques. 

Several comments urged the agency to 
establish guidelines as to how much a 
modified food can deviate from the 
standardized product and still comply 
with proposed § 130.10. 

The agency agrees that general 
requirements as to how far a modified 
food may deviate from the standard of 
identity and still use the standardized 
name are necessary. FDA also 
acknowledges that general criteria 
concerning significant characteristics of 
foods that are important to consumers 
have been developed primarily through 
case law, and the agency will use these 
criteria as needed for enforcement 
purposes. Some general requirements 
were included in the proposal and are 
now mandated by new § 130.10. A 
§ 130.10 food must not be nutritionally 
inferior to the standardized food (new 
§ 130.10(b)) and must have similar 
performance characteristics as the 
standardized food, including physical 
properties, flavor characteristics, 
functional properties, and shelf life 
(new § 130.10(c)). 

In addition, under new § 130.10(d)(1), 
ingredients mandated to be present in a 
food by a standard of identity must also 
be present in the § 130.10 food. FDA 
believes that consumers expect certain 
ingredients to be present in specific 
foods. For example, the agency believes 
that consumers expect that a product 
such as “light mayonnaise” contains a 
significant amount of vegetable oil and 

egg yolk because these ingredients are 
required to be present in regular 
mayonnaise (§ 166.140). Thus, FDA has 
added new § 130.10(d)(4) to require that 
mandated ingredients must be present 
in a significant amount if the food is to 
be considered a modified version of the 
traditional standardized food. A 
significant amount is defined in that 
paragraph as at least that amount of the 
ingredient that is necessary to achieve 
the technical effect that the ingredient 
provides to the traditional standardized 
food. FDA concludes that this 
requirement in new § 130.10(d)(4) will 
promote honesty and fair dealing in the 
interest of consumers because it will 
ensure that a § 130.10 food will bear an 
appropriate relationship to the 
traditional standardized food. 

8. One comment requested that FDA 
recognize that the removal of sugar and 
calories from a juice would result in a 
product that is still juice (e.g., “reduced 
calorie orange juice” or “light orange 
juice”). It added that the principles for 
naming products that are nutritionally 
modified versions of standardized 
products should be no different for 
standardized juices than for other 
standardized products. The comment 
requested that FDA ensure that this 
regulation is consistent with the 
reflation on percent juice labeling. 

FDA agrees that the principles for 
naming products that are modified 
versions of standardized juice products 
should be no difierent than for other 
modified products. The agency 
recognizes that the reduction of sugars 
from a juice, and the subsequent 
sweetening of the product with a safe 
and suitable sweetener that provides an 
insignificant amount of calories, results 
in a modified juice product. Use of a 
sweetener with the same caloric density 
as the sugar naturally present in the 
juice is prohibited under new 
§ 130.10(d)(2) because it would be 
replacing the sugar component of the 
juice with a similar ingredient from 
another source. For example, sucrose 
and glucose that have been removed 
from orange juice (§ 146.135 (21 CFR 
146.135)) could not be replaced with 
fructose even though fructose is sweeter 
than the sucrose and glucose that are 
naturally present in orange juice. If, on 
the other hand, the product has been 
reduced in sugars so that it qualifies for 
use of a nutrient content claim and 
complies in all other aspects to new 
§ 130.10, then the product is a food 
defined by new § 130.10 and must be 
labeled accordingly. 

FDA notes that juices are defined in 
part by their Brix level or soluble solids 
content. The soluble solids of juices 
consist primarily of sugars. If any of the 
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sugars have been removed from a juice, 
the resulting product is a modified 
juice. As discussed in the final rule on 
percent jmce labeling published 
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register, modified juices cannot use the 
percent juice labeling values in § 101.30 
because of the reduced soluble solids 
content. The manufacturer would have 
to develop an alternate means of 
determining the percent juice in 
modified juice products. 

9. Several comments stated that they 
considered the allowance of additional 
moisture in a modified cheese product 
to be necessary. One comment added 
that maximum moisture content 
requirements are as much barriers to 
lower fat versions of standardized 
products as minimum fat requirements. 

Another comment added tnat other 
deviations from the standard, such as 
difierent levels of total solids or the use 
of modified processing conditions, are 
frequently required to meet the 
performance characteristics of the 
traditional standardized food and 
should be explicitly permitted in this 
regulation. It recommended that the last 
sentence of proposed § 130.10(a) be 
changed to read, “The food shall 
comply with paragraphs (b), (c), and (d) 
of this section.” It furiher recommended 
that the following sentence be added at 
the beginning of proposed § 130.10(c): 

Deviations horn noningredient provisions 
of the standard of identity (such as moisture 
content, food solids content requirements, or 
processing conditions) are permitted in order 
that the substitute food possess performance 
characteristics similar to those of the 
standardized food. 

FDA agrees that there are 
noningredient requirements mandated 
by some standards in parts 131 through 
169 that could restrict manufacturers’ 
ability to produce modified foods under 
new § 130.10. The agency recognizes 
that in some standa^ized foods, such as 
cheeses, the standard mandates a 
maximum moisture content, and that 
modified foods may not conform to this 
requirement and still retain the 
necessary performance characteristics to 
use the standardized name. 

New § 130.10(a) states that the foods 
prescribed by this general definition and 
standard of identity are those foods that 
substitute for a standardized food but 
that do not comply with the standard 
because of a deviation that is described 
by a nutrient content claim. FDA noted 
in the proposal that the ingredients used 
in the modified version of the 
standardized food should be those 
ingredients provided for by the 
traditional standard with only those 
deviations necessary to attain an 
acceptable finished product that meets 

the requirements of the nutrient content 
claim that is used (56 FR 60512 at 
60519). Thus, under new § 130.10(d)(1) 
the agency is providing for the addition 
of safe and suitable ingredients not 
normally found in the standardized food 
so that § 130.10 foods are not inferior in 
performance characteristics to the 
traditional standardized food. In like 
manner, FDA believes that the modified 
version of the standardized food should 
comply with the noningredient 
provisions of the traditional standard 
with only those noningredient 
deviations necessary to attain an 
acceptable finished product that meets 
the requirements of the nutrient content 
claim that is used. 

For the above reasons, FDA has been 
persuaded by thq comments that 
modifications to the regulation are 
needed to allow for deviations from the 
noningredient requirements of the 
standards. Therefore, the agency is 
adding a new sentence at the beginning 
of new § 130.10(c) which states: 

Deviations from noningredient provisions 
of the standard of identity (e.g., moisture 
content, food solids content requirements, or 
processing conditions) are permitted in order 
that the substitute food possesses 
performance characteristics similar to those 
of the standardized food. 
In addition, the agency is amending the 
last sentence of new § 130.10(a) to read: 
“The food shall comply with the 
relevant standard in all other respects, 
except as provided in paragraphs (b), 
(c), and (d) of this section.” The agency 
believes that this action will: (1) 
Increase the manufacturers’ ability to 
produce modified foods under new 
§ 130.10, (2) provide consumers with a 
greater variety of such foods, and (3) 
assist consumers in maintaining healthy 
dietary practices. The agency notes, 
however, that this exception does not 
apply to processes that are important to 
public safety such as pasteurization. 
FDA concludes that this action will 
promote honesty and fair dealing in the 
interest of consumers. 

10. One comment stated that the 
requirement of nutritional equivalency 
(new § 130.10(b)) for lower fat ice 
creams mitigates the need for lower fat 
ice creams to meet the 4.5 pounds per 
gallon requirement in the standard of 
identity for ice cream in § 135.110. 

FDA agrees with the comment. FDA 
published an advance notice of 
proposed rulemaking (ANPRM) (Docket 
No. B8P-0251) in the Federal Register 
of January 22,1991 (56 FR 2149) 
concerning the filing of several petitions 
to amend the standards for ice cream 
and ice milk and to establish standards 
for reduced fat, lowfat, and nonfat ice 
creams. The petitions requested that 

FDA establish a minimum weight of 4.0 
pounds per gallon for the lower fat 
products. 

A comment received in response to 
the ANPRM that opposed the reduction 
in weight stated that the change could 
be construed as intentionally deceiving 
the consumer. The comment stated that 
while there are economic and 
competitive advantages, there appears to 
be no other serious justification for such 
cheapening of the product. 

However, most of the comments 
received in response to the ANPRM that 
addressed the minimum weight issue 
supported the proposed minimum 
requirement of 4.0 pounds per gallon. 
They stated that the processing and 
formulation changes that accompany the 
removal of fat in the manufacture of fat 
reduced ice cream products result in a 
less dense product. According to these 
comments, creaminess and product 
stability, which are lessened by fat 
removal, can be improved by increasing 
the amount of air incorporated into the 
product or by utilizing more precise 
control of the freezing process. 

FDA concludes that it is reasonable to 
exempt modified ice cream products 
from the minimum weight requirement 
of 4.5 pounds per gallon, so that these 
products can achieve the performance 
characteristics (e.g., creaminess) of ice 
cream, as long as the product is not 
nutritionally inferior to ice cream. The 
agency concludes that this exemption 
will assist consumers in maintaining 
healthy dietary practices by providing 
for modified ice cream products that 
have performance characteristics that 
are similar to ice cream. This exemption 
is provided by the new sentence that is 
being added to the beginning of new 
§ 130.10(c). However, FDA does not 
believe that fat reduced ice cream 
products should contain less than 4.0 
pounds per gallon, as recommended by 
the petitioners of these ice cream 
products, because the desired effects 
can be achieved within this allowance, 
and the modified foods should resemble 
the traditional standardized foods as 
closely as possible. 

The inclusion of air in § 130.10 foods 
(e.g., nonfat ice cream, light margarine, 
and reduced fat peanut butter) in excess 
of that which is reasonably required to 
achieve the performance characteristics 
of the standardized food for which it 
substitutes constitutes deception and 
will be deemed to adulterate the food 
under section 402(b) of the act in that 
excess air is substituting for a valuable 
constituent. Therefore, TOA is including 
in new § 130.10(c) a requirement that 
deviations from provisions of the 
standard must be the minimum 
necessary to achieve this effect, or the 
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food will be deemed to be adulterated 
under section 402(b) of the act. FDA 
believes that this requirement will 
promote honesty and fair dealing in the 
interest of consumers. 

Serving size issues relating to 
"aerated" products (i.e., products that 
include added air) that are sold by 
weight are addressed elsewhere in this 
issue of the Federal Register in a 
document entitled "Fo^ Labeling: 
Serving Sizes." 

C. Nutrient Content Claims 

11. Several comments stated that the 
use of nutrient content claims such as 
“lowfat," "lite,” and “reduced" should 
not be allowed on the label of 
standardized foods because they are 
confusing, even if they are defined. 

Other comments expressed concerns 
about the required labeling, arguing that 
it is excessive. One comment urged FDA 
not to include too many restrictions on 
the wording or use of nutrient content 
claims because such restrictions would 
only befuddle the consumer and defeat 
th^urpose of the claims. 

FDA IS establishing definitions for a 
number of nutrient content claims in the 
nutrient content claims final rule. In 
defining these terms, FDA has carefully 
considered each nutrient content claim 
to ensure that it will be meaningful to 
consumers. The definitions for the 
claims and § 101.13 prescribe the 
specific labeling that must accompany 
the claim. As consumers learn what a 
claim means, they will be able to 

! understand that a product such as "light 
I margarine" has been modified in a way 

that has reduced its fat content. Thus 
consumers will be able to easily identify 
the food and will be able to find out 

i more about the food through 
I information on the label. Therefore, 
I FDA concludes that no action is 
I necessary in response to these 
; comments. 
I 12. One comment stated that only 

expressed nutrient content claims 
! should be used with the names of 

standardized foods. It stated that 
implied nutrient content claims such as 
"light” or "healthy” should not be used 
in this manner (e.g., "healthy ice 
cream”). 

[ The agency agrees with the comment. 
I However, the term "light” is not an 

implied claim and is being defined as an 
[ expressed nutrient content claim as 

discussed in the nutrient content claims 
i final rule. In § 101.13(b)(1), FDA defines 
i an “expressed nutrient content claim” 
i as any direct statement about the level 
I (or range) of a nutrient in the food, e.g.; 
I “low sodium.” An "implied nutrient 
I content claim” is defined in 
I § 101.13(b)(2) as any claim that 

describes the food or an ingredient 
therein in such a manner that suggests 
that a nutrient is absent or present in a 
certain amoimt (e.g., "high in oat bran”), 
or that suggests that the food, because of 
its nutrient content, may be useful in 
maintaining healthy dietary practices 
and is made in association with an 
explicit claim or statement about a 
nutrient (e.g., "healthy, contains 3 g of 
fat”). 

Because the name of a new modified 
food distinguishes it fi-om the 
standardized food, the claim must be 
expressed for consumers to understand 
how the new modified food differs from 
the traditional food. Therefore, FDA 
concludes that only expressed nutrient 
content claims may be used in the name 
of the food under new § 130.10. Implied 
claims may be used as provided in 
§ 101.13(b)(2) but not in conjimction 
with the name of the § 130.10 food. 
Therefore, the agency is modifying new 
§ 130.10(a) and (e) to state that the 
nutrient content claim must be an 
expressed claim. FDA believes that this 
revision will promote honesty and fair 
dealing in the interest of consumers. 

D. Nutritional Inferiority 

13. One comment stated that in 
determining nutritional inferiority, there 
is no clear indication of the nutrients 
and levels thereof that a § 130.10 food 
is expected to match. It stated that some 
specifications should be made, or 
provisions should be included, for 
developing nutrient data bases for those 
standardized foods that § 130.10 foods 
with nutrient content claims must 
match to avoid "nutritional inferiority.” 

FDA disagrees with the comment. 
New § 130.10 sets forth general 
requirements for foods named by use of 
an expressed nutrient content claim and 
a standardized term. Under new 
§ 130.10(b), the modified product must 
not be nutritionally inferior, as defined 
in § 101.3(e)(4). to the standardized 
food. FDA believes that this general 
requirement is adequate because 
§ 101.3(e)(4) sets very specific 
requirements defining nutritional 
inferiority. The agency concludes that 
new § 130.10 should not specify 
required amounts of essential nutrients 
that must be added to a modified food, 
and that no change is necessary in new 
§130.10. 

The agency adds that nutrient values 
for the traditional standardized product 
can be found in a current valid 
composite data base. 

14. One comment agreed that § 130.10 
foods should not be nutritionally 
inferior to the traditional standardized 
food. However, it stated that inferiority 
in any single nutrient should be defined 

as a "significant” reduction, that is, a 
reduction of 10 percent or more of the 
Reference Daily Intake/Daily Reference 
Value (RDI/DRV) of a nutrient that is 
present in a “measiu'able amount.” In 
addition, the comment stated that 
nutritional inferiority of the product 
itself should not be based on inferiority 
in a single nutrient. It stated that in such 
cases, the unavoidable reduction of one 
nutrient could be compensated by 
meaningful additions or improvements 
in one or more other nutrients. For 
example, the comment stated, there are 
some foods for which it is difficult or 
impossible to reduce the amovint of a 
component such as fat without also 
reducing the amount of a nutrient such 
as protein. It stated that the reduction in 
protein could be balanced by additions 
of vitamin A and riboflavin. 

FDA disagrees with this comment. 
According to § 101.3(e), a food that is 
nutritionally inferior to another food is 
an imitation of that food and must be 
labeled as such. Section 101.3(e)(4)(i) 
defines nutritional inferiority as any 
reduction in the content of an essential 
nutrient that is present in a measurable 
amount (excluding fat or calories). 
Section 101.3(e)(4)(ii) defines a 
measurable amount of an essential 
nutrient in a food as 2 percent or more 
of the DRV of protein or the RDI of any 
vitamin or mineral listed under 
§ 101.9(c)(7)(iv). The agency considers a 
measurable amount to be a significant 
amount for this purpose. All nutrients 
that are considered in determining the 
status of a food under § 101.3(e)(4) are 
important, and the agency does not 
believe that the addition of one nutrient 
could compensate for another. 
Therefore, FDA concludes that foods 
that have significantly less protein or 
other essential nutrients than a 
standardized food are not modified 
versions of the standardized food, do 
not comply with the requirements of 
this regulation, and must be labeled as 
"imitation.” 

15. One comment stated that the 
agency should reconsider the 
requirement that any modified food, 
identified as a "light,” "reduced,” or 
"lowfat” version of a standardized food, 
in which there is a nutrient reduction be 
fortified in order not to be called 
"imitation.” The comment stated that 
such nutrient addition was not 
necessary because the comparative 
nutrition label will clearly identify the 
nutritional difierences between these 
two different foods. 

The agency disagrees with the 
comment. Althou^ FDA agrees that the 
nutritional differences between these 
products would be apparent from the 
nutrition information, foods that are 
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nutritionally inferior to the standardized 
food must be labeled as "imitation” 
under section 403(c) of the act. New 
§ 130.10 does not include imitation 
foods. 

16. One comment requested that the 
agency clarify that when the modified 
food substitutes for more than one 
standardized food, the modified food 
should be deemed in compliance with 
proposed § 130.10 if it is nutritionally 
equivalent to any of the several 
standardized foods. The comment stated 
that cottage cheese (21 CFR 133.128) 
and lowfat cottage cheese (21 CFR 
133.131) may vary in vitamin A content 
based on their difierent fat levels. Thus, 
the comment stated, a nonfat cottage 
cheese should be considered 
nutritionally equivalent under new 
§ 130.10 if its vitamin A content is 
equivalent to that required by either 
food standard because it clearly is a 
modified version of either food. 

FDA disagrees with this comment. 
The agency recognizes that a nonfat 
cottage cheese product could be 
compared to cottage cheese (§ 133.128), 
dr>’ curd cottage cheese (§ 133.129) or 
one of the lowfat cottage cheese 
products (§ 133.131). The agency 
acknowledges that target levels for 
nutrients necessary to determine 
nutritional equivalency of a food will 
depend on whether the food is 
compared to one food or another. 
However, the § 130.10 food must not be 
nutritionally inferior to the standardized 
food whose name is used in the name 
of the food. FDA concludes that because 
the reference food in the name “nonfat 
cottage cheese” is “cottage cheese,” it 
would be misleading to consumers to 
mtike the comparison of nutritional 
equivalency to any other cottage cheese 
product. 

E. Performance Characteristics 

In the proposal for this final rule, FDA 
requested comments concerning: (1) The 
requirement that the performance 
characteristics of the new product be 
similar to those of the standardized 
food. (2) the performance properties that 
are of greatest importance to consumers, 
and (3) what differences in performance 
characteristics a modified standardized 
product should be able to have and still 
be considered to resemble the 
standardized food closely enough to be 
included in that product category (56 FR 
60512 at 60519 and 60521). 

17. Several comments stated that it 
would be acceptable to a consumer that 
wants lower fat foods to have products 
with fat replacers resemble the original 
products as closely as possible, 
especially with respect to texture, taste, 
c; d nutrition. One comment urged FDA 

to set high standards for performance 
requirements for § 130.10 foods. It stated 
that without appropriately high 
standards, consumers may be misled by 
the use of familiar names, and that, 
ultimately, the value of the standards 
themselves will be diluted. 

Two comments suggested that, in 
order to use the name of the 
standardized product with a nutrient 
content claim, the product must perform 
at least one of the principal functions of 
the standardized product substantially 
as well as the standardized product. 
Consumers can then choose to purchase 
the modified product instead of the 
standardized product for use in that 
function. One comment added that a 
reduced fat cheese must at a minimum 
be suitable for eating directly from the 
package or for melting and cooking. It 
stated that the product need not serve 
both purposes, so long as the 
performance deficiencies are clearly and 
prominently labeled on the front of the 
package. 

The agency agrees that the § 130.10 
food should resemble the standardized 
food in as many ways as possible. FDA 
also agrees that at a minimum, a 
modified food must perform at least one 
of the principal functions of the 
standardized product as well as the 
standardized food. FDA believes that 
consumers should be able to count on 
using a modified food in the same 
manner that they use the traditional 
standardized food in, at the very least, 
one of the principal functions as the 
standardized food. To achieve this 
objective, FDA is requiring in new 
§ 130.10(c) that modified standardized 
foods must resemble the standardized 
foods, and that differences in the 
performance characteristics must be 
clearly stated on the principal display 
panel of the label. In addition, the 
agency is adding a statement to new 
§ 130.10(c) to require that “the modified 
product must perform at least one of the 
principal functions of the standardized 
product substantially as well as the 
standardized product.” FDA believes 
that this action is necessary to ensure 
the minimum necessary similarity 
between the modified and traditional 
products and. thus, will promote 
honesty and fair dealing in the interest 
of consumers. 

18. One comment questioned what 
methods the agency would use to 
measure significant differences in 
product quality and to monitor critical 
performance characteristics. 

FDA experts that modified versions of 
standardized foods will perform in a 
manner that is generally acceptable to 
the public. New § 130.10 requires that 
the performance characteristics of the 

food be similar to those characteristics 
of its standardized counterpart vmless 
the differences between the two foods 
are explicitly stated on the label. In 
addition, the § 130.10 food must 
perform at least one of the principal 
functions of the standardized food 
substantially as well as the standardized 
product. Although it was not the 
agency's intent to develop specific 
performance standards for each product, 
FDA plans to examine the performance 
characteristics and product quality of 
these modified versions of standardized 
foods, as it would for other types of food 
products, through scientific reviews or 
experimental investigations. In addition, 
FDA will use all avenues available ta 
the agency (e.g., sample analysis, 
inspections, surveys, and followup 
investigations of consumer and trade 
complaints) to identify products that do 
not comply with the new regulation and 
will enforce this regulation as the need 
arises. 

F. Labeling of Performance 
Characteristics 

19. Several comments objected to the 
requirement in proposed § 130.10(c) that 
if there is a significant difference in 
performance ^aracteristics between the 
food under proposed § 130.10 and the 
standardized food, the label must 
include a statement informing the 
consumer of such difference. One 
comment stated that some performance 
characteristics (e.g., flavor or texture) 
tend to be more subjective, and that if 
a flavor comparison is not favorable, 
manufacturers would not be inclined to 
call attention to such a difference. It 
stated that it would be a disincentive to 
food manufacturers to reduce the fat 
content in food. Another comment 
stated that a regulation to require a label 
statement pointing out differences in 
performance is not necessary unless 
health or safety is involved. One 
comment stated that the most specificity 
FDA should include in this regulation 
regarding performance characteristics is 
a reference to substantial equivalence in 
organoleptic and nutritional qualities. 

One comment stated that 
manufacturers would find it advisable, 
for marketing reasons, to inform the 
consumer how a modified version of a 
standardized food performs differently 
than the standardized product. One 
comment supporting the label 
statements noted that bread spreads 
currently on the market are erratic about 
stating whether they can be used for 
cooking, and that consumers are 
confused as a result. Other comments 
expressed concern about diluting the 
value of the standards if consumers are 
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misled by the use of familiar names on 
modified products. 

Under sections 201(n) (21 U.S.C 
321(n)) and 403(a) of the act, the label 
or labeling of the food must disclose to 
consumers what they are buying when 
they purchase these modified foods. 
Information disclosing differences in 
performance characteristics (e.g., 
physical properties, flavor 
characteristics, functional properties, 
and shelf life) is a material fact under 
section 201(n) of the act because it bears 
on the consequence of the use of the 
article. Accordingly, this information 
must be communicated to the consumer 
on the product label, or the labeling 
would be misleading, and the product 
would be misbrand^ under section 
403(a) of the act. 

Therefore, a provision in new 
§ 130.10(c) that requires disclosure of 
differences in performance 
characteristics between the modified 
food and the traditional standardized 
food is fully consistent with the act. 

FDA is providing for noningredient 
deviations in new § 130.10(c) (e.g., 
moisture content) and for the use of safe 
and suitable ingredients for certain 
specified purposes in new § 130.10(d)(1) 
(e.g., to add flavor) in order that the 
m^ified food may possess similar 
performance characteristics as the 
traditional standardized food. FDA 
believes that these provisions in new 
§ 130.10 provide manufacturers ample 
latitude in producing modified 
products. 

20. Two comments recommended that 
the label statement be mandatory only 
for differences in performance 
characteristics that materially limit the 
uses of the modified food compared to 
the traditional standardized food that it 
resembles. One comment stated that 
market forces will encourage 
manufacturers to inform consumers 
about positive differences, and that 
consumers who select a product for its 
reformulated nutrient content will not 
be misled if they are not told about a 
positive change that the manufacturer 
believes is not sufficiently important to 
highlight on the product label. The 
comment noted that FDA would not 
object if the label did not alert 
consumers to a minor improvement in 
a performance characteristic that 
consumers consider to be relatively 
unimportant for that food, such as the 
breezing point of eggnog. In addition, the 
comment stated, a product may have 
several differences in performance 
characteristics, and several label 
statements could be confusing to 
consumers. The comment recommended 
that FDA modify new § 130.10(c) by 
limiting the labeling requirement to 

adverse changes that materially aflect 
the use of the product. 

The agency nas been persuaded by 
these comments. FDA agrees that there 
are differences in performance 
characteristics that consumers may not 
deem to be important, such as the 
fi'eezing point of eggnog. Consumers 
commonly store eggnog at refngerator 
temperatures, and, therefore, the 
freezing point of this product is not of 
material interest to consumers. In 
addition, FDA believes that unnecessary 
label statements may be confusing to 
consumers and may detract from other 
important information on the label. 

Therefore, the agency is revising new 
§ 130.10(c) to state that: 

* * * if there is a significant difference in 
performance characteristics that materially 
limits the uses of the food compared to the 
uses of the standardized food, the label shall 
include a statement informing the consumer 
of such difference (e.g., if appropriate, “not 
recommended for cooking”). 

21. Comments also suggested that 
FDA affirm in the final rule that 
statements of differences in performance 
characteristics can be presented as 
recommendations for use. 

FDA agrees with the comments 
suggesting that differences in 
performance characteristics may be 
presented as recommendations for use. 
For example, a reduced fat margarine 
may not perform the same as margarine 
for use in frying. A statement such as 
“not recommended for frying pmrposes” 
or as “recommended for use only as a 
spread'* would be acceptable to advise 
consumers of the difference in 
performance characteristics. 

22. Comments also asked whether 
shelf life could be presented as a date 
by which the product should be used. 

The agency agrees that a date by 
which a product should be used is an 
appropriate manner to express 
differences in shelf life. 

23. Several comments objected to the 
requirement in proposed § 130.10(c) that 
label statements concerning differences 
in performance characteristics must 
appear on the principal display panel 
within the bottom 30 percent of the area 
of the label panel with appropriate 
prominence, in type that shall be no less 
than one-half the size of the type used 
in such claim but no smaller than one- 
sixteenth of an inch. One comment 
noted a conflict with proposed 
§ 101.13(d)(1) with regard to location of 
this information on the label. Some 
comments addressed concerns about 
label clutter on the principal display 
panel and stated that these concerns are 
enhanced by the proposed requirement 
that the bottom 30 percent of the 
principal display panel contain a 

statement of any differences in 
performance characteristics between the 
§ 130.10 food and the standardized food. 
Comments urged FDA to allow the 
statements to appear on any panel of the 
food product. One comment added that 
a simple requirement of proximity and 
appropriate prominence should be more 
than adequate to prevent consumer 
confusion. One comment stated that the 
proposed requirements are excessive 
and fail to meet the requirements of the 
President’s directive that regulation 
should rely on market mechanisms to 
the maximum extent possible. It stated 
that consumers who buy nutritionally 
modified versions of familiar foods and 
are disappointed with their 
performance, because they did not know 
in advance what to expect, simply will 
not buy again, and the products will 
quickly fail. It added that FDA does not 
need to regulate this guaranteed result 
Some comments stated that they did not 
believe it necessary to prescribe a 
minimum type size for this disclosure 
statement, but that the statement should 
appear on the principal display panel in 
a clear and conspicuous fashion. 

The agency disagrees with these 
comments. Different brands of a 
particular modified food may have 
different performance characteristics 
depending on the manufacturing 
technology used in making the § 130.10 
food. For example, reduced fat cheddar 
cheese made by one manufacturer may 
be suitable only for melting and 
cooking, while another brand may be 
suitable only for eating directly horn the 
package as a snack. Therefore, 
consumers must be informed about the 
characteristics of a food to make 
judgments concerning the use of a 
product before purchase. The necessary 
information must appear on the same 
part of the label as the name of the 
§ 130.10 food (i.e., the principal display 
panel] so that consumers can make 
informed choices. Moreover, this 
regulation is consistent with the 
President’s directive because it is 
providing increased flexibility to the 
market in that it provides that qualifying 
versions of standardized foods may be 
sold under names that consumers 
recognize. 

Under section 403(f) of the act, FDA 
believes that the statement informing 
consumers of differences in 
performance characteristics must appear 
on the label with such conspicuousness 
and in such terms as to render it likely 
to be read and understood by the 
consumer under customary conditions 
of purchase and use. The agency 
concludes that the statement must 
appear in the same area of the label as 
the statement of identity for the 
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modiRed product so that consumers 
will know where to find such 
information. Moreover, because the 
statement is a material fact that helps to 
describe the differences between the 
modified food and the traditional food, 
it must appear in close proximity to the 
statement of identity. See, e.g.. United 
Slates V. An Article of Food * * * 
"Manischewitz * * * Diet Thins," 377 F. 
Supp. 746. 749 (E.D. N.Y. 1974). 

FDA recognizes that it inadvertently 
proposed in § 130.10 to require 
statements informing consumers of 
differences in performance 
characteristics to appear in possibly two 
separate locations on the label. The 
agency acknowledges that one statement 
is sufficient to inform consumers. To be 
consistent with the labeling of other 
foods, the agency concludes that the 
statement concerning differences in 
performance characteristics must appear 
on the label in compliance with the 
requirements of § 101.13(d)(1). Thus, the 
agency has modified new § 130.10(c) to 
state that the statement explaining 
differences in performance 
characteristics must appear on the label 
in compliance with the requirements of 
§ 101.13(d). 

G. Ingredients 

1. Ingredients Provided for By the 
Regulation 

24. Two comments objected to FDA 
restricting the major ingredients used in 
§ 130.10 foods to those specified in the 
standard. One comment stated that this 
provision would not empower 
consumers to select a healthy diet but 
would restrict the number of apparent 
“healthy” choices available by requiring 
products made with alternate 
ingredients to bear unappealing names. 
It also stated that this provision would 
not provide an incentive to 
manufacturers to develop nutritionally 
improved foods but would restrict their 
ability to develop such products by 
unnecessarily limiting the technology 
available. 

The agency disagrees with these 
comments. The agency believes that 
foods named by use of a nutrient 
content claim and a standardized term 
must resemble the standardized food in 
as many ways as possible, or the use of 
the standardized term would be 
misleading to consumers. Therefore. 
FDA concludes that the ingredients 
used in the modified version of the 
standardized food should be those 
ingredients provided for by the 
traditional standard, with only those 
deviations necessary to attain an 
acceptable finished product that meets 

the requirements of the nutrient content 
claim that is used and new § 130.10. 

2. Safe and Suitable Ingredients 

25. Several comments stated that 
proposed § 130.10(d) should provide for 
the use of safe and suitable ingredients 
generally in accordance with current 
good manufacturing practices rather 
than limiting them to specific functions. 
One comment stated that the language 
in proposed § 130.10(d) concerning 
ingredient substitutions should be 
broadened to encompass all of the 
product characteristics embraced by 
proposed § 130.10(c) and by the 
definition of “substitute” in § 101.13(d). 
Another comment added that safe and 
suitable ingredients should be allowed 
for purposes of improving appearance as 
well as the other characteristics 
mentioned in the proposal. 

FDA disagrees tnat the use of safe and 
suitable ingredients should be extended 
for all purposes. The agency believes 
that § 130.10 foods should deviate from 
the standard of identity only when 
necessary to achieve the functions of 
ingredients or components of 
ingredients that are no longer present in 
the mandated quantities. As required in 
new § 130.10(c), the performance 
characteristics (e.g., physical properties, 
flavor characteristics, functional 
properties, and shelf life) of the 
modified food must be similar to those 
of the traditional standardized food. 
FDA believes that the use of safe and 
suitable ingredients added as necessary 
to improve texture, add flavor, prevent 
syneresis. and extend shelf life 
adequately compensates for any 
deficiencies in performance 
characteristics. As discussed previously, 
§ 130.10 foods do not include all 
substitute foods. Therefore. FDA does 
not believe that new § 130.10(d) should 
be broadened to encompass all types of 
substitute foods. 

However. FDA concedes that the use 
of safe and suitable ingredients to 
improve the appearance of a product 
has merit. For example, modified foods 
with significantly less fat may appear 
more translucent than the standardized 
food. Thus, such ingredients are 
necessary to ensure that the product is 
not inferior in performance 
characteristics. Therefore, FDA is 
amending new § 130.10(d)(1) to provide 
that safe and suitable ingredients may 
be added to improve the appearance of 
a modified food named by use of a 
nutrient content claim and a 
standardized term. 

26. One comment stated that it 
believes that to “add flavor” includes 
sweetness and requested that FDA 
confirm this interpretation by including 

a parenthetical “(including sweetness)” 
following “add flavor” in proposed 
§ 130.10(d)(1). 

FDA disagrees with the premise of 
this comment. In § 170.3(o)(12), FDA 
defines “flavoring agents and 
adjuvants" as substances added to 
impart or help impart a taste or aroma 
in food. FDA defines nonnutritive and 
nutritive sweeteners separately from 
flavoring agents in § 170.3(o)(19) and 
(o)(21). In addition, labeling 
requirements for flavors differ 
significantly from those for sweeteners. 

However. FDA does agree that the use 
of safe and suitable sweeteners to add 
sweetness should be provided for in 
new § 130.10 for modified foods. Many 
standards of identity provide only for 
the use of safe and suitable nutritive 
sweeteners or nutritive carbohydrate 
sweeteners (e g., sour cream (§ 131.160), 
eggnog (§ 131.170), and margarine 
(§ 166.110)). Nonnulritive sweeteners 
could be effectively used to add the 
sweetness, but not the calories, that 
would otherwise be contributed by 
nutritive sweeteners in the traditional 
standardized food. Therefore, FDA 
believes that the use of safe and suitable 
sweeteners to add sweetness would 
assist consumers in maintaining healthy 
dietary practices. Thus, the agency is 
revising new § 130.10(d)(1) to provide 
that safe and suitable ingredients may 
be added to add sweetness to a modified 
food named by use of a nutrient content 
claim and a standardized term. When a 
sweetener that meets the “safe and 
suitable" definition in new § 130.3(d) is 
used in the formulation of a modified 
food for the purpose of adding 
sweetness to that food, the sweetener 
must be declared on the food label in 
accordance with all applicable 
regulations. FDA believes that this 
action will promote honesty and fair 
dealing in the interest of consumers. 

27. One comment questioned whether 
the provision for the use of “safe and 
suitable” ingredients in § 130.10 foods 
would promote long-term product 
development, even though short-term 
product innovation may benefit from 
this policy. This comment further 
contended that allowing these foods 
into the marketplace would: (1) Erode 
the market share of traditional 
standardized foods, (2) harm the 
integrity of traditional standardized 
foods, and (3) lead to consumer 
confusion by blurring the differences 
between these standardized foods and 
their modified counterparts. 

FDA disagrees with this comment. 
The agency believes that providing for 
the use of “safe and suitable” 
ingredients to improve texture, add 
flavor, prevent syneresis, extend shelf 
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life, improve appearance, or add 
sweetness in modified versions of 
standardized foods should not stifle 
long-term product development, nor 
should the introduction of these foods 
into the marketplace be damaging to the 
food industry on the whole. 

On the contrary, standards of identity 
have been criticized as being too strict 
and confining, and because they limit 
food companies from achieving true 
product innovations. For instance, the 
dairy industry purportedly has been 
harmed because many of the products 
that dairy processing companies 
manufacture are subject to rigid 
standards of identity that require 
specific fat content. As a result, these 
firms have not been able to create new 
dairy food products that respond to 
consumer needs and demands for 
products that are reduced in fat and in 
calories. 

FDA anticipates that there will be 
shifts in dietary consumption patterns 
from traditional foods that are higher in 
calories or in fat to modified forms of 
these foods that are reformulated to be 
lower in calories or in fat. However, this 
pattern of increased consumption of 
modified forms of traditional foods 
should help consumers to achieve 
recommended nutritional goals and 
should have a beneficial impact on the 
public health. In addition, IDA believes 
that the development, production, sale, 
and consumption of these reformulated 
foods will contribute to overall industry 
growth. Although the agency 
acknowledges that there is the potential 
that sales of certain standardized foods 
may remain stagnant or may even 
decline, these changing patterns in 
consumers’ food purchasing habits in 
relation to recommended nutritional 
goals should create new opportunities 
for innovative food processors to 
develop a virtually limitless array of 
new products that will ultimately lead 
to an overall increase in sales and an 
expansion into new markets. 

Regarding consumer confusion about 
the differences between a traditional 
standardized food and a modified form 
of such food bearing one or more 
nutrient content claims on its label, the 
agency believes that the use of carefully 
defined nutrient content claims as a part 
of the statement of identity on the label 
will enable purchasers of the modified 
versions of standardized foods to 
distinguish these foods from their 
standardized coxmterparts. New 
§ 130.10 provides for proper labeling of 
these foods and the listing of all 
ingredients in the ingredient statement. 
Adequate product labeling, including 
defined nutrient content claims, 
accompanying label statements, and 

nutrition labeling, will enable 
consvuners to distinguish traditional 
foods from modified versions of these 
foods, thereby contributing to improved 
consumer imderstanding of the 
characteristics of the pr^ucts that they 
are purchasing. 

. 28. One comment inquired whether 
specific caseinates would meet the "safe 
and suitable" definition and be 
permissible for use in § 130.10 foods. 

FDA advises that the "safe and 
suitable" definition in new § 130.3(d) 
would permit the use of caseinates in 
foods subject to new § 130.10 provided 
that the standard of identity for the 
traditional food in question provides for 
such use. For example, the standard of 
identity for ice cream in § 135.110 
permits the optional addition of one or 
more of the caseinates listed in 
§ 135.110(c) in an ice cream mix 
containing not less than 20 percent total 
milk solids. Caseinates may be added to 
ice milk (§ 135.120) when the content of 
total milk solids is not less than 11 
percent. FDA believes that it is 
reasonable to permit the use of such 
caseinates in modified versions of ice 
cream, provided that the product 
contains equivalent levels of nonfat 
milk solids to those contained in a 10 
percent milkfat ice cream. That is, the 
modified product must contain at least 
10 percent nonfat milk solids, and 
caseinates could be added after this 
minimum nonfat milk solids 
requirement has been met. FDA believes 
that modified ice cream, regardless of 
the milkfat content, should contain at 
least 10 percent of nonfat milk solids to 
ensure that the § 130.10 ice cream is not 
nutritionally inferior to ice cream with 
respect to calcium and protein. The 
addition of caseinates to replace the 
milk solids content constitutes 

.deception and will be deemed to 
adulterate the food under section 402(b) 
of the act (21 U.S.C. 342(b)) in that 
caseinates are substituting for a valuable 
constituent. 

On the other hand, the standards of 
identity for cheeses and related cheese 
products in part 133 (21 CFR part 133) 
do not provide for the use of caseinates. 
Therefore, under new § 130.10(d)(1) 
manufacturers may not use this class of 
ingredients in modified versions of 
cheese products as replacements for the 
optional dairy ingredients listed in the 
standards of identity in part 133. 
However, use of small amounts of safe 
and suitable caseinates may be used for 
the reasons listed in new § 130.10(d)(1) 
(e.g., to improve texture) in modified 
versions of standardized foods as 
appropriate. 

Any caseinates used in a § 130.10 
food must be declared in the ingredient 

statement according to new § 130.10(f), 
including identification with an asterisk 
if the use of caseinates is not provided 
for by the traditional standard. 

3. Addition of Water and High Moisture 
Ingredients 

In the proposal, FDA requested 
comment from interested persons 
concerning the appropriateness of the 
addition of high moisture ingredients 
and water to foods as ingredients to 
replace fat and calories in modified 
products (56 FR 60512 at 60520). 

29. A number of comments requested 
that FDA provide for the addition of 
water. Two comments stated that the 
addition of water is critical to the 
manufacture of modified standardized 
products such as modified salad 
dressing and mayonnaise. One comment 
added that the emulsifying properties of 
certain gums are activated only by the 
addition of water. Several comments 
stated that it is appropriate to allow for 
the addition of water as long as it is 
appropriately labeled. Conversely, two 
comments requested that FDA not 
permit the addition of water to a food 
subject to proposed § 130.10. 

A number of comments stated that the 
addition of high moisture ingredients to 
foods subject to proposed § 130.10 is 
appropriate. One comment noted that 
moisture content variability may occur 
because of water contributed by safe and 
suitable ingredients that are components 
of such foods. It added that provision 
should be made to require that such 
moisture differentials are accurately and 
adequately reflected on the label of 
foods subject to new § 130.10. Another 
comment stated that where, with 
current technology, the production of 
reduced fat products is not possible 
without the addition of high moisture 
ingredients, their addition should be 
permitted. 

One comment stated that most current 
fat reduction technologies require the 
addition of high moisture ingredients 
and water. It recommended that FDA 
allow high moisture ingredients and 
water to replace fat in § 130.10 products, 
and that FDA use performance 
standards rather than deviations from a 
"recipe” to protect consumers. Another 
comment recommended that FDA allow 
the use of high moisture ingredients and 
water to the level necessary to replace 
fat and calories, as long as the modified 
food is not nutritionally inferior to the 
traditional food. 

FDA agrees that the addition of water 
may be necessary for the hydration of 
some ingredients that would be 
permitted under the safe and suitable 
ingredient provision. In addition, FDA 
notes that there is consumer demand to 
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purchase products that have a 
significant reduction In fat and calories. 
Water is an ingredient that could 
effectively accomplish this purpose 
when used to replace fat and calories in 
modi Red products. Tlierefore. the 
agency is adding new § 130.10(d)(5) to 
provide for the addition of water as an 
ingredient to replace fat and calories in 
m^iRed products. FDA believes that 
such addition of water %vill assist 
consumers in maintaining healthy 
dietary practices by providing for an 
ingredient that will ^low manufacturers 
to produce a greater variety of modified 
versions of traditional standardized 
foods. Moreover, the consumer is 
protected against the possibility of 
excess water being added by new 
§ 130.10(c), which states that deviations 
horn the ingredient and noningredient 
provisions of the traditional standard 
must be the minimum necessary to 
qualify for the nutrient content claim 
while maintaining similar performance 
characteristics as the standardized food, 
or the food will be adulterated under 
section 402(b) of the act. 

FDA also agrees that the use of high 
moisture ingr^ients is necessary to 
reduce calories and fat in some foods. 
Comments did not mention any specific 
high moisture ingredients that the • 
regulation should include. Therefore, all 
high moisture ingredients used in a 
§ 130.10 food must either be ingredients 
that are provided for by the respective 
standard of identity or provided for by 
the safe and suitable ingredient 
provision of new § 130.10(dKl}. 

The agency notes that some foods 
subject to new § 130.10 may need to 
exceed the moisture requirements of the 
respective standards of identity to make 
a nutrient content claim. For example, 
the standard of identity for cheddar 
cheese (§ 133.113) stipulates a 
maximum moisture content of 39 
percent by weight and a minimum 
milkfat content of SO percent by weight 
of the solids. Under new $ 130.10(c), a 
reduced fat cheddar cheese may exceed 
the maximum moisture level stipulated 
by § 133.113 concurrent with the 50- 
percent reduction in the fat content, but 
it still must not be nutritionally inferior. 
The increase in moisture content occurs 
because less whey is drained from the 
product during processing. The high 
moisture ingr^ients would, therefore, 
be the same dairy ingredients (i.e., milk, 
nonfat milk, or cream) provided for by 
the traditional standard. 

The addition of water and high 
moisture ingredients must be declared 
in the ingredient statement as required 
in new § 130.10(f). Because new 
§ 130.10(b) requires that the modified 
food must not be nutritionally inferior 

to the standardized food, a modified 
food that contains significantly less 
calcium or any other nutrient than the 
standardized food because of the use of 
water or a high moisture ingredient 
must be labeled as an imitation. FDA 
believes that moisture differentials wilt 
be adequately reflected on the label 
through order of predominance 
ingredient labeling and labeling of any 
differences in performance 
characteristics (e.g.. shorter shelf life 
because of increased moisture content). 

4. Flavors 

30. Two comments urged FDA to 
exempt from the l^>eling requirement of 
§ 101.22(i) those flavors added solely at 
the level necessary to replace flavors 
lost by reformulation of the food. The 
comments also said that there was no 
reason to exempt any flavor added in 
amounts greater than necessary to 
maintain the flavor of the traditional 
food. 

FDA disagrees that there is a need to 
exempt flavors added to replace flavors 
lost by reformulation of the food from 
the requirements of § 101.22(i). Section 
101.22(i) only refers to the labeling of 
characterizing flavors. Natural and 
artificial flavors that do not characterize 
a food need only be declared in the 
ingredient statement However, FDA 
believes that consumers should be 
informed from information on the 
principal display panel when artificial 
characterizing flavors have been added 
to a food. 

In the Federal Register of January 19. 
1973 (38 FR 2139), FDA proposed a 
uniform labeling policy for flavor 
designation that was patterned, with 
appropriate modification, after the ice 
cream standard of identity in § 20.1 (21 
CFR 20.1) (current § 135.110 (21 CFR 
135.110)). According to the standard, ice 
cream may or may not be characterized 
by the addition of flavoring ingredients. 
The existing standard in 1973 listed the 
optional characterizing ingredients 
(§ 20.1(b)) that could Iw used in ice 
cream. These characterizing ingredients, 
not the individual flavors contributed 
by the milk, cream, and other optional 
ingredients, were the flavors subject to 
the labeling provisions. 

Therefore, the flavors that are lo.st by 
reformulation are likely not to be tho.se 
that characterize the frxsd but those that 
are an inherent part of the basic 
required ingredients that are no longer 
present in ^e reformulated food. Thus, 
they need only be declared in the 
ingredient statement as natural or 
artificial flavors, as appropriate. For 
example, natural and artificial eggnog 
flavor components may be added to 
light eggnog to add flavor. These flavor 

components must be included in the 
declaration of ingredients but need not 
appear anywhere else on the label. 
However, if a natural and artificial 
eggnog flavor that comprises the total 
eggnog flavor profile is added to a light 
eggnog, it is a characterizing flavor and 
must labeled according to § 101.22(i). 
If any portion of the characterizing 
flavor is artificial, it must be labeled as 
artificial flavor under § 101.22(i). 

31. A comment objected to FDA's 
choice of ‘Tight margarine” as an 
example of a § 130.10 food using a 
standardized name. According to the 
comment, this example impli^ that the 
label of a food with the name ‘‘light 
margarine” would have to comply with 
the flavor labeling regulations of 
§ 101.22 if artificial butter flavor were 
used in the food for flavoring purposes. 

According to § 166.110(b)(7) (21 CFR 
166.110(b)(7)) on flavoring substances in 
margarine, ‘‘if the flavoring ingredients 
impart to the food a flavor other than in 
semblance of butter, the characterizing 
flavor shall be declared as part of the 
name of the food in accordance with 
§ 101.22 of this chapter” (emphasis 
added). Flavoring ingredients that 
impart the flavor of butter to margarine 
thus may be added to the food without 
declaring such flavor as part of the name 
of the food. 

Because the intent in producing “light 
margarine” is to modify the fat and 
calorie content and not the flavor, the 
agency believes that it is reasonable to 
treat the declaration of flavoring 
ingredients on the label of “light 
margarine” in a like manner to their 
declaration on the label of margarine 
that complies with the standard of 
identity in § 166.110. The use of an 
artificial butter flavor in the formulation 
of a “light margarine” would not, 
therefore, necessitate the naming of this 
food as “light margarine, artificially 
flavored” as the preamble to the 
November 27.1991, proposal (56 FR 
60512 at 60519) stated, 'hie agency 
reiterates, however, that natural and 
artificial flavors other them those in 
semblance of butter in “light margarine” 
must be declared in the ingredient 
statement in accordance with the 
applicable sections of part 101. 

5. Fat Analogs 

In the proposal. FDA stated that it is 
aware of the recent development of fat 
analogs and requested comments from 
interested persons concerning the 
appropriateness of the use of approved 
fat analogs to replace the fat in foods 
subject to proposed § 130.10 (56 FR 
60512 at 60520). 

32. A number of comments stated that 
it would be appropriate to allow for the 
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addition of fat analogs in modified 
versions of standardized foods that are 
subject to proposed § 130.10. One 
comment recommended that FDA not 
impose any unique requirements on the 
use of fat analogs as replacements for fat 
and calories. Several comments stated 
that the addition of fat analogs would be 
appropriate as long as the food is 
properly labeled. One comment urged . 
the use of a prominent disclosure 
statement of ingredients such as fat 
analogs on the principal display panel. 

One comment stated that the use of 
approved fat analogs should be 
permitted in proposed § 130.10 foods 
only; (1) Where a particular analog is 
appropriate for the t3rpe of food in view 
of the composition of the standardized 
food (e.g., dairy fat analogs for dairy 
products), and (2) use of an analog is 
necessary to achieve a substantial 
reduction in fat. The comment stated 
that limiting the uses of analogs to those 
appropriate for a particular product 
category would serve the consumer 
interest in limiting deviations fiom 
standardized products to those really 
necessary to achieve reductions of fat. 

Another comment stated that without 
the ability to use fat analogs, food 
manufacturers may find it difficult or 
impossible to accomplish the desired 
reductions in fat while maintaining 
product performance. It urged FDA to 
provide for the use of these ingredients 
in proposed § 130.10. rather than 
requiring a much more cumbersome 
regulatory process in the future. It stated 
that a statement should be added to 
proposed § 130.10(d) to the effect that 
fat substitutes that are approved for use 
in the food may replace the milkfat or 
other fat required by the standard. 

Several comments stated that no 
addition of fat analogs should be 
allowed for a food subject to proposed 
§ 130.10. One comment was concerned 
that the use of fat analogs would 
significantly alter the identity of the 
food and. therefore, the food would no 
longer resemble the traditional food. 
Other comments stated that fat analogs 
should not replace ingredients that 
would provide more healthful nutrients 
in modified foods. 

FDA believes that there may be some 
instances where the use of fat analogs is 
appropriate and may be necessary to 
reduce the fat and calories while 
maintaining the performance 
characteristics of a food. The use of fat 
analogs will allow manufactmers to 
produce a variety of modified foods 
with greater reductions in fat and with 
the same performance characteristics as 
the traditional food. Thus, consumers 
will benefit by having a greater variety 
of modified foods available. 

However, under § 130.10(d)(1). the fat 
analog used in § 130.10 foods must be 
safe and suitable as defined in new 
§ 130.3(d). Moreover, under § 130.10(c), 
the amount used must be the minimum 
necessary to achieve similar 
performance characteristics as with the 
fat they replace, and under § 130.10(c). 
In addition, FDA agrees with the 
comment that stated that the fat analog 
must be appropriate for use in the 
particular type of food. New 
§ 130.10(d)(2) states that an ingredient 
or component of an ingredient that is 
specifically required by the standard 
must not be replaced or exchanged with 
a similar ingredient fi'om another source 
unless the traditional standard provides 
for the addition of such ingredient. The 
§ 130.10 food must resemble the 
traditional standardized food. Thus, the 
major ingredients of a category of 
products should be from that variety of 
food (e.g., the major ingredients in dairy 
products should be dairy ingredients), 
and some ingredients are not 
appropriate to add to some modified 
foods that use the traditional 
standardized name. For example, under 
new § 130.10(d)(2). vegetable oil is not 
an appropriate ingredient to replace the 
milkfat in dairy products, or the fat in 
egg products, if Ae food is to use the 
standardized name as provided for in 
new § 130.10. Similarly, a fat analog 
from a vegetable or egg source is not an 
appropriate ingredient to replace the 
milkfat in dairy products using the 
standardized terms unless the dairy 
product provides for the use of egg or 
vegetable ingredients. 

Therefore, FDA is adding a provision 
to new § 130.10(d)(5) to permit the use 
of safe and suitable fat analogs in 
accordance with new § 130.10(c), (d)(1), 
and (d)(2) in modified versions of the 
standardized food. The addition of fat 
analogs must be declared in the 
ingredient statement as required in new 
§ 130.10(f). Because new § 130.10(b) 
requires that the modified food must not 
be nutritionally inferior to the 
standardized food, a modified food that 
contains significantly less of any 
nutrient than the standardized food 
because of the use of fat analogs must 
be labeled as an imitation. FDA believes 
that any use of fat analogs would be 
adequately reflected on the label 
through order of predominance 
ingredient labeling. 

6. Use of Similar Ingredients 

33. One comment suggested that the 
requirement that ingredients 
“specifically required” in new 
§ 130.10(d)(2) either needs to be defined 
or its relationship to “mandatory” and 
“characterizing” ingredients needs to be 

explained by FDA. The comment said it 
assumed that it was FDA’s intent in the 
proposed rule to not allow substitution 
for ingredients with similar ingredients 
that are deemed to be mandatory by the 
standard. FDA agrees with this 
comment. Ingredients that are 
specifically required by the standard are 
mandatory ingredients in standardized 
foods. Characterizing ingredients may 
be as optional ingredients under some 
standards (e.g., ice cream (§ 135.110)) 
and in those cases are nut mandatory. 
The provision in new § 130.10(d)(2) 
prohibits the replacement or exchange 
of ingredients specifically required or 
mandated by the traditional standard 
with functionally similar ingredients 
from other sources that are not provided 
for by the traditional standard. 

34. One comment stated that only 
dairy products should be used to 
re^ce milkfat in dairy products. 

rDA agrees that dairy ingredients 
should be used to replace milkfat in 
dairy products. However, FDA 
acknowledges that other ingredients 
may be needed in small amounts to 
replace all of the functions of the 
milkfat that has been removed. A safe 
and suitable ingredient may be added to 
improve texture, prevent syneresis, add 
flavor, extend shelf life, improve 
appearance, or add sweetness under 
new § 130.10(d)(1), so long as it meets 
the requirements of the other parts of 
new § 130.10(d) and the label of the 
food complies with new § 130.10(f)(2). 
FDA adds that as stated previously, any 
fat analog used in dairy products must 
be from a dairy source. 

35. One comment stated that 
proposed § 130.10(d)(2) is xmnecessary 
and has the potential to be 
misinterpreted as, for example, 
prohibiting the use of a synthetic fat 
replacer to replace milkfat. 

FDA disagrees that proposed 
§ 130.10(d)(2) is unnecessary. Some 
ingredients are not appropriate to add to 
some modified foods Uiat use the 
standardized name. In new 
§ 130.10(d)(5), FDA is specifically 
providing for the use of safe and 
suitable fat analogs in new § 130.10 
foods to replace fat and calories. 
However, some fat analogs are not 
appropriate for a particular type of food 
and are prohibited from use in a 
modified food by new § 130.10(d)(2). 
For example, the standard for sour 
cream (§ 131.160) states that sour cream 
contains not less than 18 percent 
milkfat. FDA believes that replacing the 
milkfat in sour cream with vegetable oil 
would be misleading because 
consumers expect sour cream to be a 
dairy product. Similarly, consumers 
would be misled if a fat analog from a 
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vegetable source replaced the milkfat in 
sour cream. 

7. Ingredients Prohibited By the 
Reference Standard 

36. Several comments opposed 
proposed § 130.10(d)(3), wUch states 
that an ingredient or component of an 
ingredient that is specifically prohibited 
by the standard cannot be added to a 
substitute food under this section. 

Two comments requested that 
proposed § 130.10(d)(3) be made more 
flexible. One comment stated that the 
use of nutritionally insignificant 
amounts of ingredients, such as 
colorings and flavorings, could be 
permitted in § 130.10 roods, even if they 
are specifically forbidden by a standard 
of identity, to enhance the consumer 
acceptance of the substitute food. 
Another comment requested that FDA 
permit the use of flavorings simulating 
the flavor of a cheese of any age or 
variety in reduced fat versions of 
pasteurized process cheese to achieve a 
similar product to the traditional full fat 
counterpart. 

FDA disagrees that safe and suitable 
ingredients specifically prohibited by a 
standard should be provided for in a 
substitute food under new § 130.10. 
There are valid reasons why these 
ingredients were specifically excluded 
in the traditional standard (e.g., 
economic deception or 
inappropriateness for the type of food). 
However, in some cases there are other 
quality ingredients that may be added 
for the same purposes. 

For example, tne agency finds that 
simulated cheese flavors are unsuitable 
for use in cheese and related cheese 
products. Although new § 130.10(d)(1) 
would permit in^edients to add flavor 
in substitute foods, flavoring ingredients 
that are s{>ecifically prohibited by 
standards of identity from inclusion in 
such foods are specifically prohibited in 
the modified form of such food (new 
§ 130.10(d)(3)). The standard of identity 
for pasteurized process cheese in 
§ 133.169(d)(6) specifically excludes any 
flavorings that, singly or in combination 
with other ingredients, simulate the 
flavor of a cheese of any age or variety 
from use in such food. However, “safe 
and suitable enzyme modified cheese” 
may provide a source of flavor in 
pasteurized process cheese, and this 
source of flavor is one of the optional 
ingredients that the agency now permits 
in this food, as specified in 
§ 133.169(d)(9). 

37. One comment asked that the use 
of “skim milk cheese for 
manufacturing” in § 133.189 be 
permitted in the formulation of fat- 
modified pasteurized process cheese. 

even though the. standard of identity in 
§ 133.169 does not now provide for this 
lower fot. “traditional” aairy ingredient. 

FDA disagrees with this comment. 
Although sidm milk cheese for 
manufacturing is an ingredient in the 
same class as other cheese ingredients 
used in the manufacture of the 
pasteurized process cheese products, 
because the standard for pasteurized 
process cheese (§ 133.169) specifically 
prohibits the use of this ingredient, this 
lower fat cheese ingredient may not be 
used in modified versions of this food. 
Manufacturers wanting to utilize this 
ingredient in pasteuriz^ process cheese 
piquets must label the product as a 
nonstandardized food or, if appropriate, 
as pasteurized process cheese food 
(§ 133.173) or a modified version of 
pasteurized process cheese food. 

Persons interested in providing for the 
use of skim milk cheese for 
manufacturing in modified versions of 
pasteurized process cheese (§ 133.169) 
may petition the agency to amend the 
standard. 

H. Nomenclature 

38. Several comments stated that they 
believed that allowing the use of the 
name of a standardized food on foods to 
which additional safe and suitable 
ingredients are added is deceiving to 
consumers, in direct conflict with the 
standards of identity concept/ 
procedure, and should not be permitted. 
Comments stated that if FDA is going to 
permit optional ingredients to be added 
to standardized foods to accomplish the 
performance criteria cited in proposed 
§ 130.10(d)(1), it should require tnat 
terms such as “substitute” or 
"modified” be used in the name of the 
food. 

FDA disagrees with these comments. 
The major ingredients in a substitute 
food under new § 130.10 must be 
ingredients mandated by the relevant 
standard of identity. The only 
deviations from the standard that are 
authorized are those that are necessary 
to make the nutrient content claim, to 
ensure that the food meets the 
performance characteristics of the 
traditional standardized food, and to 
ensure the food is not nutritionally 
inferior to the traditional standardized 
food. FDA believes that the use of the 
nutrient content claim in the name of 
the food and the use of asterisks in the 
ingredient statement will alert 
consumers to the fact that the food 
contains ingredients that differ from 
those found in the standardized food. 
Therefore, FDA concludes that 
consumers will be adequately informed 
of differences between the § 130.10 food 
and the traditional standardized food. 

Because the $ 130.10 food is itself a 
standardized food, it does not need to be 
labeled as a substitute. 

39. One comment requested that the 
agency clarify that use of “substitute,” 
“alternate,” and a distinctive common 
or usual name remain viable for naming 
nonstandardized foods. Another 
comment stated that FDA should 
require the use of the term “substitute” 
in conjunction with a standardized 
name of a food when one or more of the 
basic characterizing ingredients of a 
standardized dairy food has been 
replaced with nondairy ingredients (e.g., 
vegetable oil in place of milkfat). 

roA notes that § 101.3(e)(4) requires 
that a food that resembles a 
standardized food but does not comply 
with the standard of identity must be 
labeled as imitation if it is nutritionally 
inferior to the food, or as a substitute or 
alternative if it is not nutritionally 
inferior. As stated above, foods that 
comply with new § 130.10 comply with 
a standard of identity. 

New § 130.10(d)(2) prohibits the use 
of functionally similar ingredients to 
replace an ingredient that is specifically 
required by the standard. Therefore, a 
lowfat substitute for mozzarella cheese 
that is made with vegetable oil would 
have to be labeled as “imitation 
mozzarella cheese” if it is nutritionally 
inferior to mozzarella cheese, or 
“mozzarella cheese substitute” or 
“mozzarella cheese alternative” if it is 
not nutritionally inferior to mozzarella 
cheese because it does not comply with 
the standard of identity for mozzarella 
cheese (§ 133.155) or with new § 130.10. 

40. One comment stated that FDA 
should clearly indicate that any 
applicable modifier may be used if more 
than one is applicable. 

FDA agrees that any applicable 
nutrient content claim, if defined by 
FDA. may be used if more than one is 
applicable. 

41. Two comments stated that if the 
name of a standardized food, coupled 
with the nutrient content claim, 
presents a contradiction in terms (e.g., 
nonfat ice cream), then the use of such 
nutrient content claim should be 
restricted. One comment added that 
standardized dairy products (e.g.. ice 
cream) .should not 1m reformulated to 
the extent that they lose their “dairy 
product” identity (e.g., nonfat ice 
cream). They would become “nondairy” 
products and should be named 
accordingly. 

FDA disagrees with these comments. 
In the January 22.1991, ANPRM (56 FR 
2149) concerning the filing of several 
petitions to amend the standards for ice 
cream and ice milk and to establish 
standards for reduced fat. low fat. and 
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nonfat ice creams. FDA received 
comments in response to the ANPRM 
concerning whemer the use of the terms 
“reduced fat ice cream,” "low fat ice 
cream,” and "nonfat ice cream” is 
misleading to consumers. 

Several comments received in 
response to the ANPRM maintained that 
consumers will recognize "reduced fat 
ice cream,” “low fat ice cream,” and 
"nonfat ice cream” as products that, 
while containing less fat than ice cream, 
will deliver what they have come to 
expect from that food, i.e., similar taste, 
appearance, mouthfeel, and nutrition as 
ice cream products. Tile comments also 
noted that the nutrition labeling on the 
reduced fat products will provide 
additional information on the fat 
content of the products for comparison 
purposes. 

K& noted in these comments on the 
ANPRM, consumers have had 
experience for many years with the term 
“nonfat” on other dairy products (e.g., 
nonfat milk and nonfat yogurt). In 
addition, FDA has issued a number of 
temporary marketing permits and an 
extension of a temporary marketing 
permit for “nonfat cottage cheese,” a 
mixture of dry curd cottage cheese with 
a dressing that contains less than 0.5 
percent of milkfat, and has granted 
temporary marketing permits for "no fat 
sour cream.” FDA believes that these 
products are dairy products even though 
milkfat has been reduced or removed 
because the milkfat is replaced with 
skim milk or other dairy ingredients. 
Nutrition labeling will also assist 
consumers in mal^g value 
comparisons relative to the fat reduction 
as well as calorie reductions in these 
foods. Therefore, FDA concludes that 
consumers will not be confused or 
misled by the use of the nutrient content 
claim "nonfat” in conjunction with a 
standardized term suc^ as "ice cream.” 

42. One comment disagreed with the 
prohibition on the use of a name 
permitted on a food under the new 
generic standard of identity if that food 
complies with another standard. It 
stated that this prohibition is a barrier 
to directing consumers to lower fat 
versions of products with which they 
are familiar. It stated that if a modified 
product meets a traditional standard 
and the general standard, food 
producers should be given the option of 
naming the food using any of the terms 
allowed under those standards. 

FDA disagrees that the name of a 
modified food that meets the 
requirements of another standard in 
parts 131 through 169 should be either 
name. The common or usual name of a 
food that has been defined by a standard 
of identity under section 401 of the act 

is the name prescribed by the standard. 
Foods that comply with any standard in 
parts 131 through 169 must use that 
standardized name, and this rulemaking 
is not intended to amend existing 
standards nor create duplicative 
standards. 

As FDA stated in the proposal (56 FR 
60512 at 60520), comparative labeling in 
accordance with regulations in part 101 
may be used to provide consumers with 
useful information in the selection of a 
variety of foods. 

/. Ingredient Labeling 

In the proposal, FDA requested 
comments on the proposed approach to 
ingredient labeling in propo^ 
§ 130.10(f) and on other methods of 
identifying ingredients not provided for 
by the traditional standard of identity 
(56 FR 60512 at 60520). 

43. A number of comments objected 
to the proposed labeling requirements 
that ingredients not in the standardized 
food be highlighted with an asterisk, 
with a statement following the 
ingredient statement. One comment 
urged FDA not to establish the specific 
words that processors must use to 
convey information about the amount of 
ingredients not in the standardized 
food. Several comments stated that 
consumers generally are not concerned 
about, or even interested in, how these 
formulations are achieved, and that the 
use of asterisks and label statements 
may be potentially confusing. Several 
comments stated that the proposed 
ingredient disclosures would be 
burdensome to manufacturers and 
would result in label clutter. 

The agency also received comments 
strongly supporting the use of the 
disclosures as meaningful steps in the 
goal of consumer information and 
understanding. One comment stated 
that food companies need to inform the 
consumer as to whether adjustments 
have been made to their pr^ucts, and 
that the item is no longer the same as 
the standardized food. It stated that the 
simple labeling of a product as "low fat” 
is not sufficient because this cleum may 
give the consumer the impression that 
the product is the same as always, but 
contains less fat, which may or may not 
be true. 

FDA disagrees with the comments 
that opposed the use of asterisks. 
Standards of identity regulations are 
established when such action will 
promote honesty and fair dealing in the 
interest of consumers. The highlighting 
of ingredients that are not part of the 
traditional standard of identity, or that 
are added in excess of what is permitted 
by that standard, is appropriate to 
ensure continued consumer confidence 

in standardized foods. FDA believes that 
under sections 201(n) and 403(d) of the 
act, consumers are entitled to know how 
the new standardized food differs from 
the traditional standardized food. In 
some cases, consiuners may have 
allergies to certain ingredieiits that may 
not 1m normally encountered in the 
standardized food. Therefore, FDA finds 
that these ingredients must be 
highlighted. 

44. Many comments stated that it is 
important for persons with 
hemochromatosis to know when iron is 
added to a food. They stated that added 
iron is often more biologically available 
than other forms of iron. Several of the 
comments opposed the language of 
proposed § 130.10(f)(2) that exempts 
added iron from being identified with 
an asterisk in the ingredient statement 

Any added iron must be listed as an 
ingredient in the ingredient statement 
As stated in the proposal (56 FR 60512 
at 60520), the consumer may be misled 
to believe that ingredients added to 
restore nutrients are present in greater 
amounts than needed to obtain 
nutritional equivalency if these 
nutrients are identified with an asterisk 
in the ingredient statement Iron is 
added to a number of foods, not just 
standardized foods including foods 
under new § 130.10. Most § 130.10 foods 
to which iron will need to be added to 
ensure that the product is not 
nutritionally inferior are foods that must 
contain added iron under the traditional 
standard of identity (e.g., enriched 
bread, rolls, and buns (§ 136.115)). The 
agency notes that nutrition labeling will 
inform consumers of any iron present in 
significant amounts in the food. Thus, 
FDA concludes that persons with 
hemochromatosis will be adequately 
informed of added iron in any food, and 
that the use of an asterisk in the 
ingredient statement is not necessary for 
nutrients added to a § 130.10 food. 

45. Two comments stated that FDA 
should require that the principal display 
panel of the label contain a referral 
statement directing consumers to the 
ingredient statement to be informed of 
any nonstandard ingredients. One 
comment recommended that this 
statement should be tailored to different 
types of foods, based on the ingredients 
that characterize the foods to 
consumers. For example, the comment 
noted, dairy products could be labeled 
with the term "made with nonstandard 
nondairy ingredients.” In addition, the 
comment stated that products that meet 
the nutrient content claim requirements, 
but are made only from standard 
Ingredients, could be permitted to use 
the term “pure” as part of the common 
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or usual name ("pine reduced fat sour 
cream"). 

The agency disagrees with these 
comments. roA believes that this 
additional labeling is not necessary 
because the ingredients that are not in 
the traditional standardized food are 
already identified with an asterisk in the 
ingredient statement. FDA also 
disagrees with this use of the term 
"pure.” The agency has not defined the 
term “pure" and believes that the use of 
the term in the requested manner could 
cause consumer confusion because of its 
ambiguity. 

46. One comment stated that if these 
products contain saccharin, aspartame, 
or acesulfame potassium, they should 
clearly state this fact on the front label. 

FDA notes that a product is 
misbranded under section 403(o)(l) of 
the act if it contains saccharin, unless, 
its label and labeling bear the following 
statement: "USE OF THIS PRODUCT 
MAY BE HAZARDOUS TO YOUR 
HEALTH. THIS PRODUCT CONTAINS 
SACCHARIN WHICH HAS BEEN 
DETERMINED TO CAUSE CANCER IN 
LABORATORY ANIMALS.” This 
statement must be located in a 
conspicuous place on the label and 
labeling, as proximate as possible to the 
name of such food, and must appear in 
conspicuous and legible type in contrast 
by typography, layout, and color with 
other printed matter on such label and 
labeling. 

FDA also notes that § 172.804 (21 CFR 
172.804) requires that the label of any 
food containing aspartame bear, either 
on the principal display panel or on the 
information panel, the following 
statement: "PHENYLKETONURICS: 
CONTAINS PHENYLALANINE.” The 
statement must appear in the labeling 
prominently and conspicuously as 
compared to other words, statements, 
designs or devices and in bold type and 
on clear contrasting background in order 
to render it likely to be read and 
imderstood by the ordinary individual 
under customary conditions of purchase 
and use. 

The regulation in § 172.800 (21 CFR 
172.800) concerning acesulfame 
potassium requires no special label 
statements. However, whenever 
acesulfame potassium, aspartame, or 
saccharin are ingredients in a food, the 
name of the ingredient must appear in 
the ingredient declaration according to 
part 101. 

The comment did not provide any 
basis for .'equiring special label 
statements concerning the addition of 
these sweeteners for foods subject to 
new § 130.10. FDA believes that the 
above requirements provide adequate 
notice of the presence of these 

ingredients when they are used. 
Therefore, FDA concludes that no 
additional statements need be required 
other than those that are required by the 
act and current FDA regulations, 
including the use of asterisks and label 
statements required in new 
§ 130.10(f)(2). 

/. Label Format 

47. Two comments suggested that 
FDA should develop more simplified 
principal display panel labeling 
requirements and consider a mandatory 
format for comparative labeling of 
§ 130.10 foods. The comment gave the 
following example: Reduced Fat 
"Modified” Cheddar Cheese; 25 percent 
Less Fat than Cheddeu* Cheese; Side 
panel provides nutrition information, 
per serving size comparisons, and 
nonstandardized (*) ingredients. 

FDA disagrees with this comment. 
The principal display panel labeling 
requirements for use of nutrient content 
claims are mandated by the 1990 
amendments and regulations in part 101 
concerning the claim. New § 130.10(c) 
requires additional labeling on the 
principal display panel only when there 
are differences in performance 
characteristics. FDA concludes that the 
requirements that it is adopting are the 
minimum necessary to ensure that the 
labeling of § 130.10 foods is informative, 
adequate, and not misleading. In 
addition, FDA believes that except as 
provided in new § 130.10(c), it is not 
necessary to mandate a particular format 
for the principal display panel. 

K. Existing Standards Using Nutrient 
Content Claims 

48. One comment expressed concern 
about FDA’s tentative decision to 
exclude from this rule standards of 
identity that already incorporate 
nutrient content claims (e.g., lowfat 
milk). Another comment stated that 
FDA should give serious consideration 
to eliminating the existing standards of 
identity for those foods that have a 
nutrient content claim as part of their 
standardized names, in cases where the 
remainder of the name is also a 
standardized term. 

The agency appreciates the concerns 
expressed in these comments. FDA did 
not include existing standards in the 
proposal to this final rule because 
Congress exempted nutrient content 
claims that are part of the name of a 
food defined by an existing standard of 
identity even if the use of the term in 
the standardized name is not consistent 
with the definition for the term that 
FDA adopts (section 403(r)(5)(C) of the 
act). However, the legislative history 
makes clear that this exemption was 

included in the law because of the 
preexisting standards of identity and the 
possibility that these standards would 
conflict with the definitions adopted 
under the new law. The legislative 
history goes on to state that to the extent 
that those standards do provide 
definitions that are different from the 
definitions in the regulations issued by 
FDA under the 1990 amendments, one 
basic purpose of the 1990 amendments 
will be partially undermined. Therefore, 
the legislative history points out that the 
Secretary (and, by delegation, FDA) has 
the authority to correct this problem by 
amending the standards of identity to 
conform with the regulations issued 
under section 403(r) of the act (H. Rept. 
101-538,101st Cong.. 2d sess. 22 (June 
13.1990)). 

FDA will consider amending the 
existing standards of identity that use 
nutrient content claims in a food name 
to make them consistent with the 
definitions that the agency is adopting. 
The agency’s options include amending 
standards of identity to comply with the 
nutrient content claim or deleting some 
standards and allowing the use of these 
claims with standardized terms in 
accordance with new § 130.10. Thus, 
FDA does intend to consider taking the 
actions suggested by these comments, 
although it is unable to do so at this 
time. 

L. Legal and Policy Analysis 

49. One comment stated that the same 
legal and policy analysis applies to 
foods that substitute for foods 
standardized by statute as to foods that 
substitute for foods standardized by 
regulation. It suggested that the 
preamble to the final rule adding new 
§ 130.10 state that the same legal and 
policy analysis applies to foods subject 
to new § 130.10 as to foods subject to 
§101.67. 

FDA disagrees with this comment. 
Butter, nonfat dry milk, milk, and 
oleomargarine or margarine are foods 
that have been defined by statute. Under 
section 401 of the act, FDA has modified 
the definitions and has established 
standards of identity for nonfat dry 
milk, milk, and oleomargarine or 
margarine. However, under section 401 
of the act, FDA is prohibited fi’om 
establishing standards for butter. 
Therefore, the legal and policy analysis 
of butter is different ft-om foods 
standardized by regulation. Proposed 
§ 101.67 deals only with the use of 
nutrient content claims for butter. FDA 
can establish standards for other foods 
under section 401 of the act, and terms 
that are standardized by regulation are 
those that may be used under new 
§130.10. 
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ni. Pending PetUions 

As stated in the proposal (56 FR 
60513 at 60516), FDA has received 
petitions from: (1) The Milk Industry 
Foundation (MIF) (Docket No. 88P- 
0329), H. P. Jiood, Inc. (Docket No. 89P- 
0105), and (^wley Foods, Inc. (Docket 
No. 89P-0403) to establish a standard 
for “light sour cream;" (2) MIF (Docket 
No. 88P-0334) and H. P. Hood, Inc. 
(Elocket No. 89P-0329) to establish a 
standard for “light eggnog;" and (3) the 
International Ice Cream Association 
(IICA), the Public Voice for Food and 
Health Policy, Kraft General Foods, and 
the Calorie Control Council to amend 
the standcuds for “ice cream" and “ice 
milk" and to establish standards for 
“reduced fat ice cream," “lowfat ice 
cream," and “nonfat ice cream" (Docket 
No. 88P-0251). 

FDA has received a number of 
applications from companies desiring to 
market test “nonfat cottage cheese." The 
agency has issued approximately 22 
temporary marketing permits for the 
product. MIF fried a petition, dated 
November 2,1991 (Etocket No. 91P- 
0448), to establish a standard of identity 
for “nonfat cottage cheese." MIF stated 
in its petition that establishing a 
standard of identity for “nonfat cottage 
cheese" would enhance public health, 
satisfy consumer demand, and promote 
honesty and fair dealing in the interest 
of consumers. 

All of the petitions are requesting that 
the agency establish standards for 
modified versions of traditional 
standardized foods. Nutrient content 
claims for the fat content of foods are 
defined in § 101.62 and include 
“nonfat" (§ 101.62(b)(l)J, “low fat" 
(§ 101.62(b)(2)), and “r^uced fat" 
(§ 101.62(b)(4)). Hie term “light" or 
“lite" is defined in § 101.56. New 
§ 130.10 establishes the requirements for 
use of these defined nutrient content 
claims with a standardized term. 
Therefore, the agency is responding to 
the above petitions by adopting this 
final rule. However, new § 130.10 does 
not encompass some portions of the 
petitions to amend the standards for ice 
cream and ice milk. Therefore, FDA is 
responding to those portions of the 
petitions to amend the standards for ice 
cream and ice milk in a separate 
proposal published elsewhere in this 
issue of the Federal Register. 

50. One comment requested that to 
ensure that there is consistency in 
nomenclature regarding nutrient 
modified ice creams, FDA should take 
final action on the petition from the 
IICA to establish specific standards for 
modified ice creams and defer the 
applicability of the provisions of the 

1990 amendments to the products 
within the scope of the IICA petition 
until 12 months after. (1) The efiective 
date of regulations that FDA adopts in 
response to the DCA petition, or (2) FDA 
takes final action to rejer^ the petition, 
whichever is applicable. 

The agency disagrees with the 
commmit. Tte standard of identity for 
ice milk (§ 135.120) states that its 
milkfat content is more than 2 percent 
but not more than 7 percent The agency 
realizes that some reduced fat ice cream 
products may comply «vith the standard 
of identity for ice milk and must be 
labeled as "ice milk.” As stated above, 
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register, FDA is proposing changes in 
the standards of identity for ice cream 
and ice milk. The agency is proposing 
to repeal the stands^ of identity for ice 
milk. If FDA repeals the standa^ for ice 
milk, manufacturers would be able to 
label ice cream products containing 
more than 2 percent but not more than 
7 percent milkfat according to new 
§130.10. 

Because FDA is taking action on the 
IICA petition at this time, it does not 
believe that deferring the applicability 
of the provisions of new § 130.10 for ice 
cream products is necessary. 

IV. Noncharacterizing Qianges in 
Standardized Foods 

51. One comment stated that because 
the use of nutrient content claims is 
voluntary, and because the standardized 
name alone is a proper statement of 
identity for a standardized food, the 
suggested use and placement of any 
nutrient content claim in conjunction 
with tbe name of a standardized food 
that meets the requirements of the 
standard of identity would, of course, be 
optional. 

FDA agrees with this comment The 
labeling for foods meeting a standard of 
identity and qualifying for the use of a 
nutrient content claim must comply 
with the respective standard of identity 
in parts 131 through 169 and the 
requirements of § 101.13 concerning 
nutrient content claims. Because these 
foods are not modified foods, they do 
not fall within the scope of new 
§ 130.10. Therefore. FDA concludes that 
the use of a nutrient content claim in 
the name of a food complying with a 
standard of identity is not mandatory. 
For example, reduced cholesterol liquid 
eggs may still comply with the standard 
for liquid eggs (§ 160.115) although part 
or all of the cholesterol has been 
removed. The nutrient content claim 
“reduced cholesterol” may appear as 
part of the statement of identity in 
conjunction with the standardized 
name, or it may appear elsewhere on the 

label, according to applicable sections of 
part 101, with the statement of identity 
consisting of the standa^ized name. 

V. Conclusion 

In riRKnonse to comments submitted 
regarding the proposal for requirements 
for foods nam^ by use of a nutrient 
content claim and a standardized term 
(56 FR 60512), FDA has revised new 
§ 130.10. The following summarizes the 
changes being made to new § 130.10 by 
this final rule: 

FDA has revised the title of the 
regulation to delete the term 
“substitute" because new § 130.10 
applies only to a certain category of 
substitute foods and not all types of 
substitute foods as defined under 
§ 101.3(S)(4) and § 101.13(d). 

FDA has revised new' § 130.10(a) to 
more clearly establish the scope of the 
regulation by adding that § 130.10 foods 
use the name of the traditional 
standardized food in their statement of 
identity but do not comply with the 
traditional standard. 

The agency has revised new 
§ 130.10(a) to state that the deviation 
from the standard of identity “is 
described by an expressed nutrient 
content claim that has been defined by 
FDA remlation.” 

FDA nas revised the last sentence of 
new § 130.10(a) to read: “The food diall 
comply with the relevant standard in idl 
other respects except as provided in 
paragrapns (b). (c), and (d) of this 
section." 

FDA has added a new sentence to 
new § 130.10(c) at the beginning of the 
paragraph to state: “Deviations from 
noningredient provisions of the 
standard of identity (e.g., moisture 
content, food solids content 
requirements, processing conditions) are 
permitted in order that the substitute 
food possesses performance 
characteristics similar to those of the 
standardized food." In addition, FDA 
has included in new § 130.10(c) a 
requirement that deviations from 
ingredient and noningredient provisions 
of tbe standard must be the minimum 
necessary to achieve this effect or the 
food will be deemed to be adulterated 
under section 402(b) of the act. 

The agency has added a statement to 
new § 130.10(c) to require that the 
modified product must perform at least 
one of the principal functions of the 
standardized product substantially as 
well as the standardized product. 

The agency has also revised new 
§ 130.10(c) by limiting the labeling 
requirement to changes that materially 
affect the use of the product. 

Finally, FDA has revised new 
§ 130.10(c) to require that the mandated 
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label statement concerning any 
differences in performance 
characteristics be in accordance with 
the requirements of § 101.13(d). 

The agency has revised new 
§ 130.10(d)(1) to include the use of safe 
and suitable ingredients to improve 
appearance and to add sweetness. 

roA has added new § 130.10(d)(4) to 
state that an ingredient specifically 
required by the standcud as defined in 
parts 131 dirough 169 must be present 
in a significant amount. A significant 
amount of an ingredient is at least that 
amount that is required to achieve the 
technical effect provided by that 
ingredient in the modified food. 

The agency has added new 
§ 130.10(d)(5) to provide for the use of 
water and safe and suitable fat analogs 
in accordance with new § 130.10(c). 
(d)(1), and (d)(2) in modified foods to 
replace fat and calories. 

FDA has revised new § 130.10(e) to 
state that the name of the substitute food 
“is the appropriate expressed nutrient 
content claim and the applicable 
standardized term.*’ 

VI. Environmental Impact 

The agency previously considered the 
environmental effects of the action 
being taken in this final rule. As 
announced in the reproposed rule for 
mandatory nutrition labeling (56 FR 
60366, November 27,1991) and the 
proposed rule for nutrient claims (56 FR 
60421, November 27,1991), the agency 
determined that under 21 CFR 
25.24(a)(8) and (11), these actions are of 
a type that do not individually or 
cumulatively have a significant impact 
on the human environment. Therefore, 
neither an environmental assessment 
nor an environmental impact statement 
was required. 

Several comments on the proposed 
rule suggested that there would be 
significant adverse environmental 
effects fi'om the final rules unless the 
agency allowed more time between the 
publication of the final rules and their 
effective dates. The concern in these 
comments was that, if the agency did 
not allow firms more time between the 
publication of the final rules and their 
effective dates to use up existing label 
inventories, large stocks of labels and 
labeled packaging would have to be 
discarded. These comments questioned 
whether the agency had sufficiently 
examined the impact of disposing of 
obsolete labels and labeled packaging on 
this country’s solid waste disposal 
capabilities. Two comments estimated 
the amounts of labeling fiom their 
respective industries, i.e., dairy and 
confectionery, that would need to be 
discarded following publication of 

FDA’s final rules on several food 
labeling actions, including this action. 
However, these comments did not: (1) 
provide details on how these estimates 
were derived, (2) identify what portion 
of the estimated amounts are 
attributable to these two actions, or (3) 
describe what impact the discarded 
labels and packaging would have on the 
disposal of solid waste. In its November 
27.1991, reproposed rule for mandatory 
nutrition labeling and proposed rule for 
nutrient content claims, the agency 
proposed that the final rules for these 
actions would become effective 6 
months following their publication in 
the Federal Register. 

However, the agency has decided to 
allow additional time for companies to 
use up their old labels. Thus, the final 
rule will not be effective until May 8, 
1994. FDA believes there will thus be 
ample time for food companies to use 
up most of the existing labeling and 
packaging stocks and to incorporate 
labeling language that complies with 
FDA’s regulations into their food labels. 
Consequently, the comments on the 
potential for adverse environmental 
effects do not affect the agency’s 
previous determination that no 
significant impact on the human 
environment is expected and that an 
environmental impact statement is not 
required. 

VII. Economic Impact 

In its November 27,1991, food 
labeling proposals (56 FR 60366), FDA 
stated ffiat the food labeling reform 
initiative, taken as a whole, would have 
associated costs in excess of the $100 
million threshold that defines a major 
rule. Thus, in accordance with 
Executive Order 12291 and the 
Regulatory Flexibility Act (Pub. L. 96- 
354), FDA developed one 
comprehensive regulatory impact 
analysis (RIA) that presented the costs 
and benefits of all of the food labeling 
provisions taken together. That RIA was 
published in the Federal Register of 
November 27,1991 (56 FR 60856), along 
with the food labeling proposals, and 
the agency requested comments on the 
RIA. 

FDA has evaluated more than 300 
comments that it received in response to 
the November 1991 RIA. FDA’s 
discussion of these comments is 
contained in the agency’s final RIA 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. In addition, FDA will 
prepare a final regulatory flexibility 
analysis (RFA) subsequent to the 
publication of the food labeling final 
rules. The final RFA will be placed on 
file with the Dockets Management 
Branch (HFA-305), Food and Drug 

Administration, rm. 1-23,12420 
Parklawn Dr., Rockville, MD 20857, and 
a notice will be published in the 
Federal Register announcing its 
availability. 

In the final RIA, FDA has concluded, 
based on its review of available data and 
comments, that the overall food labeling 
reform initiative constitutes a major rule 
as defined by Executive Order 12291. 
Further, the agency has concluded that 
although the costs of complying with 
the new food labeling requirements are 
substantial, such costs are outweighed 
by the public health benefits that will be 
realized through the use of improved 
nutrition information provided by food 
labeling. 

List oLSubjects in 21 CFR Part 130 

Food additives. Food grades and 
standards. 

Therefore, under the Federal Food, 
Drug, and Cosmetic Act and under 
authority delegated to the Commissioner 
of Food and Drugs, 21 CFR part 130 is 
amended as follows: 

PART 130—FCX)D STANDARDS: 
GENERAL 

1. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 130 continues to read as follows; 

Authority: Secs. 201, 306, 401,403, 701 of 
the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (21 
U.S.C 321, 336, 341, 343, 371). 

2. Section 130.10 is added to subpart 
A to read as follows: 

§ 130.10 Requirements for foods rtamed by 
use of a nutrimt content claim and a 
standardized term. 

(a) Description. The foods prescribed 
by this general definition and standard 
of identity are those foods that 
substitute (see § 101.13(d) of this 
chapter) for a standardized food defined 
in parts 131 through 169 of this chapter 
and that use the name of that 
standardized food in their statement of 
identity but that do not comply with the 
standard of identity because of a 
deviation that is described by an 
expressed nutrient content claim that 
has been defined by FDA regulation. 
The nutrient content claim shall comply 
with the requirements of § 101.13 of this 
chapter and with the requirements of 
the regulations in part 101 of this 
chapter that define the particular 
nutrient content claim that is used. The 
food shall comply with the relevant 
standard in all other respects except as 
provided in paragraphs (b), (c), and (d) 
of this section. 

(b) Nutrient addition. Nutrients shall 
be added to the food to restore nutrient 
levels so that the product is not 
nutritionally inferior, as defined in 
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§ 101.3(e)(4) of this chapter, to the 
standardized food as defined in parts 
131 through 169 of this chapter. The 
addition of nutrients shall be reflected 
in the ingredient statement. 

(c) Performance characteristics. 
Deviations from noningredient 
provisions of the standard of identity 
(e.g., moisture content, food solids 
content requirements, or processing 
conditions) are permitted in order that 
the substitute food possesses 
performance characteristics similar to 
those of the standardized food. 
Deviations from ingredient and 
noningredient provisions of the 
standard must be the minimum 
necessary to qualify for the nutrient 
content claim while maintaining similar 
performance characteristics as the 
standardized food, or the food will be 
deemed to be adulterated under section 
402(b) of the act. The performance 
characteristics (e.g., physical properties, 
flavor characteristics, fimctional 
properties, shelf life) of the food shall be 
similar to those of the standardized food 
as produced under parts 131 through 
169 of this chapter, except that if there 
is a significant difference in 
performance characteristics that 
materially limits the uses of the food 
compared to the uses of the 
standardized food, the label shall 
include a statement informing the 
consumer of such difference (e.g., if 
appropriate, “not recommended for 
cooking’*). Such statement shall comply 
with the requirements of § 101.13(d) of 
this chapter. The modified product shall 
perform at least one of the principal 
functions of the standardized product 
substantially as well as the standardized 
product. 

(d) Other ingredients. (1) Ingredients 
used in the product shall be those 
ingredients provided for by the standard 
as defined in parts 131 through 169 of 
this chapter and in paragraph (b) of this 
section, except that safe and suitable 
ingredients may be used to improve 
texture, add flavor, prevent syneresis, 
extend shelf life, improve appearance, 
or add sweetness so that the product is 
not inferior in performance 
characteristics to the standardized food 
defined in parts 131 through 169 of this 
chapter. 

(2) An ingredient or component of an 
ingredient that is specifically required 
by the standard (i.e., a mandatory 
ingredient) as defined in parts 131 
through 169 of this chapter, shall not be 
replaced or exchanged with a similar 
ingredient from another source unless 
the standard, as defined in parts 131 
through 169 of this chapter, provides for 
the addition of such ingredient (e.g., 
vegetable oil shall not replace milkfat in 
light sour cream). 

(3) An ingredient or component of an 
ingredient that is specifically prohibited 
by the standard as defined in parts 131 
through 169 of this chapter, shall not be 
added to a substitute food under this 
section. 

(4) An ingredient that is specifically 
required by the standard as defined in 
parts 131 through 169 of this chapter, 
shall be present in the product in a 
significant amount. A significant 
amount of an ingredient or component 
of an ingredient is at least that amount 
that is required to achieve the technical 
effect of that ingredient in the food. 

(5) Water and fat analogs may be 
added to replace fat and calories in 

accordance with § 130.10(c), (d)(1), and 
(d)(2). 

(e) Nomenclature. The name of a 
substitute food that complies with all 
parts of this regulation is the 
appropriate expressed nutrient content 
claim and the applicable standardized 
term. 

(f) Label declaration. (1) Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of part 101 of this 
chapter and part 130. 

(2) Ingredients not provided for, and 
ingredients used in excess of those 
levels provided for, by the standard as 
defined in parts 131 through 169 of this 
chapter, shall be identified as such with 
an asterisk in the ingredient statement, 
except that ingredients added to restore 
nutrients to the product as required in 
paragraph (b) of this section shall not be 
identified with an asterisk. The 
statement “* Ingredient!s) not in regular 
-” (fill in 
name of the traditional standardized 
food) or “*Ingredient(s) in excess of 
amount permitted in regular 
-’’ (fill in 
name of the traditional standardized 
food) or both as appropriate shall 
immediately follow the ingredient 
statement in the same type size. 

Dated: October 27,1992. 

David A. Kessler. 

Commissioner of Food and Drugs. 

Louis W. Sullivan, 

Secretary of Health and Human Services. 

IFR Doc. 92-31506 Filed 12-28-92; 8:45 ami 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND 
HUMAN SERVICES 

Food and Drug Administration 

21 CFR Part 101 

[Docket No. 91N-0344] 

RIN 0905-A008 

Food Labeling: Use of Nutrient Content 
Claims for Butter 

AGENCY: Food and Drug Administration, 
HHS. 
ACTION: Final rule. 

SUMMARY: The Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) is adopting a 
regulation that will permit nutrient 
content claims that are defined by 
regulation in 21 CFR part 101 to be 
made for butter. This action is in 
response to the Nutrition Labeling and 
Education Act of 1990 (the 1990 
amendments). 
EFFECTIVE DATE: May 8,1994. 
FOR FURTHER MFORfyUTION CONTACT: 

Shellee A. Davis, Center for Food Safety 
and Applied Nutrition (HFS-158), Food 
and D^g Administration, 200 C St. SW., 
Washington, DC 20204,202-205-5112. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

I. Background 

In response to the 1990 amendments 
(Pub. L. 101-535) and to a citizen 
petition submitted by Johanna Farms, 
Inc., Flemington, NJ 08822, (Docket No. 
90P-0141), FDA published in the 
Federal Register of November 27,1991 
(56 FR 60523), a proposal to adopt 
§ 101.67, which would permit nutrient 
content claims that are defined by 
regulation in part 101 (21 CFR part 101) 
to be made for butter. Interested persons 
were given until February 25,1992, to 
comment on this proposed regulation. 

FDA received approximately 70 
responses on the proposal, each of 
which contained one or more 
comments, fi-om trade and retail 
associations, government organizations, 
manufactiirers, consumers, retailers, 
consumer groups. State groups, private 
organizations, professional societies, 
and universities. The comments 
generally supported the proposal. 
Several comments addressed issues 
outside the scope of the proposal (e.g., 
serving size and nutrient content claims 
definitions) and will not be discussed 
here. A number of comments suggested 
modification and revision in various 
provisions of the proposal. A summary 
of the suggested changes and the 
agency’s responses follow. 

n. Use of Nutrient Content Ciaims for 
Butter Under the 1990 Amendments 

A. The Proposed Approach 

FDA requested comments on its 
proposed approach to permit nutrient 
content claims to be made for butter (56. 
FR 60523 at 60525). 

1. Two comments stated that FDA had 
the authority to promulgate § 101.67 
independent of &e 1990 amendments. 
One of the comments said that a better 
approach would have been under the 
general provisions of proposed § 130.10 
or through a standard of identity. It 
stat^ that a food that does not meet the 
statutory standard for butter is not 
butter, and that accordingly, a product 
with less milkfat simulating butter 
would need to be labeled “imitation” in 
the absence of some other governing 
agency mechanism, such as a standard 
of identity for “light butter." The 
comment maintained that since “light” 
would be part of the name, the product 
would not be butter because the 
definition would be different. The 
product would not be nutritionally 
inferior, the comment continued, 
because it would be required to provide 
the same nutrients as butter (except for 
less fat), and it would not be deceptive 
because properly informative labeling 
would be required and monitored by the 
agency. 

The agency disagrees with the 
comments. As explained in the proposal 
(56 FR 60523 at 60524), the agency does 
not have the authority to establish a 
definition and standi of identity for 
“li^t butter.” Section 401 of the 
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act 
(the act) (21 U.S.C. 341) states that no 
definition and standard of identity can 
be established for butter. Moreover, FDA 
has historically taken the position that 
a product using the term “butter” must 
comply with the statutory definition of 
butter, or its labeling would be false, 
and it would be misbranded under 
section 403(a)(1) of the act (21 U.S.C. 
343(a)(1)) (see 56 FR 60523 at 60524). In 
addition, a food sold under the name 
“butter” that does not comply with the 
statutory standard for butter also is in 
violation of section 403(b) of the act in 
that it is sold under the name of another 
food. 

As discussed in the proposed rule, 
FDA sought an interpretation that gave 
effect both to section 3(b)(l)(A)(viii) of 
the 1990 amendments (21 U.S.C. 343 
note), which stated that FDA could 
establish a regulation that would permit 
a nutrient content claim, such as 
“light,” to be made for butter, and to 
section 401 of the act. FDA believes that 
it achieved this goal in proposed 
§ 101.67. These comments, since they 

rdly on section'401 of the act, have not 
provided any basis to conclude to the 
contrary. 

2. A number of conunents opposed 
providing for the use of nutrient content 
claims for butter. Several comments 
recommended that the term “butter” be 
used only if the product complies with 
the statutory standard for butter, and 
that other names such as “dairy spread” 
be used for other butter products. Some 
comments stated that if a product is 
good it will develop its own distinctive 
name. 

The agency understands the concerns 
expressed by these comments. However, 
the 1990 amendments and their 
legislative history make clear that 
Congress fully intended that a claim 
described in section 403(r)(l)(A) of the 
act (such as “light”) be permitted to be 
made for butter (H. Rept. 101-538,101st 
Cong., 2d sess. 22-23 Qune 13,1990)). 
Given this fact, there is no basis to 
require the use of terms such as “dairy 
spread” in the common or usual names 
of these products. Accordingly. FDA is 
allowing, as proposed, nutrient content 
claims to be made for butter. 

B. The Nutrient Content Claim 

3. Several comments expressed 
concern about consumers being able to 
identify butter products on the store 
shelf. The comments were concerned 
that nutrient content claims could 
mislead and confuse consumers even if 
thw are defined. 

The agency appreciates the concerns 
expressed by the comments. In response 
to the requirements of the 1990 
amendments, published elsewhere in 
this issue of the Federal Register, in a 
document entitled “Food Labeling: 
Nutrient Content Claims, General 
Principles. Petitions, Definitions of 
Terms” (hereinafter referred to as the 
nutrient content claims final rule), FDA 
is establishing in part 101 definitions for 
nutrient content claims together with 
general principles governing their use. 
FDA has care^lly considered each 
nutrient content claim to ensure that 
these definitions will be meaningful to 
consumers. Each of the definitions for 
the nutrient content claims also 
prescribes specific labeling that must 
accompany the claim. The agency 
believes that as consumers learn what a 
claim means, they will be able to 
understand that a product such as “light 
butter” is reduced a certain amount in 
fat. Thus, the use of nutrient content 
claims for butter products in accordance 
with new § 101.67 will not mislead or 
confuse consumers but will assist them 
in maintaining healthy dietary practices. 

New § 101.67 only provides for the 
use for butter of nutrient content claims 
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that have been defined by FDA. Any 
product labeled as “butter” that does 
not come within the provisions of new 
§ 101.67 will need to comply with the 
statutory standard for butter, or its 
labeling will be false, and it will be 
misbranded under the act. 

FDA notes, however, that there are 
two potential problems that proposed 
§ 101.67 failed to address that could 
cause confusion among consumers. In 
the proposal, FDA did not require that 
the nutrient content claim be included 
as part of the statement of identity of the 
butter product. Consequently, a claim 
could ^ made for the butter product in 
an inconspicuous location on the label, 
and consumers could be misled about 
the identity of the product that does not 
comply with the statutory standard for 
butter (section 201a of the act (21 U.S.C. 
321a)). 

In addition, FDA did not distinguish 
between express and implied claims in 
the proposal. Yet section 403(r)(l)(A) of 
the act applies to both types of nutrient 
content claims. 

Therefore, to rectify this potential 
confusion. FDA is adding § 101.67(a)(4) 
to make clear that while nutrient 
content claims may be made anywhere 
on the label, if the product would 
violate section 201a of the act but for the 
nutrient content claim that characterizes 
the level of nutrients, that claim must be 
included as part of the common or usual 
name of the product. This provision will 
ensure that consumers are not misled 
about the identity of the product. 

New § 101.67(a)(4) also provides that 
if the name of the butter product is 
necessary to distinguish it from butter, 
the claim must be an express claim as 
defined in new § 101.13(b)(1). If the 
claim is not express, consumers will not 
understand how the new modified food 
differs firom the traditional food. Thus, 
only expressed nutrient content claims 
may be used in the name of the food 
under new § 101.67. While implied 
claims may be used as provided in new 
§ 101.13(b)(2), they may not be used in 
conjunction with the name of the butter 
product because they would not be 
adequately informative to consumers. 

4. One comment stated that FDA 
should decide on a more appropriate 
name than “light butter,” such as “light 
butter product.” 

The agency does not believe the 
suggested additional term (i.e., 
“product”) is necessary. If a butter 
product does not comply with the 
statutory standard for butter or the 
requirements of new § 101.67 set forth 
below, FDA requires that it be labeled 
either as an imitation food if it is 
nutritionally inferior to butter 
(§ 101.3(e)(1)), or as a substitute or 

alternative food if it is not nutritionally 
inferior to the food for which it 
substitutes, with an appropriately 
descriptive common or usual name that 
is not false and misleading, as provided 
for in § 102.5 (21 CFR 102.5), or, in the 
absence of an existing common or usual 
name, an appropriately descriptive term 
that is not false and misleading 
(§ 101.3(e)(2) (21 CFR 101.3(e)(2))). As 
explained above in comment 2 of this 
document, the legislative history of the 
1990 amendments makes clear that 
Congress fully intended that a claim 
described in section 403(r)(l)(A) of the 
act (such as “light”) be permitted to be 
made for butter (H. Kept. 101-538, 
supra, 22-23). Given this fact, there is 
no basis to require the use of additional 
terms such as "product” in the common 
or usual names of these foods. The use 
of a nutrient content claim that is 
permitted by regulation with the term 
“butter” in the statement of identity will 
provide a clear indication to consumers 
that the food is difierent from traditional 
butter and will describe the nature of 
the modification. In addition, the label 
must comply with all the requirements 
for the use of the nutrient content claim. 
Accordingly, the agency is not making 
the suggested modification to new 
§101.67. 

5. A number of comments suggested 
that FDA should develop unique 
nutrient content claims for butter 
because the proposed nutrient content 
claim requirements for fet in proposed 
§ 101.62 are not appropriate or realistic 
for butter products. Two comments 
added that the use of unique nutrient 
claims for butter is consistent with the 
directive in the President’s Executive 
Order 12630 that regulations harness the 
mechanisms of the market (e.g., 
competition in percentage reductions) to 
accomplish the agency’s goal. One 
comment stated that it had test 
marketed a 50-percent reduced fat butter 
for over a year, but that the product 
failed to meet consumers’ expectations, 
principally in physical performance 
characteristics. Another comment 
suggested that a reduced fat butter 
containing one-third less fat than butter 
is a product that will significantly 
reduce fat consumption while having all 
the characteristics of full-fat butter. The 
comments urged FDA to adopt simple 
definitions for nutrient content claims 
that will allow the industry to make 
dairy products with less fat and 
cholesterol available to consumers. One 
comment noted that a number of states 
have established regulations for light 
butter that differ from FDA’s proposal. 
The comment urged FDA to use the 
knowledge and information obtained by 

these states in their respective hearing 
processes to modify FDA’s proposed 
regulations to redefine the term “light” 
as used with butter products. 

FDA notes that because no uniform 
set of definitions has existed for many 
nutrient content claims, these claims 
have been used in an inconsistent 
manner, which has resulted in 
consumers being confused and misled. 
The legislative history of the 1990 
amendments makes clear that Congress 
was aware that many food labels bear 
terms such as “light” when a product 
may not be as “light” as the label 
indicated, or the product was “light” in 
different ways (e.g., calories or sodium). 
The purpose of the 1990 amendments 
was to correct this deceptive and 
misleading state of affairs by requiring 
that terms such as “light” have a single 
meaning (136 Congressional Record 
H5844. July 30,1990). 

The agency recognizes that because 
butter is at least 80 percent milkfat, a 
significant reduction in milkfat 
produces a significant change in the 
product. In the nutrient content claims 
final rule, FDA is redefining “reduced” 
and “less” to be a reduction of 25 
percent or more. Thus, many butter 
products will be able to meet these 
requirements and make a nutrient 
content claim. Also, there is evidence 
that some manufacturers will be able to 
meet the 50-percent reduction to qualify 
for use of the term “light.” Thus, FDA 
sees no reason to create a special set of 
definitions for butter products under 
new § 101.67. 

FDA recognizes that some states and 
foreign governments have developed 
their own definitions for nutrient 
content claims for butter. However, FDA 
concludes that use of nutrient content 
claims in an inconsistent manner would 
be confusing to consumers, and, thus, 
the agency is not considering the use of 
any unique nutrient content claims for 
butter. 

C. Minimum Milkfat Level 

In the House report on the 1990 
amendments, FDA is directed to 
consider arguments concerning the 
appropriate characteristics of butter. In 
a footnote, the report states; 

The Committee is aware that the dairy 
industry takes the position that products 
containing less than approximately 50 
percent milkfat lose some of the 
characteristics of butter. In connection with 
the promulgation of the regulations, 
representatives of dairy interests and health 
exp)erts will have the opportunity to present 
their views on the issue to the S^retary. 
(H. Rept. 101-538, supra, 23, n.3.) 

In the proposal, FDA requested 
comments on whether its tentative 
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decision not to include a minimum 
milkfat level in proposed § 101.67 was 
appropriate (56 FR 60523 at 60526). 

6. A number of comments concurred 
with the agency’s tentative decision. 
Comments stated that there is no need 
to stipulate minimum levels. The 
comments also stated that not requiring 
a minimum milkfat level for butter 
products would leave room for advances 
in food processing technology that 
could lead to products with lower levels 
of milkfat and greater health benefits 
while still maintaining the 
characteristics of standardized butter. 
Another comment concurred as long as 
the product bearing the term "butter” is 
describable as a form of butter, because 
of the fact that its similarities to butter 
nutritionally, organoleptically, 
functionally, and in other ways would 
clearly outweigh its dissimilarities to 
butter. 

One comment stated that FDA should 
set a minimum butterfat level, below 
which the product is no longer a butter 
product. However, the comment did not 
recommend a minimum level. 

FDA agrees with the comments 
suggesting that a minimum milkfat level 
is not necessary. A product remains a 
butter product as long as the major 
ingredients used in manufacturing it are 
cream, milk, or constituents of milk and 
cream and as long as it can be used like 
butter. In addition, the butter product 
must comply with all the requirements 
of new § 101.67 for the use of nutrient 
content claims for butter products. For 
example, the milkfat content of butter 
contributes some of the basic 
characteristics of the food. New 
§ 101.67(b) provides that the 
performance characteristics must be 
similar to those of butter, or the 
difierences must be stated on the 
principal display panel. 

The agency notes that Canadian 
regulations do not stipulate a minimum 
milkfat level for "calorie reduced 
butter.” 

Therefore, for the above reasons, the 
agency concludes that there is no need 
to specify a minimum milkfat level for 
butter pnxlucts. The absence of a 
minimum level will permit 
technological advances that will provide 
consumers with butter products that 
have even greater reductions in fat and 
calories. 

D. Ingredients 

FDA requested comments on the use 
of safe and suitable nondairy 
ingredients to improve texture, prevent 
syneresis, add flavor, or extend shelf 
life. FDA also requested comments 
concerning the addition of water as well 
as skim milk, whey, or milk to replace 

milkfat as an ingredient in substitute 
butter products. FDA stated in the 
proposal that if the comments supported 
the use of safe and suitable nondairy 
ingredients and provided a substantial 
basis for their use, FDA might provide 
for the use of these ingredients in the 
final rule (56 FR 60523 at 60526). 

(1) Safe and Suitable Nondairy 
Ingredients 

7. A number of comments stated that 
the use of nondairy ingredients should 
not be permitted, ^veral comments 
argued that if manufacturers are adding 
anything that makes the food something 
other than butter, it should be labeled as 
"margarine,” "spread,” or "margarine.” 
One comment stated ^at use of 
nondairy ingredients in a butter product 
would mislead consumers because 
consumers expect "butter” to be a dairy 
product. It added that use of such 
ingredients would erode the goodwill 
associated with the term "butter.” The 
comment stated that the fact that current 
reduced fat butter products made 
without nondairy ingredients are not 
satisfactory for some cooking 
applications is not a reason to permit 
the use of such ingredients in products 
whose statement of identity includes the 
term "butter.” It stated that consumers 
who want reduced fat, reduced calorie 
products for use in cooking can turn to 
products properly labeled as margarines 
and spreads. 

Another comment stated that 
consumers purchasing and using a 
butter product expect it to be a 100 
percent dairy product and thus made 
ficm the ingredients and constituents of 
the ingredients listed in section 201a of 
the act for standardized butter. It added 
that use of additional safe and suitable 
ingredients is not necessary for butter 
products. It stated that the only 
exception should be the permitted 
addition of nutrients to prevent 
nutritional inferiority and the permitted 
use of safe and suitable bacterial 
cultures as pn^sed in the regulation. 

A number of other comments urged 
FDA to allow the use of safe and 
suitable nondairy ingredients to 
improve texture, prevent syneresis. add 
flavor, or extend the shelf life of the 
product. One comment stated that FDA 
should permit the addition of safe and 
suitable nondairy ingredients that are 
not fat ingredients for such purposes. 
Another comment urged FDA to allow 
the use of safe and suitable ingredients 
Mnthout the restriction that they must be 
used to maintain the traditional food’s 
performance characteristics as long as 
the use is in keeping with current good 
manufacturing practices. The comment 
stated that the potential need to use safe 

and suitable ingredients for processing, 
as well as performance, piurposes is 
most apparent for reformulated butter 
products because butter is a high fat 
food, and fat afiects processing 
characteristics as well as final 
performance charactMistics. Several 
comments argued that providing for the 
use of safe and suitable ingredients 
would allow the development of 
additional products with lower 
saturated fat, total fat, and cholesterol. 

One comment stated that using 
current technology, "reduced fat” butter 
made strictly from dairy in^dients is 
not suitable for fiying or b«^ng. It 
stated that in the event that a "reduced 
fat” butter made primarily from dairy 
ingredients cannot be developed with 
goi^ baking characteristics, then the 
field needs to remain open to "reduced 
fat” butter that is made with some 
nondairy ingredients and that has good 
baking properties. It added that without 
these additional ingredients, consumers 
will have trouble finding "reduced fat” 
butter that meets their needs and will be 
discouraged fi-om shifting from full fat 
to reduced fat butter. 

One comment argued that FDA’s 
authority to allow the use of nutrient 
content claims for butter also gives the 
agency the authority to allow safe and 
suitable ingredients, including nondairy 
ingredients, in a product that is named 
by using a nutrient content claim with 
the term “butter.” The comment added 
that FDA has already recognized this 
authority by providing for two types of 
ingredients (nutrients and bacterial 
cultures) in the proposed rule that are 
not permitted in standardized butter. It 
urged FDA to modify the regulation 
consistent with the regulation for 
substitute foods. 

One comment stated that a reduction 
in milkfat of 50 percent in a butter 
product made without the use of safe 
and suitable nondairy in^dients 
results in a product that fails to meet 
consumers’ expectations for many of the 
principal uses of a butter product (e.g., 
baking, fi7ing. melting, sauteing). The 
comment stated that a light butter 
product that meets the proposed 
requirements in proposed § 101.67 (i.e., 
50 percent less milkfat than butter and 
no ingredients other than those allowed 
in proposed § 101.67) is currently being 
marketed in Canada. The comment 
stated that Professor David Handler of 
Cornell University testified before the 
New York Department of Agriculture 
and Markets regarding a hearing to 
establish a standard of identity in New 
York for light butter. The comment 
stated that Ihnfessor Handler testified 
that the Canadian light butter product 
that he evaluated was really a 
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combination of butter and cream mixed 
together, and one could easily 
determine that the product may not be 
butter for many of the principal uses a 
consumer would have for butter. 
(Hearing Transcript, December 4,1990. 
State of New York Department of 
Agriculture and Markets, p. 66.) The 
comment stated that New York and five 
other states have established standards 
for light butter and have provided for 
the use of safe and smtable nondairy 
ingredients. The comment urged FDA to 
allow safe and suitable nondairy 
ingredients in butter products for which 
nutrient content claims are made. 

Other comments added that use of 
other safe and suitable ingredients was 
acceptable as long as the addition of 
these ingredients is clearly stated on the 
label and explained in the labeling. 

The legislative history of the 1990 
amendments makes clear that Congress 
intended that consumers should be able 
to use nutrient content claims made for 
butter to assist them in following dietary 
guidelines (see H. Kept. 101-538,101st 
Cong., 2d sess. 10. 23 (1990)). This 
inteht has two necessary implications. 
First, Congress obviously Intended that 
FDA adopt provisions that authorize 
that butter products that bear nutrient 
content claims be marketed. This intent 
is reflected in section 3(b)(l)(A)(viii) of 
the 1990 amendments. 

Secondly, it is not enough to merely 
allow such products on the market. If 
these products are to be used to 
accomplish the piupose envisioned by 
Congress, they must have consumer 
acc^plance, and they must be available 
for the full range of uses for which 
people use butter. If not, the products 
will quickly disappear from the market, 
or the uses of these products will be so 
limited as to have little dietary 
significance. 

In light of these factors and of the 
comments that the agency received. 
FDA has reconsidered the proposal and 
concludes that it took too narrow an 
approach to defining the products that 
can appropriately include the term 
“butter” in their names. The comments 
have demonstrated that there are 
instances in which the minor addition 
of safe and suitable nondairy 
ingredients is necessary to reduce the fat 
and calories in butter products while 
maintaining the characteristics of butter, 
thereby increasing the products* 
consumer acceptability. 

The agency notes that the use of 
nondairy ingredients in a dairy product 
like butter is not unprecedented, does 
not ^ange its character, and, thus, 
would not mislead consiuners. FDA has 
reviewed the dairy standards of identity 
in parts 131,133, and 135 (21 CFR parts 

131,133, and 135) to determine what 
nondairy ingredients may be optionally 
added to dairy products. A number of 
the dairy standards provide for the use 
of ingredients such as flavors, 
emulsifiers, and stabilizers (e.g., lowfat 
dry milk (§ 131.123), evaporated milk 
(§ 131.130), skim milk (§ 131.143), and 
heavy cream (§ 131.150)). The standard 
of identity for sour cream (§ 131.160) 
provides for the optional use of safe and 
smtable ingredients that improve 
texture, prevent syneresis, or extend the 
shelf life of the product. The standard 
for sour cream also provides for the 
optional use of fruit and frmt juice and 
safe and suitable natural and artificial 
food flavoring as flavoring ingredients. 
Therefore, safe and suitable nondairy 
ingredients are already added to many 
types of dairy products to improve 
texture, add flavor, prevent s)meresi8, 
and extend shelf life, and these products 
remain dairy products. If these nondairy 
ingredients are useful in dairy products 
standardized in parts 131,133, and 135, 
FDA believes that they may be useful in 
butter products. 

FDA disagrees with the comment that 
urged FDA to allow the use of safe and 
suitable ingredients without restriction. 
The agency concludes that butter 
products should contain minor amounts 
of safe and suitable nondairy 
ingredients only when necessary to 
achieve the functions of ingredients or 
components of ingredients that are no 
longer present in the mandated 
quantities. As required in new 
§ 101.67(b), the performance 
characteristics (e.g., physical properties, 
organoleptic characteristics, frmctional 
properties, and shelf life) of the butter 
product must be similar to those of 
butter. Safe and suitable ingredients 
added only as necessary to butter 
products to improve texture, add flavor, 
prevent syneresis, and extend shelf life 
will compensate for many deficiencies 
in performance characteristics. 

The agency disagrees that it should 
permit safe and suitable ingredients in 
butter products to be consistent with the 
general standard in all cases. As 
explained in the proposal (56 FH 60523 
at 60524 and 60525) and in a document 
entitled "Foods Standards: 
Reqmrements for Foods Named by Use 
of a Nutrient Content Claim and a 
Standardized Term” (hereinafter 
referred to as the general standard final 
rule) published elsewhere in this issue 
of the Federal Register, the legal and 
policy analysis of butter is different 
from foods standardized by regulation. 
Therefore, butter products are not 
included in § 130.10 foods but are 
regulated separately. 

However, in § 130.10(d)(1). FDA 
provides for the use of safe and suitable 
ingredients in modified standardized 
foods to improve texture, add flavor, 
prevent syneresis, extend shelf life, 
improve appearance, or add sweetness 
so that the product is not inferior in 
performance characteristics to the 
traditional standardized food. FDA 
believes that the additional purposes 
(i.e., to improve appearance and add 
sweetness) for adding safe and suitable' 
ingredients to modified foods also has 
application to butter products. Butter 
pr^ucts with significantly less fet may 
appear more translucent than butter, 
llius, ingredients to improve 
appearance are necessary to ensure that 
the product is not inferior in 
performance characteristics. 
Additionally, butter products may lack 
the sweetness of unsalted, sweet cseam 
butter. Thus, ingredients to add 
sweetness may also be necessary to 
ensure that the product is not inferior in 
organoleptic characteristics. 

Thus, FDA concludes that it is 
reasonable to provide for the use of safe 
and suitable ingredients because such 
use would enhance manufacturers’ 
ability to produce butter products that 
perform as consumers expect. However, 
butter products must be made from 
cream or milk, or their ccmstituents, 
with only those safe and suitable 
ingredients added as necessary to 
improve texture, add flavor, prevent 
syneresis, improve shelf life, improve 
appearance, and add sweetness. FDA 
emphasizes that hutter products in 
compliance with new § 101.67 are dairy 
products, and that any addition of safe 
and suitable nondairy ingredients must 
be only in minor amounts. The addition 
of safe and suitable nondairy 
ingredients to butter products labeled 
under § 101.67 in excess of that which 
is reasonably required to achieve the 
performance characteristics of butter 
produced under 21 U.S.C. 321a 
constitutes deception and will be 
deemed to adulterate the food under 
section 402(b) of the act in that these 
ingredients are substituting for a 
valuable constituent. Therefore, FDA is 
including in new § 101.67(b) a 
requirement that deviations from 
ingredient provisions of 21 U.S.C 321a 
must be the minimum necessary to 
achieve this effect, or the food will be 
deemed to be adulterated under section 
402(b) of the act. The agency advises 
that products with nondairy ingredients 
in excess of these amounts fall outside 
of new § 101.67 and must be labeled as 
imitation butter if nutritionally inferior 
to regular butter, as butter alternatives 
or substitutes if not nutritionally 
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inferior to butter, or, if appropriate, as 
margarine, a margarine product, or a 
spread. 

The agency also concludes that butter 
products labeled according to applicable 
regulations will not decrease the 
significance associated with the term 
“butter.” The addition of safe and 
suitable ingredients must be declared in 
the ingredient statement as required in 
§ 101.67(c). 

FDA advises that if flavors are added 
to a butter product, the label must 
comply with § 101.22. According to 
§ 101.22(i), if the label, labeling, or 
advertising of a food makes any direct 
or indirect representations with respect 
to the primary recognizable flavor, by 
word, vignette, or other means, or if for 
any other reason the manufacturer or 
distributor of a food wishes to designate 
the type of flavor in the food other than 
through the statement of ingredients, 
such flavor is considered to be the 
characterizing flavor. If the food 
contains any artificial flavor that 
simulates, resembles, or reinforces the 
characterizing flavor, under § 101.22(i), 
the name of the food on the principal 
display panel or panels of the label must 
be accompanied by the common or 
usual name of the characterizing flavor, 
in letters not less than one-half the 
height of the letters used in the name of 
the food. In addition, the name of the 
characterizing flavor must be 
accompanied by the word or words 
“artificial” or “artificially flavored,” in 
letters not less than one-half the height 
of the letters in the name of the 
characterizing flavor. 

(2) Water 

8. A few comments opposed the 
addition of water to butter products. 
One comment maintained that water is 
not an ingredient traditionally added to 
butter. It stated that with current 
technology, the addition of water is not 
needed to produce a reduced fat butter, 
and. therefore, the addition of water to 
butter products should not be permitted. 
Another comment stated that added 
water would constitute a deviation from 
the butter standard and is not required 
to make an acceptable reduced fat butter 
product. 

A number of comments stated that 
FDA should allow food manufacturers 
to add water to replace milkfat and 
reduce the caloric content of the 
product. Comments stated that water 
should be allowed if needed to yield an 
acceptable “butter” product. They 
stated that this might allow the 
development of additional products 
with lower saturated fat, total fat, and 
cholesterol. Two comments stated that 
the addition of water would be 

appropriate as long as it is clearly stated 
on the food label. 

FDA acknowledges that the addition 
of water is not provided for in the 
statutory standard for butter, but the 
agency has decided to permit butter 
products to include ingredients that are 
not included in the statutory standard 
so that consumers may purchase such 

roducts with the characteristics of 
utter. There is consumer demand for 

products that have a significant 
reduction in fat and calories. Water is an 
ingredient that can be used to produce 
such a reduction as a replacement for 
milkfat in butter products. Although 
FDA agrees that with current 
technology, the addition of water may 
not always be heeded to produce a 
reduced fat butter, the consumer may 
benefit fi'om the increased reduction in 
saturated fat, total fat. cholesterol, and 
calories that can be accomplished 
through the addition of water. Thus, the 
addition of water will provide more 
flexibility in the formulation of butter 
products that may have an improved 
nutrition profile and may perform better 
than butter products formulated without 
any water. Therefore, FDA concludes 
that water may be added to butter 
products to replace milkfat. 

Water can be added to replace milkfat 
in butter products in potentially very 
large amounts. In fact, none of the 
comments supporting the use of water 
to replace milkfat suggested any 
maximum level. However, to preserve 
the food’s identity as a dairy product, 
the amount of water added may not 
exceed the amount of milk or cream 
ingredients. Therefore, FDA is providing 
in new § 101.67(a)(2) that the product 
may contain water to replace milkfat, 
although the amount of water added 
must be less than the amount of cream, 
milk, or milk constituents in the 
product. 

The addition of water must be 
declared in the ingredient statement as 
required in § 101.67(c). 

E. Minimum Dairy Ingredient 
Requirement 

9. One comment recommended that a 
minimum percentage by weight of dairy 
ingredients (milk and its natural 
constituent components) be required in 
order to use the name “butter.” The 
comment stated that without a 
minimum dairy ingredient requirement, 
the distinction between butter and 
margarine essentially vanishes. 
However, the comment did not 
recommend a specific level. 

The agency disagrees with the 
comment. As discussed above, new 
§ 101.67(a)(2) requires that the major 
ingredients in butter products be milk. 

cream, and derivatives of milk and 
cream. Because these ingredients are not 
generally used, or are used only in small 
amounts, in margarine, the distinction 
between the two products will be 
maintained. Therefore, FDA concludes 
that the requirement in new 
§ 101.67(a)(2) is adequate, and that there 
is no need to specifically establish a 
minimum dairy ingredient level for 
butter products. 

F. Nutritional Inferiority 

10. One comment stated that the 
proposed regulation lacked specificity 
as to what is necessary to satisfy the 
requirement that the product not be 
nutritionally inferior. It stated that the 
standard for margarine (§ 166.110 (21 
CFR 166.110)) specifies the required 
amount of vitamin A (15,000 
International Units (lU) per pound) and 
an optional level of vitamin D (1,500 lU 
per pound). 

The agency acknowledges that the 
standard for margarine designates the 
amount of vitamin A that must be added 
to margarine (§ 166.110(a)(3)) and the 
amount of vitamin D that may 
optionally be added to margarine 
(§ 166.100(b)). However, FDA disagrees 
that proposed § 101.67 lacks specificity 
concerning nutritional inferiority. 
Under proposed § 101.67(a)(3), the 
butter product must not be nutritionally 
inferior, as defined in § 101.3(e)(4), to 
standardized butter. This general 
requirement is adequate because 
§ 101.3(e)(4) sets very specific 
requirements defining nutritional 
inferiority. The agency concludes that 
new § 101.67 need not specify required 
amounts of essential nutrients that must 
be added to butter products, and that no 
change is necessary in new § 101.67. 
The agency notes that general points for 
comparison of the nutrient values of the 
traditional standardized product can be 
found in a current valid composite data 
base. 

G. Labeling Concerning Performance 
Characteristics 

11. One comment recommended that 
the label statement be mandatory only 
for differences in performance 
characteristics that materially limit the 
uses of the butter product compared to 
the traditional standardized food that it 
resembles. It stated that market forces 
vtdll encourage manufacturers to inform 
consumers about positive differences, 
and that consumers who select a 
product for its reformulated nutrient 
content will not be misled if they are 
not told about a positive change that the 
manufacturer believes is not sufficiently 
important to highlight on the product 
label. The comment noted that FDA 
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would not obiect if the label did not 
alert consumers to a minor 
improvement in a performance 
characteristic that consumers consider 
to be relatively unimportant for that 
food. In addition, the comment stated, a 
product may have several differences in 
performance characteristics, and several 
label statements could be confusing to 
consumers. The comment recommended 
that FDA modify proposed § 101.67(b) 
by limiting the ladling requirement to 
adverse changes that materially affect 
the use of the product 

The agency has been persuaded by 
these comments. FDA agrees that there 
are differences in performance 
characteristics that consumers may not 
consider important In additifm, 
unnecessary label statements may be 
confusing to consum<^ and may detract 
from other important informaticm cm the 
label. 

Therefore, the agmicy is modifying 
new § 101.67(b) to state that: 

* * * If there is a significant difference in 
performance characteristics that materially 
limits the uses of the product compared to 
butter, the label shall Include a statement 
informing the consumer of such difference 
(e.g.. if appropriate, “not recommended for 
baking purposes"). 

12. One c»mment noted that there is 
an apparent conflict in the agency’s 
proposed requirements for the locaticm 
of the disclosure of differences in 
performance characteristics. It stated 
that proposed § 101.67(b) provides that 
such statement must appear on the 
principal display panel within the 
bottom 30 percent of the area of the 
label panel; proposed § 101.67(a)(1) 
requires that a nutrient ccmtent claim for 
a butter product (ximply with proposed 
§ 101.13; and propos^ § 101.13(d)(1) 
states that if there Is a difference in 
performant^e ciiaracteristlcx, the food 
may still be considered a substitute if 
the label includes a disclaimer adjacent 
to the most prominent claim. The 
c:omment requested that the final 
versions of proposed §§ 101.67(b) and 
101.13(d)(1) be cx)nsistent It stated that 
a disclosure in the bottom 30 peicent of 
the principal display panel could easily 
be as prominent as, or more prominent 
than, a disclosure that immediately 
follows disclosures about the nature of 
the product and the reference statement. 
The comment stated that it is in the 
interest of consumers that the required 
disclosure of differences in performance 
characteristics be located in the bottom 
30 percent of the principal display 
panel, as provided in proposed 
§ 101.67(b). Another comment requested 
that FDA allow any statements 
concerning differences in performance 

characrteristics to appear on any panel of 
the label of the proi^crt 

Under section 403(f) of the act, FDA 
believes that the statement informing 
consumers of differences in 
performance characteristics must appear 
on the label with such conspicuousness 
and in such terms as to render it likely 
to be read and understood by the 
consumer under cmstomary conditions 
of purchase and use. The agency 
concludes that the statement must 
appear in the same,area of the label as 
the statement of identity for the butter 
product so that consumers will know 
where to find such information. 
Moreover, because the statement is a 
material fact that helps to descnibe the 
differences between the modified food 
and the traditional food, it must appear 
in close proximity to the statement of 
identity. See, e.g.. United States v. An 
Article of Food * * * ’‘Manischewitt * 
* * Diet Thins.” 377 F. supp. 746, 749 
(E.D. N.Y. 1974). 

FDA recognizes that it inadvertently 
proposed in §101.67 to recpiire 
statements informing consumers of 
diffinmices in performance 
(diaracteristics to appear in possibly two 
separate locations on the label. The 
agency acknowledges that one statement 
is sufficient to inform consumers. To be 
consistent with the labeling of other 
foods, the agency cxmcludes that the 
statement concerning differences in 
performance characteristics must appear 
on the label in compliance with the 
requirements of § 101.13(dKl). Thus, the 
agency has modified new § 101.67(b) to 
state hat the statement explaining 
differences in performance 
characteristics must appear on the label 
In cempliance with the requirements of 
§ 101.13(d). 

13. Some comments suggested that, in 
order to use nutrient fx>ntent cdaims for 
butter, the product must perform at least 
one of the principal functicms of regular 
butter sub^antially as well as butter 
produced under section 201a of the act. 
Consumers can then ch(x>se to purchase 
the product instead of regular butter for 
use in that function. 

FDA agrees that at a minimum, a 
butter piquet must perform at least one 
of the principal funertions of butter 
substantially as well as butter as 
produced under 21 U.S.C. 321a. 
Consumers should be able to cx>unt on 
using a butter product fn the same 
manner in which they use regular butter 
for, at the very least, one of its principal 
functions. To achieve this objective, 
FDA is requiring in § 101.67(b) that 
butter produces must resemble butter as 
produced under sec:tion 201a of the act. 
and that differences in the performance 
characteristics: must he clearly stated on 

the principal display panel of the label. 
In addition, the agency is adding a 
statement to new § 101.67(b) to require 
that "the modified produc:t must 
perform as least one of the principal 
functions of butter substantially as well 
as butter as produced under 21 U.S.C. 
321a." FDA believes that this aciion is 
necessary to ensure the minimum 
necessary similarity between the 
mcxlifiecl and traditional products. 

H. Other Labeling 

14. One comment stated that produces 
made with nondairy ingredients should 
be labeled, with appropriate 
prominence on the principal display 
panel of the label, “exmtains nemdairy 
ingredients." 

FDA does not agree that it should 
require this statement on the principal 
display panel of the label. The agenc:y 
is requiring that the major ingredients in 
butter produces be cTeam. milk, or 
derivatives of cream or milk and is cmly 
providing for minor additions of safe 
and suitwle ingredients (e.g.. nondairy 
ingredients) as nec:essary, so that the 
butter produci has the same 
characteristics as butter. Although the 
agency is providing for the addition of 
water to replace milkfat, it must not be 
the predominant ingredient in the 
product. In addition. FDA points out 
that new § 101.67(c)(1) requires that 
each of the ingredients added to the 
produci be listed in the ingredient 
statement, as required by the applicable 
sedions of part 101. 

However, to further assist the 
exjnsumer in differentiating between 
regular butter and butter products with 
nontraditional ingredients added. FDA 
is establishing a requirement in new 
§ 101.67(c)(2) that all safe and suitable 
ingredients added to improve texture, 
prevent syneresis, add flavor, extend 
shelf life, improve appearanca, and add 
sweetness and water added to replaca 
milkfet must be appropriately identified 
with an asterisk in the Ingredient 
statement. The statement ‘“Ingredients 
not in regular butter" must immediately 
follow the ingredient statement in the 
same type size. FDA is requiring similar 
labeling for modified standardized foods 
in new § 130.10, as explained in the 
general standard final rule. 

FDA believes, however, that 
consumers may be misled to believe that 
ingredients added to restore nutrients 
are present in greater amounts than 
needed to obtain nutritional 
equivalency if these nutrients are 
identified with an asterisk in the 
ingredient statement. In addition, 
because butter has historically been a 
cultured product, the addition of safe 
and suitable bacterial cniltures does not 
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require identification with an asterisk. 
Therefore, the agency is not requiring 
that nutrients added to restore nutrients 
or added safe and suitable bacterial 
cultures be identified by an asterisk in 
the ingredient statement. 

15. One comment stated that the 
percentage of water in light butter 
products should be declared on the 

FDA disagrees with the comment. As 
discussed above in comment 8, cream, 
milk, and milk constituents will be the 
predominant ingredients in butter 
products. Any water added to butter 
products may not be present in an 
amount greater than the amount of the 
dairy ingredients. According to 
§ 101.4(a), all ingredients, including 
water, must be listed by common or 
usual name in descending order of 
predominance by weight on the label. In 
addition, new § 101.67(c)(2) requires 
that water that is added to replace 
milkfat must be identified with an 
asterisk in the ingredient statement, 
followed by a statement explaining that 
the ingredient is not in regular butter. 
Therefore, FDA concludes that listing 
water as an ingredient in this manner is 
adequate, and percentage labeling is not 
necessary. 

16. One comment stated that in 
addition to the comparative statements 
allowed to appear on the label of a 
butter product, the label for such a 
product should also include a clear 
statement of the identity and percentage 
of characterizing fat or oil, for example: 
“Reduced Fat Butter—40% Milkfat." It 
stated that such a prominent statement 
will allow consumers to easily and 
readily discern the nature of ^e food 
and, thus, facilitate comparisons with 
other table spreads, both dairy based 
and vegetable based. 

The agency disagrees that the 
additional labeling is necessary. The 
provisions in § 101.56(b)(3) and 
§ 101.62(b)(4)(ii) for use of the terms 
“light” and “reduced fat” require that 
the percent reduction in fat and the 
identity of the reference food be 
declared in immediate proximity to the 
most prominent claim and that 
quantitative information comparing the 
fat content in the product per serving 
size wdth that of the reference food 
declared adjacent to the most prominent 
claim or on the information panel. 
Under § 101.9(a), nutrition information 
must be provided for all butter, 
margarine, and substitute products. The 
serving size for butter, margarine, and 
their substitutes is one tablespoon 
(§ 101.12(b)). The nutrition labeling 
must provide information on a food 
product’s nutrition profile, including 
total fat, saturated fat, and cholesterol 

(§101.9(c)(12)). In addition, information 
on unsaturated fat may be included in 
the nutrition information. The only fat 
ingredient permitted in butter products 
is milkfat, and the ingredient statement 
will reflect this requirement. Consumers 
may use this information to compare the 
amount of fat in butter products and 
margarine products. Therefore, FDA 
concludes that there is adequate 
information to inform consumers 
concerning the fat content of a product 
already required to be present on the 
label without requiring the additional 
labeling requested by the comment. 
However, the agency will not object if 
manufa^urers include additional 
labeling to state the percentage and type 
cf fat in the product, provided that the 
information is not false or misleading. 

17. One comment opposed the 
proposed rule on the groimds that 
people with food sensitivities will be 
placed at greater risk because of 
difficulties of knowing what is in a 
product. 

Section 403(i) of the act requires that 
all ingredients used in a food be 
included in the ingredient statement. 
Consistent with the provisions of 
section 403(i) of the act, FDA is 
including a provision in § 101.67(c)(1) 
that each of the ingredients used in the 
food must be declared on the label, as 
required by part 101. This requirement 
will ensure that consumers that have 
food sensitivities are informed of the 
presence of ingredients to which they 
may have allergies. 

III. Conclusion 

In response to comments submitted 
regarding the proposal for use of 
nutrient content claims for butter (56 FR 
60523), FDA has modified proposed 
§ 101.67. The following summarizes the 
changes being made to proposed 
§ 101.67 by this final rule: 

FDA has modified § 101.67(a)(2) to 
provide for the use of safe and suitable 
ingredients to improve texture, prevent 
syneresis, add flavor, extend shelf life, 
improve appearance, and add 
sweetness. FDA also has modified this 
paragraph to provide for the addition of 
water to replace milkfat, although the 
amount of water in the product must be 
less than the amount of cream, milk, or 
milk constituents. 

FDA has added new § 101.67(a)(4) to 
require that if the product would violate 
section 201a of the act but for the 
nutrient content claim that characterizes 
the level of nutrients, that claim must be 
included as part of the common or usual 
name of the product. 

FDA has added a statement to new 
§ 101.67(b) to require that deviations 
firom ingredient provisions of 21 U.S.C. 

321a must be the minimum necessary to 
achieve similar performance 
characteristics as butter as produced 
under 21 U.S.C. 321a, or the food will 
be deemed to be adulterated under 
section 402(b) of the act. 

The agency has modified § 101.67(b) 
by limiting the labeling requirement to 
changes that materially affect the use of 
the product. 

FDA has revised § 101.67(b) to require 
that the mandated label statement 
concerning any differences in 
performance characteristics be in 
accordance with the requirements of 
§ 101.13(d). 

The agency has added a statement to 
new § 101.67(b) to require that the 
product must perform at least one of the 
principal functions of butter 
substantially as well as butter as 
produced under 21 U.S.C. 321a. 

In new § 101.67, paragraph (c) has 
been redesignated as paragraph (c)(1) 
and new paragraph (c)(2) has been 
added to require that water and safe and 
suitable ingredients added to improve 
texture, prevent syneresis, add flavor, 
extend shelf life, improve appearance, 
or add sweetness shall be identified 
with an asterisk in the ingredient 
statement. The statement “‘Ingredients 
not in regular butter” shall immediately 
follow the ingredient statement in the 
same type size. 

IV. Environmental Impact 

The agency previously considered the 
environmental effects of the action 
being taken in this final rule. As 
announced in the reproposed rule for 
mandatory nutrition labeling (56 FR 
60366, November 27,1991) and the 
proposed rule for nutrient claims (56 FR 
60421, November 27,1991), the agency 
determined that under 21 CFR 
25.24(a)(8) and (a)(ll), these actions are 
of a type that do not individually or 
cumulatively have a significant impact 
on the human environment. Therefore, 
neither an environmental assessment 
nor an environmental impact statement 
was required. 

Several comments on the proposed 
rule suggested that there would be 
significant adverse environmental 
effects from the final rules unless the 
agency allowed more time between the 
publication of the final rules and their 
effective dates. The concern in these 
comments was that, if the agency did 
not allow firms more time between the 
publication of the final rules and their 
effective dates to use up existing label 
inventories, large stocks of labels and 
labeled packaging would have to be 
discarded. These comments questioned 
whether the agency had sufficiently 
examined the impact of disposing of 
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obsolete labels and labeled packaging on 
this country’s solid waste disposal 
capabilities. Two comments estimated 
the amounts of labeling from their 
respective industries, i.e., dairy and 
confectionery, that would need to be 
discarded following publication of 
FDA’s final rules on several food 
labeling actions, including this action. 
However, these comments^id not: (1) 
Provide details on how these estimates 
were derived, (2) identify what portion 
of the estimated amounts are 
attributable to these two actions, or (3) 
describe what impact the discarded 
labels and packaging would have on the 
disposal of solid waste. In its November 
27,1991, reproposed rule for mandatory 
nutrition labeling and proposed rule for 
nutrient content claims, the agency 
proposed that the final rules for these 
actions would become effective 6 
months following their publication in 
the Federal Register. 

However, the agency has decided to 
not make this rule effective until May 8, 
1994. FDA believes there will thus be 
ample time for food companies to use 
up most of the existing labeling and 
packaging stocks and to incorporate 
labeling language that complies with 
FDA’s regulations into their food labels. 
Consequently, the comments on the 
potential for adverse environmental 
effects do not affect the agency’s 
previous determination that no 
significant impact on the human 
environment is expected and that an 
environmental impact statement is not 
required. 

V. Economic Impact 

In its food labeling proposals of 
November 27,1991 (56 FR 60366 et 
seq.), FDA stated that the food labeling 
reform initiative, taken as a whole, 
would have associated costs in excess of 
the $100 million threshold that defines 
a major rule. Thus, in accordance with 
Executive Order 12291 and the 
Regulatory Flexibility Act (Pub. L. 96- 
354), FDA developed one 
comprehensive regulatory impact 
analysis (RIA) that presented the costs 
and benefits of all of the food labeling 
provisions taken together. That RIA was 
published in the Federal Register of 
November 27,1991 (56 FR 60856), along 
with the food labeling proposals, and 
the agency requested comments on the 
RIA. 

FDA has evaluated more than 300 
comments that it received in response to 
the November 1991 RIA. FDA’s 
discussion of these comments is 
contained in the agency’s final RIA 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. In addition, FDA will 
prepare a final regulatory flexibility 

analysis (RFA) subsequent to the 
publication of the food labeling final 
rules. The final RFA will be placed on 
file with the Dockets Management 
Branch (HFA-305), Food and Drug 
Administration, rm. 1-23,12420 
Parklawn Dr,, Rockville, MD 20857, and 
a notice will be published in the 
Federal Register announcing its 
availability. 

In the final RIA, FDA has concluded, 
based on its review of available data and 
comments, that the overall food labeling 
reform initiative constitutes a major rule 
as defined by Executive Order 12291. 
Further, the agency has concluded that 
although the costs of complying with 
the new food labeling requirements are 
substantial, such costs are outweighed 
by the public health benefits that will be 
realized through the use of improved 
nutrition information provided by food 
labeling. 

List of Subjects in 21 CFR Part 101 

Food labeling. Reporting and 
recordkeeping requirements. 

Therefore, under the Federal Food, 
Drug, and Cosmetic Act and under 
authority delegated to the Commissioner 
of Food and Drugs, 21 CFR part 101 is 
amended as follows: 

PART 101—FOOD LABELING 

1. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 101 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Secs. 4, 5,6 of the Fair 
Packaging and Labeling Act (15 U.S.C. 1453, 
1454.1455); secs. 201, 301,402, 403, 409, 
701 of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act (21 U.S.C. 321, 331, 342, 343, 348, 371). 

2. Section 101.67 is added to subpart 
D to read as follows: 

§ 101.67 Use of nutrient content claims for 
butter. 

(a) Claims may be made to 
characterize the level of nutrients, 
including fat, in butter if: 

(1) The claim complies with the 
requirements of § 101.13 and with the 
requirements of the regulations in this 
subpart that define the particular 
nutrient content claim diat is used and 
how it is to be presented. In determining 
whether a claim is appropriate, the 
calculation of the percent fat reduction 
in milkfat shall be based on the 80 
percent milkfat requirement provided 
by the statutory standard for butter (21 
U.S.C. 321a): 

(2) The product contains cream or 
milk, including milk constituents 
(including, but not limited to, whey, 
casein, modified whey, and salts of 
casein), or both, with or without added 
salt, with or without safe and suitable 
colorings, with or without nutrients 

added to comply with paragraph (a)(3) 
of this section, and with or without safe 
and suitable bacterial cultures. The 
product may contain safe and suitable 
ingredients to improve texture, prevent 
syneresis, add flavor, extend shelf life, 
improve appearance, and add 
sweetness. The product may contain 
water to replace milkfat although the 
amount of water in the product shall be 
less than the amount of cream, milk, or 
milk constituents: 

(3) The product is not nutritionally 
inferior, as defined in § 101.3(e)(4), to 
butter as produced under 21 U.S.C. 
321a; and 

(4) If the product would violate 21 
U.S.C. 321a but for the nutrient content 
claim that characterizes the level of 
nutrients, that claim shall be an explicit 
claim that is included as part of the 
common or usual name of the product. 

(b) Deviations from the ingredient 
provisions of 21 U.S.C. 321a must be the 
minimum necessary to achieve similar 
performance characteristics as butter as 
produced under 21 U.S.C. 321a, or the 
food will be deemed to be adulterated 
under section 402(b) of the act. The 
performance characteristics (e.g., 
physical properties, organoleptic 
characteristics, functional properties, 
shelf life) of the product shall be similar 
to butter as produced under 21 U.S.C. 
321a. If there is a significant difference 
in performance characteristics (that 
materially limits the uses of the product 
compared to butter,) the label shall 
include a statement informing the 
consumer of such difference.(e.g., if 
appropriate, "not recommended for 
baking purposes’’). Such statement shall 
comply with the requirements of 
§ 101.13(d). The modified product shall 
perform at least one of the principal 
functions of butter substantially as well 
as butter as produced under 21 U.S.C. 
321a. 

(c) (1) Each of the ingredients used in 
the food shall be declared on the label 
as required by the applicable sections of 
this part. 

(2) Safe and suitable ingredients 
added to improve texture, prevent 
syneresis, add flavor, extend shelf life, 
improve appearance, or add sweetness 
and water added to replace milkfat shall 
be identified with an asterisk in the 
ingredient statement. The statement 
“•Ingredients not in regular butter’’ 
shall immediately follow the ingredient 
statement in the same type size. 
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Dated: October 20,1992. 
David A. Kessler, 
Commissioner of Food and Drugs. 
Louis W. Sullivan, 

Secretary of Health and Human Services. 

(FR Doc. 92-31507 Filed 12-28-92; 8:45 am] 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND 
HUMAN SERVICES 

Food and Drug Administration 

21 CFR Part 100 

[Docket No. 91N-0343] 

RIN 0905-AD08 

State Enforcement Provisions of The 
Nutrition Labeling and Education Act 
of 1990 

AGENCY: Food and Drug Administration, 
HHS. 
ACTION: Final rule. 

SUMMARY: The Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) is amending its 
regulations to implement section 4 of 
the Nutrition Labeling and Education 
Act of 1990 (the 1990 amendments). 
This section provides for State 
enforcement of certain requirements of 
the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act (the act), so long as the State gives 
FDA 30 days notice of its intent to act, 
and certain other conditions apply. The 
agency is adopting regulations ^at will 
provide the States with instructions on 
how to give the requisite 30-day notice. 
FDA has framed these instructions to 
ensure that this notification system 
functions efficiently. The final rule also 
describes relevant State and Federal 
obligations. 
EFFECTIVE DATE: February 5,1993. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Janice F. Oliver, Center for Food Safety 
and Applied Nutrition (HFS-600), Food 
and Drug Administration, 200 C St. SW., 
Washington, DC 20204, 202-205-4187. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

I. Background 

In response to the requirements of the 
1990 amendments (Pub. L. 101-535), 
FDA published in the Federal Register 
of November 27,1991 (56 FR 60534), a 
proposal to implement section 4 of 
those amendments. Section 4 amended 
section 307 of the act (21 U.S.C. 337) to 
provide for State enforcement of certain 
requirements of the act, so long as the 
State provides 30 days notice of its 
intent to act, and certain other 
conditions apply. The agency proposed 
to adopt regulations that would provide 
the States with instructions on how to 
give the requisite 30-day notice and to 
describe relevant State and Federal 
obligations. Interested persons were 
given until February 25, 1992, to 
comment. 

FDA received approximately 24 
responses to this proposal, each 
containing one or more comments, from 
trade associations, government 

organizations, individual States, food 
manufacturers, consumers, and 
consumer groups. The comments 
generally supported the proposal. 
Several comments addressed issues 
outside the scope of the proposal (e.g., 
delaying implementation of the 
regulations and delaying enforcement of 
the regulations) that will not be 
discussed here. A number of comments 
disagreed with various aspects of the 
proposal. These comments suggested 
modification and revision of various 
provisions of the proposal. A summary 
of these comments and the comments’ 
suggested changes, along with the 
agency’s responses, follows. 

II. State Enforcement Provisions of the 
1990 Amendments 

A. Informal Enforcement Actions 

In proposed § 100.2(j), FDA defined 
“informal enforcement actions,’’ a term 
that is used in section 307(b)(2)(B) and 
(C) of the act, and defined in the 
agency’s proposed implementing 
regulations, to include warning letters, 
recalls, and detentions as well as other 
administrative actions. 

1. One comment suggested that FDA 
remove detentions as a type of informal 
enforcement action because FDA has no 
detention authority for foods. 

The use of the word “detentions” in 
the proposal refers to detentions of 
imports under the provisions of section 
801 of the act (21 U.S.C. 381) and 
detentions authorized under the 
provisions of the Federal Meat 
Inspection Act (FMIA), the Poultry 
Products Inspection Act (PPIA), and the 
Egg Products Inspection Act (EPIA). The 
agency is authorized to detain imported 
food products if it ap{>ears that the 
products have been manufactured, 
processed, or packaged under insanitary 
conditions, or that the products are 
adulterated or misbranded, under the 
act. The agency also is authorized to 
detain meat, poultry, and egg products 
if they are found outside a plant 
inspected by the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture, and the agency has reason 
to believe that the products are 
adulterated or misbranded, under 21 
U.S.C. 467f(b). 679(b). and 1052(d). 
Import detentions and detentions under 
the FMIA, PPIA, and EPLA are all 
administrative enforcement actions, 
and. therefore, informal actions under 
proposed § 100.2(i)(l). Consequently, 
the agency concludes that no change in 
the regulation in response to this 
comment is necessary. 

2. Another comment suggested that 
FDA remove warning letters as a type of 
informal enforcement action. This 
comment stated that the agency often 

issues warning letters when no further 
action is planned by FDA. and that no 
response stating that corrections have 
been made is required from the 
recipient. 

FDA disagrees with this comment. 
Warning letters are used by the agency 
to notify a firm that it is not in 
compliance with the act or with agency 
regulations, that failure to correct these 
violations may result in formal 
enforcement actions by FDA, and that a 
reply with a full statement of all 
corrections that have been or will be 
made is required within 10 days. A 
study of warning letters by FDA 
revealed that approximately 93 percent 
of the warning letters issued by FDA 
elicit a response from the recipient. 
Because of these facts, FDA continues to 
believe that it is appropriate to include 
warning letters as a type of informal 
enforcement action in the final rule. If 
the firm does not respond to the 
warning letter within the time provided 
in the warning letter, and the agency 
does not take any further action, the 
State will be free to act after 90 days 
under section 307(b)(2)(B) of the act. 

3. Two comments suggested that 
adverse publicity be included as a type 
of informal enforcement action because 
FDA has the authority to issue publicity 
under section 705 of the act (21 U.S.C. 
375). The agency acknowledges that it 
has the authority to issue publicity 
under section 705 of the act. The 
authority is conferred to the agency in 
situations involving imminent danger to 
health or gross deception of the 
consumer. However, the agency does 
not believe that it is necessary to 
specifically list publicity as a typ>e of 
informal enforcement action in the final 
rule below. This type of action is 
included among the “other 
administrative enforcement actions” 
that are listed in proposed § 100.2(j)(l). 

4. Several comments expressed 
concern that informal enforcement 
actions taken by FDA will preclude 
formal enforcement actions that could 
be taken by the State. One of these 
comments said there was no indication 
in the 1990 amendments that Congress 
intended the States to be preempted by 
anything other than formal action by 
FDA. Several comments wanted FDA to 
clarify that State and local enforcement 
mechanisms remain unaffected by the 
1990 amendments. 

Section 307(b)(2)(C) of the act states 
that no proceedings for the civil 
enforcement, or to restrain violations, of 
certain enumerated sei::tions of the act 
may be commenced by a State if FDA 
has settled an informal or formal 
enforcement action against that food. 
Thus, contrary to what at least one 
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comment asserted. State action can be 
precluded by informal FDA action. 
Section 307 of the act, however, only 
applies to actions by a State to enforce 
certain sections of the act. Nothing in 
this section would preclude a State from 
taking action against a particular food 
under its own State law, even if FDA . 
has commenced or settled an 
enforcement action against that food. 

B. State Intervention in Criminal 
Proceedings 

5. Several comments expressed 
concern that proposed § 100.2 would 
permit States to intervene as a matter of 
right in Federal criminal proceedings. 
The comments stated that no criminal 
authority was conferred upon the States 
by section 307(b)(1) of the act. 

In response to these comments, FDA 
reconsidered whether to include 
criminal proceedings among the formal 
enforcement actions listed in proposed 
§ 100.2())(2). While section 307(b) of the 
act is not clear on its face as to whether 
a pending criminal proceeding would, 
under section 307(b)(2)(B) or (C) of the 
act, preclude State action, there is 
nothing in the act to require the agency 
to hold that it would. 

Therefore, FDA has decided to reverse 
the position that it tentahvely took in 
the proposal. FDA is striking criminal 
actions from the list of formal 
enforcement actions in proposed 
§ 100.2(j). FDA is revising this section to 
include only dvil judicial enforcement 
action. As a result. § 100.2(j)(2) is 
coextensive with section 307(b)(1) of the 
act. A second result of this change will 
be that a pending Federal criminal 
action that arises out of a misbranding 
under the sections listed in section 
307(b)(1) of the act will not serve to 
preclude a State from bringing a civil 
action under the act in Federal court 
against the tmderlying misbranding. 

C. Agency Action Barring State Action 
Against Food in Federal Court 

6. Several comments discussed the 
agency’s statement that an agency action 
anywhere in the United States against 
the food in question would, under 
section 307(b)(2) of the act, bar a State 
action against the same food in Federal 
court. The majority of the comments 
agreed with this statement. One of the 
comments said that this preclusive 
effect should not be limited to FDA 
actions. This comment said that an 
action by a State to enforce the Federal 
law against a food within its jurisdiction 
precludes a second enforcement 
proceeding by another State or by FDA 
against the same food. The comment 
also said that if the States can enforce 
identical State regulations in the State 

courts, such actions should preclude an 
FDA action in the same State. Another 
comment, objecting to the agency's 
interpretation of the preemptive 
provisions of the 1990 amendments, 
argued that a State’s action should be 
preempted only in cases where the FDA 
action will result in the discontinuation 
of the illegal practice in that State and 
in the nation. Finally, one comment 
requested that FDA revise proposed 
§ 100.2 to provide that if the agency, 
upon notincation by the State under 
section 307(b)(2) of the act, advises a 
State not to proceed, that State may not 
thereafter independently initiate 
enforcement proceedings based upon 
the same violations in State court under 
an identical State law. 

The agency agrees in part with these 
comments. The enforcement actions 
available to the States under the 
provisions of section 307 of the act are 
seizure and injunction. The agency 
agrees that if HDA or a State brought a 
seizure action against a particular 
misbranding violation, the action would 
have a preclusive effect on another State 
or FDA. Section 304 of the act prohibits 
multiple seizures based on the same 
alleged misbranding of food. In light of 
the changes in section 307 of the act, 
who brings the first action, whether it is 
FDA or a State, would not be significant 
for the purposes of section 304 of the 
act. 'The first action filed would 
preclude any others. 

In the case of an injunction, however, 
there is nothing in the act that limits the 
number of such actions that can be 
brought. Therefore, while an FDA 
injunction action would preclude State 
enforcement actions under the act for at 
least 90 days under section 307(b)(2). 
such action by a State would have no 
effect on FDA’s or another State’s ability 
to bring an action. However, the agency 
also notes that particularly in this time 
of limited government resources, it is 
highly unlikely that any jurisdiction 
would bring a duplicative injunction 
action. 

The agency does not agree that a State 
action to enforce a State law that is 
identical to the act against food in its 
own jurisdiction precludes an FDA 
action based on the same violation. 
Section 307 of the act applies only to 
proceedings to enforce the act. State law 
cannot act to preempt Federal law or to 
preclude Federal action. Conversely, the 
act does not give FDA the authority to 
preclude a State from enforcing an 
identical State law. If FDA advises a 
State that the agency is commencing or 
has settled an enforcement action or 
proceeding, then the State is precluded 
from bringing an action under the act in 
Federal court. The act does not prohibit 

a State from enforcing an identical State 
law. Nonetheless. FDA intends to work 
with the States to attempt to ensure that 
State provisions that are identical to 
provisions in the act are interpreted by 
the States in a way that is as consistent 
as possible with IDA’s interpretation of 
the Federal provisions. 

D. State Notification Letter 

7. Several comments wanted States to 
provide FDA with evidence supporting 
the proposed action. The comments said 
that FDA should require the same 
evidence from a State that it requires 
from one of its district offices when 
reviewing proposed enforcement 
actions. These comments also wanted a 
State to inform FDA of the type of 
enforcement action that it expects to 
bring. On the other hand, one comment 
said that FDA was requiring too much 
information from States, and that the 
information that FDA is seeking may not 
be available at the beginning of an 
investigation. The comment stated that 
the 1990 amendments only require that 
a State give notice to FDA that it intends 
to bring an action, and that the detailed 
information being asked for by FDA 
would needlessly delay State ' 
enforcement action where an FDA 
action may not even be contemplated. 

FDA stated in the preamble to the 
proposed regulation that it wanted the 
States to inform it of the type of action 
that they planned to take (56 FR 60534 
at 60535). FDA included this provision 
as part of a parenthetical statement in 
the proposed format in § 100.2(d) (i.e.. 
"name of products covered by the 
notification and the enforcement action 
that is to be initiated’’). In view of the 
comments, and to eliminate any 
possible confusion, the agency is 
revising proposed § 100.2(d) to include 
in the format for the State’s notification 
specific provision under item I., "Type 
of Enforcement Action,’’ for the State to 
inform FDA of the type of action it is 
planning to take. 

The agency disagrees with the 
suggestion that it require more specific 
information as part of the State 
notification, including a description of 
the evidence that the State is relying on 
to support its action. The agency 
considered the need for States to submit 
evidence to support the proposed 
action. However, the factors that FDA 
will consider in reviewing State notices 
of their intent to enforce certain sections 
of the act bear on different concerns 
than those that the agency considers in 
reviewing a recommendation from a 
district office. 

When a district recommendation for 
an enforcement action is reviewed 
within the agency, there is a great deal 
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of concern about the merits of the case. 
A decision must be made as to whether 
to commit the agency’s resources to 
prosecuting it. In reviewing a State 
notice of intent, FDA is not responding 
to the merits or strengths of the State’s 
proposed action. The agency is only 
trying to determine whether FDA has 
taken, is taking, or, in the near future, 
is likely to take action. The States may 
proceed if FDA has not commenced or 
settled an action. It is up to the courts 
to decide the merits of the State’s case. 
The information that the agency is 
asking a State to submit as part of its 
notification is the information that is 
necessary to ensure that the State and 
FDA are not duplicating efforts. 'Thus, 
FDA rejects the suggestion that it 
require the same information from a 
State as from its district offices. 

The agency also disagrees with the 
request that the agency limit the 
information necessary in a notice. The 
comment suggested that the notice 
should be limited to only the names of 
the State and of the official giving 
notice, the name of the product 
involved, a copy of the label involved, 
when appropriate, and the alleged 
violation of the act. Although the 1990 
amendments only require that the State 
give notice to the agency that it intends 
to bring an action, the information that 
the agency is asking the State to include 
in the notification letter is the 
information that is necessary if the 
agency is to provide a timely response 
to the State’s notice. 

The purpose of section 4 of the 1990 
amendments is to provide a role for 
State enforcement of Federal statutory 
provisions that have preemptive effect. 
(See 136 Congressional Record H5840 
(July 30,1990)). However, such a role 
requires close coordination between 
State and Federal officials. The agency 
believes that it is requesting the 
minimum amount of information that is 
necessary to ensure that such close 
coordination exists. As mentioned 
above, the types of action that are 
available to the States for the 
enforcement of the act under the 
provisions of section 307 of the act are 
seizure and injunction. The agency 
would expect that a State would 
normally have the information 
requested in proposed § 100.2(d) before 
it could initiate ffiese types of actions. 
Thus, the agency does not believe that 
compiling the information that it is 
requesting in proposed § 100.2 will 
delay State action. 

However, the agency has reconsidered 
the provisions for the State notice in 
light of this comment and has 
determined that format items E and F 
are redundant. Moreover, the agency 

recognizes that there may be situations, 
such as in the case of a seizure of 
misbranded food, where the identity of 
the responsible firm cannot be readily 
determined. Thus, the agency is 
modifying the format for the notice by 
deleting item F and revising item E to 
read “Name and Address of firm 
believed to be responsible for 
violations.” 

E. Response to State Notification Letter 

8. Several comments disagreed with 
proposed § 100.2(h) that provided that 
the Director of the Division of 
Regulatory Guidance in the Office of 
Compliance at the Center for Food 
Safety and Applied Nutrition, FDA, will 
respond to the State notification letter. 
The comments suggested that the 
agency follow its existing procedures for 
formal enforcementactions under 
which such actions are taken with the 
concurrence of the Director of the Office 
of Compliance and the Chief Counsel 
along with review by the Office of 
Enforcement. 

The agency disagrees with these 
comments. These connnents do not 
correctly characterize the action that 
occurs as a result of the submission of 
a State notification. FDA’s response to 
such a letter simply informs the State of 
action that FDA has taken or is taking, 
and it is not an evaluation of the merits 
of the State’s case. 'The Division of 
Regulatory Guidance is the central focus 
within FDA for all enforcement actions 
regarding food. Tlius, the agency 
concludes that it is appropriate that this 
division be given authority to inform a 
State whether Federal action is being 
taken concerning a particular product or 
firm. 

9. Several comments stated that the 
relationship between the State and FDA 
once the State notification letter is 
submitted is not well understood. 

Once a State has notified the agency 
of its intent to bring an action, FDA 
believes that it is incumbent on the 
agency to inform the State whether it 
(FDA) has commenced an informal or 
formal action pertaining to the food in. 
question within 30 days of the State 
notification. FDA has reflected this 
obligation in proposed § 100.2(h). If 
FDA advises a State that the agency has 
commenced an infonqal or formal 
action, under section 307(b)(2)(B) of the 
act, the State must wait a total of 90 
days before it can commence an action. 
FDA will also advise the State if the 
agency has not commenced an informal 
or formal action, in which case the State 
may proceed with its proposed action. 
FDA must either have an informal or 
formal action pending or begin such an 
action within 30 days of the State’s 

initial notice, for the State to be 
precluded from taking the enforcement 
action. FDA will maintain 
commimication with the State regarding 
the resolution of enforcement actions. 

10. One comment requested that FDA 
clarify that once a State has begim an 
enforcement action against a particular 
product, “no new notice is required to 
add defendants to the State action 
where these defendants are involved in 
the same scheme or where these 
defendants are acting or participating 
with other defendants to sell the same 
product.” 

The question raised by the comment 
is too general for the agency to provide 
specific clarification. The agency notes 
that it would generally agree that the 
simple addition of a corporate officer as 
a defendant or of an additional lot of a 
product in an action addressing a 
specific violation of the act would not 
require a new notice. However, the 
extension of an action to include new 
corporate entities or differing products 
would likely require a new notice. The 
agency believes that proposed § 100.2(a) 
is sufficiently clear on this point that 
there is no need to revise the 
regulations. 

F. Public Disclosure 

11. One comment requested that FDA 
publicly disclose information contained 
in State notification letters, excluding 
trade secrets tmd confidential 
information. Several comments wanted 
public disclosure of information 
contained in FDA’s response to State 
notification letters. 

The agency believes that proposed 
§ 100.2(i). regarding exemption from 
public disclosure of information in State 
notification letters, is appropriate. 
Section 20.61 of FDA’s regulations (21 
CFR 20.61) provides that trade secret 
and confidential commercial 
information is not available for public 
disclosure. Section 20.64 of FDA’s 
regulations (21 CFR 20.64) provides that 
an investigatorylecord for law 
enforcement purposes may be withheld 
by the agency from public disclosure if 
disclosure of the record would interfere 
with enforcement proceedings and 
disclose investigative techniques and 
procedures. 'The State notification letter 
is an investigatory record in that it 
relates to a potential regulatory 
enforcement action. Such an 
investigatory record is available for 
public disclosure as provided in 
§ 20.64(c) and (d). 

Section 20.88 (21 CFR 20.88) provides 
that investigatory records compiled for 
law enforcement officials who perform 
counterpart functions to FDA at the 
State and local level are exempt from 
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public disclosure pursuant to § 20.64. 
The agency’s response to a State 
notification letter is not available for 
public disclosure as provided by 
§ § 20.64 and 20.88. 

G. Preemption and Enforcement 

12. Several comments expressed 
concern that a State could enforce a 
State law that is identical to a section of 
the act but have an interpretation of the 
law that is different from FDA’s 
interpretation of the act. 

FDA realizes that it is possible for 
State laws that are identical to Federal 
laws to be interpreted differently by the 
different States. As discussed above, the 
agency believes that close cooperation 
between FDA and the States will ensure 
that goals of uniformity are met while 
still addressing the concerns of the 
citizens of a State. 

H. FDA‘s Authority to Interpret the Act 

In the preamble to the proposed 
regulations the agency stated that to 
avoid any suggestion of an 
unconstitutional delegation to States to 
enforce the act, FDA retains full* 
authority to advise States of what FDA 
believes is the proper interpretation of 
any of the sections of the act that they 
may seek to enforce. The agency stated 
that if FDA advises a State that its 
proposed action is inconsistent with 
FDA’s interpretation, section 307 of the 
act requires that the State conform its 
interpretation to FDA’s (56 FR 60534 at 
60535 to 60536). 

13. Several comments agreed, and one 
comment disagreed, with this agency 
statement. One comment wanted the 
final rule to add a new § 100.2(h)(3) that 
would require the agency to advise the 
States that the interpretation of the act 
that they seek to enforce is inconsistent 
with FDA’s interpretation, that the 
labeling in question does not violate the 
act. and that they may not bring an 
enforcement proceeding. The comment 
that disagreed said that it is up to the 
courts to decide the ultimate meaning of 
the provisions of the act in 
disagreements between the States and 
FDA. 

As stated above, FDA generally will 
not be issuing an interpretation to the 
State of the Federal requirements when 
it responds to a State notification letter. 
It will merely inform the State that the 
agency has commenced or settled an 
informal or formal enforcement action 
or is prosecuting or has settled a court 
proceeding, or has done none of these 
things. Therefore, the final rule does not 
need to include a section to require the 
agency to advise a State that its 
interpretation is inconsistent with 
FDA’s. However, after consideration of 

the comments, the agency continues to 
believe that the position that it 
enunciated in the proposal is correct for 
the reasons that it presented (see 56 FR 
60534 at 60535 to 60536). Therefore, 
FDA reserves the right to advise a State 
that its proposed action is inconsistent 
with FDA’s interpretation of the act and 
will do so as circumstances warrant. 

14. Several comments wanted the 
agency to ensure that a mechanism was 
available to provide the States with 
agency interpretations. These comments 
wanted FDA to impose time limits upon 
itself to issue interpretations. 

Whenever a State would like an 
interpretation of the act, it may seek an 
advisory opinion under § 10.85 (21 CFR 
10.85). FDA will respond to the request 
in a timely manner. The agency’s 
Division of Federal-State Relations also 
will work closely with the States to 
ensure that FDA’s interpretations of the 
act and the agency’s regulations on food 
labeling are made available to the States. 
The State Training Branch of FDA’s 
Office of Regulatory Affairs will conduct 
training classes for the States after 
implementation of the final regulations. 

15. One comment recommended that 
the agency consider establishing an 
advisory panel of State and local 
officials to assist FDA in the 
development of interpretations. 

FDA is charged by Congress to enforce 
requirements of the act. Therefore, FDA 
believes that as a general matter, it is its 
responsibility to interpret the act. 
However, the agency also recognizes the 
value of receiving input from State and 
local officials as well as others in the 
development of its interpretations. To 
this end the agency is establishing a 
Food Advisory Committee that will 
consider a broad range of questions 
concerning food (57 FR 8128, March 6, 
1992). FDA will ^ including 
representatives fi-om State and local 
governments on this committee. The 
agency notes that it utilizes a number of 
other approaches to ensure that it is 
aware of State and local government 
concerns, including participation in 
activities of the Association of Food and 
Drug Officials and regular contacts with 
the State through FDA’s Division of 
Federal-State Relations. Thus, FDA does 
not believe that it is necessary to 
establish a separate standing advisory 
panel of State and local officials as a 
regular part of FDA’s process of 
interpreting the act. 

III. Conclusion 

FDA is revising proposed § 100.2(d) in 
response to comments submitted 
regarding the proposal on the State 
enforcement provisions of the 1990 
amendments (56 FR 60534). FDA has 

revised proposed § 100.2(d), regarding 
the State notification letter format, by 
modifying the format item E to read ‘‘E. 
Name and address of firm believed to be 
responsible for violations,” deleting 
item F, renumbering items G, H, and I 
as F, G, and H, and including a new 
format item I to read ‘T. Type of 
enforcement action.” FDA has also 
modified proposed § 100.2())(2) to read: 
“formal enforcement actions” include 
seizures, injunctions, or other civil 
judicial enforcement actions that pertain 
to the food in question.” The agency has 
adopted the remainder of the provisions 
of § 100.2 as proposed with only minor 
editorial revisions because the agency 
did not receive any comments 
concerning them, or because, as 
discussed above, the comments that it 
did receive did not justify a change. 

rV. Economic Impact 

In its November 1991 proposal, FDA 
concluded that the proposed 
requirements did not constitute a major 
rule and that no significant impact on a 
substantial number of small entities, 
including small business, would derive 
firom this action. FDA has not received 
any new information or comments on 
the proposal that would alter its 
previous determination. 

V. Paperwork Reduction 

Section 100.2 of this final rule 
contains notification requirements that 
were submitted for review and approval 
to the Director of the Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB), as 
required by section 3504(h) of the 
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980. The 
requirements were approved and 
assigned OMB control number 0910- 
0275. 

List of Subjects in 21 CFR Part 100 

Administrative practice and 
procedure. Food labelii^. Foods. 

Therefore, under the Federal Food, 
Drug, and Cosmetic Act and under 
authority delegated to the Commissioner 
of Food and Drugs, 21 CFR part 100 is 
amended as follows: 

PART 100—GENERAL 

1. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 100 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Secs. 201, 301, 307,402,403, 
409, 701 of the Federal Food, Drug, and 
Cosmetic Act (21 U.S.C. 321, 331, 337, 342, 
343, 348, 371). 

2. Section 100.2 is added to subpart 
A to read as follows: 

§ 100.2 State enforcement of Federal 
regulations. 

(a) Under section 307 of the Federal 
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (the act). 
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a State may bring, in its own name and 
within its own Jurisdiction, proceedings 
for the civil enforcement, or to restrain 
viole^tions, of sections 401, 403(b), 
403(c), 403(d), 403(e), 403(f), 403(g), 
403(h), 403(i), 403(k). 403(q), or 403(r) 
of the act if the food that is the subject 
of the proceedings is located in the 
State. 

(b) No proceeding may be commenced 
by a State rmder paragraph (a) of this 
section: 

(1) Before 30 days after the State has 
given notice to the Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) that the State 
intends to bring such proceeding. 

(2) Before 90 days after the State has 
given notice to FDA of such intent if 
FDA has. within such 30 days, 
commenced an informal or formal 
enforcement action pertaining to the 
food which would be the subject of such 
proceeding. 

(3) If FDA is diligently prosecuting a 
proceeding in court pertaining to such 
food, has settled such proceeding, or has 
settled the informal or formal 
enforcement action pertaining to such 
food. 

(c) A State may intervene as a matter 
of right, in any court proceeding 
described in paragraph (b)(3) of this 
section. 

(d) The notification that a State ’ 
submits in accordance with paragraph 
(b) of this section should include the 
following information and be submitted 
in the following recommended format: 

(Date) 
Name of State agency- 
Post office address- 
Street address- 
City, State, and ZIP code- 
Name of product(s) covered by the 
notification- 
Reporting official, title, and telephone 
no.- 
FAX No.- 
Agency contact (if different from 
reporting official), title, and telephone 
no.- 

Director, 
Division of Regulatory Guidance (HFF- 
310), 
Center for Food Safety and Applied 
Nutrition, 
Food and Drug Administration, 
200 C St. SW., 
Washington, I)C 20204. 
To Whom It May Concern: 

The undersigned,-, submits this 
letter of notification pursuant to section 
307(b)(1) of the Federal Food, Drug, and 
Cosmetic Act 
(21 U.S.C. 337(b)(1)) with respect to 
-. (name of products covered by 
the notification and the enforcement 
action that is to be initiated) 
Attached hereto, and constituting a part 
of this letter of notification are the 
following: 

A. The name of the product. 
B. The type and size of each product 

container. 
C. Copy of the label and labeling of 

the product. 
D. Manufacturing code (if applicable). 
E. Name and address of firm believed 

to be responsible for violations. 
F. Name and address of parent firm (if 

known). 
G. Reason for the anticipated State 

enforcement action (list specific 
violations, including sections of the law 
violated). 

H. Name of firm against which action 
is emticipated (if applicable). 

I. Type of enforcement action. 
Yours very truly. 
Reporting Agency 
By- 
(Indicate authority) 
(e) The letter of notification riiould be 

signed by a State official authorized by 
the State to institute the contemplated 
enforcement actions. 

(f) The letter of notification should be 
sent to the Division of Regulatory 
Guidance (HFF-310), Center for Food 
Safety and Applied Nutrition. Food and 
E)rug Administration, 200 C St. SW., 
Washington, DC 20204, FAX number 
202-205-4642. 

(g) FDA will notify the State of the 
date in which its letter of notification 
was received by FDA, Center for Food 
Safety and Applied Nutrition, Division 
of Regulatory Guidance (HFF-310) 
(within 2 working days after date of 
receipt). This date will be the date of 
notification for the purposes of 
paragraph (b) of this section, 

(h) The Director, Divisicm of 
Regulatory Guidance, Office of 
Compliance, Center for Food Safety and 
Applied Nutrition, FDA, will respond to 
the State’s notification within 30 days of 
the date of notification by advising: 

(1) Whether FDA has commenc^ an 
informal or formal enforcement action 
pertaining to the food that is the subject 
of the notification: or 

(2) Whether FDA is prosecuting a 
proceeding in court pertaining to such 
food, has settled such proceeding, or has 
settled informal or formal enforcement 
action pertaining to such food. 

(i) Information contained in State 
notification letters shall be exempt firom 
public disclosure to the same extent to 
which such information would be so 
exempt pursuant to §§ 20.61, 20.64, and 
20.88 of this chapter. 

(j) Definitions. (1) “Informal 
enforcement actions” include warning 
letters, recalls, detentions, or other 
administrative enforcement actions that 
pertain to the food in question. 

(2) “Formal enforcement actions” 
include seizures, injunctions, or other 
civil judicial enforcement actions that 
pertain to the food in question. 
(Information collection requirements in 
this section were approved by the Office 
of Management and Budget (OMB) and 
assigned OMB control numl^r 0910- 
0275.) 

Dated: October 20,1992. 
David A. Kessler, 
Commissioner of Food and Drugs. 
Louis W. Sullivan, 
Secretary of Health and Human Services. 
(FR Doc. 92-31508 Filed 12-28-92; 8:45 am) 
BILUNG CODE 416<M>1-f 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND 
HUMAN SERVICES 

Food and Drug Administration 

21 CFR Part 100 

[Docket No. 91N-0038] 

RtN 0905-A008 

State Petitions Requesting Exemption 
from Federal Preemption 

AGENCY: Food and Drug Administration, 
HHS. 
ACTION: Final rule. 

SUMMARY: The Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) is amending its 
regulations to provide for petitions 
requesting exemption from preemption 
for State or local food standards and for 
certain other State or local labeling 
requirements that are preempted under 
the provisions of the Nutrition Labeling 
and Education Act of 1990 (the 1990 
amendments). The regulations set out 
the procedures for the submission, and 
for agency review, of these petitions and 
the information that the petitioner 
should supply. Petitions by State and 
local governments seeking exemption 
from specihed preemptive Federal 
requirements are specifically authorized 
by the 1990 amendments. 
EFFECTIVE DATE: February 5.1993. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Elizabeth). Campbell. Center for Food 
Safety and Applied Nutrition (HFS- 
155), Food and Drug Administration. 
200 C St. SW.. Washington, DC 20204, 
202-205-5229. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

I. Background 

In response to requirements of the 
1990 amendments (Pub. L. 101-535), 
FDA published in the Federal Register 
of November 27.1991 (56 FR 60528), a 
proposal to provide for petitions 
requesting exemption from preemption 
for State or local food standards and for 
certain other State or local labeling 
requirements that are preempted under 
the provisions of the 1990 amendments. 
The proposed regulations set out the 
procedures for the submission, and for 
agency review, of these petitions and 
the information that the petitioner 
should supply. Interested persons were 
given until February 25,1992, to 
comment. 

FDA received over 50 letters, each 
containing one or more comments, from 
industry, trade associations, States, 
government organizations, consumer 
organizations, a Congressman, and a 
consumer. The coigments generally 
supported the proposal. Several letters 

submitted in response to the proposal 
addressed issues outside the scopte of 
the proposal and will not be discussed 
here. A number of comments disagreed 
with, and requested clarification of, 
various aspects of the 1990 amendments 
or the proposal. Some of these 
comments suggested modification and 
revision in various provisions of the 
proposal. A summary of the comments 
and the agency’s responses follow. 

II. General Comments 

1. One comment asserted that 
individuals should have the right to 
petition for exemption. The comment 
stated that this would allow for a more 
universally equitable resolution of 
preemption issues. 

Only States and political subdivisions 
of States have legal standing to petition 
for exemption. Action 403A(b) of the 
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act 
(the act) (21 U.S.C. 343-l(b)) provides 
only that upon the petition of a State or 
a political subdivision of a State, the 
Secretary may exempt a State or local 
requirement from the effect of section 
403A(a) of the act. Thus, Congress did 
not provide for petitions from other 
parties, and the agency has no authority 
to grant the comment’s request. 

2. Some comments wanted to know if 
State requirements were preempted 
when the products in question were 
strictly intrastate products. 

The agency advises that under section 
403A(a) of the act. State requirements 
are not subject to preemption to the 
extent that they apply to intrastate 
products. 

HI. What State Laws Are Covered 

A. "Not Identical To" 

3. One comment suggested that 
whether a State or political subdivision 
of a State needs to seek exemption from 
preemption for a law or regulation 
should be based on whether there are 
substantive differences between the 
State and the Federal requirements. 

The agency does not accept the 
comment. While the results under the 
comment’s suggested test might be the 
same as un^er the agency’s proposal, 
FDA believes its proposal is more 
consistent with the statutory test. Under 
§ 100.1(c)(4). if the State requirement is 
identical to the Federal law, it is not 
subject to preemption under section 
403A(a) of the act. In addition, if the 
State requirement does the same thing 
that the Federal law does, even if the 
words are not the same, then it is 
effectively the same requirement as the 
Federal requirement. FDA’s view, as 
embodied in § 100.1(c)(4), is that such a 
State or local requirement need not be 

preempted, and that there is 
consequently no need to exempt it from 
preemption. Therefore, the only State 
requirements that are subject to 
preemption are those that are 
affirmatively difierent on matters that 
are covered by section 403A(a) of the 
act. 

A State will only petition for 
exemption of a requirement from 
preemption if the requirement is, or the 
State has a good reason to believe that 
it is, subject to preemption. The agency 
believes that the petition process that it 
is establishing provides States with an 
appropriate mechanism for requesting 
such an exemption from preemption. If 
a State can adequately demonstrate the 
need for the labeling requirement, that 
such requirement will not cause a food 
to be in violation of Federal law, and 
that it will not unduly burden interstate 
commerce, then FDA will propose to 
grant the exemption. 

B. More Stringent State Requirements 

4. Several comments expressed 
concern that stringent State laws may be 
preempted by less restrictive Federal 
regulations. These comments said that 
States should retain the authority to 
enforce strict State laws that serve the 
needs of its citizens. One of the 
comments was concerned that its 
regulation pertaining to open dating for 
perishable and semiperishable food 
products would be preempted, and it 
would be precluded from enforcing 
these open-dating provisions. Another 
comment said that producers who are 
able to successfully differentiate their 
products based on superior quality 
should not be prevented by Federal law 
from marketing that product under a 
State standard that rewards that quality. 

FDA acknowledges that some 
stringent State laws will be preempted 
by less restrictive Federal regulations. 
However, one of the goals of the 1990 
amendments is national uniformity in 
certain aspects of food labeling, so that 
the food industry can market its 
products efficiently in all 50 States in a 
cost-effective manner (Statement of Rep. 
Madigan, 136 Congressional Record 
H12954, October 26,1990). Thus, in 
enacting the 1990 amendments. 
Congress decided that even though 
Federal requirements may preempt 
more restrictive State requirements in 
certain instances, the net benefits from 
national uniformity in these aspects of 
the food label outweigh the loss in 
consumer protection that may occur as 
a result. In regard to open dating, the 
agency notes that State laws and 
regulations will not be preempted 
because FDA does not have authority to 
establish such requirements under the 
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sections of the act that have been given 
preemptive effect. Therefore, a State 
will not be precluded from enforcing its 
open-dating provisions. With respect to 
the latter comment, the agency advises 
that producers who choose to market a 
superior quality product are not 
precluded by Federal preemption from 
doing so. 

In response to inquiries from State 
officials and food producers concerned 
about the consequences of the 
preemption provisions, FDA has 
informed them that while the agency 
may act in the future to remove from its 
regulations any provisions that permit 
more stringent State requirements, those 
provisions remain in place for the 
moment and presumably have the force 
and effect of law. FDA does not intend 
to interfere with actions by States to 
enforce their standards based on 
existing regulations. 

C State Common or Usual Name 
Regulations 

5. Several comments questioned 
whether a State common or usual name 
regulation was preempted if the 
regulation was promulgated in 
conformance with § 102.5 General 
principles (21 CFR 102.5), and it is a 
food for which FDA has not adopted a 
common or usual name as a standard. 

Section 403{i)(l) of the act, which 
requires that the label of a food bear its 
common or usual name, if any, is one 
of six misbranding sections of the act 
identified in section 403A(a)(3) of the 
act that were the subject of a study 
mandated by section 6(b) of the 1990 
amendments. The purpose of the study 
was to determine whi^ of the six 
sections are adequately being 
implemented by FDA regulations and 
which are not. The agency contracted 
with the National Academy of Sciences, 
Institute of Medicine (lOM) to conduct 
the study. 

On July 28, 1992 (57 FR 33283), as 
required by the 1990 amendments, the 
agency published its proposed lists of 
those sections that are adequately being 
implemented and those sections that are 
not. Based on the lOM’s 
recommendations, the agency 
tentatively concluded that FDA 
regulations in part 102 (21 CFR part 
102) adequately establish procedures for 
the development and application of 
common or usual names under section 
403(i)(l) of the act. 

The agency is publishing elsewhere in 
this issue of the Federal Register a final 
rule entitled, “Certain Misbranding 
Sections of the Federal Food, Drug, and 
Cosmetic Act That Are, and That Are 
Not, Adequately Being Implemented by 
Regulation Notice of Final Lists.” Based 

upon FDA’s evaluation of the 
recommendations of the lOM, its 
consideration of the comments on the 
proposed lists, and other available 
information, the agency provides in that 
final rule its finding that section 
403(i)(l) of the act is being adequately 
implemented. 

Section 6(b)(3)(B) of the 1990 
amendments provides that “With 
respect to a section which is found by 
the Secretary to be adequately 
implemented, no State or political 
subdivision of a State may establish or 
continue in effect as to any food in 
interstate commerce any requirement 
which is not identical to such section.” 
Thus, a State common or usual name 
regulation promulgated in conformance 
with § 102.5 for a food for which there 
is no specific Federal common or usual 
name regulation is preempted. However, 
the agency would consider an 
exemption for preemption based on the 
conditions that led the State to believe 
that there was a need for the State 
common or usual name regulation. 

D. State Standards of Identity, Quality, 
or Fill Regulations 

6. Several comments asked whether a 
State standard of identity, quality, or fill 
is preempted if it is for a food for which 
there are no Federal standards. 

Under section 403A(a)(l) of the act, a 
State may not establish or continue in 
effect a standard of identity, quality, or 
fill for a food that is the subject of a 
standard of identity under section 401 
of the act (21 U.S.C. 341) that is not 
identical to the Federal standard. If 
there is no Federal standard of identity, 
quality, or fill for a particular food, then 
there is no basis, under the terms of 
section 403A(a)(l) of the act, for finding 
that there is Federal preemption. By 
contrast, under section 403A(a)(2) 
through (a)(5) a State may not establish 
or continue in effect any requirement 
“of the type” set forth in the sections of 
the act specified in section 403A(a)(2) 
through (a)(5). Thus, State or local 
requirements can be preempted under 
section 403A(a)(2) through (a)(5) even if 
no analogous Federal regulation had 
been promulgated. 

7. A comment noted that there was a 
typographical error in proposed 
§ 100.1(c)(4) in that the word “quantity” 
should be “quality” instead. 

The agency acknowledges the 
typographical error, and it has replaced 
the word “quantity” with the word 
“quality” in § 100.1(c)(4) set forth 
below. 

E. State Laws Adopted from the U.S. 
Department of Commerce Handbook 

8. Two comments asked if the weights 
and measmres standards for food 
products adopted by States from U.S. 
Department of Commerce publications, 
contained in the National-Institute of 
Standards and Technology (NIST) 
Handbook 130 1992 (Uniform Packaging 
and Labeling Regulation and the 
Uniform Regulation for the Method of 
Sale of Commodities) and the NIST 
Handbook 133 (Checking the Net 
Contents of Packaged Goods), would be 
preempted under the 1990 amendments. 
The comments said that the 
requirements of these publications do 
not appear to be different than those in 
§ 101.105 Declaration of net quantity of 
contents when exempt (21 CFR 101.105) 
but do go into more detail. The 
comments asked if FDA would adopt 
these U.S. Department of Commerce 
publications as part of its regulations. 

The agency advises that State 
requirements adopting U.S. Department 
of Commerce publications would not be 
subject to preemption if the State 
requirements can be considered to be 
identical to § 101.105. FDA’s view, as 
reflected in § 100.1(c)(4), is that the fact 
that the State requirements contain 
more detail than found in the Federal 
regulation does not necessarily mean 
that the State requirements would be 
subject to preemption. Preemption 
would occur only if the detailed 
information included in the State 
requirements imposes different or 
stricter requirements than provided for 
in §101.105. 

To resolve any concerns that a State 
may have about a potential conflict 
between its requirement and a Federal 
requirement, a State may petition the 
agency for exemption from preemption 
for its requirement. If FDA concludes 
that the State requirement is identical to 
the Federal requirement, the agency will 
advise the State of that fact and deny the 
State’s petition without prejudice. 
While the agency’s opinion is not 
binding, it will, if a question of 
preemption with regard to that State 
requirement is raised in court, provide 
evidence that the State requirement, in 
FDA’s view, is not preempted. If the 
court later decides otherwise, the State 
still has the option of petitioning FDA 
for an exemption from preemption. 

FDA is not adopting the U.S. 
Department of Commerce publications 
as part of its regulations at this time. 
However, because the issues 
surrounding the harmonization of FDA’s 
regulations and the U.S. Department of 
Commerce publications that have been 
adopted and enforced by States are bot*’ 
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important and complex, the agency 
would welcome a meeting with the 
National Conf^nce on Weights and 
Measures, State officials, and other 
interested Federal agencies to decide 
what ste^s are necessary and 
appropriate to ensure that FDA’s 
regulations and the relevant Department 
of Commerce publications are 
harmonized. 

9. A Comment asked whether all the 
States that had adopted regulations 
identical to those the Department of 
Commerce publications had to petition 
for exemption, or whether FDA could 
issue a blanket exemption for all of 
those States. 

The agency advises that it will accept 
blanket exemption petitions that cover 
circumstances such as those represented 
by the example of the State regulations 
adopted in response to the U.S. 
Department of Commerce’s 
publications. If. because of the detailed 
information from such publications that 
is included in the States’ requirements, 
the States consider their regulations to 
be subfect to preemption, one or more 
States should submit an exemption 
petition that meets the requirements set 
forth below in $ 100.1. Among other 
things, the exemption petition would 
need to show the authority for the 
petitioner to act on behalf of the other 
States CM* political subdivisions of the 
States, identify the State requirements 
and the dates that they were enacted, 
and include a statement of the grounds 
upon which the petition is bas^. 
IDepending upon the circumstances, the 
agency will consider granting an 
exemption horn preemption for the 
requirements of each of the States or 
political subdivisions covered by the 
petition. 

IV. State Petitions 

A. General 

10. Several comments objected to the 
statutory provision that allows a State to 
petition for an exemption from 
preemption by Federal food labeling 
regulations. These comments were of 
the view that all State laws regarding 
food labeling should be preempted by 
Federal food labeling regulations, and 
that States should not be allowed to 
petition for an exemption. On the other 
hand, another comment said that State 
laws regarding food labeling should not 
be preempted by Federal regulation, and 
thus there is no need for a process to 
petition for an exemption. 

Section 403A(b) of the act specifically 
allows a State, or a political sidxiivision 
of a State, to petition the Secretary for 
an exemption from preemption. It states 
that the Secretary may, upon being 

petitioned by a State, or political 
subdivision of a State, exempt any State 
or local requirement that; (1) Would not 
cause any food to be in violation of any 
applicable requirement under Federal 
law, (2) would not imduly burden 
interstate commerce, and (3) is designed 
to address a need for information that is 
not met by the misbranding sections of 
the act referred to in section 403A(a) of 
the act Given this provision, the agency 
has concluded that the procedures that 
it is establishing for the submission and 
consideration of petitions for exemption 
from preemption are necessary to 
effectuate the law. Therefore, the agency 
rejects the comments on this point 

B. Use of Medical Device Amendments 
as a Model 

11. One comment suggested that FDA 
model its regulations on State petitions 
for exemption from preemption under 
the 1990 amendments after FDA’s 
medical device regulations for such 
exemptions (21 CFR 808.20, 808.25, and 
808.35) rather than after the Consumer 
Product Safety Commission (CPSC) 
regulations. The comment asserted that 
the medical device regulations are better 
suited as a model because they are more 
comprehensive than the CPSC 
regulations. *1110 comment noted that the 
medical device regulations require 
States to provide more information in 
the petition than they would be required 
to provide under proposed § 100.1 and 
provide interested persons with an 
opportunity to have an oral hearing on 
whether a petition should be granted. 

The agency does not believe that the 
medical device regulations on 
exemption petitions are an appropriate 
model for implementing the 1990 
amendments. The statutory provisions 
under which the medical device 
regulations were promulgated are 
different fr'om the 1990 amendments in 
a fundamental respect. The medical 
device statutory provisions require a 
hearing. The 1990 amendments do not. 
Consequently, the agency chose to 
model its regulations after the CPSC 
regulations rather than the medical 
device regulations because the CPSC 
regulations provided a mechanism in 
which no hearing is required. 

Moreover, the agency believes that the 
information proposed by FDA for 
submission by a State in its exemption 
petition is appropriate because it 
responds directly to the criteria 
established by section 403A(b) of the 
act. Accordingly, FDA is not making the 
suggested changes. 

12. Se\’eral comments requested that 
FDA provide for the periodic review of 
granted exemptions and for the 
revocation of an exemption if the 

conditions that were present when the 
exemption was granted no longer exist. 
One comment noted that the medical 
device procedures provide for such 
revocation of previously granted 
exemption petitions. 

The agency understands the concerns 
express^ by these comments and is 
open to citizen petitions to revoke an 
exemption if such revocation is 
warranted. However, the agency does 
not have the resources to commit itself 
to periodic reviews of exemptions 
granted to States. If an interested person 
becomes aware of a change in the 
conditions that led FDA to grant an 
exemption, that person can submit a 
citizen petition under § 10.30 Citizen 
petition (21 CFR 10.30) requesting 
revocation of that exemption. The 
agency will review any such petition 
that is submitted. If the petition shows 
that the conditions that justified an 
exemption no longer exist, the agency 
will consider revoking that exemption. 

C. What the Petition Must Show About 
Effect on Interstate Commerce 

13. Several comments suggested that 
FDA should balance a State or locality’s 
particular need agaipst the burden on 
interstate commerce in determining 
whether an exemption petition should 
bejranted. 

‘Ine agency does not believe that fiie 
test for whether a State requirement 
does, in fact, "unduly burden’’ interstate 
commerce is one of balancing burden 
versus need. The statute anticipates that 
a State or locality’s need for a particular 
labeling requirement will be assessed 
separately under section 403A(b)(3). In 
case law interpreting "undue burden,” 
the court equated the term with 
unfairness. (See Mid-South Bottling Co. 
V. NLBB, 876 F.2d 458, 461 (5th Cir. 
1989)). Applying this unfairness 
standard, one could argue, for example, 
that if a State requirement can be readily 
accommodated (e.g., a stick-on label) or 
is not applied to out-of-state firms, it 
does not luiduly burden interstate 
commerce. On the other hand, if the 
State requirement required a completely 
different label than would be 
apprepriate everywhere else in the 
country, a strong argument could be 
made that it does unduly burden 
interstate commerce. Accordingly, the 
agency is not including the suggested 
balancing test as a criterion for 
determining whether a State’s petition 
for exemption from preemption should 
be granted. 

14. Several comments objected to the 
amount of information required In a 
State petition on the effect that granting 
it will have on interstate commerce. 
These comments were particularly 
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opposed to the agency’s position that 
States should obtain information in the 
form of statements from producers of 
food products indicating that it is 
practical and feasible for them to 
comply with the State requirement. 

The congressional intent in enacting 
the 1990 amendments was to provide 
national uniformity and to allow 
industry to conduct business in an 
efficient and cost-effective manner (136 
Congressional Record Hi2954, October 
26,1990). Accordingly, the State has the 
burden to show why an exemption is 
appropriate, and why such an 
exemption, if granted, would not 
unduly burden interstate commerce. 

To meet this burden, a State will need 
to contact industry to determine the 
effect of its regulations upon interstate 
commerce. Although a company may 
say that the burden is significant, the 
State would have the opportunity to 
show as part of its petition that the 
company’s view is overstated and, 
therefore, does not provide a basis for 
denying the petition. Accordingly, the 
agency is retaining this requirement in 
the final rule. 

15. Some comments requested that 
FDA require States to include more 
information in their petitions to show 
not only the costs of distributing 
products labeled differently for different 
States but also the cost of changing 
labels if an exemption petition is 
granted. 

The agency proposed in § 100.1(d)(2) 
(Part C, Statement of Grounds) to only 
provide States with guidance as to what 
a petition for exemption from 
preemption should contain. The agency 
continues to believe, and it was not 
persuaded by the comments to conclude 
otherwise, that it is not appropriate to 
establish requirements on the contents 
of a State petition for an exemption from 
preemption. Therefore, FDA rejects the 
comments on this point. However, the 
agency does agree that the costs of 
cdianging labels and of using different 
labels in different localities bear on the 
issue of burden on interstate commerce 
and, therefore, should be included in 
the State’s petition as part of the cost of 
compliance. 

16. Some comments suggested that, 
with respect to possible burdens on 
interstate commerce, FDA should give 
more specific guidance about what it 
intends to consider in deciding whether 
to grant an exemption from preemption 
for a State or local requirement. One 
comment stated that the factors depicted 
in proposed § 100.1(d)(2) (i.e., economic 
feasibility, comparison of costs of 
compliance, effects on the availability of 
a food to consumers, and the 
practicality of industry compliance) do 

not accurately or fully summarize the 
constitutional considerations employed 
by Federal courts. The latter comment 
suggested that a State must be able to 
show: (1) The important public interests 
its regulation supposedly furthers, (2) 
that me regulation treats in-state and 
out-of-state manufacturers or advertisers 
evenhandedly, (3) the degree of burden 
imposed by the regulation, (4) that the 
burden is not clearly excessive in 
relation to any putative local benefits, 
(5) that the regulation does not project 
the State’s standards into other States, 
and (6) that the regulation does not 
unduly impede the free flow of 
interstate commerce. 

The agency believes that the guidance 
that it has provided in § 100.1(d)(2) (Part 
C, Statement of Grounds) as to the 
information necessary to support an 
exemption petition fully reflects the 
considerations that the Federal courts 
have applied in determining whether 
there is an undue burden on interstate 
commerce. The agency, however, with 
the exception of item (2) above, does not 
object to a State addressing the listed 
items in an exemption petition. With 
respect to item (2), the agency notes that 
it does not have jurisdiction over 
products manufactured and distributed 
in intrastate commerce, nor does it have 
jurisdiction over advertising, which is 
regulated by the Federal Trade 
Commission. Therefore, FDA considers 
this item to be of marginal relevance to 
the determination that the agency must 
make. 

D. Particular Need for Information 

17. Several comments argued that 
FDA has misinterpreted the portion of 
the 1990 amendments requiring a State 
to show a “particular need for 
information’’ to mean that a State or 
locality must show that a labeling 
requirement fulfills a unique local need 
in order to exempt a requirement from 
preemption. The comments stated that a 
petition for exemption from preemption 
should not be denied simply because 
the need for information is also national 
in scope. 

While the agency agrees with the 
comments’ interpretation of the statute, 
an agency decision to grant an 
exemption from preemption is likely to 
be based largely on the agency’s 
evaluation of the situation within the 
requesting State. If the need for an 
exemption is not-only local, the agency 
is likely to consider whether it would 
not in fact be more appropriate to 
amend the relevant Federal regulation 
rather than grant an exemption. 
Therefore, while the agency is open and 
willing to consider any need for 
exemption asserted in a State petition. 

it seems prudent for such a petition to 
address the question of why the agency 
should limit its consideration to the 
exemption and not address the broader 
concern. 

18. One comment suggested that FDA 
include a provision in the final rule that 
requires that petitions for exemption 
that are based on a claim that a 
particular Federal requirement fails to 
meet the petitioning State’s particular 
local need be accompanied by a 
citizen’s petition under § 10.30 to 
amend the Federal requirement. The 
comment said that the agency should 
defer consideration of the exemption 
petition until it has ruled on the 
citizen’s petition. 

The agency does not believe that such 
a requirement is appropriate or 
necessary. It would be an unnecessary 
burden on States to require that they 
submit all the information necessary for 
a citizen petition to amend FDA’s 
regulations. The agency, however, has 
no objection to other interested persons 
submitting a citizen petition under 
§ 10.30 for an amendment to a Federal 
regulation. Although the agency cannot 
commit itself to acting on such citizen 
petition first, it will review it as 
appropriate and in an expeditious 
manner. 

19. Several comments suggested that 
States should be required to identify 
alternatives that might be used to meet 
the need for information without 
negating Federal preemption and to 
explain why those alternatives could 
not be reasonably implemented within 
the State. These comments argued that 
this requirement would satisfy the 
State’s burden to prove that uniformity 
should be compromised. Not every 
perceived shortcoming in Federal 
requirements, the comment stated, must 
be remedied by different labeling 
requirements. 

The 1990 amendments provide only 
that a State show that its requirement 
would not cause any food to be in 
violation of Federal law, would not 
unduly burden interstate commerce, 
and is designed to meet a particular 
need for information that is not met by 
the Federal requirements. There is no 
provision in the 1990 amendments that 
requires that the States identify and 
consider a number of alternatives 
beyond that for which it is seeking 
exemption from preemption. 
Accordingly, FDA is not including the 
suggested provision in the final rule. 
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V. Procedural ProTisiona 

A. When to File—Submission of Petition 
Before a State Rule is Finalizea 

20. Several comments disagreed with 
the proposed requirement in 
§ lOO.lfcHD that States submit an 
exemption petition only after the State 
requiremmt has been enacted or issued 
as a ftnal rule by an authorized State 
official and is in effect or would be in 
effect but for the provisions of section 
403A of the act. The comments 
suggested that States be allowed to 
petition for exemption at any time once 
a State rulemaking proceeding starts, or 
when the State believes that the rule 
will become final. The comments said 
that it would be too burdensome to 
promulgate a State regulation only to 
have it preempted by the Federal 
regulation. The comments also 
requested guidance from FDA about 
preemption and its effects on current 
and possible future State laws. 

Acceptance of a State petition for 
exemption from preemption for a State 
law or regulation that has not been 
enacted or promulgated could result in 
a waste of TOA resources if the State 
subsequently decides not to enact the 
law or not to adopt the regulation. FDA 
is willing to communicate and work 
with States when questions about 
preemption arise. However, the agency 
does not believe that it is prudent to 
accept exemption petitions for laws or 
regulations that are not yet enacted. 
Because preemption can only occur if 
there is a State law or regulation in 
effect, the agency will not grant an 
exemption to a proposed State law or 
regulation. 

The agency, however, advises that a 
State should be aware of the possible 
preemption problems at the time it 
considers whether to adopt the law or 
regulation. Realizing that the primary 
purpose of preemption is uniformity of 
State laws, the State will need to find 
that there are particular needs that 
compel it to adopt the law or regulation 
if it is to do so in the face of the 
likelihood of preemption. Those are 
exactly the needs that ought to be 
brought to the agency’s attention as part 
of the exemption ftrom preemption 
process. 

B. Filing State Exemption Petitions 

21. Several comments recommended 
that proposed $ 100.1(c) be revised in 
the finai rule to set “threshold 
requirements for the acceptance of 
petitions for suitability for ftling of State 
petitions.” The comments noted that the 
proposed prerequisites would establish 
only that there is a State requirement, 
that the State and Federal requirements 

are not identical, and that the petitioner 
is an appropriate State offtcial. These 
comments suggested that FDA not 
accept for filing in the first instance any 
exemption petition unless it contains a 
prima facie showing that the statutory 
prerequisites are met; i.e., that the 
propped exemption will not result in a 
violation of any Federal law. will not 
unduly burden interstate commerce, 
and is designed to address a particular 
need for information that is not met by 
the preemptive Federal requirement 
(section 403A(b) of the act). One 
comment viewed a demonstration of 
threshold compliance with the statutory 
prerequisites as critical in light of the 
fact that under section 10(b)(2) of the 
1990 amendments, a petition submitted 
by May 8,1992, has the effect of staying 
Federal preemption until FDA takes 
action on the petition. The comment 
was concerned that because the State 
petitioning regulation itself is not 
proposed to become effective until 
November 8,1992, FDA action on State 
petitions submitted before May 8,1992, 
vyill be deferred for a very long time. 
Consequently, the comment argued that 
without a meaningful petition threshold 
regulation, even a State petition 
unapprovable on its face would stay 
Federal preemption for that time. 

The agency Mlieves that the threshold 
requirements it proposed in § 100.1(c) 
are more than adequate for determining 
whether a petition for exemption from 
preemption should be accepted for 
filing. The requested prima facie 
showing that the exemption petition has 
met the statutory prerequisites goes to 
the merits of the {^ition, and whether 
it should be granted or denied, not to 
whether it is suitable for filing. Given 
this fact, along with the complexities of 
the factors to be considered in 
determining whether the statutory 
prerequisites have been met by the 
petitioner, and the amount of time (90 
days) in which the agency is expected 
to make a final decision on the merits 
of each exemption petition, FDA is not 
amending § 100.1(c) to grant the 
comments’ request. 

The agency note.s that the suggested 
inclusion of additional threshold 
requirements for the acceptance of 
exemption petitions will not address the 
concerns expressed by the comments. 
The comments address the provision of 
section 10(b)(2) of the 1990 amendments 
that exempts a State requirement 
described in section 403A(a)(3) through 
(a)(5) of the act fiom preemption for a 
limited period of time if the State 
submits a petition under section 
403A(b) of the act by May 8,1992. 
Because the time limit of May 8,1992, 
for submitting exemption petitions that 

would temporarily except State 
requirements from preemption has 
passed, any value in establishing 
threshold requirements for petitions 
submitted by that date is moot. 
Moreover, the agency does not believe 
that it can retroactively establish 
threshold requirements that would 
exclude certain or all State petitions 
fiom the exemption provisions of 
section 10(b)(2) of the 1990 
amendments. 

22. Several comments recommended 
that § 100.1(f)(4) and (0(5) be revised to 
provide for public notification in the 
Federal Register of the filing of State 
exemption petitions. One comment 
suggested that a notice of filing of an 
exemption petition be sent to the 
petitioner. Some comments also 
recommended that FDA provide for a 
comment period between the filing of an 
exemption petition and the agency's 
response. Other comments wanted the 
submission of an exemption'petition 
and the agency’s responses to be made 
public. These comments expressed 
concern that without public 
notification, an interested person may 
not know that his or her interests 
require the filing of comments. Some 
comments suggested that FDA also 
should establish a specific time between 
the receipt and the filing of an 
exemption petition so that interested 
persons may provide meaningful 
comment. 

The agency does not believe public 
notification in the Federal Register of 
the submission or filing of exemption 
petitions is necessary. Nor does the 
agency find it necessary to establish a 
comment period for either submitted or 
filed petitions. The procedures for the 
handling of petitions for exemption 
fit>m preemption are generally 
consistent with those in § 10.30 for 
citizen petitions. Section 100.1(e) 
provides that once an exemption 
petition is accepted for filing, it will be 
made available for public examination 
and copying at the Dockets Management 
Branch under the rules provided for in 
§ 10.20(j) (21 CFR 10.20(j)). In addition, 
§ 100.1(f)(3) provides that the petitioner 
will be notified in writing of the filing 
and docket number of the petition. 
Section 100.1(f)(4) allows any interested 
person to submit written comments to 
the Dockets Management Branch on a 
filed petition, as provided in § 10.30(d). 
If the agency tentatively decides that an 
exemption petition has merit, it will 
publish in the Federal Register a 
proposal to grant the exemption, and 
interested persons will have an 
opportunity to comment on the p.-oposal 
at that time. 
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The agency recognizes that not 
providing for a public notice of the 
filing or submission of an exemption 
petition in the procedures that it is 
establishing may limit the ability of a 
person who mi^t consider the petition 
significant to comment on the petition 
before the agency makes a decision to 
propose to grant the exemption or to 
deny the petition. The agency has 
concluded, however, that there is no 
prejudice from this fact because the 
petition will be available at the Dockets 
Management Branch, comments can be 
submitted on the petition, and the 
agency will not grant the petition until 
after there has b^n rulemaking on 
whether such action is appropriate. 
Interested persons will thus have ample 
opportunity to comment on the petition. 

23. One comment requested that FDA 
establish a comment period for 
accepting comments to a proposal to 
grant an exemption. 

The agency points out that all FDA 
published proposals are subject to the 
requirements of § 10.40 Promulgation of 
regulations for efficient enforcement of 
the law (21 CFR 10.40). Section 
10.40(b)(2) provides that the proposal 
will provide 60 days for comment, 
although the (Commissioner of Food and 
Drugs may shorten the comment period 
(to not less than 10 days) or lengthen 
this time period for good cause. 

24. One comment said that FDA 
should make a decision on the 
exemption petition in 90 days and not 
just issue a response that it has not 
made a decision. 

The agency advises that it intends to 
make every eRort to make its decisions 
on exemption petitions within the 90- 
day period. However, there are 
circumstances that arise, such as other 
agency priorities and a need for 
additional information, that may not 
permit the agency to respond within 90 
days. Accordingly, the agency has 
concluded that a provision for a 
tentative response, similar to that which 
is permitted in § 10.30(e)(2)(iii), is both 
appropriate and warranted. 

25. Some comments wanted FDA to 
publish a list of all petitions filed before 
May 8,1992, and to act promptly on 
these petitions. 

Five petitions from States requesting 
exemption from preemption were 
submitted to the agency by May 8,1992. 
As announced in the Federal Register of 
March 14,1991 (56 FR 10906), the 
agency has deferred action on these 
petitions and has not reviewed them to 
any extent at this time. These petitions . 

[ are: State of California petitions on milk, 
^ dated January 7,1991 (Docket No. 9lP- 
I 0009); slack fill, dated May 6,1992 
I (Docket No. 92P-0361); bottled water. 

dated May 8,1992 (Docket No. 92P- 
0216); State of Michigan petition on 
nonalcoholic beverages, dated March 
15,1991 (Docket No. 92P-0360); State of 
Vermont petition on maple syrup, dated 
July 30,1991 (Docket No. 92P-0359); 
and a joint petition by 44 states, 
territories or jurisdictions on net 
content, dated November 9,1992 
(Docket No. 92P-0441). The agency 
fully intends to respond to these 
petitions in the very near future. 

26. Chie comment from a foreign 
country requested that FDA notify it of 
any State exemption petitions that could 
affect trade. The comment expressed 
concern that any exemptions not violate 
the C^neral Agreement on Tariffs and 
Trade or the Free Trade Agreement with 
(Danada. 

The agency advises that if it should 
tentatively decide that an exemption 
petition has merit, it will publish a 
proposal in the Federal Register to grant 
the exemption through rulemaking. Any 
foreign government concerned about 
trade implications would have an 
opportunity to comment on such a 
proposal at that time. The agency 
believes that publication of proposals to 
grant an exemption in the Federal 
Register will provide adequate notice to 
foreign governments of State petitions 
for exemption from preemption. 

C. Exemption Granted through Notice 
and Comment Rulemaking 

27. Several comments were opposed 
to granting exemptions through 
rulemaking. The comments said there is 
nothing in the language of the 1990 
amendments indicating the necessity for 
issuing exemptions in the form of 
regulations. 

The agency considered these 
comments but finds no basis to change 
its tentative conclusion that granting of 
exemptions through notice and 
comment rulemaking is the best 
procedure to follow. The agency 
believes that rulemaking is appropriate 
because section 403A(b) provides that 
FDA is to grant the exemption by 
regulation, and because the granting of 
an exemption from preemption will' 
have the force and effect of law. In 
addition, rulemaking will ensure that all 
interested persons have an opportunity 
to comment, and that all opinions are 
expressed. Accordingly, FDA is 
retainihg § 100.1(f)(5)(i), as proposed, 
but is adding the phrase "under such 
conditions as it [FDA] may prescribe by 
regulation” to the last sentence of 
§ 100.1(a)(2) to reflect the language of 
section 403A(b). 

After considering the comments that 
FDA received on the proposal, FDA is 

adding a new subpart A, consisting of 
§100.1. 

VI. Paperworic Redaction Act 

Section 100.1(d) of this final rule 
contains information collection 
requirements that wwe submitted for 
review and approval to the Director of 
the Office of Management and Budget 
(OMB), as required by section 3504(h) of 
the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980. 
The requirements were approved and 
assigned OMB control number 0910- 
0277. 

Vn. Economic Impact 

In its November 1991 proposal, FDA 
concluded that the proposed 
requirements did not constitute a major 
rule and that no significant impact on a 
substantial number of small entities, 
including small businesses, would 
derive from this action. FDA has not 
received any new information or 
comments on the proposal that would 
alter its previous determination. 

VIII. Environmental Impact 

The agency previously determined 
under 21 CFR 25.24(a)(8). as announced 
in the proposed rule and published in 
the Federal Register of November 27, 
1991 (56 FR 60528), that this action is 
of a type that does not individually or 
cumulatively have a significant effect on 
the human environment. No new 
information or comments have been 
received that would affect the agency’s 
previous determination that there is no 
significant impact cm the human 
environment and that an environmental 
assessment or an environmental impact 
statement is not required. 

List of Subjects in 21 CFR Part 100 

Administrative practice and 
procedure. Food labeling. Foods. 

Therefore, imder the Federal Food, 
Drug, and Cosmetic Act and under 
authority delegated to the Oimmissioner 
of Food and Drugs, 21 OK part 100 is 
amended as follows: 

PART 100—GENERAL 

1. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 100 is revised to read as follows: 

Authority: Secs. 201, 301, 307,402, 403, 
409, 701 of the Federal Food, Drug, and 
Cosmetic Act (21 U.S.C 321, 331, 337, 342, 
343, 348. 371). 

2. A new subpart A cxtnsisting of 
§ 100.1 is added to read as follows: 
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Subpart A—State and Local 
Requirements 

§ 100.1 Petitions requesting exemption 
from preemption for State or local 
requirements. 

(a) Scope and purpose. (1) This 
subpart applies to the submission and 
consideration of petitions under section 
403A{b) of the Federal Food, Drug, and 
Cosmetic Act (the act), by a State or a 
political subdivision of a State, 
requesting exemption of a State 
requirement firom preemption under 
section 403A(a) of the act. 

(2) Section 403A(b) of the act provides 
that where a State requirement has been 
preempted under section 403A(a) of the 
act, the State may petition the agency 
for an exemption. The agency may grant 
the exemption, under such conditions 
as it may prescribe by regulation, if the 
agency finds that the State requirement 
will not cause any food to be in 
violation of any applicable requirement 
under Federal law, will not unduly 
burden interstate commerce, and is 
designed to address a particular need for 
information that is not met by the 
preemptive Federal requirement. 

(b) Definitions. (1) Act means the 
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act 
(21 U.S.C. 321 et seq.). 

(2) Agency means the Food and Drug 
Administration. 

(3) Commissioner means the 
Commissioner of Food and Drugs. 

(4) State means a State as defined in 
section 201(a)(1) of the act (which 
includes a territory of the United States, 
the District of Columbia, and Puerto 
Rico) or any political subdivision of a 
State having authority to issue food 
standards and food labeling regulations 
having force of law. 

(5) State requirement means any 
statute, standard, regulation, or other 
reouirement that is issued by a State. 

(c) Prerequisites for petitions for 
exemption from preemption. The Food 
and Drug Administration will consider 
a petition for exemption from 
preemption on its merits only if the 
petition demonstrates that: 

(1) The State requirement was enacted 
or was issued as a final rule by an 
authorized official of the State and is in 
effect or would be in effect but for the 
provisions of section 403A of the act. 

(2) The State requirement is subject to 
preemption luider section 403A(a) of the 
act be<^use of a statutory provision 
listed in that section or because of a 
Federal standard or other Federal 
regulation that is in effect, or that has 
been published as a final rule with a 
designated effective date, and that was 
issued imder the authority of a statutory 
provision listed in that section. For the 

purposes of this subpart, all petitions 
seeking exemption from preemption 
under section 403A(a)(3) through (a)(S) 
of the act submitted before May 8,1992, 
will be considered timely even though 
the applicable statutory provisions or 
regulations are not yet in effect. 

(3) The petitioner is an official of a 
State having authority to act for, or on 
behalf of, the Government in applying 
for an exemption of State requirements 
from preemption. 

(4) The State requirement is subject to 
preemption under section 403A(a) of the 
act be<^use it is not identical to the 
requirement of the preemptive Federal 
statutory provision or regulation 
including a standard of identity, quality, 
and fill. "Not identical to" does not 
refer to the specific words in the 
requirement but instead means that the 
State requirement directly or indirectly 
imposes obligations or contains 
provisions concerning the composition 
or labeling of food, or concerning a food 
container, that: 

(1) Are not imposed by or contained 
in the applicable provision (including 
any implementing regulation) of section 
401 or 4C3 of the act; or 

(ii) Differ from those specifically 
imposed by or contained in the 
applicable provision (including any 
implementing regulation) of section 401 
or 403 of the act. 

(d) Form of petition. (1) All 
information included in the petition 
should meet the general requirements of 
§ 10.20(c) of this chapter. 

(2) An original and one copy of the 
petition shall be submitted, or the 
petitioner may submit an original and a 
computer readable disk containing the 
petition. Contents of the disk should be 
in a standard format, such as ASCII 
format. (Petitioners interested in 
submitting a disk should contact the 
Center for Food Safety and Applied 
Nutrition for details.) 

(3) Petitions for exemption fi-om 
preemption for a State requirement shall 
be submitted to the Dockets 
Management Branch in the following 
form: 
(Date)- 
Dockets Management Branch, 
Food and Drug Administration, 
Department of Health and Human 

Services, 
rm. 1-23,12420 Parklawn Dr., 
Rockville, MD 20857. 

Petition Requesting Exemption from 
Preemption for State Requirement 

The undersigned submits this petition 
under section 403A(b)of the Federal 
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act to request 
that the Food and Drug Administration 

exempt a State requirement from 
preemption. 

The undersigned has authority to act 
for, or on behalf of, the {identify State 
or political subdivision of the State) 
because {document petitioner’s 
authority to submit petition on behalf of 
the State). 

A. Action Requested 

1, Identify and give the exact wording 
of the State requirement and give date 
it was enacted or issued in final form. 

2. Identify the specific standard or 
regulation that is believed to preempt 
the State requirement and the section 
and paragraph of the act that the 
standard or regulation implements. 

B. Documentation of State Requirement 

Provide a copy of the State 
requirement that is the subject of the 
application. Where available, the 
application should also include copies 
of any legislative history or background 
materials used in issuing the 
requirement, including hearing reports 
or studies concerning the development 
or consideration of the requirement. 

C. Statement of Grounds 

A petition for an exemption from 
preemption should contain the 
following: 

1. An explanation of the State 
requirement and its rationale, and a 
comparison of State and Federal 
requirements to show differences. 

2. An explanation of why compliance 
with the State requirement would not 
cause a food to be in violation of any 
applicable requirement under Federal 
law. 

3. Information on the effect that 
granting the State petition will have on 
interstate commerce. The petition 
should contain information on 
economic feasibility, i.e., whether the 
State and Federal requirements have 
significantly different effects on the 
production and distribution of the food 
product; comparison of the costs of 
compliance as shown by data or 
information on the actual or anticipated 
effect of the State and Federal 
requirements on the sale and price of 
the food product in interstate 
commerce; and the effect of the State 
requirement on the availability of the 
food product to consumers. To the 
extent possible, the petition should 
include information showing that it is 
practical and feasible for producers of 
food products to comply with the State 
requirement. Such information may be 
submitted in the form of statements 
from affected persons indicating their 
ability to comply. 
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4. Identification of a particular need 
for information that the State 
requirement is designed to meet, which 
need is not met by Fed«ral law. The 
petition should describe the conditions 
that require the State to petition for an 
exemption, the information need that 
the State requirement fulfills, the 
inadequacy of the Federal requirement 
in addressing this need, and the 
geographical area or political 
subdivision in which such need exists. 

D. Environmental Impact 

The petition shall contain a claim for 
categorical exclusion under 21 CFR 
25.24 or an environmental assessment 
under 21 CFR 25.31. 

E. Notification 

Provide name and address of person, 
branch, department, or other 
instrumentality of the State government 
that should be notified of the 
Commissioner’s action concerning the 
petition. 

F. Certification 

The undersigned certifies, that, to the 
best knowledge and belief of the 
undersigned, this petition includes all 
information and views on which the 
petition relies. 
(Signature)- 
(Name of petitioner)- 
(Mailing address)- 
(Telephone number)- 
(Information collection requirements 

in this section were approved by the 
Office of Management and Budget 

(OMB) and assigned OMB number 
0910-0277) 

(e) Submission of petition for 
exemption: public disclosure. The 
availability for public disclosure of a 
petition for exemption will be governed 
by the rules specified in § 10.20()) of this 
chapter. 

(fj Agency consideration of petitions. 
(1) Unless otherwise specific in this 
section, all relevant provisions and 
requirements of subpart B of part 10 of 
this chapter, are applicable to State 
petitions requesting exemption from 
Federal preemption under section 
403A(b) of the act. 

(2) If a petition does not meet the 
prerequisite requirements of paragraph 
(c) of this section, the agency will issue 
a letter to the petitioner denying the 
petition and stating in what respect the 
petition does not meet these 
requirements. 

(3) If a petition appears to meet the 
prerequisite requirements in paragraph 
(c) of this section, it will be filed b^y ^e 
Dockets Management Branch, stamped 
with the date of filing, and assigned a 
docket number. The docket number 
identifies the file established by the 
Dockets Management Branch for all 
submissions relating to the petition, as 
provided in this part. Subsequent 
submissions relating to the matter must 
refer to the docket number and will be 
filed in the docket file. The Dockets 
Meinagement Branch will promptly 
notify the petitioner in writing of the 
filing and docket number of a petition. 

(4) Any interested person may submit 
written comments to the Do€:kets 
Management Branch on a filed petition 
as provided in $ 10.30(d) of this diapter. 

(5) Within 90 days of the date of filing 
the agency will furnish a response to the 
petitioner. The response will either 

(i) State that the agency has 
tentatively determined that the petition 
merits the granting of an exemption, and 
that it intends to publish in the Federal 
Register a proposal to grant the 
exemption through rulemaking; 

(ii) Deny the petition and state the 
reasons for such denial; or 

(iii) Provide a tentative response 
indicating why the agency has been 
unable to reach a decision on the 
petition, e.g., because of other agency 
priorities or a need for additional 
information. 

(g) If a State submitted a petition for 
exemption of a State requirement from 
preemption under section 403A(a)(3) 
through (a)(5) of the act before May 8, 
1992, that State requirement will not be 
subject to preemption until: 

(1) November 8,1992; or 
(2) Action on the petition, whichever 

.occurs later. 

Dated: October 26,1992. 
David A. Kessler, 
Commissioner of Food and Drugs. 

Louis W. Sullivan, 
Secretary of Health and Human Services. 
(FR Doc. 92-31509 Filed 12-28-92; 8:45 amj 
BILUNG C006 41SO-01-F 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND 
HUMAN SERVICES 

Food and Drug Administration 

21 CFR Ch. I 

[Docket No. 91N-0134] 

Certain Misbranding Sections of the 
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosntetic Act 
That Are, and That Are Not, Adequately 
Being Impiemented by Regulation; 
Notice of Final Lists 

AGENCY: Food and Drug Administration, 
HHS. 
ACTION: Final rule. 

SUMMARY: The Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) is publishing, in 
accordance with the Nutrition Labeling 
and Education Act of 1990 (the 1990 
amendments), final lists delineating 
which of six sections of the Federal 
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (the act) 
that define circumstances in which a 
food is misbranded are adequately being 
implemented by FDA regulations and 
which are not. These six sections are: 
Sections 403(b) (offered for sale under 
the name of another food), 403(d) 
(misleading container), 403(f) 
(information of appropriate 
prominence), 403(h) (compliance with 
standard of quality and fill), 403(i)(l) 
(common or usual name), and 403(k) of 
the act (declaration that the product 
contains artificial flavoring, coloring, or 
preservatives) (21 U.S.C. 343(b), 343(d), 
343(f), 343(h), 343(i)(l), and 343(k)). 

Based upon its evaluation of the 
recommendations of the National 
Academy of Sciences, Institute of 
Medicine, Food and Nutrition Board 
(hereinafter referred to as lOM), its 
consideration of the comments on the 
proposed lists, and other available 
information, the agency finds that all 
but section 403(d) of the act are 
adequately being implemented. 
EFFECTIVE DATE: The final lists of 
sections of the act that are, and that are 
not, being adequately implemented 
become effective on February 5,1993. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Gerad L. McCowin, Center for Food 
Safety and Applied Nutrition (HFS- 
151), Food and Drug Administration, 
200 C. St. SW., Washington, DC 20204, 
202-205-5162. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

I. Background 

In response to section 6(b) of the 1990 
amendments (Pub. L. 101-535), FDA 
published in the Federal Register of 
July 28,1992 (57 FR 33283), proposed 
lists that identified which of six sections 
of the act (sections 403(b), 403(d), 

403(f), 403(h), 403(i)(l), and 403(k)) that 
define circumstances in which a food is 
misbranded are adequately being 
implemented by FDA regulations and 
which are not adequately being 
implemented. The agency tentatively 
concluded that sections 403(b), 403(0. 
403(h), 403(i)(l), and 403(k) of the act 
are adequately being implemented, and 
that section 403(d) is not adequately 
being implemented. FDA’s tentative 
conclusions were based on the 
recommendations of lOM, with whom 
FDA had contracted, in accordance with 
section 6(b) of the 1990 amendments, to 
study: 

(A) State and local laws that require 
the labeling of food that is of the type 
required by sections 403(b), 403(d), 
403(f), 403(h), 403(i)(l), and 403(k) of 
the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act, and 

(B) the sections of the Federal Food, 
Drug, and Cosmetic Act referred to in 
subparagraph (A) and the regulations 
issued by the Secretary to enforce such 
sections to determine whether such 
sections and regulations adequately 
implement the purposes of such 
sections. 

Interested persons were given until 
September 28,1992, to comment. FDA 
received six letters, each containing one 
or more comments, from two trade 
organizations, a food manufacturer, a 
professional organization, and a 
consumer organization. A summary of 
the issues raised by the comments and 
the agency’s responses follow, 

II. Response to Comments 

A. Adequate Implementation 

1. One comment objected to the 
criteria used by lOM to determine 
whether a particular section is 
adequately being implemented. 
Specifically, the comment interpreted 
the legislative history to provide that 
“adequate implementation’’ means full 
implementation of the six misbranding 
sections and thus requires Federal 
adoption of the strongest legal standards 
that effectively accomplish the goals of 
the provisions under study. The 
comment stated that: 

lOM’s conclusions are contrary to the 
NLEA because the legislative history 
indicates that Congress intended to avoid 
preempting state and local governments 
unless the FDCA has been fully 
implemented, and no additional federal 
regulation is necessary. 

The agency disagrees with this 
comment. The agency can find no 
support in the legislative history or in 
the 1990 amendments for a conclusion 
that the intent of the procedures 
established by section 6(b) was to 

identify the strongest regulations 
relevemt to each of the six sections listed 
in section 403A(a)(3) of the act and to 
have FDA adopt those regulations. 

In discussing the preemption 
provisions of the 1990 amendments. 
Congressman Waxman identified two 
principles that should be considered in 
preempting State laws. First, State laws 
should not be preempted unless the 
nature of the laws at issue makes it 
difficult and even impossible for 
companies to operate in interstate 
commerce. Secondly, the States should 
never be preempted unless a strong 
Federal regulatory system is in place 
(136 Congressional Record H5840 (July 
30,1990)). Mr. Waxman noted that the 
requirements for nutrition labeling and 
for health claims that were in the bill 
that had been reported out of the House 
Committee on Energy and Commerce 
(and that became the 1990 amendments) 
created such a strong regulatory system 
(id.). Implicitly, Congress also 
recognized the strength and adequacy of 
FDA’s implementation of sections 401 
of the act (standards of identity) and 
403(g) of the act (standards of identity 
labeling) to which it gave preemptive 
effect on the date of enactment and of 
sections 403(c) (imitation foods), 403(e] 
(name and address of responsible firm 
and net contents declaration), and 
403(i)(2) of the act (ingredient labeling) 
which Congress made preemptive 1 year 
after enactment. 

However. Mr. Waxman stated that 
Congress was unable to determine 
whether the Federal standard is strong 
in the areas covered by sections 403(b), 
403(d). 403(f). 403(h). 403(i)(l). and 
403(k) of the act (136 Congressional 
Record H5840). Thus, he said, the bill 
provides for a study of Federal and State 
standards to determine whether 
additional Federal regulations on each 
of the sections is needed. 

Further information on the nature of 
the study is provided by the House 
Manager’s report: 

The purpose of this study is to provide the 
Secretary information upon which to 
determine whether federal laws are adequate 
once the state laws are preempted. It is 
anticipated that the study will identify all 
federal regulations that are applicable as well 
as State laws that will be preempted. The 
study should also survey local laws, but it is 
not anticipated that every local law will need 
to be identified. 

(136 Congressional Record H5842 (July 
30. 1990)). 

It is clear from this legislative history 
that what Congress intended was for 
FDA. through a contractor, to compare 
its regulations implementing the 
sections of the act in question with 
those of the States. To the extent that 
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that study identified major matters 
covered by those sections that the States 
were addressing but FDA was not, FDA 
would have to address those matters 
before the sections in question would be 
preemptive. 

However, there is nothing in the 
statute or the legislative history that 
suggests that the purpose of the study 
was to identify the strongest State 
standard on each of the matters covered 
by those sections of the act and for FDA 
to implement that provision. Therefore, 
FDA rejects this comment. 

2. One comment stated that the lOM 
had erred in failing to consider the level 
of FDA enforcement in determining 
whether a particular section has been 
adequately implemented. 

The agency disagrees that its 
enforcement record is appropriately a 
factor in determining adequacy of 
implementation. There is nothing in the 
act or the legislative history that would 
indicate that it should be. Nor does it 
make any sense in light of the legislative 
history that level of enforcement is a 
relevant factor. Congress cited nutrition 
labeling and health claims as topics on 
which a strong Federal regulatory 
system is in place, even though die 
statutory provisions on these topics had 
never been enforced (136 Congressional 
Record H5840 (July 30,1990)). 
Apparently, Congress did so because it 
anticipated that adoption of the 
regulations necessary in response to the 
1990 amendments would establish such 
a strong regulatory system. Thus, it is 
appropriate to look to the regulatory 
systems in place for each of the sections 
in question—that is, to the regulations 
that effect those sections—to determine 
whether they are adequately being 
implemented. 

3. One comment stated that lOM 
cannot legally determine whether a 
particular section is adequately being 
implemented without considering the 
level of industry compliance. 

FDA disagrees. Because lOM received 
no information from FDA or the States 
concerning industry compliance, and 
because only anecdotal information 
exists, lOM concluded that there was no 
objectively verifiable data regarding 
compliance that could be used to 
evaluate adequacy of implementation of 
the misbranding sections. Therefore, 
lOM decided that to evaluate 
compliance on the basis of such limited 
data would be contrary to the intent of 
the 1990 amendments. 

Again, there is nothing in the 
legislative history that would suggest 
that industry compliance was a factor 
that either lOM or FDA should consider 
in deciding whether the Federal 
regulations implementing the sections 

in question are adequate. If compliance 
is a problem, what ^e statute seems to 
contemplate is that FDA would 
establish a strong national standard that 
the States and the agency would then 
work together to enforce. As 
Congressman Waxman said: “Third, any 
preemption provision must recognize 
the important contribution that the State 
can make in regulation, and it must 
leave a role for the states.” (136 
Congressional Record H5840 (July 30, 
1990)). Thus, FDA rejects this comment. 

B. Preemption 

4. One comment argued that lOM 
misinterpreted the 1990 amendments as 
to the extent of preemption by 
concluding that all State and local 
requirements, not just those that conflict 
with Federal law, should be preempted 
if FDA determines that the section 
under study has, as a whole, adequately 
been implemented. The comment 
argued that the national imiformity 
portion of the 1990 amendments was 
intended to ease the burden to industry 
by preempting inconsistent labeling 
requirements. The comment stated that, 
therefore. State and local requirements 
that serve consumer protection purposes 
should only be preempted if they 
conflict with FDA regulations. 

The comment noted as an example 
that under lOM interpretation, a State 
requirement for a common or usual 
name for a particular product would be 
preempted even if there is no Federal 
requirement for a common or usual 
name for that product. The comment 
summarized its position by concluding 
that the lOM had incorrectly interpreted 
which State and local requirements 
were “of the type” or “related to” the 
six areas under study. As support for its 
position, the comment cited the FDA 
November 27,1991, proposal entitled 
“State Petitions Requesting Exemption 
From Federal Preemption” (hereinafter 
referred to as the State petitions 
proposal) (56 FR 60528). 

Tne agency disagrees with this 
comment. The comment misinterprets 
the extent of preemption that occurs 
under section 403A of the act. 

FDA sought to address this issue in its 
proposal on State petitions for 
exemption from preemption. In that 
proposal the agency stated: 

Section 403A is only operative in matters 
where there is a Federal requirement 
applicable to the labeling addressed in the 
State requirement. If there is no applicable 
Federal requirement that has been given 
preemptive status by Congress, there is no 
competing claim of jurisdiction, and, 
therefore, no basis under the 1990 
amendments for Federal preemption or 
grounds to justify the submission of a State 
petition for exemption. 

(56 FR 60528 at 60530) 
In discussing examples of State laws 

that would not be preempted, FDA 
listed the following: 

The examples included State laws 
pertaining to issues for which there is no 
national framework, such as open date 
labeling, unit price labeling, container 
deposit labeling, religious dietary labeling, 
and previously frozen labeling. 

These examples do not include 
situations that are covered by the 
sections of the act that are given 
preemptive effect by section 6(b) of the 
1990 amendments or regulations issued 
under those sections. With respect to 
those sections, however, the preemptive 
effect is quite broad. Section 403A(a)(3) 
of the act, for example, states that no 
State or political subdivision of a State 
may directly or indirectly establish or 
continue in effect as to any food in 
interstate commerce “* * * any 
requirement of the type required by 
section 403(b), 403(d), 403(0. 403(h), 
403(403(i)(l), or 403(k) that is not 
identical to the requirement of such 
section.” Thus, under this provision, as 
is discussed below in this document 
and as explained more fully in the final 
rule entitled “State Petitions Requesting 
Exemption from Federal Preemption,” 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register, a State common or 
usual name regulation promulgated in 
conformance with the requirements of 
§ 102.5 (21 CFR 102.5) for a food for 
which there is no specific Federal 
common or usual name would 
apparently be preempted. It would be a 
requirement of the type required by 
section 403(i)(l) of the act, but it would 
not be identical to the provisions that 
FDA has adopted under that section. 

C. The Six Misbranding Sections Under 
Review 

1. Section 403(b)—Offered for Sale 
Under the Name of Another Food 

5. Four comments supported FDA’s 
tentative determination that section 
403(b) of the act is adequately being 
implemented. However, one comment 
argued that section 403(b) of the act is 
not adequately being implemented 
because FDA has issued no regulations 
under this section nor has it prosecuted 
many cases under this section. The 
comment also noted that lOM, while 
finding section 403(b) of the act 
adequately implemented, suggested that 
FDA should promote the development 
and introduction of new foods by 
pursuing more aggressively the 
regulatory options that will allow the 
formal naming of new nonstandardized 
foods. 
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Having considered the comments to 
the proposal, the lOM report, and other 
available information, the agency 
concludes that lOM was correct in its 
recommendation, and is finding that 
section 403(b) of the act is adequately 
being implemented. The agency notes, 
as did lOM, that it does have a 
regulation that implements section 
403(b) of the act. § 101.18 Misbranding 
of food (21 CFR 101.18). Moreover, none 
of the comments pointed to State 
regulations that implement provisions 
that are similar to section 403(b) of the 
act that address matters not covered by 
FD.\’s regulations. 
^s to the enforcement, or lack thereof, 

of section 403(b) of the act, FDA agrees 
that there are not many actions brought 
against manufacturers solely under uis 
general misbranding provision. Any 
such action taken by FDA against a 
manufacturer under section 403(b) of 
the act would almost alwa)rs be brought 
in conjunction with counts that charge 
a violation of the more speciRc 
misbranding provisions of section 403, 
namely section 403(g) (standards of 
identity) and section 403(i)(l) (common 
or usual name). However, as discussed 
above, the level of enforcement is not 
relevant to the inquiry mandated by 
Congress. 

The agency believes that lOM’s 
suggestion that FDA actively pursue its 
regulatory options to allow the formal 
naming of nonstandardized foods was 
misinterpreted by the comment lOM 
w'as simply offering a suggestion. There 
is no indication in lOM’s report that 
lOM believed that there was a problem 
with the implementation of section 
403(b) of the act. as evidenced by its 
recommended finding that this section 
is being adequately implemented. For 
these reasons, FDA rejects this 
comment 

2. Section 403(d)—^Misleading Container 

6. Two comments cited FDA's current 
requirements for net weight declaration 
and standards of fill regulations as 
evidence that section 403(d) of the act 
is adequately being implemented. One 
of the comments added that lOM’s 
determination that section 403(h) of the 
act (fill of container) is adequately being 
implemented precluded the lOM from 
finding that section 403(d) is not 
adequately being implemented. 

The agency disagrees with the 
comments, llie suggestion that the 
provisions for net weight declaration (as 
provided by section 403(e) of the act) 
and standards of fill (as provided by 
section 403(h)(2) of the act) serve to 
implement section 403(d) of the act 
wpuld basically serve to render section 
403(d) of the act a nullity. Although 

there is clearly an interrelationship 
among the three sections, the agency 
believes that the presence of an accurate 
net weight statement or compliance 
with a standard of fill does not 
eliminate the misbranding that occurs 
when a container is made, formed, or 
filled so as to be misleading. 

7. One comment argued mat it would 
not bo cost effective for FDA to 
implement section 403(d) of the act by 
promulgating detailed specific 
commodity and container regulations, 
such as those the agency has adopted in 
the past under section 401 of the act and 
enforced under section 403(h)(2) for all 
food products or specific food product 
classes. The comment also argued that 
further regulatory activity would be 
inappropriate in light of the lOM’s 
failure to identify any State commodity 
and package regulations that should be 
adopted and of FDA's previous 
determination that the expenditures of 
agency resources that would be needed 
to implement such regulations would 
exceed potential benefits. 

FDA disagrees. The fact that lOM was 
unable to identify any specific state law 
that FDA should adopt was not a basis 
for ending their consideration of 
whether a particular section is being 
adequately implemented. As noted 
above, the task was to determine the 
adequacy of Federal implementation by 
considering: (1) The extent of State 
regulation for each topic and the 
corresponding Federal regulation and 
(2) whether the States were doing 
anything that FDA should be doing. 
FDA notes that lOM did mention 
California’s experience in this area 
suggested using the provisions of the 
Fair Packaging and Labeling Act (FPLA) 
as a guide for Federal regulations to 
inmlement section 403(d) of the act. 

'The agency’s earlier decisions not to 
implement general or individual 
regulations concerning slack-fill or 
deceptive packaging were in relation to 
the efficient utilization of the agency’s 
resources, not tlie adequate 
implementation of the intent of section 
403(d) of the act The provisions of the 
1990 amendments require that the 
agency examine its implementation of 
section 403(d) of the act fiom a different 
perspective, i.e., not in terms of efficient 
use of resources but instead whether its 
regulations adequately implement the 
intent of section 403(d) of the act. Based 
upon the findings of lOM and its own 
review of the record, FDA concludes 
that section 403(d) of the act is not 
adequately being implemented. 

8. One comment, without addressing 
whether the lOM recommendation 
concerning 403(d) of the act is correct, 
urged the agency to lake whatevM* 

action is necessary to implement section 
403(d) of the act adequately. The 
comment suggested that the agency 
consider using the definition for slack- 
fill that appears in section 5 of the 
FPLA. Another comment opposed the 
proposed determination that section 
403(d) of the act is not being adequately 
implemented by FDA on the basis that 
the lOM report, in supporting its 
determination of inadequacy, does no 
more than suggest that FDA adopt some 
general regulations merely parroting the 
language of section 5(c)(4) of the FPLA 
which: (1) Authorizes FDA to adopt 
product-by-product regulations to 
prevent the nonfunctional slack-fill of 
packages when it finds such regulations 
are necessary to prevent the deception 
of consumers or to facilitate value 
comparisons, and (2) provides that a 
package shall be deemed to include 
nonfunctional slack-fill if it is filled to 
substantially less than capacity for 
reasons other than: (a) Protection of the 
contents of such package or (b) the 
requirements of machines used for 
enclosing the contents in such package. 
The comment argued that the adoption 
of a general regulation to implement 
statutory language of the FPLA would 
provide no further guidance to the 
agency, the public, or the industry than 
is now provided in the relevant case law 
under section 403(d) of the act and in 
the legal literature discussing 
nonfunctional slack-fill. Moreover, the 
comment argued, any attempt to write 
more specific requirements in a general 
slack-fill regulation would certainly 
founder on the widely different 
considerations that apply to different 
foods and different packages—as is 
graphically illustrated in the difiering 
fill of container standards adopted by 
FDA 

The issue here is not how to 
adequately implement section 403(d) of 
the act. but whether it is being 
adequately implemented. Based on the 
evidence cited by lOM, FDA finds that 
the States have addressed fill of 
container matters that are not addressed 
by FDA’s regulations. Therefore, FDA 
concludes that section 403(d) of the act 
is not adequately being implemented. 
Elsewhere in this issue of ^e Federal 
Register, FDA is publishing a proposal 
entitled “Misleading Containers; 
Nonfunctional Slack-fill!’ which is 
based on the FPLA definition for 
nonfunctional slack-fill but goes beyond 
it in ways that the agency has 
tentatively found to bo j>ppu--p!iu».o lo 
address the typos of concerns that were 
raised by the latter comment. FDA urges 
that interested persons comment on that 
proposal. 
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3. Section 403(f)—Information of 
Appropriate Prominence 

9. One comment stated that lOM was 
incorrect in recommending that FDA 
find that section 403(f) of act is 
adequately being implemented. The 
comment stated that, although 
numerous regulations have been 
promulgated under this section, several 
important problems have not been 
addressed. For example, the comment 
cited the lOM report’s concern that 
FDA's crirrent regulations “do not 
provide as precise a definition of 
‘conspicuous’ and ‘prominent’ as do 
some States.’’ The lOM report had 
expressed concern that this lack of 
definition may place a greater 
enforcement burden on FDA. The 
comment submitted excerpts horn 
“Guidelines for Document Designers,’’ a 
product of the Document Design Project 
funded by the National Institute of 
Education as support for its concern on 
the readability of labels. The comment 
noted that there is no Federal regulation 
against obstructing important label 
information with, for example, price 
ta«. 

The agency disagrees with the 
comment. While FDA has not adopted 
as precise a definition for 
“conspicuous” and “prominent” as 
some States, the regulations adopted by 
FDA have specific requirements for 
placement of mandatory information 
such as product name, net weight, 
ingredients, and name and address of 
manufacturer with specifications for 
type size. FDA finds that these 
requirements adequately implement 
section 403(f) of the act. Although FDA 
has not explicitly enunciated definitions 
of “conspicuous” or “prominent”, its 
regulations reflect the standard of 
prominence and readability in United 
States V. 46 Cases, More or Less, 
"Welch’s Nut Caramels," 204 F. Supp. 
321, 323 (D.R.I. 1962): 

* * * The Act prescribes no minimum 
specific standard as to how prominent such 
statements should be. It would seem that the 
requirements of said section 403(f} are met in 
a particular case if such statements are 
prominent enough to be seen and understood 
by the ordinary individual who is interested 
in discovering and learning the information 
disclosed thereby, and who makes the 
minimum examination of the package to 
determine its net weight and the ingredients 
of the candy contained in said package. 

While studies on readability may 
suggest methods of highlighting label 
information, the question is whether or 
not the product meets the legal standard 
of being seen and understood by the 
ordinary individual. Section 101.1 
requires that the principal display panel 
“shall be large enough to accommodate 

all the mandatory label information 
required * * * with clarity and 
conspicuousness and without obscuring 
design, vignettes, or crowding.” Section 
101.2 requires that all information that 
must appear either on the principal 
display panel or the information panel 
must Ira prominent and conspicuous, 
but in no case may the letters or 
numbers be less than one-sixteenth inch 
in height unless otherwise exempted. 
These requirements meet the legal 
standard by ensuring that the 
information can be seen and understood 
by the ordinary individual. Thus, while 
FDA has not chosen to implement 
section 403(f) of the act in the same way 
as some of the States, it has adequately 
implemented that section and 
established a strong standard. 

As to the issue of obscuring label 
information. § 101.1 prohibits 
“obscuring design, vignettes, or 
crowding.” The agency has not adopted 
more specific regulations regarding 
obscuring by price tags or other means 
because these tags are placed on the 
product at the retail level for the most 
part, and FDA does not have the 
resources to police individual food 
outlets across the nation. While the 
States do regulate at that level, FDA 
finds that the language of § 101.1 will 
give them an appropriate and adequate 
tool to address this problem. 

4. Section 403(h)—Compliance With 
Standards of Quality and Fill 

10. One comment set forth what it 
considered to be four major problems 
with lOM’s conclusion that section 
403(h) of the act is adequately being 
implemented. First, the comment 
argued that the statements that a 
product is substandard provided in 
§ 130.14(a) and (b) (21 CFR 130.14(a) 
and (b)) do not adequately inform 
consumers of the reason the product is 
below standard. The comment suggested 
that FDA require an additional line in 
both statements to explain briefly the 
defect in quality or fill (e.g., similar to 
that which is provided in § 103.5(b) for 
bottled water, “contains excessive 
bacteria”). Secondly, the comment 
argued that the lOM’s conclusion that 
section 403(h) is adequately being 
implemented should not be based on 
the fact that companies rarely use the 
statement “Below Standards in 
Quality,” because it is equally plausible 
that companies are simply not 
complying with the requirement, or that 
there are insufficient substantive 
standards of quality, fill, and identity to 
make this determination. Thirdly, the 
comment stated that lOM’s reliance on 
the lack of court cases involving section 
403(h) of the act is not a valid criterion 

for determining whether the section is 
adequately being implemented because 
it is possible that FDA simply does not 
enforce this section. Finally, the 
comment argued that lOM did not 
consider the adequacy of the substantive 
standards themselves (i.e., the standards 
of identity, quality and fill) in 
determining whether section 403(h) of 
the act is adequately implemented. 

Under section 403(h) of the act, a food 
is considered misbranded if it purports 
to be or is represented to be a food for 
which either a standard of quality or fill 
of container has been prescribed by 
regulations under section 401 of the act, 
and its quality or fill falls below such 
standards. The purpose of the disclosme 
requirements in § 130.14 (21 CFR 
130.14) is simply to permit 
manufacturers, if they so choose, to sell 
a product that is not in compliance with 
section 403(h) Of the act because of 
inadvertent manufacturing error. 

Tbe agency points out that the lack of 
an additional line in the disclosure 
statement explaining the defect in 
quality and fill is not germane to 
determining whether section 403(h) of 
the act is adequately being implemented 
for purposes of section 6(b) of the 1990 
amendments. Under section 6(b) of the 
1990 amendments, the standard that 
FDA is to use in determining the 
adequacy of its implementation of 
section 403(h) of the act is whether 
States or localities have adopted laws or 
regulations to implement requirements 
of this type that address matters not, 
covered by FDA’s regulations. Neither 
the comment nor the lOM report have 
shown that there are matters with 
respect to standards of quality or fill 
covered by States laws that FDA is not 
addressing. 

With respect to the fact that 
companies rarely use the disclosure 
statements (e.g., “Below standard in 
fill”), the comment offered no evidence, 
nor is FDA aware of any such evidence, 
to substantiate that its claim that 
companies are not complying with 
section 403(h) of the act is in fact true. 
FDA’s compliance efforts have not 
produced any evidence to this effect. 
Therefore, FDA can give no credence to 
this argument. 

The agency notes that the lack of 
court cases involving section 403(h) of 
the act is not germane to determining 
whether this section is adequately being 
implemented. As noted elsewhere in 
this document, enforcement is not a 
criterion for making a determination of 
adequate implementation. 

The last ai^ument put forth by the 
comment is also not germane because 
the sufficiency of individual standards 
is not at issue in determining whether 
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the agency is adequately implementing 
section 403(h) of the act. 

Therefore, FDA rejects the comment 
and concludes that section 403(h) of the 
act is adequately being implemented by 
its regulations. 

5 Section 403(i)(l)—Common or Usual 
Name 

11. One comment stated that the 
language of the lOM report contradicts 
lOM’s conclusion that section 403(i)(l) 
of the act is adequately being 
implemented. The comment stated that 
the fact that the food industry continues 
to develop new foods for which no 
regulated common or usual name exists 
is evidence that section 403(i)(l) of the 
act is not adequately being 
implemented. The comment noted that 
the areas examined by lOM, i.e., bottled 
water, honey, fish, oriental noodles, 
Vidalia onions, and wild rice, are 
indicative of the foct that State 
standards offer more consumer 
protection than Federal standards. 

The agency disagrees with the 
comment. The general regulation for 
common or usual names (§ 102.5 (21 
CFR 102.5)) provides general principles 
that direct how to name any new food 
for which an individualized common or 
usual name regulation or standard of 
identity does not exist. Section 102.5 
provides that: 

The common or usual name of any new 
nonstandardized food, which may bie a 
coined term, shall accurately identify or 
describe, in as simple and direct terms as 
possible the basic nature of the food or its 
characterizing properties or ingredients. The 
name shall be uniform among all identical or 
similar products and may not be confusingly 
similar to the name of any other food that is 
not reasonably encompassed within the same 
name. 

In addition, § 102.5 requires that “each 
class or subclass of food shall be given 
its own common or usual name that 
states in clear terms, what it is in a way 
that distinguishes it from different 
foods.*' Se^ion 102.5 also includes 
percentage labeling requirements for 
characterizing ingredients in certain 
foods. It provides that a common or 
usual name of a food may be established 
by regulation in 21 CFR part 102, 
Subpart B (Requirements for Specific 
Nonstandardized Foods), in 21 CFR part 
104 (Nutritional Quality Guidelines for 
Foods), in a standard of identity 
regulation (21 CFR part 131 through 
169), or in other regulations in Chapter 
I of Title 21 of the Code of Federal 
Regulations. It also states that a common 
or usual name of a food may be 
established by common usage. 

The agency disagrees with the 
comment's statement that the specific 

common or usual name examples cited 
in the comment are indicative that State 
standards are stronger than Federal 
standards. The lOM report identifies 
several foods, including the six 
mentioned in the comment, for which 
States had common or usual name 
requirements but for which there were 
no Federal requirements. FDA finds, as 
did lOM, that each of lOM's examples 
represents a situation that either is not 
subject to section 403A of the act or 
calls for a state petition for exemption 
fi^m preemption under section 403A(b), 
and that these examples do not 
demonstrate that the requirements of 
FDA's regulations do not adequately 
inmlement section 403(i)(l) of the act. 

The agency notes that of the products 
cited by the comment, only three would 
be candidates for a common or usual 
name regulation. Wild rice, Vidalia 
onions, and fish. With respect to wild 
rice, lOM did state in its report that 
there was a potential for consumer fraud 
through substitution and blending of the 
more expensive wild rice with other 
cheaper rice products. However, the 
agency has no data, nor was any 
submitted, to confirm that this in fact is 
the situation in the marketplace. 
Moreover, the agency does not believe 
establishing a specific common or usual 
name regulation for wild rice would 
necessarily give the consumer any more 
protection than is currently provided by 
§ 102.5 While the agency is not 
persuaded that there is a consumer 
fraud problem with wild rice, it would 
certainly entertain a citizen petition to 
establish a specific common or usual 
name regulation if a proper case is 
presented that demonstrates that there is 
a problem and a regulation is needed. 

lOM also concluded that the Georgia 
State requirement for Vidalia onions 
appears to be predominantly 
protectionist in that no specific 
justification is provided for limiting the 
source to the defined producing locality 
The agency concurs with lOM's 
assessment and, therefore, concludes 
that a specialized Federal common or 
usual name regulation for this product 
is not necessary Again, while FDA 
believes that § 102.5 adequately 
provides for the naming of this product, 
it would have no objection to the State 
of Georgia or any other group or 
industry submitting a citizen petition to 
FDA to establish a specific common or 
usual name regulation for Vidalia onion 
based on measurable geographical, 
botanical, or quality criteria that 
differentiates it from other varieties or 
species of onion. 

With respect to fish, FDA has issued 
“The Fish List FDAGuide to Acceptable 
Market Names for Food Fish Sold in 

Interstate Commerce 1988“ to provide 
acceptable market, scientific, and 
common names for a wide range of 
common species. The agency believes, 
as did lOM, that The Fish List provides 
order to the marketplace. FDA also has 
Compliance Policy Guides (CPG's) for 
“red snapper’’ and for surimi-based 
(minced fish) imitation crab and other 
fish substitutes (CPG 7108.04 and 
7108.16, respectively). The agency 
believes that The Fish List and the 
various CPG's more than adequately 
protect the consumer from fraud, while 
establishing specific common or usual 
name regulations for tiie many species 
of fish would be beyond the agency’s 
resources and would not result in an 
appreciable reduction in consumer 
fraud. Anyone who believes a specific 
common or usual name regulation is 
needed for a particular species of fish 
may, of course, submit a citizen petition 
with appropriate justification as to why 
such action is warranted. 

Bottled water, honey, and oriental 
noodles were also cited by the comment 
as products examined by lOM. Oriental 
noodles have compositional 
requirements, and, therefore, any 
regulations promulgated by FDA for this 
product would be in the form of a 
standard of identity regulation. Food 
standards are promulgated under the 
authority of section 401 and 403(g) of 
the act, not section 403(i)(l). The agency 
further notes that it has issued a 
compliance policy guide for oriental 
noodles (CPG 7102.02: Chow Mein 
Noodles, Chinese noodles, and other 
Oriental Noodles; Labeling). The agency 
believes that the CPG for oriental 
noodles more than adequately protects 
the public from consumer fraud. Again, 
the agency would not object to any 
interested persons submitting a citizen 
petition to establish a standard of 
identity for oriental noodles. The agency 
notes that it is currently considering a 
citizen petkion from the International 
Bottled Water Association requesting 
that FDA regulate bottled water The 
agency hopes to take action on this 
petition by the end of this year 

Thus, FDA concludes that it does 
have a strong and adequate regulatory 
system in place to implement section 
403(i)(l) of the act. Therefore, the 
agency accepts lOM’s recommendation 
and rejects the comment on this point. 

6. Section 403(k)—^Declaration That the 
Product Contains Artificial Flavoring, 
Coloring, or Preservatives 

12. One comment argued that section 
403(k) of the act is not adequately being 
implemented because there are several 
areas where FDA’s current regulations 
fall short. As examples the comment 
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noted that current regulations: (1) Do 
not require all artificial flavorings in 
foods to be specifically identified on the 
label by their common or usual name 
(the comment stated that artificial 
flavorings can be listed as “flavorings”), 
(2) do not give consumers that are 
sensitive to monosodium glutamate 
(MSG) or sulfites sufficient label 
information to be able to avoid these 
substances, and (3) do not require 
labeling to reflect the percentage of each 
t)q)e of ingredient (e.g., the term 
“natural and artificiai flavoring” can be 
used for a product which has 5 percent 
artificial and 95 percent natural 
flavoring and vice versa) when both 
natural and artificial coloring and 
flavoring are used in a food. 

The agency disagrees with the 
comment. The premise of the comment 
is based upon a faulty interpretation of 
the requirements of section 403(k) of the 
act, of the agency's implementation of 
those requirements, and of RDM's report. 
The issues being raised by this comment 
would require f^damental statutory 
changes. 

With regard to the first point, 
although they are separate requirements, 
section 403(i)(2) and (k) of the act must 
be read together. Section 403(i)(2) of the 
act requires the listing of the ingredients 
of a food by their common or usual 
names except that spices, flavorings, 
and color additives not required to be 
certified under section 706(c) of the act 
may be designated as spices, flavorings, 
and colorings without naming each (see 
also section 403(g)). Section 403(k) of 
the act provides that a food shall be 
deemed to be misbranded if it bears or 
contains any artificial flavorings unless 
it bears labeling stating that fact. FDA 
has implemented and amplified the 
requirements of section 403(kJ of the act 
in § 101.22(h), whidi provides that the 
label of a food to whicm a flavor is 
added shall declare the flavor in the 
statement of ingredients as “artificial 
flavor” or “natural flavor” or any 
combination thereof, as the case may be. 

Thus, contrary to the comment’s 
assertion, FDA does not have the legal 
authority to require that artificial 
flavorings be listed by their common or 
usual name. However, again contrary to 
what the comment asserted, FDA has 
required that artificial flavorings be 
designated by the term “artificial 
flavoring.” 

The agency notes that the comment's 
concerns about the need for sensitive 
individuals to have sufficient label 
information to be able to avoid 
substances such as MSG and sulfites 
and the lack of percentage labeling of 
artificial and natural flavorings when 
both are used in food are not germane 

to whether section 403(k) of the act is 
adequately being implemented. To the 
extent that MSG, sulfites, or other 
substances that cause food sensitivities 
are flavorings, section 403(k) of the act 
would not require that they be declared 
in a way that would permit consmners 
to avoid them. FDA regulations do 
require that sulfites that are present in 
detectable amounts are declared on the 
food label (see § 100.100(a)(4) and the 
document on ingredient labeling 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register), however, FDA 
adopted this requirement under other 
provisions of the act. Similarly, 
percentage labeling requirements are 
outside the scope of section 403(k) of 
the act, which requires only that the 
presence of artificial flavorings (or 
artificial colors or chemical 
preservatives) be declared on the label. 
Section 101.22(h)(1) of FDA’s 
regulations set forth how the addition of 
both articifial and natural flavorings to 
a food is to be declared. Therefore, the 
agency rejects the comment on this 
point. 

Having considered the comments, the 
lOM report and other available 
information, FDA finds that section 
403(k) of the act is being adequately 
implemented. 

D. Procedural Issues 

13. One comment argued that the 
agency’s failure to present more than a 
conclusionary acceptance of lOM’s 
recommendations did not provide the 
agency’s views on the decision as to 
which sections were adequately being 
inmlemented. 

The agency disagrees. The agency 
explicitly stated its tentative 
conclusions as to those sections that 
were adequately being implemented, 
and those that were not, were based on 
the recoirunendations of lOM and all of 
the information that lOM supplied to 
the agency as a result of the contract 
between TOA and lOM (57 FR 33283 at 
33285). The July 28,1992, proposal 
announcing the proposed lists discussed 
in detail the approach taken by lOM and 
the criteria that it used to determine 
adequate implementation. The notice 
summarized the basis for RDM’s 
recommendations with respect to each 
section of the act (57 FR 33283 at 33284 
through 33285). All the comments and 
other information considered by lOM, 
along with its draft final manuscript and 
final report, were placed on public 
display for all interested persons to 
review. 

FDA’s presumptive tentative 
acceptance of lOM’s recommendations 
was fully consistent with the 1990 
amendments and with the 

Administrative Procedure Act. Section 
6(b)(3)(A) of the 1990 amendments 
directs tlm agency to publish the 
proposed lists as determined under the 
contract with a public or nonprofit 
private entity, which turned out to be 
lOM. This is eactly what the agency did. 
Moreover, § 10.40(b) (21 CFR 10.40(b)), 
FDA’s regulation that implements the 
Administrative Procedure Act on 
informal rulemaking, states that the 
proposal shall act out the terms or 
substance of the proposed action and 
summarize the facts and policy that 
underlie it. Again, the July 28,1992, 
proposal fully complies. 

Thus, the agency finds that it 
provided adequate notice for all persons 
interested in this rulemaking as to the 
basis for its tentative determinations of 
adequacy of implementatien. 

III. Economic Impact 

FDA has examined the economic 
implications of the final lists as required 
by Executive Orders 12291 and 12612 
and the Regulatory Flexibility Act. 
Executive Order 12291 compels 
agencies to use cost-benefit analysis 
when making decisions, and Executive 
Order 12612 requires Federal agencies 
to ensure that Federal solutions, rather 
than State or local solutions, are 
necessary. The Regulatory Flexibility 
Act requires regulatory relief for small 
businesses where feasible. The agency 
finds that this final rule is not a major 
rule as defined by Executive Order 
12291. In accordance with the 
Regulatory Flexibility Act (Pub. L. 96- 
354), FDA has also determined th.at this 
proposed rule will not have a significant 
adverse impact on a substantial number 
of small businesses. Finally, because 
these lists implement a statute that 
provides for preemption of State and 
local laws in specified circumstances, 
FDA finds that there is no substantial 
federalism issue that would require an 
analysis under Executive Order 12612. 

A. Alternatives 

The primary alternatives available to 
FDA were as follows: 

1 Accept recommendation of iOM 
report 

2. Reject recommendation of IC^ 
report 

B Costs 

1 Accept Recommendation of IOM 
Report 

By accepting the recommendation of 
the RDM report, FDA is legally required 
to publish regulations that ensure that 
section 403(d) of the act is adequately 
implement^. The compliance costs 
imposed by FDA’s acceptance of this 
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legal obligation depend on the 
regulations that FDA promulgates to 
fulfill this obligation. One possible 
regulation that FDA might promulgate 
simply repeats the language of section 
403(d) of the act. The compliance cost 
of this regulation would be zero because 
section 403(d) is already legally binding 
on food package manufacturers. If more 
restrictive regulations are promulgated, 
then compliance costs may occur. 
Potential compliance costs to industry 
include designing and manufacturing 
new packages. FDA has estimated the 
cost of implementing the regulations in 
the proposal on misleading containers 
that is published elsewhere in this issue 
of the Federal Register. 

2. Reject Recommendation of lOM 
Report 

If FDA had rejected the 
recommendation of the lOM report, then 
FDA could have made one of the 
following decisions: (1) Find that all 
sections of the act defining 
circumstances in which a food is 
misbranded are adequately 
implemented, or (2) find that one or 
more sections of the act defining 
circumstances in which a food is 
misbranded other than section 403(d) 
are not adequately being implemented. 

If all relevant sections of the act had 
been found to be adequately 
implemented, then compliance costs 
would have been zero. If one or more 
sections of the act defining 
circumstances in which a food is 
misbranded other than section 403(d) 
had been found to be not adequately 
implemented, then compliance costs 
may have occurred. One possible 
regulation that FDA might have 
promulgated in the latter case would 
have simply repeated the language of 
the relevant sections of the act. The 
compliance cost of this regulation 
would have been zero because these 
sections of the act are already legally 
binding on food package manufacturers. 
If more restrictive regulations are 
promulgated, then some compliance 
costs may be incurred. 

C. Benefits 

1. Accept Recommendation of lOM 
Report 

By accepting the recommendation of 
the lOM report, FDA is legally required 
to publish regulations that ensure that 
section 403(d) of the act is adequately 
implemented. One possible regulation' 
that FDA might promulgate simply 
repeats the language of section 403(d) of 
the act. The benefit of this regulation 
would be zero because section 403(d) of 
the act is already legally binding on 

food package manufacturers. If more 
restrictive regulations are promulgated, 
then ’here may be positive ber/efits. The 
potential benefit of more restrictive 
regulations would be a reduction in 
consumer dissatisfaction with the fill of 
food containers. FDA has estimated the 
benefits of implementing regulations in 
the proposal on misleading containers 
that is published elsewhere in this issue 
of the Federal Register. 

2. Reject Recommendation of lOM 
Report 

If FDA had rejected the 
recommendation of the lOM report, then 
FDA could have made one of the 
following decisions: (1) Find that all 
sections of the act defining 
circumstances in which a food is 
misbranded are adequately 
implemented, or (2) find that one or 
more sections of the act defining 
circumstances in which a food is 
misbranded other than section 403(d) of 
the act are not adequately being 
implemented. 

IT all relevant sections of the act had 
been found to be adequately 
implemented, then benefits would have 
been zero. If one or more sections of the 
act defining circumstances in which a 
food is misbranded other than section 
403(d) had been found to be not 
adequately implemented, then there 
may have been positive benefits. One 
possible type of regulation that FDA 
might have promulgated in this case 
would have simply repeated the 
language of the relevant section of the 
act. The benefit of this type of regulation 
would have been zero because these 
sections of the act are already legally 
binding on food package manufacturers. 
Thus the benefits of this alternative 
would have been estimated to be zero. 
If more restrictive regulations had been 
promulgated, then there may have been 
positive benefits. 

D. Conclusion 

In accordance with Executive Order 
12291, the agency has analyzed the 
economic effects of this proposed rule 
and has determined that this rule, if 
promulgated, will not be a major rule as 
defined by that order. 

In accordance with the Regulatory 
Flexibility Act, the agency has 
considered the effect that this regulation 
would have on small entities including 
small businesses and has determined 
that this final rule will not have a 
significant economic impact on a 
substantial number of small entities. 

The costs and benefits of this final 
rule depend on the regulations that FDA 
produces in response to the requirement 
that it promulgate regulations ensuring 

the adequate implementation of sections 
of the act that it finds are not adequately 
being implemented. The costs and 
benefits of those regulations will be zero 
if those regulations simply repeat the 
language of the relevant sections of the 
act. As noted above, the costs and 
benefits of implementing regulations are 
considered in the proposal on 
misleading containers. 

rV. Environmental Impact 

The agency has determined under 21 
CFR 25.24(a)(ll) that this action is of a 
type that does not individually or 
cumulatively have a significant effect on 
the human environment. Therefore, 
neither an environmental assessment 
nor an environmental impact statement 
is required. 

V. Final Lists 

Based on its review of the lOM report, 
the comments to the July 28,1992 
proposal, and other available 
information, the agency is announcing 
its conclusions related to the adequacy 
of Federal implementation of sections 
403(b), 403(d), 403(f), 403(h) 403(i)(l), 
and 403(k) of the act. FDA finds that the 
following sections are adequately 
implemented by FDA regulations: 
sections 403(b), 403(f), 403(h), 403(i)(l), 
and 403(k) of the act. Based upon the 
same considerations, FDA finds that 
section 403(d) of the act on misleading 
containers is not adequately being 
implemented by FDA regulations. 

Having made these findings, FDA 
advises that section 403A(a)(3) of the act 
and section 6(b)(3)(B) of the 1990 
amendments provide that no State or 
political subdivision of a State may 
directly or indirectly establish under 
any authority or continue in effect as to 
any food in interstate commerce any 
requirement for the labeling of food of 
the type required by sections 403(b), 
403(f), 403(h), 403(i)(l), or 403(k) of the 
act that is not identical to the 
requirement of such section, effective 
February 5,1993. 

Published elsewhere in this issue of 
the Federal Register is a proposal 
entitled "Misleading Containers; 
Nonfunctional Slack-Fill,” in which 
FDA is proposing revisions of its 
regulations to ensure adequate 
implementation of section 403(d) of the 
act. Upon the effective date of the final 
regulations based upon that proposal, 
no State or local subdivision of a State 
may establish or continue in effect any 
requirement that is not identical to the 
requirements of section 403(d) of the act 
and regulations issued thereunder. If the 
agency does not issue final regulations 
in response to the proposal by May 8, 
1993, the proposed regulations will be 
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Dated: November 5,1992. 

David A. Kessler, 

Commissioner of Food and Drugs 

Louis W. Sullivan, 

Secretary of Health and Human Services. 

(FR Doc. 92-31510 Filed 12-28-92; 8:45 am] 

considered the hnal regulations under 
the 1990 amendments, and preemption 
will become effective on the effective 
date of the rules that, on May 8,1993, 
are considered final rules. 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND 
HUMAN SERVICES 

Food and Drug Administration 

21 CFR Parts 20 and 101 

[Docket No. 85N-0061] 

RIN 0905-AB67 

Food Labeling; General Requirentents 
for Health Claims for Food 

AGENCY: Food and Drug Administration, 
HHS. 
ACTION: Final rule. 
SUMMARY: The Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) is adopting 
general requirements pertaining to: (1) 
The use of health claims that 
characterize the relationship of a 
substance to a disease or health-related 
condition on the labels and in labeling 
of foods in conventional food form 
(conventional foods), and (2) the content 
of petitions regarding the use of such 
health claims pertaining to specific 
substances in such food. This action is 
being taken in response to provisions of 
the Nutrition Labeling and Education 
Act of 1990 (the 1990 amendments) that 
bear on health claims for conventional 
foods. However, in the Dietary 
Supplement Act of 1992 (the DS Act), 
Congress imposed a moratorium on the 
implementation of the 1990 
amendments with respect to dietary 
supplements with only very limited 
exceptions. Therefore, these final rules 
do not apply to dietary supplements of 
vitamins, minerals, herbs, or other 
similar nutritional substances. 
Elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register, FDA is issuing final rules that 
respond, at least with respect to 
conventional foods and, to the extent 
that they would permit claims, with 
respect to dietary supplements, to the 
1990 amendments’ directive that the 
agency consider 10 topics associating 
substances with diseases or health- 
related conditions. Those final rules 
have been developed in accordance 
with the general principles of the 
requirements in this document. 
EFFECTIVE DATE: May 8,1993, except 
§ 101 9(k)(l) which will become 
effective February 14,1994, and 
§§101.14(d)(2)(vii)(B) and 101.14(d)(3) 
concerning restaurant firms consisting 
of 10 or less individual restaurant 
establishments for whom these sections 
will become effective on May 8,1994. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Victor P Frattali, Center for Food Safety 
and Applied Nutrition (HFF-261), Food 
and Drug Administration, 200 C St. SW., 
Washington, DC 20204, 202-205-4064. 
SUOPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

I. Background 

In the Federal Register of November 
27,1991 (56 FR 60537), FDA published 
a proposed rule to establish general 
requirements pertaining to: (1) The use 
of health claims that characterize the 
relationship of a substance to a disease 
or health-related condition on the labels 
and in labeling of both conventional 
foods and dietary supplements, and (2) 
the content of petitions regarding the 
use of such health claims pertaining to 
specific substances in food. The 
proposed rule was issued in response to 
provisions of the 1990 amendments 
(Pub. L. 101-535) that bear on health 
claims. With respect to health claims, 
the 1990 amendments amend the 
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act 
(the act) by adding a provision (section 
403(r)(l)(B) of the act (21 U.S.C. 
343(r)(l)(B))) that provides that a 
product is misbranded if it bears a claim 
that characterizes the relationship of a 
nutrient to a disease or health-related 
condition, unless the claim is made in 
accordance with section 403(r)(3) or 
(r)(5)(D). 

Congress enacted the health claims 
provisions of the 1990 amendments to 
help U.S. consumers maintain healthy 
dietary practices and to protect these 
consumers from unfounded health 
claims. The House Report of June 13, 
1990, states, “Health claims supported 
by a significant scientific agreement can 
reinforce the Surgeon General’s 
recommendations and help Americans 
to maintain a balanced and healthful 
diet’’ (Ref. 1). Senator Orrin Hatch, one 
of the primary authors of the 1990 
amendments, noted that diet has been 
implicated as a factor in the three 
leading causes of death (heart disease, 
cancer, and stroke) (Ref. 2). In addition, 
the statement of the House Floor 
Managers noted that "There is a great 
potential for defrauding consumers if 
food is sold that contains inaccurate or 
unsupportable health claims’’ (Ref. 3). 
The House Report characterized.the 
need for regulation as “compelling” 
(Ref. 1). 

FDA’s first step in support of the 
congressional goals of the 1990 
amendments appeared in the form of the 
proposed health claims regulation. The 
proposed regulation contained: (1) 
Definitions to clarify the meaning of 
specific terms used in the regulation; (2) 
preliminary requirements that a 
component of food must meet to be 
eligible to be the subject of a health 
claim; (3) a scientific standard for 
assessing the validity of claims both for 
dietary supplements and for 
conventional food, general labeling 
requirements for health claims that are 

permitted by regulation, and 
prohibitions on certain types of health 
claims; and (4) the required content of 
petitions for health claims. 

In response to the proposed rule, FDA 
received over 6,000 letters, each 
containing one or more comments, from 
consumers, health care professionals, 
universities. State and local 
governments, foreign governments, 
trade organizations, consumer advocacy 
organizations, research institutes, 
industry, and professional 
organizations. In addition to receiving 
these written comments, the agency' 
held a public hearing on January 30 and 
31. 1992 (57 FR 239, January 3, 1992), 
on a number of food labeling issues, 
including the requirements for health 
claims. Some of the comments agreed 
with one or more provisions of the 
proposed rule without providing further 
grounds for support other than those 
presented by FDA in the preamble to the 
proposal. Other comments disagreed 
with one or more provisions of the 
proposed rule without providing 
specific grounds for the disagreement. A 
few comments addressed issues outside 
of the scope of the regulations and will 
not be addressed in this document. Most 
of the comments provided specific 
grounds in support of their positions 
concerning provisions of the proposed 
regulations. The agency has summarized 
and addressed the issues raised in the 
sections of this document that follow. 

In October 1992, the DS Act was 
enacted. This statute states that, with 
certain limited exceptions, the Secretary 
(and FDA, by delegation) may not 
implement the 1990 amendments with 
respect to dietary supplements earlier 
than December 15,1993. As a result, 
this final rule applies only to 
conventional food (Ref. 34). The DS Act 
establishes a timetable for the adoption 
of final rules implementing the 1990 
amendments with respect to dietary 
supplements by December 31,1993. 
One exception to the moratorium on the 
implementation of the 1990 
amendments is a provision (section 
202(b)) that states that FDA may, earlier 
than December 15,1993, approve claims 
with respect to dietary supplements that 
are claims described in clauses (vi) and 
(x) of section 3(b)(1)(A) of the 1990 
amendments. FDA is responding to this 
provision in the documents on the 10 
specific substance-disease topics that 
accompany this final rule. 

II. Definitions 

FDA proposed definitions for “health 
claim,” “substance,” “nutritive value,” 
and “dietary supplement” to serve as 
tools for clearly establishing the scope 
of the types of claims that would be 
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subject to the regulations promulgated 
under section 403(r)(l)(B) of the act. In 
addition, the agency proposed a 
definition for “disqualifying nutrient 
levels” to establish limits on the 
amounts of certain nutrients that are 
known to increase the risk of disease 
that can be in a food if that food is to 
bear a health claim in its labeling. 

A. Definition of a Health Claim 

As proposed, § 101.14(a)(1) stated: 

Health claim means any claim made on the 
label or in labeling of a food, including a 
dietary supplement, that expressly or by 
implication, including "third party” 
endorsements, written statements (e.g., a 
brand name including a term such as 
“heart"), symbols (e.g., a heart symbol), or 
vignettes, characterizes the relationship of 
any substance to a disease or health-related 
condition. Implied health claims include 
only those statements, symbols, vignettes, or 
other forms of communication that a 
manufacturer intends, or would be likely to 
be understood, to assert a direct beneficial 
relationship between the presence or level of 
any substance in the food and a health or 
disease-related condition. 

(56 FR 60537 at 60563) 
As was explained in the preamble of 

the proposal (56 FR 60542), FDA 
derived this definition almost directly 
from the provisions of section 
403(r)(l)(B) of the act. The proposed 
definition establishes that a claim must 
have at least two basic elements for it to 
be regulated as a “health claim.” First, 
the claim must be about a “substance” 
as that term is defined in proposed 
§ 101.14(a)(2). Secondly, me claim must 
characterize the relationship of the 
substance to a “disease or health-related 
condition.” If a claim has one of these 
elements without the other, it would not 
be a “health claim.” although it may 
still be subject to regulation under other 
provisions of the act (e.g., the 
requirement of section 403(a)(1) of the 
act that a label statement be truthful and 
not misleading). 

Although FDA attempted in the 
proposed definition of a “health claim” 
to draw clear lines between health 
claims and other types of claims about 
diet and health, comments raised 
significant questions about the 
applicability of one or both of the 
elements highlighted in the definition. 
Many of these questions resulted 
because, at the time that it issued the 
proposal, FDA had not itself decided on 
the precise coverage of the definition. 
For example, in the proposal (56 FR 
60537 at 60542), FDA stated: 

While the act focuses on the substance- 
disease relationship, it is clear that the 
Congress was concerned about any disease 
claims that are made on food (Ref. 1). In 
reviewing the evidence on the 10 topic areas. 

however, FDA has become aware that there 
may be certain relationships between foods 
and diseases that are supported by the 
available evidence but that cannot be 
attributed to a particular nutrient. For 
example, the scientific evidence shows that 
diets high in whole grains, fruits, and 
vegetables, which are low in fat and rich 
sources of fiber and certain other nutrients, 
are associated with a reduced risk of some 
types of cancer. The available evidence does 
not, however, demonstrate that it is total 
fiber, or a specific fiber component, that is . 
related to the reduction of risk of cancer. The 
question is thus whether, to fulfill Congress’s 
intent in the 1990 amendments, FDA should 
regulate claims about apparent food-disease 
relationships and, if so, how it should do so. 

In response to comments questioning 
the meaning of the proposed definition 
of a “health claim,” the agency has 
sought to clarify this definition as well 
as the meaning of the terms “substance” 
and “disease or health-related 
condition.” 

B. Substance—The First Basic Element 

As proposed, § 101.14(a)(2) stated: 

Substance means a component of a 
conventional food or of a dietary supplement 
of vitamins, minerals, herbs, or other 

' nutritional substances. 

1. Some comments maintained that 
because section 403(r)(l)(B) of the act 
specifically addresses only a claim that 
characterizes the relationship of any 
nutrient required to be on the. label of 
a food to a disease or health-related 
condition, claims about other types of 
nutrients or about foods are not subject 
to the provisions of section 403(r). Many 
of these comments contended that 
claims about foods and other types of 
claims must be controlled under the 
general regulatory regime that requires 
that a label be truthful and not 
misleading, and they maintained that 
FDA could not therefore require 
preapproval of such claims. 

However, other comments stated that 
Congress intended to control claims 
about foods as well as nutrients. One 
comment pointed out that people do not 
eat ifUtrients as such; they eat foods that 
contain (or do not contain) those 
nutrients. Another comment advised 
that consumers would more readily 
understand claims about foods than 
about nutrients, and that where food 
claims were appropriate, consumers 
might be more likely to improve their 
diets. One comment stressed that FDA 
has historically defined “substance” 
expansively, asserted that this policy 
should not be changed, and suggested 
that the definition of “substance” 
should be consistent with the wording 
of § 170.3(g) (21 CFR 170.3(g)), which 
defines “substance” as including “a 
food or food component consisting of 

one or more ingredients.” A few 
comments pointed out that an 
understanding of Congress’ intent can 
be obtained by considering the 
legislative history of the 1990 
amendments. One comment advised 
that, before the enactment of these 
amendments. Congress considered a 
great deal of testimony about how 
health claims should be related to an 
overall diet of various foods. For 
example, a representative from one 
professional organization told the House 
of Representatives in a hearing on the 
bill that ultimately became the 1990 
amendments (Ref. 24) that health claims 
should be compatible with the dietary 
recommendations of the National 
Research Council’s (NRC’s) report “Diet 
and Health: Implications for Reducing 
Chronic Disease Risk” (the Diet and 
Health report) (Ref. 6). That NRC report 
recommends that people eat five or 
more servings per day of vegetables or 
fruits and increase their intake of 
starches and complex carbohydrates. 
This recommendation is tied to the 
conclusion that “Diets high in plant 
foods—i.e., fruits, vegetables, legumes, 
and whole-grain cereals—are associated 
with a lower occurrence of coronary 
heart disease and cancers of the lung, 
colon, esophagus, and stomach.” 

In addition, the comment stated that 
this theme was echoed by the American 
College of Physicians, which told the 
House in a prepared statement that the 
NRC, the Surgeon General, and other 
organizations “recommend a reduction 
in fat and an increase in complex 
carbohydrates and ftriits and vegetables 
in order to reduce the risk of these 
cancers.” Further, the comment advised 
that the Senate hearing held on 
November 13,1989, before the 
Committee on Labor and Human 
Resources (Ref. 25), also included 
significant testimony about the overall 
health benefits of foods. For example, an 
official with the American Dietetic 
Association told the Senate that that 
organization supported the dietary 
recommendations of NRC and the 
Surgeon General, and that health claims 
should reflect those recommendations 
and “should assist the public to 
integrate specific food products into a 
well-balanced diet.” Thus, the comment 
maintained that both the House and the 
Senate had before them a record in 
which various private and public health 
organizations endorsed the linking of 
health claims to foods consumed as part 
of an overall diet, an endorsement 
validated by repeated references to the 
dietary recommendations of the NRC 
and the Surgeon General, sources that 
FDA has considered authoritative. 
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Another comment stated that the 
congressional debates reveal an equal, if 
not a greater, concern for the health 
benefits of foods, as opposed to 
nutrients, and that this concern makes 
sense when one considers that many 
public and private health organizations 
recommend obtaining an adequate 
nutrient intake through the 
consumption of a variety of foods. The 
comment pointed out that it is clear that 
during the debates over the 1990 
amendments. Congress drew no 
distinction between foods and nutrients. 
The comment cited a variety of 
statements from the Congressional 
Record to substantiate its contention. 
For example, the comment pointed out 
that Senator John Chafee of Rhode 
Island, cosponsor of S. 1425 (the 
Senate’s version of the bill that became 
the 1990 amendments), said that the 
proposed legislation would provide 
definite guidelines governing “the 
claims and statements that can be made 
about food” (Ref. 26). Similarly, Senator 
Orrin Hatch of Utah, cosponsor of the 
Senate amendments to the House’s 
version of the 1990 amendments, 
viewed the bill as covering health and 
diet-related claims about food products 
(Ref. 2). 

FDA does not agree that section 
403(r](l)(B) of the act addresses health 
claims for only those nutrients required 
to be on the label of a food and does not 
include claims about other types of 
nutrients. The language of section 
403(r)(l)(B) of the act is clear in that it 
pertains to a claim that “* * * 
characterizes the relationship of any 
nutrient which is of the type required by 
paragraph (q)(l) or (q)(2) to be in the 
label or labeling of a food • * *’* 
(emphasis add^). Section 403(q)(l) of 
the act lists specific nutrients that are 
required for food labeling as part of 
nutrition labeling. Section 403(qK2) of 
the act permits the Secretary of Health 
and Human Services (the Secretary) to 
include by regulation any other nutrient 
not required to be listed by section 
403(q)(l) if information al^ut the 
nutrient will assist consumers in 
maintaining healthy dietary practices. 
Moreover, section 403(r)(5)(D) of the act 
relates to vitamins, minerals, herbs, or 
other similar substances. Thus, claims 
relating to a broad range of substances 
are potentially subject to regulation 
under section 403(r)(l)(B) of the act. and 
claims about a nutrient-disease 
relationship are not outside the coverage 
of section 403(r) simply because the 
nutrient in question is not required to be 
listed in the nutrition label. For these 
reasons. FDA is retaining the broader 

term “substance” in the regulations and 
will use it in this preamble. 

In fact, FDA agrees with the 
comments that contended that the 
proposed rule interpreted the 1990 
amendments too narrowly with respect 
to the regulation of claims about foods. 
The agency has reviewed the legislative 
history of the 1990 amendments and 
concluded that this history does indeed 
contain evidence to support the 
conclusion that Congress intended that 
foods could be the subject of claims that 
are regulated under section 403(r) of the 
act. However, this legislative history 
also makes clear that, to be subject to 
section 403(r) of the act, a claim about 
a food must be. at least by implication, 
a claim about a substance in the food. 
The House Report (Ref. 1) states: 

The requirement applies to any disease 
claim that is made with respect to required 
nutrients and other nutrients in food. 
However, a statement about the importance 
of good nutrition which does not make a 
direct or implied connection between any 
nutrient in the food and a particular disease 
is not necessarily a disease claim that will be 
covered by this section. 

Thus when a consumer could 
reasonably interpret a claim about the 
relationship of a food to a disease or 
health-related condition to be an 
implied claim about a substance in that 
food, that claim would satisfy the first 
element of alrealth claim. 

However, a claim about the benefits of 
a broad class of foods that does not 
make an express or implied connection 
to any of the substances that are foimd 
in foods that comprise that class would 
not constitute an implied claim. Such 
claims about classes of foods (e.g., fruits 
and vegetables) are not health clmms 
because they are not about a substance. 

Accordingly. FDA has revised the 
definition of “substance” in new 
§ 101.14(a)(2) to include a specific food 
as well as a component of food. 
Although, the agency’s tentative view is 
that the term “substance” has the same 
meaning regardless of whether the food 
is a conventional food or a dietary 
supplement that includes vitamins, 
minerals, herbs, or other nutritional 
substances, in response to the DS Act, 
FDA is not reflecting this view in the 
final regulation. FDA will decide 
whether to do so in the rulemaking it 
will undertake in response to the DS 
Act. For consistency with the revised 
definition of “substance,” new 
§ 101.14(d)(2)(vii) has also been revised, 
as explained in section V.E. of this 
preamble, to provide guidance for 
identifying the appropriate dietary 
intake of a specific food necessary to 
achieve the claimed effect. 

FDA has not modified new 
§ 101.14(a)(2) to be identical to 
§ 170.3(g). However, new § 10114(a)(2) 
and § 170.3(g) are fully consistent, and 
any differences in their wording reflect 
the different contexts to which they 
apply. The definition of “substance” in 
§ 170.3(g) is specific to the definition of 
the term “food additive,” and in that 
context it is appropriate because of the 
statutory definition of “food additive” 
as “any substance the intended use of 
which results or may reasonably be 
expected to result * * * in its booming 
a component or otherwise afiecting the 
characteristics of any food.” (See section 
201(s) of the act (21 U.S.G. 321(s))). 
Proposed § 101.14(a)(2) was drafted to 
reflect the broad coverage of section 
403(r)(l)(B) of the act. Importantly, a 
substance under § 170.3(g) would also 
be a substance under new § 101.14(a)(2) 
and vice versa. 

Under the revised definition of a 
substance that FDA has included in new 
§ 101.14(a)(2), phrases on labeling such 
as “eat apples to-,” "eat low 
sodium foods to-,” “eat fruits 
high in fiber to-,” or “cook with 
'garlic to-” would constitute 
references to a substance and would 
thereby satisfy one of the two essential 
elements of a health claim. However, 
phrases on labeling such as “eat a 
variety of foods to-,” “eat a 
variety of fresh fruits and vegetables to 
-,” or “follow the food pyramid to 
-,’’ without any reference, either 
express or implied, to a substance that 
might be in the foods, would not satisfy 
this element. The latter types of claims 
would not be subject to regulation as 
health claims. Of course, such claims 
would still be subject to the requirement 
in section 403(a) of the act that they be 
truthful and not misleading. 

C. Disease or Health-Related 
Condition—Second Basic Element 

As mentioned previously in this 
preamble, the proposed definition of 
“health claim” contains two basic 
elements, “substance” and “disease or 
health-related condition,” that must be 
present for a claim to be a “health 
claim.” FDA did not define the phrase 
“disease or health-related condition” in 
the proposal. This omission raised many 
questions and concerns in the 
comments. 

2. Many comments objected that 
FDA’s interpretation of Uie phrase 
“health-related” could be too broad. 
One comment was concerned that FDA 
might interpret the phrase to apply to 
statements pertaining to general good 
health. The comment noted that food 
itself sustains life, so the mere 
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identification of a product as a food is 
to that extent a “health-related” claim 

Another comment argued that such 
phrases as “invigorating.” “relaxing,” 
“stimulating,” “feel better,” “enjoy a 
good night's sleep,” and “perform at 
your best” should be exempt from 
regulation because they do not refer to 
a disease. A few comments contended 
that claims about relationships between 
nutrients and the structure or function 
of the body (e.g., “this calcium fortified 
product helps build strong bones”) 
should not be considered health claims. 

Some of the comments suggested that 
the definition of a “health claim” 
should refer only to “disease” or 
“disease-related” claims because such a 
characterization more accurately reflects 
the nature of claims regulated by section 
403(r)(l)(B) of the act. One comment 
asserted that the statutory phrase “a 
disease or health-related condition” 
does not set up two categories and 
maintained that the phrase “health- 
related” as used in the law appears to 
be nothing more than an expansion of 
the word “disease." The comment 
submitted a definition of the word 
“disease” fi’om “Stedman’s Medical 
Dictionary,” (25th ed., p. 444,1990), 
which states that a disease is “a morbid 
entity characterized by at least two of 
the following criteria: (1) Recognized 
etiologic agent(s), (2) identifiable group 
of symptoms, or (3) consistent 
anatomical alterations.” 

Although the legislative history of the 
1990 amendments gives clear direction 
that Congress intended that health 
claims do include disease-specific 
claims, this history is not as explicit 
concerning what Idnd of claims are 
claims about a “health-related 
condition.” As FDA pointed out in its 
response to the previous comment. 
Congress did, however, give clear 
direction that a statement about the 
importance of good nutrition that does 
not make a direct or implied connection 
between any substance in the food and 
a particular disease is not necessarily a 
disease claim that will be regulated as 
a health claim (Ref. 1). Thus, it is clear I that Congress did not intend that all 
claims pertaining to general good health 
be considered health claims. 

However, the inclusion of the phrase 
\ “health-related condition” in section 

403(r)(l)(B) of the act in addition to the 
term “disease” leaves no question that 
Congress intended that claims about 

I conditions other than diseases be 
regulated under this provision. Further, 
the legislative history of the 1990 
amendments confirms this fact. In 
hearings before the Senate and the 
House of Representatives preceding the 
passage of the 1990 amendments, many 

references were made to two texts, the 
Diet and Health report by the NRC (Ref. 
6) and “The Surgeon General’s Report 
on Nutrition and Health” (the Surgeon 
General's report) (Ref. 5). In the former 
text (Ref. 6), a section entitled 
“Hypertension and Hypertension- 
Related Diseases” states the following: 

Deaths related to hypertension have been 
variously classified over recent years. They 
have either been considered as a separate 
entity or combined with such classes of 
atherosclerotic cardiovascular diseases as 
CHD and stroke. Thus, it is not useful to 
consider vital statistics alone in discussing 
the epidemiology of hypertension. 
Hypertension is treated here primarily as a 
risk characteristic of atherosclerotic 
cardiovascular diseases rather than a disease 
entity in it^lf. 

Elsewhere in the Diet and Health 
report (Ref. 6), hypertension is defined 
as sustained, elevated arterial blood 
pressure measured by an inflatable cuff 
and pressure manometer. The text goes 
on to say: 

It [hypertension] has been clearly shown to 
increase the risk of developing stroke, 
coronary heart disease, congestive heart 
failure, peripheral vascular disease, and 
nephrosclerosis. 

Further, the Surgeon General’s report 
identifies high blood pressure as a 
common, chronic medical problem in 
the United States responsible for a major 
portion of cardiovascular disease. It 
then states that public health efforts 
have increased public awareness and 
knowledge of the risks and treatment of 
this condition (Ref. 5). 

The repeated references in the 
legislative history to texts that place 
significant importance on the control of 
risk factors as a means of reducing the 
risk of disease persuades FDA that the 
agency should include such factors in 
any definition of a “health-related 
condition.” In view of the explicitly 
stated intention of Congress to help 
Americans maintain a healthful diet 
(Ref. 1), Congress intended that the 1990 
amendments facilitate communication 
to consumers of information about risk 
factors such as hypertension, which is a 
risk characteristic or factor for several 
diseases, including coronary heart 
disease and stroke. Accordingly, the 
agency concludes that the inclusion of 
“a health-related condition” in the 
coverage of section 403(r)(l)(B) of the 
act means that claims about risk factors 
related to disease, as well as claims 
about a disease, can be health claims. 

Having reached this conclusion, FDA 
finds that one limitation on the coverage 
of the phrase “disease or health-related 
condition” is appropriate. The 
limitation is for claims about nutrient 
deficiency diseases. In the legislative 

history. Congress focused only on those 
health claims that related to (Tronic 
diseases affected by diet, such as cancer, 
heart disease, and osteoporosis. There is 
no indication that it intended to cover 
classical deficiency diseases (diseases 
resulting directly ^m a deficiency of a 
vitamin, essential mineral, or other 
essential nutrient). The relationships 
between nutrients and classical 
deficiency diseases are well-established. 
Moreover, such diseases are of little 
public health significance in this 
country. Under such circumstances, 
FDA believes that it would not be 
appropriate to subject such 
relationships to the health claims 
regime. Claims about such classical 
nutrient deficiency diseases are 
adequately regulated under the 
provisions of section 403(a) of the act 
and thus must be truthful and not 
misleading. However, as discussed in 
more detail further in this document, a 
claim about the benefits of vitamin D in 
preventing vitamin D deficiency, for 
example, would be misleading where 
the claim does not explain that few 
individuals in the United States are at 
risk of such a deficiency. Of course, 
some claims about such diseases may 
result in a product being regulated as a 
drug. Thus, claims about the 
administration of a nutrient either 
intravenously or nasally will be 
regulated as drug claims. This position 
is consistent with the position that the 
agency took in the February 13,1990, 
proposal (55 FR 5176) with respect to 
nutrient deficiency diseases. 

Therefore, to assist affected parties in 
clearly understanding what the second 
element of a health claim encompasses, 
FDA is adopting the following 
definition of “disease or health-related 
condition” in new § 101.14(a)(6): 

Disease or health-related condition means 
damage to an organ, part, structure, or System 
of the body such that it does not function 
properly (e.g., cardiovascular disease), or a 
state of health leading to such dysfunctioning 
(e.g., hypertension); except that diseases 
resulting from essential nutrient deficiencies 
(e.g., scurvy, pellagra) are not included in 
this definition (claims pertaining to such 
diseases are thereby not subject to §§ 101.14 
or 101.70). 

This definition does not differentiate 
between a “disease” and a “health- 
related condition.” The two states are 
often so closely related that no bright- 
line distinction is practicable. Fur&er, 
both states are regulated under section 
403(r) of the act. Thus, there is no 
reason to separate one state fi'om the 
other as long as both are covered. 

FDA structured this definition 
primarily after the common sense 
definition of “disease” that appears in 
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the second edition of “Random House 
Dictionary of the English Language" 
(Random House. Inc., New Yorit, NY, 
copyright 1987) without referring to 
examples of the causes of the 
dysfunctioning that were cited in that 
definition. For purposes of this rule, the 
agency did not pattern the definition 
after the one suggested in the comment 
because the clinical nature of the 
suggested definition would not be 
readily understandable. Thus, it is not 
suitable for use in a regulation. 

The definition of “disease or health- 
related condition” would not generally 
encompass terms or phrases such as 
“invigorating,” “relaidng,” 
“stimulating,” “feel better,” and 
“perform at your best.” Such terms 
would be covered under the regulatory 
regime of a label needing to be truthful 
and not misleading. Moreover, they may 
also subject the pr^uct to regulation 
under the structure or function of the 
body aspect of the “drug” definition 
(section 201(g)(1)(C) of die act). 
However, the definition would clearly 
encompass terms such as 
"osteoporosis.” “heart disease,” 
“cancer,” and “hij^ blood pressure.” 

For fiurther clarification, the definition 
of "disease or health-related condition’* 
is not considered by FDA to include a 
change in a biological parameter, such 
as a decreeise in platelet (a type of blood 
cell that promotes blood coagulation) 
aggregation time or an increase in serum 
cholesterol, unless the parameter is 
associated with a disease ot health- 
related condition, and there is evidence 
that altering the parameter can improve 
the condition. Of the two examples 
cited, high serum cholesterol is 
generally accepted as a predictor of risk 
for coronary heart disease, and there is 
evidence that decreasing high serum 
cholesterol can decrease that risk. For 
the health claim in new § 101.73, 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register, which associates 
dietary lipid intake with an increased 
risk of coronary heart disease, it may be 
appropriate, then, to permit as optional 
information a discussion of how dietary 
saturated fat, cholesterol, or both, affect 
blood cholesterol levels and, thereby, 
the disease that is the subject of the 
claim. Nevertheless, the agency 
considers it is inherently misleading for 
the claim to be articulated as an 
association between dietary lipids and 
serum cholesterol because of the 
potential to confuse consumers about 
the relevant disease for which the claim 
is authorized. It is not the biological 
indicator that is the disease or health- 
related conditi(Hi for which the claim is 
authorized. Where there is no well- 
documented association or specificity 

between a biological parameter and a 
disease or health-related condition and 
some evidence that improving the 
parameter improves the condition, the 
agency will be disinclined to consider a 
petition for a health claim for that 
parameter because it fails to meet the 
definition of a disease or health-related 
condition. 

3. Some comments asked if FDA 
intended to regard any statements that 
describe the “special dietary uses” of 
foods (e.g., hypoallergenic, lactose-fiee, 
wheat gluten-firee, and dietetic foods) as 
health claims. The comments were 
concerned that health claim 
disqualifying levels would bar many 
such foods from disclosing dietary 
information. One of the comments 
requested that FDA revise the definition 
of a "health claim” to include advice 
that a statement in the labeling of a food 
subject to part 105 (21 CFR part 105) 
shall not be deemed to be a health claim 
solely because it represents the food to 
be for special dietary use. 

FDA advises that any statement that 
appears on the label or in the labeling 
of a food intended for "special dietary 
use” that is consistent with provisions 
of the regulations promulgated under 
section 403(j) of the act will not be 
regulated as a health claim by the 
agency. Thus, such foods will not be 
subject to health claim disqualifying 
levels. However. FDA cautions firms 
that information not specifically 
provided for by specific regulations for 
foods for special dietary use may create 
an express or implied health claim and 
th^by subject such a food to the 
provisions of new $ 101.14, including 
the disqualifying levels. 

FDA has not revised the final rule to 
address foods subject to part 105 in the 
definition of "health claim.” The 
requested revision is unnecessary in 
view of the agency advice in the 
previous paragraph. Further, the agency 
believes the requested revision might 
mislead some firms to assume that such 
foods would be exempt from the health 
claim provisions regardless of the nature 
of claims appearing in labeling where 
the claims are not specifically 
authorized in part 105. In addition, if 
FDA were to revise the final rule with 
respect to part 105, the rule should also 
be revised with respect to other 
provisions in the act and the regulations 
promulgated thereunder (e.g., infant 
formula subject to section 412 of the act 
(21 U.S.C. 350a)), and the agency does 
not believe that it would be appropriate 
to have the rule reference every other 
similar situation in the regulations in 
Title 21, Code of Federal Regulations. 

D. Implied Health Claims 

The agency proposed to define 
“implied heal^ claim” as: 

* * * those statements, symbols, vignettes, 
or other fcmns of communicatioo that a 
manufacturer intends, or would be likely to 
be understood, to assert a direct beneficial 
relationship between the presence or level of 
any substance in the food and a disease or 
heahh-related condition. 

The agency then provided some 
examples of such claims—^“third party” 
endorsements, written statmnents such 
as a brand name including a term such 
as “heart.” and symbols such as a heart 
symbol. 

1. General 

4. Comments varied widely on 
whether FDA should regulate implied 
health claims. Some comments, noting 
the difficulty in specifically defining an 
implied health claim, suggested that 
implied health claims should not be 
regulated under the proposed 
regulations. One of these comments 
asserted that FDA could regulate 
implied health claims only under the 
general requirement that a label must be 
truthful and not misleading. However, 
other comments urged FDA to strictly 
regulate implied health claims because 
they have the potential to undermine 
the sound regulatory approach for 
explicit health claims. 

IDA advises that there is no basis 
under the act for it not to regulate 
implied health claims. Regulation of 
such claims is specifically mandated. 
Under section 403(r)(l)(B) of the act, a 
food is misbranded if ***** a claim is 
made in the label or labeling of the food 
which expressly or by implication * * 
*" (emphasis added) characterizes the 
relationship of any substance to a 
disease or health-related condition 
unless the claim is made in accordance 
with the health claims provisions of the 
act. Thus, FDA must reject the 
comments that suggest^ that it not 
regulate implied health claims. 

5. While a number of comments 
encouraged FDA to take a broad view of 
what constitutes an implied claim, other 
comments argued that any **bright-line” 
definition of an implied health claim 
would be too inflexible to enforce fairly 
because labeling displays can have 
different meanings in different contexts. 
Some comments urged that both 
manufacturers’ intent and consumer 
perception be considered in 
determining whether an implied claim 
has been made. One comment proposed 
that if vendor intent is not considered, 
then the test should be whether 
consumers acting reasonably under the 
circumstances would interpret language 
on labels or labeling in a particular 
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feshion and noted that such a test has 
been applied by the Federal Trade 
Commission (FTC) in the context of 
misleading advertising claims. The 
comment contended that the fact that a 
few credulous people may perceive a 
claim in a particular manner should not 
suffice if the vast majority perceive it 
otherwise. 

FDA agrees that no “bright-line” 
definition can be established for implied 
health claims. Labeling claims need to 
be considered in their entirety and in 
context to determine if the elements of 
a health claim are present. FDA has 
therefore revised the definition of an 
implied health claim in new 
§ 101.14(a)(1) to clarify that the claim 
will be evaluated within the context of 
the total labeling to determine if an 
implied health claim has been made. 

FDA has also revised the list of the 
types of claims that may be implied 
claims. The agency has substituted the 
term “‘third party’ references” in place 
of the term “‘thi^ party’ endorsements” 
because it has become clear that a third 
party endorsement is only one type of 
reference to a third party that may 
constitute a health claim in the context 
of the entire labeling. Further, FDA has 
corrected the phrase “health or disease- 
related condition” in the definition of 
an implied health claim in the last 
sentence in new § 101.14(a)(1) to 
“disease or health-related condition.” 
FDA had intended to consistently use 
this latter phrase throughout proposed 
§ 101.14(a)(1), but the terms “disease” 
and “health” inadvertently were 
interchanged in the proposal. 

In the case of implied claims, FDA 
will evaluate all of the labeling to 
determine whether, within the context 
in which a claim is presented, both 
basic elements of a health claim are 
present. Where both elements are 
present in a product’s labeling, the 
product bears a health claim, regardless 
of whether one or both of the basic 
elements are explicit or implied. 

In making an evaluation of a claim 
within the context of the labeling, FDA 
agrees that it should consider both 
manufacturer’s intent and consumer 
perception. However, the agency notes 
that intent means more than the 
manufacturer’s subjective intent 
Therefore, the agency concludes that the 
focus of its determination as to whether 
a claim is an implied claim should be 
on what the claim is saying. To be 
consistent with the definition of 
“implied nutrient content claim” in 
new § 101.13(b)(2) in the nutrient 
content claims dociunent published 
elsewhere in this issue of the Fedaral 
Register, the agency is striking the 
phrase “* * * a manufacturer intends, or 

would be likely to be understood, to 
assert * * *“ and is replacing it with the 
word “suggest” in the definition of a 
health claim in new § 101.14(a)(1). 
Section 101.14(a)(1) now reads: 

Health claim means any claim made on the 
label or in labeling of a fbod, including a 
dietary supplement, that expressly or by 
implication, including “thM party” 
references, written statements (e.g., a brand 
name including a term such as "heart”), 
symbols (e.g., a heart symbol), or vignettes, 
characterizes the relationship of any 
substance to a disease or health-related 
condition. Implied health claims include 
those statements, symbols, vignettes, or other 
forms of communication that suggest, within 
the context in which they are presented, that 
a relationship exists between uie presence or 
level of a substance in the food and a disease 
or health-related condition. 

The agency believes that this will 
clarify what the agency’s inquiry will be 
when it determines whether a claim is 
an implied claim. 

FDA has not used the comment’s 
proposed “reasonable person” test for 
deciding when a claim is impled. The 
regulation reflects the fact that courts 
have construed the act as protecting not 
just the reasonable person but also the 
“ignorant, the unthinking and the 
cr^ulous.” (See United States v, an 
article * * * cansisting of 216 cartoned 
bottles * * * "Sudden Change," 409 F.2d 
734, 741 (2d Cir. 1969).) Given relevant 
case law construing the act. it is 
unnecessary to look to the standard 
applied by FTC for guidance. 

2. Brand names 

6. A number of comments asserted 
that all bremd names containing words 
such as “heart” are inherently 
misleading and therefore should be 
banned. Other comments urged FDA to 
permit the use of words such as “heart” 
in the brand names of foods only when 
the food qualifies for an approved heart- 
related health claim. Other comments 
maintained that some brands that 
incorporate the word “heart” (e.g.. 
Sweetheart) have been used for decades 
in a nonmisleading manner to convey 
an old-time, homey feeling and 
therefore should not be bt^ed or 
construed to be an implied health claim. 

FDA does not agree that all brand 
names containing words such as “heart” 
are inherently misleading. Certainly 
where this term is placed on a product 
that qualifies for an express health claim 
on caj^iovascular disease that is 
provided for in part 101, subpart E, and 
where such a claim is appropriately 
included elsewhere in tne labeling, 
consumers would not be misled by the 
term “heart” In addition, there may be 
situations in which, when considered 
within the context of the fiiU labeling. 

the term cannot be reasonably 
understood to be a health claim (e.g., 
“sweetheart” or "horn the heartland of 
America,” where no claims about the 
fat, cholesterol, or sodium content of the 
food are made). 

However, comments from several 
consumer, health professional, and 
regulatory organizations demonstrate 
that the use of the word “heart” in the 
brand name of a food may lead 
consumers to believe that the specific 
food bearing that brand name has 
properties deriving from a substance 
that it contains that are beneficial for 
reducing the risk of developing a 
disease or health-related condition, 
specifically cardiovascular disease. Both 
basic elements of a health claim may be 
implied in a brand name containing the 
term "heart.” Therefore, any product 
bearing such a brand name is subject, 
depending of course on the full content 
of the labeling, to be viewed by FDA as 
bearing an implied health claim. Thus, 
FDA has retained the term "heart” as an 
example of what may be an implied 
claim in the definition of “health claim” 
in new § 101.14(a)(1) to alert firms to the 
agency’s position on this matter. 
However, FDA wiH review the context 
in which this term is presented and 
consider how the term would be 
understood in deciding whether a 
particular use of the term “heart” or a 
use of a heart symbol on a particular 
label is a health claim. 

3. Other written statements 

7. A number of comments suggested 
that any statement on a label, including 
nutrient content claims such as the 
word “healthy” or other terms that may 
lead consumers to believe that a food 
has health benefits, should be regarded 
as implied health claims. Comments 
suggested that FDA use broad latitude in 
considering such words as health 
claims. 

As FDA advised earlier in this 
preamble, the agency will evaluate all of 
the labeling to determine whether, 
within the context in which a claim is 
presented, both basic elements of a 
health claim are present. Thus, FDA 
will take a flexible case-by-case 
approach to assessing whether labeling 
contains a health claim. 

In the case of the word “healthy.” the 
agency does not believe that the use of 
this word would normally be a health 
claim. “Healthy” has a wide variety of 
meanings in addition to ones that would 
satisfy ffie second basic element of a 
health claim. For example, "healthy” 
can certainly imply general nutritional 
well-being. Dius. while a claim such as 
“Eat a diet low in fat for a healthy 
heart” may be a health claim, “Eating 
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five fiuits or vegetables a day is a good 
way to a healthy lifestyle*' is not. 
Moreover, as explained in the document 
concerning nutrient content claims that 
appears elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register, FDA may also regulate 
the term “healthy” in certain 
circumstances as an implied nutrient 
content claim. A proposal on how to 
define the term in such circumstances 
appears elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. The varied uses of the 
term “healmy” demonstrate the need for 
FDA to take a flexible case-by-case 
approach in deciding whether a claim is 
an implied health claim. 

4. Third party references 

8. Some comments requested that 
FDA explain its interpretation of the 
term “third party endorsement” and 
clarify when su^ an endorsement . 
constitutes a health claim. One 
comment observed that the courts have 
been careful not to define the concept of 
“endorsement” too broadly and noted 
that disclaimers can be used where the 
perception of endorsement may be 
construed. Other comments asserted 
that the mere presence of endorsements 
should not automatically constitute 
health claims. One suggested that 
regulatory limits concerning such 
endorsements should be set. 

FDA agrees that third party 
endorsements do not automatically 
constitute health claims. “Funk & 
Wagnall’s Standard Dictionary,” Harper 
Paperbacks, New York, 1980, defines 
the term “endorse” as “to state one’s 
personal support of (a product) to 
promote its sale.” FDA views third party 
endorsements as references, made 
through a name or logo, to a person or 
organization such as a professional 
society or association that is 
independent of the product’s 
manufacturer or distributor, on product 
labeling or advertising, to promote that 
organization’s approval of a product. 

m response to the comments 
addressing the term “third party 
endorsements,” as explained in the 
agency’s response to comment 5 of this 
document, the codified language of new 
§ 101.14(a)(1) has been revised to refer 
to ‘“third party’ references.” This term, 
which includes third party 
endorsements, better describes the type 
of information finm an organization or 
individual not directly associated with 
the manufacturer that may be included 
in a label and that could constitute an 
implied or express health claim. 

Third party references on food labels 
include a wide variety of information 
about diet and general health that is 
disseminated by reputable public or 
private organizations. Such information 

will be regulated as a health claim if, 
within the context of the total labeling, 
the third party reference can be 
reasonably understood to characterize 
the relationship between a substance 
and a disease or health-related 
condition. Thus, an endorsement by the 
American College of Nutrition or the 
National Nutritional Foods Association 
would not, of itself, cause a product to 
be considered to bear a health claim, 
even if these organizations were 
promoting the consumption of a specific 
food or nutrient, if the resultant claim 
did not include reference to a disease or 
health-related condition. 

However, a third party endorsement 
would constitute an implied health 
claim if the endorsement references a 
particular food or substance, and the 
name of the endorsing organization 
references a particular disease (e.g., 
American Heart Association). In such an 
endorsement, both basic elements 
would be present. As a result, a link 
would be created between the food/ 
substance and the specific disease that 
could be reasonably understood by 
consumers as asserting that the product 
is useful in reducing the risk of 
developing that disease. 

The following illustration using the 
National Cancer Institute’s (NCI’s) Five- 
a-Day Program (Ref. 27) exemplifies 
how the context of the label will 
determine whether a statement is a 
health claim or dietary guidance. A 
cereal label that says “The National 
Cancer Institute recommends that you 
eat five servings daily of fruits and 
vegetables” is not a health claim 
because the information cannot be 
reasonably understood to be about a 
substance. There is neither a nutrient 
nor a product-specific element in the 
claim, and there is therefore no 
characterization between a substance 
and the disease included in the name or 
the organization. However, if the 
statement said “The National Cancer 
Institute recommends that you eat five 
servings daily of fruits and vegetables to 
increase your intake of fiber,” it would 
be a health claim because of the 
reference to a specific nutrient, fiber, 
and to a disease, cancer. 

9. Several comments questioned the 
status of the American Diabetes 
Association’s “Exchange Lists for Meal 
Planning.” One comment questioned 
the status of the American Diabetes 
Association’s “Self-Test” public 
awareness program printed on the back 
of certain cereal boxes, which is 
designed to enable consumers to 
recognize diabetes based on warning 
signs and symptoms of the disease. The 
comments expressed the belief that 
these situations should not be 

interpreted as either an endorsement or 
a health claim because no claim is made 
about a specific nutrient in the foods, 
and no link is created between the 
products and diabetes. Comments also 
requested clarification of FDA’s position 
on fund raising activities conducted 
with the cooperation of manufacturers 
using organizational logos and messages 
such as: “A proud sponsor of the 
American Diabetes Association” or “A 
contribution fi'om the sale of this 
product has been made to the American 
Diabetes Association.” The consensus of 
these comments was that these 
situations should not be interpreted as 
endorsements because no claim is made 
about the nutrient content of the foods, 
and there is no association between the 
products and the disease, diabetes 
mellitus. 

FDA recognizes the value that 
providing exchange lists on food 
labeling has for certain consumers and 
advises that the mere inclusion of that 
information on .a food will not, of itself, 
subject the labeling to the health claim 
regime. Reference to the exchange lists 
lacks the substance element of the 
“health claim” definition because it 
relates to many foods rather than to a 
specific food or a nutrient. Such 
information is instead subject to section 
403(j) of the act and, more specifically, 
to § 105.67 relating to foods for use in 
the diets of diabetics. Of course, the 
labeling would be subject to regulation 
under section 403(r) of the act if the 
labeling bears any implication that a 
substance in the food is helpful in 
reducing the risk of diabetes or any 
other disease. 

In the absence of an explicit or 
implied reference to a substance in food 
labeling, the “Self-Test” program and 
sponsorship/fund raising information 
also are outside the coverage of section 
403(r)(l)(B) of the act. However, labeling 
for both of these programs would be 
subject to section 403(a) of the act, 
which requires that a label be truthful 
and not misleading, and section 201(n) 
of the act which describes the 
circumstances in which labeling is 
misleading. 

10. Some comments requested that 
paid third party endorsements be 
prohibited. These comments stated that 
such references often give the public the 
impression that endorsed products are 
superior in terms of health, safety, or 
nutrition to other foods not bearing the 
same endorsement, when, in fact, they 
are not. 

FDA has no authority under the act to 
prohibit either paid or unpaid third 
party endorsements or references, 
provided that, when such statements ar- 
included on food labeling, the 
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statements are made in a manner that is 
in compliance with all applicable 
provisions of the act. However, the 
agency recognizes that endorsements 
made for compensation by private 
organizations or individuals may be 
misleading to consumers. The agency is 
advising that when such endorsements 
are made, a statement should be 
included in close proximity to the 
claim, informing consumers that the 
organization or individual was 
compensated for the endmsement 
Failure to divulge this information on a 
label that bears a paid endorsement 
would cause the product to be 
misbranded under sections 403(a) and 
201(n) of the act for failure to reveal a 
fact that is material. 

11. A number of comments suggested 
that all unpaid endorsements be 
regMtied as explicit health claims. 

ln3A disagrees, because the issue of 
whether an endorsement is made in 
exchange for monetary compensaticm is 
not germane to the issue of whether the 
endorsement or other third party 
reference constitutes a healUi claim. As 
discussed in the response to comment 8 
of this document, for a third party 
reference to be a health claim, two 
criteria must be met There must be an 
implied or explicit reference to both a 
substance and to a disease or health- 
related condition. In the absence of 
these elements, a third party reference is 
not a health claim, rega^less of any 
financial arrangement that may have 
been entered into before making the 
endorsement 

12. Other comments urged FDA to 
allow the use of third party 
endorsements of specific products. 
Many of these comments asserted that 
references fiom credible health 
organizations reduce or eliminate 
consumer confusion about specific 
products, provide useful and relevant 
information about products, and assist 
consumers in making healthy food 
choices. The comments also argued that 
the use of third party endorsements and 
references should also encourage the 
development of new products ^t 
attract such endorsements. 

FDA has no basis in principle for 
objecting to the use of ^ird party 
endorsements and other third party 
references for specific products, 
provided that such references are made 
in compliance with all applicable 
provisions of the act, including the 
nutrient content claims and h^th 
claims requirements of the 1990 
amendments and sections 403(a) and 
201(n) of the act. The agency is aware 
of the potential impact of the 1990 
amenchments on the development of 
more healthful products thk will appeal 

to consumers and encourage people to 
improve their eating habits. In the 
Congressional Record of October 24, 
1990, Senator Hatch (Ref. 2) stated: 

* * * manufacturers should have the 
economic incentives they need to be creative 
and innovative so.that mure and more low- 
fat, reduced sodium, and high-Ober foods 
come into the market. We should not deter 
such beitefits for the consumer. 

FDA is very much in favor of product 
innovation as a means of bringing more 
healthful products to the American 
public and recomizes that appropriate 
and lawful third party endorsements 
may have some potential to stimulate 
innovation and play a useful role in 
educating consumers about the 
importance of developing diets that will 
improve their health. 

13. A number of comments 
recommended that FDA selectively 
designate which governmental and 
nongovernmental organizations are 
allowed to make third party 
endorsements. One comment suggested 
that FDA require organizations that 
grant endorsements to have the 
expertise in the area in question as well 
as a formal product approval process. 
The organization should actively 
disseminate additional explanatory 
information concerning the meaning of 
the endorsement and manner of its use. 
Other comments recommended that 
third party endorsements be considered 
to be misleading unless the reason for 
the presence of the endorsement is 
clearly explained (including but not 
limited to disclosure of financial 
arrangements). 

With the exception of disclosing the 
fact that an endorsement has been paid 
for, as discussed in comment 10 of this 
document, FDA believes that it lacks the 
factual and legal basis at this time for 
imposing such requirements on third 
party endorsements. FDA recognizes, 
however, that third party references 
have significant potential to be abused 
or to be misleading if, for example, they 
come from organizations or programs 
that exist primarily for commerical or 
maiketing purposes, they are not based 
on sound nutritional criteria, or they 
appear on products that are not 
appropriate in light of the actual or 
impliM nutritional piupose underlying 
the endorsement Therefore, the agency 
will closely monitor the use of 
endorsements on food labels. Interested 
persons should submit their views on 
the need for additional regulatory 
controls to the Center for Food Safety 
and Applied Nutrition. FDA intends to 
consider in a future rulemaking 
proceeding whether additi(uial criteria ' 
or controls are necessary. 

In the meantime, any labeling 
generated with a third party 
endorsement or reference would be 
subject to regulation under sections 
201(n) and 403(a) of the act and must, 
therefore, be truthful and not 
misleading. Further, if the reference 
meets the definition of a nutrient 
content claim or a health claim, sudi a 
claipi must be consistent with TOA's 
regulations. 

14. A number of comments suggested 
that all written health claims be baimed 
in favor of third party endorsements. 
One of the comments favored allowing 
third parties, such as the American 
Heart Association and the American 
Dental Association, to independently 
review products and to place their logos 
on the labeling if they determine that 
use of the product would be helpful in 
reducing the risk of their specialty 
disease. 

FDA has an obligation under the act 
to ensure that health claims comply 
with section 403(r) of the act. and that 
they are truthful and not misleading 
under section 403(a). Delegation of this 
responsibility to private organizations 
associated with specific diseases would 
not be consistent with the act. Sudi 
organizations are fiee to submit well- 
supported petitions pertaining to the 
health benefits of any substance to FDA, 
as provided for in new § 101.70. 
However, FDA will always have the 
obligation of ensuring compliance with 
the act 

5. Symbols 

In the preamble to the proposed rule 
(56 FR 60537 at 60542), FDA recognized 
that there is often ambiguity in the 
message conveyed by a symbol or logo 
and solicited comments on the 
appropriate meaning to be attributed to 
a heart symbol and other currently used 
logos and s)mibols. The agency also 
invited comments on the issue of how 
logos should be regarded: as nutrient 
content claims, health claims, or both? 
The comments, which are summarized 
below, ranged from those that wanted 
strict regulation of symbols to those that 
felt symbols should not be regulated as 
health claims. Many comments took an 
intermediate position, arguing that 
symbols should be evaluated within the 
context of total labeling. 

15. Many comments supported FDA’s 
proposal to regulate symlmls as health 
claims. These comments stated that the 
uncontrolled use of medical symbols 
(e.g., a heart or an electrocardiogram 
(EKG)) should not be permitted. Some 
comments suggested that symbols be 
allowed only when the food qualifies f(» 
the health claim implied by the symbol, 
and then only if they are not misleading 
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and increase consumers’ comprehension 
of the claim. 

Many industry comments argued that 
symbols cannot practicably be included 
in the definition of a health claim. One 
comment pointed out that candy 
packages faring a heart symbol near 
Valentine’s Day should not be regulated 
as an implied health claim. Another 
comment cited examples where the 
heart symbol may do nothing more than 
operate as a design motif with no 
implicit health claim (e.g., the 
combination of a heart symbol plus the 
statement ”Hey Fudge Lovers! More 
Fudge Filling!”). The comments 
maintained Uiat any analysis of how the 
symbol is construed must focus on the 
entire label, not on an isolated aspect of 
it. 

FDA agrees that a determination as to 
whether a symbol constitutes a health 
claim must be made based on the entire 
food label. As explained in the response 
to comment 5 of this document. FDA 
has provided for such flexibility by 
revising new § 101.14(a)(1) to state: 

Implied health claims include those 
statements, symbols, vignettes, or other forms 
of communication that a manufacturer 
intends, or that would be reasonably 
understood in the context in which they are 
presented, to assert a relationship between 
the presence or level of a substance in the 
food and a disease or health-related 
condition. 

‘‘Ftmk & Wagnall’s Standard 
Dictionary” defines the term “symbol” 
as “something chosen to represent 
something else; esp., an object used to 
typify a quality, abstract idea, etc.” 
Determining whether a symbol on a 
label represents em implied health claim 
requires &n evaluation of all of the 
lal^ling to ascertain whether, within the 
context of that labeling, the presence of 
that symbol results in both basic 
elements of a health claim being present 
in the labeling. 

Because of the abstract nature of 
symbols, they have considerable 
potential for conveying a wide variety of 
meanings on labeling. As the comments 
pointed out, the same symbol on a food 
label may have a multitude of meanings 
for the same food as the context of the 
labeling is changed horn one label to 
another. Certainly, the combination of a 
heart symbol and the statement “Hey 
Fudge Lovers!” on a food containing 
fudge adequately explains the meaning 
of the heart symbol and prevents 
consumers from being misled about its 
meaning. Under such circumstances, the 
heart symbol would not convey either of 
the basic elements of a health claim. 
*1116 statement “Hey Fudge Lovers!” 
clarifies that the symbol does not refer 
to a substance in the specific food 

bearing the symbol or to any health 
benefits from consuming that food. 

However, if the statement “Hey Fudge 
Lovers!” does not appear on the 

roduct, and no other explanation of the 
eart symbol appears on the labeling, 

the context of the labeling no longer 
explains the meaning of the sym^l. 
Under such circumstances, the symbol 
may well be perceived by consumers in 
a wide variety of ways, many of which 
would not be true. FUA believes that 
most of the perceptions about heart 
symbols fall under the regulatory regime 
of a health claim. For example, 
consumers may logically assume that 
the symbol is equivalent to the term 
“heart.” Under such circumstances, 
these consumers may conclude that the 
symbol means that the food has 
properties that are beneficial for 
reducing the risk of developing a 
disease or health-related condition, 
specifically cardiovascular disease. 
Thus, the second basic element (i.e., 
disease or health-related condition) 
would be conveyed by the symbol. 
Further, the first basic element (i.e., 
substance) would also be present. In the 
absence of an explanation for the 
symbol, consumers would likely infer 
that the symbol pertains to the specific 
food bearing the symbol and to the 
substances that it contains. Thus, both 
basic elements of a health claim can be 
implied through the unexplained 
presence of a heart symbol on a label. 

Even if the heart symbol is not 
perceived by some as a health claim, the 
symbol would still be misleading within 
the meaning of section 403(a)(1) of the 
act because the context of the labeling 
would not explain what the symbol 
means and thus would frtil to disclose 
a material fact. Accordingly, FDA 
advises that the use of health-related 
symbols in food labeling without some 
clarification of their meaning in context 
is likely to cause the food to be 
misbranded. 

Similarly, an EKG (a record of the 
electrical current produced by the 
action of the heart muscle) also 
constitutes a health claim where the 
context of the labeling does not explain 
the meaning of the EKG. Although it is 
unlikely that most consumers would be 
able to interpret an EKG reading as 
representing a healthy or unhealthy 
heart, most consumers would probably 
make a connection between an EKG 
graph and heart function. Under such 
circumstances, the symbol alone could 
lead consumers to believe that a 
substance in the product is related to 
the risk of cardiovascular disease and 
thereby constitute a health claim. 

Of course, symbols with specific 
reference to nutrients may also 

constitute health claims. For example, a 
heart on a label that also makes a claim 
that the product is low in fat would be 
an implied health claim. The explicit 
nutrient content claim would satisfy the 
substance basic element, and the disease 
or health-related basic element would 
be provided by the symbol because it 
implies that the low level of fat has a 
beneficial effect relative to a disease of 
the heart. (This decision assumes the 
label does not contain sufficiently 
clarifying information to change the 
meaning of the heart symbol, so that the 
symbol would not constitute a basic 
element.) 

However, in some circumstances, the 
context of the labeling may make it 
obvious that there is no connection 
between the symbol and a substance in 
the food or between the symbol and a 
disease or health-related condition. In 
such a situation, the symbol would not 
constitute an implied claim. For 
example, a heart shaped box of candy or 
a heart shaped candy, whose label does 
not include an explicit or implied 
reference to a disease or health-related 
condition, would not be an implied 
claim. 

In addition, some symbols, such as 
the U.S. Department of Agriculture/ 
Department of Health and Human 
Services (USDA/DHHS) Health 
Pyramid, a symbol for the American 
Hetirt Association, or a symbol for the 
American Cancer Society, may not 
constitute health claims when the 
labeling contains no other references to 
a substance or a disease or health- 
related condition. In all of these 
situations, the organizations provide 
general dietary guidance for good 
health. Thus, consumers should not 
assume from the name of the 
organization that the symbol implies an 
association with the disease or health- 
related condition basic element. 

When symbols constitute a health 
claim, they should only be used on 
foods that qualify for the express claim 
they represent. Since it is unlikely that 
a symbol alone can convey all the 
information necessary as part of a health 
claim, health claims implied by symbols 
must be accompanied by a written 
message that includes the essential 
elements of the claim authorized by 
FDA’s regulations in part 101, subpart E. 
To prevent misinterpretation of the 
claim by consumers, this message 
should be located in close proximity to 
the symbol but could be located in other 
labeling provided that a reference 
statement appears next to the symbol. 
The appropriate content of health 
claims reference statements is discussed 
subsequently in section V.C. of this 
preamble. FDA has revised the 
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provision of the final rule addressing 
reference statements in new 
§ 101.14(d)(2)(iv) to provide that such 
statements shall appear in immediate 
proximity to the graphic material (e.g., 
symbol). Anyone wishing to use a 
symbol alone to deliver a health claim 
may submit a petition with supporting 
data that demonstrate that the essential 
elements of the health claim are 
conveyed to consumers by the proposed 
symbol. 

FDA recognizes that symbols are an 
important means of conveying 
information to consumers, and that they 
are useful when used in a truthful and 
nonraisleading manner. The agency will 
continue to protect the interests of the 
public by monitoring the use of symbols 
and will take appropriate action imder 
either section 403(a) or (r) of the act 
when symbols are used to mislead 
consumers. 

16. Some comments proposed that, if 
symbols such as a heart are to be 
regulated as implied health claims, 
products that bore such symbols before 
the implementation of the regulation 
should be exempted from the health 
claims regime. 

Although the statute provides very 
explicit guidance regaraing ' 
grandfathering of nutrient content 
claims in sections 403(r)(2)(C) and 
(r)(2)(D) of the act, it is silent with 
respect to any such provision regarding 
health claims. In light of this omission, 
it is clear that Congress did not intend 
to provide such relief for labeling 
making either implied or explicit health 
claims (see Andrus v. Glover, 446 U.S. 
608 (1980)). Further, grandfathering of 
labels that do not qualify to bear an 
implied health claim would result in 
confusion on the part of consumers and 
reduce the credibility of symbols on 
food labels that are eligible to bear such 
claims. Therefore, FDA is rejecting this 
proposal. 

17. Several comments suggested that 
the final rules should make some 
provision for the use of FDA 
standardized symbols and logos on 
products that would qualify for health 
claims. The comments stated that such 
logos and symbols would help 

! individuals with poor reading skills 
I plan a more healthful diet, although 

they did not make clear whether the use 
of symbols and logos should be optional 
or mandatory. 

As stated above, FDA recognizes the 
I value that symbols and emblems have in 
I promoting good health and dietary 

guidelines to consumers. However, at 
this time the agency feels that it is 
inappropriate to permit an emblem 
alone to deliver the substance of a 
health claim, and it would be difficult 

for FDA to design standardized symbols 
or logos in a manner that would be in 
compliance with the statute. Section 
403(r)(3)(B)(iii) of the act requires that a 
health claim be accurate and 
comprehensible within the context of 
the daily diet. New § 101.14(d)(2)(iii) 
requires the inclusion of factors other 
than consumption of the substance 
when such factors affect the substance- 
disease relationship (e.g., exercise). 

Further, under section 201 (n) of the 
act, labeling can be misleading based on 
what is omitted as well as on what 
appears on the label. Designing an 
emblem that would deliver the message 
required by the act while also meeting 
the criterion of being truthful and not 
misleading, as mandated by section 
403(a)(1) of the act, would be extremely 
difficult. 

However, the agency will consider 
petitions for use of a symbol or emblem 
for approved claims or as part of a new 
health claim petition, provided that 
appropriate data are submitted that 
provide the agency with some assurance 
that consumers accurately interpret the 
claim. Such data should include the 
results of tests using the suggested 
symbol. 

6. Dietary guidance 

As FDA explained earlier in this 
preamble, when the proposal was 
issued, FDA had not yet decided how 
certain types of claims should be 
regulated when they pertain to truthful ■ 
information about health and diet and 
are not in the form of an explicit health 
claim. FDA referred to “dietary 
guidance” as a class of claims that might 
not be regulated under section 403(r) of 
the act. The agency cited the NCI “Five- 
A-Day” program as an example of 
dietary guidance that is not a health 
claim. Unfortunately, use of that 
program as an example created 
confusion because, even though most of 
the messages in the program only 
encouraged consumers to eat huits and 
vegetables, a small number of the 
messages refer to nutrients (e.g., fiber) 
and disease (cancer). 

Further, use of the term “dietary 
guidance” to describe claims that do not 
constitute “health claims” is also 
confusing because “health claims” 
themselves provide a form of dietary 
guidance. In addition to “health claims” 
and “dietary guidance,” there is a 
broader class of claims that 
encompasses all other truthful 
information about diet and health as 
well as drug claims. In view of the 
overlapping nature of these categories of 
claims, it is rmderstandable that there 
was considerable confusion among the 
comments about “dietary guidance.” 

For the sake of clarity in this 
preamble, FDA will use the term 
“dietary guidance” to refer to claims 
that do not contain both basic elements 
of a health claim and are therefore not 
“health claims.” However, use of this 
term in the comments may, or may not. 
have encompassed a “health claim.” 
FDA will attempt to clarify the use of 
the term by the comments in the 
summaries to the comments. 

18. Some comments asserted that 
dietary recommendations that relate to a 
specific disease but provide guidance 
concerning general food choices without 
unduly emphasizing a particular 
substance, or recommendations that 
emphasize a particular substance but are 
related to a variety of diseases or to a 
healthy lifestyle in general, should not 
constitute implied health claims. 

As discussed in the response to 
comment 1 of this document, claims 
that do not satisfy either the substance 
element or the disease or health-related 
condition element of the “health claim” 
definition are not health claims. 
Accordingly, claims that provide 
guidance about a general food choice or 
about how to achieve a healthy lifestyle 
would not be health claims. Claims that 
are related to a variety of diseases are 
likely to be health claims, although a 
specific determination will be made 
based on the context in which a claim 
is made and on its specific content. 

19. A number of comments contended 
that the agency unjustly regulated 
accessibility to recommendations from 
authorities, such as the National 
Institutes of Health emd USDA. Most 
comments felt that such dietary 
guidance should not be regulated as 
health claims on food labeling because 
such regulation would discourage 
education of the public on sound 
nutrition practices. One comment 
suggested that the furtherance of 
consumer information was mandated 
under the 1990 amendments and 
asserted that industry and FDA need to 
focus more attention on the education 
authority provided therein. This 
comment and others stated that public 
health organizations, such as NCI, can 
more effectively reach consumers with 
valuable advice if products that fit into 
their recommendations are free to 
display this information on their labels, 
and that consumers are more likely to 
notice and appreciate recommendations 
from a respected source. Other 
comments felt that nongovernmental 
sources (e.g., the American Dietetic 
Association and the American Heart 
Association) also provide credible 
dietary guidance. 

FDA has reconsidered the tentative 
position that it took in the proposal (56 
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FR 60537 at 60555) that references to 
programs sponsored by such 
organization as the American College of 
Nutrition, the American Heart 
Association, the American Medical 
Association (“Campaign Against 
Cholesterol”), and the American 
Medical Women’s Association would 
always be regulated as implied health 
claims. The comments have convinced 
the agency that it would not be 
appropriate to establish l)y regulation 
the specific types of statements that may 
be used on fcrod labeling concerning 
either Federal programs or private sector 
programs because the guidance oflered 
by such organizations may not include 
a reference to a substance or to a disease 
or health-related condition. The agency 
has therefore concluded that publicly 
available dietary information provided 
to consumers by Federal or private 
programs and used in food labeling by 
manufectiuers may be either dietary 
guidance or a health claim depending 
upon the content of the information and 
the context in which it is presented in 
the labeling. 

In taking this position. FDA hopes to 
encourage the dissemination of 
information to consumers regarding 
nutrition and health that has been 
provided by such sources as the U.S. 
Surgeon General, the National Academy 
of lienees. USDA/DHHS Dietary 
Guidelines. NRG. and the National 
Cholesterol Education Program. 
However, information from such 
programs presented in labeling in a 
context that includes explicit or implicit 
references to both elements of a health 
claim is subject to the health claims 
provisions of the act 

20. Many consumers asserted that 
dietary supplements, including 
supplements containing herbs, should 
be permitted to include all types of 
nutritional and dietary guidance in their 
labeling, including information based 
on folklore and historical use, provided 
that the claims are made truthfolly. 
These comments maintained that such 
information is essential to making 
informed choices of such alternatives to 
conventional drug therapies. 

Manufacturers of diet^ supplements 
are free to provide dietary guidance 
within the regulatory framework 
discussed above. However, if a 
product’s labeling diaracterizes the 
relationship between a disease or 
health-related condition and a 
substance, the product will be subject to 
the provisions of section 403(r) of the 
act. although in the case of dietary 
supplements they will not be subject to 
section 403(r) of the act imtil the 
expiration of the moratorium 
established by the DS Act. If the claim 

reveals that the product is intended to 
be used in the diagnosis, cure, 
mitigation, treatment, or prevention of a 
disease, the product, like any other 
product that does so, is a drug imder 
section 201(g)(1)(B) of the act. When the 
moratorium expires, and subject to the 
regulations in place at that time, 
supplement and herb manufacturers, 
like all other food manufacturers, will 
be welcome to submit health claim 
petitions that establish the validity of 
claims that characterize the relationship 
of a substance to a disease or a health- 
related condition. 

E. Definition of Nutritive Value 

21. A number of comments asserted 
that FDA’s definition of “nutritive 
value” in proposed § 101.14(a)(3) is 
unduly restrictive and does not folly 
recognize the important role that 
nutrients play in helping to reduce the 
risk of chronic disease. Other comments 
requested that FDA state in the 
definition that the list of processes cited 
is not all-inclusive. Another comment 
asked that the proposed rule be 
modified to specifically recognize the 
nutritive value of fat substitutes 
(triglycerides and other substances that 
contain fatty acids but are modified in 
ways that limit the bioavailability of 
those acids). 

FDA recognizes that certain 
substances can play a major role in 
reducing the risK of certain chronic 
diseases and may confer their benefits 
through a number of processes. 
Accordingly, the agency has worded the 
definition of “nutritive value” in new 
§ 101.14(a)(3) to provide significant 
flexibility in determining whether a 
substance possesses such value. FDA 
used the phrase “such * * * as” in the 
definition to insure that the three 
referenced processes will be understood 
to be general examples of the ways in 
which a substance may legitimately 
confer nutritive value, rather than as an 
all-inclusive list. 

The agency believes that it is 
inappropriate to codify findings of 
nutritive value for specific substances. 
Such findings would only serve to 
imdermine the intended flexibility of 
the definition because an extended 
listing of those substances that possess 
nutritive value could be interpreted as 
an exclusive list. 

FDA considers it more appropriate for 
the agency to evaluate the nutritive 
value of substances that are the subjects 
of health claim petitions on a case-by¬ 
case basis. This approach will best 
ensure that the definition retains its 
intended flexibility and does not 
become an unintentional barrier to the 
approval of legitimate health claims. 

F. Definition of Dietary Supplement 

22. A number of comments suggested 
that the proposed definition of “dietary 
supplement” in proposed § 101.14(a)(4) 
should be revised to include foods as 
well as components in foods (e.g., herbs 
as well as components in herbs). 

FDA advises that the proposed 
definition of “dietary supplement” 
already covers foods. Reference to a 
“component” with nutritive value 
encompasses the specific portion of the 
food, that is, of the dietary supplement, 
responsible for this value. Under section 
201(f)(3) of the act, a component of a 
food is itself a food. However, because 
of the provisions of the DS Act, FDA is 
not adopting § 101.14(a)(4) at this time. 
FDA will reach a final decision on the 
appropriate definition of this term 
following in accordance with the 
provisions of the DS Act. 

G. Definition of Disqualifying Nutrient 
Levels 

As proposed, “disqualifying nutrient 
levels” was defined in proposed 
§ 101.14(a)(5) as: 

Disqualifying nutrient levels means the 
levels of total fat, saturated fat, cholesterol, 
or sodium in a food above which the food 
will be disqualified from making a health 
claim. These levels are 11.5 grams (g) of fat, 
4.0 g of saturated fat, 45 milligrams (mg) of 
cholesterol, or 360 mg of sodium, per 
reference amount conunonly consumed, per 
label serving size, and per 100 g. Any one of 
the levels, on a per reference amount 
commonly consumed, a per label serving size 
or a per 100 g basis, will disqualify a food 
from making a health claim. 

For consistency with the final rule on 
serving sizes published elsewhere in 
this issue of the Federal Register, the 
word “commonly” in the term 
“reference amount commonly 
consumed” in the definition above is 
corrected to read “customarily.” 

1. Consistency with statute 

23. Most industry comments 
contended that the proposed definition 
of “disqualifying nutrient levels” in 
proposed § 101.14(a)(5) is either overly 
restrictive or inconsistent with the 
statutory provision of section 
403(r)(3)(A)(ii) of the act. The comments 
based their arguments on the language 
of the provision that provides that a 
health claim cannot be made by a food 
that contains “any nutrient in an 
amount which increases * * * the risk 
of a disease or a health related 
condition.” Several comments stated 
that the agency correctly acknowledged 
that there are no generally recognized 
levels at which nutrients in an 
individual food pose an increased risk 
of disease, although there are 
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recommended levels associated with 
decreased risk of disease for dietary 
intake of total fat, saturated fat, 
cholesterol, and sodium. A number of 
these comments argued that the 
acknowledgment by FDA of a lack of 
recognized risk levels in an individual 
food should prevent the agency from 
establishing any disqualifying nutrient 
levels because the 1990 amendments 
require FDA to consider whether the 
individual food for which the claim is 
made contains a nutrient at a level that 
increases to persons in the general 
population the risk of a diet-related 
disease, taking into account the 
significance of the food in the total daily 
diet. 

The comments argued that single 
foods, even when their significance in 
the total daily diet is considered, do not 
increase disease risk because only total 
diets consisting of many foods 
consumed over time have that potential. 
Thus, these comments argued that FDA 
cannot reasonably take the position that 
the analysis upon which the proposed 
disqualifying levels are based 
constitutes a credible scientific 
determination that the specific levels 
are the levels that, if exceeded in an 
individual food, increase the risk of 
disease in the general population. Other 
comments stated that if the agency 
believes that it has in fact determined 
levels that will increase the risk of diet 
related disease when present in 
individual foods, then either the 
marketing of such foods should be 
disallowed under the act by virtue of 
tbeir being injiurious to health under 
section 402(a)(1) of the act (21 U.S.C. 
342(a)(1)), or warning labeling should be 
recfuired on all foods containing sucb 
levels regardless of whether they 
contain health claims. 

Some comments asserted that 
Congress intended for FDA to disallow 
a health claim on the basis of 
disqualifying nutrient content only if 
there exists an actual risk as determined 
by the analysis of actual consumption 
data for the specific food, and not as 
determined from models based on 
theoretical diets and extrapolation. 
Therefore, these comments argued that 
disallowing health claims on the basis 
of theoretically-derived nutrient 
disqualifying levels is contrary to the 
legislative intent of section 
403(r)(3)(A)(ii) of the act, which reads, 
“If the Secretary determines * * *” and 
not “The Secretary shall determine 
* * These comments maintained that 
FDA had failed to show that a person 
exposed to foods with levels of fat, 

[ saturated fat, cholesterol, and sodium 
above the disqualifying levels were 
actually at an increased risk for various 

diseases and maintained that such an 
actual risk must be shown for FDA to 
legally establish disqualifying levels for 
these nutrients. 

One comment noted that FDA’s 
proposed model health claims 
emphasize the role of the total diet in 
reducing the risk of various diseases and 
do not allow manufacturers to claim 
that an individual food will reduce the 
risk. The comment stated that it was 
ironic and inappropriate, then, that FDA 
would single out individual foods as 
increasing the risk of those same 
diseases, and set disqualifier levels for 
those foods. Other comments agreed, 
saying that an individual food could no 
more cause a disease than prevent one. 

FDA disagrees that the 1990 
amendments require that FDA consider 
whether the individual food for which 
the claim is made contains a nutrient at 
a level that increases to persons in the 
general population the risk of a diet- 
related disease. There is nothing in the 
legislative history of the 1990 
amendments that would support such a 
contention. To the contrary, the • 
legislative history and the language of 
the statutory provision that ultimately 
resulted suggest that Congress intended 
that the risk of diet-related disease be 
considered in a far broader context than 
that of an individual food. Section 
403{r)(3)(A)(ii) of the act states that the 
risk of a disease or health-related 
condition be considered “• • * taking 
into account the significance of the food 
in the total daily diet * * *.” Thus, FDA 
must consider the role that a particular 
food plays in the total diet, and the 
effect that its nutrient levels will have 
on a person’s ability to structure a 
healthy diet in making a determination 
under section 403(r)(3)(A)(ii) of the act. 
That provision contains no language 
implying that risk should be considered 
in terms of the immediate impact of 
consuming the particular food at issue. 

Further, if Congress had been 
concerned about the impact of 
consuming a nutrient in a particular 
food, it would not have provided an 
exemption to disqualification in section 
403(r)(3)(A)(ii) of the act when FDA 
finds that a claim will assist consumers 
in maintaining healthy dietary practices. 
Under the comment’s view of this 
provision, no such circumstances could 
exist. Similarly, Congress would not 
have elected to provide for nutrient 
content claims with only disclosure 
requirements for such nutrients in 
section 403(r)(2)(B) of the act if the risk 
from a particular food was the concern 
that it was addressing. Further, if risk 
from a particular food was its concern. 
Congress would not have exempted 
nutrient content claims on restaurant 

foods from these disclosure 
requirements (see section 403(r)(5)(B) of 
the act). 

Congress intended that health claims 
would not merely provide information 
on particular substance-disease 
relationships, but that they would help 
individuals to maintain healthy dietary 
practices. The House Report (Ref. 1) 
states: 

• * • Health claims supported by 
significant scientific agreement can reinforce 
the Surgeon General recommendations and 
help Americans to maintain a balanced and 
healthful diet • • *. 

Health claims on foods with levels of 
fat, saturated fat, cholesterol, or sodium 
that exceed the disqualifying levels will 
make it much more difficult for 
consumers to follow the Surgeon 
General’s recommendations and to 
construct a healthy diet. An increase in 
risk in a diet-related disease follows as 
a result. All references in the legislative 
history concerning the meaning of 
section 403(r)(3)(A)(ii) of the act show 
that Congress was concerned with 
general levels of nutrients in broad food 
classes that could increase risk rather 
than levels of nutrients that could 
increase risk from individual foods. For 
example, the House Report (Ref. 1), in 
addressing the meaning of this 
provision, states; 

By requiring the Secretary to decide this 
issue in the total daily diet, the bill permits 
the Secretary to differentiate between 
different foods which have the same level of 
a nutrient. For example, a particular level of 
fat in a frozen dinner might not trigger the 
provision (disqualification), whereas the 
same amount of fat in a snack food product 
might trigger it. 

Further, in testimony presented before 
the House of Representatives on a 
predecessor bill to the 1990 
amendments (Ref. 24), a consumer 
organization identified ways by which 
health claims on products in the U.S. 
marketplace can deceive consumers. 
One such way was for a product to 
highlight a characteristic that may help 
reduce the risk of a disease but remain 
silent about another characteristic that 
may affect the risk of the same, or 
another, disease. An example cited in 
the testimony was a breakfast cereal 
bearing a health claim approved by NCI 
on the association between dietary fiber 
and cancer while containing 4 g of fat 
per serving—an amount characterized as 
quite high for a breakfast cereal. In 
testimony presented before the Senate 
on a predecessor Senate bill to the 1990 
amendments (Ref. 25), another 
consumer organization stated that a 
health claim on a product must provide 
consumers with the assurance that the 
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product does not also contain properties 
that are potentially harmful to health. 
The testimony continued: 

. But a health claim on whole milk, 
promoting its calcium content [relative to 
osteoporosis], could encourage consumption 
of a product high in saturated fet. Low-fet 
milk has all the benefits of whole milk, 
without the accompanying risks, and would 
be a more appropriate vehicle for health 
claim labeling. 

Congress obviously recognized the 
fact that, as pointed out in some of the 
comments, single foods, when their 
significance in the total daily diet is 
considered, do not generally increase 
disease risk. It is the total diet, 
consisting of a number of foods 
consumed over time, that has the 
potential to increase disease risk. Thus, 
FDA believes that the purpose of section 
403{r)(3)(A)(ii) of the act is to ensure 
that roA establishes appropriate 
disqualifying levels for those nutrients 
that have the potential, at high levels of 
consumption, to increase disease risk so 
that consumers who rely on health 
claims will be consuming foods that 
will assist them in meeting dietary 
guidelines in constructing their total 
daily diet, and not foods that make it 
more difiicult to do so. 

FDA also does not agree that Congress 
intended that section 403(r)(3)(A)(ii) of 
the act only prohibit health claims 
where the level of risk fi-om a nutrient 
is sufficient to invoke the adulteration 
provisions of the act. Disqualifying 
levels in no way should be construed as 
nutrient levels that FDA believes are 
harmful in an individual food. The 
House Report (Ref. 1) explains that this 
provision pertains to nutrients required 
to appear on the label and specifically 
points out that certain levels of fat in 
foods may trigger this provision. Foods 
that are 100 percent fat are still safe and 
lawful under the act. FDA believes that 
fat was cited to make it obvious that the 
provision is intended to provide a 
measure of control for diet-related 
diseases that are influenced by 
excessive consumption of safe and 
lawful nutrients. 

In appropriate amounts, such 
nutrients have a necessary or useful 
place in the total daily diet. In fact, 
where the only safety issue is an 
increased risk of a chronic disease from 
excessive consumption, the safety 
provisions of the act would not provide 
regulatory sanctions against such 
components of foods, at least if they 
have not been added to foods. For such 
components, FDA must show that the 
component is a poisonous or deleterious 
substance that would ordinarily render 
the food injurious to health. If Congress 
had intended that section 

403(r)(3)(A)(ii) of the act to prohibit 
health claims only where the level of 
risk fi'om a nutrient is sufficient to 
invoke regulatory sanctions, the 
provision would have been 
unnecessary. Clearly, Congress had 
something else in mind. 

The agency also disagrees with the 
comments that argue that FDA 
developed disqualifying nutrient levels 
based on a misconstruction of the 
statutory language and intent of section 
403(r)(3)(A)(ii) of the act. That section 
does not read, as one comment stated, 
that disqualifying nutrient levels may be 
established * * * “if the Secretary 
determines * * Instead, it states that 
a health claim may only be made “* * 
* if the food for which the claim is made 
does not contain, as determined by the 
Secretary by regulation, any nutrient in 
an amount that increases to persons in 
the general population the risk of a 
disease or health-related condition 
which is diet related * * FDA 
believes that the most straightforward 
reading of this provision is as an 
instruction to the agency to establish a 
list of levels of nutrients in food that, 
taking into account the makeup of the 
total daily diet, increase to persons in 
the general population the risk of diet- 
related diseases or health-related 
conditions. 

In addition, the agency disagrees with 
the contention that the definition of 
“disqualifying nutrient levels” is either 
overly restrictive or based on an 
inappropriate scientific basis. The 
agency stated in the November 1991 
proposal that although there are well- 
established recommendations for 
dietary intake for fat, saturated fat, 
cholesterol, and sodium that are 
consistent with maintaining good 
health, there are no levels for these 
nutrients in an individual food 
generally recognized by the health 
community to pose an increased risk of 
disease. However, this statement was 
intended to point out that scientists 
have not developed a scheme for 
transposing quantitative information on 
the nutrient content of a diet to 
comparable quantitative information for 
the broad array of individual foods as 
they may fit within the context of a 
healthful diet. Because of this fact, the 
agency stated in the November 1991 
proposal that it did not know of an 
established or accepted approach for 
identifying levels for fat, saturated fat, 
cholesterol, and sodium in an 
individual food that would increase the 
risk of a diet-related disease and that 
would, therefore, disqualify that food 
fi'om bearing a health claim. In the 
absence of an established approach, 
FDA arrived at an approach in which 

the amounts of fat, saturated fat, 
cholesterol, and sodium that the agency 
proposed as disqualifying nutrient 
levels were the amounts that, in a single 
food, would make it difficult to 
construct a diet that meets dietary 
guidelines, particularly if consumption 
of the food is encouraged and 
emphasized by a health claim. Because 
the guidelines identify dietary levels for 
specific nutrients (e.g., saturated fat) for 
which higher levels of intake are linked 
to an increased risk for a diet-related 
disease (e.g., heart disease), failure to 
meet them can reasonably be expected 
to increase the risk of a disease. Indepth 
discussions of the agency’s conclusions 
about risk inherently associated with 
each of the disqualifying nutrients 
appear elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register in the preambles of the 
final rules for health claims for dietary 
lipids and cardiovascular disease, 
dietary lipids and cancer, and sodium 
and hypertension. 

Accordingly, the definition for 
disqualifying nutrient levels is fully 
consistent with the information 
contained in the legislative history of 
the 1990 amendments. 

2. Disclose rather than disqualify 

24. Several comments suggested that 
Congress sought through the exception 
process permitted by section 
403(r)(3)(A)(ii) of the act to limit the 
disqualifying effect of nutrient levels to 
only those nutrients that have a direct 
effect on the disease that is the subject 
of the health claim. Some comments 
suggested that the agency should have 
utilized the flexibility accorded by 
Congress to opt for disclosure of , 
nutrients that are not directly related to 
the disease mentioned in a claim, rather 
than disqualification of the product 
from bearing any health claim. In 
support of their position, the comments 
cited the discussion on section 
403(r)(3)(A)(ii) of the act contained in 
the House Report on the 1990 
amendments (Ref. 1). Comments argued 
that even though sodium is linked to 
hypertension, which is a risk factor for 
heart disease, a product with high 
sodium content should not be 
disqualified from bearing a claim about 
dietary lipids and heart disease because 
of the lack of major linkage between 
sodium as a causative factor for heart 
disease. Another comment, which 
asserted that prohibiting an osteoporosis 
claim for whole milk would be 
misleading because none of the 
disqualifying levels have any relevance 
to osteoporosis, also maintained that 
FDA had made no room for the 
disclosure pjermitted by section 
403(r)(3)(A)(ii) of the act for a food 
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containing a nutrient exceeding the 
di^ualifying level. 

Tne agency disagrees with these 
comments. Section 403(r)(3)(A)(ii) of the 
act states that a health claim "may only 
be made if the food for which the claim 
is made does not contain * * * any 
nutrient in an amoimt which increases 
to persons in the general population the 
risk of a disease or health-related 
condition which is diet related * * *” 
(emphasis added). That language is clear 
in that it does not permit a claim for a 
product containing a nutrient that 
increases the risk of any diet-related 
disease or condition and is not limited 
to a substance that is associated only 
with the subject disease. The provision 
then goes on to state that exceptions to 
this requirement may be made by 
regulation in the interest of providing 
consumers with information in 
maintaining healthy dietary practices. 
Contrary to the assertion by one 
comment. FDA provided for the 
disclosure permitted by section 
403(r)(3)(A)(ii) of the act for a food 
containing a nutrient exceeding the 
disqualifying level in proposed 
§ 101.14(e)(3). 

Because of the time constraints for 
issidng regulations on health claims, the 
agency did not exercise the option to 
develop exceptions to disqualifying 
nutrient levels. Nevertheless, the 
changes made in the disqualifying levels 
that are explained in response iu 
comments 29 and 32 of mis document 
will reduce, but may not eliminate, any 
need to develop exceptions to 
disqualifying levels. With those 
changes, the number of foods that 
would be disqualified from making a 
claim will decrease significantly. 

. Even though § 101.14(e)(3) provides 
for exceptions from disqualif^g levels 
and the use of an appropriate referral 
statement, FDA believes that the use of 
disqualifying levels will be clearer if 
§ 101.14(a)(5) also reflects the fact that 
exceptions are possible. Thus. FDA has 
revised this section to state that 
exceptions to the disqualifying levels 
may be provided in the specific health 
claim regulations in part 101, subpart E. 
The agency will be receptive to petitions 
that present the reasons that, and the 
circumstances m which, an exception to 
disqualification would assist consumers 
in maintaining a healthy diet. 

3. Additional disqualifiers 

25. Several comments recommended 
that health claims be prohibited in 
labeling for candies, soft drinks, and 
other sugars-containing foods on the 
basis of added sugars content. Some 
comments stated that a Daily Reference 
Value (DRV) of 50 g for add^ sugars 

should be established, and they 
recommended a disqualifying nutrient 
level of 8 g of added sugars, ^is 
disqualifying level would represent 15 
percent of the DRV recommended by the 
comments. The comments noted that 
sugars have been associated with the 
development of plaque, dental caries, 
and periodontal disease and further 
noted that the Dietary Guidelines for 
Americans (Ref. 7) urges the public to 
consume sugars only in moderation. 
Another comment asserted that health 
claims should not be allowed on the 
label or labeling of a food when more 
than 15 percent of the food’s total 
calories is contributed by added sugars. 

The agency finds that it would not be 
appropriate to limit health claims on 
foods on the basis of added sugars either 
in terms of an absolute amount per 
serving or as a function of percent of 
calories per serving. In determining the 
disqualifying nutrient levels for fat, 
saturated fat, cholesterol, and sodium, 
the agency used an approach based on 
the DRV’s for these nutrients. As 
explained in the proposal to establish 
DRV’s (55 FR 29476), the values for fat, 
saturated fat. cholesterol, and sodium 
were based on recommendations that 
American consumers limit or reduce 
dietary intake of these nutrients in order 
to lower their risk of a number of diet- 
related diseases whose incidence in the 
general population is considered by the 
vast majority of public health experts to 
be unacceptably high. Such 
recommendations were derived from 
two publications; *1116 Surgeon General’s 
report (Ref. 5) and the Diet and Health 
report (Ref. 6) and are reflected in 
“Nutrition and Your Health: Dietary 
Guidelines for Americans’’ (Ref. 7). One 
of these recommendations, for example, 
is for Americans to reduce dietary fat 
intake fiom about 37 percent of total 
energy intake to 30 percent or less. 
Accordingly, the DRV for total fat is 
derived from the recommendation that 
daily total fat intake not to exceed 30 
percent of calories. This and other 
recommendations are believed to have 
the potential for a substantial reduction 
in the risk of diet-related chronic 
diseases in the general population.* 

Of the comments recommending a 
DRV of 50 g of added sugars as the basis 
for a disqualifying level of 8 g, only one 
provided a rationale for the suggestion. 
The comment eurrived at its 
recommendation by first estimating in a 
nonrigorous fashion that the current 
consumption level is about 100 g per 
day. The comment then offered &at, 
because FDA concluded in a 1986 report 
(Ref. 28) that the average American 
consumes 53 g of added sugars per day. 
one-half of their 100 g estimate is close 

to S3 g which should be roimded to 50 
g to bwome the DRV. It offered that, if 
the agency sets the DRV for added 
sugars at what the agency considers to 
be a current consumption level, it 
would be difficult to argue that the 
agency has restricted sugars intake too 
severely. 

FDA does not believe that a 
disqualifying level for sugars can 
presently be established because of the 
lack of suitable criteria in the 
aforementioned comment on which to 
base a DRV. Even if the comment’s 
estimate of current consumption is 
scientifically soimd, it is significant that 
no other DRV has been established with 
average daily consumption as the 
criterion. Moreover, the public health 
commvmity has not identified a dietary 
level above which consumption of 
sugars has been demonstrated to 
increase the risk of a disease. Thus, the 
agency finds that there is no sound basis 
on which to establish the requested DRV 
for sugars. Accordingly, the agency is 
declining to set a disqualifying level for 
added sugars at this time. Nevertheless, 
the agency points out that the criteria 
established in response to comment 87 
of this document for limiting health 
claims based on the nutritional value of 
a food will provide at least some of the 
relief requested in that a food fabricated 
with sugars and few other nutrients will 
not qualify for a claim. 

26. A few comments recommended 
that FDA prohibit health claims on 
foods containing any “unnecessary 
substances,” food or color additives or 
flavor enhancers. One of these 
comments justified the recommendation 
by stating that saccharin is associated 
with a major disease. 

FDA does not believe it is appropriate 
for it to judge whether use of an 
ingredient is necessary, or to make the 
mere presence of a food additive 
disqualify foods from bearing health 
claims unless the use of the food 
additive has not been listed by FDA for 
use in food under section 409 of the act 
(21 U.S.C 348). When it passed the 
Food Additives Amendment in 1958, 
Congress concluded that use of food 
additives is in the public interest, 
provided that their use is S€ife and not 
deceptive. For those comments 
concerned about the safety of food and 
color additives, the agency advises that 
the act requires that the use of these 
additives be shown to be safe before 
they are listed for use in food. Other 
ingredients that may be added to food 
are limited to those that are generally 
recognized as safe (GRAS) by the 
scientific community by virtue of their 
history of use or other scientific 
knowledge (i.e., GRAS), or whose use 
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was sanctioned by FDA or USDA before 
the enactment of the Food Additives 
Amendment (i.e., prior sanctioned 
ingredients). 

With respect to the comments that 
specifically mentioned saccharin, FDA 
did propose on April 15,1977 {42 FR 
19996), to ban its use, based on its 
interpretation of evidence available 
from animal studies at that time. 
However, Congress decided that the 
additive should be permitted in food 
and blocked the proposed ban through 
enactment of the Saccharin Study and 
Labeling Act. Therefore, unless there is 
a change in its legal status, the use of 
saccharin in compliance with § 101.11 
(21 CFR 101.11) and § 180.37 (21 CFR 
180.37) must be treated the same as any 
other legally authorized use of an 
ingredient. 

4. Fifteen Percent of the DRV 

a. Criticism of approach. 
27. A number of comments stated 

that, despite FDA’s assertions to the 
contrary, a total ban on health claims for 
foods exceeding a disqualifying level 
would create a good food/bad rood 
image in the minds of consumers. The 
comments claimed that consumers may 
turn away firom foods that provide 
significant amounts of essential 
nutrients simply because the foods do 
not carry a health claim. One comment 
noted that whole milk would be 
prohibited hnm making a claim about 
calcium and osteoporosis in spite of the 
fact that it is recommended as a source 
of calcium for children 1 to 2 years of 
age. The comment cautioned that 
parents may inappropriately substitute 
skim and low fat milk because of an 
assumption that whole milk is inferior. 

Other comments proposed that if FDA 
decides to establish disclosure/ 
disqualifying levels for nutrients, the 
agency should employ extreme care in 
informing consumers that individual 
foods do not increase the risk of disease, 
because it is the total daily diet that 
must be taken into account. 

FDA disagrees with the contention 
that if foods that exceed a disqualifying 
level are ineligible to bear a health 
claim, consumers will perceive those 
foods as bad. A food without a claim, 
even if it does not exceed a 
disqualifying level, may not have the 
appropriate level of a nutrient to qualify 
for a claim. For various reasons, a food 
manufacturer may decide not to label a 
product with a claim even if the product 
qualifies. On the other hand, a product 
bearing a claim is required to provide 
the consumer with sufficient 
information to understand how the 
product may be useful to achieve the 
claimed efiect within the context of the 

total daily diet The agency believes that 
there are sufficient safeguards within 
section 403(r) of the act that are fully 
implemented in tha final rules on health 
claims to prevent consumers from being 
misled about the value of any food 
based on whether it does or does not 
bear a health claim. 

The agency acknowledges, however, 
that the full array of all of the new 
labeling regulations effected by the 1990 
amendments may not be immediately 
understood by consumers. To deal with 
this, FDA will conduct an education 
program to effectively communicate 
how this new food labeling can assist 
consumers to maintain a healthy diet 
through informed food selection. 

In response to the last group of 
comments, the agency reiterates that the 
disqualifying levels represent the 
amount of these nutrients in a single 
food that would make difficult the 
construction of a diet that meets dietary 
guidelines. They in no way represent a 
finding by the agency that these levels 
will cause diet-related disease or that 
foods that contain nutrients at these 
levels are unsafe, dangerous, or bad. 

28. Other comments contended that 
an across-the-board disqualifying level 
based on a set percentage of the DRV for 
a nutrient could not be justified. One 
comment stated that it could not 
support the food composition analysis 
the agency used in developing the 
proposed disclosure/disqualifying levels 
because that approach does not fully 
meet the requirements of section 
403(r)(3)(A){ii) of the act. Specifically, 
the comment asserted that FDA’s 
approach to disclosure/disqualifying 
levels ignores the legal requirement of 
accounting for the "significance of the 
food in the total daily diet.’’ The 
comment claimed that this requirement 
implies a food consumption analysis 
that considers how a food is customarily 
used in the context of a daily diet. 
Further, the comment said that only a 
careful examination of food 
consumption data, in which foods are 
inherently related to their use in daily 
diets, can properly address the 
requirements of the law. The comment 
offered that the agency’s proposed 
disclosure/disqualifying levels have 
some basis in daily consumption 
because of the use of DRV’s. However, 
it said that the evaluation of individual 
foods in the agency’s model is based on 
food composition values compared to 
food consumption values derived from 
DRV’s. The comment argued that the 
composition of a food has no meaning 
in the context of the daily diet until its 
customary use is considered. The 
comment concluded that FDA did not 

do this, and that this error invalidates 
the agency’s analysis. 

The food composition methodology 
used by the agency in arriving at the 
proposed disclosure/disqualifier 
nutrient levels is fully consistent with 
section 403(r)(3)(A)(ii) of the a::t. As 
FDA explained earlier in this preamble 
in its response to comment 23 of this 
document. Congress intended that FDA 
establish these levels by considering the 
role of the nutrients in food in a way 
that will enhance the chances of 
consumers constructing total daily diets 
that meet dietary guidelines. The focus 
of this provision was clearly not on 
consumption of the individual food. 
Thus, references to “the significance of 
the food in the total diet" in that section 
does not imply that a food consumption 
analysis of how individual foods are 
used in a daily diet should be made. 
Instead, that section requires that FDA 
consider consumption in a far broader 
context. As explained in the subsequent 
paragraphs of this response. FDA’s 
approach considers daily food 
consumption through use of the DRV’s. 

The DRV’s were developed from 
recommendations in, for example, the 
Surgeon General’s report (Ref. 5) and 
Dietary Guidelines for Americans (Ref. 
7). They reflect current and established 
scientific evidence related to overall 
nutrient intake and risk of diet-related 
diseases. They also reflect total dietary 
intake from foods in general, but not 
intake from individual foods. Thus the 
disclosure/disqualifying nutrient levels 
are also based on food consumption in 
general, not just food composition. 

Further, in arriving at the numerical 
value for the disclosure/disqualifying 
levels, the agency looked at the daily 
diet as being composed of 
approximately 20 servings of food and 
the likely distribution of the subject 
nutrients in the diet. The agency 
concluded that such nutrients were 
likely to be found at significant levels in 
as many as 10 of those 20 foods. Thus, 
while the agency did not consider the 
role of specific individual foods in the 
diet in arriving at the disclosure/ 
disqualifying levels, the significance of 
particular types of food, such as those 
that contain a significant amount of fat, 
were considered. In sum, FDA’s 
approach considers consumption in a 
broad manner that enhances the chances 
of consumers constructing total daily 
diets that meet dietary guidelines. 
Accordingly, contrary to the point made 
in the comment, the agency concludes 
that it did effectively consider food 
consumption data in which foods were 
related to their use in the diet in 
establishing the disclosure/disqualifying 
nutrient levels. 
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b. Fifteen percent should increase to 20 
percent. 

29. A number of comments, mostly 
firom consumer organizations, agreed 
with the agency’s rationale for selecting 
15 percent of the DRV as the disclosure/ 
disqualifying level for a specific 
nutrient; however, many comments 
from industry objected. In lieu of the 15 
percent level chosen by FDA, the latter 
comments recommended 20 percent of 
the DRV because that is the amount the 
agency proposed as a "high” or “major 
source” nutrient content claim. Other 
comments strongly luged FDA to raise 
the disqualifying level to 20 percent of 
the DRV for cholesterol and sodium. 

In addition, comments from industry 
and a Federal agency expressed concern 
that the disqualifying levels for fat, 
saturated fat, cholesterol, and sodium 
would prevent manufacturers from 
making potentially beneficial health 
claims on food that could assist 
consumers in making dietary changes. 
Some of the comments claimed that 99 
percent of the food items in the 
categories of poultry, meat, and fish are 
disqualified from mentioning the health 
reasons for changes in consumption, 
despite recommendations from dietary 
authorities to substitute lean chicken 
and fish for meat. Similarly, the 
comments argued that the disqualifying 
levels would prevent nearly 90 percent 
of the items in mixed foods (grain), 
ready-to-eat cereal, and cheese 
categories and over 80 percent of the 
items in bread and crackers/salty snacks 
categories from making health claims. 
One comment concluded that the 
disqualifying levels would preclude 
many foods that could contribute to a 
better diet from mentioning truthful 
health reasons for making desirable 
substitutions, even where there is 
general scientific agreement on the 
desirability of these changes. 

The agency agrees that the 
disqualifying levels for fat, saturated fat, 
cholesterol, and sodium should not 
serve as impediments to providing 
consumers with important information 
on diet and health by precluding health 
claims for major food groups, such as 
fish and whole grain cereals, that can be 
significant foods in a balanced and 
healthy diet. As FDA explained earlier 
in this preamble in its response to 
comment 23 of this document. Congress 
intended that FDA establish 
disqualifying levels by considering the 
role of the nutrients in food in a way 
that will enhance the chances of 
consumers constructing total daily diets 
that meet dietary guidelines. Thus it 
would not be appropriate for FDA to 
establish disqualifying nutrient levels 
that would be so stringent that major 

food groups that have an appropriate 
place in a healthful diet would not 
qualify for health claims. 

In concert with the Surgeon General’s 
recommendations, USDA and DHHS 
provided the American consumer with 
food guide information on food 
selection to achieve a healthy diet in the 
current edition of "Nutrition and Your 
Health, Dietary Guidelines for 
Americans” (Ref. 7). Most recently. 
USDA published “USDA’s Food Guide 
P)rramid” (Ref. 29), which is intended to 
assist consumers in putting these 
dietary guidelines into action. 'The 
pyramid booklet provides information 
on dietary moderation, proportionality, 
and variety to ensure that consumers get 
the nutrients they need without too 
many calories or too much fat, saturated 
fat, cholesterol, sodium, sugar, or 
alcohol. 'The pyramid booklet suggests a 
range of daily servings from five major 
food groups, one of which includes 
meat, poultry, fish, dry beans, eggs, and 
nuts. As the comments indicate, a very 
large proportion of the items in this food 
group would exceed one or more of the 
disqualifying nutrient levels. 
Consequently, products in this ^up 
would hot be permitted to bear health 
claims despite recommendations from 
dietary authorities to choose, for 
example, fish, Jean meat, and poultry 
without skin as a way to reduce dietary 
fat intake. Accordingly, the agency has 
decided to revise the disqualifying 
nutrient levels to make it possible for a 
greater variety of foods in all food 
groups that are consistent with dietary 
guidelines to bear health claims. 

FDA developed the disclosure/ 
disqualifying levels for fat, saturated fat, 
cholesterol, and sodium to ensure that 
health claims are not made for foods 
that contain a nutrient in an amount 
that makes it difficult for consumers to 
comply with dietary guidelines. In 
developing these levels, FDA found no 
ready guidance on how to calculate 
them. The legislative history of section 
403(r)(3)(A)(ii) of the act does not 
suggest what amount of a nutrient in a 
food should be considered as the limit 
to ensure compliance with dietary 
guidelines. Furthermore, current dietary 
guidance is presented in terms of daily 
nutrient intake rather than intake from 
individual foods. 

Thus, in the absence of an accepted 
means for deriving the levels of 
nutrients in food that could be 
considered to increase the risk of 
disease, FDA, after considering the 
lemguage of the act and its legislative 
history and based on the agency’s 
scientific expertise, arrived at a tentative 
approach that was based on the 
proposed DRV’s and available 

information on food coi^osition and 
dietary intake patterns. Tne agency 
considered that a consumption pattern 
of individual foods that allowed for the 
intake of 100 percent of the DRV’s 
would not increase the risk of diet- 
related disease, but that intakes 
resulting in the consumption of 200 
percent of the DRV would do so. 
Therefore, an amount of a nutrient diat 
would not increase the risk of disease 
would fall somewhere between 100 
percent and 200 percent of the DRV. 
Based on the assumptions that diets 
generally include approximately 20 
food/beverage items per day (Refs. 8 
through 10). and that, given the uneven 
distribution of nutrients among the food 
categories, only about half of the foods 
consumed during a day will contain the 
nutrients of concern, the agency 
tentatively concluded that an increase 
in risk from an individual food was 
likely to result if it contained between 
10 and 20 percent of the DRV per 
serving of fat, saturated fat, cholesterol, 
or sodium. 

Based on food composition data 
available to the agency. FDA evaluated 
^e kinds and t)rpes of foods that would 
be disqualified from bearing a health 
claim on the 10.15, and 20 percent 
levels. Based on this evaluation, FDA 
tentatively concluded that 15 percent of 
the DRV represented the amount of the 
nutrients in question that increases to 
persons in the general population the 
risk of a diet-related disease or health- 
related condition. 

After reviewing additional 
information on food composition (Ref. 
30) and the comments recommending 
that the disclosure/disqualifying levels 
be raised from 15 to 20 p>ercent of the 
DRV’s, FDA is persuaded that its 
approach to calculating this level 
should be modified. FDA acknowledges 
that its primary concern in its initial 
development of these criteria was that 
foods that contain levels of nutrients 
that are not consistent with dietary 
recommendations be precluded from 
making a health claim. However, 
comments on this approach strongly 
urged that FDA also ensure that types of 
foods that are consistent with dietary 
recommendations—or, more 
specifically, types of foods whose 
increased consumption has been 
promoted in dietary recommendations— 
be able to bear claims if they meet the 
specified definition for the claim. In 
other words, comments argued that the 
disclosure/disqualifying levels should 
be sufficiently liberal so as to maximize , 
the number of foods that bear claims 
and to allow claims on foods that are 
generally regarded as desirable 
components of an overall healthy diet, 
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assuming that the food meets the basic 
deBnition for the claim. 

Based on consideration of foods 
highlighted by the comments as well as 
on a review of the food composition 
data available to the agency, FDA agrees 
that the use of a 20 percent DRV 
criterion will permit foods that are 
appropriately included in an overall 
healthy diet, for example a greater 
variety of bran and oat breakfast cereals 
or legume and vegetable products, to 
bear a health claim, even though they 
would not have been permitted to do so 
under the IS percent DRV criterion. 
Furthermore. FDA finds compelling the 
argument made in comments that the 
criterion for “high" levels of a nutrient 
in a food can be applied not only as 
proposed (i.e., to emphasize the 
presence of a nutrient when it is 
considered desirable) but also can 
provide a consistent and appropriate 
basis for defining the levels at which the 
presence of a nutrient may be 
undesirable. 

FDA acknowledges the debate on the 
issue that an exact level is not readily 
identifiable for a nutrient in a food that 
increases the risk of a disease or health- 
related condition to persons in the 
general population. With levels set at 20 
percent of the DRV’s for fat. saturated 
bt. cholesterol, and sodium, the 
question arises as to whether there are 
foods included among those containing 
20 percent or less of a DRV that may 
lead to a diet inconsistent with dietary 
guidelines for maintaining good health. 
On reconsideration, the agency believes 
that the answer is no. Since the primary 
consideration from dietary guidance for 
avoidance of disease risk focuses on 
nutrient composition of the diet, and 
since there is no generally accepted way 
to extend that risk to the multiplicity of 
foods that may be selected in a daily 
diet while remaining consistent with 
dietary guidance, the agency finds that, 
taking into account the significance of 
the foods in question (that is. foods with 
20 percent or less of the DRV for fat. 
saturated fat. cholesterol, or sodium) in 
the total daily diet, it is appropriate to 
adjust the disqualifying levels to the 
higher value of 20 percent of a DRV. In 
doing so. the agency is balancing the 
availability of valid information against 
the probability that food with that 
information will result in diets that 
increase the risk of a disease or health- 
related condition. FDA believes that, in 
the 15 to 20 percent range for 
establishing disqualifying levels, the 
importance of providing health claim 
information is greater than the 
possibility that risk of disease will be 
increased. Above 20 percent, however, 
the agency believes that that risk will 

increase and thus section 403(r)(A)(ii) of 
the act should be brought to bear. 
Therefore. FDA finds that, if a food 
contains more than 20 percent of the 
DRV for fat, saturated fat, cholesterol, or 
sodium (i.e., more than 13 g of fat, 4 g 
of saturated fat. 60 mg of cholesterol, or 
480 mg of sodium) per reference amount 
customarily consumed or per label 
serving size it may not bear a health 
claim because these levels in an 
individual food can lead to a diet 
inconsistent with dietary guidelines for 
maintaining good health. Moreover, as 
explained in the response to comment 
32 of this document, if a food that has 
a reference amount of 30 g or less or of 
2 tablespoons or less contains more than 
20 percent of the DRV for any of these 
nutrients per 50 g of food, it may not 
bear a health claim because claims on 
such nutrient-dense foods would be 
inconsistent with dietary guidelines, 
c. Increase for meals ana meal 
replacements. 

30. Some comments suggested that 
FDA establish separate disqualifying 
levels for meal-type products at 25 
percent of the DRV. They contended 
that products ordinarily consumed as 
meals contribute much more to the total 
diet than do individual foods. The 
comments argued that the single-food 
disqualifying levels for these meal-type 
items is too strict. A disqualifying level 
of 25 percent DRV for saturated fat, total 
fat. sodium, and cholesterol would 
ensure that persons eating three meals a 
day plus a snack would not exceed 100 
percent DRV of any nutrients of 
concern. 

The agency agrees that single food 
disqualifying levels are too strict when 
applied to meal-type products, which 
contain multiple servings of food. 
Because disqualifying levels for health 
claims are the same as disclosure levels 
for nutrient content claims, and because 
both are derived from the same statutory 
standard regarding nutrient levels in 
amounts that increase the risk of a diet- 
related disease in the general 
population, the definition for 
disqualifying levels in new 
§ 101.14(a)(5) has been revised to be 
consistent with comparable 
requirements in new § 101.13 on 
disclosure levels for nutrient content 
claims for meal-type products published 
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register. 

FDA is now providing for the 
definition of “meal product” in new 
§ 101.13(1) and “main dish product" in 
new § 101.13(m) within the context of 
providing for nutrient content claims. 
As described in the nutrient content 
claims final rule, the agency is adopting 
different criteria for nutrient content 

A 

claims for these products as compared 
with individual foods. The definition 
for a “meal product," which is 
described in more detail in the nutrient 
content claims final rule, is that: (1) It 
is represented as. or commonly 
understood to be, a dinner, lunch, 
breakfast, or other meal; and (2) it makes 
a major contribution to the diet by 
weighing at least 10 ounces (per labeled 
serving), containing at least 3 different 
foods from at least 2 of 4 food groups, 
and containing not less than 40 g of 
each of the 3 different foods. The 
definition for a “main dish product" is 
that: (1) It is represented'as or is in a 
form commonly understood to be a 
main dish, and (2) it weighs at least 6 
ounces per labeled serving, contains at 
least 2 different foods from 2 of 4 food 
groups, and contains not less than 40 g 
of a food from each of 2 food groups. 

FDA has considered the appropriate 
disclosure/disqualifying level for main 
dish and meal products. As mentioned 
above, comments have suggested that 
the criterion be based on the amount per 
100 g of product. Using this approach, 
the amounts used for individual foods 
(i.e.. 13 g of total fat, 4 g of saturated fat. 
60 mg cholesterol, and 480 mg sodium) 
would be the amount per 100 g of a 
meal or a main dish. FDA however 
notes that, on this basis, a meal 
weighing 10 ounces (280 g) would be 
subject to disclosure/disqualification if 
it contained approximately 36 g of fat or 
55 percent of the DRV. A single meal 
product weighing 12 ounces (336 g)— 
not an uncommon weight for a meal— 
would be subject to disclosure/ 
disqualification if it contained 
approximately 44 g of fat or about 67 
percent of the DRV for total fat. If it is 
assumed that a “meal” constitutes one- 
fourth of a total day's nutrient/calorie 
intake, which, if anything understates 
the contribution of a meal, this criterion 
is seen to be too high because a meal 
could contribute more than half of the 
total amount of one of the nutrients in 
question (i.e., fat, saturated fat, 
cholesterol, or sodium) generally 
recommended as a total daily intake and 
yet still bear a health claim. 

The comments received offered no 
approaches other than use of the “per 
100 g" basis relative to disclosure/ 
disqualifying levels for main dishes and 
meals. FDA. therefore, has developed an 
approach that extends the rationale used 
for individual foods to main dishes and 
meals. Specifically, given that main 
dishes and meals constitute a larger 
portion of the diet than individual 
foods, the criterion for disclosure/ 
disqualification for main dishes and 
meals should be a greater percentage of 
the DRV than for individual foods. 
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FDA has determined that criteria of 30 
percent of the DRV as a disclosme/ 
disqualifying level for main dishes and 
of 40 percent of the DRV as that level 
for meals are appropriate, Assuming a 
typical consumption of three meals and 
a snacJc, each of which contain 40 
percent of the DRV for a particular 
disclosure/disqualifying nutrient, and 
foods that sometimes accompany meals 
such as beverages, bread, and desserts 
that contribute an additional 40 percent 
of the DRV for the nutrient, 200 percent 
of the DRV would be consumed during 
the day. As discussed in the response to 
comment 29 of this dociunent, TOA has 
concluded that on balance, given the 
benefits and the probabilities that risk of 
disease will be increased, a 
disqualifying level based on a total 
dietary Intake of 200 percent of the DRV 
is appropriate. 

Disclosure/disqualifying levels for 
main dishes are appropriately placed at 
30 percent because it is likely ^at 
consumption levels of these products is 
between the level for individual foods 
and the level for meals. Therefore, FDA 
has set the criterion at 30 percent which 
is between the 20 percent criterion for 
individual foods and the 40 percent 
criterion for meals. Finally, FDA’s 
review of available data suggests that 
these criteria have practical application 
in that the criteria of 30 and of 40 
percent of the DRV would not bo overly 
restrictive (Ref. 35). Accordingly, the 
definition of disqualifying nutrient 
levels in new § 101.14(a)(5) has been 
revised to incorporate these changes for 
meals and main dish products. 

31. One comment from a 
manufacturer of foods for special dietary 
uses suggested that the proposed 
disqualifying provisions of proposed 
§ 101.14(a)(5) should not apply to a 
formulated product presented as a meal 
replacement where a serving provides 
one-fourth to one-third of the daily 
nutrient intake based on calories. 
Rather, the comment suggested that the 
disqualifying levels should be based on 
the amount of total fat, saturated fat, 
cholesterol, or sodium when the-amount 
of any of these substances exceeds the 
equivalent portion of the DRV on a 
caloric basis. For example, according to 
the comment, a meal replacement that 
provides 25 percent of (he daily caloric 
intake in a single serving should have 
the disqualifying levels set at or above 
25 percent of the DRV’s. The comment 
said that such a provision would 
provide a standard for these products 
consistent with the regulation. Each 
“serving” of the formulated product 
would represent an entire meal and 
would replace several servings of 
conventional food. Establishing 

disqualifying levels on this basis, the 
comment said, would allow consumers 
access to important health information. 
The comment suggested that the 
proposed regulation be modified to read 
as follows: 

Formulated meal replacement products 
that provide 25% to 33-1/3% of the daily 
caloric intake shall be disqualified when the 
level of fat, saturated fat, cholesterol, or 
sodium exceeds, on a caloric basis, the 
equivalent portion of the Daily Reference 
Value [21 CFR 101.9(c)(12)(i)J. 

The agency acknowledges the point 
made by this comment that a meal 
replacement product, particularly one 
that is a food for special dietary use, 
may be sufficiently different from a 
serving or amount of a conventional 
food to warrant a different criterion for 
disqualifying nutrient levels. 
Nevertheless, the agency does not 
believe that it is appropriate to modify 
the codified language as recommended 
because of a lack of essential 
information needed to implement the 
change. Specifically, where the 
proposed codified language applies to 
“formulated meal replacement 
products,” there is no definition or 
other characterizing information that 
identifies this class of products. 

The agency published proposed 
regulations on June 14,1974, to 
establish a nutritional quality guideline 
and a common or usual name for 
formulated meal replacements (39 FR 
20905). Subsequently, however, those 
proposals were withdrawn. Although 
they may serve as a basis to reconsider 
what had been proposed, a significant 
number of changes have occurred in the 
intervening 18 years with regard to the 
regulations and policy on the nutrient 
content of foods. 

For example, the proposed nutrition 
quality guideline regulation defined a 
formulated meal replacement, in part, as 
a product that supplies a minimum of 
700 kilocalories per serving (the term 
“calorie” has the same meaning as 
“kilocalorie” in the text that follows), 
unless the product is represented for use 
in a reduced calorie diet (39 FR 20905, 
Jime 14,1974). On the presumption that 
a meal should provide at least 25 
percent of daily caloric intake, the value 
of 700 calories per serving was derived 
from a proposed intake standard of 
2,800 calories per day. Subsequently, as 
reflected in the current fortification 
policy (21 CFR 104.20), the energy 
intake standard has been lowered to 
2,000 calories per day. This value is tha 
same as the reference caloric intake that 
FDA used in determining the DRV’s, 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. Accordingly, the 
agency advises that with the necessary 

steps to establish a definition and 
nutrient composition and nutrition 
quality requirements for the class of 
“meal replacement products,” 
particularly those that are foods for 
special dietary use, consideration may 
be given to providing an exception to 
disqualifying levels for that class of 
products. 

The agency has examined several 
products currently in the marketplace 
promoted for use. among other things, 
as either a “meal replacement” or as a 
“balanced meal” that included a 
formulated ready-to-consume fluid 
product and dry mixes for addition to 
fluid milk to produce an “instant 
breakfast drink.” The former, but not the 
latter, type product bore other labeling 
for use of the product to either lose or 
gain weight, thus classifying the product 
as a food for special dietary use. A 
single serving of the ready-to-consume 
product provides 360 calories, whereas 
the dry mixes provide 220 calories 
when combined with 8 fluid ounces of 
skim milk. From nutrition labeling 
information, neither type of product" 
exceeds the disqualifying levels for fat 
and sodium defined in new 
§ 101.14(a)(5) for an individual food. 
From the list of ingredients and nutrient 
content information from standard data 
bases, it is also unlikely that either 
product would exceed the disqualiMng 
levels for saturated fat or cholesterol. 
Further, it appears that if a serving of 
the ready-to-consume meal replacement 
were adjusted to increase the caloric 
yield firom 360 to 470 calories per 
serving, the disqualifying levels for fat. 
saturated fat, cholesterol, and sodium 
would still most likely not be exceeded. 
Although this assessment, admittedly, is 
extremely limited in scope, the agency 
concludes that the disqualifying levels 
in new § 101.14(a)(5) for an individual 
food will apply to a product promoted 
as a meal replacement until a more 
appropriate requirement is established' 
by regulation, 
d. Per 100 grams. 

32. A number of comments fi'om 
industry and from other Government 
agencies objected to the part of the 
proposed definition for “disqualifying 
nutrient levels” in proposed 
§ 101.14(a)(5) that tied such levels to the 
amount of fat, saturated fat. cholesterol, 
or sodium “per 100 g.” One comment 
asserted that 100 g means nothing to the 
public and suggested that standardized 
serving sizes should be the basis of 
labeling. Others agreed that the “per 100 
g” criterion is unnecessary with the 
adoption of standardized serving sizes, 
which, the comments asserted, 
effectively eliminate the agency’s 
concern that manufacturers may 
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manipulate serving sizes to make their 
products appear more attractive. One 
comment cautioned that using both the 
100 g and serving size requirements 
risks substantial confusion. 

FDA does not agree that a weight- 
based criterion is unnecessary. The 
agency notes that section 
403(r)(3)(B)(iii) of the act states that a 
claim should enable the public to 
comprehend the information in a claim 
and understand the relative significance 
of that information in the context of a 
total daily diet. Because certain foods 
are consumed in small amounts and 
thus have small serving sizes, it is 
possible that a food dense in a nutrient 
such as fat or sodium could qualify for 
a health claim because the serving size 
of the food is so small that there is not 
a sufficient amount of the nutrient 
present to disqualify the food. 
Accordingly, the nutrient density, or 
weight-bas^, criterion was developed 
to deal with foods with small serving 
sizes that may be consumed more 
frequently than once a day. 

However, the food itself could be 
inconsistent with dietary guidelines in 
that it has been identifi^ as a food to 
be limited in the diet. “Nutrition and 
Your Health: Dietary Guidelines for 
Americans” (Ref. 7) states that certain 
types of foods high in fat, for instance, 
should be limited in the diet without 
regard to the amounts typically 
consumed in a single serving. 
Furthermore, the recommendations 
provided in “USDA’s Food Guide 
Pyramid” (Ref. 29) are consistent with 
the guidance to limit the intake of 
certain typies of foods regardless of 
serving size. Claims on such foods 
would promote their consumption and, 
thus, fail to set the food in its proper 
dietary context. 

Therefore, FDA has concluded that 
criteria for health claims based solely on 
ser\'ing size would be inconsistent with 
dietary guidance and would fail to 
respond to section 403(r)(3)(B)(iii) of the 
act, which requires that the claim set the 
food properly in the context of the diet. 
This conclusion is supported by the 
comments to the dodmt discussed in the 
response to comment 87 of this 
document, which stated that health 
claims should be prohibited on foods 
that are inconsistent with a sound 
dietary pattern. Moreover, claims 
intended to promote the consumption of 
a food that appear on a food that is 
inconsistent with dietary guidelines 
could be misleading to consumers under 
section 403(a) of the act and, thus, such 
claims are inappropriate. 

However, the agency has concluded 
that the weight-based criterion is only 
needed for foods with small serving 

sizes that include those foods with 
reference amounts of 30 g or less or 2 
tablespoons or less. For foods with 
reference amounts above 30 g or 2 
tablespoons, the per label serving size or 
per reference amount customarily 
consumed criteria are sufficient to 
prevent nutrient-dense foods from 
bearing health claims. 

Accordingly, FDA has provided for a 
weight-bas^ criterion in addition to the 
criterion that specifies the amount of 
nutrient present per reference amount 
customarily consumed and per label 
serving. The weight-based criterion 
precludes claims on nutrient-dense 
foods and would qualify for a health 
claim solely because they have very 
small serving sizes. 

A weight-based criterion for foods 
with small serving sizes is also used 
with nutrient content claims, which are 
discussed in a final rule published 
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register. As discussed in that 
document, comments to the nutrient 
content claims proposal stated that 
basing the criterion on per 100 g may be 
overly restrictive. These comments 
pointed out that the per 100-g criterion 
precludes claims on foods that are 
consistent with dietary guidelines, such 
as whole grains and cereals. Alternative 
and less restrictive criteria were 
suggested including a criterion based on 
50 g rather than 100 g. As discussed in 
the nutrient content claims final^le, 
FDA has been persuaded that it is 
appropriate to use 50 g rather than 100 
g as the weight-based criterion. 

To ensure that its treatment of 
disqualifier and disclosure leveb is 
consistent, FDA has reexamined the 
100-g criterion for use with health 
claims. E)ata analyses (Ref. 31) 
demonstrate that changing fatim 100 g to 
50 g and appl)ring the criterion only to 
foods with small serving sizes allows a 
number of foods that would otherwise 
have been precluded from bearing a 
claim and that are consistent with 
dietary recommendations, such as 
certain cereals and whole grains as well 
as fish and milk products, to qualify for 
health claims. Moreover, such a change 
would allow only a few foods that are 
inconsistent with dietary guidelines to 
bear claims. Therefore, to provide for 
claims that are consistent with dietary 
guidance, FDA is providing for a 
weight-based criterion for foods with 
small serving sizes based on per 50 g 
rather than per 100 g. In addition, for 
dehydrated foods that mxist have water 
added to them prior to typical 
consumption, the per 50-g criterion 
refers to the "as prepared” (that is, 
hydrated) form. 

The agency also disagrees that using 
three criteria, nutrient density, reference 
amount customarily consumed, and 
label serving size, to determine 
disqualifying levels runs the risk of 
confusing consumers. The 
determination as to whether a food 
contains a disqualifying level of a 
nutrient is not discussed on the label or 
in labeling. Thus, there is no basis on 
which a consumer could be confused, 
e. Relevant nutrients. 
i. Fat and saturated fat. 

33. One comment recommended that 
in conjunction with the health claim on 
skim milk and 1 percent lowfat milk, 
the agency requires that the products 
display a statement that “whole milk is 
more appropriate for the growth and 
development of children under two 
years who are drinking milk.” The 
comment noted that children in this age 
group require an adequate amount of fat 
in their diet for proper growth and 
development. 

FDA does not believe that skim and 
lowfat milk should be required to bear 
the suggested statement. The health 
claim about calcium and osteoporosis is 
directed primarily to those individuals 
with known family histories of 
osteoporosis and to adolescent and 
young adult Caucasian and Asian 
American women. Such claims are not 
directed to children. In fact, health 
claims are prohibited, except in very 
limited circumstances, wherever a food 
is represented or purports to be for 
infants and toddlers less than 2 years of 
age. Therefore, FDA rejects the request 
in this comment. 

34. Some comments asserted that the 
disqualifying levels for fat and saturated 
fat were too high and should be 
lowered. 

The agency disagrees with this 
contention. Absent a showing to the 
contrary, and the comments did not 
contain such a showing, the agency has 
no basis to find that levels in a food of 
fat and saturated fat of less than 15 
percent of the respective DRY’S increase 
the risk of a diet-related disease. 
Further, as explained above, FDA has 
reassessed the issue and concluded that 
the disqualifying levels for fot and 
saturated fat should be raised to 20 
percent of their DRV’s. The agency finds 
that this decision is consistent with 
dietary recommendations to limit 
energy intake fi'om fat and saturated fat 
to 30 and 10 percent of calories, 
respectively. Accordingly, the agency 
rejects the comment’s recommendation. 

35. One comment stated that the 
disqualifying regulations for fats and 
saturated fats should be adjusted to 
reflect the use of reduced calorie novel 
fats and fat replacers. *1116 comment 
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explained that products employing 
novel fats should be elimble to display 
a lipid and cardiovascular health claim 
consistent with other requirements for 
this claim. The comment asserted that 
the identity of fat should be limited to 
those materials that do in fact provide 
measurable bioavailable fatty acids and 
calories. The comment asserted that 
fatty acid containing fat substitutes that 
are essentially nondigestible do not 
qualify as fats and should be treated 
separately. The comment stated that the 
quantity of fat should be determined by 
the amount of bioavailable fatty acids 
that such a fat substitute contains. This 
approach, the comment said, would 
provide a common basis for quantifying 
the fat equivalence of novel fats as well 
as mono- and diglycerides, 
phospholipids, and "natural” fats of 
limited digestibility. Under it, total fat 
could be quantified, and fatty acid type 
could be expressed as the triglyceride 
equivalent of the bioavailable fatty acid 
fraction. For the novel fats, the average 
characterizing bioavailability could be 
established by the manufacturer and 
submitted to FDA as part of a petition 
for regulatory food-use approval. 
Application of a "bioavailability” index 
for fats would be similar to the use of 
the Protein Digestibility Corrected 
Amino Acid Score or Protein Efficiency 
Ratio used to characterize proteins and 
of the bioequivalence values assigned to 
vitamin products. 

The agency does not disagree with the 
comment’s main point that the quantity 
of fat in a product, which determines 
whether a claim can be made, should be 
determined by the amount of 
bioavailable fatty acids that the product 
contains. Total fat content is a part of 
nutrition information mandated by 
section 403(q)(l)(D) of the act. Thus, any 
claim (i.e., a health claim or nutrient 
content claim) based on fat content must 
be based on the amount of fat declared 
in the nutrition label. How total fat 
content is determined is addressed in 
the regulation on mandatory nutrition 
labeling, new § 101.9, published 
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register. Thus, the agency sees no need 
to provide for a separate method in the 
health claims regulation for purposes of 
declaring whether a food contains a 
disqualifying, or a qualifying, level of 
fat. 

The agency advises that any proposal 
to modify the methods for determining 
the total fat and fatty acid content of a 
food may be submitted as a petition to 
amend new § 101.9. Moreover, as 
explained in the final rule on mandatory 
nutrition labeling, when seeking 
approval from the agency for use of a fat 
replacer or novel fat in food, the 

petitioner should include information 
on the caloric value and macronutrient 
content of the ingredient. Nutrient 
content requirements for health claims 
will be subject to the appropriate 
requirements for nutrition labeling and 
any other related regulation. 
ii. Cholesterol, 

36. Many comments expressed 
support for the proposied cholesterol 
disqualifying levels. One Federal agency 
objected to the proposed cholesterol 
disqualifying level which, it contended, 
appears to be based on behavioral 
assumptions about consumption 
patterns that are not borne out by USDA 
data. Another comment urged that FDA 
raise the disqualifying level for 
cholesterol to one-third of the DRV. 

As discussed in detail above, FDA has 
reassessed the disqualifying levels for 
cholesterol, fat, saturated fat, and 
sodium. The agency has concluded that 
the levels for all 4 can be set at 20 

ercent of the DRV’s. Accordingly, 
aving concluded, for the reasons set 

out previously, that a nutrient level in 
excess of 20 percent of the DRV for each 
of the 4 disqualifying nutrients is 
associated with an increased risk of a 
diet-related disease or health-related 
condition, the agency rejects the 
recommendation that the disqualifying 
level for cholesterol be raised to one- 
third of the DRV. 
iii. Sodium. 

37. Some comments challenged FDA’s 
decision to set a disqualifying level for 
sodium. One of these comments noted 
that it was FDA and not Congress that 
identified sodium as a nutrient of 
concern because sodium, like fat, 
saturated fat, and cholesterol, has been 
"associated with increased risk of 
disease.” Several comments asserted 
that there is a lack of significant 
scientific agreement on a link between 
dietary sodium and hypertension. 

One comment cited reports by the 
Surgeon General and others as proof of 
the divided and inconclusive opinions 
of experts in the field. Furthermore, the 
comment charged that FDA had failed to 
independently analyze the results of the 
INTERSALT study, which,, the comment 
alleged, refutes the traditional sodium- 

ertension hypothesis, 
nother comment submitted 

published studies that it claimed 
supported the comment’s position that 
there is no rational basis for concluding 
that any single food contains sodium 
"in an amount which increases to 
persons in the general population the 
risk of a disease or health-related 
condition which is diet related,” and 
that "FDA has absolutely no statutory or 
scientific basis by which to establish 
any disqualifying level for sodium.” 

One comment warned that a final 
decision by FDA to set such a level 
without proper regard to conflicting 
scientific data would not meet the 
statutory requirements of sections 
403(r)(3){A)(ii) or 403(r)(2)(B)(ii) of the 
act governing the establishment of 
disqualifying and disclosure nutrient 
levels and would clearly constitute 
arbitrary and capricious rulemaking. 

The agency disagrees with the 
contention that sodium has not been 
associated with increased risk of 
disease. As explained in detail in the 
specific health claim document on this 
subject that is published elsewhere in 
this issue of the Federal Register, the 
available data, including the 
INTERSALT study, establish that 
dietary sodium intake is associated with 
hypertension. This discussion is 
referenced. For example, "Dietary 
Guidelines for Americans” (Ref. 7) 
states: 

Many American diets have too many 
calories and too much fat (especially 
saturated fat), cholesterol, and sodium. * * * 
Such diets are one cause of America’s high 
rates of obesity and certain diseases—heart 
disease, high blood pressure, stroke, diabetes^ 
and some forms of cancer. 

FDA is convinced not only of the 
scientific soundness of the sodium/ 
hypertension health claim but also of 
the appropriateness of a disqualifying 
level for sodium. 

38. One comment suggested that it 
would be appropriate to include on the 
label of a food, in immediate proximity 
to any health claim, information on the 
sodium content (such as that required 
by new § 101.13(h) published elsewhere 
in this issue of the Federal Register), 
thus benefitting the small segment of the 
population for which sodium may be of 
concern, while providing a health 
message that could potentially benefit a 
much larger population. 

FDA recognizes that there may be a 
number of different ways to display 
selected information, like sodium 
content, to meet various consumer 
needs or preferences. Although a 
display of sodium content information 
like that recommended by the comment 
may benefit a certain segment of the 
population, the 1990 amendments do 
not provide the agency with authority to 
require for health claims the type of 
nutrient disclosure required for nutrient 
content claims by new § 101.13(h). That 
regulation derives from section 
403(r)(2)(B)(ii) of the act which states 
that if a food that bears a nutrient 
content claim that increases to persons 
in the general population the risk of a 
disease or health-related condition, the 
claim shall also identify such nutrient. 
Under thpse same circumstances. 
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however, the 1990 amendments do not 
permit a health claim to be made. The 
regime by which nutrient content claims 
are made is diHerent than that for health 
claims; 

The agency points out, nevertheless, 
that any food with a health claim will 
also bear nutrition information listing 
sodium and other nutrient content. 
Although the information on sodium 
content may not be displayed as 
conveniently or prominently as that 
recommended by the comment, it will, 
nevertheless, be readily accessible on a 
product’s label. 

39. Other comments called for a 
higher disqualifying level for sodium. 
One comment argu^ that the decision 
to set the sodium disqualifying level at 
15 percent of the DRV is not as solidly 
based as the disqualifying levels for fat. 
saturated fat. and cholesterol. *1110 
comment further concluded that 
because much of the sodium in the 
American diet is concentrated in a few 
products, a product containing 20 
percent of the DRV for sodium (480 mg) 
could easily be incorporated into a diet 
without increasing the risk of 
hypertension. Another comment agreed 
that the proposed sodium 
disqualification levels are too strict and 
noted that many breads would be 
restricted from making any health 
claims if the proposed level is adopted. 

Another comment urged that FDA 
raise the disqualifying level for sodium 
to one-third of the DRV. The comment 
warned that setting such a low 
disqualifying level as 15 percent of the 
DRV for sodium would discourage 
manufacturers from producing lowfat 
products, because salt is required to 
improve the taste, and thus the 
marketability, of many such lowfat 
products. 

As discussed previously in this 
section. FDA has reassessed its analysis 
for defining disqualifying levels and 
determined that the levels can be set for 
sodium and the 3 dietary lipids at 20 
percent of the DRV’s. Having concluded 
that nutrient levels greater than 20 
percent of the DRV’s. including that for 
sodium, increase the risk of diseases or 
health-related conditions that are diet 
related, FDA rejects the 
recommendation that the disqualifying 
level for sodium be set at one-third of 
that nutrient’s DRV. 
f. Exertion from disqualification. 

40. Some comments stated that 
exceptions to the disqualifying levels 
should not be granted. Other comments 
urged FDA to consider requests for 
exemptions from the disqualifying 
levels only on a case-by-case l^sis, and 
only when virtually all foods contedning 
significant levels of the nutrient would 

otherwise be disqualihed. One of these 
comments asserted that none of the 
currently proposed health claims would 
warrant an exception. Furthermore, 
many of the comments suggested that if 
FDA did grant an exception, a statement 
disclosing the level of the disqualifying 
nutrient should appear prominently 
next to the health claim. 

The agency disagrees with those 
comments recommending that 
exceptions to the disqualifying levels 
should not be granted. Similarly, it is 
not convinced that the only basis to 
permit exceptions is when virtually all 
foods containing significant levels of the 
health claim nutrient would be 
disqualified. Section 403(r)(3)(A)(ii) of 
the act provides the Secretary (and FDA, 
by delegation) discretionary authority to 
permit a claim for a food that would 
otherwise be disqualified if the 
Secretary determines that the claim 
would assist consumers in maintaining 
healthy dietary practices. The agency is 
prepared to consider Whatever 
arguments may be brought to bear with 
respect to a particular claim or with 
respect to a particular nutrient as to why 
an exception to a disqualifying level 
should be granted. Thus, the agency is 
not prepared to limit its discretion in 
the manner suggested by several of the 
comments. 

If an exception to the disqualifying 
levels is authorized, section 
403(r)(3)(A)(ii) of the act specifies that 
the la^l of the product contain a 
disclosure of the type required by 
section 403(r)(2)(B)(ii) of the act. Thus, 
the disclosure will have to be made 
prominently and in immediate 
proximity to the claim. It will have to 
identify the nutrient, and it will have to 
refer the consumer to the labeling panel 
where nutrition information may Ira 
found. 

41. Other comments urged the use of 
discretion in permitting health claims 
for foods in cases where such claims 
would assist consumers in maintaining 
healthy dietary practices. Oils and 
margarine were cited as examples of 
foods for which exceptions should be 
made to provide consumers with 
information on the health reasons for 
choosing oils that are lower in saturated 
fat. because all oils exceed the 
disqualifying level of 11.5 g of fat. One 
comment emphasized the importance of 
focusing on the type of fat in the fats 
that are consumed and concluded its 
comment by suggesting that FDA could 
address its concern about total fat by 
requiring a clear message on such 
products that consumers should 
consume less fat. 

The agency intends to use discretion 
in permitting health claims that 

encourage certain dietary practices 
generally recognized by the public 
health community as Iraing consistent 
with guidelines for maintaining and 
promoting good health. FDA 
acknowledges that ’’Dietary Guidelines 
for Americans” (Ref. 7), while 
recommending that diets low in fat be 
chosen, also provides advice on how 
certain fats and oils used sparingly can 
assist the consumer in maintaining a 
relatively low saturated fat intake. 
Although fats and oils obviously exceed 
the disqualifying level for fat, section 
403(r)(3)(A)(ii) of the act does permit 
exceptions, as discussed previously. 
Accordingly. FDA is willing to consider 
a petition that provides a basis for 
excepting certain fats and oils based on 
compositional or other characteristics 
from being disqualified from bearing a 
particular health claim. 

42. A number of comments asked that 
FDA exempt milk and other dairy 
products from the disqualifying levels 
for fat and saturated fat. One comment 
noted that dairy products contribute 
76.8 percent of the dietary calcium in 
the food supply, yet contribute only 20 
percent of the saturated fats and 12 
percent of the total fat. The comment 
contended that allowing only fat- 
reduced dairy products to make a 
calcium/osteoporosis claim would be 
misleading to those individuals who 
prefer whole milk to reduced-fat milk. 

While milk and other dairy products 
do in fact contribute a large percentage 
of the daily supply of calcium, the 
agency noted in the preamble to the 
proposed regulations that lowfat and 
skim milk will be able to bear a health 
claim under proposed § 101.14(a)(5), as 
will many products made from these 
reduced-fat milks. FDA, therefore, 
cannot conclude that an exception for 
whole milk and other dairy products 
that exceed the fat disqualifying level 
would assist consumers in maintaining 
healthy dietary practices. 

III. Preliminary Requirements for a 
Claim 

FDA proposed several criteria in 
proposed § 101.14(b) that would have to 
be met before a substance would qualify 
to be the subject of a health claim. These 
criteria reflect not only the requirements 
of section 403(r) of the act but also the 
fact that FDA is charged with ensuring 
that the food supply is safe, and that the 
food label is not misleading. Given that 
agency evaluations of the validity of a 
health claim will be resource intensive, 
FDA proposed not to make such an 
evaluation unless a petition for a health 
claim demonstrates that the preliminary 
requirements are met. 
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A. Effect on General Population 

As proposed, § 101.14(bKl) stated: 
The substance must be associated with a 

disease or health-related condition for which 
the general U.S. population, or an identified 
U.S. population subgroup (e.g., the elderly) is 
at risk, or, alternatively, the petition 
submitted by the proponent of the claim 
otherwise explains the prevalence of the 
disease or health related-condition in the 
U.S. population and the relevance of the 
claim in the context of the total daily diet 
and satisfies the other requirements of this 
section. 

43. Several comments endorsed, or 
advised that there was no objection to, 
the agency’s preliminary requirement in 
proposed § 101.14(b)(1). Some of these 
comments stressed^at the agency 
should always interpret this provision 
with flexibility. One comment asked for 
clarification as to whether a proven 
substance-disease claim would be 
allowed if the affected population was 
few in number or not readily 
identifiable as a subpopulation (e.g., 
vitamin D insiiffidency in an undefined 
population group). 

roA intends to apply a fle3dble 
approach in interpreting this provision. 
The proposed alternative aspect of the 
provision, which woxild permit 
petitioners to explain the prevalence of 
the disease or health-related condition 
in the U.S. population and the relevance 
of the claim in the context of the total 
daily diet, evidences a determination by 
FDA to disqualify as few proposed 
claims as possible under this provision. 
However, if a proposed claim is 
ultimately authorized by FDA that 
involves an aflected population that is 
few in niunber, that fact will have to be 
declared in the labeling in conjunction 
with the claim. Where the aflected 
population is not readily identifiable, 
information about the prevalence of the 

'disease or health-relat^ condition in 
the U.S. population will be a material 
fact and thus will have to be provided 
in conjimction with the claim if the 
claim is not to misbrand the product. 

As explained previously in this 
preamble (see comment 2 of this 
document), FDA does not believe that 
the 1990 amendments pertain to claims 
about diseases resulting solely from 
classical deficiencies of vitamins and 
essential minerals. Thus, for example, a 
claim about the benefits of vitamin D in 
reducing the risk of rickets, if not 
representing the product as a drug, 
needs no preclearanoe vmder the 
provisions of new § 101.14. However, 
such claims must be truthful and not 
misleading. In view of the fact that very 
few people are at risk of vitamin D 
deficiency disorders, a claim about the 
benefits of vitamin D in preventing 

vitamin D insufficiency would be 
misleading where the claim does not 
explain that few individuals in the 
United States are at risk of such 
insufficiency. Further, the claim would 
need to be more specific about the 
aflected population to be adequately 
informative. For example, the claim 
might advise that although the vast 
majority of the U.S. pop^ation is not at 
risk for vitamin D deficiency disorders, 
the vitamin may be effective in reducing 
the risk of vitamin D deficiency 
problems in some segments of the 
elderly who are house-bound for 
prolonged periods and are not exposed 
to simhght. 

B. Components of Food within the 
Context of a Daily Diet 

New § 101.14(b)(2) and (b)(3)(i) 
contain provisions requiring that the 
substance be a component of food. If the 
substance is present at decreased dietary 
levels, under new § 101.14(b)(2), it must 
be a nutrient that is required to be 
included in nutrition labeling (e.g., 
cholesterol, total fat). If the substance is 
present at other than decreased dietary 
levels, under new § 101.14(b)(3)(i), it 
must contribute taste, aroma, or 
nutritive value, or any technical eflect 
listed in § 170.3(o) to the food, and must 
retain that attribute when consumed at 
levels that are necessary to justify a 
claim. 

1. General 

44. One comment suggested that FDA 
predetermine for each nutrient 
appearing in an approved health claim 
a level below which the nutrient is 
considered to be present in the context 
of the total daily diet and above which 
the nutrient is considered to be present 
at therarautic levels. 

FDA does not believe that it is 
practicable or appropriate for the agency 
to attempt to identify any single nutrient 
level as a boimdary between Uiose levels 
that are within the context of the daily 
diet and those which are therapeutic. 
The agency simply does not have 
sufficient resources to devote to the 
suggested determinations without 
\induely sacrificing resoiirces fix)m other 
high priority regulatory matters. Instead, 
FDA believes that it is more appropriate 
that the burden be upon the petitioner 
to demonstrate thct the claimed eflect 
actually can be achieved through 
consumption of dietary levels of the 
substance. At such levels, the presence 
of therapeutic eflects should not be at 
issue. 

2. Section 101.14(b](3)(i) 

45. Some comments stated that the 
eligibility restrictions on the term 

“substance” in proposed 
§ 101.14(b)(3)(i) are too restrictive and 
asked that they be removed. One 
comment asserted that the agency is 
creating needless proced^al confusion 
by having a broad definliion of the term 
“substance” in proposed § 101.14(a)(2), 
which it then immediately narrows in 
proposed § 101.14(b)(3)(i). A few 
comments contended that, if FDA 
retains the food eligibility restrictions in 
the final rule, the agency should permit 
a broader interpretation of what 
constitutes food. Another comment 
stated that although the phrase “taste, 
aroma, or nutritive value” is borrowed 
from the Seventh Circuit’s opinion in 
Nutrilab Inc. v. Schweiker, 713 F.2d 
335, 338 (7th Cir. 1983), the court noted 
in that decision that these food 
characteristics were only the primary 
reasons why people consume food. 'The 
court, acceding to the comment, did 
not intend to give an all-inclusive list. 
One comment stated that not all of the 
other possible food characteristics are 
encompassed in the listing provided in 
§ 170.3(o). Some comments asserted that 
food should include everything that can 
be consumed. 

FDA does not believe that it is .overly 
restrictive to require, as it does in 
proposed § 101.14(b)(3)(i), that a 
substance be a food or a component of 
food for it to be the subject of a health 
claim. Section 403(r) of the act describes 
the circmnstances in which a food will, 
and will not be, misbranded if it bears 
a health claim. *11108, it is appropriate 
for the agency to make it incumbent 
upon the proponent of a health claim to 
demonstrate that the substance that is 
the subject of the claim is a food or 
component of food. 

FDA believes that the framework that 
it has created in its regulations is 
appropriate and fully consistent with 
the act. Under it, manufacturers will be 
able to make claims that characterize the 
relationship between any substance and 
a disease or health-relat^ condition so 
long as the substance achieves its effect 
through its use as a food, that is, 
through its nutritional value. 

FDA disagrees with the comments’ 
interpretation of the Nutrilab decision 
and ^lieves that the agency’s reliance 
on the case is justified. The Nutrilab 
court adopted a “common sense” 
definition under section 201(f)(1) of the 
act: “When the statute defines ‘food’ as 
‘articles used for food,’ it means that the 
statutory definition of ‘food’ includes 
articles used by people in the ordinary 
way most people use food—primarily 
for taste, aroma, or nutritive value.” 
Nutrilab, 713 F.2d at 338. Other courts 
have followed suit. (See United States v. 
Undetermined Quantities of Cal-Ban 
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3000, 776 F. Supp. 249, 254-55 
(E.D.N.C 1991); American Health 
Products Co. V. Hayes, 574 F. Supp. 
1498,1508-09 (S.D.N.Y. 1983), affd. 
744 F.2d 912 (2d Cit. 1984).) By 
describing taste, aroma, and nutritive 
value as tne “primary” reasons for 
consuming food, the Nutrilab court 
aclcnowle^ed that a food consumed for 
one of these reasons might sometimes 
also be consumed for an additional 
purpose. 713 F.2d at 338 (giving prune 
juice and coffee as examples of foods 
that “may be consumed on occasion for 
reasons other than taste, aroma, or 
nutritive value"). Under Nutrilab, a 
substance whose uses do not include 
taste, aroma, or nutritive value is not a 
food. 

FDA does not believe that the word 
“food” should be defined any more 
broadly than it is in the proposed 
regulation, and the agency specifically 
rejects the proposal to define “food” as 
“any substance that is consumed by 
people for any purpose other than the 
treatment of disease.” Under such an 
expanded definition, the parenthetical 
exception for food to the definition of 
drug in section 201(g)(1)(C) of the act 
would swallow the rule. Section 
201^(1)(C) of the act states that 
“articles (other than food) intended to 
affect the structure or any function of 
the body of man or other animals” are 
drugs. Under the definition of food 
suggested in the comment, the only 
products consumed by people that 
would be considered dnigs under 
section 201(g)(1)(C) of the act would be 
those intended toth to affect the 
structure or function of the body and to 
treat a disease. Substances taken to treat 
a disease are already drugs under 
section 201(g)(1)(B) of the act, regardless 
of whether they are foods. The 
suggested definition of “food” would 
thus render section 201(g)(1)(C) of the 
act meaningless. It is a basic principle 
of statutory construction that a statute 
should not be construed in such a way 
as to render certain provisions 
superfluous or insignificant. United 
States V. Leonard. 868 F.2d 1393,1395- 
96 (5th CiT. 1989), cert, denied. 496 U.S. 
904 (1990). 

46. Numerous comments from 
producers and consumers of dietary 
supplements expressed concern that the 
proposed provision represents an attack 
by the agency against dietary 
supplements. S^e comments 
maintained that FDA lacks the legal 
authority to restrict approved health 
claims on nutritional supplements that 
are beyond daily diet limits. Other 
comments asserted that FDA intends to 
use regulations based on the proposal to 
ban health claims on dietary 

supplements wherever the supplements 
contain a substance above the context of 
an ordinary daily diet. Other comments 
stated that the agency would ban the 
supplements themselves by making 
them available only by prescription or 
by limiting the potency of the 
supplements. A few comments believed 
that FDA would also ban supplements 
where they lack a therapeutic effect at 
levels within the context of an ordinary 
daily diet. While most of the comments 
did not specify any particular proposed 
provisions that could lead to these 
actions, they strongly protested that any 
restriction on dietary supplements 
would infi'inge on consumers’ freedom 
of choice and would be in conflict with 
the Proxmire Amendment (21 U.S.C 
350) and the 1990 amendments. 

As stated above, the DS Act imposed 
a moratorium on the implementation of 
the 1990 amendments with respect to 
dietary supplements. Thus, nothing in 
these final rules will afiect dietary 
supplements in any way. However, FDA 
disagrees with the comments* 
characterization of its proposal and 
disagrees with the statement that the 
proposed regulations were in conflict 
with section 411 of the act (21 U.S.C. 
350) (the Proxmire Amendment). 
Nothing in the proposed regulations 
would have afiect^ the availability of 
dietary supplements. Rather, these 
regulations were intended to regulate 
claims that may be made for all foods, 
including dietary supplements. 

Nothing in the regulations would - 
necessarily prevent a supplement from 
bearing a health claim when that 
supplement contains a level of a 
substance that exceeds the level 
achievable in the context of the daily 
diet. To the contrary, the final rule 
concerning calcium (where health 
benefits are provided within the context 
of the daily diet), for example, which is 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register, permits a calcium 
health claim for dietary supplements 
and requires only that the supplement 
labeling advise consumers that there is 
no known benefit from consuming more 
than 200 percent of the U.S. 
Recommended Dietary Allowance (U.S. 
RDA) for calcium. 

Section 411 of the act does not 
authorize health claims for dietary 
supplements or in any way affect FDA’s 
authority under section 403(r)(5)(D) of 
the act to regulate such claims. Under 
section 411(a)(1)(B) of the act, FDA may 
not classify a dietary supplement as a 
drug solely because it contains vitamins 
or minerals exceeding the level of 
potency that the agency determines is 
nutritionally rational or useful. Nothing 
in the proposed regulations would have 

done so. Absent a claim, FDA will not 
consider a dietary supplement to be a 
drug simply because it contains 
vitamins or minerals at levels above 
those normally found in food. However, 
a claim on a product may indicate the 
product’s intended use. If a claim 
reveals that the product is intended to 
be used in the diagnosis, cure, 
mitigation, treatment, or prevention of 
disease, or to affect the structure or any 
function of the body (other than food), 
.the product is a drug. (See 21 U.S.C. 
321(g)(1)(B) and (g)(1)(C)). 

47. Another comment asked for 
assurance that approved health claims 
appearing on dietary supplements will 
not automatically be considered drug 
claims. The comment noted that section 
201(g)(1)(B) of the act exempts approved 
health claims on foods from 
consideration as drug claims and stated 
that dietary supplements should be 
afforded the same exemption under 
FDA regulations. 

Section 202(b) of the DS Act does 
permit FDA to approve health claims 
with respect to dietary supplements. 
FDA advises that, as provided in section 
201(g)(1)(B) of the act, any food, 
including dietary supplements, for 
which an authorized health claim is 
made in accordance with the 
requirements of section 403(r) of the act, 
and of the regulations that FDA has 
adopted to implement that section of the 
act, is not a drug under section 
201(g)(1)(B) solely because its label or 
labeling contains such a claim. FDA 
considers this provision to provide the 
same type of assurance as that in 
sections 406, 408, and 409 of the act that 
foods containing substances used in 
accordance with regulations issued 
under those sections of the act are not 
subject to regulatory action under 
section 402(a)(1) of the act. This 
provision does not create an exception 
to the “drug” definition. Thus, a 
product whose intended use is as a drug 
will continue to be regulated as a drug. 

3. Drugs 

48. One comment contended that FDA 
should permit the use of health claims 
on over-the-counter (OTC) antacid 
products containing only calcium 
carbonate. The comment noted that the 
preamble to the proposed regulations 
cited the potential for confusion if 
health claims were allowed for bulk- 
fiber laxatives that have not been shown 
to be useful in lowering cholesterol and 
for which appropriate labeling for that 
claim does not exist. The comment 
asserted that while health claims may be 
inappropriate for laxatives, such claims 
would be appropriate for antacids. The 
comment stated that calcium has been 
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identified as an essential nutrient 
which, unlike psyllium, has a defined 
intake requirement as well as a claim 
that FDA has proposed to authorize 
relating to the role of calcium in helping 
to reduce the risk of developing 
osteoporosis. The conunent asserted that 
FDA’s objection to OTC drugs bearing 
health claims is not appropriate in the 
case of calcium-based antacids because 
antacids have been labeled for years 
with both food and drug labeling. The 
comment explained that many antacids 
hear calcium nutrient content claims 
with directions for using the products as 
calcium dietary supplements as well as 
antacids. 

Further, the comment pointed out 
that, in addition to calcium carbonate, 
there are several multiple use products 
cmrently in the mark^lace (e.g., 
sodium bicarbonate). The comment 
stated that sodium bicarbonate, 
marketed imder the name “baking 
soda,’’ is labeled as a baking ingredient, 
a deodorizer, and an antacid. The 
comment suggested that FDA approve 
health claims on drugs under the 
following conditions; (1) The drug is 
properly labeled; (2) a health claim has 
been approved by FDA for an ingredient 
in the dnig; (3) the OTC product meets 
or exceeds the requirement for a 
minimum recommended intake of “the 
natural supplement’’ as established by 
regulation; and (4) all labeling is in 
compliance with the authorizing 

lation. 
ultiple use products that are both 

foods and drugs present a difficult set of 
competing concerns for the agency. 
Such products are likely to be, like the 
product that is the subject of the 
comment, both an OTC drug and a 
dietary supplement. 

Most OTC drug products are 
developed to address some type of acute 
physical problem that is expe^ed to be 
of short duration. If the problem 
persists, it is important that the person 
with the problem know that it may be 
more severe than he or she otherwise 
thought, and that he or she seek medical 
attention. Labeling on such products, 
therefore, includes instructions to use 
the product for a limited period of time 
and, if the problem persists, to seek 
medical intervention. Thus, the time 
limits on use of the product are 
important to the health of the users. 

Dietary supplements, on the other 
hand, are developed for inclusion in a 
daily diet at levels that are consistent 
with dietary use and may often be 
consumed throughout most of a person’s 
lifetime. Labeling on dietary 
supplements contains no instructions 
for seeking medical intervention or for 
lim'*ing the duration of consiunption of 

the supplement Rather, xmder the 1990 
amendments (subject to the DS Act), 

kthey will be able to bear nutrient 
content and health claims, which fociu 
the consmner’s attention on the 
advantages that consiiming the product 
will have in helping the consumer to 
maintain a heal^y diet. Moreover, 
where the supplement bears a health 
claim, the claim will contain 
information about how long-term 
ingestion of the supplement may 
promote health. 

The comment’s reference to baking 
soda (sodium bicarbonate) as an 
example of a dual labeled drug/food'is 
not apposite. As a food, baking soda is 
consumed only as an ingredient in other 
foods, and it is unlikely that labeling 
would result in increased consumption 
of this product. Baking soda is not 
labeled with either a nutrient content 
claim or a health claim. Thus, there is 
little opportunity for consumer 
confusion presented by this product. 

Where dietary levels and tnerapeutic 
levels differ (as is generally the case and 
is in fact the case with antacids and 
calcium supplements), an apparent 
conflict is created when both food and 
drug labeling appear on the same 
product. In the case of the drug labeling, 
consumers are given directions for use 
that involve high consumption during a 
limited time period. In the case of the 
food labeling, consumers are given 
directions for lower consumption with 
no time constraints. Even though label 
instructions may identify those 
directions for fo^ and drug use in 
separate locations, FDA is concerned 
that consumers will incorrectly assume 
that the therapeutic dosage is 
appropriate for dietary use, and that the 
directions for food use will undercut the 
warning in the drug labeling to seek 
medical care if use persists. Where the 
labeling is not properly followed, 
significant adverse consequences may 
result. 

The agency knows of no broad 
approach that it can use to harmonize a 
nutrient content claim or a health claim 
with drug labeling. A drug that is 
labeled with instructions for use that 
both limit and do not limit consumption 
would be misbranded under section 
502(a) of the act (21 U.S.C. 352(a)) if it 
failed to contain a material fact—that is, 
how to reconcile these conflicting 
instructions. Therefore, FDA advises 
that it will tend to view dual claims as 
misbranding the product. 

However, FDA does not believe that it 
would be appropriate to preclude such 
claims under all circumstances. Such 
claims may be permissible if a firm can 
demonstrate that dual claims can be 
made in a manner that will neither 

misbrand the product nor crmte a safety 
problem. The agency suggests that 
anyone desiring to make a health claim 
or a nutrient content claim that 
complies with section 403(r) of the act 
on a product that is both a food and a 
drug contact the Center for Drug 
Evaluation and Research, OTC 
Compliance Branch (HFI^312), FDA, 
7500 Standish Pi., Rockville, MD 20855, 
to discuss whether it would be possible 
to put such a claim on the product and 
still comply with the drug provisions of 
the act. 

49. Some comments asserted that FDA 
should permit the use of health claims 
on herlM whose only known use is for 
medicinal effects. A few of these 
comments objected that the herbs that 
FDA cited in the preamble of the 
proposal also have food uses. 

As FDA explained fully in the 
preamble of the proposal (56 FR 60554), 
Congress clearly intended that the 
health claim provisions of the 1990 
amendments apply only to foods. A 
product that is intended for medicinal 
efiects, that is, intended for use in the 
diagnosis, cure, mitigation, treatment, or 
prevention of disease, is a drug and not 
a food. Thus, there is no basis under the 
act for FDA to permit health claims for 
herbs whose only known use is for 
medicinal effects. Health benefits of 
such herbs may appear in the labeling 
only in accordance with the drug 
provisions of the act. Where heSs have 
a history of use both as foods and drugs, 
the context of all of the available 
information on the intended use of the 
product will determine whether FDA 
will regulate the herbs as foods, as 
drugs, or as both foods and drugs. 

In this regard, the agency points out 
that the relationship of a food or a food 
component to a disease is quite difierent 
from that of a drug. The Surgeon 
General’s report (Ref. 5) points out that, 
apart from classic disorders resulting 
ftom dietary deficiencies of essential 
nutrients (e.g., pellagra and niacin), it 
has proved difficult to demonstrate 
causal associations between specific 
dietary factors and chronic or other 
diseases (e.g., dietary fiber and cancer). 
The report states: 

Development of the major chronic disease 
conditions—coronary heart disease, stroke, 
diabetes, or cancer—is aftected by multiple 
genetic, environmental, and behavioral 
factors among which diet is only one—albeit 
an important—component. These other 
factors interact with diet in ways that are not 
completely understood. In addition, foods 
themselves are complex; they may contain 
some factors that promote disease as well as 
others that are protective. The relationship of 
dietary fat intake to causation of 
atherosclerotic heart disease is a prominent 
example. An excess intake of total fot, if 
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characterized by high saturated bt. is 
associated with higb blood cholesterol levels 
and therefore an increased risk for coronary 
heart disease in many populations. A higher 
proportion of mono- and polyunsaturated fots 
in relation to saturated fats is associated with 
lower blood cholesterol levels and. therefore, 
with a reduced risk for coronary heart 
disease. 

Because of these complexities, definitive 
scientific proof that specific dietary factors 
are responsible for specific chronic disease 
conditions is difficult—and may not be 
possible—to obtain, given available 
technology. 

(Ref. S). Thus a claim that a substance 
can be used in the prevention, 
diagnosis, cure, mitigation, or treatment 
of a disease or symptom is inappropriate 
on a food; (See § 101.9(k)(l).) 

C. Safety 

Proposed § 101.14(b)(3)(ii) would 
require that to justify a claim for a 
substance that is to be consumed at 
other than decreased levels, the use of 
the substance must be shown by the 
proponent of the claim, to FDA’s 
satisfaction, to be safe and lawful under 
the applicable food safety provisions of 
the act. 

The preamble of the proposed rule 
stated further: 

* * * This showing can be based on: (11 
A demonstration that the substance is 
generally recognized as safe (GRAS) within 
^e meaning of 21 CFR 170.30; (2) a listing 
of the substance as GRAS in 21 CFR part 182 
or as affirmed as GRAS in 21 CFR part 184; 
(3) a food additive regulation; or (4) a 
sanction or approval granted by FDA or the 
United States Department of Agriculture 
prior to Septemb^ 6,1958. If the safety and 
lawfulness of the substance is not expressly 
recognized in an FDA regulation, the burden 
will test on the claim’s proponent, as a 
prerequisite to FDA’s evaluation of the health 
claim, to submit all the scientific data and 
other relevant information required to 
demonstrate safety and lawfulness in 
accordance with applicable petition 
requirements. FDA will withhold review of 
the health claim until it is satisfied on these 
points. 

(56 FR 60537 at 60546 through 60547) 
50. Many industry comments objected 

to the safety provisions as proposed. 
Some of these comments asserted that 
the 1990 amendments do not require a 
.separate showing of safety for nutrients 
that are the subject of disease-related 
claim petitions, and that FDA should 
not add such a requirement to its 
regulation. Many comments particularly 
disagreed with the application of FDA’s 
preliminary safety requirement to 
dietary supplements and herbs. The 
comments pointed out that many herbs 
and supplements have been used for 
thousands of years with no known ill 
ejects. Requiring further evidence of 

safety for these products, the comments 
contended, would be superfluous and 
expensive. However, other comments 
agreed with FDA that it would be 
inappropriate to allow a health claim on 
a prt^uct that contains a substance that 
is not GRAS, is not the subject of a food 
additive regulation, or has not received 
a prior sanction of approval. 

FDA believes that tne preliminary 
requirement that substances must be 
components of food that are safe and 
lawfiil must be included in the health 
claims final rules. Sections of the act 
enacted by the 1990 amendments 
cannot be implemented independently 
of the remaining portions of the act. The 
act must be considered as a whole, and 
FDA’s responsibility for ensuring the 
safety of foods is explicitly provided for 
in other sections of the act (see sections 
201(s). 402(aKl) and (a)(2), and 409 of 
the act). 

This fact is particularly significant 
because the agency will be specifically 
providing for the health claims that will 
be made. In view of this affirmative 
action, FDA authorization of a health 
claim places the agency's imprimatur on 
the claim. It would be a violation of the 
agency’s responsibility under the act to 
authorize a health claim about a 
substance without being satisfied that 
the use of the substance is safe. 
Furthermore, safety considerations are 
also of unique importance in the case of 
health claims because such claims will 
inevitably change consumption patterns 
of many Americans. 

Even though there is no explicit 
provision in the 1990 amendments 
requiring a separate showing of safety, 
it must be kept in mind that the act ”* 
* • is designed to ensure the safety of 
the food we eat * * Les v. Reilly. 
-F.2d-(9th Cir. 1992). 
This requirement is implicit in the 1990 
amendments. Section 403(r)(3)(A)(ii) of 
the act states that a health claim may be 
made only for a food that does not 
contain any nutrient in an amount that 
increases the risk of a disease or health- 
related condition that is diet related to 
persons in the general population, 
taking into account the significance of 
the food in tiie total daily diet. FDA 
believes that, in addition to requiring 
establishment of disqualifying levels, 
this provision evidences a concern by 
Congress that a substance that is the 
subject of a health claim be used in a 
manner that is safe. This concern was 
reflected in the statements of the 
sponsors in both the House and the 
^nate (Refs. 2 and 3). 

Further, section 9 of the 1990 
amendments states that the amendments 
“shall not be construed to alter the 
authority of the Secretary of Health and 

Human Services * * * under the Federal 
Food. Drug, and Cosmetic Act * * 
’Thus. FDA’s responsibility for ensuring 
the safety of foods has in no way been 
diminished by the passage of the 1990 
amendments. 

As a result of the DS Act, herbs and 
other substances in dietary supplements 
are generally not subject to the 
provisions of this final rule. However, to 
the extent that these substances bear an 
approved health claim under section 
202(b) of the DS Act. they will also bear 
the agency’s imprimatur. To that extent, 
they will be treated in the same manner 
as other substances that bear such 
claims. Other issues with respect to the 
safety of substances in dietary 
supplements will be addressed in the 
rulemaking provided for in the DS Act. 

51. Some comments argued that the 
agency should give full weight to 
manufacturers’ private GRAS 
determinations in instances where food 
manufacturers seek to use substances 
that are not listed by FDA as safe. Some 
of these comments asserted that if FDA 
does not recognize private GRAS 
determinations for fulfilling the 
preliminary safety requirement, the 
agency will frustrate Congress’ intent to 
permit health claims, because the GRAS [)etition procedure is usually quite 
engthy, and many GRAS affirmation 

petitions are pending that are more than 
10 years old. Some of the comiments 
requested that if the agency does not 
recognize private GRAS determinations. 
FDA should shorten the timeframe for 
making its GRAS determination or 
establish an alternate procedure. One 
suggested that FDA relinquish 
responsibility for making GRAS 
determinations to USDA. Another 
comment suggested that FDA recognize 
the findings of an independent panel of 
experts, pending the results of the 
formal review process, 

FDA acknowledges that the GRAS 
affirmation and food additive listing 
process can be lengthy. Thus, FDA 
designed new § 101.14(b)(3)(ii) to 
provide flexibility with respect to the 
type of showing of safety that is 
necessary to make a substance eligible 
to be the subject of a health claim. 
GRAS affirmation and food additive 
listing are but two of the procedures by 
which a substance may meet this 
preliminary requirement. 

FDA intends to consider the basis of 
manufacturers’ independent GRAS 
determinations where such 
determinations are submitted with 
petitions for health claims and may use 
its discretion to accept, without formal 
affirmation, the independent 
determination of GRAS where FDA 
believes that such action would be 
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appropriate. As FDA pointed out in the 
previous comment, however, the agency 
would not be fulfilling its 
responsibilities under the act if it were 
to permit a substance to be the subject 
of a health claim without satisfying 
itself that the use of that substance is 
safe. 

Although FDA will consider all 
manufacturers’ independent GRAS 
determinations where the bases for such 
determinations are submitted with 
petitions for health claims, the agency 
advises that it wrill generally not be 
possible for FDA to judge whether 
GRAS determinations based on complex 
scientific evidence are valid within the 
short timeframes mandated under the 
1990 amendments for health claims 
petitions. Instead, agency agreement 
writh an independent determination that 
a substance is GRAS will be most likely 
where the substance is an ingredient, or 
a component of a food ingredient, that 
was in common use in fo^ prior to 
January 1,1958, in a similar context. 
However, where such agreement ocoirs, 
the agreement does not constitute GRAS 
affirmation. Instead, the history of 
common use in food, coupled with the 
fact that FDA knows of no reason to 
question the safety of the food 
ingredient, means that the substance 
will be treated as if it is an unlisted 
GRAS substance (as provided for in 
§§ 170.30(d) and 182.1(a) (21 CFR 
170.30(d) and 182.1(a))) in the manner 
provided for in the food ingredient list 
in 21 CFR part 182. 

In response to comments requesting 
that FDA relinquish responsibility for 
making GRAS determinations to USDA, 
or that FDA recognize the findings of an 
independent panel of experts pending 
the results of the formal review process, 
the agency advises that neither course of 
action would be appropriate. FDA is 
charged imder the act with the 
responsibility of protecting interstate 
commerce from adulterated foods. There 
is no basis imder the act for delegation 
of this responsibility to other Federal 
agencies or to individuals outside of 
FDA. 

rv. Validity Requirements for a Claim 

A. The Scientific Standard 

As proposed, the scientific standard 
in § 101.14(c) stated: 

• • • FDA will promulgate regulations 
authorizing a health claim only when it 
determines, based on the totality of publicly 
available scientific evidence (including 
evidence from well-designed studies 
conducted in a manner which is consistent 
with generally recognized scientific 
procedures and principles), that there is 
significant agreement among experts 
qualified by scientific training and 

experience to evaluate such claims, that the 
claim is supported by such evidence. 

(1) It must be supported by the totality of 
publicly available scientific evidence 
(including evidence from welldesigned 
studies conducted in a manner which is 
consistent with generally recognized 
scientific procedures and principles); and 

(2) There must be significant scientific 
agreement among experts qualified by 
scientific training and experience to evaluate 
such claims that this support exists. 

(56 FR 60537 at 60563) 
In the preamble of the proposal (56 FR 

60547), TOA advised that this standard 
embodies the language in the statutory 
requirements for conventional food in 
section 403(r)(3)(B)(i) of the act that 
there be significant scientific agreement 
about the support for the claim and the 
mandate provided in the legislative 
history of the 1990 amendments that 
FDA have “a high level of comfort that 
the claim is valid” (Ref. 1). Thus, the 
agency will authorize a claim when the 
evidentiary and review components of 
the scientific standard are met. 
However, FDA also stated in the 
proposal: 

It has been suggested that FDA should 
allow claims that reflect more preliminary 
* * * scientific findings so long as such 
claims are qualified in a way that 
appropriately reflects the state of the 
scientific evidence. For example, under this 
suggestion, FDA would allow a claim such as 
“Preliminary data show that diets rich in 
fiber reduce the risk of heart disease,” so long 
as there is significant scientific agreement 
that this is in fact what the evidence shows. 
FDA has significant reservations about these 
types of claims, however, because of their 
potential to be misunderstood by consumers 
and therefore to be misleading. The agency 
is also concerned that such claims will 
undercut the credibility of the food label. 
This concern exists despite the fact that 
because such claims arguably do not assert a 
[causal] relation between diet and diseases 
they can never by disproved. FDA requests 
comments on whether it should authorize 
these types of claims in implementing the 
health claim provisions of the act. 

(56 FR 60537 at 60552) 
52. A number of comments objected 

that the wording of proposed 
§ 101.14(c)(1) and (c)(2) changes the 
meaning of the scientific standard 
presented in section 403(r)(3)(B)(i) of 
the act. One comment asserted that the 
proposed provisions treat the totality of 
publicly available scientific evidence as 
a separate evidentiary element in 
showing that the claim is soimd, thus 
distorting Congress’ clearly-expressed 
intent. Similarly, the comment asserted 
that the language “supported by” in 
proposed § 101.14(c)(1) “eviscerates” 
the provisions of the statute because the 
level of support called for by this 
requirement is not consistent with the 

“significant scientific agreement” that 
the act prescribes. Some comments 
appeared to interpret the basis of the 
standard proposed in section 
403(r)(3)(B)(i) of the act as being 
primarily or exclusively the review 
component, which incorporates the 
criterion of “significant scientific 
agreement.” 

FDA did not intend to change the 
meaning of the scientific standard 
presented in section 403(r)(3)(B](i) of 
the act through the inclusion of 
paragraphs (c)(1) and (c)(2) in proposed 
§ 101.14(c). The agency merely intended 
to clarify that, in accordance with the 
language of the 1990 amendments, the 
scientific standard does, in fact, include 
both a body of evidence component and 
a review component. However, the 
agency now recognizes that this attempt 
to provide greater clarity within the 
regulatory language itself was 
unnecessary and, to the extent that it 
has been interpreted as an attempt to 
change the meaning of the scientific 
standard, undesirable. The agency is 
therefore deleting proposed 
§ 101.14(c)(1) and (c)(2). Without these 
paragraphs, the wording in new 
§ 101.14(c) is virtually identical to that 
in section 403(r)(3](B)(i) of the act. 

The wording in section 403(r)(3)(B)(i) 
of the act and in new § 101.14(c), as 
amended, clearly establishes two 
components within the scientific 
standard. The evidentiary component 
arises from the inclusion of the phrase 
“evidence from well-designed studies 
conducted in a manner which is 
consistent with generally recognized 
scientific procedures and principles” in 
the statutory qualification of “the 
totality of publicly available scientific 
evidence.” This aspect of the standard 
clearly mandates that the claim be based 
on a body of sound scientific evidence. 
'The requirement that there be 
“significant agreement among experts 
qualified by scientific training and 
experience to evaluate such evidence 
* * * that the claim is supported by such 
evidence” constitutes the separate and 
distinct review component of the 
standard. 

53. Some comments objected to the 
standard and suggested modifications. 
Several comments stated that Congress 
intended the scientific standard to be 
one of substantial evidence (i.e., “more 
than a scintilla and less than a 
preponderance”). The comments 
asserted that the 1990 amendments 
require that FDA adopt such a standard. 
The comments contended that a 
standard of substantial scientific 
evidence, even in the absence of 
significant scientific agreement, would 
be in accordance with sound scientific 
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principles and prevention of consumer 
fraud. They argued that such a standard 
woiild better serve public health 
through the prompt communication of 
the health and disease information. 
Further, other comments objected that 
the requirement of significant scientific 
agreement in the proposed standard 
expands FDA authority beyond 
legislative intent. 

A number of comments maintained 
that, instead of "significant scientific 
agreement," FDA should use a scientific 
standard encompassing difierent 
degrees of certainty for different types of 
health claims. Most industry comments 
urged FDA to allow health claims based 
on preliminary evidence if the 
preliminary status of the claim is 
truthfully disclosed on the label (e.g., 
"preliminary data suggest”). Many of 
these comments contended that such 
claims would not be misleading and 
asserted that there was no evidence that 
the public might misimderstand such 
claims. Some of the comments asserted 
that such claims would be consistent 
with the statutory scientific standard 
because that standard requires only that 
there be agreement that the claim is 
supported by some of the available 
scientific evidence. Other comments 
argued that any preliminary study that 
is sufficiently well-designed and well- 
conducted should be sufficient to 
engender "significant scientific 
agreement" that it supports the health 
claim being made. Another comment 
stated that there was no evidence to 
warrant FDA concern that the public 
might misunderstand such claims, and 
that past regulatory policies and court 
cases involving both FDA and FTC 
clearly allowed such claims. 

Some comments maintained that 
preliminary claims should be permitted 
because the benefit to a consumer if a 
preliminary claim is later proven to be 
true is significantly greater than the loss 
if it proves to be fdse. The comments 
cited various cases in which 
preliminary evidence has proven to be 
correct only after a period of several 
years. For example, one comment 
asserted that many lives would have 
been saved had FDA allowed 
preliminary health claims regarding 
cholesterol and heart disease. Other 
comments expressed concern that one 
effect of limiting health claims on food 
labels will be tlmt manufacturers, not 
being able to assert the dietary 
characteristics of new foods which fail 
to meet the new standards, will lose a 
significant incentive to conduct 
nutrition research of new food 
formulations. 

A few comments maintained that FDA 
should permit all preliminary claims. 

including claims about those nutrient- 
disease relationships that the agency 
proposed not to authorize, because 
those claims that FDA proposed to 
permit are actually preliminary claims. 
The comments explained that the claims 
ffiat FDA proposed use qualifying words 
such as "may,” as in the phrase "may 
help to reduce disease risk," rather than 
absolute claims. 

However, other comments, primarily 
from the health care and regulatory 
sectors, favored the scientific standard 
as proposed and strongly opposed 
permitting preliminary health claims, 
stating that preliminary evidence does 
not meet the scientific standard of the 
1990 amendments. The comments 
pointed out that one of the main 
purposes of this new standard is to 
prevent the type of questionable health 
claims that have grown all too common 
in recent years. They noted that if a 
health claim is still the subject of 
conflicting reports, it is entirely 
inappropriate for the food label. Many 
comments suggested that, even with a 
disclosure statement as to the 
preliminary nature of the claim, many 
consumers would be misled, as the 
word "preliminary” does little to lessen 
the impact of a claim, and many 
consumers would not imderstand that 
the findings could be disproved later. 
Other comments stated that allowing 
preliminary claims could open the 
floodgates to a large number of partially 
supported claims, thereby undercutting 
the credibility of the valid health claims 
on food labels. 

FDA does not have authority to 
modify the scientific standard for health 
claims. Section 403(r)(3)(B)(i) of the act 
directs FDA to promulgate regulations 
authorizing health claims only if it 
determines: 

* * * based on the totality of publicly 
available scientific evidence (including 
evidence from well-designed studies 
conducted in a manner which is consistent 
with generally recognized scientific 
procedures and principles), that there is 
significant scientific agreement, among 
experts qualified by scientific training and 
experience to evaluate sudi claims, that the 
claim is supported by such evidence. 

TDA has incorporated this standard into 
its regulations. Thus, the requirement 
objected to by several of the comments, 
that there be significant scientific 
agreement that the claim is supported 
by the publicly available evidence, 
derives directly from the act. 

FDA does not agree that a "substantial 
evidence” standard, as described by one 
comment, was intended by Congress, or 
that the agency is under any obligation 
to adopt such a standard. Congress 
adopted the scientific standard for 

health claims in section 403(r)(3)(B)(i) of 
the act from FDA’s February 13,1990, 
reproposal (55 FR 5176). Ccmgress had 
the opportunity to adopt a different 
standard, to niodify FDA's proposed 
standard, or to equate the standard with 
the substantial evidence standard, but it 
did not. The standard adopted permits 
FDA to make case-by-case 
determinations on the scientific validity 
of a claim, giving greater weight to 
studies that it finds more persuasive 
(Ref. 1). Congress intended the scientific 
standard to be "strong" and for the 
agency to have a high level of 
confidence that a claim is valid. Id. Of 
course, in applying this standard. FDA 
will act in a manner that is fair and 
neither arbitrary nor capricious. 

In determining whether preliminary 
evidence would provide the basis for a 
health claim under this standard, FDA 
looked carefully at the language of the 
act and its legislative history. The 
legislative history establishes that 
Congress’ intent was to ensure the 
scientific validity of authorized health 
claims. (See statement of Rep. Waxman; 
Ref, 4, H5844: "What we have sought to 
do is to permit health claims but only 
health claims based on scientipcally 
va/id information * * *” (emphasis 
added).) If Congress’ aim had been 
solely to prohibit false or misleading 
claims, it could have left FDA with its 
authority under sections 403(a) and 
201 (n) of the act. Instead it added 
section 403(r) of the act to ensure not 
only that claims are not frtlse or 
misleading, but also that they are 
scientifically valid. 

The fact that Congress adopted in 
section 403(r)(3)(B)(i) of the act the 
standard that FDA set out in its 
reproposed rule on health messages is 
significant in other respects. In the 
reproposal, the agency stated that it 
would not accept preliminary support 
for a label statement (55 FR at 5180). 
FDA proposed to permit only claims 
"supported by a sound body of 
scientific evidence” (55 FR at 5180). 
Congress adopted FDA’s proposed 
standard without stating that it was 
expanding the standard to include 
preliminary claims; instead it stated that 
it was adopting the same standard (Ref. 
1). 

Allowing claims based only on 
preliminary data would thus not be 
consistent with the terms of the statute 
and indeed would undercut the 
statutory scheme. The standard for 
permitting a health claim requires that 
the claim be supported by the totality of 
publicly available scientific evidence, 
and that there be significant scientific 
agreement among qualified experts that 
this support exists. A claim based on 
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preliminary data would not reach the 
threshold of scientific validity required 
by this standard. It is not sufficient that 
there simply be agreement among 
scientists that a statement accvirately 
characterizes the preliminary nature of 
the data, or that preliminary data could 
be interpreted in the way stated. 
Authorizing a claim in such 
ciroimstances would produce claims 
that are Uttle more than hypotheses. 
While such claims might not be false or 
misleading, they would not be 
scientifically valid. Under the statutory 
scheme, a health claim is to describe the 
scientifically established relationship 
between a nutrient and a disease or 
health-related condition, not the state of 
the evidence that might support such a 
claim. FDA is to focus on the state of the 
evidence in determining whether the 
claim is valid. Thus, preliminary claims 
are not permissible under the act. 

FDA does not agree that its past 
regulatory practices dictate that it 
permit preliminary or controversial 
health claims. The 41 year-old consent 
decree in United States v. Mytinger 6- 
Casselberry, referenced by one 
comment, is not relevant to the current 
situation and has been superseded by 
subsequent developments. With the 
1990 amendments. Congress added the 
specific requirement to the act that any 
health claim on a food must not only 
not be misleading but also must be 
scientifically valid. The agency does not 
have the authority to permit preliminary 
or controversial health claims that are 
qualified by an explanation that a 
difference of scientific opinion exists. 
Moreover, the agency does not consider 
itself in any way obligated to follow the 
FTC consent decree referenced by a 
comment. 

While FDA concludes that 
preliminary claims are not consistent 
with the act, that does not mean that the 
agency concludes that any qualification 
in a health claim would bar its use. 
Elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register, FDA is authorizing health 
claims on food labels that are qualified 
claims. FDA is authorizing these claims 
because it finds that they meet the 
standard of scientific validity. For each 
of the claims that FDA is authorizing, 
there is significant scientific agreement 
that there is a high probability that a 
reduction in risk of disease will occur. 

Further, absolute claims about 
diseases affected by diet are generally 
not possible because such diseases are 
almost always multifactorial. Diet is 
only one factor that influences whether 
a person will get such a disease. For 
example, in the case of calcium and 
osteoporosis, genetic predisposition 
(e.g., where there is a family history of 

fragile bones with aging) can play a 
major role in whether an individual will 
develop the disease. Because of factors 
other than diet, some individuals may 
develop the disease regardless of how 
they change their dietary patterns to 
avoid the disease. For those individuals, 
a claim that changes in dietary patterns 
will reduce the risk of disease would be 
false. Thus, health claims must be free 
to use the term “may” with respect to 
the potential to reduce the risk of 
disease. However, use of this term 
would not be appropriate for health 
claims on food labeling where 
significant scientific agreement does not 
exist that there is a hi^ probability that 
a reduction in disease risk will occur. 

Furthermore, Congress clearly 
concluded that there is a great deal of 
consumer confusion over health claims 
on food labeling (Ref. 1). FDA believes 
that much of the confusion results from 
claims based on preliminary data, and 
the agency believes that comments 
opposed to permitting preliminary 
claims are correct in their assessment 
that many consumers do not understand 
that preliminary claims are based on 
science considerably weaker than 
claims based on science about which 
there is a significant amoimt of 
scientific agreement. Also, FDA agrees 
with those comments maintaining that 
allowing preliminary claims would 
open the floodgates to a large number of 
partially supported claims, thereby 
undercutting the credibility of valid 
health claims on food labels and of the 
food label itself. FDA believes that 
health claims must be credible if they 
are to be useful to consumers. 

If FDA were to focus only on the 
impact of a single preliminary claim, 
arguments that benefits to consumers 
from permitting that claim where it 
might be true would outweigh losses 
where the claim later proved to be false 
might have merit. However, FDA must 
focus on the ultimate impact that 
permitting a multitude of preliminary 
claims would have on public health and 
on public confidence in the food label. 
That ultimate impact could easily 
involve a perception among many 
consumers that health claims and food 
labels are not reliable. To the extent that 
consumers do not change their dietary 
patterns to reduce their risk of disease, 
they will be less healthy, and there will 
be needless deaths from disease as well 
as costs to the national economy. Thus, 
FDA disagrees with comments asserting 
that preliminary claims would be in the 
best interests of consumers. 

Further, FDA doubts the accuracy of 
comments asserting that manufacturers 
will lose significant incentive to 
conduct research on new food 

formulations. The agency believes that 
the high credibility of FDA sanctioned 
claims and their impact on consumer 
purchasing decisions will prove to be 
sufficient incentive to continue such 
research. Further, if the agency were to 
permit almost all health claims of a 
preliminary nature, the value of such 
claims as marketing tools would siirely 
be considerably weakened as consumers 
lose faith in all claims. 

Of even more importance, however, is 
the fact that, even though FDA’s 
approach to permitting health claims 
may not permit as many claims as some 
firms desire, FDA’s approach will 
provide for scientifically valid health 
claims. Over time, FDA’s approach is 
likely to prove to be of far greater value 
in promoting good public health than 
permitting almost all preliminary 
claims. Further, FDA’s approach does 
not require absolute proof of the validity 
of a claim. Instead, this approach 
requires that there be sound science to 
support the claim. 

54. A number of comments called for 
a consensus among scientists prior to 
the approval of a claim. 

The legislative history of the 1990 
amendments makes clear that Congress 
did not intend, in calling for significant 
scientific agreement about the support 
for a claim, to require that such 
agreement represent a full consensus 
among scientists. The House Report 
(Ref. 1) states: “* * * the standard does 
not require that there be a unanimous 
agreement among experts. Instead there 
must be a significant agreement among 
experts, but it does not require that 
every expert in the field approve or 
agree with the claim.” 

The agency believes that a consensus, 
if defined as unanimous agreement 
among scientists about the validity of a 
particuleir claim, would be difficult to 
achieve, and that a standard requiring 
consensus would therefore prove 
impracticable. The agency is concerned 
that the stringent requirement of 
consensus would cause many valid 
health claims not to be approved and. 
by restricting such claims, would 
counter Congress’ intent that health 
claims supported by a significant 
scientific agreement be made available 
to consumers. In view of these concerns, 
and in conformity with the expressed 
intent of Congress and with the 
statutory language of the 1990 
amendments, the agency will not 
require that claims be supported by a 
consensus among scientists. 

55. Several comments objected that 
the scientific standard, particularly the 
phrase “significant scientific 
agreement,” is vague and subjective. 
One comment asked for clarification as 
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to the degree to which this phrase is 
qualitative or quantitative in nature and 
noted that a standard of evidence must 
be specific and consistent. Several 
comments suggested that the manner in 
whi(^ FDA applied the scientific 
standard is overbroad. 

The agency is sensitive to the 
comments’ perception that the scientific 
standard, particularly the phrase 
“significant scientific agreement,” is 
subjective. The agency believes, 
however, that any standard involving 
the evaluation of scientific evidence and 
the opinions derived from that evidence 
must M somewhat subjective. FDA, in 
choosing not to define “significant 
agreement” among experts in the 
November 27,1991, proposal (56 FR 
60548), noted that each situation may 
differ with the nature of the claimed 
substance/disease relationship. The 
agency believes that in deciding 
whether significant scientific agreement 
about the validity of a claim exists, it is 
necessary to consider both the extent of 
agreement and the nature of the 
disagreement on a case-by-case basis. 
The agency is concerned that if 
scientific agreement were to be assessed 
under any quantitative or rigidly 
defined criterion, the associated 
inflexibility of such a criterion might 
cause some valid claims to be 
disallowed where the disagreement, 
while present, is not persuasive. 

The House Report (Ref. 1) affirms the 
intended flexibility of the “significant 
scientific agreement” standard by 
pointing out that, in reviewing scientific 
studies, FDA may give greater weight to 
the studies that it &ids more persuasive. 
The House Report also clarifies that the 
overriding consideration in assessing 
whether to authorize a claim should be 
the Secretary’s level of comfort about 
the validity of the claim. Id. The agency 
believes that this clarification provides 
clear guidance for the application of the 
standard. 

56. Several comments suggested that 
FDA should look to the new drug 
provisions in section 505 of the act (21 
U.S.C. 355) for direction in assessing 
significant agreement with the proposed 
validity requirement and suggested that 
the degree of scientific agreement 
needed for health claims approval 
should be significant but less than that 
necessary for approval of a new drug 
application. 

roA agrees that the scientific 
standard for health claims is less 
stringent than the requirements for 
approval of a new drug. In the case of 
a new drug, section 505(d)(5) of the act 
provides that the Secretary shall refuse 
to approve an application for approval 
of such a drug where there is a lack of 

substantial evidence that the drug will 
have the effect that it purports or is 
represented to have under the 
conditions of use prescribed, 
recommended, or suggested in the 
proposed labeling thereof. The term 
“substantial evidence” is not, in and of 
itself, a particularly stringent standard. 
Section 505(d) of the act provides, 
however, that the term “substantial 
evidence” means evidence consisting of 
adequate and well-controlled 
investigations, including clinical 
investigations (human studies 
conducted in a controlled clinical 
setting), by experts qualified by 
scientific training and experience to 
evaluate the effectiveness of the drug 
involved, on the basis of which it could 
fairly and responsibly be concluded by 
such experts that the drug will have the 
effect it purports or is represented to 
have under the conditions of use 
prescribed, recommended, or suggested 
in the labeling or proposed labeling 
thereof. (In identifying the soiuoe of 
substantial evidence, the law limits the 
kinds of studies that can be used. Even 
this high standard, however, has a 
degree of flexibility.) Based on this 
statutory direction, ^e agency has 
identified a number of characteristics 
that are present in “adequate and well- 
controlled” studies in 21 CFR 314.126.>^ 

However, section 403(r) of the act 
does not mandate requirements as 
stringent as those for drugs in section 
505(d)(5) of the act. Section 403(r) of the 
act does not reference substantial 
evidence, adequate and well-controlled 
investigations, or clinical investigations. 
To the contrary, section 403(r) of the act 
contains more flexibility than the drug 
provisions of the act by providing FDA 
with authority to authorize claims based 
on “scientific evidence (including 
evidence from well-designed studies 
conducted in a manner which is 
consistent with generally recognized 
scientific procediues and principles), 
that there is significant agreement 
among experts qualified by scientific 
training and experience to evaluate such 
claims, that the claim is supported by 
such evidence” (section 403(r)(3)(B)(i)). 

The legislative history of this section 
of the act evidences a concern by 
Ck>ngress that health claims should not 
necessarily be restricted to the stringent 
evidence necessary to support a drug 
claim. H. Rept. 101-538 states: "Under 
this standard, the Secretary must review 
all the scientific evidence available that 
is pertinent to a claim.” (Ref. 1). 

In debate preceding passage of the 
1990 amendments, the sponsors of the 
bill raised concerns as to whether food 
claims should not be subject to a more 
flexible standard than drug claims. For 

example, in the July 30,1990, 
Congressional Record (H5844) (Ref. 3), 
Congressman Waxman stated: 

And then there is the issue of health 
claims. Prior to the mid-1980’s, health claims 
were simply not permitted. A health claim on 
a food pr^uct turned that food product. In 
a legal sense, from a food to drug because if 
the health claim were made, then the product 
had to go through the approval process at 
FDA to show the efficacy of that claim was 
valid, the same as would be required by a 
pharmaceutical. 

That was an awfully stringent requirement 
Further, on Octooer 26,1990 (Ref. 3), 

Congressman Madigan, the other House 
sponsor of the 1990 amendments, 
stated: 

Neither Federal regulation nor industry 
efforts have kept pace with scientific 
knowledge about diet and nutrition. This bill 
is an effort to remedy this situation while 
allowing FDA sufficient flexibility to modify 
the rules when valid, new scientific 
information is presented. Given increased 
awareness and advances in our scientific 
knowledge on the relationship between diet 
and health, this legislation is very timely. 

Consistent with this flexibility, FDA 
is not now prescribing a specific set, 
type, or number of studies as being 
necessary to support a health claim. The 
agency will consider all relevant data on 
a topic, including clinical studies, 
epidemiological data, and animal 
studies. Of course, the t)^, quality, and 
relevance of a study from which data are 
derived have an important bearing on 
how much weight is placed upon the 
data. For example, FDA will give the 
greatest weight in its evaluation to well- 
designed studies conducted with human 
subjects. Data from laboratory studies 
using animals, in vitro tests, and 
chemical analyses of the food substance 
may be useful, however, in providing an 
understanding of the nature of the 
relationship between the substance and 
the disease or health-related condition. 

In the preamble to the proposal (56 FR 
60537 at 60548 through 60549), FDA 
drew heavily on chapter two of the Diet 
and Health report (Ref. 6) for a 
discussion of how it will evaluate the 
studies that are submitted on the impact 
of intake of a substance on health. 
Interested persons are referred to that 
preamble discussion for further 
information about how the agency 
intends to apply the validity standard in 
new § 101.14(c). 

In summary, FDA sees the standard 
for health claims as diflerent fi’om the 
standard for establishing the 
effectiveness of a new drag. The agency 
is not now establishing any roinimiun 
data requirements imder this standard, 
although the agency might find it 
appropriate to do so in the future as it 
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gains more experience under the health 
claims regime. Rather, the agency will 
review all available scientific evidence 
that is pertinent to a claim and decide 
whether, on the basis of that evidence, 
the diaracterization of the relationship 
of a substance to a disease or health- 
related condition that is presented in 
the claim is scientifically valid, 

B. Assessment of Conformity to 
Scientific Standard 

1. General 

57. A few comments expressed 
concern about specific types of studies 
that FDA advis^ that it would consider 
in evaluating health claims. One 
comment objected that human studies 
in general would not be very useful. 
Another comment objected that human 
studies based on non-U.S, populations 
that e^diibit consistent results may not 
be useful. Another comment noted that 

-V case-control and cohort studies based on 
the U.S. population are often not 
powerful enough to detect diet-disease 
relationships bi^use the range of 
nutrient intakes within the population 
is too narrow. However, most comments 
agreed with the agency’s intention not 
to prescribe a specific set, type, or 
number of studies as being sufficient to 
support a disease-related claim, and 
with its statement that it will “seek to 
avoid the pitfalls of inflexible adherence 
to rigidly defined criteria” (56 FR 
60548). 

The statutory language of section 
403(r)(3)(B}(i) of the act is specific in 
directing the Secretary to consider the 
totality of publicly available scientific 
evidence. FDA cannot, therefore, and 
would not be inclined to, exclude any 
scientific evidence from consideration 
in assessing the validity of a claim. The 
agency recognizes, however, that the 
evidence relating to a particular claim 
may vary in its usefulness, and that 
some types of studies may be more 
probative than others in establishing the 
validity of particular nutrient-disease 
relationships. The agency will consider, 
therefore, as it stated in the November 
1991 proposal (56 FR 60537 at 60548). 
the type, quality, appropriateness of 
design and relevance of each of the 
studies and of the other information that 
together constitute the totality of 
scientific evidence when assessing the 
validity of a claim. The agency will 
evaluate the strengths and weaknesses 
of each individual study and weight it 
accordingly in reetching a decision about 
the validity of a particular claim. 

58. Other comments urged FDA to 
consider with fairness any proposed 
health claim that relies on data derived 
from non-Westem cultures. 

The agency advises that it will 
consider the evidence submitted in 
support of a claim on its scientific 
merits and in the context of the totality 
of available evidence. It will not 
rmderrate any study on the basis of its 
cultural or geograpW origin. Evidence 
in support of a proposed health claim, 
however, will attain value in direct 
proportion to the simificance in the 
U.S. population of me effects of the 
disease or health-related condition 
addressed by the claim. 

2. Dietary supplements 

59. Many comments asserted that 
FDA should establish a more Imiient 
standard for substances in dietary 
supplmnents. Some of these comments 
argued that such a standard is mandated 
by Congress and cited the statement of 
Senator Hatch, one of the primary 
authors of the 1990 amendments, that “a 
more lenient standard for dietary 
supplement[s] is envisioned." (Ref. 2). 
Other comments argued that the 
standard should be sufficiently lenient 
to permit marketing of supplements 
without any labeling restrictions. Some 
of these comments argued that dietary 
supplements needed no stringent 
requirements because supplements 

. could be adequately regulated under the 
regulatory regime of a label needing to 
be truthful and not misleading imder 
section 403(aKl) of the act. A number of 
comments asserted that the same 
standard effectively renders section 
403(r)(5)(D) of the act superfluous. Some 
comments asserted that, by not adopting 
a more lenient standard, FI)A would 
restrict the amount of health 
information available to consumers and 
stated that such information is 
important to consumers in deciding 
which products to buy. A number of 
comments asserted that the same 
standard for supplements is counter to 
the intent of the 1990 amendments 
because Congress intended to make 
more, rather than less, information 
about the health benefits of foods 
available to consumers. 

However, other comments agreed 
with FDA’s proposal to use the same 
scientific standmd for dietary 
supplements that the act provides for 
conventional foods. One comment noted 
that it is especially important to place 
dietary supplements under the same 
standard because they are marketed 
mainly on the basis of their purported 
health benefits. Another pointed out 
that the proposed standard will 
facilitate purchasing decisions for 
consumers by reducing fraudulent 
labeling claims. 

A few comments contended that FDA 
should establish a more stringent 

standard for substances In dietary 
supplements. One comment asserted 
that FDA has adequate authority to do 
so and asserted that the legislative 
history of the 1990 amendments 
supports a more stringmit standard. The 
comment stated that ^A recognized, 
when it proposed not to authorize a 
health claim for omega-3 fatty adds in 
Docket No. 91N-0103 (56 FR 60663, 
November 27,1991), that it does make 
a difference whether one receives 
nutriment from food or from pills. In 
that document, the comment 
maintained, FDA asserted that benefits 
have been shown for fish but not for 
omega-3 fatty acids. 

Under the DS Act. there is a 
moratorium on the implementation of 
the 1990 amendments with respect to 
dietary supplements. Therefore, FDA is 
not adopting a standard to implement 
section 403(rK5)P) of the act The 
agency will adopt a standard in 
accordance with the procedures 
established in the DS Act However, 
FDA has carefully considered these 
comments and. in response, would 
make the following observations. 

Although Congress did convey 
flexibility in resolving this issue to FDA, 
and one sponsor did state that this 
flexibility should be used to establish a 
more lenient standard, as the agency 
explained in the preamble of the 
proposal (56 FR 60537 at 60539 through 
60540), the legislative history 
concerning section 403(r)(5)(D) of the 
act makes clear that Congress ^d not 
intend to require that the agency adopt 
a different standard for these products 
(Refs. 2 and 3). Instead, the exemption 
on its face gives the agency the 
discretion to adopt a scientific standard 
respecting the validation of claims for 
supplements, regardless of whether the 
standard is more lenient or more 
stringent (Ref. 3). The exemption gives 
the agency the same discretion with 
respect to establishing a procedure 
under which claims may be made. 

The statement of House Floor 
Managers (Ref. 3), addresses section 
403(r)(5)(D) of the act by stating, in part: 

The Senate version of the bill, which we 
are voting on today, retains this standard for 
all foods except vitamins, minerals, herbs, 
and other similar nutritional substances 
(referred to below as “vitamins”). The bill 
requires that vitamins that Include claims 
defined undw section 403(rKl)(B) shall be 
subject to a "iMt)cedure and slonchird" 
de6ned by the Secretary in regulations that 
require an evaluation of the validity of the 
claim. The FDA‘s given the discretion to 
dehne both the procedure and the standard 
because the principals in the Senate could 
not agree on the appropriate procedure or the 
appropriate standa^. 
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It is obvious firom the language that the 
agency could adopt the same procedure and 
standard that Congress has adopted for 
disease claims on food other than vitamins; 
it is also obvious that it could adopt a 
stronger standard for vitamins, minerals, 

Jierbs, and other similar nutritional 
substances. 

In addition, the Metzenbaum-Hatch 
managers’ statement in the Senate (Ref. 
2) ad^esses section 403{r)(l)(B) of the 
act by stating, in part: ‘‘The purpose for 
the different handling of conventional 
food products and dietary supplements 
is to provide the Secretary flexibility in 
the development of the procedure and 
standard for health claims for dietary 
supplements.” 

ttus, both the Senate and the House 
of Representatives agreed that FDA has 
the flexibility to adopt the standard and 
procedure for dietary supplements that 
appears appropriate to the agency. As 
pointed out by the comments. Senator 
Hatch left no question about his 
position that IDA should use this 
flexibility to adopt a more lenient 
standard. However, other members of 
Congress were equally clear about their 
position that FDA should not adopt a 
more lenient standard. In the October 
24,1990, Congressional Record, (Ref. 2), 
Senator Metzenbaum, the other primary 
author of the Senate amendments, 
stated: 

* * * It is my view that there is no reason 
to do anything other than utilize4he same 
procediue and standard for dietary 
supplements. 

Whatever approach the Secretary takes, he 
must establish a system that evaluates the 
validity of health claims for dietary 
supplements. The system must be based on 
the same considerations that guide other 
agency decisions: public health, sound 
scientific principles and consumer fraud. 

Further, the House of Representatives 
clearly did not support a more lenient 
standard for dietary supplements. The 
statement of House Floor Managers that 
appears in the October, 26,1990, 
Congressional Record (Ref. 3) states: 

* • * Whatever approach the agency takes, 
it must adopt a system that evaluates the 
validity of any disease claims made with 
respect to these substances. Its system must 
be based on considerations of public health 
and consumer fraud. As in every similar 
decision made by the agency today, we fully 
expect that the agency’s evaluation of disease 
claims made with respect to vitamins will be 
based on sound scientific principles. 

There is a great potential for defrauding 
consumers if food is sold that contains 
inaccurate or unsupportable health claims. 
The potentibi is just as great for vitamins as 
it is for other products. In our view, vitamins 
and other substances covered by this 
provision should be subject to at least as 
strong a standard as is applicable to other 
foods that contain claims that the food will 
treat a disease or health condition. 

Thus, some members of Congress 
opposed a more lenient standard for 
dietary supplements. However, it also 
seems that assertions that Congress 
supported a more stringent standard in 
the legislative history of the 1990 
amendments are not well-founded. The 
above-mentioned statements on a more 
stringent standard were included in the 
legislative history to demonstrate that 
one could be established, if appropriate. 

The agency will consider this 
legislative-history together with the 
legislative history of the DS Act in 
proposing rules to implement the 1990 
amendments, with respect to the DS 
Act. The agency notes that if it were to 
adopt a more lenient standard and 
procedure for supplements, there might 
be a significant potential for consumer 
confusion when confronted with a 
situation in which there would be 
health claims for substances when they 
are present in supplements but not 
when they are present in conventional 
foods. If there is reason to conclude that 
this would not in fact be the case, FDA 
urges interested persons to come 
forward with evidence to support such 
a conclusion during the rulemaking 
mandated by the DS Act. 

The Managers Report on the DS Act 
(Ref. 34] states that among the policy 
goals of the DS Act is to assure the 
public that health or disease-related 
claims for dietary supplements are 
properly supported. In the rulemaking 
under the DS Act, FDA will try and 
determine what proper support should 
incude. In particular, the agency is 
interested in why the standard for the 
scientific validity of health claims in 
section 403(r)(3)(B)(i) which applies by 
law to claims for all substances for 
which claims are made except for those 
in dietary supplements, is not also 
appropriate for substances in dietary 
supplements. 

The agency also points out that it did 
not tentatively conclude in the omega- 
3 fatty acids proposal that it makes a 
difference whether one receives 
nutriment fipm food or from pills, as the 
comment suggested. While FDA did 
state in the summary of that docket that 
there is inadequate evidence to support 
a beneficial relationship between 
reduced risk of coronary heart disease 
and increased consiunption of omega-3 
fatty acids, and that there is some 
evidence that benefit may be gained 
through the consumption of fish, the 
agency noted that benefits attributed to 
fish could not necessarily be ascribed to 
the presence of omega-3 fatty acids. The 
example, therefore, does not show that 
a substance is any more beneficial when 
it is in a conventional food than when 
it is not in a conventional food. 

60. A number of comments suggested 
that the agency should adopt a separate 
mechanism for evaluating tne validity of 
claims for herbs. Under the suggested 
mechanism, an oversight committee 
would appoint an expert panel that 
would consist of a director and at least 
four scientists with training and 
experience related to herbal and 
botanical products. (FDA would 
participate as a nonvoting member.) The 
panel could hire outside consultants. 
The committee, which would be 
charged with the responsibility of 
reviewing all health claims petitions 
pertaining to herb or botanical 
components, would relieve FDA of all 
responsibility for initial review of these 
petitions. Such petitions would not be 
permitted to be submitted directly to 
FDA. The expert panel that was selected 
by the committee would conduct an 
evaluation of scientific data pertaining 
to the requested claim, subject the 
evaluation to peer review, and prepare 
a final recommendation about the claim. 
The recommendation and all supporting 
documents would then be forwarded to 
FDA, and the agency would be 
permitted 120 days to approve, 
disapprove, or modify the report. Under 
draft regulations submitted by one of the 
comments, there would be a codified 
presumption in favor of the committee 
recommendation. 

The comment asserted that this 
mechanism for evaluating petitions 
would not involve a transfer of the 
agency’s authority and obligation to 
enforce the act b^ause the final 
authority for decisions rests with FDA. 
Further, the comment asserted that there 
is precedent for the requested 
mechtmism in FDA’s past use of reviews 
of food and cosmetic ingredients that 
have been prepared by the Federation of 
American Societies for Experimental 
Biology (FASEB) and the Cosmetic 
Ingredient Review (CIR). 

Although the DS Act establishes a 
moratorium on the implementation of 
the 1990 amendments with respect to 
dietary supplements of herbs, the 
agency considers it appropriate to 
respond to this comment. FDA believes 
that the mechanism suggested by the 

..comment would involve a significant 
transfer of agency authority for the 
control of health claims on herbs, and 
there is no basis under the act for such 
a transfer. Although the comment 
asserts that such a transfer would not 
take place by maintaining that the final 
authority for decisions rests with FDA, 
the assertion is not correct. Because of 
the codified provision providing that 
there would be a presumption in favor 
of the committee recommendation, the 
agency would be obligated to prove that 
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the committee was wrong or else it 
would be required to follow the 
committee’s recommendation. Under 
such circumstances. FDA could be 
forced to propose to authorize a health 
claim that the agency believed, but was 
unable to prove, was not valid. Thus, 
there would, in fact, be a significant 
transfer of authority under the requested 
mechanism. 

Further, there is no precedent for the 
requested mechanism in FDA’s use of 
FASEB and CIR reviews of food and 
cosmetic ingredients. Neither type of 
review created a presumption in favor of 
the review recommendation. Also, FDA 
has never required that petitions 
pertaining to food and cosmetic 
ingredients be submitted for such 
reviews. With respect to FASEB 
reviews, FDA contracted for these 
reviews as part of its GRAS review in 
the early 1970’s and then once to update 
information on sulfiting agents. FASEB 
only submitted a recommendation as to 
whether, and what, uses of a substance 
were GRAS. FDA conducted its own 
review of the evidence and was free to 
elect to use the FASEB review as it saw 
fit. 

With respect to CIR reviews, such 
reviews are used primarily by industry 
to make self-determinations of cosmetic 
ingredient safety. The agency may, or 
may not, comment on any QR review. 
Even where FDA comments on a CIR 
review, there would be little likelihood 
that agency ruleipaking would result. In 
situations where such a review does 
serve as a stimulus for a rulemaking 
proceeding, the review would not be the 
sole reason for the proceeding. The 
agency fully retains its enforcement 
authority in both situations. 

Moreover, the committee suggested by 
the comment would be subject to the 
Federal Advisory Committee Act (5 
U.S.C App. 2). The burdens imposed on 
an agency Dy this statute are heavy. FDA 
has limited resources for advisory 
committees. While the agency may, on 
occassion, use advisory committees as 
part of the health claims process, it 
believes that it would be an 
inappropriate expenditure of those 
limited resources to commit them to the 
committee suggested by the comment. 

Of course, both the conventional food 
and dietary supplement industries may, 
if desired, work through committees in 
preparing well-supported petitions for 
submission to FDA, and FDA will 
cooperate with such committees at a 
scientific level by explaining the 
agency’s requirements to them and 
sharing publicly available information. 
However, the agency would not require 
firms to use su^ committees, and FDA 
would still have the ultimate obligation 

for claim is scientifically va^^To 
clarify that the agency will consider all 
recommendations by such committees. 
FDA has revised provisions of new 
§ 101.70(b) to provide that information 
that is submitted with petitions may 
include any findings, along with the 
basis of the findings, of an outside panel 
with expertise in the subject area at 
issue. While the agency will consider 
any findings of a panel included in a 
petition, the agency will not use that 
panel to make its decision. 

61. Some comments asserted that in 
addition to the proposed regulatory 
fiamework for evaluating health claims, 
which involves permitting supplement 
claims on the same terms as for 
conventional foods, FDA should also 
subject dietary supplements to an 
alternative involving a difierent level of 
validity substantiation and a different 
procedure. Under the alternative 
procedure, claims for which there is 
substantial scientific evidence but not 
yet significant scientific agreement 
would have to undergo a certification 
and notification procedure rather than 
rulemaking proceedings. Under the 
alternative, claims could be made for 
supplements so long as: (1) The claim 
expressly discloses the absence of 
scientific agreement as to the 
relationship, (2) the manufacturer 
provides FDA with a fully documented 
certification by a panel of at least three 
qualified experts that there is 
substantial scientific evidence 
supporting the claim, and (3) FDA does 
not disapprove the claim within 90 days 
of receipt of the certification. (When 
additional information is needed, the 90 
day period could be extended an 
additional 45 days.) Under the 
alternative, FDA would have an 
opportunity to participate in the 
selection of the expert panel. 

Given the moratorium on the 
implementation of the 1990 
amendments established by the DS Act. 
the agency is reserving maldng a 
detailed response to these comments at 
this time. The Managers Report on the 
DS Act (Ref. 34) states that FDA may 
wish to propose new rules or to 
repropose rules under section 
403(r)(5)(D) of the act. FDA will 
consider these comments in deciding 
what action to take with respect to 
section 403(r)(5)(D) of the act in 
responding to the DS Act. 

V. General Labeling Requirements 

Proposed § 101.14(d)(1) provides that 
when FDA determines that a health 
claim is valid, the agency will propose 
a regulation in part 101, subpart E to 
authorize the use of the claim. Further, 

the provision states that if the claim 
pertains to a substance not provided for 
in § 101.9 or § 101.36, FDA will propose 
amending those regulations to include 
declaration of the substance. FDA points 
out that § 101.9(a) requires that wlmre a 
claim about a nutrient is made, the 
nutrition labeling information shall 
include appropriate information about 
that nutrient. Proposed § 101.36(a) also 
would require nutrition information on 
dietary supplements. However, given 
the moratorium established by th^e DS 
Act. FDA is not adopting § 101.36 at this 
time. FDA has deleted the reference to 
that section from § 101.14(d)(1). 

62. Several comments argued that 
FDA should not permit firms to place 
any health claims on the labels of 
conventional foods or of dietary 
supplements. 

trough enactment of section 403(r) 
of the act. Congress has mandated that 
firms be permitted to place health 
claims on food labels when FDA finds 
that the claims are valid and establishes 
regulations authorizing their use. 
Although the comments cited a wide 
variety of reasmis to support their 
objections, FDA is not aodressing these 
reasons because the 1990 amendments 
settled this issue. The agency has, 
therefore, not made any changes in 
response to these comments. 

A. Consistency with Summary of 
Scientific Information and Model Health 
Claim 

Proposed § 101.14(d)(2)(i) stated that 
all lal^l or labeling statements about the 
health benefit that is the subject of the 
health claim shall be based on, and 
consistent with, the conclusions set 
forth in the siunmary of scientific 
information and model health claims 
provided in regulations in part 101, 
subpart E. 

63. Some comments urged FDA not to 
allow manufacturers to paraphrase an 
established model health claim. These 
comments stated that claims should be 
repeated in the same way on each 
qualifying food product to ensure that 
only one clear message is being given to 
consumers. One of these comments 
cautioned that consumers faced with 
health claims stated in a wide variety of 
ways will be confused about the 
possibility of differences among the 
claims. Another suggested that in light 
of the practical inability of FDA to 
police varying wordings for accuracy, 
the only way to ensure that claims are 
an accurate representation of the facts is 
to require that agency-drafted claims be 
used. The comment noted that although 
the 1990 amendments did not 
specifically contemplate mandatory 
FDA-created wording for the health 
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claims, section 403(i)(3)(B)(iii) of the act 
could be interpreted to allow such an 
approach on the basis that the agency 
wording is the only one that “enables 
the public to comprehend the 
information provided in the claim.” 

However, other comments maintained 
that manufacturers should not be held 
to the specific language in the model 
health claims and asked that the 
regulations be amended to specifically 
state that label claims need not be 
identical to the model claim language. 
The comments explained that the model 
claims are too complex to be meaningful 
to consumers and expressed concern 
that the proposed requirement for 
consistency might be interpreted in 
such a rigid manner that effectively only 
the model claim would be permitted. 

FDA does not believe that the 1990 
amendments allow the agency to 
prohibit manufacturers who wish to 
place a health claim on a product from 
paraphrasing language in the model 
claim. Section 3(b)(l)(A)(vii) of the 1990 
amendments prohibits FDA from 
requiring p>ersons to secure agency 
approval ^fore placing a health claim 
on a product, provided that the claim is 
in compliance with the applicable 
regulation. The House Report (Ref. 1), 
states that this section “makes it clear 
that the regulations will not require 
premarket review of each claim; they 
will only require that the claim be 
consistent with the terms and 
requirements of the regulations.” The 
agency believes that it is possible to 
paraphrase a model health claim while 
remaining consistent with the terms and 
requirements of the regulations 
permitting that claim. This position is 
similar to agency policy that permits the 
use of terminology other than that 
established in a final OTC drug 
monograph in labeling of an OTC drug 
product to describe indications for use 
(51 FR 16258, May 1,1986). Consistent 
with that policy for OTC drug labeling, 
the agency believes that the goal of 
ensuring scientifically valid, truthful, 
and nonmisleading labeling without 
inhibiting effective consumer 
communication does not require 
exclusive use of language in a model 
health claim. The model language along 
with other requirements for that claim 
will, nevertheless, provide the standard 
for measuring the accuracy of 
alternative language developed by food 
manufacturers for their products 
because FDA has included all 
mandatory labeling elements of a health 
claim in the model claim. Of course, 
manufactiuers should recognize that a 
paraphrased health claim that fails to 
convey all the mandatory elements of 

the claim will subject a product to 
regulatory action. 

Section 403(r)(3)(B)(iii) of the act does 
not require the verbatim use of the 
agency’s model health claims. The 
provision states that the agency must 
require in a regulation au^orizing a 
health claim that the claim be stated in 
such a way as to allow the public to 
comprehend the presented information 
and to imderstand the relationship of 
the substance to the disease or health* 
related condition, the significance of the 
substance in affecting the disease or 
health* related condition, and the 
significance of the information in the 
context of the total daily diet. The 
agency’s model wording of a health 
claim is likely not to be the only way 
in which one can convey all the 
required information. 

Although FDA agrees that 
manufacturers should not be held to the 
specific language in the model health 
claims, the agency does not believe that 
it is necessary to state this fact in the 
regulations. Just as some could 
misinterpret the proposed codified 
requirement that claims be “consistent 
with” model claims, others could 
misinterpret a provision stating that 
claims “need not be identical to the 
model claim language.” Thus, FDA has 
revised new § 101.14(d)(2)(i) to require 
that labeling statements conform to the 
conclusions set forth in the regulations 
in part 101, subpart E without any 
specific reference to provisions 
contained therein. 

64. Some comments contended that 
FDA’s proposed regulations would 
require too much information in health 
claims, and that the appearance of so 
much information in a iiealth claim 
would confuse consumers. Some of 
these comments suggested that this 
confusion could thwart FDA’s goal of 
educating the public. Others asserted 
that, rather than trying to clear up their 
confusion, many consumers would 
simply assume that the product is 
unhealthy for them and choose products 
that did not bear the lengthy claims. 
One of these comments stated that the 
calcium/osteoporosis claim was, 
according to computer analysis, so 
complex that a “fourteenth-grade” 
reading level was required to properly 
understand it. 

Another comment objected that the 
proposed policy of codifying “all” 
effects of a nutrient on a condition or 
disease would lead to the inclusion of 
effects that were of tangential 
importance or that were not the subject 
of significant scientific agreement. 
Instead, the comment stated. FDA 
should limit its description to 

significant effects on which there was 
such scientific agreement. 

However, other comments agreed 
with FDA’s proposal that health claims 
should include information on factors 
that affect the nutrient-disease 
relationship (e.g., exercise). One 
consumer advocacy organization 
strongly asserted that it is important that 
nutrient intake not appear to be the sole 
factor in matters affecting the risk of 
disease when other factors are 
considered to be of similar importance. 
The comment stated that use of such 
language as “one of several factors” and 
“can help” in health claims will help 
the public to xmderstand that the 
nutritional characteristics of the foods 
bearing claims are not “cure-alls” for 
the disease/health condition mentioned. 

FDA agrees that consumers should be 
presented with health claim information 
in a clear, nonconfusing manner, and 
the agency realizes that there is a limit 
to the amount and complexity of 
information that can be presented in a 
health claim. However, the agency 
believes that it must require enough 
information in a health claim to ensure 
that consumers understand that factors 
other than dietary intake of the nutrient 
may bear on the substance-disease 
relationship. Given these imperatives, 
the agency is faced with the difficult 
taslg:^ determining what information is 
necessary in a claim, and what 
information is not. 

FDA has reviewed the requirements 
for the health claims that it is 
authorizing elsewhere in this issue of 
the Federal Register to determine 
whether they call for the inclusion of 
information in the claim that is not 
absolutely necessary to allow the 
consumer to understand the claims in 
the context of a total daily diet. FDA has 
deleted information that is not 
necessary horn the list of mandatory 
information and instead has listed this 
information as information that a 
manufacturer may opt to include in a 
health claim. FDA will take a similar 
approach in the future. FDA believes 
that its regulations in part 101, subpart 
E now represent an acceptable balance 
between the consumer’s right to 
understand the full context of the claim 
and the manufacturer’s concern over 
claim length. By delineating the 
information that is mandatory and 
optional in a claim, FDA is relieving 
manufacturers fi'om having to include 
information that is of tangential 
importance but allowing those who 
wish to use the information to do so 
without violating the authorizing 
regulation. 

As for the comments that asserted that 
the sentence structure and phrasing of 
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the model claims are too complex, the 
agency has sought to minimize 
complexity but has foimd that some 
unavoidably results from trying to 
provide the information necessary to 
ensure that consumers understand the 
claim in its proper context. FDA 
believes that the versions of the claims 
that it is adopting mandate less 
information, and are significantly less 
complex, than those proposed. 
However, manufactmrers who are not 
satisfied with the model claims are fr^ 
to develop their own versions of the 
claim, provided that those versions 
include all of the information required 
by the authorizing regulation. 

65. One comment asserted that 
product-specific health claims, which 
emphasize the role of a specific product 
or brand of product in a diet-disease 
relationship already the subject of an 
agency regulation, should be allowed 
and even encouraged. 

FDA disagrees with this comment. 
Section 403(r)(3)(B)(iii) of the act directs 
the agency to require that health claims 
enable the public to understand the 
information in the context of the total 
daily diet. FDA believes that a claim 
that refers specifically to the health 
benefits conferred by the consumption 
of a certain brand name of product 
would imduly emphasize the 
importance of that brand in the context 
of the daily diet. Also, such claims 
could imply that other brands of the 
same food, as well as other foods 
containing the substance, might not 
have the same effect on the disease or 
health-related condition and thus be 
misleading tmder section 403(a) of the 
act. Accordingly, the agency rejects this 
comment’s recommendation. 

66. A number of comments suggested 
that FDA should develop health claims 
about general food choices, rather than 
substances, and a disease or health- 
related condition. Other comments, 
however, cautioned that such an 
approach might create more consumer 
confusion than benefit. 

As FDA pointed out in its response to 
comment 1 of this document, claims 
about the benefits of general classes of 
food such as fruits and vegetables that 
do not make an express or implied 
connection to any specific substances 
do not constitute health claims because 
the multiplicity of substances found in 
those foods renders the claim too 
general to satisfy the first basic element 
of a health claim (i.e., substance). 
However, where a claim about a general 
food choice is an implied claim for a 
substance or specific substances 
contained in the food and a disease or 
health-related condition, it would be 
subject to the health claims regime. 

Development of information about 
general food choices and diseases or 
health-related conditions, to the extent 
it is not subject to section 403(r) of the 
act, is an activity authorized by the 
National Nutrition Monitoring and 
Related Research Act of 1990 (Ref. 32) 
which was enacted at about the same 
time as the 1990 amendments. In brief, 
the Nutrition Monitoring and Related 
Research Act authorizes the Secretary of 
the Department of Health and Human 
Services and the Secretary of the 
Department of Agricultiire to establish 
dietary guidance by jointly publishing at 
least every 5 years a report entitled 
“Dietary Guidelines for Americans." 
Each such report is to contain 
nutritional and dietary information and 
guidelines for the general public which 
are based on the preponderance of the 
scientific and medical knowledge that is 
current at the time the report is 
prepared. The Secretaries are also 
authorized to review and approve any 
dietary guidance for the general 
population or identified population 
subgroup proposed to be issued by any 
Federal agency to assure that the 
guidance either is consistent with the 
“Dietary Guidelines for Americans,” or 
that the guidance is based on medical or 
new scientific knowledge that is 
determined to be valid by the 
Secretaries. 

The goals to be achieved by both the 
1990 amendments and the Nutrition 
Monitoring and Related Research Act (7 
U.S.C. 5341) are complementary in 
every respect. Where the 1990 
amendments ensure the validity of 
health claims, the Nutrition Monitoring 
and Related Research Act ensures the 
validity of dietary guidance. In 
considering whether to authorize health 
claims, the agency will exercise great 
care to see that the claims that it 
authorizes are fully compatible with 
national dietary guidance. 

B. Complete, Truthful, and Not 
Misleading 

Proposed § 101.14(d)(2)(iii) stated that 
a health claim shall ^ complete, 
truthful, and not misleading. In keeping 
with these requirements, FDA asserted 
that where factors other than 
consumption of the substance bear on 
the claimed effect on a disease or 
health-related condition, such factors 
must be addressed in the claim. 

67. One comment proposed that the 
word “complete" as used in proposed 
§ 101.14(d)(2)(iii) is vague and would 
lead to confusion. It noted that each 
company in the food industry will be 
free to paraphrase FDA’s model health 
claims and, since such paraphrasing 
necessarily implies different words and 

sentences, to the extent that a 
company’s claim does not track the 
model exactly, such claims will not be 
“complete.’^ Hie comment suggested 
that the word “complete" be deleted 
frtim the final regulation. 

FDA disagrees that the word 
“complete" should bo deleted from the 
regulation. The agency believes that it is 
imperative that consumers be informed 
of factors other than the consumption or 
nonconsumption of the substance that 
significantly bear on the claimed effect 
on a disease or a health-related 

.'Condition. To this end. FDA will codify 
all such information in part 101, subpart 
E. FDA believes that the word 
“complete" is necessary in 
§ 101.14(d)(2)(iii) to ensure that 
manufacturers imderstand that their 
health claims must include all such 
mandated information. This policy is 
consistent with section 201(n) of the act. 
which provides that an article’s labeling 
may be misleading if it omits material 
facts. 

68. One comment stated that dietary 
supplements should be required to 
balance their health claims by including 
warnings against any negative health 
effects &at might result from their use. 
The comment also suggested that the 
labels of such products should declare 
the maximum amount of the dietary 
supplement that can be consumed 
without incurring risk of toxicity. 

FDA disagrees. To be eligible for a 
health claim, a substance, if it is to be 
consumed at other than decreased 
dietary levels, is required to be a food 
or a food ingredient whose use at the 
levels necessary to justify the claim is 
safe and lawful under the applicable 
food safety provisions of the act. Thus, 
there is no reason to treat dietary 
supplements any differently than other 
fo^ by requiring that they bear special 
warnings. 

To avoid any misimderstanding as to 
the appropriate level of consumption in 
relation to the daily diet, the agency 
may require, in its authorizing 
regulation for a claim, that the claim 
state the level of consumption beyond 
which no additional benefit is likely to 
be gained. The agency notes as an 
example that the calcium/osteoporosis 
health claim includes the statement that 
“adequate calcium intake is important, 
but daily intakes above about 2,400 mg 
are not likely to provide any additional 
benefit.” 

If at some point in the future, the 
agency approves a health claim that has 
some safety concern to any 
subpopulation of consumers, the agency 
will, of course require that the claim 
include sufficient information to alert 
that subpopulation. For example, if FDA 
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ever approves a health claim for vitamin 
D, the claim wo\dd be required to 
inform consumers of the potential for an 
adverse effect from excess consumption. 

C. Layout 

Proposed § 101.14(d)(2)(iv) stated that 
all claims must appear in one place, in 
the same type size, without intervening 
material. FDA included in this 
provision an exception to allow a short 
reference statement to appear on the 
label. “See-W information 
about the relationship between 
-and--.” with 
the blanks filled in with references to 
the location of the labeling (other than 
the label) on which the full claim 
appears, the name of the substance, and 
the disease or health-related condition. 

69. A number of comments suggested 
that proposed § 101.14(d)(2)(iv) be 
amended to allow the use of a front- 
panel reference to a full health claim 
appearing on the side or back panels. 
Many of Uiese comments contended that 
a referral statement on the principal 
display panel would help make 
consumers aware of the mil claim, 
which itself mi^t be too long to appear 
on the principal panel. Some comments 
suggested that abbreviated forms of a 
health claim be allowed to serve as 
reference statements. One of these 
comments suggested that this approach 
would avoid overcrowding of the 
principal display panel, would place the 
health claims where they would be of 
greatest use to consiuners, and would 
still provide conveniently located, 
detailed information to consumers. 

FDA takes note of those comments on 
reference statements and abbreviated 
health claims. Some of the issues raised 
by these comments have been resolved 
with revisions made in all of the model 
health claims. For example, among the 
sample claims for sodium and 
hypertension in new § 101.74(e) is one 
that reads: “Diets low in sodium may 
reduce the risk of high blood pressure, 
a disease that is dependent upon many 
factors.” Similarly short claims have 
been developed for other health claims. 
Since these abbreviated claims are not 
much different in length than a 
reference statement that would have 
been used on the principal display 
panel or elsewhere in labeling of a 
product, it is now possible to present 
the health claim in place of a reference 
statement. However, since the agency 
cannot provide assurance that future 
health claims will be crafted to be as 
short at the example given above. FDA 
has retained proposed § 101.14(d)(iv). 
The agency’s responses to comments on 
reference statements and abbreviated 
claims follow. 

FDA does not believe that it is 
appropriate to use abbreviated health 
claims as referral statements. Shortened 
health claims \ised as referral 
statements, even those as simple as “See 
side panel for information on how 
calcium may reduce the risk of 
osteoporosis.” still constitute a health 
claim because they clearly characterize 
the relationship between a substance 
and a disease or health-related 
condition. Further, such a health claim 
is misleading because it does not 
include facts that are material in light of 
the representation that is made, and that 
are necessary to understand the claim in 
the context of the daily diet. For 
example, in the case of calcium and 
osteoporosis, the shortened claim does 
not reveal that regular exercise and a 
balanced diet are important to the 
maintenance of good bone health, and 
that a daily intake of calcium in excess 
of 2.400 mg is not likely to provide 
additional benefit for reducing the risk 
of osteoporosis. 

Such situations are possible whenever 
the full health claim information 
appears in a location different from that 
of the reference statement and are 
especially likely to occur when a 
multiplicity of labeling is associated 
with a product. For example, a cereal 
manufacturer could place an 
abbreviated claim as a reference 
statement on the principal display panel 
of the cereal box and then bury the full 
claim on one of several paper inserts. In 
such a case, a consumer is unlikely to 
search through the inserts to find the 
full claim. A similar situation might 
arise were a grocer to display an 
abbreviated calcium-osteoporosis claim 
as a referral statement on a dairy case 
and then place the full claim on a 
billboard in a far comer of the store. A 
consumer is not likely to search through 
the store for the detailed health 
information. 

In each of these examples, the 
consumer would be misled because he/ 
she has received an incomplete health 
claim that does not disclose information 
on nondietary factors that may affect the 
nutrient-disease relationship and that 
does not allow the consumer to 
understand the claim in the context of 
the total daily diet. Case law clearly 
supports the agency’s position that the 
mere presence of the full health claim 
elsewhere in the product labeling does 
not coimteract the misleading nature of 
the abbreviated reference statements in 
such instances. See. e.g., U.S. v. An 
Article of Food * * * “Manischewitz * 
* * Diet Thins," 377 F. Supp. 746. 749 
(E.D.N.Y. 1974). 

The referral statement provided in 
§ 101.14(d)(2)(iv) does not constitute a 

health claim, as it does not characterize 
the relationship between a substance 
and a disease or health-related 
condition. The statement simply refers 
the consumer to a location where the 
complete health claim appears. A 
consumer who reads the referral 
statement without reading the full 
health claim may realize that there is 
some relationship between the nutrient 
and the disease. The nature of that 
relationship, however, is only presented 
in a context that is complete, truthful, 
and not misleading and that thus allows 
the consumer to fully imderstand and 
evaluate the claim. Thus, the consumer 
will not be misled by reading the 
provided referral statement. 
Accordingly, the referral statement 
provided in proposed § 101.14(d)(2)(iv) 
is the only one mat should be used. As 
explained previously in this preamble 
(section I.D.5. of this document), the 
statement must appear in immediate 
proximity to any graphic material such 
as a sym^l that constitutes an explicit 
or implied health claim. 

70. A number of comments suggested 
that the complete health claim should 
be allowed only on the principal display 
panel unless the panel is too small to 
accommodate it. 

FDA does not agree that health claims 
should be required to appear only on 
the principal display panel. The 
adoption of such a policy, for those 
labels that are physically large enough 
to contain the mil health claim, could 
easily lead to overcrowding of some 
principal display panels and would 
eliminate their use on those that are not. 
Such a requirement would significantly 
undercut the congressional intent in 
providing for health claims in section 
403(r) of the act. Therefore, FDA rejects 
this comment. 

71. A number of comments asserted 
that the typ>e size requirement proposed 
for health claims is not mandated by 
law. It was also argued that the 
requirement may make it impossible for 
manufacturers to include other truthful 
and nonmisleading information on the 
principal display panel. 

FDA recognizes that the proposed 
type sizes are not mandated by law. The 
agency proposed this requirement 
b^use it was concerned that many 
consumers, when faced with a health 
claim printed in difiering type sizes, 
might read only those portions of the 
claim that appear in larger type and thus 
would overlook the information printed 
in smaller type. However, FDA has 
reconsidered this issue and now 
believes that, as proposed, the provision 
is unnecessarily restrictive. Certainly 
consumers would not likely igpore 
portions of a health claim that are 
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printed in a reasonably related type size 
to the largest printed matter in the 
claim. FDA believes that any abusive 
use of type size could adequately be 
prevented under § 101.14(d)(2)(iii), 
which requires, in psirt, that a claim not 
be misleading. Accordingly, FDA has 
removed the requirement ^at a claim 
appear in the same type size. While the 
agency encourages manufacturers to 
observe the minimum type size required 
by § 101.2 for mandatory labeling 
information to ensure that the claims are 
easily legible, manufacturers who want 
to include a complete health claim on 
the principal display panel of a product 
may utilize whatever type size they feel 
is necessary to achieve ^is end. 

72. One comment recommended that, 
in order to avoid the label space 
problems that would result horn the 
appearance of lengthy bilingual claims, 
health claims on imported products 
should be allowed to appear in English 
without translations into the foreign 
languages that appear on the label. The 
comment asserted that comjjetitive 
pressure will force U.S. importers to 
make label claims comparable to 
domestically produced products and 
cited the model health claim for calcium 
and osteoporosis in exemplifying the 
difficulty that would result horn 
providing lengthy bilingual claims. 
Another comment from a foreign 
industry organization objected to 
permitting any health claims on food 
labels because multi-language labeling 
will be so burdensome that it will serve 
as a nontariff trade barrier. 

FDA advises that the provisions of 
§ 101.15(c)(2) require only that all 
mandatory labeling information be 
translated into any foreign languages 
that appear on any part of a product’s 
labeling. Because the presence of a 
health claim on a food label is 
voluntary, manufacturers who place an 
English-language health claim on a 
multi-language label may choose 
whether to translate that claim into one. 
all, or none of the foreign languages 
appearing on the label. 

D. Enables Public to Understand 
Significance of Claim in Context of 
Total Daily Diet 

Proposed § 101.14(d)(2)(v) stated that 
a health claim must enable the public to 
comprehend the information provided 
end to understand the relative 
significance of such information in the 
context of a total daily diet. 

73. Some comments asserted that the 
multiplicity of labeling requirements 
exceeds the statutory language of the 
1990 amendments and stated there is no 
evidence in the legislative history to 
suggest that Congress intended label 

claims about nutrient/disease 
relationships to include the kinds of 
detailed inrormation mentioned in the 
preamble. One of these comments stated 
that FDA is authorized imder the 
amendments to require only that 
information that is necessary to prevent 
the health claim horn being misleading. 

Another comment disagreed with 
FDA’s conclusion that se^on 
403(r)(3)(B)(iii) of the act allowed "only 
those effects found to be substantiated’’ 
to be included in the health claim. The 
comment instead asserted that the 
requirements of the provision would be 
fulfilled if a health claim merely 
characterized the level of a nutrient vis- 
a-vis a disease, provided that there was 
significant scientific agreement that the 
intake of the nutrient at the level 
present in the food was beneficial in 
reducine the risk of the disease. 

FDA disagrees with these comments. 
Section 403(r)(3)(B)(iii) of the act 
requires that a regulation that authorizes 
a claim require that the claim be stated 
in a manner that enables the public to 
comprehend the information in the 
claim and to understand the 
relationship of the substance to the 
disease, the significance of the 
substance in affecting the disease, emd 
the significance of the information in 
the context of the total daily diet. Thus, 
a wide variety of factors may need to be 
addressed in the claim in order to fulfill 
these requirements, and the agency is 
not limited to requiring only that 
information that is necessary to prevent 
a claim from being misleading. 

For example, the regulation 
authorizing a claim on the relationship 
between calcium and osteoporosis 
requires that the claim explain that 
adequate calcium intake during 
adolescence and early adulthood 
appears to have a positive effect on bone 
health, and that optimizing peak bone 
mass during that period may reduce the 
risk of osteoporotic fracture in old age 
(see new§ 101.72(d)(3)). Additionally, 
the regulation requires that claims point 
out that adequate calcium intake be 
accompanied with exercise and the 
maintenance of a balanced diet. The 
claim must also identify factors such as 
the age range within which women can 
expect to achieve the greatest effect for 
decreasing the risk of developing 
osteoporosis in later life (see new 
§ 101.72(d)(2)). These are considered to 
be facts essential for consumers to 
understand the conditions and 
circumstances under which the claimed 
effect of calcium on the risk of 
osteoporosis is more likely to be 
obtained. 

Accordingly, if FDA were to permit a 
health claim that simply characterized 

the level of a nutrient vis-a-vis a disease 
or health-related condition, the agency 
would not meet the statutory 
requirements of section 403(r)(3)(B)(iii) 
of the act. Therefore, FDA rejects the 
comments. 

74. Some comments stated that the 
model health claims were themselves 
misleading in that the identification of 
certain hi^-risk groups in a claim 
might easily lead consumers in other 
groups to believe that the information 
presented in the claim does not apply to 
them, when in fact it may (for example, 
osteoporosis affects some men as well as 
women). 

The model claims that are targeted to 
specific subpopulations have hwn 
carefully worded to encompass all of the 

'affected subpopulations. The agency, 
therefore, sees no potential for a 
consumer who is in a group that is at 
increased risk of a disease that is 
discussed in a health claim to be misled 
by the claim into believing that he/she 
is not at an increased risk of the disease. 
The agency addresses concerns about 
specific model health claims in the 
preambles to the specific regulations 
authorizing those claims. 

75. Other comments asserted that 
model health claims should emphasize 
the importance of good nutrition habits 
to all consumers. One also 
recommended that FDA require a 
statement about the need to seek 
medical advice for treating the related 
disease as part of the health claim. 

FDA does not agree that it is 
appropriate to require that all health 
claims emphasize the importance of 
good nutrition to all consumers. In 
many cases, a health claim may be 
targeted toward a specific 
subpopulation. The inclusion of a 
statement directed at the general U.S. 
population could lead some consumers 
who are not targets of the claim to 
mistakenly believe that the entire health 
claim has relevance to them. For 
example, a calcium-osteoporosis claim 
targeted toward teenage women that 
bears a statement concerning the 
importance of good nutrition to the 
general population could mislead some 
middle-age men with no family history 
of osteoporosis to believe that the claim 
was also targeted toward them. 

Also, FDA does not believe that it is 
appropriate for health claims to becur 
statements concerning the need to seek 
medical advice for treating the disease 
or health-related condition mentioned 
in a claim. The agency is concerned that 
the appearance of a statement 
concerning the treatment of a disease on 
the label of a food could mislead some 
consumers to believe that the food 
possesses therapeutic value for an 
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existing disease or health-related 
condition. Further, such an 
interpretation could encourage some 
consumers who suffer from the disease 
or condition to attempt "home 
remedies” by consuming more of the 
product and, ironically, temporarily or 
even permanently foregoing the m^ical 
attention that they need. 

E. ftiesence of "Low" Level of Nutrient 
to be Consumed at Decreased Dietary 
Levels: Presence of "High" Level of 
Nutrient to be Consumed at Other Than 
Decreased Dietary Levels 

Proposed § 101.14(d)(2)(vi) stated that 
to bear a claim about the benefits of 
consuming a substance at reduced 
dietary levels, a food must be 
sufficiently low in that substance to 
meet the definition of the term "low” if 
the term has been defined for that 
substance, or if the term has not been 
defined, to meet the level set in the 
regulation authorizing the claim. 
Proposed § 101.14(dK2)(vii) stated that 
to bear a claim about consuming a 
substance at other than decreas^ 
dietary levels, a food must be 
sufficiently high in that substance to 
meet the definition of "high” if the term 
has been defined for that substance, or 
if the term has not been defined, to meet 
the level set in the regulation 
authorizing the claim. 

With the decision in section n.B of 
this document to revise the definition of 
"substance” in proposed § 101.14(a)(2) 
to include a specific food as well as a 
component of food, the requirements of 
proposed § 101.14(d)(2)(vii) (i.e., the 
requirements for "high”) must be 
revised as they apply to a health claim 
for a specific food. Where a health claim 
for a specific food (e.g., garlic, rice bran) 
is established by the agency, it is 
presumed that the claim will deal with 
either inclusion of the food in the diet 
or increased dietary intake to efiect the 
benefit that is the object of the claim. 
The agency does not envision 
authorizing a health claim for a specific 
food based on decreased intake of that 
food because, where moderation in or a 
decrease in daily intake is at issue, that 
action is directed toward food 
components rather than whole foods 
(e.g., "choose a diet low in fat, satiueted 
fat, and cholesterol;” "use sodium only 
in moderation”). 

Accordingly, FDA has revised 
proposed § 101.14(d)(2)(vii) to state that, 
where no definition for "high” has been 
established, that is where the claim 
pertains to a whole food or to the food’s 
use as an ingredient in other foods, the 
claim must specify the daily dietary 
Intake necessary to achieve the claimed 

efiect as established in the regulation 
authorizing the claim. 

76. Most comments concurred with 
the proposal to allow a health claim 
only when a food contains the claimed 
substance in an amoimt that meets the 
criterion for either a "high” or “low” 
level of that substance. However, some 
comments qualified their concurrence 
by saying that they did not agree with 
the definitions for “high” and "low.” 
One comment stated that, absent a 
definitive showing that health claims 
would be misleading on foods that do 
not meet the "high” or "low” 
definitions, FDA’s approach cannot be 
considered narrowly tailored to directly 
advance the government’s interest in 
providing important diet and health 
information to consumers. Unless 
deception could be proved, the 
comment urged FDA to eliminate the 
requirements linking health claims to 
“high” and "low” definitions for 
nutrient content of foods. 

The agency has considered these 
comments and concludes that it is 
appropriate to retain the requirements 
in proposed§§ 101.14(d)(2)(vi) and 
(d)(2)(vii) linking health claims to 
"high” and "low” definitions for 
nutrient content of foods. The 
definitions for "low” and "high” levels 
of a substance (nutrient) have been 
developed specifically to assist 
consumers in maintaining healthy 
dietary practices (see section 403(r)(2) of 
the act). 'The same basis underlies the 
purpose for health claims. This is 
evident frnm the House of 
Representatives report on the 1990 
amendments (Ref. 1): 

The Surgeon General has advised 
Americans that diets low in fets, low in salt 
and high in fiber can reduce the risk of 
chronic diseases such as cancer and heart 
disease. Health claims supported by a 
significant scientific agreement can reinforce 
the Surgeon General’Is] recommendations 
and help Americans to maintain a balanced 
and healthful diet. Similarly, statements 
regarding the level of these nutrients in foods 
will assist Americans in following the 
Surgeon General’s guidelines. 

Accordingly, a requirement with 
respect to the level in a food of a 
substance that is the subject of a health 
claim is consistent with the intent qf the 
1990 amendments. The definitions of 
“high” and "low” are addressed by FDA 
in the rule on nutrient content claims 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. 

77. One comment urged FDA to 
modify the proposed requirement that 
would permit a health claim on a 
product for which a nutrient 
(specifically sodium) is assessed only on 
the basis of the reference amount 
customarily consumed (as defined in 

the final rule on serving size published 
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register). The comment suggested that 
the product should additionally comply 
on the basis of the total amount of the 
nutrient in the actual package if the 
package contains less than 200 percent 
of the reference amount customarily 
consumed. 

This comment misinterpreted FDA’s 
proposal. In the proposal on serving 
sizes (56 FR 60394), FDA proposed that 
both the reference amount customarily 
consumed (hereinafter referred to as the 
reference amount) and the label serving 
size be used to determine whether a 
product met the criteria for both 
nutrient content and health claims. The 
agency solicited comment on another 
approach that is based solely on the 
reference amount and that would 
require a disclaimer where, for example, 
a reference amount of a product would 
qualify for a sodium claim, but a single¬ 
serving container with 150 percent of 
the reference amount would not. 

As discussed in detail in the preamble 
to the final rule on serving sizes 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register, the agency has 
considered the comments on this issue, 
along with the advantages and 
disadvantages of both options, and 
acknowledges that nutrient content 
claims should reflect, and health claims 
should be based on. the reference 
amount customarily consumed. The 
agency has concluded that problems 
created when the amount of the 
substance in the labeled serving size 
would not qualify for a claim are 
resolved by requiring a disclaimer that 
makes clear the basis for the claim. This 
disclosure is necessary to ensure that 
the consumer is not misled. On this 
basis, the agency is rejecting the 
recommendation made by this 
comment. 

The agency has reflected this 
determination with respect to claims in 
new § 101.12(g) of the final rule on 
serving sizes, published elsewhere in 
this issue of the Federal Register, which 
has been revised in response to 
comments to that proposal to state, in 
part: 

The reference amount (i.e., the reference 
amount customarily consumed] set forth in 
paragraphs (b) through (f) of this section shall 
be used in determining whether a product 
meets the criteria for nutrient content claims, 
such as "low calorie,” and for health claims. 
If the serving size declared on the product 
label differs from the reference amount, and 
the product meets the criteria for the claim 
only on the basis of the reference amount, the 
claim shall be followed by a statement that 
sets forth the basis on which the claim is 
made. That statement shall include the 
reference amount as it appears in § lO** .12(b) 
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followed, in parenthesis, by the amount in 
common household measure if the reference 
amount is expressed in measures other than 
common household measures (e.g., for a 
beverage, “Very low sodium, 35 mg or less 
per 240 mL (8 fl. oz)"). 

That declaration is necessary because 
in containers of this type, consumers 
customarily consume more than the 
reference amount. The declaration is 
necessary to ensure that the claim is not 
misleading. The criteria for health 
claims referenced in proposed 
§ 101.12(g) are the quali^ng criteria 
contained in proposed 
§§ 101.14(d)(2)(vi) and {d)(2)(vii). 
Therefore, to reflect the modification 
that has been made in § 101.12(g) that a 
health claim can be made on a product 
when the product meets the criteria of 
proposed §§ 101.14(d)(2)(vi) or 
(d)(2)(vii) only on the basis of the 
reference amount customarily 
consumed, new § 101.14(d)(2)(vii)(A) 
has been added to state: 

Where the food that bears the claim meets 
the requirements of paragraphs (d)(2)(vi) or 
(d)(2)(vii) of this section based on its 
reference amount customarily consumed, and 
the labeled saving size differa from that 
amount, the claim shall be followed by a 
statement explaining that the claim is based 
on the reference amount rather than the 
labeled serving size (e.g., “Diets low in salt 
and sodium may help lower blood pressure 
in many people. A serving of- 
oimces of this product conforms to such 
diets."). 

F. Requirements for Restaurants 

1. Health claims on restaurant foods 

FDA received many comments 
regarding the propos^ health claims 
criteria as they would apply to 
restaurant foods and to foods sold in 
other establishements in which food 
that is ready for human consumption is 
sold (e.g., institutional food service, 
delicatessens, catering). In this 
discussion, such foods will be referred 
to as "restaurant foods," firms selling 
such foods will be referred to as 
"restaurants," and responsible 
individuals in these firms will be 
referred to as "restaurateurs." However, 
the concepts and policies discussed are 
intended to apply broadly to the foods 
covered by section 403(q)(5)(A)(i) and 
(q)(5)(AKii) of the act. Issues with 
respect to menus are dicussed 
separately below. 

78. Many comments objected that the 
proposed health claim provisions 
should not apply to restaurant foods and 
foods sold in other establishments in 
which food that is ready for human 
consumption is sold. These comments 
asserted that Cungi-ess did not mandate 
the application of the proposed health 
claim regulations to restaurant foods. A 

number of cx>mments observed that 
section 403(q)(S)(A)(i) of the act 
exempts restaurant foods from 
mandatory nutrition labeling 
requirements, and that sections 
403(r)(2)(A)(iii) and (r)(2)(A)(iv) exempt 
them from the restrictions placed on 
claims related to cholesterol, fet, and 
fiber content. The comments further 
noted that the 1990 amendments are 
silent with respect to the regulation of 
health claims made in connection with 
restaurant foods, and that, at a 
minimum. FDA is not required to 
regulate restaurant foods. Other 
comments maintained that even if the 
agency does believe that restaurants 
must be subject to health claims 
regulations, FDA is not obligated to 
regulate these foods in an identical 
manner to that proposed for packaged 
foods. 

However, many other comments 
disagreed. Some of these comments 
maintained that because the 1990 
amendments contain no specific 
exemptions for health claims in 
restaurants. Congress intended for 
restaurants to be fully subject to the 
health claim regulations. Other 
comments argued that restaurant food 
plays too great a role in the American 
diet not to have been covered by the 
1990 amendments. One comment 
pointed out that a large percentage of 
the money spent for food by Americans 
is spent away from home in restaurants. 
Several comments stated that requiring 
restaurants to comply with all of the 
health claims regulations where they 
choose to make health claims would 
best support the philosophy of an "even 
playing field" between restaurateurs 
and other food vendors. Others 
expressed concern that the preemption 
clause of the 1990 amendments could 
prohibit state and local authorities from 
enacting regulations concerning health 
claims made on restaurant foods if FDA 
fails to do so. One consumer comment 
proposed that FDA ban restaurants from 
maldng any health claims for any of 
their products, rather than exempting 
them from the health claim regulations. 

FDA believes that the provisions of 
the 1990 amendments pertaining to 
health claims clearly encompass 
restaurant food wherever a health claim 
is made (except, for the reasons 
discussed below, when the claim is 
made on a menu). FDA disagrees with 
comments that asserted that the absence 
of specific exemptions for restaurant 
food from the health claims provisions 
in these amendments conveys flexibility 
to the agency to exempt such food from 
§ 101.14. The House Report (Ref. 1) 
states that "under sections 403(r)(l)(B) 
and 403(r)(3) of the act, restaurants and 

similar food service establishments 
would have to comply with the bill in 
order to make a disease claim 
concerning a food sold in such 
establishment." In view of this explicit 
statement of congressional intent on this 
matter and the presence of specific 
exemptions for restarirant foixl 
pertaining to other provisions of the 
1990 amendments where Congress 
wanted different regulatory treatment 
for restaurant food, the absence of a 
restaurant food exemption pertaining to 
health claims can only mean that 
Congress intended for restaurants to be 
subject to health claim regulations. 
Because of the congressional intent that 
restaurants be subject to the health 
claim regulations, FDA disagrees with 
assertions that the agency should not 
permit health claims on restaurant food. 

However, FDA agrees that it is not 
legally required to regulate claims on 
restaurant foods in a manner identical to 
that for packaged foods. Nevertheless, it 
is only logical that if claims on food are 
to be usefel for consumers, the criteria 
for those claims must be consistent 
Therefore, the agency has determined 
that additional flexibility is needed to 
facilitate the helpful provision of health 
claims on restaurant foods, but that 
there must be assiirance that the claims 
being made are indeed valid. The 
agency's responses to the following 
comments discuss how FDA intends to 
achieve this degree of flexibility with 
appropriate assurance of validity. 

79. Many comments argued that all 
health claims provisions affecting 
packaged food should also apply to 
restaurant food. Several comments 
stated that the regulation of restaurant 
foods would be practical because many 
of the menu items are centrally 
manufactured and are required to 
conform to system-wide composition 
and quality standards. One comment 
asserted that many restaurant chains, 
especially the larger ones, already have 
access to nutrition information about 
their products. Another comment stated 
that private services that determine the 
level of various nutrients in foods are 
readily accessible to restaurants. A 
comment from an organization 
representing the nation’s state, local, 
and Federal food regulatory officials 
asserted that the proposed regulations 
would not place an additional burden 
on restaurants seeking compliance with 
the health claim requirements, as most 
state laws already require that foods be 
labeled in fx)mpliance with all 
applicable laws and regulations and^o 
not differentiate between labeling at the 
wholesale or manufacturing level and 
the retail level. The comment cited the 
model regulations developed jointly 
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between FDA and the Association of 
Food and Drug Officials (Rules of Food 
Service Sanitation and the Retail Food 
Store Sanitation Code) as an example. 
Other comments argued that health 
claims are misleading without nutrition 
labeling information. Some comments 
suggested that restaurants be required to 
at least provide an abbreviated nutrition 
statement, consisting of a disclosure of 
the amount of calories, fat, and sodium 
as well as of all nutrients relevant to the 
health claim. 

However, many comments confirmed 
that restaurant food difiers in a number 
of significant respects from other types 
of food that is mass-produced and 
packaged and maintained that the 
difierences make it impracticable for 
restaurants to conform to some of the 
health claims provisions that were 
proposed. The comments advised that 
the provisions at issue are those 
pertaining to qualifying levels (e.g., the 
"low” or "high” levels of the substance, 
as appropriate) and the "disqualifying 
nutrient levels,” as well as nutrition 
labeling. The comments asserted that 
the cost of providing nutrient content 
information would be unreasonable for 
each of these provisions. Some of these 
comments explained that restaurants 
experience significant variations in the 
fo^s they serve because of variations in 
the manner of preparation, varying 
ingredients, consumer preferences, 
varying serving sizes, and the lack of 
central control over food preparation in 
many restaurants. Because of this wide 
variation, fioquent nutrient analyses 
would have to be performed to 
determine nutrient content, so that 
restaurants may conform to these 
provisions. The comments advised that 
these analyses could become very 
burdensome, and that the cumulative 
costs of these analyses could prevent 
establishments from making health 
claims, prevent them from making 
froquent changes in the dishes they 
ofier, or force them to limit the options 
that consumers have in ordering a food. 
Further, the comments advised that 
small businesses would be especially 
burdened by such cumulative costs. 

Even in "standard” items in multi¬ 
unit operations, the comments asserted, 
there is inherent variation. The 
comments advised that such variation is 
present in items such as daily specials, 
test products, local optional items, 
promotional items, and all items in 
restaurants offered for limited periods of 
time. A number of comments objected to 
the application of the proposed health 
claim regulations to traditional ethnic 
restaurants and similar small businesses 
on the grounds that it is extremely 

1 difficult to modify many of their foods 

to the degree necessary to meet the 
various provisions of ffie health claim 
proposals. 

In addition, some comments pointed 
out that the proposal requires that 
qualifying and disqualifying levels be 
met per reference amount, per serving, 
and per 100 g. This aspect of the 
proposed definition, the comments 
maintained, wreaks havoc when applied 
to restaurant foods. Comments advised 
that restaurant foods that conform to the 
proposed qualifying and disqualifying 
levels in terms of reference amoimts and 
100 g are nonetheless ineligible to use 
health claims because their larger 
serving size results in the food failing to 
conform to the disqualifying nutrient 
levels. A number of comments 
suggested that restaurant food claims be 
judged on a per 100 g basis consistent 
with FDA’s meal proposal, since most 
consumers view restaurant foods as a 
"meal.” 

Given that almost half of the 
American food dollar is spent on food 
consumed away from home, and that 
perhaps as much as 30 percent of the 
American diet is composed of foods 
prepared in food service operations, 
FDA believes that, from an overall ^ 
public health perspective, this 
important segment of the diet can not be 
ignored. Further, FDA believes that 
dietary information, including health 
claims, provided to consumers at point 
of purchase in restaurants may be useful 
in helping Americans in maintaining 
healthy dietary practices. FDA wants to 
encourage the provision of such 
information. However, FDA firmly 
believes that consumers expect health 
claims made at point of purchase to be 
truthful and not misleading. 

FDA advises that not all claims made 
for restaurant foods are necessarily the 
type of claims that are covered by the 
1990 amendments. For the sake of 
clarification, the agency offers the 
following observations. Because of the 
importance of context, a restaurant may 
be able to use symbols next to the listing 
of an item wherathe symbols are clearly 
explained in terms that would not 
subject the claim to the 1990 
amendments. Thus, restaurant labeling 
may use symbols or make reference to 
the criteria of a health professional 
organization and explain that the entree 
or meal is consistent with the general 
dietary guidelines of that group and not 
be subject to the 1990 amendments. For 
example, use of a heart symbol with 
reference to a note that explains that 
this entree is consistent with the dietary 
guidelines of the American Heart 
Association will be considered dietary 
guidance, and not a health claim subject 
to section 403(r) of the act. If the 

restauratevir went on to link the claim 
with levels of substances in the food, 
however, it would subject the food and 
the claims to the health claims regime 
(see discussion above about implied 
health claims). 

When a restaurant makes explicit or 
implied reference to a substance and 
directly or indirectly links levels of that 
substance in the food to an effect on the 
risk of a disease or health-related 
condition (i.e., when both basic 
elements of a health claim are present) 
on a sign or placard, it must comply 
with the health claims regime. 

How the restaurant demonstrates 
compliance with that regime is a 
difficult matter. FDA recognizes that, as 
detailed in the comments, there are 
variations in the nutrient values for 
restaurant foods. Some of these 
variations are not unique to restaurants. 
Manufacturers of packaged foods also 
have to deal with differences in nutrient 
levels that result from seasonal, 
regional, and supplier variations. FDA 
has been able to develop workable 
criteria that take into account these 
variations. However, the agency 
acknowledges that there are variations 
unique to restaurant foods (e.g., 
methods of preparation). Moreover, FDA 
recognizes that there are difficult 
questions, as demonstrated by the 
comments, as to how exactly to analyze 
restaurant foods in a reasonable and cost 
effective manner. 

While there are difficulties associated 
with restaurant foods, FDA concludes 
that the difficulties are not so great as 
to preclude restaurants from making 
health claims or to prevent the agency 
from being able to assure consumers 
that the health claims that are made for 
restaurant foods are valid. Because of 
the nature of the difficulties, however, 
FDA is providing in 
§ 101.14(d](2)(vii)(B) that a restaurant 
food may bear a health claim if the 
restaurateur has a reasonable basis on 
which to believe that the food that bears 
the claim meets the regulations for the 
claim that FDA has established under 
section 403(r) of the act, and that basis 
is provided upon request. The 
difficulties and costs outlined in the 
comments would make it unfair to 
require that restaurateur determine 
whether their food qualifies for a claim 
in the same manner that a manufacturer 
of a packaged food makes this 
determination. By requiring that the 
restaurateur have a reasonable basis to 
believe that the food qualifies, the 
restaurateur, is provided with a readily 
achievable way to make claims for his 
or her food, and the consumer is 
provided with a reasonable assurance 
that the claim is valid. Thus, if a 
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restaurateur labels a vegetarian main 
dish or meal as “heart healthy," he must 
have a reasonable basis for believing 
that the product contains less than &e 
disqualifying level for sodiiun and 
meets the “low" definitions for fat, 
saturated fat, and cholesterol. 

The reasonable basis can be provided 
in a number of ways. The restaurateur 
can show, for example, that FDA’s 
guidelines on nutrition labeling of fruits 
and vegetables show that meal or main 
dish is “low fat," “low saturated fat," 
“low cholesterol," and does not contain 
a disqualifying level of sodium, and that 
the method of cooking the meal or main 
dish would not add fat or any 
disqualifying nutrient. In edition, the 
restaurateur could show that he or she 
used a reliable cookbook that gave 
values for fat, saturated fat, sodium, and 
cholesterol in the finished food that met 
FDA’s requirements for making the 
health claim. Certainly other methods 
are possible. If a restaurateur uses 
recognized data bases fear raw and 
processed foods to compute nutrient 
levels in the foods or meals and then 
does not use methods of preparation 
that violate the appropriate use of data 
bases (e.g., imcontrolled addition of 
ingredients, inappropriate substitutions 
of ingredients), FDA will consider this 
use to be a reasonable basis for believing 
that the food meets the qualifying and 
disqualifying levels. Upon demand, the 
restaurateur will be expected to present 
to appropriate regulatory officials 
information on the pertinent nutrient 
levels in the foods and the basis on 
which these levels were determined. A 
determination will then be made as to 
whether the basis of calculation 
reasonably supports the restaurateur’s 
use of a permitted health claim. FDA 
believes that the reasonable basis 
approach will make it practicable for all 
restaurants, including those that are 
very small businesses, to provide 
consumers with better information on 
more healthful dietary choices for the 
foods that they ofier for sale. 

Further, this reasonable basis 
approach for making a health claim will 
provide regulatory officials, especially 
State and local authorities, with an 
effective standard for verifying that 
claims made for restaurant-type foods 
are truthful and not misleading and in 
accordance with FDA regulations. While 
health claims used in restaurants are 
under FDA’s jurisdiction, the agency 
does not have resources to adequately 
enforce its regulations in restaurants. 
State and local authorities have 
traditionally carried out this 
responsibility. In addition, section 4 of 
the 1990 amendments provides that 

State and local authorities may enforce 
section 403(r) of the act in Federal court. 

While restaurants, and particularly 
small restaurants, have nominally bmn 
subject to FDA’s existing nutrition 
labeling regulation (see § 101.10), they 
have, as a practical matter, not been 
required to comply with these 
regulations or with State or local 
regulations that focused on the nutrient 
content of the food. Thus, the efforts 
that will be necessary on the part of 
restaurants to show that they nave a 
reasonable basis to believe that their 
food complies with the health claims 
requirements will be significant. These 
efforts will place particularly mat 
demands on the resources of the small 
business segment of the industry, that 
is, restaurant firms that have ten or less 
individual restaurant establishments 
(Ref. 37). FDA vrill refer to this segment 
of the industry as “small restaurants." 

Small restaurants generally do not 
have the established nutrition support 
component that larger restaurant chains 
have. Thus, it will be more difficult for 
small restaurants to determine how to 
adapt health claims information to their 
food preparation methods. In addition, 
it is likely that they will not be as aware 
of available information sources, like 
nutrient content data bases, as large 
chains. Moreover, because of resource 
limitations, a small restaurant is not as 
likely as a large restaurant chain to be 
familiar vrith Federal requirements. 
Thus, small restaurants will have to 
become familiar with not only FDA’s 
requirements, but with available FDA 
information, like the nutrient content 
information that FDA published in 
conjunction with its regulation on the 
volimtary labeling of raw fruits and 
vegetables (56 FR 60880, November 27, 
1991). 

Because of the great initial demands 
that small restaurants will find if they 
wish to make claims, FDA has decided 
that they should be given additional 
time to come into compliance with 
these regulations. Without additional 
time for the reasons discussed above, 
small restaurants will be place at a 
disadvantage with respect to their 
ability to make claims. As a result, they 
may decide not to even attempt to 
provide useful nutrition information to 
consumers about the foods they serve. 
To provide for equitable 
implementation of these requirements 
for small restaurants, FDA has decided 
to not make part 101 effective with 
respect to such establishments until 
May 1994. 

While the statute will be in effect 
during that period, FDA will not enforce 
the statute’s health claim requirements 
in small restaurants imtil the regulations 

are effective. Although state action is 
not preempted under section 403A(a)(5) 
of the act until Fed«ral regiilations are 
effective, the agency expects that states 
will refrain from enforcing any health 
claim requirements in sm^l restaurants 
until the Federal regulations are 
effective for those restaurants. 

FDA believes that this action is fully 
consistent with the 1990 amendments 
and Mrith the act. The 1990 amendments 
impose no date by which the agency’s 
regulations must be effective, only whrni 
they must be promulgated (see sections 
3 and 10 of the 1990 amendments). 
Moreover, FDA believes that this action 
will facilitate effective enforcement of 
the act. FDA believes that the agency’s 
and State resources can best be used 
during this initial period in educating 
small restaurants about the 
requirements of the law and by 
developing a better understanding of the 
unique practical circumstances of small 
restaurants in complying with health 
claims labeling requirements. Moreover, 
during this period, there will be an 
opportunity for interested persons to 
develop new data bases that will help 
facilitate the provision of nutrition 
information on foods sold in restaurants 
and particularly in small restaurants. 

As an additional measure of 
flexibility, which %viil especially benefit 
small restaurants, it was decided not to 
include claims on menus within the 
coverage of these regulations. FDA has 
considerable discretion in regulating 
health claims in restaurants. As the 
comment’s have indicated, there are 
unique problems and concerns 
associated with regulating such claims. 
The 1990 amendments do not specify 
precisely how such claims are to be. 
regulated. These regulations will apply 
to health claims made in restaurants 
except on menus. The agency’s efforts 
will focus on signs, placards, and 
posters, which are increasingly used in 
fast food and other restaurants to bring 
nutrition information and claims about 
food to consumer’s particular attention 
The comments pointed out that menus 
are subject to frequent, even daily, 
change. This additional measure of 
flexibility for menus will help assure 
that restaurants, especially small 
restaurants, will not be deterred by the 
1990 amendments from providing 
useful nutrition-related information to 
their customers. State’s remain free, 
however, to ensure under their own 
consumer protection laws that menus 
do not provide false or misleading 
information. 

Although it has arrived at an 
approach that will provide for health 
claims on restaurant foods, FDA does 
not consider the problem of restaurant 
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food to be solved. It is possible that 
there are other health claim criteria that 
are more appropriate for restaurant 
foods than those that FDA has 
developed based largely on packaged 
foods. Also, it may 1m that consumers 
have completely different expectations 
for. and understanding of. restaurant 
foods as compared to packaged foods. If 
so, different criteria for use of health 
claims in restaurants may be 
appropriate. However, at this time, the 
agency simply does not have the data or 
knowledge on which to base such 
determinations. FDA is working, and 
will continue to work, with the 
restaurant industry to determine how 
health claims are used on restaurant 
foods, and whether such claims are 
appropriate. For example, with FDA’s 
cooperation, the National Restaurant 
Association has undertaken a survey of 
industry use of nutrition information 
and of consumer knowledge, practices, 
expectations, and understanding of 
various terms and symbols in 
restaurants. FDA is open to petitions for 
different criteria for health claims for 
restaurant foods, and if data warrant, the 
agency will consider establishing 
regulations specifically for restaurant 
fo^s. 

FDA also recognizes that there are a 
number of significant issues concerning 
the adequacy of currently existing data 
bases for use to compute nutrient levels 
in restaurant meals. However, the 
agency is working, and will continue to 
work, with the restaurant industry to 
assess the adequacy of these data bases 
and to encourage the development of 
additional or newer data where those 
data bases are found to be lacking. 

In developing more specific pmicies, 
FDA will also consider whether 
restaurant foods should be afforded 
greater latitude in the compliance 
criteria than the criteria that are 
currently applied to nutrient variations 
in process^ foods. FDA regulations 
state that, for naturally occurring 
vitamins, minerals, and protein, the 
nutrient content must be at least 80 
percent of the value declared and for 
calories, carbohydrate, fat, and sodium, 
the level must not exceed the declared 
value by more than 20 percent. The 
agency recognizes that all data bases 
have inherent variabilities, and that a 
computed nutrient level for a food with 
several ingredients may have an 
accumulated variability that exceeds the 
agency’s criteria for packaged foods. 
FDA is concerned about the accuracy of 
nutrient level estimations, but pending 
the development of better data, the 
agency will accept, as a reasonable 
b^is, claims verification based on 
nutrient levels from recognized nutrient 

data bases, without regard to the 
computed variability or to differences 
between the computed nutrient levels 
and levels determined by laboratory 
analyses. The agency is open to 
comments and suggestions on how 
nutrient variability issues should be 
addressed for restaurant foods and will 
continue to work with the industry on 
this issue. 

80. Some comments cautioned that 
any adopted health claims provisions 
applied to restaurants must be flexible 
in format and content. 'These comments 
asserted that the distinct differences 
between the delivery systems of 
restaurant foods and packaged retail 
products must be factored into the 
regulations if they are to apply to 
restaurant foods, as most consumers 
select and purchase their food before 
ever seeing it or its container. Other 
comments asserted that the 
impracticality of compliance with the 
current inflexible health claims 
regulations would tempt restaurant 
operators to simply choose not to 
promote healthful menu alternatives. 

FDA does not agree that firms should 
be given special flexibility concerning 
the content of health claims that appear 
on restaurant food. FDA believes that 
section 403(r)(l)(B) and (r)(3)(b){iii) of 
the act require that a health claim be 
complete and consistent with the 
authorizing regulation. Specific health 
claims regulations in part 101, subpart 
E set forth certain mandatory aspects of 
permitted health claims. Where any 
mandatory aspect of a health claim is 
absent, the claim will be misleading, 
and the agency cannot sanction such a 
situation. 

With respect to format, FDA believes 
that there is already ample flexibility in 
the rules that it is adopting. For 
example, new § 101.14(d)(2)(iv) permits 
full health claims to appear on any part 
of a food’s labeling, including a sign or 
a placard. Accordingly, labeling listing 
20 items. 3 of which qualify for the fat- 
cardiovascular disease claim, could 
carry the full health claim next to each 
of the 3 qualifying items. Alternately, it 
could list the names of the three items 
in a distinct area, such as a box or 
section, and print the full health claim 
once within that area. 

New $ 101.14(d)(2)(iv) also provides 
for the use of a short referral statement 
that directs the consumers’ attention to 
another part of the food’s label or 
labeling where the full health claim 
appears. Therefore, in the example 
above, the message “See- 
for details concerning the relationship 
between fat and cancer’’ could appear 
next to each of the items or in the box. 
with the full health claim printed only 

once in the label or in the labeling 
location identified in the blank. For 
example, the labeling could be in the 
form of placards placed in full view of 
the consumer, flyers made available to 
the public, and other such items. ’The 
agency cautions, however, that the 
referral statement must clearly be 
associated only with the item or items 
that Qualify for the health claim, and 
that tne location of the full health claim 
must not be such that it is likely to be 
associated with a product that does not 
qualify for the claim. 

2. Nutrition labeling on restaurant foods 
making health claims 

81. Many comments asserted that the 
cost of providing nutrient content 
information for restavirant foods making 
health claims would be unreasonable. 
Some comments that opposed any form 
of mandatory labeling requirements 
offered ways in which FDA could 
minimize the financial burden on 
restaurants, if any such regulations were 
in fact adopted. Many of these 
comments proposed that only fixed 
items should be required to bear 
nutrition labeling, thus exempting items 
such as daily specials, test products, 
local optional items, promotional items, 
and all items in restaurants for limited 
periods of time. Some comments 
asserted that FDA should permit the use 
of various data bases, including 
computer reference bases, for the 
determination of a food’s nutrient 
content. Other comments suggested that 
only chains should be required to 
furnish nutrition labeling for their 
foods. Other comments suggested that 
any restaurant with profits of below 
$50,000 be exempted from any nutrition 
labeling requirements. However, 
comments from larger restaurant chains 
argued that any nutrition labeling 
requirements should be applied 
equitably to the restaurant industry as a 
whole, because a selective application 
of the regulations could place major 
chains at an economic disadvantage. 

FDA finds nothing in the comments to 
persuade the agency to adopt a position 
different from that stated in the general 
requirements proposal (56 FR 60553). 
The agency continues to believe that it 
has the authority to issue regulations 
requiring restaurants that make health 
claims to adhere to the requirements for 
such claims including nutrition 
labeling. Full nutrition labeling 
provides the consumer with a way of 
evaluating a claim within the nutrient 
context of the food or meal and. 
therefore, is advantageous in allowing 
more informed comparisons. However, 
in the general principles proposal for 
nutrient content claims (56 ^ 60427), 
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the agency recognized the difficulty of 
providing nutrition labeling for 
restaurant foods and asked for comment. 
The comments have persuaded the 
agency that, at this time, a requirement 
for full nutrition labeling could be a 
significant barrier to the transfer of 
information about favorable health- 
related characteristics of restaurant 
foods. Therefore, FDA is not requiring 
that full nutrition labeling be provided 
when a health claim is made for 
restaurant foods. The agency is adopting 
a somewhat difierent approach to the 
provision of nutrient information to the 
consumer, as explained below. 

FDA believes that consumers should 
have information about the nutrient 
content of restaurant foods on which 
health claims are based. The agency has 
therefore established alternative 
nutrition labeling provisions for 
restaurant food in new § 101.14(d)(3) 
providing for such information in lieu of 
full nutrition labeling. For example, if a 
meal is characterized as being “heart 
healthy.” the restaurateur should be 
able to provide consumers with 
information about the level of the 
nutrients that provide the basis for the 
claim. Therefore, the agency will require 
that if a restaurateur makes a health 
claim for a meal, he or she must be 
prepared to advise the consumer about 
the information that provides the 
reasonable basis for l^lieving that the 
food complies with FDA’s requirements 
for the claim (e.g., nutrient levels firom 
data bases, cookbooks, or analyses). For 
the interim, the agency will consider 
that the provision of this limited 
amoimt of information to consumers 
will serve as the functional equivalent 
of nutrition labeling. 

82. Many comments asserted that if 
restaurants are required to provide 
nutrition labeling, they should be 
afforded significant flexibility in 
determining where to present the 
required nutrient information. Some 
comments pointed out that restaurant 
food frequently is not packaged, and 
that, when it is packaged, the packaging 
is frequently too small to physically 
accommodate nutrition information. 
Other comments stated that much of the 
labeling used in restaurants is too small 
to physically accommodate nutrition 
information for all of the products 
which could potentially bear health 
claims. Some suggested that flyers, 
leaflets, and other printed handouts are 
acceptable places for such information 
to appear, (^ers suggested that all such 
information should be allowed to 
app>ear in a fixed location, such as in a 
wall display. Others suggested that tray 
liners be allowed to provide the 

nutrition infcmnation in fast food 
restaurants. 

FDA agrees that restaurants do need 
significant flexibility in determining 
where to present the reouired nutrient 
information. Accordingly, the agency 
has revised the nutrition labeling 
provision in new § 101.14(d)(3) to 
provide that restaurants may provide 
nutrition labeling information through 
conformance with the provisions of 
§ 101.9 or § 101.10, as appropriate. (In 
response to the DS Act, n)A has 
removed the reference to § 101.36 in this 
regulation.) As explained in the next 
comment, § 101.10 has been revised to 
convey considerable flexibility for 
nutrition labeling for restaurants. 

83. Many comments contended that in 
view of the above mentioned problems 
outlined in the foregoing comments, any 
regulations regarding health claims on 
restaurant foods should be promulgated 
under a separate rulemaking more 
tailored to the unique nature of the 
restaurant industry’s needs. A number 
of comments asserted that existing 
nutrition labeling provisions pertaining 
to restaurants in § 101.10 are outdated 
by the application of the proposed 
health claim regulations to restaurant 
foods and suggested that those 
provisions be revoked or modified 
accordingly. 

FDA has determined that § 101.10 
should not be deleted. Rather this 
section is being revised to reflect the 
agency’s determinations with respect to 
the need for a reasonable basis for 
believing that the food complies with 
the qualifying and disqualifying levels 
and with respect to the provision of 
information to the consumer. The 
revision of new § 101.10 has been 
addressed in the document concerning 
nutrient content claims that appears 
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register. 

3. Other restaurant issues 

84. One comment suggested that FDA 
develop educational materials that 
explain the obligations of restaurateurs 
relevant to health claims, and that FDA 
offer alternative, nonmisleading ways in 
which restaurants might communicate 
health-related information. The 
comment noted that the 1990 
amendments called for FDA to educate 
the public about the regulations adopted 
under them. 

Section 2(c) of the 1990 amendments 
directs the Secretary to carry out 
activities to educate consumers about 
the availability of nutrition information 
in the label or labeling of food and the 
importance of that information in 
maintaining healthy dietary practices. 
While the language of the act does not 

specifically direct FDA to develop 
educational materials for industry 
segments, the agency intends to work 
with industry, particularly trade 
associations and small restaurants, so 
that all parties (e.g., consumers, 
industry, and State/local regulators) 
understand the regulations and their 
obligations and rights under them. 
Fur&er, FDA believes that the preamble 
to this document clearly defines those 
obligations and rights and thus should 
give the restaurant industry much of the 
guidance it needs. Where an issue is not 
resolved in the preamble to the full 
understanding of a restavuateur, the 
agency invites correspondence on the 
specific matters that are xmclear. 

VI. Prohibited Health Claims 

A. Claims not Authorized by FDA 

The provisions of new § 101.14(e)(1) 
and (e)(2) prohibit on a food label or in 
labeling any claim that expressly or by 
implication characterizes the 
relationship of any substance to a 
disease or health-related condition 
unless: (1) The claim is a health claim 
specifically provided for in part 101, 
subpart E; end (2) the claim conforms to 
all general provisions of new § 101.14 as 
well as to all specific provisions in the 
appropriate section of part 101, subpart 
E. These provisions embody the 
statutory restriction in section 
403(r)(l)(B) of the act that directs that a 
food shall be deemed misbranded if a 
health claim is made in its label or 
labeling unless the claim is made in 
accordance with section 403(r)(3), 
which make such claims subject to the 
requirements adopted by the Secretary 
(and FDA. by delegation) by regulation. 
(Section 403(r)(l)(B} of the act also 
references section 403(r)(5)(D). 
However, action on that section is 
deferred based on the moratorium 
established by the DS Act). 

85. Numerous comments voiced 
support for or opposition to the 
proposal to prohibit unauthorized 
health claims. 

FDA has adopted new § 101.14(e)(1) 
and (e)(2) as proposed because they are 
explicitly requir^ under section 
403(r)(l)(B) and (r)(3) of the act. Because 
these regulations respond directly to the 
language of the act, TOA is constrained 
to adopt them. 

jB. Disqualifying Levels Exceeded 

New § 101.14(e)(3) requires that none 
of the disqualifying levels identified in 
new § 101.14(a)(5) be exceeded in a food 
that bears a health claim, unless specific 
alternative levels have been established 
for the substance in part 101, subpart E. 
or unless FDA has by regulation 
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permitted such a claim based on a 
finding that such a claim will assist 
consumers in maintaining healthy 
dietary practices. If FDA makes such an 
exception, the label of the food will 
have to bear a statement in immediate 
proximity to the claim that refers the 
consumer to the nutrition label for 
information about the nutrient that 
exceeds the disqualifying level. This 
statement must oe made in a manner 
that complies with proposed 
§101.1301). 

FDA received numerous comments on 
its proposed disqualifying levels. Some 
comments voiced vmsubstantiated 
support or disapproval for the 
proposals, while others offered 
substantive arguments for their 
positions. These comments are 
discussed in section II.G. of this 
document (see comments 23 through 42 
of this document). 

C. Inappropriate Levels of Other 
Substances 

New § 101.14(e)(4) will prohibit 
claims for any food where a substance, 
other than one for which a disqualifying 
nutrient level is established,is present 
at an inappropriate level as determined 
in the specific provision authorizing the 
claim in part 101, subpart E. In the 
preamble to the propcKMd regulations, 
the agency expired that this provision 
will prevent health claims from 
appearing on foods that contain 
substances other than the substance that 
is the subject of the claim if any of those 
other substances, although not harmful 
in their own right, could interfere with 
the claimed effect on the risk of disease. 
For example, foods ccmtaining 
phosphorus in equal or greater 
proportion to caldiun would not be 
eligible to bear the calcium*osteoporosis 
health claim, because diets high m 
phosphorus and relatively low in 
calcium result in osteoporosis in 
experimental animals. 

FDA did not receive any comments on 
this proposed regulation. However, the 
agency ^d receive several comments 
that suggested that disqualifying levels 
be set for minimum nutrient content, 
sugars, saccharin, food colors, and 
various other food additives. These 
comments are discussed in section 
n.G.3. of this document (see comments 
25 and 26 of this document) and further 
in this section in response to comment 
87 of this document. 

D. Infant Foods 

Proposed § 101.14(e)(5) provided that 
no fo^ may bear a health claim if it is 
represented or purports to be for infants 
and toddlers less than 2 years of age. 

86. One comment questioned the 
prohibition of health claims on foods 
promoted for use by infants and 
toddlers. The comment asserted that 
claims for all infant formulas, including 
those formulas that are not subject to the 
requirements of section 412(h) of the act 
(i.e., ‘‘nonexempt** infant formulas), 
were meant by Congress to be regulated 
solely under section 412. More 
specifically, the comment contended 
that the agency has already successfully 
used the premarket notification process 
of section 412(d) of the act to obtain 
substantiation of claims from 
manufacturers of both exempt and 
nonexempt infant formulas. Fvirther, the 
comment asserted that the notification 
process provides the agency adequate 
oversight of claims for all infant 
formulas, in keeping with the intent of 
the requirements for health claims in 
the 1990 amendments, without 
impeding product innovation or 
denying access to product information. 
Accordingly, the comment 
recommended deleting proposed 
§ 101.14(e)(5) and revising proposed 
§ 101.14(f)(1) to exclude nonexempt 
infant formulas, in addition to exempt 
formulas, firom the requirements in that 
section for health claims. 

Another comment viewed a total ban 
on infant food health claims as an 
abridgement of commercial free speech 
protected by the First Amendment. The 
comment suggested that a more 
acceptable approach would be to require 
explanatory information to accompany 
such claims in order to eliminate any 
consumer misconceptions. 

Although section 403(r)(5)(A) of the 
act excludes exempt infant formulas 
from the requirements in section 403(r) 
for health claims, the 1990 amendments 
are silent on the applicability of section 
403(r) to health claims for nonexempt 
infant formulas. Thus, health claims on 
such products are subject to the 
requirements of section 403(r) of the act. 
However, in the proposal on general 
requirements for health claims, FDA 
pointed out that it had received a letter 
from the American Academy of 
Pediatrics that expressed concern that a 
health claim directed to adults may be 
inappropriate or harmful to infants and 
young children (56 FR 60537 at 60556). 
The letter pointed out that where health 
claims primarily embody dietary 
recommendations for the adult U.S. 
population to reduce the risk of chronic, 
degenerative diseases, such 
recommendations are not meant to 
apply to infants and young children. 
“Nutrition and Your Healdi—^Dietary 
Guidelines for Americans*’ (Ref. 7) 
states, for example, that the guidelines 
are “advice for healthy Americans ages 

2 years and over—not for younger 
children and infants, whose dietary 
needs differ.** Accordingly, the agency Eroposed in § 101.14(e)(5) to prohibit a 

ealth claim in labeling of a food 
represented or purported to be for 
infants or childuren less than 2 years of 
age. The proposed prohibition would 
have applied to nonexempt infant 
formulas. 

In view of the concerns expressed by 
the comments, FDA has reconsidered 
the propriety of health claims on infant 
fooa. The agency now believes that the 
proposed prohibition on infant and 
toddler foods may have been overbroad. 
Although health claims based on 
current dietary recommendations for 
Americans do not include infants and 
toddlers, FDA believes that Congress 
did not intend to limit health claims to 
only the adult population or to diseases 
affecting only ^at population. Thus, the 
agency cannot diecotmt the possibility 
that, in the future, information may be 
developed to support a claim 
appropriate for infants and young 
children on the relationship between a 
substance and a disease or health- 
related condition. A claim that 
characterizes this substance-disease 
relationship would meet the definition 
for a health claim and thus be subject to 
the requirements of section 403(r) of the 
act. The agency has therefore revised 
new § 101.14(e)(5) to provide for 
exceptions from the prohibition of 
infant and toddler health claims when 
a regulation has been established in part 
101, subpart E. 

However, the agency has the option, 
and believes that it may be more 
prudent, to regulate claims for infant 
and toddler foods under sections'403(j) 
and 411(c) of the act, which deal with 
foods for special dietary use. Thus, 
should the agency receive a petition that 
appears to justify a health claim 
directed to infants and toddlers under 
section 403(r] of the act. it will decide 
how best to proceed to authorize the 
inclusion of the information in the food 
label. 

The agency disagrees with the 
contention that health claims for 
nonexempt, as well as exempt, infant 
formulas should be exempt mm section 
403(r) of the act and be subject only to 
the requirements of section 412 of the 
act. Congress specifically chose to 
exclude only exempt infont formulas 
from section 403(r) of the act. Section 
412 of the act, although specific to 
infant formulas, does not exclude such 
formulas from requirements that are 
based on other parts of the act. Hence, 
a labeling claim for an exempt or 
nonexempt infant formula may be found 
to misbrand the product under section 
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403(a) or (j) of the act. In addition, a 
claim for a nonexempt formula, but not 
an exempt formula, may also be subject 
to section 403(r) of the act. 

Although the agency has reviewed 
manufacturers* claims to ensure their 
validity for both exempt and nonexempt 
infant formulas in premarket 
notifications submitted in compliance 
with section 412 of the act, the agency’s 
conclusions were based on compliance 
with all applicable sections of the act, 
not just section 412. The agency is 
obliged to administer the act as a whole. 
Because section 412 of the act is not the 
only section governing labeling for 
infant formulas (see section 
412(e)(1)(B)). the agency must reject the 
comment’s recommendation that health 
claims requirements in proposed 
§ 101.14 not apply to nonexempt infant 
formulas. 

In light of the agency’s conclusion 
that it will consider health claims for 
infant and toddler foods, where 
appropriate, and will establish specific 
regulations providing for their use, the 
constitutional issue of a ban on health 
claims for such foods is now moot. New 
§ 101.14(e)(5) has been revised to 
prohibit only those claims on infant and 
toddler foods that are not specifically 
provided for in part 101, subpart E. 
Comments that have raised 
constitutional questions will be dealt 
with at length later in this document. 

E. Additional Limits on Health Claims 

87. Some comments urged the agency 
to allow health claims only on foods 
that are consistent with dietary 
guidelines. A number of these 
comments suggested that this could be 
done by prohibiting health claims on 

1 foods with insignificant amounts of all 
i nutrients required on the label (e.g., 
! coffee), as well as on candies, soft 

drinks, and other snack foods 
I characterized as not being recognized as 
1 part of a so\md dietary pattern. 

However, comments from the snack 
food industry protested such limitations 

[ on health claims and maintained that 
'\ any food that provides a "high” (or 
! "low”) level of a nutrient without 
[ exceeding the disqualifying levels for 

fat, saturated fat. i^olesterol. and 
sodium can be consumed within the 
framework of a healthy diet and should 

j be allowed to bear health claims. 
I FDA is not persuaded that a 
I prohibition firom bearing a health claim 

based on a food’s categorization or 
characteristic use—such as a snack 
food—^is in keeping with the intent of 
the statute. The House Report (Ref. 1) 
contains an example intended to 
illustrate the Secretary option to decide 
whether to grant an exception fiiom a 

disqualifying nutrient level in the 
context of the total daily diet. The 
example compares a frozen dinner with 
a snack food, TOth with a particular 
level of fat. and suggests that the frozen 
dinner may be considered sufficiently 
more significant in the total daily diet 
than the snack food. Implicit in this 
example, however, is a recognition by 
Congress that snack foods would be able 
to bear health claims if they did not 
contain a level of a nutrient that exceeds 
the disoualifying level. Thus, the agency 
concluaes that Congress did not intend 
that snack foods or other foods that 
could be in general use in the diet 
should be subject to a per se prohibition 
on bearing a health claim. 

However, as FDA explained earlier in 
this preamble in its response to 
comment 23 of this document. Congress 
intended that FDA establish provisions 
of health claims regulations by 
considering the role of the nutrients in 
food in a way that will enhance the 
chances of consumers constructing total 
daily diets that meet dietary guidelines. 
Thus. FDA finds merit in the suggestion 
that foods bearing health claims should 
be those consistent with dietary 
guidelines, and that the value of health 
claims should not be trivialized or 
compromised by their use on foods of 
little or no nutritional value. The 
agency, therefore, agrees that the final 
rule should be modified in some way to 
more fully assure consistency with 
dietary guidelines. 

Dietary guidelines do stress the 
importance of selecting foods so that 
dietary sources of calories are coupled 
with sources of nutrients. FDA 
specifically notes that "Nutrition and 
Your Health: Dietary Guidelines for 
Americans” (Ref. 7) states that foods 
that supply calories but are limited in 
nutrients should be used in moderation. 
Furthermore, the recommendations 
provided in "USDA’s Food Guide 
Pyramid” (Ref. 29) expand on this 
approach to food selection. Given the 
requirement in section 403(r)(3)(B)(iii) 
of the act that states that a claim should 
enable the public to comprehend the 
information in a claim and understand 
the relative significance of that 
information in the context of a total 
daily diet. FDA concludes that it is 
appropriate to provide a basis for health 
claims that takes into account the 
nutritional contribution of the food 
beyond its role as a source of calories. 
Without such a criterion, foods that are 
not compatible with dietary guidelines 
could bear health claims. The claim 
would promote the consumption of the 
food but would fail to set the food in its 
proper dietary context. In addition to 
being inconsistent with section 403(r) of 

the act. claims intended to promote the 
consumption of a food that is 
incompatible with dietary guidelines 
would be misleading to consumers and, 
thereby, be in violation of section 
403(a). Such claims would be 
misleading because consumers would 
be purchasing the food, in part, to 
achieve a more healthful diet. However, 
foods inconsistent with dietary 
guidelines should not be associated 
with the more healthful diets 
recommended by Federal agencies that 
are mentioned above. 

Therefore, in addition to the 
requirements in new § 101.14(d)(vi) and 
(d)(vii) for content in a food of a 
substance that is the subject of a health 
claim, the agency has developed an 
approach that would limit health claims 
to foods that contribute certain nutrients 
to the diet and. thus, are sources of more 
than calories. This approach 
incorporates established levels of 
significance for nutrients in food and is 
based on the amounts in foods of certain 
nutrients required to be listed on the 
label as part of mandatory nutrition 
labeling. As such, this approach applies 
to all foods in conventional food form. 

Dietary supplements not in 
conventional food form are not subject 
to this requirement. Such supplements 
are not intended to provide more than 
nutritive value to the daily diet and 
make no pretense that they should serve 
as substitutes for conventional food. As 
a result it would not be logical to hold 
such products to criteria designed to 
assure consistency with dietary 
guidelines for conventional food. A 
dietary supplement that meets the 
quailing criterion in proposed 
§ 101.14(d)(2)(vii) and does not contain 
a nutrient at a disqualifying level 
specified in proposed $ 101.14(a)(5) 
possesses nutritive value for a health 
claim irrespective of whether or not it 
may also provide calories. (FDA is 
including the exception for dietary 
supplements in § 101.14(e) because 
under section 202(b) of the DS Act, the 
agency can approve claims for such 
products). 

The final rule for mandatory nutrition 
labeling published elsewhere in this 
issue of the Federal Register requires 
the listing of 12 nutrients apart from 
calories as follows: Total fat^ saturated 
fat. cholesterol, total carbohydrates, 
sugars, fiber, protein, sodium, vitamin 
A, vitamin C, calcium, and iron. As 
described in that document, FDA 
concluded that these nutrients are of 
sufficient public health importance to 
warrant their inclusion in ffie nutrition 
label. Therefore, these same nutrients 
provide an appropriate basis for a 
criterion intended to preclude health 
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claims on foods that do not make a 
nutritional contribution to the diet and 
thus are inconsistent with dietary 
guidelines. This conclusion is 
supported by comments that suggested 
that FDA should establish such a 
criterion based on the nutrients required 
in the mandatory listing on the food 
label. 

Of the 12 mandatory nutrients, 
vitamin A. vitamin C. iron, calcivim, 
protein, and fiber constitute nutrients 
for which the levels in foods can serve 
as a basis for determining a food’s 
nutritional contribution to the overall 
diet. Total tat, saUuated tat, sodium, and 
sugars are nutrients iot which the 
current recommendations are to limit 
intake. Therefore, the presence of the 
latter nutrients in a food would not 
provide an appropriate basis for 
measuring the positive contribution of a 
food to the diet. While total 
carbohydrates reflects the contribution 
to the ^et of complex carbohydrates, a 
nutrient for which current 
recommendations are to increase intake, 
it also reflects the contribution of sugars 
for which ciurent recommendations are 
to limit intake. Therefore, total 
carbohydrates is not an appropriate 
comprment of a nutritional contribution 
criterion. 

The final rule on nutrient content 
claims published elsewhere in this issue 
of the Federal Register states that a food 
is a good source of a nutrient when the 
nutrient is present in the food at a level 
of 10 percent or more of the label 
reference value. The agency concludes, 
therefore, that this defined level is an 
appropriate basis for a criterion to 
measure the nutritional contribution of 
a food. Therefore, assuming that a food 
meets the definitions prescribed in this 
final rule for bearing a health claim, the 
food must also contain one or more of 
the six nutrients listed above (vitamin 
A, vitamin C, iron, calcium, protein, or 
fiber) in an amoimt at or above 10 
percent of the Reference Daily Intake 
(RDI) or DRV per reference amount 
customarily consumed for that nutrient. 
Based on a review of the regulatory food 
composition data base (Ref. 33). the 
agency notes that most foods consistent 
with dietary guidelines meet this 
criterion. 

Furthermore, in order to preclude the 
fortification of foods solely for the 
purpose of making a claim, the nutrient 
or nutrients must not be derived from 
fortification or other additions to the 
food. Fortification of a food of little or 
no nutritional value for the sole purpose 
of qualifying that food for a health claim 
is i^sleading for several reasons. There 
is great ^ential to confuse consumers 
if foods like sugars, soft drinks, and 

sweet desserts are fortified to qualify for 
a health claim when, at the same time, 
dietary guidance as contained in 
USDA’s Food Guide Pyramid (Ref. 29), 
for example, states that “[T)hese foods 
provide calories and little else 
nutritionally. Most people should use 
them sparingly.” Indiscriminate 
fortification of such foods with one 
nutrient would not make such foods 
consistent with dietary guidelines. 
Further, fortifying such foods is not 
consistent with TOA's fortification 
policy in $ 104.20 that has been in effect 
for many years. The fundamental 
objective of FDA’s policy on appropriate 
fortification of foods is to establish a 
uniform set of principles that serve as a 
model for the rational addition of 
nutrients to foods. In that policy, FDA 
clearly states its concern that random 
fortification of foods could result in 
deceptive or misleading claims for 
foods. In the document concerning 
nutrient content claims that appears 
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register. FDA is including a provision 
requiring that added nutrients must be 
in compliance with § 104.20 for a food 
to be eligible to bear the term “more” on 
its label. 

FDA stresses that the exclusion of 
fortification pertains only to fortification 
to spedficelly meet the requirements of 
this provision and not to fortification of 
the food itself. Thus, a fortified food, 
including a dietary supplement in 
conventional food form, may still 
qualify for a health claim, provided the 
qualification is not on the basis of that 
fortification. Accordingly, FDA has 
added a new § 101.14(e)(6) to require 
that, except for dietary supplements not 
in conventional food form, the food 
shall contain 10 percent or more of the 
RDI or DRV for vitamin A, vitamin C. 
iron, calcium, protein, or fiber prior to 
any nutrient addition. 

Vn. Exemption of Medical Foods and 
Exempt Ixifant Formulas 

FDA proposed in $ 101.14(f) that 
medical fo^s, as defined in section 5(b) 
of the Orphan Drug Act (21 U.S.C. 
360ee(b)). and infant formulas subject to 
section 412(h) of the act are specifically 
exempted from requirements for health 
claims and nutrient content claims. This 
exemption reflects the exemption in 
section 403(r)(S)(A) of the act. 

FDA received no comments on this 
aspect of the proposal. Therefore, the 
agency is adopting this section as 
proposed. 

Vni. Applicability of Health Claims 

FDA proposed in § 101.14(g) that the 
requirements for health claims in 
proposed § 101.14 only apply to foods 

intended for human consumption that 
are offered for sale. 

FDA received no comments on this 
aspect of the proposal. Therefore, this 
section is being adopted by the agency 
as proposed. 

K. Petitions 

A. Agency Review Period 

88. One comment asserted that FDA 
should not establish any health claim 
petition provisions because citizen 
petition regulations in § 10.30 (21 CFR 
10.30) are adequate to provide for 
petitions to FDA that request that the 
agency authorize a health claim. 

FDA disagrees with this comment. 
Section 403(r)(4)(A)(i) of the act 
establishes tmique statutory procedures 
for the handling of health claim 
petitions that are not applicable to the 
existing citizen petition regulation. The 
statute has specific timeframes for FDA 
to evaluate health claim petitions and, 
unlike the provisions of § 10.30, 
provides for not releasing the content of 
a petition if it is denied prior to 
acceptance for filing. If FDA were to 
accept health claims petitions in 
accordance with § 10.30, petitions that 
the agency denies after its initial 100- 
day review might be released. Further, 
FDA believes that a procedural 
regulation for health claims petitions is 
necessary so that petitioners will clearly 
understand what is reqviired, that the 
agency’s review will be conducted on a 
consistent and equitable basis, and that 
the groimds for agency action on the 
petition will be clearly understood. 

89. Some comments objected that the 
timeframes in the petition provisions for 
FDA assessing the validity of the 
proposed claim and for issuing a 
proposed regulation are too rigid. One of 
these comments suggested that in cases 
where there is minimal or nonexistent 
controversy, FDA should streamline the 
petition approval process. The comment 
noted that while the statutory filing 
period gives the agency time to 
determine whether a proposed claim is 
valid, that filing peric^ also serves to 
deprive the public of truthful claims 
until final approval is granted. 'The 
comment suggested that FDA adopt a 
mechanism to quickly determine 
whether there is a large consensus 
among scientists on the validity of a 
proposed claim and, if so, to shorten the 
timeframes. However, other comments 
suggested that longer timeframes are 
needed so that the agency can review 
the data and request additional 
information if needed, after which FDA 
should allow, modify, or reject the 
health claim application and notify the 
applicant. 
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FDA advises that the agency may not 
consider lonmr timeframes for the 
evaluation of petitions about health 
claims because the timeframes are 
specifically established in section 
403(r)(4) of the act These short 
timeframes do not provide an 
opporttmity for continuing 
correspondence between me petitioner 
and FDA. With respect to suggestions 
for shorter timeframes, FDA advises that 
the agency’s ability to meet timeframes 
is influenced by many factors such as 
work priorities and availability of 
personnel. FDA considers the statutory 
timeframes for assessing the validity of 
health claims and for issuing a proposed 
regulation to be extremely short, given 
the need to evaluate the totality of 
available scientific evidence on a 
substance and a disease. Given the 
agency’s limited resources, it would not 
be practicable to shorten these 
timeframes further. However, FDA 
points out that although action on 
petitions for most claims will require 
virtually all of the time provided by the 
statutory timeframes, nothing would 
prohibit the agency from acting in less 
time than the timeframes provide if it is 
possible to do so. Thus, it is likely that 
a petition for a claim on a well-accepted 
substance/disease relationship would be 
reviewed more expeditiously than one 
for which scientific agreement is not as 
clear. 

90. Some comments recommended 
that FDA allow new health claims to be 
used as soon as the proposal issues, 
instead of waiting rmtil the final 
regulation becomes effective. One 
comment asserted that this approach 
would greatly benefit the public by 
quickly disseminating truthful health 
claim information, and that there would 
be little risk to consumers firom 
consuming additional amounts of a food 
if the health claim is eventually denied. 

The agency advises that there is no 
basis under the act to provide for the 
use of proposed health claims. Section 
403(r)(l)(B) of the act deems a food 
misbranded when its label or labeling 
bears a health claim unless the claim is 
made in accordance with section 
403(r)(3) or (r)(5)(D). Section 403(r)(3) 
and (r)(5)(D) of the act requires that the 
health claim be made in accordance 
with regulations. Proposed rules are not 
"regulations.” 

Further, even if FDA had a basis 
under the act to permit the use of 
proposed health claims, the agency does 
not believe that it would be prudent to 
provide for such use. The comment 
period following the publication of 
proposed rules is a critical step in 
determining whether a proposed 
regulation is appropriate for adoption. 

In the instance of health claim 
regulations, simificant information 
concerning vaudity of the substance- 
disease relationship imderlying the 
proposed health claim may be 
submitted by interested parties during 
the comment period. In addition, the 
comment period may bring to li^t a 
previously unforeseen potential for the 
health claim to be misleading to 
consumers if adopted without 
modification. 

B. Public Disclosure 

91. Some comments expressed 
concern regarding public release of 
private or proprietary data submitted as 
part of a health claim petition. Other 
comments agreed with the proposal as 
written in § 101.70(j)(2) on the grounds 
that allowing the public to scrutinize 
information submitted in a petition will 
help ensxire that the evidence is 
scientifically sound and unbiased. 

Section 403(r)(3)(B)(i) of the act 
mandates that the Sectary (and FDA, 
by delegation) determination as to 
whether to authorize a health claim be 
based on the totality of “publicly 
available evidence.” Moreover, section 
403(r)(4](A)(i) of the act provides for not 
making a petition available to the public 
only when FDA decides to deny it 
without filing it. Consequently, FDA 
does not have authority to withhold this 
information from public scrutiny and 
will make all information submitted in 
support of a health claim publicly 
available when the petition is filed. 

C. Preparation of Model Health Claim 

92. One comment objected to the 
petitioner having to propose model 
health claims, asserting that the format 
and wording of model health claims 
should be the responsibility of FDA. 
The comment stated that the 1990 
amendments did not require the 
petitioner to prepare mc^el health 
claims. Another comment, however, 
endorsed the proposal that a petitioner 
include a model health claim, because 
it will promote efficiency by giving FDA 
a starting point and ensure that the 
petitioner is planning to use the claim 
to promote the public’s health. 

FDA agrees with the latter comment. 
Because the petitioner should be one of 
the parties most knowledgeable about 
the relevant substance-disease 
relationship, the agency does not 
believe that requiring the inclusion of a 
model health claim will constitute a 
significant burden on the petitioner. 
Such a requirement will, however, 
provide significant benefit by ensuring 
that the agency can easily and correctly 
identify what the petitioner believes to 
be the frill substance-disease 

relationship within the short review 
timeframes. 

D. Summary of Scientific Data 

93. Some comments argued that 
unpublished research findings, 
including proprietary data, would be 
consider^ in support of proposed 
health claims. However, a number of 
comments disagreed asserting that only 
data suitable for publication and data 
already accepted for presentation in a 
scientific commimity would be suitable 
for the substantiation of health claims. 

FDA will consider all unpublished 
findings that are submitted in support of 
proposed health claims. Althou^ the 
agency will consider such findings, FDA 
{)oints out that, as suggested in the 
egislative history (Ref. 1), the agency 

may give greater weight to a research 
report published in a peer-reviewed 
journal because such reports have been 
subjected to scientific evaluation before 
publication. The agency is likely to give 
greatest weight, however, to research 
reports of well-conducted, relevant 
studies regardless of publication status. 

E. Denial of Petitions 

94. A number of comments stated that 
if the agency is to deny a petition 
without filing it, FDA should do so 
based oq a review of the petition as a 
whole. One comment said that even if 
the "Preliminary Requirements” section 
of the petition is inadequate FDA 
should still examine the "Summary of 
Scientific Data.” The comment stated 
that if the agency did so, and discussed 
that review in the denial notice, it 
would provide the petitioner with some 
indication as to whether a redrafted 
petition would be justified. The 
comment contended that such a 
procediire would be more efficient in 
the longrun and presumably would save 
FDA from having to review repeatedly 
submitted petitions. 

FDA does not believe that it would be 
prudent to adopt a general policy of 
conducting exhaustive reviews of 
petitions that are to be denied because 
they fail to meet preliminary 
requirements. The denial of a petition 
on the grounds that the preliminary 
requirements are not met wovdd reflect 
a frmdamental problem with the 
petition. Such problems may take a fair 
amount of time to remedy. 'Therefore, to 
ensure that it uses its resources most 
effectively and efficiently, FDA will not 
undertake an evaluation of the scientific 
validity of a claim unless the 
preliminary requirements are satisfied. 

95. Several comments dealt with the 
language of the regulation disapproving 
the health claim. Ihey particularly 
disapproved of the language "FDA has 
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concluded that there is no basis for 
claims about the following * * The 
comments suggested alternate wordings 
for proposed $ 101.71 that would 
recognize that “although there is 
considerable interest in these areas, and 
although new evidence is continually 
emerging, the data are not yet strong 
enough to permit approval of health 
claims for the reasons summarized 
below.*’ The comments stated that this 
language should be followed by an 
enumeration of the disapproved claims 
together with a short paragraph 
describing both the stren^ and the 
perceived shortcomings of the evidence 
in each case. This approach would, 
according to comments, establish an 
appropriate record of FDA’s ' 
determination, without uimecessarily 
damaging any of these active areas of 
scientific research. 

FDA agrees with the comments that 
there should be some codified record of 
its consideration of the health claims on 
which it proposed action, either in 
response to ^e 1990 amendments or a 
petition, but ultimately decided not to 
authorize. That record is provided by 
the citation to the final rule den>'ing the 
health claim that is included in the 
listing in new § 101.71. The discussion 
in the preamble to the final rule 
summarizes the agency’s consideration 
of the claim. Thus, the agency does not 
believe that paragraphs describing the 
strengths and shortcomings of the 
evidence regarding specific health 
claims are needed in the codified 
language to “establish an appropriate 
record of FDA’s determinations.” 

The agency disagrees that a negative 
decision regarding a particular health 
claim will be damaging to active areas 
of scientific research. It is obvious that 
the extensive literature regarding the 
complex relationships between 
substances and diseases and health- 
related conditions developed without 
consideration of whether specific health 
claims on particular foods might be 
allowed at some time in the future. 
FDA’s denial is just as likely to 
highlight the matters on which further 
reseai^ is needed as it is to damage the 
prospects for further research. However, 
for greater clarity, the agency has 
revised the statement in new § 101.71 
that there is “no basis for claims” to 
state that there is “not a sufficient basis 
for claims * * 

F. Other Petition Issues 

96. Another comment urged that FDA 
not redelegate to the Director and 
Deputy Director of CFSAN all the 
functions of the Commissioner 
concerning petitions for label claims 
under section 403(r) of the act that do 

not involve controversial issues. The 
comment stated that all petitions that 
will be submitted to the agency 
concerning health claims will involve 
controversial issues that will require a 
response from the Commissioner. 

roA does not agree. Based on the 
agency’s experience with petitions that 
have been submitted to FDA for 
consideration, it is not uncommon for a 
petition to contain major deficiencies 
that necessitate denial of the petition. 
The agency believes that redelegating 
such functions to the Director and 
Deputy Director of CFSAN will permit 
the agency to take the required actions 
(e.g., denial of a petition) in the most 
resource efficient manner. 

Further, the agency does not agree 
that it should assume that all petitions 
submitted under section 403(r) of the act 
will involve controversial issues. The 
agency should have the prerogative to 
t^e action on a petition in the most 
resouroe efficient manner. For example, 
in the future, it is certainly possible that 
some substance-disease relationships 
will become established, and that there 
will be no controversy about the 
scientific basis for a claim. If such a 
situation occurs, the agency should have 
the flexibility to authorize information 
about such relationships in food 
labeling in an efficient manner. 
Therefore, the agency is retaining the 
redelegation provision in the final rule. 

X. Constitutional Issues 

A. The First Amendment 

97. Several comments from industry 
and nonprofit organizations asserted . 
that truthful information about health 
and diet consists of speech protected 
under the First Amendment, and at the 
very least is protected commercial 
speech. According to the comments, 
such truthful information encompassed 
a wide variety of labeling information 
ranging from information that FDA 
classifies as a “health claim” to general 
information about what food categories 
should be included in a diet to affect 
disease that FDA classifies as “dietary 
guidance.” (As explained previously in 
this preamble, for the sake of clarity in 
this preamble, references by FDA to 
“dietary guidance” will refer to claims 
that do not contain both basic elements 
of a health claim and are therefore not 
“health claims.”) Comments stated that 
the commercial speech doctrine 
recognizes that such speech not only 
serves the economic interests of the 
speaker but assists consumers and 
furthers society’s interest in “the fullest 
possible dissemination of information.” 
Therefore, while such speech is entitled 
to less protection than other forms of 

expression, that protection is 
nonetheless substantial. Several 
comments dted case law that stated that 
if the commercial expression at issue is 
neither false nor misleading, then any 
regulation restricting it must directly 
advance the governmental interest 
asserted and must be no more extensive 
than necessary to serve that interest. 
Comments contended that any 
suggestion that consumers should be 
screened from truthful information “in 
their own best interest” is the type of 
paternalism rejected by the Supreme 
Court in Virginia State Bd. of Pharmacy 
V. Virginia Citizens Consumer Council 
Inc., 425 U.S. 748 (1976), and the 
concept that the public cannot be 
trusted to make valid judgments based 
on truthful information contravenes the 
basic principles of the First 
Amendment. Comments asserted that 
the public interest and, indeed, the 
public right is in obtaining useful 
information, and the .government’s 
interest is best served by placing no 
beuriers to its firee circulation. Another 
comment specifically requested that 
FDA clarify how the health claims 
regulations comply with Supreme Court 
standards for constitutionally protected 
civil or commercial speech. 

However, other comments stated that 
the health claim regulations do not 
violate manufacturers’ First Amendment 
rights, because food labels that are not 
in compliance with the act are 
inherently misleading and therefore not 
entitled to constitutional protection. 
’The comments argued further that, even 
if a court found that a nonconforming 
health claim was not misleading, it 
would uphold these regulations because 
they areHailored specifically to meet the 
substantial Government interest of 
protecting the public. 

FDA aavises that neither these 
regulations, nor the act as amended by 
the 1990 amendments, violate the Fi^t 
Amendment. The act has withstood 
numerous First Amendment challenges. 
(See, for example. United States v. 
General Nutrition, Inc., 638 F. Supp. 
556, 562 (W.D.N.Y. 1986); American 
Frozen Food Institute v. Mathews, 413 
F. Supp. 548 (D.D.C. 1976), afTd, 555 
F.2d 1059 (D.C. Cir. 1977); United States 
V. Articles of Food * * * Clover Club 
Potato Chips, 67 F.R.D. 419 (D. Idaho 
1975); United States v. 8 Cartons, 
Containing Plantation The Original etc. 
Molasses, 103 F. Supp. 626 (W.D.N.Y. 
1951).) 'The 1990 amendments amended 
the act to permit certain information 
about the relationship of nutrients in 
food and disease to appear on a food 
label without misbranffing the food 
under section 403 of the act or 
transforming it into a drug under section 
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201(g)(1)(B) of the act. The regulations 
implementing these amendments thus 
permit more information on food labels 
than has previously been allowed under 
the act. 

Nonetheless, parts of the act and these 
regulations may have an incidental 
e^ct on speech in a narrowly defined 
area, food labeling. (See NAACPv. 
Claiborne Hardware Co., 458 U.S. 886, 
912 (1982).) The Supreme Coxirt, 
however, "has recognized the strong 
governmental interest in certain forms 
of economic regulation, even though 
such regulation may have an incidental 
effect on rights of speech and 
association." Id. The Government may 
regulate in areas of economic activity 
such as seciuities, antitrust, and labor in 
ways that affect speech. SEC v. Wall 
Street Publishing Institute, 851 F.2d 
365, 372-73 P.C. Cir. 1988), cert, 
denied, 489 U.S. 1066 (1989); see also 
SECv. Suter, 732 F.2d 1294,1299 (7th 
Cir. 1984) (the First Amendment does 
not remove a business engaged in the 
communication of information from 
general laws regulating business 
practices). The Government "does not 
lose its power to regulate commercial 
activity deemed harmful to the public 
whenever speech is a component of the 
activity." Ohralikv. Ohio State Bar 
Association, 436 U.S. 447, 456 (1978);' 
see also Home Box Office, Inc. v. FCC, 
567 F.2d 9, 46 P.C. Qr. 1977), cert, 
denied. 434 U.S. 829 (1977) ("[Rjules 
restricting speech do not necessarily 
abridge fr^dom of speech.") 

As with securities, labor, and antitrust 
regulation, the Government exerts 
extensive regulatory authority over the 
economic activity surrounding food and 
its labeling. Yet ^e regulation of food 
and food labeling clearly encompasses 
more than mere economic activity: It 
protects consumer health and safety in 
an area where harm to the public can be 
direct and immediate. (See Ohralik, 436 
U.S. at 456.) FDA’s crucial role in 
ensuring that food labels are 
informative, are not misleading, and do 
not otherwise misbrand products under 
the act has long been recognized. (See 
79 Congressional Record 4734 (1935), 
reprinted in "Dunn, Federal Food, Drug, 
and Cosmetic Act," 280 (1938) 
(statement of Sen. Copeland) ("No one 
disputes that the [FDA] should 
determine the quality of the product; no 
one disputes that it should determine 
what is on the label.”)) In such an area 
of extensive Federal regulation, the 
Government may place restrictions on 
speech that bears directly on the 
Government’s objectives. SECv. Wall 
Street Publishing Institute, 851 F.2d at 
373. Indeed, regulation of food labeling 

would be impossible if the Government 
could not restrict speech. Id. 

Thus, when FDA seeks to ensure that 
food is not misbranded, it may place 
restrictions on label contents. "Freedom 
of Speech does not include the freedom 
to violate the labeling provisions of the 
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act." 
United States v. Ancles of Food * * * 
Clover Club Potato Chips, 67 F.R.D. 419, 
424 (D. Idaho 1975). “(Cjertain speech 
in a certain limited context" becomes 
part of the labeling of a product and 
may serve as evidence of a violation of 
the act. United States v. General 
Nutrition, Inc., 638 F. Supp. 556, 562 
(W.D.N.Y. 1986). Thus, the seizure and 
condemnation of a book that misbrands 
a product is not a violation of the First 
Amendment, even though in another 
context the book might be protected. 
(See United States v. 8 Cartons, 
Containing Plantation The Original etc. 
Molasses, 103 F. Supp. 626, 628 
(W.D.N.Y. 1951); United States v. 
Article of Drug, 32 F.R.D. 32 (SJD. Ill. 
1963).) “It is the product and the 
manner in which the product is 
marketed which is said to be illegal,” 
rather than the speech itself. General 
Nutrition, 638 F. Supp. at 562. A 
prohibition on selling a misbranded 
product restrains the violative act of 
selling, not speech itself. Kellogg Co. v. 
Mattox, 763 F. Supp. 1369,1381 (N.D. 
Tex. 1991) (construing Texas food and 
drug law). “The substantial government 
interest in the goals of the Act justif[ies] 
this extremely narrow encroachment" 
on speech. General Nutrition, 638 F. 
Supp. at 562. Indeed, where certain 
claims misbrand a product, "[a] 
requirement that the claims be removed, 
in order to sell the product, is certainly 
less restrictive than a flat prohibition of 
the sale of the product.” Kellogg, 763 F. 
Supp. at 1381. 

With the provisions of the 1990 
amendments that govern health claims. 
Congress sought to "permit health 
claims but only heal& claims based on 
scientifically valid information." 
(statement of Rep. Waxman; Ref. 4). In 
order to assist consumers improving 
their eating habits. Congress devised a 
scheme to permit certain claims not 
previously allowed under the act. Under 
this scheme, only those claims that FDA 
finds to be “supported by science” are 
permitted, (statement of Rep. Waxman; 
Ref. 3), and a food that bears an 
unapproved health claim is misbranded. 
Because FDA case law makes clear that 
a label statement that misbrands a food 
product is not subject to First 
Amendment protection, an unapproved 
health claim on a food label would not 
be protected speech. (See United States 
V. General Nutrition, Inc., 638 F. Supp. 

556 (W.D.N.Y. 1986); United States v. 
Articles of Food * * * Clover Club Potato 
Chips, 67 F.R.D. 419 (D. Idaho 1975); 
United States v. 8 Cartons, Containing 
Plantation The Original etc. Molasses, 
103 F. Supp. 626 (W.D.N.Y. 1951); 
United States v. Article of Drug, 32 
F.R.D. 32 (S.D. Ill. 1963).) 

Congress considered the use of 
"unfo\inded” health claims on the food 
label to be harmful to the public 
(statement of Rep. Waxman; Ref. 3); cf. 
Ohralik, 436 U.S. at 456 ("[Tjhe State 
does not lose its power to regulate 
commercial activity deemed harmful to 
the public whenever speech is a 
component of that activity.’’) Congress 
dealt with this problem by crafting a 
system to permit certain useful 
information to appear on the food label, 
while ensuring that the information is 
scientifically valid and not misleading 
(statement of Rep. Waxman; Ref. 4). 
Congress considered these restrictions 
on speech necessary to further the 
Government’s interest in ensuring the 
scientific valid^ of health claims on 
the food label. The Government’s action 
in regulating the food label does not 
offend the First Amendment simply 
because speech is involved. Ohralik, 
436 U.S. at 456. The case law 
establishes that FDA’s power to regulate 
the food label derives from its broad 
regulatory powers over food, and these 
regulations are valid under the limited 
scrutiny that has been afiorded 
restrictions on speech vmder extensive 
regulatory schemes involving areas of 
economic activity. (See SEC v. Wall 
Street Publishing Institute, 851 F.2d at 
372-73; see also Dun S' Bradstreet, Inc. 
V. Greenmoss Builders, 472 U.S. 749, 
785 n.5 (1985); Ohralikv. Ohio State 
Bar Association, 436 U.S. 447,456 
(1978).) 

Many comments argued that labeling 
is commercial speech, and that 
restrictions placed on it must pass the 
tests enunciated by the Supreme Court 
in cases involving commercial speech. 
Unlike “advertising pure and simple,” 
labeling does not fall clearly within the 
bounds of commercial speedi. Zauderer 
V. Office of Disciplinary Counsel, 471 
U.S. 626, 637 (1985). llie agency does 
not consider it necessary for its First 
Amendment analysis to determine 
whether or not food labeling fits the 
definition of commercial speech. (See 
SEC V. Wall Street Publishing Institute, 
851 F.2d at 372.) Rather, the agency 
considers labeling on foods to form "a 
distinct category of communications in 
which the government’s power to 
regulate is at least as broad as with 
respect to the general rubric of 
commercial speech.” SECv. Wall Street 
Publishing Institute, 851 F.2d at 373. 
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Recognizing, however, that at least one 
court has categorized labeling as 
commercial speech, General Nutrition. 
638 F. Supp. at 562, FDA agrees that 
labeling should certainly be considered 
closer to commercial speech than to 
“pure" speech. 

Even it labeling is analyzed as 
commercial spee^Khowever, these 
regulations do not violate the First 
Amendment. First, speech that is 
inherently misleading is not protected 
and may be prohibit^. Central Hudson 
Gas & Electric Corp. v. Public Service 
Commission, 447 U.S. 557, 563-64 
(1980). Secondly, speech that is only 
potentially misleading may be 
restricted, so long as the restrictions 
directly advance a substantial 
governmental interest and are no more 
extensive than necessary to serve that 
interest. Id. at 566. These regulations 
govern speech that is inherently 
misleading, health claims on the food 
label. However, even if such claims are 
considered to be only potentially 
misleading, the regulations pass the test 
enimciated in Central Hudson. 

Commercial speech receives only 
limited protection imder the First 
Amendment. (See, for example, Bolger 
V. youngs Drug Products Corp., 463 U.S. 
60. 64-65 (1983).) For commercial 
speech to ^ protected, it must concern 
lawful activity and not be misleading. 
Central Hudson, 447 U.S. at 563 through 
564. The Supreme Ck>urt has recognized 
that restrictions on commercial speech 
may be appropriate to prevent 
deception. Virginia State Board of 
Pharmacy v. Virginia Citizens Consumer 
Council. 425 U.S. at 771 n.24. These 
regulations will have the effect of 
ensuring that the health claims that 
appear in food labeling are scientifically 
valid and not misleading. (See 
American Frozen Food Institute v. 
Mathews, 413 F. Supp. 548, 555 (D.D.C. 
1976) , aff d, 555 F.2d 1059 (D.C. Cir. 
1977) ) (FDA regulation constituted the 
agency's conclusion “that labeling 
which fails to meet the requirements of 
the regulation is misleading or 
otherwise not in compliance with the 
act,” and as such it did not violate the 
First Amendment). 

The Supreme Court has labeled as 
misleading—and thus not protected— 
both speech that is inherently likely to 
deceive and that “experience has 
proved * • * is subje^ to abuse.” In re 
R.M.J.. 455 U.S. 191, 203 (1982). For 
example, in Friedman v. Rogers, 440 
U.S. 1,14-15 (1979), the Court held that 
Texas could prohibit the use of trade 
names by optometrists where there was 
a history of deception and abuse of the 
public. See also Ohralik v. Ohio State 
Biu'Association, 436 U.S. 447,468 

(1978) (upholding state bar's rules 
against in-person solicitation where 
there was an inherent potential for 
abuse and prophylactic regulation was 
needed). 

By enacting the 1990 amendments. 
Congress sought to ensure that health 
claims would be scientifically valid and 
not misleading. (See. for example, 
statement of Rep. Madigan, and 
statement of Rep. Waxman, Ref. 4). 
Experience had shown that many 
“unfounded” health claims were being 
used on foods (statement of Rep. 
Waxman; Ref. 3). Congress recognized 
the “great potential for defrauding 
consumers if food is sold that contains 
inaccurate or unsupportable health 
claims.” Id. (statement of House floor 
managers). 

In response to the high potential for 
health claims to be misleading. Congress 
legislated that any claim that is not 
consistent with IDA regulations will 
misbrand a food. Section 403(r)(l)(B) of 
the act states that a food is misbranded 
if its label or labeling contains a claim 
that “expressly or by implication * * * 
characterizes the relationship of any 
nutrient * • * of the food to a disease 
or a health-related condition unless the 
claim complies with regulations 
promulgated by FDA. § 403(r)(l)(B)'' 
(emphasis added). By taking this 
approach. Congress chose to permit only 
those health claims on food that FDA 
determines to be scientifically valid, 
effectively recognizing that health 
claims are so potentially misleading as 
to be inherently misleading. 

Indeed, particular attributes of health 
claims on the food label make them 
inherently misleading. Because health 
claims are of great importance to the 
public, they have a great potential to be 
deceptive: Representations relating a 
product to an issue of public concern as 
a means to induce consumer purchases 
may take on increased importance in the 
mind of the public and thus be more 
likely to mislead. FTC v, Pharmtech 
Research, Inc., 576 F. Supp. 294, 301 
(D.D.C. 1983) (advertisements for food 
supplement were misleading where they 
“played on the average consumer's well- 
founded fear of cancer”). A health claim 
on a food label is tlie type of 
information that a consumer would 
have difficulty verifying independently. 
American Home Products v. FTC, 695 
F.2d 681, 698 (3d Cir. 1982); cf. Peel v. 
Attorney Reg. &■ Disciplinary 
Com/nissjon, 496 U.S. 91,110 S. Ct. 
2281, 2288 (1990) (a lawyer's 
certification is a “verifiable fact”). 
Consumers place great reliance on the 
portions of the fo^ label that they 
believe to be regulated by the 
Government (Ref. 36). Unapproved 

health claims that consumers assume to 
be consistent with government 
regulations are therefore more likely to 
be misleading. “Pervasive government 
regulation * * * and consumer 
expectations about such regulation, 
create a climate in which questionable 
claims * * * have all the more power to 
mislead.” American Home Products v. 
FTC, 695 F.2d at 697. 

Even if health claims are considered 
only potentially misleading, rather than 
actually or inherently misleading, these 
regulations are constitutional. The 
government may place'restrictions on 
commercial spee^ that is merely 
potentially misleading. Such restrictions 
must directly advance a substantial 
governmental interest and be no more 
extensive than necessary to serve that 
interest. Central Hudson Gas & Electric 
Corp. V. Public Service Commission, 447 
U. S. 557, 566 (1980). These regulations 
pass that test. 

First, the government's interest is 
clearly substantial. The 1990 
amendments and these regulations seek 
to ensure that consumers have access to 
information about food that is 
scientifically valid, truthful, reliable, 
understandable,, and not misleading. 
This information will enable consumers 
to make more healthful food choices. 
The Supreme Court has recognized “the 
health, safety, and welfare of * * * 
citizens” as a substantial government 
interest. Posadas de Puerto Rico 
Associates v. Tourism Co., 478 U.S. 328, 
341 (1986). Moreover, consumers have a 
First Amendment interest in obtaining 
information on which to base a decision 
whether to buy a product, and this 
interest is “served by insuring that the 
information is not false or deceptive.” 
National Commission on Egg Nutrition 
V. FTC, 570 F.2d 157,162 (7th Cir. 
1977), cert, denied. 439 U.S. 821 (1978). 
“The fact that health is involved 
enhances the interests of both 
consumers and the public in being 
assured ‘that the stream of commercial 
information flow clearly as well as 
freely.'” Id. (citing Virginia State Board 
of Pharmacy, 425 U.S. at 772); 
American Home Products, 695 F.2d 681, 
714. Moreover, FDA is implementing 
legislation whose purpose is “essential 
if the consumer is to obtain reasonable 
information regarding * * * the foods he 
buys.” American Frozen Food Institute 
V. Mathews, 413 F. Supp. 548 (D.D.C. 
1976) , affd, 555 F.2d 1059 (D.C. Cir. 
1977) . 

Secondly, the regulations directly 
advance the government interest. Under 
the 1990 amendments and these 
regulations, FDA will assess the relevant 
scientific evidence on a proposed health 
claim before permitting that claim to 
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appear on the food label. In this way, 
the regulations ens\ire that health claims 
are scientifically valid, reliable, 
understandable, and do not mislead 
consumers. At the same time, the 
regulatory scheme encourages the 
provision of information to consumers 
that will enable them to improve their 
diets. There is an “immediate 
connection” between health claims on 
food labels and consumers' food 
choices. Central Hudson, 447 U.S. at 
569. 

Finally, these regulations are no more 
extensive than necessary to serve the 
government interest. Under Board of 
Trustees v. Fox, regulations that are 
narrowly tailored to serve the 
government interest will meet this 
prong of the Central Hudson test. 109 S. 
Ct. 3028, 3032-35 (1989). Narrow 
tailoring requires a reasonable fit 
between regulatory ends and means: 
“not necessarily the single best 
disposition but one whose scope is ‘in 
proportion to the interest served.’" Id. at 
3033. These regulations reasonably and 
effectively ensure that health claims on 
food labels will be scientifically valid, 
informative, and not misleading. (See 
Ward V. Rock Against Racisnt, 109 S. Ct. 
2746, 2757-58 (1989).) Thus they meet 
the third prong of the Central Hudson 
test, and Uiey do not violate the First 
Amendment. 

98. Some comments maintained that 
dietary guidance may, in appropriate 
circumstances, be classified as pure 
speech entitled to constitutional 
protection, and that merely because 
speech is presented in a commercial 
context does not necessarily categorize 
it as “commercial speech.” Thus, for 
example, “speech is not rendered 
commercial by the mere fact th^t it 
relates to an advertisement.” Pittsburgh 
Press Co. v. Pittsburgh Comm’n on 
Human Relations, 413 U.S. 376, 384 
(1973). Speech is also “not commercial 
merely b^ause it proposes a transaction 
or because there is an economic 
motivation.” Asian American Business 
Group V. City of Pomona, 716 F. Supp. 
1328,1330 (CD.Cal. 1989) (ciUng Bolger 
V. Youngs I^g Prods. Corp., 463 U.S. 
60 (1983)). The consensus of the 
comments was to conclude that where 
a manufacturer, either on a label or in 
package inserts or accompanying 
brochures, accinrately summarizes 
dietary guidance promulgated by some 
public health body or medical 

L institution, that message should be 
treated as noncommercial speech 
deserving full protection under the First 
Amendment, and that the such 
messages are not solely the product of 
economic motivation. 

FDA believes that its approach to 
dietary guidance, as discussed above, 
does not raise First Amendment 
concerns. Dietary guidance on labeling 
will be considered to fall outside the 
coverage of section 403(r)(l)(B) of the 
act, although it would remain subject to 
other provisions of the act (e.g., sections 
403(a) and 201(n) of the act). 

FDA disagrees with the comments 
that argue that certain dietary 
guidance—e.g., label summaries of 
information promulgated by a public 
health body—should be considered 
pure, noncommercial speech. To the 
extent that it may be necessary to 
categorize these statements, FDA 
believes they should be considered 
commercial speech. Labeling statements 
on food products intended for sale 
would clearly appear in the context of 
a commercial transaction and would 
“propose” such a transaction. (See 
Bolger V. Youngs Drug Products, 463 
U. S. 60, 66,103 S. a. 2875, 2880 (1983); 
Central Hudson Gas v. Public Service 
Commission, 447 U.S. 557, 562 n.5,100 
S. a. 2343, 2349 n.5 (1980).) A label is 
not entitled to the protection due 
noncommercial speech simply because 
it contains a discussion of an issue of 
broad public interest. Board of Trustees 
V. Fox, 109 S. a. 3028, 3032 (1989); 
Bolger, 463 U.S. at 68,103 S. Ct. at 2881; 
Central Hudson, 447 U.S. at 562 n.5, 
100 S. Ct. at 2349 n.5. Nor is dietary 
guidance that discusses a product 
generically, rather than by specific 
name, exempt from categorization as 
commercial speech. Bolger, 463 U.S. at 
66 n.l3,103 S. Ct. at 2880 n.l3. And in 
determining whether the statements on 
a label are pure speech, it is irrelevant 
that they might be considered protected 
in other contexts. (See Zaudererv. 
Office of Disciplinary Counsel, 471 U.S. 
626, 637 n.7,105 S. Ct. 2265, 2274 n.7 
(1985).) Just as informational pamphlets 
were considered commercial speech in 
Bolger, so too dietary gviidance on food 
labels should be considered commercial 
speech. (See Bolger, 463 U.S. at 66-68, 
103 S. Ct. at 2880-81.) 

99. Some comments suggested that 
the proposed regulations were in 
conflict with the First Amendment 
because it protects manufacturers from 
burdensome and unnecessary labeling 
requirements. 

roA disagrees with the comments’ 
assertion that the agency is imposing 
unduly burdensome and unnecessary 
labeling requirements. Nothing in the 
regulations goes beyond the statutory 
requirements imposed by the 1990 
amendments. In formulating these 
regulations, the agency has attempted to 
reach a reasonable balance between the 
interest in making information available 

about the relationship between diet and 
disease and the interest in ensuring that 
thisdnformation is scientifically valid. 
The regulations are narrowly tailored to 
serve a significant governmental interest 
and do not violate the First 
Amendment. 

100. A number of comments 
recommended that foods exceeding a 
disqualifying nutrient level be allowed 
to hear an approved health claim if they 
also bear a statement disclosing the 
level of the disqualifying nutrient. 
Comments contended that the 
legislative history of the 1990 
amendments clearly establishes 
Congress’ intent to require increased 
information and disclosiue on food 
labels, and that section 403(r)(3)(A)(ii) 
of the act is consistent with this 
approach. Some comments argued that 
this procedure is consistent with the 
public’s “right to know” and the 
manufacturers’ First Amendment rights 
to present consumers with information 
that is truthful and not misleading. Most 
maintained that the First Amendment 
principles discussed under the 
Preliminary Health Claims and Dietary 
Guidance sections also prohibit FDA 
from using disqualifying levels to ban 
health claims on products. 

FDA agrees that section 
403(r)(3)(A)(ii) of the act gives it the 
ability to permit approved health claims 
on foods exceeding a disqualifying 
nutrient level if they bear a statement 
disclosing the level of the disqualifying 
nutrient. The agency “may by regulation 
permit * * * a claim based on a finding 
that such a claim would assist 
consumers in maintaining healthy 
dietary practices” (section 
403(r)(3)(A)(ii) of the act). 

FDA disagrees, however, with the 
implication expressed by the comments 
that it should permit approved health 
claims for all foods exceeding a 
disqualifying nutrient level if their 
labels disclose the level of the 
disqualifying nutrient. The agency will 
permit such claims on a case-bycase 
basis, when it finds that a claim would 
assist consumers in maintaining healthy 
dietary practices. Reading the statute to 
mandate disclosure rather than 
disqualification would ignore the terms 
of the statute and would be inconsistent 
with Congress’s intent. When the bill 
that became the 1990 amendments was 
reported out of committee in the House, 
the prohibition in section 
403(r)(3)(A)(ii) of the act on health 
claims was on food containing “any 
nutrient in an amoimt which increases 
to persons in the general population the 
risk of a disease or health-related 
condition which is diet related, taking 
into account the significance of the food 
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in the total daily diet." H. Kept. 538, 
101st Cong., 2d sess. 5 (1990). 
Subsequently, while the bill was 
awaiting passage in the House, language 
was added to section 403(r)(3)(A)(ii) of 
the act permitting the agency to exempt 
certain foods from the prohibition 
(statement of Rep. Waxman; Ref. 4). Had 
Congress chosen to require disclosure 
rather than disqualification in all cases, 
it could have done so explicitly rather 
than providing for exceptions to the 
general rule. 

In its proposal, the agency noted that 
"a health claim on a food label is a 
promise to consumers that including the 
food in a diet, along with other dietary 
modifications, will to helpful in 
attaining the claimed benefit and will 
not intr^uce a risk of another disease 
or health-related condition” (56 FR 
60537 at 60544). Including a health 
claim on the label of a fooid that 
contains unhealthful levels of nutrients 
would be misleading, and the First 
Amendment permits the government to 
ban misleading speech. Central Hudson 
Gas S’ Electric Corp. v. Public Sendee 
Commission, 447 U.S. 557, 566 (1980). 
FDA recognizes that the Supreme Court 
has expressed a preference for 
disclaimers or explanations over 
prohibitions in the context of 
commercial speech that is merely 
potentially misleading. In re 455 
U.S. 191, 203 (1982). Nothing in these 
regulations is inconsistent with that 
approach. Section 403(r)(3)(A)(ii) of the 
act specifically permits the agency to 
allow disclosure instead of 
disqualification where a claim “would 
assist consumers in maintaining healthy 
dietary practices." In situations where 
the government’s substantial interest in 
improving dietary practices would be 
promoted by permitting disclosure 
rather than disoualification, and where 
disclosure would ensure that the health 
claim was not misleading, FDA will 
permit disclosure instead of 
disqualification. 

101. Several comments asserted that 
the First Amendment allows 
manufacturers to place preliminary 
health-related statements on labeling as 
long as those statements are properly 
qualified. In support of this position, 
comments cited a series of opinions in 
FTC V. National Comm’n on Egg 
Nutrition, 517 F.2d 485 (7th Qr. 1975). 
appeal after remand. 570 F.2d 157 (7th 
C^. 1977). cert, denied. 483 U.S. 921 
(1978). The comments noted that in 
affirming the grant of a preliminary 
injunction, the Seventh Circuit held that 
the Commission could not “prohibit 
NCEN from stating that there is 
scientific evidence supporting the 
theory that dietary cholesterol intake is 

not unhealthy, provided that it also 
states that there is substantial contrary 
evidence." 517 F.2d at 489-490. The 
comments also noted that the Seventh 
Circuit struck down an anti-egg warping 
statement that FTC had asked be 
mandated in all futxire advertising, 
saying that “the First Amendment does 
not permit a remedy broader than that 
which is necessary to prevent deception 
* * * or correct the effects of past 
deception * * *." The desirea 
preventative effect can be achieved by 
requiring the disclosiire that there is a 
controversy among the experts and 
NCEN is presenting its side of that 
controversy. The additional statement in 
the form now ordered by FTC should be 
required only when NC^ chooses to 
m^e a representation as to the state of 
the available evidence or information 
concerning the controversy.” (570 F.2d 
at 164) 

The comments also cited Court of 
Appeal decisions that followed the 
Seventh Circuit in requiring a 
manufacturer to qualify controversial or 
preliminary claims wi^ statements that 
a substantial question exists regarding 
their scientific validity. Bristol-Myers 
Co., 102 F.T.C. 21, 294-295 (1983). 
enforced, 783 F.2d 554 (2d. Qr. 1894). 
cert denied, 469 U.S. 1189 (1985); 
American Home Prods. Corp., 98 F.T.C 
136,333 (1981), enforced as modified. 
695 F.2d 681 (3d. Cir. 1982). The 
comments asserted that FDA policy 
must therefore allow the inclusion of 
properly disclosed health claims that 
are based on preliminary or 
controversial findings, as long as the 
studies that led to those findings are 
sufficiently well-designed and well- 
conducted to gamer “significant 
scientific agreement" about how the 
findings should be interpreted. 

FDA does not agree that there is a 
First Amendment right to make 
preliminary claims on the food label, 
regardless of the statutory constraints 
imposed by the 1990 amendments. As 
discussed in greater detail above, FDA 
does not have the authority to permit 
preliminary health claims tmder section 
403(r)(l)(B) of the act The statutory 
scheme and these regulations that 
produce this result do not violate the 
First Amendment. 

As explained above, misleading 
commercial speech is not protected 
under the First Amendment Central 
Hudson Gas Sr Electric Corp. v. Public 
Sendee Commission, 447 U.S. 557,568 
(1980). Health claims have such a high 
potential to be misleading as to be 
inherently misleading, as Ck)ngress 
recognized when it chose to permit only 
those health claims on food tnat FDA 
determines to be scientifically valid 

(section 403(r)(l)(B) of the act). In the 
context of inherently misleading claims, 
there is no requirement that explanatory 
information be permitted to eliminate 
consumers’ misconceptions. (See In re 

455 U.S. 191, 203 (1982).) 
FDA does not agree that it is bound 

to follow cases involving FTC’s 
regulation of advertising and to permit 
labeling that presents one side of a 
scientific controversy, so long as there is 
a statement that a controversy exists. 
Although cases involving FTC may 
sometimes be relevant, it is important to 
note that fundamental differences exist 
between the regulatory schemes 
administered by the two agencies. (See 
Bristol-Myers Co. v. FTC, 738 F.2d 554, 
559 (2d Qr. 1984), cert, denied. 469 U.S. 
1189 (1985).) Congress has long 
recognized the division of roles between 
the two agencies. (See 79 Congressional 
Record 4734 (1935), reprinted in “Dunn, 
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act," 
280-281 (1938) (statements of Senators 
Copeland and Austin) (FTC 
concentrates on the interests of 
commerce and economic needs, 
whereas the objective of FDA is “the 
health of the people.’’)) FTC regulates 
unfair competition and trade practices, 
including food advertising. (Sro, for 
example. 15 U.S.C. sections 45 and 52.) 
In contrast. FDA is a scientific agency 
empowered to regulate the food label, 
among other things. Under section 
403(r)(3)(B)(i) of &e act. FDA may Eermit health claims on foods only if it 

as determined that those claims meet 
the statutory test for scientific validity. 
The laws under which FTC operates do 
not include a comparable statutory 
standard. Thus, it would not be 
appropriate for FDA to follow the case 
law involving FTC 

B. Other Amendments 

102. Some comments alleged that 
outlawing brand names that include an 
unapproved health claim could violate 
the Fifth Amendment, as brand names 
reasonably constitute cognizable private 
party interests, and banning tneir use 
could amount to “taking" those interests 
without just compensation. Comments 
warned ^at the courts have frowned 
upon banning the use of trade names 
when less dr^tic measures would 
eliminate the possibility of deception. 
(See In re R.M.J., supra.) (Also, see Jacob 
Seigel Co. v. FTC, 327 U.S. 608, 612 
(1946) (the policy of the law to protect 
[brand names] indicates that their 
destruction should not be ordered if less 
drastic means will accomplish the same 
result’").) The comments further 
suggested that, in keeping with 
Executive Order 12630 (March IS, 
1988), “Governmental Actions and 
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Interference with Constitutionally 
Protected Property Rights,” FDA should 
complete a T^ngs Impact Analysis 
(TLA) in order to assess whether 
compensation to the brand name owners 
would be appropriate, and whether 
there were viable alternatives to banning 
the use of the brand names. 

In the November 1991 Regulatory 
Impact Analysis (RIA) (56 I^ 60856 at 
60865), FDA considered the takings 
issue and concluded that a TIA was not 
necessary because the proposed 
regulations “serve to reemphasize 
existing regulations as to how products 
may be named.” In view of the 
comments and concerns raised 
involving the takings issue, the agency 
has concluded that it was necessary to 
conduct the more formalized TIA as set 
forth in Executive Order 12630. The 
agency has completed the TIA and 
concludes that die regulations as set 
forth below do not present a potential 
takings. Under the provisions of the 
Executive Order, the TIA is an internal 
government decision making document 
to assist the responsible agency in 
reducing the likelihood that a “takings” 
will occur and to provide the decision 
maker for the agency with information 
as to any likely cost due to compensable 
takings. As such, the TIA is not released 
for public review. 

In its November 1991 RIA statement 
(56 FR 60856 at 60865), FDA stated that 
the required alteration of trade names 
did not constitute a taking, and that, as 
a result, no takings analysis was 
necessary. FDA still believes that there 
is no regulatory taking imder the Fifth 
Amendment if a manufacturer is 
required to alter its brand name when 
that brand name asserts by implication 
a relationship between the presence or 
level of a substance in the food and a 
disease or health-related condition, and 
that relationship is not the subject of an 
approved health claim. These final 
regulations on health claims constitute 
a reasonable exercise of the agency’s 
authority to promote policies in the 
interest of public health. (See Keystone 
Bituminous Coal Association v. 
DeBenedictis, 480 U.S. 470, 488 (1987).) 
The 1990 amendments made explicit 
FDA’s authority to permit certain health 
claims if it determines, based on the 
totality of publicly available scientihc 
evidence, that the claims are 
scientifically valid. H. Rept. 538,101st 
Cong., 2d sess. 9 (1990). The food 
industry “has long been the focus of 
great public concern and significant 
government regulation,” and “the 
possibility was substantial” that the 
government would, “upon focusing on 
the issue,” decide that the actions now 
being imdertaken are in the public 

interest. Ruckelshaus v. Monsanto Co., 
467 U.S. 986,1009 (1984); see also 
Connolly v. Pension Benefit Guarantee 
Corp., 475 U.S. 211, 227 (1986) (“Those 
who do business in the regulated field 
cannot object if the legislative scheme is 
buttressed by subsequent amendments 
to achieve the legislative end.”) 

Companies that use brand names that 
contain implied health claims lack a 
reasonable investment-backed 
expectation that they will be able to 
continue to use those names. Monsanto, 
467 U.S. at 1005. Under the act before 
the 1990 amendments, and under prior 
FDA policy, products whose labeling 
included implied health claims were 
subject to regulation as drugs without 
regard to the content of the claim. In 
1987, FDA proposed to permit certain 
health claims on food, but this proposal 
was never made final and thus cannot 
be considered to provide the basis for 
reasonable expectations that specific 
claims would be allowed. ’The 1990 
amendments for the first time provided 
companies with the basis for an 
expectation that certain implied claims, 
if approved, could be made. Only with 
the publication of these final rules does 
the possibility arise that a company 
might have a reasonable investment- 
backed expectation in continuing to use 
an approved claim. 

103. One comment noted the 
possibility that the scientific standard 
for health claims has the potential to be 
unconstitutional, either facially or as 
applied, under the First (manner of 
application is overbroad and limits 
constitutionally protected free speech), 
the Fifth (the vagueness of the standard 
is such that due process will be violated 
when organizations are not given fair 
notice of what conduct is prohibited), 
the Ninth (without a clearer definition 
of the standard, oversight of agency 
actions that exceed its authority would 
be hindered), and the Fourteenth 

• Amendments. 
FDA disagrees with the comment’s 

assertion that these regulations are 
unconstitutional. As discussed in 
greater detail at the beginning of this 
section of this preamble, these 
regulations do not violate the First 
Amendment. 

FDA further disagrees that the 
scientific standard is unconstitutionally 
vague or overbroad, and it questions the 
applicability of the vagueness and 
overbreadth doctrines in the current 
context. The vagueness doctrine is 
generally applied to strike down 
prohibitions on speech that leave 
individuals without clear guidance on 
the type of speech that is prohibited. 
(See, for example. Village of Hoffman 
Estates v. Flipside, Hoffman Estates, 

Inc., 455 U.S. 489, 498-99 (1982); 
Grayned v. City of Rockford, 408 U.S. 
104,108 (1972).) This is not the case 
here. Only approved health claims will 
be permitted on the food label, and all 
other health claims will misbrand a 
food. It will thus be clear which type of 
speech is prohibited and which 
permitted. Further, these regulations are 
narrowly tailored to meet a substantial 
government interest and are not 
overbroad. They do not “sweep!) withii. 
[their] prohibition what may not be 
pimished imder the First * * • 
Amendment!).” Grayned, 408 U.S. at 
115. In any event, it is doubtful that the 
overbreadth doctrine would apply to 
these regulations, particularly if ^ey 
were considered to regulate commercial 
speech, because the overbreadth 
doctrine does not apply to commercial 
speech. Village of Hoffman Estates, 455 
U.S. at 497. 

The comment does not explain its 
reasons for arguing that the regulations 
violate the Ninth and Fourteenth 
Amendments, and the agency does not 
agree that they do so. 'These regulations 
do not deny any fundamental rights not 
enumerated in the Constitution and so 
do not violate the Ninth Amendment. 
Because these regulations involve 
Federal and not State action, the 
Fourteenth Amendment does not apply. 

'The agency also disagrees that the 
regulations violate the due process 
clause of the Fifth Amendment because 
organizations will not be on notice of 
what constitutes prohibited conduct. 
Under the statutory scheme, as 
implemented by these regulations, 
certain health claims will be permitted 
to appear on food labels without 
misbranding the food or making the 
food a drug. No other health claims will 
be permitted. Organizations will be on 
notice that the use of an unapproved 
health claim is prohibited conduct. 

The agency also disagrees that ^ 
Congress has unconstitutionally 
delegated legislative power to FT)A. 
“Congress does not violate the 
Constitution merely because it legislates 
in broad terms, leaving a certain degree 
of discretion to executive or judicial 
actors. As long as Congress ‘lay!s] down 
by legislative act an intelligible 
principle to which the person or body 
authorized to [act] is directed to 
Conform, such legislative action is not a 
forbidden delegation of legislative 
power.’” Toubyv. United States, 111 S. 
Ct. 1752,1756 (1991) (ciUng J.W. 
Hampton. Jr., 6- Co. v. United States, 
276 U.S. 394, 409 (1928)). 

XI. Consumer Summaries 

FDA’s 1990 proposal (55 FR 5176), 
issued prior to the enactment of the 
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1990 amendments, would have required 
that a health claim reference a consumer 
summary that provided full information 
about the relationship between the food 
and the disease about which the claim 
pertained. The summary was intended, 
to facilitate the consumer’s assessment 
of whether the health claim applied to 
him or her, and, in certain instances, to 
what extent it applied. The summary 
was also intended to help alleviate the 
potential problem of information 
overload on the label. 

In the 1991 proposal for health claims 
(56 FR 60537), issued in response to the 
1990 amendments, FDA suggested that 
consumer summaries may no longer be 
necessary. Section 403(r)(3)(B)(iii) of the 
act provides that the regulation 
authorizing a claim shall require that 
the claim ^ stated in a manner that: (1) 
Accurately reflects the relationship 
between a substance and a disease or 
health-related condition, and the 
significance of the substance in affecting 
the disease or health-related condition; 
and (2) enables the public to 
comprehend the information provided 
in the claim and understand the relative 
significance of such information in the 
context of a total daily diet. This 
statutory provision requires that the 
claim present the most significant 
aspects of the information that the 
agency was intending to require in the 
consumer summaries. 

104. Some comments contended that 
FDA shotild require or strongly 
encourage the use of consumer 
summaries. Several of these comments 
asserted that their use is necessary to 
put health claims into the perspective of 
the total daily diet and alluded to their 
use as being similar to the package 
inserts employed for certain drug 
products. Others stated that their use 
would he an excellent vehicle for 
consumer education, and they should be 
provided and widely disseminated. 

However, other comments argued that 
consumer summaries will have limited 
benefit in the light of the provisions of 
the 1990 amendments. Some of these 
comments stated that any of the 
proposed health claims will succinctly 
express the same message originally 
intended by FDA to be contained in the 
corresponding summary. 

FDA is not persuadea that the use of 
consumer summaries is necessary in 
light of the provisions of this final rule. 
The comments did not contain a basis 
for the agency to require the summaries. 
New § 101.14(d)(2) requires, in part, that 
a health claim that appears in labeling 
be based on, and consistent with, the 
authorizing regulation in part 101, 
subpart E. and that the claim allow the 
public to understand the information 

provided in the claim and to understand 
the significance of that information in 
the context of a total daily diet. The 
agency agrees that these requirements 
fulfill the objectives of the consumer 
summaries, and that requiring the use of 
consumer summaries would therefore 
not be of additional benefit to the 
consumer. Furthermore, FDA knows of 
no basis under the act nor any other 
reason to require more information in 
the health claim than that that is already 
required under these rules. 

105. Other comments suggested that 
FDA prepare and distribute a consumer 
guide containing information on how to 
use the new nutrition labels and health 
claim messages to improve eating 
habits. 

Section 2(c) of the 1990 cunendments 
directs the Secretary to cany out 
activities to educate consumers about 
the availability of nutrition information 
in the label or labeling of food and about 
the importance of that information in 
maintaining healthy dietary practices. 
Although FDA has not yet determined 
all of the measures that it will undertake 
to fulfill this directive, the agency 
believes that the guide suggested by 
these comments would be extremely 
useful in assisting consumers to achieve 
healthier dietary habits. Thus, the 
agency advises that it will prepare such 
a guide in partial fulfillment of this 
provision of the law. These comments, 
as well as those received in response to 
the 1990 proposal (55 FR 5176), will be 
consider^ in developing this guide. 

XU. Other Issues 

106. One comment objected to 
allowing a health claim for a nutrient 
that has been added to a food, arguing 
not only that the food containing the 
added nutrient would be subject to 
undue emphasis in the diet, but that the 
added nutrient would have a “dilution 
eflect” on the food’s naturally-occurring 
nutrients. The comment made specific . 
reference to added fiber. 

FDA disagrees. FDA believes that it is 
almost always tfie nutrient content of 
the diet that is significant, not the 
source. The comment provided no data 
to justify a change in the agency’s belief. 
However, wherever the agency becomes 
aware of a situation in which the 
relationship of a particular nutrient to a 
disease or health-related condition is 
dependent upon the source of the 
nutrient. FDA will make appropriate 
provisions in the specific regulation in 
part 101, subpart E to ensure that the 
health claim is valid with respect to the 
source of the nutrient. 

107. One comment objected that foods 
should not be permitted to bear multiple 
health claims because they might be 

viewed as "wonder foods.” The 
comment submitted no data to support 
this position. 

The agency has no basis to conclude 
that multiple valid health claims will be 
misleading to consumers. To the 
contrary, ^A believes that if it were to 
limit the number of different health 
claims that could appear on the label of 
a single product, it would place the 
manufacturer in the position of having 
to choose which of several valid healln 
claims should appear on the label. Such 
choices would inevitably lead to a 
situation where the same food would 
bear different health claims depending 
on the particular manufacturer’s 
marketing preferences. Under such 
circumstances consumers may question 
which claim was valid, or whether there 
were differences in the beneficial 
nutrients in the same food packaged by 
different manufacturers. Further, if the 
agency were to restrict the number of 
health claims on food, such a restriction 
would be contrary to the Congressional 
intent of the 1990 amendments that 
consumers be helped by health claims 
to maintain a healthful diet (Ref. 1). 

108. A comment stated that a 
manufacturer may occasionally run an 
offer inviting consumers to submit 
requests for brochures containing 
dietary guidance or specific 
recommendations of a private 
organization, such as NCI. The comment 
requested that FDA clarify whether such 
brochures should conform to the health 
claims regulations. 

For many years, the agency has taken 
the position that brochures containing 
nutrition information about a food 
constitute labeling. For example, 
§ 101.9(f) provides that a statement may 
be included on the label or in labeling 
oflering additional nutrition information 
upon written request to a specified 
address. The provision states further 
that any additional labeling furnished to 
consumers or professionals shall 
comply with all applicable requirements 
of chapter 1. (The preamble discussion 
about this provision appears in the 
response to comment 37 in the Federal 
Register of March 14.1973 (38 FR 6950 
at 6957).) Accordingly, FDA advises that 
where a food label contains an offer 
inviting consumers to submit requests 
for a brochure, and the brochure 
explicitly or implicitly characterizes the 
relationship of a substance to a disease 
or a health-related condition, the 
brochure is labeling that contains a 
health claim and thus must conform to 
the health claims regulations. 

109. Some comments contended that 
in-store educational programs should 
not be subject to the health claim 
regulations. One comment noted that 
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such programs provide beneficial health 
and (hetary information to consumers 
and can assist the agency in educating 
the public about the new labeling 
initiative. Another comment advised 
that the guidance in these programs 
may,'t>r may not, conform to health 
claims regulations. 

FDA recognizes that a wide variety of 
in-store nutrition education programs 
incorporating written, printed, or 
graphic materials, videotapes, or other 
media, may serve a useful role in 
assisting consumers maintain a 
balanced and healthful diet and thereby 
make a positive contribution toward one 
of the major goals of the 1990 
amendments. Accordingly, the agency 
wishes to encourage, rather than 
discourage, their use, provided that 
such programs conform to health claims 
regulations if they characterize the 
relationship of a substance to a disease 
or health-related condition. 

However, the agency points out that 
such programs, by virtue of their 
association with the articles of food in 
the retail store, generally constitute food 
labeling under section 201(m)(2) of the 
act and, as such, would be subject to 
regulation under section 403(r) of the 
act if a health claim is made. FT)A does 
not agree that such programs should be 
exempt from these regulations. 
Consumers could be confused by 
difiering claims on food labels and in 
these programs. For example, if under 
an in-store program, informational 

lacards with a calcium/osteoporosis 
ealth claim were placed on a dairy case 

containing a wide variety of dairy 
products, some of the products 
contained in the case would likely be 
misbranded, as a number of dairy 
products exceed the disqualifying 
nutrient levels for fat and saturated fat 
or fail to meet other provisions of new 
§ 101.14. Even those products that 
would otherwise qualify for a health 
claim would likely be misbranded if the 
placard claim itself did not conform to 
the provisions of new § 101.14 and part 
101, subpart Ei 

The agency’s regulations are designed 
to enable consumers to understand the 
significance of the consumption of the 
substance on the risk of disease within 
the context of the daily diet. Relevant 
in-store programs should be carefully 
crafted to convey sudi an 
understanding. 

110. A numoer of comments took a 
position that one or more of the 
proposed provisions should not be 
established because they are subjects for 
regulatory review under the January 28, 
1992, Presidential memo, “Reducing the 
Burden of Government Regulation.” The 
comments asserted that these 

requirements are exercises in discretion 
by the agency rather than requirements 
mandated by Congress. 

FDA advises that after considering 
these comments, it has concluded that 
none of the preliminary requirements 
reaches beyond the act to impose an 
unnecessary burden on manufacturers. 
As explained in the preamble of the 
proposal (56 FR 60537 at 60545 through 
60547), each of these requirements is 
directly derived frnm existing 
provisions of the act. Even though these 
provisions are derived from the act, 
FDA has carefully reviewed each 
provision in accordance with the 
direction provided by the January 28, 
1992, Presidential memo. FDA has 
carefully considered the benefits to 
society of these rules and concluded 
that the benefits clearly outweigh the 
expected costs (see the final RIA, 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register). Each provision of the 
rules has been fashioned to maximize 
net benefits to society. Further, the 
provisions have been crafted to clearly 
convey to the regulated community 
what is required of firms choosing to 
make health claims. 

Xni. Economic Impact 

In its food labeling proposals of 
November 27,1991 (56 FR 60366 et 
seq.), FDA stated that the food labeling 
reform initiative, taken as a whole, 
would have associated costs in excess of 
the $100 million threshold that defines 
a major rule. Thus, in accordance with 
Executive Order 12291 and the 
Regulatory Flexibility Act (Pub. L. 96- 
354), FDA developed one 
comprehensive regulatory impact 
analysis (RIA) that presented the costs 
and benefits of all of the food labeling 
provisions taken together. That RIA was 
published in the F^eral Register of ' 
November 27,1991 (56 FR 60856), along 
with the food labeling proposals, and 
the agency requested comments on the 
RIA. 

FDA has evaluated more than 300 
comments that it received in response to 
the November 1991 RIA. FDA’s 
discussion of these comments is 
contained in the agency’s final RIA 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. In addition, FDA will 
prepare a final regulatory flexibility 
analysis (RFA) subsequent to the 
publication of the food labeling final 
rules. The final RFA will be placed on 
file with the Dockets Management 
Branch (HFA-305), Food and Drug 
Administration, rm. 1-23,12420 
Parklawn Dr., Rockville, MD 20857, and 
a notice will be published in the 
Federal Register announcing its 
availability. 

In the final RIA, FDA has concluded, 
based on its review of available data and 
comments, that the overall food labeling 
reform initiative constitutes a major rule 
as defined by Executive Order 12291. 
Further, the agency has concluded that 
although the costs of complying with 
the new food labeling requirements are 
substantial, such costs are outweighed 
by the public health benefits that will be 
realized through the use of improved 
nutrition information provided by food 
labeling. 

XIV. Environmental Impact 

The agency has previously considered 
the environmental effects of this rule as 
announced in the proposed rule 
(November 27,1991 (56 FR 60537 at 
60562)). At that time, FDA determined 
under 21 CFR 25.24(a)(8) and (a)(ll) 
that this action was of a type that does 
not individually or cumulatively have a 
significant impact on the human 
environment. Therefore, neither an 
environmental assessment nor an 
environmental impact statement was 
reouired. 

Mveral comments on the proposed 
rules on health claims suggested that 
there would be significant adverse 
environmental effects frnm these 
rulemakings because it would cause 
large stocl^ of labels and labeled 
packaging materials to be discarded and 
require a great number of trees to be 
harvested to provide new labeling 
material. One comment estimated the 
number of label imits from the dairy 
industry that would need to be 
discarded following publication of 

. FDA’s final rules on several food 
labeling actions, including this action. 
However, this conunent did not: (1) 
Show how these estimates were derived, 
(2) identify what portion of the 
estimated amoimts are attributable 
solely to this action, or (3) describe what 
impact the discarded labeling and 
packaging would have on the disposal 
of solid waste. Another comment 
questioned the appropriateness of 
requiring lengthy explanations on the 
lal^ls of foods for which health claims 
are made because those requirements 
might result in extra packaging so that 
sufficient label space would be available 
for the required elements of the health 
claims. The comment said that this extra 
packaging might increase the burden on 
the environment but did not estimate 
the amount of extra packaging that 
might be needed or describe what 
impact this extra packaging would have 
on the environment. 

According to section 10(a)(2) of the 
1990 amendments, section 403(r) of the 
act does not apply to food labeled before 
May 8,1993. 'hius, all labels that are 
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applied to food prior to that date will 
not have to be destroyed. The comments 
contained no data with respect to labels 
that might remain that would fail to 
comply with the requirements of section 
403(r)(l)(B) of the act. In the absence of 
such data. FDA has no basis on which 
to assess the validity of assertions that 
considerable label stocks will be 
destroyed and thereby determine the 
extent of any potential adverse 
environmental impact. Given the fact 
that section ll)(a)(2) of the 1990 
amendments provides an exemption for 
labeled products, and that FDA is 
authorizing various health claims 
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register, FDA believes that very little, if 
any. labeling will have to be discarded 
bemuse of this hnal rule. Also, in its 
final rules, FDA has limited the required 
elements of many of the health claims • 
compared to the elements that were 
proposed. Thus, FDA believes that the 
information required on a label when a 
health claim is made can be 
incorporated into the label without 
significantly increasing the amount of 
packaging required. Consequently. FDA 
concludes that the comments on the 
potential for adverse environmental 
efiects do not affect the agency’s 
previous determination that no 
significant impact on the human 
environment is expected and that an 
environmental impact statement is not 
required. 

XV. Paperwork Reduction Act 

In the Federal Register of February 
14.1992 (57 FR 5396), FDA announced 
that the agency had submitted to the 
Office of Management and Budget 
(OMB) for its review the collection of 
information requirements contained in 
the proposed rule (November 27,1991, 
56 nt 60537) that provided, in proposed 
§ 100.70, for petitions regarding the use 
of health claims in conjunction with 
food labeling. Also in the February 1992 
document, I^A published its estimated 
annual collection of information 
burden. 

FDA considered over 6,000 written 
comments received in response to the 
aforementioned Federal Register 
documents and the oral presentations 
made at the public hearing on food 
labeling in developing this final rule. 
FDA has not been persuaded by the 
comments or any other relevant 
information to modify, in this final rule, 
the health claim petition requirements 
that it proposed last year. Thus, the 
agency's estimated annual reporting and 
recordkeeping burden from the health 
claim petition requirements contained 
in this final rule remains unchanged 
from that announced in February. 

FDA has submitted copies of the final 
rule to OMB for its review of these 
reporting requirements. 
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List of Subjects 

21 CFR Port 20 

Confidential business information, 
Cotirts, Freedom of information. 
Government employees. 

21 CFR Part 101 

Food labeling. Reporting and 
recordkeeping requirements. 

Therefore, imder the Federal Food, 
Drug, and Cosmetic Act and under 
authority delegated to the Commissioner 
of Food and Drugs, 21 CFR parts 20 and 
101 are amended as follows: 

PART 20-PUBUC INFORMATION 

1. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 20 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Secs. 201-903 of the Federal 
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (21 U.S.C. 
321-393); secs. 301,302,303,307, 310, 311, 
351, 352, 354-360F.361, 362,1701-1706, 
2101 of the Public Health Service Act (42 
U.S.C. 241, 242, 242a, 2421, 242n, 243, 262, 
263, 263b-263n, 264, 265, 300u-300u-5, 
300aa-l); 5 U.S.C. 552; 18 U.S.C 1905. 

2. Section 20.100 is amended by 
revising the section heading and by 
adding new paragraph (c)(34) to read as 
follows: 

S 20.100 ApplicabilHy; cross-reference to 
other regulations. 
***** 

(c) * * * 
(34) Health claims petitions, in 

§ 101.70 of this chapter. 

PART 101—FOOD LABELING 

3. The authority citation for 21 (3FR 
part 101 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Secs. 4, 5,6 of the Fair 
Packaging and Labeling Act (15 U.S.C 1453, 
1454,1455); secs. 201, 301,402, 403,409, 
701 of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act (21 U.S.C. 321, 331, 342, 343, 348, 371). 

4. Section 101.9 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (k)(l) to read as 
follows: 

§ 101.9 Nutrition labeling of food. 
***** 

(k) * * * 
(l) That the food, because of the 

presence or absence of certain dietary 
properties, is adequate or effective in 
the prevention, cure, mitigation, or 
treatment of any disease or symptom. 
Information about the relationship of a 
dietary property to a disease or health- 
related condition may only be provided 
in conformance with the requirements 
of § 101.14 and part 101, subpart E. 
***** 

5. New § 101.14 is added fp read as 
follows: 

f 101.14 Health ciaime: general 
requirements. 

(a) Definitions. For purposes of this 
section, the following detoitions apply: 

(1) Health claim means any claim 
made on the label or in labeling of a 
food, including a dietary supplement, 
that expressly or by implication, 
including "third party" references, 
written statements (e.g., a brand name 
including a term such as "heart"), 
symbols (e.g., a heart symbol), or 
vignettes, characterizes the relationship 
of any substance to a disease or health- 
related condition. Implied health claims 
include those statements, symbols, 
vignettes, or other forms of 
communication that suggest, within the 
context in which they are presented, 
that a relationship exists between the 
presence or level of a substance in the 
food and a disease or health-related 
condition. 

(2) Substance means a specific food or 
component of food. 

(3) Nutritive value means a value in 
sustaining human existence by such 
processes as promoting growth, 
replacing loss of essential nutrients, or 
providing energy. 

(4) [Reserveo] 
(5) Disqualififing nutrient levels means 

the levels of total fat, saturated fat, 
cholesterol, or sodium in a food above 
which the food will be disqualified from 
making a health claim. These levels are 
13.0 grams (g) of fat, 4.0 g of saturated 
fat, 60 milligrams (mg) of cholesterol, or 
480 mg of s^ium, per reference amount 
customarily consumed, per label serving 
size, and. only for foods with reference 
amounts customarily consumed of 30 g 
or less or 2 tablespoons or less, per 50 
g. For dehydrated foods that must have 
water added to them prior to typical 
consumption, the per 50-g criterion 
refers to the as prepared form. Any one 
of the levels, on a per reference amount 
customarily consumed, a per label 
serving size or, when applicable, a per 
50 g b^is, will disqualify a food bum 
making a health claim imless an 
exception is provided in subpart E of 
this part, except that; 

(i) The levels for a meal product as 
defined in § 101.13(1) are 26.0 g of fat, 
8.0 g of saturated fat, 120 mg of 
cholesterol, or 960 mg of sodium per 
label serving size, and 

(ii) The levels for a main dish product 
as defined in § 101.13(m) are 19.5 g of 
fat, 6.0 g of saturated fat, 90 mg of 
cholesterol, or 720 mg of sodium per 
label serving size. 

(6) Disease or health-related condition 
means damage to an organ, part. 

structure, or system of the body such 
that it does not function properly (e.g., 
cardiovascular disease), or a state of 
health leading to such dysfimctioning 
(e.g., hypertension); except that diseases 
resulting from essential nutrient 
deficiencies (e.g., scurvy, pellagra) are . 
not included in this definition (cldms 
pertaining to such diseases are thereby 
not subject to § 101.14 or § 101.70). 

(b) Eliability. For a substance to be 
eligible ^ a health claim: 

(1) The substance must be associated 
with a disease or health-related 
condition for which the general U.S. 
population, or an identified U.S. 
population subgroup (e.g., the elderly) is 
at risk, or, alternatively, the petition 
submitted by the proponent of the claim 
otherwise explains the prevalence of the 
disease or health-related condition in 
the U.S. population and the relevance of 
the claim in the context of the total 
daily diet and satisfies the other 
reouirements of this section. 

(2) If the substance is to be consumed 
as a component of a conventional food 
at decreased dietary levels, the 
substance must be a nutrient listed in 21 
U.S.C. 343(q)(l)(C) or (q)(l)(D), or one 
that the Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA) has required to be included in the 
label or labeling under 21 U.S.C. 
343(q)(2)(A); or 

(3) If the substance is to be consumed 
at other than decreased dietary levels: 

(i) The substance must contribute 
taste, aroma, or nutritive value, or any 
technical effect listed in § 170.3(o) of 
this chapter, to the food and must retain 
that attribute when consumed at levels 
that are necessary to justify a claim; and 

(ii) The substance must be a food or 
a foc^ ingredient or a component of a 
food ingredient whose use at the levels 
necessary to justify a claim has been 
demonstrated by the proponent of the 
claim, to FDA’s satisfaction, to be safe 
and lawful under the applicable food 
safety provisions of the Federal Food. 
Drue, and Cosmetic Act. 

(c) Validity requirement. FDA will 
promulgate regulations authorizing a 
health claim only when it determines, 
based on the totality of publicly 
available scientific evidence (including 
evidence from well-designed studies 
conducted in a manner which is 
consistent with generally reco^ized 
scientific procedures and principles), 
that there is significant scientific 
agreement, among experts qualified by 
scientific training and experience to 
evaluate such claims, that the claim is 
supported by such evidence. 

(a) General health claim labeling 
requirements. (1) When FDA determines 
that a health claim meets the validity 
requirements of paragraph (c) of this 
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section, FDA will propose a regulation 
in subpart E of this part to authorize the 
use of that claim. If the claim pertains 
to a substance not provided for in 
§ 101.9, FDA will propose amending 
that regulation to include declaration of 
the substance. 

(2) When FDA has adopted a 
regulation in subpart E of this part 
providing for a health claim, firms may 
make claims based on the r^^ation in 
subpait E of this part, provide that: 

(ij All label or labeling statements 
about the substanceKlisease relationship 
that is the sub)ect of the claim are based 
on, and consi^ent with, the conclusions 
set forth in the regulations in subpart E 
of thi^art; 

(ii) Tne claim is limited to describing 
the value that ingestion (or reduced 
ingestion) of the substance, as part of a 
total dietary pattern, may have on a 
particular ^sease or health-related 
condition; 

(iii) The claim is complete, truthful, 
and not misleading. Where factors other 
than dietary intake of the substance 
affect the relationship between the 
substance and the disease or health- 
related condition, such factors may be 
required to be addressed in the claim by 
a specific regulation in subpart E of this 
part; 

(iv) All information required to be 
included in the claim appears in one 
place without other intervening 
material, except that the principal 
display panel of the label or labeling 
may bw the reference statement, “See 
-for information about 
the relationship between- 
and-,” with the blanks 
filled in with the location of the labeling 
containing the health claim, the name of 
the substance, and the disease or health- 
related condition (e.g., "See attached 
pamphlet for information about calcium 
and osteoporosis”), with the entire 
claim appearing elsewhere on the other 
labeling. Provided that, where any 
graphic material (e.g., a heart symbol) 
constituting an explicit or implied 
health claim appears on the label or 
labeling, the reference statement or the 
complete claim shall appear in 
immediate proximity to such graphic 
material; 

(v) The claim enables the public to 
comprehend the information provided 
and to understand the relative 
significance of such information in the 
context of a total daily diet; and 

(vi) If the claim is about the effects of 
consiuning the substance at decreased 
dietary levels, the level of the substance 
in the food is sufficiently low to justify 
the claim. To meet this requirement, if 
a definition for use of the term “low” 
has been established for that substance 

under this part, the substance must be 
present at a level that meets the 
requirements for use of that term, unless 
a specific alternative level has been 
established for the substance in subpart 
E of this part. If no definition for “low” 
has been established, the level of the 
substance must meet the level 
established in the regulation authorizing 
the claim; or 

(vii) If the claim is about the effects 
of consuming the substance at other 
than decreas^ dietary levels, the level 
of the substance is sufficiently high and 
in an appropriate form to justify the 
claim. To meet this requirement, if a 
definition for use of the term “high” for 
that substance has been established 
under this part, the substance must be 
present at a level that meets the 
requirements for use of that term, unless 
a specific alternative level has been 
established for the substance in subpart 
E of this part. If no definition for “high” 
has been established (e.g., where the 
claim pertains to a food either as a 
whole food or as an ingredient in 
another food), the claim must specify 
the daily dietary intake necessary to 
achieve the claimed effect, as 
established in the regulation authorizing 
the claim: Provided ffiat: 

(A) Where the food that bears the 
claim meets the requirements of 
paragraphs (d)(2)(vi) or (d)(2)(vii) of this 
section based on its reference amount 
customarily consumed, and the labeled 
serving size differs fi'om that amount, 
the claim shall be followed by a 
statement explaining that the claim is 
based on the reference amount rather 
than the labeled serving size (e.g., “Diets 
low in salt and sodium may help lower 
blood pressure in many people. A 
serving of-ounces of this 
product conforms to such a diet.”). 

(B) Where the food that bears the 
claim is sold in a restaurant (except if 
the claim is made on a menu) or in other 
establishments in which food that is 
ready for human consumption is sold, 
the food can meet the requirements of 
paragraphs (d)(2)(vi) or (d)(2)(vii) of this 
section if the firm that sells the food has 
a reasonable basis on which to believe 
that the food that bears the claim meets 
the requirements of paragraphs (d)(2)(vi) 
and (d)(2)(vii) of this section and 
providing that basis upon request. 

(3) Nu&tion labeling shall M 
provided in the label or labeling of any 
food for which a health claim is made 
in accordance with § 101.9 or, for 
restaurant foods, in accordance with 
§101.10. 

(e) Prohibited health claims. No 
expressed or implied health claim may 
be made on the label or in labeling for 
a food unless: 

(1) The claim is specifically provided 
for in subpart E of this part; and 

(2) The claim conforms to all general 
provisions of this section as well as to 
all specific provisions in the appropriate 
section of subpart E of this part; 

(3) None of the disqualifi^g levels 
identified in paragraph (a)(5) of this 
section is exceed^ in the food, unless 
specific alternative levels have been 
established for the substance in subpart 
E of this part; or unless FDA has 
permitted a claim despite the fact that 
a disqualifying level of a nutrient is 
present in the food based on a finding 
that such a claim will assist consumers 
in maintaining healthy dietary practices, 
and. in accordance with the regulation 
in subpart E of this part that makes such 
a finding, the label bears a referral 
statement that complies with 
§ 101.13(h), highlighting the nutrient 
that exceeds the discjualifying level; 

(4) Except as provided in paragraph 
(e)(3) of this section, no substance is 
present at an inappropriate level as 
determined in the specific provision 
authorizing the claim in subpart E of 
this part; 

(5) The label does not represent or 
purport that the food is for infants and 
toddlers less than 2 years of age except 
if the claim is specifically provided for 
in su^art E of this part; and 

(6) Except for dietary supplements not 
in conventional food form, the food 
contains 10 percent or more of the 
Reference Daily Intake or the Daily 
Reference Value for vitamin A, vitamin 
C, iron, calcium, protein, or fiber per 
reference amount customarily 
consumed prior to any nutrient 
addition. 

(f) The requirements of this section do 
not apply to; 

(1) Infant formulas subject to section 
412(h) of the Federal Food, Drug, and 
Cosmetic Act, and 

(2) Medical foods defined by section 
5(b) of the Orphan Drug Act. 

(g) Applicahility. The requirements of 
this section apply to foods intended for 
human consumption that are offered for 
sale. 

6. Subpart E, consisting of §§ 101.70 
and 101.71, is added to read as follows: 

Subpart E—Specific Requirements for 
Heaith Ciaims 

S«c. 
101.70 Petitions for health claims. 
101.71 Health claims; claims not 

authorized. 

Subpart E—Specific Requirements for 
Heaith Claims 

f 101.70 Petitions for health claims. 

(a) Any interested person may 
petition the Food and Drug 
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Administration (FDA) to issue a 
regulation regarding a health claim. An 
original and one copy of the petition 
shall be submitted, or the petitioner may 
submit an original and a computer 
readable disk containing the petition. 
Contents of the disk should be in a 
standard format, such as ASCII format. 
(Petitioners interested in submitting a 
disk should contact the Center for Food 
Safety and Applied Nutrition for 
details.) If any part of the material 
submitted is in a foreign language, it 
shall be accompanied by an accurate 
and complete English translation. The 
petition shall state the petitioner’s post 
office address to which any 
correspondence required by section 403 
of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act may be sent. 

(b) Pertinent information may be 
incorporated in, and will be considered 
as part of, a petition on the basis of 
specific reference to such information 
submitted to and retained in the files of 
FDA. Such information may include any 
findings, along with the basis of the 
findings, of an outside panel with 
expertise in the subject area. Any 
reference to published information shall 
be accompanied by reprints, or easily 
readable copies of such information. 

(c) If nonclinical laboratory studies 
are included in a petition, the petition 
shall include, with respect to each 
nonclinical study contained in the 
petition, either a statement that the 
study has been conducted in 
compliance with the good laboratory 
practice regulations as set forth in part 
58 of this chapter, or, if emy such study 
was not conducted in compliance with 
such regulations, a brief statement of the 
reason for the noncompliance. ' 

(d) If clinical or other human 
investigations are included in a petition, 
the petition shall include a statement 
that they were either conducted in 
compliance with the requirements for 
institutional review set forth in part 56 
of this chapter, or were not subject to 
such requirements in accordance with 
§ 56.104 or § 56.105, and a statement 

, that they were conducted in compliance 
with the requirements for informed 
consent set forth in part 50 of this 
chapter. 

(e) All data and information in a 
health claim petition are available for 
public disclosure after the notice of 
filing of petition is issued to the 
petitioner, except that clinical 
investigation reports, adverse reaction 
reports, product experience reports, 
consumer complaints, and other similar 
data and information shall only be 
available after deletion of: 

(1) Names and any information that 
would identify the person using the 
product. 

(2) Names and any information that 
would identify any third party involved 
with the report, such as a physician or 
hospital or other institution. 

(fj Petitions for a health claim shall 
include the following data and be 
submitted in the following form: 

(Date) 
Name of petitioner- 
Post office address- 
Subject of the petition- 
Food and Drug Administration, 
Regulatory Anairs Staff (HFF-204), 
Office of Nutrition and Food Sciences, 
200 C St. SW., 
Washington, DC 20204, 

The undersigned, 
-submits this 
petition pursuant to section 403(r)(4) or 
(r)(5)(D) of the Federal Food. Drug, and 
Cosmetic Act with respect to (statement 
of the substance and its health claim). 

Attached hereto, in quadruplicate, 
and constituting a part of this petition, 
are the following: 

A. Preliminary requirements. A 
complete explanation of how the 
substance conforms to the requirements 
of § 101.14(b) (21 CFR 101.14(b)). For 
petitions where the subject substance is 
a food ingredient or a component of a 
food ingredient, the petitioner should 
compile a comprehensive list of the 
specific ingredients that will be added 
to the food to supply the substance in 
the food bearing the health claim. For 
each such ingredient listed, the 
petitioner should state how the 
ingredient complies with the 
requirements of § 101.14(b)(3)(ii), e.g., 
that its use is generally recognized as 
safe (GRAS), listed as a food additive, or 
authorized by a prior sanction issued by 
the agency, and what the basis is for the 
GRAS claim, the food additive status, or 
prior sanctioned status. 

B. Summary of scientific data. The 
summary of scientific data provides the 
basis upon which authorizing a health 
claim can be justified as providing the 
health benefit. The summary must 
establish that, based on the totality of 
publicly available scientific evidence 
(including evidence from well-designed 
studies conducted in a manner which is 
consistent with generally recognized 
scientific procedures and principles), 
there is significant scientific agreement 
among experts qualified by scientific 
training and experience to evaluate such 
claims, that the claim is supported by 
such evidence. 

The summary shall state what public 
health benefit will derive from use of 
the claim as proposed. If the claim is 

intended for a specific group within the 
population, the summary shall 
specifically address nutritional needs of 
such group and shall include scientific 
data showing how the claim is likely to 
assist in meeting such needs. 

The summary shall concentrate on the 
findings of appropriate review articles, 
National Institutes of Health consensiis 
development conferences, and other 
appropriate resource materials. Issues 
addressed in the summary shall include 
answers to such questions as: 

1. Is there an optimum level of the 
particular substance to be consumed 
beyond which no benefit would be 
expected? 

2. Is there any level at which an 
adverse effect ^m the substance or 
from foods containing the substance 
occurs for any segment of the 
population? 

3. Are there certain populations that 
must receive special consideration? 

4. What other nutritional or health 
factors (both positive and negative) are 
important to consider when consuming 
the substance? 

In addition, the summary of scientific 
data shall include a detailed analysis of 
the potential effect of the use of the 
proposed claim on food consumption, 
specifically any change due to 
significant alterations in eating habits 
and corresponding changes in nutrient 
intake resulting frnm su^ changes in 
food consumption. The latter item shall 
specifically address the effect on the 
intake of nutrients that have beneficial 
and negative consequences in the total 
diet. 

If the claim is intended for a 
significant subpopulation within the 
general U.S. population, the analysis 
shall specifically address the dietary 
practices of such group, and shall 
include data sufficient to demonstrate 
that the dietary analysis is 
representative of su(± group (e.g., 
adolescents or the elderly). 

If appropriate, the petition shall 
explain the prevalence of the disease or 
health-related condition in the U.S. 
population and the relevance of the 
claim in the context of the total daily 
diet. 

Also, the summary shall demonstrate 
that the substance that is the subject of 
the proposed claim conforms to the 
definition of the term "substance" in 
§ 101.14(a)(2). 

C. Anal^ical data that show the 
amount of the substance that is present 
in representative foods that would be 
candidates to bear the claim should be 
obtained from representative samples 
using methods frnm the Association of 
Official Analytical Chemists (AOAC), 
where available. If no AOAC method is 
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available, the petitioner shall submit the 
assay method used and data establishing 
the validity of the method for assaying 
the substance in food. The validation 
data should include a statistical analysis 
of the analytical and product variability. 

D. Model health claim. One or more 
model health claims that represent label 
statements that may be used on a food 
label or in labeling for a food to 
characterize the relationship between 
the substance in a food to a disease or 
health-related condition that is justified 
by the summary of scientific data 
provided in section C of the petition. 
The model health claim shall include: 

1. A brief capsulized statement of the 
relevant conclusions of the summary, 
and 

2. A statement of how this substance 
helps the consumer to attain a total 
dietary pattern or goal associated with 
the health benefit that is provided. 

E. The petition shall include the 
following attachments: 

1. Copies of any computer literature 
searches done by the petitioner (e.g., 
Medline). 

2. Copies of articles cited in the 
literature searches and other 
information as follows: 

a. All information relied upon for the 
support of the health claim, including 
copies of publications or other 
information cited in review articles and 
used to perform meta-analyses. 

b. All information concerning adverse • 
consequences to any segment of the 
population (e.g., sensitivity to the 
substance). 

c. All information pertaining to the 
U.S. population. 

F. The petitioner is required to submit 
either a claim for categorical exclusion 
tmder § 25.24 of this chapter or an 
environmental assessment under § 25.31 
of this chapter. 

Yours very truly. 
Petitioner- 

By- 
(Indicate authority) 
(g) The data specified under the 

several lettered headings should be 
submitted on separate pages or sets of 

ages, suitably identified. If such data 
ave already been submitted with an 

earlier application from the petitioner or 
any other final petition, the present 
petition may incorporate it by specific 
reference to the earlier petition. 

(h) The petition shall include a 
statement signed by the person 
responsible for the petition that, to the 
best of his/her knowledge, it is a 
representative and balanced submission 
that includes imfavorable information as 
well as favorable information, known to 
him/her to be pertinent to the 
evaluation of the proposed health claim. 

(i) The petition shall be signed by the 
petitioner or by his/her attorney or 
agent, or (if a corporation) by an 
authorized official. 

(j) Agency action on the petition. (1) 
Within 15 days of receipt of the petition, 
the petitioner will be notified by letter 
of the date on which the petition was 
received. Such notice will inform the 
petitioner that the petition is 
undergoing agency review and that the 
petitioner will subsequently be notified 
of the agency’s decision to file for 
comprehensive review or deny the 
petition. 

(2) Within 100 days of the date of 
receipt of the petition, FDA will notify 
the petitioner by letter that the petition 
has either been filed for comprehensive 
review or denied. The agency will deny 
a petition without reviewing the 
information contained in B. Summary of 
Scientific Data if the information in A. 
Preliminary Requirements is inadequate 
in explaining how the substance 
conforms to the requirements of 
§ 101.14(b). If the petition is denied, the 
notification mil state the reasons 
therefor, including justification of the 

rejection of any report from an 
authoritative scientific body of the U.S. 
Government. If filed, the date of the 
notification letter becomes the date of 
filing for the purposes of this regulation. 
A petition that has been denied without 
filing will not be mads available to the 
public. A filed {>etition will be available 
to the public to the extent provided 
under paragraph (e) of this section. 

(3) Within 90 days of the date of 
filing, FDA will by letter of notification 
to the petitioner; 

(i) Deny the petition, or 
(ii) Inform the petitioner that a 

proposed regulation to provide for the 
requested use of the health claim will be 
published in the Federal Register. If the 
petition is denied, the notification will 
state the reasons therefor, including 
justification for the rejection of any 
report from an authoritative scientific 
body of the U.S. Government. FDA will 
publish the proposal to amend the 
regulations to provide for the requested 
use of the health cletim in the Federal 
Register within 90 days of the date of 
filing. The proposal will also announce 
the availability of the petition for public 
review. 

§101.71 Health claims: claims not 
authorized. 

In response to the Nutrition Labeling 
and Education Act of 1990, FDA has 
reviewed the evidence on the following 
topics that Congress specifically asked 
FDA to evaluate and has concluded that 
there is not a sufficient basis for claims 
about the following: 

Dated: December 17,1992. 

David A. Kessler, 

Commissioner of Food and Drugs. 
Louis W. Sullivan, 

Secretary of Health and Human Services. 
(PR Doc. 92-31511 Filed 12-28-92; 8:45 am] 
BILUNQ CODE 4180-01-# 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND 
HUMAN SERVICES 

Food and Drug Administration 

21 CFR Part 101 

[Docket No. 91N-0098] 

RIN 0905-AD08 

Food Labeiing: Heaith Ciaims and 
Labei Statements; Dietary Fiber and 
Cancer 

AGENCY: Food and Drug Administration, 
HHS. 
ACTION: Final rule. 

SUMMARY: The Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) is announcing its 
decision not to authorize the use on the 
label or labeling of foods of health 
claims relating to an association 
between dietary fiber and cancer. 
However, FDA is authorizing a health 
claim relating diets low in fat and high 
in fiber-containing grain products, 
fruits, and vegetables to a reduced risk 
of cancer. This action is in response to 
provisions of the Nutrition Labeling and 
Education Act of 1990 (the 1990 
amendments) that bear on health claims, 
and was developed in accordance with 
the final rule on general requirements 
for health clmms, published elsewhere 
in this issue of the Federal Register. 

Based on the totality of the publicly 
available scientific evidence, including 
recently available evidence, the agency 
has concluded that there is not 
significant scientific agreement among 
qualified experts that a claim relating 
dietary fiber to reduced risk of cancer is 
supported. The publicly available 
evidence does indicate, however, that 
diets low in fat and rich in fiber- 
containing grain products, fruits, and 
vegetables are associated with a 
decreased risk of several types of cancer, 
and there is significant scientific 
agreement that the evidence supports 
this association. The evidence is not 
sufficient to fully explain the role of 
total dietary fiber, fiber components, 
and the multiple nutrients and other 
substances contained in these foods in 
reducing cancer risk. 
EFFECTIVE DATE: May 8,1993. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Joyce J. Saltsman, Center for Food Safety 
and Applied Nutrition (HFS-165), Food 
and Dreg Administration, 200 C St. SW., 
Washington, DC 20204, 202-205-5916. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

I. Background 

In the Federal Register of November 
27,1991 (56 FR 60566), FDA proposed 
to deny the use of health claims relating 

dietary fiber to the risk of cancer on 
food labeling. The proposed rule was 
issued in response to provisions of the 
1990 amendments (Pub. L. 101-535) 
that bear on health claims and in 
accordance with the proposed general 
requirements for health claims for food 
(56 FR 60537). As amendedin 1990, the 
Federal Food, Dreg, and Cosmetic Act 
(the act) provides that a food is 
misbranded if it bears a claim that 
characterizes the relationship of a 
nutrient to a disease or health-related 
condition imless the claim is made in 
accordance with section 403(r)(3) or 
403(r)(5)(D) of the act (21 U.S.C. 
343(r)(3) or 343(r)(5)(D)). 

Congress enacted the health claims 
provisions of the 1990 amendments 
(Pub. L. 101-535) to help U.S. 
consumers maintain go<m health 
through appropriate dietary patterns 
and to protect consumers ^m 
unfounded health claims. Section 
3(b)(1)(A) of the 1990 amendments 
specifically requires the agency to 
determine whether cleums respecting 10 
nutrient/disease relationships meet the 
requirements of section 403(r)(3) or 
403(r)(5)(D) of the act. The relationship 
between dietary fiber and cancer is one 
of the claims required to be evaluated. 
In carrying out this inquiry, FDA 
limited its scientific review to the area 
for which the strongest scientific 
evidence and agreement existed: Dietary 
fiber and cancers of the colon and 
rectum (colorectal cancers). 

FDA published a notice in the Federal 
Register of March 28,1991 (56 FR 
12932), requesting scientific data and 
information on the 10 specific topic 
areas identified in the 1990 
amendments, including dietary fiber 
and cancer. Relevant scientific studies 
and data received in response to this 
request were considered as part of the 
agency’s review of the scientific 
literature on dietary fiber and cancer, 
and they were included in the proposed 
rule. Comments received in response to 
the notice and not specifically 
addressed in the proposed rule are 
summarized and addressed below. 

In the proposed rule (56 FR 60566), 
FDA requested written comments on its 
tentative determination not to authorize 
a health claim for dietary fiber and 
cancer. FDA also requested comments 
on the following issues: (1) Should the 
agency permit the label or labeling of 
certain foods to state, for example, that 
diets high in fruit, vegetables, and 
whole grains are associated with a 
reduced risk of certain forms of cancer 
and cardiovascular disease?; (2) If such 
a statement were permitted, what 
criteria should be used to identify 
eligible foods? For example, should 

such statements be limited to fresh fruit, 
vegetables, and milled whole grains; or 
should processed foods derived frx)m 
these products also be included?; (3) 
What measures should the agency adopt 
to assure that consumers are not misled 
as to the benefit of consuming a spedfit 
product?; (4) Does FDA have the 
authority to allow health claims for 
foods as well as nutrients?; (5) What 
qualifying and disqualifying criteria 
should be used to determine eligibility 
for a claim, and what methods or 
criteria should be used for regulatory 
monitoring and compliance?; (6) What 
criteria could be used to develop a 
health claim for foods that would 
provide truthful and not misleading 
messages to consvuners that changes in 
dietary patterns are related to reductions 
in cancer risk (56 FR at 60577)? 

In addition. FDA held public hearings 
on Januaiy 30 and 31,1992, on all 
aspects of the proposed rules published 
in response to the 1990 amendments. 

n. Summary of Comments and the 
Agency’s Responses 

The agency received approximately 
100 comments (including those from the 
March 28,1991, request) in response to 
its proposed rule on health claims for 
dietary fiber and cancer. Comments 
were received from consumers, 
consumer advocacy groups, state health 
departments, organizations of health 
professionals, the food industry, and 
Government agencies. 

The agency has summarized and 
addressed the issues raised in these 
comments below. Data submitted in 
scientific articles that were not reviewed 
in the proposed rule or in any of the 
Federal Government consensus 
documents or Life Sciences Research 
Office (LSRO) reports are discussed in 
the agency’s review of recent scientific 
evidence in section m of this document. 
A number of the comments received 
were more appropriately addressed in 
other documents, and these comments 
were forwarded to the appropriate 
docket for response. 

A. General Comments 

1. Several comments stated that there 
is sufficient scientific evidence to 
support a health claim that diets high in 
dietary fiber can reduce the risk of colon 
cancer. These comments maintained 
that it is well known that population 
groups who consume high-fiber diets 
have a lower incidence of cancer, and 
these comments cited the strength of 
international correlational data on per 
capita availability of fiber and risk of 
colon cancer. Other comments stated 
that FDA should allow a health claim 
regarding dietary fiber and cancer 
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because cancer is a major public health 
problem, and it is important for 
consumers to be well informed. Several 
comments stated that FDA failed to 
consider the rapid pace of scientific 
advances linking nutritional substances 
to the maintenance of long-term health 
and disease prevention. 

FDA agrees that cancer is a significant 
public health problem and is a 
significant cause of death. Colorectal 
cancers are the second and third leading 
causes of cancer deaths in the United 
States for men and women, respectively 
(Ref. 46). As FDA described in its 

roposed rule (56 FR 60566), numerous 
uman and animal studies have 

examined the possible role of dietary 
fiber intake in reducing the risk of 
developing colon cancer. Most 
correlational studies and many (but not 
all) case-control studies show that diets 
high in fiber-containing foods (whole 
grains, fiuits, and vegetables) are 
associated with a reduced risk of 
colorectal cancer. Prospective 
epidemiologic studies are few in 
number and give mixed results. Animal 
studies indicate that certain ty]>es of 
dietary fiber, but not others, may be 
important in modulating the effects of 
chemical carcinogens. 

FDA agrees that there is substantial 
evidence that diets high in fiber-rich 
foods, including whole grains, fruits, 
and vegetables, are associated with 
reduced risk of colorectal cancer. These 
diets differ, however, in levels of many 
nutrients and in types of dietary fiber, 
making it difficult to attribute the 
observed diet-disease relationship to a 
single nutrient. Overall, the available 
data are not sufiicient to demonstrate 
that it is thd total dietary fiber, or a 
specific fiber component, or specific 
vitamins and minerals (singly or 
interactively) that are related to 
reduction of cancer risk. 

The agency disagrees with the 
comments that assert that international 
correlational data on fiber per capita 
availability and risk of colon cancer are 
sufficient to justify a health claim 
regarding dietary fiber and cancer. 
While the correlation coefficients of 
such studies are often large, these 
studies are very weak in controlling for 
confounding variables. Many of the 
countries with low incidences of colon 
cancer are undeveloped nations that 
difier in many ways from Western 
countries (for example, in prevalence of 
obesity, environmental pollution, 
genetic susceptibility, parasitic diseases, 
etc.). None of the international 
correlation studies reports actual food 
consumption: instead, each attributes 
consumption of fiber from averages of 
food disappearance. This approach does 

not account for food disappearance 
through loss or wastage (peeling, etc.) or 
for dinering dietary habits among 
various socioeconomic groups within a 
single country. Thus, in its proposed 
rule, FDA tentatively foimd that a basis 
did not exist on which to authorize a 
health claim relating to an association 
between ingestion of dietary fiber and 
risk of cancer. In this final rule, FDA is 
not authorizing a dietary fiber and 
cancer health claim because, based on 
the agency's review of the scientific 
evidence, including scientific literature 
that became publicly available after the 
proposal's publication, and review of 
data in comments, the agency has 
concluded that the evidence is not 
sufficiently conclusive or specific for 
dietary fiber per se to justify such a 
health claim. The agency has 
concluded, however, that there is 
sufficient evidence to support a claim 
relating the ingestion of fruits, 
vegetables, and whole grain products to 
reduced risk of some cancers. These 
foods are also generally low in fat and 
are good sources of dietary fiber. 

2. Several comments stated that FDA 
did not follow the congressional 
mandate to consider whether there is 
significant scientific agreement 
supporting specific health claims. The 
comments argued that the agency 
should have first identified the range of 
specific health claims that could be 
made about dietary fiber and cancer and 
then examined the scientific support for 
each claim. A related comment asserted 
that FDA's evaluation criteria for 
specific scientific studies were based on 
a fundamental misapprehension of its 
role under the 1990 amendments. The 
comments stated that FDA's proper role 
is to search the science for significant 
agreement, not decide the validity of 
studies. 

FDA disagrees with these comments. 
The 1990 amendments did not instruct 
the agency to identify the wide range of 
health claims that might be made with 
respect to the 10 topics identified and 
then to evaluate all published literature 
relevant to the claims. Rather, the 1990 
amendments instructed the agency to 

, determine whether claims respecting 
the 10 areas, including “dietary fiber 
and cancer," meet the requirements of 
section 403(r)(3) or 403(r)(5)(D) of the 
act. The agency interpreted this 
directive in a straightforward and 
logical way. Indeed, FDA's chosen 
approach was necessary if the agency 
hoped to accomplish the congressional 
mandate within the prescribe 
timefiame and with its limited 
resources. Thus, FDA, in its proposed 
rule (56 FR 60566), focused its scientific 
review on those aspects of the dietary 

fiber and cancer relationship for which 
the strongest scientific evidence exists: 
dietary fiJMr and colorectal cancer. 

The agency developed its proposed 
rule regarding dietary fiber and cancer 
in conformity with the standards 
mandated by the 1990 amendments. 
FDA's role is to evaluate the totality of 
the publicly available scientific 
evidence and to assess whether there is 
significant scientific agreement among 
qualified experts that the available 
evidence supports the proposed claim. 
This evaluation necessarily involves an 
assessment of the validity of studies 
rather than merely a search for scientific 
agreement. 

3. Several comments stated that FDA 
rejected health claims for dietary fiber 
and cancer because of rigid application 
of a scientific standard higher than that 
mandated by the 1990 amendments and 
that this rejection will have unfortunate 
public health consequences because 
valuable health-related information will 
not be transmitted to the American 
population. 

roA does not agree that it has applied 
a scientific standard higher than the one 
set out in section 403(r)(3)(B)(i) of the 
act. As required by the statute, FDA 
evaluated possible health claims for 
dietary fiber and cancer by inquiring 
whether, based on the totality of 
publicly available scientific evidence 
(including evidence from well-designed 
studies), there is significant scientific 
agreement among qualified experts that 
the claim is supported. FDA is codifying 
the scientific standard of section 
403(r)(3)(B)(i) of the act at 21 CFR 
101.14(c) in the final rule on general 
requirements for health claims, which is 
published elsewhere in this Federal 
Register. 

4. Several comments stated that FDA 
used difierent criteria to assess the 
relationship between dietary lipids and 
cancer and the relationship between 
dietary fiber and cancer. 

FDA disagrees with this comment. In 
reviewing the scientific literature, FDA 
followed the standard mandated by ne 
1990 amendments. However, the 
strength and consistency of the data in 
these two areas led the agency to reach 
two different conclusions about 
permitting health claims. 

Assessments of the relevant scientific 
data, in Federal Government reports and 
other authoritative documents, have 
consistently concluded that dietary fat 
contributes to the risk of cancer at 
certain sites. In developing its proposed 
rule on this relationship (56 FR 60764), 
the agency found that new evidence was 
consistent with these earlier 
conclusions. Based on the totality of the 
evidence, FDA concluded that diets low 
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in total fat are associated with a reduced 
risk of some types of cancer. 

In contrast, authcoitative scientific 
documents, including Federal 
Government reports, have concluded 
that a number of components of diets 
rich in fruits, vegetables, and grain 
products contribute to their beneficial 
effect on cancer. For example, in its 
summary on dietary fiber and cancer in 
the National Academy of Sciences* 
report “Diet and Health: Implications 
for Reducing Chronic Disease 
Risk’’("Diet and Health*’) (Ref. 30), the 
Committee on Diet and Health stated 
that “(EJven where the evidence is 
strongest, it is not possible to adequately 
separate the efiects of fiber from those 
of other components of the diet (e.g., 
total calories, fats, vitamins, minerals, 
and nonnutritive constituents of fruits 
and vegetables) and nondietary factors 
(e.g., socioeconomic status).** Similarly, 
“Healthy People 2000: National Health 
Promotion and Disease Prevention 
Objectives** (“Healthy People 2000”) 
(Ref. 46) notes that recommendations 
from the National Cancer Institute (Refs. 
53 through 55), the Surgeon General’s 
Report, the National Academy of 
Sciences* “Diet and Health,” and 
“Nutrition and Your Health: Dietary 
Guidelines for Americans” support 
increased consumption of vegetables, 
fruits, and whole grains tnd cereals 
(Refs. 47,30, and 45, res{)ectively). In 
developing its proposed rule on dietary 
fiber and cancer, the agency found that 
new evidence did not alter these earlier 
conclusions. Rather, the agency found 
tliat the available scientific evidence 
was not sufficiently conclusive or 
specific for fiber per se to justify a 
health claim relating intake of dietary 
fiber alone to reduc^ risk of cancer. 

5. Several comments stated that there 
were disparities in the agency’s 
treatment of confounders, the weight 
given clinical studies, and emphasis on 
animal studies between the proposed 
rules on fat and cancer and on fiber and 
cancer. One comment stated that FDA 
criticized several of the fiber and cancer 
studies because it was not possible to 
separate the effects of dietary fiber from 
the effects of a reduced fat intake, but 
that the agency did not make this 
criticism of the fat and cancer studies. 

FDA disagrees with these comments, 
i In the fiber and cancer studies referred 

to in the comment, dietary fat was 
decreased and dietary fiber was 
increased; therefore, the effects could 

I not be separated. In the majority of the 
fat and cancer studies, however, dietary 
fat was decreased and dietary fiber 
remained the same. Therefore, the 

I reduction in risk of cancer observed in 

these studies could not have been due 
to an increased fiber intake. 

FDA also disagrees that it relied 
excessively on animal studies in the fat 
and cancer proposal. As FDA noted in 
the proposed regulation on dietary fiber 
and colon cancer (56 FR 60566), in 
general, animal studies on fiber show no 
consistent protective effect. In contrast, 
animal studies on fat and cancer, taken 
as a whole, support a promoting effect 
of fat on carcinogenesis at several sites 
independent of &e effect of energy 
intaka Human studies on fat are also 
generally supportive of a promoting 
effect of fat on carcinogenesis with 
respect to some types of cancer. The 
evidence on the relation between fat and 
cancer is further discussed in the 
document “Dietary Lipids and Cancer” 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. 

6. One comment stated that there are 
several clinical studies on fiber and few 
on fat and, therefore, the health claim 
on fiber and cancer should be approved. 

FDA disagrees with this comment. 
The available clinical studies on fiber 
investigate its relationship to prec\usor 
lesions such as polyps, dyspl^ias, and 
abnormal cell morphology of the colonic 
epithelium, rather than to cancer itself. 
These studies are difficult to interpret, 
because at this time the actual risk 
factors for colorectal cancer are still 
incompletely understood. Moreover, it 
is not known how valid are markers 
such as secondary bile acid 
concentration, fecal mutagenicity, fecal 
weight, fecal deoxycholic acid, and 
activity of fecal bacterial enzymes as 
surrogates for the disease of colon 
cancer. Additional studies are needed to 
establish which, if any, of these factors 
affect the development of human colon 
cancer. 

7. Some comments stated that FDA 
failed to justify its rejection of 
authoritative Federal Government 
reports (specifically. National Cancer 
Institute (NCI) recommendations 
containing the word “fiber”). 

FDA does not agree that, in 
developing its proposed rule regarding, 
fiber and cancer, it rejected conclusions 
of Federal Government reports. Some 
comments, by citing only those portions 
of dietary recommendations that 
include the word '‘fiber,** seek to 
attribute the protective effects of diets 
high in fruits, vegetables, and grain 
products to fiber per se. FDA Iralieves 
that this emphasis distorts the meaning 
of sound dietary recommendations by 
failing to acknowledge the important 
contributions to reduced risk of disease 
of the Mride variety of nutrients and non¬ 
nutritive substances present in diets 
high in fruits. vegetaMes, and grain 

products. Such an emphasis also 
focuses attention away from changes in 
overall dietary patterns and their 
potential contribution to reducing risk 
of chronic diseases. 

To date, neither the Surgeon General’s 
Report on “Nutrition and Health” (Ref. 
47). the National Academy of Sciences* 
“Ettet and Health” (Ref. 30), nor DHHS* 
“Healthy People 2000” (Refi 46) has 
fovind the scientific evidence strong 
enough to attribute the protective effects 
against cancer of dietary patterns high 
in fruits, vegetables, and grain products 
solely to the fiber content of such diets. 
The recommendations in the Surgeon 
General’s Report (the Report) include 
increased consumption of whole grain 
foods and cereal products, vegete^les 
(including dried beans and peas) and 
firuits (Ref. 47). The Report states, 
“While inconclusive, some evidence 
also suggests that an overall increase in 
intake of foods high in fiber might 
decrease the risk for colon cancer. 
Among several unresolved issues is the 
role of various types of fiber, which 
differ in their effects on water-holding 
capacity, viscosity, bacterial 
fermentation, and intestinal transit 
time.” 

Similarly, the National Research 
Council’s “Diet and Health” 
recommends. “Every day eat five or 
more servings of a combination of 
vegetables and fruits, especially green 
and yellow vegetables and citrus fruits. 
Also, increase intake of starches and 
other complex carbohydrates by eating 
six or more daily servings of a 
combination of breads, cereals, and 
legumes.” (Ref. 30). The summary 
concludes: 

Studies in various parts of the w(x-ld 
indicate that people who habitually consume 
a diet high in plant foods have low risks of 
atherosclerotic cardiovascular diseases, 
probably largely because such diets are 
tisually low in animal fat and cholesterol. 
Some constituents of plant foods, e.g., 
soluble fiber and vegetable pirotein, may also 
contribute—to a lessw extent—to the lower 
risk of atherosclerotic cardiovascular 
diseases. The mechanism for the link 
between frequent consumption of vegetables 
and fruits, especially green and yellow 
vegetables and citrus fruits, and decreased 
susceptibility to cancers of the lung, stcnnacb, 
and large intestine is not well understood 
becaxise the responsible agents in these foods 
and the mechanisms for their protective 
effect have not been fully determined. 
However, there is strong evidence that a low 
intake of carotenoids, which are present in 
green and yellow vegetables, contributes to 
an increas^ risk of lung cancer. Fruits and 
vegetables also contain mgh levels of fiber, 
but there is no conclusive evidence that die 
dietary fiber itself, rather than odier nutrltiTe 
and non-nutritiTe cmnponents of these foods, 
exerts a protective eSa^ against these 
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cancers. The Committee does not recommend 
the use of fiber supplements. 

“Healthy People 2000” (Ref. 46) notes 
that recommendations from the National 
Cancer Institute, the Surgeon General's 
Report, the National Academy of 
Sciences’ “Diet and Health.” and 
“Dietary Guidelines for Americans” 
support increased consumption of 
vegetables, fruits, and whole grain 
breads and cereals (Refs. 47, 30, and 45, 
respectively). 

'The agency’s decision to prohibit the 
use on the label or labeling of foods of 
health claims relating intake of dietary 
fiber to decreased risK of cancer is 
consistent with the conclusions of 
Federal Government and other 
authoritative reports. Moreover, the 
agency’s determination in this final rule 
to authorize a health claim relating diets 
low in fat and high in fiber-containing 
grains, fruits, and vegetables to a 
reduced cancer risk is quite consistent 
with the conclusions of these reports. 

8. Several conunents criticized the 
agency for starting its review of the 
scientific literature with consensus 
documents and Government reports 
rather than conducting its own review 
of the older literature and, secondly, for 
focusing on the scientific evidence 
concerning the relationship between 
dietary fiber and colorectal cancer rather 
than on that between insoluble fiber and 
colorectal cancer. 

FDA disagrees with these comments. 
In evaluating the publicly available 
evidence for each of the 10 health claim 
topics, FDA reviewed the evidence and 
conclusions reached in several Federal 
Government documents and in other 
reports frum recognized scientific 
bodies (56 FR 60566). These 
authoritative documents represent 
comprehensive reviews and evaluations 
of the literature available at the time of 
their publication (generally fr'om 1987 to 
1989) and represent scientific consensus 
at that time. Although the reports may 
not have referenced a particular study 
described in the comment, it is 
improbable that the studies reviewed in 
the reports missed an important efiect. 

In preparing its proposed rule, FDA 
updated these reports by independently 
reviewing subsequently published 
studies, addition, to ensure that its 
review of relevant evidence was 
complete, FDA requested in the Federal 
Register of March 28,1991 (56 FR 
12932), scientific data and information 
on the 10 specific topic areas. The 
agency also reviewed and considered 
comments received in response to that 
Federal Register notice in developing 
its proposed rules. In reviewing the 
totality of the publicly available 

evidence. FDA consideted studies that 
addressed the relationship between 
dietary fiber and colorectal cancer and 
those that addressed the relationship 
between insoluble fiber and colorectal 
cancer. 

9. One comment questioned the 
motivation behind the agency’s tentative 
rejection of health claims for fiber and 
cancer. The comment stated that the 
National Cancer Institute did not 
endorse health claims on dietary 
supplements, and stated that health 
claims for fiber should not be prohibited 
based on a concern that dietary 
supplements will be able to bear claims. 
Comments from supplement 
manufacturers asserted that, if health 
claims are permitted on foods 
containing fiber, then fiber supplements 
should also be permitted to carry 
claims. The comment argued that there 
is no difference between fiber in foods 
and fiber in supplements and that all 
fiber supplements are safe, although 
data wei'e not included to substantiate 
such a claim. 

FDA does not agree that its motivation 
for rejecting health claims associating 
dietary fiber and reduced cancer risk 
was to prevent supplement 
manufacturers from making such 
claims. As the agency’s proposal makes 
clear, FDA tentatively decided to deny 
health claims for dietary fiber and 
cancer because the currently available 
scientific evidence is not sufficiently 
conclusive or specific for fiber per se to 
justify such a claim, not because the 
agency wishes to preclude use of such 
a claim on dietary supplements. 

B. Comments Begarding a Relationship 
Between Dietary Fiber and Cancer 

10. Several comments stated that 
health claims for insoluble fiber, 
particularly grain fiber, should be 
allowed. Another comment stated that 
wheat bran and related products that 
afreet gastrointestinal transit time and 
fecal weight may help prevent colon 
cancer when consumed with a diet low 
in saturated fat and high in plant foods. 
This comment argued that the fact that 
animal studies show a protective effect 
in the colon by fibers with bulking 
properties is more important than 
understanding the underlying 
mechanism. The comment stated further 
that only specific fibers shown in 
animal studies to be protective, such as 
whole grain wheat, should be permitted 
to carry label claims. 

FDA disagrees with these comments. 
Animal data are not consistent in 
showing a protective efrect for insoluble 
dietary fiber. Indeed, com bran, a 
predominantly insoluble fiber source 
(78 percent neutral detergent fiber), has 

been shown in three animal studies to 
enhance chemical carcinogenesis in 
rodents (Refs. 59, 60, and 61). While it 
is true that animal feeding studies using 
wheat bran are the most consistent in 
showing protective effects, animal data 
cannot be applied directly to humans. 
Taken together, the evidence for a 
significant role of wheat fiber in humans 
is still controversial. The number of 
human studies breaking fiber down by 
type (soluble, insoluble, etc.) is too 
small to be considered more than 
preliminary. Only two studies 
published since 1987 consider fiber 
type, while seven consider total fiber by 
source (fruit, vegetable, or grain), and 
five consider total dietary fiber as a 
single entity. The authors of a recent 
study state in their conclusion, “Tlie 
efficacy of grain fiber in reducing the 
risk of colon and rectal cancer remains 
in question. While our results indicate 
some protective efrect for the colon for 
grain fiber, most other studies do not 
find a grain effect” (Ref. 9). For 
example, the 1988 study by Slattery et 
al. (Ref. 40) found no effect of grain 
fiber. 

11. Another comment provided data 
from an animal study that showed that 
wheat bran is superior to cellulose in 
reducing the incidence of colonic 
tumors in rats treated with the colonic 
carcinogen 1,2 dimethylhydrazine (Ref. 
67). The data show that, even among 
insoluble fibers, differences exist in 
their effects on tumorigenesis. The 
study also showed that cellulose was 
more effective in reducing fecal bile 
acid concentrations compared to wheat 
bran, although this difference was 
apparently not statistically significant. 
Elevated fecal bile acid concentrations 
are putative risk factors for colon 
cancer, although in this study the 
cellulose group, with its lower fecal bile 
acid concentration, actually had 
significantly more colon tumors than 
the wheat bran group. This may further 
call into question the importance of 
dilution of fecal bile acids by fiber, a 
potential mechanism of action cited in 
this and other comments. 

FDA notes that such results support 
its tentative conclusion in the proposed 
rule that fibers (even insoluble fibers) 
have different effects. The importance of 
bile acid dilution as a mechanism for 
effects of fiber remains to be 
determined. 

12. One comment provided that the 
1989 study by West et al. (Ref. 48), 
reviewed in ^e proposal, did control for 
micronutrient intake. 

FDA agrees that this was incorrectly 
reported in the proposed rule. 

13. A comment stated that the 1989 
intervention study by DeCosse et al (Ref. 

T 
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7) is relevant to the fiber-cancer 
relationship. \ 

FDA disagrees with this comment. 
The patients in this study had no colons 
and, therefore, metabolized fiber 
difierently and developed lesions at a 
difierent site from colon cancer patients. 
For these reasons, FDA believes that this 
study does not ccmtribute to 
imderstanding the fibercancor 
relationship. 

14. A comment cited the study of 
Rosen et al. (Ref. 37) to support the role 
of grains in reducing the risk of colon 
cancer. 

FDA disagrees with this comment 
The comment did not mention that the 
referenced study examined mortality 
data firom 1969 to 1978 and siurveyed 
food expenditures for 1978 only. Thus, 
the individuals who died of colon 
cancer had been dead for up to 10 years 
when the food expenditure data was 
collected. It is a weakness of this study 
that only a single year's food survey 
(1978) data were used, while mortality 
figures from the previous 10 years are 
incorporated. It is possible that this type 
of foc^ data collection would accurately 
reflect the diet of the group which died 
from colon cancer up to 10 years earlier. 

15. Several comments stated that 
studies with statistically insignificant 
but generally favorable results should be 
regarded as supportive of the 
relationship between fiber and cancer 
risk reduction. 

FDA disagrees with this comment. 
Lack of statistical significance indicates 
that such findings could have arisen by 
chance and thus cannot be used to 
support a causal relationship. 

16. One comment stated that 
overestimation of fiber intake (by 
inaccurate dietary or analytical 
methods) will result in underestimation 
of risk reduction. 

FDA disagrees with this commit. 
Fiber consumption may be 
overestimated by a consistent factor in 
both the control and cancer groups. 
Such overestimation would have the 
effect of multiplying the intake of both 
groups by a common factor: for 
example, it could increase the intake in 
both groups by 30 percent. The 
differences between groups would also 
be multiplied by this common factor, 
and should be no less readily apparent 
than without this factor of 
overestimation, provided fiber Intake is 
overestimated in each group to the same 
extent Only if fiber int^e wmo 
consistratly overestimated in the cancer 
group, but not in the control group, 
would there be an appermil r^uction 
a protective effect B^use the same 
sunrey and analytical methods wwe 

applied to both groups, this seems an 
unlikely occurroace. 

FDA recognizes that imprecise 
measures of fiber intake will usually 
tend to reduce associations between 
fiber intake and risk. Imprecise 
meas\irement8 do not necessarily result 
in overestimation of fiber, but mwely 
inaccuracy in reporting the fiber contmt 
of certain foods. Lack of accuracy will 
hinder demonstration of a true 
relationship if one indeed exists 
between fiber and colon cancer risk 
reduction. 

17. One comment noted that lack of 
a known mechanism of action fw the 
putative effects of fiber in colon canc» 
risk reduction should not prevent the 
acceptance of claims of filer's 
usefulness for this piirpose. The 
comment made an analogy to drugs, 
arguing that they are often approved 
simply on evidence of efficacy, without 
clear knowledge of their mechanism of 
action. 

FDA does not believe that the 
comparison to drug approval is apt 
Drugs are substances of known chemical 
composition. In contrast it is not known 
what fiber component or components 
may be responsible for the effects 
observed in some epidemiological 
studies. Fiber is a complex mixtiue of 
cellulose, hemicellulose, pectic 
substances, or other polysaccharides. 
Some of these materials, when isolated, 
have been found to promote rather than 
inhibit chemical carcinogenesis in 
rodents. Certainly it has not been 
established which of the components 
(all of which are types of “fiber”) may 
reduce the risk of colon cancer in 
humans. Thus, more is at issue here 
than the roedianism of action: the 
identity of the actual active agent, if 
any, is also obscure. 

18. One comment noted that fat and 
fiber intake correlate inversely with one 
another in many studies, and that this 
correlation is often statistically 
significant 

IDA notes that correlations between 
two dietary variables within a study do 
not demonstrate that eithw is causally 
related to the study endpoint (cancer). 
Rather, the two measures are merely 
associated with one another, in such a 
way that v^en one increases, the other 
decreases, and vice versa. Therefore, 
such a finding does not imply that 
increased fiber intake is cau^ly related 
to decreased cancer incidence. 

19. A comment noted that increasing 
fiber intake may promote decreased 
energy intake and that adding fiber in 
purified form to foods is not known to 
be harmful. The commrat cited a 13- 
week study of oat hull fiseding in rats aa 
support 

FDA disagrees with this comment and 
notes that decreased energy intake in 
respcmse to high fiber intake has not 
been shown consistently in all animal 
studies in which fiber-fed groups 
generally had similar body weights 
compared to no-fiber groups. FDA also 
disagrees with the bn^ statement that 
adding purified fiber to foods is not 
known to be harmful. A 13-week study 
dealing writh one specific type of fiber 
is not sufficiently long to address 
chronic safety issues about all types of 
fiber. Nor were the full bettery ^ 
toxicological endpoints customarily 
examin^ in safety evaluatims 
performed in this study. 

C. Food Claims Versus Nutrient Claims 

In its proposed rule, FDA specifically 
request^ comments on how best to 
inform consumers of the general dietary 
guidance to increase consumption of 
^its, vegetables, and whole grain 
products that are rich sources of dietary 
fiber and other nutrients. In response to 
this request, FDA received a wide range 
of comments expressing strong ^pport 
for health claims for foods rather dran 
only fat specific nutrients. National 
cancer research and health 
organizations, consumers, and 
consumer advocacy groups 
recommended allowing claims for 
whole foods. Several comments from 
the food industry also supported health 
claims for whole foods. Tlrase 
comments are summarized below. 

20. Many comments supporting 
health claims for foods recommended 
that only those foods high in fiber 
should be permitted to carry a claim and 
that claims should not be allowed if 
they give the impression that dietary 
fiber, aa a single nutrient, is responsible 
for the reduction in cancer risk 
associated with diets high in fruits, 
vegetables, and grain piquets. 

IDA agrees with this comment that a 
health claim should not give the 
impressiem that a single nutri^it is 
responsible for the reduction in cancer 
risk. Where the evidence is strongest, it 
is not possible to separate the effects of 
fibw from those of other components of 
the diet, such as fat, total calories, and 
vitamins. 

21. Another comment stated that 
because the public is advised to increase 
its daily intake of dietary fiber, FDA 
should “exert control where it is 
needed” to avoid abusive use of fiber in 
foods and supplements. The comment 
stated that specific foods (e.g., no-fiber 
foods to which fiber is added) and fiber 
supplements should not be allowed to 
bear health claims. 

FDA has determined that a health 
claim relating dietary fiber to cancer is 
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not supported by the totality of the 
publicly available scientific evidence. 
The claim that the agency is authorizing 
deals instead with diets Ugh in fruits, 
vegetables, and grain products and may 
be carried by fruits, vegetables, and 
grain products that, without 
fortification, qualify as "good sources" 
of dietary fiber. Tliis claim respects the 
state of the scientific evidence: it does 
not represent a position that other foods, 
including supplements, may not be able 
to bear a fiber/cancer claim in the 
future, should appropriate evidence " 
demonstrating tne validity of such a 
claim be brought to the agency’s 
attention. 

22. Other comments supported 
narrowly worded statements concerning 
overall diets and their efiect on risk of 
cancer. 

FDA agrees with this comment that a 
health claim, as outlined in the final 
rule, "Labeling; General Requirements 
for Health Claims for Food," should be 
stated in context of the total diet. 
Certain statements about overall diets 
and thefr efiects on disease or health- 
related conditions would be considered 
dietary guidance and not regulated as 
health claims. In this rule. FDA is 
authorizing a reference to certain 
substances (fat and fiber) as ptul of a 
statement relating diets high in fruits, 
vegetables, and grain products to cancer 
risk. 

23. Some comments stated that, if 
claims are allowed for fiber-containing 
foods, the fat content should be 
disclosed on the label. 

FDA shares the comments’ concern 
about the fat content of foods bearing 
the authorized claim. For a food to 
qualify for a health claim under 
§ 101.76, it must meet the requirements 
for a "low fat" food as defined under 
§101.62. 

24. Some comments provided 
recommendations for developing 
regulatory criteria. For example, several 
comments stated that all foods, whether 
fiesh or processed, should meet the 
same standards. Other comments stated 
that fiber-only products should be 
carefully evaluated to ensure that they 
qualify as foods according to criteria 
defined in the proposed regulations. 

FDA notes new § 101.76(c)(2)(ii) 
contains the criteria that food must meet 
to qualify for the authorized health 
claim. A food must be or contain a fruit, 
vegetable, or grain product; must be 
“low fat;” and must be a "good soxirce” 
of fiber. 

25. Several comments noted that FDA 
acknowledges that virtually all dietary 
guidelines for Americans have 
encouraged consumption of fiber-rich 
foods, including whole grain cereals. 

fruits, and vegetables, and that 
comprehensive government reviews and 
other reviews by recognized scientific 
bodies have concluded that dietary 
patterns that include fiber-rich foods are 
associated with reduced risk of 
colorectal cancer, coronary heart 
disease, and other chronic diseases. 'The 
comment asserted that FDA should 
authorize the use of health claims for 
the relationship between dietary fiber 
and cancer. « 

FDA disagrees that the evidence is 
sufficient to support a claim that dietary 
fiber, as a single nutrient, is responsible 
for the reduction in cancer risk. 
However, FDA is authorizing a claim 
relating diets high in fiber-containing 
grain products, fiiiits, and vegetables to 
reduced cancer risk. 

26. *rhe American Cancer Society 
commented that it is unclear what 
aspect of fiber-rich foods reduces the 
risK of colorectal cancer. According to 
the American Cancer Society, the 
evidence does show, however, that 
fiber-rich diets reduce the risk of cancer. 
In its nutrition guidelines, the Society 
recommends that people "eat more high 
fiber foods, such as whole grain cereals, 
legumes, vegetables, and fimits." This 
recommendation emphasizes the 
importance of the total diet rather than 
individual components of it. The 
American Cancer Society recommended 
the use of a general food claim at the 
point of pur^ase that does not mention 
fiber or specific cancer sites. The 
comment stated further that, although 
the American Cancer Society does refer 
to the cancer prevention possibilities of 
fiber-rich foods in its educational 
materials, the American Cancer Society 
does not think this reference should be 
stated on food labels, because it is still 
unclear which qualities of such foods 
actually reduce cancer risk. For 
example, many fiber-rich foods are also 
low in fat and high in antioxidant 
vitamins. The American Cancer Society 
believes that if a claim is allowed, it 
should not be used on food labels unless 
the food meets the requirements for a 
“high fiber" nutrient content claim. 

Ine National Cancer Institute 
supports the use of health claims on 
whole foods and diets high in fiber- 
containing foods and low in fat. Their 
comment stated that there is substantial 
and sufficient evidence that 
consumption of diets high in fiiiits, 
vegetables, and cereal mains are 
associated with the reduced risk of some 
types of cancer, particularly colorectal 
cancer. 'The National Cancer Institute 
recommended that the statement "high 
fiber diets" or some similar term be 
included in the label claim. In contrast 
to the American Cancer Society, the 

National Cancer Institute also 
recommended that only foods that 
contain naturally occurring fiber be 
allowed to carry a claim relating 
consumption of vegetables, firuits, and 
grain pr^ucts to reduced risk of cancer. 
'The comment stated that there is no 
agreement among scientific experts that 
fiber fit}m fortifi^ foods and 
supplements has a similar protective 
effect. In addition, the National Cancer 
Institute expressed safety concerns 
relative to the consumption of large 
amounts of fiber fit)m a single dietary 
source. 

FDA agrees that dietary patterns with 
higher intakes of vegetables (including 
legumes), fioiits, and whole grains are 
associated with a reduced risk of some 
types of cancer (see Refs. 15. and 21 
through 23 in the proposed rule (56 FR 
60566) and Ref. 56 in this document). 
Although the specific roles of the 
numerous potentially protective 
substances in plant foods are not yet 
understood, populations with diets rich 
in these foods experience many health 
advantages, including lower rates of 
some cancers. Currently, there is not 
scientific agreement about whether the 
observed protective effects against 
cancer are due to a combination of the 
nutrient components of the foods, 
including fiber, to other components of 
the diet (for example, minerals, 
vitamins, etc.), or to displacement of 
other foods in fiber-rich diets (for 
example, replacement of meats, fats). 
Rather, the evidence currently 
demonstrates that it is the dietary 
pattern, and not a single nutrient, that 
is important in the reduction in risk of 
diseases such as cancer. If the scientific 
evidence were sufficient to support a 
health claim regarding the relationship 
between dietary fiber and cancer, no 
distinction would be made between 
"naturally occurring” fiber and fiber 
supplements. The final rule on general 
requirements for health claims, 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register, treats dietary 
supplements and conventional foods 
consistently. 

III. Review of the Recent Scientific 
Evidence 

A. Human Studies 

FDA has reviewed studies that 
became publicly available after the 
publication of its proposed rule and 
data submitted as comments. These 
studies are summarized in Table 1. 

A case control study by Soltero et al. 
(Ref. 56) in Puerto Rico focused on prior 
cholecystectomy as a risk factor for 
right-sided colon cancer. A food 
frequency questionnaire was also 
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administered to the subjects (or next of 
kin. if subjects were deceased). 
Cholecystectomy was confirmed to be a 
significant risk factor for right-sided 
colon cancer. Subjects with cancer 
reported consumption of significantly 
more meat and poultry and less fiber (as 
crude fiber) and vegetables than 
controls. Differences in fat intake were 
not statistically significant. It was not 
clear from the report if fiber included all 
sources of fiber or only cereal fiber. A 
protective effect was also seen for 
vegetables; it cannot be determined 
whether the effect reported for fiber was 
due to fiber itself or to other nutrient 
constituents of fiber-containing foods. 

Giovannucci et al. (Ref. 62) studied a 
cohort of 49,296 U.S. health 
professionals. 40 to 75 years of age, for 
2 years. The authors recorded diet by 
questionnaire and assessed colonic 
adenoma incidence based on 
sigmoidoscopy biopsy reports. Intake of 
animal fat was found to Im positively 
associated with polyp incidence. Fiber 
from either fruits, vegetables, or grains 
were all significantly protective, 
whether measured as crude fiber or 
dietary fiber. Vegetable-associated 
nutrients (potassium, ^-carotene, 
vitamins C and E) were also protective, 
but in a combined statistical analysis 
they did not account for the 
independent effect of fiber. Three 
factors limit the applicability of these 
findings. (1) The total fat intake of most 
of the subjects was low by general 
population standards; (2) right-sided 
lesions in the colon were not 
considered, and therefore no 
conclusions can be drawn about right¬ 
sided colon cancer from these data; and 
(3) all of the study subjects were men. 
A large cohort study involving U.S. 
nurses, the majority of whom were 
female, published in 1990, showed no 
protective effect of fiber or its 
components on colon cancer (Ref. 49). 
Giovannucci et al. do not address the 
differences between these two studies. 

Krme et al. (Ref. 63) studied dietary 
factors in a case-control study of colonic 
polyp patients. Forty-nine patients with 
histologically confirmed colonic polyps 
(greater than 1 centimeter in size) were 
interviewed about their dietary practices 
from the previous 20 years. Interview 
results were compared with those of 727 
community controls. Consumption of 
fiber and vegetables was associated with 
a significantly reduced relative risk (in 
both sexes) of polyps, while 
consumption of milk, beef, and beer 
were all associated with significantly 
increased risk (in males only). The 
study combines fiber and vegetable 
consumption, making it difficult to 
assess any independent role of fiber. 

Micronutrient intake from vegetables 
(except vitamin C), exercise, and total 
ener^ intake are potential confounding 
variables that were not controlled. 

Gregoire et al. (Ref. 64) examined 
rectal cell proliferation, fecal bile acid 
concentration, and fecal pH in a 5-day 
feeding study in normal, nealthy 
voltmteers. Groups of 10 or 11 subjects 
consumed either a low fat/low fiber, low 
fat/high fiber, high fat/low fiber, or high 
fat/high fiber diet. Fiber was derived 
from a bread containing 43 percent 
wheat bran. 45 percent wheat flour, and 
2 percent gam tragacanth as fiber 
sources. Approximately 41 grams (g) per 
(/) day of fil^r were consiimed in the 
high-fiber groups, versus 6 to 7 g/day in 
low fiber groups. Statistical analysis for 
main effects of fiber on labeling index, 
fecal pH, and fecal bile acid 
concentration revealed no statistically 
simificant effects. 

Entry of fiber into the colon 
influences short-chain fatty acid 
production. Cell cultiire studies have 
suggested that altered concentrations of 
short-chain fatty acids within the colon 
may influence colonic carcinogenesis. 
Butyrate production may be especially 
protective. Clausen et al. (Ref. 65) 
studied fecal short-chain fatty add 
composition in 16 controls, 17 patients 
with resected adenomatous polyps, and 
17 patients with resected colonic 
cancer. An analysis of fresh feces from 
the three groups revealed no significant 
differences in types or relative amoxmts 
of fecal short-chain fatty acids. Feces 
were also incubated in vitro for 6 to 24 
hours with added boluses of wheat bran 
or psyllium. Under these conditions, 
relatively less but)nrate was produced by 
inocula from adenoma and carcinoma 
patients. The authors propose that 
reduced butyrate production in patients 
may be of significance in the etiology of 
the neoplasms, although the butyrate 
content of the feces from cases was 
similar to that of control subjects when 
not incubated in vitro. It cannot be 
determined whether the same effects in 
the in vitro incubations would occur in 
vivo if the subjects were fed wheat bran 
or psyllium. Tlie role of butyrate and 
other short-chain fatty adds in human 
colon carcinogenesis has not been 
clearly established. 

McGarrity et al. (Ref. 66) studied the 
effects of fat and cellulose fiber on the 
growth and biochemical characteristics 
of two human colon cancer cell lines 
implanted subcutaneously in nude 
mice. Mice received either a low fat/low 
fiber diet, a high fat/low fiber diet, or a 
high fat/high fiber diet. The added 
cellulose tended to eliminate the 
growth-enhancing properties of a high 
fat diet, but the effects were not 

statistically significant. Differences in 
weight gain among the different groups 
at least partially explained the 
differences in tumor growth observed. 
Results with implanted tumors at a 
noncolonic site cannot be directly 
generalized to spontaneous colon 
tvunors, which are exposed to the 
colonic contents as well as to the 
systemic blood supply. 

Reduced fecal bile add content is 
thought to be a benefidal fador for 
colon cancer risk. One comment 
described preliminary results of a 
human dietary intervention study (Ref. 
58) in this area that has not yet b^n 
published. In this study, female subjeds 
consumed wheat, com, or oat bran 
supplements in addition to their usual 
diets. Fecal bile adds, neutral sterols, 
and fecal enzymatic activities of 
enzymes that produce fecal mutagens or 
carcinogens were measured before and 
after the intervention. Wheat bran 
supplementation reduced the activity of 
all four “risk fador” enzymes studied, 
while oat bran produced significant 
reductions in three of four enzymes, and 
com bran produced significant 
redudions in only two of four. 
Alterations in stool weight are probably 
responsible for some of these changes. 
Wheat bran supplementation 
significantly reduced total and 
secondary bile acid concentration in 
feces, while oat bran and com bran did 
not. 

B. Conclusions From New Studies 

These additional studies provide 
further data on the possible link 
between consumption of dietary fiber 
consumption and reduced risk of colon 
cancer. With the exception of the study 
by Giovannucd et al. (Ref. 62), none of 
the studies provides evidence of an 
independent contribution of fiber itself 
(distind from its presence in food) to 
risk reduction. Rather, the studies show 
a relationship between diets rich in 
fiber-containing foods and reduced risk 
of cancer. The Giovannucci et al. study 
is limited in its applicability, however, 
as only lesions of the descending colon 
ware considered, and the subjeds were 
men who already consumed a diet lower 
in fat and higher in vegetables than a 
typical U.S. diet. 

The preliminary results of Reddy’s 
study (Ref. 58) on the effeds of amount 
and type of dietary fiber on colonic 
baderial enzymes and bile adds in 
humans support FDA’s observations 
that insoluble fiber has not consistently 
been shown to be the protedive fiber 
fradion. Wheat bran and com bran 
(both largely insoluble fibers) exerted 
opposite effects in this risk fador study, 
as they do in most published animal 
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carcinogenesis studies. It must also be 
noted that the risk factors measured in 
this study have only postiilated 
significance in the etiology of human 
colon cancer at the present time. 

Althou^ the current scientific 
evidence does not support a specific 
health claim for dietary fiber and 
reduced risk of cancer, the data do 
support a relationship between diets 
hi^ in fiber-rich foods and low in fat 
and a reduced risk of some forms of 
cancer. Therefore, as discussed below, 
FDA will allow a health claim on 
vegetables, fruits, and grain products 
relating diets high in these foods to a 
reduced risk of cancer, and specifying 
that these foods contain dietary fiber. 

rv. Decision to Deny a Health Claim 
Relating Dietary Fiber to a Reduced 
Risk of Cancer 

Overall, the currently available 
scientific evidence is not sufficiently 
conclusive or specific for fiber per se to 
justify use of a health claim relating the 
intake of dietary fiber to a reduced risk 
of cancer. A major limitation in 
designing and evaluating research 
studies has been the ne^ for better 
defined measures of dietary fiber and 
standardized descriptions for source, 
type, and amount of dietary fiber. 
Commonly used anal3rtical 
methodologies do not detect many of 
the characteristics that may vary among 
fibers and that may be related to 
biological function (e.g., particle size, 
chemical composition, water-holding 
capacity). The inability to detect many 
of the differences among fibers and the 
general lack of clear evidence as to the 
mechanisms of action of fibers raise 
questions about the ability of commonly 
used analytical measures of dietary fiber 
to adequately predict biological actions 
of specific fibers. Therefore, for these 
reasons, new § 101.71(a) is added to 
reflect FDA’s decision not to authorize 
use of a health claim relating dietary 
fiber to a decreased risk of cancer. 

FDA’s decision is consistent with 
recent recommendations in the Institute 
of Medicine’s report "Nutrition 
Labeling: Issues and Directions for the 
1990s’’ (Ref. 57). This report notes that 
there has been great interest in the 
specific effects of dietary fiber on 
several chronic diseases. According to 
the report, the strongest argument for an 
increased consumption of dietary fiber 
is the important contribution it makes to 
normal bowel function. Clear scientific 
associations of fiber intake with the 
incidence of cancer have not been made. 
’The report indicates that one reason for 
this may be the difficulty in designing 
appropriate experiments to test 
specifically for the efiiect of dietary fiber. 

Foods high in dietary fiber are also 
generally low in calories and total and 
saturated fatty ^ids and devoid of 
cholesterol; thus, determination of a 
specific fiber effect in a feeding study is 
difficult. Moreover, according to the 
report, foods have a variety of fiber 
components and each may have 
different actions. Chemically and 
physiologically, cellulose, lignin, 
hemicellulose, pectin and alginate (all 
relatively purified fiber types) behave 
differently. Wheat bran, oat bran, and 
rice bran (all heterogenous mixtures of 
fibers) are not similar in composition. It 
is also very difficult to analyze dietary 
fiber chemically, and thus it is hard to 
correlate the role of specific fiber 
components to health effects (Refs. 30 
and 57). 

Therefore, FDA is not authorizing the 
use on the labels and labeling of foods 
of health claims relating to an 
association between the ingestion of 
dietary fiber and a reduction in the risk 
of cancer. In reaching this decision, the 
agency considered all comments 
received in response to its proposed rule 
(56 FR 60566), and reviewed the 
scientific literature that became publicly 
available after the proposal’s 
publication and data submitted with 
comments. 

V. Decision to Allow a Health Claim on 
Foods Relating Diets Low in Fat and 
High in Fiber-Containing Grain 
Pr^ucts, Fruits, and Vegetables to a 
Reduced Risk of Cancer 

FDA has reviewed numerous 
authoritative documents, including 
Federal Government reports, as well as 
recent research on dietary fiber and 
cancer risk. In addition, the agency 
considered all comments received in 
response to its proposed rule. The 
agency has concluded that the publicly 
available scientific evidence supports an 
association between diets low in fat and 
high in fiber-containing grain products, 
fhiits, and vegetables and reduced risk 
of cancer. 

FDA agrees with the comments that 
argue that dietary patterns that are low 
in fat and high in fiber-containing grain 
products, fruits, and vegetables 
(including legumes), are associated with 
a decreased risk of some types of cancer. 
Although the specific role of total 
dietary fiber, fiber components, and the 
multiple nutrients and other substances 
contained in these foods are not yet 
fully understood, many studies have 
shown that diets high in fiber- 
containing foods are associated with 
reduced risk of some types of cancer. 

Thus, the conclusion that diets low in 
fat and high in fiber-containing grain 
products, fruits, and vegetables, fofxls 

also generally low in fat, are associated 
with a reduc^ risk of cancer is 
consistent with the available scientific 
evidence. As discussed in the final rule 
on general requirements for health 
claims, publi^ed elsewhere in this 
issue of the Federal Register, statements 
about good nutrition that do not 
expressly or by implication refer to a 
substance are considered dietary 
guidance and not health claims. In this 
rule, FDA is authorizing the inclusion of 
a reference to dietary fiber in a 
statement about the value of grain 
products, frmts, and vegetables in 
reducing cancer risk. Thus, the health 
claim permitted vmder this regulation to 
be used on the label or labeling of 
certain foods associates diets low in fat 
and high in fiber-containing grain 
products, vegetables, and fimits with a 
reduced risk of some cancers. 

VI. Description of and Rationale for 
Components of the Health Qaim. 

In new § 101.76(a), the summary of 
the relationship between diets hi^ in 
fiber-containing grain products, ^its, 
and vegetables and reduced cancer risk 
is consistent with the conclusions 
reached in the review of the scientific 
evidence. It is not known whether it is 
fiber, per se, or some other substance in 
fruits, vegetables, and grain products 
that functions as the protective agent; 
or, if it is fiber, wbat types and 
characteristics of the heterogeneous 
family of fiber compounds are most 
beneficial. Yet, because of the 
usefulness of dietary fiber in identifying 
the types of foods most likely to 
correlate with reduced cancer risk, fiber 
is specifically identified as being 
characteristic of the protective dietary 
pattern. Thus fiber can serve as the 
identifying marker. Other components 
of the relationship statement, for 
example, risk factors, have been 
indicated, as in other authorized healtli 
claims. 

New § 101.76(b), on the significance 
of the relationship between 
consumption of diets low in fat and 
high in fiber-containing grain products, 
fruits, and vegetables and reduced risk 
of cancer, includes the information that 
U.S. diets tend to be high in fat and low 
in grains, fruits, and vegetables. A 
discussion of current dietary guidelines 
on recommended servings of grain 
products, fruits, and vegetables is also 
provided. 

B. Nature of the Claim 

In new $ 101.76(c)(2)(i), FDA is 
authorizing a health claim relating 

A. Relationship and Significance 
Statements 
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substances in diets low in fat and high 
in fiber-containing grain products, 
fruits, and vegetables to i^uced risk of 
cancer. In new § 101.76(c)(2)(i)(A), the 
agency is requiring, consistent with 
other authorized claims, that the 
relationship be qualified with the terms 
“may" or “might.” These terms are used 
to indicate that not all persons can 
necessarily expect to benefit from these 
dietary changes. 

In new § 101.76(c)(2)(i)(B), the agency, 
consistent with other au^orized claims, 
is requiring that the claim not indicate 
that all cancers may be affected, but 
rather that the risk of “some types of 
cancer” or “some cancers" may be 
reduced. The relationship between 
dietary factors and various types of 
cancers is variable; in many cases, the 
available data are inadequate to 
specifically identify which cancers may 
^0 fiffoctod 

In new § 101.76(c)(2)(i)(C), the agency 
is requiring that the claim be limited to 
grain products, fiiiits, and vegetables 
that contain dietary fiber. As noted in 
the conclusions reached firom the 
available scientific evidence, it is not 
known what fiber substance or other 
substances in grain products, fruits, and 
vegetables are responsible for their 

rotective effect. A role for dietary fiber 
as been hypothesized and has 

biological plausibility. Intakes of fiber 
and other nutrients from grains, fruits, 
and vegetables are correlated with 
reduced cancer risk. By requiring that 
the characterizing nutrient be identified 
as characteristic of a dietary pattern rich 
in fiber-containing grains, fruits, and 
vegetables, without specifically 
attributing the cause to a nutrient, the 
claim is more consistent with the 
current scientific knowledge. The claim 
should also minimize consumer 
confusion, because its wording is 
similar to current dietary guidelines 
from the U.S. Government, including 
the National Cancer Institute. 

New § 101.76(c){2){i)(D) requires that 
health claims indicate that development 
of cancer depends on many factors. This 
requirement is intended to prevent 
consumers from being misled that grain 
product, fruit, and vegetable intake is 
the only factor connected with cancer 
risk. In new § 101.76(c)(2)(i)(E), FDA, 
consistent with other authorized health 
claims, is prohibiting the attribution of 
a specific reduction in risk of cancer to 
diets low in fat and high in fiber- 
containing grain products, fruits, and 
vegetables. In new § 101.76(c)(2)(i)(F) 
and (c)(2)(i)(G). FDA is prohibiting, 
consistent with other authorized health 
claims, more specific use of dietary 
terms than is warranted by the current 
state of the scientific evidence. These 

requirements also standardize use of 
these terms, thus minimizing consumer 
confusion as they compare food labels 
across products, or as they compare a 
health claim to the nutrition 
information panel. 

C. Nature of the Food 

New § 101.76(c)(2)(ii)(A) requires that 
the food bearing the health claim be or 
contain a grain product, fruit, or 
vegetable. Because the claim relates to 
diets high in these foods, it would not 
make sense for it to appear on the 
labeling of another type of food. A 
health claim that appears on a food that 
meets all the requirements in 
§ 101.76(c)(2)(ii), but contains only a 
trivial amoimt of grain product, fruit, or 
vegetable, could considered 
misleading and might misbrand the food 
under section 403(a) of the act. FDA, 
consistent with the requirements for the 
health claim on dietary fat and cancer 
(published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register), is requiring in new 
§ 101.76(c)(2)(ii)(B) that foods bearing 
the health claim be “low fat” foods, or 
alternatively, belong to a class of 
products that is “low in fat.” Low fat 
diets are associated with reduced cancer 
risks. Low or negligible fat is also one 
of the characterizing features of diets 
rich in grain products, fruits, and 
vegetables. Because the effect of fat is 
not readily separated from the effect of 
other nutritive components of grain 
products, fruits, and vegetables, it is 
being made a qualifying nutrient. 

In new § 101.76(c)(2)iii)(C), FDA is 
requiring that grains, fruits, and 
vegetables, bearing the authorized 
health claim qualify as a “good source” 
(greater than or equal to 10 percent of 
the daily reference value (DRV)) for 
dietary fiber. The requirement that these 
foods contain 10 percent of the DRV for 
dietary fiber is being set as a specific 
alternate to the 20 percent (i.e., “high”) 
requirement for qualifying nutrients in 
the final rule on general requirements 
for health claims, published elsewhere 
in this Federal Register. This alternate 
level was deemed useful to assure that 
most grain products, fruits, and 
vegetables, would be eligible for this 
health claim, because these foods in 
general have been correlated with 
reduced cancer risk, and because they 
are significant sources of dietary fiber in 
the U.S. dietary pattern. Without this 
alternate level, very few grain products, 
fruits, and vegetables, would qualify for 
the health claim, which would be 
contrary to the available scientific 
evidence and to the purpose of health 
claims. 

This section also requires that foods 
qualify as a good source of fiber based 

on their natural level of fiber. This 
means that foods which require 
fortification with dietary firar, in order 
to meet the qualifying criteria for the 
health claim, cannot bear the claim. 
This requirement is consistent with the 
scientific basis for the claim, that is. tha( 
grains, fruits, and vegetables, in their 
native form correlate with reduced 
cancer risk. Because there are not 
sufficient data that specifically identify 
dietary fiber, or particular components 
of fiber, as causal and because this 
nutrient is being used as a marker for 
the substance or substances in grain 
products, fruits, and vegetables, that 
provide the observed protective effec^t, it 
is the native composition of the foods 
that identifies their usefulness. At the 
same time, this requirement does not 
prohibit fortification of qualifying foods 
with dietary fiber, once the qualifying 
level has hwn met naturally. 

D. Optional Information 

Under new § 101.76(d), similarly to 
other authorized health claims, health 
claims may identify additional risk 
factors for cancer. The regulation 
specifies the factors that may be listed; 
all are risk factors about which there is 
general scientific agreement. This 
additional information can provide a 
context that is useful for an 
understanding of the relationship of the 
diet to the disease, but manufacturers 
are cautioned that it should not be 
presented in a way that is misleading to 
the consumer. A health claim may also 
indicate that reductions in fat intake 
and consumption of fruits, vegetables, 
and grain products are part of a total 
dietary pattern that is consistent with 
the latest “Nutrition and Your Health: 
Dietary Guidelines for Americans,” 
published jointly by the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture and the U.S. 
Department of Health and Human 
Services (Ref. 45). Consistent with other 
health claim regulations, the claim may 
also include information on the 
prevalence of cancer in the United 
States. In order to ensure that this 
information is valid, the agency is 
requiring that it come from one of three 
specified authoritative sources. 

E. Model Health Claims 

In new § 101.76(e) FDA is providing 
several model health claims to illustrate 
the requirements of new S 101.76. FDA 
is n'ot prescribing specific language for 
claims, but certain elements are 
required, and these models include the 
required elements. 

VII. Environmental Impact 

The agency has determined under 21 
CFR 25.24(a)(ll) that this action is of a 
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type that does not individually or 
cumulatively have a significant effect on 
the human environment. Therefore, 
neither an environmental assessment 
nor an environmental impact statement 
is required. 

Vni. Economic Impact 

In its food labeling proposals of 
November 27,1991 (56 FR 60366 et 
seq.), FDA stated that the food labeling 
reform initiative, taken as a whole, 
would have associated costs in excess of 
the $100 million threshold that defines 
a major rule. Thus, in accordance with 
Executive Order 12291 and the 
Regulatory Flexibility Act (Pub. L. 96- 
354), FDA developed one 
comprehensive regulatory impact 
analysis (RIA) that presented the costs 
and benefits of all of the food labeling 
provisions taken together. That RIA was 
published in the Fraeral Register of 
November 27,1991 (56 FR 60856), and 
along with the food labeling proposals, 
the agency requested comments on the 
RIA, 

FDA has evaluated more than 30G 
comments that it ref^eived in response to 
the November 1991 RIA. FDA's 
discussion of these comments is 
contained in the agency's final RIA 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. In addition, FDA will 
prepare a final regulatory flexibility 
analysis (RFA) subsequent to the 
publication of the food labeling final 
rules. The final RFA will be placed on 
file with the Dockets Management 
Branch (HFA-305), Food and Drug 
Administration, rm. 1-23,12420 
Parklawn Dr., Rockville, MD 20857, and 
a notice will be published in the 
Federal Register announcing its 
availability. 

In the final RIA, FDA has concluded, 
based on its review of available data and 
comments, that the overall food labeling 
reform initiative constitutes a major rule 
as defined by Executive Order 12291. 
Further, the agency has concluded that 
although the costs of complying with 
the new food labeling requirements are 
substantial, such costs are outweighed 
by the public health benefits that will be 
realized throu^ the use of improved 
nutrition information provided by food 
labeling. 
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List of Subjects in 21 CFR Part 101 

Food labeling. Reporting and 
recordkeeping requirements. 

Therefore, under the Federal Food, 
Drug, and Cosmetic Act, and tmder 
authority delegated to the Commissioner 
of Food and Dmgs, 21 CFR part 101 is 
amended as follows: 

PART 101—POOD LABELING 

1. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 101 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Secs. 4, 5,6 of the Fair 
Packaging and Labeling Act (15 U.S.C 1453, 
1454,1455); secs. 201, 301, 402, 403, 409, 
701 of the Federal Food, Drag, and Cosmetic 
Act (21 U.S.a 321, 331, 342, 343, 348, 371). 

2. Section 101.71 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (a) to read as 
follows: 
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1101.71 Health dalma: etalms not 
authortaed. 
***** 

(a) Dietary fiber and cancer. 
3. New § 101.76 is added to subpart E 

to read as follows: 

i 101.76 Health dalma: flbar-eontaining 
grain products, fruits, and vagatablas and 
canoar. 

(a) Relationship between diets low in 
fat and high in fiber-containing grain 
products, fruits, and vegetables and 
cancer ri^. (1) Cancer is a constellation 
of more than 100 difierent diseases, 
each characterized by the imcontrolled 
growth and spread of abnormal cells. 
Cancer has many causes and stages in 
its development. Both genetic and 
environmental risk factors may affect 
the risk of cancer. Risk factors include: 
A family history of a specific type of 
cancer, cigarette smoking, overweight 
and obesity, alcohol consinhption, 
ultraviolet or ionizing radiation, 
exposure to cancer-causing chemicals, 
and dietary factors. 

(2) The scientific evidence establishes 
that diets low in fat and high in fiber- 
containing grain products, fruits, and 
vegetables are associated with a reduced 
risk of some types of cancer. Although 
the specific role of total dietary fiber, 
fiber components, and the multiple 
nutrients and other substances 
contained in these foods are not yet 
fully imderstood, many studies have 
shown that diets low in fat and high in 
fiber-containing foods are associated 
with reduced risk of some types of 
cancer. 

(b) Significance of the relationship 
between consumption of diets low in fat 
and high in fiber-containing grain 
products, fruits, and vegetables and risk 
of cancer. (1) Cancer is ranked as a 
leading cause of death in the United 
States. The overall economic costs of 
cancer, including direct health care 
costs and losses due to morbidity and 
mortality, are very high. 

(2) U.S. diets tend to be high in fat 
and low in grain products, fmits, and 
vegetables. Studies in various parts of 
the world indicate that populations who 
habitually consume a diet high in plant 
foods have lower risks of some cancers. 
These diets generally are low in fat and 
rich in many nutrients, including, but 

not limited to, dietary fiber. Ciirrent 
dietary guidelines from Federal 
government agencies and nationally 
recognized health professional 
organizations recommend decreased 
consumption of fats (less than 30 
percent of calories), maintenance of 
desirable body weight, and increased 
consumption of fruits and vegetables 
(five or more servings daily), and grain 
products (six or more servings daily). 

(c) Requirements. (1) All requirements 
set forth in § 101.14 shall be met. 

(2) Specific requirements, (i) Nature 
of the claim. A health claim associating 
diets low in fat and high in fiber- 
containing grain products, fruits, and 
vegetables with reduced risk of cancer 
may be made on the label or labeling of 
a food described in paragraph (c)(2)(ii) 
of this section, provided that: 

(A) The claim states that diets low in 
fat and high in fiber-containing grain 
products, fruits, and vegetables "may” 
or "might” reduce the risk of some 
cancers; 

(B) In specifying the disease, the 
claim uses the following terms: "some 
types of cancer,” or "some cancers”; 

(C) The claim is limited to grain 
products, fruits, and vegetables that 
contain dietary fiber; 

(D) The claim indicates that 
development of cancer depends on 
many factors; 

(E) The claim does not attribute any 
degree of cancer risk reduction to diets 
low in fat and high in fiber-containing 
grain products, ^its, and vegetables; 

(F) In speci^ng the. dietary fiber 
component of the labeled food, the 
claim uses the term "fiber”, "dietary 
fiber” or "total dietary fiber”; and 

(G) The claim does not specify types 
of dietary fiber that may be related to 
risk of cancer. 

(ii) Nature of the food. (A) The food 
shall be or shall contain a grain product, 
fruit, or vegetable. 

(B) The food shall meet the nutrient 
content requirements of § 101.62 for a 
"low fat” food. 

(C) The food shall meet, without 
fortification, the nutrient content 
requirements of § 101.54 for a "good 
source” of dietary fiber. 

(d) Optional information. (1) The 
claim may include information from 
paragraphs (a) and (b) of this section. 

which summarize the relationship 
between diets low in fat and high in 
fiber-containing grain products, fruits, 
and vegetables, and some types of 
cancer and the significance of the 
relationship. 

(2) The claim may identify one or 
more of the following risk factors for 
development of cancer: Family history 
of a specific type of cancer, cigarette 
smoking, overweight and obesity, 
alcohol consumption, ultraviolet or 
ionizing radiation, exposure to cancer 
causing chemicals, and dietary factors. 

(3) The claim may indicate that it is 
consistent with "Nutrition and Your 
Health: Dietary Guidelines for 
Americans,” U.S. Department of 
Agriculture (USDA) and Department of 
Health and Human Services (DHHS), 
Government Printing Office. 

(4) The claim may include 
information on the number of people in 
the United States who have cancer. The 
sources of this information must be 
identified, and it must be current 
information from the National Center for 
Health Statistics, the National Institutes 
of Health; or "Nutrition and Your 
Health: Dietary Guidelines for 
Americans,” USDA and DHHS, 
Government Printing Office. 

(e) Model health claims. The 
following model health claims may be 
used in food labeling to characterize the 
relationship between diets low in fat 
and high in fiber-containing grain 
products, ftuits, and vegetables and 
cancer risk: 

(1) Low fat diets rich in fiber- 
containing grain products, fruits, and 
vegetables may reduce the risk of some 
types of cancer, a disease associated 
with many factors. 

(2) Development of cancer depends on 
many factors. Eating a diet low in fat 
and high in grain products, fiuits, and 
vegetables that contain dietary fiber may 
reduce your risk of some cancers. 

Dated; November 3,1992. 
David A. Kessler, 

Commissioner of Food and Drugs. 
Louis W. Sullivan, 
Secretary of Health and Human Services. 

Note: The following table will not appear 
in the annual Code of Federal Regulations. 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND 
HUMAN SERVICES 

Food and Drug Administration 

21 CFR Part 101 

[Docket No. 91N-0099] 

RIN 0905-AB67 

Food Labeling: Health Claims and 
Label Statements; Dietary Fiber and 
Cardiovascular Disease 

AGENCY: Food and Drug Administration. 
HHS. 
ACTION: Final rule. 

SUMMARY: The Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) is annoimcing its 
decision not to authorize the use on the 
label or labeling of foods of health 
claims relating to an association 
between dietary fiber and 
cardiovascular disease (CVD). However, 
FDA is authorizing a health claim 
relating diets low in saturated fat and 
cholesterol and high in fruits, 
vegetables, and grain products that 
contain dietary fiber (particularly 
soluble fiber), to a reduced risk of 
coronary heart disease (CHD). This 
action is in response to provisions of the 
Nutrition Labeling and Education Act of 
1990 (the 1990 amendments) that bear 
on health claims, and was developed in 
accordance with the final rule on 
general requirements for health claims, 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. 

On the basis of the totality of the 
publicly available scientific evidence, 
including recently available evidence, 
the agency has concluded that there is 
significant scientific agreement among 
qualified experts that a claim relating 
diets low in saturated fat and 
cholesterol, and high in firuits, 
vegetables, and grain products that 
contain soluble fiber, to reduced risk of 
CHD is supported. Ihe evidence is not 
sufficient to attribute the reduction in 
risk to soluble fiber or to a specific type 
or characteristic of soluble fiber, or to 
other components of these diets. 
EFFECTIVE DATE: May 8.1993. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Joyce J. Saltsman, Center for Food Safety 
and Applied Nutrition (HFS-165), Food 
and Dmg Administration, 200 C St. SW., 
Washington, DC 20204, 202-205-5916. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

I. Background 

In the Federal Register of November 
27,1991 (56 FR 60582), FDA proposed 
to deny the use on food labeling of 
health claims relating diets high in 
dietary fiber to reduced risk of C\T). The 

proposed rule was issued imder 
provisions of the 1990 amendments 
(Puh. L. 101-535) that bear on health 
claims and in accordance with the 

roposed general requirements for 
ealth claims for food (56 FR 60537, 

November 27,1991). As amended in 
1990, the Federal Food, Drug, and 
Cosmetic Act (the act) provides that a 
food is misbranded if it bears a claim 
that characterizes the relationship of a 
nutrient to a disease or health-related 
condition unless the claim is made in 
accordance with sections 403(r)(3) or 
(r)(5)(D) of the act (21 U.S.C. 343(r)(3) or 
(r)(5)(D)). 

S^ion 3(b)(1)(A) of the 1990 
amendments specifically requires that 
the agency determine whether health 
claims respecting 10 nutrient/disease 
relationships meet the requirements of 
section 403(r)(3) or (r)(5)(D) of the act. 
The relationship between dietary fiber 
and CVD is one of the claims required 
to be evaluated. In the proposed rule 
published in the Federal Register of 
November 21,1991 (56 FR 60582), FDA 
limited its review of the science to those 
aspects of the dietary fiber/CVD 
relationship for which the strongest 
scientific evidence and agreement 
already existed: dietary soluble fiber 
and CHD. 

In the proposed rule, FDA requested 
written comments on its tentative 
determination not to authorize a health 
claim for dietary fiber and CVD. FDA 
also requested comments on the 
following issues: (1) Should the agency {lermit a claim on the label or in 
abeling of foods that states that diets 

high in fruit, vegetables, and whole 
grains are associated with a reduced risk 
of certain forms of cancer and CVD?; (2) 
If such statements should be permitted, 
what criteria should be used to identify 
foods that are eligible for such 
statements?; (3) What measures should 
the agency adopt to assure that 
consumers are not misled as to the 
benefit of consuming a specific 
product?; and (4) Does FDA have the 
authority to allow and should it allow 
health claims for foods as well as 
nutrients? 

On January 30 and 31.1992, FDA 
held public hearings on all aspects of 
the proposed rules published in 
response to the 1990 amendments, 
including health claims for dietary fiber 
and CVD. In addition, because of new 
evidence identified from literature 
searches and new data submitted with 
comments to the proposed rule. FDA 
reopened the comment period on 
dietary fiber and CVD for 30 days (57 FR 
32751, July 23,1992). 

In response to its proposed rule on 
dietary fiber and CVD, ffie agency 

received approximately 130 comments 
from consumers, consumer advocacy 
groups. State health departments, 
organizations of health professionals, 
the food industry, and Government 
agencies. A number of comments were 
received that were more appropriately 
answered in other dockets, and these 
were forwarded to the appropriate 
docket for response. 

Most of the comments specific to the 
proposal for a health claim for fiber and 
CVD provided explanations in support 
of or in opposition to provisions of the 
proposed regulation. Some of the 
comments contained relevant scientific 
studies not included in the agency’s 
proposed rule. These additional studies 
and those identified through literature 
searches that had not been previously 
reviewed in the proposal (56 FR 60582) 
are included in the agency’s review 
below. The agency has summarized and 
responded to issues raised in the 
comments in section in. of this 
document. 

n. Updated Review of Scientific 
Evidence 

FDA, to ensure that it had not 
overlooked new and significant 
scientific data, reviewed human studies 
published since the publication of the 
proposed rule that it had identified in 
a standard literature search. In addition, 
FDA carefully reviewed all relevant 
scientific data submitted as comments. 
The availability of the new data was 
announced in a notice of reopening of 
comment period (57 FR 32751). 

A. Human Studies 

Detailed summaries of studies 
discussed below are presented in Table 
1. FDA’s explanation for separately 
evaluating studies on mildly to 
moderately hypercholesterolemic 
individuals and normocholesterolemic 
individuals is foimd in its proposed rule 
(56 FR 60587). Multiple sources of 
soluble fiber, including oat bran'and 
other cereal brans, legumes, pectin, 
psyllium, and guar gum, were used in 
these studies. 

1. Hypercholesterolemics: “typical” or 
“usual” diets 

Leadbetter et al. (Ref. 83) evaluated 
the hypocholesterolemic efiects of 
increasing intakes of ^-glucan, the major 
type of dieteuy soluble fiber in oat bran. 
A four-by-fo\ir Latin square design was 
used in ffiis randomized intervention 
study with 40 hypercholesterolemic 
(total serum cholesterol 250 to 348 
milligram/deciliter (mg/dL)) men and 
women, ages 25 to 64, in New Zealand. 
Subjects added 0, 30, 60, and 90 grams/ 
day (g/day) oat bran to their usual diet 
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for l*month intervals. There was no 
wash-out between periods. Oat bran was 
provided in weighed packages and 
detailed advice and recipes were 
provided on how to incorporate it into 
the diet. The total dietary fiber content 
of the regular diets, without oat bran, 
ranged 23 to 27 g/day. Results 
showed no significant effect of oat bran 
on serum cholesterol at any dose. There 
was no dose-related trend and no 
correlation between bran dose and 
changes in serum cholesterol. The 
authors stated that the oat bran used in 
this study was lower in soluble fiber 
(3.7 to 4.2 percent ^-glucan) than oat 
bran used in studies showing a 
significant lowering of serum 
cholesterol with oat bran 
supplementation. 

C^a et al. (Ref. 84) evaluated the 
hypocholesterolemic properties of 
wheat germ in 10 hypercholesterolemic 
men and women (serum cholesterol 254 
to 367 mg/dL), ages 35 to 68 years. 
Subjects consumed their regular diets 
for 1 week, then added 30 g/day wheat 
germ (2.9 g dietary fiber) for 4 weeks. At 
the end of the treatment period, subjects 
were monitored for an additional 4 
weeks with no supplementation. Their 
base diet included 13.6 g/day dietary 
fiber and 6 g/day alcohol. Serum 
cholesterol decreased significantly (8.6 
percent) after wheat germ intervention 
and returned to baseline during the 1 
month followup period. Dietary soluble 
fiber end total saturated fat before and 
during the treatment period were not 
reported. The authors speculate that the 
high vegetable protein content of wheat 
germ could account for the observed 
results. 

Karlander et al. (Ref. 85) evaluated the 
hypocholesterolemic properties of beet 
fiber in 13 hypercholesterolemic 
noninsulin-dependent diabetics 
mellitus (NIDDM) men and women 
(mean serum cholesterol of 275 mg/dL). 
Five subjects were on chronic beta 
blockers and diuretics and eight were on 
diet treatment with sulfonylurea (SU). 
This was a controlled, randomized 
intervention trial with cross-over 
design. The study was divided into 
three 6-week periods with a run-in 
period followed by either fiber 
intervention (20 g/day beet fiber) or the 
subject's regular diet for 6 weeks, then 
cross-over to the other diet. Obese 
subjects were given dietary advice to aid 
in weight control. Results showed no 
significant difference in total serum 
cholesterol between control and fiber 
periods for subjects advised to reduce 
energy intake. 'The SU group showed 
significantly decreased (10 percent) 
serum cholesterol during the fiber phase 
(total cholesterol decreased from 275 to 

247 mg/dL). The SU group had a slight 
but significant loss of body mass dxiring 
the run-in period only. There was no 
efiect on serum triglycerides. 

Spiller et al. (Ret. 87) evaluated the 
cholesterol-lowering properties of guar 
gum compared to oat oran in a 3-week, 
intervention trial with cross-over. 
Thirteen men and women, mean age 62 
years, with mild to moderate 
hypercholesterolemia (serum 
cholesterol 204 to 276 mg/dL), were 
randomized to receive either 15 g (11 g 
dietary fiber, of which there was 10 g 
soluble fiber) of guar gum per day or 77 
g/day (11 g dietary fil^r, 5 g soluble 
fiber) oat fiber source, divided into three 
servings. The fibers were provided in 
weighed packets with instructions to 
mix the fiber with water or juice and 
consume before each main meal. After 
21 days, subjects switched to the other 
fiber source. There was no wash-out 
between test periods. Blood samples 
were collected on days 14 and 21 during 
treatment periods. Results showed a 
significant reduction in serum 
cholesterol, compared to baseline, for 
both groups. Guar reduced serum 
cholesterol 11 percent and oat fiber 6 
percent. Maximum cholesterol 
reduction was experienced after 14 days 
on the test fiber. No significant change 
occurred in serum cholesterol between 
days 14 and 21 on either test fiber, with 
serum cholesterol values increasing 
slightly but not significantly. Factors 
confounding these results include small 
sample size, the absence of a wash-out 
between test periods, and short 
treatment periods. Dietary intakes of 
soluble fiber were not reported. 

Kawatra et al. (Ref. 88) reported 
significant reductions in total serum 
cholesterol and low density lipoprotein 
(LDL)-cholesterol in 20 overwei^t 
Indonesian men and women with mild 
to moderate hypercholesterolemia 
consuming guar gum. Subjects 
consumed 15 g/day guar gum with their 
normal diet for 6 weeks. The guar was 
consumed 15 minutes before the main 
meal in the form of biscuits (10 g guar) 
and mixed (5 g guar gum) with a 
flavojed drink. Total serum cholesterol 
decreased 16.7 percent and LDL- 
cholesterol decreased 26.5 percent. 
Intake of total dietary fiber, dietary 
soluble fiber, and saturated fat were not 
reported. 

Tinker et al. (Ref. 89) evaluated the 
cholesterol-lowering properties of 
primes in a randomized, cross-over trial. 
Forty-one men, ages 29 to 79, with mild 
to moderate hypercholesterolemia 
(serum cholesterol 201 to 290 mg/dL) 
consumed either grape juice (360 ' 
milliliter (mL)/day) or 12 prunes (100 g/ 
day) for 4 weeks followed by cross-over 

to other diet for an additional 4 weeks. 
Prunes provided 6 to 7 g of total dietary 
fiber and 3.6 to 4.2 g of soluble fiber as 
pectin. Base diets included 18 g of total 
dietary fiber during the grape juice 
period and 24 g of fiber during the 
pnme period. Four to five percent of the 
energy was from alcohol. I^ere was no 
significant difierence between serum 
cholesterol on the prune diet and on the 
grape juice diet. 

A final report by Earll et al., July 1986 
(Ref. 90), was submitted with one of the 
comments. This was an intervention 
study with seven free living 
hyperlipidemic (serum cholesterol 
ranged from 261 to 346 mg/dL) male 
and female patients. Subjects were 
asked to consume 24 g/day of com fiber 
(containing less than 2 g soluble fiber) 
for 6 weeks, then 48 g/day com fiber for 
an additional 6 weeks with their regular 
diet. The test period was followed by an 
8-week wash-out period. Actual 
consumption of com fiber was slightly 
less according to records kept by the 
subjects. Total cholesterol was reduced, 
on average from 298 to 253 mg/dL 
(significant), although much smaller 
changes were seen in two subjects, and 
one subject had an increase in serum 
cholesterol during the study period. In 
all but one of the subjects, serum 
cholesterol remained above 200 mg/dL 
with fiber intervention, suggesting 
dietary therapy was not adequate. The 
dietary intakes of the subjects before 
and during the test period were not 
recorded. 

Whyte et al. (Ref. 104) reported 
significant reductions in serum 
cholesterol in 23 men with mild 
hypercholesterolemia (total cholesterol 
ranged from 209 to 259 mg/dL) 
consuming oat bran. Subjects consumed 
123 g/day oat bran or 54 g/day wheat 
bran cereal with their regular diets for 
4 weeks followed by cross-over to the 
other fiber cereal. All subjects 
consumed wheat cereal during a 3-week 
baseline period prior to randomization 
to test groups. Total dietary fiber and fat 
intake were approximately the same 
between groups. Total serum cholesterol 
and LDL-cholesterol, when consuming 
oat bran, decreased 4 percent and 5.5 
percent, respectively, compared to 
wheat bran. The auUiors note that one 
of their earlier studies with 12 g of oat 
bran showed significant decreases in 
serum cholesterol of 6 percent 
compared to 12 g of wheat bran. 
According to their analyses, both oat 
brans were similar in composition (Ref. 
104). The smaller decrease in serum 
cholesterol reported in this study as 
compared to some other oat bran 
studies, not conducted by these authors, 
may be due to the difference in ^glucan 
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content of different strains of oats. This 
4-week study does not address long¬ 
term effectiveness of oat bran 
intervention. 

Uxisitupa et al. (Ref. 100), in a 
randomly-allocat^, double-blind 
parallel group trial, tested the effects of 
guar gum on 39 individuals with 
NIDDM (mean serum cholesterol of 
groups; 253 and 237 mg/dL). Hie test 
group received 5 g of guar gum three 
times per day (estimated total of 10 g 
soluble fiber) before meals for 3 months, 
while the control group received 5 g of 
wheat flour 3 times per day before 
meals. After 3 months, the control group 
was switched to guar and both groups 
were followed for an additional 10 
months. At the end of 3 months, the 
guar group showed a significant 
lowering of serum total cholesterol. 
Over the remaining 10 months, the 
group which began as the test group had 
an increase in total cholesterol, although 
it remained significantly lower than 
prior to the trial. The group which 
began as the control group, but switched 
to guar, demonstrated the lowest serum 
cholesterol during month 5 (208 mg/dL). 
This was followed by increasing serum 
c};olesterol to a maximum at month 11 
(242 mg/dL). After 12 months, serum 
cholesterol for this group was 233 mg/ 
dL. Significant weight loss occurred in 
both the control and treatment groups to 
a similar degree. The dietary intakes for 
both groups were not rraorted. 

Spencer and Gee (Reh 109) evaluated 
the cholesterol-lowering properties of 
apple juice supplemented with 10 g of 
dietary fiber (70 percent soluble fiber, 
predominantly from gum arabic) versus 
plain apple juice. Thirty-one mildly 
hypercholesterolemic men (serum 
cholesterol between 200 and 270 mg/dL) 
consumed their regular diets in this 6- 
week cross-over, blinded trial. With 
both ordered groups totalled, there was 
a simificant decrease in serum total 
cholesterol and LDL-cholesterol during 
the period of consumption of fiber- 
enriched juice. When order of 
presentation is considered, there were 
inconsistencies in the changes. The 
group which began the trial with the 
placebo did not show any change from 
baseline in serum cholesterol during the 
placebo phase, whereas the group which 
received the placebo during the second 
half of the trial maintained the lower 
cholesterol level which occxured during 
the fiber supplementation period. 
Cholesterol intake was significantly 
hi^er in the juice-only group. 

Niemi et al. (Ref. 99), m a double¬ 
blind, cross-over trial, reported 
significant lowering of senun 
cholesterol in a group that received 15 
g/day guar gum (estimated total of 10 g 

soluble fiber) as a supplement for 12 
weeks when compared to the group 
which received cellulose, the placebo. 
The 16 women and 6 men chosen as 
subjects were all (NIDDM) between the 
ages of 40 and 76. Nineteen of these 
subjects were on medication for their 
dial^tes. Although the patients were 
advised to maintain their normal diets, 
no dietary measurements were reported 
to verify this. 

Kirsten et al. (Ref. 97) evaluated the 
hypocholesterolemic properties of guar 
gum in 13 men and women with type 
fia and Hb hyperlipidemia (serum 
cholesterol concentration >251 mg/dL). 
The study was divided into three 
phases: the 30-day pretreatment phase 
(baseline), the 60-day treatment, and the 
60-day post-treatment period. During 
the'treatment phase, subjects consumed 
4 g of guar gum, mixed with water or 
juice l^fore breakfast, lunch, and dinner 
(12 g guar/day, estimated—8 g soluble 
fiber). Subjects were only instructed to 
avoid cholesterol-rich foods during the 
study period. Both total serum 
cholesterol and LDL-cholesterol 
decreased significantly compared to 
pretreatment levels. Dining the post¬ 
treatment period, serum cholesterol 
returned to baseline and LDL- 
cholesterol increased above baseline. 
The dietary intakes of the subjects 
during eac^ phase of the study were not 
reported. 

Cerda et al. (Ref. 105) evaluated the 
hypocholesterolemic effects of 
grapefimit pectin in a double-blind, 
placebo-controlled, cross-over study. 
Twenty-seven hypercholesterolemic 
men and women (mean serum 
cholesterol of 275 mg/dL) consumed 15 
g of grapefiuit pectin (27 tablets, 9 per 
meal) or 15 g of flour (also in tablet 
form) per day for 4 weeks followed by 
a 4-week wash-out before cross-over. 
During the pectin period total 
cholesterol decreased by almost 8 
percent and LDL-cholesterol by 11 
percent (both significantly lower 
compared to baseline). There was no 
change in serum cholesterol during the 
placebo period. The dietary intake of the 
subjects during each period of the^tudy 
was not reported. The short test periods 
do not address long-term usefulness of 
pectin. 

Haskell et al. (Ref. 106) evaluated the 
hypocholesterolemic properties of four 
isolated, purified soluble fibers in four 
separate trials. All subjects had serum 
cholesterol levels between 200 and 280 
mg/dL and were randomized to 1 of the 
four studies. Study one was a 12-week 
intervention trial using a powdered 
soluble fiber mixture providing 17.2 g/ 
day of soluble fiber. The powder 
consisted of acacia gum (9.7 g), psyllium 

(4.9 g), and guar gum (2.6 g). The 
soluble fiber mixture was tested against 
a fiuctose placebo (IS g/day). Results 
showed no statistic^ly significant 
changes fi-om baseline to 6 or 12 weeks 
within or between groups. Study two 
was a 4-week intervention testing 15 g/ 
day of acacia gum powder against 15 g/ 
day fiuctose powder. There was no 
significant change fium baseline or 
compared to the placebo. Study three 
was an 8-week cross-over trial using 10 
g/day of guar (estimated 6.7 g soluble 
fiber) as a control and a 15 g/day fiber 
mixture of pectin (3.9 g), psyllium (6.3 
g], guar (3.3 g), and locust bean gum (1.5 
g). Each test period was 4 weeks. Results 
showed both the guar and the fiber 
mixture reduced serum cholesterol 
(approximately 10 percent and 8 
percent, respectively), LDL-cholesterol 
(approximately 14 percent and 12 
percent, respectively), and high density 
lipoprotein (HDL)-cholesterol (about 6 
percent) significantly. Study four was a 
4-week dose-response study with 
increasing amounts of soluble fiber from 
a mixture of pectin, psyllium, guar, and 
locust bean gum. Three groups received 
either 5 g, 10 g, or 15 g/day of the 
mixture. Results showed that the serum 
cholesterol and LDL-cholesterol of the 
group consuming 15 g/day was 
significantly lower than the placebo. 

A 1984 study by Anderson et al. (Ref. 
110) was submitted with comments in 
support of a long-term 
hypocholesterolemic efiect of soluble 
fiber from oat bran and beans. Ten men, 
ages 46 to 66, with serum cholesterol 
above 260 mg/dL were randomly 
assigned to oat bran or bean- 
supplemented diets for 21 days 
following a 7-day-baseline period on a 
metabolic ward. The base diet was a 
“typical” American diet with 38 percent 
of calories as fat and 450 mg cholesterol. 
To this diet, the subjects added either 
100 g of oat bran or 100 g of dried beans 
per day. Both of these diets provided 18 
g of total soluble fiber and 48 to 50 g of 
total plant fiber per day. Before 
discharge, the subjects were instructed 
on the use of a hi^ fiber (50 g of total 
fiber per day) maintenance diet with oat 
or bean product supplements at home. 
The high fiber diet was also low in fat 
(30 percent of calories as fat), low in 
saturated fat (10 percent of calories), 
and low in cholesterol (150 mg/day). 
Ten men were followed on their home 
diets for 24 weeks and 4 for 99 wreeks. 
Results of the metabolic ward phase of 
the study showed that the oat bran and 
bean diets lowered serum cholesterol 
significantly (23 percent) over the 3- 
week period compared to baseline. At 
24 weeks (the followup phase), serum 
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cholesterol levels were significantly (26 
percent) lower than baseline. 
Cholesterol levels in the four men 
followed for 99 weeks were 23 percent 
lower than baseline (significant at 
p<0.0025). Reductions in LDL- 
cholesterol were also significant during 
both phases of the study. HDL- 
cholesterol decreased significantly (20 
percent) during the metabolic ward 
phase but increased during the long¬ 
term followup. All 10 subjects lost 
approximately 4 pounds (lb) (significant 
at p<0.0025) during the metal^Uc ward 
phase of the study. The investigators 
reported that changes in body weight 
were not significantly correlated with 
the changes in senun cholesterol. An 
additional 4 lb of weight was lost during 
the 24-week phase of followim. 

An impubushed study (Ref; 119) 
evaluatea the cholesterol lowering 
properties of oat gum in 
hypercholesterolemics (mean serum 
cholesterol of 255 mg/dL). Instant oat 
gum (3.6 g) or a placebo (maltodextrin) 
were mixed vdth a noncarbonated diet 
fruit drink (250 mL) and consumed 
twice a day at each main meal for 4 
weeks. There was a 3-week wash-out 
between treatment periods and after the 
last oat gum period. Subjects were 
randomly assigned to start the treatment 
period with either the oat gum beverage 
or the placebo. Results showed 
significantly lower serum cholesterol 
after 4 weelu on oat gum compared to 
both the baseline (p « 0.02) and the 
placebo (p a 0.001^ Although subjects 
were ask^ to maintain their wei^t, 
subjects’ weights were not reported. 

Bridges et al. (Ref. 120) evaluated the 
effect of oat bran on serum cholesterol 
and serum acetate in 
hypercholesterolemic men admitted to a 
metabolic ward. Animal studies have 
shown that both acetate and propionate 
inhibit cholesterol synthesis (Ref. 120). 
The 20 subjects were divided into two 
groups: Wheat bran group (mean serum 
cholesterol of 252 mg/dL) and oat bran 
group (mean serum ^olesterol of 305 
mg/oL). Following 1 week on a typical 
American diet, the diets were 
supplemented for 21 days with either 
110 g of oat bran per day or 40 g of 
wheat bran. Results showed that the oat 
bran group e}q)erienced significantly 
lower (p s 0.05) serum cholesterol than 
the wheat bran group. However, in the 
wheat bran group, the baseline 
cholesterol level had been higher than 
in the oat bran group. There was a 
significant (p = 0.001) weight loss in 
both groups. The weight loss appeared 
to be greater in the oat bran group. LDL- 
cholesterol was significantly lower (p = 
0.005) in the oat bran group as 
compared to the group’s pretreatment 

values. There was no significant 
difference in LDL-cholesterol between 
groups. Serum acetate values were 
significantly higher in the oat bran 
group than in the pretreatment diets. 
Wheat bran did not change serum 
acetate significantly compared to the 
pretreatment diets. 

Kashtan et al. (Ref. 121) evaluated the 
effects of wheat bran and oat bran 
supplements on blood lipids and 
lipoproteins in 84 subjects with mild 
hypercholesterolemia. This was a 
controlled, parallel, double-blind study 
in which subjects consiuned either oat 
bran supplements (with 11 to 17 g 
dietary fiber and an estimated 5 to 8 g 
of soluble fiber) or a wheat bran cream 
of wheat mixture (11 to 17 g of dietary 
fiber) each day for 14 days. Defined 
diets were delivered to the subjects’ 
homes. The diets provided one of four 
energy amounts: 1300, 2,000,2,400, 
and 2,800 calories, wiUi 37 percent of 
energy as fat, 47 percent cairohydrate, 
and 16 percent protein. Results showed 
mean serum cholesterol decreased 
significantly (-10.8 percent, p > 0.001) 
in the oat group compared to the wheat 
group (-4.7 percent). However, the 
baseline cholesterol was higher among 
the oat bran group. The wheat bran 
group also experienced significantly 
decreased serum cholesterol conipared 
to their baseline (p <0.001). LDLr 
cholesterol decreased significantly 
compared to baseline for both groups (p 
= 0.03 for the wheat bran group and p 
<0.001 for the oat group). The short test 
period of 2 weeks in this study makes 
interpretation of the results difficult. 

Ranhotra and coworkers (Ref. 122) 
studied lipidemic responses in 17 
hypercholesterolemic men consuming 
foi^s high in soluble fiber. This was a 
6-week intervention study with a 6- 
week control period prior to the test 
period. Subje^ consumed their usual 
diet during the control period and kept 
daily records of intake for 4 weeks. 
Subjects were then given a list of foods 
that were identified as good sources of 
soluble fiber and a diet supplement 
containing 30 g each of rice bran and oat 
bran, and were instructed to incorporate 
foods on the list into their usual diet. 
Each subject served as his own controL 
Results showed that only 6 (34 percent) 
of the 17 subjects were responders to the 
soluble fiber intervention. The authors 
reported that not all subjects consumed 
the supplement daily and that intakes of 
soluble fiber varied greatly among the 
participants. Serum cholesterol values 
decreased from 1 percent to 17 percent 
compared to indi^dual control levels in 
those responding to soluble fiber. 
However, the authors did not perform a 
statistical analysis of the results, and the 

results in this study are too inconsistent 
in direction and magnitude to support 
an effect of soluble fiber on serum 
cholesterol. 

Zhang et al. (Ref. 123) studied the 
mechanism of cholesterol lowering in 
nine subjects with ileostomies. This was 
a randomized, controlled, cross-over 
study design. Subjects were instructed 
to consiime their own food, which was 
modified to be low fiber, and were 
assigned to either a low fiber diet 
(supplemented with wheat-flour bread) 
or a high fiber diet (supplemented with 
oatbran bread) for 3 weeks followed by 
cross-over to ffie other fiber bread for 
another 3 weeks. Ileostomy effluents 
were collected on sampling days in both 
dietary periods. Subjects were also 
divided into two subgroups according to 
the amoxmt of bile acids excreted in the 
ileostomy effluents. Results showed 
subjects with low bile add excretion 
had significantly increased daily 
excretion of total bile adds on the high 
fiber diet as compared to the low fihw 
diet. There were no significant 
differences in daily excretion of total 
bile adds between the high fiber period 
and the low fiber period in subjects with 
high daily bile add excretion. Ibere 
was no byline senun cholesterol 
measurement Compared to the low 
fiber period, serum cholesterol and LDL- 
cholesterol decreased significantly (p s 
0.01 and p « 0.05, respectively) in all 
nine subjects on the high fiber diet. 
Subgroup analysis showed that subjects 
with low daily bile add excretions had 
significantly reduced serum cholesterol 
on the high fiber diet than on the low 
fiber diet. Subjects with a high daily 
excretion of bile adds show^ no 
significant difference in serum 
cholestdrol between the test periods. 
Condusions about fiber mechanisms in 
lowering senun lipids in subjects with 
ileostomies may not apply to the general 
population. 

2. Hypercholesterolemics; Step 1 or 2 
diets 

A study by Israelsson et al. (Ref. 86) 
was submitted with a comment. This 
placebo-controlled, double-blind, cross¬ 
over intervention study iised 30 g/day 
beet fiber or bread. Twenty-seven 
hypercholesterolemic (serum 
cholesterol 263 to 297 mg/dL) women. 
55 to 56 years old, were ^osen from a 
CVD screening program. Subjects 
consumed a mc^erate cholesterol, low 
fat diet with increased polyxuisaturated 
fatty adds/saturated fatty adds (PUFA/ 
SFA) for a 1-month run-in period and 
were then randomized to the fiber group 
or placebo for 1 month followed by 
cross-over to the other diet The b^ 
fiber provided 6 g soluble fiber, 16.5 g 
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insoluble fiber, and 22.5 g total dietary 
fiber. Subjects decreased alcohol intake 
after the run-in period. No data on 
saturated fat or soluble fiber intakes 
were provided. Results showed a 
significant reduction in serum 
cholesterol in the fiber group compared 
to the placebo after 2 weeks, but not > 
after 4 weeks. LDL-cholesterol showed a 
modest but significant reduction after 4 
weeks of fiber intervention. HDL 
remained constant or increased 
significantly after 1-month intervention. 
The ratio of LDL:HDL was significantly 
reduced at the end of the test period. 
The short test period of this study does 
not address long-term effectiveness of 
beet fiber. 

Bremer et al. (Ref. 91) evaluated the 
cholesterol lowering effects of oat bran 
and wheat bran in a randomized, single¬ 
blind. cross-over, placebo-controlled 
intervention trial. The fibers were 
incorporated into breads. Twelve 
hyperlipidemic men and women (total 
serum ^olesterol 220 to 348 mg/dL) 
were stabilized on a American Heart 
Association (AHA) phase II diet (total 
fat 25 to 30 percent of energy, saturated 
fat <8 percent of energy, 
polyunsaturated fat 5 to 10 percent of 
energy, cholesterol <250 mg/day) for 3 
months prior to intervention. There was 
a 2-week run-in prior to test during 
which subjects added additional bread 
to their diets. Subjects were randomized 
to one of the two fiber groups for 4 
weeks, followed by 2-week wash-out. 
then cross-over to other fiber group. The 
bread (10 to 12 slices/day) was added to 
the diet in place of other carbohydrate 
foods. Subjects had a mean intake of 
44.6 g/day of oat bran (range of 34.2 to 
68.4 g/day). Total dietary fiber intake 
during the oat period was 32.2 g, and 
34.1 g during the wheat period. Results 
showed no significant differences in 
total serum cholesterol or LDL- 
cholesterol between the oat and wheat 
periods. Authors account for the lack of 
observed response on serum cholesterol 
from oat bran as due to the lower 
soluble fiber content of New Zealand oat 
bran compared to oat bran used in other 
studies. 

Anderson et al. (Ref. 92) evaluated the 
hypocholesterolemic effects of two bulk 
laxatives, relative to psyllium and a 
placebo (cellulose), in mild to 
moderately high hypercholesterolemic 
(total serum cholesterol 200 to 300 mg/ 
dL) men and women. The laxatives were 
evaluated at the manufacturer’s 
recommended dosages. Of the 163 
subjects screened. 105 completed the 
16-week study. Subjects were instructed 
in and consumed the AHA Step 1 diet 
(total fat 30 to 33 percent of energy, 
saturated fat 10 percent of energy. 

carbohydrate 46 percent of energy, 
cholesterol <300 mg/day) for 8 weeks 
followed by an 8-week parallel 
treatment with diets supplemented with 
one of three fiber supplements or * 
placebo. Fiber sources used were the 
following bulk laxatives: psyllium (10.2 
g/day), methylcellulose (6 or 10.2 g/ 
day), calcium polycarbophil (4 g/day), 
and cellulose placebo (4 g/day). The 
authors note that psyllium and 
methylcellulose were most effective in 
lowering serum cholesterol. There was 
no significant difference between 
psyllium and methylcellulose in 
lowering serum cholesterol. Soluble 
fiber was not controlled in this study. 
Subjects on psyllium had the highest 
soluble fiber intake. Side effects were 
reported for each laxative. 

An impublished manuscript entitled 
“High soluble fiber foods reduce serum 
lipids even when diets are already low 
in saturated fat and cholesterol’’ (Ref. 
93) was received as part of a comment. 
This 4-week, cross-over, metabolic 
study in 12 hyperlipidemic (mean total 
cholesterol of 272 mg/dL) subjects 
compared a psyllium cereal/low fat diet 
(9.35 g psyllium/day = ^3 oz of psyllium 
cereal) with a similar diet substituting 
wheat bran for the psyllium cereal. The 
low fat diets were the same in both 
phases of the study, low in saturated fat 
(<4 percent of energy) and cholesterol 
(<50 mg/day) and hi^ in caibohydrate 
(>60 percent of energy). The psyllium 
cereal was significantly more effective 
in lowering total and LDL-cholesterol 
than the wheat bran cereal. Mean total 
cholesterol reduction was from 272 mg/ 
dL to 249 mg/dL, and from 192 mg/dL 
172 mg/dL for LDL cholesterol. 
Preliminary subgroup analysis by the 
authors of the study suggested that 
patients with both elevated cholesterol 
and triglycerides (l^P^ showed no 
reduction in LDL cholesterol, while 
patients with only Type Ha (isolated 
elevation of cholesterol) benefited. 
Additional concerns are raised by this 
study regarding the usefulness of 
psyllium in Type Ilb patients. 

An unpublisned manuscript entitled 
“High fiber foods reduce serum lipids 
even on diets low in saturated fat and 
cholesterol’’ (Ref. 94) was received as a 
comment. This was a cross-over study 
with 11 hyperlipidemic volunteers. 
Each 16-week test period was separated 
by a 2-month wash-out period during 
which subjects consumed only the Step 
2 diet (total fat <20 of energy, saturated 
fat <7 percent of energy, cholesterol 
<100 mg/day, and carbohydrate >60 
percent of energy). During one 
metabolic phase, subjects were fed foods 
considered good sources of soluble fiber 
(e.g., legumes and psyllium-containing 

cereals) as part of the Step 2 diet. During 
the second phase, wheat bran- 
containing foods were fed. Results 
showed that both the soluble- and 
insoluble-fiber groups lost weight 
during the 4-month test period. The 
insoluble-fiber group lost significantly 
more than the soluble-fiber group. 
Although, blood lipids fell on both 
diets, total cholesterol, LDL- and HDL- 
cholesterol values were significantly 
lower (6.3 percent. 8.6 percent, and 5.7 
percent, respectively) in the soluble- 
fiber group than in the insoluble-fiber 
group. The soluble fiber diet 
emphasized foods shown in other 
studies to reduce serum cholesterol, i.e., 
dried beans, peas, other legumes, oat 
bran, and a psyllium-coptaining cereal. 
The actual difference in soluble fiber 
content between the soluble and 
insoluble fiber diets was only about 3.2 
g/day, on average. The authors felt that 
the specific foods they fed contribute to 
lowering of serum cholesterol, but 
expressed concern that not all soluble 
filers show this effect, and that no 
mechanism of action is apparent. They, 
therefore, expressed “concern over lipid 
lowering claims for direct dietary 
fibers.’’ 

An intervention study by Anderson et 
al. (Ref. 95) with 44 hyperlipidemic 
(serum cholesterol 200 to 300 mg/dL) 
men and women was conducted using 
a randomized, double-blind, fmd 
parallel design. Subjects consumed a 
Step 1 diet and 3.7 ounce (oz)/day (on 
average) of either a wheat bran cereal or 
a psyllium cereal for 6 weeks. The 
psyllium cereal provided 10.7 g/day of 
psyllium. The psyllium group had a 
lower total cholesterol by about 8 
percent and LDL cholesterol by nearly 
13 percent by the end of the study. 
Mean total cdiolesterol, however, was 
still higher than 200 mg/dL despite 
these i^uctions. Both groups had 
comparable weight loss of about 1 (lb) 
pound. Because this study had a short 
test period, it did not address the long¬ 
term usefulness of psyllium in reducing 
serum cholesterol. In a parallel design, 
nonblinded clinical trial with 59 men 
and women with total cholesterol 
between 215 and 396 mg/dL, Neal and 
Balm (Ref. 98) placed all subjects on 
Step 1 diets for 7 weeks. The control 
group continued on the Step 1 diet, and 
the test group received 20.4 g of 
psyllium per day in the form of 
Metamucil immediately after breakfast 
and the evening meal for 13 weeks. 
After the treatment period, the psyllium 
group had a decrease in total cholesterol 
of 7.1 percent, while the control group 
had a 1.6 percent decrease. The 
difference between the test and control 
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groups was 5.5 percent, a significant 
decrease. Although there was a 5.1 
percent decrease in LDL in the psyllium 
group compared to the control, this 
decrease was not significant, llie 
authors failed to report the amounts of 
total fat, saturated fat, and total soluble 
dietary fiber consumed during each 
period. 

Two short-term studies by Wolever et 
al. (Refs. 101 and 102) evaluated the 
effectiveness of psyllium in lowering 
serum cholesterol (Ref. 101) and its 
effectiveness when psyllium was taken 
with meals or between meals (Ref. 102). 
These studies were done with men and 
women, some of whom were on lipid¬ 
lowering drugs, who were instructed on 
a Step 2 diet. The test periods were for 
2 weeks. In both studies, serum 
cholesterol was lowered significantly at 
the end of the 2 weeks. 

O’Connor et al. (Ref. 103) conducted 
a well-controlled multicenter, double¬ 
blind randomized, parallel group, 
placebo-controlled trial with men and 
women between the ages of 18 and 70 
years with a diagnosis of mild to 
moderate primary hypercholesterolemia 
(see Table 1). A five fiber supplement, 
containing guar and pectin and 
providing 7.5 g of soluble fiber and 2.5 
g of insoluble fiber, was administered 
either once or twice a day for 15 weeks 
with a Step 1 diet. The placebo group 
received 5.2 g of insoluble fiber with no 
soluble fiber before breakfast and 
dinner. All nutrients were kept constant 
except for fiber. Serum cholesterol and 
LDL-cholesterol were significantly 
reduced compared to placebo in all 
studies (see Table 1, studies B301 and 
B302 in). An extension of this study 
evaluated the long-term usefulness of 
the five fiber supplement for an 
additional 36 weeks (total of 51 weeks). 
Significantly reduced levels of total and 
LDL-cholesterol were maintained (5.3 
percent and 8.4 percent, respectively) 
compared to baseline. This study shows 
both the ability of a particular soluble 
fiber product for reducing blood lipids 
and the long-term benefits of soluble 
fiber supplementation with a low fat 
diet. 

An unpublished study (Ref. 108) 
evaluated the hypocholesterolemic 
effect of psyllium in 23 
hypercholesterolemic men (mean total 
cholesterol greater than 240 mg/dL). 
Using a double-blind, double cross-over 
design, the subjects were randomly 
assigned to either the psyllium-wheat 
brfin-psyllium group or to the wheat 
bran-psyllium-wheat bran group for 8. 5, 
and 5 weeks, respectively. Subjects 
consumed a total of 10 g of soluble 
fiber/day from psyllium and 2 g of 
soluble fiber per day from wheat bran. 

All subjects consumed a Step 1 low fat 
diet as the base diet. Results showed 
significant cholesterol and LDL- 
cholesterol lowering (4.3 percent) with 
psyllium compared to the wheat phase 
of the test. Initial cholesterol values for 
each group were not given. 

A 1987 study by Turnbull and Leeds 
(Ref. Ill) was submitted with 
comments from the food industry as 
further evidence for a 
hypocholesterolemic effect of soluble 
fiber from oat bran. In this study, 17 free 
living men and women aged 23 to 73 
years (serum cholesterol levels above 
232 mg/dL) were given varying degrees 
of instruction on a low fat diet (<35 
percent calories from fat). All subjects 
followed this diet for a 1-month run-in 
period. Eight subjects were followed 
intensively during the run-in period and 
fiber periods through blood sampling 
and diet histories. Subjects were then 
randomly assigned to receive either 150 
g/day oats (from cereal and muffins) or 
100 g/day wheat flour biscuits for 1 
month followed by cross-over to the 
other fiber diet for an additional month. 
The oat products provided 5.4 g of 
soluble fiber per day. The wheat 
products provided 3.1 g/day. Results 
during the run-in period showed a 
significant loss of weight and reduction 
in serum cholesterol in the group of 
eight subjects studied intensively during 
the first month. At the start of the first 
test period (whether oat or wheat) all 
subjects had a mean fat intake of 34 
percent of calories. During the oat 
period, the subjects' energy intakes 
increased and fat intake increased to 35 
percent. Mean body weight, however, 
remained constant. Combining all 
results from the oat-wheat and wheat- 
oat periods, serum- and LDL-cholesterol 
fell significantly (p = 0.02 and p = 0.003, 
respectively). During the wheat period, 
the subjects' caloric intake increased 
with a mean body weight increase of 0.3 
kilogram (kg). Total fat consumption 
during the wheat period was 36 percent 
of calories. Mean serum cholesterol of 
the combined period showed a 
nonsignificant increase (1.6 percent) in 
serum cholesterol during the wheat 
period. LDL-cholesterol showed a 
nonsignificant increase. In the eight 
subjects followed intensively 
throughout the study, the results 
showed that most of them had further 
reductions in total and LDL-cholesterol 
on the oat diet beyond the low fat diet 
alone. In a later study (Ref. 126) of the 
same design and using the same levels 
of oats and wheat flour, the authors 
reported favorable changes in 
apolipoprotein Al and no change in 

apolipoprotein B in subjects on the oat 
diet. 

The purpose of the study by 
Fukagawa et al. (Ref. 114) was to 
evaluate the effects of a very high 
carbohydrate high fiber (HCF) ^t on 
peripheral-tissue insulin responsiveness 
in a group of healthy yoimg men (ages 
18 to 24 years. Group A) and in a group 
of older men and women (ages 67 to 86 
years. Group B). The yoimg men had 
normal serum cholesterol (199 mg/dL) 
and the older adults were 
hypercholesterolemic (237 mg/dL). The 
subjects were studied while consuming 
their usual ad libitum diet and after 
consuming a HCF diet for 21 to 28 days. 
The older group was admitted to the 
metabolic ward for the duration of the 
study. The younger subjects only ate 
their meals on the metabolic ward. The 
study was not blinded or placebo 
controlled. Test diets provided the 
following: Group A— 23.6 g/day soluble 
fiber, 88.2 g of plant fiber/day, 134 mg 
dietary cholesterol. 14 percent energy as 
fat. 3 percent energy as saturated fat, 69 
percent of energy as carbohydrates; 
Group B—17 g of soluble' fiber, 67.7 g 
of plant fiber/day, 90 g of dietary 
cholesterol, 15 percent energy as fat, 3 
percent energy as saturated fat, and 70 
percent energy as carbohydrates. Results 
showed a significant reduction in serum 
cholesterol in both groups after 4 weeks 
(Group A: 26 percent; Group B: 45 
percent). The results of this study are 
inconclusive for an effect of fiber on 
serum cholesterol (which was not the 
objective of the study) because the 
subjects' ad libitum diets were 
significantly higher than the test diet in 
fat (37 to 42 percent of calories 
compared to approximately 14 percent 
on the test diet), saturated fat (15 to 17 
percent of calories versus 3 percent of 
calories), and lower in carbohydrates 
(40 to 45 percent of calories versus 68 
to 70 percent of calories). In addition, 
there was no control ^oup. 

Anderson et al. (ReL 118) evaluated 
the cholesterol-lowering benefits of 
psyllium-enriched cereal in subjects 
with mild to moderate 
hypercholesterolemia (serum 
cholesterol range of 200 to 300 mg/dL). 
Subjects consumed their usual diets for 
1 week before being randomly assigned 
to receive psyllium-flake or wheat bran 
flake cereal for 6 weeks. Subjects were 
also instructed on a Step 1 diet and 
asked to adhere to it for 6 weeks. 
Soluble fiber intake during the 
treatment period was 5.9 g per day for 
the wheat bran group and 15.1 g/day for 
the psyllium group. Results showed 
significantly reduced serum- and LDL- 
cholesterol in the psyllium group 
compared to the wheat group. Serum 
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cholesterol was reduced 8.36 percent (p 
= 0.01) and LDL-cholesterol 12.9 
percent (p * 0.01) in the psyllium group. 
There was no simificant change in 
serum* or LDL-^olesterol in the wheat 
group. 

3. Normocholesterolemics: “typical” or 
“usual” diets 

Resnicow et al.. 1991 (Ref. 96), 
measured total serum lipids in a 
population of 31 Seventn Day 
Adventists, ages S to 46 years, who had 
consumed a pure vegetarian diet for at 
least 6 months prior to taking of blood 
samples. Diets of vegans were compared 
to those of omnivore controls. Blood 
samples were not taken from the 
controls and blood values for these 
subjects were derived frtim the Lipid 
Research Clinics Population Studies 
Data Book. Results showed that the 
adult vegans consumed significantly 
less energy and energy frnm fat (31 
percent versus 38 percent of calories), 
total fiat, saturated fat, monounsaturated 
fat. cholesterol, and protein. They also 
consumed significantly more fiber (45 g/ 
day versus 20 g/day) than the 
omnivores. Total diietary soluble and 
insoluble fibers were not assessed. 
Foods consumed in greater frequency by 
vegans included almonds, cashews, and 
their nut butters, dried fruits, citrus 
fruits, soy milk, and greens. Total serum 
cholesterol for vegans was 
approximately 23 percent lower (139 
m^dL versus 182 mg/dL) than expected 
values for omnivores. 

One study submitted with comments 
evaluated the effect of glucomannan, a 
pectin-like gel fiber derived frrom 
purified tu^rs of Amorphophallus 
koniac K. Koch, on serum cholesterol 
and weight reduction in obese patients 
consuming their normal diets (Ref. 117). 
Weight loss and serum cholesterol 
decreased significantly in the test group 
compared with the placebo group at the 
end of the 8-week trial. After 4 weeks on 
the test product, subjects had a metin 
weight loss of 4.9 Ih and mean serum 
cholesterol reduction of 20.9 mg/dL. 
After another 4 weeks, weight loss was 
only 0.6 lb and serum cholesterol was 
reduced only 0.8 mg/dL. Because weight 
loss and serum cholesterol are closely 
correlated, the effect of glucomannan on 
serum cholesterol cannot be determined 
from this study. 

An unpublished study studied the 
mechanism of serum cholesterol 
reduction by oat bran (Ref. 124). This 
was a 2-month metabolically-controlled 
intervention trial with nine 
normocholesterolemic men. A single 
isotope was used to determine bile acid 
kinetics during the oat bran period. 
During the first month, subjects 

consumed a constant diet provided in a 
metabolic unit. The fat content of the 
diet was 35 percent of the energy. The 
total soluble fiber content of the low 
fiber diet ranged from 3.0 to 4.9 g/day 
and for the high fiber period 9 to 12 g/ 
day. During the second month, this 
same diet was supplemented with 100 
g of oat bran per day. Results showed 
significantly lowered serum cholesterol 
during both periods. Serum cholesterol 
was 14 percent lower compared to the 
prestudy period during the low fiber 

eriod and 22 percent lower during the 
igh fiber period. Serum cholesterol 

during the high fiber period was also 
significantly lower than that of the low 
fiber period (an additional decrease of 9 
percent). Bile acid excretion 
approximately doubled during the high 
fiber period. 

4. Normocholesterolemics: low fat diets 

Nervi et al. (Ref. 107) reported than an 
intake of 120 ^day of legumes for 30 to 
35 days si^ficantly lowered serum 
cholesterol (from 162 to 143 mg/dL) in 
20 Chilean young men compart to 
responses of men on a control diet. The 
men consumed beans, peas, or lentils 
each day as part of a diet that provided 
33 percent of calories from fat and 12.5 
g of total fiber. The study was designed 
to evaluate the hypothesis that legumes 
mayiM a risk factor for cholesterol 
gallstones in certain subpopulations. 
The authors reported significantly 
increased biliary cholesterol saturation 
and modification of bile acid 
composition during the legume diet 
period. 

5. Other studies 

Evidence for the cholesterol-lowering 
effect of soluble fiber from oats was 
evaluated using meta-analysis (Ref. 
125). In this study, after pooling the raw 
data from 5 investigators who had 
looked at the effect of consumption of 
oat products on blood total cholesterol, 
a modest reduction (average decrease of 
5 to 6 mg/dL) on blc^ total cholesterol 
levels was found. The decrease in blood 
total cholesterol was largest in those 
trials with initially higher blood total 
cholesterol levels, particularly where an 
intervention dose of 3 g or more of 
soluble fiber bom oats was used. To 
assess whether other dietary factors, i.e., 
dilution of saturated fat and calorie 
intakes by the oatmeal or oat bran 
addition to diets, might have been 
responsible for the drop in blood total 
cholesterol levels, the authors used the 
experimentally derived, predictive 
equation of Keys to see if dietary 
changes in fat components of the test 
diets could accoimt for the observed 
decreases in serum cholesterol. The fat 

and saturated fat changes did not appear 
to be responsible for the drop in serum 
cholesterol levels, thus suggesting that 
some other factor in the test diets (e.g., 
the soluble fiber fraction) was 
responsible for the observed effects. The 
authors concluded, therefore, that 
incorporation of oats (a rich source of 
soluble fiber, primarily as P-glucan) into 
diets causes a modest decrease in 
average blood cholesterol. The authors 
also suggested that there was a dose- 
response relationship between the 
amount of soluble fiber from oats and 
the reduction in blood cholesterol 
levels, with intakes of soluble fiber from 
oats above 3 g/day showing more effect 
than lower intakes. Additionally, the 
authors noted that other components in 
oats may play a role in the ol^rved 
cholesterol reduction and suggested the 
need for long-term clinical trials (6 
months or more) with multiple doses to 
verify their conclusions from the meta¬ 
analysis. 

6. Summary of human studies 

The human studies reviewed above 
sufrered from many of the same design 
flaws noted in the proposed rule on 
health claims for dietary fiber and 
cardiovascular disease (56 FR 60582 at 
60591). Some studies were conducted 
with very small sample sizes (Refs. 84, 
85. 87, 90. 91, 93, 94. 97.110, 111, 114, 
122,123,124, and 126). Another 
limitation was short study times (Refs. 
87.101,102,110,114,120,121, and 
123). Inadequate control of confounding 
factors, such as concomitant weight 
losses and changes in other dietary 
components which may have affected 
results, plagued some studies (Refs. 86. 
96.107,108,110,117,119, and 120). 
The absence of adequate dietary intake 
data to assure that dietary changes other 
than differences in soluble fiber intakes 
had not occurred was a problem for a 
number of studies (Refr. 84.86, 87,88, 
90, 91. 95, 97, 99,105,106,119, and 
123). 

Several studies were suggestive of 
positive effects of soluble fiber intakes 
on blood cholesterol levels. One study 
provided evidence of a relationship 
between consumption of foods hi^ in * 
soluble fiber and reduced levels of 
blood total- and LDLrcholesterol levels 
(Ref. 118). In a comparison of a breakfast 
cereal fortified with psyllium, a rich 
source of soluble fiber (12 g of psyllium/ 
day from 114 g/day of a psyllium- 
containing cereal) to a wheat bran cereal 
which contributed negligible amounts of 
soluble fiber, the psyllium-containing 
cereal was associated with lower blood 
total- and LDL-cholesterol levels after 6 
weeks than were observed in subjects 
following a diet containing wheat bran 
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cereal. In another study (Ref. 104), 
consumption of 123 g of oat bran cereal 
(contributing 10.3 g soluble fiber daily) 
versus consumption of 54 g of wheat 
bran cereal per day (contributing 3.4 g 
of soluble fiber daily) was associated 
with lower blood total- and LDL- 
cholesterol levels after 4 weeks. Dietary 
intakes of fat and saturated fat were 
estimated to be similar across 
treatments. On the other hand, some 
studies found no relationship between 
intakes of high soluble fiber diets and 
blood total- or LDL-cholesterol levels 
(Refs. 83 and 91). Several explanations 
for the lack of a relationship in these 
studies were offered by the authors, 
including the possibility that the oat 
bran used was low in soluble fiber 
content (Refs. 83 and 91). The study by 
Neal and Balm (Ref. 98) showed 
significantly lower blood total- 
cholesterol levels with consumption of 
a psyllium-fortified cereal, but the 
decline in UDL-cholesterol levels 
compared to the control was not 
statistically significant. A small body 
weight loss in both groups may have 
confounded the relationships. However, 
since it is the UDL-cholesterol, rather 
than the total-cholesterol, that is the 
desired endpoint for evaluating 
beneficial changes, the lack of statistical 
significance for serum LDL-cholesterol 
levels limits this study’s usefulness. 

Finally, the meta-analysis on the 
cholesterol-lowering effect of oat 
products was useful and suggested a 
benefit finm oat consumption. However, 
the authors noted that, while grams of 
soluble fiber were chosen to represent 
the dose of oat product, it is entirely 
possible that other components of oats, 
as well as the way in which the oat 
product is prepared, may also play a 
role in reduction of blood LDL- 
cholesterol levels. 'The authors 
recommended that, because there are 
several components of oats which could 
provide beneficial effects on blood 
cholesterol levels, future clinical studies 
should test multiple doses of oat 
products with the simultaneous 
measurement of other possible active 
components, including soluble fiber, P- 
glucan, and tocotrienols. 

The most definitive results linking 
soluble fiber intakes to beneficial 
changes in blood cholesterol levels were 
for studies in which dietary 
supplements of guar (Refs. 99 and 100), 
gum arable (Ref. 109), psyllium (Ref. 
92), or a combination of soluble fiber 
sources (Ref. 103) were given. Some of 
these studies (Refs. 99,100, and 109) 
also, however, failed to provide 
adequate information on dietary intakes, 
thus limiting the ability to rule out 
possible confoimding efiects fix)m other 

dietary changes that may have occurred 
concomitantly with addition of these 
supplements. A series of well- 
conducted clinical trials were done to 
design and test the effectiveness of fiber 
mixtures (guar, pectin, psyllium, and 
locust bean) on blood cholesterol levels 
(Refs. 103 and 106). Early studies in one 
series (Ref. 106) showed no benefit from 
acacia gum alone or a mixture of acacia 
gum, psyllium and guar (Studies 1 and 
2). Omy when a mixture of pectin, 
psyllium, guar and locust bean was 
given were beneficial effects seen (Study 
4). These results strongly suggest that 
benefits of fiber supplements are not 
readily predicted by an analytical 
definition of soluble fiber, but rather 
vary, in some unknown way, among 
different sources or combinations of 
sources, of soluble fiber. Thus, 
generalizing results from one fiber 
source to another must be done 
cautiously. 

FDA received a number of animal 
studies submitted as comments. FDA 
has reviewed these studies as described 
below. 

1. Relationship between specific 
soluble fibers and plasma cholesterol 

Ney et al. (Ref. 127) evaluated the 
effect of soluble oat fiber on blood very 
low density lipoprotein (VLDL), low 
density lipoprotein (LDL), and high 
density lipoprotein (HDL) levels by 
feeding male rats cholesterol-raising 
diets (diets which contained 1 percent 
cholesterol and 0.2 percent cholic acid 
as the stimulus for increasing blood 
cholesterol levels) and 6 percent dietary 
fiber from cellulose (control) or from 
three oat products with increasing levels 
of soluble fiber: Oat bran, high fiber oat 
flour or a processed oat product. 
Compared to the cholesterol-fed 
cellulose control, all oat fibers lowered 
plasma total cholesterol by 25 to 45 
percent, lowered VLDL LDL 
cholesterol levels by 40 to 60 percent, 
and raised HDL-cholesterol by 25 to 40 
percent (all significant at p = 0.01). This 
pattern of changes in blood lipid 
components is associated with 
decreased risk of heart disease. The 
processed oat product, which contained 
40 percent more soluble fiber than oat 
bran or oat flour, resulted in a 
lipoprotein profile similar to that 
obtained without the cholesterol-raising 
stimulus of dietary cholesterol and 
cholic acid. The oat product with the 
highest soluble fiber content was, 
therefore, more effective with ingestion 
of the cholesterol-raising diet than was 
the oat bran or oat flour with lower 
amounts of soluble fiber. The authors 

suggested that these data, which show 
greater benefits as the soluble fiber 
content increases, support the 
suggestion that soluble fiber is the 
component of oat fiber responsible for 
the (^olesterol-lowering effect of oat- 
containing diets. 

Nishini et al. (Ref. 128) evaluated the 
effect of dietary fibers from oat bran, 
wheat bran, cellulose, and pectin on 
plasma lipoproteins, apolipoproteins 
and enzymes involved on cholesterol 
metabolism in non-fasted rats. The 
animals were fed experimental diets 
estimated to conteun 8 percent dietary 
fiber by weight. Results showed that 
pectin-fed animals (i.e., animals 
receiving the highest soluble fiber) had 
significantly lower serum cholesterol, 
HDL-cholesterol, and apolipoprotein A- 
1 levels compared to the fiW-free 
control. Total cholesterol levels in the 
wheat-bran-fed (primarily insoluble 
fiber) or oat bran-fed (mixed soluble/ 
insoluble fiber) animals were not 
significantly different from the fiber-free 
control. No data were given on the 
soluble fiber content of the diets, 
although the pectin diet would be 
expected to have the highest level of 
soluble fiber. Results showed that blood 
lipid distributions are affected 
differently by dietary fibers, and that 
changes among lipid components 
frequently occurred without a change in 
overall cholesterol concentrations. 

Prentice et al. (Ref. 129) compared the 
effects of ground and rolled caryopses of 
barley and rolled oats to groimd com on 
hepatic cholesterol and fatty acid 
synthesis in chickens. Approximately 7 
to 8 percent of the barley and oat cereals 
was ^glucan; com had less than 1 
percent P-glucan. Both barley and oats 
decreased plasma total cholesterol by 32 
percent and 25 percent, respectively. 
The authors attributed the effect on 
semm cholesterol to the higher soluble 
fiber content of barley and oat diets. 

Summaries of unpublished animal 
studies (Ref. 130) suggested that oats 
may be effective in lowering plasma 
cholesterol compared to controls fed 
white flour, wheat flour, or com starch. 
However, the data were preliminary 
and, thus, had limited usefulness. 

Other summaries of unpublished 
animal studies (Ref. 136) suggested that 
rolled oats (75 percent by weight in diet) 
significantly lowered semm cholesterol 
in chicks. Extmded oat bran, equivalent 
to 47 percent of oat bran by weight in 
the diet, significantly depressed (p = 
0.05) semm cholesterol in chicks. Oat 
gum at 0.05 percent and 0.10 percent by 
weight in the diets of rats significantly 
lowered serum cholesterol. Data 
comparing several oat firactions fed to 
chicks suggested that oat gum may be 

B. Animal studies submitted with 
comments 
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the active cholesterol depressant 
component, and that ground rolled oats 
and instant oatmeal are equal in efiect 
to the defatted, defibered oat flour. The 
oat oil also had a depressive effect 
Additionally, pectin (hi^ soluble fiber) 
was foimd to significantly lower serum 
cholesterol in rats. These studies were 
done in the mid-1970’s and did not have 
analyzed values for soluble fiber content 
of the respective diets. Methods and 
data were not well described, making 
results difficult to interpret. 

Qureshi et al. (Ref. 131) reported the 
efiects of diets supplemented with 
either com (61.5 percent by weight of 
the base diet), wheat (75 percent of the 
diet), barley (73.5 percent), oats (74.5 
percent), or rye (73.5 percent) on semm 
cholesterol in chickens. This was part of 
a study to investigate the efiects of 
dietary cereals on the metabolic 
regulation of lipid metabolism in 
chicken livers. Compared to com, barley 
and oats lowered semm cholesterol 45 
percent and 32 percent, respectively. 
Presumably, barley and oats were higher 
in soluble fiber content than was com. 
However, no fiber content data were 
presented. Additionally, body weights 
for animals consuming the b^leynnd 
oats diets varied, making it difficult to 
ascribe the efiects to fiber per se. 

Ranhotra and co-workers (Ret 132) 
evaluated the effect of oat bran and oat 
bran concentrate on serum lipids in rats. 
Animals were fed experimental diets 
containing oat bran (5.57 percent 
soluble fi^r) or oat bran concentrate 
(13.75 percent soluble fiber). Results 
showed the high soluble fiber content of 
the oat bran concentrate was associated 
with a significantly lower serum 
cholestOTol level, but that the oat bran 
diet (which contained lower amounts of 
soluble fiber) and the diet bee of soluble 
fiber were not associated with lower 

' serum cholesterol levels. 
Shinnick et aL (Ref. 133) evaluated 

the ability of various sources and forms 
of oat fibCT to lower plasma and liver 
cholesterol in male rats fed a diet with 
6 percent dietary fiber as cellulose (0 
percent soluble fiber), oat bran (7 
percent soluble fiber), high fiber oat 
flour (8 to 10 percent soluble fiber), or 
one of four processed high fiber oat 
flours (8 to 12 percent soluble fiber). All 
diets were supplemented with 1 percent 
cholesterol and 0.2 percent cholic acid 
to stimulate increased levels of blood 
total cholesterol. Results showed that all 
oat products significantly lowered 
serum cholesterol compared to the 
control. In a second expmment. diets 
containing 4 percent dietary soluble 
fiber in a processed oat flour 
significantly lowered semm cholesterol. 
The processed oat flours had higher 

soluble fiber fractions than the less 
processed oat products. 

In a study published in 1983, Rc^el 
and Vohra (Ref. 135) reported no enect 
from five v^eties of oats (oat bran or 
oat hulls) fed for 4.vreeks on the semm 
cholesterol levels of quail. No data on 
soluble fiber were given. 

Kritchevsky et al. (Ref. 138) evaluated 
the cholesterol-raising efiects of oat and 
wheat bran on blood cholesterol levels 
in rats in a three-week feeding study in 
which semipurified diets containing 0.5 
percent cholesterol and 10 percent oat 
bran, wheat bran or cellulose were fed 
to male rats. Weight gains varied among 
the diets. Results showed that, under 
these study conditions, there were no 
effects of diet on any of the semm 
lipids. No data on soluble fiber content 
of the diets were provided. 

Kahlon et al. (Raf 140) evaluated the 
efiects of rice brans (full-fat or defatted), 
oat bran, or rice-wheat bran 
combinations on cholesterol in 
hamsters. The control diet contained 10 
percent cellulose and 0.5 percent 
cholesterol. Test diets were composed of 
the control diet plus one of the brans. 
The oat bran contained 8 percent dietary 
soluble fiber versus 2 to 3 percent 
soluble fiber in the other brans. Results 
showed that rice bran (with fat) and oat 
bran resulted in significantly lower 
plasma cholesterol than the control diet. 
Defatting rice bran resulted in loss of its 
cholesterol-lowering properties, 
suggesting that it is the lipid portion 
raffier than the fiber portion of rice bran 
whicdi is responsible for its cholesterol¬ 
lowering efiects. 

In another study, rats were fed a diet 
containing 1 percent cholesterol and 0.2 
percent cholic acid with added 
cellulose, oat gum, chitosan, or 
cholestyramine (5 percent of the diet). 
Cholestyramine, oat gum, and chitosan 
all significantly lowered blood and liver 
cholesterol levels, with the greatest 
effect with cholestyramine, a commonly 
used cholesterol-lowering dmg. Oat 
gum, at 5 percent of the diet, i^uced 
semm cholesterol by 23 percent (Ref. 
141). 

Forsythe et al. (Ref 142), in a study 
published in 1978, evaluated the 
influence of source and particle size of 
dietary fibers on hypocholesterolemic 
efiects in rats. The sources of fiber were 
cellulose, wheat bran, wheat midlings, 
oat bran, oat flour, sugar beet pulp, 
soybean hulls and psylliiun seeds. 
There were significant difii^rences in 
weight gain and food intake among 
dietary treatments. No fiber decreased 
semm cholesterol compared to the fiber- 
free group. 

Significantly lower values of plasma 
total cholesterol and liver cholesterol in 

rats fed fiber sources known to contain 
soluble fibers (oat bran, oat gum, and 
pectin) compared to rats fed cellulose 
(insoluble fiber) were reported by Chen 
et al. (Ref. 143). Rats were fed a l^se diet 
containing 1 percent cholesterol and 10 
percent by weight of one of the four 
fiber types. The greater effect of oat gum 
compared to oat bran was interpreted by 
the authors to suggest that the plasma 
and liver cholesterol-lowering efiects of 
oat bran are due to its gum fi*action. 

Chen and Anderson (Ref. 144) 
examined the efiects of fiber- 
supplemented diets on total and LDL- 
cholesterol in rats. Rats were fed one of 
five experimental diets containing 
sucrose and 10 percent plant fibers. The 
diets were as follows: sucrose and 
cellulose, sucrose-cholesterol with 
cellulose, sucrose-cholesterol-pectin, 
sucrose-cholesterol-guar gum. and 
sucrose-cholesterol-oat bran. Results 
showed that fiber-fed rats had 
significantly lowered plasma cholesterol 
than rats that received cellulose; the 
lowest concentrations were observed in 
the pectin-treated group. No data were 
given on the soluble fiber content of the 
test diets, although the pectin would 
presumably contain the hipest 
concentration of soluble fiW. 

Chen and Anderson (Ref. 146), in two 
experiments, examined the efiects of 
guar gum or wheat gum on the plasma 
and liver lipid levels of rats. In the first 
experiment, animals were fed one of 
three diets for three weeks; diet plus 
sucrose and 10 percent cellulose; 
sucrose. 15 percent wheat bran, and 4 
percent cellulose; and sucrose and 45 
percent wheat bran. Each diet provided 
10 g of plant fiber. In experiment two, 
animals were fed one of four diets: diet 
plus sucrose, sucrose plus cholesterol, 
sucrose plus cholesterol and wheat 
bran, or sucrose, cholesterol, and guar 
gum. The wheat and guar diets provided 
7 g of plant fiber, the other two diets 
provided 4 g of plant fiber. Results from 
experiment 1 showed that the two 
wheat bran diets (high in insoluble 
fiber) significantly raised plasma 
cholesterol compared to the control. 
Results of experiment 2 showed the guar 
diet (hi^ in soluble fiber) significantly 
lowered serum cholesterol compared to 
those fed the sucrose-cholesterol or 
sucrose-cholesterol-wheat bran diets. 
Plasma cholesterol was similar between 
the sucrose-cholesterol and wheat 
groups. 

Wilson et al. (Ref. 148) examined the 
influence of different soluble fibers 
upon the metabolism of lipids in 
genetically hyperlipemic, obese Zucker 
rats. Four diets were tested: a ntm-fiber 
diet (no added fiber), a 0 percent soluble 
fiber diet (cellulose fibw), an oat bran 
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diet (33 percent soluble fiber), and a 
pectin-citrus fiber diet (100 percent 
soluble fiber). Except for the control, the 
fibers provided 10 percent of the total 
diet weight. Results showed non¬ 
significant decreases in total plasma 
cholesterol in the oat bran and pectin 
groups compared to the no-fiber and 
cellulose groups. However, the pectin 
group (the highest soluble fiber group) 
had changes in blood lipid components 
associated with reduced risk of heart 
disease: significantly lower LDL- 
cholesterol and significantly higher 
HDL-cholesterol. 

Welch et al. (Ref. 149) evaluated the 
hypocholesterolemic effects of oat bran 
fractions. Oat bran was separated into 
five fractions: oil, insoluble fraction 
(rich in starch and insoluble fibre), 
protein-rich, oat gum, and soluble 
residue. These were fed to chicks. 
Results showed that, compared to the 
control, only the diets containing oat 
bran, oat gum, or the protein fractions 
significantly lowered plasma 
cholesterol. Oat gum was the only 
fraction which<had the same effect in 
reducing plasma cholesterol levels as 
did the native oat bran. Thus, oat gum 
was concluded to be the main 
cholesterol-lowering component of oat 
bran. Beta-glucan was the main 
component of the gum fraction. 
However, the protein fraction also had 
a beneficial effect on plasma cholesterol 
levels, although of a lesser magnitude 
than the gum portion. 

Five sources of dietary fiber were 
compared for their effect on blood and 
liver cholesterol in beef-fed 0578176 
male mice (Ref. 150). Mice were fed one 
of the following fiber supplements (7 
percent dietary fiber) with the 
experimental diet: soybean fiber, rice 
bran (full fat), oat bran, barley bran, and 
mixed bran (one-third each of rice, 
barley, and oat brans). Results showed 
significantly lower plasma total 
cholesterol compart to the control in 
the rice bran and soybean fiber groups. 

Gin ter et al. (Ref. 151) reported that 
addition of 5 p>ercent citrus pectin (a 
high soluble fiber soiirce) and 0.5 
percent ascorbic acid to a high-fat diet 
fed to guinea pigs prevented cholesterol 
accumulation in blood serum and the 
liver. 

Kakis et al. (Ref. 152) reported 
reduced serum cholesterol and HDL 
levels in all psyllium-fed (a soluble 
fiber) animals as compared to wheat 
bran-fed (a relatively high insoluble 
fiber source) animals after a three week 
experimental period. Relative to the 
appropriate wheat bran control, 
psyllium had a graded serum 
hypocholesterolemic efiect that varied 
from a high of 41 percent at low dietary 

cholesterol concentrations to 26 percent 
at high dietary cholesterol 
concentrations. However, HDL 
cholesterol (in mg percent and as a 
percent of total cholesterol), the 
“beneficial blood cholesterol,” was 
lower in the psyllium groups than in the 
respective wheat bran controls. Thus, 
the overall benefit of psyllium was not 
clear from this study. 

Life Sciences Research Office's 
(LSRO) 1982 report to FDA on the 
health aspects of psyllium seed and 
other food ingredients (Ref. 153) was 
submitted with comments. Summaries 
of studies with beagles fed psyllium- 
supplemented diets consistently 
showed lowered serum cholesterol 
compared to controls. 

2. Animal studies: dose-response 
relationship between soluble fiber and 
plasma cholesterol 

Shinnick et al. (Ref. 134), following 
evaluation of several approaches to 
improve the cholesterol-fed rat model 
used to evaluate the 
hypocholesterolemic potential of foods, 
fed nine levels of a high fiber oat flour 
(HFOF) derived from oat bran to male 
Sprague-Dawley rats. Ingestion of 
increasing amounts of HFOF, containing 
0 to 10 percent dietary fiber, by rats in 
which high blood cholesterol levels had 
been produced wit];i 1 percent 
cholesterol and 0.1 percent cholic acid, 
resulted in a significant inverse 
relationship between serum cholesterol 
levels and HFOF intake for serum and 
liver cholesterol levels. Similar results 
were obtained for liver cholesterol 
levels. The authors suggested that, 
although this study does not distinguish 
among the components of HFOF that 
may contribute to the cholesterol¬ 
lowering effect, the observed dose- 
response relationship in the rat model is 
suggestive that larger intakes of soluble 
oat fiber sources may be accompanied 
by greater reductions in serum 
cholesterol levels in humans. 

Turley and co-workers (Ref. 147) 
conducted a dose-response study to 
three levels of psyllium 
supplementation in the diets of 
hamsters. Results were compared to two 
other nonabsorbable polymers known to 
have cholesterol-lowering effects (i.e., 
cholestyramine and smfomer). Animals 
were fed diets containing 0 percent, 1 
percent, 4 percent, or 7.5 percent 
psyllium. Results showed significantly 
lowered plasma cholesterol compared to 
the control group in animals consuming 
4 percent and 7.5 percent psyllium. The 
group consuming 7.5 percent psyllium 
had the lowest plasma cholesterol, 
although the authors did not report any 
significant difference between me 4 

percent and 7.5 percent psyllium 
groups. While all three polymers were 
efiective in reducing plasma total and 
LDL-cholesterol levels, each exerted 
difierent quantitative and qualitative 
effects on bile acid and cholesterol 
metabolism, suggesting that 
mechanisms of action may vary by fiber 
type. 

3. Animal studies: relationship between 
P-glucan and plasma cholesterol 

Three cultivars of hull-less barley 
containing fi-glucans were evaluated for 
their hypocholesterolemic responses in 
chickens (Ref. 137). The authors 
identified the Arizona cultivar of barley 
as a waxy-starch genotype of high 
molecular weight and with a high P- 
glucan content. The Washonupana 
cultivar was second highest in 
molecular weight and is also described 
as a waxy-stardi type genotype. The 
third cultivar, Franubet, has the lowest 
molecular weight and is not waxy in 
texture. These latter two genotypes have 
normal fi-glucan contents. Both the 
Arizona and Washonupana varieties 
produce highly viscous slurries in 
water, and this viscosity was greatly 
reduced by addition of the enzyme, 
endo-^glucanase, which destroys the p- 
glucan. Results of feeding studies in rats 
showed that both the Arizona and 
Washonupana cultivars reduce serum 
cholesterol in chickens. The Franubet 
variety had no effect. The authors 
interpreted these results to mean that 
the cholesterol-lowering properties of 
the Arizona and Washonupana cultivars 
were probably a function of their 
viscous P-glucan content. 

Klopfenstein and Hoseney (Ref. 139) 
evaluated the cholesterol-lowering effect 
of P-glucan-enriched bread. Oat, barley, 
wheat, and sorghum breads were made 
with and without fi-glucan from each 
type of grain (e.g., oat ^-glucan was 
processed into oat bread) and fed to rats 
for 35 days. Breads containing P-glucans 
from oats and barley adversely affected 
weight gains and feed efficiencies. 
Results showed lowered serum and liver 
cholesterol in rats fed the P-glucan- 
enriched bread than those fed the 
control breads. Given differences in 
weight gains, results are difficult to 
interpret. 

Fadel et al. (Ref. 145) evaluated the 
hypocholesterolemic effects of ^glucans 
in different barley diets fed to diickens 
and the influence of ^-glucanase on the 
hypocholesterolemic effects. The 
animals were divided into five groups 
and fed one of five diets: a corn-diet, 
Washonupana (WSNP) barley, WSNP 
with fi-glucanase, Fraubet (FNBT) 
barley. FNBT with fi-glucanase. Results 
showed significantly lowered serum 
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cholesterol only in chicks fed the WSNP 
diet IDL-diolesterol levels for all 
barley fed chicks were significantly 
lower than that of the com diet-fed 
chicks. Only the WSNP fed chicks had 
serum diolesterol significantly lower 
than WSNP fed chidu with 
supplemental P-glucanase. There was no 
significant difference in total cholesterol 
in FNBT and FNBT pliis supplemental 
Pi-glucanase fed chidu. ^lucan in the 
Washonupana barley has 
hypocholesterolemic effects and 
addition of the P-glucanase to this diet 
reverses the hypoimolesterolemic 
effects. However, the lack of similar 
finding with added ^-glucanase to the 
Franu^ variety sumests that P-glucans 
may differ among different varieties. 

4. Summary of results from animal 
studies 

The animal studies received as 
comments, and reviewed above, provide 
evidence to support the likely 
effectiveness of soluble fibers relative to 
the cholesterol-lowering characteristics 
of diets high in some cereals. However, 
the animal studies, like the human 
studies, fell to provide adequate 
specifications characterizing the test 
fiber sources. Indeed, similarly to many 
human studies, many animals studies 
did not analyze experimental diets for 
soluble fiber content, nor provide 
descriptions of the physical 
characteristics or commercial soiuces of 
the soluble fibers used as test 
substances. 

Results from the animal studies 
showing effectiveness of increasing 
levels of oat products are suggestive, but 
not conclusive, evidence of a dose 
response for soluble fiber (Refs. 127, 
132,134). A specificity for the gum 
portion of oat^ the major source of 
soluble fiber in oats—and specifically, 
of beta-glucan as the predominant 
soluble fiber source—^is suggested by 
several studies (Refs. 127,129,132,134, 
137,141.143,145, and 149). However, 
the solubility (and possibly, the 
effectiveness) of beta-glucan is 
apparently variable, and can be affected 
by such factors as plant variety (Refs. 
137 and 145), or fc^ processing such 
as baking of bread (Ret. 154). These 
results, therefore, suggest that analysis 
of the beta-glucan content per se may 
not be sufficient to characterize the 
active soluble fiber content of foods. 

Other soluble fibers were also shown 
to have serum cholesterol-lowering 
effects in animals, including pectins 
(Ret 128,143,144,148. and 151), 
psyllium (Refs. 147 and 152), and guar 
giun (Ret 146). However, in the 
psyllium study (Ret 152), adverse 
effects on HDL-cholesterol levels were 

observed, raising the issue that 
individual fibers need to be evaluated as 
to their overall effect on all relevant 
blood lipid components, not simply 
limited to blood total or LDL-cholesterol 
levels. The various fiber sources also 
appear to have different mechanisms of 
action and different relative magnitudes 
of effect (Refe. 128 and 147), thus 
suggesting that caution is necessary 
before generalizing from one type of 
dietary fiber to another. 

C. Conclusions from new studies 

FDA reviewed over 40 human studies 
that became available since publication 
of its proposed rule, and a number of 
animal studies submitted as comments. 
The most commonly studied soluble 
fiber sources were oat bran, pectin, guar 
gum, and psyllium. Other fibers studied 
were wheat germ, beet fiber, and gum 
arabic. A few studies evaluated the 
effects of mixtures of soluble and 
insoluble fibers or food sovuces of 
soluble fibers. 

FDA evaluated results from these 
studies in light of studies reviewed in 
the proposal and conclusions from 
Federal government and other 
authoritative reviews. In the proposal, 
FDA noted that, although most i^ews 
by authoritative scientific bodies had 
concluded that diets rich in water- 
soluble fiber fractions were associated 
with cholesterol-lowering effects in 
humans, it was not possible to conclude 
that the observed effects were due to the 
soluble fiber or to other components 
associated with consiunption of RkkIs 
rich in soluble fiber. FDA also noted 
that there was some evidence that 
different types of soluble fiber have 
different effects, and that the analytical 
measure of soluble fiber may not be 
adequately predictive of its 
physiological effects. Thus, FDA 
concluded that: 

Overall, the available data are not 
sufficient to demonstrate that it is the total 
soluble dietary fiber, or a specific measurable 
and quantifiable subcomponent, that is 
relat^ to lower blood cholesterol levels. 
(56 FR 60582 at 60592). 

The newer evidence available since 
the proposed rule and reviewed above 
do not change the conclusions reached 
by the earlier review. If, however, 
additional information becomes 
available to demonstrate that a specific 
soluble fiber-containing product, a 
soluble fiber-containing ingredient, or a 
more highly specified form of foods 
soluble fiber is effective in lowering 
bloood LDL-cholesterol and does not 
adversely affect other risk factors for 
cardiovascular disease (e.g., blood HDL- 
cholesterol levels), then FDA 
encourages manufacturers to petition for 

a health claim for their particular 
product. The same science will be 
applicable, regardless of whether the 
petition is for a single supplement-type 
product, a clearly specific ingredient, or 
a specific type of soluble fiber contained 
in foods. 

m. Comments 

A. Food Claims Versus Nutrient Claims 

1. In the proposal on general 
requirements far health claims (56 FR 
60537), FDA specifically requested 
comments on issues relating to health 
claims on the label or labeling of foods 
which targeted foods rather than 
nutrients, criteria to identify foods 
eligible for such claims, and possible 
measures to assure that consumers are 
not misled as to the benefit of 
consuming specific products. 

A variety of comments submitted in 
response to the proposed rule on dietary 
fiber/CVD support^ claims on foods. 
Specifically, relative to a claim few 
dietary fiber and heart disease, a few 
comments stated that FDA does have 
the authority to regulate claims about 
foods as well as nutrients and that the 
agency should allow a generic health 
claim on fruits, vegetames, whole grain 
and similar types of foods, stating that 
generous int^es of such foods in diets 
may help lower the risk of heart disease 
and certain forms of cancer. Other 
comments stated that, at this time, a 
scientific basis does not exist on which 
to authorize a specific claim for dietary 
fiber and heart disease, and that a food 
claim was more appropriate. Other 
comments suggest^ t^t such claims be 
developed in concurrence with “The 
Surgeon General’s Report on Nutrition 
and Health," (Surgeon General’s Report) 
(Ref. 63) and objectives identified in 
"Healthy People 200: National Health 
Promotion and Disease Prevention 
Objectives," (Healthy People 2000) (Ref. 
64), and should focus on the total diet. 

A number of comments stated that the 
amount of fat in the American diet 
should be lowered and the amount of 
dietary fiber increased through a variety 
of food choices from among all the food 
groups. Several comments favored a 
limited claim at point of purchase for 
foods that would help increase dietary 
fiber intake and lower fat intake. A 
number of comments noted that an 
appropriate health statement on food 
lal^ls should emphasize that eating a 
variety of food sources of dietary fiber 
daily (cereals, grains, fruits, and 
vegetables) can decrease the risk of 
certain forms of canc«r and heart 
disease. A number of comments stated 
that food claims, if allowed, should not 
give the impression that a single 
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nutrient (fcsr example, dietary fiber) is 
responsible for the reduction in risk of 
heart disease. Several comments 
suggested that a health claim regarding 
dietary fiber and heart disease Iw made 
only on fruits, vegetables (fresh or 
processed), or whole grains and not on 
products that combine these foods with 
other ingredients (such as bread 
products or sauce). Other comments 
favored use of claims on foods but not 
supplements. 

One comment stated that FDA should 
allow a fiber health claim because 
virtually all dietary guidelines for 
Americans have encouraged 
consumption of fiber-rich foods, 
including whole grain cereals, fruits, 
and vegetables, and that comprehensive 
government and other reviews by 
recognized scientific bodies ccmcluded 
that dietary patterns that include fiber- 
rich foods are associated with reduced 
risk of colorectal cancer, heart disease, 
and other chronic diseases. 

As the agency has discussed, in the 
final rule on general remiirements for 
health claims published elsewhere in 
this issue of the Federal Register, 
statemmits about good nutrition that do 
not, expressly or by implication, refer to 
a substance are considoed diet^ 
guidance and not health claims, fo this 
rule, the agency has concluded that the 
scientific evidence is sufficient to 
support a health claim that refers to a 
substance contained in certain fruits, 
vegetables, and grain products and 
relates those foo^ to a reduced risk of 
heart disease. Specific reference to the 
fact that these foods contain soluble 
fiber is authorized, since this nutrient 
serves as a useful marker for the broad 
product categories of foods which 
correlate with reduction in blood LDL- 
cholesterol levels, and consequently, 
with reduced risk of heart disease. Thus, 
the agency has been persuaded by the 
comments that the totality of the 
evidence supports a healffi claim which 
identifies foo^ whose use is protective 
against heart disease and whose 
selection can be fecilitated by reference 
to the mariner nutrient, soluble fiber. 
Because soluble fiber is usually 
considered a useful adjunct to, but not 
a replacement for, a diet low in 
saturated fat and cholesterol (Ref. 66), 
the agency is also requiring this 
information in the label cl^m. 

B. General Comments 

2. Several comments supported a 
health claim for dietary fiber and heart 
disease, stating that there is sufficient 
scientific evidence to support such a 
claim or that a claim is warranted 
because heart disease and, hence, CVD 
are major public health problems. Other 

comments stated that because such a 
claim would help Americans beccune 
aware of the importance of fiber, and 
because it is well known that 
population groups who consume high 
nbw diets fove a low incidence of heart 
disease, these claims should be allowed. 
Several comments stated that FDA 
should consider the rapid pace of 
advances in knowledge that link 
nutritional substances to good health 
and disease preventicm. Other 
comments stated that a r.laim regarding 
dietary fiber and CVD should not be 
allow^ because overall health depends 
on a number of factors, such as exercise 
and lifestyle characteristics. 

FDA agrees that CVD and, 
consequently, CHD are s^ificant 
public health problems. Tm agency. In 
the proposal, tentatively concluded that 
diets high in fiber-rich foods, including 
whole grains, fruits and vegetables, are 
associated with reduced ri& of 003, 
and thus CVD. In the proposal, the 
agency also noted that these diets differ 
in levels of many nutrients, such as 
saturated fat and vegetable protein, and 
in types of dietary fiber, mcddng it 
diffi^t to ascribe, from observational 
studies on whole diets, the observed 
nutrient and disease relationship to a 
single dietary component (56 FR 60582 
at 60502 and 60593). 

Several new studies that became 
available after publication of the 
proposal were suggestive of positive 
effe^ of soluble fiber intakes on blood 
total- and LDL-cholesterol levels, risk 
factors fo* heart disease. However, FDA 
has also ctmcluded, as noted in the 
proposal, that the effectiveness of these 
fibers may be affected by other dietary 
components (e.g., the level of saturate 
fat and cholesterol in the diets), as well 
as by physical characteristics (e.g.. 
particle size or water-holding capacity), 
or by the fiber source itself. Thus, while 
the agency has concluded that not all 
soluble fibers, i.e., as identified by the 
AOAC method for soluble fiber 
determination, are effective in lowering 
cholesterol, and other components of 
fiber-rich firods, i.e., vegetable proteins 
or lipids, may contribute to the 
cholesterol-lowering effect observed, hi 
addition, the hypocholesterolemic 
effectiveness of some soluble fibers has 
been reported in studies in which the 
source of soluble fiber was consumed as 
an adjunct to a low saturated fet, low 
cholesterol, and low total fet diet. 

3. Several comments stated that FDA 
is not following the congressional 
mandate to consider whether there is 
significant scientific agreement 
supporting specific health claims. 
Specifically, the comments argued that 
the agency should have placed its 

inquiry in the proper context by first 
identifying the range of specific health 
claims that could be made about dietary 
fiber and CVD. and then examining the 
scientific support fm each claim. 

FDA disagrees with this comment. 
The 1990 amendments did not require 
the agency to identify the wide range of 
health cldms that might be made with 
respect to the 10 topics identified in the 
act and then to evaluate all published 
studies relevant to the claims. Rather, 
the 1990 amendments instructed the 
agency to determine whether claims 
respecting the 10 areas, including 
"dietary fiber and cardiovascular 
disease" meet the requirements of 
section 403(rK3) or (r)(5)(D) of the act. 
The agency interpret^ this directive in 
a strai^tforward and logical way. 
Indeed FDA’s chosen approach was 
necessary if the agency hoped to 
accomplish the congressional mandate 
within the required timeframe. Thus, 
FDA, in its proposed rule (56 FR 60582), 
focused its review of the science on 
those aspects of the dietary fiber and 
CVD relationship for whidi the 
strongest scientific evidence exists: 
Soluble fiber and CHD. 

4. Some conunents stated that FDA’s 
denial of a health claim for dietary fiber 
and CVD, because of rigid application of 
a scientific standard higher than that 
mandated by the 1990 amendments, 
would have unfortunate public health 
consequences. 

FDA disagrees with the comment that 
the agency is applying a standard higher 
than that mandated by the 1990 
amendments. To ensure the validity of 
health claims. Congress enacted a 
scientific standard in section 
403(r)(3)(B)(i) of the act FDA intends to 
authorin any claim shown to meet that 
standard; specifically, any claim for 
which, based on the totality of the 
publicly available scientific evidence, 
there is significant scientific agreement, 
among experts qualified by training and 
experience to equate suc^ claims, that 
the claim is suppmted by the evidence. 

scientific standard mandate^fo section 
403(r)(3)(BKi) of the act will have 
unfortunate public health consequences. 
FDA believes that for health claiins to be 
truly educational and provide public 
health benefits, they must be 
scientifically valid and not misleading. 
1110 issue of the scientific standard is 
discussed in more detail in the final rule 
on general requirements for health 
claims, publiwed elsewhere in this 
issue of the Federal Register. 

5. Some oMnmmts stated that FDA 
used disparate criteria in assessing the 
relationship between lipids and CVD 
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and dietary fiber and CVD, but did not 
elaborate on this issue. 

FDA disagrees with these comments. 
In reviewing the scientific Uteratiue for 
the development of its proposed rules 
for health claims. FDA followed the 
standard mandated by the 1990 
amendments. 

Federal Government reports and other 
authoritative documents ^ve 
consistently concluded that there is a 
strong relationship between the total 
amount and types of dietary fat and 
other lipids in the diet and the risk of 
heart disease. In developing the 
proposed rule on lipids and CVD, the 
agency found that new evidence 
supported these conclusions. The 
weight of the evidence showed that 
diets low in saturated fat and 
cholesterol are associated with reduced 
blood total* and LDL-cholesterol end a 
lower risk of CHD. 

In contrast. Federal Government 
reports and other authoritative 
documents did not reach similar 
conclusions that the scientific evidence 
supported a claim that dietary fiber per 
se is associated with the reduced risks 
of CVD. The available evidence showed 
an association between consumption of 
diets high in fruits, vegetables, and grain 

roducts—diets which are generally 
igh in fiber—and risk of heart disease. 

For example, in its recommendations in 
the NAS report ‘Diet and Health” (Ref. 
48). the committee on Diet and Health 
*‘agree(d] with most other expert groups 
in proposing that the intake of 
vegetables, fruits, and other sources of 
complex carbohydrates should be 
increased and that the intake of sugars 
should be limited.” The committee 
further noted that “the strength of the 
evidence does not justify making 
specific recommendations pertaining to 
dietary fiber at this time. The 
committee's recommendation to 
emphasize the consumption of 
vegetables, fruits, and other sources of 
complex carbohydrates would, however, 
indirectly result in increased 
consumption of dietary fiber.” 

In developing its proposed rule on 
dietary fiber and CVD. the agency found 
that the evidence available at the time 
the proposal was developed did not 
alter these conclusions. The agency 
foimd that the scientific evidence was 
not sufficiently conclusive or specific 
for dietary fiber per se versus other 
components in the diet to justify use of 
a hedth claim relating int^e of dietary 
fiber to reduced risk of CVD. 

6. One comment stated that FDA 
failed to comply with the 1990 
amendments (section 403(r)(4)(C) of the 
act) in that it has rejected the conclusion 
of authoritative Federal Government 

reports without justifying its decision to 
do so as the act requires. The comment 
stated that the National Cholesterol 
Education Program (NCEP) has 
concluded that soluble fiber may help 
reduce blood cholesterol levels. The 
comment refers to the NCEP 1989 
consumer pamphlet (Ref. 5), which 
recommends breads, pasta, rice, cereals, 
dried peas and beans, fruits, and 
vegetables as good sources of complex 
carbohydrates (starch and fiber), l^e 
comment quotes frtrm the pamphlet that 
these foods are "excellent substitutes for 
foods that are high in saturated fat and 
cholesterol. The type of fiber found in 
foods such as oat and barley bran, some 
fruits like apples and oranges, and in 
some dried Mans may even help reduce 
blood cholesterol levels” (Ref. 5). The 
comment also noted that the NCXP 
expert panel report, “Population 
Strategies for Blood Cholesterol 
Reduction” (Ref, 66), supports the 
recommendation to consume vegetables, 
fruits, breads, legumes, and whole grain 
cereals. The comment quotes the NCEP 
report that “Dietary fiber supplements 
are not a panacea for blood cholesterol 
problems. Foods rich in soluble dietary 
fiber are, however, a useful addition to 
a low saturated fatty add, low fat, and 
low cholesterol eating patterns* * *” 
and: 

“Oat bran eichibits hypocholesterolemic 
properties due to its appreciable content of 
oat gum. Soluble fibers such as pectin, guar 
gum, locust bean gum, or psyllium in large 
quantity supplementation have been shown 
to lower total and LDL-cholesterol levels. The 
absolute effect on LDL-cholesterol 
concentrations is modest even when the 
amoimt of soluble fiber such as oat bran is 
consumed in appreciable amounts (60 g). 
This effect, however, represents a useful 
adjunct to an eating pattern low in saturated 
fatfy acids and cholesterol” (Ref. 65). 

FDA disagrees that, in developing its 
proposed rale regarding fiber and CVD. 
it rejected conclusions of Federal 
Government reports. Comments, 
through repetition of those portions of 
the text that accompanies dietary 
recommendations and that includes the 
words “soluble fiber,” are attributing 
greater significance to the statements 
relating soluble fiber to heart disease 
risk than was given to these results by 
the expert panels. This selected 
emphasis distorts the meaning of the 
authoritative reports in question by 
failing to acknowledge important 
contributions to reduced risk of disease 
by the wide variety of nutrients and 
nonnutritive substances present in diets 
high in fruits, vegetables, and grain 
pr^ucts. Such cm emphasis also 
focuses attention away from changes in 
overall dietary patterns and their 

potential cmntributions to reducing risk 
of chronic diseases. 

In the NCEP report (Ref. 65) cited by 
the comment, the expert panel noted the 
hypocholesterolemic effects of some 
soluble fibers, but recommends “a 
habitual pattern of eating that is 
consistently low in saturated fatty acids, 
total fat, and cholesterol.” NCEP further 
recommended that “all healthy 
Americans recognize that no single food 
or supplement is the answer to 
achieving a desirable blood cholesterol 
level” (Ref. 65). NCEP's 
recommendation to Americans is to “eat 
a greater quantity and variety of fruits, 
vegetables, breads, c:eroals, and 
legumes” (Ref. 65). These food choices 
“will help to meet nutritional needs for 
minerals, vitamins, dietary fiber 
(including soluble fiber), and complex 
carbohydrates, and to replace calories 
from fat.” Thus, the NC^ 
acknowledges the importance of a 
dietary pattern that focuses on reducing 
fats in the diet in order to reduce serum 
cholesterol. It did not attribute a 
protective effect from CVD to dietary 
fiber alone. 

Neither the Surgeon General’s report 
on “Nutrition and Health” (Ref. 63), the 
National Academy of Sciences (NAS) 
“Diet and Health; Implications for 
Reducing Chrinic Disease Risk”Diet 
and Health) (Ref. 48), nor (The 
Department of Health cmd Human 
Services (DHHS)) “Healthy People 
2000” (Ref. 64) foimd the scientific 
evidence strong enough to attribute the 
protective effects against CVD of dietary 
patterns high in fruits, vegetables, and 
grain products exclusively to the soluble 
fiber content of such diets. Specifically, 
the Surgeon General's report on 
“Nutrition and Health” (Ref. 63) 
recommends increased consumption of 
whole grain foods and cereal products, 
vegetables (including dried b^ns and 
peas) and ^its. The report states that: 

“the association shown in epidemiologic 
and animal studies between diets high in 
complex carbohydrates and reduced risk for 
CHD and diabetes mellitus is, however, 
difficult to interpret. The fact that such diets 
tend also to be lower in energy and fats, 
especially saturated frits and cholesterol, 
clearly contributes to this difficulty. Some 
evidence from clinical studies also suggest 
that water-soluble fibers from foods such as 
oat bran, beans, and certain fruits are 
associated with lower blood glucose and 
blood lipid levels" (Ref. 63). 
The section concludes vdth the 
statement, “Current evidence suggests 
the prudence of increasing consumption 
of whole grain foods and cereals, 
vegetables (including dried beans and 
peas), and fruits” (Ref. 63). 

Similarly, the Executive Summary of 
the National Reseturch Council's “Diet 
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and Health" recommends, "Every day 
eat five or more servings of a 
combination of vegetables and fruits, 
especially green and yellow vegetables, 
and citrus i^ts. Also, increase intake of 
starches and other complex 
carbohydrates by eating six or more 
daily servings of a combination of 
breads, cereals, and legumes” (Ref. 48). 
The summary continues “Studies in 
various parts of the world indicate that 
people who habitually consume a diet 
high in plant foods have low risks of 
atherosclerotic CVD’s, probably largely 
because such diets are usually low in 
animal fat and cholesterol. Some 
constituents of plant foods, e.g., soluble 
fiber and vegetable protein, may also 
contribute—to a lesser extent—to the 
lower risk of atherosclerotic 
cardiovascular diseases.” The 
Committee does not recommend the use 
of fiber supplements. 

“Healthy People 2000” states that 
recommendations from the National 
Cancer Institute, the Surgeon General’s 
report on “Nutrition and Health,” NAS’ 
“Diet and Health,” and “Dietary 
Guidelines for Americans” support 
increased consumption of vegetables, 
firuits, and whole-grain breads and 
cereals (Ref. 64). “Healthy People 2000” 
also states that further research is 
needed to clarify whether the effect on 
blood lipids is an independent effect, 
and if so, to quantify t^ relationship 
(Ref. 64). 

Therefore, in its proposed decision 
not to authorize the use on the label or 
labeling of foods of health claims 
relating intake of dietary fiber to 
decreased risk of CVD, the agency’s 
tentative conclusion was consistent 
with those of Federal Government and 
other authoritative reports. 

FDA’s position was also consistent 
with recommendations in the Institute 
of Medicine’s report “Nutriticm 

< Labeling: Issues and Directions for the 
1990s” (Ref. 81). In this report, the 
authors note that: 

"there has been a great deal of interest in 
the specific effects of dietary fiber on several 
chronic diseases. The strongest argument for 
an increase in consumption of dietary fiber 
is the important contribution it makes to 
normal bowel function. Qear scientific 
associations of fiber intake with the 
incidence of heart disease, certain types of 
cancer, and diabetes mellitus have not been 

> made. One reason may be the difficulty in 
designing appropriate experiments to 
specifically test for the effect of dietary fiber. 
Foods high in dietary fiber are also generally 
low in calories and total and saturated fatty 
acids and devoid of cholesterol; thus, 
determination of a specific fiber effect in a 
feeding study is difficult. Moreover, foods 
have a variety of fiber components and each 
may have di^rent actions. Chemically and 
physiologically, cellulose, lignin. 

hemicellulose, pectin and alginate (all 
relatively purified fiber types) behave 
differently. Wheat bran, oat b^, and rice 
bran (all heterogeneous mixtures of fibers) 
are not similar in composition. It is also very 
difficult to analyze dietary fiber chemically, 
and thus it is h^ to cmrelate the role of 
specific fiber components to health effects 
• * *"(Ret81). 

'The Institute of Medicine’s report 
(Ref. 81) also provided specific 
recommendations, including: (1) “FDA 
and USDA should require the disclosure 
of fiber content per serving in grams on 
the nutrition information panel under 
the term total dietary fiber”; and (2) 
“FDA and USDA should discourage 
labeling of soluble or insoluble filwr 
contents until methodologies approved 
by the agencies allow for the adequate 
and reproducible Quantification of the 
soluble and insoluble fiber contents of 
a variety of foods” (Ref. 81). 

Therefore, FDA is not rejecting the 
conclusions of these government 
reports. In its final rule, § 101.76, the 
agency is permitting a claim relating 
dietary consumption of firuits, 
vegetables, and grain products, i.e., good 
sources of fiber, with reduced risk of 
heart disease. 

7. One comment criticized FDA for 
misinterpreting the conclusions of the 
Government of Canada’s 1985 “Report 
of the Expert Advisory Committee on 
Dietary Fiber” to the Department of 
Health and Welfare (Ref. 46). The 
comment stated that the committee 
expressly advocated health claims for 
soluble fiber and CHD. 

FDA agrees that the Canadian report 
in question noted h^ocholesterolemic 
effects of some soluble fiber sources, but 
FDA disagrees that the Department of 
Health and Welfare supports health 
claims on soluble fiber in Canada. In its 
comments to FDA regarding the 
proposed rule, dietary fiber and CVD, 
the Canadian Department of Health and 
Welfare stated its opposition to health 
messages. Its comment stated that health 
messages and claims for heart disease 
and cancer, among other diseases, are 
not permitted under the Canadian Food 
and Drugs Act. These diseases are 
considered to require medical diagnosis 
and treatment imder medical 
supervision, and thus products bearing 
messages about them are regulated as 
drugs. The 1985 report suggested that, if 
a company desired to use a health 
claim, then that company should 
present the evidence of ^e product’s 
effectiveness based on acceptable test 
protocols (Ref. 46). 

8. One comment stated that FDA 
failed to note, in the proposed rule, 
epidemiological studies cited in the 
NAS’ “Diet and Health” that foimd an 
inverse association between dietary 

fiber and CHD, even after adjusting for 
the possible confounding e^cts of 
calories and fat (Ref. 48). 

FDA disagrees with tMs comment. 
One study was cited in “Diet and 
Health” that showed a protective effect 
of dietary fiber from cereals on risk of 
CHD independent of caloric intake. 
Results of a study by Khaw and Barrett- 
Connor (Ref. 31) (reviewed by FDA in 
the proposal) found an inverse 
association iMtween fiber intake and 
ischemic heart disease mortality 
independent of calories among other 
dietary components. However, “Diet 
and Health” also states that the authors 
used 24-hour dietary recall to assess 
intake, a method wfoch has limited 
applicability in the assessment of the 
usual dietary intake of individuals in 
the United States (Ref. 48). Results from 
the 1982 epidemiological study by Burr 
(Ref. 82), also cited in “Diet and 
Health,” showed a lower risk of CHD in 
10,943 vegetarians than in 
nonvegetarians, but their decreased risk 
could not be accounted for by increased 
fiber consumption, because many other 
components of the diet also differed 
between these two groups. Therefore. 
FDA did not misinterpret the 
conclusions of “Diet and Health” that 
there is no conclusive evidence that it 
is dietary fiber, rather than other 
components of fiber-rich foods, that 
reduces risk of CVD. 

9. One comment disagreed with the 
indication in the proposed rule that a 
“risk/benefit” argument was not a 
sufficient or appropriate basis on which 
to authorize a health claim for food 
labels. The comment stated that, 
although the data for dietary fiber do not 
support the hypothesis for reduced risk 
of CVD, the “potential benefits far 
outweigh the potential disadvantages.” 

FDA disagrees with this comment. 
Congress enacted a scientific standard 
for health claims in section 
403(r)(3)(B)(i) of the act. Claims must 
meet the statutory requirements; that is. 
based on the totality of the scientific 
evidence, there must be significant 
scientific agreement, among experts 
qualified by training and experience to 
evaluate such claims, that the claim is 
supported by such evidence. The 
concept of “potential benefits 
outweighing potential disadvantages” is 
not an acceptable substitute for the 
scientific standard mandated by 
Congress. 

C. Specificity of the Relationship 
Between Soluble Dietary Fiber and 
Heart Disease 

10. Several comments stated that 
FDA’s refusal to authorize a health 
claim on dietary fiber and CVD is based 
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on the agency's determination to treat 
all dietary fil^r as a group, rather than 
considering each fiber source 
individiially. The comment stated that 
dietary fiber is composed of a diverse 
group of materials, as the agency 
observed, and each has its own 
physiological efiects. The comment 
noted that certain water soluble fibers 
have been documented to reduce serum 
cholesterol, thereby lowering the risk of 
CHD. 

FDA disagrees with this comment. In 
the proposed rule (56 FR 60582), FDA 
limited its review of the science to those 
aspects of the dietary fiber and CVD 
relationship for which the strongest 
scientific evidence exists: soluble 
dietary fiber and CHD. FDA also noted, 
however, that soluble fiber was a 
heterogenous family of fibers which 
vary in both chemical and physical 
characteristics. After reviewing the 
totality of the evidence, the agency is 
persuaded that even if soluble fiber 
alone is effective in reducing risk of 
heart disease, greater specificity than 
that identified by existing analytical 
methods is needed in order to predict 
the efiectiveness of soluble fiber in 
foods. 

11. LSRO submitted its document. 
"Dietary Fiber and Cardiovascular 
Disease" (Ref. 40). as a comment. In this 
final report, LSRO stated that it remains 
to be determined whether the observed 
efiects of dietary fiber on serum 
cholesterol reduction result strictly from 
the fiber or firom other components of 
the fiber-rich food or from a 
combination of these factors. The report 
stated that studies suggest that soluble 
fiber, a specific type of dietary fiber, is 
hypocholesterolemic, while insoluble 
fiber is not. Further, when foods are 
used, foods rich in ^glucans seem to 
have a more hypocholesterolemic effect. 
The report states that there is no 
indication of cmtimum level or even a 
dose-related effect, end notes that there 
are suggestions as to optimum level of 
intake for "better heal^" (e.g., normal 
bowel function) but not for prevention 
of disease. In addition, there are no data 
relating to transience of fiber effects, 
althou^ this is amenable to 
experimental testing. The LSRO report 
also noted that generalization to the U.S. 
population is difficult. Presumably, 
persons at high risk, such as those with 
a family history of hyperlipidemia or 
heart disease, would benefit most. 

The LSRO report also states that it is 
unclear whether the lipid-lowering 
effects observed in some studies are the 
result of the fact that most high fiber 
diets ere low in fat. According to the 
report, most of the available evidence 
suggests that isolated polysaccharides. 

such as pectin, guar gam, locust bean 
gum, oat gum, and psyllium mucilloid, 
have the ability to lower serum 
cholesterol levels; however, there are no 
data to indicate that a fiber present in 
a food is the same as when it has been 
extracted and purified. The data suggest 
that diets high in fiber-rich foods can 
influence lipidemia, but this effect is 
probably due to overall changes in the 
diet caused by the addition of fiber 
sources rather than simply to a direct 
effect of fiber. 

One comment stated that FDA failed 
to cite LSRO’s (Ref. 39) conclusions 
regarding hypocholesterolemic effects of 
some soluble fibers. 

FDA agrees that the results of clinical 
studies suggest that soluble fiber is 
h)rpocholesterolemic, while insoluble 
fiber is not. FDA also agrees that the 
effect of fiber-rich foods on serum lipids 
is related to the total diet, i.e., one that 
is low in saturated fat and cholesterol 
and high in soluble fiber-rich foods, 
such as vegetables, fruits, and grain 
products. 

FDA disagrees that the agency failed 
to consider the conclusions of ^is 
report. Both of LSRO’s reports (Refs. 39 
and 40) concluded that soluble fibers 
were related to reduced blood 
cholesterol levels, but the LSRO report 
(Ref. 40) also concluded, as noted above, 
that it remains to be determined 
whether the observed effects of dietary 
fiber on serum cholesterol reduction 
result strictly frnm the fiber or firom 
other components of fiber-rich foods or 
from a combination of these factors. 
Data available since LSRO’s report (Ref. 
40) provided some additional ...^ 
information as to the effect of soluble 
fiber on blood cholesterol reduction. 

12. One comment stated that FDA 
failed to note part of the World Health 
Organization’s (WHO) report (Ref. 71) 
on the relationship between soluble 
fiber and blood cholesterol levels (and 
hence CHD). The comment quotes the 
report, “lo)ther dietary components, 
such as dietary fibre, have an effect on 
serum cholesterol in experimental 
studies and are correlated in 
intercountry comparisons. As with fatty 
acids, the different forms of dietary fibre 
may have different effects on serum 
cholesterol" (Ref. 71). The comment 
concludes that, although the WHO 
report did not analyze the relevant 
science, it acknowledges the evidence 
that soluble fibers have 
hypocholesterolemic effects. 

^A disagrees with the comment that 
it failed to note the WHO statements 
regarding soluble fiber. Although the 
WHO report states that “different forms 
of dietary fiber may have different 
effects on serum cholesterol," it does 

not identify which form of dietary fiber 
affects serum cholesterol; the term 
"soluble fiber" was not used in the 
report (Ref. 71). 

13. ^veral national health 
organizations with expertise in heart 
disease agreed with FDA’s proposed 
conclusion, that, at this time, there is 
insufficient evidence to link dietary 
fiber, per se, to CVD. Tha <L.or.':ments 
stated that the proposal is consistent 
with the conclusions o^all previous 
expert groups. The comments stated that 
the association between fiber and blood 
lipids is specific to soluble fiber and 
that specificity to fiber class is 
unresolved. The amount of soluble fiber 
necessary to produce blood cholesterol 
lowering is unclear; nor is it known 
whether (and if so, how much) the 
response differs by type of soluble fiber 
(i.e., ^glucan versus pectin). 
Furthermore, the comments state that 
FDA’s review of the scientific literature 
(56 FR 60574) mentions the tumor¬ 
enhancing effect of soluble fibers in 
animal studies. They recommended that 
FDA pot allow heal^ claims that link 
fiber to risk of CVD’s. The comments 
stated that there are insufficient data to 
warrant such a claim and that it is 
misleading to permit a claim that singles 
out a particular food or foods in diets. 
The comments stated that if there were 
sufficient data to make a claim, it 
should be stated in the context of a low 
fat, low cholesterol diet. It would also 
be necessary to specify the type of fiber, 
e.g., soluble fiber, in the case of CVD. 

in3A agrees that a health claim for a 
dietary component should be stated in 
the context of the total daily diet and. 
in this case, should be specific to the 
type of dietary fiber. The agency has 
l^n persuaded, based on its review of 
the comments and its review of the 
scientific literature, that questions 
remains as to whether the cholesterol- 
lowering effect observed with some 
soluble-fiber food sources (e.g., oats) is 
due to the soluble fiber component or to 
a combination of other components 
associated with these foods. 

14. One comment questioned the 
motivation behind the agency’s tentative 
rejection of health claims for fiber and 
CVD. The comment stated that FDA 
does not want any health claims on 
dietary supplements and that the agency 
should not preclude claims because of 
concern that dietary supplement 
manufacturers will then be able to make 
such claims. Comments from 
supplement manufacturers stated that, if 
health claims are permitted on fiber- 
containing foods, then fiber 
supplements should also be permitted 
to cany a claim because there is no 
difference between fiber in foods and 
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fiber in supplements and all fiber 
supplements are safe. Other comments 
stated that FDA should authorize health 
claims on supplements because 
supplements offer an alternative to 
consumers who might otherwise not eat 
sufficient amoimts of fiber in their diets. 

FDA disagrees with the comment that 
it does not want health claims on fiber 
supplements and with the suggestion 
that it rejected dietary fiber and CVD 
health claims because of concern that 
supplement manufacturers would then 
be allowed to make such claims. FDA 
has applied the law equally to 
supplements and conventional foods. 

As the agency’s proposed rule stated, 
FDA proposed to deny a health claim 
for dietary fiber and CVD because the 
agency tentatively concluded that the 
available scientific evidence was not 
sufficiently conclusive or specific for 
dietary fiber per se. FDA notes that the 
comment claimed that there is no 
difference between fiber in foods and 
fiber in supplements but submitted no 
data were submitted to support this 
statement. Indeed, several expert reports 
(Refs. 39. 40, and 46) concluded that 
there is no evidence that fiber, when 
isolated and/or processed in foods, has 
the same physiological effects on serum 
cholesterol as consumption of the native 
fiber firom fiber-rich foods. These reports 
note that the predictive capability of 
analytically determined values for 
soluble fiber and physiologic activity 
has not been established, and 
effectiveness may vary by source of fiber 
or by physical characteristics not 
detected with chemical methods of 
analysis (e.g., particle size or water¬ 
holding capacity). They also note that 
safety may vary between native and 
isolated sources of fiber. 

D. Comments Regarding a Relationship 
Between Specific Soluble Dietary Fibers 
and CVD 

15. One comment submitted a review 
of available literature for particular 
fibers. The comment stat^ that several 
of these fibers are “effective as 
cholesterol lowering agents and in 
addition, they are safe to use provided 
a few reasonable precautions are taken.” 
The comment identified fibers such as 
locust bean gum. guar gum. oats, pectin, 
and psyllium mucilage as materials with 
hypocholesterolemic effects. Less well- 
tested fibers that have some 
hypocholesterolemic effects (for 
example, barley, acacia gum, dried 
beans, and karaya gum) were also 
mentioned. The comment stated that 
wheat fiber requires more study to 
determine its effects. The comment 
notes that, since dietary fiber represents 
a diverse group of materials. FDA 

should consider allowing health claims 
and statements on individual dietary 
fiber materials. The comment also 
recommended separate health claims on 
fibers with "hypocholesterolemic” 
activity, because each of these fiber 
materials also has a different dose- 
response. The comment provided some 
criteria on which to base the individual 
fiber claims. 

FDA agrees that the scientific 
literature shows that dietary fiber is a 
complex group of dietary substances 
with differing chemical, physical, and 
physiological properties, and that not all 
soluble fibers are alike in their 
hypocholesterolemic properties. FDA 
disagrees with the recommendation to 
allow individual health claims on 
various soluble fibers, but does concur 
that the effectiveness of individual 
fibers in foods may be documented for 
specific food products or for fibers 
whose physical and chemical 
characteristics are well specified (e.g., 
oat brans meeting specified parameters). 
Thus, if manufacturers can document, 
through appropriate studies, that the 
soluble fiber in their particular food is 
effective in lowering LDL-cholesterol, 
and has no adverse effects on other 
heart disease risk factors (e.g., HDL- 
cholesterol), then FDA encourages 
manufacturers to petition for a health 
claim for their particular product or 
ingredient. Additionally, if new 
evidence becomes available which more 
clearly identifies what type of soluble 
fiber is effective, this also would be 
appropriate for a petition. 

16. Another comment stated that part 
of FDA’s difficulty in interpreting data 
on dietary fiber and CVD results from 
the consideration of soluble fiber as a 
single nutrient instead of as a class of 
diverse substances. The comment stated 
that data exist to support at least one 
soluble fiber, ^-glucan, as the substance 
responsible for ffie majority of the 
cholesterol-lowering effects observed 
with some fiber sources. Another 
comment stated that there is a 
preponderance of literature supporting 
oat bran and its hypocholesterolemic 
effects and that the active mechanism 
behind oat bran’s effectiveness is the ^ 
glucan component. The comment 
suggested that the agency allow foods to 
be identified that contribute to eating 
patterns that reduce the risk of disease. 

FDA agrees, as discussed in the 
proposal, that dietary fiber is a diverse 
group of substances and not all soluble 
fibers are alike in their 
hypocholesterolemic properties. FDA 
also agrees, based on new data 
submitted as comments, that there is 
evidence to suggest that P-glucan has 
hypocholesterolemic properties. 

However, as noted in the meta-analysis 
(Ref. 125), other components of oats, 
such as tocotrienols and oat oil. may 
play a role in the reduction of blood 
LDL-cholesterol levels. However, FDA is 
authorizing a claim on finits, vegetables, 
and grain products—foods that are good 
sources of soluble fiber and other 
substemces that may have cholesterol¬ 
lowering properties. 

17. Comments from a health 
professional organization stated that 
several studies have shown that soluble 
fibers, such as those in oat, beans, 
psyllium, and guar, appeared to lower 
serum cholesterol, at least when given 
in large amounts. ’The comment ffirther 
stated that weight loss observed in some 
studies may possibly be far more 
important dian fiber in contributing to 
cholesterol reduction. 

FDA agrees that weight loss 
associated with test diets may affect the 
ability to differentiate between the 
effects of the test substance (i.e., soluble 
fiber) versus the well-documented effect 
of weight loss on blood total- and LDL- 
cholesterol. This was discussed in the 
meta-analysis submitted as a comment 
(Ref. 125). Several studies observed 
reductions in blood cholesterol levels in 
studies in which loss did not occur. For 
example, in a study by Marlett et al. 
(Ref. 124), submitted with another 
comment, there was no significant - 
weight loss in either the control or 
soluble fiber (oat bran) groups during 
the fiber intervention period. Serum 
cholesterol was significantly lower in 
the oat bran group than in the control 
group. Spiller et al. (Ref. 87) reported no 
weight changes in two groups receiving 
either guar ^m or oat fiber. Both groups 
experienced significantly lowered 
serum cholesterol. In two other studies 
(Refs. 118 and 120), there was no 
significant difference in the weight loss 
between subjects consuming oat bran 
(Ref. 120) or psyllium cereal (Ref. 118) 
and those consuming wheat bran. The 
oat bran group had significantly lower 
serum cholesterol than the wheat group 
and compared to the control period. 
Thus, while the agency agrees that 
weight loss may Im a confounding 
factor, the new evidence is consistent 
with the concept that consumption of 
diets high in certain soluble fiber-rich 
foods, independent of body weight, has 
a beneficial effect on blood cholesterol 
levels. 

E. Comments Regarding FDA’s 
Interpretation of Specific Studies 

Some comments dted references that 
were already reviewed by FDA or the 
consensus documents, or were studies 
of questionable relevance to human 
CVD (e.g., studies evaluating 
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postprandial glucose response of fiber 
diets). Some abstracts were also cited 
that do not provide sufficient 
information for evaluation. Review 
articles that provided no new data were 
also included with some comments. 

18. One comment stated that the 
study by Kahn et al. (Ret 25) showed 
significant decreases in relevant 
parameters in the test groups versus 
baseline and that the authors concluded 
that soluble fiber “appears to be quite 
elective" in lowering those parameters. 
In the proposed rule, FDA repeated that 
there was no significant difference in 
serum cholesterol between the test 
group and the control group. 

FDA notes that it did report that a 
significant difference in serum 
cholesterol existed between baseline 
and intervention values if the results are 
examined without consideration of the 
immediate versus delay constraint of the 
design. The agency initially concluded 
that the study did not support an effect 
of oat bran on serum cholesterol 
lowering because of the lade of 
statistical significance when examining 
only the difference between the 
immediate intervention group and its 
control FDA believes that the study 
design should have been modified to 
overcome this problem of the time delay 
in comparing the groups. However, after 
further review, FDA agrees with the 
authors (Ret 25) that, after correcting for 
the time delay, the study does show that 
oat bran supplementation reduced 
serum cholesterol. 

19. One comment critidzed FDA for 
calling a “p value" of 0.052 in the paper 
by Anderson et al (Ref. 5) “nearly 
significant" The comment suggested 
that a more precise term would be 
“borderline significant" 

FDA acknowledges that the term 
“borderline significant" is more 
commonly used professionally, but 
considers that this does not negate the 
need for caution in reviewing &e results 
of this paper. 

20. One comment stated that FDA 
failed to report the modest effect, from 
a study by Bell et al. (Ref. 12), of a 
pectin-enriched cereal on serum 
cholesterol. 

FDA disagrees with this comment Of 
the two fiber-enriched cereals (one 
enriched with psyllium and the other 
vrith pectin) test^ by Bell et al. (Ref. 
12), FDA reported that only psyllium 
demonstrated a significant reduction in 
cholesterol The agency correctly stated 
that the psyllium-miri^ed diet 
demonstrated significant lowering of 
total- and LDL-cholesterol, but that the 
pectin did not. 

21. A comment disagreed with FDA’s 
statement that the study by Davidson et 

al (Ref. 15) did not demonstrate 
significant reductions from baseline 
levels in total cholesterol with daily 
intakes of up to 2 oz of oatmeal (1.2 to 
2.4 g ^-glucan/day) or 1 oz oat bran (2.0 
g P-glucan/day) in persons on a Step 1 
diet. 

FDA correctly reported that only the 
higher fiber intake groups showed 
statistically significant effects. The 
small sample size may have prevented 
seeing an effect in the lower doses. FDA 
agrees that, based on the results of this 
study, an intake of soluble fiber (in this 
case, ^glucan from oats) of about 3 g 
per day or more was beneficial in that 
it resulted in a simificant lowering of 
serum cholesterol in persons consuming 
a low-fat diet. 

22. A comment asked FDA to consider 
a result bom a study by Newman et al. 
(Ref. 50) which used ^-glucan from 
barley and compared it to wheat fiber. 
The ^olesterol levels of the high ^ 
glucan group did not differ significantly 
irom byline after four weelu. The 
author explains this lack of significance 
by citing the small sample size and 
small amounts of ^-glucan consumed. 

FDA does not necessarily disagree 
with this comment, but considers that it 
was correct in not assessing the results 
as positive (i.e., a true difference exists) 
because a statistically significant effect 
was not demonstrated. 

23. One comment stated that FDA 
failed to consider significant the results 
by Van Korn et al (^f. 68). In this 
study, the investigators tested the effects 
of oat-bran intervention on serum 
cholesterol levels in subjects with 
normal or mildly elevat^ serum 
cholesterol levels. The authors reported 
a difference (p s 0.074) in serum 
cholesterol between the oat group and 
the control after 8 weeks. 

FDA did not consider this result 
significant because the small sample 
size was not a problem in this study and 
the p values reported are one-taile<l 
Su(^ values allow leeway over the more 
conventional and conservative two- 
tailed tests. 

24. One comment stated that FDA did 
not properly interpret the results of a 
study by Mclntosli et al. (Ref. 44), which 
compared the cholesterol-lowering 
effect of P-glucan from barley to that of 
wheat fi^r. 

FDA disagrees with this comment 
Although there was a significant 
difference between cholesterol levels of 
the two groups, this was largely due to 
a rise in total cholesterol that occurred 
in the wheat group compared to 
baseline. In this case, it is not possible 
to Icnow whether wheat acted as a 
placebo, or whether wheat itself is 
cholesterol-raising. However, because 

the group fed barley did not show a 
significant lowering of diolesterol from 
their own baseline level, the agency 
does not find that a positive effect of 
barley was demonstrated. 

25. Another comment addressed a 
study by Burr et al (Ref. 13) that 
examined whether there was a change 
in mortality rates between men given 
dietary advice to increase fiber intake or 
to reduce fat intake. The comment was 
specifically concerned with FDA’s 
conclusion that the study was not able 
to show a difference between mortality 
rates in the two groups. The comment 
stated that the results show that 
increasing fiber intake is no less 
effective than decreasing fat intake in 
the prevention of CHD. 

FDA disagrees with this comment. 
Because there was no group in this 
study which acted'as a control (no 
changes in diet), the study does not 
provide evidence that either diet in the 
studies is effective or that neither is 
effective. The agency finds that the 
study does not add to the evidence of 
the effects of fiber. 

26. One comment stated that a study 
by Little et al. (Ref. 42) that shows that 
lowering fat is responsible for 
significant lowering of total cholesterol, 
while increasing fiber is not. did not 
specify the type of fiber (i.e., soluble 
versus insoluble) and should not be 
considered as part of the fiber-CHD 
evaluation. 

FDA disagrees with this comment. 
The agency considered any fiber study 
which mi^t be relevant to the health 
claim. However, the weight given to 
study results was influenced by several 
factors, including the quality and 
usefulness of the information on soluble 
fiber intakes. 

27. One comment noted that the study 
by Demark-Wahnefried et al. (Ref. 16) 
showed a significant drop in total serum 
cholesterol in all three of the following 
dietary groups: A high fiber, low-fat 
diet: a low-fat diet alone; and a regular 
diet with fiber added. The comment 
contended that, because there was no 
significant difference between any of the 
groups, this study showed that 
increasing soluble fiber intake is as 
effective as reducing fat intake. 

FDA disagrees with this comment. 
This study does not support a 
conclusion that soluble fiber is as 
effective as reducing fat intake. These 
results showed that the cholesterol¬ 
lowering effect of a low-fat diet was not 
further enhanced by the addition of 
fiber. Additionally, there was a 
significantly decreased consumption of 
fat and cholesterol in all groups; this is 
consistent with the hypothesis that fat 
displacement is one mechanism by 
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which high fiber diets lower total 
cholesterol. 

28. Another comment also criticized 
FDA’s review of the Demark-Wahnefried 
et al. study (Ref. 16). The comment 
stated that, according to the Keys 
equation for predicting changes in blood 
cholesterol levels from changes in 
intakes of fatty acids, only 40 percent of 
serum cholesterol’s lowering is 
explained by chemges in dietary fat. 

IDA disagrees with this comment. 
The agency’s evaluation of this study 
pointed out the lack of significant 
difference between cholesterol lowering 
on the regular diet plus oats or the low 
fat, low cholesterol diets. The study did 
not estimate how much, if any, of the 
remaining 60 percent is attributable to 
oat bran. 

29. One comment stated that FDA 
misinterpreted the results of the study 
by Keenan et al. (Ref. 26) by failing to 
note that the control group decreased its 
soluble fiber intake over the study 
period, thus accounting for the return to 
baseline for serum cholesterol in this 
group by the end of the study. 

FDA disagrees that it misinterpreted 
the results of this cross-over study, in 
which the authors compared the 
hypocholesterolemic effects of oat- or 
wheat-supplemented Step 1 diets with a 
control group on the Step 1 diet only. 
Althou^ FDA recognizes the problem 
with the control group, the agency 
correctly reported that there was a lack 
of significance in the change in serum 
cholesterol in the oat-wheat group 
during the oat phase. Recognizing that 
the control group decreased its soluble 
fiber over the study period may suggest 
redoing the study with a better control 
of soluble fiber in this group. 

30. Another comment also disagreed 
with FDA’s criticism that the study by 
Keenan et al. (Ref. 26) did not have a 
placebo. The comment stated that the 
wheat group was considered a placebo 
because it has been well documented 
that wheat has virtually no cholesterol 
lowering properties. A similar comment 
was made regarding FDA’s criticism of 
a study by Swain et al. (Ref. 57) in 
which wheat was also used as a placebo. 

FDA has expressed concern about the 
use of wheat as a placebo due to its 
inconsistent effect on serum cholesterol 
in some reports. Although the study by 
Keenan demonstrated an increased total 
cholesterol in the "oat-wheat” group of 
6 percent above baseline during the 
wheat period, in Swain’s study the 
wheat group showed a 7 percent 
decrease in serum cholesterol. Based on 
these studies and other reviews, FDA 
now believes that these variations in 
serum cholesterol may be a function of 
the amount and method of 

administration of the wheat and must he 
reviewed with caution. Rather than 
discounting the use of wheat as a 
placebo, FDA believes that the placebo, 
whether it is wheat or another fiber, 
must be evaluated individually for each 
study. 

31. One comment suggested that the 
FDA failed to note that the study by 
Davidson et al. (Ref. 15) was specincally 
designed to determine whether ^glucan 
has a dose-response effect on serum 
cholesterol after reducing and 
controlling for fat intake. Subjects in 
this study consumed a Step 1 diet with 
two levels of oat bran incorporated into 
the diet. FDA disagrees that it failed to 
note this point. The authors of the study 
stated that there is a "lack of continued 
dose response” (Ref. 15). In addition, 
the authors say that “the impact of fat 
substitution on serum cholesterol 
reduction with oat cereals cannot be 
completely excluded” due to the lack of 
isocaloric control for the higher-dose 
treatment raoups (Ref. 15). 

32. Anotner comment on the 
Davidson et al. study (Ref. 15) stated 
that FDA’s criticism of the lack of a 
control group was not valid due to the 
6-week wash-out period. The comment 
states that, during this wash-out period, 
the serum cholesterol values of all 
treatment groups returned to baseline 
levels, suggesting that the 
hypocholesterolemic effects observed 
were the result of oat P-glucan 
supplementation. 

Although the wash-out period is not 
the equivalent to a true control, FDA 
agrees that, considered with the 
evidence from the intervention period, 
the decrease in serum cholesterol 
suggests an effect of fi-glucan at the 
higher levels of intake. 

33. One comment criticized FDA for 
failure to note regarding the study by 
Bell et al. (Ref. 11) that the psyllium 
group on the Step 1 diet had significant 
reductions in total cholesterol levels as 
compared to the placebo (wheat fiber) 
controls. 

FDA disagrees with this comment. 
The problem with this study is that, 
during the second 8-week test period, 
the psyllium group’s total cholesterol 
had risen to only 1.5 percent below the 
baseline level. The significant difference 
still exists between placebo and test 
group because the mean serum 
cholesterol level of the placebo group 
actually increased to a level higher than 
baseline. The agency believes that these 
results weaken the support for 
cholesterol-lowering effectiveness over 
time on this diet. 

34. One comment stated that the 
study by Mclvor et al. (Ref. 45), showing 
no effect of guar gum on serum 

cholesterol in a population of 
overweight noninsulin dependent 
diabetics, should not have been 
discussed in the proposed rule. The 
comment explained that this was not a 
typical population group (diabetics 
consume large amoimts of fiber 
products to help with carbohydrate 
metabolism), and the objective of the 
study was to test the safety of ^ar. In 
addition, the comment states that the 
diets were uncontrolled so the results 
could be confounded by additional fat 
from the granola-type bars in which the 
guar gum was incorporated. 

FDA disagrees with this comment. 
Although overweight diabetics may not 
be a typical group, FDA did not 
eliminate the noninsulin diabetics from 
the criteria for evaluating fiber studies; 
insulin-dependent diabetics are 
excluded, however. Although the 
objective of the study was not to 
evaluate cholesterol-lowering effects, 
this information was presented and FDA 
considered it to be relevant. In addition, 
adding fiber to a diet without changing 
the overall diet is probably a very 
typical form of consumer behavior. The 
agency also notes that it did not say that 
fiber intake had no effect in this study, 
but rather that the results are 
“inconclusive.” 

35. One comment addressed FDA’s 
review of the study by Lo and Cole (Ref. 
43), in which pooled periods only show 
a significant difference between &e 
placebo and soy fiber groups. The 
comment stated that the placebo’s 
effects on total cholesterol were 
insignificant, while soy’s effects were 
significant. 

FDA disagrees with this comment. As 
shown in table IV of the paper, the 2 
percent decrease in serum cholesterol 
reported after soy fiber consumption in 
Group B is not significant. FDA 
questions the inconsistency of the 
results (i.e.. after the placebo effect is 
gone, is Group B more representative of 
the effect?). TTie order of treatment 
effects on the results should have been 
considered in the conclusion. 

36. One comment criticized FDA’s 
review of the study by Superko et al. 
(Ref. 56), which FDA discounted as 
demonstrating significant differences 
between fiber groups. The comment 
stated that FDA has failed to consider 
the significant reductions in serum 
cholesterol levels between baseline and 
test group consumine guar gum. 

FDA disagrees witn this comment. 
While it is true that at 4 weeks there was 
a significant difference between total 
cholesterol levels from baseline, at 8 
weeks the p value dropped to 0.15, 
which is not statistically significant. 
When FDA calculated the difference 
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between the placebo to guar 
supplementation at the 4 and 8 week 
intervals, neither vras aignificant as 
defined a p value of 0.05 at less. 

37. One comment stated that FDA 
incarrectly reported results in the study 
by Beling et al. (Ref. 10). The comment 
stated that FDA reported notisimificant 
reductions in serum cholesteroT between 
the group using oat-enridied cereal and 
the control group. 

FDA agrees with this comment. After 
reexamining the results, FDA notes that 
they show a significant difference 
between the two groups, thus adding 
support to a diolesterol-loweiing e%ct 
of soluble fiber-ridi foods in 
combination with consumption of a 
low-fat diet 

38. Another comment stated that the 
weight loss differences reported in the 
study by Beling et al. (Ret 10) were not 
significant between groups, so effects of 
weight diange should be similar. The 
comment alro stated that h is not 
possible to completely **blind'* a study 
that uses ready-to-eat cereal. 

FDA agrees with the comment 
39. One comment stated that FDA 

criticized the lack of baseline fiber 
intake data in the study by Gold and 
Davidson (Ref. 19), but did not explain 
the si^ficance of that assertion. 

FDA considers baseline fiber intake 
data necessary to determine if the effect 
seen could have resulted from fat 
displacement in the diet. 

40. One comment criticized FDA's 
evaluation of a study by Stewart et al. 
(Ref. 55) and stated that FDA failed to 
consider the effect after adjustment 
when reporting the study as 
nonconclusive of an effect The study by 
Stewart and colleagues (Ref. 55) noted 
that the psyllium supplement 
administer had a nonsignificant effect 
on total serum cholesterol when dose 
was not considered, but a significant 
effect after adjusting for dose. 

FDA disagr^ with this comment. 
Referring to both Figure 1 and Table 4 
in the study, the linear trend is driven 
by the higher dose values, which have 
very small numbers compared to the 
overall study population. In addition, 
the author has excluded the 739 control 
subjects in the dose-specific analysis for 
a dose of 0 (no psyllium intake), which, 
if included, would most likely eliminate 
any trend. The results of the study do 
not support any overall effect of 
psyllium on serum cholesterol. 

41. One comment stated that FDA 
unnecessarily distinguishes studies 
using separate fiber supplements from 
those using fiber-eiuicned foods. 

FDA disagrees with this comment 
FDA is applying a consistent legal 
standard to its consideration of studies 

on fiber supplements end studies of 
fiber-ridi foods. However, from a 
scientific standpoint there is reason to 
believe that the use of fiber at higher 
intakes end higher concentration (i.e., a 
fiber supplement taken as a single dose 
prior to meals) may well differ from the 
typical intake of fioer from foods (i.e., 
smaller amounts of fiber consumed 
throughout the day). If an effect is seen 
when fiber is consumed at higher 
intakes and higher concentrations, it 
cannot be assumed that there is a linear 
dose-response effect that will translate 
into significant effects at more usiial 
levels of intake. Conversely, if an effect 
is seen when fiber is consumed with 
more typical intake from foods, it m^ 
not automatically translate into an effect 
from fiber supplements. Additionally, 
isolated fibers (as used in supplements) 
may vary in diemical and physical 
ch^ctmistics from native or less 
processed fibers. Since a mechanism of 
action for soluble fiber in reducing 
blood LDL-cholesterol levels has not 
been identified, it is possible that 
processing of soluble fibers may affect 
their ability to lower blood cholesterol 
levels. 

F. Comments Regarding Applicability to 
the General Population/Public Health 
Aspects 

42. One comment criticized FDA for 
including, in the dietary fiber-CVD 
proposal, the criterion that studies must 
be conducted in persons who generally 
represent the healthy U.S. population, 
i.e., adults with cholesterol readings 
below 300 mg/dL The comment stated 
that this criterion eliminated many valid 
studies that demonstrate significant 
scientific agreement for a claim about 
the relationship between soluble fiber 
and CHD; and secxindly, that these 
studies remain useful to demonstrate 
soluble fiber’s hypocholesterolemic 
effects at lower doses, for longer 
durations, in conjunction with reduced- 
fat diets. 

FDA agrees that populations at higher 
risk may provide a more sensitive group 
for identifying a nutrient/disease 
relationship. However, extrapolation of 
results finm a high risk group to the 
general population must be done with 
caution and generally requires some 
confirmatory studies in the general 
population. FDA included, in its review, 
studies on persons considered to be at 
high risk, i.e., with levels of blood total 
cholesterol between 200 and 300 mg/dL. 
FDA, thus, included a large segment of 
the general population whose risk levels 
fall in this range, but excluded the much 
smaller segment of persons with blood 
total cholesterol levels above 300 mg/ 
dL, because these people often have 

multiple and serious health problems, 
making it difficult to generalize results 
b^ond the particnilar study 
populations. According to the National 
Center for Health Statistics (Ref. 79), 
only 5 percent of the U.S. adult 
population of men and women have 
serum cholesterol levels 300 mg/dL or 
higher. Results of two studies (Refs. 9 
and 59) showed that sub|ec:ts with a 
mean serum cdiolesterol level ^00 mg/ 
dL had significantly lowered serum 
cholesterol at the end of the test period 
compared to baseline. Final serum 
cholesterol levels, however, was still 
greater than 300 mg/dL. Hius these 
individuals remained severely 
hypercholesterolemic and at high risk 
forCVD. 

It is also important to note that the 
hypocholesterolemic effect in these two 
studies (Refs. 9 and 59) and many of the 
other studies attenuated with time, and 
serum cholesterol levels increased 
toward baseline. Thus, the agency does 
not agree with the comment that such 
results are necessarily useful to 
demonstrate a long-term 
hypocholesterolemic effec:t of soluble 
fiber at lower doses. Interpretation of 
results depends on how well 
compliance with the test regimen was 
acxximplished. 

Of the other 33 studies reviewed in 
the proposed rule (56 FR at 60596 
through 60609), the mean blood total 
cholesterol was in the mid- to upper- 
200’s (mg/dL) because many of the 
subjects had individual serum 
cholesterol levels greater than 300 mg/ 
dL. These studies were included in the 
evaluation of the relationship between 
dietary fiber and CVD if they met the 
other evaluation csiteria. 

43. Another comment criticized FDA 
for separately evaluating studies using 
“typical” or “usual” American diets 
(i.e., approximately 37 percent of 
calories from fat) and those using a 
reducad fat (Step 1) diet. The camment 
stated that the agency should have given 
equal weight to studies whether they 
involved a “typical” American diet or a 
reduced fat (Step 1) diet 

FDA disagrees with this comment As 
stated in the proposed rule (56 FR 60582 
at 60587), “Rj^ponses of blood 
cholesterol levels to dietary treatment 
are affecded by many factors, incduding 
initial (baseline) blood cholesterol levels 
and dietary factors (i.e.. the level of 
saturated fat and cholesterol in the 
diet).” Because serum cholesterol is 
responsive to dietary intakes of 
saturated fat and cholesterol. FDA 
separated the studies on the basis of 
whether fiber effec^ts were being 
evaluated as part of a typical American 
diet or as part of a reduced fat diet 
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Results of fiber studies become 
confounded when the test diet is not 
adequately controlled, or not assessed at 
all, and when subjects make their own 
changes to their diets by consiuning less 
total and saturated fat In sudi cases, the 
true effects of fiber, if any, cannot be 
adequately determined. Although the 
agency muped studies based on type of 
diet, it md £^ve them equal weight based 
on the evaluation criteria. 

44. One comment stated that FDA 
failed to consider studies reporting only 
modest reductions in serum cholesterol 
as strong evidence of soluble fiber’s 
effectiveness. The comment refers to the 
public health significance of even a 
small reduction in serum cholesterol; 
Le., a 1 percent reduction in serum 
cholesterol levels predicts 
approximately a 2 percent reduction in 
CHD (Ref. 41). 

FDA disagrees with this comment 
FDA recognizes that changes in serum 
cholesterol in fiber-feeding studies are 
generally small. However, if, due to the 
sample size of the study, this change is 
not sufficient to demcmstrate statistical 
significance beyond that which may 
occur by chance (genmally accepted by 
epidemiologists and biostatisticians as 
p<.05), it cannot be concluded that a 
true effect has been observed. 

45. Another comment stated that there 
is no scientifically valid basis for 
excluding studies involving subjects 
whose blood cholesterol levels exceed 
300 mg/dL. 

FDA disagrees with this comment As 
stated above, 5 percent of the U.S. 
population have senun cholestwol 
levels greater than 300 mg/dL (Ref. 79). 
It is important to rmneml^r th^ “the 
magnitude of plasma lipid response is 
frequently related to the initial plasma 
lipid status of the experimental subjects. 
Persons with higher plasma lipids 
initially 'usually experience the greatest 
plasma lipid response to diet 
intervention’’ (Ref. 33). What may caiise 
an effect to look significant may be 
driven largely by the magnitude of the 
change, whic^ is more l^ely to be 
observed in those individuals with very 
high serum cholesterol levels. To base 
conclusions on one group that will 
respond to a miich greater extent than 
another is misleading as to those 
persons with normal to moderately 
elevated serum cholesterol levels, who 
comprise 95 percent of the adult 
population. 

46. One comment noted that 
population compliance was essential to 
the success of dietary intervention for 
improved public health and that adding 
fiber to the diet is more acceptable to 
consumers than removing fat. 

FDA agrees that compliance is an 
important factor, but, with respect to 
fiber and CVD, it must first be 
established that addition of fiber alone 
to the diet is an effective moans of 
reducing serum cholesterol. 

G. Comments Regarding Issues of Study 
Design, Confounders, Fat, etc. 

47. One comment stated that FDA 
criticized studies that do not control for 
the effects of low dietary fat when 
examining increased dietary fiber 
consumption and diolesterol reducticm. 

FDA aisagrees %rith this comment 
Althou^ many studies provide 
compelling evidence of the effect of a 
combined low-fat, high fiber diet on 
lowering senun diolesterol, FDA 
examin^ the scientific evidence to 
determine whether a specific 
relationship existed between soluble 
dietary fibw and risk of heart disease, 
and whether sufficient scientific 
evidence was available to support a 
health claim for dietary fiber and heart 
disease. 

48. Another comment criticized 
FDA’s evaluation of a study by Van 
Horn et al. (Ref. 67) for Inappropriately 
discounting the correlation of fiber 
intake with serum cholesterol by 
pointing out that many other nutrient 
intakes besides fiber showed 
correlations with cholesterol levels. The 
comment stated that dietary fiber had 
correlations with CHD that were as 
statistically significant as those for fat 
and CHD, and this argues for a finding 
that significant scientific agreement 
supports a claim about the relationship 
between fiber and CHD. 

FDA disagrees with this comment 
FDA again emphasizes that many other 
nutrient intak^ in addition to dietary 
fiber show statistically significant 
correlations. In a cross-sectional survey 
analyzed in this manner, one of the first 
things that must be considered when 
many factors show significance is 
whether they are highly correlated with 
each other. If this is the case, 
displacement of fat in the diet by fiber 
is one explanation for the observed 
effect. 

49. Another comment argued that, 
although FDA has stated there may be 
other micronutrients or components in 
vegetables, cereal, fruits and berries 
other than soluble fiber that may have 
contributed to the cholesterol-lowering 
effects of sonm soluble fiber-containing 
foods, the agency has failed to identify 
them. 

FDA agrees that it did not identify 
other components in foods that may 
have serum cdiolesterol lowming effects. 
Its point in this statemmit was that 
attribution of effects to soluble fiber per 

se, when foods ccmtain a wide range of 
vitamins, minerals, and othw 
substances, is misleading, liie authors 
of the meta-analysis (Ref. 125) also 
noted that other compKments of oats 
may play a role in the drolesterol- 
lowering properties observed in human 
studies. 

50. Another comment criticized 
FDA’s evaluation of a study by Van 
Horn et al. (Ref. 69). 

FDA stands by its evaluation of the 
Van Horn study. FDA criticized the 
study because there are significant 
changes in diet between the control end 
test group in total fat intake, saturated 
fat intake, and monounsatxirated fat 
intake, and the authors did not 
demonstrate that these changes did not 
contribute to the diolesterol-lowering 
effect observed. 

51. Another comment suggested that 
weight loss is not a confounder, but 
rathw a result of fiber's ability to effect 
weight reductions indepmukmtly of 
changes in caloric or fat intake. 

FDA disagrees with this comment. 
Although this may be a possible 
mechanism of action, no studies 
reviewed have provided clear evidence 
of this. 

52. One comment stated that 
confounding variables and lack of a 
mechanism of action are not a valid 
basis for denying a link between 
ingestion of fiber and reduced risk of 
heart disease which experimental 
evidence shows in fact exists. 

FDA disagrees with the comment’s 
description of the basis for its proposed 
action. If factors such as weight loss, 
changes in diet, lifestyle (dianges, and/ 
or exercise, which are known to 
influence serum cdiolesterol, are not 
controlled in a clinical study, or if 
anal)dical methods for determining the 
soluble fiber content in food sources are 
not clearly est^lished, the specificity 
for an effect of soluble fiber on serum 
cholesterol cannot be determined. In its 
proposal, FDA made a tentative decision 
to deny a health claim regarding dietary 
fiber and CVD for a numl^ of reascms, 
including confounding factors identified 
in many of the clinical studies 
reviewed, but not because there is no 
recognized mechanismfs) of action for 
hypolipidemic effects of differ^t 
soluble fibers. For a more thorough 
discussion of FDA’s proposal to dmy a 
health claim on dietary fiber and CVD 
in the proposed rule, see 56 FR 60582 
at 60591 tiuovtgh 60592. FDA believes 
that, for health claims to be educational 
and result in changed eating habits, the 
claims should be truthful and not 
misleading. 
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H. Conclusions From Comments 

FDA agrees with many of the 
comments that a problem in 
determining the relationship between 
dietary fiber and heart disease is the fact 
that dietary fiber is a diverse group of 
chemical substances that may be 
associated with different physiological 
functions, and that the analytical 
methodology to identify the soluble 
fiber content of a food may not be 
predictive of the likely physiological 
effect. 

IV. Decision to Deny a Health Claim 
Relating Dietary Fiber to Reduced Risk 

.ofCHD 

Overall, the currently available 
scientific evidence is not sufficiently 
conclusive or specific for soluble fiber 
per se to justify use of a health claim 
relating the intake of dietary soluble 
fiber to a reduced risk of heart disease. 
A major limitation in designing and 
evaluating research studies has been the 
need for better defined measures of 
dietary soluble fiber and standardized 
descriptions for source, type, and 
amoxmt of dietary soluble fiber. 
Commonly used analytical 
methodologies do not detect many of 
the characteristics that may vary among 
fibers and that may be related to 
biological function (e.g., particle size, 
chemical composition, water-holding 
capacity). Other components associated 
with soluble fiber in foods (e.g., 
tocotrienols) may also have some 
cholesterol-lowering capabilities. The 
inability to detect many of the 
differences among fibers, fiber 
components, and other substances in 
foods which contain soluble fiber, and 
the general lack of conclusions as to the 
mechanism(s) of action of soluble fibers 
raise questions about the ability of 
commonly used analytical measures of 
dietary fiber to adequately predict 
biological actions of specific fibers. For 
these reasons, FDA is not authorizing 
use of a health claim relating dietary 
fiber to a decreased risk of QID. 

FDA’s decision is consistent with 
recent conclusions reached about the 
state of the scientific evidence by the 
National Heart, Lung, and Blood 
Institute of the National Institutes of 
Health (Ref. 155) and recommendations 
in the Institute of Medicine’s report 
“Nutrition Labeling: Issues and 
Directions for the 19908’’ (Ref. 81). This 
report notes that there has been great 
interest in the specific effects of dietary 
fiber on several chronic diseases. 
According to the report, the strongest 
argiunent for an increased consumption 
of dietary fiber is the important 
contribution it makes to normal bowel 

function. Clear scientific associations of 
fiber intake with the incidence of 
cancer, heart disease, and diabetes 
mellitus have not been made. The report 
indicates that one reason for this may be 
the difficulty in designing appropriate 
experiments to test specifically for the 
effect of dietary fiber. Foods hi^ in 
dietary fiber are also generally Tow in 
calories and total and saturated fatty 
acids and devoid of cholesterol; thus, 
determination of a specific fiber effect in 
a feeding study is difficult. Moreover, 
according to the report, foods have a 
variety of fiber components and each 
may have different actions. Chemically 
and physiologically, cellulose, lignin, 
hemicellulose, pectin, and alginate (all 
relatively purified fiber types) behave 
differently. Wheat bran, oat bran, and 
rice bran (all heterogeneous mixtures of 
fibers) are not similar in composition. It 
is also very difficult to analyze dietary 
fiber chemically, and thus it is hard to 
correlate the role of specific fiber 
components to health effects (Refs. 48 
and 81). Therefore, FDA is not 
authorizing the use on the labels and 
labeling of foods of health claims 
relating to an association between the 
ingestion of dietary fiber (particularly 
soluble fiber) and a reduction in the risk 
of heart disease. In reaching this 
decision, the agency considered all 
comments received in response to its 
proposed rule (56 FR 60582), and 
reviewed the scientific literature that 
became publicly available after the 
proposal’s publication and data 
submitted with comments.' 

V. Decision to Allow a Health Gaim on 
Foods Relating Diets Low in Saturated 
Fat and Cholesterol and High in Fruits, 
Vegetables, and Grain Products, Foods 
That Contain Fiber, Particularly 
Soluble Fiber, to a Reduced Risk of 
CHD 

FDA has reviewed the numerous 
authoritative documents, including 
Federal government reports, as weTl as 
recent research on dietary fiber and 
CHD risk. In addition, the agency 
considered all comments received in 
response to its proposed rule. The 
agency has concluded that the publicly 
available scientific evidence supports an 
association between diets low in 
saturated fat and cholesterol and high in 
fruits, vegetables, and grain products, 
foods that are low in saturated fat and 
cholesterol and are good sources of 
dietary fiber, to reduced risk of heart 
disease. 

FDA agrees with the comments that 
show that dietary patterns that are low 
in saturated fat and cholesterol and high 
in ft^its, vegetables (including legumes), 
and grain products are associated with 

a decreased risk of CHD. Although the 
specific roles of the niunerous 
potentially protective substances in 
such plant mods are not yet imderstood, 
populations with diets rich in these 
foc^s experience many health 
advantages, including lower rates of 
heart disease. Currently, there is not 
scientific agreement as to whether the 
observed protective effects against heart 
disease are due to a combination of 
nutrient components of the foods, 
including soluble fiber, to other 
components of soluble fiber-rich diets 
(for example, potassiiun and 
magnesium), to displacement of 
saturated fat and cholesterol from the 
diet, or to non-nutritive substances in 
these foods. 

Thus, the conclusion that diets low in 
saturated fat and cholesterol and high in 
fhiits, vegetables, and grain products, 
foods low in saturated fat and 
cholesterol and containing soluble fiber, 
are associated with a reduced risk of 
heart disease is consistent with the 
available scientific evidence. The fact 
that these foods contain dietary fiber, 
particularly soluble fiber, can serve, 
therefore, as a useful marker for 
identifying those ftiiits, vegetables, and 
grain products which, when added to 
diets low in saturated fat and 
cholesterol, may help in reducing blood 
LDL-cholesterol levels. As discussed in 
the final rule on general requirements 
for health claims, published elsewhere 
in this issue of the Federal Register, 
statements about good nutrition that do 
not expressly or by implication refer to 
a substance are considered dietary 
guidance and not health claims. In this 
rule, FDA is authorizing the inclusion of 
a reference to dietary fiber (a substance) 
in a statement about the value of fixiit, 
vegetables, and grain products in 
reducing the risk of heart disease. Thus, 
the health claim permitted xmder this 
regulation to be used on labels and 
labeling of certain foods associates diets 
low in saturated fat and cholesterol and 
high in vegetables, frmt, and grain 
products, that contain soluble fiber with 
a reduced risk of heart disease. 

VI. Rationale and Description of the 
Final Regulation 

A. Relationship and Significance 
Statements 

In new § 101.77(a), the summary of 
the relationship between diets low in ^ 
saturated fat and cholesterol and high in 
ftiiits, vegetables, and grain products 
that contain soluble fiber and reduced 
heart disease risk is consistent with the 
conclusions reached in the review of the 
scientific evidence. Although the 
specific roles of dietary soluble fiber, or 
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of specific soluble fibers and fiber 
components, and the multiple nutrients 
and other substances contained in these 
foods, are not yet fully understood, 
many s^adie8 have shown that diets 
high in soluble-fiber-containing foods 
are associated with lower blood LDL- 
cholesterol levels and with reduced risk 
of heart disease. These diets are 
generally low in saturated fat, 
cholesterol and total fat, nutrients 
known to have a detrimental efiect cm 
blood LDL-cdiolesterol levels, and 
therefore, on risk of heart disease. 
Dietary soluble fiber can be used as a 
marker to identify the types of foods 
which correlate with reduced heart 
disease risk, and whose addition to diets 
low in saturated fat and cdiolesterol is 
considered to be useful in lowering 
blood LDL-cbolesterol (Ref. 66). The 
relationship statement in § 101.77(a) 
also includes other information about 
heart disease, sucb as risk factms, as in 
other authorized health claims. 

New § 101.77(b), on the significance 
of the relationship between 
consumption of diets low in saturated 
fat and ^olesterol and high in fruits, 
vegetables, and grain products that 
contain soluble fiber and reduced risk of 
heart disease, inciudes the information 
that U.S. diets tend to be high in 
saturated fat and cholesterol and low in 
fiber-containing fruits, vegetables, and 
grain products. A discussion of ccirrmit 
dietary guidelines on recommended 
servings of fruits, vegetables, and grain 
products is also provided. 

B. Nature of the Claim 

In new § 101.77(c)(2)(i). FDA is ^ 
authorizing a health claim relating diets 
low in saturated fat and cholesterol and 
high in fruits, vegetables, and grain 
products that contain soluble fiber to 
reduced risk of heart disease. In new 
§ 101.77(cK2)(i)(Al, the agency is 
requiring, consistent with other 
authorizi^ claims, that the relationship 
be qualified with the terms ”may” or 
“might.” These terms are used to 
indicate that not all persons can 
necessarily expect to benefit from these 
dietary changes. 

In new §^101.77(c)(2)(i)(B), the agency, 
consistent with other authorized claims, 
is requiring that the claim use the 
specific terms "heart disease” or 
“coronary heart disease” to define the 
type of disease dealt with by this claim. 
These disease terms reflect terms 
commonly used in dietary guidance 
materials, and are also reflective of the 
scientific evidence which links these 
dietary factors to heart disease risk via 
the intermediate mechanism of reducing 
blood LIMj-cholesterol levels, rather 

thm to the broader category of 
cardiovascular disease. 

In new $ 101.76(cK2KiKC), the agency 
is requiring that the claim diecuss only 
those fruits, vegetables, and grain 
products that contain dietary fibw, 
rather than all fr\iits, vegetables, and 
grain products. Diets low in saturated 
fat and cholesterol and hi^ in fruits, 
vegetables, and grain products that 
contain fiber, particularly soluble fiber, 
are correlated with reduced heart 
disease risk. Thus, a claim discussing 
those fruits, vegetables, and grain 
products that contain the m^er 
nutrient, but does not attribute a 
protective efiect to soluble fiber, is 
consistmit with currmit scientific 
knowledge. 

New § 101.77(cM2)(i)(D) specifies the 
terms that can be used to describe the 
fiber component of the fruits, 
vegetables, and grain products that bear 
a tealth claim. Consistent with the state 
of the scientific evidence, this paragraph 
permits a dioice among a number of 
terms, but does not allow ienns for 
specific types of fiber to be used. e.g. 
those connoting the origin of the fi^. 
The term “soluble fiber” may be used in 
combination with a more general term 
for fiber. This permits reference to 
soluble fiber, which is a useful marker 
nutrient for foods associated with 
reduced risk of heart disease. However, 
the pres«:it scientific evidence does not 
pmmit a determination of whether it is 
the soluble fiber or other components in 
these foods at displacement of fat that 
provides the protective effect. Given 
these uncertainties ^)out the specific 
role of soluble fiber, it would 
misleading to place undue emphasis on 
soluble fil^r standing alone. 

New § 101.77(c)(2)u)(F) requires that 
health claims specify that development 
of heart disease depends on many 
factors. This requirement is intended to 
prevent consumers from being misled 
that fruits, vegetables, and grain product 
intake is the only factor connect^ with 
heart disease risk. 

In new § 101.77(c)(2)(i)(E), FDA is 
prohibiting, consistent with other 
authorized health claims, more specific 
use of dietary terms than is warranted 
by the crirrent state of the scientific 
evidence. New § 101.77(cK2)(i){G) is 
also consistent with other authorized 
health claims, and prohibits any 
attribution of degree of risk for heart 
disease and fiber-containing fruits, 
vegetables, and grains. These 
requirements also standardize use of 
terms, thus minimizing consumer 
confusion as they compare food labels 
across products, or as ^ey compere a 
health claim to the nutrition 
information paneL 

C. Nature of the Food 

New § 101.77(c)(2Kii)(A) requires that 
the food bearing die health cledm be or 
contain a fruit, vegetable, or grain 
product. Because the claim relates to 
diets high in these foods, it would not 
make sense for it to appear on the 
labeling of another type of food. A 
health claim that appears on a food that 
meets all the requirements in 
§ 101.77(c)(2)(ii), but contains only a 
trivial amount of fruit, v^etable, or 
grain product, could be considered 
misleading and might misbrand the food 
under section 403(a) of the act. 

FDA. consistent the 
requirements for the health claim on 
dietary saturated fat and cholesterol and 
heart disease (published elsewhere in 
this issue of the Federal Register), is 
requiring in new § 101.77(c)(2Kii)(B) 
that foods bearing the health claim meet 
requirements for “low saturated fat,” 
“low cholesterol,” and “low total” fat, 
or alternatively, belong to a class of 
products that is “low in saturated fat.” 
“low in cholesterol,” and “low in total 
fat.” Low saturated fat and cholesterol 
diets are associated with reduced heart 
disease risk. Low or n^ligible total fat 
is also one of the characterizing features 
of diets rich in fiber-containing fruits, 
vegetables, and grain products. Because 
the eflects of saturated fat and 
cholesterol are not readily separated 
from the effects of other nutritive 
components of fruits, vegetables, and 
grain products, and because the 
scientific evidence linking diets low in 
saturated fat and cholesterol to reduced 
risk of heart disease is strong, saturated 
fat and cholesterol are specified as 
qualifying nutrients. Total fat is also 
specified as a qualifying nutrient 
because a low content of total fat is 
characteristic of dietary patterns which 
relate to lower heart disease risk, and 
because it facilitates the ability of 
consumers to achieve diets low in 
saturated fat and cholesterol. (See final 
rule on “Dietary Saturated Fat and 
Cholesterol and Coronary Heart 
Disease." published elsewhere in this 
issue of the Federal Register). 

In new § 101.77(c)(2)(ii)(C), FDA is 
requiring that fruits, vegetables, and 
grain products bearing the authorized 
health claim contain at least 0.6 g of 
dietary soluble fiber per reference 
amount commonly consumed. Because 
soluble fiber is a qualifying nutrient. 
FDA. in new $ 101.77(c)(2)(ii)(D). is 
requiring declaration of soluble fiber 
content consistent with requirements in 
§ 101.9(c)(6)(i)(A). The qualifying value 
of 0.6 g of soluble fiber is basi^ on 
several considerations. First, an experi. 
panel convened by LSRO (Ref. 39) 
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recommended total dietary fiber intakes 
of 20 to 30 g daily for adults (see final 
rule on daily reference values published 
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register). It further recommended that 
approximately 25 percent (or about 6 g) 
of this be soluble fiber. This level of 
soluble fiber represents the same ratio of 
soluble to insoluble fiber normally 
foimd in foods and for which there is a 
long history of use. and therefore was 
considered by the panel tube safe. Since 
current U.S. dietary fiber intakes, 
including soluble fiber intakes, are 
estimated to be approximately half of 
the recommended levels. Americans 
would need to double their intakes to 
meet the current dietary guidelines. A 
total daily intake of 6 g of soluble fiber 
from fruits, vegetables, and grains is 
consistent with current dietary 
guidelines for the general pcmulation. 

Hie qualifying criterion of 0.6 g per 
reference amount customarily 
consumed is also consistent with the 
definition of a "good source" of a 
nutrient (i.e., 10 percent of the daily 
reference value (DRV)) in the final rule 
on general requirements for nutrient 
content claims published elsewhere in 
this issue of the Federal Register. 
Although there is no DRV for soluble 
fiber, the requirement that a nutrient be 
present at 10 percent of a reference 
standard has been set as a qualifying 
level in other regulations authorizing 
health claims. (See the final rules on 
antioxidant vitamins and cancer and on 
fiber cancer published elsewhere in this 
issue of the Federal Register.) The 10 
percent level is deemed useful and 
appropriate, because very few foods 
could naturally meet the requirement 
for a “high” source of soluble fiber. The 
current ^etary guidance 
recommendations of five or more 
servings of fruits and vegetables and six 
or more servings of grain products daily, 
if followed, would likely result in 
intakes of soluble fiber close to or 
exceeding the recommended daily 
intake of 6 g. Thus, use of a qualifying 
criterion consistent with that used to 
define a "good" source for nutrients 
which have DRV’s provides for an 
amoimt that allows a number of fruits, 
vegetables, and grain products to 
qualify, and is consistent with current 
dietary guidelines for general dietary 
patterns. Without this alternate level, 
very few fruits, vegetables, and grain 
products would qualify for the health 
claim, which would be contrary to the 
available scientific evidence and to the 
purpose of health claims. 

Section 101.77(c)(2)(ii)(C) also 
requires that foods qualify as a good 
source of soluble fiW ba^ on their 
natural level of soluble fiber. This 

means that foods which require 
fortification with soluble fiber, in order 
to meet the qualifying criteria for the 
health claim, cannot bear the claim. 
This requirement is consistent with the 
scientific basis for the claim, that is, that 
intakes of fruits, vegetables, and grains 
in their native form correlate with 
reduced heart disease risk. Because 
theio are not sufiicient data that 
specifically identify dietary soluble 
fiber, or particular components of 
soluble fiber, as the cause of a reduction 
in heart disease risk, and because this 
nutrient is being used as a marker for 
the substance or substances in fruits, 
vegetables, and grain products that 
provide the observed protective efrect, it 
is the native composition of the foods 
that identifies their usefulness. 

D. Optional Information 

Under new § 101.77(d), similarly to 
other authorized health claims, health 
claims may identify additional risk 
factors for heart disease. The regulation 
specifies the factors that may be listed; 
all are risk factors about which there is 
general scientific agreement. This 
additional information can provide a 
context that is useful for an 
understanding of the relationship of the 
diet to the disease, but manufacturers 
are cautioned that it should not be 
presented in a way that is misleading to 
the consumer. A health claim may also 
indicate that reductions in saturated fat 
and cholesterol intake and consumption 
of fruits, vegetables, and grain products 
are part of a total dietary pattern that is 
consistent with the latest "Nutrition and 
Your Health: Dietary Gmdelines for 
Americans," published jointly by the 
U.S. Department of Agriculture and the 
U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services. Consistent with other health 
claim regulations, the claim may also 
include information on the prevalence 
of heail disease in the United States. In 
order to ensure that this information is 
valid, the agency is requiring that it 
come firom one of three specified 
authoritative sources. Finally, because 
consumers frequently know their 
cholesterol levels or can determine their 
levels through readily available facilities 
in shopping malls and health clinics, 
the agency, similarly to other authorized 
health claims, is requiring that when 
information in the claim allows 
consumers to "self-diagnose" their own 
risk level, that additionally, the claim 
indicate the need for medical guidance 
if a consumer falls within a risk 

Simi^ly to the requirements in 
$ 101.73 on "Dietary Saturated Fat and 
Cholesterol and Coronary Heart 
Disease,” the claim may indicate that 

the relationship between diets low in 
saturated fat and cholesterol and high in 
fruits, vegetables, and grains that 
contain fiber, particularly soluble fiber, 
is through the intermediate link of 
"blood cholesterol" or “blood total* and 
LDL-cholesterol.” Such information is 
useful to consumers, but could add 
unnecessarily to the length and 
complexity of the required health claim. 
For ^ese reasons, this provision is 
optional rather than mandatory. 

E. Model Health Claims 

In new § 101.77(e), FDA is providing 
model health claims to illustrate the 
requirements of new § 101.77. FDA is 
not prescribing specific language for 
claims, but certain elements are 
required, and these models include the 
required elements. 

VII. Environmental Impact 

The agency has determined luider 21 
CFR 25.24(a)(ll) that this action is of a 
type that does not individually or 
cumulatively have a significant efiect on 
the human environment. Therefore, 
neither an environmental assessment 
nor an environmental impact statement 
is required. 

VIII. Economic Impact 

In its food labeling proposals of 
November 27,1991 (56 FR 60366 et 
seq.), FDA stated that the food labeling 
reform initiative, taken as a whole, 
would have associated costs in excess of 
the $100 million threshold that defines 
a major rule. Thus, in accordetnce with 
Executive Order 12291 and the 
Regulatory Flexibility Act (Pub. L. 96- 
«54), FDA developed one 
comprehensive regulatory impact 
analysis (RLA) that presented the costs 
and benefits of all ofrthe food labeling 
provisions taken together. That RLA was 
published in the fo^ labeling proposals 
of November 27,1991 (56 FR 60366 et 
seq.), FDA stated that the food labeling 
reform initiative, taken as a whole, 
would have associated costs in excess of 
the $100 million threshold that defines 
a major rule. Thus, in accordance with 
Executive Order 12291 and the 
Regulatory Flexibility Act (Pub. L. 96- 
354), FDA developed one 
comprehensive regulatory impact 
analysis (RLA) that presented the costs 
and benefits of all of the food labeling 
provisions taken together. That RLA was 
published in the F^eral Register of 
November 27,1991 (56 FR 60856), and 
along with the food labeling proposals, 
the agency requested comments on the 
RIA. 

FDA has evaluated more than 300 
comments that it received in response to 
the November 1991 RIA. FDA’s 
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disoission of these comments is 
conteiined in the agency’s final RIA 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. In addition. FDA will 
prepare a final regulatory flexibility 
analysis (RFA) subsequent to the 
publication of the food labeling final 
rules. The final RFA will be placed on 
file with the Dockets Management 
Branch (HFA-305), Food and Drug 
Administration, rm. 1-23,12420 
Parklawn Dr., Rockville, MD 20857, and 
a notice will be published in the 
Federal Register announcing its 
availability. 

In the final RIA, FDA has concluded, 
based on its review of available data and 
comments, that the overall food labeling 
reform initiative constitutes a major rule 
as defined by Executive Order 12291. 
Further, the agency has concluded that 
although the costs of compljring with 
the new food labeling requirements are 
substantial, such costs are outweighed 
by the public health benefits that will be 
realized through the use of improved 
nutrition information provided by food 
labeling. 
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List of SiAjects in 21CFR Part 101 

Food labeling. Reporting and 
recordkeeping requirements. 

Therefore, under the Federal Food, 
Drug, and Cosmetic Act, and under 
authority delegated to the (Commissioner 
of Food and Drugs, 21 (CFR part 101 is 
amended as follows: 

PART 101—FOOD LABELING 

1. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 101 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Secs. 4,5.6 of the Fair 
Packaging and Labeling Act (15 U.S.C 1453, 
1454,1455): secs. 201,301,402,403,409, 
701 of the FedOTal Food, I^ug, and (Cosmetic 
Act (21 U.S.C. 321, 331,342, 343, 348, 371). 

2. New § 101.71 is added to subpart E 
to read as follows: 

§101.71 Health elnims: cteime not 
authorized. 
* • • * • 

(b) Dietary fiber and cardiovascular 
disease. 

3. New $ 101.77 is added to subpart E 
to read as follows: 

1101.77 HaaMh daims: fruits, vagatablaai, 
and grain products that contain fi^, 
particularly sokibla fiber, and risk of 
coronary heart diaaaaa. 

(a) Relationship between diets low in 
saturated fat and cholesterol and hi^ 
in fruits, vegetables, and gyain products 
that contain fiber, jiarticularly soluble 
fiber, and ri^ of coronary heart disease. 
(1) Cardiovascular disease means 
diseases of the heart and circulatory 
system. Coronary heart disease is the 
most common and serious form of 
cardiovascular disease and refers to 
diseases of the heart muscle and 
supporting blood vessels. High blood 
total- and low density lipoprotein 
(LDL)- cholesterol levels are major 
modifiable risk factors in the 
development of coronary heart disease. 
High coronary heart disease rates occur 
among people with high blood 
cholesterol levels of 240 milligrams per 
deciliter (mg/dL) (6.21 (mmoLl.)) or 
above and I^L-^olesterol levels of 160 
mg/dL (4.13 mmol/L) or above. 
Borderline high risk blood cholesterol 
levels range ^m 200 to 239 mg/dL 
(5.17 to 6.18 mmol/L) and 130 to 159 
mg/dL (3.36 to 4.11 mmol/L) of LDL* 
cholesterol. Dietary lipids (fats) include 
fatty acids and cholesterol. Total fat, 
commonly referred to as fat, is 
composed of saturated fat (fatty adds 
containing no double bonds), and 
monbunsaturated and polyunsaturated 
fat (fatty adds containing one or more 
double bonds). 

(2) The sdentific evidence establishes 
that diets high in saturated fet and 
cholesterol are assodated with 
increased levels of blood total- and LDL* 
cholesterol and, thus, with increased 
risk of coronary heart disease. Diets low 
in satiuated fat and cholesterol are 
assodated with decreased levels of 
blood total- and LDL-cholesterol, and 
thus, with decreased risk of developing 
coronary heart disease. 
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(3) Populations with relatively low 
blood cholesterol levels tend to have 
dietary patterns that are not only low in 
total fat, especially saturated fat and 
cholesterol, but are also relatively high 
in fruits, vegetables, and grain products. 
Although the specific roles of these 
plant foods are not yet fully understood, 
many studies have shown that diets 
high in plant foods are associated with 
reduced risk of coronary heart disease. 
These studies correlate diets rich in 
fiiiits, vegetables, and grain products 
and nutrients from these diets, such as 
some types of fiber, with reduced 
coronary heart disease risk. Persons 
consiuning these diets frequently have 
hi^ intakes of dietary fiber, particularly 
soluble fibers. Currently, there is not 
scientific agreement as to whether a Earticular type of soluble fiber is 

eneficial, or whether the observed 
protective effects of fiuits, vegetables, 
and grain products against heart disease 
are due to other components, or a 
combination of components, in these 
diets, including, but not necessarily 
limited to, some types of soluble fiber, 
other fiber components, other 
chau'acteristics of the complex 
carbohydrate content of these foods, 
other nutrients in these foods, or 
displacement of saturated fat and 
cholesterol from the diet. 

(b) Significance of the relationship 
between diets low in saturated fat and 
cholesterol, and high in fruits, 
vegetables, and grain products that 
contain fiber, particularly soluble fiber, 
and risk of coronary heart disease, (1) 
Coronary heart disease is a major public 
health concern in the United States, 
primarily because it accounts for more 
deaths than any other disease or group 
of diseases. Early management of risk 
factors for corontiry heart disease is a 
major public health goal that can assist 
in reducing risk of coronary heart 
disease. There is a continuum of 
mortality risk from coronary heart 
disease that increases with increasing 
levels of blood LDL-cholesterol. 
Individuals with high blood LDL- 
cholesterol are at greatest risk. A larger 
number of individuals with more 
moderately elevated cholesterol also 
have increased risk of coronary events; 
such individuals comprise a substantial 
proportion of the adult U.S. population. 
The scientific evidence indicates that 
reducing saturated fat and cholesterol 
intakes lowers blood LDL-cholesterol 
and risk of heart disease in most 
individuals, including persons with 
blood cholesterol levels in the normal 
range. Additionally, consuming diets 
high in fruits, vegetables, and grain 
products, foods that contain soluble 

fiber, may be a useful adjunct to a low 
saturated fat and low cholesterol diet 

(2) Other ri^ fectors for coronary 
4ieart disease include a family history of 
heart disease, high blood pressure, 
diabetes, cigarette smoking, obesity 
(body weight 30 percent greater than 
ideal body weight), and lack of regular 
physical exercise. 

(3) Intakes of saturated fat exceed 
recommended levels in many people in 
the United States. Intakes of cholesterol 
are. on average, at or above 
recommended levels. Intakes of fiber- 
containing fruits, vegetables, and grain 
products are about half of recommended 
intake leveb. One of the major public 
health recommendations relative to 
coronary heart disease risk is to 
consume less than 10 percent of calories 
from saturated fat, and an average of 30 
percent or less of total calories from all 
fat. Recommended daily cholesterol 
intakes are 300 mg or less per day. 
Recommended total dietary fiber intakes 
are about 25 grams (g) daily, of which 
about 25 percent (about 6 g) should be 
soluble fiber. 

(4) Current dietary guidance 
recommendations encourage decreased 
consumption of dietary fat, especially 
saturated fat and cholesterol, and 
increased consumption of fiber-rich 
foods to help lower blood LDL- 
cholesterol levels. Results of numerous 
studies have shown that fiber- 
containing fruits, vegetables, and grain 
products can help lower blood LDL- 
cholesterol. 

(c) Requirements. (1) All requirements 
set forth in § 101.14 shall be met. 

(2) Specific requirements, (i) Nature 
of the claim. A health claim associating 
diets low in saturated fat and 
cholesterol and high in fruits, 
vegetables, and grain products that 
contain fiber, particularly soluble fiber, 
with reduced risk of heart disease may 
be made on the label or labeling of a 
food described in paragraph (c)(2)(ii) of 
this section, provided that; 

(A) The claim states that diets low in 
saturated fat and cholesterol and high in 
fiuits, vegetables, and grain products 
that contain fiber “may” or "might” 
reduce the risk of heart disease; 

(B) In specifying the disease, the 
claim uses the following terms: “heart 
disease” or “coronary heart disease;” 

(C) The claim is limited to those 
fruits, vegetables, and grains that 
contain fiber; 

(D) In specifying the dietary fiber, the 
claim uses the term “fiber,” “dietary 
fiber,” “some types of dietary fiber,” 
“some dietary fibers,” or “some fibers;” 
the term “soluble fiber” may be used in 
addition to these terms; 

(E) In specifying the fat component, 
the claims uses the terms “saturated Cat” 
and “cholesterol;” and 

(F) The claim indicates that 
development of heart disease depends 
on many factors; and 

(G) The claim does not attribute any 
degree of risk reduction for coronary 
heart disease to diets low in saturated 
fat and cholesterol and high in fruits, 
vegetables, and grain products that 
contain fiber. 

(ii) Nature of the food. (A) The food 
shall be or shall contain a fruit, 
vegetable, or min product 

(B) The food shall meet the nutrient 
content requirements of § 101.62 for a 
“low saturated fat,” “low cholesterol,” 
and “low fat” food. 

(C) The food contains, without 
fortification, at least 0.6 g of soluble 
fiber per reference amount customarily 
consumed; 

(D) The content of soluble fiber shall 
be declared in the nutrition information 
panel, consistent with 
§ 101.9(c)(6)(i)(A). 

(d) Optional information. (1) The 
claim may identify one or more of the 
following risk factors for heart disease 
about which there is general scientific 
agreement; A family history of coronary 
heart disease, elevated blood-, total- and 
LDL-cholesterol, excess body weight, 
high blood pressure.''cigarette smoking, 
diabetes, and physical inactivity. 

(2) The claim may indicate that the 
relationship of diets low in satxirated fat 
and cholesterol, and high in fruits, 
vegetables, and grain products that 
contain fiber to heart disease is through 
the intermediate link of “blood 
cholesterol” or “blood total- and LDL- 
cholesterol.” 

(3) The claim may include 
information from paragraphs (a) and (b) 
of this section, which summarize the 
relationship between diets low in 
saturated fat and cholesterol and high in 
fruits, vegetables, and grain products 
that contain fiber and coronary heart 
disease, and the significance of the 
relationship. 

(4) In specifying the nutrients, the 
claim may include the term “total fat” 
in addition to the terms “saturated fat” 
and “cholesterol.” 

(5) The claim may indicate that it is 
consistent with “Nutrition and Your 
Health; Dietary Guidelines for 
Americans,” U.S. Department of 
Agriculture (USDA) and Department of 
Health and Human Services (DHHS), 
Government Printing Office (GPO). 

(6) The claim may state that 
individuals with elevated blood total- 
and LDL-cholesterol should consult 
their physicians for medical advice and 
treatment. If the claim defines high or 
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normnl blood total* and LSL-cholesterol 
levels, then the claim shall state that 
individuals with high hlood cholesterol 
should consult their physicians for 
medical advice and treatment. 

(7) The claim may include 
information on the number of people in 
the United States who have heart 
disease. The sources of this information 
shall be identified, and it shall be 
current information fiom the National 
Center for Health Statistics, the National 
Institutes of Health, or “Nutrition and 
Your Health: Dietary Guidelines for 
Americans,*' USDA and DHHS, GPO. 

(e) Model health claims. The 
following model health claims may be 

used in food labeling to characterize the 
relationship between diets low in 
saturated fat and cholesterol and high in 
fruits, vegetables, and grain products 
that contain soluble fiber: 

(1) Diets low in saturated fat and 
cholesterol and rich in fruits, vegetables, 
and grain products that contain some 
types of dietary fiber, particularly 
soluble fiber, may reduce the risk of 
heart disease, a disease associated with 
many factors. 

(2) Development of heart disease 
depends on many factors. Eating a diet 
low in saturated fat and cholesterol and 
high in fruits, vegetables, and grain 
pn^ucts that contain fiber may lower 

blood cholesterol levels and reduce your 
risk of heart disease. 

Dated; November 6,1992. 

David A. Keaalar, 

Commissioner of Food and Drugs. 

Louis W. Sullivan, 

Secretary of Health and Human Services, 

Note: The following table will not appear 
in the annual Code of Federal.Regulations. 

BHJJNQ CODE 41SO-01-F 





Dlatary rlbar and cardlov 

study study Daslffs Subjects Methods 

Andaraon at ZotarvaBtlen, 1<3 slid to Bodarataly Subjects oonsuswd ABA S 
al., 1»»1 (Raf. parallal, plaeabo- hyparcholastarolanlc an O-waak adaptation pa 
92) a controllad. aalas and taaalas l>y an 0-waak parallal t 

randosly aaslgoad anrollad In study, 117 period. Pour doses of t 
to traataaot groups coaplatad t-waak dlat ware talcan each day. In 
attar S waaks of tharapy, and lOS before each aaal. Dlat 
dlat tharapy on coavlatad tha atudy 3-day food records at 4 
Aaarlcaa Baart protocol. Subjects, Intervals. 
Asaoclatlon (ABA) agas 30 to 70 years. 
Stap 1 dlat and ware free living. Stap 1 dlati Energy fre 
stratification by (total aarua 33V| protein—17 to 10^ 
gandar and cholastarol (TC) 300 to (CBO)—40 to Slhf Cholt 
cholastarol laval. 300 ag/dL and )>ody ag/day. 
Purposa of studyi weight within 130h of 
to coaporo idOOla Bulk lazatlvas tastedi 
hypocholastarolamlc psylllua po%fdar (PSY) 
atfacts of two bulk aethylcallulosa powdar 
lazatlvas ralatlva (MC) 
to psylllua and calclua polyearbophll 
placabo. tablets (CP) 

y 
' 

eallulosa placabo (PIA) 
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TABLS->COIITimi 

Study _Study Dustan_Subjucf_Mu thuds 

BrsMr. J. H. iDtsrvsntlon, 12 hypsrllpldsBlc mma Subjsets wsrs stablllss^ 

at al., ISSl randoalsad, slngls- and woaan (TC 220 to AKA dlat tor 3 Bontbs pi 
(Rat. 01). blind, eross-ovar, 34t ag/dl,), Craa Basa dlati fat 25 to 30i 

placabo controllad. living. anargyi saturatad fat <1 
polyunsaturatad fatty ai 

ii to lOXi aonounsaturatad 
cbolastarol <250 ag/di I 
g/1,000 Calorlas. Two-wi 

with tba addition of br< 
dlat prior to tost. Sub; 

randoBlsad to oat or wbi 
4 woaks, followad l>y 2-i 
than eross-ovar to othoi 

addad to dlat In placa i 
foods. Man conauaad 10 ' 
braad/day/ %roBan conauB 
Dlotary assassBsnt by fi 

and broad charts. 
Oat broad ] 

Total flltar, 
g% 5.2 

Xnsolubla Plbar, 

gh 4.0 
Solubla Plbar, 

g\ 1.2 

Oat bran lnta)cat 34.2 
Total dlotary flbar Int 

Oat porlod Whoa 

_32.2 g_34.1 

Laadbottar J. Intorvantlon, 40 Ban and woBsn, agas A four-by-four Latin so 
at al., 1*01 randoalsad, not 25 to 44 (TC 250 to 340 Subjocts addad 0, 30, 4 

(Raf. 43). bllndad. ag/dL), fraa-llvlng. g/day oat bran to thalr 
for 1 Bontb Intarvala. 
botwaan parlods. Oat bi 
walgbad sachats and dot 
and raclpas wara provl4 
food rocords wara )capt 
and slngla-day rocords 
during study parlods. i 
contont of oat bran wai 



lllsad on phaao II 
tba prior to atudy. 
CO 30% total 
fat <•%! 
tty acid (Porx) 5 

ratad tat >lo%t 
g/di flbar >20 

Two-waok run-in 
of broad to tba 
. fubjacta 

or wbaat group tor 
by 2-«aak wasbout, 
> ocbar dlat. Broad 

laco of otbar CBO 
d 10 Co 12 allcoa 
onauaad ( allcoa. 

by food racorda 

aad Nhaat braad 

34.2 to 40.4 g/day 
tr Intakai 

Nbaat porlod 

34.1 g 

:ln aquaro daalgn; 
30, 40, and 90 

tbalr uaual dlat 
rala. No waabout 
Oat bran provldad In 
>d datallad advlco 

orovldad. Plva-day 
kapc prior .to atudy 

corda worn kopt 
oda. Bata-glucan 
an waa 3.7 to 4.2%. 

At baginning of flraC atudy porlod. Tbara waa no 

tbaro waa no algnlflcant dlttaranco aaaaura of dlatary 
bacwaan TC, LOL, and HM, bacwaon aolubla flbar. 
groupa. At and of 4 waaka, no Oublacta Incraaaad 
algnlflcant diffaranca bacwaan lipid conauaptlon of POPA 
paraaotara. and dacraaaad 

TC, ag/db Intaka of aaturatad 
Naak 0 Nook 4 % chango fat (all NS) during 

Oat bran 204 274 -4.1 taat porlod. 
Nbaat bran 297 204 -3.9 Invaatlgatora 

accountod for T In 
LDb % cbanga froa fat conauaptlon aa 

baaallna duo Co uaa of POPA 

Oat bran -5.4 aargarlno wltb 
Nbaat bran -4.0 braad. Oat bran 

braad waa no batcar 

HDL % cbanga froa cban wbaat bran 
baaallna broad on lowarlng 

Oat bran *10.3 aorua CHOL wbon 
Nbaat bran *0.7 aubjacta waro on 

AHA dlat. 
Moan body wolgbca did not cbanga during 

tba oat porlod but dacraaaad 
algnlflcantly during tba wbaat porlod. 

Saall aaaplo also. 

Baao dlata (ascludlng oat bran)■ Authora ataca tbac 

Cal. 

0 g/d 30 g/d 

ll54 lSi7 
40 g/d 

5817 
90 g/d 

2017 

OB uaad in cbla 

Study nay ba lowar 

% Pat 34.4 34.7 33.5 34.0 In OP contone Cban 

\ cao 45.9 4t.2 50.2 40.4 tba OB u.od In 

% 6«t rat 12.S 13.0 13.4 14.0 atudlaa showing i 

Plbor, g 27 23 24 24 CH wltb OB 

Starcb, g 44 04 93 99 aupplaasncatlon. 
No dlatary or body 

1 aaaultai No • affaet of 01 at any doaa walgbt data. 
1 oa TC or LDL> no doaa*ralatad trand and 
1 no corralatlon batwaan bran doaa and 

cbanga in CHOL cone. 

Oat Bran Intaka, g/day 

0 30 40 90 

TC, ag/dL T70 UTo TTo TTi 
LDL, naol/L 4.77 4.45 4.05 4.50 

HOb, aaol/L 1.54 1.40 1.49 1.42 



TABLI->i 

Study Study Datlgn Subjaeta M# 

Rasnlcow, R. at 

•1.. 1»»1 (Rat. 

»*». 

Saalth survay, not 

eontrollad. 
11 Savanth Day 

Advantlat, agaa $ to 4t 
yaara (» chlldran S to 
17 yrti 37 adulta It to 

4S yra)> Man aarua cm 
lll.S ag/dL; fraa 
living. 

Subjaeta choaan h 
of anlaal origin 
poultry, flab, ag 

dairy producta) f 
prior to atudy. L 
raportad aaparata 
Thara wara no blo< 
oanlvora controla 

valuaa troa Lipid 

Population Studla 
baala of coaparln 

oanlvora controla 
Intaka aaaaurad u 
food fraguancy gu 

waakly conauaptlo 
portion aliaa. 

^lb«r Intak* for \ 
concrolat }0. 



LI--C0tlTIHUlO 

•D had not eonauaad food 
gin (Including Mat, 
• agga, «llk or othar 
a> for at laaat < ao 
y. Lipid lavala wara 
rataXy tor chlXdran. 
blood lipid valuaa tor 

rola, ao darlvad thaaa 
Ipld Raaaarch cllnlca 
udlaa Data Book tor 
arlng vagana and 
rola. Currant food 
ad ualng a quantltatlva 
y Quaatlonnalra baaad on 
iptlon and typical 

tor vaganaI 45 g/day. 

Raaulta tor adulta onlyi 
vagana k 
obaarvad atpactad dlft 
Man valuaa, ag/iiL 

TC lit lt3 
LOL tl 114 
HDL 54 50 
*statlatlcal algnlfIcantly not 
raportad. 
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«tudy Study D«»lgn Subjsets Muebod 

Splllur, O. A. 
•t al., 1*91 
(Rat. S7). 

Cara, L. at. 
al., 1991 (Rat. 

•4). 

Intarvantlon, 
randoBlsad, croaa- 
ovar. 

13 Bala and foaalaa, 62 
* 3.0 yaara, TC 304 to 

776 Bg/dl., fraa livina. 

Thraa-day food racord 
baaallna parlod and d 
of traatBant. Raoh tr 

prawalgbad In pouebaa 
glvan to aubjacta at 
taat parlod. Both fib 
with watar or othar t 
conauBad bafora aach 

raBalnad on ragular d 

Taat parlodai 31 daya 

to othar flbar for 21 
lipid valuaa Bada on 
during traatBant pari 

14 and 16 aftar traat 

rlbar aourcaai guar g 

providing 11 g/d dlat 
g/d sr; oat flbar ao 

providing 11 g/d dlat 
g/d sr, 3.3 g P-gluca 

Intarvantlon. 10 Ban and woBan (S ' 

woBan), 35 to 60 yaara, 
TC 254 to 367 BR/dL, 6 
bad Blld to aavara 

bypartrlglycarldoBla, 
traa living. 

Subjacta conauBad rag 
ona waak aa baaallna 
by 4 waaka on 30 g wb 

dlatary flbar), than 
ragular dlat with no 

Baaa dlat Bonltorad b 
racalli 3-day food ra 

waak of taat parlod. 

Baas dlati pro. 14.4k 

35.9k, raflnsd CHO S. 

41%, dlatary flbar 13 
6 g/d. 



•CONTniUlD 

•cbods Rasults Coaaanta i 
•cord kapt during TC LDL HDL Study n««ds 4 
ind during 3rd waak ag/dL control group. 
3h craataant doaa waa. Basollna 244 1S2 42 
tchasi 3-waak aupply Ouar at Cbangos In TC for 
( at start of aach day 14 217 124 43 both trostBont 
ti flb«r w«r« 

fluid «nd 
day 21 219* 124* 43 groups took plsco 

within 14 dsys with 
aach aaal. Subjacts oat bran at no significant 
lar dlats. day 14 23S 142 42 changoa taking 

day 21 234* 143* 42 placa batwaan days 
days than cross-ovar 

or 21 daya. Blood 
* Significant froa basallna. 14 and 21. 

Llaltatlona of 
a on days 14 and 21 ouan 11% 1 TC Studya Short tsst 
parlod and on days 

trsataant stoppad. 

uar guat IS g/day 

dlatary flbar and 10 
ar sourcat 77 g/d 

dlatary flbar and 5 
gluean. 

oatsi 4% i TC parlod. No washout 
batwaan tost 
parlods. Basollna 

dlats and dlatary 
Intaka during 
trsataant psrlodp 

not raportadi total 
dlatary solubla 
flbar was not 

raportad. Snail 
saapla also. 

Mo dlatary data. 
No wolght changoa. 
Both guar and oat 
flbars consuaad 
bafora aaals--not 
typical dlatary 

Intaka. 

d ragular dlat for Basallna Whoat Pollow No control. Snail 

lino parlod, followad o«rm up 
TC, ag/dL 302 17<* Stl” 

saapla sixa, no 

g whoat gora (2.9 g reporting of 

than 4 waoks on LOL, ag/dL 191 109 195 diotsry solublo 
h no supplaasntatlon. WDL, ag/dL 41.5 47 50 flbar and saturatad 

>rad by 7-day food 

>cd raoall during last 

* Significant froa basallna fat In dlat during 

basallna and 

-lod. TC aftar final 4 waoks with no whaat trsataant parlods. 

gara not significantly dlffarant froa Authors spoculato 

14.4% anar^t fat 
mo •.7%. coaplaz CBO 

Mr 13.4 g/d, alcohol 

basallna. that tha protaln 
content of whoat 
gora (high In 

vagatablo protaln) 
could account for 
tha results 
obsorvad. 
No saturatad fat 

data. 
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TABU* *001 

Study Study D»«lBn Subjaets Matli 

Rawatra. A. at 
al., l*tl (Rat. 

SS>. 

Intarvantloa. 30 ovarwalght aan and 

woaan (bodywalght lOH 

hlgbar than Standard 
Malght tor Haight ot 
Llta Xnauranca Coapany 
India), TC 173.S to 

377.S ag/dL, traa 
living. 

Subjaets addad IS g 
noraal diat tor * u 

guar «aa eonsuaad 1 
biscuits and S g wa 
tlavorsd drink 10 t 
bstors aain asal. 1 
Mas collactad tor 1 

start ot taat parlo 

last Mask ot tha t< 

analytad tor nutria 

Tlnkar 
sc al. 

(Rat. 

, L. r. 
, 19*1 
09). 

Intarvsnclon, 
randoaltsd, cross- 

ovar, subjaets 
actad as own 

controls. 

41 aan, agss 3* to 79, 
TC 301 to 3*0, traa 

living. * had history 
ot cardiovascular 

‘ dlsaasa or CV surgary. 

Dlscary raeords Bad 

raportad tood racoi 
ochar day lor 3 wo« 
rood raeords kapt i 

parlods. 
Subjaets consuBsd « 
(OJ) (140 BL/day) < 
(100 g/d> lor 4 wa< 
cross-ovar to ochsi 

additional 4 waaks 
provldss 4 to 7 g I 

approklBatsly 40b i 
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’ABLE—coir 

Study 

Ssrlsndar, s. 

•t al., 1S»1 
(Ra{ SS). 

Study Dstlgn 

Intsivantlon, 

controllad, 

randoKlssd, cross- 

ovsr. 

Sublscts 

1) MB and WOMB with 

NIDDN, Man TC 37S 

•g/db, (raa living. 5 

wara on chronic 
traatMnt with bata* 
blockara and dluratlca 
bacauaa of 

hypartanaloni S wara 
only on dint traatMnt 
with sultonyluraa (6U). 

_Matho 

Study was dlvldad In 

parlodst a run-in pa 

parlods. Run In par 

glvan routlna dlatar 
alMd at optimising 
glucosa control. Sub 
randomlsad to atart 

or contlnua with rag 
(control). Aftar fir 

subjacts swltchad to 
Madlcatlons wara lal 

history and waights 
Ird waalc. 
Dlatary advlcai anai 

obasa patlants--CHO 
)0%, Pro 15b. 

Plbari bMt flbar-- 
(If a DP) dlvldad li 
talcan with aach Mai 
Dlat history showad 
anargy as CRO, 40b I 
DP In control disc i 
was IS g/day. TDP di 

was 34 g/day. 
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study Study Dualgn Subjects 

Israalsson, B. Intarvsntlon, 27 woMn, 55 to 56 
•t undated placabo controlladp years, TC 261 to 2*7 
(R«f. •«). doubla blinds ■g/dL, free living. 

cross^ovara ••lactad froA baalth 
acraaniog program 
concarnad with 

cardiovascular diaaaaa 
risk factors and tha 
affaets of high alcohol 
consuaptlon. ' 

Rlrstsn, H. St Xntsrvsntlon, 
al., 196* (Sat. controllad. 

97). 

11 Ban and woMn (7 

with type Ila and * 
with type Ilb 

hypsrllpldSBla), Man 
age 57.2 yrs, Man TC 
266 ng/dL, fras living. 



uu—coHvimio 

Mathods Reaulta Coaaanta 

un-ln period on a aodarata Coapared to placebo, beat fiber reduced Subjocta aade 
, low fot diot with aarua choleatarol a after 2 weeka. changaa to thalr 
atlo of PUPA/aPAi (ollowad After 4 weeka, the dlffaranca waa not diet after the run. 
ad aaalgnaant to algnlflcant. In period by 
n or placebo group (or 1 algnlflcantly 
croaa-ovar. Placebo dacraaalng thalr 

iba or bread cruaba with MEAN DIFPCRBNCB APTBR IlfTCRVBNTIOH Intaka of alcohol. 
/day (3.5% fiber). No report on tha 

Intake of dietary 
(cruaba packed In S g TC LOX« BDL fat, aapeclally the 
aa bread with 3 g After 2 weeka >10.0* >0.5 'l.l aNounta of 

) 30 g/day. w/ fiber aaturatad and 

After 4 weeka -7.7 -11.4* a4.1 polyunaaturatad fat 

Plbrasi ap 20%, XP 55%. 

dad between 1415 to 14(4 
10.7% Pro, 37.4 to 34.0% 

fiber 11.7 to 14.7 g/day 
parloda) and 33 to 34 

fiber parloda). 

\ 

* glgnlflcant. conauaed during 
teat parloda. 
Soluble fiber 
Intake (roa dlata 
not reported. 

Subjecta on fiber 
conauaed S higher 

energy froa fatt 
placebo aubjecta 
conauaed S aora 
CIO. 
Llaltatlona of 

•tudyi abort 
duration of atudye 
No body weight 
data. 

divided Into throe phaaeat PreTr T* Saaple alto waa 

ratraataent obaarvatlon TC. ag/dL ~TR~ ISl* aaall. Dietary 

daya of traataent, and 40 U>L, ag/dL 213 104* Intakaa ware not 

•t-tro*tMnt ob*orv«tlon. HOL, ag/dL 40 44 reported. 

t porlod subjoct* consuMd 
r with wator baforo aach 

'Significant coapared to baaellno No control group. 

(total of 12 g guar/day). Total cholaatarolp LDL and HDL all 

natruetad to avoid returned to baaellna 40 daya aftar 

l>rtch fooda during the caaaatlon of traataent. 
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ttudy ■cudy 0»»lgi> •ubjacf 

Janklns, 
•c al., 

(inpubl 1 shad 
«ltst. «4). 

Intsrvantioa, 

randoailts'd, cross* 

ovar eontroXlad 

tsodlno. 

II noraal subjaecs (t 
•an, S poscaanopausal 

-«aMB> -»lth alldly. . 
Ineroasad blood 
cholaatarol. (Man • 
243 M/dL) <) Typo Ila, 
7 Typo XXb, 1 Typo XV), 

Iras living. 

Atcsr a 2*Mnth t 
AHA gtap 3 disc, 

high solubla tl^ 

high insolubla (1 
first tost period 
Tost period 1 to 

washout on Step 3 
ovar to test pari 

Step 3 dleti <304 
tat, 30X Pro,~404 

cholestarol. Tha 
fiber tron beans, 

barley, oat bran, 
enriched cereal, 
froa Che clinic. 

SP diet provided 
g/d XP. 
XP diet provided 
43.1 g/d XP. 



•nth ttMtaanc with tha 
Hat, fa randokliad to a 
> (i^t.dlat (ir) or a 
>la flbar (If) dlat (or 
>arlo4. 
I to It waakat 2-aonch 

Itap 3 dlat onlyi eroai* 
t parlod 3 to It aaaka. 
I <30% kllocalorlaa total 
>,~t0% CRO, <$0 BO 

Tha OP dlat provldad 
baana, paaa, lantila, 
bran, and paylllua 

raal. >a raealvad (ooda 
Idle, but llvad at hoaa. 

vldad It g tP/d and 17.S 

rldad 13.1 g IP/d and 

both dlata (IP and IP) raduead.total 
and LOL cholaatarol. tP dlat raduead 
total cholaatarol by (.1% and tOL- - 
cholaatarol by t.t% coaparad to tha IP 
dlat. 

Inaolubla Plbar Dlat 
Attar It 

Batalina waakt 
Tc. ag/dL in 
LOL,ag/dL Itl IS3 
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Jauklns at al.. Intarvantlon, 12 hyparliplda>le Mubjacta consuaad 
unpubllahad controllad taadlng aubjacta (1 aan, t (aaa atudy abova) 
(Rat. >3). atudy with poataanopauaal wosan), randoalsad to rac 

randoBliad, croaa- agaa 3a to 70, saan TC- or whaat bran car 
ovar daalgn. ~ni og/dL, Man LDL-> Taat parlod 1 to 

lt2 ag/dL. waahout on atop 2 
to 4 waaka. 
Patlanta racalvad 
clinic, but llvad 
atudy. 

Tha payllluB car* 
14.2 g/d of gp, « 
caraal dlat provi 

IOubJacta In tha | 
t.3S a of paylllt 
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TABU- 

i 

1__ Study Daslgis | ■ubjaeta M 

Andarson, Intarvantlon, 44 Ban and woaan, alld Subjaeta (fa) wa 
1 unpubllahad randoBliad, doubXa to Bodarata waaka. Naak 1 « 
1 {M. »5). 
1 
f 

! 

i 

i 
1 
1 

1 

blind, patallal. hypatcbolaatarolaBle 
(TC 300 to 100 Bg/dL). 
traa living. 

whan aubjaeta co 
dlata. Than fa r 
payllluB (Pty) e 
earaal and Inatr 
and aakad to adh 
waaka. 

Stop I dlatt SSA 
ISb aa protalnt 
10% aa aatutata( 
100 Bg cholaatar 

fa ratumad to c 
and * waaka on c 
raoorda wara kai 
taat parlod. fa 
earaal (3 ouneai 
avanlng). 
POT earaal prov 
TOP, 13 g Sf. 

Whaat earaal pr< 
nagllglbla BP. 1 Barll at al. Intarvantlon. 7 Ban and woBan, Bach aubjact aa 

j unpubllshad hyparllpldaBle (TC 341 fa wara aakad t 
(Rat. »9), to 144 Bg/dL>, traa 

living, agaa 13 to 71, 
flbar/day for 4 
tor 4 Bora waak 

\ traatad by phyalclan waaka attar taa 

1 
1 
1 

I j 

for (avaraga) 3.4 yaara 
tor hyparllpldaBla. 

had anothar blo' 
Inatructad by d 
Ineorporata fib 
how to kaap dla 
raeorda wara ka 
atart, attar 4 
13 waaka. 
Corn tlbar (b11 
provldad 00% dl 
than 3% BP. Ba 
watar. Mo Indl 

1 

conauaad during 
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TABLE—com 

•tudy ttudy Doaljn •ubjaots 

Mnlav*r at al.. 
unpubllahad 
(Rat. 101). 

Intarvantlon, 
randoaliad. 

controllad, erooo- 
ovar. 

43 subjaeta (31 nan, 
■aan aga $S yaaroi 31 

woBon, Boan aga SO 
yaara), 14 fa vara on 

llgld lowering druga, 
bad typo 3 dlabataa. 

llatbo< 

•ubjacta vara taatad 
parloda aagaratad by 

parlod. Tha baaa dla( 

3 dlat. During taat 
3 to eonauBO 3 aorvlngi 

caraal dallyi ona In 
In avanlng. Tha taat 

caraala vara Batcbad 
fad at a doaa of 44 | 

Paylllua (MY) caroa) 

g/d of payllluB. 

Wolavar at al., 
unpubllabad 
(Rat. 103). 

Clinical trial to 

avaluata tha 
attactlvanaaa of 

payllluB ta)can In 
tooda varaua 
payllluB ta)con 

batwaan Baala. 

10 aubjecta (0 nan and 
0 woBan), Baan aga S4 
yaarai 3 Oa vara on 
lipid lowarlng druga. 

•tudy daalgn with th 
parlod aaparatad by 

parloda. Pa all con 
diet prior to atudy. 
parlodaI fa provided 
aakad to conauaa ona 
and ona with dlnnar> 

conauaa PSY caraal 1 
aa)cad to conauBa coi 
caraal. PSY caraal i 

par day troB paylllt 
TDP troB tha caraal. 
caraal provided 31.3 
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TAatB»COMT 

Study 

Sputicur aad 

o*a, 
unpubl1Bhud 
(*«t. 10*). 

Study PuBlan_Subjucts ll>tho< 

tntarvMitloa, 31 aal*. ••rvm A S-waak tast parted, 
eroas-ovar. cholaatarol batwaaa SOS Tast sublaets eoasuM 

bllndad, plaeabo to 270 ae/dL. llbar-supplaaaDtad Iv 
used. tba raffular dlat, «hl 

of OP (70V solubla tl 
pradoBlnantly froa gt 

Plaeabo group raealvt 
day of Doosupplaaantt 

Sa «oro aakad to aali 

aatlag and llfastyla 



»rlod. 

wauMd 30 ooneoo of • 
co4 Juleo por day to 
t, which suppllad 10 g 

»io tlbor, 
roa oioi arable! 
aeolvad 30 owtcaa por 

laantod applo Juloo. 

0 aalatala aoraal 

atyla hablta. 

With both ordorad groupa totalod. tharo . Tha eholoatarol 
la a algnlfleant daeroaao la aorua lataka waa 
total eholoatarol aad LOL-cbolaatorol algnlfleaatly 

durlag tha parlod of eoasuaptloa of hlghar la tha juleo 
flbor-aarlchad juleo. oaly group. 

la tha group, 
ordorad plala 
juleo, thaa flbar* 
aarlchod juleo, 

tbara la ao chaaga 
la total aorua 
eholoatarol 

follovod by a 
algalfleaat 
daeroaao whlla oa 
flbor-aarlchad 

juleo. la tha 
group which waa 

glvaa flbar- 
. . aarlehad juleo 

flrat, thatO'la a 

algalfleaat 

daeraaaa while oa 
tha flbar-oarlehad 
juleo. followed by 
ao laeroaaa whlla 

oa plala julea. 
Tha authora 
attribute thla to a 

earryover affect of 
tha fiber, but thla 
la difficult to 



TABU»COin 

•tvdy ■tudy D»»lfln dubjaof Mathoi 

Maal and Bala, 
lf*0 (Raf. »•). 

iBtarvantlon, 

parallax, opaa- 
labal, clinical 
trial. 

SP aubjacts with total 

cholastarol batwaan 21S 
and IPf ag/dL. 

2* aubjacta wara aaai 

Intarvantlon onlyt II 

aaalgnad to dlatary i 
Intarvantlon. 

During tba drat 7 wi 
aubjacta wara to ada| 

pbaaa I dlat. 

Tha aubjacta who wari 
plua paylllua group ' 

to taka paylllua In 

Mataaucll laaadlatal 
braakfaat, and laaad 
avanlng aaal tor a 1 

Dualtupa 

at al., ltd 
(Rat. 100). 

Raadoaliad, doubla* 

blind parallal 
group. 

20 patlonta with HIDOM, 
aaan aga SO.C—aaa and 
01.4 yaara—woaan, aaan 

TC 251 ag/dLi all It 

aubjacta wara on drug 

traataant tor dlabataa, 
15 wara on 

antlhypartanalvoa, 7 ta 
wara on drug traataant 

tor coronary baart 
dlaaaaa, and 4 ta wara 

on drug traataant tor 

both hypartanalon and 
coronary haart dlaaaaa, 
traa-llvlng. 

■a wara randoaly aaa 
control groupa. 

Oroup Al 

Rocalvad 5 g guar gi 
day batora aaala. 

group Bi 

racalvad 5 g whaat I 

par day batora aaali 

Attar 1 aontha, groi 
guar gua tor tba rai 

ot tha atudy, and g 
on guar. 

ta advlaad to lowar 
15% and Incroaaa ca 

ot calorlaa. 



Mathoda Kaaulta inta 

a aaalgnad to dlataiy 
lyt 10 aubjaota Kara 

tary and paylllua 

t 7 waaka, all 
o adapt to tbo AHX 

o «ara In tho dlat 

iroup warn Inatruetad 
a In tha torn o( 

llataly aftar 
laaadlataly attar tbo 

>r a ll'Waak parlod. 

Dlatary raaponaa parlodi 
During tbo flrat 7 waaka, son had 

algnlfleant lowarlng^ln tbolr total 
aorua ebolaataroli woaan azparlancod 
vary llttla ebanga. 

Attar tho traataant parlod, tho pay 
group had S.Sk additional daeraaao 

(algnltlcant) In TC ooaparad to dlat 

only group attar tba traataant parlod. 
Although thara waa a S.lhi In Ud, In 

pay group coaparod to control, tbla 

daeraaao waa not algnltlcant. 

Total Cbolaatarol(ag/dL)• 

Avg 

Attar Individual a 
d1at Pinal Change 

Control lil lai >1.1 
pay aaa aay -i.i* 

Although tha 

coapllanea to tha 
diet waa ebackad, 
tha bteakdom ot 
nutrlanta and 
aaount ot total 
aolublo tlnar, 
total tat and 
aaturatad (at ware 
not raportad tor 

each group. 

During tha 7 waaka 
pratraatnant 

period, raaulta 

ahowad tha wooan'a 
TC did not raepond 

to tba AHA dlat. 

Mall weight loaa 

In both groupa. 

ly 

Ud, Cbolaatarol (ag/dl,) i 
Control Ita 17< -I.S 

pgy ito 172 •$.«• 
*»lgnltlcant trea poat dlat. 

aaalgnad to toat or aaruB total cbolaatarol 

(ag/dl.) 
run-in 1 ao 12 ao 

Ai TUT “5TP 

uar gua thrao tlaaa par 

la. 

Bi 2S1 242 212 

heat tlour tbraa tlaaa 

Thara la a algnltlcant dlttaronco 
batwoan tha guar gua group and tba 

control at 1 aontha. 

, group B awltcbod to 

ha roaalnlng 10 aontha 

and group A continued 

lower (at ealorlaa to 

laa earbobydrataa to SOB 

algnltlcant weight 

loaa occurred, but 
In both tha control 

and .traataant 
groupa 

to a alallar 
dagraa. Authora 
guaatlon coapllanea 

ot ia during aontha 
4 to 12 bacauaa 

tarua cbolaatarol 

Incraaaad In both 

groupa. group a 
ahowad blghaat 
aarua eholaatarol 

at aontb 11 (242 

ag/dL). 

Plata during tha 
teat parlod ware 
not raportad. 
Total aolubla 

tlbar, total tat, 
and aaturatad tat 
ware not raportad< 



study Study Psalgn Subjects liatl 

O’Connor at 
al., to proas 
B)02 (Rat. 
103) . 

Multleantar <7), 
doubla>bllnd, 
randoaltad. 
parallal group, 

placabo eootrollod 
trial. 

Italas and (aaalas (1(> 
randoatsad, IIS 
coaplatad study). 
batwoon tho agas of It 
and 70 yaars with a 
diagnosis of mild to 
■odorata prlaary 

byparcholostorolaala. 

Stap ona dlat (or > 
tost parlod. 

Flvo Plbar Supploaa 
consists o( 7.S g a 
paotln) and 3.5 g o 

Placabo pac)iat cons 

IP. no solubla fibs 

During Nao)c 1 of su 

toolc 1 pac)cot PPS p 
dlnnar. During Was 
altornatad days bat 

par day bofora dint 
paclcats par day, oi 

and ona ba(ora dint 
3 to IS, ss too)( t« 
par day, ona bafori 

bofora dlnnar. 
Ss asslgnad to tlia 

g) group racalvad I 
during Naa)i 1 throv 

Ss who wars assigns 

group racalvad plac 
all dosas during w< 
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TABLS- 

Study Study Duulgn subjaets 

O'Connor ot 
al.. In proas 
B301 (Rat. 
lOJ). 

Hultlcontor (4) 
doublo-bllnd> 
randonlsod, 

parallal group, 
placobo eontroilod 
trial. 

Malas and taaalas (141 
randoaltad, 127 
coaplotad study), 

batwoan tbs agaa ot IS 
and 7S yoars with a 
diagnosis ot nlld to 
■odarato prlnary 

byparcbolastorolaala. 

Stop 1 dlot tor S 
psrlod. 

Plva Plbar Suppla 

g SP (guar and pa 
IP. 

Plaoabo oonslsts 
aolubla tlbor. 

During Moalc 1 ot 
subjacts took on< 

par day, batora ( 
2, tbay altamat« 
paekat ot traatna 
dlnnar, and two | 
par day, ons bati 
batora dlnnar. I 

Ss took two pack) 

day, ona batora I 
batora dlnnar. 
Ss who wars assli 
paelcat (11.2 g) < 
Supplanant group 
troataant with t 
aach day. Tha d 

during Waak 2 (a 
during Mask 3 th 
placabo. 

Ss who wars assl 

paekat (24.4 g) 
troataant tor al 
through Nook If. 
Ss who wars assl 
group raeolvad i 

'all dosas during 

O'Connor 

at al., la 
prass (Study 

B)01 aztsnalon) 

(Rat. 101). 

Rn opan-labal study 
ot tha sataty and 
ottlcacy ot Plva 

Plbar Supplsaont 

adalnlstarad twlca 
a day In 

conjunction with a 

low tat dlat tor 14 
waaks. 

Patlants who eoaplatad 
15 waaks ot troataant 

with slthor ona paekat 
ot Plva Plbar 

Supplsasnt par day. two 
paekats ot Plva Plbar 
Supplsasnt par day or 
placabo wars allglblo 
to eontlnua tharapy 
with two packsts ot 

Plva Plbar Supplaaant 
par day for an 
additional 3t-woak 
parlod. 
102 ontarod and SP 
eoaplatad tha 14 
additional waaks. 

During this opai 

patlants wars e< 

1 Dlat. During 

aitanslon, patli 
ot trsataont pai 
Thoraattor, dur) 
patlants took ti 

troataant par di 

braaktast and oi 



U.B—CONTZMUID 

•
 

1 1 Roaulta covMnts 

tor • wookai IS-wook toat Porcont changa troa baaollna la Holl-controllad, 
'Ralatlva Sftlcacy* ovar tlna (ralatlva fraa-llvlng, trial. 
to placabo). Dietary factors 

upplaaant eonalata of T.S 1 Packat 2 Packata woll-controllad. 
nd pactln) and a.S g of ■upplanant Supplonant All aajor nutrients 

Hook LDL-C LDL-C kept constant 
T ^TTTo arcapt for fiber. 

ilata to $.2 g of IF. no € *903 -i3at A 4os«*r«spon«* 
ir* » >4.5 -7.5 not statistically 

12 *4.2 -4.4 d«Bonetr«t*d 
1 of aupploaantatlon. 15 -5.» -7.» batwaan placabo. 

>k ona packat of traataant / on*-pftck«t dosag* 
:ora dlnnar. During Haak All valuaa ara algnltlcant for tha two- and two-packat 
■matad daya batwaan ona 
raataant par day bafora 

packat group. dosage. 

two packats of traatnant Haak TC TC 
a batora braaktaat and ona T-rrr*" -nn' 
ar. During waaka 3 to is. 4 •S.O* ••at* 

packata of traatnant par • -2.4 -4.3* 
Eora braaktaat and ona 12 -2.2 -4.7* 
•r. 

to tho otto 
15 -1.4« -5.3* 

2 g) of Flva Plbar 
group racalvad actlva 
Itb tba dona batora dlnnar 
Tba doaa batora braaktaat 

* algnltlcant dlftaranca. 

2 (aa ragulrad) and 
3 through Hook 15 was 

aaalgnad to tha two 
4 g) group racalvad actlva 
or all doaaa during Hank 1 

tk IS. 
aaalgnad to tha placabo 

,vad placabo traataant for 
luring waaka 1 to 15. 

s opan-labal astanalon. During tha 3f-waok artanalon of tha Thla artanalon to 
tra contlnuad on tbalr Stop trial, total cholaatarol waa nalntalnad tba above study was 
urlng tha flrat waak of tha at 5.lb (Significant) and LDL- not blinded by 
patlanta took ona packat cholaatarol at t.4b (Significant) lowar dAfinltlon. Th« 

nt par day (batora dlnnar). than baaallna. study was wall- 
, during waaka 17 to 51. controlled for 
ook two packata of dietary.factors and 
par day (ona batora other Bajor 
and ona tetora dlnnar). 

• 

confoundara. 
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TULI--COmtHntD 

Study Study Daalgn 

Whyta Intarvantlon, 
at al., 1103 randonliad with 
(Rat. 104). cros«*ov«r. 

' \ 

Ntanl Ooubla-bllnd, 
at al., loot croaa-ovar trial 
(Rat. 00). with placabo. 

•ubj»ct« Machoda 

ai m»n, Man aga 4t 
yaara, mild 
hypatcholaatarolaaia 
(Tc aoa to as* ag/dD, 
ftaa living. 

Subjacta wara randoaly aaalg 
alchar tha «haat caraal gtou 
oat caraal group attar a J-u 
baaallna dlat. During baaall 
parlod, all la eonauMd whaa 
Prawalghad packagaa of earaa 
provldadi S4 g of vhaat braa 
lai g oat bran par day. Paaa 
typical Auatrallan dlat «lt>i 
approalMtaly 10 to lt\ of < 
aa tat. la Inatruetad on bo« 
dlatary raeorda, Maaura an^ 
flbar (ao all ta would hava 
approalMtaly aaM total til 
of laaa than 10 g/d. Bach f] 
caraal <3 aarvlnga/day) waa 
tor 4 waaka followad by eroi 
ochar tlbar caraal tor an H 
4 waaka. 
Oat caraalI 10.1 g/d BP 
Whaat caraalI 1.4 g/d iP 
All dlatai TDP approzlMtal] 
Oat dlata provldad 71 g/d oi 
whaat dlata provldad 43 g/d 

33 aublaetai If woMn, 
4 Mm with poorly 
controllad typa 3 
dlabataa. Agaa 40 to 
74. Haan aarua 
cholaatarol 311 ag/dL 
and 314 ag/dL. 1* 
aubjaeta on Mdlcatlon. 

Tha atudy eonalatad of two 
traatMnt parloda aaparatad 
waahout parlod. Blavan pat 
aalactad at randoa, atartad 
aicrocryatalllna calluloaa 
tlrat 13-waak traatMOt pha 
followad by traatMnt with 
In tha aaeond ig^waalpparlo 
othar 11 aublaeta, tha aagu 
ravaraad. Both typaa of tl 
takan with Mala thraa tlM 
Tha Initial doaa waa 1 g/da 

..waa Incraaaad up to 11 g/da 
tha 3>waak parlod at tha ba 
aaeh traatMnt phaaa. 



iniD 

Rasulta Cctmmiif 

•■•lonad to Data analyala ahowad no attact of Conauaptlon of 
group or tho traataant ordar. total tat and 

• J'wook aaturacad fat 
>a*ollno •aaa* during both taat 

1 whoat earoal. ag/dL llna oat Mhaat 
TC “T5T nr* 3it 

parloda waa about 
earaai wara tha aaaa (1S.$ g 
bran par dayr LOL IS9 ISO* ISO fat/l,ooa 
Baaa dlat waa kllocalorlaa and 
with * flgnlfleantly eoaparad to both 13.7 to 11 g 

t of calorlaa baaallna and whaat parlod. aaturatad fat/1009 
an bow to kaap kllocalorlaa). 
ra and raatrlet 
hava •hort taat parlod 

ai tlbar Intaka 
aeh fibar Mo dlatary 
f waa conauaad cholaatarol Intaka 
Y cro«s-ov«r to data. 
an additional . ■ - - 

r 
«r 
•ataly 37 g/d. 
g/d atarchi 
3 g/d atarch. 

. 

two I3>woak Tha poolad data ahow that aarua Although patlanta 
ratad by 4>waak cholaatarol waa algnlfleantly lowar wara advlaad to 
n patlanta, attar 13 waaka on guar gua, but no kaap to thalr 
artad with algnlflcant changa waa found aftar normal dial, no 
loaa during tha ealluloaa. ■aaauraBanta of 
t phaaa dial (total aolubla 
with guar gua tarua cholaatarol tlbar, total fat 
parlod. In tha lag/dL) and aaturatad tat. 

» ••quoneo W40 Tlaa ealluloaa Ouar ate.) wara 
of (Ibar wara dlacuaaad to varlfy 
tlaaa dally. •cart 31$ 3$$ thla. 
g/day, which 13 waaka 340 33«* 
g/day during Only tha poolad 

ba baginning of *flgnltlcanc trea atari. data waa raportad. 
It would ba halptul 
to asaalna tha 
raaponaa of aach 

■. ■ group aaparataly. 

Xa ealluloaa an 
approprlata 
control! 
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TMLi»com; 

_ttudy 

Card* 

•t •!.. ltd 
<«•(. les). 

•tudy Daalgn dubjaeta Mathod 

37 aubjaetai t aan. Id A li'Waak atodyi 4-wa 
doublB'bllnd, woaan, agaa 27 to (> waaka on plaeabo or p 
croas-ovar with yaara. Maan aarua waahout. than oroaa-o 
placabo. cholaatarol 275 ag/dL 

(ranga of 30t to 420 

ag/dli), froo living. 

plaeabo or paetln tab 

conauaad noraal dlata 
tablata (0 at aach aa 

during taat parloda. 
wara kapt during waak 

Bach da aarvad aa own 

orapafrult Paetlni 15 

Plaeabo (flour)• 15 g 
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TABLB--COHTI 

Study study Duslqn Subjscts Mathodi 

Haakull at al., 
1992 (Rat. 
IOC). 

Intarvantlon, 
randoBltad, doubla- 

bllnd, Rlacabo- 
controllad trials. 

Total cholaatatol ranga 
tor all studlasi 200 to 

3t0 B0/dL 
Study (S) li St Ban and 
woaan, aaan aga ST yra. 

8 3i 40 Ban and woBsn, 
Baan aga S4.4 yra 

s )i 14 Ban and woBsn, 
Bsan aga S3.S yra 

8 4i 49 Ban and woBan. 
Bsan aga SS.l yra. 
All fraa living 
aubjacts. 

Attar basallna parlod 
aaslgnad to ona ot 4 i 

8 It 12-«aak tast. tvi 
lowarlng propartlas of 

S4\ troB acacia guB. I 
powdar Blstura ot aca< 
psyllluB (4.9 g| and ( 

for a total of 17.2 0i 

Into 3 sarvlngs/day. J 

conalstad ot IS g of I 
8 2i 4>waak tast. IS t 

powdar dlvldad Into 1 
8 It 4-wsak cross-ovai 
control. Tast tlbar b: 
<3.9 g)< payllluB (4.: 
g), and locust bsan gi 

total of IS g/day sr t 
sarvlngs par dayt gua 

guar and 1 g psctln t 
g/day glvan In 3 ssrv 
S 4t 4 wsaka. A dosa- 

wlth St tast Blstura 
Mlsturss tsatsdi 

1 svg/d 

psctln, g 1.3 

psyllluB, g 2.1 
guar, g 1.1 
locust baan, g O.S 
Total g/day '! 



■rlod a* tandoaly 
at 4 ■cudlaai 
C. Bvaluatad CR> 
laa of alaad ar with 
aua. rlbar producti 
i acacia gua (1.7 g), 
and guar gua (3.4 g) 

7.3 g/day dlvldad 
day. Aii placaboB 
g of tructoaa. 
. IS g/day acacia gua 
nto 1 aarvinga/day. 
S'ovar ualng guar aa 
bar alsturai pactla 
a (4.) g), guar (1.3 
aan gua (l.S gt for 
y IP givoB In 1 

■f guar control! 10 g 
tin for total of I' 

■ If Thara «ara no atatlatleally 
algolflcant changaa froa baaalloa to 4 
or 13 waaka altbla or batwaan groupa. 

Baaallna 4 waaka X changa* 
-agTat-*— 

placabo 344 340 Tl.O 
acacia 344 345 io.4 

LOL 
placabo 300 304 Tl.l 
acacia 104 10$ 0.0 

RDL 
placabo S$ S3 is.4 
acacia 40 54 il.O 

* not atatlatleally algnlflcant froa 
baaallna. 

4 li Baaallna 4 waaka X changa 

aarvlnga/day 9U«r 340 325* io.7 
doaa-raaponaa atudy mis. 340 3)0* is.i 
:cura uaad In i 0 1. LOL 

ill.4 ouar 104 1«3* 
'g/d 3 avg/d 1 avg/d tlbar Alx. 1C«* ill.4 
1.1 3.4 1.0 RDL 
3.1 4.3 4.1 guar 54 SO** i4.5 
1.1 3.3 1.1 fibar mix. 54 51** is.o 

* Significant froa baaallna p<0.41 
** Blgnlfleant froa baaallna p<0.0S. 

Baaallna 4 waaka X changa 

placabo 341 341 0.1 
5 g/d 355 343 is.3 
10 g/d 350 147 io.o 
15 g/d 375 343* ill.3 

LDL 
placabo 104 104 0.0 
5 g/d 104 174 is.4 
10 g/d 107 174 U.O 
15 g/d 311 170* il4.0 

RDL 
plaoabo 47 43 U.O 
5 g/d 57 54 io.i 

* Blgnlfleant froa placabo. 
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»tu4Y •tuJy D»«lgtt »ubj«cts Hachod* 

Marvl at al.. Purpoaa o( atudy 20 young Cbllaan Mn, 
1000 (Ra(. waa to avaluata agaa IS to 22 yaara. 
lOT). bypotbaala that 

laguMa My bo a 

dlatary rlak (actor 
(or cbolaatarol 

Man TC 142 ng/dl,. 

gallatona (orMtlon 
In chllaana. 
Nonbllndad croaa- 

ovar Intatvontlon 

- 

atudy. 

•ubjacta racalvad • oen 
IS to 10 days. Food pr 

Intakoa vara controllad 
nutrltlonlata. olata aa 

a waakt Oa wara allowad 
Intaka on Sunday. Taat 
to IS daya on a loguaa 
daya, paaa 2 daya, lant 

racol^ad 120 g dry lagu 

Control and taat dlata 

(or calorlaa. protaln, 
cbolaatarol Intakaa. 

Control 
Plat 

■nargy. Cal 32lt 

k o( C 
Protaln 14 
Carbobydrata SO 
Pat 12 

Cbolaatarol, ag 100 
Total plbar, g 12.4 

Onpubllabad 
atttdy aubalttad 

wltb eoaaanta 

(Rot. 100). 

Doubla'bllnd doubla 

croao'ovor 
IntarvantloB. 

21 baaltby mb, Rga > 

10 yaara, TC > 240 
(osaet agaa aBd total 

cbolaatarol not 
raportad), (roa living;' 

Raaollna parlodi 4 «ai 
dlot. 

Subjaota randomly aaali 
paylllua-wbaat bran-pa] 
or whaat bran-paylllua- 
(n»ll) (or 0, S and S i 

raapaetlvaly on aaeb n 
waaka total). 

Sublaeta wara provldad 
eoroal and Inatruoiad 
o( tha atudy coraal In 

and ona ounca la tba a 

Tha paylllua earaal ba 

g o( aolubla (Ibar and 
dlatary (Ibor par ounc 

Tlia whaat bran earaal 

aolubla (Ibar and S g 
dlatary (Ibar par ounc 
Rolatlvo pareontagoa o 
augar and atarch In th 



• control dtot for 

o4 propnrntlon and 
ollod by 

ta oaten tor ( daya 
lowed free food 
Teat period waa }0 

guM diet I beana 4' 
lentlla 1 day. Sa 

' leguaaa each day. 

Ilata were Batched 

:eln, fat, fiber and 

garua cholaaterol <Bo/dL) 

Control diet I,eguaa diet 

Short tost period. 
Authors roferonea a 
study that 

Indicates that 
epldoBlologlcal 
studies have 
deBonstratod 
Increased 
prevalence of 

gallstones In Ben 

Ingesting a diet 

that lowers seruB 
cholesterol. 

Mo saturated tat 
Intaka data. No 

body weight data, 
lew baseline seruB 
cholesterol. 

4 weeks Stop I 

assigned to either 
an-psyllluB (nal2) 
llluB-wheat bran 
nd S weeks 
ach raglasn (It 

vldad with boaas of 

oiad to eat 2 ounces 
el In the aornlng 
the evening. 

tal had a total of S 
ir and 7.4 g of total 

r ounce. 

>real had 1 g of 
I S g of total 
r ounce. 
kges of protein, tat. 
In the two products 

be slBllar. 

■ttect of psyllluB versus Wheat Bran 
Cereal (la Bg/dL) 

WHkAT-SKAM Plfference 

* Significantly different pc.OOOl. 

It Is difficult to 
evaluate the 
results of the 

study because the 
authors do not 
report the Initial 
cholesterol values 

of either group. 
Instead relying on 
differences between, 
the groups* average 
cholesterol values. 

It Is Inportant to 
review the effect 

of the diet order, 
to observe any 

changes la going 

froa one test 

product to the 
other, and note any 

teaporal trends In 

rising or falling 
of cholesterol 

levels on each 
diet. 

Mo dietary data 
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ccqdy «tu<ly D»»lgo Subjects 

Andaraoo i 
ol., 1984 
110). 

(Raf. 
Matabollc ward, 
otndy Cor 11 daya 
vlch randoa 
alloeacloa ce 
flroupa. 

10 aala aub^aeea ago 48 
CO 64 with lalclal 

aaruB choloacarol > 940 
■O/dL. , 
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study_I_Study Ouilgn_I_Suhjucts 

rukagawa at Matsbollc ward Sis healthy Bale 
al., 1330 (Ret. studyi clinical students, age IS.to 24 

114). trial, Bonblladed, ITC 200 Bg/dL) and sis 
no placebo, young healthy older Ben and 

Bon only ato tliolr woBan, age 47 to 04 (TC 
Baals on tlie 210 Bg/dL). 
Bstabollo ward. Tbs 
older group wore 
adBlttad to the 

ward. 

Turnbull and Clinical study, t Ban, S woaan, ags 23 

Lauda, 1SS7 randoBly allocated, to 53, initial saruB 
(Sat. 111). croaa>ovar. cholastarol lavol of at 

least 212 BO/dL, frse 
living. 



l—COWriMOBO 

Nathod* 
•Bta 

■ra plaead oa a high 
a parlod of 21 to 22 

(ualap thalr usual ad 

algh (Ibar dlaci 

darua eholastarel la youav aad old 

subjacta batora aad aftar 4 »aaks of a 
high tlbar dlati 

CMOS, fat lataka of Bafora Aftar 
t 10%i 11 g par 100 Bg/dL 
f flbar. Plaat flbar Both 210 170 i22%* 
y whola grala or grala (a>12) 
sada(40%), vagotablaa Touag 200 147 i2f%* 
cora, or poas (20%), (B.4) . 

as (11%), aad fruits Old 210 101 l4S%* 

■olubla flbar/day 
Rag. Mat Rlgh rlbar 

l.S g 21.4 g 

1.7 g 17.1 g 

t aasassad by dlatacy 

*R11 *attar* valuaa ara slgaltteaatly 
lowar tbaa corraapoadlag ’bafora* 
valuaa. 

Saall saapla stsa. 

Thara wsa ae 
eoatrol group, fat 

was Bot controllod. 

Tha ad llbltua dlat 
was slgalflcaatly 
blgbar la (at (17 
to 42h varsua 14h 

of ealorlaat. 
saturatad tat (IS 

to 17% varsua 1% of 
calorlss). aad 

eholsstsrol (720 to 
7SS varsua 00 to 
114 ag/d) thaa tha 
tast dlat. Ad 

llbltua dlat rallad 
OB dlatary history 
aloaa. It ahould ba 

aotad that tha 
objaetlva of this 
study was to 

asaalaa tha attaets 
of a high flbar 

dlat OB laaullB 
saBsltlvltyi tha 

aholastarol 
tladlaga wara 

saeoBdary. 
Mo body walgbt 

data. 

placad OB a oaa-Boath 
whoa tbay tollowad a 

1S% of ealorlaa from 

7 wara thaa raadoaly 
L aoath of aa oat dlat 

:h day at braakfast aad 

biscuits or a wbsat 

lat biscuits aach day at 
100 g whaat aa 
tha asd of tha Boath, 

:had dlata. 

irovldad S.4 g or/day. 

■ provldad 1.1 g OP/day. 

Valuaa for cholastarol bafora aad aftar 
latarvaatloBi 

Olg 
laitlal Plaal cbaagaT 

■g/dl. 
Oat parlod 

Total chol 
LOL'Chol 
■oi.-cbol 

Whaat parlod 

Total chol 
LOL-chol 
■MfChol 

212 220 
147 141 
44 S4 

Tat lataka la 

hlghar durlag oat 
parlod (this doss 
Bot lavalldata 
cholastarol* 

lowarlag attact of 
oats). 

Mo saturatad fat or 
cholastarol lataka 
data. 

220 
ISO 

SO 

212 
141 

$0 
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study Study Duslgn Subjaots 

Mai ah at al.. 
190) (Raf. 
117). 

Cllnleal trial, 
doubla*blind, 
randoaly-asaIgnad, 
with plaeabo. 

20 woaan, <agss not 
glvan), obaas (20k or 
aora ovar Idaal 
walght), aaan asrua 
ebolsatsrol 100 ag/dL. 

Tbs trail wai 
Tha glucoauini 
capaulaa ot i 
SOO ag ot pui 

tlaaa par da] 
watar, I bout 

i 
Tbs plaeabo ( 
capaulaa coni 
undar tba aai 

All patlanta 

davlata troa 

aatabllahad i 

pattama. 

XndarsoB Intarvuntlon. 44 aso and womb, agss Otw-waak kaa< 
at al., ISta randoaltad, doubla- 2S to 70, total usual dlst t! 

(Rat. lit). blind, parallsl ebolsstsrel lot to 100 psylllua-tla 

daslgn. ag/dl#, to to 110k ot earaal (eont 

daalrabla body walght, Inatruetad o 

ftaa living. to adbsrs to 

Whoat earaal 

total or, na 

' FSY earaali 
total ev, 2. 

Ss wars Inst 

aarvlnc o( a 

add 24.4 g a 
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TABU'-COmniOB 

study Duslgn Subjuota Matbods 

unpubltsbad 
(Sul. lit). 

XatarvuntloB. 
rundoaliud. 

•n, ugaa ai aun and 
41 to <4, 
tiyparehoiaatarolaalo 
(auaa aarua cholaatarol 
ISt ag/dL). fraa 

living. 

tubjaeta eenauaad uaual d 
tha fat eontant adjuatad 

laaat 30% and prafarably 
25% of tbalr dally ealorl 
Thraa-day food dairy waa 
racord tbalr dlata bafor* 

aaeh traataunt parlod. 

Instant aolubls oat gua ( 

P-glucan) or placabe (aa] 

waa' alxad with noncarboni 

fruit drlnlc (350 aL) and 
during aaob of tba two ai 
tha day for aaob 4-wsak | 
was a 2-wsak Btablllsatl< 
prior to traataant, a t-i 
parlod batwasn traataanti 

waak wasbout parlod tor < 

eat gua. 

Srldgaa, S. at 
al., Ift3 (Sat. 
130). 

Clinical study, 
aatabolle ward. 

20 aan, agas It to 71, 
aaan sarua ebolsstsrol 
ranga of 352 ag/dL 
(wbaat group) to los 
ag/dl. (eat group). 

tublaets raealvad a basa 
daya tellowad by 1 waaks 
or wbaat bran supplsaant 
iMss dlst was a typical 

coapeaad of 41% anargy t 

carbobydrata, 14% protal 

and 450 ag cholaatarol. 

Traataant • Tzi Pratrsat 

Total dlotary flbar • Tt 
Plbar Intal 

Mhoat bran 
Prats Ts 

TOP, g Tl lT“ 

BP. g 5.4 T.S 

Oat bran and wbaat bras 

as oaraal or aattlss. 



ival dices with 
istcd to be at 
rably Bora than 

salerle eentaat. 
f was used to 

tatora and durlna 
>d. 

gxm (l.C g, (Oh 

> (Baltodastrla) 

irbonatad dlat 

) and eonsaaad 
two anln aaals of 
soak period. Tbara 

Isatlon period 
a J-waak washout 

taants, and a 3* 

(or the group oa 

Blatary (at Intaks ranged (rea lOh to Total dietary 
31% o( anargy. total calorie Intake was soluble (iber. 

31(1 ealorlss (stabilisation period), saturated (at and 
30S* calorlas (gun period), 1»S( cholesterol Intakes 
calories (washout), and 3077 calorlas was not reported. 

(placebo period). body weights before 

and after treataant 

Total dtolastarol 

Initial Pinal 

ware not reported. 

ag/dL During (Inal 

Placebo 3SS 3S$ washout following 
oat gua 3(3 31t* oat period, sarua 
*(lgnl(leantly dl((eroat (roa baseline cholesterol 

and placebo. returned toward 
protroataant levels 

LDL'Cholesterol further supporting 
ag/dL a true affect of 

Placebo 17( 17( 

Oat gua 1(0 1$( 

(hiring washout (ollowlag oat gua 
treatasne sarun cholesterol Increased 

(roa 33( to 3SS ag/dL. 

oat gua. 

(hart tost period. 

Mheat bran Oat bran Control period of 7 

Total CHOL 
ag/dL days Is Inadequate. 

Pratroataant aerua 

Protx 3S3 305 cholesterol was 

Ts 

LDL-CHOL 

3(3 3(7* ealculatsd froa 
data prsaented. 

Pretz 130 1(7 berua cholastarol 

T* 133 14(* and LOL'Cholestsrol 
between groups Is 

■Significantly different 

period. 

frea prats not well aatehedi 
eat group had auch 

higher serua- and 

LOL^clMlestarol 
than wheat group, 
both groups 

asparlanced slight 
but significant 

weight loss. 

Mot randealsed* 

short test periods 
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•tbods »nt« 

kdoaly asslgaad to 
ran group or tba 
rol) group, gubjacta 
1 produota twloa a 

All food waa 
Lvarad to tba 
contant o( dlot «aa 

atsi i.coo. a.aea, 
ealorloa Pa wara Cad 

•t to tbolr 

ad on tba Llptd 
tablaa. 

Btt Kb protaln, 47% 

tal diatary flbar-* 

Patora Aftar Cbanga 
■g/dL 

Total CROL 

Hbaat bran 247 144** >4.2$ 
Oat bran 227* 241** -4.(2* 

u>i.-cnoi, 
Nhaat bran 124 12S** >4.11 

Oat bran 1S4* 111** >4.44* 

*glgalflcaatly dltfaront froa wbaat 
bran. 

**gtgalCloantly dlttarant troa 
baaallna. 

•olubla flbar 

conauaptton waa not 
raportad. 

•bort tarn atudy-- 
14 daya. 

anti 44.4 g/dayt 11 
atlaatad S to 4 g 4F 

oC wbaati 71 g/dayi 
/day. 

parlod followad by a 
od. Aa conauaad 

during tba eontrol 
alnod dally raeerda 

rat 4 woaka. ga wara 
of' oaraal-baaad and 

tltlad aa aourcaa of 

conauaa tbaaa wttb 

la. Additional BP 
roeaaaad rloa bran (14 
(14 g) waa provldad. 

Nutrlaat Intakai 

Control T«at 
■nargy. Cal. 2174*411 2111*414 
Pat, % anargy 14.1*4.7 II.4T4.4 
Baturatad Pat, % 14*1.7 47i.4 
Total flbar, g IS.4*4.B 2B.1T4.7 
Bolubla flbar, g 4.4^1.4 4.41^1.4 

Ba Individual data wara raportad. BIb 
1 of tba 17 Ba azparlanead lowarod aarun 

1 cbolaatarol of i to 17% eoaparad to 
control valuaa. 

Btatlatleal 
analyala not 

parConaad by 
aiitbora. Raaulta 

ara too 
Ineonalgtaot In 

dlroetlon and 
■agnltuda to 

aupport an affact 
of 4P .on aarua 
cbolaatarol. Bona 

Bubjaeta Callad to 
oonauaa tba 

aupplaaant dally. 

Intaka of both 
aolubla and diatary 

flbar varlad 
graatly aaong tba 

partlolpanta. 
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mau—coHR 

1 etuer •Mer D»«iee •nbjaeta ■acbedi 

ttu« •« •!.. 
IMl ttot* 

t M* ttd (a Tho teal of tkla atody 
alaeldat* cho eholoata 

to 47 ypara. vleh 
llaeatoalaa. Maa* Mna* 
•h*lMt«rol'**tll aa/db. 

aaohaalaaa o( o*c braa 
Cba acarol aaeratlaa f 
baaio dlat (wboat Clai 
llbar dlat (LfO)) ca 
braa broad, blab Clbai 
Ottblaaca aato raadaal] 
too atoapa (LVD or all 
praap talleaaad tar 1 
by atoaa‘a»or to cba 
aeaaaaad cba broad pn 

- tbair a«a taod ablab 
bo loot tlbor. 

abaat Cloar btoadi 4. 
flbori 
oat braa btoadi tP t 

■UlMt •« tX., 
iMa (M. 
114). 

iMarvMClAa, 
MUbOllAAlly 
ee««roll*d, sliiol* 
laotop* «a«e t« 
dataralM bll* M14 
klMtles. 

f Mt. h«M ae M a* 
VMiaa, 
•otaaeholaatarol aale 
(aatlaatad rano* e< 111 
CO t44 ae/dL). 

k l>aeacb ttudyi pari 
oaattel parlad aad po 
flbor parlad with eat 
dlocai anaray-'ailtO, 
aad 1,404 Cal/day wit 
pratala, and S4b earb 
aoro eaoaaaad In a at 
aaeopt an avaalap aaa 
bo takaa boM. 

Oat braa—104 a, pre« 
dlatary (Ibor, of wbl 
pluaaa, aad 44b aaa 

Mboat tltttoa--aa a»M 
pratala prorldad by 
laelodad la toada la 
dlat. 

IFR Doc 92^31513 Filed 12-2»-92; 8:45 eml 

MUNO COM 41M-Ot-C 



lUaiilta 

•Mdy was to 
tlMtorol • looorlaa 
t krao Mt4 to oaoparo 
tloo pottotn eo • 
t floor brood, loo 
> to oot broo (oot 
(Ibor 41ot (bVCM* 

odooly ooolfood to 
or H#B) ood ooob 
or > ooolta tolloood 
tbo ochor dlot. M 

od btvdooto oitb 
blob ooo bodiftod to 

di d.b t dtocory 

M • dlotory flbor. 

porlod li loo (Ibor 
lOd porlod ti blfb 
:h oat bran, baoo 
1,700, 3,000, 3,300, 
ly olth 3S« (at, 10% 
I earbobydrato. fooda 
t a Mtabolla unit 
i« aaaok obleh could 

, brovldod 10.1% 
>( obleh 30% oaa P* 
oaa aolubla (Ibor. 

» aaount aaoiparablo to 
1 by oat bran oao 
la In cba loo (Ibar 

Mtva Cholesterol total dlataty 
■B/dL aolubla (Ibat 

jai ba (»o) Ibtaba and lataka 
LDT >10 e( (at, aaturatad 
IW 100.t« (at, and 

ebolaatarol uara 
■s with low telly hllo not rayortad. 
oald aaeratlo* lO-*» - 

LOT 334 Ml aubjacta had 
■SO 307« llaoateolaa. 

Coaclualoaa about 
•s with hich daily hila (Ibar oacbanlaaa In 
aoid aaorocloA <0-4 » looarlna aaruO 

LOO 100 llylda nay not 
■BO 170 apply to tba 

flanaral populatloo. 
1 *aifaitioaatly difteraht traa LfD* 

abort taat parlad. 

bow Plbar llpb rlbar 
Porlod Porlod 

■oan dlotary (Ibar Intakai 
D.r., p/day 10 33.0 
a.p., B/day 4.a 10.3 

tbara wora no 
chanBoa la body 
walsbta. 

Baall aaapla alia. 

aorua cholaatarol 
■B/dL 

rraotudy bow rlbar aiah ribor 

-Blanldeantly lowar than praatudy 
valua. 
••alooKleantly lowar than lew (Ibor 
porlod. 

total dally (aeal blla acid areratloo 
boro than doublod wbaa eat bran waa 
ineorporatod into tba aatabolle dlati 
total b.A., 
oiercbolaa/Say 470.4 1030.1 
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2606 Federal Register / Vol. 58, No. 3 / Wednesday, January 6, 1963 / Rules and Regulations 

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND 
HUMAN SERVICES 

Food and Drug Administration 

21 CFR Part 101 

[Dodut No. 91N-0100I 

RIN090S-AB67 

Food Labeling: Health daima and 
Label Statements; Folic Add arMl 
Neural Tube Defects 

AGENCY: Food and Drug Administration, 
HHS. 

ACTION: Final rule. 

SUMMARY: The Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) is announcing its 
decision not to authorize a health claim 
for folic acid and neural tube defects at 
this time. However, consistent with the 
recently announced recommendations 
of the U.S. Public Health Service (PHS) 
that all women of childbearing age in 
the United States consume 0.4 
milligram (mg) (400 micrograms (^g)) of 
folic acid daily to reduce their risk of 
having a pregnancy ejected with spina 
bifida or other neural tube defects, FDA 
plans to work expeditiously to authorize 
a claim, if appropriate. At that time the 
PHS identifi^ several issues that 
remain outstanding, including the 
appropriate level of folic add in food 
and safety concerns regarding increased 
intakes of folic add. Given the 
significance of neural tube defeds and 
the PHS recommendation, the agency is 
continuing to address the issues about 
folic add. FDA recently convened an 
advisory committee to consider the 
outstanding concerns (57 FR 52781, 
November 5,1992). The advisory 
committee provided recommendations 
to the agency on the following issues: 
(1) What is the target population for a 
folic acid neural tube defed health 
claim? (2) How does the information 
available on the efiective level of intake 
afied options for implementation? (3) 
What safety concerns for the target 
population and for persons in the 
general population must be addressed? 
and (4) If a claim is authorized, what is 
the most appropriate method for 
presenting it to the target population? 
The advisory committee's 
recommendations are currently under 
FDA review. 

EFFECTIVE DATE: May 8.1993. 

FOR FURTHER MFORMATION CONTACT: 

Jeanne L Rader, Center for Food Safety 
and Applied Nutrition (KFF~268), 8301 
Muirkin Rd.. Laurel, MD 20708.301- 
344-5832. 

SUPPLEMENTARY MFORMATKW: 

I. Background 

A. Procedural Status 

In the Federal Register of November 
27.1991 (56 FR 60610), FDA proposed 
not to authorize the use on the label and 
labeling of foods, including dietary 
supplements, of health claims relating 
to an assodation between folic add and 
the redudion in risk of neural tube birth 
defeds. The agency issued this proposal 
in response to the Nutrition Labeling 
and Education Ad of 1990 (the 1990 
amendments) (Pub. L. 101-535). The 
agency tentatively found that t^ 
available scientific evidence showed 
that daily periconceptional use of 4 mg 
(4,000 of folic add, an amount that 
exceeds the level of 0.4 mg (400 pg) per 
(/) day permitted under the current food 
additive regulation (21 CFR 172.345), 
was needed for redudion in risk of 
neural tube birth defeds in women at 
high risk of this complication because of 
a previously afieded pregnancy. The 
agency also tentatively concluded at 
that time that there was not significant 
scientific agreement that 
p>ericonceptional supplementation with 
doses of folic acid lower than 4 mg/day 
would significantly reduce the risk of 
neural tube defeds in women of 
childbearing age in the general U.S. 
population, who are at much lower risk 
of an occurrence of this complication. 

In September 1992, following an open 
meeting sponsored by the Centers for 
Disease Control (CDC) in Atlanta. GA 
(57 FR 29323) and based on additional 
reviews of existing data and on new 
scientific data, the PHS recommended 
that all women of childbearing age in 
the United States consume 0.4 mg (400 
pg) of folic add daily to reduce their 
risk of having a pregnancy affeded with 
spina bifida or other neural tube defeds 
(Ref. 1). In discussing this 
recommendation, the PHS raised several 
issues that diredly bear on FDA’s 
responsibilities under the Food, Drug, 
and Cosmetic Ad (the ad) and the 
agency’s pending rulemaking on 
whether to authorize a health claim 
regarding folic acid and neural tube 
defeds. These issues include: (1) 
Identifying the population at risk, (2) 
considerations of appropriate level of 
intake with resped to options for 
implementation. (3) magnitude of 
benefit, (4) safety considerations, and (5) 
identifying the l^st approach for 
implementing the recommendation. 

The 1990 amendments, in sedion 
3(b)(l)(A)(x), dired FDA to consider 
whether to grant a health claim for 
dietary supplements on the efieds of 
folic add on neural tube defeds. 

Section 3(bKl)(A)(x) of the 1990 ' 
amendments directs the agency to make 
this judgment based on the standard 
that FDA is to establish for determining 
the reliability of health daims for 
dietary supplements of vitamins, 
minerals, herbs, and other nutritional 
substances vmder section 403(rK5)(D) of 
the ad (21 U.S.C. 343(r)(5)(D)). In its 
November 27,1991 proposal, FDA 
proposed to adopt the standud that the 
1990 amendments provide for 
conventional foods, which is set forth in 
section 403(r)(3)(B)(i) of the ad, as the 
standard for dietary supplements. Given 
this fad. and the fad that folic add is 
found in numerous conventional foods 
as well as in dietary supplements, FDA 
broadened its inquiry to a determination 
as to whether it woiild grant a health 
claim on folic acid and neural tube 
defeds on any foods. 

On Odober 6.1992, Congress passed 
the Dietary Supplement Ad of 1992 (the 
DS Ad) which prohibits 
implementation of the 1990 
amendments with resped to dietary 
supplements of vitamins, minerals, 
herbs, or other similar nutritional 
supplements before December 15.1993. 
Under the DS Ad, FDA may grant 
health claims for foods, including 
dietary supplements, using the 
significant sdentific agreement standard 
specified in section 403(r)(3)(B)(i) of the 
ad. Given this fad and given the 
breadth of FDA’s November 27,1991 
proposal, which included conventional 
foods as well as dietary supplements, 
FDA has decided to move forward to 
determine whether it can authorize a 
health claim under sedion 
403(r)(3)(B)(i) of the ad for folic acid 
and neural tube defeds by resolving the 
outstanding issues identified in the PHS 
recommendation (Ref. 1) and in 
comments to the November 1991 
proposal. 

With its recommendation, PHS made 
comments that identified several 
possible approaches for the deliveiy of 
folic acid in the dosage recommended to 
the general population: (a) Improvement 
of dietary habits, (b) fortification of the 
U.S. food supply: and (c) use of dietary 
supplements. PHS stated that FDA, in 
deciding whether to authorize a health 
claim, will have to determine which 
approaches will best achieve the goal of 
increasing folic add intake, while 
ensuring that potential risks created by 
overfortification of food with folic add, 
and overconsumption of this substance, 
do not occur. 

FDA recognizes that fortification of a 
wide variety of foods could occur 
following authorization of a health 
claim, and that such fortification could 
lead to a significant increase in the 
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intake of folic acid by women in their 
childbearing years as well as by other 
portions of the general population. Such 
an increase would bring with it certain 
risks. The most widely recognized 
adverse effect of high intakes of folic 
acid is the potential for progressive 
neurologic damage resulting firom 
undiagnosed or masked vitamin B12 

deficiency. This potential risk was 
recognized by PHS, which stated that 
because the effects of higher intakes of 
folic acid are not well known but 
include complicating the diagnosis of 
vitamin B12 deficiency, care should be 
taken to keep total folate consumption 
at less than 1 mg (1,000 pg)/day, except 
under the supervision of a physician 
(Ref. 1). 

FDA’s current food additive 
regulation for folic acid (21 CFR 
172.345) does not include limits on the 
fortification of specific commodities, 
and thus, a wide variety of foods could 
be fortified with folic acid to provide up 
to 400 pg/day from each source. Such 
fortification could lead to individual 
intakes in the range of 3 to 5 mg (3,000 
to 5,000 pg) or more of folic acid per 
day. Thus, there is a significant question 
as to whether a health claim relating 
intake of folic acid and reduced risk of 
neural tube defects, if approved, could 
be implemented safely. 

The requirement that substances 
eligible for health claims be safe and 
lawful is included in the final rule for 
health claims on foods (see General 
Requirements for Health Claims for 
Foods, published elsewhere in this 
Federal Register). Sections of the 
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act 
(the act) enacted by the 1990 
amendments cannot be implemented 
independently of the remaining portions 
of the act. The act must be considered 
as a whole, and FDA’s responsibility for 
ensming the safety of foods is explicitly 
provided for in other sections of the act 
(see sections 201(s), 402(a)(1) and (a)(2), 
and 409, as well as 403(r)(3)(A)(ii) of the 
act (21 U.S.C 321, 342(a)(1) and (a)(2). 
348, 343(r)(3)(A)(ii))). 

The process by which FDA fulfills its 
responsibilities under the act will 
require rulemaking. While this process 
is underway, and before FDA can issue 
final regulations on fortification of food 
with folic acid and permissible health 
claims on foods that contain folic acid, 
further food fortification with folic acid 
would be inappropriate; and no health 
claims should be made (Ref. 1). FDA 
notes that the PHS recommendation 
clearly stated that there were risks 
attendant on overconsumption of folic 
acid. 

B. Neural Tube Defects: Public Health 
Aspects 

As discussed in the proposal (56 FR 
60610), several specific malformations 
of the central nervous system are 
referred to as "neural tube defects’’ 
because the brain and spinal cord 
develop within the neural tube. The 
neural tube forms between the 18th and 
20th days of pregnancy and closes 
between the 24th and 27th days. 
Anencephalus and spina bifida are 
serious birth defects end account for 
about 90 percent of neural tube defects. 
*rhe majority of children with spina 
bifida survive and have substantial 
physical disabilities. Most anencephalic 
infants are stillborn or die shortly after 
birth. The minimum number of neural 
tube defect births in the United States 
is 2,500. This is an underestimate of 
neural tube defect pregnancies, 
however, because it does not include 
neural tube defect pregnancies 
identified by prenatal diagnosis and 
electively terminated. Recent data from 
state-based birth defects surveillance 
systems show decreasing trends for 
spina bifida from 1983 to 1990. The 
combined state rate is 4.6 cases of spina 
bifida per 10,000 live births (0.046 
percent) (Ref. 2). 

The multi factorial nature of neural 
tube birth defects is well recognized (56 
FR 60610 at 60611). The single greatest 
risk factor currently recognized is 
having a previous neural tube defect- 
affected pregnancy. Prevalence rates of 
neural tube defects at birth have been 
reported to vary with a wide range of 
factors, including: Genetics, geography, 
socioeconomic status, maternal birth 
cohort, month of conception, race, 
nutrition, and maternal health including 
maternal age and reproductive history. 
Certain geographic areas may have, for 
unknown reasons, considerably higher 
rates than other areas. For example, a 
cluster of anencephalic deliveries 
occurred in the Brownsville. TX area 
between 1989 and 1991. Investigations 
of potential causes, including 
environmental contamination and other 
factors, are ongoing in this area (Ref. 3). 

Maternal health (e g-, febrile illness) 
and maternal use of certain drugs (e.g., 
the anticonvulsant drug valproic acid) 
also contribute to risk of neural tube 
birth defects. There is an increased 
incidence of malformations, including 
neural tube defects, among infants of 
diabetic mothers. Carriership for an 
inborn error of homocysteine 
metabolism has been proposed as a risk 
factor for having an infant with a neural 
tube defect (Ref. 4). Poor maternal 
nutrition, which is among a number of 
factors associated with poverty, may 

increase the risk for neural tube defects. 
A recent case-control study of the 
cluster of anencephalic deliveries in the 
Brownsville, TX area foimd that women 
with less than a high school education 
were more than twice as likely to have 
an infant with a neural tube defect as 
were women who had finished high 
school (Ref. 3). This observation 
correlates with poverty as a known risk 
factor for neural tube birth defects (Ref. . 
3). 

C. Folic Acid: Regulatory History 

1. Drug regulation 

The agency evaluated the use of folic 
acid as a drug in the Federal Register of 
April 9,1971 (36 FR 6843) in response 
to reports received from the National 
Academy of Sciences on the therapeutic 
uses of folic acid. The agency concluded 
that folic acid administered orally or 
parenterally is effective for the 
treatment of megaloblastic anemias of 
tropical and nontropical sprue, those of 
nutritional origin, and those that may 
occur during pregnancy, infancy, and 
childhood. The agency foimd that 
administration of folic acid alone is 
improper therapy in the treatment of 
pernicious anemia and other 
megaloblastic anemias where vitamin 
Bi2 is deficient because such treatment 
may mask the symptoms of vitamin B12 

deficiency. 
In the presence of excess folic acid 

and inadequate vitamin B12. the anemia 
of vitamin B12 deficiency may not 
develop, but severe and irreversible 
nerve damage may continue. Because 
the anemia of vitamin B12 deficiency is 
frequently the earliest clinical symptom, 
failure of patients to present with this 
symptom may unduly delay the 
diagnosis of vitamin B12 deficiency and 
allow neurologic damage to progress 
without treatment. The interaction 
between the functions of folic add and 
vitamin B12 has been recognized for 
many years and is the basis for the 
precautionary statement on preparations 
of folic acid for therapeutic use. 

In the Federal Register of April 9, 
1971 (36 FR 6843), the agency 
announced the conditions imder which 
it would approve new drug applications 
for folic add preparations. The labeling 
conditions induded the following 
precaution: "Folic add espedally in 
doses above 1.0 mg daily may obscure 
pernicious anemia, in that hematologic 
remission may occur while neurological 
manifestations remain progressive.” 

Based upon the available data and 
information, in the Federal Register of 
Odober 17,1980 (45 FR 69043 at 
69044), FDA amended the 
"Precautions” datement to be included 
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in the labeling of oral and parenteral 
preparations of folic acid for therapeutic 
use because the agency found that the 
revision man aocntrately stated the level 
at which folic acid may obscure 
pemicioiis anemia. The Federal 
Register notice stated that "While 
obscuration of pernicious anemia does 
not occur at levels of 0.1 mg for folate 
per day, hematologic remissions in 
pernicious anemia have been reported at 
levels as low as 0.25 mg of folate per 
day. The precautions section of the 
lal^ling conditions for folic acid 
preparations is amended to read as 
follows: ‘Folic acid in doses above 0.1 
mg daily may obscure pernicious 
anemia in that hematologic remission 
can occur while neurological 
manifestations remain progressive*." 

2. Food additive regulation 

Folic acid is an approved food 
additive subject to the limitations on 
use set forth in the food additive 
regulations (§ 172.345). The food 
additive regulation states that: “Folic 
acid (folacin) may be safely added to a 
food for its vitamin properties, provided 
the maximum intake of the food as may 
be consumed during a period of 1 day, 
or as directed for use in the case of a 
dietary supplement, will not result in 
daily ingestion of the additive in excess 
of 0.4 mg for foods labeled without 
reference to age or physiologic state; and 
when age or the conditions of pregnancy 
or lactation are specified, in excess of 
0.1 mg for infants, 0.3 mg for children 
under 4 years of age, 0.4 mg for adults 
and children 4 or more years of age, and 
0.8 mg for pregnant or lactating women" 
(21 CFR 172.345). However, this 
regulation provides no limits, other than 
0.4 mg, on the amounts that may be 
provided by specific foods. 

In 1981, the Life Sciences Research 
Office (LSRO) of the Federation of 
American Societies for Experimental 
Biology (FASEB) reviewed evidence 
concerning effects of physiologic and 
pharmacologic doses of folic add in 
patients with pemidous anemia (Ref. 5). 
LSRO noted that virtually all of the 
experimental work reviewed dealt with 
the administration of 
pteroylmonoglutamic add (folic add) in 
relatively pure forms. Responses to folic 
acid in fo(^ products are less well 
defined than responses to a pure 
preparation. LSRO conduded at that 
time that it was not possible to answer 
with certainty whether intakes of folic 
acid in foods approaching 400 pg (0.4 
mg)/day could result in transient 
hematologic remission in patients with 
pernicious anemia (Ref. 5). 

D. The Proposed Rule 

The scientific data relating to an 
assodation between folic add and 
neural tube defects that was publidy 
available at the time of publication of 
the agency’s proposed rule (56 FR 
60610) consisted of four clinical 
intervention trials in women at high risk 
of recurrence of these birth defeds 
(Refs. 6 through 9), four observational 
studies (Refs. 10 tluDugh 13), a number 
of studies in which clinical parameters 
such as serum or red blood cell levels 
of folate and other vitamins were 
measured in women who gave birth to 
one or more infants with neural tube 
defects (Refs. 14 through 17), and 
studies that attempted to identify fedors 
that may lead to neural tube defeds in 
animal model systems (Refs. 18 through 
26). 

The agency developed its proposed 
rule on the tiasis of the publicly 
available scientific evidence. An 
ongoing randomized controlled trial in 
Hungary of multivitamin/multimineral 
supplementation of women at risk of an 
occurrence of a pregnancy complicated 
by a neural tube defed had been 
discussed at scientific meetings (Ref. 
27), but the scientific data from this trial 
were not publicly available. 

The agency proposed not to authorize 
the use on the labels and labeling of 
foods, induding dietary supplements, of 
health claims relating to an association 
between ingestion of folic acid and 
redudion in risk of neural tube defeds. 
The agency based its tentative dedsion 
on the available scientific evidence, 
which showed that daily 
periconceptional intake of 4 mg (4,000 
pg) of folic add was needed for 
r^uction in risk of neural tube birth 
defects in women at high risk of this 
condition based on a previously-affeded 
pregnancy. Among women with 
histories of neural tube defed* 
complicated pregnancies, rates for 
recurrence of su^ defects have been 
estimated to be as high as 2 to 10 
percent compared to occurrence rates of 
less than 0.1 percent in the general 
population (Ref. 28). Thus, because of 
their significantly increased risk, such 
women have been the focus of several 
clinical intervention trials. The amount 
of folic add found to be effedive in 
reducing risk of recurrence was 
significantly in excess of usual daily 
intakes and exceeded the level of 0.4 mg 
(400 pg)/day permitted under the 
current food additive regulation. FDA 
also tentatively concluded that there 
was nd significant sdentific agreement 
that periconceptional supplementation 
with doses of folic acid lower than 4 mg 
(4,000pg)/day in women of childbearing 

age in the general UvS. population 
would significantly reduce the risk of 
occurrence of netural tube birth defeds. 
For these reasons. FDA tentatively 
determined that claims on foods, 
including dietary supplements, relating 
to folic acid and reduction in risk of 
neural tube birth defects were not 
justified. 

E. Recent Developments 

1. New scientific data 

Preliminary data from the Hungarian 
randomized, controlled trial of efficacy 
of multivitamin/multimineral 
supplements containing 0.8 mg (800 pg) 
of folic acid in preventing occurrence of 
neural tube defeds were presented at a 
meeting held in May 1992 (Ref. 29). A 
report of preliminary results of this trial 
of the effects of multivitamin/ 
multimineral supplementation in 
women at risk of a first occurrence of a 
neural tube birth defed pregnancy 
became publicly available in August, 
1992 (Ref. 30). This trial was conduded 
under the auspices of the Hungarian 
Optimal Family Planning Program and 
was direded toward overall 
improvement in pregnancy outcomes 
among Hungarian women. Nonpregnant 
women 18 to 35 years of age without 
histories of infertility or previous fetal 
death volunteered for this program and, 
upon determination of eligibility, were 
randomized to treatment with a 
multivitamin/multimineral preparation 
containing 12 vitamins and 7 minerals 
or to a placebo containing 3 trace 
minerals only. The multivitamin/ 
multimineral preparation contained 0.8 
mg (800 pg) of folic add. The women 
participated in a 3-month preparation 
for pregnancy and began taking their 
assigned treatments 1 month before a 
planned conception. Treatments 
continued through the third month of 
pregnancy. Six cases of neural tube 
defects occurred in the pregnancies of 
2,052 women taking the placebo, and no 
cases occurred in the pregnancies of 
2,104 women taking the multivitamin/ 
mineral supplement with folic acid. 
Based upon the preliminary results of 
this study, periconceptional use of a 
multivitamin/multimineral supplement 
apparently significantly reduced the rate 
of occurrence of isolated nexiral tube 
defects in women in the Hungarian 
population. However, use of the 
supplement did not affect ffie 
incidences of a wide range of other birth 
defects that occurred in both treatment 
groups (Ref. 30). 

Results of a case-control study of 
periconceptional use of folic acid- 
containing multivitamins and risk of 
occurrence of neural tube defects in 
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women in Boston, Philadelphia, and 
Toronto were also presented at the 
meeting held in May 1992 (Ref. 29). 

In the Federal Register of July 1,1992 
(57 FR 29323), CDC announced an open 
meeting in Atlanta, GA on July 27.1992. 
to discuss a recommendation that all 
women of child-bearing age in the 
United States consume 0.4 mg (400 pg) 
of folic acid daily to reduce their risk of 
having a neural tube defect-complicated 
pregnancy. The results of the case- 
control study of periccnceptional use of 
folic acid-containing multivitamins and 
risk of occurrence of neural tube defects 
in women in Boston, Philadelphia, and 
Toronto were presented at this meeting, 
and the transcript of the meeting is 
publicy available (Ref. 31). In this study, 
436 occurrent neural tube defect cases 
(live bom and still bom cases and 
therapeutic abortuses) were selected 
from metropolitan hospitals in Boston. 
Philadelp'hia, and Toronto (areas of 
moderate prevalence) from 1988 
through 1991 and compared to 2,615 
controls with other major malformations 
as to maternal periconceptional use of 
folic acid -Daily use of a folic acid- 
containing vitamin supplement in the 
periconceptional period was reported by 
mothers of 8 percent of cases and 13 
percent of controls; the adjusted odds 
ratio was 0.6 (95 percent confidence 
interval (CI)=s 0.4 to 0.8). This 
represented approximately a 40-percent 
reduction in prevalence. A dietary folate 
assessment was also conducted among 
the mothers who did not use folic acid- 
containing supplements. A significant 
decrease in risk was found for the group 
who consumed 0.311 to 0.391 mg of 
folate daily: the adjusted odds ratio was 
0.6 (95 percent 0=0.3 to 0.9). The 
results of this study as presented at the 
CDC meeting support a relationship 
between decreased risk of occurrent 
neural tube defects and 
periconceptional intake of either folic 
acid-containing multivitamins or dietary 
intake of folate at levels of 0.3 to 0 4 mg/ 
day. 

2. Reopening of comment period 

The period for submitting comments 
in response to the November 27,1991. 
proposal closed on February 25,1992. 
In the Federal Register of July 23.1992 
(57 FR 32751), however, FTDA reopened 
the comment period to permit the 
submission of new scientific data and 
information that might become available 
as a result of the meeting held by the 
CIX^ on July 27,1992, and to provide an 
opportunity for public comment on that 
scientific data and information. The 
agency took this action, in part, because 
it had been advised that the scientific 
evidence to be discussed at the CE>C 

meeting was not publicly available The 
1990 amendments require that the 
evidence relied upon by the agency as 
the basis for allowing health claims 
relating to a nutrient-disease 
relationship be publicly available. 

3. PHS recommendation 

In Mortality and Morbidity Weekly 
Reports of September 14,1992 (Ref. 1). 
the Public Health Service issued a 
recommendation that: 

All women of childbearing age in the 
United States who are capable of becoming 
pregnant should consume 0.4 mg of folic acid 
per day for the purpose of reducing their risk 
of having a pregnancy afiected with spiha 
bifida or other NTDs. Because the effects of 
high intakes are not well known, but include 
complicating the diagnosis of vitamin Bn 
deficiency, care should be taken to keep total 
folate consumption at less than 1 mg per day, 
except under the supervision of a physician 
Women who have had a pnor NTD-affected 
pregnancy are at high risk of having a 
subsequent affected pregnancy. When these 
women are planning to become pregnant, 
they should consult their physicians for 
advice 
(Ref. 1) 

PHS noted that the evidence that 
consumption of folic acid before 
conception and during early pregnancy 
(the'periconceptional period) can 
reduce the number of neural tube 
defects has been accumulating for 
several years and includes published 
data from two randomized controlled 
intervention trials (Refs 6, 7, and 18), 
two nonrandomized intervention trials 
(Refs 8.9, and 33), and four 
observational studies (Refs. 10 through 
13). Based on a synthesis of information 
from these studies, including those 
whi^h used multivitamins containing 
folic acid at a daily dose level greater 
than 0 4 mg, it was inferred that folic 
acid alone at levels of 0 4 mg per day 
will reduce the risk of neural tube 
defects (Ref 1). 

In the discussion accompanying its 
recommendation, the PHS (Ref 1) 
identified several issues that require 
further attention: ' 

(1) Effective intake: The PHS (Ref. 1) 
recommended that all women of 
childbearing age should consume 0.4 
mg of folic acid daily to reduce their 
risk of neural tube defect pregnanaes 
The PHS (Ref -1) noted that because 
supplements containing folic acid 'at the 
0 4 mg (400 pg) level are widely 
available, this dosage has been the focus 
of the available observational research 
studies PHS also noted that "it is 
possible that lower doses of folic acid 
may reduce the risk of neural tube 
defects, but further research would be 
needed to learn the minimum effective 
dose” (Ref. 1). 

(2) Multivitamins: The PHS 
recommendation for the use of folic acid 
alone was, by necessity, derived by 
inference from results of the available 
studies. The Medical Research Coimcil 
intervention trial included a group of 
women who used folic acid at a dose of 
4 mg per day (plus calcium and iron) 
and who coiild be compared with a 
control group taking calcium and iron 
only (Ref. 6). Thus, the specificity of 
folic acid as an etiologic agent in 
reducing recurrences by 72 percent was 
established for the study population at 
this high dose In contrast, all four 
observational studies and two of the 
other three intervention trials measured 
the use of folic acid-containing 
multivitaitiins. Folic acid content and 
content of other nutrients in these 
preparations varied, or in some cases, 
could not be identified (Ref 1) The 
preparations used in studies that 
obtained this information contained (at 
least) Vitamin A. vitamin D. thiamin, 
riboflayin, pyridoxine, vitamin C, and 
niacin in addition to jolic acid 

Thus, tfre possibility that nutrients 
other than folic acid, particularly at 
intakes of folic acid less than 4 mg 
daily, could contribute to the protective 
effect warrants further discussion 

(3) "Folate-preventable" fraction of 
neural tube defects in the U.S. 
population: The PHS recommendation 
recognized that protective effects against 
occurrence of neural tube defects found 
in observational studies of 
multivitamins containing low doses of 
folic acid have ranged from none to 
substantial (Ref 1) Based on the 
information available, the PHS 
suggested that a reasonable estimate of 
the expected reduction in neural tube 
defects in women in the general U.S. 
population was 50 percent (Ref 1). 

This issue warrants further discussion 
because estimates of the magnitude of 
the preventable fraction and the 
variation in risks among subgroups of 
women of child-bearing age may affect 
decisions as to the best method of 
implementation. 

(4) Safety considerations: The PHS 
recommendation advised women that 
care should be taken that folate 
consumption not exceed 1 mg (1,000 
pg)/day except under the supervision of 
a physician because the effe^s of higher 
intakes are not well known (Ref 1). One 
of the adverse effects noted was the 
effect of high intakes on the making a 
diagnosis of vitamin B12 deficiency 

Tne agency recognizes the risk that 
increased intakes of folic acid will 
complicate the diagnosis of the anemia 
of vitamin B12 deficiency and thereby 
allow the neurological damage caus^ 
by this vitamin deficiency to progress 
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untreated Several other safety 
considerations are identified below 
These issues also warrant further 
discussion as the questions of whether 
and how to provide for a health claim 
are evaluated. 

II. Conunents on the Proposed Rule 

A Introduction 

The agency received approximately 
150 comments in response to its 
proposed decision on health claims for 
folic acid and neural tube defects. 
Comments were received from: 
Consumers, consumer advocacy groups, 
national professional organizations of 
nutrition educators, national 
professional organizations of dietitians, 
organizations of Federal, state, and local 
regulatory officials, state and territorial 
public health nutrition directors, 
manufacturers and suppliers of vitamins 
to the conventional food industry and 
dietary supplement industry, trade 
associations of nutritional supplement 
manufacturers, practicing physicians 
and dietitians, and a foreign 
government A number of comments 
were received that were more 
appropriately answered in other 
dodcets, and these were forwarded to 
the appropriate docket for response. 

FDA has considered all of the 
comments on folic acid and neural tube 
defects that it received The agency 
reviewed all of the documents, 
including letters, press releases, 
scientific articles and data supporting 
those articles, review articles, and 
recommendations that were included in 
the comments A summary of the 
comments that the agency received and 
the agency’s responses follow: 

B Comments 

1 Several comments suggested that 
health claims should be allowed if 
potential benefits exceed risks, and that 
FDA should have used a risk/benefit 
analysis in determining the validity of 
health claims Other comments stated 
that supplementation with folic acid is 
essentially risk-fr^ 

FDA disagrees with this comment. 
Section 403(rK3)(B)(i) of the act requires 
that a decision to authorize a health 
claim be based on the totality of the 

^ publicly available scientific evidence 
and on significant agreement among 
experts qualified by training and 
expenence to evaluate such evidence 
that the evidence supports a claim 'The 
concept of “no risk’’ as a justification for 
a health claim is inconsistent with the 
requirements of the 1990 amendments. 
Moreover, there are safety concerns ' 
assoaated with increased intakes of 

folic acid. These concerns are discussed 
below. 

2. Several comments asked whether 
studies must be carried out in the 
United States for health claims. These 
comments noted that for the calcium/ 
osteoporosis claim, much of the data 
related to peak bone mass was derived 
fixim studies in rural Yugoslavia and 
found to be “generalizable” to the U.S. 
population, but for folic acid and neural 
tube defects, data from non-U.S. 
populations studies seemed not to be 
acceptable to FDA. The comment also 
stated that in rejecting the folic acid/ 
neural tube defect claim. FDA relied 
heavily on the argument that much of 
the data was from non-U.S. studies. 

In the proposed rule on general 
requirements for health claims (56 FR 
60610 at 60549), FDA stated that 
consistent results from different types of 
well-conducted human studies, by 
different investigators, in different 
populations would contribute to the 
totality of scientific evidence from 
which a valid health claim may be 
developed. In its November 27,1991, 
proposal on folic acid and neural tube 
defects (56 FR 60610), FDA stated that 
it was unable to directly apply results 
from some studies done outside of the 
United States because these studies 
were conducted on populations at 
significantly higher risk than the U.S. 
population, they lacked adequate 
control groups, or they were multiply 
confounded. 

FDA participated in the development 
of the recently published PHS 
recommendation (Ref. 1). This 
recommendation relied heavily upon 
data from other countries and was 
developed by combining the results 
frum several types of studies carried out 
in the United Kingdom, Hungary, Cuba, 
Western Australia, and the United 
States. Thus, the folic acid rulemaking 
does not evidence an unwillingness on 
the part of FDA to consider studies on 
non-U.S. populations. However, the 
characteristics of the population at issue 
may affect the relevance of the study to 
the FDA’s rulemaking. 

3. Comments received from state and 
national professional organizations, an 
organization of Federal, state, and local 
regulatory officials, and U.S. state 
attorneys general were supportive of 
FDA’s proposed rule denying a health 
claim for folic acid and neural tube 
defects. One comment stated that the 
preponderance of scientific literature 
does not strongly support such a 
relationship. Another comment 
recommended that statements regarding 
th^ relationship between folic acid and 
neural tube defects be postponed until 
further studies have been completed. 

One comment stated that when the 
confounding variables relating to the 
causation of neviral tube defects are also 
considered, the wholesale claim that 
folic acid supplementation will reduce 
neural tube defects becomes even more 
unfounded. Another comment dted the 
irreversible neurological damage that 
can result from excess intake of folic 
acid by persons with undiagnosed 
pernicious anemia and not^ that 
maternal hyperthermia (for example, 
from use of hot tubs during the first 
month following conception) was a 
recognized risk factor for neural tube 
defects. 

Several comments stated that FDA 
should allow a health claim that “Folic 
acid intakes, at about the U.S. RDA level 
of 400 pg/day, have been associated 
with significantly lowered risk of severe 
birth defects, including spina bifida. “ A 
consumer advocacy group 
recommended that a claim for folic acid 
and neural tube defects be permitted 
only on supplements containing free 
folic acid because there is evidence that 
neural tube defects will be reduced by 
such supplements. The comment noted 
further that there is additional evidence 
that the incidence of neural tube defects 
may be reduced by food sources of 
folate, although there is currently no 
consensus on this point. 

These comments raise several 
important issues. The agency agrees that 
neural tube defects are multifactorial in 
nature. A history of neural tube defects 
is the single greatest risk factor currently 
recogniz^. However, the well- 
conducted Medical Research Council 
trial (Ref. 6) demonstrated a specific 
relationship between intake of high 
doses of folic acid and reduction in risk 
of recurrence of some neural tube 
defects in women at increased risk of 
this complication because of a prior 
affected pregnancy. The effect of lower 
doses of folic acid on neural tube 
defects is less clear. However, based 
upon a synthesis of information from 
several studies (including a major study 
that became available after FDA 
published its proposal in November, 
1991) (Ref. 31), all of which recorded 
use of multivitamins containing varying 
levels of folic acid, PHS has 
recommended that all women of 
childbearing age consume 0.4 mg (400 
pg) of folic acid per day for the purpose 
of reducing their risk of neural tube 
defect-complicated pregnancy (Ref. 1), 

With regard to the issue of 
effectiveness of nonsupplement food 
sources of folate in reducing the 
incidence of neural tube defects, the 
agency notes that the vast majority of 
women do not experience an occurrence 
of a pregnancy complicated by a neural 
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tube defect, and the available evidence 
does not provide clear evidence ofthe 
optimum folate intake to prevent this 
complication. Although the lowest 
effective dose is not Imown, the PHS 
concluded that 0.4 mg (400 pg)/day is an 
effective dose Dietary folate 
insu^iciency per se does not seem to be 
causative in neural tube defects. The 
vast majority of women appear not to be 
predisposed to have a folate-related 
neural tube defect pregnancy. Data Grom 
the observational study of Milunsky et 
al.. 1989 (Ref. 13) suggested that women 
whose diets contains more than 100 pg 
of fohc acid had a lower risk of a neural 
tube defect pregnancy than did women 
whose diets contained less than 100 pg 
folate per day. Laurence (1983) (Ref. 32) 
observed that when dietary counseling 
to improve overall diets was provided to 
women at risk of a recurrence of a 
neural tube defect, and when such 
improved diets were consumed, risk 
reduction approached 50 percent 
Similarly, a case-control study 
conducted In Western Australia 
suggested that diets containing 
increased amounts of folic acid, vitamin 
C, beta-carotene, and fiber (nutrients 
associated with fruits and vegetables), 
were protective against occurrence of 
neural tube defect (Ref. 11). Therefore, 
the agency believes, that with respect to 
options for implementation, the 
scientific data provide a basis for further 
discussion of the appropriate intake and 
source. 

4. Several comments stated that FDA, 
in developing its proposed rule 
regarding folic add and neural tube 
defects, rejected conclusions of the 
LSRO report (Ref. 33). Several 
comments quoted burn conclusions of 
the LSRO report to support a health 
claim and stated that the conclusions of 
the LSRO report contributed to the 
significant scientific agreement that 
existed regarding the validity of a health 
claim respecting folic add and neural 
tube defects. 

The agency contraded with the Life 
Sciences Research Office of the 
Federation of American Societies for 
Experimental Biology (LSRO/FASEB; 
FDA Contract No. 223-88-2124, Task 
Order No. 9) to independently evaluate 
the scientific literature respecting folic 
acid and neural tube defects. At the time 
of publication of FDA’s proposal in 
November, 1991, FDA had available a 
draft copy of the LSRO report 
“Evaluation of Publicly Available 
Scientific Evidence Regarding Certain 
Nutrient-Disease Relationships: 1. Folic 
Acid and Neural Tube Defects" (Ref. 
33). In its proposal (56 FR 60610), FDA 
noted several concerns with the LSRO 
report, including its failure to focus on 

the specific relationship of folic add to 
neural tube defeds in studies where 
multiple nutrients were given, or where 
specific nutrient effeds could not be 
isolated; its failure to differentiate 
between risk of occurrence and risk of 
recurrence of neural tube defects; and 
its failure to differentiate between daily 
doses of 4 mg (4,000 pg) versus 400 pg 
in terms of effediveness in reducing the 
risk of neural tube defeds. 

LSRO/FASEB submitted its final 
report as a comment in February 1992 
(Ref. 34). The agency’s concerns with 
the draft report were not addressed in 
the final LSRO report. Therefore, 
because the final LSRO/FASEB report 
did not differ fiom the draft report 
available to the agency before 
publication of its proposal, no change in 
FDA’s tentative conclusion is 
warranted. 

The agency notes, however, that there 
are significant areas in which the 
agency’s proposed rule and the LSRO/ 
FASEB report (Refs. 33 and 34) are in 
agreement. For example, the agency is 
in agreement with the report on the 
following topics: (1) That 4 mg of folic 
acid has been demonstrated to have a 
protective effect against development of 
neural tube defeds, (2) that there is no 
evidence that the effect of folic add is 
long-lasting as a protectant or potential 
protectant against neural tube defects, 
(3) that in addition to maternal and fetal 
nutrition, other individual, dietary, 
nutrition, and health fadors also 
contribute to the risk of neural tube 
defeds, (4) that there are significant 
gaps in om* knowledge of the etiology of 
neural tube defects and of how folic 
acid either alone or in conjundion with 
other vitamins may proted against 
neural tube defeds, and (5) that it is 
currently unknown whether neural tube 
defects are caused by a gene-dependent 
or drug-induced vitamin dependency 
requiring a higher than physiological 
intake of folic acid or other 
micronutrient. 

5. Several comments stated that 
following publication of the results of 
the Medical Research Council’s trial in 
July 1991 (Ref. 6), significant scientific 
agreement emerged concerning the 
importance of folic acid for the 
prevention of neural tube birth defects. 

FDA agrees that the Medical Research 
Council’s randomized double-blind 
multicenter trial (Ref. 6) clearly found a 
significant reduction in recurrence rate 
of neural tube defeds in women 
supplemented periconceptionally with 
4 mg folic acid/day. No protedive 
effeds of vitamins other than folic acid 
were observed. The Medical Research 
Council’s study established a specific 
role for folic acid in redudion in risk of 

recurrence in a significant proportion of 
women at high risk of this complication 
because of a history of neural tube 
defed pregnandes. This study did not 
investigate the efficacy of doses of folic 
acid lower than 4 mg (4,000 pg) per day. 
Based on a s}aithesis of available 
studies, however, including preliminary 
results of the Hungarian intervention 
trial, the PHS has inferred that a lower 
intake of foUc acid will reduce the risk 
of occurrence of neural tube defects. 
However, a number of concerns have 
arisen with resped to the effects of a 
folic add health claim that must be 
resolved before such a claim can be 
authorized. 

6. A number of comments identified 
options for implementing a health 
claim, suggested means by which the 
folate status of the population can be 
improved, recommended daily doses of 
folic acid lower than 400 pg, identified 
safety concerns, or expressed concerns 
about the current food additive 
regulation on folic acid. Because these 
comments largely address the issues 
raised as needing resolution in the 
discussion accompanying the PHS 
recommendation (Ref. 1), FDA believes 
that it is useful to siunmarize these 
comments. However, given the ongoing 
nature of this rulemal^g process, 
responses to these comments are not 
possible now but are likely to emerge as 
the process proceeds. 

1. Proposed criteria for health claims 
and use of the food additive regulation 

Several comments stated that the 
agency should establish criteria for 
foods or supplements making folic acid 
claims and proposed such criteria. For 
example, a comment suggested that 
requiring foods and supplements to 
contain more than 20 percent of the 
reference daily intake would be 
inappropriate because the widespread 
fortification of foods might lead to 
excessive folacdn intakes. The comment 
further suggested that the agency 
monitor folacin intakes closely after 
health claims for folic acid appear in the 
marketplace to determine whether the 
public is ingesting levels that greatly 
exceed or fall short of the recommended 
daily intake of 400 pg. The comment 
recommended that if the agency found 
that excess intakes of folic acid posed a 
risk, it could restrict either the number 
of foods or supplements to which the 
vitamin could be added or the 
maximum levels allowed in foods or 
supplements, according to the food 
additive regulation for folic acid. 
Alternatively, the comment suggested 
that FDA could lower the minimum 
folic acid content of foods or 
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supplements that are allowed to make 
health claims 

FDA intends to review the question of 
the appropriate level of folic aad in 
food However, the agency notes that the 
nature of the rulemaldng process, 
particularly the formal rulemaking 
process applicable to food additives, 
does not provide the flexibility or 
responsiveness envisioned by the 
comment 

Another comment stated that the 
agency should reouire full and 
nondeceptive health claims concerning 
neural tube defects and folic aad so that 
consumers are not misled into believing 
that folic aad might prevent ail neural 
tube defects or reduce the risk of 
nonneural tube defect birth defects. The 
comment emphasized that the agency 
should ensure that claims on foUc add* 
containing supplements provide full 
and nondeceptive information. The 
comment stated that a nondeceptive 
daim would state that* (a) Folic aad 
reduces the nsk of only neural tube 
birth defects: (b) saentists estimate that 
folic aad-intakes may prevent only half 
of neural tube defects: (c) consuming 
more than 400 pg (0.4 mg) of folic add 

^ daily will not necessarily provide 
additional protection against birth 
defeds; and (d) sdentists have not fully 
evaluated the safety of doses higher than 
800 pg (0 8 mg). 

The ad requires that claims on foods 
must be truthful and not misleading. 
The failure to disdose material fads 
would render a claim misleading under 
sedion 403(a) of the ad. The agency 
agrees that, based on the results of ^e 
Medical Research Coundl trial (Ref. 6), 
the association between folic add intake 
and birth defeds is specifically related 
to neural tube defeds. This trial also 
found that folic add, while signific€mtly 
redudng the risk of neural tube defects 
in women at high risk of recurrence of 
this complication, did not significantly 
alter the incidences of a wide variety of 
other birth defeds in the population 
studied. Therefore, in deciding whether 
to authorize a health claim, the agency 
will consider whether such a claim 
should specifically state that the only 
types of birth defects for which an 
assodation with folic add has been 
identified are neural tube defects, such 
as anencephaly, spina bifida, and 
anencephalocoele. 

2. Effedive intake 

One comment stated that better 
information on the lowest effective level 
of folic add is desirable in order to 
provide as strong a basis as possible for 
a food fortification program. Another 
comment noted that the available data 
suggest that the recommended level of 

400 pg of folic acid/day is probably 
considerably higher than is adually 
needed to achieve protection. Several 
comments suggested that a daily dose of 
0.2 mg folate (200 pg) was probably 
adequate for redudion in risk of neural 
tube defeds, and that data from older as 
well as more recent studies support 
such a conclusion. Several comments 
stated that the consideration of efficacy 
of lower doses is important because 
there are uncertainties as to whether 
daily supplements of folic acid plus iron 
can reduce zinc absorption and result in 
intrauterine growth retardation in 
pregnant women. 

Tlie question of effedive intake was 
highlighted by PHS This issue was 
addressed by the advisory committee 
that FDA convened. Although PHS 
acknowledged that there may be a lower 
dose that is effedive. it concluded that 
all women who could become pregnant 
should ingest 0.4 mg of folic acid daily 
to reduce their risk of having a 
pregnancy affeded with a neural tube 
defed (Ref. 1). 

3. Specific safety issues 

Another comment observed that 
widespread fortification of the food 
supply could result from authorization 
of a health claim as produds added 
folate in order to claim that they were 
useful in reducing the risk of neural 
tube defects. The comment noted that 
following such fortification, the usual 
intake of folic acid by the U.S. 
population would rise from about 250 
pg/day/person to about 3 to 4 mg (3,000 
to 4,000 pg)/day/person, and that the 
safety of such an outcome is by no 
means clear. The comment identified 
large segments of the population with 
low vitamin B12 status and mentioned 
the potential for development of 
neurological deficits in such persons as 
a result of a food supply highly fortified 
with folic add. The comment urged the 
agency to delay adion until a full public 
airing permits a review of all of the 
implications of each approach to policy 
in this and related areas. One comment 
stated that the proposed intake of 0.4 mg 
(400 pg) should be evaluated in subjeds 
with low zinc status because findings 
fit>m the United States. Sweden, and 
Britain suggest that low zinc status is 
much more common in pregnancy than 
has been previously suspected, and that 
zinc defidency is a known cause of 
neural tube defeds in animal model 
systems. The comment cited several 
references that reported that folate can 
interfere with the utilization of dietary 
zinc. 

These issues were considered by the 
advisory committee that FDA convened 

and by the agency in reaching a final 
decision in this matter 

4. Options for implementation 

One comment noted that while the 
quickest and easiest approach to 
increasing the folate intake of women of 
reproductive age is to encourage the 
consumption of folic add supplements, 
compliance with such a pronam would 
be poor. The comment noted that many 
adolescent women refuse to use birth 
control even when provided free of 
charge and choose not 'to prated 
themselves against life-threatening 
diseases, sudi as acquired 
immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS). 
Several comments observed that 
because of the higher rates of neural 
tube defeds among women from lower 
sodoeconomic status groups, 
alternatives to a "one-a-day” pill 
method of implementation should be 
considered. Several comments 
recommended that fortification of a 
staple food would likely reach greater 
numbers of women than would 
programs utilizing the pill approach. 
One comment stated that food 
fortification would require careful 
documentation of population 
distributions of consumption of the 
designated foodstuffs by age, gender, 
and sodoeconomic status. Several 
comments also included references 
dealing with the folate status of specific 
subgroups of the U.S. population and 
suggested that fortification of staple 
foods in the food supply would be an 
appropriate method of improving folate 
status. The comment noted groups 
within the population identified in 
surveys or in clinical studies as at 
potential risk of folate deficiency 
include children, adolescents, adults 
(including pregnant women), and the 
elderly who could also benefit from 
folate fortification. Comments also 
identified other segments of the 
population at risk of low folate status as 
those who use alcohol, oral 
contraceptives, antifolates, and specific 
nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs. 

Again, the comments parallel 
concerns that were raised by PHS. They 
will be fully addressed by the agency in 
deciding, if a health claim is authorized, 
what is the most effective method of 
presenting the claim to the U.S. public. 

III. Review of the Recent Scientific 
Literature 

In addition to its evaluation of all 
comments received in response to its 
proposed rule regarding folic acid and 
neural tube defects. FDA. using the 
same criteria identified in the proposal 
(56 FR 60610 at 60614), also reviewed 
the scientific literature, including 
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human studies and studies in animal 
model systems, that has become 
publicly available since publication of 
its proposed rule relative to the 
relationship between folic acid and 
neural tube defects. 

A. Human Studies 

1. Laurence (1991) (Ref. 35) reported 
the results of an uncontrolled folic add 
supplementaticm trial in women who 
had a previous pregnancy complicated 
by a neural tube defect. Women in 
Cardiff. United Kingdom, at recurrent 
risk of a neural tube defact pregnancy 
and who declined to participate in the 
Medical Research Coundl trial (Ref. 6) 
were advised to take a supplement 
containing 4 mg folic add and minerals 
for not less than 1 month before 
conception and continuing until 12 
weeks of gestation. Laurence (1991) 
(Ref. 35) reported that there were two (2) 
recurrences of neural tube defects 
among 234 pregnancies (recurrence risk 
of 8.5 per 1,000) in the supplemented 
women. The estimated rislc for 
recurrence among untreated women 
(none were included in the trial) was 
about 30 per 1,000. Laurence (1991) 
(Ref. 35) estimated that the folic acid 
plus minerals supplementation reduced 
the risk of recurrence of neural tube 
defects by more than two-thirds. The 
author noted that although this was an 
uncontrolled trial, folic acid should be 
offered to all high risk women planning 
further pregnancies. 

2. Measurement of maternal or fatal 
blood levels of specific vitamins is one 
method used to test the hypothesis that 
folic acid status is diredly related to 
risk of neural tube defects. Several 
investigations have tested this 
hypothesis by determining whether 
occurrence of neural tube defects is 
associated with decreased maternal 
levels of vitamins (Refs. 14 through 17). 
A recently reported study, Holzgreve et 
al. (1991) (Ref. 36), found no diRerences 
in serum and erythrocyte folate in blood 
samples horn fetuses with neural tube 
defects (nsl7) or fetuses without such 
defects (ns45). Samples were obtained 
at 16 to 22 weeks of gestational age. The 
folate level of women pregnant with a 
neural tube defect-affe^ed fetus was 
normal, and nutritional status did not 
differ between the two groups. The 
authors noted that their findings of no 
correlation between neural tulM defects 
and fetal blood folate values do not 
necessarily contradict the Medical 
Research ^uncil study (Ref. 6) but 
show that an easy explanation for the 
protective efiect of folate observed in 
the British study cannot as yet be 
provided. The authors also stated that 
further research is needed to define the 

role of micronutrients in the 
development of neural tube defects. 

3. The results of the Medical Research 
Council trial (Ref. 15) denaonstrated that 
women at very high risk of having a 
recurrence of a neural tube defact- 
complicated pregnancy could 
significantly reduce their risk by taking 
a high level of folic acid 
periconceptioiially. Other investigators 
have attempted to determine'how these 
results might apply to a general 
population of women at much lower 
risk of occurrence of neural tube defects. 
Mills et al. (1992) (Ref. 37) measured 
levels of folate, vitamin Bu. and retinol 
in maternal serum samples drawn early 
in 89 pregnancies resulting in neural 
tube defect offspring and In 178 control 
pregnancies. Samples were obtained 
within 8 weeks of neural tube closure. 
The results of this population-based 
study in Finland, a low prevalence area 
for neural tube defects, demonstrated no 
relationship between maternal serum 
folate, vitamin B12, and retinol during 
pregnancy and the risk of neural tube 
defects. 

B. Animal Studies 

Studies with animal model systems 
are one of several lines of evidence that 
are used to establish associations 
between various nutrients or toxicants 
and birth defects. The relationship 
between folate deficiency and the 
incidence of neural tube defects in 
experimental animal model systems is 
not clear. A variety of protocols have 
been used to study the relationship 
between nutritional status and risk of 
neural tube defects (56 FR 60610). The 
anticonvulsant drug valproic add is 
suspected of causing neural tube defects 
in humans. The melanism for such 
effects is unknown but has been 
postulated to involve induction of a 
deficiency of folic acid. Hansen and 

, Grafton (1991) (Ref. 38) examined this 
possibility by culturing rat embryos 
concurrently in valproic add and folinic 
acid, a folic acid derivative. The authors 
reported a dose-related increase in the 
number of open neural tubes In rat 
embryos cultured in valproic acid. 
When various concentrations of folinic 
acid were added in combination with a 
teratogenic dose of valproic acid, there 
was no decrease in the incidence of 
open neural tubes. The results of this 
study suggested that valproic add- 
induced open neural tubes in this 
experimental animal model system are 
not the result of a defidency of folic 
acid. 

However, Wegner and Nau (1991) 
(Ref. 39) also studied the protedive 
effects of folinic acid against valproic 
add-induced neural tube defects in the 

mouse and reported a different result 
These authors observed significant 
diurnal variations in folate metabolism 
in mouse embryos between days 8.5 and 
9.5 of gestation. They measured 
significant time dependent protective 
efiects gainst valproic add-induced 
teratogenesis such that folinic add 
reduced neural tube defects when 
provided at one time period but not 
when provided at another time period. 
Such findings indicate the extreme 
sensitivity of developing embryonic 
tissue to external factors and are of 
importance in considering interactions 
of drugs with folate metabolism as a 
possible mechanism of teratogenesis 
(Ref. 39). 

Other investigations have sought to 
determine whether mice defident only 
in folic acid produce embryos with 
neural tube defects. For example. Held 
et al.. 1992 (Ref. 40) used folate-fiee 
amino add-based diets for produdng 
well-defined dietary concentrations of 
folic acid for rats and mice. Held d al 
(Ref. 40) reported that when Swiss- 
Webster mice were fed inadequate 
dietary folic acid, fewer and smaller 
embryos (that developed normally) were 
produced during pregnancy. Their 
studies indicated that folate defidency 
alone is insufficient to produce neural 
tube defects in Swiss-Webster mice. 

C. Authoritative Statements 

1. Institute of Medicine, National 
Academy of Sciences 

In 1990, the Institute of Medicine of 
the National Academy of Sdences 
published Its report, “Nutrition During 
Pregnancy” (Ref. 28). The Institute of 
Medicine updated this report in 1992 
(Refs. 41 and 42) to reflect new data 
(primarily the results of the Medical 
Research G)uncil trial; Ref. 6) that had 
become available since the first 
publication of the report. Data from the 
Hungarian randomized intervention 
trial were not publicly available at the 
time the report was updated. The report 
noted that a previous nistory of a neural 
tube defect should alert health care 
providers to the need for preventive 
measures before a subsequent 
pregnancy. The report recommended 
that women with a history of neural 
tube defect-complicated pregnancy 
follow the CDC recommendations (Refs. 
41 and 42) for high-dose folic acid 
supplementation (preconceptionally 
and throu^out the first trimester, under 
a physician's supervision) to reduce 
their risk of reciurent neural tube 
defects (Refs. 41 and 42). The report 
noted that questions remain concerning 
the etiology of neural tube defects, the 
most appropriate dosage, and the 
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appropriate role of nutrition in 
preventing first occurrences. 

2. World Health Organization 

That there is still considerable 
uncertainty as to how best to reduce the 
risk of neural tube defects is shown by 
information in a recently published 
"World Health Organization (WHO) 
Drug Information Bulletin" (Ref. 43). 
The bulletin notes that an expert 
advisory committee has now been set up 
in the United Kingdom to consider how 
best to ensure that all women likely to 
become pregnant receive supplementary 
folic acid (Ref. 44). The WHO Bulletin 
states "Unfortimately the available data 
provide no indication of how long 
supplementation needs to be continued 
to obtain the maximum effect, or of 
whether the same protective efiect can 
be obtained with lower doses. These are 
matters of some importance because it 
may be impracticable to supply a 
supplement of 4 mg daily ^m dietary 
sources alone. Some empiricism will be 
required to arrive at a recommendation. 
Short of conducting a further trial with 
difierent dosage regimens, formal 
demonstration of a dose-effect 
relationship will remain outstanding" 
(Ref. 43). FDA notes that data fintn ue 
Hungarian intervention trial were not 
publicly available at the time this 
statement was prepared. 

D. Conclusions from the Recent 
Scientific Literature 

The recent scientific literature, 
including studies in humans and 
animals, is consistent with PHS 
recommendation and raises a number of 
issues that PHS noted as needing 
resolution. 

rv. Actions on Folic Acid 

A. Determination That No Claim Can be 
Authorized at This Time 

Section 403(r)(3)(B)(i) of the act states 
that FDA is to grant a health claim when 
there is significant scientific agreement 
that the scientific data relating a 
nutrient to a disease or health condition 
supports such a claim. The recent PHS 
recommendation (Ref. 1) evidences that 
such agreement exists. However, the 
Food. Drug and Cosmetic Act must be 
read as a whole. 

Sections 403(r)(3)(A)(ii). 402(a), and 
409 of the act express the proposition 
that the use of a substance in food must 
be safe. As the PHS recommendation 
states (Ref. 1), there are significant Sluestions that persist about the use of 
olic add in fo^. Questions raised in 

the PHS recommendation (see section 
I.E.3. of this document) in^de the 
safety of high intakes by both the target 

population as well as by other segments 
of the population who may 
unintentionally be exposed to high 
intakes if overfortification of the food 
supply were to occur as a result of the 
PHS recommendation. There are. 
additionally, several other unresolved 
sdentific questions that will require 
discussion before a claim is authorized. 

Based on these concerns, FDA 
condudes that imder section 403(r)(3) of 
the act, it caimot authorize a health 
claim on folic add and neural tube 
defects. FDA is concerned that the 
possibility exists that folic add itself 
could be a substance that increases the 
risk of a disease or a health-related 
condition in persons in the general 
population (see sedion 403(r)(3)(A)(ii) 
of the ad). Therefore, FDA concludes 
that it cannot authorize a health claim 
on folic acid imtil the questions 
regarding the safety of the use of this 
nutrient as well as the other concerns 
raised by PHS are satisfadorily 
resolved. However, the agency is 
undertaking efibrts to address and 
resolve these concerns. The remainder 
of this document outlines how the 
agency will do so. 

B. Issues 

1. Estimation of range of increased 
intakes 

FDA expects that there would likely 
be a significant increase in consumption 
of folic add by women in their 
childbearing years, and by the general 
population, if a health claim were to be 
authorized because manufadurers 
would add folic add to their products 
in order to claim that these produds are 
useful in redudng the risk of birth 
defeds. Intakes of multiple doses of free 
folic add in the form of supplements 
and frt)m its increased presence in the 
food supply could rapidly result in 
intakes of more than 3 mg (3,000 pg)/ 
day by persons in the target population 
as well as by persons in ^e general 
population (see Table, Estimate A). 
Considerably higher amounts of folic 
add (approximately 7 mg (7,000 pg)/ 
day) could be consumed by subgroups 
of the population (e.g., teen-age and 
young adult males, heavy users of 
supplements) (see Table. Estimate B). 

a. Differences in bioavailability 
between free folic acid and food folates. 
It is well-recognized that the 
bioavailability of free folic acid (the 
form induded in dietary supplements 
and in fortified foods) is several-fold 
greater than that of naturally occurring 
food folates. Estimates of the increased 
bioavailability (“potency") of free folic 
add relative to fc^ folates range from 
at least 2-fold to 4-fold or greater (Ref. 

45). The pronounced difierences in 
bioavailability between free folic add 
and food folates must be factored into 
considerations of appropriate dose as 
well as considerations of potential 
safety issues. 

b. History of use. Because the National 
Research Council recommended daily 
allowances have been set below 500 pg 
of food folates ("foladn") (except those 
for pregnant women) since 1968 (Refs. 
46,47, and 48), and because the food 
additive regulation has limited the 
amoimt of free folic add added to 
fortified foods and Supplements to 400 
pg/day (except supplements for 
pregnant or ladating women), there is 
no history of long-term use by persons 
in the general U.S. population, 
including pregnant women, of daily 
intakes of free folic add in excess of 
about 1 mg (1,000 pg). Therefore, 
potential safety concerns must be 
addressed. 

2. Specific safety issues and estimates of 
magnitude 

If a wide variety of food sources were 
fortified with 400 pg folic acid/serving. 
as would likely occur following 
authorization of a health claim, intakes 
of folic add could easily reach 3 mg 
(3,000pg)/day or higher. FDA’s concerns 
regarding large increases in folic add 
fortification, and the large increases in 
intake that would result, are 
summarized below. 

a. Vitamin Bi2-related issues, (i) Issue: 
As mentioned above, in the presence of 
excess folic acid and inadequate vitamin 
Bi2. the anemia of vitamin Bi2 

deficiency may not develop but severe 
and irreversible nerve damage may 
continue. This interadion between the 
functions of folic add and vitamin B12 

has been recognized for many years and 
is the basis for the precautionary 
statement on oral and parenteral 
preparations of folic add for therapeutic 
use in treating folate-deficiency 
anemias. The agency is reviewing the 
literature upon which this concern is 
based. 

In 1945, folic add was introduced as 
a possibly spedfic substance for the 
treatment of pemidous anemia. A large 
number of reports based on small 
numbers of cases studied for short 
periods of time followed the 
introduction of this new therapy (Ref. 
49). It was soon recognized that the two 
manifestations of pemidous anemia 
(the hematologic disturbances and the 
neurologic disturbances) responded 
differently to therapy with folic add. 
Reports b^an to appear in the literature 
calling attention to the deleterious and 
someUmes "explosively" harmful 
effects of folic add on the neurologic 
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manifestations of the disease (Refs. SO 
through 53). 

There is ample evidence that most 
patients with pernicious anemia 
respond hematologically to folic acid 
(Refs. 54 through 59). Doses of 1 to 5 mg 
folic acid can reverse the hematologic 
abnormalities of the deficiency (Refs. 60 
through 64). Hematologic improvement 
in pernicious anemia has also been 
noted at doses of folic acid lower than 
1 mg (e.g., 200 to 500 pg) (Refs. 58, 59. 
65 through 67. and 100), but the 
responses have been less predictable 
than those to doses of 1 to 5 mg. For 
example, Chosy et al. (1962) (Ref. 66) 
reported that daily injections of 400 pg 
of folic acid caused hematologic 
responses in some patients with 
pernicious anemia. Some investigators 
have not been convinced that amounts 
of folic acid within the range of 200 to 
500 pg/day would mask pernicious 
anemia (Refs. 65,68, and 101), while 
others have reported suboptimal 
responses to 500 pg of folic acid in 
patients with pernicious anemia (Refs. 
58 and 59). 

On the basis of the degree of 
reticulocyte response. 200 pg folic acid 
has been used to differentiate between 
the megaloblastic anemias caused by 
folate deficiency and vitamin B12 

deficiency (Ref. 69). Chanarin (1969) 
(Ref. 69) cautioned that this use should 
not be interpreted to mean that long¬ 
term administration of 200 pg of folic 
acid could not mask pernicious anemia 
in some otherwise untreated patients. 
Herbert (1975) (Ref. 70) and Herbert et 
al. (1980) (Ref. 71) recommended that 
100 pg folic acid be administered orally 
in therapeutic trials. This dosage has 
been shown to provide a maximal 
hematologic response in patients with 
folate deficiency but not in those with 
vitamin B12 deficiency (Ref. 72). This 
finding is in agreement with the 
statement of Chanarin (1969) (Ref. 69) 
that doses of folic acid greater than 200 
pg/day might produce hematologic 
responses in some patients with 
pernicious anemia. 

Pernicious anemia is not an 
insignificant or rare condition in the 
United States (see section IV.B.2.a.ii. of 
this document), nor is its diagnosis 
always straightforward. For example, 
Lindenbaum et al. (1990) (Ref. 73) has 
reported that while serum cobalamin 
levels have been generally considered to 
be essentially 100 percent sensitive in 
the detection of clinical disorders 
caused by cobalamin deficiency, there is 
a significant minority of patients with 
cobalamin deficiency whose serum 
cobalamin levels are normal. In such 
individuals, measurements of serum 
metabolite concentrations of 

methylmalonic acid and total 
homocysteine may be necessary to 
facilitate the diagnosis of vitamin B12 

deficiency (Ref. 73). 
In summary, the available evidence 

indicates that some patients with 
pernicious anemia will respond to folate 
therapy in doses less than 500 pg/day. 
Other individuals with pernicious 
anemia will not exhibit hematologic 
remission at such doses but will 
respond to doses of 1 mg of folic acid 
and higher. It is not possible to answer 
with certainty whether intakes of folic 
acid in foods approaching 400 pg/day 
could result in transient hematologic 
remission in patients with pernicious 
anemia. The agency believes that this 
issue warrants further discussion. 

(ii) Estimates of magnitude: Vitamin 
Bi2 deficiency anemias are not 
uncommon in the U.S. population. 
Information from the National Center for 
Health Statistics indicates that there 
were 740,000 patient visits to 
physicians’ offices with a diagnosis of 
pernicious anemia during the 2-year 
interval 1989 to 1990 (Ref. 74). 
Approximately 524,000 of these visits 
were by women (Ref. 74). An additional 
16,000 patient visits during this interval 
involved a diagnosis of other vitamin 
Bi2 deficiencies (for example, those 
associated with consumption of 
vegetarian diets). 

National Center for Health Statistics 
records horn the National Hospital 
Discharge survey for 1990 identified 
31,000 discharges that included a 
diagnosis of pernicious anemia and an 
additional 7,000 discharges that 
included a diagnosis of other vitamin 
Bj2 deficiency anemia (Ref. 75). 

It is recognized that among African- 
Americans, particularly Afi-ican- 
American women, pernicious anemia is 
not confined to the elderly, as it 
generally is among whites (Refs. 76 
through 78). Thus, a large subgroup of 

, young African-American women in the 
general population may be especially 
vulnerable to adverse effects of 
significantly increased intakes of folic 
acid. 

Although the number of “visits” 
recorded in the ambulatory care surv'eys 
mentioned above include multiple visits 
by some patients, the data show that 
pernicious anemia is not an 
insignificant or rare condition in the 
U.S. population. There is currently no 
way to determine how many persons in 
the general U.S. population have 
undiagnosed vitamin B12 deficiency. A 
large number of people have subnormal 
levels of serum vitamin B12 without 
having any classical manifestations of 
vitamin B|2 deficiency (Refs. 79 and 80). 
Ten to twenty pmcent of elderly 

persons, more than 25 percent of 
demented patients. 15 to 20 percent of 
AIDS patients, and 15 to 20 percent of 
patients with malignant diseases have 
tow serum vitamin Bi2 levels. In 
addition. 5 to 10 percent of all patients, 
regardless of age or clinical status, are 
found to have low serum B12 levels. 
Metabolic and subtle neiirologic 
dysfunction are demonstrable in a 
significant fraction of such cases (Ref. 
79). Very little is known about whether 
folate supplementation has any effect on 
such persons, who are more numerous 
in the population than are patients with 
pernicious anemia (Ref. 79). This issue 
requires consideration in assessing the 
potential impact of increased intakes of 
folic acid. 

b. Risks to pregnant women. In 
“Nutrition During Pregnancy,” the 
Institute of Medicine (lOM) stated that 
the safety of large doses of folic acid 
during pregnancy has not been 
systematically determined (Ref. 28). The 
lOM noted that large doses of folic acid 
may inhibit the absorption of other 
nutrients by competitive interaction and 
can also obscure the diagnosis of onset 
or relapse of pernicious anemia which 
is extremely rare in women of 
childbearing age. The lOM 
recommended modest supplementation 
for some segments of the U.S. 
population at risk of folate inadequacy. 
Such subpopulations include some 
pregnant women who lack the 
knowledge or financial resources to 
purchase adequate food, abusers of 
alcohol, cigarettes, or drugs, those with 
malabsorption syndromes, pregnant 
adolescents, and women bearing more 
than one fetus. Based upon data 
available at the time, the lOM 
recommended 300 pg folate daily during 
pregnancy for such subpopulations (Ref. 
28). 

(i) Issue. A potential risk of increased 
folic acid supplementation involves 
effects of high blood levels of free folic 
acid on the embryo during early 
gestation. The Medical Research 
Council study that treated women at 
high risk of a recurrence of a neural tube 
defect pregnancy with 4 mg folic acid 
daily did not have the power to 
ascertain the safety of such high level 
supplementation in the population 
studied. This concern was stated by the 
study’s author (Ref. 6). The agency 
noted above that there is no history of 
long-term use in the United States of 
folic acid at levels at or above about 1 
m^d^. 

(ii) Estimate of magnitude. About 4 
million pregnancies occur in the United 
States each year. ’The concern regarding 
the lack of safety data for high doses of 
folic acid in pregnant womeir has been 
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discussed in the scientific literature 
since the report of the successful 
Medical Research Council trial (Ref. 6). 
For example. Learning et al. (1991) (Ref. 
81) stated that while 4 mg of folic add 
until 12 weeks of pregnancy may reduce 
the inddence of neural tube defeds in 
women at hi^ risk of recurrence, there 
may also be damaging efiects. These 
authors suggested that substantial 
amounts of unmetabolized folic add 
appear in the plasma after a single high 
dose and sugg^ed that high drculating 
levels of folic acid may damage 
de\ eloping neural tissue during early 
embryonic development. They further 
noted that high levels of folic add are 
not normally found in the drculation. 
Scott et al. (1991) (Ref. 82) also 
suggested the seriousness of risk during 
early embryonic development. They 
stat^ that while the fully develop^ 
brain may be protected from neurotoxic 
efieds of high circulating levels of folic 
acid, no information is available as to 
whether developing neural tissue is 
similarly proteded. 

c. Persons with epilepsy (i) Issue. The 
possibility has been raiseid that folic 
acid supplements in high doses may 
reverse the effediveness of 
anticonvulsant medication (Ref. 83). 
Folic add and certain anticonvulsants 
compete with each other for receptors 
on brain cells. A potential concern is 
whether high intakes of folic acid 
exacerbate seizures in persons with 
uncontrolled or with drug-controlled 
epilepsy. 

(ii) Estimates of magnitude. There are 
an estimated 200,000 persons in the 
United States whose epilepsy is not 
controlled. Most studies on ^e effeds of 
folic acid in persons with drug 
controlled epilepsy have involved 
institutionalized individuals and 
responses to increased intakes have 
been variable. 

d. Persons taking drugs that interfere 
with folate metabolism, (i) Issue. Folate 
antagonists such as Methotrexate are 
used in the treatment of various cancers, 
including leukemias (Ref. 84). In 
addition, low doses of Methotrexate are 
currently used in the treatment of 
psoriasis, rheumatoid arthritis, and 
bronchial asthma. The antifolate 
Trimethoprim is used to treat baderial 
infedions. Other therapeutic drugs that 
interfere with folate metabolism 
include: Pyrimethamine, Triamterene, 
sulfasalazine, colchicine, phenyltoin, 
and Trimetrexate (Ref. 84). Recognition 
of the therapeutic usefulness of these 
antifolate drugs for the conditions above 
has developed during the last 30 years. 

(ii) Estimates of magnitude. The drugs 
mentioned above are used in the 
treatment of: Psoriasis, rheumatoid 

arthritis, bronchial asthma, malaria, 
hypertension, Crohn’s disease, gout, 
epilepsy, and AIDS. Taken together, 
memy of these conditions affed 
significant portions of the general U.S. 
population. 

The safety of significantly increased 
folate intakes by persons with these 
disorders, whether or not they are 
receiving antifolate medications, 
remains an open question (Ref. 85). The 
safety or toxicity of oral folic add 
supplements in persons who are being 
treated with drugs known to interfere 
with folate metabolism requires further 
discussion. 

It is not known whether substantially 
increased intakes of folic acid would 
impair (or reverse) the therapeutic 
effediveness of these medications. It is 
known, for example, that “rescue” by 5- 
formyl-tetrahydrofolate (a biologically 
active reduced folate derivative that can 
compete with antifolate compounds and 
does not require the adivity of the 
enzyme dlhydrofolate redudase for 
conversion to an adive form) is used in 
patients undergoing chemotherapy with 
the antifolate Methotrexate. Treatment 
with 5-formyl-tetrahydrofolate is used to 
reduce the toxicity of Methotrexate and 
to proted nonmalignant cells (for 
example, those in the intestinal trad) 
horn damage by the chemotherapeutic 
agent. 

3. Identifying and targeting the 
population at risk 

a. The target population. Given the 
absence of biological markers to identify 
women at greatest risk of a neural tube 
defed pregnancy, a very large 
population of women must be reached 
in attempts to reduce the risk of neural 
tube defeds. There are about 70 million 
women of reprodudive age in the 
United States, of whom about 2,500 
annually will have a pregnancy 
complicated by a neural tube birth 
defed. As noted above, this number is 
an underestimate of the number of 
neural tube defed pregnancies that 
occur. The safety issues show the 
importance of the method of 
implementation chosen to reach the 
target population. Fortification of the 
fo<^ supply, for example, would expose 
more than 250 million people to 
increased folic acid intakes to reach the 
approximately 4 million women who 
become pregnant each year. Use of 
supplements, while potentially capable 
of targeting some of the population at 
risk, would not likely reach those of 
lower socioeconomic status or 
noncompliers who might also be at 
increased risk. 

b. Estimation of the 'folic acid' 
preventable" fraction of neural tube 

defects. The folic acid-prrtective efieds 
against risk of neural tube defeds found 
in studies of folic add at levels lower 
than ,1 mg/day have ranged from none 
to substantial (Ref. 1). In general, 
observational studies in areas of 
moderate prevalence (2-5 neural tube 
defeds/1,000 births) have found 
protedive effects, while a study in two 
areas of lower prevalence (less than 1 
neural tube defed/1,000 births) found 
no protective efied. While such 
considerations should not negate an 
appropriate recommendation for women 
of child-bearing age, the magnitude of 
the preventable fraction may influence 
decisions on how best to implement the 
PHS recommendation and thus whether 
and how to provide for a health claim. 

4. How does the available information 
on effective levels of intake aflfed 
options for implementation 

The neural tube forms and closes 
during the first month after conception 
before most women, are aware of their 
pregnancy. For this reason,, and since 
more than half of the pregnandes in the 
United States are unplanned (Ref. 119), 
the PHS recommendation stated that it 
would be prudent for women to 
consume 0.4 mg of folic acid daily on 
a regular, continuous basis as long as 
they are capable of becoming pregnant 
(Ref. 1). 

In the supplementary information 
accompanying its recommendation, the 
PHS noted that it is possible that lower 
intakes of folic acid may reduce the risk 
of neural tube defects, but that further 
research would be needed to learn the 
minimum effective level (Ref. 1). This 
issue is of importance not only because 
supplement doses lower than 0.4 mg 
(400 pg) have not been studied 
adequately, but because of the unknown 
contribution of dietary intake to the 
results reported in the available studies. 
Most of the studies of supplement use 
have not evaluated folate intake from 
foods. Thus, the base of dietary folate 
intake to which a folic acid-containing 
supplement was added is unknown. 
This complicates assessment of intake- 
re^onse relationships. 

Consideration of tne minimum, 
effective level of intake is also relevant 
because of the need for women to 
maintain good folate nutriture at least 1 
month before conception and through 
the first 6 weeks of pregnancy. Given 
this fact and the high rate of unplanned 
pregnancies in the United States, 
women potentially must consume an 
effective amount of folic acid during all 
or most of their child-bearing years. 
This represents 30 years or more of 
chronic exposure for ^ target 
population. If the minimum efiective 
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level is added to the conventional food 
supply, it represents a lifetime of 
exposure for the entire population. 

The best available studies used daily 
intakes of folic acid of 0.8 mg (800 pg) 
or 4 mg (4,000 pg). These levels are 
outside of the range of folate provided 
by usual U.S. diets (100 to 500 pg/day). 
For example, the well-conducted 
Medical Research Council trial 
demonstrated that 4 mg of folic acid 
daily during the periconceptipnal 
period was effective in women at high 
risk of a recurrence of a neiuaj tube 
defect-affected pregnancy (Ref. 6). 
Preliminary data born the recently 
closed Hungarian trial in women at risk 
of occurrence of a neural tube defect 
pregnancy showed that 
periconceptional use of 800 pg^folic acid 
in a muitivitamin/multimineral 
preparation significantly reduced these 
defects (Ref. 30). Under current 
regulations, products with these dosages 
are drucs. 

Based on a synthesis of information 
from several studies, including-those 
that recorded use of multivitamins 
containing folic acid at varying doses, 
the PHS inferred that folic acid at levels 
of 0.4 mg per day will reduce the risk 
of neural tube defects (Ref. 1). This level 
is currently regulated as a food. 

Whether other vitamins have an 
impact on the effect of folic acid when 
taken at low doses is not known. For 
example. Smithells et al. (Ref. 8) used 
360 pg folic acid with other vitamins, 
and the Hungarian study (Refs. 27 and 
30) used a dose of 800 pg folic acid with 
other vitamins. The study of Milunsky 
et al. (1989) (Ref. 13) examined fofic 
acid as a component of multivitamins, 
and Mulinare et al. (1988) (Ref. 12) 
studied vitamin use but there was no 
documentation of folic acid use. All 
preparations associated with reductions 
in risk of neural tube defects, with the 
exception of preparations used in the 
Medical Research Council trial, 
contained (at least) vitamin A, vitamin 
D, thiamin, riboflavin, pyridoxine, 
vitamin C. and niacin in addition to 
folic acid. The results of Mills et al. 
(1989) (Ref. 10) showed no effect of folic 
acid from multivitamins or fortified 
cereals at a level of 400 pg. Information 
from a recent case-control study in 
Boston, Philadelphia, and Toronto 
suggested that a daily intake of 300 to 
400 pg/day of folates horn conventional 
foods offered significant protection from 
risk of neural tube defects (Ref. 31). The 
interrelation between several vitamins 
and folic acid may be explored by the 
advisory committee. 

The oifficulties in identifying a 
minimal potentially protective intake of 
folic acid are related in part to 

observations that poor folic add status 
per se is not directly related to neural 
tube defects (that is, a dietary 
insuffidency of folic add has not been 
consistently associated withincreased 
risk of neural tube defects or predictive 
of women who would be' most likely to 
benefit from folic acid 
supplementation). Neural tube birth 
defects are not among adverse 
pregnancy outcomes that have been 
associated with clinical folate 
deficiency in humans. Inconsistent 
results have been obtained in clinical 
studies carried out to determine if mild 
to moderate folate deficiency is 
associated with adverse pregnancy 
outcomes (Ref. 28). 

For example, Yates et al. (1987) (Ref. 
16) reported that although erythrocyte 
folate levels were lower in women who 
had several infants with neural tube 
defeds, there was no association 
between erythroc)rte folate levels and 
dietary folate intake. Thus, the risk for 
recurrence of a neural tube defect 
pregnancy could not be attributed to 
lower dietary folate intakes by mothers 
of affected infants (Ref. 16). Mills et al. 

'(1992) (Ref. 37) recently measured levels 
of folate, vitamin B12, and retinol in 
maternal serum samples drawn early in 
89 pregnancies resulting in neural tube 
defect offspring and in 178 control 
pregnancies. Samples were obtained 
within 8 weeks of neural tube closure. 
The results of this population-based 
study in Finland, a low prevalence area 
for neural tube defects, demonstrated no 
relationship between maternal serum 
folate, vitamin B12, and retinol during 
pregnancy and the risk of neural tube 
defects. 

Nutrition during early pregnancy is 
critical for normal embryonic 
development. Human intervention and 
observational studies have focused on 
the periconceptional interval as a time 
when maternal nutritional status is 
particularly important, and when 
intervention may be of greatest value. In 
human embryogenesis, the neural tube 
forms and closes within the first month 
of pregnancy, often before a women 
realizes that she is pregnant. 

5. Options for implementation 

The supplementary information 
accompanying the PHS 
recommendation stated that there are 
three potential approaches for the 
delivery of folic acid to the general 
population in the dosage recommended. 
These include; (1) Improvement of 
dietary habits, (2) fortification of the 
U.S. food supply, and (3) use of dietary 
supplements. Each option has certain 
advantages and disadvantages. A careful 
review of these options is warranted as 

the agency works toward deciding 
whether aiid how to authorize a health 
claim.! 

V. Role of the Advisory Committee • 

Given'the significance of neural tube 
defects and the recommendation of the 
PHS, FDAi convened an advisory 
committee to help resolve the 
outstanding concerns on the effects of 
food clainis describing the effects of 
folic acid intake-on neural tube defects. 
The process that the agency has 
instituted and the concerns that need to 
be addressed and resolved are described 
below. 

In addition to convening the advisory 
committee, the agency will conduct an 
indepth analysis of consumption 
patterns for specific foods across all age 
groups and both genders. The agency 
will consider various possibilities for 
fortification of foods, and such analysis 
will facilitate a determination of the ' 
effects of fortification of specific foods 
on overall intake in selected groups in 
the populetiom 

The advisory committee heard 
testimony from experts as well as finm 
other interested parties and provided 
recommendations to the agency on four 
broad issues : 

(1) What is the target population that 
needs to be reached regarding the effects 
of jPolic acid on neural tube defects? 

(2) How does the available 
information on the effective level of 
intake affect options for implemenation? 

(3) What are the safety concerns for 
persons in the target population and in 
the general population? 

(4) If a claim is to be authorized, what 
is the most appropriate method for 
presenting it to the target population? 

An announcement of the meeting of 
the advisory committee and an 
opportunity to participate was provided 
in a Federal Register notice (57 FR 
52781, November 5.1992). The agency 
is reviewing the recommendations 
provided by the advisory committee. 

VI. Impact Statements 

A. Economic Impact 

In its food labeling .proposals ot 
November 27.1991 (56 FR 60366 et 
seq.), FDA stated that the food labeling 
reform initiative, taken as a whole, 
would have associated costs in excess of 
the $106 million threshold that defines 
a major rule. Thus, in accordance with 
Executive Order 12291 and the 
Regulatory Flexibility Act (Pub. L. 96- 
354), FDA developed one 
comprehensive regulatory impact 
analysis (RIA) that presented the costs 
and benefits of all of the food labeling 
provisions taken together. That RIA was 
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published in the Federal Register of 
November 27,1991 (56 FR 60856)'. The 
agency requested comments on the RIA 
along with the food labeling proposals. 

FDA has evaluated more than 300 
comments that it received in response to 
the November 1991 RIA. FDA’s 
discussion of these comments is 
contained in the agency's final RIA 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. In addition. FDA will 
prepare a final regulatory flexibility 
analysis (RFA) subsequent to the 
publication of the food labeling final 
rules. The final RFA will be placed on 
file with the Dockets Management 
Branch (HFA-305), Food and Drug 
Administration, rm. 1-23,12420 
Parklawn Dr., Rockville, MD 20857, and 
a notice will be published in the 
Federal Register announcing its 
availability. 

In the final RIA. FDA has concluded, 
based on its review of available data and 
comments, that the overall food labeling 
reform initiative constitutes a major rule 
as defined by Executive Order 12291. 
Further, the agency has concluded that 
although the costs of complying with 
the new food labeling requirements are 
substantial, such costs are outweighed 
by the public health benefits that will be 
realized through the use of improved 
nutrition information provided by food 
labeling. 

B. Environmental Impact 

The agency has determined under 21 
CFR 25.24(a)(ll) that this action is of a 
type that does not individually or 
cumulatively have a significant effect on 
the human environment. Therefore, 
neither an environmental assessment 
nor an environmental impact statement 
is required. 
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List of Subjects in 21 CFR Part 101 

Food labeling, Reponing and 
recordkeeping requirements. 

Therefore, under the Federal Food, 
Drug, and Cosmetic Act and under 
authority delegated to the Commissioiiei 
of Food and Drugs, 21 CFR part 101 is 
amended as follows: 
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PART 101—FOOD LABEUNG 

1. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 101 continues to read as follows; 

Authority: Secs. 4. 5,6 of the Fair 
Packaging and Labeling Act (15 U.S.C. 1453, 
1454,1455): secs 201, 301,402,403, 409, 701 
of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act 
(21 U.S.C. 321, 331, 342, 343, 348, 371). 

2. Section 101.71 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (c) to read as 
follows: 

S 101.71 Health elabns: daims not 
authorhted. 
***** 

(c) Folic acid and neural tube defects. 

Dated; December 17,1992. 
David A. Kessler, 

Commissioner of Food and Drugs. 
Louis W. Sullivan, 
Secretary of Health and Human Services. 

Note: The following table will not appear 
in the annual Code of Federal Regulations. 

BIUJNG CODE 
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Table. Estimates o£ intakes resulting from fortification of 
foods witb folic acid 

Folate/folic 
acid source 

Amount Estimate of 
bio- 
availability^ 
(percent) 

Free folic acid 
equivalent 

<|t9) 

Estimate A: 

Usual diet 300 50 150 

' Add foods 
fortified to 
unit limit of 
400 |tg: 

Plus 1 supplement ' 400 100 400 

Plus 5 servings 
breads and 
cereals 

2,000 75 1,500 

Plus 2 servings 
fruit Juice 

800 75 600 

Plus 3 servings 
dairy products 

1,200 75 900 

Total ^g/day 

Estimate B: 

4,700 3,550 

Ustial diet 300 50 150 

Add foods 
fortified to 
unit liad.t of 
400 |ig: 

- 

Plus 2 supplements 800 100 800 

Plus 10 
servings 
breads and 
cereals 

4,000 75 3,000 

Plus 4 servings 
fruit Juice 

1,600 75 1,200 

Plus 0 servings 
dairy products 

2,400 75 1,800 

Total itg/day 9,100 * 6,950 

^Bstiaates of bioa*railability used in FDA's calculation were 
50 percent for food folates, 75 percent for folic acid added to 
foods, and 100 percent for folic acid in supplements. 

IFR Doc. 92-31S14 Filed 12-28-02; 8:45 uni 

HLUNS COOC 41M-«1-C 
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DEPAFTTMENT OF HEALTH AND 
HUMAN SERVICES 

Food and Drug Administration 

21 CFR Part 101 

[Docket No. 91N-01011 

RiN 0905-AB67 

Food Labeiing: Heaith Claims and 
Labei Statements: Antioxidant 
Vitamins and Cartcer 

AGEroCY: Food and Drug Administration, 
HHS. 
ACTION: Final rule. 

summary: The Food and Ehug 
Administration (FDA) is announcing its 
decision not to authorize the use on the 
label or labeling of foods of health 
claims relating to an association 
between antioxidant vitamins and 
cancer. However, FDA is authorizing a 
health Ciaim relating substances in diets 
low in fat and high in fruits and 
vegetables (foods that are low in fat and 
may contain dietary hber, vitamin A, 
and vitamin C) to a reduced risk of 
cancer. This action is in response to 
provisions of the Nutrition Labeling and 
Education Act of 1990 (the 1990 
amendments) that bear on health claims, 
and was developed in accordance with 
the final rule on general requirements 
for health claims, published elsewhere 
in this issue of the Federal Register. 

Based on the totality of the publicly 
available scientific evidence, including 
recently available evidence, the agency 
has concluded that there is not 
significant scientific agreement among 
qualified experts that a claim relating 
antioxidant vitamins to reduced risk of 
cancer is supported. The publicly 
available evidence does indicate, 
however, that diets rich in fhiits and 
vegetables, which are generally low in 
fat and high in vitamin A (as beta- 
carotene), vitamin C, and dietary fiber, 
are associated with decreased risk of 
several types of cancer and there is 
significant scientific agreement that the 
evidence supports this association. The 
evidence is not su^icient to attribute the 
reduction in risk specifically to vitamin 
A (as beta-carotene), vitamin C, or 
vitamin E, alone or in combination, or 
to other components of these diets’! In 
order to evaluate further the 
relationship between antioxidant 
vitamins and cancer, FDA is planning to 
convene an advisory committee to 
review the available data and 
recommend whether a health claim for 
specific antioxidant vitamins and cancer 
should be authorized. 
EFFECm'E date: May 8.1993. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: John 
N. Hathcock, Center for Food Safety and 
Applied Nutrition (HFS—465), Food and 
Drug Administration, 200 C St., SW., 
Washington, DC 20204, 301-344-6006. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

I. Background 

In the Federal Register of November 
27,1991 (56 FR 60624), FDA proposed 
to deny the use on food labeling of 
health claims relating antioxidant 
vitamins (specifically, vitamin C, 
vitamin E, and beta-carotene) to the risk 
of cancer. The proposed rule was issued 
in response to provisions of the 1990 
amendments that bear on health claims 
and in accordance with the proposed 
general requirements for health claims 
for food (56 FR 60537). As amended by 
the 1990 amendments (Pub. L. 101-535), 
the Federal Food. Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act (the act) provides that a food is 
misbranded if it bears a claim that 
characterizes the relationship of a 
nutrient to a disease or health-related 
condition unless the claim is made in 
accordance with section 403(r)(3) or 
(r)(5)(D) of the act (21 U.S.C. 343(r)(3) or 
343(r)(5)(D)). 

Congress enacted the health claims 
provisions of the 1990 amendments to 
help U.S. consumers maintain good 
health through appropriate dietary 
patterns and to protect consumers from 
unfounded health claims. Section 
3(b)(1)(A) of the 1990 amendments 
specifically requires the agency to 
determine whether claims respecting 10 
nutrient-disease relationships meet the 
requirements of section 403(r)(3} or 
403(r)(5)(D) of the act. The relationship 
between antioxidant vitamins and 
cancer is one of the claims required to 
be evaluated. In carrying out this 
inquiry, FDA chose for consideration 
three antioxidant vitamins: vitamin C, 
vitamin E, and beta-carotene. Vitamins 
C and E were chosen because they are 
vitamins that function as antioxidants. 
FDA chose beta-carotene because it is an 
antioxidant, and because it is a 
provitamin and an important source of 
dietary vitamin A activity. FDA did not 
choose preformed vitamin A (retinol or 
retinoic acid) because its biological 
functions are not through an antioxidant 
role, and because vitamin A cannot 
function in an antioxidant fashion 
similar to that of beta-carotene 
(carotenoids) and vitamins C and E. 
FDA extended consideration of this 
topic area to all sources of antioxidant 
vitamins, i.e., both conventional foods 
and dietary supplements (56 FR 60624 
at 60525). 

FDA published a notice, in the 
Federal Register of March 28,1991 (56 
FR 12932), requesting scientific data 

and information on the 10 specific 
health claim topic areas identified in the 
1990 amendments, including 
antioxidant vitamins and cancer. 
Relevant scientific studies and data 
received in response to this request 
were considered as part of the agency’s 
review of the scientific literature on 
antioxidant vitamins 6md cancer in the 
proposed rule. Comments received in 
response to the notice and not 
specifically, addressed in the proposed 
rule are summarized and addressed 
below. 

In the proposed rule (56 FR 60624), 
FDA requested written comments on its 
tentative determination not to authorize, 
a health claim for antioxidant vitamins 
and cancer. The agency specifically 
requested submission of data which 
directly bear on: (1) whether beta- 
carotene, vitamin C, and vitamin E per 
se, rather than some other component of 
food, decrease the risk of cancer in 
humans, and (2) the range of beta- 
carotene, vitamin C, and vitamin E 
intake that produce this effect. In 
addition, on January 30 and 31,1992, 
FDA held public hearings on all aspects 
of the proposed rules published in 
response to the 1990 amendments (57 
FR 239, January 3,1992). 

In the Federal Register of July 23, 
1992, FDA published a notice reopening 
the comment period for three specific 
health claim topics, including 
cmtioxidant vitamins and cancer (57 FR 
32751). In that document, FDA noted 
that the agency had received or 
identified several new studies on the 
relationship between antioxidant 
vitamins and cancer, which appeared to 
present significant new information that 
was not identified in the studies that 
FDA reviewed in its proposal. FDA 
listed the new studies and requested 
comments on them. Using the same 
criteria as described in the proposed 
wle (56 FR 60624 at 60629), these new 
studies are reviewed below. Comments 
received on the new studies are 
incorporated into the discussion of 
comments that follows. 

Altogether, the agency received 
approximately 100 comments from 
consumers, consumer advocacy groups. 
State health departments, organizations 
of health professionals, the food 
industry, and Government agencies. A 
number of comments were received that 
were more appropriately answered in 
other companion food labeling 
documents, and these were forwarded to 
the appropriate docket for response. 

The Dietary Supplement Act of 1992 
(H.R. 6181) established a moratorium on 
the implementation of the 1990 
amendments with respect to dietary 
supplements. The Dietary Supplement 
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Act says that FDA can grant health 
claims for foods, including dietary 
supplements, under section 
403(r)(3)(B){i) of the act. However, it 
may not act on such claims under 
section 403(r)(5)(D) Of the act until it 
establishes a standard to implement that 
section of the act, which the Dietary 
Supplement Act says may not occur 
until December 1993. Section 
3(b)(l)(A)(x) of the 1990 amendments 
directs the agency to evaluate the 
antioxidant vitamins and cancer claim 
based on the standard that FDA is 
establishing for determining the 
reliability of health claims under section 
403(r)(5KD) of the act. In the November 
27,1991, proposal on general 
requirements for health claims, FDA 
proposed to adopt the standard that the 
1990 amendments provide for 
conventional foods, which is set forth in 
section 403(r)(3)(B)(i) of the act, as the 
standard for dietary supplements. Given 
this fact, and the fact that antioxidant 
vitamins are found in numerous 
conventional foods as well as in dietary 
supplements, FDA broadened its 
inquiry to a determination as to whether 
it should grant a health claim on 
antioxidant vitamins and cancer for any 
foods. 

Because the Dietary Supplement Act 
provides that FDA may grant claims 
using the signihcant scientific 
agreement standard specihed in section 
403{r)(3)(B){i) of the act, and given the 
breadth of TOA’s November 1991 
proposal on antioxidant vitamins, FDA 
has decided to move forward to 
determine whether it can authorize a 
claim under section 403(r)(3)(B)(i) of the 
act for antioxidant vitamins and cancer. 
However, this rule does not apply to 
dietary supplements. While a 
manufacturer of a dietary supplement 
can make a claim on antioxidant 
vitamins and cancer without rendering 
its product misbranded under section 
403(r){l)(B) of the act, the manufacturer 
should assure itself that the making of 
the claim will not misbrand the product 
under section 403(a). 

II. Review of New Scientific Evidence: 
Beta-carotene, Vitamin C, and Vitamin 
E (Review of the Scientific Literature 
Available From 1991 Through February 
1992, and Publications Submitted as 
Part of Comments) 

A. New Studies 

As noted in the Federal Register of 
July 23,1992, results of several human 
studies have been reported in the 
scientific literature on the association 
between antioxidant vitamin intake and 
risk of cancer since the drafting of the 
proposed rule. Additionally, comments 

received in response to the proposed 
rule (56 FR 60624) noted some studies 
that FDA had overlooked in its 
proposal. FDA also identified some new 
studies through literature searches. Most 
of the new studies evaluated the effects 
of antioxidant vitamins in the larger 
context of diet and cancer, with some 
focusing primarily on the relationship of 
the antioxidant vitamins to fat and 
energy intakes. The recently available 
studies collectively addressed the 
relationship between antioxidant 
vitamins and a variety of types of 
cancer, including cancer of the breast, 
prostate, pancreas, uterine cervix, 
urinary bladder, colo-rectum, lung, and 
stomach. 

Those studies submitted as comments 
which contributed to the totality of the 
scientific evidence on antioxidant 
vitamins and cancer are included in the 
following review. Those studies 
submitted as comments which were not 
germane to the topic or did not provide 
useful scientific information are 
addressed in the response to comments 
later in this final rule. 

1. Overall cancer mortality rate 

The relationship between vitamin C 
intake and total and cancer-related 
mortality rates in the United States was 
investigated through evaluation of the 
data from the National Health and 
Nutrition Examination Survey 
(NHANES I) (Ref. 1) (Table 1). The 
results indicated that higher vitamin C 
intakes are not significantly related to 
lower cancer mortality rates. The 
standardized mortality rate from ail 
types of cancer collectively was a 
nonsignificant 0.78 for those taking 
supplemental vitamin C, compared with 
those who did not supplement with 
vitamin C. 

2. Bladder cancer 

A study of bladder cancer (Ref. 2) 
found that higher calculated vitamin E 
intake from foods was associated with 
slightly reduced risk of bladder cancer, 
after adjusting for smoking and total 
calories (Table 1). No association with 
cancer risk for the level of retinol or 
carotenoid intake was evident in this 
study. The participation rate was 
approximately 70 percent for the cases, 
the hospital-based controls, and the 
population-based controls. This study 
may have introduced bias by including 
prevalent cases (approximately 40 
percent). Case-control studies usually 
select incident (newly diagnosed) cases. 
Prevalent cases are patients who have 
survived the disease for a period of 
time. Prevalent cases are generally not 
included in case control studies because 
the characteristics that contributed to 

their survival may modify potential risk 
factors of disease. 

3. Breast cancer 

In a recent study on breast cancer and 
foods that contain antioxidant vitamins 
(Ref. 3), dietary carotene and vitamin C 
intakes from foods wore found to be 
associated with protection, but use of 
these constituents as dietary 
supplements had no effect on risk of 
breast cancer (Table 1). Patients with 
breast cancer tended to eat fewer than 
10 fruits and vegetables per week. Thera 
was a low participation rate (56 percent 
of eligible cases and 46 percent of 
eligible controls), which may have 
introduced bias into the study. It is 
unclear why a large percentage of those 
identified as eligible did not participate, 
and this makes extrapolation of the 
results to the general population more 
difficult. 

Another case-control study of breast 
cancer (Ref. 4) reported a marginal 
protective association between fruits 
rich in beta carotene and risk of breast 
cancer when premenopausal and 
postmenopausal women were evaluated 
together (Table 1). There was also a 
marginal protective association found 
for calculated preformed vitamin A (i.e., 
retinol) intake in postmenopausal 
women. When both premenopausal and 
postmenopausal women were analyzed 
together, the study found no significant 
association between antioxidant vitamin 
intake and the risk of breast cancer. 
There was also no evidence in this 
study that vegetable consumption was 
associated with reduced risk of breast 
cancer. 

A case-control study in France (Ref. 5) 
found significantly higher intake and 
higher serum levels of vitamin E and 
higher serum vitamin E/total cholesterol 
ratio in breast cancer cases than in 
controls (Table 1). This effect remained 
after eliminating vitamin supplement 
users. Leukocyte vitamin E was elevated 
in cases; leukocyte vitamin C was also 
elevated in cases, but the elevation was 
not statistically significant. The report 
hypothesized that this effect may be the 
result of vitamin E-related metabolic 
alterations from breast cancer, rather 
than a cause of the disease. 

Another case-control study on breast 
cancer (Ref. 6) found that diet was a 
more important risk factor for breast 
cancer in postmenopausal women than 
in premenopausal women (Table 1). 
After adjusting for energy intake, 
education, and age at menarche, the 
studies found that the intakes of dietary 
vitamin C, beta-carotene, total retinol 
equivalents and cellulose were 
positively associated with reduced risk 
of breast cancer in postmenopausal 
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wamen. The findings demonslraied that 
there was a marginally higher risk of 
breast cancer associated with high 
intake of nutrients from anima! products 
and, after adjusting for the confounders 
described above, a lower risk associated 
with hi^ intake of ftuits and 
vegeiatdes. 

4. Cervical cancer 

A recent case-oootrol study of 
invasive oervicai cancer fRef. 7) 
reported that a slightly lower risk was 
associated with h^hor ooasumpticm of 
hulls and fruit juices (Table 1). No 
significant difference in risk of invasive 
cervical cancer was evident based on 
level of consumption of \'^etables or 
legumes. There was decreased risk 
associated with higher intakes of 
vitamin C. beta-carotene, and other 
carotenohis. When vitamin C and beta- 
carotene were included in the same 
statistical model, the association for 
beta-carotena was attenuated, bxit tfie 
protective oifect of vitamin C remained 
significant. This suggested that while 
beta-carotene and vitamin C are often 
present sianuhaneonsly in foods, the 
observed effect was more closely 
associated with vitamin C than b^- 
carotene. These results are difficult to 
interpret because there is generally more 
measurement error for beta<arotene 
intake than for vitamin C intake, and the 
strength of corr^ations may be affected 
by the size of the error variance. 

A companion study in the same 
population (Ref. 8) focusing on sencdogic 
indicators of antioxidant vitamin intate 
found that intake of vitamin A (i.e., 
retinol), cryptoxanthin, lycopene, alpha- 
carotene, hrteia, and vitamin E (alf^- 
tocopberai} did not significantly differ 
between cases of mvaave cervical 
cancer and controls (Table 1). In 
addition, beta-carotene levels remained 
steady as cervical cancer progressed, 
arguing against an effect ^ disease 
progression on serum level. After 
adjusting for age, study site, 
reproductive itistory, socioeconomic 
status, and papilloma virus infection, 
hi^*er .serum b^a-caiotene and gamma- 
tocopherol levels were associated with 
decreasing risk of the disease. 
Considered together, ffie two studies 
found an associetion between beta- 
carotene int^e, serum levels of beta- 
carotene, and decreasing risk of cervical 
cancer. In general, the protective effects 
were stronger for foods than for specific 
nutrients. 

A clinical survey of patients with 
abnormal cervical cell types (cervicitis 
or dysplasia) in a recent study (Ref. 9) 
involved only 75 women and was 
C " ourrded by smoking habits (Table 
1). li did not have sufficienl statistical 

power to find a significant difference in 
ride in relation to serum levels of 
antioxidant vitamins. 

A case-control study of canrical intra¬ 
epithelial neoiplasia in rdation to 
dietary and aemm carotenoids found 
ambiguous results for betaH:arotene 
(Tdde 1) (Ref. llftj. I¥otective 
asaociatums ware (disvrvsd, however, 
for serum conoantretions of the 
carotenoid lycopene and for dietary 
vitamin C. 

5. Colorectal cancer 

A study from the Balteric islands (Ref. 
10) found so aiffiufioant association 
between the riix either colon or rectal 
cancer and the level of intake for 
vitamin A. retinol, caictane, vitamin C, 
or vkaintn E (Tabfe 1). Thare was a 
significant protnotive association for 
ooQsumption of fUrer from legumes and 
folic acid firom craciferous v^etables 
and reduced risk of cancer. The report 
stated that the findings support the 
recommeaidatiiin for a diet high in 
vegetables as part of a lifedyfe to reduce 
the risk of colorectal cancer. 

6. Lung cancer 

One of the new papers is a report of 
the results of a prospective cohort study 
(Ref. lij regarding dietary intake of 
antioxidant vitamins and the risk of 
lung cancer in Fmnish men (Table 1). 
The study found a prblective effect 
associated vrith intake of foods rich in 
vitamins A, £, and C on the risk of lung 
cancer in nonsmokers. Titere was a 
strong protective association observed 
in this Finnic study between margarine 
intake and the risk of hmg cancer in 
both smokers and nonsm^ws. The 
report hypothesized that this finding 
w'as due to an effect of the vitamin E in 
margarine, although the researchers 
could not rule out an anticarcinogenic 
effect of some otlier constituent of 
margarine. Similarly, there was a lower 
incidence of lung cancer associated with 
consumption of foods that contributed 
80 percent of the vitamin C in the 
Finnish diet (fruits, potatoes, and 
vegetables). The study could not 
separate the role of these nutrients from 
that of the foods which contain them in 
this association of reduced risk of lung 
cancer with diet, and could not rule out 
anticarcinogenic effects of other, 
nonnatritive constituents of fruits and 
vegetables, such as terpenes, flavones, 
and phenols. Also, behaviors possibly 
associated w'ilh intake of antioxidant- 
rich foods, such as exercise, not 
smoking, and decreased fat intake, may 
reduce cancer risk. The report 
concluded that studies focused on 
dietary patterns, intake levels, and 
piotection against lung cancer by other 

constituents of antioxidant-rich foods 
Eire needed. Because the dietary estimate 
was based only on intake in the year 
preceding entry into the 20-yBar study, 
the estimate of antioxidant vitamin 
intake may not accurately represent the 
actual intake during the study duration, 
since changes in diet and supplement 
use were likely over die 20 years of die 
study. 

Another new case-control study 
evaluated diet during the year preceding 
diagnosis and serum vitamin 
concentrations at diagnosis with lung 
cancer (R^. 12) (Table 1). The 
calculated mean dietary intakes of beta- 
carotene were 24 percent lower for lung 
cancer cases than for controls, and 10 
percent tor other epithelial cancer cases 
than for (xmtrols. ^rum concentrations 
of beta-carotene, retinol, and vitamin E 
vrene lower in the caaoer patients than 
in the controls by 58,30, and 31 
percent, respectively, for lung cancer, 
and 33,11, and 14 percent, respectively, 
for other epithelial cancer cases. The 
odds ratios for Intakes of fruite teid 
vegetables were rather irregular, and the 
associated UteKi.; were weeker than the 
trends for beta-caroteoe. The time 
period addressed in ihe dietary refill 
was the year prior to diagnosis. By 
comparison, cases in a 2-yeaT period 
following sampling or interview are 
often excluded from prospective studies 
to belp reduce the chance that the 
effects are a result of the cancer. Thus, 
the design of this study could have 
introduoed bias related to deaths from 
preexisting cancer. 

7. Oral and pharyr^al cancer 

A population-based case-cemtro! 
study evaluated diet and dietary 
supplement use in relation to oral and 
pharyngeal cancer (Ref. 13) (Table 1). 
The results dmw decreased ri^ in 
association with higher consumption of 
fruits and vegetdiles and dietary 
supplements. In this four-State study, 
use of supplements was associated with 
being female, white, more highly 
educated, having a lower body mess, 
being a resident of California, and 
consuming more fruits and vegetables. 
Users of supplements of individual 
vitamin types were at lower risk after 
controlling for effects of tc^cco, < 
alcohol, and other risk factors. After 
adjustment for use of other 
supplements, vitamin E 
supplementation was the only one that 
remained associated with reduced risk. 

8. Pancreatic cancer 

A study on pancreatic cancer (Ref. 14j 
found a protective association between 
intake of dietary vitamin C and risk of 
pancreatic cancer after adjusting for 
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smoking and total calories (Table l). 
Weak protective effects were also 
associated with vitamin A (i.e., retinol) 
and Hber intake and risk of cancer. 
Pancreatic cancer is characterized by a 
very rapid clinical course and 
deterioration of the pancreas, so dietary 
interviews and histopathologic 
confirmation are often not feasible. The 
Zatonski study may have introduced 
bias by using surrogates for assessing 
dietary history in 71 percent of cases. 
Reliance on a surrogate adds to the 
difHculty of recall. The spouse was 
sought as the surrogate in this study, 
because spouses generally provide 
reasonable dietary histories. 
Radiographic diagnosis of pancreatic 
cancer was used in 57 percent of the 
cancer cases. In lieu of a histologic 
diagnosis, the possibility of inaccurate 
diagnosis cannot be dismissed. This is 
a flaw in the study because noncases 
may have been included in the case 
group, and the signs of pancreatic 
cancer could have been confused with 
those of cancers of the upper 
gastrointestinal tract. 

Another study on pancreatic cancer 
(Ref. 15) reported a statistically 
significant protective efiect of vegetable 
consumption on the risk of pancreatic 
cancer after adjusting for smoking and 
total calories (Table 1). Protective effects 
were also demonstrated for 
consumption of both fresh vegetables 
and cooked cruciferous vegetables. This 
study did not separate the role of the 
food versus nutrients in the noted 
protective effects. A large percentage of 
dietary interviews relied on a proxy or 
substitute, which may have introduced 
errors in the estimates of food 
consumption. Proxies may not be aware 
of the complete dietary habits of the 
case that they represent. 

9. Prostatic cancer 

A study in Madrid, Spain, found no 
association between dietary vitamin A 
or C intake and the risk of prostate 
cancer (Ref. 16) (Table 1). However, the 
report noted that the customary 
Mediterranean diet is rich in fimits and 
vegetables. Any protective effect may 
have been pervasive at all levels of 
intake observed. 

A case-control study of men in Utah 
(Ref. 17) found only a slight protective 
association between vitamin A intake in 
older men and the risk of prostate 
cancer (Table 1). Beta carotene had a 
nonsignificant protective association for 
prostate cancer in men aged 45 to 67 
years. Dietary fat in men aged 68 to 74 
years was the strongest association 
between a dietary risk factor and 
prostate cancer. 

10. Skin cancer 

A nested case-control study of serum 
micronutrients and low incidence 
cancer in Finland found a large decrease 
in risk of melanoma in association with 
higher serum beta-carotene 
concentrations (Ref. 18) (Table 1). There 
was a significant association, also, 
between higher serum alpha-tocopherol 
concentrations and reduced risk of 
melanoma. However, the small size of 
the study and wide confidence intervals 
prevent drawing strong conclusions 
from this study. 

11. Stomach cancer 

A case-control study of stomach 
cancer in high- and low-risk areas of 
Germany found a significant strong 
protective association between vitamin 
C from fruits and vegetables (RR = 2.32 
for the lowest against the highest 
quintile of calculated intake) and risk of 
stomach cancer (Ref. 19) (Table 1). The 
results also implicated local water 
supply and smoked meat as possible 
sources of carcinogens or their 
precursors. 

It has been suggested that vitamin C 
may reduce the risk for some cancers, 
particularly stomach cancer, through an 
antioxidant role in which the vitamin 
blocks formation in the stomach of 
carcinogens such as nitrosamines (Refs. 
20 and 21). Most nitrosamines are 
mutagenic and carcinogenic in test 
systems, and, thus, many studies of the 
possible role of vitamin C in reducing 
the risk of cancer have focused on 
nitrate, nitrite, nitrosamines, and 
mutagenicity. Hence, several recent 
studies were directed toward 
relationships between vitamin C and 
formation of N-nitroso compounds, or 
between N-nitroso compounds and 
stomach cancer or precancerous 
pathology of the stomach. Data from 
such studies could prove useful in 
determining the specificity of vitamin C 
in relation to reduced risk of stomach 
cancer. 

A case-control study in Shanghai, 
China, found that urinary ascorbic acid 
was lower and urinary nitrate higher in 
patients with gastric cancer than in 
normal controls (Ref. 22) (Table 1). The' 
urine was not mutagenic (Ames test) in 
controls but the urine of subjects with 
dysplasia was somewhat mutagenic and 
that from gastric cancer patients was 
highly mutagenic. Normal controls had 
low levels of N-nitroso compounds in 
gastric juice, compared with the higher 
levels in patients with chronic atrophic 
gastritis, dysplasia or gastric cancer. The 
mutagenicity of the urine may have 
been related to synthesis of N-nitroso 
compounds in the stomach, and 

differences in this process may have 
been due to differences of ascorbic acid 
and nitrate. From studies of gastric 
cancer patients, without any other type 
of data, it is not clear whether the N- 
nitroso compoimds are causal, 
predictive, or the result of gastric 
cancer. 

The role of mutagenic/carcinogenic N- 
nitrosamides in stomach cancer was 
evaluated in a study with a complex, 
integrated design in China (Ref. 23) 
(Table 1). The study included: (1) 
Measures of mutagenicity of extract of 
local fish sauce before and after 
nitrosation, (2) determination of the 
carcinogenicity of these nitrosated 
products in the growing rat. (3) assaying 
the N-nitrosamides in uese products, 
and (4) correlation of N-nitrosamides in 
gastric juice with the severity of 
precarcinogenic pathological changes in 
the stomachs of human subjects. In the 
absence of nitrosation, none of the fish 
sauce extracts was mutagenic. After 
nitrosation, all samples were mutagenic 
in common mutagenicity tests (Ames 
and sister chromatid ex^ange tests). 
The local fish sauce extracts from only 
two villages were mutagenic in the 
micronucleus test. Four weeks after 
treating newborn rats with fish sauce, 
only those treated with the sauce that 
was mutagenic in all three tests showed 
marked precancerous dysplasia. After 
16 weeks, the same treatment groups 
had cancerous ulceration in the 
glandular stomach, with dysplastic 
glands and cells that had penetrated the 
mucosa and infiltrated into submucosa 
and muscular layers of the gastric wall. 
The mean concentrations of N- 
nitrosamides in the nitrosated fish 
products were more than 15 times 
higher in the samples from a high-risk 
area than in the samples from a low-risk 
area. The N-nitrosamide concentrations 
in gastric juice of human subjects had a 
strong positive correlation with the 
severity of pathological changes in the 
stomach. 

A preliminary study in China (Ref. 24) 
found that N-nitroso compounds in the 
urine were higher in subjects with 
gastric dysplasia than in normal 
controls or subjects with chronic 
atrophic gastritis and/or intestinal-type 
metaplasia of the stomach (Table 1). The 
levels of N-nitroso compounds were 
lower in gastric juice than in the urine. 
With the small size and variability of 
this study, the N-nitroso compound 
levels in gastric juice could not be 
evaluated in relation to severity of 
stomach pathology. 

The urinary concentrations of N- 
nitroso compoimds and nitrate in urine 
of children from areas of low- and high- 
risk of stomach cancer in Costa Rica 
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have been studied (Rei 25) (Table 1). 
The children were dosed with either 
500 milligrams (mg) proline plus 200 
mg ascorbic acid or 500 mg proline 
alone. (The prollne was administered to 
assure that the quantities of N- 
nitrosoproline excreted were large 
enough to be chemically assayed in the 
24-hour urine collected.) The amounts 
of N-nitrosoproline excreted were lower 
in the children firom the low-risk area 
than from the high-risk area. In children 
from both areas, ascoibic acid treatment 
decreased the amount of N-nitroso¬ 
proline excreted. The N-nitrosoproline 
excretion had a highly significant 
positive correlation with the amount of 
nitrate excreted. 

In a clinical trial involving English 
patients at high risk of stomach cancer 
(in this study, patients with atrophic 
gastritis, pernicious anemia, partial 
gastrectomy, or vagotomy), high doses of 
ascorbic acid (4 grams per day (g/dayU 
substantially decreased urinary N- 
nitroso compound excretion by all 
patients except those with pernicious 
anemia (Ref. 26) (Table 1). All patients 
received their normal diets, but avoided 
vegetable and fruit juices during the 4 
weeks of the ascorbic acid treatment and 
4 weeks of post-treatment observation. 
Senun ascorbic acid levels indicated 
excellent compliance with the ascorbic 
acid treatment. 

A clinical trial of nitrosation of added 
L-proline by a high level of endogenous 
nitrate in test meals Aat were eimer low 
or high in endogenous ascoibic acid 
found that dietary levels of ascorbic acid 
rignificantly inhibit nitrosation of 
proline by dietary nitrate (Ref. 27) 
(Table 1). The results indicate that not 
all subjects synthesiaed nitrosoproline 
in vivo, and those who did not were the 
subjects wh« failed to show inhibition 
by ascorbiw acid. Those who had in vivo 
nitrosation (13 of 19 subjects) showed 
strong inhibition of this process by 
ascoi^c acid. 

These results are supported by the 
results of a study that found lower 
excretion of nitrosoproline in subjects 
eating a lacto-vegetarian diet than in 
subjects eating a free-choice diet (Ref. 
28). Supplementation with as little as 60 
mg/day ascoibic acid decreased 
nitrosoproline excretion by the lacto- 
vegetarians, but not by those eating free 
choice diets. Supplementation with 
ascorbic acid at 300 or 3,000 mg/day 
decreased nitrosoproline excretion by 
both groups. Similarly, an earlier study 
found that dietary ascxubic acid (330 
mg/day, principsdiy from lemon juice) 
strongly decreased urinary excretian of 
two nitrosated products of the 
anthefoiiatic drug piperazine that ere 
potent carcinogens in animals (Ref. 29). 

The inhibition of nitrosation by 
supplemental ascorbic acid decreases 
the mutagenicity of gastric juice (Ref. 
30) and fecal mutagenicity (Refs. 31 and 
32). Also, low concentrations of ascorbic 
acid in gastric juice are associated with 
chronic atrophic gastritis (Ref. 33) 
(Table 1), a condition widely considered 
to be premalignant (Ref. 34). 

B. CoaclusioBS From New Studies 

1. Beta-carotene 

Consistent with earlier studies 
reviewed in the proposed rule, these 
recent studies support findings that 
there is an inverse relationship between 
dietary int^es of green and yellow 
fruits end vegetables and the risk of 
cancer. This relationship is strongest lor 
lung cancer. Intakes of the green and 
yellow fruits and vegetables have also 
been shown to be inversely associated 
with cervical cancer, but the evidence is 
not as consistent as with lung cancer. 
These studies wwe based on calculated 
intakes of nutrients from these foods. 
However, it is not possible to determine 
fi-om these studies what substance or 
substances in these foods were 
responsible for the results. Beta-carotene 
may be responsible for the effect, or its 
presence in these foods may simply 
serve as a marker for some other 
unmeasured substances that are 
responsible for the protective effect of 
fruits and vegetables. Mechanistic 
studies provide a theoretical basis 
(singlet oxygen quenching) on which to 
postulate a protective antioxidant effect 
by beta-carotene, but the evidence from 
experimental animal cardnogenesis 
studies is less supportive. Ifre evidence 
continues to be consistent with the 
conclusions of the major authoritative 
documents (eg.. “The Surgeon 
General’s Report on Nutrition and 
Health” (Ref. 35) (the Surgeon General’s 
report); the National Research Council’s 
(NRC’s) Report on Diet and Health: 
Implications for Reducing Chronic 
Disease Risk (Ref. 36) (the Diet and 
Health report); and the recent Life 
Sciences Research Office (LSRO) review 
(Ref. 37)) that the consumption of fruits 
and vegetables is inversely associated 
with risk of some cancers. 

2. Vitamin C 

Current data are compatible with the 
tentative conclusion in the proposed 
rule that consumption of fruits and 
vegetables rich in vitamin C may protect 
against some types of cancer. These data 
also provide additional indications of a 
mechanism to explain the relation^ip 
between vitamin C and reduced risk of 
stomach cancer. Tbe relatively small 
number of studies reported since 

publication of the proposed rule are in 
agreement with earlira' findings that 
consumption of fruits and vegetable t> 
protective against f:ancxHr at several sites, 
perticulaiiy stomach cancer. The new 
studies, taken together with previous 
studies, indicate that consumption of 
fruits and vegetables is most 
consistently protective against cancers 
of the stoma<^ lung, and cervix, and 
less consistently protective at other 
sites. These data, however, are not 
sufficient to identify vitamin C versus 
other substances in these foods as being 
responsible for the observed protective 
effect. 

The evidence from studies related to 
N-nitroso compounds is useful in 
identifying a mechanism, in human 
populations, whereby vitamin C could 
be responsible for decreasing the risk of 
some cancers, such as stomach cancer. 
The production of N-nitroso compounds 
with known carcinogenicity potential 
has been suggested as a cause of at least 
some stomach cancers in high-risk 
populations in China, Costa Rica, and 
Great Britain. The relevant data come 
from clinical trials showing tfie 
inhibition of nitrosation reactions in the 
stomachs of Study populations, and 
epidemiological studies showing an 
association of N-nitroso compounds 
with precancerous and cancerous 
pathology of the stomach. 

The results of the clinical trials on N- 
nitroao compound excretion, including 
new studies, indicate that levels of 
ascoibic acid from foods inhibit 
nitrosation reactions in humans by 
nitrite produced from dietary levels of 
nitrate, and that supplemental ascorbic 
acid within the range commonly 
obtained from foods (€0 to 300 mg) can 
significantly decrease excretion of 
nitrosated {products. Other new 
evidence shows that ga.stric juice and 
urinary nitrosamine concentrations are 
higher in normal persons in high-risk 
geographical areas than in normal 
persons living in low-risk areas, higher 
in persons with the more severe 
preneoplastic pathological changes in 
the stomach than in persons with less 
severe pathological changes, and higher 
in stomach cancer patients than in 
normal individuals. Ascorbic acid is 
only one determinant of endogenous 
nitrosation; dietary nitrate and its 
subsequent reduction to the nitrosating 
product nitrite by oral and gastric 
bacteria is also a strong determinant of 
endogenous nitrosation. Other 
determinants include nondietary 
influences such as smoking. 

The carcinogenicity of N-nitroso 
compounds formed by endogenous 
nitrosation is determined by the amount 
of products formed and by their 
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chemical idMiUties. The amounts 
formed are controlled by nitrate intake, 
nitrate reduction to nitrite, amounts of 
precursor amines available, and 
inhibition by ascorbic acid and other 
inhibitors of nitrosation. The identities 
of nitrosation products are determined 
by the identities of the precursor 
amines, available endogenously, in 
foods, or from other sources such as 
pharmaceutical products. 

Although most of the several hundred 
nitrosamines and nitrosamides that have 
been tested are animal carcint^ens, 
those used in evaluation of the potential 
for nitrosation in human subjects were 
selected because they are 
noncarcinogenic. Nevertheless, they 
provide a useful indicator of the 
effectiveness of vitamin C in decreasing 
the synthesis of carcinogenic members 
of the N-nitroso family of compounds. 
Studies of N-nitrosoproline, for 
example, must therefore be interpreted 
as indicators of nitrosation potential and 
associated risk of cancer, and not direct 
indicators of carcinogenic risk from that 
substance. It seems probable that the 
identities of precursor amines, and 
therefore of the N-nitroso compounds 
produced by endogenous nitrosation, 
will be different from one human 
population to another, depending on 
diet and other factors. Current scientific 
information is not sufficient to 
determine which specific mutagenic 
and carcinogenic N-nitroso compounds 
may be responsible for stomach cancer 
in various human populations, and it is 
reasonable to exp^ that these may vary 
from one population to another. 
Nonetheless, vitamin C is an inhibitor of 
the nitrosation reaction throu^ its 
interaction with nitrite, regardless of the 
identify of the amine or amide being 
nitrosated and the corresponding 
identity of the resulting nitrosamine or 
nitrosamide. 

The possible relationship of urinary 
and gastric juice N-nitroso compounds 
with stomach cancer is shown by the 
association of these compounds with 
precancerous pathological changes in 
the stomach and by the association of 
these pathologies with elevated ride of 
stomal cancer. The concentrations of 
N-nitroso compounds in gastric juice 
and urine are directly correlated with 
the degree of severity of the 
precancerous lesions in the stomach. 
The mutagenicity and carcinogenicity in 
test systems and experimental animals 
of N-nitroso compounds from food 
sources provide suggest a cause-and- 
effect relationship of N-nitroso 
compounds and stomach cancer in 
humans. 

These effects cannot be interpreted as 
indicating that all stomach cancers are 

attributable to N-nitroso compounds or 
any, other chemical carcinogens, or that 
vitamin C or other antioxidants can 
eliminate the risk of stomach cancer. 
Current data do not allow the exclusion 
of other mechanisms, such as general 
antioxidant effects, from the possible 
protective effects of vitamin C. 
Furthennore, the data from clinical 
trials showing inhibition of nitrosation 
reactions in the stomach, and 
epidemiological studies showing an 
association of N-nitroso compounds 
with precancerous and cancerous 
pathology of the stomach do not directly 
link vitamin C intakes with cancer risk 
or establish the validity of nitrosation 
reactions as a risk factor for stomach 
cancer in the U.S. population. These 
data provide a me^anistic basis for 
understanding a possible protective 
effect of vitamin C for stomach cancer 
risk. At this time, however, nitrosation 
has not been accepted by the general 
scientific community as a validated risk 
factor for stomach cancer. One of the 
unresolved questions is whether studies 
of this mechanism from the Chinese and 
other populations, which differ from the 
U.S. population in genetic, dietary, and 
environmental risk factors, adequately 
explain the etiology of stomach cancer 
in the United States. 

3. Summary of vitamin C and cancer 
risk 

Results from the newer data are 
similar to results of studies reviewed in 
the pro{x>sed rule, which showed that 
diets high in fruits and vegetables were 
associated with a reduced risk of some 
cancers. Additionally, the new data on 
the relationship of vitamin C in 
inhibiting nitrosation reactions in the 
stomach, resulting in reduced 
production of N-nitroso compounds 
with known carcinogenicity, provide a 
basis for a mechanism by which vitamin 
C may reduce the risk of some cancers 
such as stomach cancer in some people. 
However, these studies were done in 
populations outside the United States, 
so their relevance to the pathology and 
etiology of the types of stomach cancer 
in the United States is controversial. 
Furthennore, nitrosation has not 
received acceptance by many experts as 
a valid and quantifiable risk factor or 
surrogate marker for stomach cancer 
risk. Its validity and utility as an 
endpoint for evaluating the effect of 
nutrients on stomach cancer risk, 
therefore, warrants further discussion. 

4. Vitamin E 

The latest available information since 
the publication of the proposed rule is 
not sufficient to reach a definite 
conclusion about an association 

between vitamin E intake and the risk 
of cancer. Some studies provide 
suggestive evidence of an association of 
lower plasma/serum concentrations and 
lower dietary intake of vitamin E with 
increased ri^ of cancer. Mechanistic 
and animal studies provide a theoretical 
basis on which to expect a protective 
effect, but human studies are 
inconsistent and do not provide a 
convincing pattern of support for that 
conclusion. Even if an efi^t of vitamin 
E were assumed, it would not be clear 
from current data which specific 
chemical of the tocopherol family was 
responsible for the observed efiect 

III. Summary of Comments and The 
Agency’s Responses 

Several comments supported the 
proposed rule to disallow a claim for 
antioxidant vitamins and cancer, 
without giving a rationale. Others 
supported the proposed rule, indicating 
th^ a cause-and-efiect relationship of 
lowered risk has been established for 
fhiits and vegetables, but that it is not 
clear that this relationship is due to the 
antioxidant vitamins in those foods. 

The three final LSRO reports (Refr. 37 
through 39] submitted as comments, 
which provided independent up-to-date 
reviews of the scientific evidence, also 
reached similar conclusions, except for 
vitamin C and stomach cancer. The 
LSRO report on vitamin C emd cancer 
(Ref. 39) noted the consistency of 
epidemiological findings associating 
high intakes of vitamin C or vitamin C- 
ri^ foods with reduced risk of stomach 
cancer, but noted that vitamin C was 
either not related to other cancer sites or 
that study results were much less clear 
about su^ relationships. The LSRO 
report on Vitamin A and cancer (Ref. 37) 
concluded that, for foods containing 
beta-carotene, the associations with 
decreased cancer risk could not be 
attributed specifically to beta-carotene 
or to any other carotene compound. The 
LSRO report on vitamin E and cancer 
(Ref. 38) concluded that there was not 
a clear association of decreased cancer 
risk with consumption of foods high in 
vitamin E, and the tentative associations 
observed could not be attributed to 
vitamin E rather than to some other 
component. The report further stated 
that studies on vitamin E with animals 
and in vitro test systems provide a 
theoretical basis on which reduced risk 
of cancer can be hypothesized. 

Many comments opposed the 
proposal not to allow a health claim for 
antioxidant vitamins and canco-. Issues 
raised in these comments are discussed 
below. 
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A. Scientific Standard and its 
Application 

In the proposed rule (55 FR 60624), 
FDA reviewed the evidence and 
conclusions reached in recent 
authoritative documents ^m the 
Federal Government and other sources. 
The agency updated the evidence 
reached in these documents by 
reviewing all human studies in the 
literature subsequent to these 
documents, and by contracting with the 
LSRO of the Federation of American 
Societies for Experimental Biology 
(FASEB) for an independent review. 
The agency considered the results of 
animal studies to the extent that they 
clariHed human studies or suggested 
possible mechanisms of action. The 
agency evaluated the strengths and 
weaknesses of individual studies and 
then assessed the strength of the overall 
combined evidence, taking into accoimt 
the strength of the association, the 
consistency of findings, specificity of 
the association, evidence for a biological 
mechanism, and presence or absence of 
a dose-response relationship. 

1. A number of comments discussed 
the types and weighing of data used by 
FDA in reaching its tentative position. 
Several comments noted that the 
proposed rule repeatedly suggested that 
epidemiological data are not enough, 
and that complete clarity must await the 
completion of clinical trials. One 
comment stated that clinical trials 
should be undertaken only when 
feasible and likely to yield a definitii'e 
answer, and that this is not the case for 
antioxidant vitamins and cancer. Other 
comments stated a belief that FDA 
favored prospective over case-control 
studies because they are less subject to 
misclassification and recall bias. One of 
these comments argued that there are 
advantages to case-control studies in 
cancer research and that concurrent 
followup (prospective cohort) studies 
are too expensive and time-consuming 
to be done often. The comment further 
noted that followup studies usually 
cannot address interactions and 
confounding factors because the 
necessary information does not exist or 
because too few subjects develop the 
cancer of interest, and that the case- 
control study is uniquely well-suited to 
the study of cancer and other diseases 
of long duration. A comment stated that 
most epidemiological studies handle the 
issue of nutrient intake firom dietary 
supplements in a manner that obscures 
their impact, that many studies have 
insufficient power for specific 
outcomes, and that many involve 
inadequate or inappropriate 
questionnaires. Another comment stated 

that the 1990 amendments do not set 
out a drug efficacy standard, but only 
require that there be significant 
scientific agreement that a claim is 
supported by the scientific evidence. 

roA disagrees that the proposed rule 
indicated that clinical trials are 
specifically required to support a health 
claim. FDA’s proposed vaUdity 
standards for health claims and 
conformance with these standards were 
discussed in the proposed rule on 
general requirements for health claims 
(56 FR 60537 at 60547 throu^ 60549). 
In that document. FDA noted that, while 
intervention (i.e., clinical) studies are 
generally more reliable than 
observational studies for determining 
carise-and-efiect relationships, the 
agency recognized that there are 
fluently reasons why the conduct of 
such studies is not feasible or ethical. 
FDA also noted that, in evaluating 
proposed claims, it would take into 
account the overall strengths and 
weaknesses of the available data, and 
that a combination of various types of 
studies can frequently compensate for 
deficiencies in individual studies and 
thus provide a stronger case to prove or 
disprove a hypothesis. Furthermore, 
regardless of the type study used (e.g., 
case-control versus prospective), study 
designs are most useful when they can 
determine whether or not an observed 
effect is due to the specific food 
component of interest. 

In the proposed rule on health claims 
for antioxidant vitamins and cancer (56 
FR 60624 at 60629 through 60630, 
60633, 60636), FDA listed additional 
criteria used in evaluating the scientific 
evidence for each of the three 
antioxidant vitamins and risk of cancer. 
FDA again indicated that it assessed the 
weaknesses and strengths of individual 
studies; and then the agency assessed 
the strength of the overall evidence, 
taking into account the strength of the 
associations, the consistency of the 
findings, the specificity of the 
associations, the evidence for a 
biological mechanism, and the presence 
or absence of a dose-response 
relationship. FDA noted that the 
agency’s tentative conclusions reflected 
the strength, consistency, and 
preponderance of the data as reported. 
FDA did not speculate about what the 
results of specific studies might have 
been if they had involved different 
designs, greater statistical power, or 
more specific questionnaires. 

After reviewing the conclusions of the 
federal government and other 
authoritative reports and the updated 
literature review, FDA concluded that 
the evidence is strong that consumption 
of fruits and vegetables that are good 

sources of beta-carotene and vitamin C 
are associated with lowered risk of 
cancer at a number of sites (56 FR 60624 
at 60631, 60635, and 60638). However, 
the agency tentatively concluded that 
the data were not sufficient to establish 
that these two vitamins themselves were 
responsible for this association. The 
agency also noted that it was aware of 
ongoing clinical trials that, when 
completed, would provide valuable data 
about the specific effect of the 
antioxidant vitamins on the risk of 
cancer. However, the agency did not 
intend that this statement should be 
interpreted to mean that the results of 
these or other studies were a necessary 
condition for authorizing a health claim 
for the antioxidant vitamins and risk of 
cancer. Rather, the agency simply stated 
this information to indicate its 
awareness of these studies and the 
rapidly evolving nature of the scientific 
evidence relative to the topic area. 
While FDA discussed the relative 
advantages and disadvantages and 
generally agreed upon weighting of 
various types of human studies in a 
generic sense, the agency did not intend 
to convey the impression that one type 
of study would be rejected or that 
clinical studies were required. Rather, it 
was the overall sufficiency of the 
available evidence that was important. 

FDA has not required a drug efficacy 
standard for health claims on foods 
under the 1990 amendments. The 
requirements for demonstration of drug 
efficacy differ substantially from the 
scientific standard for authorization of 
health claims on foods. For example, 
clinical trials are necessary to gain 
approval of a new drug; as discussed 
above, they are not required for 
authorization of a health claim on food, 
if other types of available data are 
sufficient. 

2. A comment expressed concern that 
the agency had used a more liberal 
standard in evaluating health claims for 
calcium and osteoporosis and lipids and 
cancer than for antioxidant vitamins 
and cancer. The comment cited the 
proposed rule on dietary lipids and 
cancer (56 FR 60764 at 60765 through 
60766, November 27,1991) in which 
FDA quoted from the diet and health 
report that data from epidemiological 
and experimental animal studies were 
sufficient to support a claim that dietary 
fat may influence the risk of some types 
of cancer, although the precise 
determination of the quantitative 
relationship and nature of the 
association between dietary fat and the 
overall risk of cancer has not been 
determined. The comment compared 
the proposed rule on antioxidant 
vitamins and cancer (56 FR 60624 at 
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60G31 through 60632), arguing that FDA 
coH'cii.ddd that similar data are 
inadequate to support a claim for 
antioxidant vitamins and cancer. The 
con.ment claimed that distinctions 
between the arguments FDA used to 
accept a claim on lipids and cancer and 
reject a claim on antioxidant vitamins 
and cancer are illusory at best. 

FDA disagrees with the assertion that 
the agency applied a variable standard 
for authorizing various health claims. 
For some topics sudi as calcium and 
osteoporosis, sodium and hypertension, 
lipids and heart disease, and lipids and 
cancer, there was a long history of 
rex'iew by expert panels from the 
Federal Government, the National 
Academy of Sciences, and other 
authoritative groups. These groups 
concluded that the science supports 
these nutrient/disease relation^ips, and 
this fact provides evidence for 
significant scientifrc agreement among 
qualified experts about the state of the 
e\'idence. In contrast, the authoritative 
reviews have concluded that the 
publicly available data do not support a 
conclusion that the antioxidant vitamins 
reduce cancer risk. In reviewing the 
recent human studies which became 
available subsequent to publication of 
these authoritative reports, FDA did not 
find compelling evidence that these 
nutrients were specifically responsible 
for reduced risk of cancer in persons 
consuming diets high in fruits and 
vegetables. Without such data, FDA 
could find no basis to conclude, counter 
to these previous conclusions of e^^rt 
panels that, based on the totality of 
evidence, there is significant scientific 
agreement that an antioxidant vitamins/ 
cancer claim is supported. 

3. Some comments stated that FDA 
has relied on the Surgeon General’s 
report fRef. 35) and the Diet and Health 
report (Ref. 36) without considering all 
recent publications. These comments 
noted that the earlier authoritative 
rexdews failed to consider all of the 
available data, and thus some of their 
conclusions may have rested on 
incomplete data. The comment also 
noted that the explosion of new research 
on the relationship between antioxidant 
nutrients and cancer has produced a 
large number of recently published 
studies w'hich escaped the LSRO 
review^s. The comment also identified a 
number of studies included in the LSRO 
reviews that were not included in the 
tables published in the proposed 
nilemaking. The comment suggested 
that, while this may or may not have 
influenced the decisionmaking in this 
case, it might provide an incomplete 
picture to others who read the IT3A 
proposal. 

FDA disagrees with these statements. 
FDA cemsidered not only the Surgeon 
General’s report. (Ref. 35) and the Diet 
and Health report (Ref. 36), but also all 
available recent publications that were 
relevant to the issue, ineduding the 
recent review by the LSRO (Refs. 37 
through 39). FDA recognizes that the 
authoritative review documents may not 
have considered and certainly did not 
cite every available publication related 
to the subject matter under 
consideration. FDA believes, however, 
that they authoritatively considered the 
original research publications and 
critical reviews necessary to reach 
accurate conclusions about the state of 
the scientific evidence on antioxidant 
vitamins and cancer. 

The topics in the authoritative reports 
were evaluated by nationally recognized 
experts who would be expected to be 
familiar with ail significant findings 
available at the time of the reports. 
Furthermore, except for the LSRO 
reports, these reports were subject to no 
requirements to list, as references, all 
available scientific literature. Most 
likely, they followed the common 
procedure of the scientific community 
and listed only those studies considered 
most relevant to the issues under 
review. FDA advises that any papers 
which were not cited in these reports 
but which commenters felt were 
important could have been submitted as 
comments to the public docket. Those 
that were submitted were included in 
FDA’s review of new studies, or if not 
appropriate for inclusion in that section, 
are discussed in specific comments. 

FDA also acknowledges that not every 
paper cited in the LSRO reviews was 
incorporated into the proposed rule. 
Conclusions from the LSRO preliminary 
reports were considered in developing 
FDA's proposed rule. Those relevant 
studies not included by FDA in the 
proposed rule, but cited by LSRO, have 
been included as new scientific 
evidence in this final rule (see section 
II. of this document). 

The additional studies cited by one 
comment either are not sufficiently 
relevant to warrant their inclusion in 
the review of new scientific evidence, 
did not meet the inclusion criteria in the 
proposed rule, or are old enough to have 
been considered for inclusion in the 
Surgeon General's report (Ref. 35) and 
the Diet and Health report (Ref. 36) or 
the recent reviews by the LSRO (Refs. 37 
through 39). There is broadly ba^d 
scientific agreement of an association 
between dietary patterns high in fruits 
and vegetables and reduced risk of 
cancer, as acknowledged in the 
proposed rule, and in the Surgeon 
General’s report (Ref. 35) and the Diet 

and Health report (Ref. 36). However, 
studies that identify or confirm the 
established relationship of protective 
effects of fruits and vegetables on cancer 
risk without providing data on the 
unresolved question of the specificity of 
one or more of the antioxidant vitamins 
in relation to reduced risk of cancer are 
not helpful in supporting a health claim 
on antioxidant vitamins and cancer. 
Those studies that are newer and more 
nearly relevant to the issue of 
antioxidant vitamins and cancer, in 
contrast to fruits and vegetables, are 
summarized and cited in Table 2 (Refs. 
41 through 59). One study described 
and listed in Table 2 (Ref 46) is a 
further description of a study already 
reported elsewhere and considered in 
the proposed rule. Those listed by the 
comment but not included in the review 
of new scientific evidence in an earlier 
section of this document, and not dted 
in Table 2, were reviewed and found 
either to be not sufficiently relevant, to 
not have found significant results, or to 
be old enough to have been included in 
earlier reviews if that had been 
considered appropriate (Refs. 60 
through 109). 

4. Some comments argued that the 
biochemical data on the effects of 
antioxidant vitamins on the probable 
mechanisms of chemical carcinogenesis 
are strong evidence, and could stand 
alone in support of on association 
between antioxidant vitamins and 
cancer. One comment suggested that 
numerous studies have shown 
antitumorigenic efiects of antioxidant 
vitamins in animal models, and, 
although not showing protective effects 
from every nutrient in every animal 
model and in every dosage regimen, 
quite consistently show a strong and 
significant protective effect. However, 
no data were submitted to support this 
assertion. 

FDA disagrees with these commits. 
Although biochemical data can indicate 
the possibility of a protective effect of 
the antioxidant vitamins against cancer, 
they cannot demonstrate that the effect 
is one of practical importance in 
humans, in the context of the tirtal daily 
diet, alone, support a health claim. FDA 
recognized in the proposed rule that 
animal and mechanistic data provide a 
strong theoretical basis on which to 
postulate that the antioxidant vitamins 
decrease the risk of cancer in humans. 
FDA does not agree, however, that such 
evidence alone are sufficient to support 
the conclusion that the effect is 
necessarily of practical importance in 
humans, in the context of the total daily 
diet. 

5. Some comments stated that FDA’s 
fragmented approach to considering the 
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evidence has made it difficult to see the 
extraordinary consistency of the data. 
These comments state that, although the 
1990 amendments directed FDA to 
consider a health claim regarding 
“antioxidant vitamins and cancer,*' the 
agency chose to consider three 
antioxidants (beta-carotene, vitamin C, 
and vitamin E) sepeuately. The 
comments stated that this approach is 
counter to the requirements of the 1990 
amendments and is inherently 
incapable of revealing the consistency of 
the data on the antioxidant vitamins. A 
few comments stated that FDA should 
have reviewed selenium. 

FDA disagrees with these comments. 
The term “antioxidant” defines a 
functional eharacteristic of a substance 
rather than its specific identity. 
Antioxidant nutrients include the 
vitamins under consideration and the 
mineral selenium. FDA has not 
considered selenium, because the 1990 
amendments specified “antioxidant 
vitamins and cancer,” and, although it 
is an antioxidant, selenium is not a 
vitamin. 

FDA reasonably interpreted the 
language of the 1990 amendments to 
refer either to an independent effect of 
one or more of the vitamins with 
antioxidant characteristics (i.e., 
vitamins C and E, and the provitamin A, 
beta-carotene) or to an effect of a 
combination of two or more of the 
antioxidant vitamins. Certainly, FDA 
did not interpret the language of the act 
to mean that the only effect to be 
considered was that of the three 
antioxidant vitamins in combination. 
FDA recognizes that much of the data 
from surveys of dietary patterns and 
intakes of specific foods involve 
consumption of combinations of the 
antioxidant vitamins. The agency notes, 
however, that the composition of fhiits 
and vegetables includes many 
substances other thcin the antioxidant 
vitamins, such as dietary fiber, and 
believes that the results of studies of 
fruit and vegetable intake cannot be 
interpreted as demonstrating that a 
combination of the antioxidant vitamins 
is responsible for the observed 
protective effects. FDA advises, 
however, that a petition in support of a 
health claim for a combined effect of the 
three antioxidant vitamins may be 
submitted for evaluation. 

6. Some comments stated that, in the 
proposed rule on antioxidant vitamins 
and cancer, FDA made a “Type II error” 
by failing to identify an effect when it 
exists. (In contrast, a Type I error is that 
of mistakenly identifying an effect when 
it does not exist.) The comments 
indicated that this type of error causes 
important health benefits that are 

justified by the available evidence to be 
denied. These comments also stated that 
a benefit/risk analysis could properly be 
used to allow health claims because the 
agency had stated in the proposed rule 
that “FDA will use its discretion to give 
greater weight to those studies that are 
more persuasive regardless of the nature 
or age of the studies.” 

FDA agrees that both types of error are 
possible. In general, decreasing the 
probability of a Type II error will 
increase the probability of a Type I 
error, and vice versa. In the proposed 
rule on general requirements for health 
cl Jims (56 FR 60537 at 60547), FDA 
noted that the standard for conventional 
foods in the 1990 amendments required 
that the agency have a “high level of 
comfort that the claim is valid.” FDA 
proposed that the same standard be 
used for both conventional foods and 
dietary supplements (56 FR 60357 at 
60547). FDA believes that it has 
properly balanced the probabilities of 
making the two types of error by 
requiring that the totality of the data 
support the disease/nutrient 
relationship. Giving more weight to 
studies that are most persuasive, within 
the broader context of the strengths and 
weaknesses of individual studies and 
the types of evidence available, is 
appropriate in assessing the totality of 
the evidence. This approach does not. 
however, permit selective use of studies 
supporting a relationship at the expense 
of evaluating those studies which fail to 
support the relationship. Moreover, 
FDA's cited statement in the proposal 
does not support use of risk/benefit 
analysis to evaluate a health claim. Such 
an analysis would be inappropriate. 
FDA is responsible for ensuring a safe 
food supply, and thus foods bearing 
health claims must be demonstrated to 
be safe and lawful. (See 
§101.14(b)(3)(ii)). 

7. A comment stated that, in 
proposing not to authorize health claims 
for antioxidant vitamins and cancer, 
FDA was inconsistent with its 
cosponsorship, with the American 
Health Foundation, of a recent 
international conference on antioxidants 
and cancer. The comment stated that the 
overall content of the conference was to 
substantiate the protective effect of 
antioxidant vitamins against cancer. 

FDA agrees that research discussed in 
the conference provided further 
evidence of the existence of plausible 
and substantiated mechanisms, 
including inhibition of nitrosation 
reactions, inhibition of free radical 
oxidations, and support of immune 
respon.ses, through which antioxidant 
vitamins may decrease the risk of 
cancer. FDA also agrees that the 

conference provided evidence of the 
association of consumption of foods that 
are good sources of beta-carotene and 
vitamin C with protection against 
certain cancers. The research presented 
at the conference was generally 
consistent with a protective relationship 
between antioxidant vitamins and 
cancer, but the conference organizers 
and participants did not directly 
address whether the evidence met the 
standards and criteria specified in the 
1990 amendments. 

B. Relationships Between Antioxidant 
Vitamins and Cancer 

8. Some comments asserted that a 
major problem with the proposal is that 
all cancers are referred to together. They 
further stated that the 1990 amendments 
do not specify or define antioxidant 
vitamins, and this makes it impossible 
for a regulation to be issued. 

FDA disagrees. In the proposed rule 
(56 FR 60624 at 60633 through 60636), 
FDA broke out its review of vitamin C 
by type of cancer. There were 
insufficient data on beta-carotene and 
vitamin E for such an organizational 
structure. FDA does not believe that the 
organization of its review biased the 
conclusions. However, in the scientific ’ 
review for this final rule, FDA organized 
its review of the effect of antioxidant 
vitamins by type of cancer. FDA’s 
approach was again driven by the 
availability of data. As explained in the 
proposed rule, FDA selected beta- 
carotene, vitamin C, and vitamin E for 
review because they are vitamins (or, in 
the case of beta-carotene, a provitamin), 
they have antioxidant properties, and 
their known biological functions are 
through antioxidant activities. 

9. Some comments disagreed with the 
statement by FDA that the amount of 
antioxidant vitamins needed to produce 
an effect must be identified. A comment 
also objected to the agency’s statement 
that it would need to determine whether 
the food supply already provides that 
amount of the antioxidant vitamin, • 
arguing that this is not a valid 
requirement because it does not 
consider variations in dietary intake. 
This comment stated that: (1) If FDA 
needs to know simply that effective 
levels may be obtained in a normal diet, 
the epidemiology can tell us that, and 
(2) if FDA is attempting to identify a 
specific amount, then this quest is 
misguided for several reasons. The 
reasons given included: (1) The required 
level is determined in part by the level 
of oxidant stress, (2) most of the 
epidemiologic data suggest that there is 
not a threshold, but rather a continuous 
trend of decreasing risk with increasing 
intake, and (3) the effective level may 
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well differ for different cancer sites. The 
comment stated that; (1) Protective 
levels are in the range attainable in the 
context of the total daily diet, and (2) in 
contrast to FDA statements or 
implications in the proposed rule, the 
antioxidant nutrient status of the U.S. 
population is not ample. No definition 
was given, however, for “ample." 

FDA agrees that, if a cause-and-effect 
relationship has been shown for a 
particular type of cancer and a specific 
antioxidant vitamin, epidemiological 
data can be relied upon to indicate 
effective levels. FDA disagrees that any 
attempt to identify precise amounts of 
the antioxidant vitamins needed to 
decrease risk of cancer is misguided. 
The agency acknowledges the important 
considerations raised by the comment, 
but considers the rationale incomplete. 
Amounts of specific vitamins must be 
identified to provide a regulatory basis 
for the qualifying criteria for a health 
claim. In the final rule on general 
requirements for health claims 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. FDA has concluded 
that foods that bear a health claim must 
contain meaningful amounts of the 
targeted nutrient relative to the claimed 
effect (in this instance, potential for 
reduction in cancer risk) (§ 101.14 (21 
CFR 101.14)). Any alternative approach 
would be misleading to the consumer. 

FDA agrees, however, that, if the 
cause-and-effect relationship has been 
shown, protective levels might include 
the range most commonly obtained from 
the diet. Because protective levels of the 
antioxidant vitamins are not known, it 
seeins futile to speculate as to whether 
protective levels, if and when identified, 
will be attainable within the context of 
the total daily diet. As is explained fully 
in the preamble of the final rule on the 
general requirements for health claims 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register, it would not be 
permissible for a health claim to imply 
that levels clearly beyond the range 
attainable in the context of the total 
daily diet would be effective in reducing 
the risk of a disease or health-related 
condition. 

FDA acknowledges that its statements 
about the need for information on the 
current dietary status for the antioxidant 
vitamins in the proposed rule were not 
clear. The agency also agrees that high 
average intake and high intake in major 
population groups do not indicate that 
ell individuals or population subgroups 
would have similarly high intakes. 
However, because of space limitations 
on food labels, it is not possible to 
provide information on the 
recommended nutrient intakes for major 
age and sex groupings or for all 

situations which might affect need. 
Rather, labels will show a reference 
value, and educational programs will 
help consumers understand the 
relevance of the reference value to their 
individual needs. 

10. A comment stated that results 
from epidemiological studies are 
sufficient to show that the antioxidant 
vitamins per se decrease the risk of 
certain cancers. Some comments 
claimed that FDA's statement that the 
effects of fruits and vegetables cannot be 
specifically attributed to the antioxidant 
vitamins is not valid and is biased 
against dietary supplements in that the 
data on antioxidant vitamins and cancer 
are no rhore confounded than those on 
dietary fat and cancer. A comment 
stated that, although FDA documents 
note repeatedly that the evidence for 
fruits and vegetables is strong, FDA 
nevertheless rejected a health claim on 
the antioxidant vitamins and cancer on 
two grounds: (1) The association could 
be due to other factors associated with 
fruit/vegetable intake, and (2) even if the 
protective factor is an antioxidant, it is 
not clear which nutrient is effective. 
Several comments stated that FDA 
should allow a qualified claim such as 
"a diet high in fruits and vegetables 
containing antioxidant vitamins may 
help reduce the risk of certain cancers.” 

FDA agrees that the scientific 
evidence is strongly supportive that 
diets high in fiiiits and vegetables are 
associated with a reduced risk of several 
types of cancer. Theoretical 
considerations and some research 
findings have suggested that several 
common components of fruits and 
vegetables, or substances at low 
concentrations in diets containing large 
quantities of these plant foods, may be 
responsible for reduced risk of cancer, 
including vitamin C, beta-carotene, 
other carotenoids, vitamin E (alpha- 
tocopherol) or other tocopherols, dietary 
fiber, folic acid, and other substances 
such as the indoles in cruciferous 
vegetables. Fruits and vegetables may 
also provide a protective effect because 
they are generally low in fat and 
calories, and because they may displace 
higher fat foods in the total diet. In the 
final rule on general requirements for 
health claims (§ 101.14), FDA notes that 
labeling statements relating ingestion of 
general food groups (e.g., ^its and 
vegetables), in which a specific 
substance is not implied, to a disease or 
health-related condition will not be 
regulated as health claims under 
§ 101.14, but will be subject to the 
requirement in section 403(a) of the act 
that they be truthful and not misleading. 

FDA concludes that epidemiological 
studies of associations between food 

consumption and cancer, in which the 
antioxidant vitamins are provided 
almost entirely by fruits and vegetables, 
are not likely by themselves to establish 
a cause-and-effect relationship between 
antioxidant vitamins and cancer 
sufficiently to generate significant 
scientific agreement. It is not possible 
from these studies alone to identify the 
particular substances or combination of 
substances responsible for the effect. 
FDA recognizes that many studies have 
used multiple regression procedures to 
control'for potential confounders and to 
attribute specificity to statistically 
significant relationships. However, 
unless all effective components are 
measured, it is not possible to 
differentiate between a measured 
variable which may be serving as a 
marker for other unmeasured 
components in the food and a real effect 
of the measured nutrient itself. 

As to the concern expressed that FDA 
intentionally discriminated against 
dietary supplements, FDA disagrees. 
FDA, as stated in the proposed rule on 
genera) requirements for health claims 
(56 FR 60357), focused on the role of 
specific nutrients or foods as they relate 
to reduction in risk of a disease, 
regardless of source. The source of 
vitamin C, for example, could thus be 
naturally occurring vitamin C in foods, 
vitamin C added as a fortificant, or 
vitamin C obtained fit>m dietary 
supplements. Consumers obtain their 
nutrients from a variety of sources. 
FDA’s conclusions were driven by the 
nature of available evidence: for 
antioxidant vitamins and cancer, most 
of the available evidence is horn studies 
on consumption of fruits and vegetables. 

In regard to a health claim on 
conventional foods in which specific 
nutrients are named, such as “diets high 
in fruits and vegetables containing 
antioxidant vitamins may reduce the 
risk of cancer," FDA is persuaded by the 
comments that a similar claim may be 
useful, and that a similar claim is 
supported by the evidence. FDA, 
therefore, has decided to authorize a 
health claim relating low fat diets high 
in fruits and vegetables (which are low 
in fat and may contain vitamins A and 
C and dietary fiber) to a reduced risk of 
some types of cancer. Statements 
relating foods to cancer risk with 
acknowledgment of significant nutrient 
contributions of those foods to total 
diets are frequently the types of 
statements used in Federal Gavemment 
and other dietary guidelines. The 1990 
amendments clearly indicated that 
Congress intended that health claims on 
foods be a useful source of information 
to help Americans implement the U.S. 
Dietary Guidelines for Americans (Ref. 
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40). The authorized claim will provide 
such useful information. 

11. One ramment argued that time- 
release formulations of antioxidant 
vitamins are superior to standard 
formulations in their ability to decrease 
the risk of cancm, and that cancer 
clinics are using them successfully. . 

This comment did not provide 
scientific support for a omdusion that 
time-release formulations of the 
antioxidant vitamins have been shown 
to provide any special benefit or 
advantage over standard formulations. 
The literature sobmitted in support of 
the assertion consisted of general, 
nonscientific review and position 
statements, and vras not useful in 
assessing the totality of Ae scientific 
evidence on the relationship between 
antioxidant vitamins and cancer. 
Moreover. FDA does not consider the 
issue of time-release formulation to be 
relevmit to this rulemaking. 

12. One comment submitted a copy of 
the entire April 1,1992, issue of Cancer 
Research (Vol. 52, {^. Z091s through 
21Z6s). Some comments submitted a 
review (Ref. 110) of carotenes, vitamin 
C, and vitamin E as protective 
antioxidants in human cancers. 

One paper in the submitted issue of 
Cancer Research addressed antioxidant 
vitamins and cancer (Ref. Ill) 
concluded that increased intakes of 
fruits, vegetables, and carotenoids, and 
elevated blood levels of beta-carotene 
are consistently associated with reduced 
risk of lung cancer. Nevertheless, this 
review co^uded that, with current 
data, the efiects of beta-carotene cannot 
be identified separately from those of 
other carotenoids, other constitumits of 
fruits and vegetables, and associated 
dietary patterns. 

The other review covered both animal 
experiments and epicfomiologic 
research. Us overall conclusion was that 
antioxidant nutrients appear to play 
many important roles in protecting the 
body against cancer, but many 
important questions remain before 
dietary supplementation and/or food 
fortification can be recommended. In 
contrast, it concluded that there is a 
strong scientific basis for current dietary 
recommendations that emphasize 
frequent consumption of ^its and 
vegetables. 

13. Another comment stated that the 
study on beneficial effects of dietary 
supplementation (m longevity (Ref. 1) 
used inappropriate methods and 
therefore should not be used feu 
identification of benefits from use of 
supplements. This comment stated that 
a hiajor problem lies in the fact that 
ca irers develop at different rates, thus 

requiring more time for conclusive 
studies. 

FDA has indicated ekewhere in this 
document that this study did not find a 
significant efrect of any antioxidant 
vitamin on cancer mortality. Thus, 
while the issue of the relevancy of the 
methods used may merit sci^tific 
review, it has no practical effect on the 
conclusions reached relative to health 
claims. 

C. Safety Issues 

14. Several comments disagreed with 
the statement by FDA in the proposed 
rule that intakes of one vitamin 
without commensurate increases in the 
others may not support c^timum status 
and functions for these nutrients. The 
comments stated that dietary 
supplements provide greater 
opportunity feu deliberately balanced 
int^es of the antioxidant vitamins than 
do foods, and other comments asserted 
that FDA is wrong in stating that foods 
provide a better loanee of antioxidant 
vitamins than do dietary supplements. 
The comments also suggested that 
interactions can be protective, as 
illustrated by data from animal 
experiments. 

FDA agrees that dietary supplements 
allow the opportimity to provide a more 
controlled amount of nutrients than do 
foods. However, in the case of 
antioxidant vitamins and cancer, the 
scientific evidence from data that are 
customarily used in setting dietary goals 
and nutrition policy is not sufficient at 
present to identify an independent 
effect of these substances. Therefore, 
any attempt to define dosages or 
optimum balances among the three 
antioxidant vitamins is premature. The 
statement that foods may provide a 
better balance is consistent, therefore, 
with the limitation of current scientific 
evidence. 

Additionally, FDA agrees with the 
statement that interactions can be either 
helpful or harmful. However, FDA’s 
decision to propose not to authorize a 
heahh claim on antioxidant vitamins 
and cancer was not based on concern 
about toxicities or adverse interactions 
among nutrients, but, instead, on the 
insufficiency of the data available. 

15. Some comments expressed 
concern that, if a health claim were 
permitted for vitamin C. the public 
might take supplemental doses far in 
excess of the Recommended Dietary 
Allowances, and that this could result 
in gastrointestinal disturbances, iron 
overload in some people, precipitation 
of calcium oxalate kidney stones, 
disruption of copper metabolism, and 
induction of postnatal bleeding in 
women. They also stated that dietary 

supplements should be required to list 
a warning statement regarding use of the 
supplement along with any health claim 
pwmitted. 

FDA points out that most reports of 
possible adverse effects from ascorbic 
acid ingestion have involved dosages of 
3 to 30 g per day (Ref. 112). The Surgeon 
General’s report (Ref. 35) states that 
amounts of vitamin C in excess of the 
Recommended Dietary Allowance may 
cause rare adverse effects, but does not 
identify how far above the 
Recommended Dietary Allowance 
values adverse effects are observed. The 
adverse effects noted include 
gastrointestinal disturbances, iron 
overload in susceptible individuals, 
altered metabolism of certain drugs, 
precipitation of calcium oxalate Iddney 
stones, altered absorptiem (both positive 
and negative) of several minerals, and 
interference with several laboratory 
tests. The review article cited as the 
source of this information (Ref. 112) 
concluded that, although the effects 
listed ^ould be considered possible, 
consumptiem of supplemental vitamin C 
leads to no significant adverse health 
effects in humans in general, but 
nevertheless individuals who have a 
history of kidney stone formation and 
those who experience iron ov«'load 
should exercise caution before using 
supplemental vitamin C. 

The Diet and Health report (Ref. 36} 
recommends avoiding taking dietary 
supplements in excess of the 
Recommended Dietary Allowance in 
any one day. It states that several 
vitamins and minerals, if consumed in 
excess, can be toxic mid cause 
numerous adverse health effects, but 
that there is no evidence that the public 
is harming itself^ the use of low levels 
of supplements. This report did not 
discuss the possible adverse effects of 
vitamin C in detail, but instead 
reprinted a table from a review article in 
which the adult oral minimum toxic 
dose was estimated to be betv;een 1 and 
5 g. The NRC’s "Recommended Dietary 
Allowances" 10th ed. (Ref. 113) stated 
that many persons habitually ingest 1 g. 
or more of ascorbic acid without 
developing apparent toxic 
manifestations, although a number of 
adverse effects have been reported. 

Additionally, the LSRO report (Ref. 
39) indicates that intakes of ascorbic 
acid of up to 1 g/day are well tolerated 
(Ref. 114). Occasionally, intakes above 
this may be associated with nausea and 
diarrhea. Ascorbic acid intakes of 4 g/ 
day were used in a long-term 
intervention trial on rectal polyps 
without adverse effects in a population 
of adult men and women (Ref. 115). 
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FDA is not currently authorizing a 
health claim relating antioxidant 
vitamins and cancer. If such an 
authorization occurs in the future, these 
conclusions about vitamin C may be 
used in evaluation of its safety. 

16. Some comments addressed the 
issue of possible iron overload as a 
result of high vitamin C intake. The 
comments stated that vitamin C added 
to foods can increase the amount of iron 
absorbed. These comments refer to a 
longstanding concern that persons 
carr>’ing the genetic trait for idiopathic 
hemochromatosis, and perhaps also 
persons with the heterozygous trait, are 
at risk of earlier onset of the disease or 
more severe effects if the intake or 
bioavailability of dietary iron is 
increased. One comment, however, 
concluded that the effect, although 
likely to be insignificant in normal 
individuals, may be slightly greater in 
those who are heterozygous for the gene 
for hereditary hemochromatosis. This 
comment noted that an effect as great as 
doubling of iron stores might result, 
under very specific conditions of iron to 
ascorbic acid ratio in the food, from 
switching to a vitamin C-fortified food 
from a nonfortified food and continuing 
this practice for several years. Such a 
situation is presumably unlikely to 
occur fiaquently, making the potential 
impact on iron status much smaller. 

FDA recognizes that the role of 
vitamin C in enhancing iron 
bioavailability under short-term test 
conditions is well established (Ref. 116), 
Studies in normal persons without the 
idiopathic hemochromatosis genetic 
trait show no increase in iron stores 
with chronic intakes of large amounts of 
supplemental ascorbic acid (Refs. 115 
and 116). FDA, however, was not able 
to find similar studies in patients with 
hemochromatosis, and no such data 
were submitted as comments. Thus, the 
issue of safety of ascorbic acid intakes 
in enhancing iron uptake by 
hemochromatosis patients, and the 
dose-response relationship of ascorbic 
acid in this effect, cannot be resolved 
from current data. 

17. A comment stated that FDA makes 
much of the need to determine precise 
intake levels of beta-carotene, vitamin C 
and vitamin E regarding potential 
benefits, but resorts to the broadest 
generalizations when it comes to 
possible detrimental actions of 
excessive intakes of vitamins. The 
comment pointed out that the amounts 
of vitamin C in diets recommended by 
the U.S. Department of Agriculture 
(USDA) and the National Cancer 
Institute exceed 200 mg, and that the 
situation is analogous for vitamin E. 

FDA agrees that the proposed rule 
described the need to identify levels of 
antioxidant vitamins that are effective in 
reducing the risk of cancer, and that 
possibilities were discussed for adverse 
effects. The agency also is aware that 
current dietary patterns in the United 
States consistently result in average 
intake levels above current 
Recommended Dietary Allowances. The 
agency’s discussions on effective intakes 
were presented because this issue can 
affect evaluations of safety. This 
information is also essential for 
determining qualifying criteria for foods 
beairing an authorized claim, and for 
deciding on the types of information 
needed to be included in a label 
statement. Estimates of current dietary 
intakes or intakes likely to occur if 
persons follow dietary guidelines are 
largely irrelevant to evaluating whether 
a nutrient/disease relationship exists. 

IV. Decision Not to Authorize Health 
Claims Relating Antioxidant Vitamins 
and Cancer and to Authorize Health 
Claims Relating Substances in Fruits 
and Vegetables and Cancer 

A. Scientific Evidence Hegarding the 
Relationship between Antioxidant 
Vitamins and Cancer and Between 
Fruits and Vegetables and Cancer 

FDA has reviewed numerous 
authoritative documents, including 
Federal Government reports, as well as 
recent research on diet and cancer risk. 
In addition, the agency considered all 
comments received in response to its 
proposed rule. The agency has 
concluded that the scientific evidence 
does not provide the basis for significant 
agreement among qualified experts that 
there is a relationship between 
antioxidant vitamins (specifically, beta- 
carotene, vitamin C and vitamin E) and 
a reduced risk of cancer. However, the 
publicly available scientific evidence 
does support an association between 
diets high in-ficiits and vegetables, 
which are good sources of two of the 
antioxidant vitamins (vitamin A as beta- 
carotene and vitamin C) and reduced 
risk of cancer. 

Based on the scientific evidence in 
the proposed rule, the comments 
received, and new studies, FDA has 
reached the following decisions: 

1. Vitamin E 

Based on a review of the totality of the 
scientific evidence and comments 
received relative to the available 
evidence, FDA concludes that the.data 
do not support a relationship of vitamin 
E to reduced risk of cancer and that 
there is not significant scientific 
agreement that vitamin E reduces the 

risk of cancer. Most studies on the 
possible protective effect of vitamin E 
have related plasma or serum levels of 
vitamin E (rather than fruit and 
vegetable consumption) to cancer risk. 
FDA recognizes that some evidence 
shows an association of low plasma/ 
serum levels of vitamin E and reduced 
cancer risk, but finds that the 
inadequacies in the available data, as 
noted in the proposed rule (56 FR 
60624), have not been adequately 
addressed by newer data; comments 
received in response to the proposed 
rule were not sufficiently convincing to 
reverse the proposed conclusion. 

FDA recognizes that the animal and 
biochemical data provide a basis on 
which to hypothesize a protective effect 
by vitamin E (alpha-tocopherol) in 
humans, but the data from 
epidemiological studies, although 
providing some suggestion of an effect, 
are not sufficient to conclude that such 
effects are of importance in humans. 
Therefore, although vitamin E has been 
shown to have antioxidant effects in 
humans, the data are not sufficient to 
associate such effects with protection 
against cancer. 

2. Beta-carotene 

Based on a review of the totality of the 
scientific evidence and comments 
received relative to the available 
evidence, FDA concludes that data do 
not support the relationship of beta- 
carotene (provitamin A) to reduced 
cancer risk. FDA also concludes that 
there is not significant scientific 
agreement that beta-carotene reduces 
the risk of cancer. However, the 
available data show an association of 
consumption of fruits and vegetables 
and calculated beta-carotene intakes 
from these foods with reduced risk for 
some types of cancer. The scientific 
evidence is not sufficient to conclude 
that beta-carotene in these foods is 
responsible for the protective effect. 
Beta-carotene has been shown to protect 
against chemical carcinogenesis in some 
animal models, and the biochemical and 
mechanistic data provide a plausible 
scientific basis on which to hypothesize 
a protective effect in humans. 

3. Vitamin C 

In the proposed rule, FDA recognized 
that mechanistic and animal studies 
suggest that vitamin C may reduce the 
risk of cancer through the mechanism of 
inhibition of nitrosamine synthesis. 
Cancer of the stomach is the likely site 
of highest N-nitroso compound 
exposure, and is the site for which the 
data were the most complete. However, 
FDA found that the data available at the 
tlnic of the proposed rule were not 
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su^icient to establish the relationship 
between inhibition of N*nitroso 
compound s)mthesis and stomach 
cancer in humans. FDA also recognized, 
in the proposed rule, that higher intakes 
of fruits and vegetables, hi^er 
calculated intakes of vitamin C, and 
increased blood levels of vitamin C are 
associated with lower risk of cancer of 
the stomach, and, more weakly, with 
cancers at other sites. New studies that 
are relevant to these issues are reviewed 
in previous sections of this document. 

Epidemiological studies published 
since the review for the proposed rule 
hirther support the association of fruits 
and vegetables and calculated vitamin C 
intakes %vith protection against certain 
types of cancer, especially cancer of the 
stomach. 

The studies showing the relationship 
of N-nitroso compounds (a class of 
compounds with known 
carcinogenicity) to stomach cancer 
provide evidence feu a mechanism by 
which a ^)ecific vitamin C effect might 
occur for this and other cancers (e.g., 
esophageal and uterine cervical). 
Formation of N-nitroso carcinogens in 
the stomach would be expected to have 
the greatest e^ect at the site of 
production and greatest exposure, the 
stomach, and lesser effects at distal sites 
that require absorption and 
translocation of the putative carcinogen 
before an effect could occur. In animal 
test systems, preformed N-nitroso 
compounds are muhitarget organ 
carcinogens. These conclusions are 
consistent with the conclusicms of the 
recent LSRO review (Ref. 39). 

When considered together, the 
different t)rpes of data are suggestive, 
but not conclusive, that vitamin C may 
be responsible for at least part of the 
reduction in risk of stomach cancer 
associated with consumption of diets 
high in fruits and vegetables. The 
evidmee for specificity of vitamin C 
includes epidemiological associations of 
decreased risk with l^gher intakes of 
vitamin-C containing fruits and 
vegetables, clinical trials that show 
decreased concentrations of N-nitroso 
compounds after vitamin C 
supplements, and epidemiological 
associations of higher concentrations of 
N-nitroso compounds with higher risk 
of stomach cancer and precancerous 
pathology of the stomach. However, the 
N-nitroso compound data have not 
generally been validated as a basis for 
establishing a relationship between 
vitamin C and risk of stomach cancer in 
the U.S. population. At present there is 
not significant scientific agreement that 
this mechanism is an etiologic factor in 
stomach cancer risk in the United 
States, or that quahtative or quantitative 

changes in production and excretion of 
nitroso-compounds are a risk factcu for 
stomach cancer. 

In order to allow the issue of 
intermediate or surrogate maikers (such 
as formation of N-nitroso compounds) 
for cancer risk to be more fully 
evaluated, FDA will be convening an 
advisory committee in the near future to 
make recommendations which can then 
be applied to evaluations of data for 
determining the scientific basis for 
health claims relating antioxidant 
vitamin intakes to cancer risk. 

4. Fruits and vegetables 

Dietary patterns that are low in iat 
and high in plant foods, including fruits 
and vegetables, are generally high in 
vitamin C and provitamin A (beta- 
carotmie), and other nutrients such as 
dietary fiber, and are associated with a 
decreased risk of some types of cancer. 
The mechanisms responsible for this 
relationship are not known. Several 
factors could be important contributors 
to this protective effect. For example, 
fruits and vegetables are low in fat. FDA 
has reviewed the evidence supporting 
the relationship between low fat diets 
and reduced risk of cancer and has 
concluded that there is sufficient 
scientific evidence and significant 
scientific agreement among qualified 
experts to support this relationship. (See 
the final rule on health claims for lipids 
and cancer published elsewhere in this 
issue of the Federal Register). FDA is, 
therefore, authorizing a health claim for 
fat and cancer. Thus, one possible 
mechanism whereby fruits and 
vegetables may contribute to reduced 
cancer risk is through displacement of 
higher fat foods in a diet, with a net 
effect of reducing total fat intakes. 

The subject of this final rule relates to 
the possible protective mechanism of 
vitamins with antioxidant functions in 
reducing cancer risk. Three antioxidant 
vitamins were considered: Beta- 
carotene, vitamin C and vitamin £. 
Fruits and vegetables are the major food 
source of beta-carotene (pro-vitamin A) 
and vitamin C in the U.S. diet. Vitamin 
E is more ubiquitously distributed, but 
some vegetable oils and whole grain 
products are significant sources. Fruits 
and vegetables are also good sources of 
dietary fiber. The possible protective 
role of dietary fiber in reducing cancer 
risk has been discussed in the final rule 
on health claims for dietary fiber and 
cancer published elsewhere in this issue 
of the Federal Register. 

Finally, fruits and vegetables contain 
a number of nonnutritional substances 
(e.g., indoles, phenols, flavones, and 
terpenes) which have been 
hypothesized to be possibly protective 

against cancer risk through antioxidant 
or other functions. Fruits and vegetables 
also contain many carotenoid 
compounds in addition to beta-carotene, 
the carotenoid which has the greatest 
pro-vitamin activity. While the other 
carotenoids do not contribute 
significantly, if at all, to vitamin 
activity, they are antioxidants and, thus, 
may also provide a protective effect 
against cancer risk. The specific roles of 
these numerous, potentially protective 
substances in plant foods are not yet 
understood, and knowledge of their 
content in fruits and vegetables is 
lacking. Consequently, dietary intakes of 
these substances have not been 
estimated in human studies which show 
associations between fruit and vegetable 
intakes and cancer risk. 

B. Conclusion Based on Scientific 
Evidence 

In conclusion, while populations with 
diets rich in fruits and vegetables 
expterience many health advantages, 
including lower rates of some types of 
cancers, it is not possible to specifically 
determine that the two antioxidant 
vitamins (i.e., beta-carotene and vitamin 
C) which are contained in fruits and 
vegetables arc responsible fm this effect, 
or to rule out the possibility of 
significant protective effects from 
nonmeasured components in these 
fruits and vegetables. Since many of 
these food substances (both nutritive 
and nonnutritive) coexist in fruits and 
vegetables, an observed correlation 
between a measured nutrient may be 
reflective of a “true” correlation 
between a coexistent, nonmeasured food 
substance. Currently, there is not 
significant scientific agreement as to 
whether the observed protective effects 
of fruit and vegetable consumption 
against cancer risk are due to a single or 
combined effect of the antioxidant 
vitamins and other nutrients with 
antioxidant functions (i.e., selenium), to 
other nutritive components of such 
foods (such as dietary fiber), to 
unmeasured components of such diets 
(for example, nonnutritive components 
such as carotenoids, indoles or 
flavonoids), or to displacement of other 
known risk components (such as fats 
and calories) within the total diet. 

Thus, the conclusion that diets low in 
fat and high in fruits and vegetables 
(foods which are low in fat and are 
generally good sources of vitamins A 
and C and dietary fiber) are associated 
with a reduced risk of cancer, is 
consistent with the available scientific 
evidence. 

Because dietary {>attems which have 
high consumption of fruits and 
vegetables are not only low in fat but 
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can also be characterized by high 
intakes of dietary fiber and vitamins A 
and C, these nutrients can serve as 
useful markers for identifying the types 
of foods which contribute to a dietary 
pattern that is associated with a reduced 
cancer risk. Calculated intakes of 
vitamin C and vitamin A (often but not 
always identifying the fraction from 
beta-carotene) horn diets high in fruits 
and vegetables have been correlated 
with reduced cancer risk. Although it is 
not known if it is the antioxidant 
vitamin components or some other 
components of these diets that provide 
the protective effects against cancer, 
these nutrients are characteristic of 
protective foods. Therefore, FDA is 
authorizing the use on labels and 
labeling of health claims regarding the 
association between diets low in fat and 
high in fruits and vegetables and a 
reduced risk of cancer with specific 
mention that these diets and foods are 
generally rich sources of vitamin A (as 
beta-carotene), vitamin C, and dietary 
fiber. 

V. Rationale For Final Rule 

A. Relationship and Significance 
sections 

New § 101.78(a) is consistent with the 
conclusions reached in the science 
review that it is fruits and vegetables 
which relate to the reduced risk of 
cancer, not the antioxidant vitamins per 
se. Yet, because of the usefulness of 
vitamins A (as beta-carotene) and C and 
dietary fiber in identifying fruits and 
vegetables most likely to correlate with 
reduced cancer risk, these nutrients are 
specifically identified as being 
characteristic of the protective dietary 
pattern. Any one or a combination of 
these three nutrients can serve as the 
identifying marker. Since fruits and 
vegetables are also characterized by 
their absence of fat, and because of the 
identified relationship of low fat diets to 
reduced risk of cancer, this also is 
required to be a characterizing nutrient 
for the type of dietary pattern associated 
with decreased cancer risk. Other 
components of the relationship 
statement, for example, risk factors, 
have been indicated, similar to other 
authorized health claims. 

In new § 101.78(b), on the significance 
of the relationship between 
consumption of diets low in fat and 
high in fruits and vegetables and ' 
reduced risk of cancer, the summary 
includes the information that U.S. diets 
tend to be high in fat and low in fruits 
and vegetables. Discussion of current 
dietary guidelines on recommended 
servings of fruits and vegetables, and 
dietary fiber intakes are also given. 

Because of the coexistence of all of these 
nutrients in fruits and vegetables, and 
because all have been associated with 
reduced risk of cancer, all four nutrients 
are indicated. Because the mechanism 
of the protective effect is not known and 
because it is not known which of these 
nutrients is effective, or if some 
combination of these nutrients is 
effective, the health claim is focused on 
fruits and vegetables as a product class 
and their relationship to cancer risk. 

B. Nature of the Claim 

In § 101.78(c)(2)(i), FDA is authorizing 
health claims relating substances in 
diets low in fat and high in fruits and 
vegetables to reduced risk of cancer. In 
new § 101.78(c)(2)(i)(A), the agency is 
requiring, similar to other authorized 
claims, diat the relationship be qualified 
with the terms “may” or “might.” These 
terms are used to indicate that not all 
persons will necessarily benefit from 
these dietary changes, in new 
§ 101.78(c)(2)(i)(B), the agency, 
consistent with other authorized claims, 
is requiring that the claim not indicate 
that all cancers may be affected, but 
rather that the risk of “some types of 
cancer” or “some cancers” may be 
reduced. The relationship of dietary 
factors to various types of cancers 
appears to be variable; in many cases, 
the available data are inadequate to 
specifically identify which cancers will 
be affected. 

In new § 101.78(c)(2)(i)(C), the agency 
is requiring that the claim characterize 
fruits and vegetables as foods that are 
low in fat and contribute vitamin A. 
vitamin C, and dietary fiber to the diet. 
All four nutrients must be identified as 
characteristic of this dietary pattern. As 
noted in the conclusions reached from 
the available scientific evidence, it is 
not known what substances in fruits and 
vegetables are responsible for their 
protective effect. The best documented 
relationship is for fat and cancer. Roles 
for dietary fiber and vitamins A and C 
have been speculated and intakes of 
these nutrients from fruits and 
vegetables are correlated with cancer 
risk. By requiring that all characterizing 
nutrients be identified as characteristic 
of dietary patterns rich in fioiits and 
vegetables without specifically 
attributing reduced cancer risk to a 
single nutrient, the claim is consistent 
with the current scientific knowledge. 
The claim should also minimize 
consumer confusion, since its wording 
is similar to current dietary guidelines 
from the U.S. Government, including 
the National Cancer Institute. New 
§ 101.78(c)(2)(i)(D) requires the claim to 
specify that the food bearing the claim 
contains at least one of the following: 

Dietary fiber, vitamin A, or vitamin C. 
This statement is required in order to 
identify the contributicm of the labeled 
food to the diet in an accurate and 
nonmisleading manner. Only those 
nutrients for whidi the labeled food 
qualifies as a good source rmder 
§ 101.54 may be identified in the health 
claim. Although the regulation does not 
restrict the manner in which these 
nutrient levels may be described, terms 
used must be consistent with other 
labeling regulations. 

In new § 101.78(c)(2)(i)(E), FDA, 
consistent with other au^orized health 
claims, is prohibiting the attribution of 
a specific reduction in risk to diets low 
in fat and high in fruits and vegetables. 
In new § 101.78(c)(2)(i)(F), (c)(2)(i)(G), 

. (c)(2)(i)(H), and (c)(2)(i)(I). FDA is 
prohibiting, similar to other authorized 
health claims, more specific use of 
dietary terms than is warranted by the 
current state of the scientific evidence. 
These requirements also standardize use 
of these terms, thus minimizing 
consumer confusion as they compare 
food labels across products, or as they 
compare a health claim to the nutrition 
information panel. Section 
101.78(c)(2}(i)0) requires that health 
claims indicate that development of 
cancer is dependent on many factors. 
This requirement is intended to prevent 
consumers from being mislead that fimit 
and vegetable intake is the only factor 
connected with cancer risks. 

C. Nature of the Food 

New § 101.78(c)(2)(ii)(A) requires that 
the food bearing the authorized health 
claim be or contain a fruit or vegetable. 
Because the claim relates to diets high 
in those foods, it would not make sense 
for it to appear on the labeling of 
another type of food. A healtli claim that 
appears on a food that meets all the 
requirements in § 101.78(c)(2)(ii) but 
contains only a trivial amount of fruit or 
vegetables could be considered 
misleading and might misbrand the food 
under section 403(a) of the act. 

FDA, consistent with the 
requirements for the health claim on fat 
and cancer (published elsewhere in this 
issue of the Federal Register), is 
requiring in new § 101.78(c)(2)(ii)(B) 
that foods bearing the authorized health 
claim be “low fat” foods or, 
alternatively, belong to a class of 
products that is “low in fat.” Low fat 
diets are associated with reduced cancer 
risks. Low or negligible fat is also one 
of the characterizing nutrients for diets 
rich in frnits and vegetables. Since the 
effect of fat is not readily separated from 
the effect of other nutritive components 
of fruits and vegetables, it is required to 
be included as a qualifying nutrient. 
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In new § 101.78(c)(2){ii)(C), FDA is 
requiring that fruits and vegetables 
bearing the health claim meet 
requirements for a "good source” 
(greater than or equal to 10 percent of 
the Reference Daily Intake (RDI)) for 
vitamin A and vitamin C, and greater 
than or equal to 10 percent of the Daily 
Reference Value (DRV) for dietarj' fiber. 
The requirement that these nutrients be 
present at 10 percent of the RDI or DRV 
is being established as a specific 
alternative to the 20 percent (i.e., 
"high”) requirement for qualifying 
nutrients in the final rule on general 
requirements for health claims 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. (See 
§ 101.14(d)(2)(vii)). This alternate level 
was deemed usefiil to assure that most 
£ruits and vegetables would be eligible 
for this health claim, because fiuits and 
vegetables in general are the product 
class for which correlations with 
reduced cancer risk have been observed 
as opposed to specific fiiiits and 
vegetables. Moreover, as a product class, 
fruits and vegetables are significant 
sources of vitamins A and C and fiber 
in the U.S. dietary pattern. Without this 
alternative level very few fruits and 
vegetables would qualify for the health 
claim. This seems contrary to the 
available evidence and to the purpose of 
health claims. 

This section also requires that the 
qualifying nutrients be based on 
"natural” levels in foods. This means 
that foods which require modification, 
for example, fortification with vitamins 
A or C or dietary fiber, in order to meet 
the qualifying criteria for the health 
claim, cannot bear the claim. This 
requirement is consistent with the 
scientific basis for the claim; that is, that 
fhiits and vegetables in their native form 
correlate with reduced cancer risk. 
Since there are not sufficient data to 
specifically identify vitamins A emd C 
and dietary fiber as causal, and because 
these nutrients are being used as 
markers for the substance(s) in fiuits 
and vegetables that provide the 
observed effect, it is the native 
nutritional composition of the foods that 
identifies their usefulness. At the same 
time, this requirement does not prohibit 
fortification of qualifying foods with the 
characterizing nutrients, once the 
qualifying criteria have been met. 

D. Optional Information 

Under new § 101.78(d), similarly to 
other authorized health claims, health 
claims may identify additional risk 
factors for cancer. The regulation 
specifies the factors that may be listed; 
all are risk factors about which there is 
general scientific agreement. This 

additional information can provide a 
context that is useful for an 
understanding of the relationship of the 
diet to the disease, but, manufacturers 
are cautioned that it should not be 
presented in a way that is misleading to 
the consumer. A health claim may also 
indicate that reductions in fat intake 
and consumption of fiiiits and 
vegetables are part of a total dietary 
pattern that is consistent with the latest 
"Nutrition and Your Health: Dietary 
Guidelines for Americans” (Ref. 40) 
published jointly by the USDA and the 
Department of Health and Human 
Services (DHHS). Consistent with other 
health claim regulations, the claim may 
also include information on the 
prevalence of cancer in the United 
States. In order to ensure that this 
information is valid, the agency is 
requiring that it come fi'om one of three 
specified authoritative sources. 

Additionally, for the health claim 
relating substances in diets high in 
fruits and vegetables to reduced risk of 
cancer, the agency is allowing the use of 
the term “beta-carotene” in addition to 
the term vitamin A in listing nutrients 
that are characteristic of the protective 
dietary pattern. Beta-carotene is the 
form of the vitamin which has 
antioxidant functions. Therefore, the 
use of this term is consistent with a 
possible mechanism of action. On the 
other hand, if, after a food meets the 
qualifying criteria for a health claim, the 
food is fortified with vitamin A (as 
retinyl palmitate or another form of 
preformed vitamin A rather than with 
beta-carotene), then it would be 
misleading to indicate that its vitamin A 
content is primarily beta-carotene. Thus, 
FDA is permitting the term beta- 
carotene to be used in the claim only 
when the vitamin A in the food bearing 
the claim is heta-carotene. 

E. Model Health Claims 

In new § 101.78(e)(1) and (e)(2), FDA 
is providing several model health 
messages to help manufacturers 
understand the requirements of new 
§ 101.78 and to help them understand 
the type of health claim that FDA 
considers to be appropriate. FDA is not 
prescribing specific language for claims, 
but certain elements are required, and 
these models include the required 
elements. 

VI. Environmental Impact 

The agency has determined under 21 
CFR 25.24(a)(ll) that this action is of a 
type that does not individually or 
pumulatively have a significant effect on 
the human environment. Therefore, 
neither an environmental assessment 

nor an environmental impact statement 
is required. 

VII. Economic Impact 

In its food labeling proposals of 
November 27,1991 (56 FR 60366 et 
seq.), FDA stated that the food labeling 
reform initiative, taken as a whole, 
would have associated costs in excess of 
the $100 million threshold that defines 
a major rule. Thus, in accordance with 
Executive Order 12291 and the 
Regulatory Flexibility Act (Pub. L. 96- 
354), FDA developed one 
comprehensive regulatory impact 
analysis (RIA) that presented the costs 
and benefits of all of the food labeling 
provisions taken together. That RIA was 
published in the Fi^eral Register of 
November 27,1991 (56 FR 60856), and 
along with the food labeling proposals, 
the agency requested comments on the 
RIA. 

FDA has evaluated more than 300 
comments that it received in response to 
the November 1991 RIA. FDA’s 
disucssion of these comments is 
contained in the agency’s final RIA 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. In addition, FDA will 
prepare a final regulatory flexibility 
analysis (RFA) subsequent to the 
publication of the food lableing final 
rules. The final RFA will be placed on 
file with the dockts Management Branch 
(HFA-305), Food and Drug 
Administration, rm. 1-23,12420 
Parklawn Dr., Rockville, MD 20857, and 
a notice will be published in the 
Federal Register announcing its 
availability. 

In the final RIA, FDA has concluded, 
based on its review of available data and 
comments, that the overall food labeling 
reform initiative constitues a major rule 
as defined by Executive Order 12291. 
Further, the agency has concluded that 
although the costs of complying with 
the new food labeling requirements are 
substantial, such costs are outweighed 
by the public health benefits that will be 
realized through the use of improved 
nutrition information provided by food 
labeling. 
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List of Subjects in 21 CFR Part 101 

Food labeling. Reporting and 
recordkeeping requirements. 

Therefore, under the Federal Food. 
Drug, and Cosmetic Act, and under 
authority delegated to the Commissioner 
of Food and Drugs, 21 CFR part 101 is 
amended as follows: 

PART 101—FOOD LABELING 

1. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 101 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Secs. 4, 5,6, of the Fair 
Packaging and Labeling Act (15 U.S.C. 1453, 
1454,1455): secs. 201, 301, 402, 403, 409, 
701 of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act (21 U.S.C. 321, 331, 342, 343, 348. 371). 

2. Section 101.71 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (d) to read as 
follows: 

§ 101.71 Heafth claims: claims not 
authorized. 
* • • * * 

(d) Antioxidant vitamins and cancer. 

3. New § 101.78 is added to subpart E 
to read as follows: 

§ 101.78 Health claims: fruits and 
vegetables and cancer. 

(a) Relationship between substances 
in diets low in fat and high in fruits and 
vegetables and cancer risk. (1) Cancer is 
a constellation of more than 100 
different diseases, each characterized by 
the uncontrolled growth and spread of 
abnormal cells. Cancer has many causes 
and stages in its development. Both 
genetic and environmental risk factors 
may affect the risk of cancer. Risk 
factors include a family history of a 
specific type of cancer, cigarette 
smoking, alcohol consumption, 
overweight and obesity, ultraviolet or 
ionizing radiation, exposure to cancer- 
causing chemicals, and dietary factors. 

(2) Although the specific roles of the 
numerous potentially protective 
substances in plant foods are not yet 
understood, many studies have shown 

that diets high in plant foods are 
associated with r^uced risk of some 
types of cancers. These studies correlate 
diets rich in bruits and vegetables and 
nutrients from these diets, such as 
vitamin C. vitamin A, and dietary fiber, 
with reduced cancer risk. Persons 
consuming these diets frequently have 
high intakes of these nutrients. 
Currently, there is not scientific 
agreement as to whether the observed 
protective effects of fruits and 
vegetables against cancer are due to a 
combination of the nutrient components 
of diets rich in fruits and vegetables, 
including but not necessarily limited to 
dietary fiber, vitamin A (as beta- 
carotene) and vitamin C, to ~ 
displacement of fat from such diets, or 
to intakes of other substances in these 
foods which are not nutrients but may 
be protective against cancer risk. 

(b) Significance of the relationship 
between consumption of diets low in fat 
and high in fruits and vegetables and 
risk of cancer. (1) Cancer is ranked as a 
leading cause of death in the United 
States. The overall economic costs of 
cancer, including direct health care 
costs and losses due to morbidity and 
mortality, are very high. 

(2) U.S. diets tend to be high in fat 
and low in fruits and vegetables. Studies 
in various parts of the world indicate 
that populations who habitually 
consume a diet high in plant foods have 
lower risks of some cancers. These diets 
generally are low in fat and rich in 
many nutrients, including, but not 
limited to. dietary fiber, vitamin A (as 
beta-carotene), and vitamin C. Current 
dietary guidelines from Federal 
Government agencies and nationally 
recognized health professional 
organizations recommend decreased 
consumption of fats (less than 30 
percent of calories), maintenance of 
desirable body weight, and increased 
consumption of fruits and vegetables (5 
or more servings daily), particularly 
those fruits and vegetables which 
contain dietary fiber, vitamin A. and 
vitamin C. 

(c) Requirements. (1) All requirements 
set forth in § 101.14 shall be met. 

(2) Specific requirements, (i) Nature 
of the claim. A health claim associating 
substances in diets low in fat and high 
in fruits and vegetables with reduced 
risk of cancer may be made on the label 
or labeling of a food described in 
paragraph (c)(2)(ii) of this section, 
provided that: 

(A) The claim states that diets low in 
fat and high in fruits and vegetables 
“may" or “might” reduce the risk of 
some cancers; 
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(B) In specifying the disease, the 
claim uses the following terms: “some 
types of cancer”, or “some cancers”, 

(C) The daim characterizes fruits and 
vegetables as foods that are low in fat 
and may contain vitamin A. vitamin C. 
and dietary fiber; 

(D) The claim characterizes the food 
bearing the claim as containing one or 
more of the following, fm: whi^ the 
food is a good source under § 101.54: 
dietary fiber, vitamin A, or vitamin C; 

(E) The cldm does not attribute any 
degree of cancer risk reduction to diets 
low in fat and high in fruits and 
vegetables: 

(F) In ^tecifying the fat component of 
the labeled fo<^, the claim uses the terra 
“total fat” or “fat"; 

(G) The claim does not specify types 
of fats or fatty adds that may be related 
to risk of cancer: 

(H) In specifying the dietary fiber 
component of the labeled food, the 
daim uses the term '“fiber", "dietary 
fiber", or “total dietary fiber"; 

(I) The claim doM not spedfy types of 
dietary fiber that may be related to risk 
of cancer; and 

if) The claim indicates that 
development of cancer depends on 
many frctors. 

(ii) Nature of tite food. (A) The food 
shall be or shall contain a fruit or 
vegetaUe. 

(B) The food shall meet the nutrient 
content requirements of $ 101.62 for a 
"low fat" food. 

(C) The food shall meet, without 
fortification, the nutrient content 
requirements of § 101.54 for a "good 
source” of at least one of the following: 
vitamin A, vitamin C, or dietary fiber. 

(d) Optional information. (1) The 
daim may indude information from 
paragraph (a) and (b) of this section, 
which summarize the relationship 
between diets low in fat and high in 
fruits and vegetables and some types of 
cancer and the significance of the 
relationship. 

(2) The Claim may identify one or 
more of the fallowing risk f^ors for 
development of cancer: Family history 
of a spedfic type of cancer, cigarette 
smoking, alcohol consumption, 
overweight and obesity, ultraviolet or 
ionizing radiation, exposure to canoer- 
causine chemicals, and dietary fadors. 

(3) Tne claim may use the word “beta- 
carotene” in parentheses after the terra 
vitanain A, provided that the vitamin A 
in die food bearing the daim is beta- 
carotene. 

(4) The claim may-indicate that it is 
consistent vrith "Nutritirai and Your 
Health: Dietary Guidelines for 
Americans." U.S. Department of 
Agriculture (USDAJ and the Department 
of Health and Human Services (DHHS), 
Government Printing Office. 

(5) The claim may indude 
information on the number of people in 
the United States who have cancer. The 
sources of this Information must be 
identified, and H must be current 

informadon from the National Center for 
Health Statistics, the National Institutes 
of Health, or “Nutrition and Your 
Health; Dietary Guidelines foi 
Americans,” USDA and DHHS, 
Government Printing Office. 

(e) Model health claims. Ihe 
following model health daims may be 
used in ^d labeling to diaracterize the 
relationship between substances in diets 
low in fat and high in fruits and 
vegetables and cancer: 

(1) Low fat diets rich in fruits and 
vegetables (foods that are low in fat and 
mav contain dietary fiber, vitamin A, 
and vitamin O may reduce the risk of 
some types of cancer, a disease 
assodated with many factprs. Broccoli 
is high in vitamins A and C. and it is 
a go^ source of dietary fiber. 

(2) Development of cancer depends on 
many factors. Eating a diet low in fat 
and high in fruits a^ vegetables, foods 
that are low in fat and may contain 
vitamin A, vitamin C, and dietary fiber, 
may reduce your risk of some cancers. 
Or^ges, a food low in fat. are a good 
source of fiber and vitamin C. 

Dated: November 3.1992. 

David A. Kessler, 
Commissioner of Food and Drugs. 

Louis W. Sullivan, 

Secretary of Health and Human Services. 
Note: The following taNos will not appear 

in the annual Code of Federal Regulations. 
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of atonaeb canear; aortal Ity rata waa 
nultlcantar. eonparod with 
boapltal-baaod. anothor araa with a 
caaa-control atudy low rata. During 
In high- and low- tha 3-yoar atudy 
rlak araaa.for parlod, 143 atcnach 
atenach cancor In cancor eaaaa and 
Fadoral Ropubllc of $79 controla 
Samany. ecaplotod tha 

Intarrlaw. 

Caaa-control atudy. Caaaa-90 nan with 
Madrid, Spain hlatalogleally 
proatatle cancor dlagnoaad proatatle 

oarelncna batwoan 
January 1983 and 
Daeanbar 1987. 
Contxola-180 nalo 
boapltal patlonta 
with lllnoaaaa 
othor than urologle 
dlaaaaa or a 
prlnary tunor. 
Stratlflod by ago 
and data of 

adnlaaloB. 

Dlatazy ImfonM 
raeall waa aaa< 
laat 5 yaara bi 
of tha dlaaaaa. 
Intarrlawa var« 
ooa paraoB. Di 
obtalnad on tII 
Intaika, aourca 
auppiy, yaara < 
rafrlflarator ui 
of apruoa for i 
at bcaia. Rlak 
wara obtalnad 1 
unconditional ; 
ragraaaloo aatl 

Standardlaad <r 
eoaarlna oecup 
atadleaX, aoclo 
hlatcdy, dlata 
Including typo 
of food aaton. 
elaaalflod Int 
nomal, rich 1 
rich In aagata 
daflelont In ▼ 
daflelant In ▼ 
food eanpealtl 
Madrid data. 
(OR) for dlat, 
proatatle carte 
calculatad. 

Caaa-control% 
Motbarlanda; 
Pancraatle 
(oxocxlno) cancor; 
atudy conductad 1984 
to 1988 

164 caaoa 
(aurrogataa 
Intarrlawad for 50\ 
nalaa and 46% 
fanalaa); 480 
controla 
(aurrogataa 
Intarrlawad for 34% 
nalaa and 36% 
fanalaa) 

Intarrlaw ualn 
Viaatlonnalra 
116 food Itana 
aaaaaanant cor 
bofoca Intarri 
eaaaa worn bla 
eentlxnad; otb 
clinically. 



A low Intak* of wltaBlii C 
xwlatlTw riak (IUl> ■ 2.33, 
95\ oonfldonca lotarwal 
<CZ) 1.33 to 4.43 for 
lowoat agalnat hlghost 
quintile), noocentrellsed 
water supply (RR ■ 3.17, Cl 
1.14 to 4.13 egelnst 
central water supply), 
refrigerator use for less 
than 25 years (RR a 1.33, 
CZ 0.83 to 2.15 against 
Bore than 30 years, and use 
of spruce for saoklng (RRa 
3.33, CZ 1.56 to 71.2) 
against not smoking meat at 
bosM), were Identified as 
factors possibly causally 
related to stomacb cancer 

nals stu4y found no 
association between a diet 
deficient In witamlns A or 
C and tba risk of prostatle 
cancer. The relationship 
between Intake of wegetable 
fats and prostatle cancer 
was also not significant. 

The results are 
consistent with the 
biypotbesls that Increased 
Intake of wltamln C 
reduces the risk of 
stomach cancer by 
Inhibiting nltrosatlcn 
reactions in the stomach, 
or by decreasing the 
carcinogenicity of 
putative carcinogens In 
smoke (especially 
polyarcmatlc hydrocarbons 
and nltrosamlnes). Also, 
the data Implicate 
possible sources of 
carcinogens or carcinogen 
precursors (smoked meat 
and local water supply) 
In the occurrence of 
stomach cancer. 

nte diet of central Spain 
Is rich Is fruits and 
vegetables. Zt is 
possible that even the 
lowest quintile of Intake 
for fruits and vegetables 
In Mediterranean areas 
are relatively high In 
relation to other 
cuisines. The results of 
this study may not he 
generallsable. 

Adjusted for smplclng and 
total caloriest Dally 
consumption of vegetables 
statistically significant 
Inverse association between 
Intake of fresh vegetables, 
cooked cruciferous 
vegetables and pancreatic 
cancer. 

Dally consumption of 
vegetables show a 
protective effect; large 
percentage of proxy 
Interview of cases 
Introduces bias 
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study Study Dualgn Subjacta Matbodi 

baatroa 
at al., 
1992. 
(Raf. 1) 

Population data baaa 
analyaia. National 
Haalth and Nutrition 
Sxamlnatlon Surray 
(MHANKS X) data and 
a aadlan of 10 yaara 
of proapactlTa 
followup Mortality. 

11.340 non and 
wonan, agad 25 to 
74 yaara at tlna of 
NHANBS I aurray, 
wit a total of 
1(809 daatha during 
tba followup 
parlod. 

Conprobanalwo nuti 
atatua aurvay that 
clinical, blochani 
dlatary nothoda. 1 
population waa al] 
Into throo groupai 
50 <aig/day without 
aupplananta, Inta] 
ng/day without aui 
and ^50 ng/day wit 
aupplananta. Pol] 
nortallty ratoa d< 
In total and for i 
apaclflc cauaaa, ] 
cancor and haart i 

Oorbor 
at al. 
1991. 
(Raf. 5) 

Hontlpllar, Franca 
obaorratlon of blood 
and eollular 
antioxidant lawola- 
In braaat cancor 
caaaa and hoapltal 
controla 

Caaaa: 48 wonan 
Inpatlanta for 
braaat cancor. 
Controla: 50 wonan 
flrat adnlaalon 
Inpatlont naurology 
without cancor or 
circulatory 
dlaaaao. 

Blood lawala of x: 
coppar, aalanlun, 
■ and C noaaurad. 
Caliuiar lawala o 
aalanlun, wltaaln 
awaluatod In noat 
Subject Identity i 
uaod. 



1 

) nutritional 
' that Included 
ichanlcal and 
Ida. Tha 
IS allocated 
oupss Intake 
.thout 
Intake 250 
It Bupploaents, 
ly with 

Followup 
:es determined 
Cor seweral 
les. Including 
lart disease. 

of sine, 
ilum, wltamlns 
ired. 
ils oC 
amine B and C 
moat Subjects. 
:lty codes 

Higher dietary Intakes of 
ascorbic acid wore 
associated with significant 
reduction total mortality 
rate and In the mortality 
from heart disease. Those 
effects wore enhances by 
supplements. The 
standardised mortality rate 
from cancer (total for all 
sites) was a nonsignificant 
0.78 with supplemental 
ascorbic acid. In contrast 
with tha results for total 
mortality and heart disease 
mortality, the results with 
cancer mortality wore not 
significant because the 
standardised mortality rate 
was not a low and because 
the cohort else was 
decreased (heart disease 
produced approximately 40 
percent of the total 
Mortality, wboreas cancer 
produckd less than 25 
percent). 

Significantly higher mean 
lewels of wltamln total 
cholesterol and B/total 
cholesterol ratio found la 
breast cancer oases than la 
controls, Bffoct lost when 
witamla pill users 
excluded^ except wltamln B. 
Leukocyte wltamln B lerel 
also significantly higher. 
Serum Bine lewel sign 
higher, Blewated leukocyte 
wltaaln C in cases 
borderline sign, lieaa 
leukocyte wltamin B Iswal ■ 
sign after wltamin pill 
users excluded. 

These results do not 
prowide support for a 
reduction In risk of any 
type of cancer by 
ascorbic acid. They 
cannot be Interpreted, 
bowewer, as contradicting 
that possibility. The 
mortality rata from 
cancer was not reduced as 
much with elevated 
vitamin C Intake as ware 
the total and heart 
disease rates, and the 
cohort else was 
substantially smaller. 
Any protective effect of 
vitamin C at one cancer 
site may have bean masked 
by no effect at other 
sites, with the overall 
rata being apparently 
changed by a substantial 
but nonsignificant amount 
(22 percent) In a 
protective direction. 

Sample else small. 
Blarvated plasma vitamin 
B, leukocyte vitamin B, 
serum Zinc In breast 
cancer cases hypothesised 
to relate to facilitation 
of certain tumor growth 
by these antioxidants 
suggesting effect 
ultimately related to 
metabolic alteration. 
Future Studies need to 
correlate tumor 
entlcKldant level to 
resistance (cbemo or 
natural) and tumor 
antioxidant level to 
blood level. 
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TABLE 1--C< 

Study 

Or«b«M 
•t al.. 
1991. 
(R«£. 3) 

Orldlay 
•t al.. 
1993. 
<Raf. 13) 

Study Daalgn Subjacts HatbotJ 

Casa-control; 
Haw York; 

439 Incldant casas; Intarvlaw using < 
quastlonnalra on 

Poataanopausal 494 aga-natcbad 
braast cancar connunlty controls bafora Intarvlaw; 

wara histological 
conflmad; rasult 
for aga, aducatlc 
first pragnancy, 
pragnanclas, aga 
■anarcha, ralatl^ 
braast cancar, az 
braast dlsaasa. 

A populatloo-basad n>a subjaets 
casa-control study includad 1,363 to obtain Informi 
of oral and controls and 1,114 daaographle varli 
pbaryngaal csuicar. oral and pharyngaal tobacco and alcol 
conductad during 
1984 to 19BS In four 
araas of tba Bnltad 
Statas. 

cancttT cas«s. dlat, occupation 
nodical history, 
supplonsnt uso qt 
addrossod yaars 
startad, typos o 

nultlvltanln pro< 
(including brand 
of slngla nutrlai 
supplonants, vlti 
obtalnad, and all 
products usad. 



l--CONTIHnBO 

■tboda Results Coaments 

1d9 dietary Cases and controls consumed laow participation rates 
■ on 173 fooda; same number of calories. may Introduce blast S6\ 
1 3 years Dietary carotene, Tltamln C of eligible cases and 46\ 
irlaw; all cases protective but no effect of eligible controls 
llcally sbovn for supplement use; participated In study. 
ssults adjusted dietary fiber borderline thus may not be able to 
cation, age at protective RR ■ 0.7 (O.S to generalise the results. 
Dcy, nuaber ol 1.1); adjustment for total 
age at calories did not cbange 
Latlva with results. Casas ate less of 
r, and benign 10 fruits and vegetables In 

questionnaire. 

re adalnlsterad Dse of supplements vas It Is not clear that the 
foraatlon on significantly associated lower risk among 
variables. wltb reduced risk of oral ransumers of vitamin B 
alcobol use. cancar. Dse of supplomonts supplaments was duo to 
tlon, and VBS associated wltb being the vitamin Itself, 
ory. vltanln female, white, more highly because the finding are 
so questions educated, being a also associated with 
ars of use, age California resident, having higher Intakes of fruits 
es of a lower body mass, and and vegetable among 
products used consuming more fruits and supplement users. The 

rand) and uses vegetables. Protracted use findings are consistent 
trlont did not Increase the wltb evidence from 
▼Itaaln shots apparent effects of experimental animals, and 

d alneral supplaments on cancer risk. should prompt further 
d. Users of supplements of research on vitamin B In 

Individual vitamins. reducing the risk of 
Including A, B-ccmplex, C 
and B were at lower risk 
after controlling for 
effects of tobacco, alcobol 
and other risk factors. 
After adjustment for use of 
other supplements, vitamin 
B supplementation was the 
only one that remained 
associated with reduced 
risk. 
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TABU 1 

Study study Dusign Subjueta 

Burria 
et ml., 
1991. 
(Ref. 13) 

Caaa-coatrol atudy 
during the year 
before dlegnoai.i 
with cancer In 
Oxford, O.K. 

Tbe aubjecta 
included 9C nan 
with lung cancer, 
75 men with other 
epithelial cancera, 
and 97 hoapltal 
eontrola. 

Interwlawa wa 
within 1 year 
by one experl^ 
Interviewer wl 
aane for all 
interviewer w 
about dlagnoa 
quaatlonnalre 
aaoklng hlato 
dietary Intak 
year pracedln 
The known ea 
for the fooda 
carotene. 

) 

Herrero 
et al, 
1991. 
(Ref. 8) 

Caaa-control atudy 
Bultlple altea In 
Mexico, Central 
America, and 
Colombia. 

748 caaea Invaalve 
cervical cancer, 
1,411 Inpatient 
eontrola from 
neurology warda at 
theae altea. 

ABaaaaneht of 
of 88 icwddj 
■djdr adurdei 
C( earetaddlf 
a* Mall da M« 
behdvlof'dl el 
rdldtad to ci 
Adjuatdd for 
aita, Sdxuai 
ra^odeetlwa 
aoeioaeoBcMllc 
acrdanlog pra 
dataetloa of 
pafillldMd VIJ 



ra ««r« conduct ad 
y««r of diagnoala 
cpariancad 
>«r aho «aa tba 
all aubjacta. flia 
far «aa not bllndad 
Ktnoala. Tba 
lalra covarad 
liatory and uaual 
Lntaka during tba 
adlng dlagnoala. 

a carotana valuaa 
Eooda ara for bata- 

bt of bbdaunptldn 
sdii Ideittdlbd 
ttrdai dl altUla kt 
addlda, bad idlddld 
ia nadlcai And 
*1 cbAfAdtarlAtlda 
to cAfirlcai c4^dar. 
for atfa^ Atudy 

Mai and 
tlaa blatory, 
noailc itdtua, 
g practlca, and 
B at faunaa 
a Vlfua. 

Calculated naan dlatary 
tntakaa of bata-carotana 
vara 34\ lowar for lung 
cancer caaaa tban for 
controla, 10\ lowar for 
otbar apltballal cancer 
caaaa tban for controla. 
Serum coneantratlona of 
bata-carotana, retinol, and 
vitamin B ware lowar in tba 
cancar patlanta tban in tba 
controla by 58,- 30, and 31 
percent, raapactlvaly, for 
lung cancar, and 33, 11, 
and 14 percent, 
raapactlvaly for otbar 
apltballal cancar caaaa. 
n>a OR'a ware leaa tban 1.0 
In tba two upper tblrda of 
dlatary carotana, «lth tba 
tranda having borderline 
algnlfleanca. Tba OR'a for 
Intakaa of frulta and 
vagatablaa warn ratbar 
Irregular, and tba 
aaaoclatad tranda warn 
weaker tban tba tranda for 
bata-carot ana. 

Slightly lowar rlak for 
blgbaat guartllaa of 
conaumptlon of fruit and 
fruit juice. Rlak of 
cervical cancer not reduced 
In groupa with blgbaat 
conaumptlon vagatablaa, 
fdoda of Animal origin, 
complaR carbohydrataa, 
lagnmaa, or folacln-rlcb 
fdoda. evaluation of 
nutrient indices Idantlflb^ 
dAcraaied rlak aasoclAtad 
with vltaRlB C, bate 
carotana, otkar 
carotandldd. Including 
vitamin a and bate carotana 
In tba sama modal 
ettanuated the aisoclation 
for bate daTotana, but not 
for vitamin C. 

Ao period of coneam In 
tba recall waa tba year 
prior to dlagnoala, a 
time. By comparison, 
cases In tba 3-yaar 
period following sampling 
or Interview ara oftan 
excluded from prospective 
studies because 
dlffarancas may be caused 
by tba cancar. nia 
results suggest that 
bata-carotana la 
protective against 
apltballal cancars. 
Including lung cancar. 

Results consistent with 
otbar studiaa that 
support a protective 
effaet di nutrients In 
fruits and vagatablaa 
against tba davalopmant 
of invasive cervical 
cAncar, bowavar apaclflc 
category of nutrlant 
rAsponslbla not readily 
apparent. 
Associations ware drlvan 
by ralatlonahlps batwaan 
diet and cervical cancer 
at two study sites. 
Higher socioeconomic 
status of subjects at 
tbasa sites leaves open 
possibility of salactlon 
bias or an unldantiflad 
dlataTy pattern. 
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Subjects 

I 
Tbe first study bed 
16 subjects of both 
sexes, eged 23 to 
56 yeers, ell 
oonseokers. The 
second study bed 19 
feaeles eged 20 to 
28 yeers, including 
5 snokers. 
All subjects 
evoided known 
sources of the 
nltrosetion product 
end vltealn 
supplements for 72 
hours before test 
meel consumption. 

Test Heel 1 w«s 
supply e high !< 
dletery nitrete 
mg/meel) eecompi 
reletiwe low le\ 
escorbie ecld (1 
Test Heel 2 com 
the seme items < 
1, with the eddi 
foods rich in ei 
(340 mg/meel). 
level of Test H< 
197 mg. Both t< 
conteloed 2.4 g 
proline. In th< 
study, nitroset: 
determined eftei 
consumption of : 
ecid meel (Test 
end, e week leti 
consumption of ' 
meel with 500 mi 
1,-proline. In 
study, ell subj 
nltrosetion det 
edded prollne, 
the low escorbi 
end then e week 
the high escorb 
meel. Urine we 
for 24 hours ef 
test meel, end 
nltrosoprollne 
nitrete. 



I 1--COHTINDBO 

Matbods Raaulta Coaaanta 

«»• daaiotiad to In tba firat atudy, tba Six aubjacta abovad no 
gb layal of ' background axcration of ebanga in NPRO aftar 
rata (172 NPRO waa Incraaaad by conauaptlon of a taat 
ccnpanlad by addition of fraa L-prollna. naal containing rlcb 
« (avala of In tba aacond atudy, a aourcaa of aaeorblc acid. 
id (24 ag/Mal). lower axcration of HPRO n>aaa bad low NPRO 
eoDslatad of occurred wltb tba blgb axcratlona witb tba low 

aaa aa Taat Naal aaeorblc acid naal. Tbla aaeorblc acid naal. 13 
addition of occurred daapita a allgbtly aubjacta bad nueb bigbar 

in aaeorblc acid 13 bigbar nitrate intake lavala of NPRO excretion 
1). Tba nltrata fron Taat Naal 2, coaparad aftar tba low aaeorblc 
at Maal 2 waa witb tbat frem Taat Naal 1. acid naal, but tbla waa 
tb taat aaala Soaa aubjacta (Subgroup A) atrongly Inbibitad by tba 
.4 g dlatary bad a low NPRO excretion Inclualon of rlcb 
n tba firat aftar Taat Naal 1, tbia aaeorblc acid aourcaa in 
oaation waa level waa aaintainad vitb tba naal, aven tbougb tba 
aftar Taat Naal 2. Subgroup B aaeorblc acid aourcaa 
of low aaeorblc bad blgb axcration of NPRO contributed ao«a 

Taat Naal 1) aftar Taat Naal 1, and tbla additional nitrate. Tba 
latar, aftar waa atrongly decraaaad data auggaat tbat not all 
of tba aane aftar Tapt Naal 2, individuala ayntbealiad 

>00 ag of addad containing blgb aaeorblc NPRO in vivo fron tba 
In tba aacond 

aubjacta bad 
dataminad vitb 

Lna, firat vitb 
;orbie acid aaal 
waak latar vitb 

acid fooda. ingaatad pracuraora, and 
tboaa vbo did not vara 
tba aubjacta wbo failed 
to abow aaeorblc acid 
inbibition of NPRO 
axcration. It waa 

icorblc acid eoneludad tbat a nonal 
la waa collaetad 
ra aftar aacb 
and aaaayad for 

vaatam diet witb 
plentiful content of 
fraab vagetablaa can 

Lina (NPRO) and provide aufficlent 
nitrate to raault in 
andoganoua nltroaatica, 
and tbat tbla procaaa la 
aubatantlally inbibitad 
by inclualon of aaeorblc 
acid rlcb fooda. 
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TABLE l--CO» 

Dietary history •• 
baaad on total bal 
intaka lor prayloi 
Intake of antloxl« 
vitamins baaad on 
previously publisl 
analyses of Pinnii 

The site of pria 
and data of diag 
obtained fro* tb 
registry were 11 
data obtained it 
axanination dati 
concentrations i 
determined form 
tocopherol, beti 
retinol, retino 
protein, and se 



—comxHnBo 

MlselasalXlciitloa of 

Intak* and changaa In 
Intak* ware poaalbla orrar 
followup, aapaelnlly 
aupplanant uaa. Othar 
•ubakancaa In foodatuffa 
rich In antioxidant 
witamln (a.a., tarpanaa, 
flavonaa, and phanola) 
•ay ba antlcarclnoganle. 
Studlaa naadad on dlatary 
pattarna, Intaka lawala, 
and protactlva affacta of 
otbar conatltuanta of 

dlata. 

Xnvaraa ralatlonanip 
batwaan intaka of wltanlna 
A, B. and C and Incldanca 

of luna cancar In 
nonanokara. Ralatlva rlak 
batwaan lowaat and blflbaat 
tartila of Intaka 2.5, 3.1 
and 3.1 raapactlvaly. 
Xnvaraa gradlant batwaan 
yallow, graan and rad 
vagatablaa (aourca of 
carotanolda) and lung 
cancar. Ho Invaraa 
gradlant batwaan prafomad 
Yitanln X and lung cancar. 
Strong Invaraa aaaoclatloo 
for nargarlna Intaka 
(aourca of toeopbarol) and 
Incldanca of lung cancar; 
algnlflcant Invaraa 
gradlant for fruit Intaka 
(vltaxln C aourca) daaplta 
low tntaka In tbla cohort. 

ry aatlnatad 

1 habitual 
avloua yaar. 
ioxldant 

id on 
ibllabad 
'Innlab fooda 

bad algnlfIcantly lowar 
aarua alpha-tocopharol 
aoid bata-carotana lavala 
rban controla. Bacauaa 
tba nunbara of caaaa wara 

anall, no atrong 
conclualona can »>a drawn 
tram tba raaulta until 
thay ara conflraad In 
atudlaa baaad on largar 
coborta or on poolad data 

£roB aavaral aaall 
aaaplaa. 

prInary cancar 
dlagnoala 

cMi tba cancar 
ra llnkad to 
•d In tba baaltb 
data. Sarun 

ona wara 
form alpba- 
bata-carotana, 

itlnol*blndlng 

id aalanlun. 

30X lowar In paraona wltb 
nalatr^n* tban In controla. 
Tba laxyngaal and 
aaopbagaal caaaa bad alpha 
toeopbarol lavala that war 
nonalgniflcantly lowar. 
Accordingly for alpba- 
tocopharol, tba ralatlva 
rlaka of nalanona and waa 
0.2 (algnlflcant) and for 
cancara of tba larynx and 
aaopbagua, 0.4B and 0.39 
(nonalgnlfleant). for 
bata~carotana, tba ralatl 
rlak of nalanona waa 0.03 
(highly algnlflcant). 
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study Study Ouslgn Subjacta 

Petiaehuan 
at al., 
1991. 
(Raf. 7) 

Raad 
at al., 
1991. 
(Rat. 16) 

Mat 

Casa-coBtrol study 
4 Latin taarlcan 
nations. 

3S7 casas of 
InuaslTa carrleal 
cancar, 670 
hospital controls 

Sarun lavals < 
adcronutrlanti 
casas and coni 
1 and 2 cancai 
only Includad 
at facta of dli 
serologic narl 

Clinical 
obsarratlons and 
ascorbic acid trial 
In patlants at high- 
risk for stonach 
cancar. 

Slxty-two Ingllsh 
nan and uonan vlth 
althar atrophic 
gastritis, 
pamlclous ananla 
(PA), partial 
gastractony, or 
ungetony; agas 
ranged fron 3S to 
77 years. 

Sarun aacorhl 
gastric juice 
total extract 
oenpounds war 
hafera traatn 
during 4 weak 
acid traatnan 
and for 4 waa 
dlscentlnuatl 
traatnant. A 
eottsunad thal 
diets, but as 
wagatahla sind 
during the as 



lU 1—COMTXHOBO 

Methods Results i C 
— 

mrble acid and 
Ittlea nltrlta and 
craetabla ■•altroao 
• vara datacmlaad 
raataant, waaUy 
vaaka e( ascorbic 
ktaaat (4 0/day) 
1 waaks attar 
Miatioa eC 
b. All patiaots 
tbalr aomal 

It aaotdad 
B aiad fruit juieas 
l>a axparlaaat. 

Zataka of ratlaol, 
cryptoxaattala, lycopena, 
alpha carotana, lutela amd 
alpha tocopharol did aot 
slgalfIcaatly differ 
batwaaa casas and controls. 
After adjustaent for age, 
study site, sax and 
raproductlTa history, 
socloacoDoale status, and 
papllloaa ▼irus hlghar 
sarua beta carotene and 
gaaaa tocopharol laTols 
associated with dacraaslng 
risk of disease. 

Many patients bad low 
basallna sarua lawals of 
ascorbic acid, and 
ooapllanca with traataant 
was conflraad by a aarkad 
rise during traataant. The 
lawals ware still high 4 
waaks after the patients 
bad bean Instructed to stop 
taking ascorbic acid, 
laplylng that aany of than 
bad not discontinued 
traataant. Baseline lawals 
of M>nltroso coapounds wars 
high In all groups ccavarad 
with the lawals prawlously 
found In nonial controls, 
hut a highly significant 
daeraasa was obsarwad 
during traataant with 
ascorbic acid la all groups 
axeapt those with PA. 
Traataant produced a aarkad 
decrease In gastric julca 
nitrite lawals In all 
groups axeapt those with 
PA. 

Sarua bata-carotana lawal 
constant as dlsaasa 
progressed, arguing 
against affect of dlsaasa 
prograsslon on nutrient 
value, while gaaaa 
tocopharol lawal was 
higher In casas and 
progressed with disease. 
In this study dietary and 
sarua affects of beta 
carotana concordant, both 
paraaatars Indicate a 
possible association 
between intalca of beta 
carotene and radnead risk 
of Invaelwa carrleal 
cancer. 

These data support the 
conclusion that hlgb-dosa 
ascorbic acid traataant 
reduces the Intragastrle 
formation of nltrlta and 
N-nltroso coapounds. 
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study study Dualgn Subjects 

Rlboll 
•t ul. 
1991. 
(Kaf. 

Casa-eontrol; 
Spain; 
Bladdar oancar 

432 eaaaa (all 
MBlaa); 792 
eontzola; two sots 
of controls; 
populatlon-basad 
and hospital-basod 

Richardson 
at al., 
1991. (4) 

Caso-control; 
Pranca; 
Pro- and 
Pos tnonopau a al 
braast cancor 

409 Incldont casos 
515 hospital 
controls (348 
prononopausal and 
575 postnanopausal 
for total study 
population) 

Ms 

Xntarwlaw usl 
quastlonnalra 
food groups; 
assossnont co 
bafora Intarw 
blstologlcall 

; Zntorwlow usl 
guostlonnalro 
Currant dlot 
If changod o« 
Months, forms 
usad; all cas 
blstologlcall 
results adjus 
manopausal at 
history of bt 
history of bs 
dlsaasa, alee 
consumption, 
awnarcbo. 



BLI 1—CORTZHOBD 

Methods Results c 

r using dlutary 
aair* contulnlng 60 
ips; dlutaxy 
It coTurud y«ur 
aturrluw. Casas 
Leally eaaClxnsd. 

s using dlatazy 
naira on 55 foods; 
list assassad, but 
sd ouar past 12 
fomar dlat was 
I easas wara 
leally conflmad; 
sdjustad for aga, 
al status, family 
of braast eanear, 
of banlgn braast 
alcohol 

Ion, and aga at 

Adjustad for smoking and 
total calorlas, a blgbar 
▼Itaskln B Intaka was 
assoclatad with a 
marginally significant 
raductlon in risk of 
bladdar cancar. Mo 
association found for 
ratlnol or carotans Intaka. 

Antioxidant vitamin Intaka 
bad DO significant affects 
on risk of braast cancar In 
pramanopausal woman and 
postmenopausal woman; 
bowavar, 
fruits rich In bata- 
carotana had a marginal 
protective affect <llRsl.4, 
CZ>1.0-2.0) on braast 
cancar la this same group. 
Zn post-manopausal woman 
ratlnol had a marginal 
protective affect (OR 1.8, 
CZ-1.2-2.8), Bata-carotana 
and vitamin B Intaka had no 
significant affects on risk 
of braast cancer. 

Slightly low 
participation rates 
(casest 72% and controls: 
71% hospital and 66% 
population); results 
possibly biased by 
Inclusion of 208 
prevalent easas who may 
raprasant survivors of 
bladdar cancar. 
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TABLE 1 

Stutly 

Sbl 
at ml., 
1991. 
(ReC. 33) 

Study Daalgn 

Caaa-control atudy 
In Shanghai, China 
comparing urinary 
aacorblc acid and 
nltrata In patlanta 
with gaatrlc cancar 
and normal controla; 
urlna mutagenicity 
In normal controla, 
dyaplaala and 
gaatrlc cancar; and 
gaatrlc julca M- 
nltroao oompounda In 
controla, chronic 
atrophic gaatrltla, 
and 

4yaplaala/gaatrlc 
cancar patlanta. 

Thirty caaaa of 
gaatrlc cancer ware 
aalacted and paired 
with dyaplaatlc 
patlanta and normal 
controla of the 
aama aax and age 
group. 

All caaaa war* 
andoacopy. Ui 
aacorblc acid 
wara datarmln* 
Orlne mutagenl 
detaxmlnad In 
ualng Salmonal 

, each 
without an act 
fraction. Pov 
and tho total 
compounda wara 
aaaayad In gaa 



ILB l--COmiMOBD 

Metboda Results Connents 

vara dlagoosad by 
Urinary 

acid and nltrata 
rainad cbaalcally. 
aganlclty was 
i In tba Anas tast 
sonalla 
iw TA98 and TAIOO 
sacb wltb and 
a aetlwatlng 89 

Four Individual 
9tal N-nltroao 
wara cbanlcally 

B gastric julca. 

Iba reduced ascorbic acid 
content of urine was lower 
In tba gastric cancer group 
tban In nomal controls, 
wblla tba content of 
nltrata was significantly 
blgbar In tba cancer 
patients tban In tba 
controls. Ho mutagenicity 
was saan In tba urines of 
tba controls, wberaas a low 
fraction of tba urines from 
tba dysplasia patients and 
a blgb fraction of tba 
urines from tba gastric 
cancer patients ware 
■utaganlc. 

Iba lower excretion of 
ascorbic acid In tba 
urine of gastric cancer 
patients could be altbar 
a causa or a result of 
tba disease, but It is 
consistent wltb tbe 
bypotbeals that tbls 
▼Itaaln reduces tba risk 
of tbls disease. Tba 
blc^^er excretion of 
nitrate probably reflects 
a blgbar Intake. 
Mitaganlclty of the urine 
nas directly associated 
wltb sbvarlty of 
pathology of the stomach. 
Normal controls bad low 
levels of M-nltroso 
compounds In gastric 
juice, compared with 
chronic atrophic 
Saatrltls, dysplasia, or 
gastric cancer. The 
mutagenicity of tbe urine 
may have bean related to 
syntbasls of N-nltroso 
compounds In the stomach 
and diffarancas la this 
process may have bean due 
to diffarancas In Intakes 
of ascorbic acid and 
nitrate. These results 
support tbe hypothesis 
that H~nltroso ccstpounds 
may be tbe causa of 
gastric cancer. 
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TABLB 

Study Study Design 
\ 

Subjects M 

Slum Coaparlsoo of One blgh-rls)( and Two saaples 
at al., urinary one low-rlsit area overnight or 
1991. concentrations of for stoaacb cancer collected fr 
(Ref. 25) nitrate and N- wore cbosan on after they hi 

nltrosoaalno adds criteria of rural ma prollne w 
In ablldran fra« location, large ascorbic ael 
high- and low-rls)c enough population prollne alon 
areas for stcaacb of school age the evening . 
cancer In Costa children and saaples were 
Rica. slallar ethnic 

characteristics. 
Frost each area, 25 
subjects aged 8 to 
14 years were 
chosen at randcsi 
for the oral 
treataants and 
urlna collections. 

nltrosoproll 
other M-nltr 
and nitrate. 

Sobela Casa coBtrol study rifty>sln adult Patients fas 
at aX., 56 patients patients referred Gastric julc 
1991. scheduled for for endoscopic oxajs ascorbic acl 
(Raf. 33) stoaacb endoscopy In for possible vltsaln C, t 

lyon, France. gastritis with no 
previous stoaacb 
surgery. 

nitrite, nit 
Mltroso coap 
and an allqu 
was collects 
levels. 2 St 
1 cultured f 
and 1 subalt 
blstopatbolo 



IBU 1—COHTZHUBD 

i 

Methods Results Coements 

!«• of 12>bour 
t urlD* wore 
d froM the children 
ey hed logeeted SOO 
ne with 300 wt 
eeid or 500 ag 

ailoae 1 hour after 
ting aeal. Urine 
were assayed for N- 
roline and two 
nltroso ooapounds, 
‘ate. 

All coaparlsoas of levels 
of K-nltroso-prollne were 
statistically significant. 
Thus, In both areas, the 
level was reduced by 
Ingestion of ascorbic acid 
with proline, compared with 
that seen with prollne 
alone. n>e level as higher 
in the hlgb'rlsk area than 
in the low-risk area, for 
each type of dietary 
treatment. The M' 
nitrosoprolloe level 
correlated well with 
nitrate lavele. 

Tha results Indicate that 
children living In a 
high-risk area have a 
higher potential for 
endogenous nitrosatlon 
than those living in the 
low-risk area. Nitrate 
exposure nay explain at 
least part of this 
difference. The data 
confirm that prollne 
nitrosatlon can be 
substantially inhibited 
by ascorbic acid 
supplementation. 

fasted orwemlght. 
juice aspirated for 
acid, total 

C, total bile acid, 
oltrata and total 

coapouods (HOC'S), 
ullquQt of plasma 
(acted for vitamin C 
3 staamch biopsies; 

red for Helicobacter 
ibaitted for 
cboiogy. 

Of St patients, 12 
completely normal on 
taistopatboiogy, it chronic 
superficial gastritis, 17 
chronic gastritis with 
atrophy, and 9 bad gastric 

■ reflux, 89h of chronic 
gastritis bad Helicobacter 
infection. 
Intestinal metaplasia In 
this group significantly 
associated with gastric 
escorhio add, gastric 
vitamin C. 

Age and gastric pH also 
significantly higher in 
chronic gastritis 
patients with Intestinal 
metaplasia versus those 
without. 
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study Study Duslgn Subjacts 

Vaalanayk A easa-eoatrol atudy ni* aubjaeta wara 
at al.. of carrlcal Intra-* 102 noopragnant, 
1991. apltbalial Daoplaala nonpoatpartua eaaaa 
(Raf. 118) aad dlatary and and aatcbad 

aaruB earotanolda. controla froa woaan 
who bad no carwleal 
cytologic 
abnoraalltlaa 
graatar or agual to 
thoaa of banign 
atypla. 

Waat 
at al.. 
1991. 
<17) 

Ca««-eofitrol 
Otah. Pzo«t%tlc 
ornncTm 

a 

Caaaa-3Se aan with 
proatatlc cancar 
dlagnoaad batwaan 
1984 and 1985. 
Controla-679 
population baaad 
controla aatchad 
for aga and county 
of raaldanca. 

You Coaparlaoo of H- Twanty aubjacta 
at al.. nltroao ooapounda with noraal gaatrlc 
1991. concantratlona In aucoaa. 20 aubjacta 
(Raf. 2i) urlna and gaatrlc with chronic 

julca froa aubjacta atrophic gaatrltla 
with dlffarant and/or Intaatlnal 
dagraaa of aataplaala of tha 
praaalIgnant atoaach, and 20 
pathology of tha aubjacta with 
atoaach. dyaplaala of tha 

gaatrlc aucoaa. 



r 

TABLI 1—COHTIHDBD 

M*tboda Raaulta CoBManta 

ware IdantiClad with 
r-cooflxmad ewrvlcal 
tplthwllal naoplaaia 
of gradoa X, II, or 
Partlclpanta 
•tad a food fraquancy 
Lo&nalra provldad by 
itlooal Cancar 
cuta. nia coBwaraioD 
>da to nutrlanta waa 
raad with and without 
luataant for aaargy 
t. 

For aarun lycopana, tha 
odda ratloa for CIH wara 
algnlflcantly Incraaaad In 
tha thraa lowar quartllaa. 

finding for lycopana- 
rlch fooda wara conalatant 
with thla raault. CIM waa 
not aaaoclatad with lutaln. 
Finding for alpha-carotana. 
bata-carotana and 
cryptoxanthln wara 
anblguoua. Tha lowar 
quartllaa of dlatary 
vltanln C wara aaaoclatad 
with algnlflcantly 
Incraaaad odda ratloa for 
CIM. 

nia ralatlvaly low 
raaponaa rataa 
(approxlnataly 60 parcant 
for caaaa and 50 parcant 
for controla) could have 
Introducad blaa. An 
Inharant llnltatlon of 
caaa-control atudlaa la 
tha datamlnatlon of 
axpoaura aftar tha onaat 
of dlaaaaa, aapaclally 
for aarun atudlaa-- 
dlatary bahavlor naiy hava 
changad aftar dlagnoala 
and bafora blood 
aanpllng.. Tha finding of 
a protactlva aaaoclatlon 
for lycopana but not 
othar carotanoida 
indlcataa that caution 
Buat ba uaad in 
attributing tha affacta 
of earotanold-contalnlng 
frulta and vagatablaa to 
bata-carotana, at laaat 
for thla typo of cancar. 

logically coaflmad 
and controla 

alawad ualng 
Ltatlva food-fraquancy 
Lonnalra. Data waa 
aad aaparataly for 
a (45 to 67) and oldar 
o 74) aga eatagorlaa 
y tuBor 
aalvanaaa. 

Bata carotana had a 
nonalgnlflcant protactlva 
affact fw proatatlc cancar 
In youngar nalaa. In oldar 
nalaa. total wltanln A had 
a alight poaltlva 
aaaoclatlon with all 
proatata cancar ORal.6. 
CIaO.9 to 3.4). Thara waa 
llttla aaaoclatlon 
▼Itanln C and bata-carotana 
and proatata cancar In 
oldar nan. 

Tha Boat algnlflcant 
aaaoclatlon wara aaan for 
oldar nalaa with 
aggraaalva tunora. 
Dlatary fat waa tha 
atrongoat rlalc factor for 
thaao nalaa. 

It waa not poaalblo to 
blind Intarvlawara to tha 
caaa or control atatua of 
roapoodanta. 

y-four hour urlna 
aa and gaatrle julca 
an ovamlght faat 

collactad and aaaayad 
-nltroao-prollna and 
thar M-nltroao 
unda. 

Lavala of H-nltroao 
conpounda In tha urlna wara 
hlgbar In aubjacta with 
gaatrle d/aplaala than In 
nomal controla or aubjacta 
with chronic atrophic 
gaatrltla/lntaatlnal 
nataplaala. Lavala of M- 
nltroao coatpounda wara 
lowar In gaatrle julca than 
In urlna, and lavala In 
gaatrle julca could not ba 
avaluatad by gaatrle 
pathology. 

Paraona with gaatrle 
dyaplaala had alovatad 
urinary lavala of M- 
nltroao coaqtounda, and 
thaao aubjacta ara 
oxcaptlonally prono to 
atonach cancar. 
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study Study Design Subjects 

Sefldse 
et el, 
1991. 
(Ref. 6) 

Case-control study* 
breast cancer, 
Moscov. 

Hie subjects were 
'139 ease-control 
pairs natcbed for 
age and 
nalgtaborbood. Newly 
diagnosed ceses of 
breast cancer 
between Septanber 
1987 to January 
1989, and controls 
attending saiM^ 
clinics as cases 
for minor 
complaints. 

Dietary ass 
with food f 
guestlonnal 
prior to dl 
or attandln 
controls, 
on nutrient 
oommoo food 
were analys 
for pre- an 
woman. 

Zatonskl 
et al., 
1991. 
(Ref. 14) 

Case-controlj 
Poland; 
Pancreatic 
(Bxocrlne) 
Cancer; study 
conducted 1985 to 
1988 

110 cases 
(surrogates 
Interrlewed for 
71\); 195 controls 
(all directly 
Interrlewed) 

Zntarrlaw u 
guestlonnal 
food Items 
to 2 years 
diagnosis, 
were blstol 
conf Intad, 

dlagaosed i 



lABIiB 1—CONTmUBO 

HMtbods Roaulta Coanonta 

r ••••••■•nt Md* 
>od fr*qu«ncy 
icuialr* for 
;o diagnorla of caroa 
tndlng cllale by 
a. AaaaaaaaDt baaed 

riant Indleea for 145 
food tteaa. Data 

talyaad aeparataly 
»- and poatnenopauaal 

Diet waa a noro laportant 
rlak factor In breaat 
cancer for poatnonopauaal 
woAen than for 
proaenopauaaX wonen. After 
adjuatlng for ago at 
■anarcho, energy Intake, 
and education Intake of 
▼Itanln C (OR 0.30), beta 
carotene (OR 0.09) retinol 
equivalent and coiluloao 
wore protective In 
poatnonopauaal wcnon. 
Nonalgnlflcant aaaoclatleo 
for nono- and 
dlaaccharldea. Increaaed 
rlak of breaat cancer with 
high Intake of total fat. 
Xa general reaulta Indicate 
a high rlak of breaat 
cancer aaaoclated with 
nutrlenta frcn aalaal 
producta, lew rlak 
aaaoclated with high Intake 
of nutrlenta fron 
vegatablea and frulta. 

Aaaoclatlona between 
dietary fat and breaat 
cancer In poatnonopauaal 
wonen were 
nonalgnlflcant. 

Soclo-ecooonlc atatua an^ 
education were poaltlvely 
aaaoclated with higher 
rlak. Thoae confounding 
factora nay relate to the 
acceaa to health care, 
ovoreatlnatloo of intake 
haaed on aervlng alsea, 
ai>d other Influencea 
which were not evaluated. 

Low ualng dietary 
onnalre containing 80 
tana aaaeaaod diet 1 
aara before 
ala. 43\ of eaaea 
Latologlcally 
aed, reaalndor 
•ed radlologlcally 

Adjuated for anoklng and ‘ 
total ealoriea: Xnvorao 
aaaoclatleo between Intake 
of vltanla C and pancreatic 
cancer} neaalgnlfleant 
protective effect 
aaeoclatlon with retinol, 
fiber. 

Aie atatlatlcally 
algnlfleant nutrlenta 
(and fiber) are 
aaaoclated with frulta 
and vegatablea. 
Subatantlal uao of proxy 
Interview of caaea 
Introducaa blaa. 
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TABLB 

Study 

Zhang 
at al.. 
1991. 
(Raf. 33) 

Study Dasign Subjacta m 

Th* tola of 
■utaganlc/ 
caxclnoganlc N- 
nltroaaaldaa In 
stomach cancar was 
studias by (1) 
maaauring 
■utaganlelty of 
axtracts of a local 
fish aauca bafora 
and aftar 
nltrosatlon, (2) 
dateralnlng tha 
carcinoganlclty of 
thaaa axtracts in 
rats, (3) 
datezmlning tha M- 
nltrosamldas In 
tbasa axtracts, and 
(4) correlation of 
N-nitrosanidas in 
gastric juice with 
aavarity of 
pathological changas 
in the stomach of 
human subjects. 

Fish similar fish 
sauces were 
collected from 
areas with higfa- 
and low-risk for 
stomach cancar, 
nitrosatad, assayed 
for H-nitrosamidas 
and mutagenicity, 
and fed to rats for 
4 or 16 weeks. 
Gastric juice was 
collected frca 13 
normal control, 14 
chronic atrophic 
gastritis, 13 
gastric ^splasia 
patients, and 
assayed for N- 
nltrosamides. 

Fish sauce s< 
extracted wi< 
acetate and ' 
nitrosatad w 
nitrite unde: 
gastric cond 
Mutagenicity 
with tha Ama 
Salmonella £ 
strain TAIOO 
chromatic ex 
and a micron 
Ae animal c 
assay was pa 
garaging for 
nitrosatad o 
fish sauce a 
newborn rata 
determining 
rats autopsl 
16 weeks. A 
gastric juie 
collected fz 
after an ov« 
fibroandoscc 



ic« aamplM ware 
Ml with athyl 
and tba axtract was 

Cad with sodlUB 
undar slwulatad 
conditions. 

Lcity was dstaralnad 
• Aass tost using 
Lla typhinurlua 
FAIOO, a sistar 
Le axchanga assay, 
Lcronuclaus tast. 
aal carcinoganicity 
ss parforaad by 
g for 3 days althar 
tad or Bonnltrosatad 
uca axtract to 
rats and 

Ding tba affacta in 
topslad aftar 4 or 
s. A total of 39 
juica saaplas wara 

ad frcB patiants 
n ovamigbt fast by 
doscopy. 

Xn tba absanca of 
nltroaatlon, nona of tba 
fish sauca axtracts was 
anitaganiclty. Aftar 
nltrosation, all saaiplas 
had dlract autaganlcity in 
tba Aaas tast and inducad 
sistar chromatid axcbanga 
with a dosa-rasponsa 
relationship. In tba 
■lcronuclaus tast, fish 
sauca axtracts from only 
two willagas ware active. 
Four weeks aftar traataant 
with fish sauca, only those 
rats treated with the sauce 
that was mutagenic in all 
thraa assays showed marked 
precancerous dysplasia. 
After 14 weeks, the same 
treatment group bad 
cancerous ulceration in tha 
glandular stomach, with 
dysplastic glands and calls 
that had penetrated tha 
mucosa and infiltrated into 
submucosa and muscular 
layers of tha gastric wall. 
Aa mean concentrations of 
H-nitrosamidas in tba 
nltrosated fish products 
wara BK>ra than IS timas 
higher in tha samples from 
a high-risk area than in 
tha samples from a low-risk 
area. Tha M-nitrosamlde 
concentrations in gastric 
juica wara strongly 
positively correlated with 
tba severity of 
pathological changes in the 
stomach.' 

ntasa data strongly 
support the hypothesis 
that the etiology of 
human gastric cancer is 
closely related to 
intragastrlc formation of 
mutagenic/carcinogenic N- 
nitroso compounds, that 
tha degree of 
pathological change is 
directly related to the 
exposure of these 
compounds, and that 
exiwsura to these 
carcinogens is higher in 
areas of high-risk for 
stomach cancer. 
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TABl 

Study I Study Daalgn 

Oruntulch Case-control etutly 
et al.. In Northern 
1991. California 
(Ref. 41) neasurlng sera 

beta-carotene 
levels IS years 
prior to diagnosis 
of lung cancer 
versus sera levels 
collected froa 
controls taken at 
sane tine. 

Tuyns A case-control 
•t al., study of gastric 
1993. cancer in tvo 
(Ref. 43) provinces of 

Belgium. 

Toma A clinical trial of 
•t al., beta-carotene (90 
1993. ag/day for three 
(Ref. 43) cycles of 3 nonths 

each) against oral, 
and evaluation 
after 34 months. 

SvansoD A case-control 
et al., study of diet and 
1993. lung cancer risk in 
(Ref. 44) Yunnan Province, 

China. 

Hunan Studies not Included in the 

Subjects Methods 

The subjects Comparisons were na 
were 363,000 133 case control tr 
Individuals Catalogued sera war 
participating at -40 C for 15 to 
in routine and assayed using H 
Health PerformaLnee liquid 
Maintenance chromatography. Re 
Organisation risk of lung cancer 
check-ups; 151 estimated by logist 
lung cancer regression, statist 
cases, 303 significance of dif 
matched in mean calculated 
controls with single t test, 
similar sera 
storage time. 

Subjects were Diet data were obta 
449 cases 3,534 Interview using a v 
controls. dietary history 

questionnaire. Poe 
classified into gre 
based source, such 
vegetables, fruits, 
meats, fish, and da 
products, and on ra 
cooked. RR and pro 
values were calcula 

A total of 33 The leulcoplaklm lei 
patients (aged examined macroscopl 
17 to 85) were adcroscopically at 
Included in the and in the evaluate 
study and 18 (8 patients at the enii 
male and 10 study, 
female) were 
evaluated. 

The subjects Interviews were cot 
were 438 cases, obtain Information 
aged 35 to 74 eating habits duriz 
years, and life and to report 
1,011 age- 'intake frequency fc 
suitcbed items or groups, 
controls. 



TABLB a 

n the Review of Hew Sclentlflo Bvldenee. 

hods Results Comments 

re wade with 
3l triplet*, 
t were stored 
S to 33 years 
Log High 
luld 

Relative 
utcer was 
sglstle 
Ktlstlcal 
r difference 
sted using 

RR was 3.0 for lung cancer In 
lowest versus highest 
quintile of beta-carotene 
Intake. Trend less evident 
for retinol and alpha- 
tocopherol . 

Carotenoids are highly 
reactive, and decay may have 
varied In sera based on other 
substances present. It Is 
also possible that the 
dlffqrance In sera carotenoid 
level In future lung cancer 
cases was not correlated with 
nutritional Intake, but was 
associated with other factors 
such as smoking or alcohol 
use. 

k 

obtained by 
I a validated 
r 

Food were 
9 groupings 
such a 
lilts, breads, 
ad dairy 
on raw versus 
i probability 
Iculated. 

Consumption of both raw and 
cooked vegetables. Including 
leafy and root types, ware 
associated with reduced risk. 
Consumption of raw fruit, but 
not stewed or canned fruit, 
was associated with reduced 
risk. Consumption of dairy 
products Increased risk, and 
some types of meat and fish 
Increased risk, whereas 
consumption of lean meats 
decreased risk. Consumption 
of high P/8 ratio fats 
Increased risk. 

n>a results show that 
consumption of fruits and 
vegetables reduces risk. The 
destruction of protective 
effects fay cooking of fruits, 
and the risk associated with 
polyunsaturated fat 
consumption suggest, but 
alone are not sufficient to 
demonstrate, that the 
antioxidant vitamins reduce 
the risk of stomach cancer. 

a lesions were 
scoplcally and 
r at entry, 
Luated 
a end of the ■ 

Among the 18 evaluated 
patients, 6 showed complete 
response, 3 partial response, 
3 minimum response, and 6 
stable disease. 

The design examined the use 
of hlgh-dose beta-carotene In 
treatment of preneoplastlc 
conditions, and thus appear 
not to meet the 1990 
amendments standards for 
dietary context or reduction 
of risk. 

e conducted to 
tlon about 
during adult 
port usual 
cy for 31 food 
s. 

n>e relative risk of lung 
cancer across Increasing 
quartlles of food Intake 
Increased for consumption of 
meat. Casas tended to 
consume slightly more rice 
than controls. Risk 
decreased markedly across 
Increasing quartlles dark 
green, leafy vegetables. 

The specific constituent(s) 
responsible for the 
protective effects of 
vegetable consumption could 
not be Identified, but 
carotenes other than beta- 
carotene, or compounds In 
cruciferous or Alll\im 
vegetables were stated to be 
possibilities. 
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stu4y study Duaiga Subjaeta Hathod 

Itongnaekar 
at al. 
1992. 
(RaC. 4S) 

Poolad data Croa 
flira pravloualy 
publlahad atudiaa 
with aarua alpba- 
tocopharol valuea 
«ara analysad tor 
raduead rlak of 
aayaral typaa of 
cancar. 

Ttia fWa 
atudiaa. In 
Finland, 
Hawaii, 
Maryland, 
Swltaarland, 
and tba Onltad 
Klngdoa, 
Includad 

Blood apaclaana ha 
atorad for 0 to 14 
taaparaturaa of -3 
C whan aarua waa « 
for ad.pba~tooopbai 

approaclaataly 
93,000 
aubjacta, both 

Praaar 
at al.. 
1991. 
(Raf. 46) 

A proapactlva atudy 
with a 6-yaar 
followup froa 1977 
to 1963 oa dlat and 
lung eaaear. 
California. 

faaala, but 
aarua alpba- 
tooopharol 
aaaaya wara 
parforaad only 
on 
approalaataly 
300 caaaa and 
1,300 eontrola. 

Subjacta wara 
34,198 Sawantb- 
Oay Adwantlata, 
61 of whoa 
dawalopad lung 
cancar In 
cohort. 

A quaatloaaalra a 
to all aubjaeta. 
axoaadad 75H for I 

Hlapanlc whltaa. 
fraquancy waa dat 
51 dlffarant food 
aalllnga In ragar 
boapltallaatlon, 
boapltal raeord 
wara uaad to data 
cancar caaaa. 

Staballn 
at al., 
1991. 
(Raf. 47) 

A proapactlwa atudy 
of Man In Baaal, 
Swltaarland with a 
13-yaar followup; 
plaana lawala of 
antioxidant 
wltaMlna wara 
eorralatad with 
Mortality dua to 
cancar at all 
altaa. 

nia aubjaeta 
wara owar 3,974 
■an froM a 
cohort of 6,000 
haalthy 
woluntaara 
ia4>loyad In 
t)>raa 
phamacaut leal 
ooMpanlaa. 

Sarologlc aamplaa 
eollactad fron 3, 
1971 to 1973 axan 
cryela. Infoxmatl 
daatha waa obtalo 
aaployara and daa 
eartlfloataa obta 
vital atatlatlca 
obtained for algl 
Individuala. 



In ccajMurlaon o£ easaa Taraua 
coatxola, alpha-tocopharol 
valuaa wara conalatantly 
naarly aqual, and. whan 
nuaMrlcal dlffaranca occur, 
the caaaa taodad to ba 
alightly loaar than tha 
eontrola. n>a cruda Oil'a for 
ooloa and ractun eiincar wara 
eonalatantly lowar for tha 
hlghaat quartila of aaruia 
alpha-tocopharol raluaa than 
for tha lowaat quartlla. Tha 
Cl'a of tha eollactlwa data 
wara qulta wlda. prawantlng 
aignlfleanca of any raal 
aCfacta. 

Fruit oonaunptlon had a 
atroog protaetlwa affact for 
lung canoar; Rit a O.aS for 
hlghaat tartlie of 
eooaunption. CZ m 0.10-0.70. 
p a 0.008. 

Owarall canear aortallty waa 
aaaoclatad with low naan 
plaana caretana lawal 
aidjuatad for cbolaatarol. and 
vltanln C. Bronehua and 
atenaeh eaneara wara 
aaaoclatad with low naan 
plaana carotana. Stcnach 
oancar waa aaaoclatad with 
low naan wltanln C and llpld- 
adjuatad wltanln A. Low 
lawala of wltanln C Incraaaad 
tha rlak of atonach cancar 
(RR - 3.17. p - O.OS; and 
gaatrolntaatlnal cancar, RR m 

3.46 In oldar aubjacta. 
aignlfleanca loat In thla 
group of aubjact with 
axclualon of flrat 3 yaara of 
followup. 

Hia raaulta auggaat that 
aarun alpha-tocopharol 
concantratlon nay ba 
Inwaraaly ralatad to rlak of 
eoloraetal cancar. thla la 
unclear, howarer, bacauae tha 
aaaoclatlon between aarun 
alpha-tocopharol laval and 
daeraaaad rlak waa nodaat, 
tha cxinfldanca wara wlda, and 
tha owarall taata for trend 
In affect wara not 
algnlfleant. Larger 
obaarwatlonal atudlaa with 
dlatary data are needed to 
dataxnlna whether wltanln B 
haa a anall but Important 
affact on rlak of eoloraetal 

Thla population la unique In 
that laaa than 4 percent 
adnlttad to aneking and 
approxlnataly SO paroant are 
lacto-OTO vagatarlana. 

Autbora conclude that low 
aarun antioxidant yltanln 
lavala are aaaoclatad with 
higher rlak of aubaaquant 
cancer. Bffacta appaar to ba 
alta apaelflc. 

nia role of nutrient Intaka, 
ratbar than aarun lawala, and 
otbar warlablaa la unclear. 
Sarun lipid, anoklng, 
axarclaa, unidentified 
nutrlanta are aaaoclatad with 
antioxidant wltanlna nay 
affact aarun lawala. 
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TABLE a->0 

Study Study Daalgn Subjacta 

Bagburat A caaa-cootrol Tba aubjacta 
at al., atudy of dlat and vara 104 caaaa . 
1991. pancraatlc cancar. of pancraatlc 
(Raf. 48) In Adalalda, cancar and 3S3 

Auatralla. coaaunlty 
controla. 

La Vaccbla 
at al.. 
1991. 
(Raf. 49) 

A caaa-control 
atudy of dlatary 
Indlcatora for 
pbaryngaal and oral 
cancar In Mortbam 
Italy during 1987 
to 1989. 

Tba aubjacta 
vara 105 caaaa 
of oral and 
pbaryngaal 
cancar and 
1,169 boapltal 
controla vltb 
acuta 
oonnaoplaatlc 
condltlona. 

Hu A caaa-cootrol Tba aubjacta 
at al., atudy of dlatary vara 3,336 
1991. Indlcatora for blatologlcally 
(Raf. 50) colon and ractal 

cancar In Harbin 
City, Hallogjlang 
provlnca, Cblna 
during 1985 to 
1988. 

conflraad caaaa 
of coloractal 
cancar (111 
colon, 335 
ractal) and an 
aqual nukbar of 
boapltal 
TOntrola vltb 
oonnaoplaatlc 
dlaeaaaa. 
Matcbad for 
aax, aga, and 
raaldanca. 

Matboda 

A quantltatlva food- 
fra<iuency quaatlaonali 
uaed to aaaaaa Intakai 
179 food ItoM. Aboui 
contribution to dlat i 
coaparad for 48 nutrli 

Data vara collactad o 
fra<iuancy of conauapt 
10 indicator fooda ba 
onaat of dlgaativa 11 
Subjactlve acorea war 
(lov, aadiua, and big 
aevan Itaaa including 
wbolaaaal braad, paat 
fata, condlaanta. 

Data on fraquancy anti 
quantity of conauaptl 
food Iteaa vara coll< 
OR*a and confldanca ] 
vara coaputad for Int 
riak of dlaaaaa. 



82 

2--0011X111080 

<dm Results CoBiants 

>od- 
3iui«lr« was 
>tslc«s o{ 
A»ouDt and 
Hat vara 
lutrlents. 

Casas consumed acre eggs, 
sweet.and fatty foods and 
lass vegetables and fruits (p 
<0.01 for dried grapes, 
lettuce, and broccoli 
consuaptlon In females; p 
<0.01 for dried grapes In 
aales; 0.01 <p<0.05 for 
tomatoes, green beans, and 
coleslaw In aales; and 0.01 < 
p <0.05 for brussels sprouts, 
cucumber, potato, and tomato 
In females). Cases consumed 
less beta-carotene, vitamin 
C, and vitamin B than 
controls. 

Study supports view that 
fruit and vegetables have an 
Important role In minimising 
cancer of the pancreas, but 
provides Information about 
relative, not quantitative, 
amounts of the antioxidant 
vitamins. 

tad oo usual 
suaptlon of 
ds bafora 
<ra illnass. 
s vara given 
d blgh) for 
udlng 
pasta. 

There was a significant 
protective assoclatloo for 
consumption of sla food 
Items: milk, meat, cbaesa, 
carrots, green vegetables, 
and most strongly, for fruit 
(RR >0.8 and 0.2, 
respectively, for two highest 
tertlles). 

The associations may reflect 
poorer nutritional status In 
cases. The observation that 
fruit appeared to be 
particularly protective may 
be of significance in terms 
of etiology and protectloo. 

y and 
uaptlon of 
collactad. 
DCS Halts 
r Intake and 

Higher Intakes of vegetables, 
especially green vegetables, 
chives, celery, were 
associated with a protective 
effect against colorectal 
cancer. Reduced Intakes of 
meat, eggs, bean products, 
end grain were associated 
with Increasing risk of 
rectal cancer. 

The data are supportive of a 
protective effect of 
vegetable Intake, especially 
green vegetables, against 
colorectal cancer. Protective 
effect of aeat, eggs, bean 
products, and grain against 
rectal cancer may reflect 
lower level of nutrition in 
this region of China, 
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study Study Dualgn Subjacta Hatho 

Oe Vat 
at al., 
1991. 
(Rat. SI) 

Orahaa 
at al., 
1990. 
(Raf. S3) 

Oraggla 
at al., 
1991. 
(Raf. S3) 

A caaa-coatrol Tbe aubjacta 
atudy of dlatary wara 3S7 caaea 
indlcatora for of carvical 
cairvlcal dyaplaala; dyaplaala aoid 
a aultlcaotar atudy 70S controla 
Id tba Hatberlanda froa tha 
during 1984 to ganeral 
1987. populatloD. 

A caaa-coatrol flia aubjacta 
atudy for gaatrlc vara 393 
cancar In thraa hlatologlcally 
countlaa In Naatem oonflrmad caaa 
Naw Yorlc during and 
197S to 19eS. nalgbborbood-, 

aga-, and aax- 
■atchad 
controla. 

A eaaa-cootrol 
atudy cancar of tba 
tongua in 
Uruguay, 1987 to 
1989. 

nia aubjacta 
wara S7 caaaa 
of 1Ingual 
cancar and 3Si 
boapltal baaad 
controla. 
Tba atudy waa 
raatrlctad to 

A quaatloanalra i 
regarding fraguei 
conaunptloD of vi 
Itana containing 
carotana, ratlno! 
C, and dlatary ti 

nia caaaa cana fi 
racorda In all b 
boapltala In a t1 
araa. A 3.S-bou: 
acbadulad wltb a 
control waa uaad 
total nutrlant li 
Tbara wara no au. 
Intarvlawa. 

Tba aubjacta war 
Intarvlavad wltb 
guaatlonnalra ab 
of tobacco, aleo 
dlatary Intalia. 



«3 

rABLB a--COIITINDKD 

lire waa Ballad Incraaaad riak of caz^rlcal fl»a flndlnga do Dot aupport 
'••ZuvDcy of dyaplaaia waa aaaoclatad with faypothaala that bata-carotana 

varloua food iDcraaaad Intaka of bata- protacta agaloat carvlcal 
.nlng bata- carotana; Ralatlva Rlak • <lyaplaala, but auggaat a 
ttlnol, vitamin 2.31, Cl - 1.27 to 4.19. Ho graatar rlak with hlghar 
LTjr flbar. ralatlooahlp waa found for Intakaa. 

ratlnol Intaka, but both 
vitamin C and dlatary flbar 
intaka abowad a 
Dohaignlfleant Invaraa 
ralationahlp with carvlcal 

_<lyaplaala._ 

ima from hoapltal Carotana: thara waa Aa atudy la aupportlva of a 
ill but flva aubatantlal dacraaaa In rlak protactlva affact of apaclflc 
> a thraa- county of mala gaatrlc cancar In tha vagatablaa agalnat tha riak 
>-bour lutarvlaw hlghaat quartlla of Intaka, of gaatrlc cancar. Data doaa 
Lth aach caaa and but no doaa-raaponaa not provida apaclflc aupport 
uaad to aaaaaa ralationahlp. Aara waa no for a rola of antioxidant 
tnt Intaka. aaaoclatlon In famalaa. An vltamlna In raduelng tha rlak 
lo aurrogata Ineraaaa In rlak of gaatrlc of gaatrlc cancar. 

cancar occurred with hlghar 
ratlnol Intake. No 
ralationahlp to cancer waa 
noted for vltamlna C and B. 
Intake of apaclflc vagatablaa 
bad a algnlfIcantly 
aaaoclatad dacraaaad rlak of 
gaatrlc cancar; mala: \ 
cucumbara, tomatoaa, green 
pappara, carrota, onlona 
calary; famalai onlona, 

_winter aquaah._ 

• ware Infra<iueDt eonaunptlon of Aa atudy doaa not provida 
with a atandard vagatablaa waa aaaoclatad direct aupport for a rola of 

re about tha uaa with tongua cancar; Ml > tha antioxidant vltamlna In 
alcohol, and S.3t CX ■ l.S-19.4. Tobacco cancar bacauaa of ha limited 

ika. and alcohol wara tha data on nutrient Intaka 
atrongaat rlak factora. I praaanted. 
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TABL8 2- 

Orldlay A aultleMitar c»w- Tba aubjacta Intarviava vara ooiw 
at al., coBtrol atudy for vara 348 eaaea dlat, occupatioD, t< 
1990. oral and pharyngeal of oral caneer alcohol, deaographli 
(Raf. 54) -'cancar In blacka In in blaeKa nadlcal blatory. Qui 

New Jeraey, contacted and vara aalced about 61 
Atlanta, Uoa 190 fra^anclaa, food 
Angalaa, and tba participated In preparation, and ro< 
San Pranclaee/ tba atudy; al^ dietary ebangaa. li 
Oakland area during vara Identified and aarvlng aiae da< 
1984 to 1985. froB cancar obtained fron NHANBi 

raglatriea. Of 
tbe 363 
oontrola 
oontactad, 301 
participated. 
Hieaa vara 
matebad to 
eeaea on age, 
race, and aar. 
flioaa under 65 
yeara of age 
vara ahcaen 
froB randoM 
digit dialing 
and over 65 
fra« Haaltb 
Cara rinaoclog 
Adalnlatratlon 

_ roatara. 

Aoaalng A caaa-cootrol Iba auhjacta 
at al., atudy for ware 166 oaaea 
1989. antioxidant (af 393 
(Raf. 55) vltamlna and Identified 

pbaryngeal cancar eaaaa) batwaen 
In Naablngton 30 and 74 yaara 
State, 1980-1983. eld. Surrogate 

next-of-kin 
ware 
Inkerwlewad for 
86 caaaai tbe 
eentrola ware 
547 of 553 
Individuala 
fro# a 
population wbo 

Tbe aubjeeta ware a 
aatlnate food frequ 
queatlonnaire Inter 
48 food Itama aj6d v 
aupplenenta during 
1970'a. OSDA nutrl 
Indlcaa vara uaad t 
aatlnate Intakaa. 

ware ear- and 
aga-natcbed to 
the eaaaa. 



All fruit* «b4 vagetabla*. 
except legume* vere 
asBoclated vltb decreased 
risk of cancer la men. A 
significant protection was 
associated with Intake of 
noncitru* fruits, green leafy 
vegetables, and vegetables 
eaten raw. All fruits and 
vegetables, except dark 
yellow vegeteblea, especially 
oruclfereus vegetables, war* 

essoclatw) vltb decreased 
risk of cancer In wowen, A 
protection was most evident 
for pharyngeal cancer. 
Intakes of carotene and 
vltaaln C were associated 
with significantly reduced 
risk In men, while vitamin C 
was significant for reduced 
risk In women. 

A significant Increase In 
risk of pharyngeal cancer was 
associated with low Intake of 
vitamin C> RA - a.S, Cl > 1.5 
to 4.1. The rel* of vitamin 
C supplementation was 
difficult to asses* because 
of dlserepanclas between next 
of kin reporting and the 
remaining case group. 

bower coasunptlcs of fruit* 
and vegetables in blacks may 
contribute to elevated rates 
of oral and pharyngeal cancer 
versus general ix>pulatloa. 
The study Is consistent with 
a protective role of the 
antioxidant vitamins and also 
for the inducer conpounda in 
cruciferous vagatabla*. 

The study suggests a 
potential protective affect 
of vitamin C against 
pbaryngaal cancer. The 
authors conclude that the 
data are compatlbla with 
other rasaarcb reporting a 
protective affect of fruits 
and wagatablas against 
pharyngeal oancar. 
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Study Study Daslgn Subjects Methods 

Ohardlan 
•t ul.,— 

(R«f. 56) 

A caaa-control 
study for 
nutritional factors 
and pancraatle 
cancer In Montreal, 
Canada, 1984 to 
1988. 

n>e subjects 
were 179 
clinically 
diagnosed cases 
froB 19 French- 
speaking 
hospitals and 
239 controls 
matched for 
age, sex and 
residence. 

A core questionnaire al 
lifestyle, occupation, 
drinking, smoking, medl 
history, etc. was 
administered. A food 
frequency questlonnalr« 
glwen concerning 200 
different Items for tli 
year and 10 years l>efo] 
diagnosis. The control 
were matched indiwidua] 
for same period. 

Hel'lbrun '' 
•t «1.. 
1989. 
(R*f. 57) 

A nested case* 
control study of 
diet and colorectal 
cancer In Oabu, 
Hawaii. 1965-1985. 

The cohort was 
8,006 American 
Japanese men 
aged 65 to 85 
years In 1985; 
there were 102 
cases of colon 
cancer and 60 
eases of rectal 
cancer, and 361 
cancer-free 
males frcm 
cohort randomly 
selected as 
controls. 

Nutrient Intake estlmal 
were baaed on represent 
24-hour recall of flbei 
vitamins, minerals, 
macronutrients. 

Kuto 
•t al., 
1990. 
(Ref. 58) 

A case-control 
study of colorectal 
cancer, and adanoaa 
in Nagoya, Japan, 
1986 to 1990. 

flie subjects 
were 221 cases 
of 
histologically 
diagnosed 
colorectal 
cancer, 525 
cases of 
colorectal 
adenoma, and 
578 
ne1ghborhood 
controls. 

The cases attended Ale 
Hospital; the neighbor 
controls were matched 
sex, age, and realdenc 
were selected by randc 
dialing. 

Orabaa 
at al., 
1990. 
(Ref. 59) 

A case-control 
study esophageal 
cancer and 
nutrition in three 
counties in Nestem 
New Yorlt, 1975 to 
1986. 

nie subjects 
were 178 cases 
of 
histologically 
diagnosed 
esophageal 
cancer, matched 
with 
ne 1 ghl>or hood 
controls for 
sex and age. 

The cases came from be 
records in all but fl^ 
hospitals In the three 
county area. A 2.5-b< 
interview was schedule 
each case and control 

intake. No aurresgate 
interviews. 

(FR Doc. 92-31515 Filed 12-28-92; 8:45 am) 
BILUNQ CODE 416(M>1-C 



as 

—CONTINUBD 

itlaatas 
raaantatlva 
flbar. 

nia aasoclations for 
antioxidant ▼Itaaln Intakaa 
(bata-caxotana, vitamins C 
and R) and ratlnol to the 
rlak of cancar ware 
nonsignificant. 

For colon cancer, the lowast 
qulntllo Intaka of vitamin C 
bad RR « 1.87, Cl > 1.03 to 
3.37. Thara was a 
nonsignificant association 
betwean earotana, vitamin A 
Intake and colon cancer. 
Itiere was no association 
between rectal cancer and 
Intaka of any of tbe 
antioxidant vitamins. 

Dally vegetable Intaka was 
associated wltb lower risk of 
distal colon adenoma; RR • 
0.59, Cl • 0.39 to 0.89, and 
rectal cancar; RR • 0.4£, Cl 
• 0.35 to 0.84. 

nie authors suggest need for 
larger studies of tbe 
relatlonsblp between nutrient 
Intake and pbaryngeal cancer. 

Wltb exception of vitamin C 
Intaka and colon cancer, the 
study does not support a 
proteotlve effect of the 
antioxidant vitamins against 
colorectal cancer'. 

nia study supports a 
protective affect of 
vegetables against colorectal 
adencma and carcinoma. 

Risk of cancar Increased wltb 
Increased consumption of 
foods containing retinol, not 
carotene. « 

nia authors concluded that 
further studies are needed to 
distinguish risks of cancer 
of esophagus and elsewhere 
associated with ratlnol and 
carotene. 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND 
HUMAN SERVICES 

Food and Drug Administration 

21 CFR Part 101 

[Docket No. »1N-0102| 

RIN0905-AD08 

Food LabelNig: Health Cteims; Zinc 
and tminuna Function In the Ehlerty 

AGENCY: Food and Drug Administratirai, 
HHS. 

ACTION: Final rule. 

SUMMARY: The Food and Drug 
Administration (FDAJ is announcing its 
decision not to authorize the use on the 
label or labeling of foods of health 
claims relating to an association 
between ingestion of zinc and immune 
function in the elderly. This rule is 
issued in response to provisions oi the 
Nutrition Labeling and Education Act of 
1990 (the 1990 amendments) that bear 
on health claims, and is developed in 
acccffdance with the final rule (m 
general requirements for health claims, 
issued els^bme in this issue of the 
Federal Register. The t^ency has 
concluded that, based on the totality oi 
the sdoatific evidence, there is not 
significant scientific agreernent among 
qu^fied experts that increased intake 
of zinc will mihance immtme function 
in the elderly. Tbereimre, FDA has 
concluded that claims on foods relating 
to zinc and immune function in the 
elderly are not Justified. 
EFFECTIVE DATE: May 8.1993. 

FOR FtltmiER INFORMATION GOMTACT: 

James E. Hoadley. Center for Pood 
Safety and ApplM Nutrition 0iPS- 
227). Food aoo Drag Administretioa, 
200 C St. SW.. Washingtcm. DC 20204. 
202-205-5593. 
SUPPLEMEWTARV mFQRIIATlOlt: 

I. Backgrtnmd 

In the Federal Register of November 
27.1991 (56 FR 60652), FDA proposed 
not to authorize health claims relating to 
zinc and immune functicm in the 
elderly. The proposed rule was issued 
in response to provisions of the 1990 
amendments (Pub. L. 101-535) that beer 
on liealtb claims and in acctmlance with 
the proposed gmeral requirements for 
health claims for food FR 60537, 
November 27,1991X As amended in 
1990, the Federal Food, Drug, and 
Cosmetic Act (the act) provides that a 
food is misbranded if it beers a claim 
that characterizes the relaticHiship of a 
nutrient to a disease m health-related 
oonditicHi unless the claim is made in 
accordance with section 403(r)(3) or 

(r)(5)(D) of the act (21 U.S.C 343{rK3) or 
CrKSMD)). 

Confess enacted the health claims 
provisions of the 1990 amendments to 
help U.S. consumets maintain good 
health through appropriate dietary 
patterns and to prmect consumers from 
unfouiKied health claims. Section 
3(b)(1)(A) the 1990 amendments 
specifically requires the t^ency to 
determine wb^hei claims respectiz^ 10 
nutrient/disease r^tiooships meet the 
requiremmits of section 403Cr)(3) or 
(r)(5)(D) of the act. The relationship of 
zinc and immune function in the elderly 
is (me of the claims required to be 
evaluated. In tbe proposed rule (56 FR 
60652). FDA revlewM tbe publicly 
available relevant data perhdning to 
zinc and immune function in tbe elderly 
and evahiated whether health claims 
relating zinc and immune functitMi 
would be Justified under tbe standard 
proposed in the (xnnpanion document 
entitled '*Food Labeling; General 
Requirements for Health Claims for 
Food" (56 FR 60537). 

FDA published a notice in tbe Federal 
Register of March 26,1991 (56 FR 
12932), requesting scienfific data and 
information on the 10 specific topic 
areas identified in tbe 19M 
amendments, including zinc and 
immune functicm in the elderly. 
Relevant sciratific studies and data 
received in response to this retpiest 
were consider^ as part of the agency’s 
review of the scientific literature on zinc 
mid immune function, and were 
included fri the proposed rule (56 FR 
60652). 

In the proposed rale (56 FR 60652), 
FDA requested written comments on its 
tentative detennination not to authorize 
a health claim fen zinc and immune 
function in the elderly. In addition. FDA 
held public hearings on January 30 and 
31,1992, an all aspects of the proposed 
rules published to effiact the 1990 
amendments (57 FR 239, January 3. 
1992). Tbe agency receiv^ 
approximately 20 comments in response 
to its proposal to deny health claims 
regarding zinc and Immune function in 
the elderly. Several emnments were 
received were more appit^iriatety 
addressed in other documents, and 
these comments were forwarded to the 
appropriate docket for response. 

The relevant publicly available data 
evaluated by FDA in its proposed rule 
(56 FR 60652) included seven human 
studies (Refs. 29 through 35) in which 
elderly subjects were supplemented 
with zinc to determine its influence on 
immune system functicm. In the 
proposed rule (56 FR 60652 at 60661), 
the resuhs of four of the earlier 
published studies (Refs. 29 fiirough 32) 

suggested a zinc-associated 
enhancement of several measures of 
immune function. However, FDA noted 
that the reliabihty of three of these 
studies was limited dim to inclusion of 
very few individuals, and tbe tested 
subjects were not representatives of the 
general elderly population. Moreover. 
FDA further noted that tbe results of 
these initial reports have not been 
substantiated by more recent, larger 
studies of meve rigorous experimmtal 
design (Refo. 34 and 35). 

FDA tentatively concluded that the 
later, larger studies showed no 
improvement of immun(xx)mpetence 
from zinc supplementation in the 
elderly. The agency also pointed out 
that zinc supplementaticm at levels in 
excess of 100 milligmms per day (mg/ 
day) can result in suppressiem of 
immune system function (Ref. 48). For 
these reasons, FDA tentativdy 
determined i^t (dalms on foods, 
including dietary supplements, relating 
to zinc and immune functicm in the 
elderly are not iustifiad. 

The Dietary supplement Act of 1992 
established a moratorium on the 
implementation of the 1990 
amendmmits with respect to dietary 
supplements. The law says that FEIA 
can grant health claims fn foods, 
including dietary supplements, using 
the significant scientific agreement 
standard specified in section 
403(r}(3)(B}(i) of the acL However, it 
may not act on such claims under 
section 403(r)(5](D) of the act until it 
establishes a standard to implement that 
section of the act. which She new law 
says may not occ:ur until December 
1993. Section 3(b)(l)(A)(x) of the 1990 
amendments diiwis tbe agency to 
evaluate.the zinc and immune function 
claim based cm the standard that FDA is 
establishing for determining the 
reliability of health claims imder section 
403(r)(5)(D) of the act In the November 
27.1991 proposal, on general 
requirements for health claims. FDA 
proposed to adopt the standard that the 
1990 amendments provide for 
ccmventicmal fexids. which is set fenth in 
section 403(r)(3)(B)(i) of the act, as the 
standard for dietary supplements. Given 
this fact, and the fact th^ zinc is found 
in numerous conventicmal foods aa well 
as in dietary supplements, FDA 
broadened its inquiry to a determinatum 
as to whether it ^oidd grant a health 
claim on zinc and immune function in 
the elderly on any frxxls. 

Because the Dietary Supplement Act 
provides that FDA may grant claims 
under section 403(r}(3)(B)Ci] of the act, 
and given tbe breadth of FDA'a 
November 1991 proposal, (A zinc, FDA 
has decided to move forward to 
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determine whether it can authorize a 
claim under section 403(r)(3)(B)(i) for 
zinc and immune function. 

However, this rule does not apply to 
dietary supplements. While a 
manufacturer of a dietary supplement 
can make a claim on zinc and immune 
function in the elderly without 
rendering its product misbranded under 
section 403(r)(l)(B) of the act, the 
manufacturer should assure itself that 
the making of the claim will not 
misbrand the product under section 
403(a) of the act. 

II. Comments to the Proposal and the 
Agency’s Responses 

A. General 

1. Nine comments representing State 
attorney generals. State agencies, 
associations of public health officials, 
and professional associations of people 
employed in nutrition-related fields 
agreed with FDA's assessment of the 
evidence on zinc and immune function, 
including FDA's proposed decision not 
to authorize a claim on this nutrient- 
disease relationship. Several comments 
stated opposition to allowing health 
claims in general. 

The agency acknowledges those 
comments supporting its tentative 
position not to authorize a health claim 
on zinc and immune function in the 
elderly. In response to those comments 
that oppose all health claims, however, 
the agency points out that the 1990 
amendments provide sufficient 
safeguards to ensure that health claims 
are scientifically valid and will provide 
consumers with information that will 
promote good health. 

B. Comments on the Available Data 

2. One comment from a consumer- 
oriented nutrition magazine noted that 
tlie small number of participants in 
some of the studies cited in the 
proposed rule (56 FR 60652) makes their 
inclusion questionable. This comment 
also noted that results from studies 
using supplemental zinc levels no 
higher than the Recommended Dietary 
Allowance would likely be of little 
value. 

FDA concurs with this comment. In 
its proposed rule, FDA noted that small 
(5 to 8 subjects), uncontrolled studies 
(Refs. 30 through 32) were included 
among those that it found in its review 
of the publicly available scientific 
literature. However, in the proposed 
rule, the agency stated that the 
significance of these reports to the 
agency’s decision was limited because 
of the small number of subjects and the 
lack of substantiation of their findings 
by larger studies. 

Of the three studies in which 
supplemental zinc was provided at the 
Recommended Dietary Allowance level 
(12 to 15 mg/day), two studies (Refs. 34 
and 35) also included substantially 
higher supplemental zinc levels (100 
mg/day). FDA stated that the third study 
(Ref. 31). whicJi used a 15 mg/day zinc 
supplement, was of low reliability 
bemuse of the limited number of 
subjects, absence of control subjects 
with which to compare those 
supplemented with zinc, and lack of 
blinding as to treatment received. 

3. One comment submitted a list of 
recently published scientific studies, 
not cited in the proposed rule, 
suggesting that they bear directly or 
indirectly on the issue. 

FDA reviewed the submitted studies 
and determined that not one of the 
articles is relevant to the topic of zinc 
and immune function in the elderly. Of 
the six references listed, five were of 
studies of zinc metabolism or nutrition, 
but did not involve immune function. 
One reference listed did concern zinc 
and immune function, but was available 
only as an abstract. FDA did not 
consider abstracts in its evaluation as 
experimental design and data are 
presented too briefly for adequate 
evaluation. 

C. Life Science Research Office Report 

4. Among the authoritative documents 
considered in the proposed rule was a 
preliminary report (Ref. 26) fi:pm a 1991 
review of the literature on the 
relationship between zinc and immune 
functions in the elderly conducted by 
the Life Sciences Research Office 
(LSRO) of the Federation of American 
Societies of Experimental Biology 
(FASEB). The final version of the LSRO 
report (“Evaluation of Publicly 
Available Scientific Evidence Regarding 
Certain Nutrient-Disease Relationships; 
2. Zinc and Immune Function in the 
Elderly’’, W. R. Beisel) was released by 
LSRO in December 1991, and filed in 
the docket as a comment on the 
proposed rule. The final version was not 
changed fi-om the preliminary version 
cited'and discussed in the proposed 
hile. It fully supports FDA’s conclusions 
on the lack of a relationship between 
zinc and immune function in the 
elderly. 

D. Canada 

5. In two comments, the Canadian 
Government (Bureau of Consumer 
Affairs, and Health and Welfare Canada) 
noted thaU under the Canadian Food 
and Drug Act, Section 3, the advertising 
and sale of foods represented as a 
treatment, preventative, or cure for 
specified diseases and health problems 

is prohibited in Canada. Although 
immune function is not included among 
the list of specified disorders, health 
claims respecting zinc and immune 
function on food labels would likely 
result in the foods being classified as 
drugs in Canada by virtue of the 
definition for “drug” in the Canadian 
law. 

These comments are essentially 
identical to a comment submitted by the 
Canadian Government in response to 
FDA’s notice requesting scientific data 
or information on this topic, which 
published in the Federal Register of 
March 28.1991 (56 FR 12932). In its 
proposed rule (56 FR 60652), FDA did 
not propose to authorize health claims 
for zinc and immune function on food 
labels. Thus, no change in the proposed 
rule is appropriate in response to this 
comment. 

III. Conclusion 

FDA reviewed the scientific data in 
conformity with the requirements of the 
1990 amendments, as well as comments 
received regarding the proposed rule 
that published in the Federal Register of 
November 27,1991 (56 FR 60652), and 
concluded that there is not a sufficient 
basis to support the use of health claims 
relating to the topic of zinc and immune 
function in the elderly. 

The agency’s examination of publicly 
available evidence found that, although 
it is w’ell accepted that adequate dietary 
zinc is essential for normal immune 
function, a specific protective role of 
zinc supplementation of the elderly 
population has not been demonstrated. 
Although some small early clinical 
studies suggested such a relationship, 
these results were not substantiated in 
subsequent research using better study 
designs and larger samples. Therefore, 
there is no evidence that immune 
function in healthy persons can be 
enhanced by zinc supplementation. 
Zinc is considered to be relatively 
nontoxic, particularly if taken orally. 
However, adverse effects, which include 
impaired immune function, are known 
to occur with zinc intake in excess of 
Recommended Dietary Allowances. 
Thus, FDA has concluded that the 
publicly available data on the role of 
zinc in immune system function do not 
provide a sufficient scientific basis from 
which to conclude that immune 
function in the general elderly U.S. 
population can be improved by zinc 
supplementation. Moreover, based on 
the totality of this evidence, there is not 
significant scientific agreement among 
qualified experts that a health claim for 
zinc and immune function in the elderly 
is supported by the evidence. 
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rV. Knvironmental Impact 

The agency has determined under 21 
CFR 25.24(a)(ll) that this action is of a 
type that does not individually or 
cumulatively have a significant effect on 
the human environment. Therefore, 
neither an environmental assessment 
nor an environmental impact statement 
is required. 

V. Economic Impact 

In its food labeling proposals of 
November 27,1991 (56 FR 60366 et 
seq.), FDA stated that the food labeling 
reform initiative, taken as a whole, 
would have associated costs in excess of 
the $100 million threshold that defines 
a major rule. Thus, in accordance with 
Executive Order 12291 and the 
Regulatory Flexibility Act (Pub. L. 96— 
354 , FDA developed one 
comprehensive regulatory impact 
analysis (RIA) that presented the costs 
and benefits of all of the food labeling 
provisions taken together. That RIA was 
published in the Federal Register of 
November 27,1991 (56 FR 60856), and 
along with the food labeling proposals, 
the agency requested comments on the 
RIA. 

FDA has evaluated more than 300 
comments that it received in response to 
the November 1991 RIA. FDA’s 
discussion of these comments is 
contained in the agency’s final RIA 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. In addition, FDA will 
prepare a final regulatory flexibility 
analysis (RFA) subsequent to the 
publication of the food labeling final 
rules. The final RFA will be placed on 
file with the Dockets Management 
Branch (HFA-305), Food and Drug 
Administration, rm. 1-23,12420 
Parklawn Dr., Rockville, MD 20857, and 
a notice will be published in the 
Federal Register announcing its 
availability. 

In the final RIA, FDA has concluded, 
based on its review of available data and 
comments, that the overall food labeling 
reform initiative constitutes a major rule 
as defined by Executive Order 12291. 
Further, the agency has concluded that, 
although the costs of complying with 
the new food labeling requirements are 
substantial, such costs are outweighed 
by the public health benefits that will be 
realized through the use of improved 
nutrition information provided by food 
labeling. 

VI. References 

The following references have been 
placed on display in the Dockets 
Management Branch (HFA-305), Food 
and Drug Administration, rm. 1-23, 
12420 Parklawn Dr., Rockville, MD 

20857, and may be seen by interested 
persons between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m., 
Monday through Friday. 
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List of Subjects in 21CFR Part 101 

Food labeling. Reporting and 
recordkeeping requirements. 

Therefore, under the Federal Food. 
Drug, and Cosmetic Act and tinder 
aut^rity del^ated to the Commissioner 
of Food and Drugs, 21 CFR part 101 is 
amended as follows: 

PART 101—FOOD LABEUNG 

1. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 101 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Secs. 4, 5,6 of the Fair 
Packaging and Labeling Act (15 U.S.C. 1453. 
1454,1455); secs. 201. 301.402.403,409, 
701 of the Federal Food, Dmg, and Cosmetic 
Act (21 U.S.C. 321, 331, 342, 343, 348, 371). 

2. SectionT01.71 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (e) to read as 
follows: 

§ 101.71 Health claims: claims not 
authorized. 
• » «r • « 

(ej Zinc and immune function in the 
elderly. 

Dated: October 23,1992. 

David A. Kessler, 
Commissioner of Food and Drugs. 

Louis W. Sullivan, 

Secretary of Health and Human Services. 
IFR Doc. 92-31516 Filed 12-28-92: 8:45 am! 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND 
HUMAN SERVICES 

Food and Drug Administration 

21 CFR Part 101 

[Docket No. 91N-0094] 

RIN 0905-AB67 

Food Labeling: Health Claims; Calcium 
and Osteoporosis 

AGENCY: Food and Drug Administration, 
HHS. 
ACTION: Final rule. 

SUMMARY: The Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) is announcing its 
decision to authorize the use on the 
label and labeling of foods of health 
claims relating to an association 
between adequate calcium intake and 
osteoporosis. These rules are issued in 
response to provisions of the Nutrition 
Labeling and Education Act of 1990 (the 
1990 amendments) that bear on health 
claims and are developed in accordance 
with the general requirements in the 
health claims rule published elsewhere 
in this issue of the Federal Register. The 
agency has concluded that, based on the 
totality of the scientific evidence, there 
is significant scientific evidence and 
agreement among qualified experts that 
maintaining a diet adequate in calcium 
has a significant impact on bone health 
particularly during the critical bone 
forming years and after menopause and 
may help to reduce the risk of 
osteoporosis. The agency has therefore 
concluded that claims on foods relating 
the calcium content to a reduced risk of 
osteoporosis in susceptible populations 
are justified. 
EFFECTIVE DATE: May 8, 1993. 
FOR PJRTHEH INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Mona S. Calvo, Center for Food Safety 
and Applied Nutrition (HFF-265), Food 
and Drug Administration, 200 C St. S\V., 
Washington, DC 20204, 202-205-5434. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

1. Background 

In the Federal Register of November 
27.1991 (56 FR 60689), the agency 
proposed to authorize the use on foods, 
including dietary supplements, of 
health claims relating to the association 
between calcium and risk of 
osteoporosis. The proposed rule was 
issued in response to provisions of the 
1990 amendments (Pub. L. 101-535) 
that bear on health claims and in 
accordance with the proposed general 
requirements for health claims for food 
(56 FR 60537). With respect to health 
claims, the 1990 amendments amend 
the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 

Act (the act) by adding a new provision 
(section 403(r)(l)(B) (21 U.S.C. 
343(r)(l)(B)) that provides that a product 
is misbranded if it bears a claim that 
characterizes the relationship of a 
nutrient to a disease or health-related 
condition unless the claim is made in 
accordance with section 403(r)(3) or 
(r)(5)(D) of the act. 

Section 3(b)(1)(A) of the 1990 
amendments specifically requires that 
the agency determine whether 10 
nutrient/disease relationships meet the 
requirements of the section 403(r)(3) or 
(r)(5)(D) of the act. The relationship of 
calcium and osteoporosis was one of 
these areas. FDA published a notice in 
the Federal Register of March 28,1991 
(56 FR 12932), requesting scientific data 
and information on the 10 specific topic 
areas identified. Relevant scientific 
studies and data received in response to 
this request were considered as part of 
the agency’s review of the scientific 
literature on calcium and osteoporosis 
and were included in the proposed rule 
(56 FR 60689). Because of time 
constraints, FDA addressed in that 
proposal only those comments 
submitted in response to the March 
28,1991, notice that were in the form of 
scientific data. Comments of a more 
specific nature were not responded to at 
that time and are included among the 
comments responded to below. 

Provisions of the proposed rule 
included qualifying and disqualifying 
criteria for the purpose of identifying 
foods eligible to bear a health claim. The 
proposal also specified mandatory 
content and label information for health 
claims statements and provided a model 
health claim and consumer summary 
statement. FDA also discussed potential 
safety issues relating to overfortification 
or oversupplementation with calcium. 
FDA requested written comments on the 
proposed rule, including comments on 
the issue of how to assess calcium 
bioavailability in products 
(conventional foods and supplements) 
to justify their eligibility to bear a health 
claim. Moreover, to ensure that calcium 
and osteoporosis claims will not 
mislead those individuals within the 
population for whom relatively higher 
calcium intake over a lifetime offers no 
apparent benefit to their bone health, 
FDA proposed that the subpopulations 
clearly at risk be Identified on the label 
and solicited comments on how best to 
convey this information. 

II. Summary of Comments and the 
Agency’s Responses 

In response to the proposed rule, the 
agency received more than 100 letters, 
each containing one or more comments, 
from consumers, consumer 

organizations, health care professionals, 
professional organizations. State and 
locdl governments, foreign governments, 
trade associations, and industry. In 
addition to these comments, the agency 
also considered statements made in a 
public hearing held on January 30 and 
31.1992 (57 FR 239, Janua^ 3,1992) on 
a number of food labeling issues, 
including the proposed requirements fox 
health claims. Some of the comments 
agreed with one or more provisions of 
the proposed rules without providing 
grounds for support other than those 
provided by FDA in the preamble to the 
proposal. Other comments disagreed 
with one or more provisions of the 
proposed rule without providing 
specific grounds for the disagreement. A 
few comments addressed issues outside 
of the scope of the regulations. Most of 
the comments provided specific support 
for their positions on the proposed 
regulations. The agency has summarized 
and addressed the relevant issues raised 
in all comments in the sections of this 
document that follow. 

Before issuing the proposal, FDA 
contracted with the Life Sciences 
Research Office (LSRO) of the 
Federation of American Societies for 
Experimental Biology to evaluate 
independently the scientific literature 
on dietary calcium and osteoporosis. 
The preliminary draft of the LSRO 
report, "Calcium and Osteoporosis” 
(Ref. 13), was one of the authoritative 
documents reviewed by FDA in 
developing its proposal. After the 
proposal was issu^, LSRO completed 
its evaluation of the scientific literature 
and submitted its final report in 
February 1992. The agency placed a 
copy of the final report in the 
administrative file (Ref. 138), and has 
considered the report as a comment on 
the proposal. 

A. Validity Issues 

1. No comments disputed FDA's 
tentative conclusion that a lifetime of 
adequate calcium intake is important for 
maintenance of bone health and may 
help reduce the risk of osteoporosis, 
particularly for individuals at greatest 
risk. Most comments supported the 
agency’s position. 

The LSRO report (Ref. 138) concluded 
that "the weight of the evidence 
supports the hypothesized relationship 
between calcium intake and bone health 
as expressed both in increased bone 
mass and in reduced fracture risk.” 
According to LSRO, "the focus of 
calcium as a nutrient related to 
osteoporosis lies in its importance both 
for achieving genetically programmed 
bone mass during about the first 30 to 
35 years of life and in maintaining that 
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bone during the remaining years of life.” 
The report stressed that osteoporosis is 
a multifactorial disorder, and diat 
inadeouate calcium intake is only one of 
several mteracting fectors that 
determine whether low-trauma fracture 
will occxir. The report also noted that 
“die data concerning level of Icaldum] 
intake required for bone health can be 
safely generalized only to Caucasian _ 
females.” 

FDA acknowledges the significant 
agreement on this matter and reconfirms 
its position that adequate calcitnn intake 
is important for maintenance of bone 
health and may help reduce the risk of 
osteoporosis, particularly for 
individuals at greatest risk. FDA notes 
that the f^SRO report is consistent with 
required health daim statements about 
the mechanism by whidi calcium works 
(proposed $ 101.72(d)(3), finalized at 
$ 101.72(c)(2K>KC)) and die population 
at greatest ri^ ($ 101.72(c)(2)(iXB)). As 
discussed in the proposal (56 FR at 
60698), FDA agrees diat die general 
populdion is not at significant risk of 
developing osteoporosis. For example, 
despite thdr generally lower calcium 
intake, data mow that African 
Americans have higher bone mass at 
maturity and a very low incidence of 
osteoporosis-reiaited bone fracture. 

B. Advisability of Permitiing Claims 

2. One comment asserted that health 
claims pertaining to calcium and 
osteoporosis should not be permitted 
because (1) the target population for the 
claim is too small, and (2) older people 
with the condition may be misled into 
thinking the rate of boM loss will be 
slowed or reversed with increased 
calcium consumption. 

FDA disagrees with this comment, 
which provided no support for its 
assertions. First, a large number of 
American women are at risk of 
developing osteoporosis (Ref. 18). 
Further, many of the elderly have low 
bone mass, and they continue to lose 
bone mass with further aging. These 
individuals will cleariy benefit from 
information about how they may reduce 
their risk of the disease. 

Secoodly, as explained fully in the 
preamble ^ the proposal (56 FR at 
60689), adequate calcium intake does 
help to slow the rate of bone loss in the 
elderly. Thus, while under § 101.72, 
claims may not imply that adequate 
calcium intake will reverse bone loss, 
under § 101.72 (c)(2)(iKC), when 
reference is made to ptersons with a 
family history of the disease, 
menopausal women, end elderly men 
and women, the claim may state that 
adequate calcium intake is linked to 
re<l\iced risk of osteoporosis through the 

mechauism of slowing the rate of bone 
loss. For these reasons, FDA disagrees 
that permitting claims to advise of the 
reduction in the rate of bone loss wil] 
mislead the elderly. 

3. A few comments argued that a 
health claim should not be allowed 
because delay of the onset of 
osteoporotic fracture is not exclusively 
associated with adequate calcium 
intake. One of the comments justified 
this assertion by stating that many 
essential nutrients in addition to 
calcium, such as magnesium, copper, 
zinc, fluoride, and vitamins A. D, K. and 
C, are needed for normal bone growth 
and development. 

FDA realizes that many nutrients 
are essential for normal bone growth 
and development. However, FDA 
disagrees fiiat fills fact should preclude 
the agency from permitting a health 
claim p>ertaining to calcium and 
osteoporosis. The requirement in 
§ 101.72(cK2)(i)(A) fiiat claims advise 
consumers of the importance of 
healthful diets is intended to alert 
consumers to the need to consume 
essential nutrients in addition to 
calcium. As the agency explained fully 
in the proposal (56 FR at 60689), 
national food intake surveys (Refs. 35, 
54, and 105) provide evidence 
identifying calcium from dietary sources 
as a probl^ nutrient in a 
subpopulation at risk for osteoporosis, 
namely women between 11 and 35 years 
of age. Furthermore, FDA has concluded 
that based on the totality of the 
scientific evidence, there is significant 
scientific agreement among qualified 
experts that the evidence 
ovwwhelmingly supports the 
significance of calcium in maintaining 
bone health. Thus, FDA believes that 
the population at greatest risk of 
osteoporotic fracture in later life should 
be advised through food labeling of the 
benefits of adequate calcium intake. 

C. Clarity of Provisions 

4. A nunfoer of comments on the 
proposed rule on general raquiraments 
for health claims (November 27,1991, 
56 FR 60537) suggested that FDA revise 
provisions of all health claims rules to 
be more understandable. 

FDA agrees that its regulations should 
be understandable. FDA has therefore 
made several nonsubstantive revisions 
in § 101.72 for the sake of clarity. For 
example, the provisions of the 
regulation have been grouped into 
general and specific requirements. The 
general requirements reference other 
regulations containing nutrition labeling 
requirements. The specific requirements 
are separated into requirements 
pertaining to the food and those 

pertaining to the daim. Finally, the 
model health claims have been 
simplified. 

D. Qualifying Levels 

5. A few comments addressed the 
issue of an appropriate qualifying level 
for calcium in a food. All of the 
comments strongly supported the 
requirement that a food bearing a 
cafoium-oeteopoToeis claim be “hi^” in 
calcium (i.e., contain a minimum of 20 
percent of the reference daily intake 
(RDI)). A number of the comments, 
however, asserted that the RDI was 
being set too low. One comment stated 
that the proposed RDI for calcium (900 
mg) was an inadequate intake guideline 
for those individuals at greatest risk of 
osteoporosis. Another comment argued 
that there is substantial evidence that 
the population-weighted means used to 
establish the KDI’s may seriously 
understate the nutritional needs of an 
estimated 52 million Americans. 

For reasons explained fully in the 
preamble of the final rule on Reference 
Daily Intake and Daily Reference 
Values, whidi is published elsewhere in 
this issue of the Federal Register, FDA 
has adopted an RDI for calcium of 1,000 
mg, the level in current § 101.9{c)(7)(iv). 
In view of the support for the proposal 
that only foods “hi^” in calrium 
qualify for caldum-osteoporosis daim, 
the agency has retained this requirement 
in the final rule in § 101.72(c)(2)(ii)(A) 
(proposed as § 101.72(c)(2)) with minor 
editorial revisions. Because the RDI for 
calcium is 1,000 mg, the reference 
amount customarily consumed for a 
food would need to contain at least 200 
mg of caldum for it to qualify to bear 
the authorized caldum/ osteoporosis 
health claim. 

E. Assimilability 

All comments on this topic generally 
supported the concept of a requirement 
that the calcium content of the product 
be assimilable (proposed as 
§ 101.72(c)(3) and ^alized as 
§ 101.72(c)(2)(ii)(B)). In response to an 
agency request in the proposal for 
comments about how to assess calcium 
assimilability (also referred to as 
“bioavailability”), a few comments 
suggested mechanisms to assess caldum 
bioavailability. 

6. Several comments suggested that 
the agency establish a minimum 
standard that relates bioavailability to 
the amount of calcium actually absorbed 
from food. One comment cited the 
existence of a recognized data base 
describing the absorption of naturally 
occurring supplemental and fortified 
calcium in foods. However, the 
comment added that the died data base 
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was actually a bibliography of various 
published articles describing calcium 
absorption from a variety of food 
sources. Another comment offered the 
following suggestion: "FDA should 
estimate the quantity of calcium in 
various foods that is rendered 
unavailable by oxalic acid, phytate, 
fiber, or other constituents and subtract 
this unavailable calcitim from the 
amount of available calcium that the 
food would be expected to supply 
(which is usually only about half of the 
reported calcium content of food)." The 
comment suggested that FDA should not 
allow health claims on a given food if. 
after adjustment for oxalate and other 
constituents, the estimated quantity of 
"available" calcium is maricedly lower 
than ordinarily expected, given the food 
reported calcium content. Similarly, 
another comment proposed the use of 
the indirect method of calciuric 
response to a calcium load as a 
convenient and reliable method of 
testing calcium absorbability and also 
proposed a test based on radiocalcium 
absorption. 

FDA acknowledges these useful 
suggestions but notes that none of the 
proposed methods assesses calcium 
utilization. As discussed in the 
proposal, calcium bioavailability means 
both absorption and tissue utilization of 
calcium (56 FR at 60699). Appropriate 
tests for bioavailability need to include 
a measurement of the utilization of 
calcium by bone (calcium retention). A 
product that contains components that 
increase the urinary or fecal excretion of 
calcium or somehow impair the 
utilization of calcium by bone will not 
qualify for a calcium-osteoporosis claim. 
Monitoring only factors that alter 
absorption, such as the phytate content 
of a food, as suggested in the comment, 
would not allow estimation of the 
effects of factors that promote obligatory 
calcium loss such as increased urinary 
loss due to a high sulfate content. Both 
increased excretion and impaired 
utilization cause the decreased 
deposition of calcium in bone. 

7. Some comments requested that 
FDA clarify an acceptable level of 
“assimilability.” such as an acceptable 
percent bioavailability. The comments 
asserted that it would be unrealistic to 
require bioavailability data on all foods 
bearing a calcium claim, but that such 
a requirement might be a logical 
prerequisite for new sources of calcium 
used to fortify foods. A number of 
comments suggested that food and 
supplement manufacturers should bear 
the burden of proof of the bioavailability 
of calcium-fortified products and 
supplements in order to avoid 

^ indiscriminate fortification and 

marketing of poorly bioavailable 
supplements. 

IDA reiterates that a product bearing 
a calcium-osteoporosis nealth claim 
must contain calcium that can be 
assimilated by the body. As noted in the 
proposal, it would be misleading to put 
a hmlth claim for a substance on a food 
if consumption of that food will not 
provide the substance (56 FR at 60699). 
Such a food would be misbranded 
under section 403 (a) of the act (21 
U.S.C. 343(a)). Given that most currently 
marketed products that are likely to bear 
a calcium-osteoporosis claim contain 
bioavailable calcium, FDA does not 
consider it necessary at this time to set 
a minimum acceptable level of 
bioavailability. If a food bearing a 
calcium osteoporosis claim does not 
contain calcium in a bioavailable form, 
the Government can take enforcement 
under the act against the product or its 
manufacturer. ^Icium sources whose 
bioavailability has not been 
demonstrated would be at risk for such 
enforcement action. 

There are sufficient scientific data in 
published literature to support the 
bioavailability of many sources of 
calcium in current use. However, 
instances may develop in which the 
bioavailability of the calcium source has 
not been shown, including the use of 
new fortificants or food products in 
which the combination of the 
component nutrients raises concerns 
about the assimilability of calcium from 
the product (e.g., a new bread rich in a 
novel high phytate fiber source and 
fortified with calcium). 

As discussed in the previous 
comment, there are various ways of 
testing for bioavailability. FDA 
considers human or growing animal 
models to provide the most accurate 
assessments. One approach would 
involve collection of human data from 
calcium balance studies using stable 
isotopes or radioisotopes as evidence of 
reasonable or adequate bioavailability 
(assimilability), as well as evidence 
from well-controlled calcium 
supplementation or dietary intervention 
studies that measure calcium absorption 
and bone mass or density change over 
time. An appropriate standard reference 
would be calcium carbonate or milk. 

FDA recognizes that establishing 
calcium retention in humans is a 
difficult and costly procedure. Another 
approach would use a growing animal 
model (rat) to demonstrate calcium 
retention in bone. Use of the growing rat 
model offers ease of bone mass or 
mineral content assessment, and. unlike 
human subjects, rats show limited 
between-subject variation in calcium 
absorption. There are a number of 

suitable studies in the literatiue that 
could serve as models and the basis for 
a study design (e.g.. Refe. 139 through 
141). The common end-measures shared 
by these animal studies include 
measures of apparent calcium 
absorption and determination of 
calcium content of bone, either directly 
by bone ashing and mineral analyses 
(Refs. 139 and 140) or indirectly by 
densitometric or histomorphometric 
methods (Ref. 141). 

8. A number of comments proposed 
that superiority claims regarding the 
bioavailability or absorbability of 
calcium in a food or supplement 
compared to a reference food or 
supplement be permitted. One comment 
proposed milk as an ideal reference food 
against which to make the proposed 
comparisons and suggested the use of 
human bioavailabilit}' tests to provide 
evidence in support of superiority 
claims. Several comments suggested 
that a statistically significant difference 
in calcium absorption between two 
products using the proposed techniques 
should provide the basis for a superior 
absorbability comparative claim. 

FDA advises that it is not appropriate 
to permit requested superiority claims 
under the provisions of the 1990 
amendments that govern health claims. 
To the extent that the 1990 amendments 
provide for comparative claims, it is 
only with respect to claims that 
charaterize the level of a nutrient 
(section 403 (r)(l)(A) of the act). 
Regulations governing nutrient content 
claims, published elsewhere in this 
issue of the Federal Register, do not 
provide for superiority claims based on 
bioavailability. However, under § 10.30, 
an interested party can petition the 
agency to provide for superiority claims 
based on bioavailability. In considering 
such a petition, the agency would be 
concerned about ensuring that 
superiority claims are valid and 
nutritionally meaningful. 

F. Disintegration and Dissolution of 
Calcium Supplements 

9. The majority of comments 
concerned with the proposed 
requirement that calcium supplements 
meet the U.S. Pharmacopeia (U.S.P.) 
standards for disintegration and 
dissolution of calcium supplements (in 
proposed § 101.72(c)(4)) fully supported 
this aspect of the proposed regulation. 
The LSRO report strongly supported the 
proposed requirement noting that while 
the chemical form or solubility of the 
supplement makes little difference, the 
physical form of the salt and 
formulation of the tablet are critical. The 
comment stressed that “tablets so poorly 
formulated that they fail to disintegrate 
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under simulated gastric conditions 
appear to be widely distributed in the 
U.S. market.” A public health advocacy 
group further suggested that since the 
U.S.P. is currently updating its 
standards for dietary supplements, the 
revised standards may include 
additional measures that FDA should 
adopt in the future. Two comments 
opposed this requirement. One argued 
that "the United States Pharmacopeia 
standards are not appropriately 
complete enough to be an exclusive 
condition for a product’s health claim 
eligibility.” The comment asserted that 
the U.S.P.’s are in vitro standards 
(meaning conducted in a test tube) and 
might not reflect human bioavailability 
of an individual calcium supplement, 
and they should therefore only establish 
a disqualifying presumption that would 
be rebuttable by the submission of 
human data supporting.lhe product’s 
bioavailability. Another comment 
emphasized the lack of justihcation for 
this testing, the inability to conduct all 
the tests since some of the calcium salts 
identified as safe for use as calcium 
supplements are not subject to U.S.P. 
dissolution requirements (calcium 
sulfate, and calcium oxide), the lack of 
fairness in that foods are not held to 
these criteria, the inappropriate 
application of drug standards set forth 
in the U.S.P. monographs to 
supplements, the "questionable 
expertise” of the U.S.P. convention 
members to judge nutritional property 
of compounds, and finally the lack of 
basis to require these standards in order 
to qualify for a health claim. 

FDA has carefully considered these 
comments and agrees with several 
points. FDA agrees that disintegration 
and dissolution testing methods used to 
screen calcium supplements for 
bioavailability are imperfect, because 
these in vitro tests do not adequately 
mimic the physiologic environment of 
the human stomach, and U.S.P. 
standards are not available for all 
calcium-containing compounds. 
However, the agency considers the 
U.S.P. standards to provide sufficient 
assurance of dissolution and 
disintegration for those products where 
U.S.P. standards exist. A supplement 
that does not dissolve and disintegrate 
clearly does not provide calcium in an 
assimilable form and thus, a claim for 
such a supplement would be misleading 
because the supplement would not 
provide the nutrient that is the subject 
of the claim. Calcium suppl^nents not 
in conventional food form can be 
formulated in a manner that prevents 
rapid dissociation and disintegration in 
the stomach, preventing assimilation. 

This unique aspect justifies the 
requirement in § 101.72(c)(2)(ii)(C) for 
supplements. 

However, when U.S.P. standards do 
not exist, the agency recognizes, as 
pointed out by one comment, the need 
for an alternative method of establishing 
the bioavailability of supplements under 
the conditions of use stated on the 
product label. Demonstration of 
acceptable bioavailability in human or 
animal studies when conducted under 
the conditions of use stated on the 
product label (i.e, fed as an intact tablet, 
not crushed) would fulfill the 
requirement. Section 101.72(c)(2)(ii)(C) 
has been revised to require that dietary 
supplements meet the U.S.P. standards 
for disintegration and dissolution, 
except that dietary supplements for 
which no applicable U.S.P. standards 
exist shall e^ibit appropriate 
assimilability under conditions of use 
stated on the product label. In order for 
a dietary supplement to bear the 
authorized calcium osteoporosis health 
claim, it must comply with all 
provisions of this final regulation. 

G. Phosphorus Content 

For reasons explained fully in the 
preamble of the proposal (56 FR 60689 
at 60699 to 60700), FDA proposed that 
high levels of phosphorus (naturally 
occurring or added) in conventional 
foods or supplements that result in 
calcium to phosphorus ratios lower than 
1:1 will disqualify the product from 
bearing a calcium/ osteoporosis health 
claim. FDA’s tentative decision to place 
a limit on the amount of phosphorus 
that a food could have to be eligible to 
bear a claim was based on the 
ubiquitous distribution of this mineral 
in the food supply, the low ratio of 
calcium to phosphorus that typifies 
current intake patterns, and current 
evidence demonstrating that high levels 
of dietary phosphorus coupled with low 
dietary calcium adversely influence 
hormonal factors that regulate calcium 
and bone metabolism (Refs. 17, 21, 29, 
32, 46, 93,114, and 116). Many of the 
comments addressing this issue strongly 
supported the proposed phosphorus 
provision because of the reasons given 
by FDA in the proposal. 

10. One comment questioned the need 
for any requirement that the phosphorus 
content not exceed the calcium content, 
asserting that “any reasonable fortified 
or enriched product will meet this 
condition.” 

The agency believes that it is incorrect 
to assume that all enriched, fortified, or 
modified products will contain more 
calcium than phosphorus, or even that 
products traditionally known to be rich 
sources of calcium will have lower 

levels of phosphorus than calcium. For 
example, a recent article (Ref. 142) on 
the reduction of fat in a newly 
developed processed cheese showed 
how processing techniques used to 
lower fat resulted in a calcium to 
phosphorus ratio lower than one to one. 
Some products naturally rich in 
phosphorus cannot meet this condition 
even after calcium fortification, wd 
some products that are traditionally 
recognized as calcium rich foods, such 
as puddings, are now available in 
convenient instant versions in which 
the added phosphorus content far 
exceeds the calcium content. Therefore, 
FDA concludes that this comment does 
not provide a basis not to adopt a level 
of phosphorus that, if found in a food, 
would render the calcium osteoporosis 
claim misleading. 

11. Several comments were in strong 
opposition to the requirement that a 
product not contain more phosphorus 
than calcium on a per weight basis. One 
comment contended that FDA relied on 
erroneous information relative to the 
consumption levels of dietary 
phosphorus supplied by food additives. 
The comment included data indicating 
little change in the estimated daily 
consumption of phosphorus from food 
additives from 1980 to 1990, based on 
the International Food Additives 
Council’s estimated disappearance of 
food grade phosphorus in the United 
States. According to these data, the 
average per capita phosphorus 
consumption from food additives 
increased from 9.5 to more than 11 
percent of the acceptable daily intake of 
phosphorus from 1980 to 1990. 

FDA’s statement in the proposal that 
phosphorus intake may be understated 
by as much as 15 to 20 percent due to 
phosphorus supplied by numerous 
additives was apparently misinterpreted 
by these comments. The agency did not 
intend to imply that phosphorus- 
containing food additive consumption 
had increased 15 to 20 percent. Rather, 
the agency was relying on the finding cf 
Oenning et al. (Ref. 106), who 
demonstrated that nutrient estimates 
calculated from food intake records 
using current nutrient composition data 
bases underestimated phosphorus 
intake when compared to direct 
chemical analysis of the food from the 
dietary record. The underestimation of 
phosphorus content demonstrated in 
this study apparently was due to errors 
in the nutrient data bases, which have 
not kept abreast of changes in 
manufacturing techniques and in the 
use of phosphorus-containing food 
additives. TOA made this point to 
emphasize that currently in the United 
States, total phosphorus intake greatly 
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exceeds that of calcium, and that the 
levels may be even higher than surveys 
suggest because of flaws in the nutrient 
composition data bases used in these 
surveys. 

Tlie agency disagrees with tiie 
comment and interprets data presented 
by the comment as evidence of an 
important increase in phosphate food 
additive use over the last decade. These 
data indicate that estimated per capita 
daily consumption of phosphorus from 
food additives reported by the 
International Food Additive Council for 
1990 was 470 milligrams (mg) 
phosphorus per day per capita as 
compared to an estimated 400 mg of 
phosphorus per day per capita for 1980. 
or approximately a 17 percent increase 
in per capita use over the last decade. 
Thus, more than one line of evidence 
points to the fact that the consumption 
of phosphorus-containing additives is 
on the rise and contributes to the high 
phosphorus intake observed in the 
United States population. 

12. Another comment strongly 
opposed the proposed limit on 
phosphorus content for a number of 
reasons. The comment asserted that any 
health claim disqualiher must meet the 
same conditions as the claim itself, such 
as unanimous agreement among experts, 
and that no studies to date have 
demonstrated an adverse effect of excess 
phosphorus on bone in man or in 
monkeys or in calcium balance studies. 
This comment also asserted that there is 
a controversy over the effect of high 
phosphorus on calcium absorption and 
pointed to the fact that no single food 
contributes to the high phosphorus 
intake and to the remote possibility that 
reduction of phosphorus intake from 
one food will reduce total phosphorus 
intake. 

The agency does not agree that any of 
these points warrants modification of 
the limit on phosphorus content in 
§ 101.72(c)(2)(ii)(D). The limit on 
phosphorus is not a '‘disqualifying 
level” as that term is defined based on 
section 403(r){3)(A)(ii) of the act. FDA is 
not limiting the phosphorus content 
because of its effect on the risk of a diet- 
related disease or health-related 
condition. FDA may have contributed to 
confusion in this regard by stating in the 
proposal that the level of phosphorus 
would disqualify a product horn bearing 
a claim (56 FR at 6C^99). FDA is 
limiting the amount of phosphorus 
under the authority of section 403(a) of 
the act. As explained above, high levels 
of phosphorus when calcium intakes is 
low, would impair the utilization of 
calcium by bone. Thus, the presence of 
a calcium/osteoporosis claim on a food 
that does not h*ve an appropriate 

calcium-phosphorus ratio would be 
misleading, b^ause it would not be 
possible to get the full benefits of 
calcium from such a food. 

In response to the criticism that no 
studies have demonstrated direct 
adverse effects of excess phosphorus on 
bone in humans or primate models, the 
agency points out that evidence in 
humans demonstrates that high levels of 
dietary phosphorus coupled with low 
dietary calcium intake adversely 
influence hormonal factors that regulate 
calcium and bone metabolism (Rete. 17. 
21, 29, 32,46, 93,114, and 116). These 
changes were consistent with those 
observed in a variety of animal models 
where the hormonal changes were 
shown to induce bone resorption and 
ultimately bone loss (Ref. 46). The 
agency is particularly concerned about 
teens and young adults who typically 
consume more phosphorus than 
calcium (Ref 105) and for whom such 
diets have recently been shown to 
produce changes in serum calcium and 
bone-regulating hormones that may 
adversely affect attainment of peak Imne 
mass (Ref. 32). The health claim is an 
effective means of alerting this 
vulnerable population to foods that have 
the desired ratio of these two nuti ients. 
Therefore the agency does not agree 
with the comment’s suggestion that the 
limit on phosphorus content be 
dropped. 

Tne agency does not disagree with the 
other assertions made in this comment. 
These points are minor and, given that 
health claims are authorized In the 
context of the total daily diet, not 
particularly relevant. The agency did 
not assert that excess phosphorus 
impaired calcium absorption and has 
maintained that phosphorus is 
ubiquitously distributed in the food ^ 
supply. Given the effects of phosphorus 
on hormonal factors that regulate 
calcium and bone metabolism, FDA 
concludes that the limit on phosphorus 
content for a food that bears a calcium/ 
osteoporosis claim is appropriate. 

H. No Quantification of Reduction in 
Risk 

13. One comment urged FDA to avoid 
any possible misinterpretation and 
potential abuse of the calcium/ 
osteoporosis regulation by specifying in 
the regulation that “the claim shall not 
convey the misconception that dietary 
calcium intake can cure osteoporosis.” 
The comment included examples of 
labels of dietary supplements found in 
health food stores. 

The agency agrees with the 
comment's concern but remains 
confident that the claims being 
authorized will not mislead consumers 

into believing that calcium cures 
osteoporosis. This regulation authorize 
a health claim that relates calcium 
intake to a reduction in the risk of 
osteoporosis. A statement that calciun 
cures osteoporosis would constitute a 
drug claim under section 201(g)(1)(B) of 
the act (21 U.S.C. 321(g)(1)(B)), and a 
product bearing such a claim would be 
subject to regulation as a drug. In 
addition, § 101.72(c)(2)(i)(D) bars health 
claims on calcium and osteoporosis 
from attributing any degree of reduction 
in risk of oste{^orosis to maintaining an 
adequate calcium intake throughout life 

I. Limitations of Benefit to Bone Health 

14. Several comments opposed the 
upper-limit-of-benefit statement 
proposed in § 101.72(d)(5), saying that 
this statement was an effort to limit the 
potency of supplements. A number of 
comments supported the statement but 
required that it be qualihed. One 
comment requested that the statement 
only be placed on products in which the 
calcium level is greater than 50 percent 
of the originally proposed RDI of 900 mg 
or 450 mg of calcium (presumably per 
serving or per recommended daily 
dose). This comment reasoned that for 
products with lower levels of calcium, 
an unreasonable number of servings of 
food would need to be consumed to 
exceed 200 percent of the RDI, and thus 
the statement was not necessary. 

FDA does not agree with the assertion 
that it is seeking to limit the potency of 
supplements. This regulation relates 
only to the type of health claim that a 
product may bear. It ensures that a 
material fact about the consequences of 
consumption of more than a specified 
level of calcium is presented as part of 
the claim. FDA agrees in principle with 
the suggested change in proposed 
§ 101.72(d)(5) and believes Aat this 
modification may help curb 
overfortification. The agency has 
therefore added the following language 
to the proposed provision redesignated 
as § 101.72(c)(2)(i)(E)): “This 
requirement does not apply to foods that 
contain less than 40 percent of the 
recommended daily intake of 1,000 mg 
of calcium per day or 400 mg of calcium 
per reference amount customarily 
consumed or per total daily 
recommended supplement intake.” 

f. Safety 

15. A public health advocacy 
association suggested that FDA require 
labels on high dose calcium 
supplements to disclose that high 
calcium intakes may increase the risk of 
kidney stones in susceptible people. 
The OMninent argued that levels greater 
than 1,000 to 2,500 mg calcium per day 
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may pose a risk to people with a history 
of kidney stones, and that, therefore, 
labels on supplements that contain 500 
mg or more of calcium should inform 
consumers of this risk. 

The agency does not agree that a 
warning is needed in addition to the 
statement on total dietary intakes greater 
than 200 percent of thoRDI. Section 
§ 101.72(c)(2)(i)(B) requires that the 
health claim identify the populations at 
greatest risk of osteoporosis, namely 
Caucasian and Asian women in their 
bone forming years. Kidney stones are 
more prevalent in men than women. 
(With respect to calcium oxalate or 
mixed calcium stones, affected males 
outnumber affected females by three or 
four to one in the U.S. population (Ref. 
143).) Thus, while men are at greater 
risk of the adverse affects of excess 
calcium intake due to their greater 
susceptibility to kidney stone formation, 
they are not at greater risk for 
osteoporosis and will not be targeted by 
the calcium-osteoporosis health claim. 
Consequently, there is no reason to 
expect that men will increase their 
consumption of calcium in response to 
the claim. Therefore, FDA concludes 
that the regulations offer sufficient 
protection without the proposed 
warning. 

K. Consumer Summary 

16. The comments specific to the 
proposed consumer summary were 
generally supportive, and some 
considered consumer summaries 
necessary to put any health claim into 
perspective as related to total diet. The 
use of the consumer summary on 
package inserts was suggested by several 
groups. Several comments suggested 
various ways to shorten the summary, 
while others suggested additional 
information to incorporate. One 
comment strongly opposed the 
consumer summary, stating that in light 
of the detailed, balanced information 
provided in the model claims, 
summaries are redundant, costly, and 
inconvenient to the manufacturer. 

As discussed in the final rule on 
general requirements for health claims, 
consumer summaries are not required, 
although their use remains an option. 
For this reason, FDA has not included 
the proposed consumer summary on 
calcium and osteoporosis in this final 
rule. 

L. Regulatory History of Calcium- 
containing Food Additive Use 

The agency advised that, in order for 
calcium-containing food ingredients in 
conventional foods or calcium 
supplement products to be considered 
eligible to bear the authorized calcium/ 

osteoporosis health claim, they must 
meet the requirements in § 101.14, 
which include that they have been 
shown to FDA's satisfaction to be safe 
and lawful under the applicable safety 
provisions of the act (56 FR at 60699). 
Safety and lawfulness can be 
demonstrated in a number of ways, 
including through a showing that a food 
is generally recognized as safe (GRAS), 
affirmed as GRAS by FDA, listed in the 
food additive regulations, or subject to 
a prior sanction. Of the 36 or more 
calcium-containing ingredients 
identified by the agency as currently in 
use (Ref. 33), FDA advised that only the 
following 10 compounds had been 
demonstrated to be safe and lawful for 
use in a dietary supplement or as a 
nutrient supplement: calcium carbonate, 
calcium citrate, calcium 
glycerophosphate, calcium oxide, 
calcium pantothenate, calcium 
phosphate, calcium pyrophosphate, 
calcium chloride, calcium lactate, and 
calcium sulfate (56 FR at 60691). 

17. One comment pointed out that the 
agency failed to include calcium 
ascorbate in this list of 10 compounds. 
The comment included also submitted 
an April 1989 letter from FDA stating 
the agency’s lack of objection to the use 
of calcium ascorbate in dietary 
supplements. Another comment sought 
the addition of calcium hydroxide to the 
list of 10 calcium compounds discussed 
above, contending that "since calcium 
oxide is permitted and calcium 
hydroxide is simply the hydrate of the 
oxide formed on contact with water,” 
calcium hydroxide should be included 
in the list. 

As stated above, only 10 compounds 
have been demonstrated to FDA’s 
satisfaction to be safe and lawful for use 
in a dietary supplement or as a nutrient 
supplement bearing a calcium/ 
osteoporosis health claim. In Ref. 33 of 
the proposal, the agency identified the 
calcium-containing ingredients 
currently in use, their functions, 
conditions of use, and limits on the 
levels at which they can be added to 
food. Only those ingredients with stated 
use as a nutrient supplement or in a 
dietary supplement are considered 
eligible for a health claim. Calcium 
ascorbate appears only under 21 CFR 
182.3189 (Ref. 33) for use as a chemical 
preservative. Thus, FDA’s failure to hst 
it was not inadvertent. Calcium 
ascorbate is not eligible at this time for 
consideration for a health claim; 
however, a petition may be filed 
requesting a safety review for a new use 
of calcium ascorbate. Based on the 
outcome of this petition and review, 
calcium ascorbate may be considered 

eligible for a calcium/ osteoporosis 
health claim. 

The agency declines to add calcium 
hydroxide to the list of 10 calcium- 
containing compounds that have been 
demonstrated to be safe and lawful for 
use in a dietary or nutrient supplement 
In the list, FDA identified those 
ingredients with stated uses as a 
nutrient or dietary supplement, thus 
avoiding the use of potentially poorly 
suited or potentially harmful 
compounds. FDA’s failure to include 
calcium hydroxide on the list does not 
imply that the agency considers the use 
of this substance to be unsafe for use as 
a calcium supplement, but rather 
reflects that it has not been 
demonstrated safe and lawful for this 
use. Memufacturers who would like to 
be abel to make a calcium/ osteoporosis 
health claim based on the presence of 
calcium hydroxide in their product 
should submit an appropriate petition to 
FDA. 

M. Food Fortification 

18. A public health and nutrition 
association expressed concern that 
manufacturers seeking a calcium/ 
osteoporosis health claim will fortify 
products of low nutritional value that 
do not naturally contain calcium. The 
comment recommended that FDA 
consider setting standards for the 
amount of fortification that is allowed 
and also suggested that FDA determine 
which products can be fortified. 

Although the agency understands the 
concern expressed in the comment, the 
full implementation of these suggestions 
is beyond the scope of this rulemaking. 

. The agency advises that fortification of 
foods to qualify for a health claim must 
comply with the final rule on general 
requirements for health claims 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. 

N. Nutrition Claims 

19. One comment argued that claims 
relating to a nutrient’s effect on the 
structure or function of the body are not 
health claims but nutrition claims. The 
comment suggested amending the 
proposed regulations to clarify the 
distinction between nutrition and health 
:laims. In the event that FDA’s rejected 
this proposal, the jomment asked that 
•he agency acknov;Iedgo that the 
relationship between calcium and bone 
health is a nutrition claim tliat is 
substantiated in the proposed calcium/ 
osteoporosis health claim regulation. 

FDA rejects tliese suggestions. The 
distinction between nutritional 
guidance and health claims is discussed 
in the final rule on general requiremer/,'• 
for health claims. The claim authorized 
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^nder this regulation relating calcium 
and osteoporosis is a health claim 
because it characterizes the relationship 
of a nutrient (calcium) to a disease or 
health-related condition (osteoporosis). 
A claim relating calcium to bone health 
would have to be evaluated on its own 
merits. Such a claim might be 
considered an implied health claim, 
rather than merely a statement about a 
food’s effect on the .structure or function 
of the body, and, if so, it would be 
subject to regulation under section 
403 (r) of the act. 

O. Model Claim 

20. Many comments discussed the 
length of the model health claim and its 
required components. Common to all 
comments was the complaint that the 
model message was too wordy. 
Comments were almost equally split 
between those supporting and those 
opposing the proposed model message. 
Supporting comments praised specihc 
aspects of the model claim such as 
disclosure of other risk factors; the 
likely upper limit of beneficial calcium 
intakes: reflection of other factors that 
contribute to osteoporosis risk such as 
age, race, and sex; inclusion of the need 
for exercise; and disclosure of the 
mechanisms through which calcium 
may reduce the risk of osteoporosis. 
Opposing comments emphasized the 
burdensome length of the model claim. 
One comment stated that the length of 
the claim would not allow it to be 
translated into multiple languages on 
the label. Many comments requested 
that FDA remove the requirements that 
populations at special risk of 
osteoporosis and nondietary factors that 
can help prevent osteoporosis be 
identified. Several comments suggested 
that the length of the claim will limit its 
effectiveness and curtail manufacturers’ 
incentives to make claims. An 
association of national advertisers 
asserted that no diet and disease 
relationship can be explained 
completely in one paragraph. 

The agency agrees that tne p’-oposed 
model health claim was too long. 
However, as discussed in the proposal 
and elsewhere in this final rule, certain 
information is needed in the health 
claim in order for it to be truthful and 
not misleading to segments of the 
population that are not at high risk of 
developing osteoporosis or for whom no 
link between calcium and osteoporosis 
has been established. FDA notes that the 
proposed model claim contained 
optional as well as required 
information, and the example has been 
rewritten to demonstrate that all 
required information can be included in 
a model claim of less than 35 words: 

"Regular exercise and eating a healthful 
diet with enough calcium helps teen 
and young adult white and Asian 
women maintain good bone health and 
may reduce their high risk of 
osteoporosis later in life." Foods that 
contain less than 40 percent of the 
recommended daily intake of 1,000 mg 
of calcium per day (400 mg calcium) per 
reference amount customarily 
consumed or per total daily 
recommended supplement intake may 
bear this claim. Other foods that contain 
higher levels of calcium must also carry 
an additional statement (see 
§101.72(c)(2)(i)(E)). 

Throughout FDA’s responses to the 
comments in this preamble, the agency 
has presented various reasons that 
strongly support maintaining the 
requirements that make the claim 
lengthy. These points include the need 
not to mislead the public in thinking 
everyone is at risk for this disease, the 
-need to identify those at greatest risk 
and thus to help individuals who are 
not at risk but who are susceptible to the 
adverse efiects of oversupplementation 
with calcium avoid any problems, and 
the need to target the age group for 
which adequate calcium intake may 
have the greatest benefit for bone health 
and delayed risk of osteoporotic 
fracture. 

P. Other Issues 

21. One comment contended that FDA 
should permit health claims on OTC 
antacid products containing only 
calcium carbonate. Responding to a 
discussion on dual labeling in the 
proposal on general requirements for 
health claims (56 FR 60537), the 
comment asserted that FDA’s objection 
to OTC drugs bearing health claims is 
not appropriate in the case of calcium- 
based antacids, because such products 
have been labeled for years with both 
food and drug labeling. 

FDA has acfdressed the issues raised 
by this comment in the final rule on 
general requirements for health claims, 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. 

22. Another comment urged fiiat the 
regulation require disclosure about the 
relationship between calcium and 
protein and suggested disqualifying 
high protein products based on the 
effect of dietary protein on the urinary 
loss of calcium, which affects bong 
health. 

As mentioned in the preamble of the 
proposal (56 FR at 60699), the agency 
recognizes that high levels of dietary 
protein typically found in the American 
diet have been shown to increase the ' 
obligatory loss of calcium, i.e., the 
amount of calcium that the body must 

lose daily. The agency, however, did not 
propose to disoualify high-protein 
products from bearing a calcium/ 
osteoporosis claim or to disclose the 
effect of high protein intake on calcium 
retention on the label. Like calcium, 
protein is not ubiquitously distributed 
in our food supply and is richest in 
specific food sources (Refs. 27 and 110). 
Relatively few foods are sources of 
calcium and protein, forcing consumers 
to be selective to meet the nutritional 
needs for both calcium and protein. 
Some protein rich foods, such as lowfat 
milk or lowfat milk products, contribute 
more than half the calcium and protein 
intake of some individuals, notably 
children. It would be misleading to the 
public not to allow an important food 
such as lowfat milk to have a calcium/ 
osteoporosis claim due to its high levels 
of protein. To disqualify a product that 
is both rich in calcium and protein, and 
that would not be disqualified because 
of its fat, saturated fat, cholesterol, or 
sodium levels, because of its protein 
content, would effectively prevent 
several major food sources of calcium 
from bearing a claim. 

Several other considerations reinforce 
the agency’s position that protein 
content should not be a basis for 
disqualification from bearing a calcium/ 
osteoporosis claim or for a disclosure 
statement. The scientific evidence 
demonstrating a persistent increase in 
the urinary loss of calcium when high 
protein intakes are sustained for months 
is weak and controversial. In addition, 
different protein sources have been 
shown to elicit varying degrees of 
calciuria (increased loss of calcium in 
urine), thus making it incorrect for the 
agency to consider all dietary protein 
sources equally potent in their calciiuic 
effect. Moreover, no clear evidence 
exists demonstrating that high protein 
intake alters any of the hormones that 
control bone formation and resorption, 
or that high protein intake impairs bone 
mineralization. 

FDA is making several minor changes 
in the regulation to improve its 
readibility and to make it consistent 
with other regulations that FDA is 
adopting that authorize health claims. 
The most significant of these changes is 
the fact that FDA is adding to the 
paragraph on optional information a 
provision that will allow the declaration 
as part of the claim of the number of 
people who are affected by osteoporous 
(§ 101.72(d)(2)). ’This change makes 
§ 101.72 consistent with the other 
regulations in Subpart E. ’Therefore, 
FDA is rejecting the comment’s 
suggestion to require a statement about 
the relationship between calcium and 
protein or to establish a level of prdtein 
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that would disqualify a product from 
beariag a cakium/osteoporosis claka. 
The agency concludes that a product 
high in protein can still be an important 
source of calcium and that it cannot 
conclude that a claim would be 
misleading if it fails to reveal the 
relationship between calcium aiKi 

protein. 

m. Review of Sdentifie Evidoace 

FDA updated its review of the 
scientific literature by examining 
articles published since the proposed 
rule was issued. FDA’s evaluation of 
recent human stuxlies meeting the 
criteria outlined in the propo^ (56 FR 
at 60683) ie presented in TaUe 1 (Refs. 
144 through 150). In addition, FDA idso 
considered seve^ review articles that 
were published since the proposal (Refs. 
151 through 156). FDA aought to answer 
the same questions posed in the 
proposed rule. 

First, do any of the recent studies 
present evidence documenting the rale 
of calcium in achieving peek bone 
massT A cross-sectional study 
examining spinal bone density in 
Caucasian girls 8 tn 18 yaais of agp 
demonatia^ th^ cakaum intake may 
be a ma|ar foctor in achianringpeak arkilt 
bone dmisity (Ref. 14&J. Cban at aL (Re£ 
145) also damonstiatad higliaE bone 
mineral content in Caucasien boys and 
girls consuming greater than 14)00 mg of 
calcium par day. In this study 70 
percent m tfie Ejects youngor than 11 
years consumed at least thek RDA o£ 
800 mg of caldum par davr while 63 
percent of the subjects olw than 11 
consumed Isas thu their ROA of 1,200 
mg per day. After aiQustmant fat 
phosphorus and protein intake^ 
multivariale analyaea showed only 
caldum intake was related to bone 
mineral statue of the rhi.ldiiiii in this 
study. Thus, the moat recant datar 
although not definitive, continue to 
strong^ saqppoit the link between 
adequate caldum intake and optimal 
peak bcme mass. 

The second question asked in 
reviewkig these studies is whether 
added caldum or high caldum intake 
reduces the risk of fracture or slows the 
rate of bone loss in younger or older 
subjects. Andon et aL (R^ 144> showed, 
in a crosa-sactional study, that 
Caucaaimi poatmanopau^ women 
consuming lees than 600 mg cakiuaa 
per day h^ simficantfy Icwer spinal 
bone Buneral wnsitiee than women 
with cakhnn intdiee. Becmiee 
individuela vdio Bselebeatb lactase 
normally avoid dairy products, 
Wheadon et ak (Rai 15(4 aaeafsad 
lactose dMorptkm and dietary caldum 
intake hi aldKly women vrith and 

without hip fractures and in young 
women. Wule 60 percent of the women 
with hip fractures were lactose 
malabsOTbers, dietary caldum intakes 
did not di^ significantly among the 
three groups. However, the auth^ 
cauticmed against putting too much 
wei^ on the findii^s of the small 
^udy (ns31) since t^ eversion to milk 
and milk products ascribed to lactose 
intolerance may be riiovm to decrease 
calcium intake in a larger population. 

As discussed in the earlier literature 
review, the responsiveness of 
postmenopausal women to caldum 
supplementation depends largely on 
th^ menopausal age. Cakium 
suppkmeiAatkm h^ no afiact (m spinal 
bone denai^ early in menopause,!]^ 
for women we in menopause, the rate 
of bone loss couk) be si^ificantly 
reduced with calcium supplementation, 
if initial h^itual cakium intakes were 
low (Refs. 47 and 151). Three recent 
proepectiva uhervention studies (Reis. 
146,147, and 149> shed hnrthar light on 
thiedasCTvetkm. IQdws et aL (Ref 146) 
reportodahigh rale of lumbar vart^va) 
b(M kes In late and early 

ostmanopausal sdijects, with the 
ighest loss occurring in ear^ 

postmenopause. However, no s^nificant 
interaction waa observed between 
menopausal status of the subjects ud 
the efiect of caldiun supplementation. 
These authors reported a significant 
(kcrease ha hmihv bone loro after 3 
years far women treated daily with 
1,000 mg and 24)00’mg of ak^ntdf 
calcium rofativs to controls. The effect 
of caldron tupplamartatian waa 
significant a^ tiro first year of 
supplementation brh net after the 
aacond year. The andiors speculalB that 
caldum R:q}plMieatatk» probably 
reduced bone turnover. 

hi a doubfe-falind, pkM:8bo controlled 
trial in Gmieasian, postmenopausal 
women, with low initial foreenn bone 
density. Prince et d. (Ref. 147) showed 
sigmficeBtly lees bone km in the dists) 
foraaisa hi daosa women treated with 
cddum and regular exercise, while • 
group treated with estrc^en and regular 
exeidse gained significrat bone dmuity 
at this site relative to the control groufi 
with ncamsl initial bone density and the 
group treated with exercise alone. Thus, 
caldum supplementation and exerdse 
slowed bone loss relative to exetdae 
alone but less effectively than exerdse 
combined with estrogen. 

hr the third praepeetive study, dm 
one a 3-yeer study in 622 Cmteasian 
women, Tilyard and co-wockros 
meastti^ mte of vertdml fractureshi 
women treated twke e day with either 
0.25 mkrograma of cdcitrio) (e 
synthetic fmm of the active metabolsle 

of vitamin D) or 1 ^am of elemental 
calcium (Ref. 149). After 2 and 3 years, 
a significant reduction in the rate of 
vertebral fracture was observed in 
cakitriol-treated women relative to 
those treated with calcirim alone. This 
study clearly demonstrates that 
supplementation of caldum intake 
alone is not adequate to prevent 
vertebral fracture in postmenopausal 
women. In the absence of placebo- 
treated controls, the contribution of 
caldum supplementation to the 
reduction in vertebral fracture cannot be 
estimated. The results of these three 
prospective clinical trials support the 
hypothesis that adequate ca^um intake 
helps to stow the rate of bone loss in 
postmenopausal women, but diat 
cakium akne cannot effectiv^y arrest 
this process, especially in early 
postmenopause. 

The third question considered in 
evehiating the recent literature was 
whether any of die studies showed a 
threshold effect for the level of cakium 
intake assodated with changes in bone 
mass. None of the findings from the 
recent studies were pertinent to this 
question. 

To summarize, these new findings 
were consistent with and strengthened 
the conclusion that adequate cakium 
intake has a significant impact on. bona 
health and risk of osteoporotic fracUue. 

nt, Docfekm to AutiHivfee a HeaMi 
Claim Relating Adaquale Gatdum 
Intake to OMuoporosie 

The agency has reviewed recandy 
published rasaardi articles and revimw 
articles rafevmit to calcium intaka and 
osteoporosis (Re&. 144 through 156) and 
has concluded that the new stttdsas are 
coBsistmt with the tenUtiva 
concluaions drawn in its f»oposed rule 
on calcium and ostro^xuosia (56 FR 
60689). The ag|MK^ also omeidaed a)) 
commmits received in response to the 
proposal. The ovarwhelming 
concurrence amcmg the expests ia tMs 
area andi tha totoHty of puWdy 
available evidence supports en 
assodalkm between adequate cdchim 
intake and risk of osteoporosis. Baaed 
on the totaiky of tha ptmUcly avaaldde 
scientific evidende, IT3A has detarmiBed 
that there ia significant scientific 
agreement among qualified experts thsA 
e health claim for cakium and 
osteoporosts is supported by the 
evi^ince. Under S 101.72, an authorized 
health claim will convey die message 
that an adeouate intake of cakium 
tlnou^iout nfe may delay the 
developmmt of ostaopmosis ami 
ttltima^y reduce the risk (db<me 
fractroe in some indrvidusJa ktro in fife. 
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V. Environmental Impact 

The agency has determined that under 
21 CFR 25.24(a)(ll) this action is of a 
type that does not individually or 
cumulatively have signiHcant effect on 
the human environment. Therefore, 
neither an environmental assessment 
nor an environmental impact statement 
is required. 

VI. Economic Impact 

In its food labeling proposals of 
November 27,1991 (56 FR 60366 et 
seq.), FPA stated that the food labeling 
reform initiative, taken as a whole, 
would have associated costs in excess of 
the $100 million threshold that debnes 
a major rule. Thus, in accordance with 
Executive Order 12291 and the 
Regulatory Flexibility Act (Pub. L. 96- 
354), FDA developed one 
comprehensive regulatory impact 
analysis (RIA) that presented the costs 
and benefits of all of the food labeling 
provisions taken together. That RIA was 
published in the Federal Register of 
November 27,1991 (56 FR 60856), and 
along with the food labeling proposals, 
the agency requested comments on the 
RIA. 

FDA has evaluated more than 300 
comments that it received in response to 
the November 1991 RIA. FDA's 
discussion of these comments is 
contained in the agency’s final RIA 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. In addition, FDA will 
prepare a final regulatory flexibility 
analysis (RFA) subsequent to the 
publication of the food labeling final 
rules. The final RFA will be placed on 
file with the Dockets Management 
Branch (HFA-305), Food and Drug 
Administration, rm. 1-23, 12420 
Parklawn Dr., Rockville, MD 20857, and 
a notice will be published in the 
Federal Register announcing its 
availability. 

In the final RIA, FDA has concluded, 
based on its review of available data and 
comments, that the overall food labeling 
reform initiative constitutes a major rule 
as defined by Executive Order 12291. 
Further, the agency has concluded that 
although the costs of complying with 
the new food labeling requirements are 
substantial, such costs are outweighed 
by the public health benefits that will be 
lealized through the use of improved 
nutrition information provided by food 
labeling. 
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List of Subjects in 21 CFR Part 101 

Food labeling. Reporting and 
recordkeeping requirements. 

Therefore, under the Federal Food, 
Drug, and Cosmetic Act and under 
authority delegated to the Commissioner 
of Food and Drugs, 21 CFR part 101 is 
amended as follows: 

PART 101—FOOD LABELING 

1. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 101 continues to read as follows: 

Authority; Secs. 4, 5,6 of the Fair 
Packaging and Labeling Act (15 U.S.C. 1453, 
1454,1455); secs. 201, 301,402, 403,409, 
701 of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act (21 U.S.C. 321, 331, 342, 343, 348, 371). 

2. Section 101.72 is added to subpart 
E to read as follows: 

§ 101.72 Health claims: calcium and 
osteoporosis. 

(a) Relationship between calcium and 
osteoporosis. An inadequate calcium 
intake contributes to low peak bone 
mass and has been identified as one of 
many risk factors in the development of 
osteoporosis. Peak bone mass is the total 
quantity of bone present at maturity, 
and experts believe that it has the 
greatest bearing on whether a person 
will be at risk of developing 
osteoporosis and related bone fractures 
later in life. Another factor that 
influences total bone mass and 
susceptibility to osteoporosis is the rate 
of bone loss after skeletal maturity. An 
adequate intake of calcium is thought to 
exert a positive effect dining 
adolescence and early adulthood in 
optimizing the amount of bone that is 
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laid down. However, the upper limit of 
peak bone mass is genetically 
determined. The mechanism through 
which an adequate calcium intake and 
optimal peak bone mass reduce the risk 
of osteoporosis is thought to be as 
follows. All persons lose bone with age. 
Hence, those with higher bone mass at 
maturity take longer to reach the 
critically reduced mass at which bones 
can fracture easily. The rate of bone loss 
after skeletal maturity also influences 
the amount of bone present at old age 
and can influence an individual’s risk of 
developing osteoporosis. Maintenance 
of an adequate intake of calcium later in 
liftf is thought to be important in 
reducing the rate of bone loss 
particularly in the elderly and in 
women during the first decade 
following menopause. 

(b) Significance of calcium. Calcium 
intake is not the only recognized risk 
factor in the development of 
osteoporosis, a multifactorial bone 
disease. Other factors including a 
person’s sex, race, hormonal status, 
family history, body stature, level of 
exercise, general diet, and speciflc life 
style choices such as smoking and 
excess alcohol consumption affect the 
risk of osteoporosis. 

(1) Heredity and being female are two 
key factors identifying those individuals 
at risk for the development of 
osteoporosis. Hereditary risk factors 
include race: Notably, Caucasians and 
Asians are characterized by low peak 
bone mass at maturity. Caucasian 
women, particularly those of northern 
European ancestry, experience the 
highest incidence of osteoporosis- 
related bone hacture. American women 
of African heritage are characterized by 
the highest peak bone mass and lowest 
incidence of osteoporotic fracture, 
despite the fact that they have low 
calcium intake. 

(2) Maintenance of an adequate intake 
of calcium throughout life is 
particularly important for a 
subpopulation of individuals at greatest 
risk of developing osteoporosis and for 
whom adequate dietary calcium intake 
may have the most important beneficial 
effects on bone health. This target 
subpopulation includes adolescent and 
young adult Caucasian and Asian 
American women. 

(c) Requirements. (1) All requirements 
set forth in § 101.14 shall be met. 

(2) Specific requirements, (i) Nature 
of the claim. A health claim associating 
calcium with a reduced risk of 
os eoporosis may be made on the label 

or lableing of a food describe in 
paragraph (c)(2)(ii) of this section, 
provided that: 

(A) The claim makes clear that 
adequate calcium intake throughout life 
is not the only recognized risk factor in 
this multifactorial bone disease by 
listing specific factors, including sex, 
race, and age that place persona at risk 
of developing osteoporosasand stating 
that an adequate level of exercise and; a 
healthful diet are also needed; 

(B) The claim does not state or imply 
that the risk of osteoporosis is equally 
applicable to the general United States 
population. The claim shall identify the 
populations at pedicular risk for the 
development of osteoporosis. These 
populations include white (or the term 
“Caucasian”) women and Asian women 
in their bone forming years 
(approximately 11 to 35 years of age or 
the phrase “during teen or early adult 
years” may be used). The claim may 
also identify menopausal (or the term 
“middle-aged”) women, persons with a 
family history of the disease, and 
elderly (or “older”) men and women as 
being at risk; 

(C) The claim states that adequate 
calcium intake throughout life is linked 
to reduced risk of osteoporosis through 
the mechanism of optimizing peak bone 
mass during adolescence and early 
adulthood. The phrase “build and 
maintain good bone health” may be 
used to convey the concept of 
optimizing peak bone mass. When 
reference is made to persons with a 
family history of the disease, 
menopausal women, and elderly men 
and women, the claim may also state 
that adequate calcium int^e is linked to 
reduced risk of osteoporosis through the 
mechanism of slowing the rate of bone 
loss; 

(D) The claim does not attribute any 
degree of reduction in risk of 
osteoporosis to maintaining an adequate 
calcium intake throughout life; and 

(E) The claim states that a total dietary 
intake greater than 200 percent of the 
recommended daily intake (2,000 
milligrams (mg) of calcium) has no 
further known benefit to bone health. 
This requirement does not apply to 
foods that contain less t^an 40 percent 
of the recommended daily intake of 
1,000 mg of calcium per day or 400 mg 
of calcium per reference amount 
customarily consumed as defined in 
§ 101.12 (b) or per total daily 
recommended supplement intake. 

(ii) Nature of the food. (A) The food 
shall meet or exceed the requirements 

for a “high” level of calcium, as. defined 
in §.181.54(ch 

(B) .The calcium contrait of the 
product ^alUbe assimilable; 

(C) Dietary supplements meet the 
United States Pharmacopeia (U.S.P.^ 
standards for disintegration 2cnd 
dissolution appUcable to their 
component, calcium salts,, except that 
dietary suppfements for which no U.S.P. 
standards exist shaH e)dtihit appropriate 
assunilabilily under the conditions of 
use stated on the product label; 

(D) A food or total daily 
recommended supplement intake shall 
not contain more phosphorus than 
calcium on a weight per weight basis. 

(d) : Optional informatum.. (1) The 
claim may include information from! 
paragraphs (a) and (b) of diis section. 

(2) The claim may include 
information on the number of people in 
the United States who have 
osteoporosis. The sources of this 
information must be identified, and it 
must be: current information from the 
National Center for Health Statistics, the 
National Institutes of Health, or “Dietary 
Guidelines for Americans.” 

(e) Model health claim. The following 
model health claims may be used in 
food labelingto describe the 
relationship between calcium and 
osteoporosis:- 

Model Health Claim Appropriate for 
Most Genvenlieiuil Feeds: 

Regular exercise and a healthy diet 
with enough calcium helps teen «idl 
young adult white and Asian women 
maintain good bone health and may 
reduce their high risk of osteoporosis 
later in life. 

Model Health Claim Appropriate for 
Foods Exceptionally Hi^ in Calcium 
and Most Calcium Supplements: 

Regular exercise and a healthy diet 
with enough calcium helps teen and 
young adult white and Asian women 
maintain good bone health and may 

later in- life. Adequate calcium: intake is 
important, but daily intakes above about 
2,000 mg are not likely to provide any 
additional benefit. 

Dated: December 17,1992. 

David A. Kesater, 
Commissioner of Food and Drugs. 

Louis W. SuBivan, 
Secretary of Health and Human Services. 

Note: The following table will not appear 
in the annual Code of Federal Regplatioas. 
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DEPARTMENT OF HE>4LTH AND 
HUMAN SERVICES 

Food and Drug Administration 

21 CFR Part 101 

(Docket No. 31M-0103] 

RiN 0905-AB67 

Food Labeling: Health Claims and 
Label Statements: Omega-3 Fatty 
Acids and Coronary Heart Disease 

agency: Food arid Drug Administration, 
HHS. 
ACTION: Final rule. 

SUMMARY: The Food and Drug 
Administration fFDA) is announcing its 
decision not to authorize the use on the 
label or labeling of foods of health 
claims relating to an association 
between omega-S fatty acids and 
coronary heart disease (CHD). The 
agency has determined, based on: (1) 
The totality of the publicly available 
scientific evidence; and (2) the agency’s 
review of comments received in 
response to its November 27,1991, 
proposed rule on omega-3 fatty acids 
and CHD, including scientific 
information included in those 
comments, that there is not significant 
scientiHc agreement among experts that 
such evidence supports a health claim 
for omega-3 fatty acids and CHD. 
Furiher, FDA has determined that the 
new information does not change the 
conclusions that the agency reached on 
the basis of the information reviewred in 
its proposal. Therefore, FDA has 
concluded that such a claim is not 
justified. This action is in response to 
provisions of the Nutrition Labeling and 
Education Act of 1890 (the 1990 

amendments) that bear on health claims, 
and is developed in accordance writh the 
final rule on general requirements for 
health claims, published elsewhere in 
this issue of the Federal Register. 
EFFECTIVE DATE: May 8, 1993. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: John 
C. Wallingford, Center for Food Safety 
and Applied Nutrition (HFS—465), Food 
and Dmg Administration, 200<i: St. SW., 
Washington, DC 20204, 202-205-5461. 
SUPPLEMEIrt-ARY INFORMATION: 

L Background 

In the Federal Register of November 
27,1991 (56 FR 60663), FDA proposed 
not to authorize a health claim relating 
diets high in omega-3 fatty acids to 
reduced risk of heart disease. The 
proposed rule was issued in response to 
provisions of the 1990 amendments 
(Pub. L. 101-535) that bear on health 
claims and in accordance with the 

proposed general requirements for 
health claims for food (November 27, 
1991, 56 FR 60537). As amended in 
1990, the Federal Food, Drug, and 
Cosmetic Act (the act) provides that a 
food is misbranded if it bears a claim 
that characterizes the relationship of a 
nutrient to a disease or health-related 
condition unless the claim is made in 
accordance with section 403(r)(3) or 
(r)(5)(D) of the act (21 U.S.C. 343(r)(3) or 
(r)(5)(D)). 

Congress enacted the health claims 
provisions of the 1990 amendments to 
help U.S. consumers maintain good 
health through appropriate dietary 
patterns and to protect consumers from 
unfounded health claims. Section 
3(b)(1)(A) of the 1990 amendments 
specifically requires the agency to 
determine whether health claims for 10 
nutrient-disease relationships meet the 
requirements of section 403(r)(3) or 
(r)(5)(D) of the act. The relationship of 
omega-3 fatty acids and heart disease is 
one of the claims required to be 
evaluated. In the Federal Register of 
March 28,1991 (56 FR 12932), FDA 
published a notice requesting scientific 
data and information on the 10 specific 
topic areas identified in the 1990 
amendments. Relevant scientific studies 
and data received in response to this 
request were considered as part of the 
agency’s review of the scientific 
literature on omega-3 fatty acids and 
CHD and were included in the proposed 
rule. 

In addition, on January 30 and 31, 
1992, FDA held public hearings on all 
aspects of the proposed rules (57 FR 
239). 

FDA requested in the Federal Register 
of November 27,1991 (56 FR 60663), 
written comments in response to its 
proposed rule. FDA reviewed all of the 
comments it received, including new 
data submitted in the comments, and 
scientific articles referred to in the 
comments. FDA also reviewed 
additional scientific articles, reviews, 
and recommendations published from 
August 1991 through February 1992, 

The Dietary Supplement Act of 1992 
(DS Act) established a moratorium on 
the implementation of the 1990 
amendments with respect to dietary 
supplements. The DS Act says that FDA 
can grant health claims for food, 
including dietary supplements, under 
section 403(r)(3)(B)(i) of the act. 
However, it may not act on such claims 
under section 403(r)(5)(D) of the act 
until it establishes a standard to 
implement that section of the act, which 
the DS Act says may not occur until 
December 1993. Section 3(b)(l)(A)(x) of 
the 1990 amendments directs the agency 
to evaluate the omega-3 fatty acids/CHD 

claims based on the standard that FDA 
is establishing for determining the 
reliability of health claims under section 
403(r)(5)(D) of the act. In the November 
27,1991, proposal on general 
requirements for health claims, FDA 
proposed to adopt the standard that the 
1990 amendments provide for 
conventional foods, which is set forth in 
section 403(r)(3)(B)(i) of the act, as the 
standard for dietary supplements. Given 
this fact, and the fact t^t omega-3 fatty 
acids are found in numerous 
conventional foods as well as in dietary 
supplements, FDA Woadened its 
inquiry to a determination as to whether 
it should grant a health claim on omega- 
3 fatty acids and CHD for any foods. 

Because the DS Act proviaes that FDA 
may grant claims using the significant 
scientific agreement standard specified 
in section 403(r)(3)(B)(i) of the act, and 
given the breadth of TOA’s November 
1991, proposal on omega-3 fatty acids, 
FDA has decided to move forward to 
determine whether it can authorize a 
claim under section 403(r)(3)(B)(i) for 
omega-3 fatty acids and CHD. 

However, this rule does not apply to 
dietary supplements. While a 
manufacturer of a dietary supplement 
can make a claim on omega-3 fatty acids 
and CHD witliout rendering its product 
misbranded under section 403{r)(l)(B) 
of the act, the manufacturer should 
assure itself that tlie making of the claim 
will not misbrand the product under 
section 403(a). 

II. Summary of Conunents and the 
Agency’s Response 

FDA received 80 letters, each 
containing one or more comments, horn 
consumers, health care professionals, 
universities and research institutes, 
health profession associations, 
consumer advocacy organizations. State 
and local governments, foreign 
governments, trade organizations, 
industry, and professional 
organizations. In addition to these 
comments, the agency also considered 
statements made on omega-3 fatty acids 
and CHD at the January 30 and 31,1992, 
public hearings. Some of the comments 
agreed with one or more of the aspects 
of the proposed rule, without providing 
further grounds for support other than 
those provided by FDA in the preamble 
to the proposal. Other comments 
disagreed with one or more aspect of the 
proposal without providing specific 
grounds for the disagreement. A few 
comments addressed issues outside of 
the scope of this document and will not 
be discussed in this document. Most of 
the comments provided specific 
grounds in support of their positions 
concerning aspects of this health claim 
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as proposed. The agency has 
summarized and addressed the issues 
raised in the sections of this document 
that follow. 

A. General Comments 

1. Definition of omega-3 fatty acids and 
composition of omega-3 fatty acid 
supplements 

1. One comment criticized the 
definition of omega-3 fatty acids used in 
the proposed rule, on the basis that 
omega-3 fatty acids were not 
distinguished from other 
polyunsaturated fetty acids (PUFA’s). 

In the proposed rule, FDA limited the 
term omega-3 fatty aci^ to 
eicosapentaenoic acid ((EPA), 20 
carbons, 5 double bonds) and 
docosahexaenoic acid ((DHA), 22 
carbons. 6 double bonds) (56 FR 60663 
at 60664). FDA noted that most of the 
relevant research has used fish or fish 
oils rich in these two fatty acids. 

FDA acknowledges that its statement 
defining omega-3 fatty acids did not 
explicitly refer to omega-3 fatty adds. 
The sentence: “Their unique 
characteristic is the location of the first 
double bond, which occurs at the third 
carbon frcun the methyl (or omega) end 
of the fatty acid.” (56 FR 60663 at 
60664) was intended to refer to omega- 
3 fatty adds. This definition 
distinguishes Qmega-3 fatty adds horn 
other PUFA's, whidi have their first 
unsaturation at the sixth w ninth carbon 
horn the omega end of the fatty add. 

2. One comment argued that the 
definition of omega-3 fatty acids should 
indude land-bas^ (primarily plant) 
omega-3 fatty adds (i.e.. linolenic add). 
(For the purposes of this document, the 
term linolenic add is used to indicate 
the omega-3 fatty add, alpha linolenic 
acid. In contrast, gamma linolenic add 
has its first double bond at the sixth 
carbon from the omega end of the fatty 
acid, and is not an omega-3 fatty add.) 

FDA disagrees with this comment. 
FDA defined omega-3 fatty adds as EPA 
and DHA, primarily as a ^dional 
definition derived fitun the scientific 
literature. The hypothesis for a 
relationship between omega-3 fatty 
acids and CHD derived from 
correlations between low rates of CHD 
and high consumption of fish oils. 
Similarly, most of the intervention 
studies ^ve used fish oil or fish as a 
source of EPA and DHA, not plant oils 
rich in linolenic acid. The comment 
provided no evidence that linolenic add 
has biochemical effects comparable to 
EPA or IttIA, nor has FDA found any 
evidence of a relationship between 
linolenic add and CHD. Moreover, only 
a limited amount of linolenic add is 

converted in the body to EPA and DHA 
(Ref. 100). Therefore, FDA believes it 
has represented the potential nutrient- 
disease relationship appropriately by 
limiting its attention to EPA and DHA. 

3. Two comments stated that FDA’s 
position on fish as opposed to the 
omega-3 fatty adds in fish was a 
tautology, because: "if polyunsaturated 
fatty acids have benefidal effeds on 
CHD, and if fish oils are a member of 
this class of fatty adds, it should not be 
counted against their benefidal efieds 
on CHD.” 

FDA disagrees with this comment. 
FDA considers the daim for omega-3 
fatty acids to refled the unique 
biochemistry of these fatty acids. In 
particular, the prevailing theory about 
the mode of acfion of omega-3 fatty 
adds is that they com^te with omega- 
6 fatty adds (fatty adds with their first 
double bond at the sixth carbon from 
the methyl end, and which comprise the 
largest amount of dietary PUFA's). 
Thus, a clear separation of efleds of 
omega-3 fatty acids from efleds of other 
(primarily omega-6) PUFA’s is needed 
to support a claim. 

4. One comment stated that FDA did 
not consider the importance of the ratio 
of omega-3 fatty adds to arachidonic 
acid (AA), a 20 caibcm omega-6 PUFA 
with four double bonds, and stated that 
evidence exists for a relatimiship 
between the saturated fat:unsaturated fat 
ratio in the diet and the omega-6:omega- 
3 fatty acid r^tio in the diet and the risk 
of CHD. 

FDA considers concerns about the 
ratio of AA to omega-3 fatty adds and 
the ratio of omega-6 fatty acids to 
omega-3 fatty acids to be reasonable in 
view of the competition between these 
dasses of fatty adds in human 
biochemistry, FDA considered all types 
of foods and supplements used to 
provide omega-3 fatty adds in its 
evaluation of the claim. Although the 
AA content of the suppl^nent was often 
reported, studies did not report data for 
total dietary AA. FDA is aware of only 
very limited data regarding the ratios of 
AA to omega-3 fatty acids, and of the 
omega-6 fatty acid:omega-3 fatty add 
ratio in the diet and the risk of CHD. 
Therefore, it is not possible for FDA to 
draw any conclusions about these ratios 
and their possible modifying effects on 
the omega-3 fatty adds QHQ3 health 
claim. 

However, because the fish oils used 
contained high concentrations of onrega- 
3 fatty acids, FDA believes that the 
amounts of fish oils supplemented to 
the various test diets would have 
affeded the AA:omega-3 fatty add ratio 
and the omega-6:omega-3 fatty add ratio 
of the diets to some extent. FDA advises 

that interested persons may petiticm 
FDA under § 101.70 (21CFR 101.70) to 
issue a regulation regarding a health 
claim that relates these ratios to the risk 
of CHD. - 

5. Another comment pointed out that 
supplements used currently have 
contained various amounts of short- and 
long-chain omega-3 fatty adds and that 
many supplements also cmxtain 
saturated fat. The comment stated that 
some of the discrepancies in reported 
findings may be due to the type of 
supplement used. 

ra A agrees that numeroiis 
supplements varying in fatty tKud 
composition have been used, and that 
the variation in the fatty add 
composition of supplements may have 
influenced the outcome. FDA 
reexamined the studies dted in its 
proposal and the new data submissions 
for evidence that the nature of the 
supplement used was related to the 
outcome. However, the agoacy foamd 
that the same results are observed 
regardless of the source of om^a-3 fatty 
acids. For example, in eight well- 
designed studies dted in the proposal 
on the total serum cholesterol response 
among normal subjects (Refs. 6,9,14, 
49, 54, 73,156, and 166), six different 
sources of omega-3 fatty acids were 
used; Salmon oil. SuperEPA, MaxEPA, 
a fish oil triglyceride. Promega, and 
mackearel paste. None of these 
supplements produced a change in total 
serum choIesteroL Similarly, four 
different sources of omega-3 fatty adds 
(flesh water fish, salmon oil, purified 
EPA, MaxEPA) were shown in seven 
well-designed studies to reduce platelet 
aggregation in nonnal subjects (^fs. 2. 
6, 24, 54,96.143, and 166). 

FDA did note that some diffwences in 
response have been produced by 
supplements that vary in ratio of EPA to 
DHA. For example, one fish oil (pollock 
oil) with a high EPAd^HA ratio 
increased low-density lipoprotein (LDL) 
cholesterol. LDL triglyceride and 
apoprotein B (apoB) (a protein 
component of LDL) in comparison to a 
butter-rich diet, but two fish oils with a 
low EPADHA ratio (tuna oil. salmon oil 
with added palmitic add) reduced apoB 
and LDL cholesterol, and increased LDL 
triglyceride to a smaller extent than the 

, pollock oil in comparison to the butter- 
rich diet (Ref. 17). However, the effects 
of the two major omega-3 fatty acids 
have not yet been systematically 
investigated. FDA recognizes that 
purified EPA and DHA are now' 
available for research; such supplements 
will enable the study of the individual 
effects of these fatty adds. 

6. One comment stated that 
conservation of omega-3 fatty acids in 
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the body calls into question the 
importance of the amounts of omega-3 
fatty acids used in scientific studies. 
However, the comment did not suggest 
any alternate method to describe intake. 

roA recognizes that fish is not 
ordinarily consumed daily. However, 
the 1990 amendments require that 
health claims on foods be stated in such 
a way as to enable the public to 
understand the relative significance of 
such information in the context of a 
total daily diet (section 403(r)(3)(B)(iii) 
of the act). Thus, a reasonable estimate 
of daily dietary intake of omega-3 fatty 
acids is needed when assessing the 
relationship between omega-3 fatty 
acids and the risk of CHD. Most of the 
studies reviewed by the agency used 
daily supplementation with a known 
amount of omega-3 fatty acids, but 
others estimated intake of omega-3 fatty 
acids from foods consumed irf the daily 
diet. Both types of intake estimates are 
important. Etaily supplementation is 
useful to relate changes to a carefully 
controlled amount of omega-3 fatty 
acids. The average daily intake of 
omega-3 fatty acids in nonintervention 
studies provides a basis upon which to 
determine whether the amounts of 
omega-3 fatty acids fed in 
supplementation studies are reasonable 
in the context of the total daily diet. 

2. Criteria used in evaluating studies 

In the proposed rule, FDA listed some 
of the criteria used in evaluating 
epidemiological studies on the 
relationship of omega-3 fatty acids to 
CHD: (1) The reliability and accuracy of 
the methods used in food intake 
analysis and measurements of disease 
endpoints, (2) the choice of control 
subjects, (3) the representativeness of 
the subje^, (4) the control of 
confounding factors in data analysis, (5) 
the potential for misclassification of 
individuals with regard to dietary 
exposure or disease endpoints, (6) the 
presence of bias, and (7) the degree of 
compliance and how compliance was 
assessed (56 FR 60667). 

However, FDA stated that it 
considered randomized, double-blind, 
placebo-controlled trials to be more 
valuable than other types of human 
studies because they were less 
susceptible to bias, and because they 
allowed inference about the specific 
effects of omega-3 fatty acids. Studies in 
which the endpoint was CHD, by 
definition, provide the most persuasive 
type of evidence, but studies measuring 
CHD to date have not provided the 
specificity to show that the observed 
effects were due to omega-3 fatty acids. 

7. Some comments expressed the 
concern that it was unlikely that 

additional clinical trials will be done 
due to their expense, and that, therefore, 
FDA should rely more heavily on 
epidemiologic studies, animal studies, 
and biochemical and physiological 
interventions that suggest an effect of 
omega-3 fatty acids on risk of CHD. 

FDA has no basis upon which to agree 
or disagree with the comments' 
assertion that further clinical trials are 
unlikely. FDA disagrees that its 
emphasis on clinical trials was 
misplaced. Because the 1990 
amendments addressed nutrient-disease 
relationships. FDA considered human 
studies that used CHD as the endpoint 
to be the most directly relevant studies, 
although these studies do not 
demonstrate that the efiects are 
specifically due to omega-3 fatty acids. 
Human studies in which a surrogate 
marker for CHD risk was measured as 
the endpoint of the treatment were also 
considered carefully. The advantage of 
these studies is that they are able to 
demonstrate specificity of the effects 
due to omega-3 fatty acids. However, the 
relationships between many of these 
surrogate markers and risk of CHD are 
not well established, making it difficult 
to relate changes in these endpoints 
brought about by omega-3 fatty acids to 
the risk of disease. Biologic markers can 
serve as markers of a developing 
disease, but the relevance of su^ 
evidence depends directly on the 
strength of the association between the 
marker and the disease (Ref. 115). 

FDA agrees that there are considerable 
additional data in animal studies, in 
vitro studies, and biochemical and 
physiological interventions regarding 
the efiects of omega-3 fatty acids. 
However, it is not clear that the results 
of such studies are relevant to the risk 
of human disease. Thus, FDA believes 
that these other types of data are of 
secondary importance compared to 
clinical data that measure either CHD 
per se or established surrogate markers 
for CHD. 

However, in response to the 
comments, FDA has provided a more 
thorough description of animal and in 
vitro studies that suggest a role for 
omega-3 fatty acids in reducing the risk 
of CHD, particularly with respect to the 
effects of omega-3 fatty acids on the 
development of atherosclerosis and with 
respect to the responsiveness of blood 
vessels to ischemia (see comments 38 
and 49 and section n.C.3.a. of this 
document). 

8. Many comments stated that the 
agency's position on omega-3 fatty acids 
and CHD was inconsistent with its 
position on other health claims, and 
argued that for each of the four claims 
proposed to be allowed by FDA, the 

data were no stronger than the data 
supporting the link between omega-3 
fatty acids and CHD. The comments 
asserted that, by basing its decision on 
the relationship between the nutrient 
and a surrogate marker for the disease, 
or for a susceptible subpopulation. FDA 
held other claims to a less restrictive 
standard. One comment stated: "The 
FDA statement is internally consistent 
in denying health claims for omega-3 
fatty acids, but this is only in the 
context of holding these food 
components to essentially impossible 
standards not required for other, 
allowable, claims." 

Specific comparisons were made to 
the proposed claims on fat and CHD, fat 
and cancer, calcium and osteoporosis, 
and sodium and hypertension. Other 
comments indicated that qualified 
claims, such as that for calcium and 
osteoporosis, were appropriate models 
for the claim relating omega-3 fatty 
acids to CHD. 

FDA disagrees with these comments. 
FDA believes that for these other claims 
there is significant scientific agreement 
among qualified experts regarding the 
relationship between the nutrient and 
the disease, whereas there is not such 
agreement regarding the relationship 
between omega-3 fatty acids and CHD, 
or between omega-3 fetty acids and 
agreed surrogate markers for risk of 
CHD. For example, based on the totality 
of the publicly available scientific 
evidence, FDA determined that there is 
significant scientific agreement about 
the role of calcium in maintaining bone 
mineral density (the relationship of the 
nutrient to the intermediate marker for 
the disease), and about the relationship 
between peak (maximal) bone mass and 
the risk of developing osteoporosis and 
related bone ffactures later in life (the 
relationship between the intermediate 
marker and the disease itself) (see 56 FR 
60689; see also the final rule on calcium 
and osteoporosis published elsewhere 
in this issue of the Federal Register). 
Similarly, FDA relied on a long history 
of Federal Government and other 
consensus statements to conclude that 
there is significant scientific agreement 
about the role of sodium as a causal 
factor in hypertension for a segment of 
the population. (See 56 FR 60825; see 
also the final rule on sodium and 
hypertension, published elsewhere in 
this issue of the Federal Register.) FDA 
also recognized the history of significant 
scientific agreement about the 
relationships between fat and cancer 
and between fat and CHD evidenced by 
statements in reports issued by Federal 
Government and other authoritative 
bodies. (See 56 FR 60764, 56 FR 60726; 
see also final rules on fat and cancer and 
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fat and CHD, published elsewhere in 
this issue of the Federal Register.)- 

Thus, these other nutrient-disease 
relationships have a history of being 
recognized in Federal Government and 
authoritative reports, indicating 
signiHcant scientiHc agreement, whereas 
the relationship between omega-3 fatty 
acids and CHD has not been so 
recognized. For two of these other 
nutrient-disease relationships, the data 
relate to the disease itself, rather than to 
markers for the disease. In the other 
two, calcium and osteoporosis and fat 
and CHD, there is significant scientific 
agreement that the dietary factors are 
related to surrogate markers for the 
diseases, and that the surrogate markers 
are related to the diseases. 

There is significant scientific 
agreement that serum cholesterol and 
blood pressure are risk factors for CHD, 
as indicated by the emphasis on these 
factors in Federal Government and other 
authoritative documents (Re&. 34 
through 36,100,115, and 169). Data 
regarding the effects of omega-3 fatty 
acids on these endpoints have been 
carefully reviewed. However, the other 
endpoints measured in studies of the 
effects of omega-3 fatty acids, e.g., in 
vitro platelet aggregation, various 
growth factors, fibrinogen, have not 
achieved the same extent of scientific 
agreement. 

Where authorized health claims 
include qualifications, the qualifications 
are intended to assure that me wording 
of allowed claims reflects those 
particular aspects of the substance- 
disease relationship for which there is 
significant scientific agreement,, not to 
qualify the extent of a^eement. 

9. Some comments stated that FDA 
relied heavily on material published in 
the National Academy of fences 1989 
report, "Diet and Health: Implications 
for Reducing^Chronic Disease Risk" 
(Ref. 115) and the Surgeon General’s 
1988 report (Ref. 34), and did not place 
enough emphasis on information 
published since that time. 

FDA acknowledges that the two 
reports in question were important to its 
assessment of the scientific evidence. 
However, the agency does not agree that 
it failed to give appropriate weight to 
subsequently published research. The 
1990 amendments required the agency 
to consider the totality of publicly 
available scientific evidence in 
assessing nutrient-disease relationships. 
Given the time constraints imposed by 
the 1990 amendments for developing 
and publishing proposed regulations. 
FDA depended on Federal Government 
reports and reports of authoritative 
belies (e.g, the National Academy of 
Sciences) for assessment of the scientific 

evidence published before 1988. The 
reports were also used as a way of 
determining whether there was 
significant scientific agreement among 
qualified experts that the evidence 
supports a relationship between omega- 
3 fatty acids and CHD. The agency’s 
reliance on these reports is consistent 
with the 1990 amendments, which 
require the agency to consider reports 
from authoritative scientific bodies of 
the United States in assessing health 
claim petitions and to justify any 
decision rejecting the conclusions of 
such reports (section 4G3(r)(4)(C) of the 
act). 

Recognizing, howevw, that. 
considerable research had been 
published since these reports, and that 
these reports had not been updated, 
FDA also reviewed the available studies 
on hiimans published since 1988. FDA 
relied on its own review of individual 
studies rather than review articles, 
because review articles generally reflect 
the bias of the author and may not 
consider the totality of the evidence. 
FDA focused its independent review on 
primary papiers published between 
January 19^ and August 1991. Surveys 
and cross-sectional or prospective 
studies that were published before 1988 
and used to generate the hypothesis of 
a relationship between omega-3 fatty 
acids and CHD were also reexamined. 
Thus, by utilizing the two reports in 
question, supplemented with an 
independent review of the subsequently 
published research, FDA was able to 
assess the totality of the scientific 
evidence on omega-3 fatty acids and 
CHD in compliance with the statutory 
standard. 

10. One comment suggested that FDA 
was inconsistent with the conclusions 
of the major reviews of this area, 
published after the Federal Government 
and other comprehensive reports. They 
stated that of the nine major reviews 
(excluding Kinsella, and Connor and 
Connor), eight concluded that omega-3 
fatty acids played a beneficial role with 
factors affecting heart disease. 

Although FDA did not rely on review 
articles to assess the strength of 
association between omega-3 fatty acids 
and CHD, each review was read, and the 
agency interprets these reviews as 
supporting the hypothesis in conjciept. 
However, each review contained 
reservations about the extent to which 
the relationship between omega-3 fatty 
acids and CHD was established. The 
cautionary statements suggest general 
agreement that the area of omega-3 fatty 
acids and CHD holds promise for further 
research along a number of lines, but 
that, at present, there are not sufficient 
data to have certainty about the 

relationship between omega-3 fatty 
acids and CHD. Placed in chronological 
order, the concluding sections from the 
cited review articles exemplify the lack 
of certainty as to the relationship 
between omega-3 fatty acids and risk of 
CHD. 

The review of the relationship 
between omega-3 fatty acids and CHD 
by Leaf and Weber (Ref. 91) was 
considered in the National Academy of 
Sciences’ "Diet and Health: Implications 
for Reducing Chronic Disease ^sk" 
report (Ref. 115). FDA elected to include 
the Leaf and Weber review in its 
citations because it covered, in the most 
comprehensive manner of all available 
reviews, the state of scientific 
knowledge about omega-3 fatty acids in 
CHD at the time the Federal 
Government and other comprehensive 
reviews were published. Leaf and Weber 
wrote: "Despite claims that n-3 fatty 
acids can help prevent athe^clerosis, 
recommendations to the public on diet 
have been conservative; people have 
been advised to increeise their 
consumption of fish by replacing two or 
three meals a week containing r^ meat 
with meals containing fish.” Their 
concluding sentence was: "If 
prospective double-blind, placebo- 
controlled clinical trials were to show 
that n-3 fatty adds helped to prevent 
atherosclerosis, these agents apparently 
would represent one of the most benign 
interventions in our pharmacopeia.” 
(Emphasis added.) 

Bonaa (Ref. 10) wrote in his 
conclusion that the data on blood 
pressure: 

* • * provide some support for the 
hypothesis that dietary marine lipids 
influence blood pressure in man. 
Supplementation of n-3f PUFAs 
(polyunsaturated fatty acids] to Western diets 
consistently lowered systolic blood pressure, 
while results for diastolic blood pressure 
were conflicting * * *. There Is no evidence 
of any substantial hypotensive response to 
marine lipids and further studies should be 
designed to detect small effects. 

Lands (Ref. 89) did not review the 
relationship between omega-3 fatty 
acids and any specific disease, but 
presented the hypothesis that the 
balance of omega-3 and omega-G fatty 
acids in the diet may be related to 
diseases associated with overproduction 
of eicosanoids from AA. He indicates in 
the introduction that, "We are now in 
an uncertain time of evaluating the 
benefits and risks of dietary n-6 and n- 
6 polyunsatvirated fats.” 

VVeoer (Ref. 161) concluded: 

The promise of n-3 fatty acids deduced 
from biochemical and functional effects will 
have to be evaluated in ongoing and future 
carefully designed and co:^ucted studies. So 
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for. published data of controlled clinical 
trials incorporating clinical endpoints after n- 
3 PUFAs are available only in abstract form. 
Therefore, the gap between biochemical and 
fonctional effo^s of dietary fatty acids 
assumed to be of clinical benefit in the 
prevention of atherothrombotic and allergic/ 
inflammatory disorders is only beginning to 
be closed. (Emphasis added.) 

Connor and Connor (Ref. 21) wrote in 
their summary: 

The exact place of omega-3 fotty acids fiom 
fish and fish oil remaiiu to be defined. 
However, this much seems certain. Fish 
provides an excellent substitute for meat in 
the diet Fish is lower in fat, especially 
saturated fot. and contains the omega-3 fotty 
acids. Fish oil may have promise as a 
therapeutic agent in certain hyperlipidemic 
states, especially the chylomicronemia of 
type V hyperlipidemia. Fish oil has logical 
and well-defined antithrombotic and 
antiathero^erotic activities since it 
depresses thromboxane A2 production and 
inhibits cellular proliferation responsible for 
the progression of atherosclerosis*^ As the 
years pass and more experiments are 
reported, it seems reasonable to place the 
omega-3 fatty acids fiom fish oil in a 
prominent position for specific 
hypolipidemic, antithrombotic and 
antiatherosclerotic activity. 

Kinsella et al. (Ref. 82) wrote:* 

The cumulative findings concerning fish 
oils suggest that further amelioration of 
coronary heart disease may be feasible by 
dietary manipulation and by optimizing the 
intake of n-6 and n-3 PUFAs. not only to 
reduce plasma lipids but to ensure balanced 
eicosanoid metabolism—a prospect that 
deserves more research • * *. Overall, in 
view of the prevalence of coronary heart 
disease, consumption of n-3 PUFA oils 
should be considered as a useful 
complementary option for the amelioration of 
coronary vascular diseases. 

Knapp (Ref. 84) introduced his paper 
stating: “The role of dietary 
polyunsaturated fats in the prevention 
of human vascular disease has not been 
defined, but population and 
intervention studies have suggested that 
w-3 fatty acids (FAs) from marine lipids 
may have a number of potentially 
beneficial effects." (Emphasis added.) 
And in conclusion he wrote; "The proof 
of our hypotheses must be derived from 
increasingly ambitious clinical trials, 
which assess the potential benefits of 
dietary polyunsaturates in particular 
clinical settings, the .recent 
demonstration that three helpings of 
oily fish per week prolongs survival 
after MI (Ref. 16) is an example of this." 
(Emphasis added.) 

Nestel (Ref. Ill) concluded: “More 
basic understanding of the actions of 
fish oils is necessary before frsh oils ran 
be recommended widely to the public." 

Nordoy and Goodnight (Ref. 112) 
cautioned that until additional data 

become available, “clinicians should be 
advised to follow the dietary 
recommendations of the National 
Cholesterol Education Program's expert 
panel." which is silent on omega-3 fatty 
acids and limits the total 
polyunsaturated fat to 10 percent of 
calories. These reviewers added their 
ovm recommendation that omega-6/ 
omega-3 ratio of the PUFA's be 
approximately 3/1. with the omega-3 
fatty acids from marine sources. 

Weber and Leaf (Ref. 162) stated; 
Despite all the laboratory, human, animal, 

and epidemiologic studies suggesting an anti- 
atheromatous action of w3 fotty acids, we 
have been lacking adequate clinical trials 
which will determine in prospective, 
placebo-controlled, randomized studies, 
whether all the above experimental and 
epidemiologic evidence adds up to a 
demonstrable effect of fish oils to prevent 
atherosclerosis, e.g., coronary heart disease in 
humans at high risk for heart attacks. 

The Burr paper (Ref. 16) was 
described in Weber and Leafs review, 
and thus was considered in the above 
summary statement. 

In summary, these reviews indicate 
that what is agreed is that there is a 
plausible biochemical basis for a 
relationship between omega-3 fatty 
acids and CHD, and that there are some 
data supporting some of the 
hypothesized mechanisms by which 
omega-3 fatty acids might be related to 
CHD. What is not agreed, as indicated 
by the cautious tones of these 
concluding statements, is that such a 
relationship already has been 
established by the evidence. 

11. A concern raised by many 
comments was that FDA’s conclusions 
were different from the conclusions 
reached in the report from the Life 
Sciences Research Office (LSRO) of the 
Federation of American Societies for 
Experimental,Biology (Ref. 100), the 
most recent comprehensive review, and 
that FDA did not explain why it reached 
a different conclusion from that reached 
in the LSRO report. 

The LSRO report was contracted for 
by FDA as an independent review of the 
scientific evidence about the 
relationship between omega-3 fatty 
acids and CTD. A draft of the tentative 
final report was received immediately 
prior to the publication of the proposed 
rule. Thus, there was insufficient time 
for the agency to prepare a detailed 
discussion of the report. The final report 
was submitted to FDA as a comment to 
the proposal. The LSRO report’s 
conclusions on hypertension, 
thrombosis, the development of 
atherosclerotic plaque and intimal 
hyperplasia, plasma lipids and 
lipoproteins, diabetic and prediabetic 

patients, and epidemiologic 
observations are grouped with other 
comments on these topics and discussed 
in this document. 

12. One comment considered FDA’s 
caution against extrapolation of results 
from studies conducted in at-risk' 
populations to the general population to 
be questionable, and possibly biased 
against hypertensives. The comment 
stated that the health claim should be 
allowed, based on data showing that 
omega-3 fatty acids reduce blood 
pressure among hypertensives. 

FDA disagrees with this comment. 
FDA stated that, although it considered 
studies in the healthy population to be 
the most relevant, it also considered 
studies in a subpopulation with CHD or 
risk factors for CHD, in part because 
high risk populations may be more 
sensitive to showing a nutrient-disease 
relationship than the general population 
(56 FR 60663 at 60667). FDA stated that 
it extrapolated positive results from at- 
risk populations cautiously, and that 
comparable findings in the general 
population were needed to support a 
health claim. 

13. Two comments discussed FDA’s 
criteria for weighing various types of 
data. One comment stated that 
epidemiologic data are the “most 
significant class of evidence," and that 
FDA should give priority to various 
types of data in the same order that 
various types of data were reviewed in 
the proposal. One comment stated that 
FDA should not have considered 
epidemiological studies separately from 
clinical trials. 

FDA considered the totality of 
publicly available scientific evidence in 
its assessment of the relationship of 
omega-3 fatty acids to CHD. However, 
some types of evidence were weighted 
more heavily than others because they 
were more useful in establishing 
whether or not the scientific basis of the 
claim was valid. In particular, the 
agency was concerned that both the 
substance (omega-3 fatty acids) and the 
disease (CHD) Ira carefully 
characterized. FDA also considered it 
important that the amoimt of omega-3 
fatty acids tested was reasonably related 
to normal dietary intake, and that the 
findings apply to the general 
population. FDA agrees that 
epidemiologic studies in which the 
endpoint was CHD provide persuasive 
evidence'for a relationship between fish 
consumption and CHD. but these 
studies did not provide the specificity to 
show that the observed effects were due 
to omega-3 fatty acids. Intervention 
trials using fish oil supplements often 
showed that the effects were specific to 
omega-3 fatty acids (by controlling ivith 
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other types of fatty adds) but typically 
did not measure the primary endpoint. 
CHD, Thus, these different types of data 
complement each other and must be 
considered together in assessing the 
totality of the scientific evidence. 

14. One comment offered the services 
of the International Society for the 
Study of Fatty Acids and Lipids for the 
evaluation of the relationship between 
omega-3 fatty acids and QfID. 

FDA appreciates this offer. In the final 
rule on general requirements for health 
claims published elsewhere in this issue 
of the Federal Register, FDA advises 
that it welcomes the input of any 
professional organization that can 
provide expertise in reviewing data and 
in developing a thoughtful and well- 
organized petition for a health claim on 
a particular topic. In fact, FDA has 
added to § 101.70(b) the provision that 
information submitted with petitions 
may include any findings, alopg with 
the basis of the findings, of an outside 
panel with expertise in the subject area 
at issue. FDA, however, retains the 
authority to review such petitions and, 
through rulemaking, to decide whether 
or not to authorize the claim. 

15. Two comments stated that it was 
contradictory for the U.S. Government 
to contract for research on the omega-3 
fatty acids through the biologic test 
materials program but not to allow a 
health claim. Another comment pointed 
out that the Food and Agriculture 
Organization and the World Health 
Organization support research on 
omega-3 fatty acids. Other comments 
stated that the tone of FDA’s proposed 
rule was unduly negative ana that, by 
taking such a position, FDA may retard 
further research. 

FDA disagrees that Federal 
Government sponsorship of a program 
to provide test materials for research on 
the effects of omega-3 fatty acids and the 
denial of the omega-3 fatty acid-CHD 
health claim are contradictory actions. 
The purpose of the biologic test 
materials program is to develop and 
standardize a source of omega-3 fatty 
acids and enable carefully controlled 
research on the effects of particular 
omega-3 fatty acids. In the proposed 
rule, FDA’s intent was to examine the 
total available scientific evidence, some 
of which was generated using omega-3 
fatty acids fi'om the biologic materials 
test program, and to state its 
conclusions about the relationship 
between omega-3 fatty acids and CHD. 

In its proposal and in this final rule, 
FDA has identified a number of areas 
where agreement is lacking that an 
observed effect of oinega-3 fatty acids is 
related to the risk of CHD, or where 
there are ambiguities in the data that 

may be resolved by further research. 
Thus, FDA’s analysis should provide 
guidance for additional research rather 
than inhibit it. 

B. Relationship Between Oniega-3 Fatty 
Acids and CHD 

In the proposed rule, FDA tentatively 
concluded that the totality of the 
scientific evidence does not provide a 
basis upon which to authorize a claim 
that omega-3 fatty acids are associated 
with the risk of CHD (56 FR 60663). 
FDA noted that. 

the epidemiological research on this topic 
revealed that the available studies applied 
only to the consumption of fish, which 
contain omega-3 fatty acids, and * * * it was 
not possible to ascribe any effects specifically 
to the omega-3 fatty acids. Examination of 
data from clinical studies revealed that the 
effects on blood lipids of fish oils containing 
omega-3 fatty acids were primarily a 
reduction of blood triglycerides, a blood lipid 
variable not considered to be an independent 
risk factor for CHD, but they had no efrect on 
serum cholesterol, low-density lipoprotein 
(LDL) cholesterol, or high density lipoprotein 
(HDL) cholesterol, the blood lipid variables 
most closely associated with risk of CHD 
The scientific data are ambiguous on the 
effects of omega-3 fatty acids on blood 
pressure and other risk factors for CHD. 

(56 FR 60663.) 
A number of comments supported the 

agency’s position on this health claim, 
but without any specific reasons for that 
support. One comment agreed with the 
agency’s position in principle, but 
contested tlie agency’s interpretation of 
the scientific information in some areas. 
Other comments disagreed with the 
agency’s review of the scientific 
information and its conclusion 
regarding the strength of the evidence 
supporting the proposed health claim. 
Specific comments are summarized 
below. 

1. Epidemiologic evidence 

In the proposed rule, FDA reviewed 
correlational and cross-sectional 
studies, prospective studies, and 
intervention studies available since 
1988. (See 56 FR 60663 at 60667 
through 60668). Except for the 
intervention studies (which were 
typically clinical trials) these stuc^es 
used fish as a source of omega-3 fatty 
acids. FDA concluded that those studies 
that used fish as the source of omega-3 
fatty acids were; “ambiguous, because 
they are not capable of distinguishing 
the effects that are specific to omega-3 
fatty acids fi-om those that are related to 
fish consumption.’’ (56 FR 60663 at 
60668.) 

16. A number of comments 
considered the evidence from 
epidemiologic studies that relates the 

consumption of fish inversely to CHD to 
be sufficient to support a health claim, 
but did not supply any new information 
or arguments to support their position. 

FDA disagrees with the comments. 
FDA found that; 

Only a few studies found an association 
between fish intake and CHD, while others 
have found no association. Thus there was 
not consistency of findings. None Of the 
studies that reported a relationship 
distinguished fish consumption fiom other 
factors associated with fish consumption, 
and therefore they did not demonstrate 
specificity. Even in those studies reporting a 
relationship between fish consumption and 
CHD, it was not clear that the effects were 
because of the omega-3 fatty acids in fish. 
Also, the omega-3 fatty acid content of the 
fish diet associated with reduced CHD was so 
low that the importance of omega-3 fatty 
acids is questionable * * * 

(56 FR 60663 at 60672.) 
17. One comment described the 

results of the Dolecek and Grandits 
analysis of multiple risk factor 
intervention trial (MRFIT) data (Ref. 38) 
as indicating a greater protective effect 
against CHD due to consumption of 0 6 
gram (g) omega-3 fatty acids than all 
other conventional efforts combined 
(reducing saturated fat, cholesterol, 
cigarette smoking, and hypertension). 

FDA agrees with this comment that 
the association between omega-3 fatty 
acid consumption and CHD mortality 
reported in this study has the potential 
to make a very important public health 
impact. Notably, the results were 
obtained on data adjusted for age, race, 
smoking at entry to the study, diastolic 
blood pressure, and high-density 
lipoprotein (HDL) and LDL 
concentrations. Furthermore, the omega- 
3 fatty acids were obtained in the 
normal diet, providing evidence that the 
amount of omega-3 fatty acids 
consumed in a normal dietary intake is 
sufficient for the effect. 

The researchers’ adjustments for 
lipoprotein measurements should 
control for some other dietary variables 
that have been associated with CHD 
through their effects on these 
lipoproteins, e.g., saturated fat, but other 
dietary variables associated with CHD 
were not controlled, e.g., alcohol. The 
association between omega-3 fatty acid 
consumption and CHD mortality 
described in this study is among the 
most provocative findings to date in this 
area, and merits additional study using 
a design that will document that the 
active dietary component is or is not the 
omega-3 fatty acids (i.e„ specificity of 
the effect). 

18. One comment pointed out that the 
Burr paper (Ref. 16) deserved close 
consideration, because, in contrast to 
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trials on lipid lowering drugs, it showed 
that consumption of fish containing 
omega-3 fatty acids or dietary 
supplements of omega-3 fatty acids may 
reduce the risk of heart disease. One 
comment stated that it considered the 
Burr paper to be a positive finding, but 
gave no reason for this conclusion. The 
LSRO final report, submitted as a 
comment, also recognized the Burr 
paper as a very important trial. LSRO 
pointed out that, although separate 
results were not shown for those 
consuming fatty fish and those 
consuming supplemontal fish oil, the 
results were dmmatic, especially since 
all-cause mortality was reduced, in 
contrast to results from trials of plasma 
lipid-lowering drugs. LSRO conduded 
that “future research will be needed to 
define the amount and duration of w-3 
fatty add supplementation required to 
produce the beneficial efiects.” 

FDA agrees that the Burr paper 
provides valuable evidence consistent 
with the hypothesized relationship 
between omega'3 fatty acids and CHD. 
However, FDA noted in its proposal (56 
FR 60663 at 60668) that there are two 
spedfic shortcomings in this paper: the 
absence of separate data for sub)ects 
who consumed fish and those who 
consumed fish oil capsules, and the 
absence of dose-response data. These 
data would have provided evidence for 
a spedfic effect of omega-3 fatty acids. 
Ideally, other data regarding the 
subjects’ diet would also show that 
there was no difference in consumption 
of other dietary factors related to QID. 
The study design specifically included 
two such dietary factCHS, dietary fat and 
dietary fiber, and the lack of significant 
effects of these components argues 
against dietary factors other than omega- 
3 fatty adds as responsible for the 
assodation. 

FDA does not consider the Burr paper 
to have established a benefidal effect of 
omega-3 fatty adds, although its results 
are consistent with such an action. The 
LSRO condusion indicates that neither 
the amount of omega-3 fatty acids 
necessary for benefidal effwts nor the 
duration of their intake has been 
established. The spedfidty of the 
substance responsible for ^e benefidal 
effects, the quantitative amount needed 
to produce the efied and the duration 
of intake needed to produce the efiect 
need to be established before FDA can 
authorize a claim linking omega-3 fatty 
adds to reduction of risk of CHD. 

19. Some comments slated that the 
amount of fish in the Zutphen and Burr 
studies was so low that the assodation 
between fish consumption and reduced 
CHD mortality could not be explained 

by the displacement by fish of other 
atherogenic foods from the diet. 

FDA is not persuaded by these 
comments. The limitation in these 
studies is that they did not control for 
dietary factors associated with CHD, not 
that fish consumption displaced other 
atherogenic foods. FDA noted in its 
propo^ that the Zutphen study foimd 
significant correlations between fish 
consumption and other dietary factors 
(i.e., alcohol, polyunsaturated fats) 
related to CHD. Comparable correlations 
were not addressed in the Burr paper 
because dietary intake data were not 
reported. Also, the design of the Burr 
paper was to encourage consumption of 
fish, which would likely have resulted 
in a reducticMi in the consiunption of red 
meat (and. therefOTe, saturated fat). 

20. Two comments discounted the 
Curb et al. study (Ref. 25), which 
showed no association between fish 
consumption and CHD mortality among 
subjects in Hawaii. The comments 
stated that the dietary source of fish was 
likely tropical fish, and since tropical 
fish feed on coral they have a hi^ 
content of AA, which would counteract 
the efiect omega-3 fatty acids. 

FDA disagrees with the comments. No 
data regarding the AA content of the 
diet in this study, or in other 
correlational studies, have been 
reported. Indeed, most epidemiologic 
correlation studies have not quantified 
the intakes of omega-3 fatty acids, a 
fundamental measurement to establi^ 
an association between omega-3 fatty 
acids and CHD. Finally, there is an 
abstract reporting that the omega-3 fatty 
acid to omega-6 ratty add ratio of 
tropical fish is comparable to or greater 
than that of fish in higher latitudes (Ref. 
237). Thus, the comments’ explanation 
for a negative finding must be 
considered theoretical. 

21. One comment argued that the lack 
of an association between fish 
consumption and CHD in two 
populations in Canada, a prairie 
province and a coastal province (Ref. 
74), was because the prairie population 
consumed more alcohol and the coastal 
population smoked more. This comment 
critir^zed FDA for not pointing out the 
cautions raised by the authcurs about 
potential confounders like the 
difierence in alcohol consumption. 

FDA believes it presented the results 
of this paper fairly. While the authors 
reported small differences in smoking 
(more in the coastal population) and 
alcohol consumption (more in the 
prairie population), they stated. “It 

. seems unlikely that these differences are 
suffidently large to offset any strong 
efiect of fish consumption.’’ FDA is 
keenly aware that dietary and 

behavioral factors (e.g., smoking, 
alcohol) must be controlled before 
meaningful conclusions may be drawn 
about the efiects of omega-3 fatty acids. 
FDA notes that alcohol consumption 
was also a confounding factor in a study 
that reported an association between 
fish consumption and CHD (Ref. 87). 

22. A few comments stated that many 
of the reported efiects come from 
studies (m fish consumption, but that all 
measured biochemical changes related 
to CHD that are produced by fish have 
also been produced with fi^ oil 
concentrates. 

FDA agrees in part with this 
comment The fact that the same 
bio<diemical results have been obtained 
using fish oils rather than fish provides 
strong evidence that particular 
biochemical markers are afiected 
specifically by omega-3 fatty acids. 
Also, since most studies have used fish 
oils, these results add consistency to the 
effects reported for studies that used 
fish. However. FDA disagrees that the 
comparable findings in studies that used 
fish oils and fish are sufiicient to 
support the health claim that omsga-3 
fatty acids reduce the risk of CHD, 
because the particular biochmnical 
markers afiected by both fish and fish 
oils are not recognized with significant 
scientific agreement as useful surrogate 
risk factors for CHD in the general 
population. 

23. One comment argued that the fact 
that Greenland Eskimos ate diets with 
half the saturated fat and more 
polyunsatiurated fat than Danes and had 
much less CHD than Danes strengthens 
the case fat fish oil-derived omega-3 
fatty acids. 

FX)A agrees with the comment that 
diets lower in saturated fat are 
consistent with reduced CHD mortality 
(see the final rule on “Dietary Lipids 
and Coronary Vascular Disease” 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register). The difierences in 
saturated fat intake, however, do not 
strengthen the case for omega-3 fatty 
acids, because they do not distinguish 
omega-3 fatty acids from 
polyunsaturated fats. Rather, the 
differences in dietary fat intakes 
strengthens the argument that saturated 
fat is associated with CHD mortality. 
The numerous dietary differences 
between the Greenland Eskimos and 
Danes make it difficult to ascribe to any 
single dietary factor the differences in 
CHD. 

24. One comment pointed out that, of 
the ten prospective studies cited in the 
propos^ (including three in Table 1 of 
the proposal), six support an inverse 
relationship between fish consumption 
and CHD. 'The comment noted that one 
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study only showed a relationship in 
men imder 45, and argued that this 
result is promising because one might 
expect to find positive effects of long¬ 
term fish consumption on CHD in 
younger, relatively healthy men rather 
than in older men. 

FDA agrees that some but not all 
reports find an inverse relationship 
between fish consumption and CHD. 
FDA does not agree, however, that this 
effect would more likely be noticed 
among younger, relatively healthy men. 
Older men would have had a greater 
duration of intake of omega-3 fatty acids 
and a greater incidence of CHD than 
younger men. Both these factors would 
favor finding an effect in older men 
rather than in younger men. 

25 One comment noted that only two 
studies found a positive dose-response. 
Another comment stated that the studies 
that show no effect are those where the 
base group already consumed fish, 
whereas in studies that showed an 
effect, the base group did not consume 
fish A third comment stated that there 
were data that described an inverse 
dose-response relationship between 
serum EPA and CHD deaths among 
Japanese, but did not identify a 
particular study. 

FDA disagrees that only two studies 
found a dose response correlation. Each 
study that reported a relationship 
between fish consumption (or, in one 
study, the calculated intake of omega-3 
fatty acids) and CHD foimd a dose- 
response relationship. FDA agrees that 
most of the dose-response relationships 
reported suggest that the primary 
difference in rate of CHD is between 
those who consume no fish at all and 
those who consume a small amount of 
fish, and that there appears to be little 
additional benefit from consumption of 
large amounts of fish (Ref. 88). An 
alternate way of describing these data is 
that those who consume no fish have an 
increased risk of CHD. These data merit 
followup, because a showing that the 
relationship is due to the omega-3 fatty 
acids may provide evidence that the 
long-chain omega-3 fatty acids are 
essential in the diet. 

In its proposal, FDA reviewed a study 
that described an inverse dose-response 
relationship between serum EPA and 
CHD mortality among two groups of 
Japanese (Ref. 78). FDA concluded that 
these cross-sectional, correlational data 
were useful in generating a hypothesis. 
Other notable dietary factors (including 
a difference in salt intake of 50 percent) 
and risk factors for CHD (prevalence of 
hypertension) also differed between the 
two groups, so it is not possible to 
conclude that differences in CHD 

mortality were due to differences in 
dietary omega-3 fatty acids. 

26. Two comments stated that FDA 
had erred in stating that no biochemical 
data were reported in the Burr paper 
(Ref. 16). 

FDA agrees with this comment, and 
stands corrected. Burr et al. (Ref. 16) did 
report that the geometric mean 
percentages of EPA were 0.59 percent 
and 0 46 percent in men given advice to 
consume more fish and those not so 
advised, respectively, a highly 
significant difference (p <0.01). The fact 
that a geometric mean rather than an 
arithmetic mean was reported implies 
that there was substantial skewing of the 
data. 

It is not clear firom the article whether 
these differences were for the 6-month 
time into the trial, or for the end of the 
trial. The authors did not correlate 
plasma EPA concentrations directly 
with myocardial infarction (MI) or CHD 
deaths. 

27. One comment argued that it was 
highly misleading to state in Table 1 
that I^omhout et al. (Ref. 87) reported 
that, "lean fish, low in omega-3 fatty 
acids, had some protective effect against 
CHD,” because lOromhout did not 
distinguish between the effects of lean 
and fatty fish. 

FDA disagrees with this comment. 
The authors made two statements about 
lean fish that imply that additional data 
analyses were conducted, although (as 
the comment correctly notes) results of 
these analyses were not included in the 
paper. The authors wrote, “Lean fish 
was also inversely related to mortality 
from coronary heart disease,” and 
“Thus, the inverse relation between lean 
fish and coronary heart disease cannot 
be explained by eicosapentaenoic acid.” 

FDA interprets these comments as a 
caution to the reader against assuming 
that EPA was the active component 
responsible for the observed reduction 
in CHD among fish-consuming subjects. 

28. LSRO included in its report two 
studies that correlated plasma omega-3 
fatty acids with dietary intake of these 
fatty acids (Refs. 213 and 225). Two 
other papers reviewed by LSRO but not 
included in the FDA proposal were 
correlation studies of mortality from 
different diseases among Greenlanders 
and Danes (Ref. 176) and diet-disease 
correlations in Japan (Ref. 284). 

FDA agrees with LSRO’s descriptions 
of these studies. FDA notes that the 
authors of the studies that correlated 
intake and plasma levels of omega-3 
fatty acids did not relate their data to 
CHD The correlation studies of 
mortality did not provide any specific 
data regarding omega-3 fatty acids. 

29. One comment provided new dose- 
response data from additional analyses 
of data of the Dart study, previously 
reported in part by Burr et al. (Ref. 16), 
that related the dietary intake of EPA at 
6 months into the trial to the risk of 
CHD events (heart attacks, or Mi's) or 
CHD mortality. The 947 subjects for 
whom dietary data were obtained were 
grouped according to EPA intake; 114 
consumed less than 1 g per week (1 g/ 
week), 373 consumed 1 to 2 g/week, and 
460 consumed 2 or more g/week. The 
percentage of subjects that experienced 
either a nonlethal heart attack or died 
from a heart attack decreased as dietary 
EPA increased. For heart attacks the 
rates were 7.9 percent, 7.0 percent and 
6.7 percent, for the less than 1 g/week, 
1 to 2 g/week and 2 or more g/week 
groups, respectively. The percentages in 
each group whadied were 6.1 percent, 
5.1 percent, and 4.1 percent, 
respectively. There were no statistical 
analyses of these data reported. 

FDA notes some limitations in these 
data as reported that caution against 
strong conclusions. Most notably, the 
analysis excluded the events and deaths 
during the first 6 months of the trial, 
when about half of all events and deaths 
occurred. Tnis clearly diminishes the 
sensitivity of the analysis, and may 
result in an underestimation of the true 
effect, since the difference in survival 
between the group advised to eat more 
fish and the group not advised to eat 
more fish was most pronounced during 
the first 6 months. Alternatively, if the 
healthiest subjects were also the most 
compliant subjects, the reduced death 
rate in the highest EPA-consumption 
subjects may reflect the underlying 
health of those subjects, and the 
importance of dietary EPA may be 
overestimated. 

Also, the unequal group sizes for this 
analysis places a greater weight on each 
subject in the smallest group (less than 
1 g/week) than in the other groups. 'This 
may be particularly important because 
the smallest group includes those who 
consume no fish, and who may differ 
from fish consumers in other dietary or 
behavioral factors associated with CHD 
risk. The sensitivity of the results to 
small changes in outcomes is shown by 
example: one fewer death (6/114 rather 
than Ae reported number, 7/114) makes 
the CHD death rate of the less than 1 g/ 
week group equal to the rate in the 1 to 
2 g/week group. 

Finally, although the dietary intake 
data at 6 months are useful, this study 
also assayed plasma fatty adds. Use of 
plasma EPA (or EPA plus DHA) in the 
dose-response analysis would have been 
a more powerful analysis, because it 
eliminates errors in the diet record data. 
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corrects losses during food 
preparation and individual diffidences 
in bioavailability of the fetty adds, and 
integrates intake of oroega-3 fatty adds 
over a Icmger period than the diet record 
data. 

Therefore, FDA finds these dose- 
response data to be craisistent with the 
hypothesis that oroega-3 fatty acids 
reduce the risk of CHD, but die 
shortcomings discussed above limit 
their usefulness in establishing a 
relationship between omega-3 fatty 
adds and risk of CHD. 

2. Evidence relating omega-3 fatty adds 
to intermediate or surrogate marlrars of 
CHD 

In the proposed rule (56 FR 60663 at 
60668), FDA stated that most 
infcHination about the effiects of omega- 
3 fatty adds on CHD has been derived 
horn clinical trials using concentrated 
fish oils enriched in EPA and DMA, and 
in some cases purified methyl or ethyl 
esters of EPA and DHA. FDA concluded 
that: 

* * * there are a few established effiects of 
o(nega-3 fetty adds from fish oils on 
thrombosis and hemostasis. Standardized 
bleeding times are increased, and platelet 
aggregation and function are reduced. 
However, direct relationships between the 
changes in bleeding times or platelet function 
and risk of CHD have not been established. 
While there is an established relationship 
between blood pressure and CHD, it has not 
been shown that omega-3 fetty acids 
spedfically affect blo^ pressure in normal 
subfects in a way that would provide a 
protective benefit toward the risk of CHD. 
Effiects of omega-3 fatty acids on other 
markers linked with Qfl), e.g., fibrinogen or 
lipoprotein (a) have not been established. 

(56 FR 60663 at 60671). 

a. Athemsclerosis 

i. Blood lipids 

30. Numerous comments criticized 
FDA’s focus on blood cholesterol as a 
surrogate marker for risk of CHD, 
although one comment noted that such 
an emphasis would be expected, given 
the importance of cholesterol in CHD. 
Another stated that the focus on 
.cholesterol ignores other factors that 
determine blood cholesterol such as 
heredity, exercise, and stress, etc. 

FDA disagrees with the comments 
that it overemphasized the importance 
of studies in which cholesterol was 
measured as a surrogate marker for 
CHD. The considerable attention given 
to blood cholesterol measurements (and 
measurements of other blood lipids and 
the protein components of blood 
lipoproteins) was the consequence of 
two factors: (1) There was a large 
number of studies on the effects of fish 

oils or fish containing omega-3 fatty 
acids on these blood lipid measures; 
and (2) there is gmieral agreement that 
certain blood lipids are strongly 
associated with the risk of CHD. 

FDA undertook to evaluate findings in 
these studies whether or not fish ot fish 
oils were used as the source of omega- 
3 fatty acids and whether or not the 
outcome measures were generally 
recognized as predictive of CHD. This 
approach allowed the identification of 
biologic activities of omega-3 fatty adds 
that may be related at some point to risk 
of CHD, and identified areas whwe 
additional research is needed. FDA 
included in the summary of its 
proposed rule (56 FR 60663) only 
measures of generally recomized risk 
factors. FDA did not intend to imply 
that data on alternate markers were not * 
considered in its decision. 

FDA agrees that other factors 
contribute to blood lipid measures, but 
believes that randomization should 
control for these factors. In 
noruandomized studies, these sources of 
potential bias limit the conclusions that 
can be inferred from the data. This is an 
important reason that data from 
correlation studies do not conclusively 
establish a relationship between omega- 
3 fatty acids and risk of CflD. 

31. The LSRO report paid 
considerable attention to changes in 
blood lipids after increased 
consumption of omega-3 fatty acids, and 
reached some conclusions about effects 
of om^a-3 fatty acids on blood lipids 
that differed from those reached by 
FDA. LSRO abstracted three studies 
from before the period covered by FDA 
review (Refs. 284a, 267, and 257). These 
studies were considered in Federal 
Government and other comprehensive 
reports reviewed in the proposed rule 
and not discussed further by FDA. 
LSRO also included three studies not 
reviewed by FDA in its proposal (Refs. 
168, 226, and 301). Agren et al. (Ref. 
168) studied healthy students randomly 
assigned to their normal diet (one fish 
meal per 2 weeks), a fish diet, or a fish 
diet low in saturated fat for 15 weeks. 
There was no change in total serum 
cholesterol on the control diet or fish 
diet, but the low-fat fish diet produced 
a reduction in total cholasterol. Jensen 
et al. (Ref. 226) studied 18 healthy 
subjects supplemented sequentially fcx^ 
4-week periods with 4-week washouts 
between, with fish oils containing 1,3, 
and 6 g EPA plus DHA, and found no 
change in total or LDL cholesterol. 
Wolmarans studied healthy subjects fed 
a meat diet or fish diet containing 6.1 g 
EPA plus DHA for 6 weeks eadi in a 
crossover design, and found reduced 
total cholesterol and LDL cholesterol 

during the fish diet phase. There was no 
difference in total fat of the two diets. 
However, there was significantly less 
saturated fat in the fish diet, so it is not 
certain that the omega-3 fatty acids were 
responsible for the decrease in the 
cholesterol measvures. 

FDA is concerned that the studies 
abstracted by LSRO do not accurately 
represent the totality of publicly 
available scientific evidence. For 
example, in its proposal. FDA included 
five studies among normal subjects 
(Refs. 2,6, 24, 73, and 143) and three 
studies among subjects with preexisting 
lipid or lipoprotein abnormalities (Refs. 
18, 73, {md M) not included in the 
LSRO report that had data for effects of 
omega-3 fatty acids on plasma lipids or 
lipoproteins. FDA determined that 
seven studies that reported changes in 
total cholesterol had the most rigorous 
designs and the largest numbers of 
normal subjects. None of these seven 
studies (Refo. 6,9.14,49,54, 73, and 
166) in normal subjects found a 
significant change in total cholesterol 
after fish oil supplementation. FDA 
foimd similar results with regard to 
hyperlipidemic subjects. 

Only two of these seven strongest 
studies in normal subjects were 
abstracted in the LSRO text, and two 
others were not cited at all by this 
report. LSRO did not distinguish 
between normal and hyperlipidemic 
subjects in its summary or conclusions. 
LSRO summarized tlie evidence on total 
cholesterol by stating, “Decreases in 
total cholesterol * * * have also been 
reported,” (emphasis added), without 
mentioning that the predominant 
finding is that there is no effect on total 
cholesterol. 

Similarly. FDA stated that the 
strongest studies among normal subjects 
(Refs. 6. 9,14, 49, 54, 73, and 166) 
found no change in li^L cholesterol, 
and one reported an increase in LDL 
cholesterol (Ref. 54). Indeed, most 
studies on hypertriglyceridemic or 
hypercholesterolemic subjects reported 
an increase in LDL cholesterol following 
fish oil supplementation (56 FR 60663 
at 60669). Consequently, FDA disagrees 
strongly with the summary statements 
in the LSRO report: 

Effects of fish oil upon LDL have been 
variable, in part because of different doses. In 
normolipidemic individuals, LDL has 
generally declined significantly. In some 
patients with primary hypercholesterolemia, 
consumption of 6sh (sic) has not resulted in 
altered plasma cholesterol levels; other 
studies have shown decreased cholesterol 
and LDL levels. (Emphasis added.) 

32. Two comments stated that FDA 
had not considered al) relevant data on 
HDL2 cholesterol, and dted additional 
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studies that reported increased HDLs 
cholesterol aft« fish oil 
supplementation. Qoe coRtmant stated 
that overall HDL choleatetrd tends to 
rise, and dtad a review p^per by Harris 
(Ref. 62). The LSRO report also 
concluded that HDL was increased by 
fidi oil supplementation. 

FDA disagrees with the comment 
regarding the overall HDL cholesterol 
change after fish oil supplementation. 
The agency considered HDL changes 
separately for nonnaL healthy subjects 
and for hyperlipidemic subjects (56 FR 
60663 at 606691. Nearty all studios on 
normal subjects found no significmat 
changp in HDL cholesterol leveL Senna 
investigators reported increased HDLs, 
but the data on HDLa were equivocaL 

FDA also disagrees with the 
conclusions of the LSRO report 
regarding HDL cholestnroL Mcause it 
does not represent the totality of 
publicly available scientific evidence. 
The LSRO sununary states, "In some 
studies HDL concenfi^ons have 
actually increased with consumption of 
fish oil" (emphasis added), not 
acknowl^ging that the bdance of 
available scientific evidence on HDL 
indicates no diange. hi the review by 
Harris dted in the commenL the 
changes in HDL cholesterol in each 
study were weighted according to the 
number of subjects in the study, giving 
a per-subject change. This method of 
pooling data fi-om different studies does 
not account for the variation of the 
response of subjects in each study, the 
amount of omeg^-3 fetty acids fea the 
duration of feeding, or the source of the 
omega-3 fet^ adds. Therefore, it must 
be considered only an estimate of the 
effects of omega-3 fetty adds on HDL 
cholerterol. Harris calralated the 
average HI^ cholesterol change for 
normal subjects to be an increase of 
approximately 3 percent, a net change 
smaller than ^e usual variability in the 
test used to measure HIX,. 

The agency agrees with the comment 
that not all HDL2 data were considered 
in the proposed rule, although FDA 
noted (56 FR 60663 at 60669) that some 
studies among normal subjects found 
increases in the HDLa fraction of HDL 
cholesterol, and that these reports were 
the most promising changes in blood 
lipids. Of the six references dted by the 
comments as not included among 
studies showing increased HDL 
cholesterol after omega-3 fetty adds, 
two were published after the time 
period covered in the proposed rule 
(Refs. 235 mid 252). C^e other paper not 
dted by FDA in its proposal, althou^ 
it was published dining 1988 (Ref. 291), 
dealt with insulin-dependent diabetics. 
The other three papers were dted by 

FDA in other conteorts, but date from 
these papm legarding HDLz dudesterol 
levels wara not discunad (Relt. 1,32. 
and 148). 

FDA raaxaminad thtwa papers that H 
dted but from which it did not presairt 
data regarding HDLa. together with the 
newer pcqien. When fractions cd HIR< 
choiestorol have been reported, an 
increase has generally bran found in the 
HDLa fiaction (R^s. 1,32.148.235, 251. 
and 291). with a compaiable decrease in 
the HEHia fraction (Refe. 1.235. and 
251). This represents a shift, within the 
HDL fractions toward a lipid-rich 
lipoprotein, and away from a pni^in- 
rkJilipoprotein, similar to that raportad 
for LDL, mIow. This shift has been 
reported whmi there is (R^ 32,148. 
235. and 291) or is not (Refe. 1 and 251) 
a chanM in total HDL cholastoroL This 
raises the possibility that a shift 
occurred in other studies where tote) 
HDL was reported as not changed. 

However, the importance of the shift 
in subfractions of HDL is not dear. FDA 
noted in its proposal (56 FR 60663 at 
60669) that there is evidence that the 
HDLa fraction is the one most classy 
linked to risk of CHD. However, the 
agency was unable to find evidence that 
there was sigpificant sdentific 
agreement that HDLa was the fraction of 
Ifl}L most closely associated with CHD. 
The National Institutes of Health's 
National Heart, Lung, and Blood 
Institute (NHLBI) consensus 
development conference on 
Triglyceride. High Density Lipoprotein 
and Coronary Heart Disease (ReL 255). 
antidpated in the proposal (56 FR 
60663 at 60664), concluded that. "It is 
not Imown to what extent these 
alterations of HDL contribute to 
atherogenesis.” 

Ther^re, data on changes in HDL 
subfractions after increased 
consumption of omega-3 fetty adds do 
not provide a suffident basis for a 
health daim, because there is not 
significant sdentific agreement that 
HDLa is directly related to risk, of CHD. 
If the risk of CHD becomes linked with 
HDLa, these findings in normal subjects 
may be of great importance. 

33. Many comments indicated that 
high triglycerides are causally related to 
decreas^ HDL. that triglycerides are an 
independent risk factor for CHD, or that 
statistical manipulations of data and 
impredse measurements of triglycuides 
obscure the importance of triglycerides 
as a risk factor for CHD. One comment 
provided additional dtations regarding 
the relationship between triglycerides 
and HDL. but these did not b^r on risk 
of CHD. One comment stated that it was 
generally ag^reed that triglycerides were 
not independently assodated with CHD. 

FDA disagrees with all bat the last 
commenL H3A is aw»e that there has 
been, and still is, substantial interest hr 
the potential role of triglycerides in the 
etiology of CHD (e.g.. Rrf. 208). Because 
of the continned interest, the 
relationritip between triglycarides and 
CHD was tha topic of a consensus 
deveiopment conferance ^Muucnred by 
NHLBI on February 26 thnni^ 28, 
1992. NHLBI had previously addressed 
this tf^pic in 1983 and concluded at that 
time tl^ tlte lelatkm^p was 
controveisiaL Tha raceDt conference 
(ReL 255) concluded. “Foe triglycaride. 
the d^ are mixed; although strong 
assodations are fotmd in some studies, 
the evidence on a causal i^ation is still 
incompletai." 

FDA agrees that the statistical 
methods previous^ used to study the 
relationship between tiiglyoeridm and 
CHD have lessened the likelihood that 
triglycerides would be found to be a 
significant, independent predictor of 
CHD. Furthermore, agency believes 
that study design and analytic 
meesurement methods have contributed 
to variation in tri^ycerides that may 
have resulted in reducing the statistical 
association between triglycerides and 
CHD. FDA believes that these sources of 
variation in triglycerides can be reduced 
by careful study desigp and 
standardized analytical measurement 
techniques, and also that clinical 
studies designed to krwer triglycerides 
could provide a basis upon which to 
reconsider the importance of 
triglycmidss in CHD. 

34. Soma comnmnts stated th^ soma 
very recent evidence from the Helsinki 
Heart Study supports a protective effect 
of lowering tri^ceride^ at leest for a 
selected sulquipulaliQa of people with a 
high ratio of Ll^ dmlasterol/HER. 
cholesterol and vei^ high triglvcerides. 

FDA ag^es that &h oils le^ce 
plasma triglycerides. In its pn^>osaI 
FDA wrote, "The predominanl blood 
lipid effects of fish oils * * * are 
decreased plasma triglycaridas and 
VLDL.” (56 FR 60663 at 60669.) In this 
regard FDA and LSRO were in 
agreement. The LSRO summary states. 
"The most striking effect is lowering of 
plasma triglyceride and VLDL 
concentrations." 

FDA disagrees, however, that 
triglycerides have been established as an 
independent risk fector for CHD. The 
recent results from the Helsinki Heart 
Study (Ref. 242) were discussed et 
length at the NHLK cemsmsus 
development ccmference (Re£ 255). 
While the reduction in CITO mortality 
following drug intervention was 
dramatic (!.».. approximately 7-fold) for 
a particular sul^oup with both elevated 
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triglycerides and elevated LDL to HDL 
ratio, this result was obtained by a post 
hoc analysis of earlier results. Because 
the combination of factors used to 
connote the high-risk group (i.e., high 
LDL cholesterol to HDL cholesterol ratio 
and high triglycerides) was determined 
after the data were collected, these 
results are not the results of the testing 
of a hypothesis, but are the origins of a 
new hypothesis. The authors indicate 
that the cut-off points for the ratio of . 
LDL to HDL and triglycerides chosen 
were to some extent arbitrary. The 
actual number of cardiac events in the 
study was small (e.g., 18 events among 
138 subjects in the highest risk 
subgroup), and the reduction in all¬ 
cause mortality due to the lipid- 
lo\^ering drug, gemfibrozil, was not 
significant. Finally, independent of LDL 
to HDL ratio, increased triglycerides 
alone were not associated with an 
increased risk of heart attack. 

The dramatic reduction of 
triglycerides by omega-3 fatty acids has 
resulted in their use in the treatment of 
a rare genetic hypertriglyceridemia (type 
V) to prevent noncardiovascular effects 
of hi^ triglycerides (i.e., pancreatitis), 
but the usehilness of lowering 
triglycerides as a general strategy in 
prevention of CHD is not generally 
agreed. Therefore, FDA believes t^t the 
triglyceride-lowering effect of fish oils 
for some at-risk persons does not 
provide a basis for a health claim at this 
time. 

35. Numerous comments indicated 
that postprandial triglyceridemia is a 
mechanism of action in the 
development of atherosclerosis. Some 
comments indicated that the 
relationship of elevated triglycerides to 
risk of CHD would be discussed at the 
NHLBI consensus development 
conference (Ret 255). Others pointed 
out that LSRD had concluded that 
elevated very low density lipoproteins 
(VLDL) and triglycerides were 
atiierogenic. LSRO stated that the 
reduction of postprandial 
hyperlipidemia is a “most important 
anti-atherogenic action.” LSRO wrote in 
the summary that. “Since postprandial 
lipemia has been identified as an 
atherogenic risk factor, its prevention by 
w-3 fatty acids would be a most 
desirable eRect” (emphasis added), and 
in its conclusions LSRO wrote; 

Fish oil has a generally accepted 
hypolipidemic eHect without depressing 
HDL. This applies most to VLDL and 
triglyceride, lipids now believed to be 
atherogenic. There is little doubt that there is 
a reduction of postprandial hyperlipidemia 
following the ingestion of dietary fat if the 
background diet contains relatively small 

quantities of w-3 fatty acids. This may be a 
most important anti-atherogenic action. 

FDA agrees that fish oils do not 
generally lower HDL. FDA also agrees 
that major blood lipid efiects of omega- 
3 fatty acids are reductions of 
triglyceride and VLDL. The role of 
omega-3 fatty acids in the reduction of 
postprandial triglycerides was described 
in three papers abstracted by LSRO 
(Refs. 15,59. and 163). While the first 
two papers used high levels of omega- 
3 fatty acids (30 and 9 g of EPA plus 
DHA/day. respectively), the recent 
paper used only 5 g of fish oil. 
cont^ing 1.7 g EPA plus DHA. These 
studies showed that the concentration of 
plasma chylomicrons after a high-fat test 
meal was significantly less if the 
subjects had been consuming a fish oil 
diet than if they had been consuming a 
saturated fat or olive oil supplemented 
diet. Thus, FDA agrees that fish oils 
reduce postprandial lipemia. 

However. FDA disagrees that there is 
significant scientific agreement that 
VLDL and triglycerides are atherogenic, 
or that the reduction in postprandial 
hyperlipemia is a most important anti¬ 
atherogenic action. Neither the Federal 
Government nor other authoritative 
reports have included these blood lipid 
measures among those they consider to 
be independent risk factors associated 
with CHD (Refs. 34 through 36. and 
115). Fiuthermore. postprandial lipemia 
was discussed at the February 1992 
NHLBI consensus development 
conference. The summary of that 
conference stated, “Postprandial 
triglyceride may be more important than 
the fasting triglyceride levels (to CHD], 
but little is known about this at the 
present time.” (Ref. 255). 

FDA notes that the only paper in the 
LSRO report cited in support of this 
hypothesized mechanism of action of 
dmega-3 fatty acids in the prevention of 
CHD was a review paper published in 
1979 (Ref. 305). Therefore, FDA believes 
that there is not significant scientific 
agreement at this time that postprandial 
triglycerides are related to the risk of 
CHD. 

if. Vessel wall effects 

36. One comment indicated that two 
new studies support the use of omega- 
3 fatty acids to prevent restenosis, the 
closing of a mechanically opened blood 
vessel (Refs. 172 and 259). This 
comment suggested that FDA 
discounted the findings of the Dehmer 
study (Ref. 30) on the basis that it 
employed simultaneous treatment with 
drugs and fish oils. 

FDA considered the use of omega-3 
fatty acids to prevent restenosis to be a 
drug usage (56 FR 60663 at 60670), and 

notes that patients in these studies are 
imder a physician’s care. FDA’s 
description of the Dehmer study points 
out a limitation of the data that is 
common in other reports of no effect of 
omega-3 fatty acids in restenosis (Refs. 
56,106, and 121), that the studies have 
not controlled for generalized effects of 
PUFA’s that are not specific to omega- 
3 fatty acids. A better balanced 
experimental design would be 
comparison of drugs plus omega-3 fatty 
acids to drugs plus alternate PUFA’s 
(e.g., com oil). 

roA agrees that the new studies 
provide some support for the role of 
omega-3 fatty acids in prevention of 
restenosis, although neither was 
designed to distinguish effects of omega- 
3 fatty acids from effects of omega-6 
PUFA’s. 

Nye et al. (Ref. 259) studied 79 men 
and 29 women who were referred for 
angina and underwent coronary 
percutaneous transluminal angioplasty 
(PCTA), i.e., a mechanical opening of a 
closed heart blood vessel. The subjects 
were randomly assigned to one of three 
treatments: (1) A combination of aspirin 
plus dipyridamole (an anti-platelet 
combination of drugs), (2) olive oil 
placebo, or (3) 12 milliliters (mL) fish 
oil containing 3.2 g EPA plus DHA/day. 
Subjects were restudied 1 year later or 
before if symptoms recurr^, and 93 
percent of all subjects were followed for 
the year. Althou^ there was no 
significant difference in angina among 
the groups, the rate of restenosis, 
defined in this study as a loss of 50 
percent or more of the luminal diameter 
increased by PCTA, was significantly 
less in the fish oil group (11 percent) 
than in the placebo ^oup (30 percent). 

The use of olive oil as the placebo did 
not control for effects due to PUFA’s 
(omega-6). Also, it is notable that the 
restenosis rate in the aspirin group was 
somewhat higher (17 percent) than in 
the fish oil group, because aspirin is a 
much more potent inhibitor of platelet 
function than EPA in fish oil. 
Nonetheless, these results are consistent 
with an effect of omega-3 fatty acids in 
reducing restenosis. 

The full “Quebec study” was 
published after the receipt of the 
comment, but because it was cited in 
the comment it will be discussed here. 
In this study, Bairati et al. (Ref. 172) 
conducted a double-blind, randomized 
intervention with either fish oil 
containing 4.5 g EPA plus DHA/day. or 
olive oil placebo in 205 patients 
undergoing first PCTA. The treatments 
were started 3 weeks before the 
procedure, and continued for 6 months 
after. Restenosis was assessed 
angiographically, using a quantitative 
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computer analysis program. Restenosis 
was reduced in the fish oil group 
compared to tho olive oil group 
according to 3 of 4 definitions of 
restenosis. It was not reduced according 
to the clinical definition usedby Nye et 
al. (Rel. 259), above, of a loss 50 
percent or more of the luminal diameter 
increased by PCTA. 

This study also collected dietary data. 
The third of the subjects with the 
highest consumption of omege-3 fatty 
acids (0.15 ^day) and the third of the 
subjects with intermediate consumption 
of omega-3 fatty acids (0.033 to 0.15 g/ 
day) had significantly lower rates of 
restenosis than the third consuming the 
least amount of omega-S fatty acids. In 
fact, dietary omega-3 fatty adds (other 
than the supplement) were associated 
with a greater reduction in chance of 
restenosis than was the si^plement. 
This result was somewhat surprising, 
since the supplement contained 30 
times the amount of (»nega-3 fatty acids 
in the diet. No differences in rate of 
restenosis were found according to 
intake of total fat, polyunsaturated fat. 
monounsaturated fat, saturated &t, 
cholesterol, or total seafood 
consumption. These results suggest that 
chronic consumption of low amounts of 
omega-3 fatty adds may be as useful in 
preventing restenosis as much larger 
amounts consumed for a few weeks 
prior to and after PCTA. 

In general, the results of Bairati et al. 
(Ref. 172) and Nye et al. (Ref. 259) are 
consistent, even though they obtained 
different results according to one 
identical definition of restenosis. The 
Bairati et al. study, like Nye ef al. 1990, 
used olive oil as the control. If the 
mechemism of action of omega-3 fatty 
acids in restenosis is through 
competition with AA, this control is 
suitable, and an omega-6 fatty acid oil 
would have made the difference due to 
omega-3 fatty adds even more 
pronounced. If, however, the 
mechanism of action is through 
nonspecific effects of highly unsaturated 
fatty acids, then a control of a PUFA 
(a.g., corn oil) might have reduced the 
apparent effect of omega-3 fatty acids. It 
is notable that the only study of 
restenosis that has used a 
polyunsaturated fat control (an olive oil- 
corn oil mix) did not find an effect (Ref. 
56). 

37. Five studies in humans relevant to 
the actions of omega-3 fatty acids on the 
vessel wall were referenced in 
comments (Refs. 200, 213.259, 268, and 
277), including two published since the 
time period covered by FDA*s review in 
its proposed rule (Refa. 200 and 268). 
Hamakazi et al. (Ref. 213) found a 
slower aortic pulse wave velocity (an 

elactrorp^ysiologic measurement) in 
persons a Japanese fishing village 
compared to those from a farming 
village. Other data showed the 
populations differed in their intake of 
omega-3 fatty acids. Rapp et al. (Ref. 
268) measured the amount of omega-3 
fatty acids in the atherosclerotic lesion 
after consumption of omega-3 fatty acids 
at a high level (6 percent of calories, 16 
to 21 g EPA plM DHA/dayJ for 6 to 120 
days prior to planned surgical 
intervention, and frnmd that the amount 
of omega-3 fatty acids in the lesion 
continued to increase throughout the 
time of ingestion. Force et al (Ref. 200] 
studied tire effects of fish oils and 
aspirin on the production of urinary 
metabolites of AA and EPA. Fish oil 
feeding resulted in a slight decrease in 
the amount of thromboxane Az made in 
the platelet, a decrease in the amount of 
AA-derived prostacyclin made in the 
endothelial cell, and an increase in the 
amount of EPA-derived prostacyclin 
made in the endothelial celL Schmidt et 
al. (Ref. 277) described decreased 
monocyte chemotaxis among 
hypertensive patients after fish oil 
feeding. The Nye et al. study is 
discussed in conunent 36 of this 
document. 

FDA considras these studies to be 
observational, not clearly associating 
omega-3 fatty acids with risk of CHD. 
The correlation data of Hamakazi et al. 
do not indicate a specific role for 
omega-3 fatty acids. The Rapp et al. data 
verify that it is possible to irreorporate 
omega-3 fatty acids into preexisting 
atherosdwotic plaque, but the relevance 
of incorporated omega-3 fatty acids has 
not been established. The studies of 
Force et aL and Schmidt et al. relate to 
a potential mechanism of action of 
onrega-3 fatty acids, but the importance 
of these actions in reducing risk of CHD 
has not been established. 

38. Many comments stated that the 
biochemic^ and physiological actions 
of omega-3 fatty acids are anti¬ 
atherogenic because they favor 
vasodilatation and inhibit 
vasoconstriction. One comment by a 
manufacturer of omega-3 fatty acids 
considered these actions have potential 
for future significance. Two comments 
cited a list of effects of omega-3 fatty 
acids, suggesting that each of the effects 
in the list was anti-atherogenic, and 
other commits referred to one or more 
of the components in the list. The listed 
changes were: 
decreased thromboxane; 
increased prostacyclin and leukotiiene 
(LTB4): 
decreased fibrinogen; 
decreased platelet activating factor 
(PAF); 

decreased platelet-derived growth factor 
(PDGF); 
decreased superoxide; 
decreased interleukin-l fTNF); 
increased endothelium-deriv^ 
relaxation factor (EDRF); 
decreased Hpoprolein (a) (Lp(a)}; 
reduced inflammatory respmse; and 
increased filninQfytiG activity. 

The LSRO repmt stated that otber 
mechanisms, sudi as cellular mwtb 
factors, interleukin-1 and qrtoi^s, and 
EDRF may be impmtant in the 
development of athaosclerosis, and be 
affected by omcga-3 fatty acids. 
However, except for a single in vitro 
study on PDGF. no data are described in 
the report regarding these factors, nor is 
their relevance to human CHD 
discussed. 

FDA addresses fibrinogen, Lp(a), and 
fibrin ofytic activity in comment 46 and 
in section II.C2. oi this document. FDA 
does not agree that omega-S fatty acids 
produce changes in all of the listed 
parameters. FDA has detennined that 
for some of these endpoints the changes 
have not been shown to be specific to 
omega-3 fatty acids, but may be due to 
polyunsaturated fats instead. FDA 
disagrees that the changes brought about 
by omega-3 fatty acids will prevent 
atherosclerosis. Most of the data 
regarding changes in these enc^oints 
brought about by omega-3 fatty acids 
have been derived from tissue culture or 
animal experiments, and the relevance 
to human atherosclerosis has not been 
demonstrated. 

Thromboxanes and prostacyclins are 
compounds derived fium omega-3 fatty 
acids and omega-6 fatty acids that affect 
the relaxed state of the blood vessels. 
Thromboxanes are produced primarily 
in platelets, and prostacyclins are 
produced primarily in the endothelial 
cells of the blood vessels. The 
thromboxane made from an omega-6 
fatty acid called AA. thromboxane A2, is 
a potent vasoconstrictor. EPA competes 
with AA for the enzyme that makes 
thromboxane A2. and thereby 
diminishes the rate of production of 
thromboxane A2; the thromboxane made 
from EPA is a much less potent 
vasoconstrictor. The prostacyclins made 
from AA or EPA in the endothelial cells 
are vasodilators. Thus, the relative 
amounts of AA and EPA in platelets and 
endothelial cells play a role in 
determining the form and amotints of 
the prostaglandins and thromboxanes 
that affect the tension of the vessel wall. 
Excessive constriciion may lead to an 
occlusion, resulting in a heart attack. 
While there is general recognition that 
these vasoactive compounds may play a 
role in the formation of clots and 
thereby in heart attacks, there is no 
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agreement about the extent of changes 
needed in the concentrations of the 
vasoactive compounds in order to have 
an effect on heart disease. Changes in 
the amounts of these vasoactive 
compounds, produced by consumption 
of fish oil. are only useful as marker for 
CHD only insofar as there is significant 
scientific agreement that the magnitude 
of the changes is related to CHD. FDA 
is not aware of any such agreement, nor 
did the comments provide any evidence 
of agreement that particular dianges in 
the levels of these vasoactive 
compounds were related to a reduction 
in risk of disease. Furthermore, the 
amount of omega-3 fatty acids needed to 
produce these Ganges in humans is not 
known. 

For P£)GF the evidence is confined to 
animal studies (Ref. 201). and the 
relevance to human disease has only 
been suggested, not demonstrated. The 
animal studies on PDGF also did not 
show that the effect was specific to 
omega-3 fatty acids. For example, the 
PDGF efiect was observed also after 
polyunsaturated fats, and was abolished 
by anti-oxidants, suggesting that any 
highly unsaturated fatty acids prone to 
oxidation would have the effect. The 
experiments on EDRF (Ref. 181) also did 
not show that the effects were specific 
to omega-3 fatty acids, since the 
experiments were carried out in the 
presence of indomethacin, which blocks 
the eicosanoid effects of B’A. In fact, 
the authors consider changes in 
membrane fluidity to be a reasonable 
explanation for the efiects. In yet other 
cases, e.g., TNF, there are conflicting 
results depending on the species (Refs. 
41 and 236), and the findings must be 
considered preliminary. 

FDA con»dered the effect of omega- 
3 fatty acids on chemotaxis, one aspect 
of inflammatory response (56 FR 60663 
at 60670). A complete discussion of the 
role of fish oils in inhibition of the 
inflammatory process is outside of the 
scope of this rulemaking, but the 
relationship between omega-3 fatty 
acids and inflammatory response could 
be the subject of a petition for a health 
claim that includes the necessary 
information about this relationship. 

FDA agrees that the biochemist^ of 
the products formed from the omega-3 
fatty acids in vivo (i.e., eicosanoids) 
have been shown under experimental 
conditions, usually in vitro, to have 
pronounced effects on the vessel wall. 
However, demonstration of isolated 
biochemical eflects is not a sufficient 
basis upon which to make a claim 
regarding the outcome of a 
multifactorial process. Intermediate 
markers of CHID are useful only insofar 
as there is significant scientific 

agreement that changes in these markers 
produced by omega-3 fatty acids are 
causally related to CHD. 

b. Thrombosis and hemostasis 

39. A few comments stated that the 
mode of action of omega-3 fatty acids 
may be through stabilization of 
arrhythmia, and noted the reduced rate 
of death after heart attacks (Mi’s) in the 
Dart study (Ref. 16). This comment also 
stated that certain animal data were 
consistent with this hypothesis. The 
comments stated that the fibrillation 
mechanism suggested by DART was 
compelling, because 60 percent of 
sudden deaths are caus^ by ventricular 
fibrillation following reperfusion. Many 
commented that data firom nonhuman 
primate models show that omega-3 fatty 
acids abolish arrhythmias, whereas 
polyunsaturated fat (safflower oil) had a 
lesser effect. 

FDA disagrees with these comments. 
FDA’s review of the literature regarding 
the usefulness of omega-3 fatty acids in 
arrhythmia and ventricular fibrillation 
foimd only one study on arrhythmias in 
humans, and it reported no significant 
effect of omega-3 fatty acids (Ref. 58). A 
review in 1989 also concluded that, 
even among the animal studies, there 
was no significant difference between 
omega-3 fatty acids and other 
polyunsaturated fats on arrhythmias 
(Ref. 269). 

The data horn the studies in 
nonhuman primates (i.e., the marmoset 
monkey) were published only as a 
nonpeer-reviewed paper in a book (Ref. 
188). Two papers by the same author on 
the same topic were cited in 1990 as in 
press in a peer-reviewed journal, but 
have not yet been published. Therefore. 
FDA regards the data on nonhuman 
primates as preliminary only. 
Furthermore, the data for the marmoset 
monkey were obtained after prolonged 
feeding for 12 or 24 months with a 
supplement of DHA-rich fish oil at a 
level of 8 percent of the diet by weight. 
FDA calculates that this would provide 
2.5 g of omega-3 fatty acids ft'om fish 
oil/ldlogram (kg), over 50 times the 
usual rate of supplementation in human 
studies (10 g fish oil or 3 g omega-3 fatty 
acids/day for a 70 kg subject), and over 
300 times the amount of omega-3 fatty 
acids associated with reduced risk of 
CHD in the epidemiologic literature 
(Refs. 16. 38. and 87 report 300 to 660 
milligrams (mg)/day). ’Thus, the 
relevance of these studies to omega-3 
fatty acids in the human diet is 
questionable. 

FDA is aware of in vitro data that 
show a specific protective effect of EPA 
against toxicity of heart muscle cells in 
culture. These results provide a 

biochemical basis for the hypothesized 
stabilization of cardiac arrh^mias by 
omega-3 fatty acids. Although this study 
(Ref. 212) was performed in vitro on 
heart cells from rats, it showed that the 
protective effect was specific to omega- 
3 fatty acids (EPA) because a similar 
effect was not obtained when a highly 
unsaturated omega-6 fatty acid (AA) was 
used instead. 

FDA also regards the evidence ftom 
the Burr study of reduced death 
following a heart attack among those 
men advised to increase fish 
consumption as consistent with a 
stabilization of arrhythmias (Ref. 16). 
FDA agrees that this postulated 
mechanism of action is of great potential 
public health significance. However, the 
agency finds the clinical data available 
at this time are not in agreement with 
animal and in vitro data. Because the 
clinical data are not in agreement with 
these other types of data and because of 
the limitations in the animal studies, 
FDA concludes that there is not 
sufficient basis for protective effect 
specific to omega-3 fatty acids on 
arrhythmias, and. therefore. CHD in 
humans. 

40. One comment criticized the 6- 
week clinical study by Hardarson et al. 
that found no effect of omega-3 fatty 
acids on arrhythmias (Ref. 58), arguing 
that the time for incorporation of omega- 
3 fatty acids into heart phospholipids 
was too short for an effect to be 
observed. 

FDA agrees in part and disagrees in 
part with this comment. Generally, the 
time needed for incorporation of omega- 
3 fatty acids into cellular phospholipids 
is short; studies in animals show such 
incorporation in a period of weeks (Ref. 
249). In the Hardarson study (Ref. 58), 
a substantial amount of cod liver oil was 
fed (20 mL/day) and a 230 percent 
increase in plasma phospholipid EPA 
was found. There was no trend toward 
reduced arrhythmias. Other data, 
however, show that although plasma 
phospholipids increase the omega-3 
fatty acid content during the first few 
weeks of supplementation, the 
incorporation of omega-3 fatty acids in 
human atherosclerotic plaque continues 
to increase through 120 days (Ref. 268). 
Therefore, FDA agrees with the 
comment the supplementation period in 
the Hardarson study (Ref. 58) may have 
been too short to find an effect of fish 
oils on occurrence of arrhythmias. Also, 
the agency notes that the absence of a 
difference in CHD mortality during the 
first 6 weeks of the Burr study (Ref. 16) 
is consistent with the hypothesis that 
prolonged intake of omega-3 fatty acids 
(longer than 6 weeks) is needed to 
observe an effect on arrhythmias or 
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other mechanisms that reduce CHD 
mortality. FDA agrees that effects of 
long-term consumption of omega-3 fatty 
acids on arrhythmias, other platelet or 
vessel wall functions, and even some 
blood lipid measures have not been 
sufficiently studied. 

i. Bleeding times 

41. Two comments stated that there is 
no evidence of increased bleeding even 
among patients who had ingested 6 to 
8 g of EPA plus DHA/day and 
underwent emergency surgery, coronary 
artery bypass surgery or angioplasty. 
The comments argued that increased 
bleeding has not a safety concern. 

FDA agrees that there are few reports 
of excessive bleeding after ingestion of 
omega-3 fatty acids. However, FDA 
notes that the cited reports are for 
subjects with CHD, and evidence of the 
lack of excessive bleeding complications 
in this population is not sufficient to 
assure safety of omega-3 fatty acids in 
the general population. FDA believes 
that changes in bleeding due to 
consumption of omega-3 fatty acids 
remains a valid safety concern (see 
comment 52 of this document). 

a. Platelet aggregation 

In the proposal, FDA stated: 

The relationship between platelet 
aggregation and the risk of heart attacks or 
CHD death in the general population is an 
important line of evidence that would 
support drug claims and perhaps health 
claims for omega-3 fatty acids. Although 
there is some evidence that changes in 
platelet aggregation may help prevent second 
heart attacks * * * it has not been shown that 
changes in platelet aggregation in the general 
population will reduce the risk of CHD. 

(56 FR 60663 at 60670.) 
The agency added: ‘’What has not been 
established, however, is that platelet 
aggregation is a bona Hde surrogate risk 
factor for CHD in the general 
population.” (56 FR 60663 at 60672.) 

42. Many comments argued that 
platelet aggregation is completely 
substantiated as a marker for risk of 
CHD, based on the results of the 
Physicians’ Health Study (Ref. 66). One 
comment qualified this conclusion 
stating that the primary effect of omega- 
3 fatty acids in vivo was to reduce 
platelet deposition at sites of aortic 
lesions. 

FDA acknowledges that aspirin 
studies provide evidence that platelet 
aggregation is a risk factor for CHD. The 
effect of aspirin in inhibiting platelet 
function has been shown. Among 
persons who have already had an MI, 
aspirin is effective in preventing a 
second infarction. FDA has proposed 
that aspirin be used to reduce the risk 

of death and/or nonfatal heart attack in 
patients with previous infarction or 
unstable angina pectoris as a 
professional labeling indication 
(provided to health professionals, but 
not to the general public), in the 
tentative final monograph for over-the- 
counter internal analgesic, antipyretic, 
and antirheumatic drug products 
(November 16.1988, 53 FR 46204 at 
46259). However, FDA does not 
consider the effects of aspirin in the 
Physicians’ Health Study sufficient to 
establish that dietary omega-3 fatty 
acids would have the same effect in the 
general population. The Physicians' i 
Health Study did not evaluate omega-3 
fatty acids. The study population was 
highly selected; the rate of heart attacks 
was approximately 10-fold lower than 
in the general population, and 
cardiovascular mortality was only 15 
percent of that expected for the general 
population of white men of the same 
age. Also, the results of the Physician’s 
Health Study are not as straightforward 
as presented in the comments. The 
chairman of the Physicians’ Health 
Study reported that there was a reduced 
risk of MI in the aspirin group, 
predominantly in nonfatal MI, but that 
there was no significant effect on overall 
cardiovascular mortality (a 2 percent 
reduction, not statistically significant) 
(Ref. 66). In addition, the aspirin group 
in this study had a greater number of 
sudden deaths (Ref. 282). 

In the other primary prevention trial 
(Ref. 265), aspirin did not have any 
significant effect on heart attacks, on 
stroke, or on total vascular mortality. 
There was a significant increase in 
disabling stroke in the group taking 
aspirin. 

On the basis of these studies there has 
not been an endorsement of the use of 
aspirin as a prophylactic measure 
against CHD by the general population 
by the American Heart Association or by 
the Canadian Medical Association (Ref. 
187). Notably, ”1992 Heart and Stroke 
Facts” published by the American Heart 
Association (Ref. 169) makes no 
reference to platelet aggregation as a risk 
factor for heart attacks (although sticky 
platelets are mentioned to be a 
consequence of cigarette smoking in the 
section on stroke), nor is aspirin 
discussed as an option for CHD 
prophylaxis, even though other drug 
and surgical treatments are discussed. 

Therwore, FDA concludes that there 
is not significant scientific agreement at 
this time that platelet aggregation is a 
surrogate marker for CHD in the general 
population. 

43. The LSRO report, submitted as a 
comment, contained abstracts of 19 
studies in humans that contained data 

regarding changes in platelet function 
following omega-3 fatty acid 
consumption. LSRO concluded that 
omega-3 fatty acids prevented platelet 
ag^egation. 

m its proposal, FDA stated: ’’Platelet 
aggregation is generally considered to be 
decreased by fish oil consumption.” (56 
FR 60663 at 60670.) The agency also 
stated: “* • * platelet aggregation and 
function are reduced. However, direct 
relationships between the changes in 
* * * platelet function and risk or CHD 
have not been established.” (56 FR 
60633 at 60671.) Thus, FDA agrees with 
the conclusions of LSRO about effects of 
omega-3 fatty acids on platelet 
aggregation. 

Two of the studies described by LSRO 
were not considered by FDA in its 
review, because they were published 
before 1988, and had been considered 
by Federal Government and other 
authoritative reports. One study (Ref. 
227) used a large amount of fish oil (50 
mL/day) not reasonably related to 
normal dietary intake. The other study 
(Ref. 211) involved 13 insulin- 
dependent diabetics, and therefore is of 
questionable relevance for the general 
population. 

In its proposed rule, FDA considered 
13 of the other 17 studies that were 
abstracted by LSRO. One of the four 
studies not addressed by FDA was a 
study on the effects of added vitamin E 
to fish oil on fibrinogen and fibrinolysis 
(Ref. 210). Two papers (Refs. 234 and 
244) were published after the time 
period covered by FDA review. 
Marckinann et al. (Ref. 244) compared 
the effects of a fish diet and a lean meat 
diet on plasminogen activator (t-PA), 
plasminogen activator inhibitor (PAI-1) 
and the activity of the inhibitor (PAI-1 
activity). Li and Steiner (Ref. 234) 
described changes in in vitro platelet 
adhesion after fish oil supplementation. 
The fourth paper was an uncontrolled 
observation study that found a high 
frequency of nosebleeds in adolescents 
supplemented with fish oils (Ref. 189). 

Six other papers on thrombosis were 
not described in the LSRO text, but were 
included in the table (Refs. 203, 204, 
209, 226, 245, and 254). Of these six, 
one was not relevant to the nutrient- 
disease relationship (Ref. 245) because it 
did not study EPA and DHA. Jensen et 
al. (Ref. 226) found no significant 
change in bleeding times in normal 
subjects after 1, 3, or 6 g EPA plus DHA/ 
day in healthy subjects. Green e.t al. 
(Ref. 209) found no change in platelet 
aggregation or platelet count in 27 
hypierlipidemic subjects in a 
randomized double-blind placebo 
controlled crossover trial. The 
treatments were 15 g/day fish oil 
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containing 4.3 g EPA plus DHA and a 
50:50 mix of com:olive oil, with each 
treatment lasting 8 weeks, and a 4-week 
washout between. Blood viscosity was 
decreased by fish oil. Gazso et al. (Ref. 
204) foimd decreased platelet 
aggregation in healthy subjects after 
consumption of EFAmol-marine 
compared to olive oil in a double-blind 
randomized crossover study. These 
results of studies conhnn others cited 
by FDA. The other studies (ReEs. 203 
and 254) pertained to regulators of 
bleeding and are discussed below. 

Eight papers on platelet function were 
reviewed by FDA but not by LSRO 
(Refs. 2, 6,18, 24, 73. 93.131, and 143). 
Three studies were uncontrolled (ReEs. 
18.93, and 143), while two were 
randomized (Refs. 2 and 131). Three 
were randomized, double-blind, 
placebo-controlled trials that used 
saturated vegetable oil (Ref. 6). vitamin 
E (ReL 24) or wheat germ oil (Ref. 73) 
as the placebos. The two studies that 
used vegetable oil or vitamin E as 
controls found a reduction in platelet 
aggregation after oinega-3 fatty adds, 
where no difference was reported in the 
trial that used a wheat germ oil placebo, 
although the data were not provided in 
this paper. 

FDA and LSRO reached the same 
conclusions with regard to the effects of 
omega-3 fatty acids on platelet function. 
LSRO also concluded t^t platelet 
survival is also enhanced, but the only 
two studies published since 1987 that 
reported increased platelet survival 
(Refs. 94 and 144) were both 
uncontrolled, so the eflect cannot be 
attributed specifically to omega-3 fatty 
acids. 

44. One comment agreed in principle 
with the agency’s assessment of the 
effects of omega-3 fatty adds on 
bleeding times, platelet aggregation, 
regulators of bleeding an^lood 
pressure. The comment pointed out the 
extent of inhibition of piateiet adhesion 
is as much as 60 percent, a marked 
reducti(m in adhesion. 

FDA agrees that the reported extent of 
reduction of platelet adhesion firom 
omega-3 fatty add intake is remarkable 
(Ref. 234). TTie agency notes that this 
effect appears specific to omega-3 fatty 
acids at reasonable intake levels. FDA 
notes that animal studies (Refs. 230 
through 233) published since the 
proposed rule provide evidence of 
reduced platelet adhesion to blood 
vessel endothelium in vivo in re^onse 
to agents that provoke such adhesion. 
Because of the magnitude of the effect 
of omega-3 fatty adds on platelet 
adhesion, FDA considers this action of 
omega-3 fatty adds on blood platelet 
function to have great potential with 

regard to the development of 
atherosclerosis and the risk of CHD. 
However, as for platelet aggregation, 
FDA does not believe that there 
currently is significant scientific 
agreement that platelet adhesion is an 
accepted risk fador for CHD in the 
general population. 

Hi. Regulators of bleeding 

In its proposal (56 FR 60663 at 60670 
through 60671), IT)A reviewed data on 
the eftscts of omega-3 fatty acids on 
other fedors that are involved in the 
regulation of bleeding—fibrinogen, 
fil^inolytic activity and Lp(a)-^d that 
hiive been assodated with CHD. 

45. Some comments, induding the 
LSRO report, stated that omega-3 fatty 
adds increase fibrinolysis. 

FDA disagrees with these comments. 
FDA found that there was no clear 
relationship between omega-3 fatty 
adds and fadors involved in dissolving 
blood clots (56 FR 60663 at 60671). FDA 
noted that the data did not establish that 
omega-3 fatty acids reduced fibrinogen, 
because most studies did not control for 
other fadors that might have reduced 
fibrinogen, e.g., other PUFA’s, 

FDA has reviewed the relevant 
studies again, as well as studies brought 
to its attention in the LSRO report. 
LSRO dted three papers on fibrinogen 
or fibrinolysis not cited by FDA. One 
placebo (vitamin E) controlled study 
found no change in fibrinolytic adivity 
(Ref. 210). Mullertz et al. (Ref. 254) 
supplemented seven healthy adults with 
0.55 g EPA plus DHA/day for 21 days 
and found increased levels of PAI-1, but 
no change in t-PA, suggesting that fish 
oil decreased fibrinolytic capability. 
Cans et al. (Ref. 203) reported no change 
in fibrinogen concentration after 
EFAmol-marine compared to com oil. 
which is rich in polyrmsaturated fat. 
These studies do not support the 
conclusion that omega-3 fatty acids 
reduce fibrinogen, or increase 
fibrinolysis. 

The selection of studies abstracted by 
LSRO may not have represented the 
publicly available scientific evidence. 
For example, five papers abstiaded 
found either a decrease in fibrinogen or 
an increase in fibrinolytic adivity (Refs. 
57, 71. 98.104, and 117). In contrast, 
two studies found no change in 
fibrinolytic activity (Refs. 150 and 166), 
end only one found increased fibrinogen 
(Ref. 144), leaving the impression that 
omega-3 &tty acids usually have been 
reported to enhance fibrinolysis. 

However, three other studies not 
abstracted by LSRO but included in 
their tables reported no efied of omega- 
3 fatty acids on fibrinogen compared to 
com oil (Refs. 10,118, and 203). One 

found a decrease compared to olive oil 
(Ref. 40) and one found a decrease 
compared to soybean oil only whan 30 
mL of fish oil were consumed, but not 
when 15 mL were consumed (Ref. 57). 
Additional well-designed studies not 
cited by LSRO, but considered in the 
FDA proposal, reported no change (Ref. 
24) and an increase (Ref. 131) in 
fibrinolytic activity. 

Therefore, FDA stands by its earlier 
ccmclusicm that the publicly available 
scientific evidence does not-support a 
relationship between omega-S fatty 
acids and decreases in fibrinogen or 
increases in fibrinolysis. This 
conclusion is supported by findings that 
consumption of other PUFA's have 
effects cfunparable to those produced by 
consumption of omega-3 fatty adds. 

46. Two comments dted impublished 
data by Kostner and Herrmann, 
reporting reduced Lp(a) after fish oil 
consumpticm. 

FDA was unable to find the full paper 
by these authors showing the decrease 
in Lp(a). FDA did find a paper by these 
researchers published in 1991 (Ref. 241) 
that reported no effect of fish oils on 
Lp(a) and did not dte conflicting work 
horn their laboratory. 

iv. Blood pressure 

In its proposal. FDA considered the 
relationship between omega-3 fatty 
acids and blood pressure, one of the 
recognized risk factors for CHD. FDA 
stated: 

These results for effects of omega-3 fetty 
acids on blood pressure of nonnal sul^ects 
are ambiguous. Some studies found a 
reduction in systolic blood {aressure after 
consumption of fish oils containing omega-S 
fatty acids, whereas others did not. None of 
the studies found a significant reducticm in 
diastolic blood pressure. Tb^fbre, it also 
remains to be established that the normal, 
healthy population will reduce their risk of 
CHD via a reduction in blood pressure 
following consumption of omega-3 fatty 
acids. 

(56 FR 60663 at 60671.) 
FDA also stated that it was not known 

whether or not the magnitude and 
duration of the effect would persist after 
longer term supplementation. FDA 
recognized that studies among 
hypertensives found an effect more 
consistently than studies among nonnal 
subjects, although sometimes large 
amounts of fish oils were used. 

47. Some comments considered the 
effects of omega'3 fatty adds on 
hypertension as evidence of a reduction 
in CHD risk. Other comments called for 
FDA to reassess the studies on blood 
pressure. One of these comments argued 
that the resuhs of studies on blood 
pressure are not "completely” 
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ambiguous. One comment agreed in 
principle with the agency’s assessment 
of the biodd pressure studies. One 
comment considered a number of 
animal models to be relevant for 
hypertension. The LSRO report also 
considered the evidence relating omega- 
3 fatty acids to blood pressure to be 
important in relation to CHD. The LSRO 
report concluded that, “Fish oil 
probably has a mild hypotensive effect, 
esp^ially in high doses.’’ 

niA disagrees that the publicly, 
available scientific evidence supports a 
relationship between omega-3 fatty 
acids and hypertension. At best, as 
stated in the proposal, the data are 
ambiguous. QualiHers are needed to 
indicate that the reductions in blood 
pressure have not generally been shown 
to be specific to omega-3 fatty acids. 
Also, many valid studies have reported 
no effect. 

LSRO reported a total of 13 studies on 
hypertension. Four were published 
before 1988, and were not reviewed by 
FDA in the proposed rule. Three of 
these studies used fish as the source of 
omega-3 fatty acids and therefore did 
not show the effect specifically to be 
due to omega-3 fatty acids. In fact, in 
one study (Ref. 292), the control diet of 
meat produced a decrease in blood 
pressure comparable to that of the fish 
diet. The study that used fish oils (Ref. 
271) used an olive oil control, rather 
than an oil high in PUFA’s. This study 
is the only study to show an effect of 
omega-3 fatty acids on diastolic blood 
pressure in normal subjects. 

Of the other 10 studies on 
hypertension described in the LSRO 
report, 6 were also reviewed by FDA 
(Refs. 11, 57, 80, 85, 95, and 101). The 
LSRO and FDA interpretations of the 
results from these papers did not differ 
in any significant regard, except that 
FDA specifically noted that two of these 
studies (Refs. 85 and 95) used very high 
amounts (50 mL) of fish oil to show the 
effect. In fact, FDA singled out the 
Bonaa et al. (Ref. 11) and Kestin et al. 
(Ref. 80) studies as well-designed 
studies that showed an effect specific to 
omega-3 fatty acids in hypertensive and 
normal subjects, respectively (56 FR 
60663 at 60671). 

The LSRO report reviewed four 
papers not originally reviewed by FDA 
(Refs. 190, 285, and 299), including one 
study on linolenic acid outside of Uie 
scope of the definition of omega-3 fatty 
acids as used in this regulation (Ref. 
262). Two other papers that appeared in 
the LSRO table but not in the text (Refs. 
203 and 247) were also not reviewed by 
FDA in its proposal. 

FDA agrees with the LSRO 
interpretation of the Wing et al. study 

(Ref. 299), where subjects remained on 
blood pressure lowering medications 
and no effects of added fish oils were 
observed. 

FDA disagrees with the LSRO 
descriptions of the Singer and Cobiac 
studies. 'The placebo in the Singer study 
(Ref. 285) was olive oil, but this was not 
pointed out in the LSRO text. The 
reduction of blood pressmre observed 
after fish oil, therefore, may have been 
due to a general unsaturated fatty acid 
effect not specific to bmega-3 fatty acids. 
In the description of the Cobiac et al. 
study (Ref. 190), LSRO did not note that 
fish oil treatment alone (without 
simultaneous reduction of salt) had no 
effect on blood pressure. 

Two other studies were cited in the 
LSRO tables but not in the text and were 
not included in the FDA review. Neither 
of these found an effect on blood 
pressure. Cans et al. (Ref. 203) used a 
randomized double-blind, placebo- 
controlled design and found a reduction 
in diastolic blood pressure for both fish 
oil and com oil (placebo). Meland et al. 
(Ref. 247) carried out a randomized, 
double-blind multicenter trial among 40 
mildly hypertensive subjects, using 6.8 
g EPA plus DHA/day, but found no 
difference in blood pressure compared 
to a 50:50 olive:com oil control. 

Three other large and appropriately 
controlled studies not in the text of the 
LSRO report but included in its table 
were also reviewed by FDA. Two 
randomized studies on normal subjects 
(Refs. 9 and 49) and one controlled 
study among mildly hypertensive 
subjects (Ref. 20) reported no 
differences in blood pressure 
attributable to omega-3 fatty acids. 

FDA reviewed in its proposal three 
other randomized, double-blind, 
placebo-controlled studies among 
healthy subjects that were not included 
in the LSRO review. Two of these 
studies were on normal, healthy 
subjects (Refs. 6 and 24) and found a 
decrease in systolic blood pressure 
compared to a saturated vegetable oil or 
vitamin E, respectively. The third study 
(Ref. 73) found that omega-3 fatty acids 
did not affect blood pressure in 
hypertensives or normal men compeired 
to wheat germ oil. 

Therefore, FDA concludes that the 
evidence of an effect of omega-3 fatty 
acids on blood pressure in normal 
subjects is ambiguous, because some 
studies reported a blood pressure 
lowering efiect, whereas other equally 
well-designed studies fotmd no specific 
effect. Studies among hypertensives 
foimd an efiect more consistently than 
studies among normal subjects, 
although sometimes large amounts of 
fish oils were used, and many studies 

did not show that omega-3 fatty acids 
were more effective than other 
polyunsatmated fats. 

48. Comments stated that other lines 
of evidence were not discussed in the 
proposal. Examples given were changes 
in plasma viscosity, increased vascular 
compliance, and reduced white blood 
cell (WBC) count. 

FDA disagrees with the comment with 
respect to plasma viscosity and vascular 
compliance. In its proposed rule, FDA 
acknowledged that plasma viscosity was 
decreased and red cell deformability 
was increased by omega-3 fatty acids, 
but that the importance of these effects 
on the risk of CHD had not been 
established (56 FR 60663 at 60670). 

The agency agrees that it did not 
systematically consider WBC coimt 
among the effects produced by omega- 
3 fatty acids. WBC count was not 
included among the actions of omega-3 
fatty acids considered in major reviews. 
FDA notes that WBC count has only 
recently been identified as associated 
with risk of CHD by the Caerphilly 
Collaborative Heart Disease Study (Ref. 
301a). Only two papers among literature 
horn 1988 to present have reported a 
reduction of WBC coxmt after fish oil 
supplementation (Refs. 183 and 253). 

49. Numerous comments asserted that 
animal studies did not receive an 
appropriate amount of discussion. One 
of these same comments stated that 
animal studies are not sufficient to 
support the claim, and that clinical 
trials on effects of omega-3 fatty acids 
directly on CHD are needed. One 
comment criticized FDA’s review of 
animal studies because the negative 
findings have been in inappropriate 
models and should not have b^n 
discussed. Another comment stated that 
they did not believe that there is an 
appropriate animal model for human 
cardiovascular and CHD. The LSRO 
report considered animal studies to 
provide important evidence for an anti¬ 
atherogenic effect of fish oils, stating, 
“Omega-3 fatty acids have been shown 
to retard the development of the 
atherosclerotic plaque in experimental 
animals including the pig and rhesus 
monkey.’’ 

FDA agrees that the evidence from 
studies in animals warrants additional 
discussion. FDA has reviewed here 
those animal studies that were cited in 
its proposed rule and those that were 
cited in the LSRO report that were 
relevant to the development of 
atherosclerosis. Other animal studies 
relevant to the development of 

3. Other relevant information 

a. Animal studies 
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atherosderosis, and animal studies on 
aspects of CHD other than 
atherosclerosis are reviewed under 
section n.C3.a. of this document. 

In its proposal, FDA cited eight 
animal stumes and one abstract on the 
development of atherosclwosis that 
were not included in the LSRO review 
(Refs. 19. 51, 65.81. 97,123,126. and 
151), seven of which reported either no 
beneficial effect or an adverse effect in 
fish oil supplemented animals. Only 
one anim^ study on the effects of 
omega-3 fatty acids on restenosis was 
abstracted by LSRO. although the others 
dted by FDA were describe in the 
LSRO tables. 

Diree studies in nonhuman primates 
have been reported (Refs. 27,47, and 
116). In the Davis et al. (Ref. 27) and 
Parlte et aL (Ref. 116) studies, the 
polyunsatiuated fat intake was higher in 
the fish oil groups, and polyunsaturated 
fat is known to lower total plasma 
diolesteroL Also, the control diet of the 
Davis et al. study had more saturated fet 
than the fish oil diet. Thus, the efiects 
on atherosclerosis may not have been 
specific for om^a-3 fatty adds. 

In these studies, the total cholesterol 
values for the fish oil groups were 
substantially lower than for the control 
group, whidi may explain the observed 
difierences in athero^erosis. In 
support of this interpretation. Parks et 
al. (Ref. 116) noted that one of monkeys 
fed the fish oil diet responded 
differently than the other 11 monkeys 
fed fish oil. This one monkey had a 
plasma cholesterol level comparable to 
that of the lard-fed control monkeys, 
and also had atherosderosis compai^le 
to the lard-fed monkeys. 

Changes in total cholesterol levels 
were noted by authms of another study 
in pigs that showed a reduction in 
atherosclerosis concomitant with a 
redudion in time-weighted total 
cholesterol (Ref. 81). Since cholesterol 
concentrations are not changed by fish 
oils in humans, animal studies where 
fish oil treatment lowered total 
cholesterol levels are of questionable 
relevance to the role of omega-3 fatty 
acids in the development of human 
atherosclerosis. 

A recent study (Ref. 47) in nonhuman 
primates (vervet) compart the effects 
of fish oil supplementation to sunflower 
oil supplementation in either an 
atherogenic diet (high fat, low 
polyunsaturated fat to saturated fat 
ratio, high cholesterol) or. following the 
atherogenic diet, in a therapeutic diet 
(low fat, hi^ polyunsaturated fat to 
saturated fd ratio and low cholesterol). 
Animals in each diet group were 
matched for serum diolesteroL Sixteen 
separate measures of atherosclerosis 

were scored, including various 
measures of the extent of plaque, loss of 
endothehum, intimal thickening, and 
inflammation. Overall there was no 
benefit of fish oil; in some cases, the 
atherosclerotic measure indicated more 
disease in the fish-oil fed animals. 

The LSRO report considered the 
amount of fish oil in the diets in this 
experiment (1.3 to 1.8 p«rcmt of 
calories) too low to obMrve an effect In 
fact, FDA calculates a lower percMit of 
calories from fish oil (1.0 to 1.5 perc«at) 
than calculated by LSRO. This level is 
about half the amount used in short¬ 
term human studies (i.e., 10 mL/day), 
and FDA agrees that the low level makes 
it less likely that an effect would be 
observed than if a higher amount had 
been used. However, diets were 
supplemented for a prolonged period of 
time (20 months) and in the therapeutic 
diet (^er dietary factOTS were also 
changed that might have made the 
effects of omega-3 fatty adds more 
noticeable (e.g., ratio of polyunsaturated 
to saturated fatty acids). Finally, the fact 
that there were differences between the 
fish oil-supplemented group and the 
polyunsaturated fot group while on 
either the atherogenic or therapeutic 
regimens suggests that there was 
sufficient sensitivity in the experimental 
design to detect protective effects of 
omega-3 fotty adds. 

In some animal studies that showed a 
protective effed of fish oils, an invasive 
procedure was used to accelerate 
atherosderosis. either mechanical injury 
(Ref. 122) or vein grafts (Refs. 90 and 
186). These studies may be most 
relevant to the late stages of 
atherosderosis. and to CHD in humans 
following invasive procedures. All of 
the animal studies dted in the LSRO 
re|X)rt except Kim et al. (Ref. 81) and 
Fincham et al. (Ref. 47) ^d not control 
for PUFA’s, so the effects observed have 
not been shown to be specific to omega- 
3 fatty adds. Additionally, the level of 
use of fish oils has been high, e.g., 22 
percent of calories in Parks et al. (Ref. 
116) and 25 percent of the diet in Davis 
et al. (Ref. 27). which limits the 
extrapolation of findings in these 
studies to levels that might be 
reasonably consumed by humans. 

FDA disagrees with the summary of 
the literature in animals, as expressed in 
the LSRO report, because that report 
fails to mention important limitations in 
the data. FDA notes that most studies 
did not have an adequate design to 
show specificity of effects as due to 
omega-3 fetty acids. Furthermore, 
rediictions in total cholesterol in the 
fish oil fed animals may explain the 
reported reductions in atherosclerosis. 
Since reasonable amounts of fish oils in 

human diets do not alter serum 
diolesterol concentrations, the results 
from these animal expmimoits are of 
questionable importance regarding 
human atherosclerosis. Finally, LSRO 
did not review numerous animal studies 
that found no effect or an adverse effect 
of supplementaticm with fish oils, and 
therefore the LSRO ctmclusicm does not 
represent the totality of publicly 
available sciMttific ^formation. 

With these qualificatimis in mind. 
FDA notes that some of the reported 
effects of the dietary interventions with 
fish oils on the development of 
atherosclerosis have bMn dramatic. 
Also, FDA recognized that animal 
studies are of great importance for study 
of long-term effects on chronic diseases 
of consumption of amounts of omega-3 
fatty acids, particularly in amounts that 
mi^t be obtained in a reasonable diet 
Therefore. FDA encourages further 
researdi in this area using rigorous 
study designs and amounts of omega-3 
fatty acids reastxiably available in a 
normal diet to elucidate any effects 
specific to these fet^ acids. 

After closer scrutiny of the animal 
studies cited in FDA's proposal and in 
the LSRO report, the agency has reached 
the same conclusion that it reached in 
its proposed rule: there are some data in 
studies frt>m animals which suggest the 
possibility of a beneficial effect of 
omega-3 fatty acids on CHD; however, 
the ^ta are equivocal. (56 lit 60663 at 
60671.) 

b. Safety considerations 

50. One comment stated that the 
increases in LDL cholesterol observed 
were a chance occurrmice. and another 
stated that increased LDL should not be 
considered an adverse finding in light of 
the results of the Burr study. 

FDA disagrees with this comment. 
FDA found that increased LDL 
cholesterol was ordinarily found when 
hyperlipidemics or diabetics were given 
fish oil supplements. This may be due 
in part to the fact that fairly large 
amounts of omega-3 fatty acids (i.e., 5 g 
EPA plus DHA/day or more) were used 
in these studies. Increased U>L is not 
ordinarily seen in the studies on normal 
subjects. 

FDA does not consider the Burr study 
(Ref. 16) to have established that omega- 
3 fatty acids reduce the risk of CHD, and 
therefore remains concerned that 
increases in LDL cholesterol could be 
adverse for some subjects. FDA notes 
that concern about increased LDL 
cholesterol was expressed in the report 
of the NHLBI consmisus development 
conference (Ref. 255). 

51. One comment stated that it was 
inappropriate to consider adverse effects 
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in subpopulations without describing 
the advantages of omega-3 fatty adds in 
those same populations. 

FDA disagrees with this comment. As 
noted in the final rule on general 
requirements for health cLdms, 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register, it would be a violation 
of the agency’s responsibility under the 
act to authorize a health claim about a 
substaiH:e without being satisfied that 
the use of the substance was safe. The 
agency attempted to examine all 
available scientific evidence regarding 
the effects of omega-3 fatty acids. FDA 
s^arated out the potential adverse 
efiects discovered during its review, 
because it wanted to draw attention to 
these issues as impediments to a health 
claim for omega-3 fatty acids and CHD. 
Such potential adverse effects must be 
resolved, and may be important in 
setting the conditions under which FDA 
would allow a health claim to appear on 
the label and labeling of foods and food 
supplements. 

52. Two comments stated that the 
safety issues raised in the Mitre Corp. 
report (Ref. 72) were outdated but did 
not indicate which issues, or suggest 
why they were outdated. 

FDA recognizes that there has been 
considerable debate regarding the 
clinical importance of bleeding times 
since the publication of the Mitre Corp. 
report (Ref. 72). However, the agency 
believes that the issues raised in that 
report have been restated in subsequent 
literature, and that all issues of safety 
are important in deciding whether or 
not to authorize a health claim. 

53. A few comments recommended 
that FDA balance the benefits of 
reduced risk of CHD against the risk of 
reduced glycemic control among 
diabetics when deciding whether or not 
to authorize a health claim. One 
comment stated that physicians could 
adjust the dose of insulin if omega-3 
fatty acids reduced their glycemic 
control, but another comment stated 
that glycemic control must be 
considered a real adverse effect. 

FDA agrees that limitations on the use 
of a substance by a subpopulation (e.g.. 
diabetics) do not necessarily exclude a 
substance fiom bearing a health claim 
for the general population, because the 
claim may be appropriately restricted. 
However, FDA agrees that the loss of 
glycemic ctmtrol is a potentially serious 
adverse efiect that must be fully 
addressed before a health claim could 
be authorizwl. 

54. Another comment stated that a 
major concern about omega-3 fatty acids 
not mentioned in the proposed rule is 
that they may be oxidized and, as 

oxidized products, may have adverse 
effects. 

FDA agrees that oxidation of omega- 
3 fatty acids is a caacem. In fact, there 
are many studies that have been 
reported since the publication of the 
proposed rule, or tmit were not included 
in HDA’s literature review, that indicate 
such a concern (Refs. 184,210,217,229, 
240, 248,263, 283, and 290). 

Antioxidants have been successfully 
added to supplements and may be 
adequate to protect the omega-3 fatty 
acids in foods. It may be necessary to 
establish conditions that protect against 
oxidation of omega-3 fatty acids and 
incorporate those conditions into any 
future regulation authorizing health 
claims for omma-3 fatty aci^. 

55. A relatea comment indicated that 
the majority of the fish oil preparations 
that have b^n used are severely 
oxidized, including National Institutes 
of Health Fish Oil Test Materials. 
However, no data regarding the extent of 
oxidation, the natiue of the oxidation 
products, or the physiologic action of 
these products was provided. 

FDA agrees with tnis comment. Many 
of the biologically active products of 
omega-3 fatty acids are oxidation 
products. CMdation of test materials 
may explain some contradictory 
finding in the literature. 

56. One comment pointed out that 
increased prothrombin times and 
possibility of increased stroke were not 
discussed. 

FDA agrees with this comment. FDA 
did not specifically review data on 
prothrombin times, although data on 
bleeding times as a measure of 
hemostasis were discussed for both 
normal subjects and for subjects with 
risk factors for CHD. The importance of 
the increase in bleeding time brought 
about by supplemental fish oils or 
increased fish consumption is not clear. 
FDA noted in the proposal that most 
reports suggest that serious bleeding is 
not an issue in patients supplemented 
with omega-3 fatty acids, and also that 
standardized bleeding times do not 
closely correlate with clinically 
significant bleeding. However, concerns 
about untoward bleeding after 
supplemental fish oils have been raised 
in the literature (Refs. 106,120, and 
189). 

FDA did not discuss the possibility of 
increased occurrence of stroke as a 
consequence of increased consumption 
of omega-3 fatty acids. The papers that 
reported a correlation between high 
consumption of omega-3 fetty adds 
fiom fish and other marine animals and 
low rate of CHD mortality also noted an 
increase rate of stroke, particularly 
hemorrhagic stroke (Refs. 8 and 84). 

Also, the possibility of increased rates of 
stroke are raised by the data fiom 
studies on aspirin (Ref. 66). 

Thus, FDA considers these potential 
adverse reactions to be legitimate 
concerns, primarily in the context of 
very high intakes of omega-3 fatty adds. 

57. One comment stat^ that even if 
adverse effects were only suspeded in 
a medical disorder, pronounced 
warnings or contraindications would be 
required. 

As noted above, the agency must be 
satisfied that the use of a su^tance is 
safe before it will authorize a health 
daim about the substance. Thus, 
suspicions about potential adverse 
effects would need to be resolved prior 
to the authorization of a claim. Certain 
health claims may require appropriate 
qualification as a way of minimidng 
potential safety concerns. 

C. New Scientific Data 

To determine whether or not new 
scientific data published since the 
proposed rule provided a basis for 
modifying FDA’s conclusions regarding 
the relationship between omega-3 falty 
acids and risk of CHD, FDA conducted 
a search of the scientific literature for 
relevant studies. Reviews published 
since the period covered in the 
literature review in FDA's proposed rule 
were used to identify recently published 
studies. 

1. Epidemiologic studies 

a. Cross-sectional studies and surveys 
(Table 1) 

Bulliyya et al. (Ref. 185) found lower 
total serum cholesterol and higher HDL 
cholesterol in a fish-consuming coastal 
village population than in a nonfish¬ 
consuming population fiom the interior 
of India. These correlational data are 
consistuit with a beneficial efiect of 
omega-3 fatty acids on blood lipids, but 
many possible confounding variables 
prevent strong conclusions regarding a 
specific role for om^a-3 fatty acids. 

In a retrospective study, Popeski et al. 
(Ref. 266) found that women fiom 
communities with higher marine oil 
consumption had significantly lower 
diastolic pressure in the last 6 hours of 
pregnancy than women fiom 
communities with low fish oil 
consumption. Pregnancy associated 
hypertension was 2.6 times more 
common in communities with low fish 
consumption. These correlational data 
are consistent with an effect of bmega- 
3 fatty acids on blood pressure in this 
particular situation. Again, many 
possible confounding variables prevent 
strong conclusions regarding a specific 
role for omega-S fatty acids. 
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b. Prospective studies (other than 
intervention studies) (Table 1) 

Bjerregaard and Dyerberg (Ref. 176) 
reported age-standa^zed mortality 
rates per 10,000 person-years for CHD in 
men in Greenland settlements (5.3) as 
half of that reported for men in Denmark 
(10.0). There was an increasing rate of 
CHD from settlements to towns in 
Greenland. The difference in rates of 
CHD in women were less apparent, with 
lower rates in Denmark than in towns in 
Greenland. These studies do not have 
sufficient specificity to identify omega- 
3 fatty acids as causal in reducing CHD, 
but are consistent with the hypothesis 
that they are. 

Van Houwelingen et al. (Ref. 294) 
found that, while men fitim a high fish 
consumption group had hi^er 
concentrations of plasma phospholipid 
EPA and DHA than men ^m a low fish 
consumption group, there was no 
significant difference in collagen- 
induced platelet aggregation, cutaneous 
bleeding time, ATP-release in whole 
blood, or platelet number between the 
two groups. This study suggests that the 
outcome measures found commonly to 
be affected in clinical studies may not 
be related to consumption of omega-3 
fatty acids in the fr^living population. 

c. Intervention studies 

There were no new prospective 
intervention studies measiuring 
occurrence of heart attacks or CHD 
mortality. 

2. Evidence relating omega-3 fatty acids 
to intermediate or surrogate markers of 
CHD (Table 2) . 

a. Atherosclerosis 

i. Blood lipids 

Through its own literature review, 
FDA has found another 34 studies not 
reviewed in the proposal that report 
data for serum cholesterol after 
consumption of fish containing omega- 
3 fatty acids or fish oil concentrated in 
omega-3 fatty acids. Among these, 25 
foimd no change in blood ^olesterol 
levels, 3 found an increase, and 6 found 
a decrease. 

Studies among normal healthy 
subjects generally reported no change in 
total cholesterol (Refs. 168,196, 202, 
210, 217, 220, 235, 241, 253, 254, and 
277), although none of these studies was 
controlled for nonspecific effects of the 
omega-3 fatty acids as polyunsaturated 
fats. 

One study among normal subjects 
foimd that feeding a high fish diet did 
not change total cholesterol, unless 
combined with a low total fat and low 
saturated fat diet (Ref. 168). Another 
study (Ref. 301) reported decreased total 

cholesterol after switching from a meat 
diet to a fish diet, but the fish diet had 
significantly less saturated fat than the 
meat diet. One study (Ref. 283) found a 
slight increase after 5.4 g EPA plus 
DHA/day frnm MaxEPA (with 30 
percent saturated fatty acdds), and one 
study (Ref. 224) found a slight reduction 
in total cholesterol after 2.7 g purified 
EPA/day, but neither study was placebo 
controlled for effects of polyunsaturated 
and saturated fat contained in the 
supplements. 

Similarly, nearly all of the 17 studies 
on subjects in at-risk subpopulations, 
including all of the studies that 
control!^ for PUFA’s (Refs. 203, 209, 
247, and 258), found no effect of 
supplemental omega-3 fatty acids on 
total (diolesterol (except for a post hoc 
analysis of a subgroup in one study, 
(Ref. 209)). One study in diabetics (Ref. 
252) found an increase in serum 
cholesterol, but the statistical 
significance of the result may have been 
due in part to a change in the opposite 
direction in the control group. One 
study among hyperlipidemics (Ref. 191) 
found decreased cholesterol after 
relatively high doses (4.6 to 6 g EPA 
plus DHA/day) but not after 3.6 g EPA 
plus DHA/day, and did not control for 
PUFA effects of the supplements. The 
other study that reported decreased 
cholesterol after supplemental omega-3 
fatty acids (Ref. 268), similarly, found 
the effect after a high level (6 percent of 
calories, 16 to 21 g EPA plus DHA/day) 
and did not control for the 
polyunsaturated fat effects of the 
supplement. 

These studies support the conclusion 
reached in the proposed rule, that 
among normal, healthy subjects there is 
no significant effect of omega-3 fatty 
acids from fish or fish oils on total 
serum cholesterol. 

FDA concluded in the proposed rule 
that the best studies among normal 
subjects found no effect of fish oils on 
LDL cholesterol. All of the additional 
studies among normal healthy subjects 
obtained in FDA’s updated literature 
search have reported no change in LDL 
cholesterol (Refs. 220, 253, 253, and 
277). 

One study (Ref. 224) reported that 
purified EPA produced a significant 
decrease in a subfraction of large, light 
LDL cholesterol (LDL|), and a 
significant increase in small, dense LDL 
cholesterol (LDL2). but FDA calculates 
no change for the sum of these two 
fitictions of LDL cholesterol. Some 
clinical studies reviewed in the 
proposed rule (Refs. 1,43,53, and 129) 
described changes in the composition of 
LDL particle after consumption of fish 
oil. 

The relative importance of various 
subfiractions of LDL particles (and the | 
associated composition of the particles), 
however, is still controversial. While 
Homma et al. (Ref. 224) suggest that 
large, light LDL are the fraction 
associated most closely with 
atherosclerosis, Austin et al. (Ref. 171) 
report that the phenotype of small, 
dense LDL is the fraction most closely 
related to increased CHD risk. The 
February 1992 NHLBI consensus 
development conference (Ref. 255) 
included among its recommendations 
for further research the identification of 
the atherogenic and anti-atherogenic i 
subfractions that may be present in | 
VLDL and HDL; the uncertainty about 
the relevance of changes in the amounts I 
of subfractions of these two lipoproteins j 
similarly applies to LDL. I 

In at-risk populations, there have been I 
some additional reports of increased I 
LDL cholesterol after fish oil 
supplementation (Refs. 170,191, and 
251), a concern raised in the proposal. j 
However, most studies have found LDL i 
cholesterol not changed by fish oils 1 

(Refs. 174,189, 205, 209, 219, 258, and | 
278). Moreover, each of the studies that 
used a polyimsaturated fat placebo 
control group found no change in LDL ' 
cholesterol (Refs. 203, 209, and 258). 

Therefore, FDA concludes that these 
most recently reviewed studies support 
the conclusion reached in the proposed 
rule, that for the general population, 
there is no significant effect of omega- 
3 fatty acids on LDL cholesterol. The 
results of recent studies among at-risk 
subjects, however, are not in complete 
agreement with the conclusions in the 
proposed rule, and suggest that omega- 
3 fatty acids may not uniformly increase 
LDL cholesterol. Additional study is 
needed to determine the conditions 
under which LDL cholesterol is 
increased by omega-3 fatty adds. 

Among more recent studies in normal 
healthy subjects found in FDA’s 
updated literature review, about half 
have found no effect of fish oils or fish 
on HDL cholesterol (Refs. 202, 206, 217, 
219 (after 1.25 and 2.5 g/day ^A plus 
DHA), 226 (after 1 and 3 g/day EPA plus 
DHA), 241, and 244), but about half 
have found increased HDL (Refs. 210, 
219 (after 3.75 and 5 g/day EPA plus 
DHA), 220. 226 (after 6 g/day EPA plus 
DHA), 235, 253 (compared to baseline, 
significant compared to olive oil 
control), 278, 283, and 301), including 
a metabolic ward study thaVvery 
carefully controlled for total fat and 
saturated fat intake (Ref. 253). 
Weintraub et al. (Ref. 298) found 
decreased HDL after fish oil compared 
to a saturated fat diet. 
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FDA attempted to ascertain how those 
studies that reported an increase in HDL 
cholesterol after increased intake of 
omega-3 fatty acids differed from those 
studies in which no effect was found. 
However, thme was no apparent 
difference between the studies that 
reported that omega-3 fetty adds 
reduced HDL cholesterol and those that 
reported no change. Most of the studies 
that found a change used supplements 
containing substantial amounts (e.g., 30 
percent) of saturated fatty adds, raising 
the possibility that the saturated fatty 
acids in the supplements were 
responsible for ^e increase in HDL (Ref. 
17). However, sc»ne supplements had 
low amounts of saturated fatty acids 
(Ref. 278) or saturated fat in the diet was 
spedfically controlled (Ref. 235), and in 
one study the control diet was reported 
to have significantly more saturated fat 
than the fish diet (Ref. 301), so the 
satiuated fat intake during omega-3 fatty 
acid supplementation cannot be the 
factor responsible for increased HDL. 

The amounts of omega-3 fatty adds 
used in those studies that reported 
increased HDL tended to be nigh (e.g., 
more than 5 g EPA plus DHA/day), but 
some studies that found a change used 
lower amounts (Ref. 278) and some 
studies that used high amounts found 
no change (e.g., Ref. 241 (used 6.7 g EPA 
plus DHA/day) and 253 (used 8 g/day)). 
Some studies in which fish was fed, 
rather than fish oil, found an efiect 
(Refs. 235 and 301), but others did not 
(Refs. 206 and 244). There was no 
systematic difierence in sample sizes of 
the studies that found an efiect and 
those that did not; seven of the negative 
studies reviewed in the proposed rule or 
in the present document had 30 or more 
subfects, compared to only one of the 
positive studies. Small studies (n = 10 
or fewer) may not have observed a 
significant difimence because of small 
sample size, but larger studies did not 
find a significant difierence, even 
though some found a trend toward 
increased HDL after fish oil 
supplementation (Ref. 217). 

Finally, the enrichment of plasma 
phospholipids with EPA and DHA 
tended to be higher for subjects in 
studies where increased HDL was found 
than that for subjects in the studies 
where no change in HDL was found, 
reflecting the tendency of highw doses 
to produce increased HDL. In particular, 
all studies in which the plasma 
phospholipid EPA value was 3.9 
percent or more found increased HDL. 
However, the studies that fed the 
highest amounts of EPA but that did not 
find an efiect on HDL did not report 
data for phospholipid EPA, so it is not 
clear whether high phospholipid EPA is 

imifmtnly associated with increased 
HDL. Comparable results were found 
after ins|>ec^on of data on phospholipid 
DHA after supplementation, however, 
because not all studies reported 
phospholipid frtty atnd values, no 
conclusion can be drawn about the 
relationship between phospholipid 
DHA and HDL concentration. Notably, 
recent data suggest a direct correlaticm 
between plasma EPA and HDL, but an 
inverse relationship between plasma 
DHA and HDL (Refs. 177 and 178), 
underscoring the importance of 
reporting these data in future studies. 

Among subjects with risk factors for 
CHD fewer reports found increased HDL 
(Refs. 191 (for type IV on SuperEPA 
only), 195, 203, 209 (for type lib), and 
219] than found no change (Refs. 170, 
174,189,191 (for type lib and type IV 
on MaxEPA), 209 (type IV), 224. 258, 
263, 277, and 299). 

Few studies have controlled for 
effects of PUFA's by giving a PUFA 
supplement Two papers found no 
change in HDL in normal subjects fed 
fish oil as Promega (Ref. 73) or MaxEPA 
(Ref. 166) compared to wheat-germ oil 
or safflower oil (Refs. 73 and 166, 
respectively), D^iac et al. (Ref. 20) 
reported increased HDL for mildly 
hypertensive sul^ects fed salmon and 
sai^ines in sild oil compared to those 
given a safflower-olive oil mix. but in 
comparable subjects, Meland et al. (Ref. 
247) found no diange in HDL 
cholestmol after MaxEPA fish oil 
compared to when the subjects were 
given a corn-olive oil mix. Very recent 
results, also for a mildly hyptertensive 
population, found increas^ HDL after 
either, ethyl esters of EPA emd DHA, or 
after com oil (Ref. 177). Thus, for 
norma) and hypertensive subjects, the 
change in HDL appears to not be a 
specific efiect of omega-3 fatty acids, but 
may be related nonspecifically to 
increased PUFA’s, either omega-3 fatty 
acids or omega-6 fatty acids. 

In contrast, there are two reports of 
increased HDL cholesterol in subjects 
with type lib hyperlipidemia fed fish oil 
compared to safflower oil (Ref. 166) (W 
a com-olive oil mix (Ref. 209), and cme 
report of increased HDL in type Ila 
hyperlipidemics after fish oil or olive oil 
compared to com oil (Ref. 286), Others 
found fish oil did not change HDL in 
type rv hyperlipidemics (Refs. 166 and 
209) or patients with CHD (Ref. 258) 
compared to PUFA controls. 

Therefore, at this time, FDA 
concludes that there is some evidence 
that omega-3 fatty acids, in some form 
and amount and in some selected 
populations, may increase HDL 
cholesterol, but that current data are 
ambiguous because the conditions 

under which fish chIs reliably increase 
(total) HDL cholesterol have not been 
established, either in a specific 
subpopulaticm, or in the general 
population. 

When fractions of HDL cholesterol 
have been reported, an increase has 
generally been found in the HEMLj 
fraction (Refs. 1, 9, 54,148,191,202, 
203, 220, 235, 251, and 286), with a 
comparable decrease in the HDL3 
fraction (Refs. 202, 235, 251, and 286). 
Interestingly, the two recent reports that 
failed to find increased HDL2 both used 
esterified omega-3 fatty acids rather 
than the fish ml triglyceride (Refe. 191 
and 224), although others using ethyl 
esters have foimd increased HDL2 (Refs. 
9 and 286). 

These studies surest that fish oils 
produce a shift %vithin the HDL fractions 
toward a lipid-rich, and away from a 
protein-rich lipoprotein, as well as 
within the LDL fractions. This shift may 
occur whether or not there is any 
change in total HDL cholesterol. FDA 
noted (56 FR 60663 at 60669) that some 
studies among normal subjects found 
increases in the HDLj fraction of HDL 
cholesterol, and that these reports were 
the most promising changes in blood 
lipids. New studies published after the {>eriod covered in FDA's review of the 
iterature, however, found that both 

HDL}, and HDL3 were correlated with 
reduced ^sk of MI (Refe. 185a and 
287a), and the NHLBI consensus 
conference (Ref. 255) concluded that, 
"The current studies of HDL} and HDL) 
levels have not shown consistent 
associations with CHD." Therefore, data 
on changes in HDL subfractions aftm 
increased consumption of omega-3 fatty 
acids do not provide a sufficient basis 
for a health claim, because there is not 
significant scientific agreement that the 
endpoints are directly related to risk of 
CHD. If the risk of CHD becomes linked 
with particular subfiractions of these 
lipoproteins, these findings in normal 
subjects may be of mat importance. 

However. FDA ai^ notes that recently 
published data from a prospective study 
demonstrate an efiect of aspirin 
consumption in reducing the Incidence 
of first heart attacks among women (Ref. 
243). Another study shows a 
relationship between spontaneous 
platelet aggregation in vitro and 
incidence of CHD (Ref. 288). Both 
studies were conducted in the general 
population and their results supp^ the 
hypothesis that platelet aggregation is a 
useful marker for CHD risk in the 
general population. Additionally, 
preliminary data from the Caerphilly 
Collaborative Heart Disease Study (Ref. 
302) supports a relationship between 
platelet aggregation and the incidmce of 
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ischemic heart disease; final data fiom 
this study will be available in the near 
future. 'Hiese recently published and 
forthcoming studies may provide the 
basis for significant sdmitific agreement 
regarding the use of platelet function as 
a surrogate marker for CHD risk among 
the general population. 

li. Vessel wall effects. 

I New human studies on the effects of 
omega-3 fatty acids on vessel wall 
effects were discussed in response to 
comments 35 through 37 of this 
document. A recent meta-analysis of 
studies on use of fish oils in the 
prevention of restenosis concluded that 
the most plausible interpretation of the 
results was that there was a small to 
moderate beneficial effect of fish oils, 
but that chance could not be ruled out 
as a cause of the results (Ref. 260). The 
authors noted a significant 
heterogeneity in the findings and 
concluded that data from a large clinical 
study are necessary to confirm their 
interpretation. No study of restenosis to 
date has compared fish oil to an 
alternate polyimsaturated oil to control 
for nonspecific effects of PUFA’s. 

b. Thrombosis and hemostasis 

i. Bleeding times 

A number of studies have reported 
data that show no significant effect of 
fish oils oh standmdized bleeding time 
tests (Refs. 179, 218, 253, 268, and 277). 
However, others have found a 
significant increase in bleeding time due 
to fish oil (Refs. 195, 219, 220, and 278) 
or salmon (Ref. 297) or have reported 
increased bleeding as a side effect of 
treatment (Refs. 189 and 295). 

jj. Platelet aggregation. 

Consistent with the literatiue 
previously reviewed, recent studies 
show that fish oil tends to decrease 
platelet aggregation to numerous stimuli 
including AA (Refs. 179 and 256), 
adenosine diphosphate (ADP) (Refs. 
204, 256, and 297), collagen (Refs. 218, 
241, 251, and 297), thrombin (Ref. 241), 
and PAP (Ref. 251). Only one of these 
studies controlled for effects due to 
PUPA's (Ref. 204). The importance of 
the polyunsaturated fat control is less 
critical for studies on platelet function 
than for studies on blood lipids, because 
nonomega-3 PUPA’s (i.e., omega-6 fatty 
acids derived from plant oils) produce 
effects in the opposite direction in 
platelets as omega-3 fatty acids (whereas 
many of the blo^ lipid effects of these 
two classes of fatty adds are in the same 
direction). Thus, the effects of omega-3 
fatty acids on platelet responsiveness 
are not likely to be produced by PUPA’s 
in general. 

The only new study among healthy 
subjects that reported no difference in 
responsiveness to ADP useckEPA ethyl 
esters as the source of omega-3 fatty 
acids (Ref. 179). Furthermore, the data 
were not shown in this brief report, so 
it is not clear if there was a trend toward 
an effect that might not have been 
statistically significant due to small 
number of subjects (eight per group). 
Those studies in healthy subjects 
reviewed in the proposed rule that did 
not find statistically significant 
differences in platelet responsiveness to 
ADP did have trends in the direction of 
reduced responsiveness (Refs. 24 and 
54). 

Other studies found no effect of fish 
oils on platelet aggregation in response 
to collagen (Refs. 179, 256 and 277). 
Each of these studies had a relatively 
small number of subjects, and there was 
a trend toward decreased sensitivity 
toward collagen at a high dose of omega- 
3 fatty acids in one study (Ref. 277). 
However, in the recent metabolic ward 
study (Ref. 256) there was no trend 
toward decreased sensitivity toward 
collagen or thrombin. These findings 
contrast with the results described 
above (Refs. 218, 241, 251, and 297) and 
with studies in healthy subjects 
described in the proposed rule (Refs. 2, 
24, 54. 96.143, and 166). 

Studies reporting no effect of fish oils 
on PAP or AA-iiiduced platelet 
aggregation (Refs. 179 and 218) may not 
have had sufficient power to find a 
statistically significant difference; where 
the data were reported there was a trend 
toward decreased sensitivity for both 
agents (Ref. 218). 

Hi. Platelet adhesion 

A provocative study by Li and Steiner 
(Ref. 234) showed a 60-percent decrease 
in the extent to which platelets prepared 
frt)m subjects fed fish oils adhered to 
substrates in a laminar flow chamber. 
The high flow rates used in this 
experiment showed that the change in 
adhesiveness of the platelets was due to 
changes on the platelet surface, and not 
due to a difference in the amount of 
material released from platelets that 
subsequently caused adhesion (i.e., AA). 
Also, a dose-response relationship was 
observed, and the time to return to pre¬ 
fish oil adhesion values was related to 
the amount consumed. 

However, another study found no 
effect on fish oils on in vitro platelet 
adhesion to everted rabbit aorta, 
although there was a trend toward 
increased adhesion after 2 and 4 weeks 
of supplementation (Ref. 264). The 
reperfusion assay used in this study 
does not distinguish platelet membrane 
effects from effects mediated by 

substances released finm platelets. 
Neither of these studies used a 
nonomega-3 PUPA control. 

iv. Regulators of bleeding . 

Two recent studies in normal subjects 
have reported that omega-3 fatty acids 
have no effect on the clotting protein 
fibrinogen (Refs. 183 and 210), although 
in one of these studies a large 
supplement of vitamin E was associated 
with a decrease (Ref. 21Q]. An 
imcontrolled study in normal subjects 
found a decrease in fibrinogen after fish 
oil supplementation (Ref. 278). 

Studies on subjects at risk for CHD 
have reported no change (Ref. 203), a 
decrease (Refs. 276 and 277), and an 
increase in fibrinogen (Ref. 287). In 
agreement with its tentative conclusion 
in the proposed rule, FDA finds that the 
data on the effects of omega-3 fatty acids 
on fibrinogen level are ambiguous, 
because they do not distinguish effects 
due to PUFA’s from effects specific to 
omega-3 fatty acids. 

Plasminogen is an enzyme that 
dissolves clots. Plasminogen activator is 
a substance that increases clot 
dissolving; plasminogen activator is 
spiecifically inhibited by another 
substance, the PAI-1. Thus, a high level 
of PAI-1 decreases the capability to 
dissolve clots. 

Three recent studies reported 
increased concentrations of PAI-1 after 
fish oil supplementation (Refs. 254, 278, 
and 287), which would appear 
inconsistent with a clot-dissolving effect 
of fish oil. Two of these investigators 
also found no change in the amount of 
plasminogen activator (t-PA) after 
supplemental fish oil (Refs. 254 and 
287) including one who used a very 
specific immunologic assay (Ref. 254), 
suggesting that fish oils do not increase 
clot dissolution by increasing the 
amount of this protein. The third group, 
however, found an increase in the 
activity of tissue plasminogen activator 
(Ref. 277), which suggests that fish oils 
might increase clot dissolution by a 
different mechanism than affecting the 
amount of activator. Another group 
found no effect of cod liver oil on t-PA 
activity or fibrinolysis measured 
directly (Ref. 216). These reports are in 
contradiction to a report of increased 
fibrinolytic activity after a fish or fish 
plus fish oil diet (Ref. 183). FDA has not 
been able to find a reason for this rather 
marked contradiction. Therefore, in 
agreement with the conclusion in its 
proposed rule, FDA finds there is no 
clear relationship between omega-3 fatty 
acids and factors involved in dissolving 
blood clots, or clot dissolution activity. 

Numerous investigators (Refs. 174, 
191, 210, 220, 235, 241, and 279) have 
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recently reported that fish oils do not 
affect the concentration of Lp(a), a 
lipoprotein correlated with the risk of 
CHD. One investigator reported that 
very high levels of fish oils (9 g EPA 
plus DHA/day) gave a trend toward 
lower values, but the response may have 
been due to the PUFA*s (Ref. 279). One 
study reported no effect overall of fish 
oils on Lp(a) among 
hypertriglyceridemics, but Lp(a) was 
reduced in those whose initial values 
were high (Ref. 174). On the basis of 
these reports and those reviewed in the 
proposed rule. FDA concludes that 
omega*3 fatty acids do not affect the risk 
of CHD by lowering Lp(a). 

V. Blood pressure 

Most of the studies not reviewed in 
the proposed rule that report data on 
blood pressure after consumption of fish 
oils have not found a significant change. 
One study of 50 elderly, healthy 
subjects reported that fish oils in 
combination with a salt-restricted diet 
decreased both systolic and diastolic 
blood pressure, but that fish oil alone 
had no effect (Ref, 190). There was a 
reduction in blood pressure during the 
run-in period, when the 
polyunsaturated fat placebo, sunflower 
oil, was fed. 

Most studies on subjects with mild 
hypertension also have reported no 
change (Refs. 247, 277, and 289), 
including one large, randomized, 
placebo-controlled, multicenter trial of 
various behavioral changes and dietary 
supplements (Ref. 289). One study in 
hypertensives found reduced systolic 
and diastolic blood pressure comparable 
to reductions after the hypertension 
medication propranolol (Ref. 285), and 
in some cases the combined treatment of 
fish oil plus propranolol gave a greater 
decrease than either treatment alone. 
This study was controlled by olive oil 
(w'hich is predominantly 
monounsaturated fatty acids), and 
therefore does not distinguish effects of 
omega-3 fatty acids from other PUFA’s. 
Another double-blind randomized, 
placebo-controlled study in 
hypertensives whose blood pressures 
were maintained by medications found 
comparable blood pressure lowering 
compared to pretreatment values by fish 
oil or olive oil placebo (Ref. 299). 

One uncontrolled study among 
hyperlipidemics also found reduced 
systolic and diastolic blood pressure 
(Ref. 263), but no effect was found in 
uncontrolled trials in subjects with end- 
stage renal disease (Ref. 207) or 
diabetics (Ref. 215). In a 
polyunsaturated fat (com oil) controlled 
study on subjects with stable 
claudication (Ref. 203) fish oil and com 

oil both reduced diastolic blood 
pressure comparably, but systolic blood 
pressure was only r^uced by the com 
oil treatment. 

The results of these studies support 
the tentative conclusions reached in the 
proposed rule, that omega-3 fatty acids 
reduce blood pressure to a small degree 
in hypertensive people, but that it is not 
clear if there is any specific effect 
among normal subjects. 

3. Other relevant information 

a. Animal studies 

Animal studies are especially 
important for studying effects of long¬ 
term consumption of omega-3 fatty 
acids, where there are few data from 
human intervention studies. The animal 
studies cited in the proposed mle 
related to the ability of omega-3 fatty 
acids to inhibit the development of 
atherosclerosis, an area not readily 
available for study in humans. A more 
complete discussion of the previously 
cited studies, with emphasis on those 
studies in nonhuman primates, is given 
in response to comment 47 of this 
document. Other recent animal studies 
cited in the comments or found during 
FDA's updated literature search that 
provide data on the development of 
atherosclerosis (where atherosclerosis is 
measured directly) are reviewed here. 
Also reviewed are studies on effects of 
omega-3 fatty acids during experimental 
ischemia, obviously not available for 
human study. 

j. Atherosclerosis 

One recent study in rabbits foimd less 
atherosclerosis in fish oil-supplemented 
animals, but there was no control for 
PUFA’s, and the fish oil-treated animals 
also had reduced serum cholesterol (Ref. 
192). Because humans do not have 
reduced serum cholesterol after fish oil 
consumption, these results are of 
questionable relevance to humans. 
Furthermore, the effect cannot be 
attributed specifically to omega-3 fatty 
acids rather than to polyunsaturated fats 
in general. 

Fish oil feeding has also been 
associated with reduced binding of LDL 
to the blood vessel endothelium in 
monkeys (Ref. 193), and purified EPA 
ethyl ester was reported to reduce 
susceptibility of LDL to oxidation (Ref. 
273), but these studies did not control 
for PUFA's. The antioxidant levels in 
the diets with respect to the amount of 
omega-3 fatty acids may be as important 
in determining whether or not there is 
any effect of omega-3 fatty acids on the 
oxidation of LDL. 

Three recent papers describe effects of 
fish oils fed before surgical grafting of a 

vein into an artery, a procedure 
assodatod with an accelerated 
development of atherosclerosis. Two 
papers (Refs. 275 and 303) each used a 
polyunsaturated fat control and studied 
fish oil efiectsefter vein allografts in 
animals treated with the 
immunosuppressant cyclosporin. In one 
study (Ref. 303), six groups of rabbits 
received one of diree amounts of fish oil 
(giving 29. 87 and 174 mg EPA plus 
DHA/kg, respectively, similar amounts 
to those used in most human studies) or 
comparable amounts of safflower oil. In 
this study, safflower oil was more 
effective at reducing cholesterol than 

' fish oil. and there was a trend toward 
more protection fit>m atherosclerosis in 
the safflower oil-fad group. In the other 
study (Ref. 275), rats received, in 
addition to cyclosporin, either fish oil 
(containing 210 mg EPA plus DHA/kg). 
or safflower oil with aspirin, or 
safflower oil only. The fish oil group 
had remarkably less atherosclerosis than 
the other two groups. The contradictory 
results in these two studies, both of 
which used the same model of vein 
allografts with cyclosporin 
immunosuppression and the same 
polyunsaturated fat control, may be 
related to dose and species differences. 

A third study of vein allografts in 
dogs (Ref. 274) found significantly less 
atherosclerosis in fish oil-fed animals 
either fed the fish oil alone or in 
combination with aspirin or a 
thromboxane synthetase inhibitor. Other 
animals were treated with aspirin only 
or a thromboxane synthetase inhibitor 
only. There was no difierence among 
groups for blood lipids, platelet function 
or eicosanoid metabolism. This study 
suggests that mechanisms of 
atherosclerosis other than those 
involving blood lipids and platelet 
function may be affected by omega-3 
fatw acids. 

Tnese animal models are most 
relevant to comparable surgical 
procedures or other invasive procedures 
(e.g., angioplasty) that would be 
expected to activate platelets in 
humans. Use of omega-3 fatty acids in 
these settings is a drug usage, but 
provides information on the extent to 
which omega-3 fatty acids may modify 
platelet response in vivo. The very 
different results of omega-3 fatty acids 
in modifying the response to vein 
allografts in immune-suppressed 
animals indicates that the actions of 
omega-3 fatty acids in these settings are 
not yet well established. 

a. Response to ischemia 

One major line of research on omega- 
3 fatty acids in animals is experimental 
ischemia (deficiency of blood flow to 
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the heart). Force et al. (Itef. 199) found 
that rats fed a diet containing a liigh 
amount of fish (20 percent of the 
diet) for 6 to 12 we^ had mudi greater 
blo(^ flow once the occlusira was 
removed than rats fed diets enriched in 
com oil or lard. There were no 
differences among diet groups in the 
amount of tissue damaged by ischemia. 
Increased blood flow after i^emia has 
also been reported in a pig model (Ref. 
221). This study did not control for 
polyunsaturated fat and used a lower 
amoimt of omega-3 fatty adds, and the 
differences in blood flow were not as 
pronounced as in the Force study. 
Another study found evidence of less 
tissue damage during reperfusion when 
rats had been fed a diet with 12 percent 
fish oil compared to other rats fed the 
same level of com oil (Ref. 223). 
Anothw study in yet a third animal 
sptedes (Ref. 230) showed that the 
functional capill^ density was 
preserved during reperfusion in 
hamsters fed 5 percent fish oil for 4 
weeks prior to experimental ischemia. 

A re^rfusion study in dogs 
determined the effects of fish oil on the 
duration of time needed for drug- 
induced reperfusion following an 
electrically induced block^. and on 
the occurrence of spontaneous 
reocclusion in the reopened vessel (Ref. 
182). High amounts of fish oil (one-third 
of total Tories) for 3 weeks before the 
surgery resulted in a shorter time 
ne^ed for the drug-induced 
reperfusion, but did not affect the time 
necessary for the electrically mediated 
occlusion to occur, the occurrence of 
second occlusion, or the time it took for 
the second occlusions to appear. This 
study did not have a polyunsaturated fat 
control, and even at the high intake only 
a modest effect of omega-3 fatty acids on 
platelet function was seen, that being 
primarily an enhancement of the effects 
of the fibrinolytic drug. 

Another possible consequence of 
ischemia is arrhythmia, when the heart 
fails to maintain its normal rhythmic 
heating. The effects of fish oils on 
arrhythmia in monkeys are discussed in 
response to comment 39 of this 
document. Similarly, data have been 
rejxirted for experimental ischemia in 
rats that show that both fish oil and 
sunflower oil reduced the occurrence of 
arrhythmia during occlusion and 
reperfusion compared to a saturated fet 
diet (Ref. 246). Another study, done on 
isolated, culUired rat heart cells 
(myocytes) showed that EPA, but not 
AA, prevented a known toxin (ouabain) 
from disturbing the rhythmic 
contractions and lulling the cells (Ref. 
212). The effective amount of EPA was 
so low that the mode of action was 

proposed to be due to production of an 
active metabolite, rather than due to 
direct effects of EPA on the cell 
membranes. This study suggests a 
specific effect of EPA in stabilizing the 
heart myocytes diuing stress. Prevmtion 
of arrhythmia by stabilization of these 
heart cells has been proposed as a 
mechanism by which omega-3 fatty 
acids may increase the chances of 
survival following a heart attack as 
reported in the Dart study (Ref. 16). 

These studies indicate that, in various 
animal models, dietary fish oils promote 
greater reestablishment of blood flow in 
heart tissues following a transient block, 
as occurs in an acute heart attack. 
Importantly, the results are consistent 
across many animal species, and in 
some cases have been shown to be 
specific for omega-3 fatty acids rather 
than simply due to any PUFA. Finally, 
the experimental designs included 
coronary occlusions in otherwise 
healthy animals who were not suffering 
from heart disease, a model relevant for 
use of omega-3 fatty acids in reducing 
the ride of CHD rather than in therapy 
for persons with preexisting heart 
disease. The studies remain limited in 
that ischemia was produced by an acute 
blockage produced by mechanical or 
electrical means rather than by chronic 
dietary means, and the response to these 
different types of block may not be the 
same. 

Other studies have attempted to learn 
the mechanism by which the platelet- 
vessel wall interactions are modified by 
omega-3 fatty acids. One study (Ref. 
240) foimd that aortas from rats fed fish 
oil or com oil did not contract as much 
in response to agents that cause 
contraction as aortas from rats fed beef 
tallow (saturated fat). This was true both 
before and after oxygen deprivation. The 
aortas from fish oil-fed rats were more 
responsive to one of three tested 
chemical relaxers than aortas from com 
oil-fed or beef tallow-fed rats. Another 
study found that EPA potentiated the 
release of an EDRF (Ref. 181), but the 
effect was thought to be related to the 
unsaturation of the EPA. because the 
experiments were carried out in the 
presence of inhibitors of EPA 
metabolism. 

One research group has recently 
shown that leukotrienes, chemicals 
produced frem AA, are important in the 
tissue injury that accompanies 
reperfusion (Refs. 230 and 232). Since 
EPA competes with AA for the enzyme 
that makes leukotrienes from AA, ^A 
could potentially reduce the amount of 
leukotriene formed from AAI This same 
group has shown that leukotrienes 
promote the adhesion of leukocytes to 
the vessel wall (Ref. 231), and that 

feeding hamsters fish oil at 5 percent of 
the diet for 4 weeks greatly reduced 
(over 60 percent) the adhesion of 
leukoc^es to the vessel wall (Ref. 233). 
The reduced adhesion could be relevant 
for both the conditions during which 
atherosclerosis develops (indeed, the 
stimulus used to elicit leukocyte 
adhesion was oxidized LDL, a candidate 
for promoting atherosclerosis in 
humans), and the acute response to 
coronary ischemia. 

These animal data suggest 
mechanisms by whidi omega-3 fatty 
acids could affect tiie development of 
atherosclerosis or the response of heart 
tissue after a transient occlusion of its 
blood flow. Both modes of action could 
make important contributions to the risk 
of CHD and. therefore, merit additional 
study. The reperfusion studies and the 
myocyte toxicity study have 
demonstrated specificity of the effect as 
to omega-3 fatty acids. However, the 
increase in reperfusion volume is not 
sufficient to ensure a reduced risk of 
CHD death. Omega-3 fatty adds may not 
affect the extent of tissue damaged 
during an oedusion, or the tendency for, 
a second, spontaneous occlusion. 
Additionally, omega-3 fatty adds may 
not affect tissue vulnerability during 
reperfusion. Those studies where CHD 
deaths or second occlusions have been 
recorded used large amounts of fish oils, 
and do not indicate whether amounts of 
omega-3 fatty acids foimd in the diet 
would have the same effeds. Thus, 
there are many possible avenues 
suggested by these animal studies for 
beneficial effects of omega-3 fatty adds 
on the development of QiD, but there 
are also important limitations in the 
study designs and models used that 
prevent drawing condusions from these 
data about the importance of omega-3 
fatty acids in redudng the risk of human 
CHD. 

b. Safety concerns 

1. Diabetes 

Three additional papers (Refs. 170, 
222, and 304) and one major review 
(Ref. 238) on the effects of fish oils in 
diabetics were published after the time 
period reviewed in the proposal. All 
three new studies found increased LDL 
cholesterol after fish oil consumption in 
type n diabetics. However, effeds on 
fasting glucose varied, with no change 
(Ref. 170), a transient increase (Ref. 222) 
or an increase (Ref. 304) reported. 
Although fasting insulin concentration 
was unchanged after fish oil (Refs. 170 
and 304), postprandial insulin response 
usually, but not always (Ref. 170), has 
been reported as reduced (Refs. 238 and 
304). 
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These effects of fish oils on blood 
glucose appear to depend on the amount 
of fish oils fed. One study found no 
change in fasting blood glucose levels 
among type 11 diabetics treated with 3.0 
g/day EPA plus DHA for 2 weeks (Ref, 
170). Two other studies that used 3 or 
2.7 g/day EPA plus DHA for 6 and 8 
weeks (Refs. 222 and 79) only foimd 
transient increases in blood glucose 
halfway through their respective 
supplementation periods. A fifth study 
(Ref. 12) that used 3.0 g/day EPA plus 
DHA for 3 weeks foimd comparable 
increases in fasting blood glucose when 
either fish oil or safflower oil was fed. 
so the increase cannot be attributed 
specifically to the omega-3 fatty acids. 
Similarly, Vessby and Boberg (Ref. 157) 
fed 3 g/day EPA plus DHA and did not 
find a difference in fasting glucose or 
glycosylated hemoglobin after fish oil 
supplementation compared to baseline: 
they did find a significant difference 
compared to the olive oil treatment that 
produced changes in the opposite 
direction from fish oil. .Studies on type 
II diabetics that reported increased 
glucose used higher amounts (4.5 to 8 g/ 
day) of omega-3 fatty acids (Refs. 52, 55. 
128, and 304). Thus. FDA concludes 
that glycemic control among diabetics 
remains a valid safety concern, but 
notes that restriction of the amount of 
supplemental omega-3 fatty acids may 
suitably address this concern. 

ij. Increase in LDL cholesterol 

Many studies published after 1987 
with data for LDL or apoB report 
increased LDL cholesterol or apoB after 
fish oils, in hypercholesterolemic or 
hypertriglyceridemic subjects (Refe. 1, 
26. 32. 55, 60, 61, 63, 73, 75, 94, 114, 
119,120,129,146, and 166). Virtually 
all the studies ivith 10 or more subjects 
supplemented with 5 g/day EPA plus 
DHA or more found increased LDL. 
Some studies on normal subjects (all of 
which were reviewed in the proposed 
rule) also report increased LDL or apoB 
after fish oil consumption (Refs. 54,127, 
and 156). Many studies that found no 
effect may not have had sufficient 
sample size to detect a difference due to 
treatment. FDA concludes that 
increased LDL cholesterol among some 
populations already at increased risk of 
CHD remains a valid safety concern, but 
because most reports of increased LDL 
are in studies where large amounts of 
fish oils are given, it is possible that 
restriction of the amount of 
supplemental omega-3 fatty acids and/ 
or changes in the fatty acid composition 
of omega-3 fatty acid supplements may 
suitably address this concern. 

in. Overall Summary and Conclusions 

FDA concludes that there is some 
evidence that supports a relationship 
between omega-3 fatty acids and CFD, 
but that the totality of scientific 
evidence available at this time does not 
provide an adequate basis for a health 
claim. In some cases, there is not 
significant scientific agreement that the 
changes that are specific to omega-3 
fatty acids will reduce the risk of CHD. 
In other cases, the data do not 
demonstrate that the effect is 
specifically due to the omega-3 fatty 
acids and not due to other dietary 
variables. For yet other cases, the data 
are ambiguous because effects of omega- 
3 fatty acids are not consistently 
observed, which suggests that other 
variables are important in determining 
whether or not an eftect is seen. 
Therefore, the agency does not consider 
the evidence sufficiently strong to draw 
a firm conclusion about the relationship 
between omega-3 fatty acids and risk of 
CHD, and therefore is not authorizing 
the claim at this time. 

In the course of developing this 
regulation, FDA has identified some 
areas where greater agreement is needed 
that the eftects produced by omega-3 
fatty acids are directly related to the risk 
of CHD. Many surrogate markers have 
been hypothesized, on the basis of 
limited evidence, to be related to 
specific diseases, including CHD, but 
few have withstood the continued 
scrutiny of scientific investigation. Also, 
some markers may have scientific 
validity, but may not be applicable for 
use in the general population, because 
of technical limitations. Thus, FDA 
asserts that only when a surrogate 
marker for a disease has been accepted 
as a risk factor for the general 
population, as indicated by a statement 
by an unbiased, nationally 
representative authoritative scientific or 
medical body, can the agency authorize 
a health claim based on the relationship 
of a nutrient to the surrogate marker of 
the disease. Examples of potential 
surrogate measures for which validation 
is needed are in vitro platelet 
aggregation, in vitro platelet adhesion, 
elevated fasting triglycerides 
postprandial triglycerides (recently 
considered at the NHLBI consensus 
development conference, Ref. 255), and 
subfractions of LDL and/or HDL. 

In some cases additional research is 
needed to determine whether 
hypothesized subpopulations, e.g., those 
with high LDL:HDL ratio and high 
triglycerides, are at increased risk of 
disease. The pronounced triglyceride 
lowering effects of omega-3 fatty acids 

might well have a protective effect 
against CHD in su^ a subpopulation. 

There are other areas where 
additional research is needed to show, 
for agreed endpoints, that the effects are 
consistently produced, or are 
specifically due to omega-3 fatty acids. 
These areas require additional data to 
establish that the effect of omega-3 fatty 
acids is specific, or to further define the 
conditions under which omega-3 fatty 
acids have their effects. For example, 
data are needed to show a reduction in 
MI or CHD mortality among individuals 
fed supplemental omega-3 fatty acids 
(specifically) compared to a group fed 
omega-6 PUFA’s. The critical failing of 
some recent studies associating omega- 
3 fatty acids and CHD is that specificity 
was not obtained. Future studies should 
carefully control for known 
confounders, particularly dietary 
variables. 

Finally, the available data suggest that 
some set of conditions or population 
may exist for which omega-3 fatty acids 
will increase HDL. Additional research 
should be able to define the conditions 
under which omega-3 fatty acids have 
this effect. 

Interested parties may choose to 
petition the agency for approval of other 
health claims about omega-3 fatty acids. 
For example, additional data may be 
developed to support an omega-3 fatty 
acids/hypertension health claim 
petition. Because the blood pressure- 
lowering effect of omega-3 fatty acids 
appears most marked against a 
background of very low dietary intakes 
of omega-3 fatty acids, the role of 
omega-3 fatty acids in the total diet 
would need clarification before such a 
petition could be adequately supported. 
Similarly, limitations of the effects of 
omega-3 fatty acids on the magnitude 
and duration of change in blood 
pressure, the quantitative amounts of 
omega-3 fatty acids required for the 
effects, and characterization of the 
sensitive subpopulation would require 
discussion in a petition. A petition 
should also address apparent conflicting 
pieces of information, e.g., high blood 
pressure among populations that have 
high intakes of omega-3 fatty acids. 
Safety concerns raised in this final rule 
will, of course, require resolution prior 
to the authorization of any petitioned 
claim. 

rV. Decision Not to Authorize a Health 
Claim Relating Ingestion of Omega-3 
Fatty Acids to Reduced Risk of Qfl) 

In evaluating the scientific evidence. 
FDA considered: (1) The strength of the 
association of bmega-3 fatty acids with 
CHD or surrogate markers for CHD, (2) 
the consistency of findings among the 
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many studies, (3) the specificity of the 
outcome to oiiMgft-3 fatty adds, (4) the 
presence or absoice of a dose-response 
relationship, and (5) the biologic 
plausibility of an association. FDA has 
determined that there is inadequate 
evidence to show that increased 
consumption of omega-3 fatty adds will 
rediice tne risk of Qffi. 

FDA sought to determine whether 
there was significant sdoitific 
agreemrat among qualified experts that 
the totality of publidy available 
sdentific evidence supported the claim 
that omega-3 fatty ad^ reduce the risk 
of heart disease. FDA reviewed the 
position taken in nmnerous Federal 
Govwnment reports and other 
authoritative sdentific reports and 
evaluated the publidy avdlable 
sdentific evidence that has become 
available since those reports were 
written. The dedsion to deny a health 
claim is based cm the conclusions 
reached following review of the 
following sources of infmmation: (1) 
“The Surgeon General’s Repwt on 
Nutrition and Health;” (2) tne National 
Research Council’s “Did and Health: 
Implications for Reducing Chronic 
Disease Risk,’’ and (3) the National 
Cholesterol location Program’s Report 
of the Expert Panel on Detection, 
Evaliiation and Treatment of Hi^ Blood 
Cholesterol in Adults. Each of these 
reports conduded that there was 
inade<puyie evidence of a relatitmship 
between consumption of omega-3 fatty 
adds and CHD. FDA has reviewed again 
all of the relevant cross-sectional data 
from which the hypothesized 
relationship between om^-3 fatty 
adds and CHD originated, and all 
clinical intervention data published 
since these Federal Government and 
other authoritative reports were issued 
to determine whether the additional 
evidence is adequate to support a health 
claim for omega-3 fatty adds. 

The LSRO report reached a different 
conclusion from the other authoritative 
reports by finding a relationship 
between omega-3 fatty adds and CHD. 
The report u^ only seleded evidence, 
and often did not distinguish effeds 
spedfically due to omega-3 fatty acids 
from effects due to PUFA's in general. 
The description of international 
epidemiolodc findings of a relationship 
between fish consumption and CHD, 
similarly, was not shown to be spedfic 
to omega-3 fatty adds. In some 
instances, FDA disagreed with the 
interpretation of the studies reviewed 
LSRO, or with LSRO’s exclusions. 
Finally, the LSRO report also based its 
condusions about the usefulness of 
omega-3 fatty adds, in part, on changes 
in blood lipid parameters that are not 

generally agreed to be risk fadors far 
CHD. Therefore, FDA finds numerous 
reasons for not accepting all of the 
findings of the LSRO repmt. FDA’s 
conclusixs regarding the relationship 
between omeg8-3 fatty acids and CHD 
rely instead on FDA’s independent 
review of the publicly available 
scientific information, and are 
cemsistent with the F^eral Government 
and other comprehensive and 
authmitative reports except for the 
LSRO report. 

The surveys, cross-sectional studies, 
and nonintervention prospective studies 
do not provide adequate support fm a 
relatixship between consumptix of 
omega-3 fatty adds and CHD. Only a 
few studies found an assodatix 
between fish intake and CHD, while 
othMS have found no assodatix; thus, 
there was no consistency of findings. 
Nxe of the studies that repmted a 
relationship distinguished fish 
consumptix from other fadors 
assodated with fish consumption, and 
therefore none demonstrates spedfidty. 
Even in those studies that reported a 
relationship between fish consumption 
and CHD, it is not dear that the 
observed effects were due to the omega- 
3 fatty adds in fish. Also, the omega-3 
fatty add contxt of the fish diet 
assodated with reduced CHD in these 
studies was so low that the importance 
of omega-3 fatty adds is questionable, 
thus weakening the biologic plaxisibility 
of the relation^p. 

The data from mterventix studies 
also do not establish a relationship 
between oroega-3 fatty adds and risk of 
CHD. The roost compelling type of 
evidence to suppxt a diet-disease 
relationship is a prospedive, double¬ 
blind, placebo-controlled intervention 
study, vrith CHD morbidity and 
mortality as endpoints. To date, there is 
only one such trial (Ref. 16). The results 
of that study showed that increased 
consiunptix of fish does not reduce the 
risk of a second heart attack but may 
reduce the risk that the attack will be 
fatal. This study provides evidence for 
a protective eff^ of fish consumption 
against second heart attacks. However, 
as with the nonintervention study data, 
this study did not provide evidence to 
attribute the benefit to omega-3 fatty 
acid intake rather than some other factor 
associated with fish oonsumptix 
(specificity). 

Less persuasive than prospective 
studies in which CHD per se is 
measured, but still very useful, are 
prospective clinical trials in which 
surrogate markers for CHD are 
meas\ired. Recent studies have not 
foimd beneficial effects from omega-3 
fatty adds x total cholesterol or LDL 

cholesterol in normal, healthy persxs, 
or amxg persons at risk for CHD. 
Numerous studies, including some large 
or muhicenter stupes, have reported 
these results, demonstrating consistency 
in the findings xd providing the agency 
confidence that they wen not spurious. 
TTie data x HDL cholesterol are 
ambiguous. There appear to be other 
factors in the dietary intervxtixs 
besides the omega-3 fatty adds that 
determine whether or not 
supplementation with fish or fish oils 
raises HDL. 

An increase in bleeding times and a 
decrease in platelet aggregation have 
been observed fluently, but not 
always, after supplemental omega-3 
fatty adds in normal healthy 
individuals as well as in diseased 
persxs. Additionally, there is evidxce 
that platelet adhesion is reduced by 
omega-3 fitty adds. ’The effects of 
decreased platelet aggr^atix and 
platel^ adhesion appear to be related to 
the intake of omega-3 fatty acids in a 
dose-response relationship. What has 
not bex established, however, is that in 
vitro platelet aggregatix or platelet 
adhesion are bona fide surrogate risk 
factors for CHD in the gxeral 
population. 

Omega-3 fatty adds have been shown 
to reduce blxd pressure in 
hypertxsive people to a small degree, 
which may bear x a relationship 
between omega-3 fatty adds xd CHD. 
’This effect was not of large magnitude, 
but it is spedfic to omeg8-3 fatty adds, 
it has been reported by a nxunber of 
investigators, a dose response was 
foxd, xd the effect is raologically 
plausible through at least two 
mechxisms. Hovrever, it has not bex 
establidied that omega-3 fatty adds 
reduce blood pressure in normal 
subjects (lack of cxsistxt^, weak 
effect, abxnce of dose-response 
relationship). Additixally, it has not 
been demxstrated that the magnitude 
xd duration of chxges in blo^ 
pressure observed in short-term studies 
will persist during Ixg-term 
consumptix of omega-3 fatty adds, or 
that these chxges result in a reduced 
risk of CHD. 

Finally, the potential that omega-3 
fatty acids may increase LDL cholesterol 
xd/or apoB amxg diabetics xd 
hyperlipidemics, xd the pdential that 
omega-3 fatty acids may worsen extra) 
of blood glucose in diabetics are 
signifiext safety concerns that must be 
addressed before a claim may be made 
that consumptix of omega-3 fatty adds 
by the general populatix will reduce 
the risk of CHD. 

In conclusion, there are numerous 
effects of omega-3 fatty adds that may 
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be related to the risk of CHD, e.g., 
reduction in fasting and postprandial 
triglycerides, reductions in platelet 
aggregation and adhesion, changes in 
the composition of lipoproteins. 
However, at this time these endpoints 
are not generally agreed to be closely 
related to the risk of CHD. In other 
areas, additional data are needed to 
show that effects related to fish 
consumption are specifically due to the 
omega-3 fatty acids in the fish, and to 
define the conditions imder which 
omega-3 fatty acids consistently 
increase HDL. These avenues may 
provide a reasonable basis for a future 
petition for a health claim relating 
omega-3 fatty acids to the risk of CHD. 

V. Environmental Impact 

The agency has determined under 21 
CFR 2S.24(a)(ll) that this action is of a 
type that does not individually or 
wumulatively have a significant efiect on 
the human environment. Therefore, 
neither an environmental assessment 
nor an environmental impact statement 
is required. 

VI. Economic Impact 

In its food labeling propc^ls of 
November 27,1991 (56 FR 60366 et 
seq.), FDA stated that the food labeling 
reform initiative, taken as a whole, 
would have associated costs in excess of 
the $100 million threshold that defines 
a major rule. Thus, in accordance with 
Executive Order 12291 and the 
Regulatory Flexibility Act (Pub. L. 96- 
354), FDA developed one 
comprehensive regulatory impact 
analysis (RIA) that presented the costs 
and benefits of all of the food labeling 
provisions taken together. That RIA was 
published in the Federal Register of 
November 27,1991 (56 FR 60856), and 
along with the food labeling proposals, 
the agency requested comments on the 
RIA. 

FDA has evaluated more than 300 
comments that it received in response to 
the November 1991 RIA. FDA’s 
discussion of these comments is 
contained in the agency’s final RIA 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. In addition, FDA will 
prepare a final regulatory flexibility 
analysis (RFA) subsequent to the 
publication of the food labeling final 
rules. The final RFA will be placed on 
file with the Dockets Management 
Branch (HFA-305), Food and Drug 
Administration, rm. 1-23,12420 
Parklawn Dr.. Rockville, MD 20857, and 
a notice will be published in the 
Federal Register announcing its 
availability. 

In the final RIA, FDA has concluded, 
oased on its review of available data and 

comments, that the overall food labeUng 
reform iniliauve consillutes a major rule 
as defined by Executive Order 12291. 
Further, the agency has concluded that 
although the costs of complying with 
the new food la'oeiing req'oirements are 
substantial, such costs are outweighed 
by the public hHalth benefits that will be 
realized througn the use of improved 
nutrition information provided by food 
labeling. 
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List Subjects in 21 CFR Part 101 

Food labeling. Reporting and 
recordkeeping requirements. 

Therefore, under the Federal Food, 
Drug, and Cosmetic Act and under 
authority delegated to the Commissioner 
of Food and Drugs. 21 CFR part 101 is 
amended as follows: 

PART 101—FOOD LABELING 

1. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 101 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Secs. 4.5.6 of the Fair 
Packaging and Labeling Act (IS U.S.C 1453, 
1454,1455); secs. 201.301,402,403,409, 
701 of the Federal Food. Ihug, and Cosmetic 
Act (21 U.S.C. 321,331,342, 343, 348, 371). 

2. Section 101.71 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (f) to read as 
follows: 

§ 101.71 Health claims: claims not 
authorized. 
***** 

(f) Omega-3 fatty acids and coronary 
heart disease. 

Dated: October 30,1992. 
David A. Kessler, 

Commissioner of Food and Drugs. 
Louis W. Sulbvaa, 
Secretary of Health and Human Services. 

Note: The following tables will not ap>p>ear 
in the annual Code of Federal Regulations. 
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other components of diet 
on cholastarol level 
warrants explanation. 
Lower total cholastarol 
level in the fish sating 
population was obsarvad. 

Oanatie protection, 

exercise and confounding 
factors such as tobacco 
use cannot be eliminated 
as factors in this 
observation. Tbaaa data 
support earlier 
observations of lowar CHD 
rates in mala Oraanlandars 

versus Danas, but not for 
females. Note, tba SO 
percent diffaranca is 
approximately the same as 

reported by Krombout for 
comparing man eating no 
fish, and tbosa eating 
approximately 30 g/day. 
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?Afil 

Bona* nt nl. 

(R«f. 178). 

0«ra«imovn at 

*1. (Raf. 305) 

Innls at al. 
(Raf. 335). 

Study Daslgn Subjacts 

Olatary and 156 subjacts salactad 

sarologlc subjacts from a survay 

survay of population of 31,836 

rasldants of for an intarvantlon 
Tromso, Norway. trial. 

Olatary and Randomly salactad man; 
aarologlc Moscow n> 650 

aurvay of 
raaldants of 
Moscow and tha 

Chukot 
paninsula. 

Chukot na 361. 

Olatary and Sampla was salactad as 
sarologlc part of an unralatad 
«urv«y* dlatary survay. 185 

Canadian Xnult and 34 

Vancouvar rasldants. 

Food c< 
quaatli 

aaparai 
fatty < 
alao a: 
unannoi 
dlat ri 
of COV: 

mult ip: 
ragras 



od consumption 
Lsstlonnalrs, with 
ipsrsts qusstions for 
itty »nd loan fish, 
.so alcohol. Also, 3 

lannouncsd 34*bour 
at racalls. Analysis 

! covarianca and 
iltlpla llnaar 
igrassion. 

>L by 

.tracantrlfugatlon. A 
Lbsaapla was usad for 
>L phospholipids and 
mprotalns. 24-hour 
leall for diatary , 
Lta. 

lospholipld fatty acid 
lalysas. 

Fish consumption was 

invarsaly corralatad 
with TO'a, but no 
significant 
corralations batwaan 
fish and cholastarol 

or apoprotain 
maasuras. BPA 
corralatad with HSL 
until TO's wara 
controllad. BPA 
corralatad with TO 
avan aftar HDL was 

controllad. DBA 
invarsaly corralatad 
with HSL and apoA, 

Chukot rasidants had 
i cholastarol/ TO, 
LSL; T HSL, t 
consumption of omaga- 
3 fatty acids, plasma 
lipid BPA. 

Maan chain langth and 
unsaturation indaz of 
tha lipids in tha twp 
populations was vary 
similar. Tha Znuit 
had graatar BPA and 
lowar AA than tha 
Vancouvar population. 
MS cholastarol 

Bivargant ralationships 
batwaan BPA and HSL, and 
SHA and HSL, may azplain 
discrapancias in tha 

litaratura ragardlng tha 
affaet of various 
supplamants on HSL. 

Corralatlon batwaan 
incraasad consuaptlon of 
omaga-3 fatty acids and 
sarologic maasuras is 
conslstant with tha 
hypothasis of a 
ralationship batwaan 
omaga-3 fatty acids and 
CHS, but many othar 
diatary and bahavloral 
factors could also ba 
corralatad and wara not 
azaminad in this survay. 

Obsarvatlonal data. 
Supports a diatary origin 
of phospholipids. Mot 
diractly ralsvant to CHS. 
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"■ABLE 

Study 

Pop«aki at «1. 

(Raf. 366). 

Study Daslgn Subjacts 

Ratrospactlva 
survay of 
pregnancy 
inducad 

hypartanslon in 
Inult woman and 

Horthwast Tarrltorlas. 

diat survay of Diat survay 37 Znult 
woman in thasa woman in tha 7 
connninltlas. conwninltlas abova. 

Saidalin at al. 
(Raf. 381). 

Corralatlon 
study of 
adiposa tissua 
fatty acids and 
aztant of 
coronary artary 
stanosls. 

40 consacutlva 
autopslas from 
subjacts aga 53 to 90 
yaars. 

Van Houwallngan 
at al. (Raf. 

394). 

Sanpla of 
clinical 

paramatars from 
40 haalthy man 
salactad from 
cohort In 

longitudinal 
study, Zutphan, 
Holland. 

Nan In low (n>15) and 
high (n*35) fish 
consumption groups, 
liow consumption group 
ata an avaraga of 3 g 
flsh/day whlla high 

consumption group ata 
an avaraga of 33 g 
flsh/day. 

Ratrospac 

Blood pr« 
maasuraiM 
bafora d4 
Incldanc* 

Inducad 1 
Diat surv 
diat, b\ii 
Intarvlm 

phosphol) 
Infants i 
months. 

Coronary 
was quant 
automatic 
analysis, 
stanosls 
dlvlda St 

thraa gr< 
corralati 

Ulablllca: 
lipids w< 

with mat] 
chlorofo: 

BMthylat( 
gas chroi 

Indivldui 
study wh< 
4 tlmas : 

using cr< 
dlatary i 
habitual 
conSumpt 
salactad 
40 compl 
collacta' 

acid com; 
activity 
Inducad ; 
aggragat 



BLB 1—COOTINUB!) 

_Methods__ CoBMuta 

oapactiva atudyt Coanunitlaa with Bcologle data. Oanarataa 
praaaura hlphar marina oil hypothasis for a 

uramants 6 boura conaunption ha ralationahip batwaan tha 
dalivary, aignificantly lowar conaunption of fiah 

danca of pragnancy diaatolic praaaura in blood praaaura during 

cad hypartanaion. thair woman in tha pragnancy. Proapactlva 
aurvay: Raportad laat 6 houra of atu<^ or clinical trial of 

» buntar pragnancy. Pragnancy diat and pragnancy naadad. 
rviawa, cord aarum aaaociatad 

phollpld fr«D 16 hypartanaion waa 2.6 
nta bom in 6 timaa mora connon in 

ha. conminitiaa with low 
fiah conaunption. 

nary artary dlaaaaa No corralation Liokltad data ara praaantad 
guantifiad by aami batwaan aztant of for a llmitad ntimbar of 

Imaga atanoaia and 16tO, aubjacta, i.a., no data 
yaia, Dagraa of 18s0, 18s2n-6, 16«ln- for othar fatty acida of 
oaia waa uaad to 9 or 18iln-9, but a intaraat ara praaantad, 
da aubjacta into algnlficant invaraa a.g., BPA, AA. 
a groupa for corralation with 
alationa. 22t6n>3. Stanoala 

lical adlpoaa corralatad with 
da wara aztractad aztant of body 
mathanol- waight. 

roform, trana- 

ylatad aatara by 
chromot agraphy. 

vlduala in thla Thara waa Small aanpla raflacta 
y whara Intarviawad aignlficantly blghar Inconaiatancy of fiah 
maa in 25 yaara aarum phoaphollpid conaunption ovar tima. 
g croaa-chack concantration of Doaa of oaMga-3 in high 
ary mathoda for omaga-3 fatty acida fiah conaunption group 
tual fiah BPA and DBA acid and lowar than in moat 
unption. Of 79 man no algnlficant clinical triala. 
ctad for tha atudy, dlffaranca in 

ooplatad it. Blood collagan-ixiducad 
actad for fatty platalat aggragation, 

. conpoaltion, PAX cutanaoua blaadlng 
vlty, collagan- tima, ATP-ralaaaa in 
cad platalat whola blood or 
agatlon, ATP platalat numbar 
aaa, and TXB,. batwaan tha two 

groupa. 
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TABLE 1 

Study Study Du«ign Subjuets 

Van Bouw«ll&g«& 

•t ml. (R«f. 
393). 

Sanpl* of 
clinical 
parantatara from 
SI aldarly mala 
voluntaara from 

longitudinal 

cohort. 
Zutphan, 
Holland. 

SI haalthy aldarly 
mala voluntaara agaa 

S7 to 83. Lowaat 
quartila of fiah 
conaunptlon ata 0 

g/day. Hlghaat 
quartila ata 37 g/day. 

Ml 

Croaa-chac 

hlatory wi 
aaaaaa tht 
inta)ca of 
polyunaatv 

acida. Blc 
collactad 
controlla< 

for ataaau] 

aarum tot) 
phoapholi] 
and eholai 
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study Study I)««lgn Subjuets Muthoda 

A0r«u at al. 
(Raf. 1(«). 

Rasdosisad 
parallal trial 
of fish, £iah 
plus raduead fat 
(aspaclally 
saturatad fat) 
or usual diat 
(oaa fish awal 
par 1 waa)cs) for 
15 waaks. 

Cl Normal, 
haalthy famala 
studants. 

■ 

Plasma lipids and 
lipoprotains at 
basalina, 7 and 1 
waa)cs. 

Awmaai at al. Raadosklsod Bight fasmla Ona of tha patian 
(RaC. 170). doubla-bllnd NZDDN, witliout traatad by diat o 

erossovar trial livar, Icidnay or othars on Olibanc 
of 10 g fia)i any othar disaasa (4) and matformin 
oil/day (3.0 g )cnown to Tha patiants wara 
SPA plus DBA, influanca lipid distary control a 
NazSPA) varsus and/or wara in tha matab 
oliva, no wash carbohydrata ward. 
out, 2 waa)ca 
aaeh traatsMut. 

nwta]»olism. 

Balrati at al. Raadoadsad, 119 Subjaets Angiographic asss 
(Ra>:. 171). doubla-bli&d undargoing first. quantified by con 

plaeabo- suecassful. diat by food fraq 
controllad trial eonputar Rastanosis dafins 
of 15 g fish guantifiad four ways for ana 
oil/day (NaxBPA, parcutanaous 
4.5 g SPA plus t ransluminal 
DBA) varsus coroMry 
oliva oil from 3 angioplasty. 
waaJcs pra avaluatad also at 
angioplasty to 6 
months; 
eoncurrant 
aspirin. 

6 months. 



Controls I MS TO, 
cholsstsrol, spoA,, spoB. 
Fish satsrst MS vsrstts 
bssslins TO, cholsstsrol, 
spoB; i spoA,; i TO vsrsus 
controls. 
Fish plus low fstt i TO, 
cholsstsrol, spoA^, spoB. 

ktlsnts was 
Lst onlyi 
Lbsncla^ds 
armln <3). 
wars undsr 

rol and thsy 
sstabollc 

asssssmsnt, 
t eoBputsr. 
frsqusney. 

•finsd in 
r analysis. 

i TO, VLDL; T LDL> MS 
cholsstsrol, RDL FFA> MS 
LDL-TO, BDb-TOi MS fasting 
glucoss, avsrags glucoss 
insulin rssponss, 
ssnsitivity. 

By thrss of four dsfinitions 
of rsstanosis, and 
■ultivariats analysis to 
control for sxclusions, fish 
oil rsducsd rsstanosis. MS 
BCO svidsncs of ayocArdial 
ischamia, but trsnd toward i 
fish oil, also on sxsrciss 
tasting. Significant 
diffsrsncs also according to 
distary ostsga-l fatty acids 
(higbsst, aiddls vsrsus 
lowsst tsrtila) although 
highsst tsrtila intaks was 
only 0.15 g/day, and distary 
odds ratio coag>arabls to 
fish oil odds ratio. 

This study shows ths 
iaportancs of ths balancs of 
ths dist, particularly 
regarding saturated fat, in 
determining ths blood lipid 
rssponss to oBMga>3 fatty 
acids. Changss wars slight 
unless a low fat low 
saturated fat dist was used. 
Study would have bssn 
strengsr with a control group 
sating a low fat low ^ 
saturated fat dist matched 
with fish intaks to ths 
nonfish control. 

Duration period was very 
short and no fatty acid 
analysis on nsithar fish oil 
nor olive oil diet. There 
was no washout period between 
cross-over of the study. 

Coaparable cosvliance. Olive 
oil control doesn't control 
for polyunsaturated fatty 
acids. The conparable 
magxdtude of the effects of 
dietary onega-3 fatty acids 
and fish oil supplamsntation 
suggest long-tsrm, low doss 
effects are as strong as 
short-term, larger amounts. 
No associations of restenosis 
with other dietary variables, 
total fat, classss of fat, 
cholsstsrol, or distary 
ssafood. Dlffsrsnces betwesn 
groups use of blood pressure 
medications (see Balratl et 
al. Ref. 173)) was not 
discussed. 
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TABLI 

Stiidy study Ouslgn Subjects M« 

Bulrati at al. 
(Kaf. 173). 

Randanlzad 
doubla-blind, 
plaoabo* 
co&trollad trial 
with 15 g/day 
MazSPA (4.5 g 
BPA plus DBA) 
varsus ollva 

125 i^tlants 
uadargolag first 
parcutanaous 
transluminal 
coronary 
angioplasty/ 
svaluatad al«o at 
6 months. 

Racumbant ): 
prassura, t 
by coomarci 

oil. 

Bail at al. 
(Raf. 174). 

Bhathana at al. 
(Raf. 175). 

Randoaiixad 
doubla-blind 
trial with 10.5 
g/day fish oil 
(3.15 g BPA pltis 
DBA. MazBPA) 
varstts 5.25 
g/day fish oil 
plus 5.25 g 
olaio acid (low 
fish oil) varsus 
10.5 g olaio 
acid (plaoabo) 6 
waaks. 

30 Patiants with 
prisiaty liypar- 
triglycaridamia. 
Patiants off 
lipid lowaring 
drugs for 6 
waaks. no )»ata 
bloekars. 
diuratios or 
hormonas. Fat 
rastriotad diat 
(30 parcant/ 
polyunsaturat ad 
fat Isaturatad fat 
ratio l.Sil. 
oholastarol <350 
mg/day)._ 

Lipids by i 
matliods. L] 
coonarcial 

Honblindad. 
longitudinal 
dasim. 10 waak 
run-in on 
placabo (IS g 
mizad fat) I 10 
waa)(s with 15 g 
fish oil 
(anchovy oil. 
5.5 g BPA plus 
DBA)) B waaks of 
15 fish oil plus 
200 sag vitamin B 

40 haalthy 
famalas. no 
history of 
SMtabolic 
disaasa, no 
madioatioa. no 
sao)cing. 

Diat for tl 
tast group 
controllad 
aliadnatad 
sMnu. For* 
anargy can 
diatary fa* 
mora than * 
currant dii 
guidalina : 



«nt blood 
x«, blood lipid* 
9Mrei»l kit*. 

by standard 
la, Lp(a) by 
eial kit. 

Blood prassura incraasad in 
tba oliva oil control group, 
and was uncbangad in tha 
fish oil group, possibly 
bacauso graatar nunbar of 
patiants in tha oliva oil 
group discontinuad 
concurrant blood prassura 
awdieations. Fish oil <1 
TO's, NS in cholastarol, LDL 
or BDL varsus control, but 
tha changa fron basalina was 
diffarant batwaan grc^s 
with T LDt and BSL in fish 
oil. 

i M in high fish oil group 
varsus plaoabo; NS 
cholastarol, LDL, H&t apoB; 
NS t^(a), post-hM analysis 
shows i !«(*) in thosa 
initially graatar than 10 
■g/dL. 

or tha placabo and 
rroup was 
>ll*d, fish was 
«t*d fraa tha 

Forty pareant of 
' conas frcB 
y fat which was 
han tha laval of 
it diatary 
.ins racoBipandad. 

Fish oil T fasting glucosa; 
^ TO, insulin, glucagon, OH, 
soMtoBiadin-C; NS 
cholastarol, cortisol, 
dihydroaplandroatarona 
sulphata. 

Fish oil plus vitamin I gave 
no further changa in 
glucosa. To, glucagon 
cortisol or cholastarol; but 
i OB, insulin, Incraasad 
soatataoMdln-C to placabo 
laval*, and produced a i in 
DHBA-S. 

Multiple linear regression 
analysis used to control use 
of blood prassura medications 
raducad differences in LDL 
and BDL to bordarlina 
slgnlficanca (p m 0.06), and 
inclusion of TO rasultad in 
NS change in BDL. 

Although randonltad, there 
ware large diffaraneas in 
initial 14(a) levels, with 
only 1 of 10 in tha placabo 
group over 6 mg/dL varsus 6 
and 8 of 10 in tha low and 
high fish oil groups, 
rsspactlvaly. Therefore, on 
the basis of Lp(a) the 
randonisation was Inadaguata. 
olaie adld does not control 
for polyunsaturated fatty 
acids. 

Dnusual sourca and high laval 
of oiiiaga-3 fatty acids. Study 
daslgn doesn't allow 
conclusions about omega-3 
fatty acid-spaciflo affects. 
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TABLE 2—( 

Study Study Dualgn Subjacts 

Bou« at aX. 
(Raf. 178). 

Randonlsad, 146 haalthy 
doubla-bllnd subjacts. 
placabo- 
eontrollad trial 
of 6 g/day Nors]c 
Hydro (4.5 g 
athyl astars of 
■FA plus DBA) 
varaua com oil, 
6 Month 
obsarvatlonal 
run in, lO-waaJc 
intarvantion. 

Bordat at al. 
(Hat. 179). 

Brown and 
Bobarts (Raf. 
183). 

Randonlsad, 33 haalthy 
dosa-rasponsa famalas. 
study to 300, 
900, 2700 ng BPA 
(athyl astar, 
MMS-21, Mochida, 
Japan) 4 waa]cs 
plus 4-waa)c 
washout. 

Randonlsad 3X3 
erossovar of 
fish (0.6 g BPA 
plus SBA/day) 
varsus fish plus 
fish oil (2.0 g 

12 haalthy 
fanalas. 

Brown and Wahla, 
(Raf. 184). 

BPA plus 
DBA/day) varsus 
control (fish 
fraa) 6 waa)cs 
aach with 6-waa]c 
washout. 

Crossovar trial 11 haalthy 
of 15 g fish oil fanalas. 
(MaxBPA, 4.5 
g/day BPA plus 
DBA) with or 
without 400 XU 
vitamin B for 4 
waaks aach with 
2-waak washout 
]»atwaan. 

Mathod 

Fasting blood i 
]»aginning and < 
intarvantion, i 
connarclal ass< 
lipids and apc] 
Multipla linsa: 
ragrasslon. 

Blaadlng tiaws 
Sioplata XI. 

Clotting tisMS 
saaplas ta)can < 
apart at tha ai 
diat traatswnt 
Fibrinolytic a< 
poolad sanplas 
Individual assi 
augl6)9ulln act: 
varsus fibrin. 

Thiobarbituric 
raactlva substi 
total tocophan 
fluorcsMtric ai 
whola blood agi 
by alactrival : 
aftar collagan 



ood auipl** At 
And And of 
on, stAndArd, 

AASAya for 
ApoprotAina. 

Inaar 

Inaa on 2 
Jean 4 daya 
.ha and of aach 
mant. 
ic activity in 
plaa froa aach 
. aaaayad by 
i activity 
irin. 

;uric acid, 
lubatancaa, 
>pbarol by 
:1c aaaay, 
>d agaragation 
Lvai iapadanca 
Lagan atianlua. 

Kaottlta CoaMBta 

rlah oil i TO> In both 
groupa MS chplaataroi, U>L, 
apoB, t BDhi t apoX, in com 
oil group. Zb fiah oil group 
t phoapbollpld MBA 
corralatad with BDL, but not 
in com oil group, wharaaa 
in com oil group DBA waa 
Invaraaly corralatad to BDL. 

Mo changa in diatary fat, 
alcohol or protaln. Both 
groupa had a aatall, 
aignlficant waight gain. Tha 
divargant raaulta undaracora 
tha naad for atudiaa on 
individual omaga-3 fatty 
aclda, that nay halp axplain 
inconaiatanciaa la raaxilta of 
fiah oil affacta on BDL. 

MS platalat aggragation 
aanaltlvity to ADF, 
collagan, PAFi t aanaitivlty 
to ata 
MS blaading tlma. 

Diffarancaa fron othar 
atudiaa akay ba dua to abaanca 
of DBA, and naad for longar 
atudiaa to allow DBA 
Incorporation. 

i laukocytaa on fiah, fiah 
plua fiah oil diata. 
Platalat count i on fiah 
oili MS fibrlnogan, t 
fibrinolytic activity on 
both fiah and fiah plua fiah 
oil. 

Tha authora raviaw othar 
raporta on fibrinolytic 
activity and nota tha 
Inconaiataney in findinga. 

MS conjugatad dianaa, 
eraatina hinaaa, or TBAKS in 
tha platalat poor plaaaa} T 
total plaana TBABS on both, 
but laaa with addad vitanin 
Ml t glucoaa on fiah oil 
without vltaain B. 

Small Buabar of aubjactat 
conaidarabla varlanca in many 
maaauraa with tha axcaption 
of plaanta TBABS. Tha 
intaractlon batwaan glucoaa 
auggaata a machaniam to 
addraaa potantial advaraa 
affact in dlabatica. 
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TABLB 3 

_Study 

Clark* •t al. 
(Raf. 189). 

Coblac at al. 
(Raf. 190) 

Study Daslgn Subjacts Mat 

Moncont rol1ad 7 mala and 4 Usual low cl 

auppl ama&t at 1 on , famal* low saturat« 
1 g fish oil/day 
(0.3 g BPA plus 
DBA, MazBPA) 
Incraasing in 1 
g Incramants 
aionthly to 5 
g/day for months 
5 and 6. 

adolascanta with 
FBh typ* XZ (S 
typ* ZZa> 6 typ* 
ZIb). 

3 racalvad 

Randomlzad SO Bldarly,' Blood prassi 
doubla-blind 
placabo- 
eontrollad, 3 
waak run>la on 
rastrletad Ha 
intaka plua 8 to 
X g aunflowar 
oil oapaulaa and 

haalthy aubjacta. sitting pos 

• to 600 mg alow 
ralaaaa Hacl. 
Than 4 waaka on 
flak oil (8 g 
BIMBOA, 4.3 g 
BPA plua DBA) on 
althar le or 
normal Ha> and 
eroaaovar to 
altamat* Ha for 
4 waaka. 



ow cholMCaroX, 

uratad fat dlata, 
vad colstipol. 

iraaaura in 
[ poaltlon. 

HS TO'a/ cholastarol, VDL, 
BSL. Incraaaad noaa blaada 
during fish oil traatmant 
varsus bafora and aftar. 

i sya, dlas blood prassura 
on Ma rastrletad dlat plus 
fish oil; HS on fish oil 
only; MS on sunflowar oil 
(tha run-in traatmant). 

Nuaibars of obsarvations at 
aach tlma par subjaot not 
glvan for blood lipids 
skaasuramants, so fish oil 
amounts for "aftar*^ traatmant 
not claar. Platalat count 
and othar biochamistrias 
dascribad as normal, but no 
data of affaets of fish oil 
ara dascribad. 
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TABLE 2 

Stu^ Study P»lgB. Suhj«et« Matbc 

Duvldsoa at al. 
(R«f. 191). 

Thra* 
•zparlmantat 1. 
Doaa raapo&fa 
Study with fish 
oil, (7.3, 5.4, 
3.6 g BPA plus 
OHA/day, 
SuparBPA) for 6 
waaks 
saquantlally, 6- 
waak washout 
batwaaa dosas; 
highast dosa 
crossovar to 
Oliva oil 
2. Crossovar of 
NazBPA varsus 
SuparBPA at 4.4 
g BPA plus 
OBA/day aach, 6 
waaks, 6-waak 
washout 
3. Uncoatrollad 
supplawaatatioa 
of easas fron a 
4 yaar pariod, 
144 subjacts 
traatad for 6 
waak pariods 
with various 
fish oil. 

1. 16 Typa XX-B 
hyparlipidaaile 
patiaats. 

2. 12 Bypar 
triglyearidasd c 
typa XV. 

3. 148 Patiaats 
of diffaraat 
hyparlipidsaias. 

32 faaala 
patiaats with 
stabla CHD. 

Britslaad at al. Raadosiisad to 
(Raf. 195). aapiria (300 

mg/g) for 1 
waak, followad 
by 4 waak oa 
fish oil (Norsk, 
45 pareaat athyl 
astara of BPA 
plus DBA, 3.4 
g/day) or 4 waak 
ea fish oil 
followad by 1 

_ waak oa aapiria. 

1. Stabla 
diat for 3 
to aad durl 

3. Stabla oa 
X or Phaaa XX 

4 waak rua-ia 
blockars usad 
patiaats, ait 
allowad. Dsua 



L* AHA phas* 1 
3 months prior 

irlng study. 

Ls on ABA phsss 
•s ZI dlsts. 

1. <1 TO, cbolsstsrol on 
7.3, 5.6 g IPA plus DBA/dsy, 
NS cbolsstsrol on 3.6 g BPA 
plus OHA/dayi MS BDL; 
cholsstsrol T on ollvs oil. 

2. SupsrBPA i cbolsstsrol 
mors than MaxBPA; MazBPA T 
LDL, HDL, HDL, vsrsus 
SupsrBPA* NS HSL,. 

3. Bach MazBPA, SupsrBPA, 
Promsga i TO's, cbolsstsrol; 
T HDI, in Typs izb on 
SupsrBPA only; i LDb in 
fasdlial 

Ivpsrcbolsstsrolsmia aCtsr 
SupsrBPA. MS Lp(a). 

Olivs oil control incrsassd 
TO cbolsstsrol vsrsus run-in 
dist. Dssign dossn't control 
for polyunsaturated fatty 
acids. 

Larger decrease in 
cholsstsrol by SupsrBPA may 
be due to its reduced content 
of saturated fatty acids. 

Capsule counts vers used to 
assess compliance. 

in-in. Beta 
used by 9 

, nitrates 
Dsual dist. 

<1 TO's by fish oil; <]■ 
cbolsstsrol by fish oil plus 
aspirin; T HSL in fish oil 
only. 

2 sdnor bleeding episodes on 
aspirin, none on fish oil. 
Me wash out between 
treatments, ssmll number of 
subjects makes differences in 
response to fish oil only and 
fish oil plus aspirin 
questionable. 
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TABLB 3 

Study 

Vahrar at al. 
(Xaf. 196). 

Farratti at al. 
(Kaf. 197). 

Ferea at al. 
(Raf. 300). 

Study Daalgn Subjaeta 

Saif aalactad to 
traatmant of 
fiab (1.5 to 3.0 
g IFA plua 
SHXyday), fiah 
oil (SanooMffa 
818, 3.1 a SfA 
plua DHA/day), 
uoraial dlat for 
3 nontha. 

31 fanala, 31 
Mia haaltby 
voluntaara. 

Honblindad, 40 ao&aiiK>)clng 
longitudinal faMlaa. 
daaign, 10 waa]c 
run-in on 
plaeabo (15 g 
■ixad fat) ; 10 
waa)ca with 15 g 
fiab oil 

Mathi 

Ho run-in, fi 
aaliaon, tuna, 
Mclcaral, pil 
Fiah conaunvt 
raeordad in d 

FOI-M by a at 
iaotopa dilut 
davalopad in 
authora' la]>e 

(anchovy oil, 
6.5 g SPA plua 
DBA) I 8 waa)ca of 
15 fiah oil plua 
300 wg vitaadn 
M. 

13 g fiah oil 
(na 8) (6 g IPA 
plua DBA, 
ProaMga) or 16 g 
fiah oil.(n- 6) 
(8 g BPA plua 
DBA), 6 waaha. 
Aftar 6 waalca on 
fiah oil only, 
concurrent 
incraaaing daily 
doaagaa of ASA 
(50, 100, 335, 
1,300 ng) 3 
waa)ca each. 

14 famalaa, 3 
Bkalaa, clinically 
atabla but 
advancad CBD. 

Oaa chrooiatot 
apactroacopy 



« stabl* 
dilution Mthod 
d in tb« 
Inborntoriaa. 

cut ogr aphy-aui • • 
copy 

i TS'c in both fiah and fiah 
oil groupa; MS cholaatarol, 
BDL; dacraaaa in TO 
eorralatad with incraaa* in 
IPX. 

Fiah oil alona and fiah oil 
aupplanantad with vitamin ■ 
produced cooparabla raaulta 
on average, with the mean 
valuea ^g POS-N excreted per 
34 houra in control, fiah 
oil and fiah oil plua 
vitamin B of IS.41 a 3.13, 
13.SI a 1.7S and 13.77 a 
1.8S, reapectively. Paired 
t-teat ahowed a aignlficant 
(p * 0.003) reduction 
between baaeline and fiah 
oil traatawnc. 

Fiah oil i TXX, 38 percent, 
with ASA i 97 percent at 
each doae; fiah oil and ASA 
each I POX, (ASA more than 
fiah oil); fiah oil T POX,, 
l3Ut ASA did not increaae 
POX,. 

Baaeline blood lipid valuea 
were cooparable in the aelf 
aelacted groupa. 

POB-M ia the aum of POB, plua 
POB,, derived from AA. The 
BPA-darlved POB, waa not 
meaaured. Dietary intake waa 
well controlled. Prolonged 
uaa of fiah oil 
eupplamentation waa not 
recoanended. The range of 
baaeline valuea waa from 3.8 
to 60.9 |ig/34 houra. There 
was no apparent relationship 
between Initial values and 
Btagnitude of the change, and 
there were many individuals 
who had substantial 
differences for the two fiah 
oil treatments. Thus, the 
significance of an average 
change of about 30 percent is 
not clear. 

This ia a study on the 
mechanism of action of fish 
oil. Ho concurrent placebo 
control. Dietary intake waa 
not controlled. 
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TABLB 2-' 

Study 

Fruncaachlni at 
al. (Kaf. 202). 

Oans at al. 
(Raf. 203). 

Oasao at al 
(Raf. 204). 

Oarhard at al. 
(Ra£. 206). 

Ooran at al 
(Raf. 207). 

Study Saalgn Bubjacts Natlioi 

Oncontrollad 
aupplanantatioa 
atudy of 6 g/day 
flah oil (Horak 
hydro, 2.8 g IPX 
plua 1.7 g DBX), 
6 waaka. 

5 Baalthy 
subjacts. 

BDL subfractic 
by nondanaturl 
polyacrylaaiida 
alactrophorasd 

Randotalaad 
doubla-bllnd 
atudy (flah oil, 
aourca not 
apaelflad, 1.8 g 
IPX plus 1.2 g 
DHX/day) varsus 
com oil, 4 
BMsaths. 

Stabla 
claudication 
patlantsi 37 
anrollad, 16 par 
group cocpplatad. 

Supina blood p 
raat and 1, 6, 
post axarcisa. 
Fibrlnogsn by 
kit. 

_ 
RatfSooLlaad 
doabla>blind 
placabo- 
controllad 
IfaBtol-aarlna 
(1.2 g BPX) 
varsus Bfaa»l (v 
Oliva oil) 12 
capsulas/day 6 
waaka. 

17 normal haalthy 
6 malaa, 11 
famalaa 6-BfaBol 
marina, 5-Bfamol, 
6-oliva oil. 

3-pariod 
crossovar of 
thraa fish 
diats; Devar 
sola (2 g SPX 
plus DBX), 
Salmon (4 g BPX 
plua DBX), or 
sablafish (3.4 g 
BPX plua DBX), 
18 d aaeh with 
3-waak washout 
]>atwaaB. 

21 nomo- 
triglycarldaaiic 
famalaa. 

XpoB standard: 
Cantars for D: 
Control standi 
and LDX> praci] 
with magnasiui 
phosphotungsti 
ansymatlcally 
aupamatant. 

Dneontrollad 
supplaaMntation 
study, 150 to 
200 B«/kg 
(BPXOZS) (0.86 
to 2.3 g BPX 
plus DBX/day) 
8 waaka. 

16 Patiants with 
and staga ranal 
dlsaasa, 6 typa 
ZIb, 1 typa ZZa, 
8 typa ZV. 

Blood lipids ; 
aftar supplanu 
cholastarol Is; 
microansymati 
Xpoprotalns b 
assays. 



i ■ ■ 

Kctlona Maay«d 
Kturing ^ 
■mid* gal 
oraala. 

atoa, MDA, 
kasragatioD to 

dardliad to 
or Slaaaaa 
tandarda. VLDL 
racipltatad 
•alum 
ngatata, HDIi 
ally i& tha 
nt. 

Raaulta Coananta 

NS cholaatarol, HDL, T BOL,, 
•t BDL,, t BSL,/HDI>, inaaa 
ratio. 

Dlatary Intaka waa not 
controllad. Coapllanca waa 
chackad by plaana PL fatty 
acid coopoaltlon. Small 
atudy. 

I' Dlaatollo by both groupa, 
i ayatolle only In CO group; 
T BBC daforaablllty; 
NS cholaatarol, LDL; 
Clbrinogan; t HDL, BDL,; i 
TO'a; 
NS pain, walking dlatanca. 

Wlda variation of aga (IS to 
so yaara), Dlatary Intaka waa 
not controllad. Ccopllanca 
waa chackad by plaama PL 
fatty acid coopoaltlon. 
Blood praaaura waa lowarad In 
both groupa. 

i Vlatalat aggragatlon by 
Bfamol-Biarlna; i MDA In all 
groupa. 

Oreupa dlffar In tha 
andpolnta at baginning of tha 
azparlmant, ao It la 
difficult to Intarprat 
changaa. Tha HDA i nay ba 
dua to tha vitamin B addad. 

Saloon, aablaClah dlata T 
cholaatarol, apoB, LDL. 
Sola i BDL, T LDL; SablaClah 
i HDL. 

Dlata wara comparabla for 
total fat, aaturatad fat. 
Study daaign doaan't allow 
conelualona about onaga-S 
fatty acld-apaclflc affacta. 

i TO; NS cholaatarol, i 

ot azcaaalvaly 
hyparllpldamlc aubjacta; NS 
blood praaaura, platalat 
counta, apoAjtajwB. 

Flab ell doaaga waa adjuatad 
to tha body waight of chronic 
ranal failtura young patlanta 
(7 to IS yaara). 
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Chol«at«rc 
coimarcla] 
Apoprotalz 
inanunoturl: 

13 Normal haalthy 
subjacta. 

Lipids, g] 
fibrioogai 

Uncontrollad 
supplamantation 
atudy, 1.8 g BPA 
atbyl astar/day, 
(laboratory 
purifiad), 6 
months. 

16 Diabstics, 5 
XDDM, 11 HIDDM. 

Albumin bj 
radioiasBui 
c«iiBarcia; 
by high pi 
liquid ch] 

Banaan at al. Crossovar trial 30 haalthy famala Nhola bloi 
(Raf. 316). of 35 mL cod 

livar oil/day 
<6.35 g BPA plus 
DBA), 8 wss)cs 
varsua no 
supplamant. 

and 30 haalthy 
mala subjacts. 

(producad 
thronbin) 
complata 
commarcia 
Pibrinoga 
spactroph 
assay. 



TABLE 3--C0NTINUBD 

M«thc>d»_R«»ult»_ ConiM&ts 

latcrol, BSL> TO by Overall MS cholastarol/ LOL. Subataatlal antount of othar 
irclal klta. omaga-S fatty aclda in tbia 
otal&a by Typa Xlbi i TO< aupplamant (0.50 g 18i3, 0.45 
loturbldlty aaaay. cholastarol; T HDL; MS LDL. g 1S>4 and 0.43 g 33:5) par 

day. Patiants wara on waight* 
Typa IVt i TO; MS malntananca dlat but no cal, 
cholastarol, LDL, HDL. parcant or wt parcant of aach 

cooponant was glvsn. 
Both; MS platalat count, Conpllanca was shown on blood 
platalat aggragatlon, RBC lipid analysis, 
dsformability, apoB, apoA,; i 
blood viscosity. 

Is, glucosa, Lp(a), Both fish oil i TO's; T HDL, High vitamin B producad soma 
nogan. glucosa; MS cholastarol, . affacts indapandantly of tha 

Xp(a), apoB, insulin. fish oil, undarscorlng tha 
naad tha control for 

Low vitamin B fish oil T polyunsaturatad fatty acids, 
KDA, fructosamlna; i vitamin and hava adaquata vitaiain B 
B. in tha tast substancss. 

High vitamin B fish oil i 
TO's, fibrinogan. 

lin by MS TO, cholastarol, glucosa, MS body walght. Conpllanca 
lioanunoassay with a HbA,,, systolic, diastolic was chackad by blood BPA 
ircial kit. HbA,, blood prassura, blood laval. Diatary Intaka was 
gh psrformancs viscosity; i albumin not controllad. In IDDN 
d chromatography. azcratlon, hamatocrit. fasting glucosa was raducad, 

and baraly aiissad statistical 
slgnificanca. Study dasign 
doasn't allow conclusions 
about omaga-3 fatty acid- 
spaciflc affacts. 

I blood clot MS fibrinogan, fibrinolytic Study dasign doasn't allow 
lucad by addad activity, t*PA; i TXB,. conclusions about omaga*3 
(bin) lysis tlma to fatty acid-spacific affacts. 
ata lysis. t>PA by 
irclal BLISA kit. 
nogan by 
rophotomatric 
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TABUI 

8tu4y Study Daslgn Sxibj acts Mat 

■•TAta at al. Parallax a. Smolcars 6 40 liour smol 
(RaC. 2X7). uatraatad HazSPA, 5 abstinanea 

eoatrols varsus 
10 g MaxBPA/day 

controls. ovamight fi 
blood draw; 

(3 g BPA plus b. Smo)cars 3 to 6 cigarai 
DBA), 4 waaJcs. control, 4 fish 

oil only, 4 fish 
oil plus 400 mg 
vitaadn S 
smolcars. 

c. Nonsmohars. 

for sacond 1 

Barrla at al. O&controllsd 6 haalthy laalaa. Blaading tii 
(Mf. 2Xa). sUpplsMutatlon 

trial of fish 
Sinplata ZZ 
Platalat agi 

oils plus AA, collaga: 
aspiriu; 325, 
60, 80 ng 
aspirin for 3 
days; 4 day wash 
out; 2 waa)cs on 
4.5 g SPA plus 
DBA (SuparSPA); 
325, eo SO ng 
aspirin plus 
SuparSPA for 3 
days. 

in combinat 
othar agoni 

■arris and Dneontrollad 12 mala and 4 Blaading ti 
Wlxtdaor (XaC. supplaoMntation fasiala haalthy Sinplata. 
220). study on nonaol ipidaml c diats bad 3 

pos tprandial 
lipania with of 

sxibjacts. paroant fat 
14 parcant 

fish oil (2.2 g 12 to 13 pa 
SPA plus DBA, monounsatur 
Dais Alazandar parcant as 
OMga-3), random 
assignnant to 
eapsulas or 

polyunsatur 
Tast maal p 
fat/lcg (61 

anulsion for 4 total calor 
waa)cs. parcant of 

saturatad f 
13 parcant 
monounsatur 
acids, 7 pa 
c»iaga-3 fat 
Two hour bl 
through 10 
maal. 



r amolclag 
>nc« and 
rht £*st prior to 
Iraw; 90 ninutaa 4 
.aarottoa saaolcod, 
!ond blood draw. 

kg timas by 
:• 11. 
kt aggragatlon to 
■lagan, PAP and AA 
klnatlon with tha 
kgonlata. 

i TO; HS cbolaatarol, BSL; 
fish oil t TBAJtd in plasma 
prasmoklng T TBARS aftar 
smoking. 

Blaading MS on fish oil; 
fish oil pltts aspirin sama 
as aspirin only; fish oil 
and fish oil plus aspirin MS 
on platalat ssnsitivity to 
AA, collagan, FAF, but fish 
oil i aztant of aggragatlon 
to collagan. 

i TO's VliOL; MS cholastarol, 
U>L, ai>oB, apoA,, HSL,, 
vitamin B, Lp(a); t HDL, 
BOL,. 

t Blaading tima; MS BBC 
daformability. 

Postprandial lipamia raducad 
about 40 pareant. 

TBARS in plasma, and LDb, 
mors rasponslva to eigarattas 
than fish oils. Host, but not 
all of tha Incraasa dua to 
fish oil alona could ba 
blockad by tha addad vitamin 
B. 

Madicatlons wara controllad 
but dlat was not controllad. 
Short-tatm study with a small 
nuB^r of subj acts may 
azplaln inconslstanclas with 
othar conparabla studlas. 
Tha study may not hava had 
adaquata statistical powsr to 
datarmlna whathar blaading 
tima incraasas of aspirin and 
fish oil ara addltlva or 
graatar than addltlva. 

Mo madicatlons. Mo 
dlffaranca batwaan capsulas 
and amulslon in tast maal, 
possibly bacausa most fat was 
from othar dlat cooponants. 
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TABLB 2— 

Study 

Burrla at al. 
(Itaf. 219). 

■•fidra at al. 
(Kat. 222). 

lnw>a at al 
(Raf. 224). 

Janaaa at al 
(Rae. 22«). 

Rramar at al 
(Raf. 228). 

Stu^ Oaalgn Siibjacta Matho 

Randoatiaad doaa- 
raapoaaa, 1.25 
to 5 g RPA plua 
DBX/day 
(Praaaga) 6 
an&tha. 

26 Byporlipidamie 
patianta. 

Blood lipida, 
XI for blaadi 

Randomiaad, 
doubla-bllad< 
placalao- 
eontrollad trial 
of 10 g/day 
MazBPA (3 g RPA 
plua OBA) varaua 
Oliva oil, 6 
waalca. 

80 Honinaxilin- 
dapandant 
diabatic 
aubjacta. 

Pibrinogan by 
BDL )3y praeip 
LDL )»y caloul 

Onco&trellad 
aupplamautatiou 
taat of 2.7 
g/day purifiad 
RPA athyl aatar 
(aourca aot 
apaeifiad), 12 
waa]ca. 

15 Outpatianta.' ■ 
Saguantial doaa- 
raapouaa with 1, 
3, 6 g RPA plua 
OBA (8ha)claa 
RPA), 4 waa)ca 
aaeh with 3>waa)c 
waahout batwaaa. 

14 haalthy malaa 
and 4 haalthy 
famalaa. 

« 

1 Month zun-i 
fraa diat, ot 
dlot not cont 
Blooding timo 
Sinplato XI. 
auto la]3orato 

RaadoKizad 
doubla-bli&d 
plaeabo (oliva 
oil) controllad 
trial of 3.25 or 
4.5 g RPA plua 
DBA/day (athyl 
aatara, 
Pharmacapa), 24 
waa)ca. 

49 With 
rhaunatoid 
arthritia 
conplatad tha 
atudy. 

XL-1 l9y bioaa 



8 2—COMTINDBD 

Raaulta Commenta ■ i TO In doaa-ralatad manner 
1 month and 6 montha, except 
loweat doae NS at 6 montha, 
i VLDL on all but loweat 
doae; MS choleaterol, LOL, 
HSL, HDL,, (except 2.S g/day 
at € montha t IJ>L, HSL). 
T Blooding tlokoa on 2.5, 5 

g/g 
BBC deformablllty largely 
\knaf footed. 

Siacrepancloa ekmong atudiaa, 
mathodologiea were dlacuaaed. 
Zrregularltlaa may be due in 
part to amall aanpla aixe. 
4-wee)c waahout returned moat 
valuea to pretreatment 
levela. 

n hy Clauaa, 
-•eipitatlon, 
doulatioa. 

Tranalent T glucoae; NS HbAj. 

i TO; MS choleaterol, HSL; T 
XiSL (voraua baaellne). 

i Spontanooua platelet 
aggregation, but MS 
roaponaea to Induced 
aggregation, i blood 
preaaure in both traatmenta. 

Large, carefully controlled 
atudy in an at-ria)c 
population. Olive oil control 
doean't allow concluaiona 
about omega-3 fatty acld- 
apecific offacta. 

UB dicta. Blood 
kftar 12 hour 
kama liplda by 
.rlfugatloa 
raaXa. 

i choleaterol, TO. apoB, 
amall denae LSL; T largo 
light LSL, lipid tranafer 
protein activity; MS HSL, 
HSL,, HSL,, apoA,, apoC, 
apoB. 

Authora atate the relative 
atherogenlcity of large light 
LSL and amall denae LSL is 
controvaralal. 

’^la-in on flah 
othanrlaa 

controlled, 
timaa by 
ZI. Liplda by 
oratory mathod. 

i TO, VLSL on 6 g doae; T 
HSL and HSL/LSL ratio on 6 g 
doae, but baaellne HSL 
changed; MS choleaterol, 
LSL. 

Changea in baaellne HSL not 
ahown. 

sloaaaay. i ZL-1 38 percent 41 percent 
and 55 percent in olive oil, 
low and high fiah oil 
groupa, roapectively; 
MS ZL-2 in both fiah oil 
groupa. 

Actual doaea were adjuated 
par kg body weight. 
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study Study Dasign Subjacts 

Ill and Stainar 
(Ra£. 234). 

Dosa>raspo&sa, 
parallax daslgni 
4.8, 9.6, or 
14.4 g BPA plua 
OBA/day, (aourca 
not apacl£lad), 
3 waa)ca. 

5 Normal baaltby 
aubjacta aach 
doaa. 

Z.lndgran at *1. Natabollc ward 9 normollpldamic 
(Ra£. 235). croaaovar o£ 

aalaion varaua 
prudant diat <30 
parcant £at). 20 
day run-in, 40 
daya aach diat. 
Salmon diat 
provldad 2.1 
parcant o£ 
caloriaa aa 
omaga-3 £atty 
aclda, 
(approzimataly 5 
g/day BPA plua 
DBA) . 

iamalaa. 

Malla at al. Uncontrollad Normol ipaad c 
(Ra£. 241). aupplamantatlon 

with £lah oil, 
(6.7 g BPA plua 
SBA/day, BPAX- 
5000), 6 waa)ta 
and 4-waalc 
waahout. 

aubjacta with 
vary high (8) and 
vary low, i.a., 
undatactabla 
Lp(a) lavala (7). 

Ilarc)anann at al. obaarvational, 12 baaltby 
(Ra£. 244). aaquantlal dlata 

o£ £iah (3.4 
g/day BPA plua 
DBA, 10 d) 
uncontrollad (18 
d), and naat (10 
d). 

famalaa. 



i adbcalon to 
collagan Z and flbrlnogan, 
naar maximal raapo&aa at 3 g 
BPA/day; apaad of raturn to 
baaalina valuaa in tha 
washout was dlractly ralatad 
to dosa. 

ains maasurad NS cbolastarol, LDL, BDL„, 
Iva BLZ8A HDL^, apoB, apoB, Lp(a); i 
4' ^ TO, HOL,. HDL^, apoAj, apoA,; 
•diffusion. T BDL, BSL»,. 

rlnogan assay, 
iZ-1 antigans 

i TO, platalat aggragatlon; 
NS cbolastarol, I,DL, BDL, 
Lp(a). 

NS cbolastarol, HDL, TO, 
fibrinogan; TO i on both 
diatsi X PAI-1 and t-PA 
antlgan, PAX activity and T 
t>PA activity on maat, but 
NS on fish. 

This procadura raducas 
formation of thrombi, dilutas 

'platalat darlvad factors. 
Maasuras diract intaraction 
of platalats with aurfaca 
matrix, study daslgn doaan't 
allow conclusions about 
omaga>3 fatty acld-spaclfle 
offsets. 

Carefully daslgnad statabolic 
ward study, using practical 
loval of omaga-3 fatty acids, 
and Fat (saturated fatty 
acids and oaMga-6 
polyunsaturated fatty acids) 
carefully controlled. 
Details on affects of 
llpoprotsin subfraetions. Two 
assay mathods for Lp(a) gave 
sane result. 

Comparabla lipid and platalat 
raaponsas for tha low Lp(a) 
and high Lp(a) groups. 

Sines both diets produced 
changoa with respect to tha 
initial diats (that ware 
uncontrolled) it is difficult 
to ascribe any change to tha 
oMga-3 fatty acids. 
However, tha changes on tha 
maat diet are more in lino 
with reduced CHD rls)c than 
the lac)c of change on tha 
fish diet. 
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TAB13 2—CONTIMOBD 

Study Study Daalgn Subjacts Mat)iods 

Maland at al 
(R*f. 247). 

DouJsla-bllnd, 
randomlzad 
nmltl-cantar 
placabo (corn 
oil* ollva oil 
mix) controllad 
trial, 20 mL 
HaxBPA/day (6.8 
g BPA plus DBA), 
6 waa)cs. 

40 famalas mild 
hypartansion. 

Calibratad instrumants 
at 8 cantara. Tims of 
day for maasuramants was 
controllad. 

Maydani at al 
(Ra£. 248). 

Uncontrollad 
supplamantatlon 
study 2.4 g/day 
BPA plus DBA 
(Promaga), 3 
SkMlths. 

25 maltts. Blood at 1, 2, 3 months. 

Molvig at al. 
(Raf. 250). 

Randomisad, 
doubla-bllnd 
Placabo- 
coatrollad trial 
of 1.6, 3.2 g 
BPA plus DBA 
(PDcasol) varsus 
fatty acid 
bland, 7 waa]cs. 

25 Baalthy 
subjacts and 8 
IDDM subjacts. 

Isolatad monocyta call 
culturss. THP and IL-1 
by commarcial BLISA 
)cits. 

Mori at al. 
(Raf. 251). 

Natcbad (aga, 
waight) and 
randomisad to 15 
g MaxBPA/day 
(4.5 g BPA plus 
DBA) or oliva 
oil, 4 waaks. 

32 famalas with 
paripharal 
vascular disaasa. 

No aspirin for 14 days 
prastudy platalat 
aggragation to PAP, 
collagan. 

Mori at al. 
(Raf. 252). 

Matchad groups 
randoeily 
assignad to 15 
g/day MaxBPA 
(4.5 g BPA plus 
DBA), oliva oil, 
or oliva oil 
plus 
cholastarol. 

27 normolipidamic 
insulin-dapandant 
famala diabatics. 

BDL by hsparin, 
mangansss chlorida 
pracipitation, followsd 
by saparata 
pracipitation of 
subfractions. LDL by 
calculation. 



Results ConBMnts 

NS blood pressure, 
cholesterol; i TO's on fish 
oil; i cholesterol/BOL ratio 
in both groups. 

Power to detect a 5 nm blood 
pressure difference was 96 
percent; a 10 percent 
cholesterol difference was 61 
percent. Cholesterol/HDL 
ratio decrease in placebo was 
nearly more than that after 
fish oil (p<0.07). 11 of 14 
subjects on fish oil guessed 
their assignment correctly. 

i TO's; T lipid peroxides. 6 lU vitamin B stay not be 
adequate. 

i XL-lB inmunoreectivity on 
high dose only; NS after low 
dose. NS ‘THF-a; i 
proliferative response. 

Placebo had 30 percent 
polyunsaturated, 3> percent 
monoUnsaturated fatty acids. 
Spontaneous and LPS* 
stimulated leucotriene and 
POB, secretion did not differ 
among groups at baseline or 
after 7 weeks of treatment. 
ZL-1 returned to baseline 
with 3-week washout. 

T cholesterol, LOL, HSt,,; i 
TO by fish oil, (but olive 
oil i cholesteirol, LDL); 
i platelet aggregation by 
fish oil, imt olive oil T 
aggregation. 

Compliance by capsule count. 
Changes in control make 
Interthretation difficult. 
Olive oil does not control 
for polyunsaturated fatty 
acids. 

NS cholesterol, LPL, ROL; T 
HCL,, i BSL,, TO. 

Study design doesn't allow 
conclusions about omega-3 
fatty acid-specific effects. 



TABLS 2 

Study 

Naallar at *1. 
(Ra£. 253). 

Mullar at al^ 
(Ra£. 2S3a). 

Mullarts at al. 
(Ra£. 254). 

Study Daaigm 

Randomlsad 
doubla-bllnd 
crosaovar trial 
o£ 8 g BPA plus 
DBA (Pronaga) 
varsus oliva 
oil, 21 d. 

Multleantar 
obsarvatlo&al 
trial o£ 135 g 
caanad aaelcaral 
pasta (4.7 g/day 
BPA plus PBA) or 
Btaat pasta._ 

Oncontrollad 
supplama&tatioa, 
0.55 g BPA plus 
DBA/day 
(Pi)casol), 21 
days. 

Stibjacts 

12 Haalthy 
adults. 

84 haalthy 
iamalas. 

7 Haalthy adults. 

Math 

Blaadiag timi 
Sinplata II ); 
a£tar admiaii 
325 mg aspiri 
subjacts wit) 
or coagulatie 
disordars, 
thronbocytopi 
athaaol. 

Publishad mat 
£acror X, aat 
III, alpha-ai 
plasmiaogaB. 
by Clausa. 

Normal dists, 
u-PA by bus; 

Nalsoa at al. 
(Ra£. 256). 

Matabolic ward 9 aozmolipidamic 
crosaovar o£ iamalas. 
salaoB, prudaat 
diat (30 parcaat 
£at). 20 day 
roa-ia, 40 days 
aaeh diat. 
Salnoa diat gava 
2.1 parcaat o£ 
calorias as 
oaMga-3 fatty 
acids, 
(approzimataly 5 
g/day BPA plus 
DBA). 

Platalat agg: 
ADP, AA, eoi: 
thrombiat tl 
maximum raspi 
Blaadiag tim 
Sinplata II. 



Hats, PAX-1 and 
BLISA kits. 

Pish oil-NS blssding tias 
varsus basslins but T varsus 
oliva oil both bafora (p < 
0.02) and aftar (MS) 
aspirin. 
<1 TO on £ish oil, platalat 
count, NBC count; NS 
cholastsrol, LDL, BSL. 

MS fibrinogan, othar blood 
coagulation maasuras (only T 
factor X), or fibrinolysis 
maasuras; maat i 
plasm! nogan. 

i a-Tocopharol; ms 
cholastarol, TO's; T PAX-1; 
MS t-PA, u-PA. 

aggragation to 
collagan. 

It thrashold and 
rasponsa. 

t tima by 
> XX. 

MS blaadlng,tima; salmon 
diat i platalat counts 
MS platalat rasponsa to 
collagan, thrombin but i 
sansitivity to ADP. 

Trand toward T HDL varsus 
basalina, but oliva oil in 
sama diraction, soma ordar 
affacts confou^ rasults. 

Cooplianca by lithium 
axcration. Study dasign 
doasn't allow conclusions 
about «naga-3 fatty acid- 
spacific affacts. 

Suggasts that diffarancas 
raportad for PAX-1 ara dua to 
tha assay usad, with tha 
doubla antilsody assay usad in 
this study, and tha 
monoclonal antibody usad lay 
Xmais at al. providing ■ 
spacificity. concludas that 
fish oil daersasas 
fibrinolytic activity. 

Carafully dasignad awtabolic 
ward study, using practical 
laval of omaga-3 fatty acids, 
and Fat (saturatad fatty 
acids and ooiaga-6 
polyunsaturatad fatty acids) 
carafully controllad. 
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TABI 

MlUclla (R«£. 
358). 

My* At al. (R*£. 
359) . 

Oh at al. (Ra£. 
361) . 

Ollvlarl at al. 
(Ra£. 363). 

Study Dasigu Subjacta 

Ra&domizad, 33 famalaa with 
doubla-blind. CBO, incraaaad TO 
placabo (corn and dacraaaad 
oil) controllad. HDL, 63 parcant 
croasovar, 3.4 g 
BPA plua DBA/day 
aa athyl aatar 
(BPA X 6000BB, 
Almarin), two 4> 
waak parioda 
with a 4-waak 
waahout batwaan, 
£ollowad by opan 
atu^ of 3.6 g 
BPA plua DHA/day 
for 4 waaka. 

w«r« ov«rw«ight. 

Randooklsad, fiah 79 famalaa, 39 
oil and ita ualaa poat PTCA 
placabo wara rafarrad for 
doubla-blind angina, nona had 
1. Aapirin 300 
mg plua 
dipyridamola 75 
mg.' 
3. 3.6 g BPA 
plua DBA 
(MaxBPA). 
3. Oliva oil, 
up to 1 yaar. 

grafta. 

Randomiaad 9 faaiala and 3 
croaaovar of 4 mala haalthy 
normal agga 
varaua 4 omaga-3 
fatty acid- 
anrichad 
agga/day (4.5 g 
BPA plua 
DHA/day), 3 waak 
run-in, 4 waaka 
aach traatmant. 

voluntaara. 

Oncontrollad 30 hyparlipidamic 
auppl amant at i on 16 famala, 4 
trial of 30 mL mala. 
fiah oil/day 
(3.0 g BPA plua 
DHA, aourca not 

.apacifiad), 8 
waaka. 

Lipid loi 
4 waa]ca ] 



d lowering diet for 
•km prior to study. 

HS cholesterol, IJ)L, HDL, * BOL inversely related to TO 
HDL/eholesterol ratio, apoA^, in study group pretreatment. 
apoB; i TO's; During open 
phase those with severe 
hypertriglyceridemia had T 
BDL/cholesterol. 

ography (blind) at 
year or before in 
le with anginal 
itoms; restenosis 
ned as a loss of 50 
!ent or more of the 
L produced by PTCA. 

unbent blood 
isure; VLDL by 
racentrifugation, BDL 
tanganase-heparln 
ripitation. 

lypolipidemie drugs 
15 days pre trial. 

>d pressure by 
ided nurse. 

MS angina (trend toward less 
in A/D and fish oil groups 
D restenosis by IPA (11 
percent versus 30 percent 
for olive oil) 
MaxSPA not different in any 
regard versus A/D 
MS in any blood lipids in a 
subset (ns 42). 

Omega-3 fatty acid-enriched 
eggs did not T cholesterol, 
but regular eggs did. Omega- 
3 fatty acid-enriched eggs i 
TO in one group. 

i Systolic diastolic blood 
pressure, TO; MS 
cholesterol, HDL, vitamin B; 
T glutathione peroxidase 
activity in RBCs and 
platelets, i HDA. 

Mo deaths in any group 
through 1 year, 93 percent 
follow-up rate. Results 
suggest that MaxBFA is as 
useful or moreso than 
asplrin/dlpyrldamole. 

One of the groups used ]3utter 
to prepare eggs, changing the 
PiS ratio. Pooled data were 
not given despite absence of 
order effects for 8»st 
variables, i LDL in one 
group; MS HDL in either 
treatment. Systolic blood 
pressure 4. in both groups, 
diastolic only in one. 

Design doesn't allow 
conclusions about omega-3 
fatty acid-specific effects. 
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•tu43r Study Daaign Suhjaeta Mathoda 

OW*ns ABd Cw, 
(tet. 2iA). 

<tt>saxvatlonal 

atudy> 15 g/dtv 
MazBPA (4.5 g 
BPA plus DBA) 4 
waa)ca. 

6 nomal faaalaa. Sin^lata XX for 
tima. Platalat 
in Baumgartnar c 
uaing avartad ra 
aorta. Prothroob 
NBC and platalat 
by autoaiatad BMt 

Xapp at mX. 
(teC. act). 

Uneo&trollad 
aupplanantation 
atudy of MaxBPA 
at 6 parcaat of 
ealorlaa (16 to 
21.3 g IPA plua 
S8A/day)< 6 to 
UO daya. 

11 patlanta, 9 
faoialo, 2 nala 
with obatructlva 
atharoaelaroaia 
aehadolad for 
paripharal 
vaaeular aurgary. 

Bxeludaa aubjact 
habitual fiah in 
15 andartaracton 
apaclnana. Cont 
apaeinana froa 1 
nonfiah conaumis 
aubjacta undergo 
vaaeular raconat 

•aynor and 
Oillott (KaC. 
376). 

Oaeontrollad 
leag-tana 
aupplaaa&tatlon 
with. 20 aL/day 
MaxBPA during 
yaar 1, 10 
■L/day 
tharaaftar. 

365 During 1 
aiontb to 40 at 84 
aiontha. 47 
parcant had 
aurvivad a haart 
attaclc, 49 
parcant had 
angina. 

Total cholaatarc 
anaymatie aaaay. 
after pracipitat 

Scbaidt at al. 
(Dae. 277). 

Ooaa-raaponaa 
atu4y 1.3> 4> 9 
g BPA plua 
DBA/day 
(PDcaaol), 3 
parieda of 6 
waa)ca/aBiottnt. 
Randoadtad to 
Ineraaaing or 
daeraaalna doaa. 
6-«aa)t waahouta. 

10 haalthy 
famalaa. 

Sioplata XX for 
tinea; t-PA, PAl 
eoanarcial kitaj 
fibrinogen by t) 
clotting tisM. 



■COMTZHDXO 

Ekod* Rooulto Conssonts 

for blooding 
ilot odhoolon 
lor choidMr 
»d robblt 
ironbln tlsto, 
:olot count 
1 Mthodo. 

MS NBC, prothronbln timo, 
plotolot odhoolon, blooding 
timo. 

Trond toward incroasod 
adhosion with duration of 
fooding. Assay mothod 
maasuros platolot changos, 
but doos not assay vassal 
wall changos. Study dasign 
doosn't allow conclusions 
about omoga-3 fatty acld- 
spocific offacts. 

sjocto with 
•h Intoko. 
ictonv 
Control 

roa 18 
turning 
lorgolng 
sonotructlon. 

Fioh oil incroosod eontont 
of omogo-3 fotty oeldo in 
othorosclorotic loolon 
llnoorly with duration of 
fooding, although plasma 
onricbmont of omoga-3 fatty 
acids platoauod by 3 to 3 
wosks; 1 cholostorol; MS 
TO's, platolot counts, 
bloo^ng tlmos. 

Shows Incorporation of omoga- 
3 fatty acids into plaquo, 
ospocially DBA. Rolovanco to 
CBD not known. Mot a 
spoclfic offset of omoga-3 
fatty acids, but would bo 
oxpoctod to polyunsaturatod 
fatty acids. Blgh amount of 
omsga-3 fatty acids. 

■torol by 
■ooy. BOL 
pitotlon. 

i TQ; i cholostorol only for 
initial high cholostorol; T 
BDL for total group; MS LDL; 
i fibrinogon. 

Largo attrition makos it 
difficult to ascribo changes 
to fish oil (rospondors to 
troatsMnt aro moro likoly to 
stay in tho study). Lack of 
blinding also'may havo 
eontributod to bias. Soma 
data wars prosontod for all 
subjects only, other data 
only for subsoto. Bstimatos 
of deviation from moan values 
not shown. Lack of control 
prevents conclusions 
regarding offsets to omoga-l 
fatty acids. 

for blooding 
, FAX by 
Icito; 
by throoibin 
mo. 

MS cholostorol, LDL, 
platolot aggrogation; T BDL, 
blooding timo on 4 and 9 
g/day, FAX and t~PA ancigon 
aftor 9 g/day; i TO, 
fibrinogon. 

Design doosn't allow 
conclusions about ensga-3 
fatty acid-spocifie effects. 
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TABLB a- 

gtu-ly Daaiga Suhjacto 

Uncont r ol 1 ad 
•upplamantation 
with 4 0 SPA 
plus DHA/day 
(Plkaaol), 6 
waaks. 

10 n&traatad 
hypartanslvaa. 

Suplna blood 

Oncontrollad 
si^plaM&tation 
with 1.3 to 9.0 
0 SPA plus 
DBA/day 
(Plkasol, MaxBPA 
or cod llvar 
oil). Boat for 6 
waaks, aapl&a 
subjacts for 12 
waaks. 

Various at>rlak 
subjacts with 
an0lna (14), ZDDM 
(10), 
hyparllpldamla 
(17), 
hypartanslon 
(10), and haalthy 
subjacts (46). 

Uncontrollad 
aupplamantatlon 
with 18 0 
MaxBPA/day (5.4 
0 SPA plus 
DBA/day), 6 
waaks, 10-waak 
washout. 

10 
normol IpldasLlc, 
haalthy famalas. 

3 Samplas par 
point, 2 to 3 
apart. 

Randosdsad to 
propranolol (P), 
or fish oil (2.9 
0 SPA plus 
DBA/day, aourca 
not spaclflad), 
for 36 waaks, or 
(P) only (12 
waaks) than P 
plus fish oil 
(12 waaks) than 
P plus Oliva oil 
placabo (12 
waaks). Bach 
followad by 4- 
waok washout. 

47 famala 
patlants with 
mild aasantlal 
hypartanslon. 

Two basaXlna 
praasuro mass 
waaks apart, 
prsssura staas 
trlplicato at 
and post 2 ho 
aach 12 waaks 



s a--coMTiinnro. 

Msthoda Resulta Comants 

ood prssaur*. NS cholastarol, U>L. BOL, 
TO, platalat aogragation to 
collagen, ADP, systolic, 
diastolic blood pressure, 
bleeding time; i 
cholesterol/HSL ratio, 
fibrinogen, atonocyte 
chemotaxis. 

Design doesn't allow 
conclusions about oMga-3 
fatty acid-specific affects. 
Absence of significant change 
in plasBM TO despite 25 
percent decrease suggests 
Inadequate sanpla sixa. 
Before and after compared hy 
Pratt's test. 

.•ta. 
two-aita 
LloaMtrlc toac 

NS Lp(a) in any group. Reports Lp(a) data for ^ - 
subjects from 5 previous 
Schnldt reports (Refs. 133 
through 135), and the current 
refs above. Design doesn't 
allow conclusions about 
omega-3 fatty acid-specific 
effects. 

par tlaa 
to 3 days 

t cholesterol, LOL, HDL, 
vltasdn 1, retinol versus 
presuppleaontation and 
washout; i TO versus 
washout. 

Multiple sanplas par 
treatment reduces day-to-day 
fluctuations, siagnitude of 
changest Cholesterol 6 
percent; LDL 9 percent; HDL 
11 percent versus average of 
pretraatment and washout 
values. 

Lina blood 
Biaaauraa 4 
trt, blood 
Htaaaurad in 

Co at fixad tima 
3 hours ot rast 

foahs. 

P i systolic, diastolic 
blood pressure, racunbent 
and upright; 
fish oil i systolic, 
diastolic blood pressure in 
racunbent and upright; 
SosM additive affects of P 

Olive oil control doesn't 
control for polyunsaturated 
fatty acids. Study duration 
and multiple peasures (each 
13 weaXs) shows blood 
pressure lowering effect is 
persistent. 

plus tlsh oil. 
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study Study Daelgn Subjactg M*t 

sirtori At «1. 
(R«f. 28S). 

Spaimagl at «1. 
(Raf. 287). 

RandoKlzad, 
thraa>atm 
croasovar of 6 g 
flah oil (Morak 
Hydro, 4.S g BPA 
plua DBA athya 
aatara) varaua 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND 
HUMAN SERVICES 

Food and Drug Administration 

21 CFR Part 101 

[Docket No. 91N-0096] 

BIN 090S-AB67 

Food Labeling: Health Claims aiNi 

Label Statements; Dietary Saturated 
Fat artd Choiesteroi and Coronary 
Heart Disease 

AQENCY: Food and Drug Administration. 
HHS. 
ACTION: Final rule. 

SUMMARY: The Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) is announcing its 
decision to authorize the use on the 
label or labeling of certain foods of 
health claims relating to an association 
between dietary lipi^ (specifically, 
saturated fat and cholesterol) and 
cardiovascular disease (specifically. 
Coronary heart disease (C3ID)). The 
agency has concluded that, b^d on the 
totality of the scientific evidence, there 
is significant scientific agreement 
among cpialified experts that diets low 
in saturated fat and cholesterol may 
reduce the risk of heart disease. 
Therefore. FDA has concluded that 
claims on foods relating the reduction in 
dietary saturated fat and ciiolesterol to 
reduced risk of CHD are justified. This 
action is in response to provisions of the 
Nutrition Labeling and Education Act of 
1990 (the 1990 amendments) that bear 
on health claims and has been 
developed in accordance with the final 
rule on general requirements for health 
claims, whicdi is published elsewhere in 
this issue of the Federal Register. 
EFFECTIVE DATE: May 8,1993. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Paddy Wiesenfeld. Center for Food 
Safety and Applied Nutrition (HFS- 
465). Food and Drug Administration. 
8301 Muirkirk Rd., Beltsville. MD 
20708. 301-344-5825. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

I. Background 

In the Federal Register of November 
27.1991 (56 FR 60727). FDA proposed 
to authorize the use in food labeling of 
health claims relating diets low in 
saturated fat and cholesterol to 
decreased risk of CHD. The proposed 
rule was issued in response to 
provisions of the 1990 amendments 
(Pub. L. 101-535) that bear on health 
claims and in accx>rclancx with the 

ropcMod general requirements for 
ealth claims for food (56 FR 60537, 

November 27.1991). As amended by the 

1990 amendments, the Federal Food. 
Drug, and Cosmetic Act (the act) 
provides that a food is misbranded if it 
bears a claim that characterizes the 
relationship of a nutrient to a disease or 
health-related condition unless the 
claim is made in accordance with 
section 403(r)(3) or (r)(5)(D) of the act 
(21 U.S.C. 343(r)(3) or (r)(5)(D)). 

Section 3(b)(1)(A) of the 1990 
amendments specifically requires that 
the agency determine whether claims 
respecting 10 nutrient/disease 
relationships meet the requirements of 
section 403(r)(3) or (r)(S)(D) of the act. 
The relationship between dietary lipids 
and cardiovascular disease is one of the 
claims required to be evaluated. In the 
Federal Register of March 28,1991 (56 
FR 12932). FDA published a notice 
requesting scientific data and 
information on the 10 specific topic 
areas identified. Relevant scientific 
studies and data received in response to 
this request were considered as part of 
the agency’s review of the scientific 
literature on lipids and cardiovascular 
disease. Comments received in response 
to the notice and not specifically 
addressed in the proposed rule are 
summarized and addressed in this 
document. 

Because of the extremely large volume 
of scientific literature on this topic. FDA 
limited its scientific review to those 
aspects of the relationship for which the 
strongest scientific evidence and 

.agreement already existed: dietary 
intakes of total saturated fats and 
cholesterol relative to ri.sk of CHD. In 
addition to evaluating the scientific 
evidence relating saturated fat and 
cholesterol to caMiovascular disease, 
the proposed rule identified qualifying 
and disqualifying criteria for foods, 
specified mandatory and optional 
information for health claims 
statements, and provided model health 
claims. FDA also discussed potential 
safety issues associated with reducing 
current dietary intakes of saturated fat, 
cholesterol, and total fat. 

FDA requested written comments in 
response to the proposed rule and 
solicited comments on several issues in 
particular. The agency asked how to 
restrict the use of these health claims to 
foods that are appropriately included as 
part of healthy diets, and whether there 
is a need for consumer summaries. 

On January 30 and 31,1992, FDA 
held public hearings on all aspects of 
the proposed rules published in 
response to the 1990 amendments, 
including health claims for dietary 
saturated fat and cholesterol and heart 
disease (57 FR 239). 

In response to its proposed health 
claim on lipids and cardiovascular 

disease, the agency received 
approximately 100 comments from 
consumers, consumer advocacy groups. 
State health departments, organizations 
of health professionals, the food 
industry, and Government agencies. A 
number of comments were received that 
were more appropriately answered in 
other documents, and these were 
forwarded to the appropriate docket for 
response. 

n. Comments on the Reletiondiip 
Between Dietary Saturated Fats and 
Cholesterol and CHD 

The majority of comments supported 
FDA’s conclusion, noting that the 
scientific evidence that dietary satiurated 
fat and cholesterol increase the risk of 
CHD is very strong and well accepted in 
the scientific community. Many of these 
comments provided little or no detail on 
their reasoning. One detailed comment 
that supported the saturated fet and 
cholesterol/heait disease relationship 
was the report of the Life Sciences 
Research Office (LSRO) of the 
Federation of American Societies for 
Experimental Biology (FASEB), which 
evaluated recent scientific publications 
on this topic. The FASEB ciraft report 
was summarized by FDA in the 
November 27,1991, proposal (Ref. 78). 
The final report was submitted to the 
docket as a comment (Ref. 196). The 
conclusions of the final LSRO report 
concur with previous dietary guideline 
recommendations that reducing intakes 
of saturated fat and cholesterol would 
lower total blood and low-density 
lipoprotein-cholesterol (LDL- 
cholesterol) leveb and, thus, lower risks 
of CHD in the U.S. population. 

A number of comments suggested 
modification and revision in various 
provisions of the proposal. A summary 
of the suggested (manges and the 
agency’s responses follows. 

1. The agency received a number of 
comments fcxnising exclusively on 
dietary cholesterol as a risk facXor for 
heart disease. Some comments 
suggested that the scientific evidence 
does not support a relationship between 
dietary cholesterol and blood 
cholesterol levels and suggested that the 
nutrient/disease linkage is primarily 
with saturated feL The (mmments noted 
that most dietary cholesterol is not 
absorbed, and that individual responses 
to dietary cholesterol are highly 
variable. Conversely, many comments 
noted the compelling nature of the 
scientific evidence linking dietary 
(irolesterol to risk of heart disease. The 
1992 LSRO review of the science on this 
topic (Ref. 196) not only strongly 
supported the relationship between 
dietary cholesterol and increased blood 
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cholesterol levels but suggested that 
newer evidence increased the 
importance of dietary cholesterol as a 
risk factor for heart disease. 

FDA agrees with those comments that 
suggested ^at there is adequate 
scientific evidence and simificant 
scientific agreement that diets high in 
cholesterol increase the risk of heart 
disease. This conclusion is consistent 
with current dietary guidance and 
nutrition policy statements from the 
Federal Government (Refs. 29, 36,136, 
and 150), the National Academy of 
Sciences (Ref. 20). and the recent LSRO 
report (Ref. 196). None of the comments 
that argued against such a link 
submitted eitner data or compelling 
logic to convince FDA that this 
conclusion is not correct. FDA recognize 
that there is some scientific 
disagreement about the relative 
importance of dietary cholesterol versus 
saturated fat intakes (56 FR 60730). 
However, there are strong and 
consistent data that support that 
saturated fat and cholesterol have 
independent effects on the risk of heart 
disease. Because the data support an 
independent effect for dietary 
cholesterol and for satiuated fat, the 
relative importance of dietary 
cholesterol versus saturated fat on blood 
cholesterol levels and risk of heart 
disease really is irrelevant to the 
agency's conclusion that a health claim 
on both nutrients is appropriate. FDA 
recognizes that individual responses to 
dietary cholesterol are less consistent 
than to saturated fat. However, recent 
authoritative reviews (Refs. 20, 29, 31 
through 36, 63. 71, 74. 98. 99.129,130, 
136,141,150,151, and 223) have 
concluded that the majority of persons 
in the United States will benefit from 
recommended dietary changes in 
cholesterol intake, even though the 
magnitude of the benefit varies among 
individuals. 

2. Several comments stated that FDA 
did not address the issue of a beneficial 
role for dietary cis-monounsaturated 
fatty acids (MUFA’s), a major source of 
dietary fat in the United States, in 
reducing the risk of heart disease. In this 
context, one comment noted that the 
Keys equation, which was used in 
several studies for predicting or 
explaining chanms in blood total 
cholesterol based on dietary intakes of 
saturated and polyunsaturated fatty 
acids (PUFA’s), was inadequate as a 
basis for evaluating the role of dietary 
lipids in reducing risk of heart disease, 
b^use it does not include a term for 
the amount of MUFA’s. The comment 
further stated that, in light of newer data 
on possible beneficial effects of 
MUFA's, this equation may no longer 

adequately reflect the predictive value 
of changes in fat intakes to changes in 
blood cholesterol levels in the U.S. 
population. 

The LSRO report (Ref. 196) evaluated 
the potential usefulness of oleic acid, 
the major cis-monounsaturated fatty 
acid, as a replacement for saturated fat 
in the American diet. The report 
concluded that recent research results 
are consistent with the conclusions that 
substitution of oleic add for saturated 
fatty acids (SFA’s) in the diet is safe and 
without adverse effects on blood LDL' 
cholesterol levels. The report stated that 
substitution of cis-monounsaturated fats 
for saturated fats can allow Americans 
to maintain customary intakes of total 
dietary fat without the negative effects 
of the more cholesterol-raising SFA's 
(i.e., lauric, myristic, and palmitic fatty 
acids). The LSRO report noted, 
however, that a diet high in 
monounsaturated frts (i.e., oleic acid) 
may contribute to development of 
obesity, a risk factor for heart disease. 

FDA is aware of the recent and 
ongoing research efforts on the possible 
beneficial role of c/s-forms of MUFA’s in 
helping Americans to find a practical 
means of redudng saturated fat intake 
without changing total dietary fat 
intakes (Refr. 6. 37, 53. 57. 89, 93.139, 
144,158,159,175,180,188,192,196, 
and 219). FDA. however, considers this 
issue outside the scope of this rule. In 
the proposed rule, the agency noted 
that, because of the extremely large 
volume of scientific research on lipids 
and cardiovascular disease and bemuse 
of the extremely limited time 
constraints of the 1990 amendments, it 
had limited its science review to an 
evaluation of the relationship of 
saturated fat and cholesterol intakes to 
risk of CHD. 'Therefore, in both the 
proposed and final rules, FDA has 
limited the health claim to saturated fats 
and cholesterol. 

FDA notes that the rapidly expanding 
science base may now. or in the future, 
be adequate to support that c/s- 
monounsaturated fatty acids have a 
beneficial role in reducing blood total 
and LDL-cholesterol levels. However, 
because the question of whether this 
nutrient/disease relationship is 
appropriate for a health claim is outside 
the scope of this rulemaking, the 
question should be the subject of a 
petition for a health claim in accordance 
Mrith the provisions of the final rule on 
general requirements for health claims 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. 

3. One comment suggested that novel 
fats that affect a surrogate marker for the 
disease, such as lowering of blood LDL- 

cholesterol, should be allowed to carry 
a health claim. 

FDA is aware that a large amount of 
research and development is being done 
on novel fats. Novel fats are those fats 
that are not commonly found in the food 
supply. Some examples of novel fats 
include those fets modified by 
rearrangement of Catty adds in 
triglyceride or by the addition of a 
cyclic or aromatic ring to a fatty acid. 
(The issue of “bioavailability” of novel 
fats is addressed elsewhere in this issue 
of the Federal Register in the final rules 
on mandatory nutrition labeling, 
nutrient content claims, and health 
claims.) 

FDA did not have any sdentific 
evidence on the possible effects of 
specific novel fats on risk of heart 
disease, or on other validated surrogate 
markers for heart disease, in developing 
this final rule. Therefore, FDA has not 
dealt with this issue in this final rule. 

HI. Qualifying Nutrients 

The qualifying levels for saturated fat, 
cholesterol, and total fat are the 
maximum level at which these nutrients 
may be present in a food if it is to 
qualify to bear a claim. The levels of 
saturated fat, cholesterol, and total fat in 
a food must be less than those specified 
in the qualifying levels for the food to 
be eligible. 

A. Saturated Fat and Cholesterol 

In the proposed rule, FDA tentatively 
provided that, to bear a claim 
associating a diet low in saturated fat 
and cholesterol with reduced rate of 
coronary heart disease, the food must be 
“low saturated fat,” “low cholesterol,” 
and “low fat,” as those terms are 
defined in new § 101.62. FDA also 
proposed to require that the food 
contain 1 g or less of saturated fat per 
100 g of food. 

4. A number of comments 
recommended that claims include 
information about the amount of 
saturated fat and cholesterol beyond the 
information contained on the nutrition 
panel. Some comments recommended 
the use of an index or “cholesterol- 
saturated fat index” (CSI) that integrates 
known relative effects of saturated fat 
and cholesterol intakes in predicting 
increased changes in total and LDL- 
cholesterol levels (Refs. 202 and 203). 
These comments pointed out that the 
CSI consists of a single score or number 
by which it would be possible to 
determine the relative cholesterol¬ 
raising propensity of a given food. 'The 
comments suggested that the CSI for a 
given food would be calculated firom the 
experimentally-derived formula: (1.01 x 
g saturated fat) -f (0.05 x mg cholesterol). 
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One comment included a detailed 
listing of CSI’s for a wide variety of 
foods, including milk with l-percent fat, 
which had a CSI of 2, and butter, which 
had a CSI of 37. 

FDA agrees with the concept that 
consumers should have label 
information presented in a manner that 
enables them to evaluate an individual 
food relative to total dietary goals. 
However, the agency has not included 
any requirement for use of a CSI index 
in the final rule. The comments did not 
provide data to show that consumers 
would find use of a CSI index more 
helpful than the nutrition information 
currently required on food labeling. 
FDA is concerned that consumers might 
place imdue emphasis on the CSI index 
in purchasing decisions and not 
concentrate on consuming healthfiil 
diets, which include a variety of foods. 

FDA considers that a consistent 
approach to nutrition information on 
food labels will be less confusing to 
consumers than the use of a CSI index. 
FDA’s general approach is to provide 
information that allows a consumer to 
construct a diet that is consistent with 
the particular health claim and with 
general dietary recommendations. The 
use of a CSI index, however, would be 
inconsistent with that approach because 
it would likely lead the consumer to 
place more emphasis on the specific 
food than on the entire diet In addition, 
the larger scientific commimity has not 
generally agreed on a particular symbol 
or approach, such as the CSI index, for 
helping consumers to identify foods that 
will help lower their risk of heart 
disease. 

Thus. FDA is retaining its proposed 
approach with respect to the label 
information that must appear on foods 
that qualify for a health claim on lipids 
and heart disease. ; 

5. A few comments suggested that 
foods that contain eggs or egg products 
should be eligible to bear the authorized 
health claim. 

The agency agrees that a food 
containing eggs or egg products should 
not be denied a health claim for 
saturated fat and cholesterol and heart 
disease, provided that the food is *iow 
saturated fat,” "low cholesterol,” and 
"low total fat” and meets the other 
qualifying requirements for a health 
claim on this topic. The qualifying 
criterion for cholesterol is bas^ on the 
final concentration of cholesterol in the 
food product and not on the cholesterol 
content of ingredients. Therefore, if eggs 
and egg products used as ingredients do 
not cause a food to exceed the definition 
of “low diolesterol,” the food may 
qualify for a health claim. 

6. Other comments suggested that the 
qualifying level for the saturated fat and 
cholesterol content of a serving of food 
be made less restrictive so that a larger 
number of wholesome foods can qualify 
for a health claim. Some of the 
comments stated that the permissible 
level of 1 g of saturated fat for a serving 
of food should be increased io 2 g. A 
few comments proposed that "foods that 
contain 20 milligrams or less of 
cholesterol per serving and 2 grams or 
less of saturated fat should be allowed 
to make a health claim.” Other 
comments asserted that the saturated fajt 
and cholesterol/heart disease health 
claims should be allowed on foods that 
qualify for the comparative claim, 
"reduced cholesterol.” Some comments 
also objected to the per 100 g density 
criterion for qualifying levels of 
saturated fat and cholesterol, suggesting 
that it unfairly discriminates against 
foods that have a useful dietary role in 
reducing the risk of heart disease but 
that, bemuse their servings sizes are less 
than 100 g, exceed the qualifying 
criterion on a per 100^ density basis. 

Based on the large number of 
comments that the agency received, 
FDA has reassessed the qualifying levels 
for saturated fat. total fat. and 
cholesterol, including the density 
criterion. (See the final rule on general 
requirements for nutrient content claims 
published in this issue of the Federal 
Register for a more detailed discussion. 
FDA incorporates that discussion by 
cross reference. Based on this reanalysis 
and on the comments received. FDA has 
been persuaded that the second 
qualifying criterion based on per 100 g 
is too restrictive for "low fat” and "low 
cholesterol” claims. (The proposed 
definition for "low cholesterol” did not 
include a per 100-g criterion.) The 
agency has concluded tliat this criterion 
should be modified to more directly 
reflect the nutrient dence foods with 
small serving sizes that it was designed 
to address. Therefore, FDA has modified 
the density criterion from a per 100-g 
basis to a per 50-g basis for foods that 
have a reference amount customarily 
consumed of 30 g or of 2 tablespoons or 
less. With this modification, a larger 
number of wholesome foods may 
qualify for a health claim, including 
more brands of breakfast cereals and 
cereal grain products (Ref. 222). 

The agency disagrees that "r^uced 
cholesterol” and other comparative 
claims should be the basis for qualifying 
levels of nutrients. Many foods, even 
after meeting the requirements for 
"reduced” claims, contain significant 
amounts of saturated fat or cholesterol. 
When making substitute choices among 
similar types of foods (e.g.. deciding 

upon which brand of vegetable oil to 
purchase), comparison claims are very 
useful in helping consumers to make a 
choice. However, when putting foods 
together within a total dietary context, 
the absolute amount of nutrient present 
in a food is important 

7. Some comments noted that FDA’s 
proposed definiticm of saturated fat (i.e., 
the sum of lauric, myristic, palmitic, 
and stearic acdds) is not consistent with 
the most recent evidence cm cholesterol¬ 
raising fatty acnds. The comments 
suggested Uiat the cholesterol-raising 
characteristics of SFA’s are due almost 
entirely to three SFA’s: lauric, myristic 
and palmitic fatty acids. Conversely, 
stearic acid, whicdi is a significant 
source of SFA’s in the U.S. diet, has 
relatively little effect on blocxl 
cholesterol levels. The (x>mments 
further note that this variability in 
fdiolesterol-raising potential opens new 
opportunities to replace cdiolesterol- 
raising saturates with other satmates 
that are not cholesterol-raisers (i.e., 
stearic acid). 

The agency agrees that specific SFA’s 
vary in their potential for an adverse 
effect on blocm cholesterol levels and on 
other atherosclerotic risk factors. In the 
proposed rule (56 FR 60727 at 60734), 
FDA acknowledged that lamic, myristic, 
and palmitic SFA’s have the greatest 
effect on blood cholesterol levels, and 
that, in this respect, stearic acid is 
relatively neutral. FDA disagrees, 
however, that the definition of saturated 
fat should be limited only to the sum of 
lauric, myristic, and palmitic fatty adds. 
In the final rule on mandatory nutrition 
labeling published elsewhere in this 
issue of tne Federal Register, and in 
response to comments, FDA has 
changed the definition of saturated fat to 
include the sum of all fatty acids 
containing no double bonds. This 
definition will apply to all references to 
saturated fat on the food label. Also, as 
noted in the preamble to the final rule 
on mandatory nutrition labeling 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register, this definition for 
saturated fat is consistent with dietary 
guidelines for diets to reduce risk of 
heart disease (i.e., consume less than 10 
percent of calories as saturated fat; 
therefore, all four saturated fat (lauric, 
myristic, palmitic and stearic) plus less 
abundant saturated fats are included in 
the new definition.) Furthermore, FDA 
has noted that elevated blood 
cholesterol is not the only risk factor for 
cardiovascular disease (56 FR 60727 at 
60734). Saturated fats have been 
implicated as possibly increasing the 
risk of cardiovascular disease through 
mechanisms other than adverse eSects 
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on blood total and LDL-cholesterol (Ref. 
20). 
B. Total Dietary Fat as a Qualifying 
Criterion 

In the proposal (56 FR 60727 at 
60739), FDA proposed to prohibit health 
claims relatii^ diets low in satiurated fet 
or cholesterol to lower blood cholesterol 
levels and reduced risk of CHD imless 
the food also meets requirements for a 
"low” claim relative to total fat content 
(i.e., 3 g or less of fat per label serving 
size, per reference amount customarily 
consumed, and per 100 g). FDA notes 
that, while total fat is not as strongly or 
directly linked to increased risk of CHD 
as it may have significant indirect 
efiects. 

8. A number of comments supported 
the agency’s position that a food must 
not only be low in saturated fat and low 
in cholesterol but must also be low in 
total fat, and that decreasing total fat 
intakes will generally aid in decreasing 
intakes of saturated fat and cholesterol. 
However, several comments opposed 
the additional "low fat" qualifying 
criterion, suggesting that foods 
recommended by public health 
authorities (such as fish, chicken, and 
lean beef and vegetable oils that are low 
in satiuated fat and cholesterol) would 
not qualify for a health claim and that 
this would appear inconsistent with 
efibrts to encovirage an overall healthful 
diet. 

FDA agrees that total fats are an 
appropriate qualifying criterion, and 
this provision is retained in new 
§ 101.75(c)(2)(ii). (In the November 1991 
proposed rides, FDA combined the 
regulations for lipids and cardiovasuclar 
disease (proposed § 101.73(a)) and 
lipids and cancer (proposed § 101.73(b)) 
into one section. In these final 
regulations, FDA has separated the two 
health claims into individual sections. 
New § 101.75 covers dietary saturated 
fat and cholesterol and coronary heart 
disease. New § 101.73 covers dietary fat 
and cancer.) FDA has retained this 
criterion because low fat foods generally 
help individuals in reducing their 
int^e of satiirated fat and cholesterol. 
In addition, excess calories, of which fat 
contributes more per g than the other 
energy nutrients, is associated with two 
health-related conditions (obesity and 
diabetes) that are risk factors for heart 
disease. These provisions now read in 
new S 101.75(c)(2)(ii): "The food shall 
meet all the requirements for a ‘low 
saturated bt.’ ‘low cholesterol,’ and ‘low 
fat‘ food; * • 

FDA agrees that lean meats, fish, and 
poultry, when eaten in moderation and 
prepared with little or no added fat, can 
play an important role in helping 

consumers to meet dietary guidelines. 
Meats, fish, and poultry play an 
important role in the U.S. dietary 
pattern, serving as entrees as well as 
rich soiut»s of protein, bioavailable 
sources of many minerals, and rich 
sources of several vitamins. As 
proposed, the qualifying criteria 
virtually prohibit this category of foods 
firom bea^g health claims. As a result, 
the proposed criteria may inadvertantly 
interfere with the dietary guidance goals 
of encouraging consumption of a variety 
of foods and of increas^ use of lean 
meats, fish, and poultry instead of 
higher fat cuts. 

In the final rule on general 
requirements for nutrient content claims 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register, FDA is defining the 
term "extra lean" as a claim for game 
meats and fish. Although this definition 
is not as stringent as the definition for 
“low fat,” "low saturated fat,” and "low 
cholesterol," it is consistent with the 
U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) 
definition for "extra lean” for meats and 
poultry. 

The agency is persuaded that, to be 
consistent with ue dietary guidance 
goals discussed above, health claims 
should be allowed on“extra lean" cuts 
of meat, fish, and poultry. FDA is 
therefore providing for saturated fat and 
cholesterol/CHD claims on "extra lean" 
game meats and fish that meet these 
requirements. This provision is added 
in new § 101.75(c)(2)(ii) which reads: "* 
* * except that fish and game meats (i.e., 
deer, bison, rabbit, quail, geese, and 
ostrich) may meet the requirements for 
‘extra lean’ in § 101.62." 

FDA disagrees with the comment 
suggesting ^at foods consisting entirely 
of fats and oils, but low in saturated fat 
and cholesterol, should qualify for heart 
disease health claims. Low fat diets are 
recommended in all Federal 
Government and National Academy of 
Sciences’ dietary guidelines for 
reducing the risk of heart disease. 
Labeling of foods that are 100-percent 
fat with a message implying they are 
"heart healthy" is clearly inconsistent 
with dietary guidelines. FDA believes 
that the use of content claims is a more 
appropriate method for helping 
consumers make purchasing decisions 
about those oil piquets that they 
choose to include in their total daily 
diet than allowing those foods to bear 
health claims. 

9. One comment suggested that total 
fat should be the basis for both the 
cancer and the heart disease health 
claims because these two diseases 
generally are considered together under 
a single dietary guidance goal for 

moderation in intakes of total fat and 
saturated fat. 

The agency agrees that public health 
dietary guidelines generally focus on the 
reduction in total fat as a ma)or, single 
goal when referring to both heart disease 
and cancer risks. However, health 
claims are specific for a nutrient-disease 
relationship. Heart disease and cancer 
relate to dietary factors through difierent 
mechanisms. 

In the instance of CHD, dietary 
saturated fat and cholesterol are the 
major dietary risk foctors because they 
increase blo<^ LDL-cholesterol levels, 
which increase the risk of heart disease. 
As noted in the proposed rule (56 FR 
60727 at 60739) and discussed above, 
total fat consumption affects risk of 
heart disease indirectly, through its 
effects on obesity and on facilitating 
dietary reductions in saturated fat and 
cholesterol. In contrast to the 
association between dietary fat and 
heart disease, the observed association 
between dietary fat and cancer has not 
been attributed to a specific type of lipid 
but has generally been linked to total fat 
intakes (see the final rule on dietary 
lipids and cancer published else where 
in this issue of the Federal Register. 

Health claims must reflect current 
scientific understanding and agreement 
as to the basis of a diet-disease 
relationship. Thus, total fat is not listed 
as a causal dietary fat in the health 
claim. Instead, it is addressed as an 
additional criterion that must be met by 
a food before it may carry a health claim 
relating dietary saturated fat and 
cholesterol to risk of heart disease, 
because of the strong indirect effect of 
fat on heart disease risk. Of course, food 
labels may also include the claim “low 
fat" in addition to a health claim in 
accordance with the requirements for 
such claims, as discussed in the final 
rule on general requirements for 
nutrient content claims elsewhere in 
this issue of the Federal Register. 

C. Other Qualifying Criteria 

10. Some comments recommended 
that consumption of foods that alter 
other risk factors for CHD be included 
as qualifying nutrients relative to the 
fat/neart disease claim. For example, 
because foods high in salt or excess 
calories firom sugars may be related to 
hypertension or obesity, respectively, 
the comments requested that limits m 
placed on the amount of salt or sugars 
that a food bearing this health claim 
may contain. 

FDA recognizes that both 
hypertension and obesity are risk factors 
for heart disease and (see the final rule 
on sodium and hypertension, published 
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
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Register. As stated in the dietary 
guidelines, salt and sugars should be 
used in moderation. However. FDA 
believes that the arguments for making 
sugars content a qiialifying criterion are 
considerably less compelling than those 
for total fat. 

FDA has not established a Daily 
Reference Value for sugars because, 
other than dental caries, no public 
health concerns related to sugar have 
been substantiated (see final rule on 
Reference Daily Intakes and Daily 
Reference Values published elsewhere 
in this issue of the Federal Register). A 
cause-and-effect relationship between 
sugars intake and obesity is also not 
well established (Refs. 224 and 225). 
Conversely, the relationship of fat to 
obesity is based in part on the fact that 
fat is a more concentrated source of 
calories than sugars (9 calories per g 
versus 4 calories per g). Furthermore, 
new research suggests that, on a calorie- 
by-calorie ccHnparison, fat calories may 
be more likely to be laid down as 
adipose (fat) tissue in the body than 
carbohydrate calories (including sugar) 
(Ref. 20). 

Additionally, since saturated fat and 
cholesterol constitute part of the total fat 
content of foods, most dietary 
guidelines suggest that it is generally 
easier to reduce the target nutrients if 
total fat also is reduced (Refe. 20, 29, 33, 
35, 36,136,150, and 151). High total fat 
intakes are also associated with the risk 
of cancer (see the final rule on dietary 
lipids and cancer, published elsewhere 
in this issua of the Federal Register. For 
these reasons, all current dietary 
guidelines include reduction of total fat 
as well as saturated fat and cholesterol 
when recommending dietary changes to 
reduce the risk of heart disease. Similar 
recommendations are not made for 
sugars (Refs. 20, 35,136, and 151). 

Thus, FDA concludes that the 
arguments to make sugars content a 
qualifying or disqualifying criterion are 
not convincing based on available data. 
FDA recognizes that all food nutrients, 
including sugars, have an appropriate 
role in the diet. 

In the case of salt (and sodium), the 
issue is more difficult. FDA has found 
that sodium is a risk factor for 
hypertension (see the final rule on 
health claims for sodium and 
hypertension published elsewhere in 
this issue of the Federal Register). 
Furthermore, hypertension is 
considered to be a risk factor for 
cardiovascular disease, particularly for 
strokes and, to a lesser degree, for heart 
disease (Refs. 20 and 30 through 36). In 
choosing qualifying criteria for 
authorized health claims, FDA has tried 
to limit the number of qualifying 

nutrients to those nutrients that are 
most strongly linked to the nutrient/ 
disease relationship, based on the 
current science. In the case of total fat, 
FDA concluded that it is appropriate to 
include it as a qualifying criterion 
because saturated fat is a subcomponent 
of total fat and because dietary 
guidelines consistently recommend 
nfoderate intakes of saturated fat, 
cholesterol, and total fat. 

Sodium is a disqualifying nutrient for 
the dietary saturated fat and cholesterol/ 
heart disease health claim, as for all 
health claims (i.e., as finalized, any 
health claim is prohibited on a food if 
the food contains 480 mg or more of 
sodium per reference amount 
customarily consumed, per label 
serving, or, if the reference amount is 30 
g or less or 2 tablespoons or less per 50 
g of food). The suggestion to make 
sodium a qualifying, rather than a 
disqualifying nutrient for this claim is 
less compelling than the argnnient for 
total fat. The link of salt to heart disease 
is not as direct as the link between 
saturated fat and cholesterol to heart 
disease. Dietary guidelines generally 
deal with sodium and fat separately. If 
sodium were changed from a 
disqualifying to a qualifying nutrient, 
that is. if fo(^s were required to be low 
in sodium to be eligible for a saturated 
fat/cholesterol and heart disease claim, 
the number of foods that could bear 
such a claim would be greatly reduced. 
Foods excluded would include many 
foods in the following food categories 
that are generally found to be useful in 
meeting healthful diets: vegetable 
products, whole wheat breads, cereals, 
legume products, and some dairy 
products (Ref. 222). By retaining sodium 
as a disqualifying nutrient, not only will 
a much broader range of useful foods be 
allowed to qualify for a fat/heart disease 
claim, but foods in these and other food 
categories that contain large amounts of 
sodium will be disqualified. Examples 
of foods that will be excluded because 
their sodium content exceeds the 
disqualifying levels are certain vegetable 
products such as sauerkraut and some 
juices, many soups, and some sauces. 

11. Several comments recommended 
that the agency drop the qualifying 
requirement for saturated fat in 
proposed § 101.73(a)(3)(iii). in which 
FDA proposed that the saturated fat 
content of the food must be less than 1 
g per 100 g of food. One comment 
suggested that tiie agency instead 
require that the food be low in saturated 
fat or have "not more that 7 percent of 
calories fi'om saturated fat." 

The agency was persuaded by the 
comments that the additional density 
requirement (per 100 g) for saturated fat 

is not necessary. The agency was 
originally concerned that if it used only 
the definition for "low saturated fat" in 
the nutrient content claim proposal; the 
claim could appear on certain fats and 
oils. However, the agency has 
recognized that the requirement that a 
food meet the "low fat” criteria will 
prohibit foods that are 100 percent fat. 
such as oils, from bearing that health 
claim. The agency therefore has 
dropped the additional qualifying 
requirement for saturated fat that' /as in 
proposed $ 101.73(a)(3)(iii). The agency 
has determined that the food or food 
product must meet the following 
qualifying criteria: "low in saturated fat. 
low in cholesterol, and low in total fat," 
as described in the rule on nutrient 
content claims published elsewhere in 
this issue of the Federal Register and 
stated in new § 101.75(c)(2)(il). 

rV. Safety Issues 

In the proposed rule (56 FR 60727 at 
60735), IT)A noted that reductions in 
dietary intakes of saturated fat and 
cholesterol could result in higher 
intakes of other dietary components 
(e.g., monounsaturated and 
polyunsaturated fats, simple and 
complex carbohydrates, and 
commercially generated fats), because 
calories lost horn decreased intakes of 
saturated fats would likely be "made 
up" by other energy-yielding nutrients. 
The availability of saturated fat and 
cholesterol/heart disease health claims 
will likely motivate manufactvirers to 
alter the amount and type of fats added 
to foods, resulting in changes in 
composition of the U.S. food supply. As 
FDA discusses more thoroughly in the 
preamble of the final rule on general 
requirements for health claims, which 
appears elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register, changes in 
consumption patterns may affect 
whether a food ingredient is safe and 
lawful under the act. Manufacturers 
should therefore assure themselves that 
such consumption changes will not 
affect the lawful status of the foods 
containing these ingredients. The 
agency, in its proposed rule (56 FR 
60727 at 60735 to 60737), identified 
several areas of possible concern 
regarding changing American dietary 
patterns. 

A. Trans-fatty Acids 

One area of potential concern 
identified in the proposed rule is the 
potential for increas^ consumption of 
trans-fatty acids because of substitution 
of these fats for SFA’s in foods. Trans¬ 
fatty acids (generally isomers of c/s- 
monounsaturated fatty acids) are 
primarily constituents of commercially 
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hydrogenated or hardened nattiral 
vegetable oils used in formulating 
margarine, shortenings, and salad and 
cookbig oils. 

12. A number of comments were 
received, some agreeing and some 
disagreeing, on the agency’s public 
health concern that trans-fatty acids 
may have cholesterol-raising 
characteristics, and, therefore, may 
increase the risk of heart disease. These 
concerns were raised in response to the 
published results of the Mensink and 
Katan study (Ref. 95). This study 
assessed the efiects of a diet eiuiched in 
trans-fatty acid on blood lipids in 34 
healthy women and 25 healthy men. 
The study results suggested that 
compared to an isocaloric diet enriched 
in oleic add (a monoimsaturated fat), 
the trans-fotty add diet significantly 
increased LDL-cholesterol and 
significantly decreased high-density 
lipoprotein cholesterol 
cholesterol) levels (two risk fadors for 
heart disease (Refs. 1, 31, 33, 35,48,49, 
74, 84,112,113, and 187)). (An 
evaluation of study design, results, and 
public health implications is foimd in 
the proposed rule (56 FR 60727 at 
60736)). 

In addition, the potential adverse 
health effects of trans-monounsaturated 
fatty adds were evaluated in the final 
version of the 1992 LSRO report on 
Lipids and Cardiovascular Disease (Ref. 
196). This report states that: 

* * *until recently there was the general 
belief that trans-monoimsaUirates are 
"neutral” with respect to serum cholesterol 
levels. However, the recent findings of 
Mensink and Katan (1990) strongly suggest 
that these fetty adds have an adverse effect 
on serum lipoprotein levels, espedally 
raising LDL^holesterol levels. Still it hardly 
seems prudent to alter general dietary 
recommendations on the basis of a single 
study, albeit an excellent piece of 
invekigation. Further carefully controlled 
studies thus appear to be in o^er before 
definitive recommendations can be made 
about trans-fiitty acids for the American diet. 

Other comments stated that "trans¬ 
fatty adds in foods may increase the 
risk of CHD equal to or greater than 
sattirated fatty adds.” Another comment 
suggested that "trans-fatty acids may 
increase the risk of coronary heart 
disease by a mechanism other than by 
mcreasing blood cholesterol.” Another 
comment referred to trans-fatty adds as 
"deadly trans-fat pollution.” Another 
comment suggested that the agency 
require a "warning” label for foods 
containing significant amounts of trans¬ 
fatty adds. Several comments suggested 
that trans-fatty adds should be included 
in the declaration of total SFA’s content 

because they may have "cholesterol¬ 
raising” effects. 

One comment on trans-fatty adds 
provided data that suggested that the 
trans-fatty add content of some foods 
such as l4ench fries was much higher 
than reported in commonly used food 
composition tables (i.e., that a medium 
serving of French fries from a fast food 
restaurant contained 7 g of trans-fatty 
adds, the upper daily Ihmit of 
consumption suggested in several 
authoritative reports). Another comment 
critidzed these data suggesting that 
proper sampling of the class of analyzed 
food had not been done. 

One comment suggested that cis- and 
trans-monmmsaturated fatty adds have 
similar metabolic actions. No data were 
provided in support of this comment, 
although it pointed out that the 1985 
FASEB report on frans-fatty add (Ref. 
74) conduded that trans-fatty adds did 
not increase the risk of heart disease. 
One comment was concerned with the 
negative tone of the discussion on trans¬ 
fatty acids and suggested that the cited 
1991 study by Mensink and Katan (Ref. 
95) on adverse effects of trans-fatty 
acids was limited by its short duration 
(3 weeks), study population (healthy 
students), and processing techniques 
used to generate the hydrogenated trans¬ 
fatty acid isomers used in the test diets 
(varying catalyst and time) (Ref. 200). 
The comment expressed concern that 
the trans-fatty adds used in the test 
diets differed from those most 
commonly found in the U.S. food 
supply (i.e., different positional 
isomers), and that the trans-fatty acids 
may have been consumed in larger 
quantities in the test diets than ^ey are 
generally consumed in the United 
States. 'Hie comment further suggested 
that a combination of these factors may 
have created a situation in which the 
study results suggesting that the 
consumption of diets enriched in trans¬ 
fatty adds increase blood LDL- 
cholesterol levels and decreased blood 
high density lipoprotein HDL- 
cholesterol; a blood cholesterol 
component for which low levels are 
assodated with increased CHD risk 
(Refs. 1,47 through 49, 74, 75,112,113, 
and 187) were not necessarily 
applicable to the U.S. population. One 
comment referred to the report of Nestel 
(Ref. 177), which compared the effect of 
edible vegetable oil blends containing 
hydrogenated fatty acids on serum 
lipids. (The diets and study design are 
described in Table 1 of this document.) 
The results of this study showed that 
low saturated fat test diets containing 
trans-fatty acids from different oil 
sources lowered hlood total cholesterol 
and LDL-cholesterol levels significantly 

as compared to control diets high in 
saturated fat. 

Among the other comments on the 
study by Mensink and Katan (Ref. 95,56 
FR 60737 at 60736), was a referral to a 
published article written by Mensink 
and Katan (Ref. 201) which addressed 
criticisms of their 1990 study by noting 
that another study of longer duration (16 
weeks), conducted in the same 
laboratory, found a similar effect on 
blood cholesterol levels, even after only 
2 weeks on the diets (Ref. 201). One 
comment suggested a need for further 
research in tJ^ area of trans-fotty adds 
and blood cholesterol levels before 
policy dedsions are made. 

The agency agrees in general with the 
conclusions of &e 1992 LSRO report 
that, while the available evidence to 
date is suggestive that trans- 
monounsaturated fatty adds may have 
LDL-cholesterol-raising charaderistics, 
there is insufficient evidence upon 
which to make policy dedsions at this 
time. FDA also notes that the 
requirement that foods be "low” in total 
fat before making a fat/heart disease 
health claim limits a manufadurer’s 
ability to increase trans-fatty acid levels 
in foods, since any substitution of trans¬ 
fatty acids for SFA’s must be done 
within the 3 g per reference serving size, 
or per 50 g, limit for total fat. This 
approach is unlikely to result in 
significantly increased levels of trans¬ 
fatty acids in foods qualifying for a 
health claim. ’The agency may 
reconsider the relationship of trans-fatty 
acid to heart disease claims at a later 
date if new data become available to 
confirm and strengthen the initial 
findings of an adverse effed of trans- 
fatty adds on blood LDL- and HDL- 
cholesterol levels. Results from well- 
designed sdentific studies on the effed 
of trans-fatty acids at, or, slightly above, 
current U.S. consumption levels on 
blood lipids levels and on other risk 
fadors for cardiovascular disease will 
aid the agency in reaching futiu^ 
decisions. 

B. PUFA’s 

In the proposed rule, FDA expressed 
concerns about possible safety problems 
associated with consumption of diets 
enriched in polyimsaturated fots 
because of the substitution of these fats 
for SFA’s (56 FR 60737 at 60736). 
Among concerns that FDA raised were 
potential adverse effeds on cell 
membrane fluidity (a possible risk fador 
for cardiovascular disease (Ref. 20); 
decreasing levels of blood HDL- 
cholesterol; increase in formation of 
lipid hydroperoxides (oxidized LDL- 
cholesterol has a high atherogenic 
potential. Ref. 132); increasing blood 
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triglyceride levels (a possible risk factor 
for heart disease (Ref. 187); and 
increasing the risk of some types of 
cancer (see the proposed rule on dietary 
lipids and cancer at 56 FR 60764, 
November 27,1991). 

13. Many comments raised issues 
concerning the question of the safety of 
PUPA's in foods and supplements. 
Comments suggested that safety issues 
related to PUPA's included increased 
risk of cancer, coronary thrombosis, and 
osteoporosis in humans. A few 
comments also stated that PUPA's may 
adversely affect immune function. 
Conversely, others disagreed with the 
statement in the proposal that PUPA's 
may increase predisposition to or 
frequency of certain types of cancer 
because none of the dietary consensus 
documents of the Federal Government 
identified PUPA's as a risk factor for 
cancer in humans. One comment 
disagreed that diets enriched in PUPA's 
may decrease HDL-cholesterol levels but 
did agree with the description of results 
from the study by Wardlaw in Table 2 
of the proposed rule (56 PR 60727 at 
60764 (Ref. 144)) that, “High 
concentrations of PUPA's may have 
pharmacological effects on lowering 
HDL-cholesterol, however, diets 
containing 35 percent of calories from 
fat and a polyxmsaturated:saturated fatty 
acid (P:S) ratio of less than 1.5 are not 
likely to lower HDL-cholesterol 
significantly." One comment suggested 
that diets high in PUPA's (greater than 
10 percent of calories) cannot be 
achieved by the American public, so the 
potential safety concerns were overly 
et^hasized. 

The LSRO report on “Lipids and 
Cardiovascular Disease," submitted as a 
comment to the record, separated the 
evaluation of PUPA's into two 
categories: omega-6 polyunsaturates and 
omega-3 polyunsatiuates (Ref. 196). 
Relative to linoleic acid (one of the 
major types of omegB-6 fatty acids in the 
U.S. diet and an essential fatty acid), the 
report noted that while: 

• * * higher intakes may slightly reduce 
LDL-cholesterol * * * a higher consumption 
may increase risk for some cancers, promote 
LDL oxidation with the arterial wall, and 
possibly raise the risk for coronary 
thrombosis * * *. A reasonable 
recommendation may be to avoid both 
excessively low intakes of linoleic acid 
(below 4 percent of calories) and higher 
intakes (above 7 percent of calories). 

Relative to the second type of PUPA's, 
the omega-3 fatty acids, the LSRO report 
noted that: 

Recommendations for increasing omega-3 
fotty acids for the purpose of preventing 
common chronic diseases must be made with 
caution and only after more conclusive data 

are available * * *. Since these fatty acids are 
biologically active, they deserve intense 
investigation, but not premature 
recommendations for their consumption by 
the general public. 

FDA agrees with the concern that high 
levels of intake of PUPA's have the • 
potential for adverse effects in some 
persons. However, when consumed in 
amounts similar to current intakes, little 
or no risk is anticipated (Refs. 20, 29, 
31, 33, 35, 74, 78,136, and 196). Indeed, 
adequate intakes of essential fatty acids 
are needed to prevent nutrient 
deficiencies. By requiring that a food be 
low in total fat as a qualifying criterion, 
FDA has made it unlikely that 
excessively high intakes of PUPA's will 
be encouraged through the use of a 
health claim, because there is little room 
for manipulation of difierent fats within 
this range for total fat. Given current 
levels of intake of essential fatty acids 
by the U.S. population, deficiencies are 
not anticipated (56 PR 60727 at 60738; 
also, see document on dietary lipids and 
cancer published elsewhere in this issue 
of the Federal Register. 

C. Other Safety Issues 

14. One comment expressed concern 
about foods that qualify for a health 
claim for lipids and cardiovascular 
disease but that contain a nutrient that 
may increase the risk of cardiovascular 
disease or another disease or disorder. 
As an example, the comment suggested 
skim milk, which contains no or low fat 
and cholesterol but does contain casein. 
The comment suggested that casein has 
been reported to have atherosclerotic 
properties in some animals, but no data 
were provided to support this comment. 

The basic concept of this comment, 
that the use of foods bearing health 
claims should not unduly increase the 
risk of disease because of the level of 
nutrients other than the nutrient tliat is 
the subject of the claim, is mandated by 
section 403(r)(3)(A)(ii) of the act. The 
preamble of the final rule concerning 
the general requirements for health 
claims, which appears elsewhere in this 
issue of the Federal Register, contains 
an extensive discussion of the agency's 
implementation of that section of the act 
through disqualifying nutrient levels. 

FDA, however, disagrees with the 
specifics of this comment, i.e., that 
casein should be considered a negative 
component that would disqualify a food 
firom bearing a fat/heart disease claim. 
FDA is aware of early research 
suggesting that casein has possible 
adverse effects on risk of heart disease 
(Ref. 20). However, these observations 
have never gained wide acceptance by 
the scientific community, and casein (a 
rich source of protein) is not considered 

to significantly contribute to the risk of 
heart disease. 

V. Miscellaneous Issues 

The proposal contained a number of 
additional provisions addressing both 
mandatory and optional aspects of 
claims about lipids and cardiovascular 
disease in proposed § 101.73(a)(4) and 
(a)(5). Propos^ § 101.73(a)(4)(i) 
provided that a claim must state that a 
diet low in saturated fat and cholesterol 
will reduce high blood cholesterol and. 
thus, the risk of coronary heart disease. 
Proposed § 101.73(a)(4)(ii) provided that 
health claims must include the caveat 
that “some but not all individuals" 
would benefit from these dietary 
changes. Also the terminology for heart 
disease, blood lipid levels, and dietary 
fats were descril^d in proposed 
§ 101.73(a)(4)(iii)(A), (a)(4)(iii)(B), and 
(a)(4)(iii)(C). Furthermore, information 
on the multifactorial nature of the 
disease and other risk factors was 
included as a specific requirement in 
proposed § 101.73(a)(4)(iv), and optional 
information on the need for medical 
guidance and on the prevalence of heart 
disease in the U.S. population was 
provided in proposed § 101.73(a)(5)(i) 
and (a)(5)(ii), respectively. Many of 
these provisions are addressed in the 
following comments. 

15. Some comments questioned the 
applicability of a claim relating diets 
low in saturated fat and cholesterol to 
reduced risk of heart disease in the 
general U.S. population. These 
comments asserted that only about 25 
percent of the population may be 
responsive to reduction in dietary 
cholesterol and saturated fat. Thus, the 
comments argued, it would be 
misleading to imply that all persons 
would benefit. Conversely, the LSRO 
report concluded that “all people in the 
United States * * * will potentially 
benefit * * * from reductions in dietary 
saturated fat" (Ref. 196). Relative to 
dietary cholesterol, the LSRO report 
noted that * avoidance of high 
intakes of dietary cholesterol for the 
whole population is prudent.” Another 
comment suggested that the agency 
prescribe the term “most" individuals, 
persons, or people in referr' ag to those 
people who may benefit from these 
dietary changes rather than “most but 
not all people." 

As discussed in the proposed rule (56 
FR 60727 at 60740), FDA recognizes that 
the beneficial effects from reduction of 
intakes of saturated fat and cholesterol 
are highly variable among individuals, 
particularly in terms of magnitude of 
effect. For this reason, FDA proposed to 
require that health claims make clear 
that the effects described in the claim 
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aro likely to be realized by “some but 
not all persons" (proposed 
§ 101.73(a)(4](ii)}. At the same time. 
FDA does not wish to imply that a 
health claim on dietary lipids and heart 
disease in accordance witn this rule is 
not useful information for the general 
population. Current dietary guidelines 
and the LSRO report dted above 
conclude that, even if responses among 
in<hviduals are variable in magnitude, 
the majority of the population, 
including persons with normal blood 
cholesterol levels, will benefit from 
these dietary goals (Refs. 20. 29 through 
36, 74,136, and 151). Given the strong 
scientific agreement that the majority of 
persons in the U.S. will benefit from a 
reduction in intake of saturated fat and 
cholesterol, FDA has concluded that the 
proposed term "some persons but not 
all" is too conservative. FDA has thus 
not included any requirement for 
indicating that the nutrient/disease 
relationship is limited to "some persons 
but not all" in the final rule. Therefore, 
new § 101.75(c)(2)(i)(A) reads: “The 
claim states that diets low in saturated 
fat and cholesterol ‘may* or ‘might* 
reduce the risk of heart disease;**. 

16. Several comments recommended 
that the agency require that health 
claims include a statement on seeking 
medical advice for persons with 
multiple risk factors for heart disease. 
These comments suggested that the 
majority of the population at risk of 
cardiovascular disease may require 
medical advice and may need a 
combination of medication and diet and 
lifestyle changes. For these persons, 
adopting a diet low in saturated fat and 
cholesterol may not substitute for 
aggressive medical intervention. 

FDA agrees that persons with blood 
LDL*choIesterol levels in the moderate 
to high risk ranges and with multiple 
risk factors for heart disease should seek 
medical advice. However, as noted 
above, dietary goals for intakes of 
saturated fat and cholesterol have been 
recommended for the general 
population as well as for persons with 
elevated blood cholesterol levels 
because of findings of benefit across the 
entire range of blood cholesterol levels 
(Refs. 31 and 33). FDA is concerned, 
therefore, that to require a statement 
that persons seek medical advice and 
guidance as part of the health claim 
might give the erroneous impression to 
consumers that there is no benefit for 
them in making the recommended 
dietary changes unless they have been 
identified as high risk patients. For this 
reason. FDA is not persuaded to change 
the status of information on medical 
advice from an optional to a mandatory 
requirement Thus, the agency is 

retaining this provision as an optional 
statement in new § 101.75(d)(7), which 
states: 

The claim may state that individuals with 
elevated blood total- or LDL-cholesterol 
should consult their physicians for medical 
advice and treatment. If the claim defines 
high or normal blood total- or LDL- 
cholesterol levels, then the claim shall state 
that individuals with high blood cholesterol 
should consult their physicians for medical 
advice and treatment 

17. The agency proposed in 
§ 101.73(a)(4)(iv) that the health claim 
may state that CHD is a multifactorial 
disease and listed major risk factors for 
the disease that may ^ used in the 
claim. This provision was worded so as 
to suggest that providing the above 
information was option^. However, this 
provision was included among the 
specific requirements in § 101.73(a)(4).- 

Tlie agency received comments that 
both supported and opposed FDA 
requiring that any health claim describe 
CHD as a multifactorial disease. Several 
comments suggested that the 
multifactorial nature of the disease 
should be referred to indirectly, while 
other comments suggested that these 
multiple factors should be required to 
be identified in the health claim. Some 
comments identified a number of 
modifiable dietary risk factors for 
cardiovascular disease not included 
among those listed the proposed health 
claims such as: sodium (56 FR 60825), 
fiber (56 FR 60582), and antioxidant 
vitamins (56 FR 60624). Other 
comments recommended that the 
agency require that the most important 
risk factors for CHD, elevated LDL- 
cholesterol, high blood pressure, and 
cigarette smoking, be listed. 
Ida recognizes that its proposal was 

inadvertantly ambiguous about whether 
the fact that CHD is a multifactorial 
disease would be a required element of 
the health claim on dietary lipids and 
this disease. As pointed out in the 
proposal (56 FR 60726 at 60740), given 
the multiple dietary, genetic, and 
lifestyle risk factors for this disease, 
consumers would be misled if they were 
to think that dietary factors are the only 
risk factors. Given this fact, FDA has 
concluded that the multifactorial nature 
of the disease should be a required 
element (§ 101.75(c)(2)(i)(E)). 

The issue that is raised as a result is 
how the significant risk factors should 
be presented. FDA is concerned that 
encouraging an unrestricted listing of 
risk factors for heart disease could result 
in the listing on food labels of risk 
factors with relatively little importance 
or minimal scientific support or could 
be used to bypass other label 
requirements. For example, some 

comments listed several nutrient risk 
factors for heart disease, including 
sodium intake. While FDA is 
authorizing the use of sodium/ 
hypertension health claims, the agency 
has not been presented with evidence 
that sodium intake is a risk frictor for 
heart disease. A claim characterizing the 
relationship between sodium and heart 
disease is a health claim and would 
misbrand a food under section 
403(r)(l)(B) of the act unless it is 
specifically authorized by the agency. 
Thus, the comments suggested that 
some would use a list of factors as a 
backdoor means of making 
unauthorized health claims. As a result, 
FDA concludes that only the significant 
risk factors should appear as part of a 
health claim. For example, those factors 
that identify the populations that are at 
risk, where the general population is not 
at risk, are appropriate for inclusion in 
the claim. Listing risk factors that are 
not significant would be false or 
misleading and could, as explained 
above, misbrand the food under section 
403(r)(l)(B) of the act. 

While FDA has decided that the fact 
that coronary heart disease is 
multifactorial should be a mandatory 
element of nutrition labeling, it has also 
decided that the s{>ecific risk factors 
need not be. As discussed below in 
conjunction with model health claims, 
FDA has received numerous comments 
that the shorter health claims are, the 
more likely it is that they will be used 
and understood. Therefore, given the 
information that it is requiring, FDA has 
decided, that on balance, it is not 
necessary to include the significant risk 
factors as mandatory elements of a 
claim. 

The listing of risk factors provided in 
proposed § 101.73(a)(4)(iv) represented 
scientific consensus as to the most 
significant factco'S for heart disease. In 
this final rule, FDA has redesignated the 
list of risk factors in proposed 
§ 101.73(a)(4)(iv) as new § 101.75(d)(1). 
This section provides a list of the factors 
that, based on general scientific 
agreement, are the major factors for 
heart disease. The agency has also 
provided that any list of risk factors 
included as part of a health cleum may 
include one or more of these factors but 
must be limited to the factors on this 
list. Thus, new § 101.73(d)(1) states that: 

The claim may identify one or more of the 
following risk factors in addition to saturated 
fat and cholesterol about which there is 
general scientific agreement that they are 
major risk factors for this disease: a fiunily 
history of coronary heart disease, elevated 
blood LDL-cholesterol, excess body weight, 
high blood pressure, cigarette smoking, and 
long-term physical inactivity. 
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18. Other comments pointed out that, 
while excessive intake of some nutrients 
such as fat may be hannful, there are 
also minimum intake levels whidi are 
essential. Some of the comments 
suggested that the agency identify 
minimum thresholds levels for SFA's, 
MUFA's, PUFA’s, total fat, and other 
dietary nutrients below which intakes 
should not drop. The comments 
expressed cmacam that intakes below 
these levels would increase risk of 
nutrient deficiencies. 

FDA recognizes that there are intake 
levels for nutrients below which there 
may be a risk of nutrient deficiencies 
that could present a risk of adverse 
effects. FDA disagrees, however, that 
these levels should be included in the 
health claim on dietarv saturated fet/ 
cholesterol and heart msease. In the 
proposed rule for a health claim on 
lipids and cardiovascular disease and as 
stated in the proposed rule on dietary 
lipids and cancer, FDA noted that: 

The requirement of linoleic acid to avoid 
essential fetty acid deficiency is 1 to 2 
percent of tc^ calorie intake. Currently, the 
average linoleic acid consumption in the U.S. 
ranges between 5 and 10 percent of total 
calorie intake, and deficiencies of essential 
fatty adds are rare in the U.S. Thus, a 
reduction of total fat consumption frmn the 
current 36 to 37 percent of total calorie intake 
to about 30 percent is not likely to cause 
essential fatty add defidendes in the general 
population. 

(56 FR 60764 at 60712) 
Furthermore, as previously noted in 

the resptmse to comment 14 of this 
document, the reduction of saturated fat 
intakes to meet dietary goals for 
reduction in risk of heart disease is 
likely to result in increased intakes of 
PUFA—the source of the essential fatty 
acid, linoleic acid. Thus, FDA 
concludes, as was also co.acluded in 
several authoritative repoAs (Refo. 20, 
29.35,136, and ISO), that there is little 
likelihood of nutritional deficiencies 
resulting firmn changes in U.S. dietary 
patterns in response to health claims 
relative to saturated fat/cholesterol and 
heart disease. 

19. One comment suggested that 
health claims not be allowed on foods 
that have been modified to meet the 
'‘low fot,” “low saturated fot" m “low 
cholesterol" requirements unless the 
foods are nutritionally equivalent to the 
unmodified versions of those foods. 
FDA rejects this comment. The issue of 
the effects of a failure to maintain 
nutritional equivalency are fully 
addressed by § 101.3(e| of FDA's 
regulations, and in the final rule on 
standardized foods named by use of a 
nutrient content claim and a traditional 
standardirod term, published elsewhere 

in this issue of the Federal Register. As 
long as a food meets the requirements of 
those regulations, § 101.14, and 
§ 101.75, it may bear a health claim on 
the relationship of saturated fet and 
cholesterol ana coronary heart disease. 

20. One comment asked the agency to 
reconsider its position that health 
claims are inappropriate for foods 
intended to be consumed by infants and 
toddlers of less than 2 years of age; 
second, to reconsider the amount of 
total fat, saturated fet arid cholesterol 
that meet requirements for health for 
infants and toddlers; tliird, to reconsider 
the age vdien infents and toddlers 
should start to consume “low fet'* diets. 
The comment recommended that low 
saturated fat, low diolesterol, and low 
fat diets should be extended to even 
earlier ages, and that the percent of 
calories from fat for infants and toddlers 
should be less than 30 percent to reduce 
obesity, a risk factor for heart disease. 
The comment did not submit scientific 
data to support the proposition that a 
reduction in heart cusease would occur 
if infents and toddlers consumed low fat 
diets (i.e., less than 25 percent of 
calories) earlier than 2 years of age. 

FDA disagrees with the comment. In 
the 1990 ameiMhnents, Congress 
indicated that, if FDA’s decision on a 
health claim petition deviated from 
recommendations of the Federal 
Government, those differences should 
be justified (section 403(r)(4KC) of the 
act). The agency based its cc^usions 
on the report from the National 
Cholesterol Education Program (NCEP) 
on population strategies for healthy 
children and adolescents (56 FR 60727 
at 60731 (Ref. 34)). This report stated 
that general diet^ recommendations 
for diets low in saturated fet, 
cholesterol, and total fat should be 
extended to cover toddlers and diildren 
2 years and older. FDA has seen no 
compelling evidence to counter the 
condusions of the NCEP report. 

21. Several comments supported the 
agency’s proposed limitation in 
proposed § 101.73(a)(4)(iii) on 
interchangeable terms for the disease, 
for lipids levels, and for the nutrients 
involved. Another comment suggested 
that the term “low density lipoprotein 
cholesterol” or the term “LDL- 
cholesterol” be used in place of the term 
“total blood diolesterol.” 

FDA agrees that the term “LDL- 
cholesterol” is more predse than the 
term “blood total cholesterol,” but 
disagrees that it should be used in place 
of the term “total blood cholesterol” in 
§ 101.75(d)(2) of the final rule. FDA, in 
proposing the term “total blood 
cholesterol” was using language 
commonly used in dietary guidance 

materials at the time of the proposaL 
Since the publication of the proposal, 
the National Heart, Lung and Blood 
Institute (NHLBI) of the National 
Institutes of Health (NIH) held a 
consensus conference on Triglycerides, 
High Density Lipoprotein, and Coitmary 
Heart Disease in February 1992 (Ref. 
187). As a result of that conference, a 
consensus panel draft report was 
published reconfirming that high levels 
of blood LOL-cholesterol are associated 
with high risk of CHD. The consensus ' 
conference panel draft r^mrt also 
concluded that low levels of another 
blood cholesterol component. HDL- 
cholesterol, in conjunction with high 
levels of LDL-cholesterol, were 
assodated with a higher risk of heart 
disease. These two Afferent cholesterol 
transport components of blood 
cholesterol when ccmsidered in 
combination are better predictors of risk 
than when considered independently. 

The agency believes that the term 
“blood total cholesterol” should be 
retained to minimize consumer 
confusion, since that term is used in 
dietary gviidance materials and many 
consumers know their blood total 
cholesterol levels. However, the agency 
believes that consumers will eventually 
learn that high LDL-cholesterol levels 
are strongly associated with risk of heart 
disease and are reduced by diets low in 
saturated fet and cholesterol in most 
people. The agency has therefore 
spedfied in new § 101.75(d)(2) that the 
term “LDLrcholesterol” may optionally 
be used in addition to the term “blood 
cholesterol.” and states: “The claim may 
indicate that the relationship of 
satmated fet and cholesterol to heart 
disease is through the intermediate link 
of “blood cholesterol” or, “blood totaL 
and LDL-cholesterol.” 

In other respects, the agency is 
carrying forward the terminology from 
the proposal in new $ 101.75(c)(2)(i)(B}, 
the agency is limiting the terms u^ to 
spedfy the disease to heart disease or 
coronary heart disease. This provision is 
consistent with proposed 
§ 101.73(a)(4)(iii)(A}. Furthermore, in 
new § 101.75(c)(2)(i)(C). the agency 
retains the limitations on spedfying the 
nutrient in proposed 
§ 101.73(a)(4)(iii)(C). However, 
§ 101.75(c)(2)(i](C) states that: “In 
spedfying the nutrient, the claim uses 
the terms ‘saturated fat* and 
'cholesterol,* and lists bdh;”. 

22. One comment requested that 
health claims relating to lipids and 
cardiovascular disease be allowed for 
fruits and vegetables, which are 
naturally low in saturated fet, total fet, 
and cholesterol. 
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FDA agrees that fruits and vegetables 
should be allowed to bear appropriate 
health claims. The agency notes that 
because most fruits and vegetables are 
natiually low in satiirated fat and do not 
contain cholesterol, they will meet the 
qualifying criterion of new § 101.62 for 
“low saturated fat,” “low cholesterol,” 
and "low total fat,” and thus will 
qualify under $ 101.75(c) to bear this 
claim. 

FDA advises that it has made a couple 
of additional minor changes in § 101.75. 
The agency has added § 101.75(a)(1), 
which, consistent with other regulations 
that the agency is adopting that 
authorize health claims, deRnes some of 
the terms in the regulation. These 
definitions are consistent with generally 
accepted science and with the 
discussion in the proposal. In addition 
in § 101.75(d)(5), FDA has added the 
National Institutes of Health and 
“Nutrition and Your Health: Dietary 
Guidelines for Americans” (Ref. 29} in 
recognition that both are sources of 
information on the number of 
Americans with heart disease. 

VI. Model Health Claims 

23. Several comments suggested that 
the model health claims should be 
reduced in length. Some suggested that 
health claims should follow examples 
established by the Surgeon General’s 
office, keeping the health claim in a 
precise, easily imderstandable text. One 
manufactiirer submitted model health 
claims and examples of labeling. One 
comment submitted an example of a 
possible health claim: “Eating a 
healthful diet low in fat, saturated fat 
and cholesterol can help reduce the risk 
of heart disease.” Another comment 
suggested that the health claim should 
state: “This-can be part of a 
total diet low in saturated fat and 
cholesterol, which can reduce risk of 
heart disease. Use in place of more 
saturated fats as part of a diet low in 
total fat. Contains-grams of 
saturated fat,-grams of total 
fat per serving.” Another comment 
recommended an additional statement 
to be added to the health claim: “In 
vitro and animal data are often useful 
for formulating research hypotheses, but 
can be inappropriate and unreliable for 
making public policy.” 

FDA agrees with the comments that, 
to the extent possible, the model health 
claims should be shortened and made 
more understandable. They are more 
likely to be used by manufacturers if 
they take up as small an amount of label 
space as possible. Consumers will be 
more likely to read messages if they are 
stated simply and succinctly. However, 
section 403(r)(3)(B)(iii) of the act ^ 

requires that health claim regulations 
ensure that claims accurately represent 
the nutrient/disease relationship and its 
significance and enable consumers to 
understand the information and its 
significance in the context of the total 
daily diet. Thus, there are constraints on 
FDA’s authority to permit claims to be 
abbreviated. 

The issue of shorter health claims has 
been disciissed in detail in the preamble 
to the final rule on general requirements 
for health claims published elsewhere 
in this issue of the Federal Register. As 
noted in comment 15 of this document, 
FDA has dropped the phrase “in some 
but not all.” Additionally, FDA is 
making reference to the blood 
cholesterol linkage between dietary 
saturated fat and cholesterol and risk of 
heart disease optional. FDA reasons that 
this amount of detail is not necessary to 
motivate consumers to implement 
recommended dietary changes and 
contributes to wordiness. Thus, the 
minimum requirements can now be met 
with a statement as simple as “While 
many factors affect heart disease, diets 
low in saturated fat and cholesterol may 
reduce the risk of this disease.” 
Additional provisions that were 
included in the proposed rule have been 
deleted or made optional to simplify 
health claims. Other model health 
claims are provided in new § 101.75(e). 
As discussed earlier in this preamble, 
FDA does, however, believe it is 
important for each model health claim 
to acknowledge that many factors afreet 
heart disease. 

Other changes incorporated into the 
final regulation include reorganization 
of paragraphs and clarification of 
requirements. The final regulation 
requires claims to use the word “may” 
or “might” rather than “can” or other 
words when describing the possible 
effect of a diet low in fat and cholesterol 
on risk of heart disease 
(§ 101.75(c)(2){i)(A)). Although FDA 
recognizes that it cannot require 
preclearance of claims, it considers this 
and other restrictions on word choices 
to be necessary so that claims will 
accurately reflect the state of the 
science. All changes in the final 
regulation are a logical outgrowth of the 
proposal. 

24. A few comments suggested that 
the agency amend the language of the 
health claim to include “very-low fat, 
low-cholesterol diets begin to reverse 
CHD in some patients.” Accompanying 
the comments were six scientific 
publications describing six clinical 
trials. The comments thus suggested 
tighter criteria for the qualifying levels 
of fat and cholesterol, e.g., “very low,” 
and a replacement of “may reduce the 

risk op’ with a stronger statement about 
a “reversal” of CHD. In addition, the 
suggested claim would target one 
segment of the general population 
which is at increased risk for heart 
disease. The comments submitted a 
number of publications to justify use of 
the term “reversal*’ of heart disease. 

FDA does not agree that the submitted 
publications justify the statement that 
heart disease may m reversed by very 
low fat, low saturated fat, and low 
cholesterol diets. Three of the 
randomized, controlled trials were 
previously reviewed (in Table 2 of the 
proposal) by the agency (56 FR 60727 at 
60754 through 60755 and 60763) (Refs. 
12,14, and 106). The fourth was 
conducted in 1984 (Ref. 197) and 
therefore evaluated by Government and 
other public health authoritative 
reports, and the two remaining studies 
did not provide adequate information to 
be able to attribute beneficial results to 
specific dietary components (Refs. 198 
and 199). Thus, while FDA finds these 
results very interesting and considers 
the studies to suggest a decrease in 
progression of heart disease from the 
combination of medical interventions 
used in these studies, FDA has 
concluded that these results are not 
applicable to health claims for several 
reasons. First, the treatment modality 
used to obtain results was primarily 
drugs that lower both blood lipids and 
blood pressure, in combination with 
dietary changes. Secondly, the treatment 
changes were quite severe, and their 
implementation in the general 
population is unlikely to be a reasonable 
goal. Finally, subjects were persons with 
serious preexisting CHD and under 
close medical supervision. 

25. An association of medical 
professionals provided a number of 
references that suggest serum 
cholesterol goals for patients with 
noninsulin-dependent diabetes mellitus 
and patients with hyperlipidemia. The 
comment asked that the health claim be 
required to specifically identify and 
target this group of individuals as high- 
risk populations. 

FDA disagrees that specific dietary 
advice and goals for persons with 
diseases su^ as noninsulin-dependent 
diabetes mellitus and hyperlipidemia 
should be required to be included as 
part of health claim messages. 'These are 
serious health conditions and require 
medical supervision. Health claims are 
intended for the general population. 
Foods bearing claims for conditions 
requiring medical supervision are more 
appropriately regulated, as foods for 
special dietary use, as medical foods, or 
as drugs, depending upon the specifics 
of the food and the claims made for it. 
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Vn. Consiuner Summary 

FDA also proposed to make available 
consumer summaries to provide 
additional information on the health 
claim. Comments from consumers, 
health care professionals, public health 
associations, and the food industry 
supported the use and availability of 
consumer summaries. FDA did not 
receive any comments that did not 
support the use of consumer summaries 
for this health claim regulation. 
Comments were received, however, for 
other health claim regulations 
suggesting that there was no need for 
consumer summaries. 

As discussed in the final rule on 
general requirements for health claims 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register, consumer summaries 
are not required, althou^ their use 
remains an option. For mis reason, the 
proposed consumer siimmary has not 
been included in this final rule. 

Vin. Summary of Updated Science 
Review 

To ensure that significant new 
evidence had not b<^me available 
subsequent to the proposal, FDA 
updat^ its review of the scientific 
evidence with human studies that were 
directly relevant to the proposed rule or 
that became available alter publication 
of its proposal (Table). 

A. Relationship of Dietary Saturated Fat 
and Cholesterol to Blood Cholesterol 
and. Therefore, to Risk of Heart Disease. 

1. Saturated Fat 

In the proposed rule (56 FR 60727 at 
60728), FDA accepted Uie ccmclusions 
of consensus documents that serum 
cholesterol leveb are a valid 
intermediate predictor of risk of heart 
disease (Refs. 20,29 throu^ 36,74,136, 
150, and 151). FDA limited its 
evaluation of the nutrient/disease 
relationship to diets low in saturated fat 
and cholesterol and reduced risk of 
CHD. FDA additionally proposed that 
health claims should Im prohibited on 
foods that are not low in fat because of 
strong indirect links between high fat 
diets and risk of heart disease. 

A recent study supports the 
applicability of dietary modifications to 
(^dren. A longitudinal study in 108 
healthy Hispanic preschool cnildren 
(Ref. 183) compared children in the 
highest terUle (a tertile is a comparison 
ba^ on thirds, i.e., highest, middle 
and lowest tertile) of total fat and 
saturated fat consumption (36.2 percent 
and 14.6 percent of calories as fat and 
saturated fat, respectively) to children in 
the lowest tmtile (30 percent and 11 
percent of calories as fat and saturated 

fat). Higher total fat and saturated fat 
intakes were associated with hi^er 
blood total and LDL- cholesterol levels 
(Table). 

Several new clinical trials provide 
additional suppmt that reductions in 
intakes of dietary saturated fat and 
cholestOTol reduce serum total and LDL* 
cholesterol levels, even though serum 
triglyceride and HDL-cholesterol levels 
do not change si^ficantly. 

Deneke et al. (Kef. 162) compared the 
efiects on blood cholesterol levels in 10 
men, mean age 66, (Table) of isocaloric, 
liquid diets differing in type and 
amount of SFA. In the self controlled, 
cross-over study, the saturated fat was 
derived from either butter (25 percent 
SFA), beef (18 percent SFA), cocoe 
butter (23 percent SFA) or olive oil (8 
percent SFA). These fat diets also 
differed in the amount of stearic add: 4, 
7.6,13 and 1.2 percent, respectively. 
Diets enriched in saturated fat from 
butter, beef, or cocoa butter, 
significantly increased total cholesterol 
and LDLrcholesterol compared to diets 
containing less saturated fat. Die higher 
concentration of stearic add in both 
beef and cocoa butter diets did not 
negate the effect of saturated fat on 
blood cholesterol levels. Under the 
conditions of the study design, stearic 
add was neutral in its ability to change 
blood cholesterol levels. This study 
should be repeated using more subjects, 
induding healthy subjects, and with 
solid foo4U to provide nutritional data 
that is mote applicable to the general 
public. 

In another dietary intervention study, 
the effads of a low fat. low saturated fat, 
no cholestorol diet on serum cholesterol 
was reported (Ref. 184). Five familial 
hypercholesterolemic (FH) patients and 
four healthy control individuals 
consumed a diet that was very low fat 
(8.2 percent of calories), and high 
carbohydrate (90.5 percent of calories) 
for 1 month, following 1 month on a 
basal diet, and after 3 months on a 
wash-out diet (see Table). Both normal 
controls and FH patients responded 
similarly, with a significant decrease in 
total and LDL-cholesterol. HDL- 
cholesterol decreased nonsignificantly, 
but serum triglycerides increased 
significantly. One difference in response 
by FH patients and controls to the diets 
was observed in cholesterol synthesis. 
Cholesterol synthesis fell 24 percent (8.4 
to 6.4 mg/kg/day) in controls and 58 
percent (11.4 to 4.8 mg/kg/day) in FH 
patients. 

Another dietary intervention study 
compared the effects of diets 
supplemented with saturated fat or 
linmeic acid on blood cholesterol levels 
(Ref. 180). This study of free-living 

subjects was conducted in 12 mildly 
hypiercholesterolemic Individuals (5 
men and 7 women) ages 27 to 74 years, 
in a randomized, cross-over design that 
provided 2 weeks on the basal diet and 
3 weeks on each of the test diets. Total 
fat compositimi of the diets is shown in 
the Table. The test diets contained an 
additional 17.3 percent SFA or 14.8 
percmit of PUFA (in the form of linoleic 
add). The saturated fst-enriched diet 
significantly ircreesed total diolesterol 
and LDLrcholestoiol compared to the 
baseline diet. The linoleic- 
supplemented diet, which has a similar 
concentration of saturated fat as the 
basal diet, produced significantly 
lowered total cholesterol, 19 mg/ 
decaliter (dL) (0.5 millimoles/Liter 
(mmol/L)) less compared to the basal 
diet and 39 mg/dL (1.0 mmol/L) less 
compared to the saturated fat-enridied 
diet. This study should be repeated 
using more subjects induding healthy 
subjects and with solid foods to provide 
nutritimal data that are more applicable 
to the genera) public. The study does 
suggest the po^bility of more 
flexibility in dietary options available 
for the gffiriera) public. 

The effect of a ‘'Western” diet rich in 
saturated fat and cholesterol (total fat, 
saturated fat and cholesterol: 43 percent, 
21 percent, of calories, 1,020 mg/day, 
respectively) on blood cholesterol levels 
was measur^ in free-living subjects 
who normally consume a low fat. low 
saturated fat, Tarahumara diet (less than 
20 percentof calories from total fat, 7 
percent from saturated fat and less than 
50 mg/day) (Ref. 176). The study 
included 12 adults (5 women) md one 
12-year-old boy. After consumption of 
the “Western” diet for 5 weeks, total 
cholesterol, LDLrcholesteroL IfflL- 
cholesterol and triglycerides increased 
significantly in all subjects. Total 
cholesterol increased TOm 121 mg/dL at 
baseline to 159 mg/dL. and LDL- 
cholesterol went mm 72 to 100 mg/dL. 
The “Western” diet as described by the 
study design contains a highw level of 
total (at, saturated fiat, and cholesterol 
than consumed by the U.S. general 
population. 

2. Dietary Cholesterol 

In another recent study, the effect of 
dietary cholesterol (in the form of eggs) 
on serum cholesterol levels was 
measured in seventy 18 to 19 vear old, 
free-living, healthy males (Refr 190). A 
baseline diet containing 3 eggs per week 
was consumed by al) subjects for 3 
months (diet composition contained in 
the Table: total fat was 40 percent of 
approximately 3,350 calories per day). 
Die subjects were divided into three 
groups of approximately equal numbers: 
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one group continued on the baseline 
diet, group 2 was supplemented with 7 
eggs per week, and tne third group was 
supplemented with 14 eggs per week for 
an additional 5 months. No significant 
difierences were reported in total 
cholesterol, LDL*cholesterol, or 
triglycerides between groups. 

The authors propos^ several 
suggestions to explain these results. 
They stated that the relatively high 
levels of total fat compounded with a 
low content PUFA compared to SFA 
content may have canceled the potential 
serum cholesterol-raising effects of 
dietary cholesterol. Secondly, they 
suggested that the subjects may have 
adapted to the diet by decreasing 
cholesterol synthesis or by increasing 
the rate of cholesterol eliminated from 
the body. 

Meta-analysis was used to examine 
the efiects of dietary cholesterol on 
serum cholesterol ^m 76 studies that 
had reported co^letely controlled 
diets (Ref. 221). This meta-analysis, 
unlike previously reported studies, 
include baseline together with added 
dietary cholesterol data, PUFA and SFA 
content of the diet, and weighted the 
number of subjects in each trial. The 
diets used in the trials included formula 
diets, semipurified diets, and diets 
based on customary food. The baseline 
dietary cholesterol was a statistically 
stronger predictor of change in blood 
cholesterol than added dietary 
cholesterol. Thus when baseline dietary 
cholesterol was high, added dietary 
cholesterol resulted in diminished 
increases in total blood cholesterol. 
Therefore, when one to two eggs are 
added to a diet that already contain 350 
to 400 mg/day of cholesterol, little 
increase in blood cholesterol would be 
expected. 

B. Estimates of Change in Blood 
Cholesterol by Following Low Fat, 
Saturated Fat and Cholesterol Dietary 
Guidelines 

In the following group of studies, the 
effectiveness of diets reduced in total 
fat. SFA, and cholesterol to levels 
suggested by national nutritional 
guidelines and health organizations 
were evaluated. 

A diet referred to as “US74” (fat 
content was 38 percent of total calories, 
SFA 18 percent, MUFA's 14 percent, 
PUFA 4 percent, and cholesterol 600 
mg/day) (Table, Ref. 168) was compared 
to the diet recommended by U.S. public 
health authorities (fat 30 percent and 
SFA, MUFA, and PUFA 10 percent of 
total calories, respectively, and 
cholesterol 300 mg/day and referred to 
as modified diet ("MOD" diet)) on total 
blood cholesterol levels. The study 

included 5 free-living women of 
Chinese origin and 14 of Caucasian 
origin, in a cross-over, randomized 
order design with each test diet lasting 
3 weeks. Throughout the intervention 
study, the Chinese women had 
consistently higher total cholesterol, 
LDL-cholesterol, HDL-cholesterol and 
triglyceride levels than Caucasians, 
regardless of diet selected. Caucasian 
women showed a significant decrease in 
total cholesterol and LDL-cholest^rol 
only when the US74 diet was compared 
to the MOD diet. Consumption of the 
US74 diet increased total cholesterol 
and very-low density lipoprotein- 
cholesterol (VLDL-cholesterol) in 
Chinese women compared to a self 
selected diet (in whi^ fat was 34 
percent of total calories and SFA was 
about 12 percent, MUFA was 13 percent 
(based on g of oleic acid/day), PUFA 
was 8 percent (based on g of linoleic 
acid/day), and cholesterol was 360 mg/ 
day). 

The second study evaluated the 
effectiveness of the American Heart 
Association (AHA) Step-1 diet in 
lowering blood cholesterol in fi«e-living 
subjects (Ref. 154). (The AHA Step-1 - 
diet contains 10 percent or less 
saturated fat; 30 percent or less of total 
calories from fat; and less than 300 mg/ 
day cholesterol.) Forty-nine men and 38 
women completed the 18 week 
dietitian-instructed study (they were 
hypercholesterolemic, total cholesterol 
243 mg/dL. and LDL-cholesterol 169 
mg/dL; and mean age of 50 years. 
Table). Modest, but significant, 
decreases were observed in total- 
cholesterol and LDL-cholesterol after 6 
weeks. No further reductions in total- or 
LDL-cholesterol were observed at 12 or 
18 weeks, and there was a tendency to 
return to or exceed baseline cholesterol 
levels. The authors suggested that since 
most of the participants knew they were 
hypercholesterolemic before the study, 
they may have already been following a 
self-developed, low saturated fat, low 
fat, low cholesterol diet. This 
conclusion was derived from analysis of 
self-administered food frequency 
questionnaires and 4-day food records, 
including 1 weekend day collected on 
baseline diet and AHA Step-1 diets. 

The third study compared the 
effectiveness of the AHA Step-3 diet 
with a typical American diet. It pointed 
out additional considerations in 
implementing dietary changes to reduce 
blood cholesterol and CHD risk in 
women. In the study, 19 free-living 
premenopausal women consumed a 
typical American diet for 28 days prior 
to 5 months of the AHA Step-3 diet 
(Table, Ref. 161). In brief, self-reported 
dietary fat. saturated fat, and cholesterol 

for the American versus AHA Step-3 
diet was 37 percent versus 21 percent; 
15.7 percent versus 4.7 percent; and 271 
versus 96 mg/day, respectively. Total 
cholesterol, LDL-cholesterol, and HDL- 
cholesterol decreased in these women 
consuming the AHA Step-3 diet. 
However, only after subdividing the 
women by body mass index were there 
significant decreases in total cholesterol. 
LDL-cholesterol. and HDL-cholesterol. 
Lean women, as determined by body 
mass index, had significant decreases in 
blood cholesterol, while moderate or 
grossly obese women did not. The 
authors suggest that results from this 
study with free-living individuals may 
imply that obese women may be more 
sensitive to dietary carbohydrates and 
therefore not as responsive to a diet low 
in total fat. saturated fat, and cholesterol 
and enriched in carbohydrate (43.8 
versus 59.4 percent). Secondly, 
alternative diets that replace SFA by 
means other than carbohydrate 
exchange may be more effective in these 
individuals. 

In a fourth study, the effectiveness of 
intensive dietary instruction on 
reduction of serum cholesterol level was 
evaluated as part of the Heart Tune 
Program (Ref. 169). 
Hypercholesterolemic patients (30 
women and 19 men) attended 4 
consecutive classes on heart disease, 
properties and definitions of fat. healthy 
food selections, and meal preparations 
for 2 1/2 hours per week. At baseline, 
the total and LDL-cholesterol levels of 
participants in the study were 268 mg/ 
dL (6.95 mmol/L) and 180 mg/dL (4.68 
mmol/L), respectively. After 4 weeks of 
enrollment in the program, there was a 
significant reduction in both total 
cholesterol and LDL-cholesterol to 240 
mg/dL (6.30 mmol/L) and 161 mg/dL 
(4.16 mmol/L), respectively. 

Additional confirmation and 
estimation of benefits associated with a 
reduction in serum cholesterol levels 
that are predictive of heart disease was 
provided using a computer model (Ref. 
170). Subjects for the computer model 
system included both men and women 
with blood cholesterol levels ranging 
from 200 mg/dl (5.2 mol/L) to 300 mg/ 
dL (7.8 mmol/L) at baseline. Data for the 
study incorporated updated estimates 
from both America (Framingham Heart 
Study) and Canada (Canadian Health 
Survey). Results suggested that, by 
reducing serum cholesterol levels by 5 
to 33 percent, life expectancy could be 
lengthened by 0,03 to 3.16 years. 

In summary, the updated literature 
review was consistent with and 
generally supported the tentative 
conclusions reached in the proposed 
rule (56 FR 60727 at 60735). That is. 
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diets low in saturated fat and 
cholesterol reduce blood cholesterol 
levels, particularly LDL-cholesterol 
levels. 

C. Safety Issues 

1. Trans-fatty Acids 

One area identified in the proposed 
rule as a potential concern was Uie 
possibility of increased intake of trans¬ 
fatty acids as a result of changes in the 
fat composition of the U.S. food supply. 
One study that has been widely cited 
within the scientihc community is the 
study by Mensink and Katan (Ref. 95). 

Studies that examined the effects of 
trans-fatty acids on serum cholesterol 
levels are limited and report conflicting 
results and conclusions. One trons-fatty 
acid study discussed and evaluated in 
Table 2 of the proposed rule (56 FR 
60727 at 60761, Ref. 95), reported that 
consumption of a diet enriched in trans¬ 
fatty acids (11 percent of total calories 
or 33 g/day) significantly increased total 
cholesterol and LDL-cholesterol and 
signiHcantly reduced HDL-cholesterol 
levels in healthy subjects. The level of 
trans-fatty acids used was much higher 
than the level reported available for 
consumption by the U.S. population (3 
to 4 percent of calories or 7 to 10 g/day). 

In a recent study by Zock and Katan 
(Ref. 193), healthy, free-living, 
normolipidemic individuals (26 males 
and 30 females) consumed diets that 
compared the effect of C-18 fatty acids 
(saturated, trans-monoene, and 
unsaturated form) on serum lipids. Each 
diet, which did not differ in nutrient 
content, lasted for 3 weeks and was 
eaten as solid foods. In this multiple, 
cross-over design study, the trans-fatty 
acid level was set at 7.7 percent of total 
calories or 24 g/day. Both stearate and 
trans-fatty acid-enriched diets increased 
total cholesterol and LDL-cholesterol 
levels significantly, relative to the 
linoleate diet (a polyunsaturated fat). In 
addition, both stearate and trans-fatty 
acids significantly reduced HDL- 
cholesterol relative to linoleate. Lower 
HDL-cholesterol levels were observed in 
46 of 56 subjects on the frans-fatty acid 
enriched diet. The authors concluded 
that, if the data from this study are 
combined with those from the previous 
study (Refs. 95 and 193), the results 
suggested that for every 1 percent of 
energy derived from trans-fatty acids, 
LDLcholesterol would increase by 1.2 
mg/dLand HDL-cholesterol would be 
lowered by 0.6 mg/dL relative to an 
equivalent amount of oleic or linoleate. 
The authors concluded that the current 
U.S. trans-fatty acid consumption level 
of about 3 to 4 percent of total calories 
may increase LDL-cholesterol by 4 mg/ 

dL and decrease of HDL-cholesterol by 
2 mg/dL. 

2. Unsaturated Fatty Acids 

In the following group of studies, the 
effect of diets reduced in total fat, SFA, 
and cholesterol to levels suggested by 
national nutritional guidelines and 
health organizations was evaluated with 
respect to the possibility of increased 
intake of unsaturated fatty acids, 
especially PUFA’s. This issue was 
raised in the proposal as a result of 
possible changes in the fat composition 
of the U.S. food supply (56 FR 60727 at 
60735). 

In a randomized, blinded, controlled 
dietary intervention study, the effect of 
diets enriched in vegetable oils on 
serum cholesterol levels in 31 free- 
living mildly hypercholesterolemic men 
(Ref. 192) was reported. Two conditions 
were examined: Test diets, in which the 
saturated fat content was 7 percent (test) 
versus 15 percent in the control diets, 
were enriched in either MUFA (22 
percent MUFA-test versus 14 percent- 
control) or PUFA (22 percent PUFA-test 
versus 9 percent PUFA-control) (refer to 
the Table). Total and LDL-cholesterol 
levels were reduced signiHcantly by 
consumption of diets reduced in 
saturated fat and enriched (22 percent of 
calories) in either MUFA or PUFA (total 
cholesterol: -15 (PUFA) and -12 (MUFA) 
percent, and LDL-cholesterol: -20 
(PUFA) and -12 (MUFA) percent, 
respectively). 

3. PUFA-Enriched Diets Versus MUFA- 
Enriched Diets 

A recent study by Mata et al. (Ref. 
175) compared the long-term effects of 
PUFA-enriched diets versus MUFA- 
enriched diets, on blood cholesterol 
levels in 46 free-living, healthy men 
(mean age 33 years) and 32 women 
(mean age 42). The two diets were 
similar in all respects other than the 
content of the test un saturated fatty 
acids (the PUFA-enriched diet content 
contained total fat 37 percent; SFA 12.5 
percenb, PUFA 13 percent; and MUFA 
10 percent; while the MUFA-enriched 
diet had the same amount of total and 
saturated fat but 3.4 percent PUFA and 
20 percent MUFA) (see Table). This 
controlled, solid food study, was 
conducted in two phases: phase 1, 
PUFA-enriched diets (for 16 weeks) 
followed by a second phase, the MUFA- 
enriched diet, which lasted for 28 
weeks. The MUFA-enriched diet had no 
effect on blood total cholesterol in men 
but increased it in women. The MUFA- 
enriched diet increased HDL-cholesterol 
levels compared to the PUFA-enriched 
diet. HDL-cholesterol levels increased in 
both men (17 percent) and women (30 

percent). No significant changes 
occurred in LDL-cholesterol or total 
triglycerides. 

In summary, the updated literature 
review reveals relatively few new 
studies pertaining to possible * 
unintended safety effects from reducing 
dietary intakes of saturated fat and 
cholesterol. Possible adverse effects on 
LDL-cholesterol and HDL-cholesterol 
from the consumption of large 
quantities of trans-fatty acids are 
supported by recent scientific reports. 
Most results are consistent with those of 
earlier reviews (Refs. 20, 30 through 36, 
136,150, and 151) and with comments 
received in response to the proposed 
rule. 

Overall, the updated literature review 
provided no convincing evidence to 
suggest that the agency’s tentative 
conclusions as to the relationship of 
saturated fat and cholesterol to risk of 
heart disease, as described in the 
proposal, required modification. 

IX. Conclusions 

FDA has responded to ail comments 
received in response to the proposed 
saturated fat and cholesterol and CHD 
health claim regulation. In addition, the 
agency has reviewed all additional 
scientific studies received in comments 
or independently identified. The agency 
has determined that the new studies 
strengthen the tentative conclusions 
reached in the proposed regulation. 
After considering the comments and the 
new scientific studies, the agency 
concludes that the>e is significant 
scientiHc agreement based on the 
totality of publicly available scientific 
evidence that a claim that diets low in 
saturated fat and cholesterol may reduce 
the risk of CHD is supported by that 
evidence. Therefore, TOA is authorizing 
a claim. 

The agency has decided that the 
regulations for the authorized health 
claims are most useful if they follow a 
consistent format and require only 
information that the agency considers 
essential. Therefore, the agency has 
made a number of editorial changes in 
the proposed codified material of the 
saturated fat and cholesterol and CHD 
health claim to make it more consistent 
with other authorized claims. 

X. Environmental Impact 

The agency has determined under 21 
CFR 25.24(a)(ll) that this action is of a 
type that does not individually or ’ 
cumulatively have a significant effect on 
the human environment. Therefore, 
neither an environmental assessment 
nor an environmental impact statement 
is required. 
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XI. Econanaic Impact 

In its food labeling proposals of 
November 27.1991 (56 FR 60386 et 
seq.), FDA stated that the food labeling 
reform initiative, taken as a whole, 
would have associated costs in excess of 
the $100 million threshold that defines 
a major rule. Thus, in accordance with 
Executive Order 12291 and the 
Regulatory Flexibility Act (Pub. L. 96- 
354). FDA develt^ped one 
comprehensive r^ulatory impact 
analysts (RIA) that presented the costs 
and benefits of all of the food labeling 
provisions taken togetlwr. That RIA was 
published in the Fedforal Register of 
Nov’ember 27,1991 (S6 FR 60856), and 
along with the food labeling proposals, 
the agency requested comments on the 
RIA. 

FDA has evaluated more than 300 
commits that it received in response to 
the November 1991 RIA. FDA*s 
discussion of these comments is 
contained in the agency’s final RIA 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. In addition, FDA will 
prepare a ^al regulatory flexibility 
analysis (RFA) subseipient to the 
publication of the food l^Miing final 
rules. The final RFA will be placed on 
file with the Dockets Management 
Branch (HFA-30Sk Food and Drug 
Administration, rm. 1-23,12420 
Parkiawn Dr., Rockville, MD 20857, and 
a notice vrill be published in the 
Federal Register announcing its 
availability. 

In the final RIA, FDA has concluded, 
based on its review of available data and 
comments, that the overall food labehng 
reform initiative constitutes a major rule 
as defined by Executive Order 12291. 
Further, the agency has concluded that 
although the costs of complying with 
the new food labeling requirements are 
substantial, such costs are outweighed 
by the public health benefits that will be 
realized through the use of improved 
nutrition information provided by food 
labeling. 
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List of Snhjects in 21 CFR Part 101 

Food Labeling, Reporting and 
recordkee|»ng requirmnents. 

Therefore, under the Federal Food, 
Drug, and Cosmetic Act and under 
authority delegated to the Commissiorter 
of Food and Drugs, 21 CFR part 101 is 
amended as follows: 

PART 101—FOOD LABEUNG 

1. The authority citation for 21 CT’R 
part 101 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Secs. 4, 5,6 of the Fair 
Packaging and Labeling Act (15 U.S.C. 1453, 
1454,1455); secs. 201, .301,402,403,409, 
701 of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act (21 U.S.C. 321, 331, 342. 343, 348, 371). 

2. New § 1Q1.7S is added to subpart E 
to read as follows: 

f 101.75 Health eMme: dietary eeturated 
fat end choleslerol end rieti el coronary 
heart (Bsaeae. 

(a) Relationship between dietary 
satunaed fat and cholestwol and risk of 
coronary heart disease. (1) 
Cardiovascular disease means diseases 
of the heart and circulatory system. 
Ckironary heart disease is the most 
commtxi and serious form of 
cardiovascular disease and refers to 
diseases of the heart muscle and 
supporting blood vessels. High blood 
total- and Jow density lipoprotein 

cholesterol levels are major 
modifiable risk factors in the 
development of coronary heart disease. 
High coronary heart disease rates occur 
among people with hi^ blood 
cholesterol levels of 240 milligrams/ 
decaliter (mg/dL) (6.21 millimoles per 
liter (mmo!/L)) or above and LDL- 
cholesterol levels of 160 mg/dL (4.13 
mmol/L) or above. Borderline high risk 
blood cholesterol levels range horn 200 
to 239 mg/dL (5.17 to 6.16 mmol/L) and 
130 to 159 mg/dL (3.36 to 4.11 mmol/ 
L) of LEML-choIesteroI. Dietary lipids 
(fots) include fatty acids and cholesterol. 
Total fat, commonly referred to as fet, is 
composed of saturated fet (fatty acids 
containing no double bonds), and 
monounsaturated and polyunsaturated 
fat (fatty acids containing or more 
double Donds). 

(2) The scientific evidence establishes 
that diets high in saturated fat and 
cholesterol are associated with 
increased levris of blood total- and LDL- 
cholesterol and. thus, with increased 
risk of coronary heart disease. Diets low 
in saturated fet and cholesterol are 
associated with decreased levels of 
blood total- and LDL-choIesteroI. and 
thus, with decreased ri.sk of developing 
coronary heart disease. 

(b) Significance of the relationship 
between dietary saturated fat and 
chotesterot and risk of coronary heart 
disease. (1) Coronary heart disease is a 
major public health concern in the 
United States, primarily because it 
accounts for more deaths than any other 
disease or group of diseases. Early 
management of risk fixiors for coronary 
heart disease is a major public health 
goal that can assist in reducing risk of 
coronary heart disease. There is a 
continuum of mortality risk from 
coronary heart disease that increases 
with increasing levels of blood LDL- 
cholesterol. Individuals with high blood 
LDL-cholesterol are at greatest risk. A 
larger number of individuals with more 
moderately elevated cholesterol also 
have increased risk of coronary events; 
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such individuals comprise a substantial 
{iroportion of the adult U.S. population. 
The scientific evidence indicates that 
reducing saturated fat and cholesterol 
intakes lowers blood LDL-cholesterol 
and risk of heart disease in most 
individuals. There is also evidence that 
reducing saturated fat and cholesterol 
intakes in persons with blood 
cholesterol levels in the normal range 
also reduces risk of heart disease. 

(2) Other risk factors for coronary 
heart disease include a family history of 
heart disease, high blood pressure, 
diabetes, cigarette smoking, obesity 
(body weight 30 percent greater than 
ideal body weight), and lack of regular 
physical exercise. 

(3) Intakes of saturated fat exceed 
recommended levels in many people in 
the United States. Intakes of cholesterol 
are, on average, at or above 
recommended levels. One of the major 
public health recommendations relative 
to coronary heart disease risk is to 
consume less than 10 percent of calories 
from saturated fat, and an average of 30 
percent or less of total calories from all 
fat. Recommended daily cholesterol 
intakes are 300 mg or less per day. 

(c) Requirements, (1) All requirements 
set forth in § 101.14 shall be met. 

(2) Specific requirements, (i) Nature 
of the claim. A health claim associating 
diets low in saturated fat and 
cholesterol with reduced risk of 
coronary heart disease may be made on 
the label or labeling of a food described 
in paragraph (c)(2)(ii) of this section 
provided that: 

(A) The claim states that diets low in 
saturated fat and cholesterol "may” or 
“might” reduce the risk of heart disease; 

(B) In specifying the disease, the 
claim uses the terms “heart disease” or 
“coronary heart disease;” 

(C) In specifying the nutrient, the 
claim uses the terms “saturated fat” and 
“cholesterol” and lists both; 

(D) The claim does not attribute any 
degree of risk reduction for coronary 
heart disease to diets low in dietary 
saturated fat and cholesterol; and 

(E) The claim states that coronary 
heart disease risk depends on many 
factors. 

(ii) Nature of the food. The food shall 
meet all of the nutrient content 

requirements of § 101.62 for a “low 
saturated fat,” “low cholesterol,” and 
“low fat” food; except that fish and 
game meats (i.e., deer, bison, rabbit, 
quail, wild turkey, geese, and ostrich) 
may meet the requirements for “extra 
lean” in § 101.62. 

(d) Optional information. (1) The 
claim may identify one or more of the 
following risk factors in addition to 
saturated fat and cholesterol about 
which there is general scientific 
agreement that they cure major risk 
factors for this disease: A family history 
of coronary heart disease, elevated 
blood total and LDL-cholesterol, excess 
body weight, high blood pressure, 
cigarette smoking, diabetes, and 
physical inactivity. 

(2) The claim may indicate that the 
relationship of saturated fat and 
cholesterol to heart disease is through 
the intermediate link of “blood 
cholesterol” or “blood total- and LDL 
cholesterol.” 

(3) The claim may include 
information fi'om paragraphs (a) and (b) 
of this section, which summarize the 
relationship between dietary saturated 
fat and cholesterol and risk of coronary 
heart disease, and the significance of the 
relationship. 

(4) In specifying the nutrients, the 
claim may include the term “total fat” 
in addition to the terms “saturated fat” 
and “cholesterol”. 

(5) The claim may include 
information on the number of people in 
the United States who have coronary 
heart disease. The sources of this 
information shall be identified, and it 
shall be current information from the 
National Center for Health Statistics, the 
National Institutes of Health, or 
“Nutrition and Your Health: Dietary 
Guidelines for Americans,” U.S. 
Department of Health and Human 
Services (DHHS) and U.S. Department 
of Agriculture (USDA), Government 
Printing Office. 

(6) The claim may indicate that it is 
consistent with “Nutrition and Your 
Health: Dietary Guidelines for 
Americans,” DHHS and USDA, 
Government Printing Office. 

(7) The claim may state that 
individuals with elevated blood total- or 
LDL-cholesterol should consult their 

physicians for medical advice and 
treatment. If the claim defines high or 
normal blood total- or LDL-cholesterol 
levels, then the claim shall state that 
individuals with high blood cholesterol 
should consult their physicians for 
medical advice and treatment. 

(e) Model health claims.The following 
are model health claims that may be 
used in food labeling to describe the 
relationship between dietary saturated 
fat and cholesterol and risk of heart 
disease: 

(1) While many factors affect heart 
disease, diets low in saturated fat and 
cholesterol may reduce the risk of this 
disease; 

(2) Development of heart disease 
depends upon many factors, but its risk 
may be reduced by diets low in 
saturated fat and cholesterol and 
healthy lifestyles; 

(3) l5evelopment of heart disease 
depends upon many factors, including a 
family history of the disease, high blood 
LDL-cholesterol, diabetes, high blood 
pressure, being overweight, cigarette 
smoking, lack of exercise, and the type 
of dietary pattern. A healthful diet low 
in saturated fat, total fat, and 
cholesterol, as part of a healthy lifestyle, 
may lower blood cholesterol levels and 
may reduce the risk of heart disease; 

(4) Many factors, such as a family 
history of the disease, increased blood- 
and LDL-cholesterol levels, high blood 
pressure, cigarette smoking, diabetes, 
and being overweight, contribute to 
developing heart disease. A diet low in 
saturated fat, cholesterol, and total fat 
may help reduce the risk of heart 
disease; and 

(5) Diets low in saturated fat, 
cholesterol, and total fat may reduce the 
risk of heart disease. Heart disease is 
dependent upon many factors, 
including diet, a family history of the 
disease, elevated blood LDL-cholesterol 
levels, and physical inactivity. 

Dated: November 3,1992. 
David A. Kessler, 
Commissioner of Food and Drugs. 

Louis W. Sullivan, 
Secretary of Health and Human Services. 

Note: The following table will not appear 
in the annual Code of Federal Regulations. 
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IBil (olale acid 

oil 2 sunClowor 

lti3 (llnololc a 
waak/dlat. 

Plats anrlc 

~1*> of caTo 
oiaata L 

Pat 39.3 

SPA <2 

HDPA 34 

PDPA 4 

Cbol 0 

Patty acid coats 

sunflewar oil wa 

given by autbori 

as astlaatad bar 

data froa aaotbs 

publication. In 
avaluata study t 



MOMO POLY 

40 3> 

7 7 

32 • 

11 22 
220 230 

• (Cat ooatant 

to which 

r* added. Taat 

laun 00 ■ >4SH 

•eld). T4at 

owar oil, >(0h 

•le acid). 5- 

TC tall from baaalina 

alanlfleantlyt 'ISX poly and -9\ 

MONOi LOL fall algnlfIcantly 

froa baaalina by -20h POLY and • 

13h MOHO anrlchad dlacai apo B 

fall algnlfIcantly froa baaalina 

by -21h POLY and 'lOV MONO 

anrlchad dlata. Nalthar 

vagatabla oil baaad dlata 

raaultad In a algnlflcant change 

In TO, HDL-C, ROL-2, or HDL-1, 

•po A1 whan coaparad baaalina 

diet. 

Blood lipid raaulta (ag/dL) 

Mo algnlflcant dacraaaa In TC or 

LDL-C by althar diet. KOL>c 

dacraaaad algnlflcantly In 

llnolaata (POPA) aupplaaant 

growp. 

Blood lipid raaulta 

aata 

TC 147 

LOL'C 77 

BOL'C 44 

/dL) 

nolaata 

113 

SO 
4» 

Other raaultai Antioxidant 

<wltaaln B) cone not 
algnlflcantly raduead by either 

diet. The aaount and rata of 

foraaclon of conjugated dlenaa 

(aaaaura of degree of 

unaaturatlon) greater in 

llnolaate group. Mo algnlflcant 

Increaae In TBAB (a aeaaure of 

oxldliatlon In LOL-C). Rowever, 
algnlflcant Incraaae In LDL-c 

degradation (aaaaure of 

•tlieroaclerotle potantlal) by 

aacrophagaa In llnolaata group. 

Raaulta Indicate that 

conauBptlon of dlata low In 

SPA raducaa blood 

cholaatarol. Study alao 

auggaata that dlata enriched 

In UPA do not nacasaarlly 

dacraaaa blood level a of HDL 

and/or Incraaaa to. study 

Showed that whan dlatary 
anargy froa fat la 29H of 

calories (therefore higher 

than racoaaandad by public 

health authorltias), but tha 

SPA content of tha diet la 

reduced, It la possible to 

still achlava a reduction In 

blood cholaatarol lavals. 

Coaplata fatty acid analysis 

of oils used not provided In 

papar, aspaclally laportant 

In case of Trlsun to. 
Prallalnary study can not at 
this tlaa apply results to 

general public health 

advlsa. 
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study Study Duslgn Subjects Muthodi 

col* T. o. ttt *1 

(K*t. ISl) 

Kwon, Joii'Sook at 

*1 (R*f. 172) 

Olatary. cllDleal 

lutarvantloB trial. 

Purposat affact of 

AHA Phas* 3 dlat 

(vary low fat and 

cholaatorol) dlat on 
blood cbolaatarol 

laval* 

Study sit*I Chicago 

praatanopausal wonan, 

naan ag* 32. 

Salactlon basad on 

TC at or > than SOtb 
parcantll*. . Baalthy 

subjaets. six wonan 

war* classlflad a* 

grossly obas* by 

body Bass Indax (BKI 

>30). Moan BMI for 

all subjaets 3S.2. 

basalln* lipids 

/nnol/L V iM/dU 

TC S.24 205 

LOL-C 3.45 133 

ROL-C 1.34 $2 

stabilisation dl 

days on typical 

dlat. 5 nonths o 

Phas* 3 dlat. 

\ of calo 

AMU 

Pat 37 

Carb 43.3 

Prot 19.2 

SPA 15.7 

MUPA 11.7 

POPA 4.7 

Choi 271 

(ng/day) 

naals provldad e 

Controllad dlatary. Thirty-four haalthy Thro* dlatst B< 

Intarvantlon study aalas agas 21 to SO anrlchad In SPA, 

la tras'llvlng yaars. All subjaets anrlchad In mdpj 

subjaets. had Choi Safflowar oil at 

Purpas*1 study tha concantratlons of 

affaats of dials 4.S to 7.S anol/L 

aarlehad la UPA troa (1S5 to 301 ng/dL) dlatltlan aonlt< 

vagatabl* oils on on self salaetad 

platalat dlat. All subjaets \ of Cal< 

phospholipid (PL) consunad basallna 

fatty acid dlat. Siztaan bas* Ml 

eoMposltlon and asslgnad to dlat PAT IS.S 3 

function. aarlehad In PUPA and SPA 15.4 

Two phaSo dlat 14 asslgnad to dlat NOPA 13.S 2 

daslgnt phas* 1, a anrlchad In MDPA. PUPA S.4 1 

3>*»a*)( basalln* or 

control dlot; 

followod by phaso 3, 

aa-S wook 

osporlaaatal dlot. 

Study altoi Ohio. 



A—COMTINUBO 

tchod* Haaulta \ ccmmmnf 

on dlati 2( TC. LOL-C, BDL-C and HDL-3 Aaaults auggaat that 

Leal AMrlcan dacraaaad trban all wosan traro obaalty, at laaat In woaan 

ehs on aha eonaldarod aa a group. MOL-3, TO (naS BM1>30) had an 

t. and VLDL-TO Inciaaaad whan all Influanca on raaponalvanasa 

wonan conaldarad aa a group. to low-fat, low-cholaatarol 

calorlas dlat. Authors auggaat that 

Blood lipid raaulta (all o)>aaa woaan aay ba 

EK AHA 3 earl>ohydrata-sansltlva and 

31.4 JjdUl AHA ) tharafora laaa raaponalva to 

.• 5>.4 TC 303 109 low fat, low SFA dlat. 

.3 1».3 LOL-C 133 131 

.7 4.7 HOL-C 52 49 

.7 4.4 Mhan woaan wara dlvldad Into 3 

.7 1.4 groupa baaad on BMI, laanaat 

1 »4 woaan bad a algnlfleanc dacraaaa 
In TC, LOL-C and BOL-C. 

dad on alto Blood lipid (ag/dL) raaponaa 

groupad by BMI 

<34 <30 >30 

TC 169 202 199 
LOL-C 104 130 129 

BOL-C 49 57 40 

Modarataly and groaaly obaaa 

woaan wara nonraapondara. 

It Baaallno Coaparad to SFA anrlchad dlat. Authors dlscussad tha 

SFA, Canola platalat FL fatty acid posalbla aacbanlsa by which 

MOFA and coapoaltlon waa altarad. MUFA UFA froa vagatabla oils aay 

>11 anrlchad In anrlchad dlat (canola) ralaad platalat aggragatlon tlaa. 

provldad. cone of olalc (MDFA) and Tha authors auggaat that 

eo and llnolanle (PUFA)> thara waa a vagatabla ollsi canola oil. 

■onltorod. algnlflcant daoraaaa In olalc aay altar platalat 

and Incraaaa la llnolalo with aggragatlon by PO aatabollsa 

' Calorlat tha FOFA anrlchad dlat and aaabrana fluidity and 

(aafflowar). Both vagatabla oil safflowar oil by aaabrana 

MOTA POFA dlata producad Incraaaa In SFA fluidity. Tha authors also 

39.» 39.3 (laurle and palmitic), a suggastad that tha Ineraaaad 

7.3 7.4 dacraaaa In ataarlo acid of PL cone of 3 SFA (palaltlc and 

33.9 9.1 fatty aelda of platalat eoaiparad ataarle) In PL of platalat 

10.7 33.3 to SFA dlat. Both vagatabla oil 

dlata algnlfleantly Ineraaaad 

platalat aggragatlon tlaa 

coMparad to platalat froa SFA 

dlat. Oatai 

Olat Aggragatlon. 

MDFA T 
P«FA T 
SFA i 

aay not ba prothroablc. 
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TABLE' 

•cu4y Daalgn 

McMurty P. at •! 
<Ra(. 17<) 

Aaaalas O. at al 
(Aa(. ItO) 

Dlatary iDtarvaatlon 
atudy. 
Purpoaat to aaaaura 
tha affaeta of an 
‘Induatrlalliad, 
wastarn, or 
affluant* dlat on 
blood lipids lavala 
of aubjacta who 
noraally consuaa low 
fat, low BPA hl0h 
flbar dlots, tha 
Tarahuasra Indiana 
Two phasa dasigni 
phaoa 1, 1 waak 
traditional diat, 
followad by phasa 2, 
S waaks on tast 
diat. 
Study sitat 
Chihuahua, Mazico 

Controllad, cross'* 
ovar dasiga dlatary 
intarvantlon 
clinical trial la 
fraa-llvlng 
subjacta. 
Purposai compara tba 
affacta of diats 
supplaasntad with 
llaolaic and SPA on 
saruB lipids. 
Aaadoa ordar of 
diatst no wash-out 
batwasn diats. 2 
waaks on basa lina 
diat and 2 waaks on 
tost diats 
Study sitsI 
Australia 

Tarahuasra Indians 
(Mazico) 12 adults 
(it to 2S yoars), i 
boy (12 yoars). 
Plva woaan (2 
Isctatlng) and t 
■an. Basallno TC 121 
■g/dL. Praa-llvlng 

Twolvo Blldly 
hyparcholastarolaaic 
individuals (fiva 
■an savan woaan, 
agas 27 to 74 yoars. 

(S subjacts 20 to 20 
and 7, 20 to 74 
yoars). 

Supplaaants pi 
liquid form. ] 
racords malnti 
aach tast pari 
Supplamants-SI 
(linolalc) 

Basallno blood 



kBLB- -CONTINUID 

MaChods AaaulCs Connanta 

• diat and taat TC, u>L-C HOL-C and TO lavala Taat dlat waa 151 to lOSb of 

nliad dlat Ineraaaad algnlticantly In all aatlnatad aucalorlc naada. 

subjacCa. Raaponaa could ba dua to 

load raaponaa. Study 

COBDoaltlon Blood lipid rasulta {Bg/dLI coavllcatad by larga nunbar 

of subgroups. Larga 

Tarahuaara 'Waatarn* psreantaga of SPA (31\) 

3,700 4 ,100 TC 131 143 contant In dlat coaparad to 

LOL'C 73 100 

HDL-C 33 43 

US. 

ot calorias 

Incraaaa In TC oceurrad vary 

30 43 rapidly In raaponaa bo tba 

30 It waatarn dlat. woaan haa a non- 

4 4 algnltleantly hlghar Incraaaa In 

7 31 Tb than aan. Lactatlng woaan 

103 33 raapondad alallar to non- 

lactatlng woaan. Adolaacant boy 

<S0 1, 030 bad tba blghaat Initial and 

final TC laval. 

kta provldad In Tba llnolalc-anrlcbad dlat Rasulta suggast aora 

ttm. 3'day food algnltleantly lowarad TC 0.5 altarnatlvas In choosing 

lalntalnad tor aakol/L coaparad to baaal dlat nutrient aubstltutas for 

parlod. and 1.0 aaol/L coaparad to SPA- diatary saturated fat. Diets 

ita-srA and POTA anrlcbad dlat. Thla dacraaaa In significantly lowar In total 

:) TC oceurrad without a raductlon or SPA but anrlcbad In PUPA 

la SPA contaat or raplacaaont of such as llnolalc aay also 

t coaposltlon SPA wltb PUPA. Coaparlng baaal reduce TC levels.. 

dlat to PUPA anrlcbad dlati tba 

llaolalo anrlcbad dlat did not 

[, SPA PUPA dacraaaa BDL-C lavala. 

>.« 40.0 44.4 

1.3 30.3 10.0 Data blood llplda nol/L and 

1.4 ».3 10.0 

33.7 

BL SPA PUPA 

TC 4.0(333) 4.5(351) 5.4(315) 

LOb 4.4(170) 4.4(177) 3.4(145) 
■ . 'r . •• 

HDL 1.3(51) 1.4(43) 1.4(54) 
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•tudy Study Dsatgn Subjects ltoth( 

Stacpools r. N. 

«1 (Rat. 184) 
Olatary latarvantloa 

ellaleal trial. 

Rurposat 

Invastlgata tha 

•achaalsa of 

cbelastarol lowering 

action Inducad by 

high carbohydrata. 

vary low tat feeding 

as raflactad In 

changes In VLOL and 

LDL aatabollsa. Two 

phase dietary 

Intervention■ 1 

phase basal diet fer 

1 aoath; wash-out 3 

Months, test diet 1 

•oath, study sltei 

Shand Roapltal, 
Plerlda 

Four healthy 

controls (M«noraal), 

four fanlllal 

hyperoholastarolenla 
(RH)-heterotygous, 
and one rr 

honotygous patients, 

lealthy volunteers 
33 to St years, RH 

patients 30 to <S 

years. 

Nhole body cho 

balance and tr 

kinetics nstho 

Lipid profile, 
sterol balance 

synthesis and i 

Conpartnental 

Diet provided 

supervised. Ba 

(BL) solid foo 

diet, continue 

gastric Infusl 
Baseline blood 

I Iplds (no/ 

H RB 

TC Its 4S0 
LDL-C 101 400 

aOL-C 47 SI 

Diet ecai 

of ^ 

BL 

Serb 4Sb 
Rat 40% 
Rrot lt% 
R/S 1.0 

Choi 100 

(■0) 



tLB—COHTZHDIO 

' eholaatarol 
id tr*c«r 
Mthod* ua*d. 
:ll«, facal 
.anca, apo B 
and MCabolla 
ktal analyala. 
.dad and 
I. Banal dlat 
I food; taat 
ilnuous nasal 
ituslon. 

Both normal controls and n 
patlants total eholastarol and 
liOL-c dseraasad siflnlfleantly 
(naan dlffaranoa 41 mg/dl and 
123 mg/dl raspactivaly) by 
consumption of high carbohydrata 
dlat. HOL-C dacraasad non- 
significantly In all subjaets, 
sarum TO Incraasad 
significantly. 

Blood lipid data 

H fU M 
TC 144 440 114 
WU-C 101 400 42 
BOL-C 47 41 12 
U>l.-C 101 400 42 370 
lOL-C 47 SI >3 14 
Otbar dataI Dacraasa In tacal 
eholastarol and blla acid 
productlem and dacraasa la wbola 
body eholastarol formation In 
all swbjaets. Otolastarol 
symthasls fall (4.4 to 4.4 
ag/ka par day) In controls and 
SOh (11.4 to 4.4 ag/kg/day) la 
ra sublacts. Consumption of 
carbohi^rata dlat stlmulatad 
LM>-apo S claaranoa In all 
subjacta. 

As authors point out, thara 
ara still uncsrtalntlas 
whathar fraguant or 
continuous faadlng of liquid 
formula containing mostly 
glucosa Is mora affactlva In 
lowarlng total eholastarol 
than solid dlats containing 
a varlaty of carbohydrates. 
Another possible Issue Is 
tbs safety of high 
carbohydrata aztramaly low 
fat dlats as wall as safety 
of liquid formula dlats. Per 
the above reasons 
application of study 
results, other than for 
suggestions of mechanism for 
control for eholastarol 
hcmaoatasls. Is not 
appllaabla ta ganaral 
p^llo. 
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TABLI'-COI 

Study Daalgn 

Tedasco T. at al 
<Ka(. 1S5) 

Proapactlva, randoa, 
doubla blind, 
pravastatin and 
placabo- controllad 
clinical trial. 
Purposai avaluatlon 
o( drug and long- 
tarm dlatary 
coapllanca, 
nutritional adaquacy 
with a llpld- 
lowarlng dlat. 
Subjacts wara 
randoaly asslgnad to 
placabo or 
pravastatin <S, 10, 
20 ag/day) (or 12 
wooks. Aftar 12 
waaks all aubjacta 
wara placad on opan- 
labal pravastatin 
(or tba raaalnlng 10 
waaks. < 
Multlcantar trial 
Study sltasi savan 
lipid traataant 
oantar la tba Onltad 
Stataa 

Two hundrad and 
aavanty-two adultst 
200 nan and <S 
woaani aaan aga SO 
yaara <21 to 70 
yaaralt 
byparcholastarolaaic 
(OStb parcaatlla) 
patlants (7Ck man) 
agad. 

tacb subjact bad 
o( dlatary counsa 
Basal dlat (lipid 
lowarlng) (or > < 
Savan, 1-day dlat 
kapt (or 1 yaar. 

cress-ovar, randon 
dlatary Intarvantlon 
clinical trial In 
(raa-llvlng 
subjacts. 
Purposai ;to tast 
tba a((acta o( 
supplaaantatlon e( 
short chain (atty 
acid (SCPA) on blood 
glucosa and 
cbolastarol lavals 
2 phasaai control 
and tast dlat. 
Bando« erdar o( 
dlats 
Study sltai aadlcal 
school and hospital, 
Italy. 

six haalthy 
veluntaars, aaan aga 
22 yaarsi 2 nalas 
and 2 (aaalasi 
norfeal blood gluddoc 
and cbolastarol 
lavals."'. - - ... 

Basallna lipid data 

Bach dlat parlod 
waak Including ti 
Dlats slnllar ai 
supplansntatlon < 
with p'rdplonata i 
g o( carbohydrati 
Maintained dlat i 
day 0.and day 2 < 
study. 

■i’KHfnCI 

.Control 
Carb S2 
Pret 17‘ 
Pat 20 
Flbar 10.2 



bad ( waaka 

aunsaling. 

lipid 
r > d waaka. 

dlat lacorda 

aar. 

273 patlaota aalactad bad 

alavatad aarvw LOL aftar graatar 

than ( waaka o( dlatary 
counaallng and aa auch wara 

conaldarad unraaponalva to a 

dlat lowar In fat, GFA and 

cbolaatarol. 

blood Held data (aiaol/L and 

<1 waak • waaka 4* waaka 
Man 4.«(17<) 5.0(1»0) 92.9(ia<) 
Woaan 4.0(149) 3.1(114) 3.4(117) 
data froM all aubjaeta pooladt 

LDL'C dacraaaad frob 193 down to 
ISO ag/dL). baport glvan on 23 
partlelpanta fro* John Hopklna 

In which pravaatatln raduead TC 

33\ (about 34S down to 300 
»g/dLl and U)L-C 30b (about 210 
down to 150 bg/dLl ovar tba 

yaar. TO and HOL did not changa. 

Dlatary coapllanca and 

avaluatlon glvan. SSb of aan In 

atudy cobplatad 7 dlat racorda 

tor 1 yaar. For both aan and 
woaan tha pareantaga of calorlaa 

froa total fat waa (lOb), SFA 

(Ob), FOFA (9b) and MDFA (10b). 
Approslaataly twe-thlrda of 

partlelpanta Ingaatad laaa that 

47b of ADA of aoaa aaaantlal 
alnaral and vltaaln nutrlanta. 

Intarvantlon with lipid 

lotrarlng drug did not altar 

dlatary coapllanca. 
Fatlanta adhartng to lipid 

lowering dlata In wlilcli tiiw 
fat contant waa alallar to 

that racoaaMndad for ganaral 

population (30b of 

calorlaa), appaarad to 

contain Inadaguata aaounta 

of aavaral aaaantlal 

nutrlanta (folic add, 

vltaaln B-4, calclua and 

line). Oraatar than 40b of 

woaan Ingaatad laaa that S7b 

of tha ADA for folic add, 

vltaaln B-4, vltaaln D, 

calclua and Zn. Coaparad to 

ganaral population tha 

nutrlant aaounta wara 

graatar for sine and calclua 

but laaa for vltaaln B-4 and 

folic add than that found 

In ganaral population. In 

aan tha dlat waa Inadaguata 

In folic add and sine. 

Lipid lowering dlat aay ba 

Inadaguata In aavaral 

aleronutrlant. Other atudlaa 

have however found thaaa 

dlata provide adaguata 

aaounta of thaaa nutrlanta. 

trlod waa 1 

Lng teat dlat. 

Lar asoapt for 

cion of bread 

lata (9.9 g71S0 

rdrata). 

Hat racorda 

ly 3 of each 

A significant daeraasa In blood 
glucose rasponsa was observed 

with uaa of proplonata- 

supplaaantad braad coaparad to 

control bread. No significant 

changes wara ob.aarvad In total 

cbolaatarol, LOL-C, HOL-C or 

triglycerides. S subjects 
bowavar showed a reduced level 

of BOL-C and Increased 

triglycerides with propionate- 

aupplaaantad braad uaa. 

Data I aaol/L (ag/dL) 
Control. Propionate 

TC 5.0 (193) 4.4 (115) 

LPL-C 3.2 (121) 2.4 (77) 

HDL-C 1.3 (50) 1.1 (42) 

TO 1.3 1,4 

Short dlatary tast period, 
non-steady stata conditions, 

no wash-out batwaan diets. 

No Indication of othar 

confoundars for glucose or 

lipid rasponsa 

(concentration of PUFA, HUFA 

SFA or cbolaatarol). Does 

not conflra previous reports 

which suggest SCFA daeraasa 

total cbolaatarol by 

Inhibiting hmocoA roductaaa 

(or tha synthesis of 
cholastarol).. 
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TABLE--COI 

Study 

Ullaan D. at a 

(Raf. ISO 

1 

Study Daalgn 

Matabollc ward, 

dlatary Intarvantlon 

clinical trial In 
fraa-llvlno 

aubjacta. 

Purpoaai Firsti to 

datarmlna 1( 
carbohydrata- 

Inducad 

bypart rlglycarldaatla 

la avoldad with 10- 

day phasa In of tSX 

carbohydrata and 20> 

fat dlat. Sacondi to 

dataralna If 

hypartrlglycarldanla 

can ba Inducad by an 
acuta cballanga of 

aaaa dlat. 

Study sltat Dragon 

Subjacta 

Eight haalthy 

nondlabatlc adults 

(two woMH, six nan) 

naan aga SI. 

Maan Baaallna blood 

lipid (ng/dlT 

TC 228 

LOt-C 147 

MDL-C 44 

TD 2S4 

Mathoda 

Maals provldsd ao 

coav>llanca obsarv 

dlat parlod lasts 
days. Study 1. Bs 

(Aaarlcan) dlat. 

dlats Incraasad 1 

carbohydrata (65S 

dacraaalng In fat 

Study 2. (Asarlci 

followad by acutt 

Dlat conposltlt 

calorlJ 

Altar 1 

Carb 45 50 

Prot IS 15 
Pat 40 35 

SPA IS 11 

PUPA 4 8 



Raaults nta 

Study 1. Triglycarida or VLDL-TO 

did not algnifIcantly Incraaa* 

whan carbohydrata concantratlon 

of dlat waa gradually phaaad in. 

TC waa raducad aignlfIcantly by 

phaaa 3 and phaaa 4. LDL-C waa 

aignlfIcantly raducad at all 

phaaaa. HDL-C waa aignlficantly 

raducad at phaaa 4 of tha diat. 

At laaat in aoaa paopla, a 

gradual approach of phaaad 

incraaaa in carbohydrata aa 
raplacaa«nt of calorlaa troB 

SPA, total fat and 

cholaatarol may allow for 

battar control of 

hypartrlglycaridaaia than 

pravloualy raportad. 

Study 1 data (ag/dL) 

Asar 

TC 232 

LDL-C 161 

HDL-C 43 

TO 213 

12 3 

223 216 209 

144 141 134 

41 44 42 
232 237 230 

4 

198 

126 

36 
230 

Study 2. An acuta awltch to high 

carbohydrata diat significantly 

Incraasad both TO and VLDL-TO in 

6 of 8 patianta. r 

study 2 data (Bg/dL) 

ABsr 

TC 24 3 

LOL-C 174 

HDL-C 43 

TO 204 

6S\ Carb 

233 

143 

41 

296 

% 
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Clinical dietary 
Intarvaatloa la 
fraa*llvlng 
aubjaccs. 
Purpose I Co 
dacaraloa Cba 
sttactlvanaaa oC 
Ajsarlcaa Itoart 
Association atop l 
Olat of ealorlos' 
(at 10% or lass. aPA 
10% or lass and 
cholastarel lass 
than 100 ng/day In 
lovarlag blood 
obolastarol. 
atody sitoI 
Mlaaasota losplcal 
aa4 Msdloal cantor 

nigbcy-savoa (4» gan 
and 10 wopaa) 
cosvlatad tha sti|dy. 
Moan ago 10.1 yasrs. 
nasallaa lipid dstsi 
TC 341 »g/4li bDb'C 
iss og/dl. 

rot 
aPA 
PUPA 
MDPA 
Carbo 
Prot 
ebol (ng/d) 
Pibar''S0lubla 
Calorlas l> 

Clinical Thirty nnnsn and 10 
latarvaacloB by nan, naan ago 11 
diatary instruction. years, naan baaalina 
Purposai to Mood llpldsi 
avaluata tha TC d.Ol a«ol/b (300 
a((actlvoaass o( »g/dL) 
diatlclan LOL^c 4.OS anol/b 
Instruction on 
raduetloa o( blood 

(174 ■g/dw..-' 

ebolastarol 1avals. . 
study sltai Spokana 
Nasblagton 

. . 

pour caasocwtlva 
a 1/3 br par/«aat 
caplesi (i) cao 
dlsaasai (3) naal 
praparatlaai (i) 
daflnltloo and pi 
e( spaeldc food! 
baaltby (ood choj 
blood ebolastaro] 
datamlaad prior 
a(top diatary lai 
nlatary iasemccl 
raeonnaodatloan■ 
30% o( anargy, c) 
100 ag/day, solul 
10 g/day. Pood 
raesaaaadatloas I 
loan guts o( asta< 
no dairy praduoti 
vogatablas. wbolt 
products. 
Disc eonposltioa 



1 ■ 

■•r-COMTZWnP 

If 

Th* AHA Stap 1 dtac not 
•ffactiv* 1a lapirovlAp 
PIama l^pida of thoad 
aub5aeta. T^la aay po duo 
to fact that |M>at 
paftlotpanta bad alraady 
^cAlavad a Jo*t laval of arA 
aod ekelaatayol iataka at 
Papallaa* All pavtielpanta 
kaaw thay vaya 
byitarokalaatarolaiile prior 
to tha atudy and waya 
alraady (ollawina a aalf 
davalopad dlat. Thoaa 
avipjaota Mbo raapoadad tba 
baat wara oldar, bad klpbar 
IMr7C lavala and bad hipbar 
Intaka of total and IVTA at 
kaaallaa. 

AHAO) AHAfld) 
fis 3dS 
1«» 170 

4> SO 

Mat roaultai 1. total dlatary 
(dt doaraaoad at d. i| and 10 
waaka (Hlnua 3.7. 3, and 3.4k 
rappo«tlvaly).3. dPA and 
ekolaatarol eonauHptlon 
doeraaaad alao at i, 13 and 10 
Kooka fop srA (Mapa >1.4. >l.S, 
and >3.4) and >44% and ■'SOk for 
cholaataroi at 13 and 10 aaoka. 

itlva daaaoa, 
r/«aak. claoo 
I CRO tba 

A atpnlfleant raduetlon In TC 
and tOit-eholaatorol bafora and 
loot eiaaa (wook 4), kodttctlon 
In TC and U)k>C waa aalntalnad 1 
yaar aftar Inatraetlon. 

Tba naaaura of andaratandlng 
of tba atudy la ovldont by 
bolplng Indlvldualo roalfra 
an 1—adlata {4 waaka) and 
auatalnod raduetlon In blood 
cbolaatarol lavala (1 yaar). 
Otudy auggaata tbat onca 
dlatary raeoMondatlona ara 
undaratood. ebangaa will ba 
aalntalaad. Nutritional 
Inatruetlon, tbarafora, 
could ba Inatrupantal In 
raduclng blood cbolaatarol" 
lavala In tba ganoral 
population. 

(3) fat 
md propartiaa 
foada> and (4) 

I cbolcaa. 
itarol lavala 
irlor t« and 
ry Inatruetlon. 
: motional 
IonaI total fat 
nr. cbolaatarol 
aalubla flbar 

>ad 
Iona faw or 
C pant, faw or 
idanta. 
wbola grain 

Lclboi 

Pro 4 woak 1 yaar 
TC 4.3(344) 4.3(341) 4.3(340) 
un. 4.7(177) 4.3(143) 4.4(170) 
BDL 1.3 (SO) 1.3(44) l.l(SO) 
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study Study Dualgn Subjects 

lUroo D. J. at si 

(Rat. 174) 

Vorstar H. II. at 
•1 (Rat. 190) 



Results CossMnts 

SFA snd cholesterol correlated 

positively with all three 

Indexes of obesity and with 

fasted and Insulin response. 

Data for correlation of diet end 

response In various Indexesi 

SPA Choi 

BUI O.lt 0.16 

change in 0.23 0.18 

BUI 

Nalst/hlp 0.21 0.22 

Past insulin 0.26 0.23 

Insulin 0.17 0.21 

response 

Carbohydrate consumption 

correlated negatively with all 

measures of obesity and with 

both measures of Insulin. 

Uultlverlant analysis showed 
that SPA, UUPA and cholesterol, 

positively and significantly 

correlated with fasting Insulin 

Limitation of studyi dietary 

data self reported. Study 

demonstrated that SPA 

consumption Is positively 

related to Insulin 

concentration independently 

of obesity In nondlabetlc 

men with heart disease. 
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TABLB--CCW 

>tnay 

arovar s. a. at *1 

(R*(. 170) 

Bkatadt B. at al 

(Rat. KS) 

' Study Paalgn 

CHD prlaary 

pravanclon coapucar 

ao4al to astlaata 

litatlaa banaflt of 

risk factor 

■o41finatioD. 

Purpoaai To 

avaluata llfatlaa 

baaaflta of raduelna 

total akolaatarel to 

pravaat CRO through 

4iatary aodlflcatioo 

or aadleal 
latarvaBtloB. 

Study alto I Canada 

Plot and azarelaa 

Intarvantlon atudy. 

Controllad atudy In 

fraa* living 

auhjaeta. 

Purpoaai to 

dataralna tha affact 

of low calorla, fat, 

and cholaatarol dlat 

on blood cholaatarol 

and trlglycarlda 

lavala. 

Study sltai Swadan 

~ Subjacta 

Man and woaan, aga 

15 to <5 yaara of 

aga, fraa of CRD. 

Blood cholaatarol 

lavala at baaallna 

ranga S.2 to 7.t 

mmol/L or (200-low 

rlak to 300 mg/dL- 
hlgh rlak) with and 

without additional 

CRD risk factor. 

Savan haalthy aalaa, 

aga 21 to 17 yaara. 

Nonanokara. Study 

Included atataaant 

that subjacta had 

normal cholaatarol 

and trlglycarlda 

lavala but blood 

lipid data not 
provided. 

_Methods 

Computer modal bi 

Pramlngham Raart I 

Canadian Life Tab] 

Canada Raalth Sun 

Program astlmata i 
expectancy assocli 

modifying ona or i 

risk factors. Ini 

following factors 

Incorporatadi 
diastolic blood pi 

total cholaatarol, 

ventricular bypari 

glucose Intolaram 

cigarette smolclng 

Adjustments also i 

RDL using gander 

RDh modification 

and woman._ 

StahiHsatlon die 

to f0\ of calorla 

asarclaa (run S 

2 to 4 tlmas par 
1 month prior to 

Pour different dl 

comparadt S days 

(solid food), ona 

year, while cross 
skiing ISQ Km. Lo 

(bca)> Wlgh fat a 
Choi (BP/HC)i hlg 

<RC) 

std LCa 

Cal isoe 2300 3 
Pat as 21 
(') 

cbo2 2*0 110 
(BP) 

carh $7 so 
(H) 



>•1 baMd on 

>art Study, 
t Tnbloa, 

k Survoy Data, 

lat* avarag* 

laoclatad with 
t or Bora CRD 

Into Bodal 

;tora ara 

I aga, aaz, 

>od prasaura, 

tarol, la(t 

lypartrophy , 

laranca and 
sklng. 

also aada for 

Bdar spaelflc 

tlon for Ban 

n dlat (fat as 
lorlas) and 

n 5 to 10 kB, 

par waak) for 

r to atudy. 

nfc dlata 
daya aach dlat 

, ona taat par 

cross country 
B. Low calcrla 

fat and high 
I high Choi 

£a mf HC 

«e 

Ability to foracast llfatlBa 

banaflta dapanda on baaallna 
lavala, aga, aaz, and praaanca 

and abaanca of othar rlak 

factora. Raduclng aaruB 

cholaatarol lavala 5 to Ilh 

Incraaaaa tha avaraga Ufa 

azpactancy O.OJ yaar or 11 daya 

to 3.16 yaara. Tha avaraga onaat 

of ayBptoBatlc CRD would ba 

dalayad by 0.0$ or 22 daya to 

4.06 yaara. Anong 35 yaar old 

Ban and woaan, without othar 

rlak factora, raduclng 

cholaatarol froB 300 to 200 

Bg/dL with dlat or Badlcatlon 

would Incraaaa Ilfs szpaccsncy 

1.64 ywar (Ban) and O.OS yaar 

(woBan). 

A significant dacraasa In both 

total cholaatarol and ldL'.c by 

eaasuBPtlon of aach of tha tost 

dlata eoBparad to lavala at 
baaallna. Ho significant changa 

in KPh-C with standard or low 

anargy dlat. significant 

Incraaaa is KOL-C with high 

fat/high cholaatarol dlat (10%) 
and high cholaatarol dlat (30h). 

Sarus tfiolyearlda dacraasad by 

Bora than 30h but so dlffaranea 
dua ta dlat. 

blood lipid data (actual valuas 

not grovldad)i data praaantad as 
lOO 3600 3600 or dacraasa 1 

21 52 20 btd bca HP/ bC 
bc 

^10 400 410 TC • 24 *3» *20 *91 
LDL *96 *50 *41 *50 

10 94 54 HOL 4 • It 30 
body wBlgbt dacraasad 

algnlflaantly on low ealertas 

dlat (3 kg). 

CoBputar Bodal usad la basad 

On ralatlvaly short tars 

clinical data • 5 to 10 yaar 
to pradlct llfatlaa 

l>onaflts. wlda variation In 

rasults froB raductlon of 
blood cholaatarol In Ban and 

woBan of various agas. 

Saaulta sladlar to othar 
Bodals usad to astlaata 

banaflt froB lowarlng blood 

cholaatarol. Por azaapla 

I Taylor Bodat a 6.7\ dacllna 

In total cholaatarol 

locraasad Ufa azpactancy 3 

days to 3 Bonths for low- 

rls)( Ban and wowan aga go ta 

$0 yaara. 

gthar rasults not shown In 
tabla warai haavy azarclsa, 

Irraspactlva of fat, 

calerla, or cholaatarol 

eontant of dlat, dacraasad 

LDL'C lavala in haalthy Ban. 

Loss In short cars body 

■ tfalght did net Incraaaa 

cholostarel lowarlng affact 

of low calorla, low fat and 

cholaatarol dlat. Short 
tan haavy physical activity 

had strengar Influanca on 

blood cholaatarol lavala, 

than did fat or cholaatarol 

Sostant of dlat. Larga 

varlanca In trlglyearlda 

lavala aBong Individuals. 

Can only apply rasulta to 

chert tan haavy azarclsa 
dlat asd not sedarata 

azarclsa and dlat aftacts as 

Bay ha eosBon In ganaral 
•publla. 
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ttudy p««lgn •ubj*ct* 

Caa**ceBtrol study 
oonductad 19tC to 
l»t7. , 
PurposoI to 
dototmlno tho lovola 
of • traeo alaaaat, 
antioxldaBt aBd POfA 
lavala 1b patiaBta 
with 
atharoaclaroala. 
Study altai 
MatbarlaBda 

liOB0ltudlBal, 

aurvay. 
Purpoaat aurvay of 
■lapaBle praachool 
ehlldrsB 1b Mow 
York, BoaauraMSBts 
iBoluda sarua 
lipids, dlatary 
iBdas aod body Mass 
ladax (BMI). 

MlBaty-oBa CHO 
(oasas) OBd 72 
ooBtroi Mala 
subjacts, avaraga 
aga SI yaars. otbar 
eoBtouBdars- 
proportloBt alcohol 
(SSh), SMOka (2aH), 
hypartaBsloB (ISX), 
m (ISA 1b eaaas OBd 
1S% 1b eoBtrola). 
All subjacts has 
coroBary 
aaglography. 
StsBosls 1b at laast 
oBa ooroBary vassali 
casa subjacts >S$% 
OBd < SOA of 
cootrels. 

Ooa huBdrad SBd 

algbt baalthy <S7 
boys SBd SI girls) 

MiapaBlc chlldrSB, 

avaraga aga 4.S 
yaars. MaaB saruM 

total cholostarol 

(TC) for lOS 

chlldraB was ISf 
ag/dl, SBd LOL- 
cholastarol was 17 
Bg/dL. 



ILB—COHTXmJBD 

Uachod* Result* 

•nlua aeRaurad 

activation} 

by bl0h 
Iquld 

by; ga* 

aphy of Mthyl 

vatlva of lipid 

plaaaa POTA. 

Ca***, coatparad to control* bad 

significantly high lavals of 
total cholastarol and LOL- 

cholastarol and lower lavals of 

diastolic blood prassura and 

HDL-cholastarol. Plaaaa 

salanlua was significantly lower 

In cases coaparad to control*. 

No significant dlffarancas In 

tocopbarol or PUPA's. Xn 

subgroup of ease whara 

tocopbarol Is low (las* than 

14S2 ug/dL), there Is a 

corresponding significant lower 

ratio of salanlua/PUPA. 

nir dietary 

aonths apart. 
:t 

Ltatlva food 

quastlonnalras 

:aly • aonths 

Boys had slightly higher sarua 
TC and I.OL-cholastarol than the 

total group or tha girls. 

Children In tha highest tartlla 

of total fat consuaptlon (3<.2h 

of total calorlas) coaparad to 

tha lowest tartlla (30.2\ of 

calories) bad significantly 

higher TC and LOL-cholastarol 

Purtharaora, children la tha 

highest tartlla of SPA 

consuaptlon (14.( A of calories) 

coaparad to lowest tartlla 

(11.2A of calories) had 

significantly higher TC and U3L- 

cholastarol lavals. 

Blood 

Nutr. 

llpld data (s^/dL) i 

SPA Tartiles 

2nd Ird 
TC 152 isf 172 
iBL-e >2 ti Ids 
Nutr. TP (total tat) 

TC 151 171 

LSli-C ii >0 ioS 

Coaassnt* 

Dietary history, which could 

lapact on thasa results, was 

not provided In study. Study 

lac)cs a control group which 

bad no previous history of 

or who had no MX or 

atharosclarosls. Also 

subjects bad aany other risk 

factors which aay relate to 
tha results l.a., sacking 

and not directly to 

atharosclarosls. The reason 

for evaluating tha study was 

because of safaty concerns 

with proposed changes 

dietary coaposltlon due to a 

decrease In SPA consuaptlon 

and raplaceaant with other 

nutrients such as pupa and 

alcronutrlent status (such 

as antioxidants) have bean 

expressed. Soae previous 
reports suggested that 

salanlua was significantly 

lower In acuta MX or those 

who died froa CVD. 

Finding* suggest that 

dietary tat, particularly 

SPA, la Increases blood 

cholastarol, especially LOL- 

Chol In preschool children. 

Correlation R' 

TC LOL-C 

SPA 0.12 0.16 

TP 0.00 0.10 

Data adjusted In aultlpla 

linear ragreaalon aodals for 

caloric Intake, age, sex, 

and body aass Index. 
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study Daalon Subjects 

Controllbd ellnlcsl 

trial, dldt 

Ibtarvantlon In 

(r**-llvlng 

subjacts. ' 

Purposat to coapara 

affacta ot high (17\ 

of calorlaa) and low 

tat <30\ of 

calorlaa) dlat on a. 

Inaulln Ilka growth 

factor and b. blood 
cholaatarol lavala 

Study altat Chicago, 

XL. 

Blghtaan haalthy 

praaanopauaal woaan, 

■aan aga >2 yaara. 

subjacta had hlghar 

than avaraga lavala 

of blood cholaatarol 

(SOth) parcantlla. 

baaalina blood lipid 

data othar than 

ranga notatad abova 

waa not provldad In 

tha papar. Othar■ 
•aan BMl 30| b>12 

BMX 33; n«6 BHI 

3S.4. 



TABLE--CONTtHOID 

Hcthoda A**ult* 

Nh«n air aubjacta wara 

conaldarad, total cholaatarol 

(TC) and LOL-cholaatarol tandad 

to dacraaaa by conauaptlon ot 

low (at, low cholaatarol diat 

Conauaption o( low (at diat by 

tha obaaa group, dacraaaad TC 

and LOL-cholaatarol. 

Thara waa no run-in or diat 

atabllliatlon parlod. Tha 

atudy did not usa a wash-out- 

parlod batwaan dlats or 

altarnatlvaly usa cross ovar, 

daslgn. In prasanopaussl, 
obasa woman consumption o( a 

diat in which (at was 20V o( 

calorias and $4 mg/day 

raducad TC and LDL- 

^holaatarol, Varianca in 

absoluta amounts o( PUFA, 

SPA, MUPA complicstas 
intarpratation and 

applicability ot rasults to 

ganaral public or a 

subpopulation. 

Blood lipid data I Bntjra groui 

>rovidad and 

:ad on slta. 

:s amount o( SPA and 

Latary data not 

id in studyi no data 

i contant provldad. 

No ralationshlp was obsarvad 

batwaan BMI and TC or LDL- 

cbolastarol whan all sublacta 

wara considarad togathar or 

dividad into normal waight or 

obasa gr^oups. 



TABLC>*COIITXMOtt 

Study Study Daslgn 

Berlin B. at nl Clinical trial, 

(Raf. 1S7) dietary 

intervention, tree* 

living, controlled, 

randoaisad study. 

Purpose> To ooapara 

the affects of high 

fat diet (40\ of 

calories) and low 

fat diet (20\ of 

calories), on blood 

cholesterol levels 

and lipoprotein 

fluidity in 

preaanopausal woaen. 

Diets also varied in 

aaount of PUPA and 

SPA. 

Study sites BKMRC, 

Beltsville Maryland. 

subjects _Methods_ 

Thirty-seven healthy Prae choice dietary par 

woaan between 20 and for one aenatrual cycle 

40 years of age All woaan ware then pla 

selected, 11 on high fat diet for 4 

finished the study. aonths (4 asnstrual 

cycles) and then switch 

to low fat diet for 4 

aonths. Pood was provid 

eaten on site or prapar 

for boaa consuaption. 

Approaiaately 2, 200 )cca 

per day. 

Diet coapositlon data ( 

of energy)i 

Mutrient and diet 

intervention groups 

12 14 
Carb 4S 4S 44 44 

Pat It 19 It 1) 

Choi 174 2tt 210 Iti 

(ag) 

SPA 44 27 21 i: 

(g) 
citii 10 11 15 r 

(0) 
Clti2 IS 24 7 i: 

(0) 
Pluldity asasured by 
fluorescence anlsotropi 

using tike probe 1,4 

diphenyl 1,1,5 hexatri( 

(DPM) . 
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Matboda ftudy paalga Subjaeta atudy 

Croas-aacclonal 
Purpoaai to azamtna 
tba calactonthlp of 
aavaral 
eardlovaaeuUr 
dlaaaaa rlak faetora 
(CVKF) aucb aa blood 
praaavra (IP). total 
cholaatarol <TC), 
■Ob'C, BID aad 
paroaat of fat with 
dally anaiw iatakaa 
.IBI) aad daily 
anarsy axpa&dltura 
(M). 

'^•tvdy altai North 
Carollaa 

Oiatary data and a 
raeorda eollactad 
daya. aubjaeta war 
inattuetad to aalo 
tbatr BotBal dlat' 
aetivltlaa. No dla 
coavoaltioB provid 
tba atudy. 

basaarra T. I>. at: 
al (Kaf. 15S) 

Parmara and fat* - 
wlvaa- ..dd *an (Naan 
aga $3) 74 woMn 
(Man aga Si). 
BKI for Mn waa 43 
and 43 for womb. 



loda Kaaulta coaaanta 

•nd activity rot both aalaa and (analaa, at BB obtalnad (roa a rallabla 
etad (or 4 •vttry oroupr •n«rgy activity racord aay ba a 
• azpandltura (BX) waa graatar aora practical tool (or 
aalatala than anargy Intaka (BI). Maan BI aaaaaalng tha poaalbla 

dlot and and BB warn atatlatlcally laaa ralatlonahlp o( anargy 
lo dlatary tram (analaa than (or nalaa. aatabollaa to CKO rlak 
rovldnd In Maan ayatolle BP, dlaatollc BP, 

TC, HOL-C warn within noraal 
(actora auch aa total and 
LOL cholaatarol. Malaa who 

llalta. Maan TC, BOL-c and azpand anargy (azarclaa) aay 
dlaatollc BP waa allghtly hlghar 
In (analaa than In aalaa. 

raduca risk o( CHO. 

Blood lipid data nnol/L (ad^Sbl- 

Malaa Paaalaa 
TC 5.4(304) 5.45(210) > 
LDL I.*4(154) 3.47(14*) 
HOL 1.36(52) 1.54(41) 
Whan BI ooaparad to BB, (arm man 
conaunad and azpandad aora 
anargy than (ara woman. ^ 
Bnargy datai 

Malaa Paaala* 
BZ 3413 1741 
BB 4300 3*1* 
Bal*nca(BX-BB) 

-1444 -1154 
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study Study Ddsion Subjects Mathc 

OMUckar P. 

at al (Rat. 
H. M. Qlatary Intarvantlon 

161) Study. Cross-ovsr 

daslgn. Id traa- 

Ilvlbo sublsets. 
Purpoaat To coapars 

> tha atfact to two 

dlatsi ona anrlchad 

In SPA and tha othar 

anrlchad In POPA on 

postprandial 

llpoprotaln 

•stabollsB 

Study slta> 

Hatharlands 

Twslva 

normalIpldaaale 

subjacts (sis aalss 

and sis faaalsa), 

agas 21 to 26 yaars. 

Subjects bad flsad 

pattern of dally 

activities, none 

SBoksd. othar■ naan 
BMI was 22. 

Subjects consul 

test diet 9 dai 

weak wash-out t 

habitual diet, 

praparad In hoi 

kitchen. Meals 

flsad time Inti 

Dietary Inatruc 

given and dlsti 

aalntalnad for 

and dinner maa) 

absorption of i 

palmltata was i 

marker to maasi 

fat absorption 

to lunch maal < 

tha study. 

Dlstsi contain! 

kcalj fat 16.5! 

carbo 47.S\ of 

and Choi 294 B! 

(b of calories 

SPA 

SPA 21 

MUPA 12 

POPA 1 



BL1--CONTINOBO 

!onsua»d atch 

9 days with a 4* 

out with 

Hat. Lunch was 

.n hospital 

laals consuBad at 

I Intatvals. 

latructlon was 

dlatary racords 

I tor braaktast 

r Baals. Rata of 

k of ratlnyl 

was usad as a 

Baasura rata of 

>tlon was addad 

■aal on day 9 of 

italnad 2,400 

34.5V and 

S\ of calorlasi 

>94 Bg/day. 

arias • dlstsi] 

SPA PUPA 

31 10 

13 9 

ConsuBptlon of tha pupa anrlchad 

dlat rasultad In a significant 

dacraasa In TC and LOL-c 

coBparad to SPA anrlchad dlat. 

HDL-C was not significantly 

altarad by diet. 

Blood lipid data (ag/dL) 

Othar rasultsi Thsra was a 43\ 

dacraasa In chylomicron and 

thalr rusklnants as wall as a 20V 

dacraasa In VLOL dua to 

consuBptlon of tha pupa anrlchad 

dlat. Chylomicron ramnants wsra 

41V Bora rapidly rsBovad on dlat 

rich In PUPA coBparad to dlat 

rich In SPA. Slnca tha rata of 

absorption Is tha sama, an 

Incraasa In tha rata of 

claaranca of trlglycarlda and 

cholastarol rich partlclas Bay 

explain tha significant dacraasa 
In blood lavals of thasa 

llpoprotaln partlclas by PUPA- 

anrlchad dlat. 

Bacausa of tha short 

duration of tha study (9 

days), appllcabla results 

refer to short half-llvad 

llpoprotaln partlclas 

(chyloBlcron, VLOL and-thalr 

raBnantsI. Under thasa 
clrcuBstancas cannot 

conclude whether or not tha 

PUPA anrlchad diet altarad 

tha level of HDL. Second, 

tha PUPA anrlchad dlat was 

also raducad In SPA (about 

lOV of calories). This 

^dacraasa In SPA content may 

account for dacraasa In TC 

and LDL'C observed. Thus 

addad PUPA whan substituted 

of SPA did not negate tha 

cholastarol lowering affect 
of dacraaslng tha SPA" 

content of tha dlat. If 

future studies support thasa 

results such that a PUPA 
anrlchad dlat Increases tha 

rats of claaranca for 

chylomicron rastnanta, this 

could suggest a dacraasa In 

a llpoprotaln partlcla of 

atharoganlc potential. 
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TABLE*-CO 

Study 

Ssldull. J. c. 
•1 (E«C. 1S2) 

Study Oaslffn 

CrosB-suctlonal 

survay 

rurpoMi To 

dototmlno Is thars 

la a ralatlonshlp 

bacwaan llnolale and 

liaolonle cootaut In 

Slutaal fat tlssua 

and saruB lipids. 

Study sltai tlva 
populations In 

Europa (Swadan, 

Hatharlands. 

EalgluB, Italy and 

Thrsa hundrad and 

twanty-savan nan 

agad IS from tlva 

Europaan touna,. 

Spacltle datalls of 

ganaral haalth, 

azcapt tor saoklng 

habits wars not 

prasantad la tha 

papar. No dlatary 
data was avallabla 

for avaluatlon. 

Poland) 

Msthodi 

Pat blopslas tak4 

tbs uppar outar < 

of tha laft butt< 

lipids (total ch< 

RDL-cholaatarol i 

trlglycsrldasl w« 

dataradnad aniyw 

aftar an ovarnlgl 

LOL-cholastarol < 

by tha Prldawald 



,K>>CONTINatD 

■ takan froa 

itar quadrant 

buttock, sarua 

il cholaatatol, 
>rol and 

■a] wara 

anzyaatlcally 
arnlght faat. 

arol dataralnad 

awald aquation. 

Adipoaa llnolalc contact, which 

varlad wlddly waa lowaat In aan 

(roa Poland (<.6^) and hlqhatt 

In aan froa Balglua (16.7k). 

Itnolanle acid contact waa 

lowaat in aac froa Italy (O.Sk) 

and hlghast in aan (roa Swadan 

and tha tiatharlanda (O.IV). 

binolaie acid waa naqatlvaly 
corralatad with LOL-C (>0.15, p< 

0.01) and total cholaatarol (ra< 

0.17, p<0.01). Linolanic acid 

waa naqatlvaly corralatad with 

aarua triqlycaridaa (ra>.16, 
p<0.05). Tbara waa a alqnificant 

diCtaranca in KDL-C lavala , 

with tha hlghast laval in aan 

(roa Italy, Balglua, and Swadan 

and tha lowar concantration in 

aan froa Poland. Total 
cholaatarol and ICL>C waa 
hlghast In Italian aalas (TC> 

0.2 aaol/t, and LOL>Ca 0.2 

aaol/Ll but lewast In swadlsh 

aan (TC> S.7 aaol/L and Ut>-C« 

2.* aaol/L). 

Tha authors concludad that 

thara wara major dlffarancaa 

In thaaa adlposa unsaturatad 

fatty acids froa dlffarant 

Buropaan coaaunltlas which 

corralatad with soaa, but 

not all sarua lipids. 

Adlposa llnolalc and 

linolanic contant did not 

adaquataly azplaln tha 

significant dlffarancaa 

obsarvad In sarua HDL>C and 

triglycarldas. 
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TABLB- 

Study Daalgn 

Brown, S. A., at. 

al. 

(Rat. 160) 

Dlatary 

Incarvantloni 

dlatician- 

instruetad and 

•ultlpla Ir.tarvlawBi 

fraa-llvlng; Baals 

provldad; food 

conauaiptlon 

suparvlsad; dlatary 

racorda malntalnad 

and chsckod. 

Purposat Baaaura 

affact of dlatary 

cholastarol on blood 

llplda. 

Study sltS) Austria. 

Study li St 

noraollpldoBle [lass 

than 240 Bg/dL 

fasting TC, 17S 

ag/dL LOL-C]I 

haalthy outpatlant 
Balsa (agad 20 to 50 

yaars, Baan aga 2S.6 

yaar). 

Study 2: 14 of tha 

SI Balsa 

partlclpatad. 

Study 1. Two dl 

waaks sacb) of 

study. First 3 

c)>ol dlat (fat 

4S\i protaln 15 

calorlss; Choi 

300 Bg/day). St 

waaks■ slBllar 

waaks plus 6 s( 

(1,300 SK) Choi/ 

fat coBposltlot 

basad on parcoi 
and C-IS for SI 

for MUPA and Ci 

PUPA. 

Study 1 fat cc 

total fat 

SPA 

HUPA 

PUPA 

Study 2. Pour < 

coBparad, 3 wa< 

for a total 12 

Parcant of Carl 

protaln saaa ai 

BstlBats of fai 

distribution fi 

TP 45 44 

SPA 11 11 

KUPA 20 20 

PUPA 7 7 

Choi 300 1,300 

(Bg/d) 



Rsaults CoBBanta 

Study 1. In tha 61 noimotanalva 

•alaa, dlacary cholaatarol 

conauBptlon Incraaaad total 

(12X), LDL-C (17H) and HDL-C 

<5X) alanlfIcantly. 

Blood lipid data (Bg/dL) 

100 ag 1,300 mg 

TC 171 192 

LOL-C 102 120 

HDL-C S2 55 

Study 2. LDL-C lavala Incraaaad 

aignificantly (27X) on tha high 

EPA-blgh cholaatarol dlat (diat 

2) cooparad to SFA anrichad dlat 

with low cholaatarol (dlat 1). 

Vfhan aubjacta awitchad froB SPA 

anrichad, cholaatarol rich diat 

to PUPA anrichad low cholaatarol 

diat; TC and LOL-C dacraaaad 

algnltlcantly (31X) and HDL-C 

waa unchangad (to diat 3). LDL-C 

waa lowaat on tha PUPA anrichad- 

low cholaatarol dlat. Adding 

cholaatarol to PUPA Incraaaad 

LDL-C (25\) (diat 4). 

Study 2. Blood lipid (mg/dL) 

12 1 4 

TC 152 178 137 160 

LDL-C 88 112 77 96 

HDL-C 51 54 48 S3 

Rasulta daaonatratad that 

both dlatary SPA and 

cholaatarol incraaaa total 

and LDL-C lavala in 

norBollpldaaic nalaa. Tha 

atudy included tha uaa 

hlghar lavala of total fat, 

dlatary cholaatarol and PUPA 

than la racaaiaandad for tha 

ganaral public. 
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study Subjaets Machodt 

Valsts, L. M. at 

al (Raf. Its) 
Dlatary intarvantion 

In traa-llvlng 

subjaccs. cross-ovar 

daslgn. Coavantual 
alxad solid foods, 

Bsals provldsd and 

consumption 

monitorad. rood 

racosds malntalnad. 

Pupllcata portions 

of aach dlat 

eollactad dally and 
analysad. 

Purposat to compara 

affact of dlats 

anrlcbad la althar 

miPA or POFA on 
sarum llpoprotaln 

Study sltai Finland. 

rlfty-nlna ^kaalthy 

voluntaars (30 man, 

39 woman), agad IS' 

tS yaars (madlan 2$ 

yaars). At basallna 

subjaets TC was 4.t3 

nmol/L or Its mg/dl. 
(man) and S.21 

mmol/L or 301 mg/dl. 

(woman). Subjaets 

malntalnad normal 

llfastyla (sams 

smolclng bablta, 
alcoliol consumption, 

and axarclsa). 

Study lastad 63 ( 

Basallna dlat 3 i 

anrlcbad), folloi 

tast dlats (POFA 
anrlcltad) for 25 

aach. nor A anrlcl 

usad rapasaad oil 

contained 5X SPA, 
MUPA, 34H POFA (I 

13% PUPA (n>3). I 

anrlcbad dlat usi 

sunflower oil an 

contained t 12% s: 

KDFA, 65% POFA (I 

Dlats as % o 
calorie 

RASB PUPA 

Fat 36 3t 
SPA 19 13 
HDFA 11 10 
POFA 4 13 
(a>ol 354 315 
(my/d)_ 



Dietary coapllanc* by 

plaaM phoaphollpld fatty acids 

coapotltion. Both PUPA and MOPA 

anrlehad dlats signltieantiy 

raducad TC and LOL-C ttom 

basallna. Tha MUPA anrlchad dlst 

raducad TC and LOL>C Bora than 

PUPA anrlchad dlat. Blood lipid 

datai BBol/b (Bg/dt.) 

BASE PUPA MUPA 

TC 5.1(205) 4.0(178) 4.5(174) 

U>L 1.2(123) 2.4(100) 2.4 (>1) 
HDL 1.1 (51) 1.1 (50) 1.3 (51) 

Tha ditfarancas batwaan tast 

dlats in TC and triglycsrlda 

(Td) wars Bora pronouncad in 

woBan but statically 

insignificant froB Ban. 

Convarsaly, tha tast dlats 

affaetad LOL^c and HDL-2 of Ban 

Bora than woaan. 

MUPA anrlchad dlats vara 

shown to ba aqually 

affactiva as PUPA anrlchad 

diat in raducing TC and LOL* 

e lavals in Ban and woBan. 

HDL-C was not significantly 

raducad by consuaptlon of 
PUPA or MUPA anrlchad dlat. 

If PUPA is at or balow 10 to 

13b calorlas. RDL-C lavals 

do not appaarad to ba 

lowarad. study rasults 

suggast cannot raly on Kay 

aquation to pradict tha 
affact of MUPA and PUPA on 
saruB cholastarol lavals. 
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TABU— 

Study Daalgn 

Olutury , 
iDturvuBtloo. 
MBdOM, wilclBlu 
ero«s>ev«r duslga la 
bMltby (r«*- living 
•ubjaet*! u**a tbra* 
coDMCuClv* purlodsi 
tbra* c*«t dluca 
lasting 1 waaks 
aacb. Maala 
provldad. Ouplleata 
portions of oach 
dlat wars analysod 
oach day. Pood 
dalrlos nalatalnod. 
Purposai To eoavara 
tba aftaets of C>1S 
fatty acids on sorun 
ebolastorol lovolst 
•PA (stoarle sold)» 
trans MDPA (alaldle 
ScISTi POPA, 
(llnoloata acid) 
•tudy altoI 
Natbarlaads 

Twonty-slx mb. 10 

noraolIpldoBlc, 
coaplstad study. 
Bgual nuabor of aaa 
and woaaa in aacb 
tost group. Moan 
total ebolastorol 
aaa and woasn was 
157 ag/dLi HDL'C was 
51 ag/db. 
Ago raagod 1* to 40 
yoars for aaa. aoan 
15 yaarsr Ago ranged 
10 to 40 yoars, asan 
24 yoars for woasn. 

Plata did not i 
oaa anotbar oti 
tost fatty ael( 
•% pt total an 
fatty acid (TP 
froa blgb olal 
sunflowor olli 
bydrogonatad w 
sul furl tad nlc 
oatalyat, and i 
parts of TPA t 
olale acid rle 
•toarata {S.A. 
astorlflad fro 
of 41 parts of 
bydrogonatad b 
acid sunflowor 
parts blgb ola 
oil and • part 
uaaodlflad big 
sunflowor oil, 
of total color 
llnoloatoi Tra 
alaldle* s.X.a 

L.o. 8 
Pat 41 
•PA 11 
IIDPA 14 
POPA 12 
Cbol 11 1 
(ag/HJ) 
*7.7b aa trans 



not dlffor fro* 
ir othor than 
r neld which wns 
kl ODorgy. Tr»n« 
I (TVA) propixa? 
olatc acid 
elli 

Md with 
1 nlckal 
and nlsad 75 

rrk to 2$ parta 
1 rich oil. 
(S.A.) Intar- 
1 Iron a nlxtura 
ta of 
tod high llnolale 
lowar oil to SO 
li olalc sunflowar 
parta of 

d high llnolale 
oil. Olats as h 

ealorlasi h.O.m 

I Transa trans 

Conparad to lavals of sarun 
eholastarol on llnolaata dlat 
both staarato and trans fatty 
acid anrlchad dlat significantly 
Incraasad TC and LOL-C lavals. 
In addition, both staarata and 
trans fatty acid anrlchad dlat 
significantly roducad HDL-C 
conparad to llnolaata anrlchad 
dlat. 
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TABLE 

lUta P 

(B«f. 

Study Study Design Subjects 

. et si 

175) 

Dietary Intervention 

In free-living 

healthy nen and 

woman. Controlled, 

cross-over design. 

Dietary diaries 

Skslntalned. 

Compliance assessed 

by questionnaire and 

observation. 

Consumed solid 

foods. 

Purpose! determine 

long- term effects 

of MUPA versus POPX' 

enriched diets on 

risk factors for 

CHD. 

Study site I Spain 

Seventy-eight 

subjects from 2 

urban closed 

communities (4( men 

mean age 33 years 

and 32 women mean 
age 42 years). 

Plasma cholesterol 

levels above SOth 

percentile and below 

10th percentile were 

aacludad from study 

(specific baseline 

data not provided In 

the study). Subjects 

maintained habitual 

lifestyle throughout 

study. 

Maintained us 

(mem fat 17\ 

of calories ( 

women1 fat wa 

carb 4fH of 2 

calories] wit 

of type of dl 

Phase It subj 

PUPA enriched 

(sunflower ol 

In llnolelc t 
weeks. Phasa 

consumed MUP) 

diet (olive c 

In oleic aclc 

weeks. Veget! 
costprlsed 44' 

fat (14V of < 

calories) foi 

of dietary fi 

calories for 

Diet compos 
total 

PUPA 

PAT 37 

SPA 12 

MUPA 11 

PUPA 12. 

caOL 440 

(mg/day) 



•d usual dlata 

t 37V and Garb 43V 

las (2,540) and 

at was 36V and 

. of 2,000 

] with szcsptlon 

of diatary oil. 

subjacts consuMd 

Ichad dlat 

rar oil- anrlchad 

ale acid) for 12 

Phasa 2t subjacts 

I MUPA anrlchad 

.Iva oil- anrlchad 

! acid) for 2t 

/agatabla oils 

kd 44V of dietary 

k of total 

I) for Ban and 50V 
kry fat (18V of 

• tor woBsn). 

ODPosltlon as V of 

Blood lipids wara analytad In 

waalc 10 and 12 of tha PUPA 

anrlchad dlat and waa)cs 4, 8, 

12, 16, 28 waa)cs of tha NUPA 

anrlchad dlat. In this study tha 

PUPA Is tha )>asallna of 

coBparatlva dlat. Phase I. 

Blood lipid data at 12 woa)cs 

Man 

TC 4.93(190) 

LDL 3.3(126) 

HDL 1.0(39) 

Wolsan 

5.2(201) 

2.48(96) 

1.3 (51) 

In Phase 2 (at waa)c 16 for man 

and 28 for woman raSpactlvaly, 

on tha MUPA anrlchad dlat)i 
nonsignificant raductlon In TC 
and LDL-C, but HDL-c Increased 

significantly for man. In womani 

TC Increased significantly (to 

5.7 mmol/L (220 mg/dl. or by 9V), 
LOL-C was unchanged (2.4 mmol/L 

or 94 mg/dL) and HDL-c Incraasad 

significantly (to 1.7 mmol/L or 

64 mg/dL or by 30V). Mo blood 

lipid data was provided for man 
at waalt 28 of study. Tha authors 

used an atherogenic Indax 

daflnad as (TCiHDL-C) to compare 

tha affects of PUPA to MUPA 

diets I In man tha atherogenic 

Indax fall 12V and 17V in woman. 

Larger and longar diatary 

Intervention study than many 

of previous studies. Tha 

paper did not report 

baseline cholesterol values. 

Study which lasted up to 28 

waa)ca allows for soma 

estimation of possible long¬ 

term affects of MUPA 

compared to PUPA on blood 

lipids. Compared to tha 

PUPA dlat, tha MUPA anrlchad 

dlat significantly Incraasad 

HDL-C levels without 

Increasing TC or LDL-C tor 

both man and woman. Tha 

Increase In HOL-C dua to 

consumption of tha MUPA 

anrlchad dlat was larger In 
famalas than males. Public 
health significance I dlata 

wara similar In tha total 

fat content to tha Amarlcan 

dlat, but had a higher 
parcantaga of MUPA suggest 

that longer term consumption 

may reduce total and LDL-c 

without reducing and perhaps 

Increasing HDL-C levels. 
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ecudy Study Daslou Subjaots 



ABLE- -COMTZMUIO 

1 Instructs^. 
»d food rocord*. 
conconc of di«c« 

An«lysla of 
• at tha aaaa tlaa 
. nutritional and 
data eollactad 

> to 1»M. 
nutritional 

lao aroupad by apa 
actional or cohort 
caa). 

No algniflcant eroaa-aactlonal 
dlffarancaa In anargy, protaln 
total fat and earbobydrataa 
Intaka with aga waa notad. Thara 
waa a algniflcant longitudinal 
daeraaaa la total fat, aaturatad 
and POPA and cholaatarol Intakaa 
la aaa and woaaa. Significant 
dacraaaaa In total, NDL'C and 
mr>C plaaaa cholaatarol 
coocaatratlona wara raportad la 
both woaan and *an. 

blood lipid data aaol/L (ng/dL) 
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TAaLB>>CC 

Study 

Hguyan. L. B. * 

•1 (R*t. 194) 

Study Daslgn Subjact* Mathodi 

Diatary and drug 

intarvantioD study. 

Controllad study In 

(raa* living 

subjscts. 

[>urpossi to 

datarmlna tbs 

affscts of 

cholsstarol lo%farlng 

drug and rsatrictlon 

of diatary 

cholsstarol on 

synthasls and saruB 

llpoprotsin Isvsls 

in two tamilias with 

a lipid storags 

dlaaaaa. 

Study sitat Haw 

York and Nsw Jarsay 

Two boBOsygous (mala 
28 ysarf and fssala 
9 yaars) and 2 

obllgats 
hstsrozygous 
aubjscts (tsaala 25 

yaars and Bala 47 

yaars) with 
sitostarolsBla, and 
17 haalthy control 
subjects tlO Balas 
and 7 fsBalss 
ranging batwaan 19 

and 40 yaars of aga. 

Tha Bstabolic wa 

consisted oft ca 

Sl\, protein 17\ 

30% of total cal 
cholastarol 221 

calorlas. Drug 

consisted oft lo 

(15 Bg twice dal 
cholastyraBlns ( 

The affect of di 

on paired test a 

a Bstabolic ward 

boBozygous and o 

hatarozygous). d 

coBbination with 

raglBants was cc 

for 3 weeks aacti 

by a 2>waak was! 

the basal diet, 

pair of test sul 

on fraa-llving < 

(contained tba i 

caloric profllai 

dlffarad in stai 

(high- 400/500 ( 

cholastarol and 

ag/day plant st< 

•100 g/cholaatai 

Bg plant starol. 

fraa-llving bati 

subject racalva( 

traatBsnt. 



:a--CONTIHUlD 

le ward dlat 

11 carbohydrata 

a 17% and fat 

1 calorlaa, and 

223 ag/2,000 

Drug raglaants 

fI lovaatatln 

a dally) and 

lina (15 g/day). 

of dlat alona 

aat aubjaeta la 

! ward (ona 

and ona 

la), dlat In 

1 with drug 

taa conductad 

> aach followad 

c waah'out on 

Hat. A aacond 

It aubjaeta wara 

ring dlata 

tha almllar 

ifllaa but 

t atarol contant 

(500 g/day 

L and 100 to 150 

at atarolat low 

Laatarol and 50 

tarol/day), Ona 

2 hatarotygoua 

salvad no drug 

Both hoBoxygoua aubjaeta had 

alavatad cholaatarol lavala 

coaparad to controla (>300 va 
1S5 ag/dl raapactlvalyl. Dlatary 

atarol raatrlctlon waa 

Inaffactlva In lowarlng aarua 

cholaatarol lavala In hoaoxygoua 

aubjaeta. Malthar lovaatatln or 

low atarol dlat producaa a 

algnlflcant affact on raducad 

aononuclaar laukocyta HMO-CoA 

raductaaa activity In hoaoxygoua 

or hataroxygoua aubjaeta whlla 

lovaatatln Incraaaad HMO CoA 

raductaaa 30% In controla. 

Small atudy dua to natura 

and rarity of tha dlaaaaa. 

Mot all taat aubjaeta 

coapllad with both dlat and 

drug traataanta. Many 

confoundara In atudy daalgn 

and tharafora difficult to 

maka conclualona. Thara ara 
markad abnormalItlaa In 

cholaatarol hoaaoataala In 

patlanta with homoiygoua 

alatarolamla. Tha raaulta 

auggaatad a dapraaaad 

callular cholaatarol 

aynthaala dua to a 

daflclancy In HMO-CoA 

raductaaa that cannot ba up 

ragulatad by a low atarol 

dlat. Can not maka public 

haaltb conclualona from thla 

atudy. 



study Study Daslgn Subjects 

Matnarts R. at al 

(Rat. 1»S) 

K controllad dlatary 

Intarvantloa study 

in traa-ltvlng 

subjacta. 

Purposai to coapara 

tha atfaets of two 
sourcas of dlatary 

protaln (plant and 

anlaal) with dlatary 

cbolastarol on sarua 

llpoprotalna In 

haaltby subjacts. 

Study altai Danaark 

Twanty-ona haaltby 

actlva Individuals 

(11 woaan and 10 

Ban). Subjacts had 

normal body walght, 

and normal 
cbolastarol 1avals. 

Rga ranga of 

subjacts was 3S to 

5S yaars. 

All subjacts 

tha soy prota 

casaln dlats, 

without chola 

anrlchaant In 

daslgn. Rach 

parlod lastad 
study Includa 

wasb'OUt pari 

salactad dlat 

Olat cot 

(V total 

ProtalnI Cas( 

(20V) 1 

Pat (27V) 

Carbohydrata 

Cbolastarol ( 

animal 

plan 



inc* 

Body weight decreeaed on both 

diet* casoln and soy diets and 

on both low and high cholesterol 

diets. TC, triglycerides and 

VLOL-C levels were similar on 

casein and soy, regardless of 

the cholesterol content of the' 

diets. On a low>cholestarol 

diets, the mean plasma levels of 

LOL'C and MOL-C were Identical 

and not dependant on source of 

dietary protein, on a 

cholesterol enriched diet, 

however, LDL-C levels were 

significantly lower on the soy 

protein diet and HOL-C was 

significantly higher. 

Blood llpld data (mg/dL) 

Low Choi Enriched Choi 

CAS SOY CAS SOY 

TO 124 127 llS 133 

LOI. <e 44 SI 4t 

KDL 42 43 47 53 

Results suggest an 

Interaction between source 

of dietary protein (plant 

and/or animal)- and dietary 

cholesterol on levels of 

blood LOL-C and HDL-C 

concentrations, on 

cholesterol enriched diet, 

the source of dietary 

protein appears to be more 

Important In detarminlng 

serum cholesterol levels 

than on a low cholesterol 

diet. This study Is of 

public health significance, 

since the results suggest 
that on a cholesterol 

enriched diet, such as found 

In the n.S., casein (animal 

protein) Increased LOL' 
cholesterol while 

simultaneously reducing the 

BOL- cholesterol. 
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Study Study Oaslgn Subjacts Math 

Barr 8. L. at al Dlatary Intarvantlon Forty-eight haalthy All subjects c 
(Raf. 220) study. Randoalsad, males ages 21 to 32 baseline diet 

doubla blind and years. Subjacts with equivalent to 
controllad study In •ztraM dlatary American diet 
Cr««-living habits or ethanol provided throt 
subjacts. intaka wara waak study. Rs 
Purposa: to compara excluded. assigned to tl 
tha affscts of a low 

fat dlat and a low 
Other: men BMI 24 isocaloric di< 

weaks). Group 
fat dlat that Is Basallna lipids group 2 (AHA 
raducad in saturatad 
fat on blood 

(mg/dL)t group 3 (AHA 

cholastarol lavals 

in haalthy malas. 

Study sitai Naw 

ADD Step 1 Sat 

TC 185 185 179 

Yoric HDL 46 49 49 

LDL 139 136 130 
AXO 8t« 

rat 36 2i 

* 

n>17 n>15 n«l< SFA 14 8 

MUFA 14 12 

POFA 7 7 

Choi 491 303 

(■a/d) 

Labclaakl, T. at Diatary Intarvantion Thirty-six Basallna dlat 
al (Raf. 221) study. norao I i p 1 daai c followed by 3 

Controllad, switch- students 016 female Intarvantion 
back in fraa-living and 20 malas. followed by 3 
subjacts. average age 23.9 to basallna d 
Purposa1 to coapara years). Apo consumed on b, 
the affect of phenotypes wars: diets. Dietary 
dlatary cholastarol B3/2 (n«9); B3/3 intarvantion 
on blood lipids and (n«ll); B4/4 (n>3). addition of t 
apclipoprotain ■ Basallna lipids for (yolks)/day o 
phsnotypas in all subjects 750 mg extra 
haalthy malas and astlmacad from cholastarol. 
famales. figure of data at was net maasu 
Study sltai Finland xero time: 

TC range (4.5 to 5.2 

mmol/L (174 to 201 

mg/dL)); 

LOL-C (2.4 to 2.9 

mmol/L (93 to 112 

mg/dL)) and 

HDL-C (1.4 to 1.7 

mB:Ol/L (54 to 66 

mg/dL)]) Other: All 

participants wara 
nonsmokars, used 

minimal alcohol, 

maan 21.9 BMI. 

intatvehtlahk 

unahangtd dUr 

study. 



LBLl-'CCNTIMOED 

ct* consuMd 

dlat (3 viaaka) 

t to avaraga 

dlat (AAO). Maala 

throughout 10- 

y. Randoaily 

to thraa 

c dlat groups (7 

roup 1 (ADD); 

AHA Stap 1)1 

AHA a SPA), 

coBPoaltlom 

Aatar to baaallna datai Ovarall 

tha switch to Stap 1 dlat 

significantly dacraasad total 

cholastarol by O.IC amol/L or 14 

»g/dL (7.S\). Man on SPA/Etap 1 

dlat had non-slgnlfleant 

dacraasa In total cholastarol of 

O.Ot nmol/L or 3.1 Bg/dL (l.CV) 

coBparad to AAD dlat. Switch to 

Stap 1 dlat significantly 

dacraasad LDL-cholastarol 0.3S 

mmol/L or 9.6 sg/dL (6.IV). 

Consumption of SPA dlat was 

assoclatad with a dacraasa of 

0.03 bboI/L oi 1.1 Bg/dl. (I.IV). 

Switch to Stap 1 dlat 

significantly dacraasad HDL- 
cholastarol 0.11 bboI/L or 4.3 

ag/dL (S.6V). Switch to SPA dlat 
dacraasad HDL-cholastarol by 

0.06 BBOl/I. or 3.3 Bg/dL (4.6V.) 

No significant dacraasas in 

total or LDL-cholastarol 

wara obsarvad In haalthy 
Balas whan total calorlas 

froB fat was raducad froB 
37V to 30V. Significant 

raductlons In total and LDL- 

cholastarol wara obsarvad In 

haalthy Balas whan both 

total fat and saturatad fat 

contant of tha dlat was 

raducad. 

dlat (3 waa)cs), 

by 3 waa)c dlat 

:lon which was 

by 3 waa)c raturn 

Lna dlat. No aggs 

on basallna 

Latary 
Lion Includad 

of thraa aggs 

lay or addition of 

Ktra dlatary 

rol. Enargy lnta)ca 

Baasurad during 
tlahi Body walghts 

d during thd 

Thara wara no significant 

dlffarancas batwaan Balas and 

fsBalas althar during 

Intarvantlon or swltchbac)c. 

Thraa waa)c of cholastarol 

anrlchad dlat Inducad 

significant Incraasa In total 

and LDL-cholastarol, and apo B 

concantratlon In all 4 
phanotypas. In all phanotypa 

groups, HDL-cholostarol 

Incraasad with dlatary 

ebalastarol eonsuBbtlbn. All 
lipid classas raturnad to 

original concantratlona aftar 

swltchbac)c. Tha raaponaa In 

blood LDL-cholastarol and apo B 

to tha cholastarol rich dlat was 

graatar In apo B4/4 aubjacts. 

Tha abova statamanta on rasponsa 

to dlatary dbolastafol ard tha 

Authofs and iupportad by tlguras 

af tha data in tha pdpar. 

Insufflciant dlatary data 

provldad to avaluata study 

accurataly. Did not rscord 

saturatad fat and 

cholastarol contants In tha 

basallna and Intarvantlon 

dlats. Strongar rasponsas by 
apo K4/4 phanotypas, 

suggasts thasa Individuals 

ara Bora sanaltlva to 

dlatary cholastarol 

(Incraasad two-fold ovar 

othaf pbanotypas). in 
Plnland about 6V of tha 

population Is of tha apo 

K4/4 phanotypa. 



study Study Daslgn Subjacta 

Traablay. A. 

(Ra(. 217) 

BoDanoaa. A. 

(Aa(. 21>) 

Diat and axareiaa 

Intarvantlon study 
In (raa-llvlng 

subjact. Individual 

racordad dlatary 

racords (or 1 day 

/waak throughout 

study. Hast onca gar 

vraak with diatltlan 

and axarclsa 

spaclallst. 

Purpcsat to 
dataralna tha a((act 
of a low (at dlat 
and axarclsa on 

'■atsbollc prodlas 
(Including blood 
lipids) In obsss 
woaan. 
Study sltai Canada 

at al A randoairad, cross- 

ovar daslgn, dlatary 

Intarvantlon study 

In (ras'llvlng 

subjacts. 

Purposai To coapara 

tha affaets of MUPA 

and POPA on blood 

lipids and tha 

suscaptlbillty of 

IiOL'Cholastarol to 

oxidation. 

Study sltai Pauda 

Italy. 

Pour obasa woaan, 

avaraga aga 42 

yaars. on an avaraga 

body walght was 92 

kg, and \ body fat 

49. 

Basallna blood 

lipids (sg/dL)I 

LDL 157 

HDL IS 

TO 124 

Blavan healthy 
■alas, Baan aga 22 

yaars, body walght 

74 kg and body Bass 

Indax of 25. Blood 

lipid proflla of 

sub)octsi blood 

cholastarol (4.44 

■Bol/L or 141 
■g/dL)I LDL- 

cholastorol of 1.2 

■Bol/L or 12$ Bg/dL 

and BDL'Cholastarol 

of 1.1 BBol/I. or 44 

■g/dL. 



.C—COHTINUBD 

•thoda Results 1 COSMHtt 

udy which Lipid intaka in pariod 1 and 2 At and of 29 aonths subjaets 
o •xpariaantal was 20 and lOV of total lost 11 kg (but wara still 
Tlod on* (IS calorias. A significant ebasa). Plasaa glucosa and 
olvad dacraasa in body waight, fat insulin rasponsa to oral 
aarobic aass and porcant body fat glucosa siallar to nonobasa 
d tha tacond occurrod in pariod 1. subjaets. Intarvantions 
Ivad axarclaa Substantial raductions in plasaa appaarad to noraalixa laval 
t dlatl. Tha cholastarol (froa 214 down to of risk for diabatas which 
arvantlen by 174 >g/dLl and LOL>cholastorol is also a risk factor for 

waa to I1S7 down to 114 sg/dL) wara CHD. Pasults (na4) suggaatad 
etalD (0.) g/kg obaarvad in pariod 1 and 2. that long-tam azarelta 

and Plasaa HDL-choiastarol was not progrsa can raduca plasaa 
a intaka but to changad (IS coBparad to 40 total and LDL'Cholastarol 
d conauagtion ■g/dL] but apo A-1 (HDD was lavals in obasa subjaets. 

IV o( total significantly incraasad by 
lo indication of asareisa (lOS coaparad to 122 
no •g/dD . 

int intaka waa). 

food diata with Both diats significantly lowarod PsplacaSMnt of calorias froa 
lasting 1 wooka total and LOL-cholastorol. SPA by aithar mupa or PUPA 
»y waahout Inducad a significant 

T days. Phasa 1 Blood lipid data BDOI/L (M/dL) hypocholastarolaalc affact. 
ad in MOPA and In addition, tha raaults of 
s anricbad in Basalina mupa PUPA tha study support tha 

TC 4.7(1S1) l.S(14S) 1.5(134) hypothasls that diats rich 
LOL 3.2(125) 2.4(100) 2.3 (90) in MUPA Incraasa rssistancs 

y conposition HDL 1.1(44) 1.0 (40) 0.98(34) of LDL-cholastarol to 
TO l.l 0,8 0.7 ozldativa Bodlfication, 
Othan indapandant of thalr contant 

A PUPA Tha parozidation rata was of antiozldants. changas in 
significantly hlghar whan parozidation rata suggast 

10 patiants wara on pupa diat that onca LDL-cholastarol is 
S coaparad to MUPA diat. No daplatad of antiozldant 

10 significant diffarancas wara contant, a diat anrichad in 
0 <200 obsarvad for inhibition of MUPA Bay allow LOL- 

parozidation by aithar diat. cholastarol to rasist 
oil supgllad ozldativa strass. Ratio of 

7PA in diat. olaie to linolaic in LOL was 
auppllad aost of invarsaly corralatad with 
at. Othan tha parozidation rata. 
lity to 
Bodlfication waa 

2, 2*aiobia (2* 
ina) dihydro* 
(AAPH). AAPH is 
slubla dlaxo 
that ganarataa 
:als by 
us tharaal 
tion. 
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Study 

ZlMthSUB, P. 

•1 (R*(. 21S) 

Study Duslsn Subjaets 

Bpldamlologlcal, 

proapactlv* study. 

PurposeI to soesss 

ths eorralstion of 

lipid sod 
lipoproteins levels 

on eVD risk, stroke, 

deaentls, end death 

In the elderly, 
study sltei Hew 

York, <lO-yeer 

(ollow-up of the 

Bronx Aging Study 

(HAS)) 

Mean age of entry 
Into BAS study was 

7t years, who did 

not have any 
diagnosed terminal 

Illness or demsntla. 

Prom BAS enrollment 

of 48S, 350 had t%fo 
lipid determinations 

at 10 years. 
Subjects had about a 

7 to 9 th grade 

education, 60X wore 

man and 7S\ of woman 

ware smojears, 40% of 

subjects took 

diuretics. 

Methods 

Bztanslve medical and 

psychosocial hlstorls 

talcen, lal>oratory 
screening, neurologic 
and neuropsychlatrle 

tasting. CVD Included 

strolce and other haai 

related deaths. All < 
verified by ravlawln< 

medical records and/< 

death certificates. 

IFk Doc 92-31519 Filed 12-2&-92: 8:45 am) 
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kl and 
■tori** 

ry 
ologlcal 

•trio 

eluded Wt 

r heart 

All events 

lewlng 

and/or 

tee. 

Mean blood lipid valuesi 

(>0/dl.) 

Total Men Moaen 

Choi 207 234 

LDL-C 140 150 

HDL-C 30 44 

Proportional hasards analysis 

showed that aen with 
consistently low HDL*cholesterol 

levels (<30 ag/dL) were 

independently associated with 

the developaent of MI. CVD and 

/or death. Tor woaen. elevated 

LDL-cholesterol (>171 ao/dL) was 

associated with MI. 

Using both univarlant and 

aultivarlant analysis, only 

a consistently low HDL* 

cholesterol was 

significantly and 

independently associated 

with MI or all causa 
Mortality in elderly aan 

even after controlling for 

sacking and hypertension. 

Por elderly woaen only a 

consistently elevated LOL- 

cholesterol was associated 

with MI. Mo significant 

associations between lipids 

and deaentia were obeervad 

^or either aan or woaen. 

These results are in 

contrast to Praainghaa 

yaport which reported that 

baseline low HDL-cholasterol 

levels was associated with 

increased risk of MI and or 

^ath in both elderly and 

Middle aged aan and woaen. 

ilevated total cholaatarol 

Wed w>< foMtid tb kb an 

indepaadwat tidK Maebr M 
MI «r death. 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND 
HUMAN SERVICES 

Food and Drug Administration 

21 CFR Part 101 

[Docket No. 91N-00971 

RIN 0905-A008 

Food Labeling: Health Claims and 
Label Statements: Dietary Fat and 
Cancer 

AGENCY: Food and Drug Administration, 
HHS. 
ACTION: Final rule. 

SUMMARY: The Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) is authorizing the 
use on the labels and labeling of certain 
foods of health claims relating to an 
association between dietary fat and 
cancer. This hnal rule is issued under 
provisions of the Nutrition Labeling and 
Education Act of 1990 (the 1990 
amendments) and was developed in 
accordance with the final rule on 
general requirements for health claims, 
which is published elsewhere in this 
issue of the Federal Register. The 
agency has concluded that, based on the 
totality of the scientific evidence, there 
is significant scientific agreement 
among qualified experts that diets low 
in fat may reduce the risk of some 
cancers. Therefore, FDA has concluded 
that claims on certain foods relating fat 
reduction to reduced risk of cancer are 
justified. 
EFFECTIVE DATE: May 8, 1993. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Helen HhChong Lee, Center for Food 
Safety and Applied Nutrition (HFS- 
226), Food and Drug Administration, 
200 C St. SW., Washington. DC 20204, 
202-205-5558. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

I. Background 

In the Federal Register of November 
27,1991 (56 FR 60764), FDA proposed 
to authorize the use on food labeling of 
health claims relating diets low in fat to 
reduced risk of some types of cancer, 
particularly breast, colon, and prostate, 
in the general population (hereafter 
referred to as the lipids/cancer 
proposal). The lipids/cancer proposal 
was issued under provisions of the 1990 
amendments (Pub. L. 101-535) that bear 
on health claims and in accordance with 
the proposed general requirements for 
health claims for foods (November 27, 
1991, 56 FR 60537). As amended in 
1990, the Federal Food, Drug, and 
Cosmetic Act (the act) provides that a 
food is misbranded if it bears a claim 
that characterizes the relationship of a 

nutrient to a disease or health-related 
condition unless the claim is made in 
accordance with section 403(r)(3) or 
(r)(5)(D) of the act (21 U.S.C. 343(r){3) or 
343(r)(5)(D)). 

Section 3(b)(1)(A) of the 1990 
amendments specifically requires that 
the agency determine whether claims 
respecting 10 nutrient/disease 
relationships meet the requirements of* 
section 403(r)(3) or 403(r)(5)(D) of the 
act. The relationship between lipids and 
cancer is one of the claims required to 
be evaluated. In the Federal Register of 
March 28,1991 (56 FR 12932), FDA 
published a notice requesting scientific 
data and information on the 10 specific 
topic areas identified. Relevant 
scientific studies and data received in 
response to this request were considered 
as part of the agency's review of the 
scientific literature on lipids and cancer 
and were included in the lipids/cancer 
proposal. Comments received in 
response to the notice and not 
specifically addressed in the lipids/ 
cancer proposal are summarized and 
addressed below. 

In addition to evaluating the scientific 
evidence, the lipids/cancer proposal 
identified qualifying and disqualifying 
nutrient levels for foods bearing health 
claims on fat and cancer. The lipids/ 
cancer proposal also specified 
mandatory and optional information for 
health claim statements and provided 
sample messages. FDA requested 
written comments in response to its 
proposed rule. In addition, FDA held 
public hearings on January 30 and 
January 31,1992, on all aspects of the 
proposed rules published in response to 
the 1990 amendments, including health 
claims for lipids and cancer. 

II. Summary of Comments and the 
Agency’s Responses 

In response to its proposed health 
claim regulation on lipids and cancer, 
the agency received approximately 80 
letters, each containing one or more 
comments, from consumers, consumer 
groups, health care professionals, 
professional organizations. State and 
local governments, a foreign 
government, trade associations, and 
industry. A number of comments 
received on this proposed rule were 
more appropriately addressed in other 
documents, and these comments were 
forwarded to the appropriate docket for 
response. 

A. Validity Issues 

1. Many comments addressed the 
basic issue of whether FDA should 
permit any health claims about total fat 
and/or any particular type of fat and 
cancer on food labeling. Several 

comments objected to the lipids/cancer 
claim and suggested that results from 
epidemiologic studies are often 
inconclusive and do not provide the 
information necessary to identify the 
type of fat that is responsible for cancer. 
Some comments felt that claims about 
saturated fat and cancer, but not about 
total fat and cancer, may be justified, 
but did not provide any data to 
document this conclusion. Other 
comments noted that results from 
animal studies suggest that dietary 
lipids do not affect noncarcinogen- 
induced tumorigenesis. Some comments 
suggested that animal studies reported 
conflicting results on the relationship 
between dietary lipids and cancer. 
Other comments expressed conc6m that 
rodent studies were extrapolated to 
humans without considering species 
differences. 

Conversely, there was widespread 
support from organizations of 
nutritionists, organizations of health 
professionals, scientific societies, 
consumers, and food manufacturers for 
the agency's proposed rule. Most of 
these comments took the position that 
there was adequate scientific evidence 
to support claims about total fat and 
cancer, and concurred that these claims 
should be permitted. Some of these 
comments stressed that the 
recommendations from Federal 
government agencies and other 
authoritative scientific organizations, 
which concluded that diets high in fat 
increase the risk of cancer, are widely 
accepted in the scientific community. 

FDA agrees that the totality of 
scientific evidence provides 
considerable support for a claim about 
the relationship between high intakes of 
dietary fat and increased ri^ of some 
cancers and that the conclusions and 
recommendations reached in a number 
of Federal government and other 
authoritative documents about this 
relationship demonstrate the existence 
of significant scientific agreement 
among experts qualified by experience 
and training to evaluate such evidence. 
In developing its proposed regulation, 
FDA has reviewed Federal government 
reports and other review documents as 
well as recent research articles relevant 
to dietary lipids and cancer risk. 
Authoritative documents consistently 
and independently conclude that 
dietary fat contributes to the risk of 
some cancers. Among human studies, 
results of international correlational 
studies consistently and strongly show 
that dietary fat may play a role in 
cancer. Also, the independent review by 
the Life Sciences Research Office 
(LSRO) concurred with FDA’s 
conclusion that high fat intake increases 
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the risk of developing cancers. 
Furthermore, as discussed in section III 
of this preamble, new studies that 
became available for review after the 
publication of the lipids/cancer 
proposal are consistent with the 
agency's conclusion that high fat intake 
is associated with increased risk of some 
cancers. 

FDA considers it appropriate to 
permit health claims about fat and 
cancer without identification of the type 
of fat that is responsible for the cancer. 
As the agency explained in the 
preamble of the proposal (56 FR 60764 
at 60773), the available scientific 
evidence is inconclusive in linking a 
specific type of fat to cancer risk. As 
presented in the proposal, some 
evidence has been found in both human 
studies and animal studies that all three 
types of fat (saturated, 
monounsaturated, and polyunsaturated) 
may be associated with the risk of some 
types of cancer. Because it was not 
possible to clearly identify a particular 
tjrpe of fat or fatty acid, and l^cause 
several types of mtty acids have been 
implicated in cancer risk, the agency 
based its claim on the total fat content 
of the diet, rather than on any specific 
type of fat or fatty acid. Further, as 
explained in section m of this preamble, 
the evidence from new animal studies 
generally supports the conclusion 
drawn in the proposal that total dietary 
fat is associated with the risk of cancer. 
Of course, if more conclusive evidence 
becomes available about specific roles of 
different types of fat, any interested 
person may submit a petition imder the 
provisions of new § 101.71 to revise the 
regulation on identification of the 
specific types of fat that afiect cancer 
risk, or FDA may itself initiate action to 
revise the regulation. 

The agency does not consider the 
absence of evidence fiem 
noncarcinogen-induced tumorigeneses 
in animal studies to be a major flaw in 
determining the adequacy of the 
scientific evidence to support a 
relationship between dietary fat and 
cancer. The data, which indicate that 
fats cannot initiate tumorigenesis (tumor 
growth), do not call into question the 
validity of FDA's evaluation of animal 
studies. The current understanding of 
the process of tumorigenesis involves a 
two stage model; initiation of the 
carcinogenic process, followed by 
promotion of tumor growth. During 
initiation, a normal cell is altered to 
become a latent cancer cell This is 
presumably accomplished when a 
carcinogen interacts with and 
subsequently alters the genetic 
apnaratus of the cell. During tumor 
promotion, the altered genes are 

expressed to make new cells, a process 
leading ultimately to autonomous cell 
growth that is no longer responsive to 
normal physiologic growth regulatory . 
signals. As FDA explained in the 
preamble of the lipids/cancer proposal, 
current knowledge about tumor growth 
shows that dietary fat afiects the 
promotional stage, not the initiation 
stage, of carcinogenesis (56 FR 60764 at 
60768). Substances affecting the 
promotional stage of carcinogenesis are 
appropriate subjects of health claims 
b^use, in the promotion stage, the 
ultimate development of cancer that 
cannot be controlled by the body is still 
in question. Thus, risk of cancer may 
still be reduced in the promotion stage. 

As described in the lipids/cancer 
proposal, FDA agrees that extrapolation 
of the data from animal studies to 
humans is limited by differences in 
metabolism and physiology between 
species. However, experiments in 
different animal species permit more 
intensive observation under controlled 
experimental conditions. The agency 
believes that a careful evaluation of 
animal studies provides useful 
information and can provide valuable 
insight into mechanisms involved and 
specificity of fat versus other nutrients. 
Thus, the agency critically evaluated 
animal studies using the evaluation 
criteria found in the lipids/cancer 
proposal (56 FR 60764 at 60767). 
Furthermore, the rodents, which are 
used in most of the studies reviewed, 
have digestive and/or metabolic systems 
that are similar to humans and have 
been widely used in cancer studies. The 
agency did not include studies that 
utilized cell culture techniques because 
cells can be genetically transformed 
during the in vitro culture phase, thus 
generating data that are substantially 
difierent from findings in human 
physiology. 

B. Cancer Sites 

2. Although most comments took the 
position that claims about total fat and 
cancer should be permitted, a number of 
comments expressed difiering opinions 
about whether claims should 
specifically address the types of cancer 
affected by a diet that is low in total fat. 
Several comments supported the 
agency's proposed § 101.73(b)(l)(iii) (56 
FR 60764 at 60779) to restrict claims to 
cancer of the breast, colon, and prostate. 
One explained that, without some 
identification of afiected ctmcers, the 
claims may be misinterpreted as 
meaning that all types of cancer are 
afiected. The comment suggested that 
FDA require the phrase, “particularly 
colon, breast, and prostate cancer" in 
the health claim. 

On the other hand, several comments 
suggested that FDA exclude the 
designation of specific cancer for the 
sake of simplicity or because of the 
inconclusiveness of the relevant 
scientific evidence. Some comments 
stated that the magnitude of the 
association between dietary fat and the 
risk of various cancers such as breast 
cancer, colon cancer, and prostate 
cancer varies so widely that it is 
misleading to presume that strong 
evidence supports each site. The 
comments asserted that claims should 
therefore not be site-specific. 

FDA has reconsidered the issue of 
requiring claims to identify the specific 
sites of cancer that may be affected by 
total fat content in the daily diet. The 
agency no longer believes l^at the 
current state of the scientific evidence 
on this issue justifies such specific 
identification. As is fully discussed in 
the preamble of the lipids/cancer 
proposal (56 FR 60764 at 60772 and 
60773), when FDA proposed such 
identification, the agency did so because 
an international correlation study found 
an association between fat intake and 
cancer of the breast, colon, and prostate, 
but not of cervical or lung (Ref. 38). The 
agency, therefore, concluded that the 
effect of fat on cancer may be site- 
specific. In view of the lack of evidence 
for other types of cancer, the agency 
believed health claims would not be 
justified unless the claims pertained 
only to cancer of the breast, colon, and 
prostate. 

However, additional studies that were 
not available for review at the time of 
the lipids/cancer proposal contain 
further evidence that cancers of 
additional sites may also be affected by 
dietary fat intake. Further, the evidence 
for an association of an increased risk of 
breast cancer with dietary lipids appears 
not to be as strong as previously thought 
from the findings in many case-control 
and cohort studies (See section III of 
this document). Thus, FDA now 
concludes that the identification of 
specific sites of affected cancers is no 
longer as appropriate as FDA believed 
when it issued the proposal. In view of 
the weaker data on breast cancer and the 
possibility of a wider variety of afiected 
sites, and taking into account comments 
received, FDA believes that health 
claims should not be permitted to refer 
to specific cancer sites. At the same 
time, the agency feels that it would be 
misleading to imply that risk of all 
cancers may benefit finm low fat diets. 
Accordingly. FDA has included a 
provision in § 101.73(c)(2)(B) of the rule 
set forth below requiring that health 
claims use the terms "some types of 
cancer" or “some cancers" in specifying 
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the disease. All provisions in the rule 
addressing specific sites of cancer have 
also been revised accordingly. 

FDA points out that the lack of 
consistency of more recent studies with 
earlier stuaies concerning the 
relationship between breast cancer and 
fat intakes does not bring into question 
the more general validity of conclusions 
pertaining to dietary fat intake and 
cancer that were discussed in the 
agency’s response to the previous 
comment. The absence of clear evidence 
of a strong association between fat and 
breast cancer in many case-control 
studies may be due to the dietary 
homogeneity of the population studied. 
International correlation studies, which 
have the greatest variability in dietary 
fat intakes among the populations 
examined, have consistently found an 
association. But correlational studies 
cannot control for important 
confounding factors, such as family 
history of cancer and reproductive 
history, which may also explain the 
correlations found between fat intake 
and canctf mortality in these studies. 

C. Advisability of Permitting Claims 

3. Some comments asserted that, 
regardless of wh^er claims about total 
fat and cancer may be valid, such claims 
should not be permitted because of 
safety considerations. A number of 
comments maintained that health 
claims about total fat may increase the 
risk of heart disease from reduced 
intakes of certain nutrients (i.e., 
essential fatty adds and fat soluble 
vitamins). One of the comments stated 
that the polyunsaturated and 
monounsatmated fats in vegetable oils 
have well-documented advantages, 
particularly in benefidally affa^ng the 
ratio of bl(^ total cholesterol to HDL- 
cholesterol (i.e., raising the level of 
HDL-cholesterol relative to total 
cholesterol levels). The comment also 
pointed out that vegetable fats are the 
primary source of vitamin E in U.S. 
diets, and asserted that half of the U.S. 
population is below the recommended 
level of consumption of this vitamin. 
The comment stated that there is 
emerging evidence for a protective role 
of vitamin E in cardiovascular and other 
important diseases. 

The agency does not foresee that a 
health c^aim relating diets low in fat to 
reduced risk of cancer will increase the 
risk of coronary heart disease because of 
reductions in HDL cholesterol. Under 
the provision of 1990 amendments, FDA 
evaluated sdentific evidence on the 
relationships between dietary fat intakes 
and the development of two chronic 
diseases, cancer, and cardiovascular 
disease, separately. FDA's evaluation of 

the lipids/cardiovascular disease 
relationship is foimd in a companion 
document elsewhere in this issue of 
Federal Register. In that document. 
FDA is reqviiring that foods bearing a 
saturated fat and cholesterol/heart 
disease claim be "low in fat" in addition 
to being low in saturated fat and 
cholesterol. All current dietary 
guidelines frnm the Federal government 
and other authoritative reports include 
recommendations for diets low in fat 
when dealing with diet and heart 
disease relationships. Diets containing 
30 percent or less of calories from total 
fat are deemed helpful in reducing the 
risk of heart disease because they 
facilitate meeting dietary goals for 
saturated fat and cholesterol. 
Furthermore, these diets are useful in 
maintaining moderate calorie intakes 
and desirable body weights. None of the 
authoritative reports or guidelines have 
noted concerns or evidence for 
inadvertent safety problems if 
Americans were to follow general 
dietary guidelines for reducing fat 
intakes to 30 percent of calories or less. 
Admittedly, diets very low in fat mav 
pose a risk. However, given current m 
intakes in the U.S. population of 
approximately, on average 37 percent of 
calories from fat. and given the 
difiiculty in lowering this level 
significantly within the context of 
dietary patterns in the United States. 
FDA has concluded that it is highly 
unlikely that the U.S. population will be 
able or motivated to lower total fat 
intakes to levels low enough to have 
adverse health efiects. Indeed, 
reductions in total fat intakes, consistent 
with dietary guidelines, are likely to 
have a beneficial effect on blood HDL- 
to total-cholesterol ratios. 

With respect to assertions that the 
lipids/cancer health claims will 
adversely afiect the nutritional status of 
vitamin E or essential fatty adds or will 
have a negative impact on coronary 
heart disease because of decreased 
vitamin E consumption, FDA does not 
foresee that the lipids/cancer health 
claim will adversely afiect the status of 
essential fatty adds and vitamin E. 
Defidendes of essential fatty adds and 
vitamin E are very rare in the United 
States at this time. Furthermore, there is 
extensive epidemiologic evidence that 
low fat diets providing fat at 30 percent 
of calories or less are consumed^ 
many population groups without 
apparent adverse effects (Ref. 141). 
Current dietary guidelines, whidi target 
no more than 30 percent of calories from 
fat to reduce coronary heart disease and 
cancer risks, are generally regarded as 
practical in controlling fat, saturated fat. 

cholesterol, and calorie intakes, and yet 
as more than adequate for providing 
adequate intakes of essential fatty adds, 
for fadlitating absorption of fat-soluble 
vitamins, and for maintaining growth 
and development in children and 
adolescents 2 years of age and older 
(Ref. 141). Furthermore, the 
recommended approach to redudng 
intake of total fat is to increase 
consumption of vegetables, fruits, and 
whole grain products, choose lean 
meats, fish, and poultry, and low fat 
dairy products, and use fats and oils 
sparingly. These diets generally are not 
only low in frit, saturated frt, 
cholesterol, and calories, but also tend 
to be high in vitamins (including 
vitamin E and provitamin A). 
Additionally, essential fatty acid 
requirements can be adequately met 
with only about 1 percent to 5 percent 
of calories from fat, an intake level well 
below the recommended levels, and not 
practical to achieve in the United States. 
Thus. FDA sees little, if any possibility, 
that consumption of diets consistent 
with current dietary guidelines for fat 
intake will result in significant 
reductions in intakes of essential fatty 
acids or fat-soluble vitamins. 
Consequently, an adverse effect on risk 
of coronary heart disease is unlikely. 
Furthermore, scientific evidence is not 
clear, as yet. regarding the postulated, 
protective role of vitamin E in 
preventing the autoxidation of 
poly\msaturated fatty acids, a possible 
risk factor for heart msease. 

4. A comment stated that the lipids/ 
cancer claim ignores the positive role of 
fats in a healthy diet. 

FDA agrees with the comment that 
dietary fats have important functions in 
foods and as a source of essential fatty 
acids and other nutrients. In the 
proposed rule. FDA acknowledged the 
physiolomc functions of dietary fats. As 
described above, the a^ncy foresees 
beneficial effects of reducing fat intakes 
relative to cancer risk, but does not 
foresee that nutritional deficiencies or 
harmful effects to health will occur. The 
agency does not consider it necessary to 
include statements in the health 
message as to the beneficial role of fats. 
The purpose of health claims is to 
provide useful information to 
consumers on nutrient/disease 
relationships. However, as noted in the 
final rule on general principles for 
health claims published elsewhere in ; 
this Federal Register, certain 
statements, including general statements 
about the role of nutrients in 
maintenance of good health, are 
considered to be dietary guidance 
outside the scope of the 1990 
amendments. ’These types of dietary 
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guidance would be permitted as long as 
^e information contained in them is 
truthful and not misleading. 

D. Other Issues 

5. A few comments stated that the 
proposed rule focuses only on fat and 
does not require that claims discuss 
other dietary components (e.g.. complex 
carbohydrates or dietary fiber). These 
comments asserted that such a narrow 
focus is misleading and would not serve 
to educate the public about the broad 
issue of diet and cancer. The comments 
emphasized that health claims should 
be presented in the context of a total 
diet. 

FDA agrees that health claims should 
be presented in a manner that enables 
the public to comprehend the relative 
significance of the claim in the context 
of the total daily diet. In fact, section 
403(r)(3)(B)(iii) of the act specifically 
requires that a regulation that authorizes 
a claim require that the claim be stated 
in such a manner. 

However, a review of the 
relationships of other dietary factors and 
cancer risk (apart firom antioxidant 
vitamins and dietary fiber, which are 
discussed in final rules published 
elsewhere in this issue of Federal 
Register), is beyond the scope of the 
Congressional mandate. Thus. FDA does 
not agree that the lipids/cancer claim 
must specifically address the 
significance of other nutrients such as 
complex carbohydrates, dietary fiber, 
saturated fat. or cholesterol in relation 
to cancer risk. However, any interested 
party may petition the agency, in 
accordance with criteria described in 
the final rule on general requirements 
for health claims published elsewhere 
in this Federal Register, for additional 
nutrient/cancer claims to be authorized. 
As proposed, the fat/cancer health claim 
must include a statement that the 
development of cancer depends on 
many factors. This information is 
essential for understanding the context 
of the nutrient/disease relationship. 

6. A few comments urged FDA to 
require health claims to advise that 
reductions in fat intake to less than 30 
percent of total calories may be needed 
to reduce the risk of cancer. The 
comment argued that such information 
is needed because consumers may 
otherwise believe they are making 
meaningful reductions in fat intalm 
when that is not the case. This comment 
pointed to FDA's observation in the 
proposal (56 FR 60764 at 60773) that 
studies with small differences in fat 
intakes among test groups (finm 32 to 37 
percent of total calories) failed to find a 
significant reduction in cancer risk. 

FDA does not agree that it would be 
appropriate to require this information 
in the lipids/cancer health claim. This 
information would unduly add to the 
length and complexity of the health 
claim. However. FDA concurs that this 
information could be very useful to 
consumers. Thus FDA has provided for 
optional use of this type of information 
as part of a health claim, because it is 
contained in the significance statement 
of the final rule (new § 101.73(b)). and 
information fit>m this section of the rule 
is permitted to be used on the label 
(new § 101.73(d)(1)). 

7. In its proposed rule, the agency 
requested comments on whether a food 
that qualifies for a "reduced fat" or 
other comparative claim should be 
permitted to bear a health claim relating 
dietary lipids and cancer. Several 
comments supported FDA's proposal 
that foods must be "low fat" or "fat 
free" in order to carry this health claim. 
However, some comments objected to 
FDA’s definition of "low fat.” In 
addition to comments specifically 
addressing the proposed "low fat" or 
"fat free” requirement. FDA received a 
large number of similar comments on 
the “low fat" requirement that appeared 
in the general requirements for health 
claims, proposal (56 FR 60537). 

FDA advises that the final rule is 
retaining the "low fat” qualifying 
criterion for health claims concerning 
fat and cancer. ("Fat free" foods 
necessarily meet the definition of "low 
fat;" therefore, to avoid redundancy, the 
agency is requiring only that a food 
meet the "low fat” definition.) Because 
the issue of "low" qualifying 
requirements is of a general nature (e.g.. 
this criterion also pertains to the fat and 
heart disease health claim), most of the 
comments on this issue were filed in the 
docket of the proposal on general 
requirements for health claims. FDA has 
responded to all comments about this 
issue in the preamble of the final rule 
on general requirements for health 
claims, which appears elsewhere in this 
issue of the Federal Register. 
Discussions of FDA’s definition of “low 
fat” are published elsewhere in this 
issue of the Federal Register in the final 
rule on requirements for nutrient 
content claims. 

8. A few comments requested that 
FDA develop identical criteria for health 
claims on lipids and cancer and on 
lipids and cardiovascular disease, 
because the proposed criteria for these 
two topics are similar but not totally 
consistent, and any differences may be 
confusing to consumers. The comments 
further suggested that total fat be used 
as the "common denominator” because 
"consumers who reduce total fat intake 

are likely to be concurrently reducing 
saturated fat intake as well as 
cholesterol, even if not making a 
conscious attempt at either." 

The agency will allow manufacturers 
to formulate their own claim combining 
the fat and cancer and the saturated fat/ 
cholesterol and heart disease claim if 
the food meets the criteria for both 
claims. However, at this time, it is not 
appropriate to set identical 
requirements for health claims for 
dietary fat and cancer and for dietary 
saturated fat and cholesterol and risk of 
heart disease, because the two diseases 
differ in the nature of their relationship 
to dietary fat components. Current 
evidence demonstrates that k is total fat. 
rather than individual fat components, 
that is associated with an increased risk 
of cancer. However, there is a 
substantial body of evidence that 
demonstrates that high levels of 
saturated fat and cholesterol, rather than 
total fat. are associated with an 
increased risk of cardiovascular disease. 
For this reason. FDA has decided to 
maintain separate criteria for the fat/ 
cancer and the saturated fat and 
cholesterol/heart disease health claims. 

9. Several comments stated that the 
lipids/cancer health claim should 
identify energy intake as an 
independent factor for cancer rather 
than reduced fat intake, because energy 
excess, not fat. is the factor that 
increases risk of carcinogenesis. 
Another comment stated that, if fat has 
an independent effect on 
carcinogenesis, the need to reduce fat 
intake l^omes more important, because 
by reduction of fat intake, reductions in 
intakes of energy and fat could be 
efficiently achieved. 

FDA agrees that the scientific 
evidence on the association between 
dietary lipids and cancer includes 
studies that demonstrate that total 
energy intake may be an independent 
risk factor for cancer (Refs. 11,17, and 
23). However, the 1990 amendments 
instructed the agency to determine 
whether claims respecting dietary lipids 
and cancer, not energy intake and 
calories, meet the requirements of 
section 403(r)(3) of the act. The agency 
found that, currently, there is adequate 
evidence from animal studies and fi'om 
human studies that total fat is a risk 
factor for some cancers, independent of 
the effect of total calories. Furthermore, 
decreasing the fat content of the diet 
appears to be a practical approach to 
reducing energy intakes and 
maintaining desirable body weights. 
However, if a health claim regaling 
energy intake and cancer is desired, 
such a claim can be handled by the 
petition process set forth in the general 
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requirements for health claims final rule 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. 

10. One comment suggested that FDA 
exclude omega-3 fatty acids horn the 
calculation of total fat for deciding 
whether a food is “low fat** relative to 
cancer risk, because the effect of omega- 
3 fatty acids may be neutral or, even, 
tumor-suppressing. 

The agency does not agree that the 
scientific evidence is adequate to 
establish that omega-3 fatty acids are 
neutral with respect to cancer risk. Most 
animal studies, although concluding 
that a diet high in fish oil suppresses 
tumorigenesis, have methodologic 
problems which make it difficult to 
extrapolate results to humans. 
Specifically, the diets used in most of 
these studies provided insufficient 
amounts of the essential fatty acid, 
linoleic acid, to support optimal tumor 
growth. Therefore, it is not possible to 
determine whether the observed tumor- 
suppression by the fish oil diets was 
caused by an insufficiency of essential 
fatty acids (linoleic acid) to support 
tumor growth, or by a direct inhibitory 
effect of the omega-3 fatty acids 
contained in the fish oils. FDA is, 
therefore, not persuaded to exclude 
omega-3 fatty acids from the calculation 
of total fat for deciding whether a food 
is “low fat’* with regard to cancer risk. 

However, interested persons who 
believe there is adequate scientific 
evidence to support a beneficial 
relationship between omega-3 fatty 
acid^and cancer risk, may use the 
petition process described in the final 
rule on general requirements for health 
claims, published elsewhere in this 
Federal Register. 

11. A number of comments on the 
general requirements proposal for health 
claims (56 FR 60537) suggested that 
FDA revise provisions of all health 
claims rules to be more understandable. 

The agency agrees that all health 
claims rules should be made more 
understandable wherever practicable. 
FD.^ has, therefore, made a variety of 
nonsubstantive revisions of provisions 
of the regulations set forth below for 
clarity. For example, provisions have 
been grouped into general and specific 
requirements. The general requirements 
reference other regulations containing 
nutrition labeling requirements. The 
specific requirements are separated into 
requirements pertaining to the food and 
those pertaining to the claim. The model 
health claims have been simplified. The 
regulation has also been modified to 
permit fish and game meats that meet 
the requirements for “extra lean** in 
§ 101.62 to bear the health claim. This 
change is in response to comments on 

the proposed fat and cardiovascular 
disease health claim, and will make 
both final rules consistent with each 
other. “Extra lean** fish and meats can 
play an important role in a low fat diet. 
Consistent with other health claims 
regulations, this regulation also permits 
the claim to indicate the prevalence of 
cancer in the United States. 

12. A comment suggested that the 
final rule include a requirement that, in 
order to qualify for the lipids/cancer 
health claim, a food must contain a 
minimum amount of dietary fiber, 
because fiber intake is another dietary 
risk factor for cancer. 

The agency disagrees that dietary fiber 
should be required to be included in a 
fat/cancer health claim, but does agree 
that diets rich in foods containing 
dietary fiber and many other nutrients 
are associated with reduced cancer risk. 
Dietary components that have been 
implicated in cancer development 
include fat, antioxidant vitamins, and 
fibers. Among these dietary 
components, fat intake has been 
reported as the most strongly associated 
component. Under the 1990 
amendments, FDA evaluated scientific 
evidence on three separate health claim 
topics relevant to cancer: Fat and 
cancer, antioxidant vitamins and cancer, 
and fiber and cancer. Of these three 
topics, FDA has concluded that there is 
significant agreement about the 
relationshipbetween fat and cancer. 
FDA’s evaluation and decision about the 
other two health claims (published 
elsewhere in this issue of Federal 
Register) is that diets rich in fiuits, 
vegetables and grain products, which 
are generally low in fat and high in 
dietary fiber and vitamins A and C, are 
associated with reduced cancer risk. 
However, the agency did not find the 
evidence sufficient to attribute this 
relationship to a specific nutrient 
contained in plant foods. Furthermore, 
the agency’s review of scientific 
evidence found that almost all animal 
studies of fat and cancer employed 
defined experimental diets containing 
the same amounts of vitamins and 
fibers. Animal studies on the association 
of dietary fat with cancer development 
provide substantial support for the 
conclusion that the effect of fat intake 
on cancer development is independent 
of the effects of fiber and antioxidant 
vitamins. Therefore, the agency is not 
persuaded to add fiber content as a 
required qualifying criterion for the fat 
and cancer claim. 

III. Review of New Scientific Evidence 

In addition to its evaluation of the 
comments, FDA has evaluated the 
scientific literature that has become 

publicly available since the issuance of 
the proposal. The following represents a 
summary of the agency’s evaluation of 
this literature. 

A. Human Studies 

1. Studies Submitted as/with Comments 

No new human studies that meet the 
criteria for selecting articles to review, 
which are described in the lipids/cancer 
proposal, were submitted with 
comments. 

2. Update of the Scientific Literature 

Studies that became available after 
publication of the lipids/cancer 
proposal are discussed below and 
described in Table 1. 

A new correlational study on cancers 
of the colon, rectum, prostate, and 
breast was reviewed (Ref. 92). Incidence 
rates for these cancers and food 
consumption data were compared 
among (^inese in Shanghai, Chinese 
Americans in San Francisco, and 
Americans in Connecticut. The study 
demonstrated that the incidence rates 
for the four types of cancer were much 
higher among Americans and Chinese 
Americans than for Shanghai Chinese 
and that the Americans and Chinese 
Americans consumed much more meat 
and milk products than the Shanghai 
Chinese. The authors interpreted the 
results of the study to demonstrate that 
low fat diets were associated with the 
lower incidence rates of the four types 
of cancer found among the Shanghai 
Chinese. However, because the design of 
this study allowed correlations to be 
made only between a population’s 
cancer incidence rates and its per capita 
food consumption, rather than studying 
individuals who actually have cancer, 
inferences cannot be made about the 
causal nature of diet on risk of cancer. 
The study was unable to control for 
important risk factors for these cancers, 
such as lifestyle factors, family history, 
reproductive and endocrine factors, 
total energy intake, and differences in 
body weight, 

A new correlational study that 
compared dairy fat and lard intake data 
from 36 countries with cause-specific 
cancer mortality rates was also reviewed 
(Ref. 93). World Health Organization 
(WHO) mortality statistics for 1985- 
1987 were correlated with intake data 
obtained from 1979-1981 Food and 
Agricultural Organization (FAO) food 
balance sheets. FAO’s food balance 
sheets are approximations of actual- 
consumption and are not separated by • 
age and sex. 'The authors were able to 
adjust for total caloric intake but were 
not able to adjust for potential 
confounding factors, such as smoking 
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and fomily history. The study 
demonstrated highly significant 
correlations between intakes of dairy fet 
or lend fat and mortality from all causes, 
total cancer, and colon and rectal cancer 
among both men and women and horn 
lung cancer and prostate cancer for men 
and breast cancer for women. 

a. Pancreatic cancer. The agency 
reviewed two new case-control studies 
on diet and pancreatic cancer, which 
were published in 1991 (see Table 1). 
One study conducted in Poland (Ref. 94) 
'demonstrated no association between 
risk of pancreatic cancer and total 
dietary fat or saturated fat The highest 
intake of dietary cholesterol measured 
in the study was associated Math a 
statistically significant relative risk (the 
incidence of cancer of the exposed 
group/the incidence of cancer of the 
unexposed group) of 4.3 for pancreatic 
cancer. However, the highest intakes of 
monounsaturated fatty adds and of 
polyunsaturated fatty adds were 
assodated with statistically significant 
decreased risks (see Table 1). The 
second case-control study, which was 
conduded in the Netherlands, did not 
analyze for total dietary fat or for 
saturated fat (Ref. 95). Consumption of 
eggs was assodated Math a statistically 
significant increased risk and daily 
consumption of vegetables showed a 
protective effed in this study. 

b. Bladder cancer. One case-control 
study on bladder cancer conduded in 
Spain was reviewed (Ref. 96 and Table 
1). An increased risk of bladder cancer 
was found with dietary saturated fat but 
not with total fat. The results of this 
study may be biased by the inclusion of 
208 prevdent cases of bladder cancer, 
approximately half of the cancer cases. 
Case-control studies usually seled 
incident cases of cancer for 
partidpation, which are new cases, i.e., 
those not previously diagnosed. 
Prevalent cases are patients who have 
survived the disease for at least some 
amount of time and are generally not 
included in case-control studies of 
cancer because the traits contributing to 
their survival may modify potential risk 
factors of the disease. 

c. Lung cancer. A prospective cohort 
study on lung cancer published in 1991 
was reviewed (Ref. 97 and Table 1). The 
cohort consisted of 1378 men employed 
by the Western Electric Company in 
Chicago. The men were 40 to 55 years 
old in 1958 when enrolled in the study 
and were followed for 24 years. Dietary 
information was collected in 1958 and 
in 1959 when all the men were 
clinically free of cancer. After adjusting 
the results for smoking and percent of 
calories from fat, an increment of 
dietary cholesterol of 500 mg per day 

was associated Math a relative risk of 
limg cancer of 1.9. 

d. Breast cancer. Five new case- 
control studies on diet and breast cantor 
were reviewed (see Table 1). One study 
that examined only postmenopausal 
breast cancer found no association with 
dietary fat (Ref. 99). However, the study 
sufiered from low participation rates 
among both the cases and controls, 
which prohibits generalization of the 
study results to the total population. 

A case-control study of both 
premenopausal and postmenopausal 
breast cancer among Singapore Chinese 
showed no effect of diet on 
postmenopausal women (Ref. 100). No 
efiect on breast cancer risk for 
premenopausal women was found for 
total fat, for satiuated fat, for 
monoimsaturated fatty acids or for 
cholesterol; polyimsaturated fatty acids 
demonstrated a protective effect. The 
median level of dietary total fat 
consumed on a daily basis was 33 grams 
(g) for cases and 34 g for controls; total 
fat intake ranged from 26 g to 41 g in 
this study. The authors did not adjust 
the results for total calories. 

A French case-control study found 
limited evidence that fat is associated 
Mrith breast cancer risk when the results 
were analyzed by menopausal status 
(Ref. 101). However, for all women 
analyzed together regardless of 
menopausal status, total fat was 
associated with a relative risk of 1.6, 
saturated fat was associated with a 
relative risk of 1.9 and monounsaturated 
fatty acids were associated with a 
relative risk of 1.7. Polyunsaturated fatty 
acids were not associated with risk of 
breast cancer. The results were not 
adjusted for total calories; thus, the 
increased risk associated with the fats 
may actually be due to a higher caloric 
intake by the cancer cases. Several food 
items were associated Math an increased 
risk of breast cancer among all women, 
including high fat cheese, fruits rich in 
beta-carotene, and desserts and 
chocolate. 

A case-control study conducted in 
Moscow found that dietary fat was not 
associated with risk of breast cancer in 
either premenopausal or 
postmenopausal women (Ref. 102). 
Gram levels of daily total fat intake were 
not provided. Several nutrients were 
associated with a protective efiect, 
including polyvinsaturated fatty acids, 
beta-carotene, vitamin C, calcium, and 
cellulose. Risks associated with food 
items were not examined in this study. 

A large case-control study conducted 
in Italy examined the risk of breast 
cancer associated with fat intake from 
seasonings (Ref. 103). A moderate 
association was found for total fat 

seasonings and for butter and oil, but no 
association was found for margarine. 
The results were not adjusted for total 
calories and very limited dieteuy 
information was collected. 

e. Colorectal cancer. Three new 
studies on colorectal cancer were 
reviewed (see Table 1). The most 
informative study of the three was 
conducted in Majorca (Ref. 104). An 
increased risk of colorectal cancer was 
foimd to be associated with total 
calories, and, after adjustment for total 
calories, an increased risk was also 
associated with cholesterol, protein, and 
carbohydrates (Ref. 104). A protective 
effect was demonstrated with fiber from 
legumes. Colorectal cancer risk was not 
fotind to be associated with high 
consumption of total dietary fats or 
saturated fats. However, this lack of 
association between colorectal cancer 
and dietary fat may be a result of the 
population’s consumption of primarily 
monounsaturated fatty acids rather than 
animal fats. 

f. Prostate cancer. Two additional 
case-control studies on the association 
between dietary factors and risk of 
prostate cancer were reviewed (Refa. 
105 and 106 and Table 1). One study 
conducted in Spain from 1983 to 1987 
found that risk of prostate cancer was 
increased by a diet rich in animal fats 
but not by a diet rich in vegetable fats 
(Ref. 105). Also, meat consumption was 
associated with increased risk, but 
different types of meat were not 
significantly linked to prostate canqpr. 
The study aid not adjust for total 
calories; however, the relative risks 
associated with animal fats and with 
meat consumption were large enough 
(see Table 1) that after adjustment for 
calories the relative risk estimate would 
most likely remain elevated. 

A case-control study of prostate 
cancer conducted in Utah demonstrated 
that dietary factors were not associated 
with risk of prostate cancer among 
young men (aged 45 to 67 years) (Ref. 
106). However, among men aged 68 to 
74 years, risk was increased for total 
calories, and after adjustment for total 
calories, an increased risk was 
associated with total fat, protein, and 
also for monounsaturated fatty acids 
and polyunsaturated fatty adds. For 
both age groups, the baseline level of 
total fat intake was about or less than 66 
g Mr day. 

In addition to the studies in Table 1, 
several review articles on the 
relationship between dietary fat and 
cancer were published recently (Refa. 
107,108,109, and 110). Two of these 
review articles stated that the evidence 
for a putative efiect of dietary fat on 
breast cancer risk is based primarily on 
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international correlational studies, 
whereas case-control studies and cohort 
studies have found only weak 
associations or no association between 
dietary fat and breast cancer risk (Refs. 
107 and 108). Kinlen (Ref. 107) suggests 
that the international correlations with 
fat may be a reflection of the effects of 
calorie restriction in poor countries or 
over-nutrition in affluent countries 
during the years of growth which 
directly influences known risk factors 
for breast cancer, such as age at 
menarche and body size. 

A recent review on prostate cancer 
(Ref. 109) stated that, overall, the 
epidemiology studies on diet and 
prostate cancer implicate fat as the main 
dietary component associated with 
increased risk. Specifically, recent case- 
control studies are supportive of an 
association of fat to prostate cancer, 
whereas cohort studies have shown 
either an equivocal and no effect. 

B. Animal studies 

1. Studies Submitted as/with Comments 

No new animal studies that meet the 
criteria for selecting articles to review, 
which is described in the lipids/cancer 
proposal, were submitted with 
comments. 

2. Update of the Scientific Literature 

FD.A reviewed 22 new animal studies 
dealing with the relationship between 
dietary fat and cancer that were not 
available for review in the proposed rule 
(see Table 2). Dietary fat and mammary 
tumorigenesis was the subject of nine 
studies. The role of fat in colon 
tumorigenesis was evaluated in five 
studies, while the role of fat in 
tumorigenesis at pancreas, skin, or 
lymph were evaluated in two studies for 
each tumor site. Fat and leukemia or fat 
and liver tumor was the subject of one 
report for each tumor site. 

a. Bole of total dietary fat Six 
mammary tumor studies examined the 
effects of total fat on tumorigenesis. 
Among these, three studies (Refs. 112, 
113, and 114) reported a significant 
association of high dietary fat with the 
development of mammary tumors. For 
example, Kumaki and Noguchi (Ref. 
112) measured the influence of high 
dietary fat on the malignant intensity 
and hormone receptors of 7,12- 
dimethylbenzanthracene (DMBA)- 
induced mammary tumor in female rats 
fed either a low fat (0.5 percent com oil) 
or a high fat (20 percent com oil) diet 
after DMBA administration. Tumor 
incidences in the high fat fed group 
were significantly higher than in the 
low fat fed group (86 percent versus 46 
percent, respectively) and tumors were 

significantly larger in the high fat fed 
group than in the low fat fed group (13.9 
millimeters (mm) versus 7.9 mm, 
respectively). In this study, the 0.5 
percent com oil diet provided 
inadequate linoleic acid (about 0.3 
percent by weight) for growth of the 
mammary tumors. The deficiency of 
linoleic acid, rather than decreased total 
fat, could have reduced tumorigenesis. 

Cohen et al. (Ref. 113) examined the 
effects of dietary fat and fiber in the N- 
nitrosomethylurea (NMU)-induced rat 
mammary tumor model. The number of 
tumor-bearing rats and the mean 
number of tumors per rat were 
significantly higher in rats fed a high fat 
diet (23.5 percent com oil) than in those 
fed a low fat diet (5 percent com oil). 
The latent period was also significantly 
prolonged in the low fat fed group. The 
diets used by Cohen et al. were not 
isocaloric and body weights were 
significantly lower in the 5 percent com 
oil group from weeks 11 to 15 of the 
study. Therefore, the results could have 
been caused by differences in energy 
intake rather than fat per se. 

Gonzalez et al. (Ref. 114) studied the 
effects of diflerent amounts and types of 
fat on the growth of human breast 
carcinoma in athymic nude mice. They 
reported that a diet with 20 percent com 
oil by weight significantly elevated the 
volume of transplanted mammary 
tumors (estrogen-dependent MDA- 
MB231 and nonestrogen-dependent 
MCF-7) in mice, compared to effects of 
a diet containing 5 percent com oil. 
Diets used in this study were not 
isocaloric and the differential intakes 
among groups confound an attribution 
of the dietary fat to the results per se. 
The MDA-MB23 cell line was estrogen- 
dependent and estrogen provided in the 
drinking water and implanted pellets 
may have affected tumor growth in 
these groups. 

Studies oy Zhu et al. (Ref. 115), Aksoy 
et al. (Ref. 116), and Khoo et a). (Ref. 
117) reported no association between 
dietary total fat and tumorigenesis in 
rodents. Zhu et al. (Ref. 115) measured 
the effect of total dietary fat and dietary 
energy restriction on growth of 
mefhylnitrosourea (MNU)-induced 
mammary tumorigenesis in female rats. 
When the diets were isocaloric (50 
kilocalories (kcal) per day or 35 kcal per 
day), tumor yield (number or weight) 
was not different between the two diet 
groups (45 percent fat diet by energy 
and 25 percent fat diet by energy). In 
this study, diets differed in the 
provision of linoleic acid: The 25 
percent fat diet provided about 1.7 
percent linoleic acid by weight. This 
amount was most likely inadequate for 
tumor growth. 

Aksoy et al. (Ref. 116) attempted to 
identify effects of diflerent levels of 
dietary fat on MNU-induced rat 
mammary tumorigenesis. These authors 
reported no difference in the incidence, 
yield, or mortality among groups fed 
diets containing 12 percent, 25 percent, 
and 45 percent fat by energy. The 12 
percent or the 25 percent fat diets 
(which provided about 0.7 percent or 
1.9 percent linoleic acid by weight) may 
not have provided adequate linoleic 
acid for tumor growth. In this study, rats 
consumed the same amount of calories, 
and body weights were not different 
among groups even though the 
experimental diets were not isocaloric. 

iGioo et al. (Ref. 117) tested the 
anticancer effect of dietary stearic acid. 
In this study, mammary tumors were 
induced by NMU and cultured in vitro. 
The cultured, tumor cells were 
implanted in the flank of rats. Rats were 
fed either a powdered control diet or a 
diet containing 20 percent stearic acid 
by weight. Feeding was continued for 6 
weeks before and 25 days after tumor 
implantation. The stearic acid- 
supplemented diet did not affect the 
growth (size or weight) of the 
transplanted tumors. The adequacy of 
dietary linoleic acid for tumor growth in 
this study cannot be determined 
because the fatty acid composition in 
the diet was not reported. 

Six new studies examined the effects 
of dietary fat on development of 
chemically-induced colon tumors in 
rodents. Two studies measured the 
effect of total fat (Refs. 118 and 119). 
Nicholson et al. (Ref. 118) measured the 
influence of dietary fat (beef suet, rich 
in saturated fats and com oil, rich in 
linoleic acid) on colorectal 
tumorigenesis. Wistar rats were fed diets 
containing 5 percent or 20 percent fat 
(beef suet or com oil) by weight. The 5 
percent beef suet diet significantly 
reduced azoxymethane-induced colon 
adenocarcinoma compared to the 20 
percent beef suet diet (12 carcinomas 
versus 28 carcinomas, respectively, in 
the 5 percent and 20 percent beef suet 
groups). The difference in tumor yield 
between the 5 percent com oil and 20 
percent com oil diets was not 
statistically significant (1 carcinoma 
versus 2 carcinomas, respectively, 
between the 5 percent and 20 percent 
com oil groups). The beef suet diets 
provided limited linoleic acid (0.6 
percent to 1 percent). 

Behling et a). (Ref. 119) measured the 
effects of varying levels of dietary 
calcium and butter fat on lipid 
utilization and development of colon 
tumors in dimethylhydrazine 
dihydrochloride (DMH)-initiated rats. 
These authors found no diflerence in 
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intestinal tumors in rats fed either a diet 
with 5 percent butter fet plus 1 percent 
com oil or a diet with 20 percent butter 
fat plus 1 percent com oil. The 
exf^mental diets provided limited 
linoleic acid (about 0.6 percent by 
weight), and this may have decreased 
the possibility of identifying effects of 
total dietary nt 

Hietanen et aL (Ref. 120) measured 
modulation by quantity and degree of 
saturation of ^etary fat of oxidative 
stress and chemically-induced liver 
tumors in rats. These authors found a 
significantly increased incidence of 
liver tumors in rats fed a diet containing 
high levels of polyunsaturated fetty 
acids (PUFA; 25 percent sunflower seed 
oil by weight) compared to rats fed a 
diet containing low concentrations of 
polyunsaUirat^ fetty adds (2 percent 
sunflower seed oil by weight). Tumor 
incidences were 80 percent versus 42 
percent for groups fed 25 percent or 2 
percent simflower seed oil, respectively. 
The 2 percent PUFA diet in this study 
provided about 1.6 percent linoleic acid, 
which may not have been adequate for 
tumor growth. Body weight changes 
were not significantly different among 
groups, although diets were not 
isocaloric. 

Smith et al. (Ref. 121) measured the 
effects of a high fat diet and a CCK- 
receptor antagonist on growth of a 
human pancreatic tumor cell line in 
nude mice. In this study, a high fat diet 
(20.3 percent fat by weight: 4.3 percent 
chow fet plus 16 percent com oil) 
significantly increased tumor volume 
and protein content compared to values 
for tumors horn mice fed a chow diet. 
Fatty add composition of the chow diet 
was not reported. However, the chow 
diet may not have provided adequate 
linoleic acid for tumor growth, and a 
limitation of linoleic add. rather than 
low total fat. could have reduced tumor 
growth. 

Longnecker et al. (Ref. 122) studied 
the development of pancreatic 
neoplasms in elastase-1-simian vims 
transgenic mice. The authors reported 
no difference in incidence of tumor 
between groups of mice fed a 5 percent 
com oil diet or a 20 percent com oil 
diet. The applicability of the results of 
this study in genetically transformed 
mice to human cancer studies is not 
clear. 

Thus, among the 11 studies that 
examined the effect of dietary fat on 
tumorigenesis, 6 studies (3 mammary 
tumor studies, 1 colon tumor study, 1 
pancreatic tumor study, and 1 liver 
tumor study) reported significant 
reductions in the risk of tumorigenesis. 
measured by incidence, multiplicity, or 
latency, by reducing fet intakes from 

about 20 percent to about 5 percent 
However, the evaluation of ^e studies 
was difficult because many studies 
suffered a critical and a common 
limitation in the methodology: diets 
were limited in linoleic acid, which is 
necessary for optimal tumor growth. 

b. Effects of types of fat Four studies 
examined the effects of different types 
of fet on mammary tumorigenesis (Refe. 
117,123.124, and 125). All four studies 
reported inconsistent or insignificant 
effects of different types of fat 

Buckman et al. (Ref. 123) studied 
whether oleate influences the linoleate- 
enhanced metastasis of murine 
mammary tumors. Diets contained 13.5 
percent to 61 percent linoleic acid and 
12 percent to 47 percent oleic acid. 
Total fet was 20 percent by weight Diets 
did not significantly affect latent period, 
incidence, or yield of tumors. These 
diets provided adequate linoleic acid for 
optimal tumor growth at the mammary 
gland. The authors reported that a low 
unoleic add to low oleic add diet 
reduced lung metastasis compared to 
the other three diets (low linoleic add 
to high oleic acid, high linoleic acid to 
moderate oleic acid, and high linoleic 
acid to low oleic add). Values were 10 
nodules, 62 nodules. 78 nodules, and 90 
nodules, respectively, for mice fed these 
four diets. The low linoleic acid to low 
oleic add suppressed tumorigenesis, in 
terms of metastasis, in lung but not in 
liver. 

Lasekan et al. (Ref. 124) fed rats diets 
with 20 percent fat by weight and 
examined DMBA-induced mammary 
tumorigenesis. The concentrations of 
linoleic add and oleic add. 
respectively, in the dietary fat were 72.9 
percent and 12.4 percent linoleic acid- 
rich safflower oil diet (SL diet), 17.2 
percent and 71.1 percent safflower oil 
diet (SO diet), 5.6 percent and 6.7 
percent olive oil diet (OO diet), and 16.9 
percent and 67.9 percent linoleic add- 
rich olive oil diet (OL diet). The 
concentrations of linoleic acid in the 
diets were 14.6 percent (SL diet). 3.4 
percent (SO diet), 1.1 percent (OO diet), 
and 3.4 percent (OL diet) by weight. 
Dietary concentrations of linoleic add. 
oleic add. or linoleic acid to oleic add 
ratio did not consistently affed latent 
period, incidence, or yield of mammary 
tumors. The OO diet showed a 
significant tumoi^lowering effed, which 
disappeared when linoleic acid was 
addM. Tumors per rat were 3.0. 5.1, 3.5, 
and 5.0 in rats fed the OO, OL. SL, and 
SO diet, respectively. Because the OO 
diet was limited in linoleic add. the 
findings support the “about 4 percent 
linoleic acid requirement” for mammary 
tumorigenesis in rodents (Refe. 20 and 
71). 

Khoo et al. (Ref. 117) also showed that 
20 percent supplementation of stearic 
acid to a control diet did not affed 
mammary tumor growth in rats. Fatty 
add composition of the control diet was 
not reported for this study, and the 
adequacy of linoleic acid content cannot 
be determined. Hirose et al. (Ref. 125) 
also reported no difference in mammary 
tumor yields between the 10 percent 
soybean oil group and the 10 percent 
safflower oil mup. Both of these diets 
contained sufficient linoleic acid for 
optimal tumor growth. 

Three studies (Refs. 118,125, and 
126) examined the effects of different 
types of fat on colon tumorigenesis. One 
study (Ref. 116) reported that a diet 
containing 20 percent beef suet 
produced significantly more tumor than 
a diet containing 20 percent com oil (28 
carcinoma versus 2 carcinoma, 
respectively). The 5 percent beef suet 
diet also elevated tumor yield compared 
to the 5 percent com oil diet (12 
carcinoma versus 1 carcinoma, 
respectively). The beef suet diets, 
although providing limited linoleic 
acid, nevertheless increased colon 
tumor development. The findings 
suggest that the effects of saturated fatty 
acids (SFA) may be promoting and those 
of polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFA) 
may be protective for colorectal 
tumorigenesis. 

Conversely, Nutter et al. (Ref. 126) 
measured the effects of dietary fat and 
protein on DMH-induoed tumor 
development and immune responses in 
male mice. These authors reported that 
4.7 percent beef tallow (BT) diets were 
protective for colon tumorigenesis in 
mice compared to 4.7 percent com oil 
(CO) diets (3.2 tumor per tumor-bearing 
mouse versus 12.3 tumor per tumor¬ 
bearing mouse, BT versus CO, 
respectively). This study suffers 
limitations in methodology: the total fat 
level, 4.7 percent, was too low, and the 
beef tallow diet was limited in content 
of linoleic acid (about 0.3 percent by 
weight). 

The other study by Hirose et al. (Ref. 
125) reported that incidence or yield of 
experimental tumorigenesis at the colon 
was not different between the 10 
percent soybean oil group and the 10 
percent safflower oil group in rats. The 
diets provided adequate linoleic acid for 
optimal tumor growth. 

Two studies on skin tumors (Refe. 127 
and 128) were also reported. Locniskar 
et al. (Ref. 127) compared the effects of 
fish, coconut, and com oils on skin 
tumors induced by DMBA and 
benzoylperoxide in mice. Leyton et al. 
(Ref. 128) measured the effects of 
different types of dietary fat on DMBA- 
and phorbolester (12-0- 
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tetradecanoylphorbol-l 3-acetate, TPA)- 
elicited tumorigenesis at mouse skin. 
Both studies found a significant 
protective effect of PUFA (com oil) and 
a significant promoting effect of SFA 
(coconut oil) on skin tumorigenesis. In 
both of these studies, diet groups with 
the highest dietary com oil (15 percent 
by weight in one study and 10 percent 
by weight in the other study as the sole 
fat source) showed the lowest yield of 
papilloma (3.4 tumors versus 11.7 
tumors, 1 percent (X) versus 15 percent 
CO in SENCAR mice) or carcinoma. The 
results differ from the "about 4 percent 
linoleic acid requirement” for optimal 
tumorigenesis for mammary 
tumorigenesis in rodents (Refs. 129 and 
130) and suggest that the linoleic acid 
requirement may be different for tumors 
at different sites. 

The results of the recently reported 
studies show that, when the 
requirement of linoleic acid for optimal 
tumor growth is met, types of dietary fat 
do not have specific effects on 
tumorigenesis of the mammary gland. 
The study results on colon tumor are 
equivocal: dietary PUFA was promoting 
in one study and was protective in the 
other. The two studies in skin tumor 
consistently reported a protective role of 
dietary PUFA, which suggests a 
different level of linoleic acid 
requirement for tumorigenesis at 
different sites. 

c. Fat intake versus ener^ intake. 
Because energy intake and rat intake are 
highly correlated, it is possible that the 
association between dietary fat and 
cancer is confounded by energy intake. 
It also has been demonstrated in animal 
and human studies that energy intake in 
excess of an essential requirement is of 
primary importance in determining the 
incidence of induced and spontaneous 
tumors. During the preparation of the 
proposal on the lipids and cancer health 
claim, FDA carefully reviewed studies 
with isocaloric diets or similar energy 
provisions. The agency reached the 
tentative conclusion that the totality of 
the evidence from both animal and 
human studies showed that the effect of 
dietary fat on tumorigenesis is 
independent of the effect of energy 
(Refs. 11,17. and 23). 

Two new animal studies examined 
the relationship between fat and cancer 
with isocaloric diets or similar energy 
provisions (Refs. 115 and 116). One 
study (Ref. 115) reported that calorie 
restriction, rather ^an fat content, 
significantly reduced tumor growth in 
this study. Another study by Aksoy et 
al. (Ref. 116) reported no difference in 
the growth of mammary tumors among 
12 percent, 25 percent, and 45 percent 
fat-fed groups. However, both of these 

negative studies suffered horn the same 
m^odological problem: diets were 
limited in linoleic acid (about 1.7 
percent linoleic acid in one study and 
about 0.7 percent to 1.9 percent linoleic 
acid in the other). Because of this 
common limitation that linoleic acid in 
the diet was not sufficient for optimal 
tumor growth, the studies cannot be 
adequately evaluated for the effect of fat 
on cancer. In conclusion, although the 
newly reported studies were not 
adequate to evaluate the energy- 
independent effect of fat on cancer 
development, from several studies 
previously reviewed, the agency found 
adequate evidence to conclude that the 
effect of fat is independent of the effect 
of energy. 

d. Omega-3 fatty acids and fish oil. In 
one study (Ret. 125), mammary tumor 
was induced by 
dimethylbenzanthracene and 
dimethylhydrazine, and the effects of 
perilla oil (an omega-3 fatty acid rich 
plant seed oil), soybean oil. and 
safflower oil were tested at 10 percent 
by weight. Incidence rates were not 
different among groups but the tumor 
yield was significantly lowered by 
perilla oil f^ing, compared to soybean 
oil or safflower oil feeding (4.4 tumors. 
6.5 tumors, and 5.7 tumors per rat: 
perilla oil, soybean oil. and safflower 
oil. respectively). Perilla oil is rich in 
linoleic acid (13.7 percent) compared to 
soybean and safflower oils, which 
contain 1.7 percent and 0.1 percent 
linoleic acid, respectively. Perilla oil is 
also relatively low in linoleic acid (15.9 
percent) compared to soybean and 
safflower oils, which contain 52.6 
percent and 74 percent linoleic acid, 
respectively. This study suffers the 
common methodological limitation in 
that perilla oil diet containing about 1.6 
percent linoleic acid may have provided 
inadequate linoleic acid for tumor 
growth. 

One recent study on colon 
tumorigenesis (Ref 129) also reported a 
protective effect of omega-3 fatty acid. 
In this study, mice were fed a 19.2 
percent fat diet with various sources: 
beef tallow, soybean oil. and a 
commercial fish oil product (MaxEPA). 
The MaxEPA diet significantly lowered 
and the beef tallow diet significantly 
elevated the yield of adenocarcinoma of 
the colon, compared to other groups 
(mean tumor per animal was 1.23 mean 
tumor, 0.47 mean tumor, and 0.23 mean 
tumor for the beef tallow, soybean oil, 
and fish oil group, respectivdy). Diets 
provided adequate linoleic acid for 
optimal tumor growth. This result 
suggests that the high fish oil diet 
(MaxEPA) may have a protective role in 

dimethylhydrazine-induced colon 
tumorigenesis in Swiss-W^)ster mice. 

Another study (Ref. 125) found an 
inconsistent effect of different types of 
fat on tumorigenesis at the colon. A 10 
percent perilla oil diet significantly 
lowered incidence of colon tumors 
compared to a 10 percent soybean oil 
diet or a 10 percent safflower oil diet in 
rats. Tumor incidences were 4 percent. 
9 percent, or 9 percent for the perilla (m1. 
soybean oil. or safflower oil diets, 
respectively. Tumor yield was not 
different among groups. In this study, 
the perilla oil diet provided about 1.6 
percent linoleic acid by weight, which 
might have been limiting for optimal 
tumor growth. 

There were two lymphoma studies 
(Refs. 130 and 131). which showed an 
adverse effect of omega-3 rich fatty acid 
on tumorigenesis. Both studies us^ 
AKR mice and examined the growth of 
xenograft lymphoma. The composition 
of dietary fat tested were fish oil versus 
beef tallow in one study and fish oil 
versus hydrogenated bmf tallow in the 
other. Diets in both of these studies 
were severely limited in linoleic acid 
(0.01 percent to 0.48 percent by weight 
in one study and 0.004 percent to 0.18 
percent by weight in the other study). 
Due to this methodological problem, the 
results are not useful for evaluating the 
effect of fat. 

Hence, results of the recently reported 
studies are contradictory for the effect of 
omega-3 fatty acid on tumor 
development. One (Ref. 129) of the four 
studies studied the development of 
colon tumor with an adequate linoleic 
acid provision in the diet. In this study, 
the fish oil (MaxEPA) at 19.2 percent by 
weight significantly reduced tumor 
yield. The study, however, suffers-from 
the limitation that the amount of dietary 
fish oil used was impracticallv high. 
Overall, the recent studies failed to 
adequately refute or support the effects 
of fish oil on tumorigenesis. Further 
studies are required to elucidate the 
effects and mechanism of omega-3 fatty 
acids on tumorigenesis. 

e. Mechanisms of carcinogenesis. 
Although several mechanisms have 
been proposed, the biochemical 
mechanism by which fat affects 
tumorigenesis has not been definitely 
established. As discussed in the lipids/ 
cancer proposal, hypotheses include fat- 
induced alteration in membrane 
peroxidation, immune function, gene 
expression, metabolism of chemical 
carcinogens, metabolism of hormones, 
metabolism of eicosanoids, and turnover 
rate of intestinal mucosal cells (56 FR 
60764). Recent studies have not further 
elucidated the mechanisms for the effect 
of fat on tumorigenesis. 
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After reviewing the animal studies, 
Schatzkin et al (Ref. 132) concluded that 
increasing the amount of dietary fat 
increases mammary tumorigenesis, 
whether measured in terms of 
incidence, multiplicity, or latency; the 
production of tumors is enhanced when 
a high level of fat is fed after, not before, 
initiation, suggesting a promotional 
effect of dietary fat; the tumor¬ 
enhancing effects of high levels of 
saturated or polyunsaturated fat are 
similar when the diets contain a 
minimal amount of polyunsaturated fat 
to provide essential fatty acids; and that 
dietary fat and total calorie intake seem 
to have separate tumor enhancing 
effects. 

On the other hand, Kritchevsky (Ref. 
133) noted that all of the studies relating 
to fat and experimental carcinogenesis 
show that increasing levels of dietary fat 
increases tumor incidence; the effect 
seems to be exerted principally in the 
promotion phase and plateaus at 
between 5 and 10 percent of fat in the 
diet; and energy horn the fat-rich diets, 
rather than fat per se, may be the factor 
enhancing tumorigenesis. He concluded 
that: 

The possibility that the problem may be 
energy rather than fat permits us to make 
broader dietary choices without excluding 
specific nutrients. * * * The call for 
reductions in fat intake to 15 percent or 20 
percent of energy may be considered drastic, 
but a modest reduction (perhaps to 30 
percent of energy) might not be out of order. 

Another comprehensive review of 
studies (Ref. 134) reached conclusions 
similar to those of Kritchevsky. The 
authors concluded that: 

High dietary fat (20 percent by weight or 
40 percent by energy) significantly elevates 
incidence and multiplicity of mammary 
gland tumors induct chemically in rodents. 
High dietary total fat also clearly promotes 
tumorigenesis at the colon and pancreas. On 
the other hand, moderateto severe dietary 
restriction in animals yields fewer 
neoplasms, particularly in the mammary 
gland. Intake of a high-fat diet even at 
moderate restriction would not lead to 
promotion because the dietary restriction 
would have the opposite effect. This finding 
could obviously be transformed to-humans. 
However, most human populations do not 
voluntarily undergo lifelong dietary 
restriction but rather eat ad libitum. 

Therefore, 

A diet which is high in complex 
carbohydrate (65 percent to 70 percent by 
energy) and moderate in fat (20 percent to 25 
percent) and protein (10 percent to 15 
percent) would be recommended. 

C. Conclusions About New Evidence 

The agency has reviewed several new 
research articles, and several review 
papers, which were published since the 

proposal. Among the human studies, 
one correlational study was supportive 
of the hypothesis that high fat diets 
increase the risk of cancers of the colon, 
rectum, prostate and breast (Ref. 92), 
and ano^er correlational study 
supported the relationship between 
increased cancer risk and dairy fat and 
lard fat (Ref. 93). A new case-control 
study on pancreatic cancer was 
consistent with the earlier reports that 
this cancer is not associated with 
dietary fat (Refs. 94). A study on bladder 
cancer suggested that an increased risk 
was associated with saturated fat but not 
with total fat (Ref. 96). 

The results of several new human 
case-control studies on breast cancer 
demonstrated no effect of total dietary 
fat on postmenopausal breast cancer risk 
(Refs. 99,100, and 102). Moreover, the 
evidence for an effect of dietary fat on 
premenopausal risk was extremely 
limited in the new studies reviewed, 
and the study that found an increased 
risk associated with fat for all women 
(not separated by menopausal status) 
did not adjust for total calories (Ref. 
101). The case-control studies on breast 
cancer which examined associations 
with food found increased risks from 
total food (Ref. 101) and from fats used 
as seasonings (Ref. 103), but not from 
meat (Ref. 101). 

However, for a number of reasons, 
case-control studies are at a 
disadvantage compared to correlational 
studies in their ability to detect an 
association between dietary fat and 
cancer risk. The range of dietary fat 
intake is usually narrow in case-control 
studies because the populations studied 
are homogenous in terms of dietary 
parameters. It is extremely difficult for 
an epidemiology study to detect an 
increase in cancer risk associated with 
dietary fat when the difference in fat 
intake between cases and controls is 
minimal. Also, the average fat content of 
the diet in Western countries is seldom 
less than 30 percent to 35 percent of 
total calories. Although it is not known 
for certain how low the fat content of a 
diet needs to be before a reduction in 
cancer risk is achieved, it is at least less 
than 30 percent of total calories. Thus, 
it is not surprising that the results of 
case-control studies investigating the 
relation between dietary fat and cancer 
are often equivocal. 

A new study on colorectal cancer did 
not demonstrate an increased risk 
associated with total dietary fat or 
saturated fat but did show an increased 
risk with total calories and with 
cholesterol (Ref. 104). Two new case- 
control studies on prostate cancer both 
found an increased risk associated with 
dietary fat (Refs. 105 and 106). 

The evidence from the new animal 
studies generally supports the 
conclusion drawn in the lipids/cancer 
proposal that dietary total fat is 
associated with the risk of cancer. 
Among eleven animal studies, six 
studies (three in mammary tumor, one 
in colon tumor, one in pancreatic tumor, 
and one in liver tumor) reported 
significant reductions in the risk of 
tumorigenesis, measured by incidence, 
multiplicity, or latency, by reducing fat 
intakes from about 20 percent to about 
5 percent. 

Regarding types of fat, the new 
studies provide the same conclusion as 
the one that the agency drew in the 
proposal: currently, there is not enough 
evidence to delineate specific roles of 
different types of fat on tumorigenesis. 
The new studies show that when the 
requirement of linoleic acid for optimal 
tumor growth is met, various types of 
dietary fat do hot affect tumorigenesis at 
the mammary gland differently. The 
study results on colon tumor are 
equivocal; dietary PUFA was promoting 
in one study and was protective in the 
other. The two studies on skin tumor 
consistently reported a protective role of 
dietary PUFA, which suggests a 
different level of linoleic acid 
requirement for tumorigenesis at 
different sites. 

It is difficult to disassociate the effect 
of fat from the effect of total energy. The 
two new animal studies did not provide 
further evidence that dietary fat has an 
energy-independent effect on 
carcinogenesis. There are two new 
studies that utilized isocalorie or similar 
calorie provisions (Refs. 115 and 116). 
One of these studies reported that 
energy intake rather than fat intake 
affects cancer development. However, 
both studies suffered the common 
methodologic limitation that linoleic 
acid in the diet was insufficient and 
were not adequate to evaluate the effect 
of fat. However, several studies 
previously reviewed by the agency 
(Refs. 11,17, and 23) provided adequate 
evidence to conclude that the effect of 
fat is independent of the effect of 
energy. 

As was the case with studies reviewed 
in the proposal, new studies on omega- 
3 fatty acid and tumor development do 
not provide conclusive evidence. 
Among the four new studies of omega- 
3 fatty acid and cancer, only one study 
(Ref. 129) in colon tumor provided 
adequate linoleic acid in the diet. The 
fish oil (MaxEPA) at 19.2 percent by 
weight signiftcantly reduced tumor 
yield, suggesting that the frsh oil may 
reduce DMH-induced colon tumor risk. 
The study, however, suffered from the 
limitation that the amount of dietary’ 
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fi^ oil used was unpractically high. 
Additional studies are required to 
elucidate the effects and mechanisms of 
omega-3 fatty acids on tumorigenesis. 

The new studies reviewed old not 
further elucidate the mechanisms for the 
effect of fat on tumorigenesis. The 
existing hypotheses include alterations 
in membrane peroxidation, membrane 
fluidity and microenvironment, immune 
function, gene expression, metabolism 
of chemical carcinogens, metabolism of 
hormones, metabolism of eicosanoids, 
and turnover rate of intestinal mucosal 
cells (as discussed in the lipids/cancer 
proposal). 

Thus, new animal studies provide 
some, although inconclrisive, evidence 
that dietary total fat is associated with 
risk of some cancers. Mammary tumor, 
colon tumor, pancreatic tumor, and liver 
tumor may be affected. Evidence is 
inconclusive regarding specific roles of 
different types of fat including fish oils. 
The evaluation of the new studies was 
greatly hampered by the common 
limitation in the experimental design of 
limited linoleic acid in the diet. 

As discussed previously in this 
preamble, several comments suggested 
that FDA drop the specification of types 
of cancer affected firom the health claim. 
In view of the new evidence, FDA 
believes that the scientific evidence on 
lipids and risk of specific cancers is not 
as yet definitive. Further evidence has 
to be accumulated to draw clear 
conclusions regarding effects of 
different types of fct, effects at difierent 
tumor sites, effects of omega-3 fatty 
acids, the quantitative relationship 
between fat and energy, and 
mechanisms by whic^ fat affects cancer 
development. Methodological 
limitations in the human and animal 
studies on dietary lipids and cancer are 
discussed in the lipids/cancer proposal 
and elsewhere in this document. 

In conclusion, the evidence found in 
the new studies in humans and animals 
supports the agency’s tentative 
conclusion in the proposal that the 
totality of publicly available scientific 
evidence supports an association 
between dietary fat and cancer risk. 
Evidence is also accumulating that total 
energy intake is an additional risk factor 
for cancer. However, the evidence for 
which types of cancer are affected is 
equivocal. Therefore, the agency is not 
authorizing the phrase “particularly 
cancers of the colon, breast, and 
prostate” or any other site to be 
included in the health claim. 

IV. Environmental Impact 

FDA has determined that under 21 
CFR 25.24(a)(ll). this action is of a type 
that does not individually or 

cumulatively have a significant impact 
on the human environment. Therefore, 
neither an environmental assessment 
nor an environmental impact statement 
is required. 

V. Economic Impact 

In its food labeling proposals of 
November 27,1991 (56 FR 60366 et 
seq.), FDA stated that the food labeling 
reform initiative, taken as a whole, 
would have associated costs in excess of 
the $100 million threshold that defines 
a major rule. Thus, in accordance with 
Executive Order 12291 and the 
Regulatory Flexibility Act (Pub. L. 96- 
354). FDA developed one 
comprehensive regulatory impact 
analysis (RIA) that presented the costs 
and benefits of all of the food labeling 
provisions taken together. That RIA was 
published in the Fcideral Register of 
November 27,1991 (56 FR 60856), and 
along with the food labeling proposals, 
the agency requested comments on the 
RIA. 

FDA has evaluated more than 300 
comments that it received in response to 
the November 1991 RIA. FDA’s 
discussion of these comments is 
contained in the agency’s final RIA 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. In addition, FDA will 
prepare a final regulatory flexibility 
analysis (RFA) subsequent to the 
publication of the food labeling final 
rules. The final RFA will be placed on 
file with the Dockets Management 
Branch (HFA-305), Food and Drug 
Administration, rm. 1-23,12420 
Parklawn Dr., Rockville, MD 20857, and 
a notice will be published in the 
Federal Register announcing its 
availability. 

In the final RIA, FDA has concluded, 
based on its review of available data and 
comments, that the overall food labeling 
reform initiative constitutes a major rule 
as defined by Executive Order 12291. 
Further, the agency has concluded that 
although the costs of complying with 
the new food labeling requirements are 
substantial, such costs are outweighed 
by the public health benefits that will be 
realized through the use of improved 
nutrition information provided by food 
labeling. 
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List of Sub|ect8 in 21 CFR Part 101 

Food labeling. Reporting and 
recordkeeping requirements. 

Therefore, under the Federal Food, 
Drug, and Cosmetic Act and under 
authority delegated to the Commissioner 
of Food and Drugs, 21 CFR part 101 is 
amended as follows: 

PART 101—FOOD LABEUNG 

1. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 101 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Secs. 4, 5, 6 of the Fair 
Packaging and Labeling Act (15 U.S.C. 1453, 
1454,1455); secs. 201, 301,402, 403, 409, 
701 of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act (21 U.S.C 321, 331, 342, 343, 348, 371). 

2. New § 101.73 is added to subpart E 
to read as follows: 

§ 101.73 Health claims: dietary fat and 
cancer. 

(a) Relationship between fat and 
cancer. (1) Cancer is a constellation of 
more than 100 different diseases, each 
characterized by the uncontrolled 
growth and spread of abnormal cells, 
^ncer has many causes and stages in 
its development. Both genetic and 
environmental risk factors may affect 
the risk of cancer. Risk factors include 
a family history of a specific type of 
cancer, cigarette smoking, alcohol 
consumption, overweight and obesity, 
ultraviolet or ionizing radiation, 
exposure to cancer-causing chemicals, 
and dietary factors. 

(2) Among dietary factors, the 
strongest positive association has been 
found between total fat intake and risk 
of some types of cancer. Based on the 
totality of the publicly available, 
scientific evidence, there is significant 
scientific agreement among experts, 
qualified by training and experience to 
evaluate such evidence, that diets high 
in total fat are associated with an 
increased cancer risk. Research to date, 
although not conclusive, demonstrates 

that the total amount of fats, rather than 
any specific type of fat, is positively 
associated with cancer risk. The 
mechanism by which total fat affects 
cancer has not yet been established. 

(3) A question that has been the 
subject of considerable research is 
whether the efiect of fat on cancer is 
site-specific. Neither human nor animal 
studies are consistent in the association 
of fat intake with specific cancer sites. 

(4) Another question that has been 
raised is whether the association of total 
fat intake to cancer risk is 
independently associated with energy 
intakes, or whether the association of fat 
with cancer risk is the result of the 
higher energy (calpric) intake normally 
associated with high fat intake. FDA has 
concluded that evidence from both 
animal and human studies indicates 
that total fat intake alone, independent 
of energy intake, is associated with 
cancer risk. 

(b) Significance of the relationship. 
between fat intake and risk of cancer.' 
(1) Ciancer is ranked as a leading cause 
of death in the United States. The 
overall economic costs of cancer, 
including direct health care costs and 
losses due to morbidity and mortality, 
are very high. 

(2) U.S. diets tend to be high in fat 
and high in calories. The average U.S. 
diet is estimated to contain 36 to 37 
percent of calories from total fat. 
Current dietary guidelines from the 
Federal Government and other national 
health professional organizations 
recommend that dietary fat intake be 
reduced to a level of 30 percent or less 
of energy (calories) from total fat. In 
order to reduce intake of total fat, 
individuals should choose diets which 
are high in vegetables, fruits, and grain 
products (particularly whole grain 
products), choose lean cuts of meats, 
fish, and poultry, substitute low-fat 
dairy products for higher fat products, 
and use fats and oils sparingly. 

(c) Requirements. (1) All requirements 
set forth in § 101.14 shall be met. 

(2) Specific requirements, (i) Nature 
of the claim. A health claim associating 
diets low in fat with reduced risk of 
cancer may be made on the label or 
labeling of a food described in 
paragraph (c)(2)(iii of this section, 
provided that: 

(A) The claim states that diets low in 
fat “may" or “might” reduce the risk of 
some cancers; 

(B) In specifying the disease, the 
claim uses the following terms: “some 
types of cancer” or “some cancers”; 

(C) In specifying the nutrient, the 
claim uses the term “total fat” or "fat”; 

(D) The claim does not specify types 
of fat or fatty acid that may be related 
to the risk of cancer; 

(E) The claim does not attribute any 
degree of cancer risk reduction to diets 
low in fat; and 

(F) The claim indicates that the 
development of cancer depends on 
many factors. 

(ii) Nature of the food. The food shall 
meet all of the nutrient content 
requirements of § 101.62 for a “low fat” 
food; except that fish and game meats 
(i.e., deer, bison, rabbit, quail, wild 
turkey, geese, ostrich) may meet the 
requirements for “extra lean” in 
§101.62. 

(d) Optional information. (1) The 
claim may identify one or more of the 
following risk factors for development 
of cancer; Family history of a specific 
type of cancer, cigarette smoking, 
alcohol consumption, overweight and 
obesity, ultraviolet or ionizing radiation, 
exposure to cancer-causing chemicals, 
and dietary factors. 

(2) The claim may include 
information from paragraphs (a) and (b) 
of this section which summarize the 
relationship between dietary fat and 
cancer and the significance of the 
relationship. 

(3) The claim may indicate that it is 
consistent with “Nutrition and Your 
Health: Dietary Guidelines for 
Americans.” U.S. Department of 
Agriculture (USDA) and Department of 
Health and Human Services (DHHS), 
Government Printing Office. 

(4) The claim may include 
information on the number of people in 
the United States who have cancer. The 
sources of this information must be 
identified, and it must be current 
information from the National (Denter for 
Health Statistics, the National Institutes 
of Health, or “Nutrition and Your 
Health: Dietary Guidelines for 
Americans,” USDA and DHHS, 
Government Printing Office. 

(e) Model health claims. The 
following model health claims may be 
used in food labeling to describe the 
relationship between dietary fat and 
cancer: 

(1) Development of cancer depends on 
many factors. A diet low in total fat may 
reduce the risk of some cancers. 

(2) Eating a healthful diet low in fat 
may help reduce the risk of some types 
of cancers. Development of cancer is 
associated with many factors, including 
a family history of the disease, cigarette 
smoking, end what you eat. 
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Lipids «nd Canecrt t 

Study OMign 

Casa-Controli 
Poland; 
Panrroatic 
(Exocrine) 
Cancer; study 
conducted 1985 to 
1988 

Case>Control; 
Netherlands; 
Pancrtetic 
(Exocrine) Cancer; 
study conducted 
1984 to 1988 

Rlboll, et I C8se-Control; 
Spain; 
Bladder Cancer; 
Study conducted 
1985 to 1986 

Prospective 
cohort; Western 
Electric Co. 
^Aployeea. 
CT)ieWfe; 
Uinf ceiieer 

110 cases 
(surrogates 
interviewed for 
71t); 195 controls 
(all directly 
interviewed) 

164 cases 
(surrogates 
interviewed for 50% 
males ai»l 46% 
females); 480 
controls (surrogates 
interviewed for 14% 
males and 26% 
females) 

Interview using diet 
questionnaire contai 
116 food items; diet 
assessed 1 year befo 
interview; 68% of ca 
were histologically 
confirmed; others di 
clinically 

4)2 cases (all 
males); 792 
Controls; 2 sets of 
controls; 
population-based and 
hospital-based 

Interview using diet 
questionnaire contai 
food groups; diet ai 
1 year before inter; 
all cases histologic 
cOnfirmed 

1.878 men aged 40 to 
55 years in 1958 
foilewed 24 years 

DietatV ihfermatioh 
foods Shd beverages 
conSutMd pfeeeding i 
collected at exam 1 
exact 2, 1 year latei 
clinicall]^ free of ( 



TABLK 1 
9ri ' Human Studies 1991 to Present 

I dietary 
rontaining 
; diet 
r before 
of cases 
;aUy 
•rs diagnosed 

) dietary 
tontaining €0 
iet assessed 
interview; 
alogically 

•tieh on 
rages 
ding 38 days 

l and 
later lall 

e of eaftcer) 

Results Coaiments 

Adjusted for smoking and total 
calories: 
Total fat’ RRiO.l (O.l-l.O) 
SPA: RR«0 3 (O.l’l.O) 
NUPAi RR>0.1 (0.3-0.61 
PUPA: RR*0'.2 (0.1-0.61 
Cholesterol: RR>4.3 (1.6-11 6) 

Only c)x3lesterol showed a positive 
relation with pancreatic cancer; 
sufMtantial use of proxy interview of 
cases introduces bias: median daily 
total fat intake was 113 g for cases 
and lOS g for controls 

Adjusted for siaoking and total 
calories: 
Oil and Fats: RR<1.1 for highest 
quintile (NS) 
Total meat: RRsl.6 for highest 
quintile (NS) 
Cheese: RR<0.S (NS) 
Milk: RR<0.8 (NS) 
Eggs: RRc2 3 and daily consumption 
of vegetables RR*0.3 for highest 
quintile (statistical significance 
and teat for trend significance for 
both) 

Total fat and saturated fat not 
analyzed in this study: consumption 
of eggs is associated with a 
statistically significant increased 
risk and daily consumption of 
vegetables show a protective effect; 
large percentage of proxy interview 
of cases may introduce bias 

Adjusted ter snSking ahd total 
calerieS’t 
1k>tal Pat) No Ssseeiatibn 
Saturated FStl RRa3:3 (li4‘^3.6) far 
highest quintile and trend highly 
significant (g*.000$) 
PUFA. MUFA: Ho associations 
CholesterOlt RR«1.4 (0t9-2.2) 
P/S Ratio: RR«0.7 (O.S-1.0) 

increased risk associated only with 
saturated fat; no association with 
total fat. Itean daily total fat 
intake was 99 g for cases and 9S g 
for controls 
Slightly low participation rates 
(cases:. 72%: controls: 71% hospital 
and 66% population): results possibly 
biased by inclusion of 208 prevalent 
eases because they afe sutVIvers 

Adjusted for Smoking and percent 
calories free: fatt 
Dietary Cholesterol: 
<06-794 mg/day RR>1.3 
j9S^l,909 mg/day Rflkl.9 
(results Similar when adjusted for 
energy intake) 
)4ultIvariable model implicated 
cbalesterol from eggs but not from 
other sources 

Increment bt dietary chelebtetol of 
SOO mg/day associated With 8lt«l>9 
(1 1*3.4) 
followup data AOt available sa cannot 
assess Changes in dietaty ahelsstet'dl 
sftef baseline measureMAt 



TABLE 1 

Study Study Deoign Subjects Methods 

Graham, et 
al.. 1991 
(Ref. 991 

Case-Control; 
New York: 
Postmenopausal 
Breast Cancer: 
Study conducted 
1986 to 1989 

439 incident cases: 
494 age-matched 
community controls 

Interview using dietary 
questionnaire on 172 fc 
diet assessed 2 years 
before interview: all e 
were histologically 
confirmed: results adjt 
for age, education, age 
first pregnancy, number 
pregnancies, age at 
menarche, relative witl 
breast cancer, benign 
breast disease, and 
Cuetelet index 

Lee, et al., 
1991 (Ref. 
1001 

Case-Control: 
Singapore Chinese: 
Pre- and 
Poetmenopausa1 
Breast Cancer: 
Study conducted 
1986 to 1988 

200 incident cases 
no** oremenopausal 
and 91 
postmenopausal): 
420 age-matched 
hospital controls 
(207 premenopausal 
and 213 
postmenopausa1) 

Richardson, 
et al.. 1991 
(Ref. 1011 

Case-Control: 
France: 
Pre- and 
Postmenoijausa 1 
Breast Cancer: 
Study conducted 
1983 to 1987 

409 incident cases: 
515 hospital 
controls (348 
premenopausal and 
575 postmenopausal 
for total study 
population) 

Interview using dietary 
questionnaire on 90 foe 
diet assessed 1 year be 
interview: all cases w< 
histologically confirme 
results adjusted for at 
and age at birth of fii 
child for premenopausa! 
women and for age. hei{ 
education, nulliparity 
family history of breai 
cancer for postmenopaui 
women 

Interview using dietar 
questionnaire on 55 fo' 
current diet assessed, 
if changed over past 1 
months, former diet wa 
used: all eases were 
histologically confirm 
results adjusted for a 
menopausal status, fam 
history of breast canc 
history of benign brea 
disease, alcohol 
consumption, and age a 
menarche 



t 
I 

CononentB 

No association fo>md between breast 
cancer risk and dietary fat. 
Mean daily total fat consumption was 
82 g tor cases and 83 g for controls 
Low participation rates may introduce 
bias; S6% of eligible cases^and 46k 
of. eligible controls participated in 
study, thus results may not be 
generalizable to total population 

Results not adjusted for total 
calories. No effect of diet on 
postmenopausal women. 
No effect found for total fat.’SFA, 
MUFA, cholesterol and protective 
effect found for POFA on 
premenopausal women. 
Median daily fat consumption was 33 g 
for cases and 34 g for controls. 
Hospital controls may have 
misrepresented their usual diet if 
preclinical symptoms (1 year before 
interview) affected diet _ 

breast 
nopausal 

Results not adjusted for total 
calories or for body sire. Limited 
evidence that fat is associated with 
breast cancer risk when analyzed bj’ 
menopausal status. Total food was 
positively associated. Use of 
hospital controls could lead to 
selection of controls whose diseases 
are associated with high fat diets, 
although study excluded 
cardiovascular disease controls 

All women: 
Fat 1.6 (1.1-2.2) 
SFA 1.9 (1.3-2.6) 
HUFA 1.7 (1.2-2.5; 
PUFA, cholesterol no significant 

effects 
Premenopausal women: 

HUFA 2.0 (1.1-3.7) 
SFA, HUFA, retinol, beta-carotene, 

fat. vitamin E no significant 
effects 
Postmenopausal women; 

SFA: 2.0 (1.2-3.1) 
Retinol: 2.8 (1.2-2.8) 
Total fat. MUFA, beta-carotene, 

vitamin E no significant effects 
Food Associations (all women): 
Total Pood (1.1-2.4): 
High fat cheese RR^l 4 (10-19): 
Desserts and chocolate RR:1.7 (1.2 
2.5): 
Meat. Olive Oil, Nuts - 
nonsignificant * 
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TABLE 1 

Study Study (design Subjects Methods 

Zaridze, et 
al., 1991 
IRof. 102) 

Case-Control; 
Moscow; 
Pre 'and 
post menopausa1 
Breast Cancer; 
Study conducted 
1987 to 1989 

139 Incident cases 
(58 preitenopausal 
and 81 
postmenopausal); 
139 clinic controls 
(54 prenenopausal 
and 85 
postmenopausa1) 
matchied by age and 
neighborhood 

Dietary questionnaire 
145 fo^ items; diet 
assessed for average 
consumption during yea 
prior to diagnosis for 
cases and for year pri 
interview for controls 
Data analyzed for pre- 
postmenopausal women 
separately. Adjusted 
total energy for all 
analyses; weight, heig 
and Quetelet's index w 
assessed but none had 
significant effect so 
results were not adjus 
for these variables 

D’Avanzo, at 
al., 1991 
(Ref. 103) 

Case-Contral; 
Italy; 
Pro- and 
postnenopausal 
Breast Cancer; 
Study conducted 
1983 to 1989 

2,663 incident cases 
(1,122 preraenopausal 
and 1,541 postmeno¬ 
pausal) ; 
2,344 controls (884 
premenopausal and 
1,460 
postmenopausal) 

Dietary questionnaire 
few selected indicator 
foods to obtain data o 
intalce in seasonings 
(butter, margarine anc 
oil); current diet 
assessed; all cases 
histologically confirm 
results adjusted for a 
area of residence, 
education, history of 
benign breast disease, 
family history of brea 
cancer, nulliparity, a 
first birth, age at 
menarctse, menopausal 
status, aga at rnsnopat 
)x>dy mass index, oral 
contraceptive and oth« 
female use 

Benito, E., 
et al., 1991 
(Ref. 104) 

Case-Control; 
Majorca; 
Colorectal Cancer; 
Study conducted 
1964 to 1988 

286 incident cases; 
295 population 
controls and 203 
hospital 
(ophthalmology and 
orthopedic); 
controls matched to 
eases by age and sex 

Interview using diets; 
questionnaire ort 99 fc 
items; diet iisd 
year precading interv 
all cases histologies 
confirmed; results ad 
for total calories am 
age, sex, estimated w< 
10 ysars prior tq 
interview, number of 
per day, education, j 
category, and SctiVit 
the wor);place 



Premenopausal women; 
Adjusted tor total energy, age at 
menarche, age at first birth: 
Magnesium intake: RRs.02 t.0005*.08) 
only significant finding 
Postmenopausal women: 
aiijusted kor total energy, age at 
menarche, and education: 
Total fat, SPA, MUPA, cholesterol, 
protein: Nonsignificant 
PUPA: RR*0.1 (0.03-0.7) 
Mono- and disaccharides: 
RR:>0.02 (0.002-0.3) 
Cellulose: RR>0.04 (0.01-0.3) 
Beta-carotene, vitamin C, potassium, 
calcium, magnesium, and retinol 
equivalents all showed significant 
protective effects__ 

Total Fat (from seasonings) RR^l.S 
(1.2-1.7) 
Butter RR::1.6 (1 2-2.1) 
Oil RR=1.2 (1.0-1 6) 
No effect shown with margarine 
consumption 

Dietary fat not associated with 
breast cancer risk in either pre- or 
postmenopausal women. Results 
showing protective effects of some 
nutrients are difficult to interpret 
due to multiple comparisons and 
multiple models used in analysis, 
especially in light of the small 
number of study participants 

Results not adjusted for total 
calories. Moderate association 
between intake of added fat in 
seasonings and breast cancer risk. 
Use of hospital controls could lead 
to selection of controls whose 
diseases are associated with high fat 
diets, although gastrointestinal 
diseases were excluded. Assessment 
of current diet rather than diet 
before onset of illness could bias 
results. Very limited dietary 
information available 

dietary 
99 food 

Ssed in 
nterviewi 
ogicai ly 
ts adjusted 
as and for 
ted weight 
9 
r ot meald 
bn, job 
tivlty in 

tlR's for quartlles of consumption: 
Total Calories: RRal,0, 1,8, 1 6, 
2,8 
After adjustment for tetal calorlds: 
Cholesterel: RR*1,9, 8,9, 1.7, I 7 
Fiber from legumes: 
RR«1,0, 0.8. e.S, 0,4 
Protein: RRcl.O, 1.1, 1 7, 2.S 
Carbohydrate: ftt(*1.0, l.i, 1 4, 2 2 
No affects found for total fat or 
saturated fats 

ihtfeassd rlik ef eolereetal canesr 
found for tstni caibries, 
rhelOsterbl, firdtein) Snd 
barbdhydratds and prgtective effect 
feund fOr fiber from legumes: Ho 
•ffeet oh celoreOtBl cancer risk was 
found for Increased tonsumptlon of 
total fats or saturated fats. This 
lack of association may be due to the 
population's consumption mainly of 
MUPAs rather than animal fats Mean 
percentage of calories from fat was 
]7t for colon cancer cases, for 
reutBi csncer eases and for controls 
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Chinese American diets were higher 
in (at and protein and lower in 
carbohydrates, stools contained more 
cholesterol and bile acids, and no 
difference in fatty acids, and urine 
contained more 3-methyl>histidine 
and malonaldehyde. Authors 
interpreted results to demonstrate 
that high (at, high protein, low 
carbohydrate diets are associated 
with increased colorectal cancer 
risk 

No differences found in the 
concentration of fecal bile acids or 
in colonic cell proliferation rates. 
No differences found in dietary 
intake of (at and fiber; female 
cases consumed slightly more calcium 
than controls (S74 mg versus )76 mg) 

Authors interpretation does not 
follow from study's findings due to 
methodological (laws: 
results are correlational only-*no 
cases of colorectal cancer actually 
existed among participants; 
diet was assessed for 24 hours only: 
Chinese had higher participation rate 
than Americans; 
confounding by environmental and 
lifestyle factors were not controlled 
(or in study 

Biological marker study; very small 
numbers of participants and very 
limited dietary assessment. No 
conclusions can be drawn from this 
study 

Fecal concentrations of total short 
chain fatty acids and concentrations 
and ratios of the individual fatty 
acids did not differ among the two 
sets of patients and controls. 
Molar production velocities did (iot 
differ except for the ratio of 
butyrate production to total short 
chain fatty acid production from 
fiber was reduced in colon cancer 
and adenoma patients compared to ' 
controls 

Authors speculate that the low ratios 
of colonic butyrate formation 
combined with low fiber diets may 
increase the risk of colonic 
neoplasia. Study provioes very 
limited evidence that high fiber 
diets may reduce the risk of colon 
cancer, and no information is 
provided by study as to type of fiber 
responsible 
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TABI 

3t udy study Design Subjects 

Yu, et al.. Correlational Chinese in Shanghai, 
1991 IRel. Study; Chinese Americans 
921 China and U.S.; and Americans 

Colon, Rectal, 
Prostate and 
Breast Cancer 

compared 

Kesteloot, et Correlational Men and Women in 36 
al., 1991 Study? 36 count ries 
(Ref. 9JI countries; Total 

Cancer and several 
types of cancer 

Bravo, ei Case-Cont rol; 90 cases; 180 
al., 19<91 Spain; Prostate controls from same 
(Ref. 105> Cancer; study hospital matched by 

conducted 1983 to age and date of 
1987 hospital admission; 

controls were those 
with diseases other 
than urologic 
diseases or a 
primary tumor 

Methods 

Incidence rates of 
of the colon, recti 
female breast, and 
compared using Com 
SEER data for Whit« 
Americans, San Prai 
SEER data for Chim 
Americans, and dat* 
the cancer registry 
Shanghai Tumor Insi 
for Shanghai Chinei 
Incidence rates we 
standardized to th< 
age distribution o 
world population, 
consumption data ci 
using FAO data for 
from two Chinese 
publication source 



TABLE l--continued 

Results CommonV a 

es of cancara 
racCum, 
and prostata 

g Connacticut 
White 

n Francisco 
Chinese 

d data from 
gistry at the 
r Institute 
Chinese. 
as were 
to the 1970 
ion of the 
ion. Food 
ata compared 
a for U.S. and 
ese 
oiirces for 

Incidence rates for colon cancer 
among Americans were 4 times the 
Chinese rates, for rectal cancer 
among Americans were 2 times the 
Chinese rates, for prostate cancer 
among Americans were 26 times 
Chinese rates, and for 
postmenopausal breast cancer among 
Americans were 10 times the Chinese 
rates. Americans consumed 6 times 
more meat and eggs, SS times more 
milk, slightly more fats and oils, 
and 1 times more fruit than Chinese 

study waa correlational in design; 
there is no way to determine by this 
study if the persons who actually 
have these cancers also eat the 
putative diet. Study did not control 
for the very important known risk 
factors of these cancers such as 
lifestyle factors, family history, 
reproductive factors, and endocrine 
factors 

c cancer 
es using 198S 
ata were 
dair*/ and 

ke obtained 
ance sheets 
1981 PAO data 

Highly significant correlations were 
found between dairy fat plus lard 
fat intake and mortality from all 
causes, total cancer, colon, and 
rectal cancer among both men and 
women and from lung cancer and 
prostate cancer for men only and 
breast cancer for women only. 
Correlations remained significant 
when adjusted for total caloric 
intake or for total caloric intake 
minus total fat intake 

Study was correlational in design; 
thus, the diet of the persons with 
the diseases studied are'not being 
analyzed directly. Study did not 
control for the very important known 
risk factors of these cancers such as 
lifestyle factors le.g., smoking), 
family history, reproductive factors, 
and endocrine factors. Food balance 
sheet data from FAO are 
approximations of actual consumption 
and these data are not separated by 
age and sex 

types and 
>ods usuaIly 
isity measured 
index; all 
stologica1ly 

^suits' were not 
total calories 

Risk of prostate cancer was 
increased by a diet rich in animal 
fats: RR=2.6 (1.3-5.0) 
Diets rich in vegetable fats, and 
vitamins A and C deficiencies were 
not associated with increased risk 
of prostatic cancer. Heat 
consumption was associated with 
increased risk: RRs2.3 (1.2*4.4) . 
but different types of meat were not 
significantly associated with 
increased risk. No risk associated 
with obesity 

Study demonstrates an increased risk 
of prostate cancer with diets rich in 
animal fats and with meat 
consumption. 
Results were not adjusted for total 
calories which severely limits the 
validity of the results. 
Hospital controls used, some with 
gastrointestinal diseases, and usual 
diet was assessed so that disease may 
have affected diet 
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ABLE ] 

Study Study Daalgn | Subjacta 

1 
Meat, at al., i ; Caae-Control1 3S8 incident caaes 
1991 (Ref. 1 1 Utahi Proatata (179 agad 4S to 67 
106) Canceri and 179 aged 68 to 

Study conducted 74)J 679 
1984 to 198S pofMjlat ion-baaed 

controla (387 aged 

i 

i_,_ 

4S to 67 and 292 
aged 68 to 74), 
Mtchad by county of 

I raaidanca 

i 

I 

i Mathoda 

Intarviaw uainy dlatai 
quaacionnaira contalnl 
183 foods I caaaa’ dial 
aaaaaaad for 3>yaar pi 
prior to diagnoaia or 
to aymptoaat controla' 
aaaaaaad 1 year prior 
intarview: all caaaa 
hiatologically confin 

I intarviawera not blin< Icaaa or control atatui 
raapondant. Reaulta i 
adjuatad for total 
caloriaa. Intaractioi 

! confounding batwaan d 
^ varlablaa and daaMigrai i- and llfaatyla factora 

aaaaaaad but none toui 
tharafora, authora rei 
only crude ralatlva r 



dietary 
ntaining 
’ diet 
ear period 
la or prior 
trola* diet 
prior to 

onfinaedi 
blinded to 

etatua of 
lulte weara 
al 
action and 
>oen dietary 
aK>graphic 
ictore were 
le found) 
ire cerorted 
Ive riska 

HO aaaociations between dietary 
vafiablea and proatate cancer found 
for een 4S to 67 yearn of age, 
either for all tueora combined or 
when aubdivided by tumor 
aggi^enalveneaa. 
Malea aged 68 to 74: 
tor ail cumotsi 
Total Fat RR.l,7 (l.O-l.l) 
Protein RR<1.7 (1.0-2.9) 
For aggreaaive tumorai 
Total Caloriea RR«2.S (1.0-6.5) 
Total Fat RR<2.9 (1.0-6.4) 
HUFR RRs3.6 (1.3-9.7) 
POFA RR.2.7 (1.1-6.8) 
Ho done-reaponae aeeni cholaaterol 
not aaaoclated with proatate cancer 
riak for either age group 

Study demonatrataa that dietary fat 
ia aaaoclated with proatate cancer 
riak among older men, 
Biaa may have been introduced due to 
low participation rates: 77% of 
eligible cases and 77% of eligible 
controls participated. 
Interviewers were not blinded as to 
case or control status of respondent) 
this may have introduced bias if the 
interviewers t«ere aware of the 
association between dietary factors 
and prostate cancer 
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objectives/ 
Tumor Type* 

experimental 
Animal* 

Cohen et 
*1., 1991 
(ftef. 11)1 

Tested effect* of 
fat* and fiber in 
the 
H-n1trometbylurea- 
Induced rat 
mammary tumor 
modal 

Virgin female 
F>344 rat* 
S-day old 
)0/group* 

Diet I varied in fat and fiber 
T 23.5% CO 
II 23.5% CO plu* 10% fiber 
III 5% CO 
IV 5% CO plus 10% fiber 

The fiber wa* soft white whei 
wa* AIN-76A 

Rats received intravenous H-i 
(NMD) and fed diet* for IS W4 

Tumor incidence and developm< 
Blood levels of 17B-e*tradio: 
also measured 

Gonzalez et 
al., 1991 
(Ref. 114) 

To measure affect* 
of different 
amount* and type* 
of fat on growth 
of human breast 
carcinoma in 
athymic nude mica 

Athymic nude 
nice 
Female 
5 to 13 weelcs 
old 

Diet 
T 5% CO, 3.87 Itcal/g 
II 20% CO, 4.55 )ccal/g 
III 20% butter, 4.55 )ccal/g 
IV 19% BT ♦ 1% CO, 4.55 kca 
V 19% PO (MO) ♦ 1%, 4.55 k 

linoleic acid level 
(wt %) 

I 2.8 
II 11.2 
III 0.36 
IV 0.9 
V 0.75 

After tumor transplantation, 
diet* for 6 to 8 weelcs. Turn 
and volume of carcinoma) mea 
lipid peroxidation in carcin 

Human breast cancer cell lin 
MB231. were used 



I 

TABLE 2 
ind Cancer; Anlnal Studiea 

a wheat bran. Baae diet 

me H-nitrosonethylurea 
’ IS weeka 

'elopnent Measured, 
radiol and progesterone 

:al/g 
>S kcal/g 
l.SS kcal/g 

It ion, mice were fed the 
Tumor growth (number 

I) measured as well as 
rareinoma 

11 lines, MCP-7 and MDA- 

S% CO diet sign reduced incidence (61 
versus 90%) and multiplicity (1.1 
versus 2.S tumors per rat) and 
significance prolonged latency period 
compared to 23.S% CO diet 

Fiber significance reduced incidence 
and multiplicity of tumors in the 
23.5% CO group but not in the 5% CO 
group 

No difference in hormone levels 

Higher tumor volume In the high CO 
group (V) than low CO group (1); 
significant in the HDA-MB23 cell line 
transplanted mice. (0.4-4 cm3 versus 
0.2-3,4 cm3, II versus I) 

Among high fat groups (II-V), high CO 
significantly raised and FO 
significantly lowered tumor volume 

Tumor volume was intermediate in the 
BT and butter groups 

MCF-7 carcinoma MOA-MB231 carcinoma 
mean carcinoma volume (om3) 

(A) (B) 
1 3.4 0.5 0.2 
11 4.0 1.5 0.4 

III 2.4 1.2 0.1 
IV 2.4 0.8 

V 0.2 0.6 0.0 

Significance: 
I 11 III IV versus II 
II versus V 

I versus III 
II versus V 

Nonlsocaloric diets used; 
food consumption not 
reported; significantly 
decreased body weight in 
the low fat, coiapared to 
other groups 

Diets III, IV, and V did 
not provide adequate’ 
linoleic acid for tumor 
growth 

The carcinoma cell line 
MDA-MB21, but not the 
NCF-7, was estrogen- 
dependsnt, and mice in 
this group was provided 
with exogenous estrogen 
in the drinking water; 
biologic plausibility to 
extrapolate the result to 
human is questioned 
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TABLE 2- 

Study Objectives/ Experimental 
Tumor Types Animals 

Methods 

Zhu et al., 
1991 
(Fte(. IIS) 

To measure effects 
of dietary calorie 
restriction and 
fat reduction on 
grotrth of mammary 
carcinoma in rats 

Female 
Sprague-Dawley 
rats 
50-day old 
19 to 
2}/groupE 

Diet I calorie restriction veri 
I SOXcal/day, 45 energy % fat 
II 35 kcal/day, 45 energy % fat 
III 50 kcal/day, 25 energy % ft 
IV 35 kcal/day, 25 energy 4 

Diet I « II ] 
(wt%) 

PO 16.28 
lard 3.04 
SSO 2.39 

Pats were injected with methyli 
and fed Diet I until tumor siz< 
approximately 1 cpi3 then fed w 
experimental diets for 10 2 i 
development and liver glutTthii 

Buckman et 
al., 1990 
(Ref. 1231 

To measure whether 
oleate influences 
the linoleate- 
enhanCed 
metastasis of 
murine mammary 
tumor 

Weanling 
Female 
BALB'cAnH mice 
12/groupB 

Diet t 20 wt% total fat 

-' 
so 15.5 15.5 2. 
Triolein 0 4.5 11. 
CCO_4.5 0 5. 
18!2n-6/oil 41 .5 li.t 
18i2n-6/diet 12.2 12.3 .1 
ieiln-9/oil 10.5 24.5 47 

Spontaneous tumor cell line (4 
mammary tumor cell line) was i 
mammary fat pad of mica and me 
kidney, and liver measured 

Khoo at al.. 
1990 
(Ref. 117) 

To test the 
antieancer affect 
of stearic acid in 
transplanted 
mammary 
tumorigenesis in 
rata 

Female 
F344 rats 
4 to 6-week 
old 
30/groups 

Diet 
Control powdered diet (fat cor 
reported) and tlte control diet 
acid by weight 

Rats were fed the diets for 6 
25 days after tumOr implantati 
tumor was induced in the rats 
nitrosomethylurea and maintaii 
The 8th passage cells were imj 
flank of rats 



No difference in tumor number and 
weight between diets I and III, and 
II and IV 

30% caloric reduction significantly 
reduced tumor yield (I versus II, and 
III versus IVl 

No difference in latency period. Tumor cells grown in vitro 
incidence, or yield of tumors among ware usedi ability to 
groups extrapolate to humans is 

Host metastasis found in lung, some 
limited 

1 
in liver, none in Itidney The affect of total fat 

Lung metastasis was significantly 
not tested 

higher in the low linoleic acid to The effect of oleic acid 
low oleic acid group (IV) compared to 
the ot)>er three groups (10, 62, 78, ( 

not consistent 

90 nodulesi low linoleic to low Diets provided adequate 
oleic, low linoleic to high linoleic. linoleic acid and were 
high linoleic to moderate oleic, a 
high linoleic to low oleic, 
respectively 

No difference in liver metastasis 
among groups 

isocaloric 

Dietary stearic acid did not 
significantly affect the growth (size 
or weight) of transplanted tumor. 

Dietary stearic acid did not affect 
fh composition in tissues 

Composition or level of 
dietary fat not provided! 
adequacy of linoleic acid 
cannot be judged. If the 
control diet was common 
chow or fat free diet 
both diets contained 
insufficient linoleic acid 
for tumor growth 
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TAB 

Objectivee/ 
Tumor TVl^ea 

Experimental 
Animals 

Method 

Aksey at 
al., 1390 
(Ref. 1161 

To identify 
effecte of 
different levels 
of dietary fat on 
MNU-induced rat 
mammary 
carcinogenesis 

Female 
Sprague-Dawley 
rata SO day- 
old 
90/3 groups 

Diet g/lOOg 
I 11 

K) .. j ” 7.8 
lard 0.S6 1.46 
SSO 0.44 1.14 
Total fat 12 2S 

Rats were fed experiments: 
and SMthylnitrosourea (MNl 
development and plasma li( 

Lasekan et 
! al., 1990 
1 (Ref. 124) 

To compare effects 
of safflo%fer and 
olive oils on 
DMBA-induced 
mammary 
tumorigenesis 

■ 

Female 
Weanling 
Sprague-Dawley 
rats 2S/groups 

Diets 20 wt% fat 
High linoleic acid SO: SI 
High oleic acid SO: SO d 
Olive oil; OO diet 
00 diet w/ linoleic acid 

s OL diet 

Linoleic content 
(wt») 

5L 14.6 
so 3.4 
OO l.l 
OL 3.4 

Rats were fed the diets f 
12-DMBA-induced tumorigen 

Hiroae et 
al., 1990 
(Ref. 12SI 

L_ 

The effects of 
diets supplemented 
with perilla oil 
fn-l llnoleie 

1 rich) and soybean 
and safflower oils 
(n-6, linoleie- 
rich) on DMBA- 
induced mammary 
and colon 
carcinogeneais 

Female 
SD rats 
S-week old 
10/groups 

Piet: 
lB% perilla oil 
104 SBO 
104 SO 

SO SBO oaril 
»i!jn-t Mb'.g 
20:4n-6 - 0.3 0.1 
18:3n-3 0.1 .7 13.7 

Rats trare fed the diets i 
injection of initiator (1 
promotor (1, 2-dimet):ylh) 
Incidence and developmeni 

k . 

i: 



I 

No diff«r*nc« in tumor incidenco. or 
yield, or in mortality among groupa 

1.46 3.04 
1.14 2.39 

IS 4S (energy %) 

tental diets for 6 months 
I (HNU) 'induced tumor 
la 1ipids measured 

I: St. diet 
SO diet 

■cid supplementation 

ets for 16 weeks, and 7, 
rigenesia measured 

I No difference in lag time or 
> incidence 

I 00 diet significantly lo%<ered tumor 
I yield compared to SO or OL diets 

I Linoleic supplementation of the OO 
I diet (makes OL diet) significantly 
I enhanced the yield; no difference in 
! yield bet%«een OO and OL diets 

statistics 
3.S' a.b 

SO s.o 

Diet I and II may not have 
provided adequate linoleic 
acid for mammary tumor { 
growth 

Nonisocsloric diets used; 
)K3««sver, rats consumed the 
same amount of calories and 
body weights were not 
different groups 

Isocaloric diets; no 
difference in body weight 
or food intakes among 
groups 

OO diet which was limited 
in linoleic acid content 
resulted in a significantly 
lower tumor yield. This 
result was atxilished by 
supplemental linoleic acid; 
the results support a 
linoleic acid requirement 
of about 4t by weight for 
induced mammary tumor 
genesis in rodents 

iets for 33 weeks after t)ie 
tor (7, 12'DHBA) and 
thylhydrazine, DNH). 
opment of tumor measured 

(statistical; different letters in ] 
I the statistics column show a I 
4 significant difference)_f 

! hnmmatY 
Perilla oil significantly lowered 

j tumor yield compared to SBO or SO i 
j (4.4, 6.S, S.7, tumors per rat; 
^ perilla oil, SBO, or SO, j 
I respectively) 

' No difference in yield between SBO 
j and SO. 

No difference in incidence among 
I groups 

: Colon 
i perilla oil significantly lowered 
' tumor Incidence compared to SOB or SO 
; (4, 9, or 9% incidence: perilla oil, 
I SBO, or SO). No difference in 
! incidence between SO and SBO 

I No difference in yield among groups 

Perilla oil may not have 
provided adequate linoleic 
acid for tumor growth 



TABLE 

Study I Objectives/ I Experimental 
I Tumor Types I Animals 

_I___I_ 
Methods 

Kumaki and 
Noguchi, 
1990 
IRef. 112) 

I To measure the 
influence of high 

i dietary fat on 
(malignant 

intensity and 
I hormone receptors 
I of DHBA-induced 
, mammary carcinosta 

Female 
50-day old 
Virgin 
Sprague-Dawley 
rats 
36 to 
38/groups 

Diet 
"0.5% CO 
20% CO 

Rats were fed diets for 20 wc 
DMBA-induced incidence and gi 
tested. 

Wan et 
1991 
IRef. 

DNA index, S-phase fraction i 
receptors for estrogen, prog< 
tested. 

al., 

136) 

To compare effects 
of fish oil or 
safflower oil on 
protein synthesis 
and catabolism of 
mammary tumor 
grown in the 
peritoneal cavity 

Female 
Pathogen-free 
F344 rats 
60 ^ 5 g 

Diet 
TTy.5% HO + 0.5% SO 
II 20% SO 

Rats were fed the diets for ' 
with mammary ascites tumor c< 
and fed the diets for 2 week 

Tumor size, protein turnover 
were measured 

JL 

Takata et To measure the Female Diet: 5 wt%- 
al., 1990 effects of two Sprague-Dawley I) 4.7 Wt% EPA plus 0.3 wt 1 
IRef. 137) different types of 

unsaturated FA on 
NMU-induced 

rats 6-week 
old 

11) 5 wt% linoleate 

Rats fed the diets for 20 we 
mammary 10 (control) methylurea (NMU) -induced tu 
carcinogenesis 

1_ 

and 30 
(test)/groups 

yield tested 



TABLE 2--continued 

1 
hods 1 Results Comments 

20 weeks, and 7, 12- 
and growth of tumor 

tion and hormonal 
progesterone were also 

High fat diet significantly elevated 
incidence (86 versus 46%), size (13.9 
versus 7.9 mm diameter) and shortened 
latency period (10.0 versus 13.9 
weeks) compared to low fat diet 

i 
No difference in hormonal receptors 

L__ 

Low fat diet did not 
provide adequate linoleic 
acid for growth of tumor or 
the animal 

Nonisocaloric diets used: 
hovrever, body weight was 
not different between 
groups 

No difference in tumor weight between 
groups 

Rats were pair-ted and 
diets were isocaloric 

for 5 weeks, inoculated 
mor cells (13762 HAT) 

weeks 

nover, and plasma lipids 

significant decrease in tumor volume 
by FO feeding 

Significantly increased w-6 FA and 
significantly reduced w-3 FA in 
plasma lipids 

No difference in protein turnover 
rate in tumor or in whole body 
between two diet groups 

FO diet did not provide 
adequate linoleic acid for 
tumor growth 

Additional antioxidants 
(vitamin E and tertiary 
butylhydroquinone) were 
used 

Significantly prolonged liver protein 
turnover in FO group compared to SO 
group 

wt % linoleate 

20 weeks; N-nitroso-N- 
'ed tumor incidence and 

Significantly lower tumor incidence 
and yield (weight or number) in the 
EPA group 

EPA diet reduced prostaglandins 
(PGE2, TXB2, and 6-keto PCFl) in 
tumor, compared to linoleic acid diet 

EPA diet did not provide 
adequate linoleic acid for 
tumor growth or animal 
growth. Unrealistically 
low total fat 
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TABLE 

Study Objectives/ Experimental Methods 
Tumor Types AnimaIs 

Bunce and To measure Virgin female Diet 
Abou-Ei-Ela, eicosanoid Sprague-Dawley CO PO BCO BO MO 
1990 synthesis and rats 50>day lvrt» per diet) 
(Ref. 115) ornithine old I 20 - - - - 

decarboxylase 25/groups II - 20 - - - 
activity in III - • 20 - - 
mammary tumors in IV - - - 20 - 
rats fed varying V IS - - - 5 
levels of n-1 and VI 10 • - - 10 
n-6 fatty acids VII 5 - - - 15 

VIII • • 10 

6FA u -3FA 
1% per diet I 

I 12.1 0 
II 16.S 0 
III 11.3 .3 
IV 12.6 0 
V 9.3 1.4 
VI 6.5 2.9 
VII 3.6 1.2 
VIII 6.7 2.9 

Rats were administered i.g. 
diets for 112 days 

Incidence and multiplicity 
examined. Prostaglandin (P 
synthesis and ornithine dec 
activity also tested 

O'Neill et To measure Male C57/B6 Diet! 
al., 1991 modulation of mice I 6 II III IV 
(Ref. 1421 colonic nuclear 6-week old fat IS 45 IS 

aberrations and 
mlcrocapsule- 
trapped gastro¬ 
intestinal 
metalxilism in 
benzopyrene 
treated mice 
consuming human 
diets 

<_ 

36/6 groups Protein 2.7 .1 2.7 
Fiber 2.1 2.1 2.1 

Fiber: nonstarch polysaccha 
Protein; beef protein 

Mice were fed the diets for 
received benz(a)pyrene by g 
nuclear aberration was exas 
and ijy using HPLC 



IS energy % 

1.7 2.7 %<t% 

2.1 5.6 wt% 

Incidence of adenocarcinoma: 
significantly lower in groups III, 
VI, and VII than groups II, IV, and 

VIII; n-3 FA level or n-6 FA/n-3FA 
ratio did not consistently affect the 

incidence 

Tumor yield (number/rat) was 
significantly lo%rer in group II than 

groups IV and III: n-3 or n-6 FA did 
not consistently affect the yield 

No difference in latency period among 
groups 

Diets provided adequate 
linoleic acid for growth of 
the animal as well as the 
tumor 

Benzlalpyrene increased the nuclear 
aberrations by 8-fold 

The extent of benzialpyrene-induced 
nuclear aberrations was decreased to 

2-to 3-fold by increased fiber or fat 

in the diet 

FA composition in the diet 
not reported and the 
adequacy of dietary EFA is 
not Known 

Nuclear aberration, not 
cancer development, was 
measured 

:m for 3 iraeks and 
I by gavage. Colonic 
I examined histologically 
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TA 

St udy Objectives/ Experimental 
Tumor Types Animals 

Met ho 

Nutter et 
al., 1990 
(Ref. 126) 

To measure effects 
of dietary fat and 
protein on DMH- 
induced tumor 
development and 
immune responses 

Weanling, 
BALB/c mice 
Male 
280/10 groups 

Diet! varied in fat and p 
total fat: S wt% 
Total protein; 11 wt% 

Diet CO BT Casein 

(wt») 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
V 

4 7 
2.9 
4 7 

5 12.1 
S 20 

Diet V was AIH-76A diet 

Nicholson et 
al , .1990 
(Ref. 118) 

Mice were fed until 61 we 
and development of the di 
induced tumor as well as 
measured. DHH was inject 
10 wee);s 

To measure the 
influence of 
dietary fats ()3eef 
suet rich in 
saturated fat and 
corn oil rich in 
linoleic acid) on 
colorectal 
carcinogenesis 

Wistar rats 
Hale 
5-weelc old 
S7/groups 

Diet 
5% beef suet (BS) 
20% l3eef suet 
S% corn oil 
20% corn oil 

FA composition in diet 
linoleic arachidonic 
-TT!- 

6%bs 12.7 2.3 
20%bB 6.4 0.6 
5%CO 42.4 0.9 
20%CO 48.6 0.6 

Animals were fed the die 
and 6 weeks after azoxym 
injected once a week for 
adenoma and carcinoma me 
tumor FA composition als 
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er fat ♦ 2.S g Ca/kg 
er fat ♦ 10 g Ca/kg 
ttar fat ♦ 2.S g Ca/kg 
er fat ♦ 10 g Ca/kg 

eka before and 31 to 34 
ijection of DHK 

(lopment of intestinal tumor 
activity in cecum and lipid 

~ also measured 

Mo difference in tumor yield among 
groups 

High Ca increased fecal lipids 

diets for 4 weeks, received 
sks 

in the intestinal tract (from 
jm) was examined. Plasma 
ned 

Significantly higher body weight in 
BT group than low fat or FO groups 
and in SO group than low fat group 

No difference in mortality 

Higher colon tumor incidence in the 
BT groups; significance between BT 
and FO group. Tumor incidence in 
other sites (kidney, liver, skin, and 
scrotum) was lov^r in the BT group 
(significance betv^en BT and low fat 
group) 

Colon tumor 
Ho difference in adenoma yield. 
Significantly higher adenocarcinoma 
in BT group than SO or FO group. FO 
was protective; adenocarcinoma yield 
was the lowest in the FO gro<ip; 
significance between FO and BT group. 
(Mean tumors per animal 1,23, 0.47 
and 0.23; BT, SO and FO) 

Oleic acid and MUFA content (%) in 
the plasma or in colon mucosa were 
linearly correlated with tumor yield; 
dietary MUFA was reflected in plasma 
but not in colon mucosa 

n6 PUFA or linoleic acid was not 
associated w/ tumor yield: dietary 
level of linoleic acid was reflected 
in plasma and colon mucosa 

n>3 PUFA and EPA level in plasma or 
colon mucosa was significantly, 
negatively correlated w/ tumor 
product ion 

All diets may not have 
provided adequate linoleic 
acid for tumor growth 

The study focused on the 
effect of Ca, not lipids 

The FO (HaxEPA) may have a 
protective role in DHH* 
induced colon tumorigenesis 
in Swiss'Webster mice 

The effect of carcinogen, 
DHH, was different among 
sites of tumorigenesis and 
the findings cannot be 
generalized to cancer sites 
beyond colon 
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TABLE 

Study Objoctiv«s/ 
Tumor Types 

Experimental 
Animals 

Methods 

1 
Snith et 
al., 1990 
IRe(. 1211 

Tho effects of 
high fat diet and 
CCK-receptor 
antagonist on 
growth of human 
pancreatic tumor 
cells in nude mice 

Male 
5 to 6-week 
old Athymic 
nude mice 
IS/groups 

Diet 

4.3% fat chow diet 
20.3% fat diet: 4.3% fat in t 

Mice were injected w/ SW-1990 
adenocarcinoma cell line and 
23 days. The effects of diet 
receptor antagonist L364718 c 
development examined 

Loncnccl-.or 
ct nl., 1990 
iRoC. 1221 

To measure the 
development of 
pancreatic 
neoplasms in 
elastase-I'Simian 
virus transgenic 
mice 

Elastase 1 
simian virus 
transgenic 
mice Strain Tg 
(Ela-1. SV4oE) 
Bril 18 
Female and 
male 
11 to 
23/group8 

Diet 
chow: 5-6% (at 
AIN-76A: 5% CO 
Hi-{at: 20% CO 

Diets were fed for 22 to 23 
incidence and multiplicity o 
examined ^ 

0th at al , 
1990 
tRef. 131) 

The modulation of 
CD4 expression in 
lymphoma 
transplanted to 
mice fed n*3 PUFA 

_ 

Adult AKR mica Diet 
TloTat, basal diet 
I 1% FO 
II 1% BT 
III 4% FO 
IV 4% BT 
V 6% FO 
VI 6% BT 
VII 8% FO 
VIII 8% BT 
IX 16% FO 
X 16% BT 

FO: 23 7% SFA, 30.3% n-3 FA 
acid 

Experimental diets were fed 
and 2 weeks after tumor xeno 
intraperitoneal transplantat 
in ascites were harvested an 
surface markers tested as we 



ABLE 2—continued || 

ods Results Comments 

in th« chow ♦ 16% CO 

11-1990 human pancreatic 
» and fed the diets Cor 

dietary fat and CCK- 
1718 on pancreatic tumor 

Ajnong L364718 untreated animals, the 
high fat diet significantly increased 
tumor volume and protein content in 
tumor, compared to the chow diet 

L364718 significantly decreased tumor 
yield; endogenous CCK 
(cholecystokinin) may promote the 
growth of pancreatic tumor in mice 

FA composition of chow diet 
not reported. The chow 
diet may have provided 
insufficient linoloic acid 
for tumor growth 

Tumor cells, assayed in 
vitro, were used 

Incidence of exocrine carcinoma: 
significantly reduced by chow diet 
No difference between AIN-76A and 
high fat diets 

Genetically transfonned, 
transgenic mice were used: 
extrapolation of results 
to human is questionable 

0 23 weeks. At autopsy, 
ity of the tumor 

Incidence of islet cell tumor: no 
difference among groups 

Extremely low total fat 

Linoleic acid content of 
the chow diet is not 
known 

Consldarably (statistics not tested) 
faeter tumor growth in the FO-fed 
donor than in the BT- or no-fat-fed 
donore 

Both BT and FO diets may 
not have provided adequate 
linoleic acid for tumor 
growth 

Significantly reduced CD4 cell 
surface marker in the FO groups than 
BT groups; other markers such as CDS, 
H2K, Thy-1, and LFA-1 markers were 
not affected 

■ 4 

No effect of total fat 

-3 FA, 1.3% linoleic * 

fed for 6 weeks before 
xenograft by 

antatlon. RC)H-4 tumors 
ed and examined. Cell 
as well 
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TABLE 2- 

Study Objectives/ 
Tumor Types 

Experimental 
Animals 

Methods 

Ayechi et To test the AKR mice Diet 
el.. 1990 suspectibility of FO 
(Ref. 130) lymphoma cells to 4% HBT 

lymphokine* 8% FO 
activated killer 8% HBT 
(LAK) cells in 16% FO 
mice fed high fet. 16% HBT 
fish oil diets 

n-6 FA content 
HBT: 0.1 wt% 
FO: 2.2 wt% 

To compere the 
effects of fish, 
coconut, snd corn 
oils on skin tumor 
promotion by 
benzoyl peroxide 
in mice 

Ween ling 
Femele 
SENCAR mice 
30/groups 

Mice were fed the diets for 6 t 
12 to IS weeks sfter the intrs[ 
of RDM4 lyisphc-nia cells 

Diet: 10% totsl fet 
cco CO MO 

Wt% 
A 8.5 1.5 
B 7.5 1.5 1.0 
C 4.5 1.5 4.0 
D - • 1.5 8.S 
E - 10.0 - 

Mice were fed 5% CO diet for 1 
with sn initistor, 7,12-OMBA, 
for 2 weeks, fed the experimeni 
for S2 weeks, snd trested with 
(promoter) biweekly. Lstency, 
yield of pspilloms snd csrcinoi 
Ornithine decsrboxyIsse (ODC), 
permeebility, end hyperplesis i 
skin were slso exsmined 



or 6 weeks before and 
inCraperitoneal graft 

for 3 tireeks^ treated 
MBA, fed 10% CO diet 
rimental diets lA-EI 
with benzoylperoxide 

ency, incidence, and 
rcinoffla examined. 
ODCI, vascular 
aaia of the dorsal 

“njaior yield was significantly greater 
in the FO group than in the HBT group 

FO increased resistance of lymphoma 
cells to lysis by lymphokine 
activated killer cells in vitro 

No effect of total fat 

Papilloma 
Signitleantly higher cumulative 
tumor probability in Diet A than Diet 
B, D, and E, but not C. 
Papilloma yield was significantly 
greater in Diet A or Diet C than Diet 
B, D, and E 

(Tumor probability was mathematically 
calculated) 

Car£inoiM 
Significantly higher tumor incidence 
and cumulative tumor probability in 
Diet A and Diet E; no difference in 
incidence among Diet B, C and D. 
Carcinoma yield not reported 

No difference in ODC activities or 
vascular permeability among groups. 
Significantly greater hyperplasia in 
Diets B and C than Diets A, D, and E 

Experimental diets may not 
have provided adequate 
linoleic for growth of 
tumor and the mice 

Total fat in 4 to 8% fat 
diets was unrealistically 
low 

Due to the limitation in 
dietary linoleic acid, 
results are not useful (or 
evaluating the effect of 
(at 

Low total fat in the diets 

Except Diet E, all the 
diets may have provided 
inadequate linoleic acid 
for tumor growth. Diet E 
with adequate linoleic acid 
resulted in the longest 
latency period, lowest 
tumor incidence, and least 
tumor yield 

The results suggest that 
growth of skin tumor may 
not require 4% dietary 
linoleic acid and that the 
effect of dietary (at on 
tumorigenesis is site* 
specific 

In the 10% fat diet, high 
PUFA in the diet showed a 
protective effect and high 
SFA in the diet shotrad a 
promoting effect while the 
effect of n3 FA-rich diet 
was intermediate 
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study Objectivoc/ 
Tumor Types 

Experimental 
Animala 

Methods 

Leyten et To measure effects Tomalo 
.il.. ITTl of typo of dietary SENCAR and Initiation period: S wt% to 

ffH oa phorbol- DBA/2 nieo 4- 
ostor-ol icited week old Co CCO C18!2n-6 
tumor promotion in 
mouse skin 

30 mice/groups all 1.7% 1.3% 1.0% 

promotion period: 15 vrt% to 
CO CCO C18:2n-6 

I 1.0 14 0.8 
II 3.6 11.4 2.2 
III 6.0 9.0 3.S 
IV 7.9 7.1 4.5 
V 9.9 5.1 5.6 
VI 12.5 2.5 7.0 
VII 15. 0. 8.4 

7,12-DMBA initiated and 12-0 
phorbo1-13-Acetate(THA)-prom 
development determined 

Jenskl et To measure the BALB/c nice Diet 
al., 1991 release of Femalo and 
IRof. 14}) cytosolic 

components from 
leuhemic cells 
inoculated into 
mice fed menhaden 
oil or coconut oil 

male 4/grcups I 10% MO ♦ basal chow diet 
II 10% CCO ♦ basal chow diet 
III 20% HO ♦ ICN fat free di 
IV 20% HCO ♦ ICN fat free di 

Mice were fed the diets for 
intraperitoneally with murin 
line T27A, and fed the diets 

Membrane permeability of turn 
examined in vitro by examini 
from the colls 



I 
I 

TABLE 2—conclnuad 

lods Results Comment0 

Papilloma incidencoi No difference Tho effect of total fat not 
t% total fat among groups tested 

6 significant inverse correlation Low PUFA/hiqh SFA diet 
between CO level and papilloma yield significantly enhanced 
(r « 0.92), 5.4 tumors versus 11.7 DMBA- and TPA-induced c):in 

t% total fat tumors per mouse; 15% CO versus 10% tumor yield than high 
6 CO in SENCAR mice). 'Similar results PUFA/low SFA diet; this 

found in DBA/2 mice result is inconsistent with 
tho 4 to 5 wt% linoleic 

The results suggest t)iat increasing acid requirement found in 
dietary CO or decreasing SF,\ may mammary and pancreatic 
suppress skin tumor in mice tumorigenesis in rats. Tho 

results suggest that tho 
TPA elevated epidermal PGE2 in all effect cf dietary fat nay 

12-O-tetradecancyIr 
-promoted papilloma 

diet groups; the extent was 
negatively correlated with dietary CO 

be specific for tumor sites 

Increased membrane permeability in Diets may not have provided 

diet 
the NO groups adequate linoleic acid for 

optimal tumor growth 
diet ' The enhanced membrane permeability 

ee diet was correlated with n-3 PA (DHA and Tumor development not 
ee diet EPA) incorporated into the tumor measured. Eradication of 

cells tumor was measured 
for S weeks, inoculated indirectly by measuring 

murine leukemia cell cell permeability 
diets for 1 week 

f tumor cells was 
amining 51CR release 

int ravenously 
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TABLE 2- 

study Objactivaa/ 
Tuaor ^paa 

Expariaantal 
Aniaala 

-»- 
Natltoda 

Hiatanan To taat tha Hala wiatar Oiat 
390 land at al., 1990 Modulation of rata 

IRaf. 120) 

1 

diatary fat. 
variad in tlia 
quality and tha 
quantity, of tha 
oxidativa at rasa 
and chaaieal* 
inducad livar 
tuaora in rata 

old «Mttl 
I 2 0 
II 1 
III 12.S 0 
IV 1 11.S 
V 2S 0 
VI 1 24 

Rata wara fad for 10 uaatca prii 
aftar tha M*nitroaodiiiaChylaMi! 
adainiatration by gavaga 

‘Rator pravalanea aa wall aa pi 
lipid paroxidation wara utaaaur 

Abbraviationa 
BCO: black currant aeed oil BO; 
CO: corn oil CCO: 
EFA: aaaantial fatty acid FOi 
i.p.i intraparltonaal MO: 
PUFA: polyunaaturatad fatty acid FrO: 
SBO: aoybMn oil SO: 

boraga oil 
coconut oil 

fish oil 
laanhaden oil 
priarosa oil 

saffloHor oil 

BS: baaf an 
CMBAi 7, li 
FAI fatty • 
HUFAt aonoi 
RRi .ralati\ 

(FR Doc. 92-31520 Filed 12-28-92; 8:43 am] 

■lUMO COOC 4160-01-C 



BLE 2>*continua<l 

da Reaulta Comaenta 

Righ-PUFA diet (2S« SSO) Except 12.5% SSO and 25% 
aignlficantly elevatad tumor SSO diata, all diata may 
incidence compared to low )Mve provided inadeguata 
PUPA diet (21 SSO), (tot veraua 42%: linolaie acid for tumor 
25% SSO veraua 2% dSO) grxMth 

Pat typo did not aignlflcantly affect Noniaocalorie dieta uaed: 
tuMor incidence tMdy weight changaa wore 

not aignificantly diffarent 
High'PUFA diata (25% or 12.5% SSO) Miong groups 

a prior and 32 waaka reduced plaaaa cholaatarol and TO 
ylaaina (NONA) concentration comparad to high SPA Due to limitationa in study 

diata (25% or 12.5% lard diata) design, the affect of 
dietary fat on cancer 

aa plaaaM lipida and devalopMent cannot be 
aaaured evaluated 

let auat 
7, 12-diMthylb«n2anthracan« 

itty acid 
nonounaacuratad fatty acid 

(latlva riak 

BT: beef tallow 
DHH: 1, 2-diawthylhydrazine 
HtTi hydrogenated bMf tallow 
NFDM: nonfat dried ailk 
SSO: aunflower aeed oil 

Ca: calclun 
EPA: eicoaapentaenoie acid 
HCO: hydrogenated corn oil 
PO: palm oil 
SPA: aaturated fatty acid 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND 
HUMAN SERVICES 

Food and Drug Administration 

21 CFR Part 101 

[Docket No. 91N-0095] 

RIN 090S-AB67 

Food Labeiing: Heaith Ciaims and 
Label Statements; Sodium and 
Hypertension 

AGENCY: Food and Drug Administration, 
HHS. 
ACTION: Final rule. 

SUMMARY: The Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) is announcing its 
decision to authorize the use on the 
label or labeling of certain foods of 
health claims relating to an association 
between dietary sodium and high blood 
pressure. The agency has concluded 
that, based on the totality of the 
scientific evidence, there is signihcemt 
scientific agreement among qualified 
experts that diets low in sodium may 
help lower blood pressure in many 
people. Therefore, FDA has concluded 
that claims on certain foods relating 
sodium reduction to reduced risk of 
high blood pressure are justified. This 
action is in response to provisions of the 
Nutrition Labeling and Education Act of 
1990 (the 1990 amendments) that bear 
on health claims, and is developed in 
accordance with the final rule on 
general requirements for health claims, 
which is published elsewhere in this 
issue of the Federal Register. 
EFFECTIVE DATE: May 8,1993. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Ellen M. Anderson, Center for Food 
Safety and Applied Nutrition (HFF- 
266), Food and Drug Administration, 
200 C St. SW., Washington, DC 20204, 
202-205-5375. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

I. Background 

In the Federal Register of November 
27,1991 (56 FR 60825), FDA proposed 
to authorize the use on food labeling of 
health claims relating diets low in 
sodium to lower blo^ pressure in some 
people. The proposed rule was issued 
under provisions of the 1990 
amendments (Pub. L. 101-535) that bear 
on health claims and in accordance with 
the proposed general requirements for 
health claims for food (56 FR 60537, 
November 27,1991). As amended in 
1990, the Federal Food, Drug, and 
Cosmetic Act (the act) provides that a 
food is misbranded if it bears a claim 
that characterizes the relationship of a 
putrient to a disease or health-related 

condition unless the claim is made in 
accordance with section 403(r)(3) or 
(r)(5)(D) of the act (21 U.S.C. 343(r)(3) or 
(r)(5)(D)). 

Section 3(b)(1)(A) of the 1990 
amendments specifically requires that 
the agency determine whether claims 
respecting 10 nutrient/disease 
relationships meet the requirements of 
section 403(r)(3) or (r)(5)(D) of the act. 
The relationship between sodium and 
hypertension is one of the claims 
required to be evaluated. In the Federal 
Register of March 28,1991 (56 FR 
12932), FDA published a notice 
requesting scientific data and 
information on the 10 specific topic 
areas identified in the 1990 
amendments. Relevant scientific studies 
and data received in response to this 
request were considered as part of the 
agency’s review of the scientific 
literature on sodium and hypertension 
and were included in the proposed rule. 
Comments received in response to the 
notice and not specifically addressed in 
the proposed rule are summarized and 
addressed below. 
* In addition to evaluating the scientific 
evidence, the proposed rule identified 
qualifying and disqualifying criteria for 
foods bearing health claims on sodium 
and hypertension. The proposed rule 
also specified mandatory and optional 
information for health claim statements 
and provided a sample claim. FDA 
requested written comments in response 
to its proposed rule and solicited 
comments on several issues in 
particular. The agency asked whether 
foods with minimal nutritional value 
should be allowed to bear health claims 
and whether a statement of the 
recommended range of sodium intake 
(500 to 2,400 milligrams (mg) per day) 
should be required or remain optional. 
The agency requested comments on 
requiring the use of the terms "sodium" 
rather than "sodium chloride” and 
"high blood pressure” rather than 
"hypertension,” and on allowing the 
terms "salt” in addition to "sodium” 
and "hypertension” in addition to "high 
blood pressure.” The agency also 
requested comments on whether a 
statement indicating that identified 
hypertensives should consult their 
physicians should be allowed or 
required, on the safety of the 
recommendations to reduce sodium and 
salt intake, and on the proposed 
"Consumer Summary on Sodium and 
High Blood Pressure.” 

On January 30 and 31,1992, FDA 
held public hearings on all aspects of 
the proposed rules published in 
response to the 1990 amendments, 
including health claims for sodium and 
high blood pressure (57 FR 239). 

In response to its proposed health 
claim regulation on sodium and 
hypertension, the agency received 
approximately 100 comments from 
consumers, consumer advocacy groups. 
State health departments, organizations 
of health professionals, the food 
industry, and Government agencies. A 
number of comments were received that 
were more appropriately addressed in 
other documents, and these comments 
were forwarded to the appropriate 
docket for response. 

II. General Comments 

1. One comment noted that it is 
difficult to find a variety of foods that 
meet reqommended dietary sodium 
levels and expressed the hope that this 
regulation would encourage industry to 
provide more low sodium foods. 

FDA strongly encourages innovation 
in providing consumers with a wider 
variety of choices. FDA s labeling and 
education initiatives in the early 
eighties resulted in a 60 percent 
increase in sodium content labeling 
from 1978 to 1988 (Ref. 46) and the 
introduction of additional low sodium 
products (Ref. 56). The current 
initiatives include not only sodium/ 
hypertension health claims, but also 
mandatory sodium labeling, a daily 
value (DV) for sodium, sodium 
disqualifying levels for health claims, 
and sodium disclosure levels for 
nutrient content claims. FDA anticipates 
that these regulations will motivate 
manufacturers to develop and market a 
broader range of lower salt products for 
the American consumer. 

2. Another comment argued that 
consumers will wrongly believe that 
consumption of foods with too much 
sodium to qualify for a sodium/ -i 
hypertension health claim will 
necessarily lead to exceeding current 
dietary guidelines. 

FDA disagrees. Rather, the agency 
believes that health claims will 
encourage the availability and 
consumption of foods that will help 
consumers meet dietary guidelines. 
Furthermore, auxiliary educational 
programs, consistent with the dietar> 
guidelines philosophy, can help 
consumers understand that, by 
consuming a variety of foods, some 
higher in sodium and some lower in 
sodium, they can meet total dietary 
intake goals. 

3. One comment opposed sodium 
restrictions on foods, arguing that 
restrictions would be likely to hinder 
the development of low fat foods and 
that reducing fat in the diet is more 
important than reducing sodium. The 
comment submitted supporting data 
from surveys in which nutritionists and 
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physicians rated their most important 
health concerns (Refs. 137 and 142). 
Although reduction in sodiiun intake 
was ranked as a "high priority" for good 
health (Ref. 142) and a “moderate 
priority" for improved heart health (Ref. 
137), the comment noted that the survey 
results indicate diat reducing fat was 
considered a higher priority than 
reducing sodium. 

It was not clear whether the comment 
objected to sodium/hypertension health 
claims, to disqualifying levels for 
sodium on other health claims, or to 
both. In the 1990 amendments. Congress 
specifically identified sodium and 
hypertension as one often topics to be 
evaluated for health claims and did not 
limit claims to the highest priority 
health issues. FDA equated the totality 
of the scientific information and the 
extent of the scientific agreement among 
qualified experts and concluded that 
claims for s^ium and hypertension 
should be allowed. In addition, the 
provisions of the 1990 amendments 
state that health claims may not be 
made on a food that contains a nutrient 
that increases the risk of a disease or 
health-related condition. Sodium was 
one of four nutiimits idmitified by the 
agency as increasing the risk of a disease 
or health-related condition. 

FDA disagrees that these survey 
results are relevant to its duty tmder the 
1990 amendments with r^ard to health 
claims for sodium and hypertension. 
FDA need only establish ^at a 
relationship between sodium and 
hypertension is supported by the 
totality of the scientific evidence and by 
significant scientific agreement among 
experts qualified by experience and 
training to evaluate su(± evidence. A 

oil of scientists ranking sodium/ 
ypertension concerns relative to fat/ 

heart disease concerns does not 
contribute to this process. 

FDA recognizes the importance of 
encouraging the development and use of 
more low fat foods. The agency has 
authorized two health claims that may 
appear only on foods low in fiat (final 
rules on lipids and cardiovascular 
disease and on lipids and cancer health 
claims, published elsewhere in this 
issue of the Federal Register). Sodium 
is a disqualifying nutrient for these and 
other health claims, because diets high 
in sodium increase blood pressure in 
many people and, therefore, increase the 
risk of hi^ blood pressiue and 
associated risks of heart disease and 
stroke. (See the final rule on general 
requirements for health claims, 
published elsewhere in this Federal 
Register). 

4. Several comments asserted that the 
agency adequately considered safety 

concerns regarding reductions in 
sodium intake in the proposed 
regulation. The Life fences Research 
Office (LSRO) of the Federation sf 
American Societies for Experimental 
Biology (FASEB) prepared a final 
independent evaluation of the scientific 
evidence on sodium and hypertension 
(Ref. 138) and submitted this as a 
comment An earlier draft of the report 
(Ref. 108) was discussed in the 
proposed rule (56 FR 60825 at 60829). 
The FASEB report (Ref. 138) concluded 
that severe sodium chloride restriction 
(less than 20 milliquivalents (meq) or 
460 mg sodium per day) may have 
adverse consequences, but that, in the 
absence of obvious salt-losing disorders, 
there is no evidence that avoiding high 
sodium chloride intakes would 
deleterious to health. Other comments, 
including a review article (Ref. 144), 
disagreed with FDA’s assessment, 
arguing that there is inadequate 
scientific evidence that curtailing 
sodium will safely reduce the ri^ of 
hypertension: that there is a grovring 
body of scientific evidence that 
reducing sodium may put some healthy 
people at risk, that no populations with 
free access to salt choose such low 
levels and the risks of these levels have 
not been considered; that severe 
restriction in animals results in some 
risks: that in the older literature, 
extremely low sodiiun intake in humans 
resulted in some symptomatic 
distresses; and that FDA has no studies 
that demonstrate safety and efficacy of 
universal sodium restriction, especially 
in normotensives. The comments 
submitted no data demonstrating that 
daily dietary intakes of2,400 mg 
sodium are unsafe. 

The agency has considered and 
address^ the safety concerns and 
believes that the recommended goal of 
2,400 mg per day is safe. The National 
Academy of Sciences, which 
recommended the 2,400 mg daily goal, 
is considering dropping the crurent 
target goal to 1,800 mg sodium per day 
(Ref. 62). Furthermore, the 1989 
Recommended Dietary Allowances (Ref. 
63) identify 500 mg sodium as a safe 
minimum daily intake for adults, and 
2,400 mg is well above this safe 
minimum intake level. Other 
authoritative documents also agree that 

. a moderate sodium intake is safe (Refs. 
38,43, and 62). Numerous experiments 
with low sodivun diets have been 
conducted with no serious 
consequences. Finally, dietary 
guidelines since the early eighties (Refs. 
9,22, and 85} have recommended 
moderation in sodium intake with no ill 
effects. Given these conclusions, the 

lack of data demonstrating safety 
concerns with daily consumptions of 
2,400 mg sodium, and the extreme 
difficulty in achieving an intake of 
sodium at or below the 500 mg per day 
minimum safe level in the U.S. diet. 
FDA concludes that there are no safety 
risks associated with use of the sodium/ 
hypertension health claim. 

5. A few comments from health 
professionals supported FDA's 
description of the special considerations 
and risks involving sodium losses 
during sustained exercise or trainmg in 
hot temperatures. One comment 
specifically supported responding to 
these risks with education efforts as 
proposed by the agency. 

FDA acknowled^s these comments. 
6. Some comments supported FDA's 

conclusion in the propos^ rule that the 
study results (Refs. 33 and 72) that 
suggest some individuals may respond 
to sodium reduction with bl(^ 
pressure increases rather than decreases 
may be due to random variations and 
require additional research to determine 
if the results of these few studies are 
significant and reproducible. Other 
comments disagreed. One comment 
stated that many people believe that the 
results of the INTERSALT study (Ref. 
37) confirm this heterogeneous blood 
pressure response. 

FDA acknowledges that there is wide 
variability in blood pressure response to 
changes in sodium intake, but disagrees 
that recommended sodium intake goals 
pose safety risks. The INTERSALT (Ref. 
37) and other study results (Refs. 41, 44, 
45, 76,80,94, 97,100,106,107,109, 
121,122, and 123), in spite of la^ 
background fluctuations and a dilution 
effect of including nonresponsive 
individuals, clearly show that reducing 
sodium intake has a measurable and 
beneficial effect on reducing average 
blood pressure. The agency encourages 
additional studies under controlled 
conditions; however, FDA disagrees that 
this normal variability, which 
commonly occurs with physiological 
measurements, calls into question the 
safety of current intake 
recommendations of 2,400 mg per day. 

7. A few comments supported FDA’s 
conclusion in the proposed rule that the 
possible adverse changes in plasma 
lipids in response to sodium restriction 
(Refs. 2,40,49, and 89) do not pose 
safety concerns for the general public 
consuming recommended intakes of 
sodium. One comment indicated that 
tlie sodium intakes in these studies were 
very low and that the observed effects 
could have been due to dehydration. 
Other comments disagreed. One 
comment, accompanied by three 
studies, accused FDA of f^ure to give 
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the plasma lipid studies proper 
consideration. 

In preparing its proposal, FDA 
reviewed the plasma lipid studies 
submitted. Sodium intake levels in 
these studies were very low (460 and 
780 mg daily) relative to current U.S. 
intakes (approximately 3,000 to 6,000 
mg daily) and dietary guidelines (2,400 
mg daily). Also, the intervention periods 
were very short (one week or less). The 
agency encourages additional research, 
but disagrees that a few studies 
involving sodium intakes of 460 to 780 
mg daily are relevant or raise safety 
concerns for the general public 
consuming well in excess of this 
amount or for public health agency 
recommendations encouraging moderate 
sodium intakes of 2,400 mg per day. 

8. One comment included recent 
study data (Ref. 91), which the comment 
believed linked reduced sodium intake 
to high plasma renin levels and risk of 
myocardial infarction. 

FDA reviewed the study data 
submitted and located a review article 
associated with the original study (Ref. 
96). The incidence of myocardial 
infarction was low (27 instances in 
1,717 subjects over 8.3 years) in a 
narrow and limited population group 
(predominantly nonwhite, hypertensive 
males with 20 percent excluded for 
renin levels outside the limits 
established for the study). Furthermore, 
sodium intakes per se were not 
evaluated in relationship to potential 
risk. It is unclear whether there is a 
causal relationship or whether renin 
levels simply serve as a marker for high 
risk. It is clearly premature to 
extrapolate the results of one study with 
a variety of limitations to the effects that 
a modest reduction in dietary sodium 
may have on the general population. 

9. One comment mentioned that 
sodium restriction might precipitate 
sodium depletion in people with 
■‘wasting" nephropathy or chronic renal 
failure, but that it might also ameliorate 
their hypertension. The comment noted 
further that, at this time, there is not 
enough information to loiow what might 
occur and that patients with these 
diseases need specific advice from their 
physicians. 

roA agrees that there is not enough 
information to know if sodium 
restriction to 2,400 mg would pose any 
concern or be of any benefit with regard 
to “wasting” nephropathy or chronic 
renal failure. These are serious diseases 
and persons with these conditions 
should be under a physician’s 
supervision and monitoring. Should 
these persons need to be concerned 
about their sodium intake, mandatory 
nutrition labeling of sodium content on 

all foods can help them meet specific 
dietary goals set by their physicians and 
health care consultants. 

10. A couple of comments expressed 
concern that, in consuming low sodium 
foods, individuals might be missing 
important nutrients. 

FDA disagrees. Many nutrient-rich 
foods are relatively low in sodium and 
will qualify for sodium/hypertension 
health claims (e.g., fiuits, vegetables, 
and some dairy products). Additionally, 
substitute foods formulated to be low in 
sodium must be nutritionally equivalent 
to the foods that they are intended to 
replace (21 CFR 101.3(e)). Failure to 
maintain nutritional equivalency results 
in identification of the substitute food as 
an “imitation" product. With the 
mandatory labeling of a core set of 
nutrients, including sodium, for foods 
generally (see the final rule on 
mandatory nutrition labeling published 
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register), people consuming low 
sodium foods as part of a total diet can 
select a variety of foods and meet 
nutrient needs. 

11. One comment stated that FDA has 
determined that current U.S. intakes of 
sodium are not safe. The comment 
argued, therefore, that current levels are 
not generally recognized as safe (GRAS), 
that the food industry should bear the 
burden of proof that current levels are 
safe, and that, in the absence of such 
proof. FDA is obligated to require that 
salt levels be reduced and the food 
industry is obligated to lower the levels 
of salt currently being added to foods. 

FDA disagrees. Salt has traditionally 
and historically been regarded as a 
GRAS substance (21 CFR 182.1), and the 
GRAS safety review in 1982 (47 FR 
26590, June 18,1982) deferred 
regulatory action until the impact of the 
sodium labeling initiatives (47 FR 
26580, June 18,1982; 49 FR 15510, 
April 18,1984) could be assessed. The 
agency is not aware of any new data that 
would raise significant additional safety 
concerns. There is thus no basis for 
reopening the question of salt’s GRAS 
status at this time. 

III. Statement of the Relationship of 
Sodium and Hypertension 

In the proposed rule (56 FR 60825), 
FDA tentatively concluded that, based 
on the totality of the scientific evidence, 
there is significant scientific agreement 
among qualified experts that there is a 
relationship between sodium intake and 
high blood pressure. Some comments 
agreed with this conclusion, often 
providing no evidence. A few comments 
disagreed and provided specific reasons 
for their objections. 

12. Several comments supported 
FDA’s conclusion that there is sufficient 
evidence of and significant agreement 
about a relationship between sodium 
and hypertension. The FASEB report 
(Ref. 138) concluded that “both 
observational data and intervention 
trials document a small, but consistent 
effect of dietary sodium chloride on 
blood pressure.” The report further 
noted that the association between 
sodium intake and blood pressure may 
be more meaningfully extrapolated to a 
population than applied to an 
individual, that additional studies are 
necessary to assess the dose-response 
relationship, and that human data 
provide no evidence that blood pressure 
at one age is related to salt intake at an 
earlier age. A submitted study by 
Espinel (Ref. 143) identified specific 
patients and levels of salt intake that 
triggered hypertension. The results were 
repeated between 2 months and 11/2 
years later and remained stable and 
reproducible. 

A few comments and a review article 
(Ref. 144) disagreed and noted that the 
scientific data on sodium and 
hypertension are variable, complex, 
inconsistent, and more complicated 
than previously accepted. These 
comments argued that the 
epidemiological (i.e., observational) 
evidence is weak and that information 
from a natural setting where individuals 
select their own diets provides no 
information on how alterations would 
affect blood pressure. They also argued 
that modification studies have been 
short-term, that there are few long-term 
maintenance studies and data, and that 
the data are insufficient to support 
significant long-term effects, including 
long-term blood pressure changes and 
reduced rates of stroke and - 
cardiovascular disease. These comments 
noted that, in contrast, clinical trials of 
lifesaving drugs often last several years. 
They suggested that FDA erroneously 
cited the INTERSALT study to establish 
that a lifetime lowering of sodium 
chloride would lower risk of 
hypertension, and that FDA should 
avoid giving prescriptive 
recommendations on weak 
observational data. 

These comments argued further that 
there is significant controversy 
regarding the relationship between 
sodium and hypertension and, 
therefore, insufficient scientific 
agreement to support a health claim. 
The comments noted that the FASEB 
Report (Ref. 108) concluded that the 
within-population study data were 
inconclusive or showed low correlation, 
and that there was only sparse or 
inconclusive long-term information 
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about the relationship. They observed 
that no consensus was reached at the 
Workshop on Salt and Hypertension 
(Ref. 103), and noted that the Dietary 
Guidelines Advisory Committee (Ref. 
135) reported that such a lack of 
consensus, especially relative to 
guidance for nonhypertensives, was 
apparent. (Other comments indicated 
that, even though consensus was not an 
aim of the workshop, a large degree of 
consensus was exhibited.) The 
comments observed that 
acknowledged in its proposal the highly 
polarized views at the Hypertension 
Workshop (Ref. 103) and the 
controversy over the interpretation of 
the INTERSALT results (Ref. 37). The 
comments argued that the intense and 
continuing nature of the debate over the 
relationship between sodium and 
hypertension evidences lack of 
significant scientific agreement. The 
comments accused FDA of not 
attempting to understand the 
controversy and change its public health 
policies, but rather simply dismissing 
new studies and asserting that there is 
significant agreement among scientists. 

IDA agrees with the FASEB report 
that there is a small but significant effect 
of sodium on blood pressure and with 
the Espinel study .results demonstrating 
that sodium intake can trigger 
hypertension. This position is 
consistent with the tentative 
conclusions reached in the proposal. 
FDA noted in the proposed rule that the 
science is complicated by the 
multifactorial nature of the blood 
pressure response and that blood 
pressure varies for each individual and 
among difierent individuals. 
Nonetheless, in spite of large average 
fluctuations in confounding variables 
and the resultant impact on blood 
pressure response, there continues to be 
a small, significant, and independent 
impact of sodium on blood pressure, 
which is supported by the FASEB report 
(Ref. 138), the National Academy of 
Sciences’ Report (Ref. 62). the Surgeon 
General’s Report (Ref. 43), the 
INTERSALT study (Ref. 37), and other 
recent studies (Refs. 41,44,45, 55, 71, 
76. 80, 90, 94,97,100,106,107,109, 
121,122, and 123). 

FDA recognizes that data from 
carefully controlled clinical trials are 
stronger than data from human 
observational studies. The methodologic 
problems in observational studies are 
more difficult to address adeouately, 
and there are more individually 
negative observational studies than 
trials. Furthermore, pooling of studies is 
more difficult for observational studies, 
because of the need to control for 
confounding variables. Finally, most 

observational studies are cross- 
sectional, so they do not establish time- 
orders (i.e., cause precedes effect). 
However, despite these limitations, FDA 
contends that, in general, the human 
observational data support a 
relationship between sodium and 
hypertension. The recent, multinational 
INIERSALT study (Ref. 37) used 
carefully standardized methodologies 
and comprehensive data analysis. ’The 
study reported a significant relationship 
between sodium intake and systolic 
blood pressure (SBP) for the pooled 
within-center data and for changes in 
blood pressure with age for the across- 
center data. This conclusion is likewise 
supported by other authoritative reports 
(Refs. 43 and 62) and is consistent with 

evidence provided ^y randomized 
clinical trials. 

FDA acknowledges that long-term, 
prospective study data are limited and 
sometimes inconclusive. However, 
obtaining definitive, long-term human 
data on the development of 
hypertension may be difficult due to a 
wide variety of factors: (1) the long time 
necessary for the development of the 
disease. (2) the large sample and control 
populations needed for statistical 
significance, (3) the small absolute 
magnitude of the effect of sodium on 
blood pressure, (4) the wide variations 
in salt content in foods and food 
products. (5) the large day-to-day and 
year-to-year variability in dietary 
sodium intake, (6) the large fluctuations 
in blood pressure response in the 
individual, (7) the multifactorial 
response of blood pressure to a wide 
variety of nutritional and environmental 
factors, and (8) the ethical 
considerations of encouraging or 
maintaining long-term, hi^-sodium 
diets in a control population. 'The 
feasibility of obtaining definitive study 
data was discussed in greater detail in 
the proposed rule on general 
requirements for health claims (56 FR 
60537 at 60548 through 60549). 
Nonetheless, although three long-term 
intervention studies were inconclusive 
(Refs. 42,70, and 124), the abstract (Ref. 
123) and the recently reported final 
study results (Ref. 145) of the 18-month 
Trials of Hypertension Prevention 
(TOHP) Collaborative Research Group, 
which were published subsequent to the 
proposed regulation, reported 
conclusively that a reduction in sodium 
intake reduced blood pressure in the 
sodium intervention group and also 
showed a trend towards a reduced 
incidence of hypertension. 'The 18- 
month followim of the Koopman study 
(Ref. 76) also documented reduced 

blood pressure in response to reduced 
sodium intake. 'The results of these 
clinical trials are thus consistent with 
and strengthen the INTERSALT results 
(Ref. 37), which are cross-sectional. 
Additionally, the INTERSALT study 
provides useful information for maidng 
limited inferences on long-term effects 
of sodium reductions on blood pressure. 
*1116 INTERSALT study reported a 
statistically significant relationship 
between sodium intake and the slope of 
SBP and diastolic blood pressure (DBP) 
with age; i.e., the difference in blood 
pressure of older individuals in a 
population relative to yoimger 
individuals in the same population is 
greater in populations with high sodium 
intake than in populations with low 
sodium intake. The lack of definitive 
long-term studies is, therefore, not 
sufficiently problematic to disallow 
sodium/hypertension health claims, 
given the strength of the short-term 
clinical data relating sodium intake and 
blood pressure, the difficulties 
associated with obtaining long-term 
sodium/hypertension data, and the long 
history of support by authoritative 
bodies for public health policies 
encouraging all people to reduce their 
sodium int^e. 

Finally, FDA recognizes that, as is 
typical in science, there is a wide range 
of opinion regarding the relationship 
between sodium and hypertension, and 
consensus is rarely reached. A 
requirement for "significant scientific 
agreement" has not been interpreted by 
FDA to mean a requirement for 
consensus. (See final rule on general 
requirements for health claims, 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register.) FDA believes that 
there is sufficient scientific evidence to 
provide strong support for a relationship 
between dietary sodium intake and high 
blood pressure, and that there is 
significant scientific agreement that the 
evidence supports the relationship. In 
the proposed rule. FDA summarized 
Government and authoritative reports 
that concluded that the evidence was 
sufficiently strong to support a 
relationship between salt or sodium and 
high blood pressure, and many of these 
reports recommended that sodium 
intake be decreased (Refs. 38.43,62,63, 
and 85). The interim and final FAS)^ 
reports (Refs. 108 and 138) concluded 
that the totality of the data supports a 
relationship between dietary sodium 
chloride and blood pressure. 'The 
INTERSALT study (Ref. 37) reported 
evidence of a relationship between 
sodium and high blood pressure. Most 
authors supported the INTERSALT 
findings and favored sodium restriction 
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(Refs. 50,52,60,69,75. Ill, and 114), 
whereas only a few authors considered 
the effect to be too small and opposed 
sodium restriction (Refs. 90 and 120). 
The other scientific studies evaluated in 
the proposed sodium/hypertension 
health claim regulation generally 
supported a relationship between 
sodium and high blood pressure, 
although a few were inconclusive or not 
supportive. Finally, most of the reports 
at the Hypertension Workshop (Ref. 
103) supported reductions in dietary 
sodium intake (Refs. 94,95,97,98,102, 
104,105, and 113), while only a few 
were in opposition (Refe. 110 and 112). 
Vigorous, spirited debate is necessary to 
the scientific process and should be 
encouraged. However, despite the 
existence of differences of opinion, FDA 
concludes that, based on the totality of 
the scientific evidence, there is 
significant scientific agreement among 
qualified experts that diets high in 
sodium are associated with high blood 
pressure. 

13. One comment questioned FDA's 
evaluation of the INIERSALT data (Ref. 
37), indicating it was possibly serious 
abuse of the scientific data, including a 
possibly intentionally misleading 
interpretation. The comment stated that 
the INTERSALT authors, in their 
abstract, concluded both that there was 
no relationship between sodium intake 
in a society and the prevalence of 
hypertension within that society, and 
that there was a positive association 
between the level of sodium in a 
society’s diet and the rate of rise in 
blood pressure with age. The comment 
argued that, if both statements are 
correct, then the societies with higher 
sodium inteikes must have had lower 
blood pressures earlier in life, could not 
have nad more hypertension even after 
40 years, and must have had lower 
blood pressures from 20 to 60 years of 
age. 

The FASEB report (Ref. 138) 
summarized the results of the 
INTERSALT study, noting that, after 
adjustments for age and gender, sodium 
was significantly correlated with SBP in 
39 of the 52 centers and with DBF in 33 
of the 52 centers, and that there was a 
significant linear relationship between 
average sodium excretion and the slope 
of SBP with age for all 52 centers, which 
remained significant when four 
populations with low salt intakes were 
excluded. 

FDA disagrees with the comment 
Ljiticizing FDA’s evaluation of the 
INTERSALT study. The conclusions of 
both the FASEB report (Ref. 138) and 
the authors of the INTERSALT study are 
consistent with FDA’s interpretation 
and not with those of the objecting 

comment. In the discussion, the 
INTERSALT study authors noted that 
some of the results across the centers 
were no longer statistically significant 
when the results from four centers with 
low sodium excretion were excluded. 
They attributed this to diminished 
statistical power due to an upper limit 
of sodium intake that was lower than 
anticipated, which resulted in a range of 
intakes too narrow to provide adequate 
detection sensitivity. They also noted 
that multiple confounding factors, such 
as climate, physical activity, and 
acculturation, would affect results 
across several centers but would be less 
likely to confound results within 
centers. The authors concluded by 
emphasizing that the data across the 
centers showed a significant positive 
association between sodium intake and 
the slope of increasing blood pressure 
with age for all 52 centers, which 
remained significant when the 4 
populations with low salt intakes were 
excluded. These results are consistent 
with the findings within the centers. 
FDA believes that it has presented an 
accurate summary of the INTERSALT 
results that neither intentionally nor 
unintentionally misrepresented the 
authors’ findings. FDA also believes that 
the INTERSALT study provides a useful 
piece of evidence for supporting the 
sodium/hypertension relationship that 
is consistent with and strengthens 
conclusions in recent consensus and 
authoritative reports (Refs. 43,85,62, 
and 63). 

14. A couple of comments contended 
that, because there is controversy 
surrounding the interpretation of the 
INTERSALT data, FDA is legally and 
scientifically obligated to independently 
review the primary data tapes and to 
make the original data publicly 
available. 

FDA disagrees and notes that it is not 
reviewing primary data for any of the 
studies it is evaluating. Rather, the 
agency reviewed and summarized 
publicly available scientific reports and 
publications of results from the 
INTERSALT study, including both 
significant and inconclusive findings 
(56 FR 60825 at 60829 through 60830). 
FDA considered all these results in 
determining whether the totality of 
scientific evidence supported a 
relationship between sodium and 
hypertension. This satisfied the agency’s 
legal obligation to evaluate the publicly 
available scientific evidence and 
determine whether, based on the totality 
of that evidence, there is significant 
scientific agreement among qualified 
experts that a health claim for sodium 
and hypertension is supported. Since 
the primary data tapes horn the 

INTERSALT study are not publicly 
available, the agency did not review that 
evidence. The agency does not have the 
authority to compel the release of these 
data. 

15. One comment objected to the 
findings of the TOHP Collaborative 
Reseat Group study (Ref. 145) (see 
section VIII.A.5. of this document), 
which reported significant average 
decreases in blood pressiue (1.7 
millimeters of mercury (mm Hg) SBP; 
0.9 mm Hg DBP) with average daily 
reductions in sc^um of 55.19 
millimoles (mmol) or 1,270 mg in 2,182 
normotensives over an 18*month period. 
The comment suggested that the study 
methodology was flawed because the 
sodium reduction intervention group 
was compared with unmasked 
nonintervention controls, because the 
sodium reduction group was compared 
with a subset (417 subjects) of the 
“usual care’’ control group (589 
subjects), and because the authors failed 
to explain the drop in blood pressure of 
the control group, which was two-thirds 
of the decrease noted in the sodium 
reduction intervention group. 

FDA disagrees. As the autnors noted, 
achieving sodium reduction via dietary 
changes requires active and conscious 
cooperation of the intervention 
participants in changing shopping, 
cooking, and food selection behaviors. 
Therefore, it would not have been 
feasible to blind the study participants 
to the dietary changes necessary to 
reduce sodium int^e. In addition, it 
would have been impractical to follow 
free-living participants who are blinded 
to sodium intake for an 18-month 
period. Most importantly, the study 
included blinding at the critical point, 
blood pressure measurement, that is, 
trained, certified observers, who were 
blinded to the dietary sodium status of 
the participants, took the blood pressure 
measurements of participants at 3,6 12, 
and 18 months. In addition, the success 
of the dietary sodium intervention and 
possible confounding factors were 
independently monitored at 6,12. and 
18 months by collecting 24-hour urine 
samples for sodium analysis, and 
weiring participants. With regard to 
the number included in the control 
group systematically and randomly 
assigned, the total cumulative number 
of controls was 589 generated as a result 
of conducting three separate 
intervention studies. Furthermore, as 
noted in Figure 1 in the article, the 
number of control subjects available for 
respective comparisons varied due to 
stratification by clinic and body mass 
index, and as noted on page 1,214 of the 
article, in clinics v/here both weight 
reduction and sodium reduction were 
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studied, a higher number of subjects 
were assigned to the control group to 
provide sufficient high>weight controls 
for comparison with the weight 
reduction intervention. Tlius, it is 
inaccurate to conclude that 172 controls 
were excluded, since none of the three 
intervention groups had a control group 
of all 589 controls. Finally, although 
both the sodium reduction intervention 
and the control group experienced 
decreases in blood pressure, the sodium 
reduction intervention group’s decrease 
in blood'pressure relative to the control 
group was statistically significant. 
Furthermore, although the control group 
was not specifically instructed in ways 
of reducing sodium intake, the 
independent measures indicated that, at 
18 months, the sodium intake of the 
control group had decreases by 11.33 
mmol (260 mg) sodium as compared 
with 55.19 mmol (1,270 mg) in the 
sodium reduction intervention group. 
This reduction in sodium could account 
for some of the decrease in blood 
pressure observed in the control group. 
In conclusion, the epidemiologic study 
design was rigorous. The study results 
provide important insight into the 
relationship between sodium intake and 
blood pressure in a normotensive 
population and also into the long-term 
impact of sodium reduction on both 
blood pressure and the development of 
hypertension over time. 

16. One comment objected to FDA’s 
definition of normotension, SBP below 
140 mm Hg and DBF below 90 mm Hg, 
arguing that this implies that blood 
pressures below 90 mm Hg are without 
risk. The comment noted that those with 
DBF between 80 and 90 mm Hg account 
for one third of cardiovascular disease 
response. The comment suggested that 
labels state that blood pressure should 
ideally be no more than 120 mm Hg SBF 
and 80 mm Hg DBF. 

FDA disagrees. In the proposed rule, 
the agency acknowledged that the 
definitions of hypertension and 
normotension are based on correlations 
with risk of heart disease and stroke, 
differ by organization and purpose 
(Refs. 4.17, 27, and 38), and are 
currently under review by the Joint 
National Committee of the National 
Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute at the 
National Institutes of Health. The 
definitions were changed in 1984 (Ref. 
23) based on Public Health Service 
recognition that there is substantial risk 
associated with blood pressure levels 
between 140 and 160 mm Hg SBP and 
between 90 and 95 mm Hg DBF. These 
definitions will continue to be 
monitored; however, it would be very 
confusing to consumers if various 
government agencies used different 

definitions of hypertension and 
normotension. Consequently, FDA 
adopted the current Public Health 
Service definitions. 

IV. Statement of the Significance of the 
Sodium and Hjrpertenaion Relationship 

17. A few comments argued that the 
general population should be 
considered to be the general 
normotensive population, and that 
studies on hypertensives would, 
therefore, not be relevant. ’The 
comments suggested also that the data 
On normotensives are sparse, 
heterogeneous, and short-term, and that 
there is no clear, persuasive scientific 
evidence that healthy people in the 
general population would benefit firom 
sodium reduction or that sodium 
increases the risk of hypertension in the 
general population. The comments 
concluded that the data do not support 
a recommendation that 200 million 
normotensives should reduce their daily 
sodium intake by half. 

FDA disagrees with this assessment. 
Under new § 101.14(b)(1), set out in the 
final rule on general requirements for 
health claims, published elsewhere in 
this issue of the Federal Register, to 
qualify for a health claim a “substance 
must be associated with a disease or 
health-related condition for which the 
general U.S. population, or an identified 
U.S. population subgroup (e.g., the 
elderly) is at risk.’’ The general 
population is at risk for hypertension, 
and sodium consumption is associated 
with hypertension. One third of the 
adult. U.S. population is hypertensive 
(Ref. 85) and many of these are expected 
to benefit finm sodium reduction. 
Furthermore, many normotensives are 
likely to benefit as well, because even in 
the range of normal blood pressures, 
mortality risk horn stroke and heart 
disease decreases as blood pressures 
drop (Refs. 68.69, and 114). 

18. One comment opposed the 
sodium/hypertension claim, arguing 
that high Mood pressure affects a large 
segment of the population, but that only 
a minority are salt sensitive and that 
this fact should be stated if claims are 
permitted. Other comments argued that 
there is wide variation among 
individuals in salt sensitivity, that many 
patients are not responsive to sodium, 
and that health claims should not be 
allowed because only 12.5 percent of 
the population, the salt-sensitive 
hypertensives, would benefit. Another 
comment said that sodium restriction 
would benefit a large portion of the 
population, 20 to 40 percent, and one 
comment argued that FDA should 
change its statement to indicate that 
“many” people, rather than “some,” 

would be likelv to benefit. One 
submitted study (Ref. 143) reported that 
13 of 30 well-established hypertensive 
patients (DBF ^ater than 90 mm Hg) 
could control their blood pressure (DBF 
below 90 mm Hg) on a low salt diet (2 
g salt or 780 mg sodium per day). The 
blood pressures of the remaining 
patients were reduced as well (SBF: 
from 173.3 to 164.1 mm Hg; DBF: 102.9 
to 98.2 mm Hg) but not enough to return 
to normotensive levels. The FASEB 
report (Ref. 138) noted that. “[al]though 
it is clear that there is a marked 
heterogeneity of blood pressure 
responses to alterations of dietary NaCl 
in both the experimental animal and in 
man, currently, there is not a uniform 
definition of salt sensitivity of blood 
pressure.” The report concluded that, 
“until more information is available, 
caution is recommended before 
arbitrarily classifying individuals as 
NaCl sensitive or NaCl resistant.” 

FDA recognized in its proposed rule^ 
that not all persons may be sensitive to 
salt. However, all salt-sensitive 
individuals, those with high blood 
pressures as well as those with normal 
blood pressures, are likely to benefit 
from sodium reductions, since mortality 
risk firom stroke and heart disease drops 
as blood pressures decrease. Even 
within the range of normal blood 
pressures, the lower the blood pressure, 
the lower the risk (Refs. 68, 69. and 
114). 

Recognizing that the response varies 
widely between individuals and that not 
all people are likely to benefit, FDA 
originally proposed that health claims 
indicate that a low sodium diet is 
associated with lower blood pressure in 
“some people” (proposed 
§ 101.74(c)(2)). Upon reconsideration, 
the agency agrees with the comment 
that suggests that more than “some” 
individuals are likely to profit firom 
reducing sodium intake. The word 
“some” may erroneously lead 
consumers to believe that only a small 
percentage of the population will 
benefit and may discourage many 
people from following this dietary goal. 
Some scientists have estimated that 30 
to 60 percent of hypertensives and 15 to 
45 percent of normotensives are salt 
sensitive (Ref. 116) and would thus 
benefit from sodium reduction. Taken 
together, this represents a significant 
segment of the U.S. adult population. 

, FDA is persuaded that these numbers 
may not be accurately conveyed by 
noting that “some” people may benefit 
from sodium reduction. The agency has 
therefore dropped the use of the 
qualifier from the regulation. The 
agency believes that requiring the use of 
“may” or “might” (new 
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§ 101.74(c)(2)(i)(A)) to describe the 
relationship between sodium intake and 
blood pressure conveys the meaning 
that not all individuals respond to 
sodium restriction with lower hlood 
pressure levels. The statement of the 
significance of sodium in relation to 
high blood pressure now includes the 
following sentences at new 
§ 101.74(b)(1): “The scientific evidence 
indicates ^at reducing sodium intake 
lowers blood pressure and associated 
risks in many out not all hypertensive 
individuals. There is also evidence that 
reducing sodium intake lowers blood 
pressure and associated risks in many 
out not all normotensive individuals as 
well." Consistent with other health 
claim regulations, the final rule 
sp^fically permits the inclusion in a 
claim of information on the number of 
pwple in the United States who have 
high blood pressure. 

19. A few comments contended that 
moderate reductions of less than 100 
mmol sodium (2,300 mg) sodium would 
have limited impact. A couple of these 
comments noted that the relationship 
between sodium and hypertension in 
the INTERSALT study was significant 
when all 52 centers were included, but 
not when only 48 centers were 
considered, llie comment considered 
the sodium intake range in the 48 
centers to be comparable to sodium 
intakes of Western diets, and argued 
that since the results were not 
significant in this group, sodium intake 
changes in this range would not have 
any significant effect. A few comments 
also stated that no populations with £ree 
access to salt voluntarily choose such 
low levels. A few comments suggested 
that reducing sodium intake 
significantly was not feasible in Western 
populations. Others disagreed. One 
comment noted that the public health 
benefit could be substantial because 
food habits are linked to preventable 
diseases. Another comment extrapolated 
its clinical findings to the total 
population and estimated that FDA’s 
reference value of 2,400 mg for sodium 
could result in cost savings of $2.1 
billion per year by reducing costs of 
hypertension memcations for patients 
who can control their blood pressure by 
diet alone. They further noted that 
additional cost saving could be 
expected through remictions in 
m^ication dosages, medication side 
effects, hospitalization, and costs 
associated with stroke, heart disease, 
and kidney disease. 

FDA agrees with the comments that 
sugg^ ^ium restriction will have a 
significant impact Average estimates of 
the effect of a reduction in sodium 
intake of 100 mmol (2,300 mg) per day 

on SBP range horn 2.2 mm Hg (Ref. 37) 
to 5 to 10 mm Hg (Ref. 106). Since these 
are population averages and therefore 
composite figures, the individual impact 
for many people will be greater than 
average. Furthermore, estimates suggest 
that over a 30-year age span (i.e., 25 to 
55 years of age), this reduction of 100 
mmol per day corresponds to a 
reduction in mortality rate of 16 percent 
for heart disease and 23 percent for 
stroke (Refs. 60 and 114). Other 
estimates indicate that a 1,150 mg daily 
change in sodium intake over a 10-year 
age span (i.e., 50 to 59 years of age) 
would result in a 26 percent reduction 
in stroke and a 15 percent reduction in 
heart disease in Western populations 
(Ref. 107). 

FDA agrees that there is significant 
potential benefit if moderate sodium 
intakes in the U.S. population can be 
achieved and maintained. This is a 
feasible goal, because it has been 
estimated that 90 percent of dietary 
sodium is from salt added during food 
processing and manufacturing (75 
percent) and during food preparation 
and consumption (15 percent). Thus, 
only 10 percent of sodium is naturally 
occurring in food. The agency notes that 
populations that voluntarily choose to 
consume high levels of sodium also 
have high prevalence of hypertension 
and greater increases of blood pressure 
with age. FDA continues to believe that 
encouraging reductions in sodium 
intake will benefit millions of 
Americans. 

20. One comment objected to health 
claims listing ways of i^ucing sodium 
without noting that the majority (75 
percent) is added to foods in processing, 
and the most effective strategy to reduce 
sodium intake is to avoid hi^-sodium, 
processed foods. 

In the proposed rule, FDA included 
ways to reduce sodium intake as part of 
the significance statement, § 101.74(b): 
"In oMer to reduce sodium intake, 
individuals can choose foods with less 
sodium and salt, reduce the amount of 
sodium and salt used in food 
preparation and cooking, and reduce the 
amoimt of salt added at ^e table." This 
information has been deleted firom the 
final rule in order to make it consistent 
with the final rules authorizing other 
health claims. However, the same 
information is included in "Nutrition 
and Yom Health: Dietary Guidelines for 
Americans” (Ref. 85). TUs information 
is truthful and correct, and 
manufacturers may provide this or 
similar information as long as it is 
presented in a truthful and 
nonmisleading manner. Furthermore, 
FDA agrees that most sodium is added 
in manufacturing and processing; 

however, the'agency has restricted 
sodium/hypertension health claims to 
foods naturally low or processed to be 
low in sodium and salt. 

V. Requirements 

FDA received many comments about 
its proposed disqualifying criteria for 
sodium and hypertension health claims. 
Some of these comments supported and 
some opposed the concept of 
disquali^ing criteria, the selected 
nutrients, the proposed levels, and the 
per 100-gram (g) criterion. 

FDA has made several changes that 
affect disqualifying criteria, and these 
changes are discussed more fully in the 
final rules on general requirements for 
nutrient content claims, general 
requirements for health claims. 
Reference Daily Intakes (RDI’s) and 
Daily Reference Values (DRV’s), and 
serving sizes, which are published 
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register. FDA Jias retained sodium, fat, 
saturated fat, and cholesterol as 
disqualifying and disclosxire nutrients, 
but the levels have changed due to 
changes in serving sizes, in the caloric 
basis for DV’s (from 2,360 to 2,000 
kilocalories), in the cutoff percentage for 
disqualifying nutrients (from 15 percent 
to 20 percent of the DV), and in me 
density criteria for disqualifying 
nutrients (from per 100 g to per 50 g for 
foods with reference amounts of 30 g or 
less or two tablespoons or less). As 
discussed below, these changes have 
resulted in additional foods qualifying 
for sodium/hypertension health claims. 

The requirement that foods meet the 
"low sodium" content claim 
requirements was inadvertently 
removed from the proposed regulation 
and a notice to that effect appeared in 
Corrections to Proposed Regulations (57 
FR 8180, March 6,1992). It has been 
added to the final rule as new 
§101.74(c)(2)(ii). 

21. Several comments supported 
FDA’s requirement that, in order to 
qualify for sodium/hypertension health 
claims, foods must meet the qualifying 
criterion for "low sodium" foods. 
Comments also favored allowing health 
claims only on foods that make a 
nutritional contribution to the diet. One 
comment supported requiring foods to 
meet the “very low sodium" (35 mg 
sodium) rather than the "low sodium" 
(140 mg sodium) criterion before being 
allowed to bear sodium/hypertension 
health claims. It argued thiat this would 
be consistent with prior FDA practices 
and with scientific evidence that only 
primitive societies with sodium intalto 
levels at or below this level can avoid 
developing hypertension. The comment 
further argued that the only appropriate 
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target populclian for scMliuia/ 
hf^itoDsitm heallia clunw is 
individuals on medicdlj restrktod 
diets, (hat die medical evidence attests 
that <»ily salt-sensitive hypertensives 
would benatit firem sodium lestzirtion, 
and that the INTERSALT Qlef. 37) data 
showed no effect for diets between 
2,300 mg and 4,000 mg sodium per di^. 
The comment concluded tiiet 15 to 26 
servings of “veiy low sodium" foods 
would provide e daily intake of tmly 
52S to 910 mg sodium, end that this 
intake level corresponds to the intakes 
of low sodirim populations that had 
little or no hypertension, and wonid, 
therefore, be low enou^ to have an 
impact on blood piressure. 

FDA disagrees with these comments 
and contends that restricting sodium/ 
hypertension health claims to ‘Tow 
sodium" foods is consistent with piiogr 
agency initiatives that emphasized 
dwel^ng and maintaining policies 
appropriate for the general p^lic |47 
FR 26580. June 18.1982; aiui 49 FS. 
15510. April 18,1984). The agency does 
not agree that tlM only appropriate 
target population is individuals on 
medically restricted diets. Furihennoie. 
as discussed in comments 17 and 18 of 
this document, FDA disagrees that only 
hypertensives would henu^ hom 
reduced sodium intakes. Estimates 
suggest that 15 to 45 percent ol 
nonnotensives are likely to benefit from 
salt {sodium} nadudion (Ref. 116). Even 
within “normal ranges," lower blood 
pressures are generally associatod with 
reduced mortality risk idr the 
normotensive jx^ulatian es well as lor 
the hypertensive population (Refs. 68. 
69, a^ 114). In addition. 15 to 26 
servings of'"low sodium" foods would 
provide from 2.100 to 3.640 mg sodium 
per day. This is ccmsistent with (he DV 
for sodimn of 2,400 mg, puhlisted 
elsewhere in this issue the Federal 
Register. This is also consistent with 
FDA's policy that health claims are 
intended for (he general population. 
Conversely, requiring foods bearing 
health claims to meet requirements for 
“very low sodium" could resuh in a 
sodium intake from 525 to 910 mg 
sodium per day. a value more 
appropriate for therapeutic diets than 
for di^ for the general populatkm. FDA 
is encouraging the entire population to 
moderate sodium intadbe. but the goal for 
the Ihiitad Stetes is not to try to reach 
the sodium intoke levels of primitive 
societies. Although the INTERSALT 
data cited in the comment on the 
relationship between sodium and blood 
pressure were generally incxmciusive 
when the four populntians with (1» 
lowest sodium intakes iveis mcdwled. 

the data on (be reletionship between 
sodhnn intake end (rends in blood 
pressme with age rennuned positiva and 
simificant. 

The definition of "low eodium" 
regidres (hat foods crnitain less (ban 140 
mg Bodlnm per referehce anraunt and 
per 50 g for foods with reference 
amourils of 30 g or less or 2 tablespoons 
or less. The "pw SO g" criterion is a 
change from (be proposed criterion td 
"per 100 g," and tins change is 
discussed in further detail inlhe final 
rule on general remitainents far 
mStrieot content cirims, which is 
piddtshed ahewfaere in tilts issue of &e 
FadaialRegistor. 

In the companion docBfnertt on 
general raqaureraents lor health claims, 
FDA is also prohilrtiag dmms on foods 
lacking natoraliy ooourring nntriente 
(La., in order to bear health claims, 
foods must naturally contaun a 
mininnnn of 10 percent of (be REH or 
DRV for one of six ^ecified nutiients: 
Ftetein. fiber, v^amin A. vitamin C, 
calcium, and iron}. The changes m (he rlifying criteria far “low s^ium,'” in 

disqualifying levels for fat, saturated 
fat. and obolest^l, and in the 
restrictfotts to foods with naturally 
ocoaning nutrients have resulted in (he 
qualificaSton of some additicmal foods 
for sodium/hypertenrion health chums 
and the disqualification of foods lacking 
significant naturally occurring nutrients. 
Examples of foods thet may bear 
sodium/hypertension claims include 
several ad^tional fi^ and shellfish 
products, egg substitutes, and a few 
skim raiUc dieeses. Exaiitofes of foods 
tint would have cjualified for health 
claims uxider (he pressed rules but no 
longer ^ctalify include beverages such as 
carbonated drinks, coffras, and teas; 
most candies, cookies, baked goods, and 
icings; maigarines and salad dressings; 
sweeteners; most jams and Jellies; a few 
canned fruits; and a few canned and raw 
vegetables. 

22. One comment argued that foods 
allowed to beer sodium/h3rpertension 
health rilaims ^nmld have a calorie 
restriction, since obesity is a ririt feotor 
for hi^ blood possure. 

FDA disagrees. Sodium/hypertenskm 
health claims are intended for the 
general population and not marely for 
toose who need to restrict their caloric 
intri^e. It would be a disservice to 
restrict health claims to low calorie 
foods, since many people who are at 
risk for hl^ blood pressure and can 
benefit from consuming foods that are 
low in sodium may not need to 
consume foods low in calories. In 
addition, althou^ everyone Is 
encouraged to consume a diet low in 
sodium, individuals cam select a variety 

of foods witii differeit sodium and 
calorie contents to meet their dfotaiy 
needs. 

23. Some comments approved of tire 
model health claim 'message. Others 
expressed concern tiiat, by intdu£ng too 
much information, daims would 
become overly burdensome and 
ineffective end would discourage 
manufecturers from usiiig them and 
consumers from reaefing them. One 
ooemsent suggested a simplm daim: "A 
low sodiura diet can help to lower hlppd 
preesere im some people wi& high 
nood pressora.** 

FDA appradirtet the couoecn sboeft 
Icmg—dbuidensome messages and has 
discussed (his issoa in the rale or 
gBaesal xequiremeots for hosHh daiiiM 
pifo^shed elsewhere in tius issue of the 
Federal Seristcr. Upon reoonsidecatioa, 
the agency has ooads several changes 
that will simplify tdains and limit the 
amount of reqni^ informadan. whiie 
assuring thet drims are deer and 
nonmi^eading to consmaers. The 
proposed regulation would have 
imposed the following raquiremeats on 
hedtii claiBit: “Ihe beakh dfom stsAes 
that a low sodium diet is assexiatod 
with or related to loiver blood pressure 
in some people. Alternatively, the 
health -ddm can state that a high 
sodium diet is associatod with orselalHl 
to hi^€kr blood pressure ia some 
people" (proposed % 101.74(cK2]); eed 
‘The health claim identifies the 
populations at greatest risk of 
developing high blood presstae as being 
the elderly and those with family 
histories 'of high blood pressure and 
states that othiu dietary risk factois 
associated with hi^ blood pressure 
indude alcohol consusapfion and 
excess weight" (proposed 
§101.74(c)(2j). 

These requirements have been 
simplified to require that daims use the 
words “may" or^'mi^^t" 
(§lt)l,74{£M2)(I)(A)3 (see comment 18 of 
this document); that the disease and 
nutrient terms be "high blood pressure" 
(§ 101.74tc){2j{i)(B)). and "sodium” 
(§ ltn.74(c)(2)U)iC)). respectively (this Is 
consistent with the proposed rule); and 
theft daims not state any degree of risk 
reduction (§ 101.74tc)l2)(i)IDJ) (see 
comment 26 of this document The 
agency believes that simplifying the 
relationship statement will make the 
message shorter and easier for 
consumers to understand. In order to be 
consistent with otiier regulations, FDA 
has used wording associating diets low 
in sodium “to reduced risk of high 
blood pressure*’ rather than the wordQqg 
suggested in the comment To lower 
blood pressure.'” This phrasing more 
accurately captures the relationship 
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between sodium intake and high blood 
pressure than the proposal, which 
would have permitted claims to note the 
“association” or “relation” of sodium to 
blood pressiire. In addition, as 
discxissed in comment 18 of this 
document, the wording “in some 
people” has been deleted. 

24. One comment opposed identifying 
specific risk populations in health 
claims and argued that other 
populations would assume they do not 
need to be concerned. Others argued 
that the inclusion of risk populations 
and dietary risk factors made claims too 
long and burdensome. Still others 
provided data on other dietary factors, 
such as the potassium, calcium, 
magnesium, or chloride ion content or 
the ratio of sodium to potassium (Refs. 
15. 19, 21. 24, 26. 28. 32. 36, 39. 61. 65. 
66, 67, 73. 77. 86, 88,101,110, and 115) 
or suggested that these other dietary 
factors should be discussed and 
acknowledged in health claims as 
dietary risk factors. 

FDA recognizes that high blood 
pressure is a multifactorial disease and 
that research has indicated that other 
nutrients may be associated with high 
blood pressure. However, in the 1990 
amendments, Gingress directed the 
agency to evaluate, within a short 
period of time, the relationship between 
sodium and hypertension. Thus, FDA’s 
present assessment of the scientific 
evidence is limited to this relationship. 
References in a sodium/hypertension 
health claim to other specified nutrients 
would constitute a health claim for 
these nutrients and would not be 
allowed unless authorized through the 
petition process set out in the final rule 
on general requirements for health 
claims, published elsewhere in this 
issue of the Federal Register. 

FDA is concerned that allowing the 
unrestricted listing of risk factors for 
high blood pressure other than sodium 
intakes could result in risk factors of 
little relative importance or with 
minimal scientific support being 
included on labels. Depending on the 
context in which they are discussed, 
information on risk factors other than 
sodium can be misleading. However, the 
agency is also concerned that consumers 
could be misled into overemphasizing 
the impact of sodium on blood pressure 
or into believing that high blood 
pressure can be controlled by sodium 
restriction alone. Proposed 
§ 101.74(c)(3) would have required 
health claims to include information 
identifying populations at greatest risk 
of developing hypertension and other 
risk factors associated with high blood 
pressure. 

Upon reconsideration. FDA has 
chosen to limit the mandatory health 
claim requirement for sodium and 
hypertension to a short statement 
containing the minimum essential 
information and to allow additional 
information on an optional basis. Under 
the final regulation, claims must 
indicate that the development of high 
blood pressure depends on many 
factors. This requirement is intended to 
prevent consumers from being misled 
that sodium intake alone is connected 
with high blood pressure. However, in 
order to permit shorter claims, the final 
regulation dose not require that specific 
risk factors be identified. FDA has listed 
major risk factors for which there is 
general scientific agreement in 
§ 101.74(d)(1). Under that section, a 
claim “may identify one or more of the 
following risk factors for development 
of high blood pressure in addition to 
dietary sodium consumption: family 
history of high blood pressure, growing 
older, alcohol consumption, and excess 
weight.” FDA encourages manufactures 
to provide useful and accurate 
information on risk factors, but advises 
that, if specific information about 
disease risk is included in health 
claims, then the information must of 
course be presented in a truthful and 
nonmisleading manner. 

VI. Optional Information 

25. One comment supported 
encouraging 2,400 mg sodium as a 
maximum intake recommendation for 
the public at large, and another agreed 
that current intakes of sodium are well 
in excess of need and recommendations. 
Another comment strongly opposed 
including a statement that sodium 
intake should not exceed 2,400 mg. 
indicating that this value is a reference 
level, not a maximum intake level. 

In response to comments urging the 
agency to shorten health claims and to 
provide more consistent regulations, 
FDA has decided to retain this 
information, but to move it to the 
significance statement. While most 
people should target their sodium 
intakes within the 500 to 2,400 mg 
range, a very few individuals may need 
more than the minimum because of 
excessive sweat losses, and some high 
calorie consumers may find 2,400 mg 
impossible to meet. Section 101.74(d)(2) 
will permit the inclusion of information 
from the significance statement in a 
health claim. Consequently, proposed 
§ 101.74(d)(1) has been deleted, and the 
following sentence has been added to 
the significance statement in 
§ 101.74(b)(4): “Sodium is an essential 
nutrient, and experts have 
recommended a safe minimum level of 

500 mg sodium per day and a upper 
level of 2,400 mg sodium per day, the 
FDA Daily Value for sodium.” 

26. Comments from both health 
professionals and trade associations 
strongly supported requiring that 
sodium/hypertension health claims 
contain a statement that individuals 
with high blood pressure should consult 
their physicians for medical advice and 
treatment. There were no comments 
opposing this statement or requesting 
that it remain optional, as proposed, 
although some comments expressed 
general objections to the length of health 
claims. 

In the proposal, FDA expressed 
concern that some people might attempt 
to use the ready availability of sodium 
labeling, and in particular sodium/ 
hypertension health claims, to self- 
medicate or treat their hypertension 
without consulting a physician, 
especially since many people are aware 
of the dangers of hypertension (Ref. 56) 
and can easily learn their blood pressure 
levels by visiting a health professional 
or using “do it yourself’ machines in 
grocery stores or shopping malls. 
Requiring the statement about physician 
consultations as part of the health claim 
might give consumers the erroneous 
impression that there is no benefit in 
making recommended dietary changes 
unless they have been identified as 
hypertensive. On the other hand, FDA 
remains concerned about hypertensives 
foregoing needed medical diagnosis and 
treatment. Specifically, definitions of 
hypertension or normotension in terms 
of blood pressure readings could 
encourage self-diagnosis, and 
information relating specific sodium 
intakes to specific reductions in blood 
pressure could encourage self-treatment. 
To decrease the likelihood of self- 
diagnosis or treatment based on health 
claims, in new § 101.74(c)(2)(i)(D) FDA 
has specifically prohibited claims from 
including any information on the degree 
of risk reduction for high blood pressure 
associated with sodium reduction. The 
agency has also has removed the 
following quantitative statements from 
the significance statement in new 
§ 101.74(b); 

Estimates suggest that reducing sodium 
intake by 100 millimoles (mmol) per day 
(2,300 mg of sodium or approximately one 
rounded teaspoon of saltj would correspond 
to an average lowering of blood pressure of 
approximately 2.2 mm Hg systolic and 0.1 
mm Hg diastolic. Because these are 
population-wide estimates, the magnitude of 
the effect for sensitive individuals would be 
greater. Estimates suggest that, for the age 
range from 25 to 55, a 100 mmol per day 
(2,300 milligrams (mg) per day) lower 
lifetime intake of sodium would correspond 
to a reduction in mortality rates of 
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approxhnatety le pBrceirt for coronary heart 
disease and 23 percent for stroke. 

FDA has decided to limit die 
information required in health claims to 
that which is essential. Therefore, the 
agency has retained the physician 
consuhatjon stateoaent as cplkmal 
information, § 10I.74(dK7j. However* 
should manubcturers choose to include 
informatian thalt could increase the 
likelihood of ccHOSumers eelf-diagnoang 
or sell-tfeating their hypertension* thatt 
information must he pnesented in a dear 
and nonmisleading maaner. For 
example, ciaims should not 
overeini^iasize the impoitaaace of 
sodium in reducmg hfood pressure, in 
addition* should Tnanafecturers inchade 
specific informatioo that would assist 
consuiaeTS in self-diagnosing their 
hypertension* such as d^nitions at 
either high or normal blood pressure, 
then the physician oonsultatum 
statement would be mandatary, and dus 
requirement has been inchided in i»w 
§ 101*74(dK7j: 

The chrim may state that individuals with 
high biood pressure should consult their 
physicians for medical advioe and treetraent. 
if the daim dehaes high or Aormal blood 
pressure, then the health daini must state 
^latt ifldividaals with high bkK>d pressure 
should consult their physidans Iw medical 
advice and treatment. 

Because high blood pressure is a 
serioois disease that oftmi has no 
outwardly observable symptoms, FDA 
encourages manufacturers to include a 
physician referral statement as a public 
service, and requires it when health 
claims include-information that could 
encourage self-diagnosis or treatment. 

27. The agency proposed to permit the 
optional use of the term **8811” in 
addition to the term “sodium” in health 
claims. However, because of recent 
studies, end the increasii^ body of 
evidence identifying sodium chloride 
rather than sodium alone as the active 
substance in affecting Wood pressure, 
the agency specifically requested 
comments regarding ^ eppropriateness 
of selecting s^ium rather than sodium 
chlonda as the specified nutrient and on 
allowing the term “salt” in addition to 
the term “sodium** in health tdaims. 
One comment objected to allowing the 
term *“8811” in addition to the terra 
"sodium," arguing that FDA polknes 
have been based on sodium* that the 
1990 amendments specify sodium, that 
it would be arbitrary and capricioas to 
indic^e sodium chloride without 
providing e scientific basts, that 
consumers -would consider the two 
interchangeably, and that it would 
undermine pretrious education efforts. 
Other comments provided data on 

sodium salts other than sodium chloride 
and argued dial die effect of sodium on 
blood pressure was due not to sodium 
alone but rather to sodium In 
combination -with chloride. One 
comment noted that only studies 
in-volving sodium as the chloride salt 
have resulted in demonstrable increases 
in blood pressure. The comment urged 
the agency to permit salt/hypertensicn 
health claims and not sodium/ 
hypertension health claims. The FASEB 
report IRef. 13Bj concluded that “the 
impact of dietary sodium on Mood 
pressure depends on the provision of 
sodium as the chlodde." 

After consideiiirg the comments and 
data submitted in response to the 
proposed rule, FDA has concluded that 
these issues are very complex. Sdt or 
sodium chloride is die major source of 
sodium in foods, and over the years 
most of the studies investigating the 
effect of sodium cm blood pressure have 
involved either increasing or decreasing 
sodium chloride intake (56 FR 60825, 
Table 2. Refs. 44* 45, «0,109,121* 122j. 
Many dietary guidance discussions, 
policies, and recommendations refer to 
both sodium and salt (Refs. 43* 62, and 
85). and die use of the term '"salt" 
would make claims more 
understandable to many people. For 
these reasons, the agency has deckled to 
make final its proposal to permit the 
optional use of the term "salt" In 
addition to ‘*sodium.*’ 

FDA acknowledges that some studies 
and reviews indicate that sodium 
chloride and other sodium salts have 
distinct effects on blood pressure TRefs. 
31. 43* 48, 79.87, and 92). The agency 
recognizes that, if it is true that “‘salt" 
and not "sodium" is implicated in hi^ 
blood pressure, products contalniug 
other sources cif sodium may be 
incorrectly considered to promote hl^ 
blood pressure. At present, however* 
there is not significant scientific 
agreement that only sodium chloride 
affects blood pressure, as evidenced by 
the fact that authoritaftive documents 
have not limited their recommendations 
to salt. Limiting health claims to “'salt" 
would represent a significant policy 
change and would have implications for 
many other regulations. FDA has 
therefore concluded that a thoroqgh 
review of all the data and an 
oppoTtmiily for public commeirt are 
required before such a shift. If 
concerned parties believe that, based on 
^e totality of the publicly available 
scientific evidence, there is significant 
scientific agreenrent that sodium 
chloride, and not just sodium, is 
associated with high blood pressure, 
diey should petition the agency for a 
change in the regulation. 

28. No comments were received 
regardii^ FDA’s tentative decision to 
allow the term '"hypertension" in 
addition to the term *‘hlgh blood 
pressure." Consequently, FDA has 
retained this provision in the optional 
information section of the regulation* 
althoucji the numbering bas changed 
from ? 101.74(d)l4) to Id]l5). 

29. Comments to the pi&lic docket on 
sodium and hypertension strongly 
supported Consumer Summaries. One 
comment recommended developing 
additional summaries to target specific 
audiences. A few comments suggested 
specific changes in the wording 
provided in the proposed rule. 
However, cocnments to the public 
docket for the general requkements for 
health claims geuieraily opposed 
Consumer Suounmies. 

FDA acknowledges the interest 
expressed by comments in the consumer 
summaries. However, the e^ency has 
been persuaded by the comments 
received ovecaU relative to health Maims 
{See the general requiresoents for health 
claims final rule published elsewhere in 
this Federal Regbder). FDA notes that 
considerable educational efforts am 
planned and Consumer Summaiies as 
part of the preasfole and not in tha 
codified language had limited utility* 

Vn. Model HeaMi Oaims 

30. Several coiaai«its approved the 
model health Maim for sodi^ and 
hypertension. Others objected to its 
lea^b or to specific required 
inimmadon, and these comments have 
been addressed in comments 18* 23.24. 
and 27 of thisdocumenL FDA has 
provided new naodel health Mahns to 
illuirtrate changes made in the puroposed 
regulations. 

VIIL Additional Scientific Data 

To assuie that significant new 
evidence had not l^ome availaMe 
subsequent to the proposal, FDA 
iq>datted he review of the scientific 
evidence with human studies that were 
directly relevant to the proposed rule or 
became available alter puMication of its 
proposal .(see Table). 

A. Review of Scientific Studies and Data 

1. Relationship of sodium intake to 
blood pressure 

Pavek and Pavek (Ref. 146) conducted 
an intervention study in 35 mild, 
untreated hypertensives (15 males, 20 
females) to determine the Mood 
pressure sensitivity to 72-hour salt 
depletion achieved through a low sah 
diet consisting of unprocessed rice, 
potatoes, fruits, vegetables, and 2 liters 
(L) of tap water. Osciilometric, 
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auscultatory, and ambulatory blood 
pressure measurements were taken, and 
sodium intake was determined by 24- 
hour urine collections. Average 24-hour 
urinary sodium decreased by 17.5 mmol 
(400 mg), and average body weight by 
3.1 percent. Average SBP decreased 
significantly (Oscillometric: 147.3 to 
134.8 mm Hg; Auscultatory: 148.0 to 
134.4 mm Hg; and Ambulatory 
Oscillometric: 138.6 to 130.4 mm Hg). 
Average DBP changed little, and only 
oscillometric measurements were 
statistically significant. Determination 
of individual salt sensitivity varied 
greatly and depended on the type of 
blood pressure measurement 
considered. 

Dustan and Kirk (Ref. 125) 
investigated the effect of sodium 
depletion (9 meq or 210 mg sodium 
diet) followed by sodium loading (9 meq 
or 210 mg sodium plus 3.88 meq or 90 
mg sodium per kilogram (kg)) in 51 
normotensive white (19 male, 32 
female), 18 normotensive black (7 male, 
16 female), and 21 hypertensive black (5 
male, 16 female) patients and the effect 
of sodium loading followed by sodium 
depletion in 11 normotensive white (2 
male, 9 female). 16 normotensive black 
(6 male, 10 female), and 19 hypertensive 
black (4 male, 15 female) patients. The 
order of sodium loading and depletion 
did not affect mean arterial pressure in 
normotensive white patients (blood 

ressure did not vary) or in 
ypertensive black patients (blood 

pressure rose during sodium loading 
and fell during sodium depletion). Mean 
arterial pressure in normotensive black 
patients did not vary when sodium 
depletion was followed by sodium 
loading, but when the order was 
reversed, mean arterial pressure fell 
during sodium depletion and rose 
during sodium loading. 

A study by Elliott et al. (Ref. 126) 
analyzed data collected as part of a 
random sample of 58 subjects aged 40 
or above (29 male, 29 female) from a 
North London population that included 
diabetics (6 subjects) and individuals 
taking antihypertensive medication (5 
subjects) or diuretics (3 subjects). SBP 
was significantly and positively related 
to 24-hour xuinary sodium excretion 
and remained significant after 
adjustment for age, sex, and body mass 
index. DBP was significantly related to 
24-hour urinary sodium excretion; 
however, the significance was 
borderline after adjustment for age and 
sex and insignificant after additional 
adjustment for body mass index. The 
reliability of complete 24-hour urine 
collection was monitored by para- 
aminobenzoic acid, and the significance 
of the results was greater in the 

subgroup identified as having the most 
complete urine collections. The within- 
individual variation in sodium intake 
was estimated from data on 11 subjects 
who completed two 24-hour collections. 
A reduction of 50 mmol (1,150 mg) 
sodium was associated with lower SBP 
and DBP of 5.3 and 1.4 mm Hg. 
respectively. 

I^aw and Barrett-Conner (Ref. 128) 
examined the relationship between 
blood pressure and sodium estimated 
from dietary recall data in upper middle 
class white Southern Californian 
subjects (584 men and 718 women). 
Age-adjusted SBP and DBP correlated 
significantly with dietary sodium intake 
in men but not in women and with the 
sodium/potassium ratio in both men 
and women. The relationship persisted 
over the entire range of blood pressures 
and dietary intakes. The authors 
concluded that the results support the 
hypothesis that dietary sodium and 
potassium are related to blood pressure 
within a population. 

He et al. (Kef. 139) investigated the 
relationship of 4 dietary ions, including 
sodium, to Mood pressure in 4 
population groups of Southern Chinese 
men from the Sichuan Province: 119 Yi 
farmers from remote villages in the high 
mountains, 114 Yi farmers from lower 
elevation, mountainside villages, 89 Yi 
people who had migrated to the county 
seat, and 97 Han people who were 
native residents of the county seat. 
Dietary and urinary sodium were 
significantly and positively correlated 
with SBP and DBP, even after 
controlling for age, body mass index, 
heart rate, alcohol, and total energy 
intake. Analysis at the individual level 
confirmed these results. 

Forte et al. (Ref. 132) studied the 
effect of a health education program on 
salt reduction and blood pressure 
response in two matched rural 
Portuguese communities (150 of 
approximately 800 subjects studied in 
each community) with initially high 
daily salt intakes (360 mmol or 8,300 mg 
sodium). The health education program 
in the intervention community 
emphasized adding less salt in the 
kitchen, eating less cod fish and fewer 
sausages, and adding less salt to home- 
baked bread. In addition, local bakers 
were asked to reduce the salt added to 
bread by 50 percent during the 2-year 
trial. Mean sodium intake fell in the 
intervention community (364 mmol or 
8,370 mg to 202 mmol or 4,640 mg) and 
rose slightly in the control community 
(352 mmol or 8,100 mg to 371 mmol or 
8,530 mg). In the intervention 
community, average blood pressure 
decreased (SBP: decrease of 3.6 mm Hg 
at one year and 5.0 mm Hg at 2 years. 

DBP: decrease of 5.0 mm Hg at 1 year 
and 5.1 mm Hg DBP at 2 years); 
however, in the control community, 
average SBP rose and DBP remained 
constant. 

2. Risk factors for high blood pressure 

Beretta-Piccoli (Ref. 134) studied total 
exchemgeable sodium in 62 
normotensive (SBP <130 mm Hg, DBP 
< 90 mm Hg) Swiss males with and 
without a family history of hypertension 
(31 subjects each, matched by age, 
height, and weight) on a normal daily 
sodium intake (150 mmol or 3,400 mg) 
and, in a subgroup of 23 subjects (13 
with and 10 without a family history of 
hypertension), Beretta-Piccoli studied 
the adaptation of exchangeable sodium 
to variations in dietary sodium intake 
(low urinary sodium of 17 mmol or 390 
mg versus high iirinary sodium of 270 
mmol or 6,200 mg). In the first, matched 
study, blood pressures tended to be 
higher in the group with a family 
history of high blood pressure. In the 
second, subgroup study, blood pressures 
increased with sodium intake in all 
subjects, but the magnitude of increase 
was greater in subjects with a family 
history of hypertension (SBP: 119 to 126 
mm Hg, DBP: 76 to 80 mm Hg) than in 
those without (SBP: 112 to 113 mm Hg, 
DBP: 69 to 71 mm Hg). 

3. Hypertensives versus normotensives 

In addition to the Dustan study (Ref. 
125) considered above, two additional 
studies investigated differences in 
responses for hypertensives and 
normotensives. Gill et al. (Ref. 127) 
investigated various hormonal changes 
in response to various dietary sodium 
levels. The study classified 19 patients 
with normal renin idiopathic 
hypertension as salt-sensitive (mean 
arterial pressure increases of 8 to 14 
percent) (8 patients) or salt-resistant 
(mean arterial pressure changes from -7 
to +7 percent) (11 patients) as compared 
with 5 normotensive subjects (mean 
arterial pressure changes from -3 to +7 
percent). Subjects were fed a constant 
isocaloric diet supplemented with 
sodium chloride to provide 3 dietary 
levels of sodium intake: 9 meq (200 mg). 
109 meq (2,500 mg), and 249 meq (5,700 
mg). Average mean arterial blood 
pressures on the low sodium relative to 
the high sodium diet changed from 79 
to 83 mm Hg in the normotensive 
subjects, fr^m 104 to 114 mm Hg in the 
salt-sensitive hypertensive patients, and 
remained balanced at 114 mm Hg in the 
salt-resistant hypertensive patients. 

Weinberger and Fineberg (Ref. 141) 
conducted 3 studies in Indiana. The first 
investigated the reproducibility of 
determining salt-sensitivity in 28 
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normotensive (BP < 140/90) and 
hypertensive (antihypertension therapy 
or BP ^ 140/90 on at least 3 occasions) 
subjects. Salt-sensitivity was defined in 
terms of response to sodium chloride 
infusion (change from 2 L of 0.9 percent 
sodium chloride to 10 mmol or 230 mg 
sodium per day) where mean arterial 
blood pressure responses of 10 mm Hg 
or greater, of 5 mm Hg or less, and of 
6 to 10 mm Hg were classified as salt- 
sensitive, salt-resistant, and 
indeterminant, respectively. The 
authors reported that the majority (18 of 
28) were consistent in their responses. 
The second study investigated the 
influence of age on blood pressure 
response to the salt-sensitivity 
procedure described above in 430 
normotensive and 230 hypertensive 
subjects. Sodium sensitivity increased 
progressively with age in hypertensive 
subjects but not in normotensive 
subjects until they reached 60 years of 
age and older. The third study assessed 
changes in blood pressure over 10 or 
more years in subjects classified 
initially using the salt-sensitivity 
procedure described above: 13 
hypertensives (10 salt-senstive, 3 salt- 
resistant) and 18 normotensives (6 salt- 
sensitive, 12 salt-resistant). 

4. Salt sensitivity 

In addition to the Gill study (Ref. 127) 
and the Weinberger study (Ref. 141) 
considered above, two other studies 
investigated the salt sensitivity issue. 
Sullivan et al. (Ref. 130) studied 65 
borderline hypertensive (DBP generally 
below 90 mm Hg but greater than 90 
mm Hg on at least 3 occasions) and 92 
normotensive subjects to investigate 
different characteristics of sodium- 
sensitive and sodium-resistant 
individuals. Many parameters were 
studied while subjects followed their 
usual diets, 10 meq (230 mg) sodium/60 
meq potassium diets, and 200 meq 
(4,600 mg) sodium per 60 meq 
potassium diets. Sodium sensitivity was 
defined as a 5 percent increase in blood 
pressure between the low sodium and 
the high sodium states; the prevalence 
of sodium sensitivity was higher in 
blacks (27 percent of normotensives and 
50 percent of borderline hypertensives) 
than in whites (15 percent of 
normotensives and 29 percent of 
borderline hypertensives). Sodium 
depletion and repletion had a variable 
effect on blood pressure, and mean 
blood pressure rose 6.5 percent in those 
identified as sodium sensitive as 
compared with 0 percent in those 
identified as sodium resistant. 

Espinel (Ref. 143) conducted a 3- 
phase dietary salt intervention trial to 
characterize the response of 30 well- 

established adult hypertensive patients 
(DBP greater than 90 mm Hg) to dietary 
salt. The unrestricted-salt phase 
certified the presence of hypertension 
and documented the customary salt 
intake. The restricted-salt phase (2 g 
salt) (<34 mmol salt or 780 mg sodium) 
identified 13 patients, who were 
considered salt-sensitive, who could 
control their DBP (below 90 mm Hg) on 
a salt-restricted diet containing less than 
2 g salt per day (SBP: from 177.1 to 
145.1 mm Hg; DBP: horn 105.4 to 82.0 
mm Hg). The blood pressures of the 
remaining patients were reduced as well 
(SBP: from 173.3 to 164.1 mm Hg; DBP: 
from 102.9 to 98.2 mm Hg) but not 
enough to return to normotensive levels. 
In the salt-step phase, salt was added to 
the diet established during the 
restricted-salt phase in a stepwise 
manner (increases of 1 g salt or 390 mg 
sodium; each step lasting at least 3 days) 
to determine the level of salt that 
triggered hypertension in individual 
patients. This level was termied the Salt 
Hypertension Threshold for that patient 
and in the 13 patients ranged from 3 to 
16 g salt (1,200 to 6,200 mg sodium) per 
day. The test was repeated between 2 
months and 1 1/2 years later and the 
results remained stable and 
reproducible. 

5. Long-term effect 

The results of an 18-month trial on 
normotensives, the TOHP Collaborative 
Research Group study abstract (Ref. 123) 
was included in the proposed 
regulation, and the final study results 
are summarized here (Ref. 145). The 
TOHP Collaborative Research Group 
study included 7 nonpharmacologic 
interventions, 3 life-style changes 
(weight reduction, sodium reduction, 
and stress management), and 4 
nutritional supplements (calcium, 
magnesium, potassium, and fish oil) in 
2,182 normotensive (DBP from 80 to 89 
mm Hg) subjects (70 percent male). The 
sodium-reduction intervention 
emphasized shopping, cooking, and 
food selection behavior aimed at 
reducing sodium intake, and at 18 
months had achieved average daily 
reductions of 55.19 mmol sodium (1,270 
mg) as compared to 11.33 mmol sodium 
(260 mg) in the control group from 
initial baseline values of 154.6 mmol 
(3,550 mg) and 156.4 mmol (3,600 mg) 
in the two groups, respectively. 
Statistically significant average 
decreases in blood pressure were 
reported in the intervention group as 
compared with the control group for 
both DBP (decrease of 0.9 mm Hg) and 
SBP (decrease of 1.7 mm Hg). 

Joosens and Kesteloot (Ref. 147) 
reanalyzed data from 3,328 subjects 

collected as part of 6 Belgian surveys 
conducted between 1967 and 1986. Six 
of the surveys included blood pressure 
data and five included 24-hour sodium 
excretion data. Betw’een 1967 and 1986, 
the mean standardized sodium 
excretion decreased from 265 to 160 
mmol in men (6,100 to 3,700 mg) and 
from 208 to 160 mmol in women (4,800 
to 3,700 mg). Mean SBP decreased finm 
169 to 142 mm Hg in men and from 171 
to 147 mm Hg in women..The 
prevalence of hypertension (SBP >159 
mm Hg) decreased from 51 to 21 percent 
in men and from 66 to 22 percent in 
women, and severe hypertension (SBP > 
220 mm Hg) nearly disappeared. During 
the same period, body mass index 
increased 1.1 kg/m^ in men and was 
unchanged in women. Since increased 
weight is associated with increases in 
blood pressure, the observed decreases 
in blood pressure could not be ascribed 
to changes in weight. The proportion of 
subjects receiving treatment for 
hypertension increased from 10 to 36 
percent in men and from 18 to 41 
percent in women. The increased 
treatment would account for some of the 
observed decreases in blood pressure, 
but the authors concluded that 
treatment alone could not account for 
all of the observed changes in blood 
pressure. The authors used the 
correlation between sodium intake and 
blood pressure from the INTERSALT 
study (Ref. 37) and the observed 
decrease in sodium intake In Belgium 
from 1967 to 1986 in order to estimate 
the expected corresponding decrease in 
SBP. Considered together, the increase 
in treatment and the decrease in sodium 
intake were considered sufficient to 
explain the observed decreases in blood 
pressure. Methodologies in the six 
studies were similar but not identical, 
adding to the uncertainties. 

6. Sodium chloride versus other sodium 
salts 

Shore et al. (Ref. 129) conducted a 
randomized, crossover study to 
investigate the blood pressure response 
of six hypertensives (DBP between 90 to 
110 mm Hg) on low sodium diets of 10 
mmol (230 mg) sodium and 80 mmol 
potassium with the addition of either 
sodium chloride (120 mmol or 2,760 mg 
total daily sodium) or sodium potassium 
(122 mmol or 2,800 mg total daily 
sodium). Urinary sodium excretion was 
similar during both periods. However, 
blood pressures increased when sodium 
chloride was added to the diet, but not 
when sodium phosphate was added. 

7. Effect on medication requirements 

Weinberger et al. (Ref. 131) 
investigated whether free-living 
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hypertensive patients could reduce their 
m^ication by individualized dietary 
counseling aimed at moderately 
reducing their dietary sodium intake. 
Only 98 of the original 114 individuals 
completed the study and maintained 
significant reductions in mean sodium 
intake for 30 weeks. Those who 
achieved the 80 mmol (1,800 mg) 
sodium goal were more likely to have a 
reduction in a number of medications 
than those not reaching the goal. 

In an observer-blind, controlled trial, 
Little et al. (Ref. 140) compared tlie 
effect of a low sodium, low fat, high 
fiber diet against the individual 
components of the diet in reducing the 
amount of antihypertensive medication 
required by 196 patients with 
established hypertension. Medication 
reductions were 64 percent and 
significant on the combination diet, 45 
percent and insignificant on the low 
sodium diet, and 33 percent on the 
control diet; 57.5 percent of patients on 
the combination diet stopped all 
medication as compared with 24 
percent on the control diet. 

8. Effect of sodium intake on medicated 
patients 

Carney et al. (Ref. 136) used a 
randomized, double-blind, crossover 
study design to investigate the effect of 
100 mmol (2,300 mg) of sodium 
chloride on blood pressure control in 11 
patients with mild to moderate 
hypertension successfully treated with 
various hypotensive agents. No 
signiffcant changes in supine or erect 
blood pressure were observed in these 
medicated patients. 

9. Studies in children 

An intervention study by Ellison et al. 
(Ref. 148) involved reducing the sodium 
intake of students by 15 to 20 percent 
through changes in food purchasing and 
preparation practices in two boarding 
high schools. Each school served 
alternately as the control or the 
intervention school for one school year. 
Early in the year, blood pressures 
increased above baseline; however, as 
the year progressed blood pressures in 
the intervention school dropped and 
remained below baseline. The average 
SBP and DBP, adjusted for sex and 
initial blood pressure, were reduced by 
1.7 and 1.5 mm Hg, respectively, on the 
low sodium diet when measured ffom 
the beginning to the end of the school 
year. Changes in sodium intake were 
calculated from 24-hour food diaries 
completed periodically during the year, 
and no independent measurements were 
made to document changes in sodium 
intake. 

A longitudinal study by Geleijnse et 
al. (Ref. 149) collected blood pressure 
and electrolyte data annually from 233 
Netherlands children ranging in age 
from 5 to 17 years old (108 boys, 125 
girls) for an average period of 7 years in 
order to investigate tno association 
between sodium and potassium intake 
and the change in blood pressure over 
time. No significant association between 
sodium intake and the change in blood 
pressure over time was observed. Mean 
24-hour sodium intakes were calculated 
values and were based on six timed, 
overnight urine collections. 

Miller et al. (Ref. 150) conducted an 
intervention study in Indiana with 64 
male and 84 female white, normotensive 
children to determine if modest dietary 
restriction in childhood results in 
heterogeneous changes in blood 
pressure response. Families received 
instruction to assist them in restricting 
their dietary sodium to 60 mmol (1,380 
mg) per day. Average sodium decreased 
from 112.9 mmol (2,600 mg) to 53.4 
mmol (1,230 mg) in boys and from 91.1 
mmol (2,090 mg) to 41.1 mmol (940 mg) 
in girls. Changes in SBP were not 
significant for either boys or girls, but 
girls showed a decrease in DBP (p<0.05) 
and in mean arterial pressure. 

Rocchini et al. (Ret. 133) studied 
blood pressure changes in 60 obese and 
18 nonobese adolescents (10 to 16 years 
of age) on high salt diets (> 250 mmol 
or 5,700 mg sodium) per day and low 
salt diets (< 30 mmol or 700 mg sodium) 
per day with the caloric content held 
constant. In the obese adolescents, there 
was a statistically significant decrease in 
blood pressure on the low sodium diet 
(mean arterial pressure change from 92 
to 80 mg Hg), but no significant change 
was observed in the nonobese 
adolescents (mean arterial pressuie 
change from 76 to 77 mm Hg)l. The 
study was repeated on 51 of the obese 
adolescents after 20-week weight loss 
program. The 36 subjects who lost at 
least 1 kg of body weight (average 
weight loss 7.5 kg) had a reduced 
sensitivity of blood pressure to sodium 
(mean arterial pressure change from 82 
to 81 mm Hg) as compared to the 15 
subjects who lost less than 1 kg of body 
weight (mean arterial pressure change 
from 89 to 79 mm Hg). 

B. Conclusions from Scientific Studies 
and Data 

In assessing the new scientific 
evidence, FDA has considered whether 
the evidence significantly challenges 
any of its tentative conclusions 
presented in the proposed rule. 

The agency has determined that, 
although one study was inconclusive 
(Ref. 125), the scientific evidence 

continues to support a relationship 
between sodium and hypertension in 
adults (Refs. 123,126,127,128,132, 
134,139,141,146, and 147). In 
particular, the 3-year study on 
nonpharmacologic interventions (Ref. 
145) strengthens previously limited 
evidence on the l^riefits of long-term 
sodium reduction in reducing blood 
pressure. In addition, the Espinel study 
(Ref. 143) demonstrates the wide 
variability in blood pressure response to 
sodium and the long-term individual 
reproducibility. The studies on children 
sometimes showed an effect (Ref. 148), 
sometimes showed no effect (Ref. 149), 
and sometimes showed an effect in 
certain population subgroups but not in 
others (Refs. 133 and 150). The one 
study involving a nonchloride sodium 
salt (Ref. 129) showed an effect for 
sodium chloride but not for sodium 
phosphate, which supports the 
contention that sodium chloride and not 
sodium per se is important in blood 
pressure response (see comment 27 of 
this document). 

In conclusion, the new scientific 
evidence strengthens the conclusion 
reached in the proposed regulation that, 
based on the totality of the scientific 
evidence, there is significant scientific 
agreement that the evidence supports 
health claims that diets low in salt and 
sodium may help lower blood pressure 
in many people. 

IX. Conclusions 

FDA has responded to all comments 
received in response to the proposed 
sodium/hypertension health claim 
regulation. In addition, the agency has 
reviewed all additional scientific 
studies received in comments or 
independently identified and has 
determined that the new studies 
strengthen the conclusions reached in 
the proposed regulation. After 
considering the comments and the new 
scientific studies, the agency concludes 
that health claims for sodium and 
hypertension should be authorized. 

The agency has decided that the 
regulations for the authorized health 
claims are most useful if they follow a 
consistent format and require only 
information that the agency considers 
essential. Therefore, the agency has 
made a number of editorial changes in 
the proposed codified material of the 
sodium and hypertension health claim 
to make it more consistent with other 
authorized claims. 

X. Economic Impact 

In its food labeling proposals of 
November 27,1991 (56 FR 60366 et 
seq.), FDA stated that the food labeling 
reform initiative, taken as a whole. 
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would have associated costs in excess of 
the $100 million threshold that defines 
a major rule. Thus, in accordance with 
Executive Order 12291 and the 
Regulatory Flexibility Agt (Pub. L. 96- 
354), FDA developed one 
comprehensive regulatory impact 
analysis (RIA) that presented the costs 
and benehts of all of the food labeling 
provisions taken together. That RIA was 
published in the Federal Register of 
November 27,1991 (56 FR 60856), and 
along with the food labeling proposals, 
the agency requested comments on the 
RIA. 

FDA has evaluated more than 300 
comments that it received in response to 
the November 1991 RIA. FDA’s 
discussion of these comments is 
contained in the agency’s final RIA 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. In addition, FDA will 
prepare a final regulatory flexibility 
analysis (RFA) subsequent to the 
publication of the food labeling final 
rules. The final RFA will be placed on 
file with the Dockets Management 
Branch (HFA-305), Food and Drug 
Administration, rm. 1-23,12420 
Parklawn Dr., Rockville, MD 20857, and 
a notice will be published in the 
Federal Register announcing its 
availability. 

In the final RIA, FDA has concluded, 
based on its review of available data and 
comments, that the overall food labeling 
reform initiative constitutes a major rule 
as defined by Executive Order 12291, 
Further, the agency has concluded that 
although the costs of complying with 
the new food labeling requirements are 
substantial, such costs are outweighed 
by the public health benefits that will be 
realized through the use of improved 
nutrition information provided by food 
labeling. 

XI. Environmental Impact 

The agency has determined that, 
under 21 CFR 25.24(a)(ll), this action is 
of a type that does not individually or 
cumulatively have a significant impact 
on the human environment. Therefore, 
neither an environmental assessment 
nor an environmental impact statement 
is required. 
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List of Subjects in 21 CFR Part 101 

Food labeling. Reporting and 
recordkeeping requirements. 

Therefore, under the Federal Food, 
Drug, and Cosmetic Act and under 
authority delegated to the Commissioner 
of Food and Drugs, 21 CFR part iOl is 
amended as follows: 

PART 101—FOOD LABELING 

1. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 101 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Secs. 4, 5, 6, of the Fair 
Packaging and Labeling Act (15 U.S.C 1453, 
1454,1455); secs. 201, 301,402, 403, 409, 
701 of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act (21 U.S.C. 321, 331, 342, 343, 348, 371). 

2. Section 101.74 is added to subpart 
E to read as follows: 

§ 101.74 Health claims: sodium and 
hypertension. 

(a) Relationship between sodium and 
hypertension (high blood pressure). (1) 
Hypertension, or high blood pressure, 
generally means a systolic blood 
pressure of greater than 140 millimeters 
of mercury (mm Hg) or a diastolic blood 
pressure of greater than 90 mm Hg. 
Normotension, or normal blood 
pressure, is a systolic blood pressure 
below 140 mm Hg and diastolic blood 
pressure below 90 mm Hg. Sodium is 
specified here as the chemical entity or 
electrolyte "sodium” and is 
distinguished from sodium chloride, or 
salt, which is 39 percent sodium by 
weight. 

(2) The scientihc evidence establishes 
that diets high in sodium are associated 
with a high prevalence of hypertension 
or high blood pressure and with 
increases in blood pressure with age, 
and that diets low in sodium are 
associated with a low prevalence of 
hypertension or high blood pressure and 
with a low or no increase of blood 
pressure with age. 

(b) Significance of sodium in relation 
to high blood pressure. (1) High blood 
pressure is a public health concern 
primarily because it is a major risk 
factor for mortality from coronary heart 
disease and stroke. Early management of 
high blood pressure is a major public 
health goal that can assist in reducing 
mortality associated with coronary heart 
disease and stroke. There is a 
continuum of mortality risk that 
increases as blood pressures rise. 
Individuals with high blood pressure 
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are at greatest risk, and individuals with 
moderately high, high normal, and ^ 
normal blood pressure are at steadily 
decreasing risk. The scientific evidence 
indicates that reducing sodium intake 
lowers blood pressure and associated 
risks in many but not all hypertensive 
individuals. There is also evidence that 
reducing sodium intake lowers blood 
pressure and associated risks in many 
but not all normotensive individuals as 
well. 

(2) The populations at greatest risk for 
high blood pressure, and those most 
lilely to benefit from sodium reduction, 
include those with family histories of 
high blood pressure, the elderly, males 
because they develop hypertension 
earlier in life than females, and black 
males and females. Although some 
population groups are at greater risk 
than others, high blood-pressure is a 
disease of public health concern for all 
population groups. Sodium intake, 
alcohol consumption, and obesity are 
identified risk factors for high blood 
pressure. 

(3) Sodium intakes exceed 
recommended levels in almost every 
group in the United States. One of the 
major public health recommendations 
relative to high blood pressure is to 
decrease consumption of salt. On a 
population-wide basis, reducing the 
average sodium intake wguld have a 
small but significant effect on reducing 
the average blood pressure, and, 
consequently, reducing mortality from 
cardiovascular disease and stroke. 

(4) Sodium is an essential nutrient, 
and experts have recommended a safe 
minimum level of 500 milligrams (mg) 
sodium per day and an upper level of 
2,400 mg sodium per day, the FDA 
Daily Value for sodium. 

(c) Requirements. (1) All requirements 
set forth in § 101.14 shall be met. 

(2) Specific requirements, (i) Nature 
of the claim. A health claim associating 

diets low in sodium with reduced risk 
of high blood pressure may be made on 
the label or labeling of a food described 
in paragraph (c)(2)(ii) of this section, 
provided that: 

(A) The claim states that diets low in 
sodium "may” or "might” reduce the 
risk of high blood pressure; 

(B) In specifying the disease, the 
claim uses the term "high blood 
pressure”; 

(C) In specifying the nutrient, the 
claim uses the term "sodium”; 

(D) The claim does not attribute any 
degree of reduction in risk of high blood 
pressure to diets low in sodium; and 

(E) The claim indicates that 
development of high blood pressure 
depends on many factors. 

(ii) Nature of the food. The food shall 
meet all of the nutrient content 
requirements of § 101.61 for a "low 
sodium” food. 

(d) Optional information. (1) The 
claim may identify one or more of the 
following risk factors for development 
of high blood pressfure in addition to 
dietary sodium consumption: Family 
history of high blood pressure, growing 
older, alcohol consumption, and excess 
weight. 

(2) The claim may include 
information from paragraphs (a) and (b) 
of this section, which summarizes the 
relationship between dietary sodium 
and high blood pressure and the 
significance of the relationship. 

(3) The claim may include 
information on the number of people in 
the United States who have high blood 
pressure. The sources of this 
information must be identified, and it 
must be current information from the 
National Center for Health Statistics, the 
National Institutes of Health, or 
"Nutrition and Your Health: Dietary 
Guidelines for Americans,” U.S. 
Department of Health and Human 
Services (DHHS) and U.S. Department 

of Argiculture (USDA), Government 
Printing Office. 

(4) The claim may indicate that it is 
consistent with "Nutrition and Your 
Health: U.S. Dietary Guidelines for 
Americans, DHHS and USDA, 
Government Printing Office. 

(5) In specifying the nutrient, the 
claim may include the term "salt” in 
addition to the term "sodium.” 

(6) In specifying the disease, the claim 
may include the term "hypertension” in 
addition to the term "high blood 
pressxire.” 

(7) The claim may state that 
individuals with high blood pressiure 
should consult their physicians for 
medical advice and treatment. If the 
claim defines high or normal blood 
pressure, then the health claim must 
state that individuals with high blood 
pressure should consult their physicians 
for medical advice and treatment. 

(e) Model health claims. The 
following are model health claims that 
may be used in food labeling to describe 
the relationship between dietary sodium 
and high blood pressure: 

(1) Diets low in sodium may reduce 
the risk of high blood pressure, a disease 
associated with many factors. 

(2) Development of hypertension or 
high blood pressure depends on many 
factors. [This product] can be part of a 
low sodium, low salt diet that might 
reduce the risk of hypertension or high 
blood pressure. 

Dated: December 17,1992. 

David A. Kessler, 

Commissioner of Food and Drugs. 

Louis W. Sullivan, 

Secretary of Health and Human Services. 

Note: The following table will not appear 
in the annual Code of Federal Regulations. 

eaUNG CODE 416»-01-f 
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laaa (17 aaol or ba a aacondary ratitar 
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a (270 BBK>1 or aubjaeta varying tha Na Intakat 
ay) At tha and of tha low-Ha phaaa, 
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la BP, haart rata, body walght, 
azchangaabla Na, plaaaa Na and 
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In thrna Phnans Tha 11 patlanta elaaalflad aa gg Tha Indopandant 

4 aubatancas that (DBF < *0 ■■ Bg on aalt*roatrlctad contribution of walght 

or aalt balanea dlat) arparlanead largo BF changaa waa not 
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DBF < go M Hg on 740 ag Ma par day) doaagaa and othara do not 

y and concludad that tha 

Tha roaalnlng 17 paflanta galt-Btap Taat aay ba 

atop phaaai Dlat arparlanco aaallor BF dacraaaaa uaaful In providing 

Fhaaa 2 (2 g aalt batwaan Phaaaa 1 and 2 (OBFi froa apaclflc, Indlvldualltad 

luad and aalt addad 171.1 to 144.1 aa ngi DBFt froa guldallnaa for dlatary 
atap laatlng at 102.4 to 44.2 Ba Bg) aalt raatrlctlon 
nig Incraaanta 

datamina tha Body walght dacraaaad In all but 2 

.hat trlggarad patlanta In tha raatrletad>aalt 
Individual phaaa and Ineraaaad In all patlanta 

Rypartanalon until thraaholda wara raaehad 

itlon conaunlty In tha Intarvantlon eoaaunlty. Tha authora notad that 
loroua haalth avarago BBP and DBF fall by 1.4 and tha dlffaranca In tranda 
rt to raduco aalt S.4 aa Bg, raapactlvaly, at 1 yaar batwaan tha two 

and by $.0 and S.l aa Bg, coaaunltlaa waa highly 

raapactlvaly, at 2 yaara algnlfleant and aaaaad to 
tadlnga wara Indlcata that, at laaat 

lach Individual at In tha control eoaaunlty, avarago In thla hlgh-lntalca 
9f tha atudy, at 12 BBF roaa and DBF raaalnad atabla population, a dacraaaa In 
24 Bontha aalt conauaptlon aaaaad 

to havo raaultad In a 

altaabla dacraaaa In 

avaraga BF 
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n«l*l)n«« 

tl*»0) 

(Kaf. 14*) 

olll (!»*•) 

(Raf. 127) 

Longitudinal atudy of 

a coliort o( chlldran 

In a auburban town In 

tlia Natliarlands to 

a.fsasa tha 

a'isoclatlon batwaan 

Ma and potaaalua 

d«jia)ca and BP 

latarwBBtleii 

wbiak BatlBnts glth 
narvBl fanln, 

Idiapathlc 

liy*avt«iia|eii wara 

caaiB***^ with 
noraotanaiva aubjacta 

altar canaualng Na 

tatakaa af *, 10*. 

sad 24* wag l}0t, 
l.tso, sad 1.10* M) 
war day for 1 day* 

211 chlldran 

(10* boya. 125 girls) 

Aga rangat 5 to IT yaar* 

at antry 

KandoBly aalactad troa 

participant* In an 

apldaalologlcal 

population aurvoy tor 

datarmlnlng rlalc factor* 

for cardlovaacular 
dlaaaaa 

Chlldran with 

aatabllahad hypartaaaloa 

warn azcludad 

1* patlanta with nor 

ranln Idiopathic 

hypartanalon 

(antlhypartonalva 

•adlcstlon* 

dlacontlnuad) 

(14 woman. 1* aan) 

At laaat < yaarly 

worn aada during a 

followup parlod of 

Naan 24-hour Ha an 

calculatad from ( 

urlna saaplas durl 

and tha aodluB/pot 

was calculatad 

BP waa dataralnad 

aa tha avaraga of 

Individual alopaa 

wara calculatad b] 

ragrasalon analyal 

All aubjacta hou*< 

•atabollc unit an< 

laocalorlc dlat e< 

(200 mat Na 

5 normotanslva aubfacta 

without a fsally hlatory 

of hypartanalon 

(1 woNBB. a man) 

(2* to <2 yaars of aga) 

Bupplamsnt* of lla< 
fallow*■ It* mag 

par day far 1 dayi 

Intako at It* aag 

Na)i no aupplaiMni 

(low Ha Intaka of 

Ha)I aad 24* aog 

day for * day* (h: 

14* mag or f.T** i 



•rly asaalnatlona 

Ing an avaraga 

od e( 7 yaara 

Na and potaaalua waa 

oa • tlaad ovarnlghc 

I during tha yaar, 

la/potaaalua ratio 

d 

klnad at aach vlalt 

la of 2 raadlnga 

lopaa of gp ovar tlaa 

:ad by llnaar 

Mlyala 

houaad on a 

It and fad a conatant 

Lat containing • aag 

>f WaCl worn glvan aa 

•ag (l.2«« ag Na) 

I daya (naraal Ha 

> aag or 2,sea ag 

laaant for 7 daya 

ka of • nag or 200 ag 

aag <S,S00 ag) par 

yo (klgh Ha Intaka of 

,700 ag Na) 

No algnlflcant aaaoclatlon vaa 

obaarvad batnaan Na aseratlon and 

tha clianga In HP ovar tlaa 

Plguraa wara adjuatad for gandar. 

Initial aga, changa In halght, 

cbanga In body walght, and 

potaaalua Intalca 

Boya aaan 24-)iour Na ranged froa 

<1.5 to 251.5 aaol (1.400 to 5.000 

Olrla naan 24>bour Na ranged froa 

40.5 to 215.2 aaol (1.400 to 4.200 

Tba aaan yearly rlaa In BBP for the 

ahola group aaa 1.05 aa Bg 

Bypartanalva aubjacta vara 

elaaalflad aa SB (aaan arterial 

praaaura Incraaaaa of 0 to 14b) or 

aalt-raalatant (OB) (aaan arterial 

praaaura changaa of -7 to «7b) aa 

cooiparad vlkb BorvgkBaolva ogkjacta 

(aaan aptar|al pratoura cbangBO of 
• 1 to 47b) In raaponaa to citangaa 

4n Na IqkokB 

Naan BP on the lov-Na rolatlva to 

tba ktgh-Na dtgt Ineygaoad In tbo 

OB bypaytanalva oublacta (tfoa 104 

to 114 aa Bg). and tba noraotanalva 

aubSaata (frea 70 to 03 wm )ig). and 

raaalnad talaaead In t)ia BB 

bypartaaelva aubjaeta (114 oa pg( 

(duo to alaaelfleatlao acbaaa la 

vbleb BP Incraaaaa and daorgaBoa 

vara aat ta ba agual) 

Dlatary potaaalua and tlM 

ratio of dlatary Ha to 

potaaalua vara related to 

tlM rlaa la bp la 

children, and tba autbora 

concluded that tliaaa 

valuaa aay ba Inportant 

la tba early patboganaala 

of prlaary bypartaaalon 

Blgbar potaaalua lavala 

vara aaaoclatad vltb 

lover aaan BBP alopaa 

ovar tlaa 

Blgbar aodlua/potaaelua 

ratloa vara aaaoclatad 

vltb greater diangaa In 

BBP 

Tlia autbora noted tbat 

BuparnorNol Na ratantlon 

and 0 foUura to auppraaa 

adranargte activity aay 

azplaln. la part, tba 

pbanoaenon of aalt 

sanaltivlty of >? la BB 
patianta and Nay alao ba 

factora la tiia 
patboganaala of 

hypartanaloa In thin 

aubaat of Indlvldualo 
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study D»«lgn Subjacta 

study to Invaatlgata 
tha ralatlonahlp of 
Na, potaaalua, 

calcliia, and 

■agnaaluB to BP In 4 

"groupa of Southarn 

^ chlnaaa Ban with a 

■'Wlda ranga of 

. alactrolyta Intakaa 

study conductad In 

Puga County, Sichuan 

Provlnca, Paopla’a 

Rapubllc of China 

4 groupa of aani 

114 hlgh-Bountaln Tl 

faraara, 

114 Bountalnalda Yl 

faraara. 

•9 Yl paopla who had 

algratad to tha 

county aaat, 

97 Han paopla who wara 

natlva raaldanta of 
tha 

county aaat 
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study study Dsalon Subjacta Mathod 

Joosssns 6BP data from t 1,lit subjacts 

Balglan survays 1*67 studyt SIO 

(Rat. 1«7) conductad batwasn •Ub)«Ct0 

..19S7 and ISSS vara 1*7} atudyi Iff 

, raanalysad survlvora of 1S(7 study 

1*73 to 1S77 studyt 1«1 

subjacts 

19(0 to 1994 studyt 

1,903 subjacts 

1979 to 1999 studyt 344 

sub)acts 

1994 studyt 143 

•Ubj«Ct0 

All Na datarmlnatloi 

hour urlna saaplas \ 

ualna tha aaaa aathi 

saM laboratory usa< 

XHTUlSALT Study (Ra: 

Data war# analyiad I 
and tha aga groups ' 

saaa as thosa usad 

IHTRRSALT Study 



69 
COMTIHUKD 

•Chods Kaaulta Coaaanta 

laclons fro* 24- valuaa ara tor tha changa bataraan Mathodologlaa wara 
w*r* porforaad 1*47 and l*l4t alailar but not Idantlcal 

MChoda and In th* batwaan tha atudlaa, and 
f uaad In tha Tha *aan atandardltad 34-hour Na dltfarancaa would 
1 (Kaf. J7) ascratlon dacraaaad troa 24S to lat 

Bol (4,100 to 1,700 ag) In aan and 
Ineraaaa variability 

^tad by aga groupa troa 200 to 140 aaol (4,000 to Only BBP waa conaldarad 
aupa uaad wara tha 1,700 ag) In woaan bacauaa DBP dacraaaaa 
uaad In tha with aga In tha aldarly 
sr Naan OBP dacraaaad troa ISO to 142 

■a Rg in aan and troa 171 to 147 aa During tha aaaa parlod. 
Rg In woaan body aaaa Indaz Incraaaad 

1.1 )tg/a* In aan and 
Tha pravalanea of hypartanalon (OBP raaalnad unchangad In 
abova ISO aa Rg) dacraaaad troa Slh woaan, tharafora 
to 21H la aan and 00% to 22% in dacraaaaa In BP cannot ba 
woaan, and aavara hypartanalon (OBP aacrlbad to changaa in 
> 220 aa Rg) naarly dlaappaarad body aaaa Indas 

Tha proportion of aubjacta Traataant tor 
racalvlng traataant ter hypartanalon Incraaaad, 
hypartanalon Incraaaad troa 10% to 
10% In aan and troa 10% to 41% In 

and Ha Intalta dacraaaad 

woaan Tha authora calculatad 
that tha Ineraaaa In 

OBP waa algnlfIcantly and hypartanalon traataant 
Indapandantly ralatad to Ha and tha dacraaaa la Ha 
axcratlon In tha 1007 and 1073 Intaka, takan togathar. 
atudlaa could account tor tha 

obaarvad changaa In BBP, 
but that naltbar factor 
alona waa aufflclant 

Tha authora concludad 
titat tha dacraaaa In SBP 
In Balglua waa Influancad 
by tha coablnad affacta 
of aora and battar 
traataant for 
hypartanalon and a 
dacraaaa In Ha Intaka 

■ 
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70 
TABLE--CONTI 

study study Dualgn Subjacts Mathodi 

Khaw (1960) 

(Kaf. 130) 

Croaa-a*ctlon>l 

axaBlnatlon of tha 

ralatlonahlp batwaan 

dlatary Na and 

potaaaluB Intaka and 

Sii man and 7IS woaan 

Agai 10 to 79 yaara 

^Oaographlcally daflnad. 

A 34-hour dlatary rs 

obtalnad by a cartlf 

Tha raw 24-hour dlat 

data wars codsd for 

», ' BP aatlaatad froa Si- uppar alddla class. Intaka by tha Nutrlt 

hour dlatary racall 

aaK>ng aaabara of a 
daflnad gaooraphlcal 

taoton In Southarn 

whits population Coordinating Cantar, 

of Nlnnasota, using 

coaputarlsad data ba 

California 

blttla (1991) Obsarvar-blind. 196 patlonto with Patlants woro alloc 

(Asf. 140) controllad trial astabllahad hypsrtsnslon following groups, k 

studying tha offset (DBP > 95 Hg on at obsarvar blind to g 

of a low-Na, low-fat. laaat 3 occasions) allocation! 

hlgh-flbar dlat In group A (control) 

allowing a raductlon dlot (n>41) 
of antlhypartanalva group B (hlgh-flb 

■adlcatlon as to 45 g solubla 

coaparsd with tha flbar par day ( 

offset producsd by group C (low-Na d 

tha individual oaol (920 to 1, 

coaponanta of this day (n>30) 
dlot group D (low-fat 

25\ calorlas as 
Study conductad In with no changa 
tha Unltsd Rlngdoa N/8 ratios (na4 

group B (coablnat 

low-fat, high-f 

to 45 g flbar, 

(930 to 1,150 o 

35\ calorlas aa 

(n>40) 



RaaulC* ints 

Aa*-adju«C*d 8BP and DBF corralatad 

algnlfIcantly with dlatary Na 
Intaka In aan, but not In woaan, 

and with tha aodlua/potaaalUB ratio 

In both Ban and woaan 

Tha ralatlonahlp waa apparant ovar 
tha whola ranga of BP and dlatary 
Intakaa 

A aarkad aga gradlant waa apparant 
In aani tha ragraaalon alopa for BP 
varaua aodlua/potaaalua ratio 
Incraaalng with Incraaalng aga, 
auggaatlng Incraaalng aanaltlvlty 
to dlatary aodlua/potaaalua ratio 
with aga 

Adjuataanta for Intakaa of othar 
dlatary varlablaai Including 
calorlaa, protaln, carbohydrataa, 
aaturatad fat-, alcohol, calclua, 
and flban did not altar tha 
ralatlonahlp. 

Adjuataanta for body aaaa Indax 
raducad tha atrangth of tha 
aaaoclatlon In woaan but not In aan 

In tha control group, a 13\ 
raductlon In aadlcatlon waa 
poaalbla, with 34% of patlanta off 
aadlcatlon altogathar 

Tha low-fat, hlgh-flbar, and low-Na 
groupa ahowad largar raductlona in 
aadlcatlon 04%, 47%, and 4S%, 
raapactlvaly, but tha raaulta wara 
not algnlfleant whan coaparad with 
tha control group 

Tha coablnatlon group had tha 
largaat aadlcatlon raductlon (44%) 
and tha dlffaranca waa highly 
algnlflcant whan coaparad with tha 
control group, and algnlfleantly 
aora patlanta In thla group atoppad 
thalr aadlcatlon altogathar (ST.5%) 
whan coaparad with tha control 
group 

Tha authora notad that 
tha raaulta aupport tha 
hypothaala that Na and 
potaaalua ara ralatad to 
BP within a population 

Tha authora notad that 
tha flndlnga ara 
algnlflcant bacauaa 
nagatlva alda affacta of 
drug traataant aay ba 
raducad by lowarlng drug 
doaaa and aaklng 
corraapondlng changaa In 
dlat 
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71 
TABL1--C0HT 

Study Study Daalgn Subjacts Mathod 

Millar (1«8*) Intarvantlon study to 149 haalthy. BasalIna BP and 24- 
«»*f. ISO) dataiMlna whathar noraotanslva chlldran Ma wars dataralnad 

■odast dlatary Ns 
rastrlction In 
chlldtiood rasults In 
hatatoganaous chsngas 
In BP rasponsa 

Study conductad in 
Indiana 

(44 boys, as girls) rastrlction to ssrv 
data 

Paalllaa racalvad 1 
daalgnad to aid tha 
rastrlctlng thalr d 
Intaka to a goal of 
(1,ItO ag) par day 

Mlntaln thalr usua 
practlcas so that o 
constltuanta (l.a, 
calorlaa) would not 

Dlatary rastrlction 
Bonths 

Pavalt (1990) Intarvantlon study IS >lld hypartanslvas Salt daplatlon star 
(Kaf. 14tl 

objactiva aaasuras of 
(IS Mn and 20 woaan) aornlng furosaalda 

and contlnuad for 1 
•P sansltlvlty to a Maan sgai 4t yaars low-salt dlat eonal 
12-hour salt naan body mss Indaii unprocaasad rlca, | 
daplatlon vara 
avalustad 

2S.2 

Actlva, working patlants 

fruits, vagatablaa, 
of tap watar 

Salt-sansltlvlty was with mild, untraatad Ma dataralnad by 7i 
datlnsd as a dacraasa 
In DBP aftar salt 

hypartanslon wara 
racrultad froa a 

collactlon 

daplatlon and was acraanlng of public BP dataralnad bafoi 
astlsMtad by both 24- 
hour aabulatory and 

haalth sarvlca aaployaas salt daplatloni 24 
aabulatory BP was i 

offloa BP Tha duration of known tlMS par hour on < 
Masuraaanta 

Study conductad In 
Swadan 

lncr«««« of BP wa« 7.3 using an oscllloM' 
and ( pairs of slt< 
auscultatory and o 
prassuras wara rac< 
ordar In tha aornli 
start, and at tha ' 
hour BP racordlngs 



d 34-hour urlnory 
Inod prior to Ha 

sarvo aa control 

vad Inatructlona 
d thaa In 
air dlatary Ha 
al of (0 laol 
day 

ancouragad to 
uaual dlatary 

hat othar dlatary 
l.a, potaasluB and 
d not ba altarad 

ctlona laatad for 3 

I atartad with a 
tadda (40 ma) tablat 
for 73 houra with a 
conalatlng of 
lea, potatoaa, 
iblaa, and about 3 L 

by 34-hour urlna 

bafora and aftar 
n; 34-bour 
waa racordad 3 

r on tha laft arw 
lloBatrle aonltort 
f alttlng 
and oacllloaatrlc 
a racordad In randoa 
Bornlnga, at tha 
tha and of tha 34- 

dlnga 

Ma axcratlon waa dacraaaad during 
tha atudy parlod in both boya (fro* 
113.* mmol or 3,604 mg to S3.6 moI 
or 1,330 ag) and glrla <froa 01.1 
aanl or 3,000 ag to 41.1 aaol or 
040 ag) 

changaa In nt wara not algnlf leant 
In althar aas but faaalaa ahowad a 
dacraaaa (p < O.OS) in DBP and aaan 
actual praaauraa 

Bacauaa BP In chlldran la 
corralatad with aga and body alia, 
aultlpla llnaar ragraaalon waa uaad 
to adjuat BP lavala for ago and 
walght, and thaaa analyaaa yialdad 
aaall but algnlfleant dacraaaaa In 
•BP, DBP, and artarlal praaauraa 

Avaraga 34-hour Ha dacraaaad by 
17.S aaol (400 ag) 

Avaraga body walght dacraaaad by 
3.1% 

Avaraga 8BP dacraaaad algnlfleantly 
ualng all 3 typaa of BP 
aaaauraaanta 

Avaraga DBP ehangad llttla, and a 
•tatiatlcally algnlflcant dacraaaa 
waa obaarvad only by tha 
oacllloaatrle aathod. 

Tha authora notad that 
tha raaulta auggaat that 
coapllanca with aodaat Ha 
raatrlctlon doaa not 
conalatantly lowar BP In 
noraotanaiva chlldran 

•tudy duration waa abort 
(73 houra) 

Individual aatlaataa of 
aalt-aanaltivlty varlad 
wldaly and warn dapandant 
on tha typo of BP 
aaaauraaant aaployad 
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72 
TABLS‘-C01 

shor* ({*••) MandoaJiad, croaaovar ( hyp«rtanalva A low-aalt dlat ( 
(Mat. 12*> atudy to Invaatigata outpatlanta (DBF batwaan ag Na and tO aao] 

tha aflact of 90 to 110) with no provldad 
aupplaaanting a low- hlatory of, and no 
Na dlat with althar clinical, or blochaalcal After S daya on t 
Nad or aodlua avldanca of renal or diet, tha dlat wi 
phoaphata heart dlaaaaa with Na for an a< 

of i daya, folloi 
Study conducted In Patlanta had althar day period of th< 
tha United Rlngdoa received no alone, and a sac< 

antlhypartanalva aupplaMnCatlon | 
Medication or auch 
Medication had bean Tha Na load was ( 
withdrawn for at laast 2 (dally Ha Intake 
weeks prior to tha study 2,700 Mg) or as I 

prasanca of othai 
Patients had DBP between phosphate (dally 
90 and 110 BM Hg when bmoI or 2,000 Mg 
receiving no Medication 

Three patients f 
suppleMentatlon 



72 
B->CONTXHU«D 

Methods haaulta Coananta 

to Ha waa avaluatad Whan changad (roa tha hlgh-aalt to Tha authora notad that 

1 aubjacta a high* tha low-aalt dlat, tha obaaa group tha raaulta aupport tha 

ISO aaol or S,700 ag had a algnldcant dacraaaa In aaan hypothaala that tha BP o( 

(or two waaka. artarlal praaaura ((roa 02 to 10 ■■ obaaa adolaacanta la 

a low-aalt dlat (< 10 Rg) ralatlva to Inalgnldcant aanaltlva to dlatary Ha 

•g Ha par day) (or changa In tha nonobaaa group ((roa Intaka, and that thla 

74 to 77 aa Hg>(p < O.OOl) aanaltlvlty nay ba dua to 

tha coaiblnad a((acta o( 

dlat waa (oraulatad A(tar tha walght-leaa prograa. tha hyparlnaullnaala. 

ha aaaa caloric 34 aublacta who loat aora than 1 kg hyparaldoataronlaa, and 

a hlgh-aalt dlat o( body walght (avaraga walght loaa Incraaaad activity o( tha 

7.S kg) had a raducad aanaltlvlty a]rapathatlc narvoua 

•pllanca with tha o( BP to Ha ayataa tliat ara 

ur (ood racorda wara 

24-hour urlna 

collactad on tha day 

utpatlant taatlng 

tha obaaa adolaacanta 

) wara alao atudlad 

(tar a 20-waak 

prograa 

charactarlatlc o( obaalty 

lat (10 waol or 230 Hlth both Ha aalta, urinary Ha Dl((arancaa In tha 

■Mol potaaalua) waa dlatrlbutlon o( tha 

ratalnad Ha aay hava 

Tha calculatad aaount o( Ha contrlbutad to tha BP 

on tha low-aalt ratalnad waa alallar (or both tha roopennon 

at waa aupplaaantad Rad and tha aodlua phoapbata 
an additional parlod parloda Tha authora notad that 

Collowad by anothar S- thaaa dndlnga auggaat 

>( tha low-aalt dlat Incraaaaa In BP occurrad with tha that tha anion aay ba 

aacond addition o( Had to tha low-aalt Important In tha BP 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND 
HUMAN SERVICES 

Food and Drug Administration 

21 CFR Parts 101,102,130,135,136, 
137,139,145,146,150,152,155,156, 
158,160,161,163,164,166,168, and 
169 

[Docket No. 90N-0361] 

RIN0905-AD08 

Food Labeling; Declaration of 
ingredients 

AGENCY: Food and Drug Administration, 
HHS. 
ACTION: Final rule. 

SUMMARY: The Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) is amending its 
food labeling regulations to make 
ingredient labeling more useful for 
consumers. The agency is also 
responding to the Nutrition Labeling 
and Education Act of 1990 (the 1990 
amendments), which amended the 
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act 
(the act) by requiring the listing of the 
common or usual names of: (1) All 
ingredients in standardized foods and 
(2) all color additives required to be 
certified by FDA. 

In addition, this document will: (1) 
Permit inclusion of the food source in 
the names of the sweeteners defined by 
the food standards in §§ 168.110 and 
168.111 (21 CFR 168.110 and 168.111) 
(i.e., "com sugar anhydrous” and "com 
sugar monohydrate” would be 
permitted in addition to names already 
provided for in § 168.110(b) ("dextrose 
anhydrous” or “anhydrous dextrose”) 
and § 168.111(c) (“dextrose 
monohydrate” or "dextrose”)); (2) 
require the declaration of all protein 
hydrolysates (hydrolyzed vegetable 
protein and others), including the 
identification of the food source, e.g., 
"hydrolyzed com protein.” in the list of 
ingredients; (3) require identification of 
a caseinate (e.g., sodium caseinate) as a 
milk derivative when used in foods that 
claim to be nondairy foods; (4) provide 
a uniform format for voluntary 
declaration of percentage ingredient 
information; (5) require label 
declaration of sulfiting agents that have 
a functional effect in a standardized 
food or that are present in a 
standardized food at a detectable level 
of 10 parts per million (ppm) or more; 
and (6) provide certain exemptions from 
the requirements for listing the specific 
common or usual names of preservative 
coatings on fresh fruits and vegetables. 
Elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register, the agency is publishing a final 

rule under the provisions of section 
701(e) of the act (21 U.S.C. 371(e)) to 
establish and amend the ingredient 
labeling requirements within the 
standards of identity for dairy products 
(parts 131,133, and 135 (21 CFR parts 
131,133, and 135)) and maple sirup 
(syrup) (§ 168.140 (21 CFR 168.140)). 
Also in this issue of the Federal 
Register, the agency is publishing a 
proposed rule to: (1) Amend the 
ingredient labeling requirements within 
the standard of identity for canned tuna 
(§ 101.190); (2) amend the common or 
usual name regulations for protein 
hydrolysates (§ 102.22) to require the 
term "contains glutamate” as a part of 
the common or usual name of autolyzed 
yeast extracts and certain hydrolyzed 
proteins; and (3) amend the food 
labeling regulations in § 101.22 (21 CFR 
101.22) to allow "and/or” labeling for 
the declaration of sweeteners in soft 
drinks. 
DATES: The effective date of the 
provisions in this final rule for 
ingredient listing of standardized foods 
and declaration of certified color 
additives is May 8,1993 (§ 101.4(a) and 
(b)(2)(i), § 101.22(k), and parts 130 
through 169). The effective date of all 
other provisions in this regulation is 
May 8,1994. The Director of the Office 
of the Federal Register approves the 
incorporation by reference in 
accordance with 5 U.S.C. 552(a) and 1 
CFR part 51 of a certain publication at 
21 CFR 130.9, effective May 8,1993. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Betty Campbell, Center for Food Safety 
and Applied Nutrition (HFS-155). Food 
and Drug Administration. 200 C St. SW., 
Washington. DC 20204, 202-205-5229. 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

I. Background 

In the Federal Register of June 21, 
1991 (56 FR 26592), FDA published a 
proposed rule (hereinafter referred to as 
the June 21.1991, proposal) to 
implement amended sections of the act 
in accordance with section 7 of the 1990 
amendments (Pub. L. 101-535) to 
require the listing of the common or 
usual names of all ingredients in 
standardized foods and of all color 
additives required to be certified by 
FDA under section 706(c) of the act (21 
U.S.C. 376(c)) that were used in the 
food. 

In response to written and oral 
comments received on an advance 
notice of proposed rulemaking 
(ANPRM) published in the Federal 
Register of August 8.1989 (54 FR 
32610), FDA also proposed in the June 
21,1991, proposal to: (1) Require ffiat 
when more than one sweetener is used 

in a product, all sweeteners be listed 
together in the ingredient list under the 
collective term "sweeteners”; (2) permit 
inclusion of the food source in the 
names of the sweeteners defined by the 
food standards in §§ 168.110 and 
168.111; (3) require the declaration of 
protein hydrolysates used for flavor- 
related purposes, including the 
identification of the food source in the 
list of ingredients; (4) require 
identification of caseinate as a milk 
derivative when used in a food that 
claims to be a nondairy food; (5) require 
that label statements explain that the list 
of ingredients is arrang^ in descending 
order of predominance; (6) provide a 
uniform format for voluntary 
declaration of percentage ingredient 
information; and (7) permit certain 
exemptions from requirements for 
listing the specific common or usual 
names of preser\'ative coatings on fresh 
bruits and vegetables. 

FDA also reproposed labeling 
requirements for sulfiting agents in 
standardized foods that it had first 
proposed in the Federal Register of 
December 19,1988 (53 FR 51062). In 
1988. FDA proposed to require that any 
sulfiting agent (or combination of 
sulfiting agents) that is present in a 
standardized food and is functional and 
provided for in the standard of identity, 
or that is present in the finished food at 
a detectable level of 10 ppm or more, 
must be declared on the label of the 
food by its common or usual name. 
Under the proposal, label declaration of 
sulfites meeting these criteria would be 
required regardless of whether the 
sulfite is directly added or indirectly 
added to the food via one or more of the 
ingredients of the food. The preamble to 
the December 19,1988, proposal was 
incorporated in the June 21,1991, 
proposal. In this final rule, FDA is 
responding to the comments received on 
the proposal and on the reproposal. 

The agency received over 700 letters 
about the June 21,1991, proposal. Each 
letter contained one or more comments. 
The letters were from a wide range of 
sources, including consumers, 
consumer organizations, professional 
associations. State and local government 
agencies, industry, and industry trade 
associations. Many comments generally 
supported the proposal or various 
provisions of the proposal. Other 
comments addressed issues outside the 
scope of the proposal (e.g., nutrition 
labeling. State petitions for exemption 
from preemption) and will not be 
discussed here. Many of the comments 
suggested modifications, revisions, or 
revocations of various provisions of the 
proposal. A summary of the comments, 
the agency’s responses to the comments. 
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and a complete discussicm of the 
agency's conclusions with respect to 
ingredient labeling, follow. 

n. Ingredients of Standardized Foods 

Before the 1990 amendments were 
enacted. FDA had authority imder 
section 403(g) of the act (21 U.S.C. 
343(g)) to require the dedaration of 
optional ingi^ients in standardized 
foods. The act did not make any 
provision, however, for the declaration 
of mandatory ingredients (21 U.S.C. 
343(g) and (i)). In the absence of 
statutory authority, FDA could not 
require the complete listing of all 
ingredients in standardized foods. 
However, the 1990 amendments revised 
section 403(i) of the act to treat 
standardized foods like all other foods . 
and require the listing of all ingredients. 

In addition, section 8 of the 1990 
amendments removed most rulemakings 
on food standards from the coverage of 
section 701(e) of the act. Thus, they are 
subject to section 701(a) of the act. 
Actions for the amendment or repeal of 
food standards for dairy products and 
maple sirup, however, remain subject to 
section 701(e) of the act, which 
prescribes formal rulemaking 
procedures for the issuance, 
amendment, or repeal of regulations. 
Under formal rulemaking procedures, 
there is an opportunity to object to a 
final rule and to request a public 
hearing based upon such cmjection. 
Such an opportunity is not provided as 
part of the nodce-and-comment 
rulemaking procedures followed by the 
agency under section 701(a) of the act. 
The agency is publishing the regulations 
set forth below under section 701(a) of 
the acX. Elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register, the agency is 
amending the standards of identity for 
dairy products in parts 131,133, and 
135 and for maple sirup in § 168.140 
under the formal rulemaking provisions- 
of section 701(e) of the act. 

A. General Labeling of Standardized 
Foods 

To make its ingredient labeling 
regulations consistent with the 1990 

I revision of section 403(i) of the act that 
I pertains to standardized foods, FDA 
1 proposed in the )une 21,1991, proposal, 

to add new § 130.3(e) (21 CFR 130.3(e)). 
I The proposed paragraph specified that 
I all mandatory and optional ingredients 
j of standardise foods must appear on 

food labels in accordance with the 
requirements of part 101 (21 CFR part 
101), except that where a definition and 

P standard of identity contains a specific 
provision with respect to the declaration 

1; of optional ingredients, the optional 
ingredients may be declared in 

accordance with that provision. FDA 
also proposed to amend all the 
standards of identity to require that al) 
ingredients be declared on the label in 
accordance with the applicable sections 
of part 101 and part 130-(21 CFR part 
i3o). 
1. International Implications 

1. Two comments from foreign 
governments opposed the declaration of 
mandatory ingr^ents of standardized 
foods. These cmnments maintained that 
listing mandatory ingredients would 
place an \mdue burden on the 
manufacturer without a noticeable 
advantage to the consumer and would 
cause confusion among foreign 
manufacturers, because in most other 
countries, manufacturers are required 
only to provide optional ingredient 
labeling in standardized fo^s. These 
comments argued that this regulation 
would require foreign companies to use 
separate labels just for the U.S. market, 
consequently increasing costs and 
discovtraging free trade. They further 
maintain^ that consumer education 
would be more beneficial than 
ingredient declaration because 
standardized foods are prepared 
according to regulations. 

The agency advises that foreign 
companies that market their products in 
the United States will have to comply 
with this requirement. The agency does 
not have the authority to provide a 
general exemption from this statutory 
provision for foreign manufacturers. The 
1990 amendments amended section 
403(i) of the act to require that the 
labeling of products marketed in the 
United States declare all ingredients 
used to make a food including a 
standardized food. Congress adopted 
this amendment with full recognition 
that it would eliminate a significant 
exception to the mandatory ingredient 
labeling requirements in section 403 of 
the act. See 136 Congressional Record 
H5842 (July 30,1990). Consequently, 
FDA finds that there is no basis to make 
any changes in the regulations that it 
proposed in response to these 
comments. 

2. Declaration of Noncharacterizing 
Optional Ingredients 

2. Some comments, objecting to the 
proposed revocation of § 101.6, 
requested that provisions in § 101.6(d) 
be retained. This provision exempts 
manufacturers who declare all of the 
ingredients in a standardized food in the 
ingredient list from declaring certain 
optional ingredients on the principal 
display panel or wherever the name of 
the standardized food appears on the 
label, as required by certain individual 

standards. These cooiments asserted 
that vrithout this provision, a 1 “double 
declaration" of certain opticmal 
ingredients would be required which 
would overemphasize the optional 
ingredients, overcrowd the label, and 
may be confusing and misleading to the 
consumer. 

These commffiits also responded to 
the question raised in the June 21,1991, 
proposal on the need iw the 
requirement in some standards of 
identity that certain opticmal ingredients 
be declared in ccmjunction with the 
name of the food vrberever it appears on 
the label (e.g., the principal di^lay 
panel), and that the declaration be so 
conspicuous as to be easily seen under 
cnistomary conditicms of purchase. The 
comments recxmunendeci that 
declaration of these ingredients in this 
manner be volimtary b^use all 
ingredients will now be recjuired to be 
declared on the information panel. 

The agency agrees with the 
comments. In most cases, the 
declaration of certain optional 
ingredients in cxmjunciion with the 
name would be duplicative and 
unnecessary now that the 1990 
amendments recpiire that all ingredients 
of standardized focxls be decla^ in the 
ingredient list. It is not the agency's 
intent to recjuire dual declaraticm of 
noncharaciterizing optional ingredients. 
However, the agency notes that in some 
instances, the optional ingredients 
provided for in the individual standards 
of identity are characterizing in the 
food. In such instancres, the optional 
ingredient must be declared in 
accordance with the provisions of the 
specific standard, as required by 
§ 101.3(f) and new § 130.11. 

With regard to retaining § 101.6, the 
agency recognizes that, in the absence of 
§ 101.6, sevmal of the standards of 
identity (e.g., Maceroni products (21 
CFR 139.110)) would require that all 
optional ingredients in the food, 
whether characterizing ex’ not, be 
declared wherever the name of the 
standardized focxl appears on the label. 
The agency considers such dual 
declaration of noncharacterizing 
optional ingredients in standardized 
foods to be unnecessary and 
inappropriate. Nonetheless, the agency 
fin^ that it is not appropriate simply to 
retain § 101.6(d). 

Section 101.6(d) includes guidance on 
the voluntary listing of ingredients in 
standardized foods. Such guidance is no 
longer necessary under the new 
ingi^ient listing requirements. The 
agency finds that rather than retaining 
§ 101.6(d), it is more appropriate to 
establish general provisiems regarding 
label declaration of opticmal ingredients 
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of standardized foods in part 130, where 
the other general regulations for food 
standards are set forth. 

Accordingly, the agency is revoking 
§ 101.6 end establishing new § 130.11 to 
prescribe requirements for the 
declaration of characterizing ingredients 
and an exemption horn such 
requirements for noncharacterizing 
ingredients. The requirements in new 
§ 130.11 are intend^ to provide 
manufacturers the same options 
regarding declaration of 
noncharacterizing ingredients of 
standardized foods that were provided 
by § 101.6(d). The basic difference 
between new § 130.11 and $ 101.6(d) is 
that the requirements in the latter 
section were based on voluntary 
declaration of all ingredients in 
standardized foods, whereas new 
§ 130.11 reflects the requirements that 
all ingredients in standardized foods 
must be declared, as provided in the 
1990 amendments. 

The agency finds that the adoption of 
new § 130.11 in this hnal rule is a 
logical outgrowth of the proposal. The 
proposed revocation of § 101.6 created 
ambiguity between the agency’s position 
not to require dual declaration of certain 
optional ingredients and the 
requirements of some of the existing 
standards of identity. Thus, the agency 
is adopting new § 130.11 to remove this 
ambiguity. 

3. Ingredients of Standardized Juices 

3. One comment requested that the 
agency provide an exemption under 
§ 101.100(a)(3)(ii)(b) for naturally 
occurring constituents or components of 
fruit juice from ingredient declaration 
requirements. The comment expressed 
the opinion that substances that are 
ingredients of standardized foods, and 
thus subject to the new ingredient 
listing requirements, should be 
differentiated h-om those that, in the 
comment's view, are naturally occurring 
constituents of the raw food from which 
the standardized food is made and that, 
therefore, should not be subject to these 
requirements. The comment maintained 
that the distinction between 
“ingredients’* and “constituents” is 
clearly recognized by the act, and that 
the distinction is made clearer in 
§ 101.100(a)(3)(ii)(b), which provides for 
an exemption ht)m ingredient 
declaration for processing aids that are 
“substances that are added to a food 
during processing, are converted into 
constituents normally present in the 
food, and do not significantly increase 
the amount of the constituents naturally 
found in the food.” 

The comment noted that several of the 
standards of identity for various forms 

of orange juice and grapefruit juice in 
part 146 (21 CFR part 146) require that 
all “optional ingredients’’ be listed on 
the label in the statement of ingredients. 
The comment further stated that each of 
the standards that refers to “optional 
ingredients" uses the term to apply to 
added ingredients such as sweeteners or 
concentrated juice products. The 
comment also noted that these 
standards provide for the removal, 
addition, and adjustment of certain 
naturally occurring constituents or 
components of the juice, such as the oil. 
pulp, and essence. 

FDA does not agree with this 
interpretation of § 101.100(a)(3)(ii)(b). 
The exemption from ingredient 
declaration provided by 
§ 101.100(a)(3)(ii)(b) pertains to 
“incidental additives,” substances that 
are present in a food at insignificant 
levels and that do not have any 
technical or functional effect in that 
food. Oil. pulp, and essence are not 
incidental additives under this 
definition for the following reasons; 

First, fruit oils, pulp, and essence are 
added to fruit juice products to 
accomplish specific technical functions 
in the manufactured juice products and 
are, therefore, not processing aids. 
These constituents are added to the 
juice to replace constituents or 
components (oil, pulp, and essence) of 
the juice that are intentionally or 
unavoidably removed during 
processing. Their addition enables 
manufacturers to adjust the organoleptic 
characteristics of the juice as needed, 
because of natural variations in the fruit 
from which it is derived and to achieve 
uniform quality and organoleptic 
properties in the finished products from 
lot to lot and season to season (Ref. 44). 

Secondly, the level of use of the 
added ingredients is not insignificant. 
For example, in the manufacture of 
frozen concentrated orange juice, most 
of the pulp of orange juice is removed 
to facilitate concentration. Pulp, 
obtained from oranges, is later added to 
the concentrate in amounts sufficient to 
yield levels in the Hnished product that 
are comparable to the pulp levels of the 
raw juice. Therefore, these ingredients 
cannot qualify as incidental additives or 
as processing aids under 
§101.100{a)(3)(ii)(6). 

However, FDA notes that when these 
naturally occurring constituents (oil, 
pulp, and essence) are removed from the 
juice for purposes of efficient 
processing, and these constituents, from 
the same types of fruit provided by the 
standard (including any limits on fruit 
species) are added to the juice later in 
the manufacturing process, there is no 
need to declare these constituents as 

“ingredients” under section 403(i)(2) of 
the act. The agency believes that this 
approach is reasonable because when 
the constituents of the juice are added 
to the juice, in the same proportions as 
in the original juice, the basic 
composition of the juice is not changed. 
Further, FDA believes that it may be 
misleading to consumers if these 
constituents are listed in the ingredient 
statement of the juice when their 
addition has not altered the basic 
composition of the juice. Consumers 
might be led to believe that the juice has 
been fabricated from the individual 
juice components, or that the juice 
contains substantially higher levels of 
these constituents than would be the 
case if the ingredients had not been 
Sdded. ' 

Thus, FDA advises that only if pulp, 
oil. or essence are added at levels 
significantly in excess of those found in 
the raw juice from which the juice is 
derived, or if they are obtained from an 
extraneous source, i.e., from sources 
other than the fruit from which the juice 
is obtained (e.g., produced synthetically 
or purchased through a flavor supplier 
for artifrcially adding flavor or texture to 
the juice), would they be ingredients 
subject to the ingredient labeling 
requirements for standardized foods, as 
set forth in part 130. 

4. One comment expressed the 
opinion that orange juice from different 
species of orange should continue to be 
permitted to be declared as “orange 
juice” on the label. The comment noted 
that the standards of identity for 
pasteurized orange juice (§ 146.140), 
canned orange juice (§ 146.141), orange 
juice from concentrate (§ 146.145), and 
frozen concentrated orange juice 
(§ 146.146) provide that the finished 
juices are made from the juice of 
oranges of the species Citrus sinensis, 
with up to 10 percent of the juice from 
the species C. reticulata or hybrids 
thereof. Similarly, the comment noted, 
the standard of identity for grapefruit 
juice (§ 146.132) provides for juice from 
the species C. paradisi Macfadyen, with 
up to 10 percent of the juice coming 
from mature hybrids of grapefruit. 

In this context, FDA notes that the 
standard for frozen concentrated orange 
juice (§ 146.146) also provides for the 
addition of up to 5 percent of the juice 
of mature oranges of the species C. 
aurantium. By cross-reference to this 
standard, the standards of identity for 
orange juice from concentrate 
(§ 146.145), reduced acid frozen 
concentrated orange juice (§ 146.148), 
concentrated orange juice for 
manufacturing (§ 146.151), and frozen 
concentrated orange juice with 
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preservative (§ 146.153) also provide for 
the juice of oranges of C. aurantium. 

FDA agrees with the comment that 
juice from diffaroit species of orange (C. 
sinensis, C. reticulata, and C. 
aurantium) may be declared as a single 
food. The labeling regulations in part 
101 (§ 101.4(a)) require that food 
ingredients be declared by their 
common or usual names. There is no 
requirement that the scientific species 
names he used on the food label. 

In addition, FDA recognizes that the 
need to blend juices, as well as juice 
constituents, will vary depending on the 
quality of the oranges used and the 
desired characteristics of the finished 
juice product. For example, the juice of 
mandarin oranges (C. reticulata) or sour 
oranges (C. aurantium) may be blended 
with the juice of the sweet oranges (C. 
sinensis) to adjust the color or degree of 
sweetness to compensate for differences 
arising horn seasonal variations or the 
lack of availability of specific varieties. 
Such variations in formulation of the 
processed orange juice products could 
require multiple labels for products 
with essentially the same coi^osition 
and organoleptic properties. The agency 
believes that in such cases, requiring 
multiple labels for the same juice 
product is impractical and needlessly 
burdensome. FDA, therefore, is not 
requiring that the specific orange 
species or varietal names be listed in the 
ingredients statement of orange juice 
products when manufactmers comply 
with the limits on the species of orange 
specified in the standai^s of identity in 
part 146. FDA takes the same position 
for standardized grapefhiit juice 
products. 

4. Addition of Water to Tomato 
Concentrates 

5. One comment opposed the current 
exemption in § 155.191(a)(3)(iv) (21 CFR 
155.191(a)(3)(iv)) for la^l declaration of 
water added to adjust the tomato soluble 
solids content of tomato concentrates 
within the range of soluble solids levels 
permitted for these foods. The comment 
stated that some manufacturers make 
tomato concentrate with an approximate 
Brix value of 31“ and, at a later date and 
typically in a geographically different 
location, add 2.5 to 3.5 parts water to 1 
part tomato concentrate to make a 
tomato product with a significantly 
lower Brix value. Thus, the comment 
asserted that water added to tomato 
concentrates is an ingredient and should 
be required to be declared in the 
ingredient statement. 

The intent of this exemption was to 
allow for the adjustment, within the 
range of concentrations for the 
particular finished tomato product being 

made, of the soluble solids content of 
the tomato concentrate products during 
the production of these tomato products 
from fresh tomatoes. For example, if the 
product being manufactured is tomato 
puree, and the resulting tomato 
concentrate has a soluble solids content 
in the range provided by the standard of 
identity for tomato puree. i.e., not less 
than 8 percent but less than 24 percent, 
manufacturers would be allowed to add 
water to the puree to adjust the tomato 
soluble solids content within the 
standardized range and not have to 
declare the added water. Similarly, 
manufactiu^rs of tomato paste would be 
allowed to add water to a tomato 
concentrate containing more than 24 
percent soluble solids without having to 
list the added water as an ingredient, as 
long as the finished tomato paste 
contained at least 24 percent soluble 
solids as rec^uired by the standard. 

FDA provided the labeling exemption 
codified in § 155.191(a)(3)(iv) in 
response to an industry comment (49 FR 
15071, April 17,1984). The exemption 
was intended to eliminate confusion as 
to whether, for example, a manufacturer 
of a tomato puree of 12.0 percent 
soluble solids that is prepared from a 
tomato puree of 18 percent soluble 
solids would have to s'tate “tomato 
concentrate and water” in the 
in^dients statement. 

Differences in raw ingredients and 
difficulty in obtaining a precise 
endpoint during the evaporation process 
in manufacturing tomato concentrates 
justify addition of the water to adjust 
the soluble solids level. The addition of 
water enables manufacturers to obtain a 
uniform product concentration from 
batch to batch and facilitates production 
of products that are designed to meet 
specific needs and that fall within the 
ranges provided by the standard. 
Therefore, FDA has not deleted the 
current exemption in § 155.191(a](3)(iv). 

However, when tomato paste is 
converted to tomato puree, by the 
addition of water, the label of the puree, 
and of any food in which that puree is 
used, must show the ingredients used, 
namely, tomato paste and water (Refs. 
45 and 46). This result is required by 
section 403(i)(2) of the act, which states 
that when a food is fabricated from two 
or more ingredients each such 
ingredient must be declared by its 
common or usual name, except that 
spices, flavorings, and color not 
required to be certified under section 
706(c) of the act may be declared as 
such without naming each. In addition, 
it would be false and misleading to 
make a food (tomato puree) from two 
ingredients (water and tomato paste) 
and not disclose that fact on the label. 

It is true that both tomato paste and 
tomato puree are provided for in the 
general standard tor tomato concentrates 
(§ 155.191). However, this fact does not 
mean that a manufacturer can transform 
one food with an established common 
or usual name into another without 
disclosing that fact on the label. 

With regard to labeling standardized 
and nonstandardized tomato products 
made by diluting previously processed 
tomato concentrates with 2.5 to 3.5 parts 
of water, one comment contended that 
consumers and purchasers of these 
tomato products need a label statement 
on the principal display panel to 
disclose when that tomato product has 
been “made from concentrate" because 
consumers do not take time to read 
ingredient statements. The agency has 
also received several letters in support 
and in opposition to the position stated 
in this comment. 

The intent of this rulemaking is to 
deal with ingredient issues, not how 
reconstituted products should be 
labeled. This issue was not raised in the 
proposal, nor can it be viewed as the 
logical outgrowth of any issues that 
were. Therefore, these comments are 
outside the scope of this rulemaking. 

5. Optional Ingredients of Canned Tuna 

6. One comment suggested that the 
optional ingredients listed in the 
standard of identity for canned tuna in 
§ 161.190(a)(6) (21 CFR 161.190(a)(6)) 
need only declared in the ingredient 
statement. The comment asserted that 
these optional ingredients are “minor” 
and “noncharacterizing.” Therefore, the 
comment continued, the agency should 
not require that they be declar^ 
wherever the name of the standardized 
food appears on the label. 

FDA disagrees that all of the optional 
ingredients listed in § 161.190(a)(6) are 
noncharacterizing in canned tuna. In 
many instances the optional ingredients, 
provided for in this paragraph on how 
the food may be flavored and seasoned, 
will in fact, be characterizing, 
depending upon the level and specific 
conditions of use of the ingredient in 
the food. 

For example, added to canned tuna at 
low levels, lemon flavoring, one of the 
optional ingredients provided for in 
§ 161.190(a)(6), would not impart any 
characteristic flavor of its own but 
would merely subtly alter the flavor 
profile of canned txma. However, above 
a certain level, this ingredient would 
contribute a distinctive lemon flavor to 
the canned tuna. 

In the former case, the agency requires 
that the optional ingredient be declared 
only in the ingredient statement as 
“natural flavor.” Such ingredients need 
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not be declared in conjunction with the 
name of the standardized food on the 
label bef:ause they are not significant 
characterizing ingredients in the food 
(see §130.11). 

In the latter situation, because "lemon 
flavoring” would be a significant 
characterizing ingredient, it would need 
to be declared on the food label, in 
accordance with the provisions of 
§ 101.3 and § 102.5(c) (21 CFR 102.5(c)). 
as a characterizing ingredient to 
distinguish lemon-flavored canned tuna 
from other types of canned tuna. 
Therefore, in this instance, in addition 
to the declaration of "flavoring” in the 
ingredient statement on the fo^ label, 
the words "lemon flavored” or "with 
lemon flavoring” would need to appear 
in conjunction with the name of the 
standardized food as required by new 
§ 130.11 and by new § 161.190(a)(8)(vi) 
and (a)(8)(viii). 

When FDA proposed the revocation of 
§ 101.6 in the June 21.1991, proposal, 
the agency did not intend to alter its 
policy concerning the naming of canned 
tuna on the food label. As previously 
discussed. FDA is revoking § 101.6 and 
establishing new § 130.11 as a 
replacement for § 101.6(d). The latter 
action will correct the unanticipated 
effects that the revocation of § 101.6 
would have had on the naming of 
canned tuna and other standardized 
foods. In accordance with new § 130.11, 
an optional ingredient listed in the 
standard of identity for canned tuna will 
have to be declared wherever the name 
of the food appears on the label only if 
the use of the optional ingredient in the 
food significantly distinguishes the food 
from the same standardized food that 
does not contain the optional ingredient 
as a significant characterizing 
ingredient. 

7. One comment stated that vegetable 
broth used in canned tuna is a flavoring 
and falls under the definition of 
flavoring ingredients in § 101.22. 

In claiming that vegetable broth is a 
flavoring, this comment is pointing to 
the fact that vegetable broth contains 
vegetable extractives that may provide 
flavor to the canned tuna. However, this 
effect may be outweighed by the flavor- 
enhancing effect that this ingredient 
may have in canned tuna. Flavor 
enhancers are used to supplement, 
enhance, or modify the original taste or 
aroma of a food without imparting a 
characteristic taste or aroma of their 
own (§ 170.3(o)(ll) (21 CFR 
170.3(o)(ll)), while flavoring agents and 
adjuvants impart or help impart a taste 
or aroma in food (§ 170.3(o)(12)). 

According to information available to 
FDA, vegetable broth used in canned 
tuna may serve to enhance the basic 

flavor of the tuna and to make it appear 
less bland when it is packed in water, 
as in dietetic packs where it 
supplements the flavor of the product, 
without imparting a flavor of its own 
(Refs. 47. 48, and 49). It also aids in 
suppressing the bitter flavors that may 
develop during the canning operation 
(Ref. 47). Because vegetable broth is not 
generally used at levels at which it 
would impart a characteristic flavor or 
aroma of its own to the tuna, FDA 
concludes that flavor-enhancement may 
be a significant function of vegetable 
broth in canned tuna. 

Flavor enhancers are not exempt from 
the ingredient declaration requirement 
in section 403 of the act. Therefore, they 
must be listed by their common or usual 
names in the ingredient statement on 
the food label. Where vegetable broth 
functions to enhance the basic flavor of 
the tuna, it must be declared by its 
common or usual name in the 
ingredient statement of the food label, 
even though it may, at certain levels of 
use and depending on the flavoring 
potential of vegetable sources used in 
making the broth, also act as a flavoring 
in the food. 

Where the effect of the addition of 
vegetable broth is such that it adds a 
characterizing flavor to the tuna, the 
standard of identity, in new 
§ 161,190(a)(8)(vi) and (a)(8)(viii), 
requires that the term "seasoned with 
vegetable broth” appear in close 
proximity to the name of the 
standardized food wherever that name 
occurs on the principal display panel of 
the label. In this situation, the vegetable 
broth would be properly declared in the 
ingredient statement as "flavoring” 
provided that it does not serve a flavor 
enhancing function in the food. Where 
the vegetable broth serves both as a 
flavor enhancer and a flavor, it must be 
declared by it common or usual name in 
the ingredient statement, as well as in 
conjunction with the name of the food 
when it serves as a characterizing 
ingredient, in accordance with new 
§ 161.190(a)(8)(vi) and (a)(8)(viii). 

8. One comment stated that, 
traditionally, the individual vegetable 
extractives used in the preparation of 
vegetable broth have not been declared 
on the label of canned tuna. This 
comment interpreted the agency’s 
implementation of the 1990 
amendments to mean that FDA will 
require the listing of each vegetable that 
is in the vegetable broth in order of 
predominance parenthetically following 
the term "vegetable broth” in the 
ingredient statement on the label of 
canned tuna. The comment stated its 
opposition to this approach. In support 
of its position, the comment pointed out 

that this method of listing the 
ingredients comprising vegetable broth 
in canned tuna would "intensify label 
crowding” and "create confusion as to 
whether or not whole pieces of 
vegetables are contained therein,’’ This 
comment also stated that if FDA 
requires the listing of the components of 
vegetable broth in canned tuna, then the 
agency should generate an alternative 
labeling scheme that would be flexible, 
economically feasible, and protective of 
trade secrets. 

FDA agrees that the listing of each 
ingredient comprising vegetable broth 
on the label of canned tuna could be 
lengthy and cumbersome. New 
§ 130.3(e) provides that; 

All ingredients must be listed in 
accordance with the requirements of part 101 
of this chapter, except that where a definition 
and standard of identity has specific labeling 
provisions for optional ingredients, optional 
ingredients may be declared in accordance 
with those provisions. 

The standard of identity for canned tuna 
permits the optional ingredient defined 
in renumbered new § 161.190(a)(6)(v) to 
be called “vegetable broth” on the label 
of canned tuna, as specified in new 
§ 161.190(a)(8)(vi). Hence, the optional 
ingredient vegetable broth may be listed 
as "vegetable broth” in the list of 
ingredients on the label of canned tuna. 
The new regulations do not require full 
declaration of all of the ingredients of 
which the v^etable broth is comprised. 

However, tor reasons discussea in 
another document that appears 
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register, the agency is proposing to 
amend the standard of identity for 
canned tuna to require the declaration 
of soybeans when the ingredient 
vegetable broth contains soybean 
extractives. If the agency adopts this 
proposal, the ingredient will have to be 
listed as “vegetable broth (includes 
soybeans).” 

9. Although the agency did not 
receive any other comments with 
respect to canned tuna, FDA, as set forth 
in new § 161.190(a}(6)(ii), is amending 
the standard of identity for this food to 
eliminate the term “purified” in 
conjunction with “monosodium 
glutamate” (MSG) for consistency with 
the terminology for MSG in the food 
additive regulation in 21 CFR 182.1 and 
in the food labeling regulation in 
§ 101.22(h)(5). The term “purified” had 
been used in the name in § 101.35 to 
distinguish between three types of 
ingredients, "monosodium glutamate,” 
"hydrolyzed proteins,” and 
“hydrolyzed proteins with reduced 
monosodium glutamate content.” 
Elsewhere in this document (See section 
VIII. of this document), FDA is revoking 
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§ 101.35 because the regulation is 
obsolete and does not include many of 
the protein hydrolysates used in foods. 

In addition, consistent with the 
establishment of new § 102.22, as set 
forth below, to provide for the 
declaration of protein hydrolysates by a 
common or usual name that is specific 
to the ingredient and that identifies the 
food source from which the protein was 
derived, the agency is amending the 
standard of identity in new 
§ 161.190(a)(6)(iii) to require labeling of 
the source of protein in the optional 
ing^ient “hydrolyzed protein.” 

Furthermore, to reflect the agency’s 
decision to revoke § 101.35, the agency 
is amending the standard of identity for 
canned tuna in new $ 161.190(a)(6) to 
remove “hydrolyzed protein with 
reduced monos^ium glutamate 
content” from the list of optional 
ingredients permitted in canned tuna. 
As discussed in the June 21.1991, 
proposal (56 FR 28592 at 28600 et seq.), 
all hydrolyzed protein contains MSG. 
and this MSG is not itself an ingredient 
that is subject to the ingredient 
declaration requirements of the act. In 
that document. FDA stated that after 
carefully considering the information 
available concerning the safe use of 
protein hydrolysates and whether the 
presence of MSG is a material fact that 
needs to be disclosed on the label for 
health reasons, it tentatively concluded 
that the information does not provide an 
appropriate basis to require declaration 
of MSG as a component of protein 
hydrolysates. However, for the reasons 
discussed in another document 
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register, the agency has reconsidered 
this issue and is proposing to require 
the declaration of glutamate as part of 
the common or usual name when a 
component of certain hydrolyzed 
proteins. Therefore, it will no longer be 
necessary to distinguish between 
“hydrolyzed protein” and “hydrolyzed 
protein with reduced monosodium 
glutamate content” in the manner 
currently provided for in this standard. 

Accordingly, new § 161.190(a)(6)(i) 
through (a)(6)(ix) have been renumbered 
to reflect the elimination of “hydrolyzed 
protein with reduced monosodium 
glutamate content” from the list of 
optional ingredients permitted in 
canned tuna. “Hydrolyzed protein” will 
be retained in the list of optional 
ingredients, as specified in 
§ 161.190(a)(6) bwlow (see section Vm. 
of this document). 

6. Other Related Actions 

10. The agency did not receive any 
comments that objected to its proposal 
to require that the ingredient declaration 

for frnit butter in § 150.110 conform to 
the regulations in part 101. Thus, the 
agency is removing § 150.110(e)(2)(ii) 
(21 CFR 150.110(e)(2)(ii)), which states 
that if sugar or invert sugar is the 
sweetener used, the term "sugar” may 
be used, and if the sweetener used is 
derived from com, the term “com 
sweetener” may be used. The agency is 
also requiring that the ingredient 
declaration for fruit butter conform to 
the regulations in part 101. In this rulo, 
the agency is terminating the 
mlemaking to permit the use of the 
terms “sugar” and "com syrup” as 
collective ingredient designations. The 
agency has determined that declaration 
of specific names for sweeteners within 
these collective categories is practicable. 
Consistent with this action, the agency 
has concluded that declaration of the 
specific names of sweeteners is also 
practicable for standardized foods and is 
deleting the requirements of 
§150.110(e)(2)(ii). 

The agency is also deleting the 
requirements in the standards for mixed 
nuts and peanut butter in §§ 164.110 
and 164.150 (21 CFR 164.110 and 
164.150) that provide for the use of the 
term “hydrogenated vegetable oil” or 
“vegetable oil” with the optional use of 
the name of the vegetable source, and 
the requirement in § 164.110 for label 
declaration of chemical preservatives. 
Required label declarations for these 
types of ingredients are clearly 
delineated in §§ 101.4(b)(14) and 
101.22(j), respectively. Moreover, the 
“and/or” labeling exemption in 
§ 101.4(b)(14) should effectively 
eliminate the need for collective names 
for vegetable oils on these standardized 
foods. 

The agency did not receive any other 
comments with respect to proposed 
changes to specific standards of 
identity. Thus, the agency is finalizing 
the amendments to the individual 
standards as proposed. 

In the July 21,1991, proposal on 
Declaration of Ingredients, FDA 
withdrew the proposed amendment to 
§ 101.4 (formerly § 1.10) pertaining to 
the establishment of the terms “sugar” 
and “com symp” as collective 
ingredient designations that was 
published in the Federal Register of 
June 14,1974 (39 FR 20888); terminated 
the mlemaking proceeding initiated by 
that proposal; and denied the petitions 
commenting on that proposal from the 
Canada Dry Corp. (June 27,1975— 
Docket No. 75P-0144), the Canners 
League of California (January 19,1977— 
Docket No. 77P-0051), the Independent 
Bakers Association (September 22, 
1977—Docket No. 77P-0357), the 
California Milling Corp. (June 19, 

1978—Docket No. 77P-0051 CP0002), 
the Orth Co. (July 31,1978—Docket No. 
77P-0357), and L & Sons, Inc. 
(August 11,1978—Docket No. 77P-0357 
CP0003). 

B. Labeling of Sulfites in Standardized 
Foods 

In the Federal Register of December 
19,1988 (53 FR 51062), FDA published 
a proposed mle to require that any 
standardized food that contains a 
sulfiting agent that has a functional 
efiect or that is present at a level of 10 
ppm or more is misbranded if the 
presence of the sulfiting agent is not 
declared on the label by its common or 
usual name. The agency proposed to 
codify this requirement in new § 130.9. 
The agency also solicited comments 
regarding sulfite-sensitive consumers’ 
ability to recognize and avoid foods 
label^ with the six common or usual 
names for sulfites (sulfur dioxide, 
sodium sulfite, sodium and potassium 
bisulfite, and sodium and potassium 
metabisulfite). In addition, the agency 
requested comments on whether any 
final rule should contain a requirement 
that the common or usual name of a 
labeled sulfiting agent should be 
followed by the term “sulfiting agent.” 
The comments received on these and 
other aspects of this part of the 
proposal, and the agency’s response, 
follow. 

11. The majority of comments from 
consumers and industry supported 
adoption of § 130.9. These comments 
stated that sulfite labeling of 
standardized foods would decrease 
allergic type reactions by increasing 
consumer awareness, while allowing the 
vast majority of consumers, who are not 
sensitive to sulfites, to continue to 
consume foods containing sulfiting 
agents. A few consumers’ comments, 
however, requested that all unnecessary 
uses of sulfites be banned, or, in the 
alternative, that principal display panel 
warnings be required. Citing the large 
number of people adversely affected by 
sulfites, the comments asserted that 
there was no established safe threshold 
for sulfites, and that they are one of the 
few food ingredients known to cause 
anaphylactic shock and death. 

Tne agency recognizes that sulfites 
present a significant health problem for 
a small segment of the population, 
particularly some asthmatics. However, 
sulfiting agents do not appear to present 
a problem for most people, and the 
declaration of sulfiting agents in the list 
of ingredients will provide sufficient 
information for those people who need 
or want to avoid imexpected exposure 
to these ingredients. Inus, FDA does 
not believe that it is necessary to require 
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a warning statement on food labels or to 
ban all uses of sulfites. In addition, the 
comments did not provide any data to 
support banning current uses of sulfites. 

Tne agency believes that the action 
that it is taking in this final rule will 
afford more elective protection for 
sulfite-sensitive individuals than is 
currently provided. This provision for 
label declaration of sulfites fix' 
standardized foods is consistent with 
the provisions for label declaration of 
sulfites for nonstandardized foods in 
§ 101.100(a). 

Thus, FT3A is adopting new § 130.9, as 
proposed, in this final rule. As a result, 
all foods containing sulfiting agents that 
are functionally active or present at 10 
ppm or more in the finished food are 
now required to declare the presence of 
the sulfiting agent in the ingredient 
statement. 

12. Some comments expressed the 
opinion that the term "sulfiting agent" 
should be used instead of the common 
or usual name of the particular 
substance because it is more 
recognizable by consumers. None of 
these comments, however, offered any 
data to show the extent of consumer 
knowledge about the common or usual 
names for sulfiting agents. 

Lacking data, and reflective of the 
small number of comments from 
consumers on this issue. FDA is not 
persuaded that requiring a descriptive 
or collective term to be used with the 
common or iisual name of the sulfiting 
agent is necessary because the 
declaration of the sulfiting agent by its 
common or usual name will adequately 
inform the consumer of its presence. 

Furthermore, sulfite sensitive 
consumers know to look for sulfiting 
agents in the ingredimit statement. 
However, the agency will not object if 
manufacturers choose to make this dual 
declaration. 

Moreover, the agency is not 
persuaded that the term "sulfiting 
agent" should be used in place of the 
common or usual name for sulfiting 
agents added directly to the 
standardized food or for sulfiting agents 
that have a technical or functional 
effect FDA addressed this issue with 
respect to label declaration of sulfites in 
nonstandardized foods in the Federal 
Register of July 9,1986 (51 FR 25012). 
At that time the agency adopted 
S 101.100(a)(4) which requires sulfiting 
agents present at 10 ppm or mcxe in a 
nonstandardized food be declared on 
the label. Furthermore, sulfiting agents 
that are directly added to, or that ^ve 
a technical or ninctional effect in. food 
should be declared by the name of the 
specific sulfiting agent Hoerever, the 
agency also estwlished the policy that 

sulfiting agents that are indirectly added 
to a food, and that have no technical or 
functional e^ect in the food, could be 
declared by a collective term. FDA 
considered the term “sulfiting agent" to 
be the most accurate and informative 
collective term. The agency still believes 
that this position is appropriate for 
nonstandardized foods and is also 
appropriate for standardized foods, 
llms, when indirectly added sulfiting 
agents remain in a standardized food in 
a significant amount, but no longM have 
a technical or functional effect, they 
may be declared by the term "sulfiting 
agents." 

FDA also continues to hold that if a 
food contains a sulfiting agent that has 
a technical or functional effect in the 
standardized food and that is declared 
in the list of ingredients by its common 
or usual name, as required by § 130.9(a), 
any nonfunctional sulfiting agents 
present in the standardized food need 
not be declared separately in the list of 
ingredients. In such circumstances, 
sulfite sensitive individuals will be 
alerted to avoid the food by the 
declaration of the former sulfiting agent. 
However, FDA emphasizes that this 
flexibility applies only if the sulfite does 
not perform a technics or functional 
effect in the standardized food. 

13. Several comments from industry 
and trade associations objected, for 
various reasons, to the use of the 
Monier-Williams method of sulfite 
analysis. These comments requested 
that firms should have the fire^om to 
choose between “state-of-the-art” 
methods and the Monier-Williams 
method in determining the amount of 
sulfite present. 

FDA has selected the Monier- 
Williams method as the method that it 
will use for enforcement of the sulfite 
labeling requirements because this 
method is an official method of the 
Association of Official Analytical 
Chemists and is the standard against 
which the accuracy of new procedures 
has been judged. Moreover, this method 
will measure the free sulfite plus a 
reproducible portion of the Iwund 
sulfites in the food. However, the 
agency advises that processors and food 
manufacturers are under no obligation 
to use the Monier-Williams method for 
quality control or any other purpose. 
Proce^rs are bee to. and frequently do. 
determine the correlation between the 
official FDA-designated enforcement 
method, i.e., the Monier-Williams 
method, and their method of choice. 
They may then use their method of 
choice as they see fit. recognizing that 
FDA will rely on the Monier-Williams 
method in any enforcement action. 

14. A few comments suggested that 
the concentration of the sulfite should 
be declared on the label, thereby 
allowing the consumer to decide 
whether to piirchase the product based 
on this information. The comments 
stated that this would absolve the 
manufacturers of liability, as long as the 
product did not exceed the limit. 

The amncy rejects this suggestion. 
Althou^ the agency is aware that 
limited studies have been performed on 
sulfite-sensitive individuals to 
determine dose response reactions, the 
agency finds that the available evidence 
does not establish that a threshold level 
exists for sulfite-sensitive individuals. 
Furthermore, the agency does not 
believe that sulfite-sensitive individuals 
should be expected to determine their 
tolerance levels. 'Hierefore, FDA finds 
that, given currently available 
information, there is no reason to 
require manufocturers to declare the 
concentration of sulfites on the label. 
Declaration of the sulfiting agent in the 
ingredient list will adequately inform all 
individuals who are sensitive to sulfites 
that sulfites are present in the food. 

15. One comment asked for 
clarification of the “written agreement” 
exception to the labeling requirement as 
it applies to bulk shipment of 
ingredients that will be further 
processed into consumer products by 
other manufacturers. The comment 
stated that it is impractical for 
ingredient manufacturers of sulfiting 
agents to enter into written bilateral 
contracts with each customer. Hie 
comment proposed an alternative such 
as a “pure food” guarantee, indicating 
that the food is not adulterated or 
misbranded within the meaning of the 
act (e.g., a letter of guarantee from the 
manufocturer that the product contains 
less than the maximum residual limit of 
sulfites that is consistent with the 
generally recognized as safe (GRAS) 
regulations or the inclusion of 
information on an invoice that specifies 
the maximum residual level of sulfites 
contained in the product). 

Section 101.100(d) provides an 
exemption from the labeling 
requirements for foods shipped in bulk 
when there is a written agreement 
between the shipper and the consignee. 
The written agreement must, among 
other things, contain specifications for 
the processing, labeling, or repacking of 
the food by a designate establishment 
that will ensure that the food will not 
be adulterated or misbranded within the 
meaning of the act The exemption 
provided in § 101.100(d) applies to all 
foods shipped under the prescribed 
provisions without full labeling and not 
just those foods containing sulfites. 
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Furthermore, § 101.100(d) is not a 
subject of this rulemaking. In addition, 
sulfite manufacturers have not provided 
reasons to persuade the agency that they 
should be treated difierently from 
manufacturers of other ingr^ients. The 
alternative proposed in the comment is 
welcome additional information but is 
not a substitute for written agreements 
for interstate shipment of partially 
labeled food for mrther processing. 

III. Label Declaration—Statement that 
Ingredients are Listed in Descending 
Order of Predominance by Weight 

FDA proposed in the June 21,1991, 
proposal to adopt proposed $ 101.4(a)(3) 
to require that food labels bear a 
statement explaining that the list of 
ingredients is in descendiim order of 
predominance by weight. Ine proposed 
requirement was in response to 
comments received on the 1989 ANPRM 
that suggested that consumers were not 
aware of the requirement in new 
§ 101.4(a)(1) that ingredients be declared 
in descending order of predominance by 
weight. FDA cited, as an example of an 
appropriate statement: “Ingredients (in 
descending order of predominance by 
weight):-, 
-, and-.** 

16. Although a few industry and 
consumer comments on the June 21, 
1991, proposal supported proposed 
§ 101.4(a)(3), the majority of industry 
comments requested that it be deleted 
finm a final rule. Industry comments 
maintained that consumers have been 
made aware that ingredients are 
declared in descending order of 
predominance by wei^t through the 
food industry’s advertisements. 
According to these comments, such 
advertisements highlight ingredient 
statements when comparing the 
quantity of various ingredients among 
competitive products. The comments 
said that, therefore, an explanatory 
statement would be demeaning to many 
consumers. These comments fijrther 
argued that the proposed model 
statement, “Ingredients (in descending 
order of predominance by weight),” 
uses sophisticated terminology unlikely 
to be imderstood by those consumers 
who remain imaware of the listing 
requirement. These comments suggested 
that this issue could be more 
appropriately addressed through public 
education efforts by FDA and &e food 
industry. 

Other opposing comments on this 
issue emphasized that the labeling 
exemption in proposed § 101.4(a)(2) for 
ingredients that are present in ammmts 
of 2 percent or less by weight allows 
listing the ingredients without regard to 
order of predominance. These 

comments maintained that the proposed 
statement would contradict the 2 
percent rule and lead to consumer 
confusion. 

Some comments further stated that 
the parenthetical statement, as 
proposed, would use valuable label 
space, especially on small packages, and 
would add to label clutter without 
significant benefit to the consumer. Of 
[>articular concern was ingredient 
abeling for chewing gum packages. 

Comments finm the chewing gum 
industry stated that the addition of this 
statement on the ingredient label in 
conjunction with ali of the other 
labeling changes required by the 1990 
amendments and proposed by FDA 
could require the development of new 
packaging. 

Comments from foreign governments 
stated that there was no requirement to 
include such a statement in their 
countries. They contended that if FDA 
established the requirement for such a 
statement, additional labeling 
difficulties and costs would be borne by 
both United States and foreign food 
manufacturers wishing to use a single 
label for both markets. These comments 
stressed that any additional costs would 
ultimately be passed on to consumers. 

The agency nas carefully considered 
all of the comments and has been 
persuaded to reconsider its position. 
The agency agrees that in some cases, 
educational efforts by the industry and 
FDA may better inform the public that 
ingredients are listed in descending 
order of predominance by weight than 
requiring the statement on the label. The 
agency also recognizes that with the 
implementation of other labeling 
requirements mandated by the 1990 
amendments, label space, especially on 
smaller packages, may be limited. 
Finally, comments frt>m consumers 
demonstrated little support for the 
proposal. Accordingly, the agency is not 
requiring that food labels bear a 
statement explaining that the list of 
ingredients is in descending order of 
predominance by weight and is deleting 
proposed § 101.4(a)(3) from this final 
rule. However, the agency encourages 
manufactvu^rs to provide this 
information voluntarily when 
practicable. 

IV. Declaration of Sweeteners in the 
Ingredient List 

A, General 

The June 21,1991, proposal discussed 
several issues regarding labeling of 
sweeteners. Consumers had complained 
of not being able to determine the 
relative amounts of added sweeteners 
because sweeteners are listed at various 

positions throughout the ingredient list. 
In response, the agency proposed that 
all sweeteners be grouped together 
parenthetically following the term 
“sweeteners" when more than one 
sweetener is present in a product and be 
declared in the ingredient list in the 
order of predominance appropriate for 
the sum of all sweeteners in tne 
product. The agency also withdrew a 
previous proposal, published in the 
Federal Register of Jime 14.1974 (39 FR 
20888), to establish the term “sugar” as 
a collective ingredient designation for 
sucrose and invert sugar and “com 
sweeteners” as a collective ingredient 
designation for sweeteners derived from 
com. With this action, the agency 
denied several industry petitions 
requesting the use of these collective 
terms. 

17. One consumer comment strongly 
disagreed with allowing the ingredient 
sucrose to be labeled as “sugar” while 
other caloric sweeteners are labeled by 
their proper names. This comment also 
expressed the belief that manufacturers 
mislead consumers by using the term 
“No sugar added” when the product is 
sweetened by a caloric sweetener other 
than sucrose. The comment xu^ed that 
all sweeteners be labeled by their proper 
names, and that the term “sugar” be 
prohibited. 

FDA has traditionally held that the 
term “sugar” in cm ingredient list refers 
to sucrose as defined in $ 184.1854 (21 
CFR 184.1854). Although the agency 
proposed in 1974 to permit the temi 
“sugar” to also include invert sugar, the 
agency never acted on that proposal and 
subsequently withdrew it in the June 21, 
1991, proposal. In addition, the agency 
believes that sucrose is the only 
sweetener that has traditionally been 
referred to as “sugar” by industry and 
consumers, and that the use of this term 
in the ingredient list is not misleading. 
Thus, the agency is not granting the 
request to prohibit the use of the term 
“sugar” as defined in § 184.1854. To 
promote greater consumer awareness of 
§ 184.1854, FDA has specifically 
referenced it in new $ 101.4(b)(20) 
(§ 101.4(b)(22) in the proposed mle). 

With regard to the statement “no 
sugar added” when sweeteners other 
than sucrose are used in a food, the 
agency’s position (21 CFR 105.66) has 
bran that label declaration claims such 
as “no sugar added” may reasonably be 
expected to convey to consumers that 
the food contains no added nutritive 
sweeteners, such as high frnc:tose com 
syrup, malt syrup, or honey. Claims 
such as “no sugar added” refer not only 
to sucrose but to a class of sweetenerr 
of which sucrose is just one. The agency 
addressed this issue in detail in its 
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proposal on nutrient content claims (56 
FR 60421 at 60437. November 27.1991). 
At that time. FDA proposed that claims 
for the absence of added sugars apply 
only to those foods to which sugar or 
other nutritive sweeteners have not been 
added directly or indirectly during 
processing or packaging. Iliis issue is 
further addressed in the nutrient 
content claims final rule published 
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register. 

18. Comments bom consumers, 
consumer groups, and some State 
governments supported the agency's 
proposal that all sweeteners he listed 
together in the ingredient list under the 
collective term “sweeteners.’* They 
expressed the belief that current 
regulations permit manufacturers to 
hide the actual amount of added 
sweeteners in a product by dispersing ' 
them in the ingi^ient statement. In 
addition, several of these comments 
requested more complete information 
on the total amount of sugars present in 
a finished food and suggested that such 
information be required in nutrition 
labeling. 

However, comments from industry 
opposed grouping sweeteners in the 
ingredient list. The comments 
questioned FDA’s authority to require 
grouping sweeteners in the ingredient 
list and stated that there was no 
scientific or public health rationale for 
ringling out sweeteners for distinctive 
treatment in the ingredient list. These 
comments argued that total sugars 
declaration is the function of the 
nutrition label and not the ingredient 
labeL They further argued that 
sweeteners may be added to foods for 
other than sweetening purposes (e.g.. as 
bulking agents, firming agents, 
cryoprotectants. and fermenting agents), 
and that grouping sweeteners in the 
ingredient list could obscure the 
intended function of the sweetener in 
the food, thereby generating consumer 
confusion. In addition, several 
comments raised concerns regarding 
labeling requirements of foods that: (1) 
Are themselves sweeteners. (2) contain 
a standardized multicomponent 
ingredient that had a sweetener as one 
of its ingredients, end (3) contained 
sweeteners that perform functions for 
which “and/or” labeling is permitted 
under current regulations 
(Sl01.4(b)(19)). 

One comment bom industry argued 
'hat inclusion of the term “sweeteners" 
in the ingredient list of food products 
that are ^mselves sweeteners is 
unnecessary. The comment asserted that 
a sweetener with two ingredients, both 
of which are “sweeteners." would have 
.0 list under this relation 

“Ingredients: Sweeteners (dextrose, 
aspartame)." rather than a simpler and 
more straightforward listing of 
“Ingredients: dextrose, aspartame.” This 
comment requested an exemption for 
products that are themselves 
sweeteners. 

Other industry comments maintained 
that where manufacturers declare a 
multicomponent ingredient (e.g., a 
standardized or nonstandardiz^ food 
for which there is a common or usual 
name and that is bbricated bom two or 
more ingredients) of a food by its 
common or usual name followed by a 
parenthetical listing of the two or more 
ingredients in the multicomponent 
ingredient, sweeteners would either: (1) 
Have to be listed twice, first in the 
parenthetical list following the name of 
the multicomponent ingredient and 
second in the list of combined 
sweeteners contained in the finished 
food: or (2) have to be removed bom the 
parenthetical list of the multicomponent 
ingredient and added to the 
parenthetical list of sweeteners. These 
comments contended that such a 
practice would be misleading because it 
would, in the first case, over-represent 
the amount of the sweetener by 
declaring it twice, or. in the second 
case, give the impression that the 
multicomponent ingredient is “sugar 
bee.’’ 

The comments stated that, in the 
alternative, the parenthetical listing of 
the ingredients of the multicomponent 
ingredient, as provided in proposed 
§ 101.4(b){2){i). would no longer be an 
option. Sweeteners would have to be 
removed bom the multicomponent 
ingredient declaration and grouped with 
other sweeteners. The other ingredients 
in the multicomponent ingredient 
would then have to be dispersed in the 
ingredient list in descending order of 
predominance, as provided in proposed 
§ 101.4(b)(2)(ii), without naming the 
multicomponent ingredient. As a result, 
common, readily identifiable 
multicomponent ingredient names such ^ 
as "milk chocolate” or “marshmallows”* 
would not appear in the ingredients 
statement, and the consumer would be 
misled. 

Several other industry comments 
requested clarification regarding label 
declaration of sweeteners, such as sugar 
alcohob. that may be used as firming 
agents and that are currently declar^ 
parenthefically using “and/or” labeling 
following the collective term “finning 
agents.” These comments asserted that 
manufacturers who may not adhere to a 
constant pattern of use of a particular 
firming agent that is a sweetener would 
be at a competitive disadvantage 
because of ^e additional expense of 

maintaining label inventories for every 
possible formulation. 

Additional comments that opposed 
the grouping of sweeteners stated that 
consumers will avoid foods 
unnecessarily if the grouped sweeteners 
appear first or second in the ingredient 
li^ and thereby imply that such foods 
are “bad.” These comments further 
stated that when low calorie or intense 
sweeteners are used, they would most 
likely be the only sweetening ingredient 
in a food and therefore would be exempt 
bom tbis requirement because the grouu 
declaration of sweeteners is only 
triggered when more than one added 
sweetener is present. These comments 
asserted that consumers would be given 
the impression that a food containing an 
intense or low calorie sweetener 
contained less sugar and therefore, was 
more nutritious than a food that 
contained, for example, five sweeteners. 
In fad. the comment continued, the 
food containing five sweeteners may 
contain other essential nutrients not 
present in the food with the intense 
sweetener. Another comment asserted 
that the grouping of sweeteners in the 
ingredient list would lead to deceptive 
and unfair practices because 
manufacturers may manipulate 
formulations so that ingredients that are 
valued by consumers, such as honey 
and concentrated buit juice, would 
appear to be more predominant when 
grouped with other sweeteners than 
they would under current labeling 
reflations. 

Finally, two comments bom foreign 
manufacturers that opposed grouping 
sweeteners in the ingredient list 
maintained that such a requirement 
would be a barrier for foreign trade 
because foreign manufadurers are not 
required to group sweeteners on labels. 
These comments further stated that 
foreign manufadurers would be 
required to use separate labels for 
the U.S. market, consequently 
increasing costs and discouraging bee 
trade. 

The agency has carefully reviewed ail 
of the comments and. as stated above, 
has been persuaded to reconsider its 
proposal to require grouping of 
sweeteners in the ingredient statement 
As stated in the final rule on mandatory 
nutrition labeling published elsewhere 
in this issue of t^ Federal Register, in 
response to sedion 403(q) of the ad, 
FDA is requiring the declaration of total 
sugars in the nutrition l^)el. The agency 
believes that information on the 
quantity of sugars in a finished food is 
more effectively conveyed as part of 
nutrition labeling, than ingredient 
labeling. The total amount of sugars, 
including both added and indigenous 
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sugars, is declared in the nutrition label, 
whereas the information on sugars 
content provided through ingredient 
labeling includes only added 
sweetening ingredients in order of 
predominance by weight. The 
ingredient label does not give 
information regarding the amounts of 
those sugars. 

It is true that in the June 21,1991, 
proposal, the agency stated that even if 
it were to require the declaration of total 
sugars, there was still a significant need 
for grouping sweeteners in the 
ing^ient list to prevent consumers 
from being misled by the practice of 
dispersing sweetener names throughout 
the ingredient list. FDA has 
reconsidered this position, however, 
and concludes that from a nutritional 
standpoint, the placemmit of added 
sugars in the ingredient statement is not 
relevant. 

For FDA to require the grouping of 
sweeteners in the ingredient list, it 
would have to find ^at listing them in 
order of predominance is false or 
misleading (section 403(a} of the act). 
Clearly, the applicable finding would 
have to be that the current method of 
listing sweeteners results in consumer 
deception, that is, as argued by the 
consumer and state government 
comments, by dispensing sweeteners 
throughout the ingredient list, 
manufacturers hide the total amount of 
sweetening ingredients added to a food. 
FDA has concluded, however, that this 
practice will not result in deception for 
two reasons. 

First, because nutrition labeling will 
include a listing of total sugars, this 
practice will no longer provide a means 
of hiding the amounts of sweeteners 
added to the food. The consumer will be 
able to determine if a product has a high 
amount of sugars by looking at the 
nutrition label. 

Secondly, from a nutritional 
standpoint, the amount of added sugars 
is not significant information when 
considering overall sugar content. It is 
the total sugars content that has 
nutritional importance. Again, this 
amount will be determinable horn the 
nutrition label. Thus. FDA agrees with 
the comments that there is no scientific 
or public health reasons for singling out 
sweeteners for special treatment in the 
ingredient list. For these reasons FDA 
concludes that grouping of sweetmiers is 
not necessary to prevent consumers 
from being misled and, therefore, FDA 
is not requiring such a step. 
Accordingly. TOA has deleted the 
proposed requirement for aggr^te 
declaration of sweeteners (proposed 
§ 101.4(bK21)) from this final rule. 

FDA points out that it has ccmsidered 
the other objections raised by industry 
to its proposal. As explained above, 
FDA dearly has authority under section 
403(a) of tlm agt to take the st^ it 
proposed. FDA advises that there would 
be'alternative ways of addressing each 
of the other concerns that the industry 
comments raised. Because the agency 
has decided not to adopt propo^d 
§ 101.4(b)(21), however, it finds that 
there is no need to address each of those 
concerns in detail. 

The agency received several other 
supporting and opposing comments 
addressing its definition of sweeteners 
(i.e., list of ingredients to be included in 
the definition of sweeteners fw the 
purpose of this regulation)'as discussed 
in the June 21,1991, proposal (56 FR 
28592 at 28608). Because the agency has 
reconsidered its position on the 
aggregate declaration of sweeteners in 
the ingredient statement, the issues 
raised in those comments are no longer 
pertinent and need not be addressed in 
this rulemaking. 

19. Other comments recommended 
that FDA require the disclosure of 
artificial sweeteners on the principal 
display panel in addition to the 
in^edient list. These comments 
suggested that the label should read 
"Artificially sweetened" and should 
also bear warnings about artificial 
sweeteners being harmful to children 
and pregnant women. However, the 
comipents did not provide information 
supporting their assertion that artificial 
sweeteners are specifically harmful to 
children and pregnant women. 

The agency will not object to 
manufacturers voluntarily declaring on 
the principal display panel that the 
product is artificially sweetened. This 
voluntary declaraticm, however, only 
applies in those instances where 
"artificially sweetened" is not a part of 
the statement of identity of the food 
(e.g., artificially sweetened canned 
apricots) and, ^erefore, required to 
appear on the principal display panel. 
The agency is not aware of any evidence 
to support the assertion in the 
comments that artificial sweeteners are 
more harmful to children and pregnant 
women than to the general population. 
FDA has considered the safety of these 
ingredients as part of the food additive 
listing process. Where it has been 
presented virith evidence that shows that 
it is necessary for the safe use of an 
artificial sweetener, FDA has required 
declarations. Such a declaration is 
provided for in 21 CFR 172.804, which 
requires that labels on foods that 
contain aspartame bear the statement 
"PHENYLKETONURICS: CONTAINS 
PHENYLALANINE." In addition section 

403(oKl) of the act requires that labek 
of foods containing saccdiarin bear the 
warning statemmit "USE OF THIS 
PRODUCT MAY BE HAZARDOUS TO 
YOUR HEALTH. THIS PRODUCT 
CONTAINS SACCHARIN WHICH HAS 
BEEN DETERMINED TO CAUSE 
CANCER IN LABCMIATORY 
ANIMALS." Both provisicms require 
that such statements shall be located in 
a conspicuous place on the label as 
proximate as possible to the name of the 
food and shall appear in conspicuous 
and legible type in contrast to other 
printed matter oa the label. As other 
artificial sweeteners are permitted fm 
use in foods, the ageing will prescribe 
the conditions un^r which those 
sweetraers may be safely used, 
including labeling or pecdLaging 
requirements if deem^ necessary by 
the agency to ensure the safety of su^ 
use. See section 409(c)(t)(A) of the act 
(21 U.S.C. 348(cMlMA)). 

B. Lactose Labeling 

In the June 21.1991, proposal, the 
agency restated its policy on the 
declaration of lactose and advised that 
ingredient labeling regulations require 
the listing of lactose whenever it is used 
as an ingr^ient of food (56 FR 28592 
at 28608). 

20. One comment supported FDA’s 
positicm against requiring label 
declaration of lactose when present as a 
component of an ingrediwit (e.g., whey, 
nonfat dry milk), b^use lactose 
intolerant consumers know to avoid 
milk and milk products. Another 
comment requested the establishment of 
regulations to require labeling products 
as "lactose firee.” This comment stated 
that the high percentage of the 
population that suffers fix>m lactose 
intolerance warrants such a 
requirement. 

The agency does not agree that the 
requested statement is needed because 
lactose intolerant consiuners know to 
avoid milk and milk products. 
Furthermore, the comment did not 
present data to substantiate that lactose 
intolerant consumers need a "lactose 
free" declaration to determine which 
foods they can safely consume. Such 
information would be necessary for FDA 
to require a statement that a product is 
"lactose free.” Thus. FDA is not 
requiring a “lactose free” declaration on 
products that do not contain lactose. 
However, the agency advises that 
manufacturers may voluntarily label a 
food as "lactose frira," provide, of 
course, that the statement is true. Any 
product labeled as "lactose free" must 
not contain lactose as an ingredient or 
as a component of an ingredient and 
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should adhere to the provisions of 21 
CFR 105.62 on hypoallergenic foods. 

V. Labeling of Fresh Fruits and 
Vegetables 

A. Pesticides 

21. The majority of comments, citing 
concerns about health risks and the 
consumer’s right to know, requested 
that the agency require manufacturers to 
disclose preharvest and postharvest 
pesticide use on fresh fruits and 
vegetables at the retail level. The 
comments expressed concern that, in 
the absence of pesticide labeling at the 
retail level, growers, packers, repackers, 
or distributors may indiscriminately use 
pesticides that are not permitted or are 
permitted only on specific fruit and 
vegetable commodities. 

As discussed in the preamble to the 
June 21,1991, proposal (56 FR 28592 at 
28611), section 403(1) of the act only 
requires declaration of postharvest 
pesticides on the shipping container. 
Moreover, section 403(1) of the act 
specifically precludes the agency from 
requiring declaration of postharvest 
pesticides at the retail level. The 
comments favoring disclosure of 
prehervest and postharvest pesticide use 
did not provide any information not 
considered by the agency at the time of 
the proposal, nor did they provide 
viable solutions to the many compliance 
and enforcement problems that would 
arise if the agency acquired statutory 
authority to require p)esticide labeling at 
the retail level. Moreover, the agency 
advises that the indiscriminate use of 
pesticides is illegal. Only uses 
specifically permitted by the 
Environmental Protection Agency under 
the Federal Insecticide. Fungicide and 
Rodenticide Act of 1988 (7 U.S.C. 136a- 
1) are legal. Thus. FDA has concluded 
that it will not seek statutory authority 
to require pesticide labeling by the 
retailer at this time. 

B. Wax or Resin Coatings 

The agency proposed to permit 
retailers to use appropriate collective 
(generic) names for ingredient labeling 
of wax or resin coatings on fresh 
produce (56 FR 28592 at 28611). Section 
403(i) of the act provides for exemption 
from specific ingredient labeling when 
such labeling is impracticable or results 
in deception or unfair competition. 
Because of the constant change of 
produce items in retail establishments, 
FDA tentatively concluded that specific 
ingredient labeling of waxes and resins 
was impracticable (56 FR 28592 at 
28613). In addition, under the proposal, 
packers and repackers unable to adhere 
to a constant pattern of wax or resin use 

on produce would be permitted to use 
collective names in ingredient labeling. 
Also in the June 21,1991, proposal, 
FDA responded to a citizen petition 
(Docket No. 90P-0404) requesting the 
agency to permit: (1) Collective labeling 
of fresh produce by shippers; (2) 
ingredient labeling on plastic bags; and 
(3) the term "may” in ingredient 
labeling of wax or resin coating on fresh 
produce. 

22. Although a number of comments 
supported the agencry’s proposal, several 
comments requested specifrc wax or 
resin coating ingredient declaration at 
the retail level ^cause of health and 
safety considerations and because of the 
right of consumers to know what is in 
the foods they eat. 

The agency recognizes that consumers 
have expressed health and safety 
concerns as they relate to the 
consumption of waxes and resins. 
Waxes and resins used on fresh produce 
have been accepted as food grade and 
therefore are considered by the agency 
to be safe ingredients. If the agency 
becomes aware that a particular wax or 
resin may be harmful to consumers, it 
will take appropriate action to ensure 
safe use of the wax or resin. 

The agency further acknowledges that 
some consumers desire specific 
ingredient declaration of waxes and 
coatings, and that such declarations are 
generally required under section 403(i) 
of the act. However, section 403(i) of the 
act does not provide a "right to know” 
the ingredients of every food. It qu^ifies 
the requirement that each ingredient be 
listed (section 403(i)(2) of the act) by 
saying that to the extent that compliance 
with that requirement is impracticable 
or results in deceptive or unfair 
competition, FDA is to establish 
exemptions from the requirement by 
regulation (section 403(i)(2)). The 
comments did not provide evidence 
regarding retail marketing practices that 
contradicted the agency's tentative 
conclusion that specihc ingredient 
labeling at the retail level is 
impracticable. Therefore, FDA has not 
been persuaded to change its tentative 
finding that specific ingredient 
declaration is impracticable, at the retail 
level. Accordingly, the agency 
concludes that speciHc ingredient 
declaration of waxes and coatings on 
fresh produce is impracticable and that 
the proposed exemption permitting use 
of collective terms by the retailer is 
appropriate. 

23. Some of the comments that 
requested specific wax or resin coating 
label declaration also requested 
declaration of the fungicides applied in 
the waxes or coatings. These comments 
asserted that information on fungicides 

is important for health and safety 
considerations. 

As discussed above, section 403(1) of 
the act specifically precludes FDA frt)m 
issuing regulations requiring retail 
labeling for postharvest use of \ 
pesticides. Fungicides that may be | 
applied with or without waxes or I 

coatings are included in the category of 
postharvest-use pesticides, as provided 
in section 201(q) of the act (21 U.S.C. | 
321a(q)) and therefore are exempt from | 
required declaration at the retail level. I 
As previously stated, the agency does \ 
not plan to seek statutory authority to 
require pesticide labeling by retailers. 

24. Many comments requested that 
domestic and foreign packers and 
repackers be exempted from specific 
ingredient labeling and allowed to use 
collective (generic) terms without first 
having to determine whether there is a 
“constant pattern” of wax or resin use 
on the produce. Several of the 
comments asserted that seasonal 
variation, product variation, coating 
variability, product destination, cost 
and availability of wax or resin coating, 
and the practice of commingling lots of 
variously coated fresh fruits and 
vegetables from different suppliers 
occur so frequently that packers and 
repackers would rarely, if ever, adhere 
to a "constant pattern” of use. 

In addition, the comments stated that 
the packer or repacker who adheres to 
a "constant pattern” of use, and, 
therefore, is required to use specific wax 
or resin coating ingredient declarations, 
is at a competitive disadvantage when 
compared to packers or repackers who 
do not adhere to » constant pattern of 
use. The comments contended that 
unfair competition results because of 
the labeling and inventory costs 
required to maintain specific ingredient 
labeling as well as collective ingredient 
labeling for those instances when the 
packer does not adhere to a constant 
pattern of use. The comments further 
stated that the ordinary practice in the 
packing industry is to use prestenciled 
shipping containers that are labeled 
before they are packed. Thus, packers 
and repackers who adhere to a constant 
pattern of use and are required to list 
individual wax or resin ingredients 
would have to maintain a separate 
inventory of boxes prestenciled with the 
required ingredient information. The 
comments argued further that most 
packers often run two or three shifts per 
day, each with multiple lines packing 
various types of produce 
simultaneously. These comments 
concluded that the packers who adhere 
to a constant pattern of use would not 
only have to increase their packaging 
costs and inventory space but also 
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would have to increase their workforce 
and reorganize the packing process. 

Other comments stated mat the 
requirement to list specific ingredients 
on shipping containers if a "constant 
pattern" of ^e is determined is at odds 
with the proposal to use collective 
names at retail. Such a requirement 
would compel retail store personnel to 
categorize the specific wax or resin 
coating, because retail establishments 
will always be able to use generic 
labeling. These comments further 
maintained that it is unreasonable to 
expect produce clerks and store 
managers to understand ingredient label 
classification of waxes and resins and to 
label accurately the products with the 
appropriate collective name. These 
comments also contended that requiring 
produce personnel to classify waxes and 
resins for labeling purposes may 
ultimately cause erroneous labeling, 
resulting in misbranding of the prc^uct 
and misleading the consumer. 

The agency requires ingredient 
labeling for wax or resin coatings on 
both domestic and imported fresh fruits 
and vegetables. The agency finds, based 
on information provided in the 
comments regarding industry practices, 
that the loss of specific lot identification 
because of commingling of variously 
coated produce while in bulk storage at 
the wholesale distributor level makes 
specific ingredient declaration 
impracticable. Proposed § 101.4(b)(25) 
(redesignated as new § 101.4(b)(22} in 
this final rule) provided for the use of 
collective terms by packers and 
repackers when a "constant pattern” of 
wax or resin ingredient use is not 
practicable. In light of information 
regarding industry practice provided in 
several of the comments, the agency 
concludes that it is likely that the great 
majority of packers and repackers, both 
foreign and domestic, will satisfy the 
conditions of impracticabilify required 
for exemption from specific ingr^ient 
labeling for wax and resin coatings. The 
agency further concludes that the small 
number of manufacturers who adhere to 
a constant pattern of use of wax or resin 
coatings may be at a competitive 
disadvantage because they will incur 
additional labeling and inventory costs 

I in order to provide specific wax or resin 
ingredient labeling for a variety of fruits 
and vegetables. Similar costs will not be 
borne by the majority of packers and 
repackers, who do not a^ere to a 
constant pattern of wax or resin use. 

; Section 403(i)(2) of the act provides 
I that, in cases where specific ingredient 

labeling would be impracticable or 
, result in deception or unfair 

competition, the packer or repacker may 
be exempted from such labeling. 

Because of industry practices previorisly 
discussed, the majority of packers and 
repackers will meet the requirements for 
exemption from specific ingredient 
declaration because of impracticability. 
In the agency's opinion, however, the 
few packers and repackers that would 
not be exempt from specific ingredient 
declaration due to impracticability 
would be placed at a competitive 
disadvantage if required to comply with 
section 403(i} of the act Acccndingly, 
the agency is revising proposed 
§ 101.4(b](22) to exempt all packers and 
repackers from specific ingredient 
labeling of wax and resin coating. La 
reaching this conclusion. FDA also 
considered that consumers would not be 
disadvantaged by any loss of 
information if packers and repackers use 
collective term labeling of waxes and 
resins because retailers are permitted to 
use collective terms. Thereiore, specific 
ingredient labeling of waxes and resins 
by the packer or repacker would not be 
provided to the consumer by the 
retailer. 

25. Several comments requested that 
the agency revise proposed 
§ 101.4(b)(25) to include dairy-based 
waxes within the category of animal- 
based waxes, e.g., “animal-based or 
milk-based” or “coated with animal- 
based wax (may include dairy product- 
based wax).” The comments cited the 
possibility of allergic reaction to 
products containing small amounts of 
dairy products and religious, ethnic, or 
dietary restrictions as the reasons for the 
request. 

The agency advises that dairy-based 
waxes are included in the animal-based 
wax category. The agency believes that 
consumers imderstand that dairy 
products are animal-based, and that any 
dairy-based ingredients in waxes or 
resins would be included in an “animal- 
based wax” declaration. The agency 
further believes that the prescribed term 
“coated with animal-based wax” is 
adequate to provide the requested 
information to consumers wishing to 
avoid dairy-based products. The 
comments did not provide any basis for 
finding that the use of the term “animal- 
based” is not adequate to advise 
consumers with all the information they 
would need to avoid the product. 
Accordingly, FDA has not made the 
requested revision of the regulation. 

26. Some comments objected to the 
term “food grade,” stating that all 
ingredients are food grade, and that this 
term naay give the consumer the 
impressiem that other ingredients are 
not “food grade.” These comments also 
objected to the optional use of 
functional phrases, e.g.. “to maintain 
freshness,” in conjunction with the 

words “wax" and “coatings,” because 
the comments believed that sudi terms 
are misleading or redundant. 

The agency paints out that the term 
“food grade" is an optional term and 
conchmes that it should remain as such. 
The ^ency is not convinced that 
consumers will perceive that 
ingredients not designated as “food 
grade” are not food grade. On the 
contrary, the agency believes that the 
use of the optional term “food grade" 
will assure consumers who are 
concerned about wax or resin coatings 
that these ingredients have been 
accepted by the agency as “food grade” 
and. therefore, are considered to be safe 
ingedients. 
^e agency disagrees that the phrase 

“to maintain freshness” is xnisleading. 
Waxes and coatings do perform a 
preservative function, and this phrase is 
an acceptable means of stating ^at fact. 
Althou^ the agency is not requiring the 
phrase "to maintain freshness” to 
describe the presmvative function of 
waxes and rmins (FDA believes that 
consumers gmierally recognize that this 
function is associated with the terms 
“wax” and “resin;” thus, for produce, 
the terms “wax” and “resin” fulfill the 
requirements of new § 101.22(j) and 
section 403(k) of the act with respect to 
the declaration of the preservative 
function), the agency will permit the 
phrase to be include in the wax or 
resin ingredient declaration. 

27. A few comments suggested that 
the term “no wax and/or resin coating” 
should be required instead of no 
labeling when no wax or resin coating 
is present, to assure the consumer that 
the absence (rf labeling is not the result 
of the retailer’s failure to label the 
presence of wax or resin coating. 

The agency has the authority to 
require declaration of the absence of an 
ingredient in cases where it is implied 
that the ingredient has been used when 
in fact it has not been used. In such 
instances the lack of specific 
information would be misleading under 
sections 403(a) and 201(n) of the act. 
However, the comment did not provide 
information to substantiate that in the 
absence of a %vax or resin declaration, 
consumers would believe that a wax or 
resin coating had been applied. Thus, 
the agency does not have the authmity, 
in this instance, to require a “no wax or 
resin” declaration. However, the agency 
will not object to use of a “no wax or 
resin” declaration but does require that 
the statement is fectual in all respects. 
Furthermore, the agency expects that 
packers, repadeers, and retailers will 
comply with the statutory requirements 
and correctly label wax or re»n coated 
fresh firuits and vegetables. 
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28. Other comments requested that 
the agency revise proposed 
§ 101.4(b)(25) to: (1) Establish shellac or 
lac-based coatings as a separate category 
of wax or resin coatings; (2) modify die 
term shellac with the phrase "a coating 
made up of a secretion of the lac insect” 
to alert strict vegetarians; and (3) 
combine the categories beeswax and 
shellac-based because they are both 
insect-derived. 

The agency has not been persuaded 
by the comments that the prescribed 
terms are inadequate to inform the 
consumer about wax and resin coatings, 
or that an additional category should M 
established to alert a limited population 
of consumers. FDA selected the 
collective terms that it proposed in the 
June 21,1991, proposal to assist the 
consumer in avoiding certain products 
for reasons of religious, cultural, or 
ethnic dietary restrictions. These 
collective terms allow consumers to 
avoid certain foods, while providing the 
flexibility needed by retailers in 
prevailing market conditions to comply 
with the ingredient labeling 
requirement. Thus, the agency is not 
creating an additional category for 
beeswax and shellac (or lac-) based 
waxes. However, should a {}acker, 
repacker, or retailer voluntarily choose 
to use a more narrow descriptive term 
such as “vegetable based” or “beeswax 
and .shellac based,” or to name the 
specihc wax or resin coating, the agency 
will not object to such use but does 
require that the declaration be factual. 

29. Some comments suggested use of 
the term “petroleum based” as opposed 
to “mineral based” because it is factual, 
it is understood by consumers, and the 
term “mineral” may be misleading if 
associated with vitamins and minerals, 
particularly if nutrition labeling is 
provided by the retailer. 

The agency agrees with the 
comments. Currently, in part 172 (21 
CFR part 172), there are at least four 
multipurpose direct food additives that 
may be applied to fresh fruits and 
vegetables as a protective coating, and 
that the agency considers to be in the 
category “petroleum based.” These are: 
White mineral oil (liquid petrolatum), 
§ 172.878; petroleum wax, § 172.886; 
synthetic petroleum wax, § 172.888; and 
petrolatum, § 172.880. Witli the 
exception of white mineral oil. all have 
the term “petroleum” as part of their 
common or usual name. Therefore, the 
agency concludes that the term 
“petroleum based” is more accurate and 
informative in describing the nature and 
source of the wax coating than the term 
“mineral.” which may be associated 
with inorganic substances rather than 
organic substances. Accordingly. FDA 

has revised new § 101.4(b)(22) (formerly 
§ 101.4 (b)(25)) to reflect this change. 

30. Two comments expressed concern 
that growers, packers, and repackers 
may begin to use coatings derived from 
certain gluten containing foods (i.e., 
wheat, barley, rye, oats, or millet), and 
that the prescribed generic terms would 
not adequately inform persons who 
must avoid these foods. The comments 
further asserted that retailers should not 
be allowed to treat cut-up fruits or 
vegetables with a gluten-based coating 
to enhance color and preserve freshness 
without declaring the use of such 
coating. 

The agency is not aware of any 
commercially used coating derived from 
wheat, barley, rye, oats, or millet that 
may contain gluten. However, should 
such a coating be developed in the 
future, FDA would decide what 
measures are necessary to adequately 
protect those consumers who need to 
avoid gluten and to ensure the safe use 
of the coating. 

In addition, retailers who coat fruits 
or vegetables are required to declare 
such ingredients in accordance with the 
provisions of section 403(k) of the act 
and § 101.4(b)(22). 

31. Some comments that supported 
the use of self-serve plastic bags to 
identify wax or resin coating ingredients 
saw no difference between prepacked 
plastic bags with ingredient labeling and 
those plastic bags to be used by 
consumers from a roll. Further, they 
argued that, as opposed to information 
on signs, the information on plastic bags 
would give consumers added time for 
review during shopping and after 
leaving the store. Other comments 
opposed the use of self-serve plastic 
bags to provide ingredient declaration of 
wax or resin coatings because; (1) The 
consumer would not have the 
information before making the purchase 
decision; (2) it is difficult to read print 
on bags in a roll; (3) the consumer may 
not use the plastic bags speciHc to the 
produce or to the actual waxes applied 
to the products being purchased; and (4) 
the practice is not ecologically sound. 

Tne comments supporting use of self- 
serve plastic bags to declare wax or 
resin coatings on produce at retail have 
not persuaded the agency that self-serve 
plastic bags available in the produce 
department meet statutory labeling 
requirements for ingredient declaration, 
meet expressed consumer needs, or can 
reasonably be managed at the retail 
store. As stated in the June 21,1991, 
proposal, ingredient information on 
plastic bags available in the produce 
department would not provide 
consumers with this information at the 
time they actually make purchase 

decisions (56 FR 28592 at 28614). 
Further, the agency doubts that 
consumers would notice ingredient 
information because the bags are usually 
distributed in rolls. Thus, Iracause the 
ingredient information would not be 
placed conspicuously and in such terms 
as to render it likely to be read and 
understood by the ordinary individual 
under customary conditions of purchase 
and use, the produce would be 
misbranded under section 403(f) of the 
act. 

Furthermore, the agency believes that 
ingredient declaration on plastic bags 
could result in misleading consumers, 
especially when consumers may 
commingle different brands of the same 

roduce or puzzle over which plastic 
ag to use for which produce. Unlike 

ingredient declaration on prepackaged 
fruits and vegetables, which is specific 
to the contents of that package, the 
agency cannot ensure Aat ingredient 
declaration placed on self-serve plastic 
bags would be used for the specific fixiit 
or vegetable for which the bags were 
intended. Thus. FDA affirms its 
tentative finding and concludes that ' 
wax or resin coating ingredient labeling 
limited to self-serve rolls of plastic bags 
in the produce department does not 
meet the statutory requirement of 
section 403(0 of the act and, therefore, 
is not an acceptable alternative of 
ingredient declaration of waxes and 
resins. 

32. Several comments requested that 
the agency reconsider its decision and 
permit retailers to use the term, “may 
have been treated with wax or resin 
coatings,” on produce labels. The 
comments compared the concept to 
“and/or” labeling of fats and oils. 

The agency believes that there is an 
inherent difference between the terms 
“may have been treated * * *,” with its 
inherent suggestion that the food may or 
may not contain the wax, and “and/or.” 
As discussed in the June 21,1991, 
proposal, the suggestion that a food may 
contain a wax would be of virtually no 
use to consumers because it does not 
advise them whether the produce has a 
wax or resin coating or identify the 
coating used. On the other hand, “and/ 
or” labeling informs the consumer that 
one or more of the ingredients declared 
is definitely present in the product. 
Thus, the agency is not granting the 
request to allow the term “may have 
been treated * * *” in the declaration of 
wax or resin coatings. However, the 
agency points out that it has allowed in 
new § 101.4(b)(22) for the use of “and/ 
or” labeling in declaration of wax or 
resin coatings (e.g., “coated with 
vegetable-, petroleum-, beeswax-, and/or 
shellac-based wax or resin”) because it 
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adequately informs the consumer of the 
generic category of wax or resin coating 
as well as provides the flexibility 
needed by industry. These prescribed 
terms are sufficiently general that if 
several different kinds of wax or resin 
coatings become commingled in 
different lots, the produce would still be 
factually and informatively labeled. 

33. Several comments requested that 
the agency establish more rigid 
requirements with respect to format, 
terminology, and letter size for wax or 
resin label declaration. These comments 
expressed the belief that the proposed 
requirements were not adequate to 
inform the consumer. 

The comments did not provide any 
evidence to support their claim that the 
requirements as proposed will not result 
in labeling that will adequately inform 
the consumer regarding wax or resin 
coating. Consequently, the agency 
disagrees with these comments and 
concludes that the requirement that 
labeling be displayed prominently and 
in a conspicuous manner with lettering 
at least one-fourth of an inch high is 
adequate to inform the consumer. 

34. A few comments requested that 
FDA require that the sign for each 
commodity be placed next to the bin 
bearing that commodity. These 
comments contended that one sign in 
the produce department covering all 
affected produce would not adequately 
provide point-of-purchase information 
for the various items sold throughout 
the department. Comments opposing the 
requirement of individual signs next to 
each commodity stated that such a 
practice would ultimately lead to 
misbranding because of the retail 
practice of moving bins, rearranging 
produce displays, and the likelihood of 
consumers knocking down such signs. 

In the |une 21.1991, proposal, the 
agency proposed in § 101.4(f) to require 
that ingredients that must be declared in 
labeling because there is no label for the 
food (display of written, printed, or 
graphic matter upon the immediate 
container of any article), be listed 
prominently and conspicuously by their 
common or usual name. The agency did 
not, however, propose requirements 
with regard to the number of signs or 
countercards or the placement of such 
labeling in produce departments 
because the arrangement and size of 
produce departments is not consistent 
from one retail establishment to another. 
In cases where the produce department 
is confined to a small area, one sign or 
counter card may be sufficient to 
adequately inform the consumer 
regarding the use of wax or resin 
coatings as produce ingredients. 
However, where the produce 

department covers a large area, one sign 
may not be adequate. The agency 
believes that retailers should be 
permitted to determine the appropriate 
placement of signs and counter cards to 
meet ingredient labeling requirements 
in each particular establishment. 
However, the agency advises that 
enforcement action may be taken against 
retail establishments where wax or resin 
ingredient declarations are not 
prominently and conspicuously 
displayed. 

35. One comment stated that the 
agency should not specify the manner of 
labeling for wax or resin coated produce 
or set rigid type size requirements for 
sign lettering placed on bulk bins, i.e., 
one-fourth inch type size, as proposed 
in § 101.100(a)(2)(ii). The comment 
asserted that such rigid standards would 
stifle innovation and limit the creativity 
of grocers in finding new ways to 
provide useful information to 
consumers. 

The agency disagrees with the 
comment that the proposed labeling 
requirements would stifle retail 
creativity. The proposed minimum type 
size requirement will help to ensure that 
consumers with a wide range of visual 
acuities will be able to read the written 
information. Moreover, such written 
information will comply with 
requirements provided under section 
403(f) of the act. Further, the type size 
requirement does not preclude retailers 
from providing brochures, electronic 
signs, computer screen displays, or 
using other media and methods to 
inform consumers in addition to the 
sign required in § 101.100(a)(2). 

36. One comment requested 
clarification on whether the minimum 
letter size requirement of one-fourth of 
an inch referred to upper case or lower 
case when both lettering types are used. 

The agency advises that, as with other 
minimum lettering size requirements, 
the minimum size requirement of one- 
fourth of an inch for labeling of wax or 
resin coating ingredient labeling refers 
to the height of the lower case “o” when 
both upper and lower case lettering is 
used, as established in § 101.105(h)(2). 

VI. Source Labeling 

A. Genera! 

FDA stated in the June 21,1991, 
proposal that declaration of the food 
source in the common or usual name of 
all foods would not be required. 

37. Many consumer comments 
responding to the proposal requested 
that the agency reconsider its position 
and require that the specific source of 
an ingredient be declared as part of its 

common or usual name in the list of 
inmdients. 

These comments repeated reouests 
that the agency had already evaluated 
when developing the June 21,1991, 
proposal and did not present new 
information. As previously discussed 
(56 FR 28592 at 28603), several of these 
comments expressed a desire to avoid 
certain ingredients (e.g., corn-derived 
sweeteners), while others stated that 
consumers should be fully aware of 
what is in the food they eat. 

FDA appreciates consumer needs and 
concerns about source labeling and 
points out that source labeling is 
required as part of the common or usual 
name in instances where such 
information has a material bearing on 
the purchase of a food, where such 
information describes the basic nature 
of the food, or where consumers may be 
misled without such information 
(§ 101.4(a)(1) and 102,5(a)). For FDA to 
require declaration of the source of all 
ingredients, it would have to amend the 
common or usual name of those 
ingredients that do not currently 
include their source. As explained in 
the June 21,1991, proposal (56 FR 
28592 at 28603), such a requirement 
would require enormous resources, and 
the agency does not have such resources 
available. Moreover, many of these 
ingredients are so well known that most 
consumers understand the source of the 
ingredient from its name. Consequently, 
FDA reaiBrms its conclusion that it is 
not feasible or necessary to establish a 
general requirement for source 
information in the common or usual 
names of all foods. 

B. For Specific Foods—Gluten Labeling 

38. FDA received several comments 
from consumers affected with celiac 
sprue, a medical condition that results 
in damage to the absorptive surface of 
the intestine when gluten (a protein 
fraction of cereal grains) is ingested. 
These comments strongly requested 
source declaration, particularly for all 
protein hydrolysates (i.e., flavor-related 
and nonflavor-related protein 
hydrolysates) and modified food 
starches produced from wheat, barley, 
rye, oats, and millet which commonly 
contain gluten. Alternatively, these 
comments requested that FDA establish 
regulations that would allow 
manufacturers to state that a product is 
“gluten free" without misbranding the 
food. 

The agency acknowledges the desire 
of those individuals affected with celiac 
sprue to know what products contain 
gluten. As with other ingredients 
combined to make a finished food, 
declaration of gluten when added as an 
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ingredient to a food is required. 
Literature reviewed by the agency 
suggests that the two most commonly 
used forms of gluten are derived Gram 
com and wheat (Ref. 45). Sections 
184.1321 and 184.1322 (21 CFR 
184.1321 and 184.1322) establish the 
terms "com gluten*' and “wheat 
gluten,*’ respectively, as the common or 
usual names for declaration of these 
inmdients. 

In this hnal rule, FDA is requiring 
source declaration in the common or 
usual name of all protein hydrolysates, 
including those that are made Grom 
sources that may contain gluten, 
because the source is essential to 
describe the basic nature of the 
ingredient. In the )ime 21.1991, 
proposal, the agency advised that 
protein hydrolysates used for nonflavor* 
related purposes should also be 
declared by appropriate common or 
usual names in accordance with the 
provisions of proposed § 101.22(h)(7), 
which descril^s requirements for the 
declaration of protein hydrolysates used 
for flavor-related purposes (56 FR 28592 
at 28600). For reasons discussed in 
section VI1I.A. of this document, the 
agency is incorporating that position 
into the regulation. Therefore, the 
requirement for source declaration in 
the common or usual name of protein 
hydrolysates used for flavor-related 
purposes has been transferred Grom 
§ 101.22(h)(7) to new § 102.22(a) and 
now applies to declaration of protein 
hydrolysates used for flavor-related as 
well as nonflavor-related purposes. The 
agency believes that this requirement 
will assist consumers who wish to avoid 
gluten. 

With respect to modified food starch, 
the agency does not believe that source 
declaration is required to inform 
consumers about gluten content. 
Modified food starches (21 CFR 
172.892) are products of the treatment of 
any of several grain- or root-based 
starches with small amounts of 
chemical agents, which modify the 
physical characteristics of the source 
starches to produce desirable properties. 
Com starches are the dominant starches 
used in the United States (Ref. 50). As 
stated in the comments, consumers with 
celiac sprue must abstain primarily from 
gluten derived from wheat, oats, barley, 
millet, and rye. Com as a source of 
gluten was not mentioned in the 
comments as one to be avoided. 

More importantly, the starch 
component of the source food is 
separated G-om the protein (i.e., gluten) 
component through starch isolation 
techniques (Ref. 50). Once the starch has 
been isolated, it is modified and added 
to food as an ingredient. Therefore, 

irrespective of the source of the 
modified food starch, the gluten 
(protein) component is removed and - 
therefore should not be a problem for 
gluten intolerant consumers. The 
comments did not provide evidence that 
modified food star^ causes adverse 
health consequences as currently used. 
Therefore, the agency is not requiring 
source declaration for modified food 
starch. 

The agency advises that even though 
it has not specifically defined ‘‘gluten 
G^e," this phrase can be used on foods 
provided that when as used it is not 
false or misleading. The term “gluten 
G-ee” may be misleading when the food 
ordinarily contains no gluten (e.g., 
modified food starch). Further, it is the 
agency’s understanding that “gluten 
Gee” foods labeled as such may be 
found in the special dietary sections of 
some food stores and on a very limited 
number of products more generally 
available. Therefore, the agency has 
advised (Refs. 51 and 52) that foods 
labeled “gluten Gee” that purport to be 
or are represented for special dietary use 
should adhere to the provisions for 
hypoallergenic foods in § 105.62 by 
declaring the common or usual name, 
and the quantity or proportion, of each 
ingredient (including spices, flavorings 
and noncertified color additives) when 
the food is fabricated of two or more 
ingredients. Additionally, under 
§ 105.62(b), the name of the food or of 
its ingredients must be qualified to 
reveal clearly the specific plant or 
animal source of the food or ingredient. 
Moreover, an informative statement of 
the nature and eflect of any Geatment or 
processing of the food or any ingredient 
thereof must be declared if a change in 
the allergenic property results Gom such 
treatment or processing (§ 105.62(c)). 

FDA will consider establishing a 
definition for “gluten Gee” if petitioned 
with sufficient information, including 
an adequate analytical methodology for 
food analysis. 

C. Labeling of Foods Characterized as 
‘'Nondairy”that Contain Caseinates 

In the June 21,1991, proposal, the 
agency identified some food products 
that are marketed as dairy product 
substitutes and that bear labels that 
include the statement “nondairy,” but 
that contain a caseinate milk derivative. 
FDA believes that the labeling'of such 
products may lead consumers to think 
that the caseinates are not milk derived. 
Thus, the agency proposed in § 101.4(d) 
that wherever “nondairy” statements 
appear on the label of a product that 
contains a milk derivative, the source of 
the milk derivative must be declared in 
the ingredient statement. 

39. The majority of comments that 
addressed this issue supported the 
agency’s proposal. However, several 
comments recommended that the 
agency revise § 101.4(d) to require that 
the term “caseinate milk derivative” be 
declared aGer the term “nondairy” on 
the principal display panel, as well as 
in the ingredient list. 

The agency disagrees with the latter 
comments. I^e agency does not believe 
that requiring the additional declaration 
on the principal display panel is 
justified. FDA believes that the 
proposed requirement to declare the 
source of the milk derivative in the 
ingredient list will adequately protect 
consumers who wish to avoid milk- 
derived ingredients. The comments in 
question did not provide evidence to 
show that the ingredient list declaration 
would not be adequate. Therefore, the 
agency is not requiring source 
declaration on the principal display 
panel. 

40. One comment recommended that 
the source identification requirement of 
caseinates as milk derivatives in foods 
labeled as “nondairy” be extended to 
foods that do not bear a “nondairy” 
label. However, the comment offered no 
rationale for this recommendation. 

The agency disagrees with the 
recommendation. In the absence of a 
“nondairy” label declaration, there is no 
basis to suggest that the consumer 
would be led to believe that the food 
was nondairy. The declaration of the 
specific name of the caseinate in the 
ingredient statement would not be 
misleading and complies with 
regulations for ingredient labeling. 
Thus, the agency is not requiring source 
information in the name of the caseinate 
if the product does not bear a 
“nondairy” claim. 

41. Other comments recommended 
that State laws that require “nondairy” 
labeling of products with caseinates be 
preempted for health reasons. 

The agency disagrees with this 
suggestion. The comments did not 
provide information on which the 
agency could make a finding that the 
term “nondairy” on products that 
contain caseinates would create health 
concerns if the products’ labeling also 
declares, in the ingredient statement, 
that the caseinate is milk-derived. The 
latter statement would adequately 
inform consumers, wishing to avoid 
milk-derived products, of the presence 
of a milk-derived ingredient. 
Accordingly, the agency is requiring, as 
proposed, that products that bear a 
“nondairy” claim and contain 
caseinates, must declare in the 
ingredient statement that the caseinate 
is milk-derived. 
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D. Nomenclature for Sweeteners 

42. One comment requested source 
labeling for sweeteners. This comment 
stressed that source labeling would 
allow persons with specific food 
allergies to avoid these ingredients in 
finished foods. This comment further 
stated that com. specifically, is of 
concern to Jews observing dietary laws 
during Passover. 

The evidence presented by the 
comment lacked supportive 
scientifically veriHable data and thus, 
has not persuaded the agency to modify 
its tentative finding that allergic 
reactions to sweeteners, particularly 
corn-derived sweeteners, do not 
represent a major health concern in the 
United States. In the absence of such 
evidence, the agency is not requiring 
inclusion of the food source in the 
names of sweeteners. However, the 
agency acknowledges the concern 
expressed by consumers about source 
labeling, particularly for com 
sweeteners, for other than health 
reasons. Accordingly, as proposed, the 
agency is amending §§ 168.110(b) and 
168.111(c) to provide for voluntary 
declaration of the food source in the 
naming of these sweeteners, as is 
currently allowed for glucose sirup 
(§ 168.120 (21 CFR 168.120)) and dried 
glucose simp (§ 168.121 (21 CFR 
168.121)). Because the agency is not 
requiring declaration of the food source 
in the naming of these sweeteners, it 
encourages consumers wishing to avoid 
certain sweeteners for religious or other 
reasons to familiarize themselves with 
the names of these sweeteners and look 
for these names in the ingredient lists. 

43. Another comment requested 
clarification regarding nomenclature 
appropriate for commonly used 
nonstandardized sweeteners, such as 
com simps with varying degrees of 
sweetness intensity (dextrose 
equivalence) and in varying forms 
(dried, powdered, and liquid). The 
comment requested that names such as 
“corn simp” and “com simp solids” bo 
permitted instead of the common or 
usual name of the ingredient or the 
precise form in which the ingredient 
was incorporated into the food. The 
comment maintained that “com simp" 
and “com simp solids” would be better 
understood and more recognizable by 
consumers than the technical common 
or usual names. 

The agency rejeds this comment. The 
request^ terms “com simp” and “com 
sirup solids” are currently used as 
alternative names, designating source, 
for standardized sweeteners provided in 
§§ 168.120 and 168.121. They are 
specific to those ingredients and. 

therefore, not appropriate for collective 
declaration of nonstandardized 
sweeteners. Furthermore, consumers 
have consistently requested specific 
ingredient labeling information rather 
than the use of collective terms when 
asked to comment on several food 
labeling issues, including labeling of 
sweeteners. 

Moreover, under section 403(i) of the 
act, a food that is fabricated from two or 
more ingredients is misbranded unless 
the label bears the common or usual 
name of each such ingredient. The act 
also states that the agency is to provide 
for exemptions if compliance with this 
requirement is impracticable or results 
in deception or unfair com]>etition. The 
comment did not present evidence upon 
which FDA could make a finding that 
the declaration of nonstandardized 
sweeteners, by their common or usual 
names, would be impracticable or 
would result in deceptive or unfair 
competition. Accordingly, the agency is 
denying the comment's request to 
permit such names as “com sirup" 
instead of the common or usual name of 
the nonstandardized sweetener. As 
discussed in the proposal, persons 
interested in further guidance on 
appropriate names for nonstandardized 
sweeteners should refer to parts 172, 
180,182, and 184 (21 CFR parts 172, 
180,182, and 184). 

VII. Percentage Ingredient Labeling 

FDA proposed in the June 21,1991, 
proposal to codify in § 101.4(e) its 
voluntary percentage labeling policy, 
which permits manufacturers to declare 
voluntarily percentages of ingredients if 
the information is not misleading and is 
tmthful in all respects. 

44. Several industry comments 
acknowledged that in instances where 
an ingredient is prominently decleured, 
either through identity or other label 
information, or where the ingredient has 
a market appeal or is used to make a 
claim, percent ingredient labeling 
should be required. However, these 
comments also suggested that voluntary 
percentage ingredient labeling has the 
potential to confuse and mislead the 
consumer because too much 
information can distract consumers 
from the more important nutrient 
content information now mandated for 
all food labels. These comments further 
stated that confusion could be generated 
if only some manufacturers declare 
ingredient percentages. These comments 
asserted that voluntary percent labeling 
is unnecessary in light of the new 
nutrition labeling regulations and is not 
important to consumers. One comment 
further expressed concern that 
percentage ingredient labeling will 

eventually become mandatory for all 
foods. This comment requested 
assurance from FDA that volimtary 
percentage ingredient labeling would 
not become mandatory. 

The agency is not convinced that 
voluntary percentage ingredient 
declaration would lead to consumer 
confusion. FDA has permitted 
manufacturers to declare voluntarily the 
percentage of ingredients, and it does 
not have information to indicate that 
consumer confusion has occurred as a 
result of such declarations. In addition, 
the majority of comments on this issue 
stated that it was appropriate for FDA to 
establish a uniform me^od of 
declaration for those manufacturers who 
choose to use percent ingredient 
labeling. 

Furthermore, the agency believes that 
this information could educate 
consumers as to the individual 
contribution of a particular ingredient in 
the finished food, thereby assisting them 
in planning their diets. Consumers have 
the ability to discern and understand 
labeling information that is presented in 
a uniform, clear, and concise manner. 
Therefore, the agency is issuing new 
§ 101.4(e) to establish a uniform method 
for voluntary percentage declaration of 
ingredients. 

FDA is not requiring general 
percentage labeling of all ingredients in 
all foods. Although the agency cannot 
give assurances regarding the future, it 
is not at this time seeking authority to 
require such percentage ingredient 
lal^ling. The agency emphasizes, 
however, that ^e percentage of 
characterizing ingredients must be 
declared, as provided in § 102.5(b), 
when the proportion of such ingredients 
has a material bearing on the price or 
consumer acceptance of the food, or 
when there may be an erroneous 
impression that the ingredients are 
present in an amount greater than is 
actually the case. 

VIII. Flavors, Colors, and Spices 

A. Label Declaration of Protein 
Hydrolysates 

Protein hydrolysates, which include 
acid hydrolyzed and enzyme 
hydrolyzed proteins from plant and 
animal sources, and autolyzed yeast 
extracts, are used in many foods for a 
variety of functions, including as 
formulation aids, leavening agents, 
stabilizers, thickening agents, nutrient 
supplements, protein sources, 
flavorings, and flavor enhancers. 
Current regulations do not exempt 
protein hydrolysates from ingredient 
declaration when used for purposes 
other than flavoring. The practice 
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among some in industry has been to 
declare protein hydrolysates used for 
flavor-related purposes, such as flavor 
enhancement, as "flavorings” or 
"natural flavors.” 

In the June 21.1991, proposal, the 
agency reached several tentative 
conclusions with regard to label 
declaration for protein hydrolysates 
used for flavor-related purposes. After 
reviewing available literature and 
technical data, FDA concluded that 
when protein hydrolysates are added to 
foods as flavorings, they also function as 
flavor enhancers. The agency pointed 
out that the act does not exempt flavor 
enhancers from required label 
declaration. Consequently, the June 21, 
1991, proposal provided that any 
protein hydrolysate used in a food as a 
flavoring must be declared by its 
common or usual name. 

As required by § 102.5(a), the 
common or usual name of a food should 
adequately describe its basic nature or 
characterizing properties or ingredients. 
The agency believes that some terms 
currently used for declaration of protein 
hydrolysates, e.g., "hydrolyzed 
vegetable protein” or "hydrolyzed 
animal protein,” do not adequately 
describe their basic nature or 
characterizing properties because 
protein hydrolysates horn different 
sources have different functional 
characteristics. Accordingly, in the June 
21,1991, proposal, FDA tentatively 
concluded that declaration of the 
protein source is necessary to describe 
accurately the nature of the protein 
hydrolysate, and proposed that it be 
included in the common or usual name. 
Furthermore, the agency stated that 
source declaration of protein 
hydrolysates is a material fact for 
consumers wishing to avoid certain 
foods for religious or cultural reasons. 

In addition, FDA responded to the 
citizen petition submitted by the 
International Hydrolyzed Protein 
Council (the Council) in 1985. This 
petition requested that the agency 
revoke § 101.35 because the regulation 
is obsolete and does not include many 
of the protein hydrolysates presently 
used in foods. The agency agreed with 
the Council and proposed to delete 
§ 101.35 from the regulations in the June 
21,1991, proposal. 

FDA also tentatively found that there 
was no public health basis for requiring 
the declaration of free glutamates that 
occur as components of protein 
hydrolysates. However, comments on 
the June 21,1991, proposal have raised 
other issues not related to public health 
concerning the declaration of 
glutamates. FDA did not consider these 
issues in the June 21,1991, proposal. 

After evaluating the information 
presented in these comments, FDA has 
tentatively concluded that the phase 
"(contains glutamate)” is necessary to 
describe adequately the basic nature of 
certain protein hydrolysates and, thus, 
is proposing elsewhere in this issue of 
the F^eral Register that this phrase be 
part of the common or usual name of 
certain protein hydrolysates. This action 
will, consequently, provide for the 
declaration of firee glutamates as 
components of certain protein 
hydrolysates. 

In the June 21,1991, proposal, the 
agency did not include regulations for 
determining appropriate common or 
usual names for protein hydrolysates 
used for nonflavor-related purposes. 
Nevertheless, the agency did advise that 
protein hydrolysates usi^ for non flavor- 
related purposes should be declared in 
accordance with the provisions of 
proposed § 101.22. After reviewing the 
comments, however, the agency 
concluded that it is more appropriate to 
establish regulations that provide 
general requirements for the declaration 
of all protein hydrolysates and not just 
those used for flavor-related purposes. 
This will minimize confusion regarding 
appropriate common or usual names for 
the various kinds of protein 
hydrolysates. The agency also 
concluded that establishing general 
requirements for protein hydrolysates 
used for nonflavor-related purposes was 
a logical outgrowth of the June 21,1991, 
proposal. Accordingly, the agency has 
transferred provisions of proposed 
§ 101.22 regarding the common or usual 
name designation of protein 
hydrolysates used for flavor-related 
purposes to new § 102.22, and extended 
the requirements to include protein 
hydrolysates used for non flavor-related 
purposes. 

The agency has also concluded that 
highly hydrolyzed protein hydrolysates 
can be differentiated (as discussed 
below) from protein hydrolysates that 
may be mildly, lightly, or partially 
hydrolyzed (i.e., those types used for 
nonflavor-related purposes). Unlike 
highly hydrolyzed protein hydrolysates, 
protein hydrolysates that are not highly 
hydrolyzed may retain the functional 
effects and allergenic potential of the 
source protein because the source 
protein is still structurally intact to a 
substantial degree. Therefore, the 
agency has concluded that the inclusion 
of the protein source in the common or 
usual name of mildly, lightly, or 
partially hydrolyzed protein 
hydrolysates is also a material fact 
because tliis information is required by 
certain (allergic) individuals in order to 
make purchase decisions. 

The agency’s evaluation and summary 
of the comments received in response to 
the June 21,1991, proposal follow. 

45. The agency aid not receive any 
comments objecting to the required 
ingredient declaration of protein 
hydrolysates when added to foods for 
flavor-related purposes. Therefore, as 
proposed, the agency is establishing in 
new § 101.22 a requirement for 
declaration of a hydrolyzed protein by 
its common or usual name in the 
ingredient list in order of predominance 
by weight when added to a food for 
flavoring or flavor-related functions. 
The agency points out, however, that 
provisions for speciflc declaration and 
acceptable names for protein 
hydrolysates have been transferred horn 
proposed § 101.22(h)(7) to new 
§ 102.22(a). 

46. A number of comments requested 
more detailed source declaration, such 
as identiflcation of milk-derived 
ingredients and speciflc origin of 
vegetable-derived protein hydrolysates. 
The two primary reasons cited in the 
comments for requesting source 
declaration were: (1) Religious or 
cultural dietary concerns; and (2) 
allergy, food intolerance, or sensitivity 
to the source protein. Other comments 
expressed the belief that the source of 
the protein should also be required in 
the declaration of the protein 
hydrolysate used for nonflavor-related 
purposes to protect those individuals 
who are allergic to certain source 
proteins. These comments stated that 
the potential for an allergic reaction is 
greater for nonflavor-related protein 
hydrolysates because these protein 
hydrolysates may be partially, mildly, or 
lightly hydrolyzed proteins. Unlike 
highly hydrolyzed proteins; partially, 
mildly, or lightly hydrolyzed proteins 
retain their capacity to induce allergic 
reactions because peptides from their 
source protein are signiflcantly longer 
than those present in highly hydrolyzed 
proteins. 

Several comments stated that source 
declaration should be limited to the 
terms "animal” or "vegetable,” and that 
these generic terms would be sufficient 
for individuals wishing to avoid certain 
foods for religious or cultural reasons. 
These comments further stated that 
individuals wishing to avoid speciflc 
ingredients of animal or vegetable origin 
could do so by relying on the generic 
source declaration of "animal” or 
"vMetable.” 

Tne agency believes that the 
requirements set forth in §§ 101.22 and 
102.22 are sufficient to inform 
consumers about the nature of the 
protein hydrolysate and. therefore, 
concludes that additional declarations 
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(e.g.. milk-derived) are not necessary. 
However, the agency finds significant 
merit in those comments requesting that 
the source declaration he required for 
protein hydrolysates used for nonflavor- 
related purposes. The agency agrees 
with the comments that protein 
hydrolysates used for nonflavor-related 
purposes (i.e.. partially hydrolyzed 
protein hydrolysates) may retain the 
allergenic potential of the source 
protein. Thus, the agency concludes that 
the inclusion of the name of the source 
in the common or usual name of the 
ingredient represents a material fact 
under section 201 (n) of the act because 
individuals who are allergic to a specific 
food need to know when it is present as 
an ingredient in a food in order to make 
informed purchase decisions. 

Furthermore, as the agency 
determined that source declaration as 
part of the common or usual name of 
highly hydrolyzed proteins is necessary 
to describe the basic nature of the 
ingredient because of inherent 
differences in the nature (amino acid 
profiles) of the source protein, it also 
finds that somce declaration as part of 
the common or usual name of partially 
hydrolyzed proteins is necessary to 
descrilM the basic nature of the 
ingredient. Further, in order to provide 
additional guidance on the declaration 
of nonflavor-related protein 
hydrolysates, the agency is also advising 
that it is appropriate to use optional 
terms such as “partially,” "lightly,” or 
“mildly” in the declaration of protein 
hydrolysates that are not highly 
hydrolyzed. For example, the common 
or usual name of a protein hydrolysate 
that is not highly hydrolyzed may be 
declared as “hydrolyzed (sourcs) 
protein” or “partially hydrolyzed 
(source) protein.” 

As stated in the June 21,1991, 
proposal, the agency has advised that 
manufacturers should determine 
appropriate common or usual names for 
protein hydrolysates used for nonflavor- 
related purposes according to the 
provisions of proposed § 101.22. Upon 
consideration of the comments, 
however, the agency finds that it is 
necessary to establish regulations for the 
common or usual names of protein 
hydrolysates used for nonflavor-related 
purposes to ensure accurate, uniform, 
concise, and appropriate ingredient 
declarations for all protein hydrolysates. 
Accordingly, the agency has extended 
provisions for specific declaration and 
acceptable names for protein 
hydrolysates in proposed § 101.22 to 
cover all protein hydrolysates, and has 
transferred the provisions to new 
§ 102.22. 

With regard to the use of generic 
terms, the agency believes that generic 
terms like “animal” or “vegetable” do 
not adequately describe the basic nature 
or characterizing properties of the 
protein hydrolysate nor distinguish 
between the several types of source 
proteins in each general class of 
ingredients; therefore, they do not 
comply with § 102.5(a). As required by 
§ 102.5(a), the common or usual name of 
an ingredient must describe, in as 
simple terms as possible, the basic 
nature of the food or its characterizing 
properties. As discussed in the 
proposal, hydrolyzed protein &om 
wheat gluten and hydrolyzed protein 
from soy are different proteins, with 
significantly different amino acid 
profiles and functional properties. The 
amino acid profile, or composition, of 
the source protein describe the basic 
nature of the protein hydrolysate and 
determines the difierent levels of free 
amino acids released upon hydrolysis. 
In addition, the specific amino acids 
present in a source protein influence the 
flavoring ability of the protein 
hydrolysate at different stages of 
hydrolysis. Therefore, hydrolyzed wheat 
protein and hydrolyzed soy protein 
would not be distinguished accurately 
by a generic name. 

Thus, generic source labeling using 
the terms “animal” or “vegetable” 
would not fully comply with § 102.5(a). 
The agency concludes that the 
declaration of the food source of a 
protein hydrolysate is essential to 
describe the basic nature of the protein 
hydrolysate, and that the food source is 
a significant determinant in the 
hydrolysate's eventual use in a food. 
Therefore, the food source should be a 
part of the common or usual name. The 
agency concludes further that the failure 
to identify the specific food source in 
the declaration of a protein hydrolysate 
causes the food to be misbranded 
because the declaration would not 
comply with the requirements of 
§ 102.5(a) of the regulations and sections 
201(n) and 403(a) of the act. The 
requirement for identification of the 
fo<^ source of a protein hydrolysate in 
proposed § 101.22(h)(7) is codified in 
new § 102.22(a). 

47. One industry comment requested 
that FDA modify proposed 
§ 101.22(h)(7) by providing that protein 
hydrolysates obtained from wheat 
gluten and other wheat sources be 
called “hydrolyzed wheat protein.” The 
commit argued that once hydrolyzed, 
wheat gluten loses its specificity and is 
no longer wheat gluten because the 
carbon and nitrogen bonds holding the 
amino acids together are broken, leaving 
small peptides and amino acids. 

Therefore, the comment assarted, the 
term “hydrolyzed wheat protein” is 
more factual, adequately describes the 
nature of the ingr^ent, and is not 
misleading to consumers. 

FDA recognizes that the hydrolysis of 
any protein source will produce snutll 
peptides and release certain amino 
acids, such that the hydrolyzed protein 
will not be identical structurally and 
functionally to the source protein. The 
amino acid profiles of the source protein 
and its hydrol3rzed product, however, 
will be the same. Although wheat gluten 
is the principal protein component of 
wheat, there are other proteinaceous 
components of wheat that may not be 
defined specifically, as is gluten, but 
can serve as sources for hydrolyzed 
proteins. Furthermore, the agency 
believes that wheat gluten is generally 
accepted by consumers and industry as 
a differentiated wheat protein that meets 
the requirements of § 184.1322. 
Therefore, in the agency's opinion, 
when wheat gluten is used as a source 
of a hydrol)r:^ protein, the correct 
name of the ingi^ient is “hydrolyzed 
wheat gluten.” Accordingly, the agency 
is not granting the comment's request. 
However, when other wheat 
components are used as sources of 
hydrolyzed proteins, the ingredient 
shall be declared as “hydrolyzed wheat 
protein.” 

48. Several comments asserted that 
source declaration for highly 
hydrolyzed proteins is not necessary 
b^ause the source protein is so 
decharacterized in ^ese products that 
its allergenic potential is no longer 
present. 

The agency concurs with the 
comments' assertion that allergic, food 
intolerant, or sensitivity reactions are 
unlikely to occur horn consumption of 
highly (acid) hydrolyzed proteins used 
in fo<^s primarily for flavoring and 
flavor enhancement because the hi^ 
degree of hydrolysis generally employed 
in the manufacture of these protein 
hydrolysates is likely to destroy the 
allergenic potential of the source protein 
(Ref. 4). Thus, the agency concludes that 
source declaration for highly 
hydrolyzed proteins is not necessary for 
the protection of individuals who are 
allergic, food intolerant, or sensitive to 
the source protein. However, as stated 
earlier, the food source of a protein 
hydrolysate is basic to describing the 
nature of the protein hydrolysate and, 
therefore, the agency is requiring the 
declaration of the food source as part of 
the common or usual name. 

49. Many comments urged the agency 
to require declaration of the MSG 
(glutamate) comprment in protein 
hydrolysates for various reasons. 
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Because the agency is proposing, 
elsewhere in this issue of the F^eral 
Register, to require, in specific 
situations, the declaration of glutamate 
as a component of protein hydrolysates, 
these comments and the agency’s 
response will not be discussed here. 
However, a full discussion of this issue 
is presented in the above-referenced 
proposal. 

50. In responding to the June 21, 
1991, proposal, several comments 
indicated that difierences exist among 
acid-hydrolyzed protein hydrolysates, 
enzyme-hydrolyzed protein 
hydrolysates, partially hydrolyzed 
protein hydrolysates, and autolyzed 
yeast extracts. These comments argued 
that the agency should make 
distinctions in the labeling of these 
difierent substances because some are 
vsed almost exclusively for flavor 
enhancement, sometimes substituting 
for MSG; others are primarily flavors 
rather than flavor enhancers but act in 
both capacities; and still others are 
neither flavors nor flavor enhancers but 
function as formulation aids, leavening 
agents, stabilizers, thickening agents, 
nutrient supplements, and protein 
sources. In conjunction with the 
nonflavor-related functions, some 
comments stated that the agency should 
address separately the labeling of a class 
of protein hydrolysates variously termed 
“partially,” “mildly,” or “lightly” 
hydrolyzed proteins, which primarily 
serve functions in food other than as 
flavor enhancers and/or flavorings. 

The agency believes that the 
requirements in § 102.22 provide ample 
guidance for label declaration of protein 
hydrolysates in instances where 
confusion may have existed. As 
provided; the common or usual name of 
any protein hydrolysate will include the 
protein source. This requirement is 
necessary to describe the basic nature or 
characterizing property of the 
ingredient. The agency will also permit 
manufacturers to use such terms as 
“partially,” “mildly,” or “lightly” to 
describe protein hydrolysates that are 
not highly hydrolyzed. The agency 
believes that appropriate standards exist 
to allow it to distinguish between 
commercially-available highly 
hydrolyzed protein hydrolysates and 
those protein hydrolysates; variously 
termed “partially,” “mildly,” or 
“lightly” hydrolyzed; that are not used 
for flavor-related purposes. Highly 
hydrolyzed proteins can be defined as 
those whose ratio of a-amino nitrogen 
(AN) to total nitrogen (TN), determined 
by using the tests for “Acid Hydrolyzed 
Proteins” set forth in the “Food 
Chemicals Codex”, 3d ed., 1st Supp. 
(1983), is greater than 0.62 (AN:TN > 

0.62) (Ref. 53). Proteins that are not 
highly hydrolyzed would have an 
AN:*!!^ ratio of less than 0.62 (AN:TN < 
0.62) and may be declared by using such 
terms as “partially,” “mildly.” or 
“lightly” (e.g., “Partially hydrolyzed 
(source) protein”). The comments did 
not offer any analytical information or 
methodology, however, to assist the 
agency in distinguishing between 
partially, mildly, or lightly hydrolyzed 
proteins. 

51. The agency did not receive any 
comments objecting to the proposed 
deletion of § 101.35, which provides 
guidelines for label declaration of MSG 
and other hydrolyzed vegetable 
proteins. Therefore, as proposed, the 
agency is deleting § 101.35 firom its 
regulations. 

B. Labeling of Other Flavors, Color 
Additives, and Spices 

Before passage of the 1990 
amendments, the act provided that 
flavorings, colorings, and spices could 
be declared collectively using the terms 
“flavorings,” “colorings,” and “spices.” 
However, the 1990 amendments 
amended section 403(i) of the act to 
require that certified color additives be 
declared by their common or usual 
names and not be designated by the 
collective term “colorings.” As a result 
of this change in the statute, each 
certified color additive used in or on a 
food must be declared by its common or 
usual name, but noncertified color 
additives may still be declared 
collectively. Congress did not revoke the 
exemption from required declaration for 
flavorings and spices. 

In response to this new statutory 
authority, FDA proposed § 101.22(k) 
which details how color additives are to 
be declared in the ingredient list. The 
agency also proposed to permit the use 
of abbreviated names for certified color 
additives. Over the last several years, 
FDA has allowed manufacturers who 
voluntarily declare certified color 
additives to use abbreviated names. 
Although the agency believed that the 
common or usual names by which the 
color additives are listed in parts 74 and 
82 (21 CFR parts 74 and 82) were the 
most appropriate names for identifying 
these color additives, it also felt that a 
provision that permitted the use of 
abbreviated names might encourage 
more manufacturers to voluntarily 
declare these color additives. The 
agency concluded that such a practice 
would provide more information to 
consumers than use of the collective 
term, which before the 1990 
amendments, satisfied the requirements 
of the act. 

, On January 28,1983, FDA issued an 
advisory opinion permitting the use of 
abbreviated names of certified color 
additives in response to a citizen 
petition submitted by the Grocery 
Manufacturers of America, Inc. (Docket 
No. 78P-0164). FDA subsequently 
proposed, in the Federal Register of 
June 6.1985 (50 FR 23815), to 
incorporate that advisory opinion into 
its regulations. A final rule, however, 
has not yet published. 

With the passage of 1990 amendments 
including the requirement that certified 
color additives iised in foods be 
declared by their common or usual 
names FDA saw an opportunity to 
finalize the 1985 rulemaking. Given that 
under section 403(i)(2) of the act the 
listing of certified color additives will 
be required on food labels, the agency 
tentatively concluded that 
manufacturers should have the option to 
use abbreviated names for declaring the 
certified color additives. Accordingly, in 
the June 21,1991, proposal, the agency 
proposed to continue the option to use 
abbreviated names because consumers 
have come to recognize and understand 
these names for color additives. 
Furthermore, the agency recomized that 
the use of abbreviated names has some 
advantage for industry because they 
consume less label space. 

In the proposal, the agency solicited 
comments on whether certified color 
additive lakes should also be permitted 
to'be declared using abbreviated names. 

52. A comment firom the Canadian 
government requested that the agency 
modify proposed § 101.22(k) to provide 
for the use of alternative names (such as 
tartrazine, allura red, erythrosine, sunset 
yellow FCF, brilliant blue FCF, 
indigotine, and fast green FCF) instead 
of the U.S. names (FD&C Yellow No. 5, 
FD&C Red No. 40, FD&C Red No. 3, 
FD&C Yellow No. 6, FD&C Blue No. 1, 
FD&C Blue No. 2, and FD&C Green No. 
3, respectively) or to allow alternative 
names to be included in parentheses 
after the U.S. names. The comment 
stated that this approach would be 
consistent with provisions of the U.S. 
Canada Free Trade Agreement. 

The agency believes that the common 
or usual names of certified color 
additives used in food, such as FD&C 
Blue No. 1 and FD&C Yellow No. 5, are 
recognized hy consumers and broadly 
understood to be names of artificial 
colorings when they appear in an 
ingredient list. In addition, the certified 
color additives meet certain 
specifications, as provided in parts 74 
and 82. The alternative names suggested 
in the comment may not represent the 
certified form of the specific color. For 
example, tartrazine may not be the U.S. 
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certified product, while FD&C Yellow 
No. 5 is the certified form of tartrazine. 

Furthermore, the alternatives 
suggested in the comment have not been 
used in ingredient lists in the United 
States and are not recognized by FDA 
(part 74 (21 CFR part 74)) as the 
common or usual names of certified 
color additives. Accordingly, the agency 
is not persuaded that such names 
should be used at this time in place of 
common or usual names in the 
declaration of certified color additives. 

However, the agency admowledges 
the need, under the Free Trade 
Agreement, to acconunodate Canadian 
labeling requirements where feasible. 
Declaration of both names for the U.S. 
certified color additives may facilitate 
familiarity with the alternative names 
for U.S. consumers. Therefore, 
manufacturers may voluntarily declare 
generally accepted alternative names, as 
suggested in the comment, in 
parentheses after the required U.S. name 
of the FDA certified color additive. 

53. Another comment requested that 
the agency clarify that when several 
certified color additives are used in a 
food, they would have to be declared in 
descending order of predominance. The 
comment stated that proposed 
§ 101.22(k) does not specifically address 
this issue. The comment was concerned 
that in instances where a combination of 
certified color additives and 
noncertified color additives is used in a 
food, the consumer would be confused 
because of the specific declaration of 
certified color additives and the use of 
a functional descriptor for noncertified 
color additives. The comment 
recommended that, when a combination 
of certified color additives and 

• noncertified color additives is used in a 
food, the agency require both a 
functional descriptor and the listing of 
the specific names of all the color 
additives (certified and noncertified) in 
their order of predominance. 

Declaration of certified color additives 
by their common or usual name must be 
done in a manner that complies with 
§ 101.4. If more than one certified color 
additive is added to the food, the color 
additive present in the greatest amount 
must be declared first, unless the 
certified color additives are present at 2 
percent or less and are, therefore, 
exempt from listing in order of 
predominance as provided in 
§ 101.4(a)(2). With the exception of 
FD&C Yellow No. S, current regulations 
have permitted collective declaration of 
certified and noncertified color 
additives, such that both “FD&C Yellow 
No. 5” and “artificial coloring" may 
appear on a food labeL The agency has 
no evidence to indicate that consumers 

have been misled or ccmfused by sufdi 
a declaration. Consequently, the agency 
has no basis to conclude that 
declaration of certified and noncertified 
color additives as proposed would cause 
consumers confusion when both types 
of color additives are present in a food. 

54. Another comment requested that 
FDA clarify whether dietary supplement 
manufacturers who comply witn section 
403(i) of the act, and have been 
permitted to list only those nutrients 
contained in the product for which a 
U.S. Recommended Daily Allowance 
(U.S. RDA) has been established, will be 
required to conform their ingredient 
listing to the regulation on color 
additives. 

The agency acknowledges that a 1942 
letter identified as TC-387 (Ref. 54) 
exempted “excipients, fillers, binders, 
and other fabricating ingredients” from 
complete ingredient declaration when 
used in manufacturing dietary 
supplements. Althou^ TC-387 has not 
been officially revok^, the agency 
advises that its current policy, as stated 
in the Federal Register of August 2, 
1973 (38 FR 20730), the Federal 
Register of March 16,1979 (44 FR 
16005), and in subsequent 
correspondence with industry (Refs. 55 
and 56), is that the label for dietary 
supplemmits must contain a list of 
nutrients and a full statement of 
ingredients, except those exempted by 
section 403(i)(2) of the act, declared by 
the common or usual name. This policy 
is consistent with the ingredient 
declaration requirements for other t)q}es 
of products. 

With regard to declaration of certified 
color additives, the 1990 amendments 
amended section 403(i)(2) of the act to 
require certified color additives be 
declared by their common or usual 
names. This requirement applies to all 
foods. However, in the Dietary 
Supplement Act of 1992, Congress 
imposed a moratorium on the 
implementation of the 1990 
amendments with respect to dietary 
supplements with only very limited 
exceptions. Thus, FDA will not bring 
regulatory action against such products 
whose labels fail to declare the presence 
of certified color additives by their 
common or usual names until December 
15,1993. 

55. Most comments responding to this 
issue strongly supported the use of 
abbreviated names for certified color 
additives. However, one comment . 
maintained that certified color additives 
should be declared by their common or 
usual names as required in parts 74 and 
82 and not by an abbreviated name 
unless there is a phase-in period of 
approximately 3 years during which 

both names would be used. The 
comment stated that this would allow 
consumers time to become familiar with 
the abbreviated name. 

Because aU>reviated names for 
certified color additives have been 
permitted and used by manufacturers 
since January 1983, the agency believes 
that consumers have a general 
understanding of these names, and are 
adequately informed about color 
additives. Consequently, an additional 
phase-in period is not necessary. / 
Therefore, as proposed, the agency is 
providing the option to use abbreviated 
names for certified color additives in 
new § 101.22(k). 

56. Several comments requested that 
the agency clarify the phrasing of the 
permitted abbreviated names. They 
pointed out that an FDA advisory 
opinion dated January 28,1983, 
permitted the use of abbreviated names 
for color additives and the proposal of 
June 6.1985 (50 FR 23815), permitted 
omission of not only “FD&C” but also 
“No.” However, proposed § 101.22(k)(l) 
in the June 21,1991, proposal only 
allow^ the omission of the “FD&C” 
prefix fi-om the declaration of a certified 
color additive in the ingredient list 

The agency acknowledges that 
proposed § 101.22(k)(l) in the June 21, 
1991, proposal inadvertently omitted 
addressing the term “No.” The agency 
intended to say that the abbreviated 
name need not include both “FD&C” 
and “No.” FDA is revising new 
§ 101.22(k)(l) accordingly. 

57. The agency received several 
comments on the declaration of color 
additive lakes. Some of these comments 
recommended that abbreviated names 
should also apply to color additive ' 
lakes, so that their declaration would be 
consistent with that of certified color 
additives, e.g., “Blue 1 Lake.” Other 
comments suggested that a single 
declaration (e.g., FD&C Blue No. 1) be 
used for both a certified color additive 
and its lake, or that the declaration of 
lakes of certified color additives follow 
the same requirements as certified color 
additives. These comments maintained 
that the difierence between a certified 
color additive and its lake is one of 
technical functionality, and that 
consumers are unaware of the 
distinction. One Comment argued that 
declaration of color additives and color 
additive lakes on the same information 
panel would lead to confusion and raise 
unnecessary questions in the 
consumer’s mind. As an alternative, the 
comment recommended declaring lakes 
as^es. 

The agency agrees with those 
commmits that stated that abbreviated 
names should also apply to certified 
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color additive lakes. Because this final 
rule provides for use of abbreviated 
names for certified color additives in 
foods, the agency finds that label 
declaration would be inconsistent and 
ultimately lead to consumer confusion if 
abbreviated names were not also 
allowed for certified color additive 
lakes. Accordingly, the agency is 
adopting, in $ 101.22(k)(l), the option to 
declare the lake of a certified color 
additive using the abbreviated name of 
the certified color additive followed by 
the term “Lake." For example, a lake of 
FD&C Blue No. 1 would be "Blue 1 
Lake.” 

The agency has no evidence to 
indicate that declaration of certified 
color additives and certified color 
additive lakes on the same information 
panel would lead to consumer 
confusion, and the comment did not 
present any evidence to substantiate this 
assertion. Furthermore, the agency 
believes that the use of the term “dye” 
for a lake would create an inappropriate 
distinction between a certified color 
additive and its lake by suggesting to 
consumers that certified color additive 
lakes are dyes, but that certified color 
additives are something other than dyes. 

The agency is deferring rulemaking on 
the use of abbreviated names for color 
additives and lakes in drugs, cosmetics, 
and medical devices to separate action 
on the 1985 proposal. 

58. One comment urged FDA to 
require that noncertifi^ color additives 
be declared by name, so that consumers 
are provided with labeling information 
on noncertified color additives that is 
consistent with the labeling information 
on certified color additives. These 
comments asserted that noncertified 
color additives should also be declared 
by their common or usual names and 
not by collective terms, so that 
hypersensitive consumers can avoid 
fo<^s to which they have chemical 
sensitivities. 

Although the 1990 amendments 
modified section 403(i) of the act to 
require complete declaration of certified 
color additives, it did not revoke the 
exemption from ingredient labeling for 
noncertified color additives. 
Consequently, the agency does not have 
the authority to require specific 
declaration of noncertifi^ color 
additives unless such declaration is 
necessary to ensure the safe use of the 
additive. Traditionally, the agency has 
encouraged manufacturers to list 
voluntarily, when practical, the specific 
names of all color additives following 
the functional descriptor. FDA has even 
provided guidance in new $ 101.22(k)(2) 
for such a declaration. 

The comment did not present any 
evidence to substantiate that there is a 
public health need for the specific 
declaration of all noncertified color 
additives. As with flavors and spices, 
FDA will consider requiring dedaration 
of a noncertified color additive if such 
a need is demonstrated. 

59. One comment stated that, 
althou^ the proposal provided 
examples of specific declaration of 
noncertified color additives (e.g., 
caramel (color)), there app>eared to be no 
reason to require the term "color” to be 
enclosed in parentheses. This comment 
requested clarification on whether 
parentheses were required, and if the 
term "caramel color” was an acceptable 
alternative. 

The agency advises that the specific 
examples cited in the June 21.1991, 
proposal for declaration of noncertified 
color additives were not intended to be 
all-inclusive. As discussed in the 
proposal, FDA will allow any 
informative term that clearly indicates 
to the consumer that a noncertified 
color additive has been added to the 
food. The agency advises that the term 
"caramel color” without parentheses 
adequately informs the consumer that 
caramel has been added to the food as 
a color additive. 

60. Most comments generally 
supported FDA's recommendation, in 
proposed § 101.22(k)(3), for the 
voluntary declaration of all color 
additives in butter, cheese, and ice 
cream. These comments maintained that 
this practice would provide consumers 
with information for these three foods 
consistent with that now required for all 
other foods. No comments objected to 
this recommendation. 

The agency is. therefore, finalizing its 
recommendation in new § 101.22(k) that 
when manufacturers add color additives 
to butter, cheese, or ice cream, they 
should voluntarily declare all color 
additives in the ingredient list. 

61. Several comments from consumer 
interest groups requested that FDA 
require specific declaration of all flavors 
and spices on food labels. These 
comments contended that this 
information is important to individuals 
who have sensitivities to certain flavors 
and spices. The comments asserted that 
declaration of each spice and flavoring 
would enable these individuals to avoid 
foods that contain ingredients to which 
they are allergic. 

Although the 1990 amendments 
required specific declaration of certified 
color additives, they did not amend the 
act to require specific declaration of 
flavorings or spices or of color additives 
that are not subject to certification. In 
the proposal, the agency tentatively 

concluded that, without such an 
amendment, it does not have the 
authority to generally require specific 
declaration of flavoring and spices. The 
comments summarized above were 
similar to the comments on the 1989 
ANPRM that FDA reviewed when it was 
developing the Jime 21.1991, proposal, 
and Uiey did not provide any new 
information to justify their reouests. 
However, if FDA determines tnat 
specific declaration of a flavor or spice 
is necessary to ensure its safe use, the 
agency will consider establishing 
requirements for label declaration of 
that flavor or spice by its common or 
usual name. 

62. One comment requested 
clarification with respect to labeling of 
spices whose primary function is to 
color, e.g.^aprika, a noncertified color 
additive. The comment argued that such 
an ingredient should not be labeled as 
a ^ice. 

*rhe agency encourages manufacturers 
to declare voluntarily specific spices 
and color additives ^ey use in a food 
when practical. As for the label 
declaration of ingredients such as 
paprika (i.e., ingredients that have been 
declared GRAS as a spice and approved 
as a color additive), the agency expects 
manufacturers to declare such 
ingredients in a manner consistent with 
the ingredient’s intended use in the food 
as provided in part 70 (21 CFR part 70). 
Section 70.3(f) provides that fo^ 
ingredients that may contribute their 
own natural color when added to a food 
are not regarded as color additives, but 
when the ingredient is deliberately used 
as a color, it is a color additive. 
Therefore, if the intended use of an 
ingredient such as paprika is to color 
the food, it must be declared as an 
added color. 

DC. Use of "AndA)r” Labeling 

FDA allows the use of "and/or” 
labeling in certain situations when 
manufacturers are unable to adhere to a 
consistent pattern of use of specific 
ingredients in their products 
(§ 101.4(b)). Such labeling provides a 
manufacturer with the flexibility to list 
together in the ingredient list of a food 
product all the ingredients of a 
particular type (e.g., fats or oils) that it 
sometimes uses to make the product, 
without having to specify the 
ingredients that are actually present in 
the product. To make clear that not all 
of the ingredients identified are actually 
present, the entry in the ingredient list 
must include the words “or,” "and/or,” 
or "contains one or more of the 
following.” For example, the ingredient 
list on a package of crackers may 
include an entry, "partially 
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hydrogenated vegetable shortening 
(soybean oil. canola oil. and/or palm 
oil)." 

In the June 21.1991, proposal, FDA 
tentatively decided to continue to 
permit the use of "and/or” labeling for 
fats and oils. However, the agency 
requested any available scientific data 
on adverse reactions to fats or oils that 
would warrant a reconsideration of this 
decision. 

The agency also discussed industry 
petitions that requested the use of "and/ 
or” labeling of sweeteners, primarily for 
soft drinks (sodas) in the June 21.1991, 
proposal. At that time, the agency 
denied the request for "and/or” labeling 
for sweeteners. 

63. The majority of consumer 
comments addressing this issue 
opposed the continued use of "and/or” 
labeling for fats and oils for reasons 
already addressed in the June 21,1991, 
proposal. These comments requested 
that the agency reconsider its position 
and revoke § 101.4(b)(14). These 
comments, however, did not offer any 
information that had not already been 
considered in developing the June 21. 
1991, proposal. 

In light of the 1990 amendments, 
which mandate declaration of the 
saturated fatty acid content of a food, 
and the revisions in nutrition labeling 
regulations proposed on November 27, 
1991 (56 FR 60366), the agency does not 
believe that the potential benefits from 
requiring more specific labeling of fats 
and oils outwei^ the possible impact of 
higher food costs that accrue when 
manufacturers are forced to change food 
labels in response to marketplace price 
fluctuations of fats and oils. In addition, 
the mandatory declaration of saturated 
fatty acid content grants theconsumers’ 
primary request regarding more 
information on saturated fats. 
Accordingly, FDA is not revoking 
§101.4(b)(14). 

It should be noted that § 101.4(b)(14) 
restricts "and/or” labeling to situations 

i in which fats and oils are not the 
I predominant ingredient. The agency is 
' not changing this restriction. 

64. One comment requested the 
option to use an "and/or” statement to 
list specific protein hydrolysates in 
canned tuna. The comment asserted that 
"and/or” labeling would give tuna 
processors the flexibility to select 

, protein hydrolysates for use as flavor 
enhancers in canned tuna, based on cost 

- considerations and the availability of 
these ingredients, without having to 
change labels. 

FDA is not granting this request. 
Designation of the specific source of 
protein when protein hydrolysate is 
listed in the ingredient statement of the 

label alerts consumers to the exact 
identity of this ingredient. Such 
declaration of protein hydrolysates 
provides a tangible benefit to consximers 
who may be avoiding a particular 
protein source because of religious or 
cultural beliefs or other personal 
reasons. While FDA recognizes the need 
for flexibility in the selection of the 
protein hydrolysates used for flavor 
enhancing purposes in canned tvma, the 
agency believes that a provision for 
“and/or” labeling of the protein 
hydrolysate would defeat the purpose of 
this declaration. 

As stated elsewhere in this document. 
FDA believes that consumers have a 
right to be able to choose between 
products on the basis of the ingredients 
contained in the foods. Disjunctive 
labeling on canned tuna, i.e,, "emd/or” 
labeling, limits consumers’ choices 
because they must avoid all tuna 
products that may contain a certain 
protein hydrolysate when this 
ingredient is listed as one of several 
alternative protein hydrolysates on the 
label. Even though most protein 
hydrolysates used for flavor 
enhancement are highly hydrolyzed and 
unlikely to cause adverse reactions, 
FDA believes that manufacturers should 
continue to provide specific source 
information on protein hydrolysates to 
enable consumers to make choices 
based on their personal, cultural, or 
religious beliefs. Therefore, FDA is not 
making the requested change in the 
standard of identity for canned tuna. 

FDA acknowledges that "and/or” 
labeling is used for fats and oils to 
provide a measure of flexibility in the 
selection and use of these ingredients in 
foods. In such cases, however, FDA 
notes that there is potential for cost 
savings which can be passed on to 
consumers when manufacturers havo 
the option of selecting oils suitable for 
a particular food operation, based on 
cost and availability. This is particularly 
significant because food oils are used in 
large volumes in food production: 
protein hydrolysates generally are not. 
Moreover, no information on the 
magnitude of potential costs savings 
was presented in the comment. In 
addition, the use of "and/or” labeling 
with fats and oils is augmented by 
information concerning the fat, fatty 
acid, and cholesterol contents of the 
foods in nutrition labeling, thus 
providing further information to enable 
consumers to avoid foods that contain 
levels of cholesterol, total fat, or 
saturated fat that are inconsistent with 
their nutrition goals. 

65. Comments requesting that the 
agency reconsider its position on the 
use of “and/or” labeling for sweeteners 

argued that, while present price 
relationships between sugar and com 
sweeteners may be relatively constant, 
there is no guarantee that either sugar 
processing costs or the impact of the 
U.S. sugar program on prices will 
remain static. Tlie comments further 
stated that advances in processing 
technologies may cause changes in 
traditional price relationships, and that 
manufacturers will need the flexibility 
of “and/or” labeling to remain 
competitive. 

The agency acknowledges that price 
fluctuations between sugar and com 
sweeteners may eventually occur. If and 
when FDA is provided evidence that 
significant price fluctuations occur 
among different sweeteners, or the 
flexibility of "and/or” labeling 
otherwise becomes necessary, the 
agency will consider initiating 
rulemaking to permit this labeling 
exemption. 

66. Comments from the soft drink 
industry requested that the agency 
reconsider the citizen petition of the 
National Soft Drink Association (NSDA) 
(January 20,1984—^Docket No. 84P- 
0029) and provide for use of “and/or” 
labeling for sweeteners in soft drinks. 
The agency has reconsidered the citizen 
petition of the NSDA and is proposing, 
as discussed elsewhere in this issue of 
the Federal Register, to allow "and/or” 
labeling for sweeteners in soft drinks. 

X. Other Labeling Issues 

A. Ingredient List Format 

In the June 21.1991, proposal, the 
agency discussed several ways that the 
readability of the ingredient list might 
be enhanced. However, the agency was 
not aware of any evidence that the 
current ingredient labeling format was 
not adequate to meet the labeling 
requirements provided in section 403(f) 
of the act. Without such evidence, the 
agency had no basis to propose new 
format requirements for ingredient 
labeling. Hence, the agency requested 
that if there is a need to revise the 
ingredient list format, comments 
provide data to substantiate the need 
and to describe what changes would 
improve the label. 

67. A number of comments opposed 
separation of ingredient declaration of 
major and minor ingredients and 
expressed concern that such a 
separation might lead consumers to pay 
less attention than is merited to those 
ingredients listed as minor, which may 
include chemicals that have a 
significant health effect. Some 
comments also expressed concern that 
such a requirement could result in a 
further division between the United 
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States and the European Economic 
Community labeling requirements and 
create a ba^er to ti^e. Finally, one 
comment stated that proposed 
§ 101.4(a)(2) allows the option of 
separate declaration for ingredients 
present at two percent or less when 
preceded by an appropriate quantifying 
statement. Thus, the comment saw no 
reason to require the separation of major 
and minor ingredients. On the other 
hand, a few comments supported 
sep^tion of the ingredient statement. 

The agency has considered the 
positions presented in all of the 
comments. As stated in the June 21. 
1991, proposal, the agency believes that 
separation of the ing^ient statement 
into major and minor ingredients, 
would improve readability. However, 
the comments supporting separation of 
the ingredient list did not present 
evidence that the current labeling 
format did not fully satisfy section 
403(f) of the act. Thus, the agency is not 
requiring separation of major and minor 
ingredients in this final rule. 

68. The comments addressing 
increased type size requirements on the 
ingredient label generally recommended 
that readability would be enhanced by 
the use of capital and lower case letters 
without right margin justification 
printed in distinct contrast to other 
printed or graphic matter on an 
appropriate background. One of the 
comments reported that labels with 
black lettering on blue background or 
black lettering on red background are 
difficult to read. 

The agency allows manufacturers to 
print ingredient lists in capital and 
lower case letters. The agency has no 
requirements with respect to right 
margin justification and allows use of 
this format. Furthermore, the agency 
allows the manufacturer flexibility in 
choosing specific color schemes for 
labeling and packaging. However, the 
agency emphasizes that the color 
schemes and printing used in ingredient 
labeling must comply with the 
provisions of section 403(0 of the act, 
which require that the information be 
conspicuous and have sufficient 
contrast to its background as to render 
it likely to be read and understood by 
the ordinary individual under 
customary conditions of purchase and 
use. Furthermore, in § 101.2(c) with 
§ 101.105(h), the agency requires that 
information appearing on the ingredient 
label shall appear prominently and 
conspicuously in easily legible boldface 
print or typie in distinct contrast to other 
printed or graphic matter on the label. 
Thus, the agency has concluded that 
several of the recommendations 
presented in the comments are 

incorporated in current labeling 
requirements. The agency has further 
concluded that current labeling 
requirements with respect to format, 
except as discussed in the wax and resin 
section of this document, are adequate 
to meet the requirements of the act and, 
therefore, finds no basis to revise them 
at this tim& 

B. Restaurant Foods 

In the June 21,1991, proposal, the 
agency requested comments on the 
practicability and feasibility of requiring 
ingredient labeling of restaurant foods. 
In addition, the agency also requested 
suggestions for appropriate in^odient 
labeling formats for restaurant foods if 
such labeling were required. 

69. Several comments from 
consumers and consumer interest 
groups supported full ingredient 
disclosure for restaurants that maintain 
standardized menus (e.g., chain or fast 
food restaurants). In support of their 
position, these comments argued that 
because standardized menu items are all 
prepared in the same manner, they are 
conducive to ingredient labeling. One 
comment recommended, however, that 
ingredient labeling for chain restaurants 
be done on a trial basis before 
instituting regulations. Another 
comment from a chain pizza restaurant 
opposed ingredient labeling for 
restaurants. The comment asserted that 
it would be impossible for restaurants to 
use ingredient labeling because it 
would: (1) Hinder work on new 
formulations; (2) require a standardized 
menu; (3) limit menu items; and (4) 
escalate prices. In the alternative, the 
comment recommended that restaurants 
distribute a brochure providing 
ingredient information for any food item 
that might be used in their products. 
The brochures would be distributed at 
point of purchase or available upon 
request through a toll-fi'ee numl^r. This 
comment urged the agency not to 
require ingredient lal^ling for chain 
restaurants. 

The agency believes that it may be 
feasible for certain types of restaurants 
(e.g., chain or fast food restaurants with 
standardized food preparation and 
ingredient specifications) to provide 
ingredient information. However, the 
agency has not received enough 
information about the industry to 
determine the appropriateness and 
manner of requiring ingredient labeling 
by restaurants. While it is not adopting 
requirements at this time for ingredient 
lal^ling of restaurant foods, FDA 
encourages such declarations on a 
voluntary basis. 

As discussed in the June 21,1991, 
proposal, the agency cannot reasonably 

expect restaurants that frequently 
change their menu items to provide 
information on ingredients. The agency 
concurs with the comment that a 
brochure would be helpful to consumers 
in providing information on ingredients 
used in prepared foods when it is 
impractical for a restaiirant to provide 
ingredient information for all menu 
items. The agency encoiurages 
restaurants to provide written 
information regarding ingredients used 
in prepared foods when practical. 

C. Vendor Foods 

70. Several comments from the 
vending industry requested that the 
agency exempt foods sold from 
automatic vending machines from 
ingredient declaration requirements. 
These comments did net. however, 
provide information to substantiate their 
request that the agency had not already 
considered in developing the June 21, 
1991, proposal. 

In the aosence of information not 
already considered by the agency, and 
for the reasons discussed in the 
proposal. FDA reaffirms its previous 
decision not to exempt vendor foods 
from full ingredient labeling 
requirements. 

D. Warning Statements 

71. One of the issues addressed in the 
June 21,1991, proposal was the 
practicality and desirability of requiring 
warning statements on foods to 
announce the presence of specific 
ingredients. At that time, the agency 
tentatively decided not to require the 
broad use of warning statements with 
reject to ingredients. 

Comments on this issue generally 
supported FDA’s position not to require 
warning statements in the absence of 
clear evidence of a health hazard. The 
comments warned that an 
overabundance of warning statements 
may desensitize the general public to 
safety concerns and subsequently cause 
warning statements to lose some of their 
value as a means of informing the 
consumer about potential health 
hazards. 

The agency affirms its tentative 
position and does not intend to require 
warning statements except in specific 
instances where there is scientifically 
based evidence of a potential health 
hazard, 

E. Simplified Names for Ingredients 

. 72. The agency discussed, in the June 
21.1991, proposal, the various criteria 
that must be met before a new 
simplified name for an ingredient can 
supplant an established name in the 
ingredient list. Specifically, the new 
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name must be descriptive of the 
ingredient, must not provide misleading 
label information, and must be shown to 
be recognized by consumers. 

The agency did not receive any 
comments addressing this issue. 
Therefore the agency does not plan to 
change any of the criteria discussed in 
the proposal. 

F. Statements of Ingredients' Functions 

73. In the June 21.1991, proposal the 
agency said that it would consider any 
suggestions for declaration of the 
function of a particular ingredient or 
group of ingredients that are supported 
by appropriate evidence and that can be 
justified under one of the relevant 
statutory standards (i.e., sections 409(c) 
end 201 (n) of the act). Since the 
comments did not provide evidence to 
support the declaration of the function 
of a particular ingredient or group of 
ingredients, the agency is not adopting 
any new requirements to list the 
function or purpose of food ingredients. 

C. Irradiated Ingredients 

74. One comment opposed 
declaration of irradiated foods by their 
common or usual names without 
specific declaration of irradiation and 
argued that consumers should he 
informed about the processing of the 
food. The comment did not present 
information not already considered hy 
the agency in developing the June 21, 
1991, proposal. 

As stated in the proposal, the agency 
addressed the issue of declaration of 
irradiated ingredients in the Federal 
Register of December 30.1988 (53 FR 
53176). At that time, the agency 
concluded that irradiated ingredients 
should be declared by their common or 
usual name without additional 
information on processing. The agency 
finds no basis on which to revise its 
1988 decision. 

XL Economic Impact 

In its food labeling proposals of 
November 27,1991 (56 FR 60366 et 
seq.), FDA stated that the food labeling 
reform initiative, taken as a whole, 
would have associated costs in excess of 
the $100 million threshold that defines 
a major rule. Thus, in accordance with 
Executive Order 12291 and the 
Regulatory Flexibility Act (Pub. L. 96- 
354), FDA developed one 
comprehensive regulatory impact 
analysis (RIA) that presented the costs 
and benefits of all of the food labeling 

f) provisions taken together. That RIA was 
published in the Federal Register of 
November 27,1991 (56 FR 60856), and 
along with the food labeling proposals. 

the agency requested comments on the 
RIA. 

FDA has evaluated more than 300 
comments that it received in response to 
the November 1991 RIA. FDA’s 
discussion of these comments is 
contained in the agency’s final RIA 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. In addition, FDA will 
prepare a final regulatory flexibility 
analysis (RFA) subsequent to the 
publication of the food labeling final 
rules. The final RFA will be placed on 
file with the Dockets Management 
Branch (HFA-305), Food and Drug 
Administration, rm. 1-23,12420 
Parklawn Dr., Rockville, MD 20857, and 
a notice will be published in the 
Federal Register announcing its 
availability. 

In the final RIA, FDA has concluded, 
based on its review of available data and 
comments, that the overall food labeling 
reform initiative constitutes a major rule 
as defined by Executive Order 12291. 
Further, the agency has concluded that 
although the costs of complying with 
the new food labeling requirements are 
substantial, such costs are outweighed 
by the public health benefits that will be 
realized through the use of improved 
nutrition information provided by food 
labeling. 

XII. Environmental Impact 

The agency previously considered the 
environmental effects of the action 
being taken in this final rule. As 
announced in the June 21,1991, 
proposal the agency determined that 
under 21 CFR 25.24(a)(ll), this action is 
of a type that does not individually or 
cumulatively have a significant impact 
on the human environment. Therefore, 
neither an environmental assessment 
nor an environmental impact statement 
was required. 

XIII. Effective Date 

Several comments fi'om the food 
industry strongly urged FDA to 
reconsider the effective date for 
ingredient labeling regulations for 
standardized foods and certified color 
additives. The comments argued that a 
November 8,1991, effective date would 
not allow the food industry enough time 
to develop the required ladling and 
would significantly increase costs, 
because inventory would have to be 
discarded. These comments strongly 
urged FDA to establish a uniform 
effective date, for all proposed changes 
in ingredient labeling, to comply with 
the effective date for section 403(q) of 
the act (mandatory nutrition labeling) 
and section 403(r) (claims), which were 
»dded by the 1990 amendments. 

Section 10(c) of the 1990 amendments 
established an effective date of 
November 8,1991, for ingredient 
labeling of standardi^d foods and color 
additives required to be certified. 
However. Congress changed that 
effective date on August 17,1991, and 
established a new effective date of May 
8,1993. In the November 27,1991, 
Federal Register (56 FR 60877), the 
agency published information on this 
change in the effective date for 
standardized foods and certified color 
additives. As stated in ^at document, 
labels attached to food after May 8, 
1993, will be subject to amended section 
403(i) of the act and to this final rule. 
However, labels printed after July 1, 
1991, but before the effective date of this 
final rule and applied before May 8, 
1993, must comply with the June 21, 
1991, proposal. Thus, the effective date 
of the final provisions in this regulation 
for standardized foods and certified 
color additives is May 8,1993. The 
other final provisions in this regulation 
become effective on May 8.1994. 
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List of Subjects 

21 CFR Part 101 

Food labeling. Reporting and 
recordkeeping requirements. 

21 CFR Part 102 

Beverages. Food grades and standards, 
Food labeling. Frozen foods. Fruit 
juices. Oils and fats. Onions, Potatoes, 
Seafood. 

21 CFR Part 130 

Food additives. Food grades and 
standards. Incorporation by reference. 

21 CFR Part 135 

Food grades and standards. Food 
labeling. Frozen foods. Ice cream. 

21 CFR Part 136 

Bakery products. Food grades and 
standards. 

21 CFR Part 137 

Cereals (food). Food grades and 
standards. 

21 CFR Part 139 

Food grades and standards. 

21 CFR Part 145 

Food grades and standards. Fruits. 

21 CFR Part 146 

Food grades and standards. Fruit 
juices. 

21 CFR Part 150 

Food grades and standards. Fruits. 

21 CFR Part 152 

Bakery products. Food grades and 
standards. Frozen foods. Fruits. 
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21 CFR Part 155 

Food grades and standards. 
Vegetables. 

21 CFB Part 156 

Food grades end standards. Vegetable 
juices. 

21 CFR Part 158 

Food grades and standards, Frozen 
foods, Vegetables. 

21 CFR Part 160 

l^gs and egg products. Food grades 
and standards. 

21 CFR Part 161 

Food grades and standards. Frozen 
foods, sWood. 

21 CFR Part 163 

Cacao products. Food grades and 
standards. 

21 CFR Part 164 

Food grades and standards. Nuts, 
Peanuts. 

21 CFR Part 166 

Food grades and standards. Food 
labeling. Margarine. 

21 Cnt Part 168 

Food grades and standards. Sugar. 

21 CFR Part 169 

Food grades and standards. Oils and 
fats. Spices and flavorings. 

Therefore, under the Federal Food, 
Drug, and Cosmetic Act and under 
auth(Mity delegated to the Cmnmissioner 
of Food and Drugs, FDA is amending 21 
CFR parts 101,102,130,135,136,137, 
139,145,146,150,152,155,156,158, 
160,161,163,164,166,168, and 169 as 
follows: 

PART 101—FOOD LABEUNG 

1. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 101 continues to read as follows: 

Aethorily: Sacs. 4,5,6 of the Fair 
Packaging and Labeling Act (15 U.S.C. 1453, 
1454,1455); secs. 201, 301,402,403,409, 
701 of the Federal Food. Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act (21 U.S.C. 321, 331, 342, 343, 348, 371). 

2. Section 101.4 is amended by 
revising paragraphs (aKl). and (b)(2)(i), 
and by adding new paragraphs (b)(20) 
through (b)(22), (d), (e), and (f) to read 
as follows: 

§ 101.4 Food; designation of ingredients. 

(a)(1) Ingredients required to be 
declared on the label or labeling of a 
food, including foods tliat comply with 
standards of identity, except those 
ingredients exempted by § 101.100, 
shall be listed by common or usual 
name in descending order of 

predominance by weight on either the 
principal display panel or the 
information panel in accordance with 
the provisions of $ 101.2. 
• * * « • 

(b)*'* • 
f2)* • • 
(i) By declaring the established 

common or usuai name of the ingredient 
followed by a parenthetical listing of all 
ingrediaits contained therein in 
descending order of predominance 
except that, if the ingredient is a food 
subj^ to a definition and standard of 
identity established in subchapter B of 
this chapter that has specific labeling 
provisions for optional ingredients, 
optional ingred^ts may be declared 
within the parenthetical listing in 
accordance with those provisions. 
• * • • • 

(20) For purposes of ingredient 
labeling, the term “sugar” ^all refer to 
sucrose, which is obtained from sugar 
cane or sugar beets in accordance with 
the provisions of § 184.1854 of this 
chapter. 

(21) [Reserved] 
(22) Wax and resin ingredients on 

hresh produce when suc^ produce is 
held for retail sale, or when held for 
other than retail sale by padcers or 
repackers shall be declared collectively 
by the phrase “coated with food-grade 
animal-based vnx, to maintain 
freshness” or the phrase “coated with 
food-grade vegetable-, petroleum-, 
beeswax-, and/or shellac-based wax or 
resin, to maintain freshness” as 
appropriate. The terms “food-grade” 
and “to maintain freshness” are 
optional. The term “lac-resin” may be 
substituted for the term “shellac.” 
***** 

(d) When foods characterized on the 
label as “nondairy” contain a caseinate 
ingredient, the caseinate ingredient 
shall be followed by a parenthetical 
statement identifying its source. For 
example, if the manufacturer uses the 
term “nondairy” on a creamer that 
contains sodium caseinate, it shall 
include a parenthetical term such as “a 
milk dmivative” after the listing of 
sodium caseinate in the ingredient list. 

(e) If the percentage of an ingredient 
is included in the statement of 
ingredients, it shall be shown in 
parentheses following the name of the 
ingredient and expressed in terms of 
percmit by weight. Percentage 
declarations shall be expressed to the 
nearest 1 percent, except that where 
ingredients are present at levels of 2 
p^cent or less, they may be grouped 
together and expressed in accordance 
with the quantifying guidance set forth 
in paragraph (a)(2) of this section. 

(f) Exxopt as provided in $ 101.100 
in^^ients that must be declared on 
labeling because there is no label for the 
food, irohiding foods that comply with 
standards of icuntity, shall be listed 
prominently and conspicuously by 
common or usual name in the meaner 
prescribed by paragraph (b) of this 
section. 

flOIA [Removed] 

3. Section 101.6 Label designation of 
ingpedients for standardized foods is 
removed from subpvt A. 

4. Section 101.22 is amended by 
adding new paragraphs (hX7) and (k) to 
read as ficdlows: 

f 101.22 Foods; labeling of splcee, 
flavorings, colorings and ehemieal 
preservatives. 
* * • • • 

(h) * * • 
(7) Because protein hydrolysates 

function in foods as bo^ flavorings and 
flavor enhancers, no protein hydrolysate 
used in food for its efiects on flavor may 
be declared simply as “flavor,” “natural 
flavor,” or “flavoring.” The ingredient 
shall be declared by its specific common 
or usual name as provid^ in § 102.22 
of this chapter. 
* * * « * 

(k) The label of a food to which any 
coloring has been added shall dechne 
the coloring in the statement of 
ingredients in the manner spedfied in 
paragraphs (k)(l) and (kK2) of this 
section, except that colcnings added to 
butter, cheese, sikI ice cream, if 
declared, may be declared in the 
manner specified in paragraph (kK3) of 
this section, and col^ngs added to 
foods subject to §§ 105.62 and 105.65 of 
this chapter shall be declared in 
accordance with the requirements of 
those sections. 

(l) A color additive or the lake of a 
color additive subject to certification 
under 706(c) of the act shall be declared 
by the name of the color additive listed 
in the applicable regulation in part 74 
or part 82 of this chapter, except that it 
is not necessary to include the “FDftC” 
prefix or the term “No.” in the 
declaration, but the term “Lake” shall 
be included in the declaration of the 
lake of the certified color additive (e.g.. 
Blue 1 Lake). Manufacturers may 
parenthetically declare an appropriate 
eitemative name of the certified color 
additive following its common or usual 
name as specified in part 74 or part 82 
of this chapter. 

(2) C^olor additives not subject to 
certification may be declared as 
“Artificial Color,” "Artificial Color 
Added,” or “Color Added” (or by an 
equally informative term that makes 
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clear that a color additive has been used 
in the food). Alternatively, such color 
additives may be declared as “Colored 
with-” or “- 
color”, the blank to be filled with the 
name of the color additive listed in the 
applicable regulation in part 73 of this 
chapter. 

(3) When a coloring has been added 
to butter, cheese, or ice cream, it need 
not be declared in the ingredient list 
unless such declaration is required by a 
regulation in part 73 or part 74 of this 
chapter to ensure safe conditions of use 
for the color additive. Voluntary 
declaration of all colorings added to 
butter, cheese, and ice cream, however, 
is recommended. 

§101.35 ptemoved] 

5. Section 101.35 Notice to 
manufacturers and users of 
monosodium glutamate and other 
hydrolyzed vegetable protein products is 
removed horn subpart B. 

6. Section 101.100 is amended by 
revising paragraph (a)(2) to read as 
follows: 

§ 101.100 Food; exemptions from labeling. 

(a) * * - 
(2) A food having been received in 

bulk containers at a retail establishment, 
if displayed to the purchaser with 
either: 

(i) The labeling of the bulk container 
plainly in view, provided ingredient 
information appears prominently and 
conspicuously in lettering of not less 
than one-fourth of an inch in height; or 

(ii) A counter card, sign, or other 
appropriate device bearing prominently 
and conspicuously, but in no case with 
lettering of less than one-fourth of an 
inch in height, the information required 
to be stated on the label pursuant to 
section 403(i)(2) of the Federal Food, 
Drug, and Cosmetic Act (the act). 

PART 102—COMMON OR USUAL 
NAME FOR NONSTANDARDIZED 
FOODS 

7. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 102 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Secs. 2C1,403, 701 of the 
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (21 
U.S.C321,343,371). 

8. New § 102.22 is added to subpart B 
to read as follows: 

§ 102.22 Protein hydrolysates. 

The common or usual name of a 
protein hydrolysate shall be specific to 
the ingredient and shall include the 
identity of the food source ficm which 
the protein was derived. 

(a) “Hydrolyzed wheat gluten,” 
“hydrolyzed soy protein,” and 
“autolyzed yeast extract” are examples 
of acceptable names. “Hydrolyzed 
casein” is also an example of an 
acceptable name, whereas “hydrolyzed 
milk protein” is not an acceptable name 
for this ingredient because it is not 
specific to the ingredient (hydrolysates 
can be prepared from other milk 
proteins). The names “hydrolyzed 
vegetable protein" and “hydrolyzed 
protein” are not acceptable because they 
do not identify the fo^ source of the 
protein. 

(b) (Reserved] 

PART 130-FOOD STANDARDS: 
GENERAL 

9. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 130 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Secs. 201, 306,401,403, 701 of 
the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (21 
U.S.C 321, 336, 341, 343,371). 

“Monier-Williams Procedure (with 
Modifications) for Sulfites in Foods,” 
which is appendix A to part 101 of this 
chapter. A copy of sections 20.123 
through 20.125 of the “Official Methods 
of Analysis of the Association of Official 
Analytical Chemists” is available frtim 
AOAC International, 1111 North 19th 
St, Suite 210, Arlington, VA 22209, or 
available for inspection at the Office of 
the Federal Register, 800 North Capitol 
St. NW., Suite 700, Washin^on, DC. 

(b) Any standardized food that, as a 
result of actions that are consistent with 
current good-manufacturing practice, 
contains an indirectly added sulfiting 
agent that has no functional effect in the 
food and that would, in the absence of 
§ 101.100(a)(4) of this chapter, be 
considered to be an incidental additive 
for purposes of § 130.8, conforms to the 
applicable definition and standard of 
identity if the presence of the sulfiting 
agent is declared on the label of the 
food. 

10. Section 130.3 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (e) to read as 
follows: 

§ 130.3 Definitions and interpretations. 
***** 

(e) Section 403(i) of the act requires 
the listing of all ingredients in 
standardized foods. All ingredients 
must be listed in accordance with the 
requirements of part 101 of this chapter, 
except that where a definition and 
standard of identity has specific labeling 
provisions for optional ingredients, 
optional ingredients may be declared in 
accordance with those provisions. 

11. New § 130.9 is added to subpart A 
to read as follows: 

§ 130.9 Sulfitea in standardized food. 

(a) Any standardized food that 
contains a sulfiting agent or 
combination of sulfiting agents that is 
functional and provided for in the 
applicable standard or that is present in 
the finished food at a detectable level is 
misbranded unless the presence of the 
sulfiting agent or agents is declared on 
the label of the food. A detectable 
amount of sulfiting agent is 10 parts per 
million or more of the sulfite in the 
finished food. The level of sulfite in the 
finished food will be determined using 
sections 20.123 through 20.125, 
“Sulfurous Acid (Total) in Food 
Modified Monier-Williams Method 
Final Action” in "Official Methods of 
Analysis of the Association of Official 
Analytical Chemists,” 14th ed. (1984), 
which is incorporated by reference in 
accordance with 5 U.S.C. 552(a) and 1 
CFR part 51, and the refinements of the 
"Total Sulfurous Acid” procedure in the 

12. New § 130.11 is added to subpart 
A to read as follows: 

1130.11 Label designations of ingredients 
for standardized foods. 

> Some definitions and standards of 
identity for foods set forth below require 
that designated optional ingredients 
such as spices, flavorings, colorings, 
emulsifiers, flavor enhancers, 
stabilizers, preservatives, and 
sweeteners be declared in a specified 
manner on the label wherever the name 
of the standardized food appears on the 
label so conspicuously as to be easily 
seen under customary conditions of 
purchase. Such requirements shall 
apply to a manufacturer, packer, or 
distributor of a standardized food only 
if the words or statements on the label 
of the standardized food significantly 
differentiate between two or more foods 
that comply with the same standard by 
describing the optional forms or 
varieties, the packing medium, or 
significant characterizing ingredients 
present in the food. 

PART 135—FROZEN DESSERTS 

13. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 135 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Secs. 201, 401,403,409, 701, 
706 of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act (21 U.S.C. 321, 341, 343, 348, 371, 376). 

14. Section 135.160 is amended by 
revising paragraph (a) to read as follows: 

$135,160 Water ices. 
(a) Description. Water ices are the 

foods each of which is prepared from 
the same ingredients and in the same 
manner prescribed in § 135.140 for 
sherbets, except that the mix need not 
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be pasteurized, and complies with all 
the provisions of $ 135.140 (induding 
the requirements for label statement of 
ingredients), except that no milk or 
milk-derived ingredient and no egg 
ingredient, other than egg white, is 
used. 

PART 138-BA1CERY PRODUCTS 

15. The authority citation for 21CFR 
part 136 continues to read as ftdiows: 

Authority: Secs. 201,401,403,409. 701, 
706 of the Federal Food. Ok^, a:^ Cosmetic 
Act (21 U.S.a 321,341.343.348,371.376). 

16. Section 136.110 is amended by 
revising paragraph (!) to read as follows: 

§136.110 Breads, roNB, and buns. 

(f) Lobe/ declaration. Eadt ofthe 
ingredients used shall be dedered on 
the label as required by the applicable 
sections of parts 101 and 130 of this 
chapter. 

PART 137--CEREAL FLOURS AND 
RELATED PRODUCTS 

17. The authority dtation for 21 CFR 
part 137 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Secs. 201.401,403.409,701. 
706 of the Federal Food. Drug, Cosmetic 
Act (21 U.S.C 321,341,343, 348, 371.376). 

18. Section 137.105 is amended by 
revising paragraph (b)(1) to read as 
follows: 

§137.105 Flour. 
* * • * • 

(b)(1) Label dedaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food diall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 
* • • * • 

19. Section 137.155 is revised to reed 
as follows: 

§ 137.155 Bromatad flour. 

Bromated flour ctmficHms to the 
definition and standard of identity, and 
is subject to the requirements for label 
statement of ingredients, prescribed for 
flour by § 137.105, except that 
potassium bromate is added in a 
quantity not exceeding 50 parts to each 
million parts of the finished bronuited 
flour, and is added only to flours whose 
baking qualities are improved by such 
addition. 

20. Section 137.160 is revised to read 
as follows: 

§137.160 Enriched broroeted flour. 

Enriched bromated flour conforms to 
the definition and standard of identity. 

and is subject to the requirements for 
label statement of ingr^ients, 
prescribed for enriched flour by 
§ 137.165. except fliat potassium 
bromate is add^ in a quantity not 
exceeding 50 parts to each million parts 
of the finished enriched bromated floor, 
and is added only to enriched flours 
whose baking qualities are improved by 
such addition. 

21. Section 137.165 is amended by 
revising the introductory text to read as 
follows: 

§137.165 Enriched fkHir. 

Enriched flour ccmhums to the 
definitioii and standard of identity, and 
is subject to the requireoiants for 1^1 
statement of ingredients, {Hoscxibed fm 
flour by § 137.105, except that* 
* * * • • 

22. Section 137.170 is emended by 
revising paragraph (a) to read as follows: 

§137.170 Iwetanteedftoure. 

(a) Instantized flcmrs. instant blending 
flours, and quick-mixing flours, are the 
foods each of which conforms to the 
definition and standard of identity and 
is subject to the requirement for label 
statement of ingredients prescribed for 
the corresponding kind of flour by 
§§ 137.105,137.155,137.160,137.165, 
137.175.137.180. and 137.185. except 
that each such flour has been made 1^ 
one of the optional procedures set fo^ 
in paragraph (b) of this section, and is 
thweby made readily pounhle. Such 
flours vrill all pass through a No. 20 
mesh U.S. standard sieve (840-micron 
o{)ening), and not more than 20 percent 
will pass throu^ a 200 mesh U.S 
standard sieve (74-micraii opening). 
• * A • • 

23. Section 137.175 is amended by 
revisii^ the introdcKtory text to read as 
follows: 

§137.175 Phosphatad flour. 

Phosphated flour, phosphated white 
flour, and phosphated wheat flour, 
conform to the definiticm and standard 
of identity, and are subject to the 
requirements for label declaration of 
ingredients, prescribed fcH* flour by 
§ 137.105, except that: 
***** 

24. Section 137.180 is amended by 
revising paragraph (b) to read as follows: 

§137.180 Self rising floor. 
***** 

(b) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food, shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 

applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 
***** 

25. Section 137.185 is amended by 
revising the intioducfoiy text to read as 
follows: 

§137.«86 Enriched oeH-rialng flour. 

Enriched self-rising flour cxmforms to 
the definition and standard of identity, 
and is subject to the requirements for 
label statement of ingredients, 
prescribed for self-rising flour by 
§ 137.180, except that: 
***** 

26. Section 137.200 is amended by 
revising paragraifo (bKl) to read as 
follows: 

§137.200 Whole wheal flour. 
***** 

(b)(1) Label declaration. Each ofthe 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 
***** 

27. Section 137.205 is revised to reed 
as follows: 

§137.205 Bromated whole wheat flour. 

Bromated whole wheat flour ccmfcwms 
to the definition end standard of 
identity, and is subject to the 
requirements for label statement of 
ingredients, prescribed for whole wheat 
floiir by § 137.200. except that 
potassium broraata is a^ded in a 
quantity not exceeding 75 parts to each 
million parts of finish^ bromated 
whole wheat flour. 

28. Section 137.225 is revised to read 
as follows: 

§137.225 Whole durum flour. 

Whole durum wheat flour conforms to 
the definition and standard of identity, 
and is subject to the requirements for 
label statement of ingredients, 
prescribed for whole wheat flour by 
§ 137.200, except that cleaned durum 
wheat, instead of cleaned wheat other 
than durum wheat and red durum 
wheat, is used in its pi^aiation. 

29. Section 137.235 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (c) to read as 
follows: 

§ 137.235 Enriched com grits. 
***** 

(c) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food diall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

30. Section 137.260 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (c) to read as 
follows: 
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§137.260 EfMiciMd com niMils. 
• • • # • 

(c) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingi^ients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

31. Section 137.270 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (c) to read as 
follows: 

§137.270 SolfH'Islng white com meal. 
***** 

(c) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingr^ients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

32. Section 137.305 is amended by 
revising paragraph (b)(1) to read as 
follows: 

§137.305 Enriched farina. 
***** 

(b)(1) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 
***** 

33. Section 137.350 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (g) to read as 
follows: 

§137.350 Enriched rice. 
***** 

(g) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 
***** 

PART 139-MACARONI AND NOODLE 
PRODUCTS 

34. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 139 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Secs. 201,401,403,409,701, 
706 of the Federal Pood. Drug, and Cmmetic 
Act (21 U.S.Q 321,341, 343, 348, 371,376). 

35. Section 139.110 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (g) to read as 
follows: 

§139.110 Macaroni products. 
***** 

(g) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

36. Section 139.115 is amended by 
revising the introductory text of 
paragraph (a) to read as follows: 

§139.115 Enriched macaroni products. 

(a) Description. Enriched macaroni 
products are the class of food each of 
which conforms to the definition and 
standard of identity imd is subject to the 
requirements for label statement of 
ingredients, prescribed for macaroni 
products by § 139.110(a), (f), and (g), 
except that: 
***** 

37. Section 139.117 is amended by 
revising paragraph (e) to read as follows: 

§139.117 Ertrichad macaroni products 
with fortifiad protatoi. 
***** 

(e) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

38. Section 139.120 is amended by 
revising the introductory text of 
paragraph (a) to read as follows: 

§139.120 Milk macaroni products. 

(a) Milk macaroni products are the 
class of food, each of which conforms to 
the definition and standard of identity 
and is subject to the requirements for 
label statement of ingredients prescribed 
for macaroni products by § 139.110(a), 
(f)(2). (f)(3). and (g), except that: 
***** 

39. Section 139.121 is amended by 
revising the introductory text of 
paragraph (a) to read as follows: 

§ 139.121 Nonfat milk macarorti products. 

(a) Each of the macaroni products 
made with nonfat milk for which a 
definition and standard of identity is 
prescribed by this section conforms to 
the definition and standard of identity, 
and is subject to the requirements for 
label statement of ingredients, 
prescribed for macaroni products by 
§ 139.110(a). (f)(2). (f)(3). (f)(4). and (g). 
except that: 
***** 

40. Section 139.122 is amended by 
revising the introductory text of 
paragraph (a) to read as follows: 

§ 139.122 Enriched nonfat milk macaroni 
products. 

(a) Each of the enriched macaroni 
products made with nonfat milk for 
which a definition and standard of 
identity is prescribed by this section 
conforms to the definition and standard 
of identity, and is subject to the 
requirements for label statement of 
ingredients, prescribed for macaroni 
products by § 139.110(a), (f)(2), (f)(3). 
(0(4). and (g), except that: 
***** 

41. Section 139.125 is amended by 
revising the introductory text of 
paragraph (a) to read as follows: 

§ 139.125 Vagatabla macaroni prooucta. 

(a) Vegetable macaroni products are 
the class of food each of which 
conforms to the definition and standard 
of identity and is subject to the 
requirements for label statement of 
ingredients prescribed for macaroni 
piquets by § 139.110(a), (0(2), (0(3), 
and (g), except that: 
***** 

42. Section 139.135 is amended by 
revising paragraph (a) to read as follows 

§ 139.135 Enriched vegetable maceroni 
producta. 

(a) Each of the macaroni products for 
which a definition and standard of 
identity is prescribed by this section 
conforms to the definition and standard 
of identity and is subject to the 
requirements for label statement of 
ingredients prescribed for macaroni 
products by § 139.110(a). (0. and (g), 
and in addition is enriched to meet the 
requirements prescribed for enriched 
macaroni products by § 139.115 and 
contains a vegetable ingredient in 
compliance with the requirements 
prescribed for vegetable macaroni 
products by § 139.125. 
• * * * * 

43. Section 139.138 is amended by 
revising the introductory text of 
paragraph (a) to read as follows: 

§ 139.138 Whole wheat macaroni products. 

(a) Whole wheat macaroni products 
are the class of food each of which 
conforms to the definition and standard 
of identity and is subject to the 
requirements for label statement of 
ingredients, presfTibed for macaroni 
piquets by § 139.110(a), (f)(2), (f)(3), 
and (g), except that: 
***** 

44. Section 139.140 is amended by 
revising the introductory text of 
paragraph (a) to read as follows: 

§ 139.140 Wheat and aoy macaroni 
products. 

(a) Wheat and soy macaroni products 
are ^e class of food each of which 
conforms to the definition and standard 
of identity and is subject to the 
requirements for label statement of 
ingredients, prescribed for macaroni 
products by § 139.110(a), (f)(2), (f)(3). 
and (g). except that: 
***** 

45. Section 139.150 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (i) o read as 
follows: 
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$ 139.150 Noodle products. 
***** 

(i) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used iii the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

46. Section 139.155 is amended by 
revising the introductory text of 
paragraph (a) to read as follows: 

§ 139.155 Enriched noodle products. 

(a) Enriched noodle products are the 
class of food each of which conforms to 
the definition and standard of identity, 
and is subject to the requirements for 
label statement of ingredients, 
prescribed for noodle products by 
§ 139.150(a), (g), and (i), except that: 
***** 

47. Section 139.160 is amended by 
revising paragraph (a) to read as follows: 

§ 139.160 Vegetable noodle products. 

(a) Vegetable noodle products are the 
class of food each of which conforms to 
the definition and standard of identity, 
and is subject to the requirements for 
label statement of ingredients, 
prescribed for noodle products by 
§ 139.150(a), (g), and (i), except that 
tomato (of any red variety), artichoke, 
beet, carrot, parsley, or spinach is added 
in such quantity that the solids thereof 
are not less than 3 percent by weight of 
the hnished vegetable noodle product 
(the vegetable used may be fresh, 
canned, dried, or in the form of puree 
or paste). 
***** 

48. Section 139.165 is amended by 
revising paragraph (a) to read as follows: 

§ 139.165 Enriched vegetable noodle 
products. 

(a) Each of the noodle products for 
which a definition and standard of 
identity is prescribed by this section 
conforms to the definition and standard 
of identity and is subject to tbe 
requirements for label declaration of 
ingredients prescribed for noodle 
products by § 139.150(a), (g), (h), and (i), 
and in addition is enriched to meet the 
requirements prescribed for enriched 
noodle products by § 139.155 and, 
except as hereinafter provided, contains 
a vegetable ingredient in compliance 
with the requirements prescribed for 
vegetable noodle products by § 139.160. 
Because they are apt to impart an egg- 
yolk color, carrots are not used in 
enriched vegetable noodle products. 
***** 

49. Section 139.180 is amended by 
revising paragraph (a) to read as follows: 

f 139.180 Wheat and soy noodle products. 

(a) Wheat and soy noodle products are 
the class of food each of which 
conforms to the definition and standard 
of identity and is subject to the 
];pquirements for label statement of 
ingredients prescribed for noodle 
products by § 139.150(a), (g). and (i), 
except that soy flour is added in a 
quantity not less than 12.5 percent of 
the combined weight of the wheat and 
soy ingredients u^ (the soy flour used 
is made firom heat-processed, dehulled 
soybeans, with or without the removal 
of fat therefrom). 
***** 

50. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 145 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Secs. 201,401,403,409, 701, 
706 of the Federal Pood, Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act (21 U.S.C. 321, 341, 343. 348, 371, 376). 

51. Section 145.110 is amended by 
revising paragraph (a)(4) to read as 
follows: 

§ 145.110 Canned applesauce. 

(a) • * * 
(4) Label declaration. Each of the 

ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. However, when ascorbic 
acid (vitamin C) is added as provided 
for in paragraph (a)(2)(viii)(b) of this 
section, after the application of heat to 
the apples, preservative labeling 
requirements do not apply. 
***** 

52. Section 145.115 is amended by 
revising paragraph (a)(4)(iv) to read as 
follows: 

§ 145.115 Canned apricots. 
(a) . * * 
(4)* * * 
(iv) Label declaration. Each of the 

ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 
***** 

53. Section 145.116 is amended by 
revising paragraph (b)(2) to read as 
follows: 

§ 145.116 Artificially sweetened canned 
apricots. 
***** 

(b) * * * 
(2) The artificially sweetened food is 

subject to the requirements for label 
statement of ingredients used, as 
prescribed for canned apricots by 
§ 145.115(a). If the packing medium is 
thickened with pectin, the label shall 

bear the statement “thickened with 
pectin”. When any organic salt or arid 
or any mixture of two or more of these 
is added, the label shall bear the 
common or usual name of each such 
ingredient. 

54. Section 145.120 is amended by 
revising paragraph (a)(5)(iv) to read as 
follows: 

§146.120 Canned borriss. 

(a)* * • 
(5)* * * 
(iv) Label declaration. Each of the 

ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 
***** 

55. Section 145.125 is amended by 
revising paragraph (a)(4)(iv) to read as 
follows: 

§ 145.125 Canned charrlea. 

(a) * * * 
(4)* * * 
(iv) Label declaration. Each of the 

ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 
* * * * ' • 

56. Section 145.126 is amended by 
revising paragraph (b)(2) to read as 
follows: 

S 145.126 Artificially awaatanad cannad 
charrias. 
***** 

(b) * * * 

(2) The artificially sweetened food is 
subject to the requirements for label 
statement of ingredients used, as 
prescribed for canned cherries by 
§ 145.125(a). If the packing medium is 
thickened with pectin, the label shall 
bear the statement “thickened with 
pectin”. When any organic salt or acid 
or any mixture of two or more of these 
is added, the label shall bear the 
common or usual name of each such 
ingredient. 

57. Section 145.130 is amended by 
revising paragraph (d)(4) to read as 
follows: 

(d)* * * 
(4) Label declaration. Each of the 

ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

58. Section 145.131 is amended by 
revising paragraph (b)(2) to read as 
follows: 

PART 145~CANNED FRUITS 

§145.130 Cannad figs. 
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§145.131 Artificially «wMt«ned canned 
flga. 
• • • ft * 

(b)« • • 
(2) The artificially sweetened food is 

subject to the requirements for label 
statement of ingi^ients used, as 
prescribed for canned figs by § 145.130. 
If the packing medium is thickened with 
pectin, the label shall bear the statement 
“thickened with pectin”. When any 
organic salt or acid or any mixture of 
two or more of these is added, the label 
shall bear the common or usual name of 
each such ingredient. 

59. Section 145.134 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (f) to read as 
follows: 

§145.134 Canned preserved figs. 
ft ft ft ft ft 

(f) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

60. Section 145.135 is amended by 
revising paragraph (a)(4)(iv) to read as 
follows: 

§145.135 Canned fruH cocMaU. 

(a) * * * 
(4)* * * 
(iv) Label declaration. Each of the 

ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 
* ft ft ft ft 

61. Section 145.136 is amended by 
revising paragraph (b)(2) to read as 
follows: 

§ 145.136 Artificiatty sweetened canned 
fruit cocktaiL 
ft ft ft ft ft 

(b) * * • 
(2) The artificially sweetened food is 

subject to the requirements for label 
statement of ingredients used, as 
prescribed for canned fruit cocktail by 
§ 145.135(a). If the packing medium is 
thickened with pectin, the label shall 
bear the statement “thickened with 
pectin”. When any organic salt or add 
or any mixture of two or more of these 
is added, the label shall bear the 
common or usual name of each such 
ingredient. 

62. Section 145.140 is amended by 
revising paragraph (d)(4) to read as 
follows: 

§ 145.140 Canned seedless grapes. 
ft ft ft ft ft 

Id)* * * 
(4) Label declaration Each of the 

ingredients used in the food shall be 

declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

63. Section 145.145 is amended by 
revising paragraph (a)(4)(iii) to read as 
follows: 

§145.145 Canr>ed grapefruit 

(a)* * * 
(4)* * * 
(iii) Label declaration. Each of the 

ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of p>art8 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 
ft ft ft ft ft 

64. Section 145.170 is amended by 
revising paragraph (a)(4)(iv) to read as 
follows: 

§ 145.170 Canned peaches. 

(a) * * * 
(4)* * * 
(iv) Label declaration. Each of the 

ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 
ft ft ft ft ft 

65. Section 145.171 is amended by 
revising paragraph (b)(2) to read as 
follows: 

§ 145.171 ArtificiaHy sweetened canned 
peaches. 
ft ft ft ft ft 

(b) * * * 
(2) The artificially sweetened food is 

subject to the requirements for label 
statement of ingredients used, as 
prescribed for canned peaches by 
§ 145.170(a). If the packing medium is 
thickened with pectin, the label shall 
bear the statement “thickened with 
pectin”. When any organic salt or acid 
or any mixture of two or more of these 
is added, the label shall bear the 
common or usual name of each such 
ingredient. 

66. Section 145.175 is amended by 
revising paragraph (a)(4)(iv) to read as 
follows: 

§145.175 Canned pears. 

(a)* * * 
(4)* * * 
(iv) Label declaration. Each of the 

ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 
ft ft ft ft ft 

67. Section 145.176 is amended by 
revising paragraph (b)(2) to read as 
follows: 

§145.176 Artifictalty sweetened canned 
pears. 
ft ft ft ft 

(b)* * * 
(2) The artificially sweetened food is 

subject to the requirements for label 
statement of ingredients used, as 
prescribed for canned pears by 
§ 145.175(a). If the packing medium is 
thickened with pectin, the label shall 
bear the statement “thickened with ■ 
pectin”. When any organic salt or acid 
or any mixture of two or more of these 
is added, the label shall bear the 
common or usual name of each such 
ingredient. 

68. Section 145.180 is amended by 
revising paragraph (a)(5)(iii) to read as 
follows: 

§145.180 Canned pineapple. 

(a) * * * 
(5)* * * 
(iii) Label declaration. Each of the 

ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 
ft ft ft ft ft 

69. Section 145.181 is amended by 
revising paragraph (b)(2) to read as 
follows: 

§ 145.181 Artificiaily aweetened canned 
pineapple. 
ft ft ft ft ft 

(b) * * * 
(2) The artificially sweetened food is 

subject to the requirements for label 
statement of ingredients used, as 
prescribed for canned pineapple by 
§ 145.180(a). If the packing medium is 
thickened with pectin, the label shall 
bear the statement “thickened with 
pectin". 

70. Section 145.185 is amended by 
revising paragraph (a)(4)(iv) to read as 
follows: 

§145.185 Canned plums. 

(a)* * * 
(4)* * • 
(iv) Label declaration. Each of the 

ingredients u.sed in the food shall be 
declared on tlte label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 
ft ft ft ft ft 

71. Section 145.190 is amended by 
revising paragraph (c)(4) to read as 
follows: 

§ 145.190 Canned prunes. 
ft ft ft ft ft 

(c) * * * 
(4) Label declaration. Each of the 

ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
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applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

PART 14&-CANNE0 FRUIT JUICES 

72. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 146 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Secs. 201, 401,403,409, 701, 
706 of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 
.'Vet (21 U.S.C. 321, 341, 343, 348, 371, 376). 

73. Section 146.113 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (h) to read as 
follows: 

§ 146.113 Canned fruH nectars. 
• • * * * 

(h) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

74. Section 146.114 is amended by 
revising paragraph (a)(3)(ii) to read as 
follows: 

§146.114 Lemon fuice. 

(a)* • * 
(3)* * * 
(ii) Label declaration. Each of the 

ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 
* « ' * * • 

75. Section 146.120 is amended by 
revising paragraph (c) to read as follows: 

§ 146.120 Frozen concentrate for 
lemonade. 
* * * • « 

(c) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

76. Section 146.121 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (f) to read as 
follows: 

§ 146.121 Frozen concentrate for 
artificially sweetened lemonade. 
***** 

(0 Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

77. Section 146.126 is amended by 
revising paragraph (c) to read as follows: 

§ 146.126 Frozen concentrate tor colored 
lemonade. 
***** 

(c) Label declaration.'Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

78. Section 146.132 is amended by 
revising paragraphs (a)(3)(iii) to read as 
follows: 

§146.132 GrapefruHlulce. 
(a) * * * 
(3)* * * 
(iii) Label declaration. Each of the 

ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 
***** 

79. Section 146.140 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (g) to read as 
follows: 

§ 146.140 Pasteurized orange Juice. 
***** 

(g) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

80. Section 146.141 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (Q to read as 
follows: 

§ 146.141 Canned orange juice. 
***** 

(f) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

81. Section 146.145 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (f) to read as 
follows: 

§ 146.145 Orange juice from concentrate. 
***** 

(f) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

82. Section 146.146 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (g) to read as 
follows: 

§ 146.146 Frozen concentrated orange 
juice. 
***** 

(g) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of thia chapter. 

83. Section 146.148 is amended by 
revising paragraph (a) to read as follows: 

§ 146.148 Reduced acid frozen 
concentrated orange juice. 

(a) Reduced acid frozen concentrated 
orange juice is the food that complies 
with the requirements for composition 
and label declaration of ingredients 
prescribed for frozen concentrated 

orange juice by § 146.146, except that it 
may not contain any added sweetening 
ingredient. A process involving the use 
of anionic ion-exchange resins 
permitted by § 173.25 of this chapter is 
used to reduce the acidity of the food so 
that the ratio of the Brix reading to the 
grams of acid, expressed as anhydrous 
citric acid, per 100 grams of juice is not 
less than 21 to 1 or more than 26 to 1. 
***** 

84. Section 146.150 is amended by 
revising paragraph (a) to read as follows: 

§ 146.150 Canned concentrated orange 
juice. 

(a) Canned concentrated orange juice 
is the food that complies with t^ 
requirements of composition, definition 
of dilution ratio, and labeling of 
ingredients prescribed for frozen 
concentrated orange juice by § 146.146, 
except that it is not frozen and it is 
sealed in containers and so processed by 
heat, either before or after sealing, so as 
to prevent spoilage. 
***** 

85. Section 146.152 is amended by 
revising paragraph (d) to read as 
follows: 

§146.152 Orange juke with preservative. 
***** 

(d) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. In addition, the name of 
each preservative shall be proceeded by 
a statement of the |>ercent by weight of 
the preservative used. If the food is 
packed in container sizes that are less 
than 19 liters (5 gallons), the label shall 
bear a statement indicating that the food 
is for further manufacturing use only. 
***** 

86. Section 146.153 is amended by 
revising paragraph (a) to read as follows: 

§ 146.153 Concentrated orange juke for 
manufacturing. 

(a) Concentrated orange juice for 
manufacturing is the food that complies 
with the requirements of composition 
and label declaration of ingredients 
prescribed for fi’ozen concentrated 
orange juice by § 146.146, except that it 
is either not frozen or is less 
concentrated, or both, and the oranges 
fi-om which the juice is obtained may 
deviate hrom the standards for maturity 
in that they are below the minimum 
Brix and Brix-acid ratio for such - 
oranges: Provided, however, that the 
concentration of orange juice soluble 
solids is not less than 20° Brix. 
***** 
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87. Section 146.154 is amended by 
revising paragraph (d) to read as 
follows: 

§146.154 Concentrated orange fuice whh 
preservative. 
• • * * * 

(d) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. In addition, the name of 
each preservative shall be preceded by 
a statement of the percent by weight of 
the preservative used. If the food is 
packed in container sizes that are less 
than 19 liters (5 gallons), the label shall 
bear a statement indicating that the food 
is for further manufacturing use only. 

88. Section 146.185 is amended by 
revising paragraph (a)(3) to read as 
follows: 

§146.185 Pineapple hiice. 
(a)* * * 
(3) Label declaration. Each of the 

ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 
***** 

89. Section 146.187 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (d) to read as 
follows: 

§146.187 Canned prune Juice. 
***** 

(d) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

PART 15(^-FRUrr BUTTERS, JELLIES, 
PRESERVES, AND RELATED 
PRODUCTS 

90. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 150 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Secs. 201,401, 403, 409, 701, 
706 of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act (21 U.S.C. 321, 341, 343, 348, 371, 376). 

91. Section 150.110 is amended by 
revising the introductory text of 
paragraph (e)(1) and by removing 
paragraph (e)(2)(ii) and reserving it, to 
read as follows: 

§150.110 Fruhbuttor. 
***** 

(e) (1) Label declaratJon. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter, except that: 
***** 

(2) • * * 

(ii) (Reserved) 

92. Section 150.140 is amended by 
revising the introductory text of 
paragraph (e)(2) to read as follows: 

§150.140 Fruit ielly. 
***** 

(e)(2) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter, except that: 
***** 

93. Section 150.141 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (h) to read as 
follows: 

§ 150.141 Artificially sweetened fruH )elly. 
***** 

(h) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

94. Section 150.160 is amended by 
revising the introductory text of 
paragraph (e)(2) to read as follows: 

§ 150.160 Fruit preserves srul lams. 
***** 

(e) * * • 
(2) Label declaration. Each of the 

ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter, except that; 
***** 

95. Section 150.161 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (h) to read as 
follows: 

§ 150.161 Artif iciaily sweetened fruH 
preserves and lams. 
***** 

(h) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

PART 152—FRUIT PIES 

96. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 152 continues to read as follows: 

Authority; Secs. 201, 401,403, 409, 701, 
706 of the Federal Pood, Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act (21 U.S.C. 321, 341, 343, 348, 371, 376). 

97. Section 152.126 is amended by 
revising paragraph (a)(4)(i) to read as 
follows: 

§ 152.126 Frozen cherry pie. 

(a)* * * 
(4)(i) Label declaration. Each of the 

ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 

applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 
***** 

PART 155-CANNED VEGETABLES 

98. The authority citation for 21 CIFR 
part 155 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Secs. 201,401,403,409, 701, 
706 of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act (21 U.S.C 321, 341, 343, 348, 371, 376). 

99. Section 155.120 is amended by 
revising paragraph (a)(5) to read as 
follows: 

§155.120 Canned green beans and canned 
wax beans. 

(a)* * * 
(5) Label declaration. Each of the 

ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 
***** 

100. Section 155.130 is amended by 
revising paragraph (a)(5) to read as 
follows: 

§155.130 Canned com. 

(a)* * • 
(5) Label declaration. Each of the 

ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 
***** 

101. Section 155.131 is amended by 
revising paragraph (a)(1) to read as 
follows: 

§155.131 Canned field corn. 

(a) Identity. (1) Canned Held com 
conforms to the definition and standard 
of identity, and is subject to the 
requirements for label declaration of 
ingredients, prescribed for canned com 
by § 155.130(a), except that the com 
ingredient consists of succulent field 
com or a mixture of succulent field com 
and succulent sweet com. 
***** 

102. Section 155.170 is amended by 
revising paragraph (a)(4) to read as 
follows: 

§155.170 Canned peas. 

• (a)‘ * * 
(4) Label declaration. Each of the 

ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 
***** 

103. Section 155.172 is amended by 
revising the introductory text of 
paragraph (a) to read as follows: 
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§155.172 Cantwd dry PCM. 

(a) Identity. Canned dry peas 
conforms to the definition and standard 
of identity, and is subject to the 
requirements for label declaration of 
ingredients, prescribed for canned peas 
by § 155.170(a), except that; 
• • ' • • • 

104. Section 155.191 is amended by 
revising paragraph (a)(3)(iv) to read as 
follows: 

§155.191 Tomato concentrates. 

(a)* • • 
(3)* • • 
(iv) Label declaration. Each of the 

ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 
***** 

105. Section 155.194 is amended by 
revising paragraph (a)(3)(iii) to read as 
follows: 

§155.194 Catsup. 

(a)* * * 
(3) * • • 
(iii) Label declaration. Each of the 

ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the I^)el as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter; except that the name 
“tomato concentrate” may be used in 
lieu of the names “tomato puree,” 
“tomato pulp,” or “tomato paste” and 
when tomato concentrates are used, the 
labeling requirements of 
§ 155.191(a)(3)(ii)(a) and (a)(3)(ii)(b) do 
not apply. 
***** 

106. Section 155.200 is amended by 
revising paragraph (h) to read as 
follows; 

§ 155J200 Certain other canned 
vegeubies. 
• * * * * * 

(h) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

107. Section 155.201 is amended by 
revising paragraph (a)(4)(ii) to read as 
follows: 

§155.201 Canned muahroomal 

(a) * * * 
(4) * * * 
(ii) Label declaration. Each of the 

ingredients us^ in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

PART 156—VEGETABLE JUICES 

108. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 156 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Secs. 201,401,403, 409, 701 of 
the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (21 
U?S.C. 321, 341, 343,348,371). 

109. Section 156.145 is amended by 
revising paragraph (a)(2)(ii) to read as 
follows: 

§156.145 Tomato iuloa. 

(a)* * * 
(2)* * * 
(ii) Label declaration. Each of the 

ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 
***** 

PART 158—FROZEN VEGETABLES 

110. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 158 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Secs. 201, 401. 403,409, 701 of 
the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (21 
U.S.C 321, 341, 343,348, 371). 

111. Section 158.170 is amended by 
revising paregraph (a)(4) to read as 
follows: 

§158.170 Frozen peas. 

(a)* * * 
(4) Label declaration. Each of the 

ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 
***** 

PART 160—EGGS AND EGG 
PRODUCTS 

112. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 160 continues to read as follows: 

Authority; Secs. 201, 401,403, 409, 701, 
706 of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act (21 U.S.C 321, 341, 343, 348, 371, 376). 

113. Section 160.105 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (e) to read as 
follows: 

§160.105 Dried eggs. " 
***** 

(e) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

114. Section 160.110 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (d) to road as 
follows: 

§160.110 Frozen eggs. 
***** 

(d) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food .<diall be 
declared on the label as required by the 

applicable sections of pails 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

115. Section 160.115 is amended by 
redesignating the existing text as 
paragraph (a) and by adding new 
paragraph (b) to read as follows: 

§160.115 Liquid eggs. 
***** 

(b) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

116. Section 160.140 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (c) to read as 
follows: 

§160.140 EggwMlss. 
***** 

(c) Label declaration. Eatdi of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
d^ared rm the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

117. Section 160.145 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (f) to read as 
follows: 

§160.145 Dried egg whites. 
***** 

(f) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chaffer. 

118. Section 160.150 is amended by 
adding new par^raph (c) to read as 
follows: 

§ 160.150 Frozen egg whites. 
***** 

(c) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

119. Section 160.160 is amended by 
redesignating the existing text as 
paragraph (a) and by adding new 
paragraph (b) to read as follows: 

§160.180 Egg yolks. 
***** 

(b) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

120. Section 160.185 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (e) to read as 
follows: 

§160.185 Dried sgg yolks. 
***** 

(e) Label declaratiun. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
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declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

121. Section 160.190 is amended by 
redesignating the existing text as 
paragraph (a) and by adding new 
paragraph (b) to read as follows: 

§160.190 Frozen egg yolks. 
• * ft • * 

(b) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

PART 161—PISH AND SHELLFISH 

122. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 161 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Secs. 201, 401,403,409, 701, 
706 of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act (21 U.S.C. 321, 341, 343, 348, 371, 376). 

123. Section 161.145 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (a)(4) to read as 
follows: 

§161.145 Canned oysters. 

(a)* * * 
(4) Label declaration. Each of the 

ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 
ft ft ft ft ft 

124. Section 161.170 is amended by 
revising paragraph (a)(5)(iii) to read as 
follows: 

§ 161.170 Canned Pacific salmon. 

(a) * • * 
(5) * * * 
(iii) Label declaration. Each of the 

ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 
ft ft ft ft ^ 

125. Section 161.173 is amended by 
revising paragraph (a){5){ix) to read as 
follows: 

§161.173 Canned wet pack shrimp in 
transparent or nontransparent containers, 

(a)* * * 
(5)* * * 
(ix) Label declaration. Each of the 

ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 
ft ft ft ft ft 

126. Section 161.175 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (i) to read as 
follows: 

§161.175 Frozen raw breaded shrimp. 

(i) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

127. Section 161.190 is amended by 
revising paragraphs (a)(6)(ii) through 
(a)(6)(viii), by removing paragraph 
(a)(6)(ix), and by revising paragraph 
(a)(8)(vi) to read as follows: 

§ 161.190 Canrted tuna. 

(a)* * * ft ft ft 
(ii) Monosodium glutamate. 
(iii) Hydrolyzed protein declared in 

accordance with the applicable 
provisions of § 101.22. 

(iv) Spices or spice oils or spice 
extracts. 

(v) Vegetable broth in an amount not 
in excess of 5 percent of the volume 
capacity of the container, such broth to 
consist of a minimum of 0.5 percent by 
weight of vegetable extractives and to be 
prepared from two or more of the 
following vegetables: Beans, cabbage, 
carrots, celery, garlic, onions, parsley, 
peas, potatoes, green bell peppers, red 
bell peppers, spinach, and tomatoes. 

(vi) Garlic. 
(vii) Lemon flavoring to be prepared 

from lemon oil and citric acid together 
with safe and suitable carriers for the 
lemon oil which are present at 
nonfunctional and insignihcant levels 
in the finished canned food. When 
lemon flavoring is added, a safe and 
suitable solubilizing and dispersing 
ingredient may be added in a quantity 
not exceeding 0.005 percent by weight 
of the finished food. A substance used 
in accordance with this paragraph is 
deemed to be suitable if it is used in an 
amount no greater than necessary to 
achieve the intended flavor effect, and 
is deemed to be safe if it is not a food 
additive as defined in section 201 (s) of 
the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act (the act), or if it is a food additive 
as so defined, it is used in conformity 
with r^ulations established pursuant to 
section 409 of the act. 

(viii) Edible vegetable oil or partially 
hydrogenated vegetable oil, excluding 
olive oil, used alone or in combination 
in an amount not to exceed 5 percent of 
the volume capacity of the container, 
with or without any suitable form of 
emulsifying and suspending ingredients 
that has been affirmed as GRAS or 
approved as a food additive to aid in 
dispersion of the oil, as seasoning in 
canned tuna packed in water. 
ft ft ft ft ft 

(8)* • * 
(vi) Where the canned tuna contains 

one or more of the ingredients provided 

for in paragraph (a)(6) of this section, 
the label shall bear the statement 
"Seasoned with-”, 
the blank being filled in with the name 
or names of the ingredient or 
ingredients used, except that if the 
ingredient designated in paragraph 
(a)(6)(v) of this section is used, the blank 
shall be filled in with the term 
"vegetable broth”, and if the ingredients 
designated in paragraph (a)(6)(viii) of 
this section are used, the blank may be 
filled in with the term "oil”, and if the 
ingredient designated in paragraph 
(a)(6)(iv) of this section is used alone, 
the label may alternatively bear either 
the statement "spiced” or the statement 
"with added spice”; and if salt is the 
only seasoning ingredient used, the 
label may alternatively bear any of the 
statements "salted”, "with added salt”, 
or "salt added”. If the flavoring 
ingredients designated in paragraph 
(a)(6)(vii) of this section are used, the 
words "lemon flavored” or "with lemon 
flavoring” shall appear as part of the 
name on the label; for example, "lemon 
flavored chunk light tuna”. Citric acid 
and any optional solubilizing and 
dispersing agent used as specified in 
paragraph (a)(6)(vii) of this section in 
connection with lemon flavoring 
ingredients or emulsifying and 
suspending ingredients used as 
specified in paragraph (a)(6)(viii) of this 
section shall be designated on the label 
by their common or usual name. 
ft ft ft ft ft 

PART 163—CACAO PRODUCTS 

128. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 163 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Secs. 201, 301, 401,403, 409, 
701, 706 of the Federal Food, Drug, and 
Cosmetic Act (21 U.S.C. 321, 331, 341, 343, 
348,371,376). 

129. Section 163.110 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (c) to read as 
follows: 

§163.110 Cacao nib*. 
ft ft ft ft ft 

(c) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

130. Section 163.111 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (c) to read as 
follows: 

§ 163.111 Chocolate liquor. 
ft ft ft ft ft 

(c) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 
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131. Section 163.112 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (c) to read as 
follows: 

§163.112 Breaktest cocoa. 
***** 

(c) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

132. Section 163.113 is revised to read 
as follows: 

§163.113 Cocoa. 
Cocoa, medium fat cocoa conforms to 

the definition and standard of identity, 
and is subject to the requirements for 
label statement of ingredients, 
prescribed for breakfast cocoa by 
§ 163.112, except that it contains less 
than 22 percent but not less than 10 
percent of cacao fat as determined by 
the method referred to in § 163.112(a). 

133. Section 163.114 is revised to read 
as follows: 

§163.114 Lowfat cocoa. 
Lowfat cocoa conforms to the 

definition and standard of identity, and 
is subject to the requirements for label 
declaration of ingr^ents for breakfast 
cocoa in §163.112, except that the cacao 
fat content is less than 10 percent by 
weight, as determined by the method 
prescribed in § 163.112(a). 

134. Section 163.117 is amended by 
revising [mragraph (a) to read as follows: 

§ 163.117 Cocoa with dioctyl sodium 
aulfosuccinate for manufacturing. 

(a) Description. Cocoa with dioctyl 
sodium sulfosuocinate for 
manufacturing is the food additive 
complying with the provisions in 
§ 172.520 of this chapter, h conforms to 
the definition and standard of identity, 
and is subject to the requirements for 
label statement of ingredients, for 
breakfast cocoa in § 163.112, or for 
cocoa in § 163.113, or for lowfat cocoa 
in § 163.114, except that the food 
additive contains di(x:tyl sodium 
sulfosuccinate (complying with the 
requirements of § 172.810 of this 
chapter, including the limit of not more 
than 0.4 percent by weight of the 
finished food additive). 
***** 

I 135. Section 163.123 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (i) to read as 
follows: 

§163.123 Sweet chocoiata. 
***** 

(i) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by 

applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

136. Section 163.130 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (0 to read as 
follows: 

§163.130 Mitk chocolate. 
***** 

(f) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food ^all be 
declared on the label as required by 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

137. Section 163.135 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (c) to read as 
follows: 

§163.1% ButtemiHk chocoiata. 
***** 

(c) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

138. Section 163.140 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (c) to read as 
follows: 

§163.140 Skim milk chocoiata. 
***** 

(c) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

139. Section 163.145 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (c) to read as 
follows: 

§163.145 Mixed dairy product chocoMes. 
***** 

(c) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

140. Section 163.150 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (d) to-read as 
follows: 

§ 163.150 Sweet cocoa and vegetable fat 
(other than cacao fat) coating. 
***** 

(d) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

141. Section 163.153 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (c) to read as 
follows: 

§163.153 Sweet chocolate and vegetable 
fat (other than cacao fat) coating. 
***** 

(c) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by 

applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

142. Section 163.155 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (c) to read as 
follows: 

§163.155 Milk chocolate and vagatabla fat 
(other than cacao fat) coating. 
***** 

(c) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by 
applicable sections of |}arts 101 and 130 
of this cliapter. 

PART 164—TREE NUT AND PEANUT 
PRODUCTS 

143. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 164 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Secs. 201,401, 403,409, 701, 
706 of the Federal Food. Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act (21 U.S.C. 321, 341,343. 348. 371.376). 

144. Section 164.110 is amended by 
revising the introductory text of 
paragraph (e). by removing pmragraphs 
(e)(3) and (e)(4), and by revising 
paragraph (f) to read as ficdlows: 

§164.110 Mixed nute. 
***** 

(e) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
d^ared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter, except that: 
* * * ' * >* 

(f) The words and statements 
specified in paragraph (e) of this section 
showing the ingradients present shall be 
listed on the principal display panel or 
panels or any appropriate information 
panel without obscuring design, 
vignettes, or crowding. The d^aration 
shall appear in conspiciKius end easily 
legible letters of boldface print or type 
tlm size of whkdi shall be not less than 
one>half of that required by part 101 of 
this tdiapter for the statement of net 
quantity of contents appearing on the 
label, but in no case less than one- 
sixteenth of an inch in height. The 
entire ingredient statement shall appear 
on at least one panel of the label. If the 
label bears any pictorial representation 
of the mixture of nuts, it shall depict the 
relative proportions of the nut 
ingredients of the food. If the label bears 
a pictorial representation of only one of 
each nut ingredient present, the nuts 
shall be depicted in the order of 
decreasing predominance by weight. A 
factual statement that the food does not 
contain a particular nut ingredient or 
ingredients may be shown on the label 
if ^e statement is not misleading and 
does not result in an insufficiency of 
label space for the proper declaration of 
information required by or under 
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authority of the act to appear on the 
label. 

145. Section 164.150 is amended by 
revising paragraph (e) to read as follows: 

§164.150 PMHtut butlM^. 
• • • * * 

(e) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this diapter. 

PART 166—MARGARINE 

146. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 166 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Secs. 201,401,403,407,409. 
701.706 of the Federal Pood, Drug, and 
Cosmetic Act (21 U.S.C 321, 341, 343, 347, 
348, 371. 376). 

147. Section 166.110 is amended by 
revising paragraph (d) to read as 
follows: 

§166.110 Margarine. 
• • • • * 

(d) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. For the purposes of this 
section the use of the term "milk” 
unqualified means milk from cows. If 
any milk other than cow’s milk is used 
in whole or in part, the animal source 
shall be identified in conjunction with 
the word milk in the ingr^ient 
statement. Colored margarine shall be 
subject to the provisions of section 407 
of the Federal Food. Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act as amended. 

PART 168—SWEETENERS AND 
TABLE SIRUPS 

148. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 168 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Secs. 201,401,403,409, 701, 
706 of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act (21 U.S.C 321. 341, 343, 348, 371, 376). 

149. Section 168.110 is amended by 
revising paragraph (b) to read as follows: 

§ 168.110 Dextroee enhydrout. 
A • • * * 

(b) The name of the food is “Dextrose 
anhydrous" or "Anhydrous dextrose" or 
alternatively, “-sugar 
anhydrous" or "Anhydrous sugar", with 
the blank to be filled with the name of 
the food source, for example. “Com 
sugar anhydrous". 

150. Section 168.111 is amended by 
revising paragraph (c) to read as follows: 

§168.111 Dextrose monohydrate. 
t A A A • 

(c) The name of the food is “Dextrose 
monohydrate" or "Dextrose” or 
alternatively,"-sugar 
monohydrate” or “-sugar", with 
the blank to be filled with the name of 
the food source, for example. “Com 
sugar monohydrate” or "Com sugar". 
A A A A A 

151. Section 168.130 is amended by 
revising paragraph (d) to read as 
follows: 

§ 168.130 Cane airup. 
A A A A A 

(d) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

152. Section 168.160 is amended by 
revising paragraph (d) to read as 
follows: 

§ 168.160 Sorghum sirup. 
A A A A A 

(d) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

153. Section 168.180 is amended by 
revising paragraph (d)(1) to read as 
follows: ■ * 

§168.180 Table sirup. 
A A A A A 

(d) (1) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 
A A A A A 

PART 169—FOOD DRESSINGS AND 
FLAVORINGS 

154. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 169 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Secs. 201,401,403,409, 701, 
706 of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act (21 U.S.C. 321, 341, 343, 348, 371, 376). 

155. Section 169.115 is amended by 
revising paragraph (e) tp read as follows: 

§169.115 French dressing. 
A A A A A 

(e) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

156. Section 169.140 is amended by 
revising paragraph (f) to read as follows: 

§ 169.140 Mayonnaise. 
A A A A A 

(f) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 

declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and '* 30 
of this chapter. 

157. Section 169.150 is amended by 
revising paragraph (g) to read as follows: 

§169.150 Salad dressing. 
A A A A A 

(g) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

158. Section 169.175 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (c) to read as 
follows: 

§ 169.175 Vanilla extract 
A A A A A 

(c) Label decleuBtion. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

159. Section 169.176 is amended by 
revising paragraph (a) to read as follows: 

§ 169.176 Cortcentrated vanilla extract 

(a) Concentrated vanilla extract 
conforms to the definition and standard 
of identity and is subject to any 
requirement for label statement of 
ingredients prescribed for vanilla extract 
by § 169.175, except that it is 
concentrated to remove part of the 
solvent, and each gallon contains two or 
more units of vanilla constituent as 
defined in § 169.3(c). The content of 
ethyl alcohol is not less than 35 percent 
by volume. 
A A A A A 

160. Section 169.177 is amended by 
revising paragraph (a) to read as follows: 

§169.177 Vanilla flavoring. 

(a) Vanilla flavoring conforms to the 
definition and standard of identity and 
is subject to any requirement for label 
statement of ingredients prescribed for 
vanilla extract by § 169.175, except that 
its content of ethyl alcohol is less than 
35 percent by volume. 
A A A A A 

161. Section 169.178 is amended by 
revising paragraph (a) to read as follows: 

§ 169.178 Concentrated vanilla flavoring. 
(a) Concentrated vanilla flavoring 

conforms to the definition and standard 
of identity and is subject to any 
requirement for label statement of 
ingredients prescribed for vanilla 
flavoring by § 169.177, except that it is 
concentrated to remove part of the 
solvent, and each gallon contains two or 
more units of vanilla constituent as 
defined in § 169.3(c). 
•^ * * * * 
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162. Section 169.179 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (d) to read as 
follows: 

§169.179 Vanilla powder. 
« * • * * 

(d) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

163. Section 169.180 is amended by 
revising paragraph (a) to read as follows: 

§169.180 Vanilla-vanUHn extract 

(a) Vanilla-vanillin extract conforms 
to the deflnition and standard of 
identity and is subject to any 
requirement for label statement of 
ingredients prescribed for vanilla extract 
by §169.175, except that for each unit 

of vanilla constituent, as defined in 
§ 169.3(c). contained therein, the article 
also contains not more than 1 oimce of 
added vanillin. 
• • * * • 

*164. Section 169.181 is amended by 
revising paragraph (a) to read as follows: 

§169.181 VanUI»^anUlin flavoring. 

(a) Vanilla-vanillin flavoring conforms 
to the definition and standard of 
identity and is subject to any 
requirement for label statement of 
ingredients prescribed for vanilla- 
vanillin extract by § 169.180, except that 
its content of ethyl alcohol is less than 
35 percent by volume. 
« * • • • 

165. Section 169.182 is amended by 
revising paragraph (a) to read as follows: 

§169.182 Vanilla-vanUHn powder. 

(a) Vanilla-vanillin powder conforms 
to the definition and standc^ of 
identity and is mbject to any' 
requirement for lal^l statement of 
ingredients prescribed for vanilla 
powder by § 169.179, except that for 
each unit of vanilla constituent as 
defined in § 169.3(c) contained therein, 
the article also contains not more than 
1 ounce of added vanillin. 
• * # • * 

. Dated: October 22,1992. 

David A. Kessler, 

Commissioner of Food and Drugs. 

Limis W. Sullivan, '' " 

Secretary of Health and Human Services. 
(FR Doc. 92-31522 Filed 12-28-92; 8:45 am] 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND 
HUMAN SERVICES 

Food and Drug Administration 

21 CFR Parts 131,133,135, and 168 

[DocliatNo.90N-361O] 

RUv 0905-A008 

Food Labeting; Dadaratlon of 
Ingredients for Dairy Products arKl 
Maple Sirup 

AGENCY: Food and Drug Administration, 
HHS. 
ACnON: Hnal rule. 

SUMMARY: The Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA), in accordance 
with the Nutrition Labeling and 
Education Act of 1990 (Pub. L. 101-535) 
(the 1990 amendments) is amending the 
U.S. standards of identity for dairy 
products (parts 131,133, and 135 (21 
CFR parts 131,133, and 135)) and maple 
sirup (21 CFR 168.140) to require the 
listing of the common or usual names of 
all ingredients in these standardized 
foods. 

Section 701(e) of the Federal Food, 
Drug, and Cosmetic Act (the act) (21 
U.S.C 371(e)), as amended by the 1990 
amendments, requires formal 
rulemaking for the amendment or repeal 
of standards of identity for dairy 
products and maple sirup. The 1990 
amendments removed food standards 
rulemaking for all other foods from the 
coverage of section 701(e) of the act. 
Because of the procedural differences 
between amending the standards for 
dairy products and maple sirup and 
amending other food standards, the 
agency is publishing two separate final 
rules amending food standards. This 
final rule on dairy products and maple 
sirup is issued under formal rulemaking 
procedures. A companion dociiment for 
other foods is published elsewhere in 
this issue of the Federal Register. 
OATES: Effective May 8,1993, except as 
to any provisions that may be stayed by 
the filing of proper objections; 
compliance may begin January 6,1993, 
written objections and requests for a 
hearing by February 5.1993. 
ADDRESSES: Written objections may be 
sent to the Dockets Management Branch 
fHFA-305), Food and Drug 
Adn.aiistration, rm. 1-23,12420 
Pa'klawn Dr„ Rockville, MD 20857. 
FOR FURTHER MFORMATION CONTACT: 

Michelle A. Smith, Center for Food 
Safety and Applied Nutrition (HFS- 
158), Food and Drug Administration. 
200 C St. SW., Washington. DC 20204, 
202-205-5106. 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

I. Background 

In the Federal Register of June 21, 
1991 (56 FR 28592), FDA published a 
proposed rule concerning the 
declaration of ingredients (hereinafter 
referred to as the June 21,1991, 
proposal) and solicited public comment 
on ingredient labeling issues. The June 
21,1991, proposal addressed several 
current requirements that bear on 
ingredient labeling. Most significantly,, 
section 403(i) of the act (21 U.S.C. 
343(i)) requires, with certain specific 
exceptions, that ingredients be listed by 
tlwir common or usual names on food 
labels. Before the 1990 amendments, the 
act provided FDA with authority under 
section 403(g) of the act to require the 
declaration of optional ingredients in 
standardized foods, but mandatory 
ingredients were exempt from such a 
requirement under section 403(i) of the 
act. In the absence of statutory 
authority, FDA could not require the 
complete listing of all ingredients in 
standardized foods. However, the 1990 
amendments removed the portion of 
section 403(i) of the act that excluded 
mandatory ingredients used in 
standardized foods from the 
requirement for label declaration. 

In the June 21,1991, proposal, the 
agency proposed revisions of 
§ 101.4(a)(1) and {b)(2)(i) (21 CFR 
101.4(a)(1) and (b)(2)(i)) and proposed to 
adopt new § 130.3(e) (21 CFR 130.3(e)) 
to implement the new ingredient listing 
requirements for standardized foods 
prescribed by amended section 403(i) of 
the act. Proposed § 130.3(e) provides 
that all mandatory and optional 
ingredients of standardized foods must 
appear on food labels in accordance 
with the requirements of part 101 (21 
CFR part 101), except where a definition 
and standard of identity contains a 
specific provision with respect to the 
declaration of optional ingredients. In 
addition, the agency proposed to amend 
specific standards of identity either by 
changing the existing language for lal^l 
declaration of ingredients or by adding 
a new paragraph, to require that all 
ingredients be declared on the label in 
accordance with the applicable sections 
of parts 101 and 130 (21 CFR part 130). 

The agency notes that several 
standards of identity define foods by 
cross-referencing other standardized 
foods. For example. § 133,114 Cheddar 
cheese for manufacturing describes a 
food that, with certain exceptions, 
“conforms to the definition and 
standard of identity prescribed for 
Cheddar cheese by § 133.113.” Similar 
language is contained in § § 133.109, 
133.119,133.137, 133.145. 133.157, 

133.161, and 133.196. FDA advises that 
conformance with a cross-referenced 
definition and standard of identity • 
includes compliance with the labeling 
provisions in the referenced standard. 
Thus, except where existing standards 
contained language contrary to the 
ingredient labeling requirements 
prescribed by amended section 403(i) of 
the act. it was not necessary for the June 
21,1991, proposal to change the 
wording of standards of identity that 
define foods by cross-reference. These 
standards are being amended by 
modifying the standards they cross- 
referenoe. 

The 1990 amendments removed food 
standards mlemakinn, except for 
actions for the amendment or repeal of 
food standards for dairy products or 
maple sirup, from the coverage of 
section 701(e) of the act. Section 701(e) 
of the act establishes formal rulemaking 
procedures that must be followed for the 
issuance, amendment, or repeal of 
regulations under certain sections of the 
act. Under formal rulemaking 
procedures, there is an opportunity to 
object to any final rule and to request a 
public hearing upon such objection. 
Such an opportunity is not provided as 
part of the notice and comment 
rulemaking procedures followed by the 
agency under section 701(a) of the act. 

Because of the procedural differences 
between amending the standards for 
dairy products and maple sirup and 
amending other food standards, the 
agency is publishing two separate final 
rules. This final rule, issued under 
formal rulemaking procedures, amends 
the requirements for label declaration of 
ingredients in the standards of identity 
for dairy products (parts 131,133, and 
135) and for maple sirup (§ 168.140). A 
companion document amending 
declaration of ingredient regulations in 
part 101, establishing ingredient 
labeling requirements in part 102 (21 
CFR part 102) and part 130 for 
nonstandardized and standardized 
foods, respectively, and amending the 
labeling requirements for .standardized 
foods under the provisions of .swtion 
701(a) of the act appears elsewhere in 
this issue of the Federal Register. In 
addition, elsewhere in this i.ssue of the 
Federal Register, FDA is publishing a 
proposal on other ingredient labeling 
issues that arose from the June 21,1991, 
proposal. 

The 1990 amendments gave the 
Secretary the authority to extend the 
applicability of certain of its provisions. 
However, the provision of the 
amendments that established a 
requirement that all ingredients in 
standardized foods be listed on the label 
is not among those provisions for which 
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an extension is permitted. Thus, this 
new labeling requirement is effective 
May 8, 1993. 

II. Comments snd Agency Response 

In response to the June 21,1991, 
proposal, the agency received over 700 
letters containing one or more 
comments from a wide range of sources, 
including consumers, consumer 
organizations, professional associations, 
government agencies, industry, and 
industry trade associations. None of the 
comments specifically addressed 
ingredient labeling of maple sirup or 
dairy products. In addition, many 
comments were not relevant to these 
foods. However, a few of the comments, 
and of the agency’s conclusions on the 
issues raised by the comments, bear 
generally on dairy product and maple 
sirup standards. A summary of 
comments and the agency’s responses 
follow. The comments are discussed in 
more detail in the companion document 
on declaration of ingredients published 
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register. 

A. Declaration of Mandatory Ingredients 
in Standardized Foods 

The majority of comments from 
consumers and the food industry 
generally supported the declaration of 
mandatory as well as optional 
ingredients in foods in the ingredient 
list. In support of their position, 
consumers asserted that they had a 
right, and in many cases a need, to 
know the identity of all of the 
ingredients in the food they consume. 
Moreover, some comments expressed 
the belief that the average consumer has 
no idea of what mandatory ingredients 
go into a standardized food and, 
therefore, is unable to make informed 
decisions. 

The agency agrees with these 
comments. FDA is amending its 
ingredient labeling regulations to 
require that all mandatory and optional 
ingredients of standardi2»d foods 
appear on food labels in accordance 
with the requirements of part 101, 
except where a definition and standard 
of identity contains a speciHc provision 
with respect to the declaration of 
optional ingredients. In such instances, 
certain ingredients may be declared in 
accordance with that provision. 
Accordingly, FDA is codifying this 
requirement, as proposed, in new 
§ 130.3(e). (New § 130.3(e) is being 
issued as part of the genera) flnal rule 
on declaration of ingredients, published 
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register.) The exceptions for certain 
ingredients in specihed standards of 
identity permit continued use of 

alternatives to the labeling requirements 
of part 101 where compliance with 
those requirements would be 
impracticable. 

In the June 21,1991, proposal, the 
agency proposed revisions of 
§ 101.4(a)(1) and (b)(2)(i) to reflect the 
new ingredient listing requirements in 
amended section 403(i) of the act. *1116 
proposed revisions clarify that: (1) All 
standardi2:ed foods must comply with 
§ 101.4, rather than only those foods 
specifically required to do so by the 
standards; and (2) a standardize food is 
subject to the same treatment as any 
other food, except that, where the food 
is subject to a standard that makes 
speciflc provisions for the labeling of 
optional ingredients, the optional 
ingredients may be declared in 
accordance with those provisions. 'The 
agency did not receive any comments 
objecting to these changes. Therefore, 
FDA is finalizing these revisions as 
proposed. (New § 101.4(a)(1) and 
(b)(2)(i) are being issued as part of the 
general final rule on declaration of 
ingredients, published elsewhere in this 
issue of the Federal Register.) 

The agency is also amending the dairy 
product and maple sirup standards of 
identity, as proposed, to require that all 
ingredients be declared on the label in 
accordance with the applicable sections 
of parts 101 and 130. Many of the 
standards already provide for 
declaration of all optional ingredients 
used in accordance with the applicable 
sections of part 101, and the wording in 
these standards has been amended to 
require the declaration of all 
ingredients. Where there is no existing 
provision for ingredient labeling. FDA 
has added a paragraph to the standard 
to include the new labeling provisions. 

As proposed, FDA is retaining a 
number of existing optional ingredient 
listing provisions in the dairy standards 
that permit collective terms to be used 
rather than specific ingredient names 
where similar provisions are not present 
in part 101. Thus, the agency is 
retaining the provisions for listing the 
term "enzymes” rather than the specific 
name of the enzyme and the terms 
"milkfat and nonfat milk” or "nonfat 
milk and milkfat” for dairy ingredients 
in standards such as § § 133.106 Blue 
cheese, 133.133 Cream cheese, and 
133.164 Nuworld cheese. 

B. Labeling Exemptions 

As discussed in the June 21.1991, 
proposal (56 FR 28592 at 28593), part 
101 provides for a number of labeling 
exemptions. The agency does not 
believe that these exemptions need to be 
duplicated in individual standards. For 
instance, several of the dairy standards 

in part 133 contain exemptions that 
provide for the declaration of the use of 
bacterial cultures on the label by the 
word "cultured” followed by the name 
of the substrate, e.g., "cultured cream” 
or "made horn cultured skim milk.” 
Other cheese standards provide for the 
use of terms such as "cream” for plastic 
cream and dried cream, "milk” for 
concentrated milk and dried milk., 
"skim milk” for concentrated skim milk 
and nonfat dry milk, and "whey” for 
cheese whey, concentrated cheese 
whey, and ^ied cheese whey. Section 
101.4(b) currently provides for these 
labeling exemptions, and FDA 
concludes that the language does not 
need to be repeated in eac^ standard of 
identity. To do so would only add 
needlessly repetitive language to the 
standards. In proposing to update the 
language of the standards in'jpart 133 to 
require the listing of the common or 
usual name of all ingredients, these 
provisions were deleted from several of 
the proposed standards. There were no 
objections to this, change. Accordingly, 
FDA is deleting these provisions as 
proposed. • 

III. Economic Impact 

In accordance with the Regulatory 
Flexibility Act (Pub. L. 9fr-354) (5 
U.S.C. 601), FDA has reviewed the final 
rule to amend the standards of identity 
for dairy products and maple sirup to 
determine its impact on small entities, 
including small businesses. The 
amendments will require label 
declaration of ingredients used in these 
foods in accordance with the ingredient 
labeling requirements of parts 101 and 
130. FDA has determined that because 
the effect of the amendments is to 
require declaration of mandatory 
ingredients primarily (as most optional 
ingredients are already required to be 
declared on labels), and because most 
manufacturers already declare all 
ingredients on labels of these products, 
this action will not result in a 
significant impact on a substantial 
number of small entities. FDA has not 
received any new information or 
comments that would alter this 
determination. Therefore, in accordance 
with section 605(b) of the Regulatory 
Flexibility Act, FTDA certifies that no 
significant impact on a substantial 
number of small entities will derive 
from this action. 

In accordance with Executive Order 
12291, FDA has carefully analyzed the 
economic effects of this final rule, and 
the agency has determined that the rule, 
if promulgated, will not be a major rule 
as defined by that order. 
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rv. Obiections 

Any person who will be adversely 
affected by this regulation may at any 
time mi or before February 5,1993, file 
with the Dockets Management Branch 
(address above) written obiections 
thereto. Each objection shall be 
separately numbered, and eaidi 
numbered objectimi shall specify with 
particularity the provisions of the 
regulation to which objection is made 
and the grounds for the objection. Each 
number^ objection on which a hearing 
is requested ^all specifically so state. 
Failure to request a hearing for any 
particular objection shall constitute a 
waiver of the right to a hearing on that 
objection. Each numbered objection for 
which a hearing is requested shall 
include a detailed description and 
analysis of the specific factual 
information intended to be presented in 
support of the objection in the event 
that a hearing is held. Failure to include 
such a description and analysis for any 
particular objection shall constitute a 
waiver of the right to a hearing on the 
objection. Three copies of all documoits 
shall be submitted and shall be 
identifiedVith the docket number 
found in brackets in the heading of this 
document. Any objections received in 
response to the regulation may be seen 
in the Dockets Management Branch 
between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m., Monday 
through Friday. 

FDA vrill publish notice of the 
objections that the agency has received 
or lack thereof in the Federal Register. 

List of Subjects 

21 CFItPart 131 

Cream. Food grades and standards. 
Milk. Yogurt. 

21 CFR Part U3 

Cheese, Food grades and standards. 
Food labeling. 

21 CFR Part 135 

Food grades and standards. Food 
labeling. Frozen foods. Ice cream. 

21 CFR Part 168 

Food grades and standards. Sugar. 
ThereTore, under the Federal Food. 

Drug, and Cosmetic Act and under 
authority delegated to the Commissioner 
of Food and E^gs, 21 CFR parts 131, 
133,135, and 168 are amended as 
follows: 

PART 131—MILK AND CREAM 

1. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 131 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Secs. 201,401,403,409, 701. 
706 of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act (21 U.S.C. 321.341, 343, 348, 371,376). 

2. Section 131.110 is amended by 
revising paragraph (0 to read as follows: 

§131.110 Milk. 
***** 

(f) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

3. Section 131.111 is amended by 
revising paragraph (h) to read as 
follows: 

§131.111 AcMHiod mNk. 
ft • * • • 

(h) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingr^ients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

4. Section 131.112 is amended by 
revising paragraph (g) to read as follows: 

§131.112 Cultured milk. 
* ft ft ft ft 

(g) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

5. Section 131.115 is amended by 
revising paragraph (f) to read as follows: 

§131.115 Concentrated milk. 
* * * ft ft 

(f) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
d^ared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this diapter. 

6. Section 131.120 is amended by 
revising paragraph (e) to read as follows: 

§131.120 Sweetened condensed milk. 
* ft * * * 

(e) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

7. Section 131.122 is amended by 
revising paragraph (e) to read as follows: 

§ 131.122 Sweetened condensed skimmed 
milk. 
* ft * * * 

(e) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

8. Section 131.123 is amended by 
revising paragraph (f) to read as follows: 

§131.123 Lowfst dry milk. 
ft ft ft ft ft 

(f) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

9. Section 131.125 is amended by 
revising paragraph (e) to read as follows: 

§131.125 Nonfat dry milk. 
ft ft ft ft ft 

(e) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

10. Section 131.127 is amended by 
revising paragraph (f) to read as follows: 

§ 131.127 Nonfat dry milk fortifiad with 
vitamins A aiuf D. 
ft ft ft ft ft 

(f) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

11. Section 131.130 is amended by 
revising paragraph (f) to read as follows: 

§131.130 Evaporated milk. 
ft ft ft ft ft 

(f) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

12. Section 131.132 is amended by 
revising paragraph (f) to read as follows: 

§131.132 Evaporatad aMmmed milk. 
ft ft ft ft ft 

(f) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

13. Section 131.135 is amended by 
revising paragraph (f) to read as follows: 

§131.135 LowfatmiHc. 
ft ft ft ft ft 

(f) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

14. Section 131.136 is amended by 
revising paragraph (h) to read as 
follows: 

§ 131.136 Acidified lowfat mUk. 
ft ft ft ft ft 

(h) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 
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15. Section 131.138 is amended by 
revising paragraph (g) to read as follows; 

§131.138 Cultured lowtat milk. 
***** 

(g) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

16. Section 131.143 is amended by 
revising paragraph (f) to read as follows: 

§131.143 SMrnmNk. 
***** 

(f) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

17. Section 131.144 is amended by 
revising paragraph (h) to read as 
follows: 

§131.144 Acidified skim milk. 
***** 

(h) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food ^all be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

18. Section 131.146 is amended by 
revising paragraph (g) to read as follows: 

§131.146 CuHurad akhn milk. 
***** 

(g) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

19. Section 131.147 is amended by 
revising paragraph (f) to read as follows: 

§131.147 Dry whole mHk. 
***** 

(0 Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

20. Section 131.149 is amended by 
revising paragraph (e) to read as follows; 

§131.149 Dry cream. 
***** 

(e) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

21. Section 131.150 is amended by 
revising paragraph (e) to read as follows; 

§131.150 Heavy cream. 
***** 

(e) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 

declared on the label a* required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

22. Section 131.155 is amended by 
revising paragraph (e] to read as follows: 

§131.155 Light cream. 
***** 

(e) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

23. Section 131.157 is amended by 
revising paragraph (e) to read as follows: 

§131.157 LigM whipping cream. 
***** 

(e) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

24. Section 131.160 is amended by 
revising paragraph (e) to read as follows: 

§131.160 Sour cream. 
***** 

(e) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

25. Section 131.162 is amended by 
revising paragraph (e) to read as follows; 

§131.162 Ack9fi#d aour cream. 
***** 

(e) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

26. Section 131.170 is amended by 
revising paragraph (h) to read as 
follows; 

§131.170 Eggnog. 
***** 

(h) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

27. Section 131.180 is amended by 
revising paragraph (e) to read as follows: 

§131.180 Haif-and-haH. 
***** 

(e) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

28. Section 131.185 is amended by 
revising paragraph (e) to read as follows: 

§131.186 Sour half-and-haH. 
***** 

(e) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

29. Section 131.187 is amended by 
revising paragraph (e) to read as follows: 

§131.187 Acidified tour haH-«nd-half. 
***** 

(e) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

30. Section 131.200 is amended by 
revisii^ paragraph (g) to read as follows: 

§131.200 Yogurt 
***** 

(g) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

31. Section 131.203 is amended by 
revising paragraph (g) to read as follows: 

§131.203 Lowfat yogurt 
***** 

(g) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

32. Section 131.206 is amended by 
revising paragraph (g) to read as follows: 

§131.206 Nonfat yogurt 
***** 

(g) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

PART 133-CHEESES AND RELATED 
CHEESE PRODUCTS 

33. The authcH-ity citation for 21 CFR 
part 133 continues to read as follows; 

Authority: Secs. 201, 401, 403,409, 701, 
706 of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act (21 U.S.C 321, 341, 343, 348, 371, 376). 

34. Section 133.102 is amended by 
revising paragraph (e) to read as follows; 

§133.102 Aaiago fraah and aaiago soft 
chaaaa. 
***** 

(e) Label declaration: Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter, except that enzymes of 
animal, plant, or microbial origin may 
bo declared as “enzymes”. 
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35. Section 133.103 is revised to read 
as follows: 

$ 133.103 Aslego medium cheese. 
Asiago medium cheese conforms to 

the definition and standard of identity 
and is subject to the requirements for 
label statement of ingredients prescribed 
by § 133.102 for asiago hesb cheese, 
except that it contains not more than 35 f>ercent moisture, its solids contain not 
ess than 45 percent of milkfat, and it is 

cured for not less than 6 months. 

36. Section 133.104 is re\’ised to read 
as follows: 

§133.104 Asiago old cheess. 

Asiago old cheese conforms to the 
dehnition and standard of identity and 
is subject to the requirements for label 
statement of ingredients prescribed by 
§ 133.102 for asiago fresh cheese, except 
that it contains not more than 32 
percent moisture, its solids contain not 
less than 42 percent of milk fat, and it 
is cured for not less than 1 year. 

37. Section 133.106 is amended by 
revising the introductory text of 
paragraph (d) to read as follows: 

§133.106 Blue cheese. 
• • • • • 

(d) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter, except that: 
« * • • • 

38. Section 133.108 is amended by 
revising the introductory text of 
paragraph (d) to read as follows: 

§133.108 Brick cheese. 
* • « • • 

(d) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter, except that. 
« * * • • 

39. Section 133.111 is amended by 
revising paragraph (f) to read as follows: 

§ 133.111 Csciocavaiio skiliano cheese. 
• • # • • 

(0 Label declaration: Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter, except that enzymes of 
animal, plant, or microbial origin may 
be declared as "enzymes”. 

40. Section 133.113 is amended by 
revising the introductory text of 
paragraph (d) to read as follows: 

§133.113 Cheddar chsess. 

(d) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter, except that: 
• « • * • 

41. Section 133.118 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (f) to read as 
follows: 

§133.118 Colby cheese. 
• • . « • • 

(f) Each of the ingredients used in the 
food shall be declared on the label as 
required by the applicable sections of 
parts 101 and 130 of this chapter, except 
that enzymes of animal, plant, or 
microbial origin may be declared as 
"enzymes”. 

42. Section 133.121 is amended by 
revising the introductory text to read as 
follows: 

§133.121 Low sodium colby cheese. 

Low sodium colby cheese is the food 
prepared from the same ingredients and 
in the same manner prescribed in 
§ 133.118 for colby cheese and complies 
with all the provisions of § 133.118, 
including the requirements for label 
statement of ingredients, except that: 
• • * * « 

43. Section 133.123 is amended by 
revising the introductory text of 
paragraph (0 to read as follows: 

§ 133.123 Colcl<pack artd club cheese. 
41 • • * * 

(f) Each of the ingredients used in the 
food shall be declared on the label as 
required by the applicable sections of 
parts 101 and 130 of this chapter, except 
that Cheddar cheese, washed curd 
cheese, colby cheese, granular cheese, or 
any mixture of two or more of these, 
may be designated as "American 
cheese”. 
• • • • « 

44. Section 133.124 is amended by 
revising paragraph (h) to read as 
follows: 

§ 133.124 CddiMCk cheese food. 
• • * * # 

(h) Each of the ingredients used in the 
food shall be declared on the label as 
required by the applicable sections of 
parts 101 and 130 of this chapter, except 
that Cheddar cheese, washed curd 
cheese, colby cheese, granular cheese, or 
any mixture of two or more of these, 
may be designated as "American 
cheese”. 

45. Section 133.125 is amended by 
revising the introductory text of 
paragraph (a) to read as follows: 

§133.125 Cold-psck chssss food whb 
fruHs, vsgetsblM, or moats. 

(a) Cold-pack cheese food with fruits, 
vegetables, or meats or mixtures of these 
is the food which conforms to the 
definition and standard of identity, and 
is subject to the requirements for label 
declaration of ingr^ients, prescribed 
for cold pack cheese food by § 133.124, 
except that: 
* • * * • 

46. Section 133.127 is amended by 
revising paragraph (d) to read as * 
follows: 

§133.127 Cook chssss, koch kaaaa. 
• • « • « 

(d) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingr^ients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130, 
except that enzymes of animal, plant, or 
microbial origin may be declared as 
"enzymes”. 

47. Section 133.128 is amended by 
revising paragraph (e) to read as follows: 

§ 133.128 Cottage cheese. 
• • * * • 

(e) Each of the ingredients used in the 
food shall be declared on the label as 
required by the applicable sections of 
parts 101 and 130 of this chapter, except 
that milk-clotting enzymes may be 
declared by the word "enzymes” 

48. Section 133.129 is amended by 
revising paragraph (e) to read as follows: 

§ 133.129 Dry curd cottage cheese. 
41 • • • • 

(e) Each of the ingredients used in the 
food shall be declared on the label as 
required by the applicable sections of 
parts 101 and 130 of this chapter, except 
that milk-clotting enzymes may be 
declared by the word "enzymes” 

49. Section 133.131 is amended by 
revising the introductory text to read as 
follows: 

§ 133.131 Lowfat cottage cheese. 

Lowfat cottage cheese is the food 
prepared from the sam.e ingredients and 
in the same manner prescribed in 
§ 133.128 for cottage cheese and 
complies with all the provisions of 
§ 133.128 (including requirements for 
the label statement of ingredients), 
except that: 
* « • • 4» 

50. Section 133.133 is amended by 
revising the introductory text of 
paragraph (d) to read as follows; 

§133.133 Cream cheess. 
4k 4» 41 4» 4k 

(d) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
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declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter, except that: 
***** 

51 Section 133.134 is amended by 
revising the introductory text paragraph 
(d) to read as follows: 

§133.134 Cream chMM with other foods. 
* • * • « 

(d) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter, except that; 
***** 

52. Section 133.136 is amended by 
revising the introductory text of 
paragraph (d) to read as follows: 

§ 133.136 Washed curd and aoaked curd 
cheese. 
***** 

(d) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter, except that: 
***** 

53. Section 133.138 is amended by 
revising the introductory text of 
paragraph (d) to read as follows: 

§ 133.138 Edam cheese. 
***** 

(d) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter, except that: 
***** 

54. Section 133.140 is amended by 
revising paragraph (c) to read as follows; 

§133.140 Gammelost cheese. 
***** 

(c) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this cliapter. 

55. Section 133.141 is amended by 
revising the introductory text of 
paragraph (d) to read as follows: 

§i3;3.141 Qorgonzole cheese. 
***** 

(d) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter, except that: 
***** 

- .)(j. Section 133.144 is amended by 
r ' s’ .ig the introductory text of 
pdi-igraph (d) to read as follows: 

§ 133.144 Granular and stirred curd 
cheese. 
***** 

(d) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter, except that; 
***** 

57. Section 133.146 is amended by 
revising the introductory text of 
paragraph (e) to read as follows: 

§ 133.146 Grated chsssss. 
***** 

(e) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapiter, except that: 
***** 

58. Section 133.147 is amended by 
revising paragraph (e) to read as follows; 

§ 133.147 Grated American cheese food. 
***** 

(e) Each of the ingredients used in the 
food shall be declared on the label as 
required by the applicable sections of 
parts 101 and 130 of this chapter, except 
that Cheddar cheese, washed curd 
cheese, colby cheese, granular cheese, or 
any mixture of two or more of these may 
be designated "American cheese”. 

59. Section 133.148 is amended by 
revising the introductory text of 
paragraph (f) to read as follows; 

§ 133.148 Hard grating cheeses. 
***** 

(f) Label declaration: Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter, except that: 
***** 

60. Section 133.149 is amended by 
revising the introductory text of 
paragraph (d) to read as follows: 

§133.149 Gruysre cheese. 
***** 

(d) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter, except that: 
***** 

61. Section 133.150 is amended by 
revising the introductory text of 
paragraph (f) to read as follows; 

§133.150 Hard cheeses. 
***** 

(f) Label declaration: Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 

applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter, except that: 
***** 

62. Section 133.152 is amended by 
revising the introductory text of 
paragraph (d) to read as follows: 

§133.152 Limburgsr chssss. 
***** 

(d) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter, except that: 
***** 

63. Section 133.153 is amended by 
revising the introductory text of 
paragraph (d) to read as follows: 

§133.153 Monterey chssss and montsrsy 
lack chssss. 
***** 

(d) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter, except that; 
***** 

64. Section 133.154 is revised to read 
as follows; 

§133.154 High-moisturs lack chssss. 

High-moisture jack cheese conforms 
to the definition and standard of 
identity and is subject to the 
requirement for label statement of 
ingredients prescribed for monterey 
cheese by § 133.153, except that its 
moisture content is more than 44 
percent but less than 50 percent. 

65. Section 133.155 is amended by 
revising the introductory text of 
paragraph (d) to read as follows: 

§ 133.155 MozzarsHa chssss and scamorza 
chssss. 
***** 

(d) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter, except that; 
***** 

66. Section 133.156 is amended by 
revising the introductory text of 
paragraph (d) to read as follows: 

§ 133.156 Low-moisturs mozzarslia and 
scamorza chssss. 
***** 

(d) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter, except that: 
***** 
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67. Section 133.158 is revised to read 
as follows; 

§ 133.158 Low-moisture parl'Okim 
mozzarella artd acamorza cheese. 

Low-moisture part-skim mozzarella 
cheese and low-moisture part-skim 
scamorza cheese conform to the 
definition and standard of identity and 
comply with the requirements for label 
declaration of ingredients prescribed for 
low-moisture mozzarella cneese and 
low-moisture scamorza cheese by 
§ 133.156, except that their milkfat 
content, calculated on the solids basis, 
is less than 45 percent but not less than 
30 percent. 

68. Section 133.160 is amended by 
revising the introductory text of 
paragraph (d) to read as follows: 

§ 133.160 Muenatar and munater cheeaa. 
* • * • • 

(d) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter, except that: 
* * « « • 

69. Section 133.162 is amended by 
revising the introductory text of 
paragraph (d) to read as follows: 

S 133.162 Neufchatal chaeaa. 
• * * * • 

(d) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter, except that: 
***** 

70. Section 133.164 is amended by 
revising the introductory text of 
paragraph (d) to read as follows: 

§133.164 NuworldchMM. 
***** 

(d) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter, except that: 
***** 

71. Section 133.165 is amended by 
revising paragraph (e) to read as follows: 

§ 133.165 Parmeean and raggiano chaeaa. 
***** 

(e) Label declaration: Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
d^lared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of part*; 131 and 130 
of this chapter, except that enzymes of 
animal, plant, or microbial origin may 
be declared as “enzymes". 

72. Section 133.167 is amended by 
revising the introductory text to read as 
follows: 

$ 133.167 Psataurlzad biandad ehaaaa. 
Pasteurized blended cheese conforms 

to the definition and standard of 
identity, and is subject to the 
requirements for label statement of 
ingredients, prescribed for pasteurized 
process cheese by § 133.169, except that; 
***** 

73. Section 133.168 is amended by 
revising the introductory text of 
paragraph (a) to read as follows: 

§133.168 Psataurlzad biandad chaata with 
fruits, vagetablas, or masts. 

(a) Pasteurized blended cheese with 
fhiits, vegetables, or meats, or mixtures 
of these is the food which conforms to 
the definition and standard of identity, 
and is subject to the requirements for 
label statement of ingredients, 
prescribed for pasteurized blended 
cheese by § 133.167, except that: 
***** 

74. Section 133.169 is amended by 
revising paragraph (g) to read as follows: 

§ 133.169 Pastaurizad process cheese. 
***** 

(g) Each of the ingredients used in the 
food shall be declared on the label as 
required by the applicable sections of 
parts 101 and 130 of this chapter, except 
that Cheddar cheese, washed curd 
cheese, colby cheese, granular cheese, or 
any mixture of two or more of these may 
be designated as “American cheese”. 

75. Section 133.170 is amended by 
revising the introductory text of 
paragraph (a) to read as follows: 

§ 133.170 Pssteurlzed process choose with 
fruits, vegetables, or meets. 

(a) Unless a definition and standard of 
identity specifically applicable is 
established by another section of this 
part, a pasteurized process cheese with 
fhiits, vegetables, or meats, or mixtures 
of these is a food which conforms to the 
definition and standard of identity, and 
is subject to the requirements for label 
statement of ingredients, prescribed for 
pasteurized process cheese by § 133.169, 
except that: 
***** 

76. Section 133.171 is amended by 
removing paragraph (f) and revising the 
introductory text to read as follows: 

§ 133.171 Pasteurized process pimento 
cheese. 

Pasteurized process pimento cheese is 
the food which conforms to the 
definition and standard of identity for 
pasteurized process cheese with ^its, 
vegetables, or meats, and is subject to 
the requirement for label statement of 
ingredients, except that: 
***** 

77. Section 133.173 is amended by 
revising paragraph (h) to read as 
follows: 

§ 133.173 Pasteurized process cheese 
food. 
***** 

(h) Each of the ingredients used in the 
food shall be declai^ on the label as 
required by the applicable sections of 
parts 101 and 130 of this chapter, except 
that Cheddar cheese, washed curd 
cheese, colby cheese, granular cheese, or 
any mixture of two or more of these may 
be designated as “American cheese". 

78. Section 133.174 is amended by 
revising the introductory text of 
paragraph (a) to read 6ts follows: 

§ 133.174 Pasteurized process cheese 
food with fruits, vegetables, or meats. 

(a) Pasteurized process cheese food 
with firuits, vegetables, or meats, or 
mixtures of these is the food which 
conforms to the definition and standard 
of identity, and is subject to the 
requirements for label statement of 
ingredients, prescribed for pasteurized 
process cheese food by § 133.173, except 
that: 
***** 

79. Section 133.175 is revised to read 
as follows: 

§ 133.175 Pastaurizad chaeaa spread. 

Pasteurized cheese spread is the food 
which conforms to the definition and 
standard of identity, and is subject to 
the requirements for label statement of 
ingredients, prescribed for pasteurized 
process cheese spread by § 133.179, 
except that no emulsifying agent as 
prescribed by § 133.179(e) is used. 

80. Section 133.176 is amended by 
revising the introductory text of 
paragraph (a) to read as follows: 

§ 133.176 Pasteurized chaeaa spread with 
fruits, vagetablas, or masts. 

(a) Pasteurized cheese spread with 
fruits, vegetables, or meats, or mixtures 
of these is a food which conforms to the 
definition and standard of identity, and 
is subject to the requirements for label 
statement of ingredients, prescribed for 
pasteurized cheese spread by § 133.175, 
except that; 
***** 

81. Section 133.178 is amended by 
revising paragraph (d) to read as 
follows; 

§ 133.178 Pastaurizad neufchatal chaasa 
spraad with othar foods. 
***** 

(d) Each of the ingredients used in the 
food shall be declai^ on the label as 
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required by the applicable sections of 
parts 101 and 130 of this chapter. 

82. Section 133.179 is amended by 
revising paragraph (i) to read as follows: 

§ 133.179 Pasteurized process cheese 
spread. 
« * * * * 

(i) Each of the ingredients used in the 
food shall be declared on the label as 
required by the applicable sections of 
parts 101 and 130 of this chapter, except 
that Cheddar cheese, washed curd 
cheese, colby cheese, granular cheese, or 
any mixture of two or more of these may 
be designated as "American cheese". 

83. Section 133.180 is amended by 
revising the introductory text of 
paragraph (a) to read as follows; 

§ 133.180 Pasteurized process cheese 
spread with fruits, vegetables, or meats. 

(a) Pasteurized process cheese spread 
with fruits, vegetables, or meats, or 
mixtures of these is a food which 
conforms to the definition and standard 
of identity, and is subject to the 
requirements for label statement of 
ingredients, prescribed for pasteurized 
process cheese spread by § 133.179, 
except that: 
« • • • * 

84. Section 133.181 is amended by 
revising the introductory text of 
paragraph (d) to read as follows: 

§ 133.181 Provoions chssss. 
* * • • * 

87. Section 133.184 is amended by 
revising the introductory text of 
paragraph (d) to read as follows: 

§133.184 Roquefort chMM, sheep’s milk 
biue-mold, end biue-mold cheese from 
sheep’s milk. 
***** 

(d) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter, except that: 
***** 

88. Section 133.185 is amended by 
revising the introductory text of 
paragraph (d) to read as follows: 

§133.185 Semsoe cheese. 
***** 

(d) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter, except that: 
* * • * * * 

89. Section 133.186 is amended by 
revising paragraph (d) to read as 
follows: 

§133.186 Sap eago cheese. 
***** 

(d) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

90. Section 133.187 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (g) to read as 
follows: 

§133.187 Semieott cheeeee. 
***** 

(g) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

91. Section 133.188 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (g) to read as 
follows; 

§ 133.188 Semisoft psrt-skim cheeses. 
***** 

(g) Each of the ingredients used in the 
food shall be decla^ on the label as 
required by the applicable sections of 
parts 101 and 130 of this chapter. 

92. Section 133.189 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (e) to read as 
follows: 

§ 133.189 Skim milk cheese for 
manufacturing. 
***** 

(e) Each of the ingredients used in the 
food shall be declaim on the label as 

required by the applicable sections of 
parts 101 and 130 of this chapter. 

93. Section 133.190 is amended by 
revising the introductory text of 
paragraph (d) to read as follows; 

§133.190 Spiced cheeses. 
***** 

(d) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter, except that: 
***** 

94. Section 133.191 is revised to read 
as follows; 

§ 133.191 Part-skim spiced cheeaee. 

Part^skim spiced cheeses conform to 
the definition and standard of identity, 
and are subject to the requirements for 
label statement of ingredients prescribed 
for spiced cheeses by § 133.190, except 
that their solids contain less than 50 
percent, but not less than 20 percent, of 
milkfat. 

95. Section 133.193 is amended by 
revising paragraph (a) to read as follows: 

§133.193 Spiced, flavored standardized 
cheeses. 

(a) Except as otherwise provided for 
herein and in applicable sections in this 
part, a spiced or flavored standardized 
cheese conforms to the applicable 
definitions, standard of identity and 
requirements for label statement of 
ingredients prescribed for that specific 
natural cheese variety promulgated 
pursuant to section 401 of the Federal 
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act. In 
addition a spiced and/or flavored 
standardized cheese shall contain one or 
more safe and suitable spices and/or 
flavorings, in such proportions as are 
reasonably required to accomplish their 
intended efiect: Provided, That, no 
combination of ingredients shall be used 
to simulate the flavor of cheese of any 
age or variety. 
***** 

96. Section 133.195 is amended by 
revising the introductory text of 
paragraph (d) to read as follows; 

§ 133.195 SwiM and emmentaier cheaaa. 
***** 

(d) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter, except that: 
***** 

PART 135—FROZEN DESSERTS 

97. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 135 continues to read as follows: 

(d) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter, except that: 
***** 

85. Section 133.182 is amended by 
adding paragraph (f) to read as follows: 

§ 133.182 Soft ripened cheeses. 
***** 

(f) Each of the ingredients used in the 
food shall be declared on the label as 
required by the applicable sections of 
parts 101 and 130 of this chapter. 

86. Section 133.183 is amended by 
revising the introductory text of 
paragraph (f) to read as follows; 

§ 133.183 Romano cheese. 
***** 

(f) Label declaration. Each of Jhe 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter, except that: 
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Autlraiity: Sec*. 201.401.403.409. 701. 
706 of the Federal Poo^ Drug, and Cocraetic 
Act (21 U.S.C 321, 341, 343. 348, 371, 376). 

98. Section 135.110 is ameiKled by 
revising paragraph (f) to read as follows: 

S 135.110 Ice cream and frozen custard. 
• • • # • 

' (f) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used shall be declared on 
the label as required by the applicable 
sections of parts 101 and 130 of this 
chapter, except that the sources of 
milkfat or milk solids not fat may be 
declared in descending order of 
predominance either by the use of all 
the teitns "milkfat and nonfat milk’* 
when one or any combination of two or 
more of the ingredients listed in 
§ 101.4(bH3). (b)(4), (b)(8), and (bM9) of 
this chapter are used or, alternatively, as 
permitt^ in § 101.4 of this chapter. 
Under section 403(k) of the Federal 
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, artificial 
color need not be declared in ice cream, 
except as required by § 101.22(c) or (k) 
of this chapter. Voluntary declaration of 
all colors used in ice cream and fiozen 
custard is recommended. 

99. Section 135.115 is amend'id by 
revising paragraph (d) to read as . 
follows: 

f 135.115 Goat’s mnk ka cream. 
• * • • # 

(d) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 

applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

100. Section 135.120 is amended by 
revising the introductory text of 
paragraph (a) to read as follows: 

§135.120 Icamiili. 

(a) Description. Ice milk is the food 
prepared from the same ingredients and 
in the same manner prescribed in 
§ 135.110 for ice cream and complies 
with all the provisions of § 135.110 
(including the requirements for label 
statement of ingr^ients), except that: 
• * • • • 

101. Section 135.130 is amended by 
revising paragraph (e) to read as follows: 

§135.130 Meilorine. 
• * • • • 

(e) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used shall be declared on 
the label as required by the applicable 
sections of parts 101 and 130 of this 
chapter, except that sources of milkfat 
or milk solids not fat may be declared 
in descending order of predominance 
either by the use of the terms ’’milkfat 
and nonfat milk’’ when one or any 
combination of two or more of the 
ingredients listed in § 101.4(b)(3), (b)(4), 
(b)(8), and (b)(9) of this chapter are 
used, or alternatively as permitted in 
§ 101.4 of this chapter. 

102. Section 135.140 is amended by 
revising paragraph (i) to read as follows: 

§135.140 SfwrbeL 
# * • * * 

(i) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

PART 168—SWEETENERS AND 
TABLE SIRUPS 

103. *1116 authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 168 continues to read as follows: 

AnUmrity: Secs. 201,401,403,409,701, 
706 of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act (21 U.S.C 321, 341, 343,348, 371, 376). 

104. Section 168.140 is amended by 
revising paragraph (d) to read as 
follows: . 

§168.140 Maple sirup. 
• * • • • 

(d) Label declaration. Each of the 
ingredients used in the food shall be 
declared on the label as required by the 
applicable sections of parts 101 and 130 
of this chapter. 

Dated: October 26,1992. 

David A. Kessler, 

Commissioner of Food and Drugs. 
Louis W. Sullivan, 

Secretary of Health and Human Services. 
(FR Doc. 92-31523 Filed 12-28-92*. 8:45 am) 

BHJJNQ COOC 41SO-ei-f 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND 
HUMAN SERVICES 

Food and Drug Administration 

21 CFR Parts 101 and 102 

[Docket No. 80N-0140] 

RIN 0095-AC48 

Food Labeling; Declaration of 
Ingredients; Common or Usual Name 
For Nonstandardized Foods; Diluted 
Juice Beverages 

AGENCY: Food and Drug Administration, 
HHS. 
ACTION: Final rule. 

SUMMARY: The Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) is amending the 
food labeling regulations to establish 
requirements for the declaration of the 
percentage of juice in foods that purport 
to be beverages containing huit or 
vegetable juice. The agency is also 
revising the existing common or usual 
name regulation for diluted fhiit or 
vegetable juice beverages. FDA is also 
revoking the common or usual name 
regulations for noncarbonated beverage 
products that contain no fruit or 
vegetable juice and for diluted orange 
juice beverages. This final rule responds 
to the Nutrition Labeling and Education 
Act of 1990 (the 1990 amendments) and 
is part of FDA’s ongoing rulemaking on 
juices and juice beverages. 
EFFECTIVE DATE: May 8,1993, except that 
amendments to part 102 become 
effective May 8,1994. 
FOR FURTHER MFORMATION CONTACT: 

Elizabeth }. Campbell, Center for Food 
Safety and Applied Nutrition (HFS- , 
155), Food and Drug Administration, 
200 C St. SW., Washington. DC 20204, 
202-205-5229. 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

1. Background 

In the Federal Register of July 2,1991 
(56 FR 30452), FDA proposed 
requirements for the declaration of the 
percentage of juice in foods that purport 
to be beverages containing fiuit or 
vegetable juice (hereinafter referred to as 
the July 2,1991, proposal). There had 
been a longstanding controversy over 
percentage juice declaration in diluted 
fruit and vegetable juice beverages. The 
1990 amendments (Pub. L. 101-535) 
settled the question of whether, and 
where, a declaration of the percentage of 
juice in a fhiit or vegetable juice 
beverage must be included on the 
product’s label. Section 7 of the 1990 
amendments amends section 403(i) of 
the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act (the act) (21 U.S.C. 343(i)) to 

require, that "if the food purports to be 
a beverage containing vegetable or fruit 
juice, it bear a statement with 
appropriate prominence on the 
information panel of the total 
percentage of such fiiiit or vegetable 
juice contained in the food.’’ In the 
preamble to the July 2,1991, proposal, 
FDA discussed questions remaining 
about the exact meaning and the 
implementation of this provision (56 FR 
30452 at 30453). The agency proposed 
to add new § 101.30 to establish 
requirements for the percentage 
declaration, and to delete the similar 
provision from the existing common or 
usual name regulation for diluted fruit 
or vegetable juice beverages in § 102.33 
(21 dni 102.33)). The agency also 
proposed to make revisions to the 
requirements in § 102.33 pertaining to 
the product name. FDA also proposed to 
revoke the common or usual name 
regulations for noncarbonated beverage 
products containing no fhiit or 
vegetable juice in § 102.30 (21 CFR 
102.30) and for diluted orange juice 
beverages in § 102.32 (21 CFR 102.32). 
Because these products would be 
covered under proposed § 101.30 and 
the revised § 102.33, the agency 
tentatively found that separate 
regulations for these products are no 
longer needed. In addition, the agency . 
withdrew its July 16,1987, proposal to 
revoke the existing regulations on 
common or usual names for diluted fruit 
or vegetable juice beverages (52 FR 
26690). 

The agency received over 200 
responses to the July 2,1991, proposal 
from a wide range of sources, including 
consumers, consumer organizations, 
professional associations. State and 
local government agencies, 
manufacturers, and trade associations. 
Each of the responses contained one or 
more comments. Several comments 
addressed issues outside the scope of 
the July 2,1991, proposal and will not 
be discussed here. A number of 
comments suggested modification of 
various provisions of the July 2.1991, 
proposal. A summary of the relevant 
issues raised in the comments and the 
agency’s responses follow. 

II. Percentage Juice Labeling 

A. Applicability (Covered Products) 

Section 403(i) of the act requires that 
the label of any food that purpohs to be 
a beverage containing firuit or vegetable 
juice bear a percent juice declaration on 
the information panel. In the July 2, 
1991, proposal. FDA described this 
requirement for percentage juice 
declaration as applying to full-strength 
juices and to various other standardized 

and nonstandardized fruit and vegetable 
beverages. The scope of the proposed 
regulation included waters, carbonated 
and noncarbonated beverages 
containing juice, juice nectars, diluted 
juices, wine coolers containing juice, 
and any beverage that contains no juice 
but whose labeling, color, or flavor 
represents, suggests, or i^lplies that firuit 
or vegetable juice may be present. 

1. ^e comment stated that the 
agency should not determine for 
consumers when a beverage purports oi 
does not purport to contain juice. The 
comment stated that consumers will 
come to recognize the presence or 
absence of juice in a beverage by the 
presence or absence of a percent juice 
declaration. 

The agency points out that the statute 
requires percentage declaration of fruit 
or vegetable juice on the label of a food 
if it “purports” to be a beverage 
containing vegetable or fhiit juice. The 
agency is therefore obliged to base its 
requirements on whether or not the 
product purports to contain juice. FDA 
is applying its longstanding policy on 
whether a food purports to contain an 
ingredient, i.e., a foiod purports to 
contain an ingredient if it conveys, 
implies, or professes outwardly that it 
contains that ingredient; or the food has 
the appearance of being, intending, or 
claiming to contain that ingredient. The 
term “purports” is used in its ordinary 
sense, and includes what the food is 
accepted as by the average consumer 
under ordinary conditions of purchase 
as well as what it appears or is 
represented to be by labeling or other 
means. {United States v. 306 Cases 
Containing Sandford Tomato Catsup 
with Preservative, 55 F. Supp. 725, 727 
(E.D.N.Y. 1944): United States v. 30 
Cases, More or Less, labeled in part: 
"Leader Brand Strawberry Fruit 
Spread," 93 F. Supp. 764 (S.D. Iowa 
1950). Accordingly, a beverage purports 
to contain juice if it states or implies on 
the label that it contains juice or has the 
appearance of being juice or containing 
juice. New § 101.30(a) applies this 
policy for beverages. 

2. Several comments said that FDA 
should be able to use extra-label sources 
of information, such as advertisements 
and store promotions as well as the 
beverage label, in determining whether 
percent juice declaration requirements 
apply. Several comments stated that 
percent juice declaration requirements 
should apply to carbonated soft drinks 
if a manufacturer uses advertising to 
represent that the firm’s beverage 
contains juice. On the other hand, one 
comment opposed the use of extra-label 
sources of information to determine 
whether a product purports to contain 
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juice because there is no precedent for 
it. 

The agency agrees that advertisements 
in the form of store promotions or other 
extra-label information stating or 
implying that the particular iMverage 
contains juice result in the advert!^ 
beverage purporting to contain juice, 
and therefore percentage juice 
declaration is required. While FDA is 
not attempting to regulate advertising or 
claims made in advc^sing, contrary to 
the second comment, statements made 
in advertising have long affected the 
labeling of fo^ products. FDA has 
given similar significance to advertising 
in the regulations on nutrition labeling 
(§ 101.9 (21 CFR 101.9)) and on the 
characterizing flavor labeling 
requirements ($ 101.22 (21 C311101.22)). 
In both of these instances, an 
advertising claim for a nutrition or 
flavor characteristic of a food invokes 
the requirement for nutrition labeling or 
flavor characterization labeling on the 
basis that the consumer who wants the 
food because of its particular nutrient 
content or flavor is entitled to examine 
a label that reveals facts material in light 
of the representations made, including 
those made in advertising, at the time of 
purchase. Similarly, FDA concludes that 
once a juice content claim is made for 
a beveraM, the consumer who wants the 
product because of claims about its juice 
content is entitled to examine a label 
that provides juice content information 
at the time of purchase. Therefore, the 
agency is providing in new § 101.30(a) 
that advertising is a means by which a 
beverage purports to contain juice. 

3. One comment expressed the belief 
that the requirement in the 1990 
amendments for percent declaration of 
juice content does not apply to full- 
strength juice (including 100 percent 
juice prepared from cmicentrate). It 
stated Uiat the 1990 amendments 
mandated this information for beverages 
that contain fruit or vegetable juices and 
not those that are 100 percent fruit or 
vegetable juice. 

The agency disagrees with this 
interpretation of the statute. The statute 
states, "• * • if the food purports to be 
a beverage containing vegetable or fruit 
juice * • *.’* A single-strength juice 
product may contain a single juice as its 
only ingredient. A beverage that is a 
single-strength juice made from 
concentrate and water contains 100 
percent juice. Likewise, a beverage that 
is a blend of more than one single¬ 
strength juice may contain 100 percent 
juice. The agency believes that using the 
interpretation in the comment would 
result in inconsistent requirements, e.g., 
the second and third types of products 
described above would bear percentage 

juice declarations, while the beverage 
consisting of one single-strength juice as 
its only ingredient would not. 

The legislative history for this 
provision is not helpful in determining 
congressional intent. It states only: 
“Se^on 7(2) would reouire statements 
as to the percentage of nruit or vegetable 
juice contained in products sold as such 
juice.” (136 Congr^ional Record— 
H5842 (July 30.1990)). Thus, FDA finds 
no basis to conclude that Cfongress 
intended such an inconsistent outcome 
and therefore concludes that the 
interpretation of the statute in the 
comment is incorrect. Accordingly, the 
agency finds that beverages that contain 
only a single-strength juice are subject 
to the percentage juice declaration 
requirements. 

4. A number of comments requested 
that juice flavored waters and seltzers be 
exempted from the requirement for 
declaration of percent of juice. They 
stated that the juice ingredient in these 
beverages is present in minor amounts 
(usually less than 2 percent) for 
flavoring, and that the beverages are not 
considered by consumers to be sources 
of juice. They stated further that naming 
the juice used as a flavor in the 
ingredient list should not be considered 
as purporting to be a beverage that 
contains juice. Several of the comments 
stated that a product should not have to 
declare percent of juice if the label 
states that it is flavored with the fruit 
juice, e.g., ”-flavored drink” 
or ”A-B drink with a touch of lemon.” 
The comments explained that the term 
"flavored” used with the common or 
usual name of the beverage informs the 
consumer that the juice is present in 
minor amounts for flavoring or taste, 
and that the beverage does not contain 
a significant amount of fruit or vegetable 
juice. 

The agency agrees with the comments 
that a beverage flavored with a small 
amount of juice may not "purport to be 
a beverage containing juice” as that 
phrase is meant in the 1990 
amendments. FDA believes that 
declaration of juice content provides 
information essential to the consumer in 
determining the nature of the product 
and reveals facts material in light of any 
representation made that the leverage 
contains juice. The agency considers 
that where a beverage contains a small 
amount of juice (usually less than 2 
percent) for flavoring purposes, the label 
makes clear that the juice is present for 
flavoring, the word "juice” is not used 
on the label except in the ingredient list, 
the beverage is not represented as 
containing a significant amount of juice. 
In such a case, information on the 
amount of juice present would not be 

essential to describe the nature of the 
product. The agency concludes that 
such a product does not purport to 
contain juice within the meaning of the 
statute, and that therefore declaration of 
percent of juice is not required. 

However, the label statement 
describing the flavor role of the small 
amount of juice must include the term 
"flavor” or "flavored” or otherwise 
indicate that the amount of juice is 
small and not use the word "juice." 
When a beverage contains a fruit or 
vegetable juice but does not use a form 
of the word "flavor” or otherwise 
indicate that the amount of juice is 
small, e.g., "lemon iced tea” or "lemon 
drink.” the combination of the name of 
the fruit in the name of the product and 
declaration of the juice in the ingredient 
list implies that the beverage not only 
derives its flavor from the juice, but fliat 
it contains the juice. Thus, the product 
would piirport to contain juice. In 
addition, use of the word "juice” in the 
flavor designation or elsewhere on the 
label, except in the ingredient list, 
would convey a similar impression. The 
statute requires the declaration of the 
percent of the juice in such 
circumstances. 

In addition, the overall impression of 
the label, packaging, and physical 
characteristics of the beverage taken 
together may give the consumer the 
impression that the beverage contains 
juice and not just minor amounts of 
juice for flavor. For example, vignettes, 
such as one depicting jviice flowing or 
oozing from a nuit or vegetable, or the 
physical characteristics of juice, such as 
the presence of pulp, would give the 
impression that the beverage contains 
juice. As described in new § 101.30(a), 
beverages bearing such representations 
purport to contain juice and are 
therefore required to bear the percent 
juice declaration. 

Accordingly, the agency is including 
in the final regulation as new § 101.30(c) 
(proposed § 101.30(c) and (d) are 
deleted in response to comment 10 of 
this document) an exemption from 
percentage juice declaration for juice 
flavored beverages such as waters or 
seltzers provid^ that the beverage is 
labeled %vith a juice flavor description 
using the term "flavor,” “flavored,” or 
"flavoring” or otherwise makes clear 
that the juice is present in a small 
amoimt. To be exempt, the product’s 
advertising, label, and labeling must not 
bear: (1) The term “juice” on the label 
other than in the ingredient statement, 
e.g., "seltzer water flavored with 
raspberry” or “seltzer water with a 
touch of raspberry;” (2) a vignette, e.g., 
depicting juice exuding from a fruit or 
vegetable; or (3) specific resemblance to 
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a juice, e.g., via distinctive juice 
characteristic sudi as pulp. 

5. fai the preamble to the July 2,1991, 
proposal, FDA tentatively concluded 
that wine coolers and similar beverages 
containing less than 7 percent alcohol 
by volume that purport to contain 
unfermented fruit or vegetable juice are 
covered by proposed § 101.30 and are 
required to bear a percentage juice 
declaraUon (56 FR 30452 at 30454). 
While several comments supported this 
position, others rejected, stating that 
wine coolers do not purport to contain 
juice but are juice flavored wine. The 
comments stated that many brands of 
wine coolers and some sanmas 
currently sold in the United States 
contain natural and artificial juice 
flavors rather than juice or pulp and are 
labeled in compliance with § 101.22, 
indicating that they contain flavors 
rather than juice. One of the comments ’ 
stated that Imnds representing 
approximately 93 percent of all wine 
coolers sold in the United States are 
manufactured with fruit flavors rather 
than fruit juice. Several comments 
stated that wine coolers, including 
sangrias, should be treated in the same 
fashion as juice flavored soft drinks 
because consumers purchase wine 
coolers as ahematives to other alcoholic 
beverages, the same as soda drinkers 
who drink cherry cola when they want 
a change from regular cola. 

The agency points out that wine 
coolers that do not contain imfermented 
juice are not covered by this regulation 
unless th^ purport to contain juice by 
means of advertising, labeling 
statements, vignettes, or physical 
characteristics. Thus, if a wins cooler 
does not contain any juice, has labeling 
that makes clear that it contains flavors 
rather than juice, and does not bear a 
vignette that implies fruit juice content, 
it is not subject to new § 101.30. In 
addition, FDA advises that 
noncarbonated bever^es that purport to 
contain juice but do not, in fret, contain 
any juice were required by § 102.30 to 
state that they contain no juice. FDA 
concludes that this new regulation does 
not appreciably change the 
requirements ror juice content 
declaration for the wine coolers referred 
to in these comments. Accordingly, no 
change in the regulation or its 
applicability is warranted by these 
comments. 

6. Several comments stated that 
requiring percentage juice declaration 
on wine coolers is unfair because the 
same requirement does not apply to 
most other alcoholic beverages 
including spirits-based and malt-based 
coolers, which compete directly against 
wine coolers. 

The agency advises that the labels of 
akoholic beverages (those that emttain 7 
percent or more alcohol by volume and 
malt beverages) are regulated in 
accordance with the Federal Alcohol 
Administration Act (27 U.S.C 205) 
administered by the Bureau of Alc^ol, 
Tobacco and Firearms and are 
controlled diff«ently from wine coalers. 
The labeling of wine coolms. like othn 
beverages thed contain less than 7 
percent alcohol by volume, are 
regulated under the act To the extmit 
that these statutes differ, the products 
are regulated diffwentW in other 
labeli^ aspects as well as in declaration 
of pmT»ntage juice content. It is not up 
to FDA, but to Congress, to decide that 
the same requirements must apply to 
wine cooIots, other akx^olic beverages, 
and malt based beverages. 

7. Somb comments agreed with the 
agency proposal that traditional 
carbonated fruit-flavored soft drinks 
(sodas) have a substantial history of 
marketing as products with fruit flavm 
and are recognized as containing only 
fruit flavor and not necessarily fruit 
juice. These comments recommwided 
that carbonated fruit flavored soft drinks 
be exempted from percentage juice 
declaraticHi. However, seve^ other 
comments said that the pwcent juice 
declaration regulation should apply if a 
soft drink manufacturer uses labeling to 
represent that a carbonated beverage 
does contain juice, such as vignettes 
depicting juice dripping from a fruit 

These comments are consistmit with 
the preamble to the July 2,1991, 
proposal, in which FDA stated that the 
label and labeling of soft drinks (sodas) 
generally do not give the impressirm 
through words or explicit vignettes that 
these beverages contain juice (56 FR 
30452 at 30454). FDA therefore 
concludes that if a soft drink (soda) does 
not represent or suggest in the name, 
labeling statement, or ingredient 
statement that it contains fruit or 
vegetable juice, there is no basis to find 
that it purports to contain juice. 
Accordin^y, for clarity the agency is 
adding a statement to that eff^ to the 
regulation in S 101.30(a). However, FDA 
also concludes that, as discussed in the 
precunble to the July 2.1991, proposal, 
a soft drink (soda) that contains 
ingredients, such as pulp, that give the 
impression that it contains juice or that 
be^ an explicit vignette that gives the 
impression of juice content, purports to 
contain juice (56 FR 30452 at 30454). 
Such a product would be required 
under § 101.30(d) to declare juice 
content In addition, those soft drinks 
that do contain juice usually make that 
fact known. These products purport to 
contEun juice and are subject to the 

percentage juice declaraticm 
requiremwit. 

8. in the July 2.1991, proposal, FDA 
also addressed requests for exemption 
from percentage dieclaration for bulk 
juice concmitrates for instituticmal use. 
The agency stated that it was not 
proposing to exempt these bulk 
concentrates because a lack of 
information substantiating the need or 
value of such an exemption. Some 
comments requested exemption from 
percent juice declaration for bulk juice 
coBcentrates for institutional use 
because they claimed this information is 
proivided to consumers in other ways by 
the institution, and the institution 
specifies the juice cmitent of the 
product in contracts and purchasing 
agreements. 

Because these comments provided no 
additional infmmation to support their 
assertions, the agency still does not have 
information that dememstrates a need 
for an exemption frnm percentage juice 
declaration for bulk juice concentrates 
for institutional use. Therefore, FDA is 
not including such an exemption in this 
final rule. 

However, those requesting an 
exempticHi from percentage juice 
declaration for bulk juice concentrates 
for institutional use may petition for 
such an exemptiem undw § 10.30 (21 
CFR 10.30), providing the agency with 
information sudi as actual contracts or 
purchasing agreements specifying juice 
content and verifiable instances and 
examples of the percentage juice content 
presentation provided to consumers 
served the juice derived from the bulk 
juice concentrates by specific 
institutions, as well as data 
dememstrating the extent of use of these 
products by institutions. 

9. Some comments requested 
exemption from percent juice 
declaration for bulk concentrates 
intended for further processing because 
consumers would not see the labeling, 
and manufreturers require bulk 
concentrate that meets their 
specifications from their suppliers. 

The agency advises that bum 
concentrates for further processing are 
covered by the exemptions provided in 
§ 101.100(d) (21 CFR 101.100(d)). That 
regulation specifies criteria for 
exemption from labeling requirements 
including those of section 403(i) of the 
act. Therefore, there is no need to grant 
a new exemption. 

B. What Percentage Must be Declared 

Section 403(i) of the act, as modified 
by section 7(2) of the 1990 amendments, 
requires that if a food purports to be a 
beverage containing firuit or vegetable 
juice, it must bear a statement of **• * * 
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the total percent of such fhiit or 
vegetable juice contained in the food 
• • In the July 2,1991, proposal, 
FDA tentatively concluded that this 
statement could be read two ways, one 
to require declaration of percent of total 
juice and the other to require 
declaration of percent of each juice 
represented to be in the beverage. The 
agency found that under either reading 
a material fact would not be disclosed. 
Reading section 403(i) of the act 
together with section 201 (n) of the act 
(21 U.S.C 321(n)) and section 403(a) of 
the act, FDA proposed to require 
declaration of both the percent of total 
juice and the percent of each juice 
represented to be in a multiple-juice 
beverage. 

10. Many comments opposed the 
requirement for declaration of percent of 
individual juices in multiple-juice 
beverages. They cited the following 
reasons for their opposition: (1) The 
statutory language of the 1990 
amendments does not require 
declaration of percent of individual 
juice in multiple-juice beverages; (2) 
proprietary formula information would 
be revealed by a l-percent increment 
declaration of individual juices; (3) 
variable (least cost) juice blend 
formulation driven by fluctuations in 
cost or availability of individual juices 
would be eliminated with the proposed 
1-percent increment label declaration 
requirement as labels would have to be 
changed to reflect formulation changes; 
(4) the requirement is unenforceable 
with current analytical methodology; (5) 
there are no data or information that 
demonstrate consumer interest in or 
benefit horn the requirement; and (6) 
label clutter on the information panel 
would be increased. 

In contrast, other comments 
supported the proposed requirement for 
individual juice percentage declaration, 
stating: (1) The 1990 amendments 
clearly require a total percent juice 
declaration, and it does not follow that 
Congress did not intend for the 
consumer to be fully apprised of the 
identity and amount of the juices that 
make up the declared total amount of 
juice; (2) some juice beverages have 
misleading labels in that high cost/value 
or intense flavor juices are given greatest 
label prominence but are present in 
minor amounts; (3) some manufacturers 
misrepresent the juice content of their 
beverage through the use of added pulp, 
clouding agents, and thickening agents 
which mislead consumers into believing 
that these beverages have more juice 
than is actually present; (4) more 
precise, direct information on relative 
amounts of specific juices in multiple- 
juice beverages is needed by consumers 

to make in-store purchasing decisions; 
(5) among multiple-juice beverages with 
the same total juice percentage, a juice’s 
order of predominance in the ingredient 
statement does not directly translate to 
its percentage in the beverage; and (6) 
enforcement actions by Federal, State, 
and local consumer protection agencies 
will be needed less often because the 
percent of individual juice declaration 
will remove possible ambiguity as to 
whether a product label may hie 
misleading to the consumer. 

The agency has reconsidered its 
interpretation of the amendment to 
section 403(i) of the act in light of the 
arguments presented in the comments. 
The agency notes the contrast in 
language in section 403(i)(2) of the act, 
which, on the one hand, requires the 
declaration of the common or usual 
name of “each such ingredient” when a 
product is fabricated from two or more 
ingredients but only the declaration of 
the total juice percentage of "such” fruit 
or vegetable juice contained in the food, 
not “each” ^it or-vegetable juice 
contained in the food. Thus, had the 
intent of Congress been to require 
percent individual juice declaration, it 
clearly knew how to do so. Based on the 
face of the law, it is reasonable to expect 
that Congress would have used the word 
“each” in place of, or preceding, the 
word “sudi” in the phrase “sudi fruit 
or vegetable juice,” as it did in the 
phrase “each such ingredient.” Without 
relevant legislative history on the 
provision, FDA now finds that the better 
reading of section 7 of the 1990 
amendments is that it requires 
declaration of percent of total juice but 
not declaration of percent of individual 
juices in a multiple-juice beverage. 

Nor is it clear that the percent of each 
individual juice represented on the label 
is a material fact under section 201 (n) of 
the act for all multiple-juice beverages. 
In the July 2,1991, proposal, FDA stated 
that if the label of a beverage declared 
the presence of one or more juices by 
representation (i.e., word or vignette) 
and declared the total percentage of 
juice in the product, but did not declare 
the percentage of each individual 
represented juice, the label would be 
misleading (56 FR 30452 at 30456). The 
agency tentatively found that such a 
label would create an impression that 
overstates the amount of the represented 
juices in the beverage if not all the juice 
in the beverage is supplied by the 
represented juices. 

While beverage labels clearly are 
misleading if they misrepresent the 
contribution of one or more individual 
juices to the total amount of juice, the 
agency acknowledges that not all 
multiple-juice beverage labels that bear 

representations of individual juices 
misrepresent the contribution of the 
individual juices to the total. For 
example, a vignette that depicts all the 
fruits or vegetables in the product may 
not misrepresent an individual juice 
contribution. In addition, declaration as 
a part of the product name of all juices 
present (in descending order by volume 
of single-strength juice) would generally 
not be misleading. 

Accordingly, IDA is not including in 
the final regulation the reouirements in 
proposed § 101.30(c) and (id) for the 
declaration of the percent of juice for all 
juices in multiple-juice beverages that 
are declared in the label or labeling, by 
word, vignette, or other means, other 
than inclusion in the statement of 
ingredients, to be present in tbe 
beverage. The agency is also deleting 
proposed § 101.30(e). wltich provided 
for optional declaration of percent of 
individual juices not represented on the 
label. Instead, the agency has included 
in the final regulation on the common 
or usual name of such beverages, 
provisions for adequately descriptive 
names that will inform the consumer of 
the nature of the product. As discussed 
in detail in Section HI. of this document, 
for beverages where one or more but not 
all the juices are named and the named 
juice is not the predominant juice, the 
agency is providing two alternatives for 
describing the contribution of the 
named juice. The label must either state 
that the beverage is flavored by the 
named juice (e.g., “raspberry flavored 
juice drink”) or declare the content of 
the named juice in a 5 percent range 
(e.g., “raspl^rry juice drink 2 to 7 
percent raspberry juice”). The agency 
believes that this approach will 
adequately deal with the kinds of 
misleading labeling discussed in the 
comments fiom consumer groups. 

Because FDA is deleting the 
requirement for declaration of percent of 
inoividual juice content in multiple- 
juice beverages, a number of comments 
are no longer relevant. Such comments 
include those regarding which juices 
should be included in the percent of 
individual juice declaration and the 
impracticability of declaring individual 
juices in 1-percent increments. The 
agency is not addressing these 
comments because the concerns they 
express are moot. In addition, 
allegations that this regulation would 
result in a compensable taking ofprivate 
property are no longer relevant. Inese 
allegations were based on the 
contention that a requirement for 
declaration of percent of individual 
juices would be a mandatory disclosure 
of proprietary information and would 
thereby constitute a taking. Because the 
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requirement in question has been 
deleted, there is no need for FDA to 
address the issue. 

11. No comments objected to the 
requirement that the declaration of 
percent of total juice be in 1-percent 
increments. However, several comments 
pointed out that the regulation should 
provide for beverages that contain less 
than 1 percent juice. They stated that to 
have a “0 percent juice” declaration on 
a product with juice declared in the 
ingredient list would be confusing to the 
consumer. One comment suggested that 
FDA provide for a statement such as 
“less than 1 percent juice” instead of 
requiring “0 percent Juice” for those 
products that contain juice at a volume 
of less than 1 percent. 

The agency agrees that a declaration 
of juice content of less than 1 percent 
may be appropriate if it accurately 
describes the amount of juice in the 
product. Therefore, FDA is revising the 
provisicHis in new $ 101.30(b) for 
percentage juice declaration to allow for 
this declaration. 

C. How Declarations Should Be Made— 
Placement and Prominence 

Section 403(iK2} of the act requires “a 
statement with appropriate prominence 
on the informatimi panel” of the 
percentage of juice. The agency 
proposed requirements that it believed 
would provide appropriate prominence 
for the percentage juice declaration and 
still allow room for other required 
informaticm. The agency proposed in 
§ 101.30(g) that if the beverage is sold in 
a package that has an information panel, 
the percentage juice declaration is to be 
prominently placed near the top of the 
information panel, with no other 
printed label material appearing above 
it. Additionally, the agency proposed to 
require that the declaration be in easily 
legible boldf^ print or type in distinct 

I contrast to other printed or graphic 
i matter, in a height not less than the 
j largest type found on the information 

panel except that used for the product 
name, and in lines generally parallel to 
the base on which the package rests. 

The agency also proposed in 
§ 101.30(h) that the percentage juice 
declaration may also be placed on the 

^ principal display panel if the 
I declaration is consistent with that 
I presented on the information panel, 
i Further, the agency proposed in 
t § 101.30(i) that if the beverage package 
I does not include an information panel, 

the percentage juice declaration must be 
placed on the principal display panel: 
(1) In t}rpe size not less than that 
required for the declaration of net 
quantity of contents statement, (2) 
located near the name of the food, and 

(3) in lines generally parallel to the base 
on which the package rests. (Paragraph 
designations of new § 101.30 have bMn 
changed to paragraphs (e), (f), and (g), 
respectively, as a result of changes 
discussed in response to comment 10 of 
this document.) 

12. Some comments suggested that 
the total juice content should be 
required to be placed at the top of the 
principal display panel with the 
common mr usual name. They stated 
that otherwise the declaration of total 
juice would not have appropriate 
conspicuousness or prominence, 
because many consumers do not 
routinely, or cannot easily, read fine 
print, i.e., one-sixteenth of an inch 
minimum height, on the information 
panel. 

The agency advises that the act 
requires that the percent juice 
declaration be on the information panel. 
The comments did not provide a legal 
basis on which the agency could require 
an additional declaration on the 
principal display panel. However, as 
provided in new § 101.30(f), the agency 
is permitting percent total juice on the 
principal display panel as an optional 
declaration. 

13. Several comments stated that in 
addition to the percent juice declaration 
on the information panel, percent juice 
declaration should be allowed on the 
principal display panel. 

As stated in response to the previous 
comment, the agency does not object to 
the additional declaration of percent 
juice content on the principal display 
panel, provided that it is consistent with 
the declaration on the information 
panel. This additional declaration is 
provided for in new § 101.30(f). 

14. Although no comments objected 
to the requirement that a total percent 
juice declaration appear on the 
principal display panel in the absence 
of an information panel, some 
comments objected to the requirement 
that placement of the percent juice 
declaration on the principal display 
panel be near the name of the food. 
These comments asserted that there is 
no compelling reason for such 
placement, and that there should be 
more flexibility in the location of the 
declaration. 

The agency disagrees with the 
comments. Consumer use of the percent 
juice content declaration will be 
facilitated if it is in a consistent, 
prominent location on the food label. 
The comments did not recommend 
alternative placement criteria. 

Currently, some juice beverage labels 
bear percent juice statements such as 
“100 percent juice” or ”100 percent 
juice blend” on the principal display 

panel near the name of the juice 
product. Because of the longstanding 
industry tradition of marketing food 
products bearing percentage claims near 
the name of the food on the principal 
display panel, and because of agency 
regulations providing for such 
percentage declarations in association 
with the common or usual names of 
nonstandardized foods ($ 102.5(b) (21 
CFR 102.5(b))). consumers have l^ome 
accustomed lo seeing such percent juice 
information, when it appears on the 
principal display panel, near the name 
of the food. Thereiore, the agency 
concludes that the proposed 
requirement for placement of the 
percent juice declaration on the 
principal display panel near the name of 
the food, if there is no information 
panel, provides appropriate prominence 
as required by the statute. This 
requirement is set forth below as new 
§ 101.30(g). 

15. Several comments objected to the 
proposed requirement that the percent 
juice declaration be near the top of the 
information panel with no printed 
information appearing above it. These 
comments vmnted more flexibility to 
use available label space efficiently and 
to minimize label clutter that they said 
would result fi'om declaration of percent 
juice statements near the top of the 
informaticHi panel. The comments stated 
that the 1990 amendments did not 
mandate that the percentage juice 
declaration be the most prominent or 
conspicuous item on the information 
panel. Finally, the comments said that 
the July 2,1991, proposal gives the 
declaration more prominence than 
health and safety statements such as 
those required for saccharin section 
403(o) and (p) of the act (codified at 21 
CFR 100.130(d)(2). 101.11, 105.66(b) 
and 180.37) or phenylalanine (21 CFR 
172.804(e)(2)). and other statements 
concerning storage, preparation, 
recycling, and deposit information. The 
comments requested that they have, at 
a minimum, the option of placing such 
information as the brand name, product 
name, product logos, and the universal 
product code (UPC) above the 
percentage juice declaration. 

The suggestion in the comments that 
required information on the information 
panel is not more important than 
optional information, and should have 
equal but not greater prominence, is 
contrary to existing regulatory 
requirements that have not bwn 
changed by the 1990 amendments. The 
agency is not requiring that the percent 
juice declaration be the most prominent 
and conspicuous item on the 
information panel by virtue of its 
placement near the top of the 
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information panel. FDA considered that 
the same regulations that currently 
apply to lal^ling information appearing 
on the information panel (§ 101.2 (21 
CFR 101.2)) will alw apply to the total 
percent juice declaration and did not 
wish to unduly disrupt the customary 
sequence of required information on the 
information panel, i.e., nutrition 
information, ingredient statement, and 
name and place of business of the 
distributor (§ 101.2(b)). Further, because 
the percentage juice declaration is now 
required information, the agency 
believes it must be at least as prominent 
as other required information to have 
the "appropriate prominence" required 
by the statute (21 CFR 101.2(c) and 
101.15). 

Consistent wdth these considerations, 
the agency finds that placing optional 
information such as storage instructions 
and recipes, which need not appear on 
the information panel at all, above the 
total percentage declaration, and 
consequently above all other required 
information on the information panel, 
will not give the percentage declaration 
"appropriate prominence." The 
comments did not provide any 
examples or information to substantiate 
a need for additional flexibility, and the 
agency is not convinced by the 
comments* assertions that the 
prominence and placement of the 
required total percent juice declaration 
is unreasonably restrictive. 

However, having considered all the 
comments on this issue, the agency 
concludes that since the product name 
or brand name or logo often appear at 
the top of the information panel, they 
may continue to appear above the 
percentage juice dedaration on the 
information panel. However, any 
additional printed material, other than 
product name or brand name or logo 
that appears above the percentage juice 
declaration will render the percent juice 
declaration so inconspicuous that the 
"appropriate prominence” required by 
the 1990 amendments will not be 
provided Q>nsistent with past agency 
practice, foods whose labeling omits or 
fails to prominently or conspicuously 
convey required information, and 
instead utilizes available label space to 
give prominence and conspicuousness 
to nonmandatory information, will be 
subject to legal action. 

Finally, FDA considers the UPC to be 
a sufficiently distinctive label feature 
that it does not aflect the prominence 
and conspicuousness of other 
information on the label. The agency 
has therefore not seen a need to regulate 
its location on the label in relation to 
required information. Ccmse^ently, the 
final regulation does not prohibit the 

UPC from appearing above the 
percentage declaration on the 
information panel. 

Accordingly, the agency is revising 
the regulation in new§ 101.30(e)(1) to 
include the words "except the brand 
name, product name, logo, or universal 
product code” after the word 
"statement.” 

16. Several comments objected to the 
requirement that the percent total juice 
declaration be not less than the largest 
type on the information panel except 
that used for the product name because 
it gave the percent declaration undue 
prominence. These comments asserted 
that the type size requirements should 
not be any greater than for other 
required information, i.e., a minimum 
one-sixteenth of an inch in height 
unless exempted pursuant to § 101.2(f). 
Additionally, the comments asserted 
that type size requirements should 
relate only to type size of the required 
information on the information panel 
and not to the brand name, product 
name. UPC. or any other nonmandatory 
information on the information panel. 
One comment suggested a minimum 3/ 
32 of an inch type size instead of the 
proposed one-sixteenth of an inch on 
large containers such as half-gallon 
cartons, so that the print size would be 
more proportional to other printed 
material on the carton. 

In the July 2,1991, proposal, the 
agency attempted to strike a balance 
between "appropriate prominence” for 
the percent juice declaration and that of 
other required information and of 
nonmandatory information on the 
information panel. The agency believes 
that the total percentage juice 
declaration shovdd be at least as 
prominent as any other information on 
the same panel, whether required or not. 
However, because the agency also 
recognized that manufacturers may 
desire to place the product name 
prominently on the information panel, it 
proposed to exclude the name finm 
consideration relative to the type size 
for the total percent juice declaration. 
Consistent with the decision above to 
permit brand name, product name, logo, 
or UPC to be located above the percent 
juice declaration, the exclusion from 
type size comparison should also apply 
to the brand name and the logo. The 
agency also did not intend to include 
the Urc among the label information on 
which type size for the percent juice 
declaration is based. As stated above, it 
considers that the UPC is sufficiently 
distinctive in appearance that it does 
not interfere with the prominence or 
conspicuousness of other label 
information. 

In meeting the mandate of the 1990 
amendments for appropriate 
prominence of the j^rcentage juice 
declaration, FDA did not wish to 
deviate unnecessarily finm existing type 
size requirements or to establish new 
type size reouirements such as the 
requested 3/32 of an inch type size for 
large containers. The comment 
requesting larger minimum type size for 
large containers did not provide 
information to substantiate a need for 
larger type or to demonstrate that the 3/ 
32-inch type size would he appropriate 
to meet such a need. Therefore, FDA is 
retaining the one-sixteenth of an inch 
minimum type size provision in the 
final rule. 

To summarize, the type size 
requirement of not less than the largest 
type on the information panel with the 
exception of product or brand name, the 
logo, and the UPC ensures a certain 
proportionality of type size for required 
and nonmandatory statements. This . 
proportionality of type size both 
provides for "appropriate prominence” 
of the percentage juice declaration and 
helps to curb instances of inappropriate 
prominence of nonmandatory 
information over required information 
on the information panel. 

Therefore, the agency is requiring in 
new S 101.30(e)(2) that the declaration 
of percentage juice be prominently 
placed on the information panel, 
appearing in easily legible Ixildface 
type, in distinct contrast to other 
printed or graphic matter, in a height 
not less than the largest on the 
information panel except for that used 
for the brand name, pnmuct name, logo, 
or UPC 

17. Some comments objected to the 
requirement in proposed § 101.30(g)(2) 
that the percentage juice declaration on 
the information panel be in lines 
generally parallel to the base upon 
which the package rests. They stated 
that the requirement limits the 
flexibility of beverage manufacturers in 
placement of the required declaration 
and other required information on the 
information panel. Several other 
comments suggested that the percent 
juice declaration be in lines generally 
parallel to other required information, 
whether or not this information is also 
parallel to the base on which the 
package rests. 

The agency advises that placing 
required information on the principal 
display panel in lines other than 
generally parallel to the base upon 
which the package rests requires the 
consumer to unnecessarily manipulate 
the package to read the required 
information, making it less likely to be 
read. Consistent wiUi this fact. 
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statements of identity and net quantity 
of contents are required to appear on the 
principal display panel in lines 
generally parallel to the base upon 
which a package rests (§ § 101.3(d) and 
101.105(f) (21 CFR 101.3(d) and 
101.105(f)), respectively). 

However, the agency agrees with the 
comments that requiring that the 
percent juice declaration be on the 
information panel in lines generally 
parallel to the base is not justified 
because other mandatory information on 
the information panel is not required to 
be in lines generally parallel to the base 
of the package. The regulations in 
§ 101.2 do not include specific 
orientation requirements for mandatory 
declarations such as the ingredient 
statement, nutrition labeling, or name 
and place of business of the 
manufacturer, packer, or distributor. 

Accordingly. FDA concludes that 
because it does not have substantial 
justification for this additional 
orientational requirement and in light of 
objections from comments, the proposed 
requirement should be withdrawn. 
Therefore, FDA has deleted the phrase 
“and in lines generally parallel to the 
base on which the parage rests” firom 
proposed § 101.30(^(2) (redesignated as 
new § 101.30(e)(2) in this final rule). 

The agency, however, is persuaded by 
the suggestion in the comments that the 
percent juice declaration should be in 
lines generally parallel to other required 
information, whether or not this 
information is also parallel to the base 
on which the package rests. Because 
exit^ing § 101.2(e) provides that all 
information appearing on the 
information panel pursuant to this 
section must appear in one place 
without intervening material, it is 
reasonable that the percent juice 
declaration should be in lines generally 
parallel with this information, so that 
the consumer will not have to 
manipulate the package to read all the 
nH}uired information. This orientational 
lequirement will ensure that 
appropriate prominence of the percent 
juice declaration is maintained. 
Therefore, the agency has inserted the 
phrase “in lines generally parallel to 
other required information” after the 
word “panel” in new § 101.30(e). 

D. Associated Label Statements 

In the July 2,1991, proposal. FDA 
discussed declarations that use a 
percentage (usually 100) to describe a 
term other than juice, such as “100 
percent pure” or “100 percent natural” 
(56 FR 30452 at 30457). The agency 
stated that these declarations have a 
great potential to mislead the consumer 
into believing that the product is 100 

percent juice. FDA advised that such 
statements should not be used. In 
addition, the agency requested 
comments as to whether FDA should 
adopt regulations specifically providing 
that declarations such as “100 piercent 
pure” or “100 percent natural” or “100 
percent” to describe a term other than 
juice are misleading, particularly when 
used on the principal display panel of 
diluted juice beverages. 

18. Several comments stated that the 
terms “pure” and “natural” are 
ambiguous and tend to mislead 
consumers about the nature of a 
product. These comments stated that at 
times, the terms “pure” and “natural” 
mislead a consumer into believing that 
the product consists entirely of juice. A 
number of comments stated that using 
the term “100 percent” vdth the terms 
“pure” and “natural” exaggerates and 
exacerbates the already ambiguous and 
misleading nature of the terms “pure” 
and “natural” on diluted juice 
beverages. These comments said that 
consumers are consistently confused 
and misled by such statements into 
believing that the beverages are all juice 
with no additional ingredients or are 
full-strength (100 percent) juice. These 
comments stated ^at the use of these 
phrases should be restricted by FDA 
because most juice beverages are not 
100 percent juice, or they are processed. 
Le.. reconstituted with water and 
ingredients other than juice such as 
sweeteners, preservatives, flavors, 
colors, pulp, and thickening and 
clouding agents to restore the juice to its 
original expressed juice state, to 
compensate for seasonal or regional 
variations, or to create a unique juice 
based beverage. 

Opposing comments stated that the 
terms “pure” and “natural” can be used 
in some contexts in which they would 
not be misleading. These comments 
argued that consumers read the terms 
“pure” and “natural” to mean that the 
product is made of natural ingredients 
such as fruit juices, water, natural 
sweeteners, and flavors. They 
recommended that labels bearing the 
terms “pure” and “natural” be 
evaluated on a case-by-case basis. 

Several comments were of the opinion 
that use of a percentage to describe an 
undefined attribute on products 
required to bear a percent juice 
declaration could potentially be 
misleading to consumers. They stated 
that therefore, any use of “100 percent” 
on the label in conjunction with an 
undefined term should be prohibited 
unless the product is a full-strength (100 
percent) juice product. However, these 
comments stated that this policy should 
not restrict use of a percentage 

declaration that is clearly defined as not 
being related to juice content, i.e., 
“contains 100 percent of U.S. 
Recommended Daily Allowance (U.S. 
RDA) for Vitamin C” 

The agency advises that while there is 
no specific prohibition against the use 
of the terms “pure” and “natural,” it has 
discoiuaged the use of these terms 
because they are ambiguous and may be 
misleading. For example, “orange 
juice,” “pure orange juice,” and “100 
percent pure orange juice” are identical 
foods, but “pure” as applied to the food 
implies that other identical products are 
“impure” or “not pure” if they do not 
bear the same term on their label. The 
term “natural” is similarly ambiguous 
when applied to any food except flavors 
and flavorings. 

The agency concludes that this 
rulemaldng is not the appropriate 
vehicle to consider whether terms such 
as “pure” and “natural” should be 
permitted on juice product labels. The 
comments present^ opinions on the 
word “pure,” but they did not provide 
sufficient information on which to base 
a regulation. The term “natural” is 
included in another agency rulemaking. 
In the Federal Register of November 27. 
1991 (56 FR 60421 at 60466), FDA 
published a proposal entitled “Food 
Labeling: Nutrient Content Claims, 
General Principles, Petitions, Definition 
of Terms” that included, among other 
things, a discussion of various aspects of 
defining the term “natural.” A final rule 
based on that proposal is published 
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register. In that rulemaking, however, 
the agency decided not to define the 
term “natural.” 

However, FDA also concludes that the 
use of a percentage, particularly 100 
percent, in conjunction with terms other 
than "juice,” such as “pure” and 
“natural,” on a beverage that is not full- 
strength juice can be misleading, 
particularly where the 100 percent 
figure appears near the name of the 
product but not in close proximity to a 
prominent declaration of the percentage 
of juice. On the other hand, FDA agrees 
with those comments that stated that 
statements clearly unrelated to juice 
content, e.g., “provides 100 percent of 
U.S. RDA of vitamin C,” are not 
misleading. 

Therefore, to clarify these matters, 
under sections 403(a) and 701(a) of the 
act (21 U.S.C. 371(a)), the agency is 
including in the final regulation a 
prohibition on the use of “100 percent” 
or any other percentage unrelated to 
juice content that could be 
misunderstood to represent the percent 
of juice in the beverage. This provision 
in the final regulation, designated new 
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$ 101.30(1). states: **A beverage required 
to bear a percentage )uioe declaration on 
its label wall not bev any other 
percentage declaration that describes 
the juice content of the beverage in its 
label or in its labeling (e.g., “100 percent 
natural" or "100 percent pure”). 
However, the label or labeling may bear 
percentage statements clearly unrelated 
to juice content (e g., "provides 100 
percent of U.S. RDA of vitamin C). 

E. Calculation of Percentage Juice 

1. Juice From Concentrate 

The agency proposed that in enforcing 
the act and in ensuring that percentage 
juice declarations are truthful and not 
misleading, it would calculate the 
percentage juice from concentrate in a 
juice or juice beverage using the 
minimum Brix levels that virere listed in 
proposed § 101.30(j)(l). (Because of 
revisions to the final regulation 
proposed § 101.30(j) is redesignated as 
new $ 101.30(h)). In the July 2,1991, 
proposal, the agency strcmgly 
recommended that manufacturers use 
this method in calculating the 
percentage juice horn concentrate. The 
agency also advised that if the July 2, 
1991, proposal were adopted, while 
manutacturers may use any appropriate 
alternate method, they should ensure 
that this alternate method produces 
similar results. 

In the preamble to the July 2,1991. 
proposal. FDA listed proposed 
minimum Brix values fen: a number of 
fruit and vegetable juice products and 
minimum anhydrous citric acid 
contents for two fiuit juices, based 
primarily on data from the National 
Juice Pr^ucts Association (NJPA) in 
December of 1989 and May of 1990 (56 
FR 30452 at 30466). 

FDA received comments on 13 of the 
51 proposed minimum Brix values for 
100 percent juice and comments 
regarding minimum Brix values for two 
other juice products not listed in the 
proposed regulatirm. Most comments 
claimed that one or more of the 13 
values were too high and ofiered 
information or data to support their 
claims. Several comments simply 
objected to the proposed Brix values as 
being too high without suggesting more 
appropriate values. Brix data in the 
comments were provided in several 
forms: Individual values, ranges of 
values, monthly or yearly averages, and 
mean values with designated standard 
deviations. A presentation of the data 
submitted, and the agency’s review and 
conclusions, follow. 

a. Evaluation of Brix data in 
comments. 

FDA acknowledges that much of the 
Brix data in agency files is old and may 
be out of date. The Brix data used in 
establishing the firuit or fruit Juice 
content in the standards of identity for 
firuit butter and fiuit jelly ($$ 150.110 
and 150.140 (21 CTR 150.110 and 
150.140)) were obtained fitun authentic 
fiuit samples collected before 1940. 
Although the data were used for many 
years without question for fruit buttms 
and fiuit jelly, when these data were 
incorporated in the standard of identity 
for canned nectars. FDA received an 
objection that Questioned the 
applicability of the single-strength juice 
values to canned nectars and suggested 
that they be reevaluated in light of 
current commercial practice in the 
manufacture of nectars. Thus, the 
standard for canned nectars (§ 146.113 
(21 CFR 146.113)) was stayed in 1968 
(33 FR 10713, July 27.1968). 

Differences in juice composition that 
result from factors such as horticultural 
practices, processing operations, and 
geographical origin, as well as the use 
of new varieties of certain species, may 
account for difierences in Brix values 
obtained on juice products prior to 1940 
and values obtained for fruit juices 
currently produced imder current good 
manufacturing practice. In reviewing 
the data submitted in comments, FDA 
has consulted published references on 
juice composition, e.g., U.S. Department 
of Agriculture (USDA) Food 
Composition Tables (Handbook 8-9: 
Fruits and Fruit Products and Handbook 
8-11: Vegetables and Vegetable 
Products) (Refs. 5 and 6). FDA has also 
reviewed Brix data in files that were 
used in support of existing standards of 
identity and data contain^ in 
published articles on juice research and 
composition. In instances where there 
are established values in standards of 
identity that appear to be too high 
compared to newer information, and the 
data submitted in support of lower 
values seem reasonable in light of this 
newer information, FDA has adopted a 
lowei value in new § 101.30(h)(1). 
Where FDA has adopted a lower Brix 
value for 100 percent juice than is 
currently listed for the fruit juice in an 
existing standard of identity. FDA 
intends to consider revision of the 
standard of identity at a later date to 
make it consistent with the Brix value 
that the agency is adopting in this 
reflation. 

b. Use of Brix data. 
19. Several comments supported 

FDA’s proposal to calculate the labeled 
percentage of juice firom concentrate in 
a reconstituted juice or in a diluted juice 
beverage basea on the minimum Brix 
standards. One comment expressed the 

opinion that the Brix concept represents 
the most workable method for 
accurately and omsistently calculating 
the percentage of juice. A cxmiment fitim 
the Government of Canada also 
expressed support fmr specifying 
minimum Brix values ftff use in 
calculating the percentage of juice 
included in diluted juice beverages and 
reconstituted juices. However, the 
comment stated that it does not support 
the proposed Brix values because they 
would effectively exclude Canadian 
products firom the U.S. maricet. Other 
comments in the letter firom the 
Government of Canada on specific 
juices are discussed below. One 
comment opposed the proposed method 
of calculating the percentage of juice 
based on minimum Brix values, 
established by regulation, instead of 
requiring the percentage of juice to be 
calculated in terms of the actual soluble 
solids content of the original juice. The 
comment maintained that use of the 
table of fixed Brix values in proposed 
§ 101.30(j)(l) (redesignated as new 
§ 101.30(h)(1)). which, the comment 
contended, contains values well below 
the Brix of sound ripe firuit, gives food 
processors a license to overstate the 
quantity of juice in their products. 

FDA recognizes that when a 
minimum Brix value based on the mean 
or a range of values for a particular firuit 
or vegetable juice is established by 
regulation, there will always be some 
juices that will have Brix values above 
the minimum, and some juices that will 
be below the minimum b^use of 
natural variations in the source fruits 
and vegetables. The agency also 
acknowledges that, in some instances, 
producers of lower Brix juices will liave 
to use more juice to meet the minimum 
soluble solids requirements for 
reconstituted full-strength juice. 
However, use of standardized Brix 
levels in preparing and labeling blended 
juice products and diluted juice 
products from concentrates will ensure 
that consumers obtain products with a 
reliably determined minimum juice 
soluble solids content. As a result 
consumers will be able to make 
meaningful value comparisons between 
brands of such products based on the 
labeled juice content. Use of actual Brix 
levels of the original juice used to 
manufacture the concentrates could lead 
to variations in the levels of soluble 
solids on labels of products that bear the 
same percentage juice declaration. 
Therefore, FDA is not modifying its 
proposed use of standardized minimum 
Brix levels to determine the percent 
juice in juice products made from 
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concentrate, as requested by the 
comment. 

c. Approaches other than use of Brix. 
20. One comment proposed an 

alternative to Brix calculation for 
percentage juice in the case of orange 
juice and other citrus juices that have 
been modified by the removal of the 
naturally occiuring sugars that are then 
replaced partially or wholly by intense 
sweetening agents. The proposed 
method would use citric add content or 
the ascorbic add content consistent 
with FDA’s proposal for lemon juice 
and lime juice. 

The comment provided guide values 
of B.O grams per liter dtric add and 200 
milligrams per liter ascorbic add for 
orange juice as an alternative for the 
determination of percentage juice for 
orange juice with sugars removed and 
referenced methods for determination of 
the dtric add and ascorbic add content 
(“RSK-Values, The Complete Manual, 
Guide Values and Ranges of Specific 
Numbers, Including the Revis^ 
Methods of Analysis,” Verband der 
deutschen Fruchtsaftindustrie e.V., 
Bonn, 1987). However, the comment did 
not include any data to correlate and 
verify these values and methods as they 
apply to an “artifidally sweetened, 
sugars-reduced orange juice.” 

The agency is not incorporating the 
suggested alternative method for 
determining the percentage of “juice” 
contributed by modified juices in which 
the native sugars have been removed 
and have been replaced wholly or 
partially by intense sweetening agents. 
As discussed in section B. F. of this 
document, these products are not 
considered to be juice. Under new 
§ 101.30(h)(1), FDA is establishing 
minimum Brix values for fruit and 
vegetable juices based on the soluble 
solids content (i.e., primarily sugars 
content of the juice), with the exception 
of lemon juice and lime juice that are 
defined by citric acid content, for use in 
percent juice labeling. Therefore, such 
modified juices cannot be included in 
the percent juice calculation or depicted 
as juice in the vignette on a beverage. 
The description of the modification 
(e.g., “sugar-reduced orange juice”) as 
part of the common or usual name of the 
product makes clear that the change in 
the product is such that it no longer 
purports to be juice. The product may 
substitute for juice, but it is not juice. 
Although the suggested alternative 
methodology may be useful for 
validating claims about modified juice 
products, the agency is not aware of 
acceptable methodology to confirm the 
content of any modified juice products, 
e.g., “reduced sugars” or “sugars 
removed" juice products. 

d. Meaning of Brix standards. 
21. One comment stated that from the 

proposed single-strength Brix standards, 
it is not clear whether the standards are 
intended to represent mean values, or 
whether they are minimum values. In 
some instances, e.g., in normalizing 
compositional data of juice 
concentrates, the comment stated, it 
may be appropriate to use meem values. 
In other instances, minimum values 
may be more appropriate, e.g., 
regulations for 100 percent ^t juice 
made from concentrate. 

The agency advises that the Brix 
values set out in new§ 101.30(h)(1) are 
minimum values that are based on 
average values for the respective jmce 
products. As stated in the preamble to 
the July 2,1991, proposal, the purpose 
of establishing these Brix values for 100 
percent juice is to provide a 
“minimum” acceptable level for 
determining whe^er a juice should be 
considered to be full-strength (56 FR 
30452 at 30459). 

e. How Brix values are set. 
22. One comment stated that it is 

desirable to take a statistical approach 
in revising or establishing the Brix 
values. The comment stated that in 
some instances, it may be appropriate to 
use “mean” values, e.g., normalizing 
compositional data of juice 
concentrates; and in other instances, 
minimum values may be more 
appropriate, e.g., in establishing 
minimum Brix requirements to define 
100 percent fruit juice from concentrate. 
The comment added that where 
minimum Brix values are appropriate, 
the minimum value could 1^ one 
standard deviation below the mean if 66 
percent confidence limits were applied, 
or two standard deviations if 95 percent 
confidence limits were thought to be 
more appropriate. For some juices, e.g., 
orange juice and apple juice, the 
comment maintained that there should 
be adequate data bases available for 
such statistical applications. For many 
commodities, the data will need to be 
developed. The comment also 
maintained that there needs to be 
agreement on the sample protocol for 
developing such data bases. 

FDA agrees that a statistical approach 
should be used to establish the 
minimum Brix values when adequate 
data bases are available. However, 
because of the limited amount of data 
available to FDA for most juice products 
for which minimum values were 
proposed, a statistical approach could 
not be used. Where comments supplied 
Brix data in statistical terms, means and 
standard deviations, FDA used these 
data in evaluating the proposed Brix 
values and in some instances has 

incorporated these values in new 
§ 101.30(h)(1). In other instances, FDA 
has adopted the Brix values established 
in the standards of identity for fruit 
products because they represent 
consensus values that are acceptable to 
both consumers and food processors. 

Although the comment stated that 
there should be adequate data bases for 
orange juice and apple juice for 
statistical calculation to determine the 
minimum Brix value, no data bases for 
these juices were provided in the 
comment. 

FDA agrees that a statistical analysis 
could be used to establish a Brix vdue 
for the single-strength juices. However, 
in the case of orange juice, the proposed 
Brix value of 11.8° for orange juice from 
concentrate is consistent with the Brix 
value established in the standard of 
identity for orange juice from 
concentrate (§ 146.145 (21 CFR 
146.145)). In the absence of new data or 
information that demonstrates that the 
established Brix value is no longer 
representative of the soluble solids 
content of orange juice used to make 
frozen concentrate orange juice in this 
country, the agency has no reasonable 
basis to revise the Brix value for orange 
juice in new § 101.30(h)(1). A 
discussion on information received in 
comments on ^ple juice follows. 

Because the Brix values represent 
minimum values, food processors are 
free to pack to higher soluble solids 
contents to meet consumers 
expectations when making juice 
products from concentrate. FDA points 
out, however, that should food 
processors use higher levels of soluble 
solids &an is required by new 
§ 101.30(h)(1) in reconstituting a juice to 
single-strength (100 percent juice) to 
meet consumer expectations for a 
sweeter juice, for example, FDA still 
considers the product to be 100 percent 
juice and not a higher percentage, such 
as 110 percent juice, when the 
additional soluble solids are the result 
of added juice. 

23.5>everal of the comments cited the 
German RSK Brix values in support of 
the modifications that they suggested in 
the minimum Brix values listed in the 
July 2,1991, proposal. One comment 
requested that these values be 
considered in establishing U.S. 
standards so as to achieve worldwide 
uniformity. 

FDA agrees with the comment that the 
use of the German RSK Brix values may 
serve as useful guidelines in 
establishing Brix values in this country. 
The RSK values (termed Richwerte und 
Schwankxmgsbreiten bestimmter 
Kennzahlen or RSK-WERTE) are used 
by the German fruit juice industry as 
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reference pcunts or guidelines for 
specified constituents in fruit fuices. 
liiey assist food processors in 
determining whe^er fruit juices have 
been produced lawfully without 
adulteration. Factors influencing juice 
composition, such as growing region, 
variety, and production year, are 
considered in their establishment. 
Soluble solids content (Brix value) is 
one of the quality parameters defined by 
the RSK-WERTE guidelines. Other 
parameters include density, titratable 
acidity, sugars, acids, and amino adds. 
Mean values, standard values, ranges, 
and commentary are provided for each 
parameter. 

A standard RSK value is usually a 
“minimum” or a “maximum” value, 
with data seldom falling above or below 
this value. In other words, the standard 
Brix value would be the minimum value 
in the range of values and not the mean 
or average Brix value. The mean RSK 
Brix value is not the arithmetic mean 
value but the value around which most 
of the values of industrially 
manufactured juice products congregate. 
RSK Brix values dt^ by the agency in 
this document are from “Adulteration of 
Fniit Juice Beverages,” edited by S. 
Nagy, et al. (Ref. 7h 

24. Several comments stated that the 
Brix calculation is only valid for juices 
to which SMreeteners have not been 
added, and that other methods should 
be used to test for adulteration. 

The agency agrees that the Brix 
calculation is only valid for juices to 
which sweeteners have not been added. 
Further, the Brix calculation to 
determine the percent juice content can 
only be used before sweeteners are 
added to the juice beverage in instances 
where the beverage is not 100 percent 
juice. The agency does not use Brix 
measurements by themselves to test for 
adulteration. Brix measurements can be 
used in conjrinction with the results of 
other analytical methodologies and 
inspectional observations to support 
charges of product adulteration. 

25. Other comments stated that the 
percent juice declaration should be 
calculated on weight/weight basis 
utilizing reference Brix levels because 
that is the manner in which the 
concentrates are sold. 

The agency disagrees with these 
r.nmments. The purpose of the 
regulation was not to prescribe how 
ctincentrates should be sold but to 
ensure that when reconstituted juice or 
juice from concentrate is used to 
produce a single-strength juice or a 
muhiple-juice beverage, there is a 
standardized criterion for determining 
the percentage juice in the finished 
product. The standardized criterion 

allows consumers to make price and 
value comparisons across the range of 
juice beverages. Becarise the juice 
beverages are sold on a single-strength 
volume basis to the consiuner. and 
percentage juice declaration is based on 
this standardized criterion, it would be 
inappropriate to utilize a wei^t/weight 
basis. 

26. One comment requested that 
manufacturers be allowed to 
reconstitute concentrated juice back to 
the Brix in original expres^ juice if 
the Brix of the expressed juice is knovm. 
and records are kept for the purpose of 
percent juice calculation and 
declaration. For example, expressed 
apple juice with a Brix value of 9.0° 
could be reconstituted and declared as 
100 percent apple juice even though the 
Brix value provided by proposed 
§ 101.30(j)(l) for 100 percent apple juice 
from concentrate is 12.5°. 

The agency made an exception to the 
use of Brix values in calculating 
percentage juice for expressed juices 
because these juices have a naturally 
occurring range of Brix beyond the 
control of the manufacturer. Similarly, 
in consideration of existing industry 
conditions, the agency’s decision to use 
Brix value for calculation of percent 
juice from concentrate was derived from 
the industry practice of commingling 
juice concentrates whose original Brix is 
unknown. 

The agency differentiated between 
percent juice calculation for expressed 
juices and juice concentrates on the 
basis of industry practice and out of 
fairness to the expressed juice segment 
of the industry, which is subject to the 
vagaries of nature. While the agency 
does not object to reconstituting of 
concentrated expressed juice to the Brix 
level of the original juice if that Brix 
value level is known, the agency finds 
that once a juice has been concentrated, 
for the purpose of percent juice 
calculation and subsequent percent 
juice declaration, the Brix value as 
prescribed in the regulation must be 
used. Use of the same minimum Brix 
value level in labeling juice content for 
a specific juice from concentrate will 
enhance consumer comparisons 
between competing brands of that juice. 

Therefore, the agency is denying the 
comment’s request to reconstitute juice 
to its original Brix as expressed juice 
and declare it as 100 percent juice from 
concentrate although it does not have 
the minimum Brix value as prescribed 
in the regulation. This policy is 
consistent with Brix value requirements 
established in standards of identity for 
juice products made from concentrate. 

f. Provisions to revise Brix values. 

27. Many comments urged FDA to 
establish a mechanism to amend the 
table of Brix values because it may be 
necessary to include juices in the table 
that are not included now. and revised 
brix values may be needed in response 
to changes in technology, new crop 
varieties, and other matters. 

The agency agrees that periodic 
amendments to the Brix value table will 
be necessary. However, the agency 
believes that adequate provisions exist 
in the regulation for citizen petitions, 
(§ 10.30). *rherefore. the agency is not 
proposing any additional mechanisms 
to amend the Brix value table as 
adequate provisions already exist, 

g. individual juices. 
28. Many comments submitted 

information to revise 1 or more of 13 
proposed Brix values for various juices, 
such as apple, apricot, carrot, celery, 
cherry, grape, guava, lemon, orange, 
passion fruit, peach, pear, and rasp^rry 
(red). One comment submitted data to 
establish a Brix value for pomegranate 
juice. 

i. Apple juice. 
In tne preamble to the July 2,1991, 

proposal, FDA specifically requested 
comment on the proposed Brix value for 
apple juice, 12.5°, which the agency 
select^ using values in the lower 
portion of the range of Brix values 
available to the agency (56 FR 30452 at 
30459). NJPA had suggested that FDA 
adopt a Brix value of 11.0° for apple 
juice, based on USDA standards for 
grades (7 CFR 52.301 through 52.301) 
for U.S. Grade A apple juice. 

Several comments contended that the 
proposed Brix value of 12.5° for apple 
juice is too high and urged FDA to adopt 
a Brix value of 11.0° as originally 
submitted by NJPA in comments to the 
agency in December 1989 and May 
1990. In a comment on the July 2,1991, 
proposal, NJPA stated that its suggested 
Brix value of 11.0° for apple juice 
reflects a consensus not only of NJPA’s 
member companies but also of members 
of the National Food Processors 
Association (NFPA), with which NJPA 
coordinated the adoption of its 
December 1989 voluntary percent juice 
labeling policy. NJPA also pointed out 
that much of ^e concentrated apple 
juice used by its members is imported 
from foreign countries, and that any 
Brix value established should take into 
consideration the Brix value of juice 
produced in these cmmtries. It noted 
that over 35 percent of all imported 
apple juice products during 1990 caii 
from Argentina, and that the majority of 
the remainder came frnm European 
Community (EC) countries. Acceding 
to the comment, thdre is no enforceable 
minimum Brix value requirement for 
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single-stiengdi apple juice In Argentina 
but, in Germany and EC ooui^es, the 
minimum Brix vahie for single-stringtli 
apple juice is 11.18°. The ccunment ako 
noted that the Codex Alkneaiterius ' 
Commission has recoauneaded a Brix 
value of 10.0° for reconstituted apple 
juice. 

NJPA stated that Brix data fttun a 
major U.S. processor for juice expressed 
from apples grown in the State d 
Washington reflects an average Brix 
value of 11.58°, with a monthly range of 
10.38° to 12.62° Brix (n=51) for two 
processing seasons (1389 to 1990 and 
1990 to 1991). It claiiDed that »milar 
data obtained from Michigan for the 
period November 1986 through 
November 1990 showed that monthly 
average Brix values ranged from 9.6° to 
13.09°. The mean of the moathly Brix 
averages in Michigan for the 4*ye£U’ 
period was 11.47°, with a standard 
deviation of 0.876°. The comment 
pointed out that the average Brix would 
have met FDA’s {Hoposed Brix value of 
12.5° in only 6 months of the 4-year 
period, while the suggested Brix value 
of 11.0 would have been met in 26 
months during the 4-year period. 
Accordii^ to the comment, average 
monthly Brix values obtained from New 
York, for the period January 1987 
throu^ July 1991. ranged from a low of 
9.5° to a hi^ of 11.8°. The comment 
noted that, generally, jmce from apples 
grown in the northwestern region of the 
United Statets has a higher average Brix 
and a lower acid ccmtent than juk» 
produced from apples grown in the 
midwestam and eastern regions. 

A comment from one firm noted that 
production records from their Austrian 
supplier showed that the Brix value of 
Austrian apple juice ranges from about 
10° to 12° over the apple juice 
processing season. Another of the ftrrn’s 
suppliers provided infonnation on 
apple juice from Germany, showing that 
in September the Brix value range of 
apple juice is from 9.8° to 11.0°, in 
October 10.5° to 11.5°, and in November 
11.5° to 123°. It noted that most of the 
apple juice from Germany is processed 
during September and October. The 
comment recommended that FDA 
establish a minimum Brix value of 11.0° 
for apple juice. To establish a higher 
value, the comment added, would he to 
establish an artificially high Brix level 
that would impose tm unfair trade 
barrier. 

A comment suggested a minimum 
Brix value of 103° for apple juice. The 
comment noted that minimum Brix 
level for U3. Grade B apple juice is set 
at 10.5° in the USDA standards for 
grades for apple juice (7 CFR 52308). 
T.he comment maintained that the 

proposed Brix value of 12.5* would 
effectiTriy exxduda Canadfon products 
from the U3. maifcat. 

Other comments supported a Brix 
value of 11.5° for apple jaica. One 
cqmmmit recommended a minimum 

of 11.5° for apple juice 
reconstituted from apple concentrscte, 
based on availaUe cbta including 
records collected at 21 apple processing 
facilities, operated by 13 companiee. 
According to the cominent, the armage 
Brix level reported by 17 of 21 plains 
fell in the raitgeof 11.1° to 11.P, with 
11 of the plan^ reporting data in the 
11.3° to 11.7° Brix range. Thus, the 
comment conclxided, a Brix value of 
11.5° is more represecftative of the Brix 
level of express^ a^^le juice than is the 
Brix value of 123° (noposed by FDA. 

Several comments contended that 
increasiDg the &ix value of apple juice 
to 12.5° would result in a Brix higher 
than normal for the expressed juices 
conunonly used and would fmce food 
processors to produce a product that is 
incompatible with coasnmer 
expectations. They maintained that 
apple juice at a %ix of 123° is too 
sweet, especially in the Northeastern 
region where the taste preforence for 
apple juice is a tart fffodnri (lower Brix/ 
acid ratio). One cximment stated that the 
proposed hi^ier Brix value level of 
12.5° would result in a 9 percent - 
increase in soluble solids content over 
that of the currently marketed apple 
juice which cmitains from 11.0 to 11.5 
soluble sohds. It estimated that the 
increase wmxld cost ctmsumers of 
reconstituted foice products 
approxim^ely $25 million annually. It 
further contended that the cost of smne 
single-strength apple juice that contains 
added apple juice concentrate to 
achieve a preferred flavor profile would 
be increased as well if a Brix valim of 
12.5° is adopted. Another conunent 
stated that changing the Brix from 11° 
to 12.5° would increase the ingredient 
cost by 14 percent and would further 
serve to put the product out of reach of 
many mothers who have been using 
apple juice for their babies. 

After reviewring the data on the 
soluble solids content of apple juice 
submitted in the comments on the July 
2,1991, proposal. FDA has reomsidered 
its position regarding the proposed Brix 
value of 123° for 100 percent apple 
juice from concentrate. Data provided 
by industry in comments showed that 
mean Brix values for individual lots of 
apple juice range from 8.9° to 13.4°, 
with summary mean values (averaged 
monthly and yearly ntean values) 
ranging from 11.0° to 11.58. NR^A 
pointed out that the minimum RSK Brix 
of apple juice is 11.18° and 

reoomniended that FDA ad(^ a 
minimom value of 11.0". The agency 
notes, however, that the RSK mean Brix 
value for apple juice is 12.08*. Widi 
respect to ^e comment that requested 
that FDA adopt the minimum Brix of 
10.5* for U.S. Grade B apple juice. FDA 
believes that this vahie is too low and 
does not reflect average Brix values of 
apples produced and processed in this 
country, as evidenced in the comments 
cited i^ve. 

In response to the comment 
requesting adoption of ^le USDA U.S. 
Grade A Brix value of 11.0" for apple 
juice, FDA points out that the USDA 
lowered the Brix value of U.S. Grade A 
apple juice from 11.5° to 11.0" fai 
respwise to a request from the Processed 
Apple Institute (47 FR 5875, February 6. 
1982). At that time. USDA stated that 
the change was being made to include 
differences in growring conditions in 
various parts of die country, increased 
use of more varieties of apples in the 
manufacture of canned apple juice, 
consumer preference for a less sweet 
product, and differences in processing 
techniques. Howmver, comments 
summarized in the USDA rule noted 
that northwest apples have a Brix 
average of 12.5° or higher, to which 
USDA responded that the Brix 
requiremmts provided for in their 
standards for grades are minimum 
standards for each grade, h also stated 
that lowering the Brix by one-half of a 
degree wall accommodate apple 
processes using varieties that have 
lower soluble solids compared with 
other varieties processed in other parts 
of the country. 

FDA pmnts out that the U^A 
standard (7 CFR 52.308), referenced by 
the comments, applies to canned single- 
strength apple juice, in which no more 
than one-fourth of the juice may have 
been concmitrated. In the case of the 
USDA standard in 7 CFR 52.6221 et 
seq., for frozen concentrated apple juice, 
the minimum Brix value for a 
concentrate that is to be diluted ) plus 
1 is 22.9®. Such a prodtict on dihrticm 
would have a Brix value of 
approximately 11.45°. 

FDA acknowledges that there are 
differences in Brix values of apple* 
depending on geographical growing 
regions, and that consumers may have 
developed certain preferences Ixised on 
these regional differences. However. 
FDA believes that it should set the 
minimum Brix fw apple juice at a le-el 
that is toward the middle of the range 
of Brix values for apple juice in order 
not to penalize producers of freshly 
expressed apple juice, which may have 
a higher solids cxintent, to the benefit of 
those producers who sell reconstituted 
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or diluted apple juice products. It would 
also be fairer to consumers because they 
would be assured of getting 
reconstituted juices that more closely 
resembled the juice firom which it was 
made. Consumers who prefer a less 
sweet juice can dilute the juice further 
by adding water. However, consumers 
who Bnd that a reconstituted juice tastes 
weak because of a lower apple juice 
soluble solids content cannot rectify this 
condition by adding more apple juice 
solids. 

Although most of the apple juice may 
be sold at Brix levels ranging ^m 11.0° 
to 11.5°, according to industry-based 
standards established by USDA, the 
agency believes that in establishing a 
minimum value for reconstituted apple 
juice or diluted apple juice, the 
minimum should reflect the average 
Brix value of expressed apple juice. 
Thus, consideration must be given to 
the higher Brix apple juice produced in 
the northwestern areas of the United 
States as well as to the lower Brix value 
juices produced in the midwestem and 
eastern areas. As noted in the July 2, 
1991, proposal, a study by Mattick and 
Moyer (Ref. 2) of the Brix of 93 
authentic apple samples collected from 
many different areas of the country and 
representing many apple varieties 
demonstrated average Brix values of 
12.60°, 12.80°, 12.83°, and 12.74° (56 FR 
30452 at 30459). The German RSK value 
noted in the comment provides for a 
range of Brix values from 11.18° to 
14.01° with a mean Brix value of 12.08°. 
In view of these higher values, FDA 
believes that the minimum Brix value of 
11.0° suggested by several comments 
from industry is too low, and that a 
minimum Brix value of 11.5° for apple 
juice is more appropriate because it 
takes into account the apples with the 
higher Brix values. Further, it is 
consistent with the Brix of reconstituted 
apple juice made in compliance with 
the USDA standard for grades for frozen 
concentrated apple juice. It also 
represents a value on the low side of the 
mean Brix value established for German 
apple juice, as well. 

Accordingly, FDA has revised the 
minimum Brix value for apple juice by 
reducing it from 12.5° to 11.5°. 

ii. Apricot juice. 
FDA proposed a minimum Brix value 

of 14.0°, based on the data submitted by 
NJPA. According to NJPA, this value 
was derived from the USDA File code 
147-A-2 (March 1988), Inspection of 50 
percent Juice Drinks and Juice Drink 
Products under the Child Nutrition 
Labeling Program (Food and Nutrition 
Service). 

One comment from a fruit and 
vegetable processing and marketing 

k. 

cooperative stated that their analyses of 
apricot juice over the period 1986 to 
1990 showed an average Brix of 11.7° 
with a standard deviation of 0.8°. This 
average value was derived &t)m a total 
of 502 measurements. The comment 
stated that it believed that the data were 
adequate because they include five 
different growing seasons, several 
varieties, 6md various weather 
conditions and cultural practices. 

FDA notes that a National Canners 
Association report on the Brix values of 
authentic samples of apricots, as 
reported by Nelson and Tressler (Ref. 
10). lists the Brix values of whole 
Blenheim apricots and Tilton apricots as 
ranging from 10.7° to 17.1°, with means 
of 14.1° for Blenheim apricots (n=6) and 
12.6° for Tilton apricots (n=6). In this 
same reference, the Brix value of whole 
apricot pulp was 11.5°, and apricot 
nectar was 14.3° (n=6 in both cases). 
Thus, the Brix value of apricot juice 
appears to be dependent on the source 
of the extracted juice used in the 
analysis. Based on these data, FDA finds 
that the suggested Brix value of 11.7°, as 
provided in the comment, is reasonable. 
Use of the lower Brix value would 
permit use of an important variety, 
Tilton, which has a much lower Brix 
value than the proposed Brix value. 
14.3°, from the canned nectars standard. 
In addition, the lower value would be 
representative of the Brix values 
currently encountered in industry as 
cited in the comment. Therefore, FDA is 
incorporating the Brix value of 11.7°, as 
suggested by the comment, in new 
§ 101.30(h)(1) in place of the proposed 
Brix value of 14.3°. Because this 
amendment is based primarily on a 
single submission, FDA requests 
comments and data submitted in the 
form of a petition to amend this 
regulation if data are available that 
would support a different and more 
appropriate value. 

lii. ^rrot juice. 
FDA proposed a minimum Brix value 

of 11.0° for carrot juice based on the 
NJPA Brix value submitted in December 
1989. Subsequently, in May 1990, NJPA 
submitted a lower Brix value of 9.0° for 
carrot juice, based on data from NFPA. 
NJPA did not provide any justiflcation 
as to why this value was more 
appropriate than the earlier submission. 
Thus, FDA published the Brix value of 
11.0° because it was based on 
Government data rather than solely on 
industry' practice. FDA specifically 
sought comments on the 
appropriateness of the proposed value 
and also requested justification for any 
suggested lower number. 

Several comments were received on 
the Brix value of carrot juice that 

claimed that the proposed Brix level of 
11.0° was too hij^. One comment 
provided 31 average Brix values (one 
average for each date of measurement) 
for the carrot juice produced during the 
period January 31,1991, through June 
12,1991. The overall average Brix level 
from these data is 7.0° with a range of 
5.4° to 8.0°. 

Later, a trade association provided 
additional information concerning 
average Brix levels for carrot juice in a 
memorandum, dated January 22,1992. 
This information consisted of the 
following: (1) An average Brix value of 
8.6°, with a Brix value range from 7,0° 
to 9.3° and a standard deviation of 0.5°. 
based on 72 measurements, for the 
period of January 1,1990, through 
December 12.1990; and (2) an average 
Brix value of 8.1° with a Brix value 
range from 6.9° to 9.8° and a standard 
deviation of 0.5°, based on 39 
measurements during the period of 
January 1.1991, through July 31,1991. 
No specific value was suggested for a 
minimum Brix for carrot juice in this 
comment. 

A comment from a manufacturer of 
concentrated carrot juice recommended 
a Brix value of 8.0° for the reconstituted 
carrot juice. The comment provided 
information on daily average Brix value 
levels of freshly expressed carrot juice 
(each day’s volume was between 30 to 
50 tons) showing that: (1) The daily Brix 
average values (n = 31) ranged from 5.4° 
to 8.0° with an overall average of 7.0° 
during the period of January 31,1991, 
through June 12,1991, and (2) the 
average daily values (n = 20] ranged 
from 6.9° to 8.3° with an average of 7.6° 
during the period of October 1,1991, 
through January 21,1992. The comment 
stated that the firm has processed in 
excess of 3,000 tons of carrots for juice 
and concluded that the values 
submitted are indicative of the true Brix 
value of single-strength carrot juice. 

Only two comments provided data on 
the Brix of carrot juice. The average Brix 
values from both sources and the 
industry recommended Brix are 
considerably lower than the proposed 
Brix of 11.0°. The Brix averages of the 
four data sets received are 7.0°, 8.6°, 
8.1°, and 7.6°, with an overall average 
Brix value of 7.8°. The proposed Brix 
value of 11.0° was based on data from 
USDA Handbook 8-11, which lists 
11.12 percent of total solids in canned 
carrot juice, of which 9.9 percent is total 
carbohydrate (Ref. 6). Because the Brix 
measures soluble solids content, and not 
all of the total solids or total 
carbohydrate content of carrot juice is 
expected to be soluble (e.g., insoluble 
cellulose or fiber), the use of these 
values as the Brix value would result in 
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a figure that is higher than would result 
from measurement of the Brix by 
refractometer. Therefore, based on this 
infcKmation, FDA is adopting the value 
of 8.0® in new § 101.30(hHl). The Brix 
value of 8.0®, set out in-the regulation 
below, was recommended by the 
manufacturer of carrot juice aiKl is very 
close to the calculated overall average 
Brix in the data supplied 1o the agency 
in the comments. 

iv. Celery juice. 
FDA proposed to establish a 

minimum Brix value of 4.5® for celery 
juice based on the NfPA Brix value 
submitted in December 1989. 
Subsequently, in 1990, NPA submitted 
a lower Brix value of 3.6® for celery 
juice, based on data from NFPA. NJPA 
did not provide justification as to why 
this value was more appreciate than 
the earlier submission. As in the case 
with carrots, FDA published the higher 
Brix value of 4.S® because it was based 
on Govemm^it data rather than solely 
on industry practice. 

Two commmits received in r^ponse 
to the July Z, 1991, proposal claimed 
that the proposed Brix value level of 
4.5® for cel^ juice, based on NJPA*s 
December 1989 sulxnission to the 
agency, was too high, but these 
comments did not provide any data in 
support of the claim. One of these 
comments, from a trade association, 
stated that members liad expressed 
conc^n over the proposed minimum 
level of 4.5®, and that it is soliciting data 
on levels for celory juice. However, no 
data were received on the Brix of celery 
juice from the trade association during 
the comment period. 

A comment from a food pu’ooessor 
recommended a Brix value of 3.0® fm* 
reconstituted celery juice. The comment 
stated that daily average Brix Icsvels of 
freshly expressed celery juice, during 
the period of April 9,1991, through May 
10,1991, ranged from 2.95 to 3.4° 
(n=10), with an overall Brix value 
average of 3.1®; and for December 23, 
1991, the 1-day average Brix value was 
2.64°. The mean of the 11 average Brix 
values is 3.09*. 

NJPA suggested Brix value of 4.5° for 
celery juice was based on information 
from USDA Handbook 8-11, whid» 
reflects the total solids content of celery, 
and thus may be too high. The data on 
the Brix of celery juice faom the food 
processor and NJPA’s May 1990 
submission also suggest that proposed 
minimum Brix value of 4.5° is too high. 
USDA Handbook 8-11 lists the total 
carbohydrate content of celery as 3.63 g/ 
100 g (per edible portion), erf which 0.80 
g is crude fiber (ffof. 6). Thus, the 
soluble carbohydrates (sugars) cwitent 
would comprise approximately 2.83 

percent by weight. FDA recognizes that 
the other constituents may affect the 
Brix determination by refractometer, 
and that the use of the soluble solids, 
determined by difference, from 
Handbook 8-11 can only serve as a 
rough approximation. However, in view 
of this calculation and the data supplied 
by the food processor, both values 
supplied by NJPA appear to be loo high 
for celery juice. Bec^se neither NFPA 
or NJPA provided a basis for the Brix 
value of 3.6° for celery juice, FDA 
concludes that for the purpose of 
labeling the content of celery juke from 
concentrate that a more appropriate Brix 
value is 3.1®, based on the mean of the 
data submitted by the food processor. 
Therefore, FDA is revising new 
§ 101.30(h)(1). accordingly. 

v. Cherry juices. 
FDA proposed a single Brix value of 

14.0° for juice from both sour cherry and 
sweet cherry varieties, based on the data 
submitted by NJPA. 

A comment from a firm that processes 
juice beverages stated that it has 
encountered large variations in Brix 
between the varieties of sweet cherries 
and sour cherries, and that the single¬ 
strength Brix values should reflect these 
differences. The comment maintained 
that the proposed Brix value of 14.0° is 
a compromise that does not reflect the 
actual situation for either cherry 
classification. In support of this 
contention, the comment included 
summary data from its U.S. supplier for 
dark sweet cherries and for red sour 
cherries obtained from the Pacific 
northwest. 

Data from the supplier for the dark 
sweet cherries, collected during the 
years 1982 to 1990, showed a mean Brix 
value of 20.0®, a median of 19.9°, with 
a standard deviation of 3.0® (n=120) and 
a Brix value range fitmi 14.0® to 30.0®. 
Using these data, the comment 
suggested that the minimum Brix value 
for dark sweet cherries be set at one 
standard deviation below the mean Brix 
value or 17.0®. 

With respect to the red sour cherries, 
the comment supplied data for the years 
1983 to 1990 that showed a mean Brix 

^alue of 15.8, a median of 14.0®, with a 
'standard delation of 3.4® (n=23) and a 
range from 11.2® to 22.9®. Using these 
data, the comment suggested that the 
minimum Brix value for sour cherries be 
set at one standatd deviation below the 
mean Brix value or 12.4", The comment 
also supplied data for five other mean 
Brix values or ranges for red sour 
cherries. These Brix values were for 
products obtained from Germany, 
Austria, and the United States, and 
ranged frtnn a low Brix value of 10.0* to 
a high Brix value of 13.0®. This 

comn>ent also pointed out that the 
German RSK Brix values (Ref. 7) for 
sour cherry juice are as follows: 14.71* 
mean Brix value, 12.36° niininumi Brix 
value, and a Brix value range of 12.36® 
to 1930®. 

The comment also noted that food 
processors generally do not find that 
sweet cherry and sour chary varieties 
are interchangeable in their beverage 
products. 

FDA concurs with the comment that 
it should establish specific Brix values 
for sweet cherry and for sour cherry 
varieties because of the differences 
between the two types of cherries.' 
Sweet cherries are higher in sugar and 
lower in acid than sour chories. 
Accordingly, FDA has amended new 
§ 101.30(h)(1) to reflect the differences, 
based in part of the data supplied by the 
comment 

In making this determination, FDA 
compared the suggested Brix value of 
12.4® for sour cherries to data collected 
by FDA in 1962 (Ref. 11) for red sour 
pitted cherries that show a mean Brix 
value of 143° ln=15, std. dev. = 0.96° 
and range = 12.7® to 16.0°). FDA 
believes that the suggested Brix value of 
12.4° may be too low in view of the FDA 
data, the median value of 143° cited by 
the comments and the RSK mean value, 
14.71°. In keeping with establishing Brix 
values close to the mean Brix value, but 
in the lower portion of the Brix range, 
FDA believes that a more appropriate 
Brix value for sour cherries is 14.0°, as 
proposed. This value is sHgbtly lower 
than the RSK mean value, the mean 
from the FDA data, and the mean value 
submitted by the comment U is also 
consistent with the median value for 
sour cherries submitted in the comment. 
Therefore. FDA is retaining the 
proposed Brix value of 14.0° for sour 
cherries in new § 101.30(h)(1). 

In the case of sweet cherries, FDA 
compared the suggested Brix value for 
dark sweet cherries of 17.0° (mean=20°, 
median=19.9°, std. dev,=3°) to data 
collected by FDA in 1962 on authentic 
sweet cherries (Ref. 11) that show a Brix 
range of 18.0° to 21.9° for sweet cherries 
(n=3). Because the mean values from the 
comment and the FDA data, as well as 
the median value supplied by the 
comment, cluster around 20.0°, the 
agency believes that the Brix value of 
20° is more representative of the Brix 
value of sweet cherries than is the value 
of 17.0° suggested by the comment or 
the value of 14.0° fair all types of 
cherries proposed by FDA. Therefore, 
FDA is modifying § 101.30(hKl} to 
include a Brix value of 20.0® for sweet 
cherries. 

FDA notes that the new Brix values 
ere inconsistent with the single 
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requirement established for cherries in 
the standard of identity for fruit jelly, _ 
i.e., 14.3®, the reciprocal of the factor, 7, 
in § 150.140(b)(1) (21 CFR 
150.140(b)(1)). The information that 
FDA has received suggests that there 
may be a need to revise the standard of 
identity for fruit jelly to reflect the 
separate values for the two classes of 
cherries, sour cherries and sweet 
cherries. In consideration of amending 
the standard of identity for fruit jelly, 
FDA requests information as whether 
substantial amounts of sweet cherries 
are being used in the manufactufe of 
fruit jelly, and whether it should 
incorporate a specific value for sweet 
cherries in the standard. 

vi. Coconut juice. 
In the July 2,1991, proposal, FDA 

stated that it has no data to support a 
specific Brix level for juice from 
coconut and requested comments on, 
and data for, an appropriate Brix level. 
The agency also noted that there are two 
portions of the coconut that can 
conceivably be used to produce a juice, 
i.e., the coconut water (liquid from 
coconut) and the coconut meat. FDA 
asked for information on the feasibility 
of using both portions of the coconut to 
produce juice and comments on 
whether there should be one or two Brix 
value levels for coconut. 

According to one comment, there are 
no data to support a specific Brix value 
level for juice from coconut. The 
comment also noted that the method 
used for determining the Brix value of 
other juices may be inappropriate for 
use with coconut juice because of 
coconut juice’s fat and oil content and 
their effects on refractometer readings. 
The comment stated that when data 
become available that might be useful to 
FDA in e.stablishing a Brix or other 
value for determining what constitutes 
100 percent coconut juice, it will submit 
such data. 

In the absence of data on the soluble 
solids content of single-strength coconut 
juice, FDA is not establishing a 
minimum value for the food. Diluted or 
blended beverages made with coconut 
juice should be labeled with the 
percentage of coconut juice based on the 
content of the full-.strength juice used. If 
made from coconut juice concentrate, 
the d'’’ ''nn should be based on the 
compos, n of the juice used in making 
the concentrate. 

vii. Crape juice. 
NJPA submitted a Brix value of 16® for 

grape juice in December 1989, based on 
information obtained from the Concord 
Crape Association. Subsequently, in 
May of 1990, NJPA suggested a lower 
Brix value of 13® based on the USDA 
File code 147-A-2 (March 1988). FDA 

proposed the higher Brix value of 16® 
for grape juice and solicited comments 
on the appropriate Brix level. 

A comment from NJPA supported the 
proposed Brix value of 16.0® for grape 
juice. The comment stated that the 
higher Brix level for single-strength 
grape juice, recommended in its May 
1990 comments, was based on 
comments it received from NFPA and 
the Concord Crape Association. NJPA 
stated that this level is the appropriate 
level. 

A comment from a distributor and 
processor of juice products stated that in 
this country, no one in the industry is 
using a Brix level of 16.0® for grape 
juice, as set out in proposed 
§ 101.30(j)(l), and urged that the final 
rule establish a minimum Brix level of 
13.0® for single-strength grape juice. 
Citing two Federal regulations, the 
comment argued that FDA already 
recognizes 14.3® as the appropriate Brix 
value for grape juice in the standard of 
identity for fruit jelly in § 150.140, and 
that USDA uses a Brix value of 13® in 
the USDA standards for grades for 
frozen concentrated sweetened grape 
juice in 7 CFR 52.2460(b)(1) which, the 
comment maintained, is closer to 
reality. 

FDA disagrees with this comment. 
The comment from the juice distributor 
cited the value for grape juice in USDA 
grade standard for frozen concentrated 
“sweetened” grape juice (7 CFR 52.2451 
through 52.2464). FDA does not 
consider this Brix value to be applicable 
in defining the appropriate Brix for 100 
percent grape juice. The USDA standard 
in 7 CFR 52.2452(a) states that not less 
than 50 percent of the total soluble 
solids of the finished concentrate shall 
be derived from Concord type grapes of 
the Labrusca species. In 7 CFR 52.2453, 
USDA requires a minimum Brix value of 
the finished concentrate including 
added sweetening ingredients to be 
24.8° when the concentrate is made to 
be diluted 1 to 1 before consumption. 
The standard further states that in 
grading the prepared “grape juice 
beverage” from frozen concentrated 
sweetened grape juice, the Brix value of 
the beverage is not less than 13.0®. This 
“beverage” is the sweetened diluted 
grape juice product and thus is not 
relevant in determining the Brix of 
unsweetened, undiluted grape juice. 

FDA notes, however, that the current 
USDA standards for grades for canned 
grape juice, in 7 CFR 52.1341-52.1351, 
list Brix values for two types of 
“unsweetened grape juice.” Type I juice 
is from the Concord type grapes of the 
Labrusca species (slip skin varieties), 
and type II juice is from any type of 
grape other than the Concord type. The 

standard requires a minimum Brix value 
of 15.0® for both types of Crade A 
unsweetened grape juice and a 
minimum Brix value of 14.0° for both 
types of U.S. Crade B unsweetened 
grape juice. When-the canned grape 
juice is sweetened, the minimum Brix 
value for each grade is increased by 2® 
to 17.0 and 16.0®, respectively (7 CFR 
52.1350(a) and (b)). 

The agency recognizes that much of 
the grape juice in the marketplace may 
have been sweetened or diluted because 
the strong and somewhat astringent 
flavor of freshly expressed grape juice 
may not appeal to some individuals. 
However, consumers have a right to 
know v/hen the juice has been 
sweetened or diluted. Thus, FDA must 
establish a minimum Brix for the 
unsweetened full-strength grape juice to 
serve as the basis for the percent juice 
declaration on diluted juice beverages 
and reconstituted grape juice products. 

FDA notes that the proposed Brix 
value of 16.0®, in accordance with the 
NJPA submission, was based on 
information from the Concord Crape 
Association. This value is also 
supported by information in the 
literature. Data reported by C.S. 
Pederson on grape juice support that the 
Brix value of the juice is around 16® for 
Vitis labrusca (Concord grapes) (Ref. 
10). Average soluble solids levels for 
Concord grapes were 15.1,16.4, and 
16.7 for three regions in New York State 
in a 1949 publication by Robinson, et 
al., cited by Pederson (Ref. 10). The 
ranges for these three average Brix 
values were 12.9° to 17.8°, 13.1® to 
19.5®, and 22.7® to 20.0°, respectively. 
Pederson also stated that nearly all 
grape juice prepared in the United 
States is from Concord grapes. The 
Cerman RSK minimum Brix value for 
grape juice is 15.88®, based on a range 
of 15.88° to 19.30° and a mean of 17.03° 
(Ref. 7). 

Based on these observations, FDA 
concludes that the minimum Brix value 
for grape juice should be at least 16.0°. 
Therefore, FDA is retaining the 
proposed Brix value of 16.0° for grape 
juice in new § 101.30(h)(1). 

According to one comment, 
approximately 20 million gallons of 68 
degree Brix grape juice concentrate 
(worth $130 million) is used annually in 
juice blends. The comment stated that 
because much of the juice is used at the 
13° to 14® Brix level, an increase in the 
Brix level to 16.0® for purposes of juice 
percentage declaration, would have 
devastating economic effects. At an 
average cost of $6.50 per gallon, the 
comment claimed, this would represent 
a loss of $32.5 million which when 
passed on to consumers would become 
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much larger. The comment further 
stated that calorie conscious consumers 
will shy away from higher Brix juices in 
favor of others with lower Brix levels. 
Thus, a Brix value of 16.0° could also 
result in substantial losses in market 
volume that would be impossible to 
calculate. 

FDA does not agree with the cost 
analysis in the comment. If the 
minimum Brix value is set at a higher 
level than food processors are currently 
using, food processors can still maintain 
the same diluted juice blend 
formulations. They simply will have to 
label the percentage of juice in the 
beverage appropriately. 

viii. Grapehoiit juice. 
FDA proposed to adopt a minimum 

Brix value of 10.0° for grapefiruit juice. 
This value was submitted by NJPA in 
E)ecember 1989 and is the same as that 
established in the standard of identity in 
§ 146.132 (21 CFR 146.132) for 
grapefruit juice made from concentrated 
grapefruit juice exclusive of any added 
sweeteners. 

A comment from a foreign 
government expressed support for a 
minimum Brix value of 9.0° for fresh or 
reconstituted grapefruit juice. The 
comment stated that this value would be 
consistent with the USDA standards for 
grades for imsweetened U.S. Grade A 
and U.S. Grade B grapefhiit juice (7 CFR 
52.1228, Table I). 

FDA notes that the Brix value of 9.0° 
for fresh single-strength grapefruit juice 
is not applicable to “grapefruit juice 
from concentrate” (i.e., reconstituted 
grapefruit juice) in the United States or 
for use in calculating the percentage of 
juice contained in a juice blend in 
accordance with new § 101.30(h)(1). The 
standard of identity for grapefruit juice 
in § 146.132, as noted above, and the 
USDA standards for grades for 
grapefruit juice in 7 CFR 52.1228 (Table 
II, U.S. Grade A and U.S. Grade B), list 
a Brix value of 10.0° for unsweetened 
grapefruit juice fom concentrate. The 
Brix value of freshly expressed 
grapefuit juice is not specifcally 
designated in the standard of identity 
nor in the regulation (new 
§ 101.30(h)(1)) set forth below. The Brix 
value for f eshly expressed grapefruit 
juice is the Brix of the particular lot of 
grapefruit juice, before the addition of 
any water, sweetener, or any other 
additives, as determined by 
refactometer and corrected for acidity 
in accordance with § 146.132(a). 

FDA is not revising the proposed Brix 
value of 10.0° for grapefruit juice 
because it was established by formal 
rulemaking (47 FR 43364, October 1, 
1982). At the time that FDA adopted the 
standard, citrus processors and growers 

indicated that the preponderance of 
grapefuit juice produced in the United 
States contains, on average. 10.0 percent 
soluble solids or greater. Comments on 
the proposed standard of identity at that 
tii^e also maintained that to establish a 
minimum soluble solids content of 9.0 
percent would be to allow dilution of 
the finished product to a level 
substantially below that of the juice 
horn the grapefiiiit firuit from which the 
concentrate is made. Therefore. FDA is 
adopting the 10.0° Brix value as 
proposed. 

ix. Guava juice. 
FDA proposed a minimum Brix value 

of 7.7° for guava juice, as suggested by 
NJPA. This value is consistent with the 
Brix value in the standards of identity 
for canned nectars (§ 146.113 and firuit 
jelly (21 CFR 146.140), the U.S. Customs 
Service requirements (19 CFR 151.91), 
and USDA File code 147-A-2 (March 
1988). 

One comment stated that using a 
statistical approach, it had calculated a 
standard Brix value of 6.6° for guava 
juice. The comment explained that its 
Brix data (mean of 7.1°, standard 
deviation of 0.5, a minimum of 6.0 and 
a maximum of 8.0°, median 7.1°, 20 data 
points, and mean minus 1 standard 
deviation to yield 6.6°) came from a 
single supplier of Hawaiian guava juice, 
who forwarded the weighted mean Brix 
values for each month’s production. 
Using these data, the comment 
recommended a Brix value of 6.6° as the 
minimum level for a single-strength 
guava juice. 

FDA has been unable to corroborate 
the suggested lower Brix value for guava 
juice in the published studies. FDA 
notes that one reference states that the 
Brix of guava averages around 9° (Ref. 
12). Another reference lists soluble 
solids for the firuit from selected 
Hawaiian guava seedlings, which range 
fiom 8.0 to 11.5° Brix, and total soluble 
solids contents that range firom 7.80 to 
10.53 percent (n=10)( Ref. 10). In view 
of the published data on the Brix value 
of guava juice. FDA is adopting the 
proposed Brix value of 7.7°, which 
reflects FDA and U.S. Customs Service 
regulations, as well as USDA 
specifications. FDA recognizes that this 
value is higher than the mean and 
median in the comment’s data, but the 
Brix published in the literature support 
a higher value than that suggested by 
the comment. 

FDA is open to submission of 
information on the appropriateness of 
this value for 100 percent guava juice as 
a basis of a proposal to amend the 
standards of identity for fruit butter and 
fiuit jelly. Any petition submitted to 
amend the firuit butter or fiiiit jelly 

standards ($ 150.110 (21 CFR 150.110)) 
and § 150.140) should be accompanied 
by data representative of the varieties of 
guava used in the manufacture of these 
products, as well as data on possible 
efiects of factors such as maturity, 
growing conditions, and processing on 
the Brix of the firuit. 

X. Orange juice. 
FDA proposed a Brix value of 11.8° 

based on the requirement in the 
standard of identity for orange juice 
from concentrate in § 146.145. This 
value is also consistent with the Brix 
value submitted by NJPA. 

A comment horn a foreign 
government opposed the proposed Brix 
value of 11.8° for reconstituted orange 
juice and suggested a minimum Brix 
value of 9.7°. The comment stated that 
its suggested value would be consistent 
with the regulation in that country 
which establishes a minimum Brix 
value of 9.7° for orange juice (B.11.128 
Food and Drugs Regulations, Canada). 

FDA is not making the requested 
change. FDA notes that the Brix value 
of 11.8° set forth in new § 101.30(h)(1) 
for orange juice is the same as that 
established in the standard of identity 
for orange juice from concentrate in 
§ 146.145. This value was established 
aft^r a public hearing (28 FR 10900, 
October 11,1963), by formal 
rulemaking, and represents a consensus 
of what interested parties believed to be 
appropriate at the time. A Brix value of 
11.8° seemed reasonable and practical 
because it was equivalent to the 
approximate soluble solids content of 
reconstituted orange juice made in the 
home by consumers by diluting frozen 
concentrated orange juice. Frozen 
concentrated orange juice (§ 146.146 (21 
CFR 146.146)) is generally made to 42° 
Brix and is diluted before consumption 
by adding 3 parts water, such that the 
resulting Brix value ranges from not less 
than 11.8° to 12.4°. FDA sees no reason 
for different values in the standard of 
identity for orange juice from 
concentrate and the regulation for 
defining “100 percent juice” for percent 
juice labeling purposes in new 
§ 101.30(h)(1). Therefore, FDA is not 
revising the minimum Brix value of 
11.8° for orange juice in new 
§ 101.30(h)(1), as requested by the 
comment. 

xi. Passion fimit juice. 
NJPA suggested a Brix value of 12.0° 

for passion fruit juice based on the 
USDA File code 147-A-2 (March 1988). 
However, FDA proposed a minimum 
Brix value of 14.5° based on the Brix of 
passion fruit juice in the stayed canned 
nectar standard of identity (§ 146.113). 
FDA noted the variation in the two 
Federal specifications and expressed the 
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opinion that if there was justification for 
the lower suggested value, that it would 
be forthcoming in comments on the July 
2,1991, proposal. 

A comment from NJPA stated that its 
original May 1990 suggestion of 12.0** as 
the minimum Brix value for passion 
huit juice was based on a USDA data 
base, and that it has been unable to 
locate any other differing data except for 
the German RSK “guide" value for 
passion fruit juice of 13.5*. Noting that 
the FDA proposed Brix value of 14.5* 
was based on the canned nectar 
standard in § 146.113, which has been 
stayed for many years, the comment 
maintained that industry believes that 
the Brix levels contained in that 
standard are too high. 

Another comment provided data 
obtained from its suppliers in 1990 on 
the soluble solids content of single¬ 
strength (unconcentrated] passion fruit 
juice from Ecuador (average Brix value 
of 14*) and Peru (Brix value range of 14° 
to 16°). The comment recommended 
that FDA adopt a minimum Brix level 
of 14.0* for the single-strength (100 
percent) passion friiit juice. 

FDA notes that the German RSK Brix 
value is based on a data range of 12.0° 
to 18.0* with a mean Brix of 14.0° and 
a standard value (minimum value] of ‘ 
13.5°. Wallrauch, et al., (Ref. 7) stated 
that the data on passion fruit juice were 
based on extensive analyses of all 
industrially important varieties and 
provenances (South America, Africa, 
Australia, New Zealand, Fiji Islands, Sri 
Lanka, Taiwan, and Hawaii). It further 
stated with respect to the Brix of 
passion fruit juice, that only rarely and 
only for Brazilian juice has a Brix value 
for passion fruit juice been found to be 
as low as 11.5*. Wallrauch et al., also 
noted that a mean Brix value of 14° can 
be used in the dilution of concentrate to 
single-strength so as to maintain all of 
the organoleptic and analytical features 
of passion fruit juice. 

FDA is adopting a Brix value of 14.0° 
for passion fruit juice based on the 
anal)1ical data provided in the 
comments and supported by Wallrauch. 
et al. This value also is the same as the 
mean RSK Brix value reported by the 
German fruit industry (Ref. 7). 

xii. Pleach juice. 
NJPA suggested a Brix value of 11.8° 

for peach juice which was published in 
the proposed § 101.30(j)(l). This Brix 
value is incorporated in the standards of 
identity for fruit butters {§ 150.110 (21 
CFR 150.110)) and fruit jelly (§ 150.140) 
on September 5,1940 (5 FR 3558) and 
in the standard of identity for canned 
neftP.rs {§ 146.113) on May 7,1968 (33 
FP ‘iH62) which was stayed because of 
objections on July 27,1968 (33 FR 

10713). It was based on the analysis of 
33 authentic samples during the period 
1924 to 1935 (Ref. 2). This Brix value is 
also used by the U.S. Customs (19 CFR 
151.91) and by USDA in its 
specifications for its diluted juice 
products (USDA File code 147-A-2, 
March 1988). 

One comment stated that its analyses 
of peaches over a 5-year period (1986- 
1990) showed an average Brix value of 
10.5°, with a standard deviation of 0.9°. 
The average value was based on a total 
of 1,190 measurements. The comment 
recommended adoption of a Brix value 
of 10.5° in the final rule. 

Based on its review of the data in the 
comment, FDA is adopting a Brix value 
of 10.5 as the minimum level for a 
single-strength peach juice because it is 
based on the data from over 1,000 „ 
samples obtained during a recent 5-year 
period. Thus, FDA has revised new 
§ 101.30(h)(1) to reflect this minimum 
Brix value for peach juice. 

FDA is open to additional information 
on the appropriateness of this value for 
loo percent peach juice as a basis for a 
proposal to amend the standards of 
identity for fruit butter and fruit jelly. 
Any petition submitted to amend the 
fruit butter or fruit jelly standards 
(§§ 150.110 and 150.140] should be 
accompanied by data representative of 
the varieties of peaches used in the 
manufacture of these products, as well 
as data on possible effects of Actors 
such as maturity, growing conditions, 
and processing on the Brix value of the 
fruit. 

xiii. Pear juice. 
NJPA suggested a Brix value of 11.0° 

fur pear juice based on the USDA File 
code 147-A-2 (March 1988). FDA 
believed that this value may be too low 
and proposed a minimum Brix value of 
15.4° based on the Brix value of pear 
juice in the stayed canned nectar 
standard of identity (§ 14G.113). FDA 
noted the variation in the two Federal 
specifications and anticipated receipt of 
data in support of an appropriate Brix 
value for pear juice. 

Seven comments stated that the 
proposed Brix value level of 15.4° for 
pear juice is unrealistically high. A 
comment horn a university professor 
stated that it is common commercial 
practice to use a Brix value of 12.0° to 
represent single-strength pear juice. The 
comment stated that the RSK Brix 
values, which are widely applied as 
typical compositional indices for single¬ 
strength juice, list a Brix value range of 
11.18° to 13.54° and mean of 12.13° for 
pear juice. According to the comment, 
pears are high in sugar content, even 
when harvested at the green and hard, 
but full-sized, stage of maturity. It noted 

that in one university study of changes 
in sugars and acids during the ripening 
of Bartlett pears, the data showed that 
green, hard pears contain 12.0 g of 
sugars per 100 g (12 percent) which 
increases to a maximum of 13.5 percent 
and then decreases to 12.4 percent at the 
fully ripe stage. The comment also 
stated that juice is easier to express from 
the green, hard fruit, and that processors 
often prefer to press at that stage of 
maturity. The comment reported a Brix 
range of 11.7° to 14.2° for pilot-plant 
processed pear juice (three varieties, 
unripe and ripened fruit, n=8). This 
comment did not recommend a specific 
Brix value. 

One comment from a trade association 
stated that data from its members show 
that the proposed Brix value of 15.4° for 
pear juice is clearly excessive and 
recommended that the agency adopt a 
Brix value of 11.5° for pear juice from 
concentrate. According to the comment, 
the majority of pear concentrate is 
prepared from Bartlett pears. Other 
varieties may have a higher Brix, but 
they are normally marketed as fresh 
pears and have only limited use in the 
juice market. Therefore, the comment 
contended, other varieties should not be 
considered when establishing a 
minimum Brix level for pear juice from 
concentrate. 

A comment from a juice products 
distributor provided data on 
unconcentrated pear juice that it 
collected from worldwide suppliers. 
The data included yearly average Brix 
values from Australia (1960), central 
and northern Argentina (1988 to 1991), 
and the northwestern United States 
(1988 to 1991). The overall weighted 
average Brix was 12.1° and the average 
Brix values ranged from a low of 10.5° 
to a high of 13.4°, with a standard 
deviation of 0.8°. Based on these data, 
the comment recommended that FDA 
adopt the Brix value of 12.2° as the 
minimum level of single-strength pear 
juice. 

A comment from a fruit and vegetable 
processing and marketing cooperative 
stated that for the past 5 years, they 
have tested Brix levels in pear juice, and 
their results are much lower than FDA’s 
proposed Brix value. The comment 
presented a summary of the data of Brix 
analyses for the years 1986 through 
1990 (n = 2,446 measurements, mean 
Brix = 12.0°, and standard deviation = 
0.8°). Based on these data, the comment 
recommended a Brix value of 12.0° as 
the minimum Brix level of single¬ 
strength pear juice. 

One comment provided a summary of 
Brix data for more than 1,800 
measurements on pear juice samples. 
The Brix averages for the last 3 years 
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were 11.7", 11.6", and 11.7". The 
comment stated that many canners have 
been packing pears in pear juice for 
many years, and that the juice 
consistently runs between 11" and 12" 
Brix. No specific Brix level was 
suggested for the final rule. 

A comment from a firm that imports 
apple and pear juice stated that data 
obtained from its research on pear juice 
suppliers in both the Northern and 
Southern Hemisphere showed that 
concentrate is produced fiom pears 
having a maximum Brix value not 
exceeding 12.3", with a seasonal Brix 
value range of 11.3" to 12.3". The 
comment recommended adoption of a 
Brix value of 11.0" for reconstituted 
single-strength pear juice. 

One comment from a trade association 
expressed the opinion that a Brix value 
of 15.4" is too high and should be 
lowered. The comment dted a report 
showing that Brix values for unripe, 
fined Bartlett, Comice, and d’Anjou pear 
juice ranged horn 11.7" to 14.1", and 
that the majority of pear juice is 
produced from hard winter pears which 
generally average 11.0" Brix (Ref. 7). 
According to the comment, although 
some ripened Bartlett pears are juiced, 
they would have to be extremely ripe to 
approach even 15.0° Brix, and in that 
condition, they would be virtually 
impossible to press. 

roA agrees with the comments that a 
Brix of 15.4" for pear juice is too high. 
In proposing this value, which was 
based on the stayed canned nectar 
standard (§ 146.113), FDA 
acknowledged that the values had been 
challenged and specifically requested 
information on what values would be 
appropriate. NJPA’s recommended Brix 
value of 11.0" was based on the USDA 
procedure for inspection of 50 percent 
juice drinks and juice drink products 
under the Child Nutrition Labeling 
Program (USDA file code 147§ A§ 2). 
According to USDA, this Brix value was 
recognized by industry as being 
appropriate in 1980. As far as this 
agency can determine, there is no 
identifiable data base that supports the 
USDA value. 

Having reviewed the data in the 
comments, FDA concludes that the 
proposed Brix of 15.4" is not consistent 
with current commercial practice. The 
reported Brix values in the comments 
ranged from a low of 10.5" to a high of 
14.1". Industry recommendations for the 
minimum Brix value range from a low 
of 11.0" hrom a trade association to a 
high of 12.2" from a juice processor, 
with a mean recommended Brix value of 
11.7". 

FDA acknowledges that the 
information provided consistently 

points to a lower Brix value for pear 
juice than the FDA proposed value of 
15.4". As stated above, however, one 
standard deviation below the mean is 
too low and is not in the best interest 
of the consumer. In this case, most of 
the data point to a mean Brix value 
around 12". In fact, one comment 
recommended a minimum value of 
12.2", another 12", and the university 
professor observed a Brix of 12.0" in his 
research. In addition, the German RSK 
"mean” Brix value is 12.13". Use of a 
mean value of 12.0° would facilitate 
processing of pear juice which, 
according to the comments, is done 
most efficiently at the hard, green stage 
when the Brix of the juice is lower. 
Therefore, FDA is revising the minimum 
Brix for pear juice by lowering the level 
from 15.4" to 12.0". 

xiv. Pomegranate. 
In the July 2,1991, proposal, the 

agency solicited comments, as well as 
data, on any additional finits and 
vegetables whose Brix values should be 
added to the final rule (56 FR 30452 at 
30460). In response to this request, 
NJPA submitted data on the Brix value 
of pomegranate juice based on data fttim 
one of its members and suggested that 
a minimum Brix value of 16.0" be 
established as the Brix for 100 percent 
pomegranate juice. The suggestion was 
based on the firm’s production records 
for the 1988,1990, and 1991 processing 
seasons. Of the 257 samples taken 
during these seasons, the Brix values of 
samples ranged from 13.3" to 18.8°, with 
a weighted average of 15.9". NJPA stated 
that the wide range in values is related 
to early season low Brix fruit versus late 
season high Brix fixiit, varietal 
differences, and seascmal (climatic) 
variations. 

FDA notes that the comment 
requested a minimum Brix value of 
16.0° based on the firm’s analyses over 
a 3-year period. FDA has an established 
Brix for pomegranate in the standard of 
identity for firuit jelly of 18.2", expressed 
as the reciprocal by the designated 
factor of 5.5 for pomegranate 
(§ 150.140(b)(1)). This value was taken 
from data obtained before 1940 from 
authentic samples of pomegranates. 
According to USDA Handbook 8-9, 
pomegranates contain 17.17 percent 
total carbohydrate and 0.20 percent of 
fiber, or approximately 17.0 percent of 
sugars and other carbohydrate 
substances (Ref. 5). The agency 
recognizes that total carbohydrate 
content is only a rough approximation 
of the soluble solids content, and that 
other constituents of the juice may afiiect 
the rehractometer readings. 

Thus, FDA concludes that it is 
reasonable to adopt the comment’s 

suggested lower value of 16.0" for 
pomegranate juice, which was based on 
actual analyses, instead of the higher 
value of 18.2° in the standard of identity 
for fiiiit jelly. In addition, the 
information fi-om Handbook 8-9 
suggests that a value lower than 18.2 
would be more representative of the 
average Brix of pomegranate juice. 
Therefore, FDA is induding the 
suggested minimum Brix of 16.0 for 
pomegranate juice in new § 101.30(h)(1) 
as set out below. 

XV. Red raspberry juice. 
In its 1989 submission of Brix data, 

NJPA suggested a Brix value of 9.0" for 
100 percent red raspberry juice based on 
current industry practice. However, in 
evaluating the NJPA suggested value for 
red raspberry juice, FDA found that 
single-strength red raspberry juice can 
range between 5.6" and 10.7" (Ref. 3 at 
page 390). Other reports show Brix 
levels of 8.9", 11.3", and 10.8" (Ref. 3). 
Because these data (median value 10.7°) 
were not inconsistent with the Brix 
value set out in the standard of identity 
for fixiit jelly (the redprocal of the 
designated factor, 9.5, that equates to a 
Brix value of 10.5") in § 150.140, FDA 
proposed a minimum Brix value for red 
raspberry juice from concentrate of 
10.5". 

Four comments maintained that the 
proposed Brix value of 10.5° is too high 
for red raspberry juice. Two comments, 
one fi-om a food processor and one from 
a trade assodation provided data on the 
Brix level for red raspberry juice 
obtained fi-om three sources; (1) Lots of 
Pacific northwest red raspberries 
processed by the firm fitim 1985 to 1990 
(mean Brix of 10.1"; standard deviation 
= 1.0"; n = 124); (2) 1988 European 
suppliers (mean Brix of 9.7", standard 
deviation = 1.8, n = 16); and (3) 1990 
European suppliers (mean Brix = 9.4°, 
standard deviation = 1.1", n = 242). The 
comment from the food processor also 
included another compilation of seven 
average Brix values or Brix ranges 
provided by other juice suppliers firom 
four countries (Austria—2 suppliers: 
mean Brix value of 8.5" and 6.3"; 
Belgium—mean Brix of 8.8", with a 
range of 6.8 to 12.0"; Germany—Brix 
range of 7" to 8"; and United States—3 
suppliers: Brix of 9" to 9.5", 8.5", and 
8.5°). The comment also noted that the 
average RSK mean Brix value for 
raspberry juice is 8.7" with a range of 
5.3" to 13.6°. Based on these data, both 
comments recommended a minimum 
Brix value of 8.4" for red raspberry juice. 

Another comment, firom a university 
professor, requested that the mean Brix 
values for red raspberry juice obtained 
from his research be considered in 
adopting a new standard. A statistical 
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summary of the Brix values resulting 
from the study are as follows: Mean of 
9.95® (n = 41); std. dev. of 1.93®; and a 
range from 7.0® to 15.0®. The comment 
stated that if data for the underripe and 
overripe samples are excluded from the 
data base, the following summary values 
are obtained: mean of 9.50® Brix (n=26); 
standard deviation of 1.65*; and a range 
from 7.0® to 13.2®. Although the 
sampling protocol was not designed for 
the purpose of determining the "true” 
mean Brix value for single-strength red 
raspberry juice, the comment stated that 
these new data are relevant to the 
proposed regulations because the major 
commercial varieties hrom the Pacific 
Northwest and from Poland 
predominate in the sample set. Fajii- 
bearing raspberries and several unusual 
varieties such as Golden are also 
included. The comment concluded that 
the proposed Brix level of 10.5® is too 
high and suggested that the 9.5® to 9.95® 
Brix values from the current research be 
considered in adopting the new 
standard. 

One comment horn a distributor of 
100 percent fruit juice blends stated that 
the Brix value proposed by FDA for red 
raspberry fruit is incorrect and is not 
consistent with establishing a minimum 
acceptable value for a juice to be 
considered full-strength. The comment 
provided a brief summary of the Brix 
values collected from suppliers in 
northwestern United States (1990) and 
Europe (1991). It provided two average 
Brix values, 10.1* (range 9.0° to 12®) and 
8.5* (no range provided) for the United 
States and an average Brix of 8.0® and 
a range of Brix values, 7.0® to 9.0® Brix 
for Europe, resulting in an overall 
average Brix value of 9.1® with standard 
deviation of 0.7®. The comment 
recommended 9.1® as the minimum Brix 
level of single-strength (100 percent 
juice) red raspberry. 

FDA has reconsidered its proposed 
value of 10.5® Brix for red rasplwrries 
and agrees, based on the data submitted 
in the comments, that this value should 
be revised. 

FDA also notes that soluble solids 
analyses conducted by the agency in 
1964 and 1965 on hve types of authentic 
red raspberries resulted in an average 
Brix of 8.91® (range 8.13* to 10.9® Brix; 
standard deviation 0.68°) (F.ef. 14). In 
deciding to lower the proposed Brix 
value, FDA noted that most values cited 
in the comments tend to cluster between 
8.5® and 9.7® Brix. Thus. FDA concludes 
that the suggested value of 8.4® is too 
low. The agency believes that a more 
appropriate minimum Brix value would 
be 9.2®, a Brix value in the lower portion 
of the r rnge of suggested values 
provided in the comments. Accordingly, 

FDA has incorporated the value of 9.2® 
in new § 1.30(h)(1). 

xvi. Other comments on specific 
values. 

29. Several comments from the juice 
canning industry noted that FDA did 
not list any Brix values for beets, 
parsley, bell peppers, garlic, and onion. 
However, the comments did not propose 
any values or provide any information 
as to appropriate Brix values for these 
foods. 

The July 2,1991, proposal requested 
comments on. and data for, any 
additional fruits and vegetables whose 
Brix values should be added to the 
regulation. Because the comments 
provided no information or data, the 
agency is not placing these foods in the 
Brix value table. If a percentage juice 
determination is made for any fhiit or 
vegetable juice not found in the Brix 
table in the regulation, the calculation 
for percentage juice declaration is to be 
made on the basis of the soluble solids 
content of the single-strength 
(unconcentrated) juice used to produce 
such a concentrated juice. 

30. One comment proposed 
calculating the percentage juice at a Brix 
level equal to the average of the single- 
strength (unconcentrat^) juice 
produced from that fruit in the United 
States. 

Because the comment provided no 
data for the agency to review or 
evaluate, the agency cannot evaluate the 
comment's suggestion. Therefore, the 
percentage juice declaration will 
ccmtinue to be determined by using the 
Brix values in the table as revised in this 
final rule. 

31. Several comments stated that acid 
correction of the Brix value in the 
calculation of percentage juice should 
be provided for certain juices, e.g., 
cranberry, lemon, lime, and raspberry as 
is currently provided in the standards of 
identity for grapefruit and pineapple 
juice (§§146.132 and 146.185 (21 CFR 
146.185)). However, the comments 
stated that the methodology to do this 
correction at present is complex and not 
widely distributed. The comments 
suggested that Government and industry 
work together under the auspices of the 
Association of Official Analjiical 
Chemists (AOAC) to determine the 
proper reliable methodology. 

NJPA commented that the Brix values 
submitted by them in December 1989 
and May 1990 were based on the 
assumption that the refractometric 
readings of Brix values were corrected 
for acidity to obtain the total soluble 
solids. They also stated that a footnote 
should be added to the table of values 
in new§ 101.30(hMl). stating that the 
Brix value, if determined by 

refractometer, is corrected for acidity by 
the method set forth in the grapefruit 
juice standard. Another comment that 
supported the NJPA suggested Brix 
values recommended that a correction 
for acid content be applied in the Brix 
value determination for all juices, and 
that this correction be based on the 
predominant acid type inherent to the 
individual juice (e.g., corrected on a 
citric acid, malic acid, or tartaric acid 
basis). NJPA suggested that the 
predominant acid type be identified as 
part of new § 101.3o(h)(l) to provide a 
clear and consistent means for the 
determination of the Brix values. A 
comment from another trade association 
also stated that any method used to 
calculate the Brix value level of the 
juice should provide for an acidity 
correction factor in deteimining the 
actual Brix value level. 

FDA notes that the correction factors 
in the grapefruit standard are specific to 
citric acid. Yeatman, et al., developed 
two correction factors based on percent 
of citric acid to be added to the sucrose 
values obtained by the refractometer to 
yield true soluble solids and true Brix 
for grapefruit juice (Ref. 8). The data 
used to develop the correction factors 
were based on data collected by StevMis 
and Baier (Ref. 9) for citric acid content 
in citrus juice products. There are other 
predominant acids in fruit juices, but 
data, similar to that for citric acid, 
would have to be collected for these 
other fruit acids before a correction 
factor could bo established. 

Consequently, the above suggestions 
are not workable because these 
correction factors are applicable only to 
citric acid. 

FDA notes that NJPA’s list of Brix 
values cited references that predate the 
1976 date of the Yeatman publication on 
the citric add correction factors. In 
addition, Brix values for the fruit butter 
and fruit jelly standards were proposed 
in September 1940, and the fruit nectars 
standard was stayed in 1968. Thus, FDA 
does not believe that all of the proposed 
Brix values would have been corrected 
for acidity. The suggestion of a joint 
Government and industry effort to 
determine reliable methodology will be 
considered. Until acid correction factors 
are established for other juices, FDA 
will use the Brix values as specified in 
new § 101,30(h)(l). 

32. One comment mentioned that 
FDA had not addressed the need for 
temperature correction when 
determining the percent soluble solids 
by refractometer. 

FDA disagrees with this comment. 
The cited method of analysis (56 FR 
36452 at 30458), published by AOAC, 
for determining the percent soluble 
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solids by refractometer includes a 
temperature correction (AOAC Official 
Methods of Analysis, 15th ed.. 1990, 
sections 976.20 and 983.17). 

33. Some comments stated that a "100 
percent juice" claim should mean that 
only juice is present, and that no 
preservatives or other ingredients have 
been added. On the other hand, one 
comment stated that the percentage 
juice calculation should be a function of 
total juice solids in the final product, 
and that any added ascorbic acid, 
natural flavors, and acidulents should 
be treated as ingredients that do not 
affect the 100 percent juice claim as 
long as there are sufficient juice solids 
present to substantiate the juice content 
declaration. Another comment asked 
whether the Brix measurement included 
salt added to vegetable juices. It 
requested clarification as to whether 
adding salt to a 100 percent juice would 
prohibit declaration of the juice as 100 
percents 

The juice content declaration is based 
on the percent by volume of single¬ 
strength (100 percent) juice in the 
product. It is intended to provide 
information on whether a juice is 
diluted and if so, by how much. For 
example, a declaration of 10 percent 
juice means one part juice plus nine 
parts water, 50 percent juice means 1 
part juice plus 1 part water, and 100 
percent juice means 1 part juice and no 
water. 

Further, the agency recognizes that 
certain ingredients, such as salt, are 
used to affect flavor, and that others 
may be added, for example, as nutrients 
or as preservatives. In most instances, 
these additives, excluding bulky 
ingredients such as carbohydrate 
sweeteners, are not added in volumes 
significant enough to result in a 
diminution of the juice’s soluble solids 
content and therefore do not affect the 
percent juice calculation. The juice 
products in the beverage must contain 
sufficient juic% soluble solids to meet 
the minimum Brix level for 100 percent 
jiuce where established by regulation, 
!)efore the addition of any non-juice 
ingredients, where such requirements 
have been established. For example, 
under the standard of identity for 
grapefruit juice, when the juice product 
is made from concentrate, and liquid 
sweeteners are added, the Brix value of 
the juice must comply with the required 
Brix of 10° (and corrected for acidity) 
exclusive of any added sweetener. 

The agency believes that limiting the 
100 percent juice declaration to juice 
beverages that contain no additives, 
such as vitamin C would discourage 
some manufacturers from producing 

beverages that contain such useful 
added ingredients. 

However, FDA agrees that it is 
necessary to clarify the issue of a 100 
percent juice declaration on a product 
ti)at includes.non-juice ingredients 
because it may be interpreted by some 
to mean the beverage contains juice and 
no other ingredients. The agency has 
advised repeatedly for a number of years 
that an unqualified 100 percent juice 
declaration on the principal display 
panel is misleading when the juice also 
contains non-juice ingredients (Ref. 16). 
The agency believes that the industry is 
already in substantial compliance with 
this policy. Particularly for a beverage 
made from only one fruit or vegetable 
juice, the “100% juice” declaration 
introduces a precision to the description 
of the product that can result in the 
consumer concluding that the juice is 
the only ingredient. Because an 
ingredient statement is required only if 
a product contains two or more 
ingredients the consumer would not 
likely look for an ingredient statement 
under these circumstances. A 100 
percent juice declaration appearing on 
the information panel is not likely to 
similarly mislead the consumer because 
it is in reasonable proximity to the 
ingredient statement, so that it will be 
read by the ordinary consumer in 
conjunction with that statement under 
normal conditions of purchase. 
Similarly, if there is no information 
panel, and the principal display panel 
bears an ingredient statement, a 100 
percent juice declaration would not 
likely be misleading. In addition, the 
agency recognizes that some of these 
products declare the presence of the 
non-juice ingredients as part of the 
statement of identity (e.g., "prune juice 
with added vitamin C”). 

Accordingly, FDA is requiring in 
§ 101.30(b)(3) that for those products 
that do not declare the presence of the 
non-juic» ingredient in the statement of 
identity, when a "100% juice" 
declaration appears on a panel of a juice 
beverage that does not also bear the 
ingredient statement, and the product 
contains a non-juice ingredient, the 100 
percent juice declaration shall be 
accompanied by the qualifying phrase 
“with added-,” the blank 
filled in with the generic term 
“ingredient” or a term such as 
"preservative” or "sweetener.” For 
example, a beverage blend rxmtaining 
100 percent juice with an added 
sweetener in any or all the juices would 
bear the phrase “100% juice with added 
sweetener” when the declaration 
appears on a panel that does not also 
bear the ingr^ient statement. 

Therefore, the agency is not granting 
the comments* request but is permitting 
a qualified 100 percent juice declaration 
on the principal display panel of 100 
percent juice beverages that contain 
non-juice ingredients that do not 
significantly alfect product volume, 
such as preservatives, provided that 
these ingredients do not result in a 
diminution of the juice soluble solids 
content or otherwise adulterate the 
beverage. 

The agency advises that in this 
discussion, it is not evaluating the 
appropriateness of any of these low 
volume ingredients for addition to 
specific juices. Determinations of 
whether a substance is suitable an 
ingredient in a food are beyond the ’ 
scope of this rulemaking. This 
discussion addresses only the efiect on 
the declaration of 100 percent juice of 
the presence of suitable ingredients that 
do not have a significant effect on 
product volume. Further, FDA advises 
that the presence of such ingredients in 
these beverages may. require specific 
label declaration. 

2. Juice Not From Concentrate 

FDA proposed in § 101.30(k), 
(redesignated as new § 101.30(i)) that 
juices expressed directly from a firuit or 
vegetable, i.e., not concentrated and 
reconstituted, be considered to be 100 
percent juice and be declared as "100 
percent juice.” Likewise, the percentage 
of expressed juice, and not Brix level, is 
to be used in calculating the percentage 
of juice in diluted juice beverages made 
directly from expressed juice. 'Therefore, 
FDA proposed In § 101.30(1) 
(redesignated as new § 101.30(j)) to 
require that calculations of the 
percentage of juice in a juice beverage 
made directly from expressed juice (not 
from concentrate) be based on the 
percentage of the expressed juice in the 
product computed on a volume/volume 
basis. 

34. One comment stated (hat 
expressed juice products should not be 
excluded from the Brix method of 
calculating percentage juice. The 
comment expressed concern that if 
manufacturers were not required to 
meet a specified Brix level, some might 
dilute high solids content expressed 
juice with water to a lower Brix level 
and sell the product as full-strength (100 
percent) juice. 

As FDA stated in the July 2,1991, 
proposal, diluting express^ juice to a 
lower Brix level but still calling it 100 
percent juice would constitute 
adulteration and misbranding. Such a 
product would be misbranded under 
section 403(a) of the act because its 
labeling would be false and misleading 

I 
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in that it failed to reveal the material 
fact that the juice was diluted. It would 
also be adulterated under section 402(b) 
of the act (21 U.S.C. 342(b)) because it 
had been diluted with water. 

The agency discussed in the July 2. 
1991, proposal that it was necessary to 
exclude expressed juices from the 
requirement for a single Brix level 
bemuse such a provision would result 
in high solid content juice being diluted 
to the standard Brix level (56 FR 30452 
at 30460). FDA stated that such dilution 
was not adceptable, and that expressed 
juice had to ^ declared as 100 percent 
with the solids content of the juice as 
expressed. The agency believes that the 
adulteration and misbranding 
provisions cited above will deter 
manufacturers from diluting expressed 
juice with water. Thus, FDA concludes 
that the concerns expressed in the 
comment are unfounded. Accordingly, 
as proposed. § 101.30(i) and (j) exclude 
expressed juice from the provision that 
percent of juice is to be calculated using 
specified Brix levels. 

35. Another comment expressed 
concern that allowing expressed juice to 
have a different Brix value than juice of 
the same fruit made from concentrate 
could lead to organoleptic as well as 
nutritional inconsistencies in the 
product. 

The agency recognizes that 
organoleptic as well as nutritional 
inconsistencies may be created by 
requiring that manufacturers of juice 
products that consist solely of expressed 
juice base their calculation of the juice 
content of the product on the juice as 
expressed rather than on a Brix level. 
The agency has concluded that Brix 
values are the best standardized criteria 
for calculating percentage of juice from 
concentrate primarily because of the 
industry practice of commingling large 
quantities of concentrated fruit juice, 
often from foreign sources, with 
differing and possibly unknown soluble 
solids values. 

However, because the actual 
percentage of the source expressed juice 
is known, the percentage of expressed 
juice, and not Brix level, must be used 
in calculating the percentage of juice in 
full-strength and in diluted juice 
products made directly from expressed 
juice. Additionally, because the Brix 
levels of expressed juice from the same 
fruit or vegetable grown in different 
regions may vary within a large range, 
e.g., the Brix value for expressed apple 
juice ranges from 9° to 14®, it would be 
economically unfair to penalize 
producers of expressed juice from fruit 
or vegetables grown in regions that have 
a lower Brix value by not allowing them 
to declare 100 percent fruit or vegetable 

juice, when in fact the juice was directly 
expressed from the firuit or vegetable as 
it occurred in nature. 

Also, FDA finds that consumers will 
not be misled by the differences 
between juices made from concentrate 
and expressed juices. While consumers 
expect juice from concentrate to be 
processed into a uniform product, they 
understand that expressed juice may 
vary because of variation in the fruit. 
For example, a particular brand of 
frozen concentrated orange juice will 
taste a the same from purchase to 
purchase, but fresh squeezed, home 
prepared orange juice will vary in 
sweetness and taste, depending on the 
maturity and quality of the oranges used 
to prepare the juice. 

Therefore, the agency is finalizing the 
provision that juices expressed directly 
from fruits or vegetables be considered 
100 percent juice. 

36. One comment stated that the 
proposed method of calculating the 
juice content based on the Brix value 
was not applicable to blends of full- 
strength juice and concentrated juice 
because the total amount of juice in the 
product may be greater than 100 
percent. The comment suggested that 
the final rule be amended to state that 
the Brix values are to be used for 
labeling purposes only when the 
product is a single juice beverage that is 
derived from concentrate. 

FDA acknowledges that the total 
soluble solids content exceeds the 
minimum level necessary to declare that 
the juice is full-strength (100 percent) 
when concentrates are blended with 
single-strength juices. FDA does not 
intend that these products be exempt 
from declaration of the percent of juice. 
The agency recognizes that strongly 
flavored juice concentrates may be 
blended with single-strength juices to 
provide flavor and color in blended 
juice products. As a result, the total 
level of juice soluble solids in the blend 
will be greater than the total of such 
juices if the concentrate were diluted to 
single-strength before its use in the 
blend. In such cases, unless the blended 
juice is to be further diluted by the 
consumer, FDA considers a declaration 
of more than 100 percent juice to be 
misleading. Thus, the juice should be 
labeled as 100 percent juice. The agency 
has no objection to manufacturers 
making a truthful statement on the label 
concerning the actual level of juice 
soluble solids contained in the blend 
provided that it is made in a manner 
that is not misleading to consumers. 

37. Several comments requested that 
the fruit component of nectars not be 
required to be declared as percent of 
fruit juice. They stated that pulp and 

puree are the fhiit ingredients in 
nectars, not fruit juice. Comments 
suggested alternate fruit content 
declarations, such as “apricot nectar— 
contains 45 percent apricot pulp" or 
"-percent fmit + juice." 
The comments expressed concern that 
consumers might be confused by a 
declaration, for example, of 100 percent 
juice on a beverage in which only two 
of the ingredients are declared as juice 
while the other two ingredients are 
declared as fruit puree. 

The agency acknowledges that there is 
generally more ftiiit or vegetable fiber or 
pulp present in nectars than in juice, 
which is otherwise processed, clarified, 
or filtered. However, the Brix values 
listed in the July 2,1991, proposal were 
calculated to take into consideration 
that some of the starting materials may 
be puree or pulp, e.g., banana, papaya, 
or guava. Further, many comments 
expressed support for the agency’s 
position that standardized criteria are 
needed to facilitate consistency in 
calculating percentage of juice. The Brix 
concept for percent juice calculation, 
while not without limitations, is a 
standardized criterion and provides a 
consistent and equitable frame of 
reference for manufacturers in 
determining percent juice in beverages 
derived from concentrates. The agency 
is unaware of a comparable 
standardi2*d criterion for fruit content 
as opposed to fruit juice content. 
Therefore, FDA rejects the suggested 
alternative percent fruit content 
declaration or declarations such as 
"contains 45 percent apricot pulp” or 
“-percent fruit + juice” in 
lieu of the prescribed percentage juice 
content declaration based on Brix for 
nectars. However, the agency does not 
object to voluntary disclosure of such 
fruit component information provided 
that it is factual. These comments did 
not provide alternative standardized 
criteria for consistently determining 
fruit content in nectars or purees by 
them.selves and in combination with 
other fruit juice in beverages as oppo.sed 
to fruit juice content based on Brix 
values. 

F. Modified Juice 

The agency proposed in § 101.30(m) 
(redesignated as new § 101.30(k)) that if 
major modifications (i.e., changes in the 
color, taste, or other organoleptic 
properties) are made to a juice to the 
extent that the original juice is not 
recognizable, or if its nutrienj profile 
has been diminished, then the juice may 
not be included in the total juice 
percentage declaration. However, in the 
July 2,1991, proposal, FDA pointed out 
that it is appropriate to include in the 
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total percentage juice declaration juices 
with minor modifications, such as acid- 
reduced orange juice, that are easily 
recognizable to consumers (56 FR 30452 
at 30461). 

38. One comment suggested that the 
industry work with FDA to develop 
information and data that will provide 
normal ranges for the constituents in 
juice, such as minerals, acids, and 
sugars. Such data would be used to 
determine at what point in the process 
modification of the juice is beyond the 
normal range of these constituents. 
According to the comment, a project has 
been initiated to develop these 
parameters for apple juice obtained from 
sources throughout the world. 
Additional juices are to be added to the 
project in the future. 

FDA is aware of this information 
development project and is providing 
guidance as to the kind of information 
that would be useful in making agency 
decisions. The agency encourages 
industry to develop data bases that 
would be helpful in establishing 
reasonable guidelines for juices, in 
particular, the levels and types of 
nutrients, ranges for these levels, and 
effects of processing on nutrient 
content. Such data bases would 
facilitate decisions that promote fairness 
to both consumers and the industry. 

39. Several comments expressed 
concern that the description of major 
modifications in § 101.30(k) would not 
be interpreted appropriately. One 
comment stated that if the phrasing “if 
its nutrient profile has been 
diminished” is strictly interpreted, juice 
made from concentrate would be 
excluded from the juice content 
declaration. The comment explained 
that there is some difference in nutrient 
content in any juice that is filtered and 
concentrated. Some comments stated 
that the language of § 101.30(k) should 
be clarified by adding: “at the time 
processing is complete” after 
“recognizable;” and “to a level below 
the naturally occurring nutritional range 
for the juice” after "diminished,” so that 
minor modifications of juices do not 
preclude the juice from being included 
in the percentage juice calculation and 
declaration. They cited as examples of 
such minor changes acid adjustments 
and removal of naringin from navel 
oranges to facilitate production of a 
more uniform product. 

The agency agrees with the comments 
and is clarifying the provision because 
it was intended to address significant 
modifications of organoleptic-properties 
and significant modifications of 
nutritional values. Significant 
modifications in organoleptic properties 
would include removal of the typical 

color, taste or flavor, or aroma such that 
the juice is no longer recognizable as the 
typical juice of the fruit or vegetable. In 
the case of nutrient content of modified 
juices, significant nutritional 
modifications would include decreases 
in the content of any essential nutrient 
that is present in a measurable amount 
(excluding fat or calories), i.e., present 
at a level of 2 percent or more of the 
Reference Daily Intake (RDI) for any 
vitamin or mineral listed under 
§ 101.9(c)(7)(iv). However, FDA 
recognizes that some nutrient losses can 
be expected as a result of heat treatment, 
filtration, and clarification used to make 
the modified juice product. FDA expects 
that such losses would be minor, and 
that the resulting modified juices will 
provide levels of essential nutrients 
comparable to the naturally occurring 
nutritional range published in 
recognized data bases, such as the 
USDA Handbooks on Food Composition 
(Refs. 5 and 6), for the unmodified juice 
product. 

The agency is adopting the suggested 
changes to the regulation with one 
exception. It believes that the term 
“normal nutrient range” is more 
appropriate than “naturally occurring 
nutritional range.” As stat^ in the 
comment, the naturally occurring 
nutrient range, i.e., nutrient levels in 
expressed juice, may be slightly 
different from the range of nutrients 
normally present in juice that has been 
processed, for example, filtered and 
concentrated. FDA believes these 
differences should be taken into account 
in determining which changes in a juice 
constitute major modifications. 

Accordingly, FDA has revised new 
§ 101.30(k) by adding the phrase “at the 
time processing is complete” after 
“recognizable” and the phrase “to a 
level below the normal nutrient range 
for the juice” after “diminished,” to 
specify that comparisons of the 
organoleptic properties of the original 
juice and the modified juice will bo 
made “at the time processing is 
complete” and to specify that the 
nutritional profile mu.st not be 
diminished “to a level below the normal 
nutrient range.” 

40. Some comments requested 
clarification of how the percentage juice 
content of dehydrated juices should be 
determined. One requested that 
dehydrated fruit and vegetable powders 
be treated similarly to froit and 
vegetable juic» concentrates, i.e., based 
on the Brix value, and therefore, the 
percent of juice should be based on the 
soluble solids content of the rehydrated 
product. 

Another comment questioned the 
status of dry drink mixes which are 

prepared from spray dried juices that 
have not been modified in any way 
other than that the water has been 
largely removed. The comment 
expressed the opinion that when these 
products are properly reconstituted, 
they should be considered to be a jiiice. 

FDA is not providing for the 
declaration of the percent of juice from 
dehydrated ftxtit or vegetable juices. At 
this time, the agency does not have 
information on the manufacture of such 
products or on the properties of the 
finished products with which to 
determine whether dehydration is a 
minor modification that does not 
significantly change the juice. The 
agency believes that many dehydrated 
juices may contain ingredients other 
than simply juice solids. Maltodextrins 
are often added to prevent stickiness 
during juice drying operations. Fruit 
essence or flavors may be added to 
compensate for volatile flavor 
components lost during processing. 
However, according to the literature, 
processes are being developed in which 
juices may be dehydrated without the 
addition of additives such as 
maltodextrins or glucose syrups (Ref. 
15). 

The agency requests information on 
how the specific dehydrated juices are 
made, so ^at it can determine 
appropriate means of labeling 
dehydrated juice products in juice 
beverages. Until such time as FDA can 
establish rules governing the declaration 
of dehydrated juices in juice beverages, 
it will evaluate the labeling of such 
dehydrated products on a case-by-case 
basis to determine if it is misleading. 
However, FDA advises that in the 
meantime, any declaration of percent of 
juice made on a rehydrated juice should 
be based on the fi‘uit or vegetable solids 
before any other soluble substances are 
added to the product. 

41. One comment stated that it is 
possible to remove some or most of the 
sugar fi-om a juice and not otherwise 
change the nutrient profile of the juice. 
The comment stated that, with an 
alternative sweetener, the product will 
have the color, taste, and other 
organoleptic properties consumers 
associate with the original juice. The 
reduced-sugars juice will have levels of 
ascorbic acid, citric acid, and minerals 
that are equivalent to those of the 
standard juice. The comment 
maintained that an alternate method to 
the Brix calculation will have to be used 
in calculating juif» content for such 
products. Thus, the comment suggested 
that the regulation recognize this 
possibility and p>ermit manufacturers to 
use an alternative method to calculate 
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the juice content, provided they have 
data to substantiate the method. 

FDA recognizes that current 
technology is such that sugars or other 
components may be removed from juice. 
The agency recognizes that the 
reduction of sugars from a juice or a 
standardized juice, and the subsequent 
sweetening of the juice with a sweetener 
that provides an insignificant amount of 
calories, results in a modified juice. If 
the juice is a standardized juice, e.g., 
orange juice, that has been reduced in 
sugars so that it qualifies for use of a 
nutrient content claim and complies in 
all other aspects to new § 130.10, then 
the product is a food defined by new 
§ 130.10 and must be labeled 
accordingly. The actual name of the 
food will depend on its nutrient 
content. Similarly, if the original juice is 
not a standardized juice, it may qualify 
to bear a nutrient content claim defined 
in part 101. 

However, as stated above, when 
sugars are removed, the resulting 
product is a modified juice and not 
juice. Therefore, like other modified 
juices, it cannot be included in 
c.alculating the percent juice in the 
product. 

111. Common or Usual Name Regulation 

The 1990 amendments require that 
the percentage juice declaration for fruit 
or vegetable juice beverages be on the 
information panel of the label. 
Accordingly, FDA proposed to delete 
from the common or usual name 
regulation for diluted fioiit or vegetable 
juice beverages (§ 102.33) the provisions 
that deal with percentage juice 
declaration as a part of the name of the 
product and to amend the regulation to 
pertain only to how these beverages 
should be named. The agency also 
proposed changes in the provisions for 
naming diluted juice beverages. The 
proposed regulation included a 
requirement that the name of a beverage 
that contains juice but that is less than 
100 percent juice include a qualifying 
term like “beverage,” “cocktail,” or 
“drink.” to indicate that the product is 
not 100 percent juice. In addition, the 
agency requesteci comment on whether 
the term “diluted” should be required 
for these products. Further, the 
proposed regulation addressed such 
issues as how individual juices in a 
multiple-juice beverage should be 
declared, and how modified juices 
should be declared. 

42. One comment requested 
clarification of the applicability of 
§ 102.33. It noted that there were 
differences in phrasing in proposed 
§ 102.33(a). (b). and (c) with respect to 
the products covered. It said that in 

§ 102.33(a), FDA addressed diluted juice 
beverages by saying. • beverage 
that contains less than 100 percent and 
more than 0 percent fruit or vegetable 
juice.” On the other hand, in § 102.33(b) 
the product is described as a “diluted, 
multiple-juice beverage or blend of 
single-strength juices,” and in 
§ 102.33(c). as a “multiple-juice 
beverage or blend of single-strength 
juices * * *” The corhment stated that 
it was clear that § 102.33(a) applies to 
dilute beverages and does not apply to 
nondilute beverages, but that it was not 
clear whether both § 102.33(b) and (c) 
apply to dilute and nondilute beverages, 
or whether § 102.33(c) applies only to 
nondilute beverages. 

The agency advises that the difference 
in phrasing in § 102.33(b) and (c) was 
inadvertent. Both provisions are 
intended to apply to both dilute and 
nondilute beverages. Accordingly, 
§ 102.33(c) has been revised to refer to 
a “diluted multiple-juice beverage or 
blend of single-strength juices.” 

A. Identity of Diluted Juice Beverages 

The agency proposed in § 102.33(a) 
that if a product contains less than 100 
percent juice and uses the word “juice” 
in the common or usual name, then the 
word “juice” must be qualified by a 
term that indicates dilution, such as 
“beverage,” “cocktail,” or “drink,” 
appropriate to advise the consumer that 
the product is less than 100 percent 
juice. In addition, FDA requested 
comments on whether the term 
“diluted,” or a similar term, should be 
required as part of the common or usual 
name for juices that are less than full- 
strength (100 percent) juice. 

43. Several comments supported the 
July 2,1991, proposal to qualify the 
term “juice” on products containing less 
than 1080 percent juice, and none 
objected. However, the majority of 
comments addressing the issue objected 
to a requirement for the term “diluted” 
in the name of beverages containing less 
than 100 percent juice. The comments 
stated that the term would give 
consumers the impression that the 
product was “watered down.” On the 
other hand, several comments expressed 
the belief that the term “diluted” should 
be used. Alternatively, these comments 
suggested that if the term “diluted” is 
not used, a declaration of the total 
percent of juice should appear on the 
principal display panel if the beverage 
is not 100 percent juice. 

The comments requesting that the 
term “diluted” be required did not 
provide information to demon.strate that 
such a declaration was needed or would 
be useful to the consumer. 
Consequently, the agency has no 

grounds on which to base such a 
requirement at this time. Therefore, in 
accord with most of the relevant 
comments, while requiring use of a term 
that indicates dilution, FDA is not 
requiring that the term “diluted” be 
included in the name of juice products 
that contain less than 100 percent juice 
and is adopting § 102.33(a) as proposed. 

Further, the agency disagrees with the 
alternative suggestion to require total 
percent juice declaration on the 
principal display panel of the juice 
beverage if it is not 100 percent juice 
and does not bear the term “diluted.” 
Percentage juice is required to be 
declared on the information panel, and, 
as discussed in comment 12 of this 
document, the agency does not have an 
appropriate legal basis for requiring an 
additional percentage juice declaration 
on the principal display panel. 

44. One comment stated that soft 
drinks (sodas) that purport to contain 
real fruit juice should have a common 
or usual name such as "imitation grape 
drink.” This comment said that such a 
name is applicable when a product 
named “grape soda” bears vignettes or 
words indicating the presence of grape 
juice. 

The agency disagrees. Under 
§ 101.3(e), a food is an imitation if it is 
a substitute for, and resembles another 
food, and is nutritionally inferior to that 
food. However, if the food is not 
nutritionally inferior to the food for 
which it substitutes, it is permitted to be 
labeled descriptively and need not bear 
the term “imitation.” 

The requirements for labeling a 
beverage as an imitation are not evoked 
by use of vignettes or words suggesting 
that grape juice is present. These 
vignettes or words would, however, 
make the beverage subject to the 
requirements in § 101.30 for declaration 
of juice content. The agency finds that 
such a product with a percent of juice 
declaration would be informatively 
labeled and would not be misleading. 
Accordingly, FDA is not requiring 
beverages which purport to contain fruit 
juice to be labeled “imitation” unless 
the criteria in § 101.3(e) are met. 

B. Identity of Multiple-Juice Beverages 

FDA proposed to require in 
§ 102.33(b) that if a product is a diluted, 
multiple-juice beverage or a blend of 
single-strength juices and declares, 
names, implies, or represents on the 
label, other than in the ingredient 
statement, one or more of the individual 
juices (represented juices), then the 
names of the represented juices must he 
included in the common or usual name 
in descending order of predominance by 
volume, unless the cotr mon or usual 
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name spedHcally shows that the juice 
with the represented flavor is used as a 
flavor (e.g., raspberry-flavored apple and 
pear juice drink). 

In the July 2,1991, proposal, the 
agency noted that blends or mixtures of 
several juices, with one or two juices 
present in only minor amounts giving 
them flavor, are difflcult to label (56 FR 
30452 at 30462). Therefore, FDA did not 
propose an exact labeling format for 
such products. The agency proposed in 
§ 102.33(c) that if a diluted multiple- 
juice beverage or blend contains a 
represented juice and one or more that 
are not represented, i.e., not named or 
implied through words or vignettes 
other than in the ingredient statement, 
then the common or usual name for the 
product must state that the 
nonrepresented juices are present (e.g., 
"Raspcranberry: raspberry and 
cranberry juice in a blend of two other 
fruit juices”). 

45. Ck)mments addressing the issue of 
which juices should be declared in the 
common or usual name when more than 
one juice is present in the product were 
markedly different. Some comments 
asserted that all juices (represented and 
nonrepresented) should be included in 
the common or usual name because 
consumers may be confused when the 
common or usual name reflects certain 
juices and the ingredient statement 
declares additional juices. One of these 
comments disagreed with FDA's 
proposed position that it was 
appropriate to exclude from the category 
of represented juices (and consequently 
from the requirement for declaration in 
the name) those juices whose presence 
in the product is disclo.sed only in the 
ingredient statement. The comment 
stated that the agency had offered no 
legal justification for this position. The 
comment provided no justification for 
its position that the presumption should 
be that juices declared only in the 
ingredient list are “represented.” 

Other comments stated that it would 
be unreasonably cumbersome for 
products that include many juices to list 

I them all in the statement of identity. 
I They said that the combination of a 
[ truthful, descriptive statement of 

identity, the ingredient list, the 
I percentage total juice declaration and, 
I optionally, a vignette would provide 
! enough information about the juices 
I present. 

The first comments are not 
I persuasive. The agency stated in the 

July 2,1991, proposal that because all 
ingredients of a product must be 
declared in the ingredient statement, if 
the criteria for what is a “represented 
juice” included being listed anywhere 
on the label, all juices would'be 

considered to be represented (56 FR 
30452 at 30456). FDA stated that it was 
more appropriate to exclude juices 
listed only in the ingredient statement 
from the category of represented juices, 
so that a distinction can be made 
between tho^ juices represented as 
being present in the prc^uct, through 
word or vignette, and those not so 
represented. The comment did not 
provide any information that would 
justify different position. 

The basis for tne agency’s position is 
provided by the basic principles for 
common or usual names in § 102.5. It is 
not necessary to list all juices in the 
name of a beverage to adequately 
describe the product. The basic nature 
of the product can be described in 
various ways, e.g., as a blend of five 
juices, with a declaration of the name of 
the juice or juices that provide the 
characterizing flavor, as long as it is 
clear from the name that other juices are 
present. Under sections 201(n) and 
403(a) of the act, the name of the food 
must not omit any material facts. The 
names of all the juices in the five-juice 
beverage example, however, are not 
necessarily material facts in this 
context. Consequently, FDA concludes 
that its position that a juice whose 
presence in the product is disclosed 
only in the ingredient list of a beverage 
product is not a “represented” juice is 
appropriate and consistent with the act. 

The agency also concludes that it is 
not necessary to require that each juice 
in a beverage be named to ensure that 
the label is not be misleading. As 
discussed in the response to comment 
10 of this document and in response to 
subsequent comments, there are several 
ways in which a multiple-juice beverage 
can be appropriately labeled. For 
example, for a product containing apple, 
grape, raspberry, and cranberry juice, 
the names “Raspberry and cranberry 
flavored juice beverage in a blend of two 
other juices” or “Raspcranberry; 
Raspberry and cranberry juice beverage, 
10 to 15 percent cranberry juice and 3 
to 8 percent raspberry juice” would be 
acceptable under the act. 

However, while FDA is not requiring 
that each juice in a beverage be declared 
in the name of the product, it 
encourages such declarations. They may 
provide useful information for the 
consumer, provided that the declaration 
does not misrepresent the contribution 
of any individual juice to the product. 

46. One comment suggestea that for a 
multiple-juice beverage, the principal 
display panel should display by words, 
vignette, or other means each juice 
ingredient or the number of juices in the 
beverage. It stated that such a 
requirement would remove the need to 

distinguish between represented and 
nonrepresented juices and would assure 
clarity and uniformity in labeling. 

The agency agrees that such laMling 
would informative and encourages 
manufacturers to identify on the 
principal display panel each juice 
ingredient or the number of juices in the 
beverage. FDA is not convinced that it 
is necessary or appropriate to limit label 
declarations for all multiple-juice 
beverages to those described in this 
comment because there are other ways 
to adequately name these beverages. The 
agency has provided in response to 
other comments in this document, 
examples of other nonmisleading ways 
to name a multiple-juice beverage. 
Consequently, HDA is not adopting the 
requested reouirement. 

47. A numoer of comments objected 
to the requirement in proposed 
§ 102.33(b) that each juice represented 
on the label be named in the statement 
of identity in descending order of 
predominance by volume. Some 
suggested that where all juices in a 
multiple-juice beverage are depicted in 
a vignette, naming all those juices in the 
common or usual name would not 
provide significant benefit to the 
consumers. They said that instead, 
naming all such represented juices 
would require excessive ld!)el space. A 
number of comments stated that in 
those instances where a blended juice 
product includes a juice that imparts the 
predominant flavor but that does not 
predominate by volume, the declaration 
of the name of the prominent or 
characterizing juice flavor should be 
made first, rather than being declared in 
order of predominance by volume, 
because the consumer needs to know 
the flavor to be expected in the product. 

The agency has evaluated these 
comments and others discussed below 
and is revising the provisions of new 
§ 102.33(b) so that it does not require 
declaration of all represented juices in 
the common or usual name of the 
beverage. Consistent with the approach 
discussed in response to comment 10 of 
this document, FDA concludes that 
while beverage labels are clearly 
misleading if they misrepresent the 
contribution of one or more individual 
juices to the nature of the product, not 
all multiple-juice beverage labels that 
bear representations of individual juices 
misrepresent their contribution to the 
total product. For example, a vignette 
that depicts all the fruits or vegetables 
in the product may not misrepresent the 
contribution of an individual juice to 
the nature of the product. Accordingly, 
the agency has revised new § 102.33(b) 
to clarify that all represented juices 
need not be named, in addidcn, FDA I > 
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retainii^ the provision that juices that 
are declared In the name must be in 
descending order of predominance by 
volume unless the name specifically 
shows that the juice with the 
represented flavor is used as a flavor 
(e.g.. raspberry-flavored apple and pear 
juice dcihk). The name of the 
characterizing juice may therefore be 
declared first althoiagh it is not the most 
predominant juice. I^wever, as 
discussed below, this provision does not 
relieve the manufacturer of the 
obligation to label the product In a 
truthful and nonmisleading manner. 
The agency believes that this revision of 
new S 102.33 along with the others 
discussed below are adequate to prevent 
misleading labels on multiple-juice 
bevec^es. 

48. ^veral comments supported 
proposed Slfl3.33lcl, which stales that 
when the represented juice is not the 
only juice present, the common or usual 
name of a multiple-juice beverage 
should reflect that fact. No comments 
objected. The agency is therefore 
retaining fli'is provision. However, given 
other charges in the final regulation. 
FDA has used a diflerent example to 
illustrate the requicement, so that there 
will not be con^sion as to the 
completeness nf the name provided in 
the exaiiq[)le. 

49. One comment noted the 
requirement inSl01.22ti) that the term 
“flavor” <«■ “flavored*’ accompany the 
name of certain foods containing added 
flavors. The comment requested that 
juice products labeled as *’- 
flavor” be exempt from common or 
usual name requirements in proposed 
§ 102.33. it requested clarificatien with 
respect to naming a diluted juice 
product containing three juices 
(cranberry, grape, and lemon) and a 
juice flavor (cranberry flavor). This 
comment stated that § 101.22(i)(l)(iii) 
requires such a product to be labeled as 
“cranberry flavor,*’ however the 
proposed regidalions in §102.33 require 
the statement; “in a blend of- 
other juices." The coounent stated that 
requiring this statement is not 
reasonable because the term “cranberry 
flavor” adequately informs the 
consumer in accordance with § 101.22, 
and the percent total juice and percent 
cranberry juice would be on the 
information panel. 

Ibe agency advises that an acceptable 
description of The product described in 
the comment would be "cranberry 
flavored juice in a blend of two other 
juices.** Anothei adequately descriptive 
term would be “cranberry juice in a 
blend of two other juices, wttb added 
cranberry flavor *The agency has not 
.specified the precise wording that must 

be used as tlie name of suidi a beverage. 
However, both §§ 101.22 and 102.33 are 
intended to ensure that the label 
communicates essential information to 
consumers. These provisions are 
intended to provide manufacturers with 
flexibility for labeling products while 
providing consumers with information 
that they need to determine the nature 
of the product. *rbe agency concludes 
that both kinds of label information 
discussed here are essential to 
adequately describe the nature of the 
product. One type of information 
informs the consumer when flavoring 
substances have been added to the 
product. The other type describes other 
aspects of the basic nature of the 
product. Thus, FDA is not making the 
requested revision. 

in addition, the suggestion in the 
comment included mandatory 
declaration of the percent of cranberry 
juice in addition to percent of total 
juice. As discussed in comment 10 of 
this document, declaration of 
percentage of individual juices 
represented on the label is not required 
as.a part of the juice content declaration 
under this final rule. Therefore, not all 
the label information discussed in the 
comment’s alternative approach will be 
required on the product. 

50. Some comments that objected to 
mandatory declaration of the percentage 
of each individual juice represented on 
the label of a multiple-juice beverage 
suggested alternatives in the form of 
labeling schemes centered around the 
common or usual name of the product 
that they said would adequately 
describe multiple-juice beverages. These 
label schemes included statements of 
identity that: name the characterizing 
juice where needed to provide 
information on taste or flavor of the 
product: where appropriate, declare that 
the product was prepared from 
concentrate; and include terminology 
like “blended" or “blend of juices” to 
convey the multiplicity of juice 
ingredients. In addition, declaration of 
the presence of added flavors in 
accordance with §101.22(i) would be 
required. The comments said that this 
information, together with the 
percentage of total juice and declaration 
in the ingredient list of aU juices (or 
juice concentrates) in descending order 
of predominance by weight, would 
provide the consumer with sufficient 
information to make a product selection. 

The agency agrees that the labeling 
schemes suggested by the comment 
would provide adequately descriptive 
labeling for some products and. as 
discussed in other comments, is 
requiring in the fmai regulation the 
declarations suggested. However, it does 

not agree that this sdieme would ensure 
that all multiple-juice beverages would 
bear labels that are TK>t misleading. 

As discussed above, FDA finds that it 
is not necessary that all muLtipie-juice 
beverages identify each represented 
juice in the name of the product and 
dedare flie percentage of each 
represented juice. The agency has given 
examples of label statements that would 
not be misleading. However. FDA is not 
persuaded that the recommended 
schemes would ensure the labeling of 
multiple-jmce beverages in which the 
named juice is not the predominant 
juice would provide enou^ information 
to describe the product for the 
consumer. FDA agrees with those 
comments that expressed concern that 
consumers are being misled into 
believing that named juices are present 
in greater amounts than is actually the 
case. The agency is aware of a number 
of products currently on the market for 
which the suggested labeling would not 
inform the consumer that the named 
juice is present in only a minor amount. 

The agency notes that the regulation 
on the general principles for common 
and usual names provides in § 102.5(b) 
(21 CFR 102.5(b')) that when the 
proportion of a characterizing ingredient 
in a food has a material bearing on price 
or consumer acceptance, or when the 
label or labeling or tbe appearance of 
the food may otherwise create an 
erroneous impression that such 
ingredient is present in an amount 
greater than is actually the case, the 
percentage such characterizing 
ingredient shall be declared as a part of 
the common or usual nanse of the food. 
This provision fcxnned the basis for the 
requirement in the previous version of 
§ 102.33 for declaration of percent of 
juice, both for total juice and for each 
individual juice represented on the 
label. 

FDA agrees with comments that stated . 
that declaration of the percentage of 
individual juices will provide 
informative labeling. While the agency 
has decided not to require percentage 
declaration of represented individual 
juices in all multiple-juice beverages, it 
concludes that for multiple-juice 
beverages that name one or more but not 
all of tbe juices present other than in the 
ingredient list, there is great potential 
for the label to misrepresent the 
contribution of the named juice to the 
product. When the named juice is the 
predominant juice in the product, FDA 
considers that the consumer will not be 
misled with regard to its contribution 
because naming it will not over 
emphasize its contribution. However, 
when the named juice is not liie 
predominant juice, the consumer can be 
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misled. Therefore the final regulation, in 
§ 102.33(d), requires that the common or 
usual name of the product speciHcally 
describe the contribution of the named 
juice if it is not the predominant juice. 
The agency has provided two ways for 
the common or usual name to include 
this information. 

In § 102.33(d)(1), the agency has 
provided that manufacturers can use a 
product name that identihes the juice 
that provides the characterizing flavor 
and specifically shows that that juice is 
used to flavor the product (e.g., 
"raspberry flavored apple and pear juice 
drink” or "apple and pear juice drink 
flavored with raspberry juice”). The 
agency believes that using the term 
"flavor” with the name of the 
characterizing juice will inform the 
consumer that the juice is present in an 
amount sufficient to flavor the beverage 
but will not imply that the content of 
that juice is greater than is actually the 
case. This alternative is consistent with 
the agency's approach of not requiring 
percentage total juice declaration for 
bottled waters that contain juice for 
flavoring in small amounts (usually less 
than 2 percent) (see comment 4 of this 
document). Accordingly, FDA is 
providing in § 102.33(d)(1) that a 
multiple-juice beverage may use a 
product name that specifically shows 
that the named juice is used as a flavor. 

Alternatively, consistent with 
§ 102.5(b), the agency is providing in 
§ 102.33(d)(2) for the declaration of the 
amount of the named juice in multiple- 
juice beverages that name one or more 
but not all of the juices in the product. 
As explained in the Federal Register of 
March 14,1973 (38 FR 6964), the 
disclosure of the amount of a 
characterizing ingredient is a material 
fact. 

Among the reasons given in 
comments that disagreed with the 
proposed requirement for declaration of 
percentage of individual juices was the 
need to have flexibility in the 
formulation of the beverage to 
accommodate variations in raw material 
juices and price changes. The comments 
included a report that documented that 
changes in formulation occur frequently 
and in a significant number of products. 
The agency is persuaded by the 
comments that an accommodation is 
warranted. It agrees that declaration of 
individual juice content in 1-percent 
increments is not practicable. 
Accordingly, FDA is providing in 
§ 102.33(d)(2) that the juice content 
declaration of individual juices may be 
made using a 5 percent range, e.g., 2 to 
7 percent raspberry juice or 5 to 10 
percent cranberry juice. The agency 
considers that a 5 jjercent range is large 

enough to provide for changes in 
formulation for juices that are present in 
small amounts. 

Comments did not provide specifle ' 
information on individual juice content, 
but it is reasonable to assume that a 
minor juice in a multiple-juice beverage 
would not be present at greater than 
about 25 percent of the total product. 
The 5 percent range is one-fifth of this 
amount. The agency concludes that a 5 
percent range would proyide this kind 
of flexibility to accommodate minor 
fluctuations in amounts of juice needed 
to compensate for differences in raw 
material. In addition, some comments 
contended that declaration of percent of 
individual juices in 1-percent 
increments constitutes an inappropriate 
disclosure of proprietary formulation 
information. The agent^ believes that 
declaration of individual juice content 
in 5 percent ranges woulcj in any case 
not reveal the product formula. Finally, 
the 5 percent range declaration will 
proyide enough information for 
consumers to be able to understand the 
contribution to the product made by the 
named juice and not be misled into 
believing that the juice is present in an 
amount greater than is actually the case. 

Accordingly, FDA has provided these 
two labeling alternatives for multiple- 
juice beverages that name one or more 
but not all of the juices in the product 
in new § 102.33(d). In addition, the final 
regulation requires in new § 102.33(d) 
that the percent individual juice 
declaration be a part of the name of the 
product and meet the type size 
requirements in § 102.5(b)(2). 

51. Several comments stated that juice 
beverages may be made from 
dehydrated as well as fresh fruits and 
vegetables in products such as vegetable 
cocktail, vegetable juice cocktail, juice 
cocktail, and bloody mary mix. One 
comment requested clarification that the 
names "vegetable juice cocktail,” 
"vegetable cocktail juice,” and 
"vegetable cocktail” can be used 
interchangeably on such products, when 
they are made from any combination of 
expressed juice, juice concentrate, and 
dehydrated fruits and vegetables. 

The agency does not have information 
with which to determine whether 
beverages made from dehydrated fruits 
or vegetables differ from beverages made 
from concentrated or expressed juice. 
The agency welcomes any data or other 
information on the nature of beverages 
made from dehydrated fioiits and 
vegetables, particularly on how they 
differ from beverages made from 
expressed or concentrated juice. The 
agency advises that it will evaluate the 
labels of such products on a case-by¬ 
case basis to determine whether the 

labeling is misleading. However, FDA 
advises that irrespective of the form of 
the vegetable ingredients, the term 
"vegetable cocktail juice” may not be 
interchangeable with the other two 
terms. It uses the word "juice” without 
a term indicating dilution. Accordingly, 
it can be used only on beverages that are 
not diluted juice products. The terms 
“vegetable juice cocktail” and 
"vegetable cocktail” would apply to 
diluted vegetable juice beverages. 

C. Vignettes 

The agency did not propose a specific 
requirement regarding the relative 
amounts of the various fruits depicted 
in a label vignette but solicited 
comments on whether it should require 
that the vignette accurately reflect the 
quantity of the fruit present or the taste 
of the product, or whether some other 
requirement is appropriate. 

52. Some comments, from both 
consumers groups and manufacturers, 
stated that vignettes should depict all 
juices in a product. Other comments 
stated that such a provision is not 
necessary because a descriptive name 
together with declaration of each juice 
by order of predominance in the 
ingredient list and the percent of total 
juice would provide enough information 
to ensure that the consumer is 
adequately informed. 

The agency agrees that it is not always 
necessary that the label of a multiple- 
juice beverage depict each juice in a 
vignette. The agency believes that a 
vignette that pictures only some of the 
fruit or vegetables in the beverage would 
not be misleading where the name of the 
food adequately and appropriately 
describes the contribution of the 
pictured juice. For example, for a 100 
percent juice product consisting of 
apple, grape, and raspberry juices, in 
which the raspberry juice provides the 
characterizing flavor, a vignette 
depicting raspberries would not 
necessarily be misleading if the 
statement of identity were “raspberry 
juice in a blend of apple and grape 
juice.” Similarly, the vignette would not 
be misleading if the beverage were 
named “raspberry flavored fruit juice 
blend” or “raspberry juice in a blend of 
two other juices, 3 to 8 percent 
raspberry juice.” Moreover, if these 
three juices were in a beverage 
containing 50 percent total juice, a 
vignette picturing raspberries would not 
be misleading in the presence of a name 
like “raspberry flavored juice beverage.” 

Accordingly, FDA is not requiring 
that vignettes depict the fruits or 
vegetables for all juices present. 
However, FDA believes that a vignette 
that pictures the firuit or vegetable 
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sources of all Juices present in a product 
would provide useful ioiorination and 
thus encourages watmfarturers to use 
such vignettes. 

Conversely, vegetables or fruits not 
present in the beverage cannot be 
depicted in vignettes or other pictorial 
representations on the label llie agency 
considers that depicting a £ruU or 
vegetable ie a vignette on a juice 
bever^e impRes that the fruit or 
vegetable is in the product, either in the 
form of a juice or of a natural or 
artificial flavor of the depicted fruit or 
vegetable. A vignette tliat pictures a fruit 
or vegetable that is not present in the 
product results in a label that is false 
and misleedu^ and therefore in 
violation of section 403la} of the act. 

53. Some coimneats that wanted all 
fruits and vegetables pictured in the 
vigneMe also requested that the fruits 
and vegetables be depicted in 
proportion to the amount of each juice 
present. However, most comments 
requested that the agency not impose a 
specific requireraent regarding the 
relative amounts of the various fruits or 
vegetables because the relative size and 
shape of various fruits and vegetables 
make it dlffroilt to portray by vignette. 
They slated that both the relative size 
and the quantity of those fr uits and 
vegetables are difficult to represent in a 
manner that would allow the consumer 
to readily recognize the quantity 
relalioa^p. 

The agency did not propose a specific 
requirement regarding the relative 
amoonU of the various fruits depicted 
in a vignette but solicited comments on 
whether It should require that the 
vignette accurately reflect the quantity 
of the fruit present or the taste of the 
product, or whether some other 
requirement is appropriate. While 
information in comments emphasized 
the difficulties io displaying fruits and 
vegetables quantitatively, there was no 
information on how useful quantitative 
displays could be devised. The agency, 
theref^. is not requiring that fruits and 
vegetables pictured in vignettes be 
depicted in proportion to the amount oS 
each juice present. 

54. Seve^ oomments requested that 
the ^ency not make spedfic 
requirements regarding flavor 
characterizations in vignettes. They 
stated that the taste of a product is best 
communicated to the consumer throi^ 
means other than the label vignette 
alone, and that any requirement should 
rely on wording to describe product 
flavor, ag., “raspberry (fravor) in a 
blend of-other juices.” 

The agency agrees with the comments 
that vignettes alone should not be 
rt:(}ulred to communicate the flavor 

characteri^ks of the beverage and is not 
establishing such requirements. It also 
agrees that more explicit information is 
provided by the wooing on the label, 
especially in the statement of identity of 
the product However, FDA advises that 
in mder fr>r a bever^e label to not be 
misleading, it is neoessary that the 
vignette and other label statements on 
the beverage not conflict in any way. 
The agency has discussed above the 
circnnastances under which the name of 
the beverage may be misl^ding. It will 
determine on a case-hy-case basis 
whether a vignette is misleading 
becBUse it is not conristenl with other 
label infermation or for other reasons. 

D. Modified Juices 

In the July 2,1991, proposal, the 
agency stat^ that the tx>nsumer must 
not be misled as to the nature of the 
juices used to make a juice or diluted 
juice beverage (56 FR 39452 at 30491). 
FDA stated that the appropriate 
common or usual name for a modified 
juice or a beverage containirtg a 
modified juice should be determined by 
the nature and extent of modification. 
Forexample. the appropriate common 
or usual name for frozen orange juice 
concentrate In which the acid content is 
reduced is “reduced acid frozen 
concerrtrarted orange juice” (21 CFR 
146.148J. 

However. fDA also acknowledged 
that beverages may contain modified 
juices that ere markedly altered aird 
added to beverages to increase the 
declared juice content but are actually 
“stripped” i.e.. juice derived, 
rather than sugar derived, sweetening 
ingredieiYts, e.g.. deflavored, decolored 
white grape juice. 

The agency proposed in § 102.33(d) 
(redesignated as new '§ 102.33(e)) to 
permit a juioe that has been modified to 
be referr^ to by a ccwmnon or usual 
name that includes the word “juice” so 
long as the exact nature of the 
modilication is specified in the common 
or usual name. The description of the 
modification would therefore appear as 
part of the name wherever it is used. 

Further, the agency proposed diat a 
product would be misbranded if a label 
vignette depicts the source fruit or 
vegetable of a juice whose color, taste, 
or other organoleptic properties have 
been modified to the extent that the 
original juice is no longer recognizable, 
or if its nutrient profile has been 
diminished. 

55. One-comment suggested three 
classoficafions for juice as the basis for 
developing labeling policy for modified 
juices; 

First, minor modifications that do not 
alter the bask chacaoteristics the fuk-e 
outside the normal range for that juic». 

Secondly, more significant 
modifications that alter one or more 
basic chacacterisUc of the juice hut not 
to the extent that the juice would not 
still be acceptable if offered as a single 
juice product. The oomnient stated tba. 
such produces would require a 
descriptive term as part of the product 
name to indicate the nature of 
change but could still be identified as 
“juice.” 

Thirdly, products that have 
undergone major modifications that 
remove virtually all significant 
nutrients, resulting ess'^nlially in a sugar 
water product. The comment slaied that 
while such products are acceptable as 
sweeteners, they should not be 
identified as juice or-QD&inted to&vaid the 
juice content xleclaratlon. 

The agency agrees that modified 
juices could be considered in three 
categories. It used a similar approach in 
the July 2,1991, proposal .(56 FR 30452 
at 30460). The-commenrs first-categoiy 
is e^entially the group <of products that 
have undergone modifications so minor 
as to be within tlw normal range of 
properties of the original juice. These 
products do not require a modification 
of the name “-juice.” where 
the blank is filled with the name of the 
source fruh or vegetable. 

The second category is illustrated in 
the July 2,1991. proposal using 
"reduced acid frozen concentrated 
orange jiuce” and “acid-reduced 
pineapple juice” fS6 FR 30452 at 
30461). These products would require a 
name that describes the modification 
(§ 102.33(e)) bait would not be 
prohibited under new § 191.30i(k) from 
being included in the calculation of 
total juice percentage. 

The third category tlescribed in the 
comment is clearly within the 
description in proposed § 102.33fe) 
(redesignated as new § IGZ-SSfA) and 
requires a name that fully describes the 
major modification. In suggesting that 
these products not be identified as 
“juice,” the comment would prohibit 
the use of the word “juice” in the name 
of these modified juices. As discussed 
in the July 2,1991. proposal and in 
respooise toxxonment 56 of this 
document, which follows, FDA 
disagrees and concludes that a iiiame 
that fully describes the modifications 
made in the juice may include the word 
“juice” and its source. 

56. A number of coRuzients disagreed 
with die proposed provisions fear 
naming juices that had u3»dergonB major 
modifications. They referred to these 
products as “stripped juixss” and 
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"sugar water." TTiey stated that the term 
"juice" ^ould not be included in the 
name of such modified products. Some 
comments suggested alternative names 
such as "grape syrup,” "apple syrup,” 
or a similar term. 

The agency proposed in § 102.33(d) 
(redesignated as new § 102.33(e)) that 
the common or usual name of a juice 
that has been modified shall include a 
description of the exact nature of the 
modification (e.g., "deflavored, 
decolored grape juice"). The agency 
believes that there is enough 
information in the description of the 
modification that consumers will be 
able to recognize the ingredient as 
different from the original juice. 

Further, since juices witn major 
modifications may not be included in 
the total percentage juice declaration, 
and the source fruit or vegetable from 
which the modified juice was derived 
may not be depicted on the label or 
other pictorial representation, 
consumers should not be misled by 
inclusion of the word "juice” in the 
name of juices in the ingredient list. 
Therefore, the agency is not granting the 
comments’ request. 

In addition, the suggestions for 
alternative names covered only some of 
the products in the category of juices 
that have undergone significant 
modifications. For example, other 
comments (comments 20 and 41 of this 
document) addressed juices from which 
the sugars had been removed. As 
discussed in response to those 
comments "reduced sugar-juice" 
may be an appropriately descriptive 
term for such a product with the name 
of the alternative sweetening ingredient 
appropriately declared. 

^mments that addressed the issue, 
supported the provision in proposed 
§ 102.33{s) (redesignated as new 
§ 102.33(0) that the fruit or vegetable 
source of a modified juice may not be 
depicted on the label by vignette or 
other pictorial representation. 

Accordingly, FuA concludes that 
except for conforming the wording of 
§ 102.33(0 to reflect the decision made 
with respect to modified juices in 
comment 39 of this document, the 
provision should be retained. The 
agency wishes to clarify that the 
provision addresses juice products that 
have undergone major modification and 
as a result are no longer recognizable at 
the time processing is complete, or 
whose nutrient profile has been 
diminished to a level below the normal 
nutrient range for the juice. The 
prohibition against depicting the fruit or 
vegetable on the label does not apply to 
juices that have-been slightly modified 
blit that still retain the basic properties 

of the original juice, e.g., acid-reduced 
grape juic». 

IV. Other Issues 

57. One comment stated that where a 
beyerage is prepared from one or more 
juice concentrates this fact should be 
declared as part of the common or usual 
name. 

The agency agrees. FDA’s 
longstanding policy with regard to juice 
beverages made from concentrate is that 
a term such as "from concentrate" or 
"reconstituted" must be a part of the 
name of the juice, in letters not less than 
one-half the height of the letters in the 
name of the juice, e.g., lemon juice 
(§ 146.114) and orange juice horn 
concentrate (§ 146.145). Accordingly, 
FDA has added as § 102.33(g) a 
requirement that when one or more of 
the juices in a juice beverage is made 
from concentrate, the name of the juice 
must include a term indicating that fact, 
such as "from concentrate,” or 
"reconstituted.” Such term may either 
be included in the name of each 
individual juice where appropriate, or it 
may be stated once adjacent to the 
product name so that it applies to all the 
juices (e.g.. “cherry juice (from 
concentrate) in a blend of 2 other 
juices" or "cherry juice in a blend of 2 
other juices (from concentrate)’’). The 
term shall be in type size no less than 
one-half the height of the letters in the 
name of the fruit or vegetable juice. This 
type size requirement is consistent with 
similar provisions in existing 
regulations (e.g.. §§ 146.114 and 
146.145). 

58. One comment pointed out that 
under § 101.22(i)(l)(iii) the presence of 
added natural flavors is not required to 
be declared in the name of the beverage 
unless the declared juices alone do not 
characterize the product before the 
addition of the added flavors. It 
requested that § 102.33(b) be amended 
to clarify this. 

The agency agrees that the requested 
clarification may be helpful to readers of 
the regulation and is revising § 102.33(b) 
accordingly. Because the provision is 
already a part of FDA’s food labeling 
regulations, this amendment is not 
substantive. It simply conforms 
§ 102.33(b) to § 101.22(i)(l)(iii). 

59. Comments supported the proposal 
to revoke the common or usual name 
regulations for noncarbonated beverage 
products that contain no fruit or 
vegetable juice (§ 102.30) and for diluted 
orange juice beverages (§ 102.32). They 
agreed with FDA’s position that because 
these products would be covered under 
new § 101.30 and the revised § 102.33, 
the separate regulations are no longer 

needed. Accordingly, as proposed. FDA 
is revoking these two regulations. 

V. ECfective Date 

FDA proposed to make the percent 
juice labeling regulations effective on 
the same date as the mandatory 
nutrition labeling final rule (i.e.. May 8. 
1993). However, the agency pointed out 
that the 1990 amendments state in 
section 10(c) of the 1990 amendments 
that percent juice labeling was to take 
effect 1 year after enactment. Thus, on 
Noveml^r 8,1991, the statutory 
provision for percent juice declaration 
was to go into effect. 

In response to the July 2.1991, 
proposal many comments from the food 
industry strongly urged FDA to 
reconsider the effective data for percent 
juice labeling regulations. The 
comments argued that a November 8. 
1991, effective date would not allow the 
food industry enough time to develop 
the required labeling and would 
significantly increase costs because 
present inventory would have to be 
discarded. The comments strongly 
urged FDA to establish a uniform 
effective date for the requirement for 
percent juice declaration with section 
403(q) of the act (mandatory nutrition 
labeling) and section 403(r) of the act 
(health and nutrient content claims), 
which were added to the act by the 1990 
amendments. Although FDA agreed 
with these comments, it had no 
authority to provide the requested 
exemptions or extend the effective date. 

A technical amendment (Pub. L. 102- 
108) was enacted on August 17,1991, in 
which Congress amended the 1990 
amendments to delay the effective date 
of the percent juice labeling 
requirements. Notice of this change in 
the effective date was given in the 
Federal Register of November 27.1991 
(56 FR 60877). Under this amendment 
the new percent juice labeling 
requirements for fruit and vegetable 
juice beverages apply to labels attached 
to these products after May 8,1993. 

60. Many comments responding to 
this proposal objected to the proposed 
effective date of November 8,1991, for 
compliance with the requirements of the 
percentage juice declaration provisions 
because of Uie cost and time involved in 
making the necessary labeling changes. 
The agency also received a comment 
requesting a temporary exemption from 
the May 8,1993, statutory effective date 
established by the technical 
amendment. The comment requested 
that the requirement for percentage juice 
declaration on the labels of beverages 
purporting to contain juice be 
implemented concurrently with any 
later applicability date that the agency 
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may prescribe for the nutrition labeling 
regulations pursuant to section 
10(a)(3)(B) of the 1990 amendments. 
The comment suggested that the 
effective date for the percent juice 
declaration be delayed until May 8, 
1994, on the basis of the proviso in 
section 403(i) of the act which states 
that: “• * • to the extent that 
compliance with the requirements of 
'lause (2) of this paragraph is 
impracticable, or results in deception or 
unfair competition, exemptions shall be 
established by regulations promulgated 
by the Secretary." The comment cited 
case law and previous FDA policy as 
precedent for the requested temporary 
exemption. 

The agency is not persuaded by the 
arguments and assertions presented in 
the request for a temporary exemption 
from the statutory compliance date of 
May 8,1993, for the requirement of 
percentage juice declaration. The agency 
acknowledges that section 403(i) of the 
act provides authority for exemption, 
and some such exemptions have been 
temporary. However, in light of the 
specific date (May 8,1993) established 
by the technical amendment, and the 
failure of Congress to include provisions 
for a delay of the application of this 
provision, in contrast to the provision 
that it made for such a delay for the 
nutrition labeling and nutrient content 
claims provisions in the 1990 
amendments, and without any 
indication in the legislative history that 
Congress wished to delay any longer the 
implementation of percentage juice 
declaration on beverages purporting to 
contain juice, the agency finds that a 
temporary exemption based on section 
403(i) of the act is not sustainable. 
Therefore, the agency is not granting a 
temporary exemption from compliance 
with the percent juice declaration 
requirements or extending the effective 
date until May 8,1994. However, 
because the amendments to part 102 are 
not directly responsive to section 7 of 
the 1990 amendments, and in order to 
minimize costs, FDA is making the 
amendments to part 102 effective on 
May 8,1994. 

VI. Economic Impact 

In its food labeling proposals of 
November 27,1991 (56 FR 60366 et 
seq.), FDA stated that the food labeling 
reform initiative, taken as a whole, 
would have associated costs in excess of 
the $100 million threshold that defines 
a major rule. Thus, in accordance with 
Executive Order 12291 and the 
Regulatory Flexibility Act (Pub. L. 96— 
354), FDA developed one 
comprehensive regulatory impact 
analysis (RIA) that presented the costs 

and benefits of all of the food labeling 
provisions taken together. That RIA was 
published in the Federal Register of 
November 27,1991 (56 FR 60856), and 
along with the food labeling proposals, 
tlie agency requested comments on the 
RIA. 

FDA has evaluated more than 300 
comments that it received in response to 
the November 1991 RIA. FDA’s 
discussion of these comments is 
contained in the agency’s final RIA 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. In addition, FDA will 
prepare a Hnal regulatory flexibility 
analysis (RFA) subsequent to the 
publication of the food labeling final 
rules. The final RFA will be placed on 
file with the Dockets Management 
Branch (HFA-305), Food and Drug 
Administration, rm. 1-23,12420 
Parklawn Dr., Rockville, MD 20857 and 
a notice will be published in the 
Federal Register announcing its 
availability. 

In the final RIA, FDA has concluded, 
based on its review of available data and 
comments, that the overall food labeling 
reform initiative constitutes a major rule 
as defined by Executive Order 12291. 
Further, the agency has concluded that 
although the costs of complying with 
the new food labeling requirements are 
substantial, such costs are outweighed 
by the public health benefits that will be 
realized through the use of improved 
nutrition information provided by food 
labeling. 

VII. Environmental Impact 

The agency previously considered the 
environmental effects of the action 
being taken in this final rule. As 
announced in July 2,1991, proposal, the 
agency determined that under 21 CFR 
25.24(a)(ll), that this action is of a type 
that does not individually or 
cumulatively have a significant impact 
on the human environment. Therefore, 
neither an environmental assessment 
nor an environmental impact statement 
was required. No new information or 
comments have been received that 
would effect the agency’s previous 
determination. 
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List of Subjects 

21 CFB Part 101 

Food Labeling, Reporting and 
recordk«eping requirements. 
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21 C^R Part 102 

Beverages, Food grades and standards. 
Food labeling. Frozen foods, Fruit 
juices. Oils and fats. Onions, Potatoes, 
Seafood. 

Therefore under the Federal Food, 
Drug, and Cosmetic Act and under 
authority delegated to the Commissioner 
of Food and Drugs. 21 CFR parts 101 
and 102 are amended as follows: 

PART 101—FOOD LABELING 

1. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 101 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Secs. 4, 5,6 of the Fair 
Packaging and Labeling Act (15 U.S.C 1453, 
1454.1455); sacs. 201, 301,402,403,409. 
701 of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act (21 U.S.C. 321, 331, 342, 343, 348, 371). 

2. Section 101.30 is added to subpart 
B to read as follows: 

§ 101.30 Percentage juice declaration for 
foods purporting to be beverages that 
contain fruit or vegetable juice. 

(a) This section applies to any food 
that purports to be a beverage that 
contains any fruit or vegetable juice (i.e., 
the product’s advertising, label, or 
labeling bears the name of, or variation 
on the name of, or makes any other 
direct or indirect representation with 
respect to, any fruit or vegetable juice), 
or the label or labeling bears any 
vignette (i.e., depiction of a fruit or 
vegetable) or other pictorial 
representation of any fruit or vegetable, 
or the product contains color and flavor 
that gives the beverage the appearance 
and taste of containing a fruit or 
vegetable juice. Thd beverage may be 
carbonated or noncarbonated, 
concentrated, full-strength, diluted, or 
contain no juice. For example, a soft 
drink (soda) that does not represent or 
suggest by its physical characteristics, 
name, lal^ling, ingredient statement, or 
advertising that it contains fruit or 
vegetable juice does not purport to 
contain juice and therefore does not 
reouire a percent juice declaration. 

^)(1) If the beverage contains fruit or 
vegetable juice, the percentage shall be 
declared by the words “Contains 
-percent (or %) 
-juice” or “- 
percent (or %) juice,” or a similar 
phrase, with the first blank filled in 
with the percentage expressed as a 
whole number not greater than the 
actual percentage of the juice and the 
second blank (if used) filled in with the 
name of the particular fruit or vegetable 
(e.g., “Contains 50 percent apple juice” 
or “50 percent juice”). 

(2) If the beverage contains less than 
1 percent juice, the total percentage 
juice .shall be declared as “less than 1 

percent juice” or “less than 1 percent 
-juice” with the blank 
filled in with the name of the particular 
fruit or vegetable. 

(3) If the beverage contains 100 
percent juice and also contains non¬ 
juice in^edients that do not result in a 
diminution of the juice soluble solids 
or. in the case of expressed juice, in a 
change in the volume, when the 100 
percent juice declaration appears on a 
panel of the label that does not also bear 
the ingredient statement, it must be 
accompanied by the phrase “with added 
-,” the blank filled in with a 
term such as “ingredient(s),” 
“preservative.” or “sweetener,” as 
appropriate (e.g., “100% juice with 
added sweetener”), except that when 
the presence of the non-juice 
ingredient(s) is declared as a part of the 
statement of identity of the product, this 
phrase need not accompany the 100 
percent juice declaration. 

(c) If a beverage contains minor 
amounts of juice for flavoring and is 
labeled with a flavor description using 
terms such as “flavor”, “flavored”, or 
“flavoring” with a fruit or vegetable 
name and does not bear: 

(1) The term “juice” on the label other 
than in the ingredient statement; or 

(2) An explicit vignette depicting the 
fiiiit or vegetable from which the flavor 
derives, such as juice exuding from a 
fruit or vegetable; or 

(3) Specific physical resemblance to a 
juice or distinctive juice characteristic 
such as pulp then total percentage juice 
declaration is not required. 

(d) If the beverage does not meet the 
criteria for exemption from total juice 
percentage declaration as described in 
paragraph (c) of this section and 
contains no fruit or vegetable juice, but 
the labeling or color and flavor of the 
beverage represents, suggests, or implies 
that fhiit or vegetable Juice may be 
present (e.g., the product advertising or 
labeling bears the name, a variation of 
the name, or a pictorial representation 
of any fruit or vegetable, or the product 
contains color and flavor that give the 
beverage the appearance and taste of 
containing a fiuit or vegetable juice), 
then the label shall declare “contains 
zero (0) percent (or %) juice”. 
Alternatively, the label may declare 
“Containing (or contains) no- 
juice”, or “no-juice”, or 
“does not contain-juice”, 
the blank to be filled in with the name 
of the fruits or vegetables represented, 
suggested, or implied, but if there is a 
general suggestion that the product 
contains fruit or vegetable juice, such as 
the presence of fruit pulp, the blank 
shall be filled in with the word “fruit” 
or “vegetable” as applicable (e.g.. 

“contains no fruit juice”, or “does not 
contain fruit juice”). 

(e) If the beverage is sold in a package 
with an information panel as defined in 
§ 101.2, the declaration of amount of 
juice shall be prominently placed on the 
information panel in lines generally 
parallel to other required information, 
appearing: 

(1) Near the top of the information 
panel, with no other printed label 
information appearing above the 
statement except the brand name, 
product name. logo, or universal 
product code; and 

(2) In easily legible boldface print or 
type in distinct contrast to other printed 
or graphic matter, in a height not less 
than the largest type found on the 
information panel except that used for 
the brand name, product name. logo, or 
universal product code. 

(f) The percentage juice declaration 
may also be placed on the principal 
display panel, provided that the 
declaration is consistent with that 
presented on the information panel. 

(g) If the beverage is sold in a package 
that does not bear an information panel 
as defined in § 101.2, the percentage 
juice declaration shall be placed on the 
principal display panel, in type size not 
less than that required for the 
declaration of net quantity of contents 
statement in $ 101.105(i), and be placed 
near the name of the food. 

(h) (1) In enforcing these regulations, 
the Food and Drug Administration will 
calculate the labeled percentage of juice 
from concentrate found in a juice or 
juice beverage using the minimum Brix 
levels listed below where single¬ 
strength (100 percent) juice has at least 
the specified minimum Brix listed 
below: 

Juice 
100 

percent 
juice' 

6.0 
Apple. 11.5 
Aj3ncot..... 11.7 
Banana . 22.0 
Blackberry... 10.0 

10.0 
10.0 

Cantaloupe Melon..... 9.6 
7.8 

Carrot ... 8.0 
Casaba Melon. 7.5 

12.0 
3.1 

20.0 
Cherry, rf?<1, sonr . ..... 14.0 

154 
7.5 

11.0 
10.5 
18.5 
10.0 
11.0 
18.2 

(^seberry ..... 8.3 
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Juice 
100 

percent 
iuice' 

16.0 
10.0 
16.0 
7.7 ' 
9.6 

15.4 
*4.5 
24.5 
io.5 

Mango .... 13.0 
11.8 

Orange .. 11.8 
11.5 
14.0 
10.5 
12.0 
12.8 
14.3 
16.0 
18.5 
13.3 
11.1 
9.2 
5.7 
8.0 

11.8 
5.0 

Watennelon.... 7.8 
Youngbeny.. 10.0 

’ IndIcatM Biix vatua untasa olhar valua spediM 
^Indicaiaa anhydrous dlius acid pafcant by waigbt. 

(2) If there is no Brix level specified 
in paragraph (h)(1) of this section, the 
labeled percentage of that juice from 
concentrate in a juice or juice beverage 
will be calculated on the basis of the 
soluble solids content of the single- 
strength (unconcentrated) juice used to 
produce such concentrated juice. 

(i) Juices directly expressed from a 
Tuit or vegetable (i.e., not concentrated 
md reconstituted) shall be considered 
0 be 100 percent juice and shall be 
■eclared as “100 percent juice.” 

(j) Calculations of the percentage of 
ulce in a juice blend or a diluted juice 
:roduct made directly from expressed 
^ice (i.e., not from concentrate) shall be 

':ased on the percentage of the 
expressed juice in the product 
computed on a volume/volume basis. 

(k) If the product is a beverage that 
contains a juice whose color, taste, or 
other organoleptic properties have been 
modified to the extent that the original 
juice is no longer recognizable at the 
time processing is complete, or if its 
nutrient profile has been diminished to 
a jevel below the normal nutrient range 
for the juice, then that juice to which 
such a major modification has been 
made shall not be included in the total 
percentage juice declaration. 

(l) A beverage required to bear a 
percentage juice declaration on its label 
shall not bear any other percentage 
declaration that describes the juice 
content of the beverage in its label or in 
its labeling (e.g., “100 percent natural” 
or “100 percent pure'”). However, the 

label or labeling may bear percentage 
statements clearly unrelated to juice 
content (e.g., “provides 100 percent of ^ 
U.S. RDA of vitamin C”). 

PART 102—COMMON OR USUAL 
NAME FOR NONSTANDARDIZED 
FOODS 

3. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 102 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Secs. 201,403,701 of the 
Federal Fo^, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (21 
U.S.C 321,343,371). 

§ 102.30 [Removed] 

4. Section 102.30 Noncarbonated 
beverage products containing no huit or 
vegetable juice is removed from subpart 
B. 

§ 102.32 [Removed] 

5. Section 102.32 Diluted orange juice 
beverages is removed from subpart B. 

6. Section 102.33 is revised to read as 
follows: 

§ 102.33 Beverages that cordain fruit or 
vegetable juice. 

(a) For a carbonated or noncarbonated 
beverage that contains less than 100 
percent and more than 0 percent fruit or 
vegetable juice', the common or usual 
name shall be a descriptive name that 
meets the requirements of § 102.5(a) 
and, if the common or usual name uses 
the word “juice,” shall include a 
qualifying term such as “beverage,” 
“cocktail,” or “drink” appropriate to 
advise the consumer that the product is 
less than 100 percent juice (e.g., 
“diluted grape juice beverage” or “grape 
juice drink”). 

(b) If the product is a diluted 
multiple-juice beverage or blend of 
single-strength juices and names, other 
than in the ingredient statement, more 
than one juice, then the names of those 
juices, except in the ingredient 
statement, must be in descending order 
of predominance by volume unless the 
name specifically shows that the juice 
with the represented flavor is used as a 
flavor (e.g., raspberry-flavored apple and 
pear juice drink). In accordance with 
§ 101.22(i)(l)(iii) of this chapter, the 
presence of added natural flavors is not 
required to be declared in the name of 
the beverage unless the declared juices 
alone do not characterize the product 
before the addition of the added flavors. 

(c) If a multiple-juice beverage or 
blend of single-strength juices contains 
a juice that is named or implied on the 
label or labeling other than in the 
ingredient statement (represented juice), 
and also contains a juice other than the 
named or implied juice (nonrepresented 
juice), then the common or usual name 

for the product shall indicate that the 
represented juice is not the only juice 
present (e.g., “Apple blend; appl4 juice ‘ 
in a blend of two other fruit.”) 

(d) In a multiple-juice beverage or 
blend of single-strength juices where 
one or more, but not all, of the juices are 
named on the label other than in the 
ingredient statement, and where the 
named juice is not the predominant 
juice, the common or usual name for the 
product shall: 

(1) Indicate that the named juice is 
present as a flavor or flavoring (e.g., 
“Raspcranberry”; raspberry and 
cranberry flavored juice drink); or 

(2) Include the amount of the named 
juice, declared in a 5- percent range 
(e.g., Raspcranberry; raspberry and 
cranberry juice beverage. 10- to 15- 
percent cranberry juice and 3- to 8- 
percent raspberry juice). The 5-percent 
range, when used, shall be declared in 
the manner set forth in § 102.5(b)(2). 

(e) The common or usual name of a 
juice that has been modifled shall 
include a description of the exact nature 
of the modification (e.g., “acid-reduced 
cranberry juice,” “deflavored, decolored 
grape juice”). 

(f) If the product is a beverage that 
contains a juice whose color, taste, or 
other organoleptic properties have been 
modified to the extent that the original 
juice is no longer recognizable at the 
time processing is complete, or if its 
nutrient profile has been diminished to 
a level below the normal nutrient range 
for the juice, then the source fruits or 
vegetables from which the modifled 
juice was derived may not be depicted 
on the label by vignette or other 
pictorial representation. 

(g) If one or more juices in a juice 
beverage is made from concentrate, the 
name of the juice must include a term 
indicating that fact, such as “from 
concentrate,” or “reconstituted.” Such 
terms must be included in the name of 
each individual juice or it may be stated 
once adjacent to the product name so 
that it applies to all the juices, (e.g., 
“cherry juice (from concentrate) in a 
blend of two other juices” or “cherry 
juice in a blend of 2 other juices (from 
concentrate)”). The term shall be in a 
type size no less than one-half the 
height of the letters in the name of the 
juice. 

Dated: October 27.1992. 
David A. Kessler, 

Commissioner of Food and Drugs. 
Louis W. Sullivan, 

Secretary of Health and Human Services. 

IFR Doc. 92-31524 Filed 12-28-92; 8:45 anr.] 
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statement. 

organizations, consumers, professional 
societies, food manufacturers and 
distributors, and academia. Many of the 
issues addressed in the 1991 RIA 
proposal are covered in the separate 
fipal rules issued concurrently with this 
document. \ 

Comments have not altered FDA’s ^ 
preliminary finding that the food 
labeling reform initiative, taken as a 
whole, will have associated costs in 
excess of the $100 million threshold 
that defines a major rule. Therefore, in 
accordance with Executive Order 12291, 
FDA has developed one comprehensive 
final RIA that presents the costs and 
benefits of all of the food labeling 
proposals taken together. 

In addition, FDA is publishing 
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register a final rule to announce its 
decision to delay the application of the 
nutrition labeling and nutrient content 
claims provisions of the Federal Food, 
Drug, and Cosmetic Act {the act). In that 
rule FDA concluded that requiring 
compliance with section 403(q) or (r)(2) 
of the act (21 U.S.C. 343(q) or (r)) on 
May 8,1993, would cause an “undue 
economic hardship” on the food 
industry in that there would be costs to 
the food industry that are excessive and 
more than Congress intended. All 
comments regarding the applicability 
date are addressed in that document. 

FDA also published, as a component 
of the 1991 RIA proposal, a preliminary 
regulatory flexibility analysis which 
addressed the issue of small businesses. 
The 1990 amendments granted an 
exemption from mandatory nutrition 
labeling for small businesses. Under 
section 403(q)(5)(D) of the act, a small 
business is defined as a business with 
less than $500,000 annual gross sales or 
a business with annual gross sales of 
more than $500,000 but less than 
$50,000 in food sales. The exemption 
does not apply to tho.se products that 
make nutritional claims or voluntarily 
provide nutrition information. 

Comments concerning this exemption 
stated that this exemption was too low 
and are discussed more thoroughly in 
the mandatory nutrition labeling final 
rule published elsewhere in this issue of 
the Federal Register. FDA, in response 
to these comments, participated in a 
series of public forums that had been 
scheduled by the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture (USDA) to discuss the small 
business issue. In addition, FDA 
published a notice in the Federal 
Register asking for comments on this 
issue. As of publication of these rules 
and the final RIA, the exemption has not 
been changed. FDA will discuss in more 
detail the affect of the 1990 amendments 
on small businesses in a final 

SUMMARY: The Food and Drug 
Administration vFDA) is publishing the 
final regulatory impact analysis (RIA) 
that it has prepared under Executive 
Order 12291 and the Regulatory 
Flexibility Act (Pub. L. 96-354). This 
study presents the costs and benefits of 
the food labeling regulations that FDA is 
issuing. FDA is issuing these final rules 
(published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register) in response to the 
Nutrition Labeling and Education Act of 
1990 (the 1990 amendments) and as part 
of the Secretary of Health and Human 
Services’ (the ^cretary’s) food labeling 
reform initiative. The agency has 
prepared this comprehensive RIA 
document for these regulations because, 
when taken together, they constitute a 
major rule. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Richard A. Williams, Jr., Center for Food 
Safety and Applied Nutrition (HFF- 
303), Food and Drug Administration,200 
C St. SW., Washington, DC 20204, 202- 
205-5271. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

I. Background 

In the Federal Register of November 
27, 1991 (56 FR 60366 et seq), FDA 
published a number of proposed food 
labeling regulations to implement the 
provisions of the 1990 amendments 
(Pub. L. 101-535). In the same issue of 
the Federal Register (56 FR 60856, 
November 27,1991), FDA published an 
RIA (hereinafter referred to as the 1991 
RIA proposal) which preliminarily 
estimated the costs and benefits of the 
various proposed regulations and on 
which FDA asked for comments. 
Interested persons were given until 
February 25, 1992, to comment. FDA 
received approximately 350 letters, each 
containing one or more comments, from 
health professionals, trade associations. 
Federal and State Governments, foreign 
governments, consumer advocacy 

Regulatory Flexibility Analysis 
published subsequent to these final 
rules. 

II, Regulatory Options 

Under the Regulatory Flexibility Act, 
FDA is required by law to consider ways 
to reduce the regulatory burden on 
small businesses. One conceivable 
regulatory option would be to allow 
product lines with fewer than 500,000 
unit sales annually produced by small 
firms (firms with less than 500 
employees) to make reasonable 
estimates of mean nutrient content 
rather than complying with the 80/100/ 
120 rules. 

Under the regulatory option currently 
selected, class I nutrients (added 
nutrients) including vitamins, minerals, 
protein, dietary fiber, and potassium are 
required to have at least 100 percent of 
the listed value within specified 
variances. Class II nutrients (naturally 
occurring), including vitamins, 
minerals, proteins, total carbohydrates, 
dietary fiber, other carbohydrates, 
polyunsaturated or monounsaturated 
fat, or potassium must have at least 80 
percent of the value for the nutrient 
declared on the label within specified 
variances. Finally, a food withja label 
declaration of calories, sugars, total fat, 
saturated fat, cholesterol, or sodium is 
misbranded under section 403(a) of the 
act if the nutrient content of the 
composite sample is greater than 20 
percent more than the declared amount, 
again within the variance specified for 
the appropriate test. In addition, in new 
§ 101.9(g)(6), reasonable excesses over 
or under the labeled amounts are 
allowed where current good 
manufacturing practices (CGMP’s) are 
used. This option would replace these 
values with a requirement to list the 
mean value within variances established 
for specific nutrient tests and allowing 
reasonable excesses over or under the 
labeled amounts where CGMP’s are 
used. This option could either exist as 
a blanket exemption for small firms or 
one that is made by special request on 
a per firm basis to the agency. 

Thus small firms could determine 
nutrient levels by analysis, by 
calculation using nutrient data bases of 
ingredients and recipes, or by other 
reasonable means that provide 
assurance that the value declared is the 
mean value of a particular nutrient in 
the food product. This option would 
reduce the burden on small business by 
allowing the use of means rather than 
values determined by analytical testing 
in the declaration of nutrient content. 

Approximately 59 percent of all food 
products have fewer than 500,000 units 
sold annually and are produced by 
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small firms. This option would 
significantly reduce analytical costs by 
between $235 and $600 million 
depending upon the rate of retesting 
that would otherwise be done. In 
addition, this option will prevent small 
business failure which may occur for 
small firms with very low product 
volume. This option would result in 
virtually no loss in benefits because the 
occasional errors in labeling may offset 
one another. In addition, although this 
type of exemption would represent a 
large number of products, it represents 
only about 2 percent of the diet. Thus, 
for example, if these manufacturers 
were to approximate wrong (or 
intentionally misrepresent their 
products) concerning the amount of 
total fat in their product such that all of 
the products in this category 
underreported the amount of fat by 50 
percent, and if all consumers were 100 
percent mislead by such underreporting, 
it would only result in a 1 percent error 
in fat consumption. Given that such 
errors in reporting are: (1) Likely to 
balance out; (2) will probably be 
corrected by enforcement over time; 
and, (3) that it is unlikely that all 
consumers would be misled by gross 
errors, a significant loss of benefits as 
they have been calculated in this 
regulatory impact analysis seems 
unlikely. 

An alternate standard for coverage of 
this option, such as exempting small 
firms (500 or less employees) with less 
than 100,000 units could also be chosen. 
This would exempt 51 percent of the 
products covered by the 1990 
amendments, but it would exempt less 
than 2 percent of the diet. 

Although FDA is allowing the 
“reasonable basis" standard in food 
service establishments making nutrient 
content claims and health claims, FDA 
believes that there is a significant 
difference between the criteria used to 
determine whether or not a claim is 
justified, and the criteria used to 
determine the quantified level of a 
nutrient to be reported on a food label. 
In addition, FDA believes that the 
option that it has chosen is also 
consistent with the other relevant 
sections of the act including sections 
402(b) and 403(a) (21 U.6.C. 342(b) and 
343(a)). 

III. Costs of the Regulations 

A. General 

In the 1991 RIA proposal, FDA 
determined that about 17,000 domestic 
food manufacturers and 260,000 labels 
would be affected by the regulations 
promulgated in response to the 1990 
amendments. Of these, approximately 

160 dietary supplement manufacturers 
would alter approximately 3,400 unique 
dietary supplement products. In 
addition, 96,000 food service 
establishments would also be required 
to alter their menus if they are not in 
compliance with nutrient content and 
health claims regulations. 

Categories of costs include 
administrative, analytical, printing, 
inventory disposal, and reformulation. 
In all cost categories, except 
administrative costs, the costs of 
relabeling products produced and 
labeled in foreign countries cannot be 
separated firam those products produced 
and labeled domestically. Thus, the 
administrative costs considered are 
domestic costs only, whereas the 
printing, inventory, and analytical costs 
considered are multinational. 

In the 1991 RIA proposal, mandatory 
ingredient labeling for standardized 
foods and certified colors were 
separated ht)m the other actions because 
it was to take effect in November of 
1991. Costs for these provisions, as 
proposed, were $128 million. 

In the Federal Register of July 2,1991 
(56 FR 30452), FDA published a 
proposal on the declaration of 
percentage juice. FDA determined that 
the costs which would occur as a result 
of those proposed requirements would 
be $40 million, based on an effective 
date of November 8,1991. When the 
1991 RIA proposal was published, the 
proposed requirements regarding the 
declaration of percentage juice were to 
become effective concurrently with the 
requirements for mandatory nutrition 
labeling which would have resulted in 
lowering the incremental costs to $1 
million. However, because those 
provisions are subject to being enforced 
9 months before the agency will enforce 
the requirements for mandatory 
nutrition labeling, the costs are 
appropriately determined to be the 
original assessment of $40 million. FDA 
received no comments to the original 
proposal objecting to its determination 
of the costs. Therefore, the agency is not 
amending its original estimate of the 
costs of declaring percentage juice. 

Voluntary nutrition labeling of raw 
fhiit, vegetables, and fish is also 
separable h-om all other provisions of 
the 1990 amendments because it aniects 
supermarkets, not food manufacturers. 
The agency estimated these costs to be 
between $117 to $155 million. 

The costs to food manufacturers for 
all other labeling regulations, including 
percent juice ladling, mandatory 
nutrition labeling, nutrient content 
claims definition, health claim labeling, 
format changes, and others, were 
estimated in the 1991 RIA proposal to 

be as high as $1.3 billion, depending on 
the compliance period chosen. 

In adaition, FDA estimated that the 
costs to restaurants and other food 
service establishments to reprint menus 
not in conformance with nutrient 
content or health claim proposed 
regulations would be $116 million. 

FDA estimated that total costs of the 
proposed rules to implement the 1990 
amendments, excluding voluntary 
supermarket labeling, would be 
approximately $1.5 billion. The agency 
also determined that if the agency opted 
to allow an additional 6 months or an 
additional year to the compliance 
period provided for by the statute, total 
costs would decrease to $.8 billion and 
$.6 billion, respectively. 

In October 1992; Congress passed the 
Dietary Supplement Act of 1992 (DS 
Act). This act prevents the agency from 
implementing the 1990 amendments as 
they apply to dietary supplements until 
Deceml^r 1993. This act requires the 
agency to issue proposed regulations 
applicable to dietary supplements by 
June 15,1993. Because this document is 
intended to determine the costs and 
benefits of all regulations implementing 
the 1990 amendments, the agency is 
responding to the comments regarding 
dietary supplements with tentative 
conclusions and is presenting 
preliminary estimates of those costs. 
The agency will address any alterations 
to these estimates when it issues 
regulations on the labeling of dietary 
supplements. 

In response to its assessment of the 
costs in the 1991 RIA proposal, FDA 
also received several comments 
regarding costs from firms whose 
products are regulated by USDA, not 
FDA. The agency has forwarded these 
comments to USDA for consideration in 
their RIA. 

1. One comment stated that FDA's 
cost analysis could not be correct 
because it is invpossible to accurately 
estimate costs. 

The agency disagrees with the 
comment. The agency recognizes that 
costs of regulation are complex and 
often difficult to measure with 100 
percent accuracy. However, after 
studying the industries affected and 
considering the comments. FDA is 
confident that it has determined the 
costs of the regulations with reasonable 
accuracy. The agency will not amend its 
co.st estimates based on this comment. 

2. One comment stated that because it 
' would take up to 30 years to see the 

benefits of the regulations, FDA should 
calculate the costs of nutrition labeling 
for 30 years. The comment criticized 
FDA for limiting the costs to a 5-year 
period. 
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FDA disagrees with this comment. 
FDA has determined that the benefits 
will occur sooner than 30 years. For 
calculation purposes, FDA assumed that 
the lag time for cancer is 10 years. 
Beyond 20 years, the discount rate 
drives the l^nefits too low to be 
significant. FDA, tljerefore, calculated 
benefits over 20 years for ease of 
computation. For the sake of 
consistency, FDA also calculated the 
costs over 20 years. FDA did not limit 
its determination of costs to 5 years as 
the comment mistakenly understood. 
FDA is calculating the final costs and 
benefits similarly. 

B. Administrative Costs 

In the 1991 RIA proposal, FDA 
determined that administrative costs 
would be approximately $177 million, 
of which $16 million are attributable to 
mandatory ingredient labeling of 
standardized foods and certified colors. 
FDA received one comment from an 
industry association that stated that 
FDA provided a fairly reasonable 
assessment of the administrative portion 
of total cost. This judgment was based 
on the association’s evaluation of such 
costs for the firms it represents. 
However, FDA received several other 
comments criticizing its estimates. 

3. Two comments stated that 
administrative costs are more closely 
related to the number of products or 
labels than to the number of firms. One 
firm stated that administrative costs will 
be high because of the number of units 
involved and the fact that the product 
is packaged at many different locations 
by third-party vendors. This situation, 
the comment stated, will necessitate 
additional administrative costs in the 
nature of man-hours for coordination. 

FDA acknowledges that the comment 
may be correct but has no additional 
information to support this claim. In its 
original analysis, FDA assumed that 
administrative costs differed based on 
firm size. In part, this assumption is 
based not only on the bureaucratic 
difficulties inherent in larger 
companies, but also on the assumption 
that larger firms produce a greater 
number of products. The comment did 
not state nor supply data as to whether 
changing this assumption would 
increase or decrease administrative 
costs. Thus, FDA is not amending its 
final administrative cost estimates based 
on this comment. 

4. Several comments stated the cost of 
increased errors should be included in 
administrative costs, especially for 
smaller firms. The comment stated that 
error rates will increase because of: (1) 
The unreasonably short timeframes in 
which all label change^ will be made. 

(2) inexperienced short-term personnel 
hired to relieve the enormous strains on 
capacity, and (3) the novelty and 
magnitude of the changes themselves. 

FDA agrees that firms may experience 
increased error rates which may 
increase administrative costs. FDA also 
agrees that these costs will be 
significantly reduced by allowing firms 
additional time to comply with labeling 
regulations. However, FDA is not 
amending its final cost estimates to 
account for increased errors because the 
final rule allows additional time, and 
the comments did not provide 
information regarding either the rate at 
which errors would be increased or the 
cost of such errors. Also, FDA believes 
that the cost of increased errors would 
not significantly increase total costs. 
Finally, by delaying the date that it will 
apply section 403(q) and (r)(2) of the act, 
the agency is relieving the time 
pressures that the comments said would 
contribute to the error rates. 

5. Several comments provided 
estimates of administrative costs. FDA 
received only one estimate for small 
firms, $3,000 per firm. Estimates for 
medium to large firms range from 
approximately $6,500 to over $1 million 
per firm. One manufacturer of both FDA 
and USDA regulated products stated 
that additional man-hours and a part- 
time consultant would be required to 
implement the proposed label 
requirements at a total cost of $53,300. 
Some comments provided separate 
estimates for internal administrative 
costs and external administrative costs. 
Internal administrative costs include 
travel expenses, overtime expenses, and 
payroll expenses and benefit costs for 
added employees. External 
administrative costs include such items 
as legal fees, temporary help, and 
consultants. 

FDA recognizes that the factors that 
determine administrative costs are very 
complicated. In the 1991 RIA proposal, 
FDA estimated that administrative costs 
for intricate regulations would be $9,000 
for small/medium firms and $68,450 for 
large firms, assuming a compliance date 
of May 8.1993. Administrative costs 
would be less with longer compliance 
periods. Final administrative estimates 
are based on a compliance period 
ending in May 1994. Administrative 
costs would be $3,375 for small/ 
medium firms and $25,700 for large 
firms. The range of administrative cost 
estimates submitted in the comments 
was extremely broad. Also, there were 
no identifiable patterns to the estimates 
given. Therefore, FDA is not altering its 
original estimates. In the future, FDA 
would be interested in obtaining more 
detailed data concerning the nature and 

level of the marginal administrative 
costs of regulation. 

6. One comment stated that the cost 
of reading, analyzing, and commenting 
on the proposals should be addressed. 
The comment stated that thousands of 
people are spending many hours 
reading, analyzing, discussing, and 
explaining FDA proposals and writing, 
typing, copying, collating, and sending 
comments. 

FDA recognizes that many resources 
are spent in the process of reviewing 
and responding to proposals. Whether 
these costs should be attributed to the 
regulation or considered normal costs of 
doing business in a regulated industry is 
debatable. Nevertheless, FDA has no 
information to determine the amount 
and value of resources spent in 
reviewing regulations and is, therefore, 
not amending its estimates based on this 
comment. 

7. One comment argued that FDA 
should consider the cost that the 
implementing regulations would have 
on the Government, e.g., extra FDA 
personnel, laboratory supplies, and tax 
increases to the American consumer. 

FDA agrees with this comment. FDA 
estimates that approximately 85 Full- 
Time Equivalents (FTE’s) have been 
utilized in the 2 years of development 
of the implementing regulations. In 
addition. FDA estimates that 135 FTE’s 
will be used each year during the next 
20 years in recurring activities related to 
the implementing regulations, e.g., 
enforcement and petition review. Each 
FTE is currently valued at $75,000. 
Therefore, FDA’s labor costs are about 
$6.4 million for start-up and $127 
million in recurring costs (discounted at 
5 percent). In addition, FDA estimates 
that other costs to the Government to 

, implement the 1990 amendments are 
approximately $4.4 million in start-up 
costs and an additional $2 million per 
year over the next 20 years, or $25 
million (discounted at 5 percent). 
Therefore, total estimated costs to the 
Federal Government are $163 million. 
FDA notes, however, that these costs do 
not constitute increased cost to either 
consumers or industry in that they do 
not represent an increase in funding to 
the Federal Government. The 
development and enforcement of these 
regulations is funded primarily by 
replacing other Government programs. 

8. One dietary supplement 
manufacturer stated that FDA should 
take into account the total cost of 
administrative time rather than 
incremental costs associated with the 
regulatory action being taken. 

FDA disagrees with this comment. 
Executive Order 12291 requires that 
FDA calculate the cost of this regulatory 
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action. Therefore, only incrennental 
costs—those costs associated with the 
additional administrative effort required 
to comply with the implementing 
regulations—are relevant. Accordingly, 
FDA rejects the comment on this point. 

9. One dietary supplement 
manufacturer stated that FDA’s estimate 
of administrative costs for supplement 
manufacturers was incorrect. The 
comment suggested that if one mid-level 
executive spends 1 week trying to read 
and understand these regulations, the 
cost would be in excess of the $850 per 
firm estimated by FDA. 

FDA neither agrees nor disagrees with 
this comment. Although the 
assumptions FDA made regarding 
administrative costs for dietary 
supplements may have resulted in 
underestimates, comments did not 
provide FDA with information with 
which reasonable estimates could be 
made. FDA will continue to study the 
supplement industry and will alter its 
estimates, if necessary, when the 
regulations regarding dietary 
supplements are issued. FDA is not 
currently altering its original estimate 
based on this comment. 

C. Analytical Costs 

In the 1991 RIA proposal, FDA 
estimated anal3rtical costs to be $195 
million, of which $112 million are 
initial one-time costs. Although one 
Firm stated tliat its cost estimates verify 
the numbers reported by FDA in its 
1991 KIA proposal, several other 
comments argued FDA’s estimates were 
too low. 

10. Several comments questioned 
FDA’s a.ssumption that some products 
are already tested. These comments 
slated that the agency’s assumption that 
20 percent of products are already 
performing all newly required tests and 
would require no additional testing is 
arbitrary and not based on survey or 
ether data. These firms argued that no 
products are currently undergoing all 
testing that would be necessary for 
compliance because the definitions for 
some nutrients or food components will 
significantly change. 

FDA is persuade by this argument. 
In its final estimate, the agency is 
assuming that all products will undergo 
at least some analytical testing and is 
adjusting the costs for analytical tests 
accordingly. FDA is assuming that the 
40 percent of foods that currently 
provide nutrition information will 
require testing for only the newly 
required nutrients. The remaining 60 
percent of foods are not currently 
undergoing testing for any nutrients. 
Therefore, the incremental costs for this 
60 percent of foods will be the cost of 

performing all required tests. This 
change in assumptions also affects 
administrative costs because the 
regulation will be fximplex (requiring 
testing) for all firms, rather than for 80 
percent of firms as originally a.ssumed. 

11. One comment requested that FDA 
make its laboratories available for 
testing at a small or no fee in order that 
firms may offset at least some of the cost 
of the reflations. 

FDA not have the resources to 
make its laboratories available to do 
testing, nor can FDA charge a fee to do 
testing. Therefore, FDA rejects this 
request. Although the choice may affect 
the company’s expenses, whether 
testing is performed in-house, by 
independent laboratories, or by FDA 
laboratories, the societal costs of the 
regulation are the same. 

12. Many comments stated that testing 
co.sts per product may increase because 
of the increased demand on laboratories. 
One firm estimated that analytical work 
on a priority basis will add about $2,000 
per product. Similarly, many comments 
suggested that an increase in demand 
for printing services would create 
additional costs. 

FDA agrees that the price of testing 
may increase in the short run because of 
increased demand. However, because 
firms will have 15 months to comply, 
not six months as assumed by the 
comments, any increase in costs will not 
be significant. FDA is not considering 
these costs in its final estimate. 

13. One comment argued that FDA’s 
estimate of the cost of analytical testing 
is wrong because it is based on the 
number of products, rather than the 
number of labels. The comment stated 
that it is not clear that a correlation 
exists between the number of labels 
needed to test and the number of 
products. For example, the comment 
stated that “manufacturing for private 
labels may require more testing of 
essentially the same product due to 
ingredient demands for retailers.’’ 

FDA believes that the comment did 
not understand FDA’s definition of 
products and labels. FDA defined a 
product as an individual formulation 
regardless of size of container. Any 
change in ingredients constitutes a 
separate product formulation. When a 
private label manufacturer changes a 
product’s ingredients in order to meet 
different demands of retailers, a 
different product is created, and 
additional testing is required. However, 
if the manufacturer merely changes the 
packaging for different retailers but does 
not change the product formulation, 
there is no new product, only a new 
label. FDA concludes after 
consideration of the contractor’s 

(Research Triangle Institute (RTI)) report 
and comments to the 1991 RIA 
proposal, that for each distinct product 
formulation a separate analytical test 
must be performed. Tests for each 
individual label are unnecessary. 
Therefore, FDA is not modifying its 
estimate of analytical testing in response 
to this comment. 

14. Many comments suggested that 
analytical costs as originally calculated 
are too low because the number of 
products on which they were based is 
too low. 

FDA agrees that the estimate of the 
number of products contained in the 
1991 RIA proposal was too low. FDA 
also agrees with comments that some 
firms use different formulations of the 
same product for different geographical 
areas because of varying ingredient 
demands. FDA’s count of products and 
labels is based on Universal Product 
Code (UPC) codes that may not pick up 
these variations. Also, certain specialty 
items that aro not sold through 
distribution channels using UPC codes 
would not be counted. Comments did 
not provide adequate information from 
which FDA can amend its original 
asse.ssment of the number of products 
based on these considerations. However. 
FDA reviewed its source of the number 
of products (A. C. Nielsen) and found 
that its estimate was incorrect. 

FDA originally used data collected in 
1987 that was derived from grocery 
store warehouses. Because many 
products are not distributed through 
warehouses. FDA undercounted the 
number of products. A. C. Nielsen has 
since revised its method of data 
collection to account for this problem. 
Therefore, FDA now estimates that there 
are 196,000 products. The estimate of 
the number of labels, which was based 
on an up-to-date count of UPC codes, 
remains unchanged at 257,000. 
However, FDA recognizes that these 
estimates are still understated because 
Nielsen surveys 3,000 grocery stores and 
does not extrapolate to the remaining 
stores. FDA does not have any 
information with which such an 
extrapolation could be made. FDA also 
recognizes that these are still 
underestimates because; (1) Some firms 
use different formulations of the same 
product for different geographical areas 
due to var^’ing ingredient demands; (2) 
FDA’s count of products and labels is 
based on UPC codes which naay not 
pick up these variations; and (3) certain 
specialty items which are not sold 
through distribution channels using 
UPC codes would not be counted. 
However. FDA does not have any better 
data, nor did the comments provide 
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better data. Therefore, the final 
estimates are based on these figures. 

15. One comment argued that FDA’s 
calculation of testing costs for those 32 
percent of firms already performing the 
currently required tests was wrong. This 
comment argued that subtracting the 
$13S for tests not required was wrong 
because this is a sunk cost that was 
already being imposed by FDA. The 
comment did not object to the 
subtraction of $135 from the $354 cost 
required for analysis under the current 
regulations because this portion of the 
$354 will not be incurred by first-time 
testers. 

FDA disagrees with the first point. 
FDA is not reimposing the costs for tests 
no longer required. The marginal cost is 
the cost of required tests ($376) less the 
cost of tests previously required by 
regulations but not required by these 
final rules ($135). FDA agrees with die 
second point made by the comment. 
The costs per test is not changed. 

16. One comment argued that FDA’s 
analytical cost estimates should have 
included employee time to prepare 
samples for testing, review laboratory 
reports, interpret the results, and 
determine resulting nutrition values that 
can be placed on labels. The comment 
stated an appropriate estimate would be 
2-1/2 hours per product at an average 
salary and bmefits figure of $65. 

FDA agrees that the emplo3ree’s time 
for preparing samples should be 
included as part of the analytical costs. 
However, the other activities cited by 
the comment are not analytical costs but 
administrative costs mid are considered 
in that section of the document Having 
concluded that the cost of preparing the 
sample should be added to its initial 
analysis, the agency, using the average 
hourly earnings calculated by the 
Department of Labor, has determined 
that an appropriide cost would be 1/2 
hour per sample at an average salary 
and benefits figure of $19 per hour. 
These costs are included in the agency’s 
final estimate. 

17. Chie comment suggested that 
analytical costs should include the 
value of lost products and packages 
destroyed to run analyses, as well as the 
cost of fiei^t to ship to the laboratory. 

FDA agrees that for those products not 
undergoing any testing, the cited 
activities ^ould be included in the 
analytical costs of complying with these 
regulations. Although FDA has no 
specific information on the amount of 
product and packaging that would be 
destroyed, or on the cost of that product, 
FDA can m{dc.e crude estimates. These 
estimates suggest that such costs will be 
small relative to total costs. Fur 
example, if the cost of manufactured 

food products is approximately $2 per 
unit and ^qiroximkBly 12 units per 
prodoct are destroyed to conduct 
analytical testing, the total cost would 
be $4.7 miUion. Becmise these co^ 
represent less than 1 percmit of total 
costs, FDA is not attempting to 
accurately determine the cost of lost 
product and package and is not 
including these costs in its final 
estimates. 

18. Several comments disagreed with 
FDA’s assumptions regarding the 
frequency of retesting. One comment 
stated that partial, if not full, retesting 
will occur each time a product is 
reformulated. The commmit noted that 
this occurs more frequently than every 
5 years. Another conunent stated that 
retesting would occur quarterly. A third 
comment was told by a laboratory that 
FDA would require testing 3 or 4 times 
a year. This latter comment 
recommended that FDA recommend 
laboratcay analysis no more than once 
every S years or when the recipe 
changes. 

FDA does not have a set number of 
times a product must be tested in a year, 
nor does FDA determine the frequency 
with which analytical information 
should be verified. The agency simply 
requires that the information on the 
lal^l conforms to the regulations. 
Therefore, if a product is reformulated, 
the manufactuier should retest the 
product. The agency has no information 
regarding the average frequency of 
reformulation, nor was such information 
submitted the comments. However, 
FDA is persuaded that many firms may 
retest their products more frequently 
than every 5 years. FDA, for its final 
estimates, calculated analytical costs 
based on a retesting frequency ranging 
from annual retesting to once every 5 
years. 

19. One comment stated that testing 
would almost always be duplicated and, 
in many cases, triplicated. 

FDA oelieves that this comment 
confirms its assumption in the 1991 RIA 
proposal that initial tests will be 
performed three times to confirm the 
results. Thus, no change in the agency’s 
original assumptions are necessary in 
response to this comment. 

20. One comment suggested that 
analytical testing for new product 
introductions under the new proposals 
would be more expensive than 
otherwise. 

FDA disagrees with this comment. 
Although inhtal testing costs to firms 
may go up because of queuing, FDA is 
not convinced that demand for testing 
will ultimately exceed the supply of 
testing services. However, FDA is 
including the incremental additional 

cost of testing new products in its final 
estimates of analytical tasting costs 
which the ^ency did not do in the 1991 
RIA proposal. 

21. One comment suggested that the 
added cost of analysis would burden 
small companies because their work 
would be done by already overworked 
commercial laboratories which charge 
high fe^ for services, sometimes in 
excess of $900 for a full nutritional 
profile. Another comment agreed, 
arguing that the cost per product, ^ 

estimated at $1,482, represents 
approximately 3 percent of the gross 
revenue per product for the average 
small/m^ium firm. 

FDA agrees that because of the 
smaller volume imder which small 
firms operate, the additional analytical 
testing could cause a burden on smaller 
firms. FDA believes that giving firms a 
longer time to comply with regulations, 
until May 8,1994, will alleviate some 
but not all of this burden by reducing 
the impact of queuing costs. In addition, 
FDA believes that allowing firms the 
option of using nutritional data bases, 
instead of requiring analytical testing, 
will reduce the burden on small firms 
by providing a low-cost alternative to 
analytical testing. 

22. One large firm stated that all costs 
incurred would be passed along to 
consumers almost immediately, not over 
a 20-year period. That comment 
explained that the cost of analytical 
work cannot be financed over a 20-year 
period. 

FDA does not agree with this 
comment. The comment misinterpreted 
the agency’s calculations. FDA did not 
state in the 1991 RIA proposal that costs 
would be financed over a 20-year 
period. FDA analyzed costs that will be 
incurred immediately. In addition, FDA 
also determined that firms would retest 
their products periodically, even 
without reformulating, to verify the 
accuracy of the nutrition information 
reported on the label end calculated the 
costs of this retesting over the next 20 
years. 

23. Several comments provided 
estimates of the costs of analytical 
testing. Estimates of analytical testing 
per product ranged from $500 to $2,000. 

FDA, in the 1991 RLA proposal, 
calculated the analytical cost per 
product to be $723 for those products 
that have been tested and $1,785 for 
those products that have not been 
tested. Because these estimates are 
within the range reported by comments, 
FDA is using them in the final RIA. 

24. One large firm stated that because 
testing for protein quality would be 
changed under FDA’s proposed rules, 
the cost of this test should be included 
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with testing for cholesterol, fiber, fatty 
acids, and sugars. The comment also 
stated that under FDA's definitions, 
analysis for complex carbohydrate 
content would also be required. 

FDA agrees with this comment that 
the cost of testing for protein quality 
would increase under FDA’s rules. FDA 
has determined, based on information 
from existing independent testing 
laboratories’ price lists, that a change in 
the definition of protein quality will add 
approximately $540 per product to the ■ 
cost of analytical testing. Therefore, 
total costs would increase by 
approximately $159 million over the 
next 20 years assuming products would 
be retested eVery 5 years or $440 million 
assuming annual retesting (discounted 
at 5 percent). (FDA notes that these are 
maximum estimates. The agency is 
providing values in the final rule on 
mandatory nutrition labeling, published 
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register, that should significantly 
reduce the costs of calculating protein 
quality for many foods.) FDA is not, 
however, adding complex carbohydrates 
to the list of nutrients required to be 
listed in the nutrition label (see final 
rule on mandatory nutrition labeling 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register). Therefore, no analysis 
for this nutrient is necessary. 

25. One comment stated that the 
changeover to new Reference Daily 
Intake (RDI) values will require that all 
data bases be completely reprogrammed 
to reflect the new values, and that 
therefore the cost of reprogramming all 
data bases should be included as a cost 
to the regulations. 

FDA agrees with this comment. 
Because RDI’s differ from 
Recommended Dietary Allowance’s and 
Daily Reference Value’s, on which the 
nutrition label is based, data bases 
would need some new programming if 
the agency were to switch to RDI’s. The 
comment did not provide any data 
regarding the additional costs resulting 
from such changes. FDA is not aware of 
the number of such data bases but notes 
that it would take a large number 
coupled with significant reprogramming 
costs to affect this cost estimate. 
Therefore, FDA believes that such costs 
will be small relative to the total costs 
of the regulation. However, because the 
DS Act prevents FDA from adopting 
revised RDl’s at this time, the costs 
associated with switching to new RDI 
values will not occur. 

26. One large firm commented that for 
most nutritionaily-modifled products, 
and for the foods for which they 
substitute, it is necessary to conduct a 
complete nutritional analysis to 
determine nutritional equivalence. The 

comment estimated the cost of testing 
for complete nutritional equivalence for 
one product to be $2,300 for the first lot 
and $1,200 for the remaining two 
confirmatory lots. Also, the comment 
stated that the agency’s proposals 
require testing for several 
micronutrients not previously included 
in nutritional equivalency testing, such 
as Vitamin K and molybdenum. 

The point of the comment is unclear. 
If the comment is referring to tests 
conducted when using nutrient content 
claims, FDA disagrees that such costs 
have not been considered. The costs 
associated with the use of nutrient 
content claims are the costs of obtaining 
the information to insure that the claim 
meets the definitions provided by FDA. 
All firms will obtain that information 
when performing analyses for the 
nutrition panel. Therefore, there are no 
incremental costs for using nutrient 
content claims. If, however, the 
comment is referring to substitute 
products, that policy is not changing, 
and the comment has no relevance. 
Finally, because of the moratorium 
under the DS Act, FDA has not adopted 
RDl’s for Vitamin K or molybdenum. 
Therefore, no testing for these nutrients 
is necessary at this time. For these 
reasons, FDA will not change its 
estimates based on this comment. 

27. Manufacturers of dietary 
supplements objected to FDA’s 
assumption that, because of the nature 
of the product, full analytical testing is 
already performed on supplements. 
Comments stated that because full 
analytical testing is not currently done 
on dietary supplements, all dietary 
supplement products will undergo full 
nutrient content analysis. 

FDA is persuaded by the comment. In 
the 1991 WA proposal, FDA conceded 
that this assumption was merely 
supposition and requested information 
from industry sources on this point. 
FDA will develop an appropriate 
estimate of cost of analytical testing for 
dietary supplements as part of the 
rulemaking that the agency will 
complete in accordance with the DS 
Act. 

28. Several dietary supplement 
manufacturers also stated that FDA’s 
estimate of analytical costs was 
understated because the number of 
products was understated. 

The agency’s original analysis was 
based on a count of the number of 
unique supplement products reported in 
use during a small survey of consumers. 
Because of the small number of 
consumers sampled, FDA agrees that 
this was not an accurate source to 
determine the number of dietary 
supplement products. In comments to 

the 1991 RIA proposal, one association 
reported 25,000 products and 75,000 
labels in use in tne supplement 
industry. The association was unclear as 
to how these numbers were calculated, 
and how "supplement” was defined in 
order to arrive at these numbers. The 
agency believes these estimates seem 
large. However, because no better 
information currently exists, FDA is 
using these figures in calculating costs 
to dietary supplement manufacturers. 
FDA will further study the supplement 
industry and make any necessary ^ 
changes to its estimates when 
regulations are issued in accordance in 
the DS Act. 

D. Printing Costs 

In the 1991 RIA proposal, FDA 
preliminarily determined that Arms 
would spend approximately $112 
million on printing costs to comply with 
mandatory ingredient labeling of 
standardized foods and certified colors, 
and approximately $750 million to 
comply with all other provisions, except 
labeling of raw fruit, vegetables, and 
Fish. FDA received several comments 
criticizing the agency’s calculation of 
printing and redesign costs. 

29. One comment was concerned that 
FDA assumed that changes will occur 
only to the principle display panel 
(PDF) and to the information panel. 

FDA is aware that mandated changes 
are so signiflcant that the entire label 
will be changed. FDA accounted for this 
fact in the 1991 RIA proposal. In the 
model supplied by the contractor and 
used by FDA, label redesign was 
denoted as a “complex” label change 
which was used for all labels. 

30. Several comments stated that 
capital costs associated with label 
printing are underestimated. The 
comments stated that for many firms, 
new labeling devices will be needed. 
One comment, for example, stated that 
food manufacturers may have to install 
new packaging or labeling systems if 
existing labels are not large enough to 
accommodate the new information. 
Comments stated labeling equipment 
would cost approximately $65,000. 

FDA agrees that some firms may 
require new labeling devices but does 
not have enough information to 
determine how many new devices will 
be needed. Whether firms will need to 
increase package or label size to 
accommodate the new information will 
depend largely on the format selected. 
FDA is allowing a reduced format for 
small packages and very small packages 
may be exempt from nutrition 
information. The decision to purchase 
new machinery will also depend on 
how lengthy health claims are. FDA 
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does not believe that health claims will 
cause many flnns to increase package 
size because health claims are 
voluntary. If a firm must increase 
package size and order new packaging 
equipment to accommodate a claim, 
many firms will not make the claim. 
Although FDA does agree that capital 
costs may be significant, inadequate 
information regarding the number of 
devices needed prevents the agency 
from (maatiMng these costs. 

31. Several comments stated that FDA 
should include the cost of the first 
labels ordered under the new 
requirements because these initial label 
orders replace those labels that will not 
be in compliance. 

In determining the impact of 
regulations, FDA is only concerned with 
incremental costs only. The cost of 
initial label orders is incremental only 
in the sense that labels are ordered to 
replace existing labels that are no longer 
in compliance. FDA included these 
costs in its calculation of the cost of 
label inventory disposal because 
disposed label inventory is valued at its 
replacement cost. To include both 
initial label orders and inventory 
disposal costs would be double 
counting. Therefore, FDA rejects these 
comments on this point. 

32. One comment claimed that, as the 
compliance date nears, additional costs 
will be incurred as firms find it 
necessaa7 to request smaller, less 
efficient print runs. 

FDA agrees with this comment. 
However, the agency does not have 
information with which it can estimate 
these costs nor does it believe they will 
significantly add to the costs. FDA 
believes that giving firms a longer time 
to comply with these regulations will 
alleviate this burden. 

33. Several comments provided 
estimates of printing costs ranging from 
$500 to $5,500 per label. 

FDA believes its calculation of 
printing costs fits within this range. 
FDA calculated the cost of redesigning 
257,000 labels within a 6-month 
compliance period at $862 million, or 
an average of $3,400 per product. FDA 
is using these same estimates, adjusted 
for a longer compliance period, in the 
final RIA. 

34. Manufacturers of dietary 
supplements objected to FDA’s analysis 
of printing costs as described in the 
1991 RIA proposal. One manufacturer 
estimated redesign costs for all of its 
products to be $363,250 but did not 
provide the agency with the number of 
products that would be covered under 
this estimate. Other firms estimated 
n’hheling costs per product to be 
between $400 and $5,000. 

FDA tentatively concludes that its 
assessment of the redesign cost per label 
for dietary supplements was 
underestimatm. FDA assumed that 
labels on supplement products were 
mote similar to drug labels than 
conventional food labels. However, the 
comments were successful in 
convincing tho agency that supplement 
labels are more similar to conventional 
food labels and would incur a sLmalar 
cost of printing and redesign. FDA will 
revise its estimates for redesign cost per 
label for dietary supplements as part of 
the rulemaking that FDA will complete 
in accordance whh the DS Act. 

E. Label Inventory Disposal Costs 

35. Many comments stated that FDA’s 
estimate of inventory disposal costs 
were too low. One very largs firm 
estimated its own cost of inventory 
disposal to be in excess of $10 miUion. 
Another comment estimated disposal 
costs for the dairy industry to be 
approximately $125 miUion.Thls. 
comment stated that if the dairy 
industry represents 15 percent of food 
sales, then FDA’s estimate must be 
understated. 

FDA does not believe that it is 
possible to extrapolate disposal costs 
from one firm or industry to the 
aggregate. Inventory disposal costs are 
subject to too many different variables 
to make such compmrisons. For 
example, smaller firms are known to 
hold larger inventories than large firms. 
However, large firms hold smaller 
inventories for a greater number of 
labels. The cost of inventory disposal is 
the value of replacing inventories* Costs 
will be higher per label for products for 
which the package is the label than for 
products with stick-on labels. Also, 
costs will be higher for those labels that 
are produced using expensive printing 
processes. Therefore, ^though an 
industry or firm, may represent a certain 
percentage of food ^es,that industry or 
firm will not necessarily represent the 
same percentage of label inventory 
disposal costs. FDA does not believe it 
understated label inventory disposal 
costs except in the case of dietary 
supplements as described below. 
Therefore, FDA is not amending its final 
estimates based on this comment. 

36. One comment from a food 
manufacturer disagreed with the 
assumption Uiat industry label 
inventories would not exceed 6 months. 

The comment misunderstood FDA's 
calculations. Although FDA did make 
such an assumption in regard to 
manufacturers of dietary supplements, 
FDA used data provided in a study 
conducted by RTI to calculate inventory 
disposal costs applicable to 

conventional food manufacturers. These 
data showed that mo.st firms would 
require longer than 6 months to deplete 
label inventories. Therefore, FDA is not 
changing its final estimates based on 
this cQxnmmit. 

3t7. Dietary supplement manufacturers 
objected to the assumption that existing 
label stock could be used up within the 
proposed compliance period. An 
association of supplement 
manufacturers stated that “the on-going 
recession has meant that production 
levels have been cut. resulting in greater 
than normal stocks of labels.’’ The 
association stated that the cost of 
discarding inventory would be over $25 
million in order to implement the new 
requirements by May 1993, $15 miUion 
by November 1993, and $8 million by 
May 1994. 

FDA tentatively concludes that its 
estimates of inventory disposal for 
dietary supplement manufacturers were 
incorrect. FDA, in the 1991 RIA 
proposal, made an ad hoc assumption 
regarding disposal of dietary 
supplement labels. Based on 
information supplied by comments, the 
cost of inventory disposal for dietary 
supplement manufacturers is valued at 
$11.5 million for a compliance period 
ending May 1994, However, bemuse thr 
DS Act imposed a moratorium on 
implementation of the 1990 
amendments with respect to dietary 
supplements, FDA is not including 
these costs in the final RIA. 

F. Reformulation 

38. Several firms criticized FDA for 
not including the costs of evaluating 
and executing changes in marketing 
strategies, searching and testing new 
brand names, and reformulating 
products. One association for 
supplement manufacturers estimated 
reformulation costs at $20,000 per 
product but did not state how many 
p'roducts would be reformulated. 
Another comment stated th?it new 
product introductions, of which there 
were 12,000 in 1991, typically cost 
between $5 and $7 million. 

In the 1991 RIA proposal, FDA 
acknowledged that reformulation would . 
take place because of these regulations 
but stated that it could not determine 
the costs of reformulation because of a 
lack of adequate information. FDA 
agrees that because of the changes in the 
market that these regulations induce, 
some products will be reformulated. 
However. FDA is not estimating either 
the costs or the benefits of such 
reformulation. The comments did not 
provide the agency with enough 
information to calculate the marglBal 
costs of reformulation caused by tl«ese 
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regulations. Although it is known that 
new product introductions have grown 
at an annual rate of 15 percent since 
1986. FDA cannot predict how these 
regulations might affect that rate. 
However, it seems likely that these 
regulations will encourage hrms to offer 
more nutritious foods to consumers. 
FDA also questions the cost of $5 to $7 
million as an average cost of new 
product introductions. FDA notes that 
many small gourmet and confectionery 
products reformulate often during the 
year and may have annual sales much 
lower than these figures. FDA believes 
the costs and benehts of reformulation 
will be significant but is unable to 
estimate either based on the comments 
received. 

G. Costs to Food Service Establishments 

39. One comment stated that the cost 
of providing nutrition information in 
food service establishments would be 
prohibitive. The comment stated that for 
a typical establishment offering 80 
items, the cost of analytical testing 
would be $136,000. 

FDA agrees that providing nutrition 
information in food service 
establishments would be costly and 
prohibitive for many firms. The 1990 
amendments exempt food service 
establishments from providing nutrition 
information. However, the 1990 
amendments do not exempt food service 
establishments that use nutrient content 
claims or health claims from meeting 
^A definitions for nutrient content 
"laims or health claims. FDA is not 
.mending its final cost estimates based 
)n this comment because the agency is 
mt requiring nutrition labeling in food 
service establishments. 

40. FDA received several comments 
stating that the estimates of costs to the 
food service industry is understated for 
the following reasons: (1) The number of 
establishments affected is understated, 
(2) the number of menus and menu 
boards is understated, and (3) the cost 
per menu is underestimated. An 
association for the restaurant trade 
stated that approximately 262,000 
commercial establishments and 36,000 
institutions have approximately 406,384 
printed menus. The association 
determined that, based on analysis of 
entries in its annual menu contest, 89 
percent of all printed menus include at 
least one nutrient content or health 
claim. Thus, nearly 362,000 individual 
menus and 233,000 establishments in 
the commercial sector are potentially 
affected by the regulations. Further, the 
association determined that at least 18 
percent of printed menus would require 
revision of an entire section or symbol 
program. According to the association. 

the cost of changing printed menus 
requiring changes in terminology or 
individual menu items would be $500 
per menu or $144 million. The cost of 
changing printed menus requiring 
changes to alter or replace sections or 
symtels would be $5,000 per menu, 
including the cost of analysis or data 
base use. or $366 milliop. Therefore, the 
costs to food service estal)lishments 
would be $510 million. These cost 
estimates did not include costs 
associated with development of new 
menu items, costs of compliance for 
178,355 commercial establishments 
likely to use menu boards, and costs of 
compliance for institutional 
establishments. 

FDA has reviewed the calculations, 
data, and assumptions and is persuaded 
by the comments that certain costs to 
the food service industry as described in 
the 1991 RIA proposal were not 
accurately estimated. However, FDA 
notes that the association’s estimates are 
overstated because of three issues: (1) 
The agency is requiring that food service 
establishments have only a reasonable 
basis to support nutrient content or 
health claims—no analyses or data bases 
are necessary; (2) the agency is deferring 
enforcement for small food service firms 
(10 or less individual establishments) 
for an additional year to facilitate 
compliance by this segment of the 
industry; and (3) the agency does not 
intend to include menus within its 
regulatory coverage. 

The association estimated that 
analyses will cost between $700 and 
$950 for each of 4 recipes for 73,149 
menus, or a total of $241 million. Total 
costs to food service establishments 
should be reduced by this amount. In 
the 1991 RIA proposal, FDA assumed 
that 30 percent of the establishments 
would normally change their food items 
during the proposed 6-month 
compliance period. FDA received no 
comments refuting this assumption. 
Extrapolating this assumption to 
account for the 9-month extension of the 
date of application of section 403(q) and 
(r)(2) of the act, indicates that 75 percent 
of all food offerings would normally be 
revised during the compliance period. 
For ease of calculation, the agency 
assumes that food service 
establishments make nutrient content 
claims only, not health claims for which 
the date of applicability has not been 
extended. In addition, the agency has 
determined that enforcement will be 
deferred on 75 percent of food service 
establishments. Therefore, the costs of 
compliance for food service 
establishments, adjusting for normal 
revisions and analytical testing, are $17 
million. This cost is assumed to be an 

upper bound estimate as many claims 
made by restaurants may be consistent 
with the new definitions. 

H. Other Costs 

41. One comment stated that FDA 
overlooked the cost of advertising 
changes and related marketing 
expenditures that will be necessitated 
by these regulations. The comment 
stated that because most advertising in 
the visual media includes a picture of 
the product, the advertising will become 
obsolete because the label on the 
product will change. Also, marketing 
material such as recipe booklets, 
materials provided to the trade, and 
shelf tags will require revision or 
destruction. 

FDA acknowledges that some firms 
may incur costs of changing advertising 
and marketing campaigns because of 
changes to the label required by these 
regulations. For example, in any 
instance in which a phonograph of the 
product is shown in an advertisement, 
that advertisement will be made 
misleading if the label changes but the 
advertisement does not. Although 
advertising comes under the jurisdiction 
of the Federal Trade Commission, such 
changes will occur as an indirect result 
of FDA’s regulatory actions, and the 
costs are attributable to these 
regulations. According to "Food 
Retailing Review” (The Food Institute, 
1992 ed.) advertising budgets for food at 
home in 1991 were approximately $12 
billion, or 4 percent of the total cost. It 
is unclear how much, if at all, 
advertising expenditures will increase 
because of these regulations. Also, it is 
likely that, within the 15 months firms 
have to comply with the mandatory 
nutrition ladling and nutrient content 
claims regulations, many of those 
advertisements would have been 
changed for other reasons. Therefore. 
FDA believes that the marginal costs of 
changing advertising because of these 
labeling regulations will not add 
significantly to total costs. Therefore, 
FDA is not amending its final estimates 
based on this comment. 

42. One comment stated that FDA 
should include the costs of consumer 
education campaigns. 

FDA agrees with this comment. 
Although not a direct component of 
these regulations, consumer education 
campaigns are an essential element of 
the 1990 amendments. In 1991, FDA 
and USDA initiated a multiyear food 
labeling education campaign to increase 
consumers’ knowledge and effective use 
of the new food label and to assist 
consumers in making accurate and 
sound dietary choices. FDA and USDA 
themselves do not have adequate 
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resources to inform and educate the 
public effectively about the new food 
label and how to use it to plan a healthy 
diet. The agencies are working with 
other public and private sector 
organizations. FDA interprets its role as 
one of providing leadership in 
developing, and encouraging others to 
develop, programs that enable diverse 
audiences to use food labels effectively. 
The agency estimates that its efforts in 
this role may cost as much as $3 million 
in the next 5 years and in excess of 50 
person-years. The agency, due to 
inadequate information, is not able to 
predict the costs to other Government 
agencies nor the multiplier effect on 
consumer groups, educators, mass 
media, the food industry, and other 
public and private sector organizations. 

43. One comment concluded that 
much of the costs will be passed on to 
consumers, not borne by industry. 

FDA does not have sufficient aemand 
and supply information to estimate the 
amount of cost shifting that may occur 
as a result of the labeling costs. 
However. FDA has always considered 
costs to society without regard to who 
bears those costs. Therefore, FDA does 
not believe that it is important for the 
purposes of societal cost and beneftt 
estimation to estimate the amount of 
cost shifting. However, for the purposes 
of estimating whether there is an 
“undue economic hardship” to 
industry, FDA does believe that this 
question is relevant, and this question 
has been addressed in the final rule 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register on the date of 
applicability of section 403(q) and (r)(2) 
of the act. 

I. Summary of Costs 

After examining the comments, FDA 
has recalculated the costs of the final 
rules. These final estimates are based on 
a 15-month compliance period ending 
in May 1994. Although some provisions 
of the 1990 amendments, i.e., health 
claims, will become effective on May 8, 
1993, FDA received no comments 
regarding the separate costs of those 
provisions. Further, in the 1991 RIA 
proposal. FDA preliminarily determined 
that the costs of the labeling of 
ingredients in standardized foods and 
certified colors were $16 million for 
administrative costs and $112 million 
for printing. The costs of percent juice 
labeling have been estimated at $40 
million. Comments did not result in a 
recalculation of these costs. 

The comments mentioned many costs 
that FDA agrees could be included in 
the costs of food labeling regulations but 
cannot calculate because of a lack of 
information. These costs include the 

cost of increased errors, the resources 
spent in reviewing and commenting on 
proposed regulations, the cost of lost 
products and packages destroyed to run 
analyses, the capital costs associated 
with label printing, the costs associated 
witft smaller, less efficient print runs, 
and the costs of reformulation. FDA 
believes that, with the exception of 
reformulation, these costs represent a 
small portion of the total costs and that 
not including them in the final 
estimates does not significantly alter 
FDA’s conclusions. 

Based on the information provided by 
the comments and the contractor’s cost 
study, FDA now finds that 
administrative costs are $9,000 for 
small/medium firms and $68,450 for 
large firms when the compliance period 
is 6 months. Because FDA is extending 

, the compliance to 15 months, costs will 
be $3,375 for small/medium firms and 
$25,700 for large firms, or $56 million 
for the 8,900 medium and large firms 
affected. Similarly, administrative costs 
to manufacturers of dietary supplements 
are $850 per firm with a 6-month 
compliance period. Adjusted to a 15- 
month compliance period, 
administrative costs to dietary 
supplement manufacturers are $320 per 
firm or $52,000. However, these costs 
may be greatly reduced depending upon 
the outcome of the proposals to be 
issued at a later date, as discussed 
above, in response to the DS Act. Thus, 
the costs to dietary supplement 
manufacturers are not being included at 
this time. 

FDA has agreed with the comments 
that the costs to the Federal Government 
for implementing the 1990 amendments 
should be considered in its final 
estimates. As previously described in 
comment 7 of this document. FDA 
estimates that implementing the 1990 
amendments will cost the Federal 
Government approximately $163 
million in labor and capital over the 
next 20 years (5 percent discount rate). 
These costs will most likely not be 
incurred by increasing taxes on either 
consumers or industry as the food 
labeling information program will be 
funded by substituting efforts away from 
other Government programs. FDA did 
not attempt to estimate the costs to other 
governmental units or State 
governments. 

FDA has determined that all products 
produced by medium and large firms 
will undergo some analytical testing. 
Approximately 40 percent of products 
will require full nutrient testing at a cost 
of $1,785 per product. The remaining 60 
percent of products will require only 
partial testing because they have already 
been tested for some nutrients. The cost 

for testing these products is $723 per 
product. FDA is assuming a range of 
retesting from once every year to every 
5 years on average. Analytical costs for 
mandatory nutrition labeling are $228 
million in the first year. Total 
discounted analytical costs range from 
$466 million assuming retesting every 5 
years and $1.1 billion assuming annual 
retesting (5 percent discount rate). The 
cost of collecting samples is between 
$17.9 and 22.8 million over the next 20 
years (discounted at 5 percent) In 
addition, FDA estimates the cost of 
protein quality testing will be $540 per 
product or $185 million over the next 20 
years assuming retesting every 5 years 
or $440 million assuming annual 
retesting. 

The assumptions used to calculate 
printing costs for conventional foods 
remain unchanged by the comments. 
The cost of printing 257,000 food labels 
is estimated at $518 million fora 
compliance period ending in February 
1994. 

Review of the comments did not lead 
to any changes in the assumptions used 
to calculate inventory disposal costs 
except that FDA no longer assumes 
dietary supplement manufacturers will 
have enough time to dispose of all 
labels. Total costs for inventory disposal 
of conventional food labels is $6 million 
for a May 8,1994, compliance date. 

FDA has reviewed the calculations 
provided by food service establishments 
and has adjusted those calculations to 
account for a longer compliance period 
and normal menu revision. FDA is 
allowing food service firms the option of 
using a reasonable basis rather than 
analytical testing to support claims, 
further reducing costs. In addition, FDA 
is deferring enforcement for restaurants 
with 10 or less individual 
establishments. The cost to food service 
establishments, reflecting all 
adjustments, is $17 million. 

The total costs of food labeling 
regulations range from $1.4 billion to 
$2.3 billion (discounted at five percent), 
depending on the frequency of 
reanalyzing products, excluding the cost 
of labeling raw fruit, vegetables, and 
fish, and assuming a 15-month 
compliance period ending in May 1994. 
In addition, costs of Government 
activities are estimated at $163 million. 

IV. Benefit Estimation 

As part of the 1991 RIA proposal, 
FDA published a labeling benefits 
model that examined the health benefits 
from consumer response to food 
labeling. In this model, FDA used 
economic theory to quantify the value of 
the reduction in coronary heart disease 
(CHD) and three types of cancer that 
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would result from modified diets in 
response to nutrition labeling. FDA 
received approximately 20 comments 
directly related to the benefits of 
nutriticm labeling. Many comments 
addressed the benefits of specific rules. 
The agency is respcxiding to these 
commmts in the relevant individual 
final rules. 

A. Benefits—General 

44. Several comments questioned the 
credibility of the health bimefit estimate, 
particularly as to whether risk reduction 
through change of dietary habits can be 
quantified. 

FDA does not agree with this 
comment although FDA stresses that it 
views the benefit estimation of the 1990 
amendments as a preliminary 
investigation into quantification of 
mandatory information disclosure. In 
addition, FDA notes that the agency is 
required by Executive Order 12291 to 
quantify benefits where possible and to 
use such estimates to select regulatory 
policy options that generate the largest 
net benefits. Therefore. FDA is not 
changing its estimate of the benefits 
based on this comment. FDA will 
continue to refine the methodology 
employed here as well as to seek 
alternative.methodologies to measure 
these effects. 

45. One comment noted that there 
will be reductions in health care and 
insurance costs that will result in cost 
savings to all consumers, whether 
disease afflicted or not. 

FDA notes that health care estimates 
were included in the 1991 RIA proposal. 
FDA agrees that as demand for health 
care resources decreases, there will be 
price decreases that will affect all 
consumers and consequent reductions 
in insurance costs. However, benefit 
estimates are societal benefits which are 
real resource savings to all members of 
society, without regard to incidence. For 
example, estimates of the willingness- 
to-pay to reduce risk of illness and 
death reflect total societal values. 
Therefore, the benefits estimated in the 
1991 RIA proposal reflect savings to all 
of society, whether disease afflicted or 
not, but this fact does not alter the 
quantitative total societal benefits and 
does not affect the final estimate of the 
benefits. 

46. Another comment noted that there 
may be significant benefits from 
reduction in allergic responses to food. 

The agency believes that the most 
significant additional ingredient 
information resulting from the 1990 
amendments is the listing of ingredients 
in standardized foods. The agency 
believes, however, that the labeling of 
almost all standardized foods already 

contained this information before the 
passage of the 1990 amendments. 
Although the agency agrees that the 
required labeling of allergens such as 
hydrolyzed com protein will have some 
benefits for preventing allergic 
responses, these benefits are expected to 
be small relative to the nutritioruil 
benefits of the final rules. 

47. One comment suggested that 
because the agency accounted for the 
costs of product refomrulations. it 
should estimate the benefits of 
reformulation. 

Although FDA agrees that product 
ref(Kmulation will occur as a result of 
the 1990 amendments, FDA did not 
estimate either costs or benefits of 
product reformulation (see comment 38 
of this document). The assumption 
underlying the benefit estimate is that 
firms did not refomiulate foods Just to 
participate in the shelf flag study (the 
FDA/Giant Special Dietary Alert (SDA) 
study cited in the 1991 RIA proposal) 
because the relative size of the market 
used in the study is small, and the time 
span was relatively short (1 year). The 
agency noted in the 1991 RIA proposal 
how difficult it would be to estimate the 
amount of reformulation that would 
take place. 

48. Some comments addressed the 
purpose of the food label with respect 
to the projected benefits of the new 
labeling. One comment stated that the 
purpose of the food label is to inform 
consumers (presumably about 
nutritional values), while another stated 
that the purpose of the food label is to 
sell a pr^uct. 

Compliance with the final regulations 
that respond to the 1990 amendments as 
well as with other regulations governing 
food labels will make the label, both the 
PDF and the information panel, more 
informative for consumers. Thus, 
estimated benefits derived horn 
compliance with the 1990 amendments 
are not benefits to manufacturers from 
selling food but rather are benefits to 
consumers because manufacturers must 
comply with the law. 

49. Another comment expressed 
concern that diet deficiencies might be 
a possible response to the new labeling 
information. This comment noted that 
some consumers may have negative 
benefits because they use food labels to 
modify their diet in a detrimental way. 
According to the comment, this result 
would occur because food nutrients are 
grouped in foods such that, for example, 
a product substitution may decrease fat 
intake slightly but result in a large 
increase in senium intake. 

As mentioned in the 1991 RIA 
proposal. FDA was aware of the 
possibility that these effects may occur 

and represent a potential bias towards 
overestimating l^nefits. However, FDA 
believes that it is unlikely that the 
provision of more information on food 
labels will lead to such effects. It is 
difficult to construe the labeling 
changes that respond to the 1990 
amendments as being the cause of many 
ill-considered food choices. The 
disqualifying disclosure levels are 
intended to prevent such effects from 
occurring. Further, FDA believes that 
the consumer information campaigns 
now underway in response to the 1990 
amendments will serve to further 
mitigate the chances of any such effect. 

50. One comment stateef that the only 
benefits that would arise from requiring 
restaurants to carry nutritional 
information would be for the chemical 
laboratories that do the testing. 

The agency advises that it is not 
requiring full nutrition labeling for 
restaurants in these final rules. 
However, restaurants will be required to 
ensure that their judgments that a food 
has an appropriate level of a nutrient to 
qualify for a health claim or a nutrient 
content claim have a reasonable basis. 
There is no requirement for laboratory 
testing of such foods. Moreover, FDA 
does not agree that no other p€uties will 
benefit horn these rules with respect to 
restaurants. Consumers will now have 
consistent, reasonably based signals 
from restaurant menus with regard to 
health claims and nutrient content 
claims that they can use to control their 
diets. 

B. Consumer Response to Labeling 

51. One comment contended that 
FDA’s estimate of the consumer 
response to labeling was low. The 
comment argued that FDA's estimate of 
the percentage of consumers that read 
and understand labels. 45 percent, 
should be used as a measure of 
consumer behavior change in response 
to new labeling. 

The agency rejerts this view. The 
agency’s estimate was based on actual 
consumer behavior measured in 
response to new labeling information 
(the FDA/Giant SDA study). As for the 
estimate of consumers who read and 
understand labeling, the agency notes 
that the cost of changing dietary 
behavior is greater than the cost of 
simply reading end understanding 
labels. The cost of changing dietary 
behavior includes search costs, costs of 
giving up some elements of taste, and 
possibly paying higher prices for the 
more nutritious foods. For this reason, 
it is likely that only a small percentage 
of consumers actually change their 
purchases in any meaningful way. In 
addition. FDA acknowledged factors 
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that would cause the benefit projections 
to be overestimated. For example, as 
noted in the 1991 RIA proposal, TOA 
does not have evidence that changes 
made in the FDA/Giant SDA program 
were lasting. Although FDA expects that 
consumers* diet/health link awareness 
will increase over time, it is not clear 
how much of an effect this increased 
awareness will have. 

52. Other comments questioned 
whether consumers will use labels to 
actually change purchase behavior. 

FDA believes that the SDA study 
supports its view that some consumers, 
although a small percent, will use labels 
to change their purchase behavior. In 
this study, shelf flags were used to alert 
consumers to the presence of desirable 
nutrient attributes. Netting out price 
changes, there were measurable shifts to 
more nutritious'foods. Moreover, the 
SDA categories covered less than one- 
fourth of all of the food categories, and 
FDA believes it is likely that there will 
be responses in other categories of food 
because of the addition of other 
nutrients of concern as part of the 1990 
amendments. 

53. One comment to the RIA stated 
that the shelf flag highlighting in the 
SDA study overestimates benefits of the 
1991 initiative because they do not 
apply to information required on the - 
food label. The comment noted that, 
since shelf flag highlighting may have 
been used in addition to highlighting 
the product characteristics on the label, 
similar results will not be obtained 
unless retailers use shelf flags. The 
comment went on to say that it is 
unlikely that retailers will use shelf 
flags given disclosure requirements, 
type-size and placement requirements, 
and density-based requirements. 

The agency notes that these final rules 
do not prohibit shelf flags from being 
used by manufacturers exactly as they 
were used by Giant Foods during the 
SDA study. The agency is announcing 
in the final rule on nutrient content 
claims, published elsewhere in this 
issue of the Federal Register, that it is 
encouraging retailers to use such 
devices consistent with the nutrient 
content claim deflnitions provided in 
that final rule. Thus, the agency believes 
that similar results will occur as a result 
of the 1990 amendments and is not 
changing its estimate based on this 
comment. 

54. One comment expressed the view 
that the shelf flags in the SDA study are 
be.st related to regulations allowing 
health claims and nutrient content 
claims on labels, and that benefit 
estimates should be related to those 
provisions of the 1990 amendments. 

FDA believes that all implementing 
regulations of the 1990 amendments 
will have benefits, although the bulk of 
such benefits may come with changes to 
the PDF where nutrient content claims 
and some health claims will be 
displayed. However, FDA is unable to 
separate the eflects of the various 
aspects of the 1990 amendments on the 
basis of this comment or any other of 
the comments received. Therefore, FDA 
is not changing the benefits estimate 
based on this comment. 

55. Another comment on the SDA 
study noted that FDA did not separate 
the effects of the shelf flags fi-om other 
marketplace events such as price 
changes, advertising campaigns, price 
reductions, or couponing. 

The agency notes that price changes 
were accounted for in the SDA study, 
although the other events mentioned 
represent a possible bias in the study. 
To the extent that such effects caused 
consumer purchase changes 
independent of the shelf flags, the 
agency agrees that such changes would 
result in the benefit estimate being an 
overestimate. However, no information 
was presented that would allow the 
agency to calculate the extent of this 
bias. The agency points out that this is 
one of several biases in the analysis that 
were noted in the 1991 RIA proposal. 

56. One comment suggested that FDA 
examine microdata from SDA to 
determine whether Giant stores had a 
disproportionate number of people at 
risk for developing chronic diet-related 
diseases. They pointed out that if so, it 
would bias the outcome when the study 
is extrapolated to the entire U.S. 
population. Other comments noted that 
the Washington D.C. metropolitan area 
may not be representative based on 
demographic data. 

The agency acknowledges these 
limitations of the data presented in the 
SDA study and recognizes that the 
benefit estimates provided in both the 
preliminary and the final RIA are soft 
because of the many assumptions made 
and the tenuous support for many of 
these assumptions. The agency believes, 
however, that it has made a novel first 
attempt at estimating the effects of this 
type of mandatory label information. A 
number of comments addressed the 
viability of the agency’s assumptions in 
estimating these benefits but offered no 
data upon which to fashion better 
assumptions. The agency agrees that the 
Washington D.C. area may not be 
representative of the U.S. population as 
a whole but does not have any way to 
make the study representative. Thus, 
FDA is very aware of the imprecision of 
these benefit estimates. From these 
comments FDA has received no 

information that would alter its 
assessment of the expected change in 
dietary behavior from that reported in 
the 1991 RIA proposal. 

C. Health Response to Improved Diet 

57. One comment noted that FDA’s 
estimate of the maximum preventable 
cases of cancer and CHD prevention 
fit)m dietary changes was low relative to 
what was predicted by “significant 
scientific agreement.’’ The comment 
used Table 13 in FDA’s 1991 RIA 
proposal (56 FR 60856 at 60871, 
November 27,1991), and estimated that, 
of the total cases estimated to be 
avoided, cancer cases represent 89.7 
percent, and CHD the remaining 10.3 
percent. Eliminating the years where 0 
cases are expected to be prevented, the 
first 10 years for cancer and 2 years for 
CHD, the above percentages were 
applied to the total cases, 503,448 
(Table 16. 56 FR 60856 at 60872). From 
these calculations, the comment noted 
that FDA’s figures appear to show only 
45,310 cancer cases and 2,797 heart 
disease cases are preventable through 
dietary intervention per year. These 
numbers were compared by the 
comment with other published 
numbers. For total preventable cancers, 
the comment updated a 1991 published 
estimate of 1,100,000 cases (per year in 
the United States) with an annual 
growth rate of 0.9 percent to obtain an 
average over the 10th to 20th years fiom 
the 1990 amendments of 1,258,230. The 
comment noted that FDA’s estimate of 
preventable cancers (45,310) was only 
3.6 percent of this figure, less than the 
5 percent to 35 percent of cases 
preventable through diet. Another 
comment noted that the 2,797 estimated 
cases of CHD that would be prevented 
represent only 0.9 percent of the total 
cases, which it said was extremely low. 

The agency disagrees that its figures 
are low. First, the agency’s estimates 
were based on the difference between 
current dietary intakes and DRV’s. 
DRV’s are the U.S. Government 
recommendations for an achievable diet, 
not a maximal diet. A maximal diet 
would be much lower in fat content, for 
example, as well as containing other 
nutrient values much “stricter” than the 
RDI diet. The RDI diet might be 
construed to be “perfect,” however, in 
the sense that it does not involve giving 
up all desirable foods to meet a 
reasonable health goal. 

In addition, FDA notes that although 
there is significant scientific agreement 
that reductions in fat intake will reduce 
the risk of some cancers, the precise 
quantitative relationship has not been 
firmly established. It is unlikely, 
however, that the relationship between 
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iat intake and cancer will prove to be 
false. 

Finally, it .should be noted that FDA's 
figures from Table 16 in the 1991 RIA 
proposal {56 FR 60856 at 60872) are 
from reducing fat intake for FDA foods 
only, which does not include meat and 
poultry (regulated by USDA). 
Reductions of fat horn consuming those 
foods will save additional lives and 
cases. Thus, FDA disagrees that its 
estimates are low and has not changed 
the benefit estimate of the 1990 
amendments based on this comment. 

58. One comment requested that FDA 
explain an apparent discrepancy. The 
comment loc4c the number of total cases 
of illness estimated to be avoided for 
each scenario and divided them by the 
total number of deaths estimated to be 
avoided. The comment stated that the 
discrepancy arose because the total 
n umber of cases (cancer and CHD) 
avoided in the maximal FDA diet, 
approximately 42 percent resulted in 
lives saved, whereas in the scenario that 
applies to the benefit estimate, only 32 
percent of cases avoided will result in 
lives saved. 

The agency does not believe that this 
difference is a discrepancy. The 
explanation is that both total cases 
avoided and total lives saved are based 
on cancer and CHD. In the Browner 
model, which was used as a component 
of the FDA labeling benefits model, 
reducing fat intake changes the ratio of 
saturated fat to cholesterol intake. In the 
maximum health benefits scenario, this 
ratio is 2. As the amount of fat intake 
is reduced in response to labeling, this 
ratio declines to 1.3. The ratio of 
saturated fat to cholesterol changes are 
based on actual intake changes 
measured in the SDA study. In turn, as 
the ratio of saturated fat to dietary 
chcleslerol decreases, the rate of CHD 
ca.sos avoided (based on saturated fat) 
w- il decline relative to that of cancer 
cases avoided (based on total fat). 

!n the Browner model, it is assumed 
that all CHD cases result in death, but 
that only 45 percent of the cancer cases 
result in death. Thus, as there is no 
tiiscrepancy, FDA concludes that no 
clianges in tlie agency’s benefit estimate 
are necessary in response to this 
comment. 

59. One comment argued that it makes 
ro sense to postulate that a perfect diet 
would only prevent 3.6 percent of 
cancer cases, but 42 percent of cancer 
deaths. Similarly, the comment stated 
that it is unlikely that there would be 
oniy a 0.9 percent reduction in 
incidence of heart disease but 4.5 
percent reduction in deaths. 

The agency disagrees with this 
comment. The comment is referring to 

the agency’s estimate of the number of 
preventable cases of cancer and cases of 
death that would result from adoption 
of a perfect diet by all consumers (Table 
15, 56 FR 60872). The comment appears 
to have incorrectly calculated the 
percentage of cancer deaths that will be 
avoided as a result of a perfect diet 
relative to the total number of cancer 
deaths in the United States. Rather than 
42 percent as calculated by the 
comment, the agency calculates that 3.5 
percent of all cancer deaths in the 
United States would be avoided if 
consumers adopt a perfect diet. This 
number, 3.5 percent, is calculated as 
follows: On average, it is expected, 
based on FDA calculations (56 FR 
60872), that there would be 
approximately 18,985 cancer deaths 
avoided per year (following the 10-year 
lag from the beginning of a perfect diet). 
This number is obtained by multiplying 
the total number of deaths avoided 
(212,596) by 89.3 percent (the 
proportion of cancer deaths avoided) 
and dividing by 10. the number of years 
for which the model estimates cancer 
deaths being avoided. Therefore, if there 
are 545,718 total cancer deaths per year, 
then 18,985 deaths per year (3.5 
percent) can be avoided as a result of 
adoption of a perfect diet. A similar 
calculation determines that CHD deaths 
avoided as a percent of CHD deaths per 
year (500,000) is about 0.3 percent. 

60. Another comment .states that the 
"total impact of the approved health 
claim on lipids and cancer will be a 
reduction of 0.28 percent of all cancer 
cases and an estimated prevention of 
1,188 cancer deaths per annum, a total 
decline of 0.23 percent.’’ 

The agency’s estimate of the benefits 
of the 1990 amendments apply to the 
whole of the 1990 amendments. 
Changes in dietary behavior, such as 
lipid reduction, are likely to be made by 
consumers in response to changes in the 
information panel including new 
nutrient and ingredient information, as 
well as to PDF changes such as new 
definitions for nutrient content claims 
and health claims. The agency is unable 
to separate out, based on this or any 
other comment received, the marginal 
change in consumer behavior solely in 
response to health claims and the 
resulting health effect. Thus, no change 
to the agency's benefit analysis has been 
made in response to this comment. 

61. One comment noted that FDA has 
estimated a reduction in the 
consumption of fats by men and women 
to be 1.4 and 1.1 percent which 
translates to 1.49 and 0.67 grams, 
respectively. The comment went on to 
say that given that a "less" fat item will 
have a minimum of 3 grams less fat than 

a comparable choice, FDA’s estimate 
would amount to only one improved 
serving choice every other day for an 
average male and every 4.5 days for an 
average Female. The comment 
contended that this appears to 
underestimate the potential impact. The 
comment also noted that: 

I The apparent use of a typical consumer, 
rather than of a bell distribution, would 
dramaticatly skew the impacts of the 
reduction on health * * * as minor reductions 
(1.1 to 1.4 percent) * • * cannot be expected 
to have a significant impact on risk 
reduction. Because actual reduction would 
be distributed across a curve, those whose 
reduction in cholesterol would be significant 
would experience a significant reduction In 
risk unrevealed by the FDA single, typical 
consumer model. 

The agency did not use a typical 
consumer to estimate the benefits of the 
proposed regulations. In the Browner 
model, all age groups were used in 5- 
year increments (e.g., 40-lo 45-year-old.s) 
which would approximate the full 
distribution of age groups, not collapse 
all age groups into a typical consumer. 
This data (the actual distribution of 
intakes) came from the Continuing 
Survey of Food Intakes by Individuals. 
Furthermore, the agency is not 
persuaded by the argument concerning 
food choices. FDA agrees with the 
comment that rather than ail consumers 
making small changes, what is more 
likely is that a small subset of 
consumers will make dietary changes, 
or that some consumers will only 
change a small portion of their diets. 
This pattern of rcssponse would explain 
the relatively modest changes that 
occurred in the SDA study. FDA notes 
that consumer response to new 
information has been shown to be 
modest in other studies, such as 
response to radon information provided 
by the Environmental Protection 
Agency, However, the agency believes 
that reformulation of foods, which were 
not e.stimated in this benefit analysis, 
will increase the size of the total 
benefits. FDA acknowledges that this 
bias exists in the estimate but, as noted 
elsewhere in this document, FDA does 
not have sufficient information to 
estimate these effects and FDA is not 
altering its estimate based on this 
comment. 

Although the estimate of the number 
of deaths avoided will not be adjusted 
based on the comments received, FDA 
acknowledges that a letter to the 
Department of Labor from the Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) 
returning a rule which would lower 
permissible exposure limits for 375 
substances in the construction and 
maritime industries has implications for 
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its estimate of the number of lives saved 
(Ref. 2). In that letter, 0MB took note of 
a series of papers and books that 
estimated the eBect of wealth on health. 
They noted that, “Richer workers on 
average buy more leisure time, more 
nutritious food, more preventive health 
care, and smoke and drink less than 
poorer workers." Thus, money spent by 
society to improve nutrition labeling 
will not be spent in other areas such as 
smoke detectors and airbags which will 
reduce risk. OMB cited a U.S. Court of 
Appeals decision which in turn cited 
research showing that each $7.5 million 
in additional regulatory expenditures 
may result in one additional death horn 
lowered income. 

The relationship between income and 
death is still somewhat controversial. In 
a recent article, researchers found that 
the effect is likely if the income 
reduction is permanent, as opposed to 
transitory (Ref. 3). Keeney has examined 
the extent to which the mortality effects 
on income changes are greater for poorer 
people than for richer people (Ref. 7). 
As the expenditure on nutrition labeling 
is a one-time expenditure affecting all 
consumers very slightly, it is likely that 
it is a transitory expenditure. On the 
other hand, because food expenditures 
account for a significantly larger share 
of the family budget for poorer families, 
the cost of these regulations are likely to 
have larger impacts on those families. 
Thus, it is unclear whether or not these 
expenditures will, in fact, increase some 
deaths while saving others. 
Nevertheless, FDA has estimated the 
possible effects this potential bias could 
have on the benefit estimate. 

FDA’s flnal estimate of additional 
regulatory costs resulting from the 1990 
amendments is $1.6 to $2.7 billion. This 
would result in between 216 and 360 
additional deaths which should be 
subtracted from FDAs estimate. Based 
on the Keeney estimate of one death for 
each $7.5 million of cost, the final 
estimates for the total deaths avoided as 
a result of the 1990 amendments are 
between 12,542 and 12,689 (from 12,902 
estimated in the 1991 RIA proposal. 
Table 13, 56 FR 60856 at 60871). Life- 
years gained are reduced to between 
78,672 and 79,577 (from 80,930, also in 
Table 13). The results of these changes 
affect the total benefits very slightly 
with the new range being $4.5 to $21 
billion. 

D. Quantification of Health Response 

62. One comment argued that the 
average medical care costs estimated in 
Table 14 (56 FR 60856 at 60871) should 
not be discounted at a 5 percent 
inflation rate because the rising costs of 

medical care have been increasing 10.5 
percent in recent years. 

The agency agrees that the costs of 
medical care have been rising at 
approximately 10.5 percent. If this trend 
were to continue, however, a net of 5.5 
percent increase (10.5 percent medical 
care cost inflation minus 5 percent 
general inflation) could be added to 
these costs, although future cost 
increases are difficult to predict, and the 
agency does not wish to infer that great 
precision accompanies these estimates. 
The agency notes that medical care costs 
estimated in the 1991 RIA proposal may 
be over or underestimates of actual 
medical care costs. That is, because 
some people who will not get cancer or 
CHD will get other illnesses that will 
result in medical care costs, using the 
total cost savings fix>m reduced cancer 
and CHD cases is an overestimate. 
Because the agency was unable to net 
out increases in medical care from other 
diseases, it overestimated medical care 
cost savings. Thus, the agency 
acknowledges that there is a bias in both 
directions for the medical care cost 
estimate. Because it is not possible to 
estimate the net direction of these 
biases, however, the agency will not 
make further adjustments in these 
numbers. Finally, the agency’s estimates 
of the benefits of nutrition labeling 
derive primarily from the willingness- 
to-pay for increased longevity, not from 
nonfatal medical care costs. 

63. One comment expressed the view 
that the willingness-to-pay generated 
benefits of the 1990 amendments of $3.6 
to $21 billion are for nonmedical 
outlays only. 

FDA disagrees with this comment. In 
fact, the willingness-to-pay estimates of 
health benefits in the 1991 RIA proposal 
are individual dollar amounts that 
market studies demonstrate con-sumers 
(and workers) will pay to reduce the 
probability of death from these illnes.ses. 
Many people are willing to pay to 
reduce the probability of death and 
illness, and these payments include 
expected expenditures on medical care 
as well as other types of disability, such 
as pain and sickness. As noted earlier in 
this document, however, the total 
benefit estimates do not cover the cost 
savings from illnesses that do not result 
in death, which are estimated in the 
section on medical care cost savings. 
Thus, no change in the benefit estimate 
will be made as a result of this 
comment. 

64. One comment pointed out that a 
willingness-to-pay model is not 
anchored in any real occurrence in the 
marketplace and reflects only a 
subjective valuation of good health. This 

comment added that risk is not traded 
in the marketplace. 

The agency disagrees with this 
comment. The agency believes that 
willingness-to-pay estimates represent 
the individual’s valuation of loss of 
productivity, medical care costs, pain 
and suffering, and other utility losses as 
demonstrated in economic literature. In 
this case, the decisions reflect payments 
to reduce the risk of death rather than 
using those resources for other goods. 

FDA also believes that risk, including 
health risk, is ubiquitously traded in the 
marketplace. For example, expenditures 
on seatbelts, airbags, airline safety, 
safety caps on medicine, preventive 
chedc-ups, suntan lotion, and a 
multitude of other factors represent 
market expenditures on risk reduction. 
Many of the studies conducted to 
estimate willingness-to-pay to avoid 
death were bas^ on the workplace 
transactions by estimating wage 
differentials for jobs with varying levels 
of risk and wages. Therefore, the 
willingness-to-pay figures for reductions 
in the probability of death are strongly 
grounded in economic theory such that 
the agency will not change the benefit 
estimate based on this comment. 

65. One comment suggested that 
“hard figures" such as lost productivity 
should be used instead of willingness- 
to-pay estimates. 

FDA disagrees with this comment 
because the use of such “hard figures" 
alone (productivity) will ultimately 
undervalue the total utility of reducing 
risk to the individual as it does not 
include the utility derived from reduced 
medical care costs and pain and 
sickness. The agency believes that the 
willingness-to-pay methodology is 
strongly grounded in economic theory 
and is the conceptually correct method 
to estimate these health benefits. 
Therefore, no change will be made to 
the benefit estimates based on this 
comment. 

66. One comment contended that the 
quantitative estimate provided in the 
1991 RIA proposal for the amount and 
value of reduced risk were too low 
because: (1) The estimate chosen for the 
value of risk reduction (value of life) 
from secondary studies was low because 
the mean of these type of studies was 
not chosen: (2) the estimate for value of 
risk reduction did not include the 
impact of recent inflation; (3) the 
estimate for the value of risk reduction 
did not include growth in real income 
before 1990; and (4) the estimate for 
value of risk reduction did not include 
future real growth of income. 

FDA does not agree that the estimates 
cliosen for the value of risk reduction, 
$1.5 to $3 million, from secondary 
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studies is necessarily low. Market 
studies of willingness-to-pay to avoid 
death have produced a range of values— 
some higher and some lower than the 
values used in this study. In order, to 
capture this diversity. FDA used a wide 
range of benehts. Thus, FDA is 
unconvinced that sufficient data are 
either available in the literature or were 
in the comments to warrant changing 
these estimates. 

As to the second point. FDA agrees 
that some inflation has occurred since 
the publication of the study that the 
agency used to estimate the value of risk 
reductions. The study’s results were 
calculated in 1986 dollars (Ref. 4) and 
inflation ht)m 1986 to 1991 was 16.5 
percent (not 15.5 percent as mentioned 
in the comment). In addition, the 
comment noted that there have been 
increases in real personal disposable 
income since 1986. Real personal 
disposable income has increased from 
1986 to 1990 by 8.5 percent, not 10 
percent as cited in the comment (Table 
B-25 in the Economic Report to the 
President (Ref. 6)). To the extent that 
individuals can now purchase 8.5 
percent more goods than they could in 
1986, it is likely that they would be 
willing to pay more for risk reduction as 
well. Updating the range of estimates 
noted above of $3.5 to $21 billion to 
account for inflation and real personal 
disposable income yields the new range 
of $4.4 to $26.5 billion. 

The comment also noted that FDA 
should include in the benefits estimates 
future real growth of income because if 
income continues to grow, people in the 
future will purchase more risk 
reduction. FDA disagrees with using 
long-term real growth of income to 
increase benefits. The benefits estimate 
derives from the choice that is made by 
individuals today. That choice reflects 
the amount of money people are willing 
to give up today to reduce risk in the 
future. Those estimates reflect 
individuals subjective evaluation of 
both their future health states as well as 
their assessment of their future income 
changes that will occur as a result of the 
regulation. If FDA were to forecast 
future growth in personal income and 
estimate the income/risk trade-offs 
(income elasticity of demand for risk 
reduction) that would be made for each 
future period, it would result in double 
counting. Again, this would be true as 
people implicitly account for future 
income growth in decisions made today. 
F'urthermore, as income rises, people 
may choose to add even more labeling 
information at some time in the future 
but that would represent a .separate 
choice with separate marginal costs and 
Iwnefits. 

FDA concedes, however, that choices 
that are made in most, if not all, 
willingness-to-pay studies associated 
with risk reduction are reflective of 
individuals valuation of their own 
change in probability of risk of death. 
They do not include the individual’s 
altruistic expenditures to reduce risk for 
future generations. This effect is 
expected to be small for this regulation, 
however, as benefits and costs are 
estimated for over 20 years. 

E. Health Claims 

67. One comment expressed concern 
that FDA had ignored some 
fundamental findings from consumer 
behavior studies and the economics of 
information. It also stated that approval 
of health claims should be done on a 
cost-benefit basis rather than by 
consensus. The comment noted that 
allowing partial information produces a 
more efficient marginal adjustment 
process in the market than requiring full 
information. The comment noted that it 
did not believe there was such a thing 
as "Gresham’s Law’’ (which essentially 
says that "bad" money drives out 
"good” money) of health claims in 
advertising. 

The agency does not necessarily 
disagree with this assessment of the 
state of the economics of information. 
However, section 403(r)(3) of the act 
requires “substantial scientific 
agreement” for approval of a health 
claim for conventional food. The 
standard for substances in dietary 
supplements under section 403(r)(5)(D) 
of the act will be determined in 
accordance with the DS Act. The agency 
believes that the final rules for health 
claims are as flexible as is possible. 
Also, the agency notes that there is a set 
period of time for Government review of 
petitions for authorization to make 
additional health claims. 

On the issue of whether or not there 
is a “Gresham’s Law” with respect to 
advertising, the agency notes the 
widespread persistent use of the 
misleading “percent fat free” 
advertising. Thus, it is not clear whether 
or not “good” advertising in terms of 
being truthful and not misleading will 
ultimately drive “bad” advertising from 
the marketplace without regulation. 
Thus, FDA does not believe that this 
comment affects the ultimate benefits 
from the 1990 amendments and will not 
change its assessment based on the 
comment. 

There is an opportunity cost of the 
choices made with respect to health 
claims and nutrient content claims. 
Opportunity costs of the regulation of 
these claims include the benefits 
foregone by not choosing an alternative 

option. Some of these costs arise firom 
the statute itself, and some arise from 
the interpretations made in these 
regulations. If firms are either 
prohibited from making certain kinds of 
claims, or if the incentives are such that 
firms make fewer valid health claims or 
nutrient content claims, there is a cost 
imposed on society in that some 
valuable information may not be 
conveyed to consumers. For instance, if 
firms find that the required disclosures 
surrounding health claims are too 
cumbersome, they may find that this 
adversely affects the marketing of their 
product and fail to make a valid health 
claim. 

In fact, FDA has no data to evaluate 
the potential market outcomes that 
would arise with alternative regulatory 
choices with respect to health and 
nutrient content claims. Although FDA 
has benefited from numerous comments 
on the subject, including a lengthy 
comment from the Federal Trade 
Commission, no comments have been 
able to show the quantitative outcomes 
of allowing more health claims in a 
different format or allowing more 
flexible use of nutrient content claims. 
However, although these rules are final, 
FDA will continue to evaluate 
information that will help refine these 
rules and encourages interested parties 
to submit such information. 

V. Summary 

FDA has evaluated comments on the 
costs and benefits of the impact of the 
changes in the food label occurring as a 
result of the 1990 amendments. The 
benefits of the 1990 amendments and 
the implementing regulations include 
decreased rates of cancer, CHD, 
osteoporosis, obesity, hypertension, and 
allergic reactions to food. As consumers 
are given more informative labeling in 
an improved format, uncertainty and 
ignorance concerning the ingredient and 
nutrient content of the foods they eat 
will decrease, and some consumers will 
select more nutritious, healthier foods. 
Also, the creation of consistent metrics 
and definitions, such as standardized 
serving sizes and nutrient content claim 
definitions, that consumers can use to 
judge the nutritional aspects of foods 
will encourage manufacturers through 
competition to reformulate their 
products into healthier foods. Thus, 
even those consumers who may be 
unaware of the effects of diet on health 
will inadvertently eat a better diet. 

The model chosen to estimate these 
benefits focused on the two largest 
health problems, cancer and CHD (Ref. 
5). This model involved the following 
three-step estimation process: 
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(1) Estimate changes in consumer 
purchase behavior and resulting 
changes in nutrient intakes as a result of 
receiving new nutrient information 
about foods. Some comments stated that 
consumers will not use labels at all, and 
some comments asserted that many 
more changes will come about than 
those that ITDA estimated. A number of 
comments noted particular bias in the 
FDA/Giant SDA study. Although FDA 
agrees that there is bias both in the SDA 
study and in applying the results of the 
SDA study to the benefits of the 1990 
amendments, no comments provided a 
sufficient basis either to replace or 
amend the study’s result in this RIA. 

(2) Estimate the changes in health 
states that would result from consumers’ 
changes in nutrient intakes, particularly 
for reduced incidence of cancer and 
CHD. Again, FDA was presented with a 
number of comments on the changes 
that will result from changed diets, but 
none were convincing. Many comments 
were directed at the Browner model 
which was incorporated into FDA’s 
benefit estimate in this section of FDA’s 
analysis. The comments focused on the 
fact that nutrition labeling and other 
components of the 1990 amendments 
are estimated in FDA’s model to make 
only a relatively small decrease in the 
number of cases of CHD and cancer and 
the deaths associated with them. 
However, FDA is unpersuaded by these 
arguments. The Browner mode! is well 
documented and contains realistic 
health assumptions. However, FDA did 
account for studies cited by OMB that 
demonstrated that regulatory 
expenditures may cause increased 
death. This resulted in FDA’s estimate 
of lives saved and life-years saved 
decreasing by very small amounts, to 
between 12,542 and 12,689 (from 12,902 
estimated in the 1991 RiA proposal. 
Table 13,56 FR 60856 at 60871) and to 
between 78,672 and 79,577 (from 
80,930, also in Table 13) for the number 
of life-years saved. 

(3) Estimate the value of changes in 
health states in terms of life-years 
gained, number of cases and deaths 
avoided, and the dollar value of such 
benefits. FDA has been persuaded by 
some of the arguments that the benefits 
are underestimated in this component of 
the analysis. Specifically, the agency 
has adjusted for inflation and for the 
growth of real personal disposable 
income that occurred in the 4 years 

between when the estimates were cited 
in the economic literature and the time 
the 1991 RIA proposal was concluded. 
Coupled with changes made to the 
number of life-years and lives saved 
mentioned above, these adjustments 
change the benefits to $4.4 to $26.5 
billion (discounted at 5 percent over a 
20-year period). 

FDA also evaluated comments on 
costs of the 1990 amendments and has 
amended its cost estimates based on 
these comments. The total costs of food 
labeling regulations range from $1.4 
billion to $2.3 billion (discounted at 5 
percent), depending on the frequency of 
reanalyzing products, excluding the cost 
of labeling raw fhiit, vegetables, and 
fish, and assuming a 15-month 
compliance period for nutrition labeling 
and nutrient content claims ending in 
May 1994. If a discount rate of ten 

ercent is used, total costs are estimated 
etween $1.3 and $1.8 million. These 

costs include costs to food 
manufacturers and food service 
establishments. Costs to Government 
entities are estimated to be $163 
million. Costs to dietary supplement 
manufacturers were not included in this 
estimate because of the moratorium 
imposed by the DS Act. 

roA believes that the study of the 
costs and benefits of food labeling is as 
accurate as possible for a forward 
looking study of the costs and benefits 
of regulatory action. FDA published the 
initial study in the Federal Register and 
received over 300 comments on it. As a 
result of the comments and new 
information, FDA revised its figures 
upward for both costs and benefits. In 
addition, FDA acknowledges that many 
deficiencies remain in these estimates 
because there are elements of both costs 
and benefits that remain unquantified. 
Nonetheless, the purpose of the RIA is 
to estimate the general magnitude of 
these effects in accordance with 
Executive Order 12291 and to determine 
whether the benefits of this action 
exceed the costs, and FDA has met that 
burden. With the exception of 
reformulation, FDA has examined the 
unquantified costs and benefits and 
believes that they are likely to be small 
relative to those that have been 
quantified and are not likely to change 
the estimates significantly. 

Furthermore, the analysis contains 
assumptions that are subject to 
challenge, and many of the comments 

did so. However, where neither data nor 
convincing evidence were submitted to 
contradict the assumptions, FDA has 
not changed them. Finally, FDA advises 
that the dollar amounts estimated in the 
final RIA are not exact amounts but 
rather reasonable estimates of the 
impacts of nutrition labeling on U.S. 
society. The final RIA demonstrates that 
although this action is expensive, the 
likely benefits to U.S. consumers 
substantially exceed the costs that 
shareholders, taxpayers, and consumers 
will ultimately bear. 
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Food Labeling: Nutrient Content 
Claims, Definition of Term: Healthy 

AGENCY: Food and Drug Administration. 
HHS. 
action: Proposed rule. 

summary: The Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) is proposing to 
amend its food labeling regulations to 
establish a definition for the term 
“healthy” under the Federal Food, Drug, 
and Cosmetic Act. Elsewhere in this 
issue of the Federal Register, the agency 
is publishing a Hnal rule to revise 21 
CFR part 101 which establishes 
provisions for general principles, 
petitions, and dePinition of terms for 
nutrient content claims. This proposal 
will provide a definition for the implied 
nutrient content claim “healthy” for 
individual foods and for meals and 
main dish products and provide for its 
use on the food label. This action is in 
response to the Nutrition Labeling and 
Education Act of 1990 (the 1990 
amendments). 
DATES: Written comments by March 8, 
1993. The agency intends that any final 
rule that may issue based on this 
proposal become effective on the same 
date as the final regulations for the 
General Principles for Nutrient Content 
Claims, promulgated under the 
provisions of the 1990 amendments and 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. 
ADDRESSES: Written comnients may be 
sent to the Dockets Management Branch 
(HFA-305), Food and Drug 
Administraticm, rm. 1-23,12420 
Parklawn Dr., Rockville, MD 20857. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Elizabeth J. Campbell, Center for Food 
Safety and Applied Nutrition (HFS- 
155), Food and Drug Administration, 
200 C St. SW., Washington, DC 20204, 
202-205-5229. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

I. Introduction 

In the Federal Register of November 
27,1991 (56 FR 60421), FDA published 
a proposal entitled. Food Labeling: 
Nutrient Content Claims, General 
Principles, Petitions, Definition of 
Ter;ns (Hereinafter referred to as the 
ger.H’-al principles proposal) that would, 
among other things, establish general 

principles for the use of claims 
describing the nutrient content of foods 
and define certain nutrient content 
claims and provide for their use on food 
labels. 

In the same issue of the Federal 
Register (56 FR 60478), FDA also 
published a proposed rule entitled 
“Food Labeling: Definitions of Nutrient 
Content Claims for the Fat, Fatty Acid, 
and Cholesterol Content of Food” 
(hereinafter referred to as the fat/ 
cholesterol proposal) to define and 
provide for the proper use of the 
nutrient content claims for fat, saturated 
fatty acids, and cholesterol. 

Both the general principles proposal 
and the fat/cholesterol proposal were 
issued in response to the 1990 
amendments (Pub. L. 101-535). With 
respect to nutrient content claims, the 
1990 amendments amended the Federal 
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (the act) 
by adding section 403(r)(l)(A) (21 U.S.C. 
343(r)(l)(A)). which states that a food is 
misbranded if it bears a claim on its 
label or in its labeling that either 
expressly or implicitly characterizes the 
level of any nutrient of the type required 
to be declared as part of the nutrition 
labeling, unless such claim is made in 
accordance with section 403(r)(2) of the 
act. 

In the general principles proposal, the 
agency proposed that an implied 
nutrient content claim is one that 
describes the food or an ingredient 
therein in such a manner that leads a 
consumer to assume that a nutrient is 
absent or present in a certain amount 
(e.g., “high in oat bran”), or that the 
food because of its nutrient content may 
be useful in achieving a total diet that 
conforms to current dietary 
recommendations (e.g., “healthy”) (56 
FR 60421 at 60423). 

The agency stated that because of the 
large variety of statements that could be 
considered to make implied claims and 
because of the resource constraints and 
strict timeframes under which the 
rulemaking was proceeding, it was not 
proposing to adopt regulations that 
authorize any implied claims at that 
time. However, the agency solicited 
comments and information concerning 
specific implied claims. The agency 
stated that if it received sufficient 
information in comments, it would 
consider providing for specific implied 
claims in the final regulation. 
Alternatively, it said, the agency might 
defer action on implied claims until 
after the rulemaking required by the 
1990 amendments was complete. 

In respon.se to the general principles 
proposal, the agency received a number 
of comments on implied claims, 
including some specifically on the term 

“healthy.” Elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register FDA is publishing a 
final rule (the general principles final 
rule) based on the general principles 
proposal and the fat/cholesterol 
proposal. In the general principles final 
rule, the agency has determined that the 
term “healthy” is an implied nutrient 
content claim when it appears on the 
label or in labeling in a nutritional 
context, that is, when it appears in 
association with an explicit or implicit 
claim or statement about a nutrient, 
such as “healthy, contains less than 3 g 
of fat.” Alternatively, use of the term 
"healthy” when not an implied claim 
will be reviewed under the general 
misbranding privisions. Such a 
statement suggests that the food may be 
useful in maintaining healthy dietary 
practices. Because of the complex 
nature of the term, the agency has 
determined that it was not possible to 
arrive at a final regulation for a 
definition of the term “healthy.” 
Therefore, the agency is proposing a 
definition of the term. The agency 
advises that it intends to make any final 
rule that derives from this rulemaking 
efiective on the same date as the general 
principles final rule and the final rule 
on mandatory nutrition labeling. If for 
some reason, however, the final rule has 
not been issued, “healthy” would be 
subject to the general nutrient content 
claim requirements for implied claims 
or the general misbranding clause. 

11. Comments and Agency Response 

1. Some comments asserted that the 
term “healthy” may be understood by 
consumers in some contexts to convey 
an implied health claim and should; in 
those instances, be regulated as an 
implied health claim. One of these 
comments asserted that the extent to 
which the term “healthy” implies 
health benefits depends on the context 
of the entire label. The comment 
specifically asserted that the term 
“healthy,” when it is standing alone or 
is in a brand name, definitely implies to 
the consumer that the food has a direct 
beneficial effect on one’s health. 

Many other comments asserted that 
the term “healthy" is an implied 
nutrient content claim. Some comments 
stated that the context surrounding the 
use of the term “healthy” frequently 
conveys a strong message to consumers 
about the nutrient content of a food. 
However, one of these comments further 
stated that the term “healthy” can also 
appear in a context that does not imply 
nutrient content. The comment urged 
FDA. therefore, to consider the textual 
use of the term when determining 
whether it constitutes an implied 
nutrient content claim. 
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A similar comment asserted that the 
term “healthy” is misleading when it 
appears in a brand name of a food but 
is combined with a descriptor (nutrient 
content claim) or used in a context that 
is susceptible to a “imique” inference 
(e.g., “Healthy One”). The comment 
stated that the implication is not only 
that this labeled food is healthy, but that 
it is the only healthy product and other 
products of a similar type are unhealthy. 
The comment supported this argument 
by citing the results of a poll in which 
people were presented with two brand 
names of soup and asked which soup 
was “better for you.” The soups were 
equivalent in nutritional content. When 
presented with one brand name that 
contained the term “healthy” in 
conjunction with a descriptor implying 
that the product was unique and one 
brand name that made no reference to 
“health” or “healthy,” 67.7 percent of 
the respondents stated the soup whose 
brand name contained “healthy” was 
“better for you.” The comment 
suggested that the term “healthy” not be 
allowed to appear in any context that 
suggests that the food is uniquely 
“healthy” as compared to similar 
products, unless such a claim is true. 

FDA agrees with the comments that 
asserted that the context in which the 
term "healthy” is used is a critical factor 
in determining whether the term 
constitutes an implied nutrient content 
claim. As discussed in the general 
principles final rule, FDA believes that 
the term “healthy” constitutes an 
implied nutrient content claim only 
when it appears in a nutritional context. 
Such a context is established when the 
term "healthy” appears in association 
with an explicit or implicit claim or 
statement about a nutrient. Accordingly, 
the label or labeling statement “a 
healthy, low fat meal” would constitute 
an implied nutrient content claim. 
Likewise, the statement “low in 
saturated fat” on the label of a food with 
th8 brand name “Healthy Mountain” 
would place the term “healthy” into a 
nutritional context and subject it to the 
provisions of section 403(r) of the act. 

On the other hand. FD^ believes that 
in a context that refers to general dietary 
guidance, “healthy” is not an implied 
nutrient content claim. For example, in 
the statement “eat lots of fruit and 
vegetables for a healthy diet,” the term 
“healthy” does not imply the absence of 
a nutrient or the presence of a nutrient 
in a particular amount and would 
therefore not be a claim subject to the 
requirements of section 403{r) of the act. 

Further, FDA is not convinced that 
brand names in which “healthy” 
appears in a phrase with a term that 
suggests that the product is uniquely 

healthy, such as “Healthy One,” 
invariably imply that the specified 
product is superior to products of a 
similar type, or that the consumer 
should choose that product because it 
conforms to current dietary guidelines. 
The comment’s interpretation of its 
simrey is that some brand names that 
include the term “healthy” should be 
prohibited because of their context. 
However, FDA is not convinced that 
this interpretation of the study is 
appropriate. Because the study included 
only one sample involving “healthy,” 
the agency has no way to distinguish 
between uses of “healthy” in various 
names. Accordingly, FDA is not 
granting the comment's request that 
“healthy” not be allowed to appear in 
a context that suggests that the food is 
uniquely healthy. FDA will evaluate 
such uses of the term on a case-by-case 
basis and take appropriate action if a 
particular use is false or misleading. 

In addition, FDA advises that a 
statement containing references to both 
nutrient levels and a disease or health- 
related condition would constitute a 
health claim. As discussed in the final 
rule on general principles for health 
claims, published elsewhere in this 
issue of the Federal Register, a health 
claim is made when a label or labeling 
statement refers explicitly or by 
implication both to a nutrient present in 
the food and to a disease or health- 
related condition. The agency does not 
believe that the term “healthy” 
inherently implies that a food contains 
certain nutrients, or that the term 
inherently implies that the consumption 
of the product may reduce the risk of a 
disease or health-related condition. 
Instead, such implications are likely to 
be made only if the term “healthy” is 
accompanied by additional language or 
graphic material (e.g., logos, symbols, 
vignettes) that explicitly or implicitly 
suggests both a disease-related benefit 
and a nutrient context. For example, the 
statement “a low fat. heart-healthy 
food” on a food label or labeling implies 
that the fcod is useful in reducing the 
risk of heart disease because of its low 
fat content and would, therefore, be 
considered an implied health claim. 

Consequently, the agency concludes 
that when the term “healthy” appears 
on a food label without the additional 
label statements that render it either a 
health claim or a nutrient content claim, 
it is not subject to the requirements of 
section 403(r) of the act. Instead, under 
such conditions, the use of the term 
"healthy” is subject to section 403(a) of 
the act, and whether it is misleading 
will be determined on a case-by-case 
basis. However, FDA advises that even 
though it is not establishing a regulation 

on use of the term “healthy” on labels 
and in labeling of foods under section 
403(a) of the act, it believes that there 
are some foods on which the term 
would be misleading. These include 
foods in which the level of a nutrient 
exceeds the disclosure level established 
in new § 101.13(h) published elsewhere 
in this issue of the Federal Register. The 
agency considers that it is misleading 
for a label to include the term “healthy” 
when the food contains a nutrient at a 
level such that the food would not assist 
consumers in maintaining healthy 
dietary practices. 

FDA seeks comment on whether it 
should adopt a regulation using its 
authority under the general misbranding 
sections of the act (201 (n) (21 U.S.C. 
321 (n)). 403(a). and 701(a) (21 U.S.C. 
371(a))), that provides further guidance 
on the circumstances under which use 
of the term “healthy” might be false or 
misleading and thus misbrand the 
product. The agency is concerned that 
when a label bears the term “healthy.” 
even in the absence of statements that 
render the term an implied claim 
subject to the requirements of section 
403(r) of the act, its implications about 
the consequences of consumption of the 
food will be misleading unless the food 
complies with some understood criteria. 
If comments support adopting such a 
regulation, FDA will consider doing so 
in the final rule that results from this 
proposal. 

2. Some comments asserted that the 
term “healthy” should either be clearly 
defined or be prohibited to ensure that 
the term is used consistently and 
truthfully. Others asserted that the word 
“healthy” should be prohibited on food 
labels because it is misleading to 
consumers. One of these comments 
asserted that establishing a definition 
for “healthy” is impractical because 
what is “healthy” for one individual is 
not necessarily “healthy” for another. 
The comment noted that many of the 
nutritional needs of children are 
markedly different than the needs of 
adults. The comment also asserted that 
the scientific understanding of 
“healthy” is continually evolving. 

Many comments suggested that the 
agency should define the term 
“healthy.” A comment from industry 
stated that the term “healthy” should be 
defined to curtail the wide variety of 
products that are marketed as “healthy,” 
when in fact the benefits that they 
provide in comparison to benchmark 
products are minimal. One comment 
asserted the agency should define and 
allow the use of the term “healthy” to 
give manufacturers who wish to use the 
term an incentive to improve the 
nutritional quality of their products. 
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One comment asserted that use of the 
word “heahhy” as a descriptor should 
be encouraged and facilitated because it 
allows an evaluation of a total product, 
while it precludes unjustified focus on 
one nutritive aspect. The comment 
stated that prorhulgation of a standard 
will ensure a quality product, used in an 
informed way, by a consumer who has 
accurate information and justiHed 
reliance on the product as labeled. 

A number of comments stated that 
there is little or no consistency in the 
way the term “healthy’' is used in the 
marketplace today. One of these 
comments assertM that the term is used 
to describe a low sodium content in 
smne instances and a low fat or 
saturated fat content in others. The 
comment noted that some products 
descnbed as “healthy** may in fact 
contain a low level of one of these 
nutrients but still contain high levels of 
another (e.g., a peanut butter \^diich 
contains less sodium than other brands 
but just as many calories and just as 
much fat). The comment further noted 
that, in some instances, the nutrient of 
concern is actually present in greater 
amounts than it is in similar products 
that are not described as "healthy” (e.g., 
one brand of frozen desserts labeled as 
“healthy" contains more sodium than 
regular ice creams and more fat than fat 
fr^ ice creams). Another comment 
pointed out that the term “healthy" is 
also understood by some consumers to 
indicate that a food is free of pesticides. 

Some comments stated that the 
uncontrolled use of the term “healthy" 
diminishes consumer confidence in 
FDA and in the truthfulness of the food 
label. One of these comments cited the 
results of a national survey conducted 
in February 1992, in which 1,007 
individuals were interviewed 
conc^ning their interpretation of the 
word "healthy” as it appears on food 
labels. The comment reported that when 
asked what the word “healthy” on a 
food label says about an unspecified 
product. 33 percent responded that it 
means nothing, 24 percent responded 
that it means Uie product is good for 
you. 9 percent responded that it is an 
advertising ploy. Additionally, 9 
percent of the respondents indicated 
that they don’t believe that the product 
is actually healthy. 

Several comments objected that the 
grandfathering of brand names that 
include the term “healthy” would create 
additional confusion in the marketplace. 
Some of these comments stated that 
unevenly restricting usage of the term 
“healthy” would allow one company to 
use a term like “healthy” in a brand 
name and preclude other manufacturers 
with equivalent or superior products 

from using the term. One comment also 
asserted that allowing the use of the 
term “healthy” through the 
grandfathering process would 
perpetuate a “good food/bad food” 
distinction. Another comment stated 
that sudi a policy would allow 
manufacturers of products with 
grandfathered brand names to continue 
to mislead consumers. One comment 
stated that leaving the term “healthy" 
undefined allows companies that used 
the claim in brand names before October 
25.1989, to continue using the term on 
foods that may not meet appropriate 
standards. 

Some comments encouraged FDA to 
define “healthy” in a separate 
supplemental proceeding on an 
expedited basis, with an effective date 
that coincides with other implementing 
regulations. One comment suggested 
that such a rulemaking be done in 
conjunction with the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture’s (USDA’s) Food Safety and 
Inspection Service. 

rt)A has carefully reviewed these 
comments and tentatively concludes 
that a definition of the term “healthy” 
should be included in the implied 
nutrient content claim regulations. The 
number and variety of comments 
received in response to the appearance 
of the term “healthy” In the proposed 
definition of "implied nutrient content 
claim” has made the agency aware of 
the overwhelming interest that both 
consumers and industry have in 
regulating the use of this term. The 
agency agrees with those comments that 
asserted that there is little consistency 
in the way the term “healthy” is 
currently used in the marketplace and is 
concerned that this inconsistency is 
confusing to consumers. Because 
concern over the use of the term 
“healthy” is so great, and because there 
is a wide divergence of opinion on 
appropriate criteria, the agency is 
proposing a definition for this term. 

In reaching this tentative conclusion. 
FDA considered the option of not 
defining the term “healthy.” Under 
section 403(r}(2)(C) of the act, all 
undefined nutrient content claims will 
be prohibited except when they appear 
in the brand names of products that 
were initially marketed before October 
25.1989. Thus, if FDA did not define 
“healthy.” it could continue to be used 
in grandfathered brand names as long as 
such use was not false or misleading 
under section 403(a) of the act. This 
would have meant that the inconsistent 
use of this term among grandfathered 
brand name foods would also continue. 
The agency believes that the situation 
that would have resulted would not 
only not be in the interest of consumers 

but would be inequitable, because one 
roduct would be able to bear the claim 
ut a nearly identical product could not. 

(The agency emphasizes that this 
discussion does not apply to uses of 
“heahhy” that are not implied nutrient 
content claims.) 

FDA tentatively concludes that a more 
appropriate resolution to the problems 
cited by the comments is to define the 
term “healthy.” The agency believes 
that, by providing a definition, it will 
ensure that the terra is used consistently 
by various manufrcturers, and that all 
manufacturers who market similar 
products are able to use the term 
“healthy” if the product meets the 
definition. 

3. Some commits asserted that the 
term "healthy” is more appropriately 
applied to overall diets which include 
fresh fruits, vegetables, low fat dairy 
products, and grains rather than an 
individual food or “meal/main dish” 
product. These comments suggested that 
FDA prohibit the use of the term on 
food labels. One such comment stated 
that allowing the use of the terra 
"healthy” on individual foods 
contradicts the Department of Health 
and Human Services and USDA 
“Nutrition and Your Health, Dietary 
Guidelines for Americans” 1990 
(Dietary Guidelines) which states that 
almost any food that supplies calories 
and nutrients can be incorporated into 
a nutritious diet, and that it is the 
overall diet that is significant. While 
most comments that discussed 
“healthy” did not distinguish between 
its use on individual foods and its use 
on meals and main dishes, other 
comments asserted that allowing 
individual foods to be described as 
“healthy” perpetuates a “good food/bad 
food” image. A comment from a foreign 
government advised that its policy is 
not to allow food products to be 
described as “healthy,” although their 
labeling may bear statements that the • 
food can be consumed as part of a 
healthy overall diet. Another comment 
expressed concern that the 
representation of single foods or “meal/ 
main dish” products as “healthy” could 
easily lead a consumer to over consume 
those products rather than consuming a 
variety of foods and thereby reduce the 
nutrient quality of his/her diet. 

The agency tentatively concludes that 
it should not limit the use of the term 
“healthy" to reference the total diet. 
FDA believes that foods labeled with the 
term “healthy,” whether they are 
individual fc^s, main dishes, or meals, 
can be used with a variety of foods to 
assist consumers in maintaining healthy 
dietary practices, that is, to achieve a 
total diet that conforms to current 
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dietary guidelines. One of the goals of 
the 1990 amendments was to encourage 
manufacturers to provide a wider 
selection of foods with improved 
nutrient content to facilitate diets that 
conform to guidelines. The agency 
tentatively concludes that appropriate 
criteria for use of the term “healthy” can 
be established to both encourage 
innovation and ensure that the term is 
not misleading. 

While FDA is proposing a definition 
for "healthy” that includes the same 
criteria for all types of foods, the agency 
requests comments on whether it is 
more appropriate to establish criteria for 
the use of “healthy” on individual foods 
that are different nom those for meals 
and main dishes, or whether use of 
“healthy” should be limited to meals 
and main dishes. Comments should 
suggest criteria appropriate for the 
recommended use and include data or 
other information to substantiate their 
recommendations. 

4. The agency received numerous 
comments that suggested definitions for 
use of the term “healthy” on food labels. 
Several of those comments addressed 
the issue of what the term “healthy” is 
understood to mean or should be 
defined to mean when it appears on 
food labels. One comment stated that 
consumers associate the term “healthy” 
with fat, saturated fat, cholesterol, and 
sodium. The comment cited the results 
cf a national survey that showed that 81 
percent of the respondents thought that 
a food labeled as "healthy” was low in 
sodium and fat, 79 percent thought it , 
was low in cholesterol, and 74 percent 
thought it was low in saturated fat and 
calories. Many of the comments that 
offered definitions for the term 
“healthy” included requirements for the 
levels of fat, saturated fat, cholesterol, 
and sodium. One of these comments 
slated that foods labeled with the term 
“healthy” should contain no more than 
:.0 percent calories from fat, 10 percent 
calories from saturated fat, 60 
milligrams (mg) or a significantly 
reduced amount of cholesterol, and 480 
Hig or a significantly reduced amount of 
sodium. A few comments suggested that 
FDA allow the term “healthy” to appear 
on foods that do not contain nutrients 
at levels exceeding the disclosure levels 
for sodium, fat. saturated fat, and 
cholesterol. Many comments asserted 
that a product labeled as “healthy” 
should additionally be “low” in at least 
one of these nutrients. 

Many other comments suggested a 
.stricter definition of “healthy” that 
would require that a product meet the 
"low” definition for sodium, fat, 
.saturated fat, and cholesterol. Some 
comments also suggested additional 

criteria that a “healthy” product should 
be required to meet. One of these 
comments suggested that such a product 
be “low” in calories. Another suggested 
that such a product meet the “low” 
definition for sugars. 

The agency has evaluated these 
comments. It tentatively agrees with 
those comments that stated that FDA 
should define the terra “healthy” in a 
way that restricts the levels of those 
nutrients whose consumption should be 
limited in the total daily diet to levels 
that do not exceed the Daily Reference 
Values (DRV’s) for those nutrients. The 
agency also tentatively agrees with those 
comments that suggested that the 
definition for “healthy” should focus on 
restrictions for fat, saturated fat, sodium, 
and cholesterol because these nutrients 
are of particular significance to public 
health. High intake of total dietary fat is 
associated with increased risk for 
obesity, some types of cancer, and 
possibly gall bladder disease. Excessive 
saturated fat consumption is a major 
contributor to total blood cholesterol 
levels, and the consumption of dietary 
cholesterol also contributes to total 
blood levels. An extensive body of 
evidence has established a relationship 
between high blood cholesterol and 
increased coronary heart disease. 
Accordingly, many health organizations 
have made recommendations for 
modifying dietary intake of fat, 
saturated fat, and cholesterol for the 
purpose of improving the public health . 
(56 FR 60478 at 60482). According to 
the Dietary Guidelines, excessive 
dietary intake of sodium is one of 
several factors that may increase the risk 
of hypertension in some individuals. 
Hypertension currently affedls one in 
three Americans and is associated with 
heart disease and stroke when 
uncontrolled (56 FR 60825 at 60834). 

The agency has tentatively concluded 
that a definition of "healthy” that 
allows the term to appear on foods that 
contain amounts of fat, saturated fat, 
sodium, and cholesterol above the 
disclosure level would not assist 
consumers in maintaining healthy 
dietary practices and could result in an 
overall diet inconsistent with current 
dietary guidelines. Accordingly, FDA 
has tentatively concluded that a 
definition of "healthy” that permits 
levels of fat, saturated fat, sodium, and 
cholesterol that are above the disclosure 
levels would not be approiate. FDA 
believes that labeling of such products 
as “healthy” would be misleading to 
consumers. 

Likewise, the agency is concerned 
that a definition of “healthy” that 
requires that a food be “low” in fat, 
saturated fat, sodium, and cholesterol 

may be too restrictive. Such a definition 
could disqualify many products that 
would be usefol in maintaining a diet 
that conforms to current dietary 
guidelines. FDA also believes that 
although restricting the percentage of 
calories derived from fat and saturated 
fat to no more than 30 percent and less 
than 10 percent, respectively, is 
appropriate for overall diets, it is not 
appropriate for individual foods and is, 
therefore, not appropriate as a criterion 
for "healthy” on individual foods. 
However, as discussed in the general 
principles final rule in the definition for 
"low fat” and "low saturated fat” for 
meal and main dish products, no more 
than 30 percent of calories from fat and 
less than 10 percent of calories fmm 
saturated fat are used as a second 
criterion for the definitions for “low fat” 
and “low saturated fat,” respectively. 
Therefore, under this proposal the 
criterion of no more than 30 percent of 
calories from fat or less than 10 percent 
of calories from saturated fat will apply 
to meal and main dish products beiu’ing 
the term "healthy.” 

FDA is therefore proposing to amend 
new § 101.65 by redesignating 
paragraph (d) as paragraph (d)(1) and by 
adding new paragraph (d)(2) which 
provides that for the purposes of new 
§ 101.65, the term “healthy” may be 
used to describe foods that do not 
exceed the disclosure level for sodium 
or cholesterol and are “low” in fat and 
saturated fiat. This propKised definition 
of “healthy” limits fat and saturated fat 
in a “healthy” food because of the 
recommendations from leading health 
authorities that lowered consumption of 
fat and saturated fat is of importance in 
reducing the risk of certain diet-related 
diseases that are discussed above. 

The agency believes that the foods 
that will be able to bear the term 
"healthy” under this definition will be 
of a sufficient number and variety to 
help consumers achieve a total diet that 
is consistent with current dietary 
recommendations. 

FDA specifically solicits comments 
for evaluating whether this definition of 
"healthy” is appropriate. 

The agency requests comments on 
whether the definition for "healthy” 
should include a requirement that the 
food be “low” in a third nutrient, i.e., 
cholesterol or sodium. Among other 
things, comments should address: 
whether a “low cholesterol” criterion is 
needed; if such a requirement is 
included in the definition will such 
foods as shellfish and crustaceans 
qualify to be labeled “healthy:” should 
such foods be labeled “healthy” in light 
of their cholesterol content? 
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In addition, comments should 
consider whether a “low calorie” 
criterion should be a part of the 
deHnition of “healthy.” The agency has 
not included a calorie criterion in its 
proposed deHnition because there was 
not enough information in comments for 
FDA to determine that such a criterion 
is needed. However, dietary guidelines 
recommend that Americans maintain 
appropriate caloric intake for their body 
weight, and that overweight is a major 
public health problem. In light of these 
facts, FDA is seeking comment on what, 
if any. calorie criterion should be 
included. Should calories be a part of a 
requirement for a third nutrient at a 
“low” level, i.e., the food must be “low” 
cholesterol, sodium, or calories in 
addition to fat and saturated fat? 
Alternatively, should a “low calorie” 
criterion be required in addition to 
“low” in cholesterol or sodium? 

FDA acknowledges that the definition 
of the term “healthy” that it is 
proposing in this document differs from 
the deHnition for the term proposed 
elsewhere in this issue of the Federal 
Register by the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture’s Food Safety and 
Inspection Service (FSIS), which 
regulates the labeling of meat and 
poultry products. The Dietary 
Guidelines for Americans recommend 
choosing lean meat and poultry as part 
of a balanced diet. The agency requests 
comments on whether a deHnition of 
healthy which excludes lean meat and 
poultry will help consumers to achieve 
a total diet that is consistent with 
current dietary recommendations. 
Comments should suggest appropriate 
criteria for a single deHnition for all 
foods or separate deHnitions for foods of 
animal origin such as meat and poultry 
and provide rationale and other 
information to substantiate their 
suggestions. The agency also requests 
comment on whether it is necessary that 
the two agencies provide uniform 
criteria for use of this term or whether 
different deHnitions may be appropriate. 

5. Some comments suggested that a 
product labeled as “healthy” should 
provide key nutrients in addition to 
being “low” in sodium, fat, saturated 
fat. and cholesterol. Another such 
comment speciHed that the product 
should be “high” in two of the four 
micronutrients (i.e.. Vitamin A, Vitamin 
C, calcium, and iron). Another of these 
comments suggested that a “healthy” 
food contain either at least 5 percent of 
the Reference Daily Intake (RDI) of at 
least two vitamins or minerals required 
to be included in the nutrition lal^l or 
at least 10 percent of the RDI of at least 
one such vitamin or mineral. One such 
comment suggested that FDA require 

that the food provide 10 percent of the 
reference levels of Hber and two other 
vitamins or minerals. The concept that 
a deHnition for the term “healthy” 
should include a requirement for Hber 
was also supported by the results of the 
national survey that is discussed above 
in greater detail. That survey found that 
72 percent of the respondents believed 
that the term “healthy” implied that the 
food was a source of Hber. 

FDA speciHcally requests comments 
on the appropriateness of including a 
requirement in the deHnition of 
“healthy” that the food supply a certain 
amount of speciHed essential vitamins, 
minerals, or other nutrients (e.g., 
protein). There is not significant 
agreement among the comments as to 
the specific nutrients that should be 
included in such a requirement. The 
agency does not believe that it currently 
has enough information to conclude that 
such a requirement would be useful if 
a deHnition for use of the term 
“healthy” were to be adopted. 

6. Some comments specifically 
addressed use of the term “healthy” to 
describe meals and main dish products 
(referred to in the general principles 
proposal as meal-type products). One 
comment suggested that the term 
“healthy” be allowed to appear in the 
labeling of a meal-type product that 
contains not more than 19 grams (g) of 
fat, 6 g of saturated fat, 75 mg of 
cholesterol, or 600 mg of sodium per 
product. The comment also stated that 
these criteria would reflect 25 percent of 
the proposed DRV for each of the 
nutrients and would provide an 
adequate amount of nutrients when 
considering that consumers have 
approximately four important eating 
occasions on a daily basis. 

Another comment asserted that in 
addition to nutrient criteria, the use of 
the term “healthy” to describe meal 
products should be restricted to foods 
that: (1) Provide at least 500 calories per 
serving, and (2) are composed of foods 
Ht>m at least three of the major food 
groups. 

After reviewing these comments, the 
agency has tentatively concluded that 
there is a need to provide for use of the 
term “healthy” to describe the levels of 
multiple nutrients in a meal or main 
dish product. 

FDA tentatively agrees with those 
comments that suggested that the 
deHnition for “healthy” on meals and 
main dish products should focus on 
restrictions for fat, saturated fat, sodium, 
and cholesterol, because these nutrients 
are of particular signiHcance to public 
health. Moreover such a deHnition is 
consistent with the deHnition of 
“healthy” that FDA is proposing for 

individual foods. The agency does not 
agree, however, with the comment that 
suggested that the deHnition for 
“healthy” on meal products should be 
restricted to those products that provide 
at least 500 calories per serving and are 
composed of foods horn at least three of 
the major food groups. Such a criterion 
would preclude many products that 
otherwise meet the requirements for 
“healthy” and are beneficial in assisting 
consumers in maintaining diets within 
current dietary guidelines from bearing 
a "healthy” claim. Thus, the agency has 
tentatively concluded that the proposed 
deHnition for “healthy” on individual 
foods can also be applied to meal and 
main dish products, because, as 
discussed in section II. of this document 
(comment 4) such a deHnition places 
emphasis on the limitation of fat and 
saturated fat in a “healthy” meal or 
main dish product. Therefore, the 
proposed deHnition conforms to 
recommendations from leading health 
authorities to limit total daily 
consumption of fat and saturated fat. 
Accordingly, FDA is proposing to define 
the term “healthy” in new § 101.65(d)(2) 
to describe a meal product as defined in 
new § 101.13(1) or main dish product as 
defined in new § 101.13(m) that meets 
the deHnition for “low” for fat and 
saturated fat and that does not exceed 
the disclosure level for cholesterol or 
sodium. 

The agency believes that the meal and 
main dish products that will be able to 
bear the term “healthy” under this 
deHnition will be of a sufficient number 
and variety to help consumers achieve 
a total diet that is consistent with 
current dietary recommendations. FDA 
speciHcally solicits comments for 
evaluating whether this deHnition of 
“healthy” is appropriate for meal and 
main dish products. 

In addition, as discussed in the 
general principles final rule, because of 
the unique nature of restaurant foods, 
the agency requests information on the 
extent to which such a deHnition for 
“healthy” would be appropriate for 
meals, main dishes, and individual 
foods served in restaurants. SpeciHcally, 
the agency requests information on: (1) 
Whether such foods have characteristics 
which would make such a deHnition for 
“healthy” difficult to meet, and (2) if a 
different deHnition for “healthy” on 
such foods would be confusing to 
consumers. 

7. One comment requested that FDA 
speciHcally include in the language of 
the regulation on “healthy” that a food 
need not be specially processed, altered, 
formulated, or reformulated to qualify 
for use of the term on its labeling. 
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The agency advises that the 
requirement that a food be specially 
processed, altered, formulated, or 
reformulated compared to other foods 
applies to “free” and "low” claims (new 
§ 101.13(e)). The requirement is 
triggered when these claims appear 
before the name of the food to prevent 
the consumer from being led to believe 
the product differs from others of that 
type when that is not the case. FDA is 
not aware of a similar use of the term 
“healthy.” The comment did not 
provide information on or examples of 
misleading labels. Therefore, the agency 
tentatively concludes that a provision 
similar to that in new § 101.13(e) is not 
needed for "healthy.” However, it 
requests comments on this issue. If 
information in comments demonstrates 
that such a provision is warranted, FDA 
will consider including it in the rmal 
regulation. 

III. Economic Impact 

In its food labeling proposals of 
November 27,1991 (56 FR 60366 et 
.seq.), FDA stated that the food labeling 
reform initiative, taken as a whole, 
would have associated costs in excess of 
the $100 million threshold that defines 
a major rule. Thus, in accordance with 
Executive Order 12291 and the 
Regulatory Flexibility Act (Pub. L. 96- 
354), FDA developed one 
comprehensive regulatory impact 
analysis (RIA) that presented the costs 
and benePits of ail of the food labeling 
provisions taken together. That RIA was 
published in the Federal Register of 
November 27,1991 (56 FR 60856), and 
along with the food labeling proposals, 
the agency requested comments on the 
RIA. 

FDA has evaluated more than 300 
comments that it received in response to 

I the November 1991 RIA. FDA’s 
discussion of these comments is 
contained in the agency’s final RIA 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. In addition. FDA will 
prepare a final regulatory flexibility 
analysis (RFA) subsequent to the 
publication of the food labeling final 
rules. The final RFA will be placed on 

I 
1 

file with the Dockets Management 
Branch (address above), and a notice 
will be published in the Federal 
Register announcing its availability. 

In the final RIA, FDA has concluded, 
based on its review of available data and 
comments, that the overall food labeling 
reform initiative constitutes a major rule 
as defined by Executive Order 12291. 
Further, the agency has concluded that 
although the costs of complying with 
the new food labeling requirements are 
substantial, such costs are outweighed 
by the public health benefits that will be 
realized through the use of improved 
nutrition information provided by food 
labeling. 

Because any changes that result from 
this proposal will not need to be made 
until the same date as the other changes 
required by the nutrient content claims 
final rule (May 8,1994), this proposal 
will not add any additional meal costs 
to those considered in the RIA. 

IV. Environmental Impact 

The agency previously considered the 
environmental effects of the action 
being taken in this final rule. As 
announced in its nutrition labeling 
proposed rules published in the Federal 
Register of November 27,1991 (56 FR 
60366 et al.), the agency determined that 
under 21 CFR 25.24(a)(8) and (a)(ll), 
these actions are of a type that do not 
individually or cumulatively have a 
significant impact on the human 
environment. TTierefore, neither an 
environmental assessment nor an 
environmental impact statement was 
required. 

V. Request for Comments 

Interested persons may, on or before 
March 8,1993, submit to the Dockets 
Management Branch (address above) 
written comments regarding this 
proposal. Two copies of any comments 
are to be submitted, except that 
individuals may submit one copy. 
Comments are to be identified with the 
docket number found in brackets in the 
heading of this document. Received 
comments may be seen in the office 

above between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m., 
Monday through Friday. 

List of Subjects in 21 CFR Part tOl 

Food labeling. Reporting and 
recordkeeping requirements. 

Therefore, under the Federal Food 
Drug, and Cosmetic Act and under 
authority delegated to the Commissioner 
of Food and Drugs, it is proposed that 
21 CFR part 101 be amended as follows: 

PAFIT101—FOOD LABEUNG 

1. The authority citation for 2.1 CFR 
part 101 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Secs. 4, 5,6 of the Fair 
Packaging and Labeling Act (15 U.S.C. 1453, 
1454.1455); secs. 201,301,402,403.409. 
701 of the Federal Food. Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act (21 U.S.C. 321, 331, 342, 343, 348, 371). 

2. Section 101.65 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (d)(2) to read as 
follows; 

$ 101.65 Implied nutrient content claims 
and related label statements. 
***** 

(d)* • * 
(2) For purposes of this section, the 

term "healthy” may be used on the label 
or in labeling of a food, including a meal 
as defined in § 101.13(1) or a main dish 
as defined in § 101.13{m), provided: 

(i) It meets the definition of "low” for 
fat and saturated fat; 

(ii) Neither cholesterol nor sodium is 
present at a level exceeding the 
disclosure levels as described in 
§ 101.13(h) for an individual food, meal 
product, or main dish product, as 
appropriate; and 

(iii) The food complies with 
definitions and declaration 
requirements established in this part for 
any specific nutrient content claim on 
the label or in labeling. 

Diitcd. October 26.1992. 
David A. Kessler, 
Commissioner of Food and Drags. 
Louis W. Sullivan, 
Secretary of Health and Human Services. 
IFR Doc. 92-31526 Filed *2 -28-92; 8:45 am) 

BILLING CODE 410e-01-F 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND 
HUMAN SERVICES 

Food and Drug Administration 

21 CFR Parts 101.102. and 161 

[Docket No. 90N-361M] 

RIN 0905-AD08 

Food Labeling; Declaration of 
Ingredients—Common or Usual Name 
Declaration for Protein Hydrolysates 
and Vegetable Broth in Canned Tuna; 
“and/or” Labeling for Soft Drinks 

AGENCY: Food and Drug Administration. 
HHS. 
ACTION: Proposed rule. 

SUMMARY: The Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) is proposing to: 
(1) Amend the standard of identity for 
t:anned tuna (21 CFR 161.190) to require 
the term “(includes soybeans)” as part 
of the name used to declare the 
ingredient vegetable broth when 
soybeans are one of the vegetable 
extractives used to make the vegetable 
broth: (2) amend the common or usual 
name regulations for protein 
hydrolysates (new § 102.22) to require 
the term “contains glutamate” as a part 
of the common or usual name of 
autolyzed yeast extracts and certain 
hydrolyzed proteins: and (3) amend the 
food labeling regulations in § 101 4 (21 
CFR 101.4) to allow “and/or” labeling 
for the declaration of sweeteners in soft 
drinks. These proposed requirements 
are in response to issues that were 
raised in comments to the proposed rule 
on ingredient labeling that was 
published in the Federal Register of 
June 21. 1991 (56 FR 28592). 
DATES: Written comments by March 8, 
1993. The agency proposes that any 
Final rule that may issue based on this 
proposal, become effective May 8,1994. 
ADDRESSES: Written comments may be 
sent to the Dockets Management Branch 
(HFA-305), Food and Drug 
Administration, rm. 1-23,1242U 
Parklawn Dr., Rockville, MD 20857. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Elizabeth J. Campbell. Center for Food 
Safety and Applied Nutrition (HFS- 
155), Food and Drug Administration. 
200 C St. SW., Washington, DC 20204, 
202-205-5229. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 

I. Background 

In the Federal Register of June 21, 
1991 (56 FR 28592), FDA published a 
proposed rule (hereinafter referred to as 
the 1991 ingredient labeling proposal) to 
implement certain amendments to the 
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act 

(the act) that were made in section 7 of 
the Nutrition Labeling and Education 
Act of 1990 (the 1990 amendments) 
(Pub. L. 101-535). These amendments 
require the listing of the ingredients of 
standardized foods and the declaration 
of certified color additives in foods. In 
the 1991 ingredient labeling proposal, 
FDA also proposed other actions 
concerning ingredient labeling in 
response to written and oral comments 
received on an advance notice of 
proposed rulemaking published in the 
Federal Register of August 8.1989 (54 
FR 32610), as piart of the food labeling 
initiative of the Secretary of the 
Department of Health and Human 
Services. The agency received over 700 
letters in response to the 1991 
ingredient labeling proposal, each 
containing one or more comments. 
Elsewhere, in this i.ssue of the Federal 
Register, the agency is publishing a final 
rule (the declaration of ingredients final 
rule) responding to the majority of those 
comments. However, some comments to 
the 1991 ingredient labeling proposal 
presented new information on two 
matters that the agency had addressed 
in the 1991 ingredient labeling proposal: 
the declaration of glutamate when a 
component of certain protein 
hydrolysates and the use of “and/or” 
labeling for sweeteners in soft drinks. 
Other comments raised a new i.ssue that 
had not been addressed in the 1991 
ingredient labeling proposal: the 
declaration of vegetable extractives in 
vegetable broth in canned tuna. 

After reviewing the information 
provided in these comments, as well as 
other information available to the 
agency, FDA has tentatively concluded 
that additional labeling requirements 
are necessary and appropriate to ensure 
that ingredient labeling with regard to 
these issues is accurate, not misleading, 
and a.ssists the consumer in making 
informed purchase decisions. With 
respect to each of the three issues, 
however, FDA has concluded that it 
would not be appropriate to simply 
include the regulations that it is 
proposing in the final rule on 
declaration of ingredients. The agency 
had not specifically addressed the 
appropriate declaration of the vegetable 
extractives in vegetable broth when 
present in canned tuna in the 1991 
ingredient labeling proposal. Moreover, 
in that proposal, FDA had flatly asserted 
that declaration of glutamate would not 
be possible, and its only action with 
regard to the use of “and/or” labeling of 
sweeteners in soft drinks was to deny a 
longstanding petition. Thus, the agency 
determined that the best approach to 
addressing these issues was to publish 

a proposed rule and to permit an 
opportunity for comment on its 
tentative decisions to establish 
additional labeling requirements with 
regard to these three matters. 

II. The Proposal 

A. Declaration of Soybeans as 
Ingredients of Vegetable Broth Used in 
Canned Tuna 

The standard of identity for canned 
tuna (§ 161.190 (21 CFR 161.190)) 
permits the inclusion of several optional 
ingredients. One of the optional 
ingredients provided for in 
§ 161.190(a)(6)(v) is designated as 
“vegetable broth” and is permitted to be 
declared in the ingredient list as 
“vegetable broth.” As required by the 
standard, vegetable broth consists of two 
or more of the vegetable extractives as 
specified in § 161.190(a)(6)(v). In 
accordance with the 1990 amendments, 
FDA proposed in the 1991 ingredient 
labeling proposal to amend the standard 
of identity for canned tuna (56 FR 28592 
at 28634) to require that all mandatory 
and optional ingredients be declared in 
the ingredient list in accordance with 
the requirements of the applicable 
sections of parts 101 and 130 (21 CFR 
parts 101 and 130). Previously, only 
declaration of optional ingredients in 
standardized foods was required by the 
act 

One comment interpreted the 
agency’s implementation of the 1990 
amendments to mean that FDA will 
require the listing of each vegetable that 
is in the vegetable broth in the order of 
predominance parenthetically following 
the term "vegetable broth” in the 
ingredient statement on the label of 
canned tuna. The comment stated its 
opposition to this approach. In support 
of its position, the comment pointed out 
that this method of li.sting the 
ingredients compri.sing vegetable broth 
in canned tuna would “intensify label 
crowding” and “create confusion as to 
whether or not whole pieces of 
vegetables are contained therein,” This 
comment also stated that FDA should 
not require the listing of the 
components of vegetable broth in 
canned tuna. 

As discussed in the declaration ot 
ingredients final rule, FDA agrees that 
the listing of each ingredient comprising 
vegetable broth on the label of canned 
tuna could be lengthy and cumbersome. 
Furthermore, as stated above, the 
standard of identity for canned tuna 
permits the ingredient vegetable broth lo 
be listed as "vegetable broth.” Hence, 
the new regulations do not require full 
declaration of ail of the ingredients of 
which the vegetable broth is co nprisea 
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However, the agency notes that some 
manufacturers have interpreted the 
provision in § 161.190(a)(6)(v) that 
permits the use of “beans” as one of the 
vegetables extractives in making the 
vegetable broth used in canned tuna as 
including soybeans (Ref. 57). Soybeans 
generally are not classified as 
“vegetables” but as grains and belong to 
the general category of oilseeds. Thus, it 
is not likely that the term “vegetable 
broth” would be understood by most 
consumers to be a product that has been 
made from soybeans. Because some 
individuals have foodpositivities 
(including possible lif^threatening 
reactions) to soy proteins (Ref. 58), 
consumers should be informed of the 
presence of soybean extractives in the 
broth. Therefore, FDA is proposing to 
amend the standard of identity in 
§ 161.190(aji8j(vi) to require that when 
soybeans are used in vegetable broth, 
this fact be declared parenthetically 
following i'/iG listing of “vegetable 
broth” in the ingredient statement of the 
label, as follows: “vegetable broth 
(includes soybeans)”. If the vegetable 
broth serves as a flavor and has no 
flavor enhancing function in the food, 
the vegetable broth containing soybean 
extractives will be listed in the 
ingredient statement as “flavoring 
(includes soybeans).” (In the declaration 
of ingredients final rule the agency 
discusses its conclusions with respect to 
the functional effect of vegetable broth 
as a flavoring or flavor enhancer when 
used in canned tuna and the appropriate 
label declarations for such use.) 

The proposed requirement to list 
soybeans as a constituent of vegetable 
broth is consistent with FDA’s past 
policy regarding the listing of soybeans 
on canned tuna labels. In a letter to 
Protein Technologies International, FDA 
stated that when soybeans are used in 
the vegetable broth, their presence must 
be identified parenthetically following 
the term vegetable broth because of 
possible allergic reactions in some 
individuals to soy proteins (Ref. 57). 
FDA continues to believe that such 
information is essential to individuals 
with sensitivities to soybeans, and that 
the industry should continue to list 
soybeans on the label when it is 
contained in the vegetable broth. 

FDA encourages, where practicable, 
the full disclosure of all ingredients on 
the labels of food products to promote 
clarity and to prevent confusion and 
misunderstanding on the part of 
consumers. The agency believes that 
listing of ail the components of 
vegetable broth would be informative 
and useful to consumers. 

B Label Declaration of Glutamate as a 
Component of Protein Hydrolysates 

FDA stated in the 1991 ingredient 
labeling proposal that the agency was 
not aware of scientific evidence 
establishing that monosodiuin glutamate 
(MSG) causes severe adverse or life- 
threatening reactions (56 FR 28592 at 
28600). Therefore, the agency 
tentatively found that there was no 
public health basis for requiring the 
declaration of free glutamates (i.e., salts 
of free glutamic acid such as MSG. 
monopotassium glutamate, etc.) that 
occur as components of protein 
hydrolysates. 

Many comments to the ingredient 
labeling proposal urged the agency to 
reconsider its position and require 
declaration of the MSG component in 
protein hydrolysates for health reasons. 
(The agency notes that the glutamic acid 
portion of a protein hydrolysate may be 
present as salts other than the 
monosodium salt. Hence, the agency 
will use the generic term, “glutamate,” 
to refer to all the salts of glutamic acid.) 
Most of these comments alleged that 
many people have allergic reactions, 
food intolerance, or sensitivity to 
glutamate and, therefore, want to avoid 
consumption of any amount of 
glutamate in food. One comment stated 
that its request for declaration of 
glutamate in hydrolyzed protein was 
based on some of the same information 
on which the agency had relied. The 
comment disagreed, however, with the 
agency’s conclusion that glutamate as a 
component of a protein hydrolysate is 
safe. The comment also disagreed with 
the agency’s belief that there is no 
scientiHc evidence to support a hnding 
that glutamate in such amounts as may 
result from the hydrolysis of a protein 
can cause or trigger an allergic reaction, 
food intolerance, sensitivity, or any 
other measurable adverse health effect. 

The agency disagrees with these 
comments. As the agency indicated in 
the 1991 ingredient labeling proposal, 
there is some evidence in case reports 
and in the scientific literature that dose- 
dependent, mild reactions to glutamate 
occur in a limited portion of the 
population. However, no verifiabie 
scientific data have been presented to 
the agency that establish that low doses 
of glutamate, as found in protein 
hydrolysates, cause severe adverse or 
allergic reactions in sensitive 
individuals. Further, none of the 
comments provided scientific data to 
support allegations of allergic reactions, 
food intolerance, or sensitivity 
responses due to the ingestion of 
glutamate as a component of protein 
hydrolysates. 

Thus, there is no public health basis 
for requiring declaration of glutamate 
present in a food as a component of 
hydrolyzed protein and the agency’s 
tentative decision to require the 
declaration of glutamate is not based on 
any failure of the labeling to reveal 
material facts regarding consequences 
that may result from the customary or 
usual use of the ingredient. 

However, some comments to the 1991 
ingredient labeling proposal raised other 
issues not related to public health 
concerning the declaration of 
glutamates. These comments urged that 
FDA require declaration of the 
glutamate component in protein 
hydrolysates because of public 
confusion, misunderstanding, and 
suspicion caused by lack of informative 
labeling of protein hydrolysates. Most of 
the comments expressed concern that 
foods that do not have glutamate 
declared in the ingredient label or are 
labeled “no added MSG” do indeed 
contain some form of glutamate. Several 
comments stated that MSG could 
conceivably be a component of any 
ingredient in the finished food. Other 
comments stated that all protein 
hydrolysates, regardless of the degree of 
hydrolysis, contain high levels of 
glutamate. Finally, some comments 
indicated that consumers believe 
manufacturers add protein hydrolysates 
that contain high levels of glutamate to 
food but do not declare the presence of 
glutamate on the label. 

FDA did not consider these issues in 
the 1991 ingredient labeling proposal. 
After evaluating the information 
presented in these comments, FDA has 
tentatively concluded that the phrase 
“(contains glutamate)” is necessary to 
describe adequately the basic nature of 
certain protein hydrolysates and, thus, 
is proposing that this phrase be part of 
the common or usual name of certain 
protein hydrolysates. 

The agency has tentatively decided to 
define speciHc situations (i.e., when the 
protein hydrolysate used is an autolyzed 
yeast extract or a highly hydrolyzed 
protein hydrolysate) in which the label 
declaration of free glutamate formed 
during the production of protein 
hydrolysates is required. 

The tentative decision to require 
declaration of glutamate as a component 
of certain protein hydrolysates is in 
response to information reviewed by the 
agency that suggests that the proposed 
common or usual name for protein 
hydrolysates used for flavor-related 
purposes does not accurately describe 
the basic nature or characterizing 
properties of the ingredient. 
Specifically, some protein hydrolysates 
with high levels of glutamate are 
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functionally equivalent to MSG when 
added to food, while other protein 
hydrcdysates. added to food for 
nonflavra- related purposes, contain 
inadequate levels of glutamate to mimic 
MSG in food. 

Litecatuie reviewed by the agency 
(Ref. 4) indicates that protein 
hydrolysates from di^irent sources may 
contain very difilarent levels of free 
glutamate iMsed on the amino acid 
profile of the source protein and the 
degree of hydrolysis of the protein 
hydrolysate. These technical differences 
are important in deciding which protein 
hydrolysates will be used in whi^ 
foods. 

Two basic methods for producing 
protein hydrolysates used for flavor- 
related purposes were identified in the 
1991 ingredient labeling proposal (56 
FR 28592 at 28596): Acid hydrolysis 
and enzyme hydrolysis (induding 
hydrolysis by endogenous proteolytic 
enzymes as occurs in the preparation of 
autolyzed yeast extract). The high 
degree of hydrolysis that occurs as a 
result of the add digestion of the source 
protein results in a 75 to 95 percent free 
amino add content. Enzyme hydrolysis, 
on the other hand, is less complete, and 
the resulting free amino add content 
can be as little as 45 percent (Ref. 4). 

The major contributors to the flavor 
and flavor enhancement properties of 
protein hydrolysates are the many 
amino adds and their derivatives (Ref. 
4). Glutamic acid, although well-known 
for its flavor enhancing properties, is 
only one of several amino adds 
contributing to the desirable flavor 
profile of a hydrolyzed protein. 
Nevertheless, it is the predominant 
amino add in all of the protein sources 
currently subjected to hydrolysis for 
flavor-related uses (i.e., autolyzed yeast 
extracts and highly hydrolyzed proteins) 
(Ref. 4). Furthermore, data show that, as 
the free glutamate component of the 
protein hydrolysate is increased, the 
effectiveness of the protein hydrolysate 
as a flavor enhancer is also increased 
(Refs. 4.59, and 60). Moreover, the 
amount of free glutamate in protein 
hydrolysates commonly used for flavor- 
related purposes is at a level such that 
the glutamate is capable of functioning 
as a flavor enhancer independently of 
the protein hydrolysate (Refs. 4 and 60). 

The concern expressed in the 
comments by consumers who desire to 
know whether a protein hydrolysate has 
a significant glutamate fonctlonality, but 
are unable to determine the nature of 
the protein hydrol3rsate from the 
information in the ingredient list, led 
the agency to consider forther current 
labeling practices as they relate to 
commonly used levels of highly 

hydrolyzed proteins and autolyzed yeast 
extracts. In addition, the comments the 
agency has received on the various 
types of protein hydrolysates used in 
foras (i.e., flavor and nonflavor types) 
and the consumer confusion that 
surrounds the current terms used to 
declare protein hydrolysates have 
convinced the agency that additional 
provisions for common or usual name 
declaration of flavor type protein 
hydrolysates are required in the 
regulations to ensure that the common 
or usual names accurately describe the 
nature and characterizing properties of 
these ingredients. 

Under the declaration of ingredients 
final rule, for example, both a highly 
and a partially hydrolyzed soy protein 
may be declared as "hydrolyzed soy 
protein." This form of declaration 
provides no means of distinguishing 
between the lightly hydrolyzed 
ingredient, which does not contain a 
level of free glutamate sufficient to 
cause the ingredient to function as a 
flavor enhancer; and the highly 
hydrolyzed ingredient, which does 
contain functionally effective free 
glutamate. In order to ensure that the 
common or usual names of protein 
hydrolysates used for flavor-related 
purposes accurately describe the basic 
nature of the particular ingredient and 
its characterizing property distinction as 
required by § 102.5(a), the agency 
tentatively concludes that the common 
or usual names of protein hydrolysates 
used for flavor-related purposes (i.e., 
autolyzed yeast extracts and highly 
hydrolyzed proteins) should include the 
parenthetic^ phrase “contains 
glutamate.” Highly hydrolyzed proteins 
can be defined as those with a ratio of 
a-amino nitrogen (AN) to total nitrogen 
(TN), determined by using the tests for 
“Acid Hydrolyzed Proteins” set forth in 
the “Food Chemicals Codex", 3d ed., 1st 
Supp. (1983), greater than 0.62 (AN:TN 
5 0.62) (Ref. 53). Proteins that are not 
highly hydrolyzed would have an 
AN:TN ratio of less than 0.62 (AN:TN < 
0.62) and may be declared by using such 
terms as “partially,” “mildly,” or 
“lightly” (e.g., “Partially hydrolyzed 
(source) protein”), as discussed in the 
declaration of ingredients final rule. 

Thus. FDA is proposing to require 
declaration of glutamate in the common 
or usual names of highly hydrolyzed 
proteins and autolyzed yeast extracts 
because it is essential to describe 
accurately the basic nature and 
characterizing property of the particular 
ingredient. The agency is proposing to 
add new § 102.22(b) to include this 
requirement. For example, a common or 
usual name required by this proposed 
regulation would be “hydrolyzed soy 

protein (contains glutamate)" or 
“autolyzed yeast extract (contains 
glutamate)." The agency believes that 
this provision will provide fully 
informative labeling for hydrolyzed 
proteins used for flavor-related 
purposes. It will also preclude the 
misleading practice, alleged in many 
comments, of manufacturers using 
protein hydrolysMes as substitutes for 
MSG in order to circumvent the 
requirement that MSG be declared in 
the ingredient list. 

The agency requests comments on its 
tentative decision to require “contains 
glutamate" as part of the common or 
usual name of these protein 
hydrolysates. 

C. Use of ‘’and/or’’ Labeling 

The food labeling regulations allow 
the use of “and/or” labeling in certain 
situations when manufacturers are 
unable to adhere to a consistent pattern 
of use of specific ingredients in their 
products (§ 101.4(b)). Such labeling 
provides a manufacturer with the 
flexibility to list together in the 
ingredient list of a food product all the 
ingredients of a particular type (e.g., fats 
or oils) that it sometimes uses to make 
the product, without having to specify 
the ingredients that are actually present 
in the product. To make clear that not 
all of the ingredients identified are 
actually present, the entry in the 
ingredient list must include the words 
“or,” "and/or," or “contains one or 
more of the following." 

In the 1991 ingredient labeling 
proposal, the agency denied the citizen 
petition of the National Soft Drink 
Association (NSDA) (January 20,1984— 
Docket No. 84P-0029) that had 
requested that FDA allow for the use of 
“and/or" labeling for sweeteners in soft 
drinks. 

NSDA submitted a comment and 
additional information re<]uesting that 
FDA reconsider its denial of its pietition 
and provide for the use of “and/or” 
labeling for sweeteners in soft drinks. 
These comments maintained that the 
option of using different sweetener 
formulations (e.g., sucrose, high fructose 
corn syrup (HFCS), or a blend of the 
two), in conjunction with meeting 
consumer demands during peak selling 
periods, obtaining product labels from a 
national supplier, and the huge sales 
volume of the bottler system, 
necessitates the flexibility of an “and/ 
or” labeling system. These comments 
asserted that, in contrast to sweeteners 
used in other foods, sugar and HFCS are 
used in soft drinks exclusively to 
produce desired sweetness. 
Furthermore, in contrast to other foods, 
nondiet soft drinks contain only these 
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two sweeteners. A single intense (i.e., 
artificial) sweetener is used solely in 
diet soft drinks. The comments did not 
request inclusion of intense sweeteners 
in "and/or” labeling. They stated that 
HFCS and sugar are completely 
interchangeable in soft drinks. One 
sweetener can be substituted for the 
other without otherwise altering the 
formulation or changing the order of 
predominance of the total amount of the 
two sweeteners in the ingredient label. 
The comments reported that, 
consequently, a current practice in the 
soft drink industry is for different 

^bottlers of the same brand of soft drink 
to use different sweetener formulations 
|i.e., either HFCS, sugar, or a blend of 
HFCS and sugar) when HFCS, the 
primary sweetener used, is in short 
supply for the bottler. 

Furthermore, the comments reported 
that the franchise company typically 
provides "standard copy” labels to all of 
the bottlers of a particular brand of soft 
drink. This practice ensures 
consistency, uniformity, and accuracy 
for all of a company’s product labels 
throughout the nation. The comments 
asserted that because the franchise 
company provides labels to the bottlers, 
each individual bottler does not have 
the flexibility of using labels specific to 
its unique formulation of HFCS, sugar, 
or an HFCS-sugar blend. Without “and/ 
or” labeling, problems with compliance 
may arise when these bottlers need to 
change their labels in response to 
necessary adjustments in their specific 
sweetener formulations. The comments 
contended that, furthermore, without 
the flexibility of "and/or” labeling, 
many bottlers would be forced to 
maintain, at a minimum, dual 
inventories of packages (for soft drinks 
packaged in cans, the label is printed on 
the can during can manufacture) and 
labels, which could not only double or 
triple their operating cost but also make 
it unlikely that soft drink can 
manufacturers which, commonly, 
already operate at 97 percent of capacity 
would be able to meet the demand for 
additional packaging. 

These comments stated that even 
though problems of availability of HFCS 
do not occur routinely, situations do 
arise from time to time every year in 
many different parts of the country that 
necessitate altering the sweetener 
formulation or completely substituting 
sugar for HFCS. The comments stated 
that the demand for soft drinks is 
seasonal, and that there is not enough 
flexibility in the supply system to 
accommodate spot shortages of HFCS 
during peak demand season. They 
stated that there were limits to the 
ability to stockpile HFCS in anticipation 

of shortages. The storage life of HFCS is 
only 90 to 120 days. After that period 
of time, it changes color, decreases in 
sweetness, and is not suitable for use. 
Without "and/or” labeling, the 
flexibility of using sugar to compensate 
for shortages in HFCS would be lost 
unless multiple inventories of labels 
were maintained. 

These comments further stated that 
"and/or” labeling would allow certain 
soft drink manufacturers to use "kosher 
for Passover” claims on shrink wrap, 
bottle lids and caps, or cardboard 
enclosures, without changing the 
ingredient label, to indicate to the 
consumer that the product has been 
sweetened with sugar rather than HFCS 
and meets kosher requirements. Without 
"and/or” labeling, bottlers wishing to 
market kosher soft drinks would have to 
obtain completely new packaging, 
listing only sugar in the ingredient list. 
The comments contended that the 
considerable expense associated with 
maintaining different packaging in order 
to offer a product in conformity with 
religious requirements would 
discourage bottlers from producing such 
products. 

The comments strongly urged FDA to 
reconsider its position and to allow the 
use of "and/or” labeling of sweeteners 
in soft drinks. 

At the time that the agency developed 
the ingredient labeling proposal, it 
was”not aware that sweetener 
formulations may be different for the 
same soft drit^ brand. In light of this 
information, TOA has reconsidered its 
denial of NSDA’s petition on the use of 
"and/or” labeling for sweeteners in soft 
drinks. Based on its reconsideration, 
FDA finds substantial merit on both 
sides of this issue. 

The petition and comments allege that 
a constant pattern of use of sweeteners 
does not exist among soft drink bottlers 
because individual bottlers are 
sometimes required to change their 
sweetener formulation in response to 
shortages in supply. FDA finds, 
however, that this reason does not 
justify establishing a provision for "and/ 
or”)abeling. The agency has 
traditionally dealt with such emerging 
shortages by informally granting 
temporary labeling exceptions to the 
manufacturers. This approach fully 
addresses this aspect of the problem. 

The second basis for "and/or” 
labeling that the petition and comments 
assert is that different bottlers around 
the country use different formulas. As a 
result, the labels for some would need 
to list only HFCS in the ingredient list, 
the labels for others HFCS and sugar. 
Moreover, at Passover, a third label 
would be required that lists only sugar. 

Having to prepare and maintain three 
labels would add to the costs of the 
franchise company and would limit its 
ability to ensure the consistency and 
uniformity of its product labels 
throughout the nation. The individual 
bottlers would have the costs of 
maintaining a label that reflects their 
regular formula plus the Passover label. 
Thus, the question that the agency must 
consider is whether the additional costs 
to the franchise company and bottler 
make it impracticable for soft drinks to 
satisfy section 403(i)(2) of the act (21 
U.S.C. 343(i)(2)) and to declare each 
ingredient by its common or usual 
name. 

Granting an exemption for sweeteners 
in soft drinks would represent a 
significant departure from the 
circumstances in which FDA has 
granted "and/or” exemptions in the 
past. FDA has only granted "and/or” 
exemptions when the manufacturer has 
been unable to adhere to a constant 
pattern of ingredient use. As explained 
above. FDA questions whether the claim 
has credibly been made here. Moreover, 
all "and/or” labeling exemptions in § 
101.4(b) have been for minor 
ingredients, such as leavening agents, 
yeast nutrients, dough conditioners, 
firming agents, and ingredients that are 
less than 2 percent of the foods. 
Furthermore, such "and/or” labeling 
exemptions are provided for these 
ingredients in all foods and is not 
restricted to a specific food type. Thus, 
FDA has significant concerns about the 
precedent that it would create by 
granting this exemption. 

However, in the interests of advancing 
the administrative process in the mo.st 
expeditious manner. FDA is proposing 
to grant the exemption. The agency is 
proposing to add § 101.4(b)(21) to allow 
the use of "and/or” labeling for 
sweeteners in soft drinks. 

The agency wishes to make clear, 
however, that its final decision on the 
exemption will be based largely on the 
comments that it receives. To justify 
adoption of proposed § 101.4(b)(21), 
industry will have to produce data to 
demonstrate that it is in fact 
impracticable to produce the very 
limited number of versions of a label 
that would be necessary if an exemption 
is not granted. Those who oppose 
granting the exemptions will have to 
come forward with strong reasons why 
the requested exemption should not be 
granted in the face of data from the 
industry that establishes significant 
costs from strict compliance with 
section 403(i)(2) of the act. Is there data 
to show, for example, that consumers 
are less willing to buy a product that 
contains HFCS than sugar? Is there 
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reason to believe that the use of "and/ 
or" labeling in this instance is to 
obscure the nature of the sweetener 
used rather than to minimize labeling 
costs? FDA will consider the comments 
that it receives. 

III. Econmnic Impact 

In its food labeling proposals of 
November 27.1991 (56 FR 60366 et 
seq.). FDA stated th^ the food labeling 
reform initiative, taken as a whole, 
would have associated costs in excess of 
the $100 million threshold that defines 
a major rule. Thus, in accordance with 
Executive Order 12291 and the 
Regulatory Flexibility Act (Pub. L. 96- 
354). FDA developed one 
comprehensive r^ulatory impact 
analysis (RIA) that presented the costs 
and benefits at all of the food labeling 
provisions taken together. That RIA was 
published in the Federal Register of 
November 27.1991 (56 FR 60856). and 
along with the food labeling proposals, 
the agency requested comments on the 
RIA. 

FDA has evaluated more than 300 
comments that it received in response to 
the November 1991 RIA. FDA’s 
discussion of these comments is 
contained in the agency’s final RIA 
published elsewhere in this issue of the 
Federal Register. In addition, FDA will 
prepare a final regulatory flexibility 
analysis (RFA) sidisequent to the 
publication of the food labeling final 
rules. The final RFA will be placed on 
file with the Dockets Management 
Branch (address above) and a notice will 
be published in the Federal Register 
announcing its availability. 

In the final RIA, FDA has concluded, 
based on its review of available data and 
comments, that the overall food labeling 
reform initiative constitutes a major rule 
as defined by Executive Order 12291. 
Further, the agency has concluded that 
although the costs of complying with 
the new food labeling requirements are 
substantial, such costs are outweighed 
by the public health benefits that will be 
realized through the use of improved 
nutrition information provided by food 
labeling. 

Because any changes that result from 
this proposal will not need to be made 
until the same date as the other changes 
required by the other rulemakings 
undertaken in response to the 1990 
amendments (May 8,1994), this 
proposal will not add any additional 
costs to those considered in the RIA. 

IV. Environmental Impact 

The agency has previously 
considei^, in the 1991 ingredient 
labeling proposal, the environmental 
effects of the type of action being taken 

in this proposed rule. No new 
information or comments have been 
received that would affect the agency’s 
previous determination under 21 CFR 
25.24(a)(8) and (aUll) that there is no 
significant impact on the human 
environment and that an environmental 
impact statement is not required. 

V. Effective Date 

*1116 proposed effective date of any 
final rule based on this proposal is May 
8.1994. FDA intends to publish the 
final rule on this proposal as soon as 
possible after the comment period to 
ensure that any labeling changes 
necessitated by die final rule can be 
accomplished by the proposed effective 
date. 
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VII. Comments 

Interested persons may, on or before 
March 8,1993, submit to the Dockets 
Management Brancdi (address above) 
written comments regarding this 
proposal. Two copies of any comments 
are to be submitted, except that 
individuals may submit one copy. 
Comments are to be identified with the 
docket number found in brackets in the 
heading of this document. Received 
comments may be seen in the office 
above between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m., 
Monday through Friday. 

List of Subjects 

21 CFRPart 101 

Food labeling. Reporting and 
recordkeeping requirements. 

21 CFRPart 102 

Beverages, Food grades and standards. 
Food labeling. Frozen foods. Fruit 
juices. Oils and fats. Onions, Potatoes, 
Seafood. 

21 CFRPart 161 

Food grades and standards. Frozen 
foods. Seafood. 

Therefore, under the Federal Food, 
Dnig, and Cosmetic Act and under 
authority delegated to the Commissioner 
of Food and Drugs, 21 CFR parts 101, 
102, and 161 are amended as follows: 

PART 101—FOOD LABEUNG 

1. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 101 continues to read as follows: 

Authority; Secs. 4,5,6 of the Fair 
Packaging and Labeling Act (IS U.S.C. 1453, 
1454,1455); secs. 201, 301,402, 403,409, 
701 of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act (21 U.S.C. 321, 331. 342, 343, 348, 371). 

2. Section 101.4 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (b)(21) to read as 
follows: 

§ 101.4 Food; designation of ingredients. 
***** 

(b)* * * 
(21) Each individual sweetener in a 

soft drink (soda) shall be declared by its 
specific common or usual name in its 
order of predominance in the soft drink 
(soda) except that, if the manufacturer is 
unable to adhere to a constant pattern of 
nutritive sweeteners in the soft drink 
(soda), the nutritive sweeteners may be 
designated in their order of 
predominance in the soft drink (soda) 
by words indicating that the sweeteners 
may not be present, such as “and/or,” 
“or,” or “contains one or more of the 
following:”. 
***** 

PART 102—COMMON OR USUAL 
NAME FOR NONSTANDARDIZED 
FOODS 

7. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 102 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Secs. 201, 403, 701 of the 
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (21 
U.S.C. 321,343,371). 

8. Section 102.22 is amended by 
adding new paragraph (b) to read as 
follows: 

§ 102.22 Protein hydrolysates. 
***** 

(b) The parenthetical declaration 
“(contains glutamate)” when the protein 
hydrolysate is an autolyzed yeast 
extract, or a highly hydrolyzed protein 
(i.e., hydrolyz^ proteins whose ratio of 
a-amino nitrogen (AN) to total nitrogen 
(TN), using the tests for “Acid 
Hydrolyzed Proteins” set forth in the 
“Food Chemicals Codex”, 3d ed., First 
Supp. (1983), is greater than 0.62). 
“Hydrolyzed soy protein (contains 
glutamate)” or “autolyzed yeast extract 
(contains glutamate)” are examples of 
acceptable names. 

PART 161—FISH AND SHELLFISH 

9. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 161 continues to read as follows: 

Authority: Secs. 201, 401, 403, 409, 701, 
706 of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic 
Act (21 U.S.C. 321, 341, 343, 348, 371, 376). 
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10. Section 161.190 is amended by 
adding two sentences to the end of 
paragraph (a)(8](vi) to read as follows: 

§161.190 Canned tuna. 

(a)* • * 

(8)* * * 

(vi) * • * If the vegetable extractives 
used in manufacturing the vegetable 
broth include extractives of soybeans, 
the designation of vegetable broth in the 

ingredient statement shall be followed 
by a parenthetical listing as follows: 
“vegetable broth (includes soybeans).*’ 
Alternatively, if vegetable broth 
containing soybean extractives serves as 
a flavor and has no flavor enhancing 
function, it may be listed in the 
ingredient statement as: “flavoring 
(includes soybeans).’’ 
• « • * « 

Dated: October 26,1992. 

David A. Kessler, 

Commissioner of Food and Drugs. 

Louis W. Sullivan, 

Secretary of Health and Human Services. 
(FR Doc. 92-31527 Filed 12-28- 92; 8:45 an.) 

BILUNG CODE 416G-01-f 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND 
HUMAN SERVICES 

Food end Drug Administration 

21 CFR Part 100 

[Doclurt No. 92N-03831 

Misleading Containers; Nonfunctional 
Slack-FiU 

AGENCY: Food and Drug Administration, 
HHS. 
ACTION: Proposed rule. 

SUMMARY: The Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA), in accordance 
with the Nutrition Labeling and 
Education AcJl of 1990 (the 1990 
amendments), is proposing to amend its 
regulations to define the circumstances 
in which a food is misbranded under 
section 403(d) of the Federal Food, 
Drug, and Cosmetic Act (the act). 
Among other things, the proposed 
regulation defines the circumstances in 
which the slack-fill within a package is 
nonfunctional and, therefore, 
misleading. FDA is taking this action to 
remedy the inadequate implementation 
of section 403(d) of the act. 
DATES: Written comments by March 8, 
1993. The agency intends to issue a final 
rule by May 8,1993. 
ADDRESSES: Written comments may be 
sent to the Dockets Management Branch 
(HFA-305), Fcx)d and Drug 
Administration, rm. 1-23,12420 
Parklawn Dr., Rockville, MD 20857. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Michelle A. Smith, Center for Food 
Safety and Applied Nutrition (HFS- 
158), Food and Drug Administration, 
200 C St. SW., Washington, DC 20204, 
202-205-5106. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION; 

I. Background 

A. Section 403(d) of the Act 

Section 403 of the act (21 U.S.C. 343) 
defines conditions under which a food 
is deemed to be misbranded. Section 
403(d) of the act deals with misleading 
containers. This section states that a 
food is misbranded “if its container is 
so made, formed, or filled as to be 
misleading.*’ Tlie misleading container 
provisions in section 403(d) of the act 
may be triggered by misleading 
packaging practices, misleading 
containers themselves, or by misleading 
fill. Examples of packaging and filling 
practices that would cause a food to be 
misbranded under section 403(d) of the 
act include: (1) Packages made of yellow 
cellophane that make plain or water 
noodles appear to be rich in egg; (2) . 
containers formed with a false bottom. 

ridges, or other device whose sole 
purpose is to create empty space (i.e.. 
space devoid of product) within a 
container: and (3) opaque packages 
filled to substantially less than capacity, 
i.e., packages containing an unnecessary 
amount of empty space (slack-fill) that 
is significant in proportion to the 
volume of the container, and that 
consumers may not be aware of when 
they purchase the product. The first two 
examples refer to containers that are 
“made" or “formed” as to mislead 
consumers regarding the quality or 
quantity of the contents of sucli 
container (hereinafter referred to as 
“deceptive packaging"). The third 
example refers to deceptive fill even 
though the net quantity of contents may 
be accurately stated. 

B. The 1990 Amendments 

The 1990 amendments (Pub. L. 101- 
535) provide, among other things, for 
the Federal preemption of certain food 
standards and other labeling 
requirements issued by a State or 
political subdivision of a State. Section 
6 of the 1990 amendments, entitled 
“National Uniform Nutrition Labeling," 
adds new section 403A to the act (21 
U.S.C. 343-1). Section 403A(a)(3) of the 
act prohibits States from directly or 
indirectly establishing any requirement 
for the labeling or packaging of any food 
in interstate commerce of the type 
required by sections 403(b) (offered for 
sale under the name of another food). 
403(d) (misleading container), 403(f) 
(appropriate prominence of 
information), 403(h) (standards of 
quality and fill), 403(i)(l) (common or 
usual name), or 403(k) (declaration of 
artificial flavoring, coloring, or 
preservatives) of the act that is not 
identical to the requirement of such 
section. However, sections 6(b)(3) and 
10(b)(1)(C) of the 1990 amendments 
provide that the six provisions listed in 
section 403A(a)(3) of the act do not 
become preemptive until FDA 
determines that each is being adequately 
implemented by Federal regulations. 

To implement section 403A of the act, 
section 6(b) of the 1990 amendments 
mandates that the Secretary of Health 
and Human Services (the Secretary) 
(and, by delegation, FDA) contract for a 
study to determine whether the above 
six misbranding sections of section 403 
of the act are adequately being 
implemented by Federal regulations. 
The 1990 amendments further mandate 
that FDA publish in the Federal 
Register lists of sections that are (or are 
not) being adequately implemented by 
Federal regulations. Finally, the 1990 
amendments require that roA propose 
revisions to its regulations for any 

sections that the agency determines are 
not being adequately implemented. 

C. The lOM Report 

In accordance with section 6(b) of the 
1990 amendments, FDA entered into a 
contract with the l^tional Academy of 
Sciences, Institute of Medicine. Food 
and Nutrition Board (hereinafter 
referred to as "the lOM") to conduct a 
study of Stale and local food labeling 
and packaging requirements of the types 
required by section 403(b). (d), (f), (h), 
(i)(l). and (k) of the act and to report on 
whether these sections of the act. and 
the regulations issued by FDA to enforce 
them, adequately implement the 
purposes of such sections. On April 23, 
1992, the lOM submitted to FDA the 
final draft manuscript reporting its 
findings. A copy of the report, entitled 
“Food Labeling: Toward National 
Uniformity" (hereinafter referred to as 
“the lOM report”), is on file with the 
Dockets Management Branch (address 
above) under the above-referenced 
docket number. Copies of the lOM 
report may be purchased from the 
National Academy Press, 2101 
Constitution Ave. NW., Washington. DC 
20418. 

Based on information collected at a 
public meeting (May 8,1991), written 
comments to the public meeting notice, 
and discussions with State and local 
regulators, industry representatives, and 
consumer groups, the lOM reported that 
all but section 403(d) of the act 
(misleading container) are being 
adequately implemented. I 

The lOM report acknowledged that | 
there was a wide divergence of views 
among State officials, industry, and 
consumer groups as to whether section 
403(d) of the act is being adequately 
implemented. All groups that expressed 
an opinion to the lOM about the 
adequacy of implementation of 403(d) of 
the act felt very strongly about their 
position. 

Industry generally supported the 
adequacy of implementation of 403(d) of 
the act. However, some State officials 
and consumer groups testified that the 
absence of Federal regulations and the 
small number of enforcement actions 
under section 403(d) of the act are 
evidence that this section is not being 
adequately implemented. 

The lOM found that relatively few 
States have taken independent action to 
establish more specific requirements 
related to container fill or deceptive 
packaging. One State official testified 
that his State has not encountered 
problems with container fill and 
deceptive packaging, and that, if it did, 
section 403(d) of the act was more than 
adequate if enforced. Of the States with 
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regulations prohibiting misleading 
containers, two have adopted "formed 
or filled" language similar to section 
403(d) of the act. 

One State regulation cited by the lOM 
addresses variance fit>m net weight 
which may be more relevant to section 
403(e) than to 403(d) of the act. Another 
State regulation dted by the lOM deals 
with the practice of "downsizing," i.e., 
reducing the amount of product in a 
container without a substantial change 
in the size or shape of the container. For 
example, a manufacturer may decide 
(with an appropriate change in the 
declared net weight) to sell 14 ounces 
(oz) of cofiee in a container similar in 
appearance to one that has traditionally 
held 16 oz of product. The potential 
problem with downsizing lies in the fact 
that consumers, familiar with a product 
and its packaging, may receive an 
amount of product that is less than they 
expect bas^ on a histoi^ of purchases. 

IDA notes that reducing tne amount 
of product in a container without 
reducing the volume of the container 
will increase the amount of slack-fill in 
that container. To the extent that some 
portion of this slack-fill would be 
nonfunctional, the practice would 
constitute misleading fill under 
§ 100.100, as proposed. However, 
proliferation of sizes, of which 
downsizing may be a part, comes under 
the jurisdiction of the Department of 
Commerce as provided for in section 
S(d) of the Fair Packaging and Labeling 
Act (FPLA) (15 U.S.C. 1454). Therefore, 
the practice of downsizing is outside the 
scope of this proposed rulemaking, 
although the package that results is not. 

Four States have chosen to issue 
regulations that establish specific fill-of- 
container provisions or that define 
misleading fill beyond the provisions of 
section 403(d) of the act. Several State 
o^cials provided the lOM with 
examples of packaged foods that are 
currently being marketed and that 
represent, in their view, objectionable 
practices that have occurred under 
FDA’s current policies. 

The lOM reported that there was 
disagreement among the members of the 
committee that it used to study about 
the adequacy of the implementation of 
403(d) of the act. According to the lOM 
report, some members of the committee 
saw no problem with implementation of 
section 403(d) of the act and did not feel 
consumers were being disadvantaged by 
deceptive packaging or slack-filled 
containers. These members believed 
that the more blatant examples of 
misleading containers presented to the 
lOM could be addressed quite readily 
under current law. In addition, these 
members maintained that, because the 

lOM had determined that the level of 
enforcement activity was not a criterion 
in determining adequacy of 
implementation, new regulations should 
not be suggested to FDA on the basis of 
the level of enforcement of this section. 

The lOM report stated that other 
committee members were impressed by 
the examples of packaging presented by 
State officials and believed that 
deceptive or slack-filled containers 
should be considered a matter of 
national importance. One example cited 
in the lOM report involved two varieties 
of a hot beverage mix in single-serving 
packages within an outer container. One 
variety was a "light" version of the 
regular mix. It contained 40 percent less 
piquet by weight but was packaged in 
the same size envelopes and external 
package as the regular mix. The lOM 
believed that packaging the "light” 
product in the same way as the regular 
product could potentially mislead 
consumers as to the quantity of food 
that they were purchasing. Ultimately, 
the lOM decided that the perception of 
inadequacy on the part of some State 
officials and consumer groups was 
sufficiently strong to justify a finding 
that section 403(d) of the act is not l^ing 
adequately implemented. 

D. Agency Determination of Adequacy 
of Implementation of Section 403(d) of 
the Act 

In a document published in the 
Federal Register of July 28.1992 (57 FR 
33283), based on the lOM report, the 
agency proposed to find that of the six 
misbranding sections listed in section 
403A(a)(3) of the act. all but section 
403(d) are being adequately 
implemented. The document provided 
for the submission of comments by 
interested persons by September 28, 
1992. 

In a final rule published elsewhere in 
this issue of the Federal Register, the 
agency is announcing its conclusion, 
based on comments submitted in 
response to the July 28,1992, proposal 
and other relevant material, that all but 
section 403(d) of the act are being 
adequately implemented. The agency 
notes that three of the six letters 
received in response to the July 28, 
1992, proposal maintained that section 
403(d) of the act is being adequately 
implemented. However, as discussed in 
the final rule, none of the comments 
provided a factual basis to support a 
determination that 403(d) of the act is 
being adequately implemented. 

In its consideration of whether section 
403(d) of the act is (or is not) being 
adequately implemented, the agency 
gave significant weight to evidence cited 
by the lOM that a number of States have 

addressed fill-of-container matters that 
are not addressed by FDA’s regulations. 
As discussed in the final rule. FDA 
believes that a strong Federal regulatory 
system is a prerequisite of the 
Congressional mandate for uniformity. 
FDA currently has no regulations to 
implement the provisions of section 
403(d) of the act. The agency 
determination that section 403(d) of the 
act is not being adequately implemented 
is discussed fiulher in the final rule. 

FDA acknowledges the lack of 
consensus expressed in the lOM report 
with respect to section 403(d) of the act 
(see section I.C. of this document) and 
in the comments to the proposed list. 
The agency is also concerned that, 
because of the time constraints imposed 
by the 1990 amendments, there may not 
have been sufficient time for interested 
parties to fully develop evidence to 
support a determination that section 
403(d) is being adequately 
implemented. 

TOA advises that, should it receive 
evidence during the comment period on 
this proposal that establishes that 
section 403(d) is being adequately 
implemented, the agency would be 
willing to reconsider its contrary 
determination. Thus, one possible 
outcome of this rulemaking would be a 
determination that section 403(d) is 
adequately being implemented by FDA 
and is thus preemptive, even in the 
absence of a new regulation. However, 
absent information to support such a 
finding, FDA advises that it tentatively 
concludes that the regulation proposed 
in this document would ensure 
adequate implementation of section 
403(d) of the act. 

II. The Issue uf Slack-Fill 

A. Introduction—The lOM Report 

Most of the discussion in the lOM 
report, and much of the information that 
the lOM received, regarding the 
adequacy of section 403(d) of the act 
centered around whether consumers are 
being adequately protected against 
slack-filled containers. Furthermore, of 
the States cited by the lOM that have 
established more specific requirements 
than section 403(d) of the act related to 
misleading containers, most have 
chosen to focus on misleading fill. 

The lOM cited the California Sherman 
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Law 
(California Health and Safety Code 
Section 26437) that adopted the 
language of section 5(c)(4) of the FPLA 
as an approach for prohibiting 
misleading fill. The lOM also stated that 
no single State regulation was adequate 
for adoption as a Federal standard. The 
lOM suggested that FDA consider 
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promulgating regulations to prohibit 
misleading fill based on the definition 
of nonfunctional slack-fill provided for 
in the FPLA. The lOM report concluded 
that the definition of nonfunctional 
slack-fill in the FPLA provides FDA 
with a means of implementing the 
intent of section 403(d) of the act and 
suggested that FDA consider 
promulgating regulations to prohibit 
misleading fill based on that definition. 
In concluding that section 403(d) of the 
act was not being adequately 
implemented, the lOM did not 
recommend that the agency promulgate 
regulations with regard to the deceptive 
packaging (“made” or “formed” as to be 
misleading) provisions of section 403(d) 
of the act. 

B. Definition of “Slack-fill” 

For the purposes of this rulemaking, 
“slack-fiH” is defined as the difference 
between the actual capacity of a 
container and the volume of product 
contained therein. For example, when a 
round or cup-shaped candy bar is 
packaged in a square container, the 
empty space in the corners of the 
package is considered slack-fill. In the 
case of cereal or potato chips, the empty 
space external to the bulk of the product 
(i.e., at the top of the bag or box) would 
be considered slack-fill. Slack-fill 
includes space within a container that is 
empty of product but that may contain 
secondary packaging materials (e.g., bag- 
in-box packaging, cardboard dividers, or 
molded plastic trays). 

Air space within the bulk of the food 
(e.g., the space between adjacent com 
flakes, the “holes” in swiss cheese, or 
the air in whipped cream) is generally 
not considered to be slack-fill, although 

[ a portion of this space could become 
i slack-fill as some products settle. The 
• agency tentatively concludes that 
j interstitial space in a food that results 
I from the physical characteristics of the 
[ food (e.g., the shape of the food 

particles), that would be included in 
any common household measure of the 

I food (e.g., a cup of sugar or a cup of com 
flakes), and that cannot be excluded 
from the food without changing its 
physical characteristics is part of the 
body of the food rather than slack-fill. 
The agency believes that it is both 
inappropriate and impracticable to 
quantify as slack-fill the interstitial 
space that can not be separated from the 
bulk of a food without altering the 
character of the food. The agency invites 
comment on this interpretation. 

C. The Fair Packaging and Labeling Act 

The FPLA was promulgated, in part, 
to elaborate on and to reinforce the 
misbranding provisions in section 403 

of the act. In section 2 of the FPLA (15 
U.S.C. 1451), Congress clearly states that 
“Informed consumers are essential to 
the fair and efficient functioning of a 
free market economy. Packages and 
their labels should enable consumers to 
obtain accurate information as to the 
quantity of the contents and should 
facilitate value comparisons.” Section 
5(c)(4) of the FPLA provides for the 
promulgation of regulations necessary to 
prevent the deception of consumers or 
to facilitate value comparisons of 
consumer commodities, including 
regulations to prevent nonfunctional 
slack-fill. Section 5 of the FPLA states: 

For the purposes of paragraph (4) of this 
subsection, a package shall be deemed to be 
nonfunctionally slack-filled if it is filled to 
substantially less than its capacity for reasons 
other than (A) protection of the contents of 
such package or (B) the requirements of 
machines used for enclosing the contents in 
such package. 

During 1970 and 1971, following 
enactment of the FPLA, FDA contracted 
with 11 State regulatory agencies to 
determine the extent to which slack-fill 
occurs in food packages at the retail 
level. Analysis of 11,000 samples 
revealed many packages with significant 
levels of slack-fill. In some instances, 
the empty space occupied as much as 80 
percent of the volume of the container. 
However, this survey did not 
differentiate between functional and 
nonfunctional slack-fill. 

The agency subsequently (from 1974 
through 1976) initiated surveys at the 
manufacturing level to determine the 
extent to which slack-fill was justified 
by factors such as: Requirements of the 
miing machine, physical properties of 
the product, and normal product 
settling. These surveys focused on 
commodities that had: (1) Exhibited 
substantial slack-fill in the earlier State 
surveys, (2) significant production 
volumes, and (3) the highest incidence 
of consumer complaints. The 
commodities surveyed included: Candy, 
cookies, crackers, pretzels, potato chips, 
macaroni, spaghetti, cereal, dry dessert 
mixes, and prepared mixes. 

Agency personnel, in cooperation 
with industry, observed various 
commercial manufacturing and filling 
operations and measured the degree to 
which product settled during shipping. 
They also collected data on variations in 
bulk density (weight per unit volume) 
for individual products and for product 
classes. In some instances (e.g., cereal 
and dry dessert mixes), FDA field 
personnel adjusted filling equipment or 
manually added additional product to 
containers in order to determine the 
effect of “overfill” on product quality. 
In other instances (e.g., a candy bar on 

a cardboard support with an outer 
wrap), the level of slack-fill was reduced 
by increasing the dimensions of the 
product. Overfilling packages to various 
degrees allowed FDA to identify the 
levels of slack-fill necessary for proper 
package closure and protection of the 
product and to determine the amounts 
of slack-fill that were likely to result 
from variations in the physical 
characteristics of the product and 
normal product settling. For the 
purposes of these studies, it was often 
easier to reduce slack-fill by increasing 
the fill of the container rather than 
altering the dimensions of the container. 

Although the study was terminated 
before slack-fill had been fully studied 
in all the target commodities cited 
above, and no formal report was 
published, FDA collected sufficient data 
to determine that it is possible to 
distinguish between functional and 
nonfunctional slack-fill on a plant-by¬ 
plant basis for specific products in given 
container sizes. 

At the same time, the agency noted 
that differences in the physical 
characteristics of a given product, 
including the need to protect the 
product from breakage, and precision of 
filling equipment result in a high degree 
of variability in the level of functional 
slack-fill within commodity classes. For 
example, functional slack-fill for 
macaroni products ranged fi'om a low of 
3.7 percent at manufacture and 
packaging to as much as 23.0 percent 
after shipping. Functional slack-fill 
levels for cereal products after shipping 
were even higher, ranging from 8.6 to 
43.1 percent of the container volume. 
FDA concluded that many consumer 
commodities may have large levels of 
slack-fill that, although justified, might 
appear to be deceptive to consumers. 
FDA also observed that some products 
had greater slack-fill than could be 
justified by protection of the food or by 
requirements of the filling machine. A 
copy of the draft Compliance Program 
Evaluation for fiscal years 1975 and 
1976 nonfunctional slack-fill surveys 
(7320.40 and 7320.65) is on file with the 
Dockets Management Branch (address 
above) under the above-referenced 
docket number. 

The agency notes that some 
manufacturers employ label statements 
such as “Contents may settle during 
shipping” or “Contents sold by weight, 
not volume” to inform consumers that 
a package will probably appear to be 
less than full. Statements such as "A 
certain amount of air is packaged in 
each bag to act as a cushion against 
breakage” alert consumers as to the 
presence of slack-fill and provide 
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information on the function of the slack- 
fiU. 

Although section 5(c)(4) of the FPLA 
provides for the promulgation of 
regulations to prevent nonfunctional 
slack-fill in padiages containing 
consumer commodities. FDA chose not 
to promulgate such regulations. Based 
on the preceding studi^ FDA believed 
that establishing specific limits on the 
level of slack-fill of consumer 
commodities would, in many cases, 
involve values that were so high (e.g.. as 
much as 63.8 percent for candy bars) 
that the r^ulations would serve no 
useful purpose. FDA also believed that 
such r^ulations could, in fact, 
encourage or legitimize a failure to 
minimize stack-fill on the part of some 
manufacturers. For example, a 
manufacturer with sophisticated 
equipment, capable of producing a 
product with a relatively low level of 
slack-fill, might decide to increase 
slack-fill in the product, taking 
advantage of a maximum slack-fill level 
that had been established based on less 
sophisticated packaging equipment. The 
agency also concluded that determining 
maximum allowable levels for 
functional slack-fill on a commodity-by¬ 
commodity basis would require 
considerable agency resources. Based on 
the preceding studies, FDA determined 
that it would not be appropriate to 
expend limited agency resources to 
develop r^ulations that would probably 
contribute little to improve 
implementation of section 403(d) of the 
act. 

However, as stated above, the 1990 
amendments require FDA to promulgate 
regulations to implement any provision 
listed in section 403A(a)(3) of the act 
that it determines is not being 
adequately implemented. Thus, in light 
of its determination that section 403(d) 
of the act is not being adequately 
implemented (see I.D. of this 
document). FDA has reconsidered its 
position on the need for regulations on 
nonfunctional slack-fill. 

III. FDA Proposed Response 

A. Introduction 

As mentioned in section ID. of this 
document, FDA has determined that 
section 403(d) of the act is not being 
adequately implemented. That section 
states that a food is misbranded if its 
container is so made, formed, or filled 
as to be misleading. Although FDA is 
addressing each of these aspects of 
section 403(d) of the act in proposed 
§ 100.100, this rulemaking is primarily 
concerned with defining the 
circumstances in which the slack-fill 
within a package is nonfunctional and. 

therefore, constitutes misleading filL 
The agency has tentatively decided not 
to elaborate on ways in which a 
container may be “made" or “formed" 
as to be mislooding. The agency has 
tentatively concluded that these terms 
are strai^tfiMTward and thus require 
little elaboration. This approach is 
consistent with that of several States 
that have chosen to^ablish regulations 
prohibiting misleading containers by 
elaborating only cm what cemstitutes 
misleading fill. Furthermore, the KDM 
did not point to any particular prchlems 
emanating fitun the “made" in' 
“formed” aspects of 403(d) of the ach 
nor did it reemmmend that the agency 
promulgate regulaticms with r^ard to 
these [MiOvisiems. The agenc:y invites 
comment on its approa^ and on 
whether it is necessary to elaborate on 
when a container is so made or formed 
as to be misleading to fully implement 
section 403(d) of the act. 

B. Misleading Fill 

The agency has long been aware of 
consumer dissatisfeciion with slacdc- 
filled containers. FDA advises that, in 
many products, a certain level of slacdc- 
fill has a functional purpose (e.g., 
protecting the product) and, therefore, 
can be Justified even though some 
consumers may perc»ivo it to be 
misleading. The agency acdinowiedges 
that some products being marketed 
under existing Federal regulations may 
contain amounts of slack-fill exceeding 
that necessary to protect the product or 
required by the filling machine. The 
agency also acknowledges that in the 
cases that it has brought to enfoixe 
section 403(d) of the ac:t, such as the 
United States v. 174 Cases * * * Delson 
Thin Mints. 195 F. Supp. 326 (DJvI.J. 
1961), afTd 302 F.2d 724 (3d. Qr. 1962), 
the phrase “misleading fill" has proven 
to be too vague to permit successful 
resolution. 

Although FDA has established fill-of- 
container standards for a number of 
standardized foods such as c:anned 
oysters (21 CFR 161.145) and c^anned 
wet paeJe shrimp in transparent or 
nontransparent containers (21 CFR 
161.T73), the agency believes that 
standards of fill are not a practical way 
to implement the intent of section 
403(d) of the ac:t for all consumer 
commodities. Establishing specifio 
limits on the level of slack-fill on a 
commcxlity-by-commodity basis would 
require ccnsider^le agency resources, 
much more than the agency has 
available. On the other hand. FDA 
believes that the action suggested by the 
lOM, i.e., to establish by regulation a 
general definition for nonfunc:tional 

slack-fill using the FPLA ^cu* guidance, 
has in«it. 

FD^ believes that by establishing 
under section 701(a) of the act (21 
U.S.C. 371(a)) a regulation that 
implements sec:tion 403(d), it could 
provide a genera) definition fcH* 
nonfunctional slach-fill that would 
serve to define the circumstances in 
which fill is misleading under the act. 
By doing so, the agmey would provide 
the guidance about the meaning of 
misleading fill that was requested by 
State ofilcials and consumer groups in 
testimemy befcuo the lOM. This 
approach would also allow enibicement 
ba^d on the capabilities of individual 
prcx»ssing and packaging fecilities and 
on the specific physic:al properties (e.g., 
bulk density, uniformity, tendency to 
settle, and need for proteciion) of 
individual produds. rather than 
establishing maximum slach-fill values 
for classes of commodities that are 
necessarily too high to have any 
meaning. The agency believes that this 
proposed actiem will: (1) Provide 
guidance for consumers and 
manufacturers regarding what is 
functional slack-fill and what is not, (2) 
encourage industry to evaluate the 
amount of slack-fill in existing products 
and aid it in choosing the most 
appropriate prexossing and packaging 
methods for new products, and (3) 
increase consumer confidence that the 
amount of slack-fill in consumer 
commodities has a function. By 
ensuring adequate implementation of 
section 403(d) of the act. the proposed 
regulation will reduco those instances of 
misleading fill that may exist under 
corrent Fedoral regulations. 

FDA tentatively finds that appropriate 
levels of slack-fill are those no greater 
than necossary to accomplish the 
intended functional efiect in the 
packaged food product. For example, a 
candy bar may be packaged so that it is 
resting on a c:ardboard support with 
both clandy bar and support within an 
outer wrapper. The support will 
determine the minimum length and 
width of the outer packamng. while the 
height of the package is determined by 
the height of the candy bar. The 
dinoensions of the cardboard support 
and the outer wrapper roust be such as 
to accommodate normal variations in 
the size and shape of the product. The 
cardboard support needs to be of 
sufficient size and strength to protect 
the produert during shipping and 
handling. It may also be necessary for 
the outer wrapper to be longer than the 
support, so that neither the support nor 
the candy bar interferes with the 
efficient closure of the outer wrapper 
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When a candy bar is packaged in this 
manner, some slack-fill is inevitable. 
The amount of slack-fill in the package 
will vary depending on factors such as 
the uniformity of the product and the 
capabilities of the padcaging equipment. 
The proposed regulation is not intended 
to require manufacturers who are 
operating under current good 
manufacturing practices to change the 
physical characteristics of a food, nor is 
it intended to require manufacturers to 
puri.hase more sophisticated packaging 
equipment (proposed § 100.100(a)(2)). 

FDA tentatively Finds that slack-fill or 
the practice that results in slack-fill is 
justiFied to the extent that it performs 
such appropriate functions as protecting 
the contents of the container or meeting 
the necessary requirements of the filling 
machine. Slack-fill in excess of that 
required to perform a function, e.g., 
using a 6-inch cardboard support to 
hold a candy bar that is 3 inches long, 
however, is nonfunctional slack-Fill and, 
therefore, misleading fill, even though 
the support may continue to perform a 
function such as protecting the product. 

To address this situation, FDA is 
proposing to define “nonfunctional 
slack-Fill.” The agency tentatively finds 
that the definition of this term that 
appears in section 5(c) of the FPLA is 
adequate to differentiate between 
functional and nonfunctional slack-fill 
of the types described above. However, 
slack-fill may serve additional purposes 
(e.g., allowing a package to 
accommodate tamper resistant devices 
or modified atmosphere packaging to 
extend shelf-life) that were not 
anticipated when the FPLA was 
enacted. FDA believes that slack-fill 
related to modified atmosphere or 
tamper resistant packaging is covered by 
that portion of the proposed definition 
that allows slack-fill to protect the 
contents of a container (proposed 
§ 100.100(a)(1)). 

FDA notes that some slack-fill, e.g., 
slack-fill resulting from normal product 
settling, does not perform a function in 
a food. As such, it could be considered 
nonfunctional slack-fill. However, 
product settling is a normal, 
unavoidable process for many types of 
food (e.g., cereal and potato chips). 
Thus, slack-fill that results from product 
settling is a function of the physical 
properties of the product (e.g., the shape 
of the pieces of food), and of the way in 
which the product is filled into the 
container (e.g., loosely packed). For the 
purposes of this proposed rule, FDA 
tentatively proposes to exclude 
unavoidable slack-fill that results from 
normal product settling from the 
definition '■f nonfunctional slack-fill ~ 
(proposed § 100.100(a)(3)). 

In addition, advances in food 
technology and product development 
have resulted in a number of products 
with slack-fill that may be justifiable 
(i.e., performs a specific function) but 
may not be addressed by the definition 
of nonfunctional slack-fill in the FPLA. 
For example, consumer demand for 
convenience has led to the development 
of food products that may be cooked in, 
or eaten out of. the containers in which 
they are purchased. Thus, packaging for 
an instant soup must not only allow 
efficient closure of the package and 
protect the product during shipping, it 
must also have sufficient empty space to 
hold the hot water added by the 
consumer to hydrate the product. A 
package of microwavable brownies may 
contain a disposable tray in which the 
product is both mixed and cooked. 
Thus, the package would need to be 
large enough to accommodate a tray 
whose size was based, in part, on the 
size of the cooked brownies, not the 
amount of dry mix in the container. 

FDA notes that convenience foods 
often require an increase in the size of 
the container relative to the amount of 
product within the container. For 
example, a box containing hot chocolate 
in single serving packages is usually 
larger than a box containing the same 
amount of bulk product without the 
secondary packaging. In addition, such 
products would be clearly labeled as to 
their contents (e.g., "Contains 6 single¬ 
serve packages” or “Package contains 
baking tray”). Therefore, the agency 
tentatively concludes that reasonable 
levels of slack-fill resulting from the 
practices described above perform a 
function in that they are necessary for 
convenient preparation or consumption 
of the product. However, such functions 
are not covered by the definition of 
nonfunctional slack-fill in the FPLA. 
Therefore, the agency is proposing to 
exclude, from the definition of 
“nonfunctional slack-fill,” slack-fill that 
results from practices that are necessary 
for a package to perform a particular 
function (e.g., to aid in the preparation 
and consumption of a specialty food 
product), where such function is clearly 
declared on the label and is an integral 
part of the nature of the food (proposed 
§ 100.100(a)(4)). 

Gift products represent another 
category where packaging may serve 
functions other than to simply contain 
and protect the food. For example, some 
gift products (e.g., cheese and jellies in 
a basket or assorted biscuits in a teapot) 
consist of a food contained in a reusable 
household article that is itself part of the 
gift. In some instances, the food 
component of the gift product is 
packaged in a predetermined or 

standardized quantity before being 
placed in the reusable gift container. At 
the same time, the size of the reusable 
gift container (e.g., a teapot) may be a 
function of its intended use after the 
food component of the gift has been 
consumed. 

Depending on the nature of the food 
and the type of gift container used, 
manufacturers will have varying degrees 
of control over the amount of slack-fill 
in such containers. For example, baskets 
are available in a wide range of shapes 
and sizes, allowing manufacturers to 
choose a basket that is appropriate for 
the amount of food contained therein. 
Other household items that may be 
desirable gift containers (e.g.. coffee 
cups or teapots) are available in a more 
limited number of sizes. Furthermore, 
because part of the purchase of a gift 
product is the continued utility of the 
reusable container, and part of the 
purchase may include intangibles (e.g., 
aesthetics or sentiment resulting from 
the way in which the product is 
packaged), it is more difficult to 
differentiate between functional and 
nonfunctional slack-fill in these items as 
compared to conventional foods. 

FDA tentatively finds that, in the case 
of such gift products, reasonable 
differences between the volume of the 
reusable gift container and the amount 
of food contained therein that result 
from the role of the gift container in the 
presentation of the food would not 
constitute misleading fill, even though 
such slack-fill might not have a specific 
functional effect such as protecting the 
product. FDA tentatively finds that 
exempting reasonable amounts of slack- 
fill in such gift products (i.e., food 
packaged in a reusable household item) 
from the definition of nonfunctional 
slack-fill would provide manufacturers 
with flexibility in packaging such 
products, while providing consumers 
with product choices. The agency 
invites comment on these tentative 
findings. Specifically, FDA requests 
comment on the appropriateness of 
establishing an exemption from the 
definition of nonfunctional slack-fill for 
gift products consisting of a food item 
combined with a gift container (i.e., a 
reusable household item) where the gift 
container serves to contain and protect 
the food, is part of the presentation of 
the food, and is to be usable after the 
food is consumed (proposed 
§ 100.100(a)(5)). 

FDA advises that the preceding 
discussion is concerned only with gift 
products that are packaged in reusable 
containers. The agency acknowledges 
that other types of gift products may 
also be packaged in containers that are 
designed to do more than simplv 
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contain and protect the food. For 
example, when candy is packaged in a 
heart-shaped box, the shape of the box 
conveys a nressage to the receiver. Other 
products, e.g., chocolate covered 
cherries, may he packaged in a 
decorative plastic tray that not only 
protects the product but plays a role in 
the presentation of the food. The agency 
believes that manufacturers of such 
products have greater control over 
package design and filling operations 
with respect to minimizing siack-fili in 
these products as opposed to gift 
products in a reusable container whose 
size and shape is, in part, a function of 
its intended use after the food has been 
consumed. The agency also notes that, 
in the absence of a reusable gift 
container, the distinction between gift 
products, luxury items, and 
conventional food products appears to 
be subjective. Furthermore, although 
packaging such as a heart shaped box 
appears to play a role in the 
presentation of a food, the agency lacks 
sufficient information to establish 
criteria for distinguishing between 
functional and nonfunctional slack-fill 
in such products. 

The agency invites comment on 
whether it would be appropriate to 
provide more latitude in determining 
that slack-fill in gift products is 
functional if the slack-fill is attributable 
to padoging that serves to contain the 
food and that plays a rote in the 
presentation of the food but that is not 
intended for reuse after the food is 
consumed. The agency invites comment 
on criteria that it could use to 
distinguish between functional and 
nonfunctional slack-fill in such 
products and for such purposes. 
Comments should provide specific 
examples of products whose packaging 
includes slack-fill associated with the 
presentation of a food that should, or 
should not. be excluded from the 
definition of nonfunctioiral slack-fill as 
misleading fill. Comments should 
provide substantive arguments for or 
against such an exclusion and, if 
appropriate, contain criteria to be used 
in determining such exclusion. 

FDA notes that product 
reformulations may change the density, 
wei^t, or volume of a piquet, 
sometimes drastically. For example, a 
package of gelatin mix sweetened with 
sugar may contain 3 oz of product. The 
same product sweetened with a high 
intensity sweetener may weigh only O.S 
oz. If the manufacturer uses the same 
package for both products, the pacd^age 
containing gelatin sweetened with the 
high intensity sweetener will contain a 
signiHcantly greater amount of slack-filL 
The agency notes that the increased 

slack-fill in the package containing 0.5 
oz of product exceeds the amount of 
slack-fill that is required to perform 
such necessary functions as protecting 
the product and ensuring proper 
package closure in the package that 
contains 3 oz of product. At the same 
time, the agency notes that both 
packages of gelatin ermtain sufficient 
mix to provide the same amount of 
ftnished product. The agency tentatively 
concluded that, absent a functional 
effect, the portion of slack-fill within a 
contaiirer resulting fiom product 
reformulation (e.g., removal of a 
macronutrimt such as sucrose) that 
reduces the volume of prb«iuct in that 
container constitutes nonfunctional 
(misleading) slack-fill. The ager>cy 
invites comment on this tentative 
conclusion and on the criteria that 
could be used to distinguish between 
functional (justifiable) and 
nonfunctiona) (misleading) slack-fill in 
a case such as this. 

The agency also invites comment on 
the appropriateness of establishing an 
exemption fiom the definition of 
nonfunctional sladc-fill For packages 
containing slack-fill that results from an 
inability to further reduce the size of the 
package. The agency notes that some 
food products (e.g.. saffion and 
saccharin) are frequently sold in very 
small quantities for various reasons, 
including: Limited shelf-life, high cost 
per unit volume, or the need to use only 
a small amount of the product at any 
one time. To the extent that such foods 
must be sold in a package of some 
minimum size to accommodate required 
food labeling excluding any vignettes or 
other nonmandatory designs or label 
information, discourage pilfering, or 
facilitate handling, the resulting slack- 
fill may be a function of a minimum 
package size requirement. Comments on 
the ne^ for an exemption for such 
packages should present specific 
examples of products that have a 
minimum package size requirement and 
whose packaging includes slack-fill that 
should, or should not, be excluded from 
the proposed definition of 
nonfunctional slack-fill. Comments 
should provide substantive arguments 
for or against such an exclusion and. if 
appropriate, contain criteria to be used 
in determining such an exclusion. 

The agency invites comment on any 
other practices or developments that 
may result in slack-fill and that are not 
addressed by the language of the 
proposed definition of nonfunctional 
sladc-fill. Comments should provide 
specific examples of containers that 
represent functional stock-fill versus 
nonfunctional slack-fill or misleading 
fill. When appropriate, comments 

should also include suggested wording 
to be used in this rulemaking to ensure 
that the examples are adequately 
covered by any regulation that FDA 
adopts. The agency also invites 
comment on the phrase “filled to 
substantially less than capadty" in 
proposed § 100.100(a). FDA intends this 
phrase to mean that any packages 
containing levels of nonfonctional 
slack-fill that are significant in 
proportion to the volume of the 
container would be misbranded. FDA 
requests comment on the 
appropriateness of this standard. The 
agency aLso requests comment on how 
to define "significant” in this context. 

Finally, the agency invites comment 
on whether it makes a difference if a 
product is packaged in a container that 
allows consumers to fully view the 
contents of the container. Specifically, 
would nonfunctional slack-fill be 
misleading when consumers can clearly 
see what they are purchasing? 

The agency believes that several 
factors, such as the cost of packaging 
materials, space required for storage and 
transport, and increased national 
interest in efficient packaging to reduce 
solid waste, will serve to reduce slack- 
fill in many ccron>odities. 

The agency believes that the proposed 
regulation will ensure adequate 
implementation of sectiem 403(d) of the 
act, thereby, providing additional 
consumer protection against misleading 
fill and facilitating value comparisons 
on the part of consumers. Thus, section 
403(d) of the act will become 
preemptive upon adoption of proposed 
§ 100.100. This regulation, if adopted, 
will also provide State regulatory 
agencies, as well as FDA, with a 
uniform means of taking action against 
misleading containers. The agency also 
notes that section 4 of the 1990 
amendments (21 U.S.C. 337) provides 
for State enforcement of section 403(d) 
of the act in Federal court. 
Consequently, manufacturers can expect 
that packaging will be treated uniformly 
throughout the States with regard to 
misleading containers. 

Therefore, FDA is proposing § 100.100 
Misleading containers in part 100 (21 
CFR part 100) within a newly proposed 
subpart of part 100 to be entitled 
“Subpart F—Misbranding for Reasons 
Other Than Labeling.” The proposed 
regulation states that food is misbranded 
if its container is so made, formed, or 
filled as to be misleading. It defines 
misleading fill as nonfunctional slack- 
fill. Finally, the proposed regulation 
includes criteria for use in determining 
whether slack-fill is functional versus 
nonfunctional. 
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IV. Environmental Impact 

The agency has determined under 21 
CFR 25.24(oKll) that this action is of a 
type that does not individually or 
cumulatively have a significant effect on 
the human environment. Although not a 
labeling requirement per se, this action 
is closely related to food labeling and 
arises out of the misbranding sections of 
the act. In all other respects, this action 
comes within the exemption in 
§ 25.24(a)(ll). Moreover, although this 
action is not specifically designated in 
21 CFR 25.22(a) and does not fail within 
the scope of the general provision (21 
CFR 2S.22(a)(19)), it could not 
significantly affect the quality of the 
human environment. Therefore, neither 
an environmental assessment nor an 
environmental impact statement is 
required. 

V. Economic Impact 

FDA has examined the economic 
implications of the proposed rule on 
misleading containers and 
nonfunctional slack-fill as required by 
Executive Orders 12291 and 12612 and 
the Regulatory Flexibility Act. Executive 
Order 12291 compels agencies to use 
cost-benefit analysis when making 
decisions, and Executive Order 12612 
requires Federal agencies to ensure that 
Federal solutions, rather than State or 
local solutions, are necessary. The 
Regulatory Flexibility Act requires 
regulatory relief for small businesses 
where feasible. The agency finds that 
this proposed rule is not a major rule as 
defined by Executive Order 12291. In 
accordance with the Regulatory 
Flexibility Act (Pub. L. 96-354), FDA 
has also determined that this proposed 
rule will not have a significant adverse 
impact on a substantial number of small 
businesses. Finally, any federalism 
issues that would require an analysis 
under Executive Order 12612 are 
resolved as a matter of law by section 
6 of the 1990 Amendments. 

A. Market Failure 

FDA believes the current proposal 
cannot be justified on the grounds of 
market failure. Required net weight 
figures already provide information on 
package contents. Furthermore, if 
consumers object to the level of slack- 
fill in a given package, they can easily 
identify that product by brand name and 
refrain from purchasing that particular 
product in the future. However, FDA 
believes that the lOM report and 
comments on whether section 403(d) of 
the act is being adequately implemented 
establish that a situation in which 
1 ulemaking is required under section 6 
of the 1990 amendments exists. 

There are three primary alternatives 
available to FDA with respect to 
ensuring edequate implementation of 
section 403(d) of the act. 

(1) Adopt a regulation that does not 
define nonfunctional slack-fill but only 
repeats the language of section 403(d) of 
the act. 

(2) Define nonfunctional slack-fill as 
proposed, with possible additional 
exemptions such as the following: (a) 
Gift products in nonreusable containers, 
(b) new products, initially introduced, 
where appropriate packaging material 
and equipment are not already 
available, and (c) small businesses. 

(3) Define not only misleading fill but 
also when a container has been made or 
formed to be misleading. 

B. Costs 

1. Repeat the language of section 403(d) 
of the act 

This alternative serves as the 
benchmark for estimating the costs and 
benefits of the other alternatives: 
therefore, no costs or benefits will be 
estimated for this alternative. 

2. Define nonfunctional slack-fill as 
proposed, with possible additional 
exemptions 

Potential compliance costs to industry 
include designing and manufacturing 
new packages. FDA currently has no 
information on the number of firms that 
would be affected or on the cost, if any, 
of required package changes. FDA 
requests information on compliance 
costs to firms resulting from this 
alternative beyond the costs that would 
occur if FDA promulgates a regulation 
that repeats the language of section 
403(d) of the act. 

In addition, consumers may undergo 
a utility loss from a reduction in the 
variety of packages currently available. 
Although the utility loss per product is 
probably small, FDA believes this utility 
loss may be significant in the aggregate, 
compared to the utility loss from the 
reduction in the variety of packages that 
would occur if FDA promulgates a 
regulation that repeats the language of 
section 403(d) of the act. FDA requests 
information on consumer valuation of 
packaging variety. 

This alternative includes a possible 
exemption for gift products in 
nonreusable containers. The cost of this 
alternative with this exemption is as 
above, less the compliance cost to 
manufacturers of these products and the 
utility loss to consumers from reducing 
the current level of variety in the 
packaging of these products. FDA 
cannot estimate this cost at this time 
because FDA has been unable to specify 

an operational definition of gift product. 
FDA requests comments on whe^er it 
would appropriate to provide this 
exemption, on defining gift product, and 
on consumer dissatisfaction with the fill 
of these products. 

This alternative also includes a 
possible temporary exemption for new 
products, initially marketed, where 
appropriate packaging material and 
equipment (that is. material and 
equipment that eliminate nonfunctional 
slack-fill) are not already available. The 
cost of this alternative with this 
exemption is as above, less the 
compliance cost to manufacturers of 
these products and the utility loss to 
consumers from the reduction in the 
current rate of introduction of new 
products onto the market. FDA cannot 
estimate this cost at this time and 
requests information on the effect of this 
proposal on the rate of introduction of 
new products onto the market in the 
absence of this exemption, and on 
consumer valuation of any change in the 
rate at which new products are 
introduced onto the market. FDA also 
requests information on whether it 
would be appropriate to provide this 
exemption. 

In addition, this alternative includes a gossible exemption for small 
usinesses. Under the Regulatory 

Flexibility Act of 1990, FDA is required 
to consider relief for small businesses 
from regulation where feasible. The cost 
of this alternative with this exemption 
is as above, less the compliance cost to 
small businesses and the utility loss to 
consumers from a possible reduction in 
the competitiveness of small businesses. 
The fixed cost of developing and 
introducing new packaging and 
purchasing new packaging equipment is 
a significant cost for small businesses. 
In the absence of this exemption, small 
businesses will be less able to produce 
a wide variety of products and product 
sizes than large businesses. FDA cannot 
estimate this cost at this time. FDA 
requests information on the effect of this 
alternative on small business in the 
absence of a small business exemption. 
FDA also requests information on 
whether it would be appropriate to 
provide this exemption. 

3. Define not only misleading fill but 
when a producthas been made or 
formed to be misleading 

The costs of this alternative are 
identical in kind to the costs of defining 
nonfunctional slack-fill as proposed. 
FDA cannot estimate these costs 
without specifying the conditions under 
which a product has been made or 
formed to be misleading. However, 
since this alternative would place 
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additional restrictions on packaging 
beyond the restrictions that would occur 
if FDA promulgates a regulation that 
repeats the language of section 403(d) of 
the act or defines nonfunctional slack* 
fill as proposed, the compliance cost of 
this alternative will be greater than that 
of either of these other two alternatives. 
FDA requests comments on potential 
specifications of when a product is 
made or formed to be misleading, as 
well as on the costs of such 
speciHcations to industry, consumers, 
and society in general. 

C Benefits 

1. Repeat the language of section 403(d) 
of the act 

This alternative serves as the 
benchmark for estimating the costs and 
benefits of the other alternatives; 
therefore, no costs or benefits will be 
estimated for this alternative. 

2. Define nonfunctional slack-fill as 
proposed, withpossible additional 
exemptions 

Potential benefits of this alternative 
include a reduction in the incidence of 
differing interpretations of the language 
of section 403(d) of the act that might 
occur if FDA promulgated a regulation 
repeating the language of section 403(d). 
FDA cannot estimate this benefit at this 
time and requests information on the 
likely incidence and cost of differing 
interpretations of the language of 
section 403(d) of the act that might 
occur if FDA promulgated a regulation 
repeating the language of section 403(d). 

Potential benefits of this alternative to 
consumers will result from the possible 
reduction in the incidence of consumer 
dissatisfaction with the fill of food 
containers. A certain amount of 
consumer dissatisfaction with slack-fill 
is likely to remain since the amount of 
slack-nil in genera) will continue to 
vary between packages of the same 
products (because of settling, product 
breakage, etc.), between different brands 
of the same product (because of 
different packaging technology and 
product characteristics), and between 
different products. FDA currently has 
no information on the level of consumer 
dissatisfaction with the Hll of 
containers, or on the degree to which 
current consumer dissatisfaction 
concerns nonfunctional slack-fill rather 
than slack-fill in general. Thus, FDA 
cannot estimate this benefit at this time. 

However, since consumers can 
identify offending packages by brand 
name and refrain from purchasing that 
product in the future (even when 
complaints of slack-Hll cannot be 
addressed by current Federal or State 

law), it is unlikely that utility losses 
from this source are significant. The 
benefit to consumers &om changes in 
the regulations addressing slack-fill 
should therefore be quite modest. 

The benefit of this alternative with 
any of the three possible additional 
exemptions will be as above, less the 
value of the reduction in consumer 
dissatisfaction with the fill of the 
products covered in the exemptions. 
FDA cannot estimate the benefit of this 
alternative with the possible exemptions 
at this time and requests information on 
consumer dissatisfaction with the fill of 
the products specified in the possible 
exemptions. 

3. Define not only misleading fill but 
when a producthas been made or 
formed to be misleading 

The benefit of this alternative is a 
reduction in consumer dissatisfaction 
with the form or construction of 
packaging. FDA cannot estimate this 
benefit without specifying the 
conditions under which a product has 
been made or formed to be misleading 
beyond the current provisions of section 
403(d) of the act. FDA requests 
comments on potential specifications of 
when a product is made or formed to be 
misleading, as well as on the benefits of 
such specifications to consumers. 

D. Conclusion 

In accordance with Executive Order 
12291, the agency has analyzed the 
economic effects of this proposed rule 
and has determined that this rule, if 
promulgated, will not be a major rule as 
defined by that order. 

In accordance with the Regulatory 
Flexibility Act, the agency has requested 
information that will allow the agency 
to consider a small business exemption. 
FDA requests information on the effect 
of this proposed rule on packaging costs 
of small businesses. 

Finally, FDA requests information on 
any other economic functions slack-fill 
might fulfill other than facilitating the 
test marketing of new products and the 
preservation of packaging variety for gift 
products. 

VI. Comments 

Interested persons may on or before 
January 11,1993, submit to the Dockets 
Management Branch (address above) 
written comments regarding this 
regulation. Two copies of any comments 
are to be submitted, except that 
individuals may submit one copy. 
Comments are to be identified with the 
docket number found in brackets in the 
heading of this document. Received 
comments may be seen in the office 

above between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m., 
Monday through Friday. 

List of Subjects in 21 CFR Part 100 

Administrative practice and 
procedures. Food labeling, Foods. 

Therefore, under the Federal Food, 
Drug, and Cosmetic Act and under 
authority delegated to the Commissioner 
of Food and Drugs, it is proposed that 
21 CFR part 100 be amended as follows: 

PART 100-GENERAL 

1. The authority citation for 21 CFR 
part 100 continues to read as follows: 

Authority Secs. 201, 301, 307,402,403, 
409, 701 of the Federal Pood, Drug, and 
Cosmetic Act (21 U.S.C. 321, 331, 337, 342, 
343, 348, 371). 

2, New subpart F. consisting of 
§ 100.100, is added to read as follows: 

Subpart F—Misbranding for Reasons 
Other Than Labeling 

§100.100 Misleading containers. 
In accordance with section 403(d) of 

the act, a food shall be deemed to be 
misbranded if its container is so made, 
formed, or fllled as to be misleading. 

(a) A container shall be considered to 
be filled as to be misleading if it 
contains nonfunctional sla^-fill. 
"Slack-fill” is the difference between 
the actual capacity of a container and 
the volume pf product contained 
therein. "Nonfunctional slack-nil” is the 
empty space in a package that is Hlled 
to substantially less than its capacity for 
reasons other than: 

(1) Protection of the contents of the 
package; 

(2) The requirements of the machines 
used for enclosing the contents in such 
package; 

(3) Normal product settling during 
shipping and handling; 

(4) The need for the package to 
perform a specific function (e.g., where 
packaging plays a role in the 
preparation or consumption of a food), 
where such function is inherent to the 
nature of the food and is clearly labeled; 
or 

(5) The fact that the product is a gift 
product consisting of a food or foods 
combined with a reusable gift container, 
where the container is intended for 
further use after the food is consumed. 

(b) [Reserved) 

Dated: November 5,1992. 

David A. Kessler, 
Commissioner of Food and Drugs. 
Louis W. Sullivan, 
Secretary of Health and Human Services. 
IFR Doc. 92-31528 Filed 12-28-92; 8:45 am) 
BILUNG CODE 4160-01-F 
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